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A. A. M.

A. B. D.

A. C. S.

A. D.

A. E. S.

A. F. P.

A.G.

A. Go.’*'

A. G. D.

A. H. S.

A. H.-S.

A. H. Sm.

A. M. C.

A. Ml.

A. N.

Arthur Anthony Macdonell, M.A., Ph.D.
Boden Professor of Sanskrit in the DDiversity of Oxford. Keeper of ihts Indian
Institute. Fellow of Balliol College ;

Fellow of the British Academy. Author of

A Vedic Grammar
;
A History of Sanskrit Literature

;
Vedic Mythology

;
&cf

KSlIdiMh

Rev. Andrew B, Davidson, D.D.
See the biographical article : Davidson, A. B.

Algernon Charles Swinburne.
See the biograpliical article : Swinburne, A. C.

Henry Austin Dobson, LL.D.
See the biographical article : Dobson, H. Austin.

I
Joh (in part).

I
Keats (in pari),

|Kaiiffmann, Angelica.

Arthur Everett Shipley, M.A., F.R.S., D.Sc. '' f
Master of Christ's College, Cambndge. Reader in Zoology, Cambridge TJniveriity. i KmOThyilCha.

Joint-editor of the Cambridge Natural History. I

Albert Frederick Pollard, M.A., F.R.Hist.Soc,
Professor of English History in the University of London. Fellow of All Souls'

College, Oxford. Assistant Editor of the DiUtonary of National Biography

^

1^3-
igoi. Lothian Prizeman (Oxford), 1892 ; Arnold pruceman, 1898, Author’ of

England under the Protector Somerset ; Henry VIll.
\ Life of Thomas Cranmer ; &c.

Major Arthur George Frederick Griffiths (d. 1908).
H.M. Inspector of Prisons, 1878-1896. Author of The Chronicles of Newgate
Secrets of the Prison House ; &c.

Rev. Alexander Gordon, M.A.
Lecturer on Church History in the University of Manchester.

Arthur George Doughty, C.M.G., M.A., Litt.D., F.R.S. (Canada), F.R.Kist.S.
f

Dominion Archivist of Canada. Member of the Geographical Board of Canada. J Joly da Lotbini^re.
Author of The Cradle of New France dec. Joint-editor of Documents relating fo 1

the Constitutional History of Canada. L

Rev. Archibald Henry Sayce, Litt.D., LL.D. /Kassitei.
Sec the biographical article : Sayce, A. H. \

Sir a. Houtum-Schindler, C.I.K. /
K®™ I Kennan ;

General in the Persian Army. Author of Eastern Persian Irak. \ Khorasan ; KUhlll.

I

Jovanlle Offenders (in part).

Jorls;

I Knlpperdofflnck.

Jewel, John.

Arthur Hamilton Smith, M.A., F.S.A. r

Keeper of the Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities in the Biitifih Museum,
(
Jewelry.

Member of the Imperial German Archaeological Institute. Author of Catalogue

of Creek Sculpture in the British Museum ; &c. \

Agnes Mary Clerke.
See the biographical article : Clerke, A. M. I

Kepler.

Alfred Ogle Maskell, F.S.A. r

Superintendent of the Picture Galleries, Indian and Colonial Exhibition, 1887. I

Cantor Lecturer, 1906. Founder and first editor of the Downside Review. Author -i

of Ivories ; &c. I

Alfred Newton, FR.S.
Sw the biographical article : Newton, Alfred.

' Jablm ; Jaeamar ; Ja^and ;

Jaekdaw; day; Kakapa^;

ReiM; Kindeer; Kinf-

Blrd; Kinfflsher; Kln^;
.KUa ; Kiwi ; Knot.

A complete list, showing all individual contributors, with the articlea 10 signed, appean in the final volume.
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in

I

]

Ale^xanuer Taylor Innes, M.A., LL.D.
Scotch advocate. Author of John Knox ; Law of Creeds in Scotland

;
Studies in

]
KnOX^ John.

Scottish History
;

&c.

Arthur William Holland. T

Formerly Scholar of St John’s College, Oxford. Bacon Schol^'* of Gray’s Inn,
j

JaoobltOB.

1900. I

Adolphus William Ward, LL.D., D.Litt.
See the biographical article : Ward, A. W.

Major Baden F. S. B.\den*Powell, F.R.A.S., F.R.Met.S.
j

Inventor of man-lifting kites. Formerly President of Aeronautical Society. Author Klto-flylng {in pa
of Ballooning as a Sport ; War in Practice ; &c. I

Rev. Benjamin Wisner Bacon, A.M., D.D., Litt.D., LT..D. (

Professor of New Testament Criticism and Exegesis in Yale University. Formerly j Jamos, Epistle Ol ;

Director of American ^hool of_Archaeology, Jerusalem. Auliior of The Fourth\ Jude, The General Epistle Of.

{jonson, Ben.

Gospel in Research and Debate
;
The Pounding ofthe Church ;

&c.

I
Khahbalah (in pari).Rev. Christian David Ginsburg, LL.D.

See the biographical article : Ginsburg, C. D.

Sir Charles Norton Edgcumbe Eliot, K.C.M.G., C.B., M.A., LL.D.,D.C.L.
Vice-Chancellor of Sheffield University. Formerly Fellow of Trinity College, I >

Oxford. H.M.'s Commissioner and Commander-in-Chief for the Bntish East
j

Khaxars (m

j

Africa Protectorate ; Agent and Consul-General at Zanzibar ; Consul-General for I Khlva (in part).

German East Africa, 1900-1904,

C. E. D. Black.
Formerly Clerk for Geographical Records, India Office, London.

^ Kashgar (in pari).
I

Carlton Huntley Hayes, A.M., Ph.D.
(

Assistant Professor of History in Columbia University, New York City. Member
|
John XXL ;

JuliUS 11.

of tiie American Hj^torical Association.
(

Crawford Howell Toy.
See the biographical article : Toy, Crawford Howf.ll. I

Job (in part).

Kaleidoscope.

Charles Jasper Joly, F.R.S., F.R.A.S. (itS64-'iQo6).

Royal Astronomer of Ireland, and Andrews Professor of Astronomy in the Uni-
versity of Dublin, 1897-1906. Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. Secretary of the

Royal Irisli Academy.

Sir Charles James Lyall, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., LL.D. (Edin.). /

Secretary, Judicial and Public Department, Incha Office. Fellow of King’s College,

London. Secretary to Government of India in Home Dpartment, i88t)-i894. J Kahlr.
Chief Commi.ssioner, Central Provinces, India, 1895-1898. Author of Translations I

of Ancient Arabic Poetry ; &c. I

CHARLK.S Lethbridge Kings^-ord, M.A., F.R.Hist.Soc., F.S.A. i

Assistant Secretary to the Board of Education. Author of Life of Henry V. Editor
.[

Kempe.
of Chronicles of London, and Stow's Survey of London. [

ChEDOMILLE MiJATOVICH.
I

Senator of the Kingdom of Servia. Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plcni-
j
Karageorge ;

potentiavy of the King of Servia to the Court of St James’s, 1895-1900, and 1902- Karajloh.
1903.

Sir Charles Moore Watson, K.C.M.G., CJi.
Colonel, Royal Engineers. Deputy-Inspector-General of Fortifications, 1896-1^)02.

Served under General Gordon in the Sudan, 1K74-1875.

Charles Raymond Beazley, l^l.A., D.Lirr.,

Jerusalem (in part).

F.R.G.S., F.R.HIST.S. .

Professor of Modem History in the University of Birmingham. Formerly Fellow

of Merton Ciollege, Oxford, and University Lecturer in the History of Geography. JordanUB.

Lothian l*rizemaai, Oxford, 1889. Lowell Lecturer, Boston, 1908. Author of

Henry the Navigator ; The Dawn of Modern Geography ; &c.

Caspar Stanley Clark.
Assistant ui Indian Section, Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington

Cecil Weatherly.
Formerly Scholar of Queen’s College, Oxford.

Sir Charles Wiij.tam Wilson, K.C.B., JC.C.M.G., F.R.S. (i836-t()07).

Major-General, Royal Engineers. Secretary to the North American Boundary
Commission, 1858-18O2. British Commis.sioner on the Servian Boundary Com-
mission. Director-General of the Ordnance Survey, 1886-1894. Director-General

of Military Education, 1895-1898. Author of Prom Korti to Khartoum
; Life of

Lord Clive
;

&c.

I
Kashi (in pari).

Barristei’-at-Law, Inner Temple.
[
Knighthood . Orders of.

Jerusalem (m part)

;

Jordan (in part
)

;

Kllrdistiln (in part).

Jebeil ; Jordan (in pari)

;

Karamania

;

Kharput; Konia.

David George Hogarth, M.A,
Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford.
Fellow of the British Academy. Excavated at Paphos, 1888 ; Naucratis, 1899
and 1903 ;

Ephesus, 1904-1905 Assiut, 1906-1907. Director, British School at

Atliens, 1897-1900. Director, Cretan Exploration Fund, 1899. '

David Hannay. |
5

Formerly British Vice-Consul at Barcelona. Author of Short History of the Royal
]

Vlieount ;
*

Navy, jxjy^/688 ; Life of Emilio Castelar ; &c. ' Keppeli ViscOUnt.

Edward Breck, M.A., Pn.D.
[

Formerly Forei^ Correspondent of the New York Herald and the New York Times,
j

Kite-flying (in pari),

Auttior of Fencing ; Wilderness Pets ;
Sporting in Nova Scotia ; &c. I
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Ernest BxRKik, M.A.

[
Fellow «Ad Lecturer in Modern History, St John's College, Oxford. Formerly-! Jordasot (m /HzrfV
Fellow aod Tutor of Merton College. Craven Scholar, 1895.

\ ^

Edward Fairbrother Strange, C . Ay, .

Assistant Keeper, Victoria an|i Albert Museum, South Kensington, Member ofj ^ *

Council, Japan Society. Author of numerous works on art subjects
; Joint^ditor |

of Bell's Cathedral Series. , I KyOftl, ShO-Fu.

Edmund Gosse, LL.D, ( Jaoobieni Jeni PeUr

;

See the biographical article : Gosse, Edmund. \ Kaiewilt ; Kyd^ Thomas.

Ernest Arthur Gardner, M.A. /ithaea
See the biographical article : Gardner, Percy. \ *

Edward Heawood, M.A. ( Konya •

Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. Librarian of the Royal GLOgraphicjil

!

Society, London. KUImanJarO.

Sir Edward Herbert Bunburv, Bart., M.A., F.R.G.S. (d. 1895). r

M.P, for Bury St Edmunds, 1847-1852. Author of A History of A ftcient Geography
; {

Italy : Geography (in pari),
&c. (

Ellis Hovell Minns, M.A. (

.

University Lecturer in Palaeography, Cfimbridge. Lecturer and Assistant librarian -{ y /
at Pembroke College, Cambriflge. Formerly Fellow of Pembroke ColUrge. I

Eduard Meyer, Ph.D., D.Litt. (Oxon.), LL.D.
Professor of Ancient History in the Universi^ of Berlin. Author of GescKicktu des
Alterthums ; Geschichte des alien Aegyptens ; Dio Jsraeliten and ihre Hachbarstdmme.

Kavadh.

Edmund Owen, M.B., F.R.C.S., LL.D., D.Sc.
[

Consulting Surgeon to St Mary's Hospital, London, and to the Children's Hospital, J Joints : Diseases and Injuries

;

Great Ormond Street
; late Examiner in Surgery in the Universities of Cambridge,

|
Kidney Diigases (in pari),

Durham and London. Author of A Manual of Anatomy for Senior Students.

•

I

Rev. Ethelred Luke Taunton, S.J. (d. 1907). f .y\

Author of The English Black Monks of St Benedict ; History of the Jesuits in England. {
** ***

Captain Frank Brinkley, R.N. /

Foreign Adviser to Nippon Yusen Kaisha, Tokyo. Correspondent ot The Times
| «

in Japan. Editor of the Japan Mail. Formerly F*rofessor of Mathematics at
j

••POO.

Imperial Engineering College, Tokyo. Author of Japan ; &c.

Frederick Cornwallis Conybeare, M.A., D.Th. (Giessen). .

Fellow of the British Academy. Formerly Felloil/ of University College, Oxford. J Jfncoblte Church.
Author of The Ancient Armenian Texts of Aristotle

; Mythy Magic and Morals
; &c.

(

Frederick George Meeson Beck, M.A.
, r a #

Fellow and I-ecturer in Classics, Clare Ck>llege, Cambridge.
|
Kent, Kingdom Of.

Frederick Gymer Parsons, F.R.C.S., F.Z.S., F.R.Anthrop.Inst. /

Vice-President, .Anatomical Society of Great Britain and Ireland. Lecturer on I • , * , ,

Anatomy at St Thofnas's Hospital and the London School of Medicine for Women. \
• Anatomy.

Formerly Hunterian lYofessor at the Royal College of Surgeons. 1

Lady I.ugard. '

^
Kono

;

Sec the biographical article : Lugard, Sir F. J. D. ^ Katftgum.

Francis Llewellyn Griffith, M.A., P11.D. (Leipzig), F.S.A. r

Reader in Egyptology, Oxford Univer.sity. Editor of the Archaeological Survey
|

itnd Archaeolopcal Rc^rts of the Egy})t Exploration Fund. Fellow of Imperial i Ksmak.
German Arcliaeological Institute.

[

Frank R. Cana. f v,,-™
Author oI South Africa from the Great Trek to the Union, I

*^""*»"*

Friedrich Schwali.y.
Professor of Semitic Philology in the University of Giessen.

Koran (in pari).

Francis Samuel Philbrick, A.M., Ph.D. c

Teaching Fellow of Nebraska State University. Formerly Scholar and Resident ) Joffenon, Thomas.
Fellow of Harvard University. Member of American Historical Association.

|

Baron Friedrich von Hugel.
j

Member of Cambridge Philological Society; Member of Hellenic Society, Author J
J®"® • The Apostle

\

of The Mystical Element of Religion
; &c. \ John, Gospel Of St.

Frederick William Rudler, I.S.O., F.G.S.
Curator and Librarian of the Museum of Practical Geology, London, i87i>-too2.
President of the Geologists’ Association, 1887-1889.

George Abraham Grierson, C.I.E., Ph.D., D.Litt.
Member of tlie Indian Civil Service, 1873-1903. In charge of the Linguistic Survey
of India, 1898-1902. Gold Medallist, Royal Asiatic Society, 1909* Vice-President

. Kashmiri
of the Royal Asiatic Society. Formerly Fdlwv of Calcutta University. Autlior of

j

*

The Languages of India
; &c. *

Rev. George Edmundson, M.A., F.R.Hist.S.
Formerly Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose College. Oxford. Ford's Lecturer, 1909.
Hon. Member, Dutch Historical Society, and Foreign Member, Netherlands Associa-
tion of literature.

Rev. George Foot Moors.
See the biographical article : Moore, George Foot.

I

Jaoobft.

^
Jehovah.

Jade ; Jargoon

;

Jasper; Kaolin.
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G. G. Co.

G. H. Bo.

G.K.

G.Ml.

G. Sa.

G.S.L.

G. S. R.

G. W, T.

H. A.W.

H. Ch.

H. Cl.

H. C. H,

H. C. R.

H. De^

H. M. C.

H. M.R.

H.M.V.

H. W. C. D,

H. W.S.

H.y.

LA.

George Gordon Coulton, M.A. r

Birkbeck Lectunsr in Ecclesiastical Histdry^ Trinity College, Cambridge. Author of
|
KnigbIhOOd and Chivalry.

Medieval Shidies
;
Chaucer and his England

; From St Franois to Dante ; &c.
\

Rev. George Herbert Box, M.A.
Rector of Sutton *Sandy, Beds. Formerly Hebrew Master, ,Merchant Taylors'

SchoolJ London. Lecturer in Faculty of Theology, University of Oxford, 1908-
1909. Auth-^r of Translation of Book of Isaiah \ &c.

John the Baptist

;

Joseph {New Testament)

;

Jubilee, Year of {in fart).

Gustav Kruger.
Professor of Church Histor^^ in the University of Giessen.

&c.

Autlior of Das J'apsttum),, Justin Martyr.

Rev. George Milligan, D.D. l Testament):
Professor ol Divinity and Biblical Criticism in the University of Glasgow. Author

{ Ta/tatiiAf
^

oi The Theology of the Epistle to the Hebrews
\
Lectures from ih^ Greek Papyri \ <S:c. [

* xsoariou

George Saintsbury, LL.D., D.C.L.
See the biographical article : Saintsbury, G. E. B. I

Joinville.

G£OR(;b Somes Layard.
Barrister-at-Law, Inner Temple. Author of Charles Keene ; Shirley Brooks

;
&c. I

Keene, Charles S.

Sir George Scott Robertson, K.C.S.I., D.C.L., M.P. r

Formerly British Agent in Gilgil. Author of The Kafirs of the Hindu Kush
\ J Kaflrlstan.

Chiiral : the Story of a Minor Siege. M.P. Central Division, Bradford. I

Rev. Gkiffithes Wheeler Thatcher, M.A., B.D.
Warden of Camden College, Sydney, N.S.W. Formerly Tutor in Hebrew and Old
Testament History at Mansfield College, Oxford.

Hugh Alexander Webster.
Formerly Librari^ of University of Edinburgh. Editor of the Scottish (oographi^'al

Magazine.

Jahix

;

Jarir Ibn Atfyya ul-Khatfl.

Jauharl ; Jawaliql ; Jru]anl

;

Khalil Ibn Ahmad ; Khaisd

;

. Kladi ; Kumait Ibn Zaid,

I
Java {in part).

Hugh Chisholm, M.A. .

Fonnerly Scholar of Coqjus Christi College, Oxford. Editor of the ijlh edition J Joan of Arc (/’« part).
of the Encyclopaedia BritamUca

;
Co-editor of the loth edition. \ / /

Sir Hugh Charles Clifford, K.C.M.G.
[

Cx)ionial Secretary, Ceylon. Fellow of the Royal Colonial Institute. Formerly
Resident, Pahang. Colonial Sccretarv', Trinidad and Tobago, 1903-1907. Author* Johor.
of Studies in Brown Humanity ; Further India ; &c. Joint-author of A Dictionary I

of the Malay Language. V

Horace Carter Hovey, A.M., D.D. f

Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Geological
Society of America, National Geological Society and Soci6te de Sp61eologio (France), ^ Jacobs Cavern.
Author of Celebrated A merican Caverns

;
Handbook of Mammoth Cave of Kentucky ;

&c. '

I

Sir Henry Creswicke Rawianson, Bart.
See the biographical article : Rawlinson, Sik H. C.

Hippolyte Delehaye, S.J.
Assistant in the compilation of the BoUandist publications ;

and A cla sanctorum.

I

KflrdlstAn (in pari).

Analecta Bollandiana f
'

KlUan, St.

HEcroR Munro Chadwick, M.A. r

librarian and Fellow of Clare College, Cambridge. Reader in Scandinavian, (

Cambridge University. Author of Studies on Anglo-Saxon Institutions.
JUies.

Hugh Munro Ross.
Fonttorly Exhibitioner of Lincoln College, Oxford. Editor of The Times Engineering
Supplement. Author ol British Railways.

Herbert M. Vaughan, F.S.A.
Keble College, Oxford Author of The Last of the Royal Stuarts; The Medici

\

Jama*: the Pretender;

Popes
; The Last Stuart Queen. ^ King’s Evil.

I

Kelvin, Lord {in part).

Henry William Cart.ess Davis, M.A. f
Fellow and Tutor of BaUiol College, Oxford. Fellow of All Souls’ College, Oxford, J Jt>«lb King Of England ;

1895-190^. Author of England under the Normans and Angevins
; Charlemagne.

|

John Of HeXham.

H. Wickham Steed. c

Correspondent of The Times at Vienna. Correspondent of The Times at Rome,] Italy : History (F.).

1897-1902. (

Sir Henry Yule, K.C.S.I., C.B.
See the biographical article : Yule, Sir Henry. { Knblai Khan.

Israel Abrahams, M.A.
Reader in Talmudic and Rabbinic Literature in the University of Cambridge.
Fonnerly President, Jewish Historical Society of England. Author of A Short
History of Jewish Literature ; Jewish Life in the Middle Ages

; Judaism ; dc.

Jacob ben Aaher

;

Jellinek

;

Jews : Dispersion to Modern
Times

;

Joel;

Johanan Ben Zaeoia

;

Joslppon
; Kallsch, Ifarous

;

Krochmal
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INITIALS AND HEADINGS (WF AR7HOLES ix

IsxatLLA L.*Bishop.
See ttw biographical article : Bishop, Isabella. I

Korea (At part).

Tow All«n Howe,
(
i f̂tl̂ (G0aiogy)

;

CutatOr and Librarian of the Museum of Fraeticail Geology, London. Author of K JitflMle ; Keuper J

Tk0 Otology of Bnilding Sfon^. [ ^merid^n.

Vert Rev. Joseph Armitage Robinson, D.D.
^

r

Dean of Westminster. Fellow of the British Academy. Hon. F^ow of Christ's j j-i,..
CoUege, Cambridg"!, and Norrisian Professor of Divinity in the University. Author i

vnnsi*

of Some Thoughts on the Incarnation \ &c. \

John Addington Symonds, LL.D.
See the biographical article, Symonds, John Addington.

Right Hon. James Bryce, D.C.L., D.Litt.
Sec the biographical article : Bryck, Jambs.

I
Italy : History (C)^

{ JusUaiaa L

James Bartlett. (

Lecturer on Construction, Architecture, Sanitation, Quantities, &c., at King’s I JqIhj**
College, London. Member of Society of Architects. Member of Institute of Junior

|

Engineers. v.

Joseph Beavtngton Atkinson. (

Formerly art-critic of the Saturday Review. Author kA An Art Tour in the Northern
{
Katllliatth.

Capitals of Europe ; Schools of Modern Art in Germany. ^

James Fitzmaurice-Kelly, Litt.D., F.R.Hist.S.
Gilmour Professor of Spanish Language and Literature, Liverpool University.

Norman McCoU Lecturer, Cambi .dge University. Fellow of the British Academy.
Memlier of the Royal Spanish Academy. Knight Commander of the Order of

Alphonso XII. Autlior of A History of Spanish Literature ; &c.

Joan BBinuel, Don.

John (iEOROE Clark Anderson, M.A.
f

Censor and Tutor of Christ Church, Oxford. Formerly Fellow of IJncoln Qollege ;
-J
Kastamimi.

Craven Fellow, Oxford, 1896. Conington Prizeman, 1893. \

Sir James George Scott, K.C.I.E. f Karen

;

Superintendent and Political Officer, Southern Shan States. Author of Burma ; KarenpKl : Kfing Tftng.
The Upper Burma Gaeetteef . [

JOstCs Hashagen, Ph.1). r

Privatdozent in Medieval and Modem History, University of Bonn. Author of 4 John, King Of Saxony.

Das Rheinland wnter die franedsische Herrsekaft. \

John Henry Arthur Hart, M.A. " /
* Greek Dominatton,

Fdlcw, Theological Lecturer and Librarian, St John’s College, Cambridge. \ Josephns.

John Henry Freese, M.A. /Janus;
Formerly Fellow of St John’s College, Cambridge. \ JuHan (ifi part).

John Horace Round, M.A., LL.D. (Edin.). /

Author of Feudal England', Studies in Peerage and Family History) Peerage and} Knfgllt4orvlce.

Pedigree.

John Holland Rose, M.A., Litt.D.
^ [Italy

:

Lecturer on Modem History to the Cambridge University Local Lectures Syndicate, f Josaohine •
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ITALY {ltalia\ the name ^ applied both in ancient and in

modern times to the great peninsula that projects from the mass
of central Europe far to the south into the Mediterranean Sea,

where the island of Sicily may be considered as a continuation

of the continental promontory. The portion of the Mediterranean
commonly termed the Tyrrhenian Sea forms its limit on the W.
and S., and the Adriatic on the E.

;
while to the N., where it

joins the main continent of Europe, it is separated from the

adjacent regions by the mighty barrier of the Alps, which sweeps

round in a vast semicircle from the head of the Adriatic to the

shores of Nice and Monaco.
Topagraf>hy .—The land thus circumscribed extends between

the parallels of 46“ 40' and 36® 38' N., and between 6® 30' and
18° 30' E. Its greatest length in a straight line along the main-
land is from N.W. to S.E., in which direction it measures 708 m.
in a direct line from the frontier near Courmayeur to Cape Sta
Maria di Leuca, south of Otranto, but the great mountain
peninsula of Calabria extends about two degrees farther south
to Cape Spartivento in lat. 37® 55'. Its breadth is, owing to its

configuration, very irregular. The northern portion, measured
from the Alps at the Monte Viso to the mouth of the Po, has a
breadth of about 270 m., while the maximum breadth, from the
Rocca Chiardonnet near Susa to a peak in the valley of the
Isonzo, is 354 m. But the peninsula of Italy, which forms the
largest portion of the country, nowhere exceeds 150 m. in breadth,
while it does not generally measure more than 100 m. across. Its

southern extremity, Calabria; forms a complete peninsula, being
united to the mass of Lucania or the Basilicata by an isthmus
only 35 m. in width, while that between the gulfs of Sta Eufemia
and Squillace, which connects the two portions of the province,
does not exceed 20 m. The area of the kingdom of Italy, exclusive
of the large islands, is computed at 91,277 sq. m. Though

Botttid'
throughout the northern boundary of

MThB,
' exact limits at the extremities of the Alpine

cham are not clearly marked. Ancient geographers
appear to have generally regarded the remarkable headland
which despends from the Maritime Alps to the sea between Nice
and Monaio as the limit of Italy in that direction, and in a
purely geographical point of view it is probably the best point
that'could be selected. But Augustus, who was the first to give
to Italy a definite^ political organization, carried the frontier to

^ On the derivation see below, section A, ad. init.

the river Varus or Var, a few miles west of Nice, and this river

continued in modern times to be generally recognized as the
boundary between France and Italy. But in i860 the annexation
of Nice and the adjoining territory to France brought the
political frontier farther east, to a point between Mentone and
Ventimiglia which constitutes no natural limit.

Towards the north-east, the point where the Julian Alps
approach close to the seashore (just at the sources of the little

stream known in ancient times as the Timavus) would seem to

constitute the best natural limit. But by Augustus the frontier

was carried farther east so as to include Tergeste (Trieste), and
the little river Formio (Risano) was in the fiJst instance chosen
as the limit, but this was subsequently transferred to the river

Arsia (the Arsa), which flows into the Gulf of Quarnero, so as

to include almost all Istria; and the circumstance that the
coast of Istria was throughout •the middle ages held by the
republic of Venice tended to perpetuate this arrangement, so
that Istria was generally regarded as belonging to Italy, though
certainly not forming any natural portion of that country’.

Present Italian aspirations are similarly directed.

The only other part of the northern frontier of Italy where the
boundary is not clearly marked by nature is Tirol or the valley
of the Adige. Here the main chain of the Alps (as marked by
the watershed) recedes so far to the north that it has never
constituted the frontier. In ancient times the upper valleys of

the Adige and its tributaries were inhabited by Raetian tribes

and included in the province of Raetia
;
and the Ime of demarca-

tion between that province and Italy was purely arbitrary,

as it remains to this day. Tridentui^ or Trent was in the time
of Pliny included in the tenth region of Italy or Venetia, but he
tells us that the inhabitants were a Raetian tribe. At the present
day the frontier between Austria and the kingdom of Italy

crosses the Adige about 30 m. below Trent—that city and its

territory, which previous to the treaty of Lun6viIIe in 1801 was
governed by sovereign archbishops, subject only to the German
emperors, being now included in the Austrian empire.

While the Al]^ thus constitute the northern boimdwy of Italy,

its configuration and internal geography are determined almost
entirely by the great chain of the Apennines, which branches off

from the Maritime Alps between Nice and Genoa, and, after

stretcl^ in an unbroken line from the Gulf of Genoa to the
Adriatic, turns more to the south, and is continued thmughout

XV. I
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Central and Southern Italy, of which it forms as it were the back-

bone, until it ends in the southernmost extremity of Calabria at

Cape Spartivento. The great spur or promontory projecting

towards the east to Brindisi and Otranto has no direct con-

nexion with the central chain.

One chief result of the mahner in which the Apennines traverse

Italy from the Mediterranean to the Adriatic is the marked

division between Northern Italy, including the region north of the

Apennines and extending thence to the foot of the Alps, and the

central and more southerly portions of the peninsula. No such

line of separation exists farther south, and the terms Central and

Southern Italy, though in general use among geographers and

convenient for descriptive purposes, do not correspond to any

natural divisions.

I. Noytliern Italv.—'By far the larger portion of Northern Italy

occupied by the basin of the Po, which comprises the whole of the

broad plain extending from the foot of the Apennines to that of the

Alps, together with the valleys and slopes on both sides of it. From
its source in Monte \ iso to its outflow into the Adriatic—

a

distance

of more than 220 m. in a direct line—the Po receives all the waters
that flow from tlie Ai>ennmes northwards, and all those that descend

from the Alps towards the south, MinCio (the outlet of the Lake of

Garda) inclu.sive. The next river to the E. is the Adige, which,

after pursuing a parallel course with the Po for a considerable

distance, enters the Adriatic by a sejiarate mouth. Farther to the

N. and N.E. the various rivers of Venetia fall directly into the Gulf

of Venice.

There is no other instance in Europe ol a basin of .similar extent

eipially clearly characterized the perfectly level character of tlie

])Iain being as striking as the boldness with wdiich the lower slopes

of the mountain ranges begin to rise on each side of it. This is most
clearly marked on the side of the Apennines, where the great Aemiliau
Way, which has been the high road from the time of the Romans
to bur own, preserves an unbroken straight line from Rimini to

Piacenza, a distance of more than 150 m., during which the underfalls

of the mountains continually approach it on the left, without once

crossing the line of road.

The geography of Northijrn Italy will be best described by following

the course of the Po. I'hat river lias its origin as a mountain torrent

de.scoQding from two little dark lakes on the north flank of Monte Viso,

at a height of more than Oooo ft. above the sea
;
and after a course of

less than 20 m. it enters the plain at Salu/zo, between which and

Turin, a distance of only 30 m., it receives three considerable tribu-

taries—the Chisone on its left bank, bringing down tl« waters from

the valley of Fenestrelle, and the Varaita and Maira on the south,

contributing those of two valleys of the Alps immediately south

of that of the Po itself. A few miles below Valenza it is joined by the

Tanaro, a large stream, which brings with it the united waters of

the Stnra, the Bomiida and several minor rivers.

Mostiimportant are the rivers that descend from the main chain

of^iie Graian and Pennine Alps and join the Po on its left bank.

Of thttte the Dora (called for distinction's sake Dora Riparia.), which

unites with the greater river jnst below Turin, has its source in the

Mont Gen^vre, and flows past Susa at the foot of the Mont Cenis.

Next comes the Stura, which rises in the glaciers of the Roche Melon

;

then the Orca, flowing through the Val di Locana ;
and then the

Dora Baltca, one of the greatest of all the Alpine tributaries of the

Po, which has its source m the glaciers of Mont Blanc, above Cour-

mayeur, and thence descends through the Val d’ Aosta for about 70 m.

till" it enters the plain at Ivrea, and, after flowing about 20 m. more,

joins the Po a few miles below Chiva.sso. This great valley—one of

the mosl considerable on the soutliern side of the Alps— has attracted

special attention, in ancient as well as modem times, from its leading

to two of the most frequented passes across the great mountain chain

—the Great and the Little St Bernard—the former diverging at Aosta,

and crossing the main ridges to the north into the valley of the Rhone,

the other following a more westerly direction into Savoy. Below
Aosta also the Dora Baltea receives several considerable tributaries,

which descend from the glaciers between Mont Blanc and Monte Rosa.

About 25 m. bebw its confluence with the Dora, the Po xecedves the

Sesia, also a large river, wbicli has its souroe above Alagna at the

southern foot of Monte Rosa, and after flowing by Varallo and
VercelU falls into the Po about 14 m. below the latter city. About

v> tn. east of this confluence— in the -course of which the Po makes
a great bend south to Valenza, and then retuim again to the north-

ward—it is joined by the Ticino, a large and rapid river, which
brings with it the outflow of Lago Maggiore and all the waters that

flow into it. Of these the Tidno itself has its source about lo m.
above Airolo at the foot of the 9t Gotthard, and alter flowing above

36 m. through the Val Leventina to Beliinzona (whore it is joined

by the Mote bringing down the waters of the Val Misooco) enters the

lake through a marshy plain at M^adino, about 10 m. distant. On
the west side of the I^e the Toccia or Tosa descends from the pass

of the Gries neatly dtic noath to Domodossola, where it receives the

watera ol the Doveria from the Simplon, and a few milea lower down
tfaose^f the Val d'Anmoa fnrni the foot of Monte Row, and la m.

farther has its outlet into the lake between Baveno and Pallanza.

The Lago Maggiore is also the receptacle of the waters of the Lago
di Lugano on the east and the Lago d' Orta on the west.

The next great affluent of the Po, the Adda, forms the outflow of

the Lake of Como, and has also its sources in the Alps, aliove Bormio,
whence it flows through the broad and fertile valley of the Valtellina

for more than 05 m. till it enters the lake near Colico. The Adda in

this part of its course has a direction almo.st due cast to west
;
but

at the point where it reaches the lake, the Liro descends the valley

of S. Giacomo, which runs nearly north and south from the pass of

the Spliigen, thus affording one of the mo.st direct lines of communica-
tion across the Alps. The Adda flows out of the lake at its south-

eastern extremity at Lecco, and has thence a course through the

plain of above 70 m. till it enters the Po between Piacenza and
Cremona. It flows by Lodi and Pizzighettone, and receives the

waters of the Brembo, descending from the Val Brembana, and the

Serio from the Val Seriana above Bergamo. The Oglio, a more
considerable .stream than cither of the two, rises in the Monte
Tonale above Edolo, and descends through the Val Camonica to

Lovere, where it expands into a large lalce, called Isco from the

town of that name on its southern shore. Issuing thence at its south-

west extremity, the Oglio has a long and winding course through the

plain before it finally reaches tlie Po a few miles above Borgoforte,

In this lower part it receives the smaller streams of the Mella, which
flows by Brescia, and the Chicse, which proceed.^ from the small

Lago d' Idro, between the Lago d' Iseo and that of Garda.
The last of the great tributaries of the Po is the Mincio, which

flows from the Lago di Garda, and has a course of about 40 m. from
Peschicra, where it issues from the lake at its south-eastern angle,

till it joins the Po. About 1 2 m. above the confluence it passes under
the walls of Mantua, and expands into a broad lake-like reach .so as

entirely to encircle that city. Notwithstanding its extent, the

Lago di Garda is not fed by the snows of the high Alps, nor is the

stream which enters it at its northern extremity (at Riva) commonly
knowm as the Mincio, though forming the mam source of that river,

but is termed the Sarca ;
it rises at the foot of Monte Tonale.

The Adige, formed by the junction of two .streams— the Etsch
or Adige proper and the Eisak, both of which belong to Tirol rather

than to Italy—descends as far as Verona, where it enters the ^at

{

)lain, with a course from north to south nearly parallel to the rivers

ast described, and would seem likely to discharge its waters into

those of the Po, but below Legnago it turns eastward and runs

parallel to tlie Po for about 40 m., entering the Adriatic by on
mdopendeni mouth about b m. from the northern outlet of the greater

stream. The waters of the two rivers have, however, been made to

communicate by artificial cuts and canals in more than one place.

The Po itself, which is here a very large stream, with an average
width of 400 to 600 yds., continues to flow with an undivided mass
of waters as far as Sta Maria di Ariano, where it parts into two arms,
known as the Po di Maestra and Po di Goro, and these again are

subdivided into several other branches, forming a delta above 20 ra.

ill width from north to south. The point of bifurcation, at present

about 25 m. from the sea, was formerly much farther inland, more
than 10 m. west of Ferrara, where a small arm of the river, still called

the Po di Ferrara, branches from the main stream. Previous to the

year 1154 this channel was the main stream, and the two small

branches into which it subdivides, called the Po di Volano and Po di

Primaro, wore in early times the two main outlets of the river. The
southemmosL of those, the Po di Primaro, enters the Adriatic about
12 m. north of Ravenna, so that if these two arms be included, the

delta of the Po extends about 3G m. from south to north. The whole
course of the river, including its windings, is estimated at about 450 m.
^ides the delta of the Po and the large marshy tracts which it

forms, there exist on both sides of it extensive lagoons of salt water,

generally separated from the Adriatic by narrow strips of sand or

embankments, partly natural and partly artificial, but having

openings which admit the influx and efflux of the sea-water, and
serve as ports for communication with the mainland. The best

known and the most extensive of these lagoons is that in which
Venice is situated, which extends from Torcello in the north to

Chioggia and Brondolo in the south, a distance of above 40 m. ;
but

they were formerly much more extensive, and afforded a continuous

means of internal navigation, by whnt wore caHed the Seven Seas
”

(Septem Maria), from Ravenna to Altinum, a few miles north of

Torcello. That city, like Ravenna, originally stood in the midst of

a lagoon ; and the coast oast of it to near Monfalcone, where it

meets the mountains, is occupied by similar expanses of water,

which are, however, becoming fpidually converted into dry land.

The tract adjoining this long line of lagoons is, like the basin of the

Po, a broad expanse of perfectly level alluvial plain, extending from
the Adige eastwards to the Carnic Alps, where they approach close

to the Adriatic between Aauileia and Trieste, and northwards to the

foot of the great chain, winch here sweeps round in a semicircle from

the nei^bourhood of Viceaza to that of Ac^uileia. 'The seaoe thus

includ^ was known in ancient times as Venetia, a name supplied In the

middle ages to the well-known city ; the eastern portion of it became
known in the middle ages as the rrioul or Friuli.

Rettxmmg to the south of the Po, the tributaries of that river on

rts tight bank below the Tlaiiaiin are vary inferior in volume and
importance to those from the north. Flowix^ from the Ligurian
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A|>6iuiiAe8« which never attain the iinit oi perpetual snow, they
getMrally dwindle in tummer into insignificant streams. Beginning
from the Tanato, the principal of them are—(i) the trivia, a sn^
but rapid stream fiowmg from the Apennines at the back of Genoa

:

(2) the Trebbia, a much larger river, though of the same torrent-Uke
character, which nses near Torriglia within 20 m. of Genoa, dows
by Bobbio, and pine the Po a few miles above Piacensa

; (5) the
Nure, a few miles east of the preceding

; (4) the Taro, a more con*
aideiable stream

; (5) the Pailn^ flowing by the city of the same
name; (6) the £nza

; (7) the ^cchia, which flows by Modena;
(fl) the Panaro, a few miles to the east of that city

; io) the Reno,
which flows by Bologna, but instead of holding its course till it dis-

charges its waters into the Po, as it did in Roman times, is turned
aside by an artiflcial channel into the Po di Primaro. The other
small streams east of tbis-^of which the most com^rable are the
Solaro, the Santemo, flowing by Imola, the Lamone by Faenza. the
Montane by Forll, all in Roman times tributaries of the Po—have
their outlet in like manner into the Po di Primaro, or by artificial

mouths into the Adriatic between Ravenna and Rimini. The river
Marecchia, which enters the sea immediately north of Kimini, may
be considered as the natural limit of Northern Italy. It was adopted
by Augustus as the boundary of Gallia Cispadana ; the far-famed
Rubicon was a trifling stream a few miles farther north, now called
Fiumicino. The Savio is the only other stream of any importance
which has always flowed directly into the Adriatic from this side of
the Tuscan Apennines.
The narrow strip of coastdand between the Maritime Alps, tlie

Apennines and the sea—called in ancient times Liguria, and now
known as the Riviera of Genoa—is throughout its extent, from Nice
to Genoa on tlie one side, and from Genoa to Spezia on tlie other,
almost wholly mountainous. It is occupied by the branches and
oftshoots of the mountain ranges which separate it from tlie great
plain to the north, and send down their lateral ridges close to the
water's edge, leaving only in places a few square miles of level plains
at the months of the rivers and openings of the valleys. I'he district
is by no means devoid of fertility, the steep slopes faciag the south
enjoying so fine a climate as to render them very favourable for the
growth of fruit teees, especially the olive, wliich is cultivattsd in
terraces to a considerable height up the face of the mountains, while
the openings of the valleys are generally occupied by towns or vfllages,
some of which have become favourite winter reaoi^.
From the proximity of the mountains to the sea none of the rivers

in this part of Italy has a long course, and they are generally mere
mountain torrents, rapid and swollen in winter and spring, and almost
dry in summer. The largest and most important arc those which
descend from the Maritime Alps between Nice and Albeoga. The
most considerable of them are—the Roja, which rises in the Col di
Tenda and descends to Ventimiglia

; the Taggia, between San
Remo and Oneglia ; and the Centa, which enters the sea at Albenga.
The Lavagna, which enters the sea at Chiavari, is the only stream
of any importance between Genoa and the Gulf of Spezia. But
immediately east of that inlet (a remarkable instaiice of a deep land-
locked gulf with no river flowing into it) the Mi^ra, which descends
from Pontremoli down the valley known as the Lunigtana, is a large
stream, and brings with it the waters of anotiier considerable stream,
the Vara. The Magra (Macra), in ancient times the boundary
between Liguria and Etruria, may be considered as constituting on
this side the limit of Northern Italy.
The Apennines {(f.v.), as has been already mentioned, here traverse

the whole breadth of Italy, cutting off the peninsuU properly so
termed from the broader mass of Northern Italy by a continuous
barrier of considerable breadth, though of far iirierior elevation to
that of the Alps. The Ligurian Apennines may be considered as
taking their rise in the neighbourhood of Savona, where a pass of
very moderate elevation connects them with the Maritime Alps,
of which tlicy are in fact only a continuation. From the neighbour-
hood of Savona to that of Genoa they do not rise to more than 3000
to 4000 ft., and are traversed by passes of less than aooo ft. Astoy
^tend towards the east they increase in elevation : the Monte Bue
rises to 5915 ft.j while the Monte Cimone, a little farther east, attains
7103 ft. This is the highest point in the northern Apennines, and
belongs to a group of summits bf nearly equal altitade ; the range
which is continued thence between Tuscany and whit are now
known as the Emilian provinces presents a continuous ridge from
to mountains at the head of to Val di MugeUo (due north of
Floreaoe) to the point whore they are traveraed by the celebrated
Furlo Pass. The nighest point in this part of the range is the Monte
Falterona, above to sources of to.Azno, which attains 5410 ft.
Throughout this tract the Apennines are generally covec^ with
extensive foregts of chestnut, oak and beech ; whiletbeir upper slopes
afford admirable .pasturage. Few towns of any impoxtanoe aie found
eitl^ on their northern or southern dechvity, and to former

M^iatty, though occupying a tract of from 30 to 40 m. in
width, between themt ofto Apioniiiaes and to plom of the Bo, is

known stud at the same time least interesting portions

,
ItefVjr-*The geography of Central Italy is almost

qoiatukuieQ by the Apennines, wliich traverse it in a direction
from about norto-north-eaat to south-south-west, ahnoet poei^y
parallel to that of the coast of the Adriatic from Rimini to Pescara,

The line of to highest summits and of to watershed ranges is
about 30 1040 m. from to Adriatic, whileabm double that distance
separates it from the Tyrrhenian Sea on the west In this part of
the almost all the highest points of to ApennhieB are found,
fieginnin^from the group ^ed the Alpi della Luna near the sources
of the Tiber, which attam 4435 ft., they are continued by the Monte
Nerone (5010 it,), Monte Catria (5590), and Monte Maggio to to
Monte Pennino near Nocera (gi^ ft.), and thence to the Monte
della Sibilla, at the source of the Nar or Neca, which attains 7663 ft
Proceeding thence southwards, we find in succession the Monte
Veittore (flicS ft), the Pizjso di Sevo (7945 ft), and the two mat
mountain massee of to Monte Como, commonly called the Gran
Sasso dTtalia, the most lofty of all the Apennines, attaining to a
height of 9560 ft, and the Monte della Maiella, its highest summit
measuring 9170 ft. Farther south no very Ipfty summits are found
till we come to the group of Monti del Matl^, in Samnium (fififio ft.),

wbidi according to the division here adopted belongs to ^uthem
Italy. Besides the lofty central masses enumerated there are two
other lofty peaks, outliers from the main range, and sepamted from
it by valleys of considerable extent. These are the Monte Termi^o,
near Leouessa (7278 ft.), and to Monte Velino near the LakeFucino,
rising to 8192 ft,

,
both of which are covered with snow from November

till May, But the Apennines oi Central Italy, instead of presenting,
like the Alps and northern Apennines^ a definite central ridge,
with transverse valleys leading down from it on both sides, in reality
constitute a mountain mass of very considerable breadth, composed
of a number of minor ranges and groups of mountains, which pre-
serve a generally parallel direction, and are separated by uptod
valleys, some of them of considerable extent as well as considerable
elevation above the sea. Such is to basin of Lake Fucino, situated
in the centre of the mass, almost exactly midway between the two
seas, at an elevation of 2180 ft. above them ; while to upper valley
of the Atemo, in which Aquila Is situated, is 2380 ft. above ‘the sea.
Still more elevated is to valley of the Gizio (a tributary of the
Atemo), of which Sulmona is the chief town. Tlii^ communicates
with the upper valley of the Sangro by a level plain called to Piano
di Cinque Mig;lia, at an elevation of 4298 ft., regarded as the most
wintry spot in Italy. Nor do the bigh^t summits form a continuous
ridge of great altitude for any considerable distance ; they are rather
a series of groups separate by tracts of very i^eriur elevation
forming natural passes across to range, and broken in some places
(as is to case in almost all limestone countries) by the waters from

upland valleys turning suddenly at right angles, and breaking
through the mountain ranges which bound them. Thus the Gran
Sasso and tlie Maiella are separated by the deep valley of to Atemo,
while to I'ronto breaks through the range between Monte Vettore
and the Pizzo di Sevo. This constitution of the great mass of the
centra^ Apennines has in all ages exercised an important influence
upon ^e character of this portion of Italy, which may be considered
as divided by nature into two great regions, a cold and barren upland
country, bordered on botli sides by rich and fertile tracts, enjoying
a warm but temperate climate.

The district west of the Apennines, a region of gpreat beauty and
fertility, though inferior in productiveness to Northern Italy, coincides
in a general way with the countries familiar to all students of ancient
history os Etruria and Latium. Until the union of Italy they were
comprised in Tuscany and the southorn* Papal States. The northern
part of Tuscany is indeed occupied Jto a considerable extent by to
underfalls and offshoots of the Apennines, which, besides the slopes
and spurs of the main range that constitutes its northern frontier
tow^ards the plain of tlie Po, throw off several outlying ranges or
groups. Of these the most remarkable is the group between the
valleys of the Serchio and the Magra, commonly known as the
mountains of Carrara, from the celebrated marble quarries in the
vicinity of that city. Two of the summits of this group, to Pizzo
d' Uccello and to Ponia della Croce, attain 6155 and 6100 rL Another
lateral range, the Prato Magno, which branches off from the central
chain at the Monte Falterona, and separates the uppt^ valley of
the Amo from its second basin, rises to 5188 ft. ; a similar
branch, called the Alpe di Catenaja, of inferior elevation, divides
to upper course of the Arno from that of the Tiber.

The rest of this tract is for the most part a hilly, broken country,
oi moderate elevation, but Monte Amiata, near Radicofani, an isolate
mass of volcanic origin, attains a height of 5650 ft. South of this the
country between the frontier of Tuscany and to Tiber is in great part
of volcanic origin, forming hills with distinct crater-shap^ basins,

in several instances occupied by small lakes (the Lake of Bolsena,
Lake of Vico and Lake of Bracciano). This volcanic tract extends
across the Campagna of Rome, till it rises agi^ in the lofty noup
of the Alban hlUs, the highest summit of which, the Monte Cavo.
is 3160 ft. above the sea. In this part the Apennmes are separated
from the tea, distant about 30 m. by the undulating volcanic ]flain of

the Rosoan Campagna, from which the mountains rise in a wall-Uke
baarter, of which the highest point, to Monte Genoaro, attains

4165 ft. South of Palestrina again, to main mass of the Apennines
throws offanother lateral mass, knownin ancient times as theVolscian
mouiktaina (now called the Monti Lepini), separated from tbeoentral
ESDBiges by to broad valley of the Sacco, a tributary of the liri (Liiis)

or ^rigiiano, and formiag a large and rugged mountain mass, nearly
5000 ft. in height, which descends to the sea at Terracina, and
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between that point a/\d the mouth of the Liri throws out several

rugged mountain headlands, which may be considered as constituting
the natural boundary between Latium and Campania, and con-*

sequently the natural limit of Central Italy. Besides these offshoots

of the Apennines there are in this part
^
of Central Italy several

detached mountains, rising almost like islands on the seashore,
of which the two most remarkable are the Monte Argentaro on the
coast of Tuscany near Orbetello (2 087 ft.) and the Monte Circello

(1771 ft.) at the angle of the Pontine Marshes, by the whole breadth
of which it is separated from the Volscian /^ennines.
The two valleys of the Arno and the Ti^r (Ital. Tevere) may

be considered as furnishing the key to the geography of all this portion
of Italy west of the Apennines. The Amo, wmch has its source in

the Monte Falterona, one of the most elevated summits of the main
chain of the Tuscan Apennines, flows nearly south till in the neigh-
bourhood of Arezzo it turns abniptly north-west, and pursues that
course as far as Pontassieve, where it again make.s a sudden bend
to the west, and pursues a westerly course thence to the sea, passing
through Florence and Pisa. Its principal tributary is the Sieve,
which joins it at Pontassieve, bringing down the waters of the Val di

Mugello. The Elas and the Era, which join it on its left bank,
descending from the hills near Siena and Volterra, are inconsiderable
streams

; and the Serchio, which flows from the territory of Lucca
and the Alpi Apuani, and formerly joined the Amo a few miles from
its mouth, now enters the sea by a separate channel. The most
considerable rivers of Tuscany south of the Arno arc the Cecina,
which flows through the plain below Volterra, and the Orabrone,
which rises in the hills near Siena, and enters the sea about 12 m.
below Grosseto.
The Tiber, a much more important river than the Amo, and the

largest in Italy with the exception of the Po, rises in the Apennines,
about 20 m. east of the source of the Amo, and flows nearly south by
Borgo S. Sepolcro and Citt4 di Gastello, then between Perugia and
Todi to Orte, just below which it receives the Nera. The Nera,
which rises in the lofty group of the Monte della Sibilla, is a consider-
able stream, and brings with it the waters of the VeUno (with its

tributaries the Turano and the Salto), which joins it a few miles below
its celebrated w^aterfall at Temi. The Teverone or Anio, which enters
the Tiber a few miles above Rome, is an inferior .stream to the Nera,
but brings down a considerable body of water from the mountains
above Subiaco. It is a singular fact in the geography of Central
Italy that the valleys of the Tiber and Amo are in some measure
connected by that of the Chiana, a level and marshy tract, the waters
from which flow pardy into the Amo and partly into the Tiber.
The eastern declivity of the central Apennines towards the

Adriatic is far less interesting and varied than the western. The
central range here approaches much nearer to the sea, and hence,
with few exception.s, the rivers that flow from it have short
courses and are of comparatively little importance. They may be
enumerated, proceeding from Rimini southwards

:
(i) the Foglia

;

(2) the Metauro, of historical celebrity, and affording access to one
oi the most frequented passes of the Apennines

; (3) the Hsino
; (4)

the Potenza
; (5) the Chienti

; (6) the Aso
; (7) the Tronto

; (8)

the Vomano ; (9) the Aterao
; (10) the Sangro

;
(ii) the Trigno,

which forms the boundary of the southernmost province of the
Al^itt, and may therefore be taken as the limit of Central Italy.9Le whole of thi.s portion of Central Italy is a hilly country, much
brokefl and cut up by the torrents from the mountains, but fertile,

especially in fruit-trees, olives and vines
; and it has been, both in

ancient and modem times, a populous district, containing many
small towns though no great cities. Its chief disadvantage is the
absence of ports, the coast preserving an almost unbroken straight
line, with the single exception of Ancona, the only port worthy of the
name on the eastern coast of Central Italy.

3. Southern Italy,—The great central mass of the Apennines, w’hich
has held its course throughout Central Italy, with a general direc-
tion from north-west to south-east, may be considered as continued
in the same direction for about 100 m. farther, from the basin-shaped
group of the Monti del Matese (which rises to 6660 ft.) to the ne^lh-
t)Ourhood of Potenza, in the heart of the province of Basilicata,
corresponding nearly to the ancient Lucania. The whole of the
district known in ancient times as Samnium (a part of which retains
the name of Sannio, though officially designated the province of
Campobasso) is occupied by an irregular mass of mountains, of mheh
inferior height to those of Central Italy, and broken uj) into a number
of groups, intersected by rivers, which have for the most part a very
tortuous course. This mountainous tract, which has an average
breadth of from 50 to 60 m., is bounded west by the plain of Cam-
pania, now called the Terra di Lavoro, emd east by the much broader
and more extensive tract of Apulia or Puglia, composed partly of
level plains, but for the most part of undulating downs, contrasting
strongly with the mountain ranges of the Apennines, which rise
abruptly above them. The centr^ mass of the mountains, however,
throws out two outlying ranges, the one to the west, which separates
the Bay of Naples from that of Salerno, and culminates in the Monte
S. Angelo above Castellammare (4720 ft.), while the detached volcanic
cone of Vesuvius (nearly ^000 ft.) is isolated from the neighbouring
mountains by an mtervenmg strip of plain. On the east side in like

jmanner the Monte Gargano (3465 ft.), a detached limestone mass
I

which projects in a bold spur-like promontory into the Adriatic,
forming the only break in tne otherwise uniform coast-line of Italy
on that sea, though separated from the great body of the Apennines
by a considerable interval of low country, may be considered as
merely an outlier from the central mass.
From the neighbourhood of Potenza, the main ridge of the

Apennines is continued by the Monti della Maddalena in a direction

i

nearly due south, so that it approaches within a short distance of the
Gulf of Policastro, whence it is carried on as far as the Monte Pollino,
the last of the lofty summits of the Apennine chain, which exceeds
7000 ft. in height. The range is, however, continued through the

I

province now called Calabria, to the southern extremity or " toe " of
Italy, but presents in this part a very much altered character, the
broken limestone range which is the true continuation of the chain
as far as the neighbourhood of Nicastro and Catanzaro, and keeps
close to the west coast, being flanked on the east by a great mass of
granitic mountains, rising to about 6000 ft., and covered with vast
forests, from which it derives the name of I^ Sila. A similar mass,
separated from the preceding by a low neck of Tertiary hiUs, fills

up the whole of the peninsular extremity of Italy from Squillace
to Reggio. Its liighest point is called Aspromonte (6420 ft.).

While the rugged and mountainous district of Calabria, extending
nearly due south for a disUnce of more than 150 m., thus derives its

character and configuration almost wholly from the range of the
Apennines, the long spur-like promontory which projects towards
the east to Brindisi and Otranto is merely a continuation of the low
tract of Apulia, with a dry calcareous soil of Tertiary origin. The
Monte Volture, which rises in the neighbourhood of Melfl and Venosa
to 4357 ft., is of volcanic origin, and in P^«at measure detached from
the adjoining mass of the Apennines. Eastward from this the ranges
of low bare hills called the Murgie of Gravina and Altamura gradusdly
sink into the still more moderate level of those which constitute
the peninsular tract between Brindisi and Taranto as far as the
Cape of Sta Maria di Leuca, the south-east extremity of Italy. This
projecting tract^ which may be termed the " heel " or " spur " of
Southern Italy, in conjunction v;ith the great promontory of ualabria,
forms the deep Gulf of Taranto, about 70 m. m width, and somewhat
greater depth, which receives a number of streams from the central
mass of the Apennines.
None of the rivers of Southern Italy is of any great importance.

The Liri (Liris) or Garigliano, which has its source in the central
Apennines above Sora, not far from Lake Fucino, and enters the
Gulf of Gaeta about 10 m. east of the city of that name, brings down
a considerable body of water

;
as does also the Voltumo, which rises

in the mountains between Castel di Sangro and Agnone, flows pa.st

Isemia, Venafro and Capua, and enters the sea about 15 m. from the
mouth of the Garigliano. About 16 m. above Capua it receives the
Galore, which flows by Benevento. The Silarus or Sole enters the Gulf
of Salerno a few miles below the ruins of Paestum. Below this the
watershed of the Apennines is too near to the sea on that side to
allow the formation of any large streams. Hence the rivers that flow
in the opposite direction into the Adriatic and the Gulf of Taranto
have much longer courses, though all partake of the character of

mountain torrents, rushing down with ^eat violence in winter and
after storms, but dwindling in the summer into scanty streams,
which hold a winding and sluggish course through the great plains of
Apulia. Proceeding soutli from the Trigno, already mentioned as
constituting the limit of Central Italy, there are (i) the Bifemo and
(2) the Fortorc, both rising in the mountains of Samnium, and flow-
ing into the Adriatic west of Monte Gargano ; (3) the Cervaro, south
of the great promonto^

;
and (4) the Ofanto, the Aufidus of liorace,

whose description of it is characteristic of almost all the rivers of
Southern Italy, of which it may be taken as the typical representative.
It rises about 15 m. west of Conza, and only about 25 m. from the
Gulf of Salerno, so that it frequently (though erroneously) described
as traversing the whole range of the Apennines. In its lower course it

flows near Canosa and traverses the celebrated battlefield of Cannae.

(5) The Bradano, which rises near Venosa, almost at the foot of

Monte Volture, flows towards the south-east into the Gulf of Taranto,
as do the Basento, the Agri and the Sinni, all of which descend from
the central chain of the Apennines south of Potenza. The Crati,

which flows from Cosenza northwards, and then turns abruptly
eastward to enter the same gulf, is the only stream worthy of notice
in the rugged peninsula of Calabria ; while the arid limestone hills

projecting eastwards to Capo di Leuca do not give rise to anything
more than a mere streamlet, from the mouth of the Ofanto to the
south-eastern extremity of Italy.

The only important lakes are those on or near the north frontier,

formed by the expansion of the tributaries of the Po. They have
been already noticed in connexion with the rivers by which i

they are formed, but may be again enumerated in order of

succession. They are, proceeding from west to east, (x) the Logo
d'Orta, (2) the Lago Maggiore, (3) the Lago di Lugano, (4) the Lago
di Como, (5) the Lago disco, (6) the La^o dldro, and (7) the Lago di

Garda. Of these the last named is considerably the largest, covering

an area of 143 sq. m. It is 32^ m. long by 10 broad ;
while the Lago

M^giore, notwithstanding its name, though considerably exceeding
it in length (37 m.), falls materially below it in superficial extent.

They are all of great depth—the L^o Maggiore having an extreme
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depth of X 198 it, while that of Como attains to 1365 ft. Of a wholly
dinerent character is the Lago di Varese, between the Lago Maggiore
and that of Lugano, which is a mere shallow expanse of water,
surrounded by hills of very moderate elevation. Two other small
lakes in the same neighbourhood, as well as those of £rba And
Pusiano, between Como and Lecco, are of a similar character.

The lakes of Central Italy, which are comparatively of trifling

dimensions, belong to a wholly different class. The most important
of these, the Lacus Fucinus of the ancients, now called the Lago di

Celano, situated almost exactly in the centre of the peninsula,

occupies a basin of considerable extent, surrounded by mountains
and without any natural outlet, at an elevation of more than 2000 ft.

Its waters have been in great part carried off by an artificial channel,

and more than half its surface laid bare. Next in size is the Lago
Trasimeno, a broad expanse of shallow waters, about 30 m. in circum-
ference, .surrounded by low hills. The neighbouring lake of Chiusi
is of similar clLaracter, but much smaller dimensions. All the other
lakes of Central Italy, which are scattered through the volcanic

districts west of the Apennines, are of an entirely different formation,

and occupy deep cup-shaped hollows, which have undoubtedly at

one time formed the craters of extinct volcanoes. Such is the Lago di

Bolsena, near the city of the same name, which is an extensive sheet

of water, as well as the much smaller Lago di Vico (the Ciminian lake

of ancient writers) and the Lago di Bracciano, nearer Rome, while

to the south of Rome the well known lake.s of Albano and Nemi
have a similar origin.

The only lake properly so called in soutlicrn Italy is the Lago del

Matese, in the heart of the mountain group of the same name, of

small extent. The so-called lakes on the coast of the Adriatic north
and south of the promontory of Gargano are brackish lagoons
communicating with the sea.

The three great islands of Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica arc closely

connected with Italy, both by geo^aphicai position and community
... of language, but they are considered at length in separate

* articles. Of the smaller islands that lie near the coa.sts

of Italy, the most considerable is that of Elba, off the west coast of

central Italy, about 50 m. S. of Leghorn, and separated from the
mainland at Piombino by a .strait of only about 6 m. in width.
North of this, and alx»ut midway between Corsica and Tuscany, is

the small island of Capraia, .sleep and rocky, and only 4^ m. long,

but with a .secure port; Gorgona, about 25 m. farther north, is still

smaller, and is a mere rock, inhabited by a few fishermen. South
of Elba are the equally insignificant islets of Pianosa and Monte-
cristo, while the more con.siderablc island of Giglio lies much nearer
the mainland, immediately opposite the mountain promontory of

Monte Argetitaro, itself almost an island. The islands farther south
in the Tyrrhenian Sea are of an entirely different character. Of
these Ischia and Procida, close to the northern headland of the Bay
of Naples;, arc of volcanic origin, as is the case also with the more
distant group of the Ponza Islands. These are three in number

—

Ponza, Palmarola and Zannone ;
while Ventotene (also of volcanic

formation) is about midway between Ponza and I.schia. The island
of Capri, on the other hand, opposite the southern promontory of the
Bay of Naples, is a precipitous limestone rock. The Aeolian or Lipari
Islands, a remarkable volcanic group, belong rather to Sicily than to
Italy, though Stromboli, the most easterly of them, is about equi-
distant from Sicily and from the mainland.
The Italian coast of the Adriatic pre.sents a great contrast to its

opposite shores, for while the coast of Dalmatia is bordered by a
succession of islands, great and small, the long and uniform coast-line
of Italy from Otranto to Rimini presents not a single adjacent island ;

and the small outlying group of the Tremiti Islands (north of the
Monte Gargano and about 15 m. from the mainland) alone breaks
the monotony of this part of the Adriatic,

Geology .—The geology of Italy is mainly dependent upon that of
the Apennines {q.v.). On each side of that great chain are found
extensive Tertiary deposits, sometimes, as in Tuscany, the district

of Monferrat, &c., forming a broken, hilly country, at otWs spreading
into broad plains or undulating downs, such as the Tavoliere of
Puglia, and the tract that forms the spur of Italy from Bari to
Otranto.

Beside,s these, and leaving; out of account the islands, the Italian
peninsula presents four distinct volcanic districts. In three of them
the volcanoes are entirely extinct, while the fourth is still in great
activity.

1. The Euganean hills form a small group extending for about
10 m. from the neighbourhood of Padua to Este, and separated from
the lower offshoots of the Alps by a portion of the wide plain of
Padua. Monte Venda, their highest peak, is 1890 ft. high.

2. The Rom,an distnet, the latest of the four, extends from the
hills of Albano to the frontier of Tuscany, and from the lower slopes
of the Apennines to the Tyrrhenian Sea. It may be divided into
three groups ; the Monti Albani, the second highest ^ of which,
Monte Cavo (31x5 ft.), is the ancirat Mons Albanus, on the summit
of which stood the temple of Jupiter Latialis, where the assemblies
of the cities forming the Latin confederation were held ; the Monti
Cimiai, which extend from the valley of the Tiber to the neighbour-

> The actually highest point is the Maschio delle Faete (3137 ft.).

(See Albanus Mons.)
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hood of Civita Vecchia, and attain at theii^ culmittating point an
elevation of 3454 ft. ; and the mountains of Radicofani and Monte
Amiata, the latter of which is 5688 ft. high. The lakes of Bolsena
(Vulsiniensis), of Bracciano (Sabatinus), of Vico (Ciminus), of
Albano (Albanus), of Nttni (Nemorensis), and other smaller lakes
belong to this district ; while between its south-west extremity and
Monte CirceUo the Pontine Marshes form a broad strip of alluvial

soil infested by malaria. *

3. The volcanic region of the Terra di Lavoro is separated by the
Volscian mountains from the Roman district. It mayhe also divided
into three mups. Of Roccamonfina, at the N.N\W. end of the
Campanian Plain, the highest cone, called Montagna di Santa Croce,
is 3291 ft. The Phlegraean Fields embrace all the country roimd
Baiae and Pozzuoli and the adjoining iriands. Monte Barbaro
(Gaums), north-east of the site of Cumae, Monte San Nicola
(Epomeus), 2589 ft. in Ischia, and Camaldoli, 1488 ft., west of
Naples, are the highest cones. The lakes Avemo (Avemus), Cucrino
(Lucrinus), Fusaro (Palus Acherusia), and Amano are witl^ this

group, which has shown activity in historic^ times. A stream of

lava issued in 1198 from the crater of the Solfatara, which still con-
tinues to exhale steam and noxious gases ; the Lava dell' Arso came
out of the N.E. flank of Monte Epomeo in 1302; and Monte
Nuovo, north-west of Pozzuoli (455 ft.), was thrown up in three days
in September 1538. Since its nrst h^torical eruption in a.d. 79,
Vesuvius or Somma, which forms the third group, has been in con-
stant activity. The Punta del Nasone, the l^hest point of Siomma,
is 5714 ft, high, while the Punta del Palo, the highest point of the
brim of the crater of Vesuvius, varies materially with successive

eruptions from 3856 to 4275 ft.

4. The Apulia volcanic formation consists of the great mass of

Monte Volture, which rises at the west end of the plains of Apulia,
on the frontier of Basilicata, and is surrounded by the Apennines on
its south-west and north-west sides. Its highest peak, the Pizzuto
di Melfi, attains an elevation of 4365 ft. Within the widest crater

there are the two small lakes of Monticchio and San Michele. In
connexion with the volcanic districts we may mention Le Mofet$,
the pools of Ampsanctus, in a wooded valley S.E. of Frigento, in

the province of Avellino, Campania (Virgil, Aeneid, vii. 563‘57 i)'

The largest is not more than 160 ft. in circumference, and 7 ft. deep.

The whole of the great plain of Lombardy is covered by Pleistocene

and recent deposits. It is a great depression—the continuation of

the Adriatic Sea—filled up by deposits brought down by the rivers

ffom the mountains. The depression was probably formed during
the later stages of the growth of the Alps.

Climate and Vegetation .
—^The geographical position of Italy,

extending from about 46® to 38® N., renders it one of the hottest

countries in Europe. But the effect of its southern latitude is

tempered by its peninsular character, bounded as it is on both sides

by seas of considerable extent, as well as by the great range of

the Alps with its snows and glaciers to the north. There are thus
irregular variations of climate. Great differences also exist with
regard to climate between northern and southern Italy, due in great

part to other circumstances as well as to differences of latitude.

Thus the great plain of northern Italy is chilled by the cold winds
from the Alps, while the damp warm winds from the Mediterranean
are to a great extent intercepted by the Ligurian Apennines. Hence
this part of the country has a cold ^inter climate, so that while the

mean summer temperature of Milan is higher than that of Sassari, and
equal to that of Naples, and the extremes reached at Milan and
Bologna arc a good deal higher than those of Naples, the mean winter

temperature of Turin is actually lower than that of Copenhagen.
The lowest recorded winter temperature at Turin is 5® Fa^.
Tliroughout the region north of the Apennines no plants will thrive

which cannot stand occasional severe frosts in winter, so that not only
oranges and lemons but even the olive tree cannot be grown, exce^
in specially favoured situations. But the strip of coast between the

Apennines and the sea, known as the Riviera of Genoa, is not only
extremely favourable to the growth of olives, but produces oranges

and lemons in abundance, while even the aloe, the cactus and
pdm flourish in many places.

Central Italy also presents striking differences of climate and
temperature according to the greater or less proximity to the moun-
tains. Thus the greater part of Tuscany, and the provinces thence

to Rome, enjoy a mild winter climate, and are weU adapted to the

growth of mulberries and olives os well as vines, but it is not till after

passing Terracina, in proceeding along the western coast towards

the south, that the vegetation of southern Italy develops in its full

luxuriance. Even in the central parts of Tuscany, however, the

climate is very much affected by the neighbouiing mountains,

and the increasing elevation of the Apennines as they proceed south

produces a corresponding effect upon the temperature. But it is

when we reach the central range of the Apennines that we find

the coldest districts of Italy. In all the upland vaUeys of the

Abruzzi snow begins to fall early in November, and heavy storma

occur often as late as May ; whole communities are shut out for

months from any intercourse with their neighbours, and some
villages are so long buried in snow that regular passages are made
between the different houses for the sake of communication among
the inhabitants. The district from the south-east of Lake Fuctno
to the Piano di Cinque Miglia, enclosing the upper basin of the Sangro
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and the small lake of Scaxmo^ is the coldest and most bleak part of

Italy south of the Alps. Heavy falls of snow in June are not un-

common, and only for a short .time towards the end of July are the

nights totally exempt from light frosts. Yet less than 40 m. £. of this

district, and oven more to the north, the olive, the hg-tree and the

orange tb^ve luxuriantly on l^e shores of the Adriatic from Ortona
to Vasto. In the sanie way, whilst in the plains and hills round
Naples snow is rarely seen, and neVer remains long, and the ther-

mometer seldom descends to the freezing-point, 20 m, £. from it in the
fertile valley of Avcllinu, of no great elevation, but encircled by high
mountains, light frosts are not uncommon a£ late as June ; and 18 m.
farther east, in the elevated region of San Angdo dei Lombardi and
Bisaccia, tht inhabitants are always warmly clad, and vinca grow
with difticulty and only in sheltered places. Still farther south-east,

Potenza has almost the coldest climate in Italy, and certainly the
lowest summer temperatures. But nowhere are these contrasts

so striking as in Calabria. The shores, especially on the Tyrrhenian
Sea, parcsent almost a coatinued grove of olive, orange, lemon and
citron trees, which attain a siee unknown in the north of Italy. The
sugar-cane flourished, the cotton-plant ripens to perfection, date-

trees are seen in the ipurdens, the rocks arc clothed witii the pxickly-

pear or Indian fig, tiie enclosures of the field.s are formed hy aloes and
sometimes pomegranates, the liquorice-root grows wild, and the
mastic, the myrde and many varieties of oleander and cistus form
the undenvood of the natural forests of arbutus and evergreen oak,

If we turn inland but 5 or 6 m. from the shore, and often even less,

the scene changes. High districts covered with oaks and che.stnuts

succeed to this almost tropical vegetation
;
a little higher u]) and

we reach the elevated regions of the Pollino and the Sila, covered
with flrs and pines, and affording rich pastures even in the midst of

summer, when heavy dews and light frosts succeed each other in July
and August, and snow begins to appear at the end of September or

early in October. Along tlie shores of the Adriatic, which are ex-

posed to the north-east winds, blowing coldly from over the Albanian
mountains, delicate plants do not thrive so well in general as under
the same latitude along the shores of the T5rrrhenian Sea.

Southern Italy indeed has in general a very different climate
from the northern portion of the kingdom

;
and, though large tracts

are still iKcupicd by rugged mountains of sufficient elevation to retain

the snow for a considerable part of the year, the districts adjoining
toe sea enjoy a climate similar to that of Greece and the soutlrem
provinces of Spain. Unfortunately several of lliese fertilo tracts

suffer severely from malaria and especially the great plain

adjoining the Gulf of Tarentum, which in the eany ages of history
was surrounded by a girdle of Greek cities—some of wltich
attained to almost unexampled prosperity—has for centuries past
been given up to almost complete desolation.*

It is remarkable that, of the vegetable productions of Italy, many
which arc at the present day among the first to attract the attention
of tiie visitor arc of comparatively late introduction, and were un-
known in ancient times. The olive indeed in all ages clothed the
hills of a largo part of the country

; but the orange and lemon, are
a late im|>ortation from the Fast, while the cactus or Indian fig and
the aloe, both of tlicm so conspicuous on the shorc-s of southern Italy,

of the Kiviera of Genoa, are of Mexican origin, and consc-
qWbtJy could not have been introduced earlier tlian the icth century.
The same remark applies to the maize or Indian com . Many botanists
are even of oj^inion that the sweet chestnut, which now constitutes
80 large a part of the iorests that clothe the sides both of the Alps and
the Ajxynnines, and in some districts supplies the chief food of the
inhabitants, is not originally of Italian growth

;
it is certain that

it had not attained in ancient times to anything like the extension
and importance which it now possesses. The eucalyptus is of quite
modem introduction ; it has been extensively planted in malarious
districts. The characteristic cypress, ilex and stone-pine, however,
are native trees, the last-named flourishing especially near the coast.
The proportion of evergreens is large, and has a marked effect on tl»e

landscape in winter.

Fauna,—The chamois, bouquetin and marmot are found only in

the Alps, not at all in the Apennines. In the latter the bear was found
in Roman times, and there are said to be still a few remaining.
Wolves are more numerouH, though only in the mountainous
districts ; the flocks are protected against them by large white sheep-
dogs, who have some wolf blood in them. Wild boans arc also found
in mountainou.s and forest aistricts. Foxes are common in the
neightaurhood of Rome. Tlie sea mammals include the common
dolphin {Delphinm delphis)

.

The birds are similar to tliose of central
Europe ; in the mountains vultures, eagles, buzzards, kites, falcons
and hawks are found. Partridges, woodcock, snipe, dte., are among
the gaoM Mrds

;
but all kinds of small birds arc also shot for food,

and their number is thus kept down, while many members of the
migratory ^cies are caught by traps in the foothills on the souto
side of the Alps, especially near the Lake oi Como,on tlieir passage.
Large numbers of quails' are shot in the spring. Among reptiles,

the various kinds of ward are noticeable. There are several varieties
of snakes, of which three apecies (all vipers) are poisonous. Of sea-

* On the influence of malaria on the population of Early Italy see
W. H. S. Jones in Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology, h. 97 sqq.
(Liveri)ool, 1909).

fish there are many varieties, the tunny, the sardine and the anchovy
being conunerdally the most important Some of the. other edible

fish, such as the palombo, are not found ta northern waters. Small
cuttlefish are in common use as an article of diet. Tortoiseehell,

an important article oi commerce, is derived from the Tkalassockelys
caretta, a sea turtle. Of freshwater fish the trout of the mountain
streams and the eels of the coast lagoons may be mentioned. The
tarantula spider and the scorpion are found in the south of Italy.

The aquarium of the zoological station at Naples contains the
finest collection in the world of marine animals,showing the wonxlerful
variety of the difierent species of fish, molluscs, Crustacea, &c,, fimnd
in the Mediterranean. (£. H. B. ; T. As.)

The foUoving tabic indicates the areas oi the several

provinces (sixty-nine in numMr), and the population of each accord-
mg to the censusca of toe 31st of Deoemb^ 1881 and the 9th of
February 1901. (The larger divisions or compartments in which toe
provinces are grouped are not ofificially recognized.)

Provinces and Compartments. Area in

sq. m.

Population.

1881. 1901.

Alessandria 1950 729,710 823,745
Cunoo 2882 635,400 670,504
Novara 2553 675,926 763,830
Turin 3955 1,029,214 LM 7 ,4 I4

Piedmont .... J 1,340 3,070,250 3.407,493

Genoa 1582 760,122 931,156
Porto Maurizio .... 455 132,251 144,604

Liguria ... 2037 892,373 1,075,760

Bergamo 1098 390,775 467,549
Brescia 1845 47L5b8 541,705
Como 1091 515,050 594,304
Cremona b05 302.097 329,47 ^

Mantua 912 295,728 315,448
Milan 1223 1,114,991 1,450,214
Pavia 1290 469,831 504,382
Sondrio 1232 120,534 1 30,966

Lombardy . . . 9386 3.680,57.1 4,334.090

Belluno 1293 174 . 140 214,803
Padua 823 .397,762 444,360
Rovigo 685 217,700 222,057
Treviso 960 375.704 416,945
Udine 2541 50 T ,745 614,720
Venice 934 356,708 399,823
Verona it88 394,of>5 427,018
Vicenza T052 .396,349 453,621

j

Venetia .... ‘ 9478 2,814.^73 3 ,^ 93,347

! Bologna ^
1 1448 464,879 529,610

' Ferrara 1012 230,807 270,558

j

Forli
;1

725 251,110 283,99<’

Modena
1

987 279,254 323,598
Parma 1230 267,306 303,694
Piacenza ...... 954 220,758 250,491
Ravenna ...... 715 218,359 234,656
Rpggio (Einihuj .... 876 244.959 281,085

ICmilia .... 79b7 2,183,432 2,477,697

j

Arezzo •1273 *38,744 275,588
Florence 2205 790,776 945,324
Grosseto 1738 iI 4 .*‘J5 137,795
Leghorn ^33 121,612 121.137
Lucca 5 .5« 284,484 329,986
Mas.sa and Carrara O87 169,469 202,749
Pisa ....... 1179 283,563 319,854
Siena 1471 205,920 233.874

Tuscany .... 9304 2,208,869
’

2,566,307

Ancona 762 267,338 308,346
'

Ascoli Piceno 796 209,165 251,829
,

Maccrata 1087 239,713 af>9,505
!

Pe.saro and Urbino iij8 223,043 259,083
j

Marches .... 3763 939,279 1,068,763

Perugia—Umbria .... 3748 572,060 675,35*
1

Rome—Lazio 4663 903,4:^ i,,4*.5*6
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Pr«nrinccs and Compaartanents.

AquiHt degH Abrnisi ^Abnizzo
Ulteriore II.) ....

CaniFjobasso (Molise) .

Chieti ^Abruzzo Citeriore)

Teramo (Abnizzo Ulteriore I

Abruzzi atul Molise

AvelUno (Principato Ulteriore)

Benevento
Caserta (Terra di Iavoto)
Naples
SaJemo (Principato Citeriore)

Campania

BaridellePuglie(Terradi Bari)

Foggia;(Capitauata) . .

Lecce (Terra di Otranto) .

Apnlia . .

Potenza (Ba.silicata) . .

Catanzaro (Calabria Ulteriore
11 .)

Cosenza (Calabria Citeriore)

Reggio di Calabria (Calabria
Ulteriore].).

Calabria . . .

Cattanisetta
Catania
Girgeuti
Messina
Palermo
Syracuse
Trapani

Sicily

Cagliari

Sassari .

Sardinia

Kingdom of Italy .

The number of foreigners in Italy in lyoi was 6i,6o0, of whom
37^62 were domiciled within the kingdom.
The population given in the foregoing table is the resident or

“ legal ” population, which is also given for the individual towns.
This is 490,251 higher than the actual population, 32,475,253,
ascertained by the census of the loth of February 1901 ; the differ-
ence is due to temporary absences from their residences of certain
individuals on military service, ^c., who probably were counted twice,
and also to the fact that 469,020 individuals were returned as absent
from Italy, while only 6i,6o6 foreigners were in Italy at the date of
the census. The kingdom is divid^ into 69 provinces, 284 regions,
of which 197 are classed as circondarii and 87 as districts (the latter
belonging to the province of Mantua and the 8 provinces of Venetia),
1806 administrative divisions {mandamenti) and 8262 communes.
These were the figures at the date of the census. In 1906 there were
1805 mandamenti and 8290 communes, and 4 boroughs in Sardinia
not connected with communes. The mandamenti or administrative
divisions no longer correspond ‘to the judicial divisions {mandamenti
gtudmarii) which in November 1891 were reduced from 1806 to
1535 by a law which provided that judicial reform should not modify
existiug administrative and electora! divisions. The principal elective
local administrative bodies are the provincial and tiie communal
councils. The franchise is somewhat wider than the parliamentary.
Both bodies are elected for six years, one-half being renewed ev^
three years. The provincial council elects a proviuciai commission
and tiic communal council a municipal counen from among its own
members

;
these smaller bodies cari^^ on the business of we larger

while they are not sitting. The syndic of each commune is elected
by ballot by the communal council from among its own members.
The actual (not the resident or “ legal ”) population of Italy since

1770 is approximately given in the following table (the first census
of the kingdom as a whme was taken in 1871) :

—

Area in 1

Population.
|

sq. ra. I88t. 1901.

2484
1691
1138
1067

3S3,o*7
365,434
343.948
254,806

436,367
3*9.976
387,604
3ia,r88

6380 1
)317,215 1,5*6,135

1172
818

2033
350

1916

392,619
238,425
714,131

1,001,245

550,157

421,766
265,460
®o5,345

1,141,788

585^132

6289 2,896,577 3,219,491

2065
2688
2623

679,499
356,267
553,298

837.683
421,115
705,382

7376 1,589,064 1,964,180

384J 524,504 491,558

2030
2568

433,975
451,185

j

498,791
503,329

I22T 372,723 437,209

5819 1.257,863 1,439,320

1263
1917
1172
1246
1948
1442
948

266,379
563,457
312,487
460,924
699,151

,34U.526
283,977

329f449
703,598
380,666
550,895
796,151

433,796
373,569

9936 2,927,901 3,568,124

—

tn

S3
420,635
261,367

486,767
309,026

020.j 682,002 79*1,793

110,623
I

28,459,628
1

32,965,504

The average density increased bom 257*11 per sq. m. fe Mt te
293*28 in 1901. In Venetia, Emiha, ti^e Mapehes, Umbria and
Tuscany the proportion of concentrated populatioti is only from
40 to 55 % ; in TOdtttont, Liguria and Lombard the propertion
rises to from 70 to 76 % ; in southern Italy, Sicily and Sardkite it
attains a maxmum of from 76 to 93
The population of towns oger 100,000 is t^en in the folkmisg

table accenting to the estimates for 1906. The populatkm of the
town itself is distinmiijftied from that of its commune, which often
includes a considerable portion of the surrounding country.

Bologna
Catania
Florence
Genoa
M^ina

Naples
Palermo
Rome
Turin
Venice

Town.

105,X53
135,548
201,183

255,394
108,514
560,613
491,614^

264,0^
403,282
277,121
146,940

Commune.
160423
159,210

226,559
267,248
165,007

585,289

323,747
516,580
361,720
169,563

1770
1800
1825
184R

14,689,317
17,237,421
19,726,977
23,617,153

1861

1871
i88i
1901

25,016,801

26,801,134
28,459,628

32,475,253

The pojmlation of the different parts of Italy differs in charac>
ter and dialect; and there is little community of sentiment
between them. The modes of life and standards of comfort and
morality in north Italy and in Calabria are widely different

;
the

former being far in front of the latter. Much, however, is effected

towards unification, by compulsory military service, it being the
principle that no man shall serve within the military district to

which he belongs. In almost all parts the idea of personal
loyalty (f.g. between master and servant) retains an almost
feudal strength. The inhabitants of the north—the Pied-
montese, I.ombaids and Genoese especially—have suffered less

than those of the rest of the peninsula from foreign domination
and from the admixture of inferior racial elements, and the cold

winter climate prevents the heat of summer from being enervat-

ing. They, and also the inhabitants of central Italy, are more
industrious than the inhabitants of the southern provinces,

who have by no means recovered from centuries of misgovern-
ment and oppression, and are naturally more hot-blooded and
excitable, but less stable, capable of organization or trust-

worthy. The southerners are apathetic except when 'roused,

and socialist doctrines find their chief adherents in the north.

The Sicilians and Sardinians have something of Spanish dignity,

but the former are one of the most mixed and the latter probably
one of the purest races of the Italian kingdom . Physical character-

istics differ widely
;
but as a whole the Italian is somewhat short

of stature, with dark or black hair and eyes, often good looking.

Both sexes reach maturity early. Mortality is decreasing, but
if we may judge from the physical conditions of the recruits the

physique of the nation shows little or no improvement. Much of

this lack of progress is attributed to the heavy manual (especially

agricultural) work undertaken by women and children. The
women especially age rapidly, largely owing to this cause (E.

Nathan, anm di vita iialiana aitraverso aW annuarioy

169 sqq.).

Births, Marriages, Deaths.— Birth and marriage rates vary
considerably, being highest in tlie centre and south (Umbria, the
Marches, Apulia, Abruzzi and Molise, and Cedabria) and lowest in the
north (Piedmant, Liguria and Venetia), and in Sardinia. The
death-rate is highest in Apulia, in the Abruzzi and Molise, and in

Sardinia, and lowest in the north, e.9pecially in Venetia and Piedmont.
Taking the statistics for the whole kingdom, the annual marriage-

rate for the years 1876-1880 was 7*53 per 1000 ; in 1881-1885 it rose
to 8*06

;
in 1886-18^ it was 7*77 ; in 1891-1895 it was 7*41, and in

1896-1900 it had gone down to 7*14 (a figure largely produced by
the abnormally low rate of 6*88 in 1898), and in 1902 was 7*23.

Divorce is forbidden by the Homan Catholic Church, and only 839
judicial separations were obtained from the courts in 1902, more
than half of the demands made having been abandoned. Of the
whole population in 1901, 57-5 % were unmarried, 36*0 % married,
and 6*3 % widowers or widows. The illegitimate births show a
decrease, having been 6*95 per 100 births in 1872 and 5*72 in 1902,
with a rise, however, in the intemediate period as high as 7*76 in
1883. The birth-rate shows a oorresponding decrease from 38*10

per looD in 1881 to 33*29^m 1902. The male births have smee 1872
been about 3 % (3*14 in 1872-1875 and 2*72 in 1896-1900) m excess
of the female bir^s, which is rather more than compensated tor by
the greater male mortality, the excess being 2*64 in 1872-1875 and
having increased to 4*08 in 1896-1900. (The oalcutattions are made
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in both cases on the tOial of births and deaths of both sexes.) The
result is that, while in 187T there was an excess of 143,370 males
over females in the total population, in 1881 the excess was only

71,138, and in 1901 there were 169,684 more females than males.

The death-rate (excluding still-l>orn children) was, in 1872, 3078
per 1000, and has since steadily decreased—less rapidly between
1886-1890 than during other years

; in 1902 it was only 22 '15 and
in 1890 was as low as 21*89. ^he excess of births over deaths shows
considerable variations—owing to a very low birth-rate, it was only
3*12 per 1000 in ;88o, but has averaged 11*05 per 1000 from 1896 to

1900, reaching 11*98 in 1899 and 11*14 in 1902. For the four years
1899-1902 24*66 % died under the age of one year, 9*41 between one
and two years. The average expectation of life at birth for the same
period was 52 years and 11 months, 62 years and 2 months at the
age of three years, 52 years at the age ot fifteen, 44 j^ears at the age
of twenty-four, 30 years at the age of forty

;
while the average

period of life, which was 35 years 3 months per individual in 1882,
was 43 years per individual in 1901. This shows a considerable
improvement, largely, but not entirely, in the diminution of infant

mortality ; the expe«’tation of life at birth in 1882, it is true, was
only 33 years and 6 months, and at three years of age 56 years
I month

; but the increase, both in the expectation of life and in its

average duration, goes all through the different ages.

Occupations ,—In the census of 1901 the population over nine years
of age (both male and female) was divided as follows as regards the
main professions ;

—

ing and fishing)

Commerce and tr

(public and private s

Domestic .service, Ac.
Professional classes, 1

stration, &c.
Defence . . . ,

Religion

!

Total. Males. Females,
|

L-
'

'

. 9,666,467 11 6,466,165 3,200,302

* 4.505,736
't

1

,1.017,393 1,486,343

s)
j

1,003,888 885,070 it8,8i8 '

• 37-1 .«55
1- 1

1 7 >.875
1

402,980
j

1,304,347

!

«55 .2 I 7 ' 449,130
1

.
I

204,012
1 204,012

j

*
1

i 29,893 «9,329
11

40,564
1

these about three-fourths would be adults
; in the meantime, how-

ever, the population increases so fast that even in 1905 there was a
net increase in Sicily of 20,000 souls

;
so that in tliree yhars 220,000

workers were replaced by 320,000 infants.

TTie phenomenon of emigration in Sicily cannot altogether be
explained by low wages, which have risen, though prices have done
the same. It has been defined as apparently " a kind of collective

madness."

Agriculture,—Accurate statistics with regard to the area

occupied in different forms of cultivation are difficult to obtain,

both on account of their varied and piecemeal character anci

from the lack of a complete cadastral survey. A complete

survey was ordered by the law of the rst of March 1886, but

many years must elapse before its completion. The law, however,

enabled provinces most heavily burdened by land tax to ac-

celerate their portion of the survey, and to profit by the reassess-

ment of the tax on the new basis. An idea of the effects of the

survey may be gathered from the fact that the assessments in the

four provinces of Mantua, Ancona, Cremona and Milan, which

formerly amounted to a total of £1,454,696, are now £2,788,080, an

increase of 91 %. Of the total area of Italy, 70,793,000 acres,

71 % are classed as “ productive.” The unproductive area

comprises 16 % of the total area (this includes 4 % occupied by

lagoons or marshes, and i*75% of the total area susceptible of

bonificazione or improvement by drainage. Between 1882 and
1902 over £4,000,000 was spent on this by the government). The
uncultivated area is 13%. This includes 3*50% of the total

susceptible of cultivation.

The cultivated area may be divided into five agrarian regions or

zones, named after the variety of tree culture which flourishes in

them. (1) Proceeding from .south to north, the first zone is that ol

the agfumi (oranges, lemons and similar fruits). It comprises a
great part of Sicily. In Sardinia it extend.s along the southern and
w'estem coast.s. It predominates along the Ligurian Riviera from
Bordighera to Spezia, and on the Adriatic, near San Benedetto delEmigration . movement ol emigration may be divided into

, ^ - - , , . , . » .

two currents, temporary and permanent—the former going chiefly IJ^onto and Gargano, and, crossing the Italian shore of the Ionian

towards neighbouring European countries and to North Africa, and '
prevails in some regions of Calabria, and laminates around the

consisting of manual labourers, the latter towards trans-oceanic ' gulfs of Salerno, Sorrento and Naples. (2) The region ol olives

countrie.s, principally Brazil, Argentina and the United States. ' comprises the internal Sicilian valleys and part of the mountain

These emigrants remain abroad for several years, even when they in Sardinia, the valleys near the coast on the S.E., S.W. and
do not definitively establish themselves there. 'J'hey are compo.sed ' ; on the mainland it extends from Liguria and from the

principally of peasants, unskilled workmen and other manual
j

southern extremities of the Romagna to Cape Santa Maria di Leuca

labourers. There was a tendency towards increased emigration i

Ajmiia, and to Cape Spartivento in Calabria. Some districts of

during the last quarter of the 19111 century. The principal cau.se.s

are the growth of population, and the over-supply of and low rates
of remuneration for manual labour in various Italian provinces.
Emigration has, however, recently assumed such proportions as to
lead to .scarcity of labour and rise of wages in Italy itsell. Italians

form about half of the total emigrants to America

temporary Emigration. Permanent Emigration.

Year.)

1

1 otal No. ot

1

Emigrants.

Per every
100,000 of

Population.

Total No. of

Emigrants.

1

Per every

1
100,000 of

1

Population.

1881
j 94,225 333 4 1 ,607 147

1
1891

j

118,111 389 17.5,520 578
!
1901 I 281,668 865 251,577

!
772

The increased figures may, to a minor extent, be due to better
registration, in consequence of the law of 1901.

From the next table will be seen the direction of emigration in the
years specified :

—

! 1900. 1901.
1

1902. 1903. 1

1
1

1904. 1905.

Europe 181,047 244,298 236,066 215,943 209,942 266,982
N. Africa 5,417 9,499 11,771 9,452 14,709 11,910

1

322,627
'U.S. and Canada 89,400 124,636 196,723 *00.383 173,537

j

Mexico (Central America) 2,069 ' 997 766 1,311 1,828 2,044 :

j

South America ... 74,168 152,543 85,097 78,699 74,209 1 111,943
1

Asia and Oceania . . 691 1,272 1,086
,

2,168 2,966 1 2,715
1

j

Total .... 352,792 ! 533,245
1

531,.509 507,956 477.191 718,221

The figures for 1905 show that the total of 718,221 emigrants was
made up, as regards numbers, mainly by individuals from Venetia,

Sicily, Campania, Piedmont, Calabria and the Abruzzi ; while the
percentage was highest in Calabria (4*44), the Abruzzi, Venetia,
Basilicata, tlie Marches, Sicily (2*86), Campania, Piedmont (2*02).

Tuscany ^ves 1*20, Latium 1*14 %, Apulia only 1*02, while Sardinia
with 0*34 % occupies an exceptional position. The figure for Sicily,

which was 106,000 in 1905, reached 127,000 in 1906 (3*5 %), and of

the olive region arc near the lakes of upper Italy and in Venetia,
and the territorie.s of Verona, Vicenza, Treviso and Friuh. (3) The
vine region begins on the sunny slopes of the Alpine spurs and in

lho.se Alpine valleys open towards the south, extending over the
‘ plain.s of Lombardy and Emilia. In Sardinia it covers the mountain
slopes to a considerable height, and in Sicily covers the sides of the
Madonie range, reaching a level above 3000 ft. on the southern slope

of Etna. The Calabrian Alps, the less rocky sides ol the Apulian
Murgie and the whole length of the Apennines are covered at
different heights, according to their situation. The hills of Tuscany,

,
and of Monferrato in Piedmont, produce the most celebrated Italian

. vintages. (4) The region of chestnuts extends from the valleys to

the high plateaus of the Alps, along the northern slopes of the

!
Apennines in Liguria, Modena, Tuscany, Romagna, Umbria, the

' Marches and along the southern Apennines to the Calabrian and
i Sicilian ranges, as well as to the mountains of Sardinia. (5) The
.
wooded region covers the Alps and Apennines above the chestnut

I

level. Thewoods consist chienyof pine and hazel upon the Apcnnine.s,

I

and upon the Calabrian, Sicilian and Sardinian mountains of oak,
ilex, hornbeam and similar trees.

Betw'een these regions of tree culture lie zones of different her-

baceous culture, cereals, vegetables
and textile plants. The style of

cultivation varies according to the
nature of the ground, terraces sup-
ported by stone walls being much
used in mountainous districts. Cereal
cultivation occupies the foremo.st

place in area and quantity though
it has been on the dechne since

1903, still representing, however, an
advance on previous years. Wheat
is Uie most important crop and

is widely distributed. In 1905 12,734,^91 acres, or about 18 %
of the total area, produced 151,696,571 bushels of wheat, a yield

of only 12 bushels per acre. The importation has, however,
enormously increased since 1882—from 164,600 to 1,126,368 tons

;

while the extent of land devoted to com cultivation has slightly

decreased. Next in importance to wheat comes maize, occupying
about 7 % of the total asea of the country, and cultivated almost
everywhere as an alternative crop. The production of maize in 1905
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reached about 96,250,000 bushels, a slight increase on the average.
The production of maixe is, however, insufficient, and 208,7x9 tons
were imported in 1902—about double the amount imported in 1882.

Rice IS cultivate in low*lying, moist lands, where spring and
summer temperatures are high. The Po valley and the valle3rs.of

Emilia and the Romagna are best adapted for rice, but the area is

diminishing on account of the competition of foreign rice and of the
impoverishment of the soil by too intense cultivation. The area is

about 0*5 % of the total of It^y. The area under rye is about 0*5 %
of the total, of which about two-thirds lie in the Alpine and about
one-third in the Apennine zone. The barley zone is geographically
extensive but embrace® not more than i % of the total area, of which
half is situated in Sardinia and Sicily. Oats, cultivated in the Roman
and Tuscan maremma and in Apulia, are used almost exclusively for
horses and cattle. The area of oats cultivation is 1 *5 % of the total
area. The other cereals, millet and panico sorgo {Panicum italicum)^
have lost much of their importance in consequence of the introduc-
tion of maize and rice. Millet, however, is still cultivated in the north
of Italy, and is used as bread for agricultural labourers, and as
forage when mixed with buckwheat {Sorghum saccaratum). The
manufacture of macaroni and similar foodstuff is a characteristic
Italian industry. It Is extensively distributed, but especially
nourishes in the Neapolitan provinces. The exportation of corn>
flour pastes " sank, however, from 7100 tons to 350 between 1882
and 1902. ,

The cultivation of green forage is extensive and is divided into the
categories of temporary and perennial. The temporary includes
vetches, pulse, lupine, clover and trifolium

; and the perennial,
meadow-trefoil, lupinella, sulla {Hedysarum coronariun^f lucerne
and darnel. The natural grass meadows are extensive, and hay is

grown all over the country, but especially in the Po valley. Pasture
occupies about 30 % of the total area of the country, of which
Alpine pastures occupy 1*25%. Seed-bearing vegetables are
comparatively scarce. The principal are : white beans, largely
consumed by the working classes ; lentils, much less cultivated than
beans

;
and green peas, largely consumed in Italy, and exported as

a spring vegetable. Chick-pease are exten.sively cultivated in the
.southern provinces. Horse beans are grown, especially in the south
and in the larger islands

;
lupines arc also grown for fodder.

Among tuberous vegetables the potato comes first. The area
occupied is about 0*7 % of the whole of the country. Turnips arc
grown principally in the central provinces as an alternative crop to
wheat. They yield as much as 12 tons per acre. Eeetroot {Beta
vulgaris) is used as fodder, and yields about 10 tons per acre. Sugar
beet is extensively grown to supply the sugar factories. In 1898-1899
there were only four sugar factories, with an out^^ut of 5972 tons

;

ia T905 there were thirty-three, with an output of 93,916 tons.
Market gardening is carried on both near towns and villages,

where products find ready sale, and along the great railways, on
account of transport facilities. Rome is an exception to the former
rule and imports garden produce largely from the neighbourhood of
Naples and from Sardinia.
Among the chief industrial plants is tobacco, which grows wherever

.suitable .soil exists. Since tobacco is a government monopoly, its

cultivation is subject to official concessions and prescriptions.
Experiments hitherto made show that the cultivation of Oriental
tobacco may profitably be extended in Italy. The yield for 1901
was 3528 tons, but a large increase took place subsequently, eleven
million new plants having been added in southern Italy in 1905,
The chief textile plants are hemp, flax and cotton. Hemp is

largely cultivated in the provinces of Turin, Ferrara, Bologna, Forll,
Ascoli Piceno and Caserta. Bologna hemp is .specially valued.
Flax covers about 160,000 acres, with a product, in fibre, amounting
to about 20,000 tons. Cotton {Gossypium herbaceum), wlUch at
the beginning of the 19th century, at the time of the Continental
blockade, and aeain during the American War of Secession, was
largely cultivated, is now grown only in parts of Sicily and in a few
southern provinces. Sumach, liquorice and madder arc also grown
in the south.
The vine is cultivated throughout the length and breadth of Italy,

but while in some of the districts of the south and centre it occupies
from 10 to 20 % of the cultivated area, in some of the northern
provinces, such as Sondrio, Belluno, Grosseto, &c., the average is
only about i or 2 %. The methods of cultivation are varied ;

but
the planting of the vines by themselves in long rows of insignificant
bushes is the exception. In Lombardy, Emilia, Romagna, Tuscany,
the Marches, Umbria and the southern provinces, tiiey are trained
to trees which are either left in their natural state or subjected to
pruning and pollarding. In Campania the vines are allowed to climb
freely to the. tops of the poplars. In the rest of Italy the elm and
the maple arfe the trees mainly employed as supports. Artificial
props of several kinds—wires, cane work, trellis work, &c.—are also
in use in many districts (in the neighbourhood of Rome canes are
almost exclusively .employed), and in some the plant is permitted
to trail along the ground. The vintage takes place, according to
locality and clhnate, from the beginning of September to the beginning
of l^ovember. The vine has been attacked by the Oidium Tucheri^
the Phylloxera vastatrix and the Peronospora viticola, which in
rapid succession wrought great havoc in Italian vineyards. American
vines, are, however, immune and have been largely adopted. The

production of wme in the vintage of 1907, which was extraordinarily
abundant all over the country, was estimated at 1232 million gallons
(36 miUion hectolitres), the average for 1901-1903 being some 332
mUlion gallons less ; of this the probaWe home consumption was
estimated at rather over half, while a considerable amount remained
oyer from 1906. The exportation in 1902 only reached about 45
million gallons (and even that is doubWthe average), while afi equally
abundant vintage in France and Spain rendered the exportation of
the bcOance of 1907 impossible, and fiscal regulations rendered the
distillation of the superfluous amount difficult. The quality too
owing to bad weather at the time of vintage, was not good ; Italian
wine, indeed, never is sufficiently good to compete with the best wines
of other countries, especially France (though there is more opening
for Italian wines of the Bordeaux and Burgundy type) ; nor wiU
many kinds of it stand keeping, partly owing to their natural qualities
and partly to the insufficient care devoted to their preparation.
There has been some improvement, however, while some of the
heavier white wines, noticeably the Marsala of Sicily, have excellent
keeping qualities. The area cultivated as vineyards has increased
enormously, from about 4,940,000 acres to 9,880,000 acres, or about
14 % of the total area of the country. Over-production seems thus
to be a considerable danger, and improvement of quality is rather
to be sought after. This has been encouraged by government prizes
since 1904.
Next to cereals and the vine the most important object of cultiva-

tion is the olive. In Sicily and the provinces of Reggio, Catanzaro
Cosenza and Lecce this tree flourishes without shelter

; as far north
as Rome, Aquila and Teramo it requires only the slightest protection

;

ill the rest of the peninsula it runs the risk of damage by frost every
ten years or so. The proportion of ground under olives is from 20 to
36 % at Porto Maunzio, and in Reggio, Lecce, Bari, Chieti and
Leghorn it averages from 10 to 19 %. Throughout Piedmont.
I^mb^dy, Venetia and the greater part of Emilia, the tree is of
little importance. In the olive there is great variety of kinds, and
the methods of cultivation differ greatly in different districts

; in
Bari, Chieti and Lecce, for instance, there are regular woods of
nothing but olive-trees, while in middle Italy there arc olive-orchards
with the interspaces occupied by crops of various kinds. The
Tuscan oils from Lucca, Calci and Buti are considered the best in
the world ; those of Bari, Umbria and western Liguria rank next.
The wood of the olive is also used for the manufacture of small
articles. The olive-growing area occupies about 3*5 % of the total
art‘a of the country, and the crop in 1905 produced about 75,000,000
gallons of oil. The falling off of the crop, especially in 1899, was due
to bad seasons and to insects, notably the Cycloconium oleoginum,
and the Dacus oleae, or oil-fly, which have ravaged the olive-yards
and it is noticeable that lately good and bad seasons seem to alter-
nate

; between 1900 and 1905 the crops were alternately one^half of,
and equal to, that of the latter year. With the development of
agricultural knowledge, notable improvements have been effected
in the manufacture ol oil. The steam mills give the best results.
The export trade, however, is decreasing considerably, while the
hotaie consumption is increasing. In 1901, 1985 imperial tuns of oil
were shipped from Gallipoli for abroad-two-lhirtS to the United
Kingdom, one-third to Russia—and 666 to Italian ports

; while in
1904 the figures were reversed, 1633 tuns going to Italian ports
and only 945 tuns to foreign ports. The other principal port of
shipping is Gioia Tauro, 30 m. N.N.E. of Reggio Calabria. A certain
amount of linseed-oil is made in Lombardy, Sicily, Apulia and
Calabria

;
colza in Piedmont, Lombardy, Venetia and Emilia

;

and castor-oil in Venetia and Sicily. The product is principally used
for industrial purposes, and partly in the preparation of food, but
the amount is decreasing.

The cultivation of oranges, lemons and their congeners (collec-
tively designated in Italian by the term agrumi) is of comparatively
modem date, the introduction of the Citrus Bigaradia being probably
due to the Arabs. Sicily is the chief centre of cultivation—the area
occupied by lemon and orange orchards in tlie province of lilermo
alone having increa.sed from 11,525 acres in 1834 to 54,340 in 1874.
Reggio Calabria, Catanzaro, Cosenza, Lecce, Salerno, Naples and
Caserta are the continental provinces which come next after Sicily.
In Sardinia the cultivation is extensive, but receives little attention.
Both crude and concentrated lime-juice is exported, and essential
oils are extracted from the rind of the ammi, more particularly from
that of the lemon and the bergamot. Ill northern and central Italy,
except in the province of Brescia, the agrumi are almost non-existent!
The trees are planted on irrigated soil and the fruit gathered between
November and August. Considerable trade is done in agro di limone
or lemon extract, -which forms the basis of citric acid. Extraction is

extensively carried on in the provinces of Messina and Palermo.
Among other fruit trees, apple-trees have special importance.

Almonds are widely cultivated in Sicily, Sardinia and the southern
provinces

;
walnut trees throughout the peninsula, their wood bring

more important than their fruit
; hazel nuts, figs, prickly pears (used

in the south and the islands for hedges, their fruit l^ing a
consideration), peaches, pears, locust beans and pistachio nuts aie
among the other fruits. The mulberry-tree {AU>rus alba), whose
leaves serve as food for silkworms, ia cultivated ffi every region,
considerable progress having been made in its cultivation and in the
rearing of silkworms since 1850. Silkworm-rearing establiahmenta
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of unportance now exist in the Marchefl, Uaibiia, in fdie Afaratsi,

Tuscany. Piedmontand Venetia. The chief silk-prodtictiig provinces

are Lomoardy^ Venetia and Piedmont During tne period r^^oo-sgo^i

the average annual production of silk cocoons was 53,500 tona> and
of silk 5200 tons.

The great variety in physical and social conditions thronghoot
the peninsula gives corrosponicKng variety to the methods of agdcul*
tore. In the rotation of crops tliere k an amasing diversity—sUfts of

two years, three years, four years, six years, and in many cases

wlmtever order strikes the fancy of the farmer. The fields of i uscany
for the most part bear wheat one year and maiae the next, in per-

petual interchanges^ relieved to some extent by green crops. A
similar method prevails in the Abruzzi, and in the provinces of

Salerno, Benevento and A\‘«llino. In Lombardy a six-year shift

is common : either wheat, clover, maize, rice, hcc, rice (the last

year manured with lupines) or maize, wheat followed by clover,

clover, clover ploughed in, and rice, rice and rice manured witli

lupines. The Emilian region is one where regular rotations are best

otiierved—a common shift being grain, maize, clover, beans and
vetches, &c., grain, which has tlm disadvantage of the grain crops

succeeding each other. In the province of Naples, Caserta, &c.,

the method of fallows is widely adopted, the ground often being left

in this state for fifteen or twenty years
; and m some parts of Sicily

there is a regular intt rehange of fallow and crop year by year. The
following scheme indicates a common Sicilian method of a type which
has many varieties : fallow, grain, grain, pasture, pasture—other

two divisions of the area following the same order, but beginning
respectively with the two years of grain and the two of pasture.

Woods and forests play an imiwrtant part, especially in regard

to the consistency of the soil and to the character of the water-
courses. Tlie chestnut is of great value for its wood and
its fruit, an article of popular consumption. Good timber
is furnished by the oak and beech, anrl pine and fir forests

of the Alps and Apennines. Notwithstanding the efforts

of the government to unify and co-ordinate the forest laws previously
existing in the various states, deforestation has continued in many
regions. This lias lieen due to speculation, to the unrestricted
pasturage of goats, to the rights which many communes liave over
the forests, and to .some extent to excessive taxation, which led the
proprietors to cut an.I sell the trees and then abandon the ground
to the Treasury. Tlie results are—a lack of water-supply and of

water-power, the .streams liecoming mere torrents for a short period
and perfectly dry for the rest of the year

;
lack of a sufficient supply

of timber ; the denudation of the soil on the hills, and, where the
valleys below have insufficient drainage, the formation of sw’amps.
If tlie available water-power of Italy, already ve^ considerable,

be hame.s3ed, converted into electric power (which is already being
done in some districts), and further increased by reafforestation, the
efiecl upon the industries of Italy will be incalculable, and the
importation of coal will be very materially diminished. The area of

forest is about 14-3 % of the total, and of the chestnut-woods t-5
more ; and its products in 1886 were valued at ;^3,,•520,000 (not

including cliestnuts). A quantity of it is really brushwood, used for

the manufacture of charcoal and for fuel, coal being little used
except manufacturing purposes. Forest nurseries have also been
fou^jgkar

According to an approximate calculation the number of head of

live stock m Italy in 1890 was lO,(>20,000, thus divided

Woodu

fonatM.

. . horses, 720,000 ; asses, i ,cK>f>,ooo
; mules, 300,000

;

* cattle, 5^00,000; sheep, 0,ooo,ooo; goats, 1.800,000;
swine, 1,800,000.

The breed of cattle must widely distributed is that known as the
Podolian, usually with white or grey coat and enormous horns. Of
the numerous sub-varieties, llic finest is said to be that of the Val
di Cbiana, where the animals arc stall-fed all the year round

;
next

is ranked the so-called Valle Tibenna type. Wilder varieties roam
in vast herds over the Tuscan and lioman maremmaSy and the corre-

sponding districts in Apulia and utlier regions. In tine Alpine
aistricts there is a stock distinct from the Podolian, generally called

razza monianincL These animals are much smaller in stature and
more regular in form tlian the PodoUans

; they are mainly kept for

dairy purpo.ses. Another stock, with no close allies nearer than the
south of France, is found in the plain of Racconigi and Carmagnok ;

the mouse-coloured Swiss breed occurs in the neighbourhood of

Milan ; the Tirolcse breed stretches south to Padua and Modena

;

and a red-coated breed named of Keggio or Friuli is famihar both in

what were the duchies of Parma and Modena, and in the provinces
of Udine and Treviso. In Sicily the so-called Modica race is of note ;

and in Sardinia there Is a distinct stock which seldom exceeds the
weight of 700 Ih. Buffaloes arc kept in several districts, more
particularly of soutliem Italy.

Enormous flocks are possessed by professional sheep-farmers,
who pasture them in the mountains in the summer, and bring them
down to the plains in the winter. At Saluzzo in Piedmont &ere is

a stock with hanging ears, arched face and tall stature, kept for its

dairy qualities ; ana in the Biellese the merino breed is maintained
by some of the larger proprietors. In the upper valleys of the Alps
there are many local varieties, one of which at Ossi^ is like the
Scottish blackface. liguria is not much adapted for ^eep-farming
on a large .scale ; but a number of small flocks come down to the
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piaia of Tuacaay in the winter. With the exception of a few sub-
Alpine districts near Bergamo and Brescia, the great Lombard plain
is deeiokdly nnpastoial. The Bergamo sh^ is the largest breed in
the emmt^ ; that of Cadore and Belhino approaches it in size. In
the Venetian districts the farmers often have small Btationary flocks.

Thro^hout the Homan province, and Umbria, Apulia, the Abruzsi,
Basiheata and Calabria, is found in its full development a remarkalAe
system of pastoral migration with the change of seasons which has
b^n in existence from the most ancient times, and has attracted
attention as much by its picturesqueness as by its industrial import-
ance (see Apuua). Menno sheep have been acclimatized in the
Abruzzi, Capitanata and Basiheata. The number of sheep, however,
is on the decrease. Similarly, the number of goate, which are reared
only in hi% regions, is decreasing, especially on account of the exist-

ing forest laws, as they are the chief enemies of young plantations.
Horse-breeding is on the increase. The state helps to improve the
breeds by placing choice stallions at the disposal of private breeders
at a low tarifi. The exportation is, however, unimportant, while the
importation is largely on the increase, 46,403 horses having been
imported m 190a. Cattle-breeding varies with the diflerent regions.

In upper Italy cattle are principally reared in pens and stalls ; in
central Italy cattle are allowed to rtin haK wild, the stall system being
little practised ; in the somth and in the i^ande cattle are kept in the
open air, few shelters being provided. The erection of shelters,

however, w encouraged by the state. Swine are extensively reared in

many provinces. Fowls are kept on all farms and, though methods
are still antiquated, trade in fowls and eggs is rapidly increasing.

In 1905 Italy exported 32,780 and imported 17,700 head of cattle
;

exported 33,574 and imported 6551 sheep
;

exported 95,995 and
imported 1004 swine. The former two show a very large decrease
and the latter a large increase on the export figures for 1882. The
export of agricultural products show.s a large increase.

The north of Italy has long been known for its great dairy districts.

Parmesan cheese, ^herwise called Lodigiano (from Lodi) or grana,
was presented to Kh^ Louis Xli. as early a.s 1509. Parmesan is not
confined to the province from which it derives its name

; it is manu-
factured in all that part of Emilia in the neighbourhood of the Po,
and in the provinces of Brescia, Bergamo, Pavia, Novara and
Alessandria. Gorgonzola, which takes its name from a town in the
province, has become general throughout the whole of Lombardy,
ID the eastern parts of the “ ancient provinces," and in the province of

Cuneo. The cheese known as the cacto-cavalio is produced in regions
extending from 37'’ to 43® N . lat. Gruyerc, extensively manufactured
in Switzerland and France, is also produced in Italy m the Alpine
regions amd m Sicily. With the exception of Parmesan, Gorgonzola,
La Fontina and Gruy^re, most of the Italian cheese is consumed in

the locality of its production. Co-operative dairy farms are
numerous in north Italy, and though only about half as many as
in 1869 (XI4 in 1902) ore better organized. Modem methods have
been introduced.
The drainage of marshes and marshy lands lias considerably

extended. A law passed on the 22nd of March igoo gave a ^ .

special impulse to this fonn of enterprise by fixing the ratio

of expenditure incumbent respectively upon the State,

the provinces, the communes, and the owners or otlier private
individuals directly interested.

The Italian Federation of Agrarian Unions has greatly contributed
to agricultural progress. Government travelling teachers
of agriculture, and fixed schools of viticulture, also do good
work. Some unions annually purchase large quantities

of merchandise for their members, especially chemical
manures. The importation of machinery amounted to over
5000 tons in 1901

.

Income from land has diminished on the whole. The chief

diminution has taken place in tlie south in regsuxl to oranges and
lemons, cereals and (for some provinces) vines. Sinee 1895, however,
the lieavy import com duty has caused a slight rise in the income
from com lands. The principal reasons for the gimeral decrease are

the fan in prices through foreign competition and the closing of certain

markets, the diseases of plants and the increased outlay required

to combat thm, and the growtli of State and local taxation. One
of the great evils of Italian agricultural taxation i.s its lack oi elas-

ticity and of adaptation to loc^ conditions. Taxes are not sufficiontly

Xiroportioned to wliat the land may reesonably be expected to

produce, nor sufficient allowance made for the exceptional conditions

of a southern climate, in which a few hours' bad weather may destroy

a whole crop. The Italian agriculturist has come to look (and often

in vain) for action on a large scale from the state, for irrigation,

drainage of uncultivated low-lying land, which may be made fertile,

river r^ulation, &c. ;
while to the small proprietor the state often

appears only as a hard and inconsiderate tax-gatherer.

The rck’.tkms between owners and tillers of tlie soil are still

regulated by the ancient forms of agrarian contract, which have
remained almost untouched by social and political changes. The
possibility of reforming these contracts in some parts of the kingdom
nas been studied, in the hope of bringing them into doeer harmony
with the needs of rational cultivation and the exigencies of social

justice.

Feasant proprietofshzp is moat common in Loittbardy and Pied-

'mont, but it ismso found elsewhere. Large iurms are found in certain
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of the more opea districts ; bat in generally, and- espedaBy in

Sardinia, tlm land is very mucb subdivided. The following ioms of

contract are moat usuid in tlae several rogums : In Pie&ontt the
miztadria {mMayagi)

,
the the cotonia pM^moria, the boaria,

the sckiavsHaa and the or lease, are most usual Under
fMXJMdria the contract generally lasts three 3reara. Products are

usually divided in equal proportions between the owner and the

tiUer. The owner pays the taxes, defrays the cost of preporixig the
ground, and provides the necessary implements. Stack usually

belongs to the owner, and, even if kept on the half^and*balf uystiam,

is usually bought by him. The peasant, or tfMnrodko, provides

labour. TJnder igrjneria the owner furnishes stock, implements and
seed, and the tiller retains only one-third of the princi^ products.

In the colonia paniaria the peasant executes all the agricultural

work, in return for which he is boused rent-free, and receives one-

sixth of the com, one-third of the make and has a small money wage.
This cxmtract is usually renewed from year to year. The boaria

Is widely diffused in its two forms of cascina faUa and pagkt. In the

former case a peasant family undertakes all tlie necessary work in

return for payment in money or kind, which varies according to the

crop ; in the latter the money wages and the payment in kind are

fixed beforehand. Schiavema, either simple or with a share in the

crops, is a form of contract similar to the boaria, but applied princi-

pally to large holdings. The wages are lower than unda the hoarta.

In the affiUo, or lease, the proprietor furnishes seed and the imple-

ments. Kent varies according to the quality of the soil.

In Lombardy, besides tlie moztadfia, the lease is common, but the
iersieria is rare. The lessee, or farmer, tills the soil at his own risk

;

usually he provides live stock, implements and capital, and has no
right to compensation for ordinary improvements, nor for extra-

ordinary improvements effected without the landlord's consent.

He is obliged to give a guarantee for the fulfilmenl of his engage-
ments. In some places he pays an annual tribute in grapes, corn and
other produce. In some oi the Lombard mezsadvia contracts taxes
are paid by the cultivator.

In Venclia it is more common than elsewhere in Italy for owners
to till their own soil. 'i‘he prevalent forms of contract are the
niezjgadria and the lease. In Liguria, also, mezzadria and lease are
the chief forms of contract,

In Emilia both moszadna and lease tenure are widely diffused in

the provinces of Ferrara, Keggio and Parma
; but other special

forms ol contract exist, known as the famiglio da spesa, boaria,

bracaanti obbligati and bracciamli ditobbligah. In the famiglio da
spesa the tiller receives a small wage and a proportion of certain

jiroducts. The boaria is of two kinds. If the tiller receives as much
as lire per month, supplemented by other wages in kind, it is said

to be* boaria a salano ; if the principal part of his remuneration is in

kind, his contract is called boarta a spesa.

In tlie Marches, Umbria and Tuscany, mezzadria prevails in its

purest form. Profits and losses, both in regard to produce and stock,

are equally divided. In some places, however, the landlord takes
two-thirds of the olives and the whole of the grapes and the mulberry
leaves. I..easeliold exists in the province of Grosseto alone. In
Latium leasehold and farming by landlords prevail, but cases of

mezzadria and of “ improvement farms " exist. In the*, agro Romano,
or zone immediately around Rome, land is as a rule left for pasturage.
It needs, therefore, merely supervision by guardian.s and mounted
overseers, or butteri, who are housed and receive wages. Large
landlords are usually represented by minisiri, or factors, who direct

agricultural operations and manage the estates, but the estate is

often let to a middleman, or mercante di campagna. Wherever com
is cultivated, leasehold predominates. Much of the work is done by
companies of peasants, who come down from the mountainous
districts when required, permanent residence not being possible

owing to the malaria. Near Velletri and Frosinone improvement
farms " prevail. A piece of uncultivated land is made over to a
peasant for from 20 to 29 years. Vines and olives are usually
planted, the landlord paying the taxes and receiving one-third of the
produce. At the end of the contract the landlord either cultivates

his land himself or leases it, repaying to the improver part of the
expenditure incurred by him. This repayment sometimes consists

of half the estimated value of the standing crops.
In the Abruzzi and in Apulia leasehold is predominant. Usually

leases last from three to six years. In tlie provinces of Foggia and
Lecce long leases (up to twenty-nine years) are granted, but in them
it is explicitly declared that they do not imply enpteusi (perpetual
leasehold), nor any other form of contract emiivalent to co-pro-
prietorship. Mezzadria is rarely resorted to. On some wmall hold-
ings, however, it exists with contracts from two to six years.
Special contcacts, known as colonie immovibiii and colonic iemporanee
are applied to the laiifondi or huge estates, the owners of which receive
half the produce, except that of the vines, olive-trees and woods,
which he leases separately. “ Improvement contracts " also exist
They consist of lopg leases, under which the landlord shares tlie

costs of improvements and builds farm-houses
; also leases of orange

and lemon gardens, two-thirds of the produce of which go to the
land.lord, while the farmer contributes half the cost of Arming
besides the labour. Leasehold, varying from four to six years for
arable land and from six to eighteen years for forest-land, prevails

also in Campania,' Basilicata and Calabtia. The estaglto, or rent,

II

if olten paid in kiiid, and is equivalent to lAdf the produoe of good
land and ono-tbird of tbe.pr^uce of bad land. Improivenient
contracts are granted for uncultivated bush dfstrkts, where one
fourth of the produce goM to the lantBord, and for pltmtations el
fig-tmes, ottveAtroes and .vines, half of the p^uce of which belongs
to the todiord, who at the end of tra yesurs reimbuiues the tenant
for a part of the improvemente effected. Other formt df €ontf(aet

ave the piccohz meezaaria, or suo-letting by tenants to under-tenants,
on the hall-and’lialf system

; enfitemi, or perpetual leases at low
vents—« form w^h has almost died out ; and mezzadria (in the
poovinces of Caserta and Benevento).

In SicUy toasehold prevaUs under special conditions. la pure
leasehold thelandlord demands at least six months' rent as guarantee,
and the forfeiture of any fortuitous advanta^. Under the gahelta

lease the contract lasts twenty-nine years,^ lessee being obliged
to make improvements, but being sometimes exempted from rent
doling the first years. Inqmlinaggio is a form of lease by which the
laadlordL and sometimes the tenant, makes Over to tenant or sub-
tenant sowing of corn. There arc various categories of inquili-

naggio, according as rent is paid in money or in kind. Under mezzadria
or metalsria the landlord divides the p^uce with the fanner in

various proportions. The farmer jmovides all labour. LaHfonii
farms are very numerous in Sicily. The landlord lets his land to two
or more persons jointly, who undertake to restore it to him in good
condition with one-third of it inierrozzito,*' that is, fallow, so as to be
cultivated the following year according to triennial rotation. These
lessees are usually speculators, who divide and sub-let the estate.

The sub -tenants in their turn let a part of their land to peasants
in mezzadria, thus creating a system disastrous both for agriculture

and the peasants. At harvest-time tlie produce is placed in the
barns of the lessor, who first deducts 25 % as premhim, then lO %
for baUitma (the difference between com before and after winnowing),
then deducts a proportion for rent and subsidies, so that the portion

retained by the actual tiller of the soil is extremely mea^e. In,bad
years the tiller, moreover, gives up seed corn before beginning haxvosL

In Sardinia landlord-farming and leasehold prevail. In the few
cases of mezzadria the Tuscan system is followed.

Mines ,—Tlie number of mines increased from 589 in 1881 to

1580 in 1902. lilt* output in 1881 was worth about £2,800,000, but
by 1895 had decreased to £1,800,000, chiefly on account of the fall

in the price of sulphur. It afterwards rose, and was worth more than

£3,640,000 in 1899, falling again to £3,118,600 in 1902 owing to severe

American competition iii sulphur (see Sicily). The chief minerals
are sulphur, in the production of which Italy holds one of the first

places, iron, zinc, lead
;

these, and, to a smaller extent, copper of an
inferior quality, manganese and antimony, are successfully mined.
The bulk of the sulphur mines are m Sicily, while the majonty of the
lead and zinc mines are in Sardinia

; much of the lead smelting is

done at Pertusola, near Genoa, the company formed for this purpose
having acquired many of the Sardinian mines. Iron is mainly mmed
in Elba. Quicksilver and tin are found (the latter in small quantities)

in Tuscany. Boracic acid is chiefly found near Volterra, where there

is'also a little rock salt, but the main supply is obtained by evapora-
tion. The output of stone from quarries is greatly diminished (from

12,500,000 tons, worth £1,920,000, in 1890, to 8,000,000 tons, worth
£1,400,000, in 1899), a circumstance pro^bly attributable to the
slackening of building enterprise in many cities, and to the decrease

in the demand for stone for railway,̂ maritime and river embankment
works. The value of the output had, however, by 1902 risen to

£1,600,000, representing a tonnage of about 10,000,000. There is

goixl travertine below Tivoli and elsewhere in Italy ;
the finest

granite is found at Baveno. Lava is much used for paving-stones
in the neighbourhood of volcanic districts, where pozzol^a (fer

cement) and puniicc stone are also important. Much of Italy contains

Pliocene clay, which is good for pottery and brickmaking. Mineral
springs arc very numerous, and of great variety.

Fisheries .—The number of boats and smacks engaged in the
fisheries has considerably increased. In i8Sz the total number was
15,914, with a tonnage of 49,103. In 1902 there were 23,0^ boats,

manned by 101,720 men, and the total catch was valued at just over
half a million sterhng—according to the government figures, which
are certainly below the truth. The value has, however, undoubtedly
diminished, though the number of boats and crews increases. Most
of the fishi^ boats, ]iroperly .so called, start from the Adriatic coast,

the coral boats from the western Mediterianean coast, and the sponge
boats from the western Mediterranean and Sicilian coasts. Fishing

and trawling are carried on chiefly oflf the Italian (especially Ligurian,

Austrian and Tunisian coasts ;
coral is found principally near

Sardinia and Sicily, and sponges almost exclusively oft Sicily and
Tunisia in the neighbourhood of Sfax. For sponge fishing no
accurate statistics are available before 1896 ; in timt year 75 tons of

sponges were secured, but there has been considerable diminution
since, only 31 tons being obtained in igos* A considerable proportion

was obtained by foreign boats. The island of Lampedusa may be
considered its centre. Coral fishing, which fell ofi between 1889 and
1892 OB account of the temporary closing of the Sciacca coral reefs

has greatly decreased since 1884, when the fisheries produced 643
tons, whereas in 1902 they only produced 225 tons. The value oi

the product has, however, proportionately increased, so that the sum
realized was little less, while less than half the number of men
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of unportance now exist in the Marchefl, Uaibiia, in fdie Afaratsi,

Tuscany. Piedmontand Venetia. The chief silk-prodtictiig provinces

are Lomoardy^ Venetia and Piedmont During tne period r^^oo-sgo^i

the average annual production of silk cocoons was 53,500 tona> and
of silk 5200 tons.

The great variety in physical and social conditions thronghoot
the peninsula gives corrosponicKng variety to the methods of agdcul*
tore. In the rotation of crops tliere k an amasing diversity—sUfts of

two years, three years, four years, six years, and in many cases

wlmtever order strikes the fancy of the farmer. The fields of i uscany
for the most part bear wheat one year and maiae the next, in per-

petual interchanges^ relieved to some extent by green crops. A
similar method prevails in the Abruzzi, and in the provinces of

Salerno, Benevento and A\‘«llino. In Lombardy a six-year shift

is common : either wheat, clover, maize, rice, hcc, rice (the last

year manured with lupines) or maize, wheat followed by clover,

clover, clover ploughed in, and rice, rice and rice manured witli

lupines. The Emilian region is one where regular rotations are best

otiierved—a common shift being grain, maize, clover, beans and
vetches, &c., grain, which has tlm disadvantage of the grain crops

succeeding each other. In the province of Naples, Caserta, &c.,

the method of fallows is widely adopted, the ground often being left

in this state for fifteen or twenty years
; and m some parts of Sicily

there is a regular intt rehange of fallow and crop year by year. The
following scheme indicates a common Sicilian method of a type which
has many varieties : fallow, grain, grain, pasture, pasture—other

two divisions of the area following the same order, but beginning
respectively with the two years of grain and the two of pasture.

Woods and forests play an imiwrtant part, especially in regard

to the consistency of the soil and to the character of the water-
courses. Tlie chestnut is of great value for its wood and
its fruit, an article of popular consumption. Good timber
is furnished by the oak and beech, anrl pine and fir forests

of the Alps and Apennines. Notwithstanding the efforts

of the government to unify and co-ordinate the forest laws previously
existing in the various states, deforestation has continued in many
regions. This lias lieen due to speculation, to the unrestricted
pasturage of goats, to the rights which many communes liave over
the forests, and to .some extent to excessive taxation, which led the
proprietors to cut an.I sell the trees and then abandon the ground
to the Treasury. Tlie results are—a lack of water-supply and of

water-power, the .streams liecoming mere torrents for a short period
and perfectly dry for the rest of the year

;
lack of a sufficient supply

of timber ; the denudation of the soil on the hills, and, where the
valleys below have insufficient drainage, the formation of sw’amps.
If tlie available water-power of Italy, already ve^ considerable,

be hame.s3ed, converted into electric power (which is already being
done in some districts), and further increased by reafforestation, the
efiecl upon the industries of Italy will be incalculable, and the
importation of coal will be very materially diminished. The area of

forest is about 14-3 % of the total, and of the chestnut-woods t-5
more ; and its products in 1886 were valued at ;^3,,•520,000 (not

including cliestnuts). A quantity of it is really brushwood, used for

the manufacture of charcoal and for fuel, coal being little used
except manufacturing purposes. Forest nurseries have also been
fou^jgkar

According to an approximate calculation the number of head of

live stock m Italy in 1890 was lO,(>20,000, thus divided

Woodu

fonatM.

. . horses, 720,000 ; asses, i ,cK>f>,ooo
; mules, 300,000

;

* cattle, 5^00,000; sheep, 0,ooo,ooo; goats, 1.800,000;
swine, 1,800,000.

The breed of cattle must widely distributed is that known as the
Podolian, usually with white or grey coat and enormous horns. Of
the numerous sub-varieties, llic finest is said to be that of the Val
di Cbiana, where the animals arc stall-fed all the year round

;
next

is ranked the so-called Valle Tibenna type. Wilder varieties roam
in vast herds over the Tuscan and lioman maremmaSy and the corre-

sponding districts in Apulia and utlier regions. In tine Alpine
aistricts there is a stock distinct from the Podolian, generally called

razza monianincL These animals are much smaller in stature and
more regular in form tlian the PodoUans

; they are mainly kept for

dairy purpo.ses. Another stock, with no close allies nearer than the
south of France, is found in the plain of Racconigi and Carmagnok ;

the mouse-coloured Swiss breed occurs in the neighbourhood of

Milan ; the Tirolcse breed stretches south to Padua and Modena

;

and a red-coated breed named of Keggio or Friuli is famihar both in

what were the duchies of Parma and Modena, and in the provinces
of Udine and Treviso. In Sicily the so-called Modica race is of note ;

and in Sardinia there Is a distinct stock which seldom exceeds the
weight of 700 Ih. Buffaloes arc kept in several districts, more
particularly of soutliem Italy.

Enormous flocks are possessed by professional sheep-farmers,
who pasture them in the mountains in the summer, and bring them
down to the plains in the winter. At Saluzzo in Piedmont &ere is

a stock with hanging ears, arched face and tall stature, kept for its

dairy qualities ; ana in the Biellese the merino breed is maintained
by some of the larger proprietors. In the upper valleys of the Alps
there are many local varieties, one of which at Ossi^ is like the
Scottish blackface. liguria is not much adapted for ^eep-farming
on a large .scale ; but a number of small flocks come down to the
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piaia of Tuacaay in the winter. With the exception of a few sub-
Alpine districts near Bergamo and Brescia, the great Lombard plain
is deeiokdly nnpastoial. The Bergamo sh^ is the largest breed in
the emmt^ ; that of Cadore and Belhino approaches it in size. In
the Venetian districts the farmers often have small Btationary flocks.

Thro^hout the Homan province, and Umbria, Apulia, the Abruzsi,
Basiheata and Calabria, is found in its full development a remarkalAe
system of pastoral migration with the change of seasons which has
b^n in existence from the most ancient times, and has attracted
attention as much by its picturesqueness as by its industrial import-
ance (see Apuua). Menno sheep have been acclimatized in the
Abruzzi, Capitanata and Basiheata. The number of sheep, however,
is on the decrease. Similarly, the number of goate, which are reared
only in hi% regions, is decreasing, especially on account of the exist-

ing forest laws, as they are the chief enemies of young plantations.
Horse-breeding is on the increase. The state helps to improve the
breeds by placing choice stallions at the disposal of private breeders
at a low tarifi. The exportation is, however, unimportant, while the
importation is largely on the increase, 46,403 horses having been
imported m 190a. Cattle-breeding varies with the diflerent regions.

In upper Italy cattle are principally reared in pens and stalls ; in
central Italy cattle are allowed to rtin haK wild, the stall system being
little practised ; in the somth and in the i^ande cattle are kept in the
open air, few shelters being provided. The erection of shelters,

however, w encouraged by the state. Swine are extensively reared in

many provinces. Fowls are kept on all farms and, though methods
are still antiquated, trade in fowls and eggs is rapidly increasing.

In 1905 Italy exported 32,780 and imported 17,700 head of cattle
;

exported 33,574 and imported 6551 sheep
;

exported 95,995 and
imported 1004 swine. The former two show a very large decrease
and the latter a large increase on the export figures for 1882. The
export of agricultural products show.s a large increase.

The north of Italy has long been known for its great dairy districts.

Parmesan cheese, ^herwise called Lodigiano (from Lodi) or grana,
was presented to Kh^ Louis Xli. as early a.s 1509. Parmesan is not
confined to the province from which it derives its name

; it is manu-
factured in all that part of Emilia in the neighbourhood of the Po,
and in the provinces of Brescia, Bergamo, Pavia, Novara and
Alessandria. Gorgonzola, which takes its name from a town in the
province, has become general throughout the whole of Lombardy,
ID the eastern parts of the “ ancient provinces," and in the province of

Cuneo. The cheese known as the cacto-cavalio is produced in regions
extending from 37'’ to 43® N . lat. Gruyerc, extensively manufactured
in Switzerland and France, is also produced in Italy m the Alpine
regions amd m Sicily. With the exception of Parmesan, Gorgonzola,
La Fontina and Gruy^re, most of the Italian cheese is consumed in

the locality of its production. Co-operative dairy farms are
numerous in north Italy, and though only about half as many as
in 1869 (XI4 in 1902) ore better organized. Modem methods have
been introduced.
The drainage of marshes and marshy lands lias considerably

extended. A law passed on the 22nd of March igoo gave a ^ .

special impulse to this fonn of enterprise by fixing the ratio

of expenditure incumbent respectively upon the State,

the provinces, the communes, and the owners or otlier private
individuals directly interested.

The Italian Federation of Agrarian Unions has greatly contributed
to agricultural progress. Government travelling teachers
of agriculture, and fixed schools of viticulture, also do good
work. Some unions annually purchase large quantities

of merchandise for their members, especially chemical
manures. The importation of machinery amounted to over
5000 tons in 1901

.

Income from land has diminished on the whole. The chief

diminution has taken place in tlie south in regsuxl to oranges and
lemons, cereals and (for some provinces) vines. Sinee 1895, however,
the lieavy import com duty has caused a slight rise in the income
from com lands. The principal reasons for the gimeral decrease are

the fan in prices through foreign competition and the closing of certain

markets, the diseases of plants and the increased outlay required

to combat thm, and the growtli of State and local taxation. One
of the great evils of Italian agricultural taxation i.s its lack oi elas-

ticity and of adaptation to loc^ conditions. Taxes are not sufficiontly

Xiroportioned to wliat the land may reesonably be expected to

produce, nor sufficient allowance made for the exceptional conditions

of a southern climate, in which a few hours' bad weather may destroy

a whole crop. The Italian agriculturist has come to look (and often

in vain) for action on a large scale from the state, for irrigation,

drainage of uncultivated low-lying land, which may be made fertile,

river r^ulation, &c. ;
while to the small proprietor the state often

appears only as a hard and inconsiderate tax-gatherer.

The rck’.tkms between owners and tillers of tlie soil are still

regulated by the ancient forms of agrarian contract, which have
remained almost untouched by social and political changes. The
possibility of reforming these contracts in some parts of the kingdom
nas been studied, in the hope of bringing them into doeer harmony
with the needs of rational cultivation and the exigencies of social

justice.

Feasant proprietofshzp is moat common in Loittbardy and Pied-

'mont, but it ismso found elsewhere. Large iurms are found in certain

AgnriMU
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department. The great works of the Vatican are especially famous
(more than 17,000 distinct tints are employed in their productions),

and there are many other establishments in Rome. The Florentine

mosaics are perhaps better known abroad ;
they are composed of

larger pieces than the Roman. Those of the Venetian artists are

remarkable for the boldness of their colouring. There is a tendency

towards the fostering of feminine home industries-lace-making,

linen-weaving, &c.

Condition of the Working Classes,—Tht condition of the

numerous agricultural labourers (who constitute one-third of the

population) is, except in some regions, hard, and in p^es
absolutely miserable. Much light was thrown upon,their position

by the agricultural inquiry (inchiesia agraria) completed m 1884.

The large numbers of emigrants, who are drawn chiefly from the

rural classes, furnish another proof of poverty. 'Die terms of

agrarian contracts and leases (except in districts where mezzadria

prevails in its essential form), are in many regions disadvantageous

to the labourers, who suffer from the obligation to provide

guarantees for payment of rent, for repayment of seed com and

for the division of products.

It was only at the close of the 19th century that the true cause

of malaria—the conveyance of the infection by the bite of the

„ , ,
Anopheles clavigev—was discovered. This mosquito does

MaiariM. ^ ^ towns ;
but low-lying coast

districts and ill-drained plains are especially subject to it. Much
has been done in keeping out the insects by fine wire netting placed

on the windows and the doors of houses, especially in the railway-

men’s cottages. In 1902 the state took up the sale of quinine at a

low price, manufacturing it at the central military pharmaceutical

laboratory at Turin. Statistics show the difference produced by
this measure.

Financial Y’ear.
Pounds of

quinine sold.

Deaths by
Malaria.

1901-1902 .

,

,3.358
1902-1903 4,052 9,908

1903-1904 15,915 8.3,3
1904-1905 30,956 8.501

1905-1906 41,166 7.838
1906-1907 45,591 4.875

The profit made by the state, which is entirely devoted to a

specif fund for means against malaria, amounted in these

five years to £41,759. It has been established that two 3-grain

pastilles a day are a sufficient prophylactic ; and the proprietors

of malarious estates and contractors for public works in malarious

districts are bound by law to provide sufficient quinine for their

workmen, death for want of this precaution coming under the pro-

visions of the workmen's compensation act. Much has also b^n,
though much remains to be, done in the way of bonificamenio, i.e,

proper drainage and improvement of the (generally fertile) low-lying

and hitherto malarious plains.

In Venetia the lives of the small proprietors and of the salaried

peasants are often extremely miserable. There and in Lombardy the

disease known as pellagra is most widely diffused. The disease is

due to poisoning by micro-organisms produced by deteriorated maize,

and can be combated by care in ripening, drying and storing the

maize. The most recent statistics show the disease to be diminish-

ing. Whereas in 1881 there were 104,067 (16*29 per 10°°) peasants

afflicted by the disease, in 1899 there were only 72,603 (10*30 per

1000) peasants, with a maximum of 39,88a (34*32 per 1000) peasants

in Venetia, and 19,557 (12*90 per 1000) peasants in Lombardy. The
decrease of the disease is a direct result of the efforts made to combat
it, in the form of special ho^itals or pellagrosari, economic kitchens,

rural bakeries and maize-drying establishments. A bill for the

better prevention of pellagra was introduced in the spring of 1902.

The deaths from it dropped in that year to 2376, from 3054 in the

previous year and 3788 in 1900.

In Liguria, on account of the comparative rarity of large estates,

agricultural labourers are in a better condition. Men earn between

IS. 3d. and 2S. id. a day, and women from 5d. to 8d. In Emilia

the day labourers, known as disobbligati, earn, on the contrary, low

wages, out of which they have to provide for shelter and to fay by
something tigainst unemplojmient. Their condition is miserable.

In Tuscany, however, the prevalence of mezModria^ properly so

called, has raiwsed the labourers’ position. Yet in some Tuscan
provinces, as, for instance, that of Grosseto, where malaria rages,

labourers are orgwiized in gangs under ” corporals," who undertake

harvest work. They are poverty-stricken, and easily fall victims

to fever. In the Abruzzi and in Apulia both r^ular and irregular

workmen are engaged by the year. The euraUrri or curatoU (factors)

receive £40 a year, with a slight interest in the profits
; the stock-

men hardly earn in money and kind £13 ; the muleteers and under-

workmen get between £3 to £8, plus firewood, bread and oil;

*3

irregular workmen have even lower wages, yHih a daily distrlbutioii

of bread, salt and oil. In Campania and Calabria the curatoli and
massari earn, in money and kind, about £12 a year; cowmen,
shepherds and muleteers about £10 ; irregular workmen are paid

from S^d. to is. 8d. per day, but only nnd emplo^ent, on an
average, 230 days in the year. The condition of Sicilian labourers

is also miserable. The huge extent of the latifondi, or large estates,

often results in their being left in the hands of speculators, who
exploit both workmen and farmers with such usury that the latter

are often compelled, at the end of a scanty year, to hand over their

crops to the usurers before harvest. In Sardinia wage-earners are

paid lod. a day, with free shelter and an allotment for private

cultivation. Irregular adult workmen earn between lod. and is. 3d.,

and boys from 6d. to xod. a day. Woodcutters and vine-waterers,

however, sometimes cam as much as 3s. a day.

The peasants somewhat rarely use animal fc^—this is most largely

used in Sardinia and least in Sicily—bread and polenta or macaroni
and vegetables being the staple diet. Wine is the prevailing drink.

The condition of the workmen employed in manufactures has

improved during recent years. Wages are higher, the cost of the

prime necessaries of life is, as a rule, lower, though taxation on

some of them is still enormous ; so that the remuneration of

work has improved. Taking into account the variations in wages

and in the price of wheat, it may be calculated that the number
of hours of work requisite to earn a sum equal to the price of

a cwt. of wheat fell from 183 in 1871 to 73 in 1894. In

1898 it was 105, on account of the rise in the price of wheat, and
I since then up till 1902 it oscillated between 105 and 95.

Wages have risen from 22*6 centimes per hour (on an average)

to 26*3 centimes, but not in all industries. In the mining and
woollen industries they have fallen, but have increased in mechanical,

chemical, silk and cotton industries. Wages vary greatly in different

parts of Italy, according to the cost of the necessaries of life, the

degree of development of working-class needs and the state of

working-class organization, which in some places has succeeded in

increasing the rates of pay. Women are, as a rule, paid less than
men, and though their wages have also increased, the rise has been
slighter than in the case of men. In some trades, for instance the

.silk trade, women earn little more than lod. a day, and, for some
classes of work, as little as 7d. and 4jd. The general improvement
in sanitation has led to a corresponding improvement in the condi-

tion of the working classes, though much still remains to be done,

especially in the south. On the other hand, it is generally the case

that even in the most unpromising inn the bedding is clean.

.

The number of industrial .strikes has risen from year to year«

although, on account of the large number of persons involve in

some of them, the rise in the number of strikers has not
strikaa

always corresponded to the number of strikes. During
tfie years igoo and 1901 strikes were increasingly nmnerous, chiefiy

on account of the growth of Socialist and working-class organizations.

The greatest proportion of strikes takes place in northern Italy,

especially Lombardy and Piedmont, where manufacturing industries

are most developed. Textile, building and mining industries show
the highest percentage of strikes,^ since they give employment to

large numbers of men concentrated in single localities. A^cultural
strikes, though less frequent than those in manufacturing industries,

have special importance in Italy. They are most common in the

north and centre, a circumstance which shows them to be promoted
less by the more backward and more ignorant peasants than by the

belter-educated labourers of Lombardy and Emilia, among whom
Socialist organizations are widespread. Since 1901 there have been,

more than once, general strikes at Milan and elsewhere, and one in

the autumn of 1905 caused great inconvenience throughout the

country, and led to no effective result.

Although in some industrial centres the working-class movement
has assumed an importance equal to that of other countries, there

is no general working-class or^nization comparable to the English

trade unions. Mutual benefit and co-operative societies serve the

purpose of working-class defence or offence agamst the employers.

In 1893, after many vicissitudes, the Italian Socialist Labour Party

was founded, and has now become the Italian Socialist Party, in

which the majority of Italian workmen enrol themselves. Printers

and hat-makers, however, possess trade societies. In 1899 an agita-

tion began for the organization of " Chambers of Labour," intended

to look after the technical education of workmen and to form com-

missions of arbitration in case of strikes. They act also as employ-

ment bureaux, and are often centres of political propaganda. At
present such " chambers " exist in many Italian cities, while "lea|ue8

of improvement," or of " resistance," are rapidly spreading in the

country districts. In many cases the action of these organizations has

proved, at least temporarily, advantagjwus to the working classes.

Labour legislation is backward in Italy, on account of the late

development of manufacturing industry and of working-class

organization. On the 17th of April 1898 a species of Empbyers'
Liability Act compelled employers of more than five worlcmen in

certain industries to insure their employees against accidents.
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Onthe 17th of July a national fund for the insurance of workmen
against illness and old age was founded by law 'on the ipriiunple of

optional registration. In addition to an initial endowment 'by the

state, part of the anstial income of the bind is furnished in various

forms by the state (principally by making over a proportion of the
profits of the Post 'Office Savir^ Bankl, and part by the premiums
of the workmen. The minimum annual premium is six lire lor an
annuity of one lira per day at the agl of sixty, and insurance against
sickness. The low level of wages in many trades and the jealousies

of the Chambers of Labour " aud other working-class organizations

impede rapid development.
A law came into operation in February 1908, according to which

a weekly day of rest (with few exceptions) was established on Sunday
in every case in which it was possible, and otherwise upon some otber
day of the week.
The French institution of Prudhomms was introduced into Italy

in 1893, under the name of Collegi di Probiviri. ‘J'he institution has
not attained great vogue. Most of the colleges deal with matters
affecting textile and mechanical industries. Each “ college “ is

founded by royal decree, aud consists of a president, with not fewer
than ten and not more than twenty members. A conciliation

bureau and a jury are elected to deal with disputes concerning wagc.s,

hours of work labour contracts, &c., and have power to settle the
disputes, without appeal, whenever the amounts involved do not
exeeacl /8.

Provident institutions have considerably developed in Italy

under the forms of savings banks, assurance companies
and mutual benefit societies. Besides the Post Office

HooM. Savings Bank and the ordinary savings banks, many
co-operative credit societies and ordinary credit banks

receive deposits of savings.

The greatest number of savings banks exists in Lomliardy

;

Piedmont and Venetia come next. Campania holds tlie first place hi
the south, most of the savings of that region being dejjoslted in the
provident insrtitutions of Naples. In Ligtiria and Sardinia the habit
of thrift is less developed. Assurance societies in Italy are subject
to the general dispositions of the commercial code regarding com-
mercial companies. Mutual benefit societies have increased rapidly,
both because their advantages have been appreciated, and because^
until recently, the state had taken no stcpvS directly to insure work-
men against illnes.'.. The present Italian mutual benefit societies
resemble the ancient beneficent corporations, of which in somo
respects they may be considered a continuation. The societies
require government recognition if they wish to enjoy legal rights.

The state (law of the 15th of April 1896) imposed this condition in
order to determine exactly the aims of the societies, and, while
allowing them to give help to their sick, old or feeble mem^fs, or
aid the families of deceased members, to forbid them to pay old-age
pensions, lest they assumed burdens beyond their financial strength.
Nevertheless, the majority of .societies have not sought recognition,
being suspicious of fi^l state intervention.

Co-oj3^ation, for the various purposes of credit, distribution,

prod^^tion and labour, has attained great development in Italy,

j
Credit co-operation is represented by a special type
of association known as People’s Banks {Banche
Papolari), They are not, as a rule, supported by

workmen or peasants, but rather by small tradespeople, manu-
facturers and farmers. 'They perform a useful function in

protecting their clients from the cruel usury which prevails,

especially in the south. A recent form of co-operative credit

banks are the Casse Burali or rural bank.s, on the Raffeisen
system, which lend money to peasants and small proprietors
out of capital obtained on credit or by gift. These loans are
made on personal security, but the members of the baidc do
not contribute.any quota of the capital, though .their liability

is unlimited in case of loss. They are especially widespread in

Lombardy and Venetia.

Distributive co-operation is confined almost entirely to Piedmont,
Liguria, Lombardy, Venetia, Emilia and Tuscany, and is practically
unknown in Basilicata, the Abruzzi and Sardinia.

Co-operative dairies are numerous. They have, however, much
decro^ed in number since 1889. More numerous are the agricultural
and viticultural co-operative societies, which have largely increased in
number. They are to be found mainly in the fertile plains of north
Italy, .where they enjoy considerable success, removing the cause of
labour troubles and strikes, and providing for cult^ation on a
sufficiency large scale. The richest, however, of the .oo-operative
swieties, though few in number, are those for the piDduction of
electricity, for textile industries and for ceramic and glass >mann-
factures.

Co-operation in general is most widely diffused, in proportion to
populaBon, in central Italy ; less so in northern Italy, and much
less so in the south and the islands. It thus appears that co-operation

floorishes most in the districts In which, the mmadria system has
been •prevalent.

Rottways ,—The first railway m Italy, aline m.long from Naples
to CasteUammaie, was open^ in 1840. By i88ri there were some
5500 m. open, in 1891 seme 8000 m., while in 1901 the total length
was 031; m. la J<uLy 1905 all the principal lines, which had been
constructed iby the state, but had .b<«n since 1885 let out to three
companies (Mediterranean, Adriatic, Sicilian), were taken over by
the state

;
their length amounted in 1901 to 6147 m., and in 1907

to 8422 m. The minor lines (many of them narrow gauge) remain in

the hands of private companies. The total length, including the
Sardinian railways, was 10,308 m. in 1907. The state, in taking over
the railways, did not exercise sufficient care to see that the lines and
the rolling stock were kept up to a proper state of efficiency and
adequacy for the work they had to perform ; while the step itself

was taken somewhat ha.stily. The result was that for the first two
years of state administration the service was distinctly bad, and the
lack of goo Is trucks at the ports was especially fcH, A capital

expen'Jitiire of ;^4,ooo,ooo annually was decided on to bring the lines

up to the necessary state of efficiency to be able to cope with the
rapidly increasing traffic. It was e.stimated in .190O tliat this would
have to be maintained for a period of ten years, with a further total

expenditure of ^14,000,000 on new lines.

Comparing the state of things in 1901 with that of for the
whole country, we find the passenger and goods traffic almost
doubled (except the cattle traffic), the capital expenditure almost
doubled, the working expenses per mile almost imperceptibly
increased, and the gross receipts per mile slightly lower. The
personnel had increased from 70,568 to 108,690. The construction

of numerous unremuncrative lines, and the free granting of con-
ce.ssions to government and other enqiloyees (and also of cheap
tickets on special occasions for congresses, &c., in various towns,
without strict inquiry into the qualifications of the claimants) will

account for the failure to realize a higher profit. The fares (in slow
trains, with the addition of 10 % for expenses) are ; 1st class, i*85d.;

2nd, i*3d.
;

3rd, o-725d. per mile. There are, however, considerable

reductions for distances over 9^ m., on a scale increasing in propor-

tion to the distance.

The taking over of the main lines by the state has of course

produced a considerable change in the financial situation of the

railways. The state incurred in this connexion a liability of some
;^2o,ooo,ooo, of which about /16,000,000 represented the rolling

stock. The state has considerablyimproved the engines and passenger

carriages. The capital value of the whole of the lines, rolling stock,

&c., for 1908-1909 was calculated a])proximately at ;^244,i (>1,400,

and the profits at ;^.5,295,oi9, or 2*2 %.
Milan is the most important railway centre in the country, and

is followed by Turin, Genoa, Verona, Bologna, Rome, Naples. Lom-
bardy and Piedmont are much bettor provided with railways in

proportion to their area than any other parts of Italy
;
next come

Venetia, Emilia and the immediate environs of Naples.

The northern frontier is crossed by the railway from Turin to
Ventimiglia by the Col di Teuda, the Mont Cenis line from Turin

to Modane (the tunnel is 7 m. in length), the Simplon line (tunnel

ii m. in length) from Domodossola to Brigue, the St Golthard from
Milan to Chiasso (the tunnel is entirely in Swiss territory), the

Brenner from Verona to Trent, the line from Udine to Tarvis and
the line from Venice to Triest by the Adriatic coast. Besides these

international lines the most important are those from Milan to Turin
(via Vcrcelli and via Alassandria)

,
to Genoa via Tortona, to Bologna

via Parma and Modena, to Verona, and the shorter lines to the

district of tlie lakes of Lombardy ;
from Turin to Genoa via Savona

and via Alessandria
;
from Genoa to Savona and Ventimiglia along

the Riviera, and along the south-west coast of Italy, via Sarzaiui

(whence a line runs to Parma) to Pisa (whence lines run to Pistoia

and Florence) and Rome ; from Verona to Modena, and to Venice
via Padua ; from Bologna to Padua, to Rimini (and then^ abng
the north-east coast via Ancona, Ca,stellammare Adriatico and
Foggia to Brindisi and Otranto), and to Florence and Rome ; from

Rome to Ancona, to Castellammare Adriatico and to Naples ; from

Naples to Foggia, via Metaponto (with a junction for Reggio di

Calabria), to Brindisi and to Reggio di Calabria. (For the Sicilian

and Sardinian lines, see Sicily and Sardinia). The speed of the

trains is not high, nor are the runs without stoppage long as a rule.

One of the fastest runs is from Rome to Ortc, 52*40 m. in 69 min.,

43*4® hour, but this is a double line with little traffic.

The low speea reduces the potentiality of the lines. The insufficiency

of rolling stock, and especially of goods wagons. Is mainly caused

by delays in '* handling traffic consequent on this or otl^r causes,

among which may be mentioned the great length of the single lines

south of Rome. It is thus a matter of difficulty to provide tsuckt

for a sudden emergency, the vintage season ; aim in 1905-1907

complaints were many, whUe the seaports were continually short of

trucks. This led to deficiencies in the supply of coal to the manu-
facturing centres, and to some diversion eiMwhere of shipping.

SUtm and Eleeiric Tramways.— Tramways with mechanical

tracfiiion have developed rapidly. Between 1675, when the first line

was opened, and 1901, the length of the lines grew to 1890 m. of

steam and 270 m. of electric tramways. Those linos exist principally

in Lombardy (especially in the provinee of Milan), in ffiedmoni^
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especially in the province oi Turin, and ia other regions el norChm
and central Italy. In the south they are rare, on account partly of

the mountainous character of the gantry, flmd partly of the scarcity

of traffic. All the important touxns of Italy are provided with internal

electric tramways, mostly with overhead wires.

Carriagt^ouds have been greatly extended in modem times,

althou^ their ratio to area varies in difierent localities. In north

Italy there are 1480 yds. of road per sq. m. ; in central Italy 993 ;

in southern Italy 405 ;
in Sardinia 596, and in Sicily only 244.

They are as a rule well kept up in north and central Italy, less so in

the south, where, especially m Calabria, many villages are inac-

cessible by road and have only footpaths leading to them. By the

act of 1903 the state contributes half and the province a quarter of

the cost of roads connecting communes with the nearest railway

stations or landing places.

Inland Navigation.—Navigable canals had in 1886 a total length of

about 655 m. ; they are principally situated in Piedmont, Lombardy
and Vcnctia, and are thus practically confined to the Po Imsin.

Canals lead from Milan to the Ticino, Adda and Po. The Po is itself

navigable from Turin downwards, but through its delta it is so sandy

that canals arc preferred, the Po di Volano and the Po di Primaro on

the riglit, and the Canale Bianco on the left. The total length of

navigable rivers is 967 m.
Posts

t
Telegraphs and Telephones.—The number of post offices

(including oollettorie, or collecting offices, which arc rapidly being

eliminated) increased from 2200 in 1862 to 4823 in 1881, 6700 in 1891

and 8817 in 1904. In spite of a large increase in the number of

letters and post cards {i.e, nearly 10 per inhabitant per annum in

1904, as against 5*65 in 1888) the average is considerably below

that of most other European countries. The number of state tele-

graph offices was 4603, of other offices (railway and faraway stations,

which accept private telegrams for transmission) 1930- The
telephone system is considerably developed ; in 1904, 92 urban and

66 inter -urban systems existed. They were installed by private

companies, hut have been taken over by the state. International

communication between Rome and Paris, and Italy and Switzerland

also exists. The parcel post and money order services have largely

increased since 1887-1 888, the number of parcels having almost

doubled (those for abroad are more than trebled), while the number
of money orders issued is trebled and their value doubled (about

/40,000,000). The value of the foreign orders paid in Italy increased

from /i,280,000 to ;^2,356,ooo

—

owing to the increase of emigration

and of the savings sent home by emigrants.

At the end of 1907 Italy was among the few countries that had not

adopted the reduction of postage .sanctioned at the Postal Union
congress, held in Rome in 1906, by which the rates became 2jd. for

the first oz., and ijd. per oz. afterwards. The internal rate is 15c.

(ild.) per i oz.
;
post-cards 10c. (id.), reply 15c. On the other hand,

letters within the postal district are only 5c. (^d.) per i oz. Printed

matter is 2C. ((d.) per 50 grammes (i | oz.). The regulations provide

that if there is a greater weight of correspondence (inchiding book-

packets) than ijlh for any individual by any one delivery, notice

shall be given him that it is lying at the post office, be being tlien

obliged to arrange for fetcliing it. Letters insured for a fixed sum
are not delivered under any circumstances.

Money -ordor cards arc very convenient and cheap (up to 10 lire

[8s.] for IOC. [id.]), as they need not be enclosed in a letter, while a

short pdvate message can be written on them. Owing to the com-
paratively small amount of letters, it is found possible to have a
travelling post office on all principal trains (while almost every train

has a travelling sorter, for whom a compartment is reserved) without

a late fee bkng exacted in either case. In the principal towns letters

may be posted in special boxes at the liead office Just before the

departure of any given mail tram, and are conveyed direct to tli^e

cravclling post office. Another convenient arrangemmt is the

provision of letter-boxes on electric tramcars in some cities.

M^cantili Marine.—Between the years 1881 and 1903 the number
of ships entered and cleared at Italian ports deoreased slightly

(219,598 in 1881 and 208,737 in 1905), while their aggregate ttmnage
increased (32,070,704 in 1881 and 80,782^030 in 1905). In the move-
ment of shipping, trade with foraiga. countries prevaiis (especially as

regards arrivals) over trade between Italian ports. Most of the
merchandise and passengers bound for and hailing from foreign ports

sail under foreign flags. Similarly, foreign vessels prev^ over
Italian vessels in regard to goods embarked. European conntries

absorb tlte greater part of Italian sea-borne trade, whereas most of

the passenger traffic goes to North and South America. The substi-

tution of steamships for sailing vessels has brought about a diminu-
tion in the number of vessels belonging to the Italian mercantile

marine, whether employed in the coasting trade, the fisheries or in

traffic on Uic high seas. Thus :

—

Year.
Total
No. erf

Ship.H.

Steamships, Sailing Vessels.

Number,
Tonnage
(Net). Number.

Tonnage
(Net).

1881

1905
7815
5596

.

176
513

93,698
462,259

7,839
5,063

895,359
570,355

Ammg tha steamars the increase has*diie^ taken pdaos: ia veasdli

•f more than xooo tons cUsplaGeasenti hut themtunber of hugesailioK

vessels has also increased. The most important Italian ports are

(in order) : Genoa, Napless, Palermo, Leghorn, Messina, Venice,

Catania.
Patmgn Italian tsade with foreiga coontnes ;(impert8 and

exports) during the quinquennium il7a~i876 averaged £^4^000^000
a year ; in the quinquennium i893-x897 it fell to ;^88,960,000 a year.

In 1898, however, the total rose to £104,680,000, but the increase

was principally due to the extra importation of com in that year.

In 1099 ft was nearly £izopoovooo. Since 1699 there has been a
steady increase both in. imp<^ and exports. Thus :

—

Trade with Foreign Conntries in £1000
(exclusive of Precious Metals).^

Year.

Totals. Imports. Exports.
Excess of

Imports over
Exports.

1871
1881
1891
1900
1904

61,966
96,208
80,135
121,538

140.437

38.548
49,587
45.083
68,009

76.549

43.4*8
46,621

35,072
53,5*9
63,888

.4,870
2,966

9,991
14,480
I 2

,
66 x

1 No account has here been taken of fluctuations of exchange.

The great extension of Italian coast-Une is thought by some to be

not really a source of strength to the Italian mercantile marine, as

few of the ports have a large enough hinterland to provide them with

traffic, and in this hinterland (except in the basin of the Po) there are

no canals or navigable rivers. Another source of weakness is the fact

that Italy is a country of transit and the Italian mercantile marine

has to enter into competition with the ships of other countries, which
call there in passing. A third difficulty is the comparatively small

tonnage and volume of Italian exports relatively to the imports,

the former in 1907 being about one-fourth of the latter, and greatly

out of proportion to the relative value
;

while a fourth is the lack

of facilities for handling goods, especially in the smaller ports.

The total imports for the first six months of 1907 amounted to

£57,840,000, an increase of £7,520,000 as compared with the corre-

sponding period of 1906. The exports for the corresq^onding period

amounted to £35t850,ooo, a diminution of £1,520,000 as compared
with the corresponding period of 1906- The diminution was due to a
smaller exportation of raw silk and oil. The countries with which this

trade is mainly carried on are
:
(imports) United Kingdom, Germany,

United States, France, Russia and India
;

(exports) Switzerland,

United Stales, Germany, France, United Kingdom and Argentina.

The most important imports are minerals, including coal and
metals (both in pig and wrought) ;

silks, raw, spun and woven

;

stone, poller’s earths, earthenware and glass ;
corn, flour and

farinaceous products ; cotton, raw, spun and woven ; and live stock.

The principal exports are silk and cotton tissues, Jive stock, wines,

spirits and oils
;

corn, flour, macaroni and similar products ; and
minerals, chiefly sulphur. Before the tarifl reform of 1887 manu-
factured articles, alimentary products and raw materials for manu-
facture held the principal places In the impor^. In the exports,

alimentary produis came first, while raw materials for manufacture
and manufactured articles were of little account. The transforma-

tion of Italy from a purely agricultural into a largely industrial

country is shown by the circumstance that trade in raw stuffs, semi-

manufactured and manufactured materials, now preponderates over

that in alimentary products and wholly-manufactured articles, both

the importation of raw materials and the exportation of manufactured
articles having increased. The balance of Italian trade has under-

gone frequent fluctuations. The large predominance of imports

over exports after 1884 was a result of the falling off of the export

trade in live stock, olive oil and wine, on account of the closing of

the French market, while the importation of corn from Russia and
the Balkan States increa.sed considerably. In 1894 the excess of

imports over exports fell to £2,720,000, but by 1898 it had ^own
to £8,391,000, in consequence chiefly of the increased importation of

coal, raw cotton and cotton thread, pig and cast iron, old iron,

grease and oil-seeds for use in Italian industries. In 1899 the excess

of imports over exports fell to £3,006,000 ; but since then it has never

been less than £12,000,000.

Educatum.—Public instruction in Italy is regulated by the

state, which maintains public schools of every grade, and

requires that other pubKc schools shall conform to the nrfes of

the state schools. No private person may open a school without

state authorization. Schools may be classed thus

r

I, Elementary, of two grades, of the lower of which there

must legally be at least one for boys and one for in ^h
commune ; while the upper grade elementary school is required

in communes having normal and secondary schools or over

4000 inhabitants. In both the instruction is free. They ore

maintained by the communes, sometimes with state help
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The age limit is six Id nine years for the lower grade, and up
to twelve for the higher grade, attendance being obligatory at

the latter also where it exists. 2. Secondary instruction (i.)

classical in the ginnasi and licei^ the latter leading to the

universities
;

(ii.) technical. 3. Higher education—universities,

higher institutes and special Schools.

Of the secondary and higher edu^atory methods, in the normal
schools and licei the state provides for the payment of the .staff

and for scientific material, and often largely supports the ginnasi

and technical schools, which should by law be supported by the

communes. The universities are maintained by the state and
by their own ancient resources

;
while the higher special schools

are maintained conjointly by the state, the province, the com-
mune and (sometimes) the local chamber of commerce.
The number of persons unable to read and write has gradually

decreased, both absolutely and in proportion to the number of

inhabitants. The census of 1871 gave 73 % of illiterates, that

of j88i, 67 %, and that of 1901, 56 %, i.e. 51 *8 for males and 6o*8

for females. In Piedmont there were 17 ‘7 % of illiterates above
six years (the lowcbt) and in Calabria 78-7 % (the highest),

the figures for the whole country being 48-5. As might be

expected, progress has been most rapid wherever education, at

the moment of national unification, was most widely diffused.

For instance, the number of bridegrooms unable to write their

names in 1872 was in the province of Turin 26 %, and in the

Calabrian province of Cosenza 90 % ;
in 1899 the percentage in

the province of Turin had fallen to 5 %, while in that of Cosenza

it was still 76 %. Infant asylums (where the first rudiments of

instruction are imparted to children between two and a half and
six years of age) and elementary schools have increased in

number. There has been a corresponding increase in the number
of scholars. Thus :

—

Year.

Infant Asylums
(Public and Private).

Daily Elementary Schools
(Public and Private).

Number of

Asylums.
Number of

Scholars,

Number of

Schoolrooms.
Number of
Scholars.

1885-86 2083 240,365 53,628 2,252,898
’ 1890-91 2296 278,204 57,077 2,418,692

1

1901-02 33«4 355,594 61,777 2,733,349

The teachers in 1901-1902 numbered 65,739 (exclusive of 576
non-teaching directors and 332 teachers of special subjects) or

about 41 *5 scholars per teacher.

The raJje^of increase in the public state-supported schools has been
mucl^gjiwer than in the private schools. School buildings have
been WfUfpved and the qualifications of teachers raised. Neverthe-
less, many schools arc . still defective, both from a hygienic and a
teaching point of view

;
while the economic position of the ele-

mentary teachers, who in Italy depend upon the communal admini-
strations and not upon the state, is still in many parts of the country
extremely low.

The law of 1877 rendering education compulsory for children

between six and nine years of age has been the principal cause of the
spread of elementary education. The law is, however, imperfectly
enforced for financial reasons. In 1901-1902 only 65 % out of the
whole number of children between six and nine years of age were
registered in the lower standards of the elementary and private

schools. The evening schools have to some extent helped to spread
education. Their number and that of their scholars have, however,
decreased since the withdrawal of state subsidies. In 1871-1872
there were 375,947 scholars at the evening schools and 154,585 at
the holiday schools, while in 1900-1901 these numbers had fallen

to 94,510 and 35,460 respectively. These are, however, the only

institutions in which a decrease is shown, and by the law of 1906
5000 of these institutions are to be provided in the communes where
the proportion of illiterates is highest. In 1895 they numbered 4245,
with 138,181 scholars. Regimental schools impart elementary
education to illiterate soldiers. Whereas the levy of 1894 showed

40 % of the recruits to be completely illiterate, only 27 were
illiterate when the levy was discharged in 1897. Private institutions

and working-class associations have striven to improve the intel-

lectual conditions of the working classes. Popular universities have
lately attained considerable development. The number of institutes

devoted to secondary education remained almost unchanged between
1 880-1 881 and X 895-1896. In some places the number has even been
diminished by the suppression of private educational institutes.

But the numW of scholars has considerably increased, and shows
a ratio superior to the general increase of the population. The

[EDUCATION

greatest increase has taken place in technical education, where it has
been much more rapid than in classical education. There are three
higher commercial schools, with academic rank, at Venice, Genoa
and Bari, and eleven secondary commercial schools

; and technical
and commercial schools for women at Florence and Milan. The
number of agricultural schools has also grown, although the total
is relatively small when compared with population. The attendance
at the various classes of secondary schools in 1882 and 1902 is shown
by the following table 1

—

1S82. 1902.
No. of

Schools.

Ginnasi

—

Government
On an equal footing with govern-
ment schools ......

Not on such a footing ....

13,875

6,417
22,609

24,081

7,208
24,850'

192

76
442

Total . 42,811 56,139 710

Teclmical schools

—

Government
On an equal footing ....
Not on such a footing ....

7,510
8,653
8,670

30,411
12,055
3,6-23’

188
loi
1061

1

Total . . 24,833 46,089 395

Licei

—

Government
On an equal footing ....
Not on such a footing ....

6,623
1,167
4,600

10,983

1,955
4,962 ‘

I2I
1

33
187

1

Total .
^ 12,390 17,900 341

Technical institutes

—

Government
On an equal footing ....
Not on such a footing ....

5,555
1,684

1

619

9,654
1,898
37«’ 7

1

Total . 7,858
*

11,930 79

Nautical institutes

—

Government
On an equal footing ....
Not on .such a footing . . * .

758
69
13

1,878

Ir

18

X

X

Total . . . 816 1.945 20

18967

The schools which do not obtain equality with government schools
are either some of those conducted by religious orders, or else those
in which a sufficient standard is not reached. The total number uf

such schools was, in 189O, 742 with 33,813 pupils.

The pupils of the secondary schools reach a maximum of 6*0o per
1000 in Liguria and 5*92 in Latium, and a minimum of 2-30 in the
Abruzzi, 2-27 in Calabria and i'05 in Basilicata.

For the boarding schools, or convitti, there are only incomplete
reports except for the institutions directly dependent on the ministry
of public instruction, which are comparatively few. The rest arc
largely directed by religious institutions. In 1895-189O there were
919 convitti for boys, with 59,066 pupils, of which 40, with 3814
pupils, were dependent on the minist^ (in 1901-1902 there were 43 of

these with 4036 pupils)
;
and 1456 for girls,with 49,367 pupils, of which

only 8, with about 600 pupils, were dependent on the ministry.

The scuole novmali or training schools (1x7 in number, of which 75
were government institutions) for teachers had 1329 male students in

1901-X902, showing hardly any increase, while the female students
increased from 8005 in 1882-1883 to 22,316 in 1895-1896, but
decreased to 19,044 in 1901-1902, owing to the admission of women
to telegraph and telephone work. The female secondary schools in

1881-1882 numbered 77, of which 7 were government institutions,

with 3569 pupils
; in 1901-1902 there were 233 schools (9 govern-

mental) with 9347 pupils.

The total attendance of students in the various faculties at the
different universities and higher institutes is as follows :

—

1882. iy02 .

Law 4,801 8,385
Philosophy and letters 419 1,703
Medicine and surgery 4,428 9,055
Professional diploma, pharmacy . 798 3,290
Mathematics and natural science . L364 3,500
Engineering 982 1,293
Agriculture M5 507
Commerce 128 . 167

Total . 13,065 27,900

ITALY
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especially in the province oi Turin, and ia other regions el norChm
and central Italy. In the south they are rare, on account partly of

the mountainous character of the gantry, flmd partly of the scarcity

of traffic. All the important touxns of Italy are provided with internal

electric tramways, mostly with overhead wires.

Carriagt^ouds have been greatly extended in modem times,

althou^ their ratio to area varies in difierent localities. In north

Italy there are 1480 yds. of road per sq. m. ; in central Italy 993 ;

in southern Italy 405 ;
in Sardinia 596, and in Sicily only 244.

They are as a rule well kept up in north and central Italy, less so in

the south, where, especially m Calabria, many villages are inac-

cessible by road and have only footpaths leading to them. By the

act of 1903 the state contributes half and the province a quarter of

the cost of roads connecting communes with the nearest railway

stations or landing places.

Inland Navigation.—Navigable canals had in 1886 a total length of

about 655 m. ; they are principally situated in Piedmont, Lombardy
and Vcnctia, and are thus practically confined to the Po Imsin.

Canals lead from Milan to the Ticino, Adda and Po. The Po is itself

navigable from Turin downwards, but through its delta it is so sandy

that canals arc preferred, the Po di Volano and the Po di Primaro on

the riglit, and the Canale Bianco on the left. The total length of

navigable rivers is 967 m.
Posts

t
Telegraphs and Telephones.—The number of post offices

(including oollettorie, or collecting offices, which arc rapidly being

eliminated) increased from 2200 in 1862 to 4823 in 1881, 6700 in 1891

and 8817 in 1904. In spite of a large increase in the number of

letters and post cards {i.e, nearly 10 per inhabitant per annum in

1904, as against 5*65 in 1888) the average is considerably below

that of most other European countries. The number of state tele-

graph offices was 4603, of other offices (railway and faraway stations,

which accept private telegrams for transmission) 1930- The
telephone system is considerably developed ; in 1904, 92 urban and

66 inter -urban systems existed. They were installed by private

companies, hut have been taken over by the state. International

communication between Rome and Paris, and Italy and Switzerland

also exists. The parcel post and money order services have largely

increased since 1887-1 888, the number of parcels having almost

doubled (those for abroad are more than trebled), while the number
of money orders issued is trebled and their value doubled (about

/40,000,000). The value of the foreign orders paid in Italy increased

from /i,280,000 to ;^2,356,ooo

—

owing to the increase of emigration

and of the savings sent home by emigrants.

At the end of 1907 Italy was among the few countries that had not

adopted the reduction of postage .sanctioned at the Postal Union
congress, held in Rome in 1906, by which the rates became 2jd. for

the first oz., and ijd. per oz. afterwards. The internal rate is 15c.

(ild.) per i oz.
;
post-cards 10c. (id.), reply 15c. On the other hand,

letters within the postal district are only 5c. (^d.) per i oz. Printed

matter is 2C. ((d.) per 50 grammes (i | oz.). The regulations provide

that if there is a greater weight of correspondence (inchiding book-

packets) than ijlh for any individual by any one delivery, notice

shall be given him that it is lying at the post office, be being tlien

obliged to arrange for fetcliing it. Letters insured for a fixed sum
are not delivered under any circumstances.

Money -ordor cards arc very convenient and cheap (up to 10 lire

[8s.] for IOC. [id.]), as they need not be enclosed in a letter, while a

short pdvate message can be written on them. Owing to the com-
paratively small amount of letters, it is found possible to have a
travelling post office on all principal trains (while almost every train

has a travelling sorter, for whom a compartment is reserved) without

a late fee bkng exacted in either case. In the principal towns letters

may be posted in special boxes at the liead office Just before the

departure of any given mail tram, and are conveyed direct to tli^e

cravclling post office. Another convenient arrangemmt is the

provision of letter-boxes on electric tramcars in some cities.

M^cantili Marine.—Between the years 1881 and 1903 the number
of ships entered and cleared at Italian ports deoreased slightly

(219,598 in 1881 and 208,737 in 1905), while their aggregate ttmnage
increased (32,070,704 in 1881 and 80,782^030 in 1905). In the move-
ment of shipping, trade with foraiga. countries prevaiis (especially as

regards arrivals) over trade between Italian ports. Most of the
merchandise and passengers bound for and hailing from foreign ports

sail under foreign flags. Similarly, foreign vessels prev^ over
Italian vessels in regard to goods embarked. European conntries

absorb tlte greater part of Italian sea-borne trade, whereas most of

the passenger traffic goes to North and South America. The substi-

tution of steamships for sailing vessels has brought about a diminu-
tion in the number of vessels belonging to the Italian mercantile

marine, whether employed in the coasting trade, the fisheries or in

traffic on Uic high seas. Thus :

—

Year.
Total
No. erf

Ship.H.

Steamships, Sailing Vessels.

Number,
Tonnage
(Net). Number.

Tonnage
(Net).

1881

1905
7815
5596

.

176
513

93,698
462,259

7,839
5,063

895,359
570,355

Ammg tha steamars the increase has*diie^ taken pdaos: ia veasdli

•f more than xooo tons cUsplaGeasenti hut themtunber of hugesailioK

vessels has also increased. The most important Italian ports are

(in order) : Genoa, Napless, Palermo, Leghorn, Messina, Venice,

Catania.
Patmgn Italian tsade with foreiga coontnes ;(impert8 and

exports) during the quinquennium il7a~i876 averaged £^4^000^000
a year ; in the quinquennium i893-x897 it fell to ;^88,960,000 a year.

In 1898, however, the total rose to £104,680,000, but the increase

was principally due to the extra importation of com in that year.

In 1099 ft was nearly £izopoovooo. Since 1699 there has been a
steady increase both in. imp<^ and exports. Thus :

—

Trade with Foreign Conntries in £1000
(exclusive of Precious Metals).^

Year.

Totals. Imports. Exports.
Excess of

Imports over
Exports.

1871
1881
1891
1900
1904

61,966
96,208
80,135
121,538

140.437

38.548
49,587
45.083
68,009

76.549

43.4*8
46,621

35,072
53,5*9
63,888

.4,870
2,966

9,991
14,480
I 2

,
66 x

1 No account has here been taken of fluctuations of exchange.

The great extension of Italian coast-Une is thought by some to be

not really a source of strength to the Italian mercantile marine, as

few of the ports have a large enough hinterland to provide them with

traffic, and in this hinterland (except in the basin of the Po) there are

no canals or navigable rivers. Another source of weakness is the fact

that Italy is a country of transit and the Italian mercantile marine

has to enter into competition with the ships of other countries, which
call there in passing. A third difficulty is the comparatively small

tonnage and volume of Italian exports relatively to the imports,

the former in 1907 being about one-fourth of the latter, and greatly

out of proportion to the relative value
;

while a fourth is the lack

of facilities for handling goods, especially in the smaller ports.

The total imports for the first six months of 1907 amounted to

£57,840,000, an increase of £7,520,000 as compared with the corre-

sponding period of 1906. The exports for the corresq^onding period

amounted to £35t850,ooo, a diminution of £1,520,000 as compared
with the corresponding period of 1906- The diminution was due to a
smaller exportation of raw silk and oil. The countries with which this

trade is mainly carried on are
:
(imports) United Kingdom, Germany,

United States, France, Russia and India
;

(exports) Switzerland,

United Stales, Germany, France, United Kingdom and Argentina.

The most important imports are minerals, including coal and
metals (both in pig and wrought) ;

silks, raw, spun and woven

;

stone, poller’s earths, earthenware and glass ;
corn, flour and

farinaceous products ; cotton, raw, spun and woven ; and live stock.

The principal exports are silk and cotton tissues, Jive stock, wines,

spirits and oils
;

corn, flour, macaroni and similar products ; and
minerals, chiefly sulphur. Before the tarifl reform of 1887 manu-
factured articles, alimentary products and raw materials for manu-
facture held the principal places In the impor^. In the exports,

alimentary produis came first, while raw materials for manufacture
and manufactured articles were of little account. The transforma-

tion of Italy from a purely agricultural into a largely industrial

country is shown by the circumstance that trade in raw stuffs, semi-

manufactured and manufactured materials, now preponderates over

that in alimentary products and wholly-manufactured articles, both

the importation of raw materials and the exportation of manufactured
articles having increased. The balance of Italian trade has under-

gone frequent fluctuations. The large predominance of imports

over exports after 1884 was a result of the falling off of the export

trade in live stock, olive oil and wine, on account of the closing of

the French market, while the importation of corn from Russia and
the Balkan States increa.sed considerably. In 1894 the excess of

imports over exports fell to £2,720,000, but by 1898 it had ^own
to £8,391,000, in consequence chiefly of the increased importation of

coal, raw cotton and cotton thread, pig and cast iron, old iron,

grease and oil-seeds for use in Italian industries. In 1899 the excess

of imports over exports fell to £3,006,000 ; but since then it has never

been less than £12,000,000.

Educatum.—Public instruction in Italy is regulated by the

state, which maintains public schools of every grade, and

requires that other pubKc schools shall conform to the nrfes of

the state schools. No private person may open a school without

state authorization. Schools may be classed thus

r

I, Elementary, of two grades, of the lower of which there

must legally be at least one for boys and one for in ^h
commune ; while the upper grade elementary school is required

in communes having normal and secondary schools or over

4000 inhabitants. In both the instruction is free. They ore

maintained by the communes, sometimes with state help
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there stiH exists the «court of the spiritual potentate ^ich in

1879 consisted of 1B2.1 persons, Protestants number some

65,000, of whom half are Italian and half foreign. Of the former

33,500 are Waldensians. The number of Jews was returned

as 36,000, but is certainly higher. There are, besides, in Italy

some 2500 members of the* Greflc Orthodox Church. There

were in 1901 20,707 parishes in Italy, 68,444 secular clergy and

48,043 regulars (monks, lay brothers and nuns). The size of

parishes varies from province to province, Sicily having larger

parishes in virtue of the old Sicilian church laws, and Naples,

and some parts of central Italy, having the smallest. The
Italian parishes had in 1901 a total gross revenue, inciudmg

assignments from the public worship endowment fund, of

£1.280,000 or an average of £63 per parish
; 51% of this gross

sum consists of revenue from glebe lands.

The kingiiom in divided into 264 aees and ten abbeys, or preLature!^

nuilius dMoeaeos. The dioceses are as iollows :

—

A. 6 suburbicarian sees^-'-Ostia and Vellutri, Porto and Sta Rufina,
Alhano, Frascati, Palestrina, Sabina—ail held by cardinal bishops.

B. 74 sees immediately subject to the Holy See, of which 12 are
archiepiscopal and Oi episcopal.

C. 37 ecclesiastical provinces, each under a metropolitan, com-
posed of 148 Bufiragam dioceses. Tlteir position is iuciicated in the
following table ;

—

MetropoHUins. Suffragans,

Acerenra-Matera . . . Angiona-Tursi, Tricarico, Venosa
Bari Conversano, Ruvo-Bitonto.
Benevento S Agata de' Goti, Alife, Ariano, Ascoli

Satriuno Cerignola, Avellino, Bojano,
Bovino, Larino, Lucera, S Severe,
Telese (Cerreto)

,
Termoli.

Bologna Faenra, Imola.
Brindisi and Ostuni . .No anffragan.

Cagliari Galielli-Nuoro, Iglesias, Ogliastra.

Capna Caiazxo, Calvi-Teano, Caserta, Iseraia-

Venafro, Sessa.

Chicti and Vasto . . . No suffragan.

Conza and Campagna . S Angelo" de' Lombardi-Bisaocia, Lace*
donia, Muro Lucano.

Fermo Macerata-Tolentino, Montalto, Ripatran-
9one, S Severino.

Florence Borgo S Sej)olcro, CoUe di Val d’Elsa,

Fiesole, S Miniato, Modigliana, Pistoia-

Prato.

Genoa Albenga, Bobbio, Chiavari, Savona-Nofi,
Tortona, Ventimiglia.

Lanciano and Ortona , No suffragan.

Manfredonia and Viesti . No suffragan.

Messina Lipari, Nicosia, Patti.

Milan Bergamo, Brescia, Como, Crema,

^ Cremona, Lodi, Mantua, Pavia.

Carpi, Guastalla, Massa-Carrara, Reggio.
Monreate^ Caltanisetta, Girgenti.

Naples Acerra, Ischia, Nola, Pozzuoli.

Oristano Ales-Terralba.

Otranto Gallipoli, Lecce, Ugento,
Palermo Cefalfi, Mazzara, Trapani.
Pisa T,.eghorn, Pescia, Pontremoli, Voltcrra.

Ravenna Bertinoro, Cervia, CeHena, Comacchio,
Forll, Rimini, Sarsina.

Reggio Calabria . . . Bova, Cassano, Catanzaro, Cotrone,
Gcrnee, Nicastro, Oppido, Nicotera-
Tropea, Squillaoe.

Saiemo Acemo, Cap^cio-Vallo, Diano, Marsico-

Nuovo and Potenza, Nocera del

Pagani, Nusco, Policastro.

Sassari Alghero, Ampurias and Tempio, Bibarhio,

!^sa.
S Severino .... Cariatl.

Siena Chiusi-Pienza,Grosseto,MassaMaritUma,
Sovana-Pitigliano.

Syracuse Caltagirone, N^o, Piazza-Armerina.
S^rento CasteUammare.
Taranto Castellaneta, Oria.

Trani-Nazareth^Barlotta,
Bisceglie .... Andria.

Turin Acqui, Alba, Aosta, Asti, Cuneo, Possano,
Ivrea.Mondovi.Pinerolo, Saluzio, Susa.

Urbino $ Angelo in Vado-Urbania, Cagli-Pergolftj

Fossoxnbrone, Montef^tro, Pesaro,

Sinigaglia.

Venice (patriarch) . . Adria, Belluno-Feltre, Ceneda (Vittorio),

Chioggia, Concordia < Portogruaro,
Padua, Treviso, Verona, Vicenza.

VerceUi ..... Alessandria della PagUa, Biella, Casale,
Monferrato, Novara, Vigevano.

Twelve archbishops and eixt^ne bidups are independent of all

motre^pbiitaa superviBion, and hold dtrectity of the Holy See. The
archhtshtmH are those ci Amalfi, AquUa, Canwrisio and Treoa,
Catania, (Esenia, Ferrara, G«»ta, Lncca, Perugia, Rossano, Spoteto,
and Udine, and the bishops those of Acireale, A^uapenden^ Alatri,
Amelia, Anagni, Ancona-Umona, Aqntno-Sora^Ponteoorvo, Areiio,
Ascoli, Assisi, Aversa, Bagnorea, Borgo San Donnino, C«va*SamQ,
Citt4 di Castello, CitU deiia Pieve, CWit^ Castellana^te-GzUese,
Corneto-Civita Vecchia, Cortosa, Fabriano-Matelica, Fano, Ferentino
Foggia, Foligno, Gravina-Mont^eloso, Gubbio, Je$i, Luni-Sarzana
and Bragnato, S Marco-Bisignano, Marsi (Pcscina), Melfi-Kapolla
Mileto, Molfetta-Teriizzi-Giovmnazzo, Mon(^oU,Jdontalcifio, Monte-
fiascone, Montepulciano, Nardo, Narni, Nocera in Umbria, Norcia,
Orvieto, Osimo-Cingoli, Parma, Penne-Atri, Piacenza, Poggio
Mirteto, Recanati-l^cto, Rieli, Segni, Sutri-Nepi, Teramo, Terni,
Terracina-Piperno-Sezze, Tivoli, Todi, Trivento, Troia, Valvu-
Sulmona, Veroli, Viterbo-loscanella. Excluding the diocese of

Rome and subuThdearian sees, each see has an average area of

430 sq. m. and a popiulation of 121,285 souls. The largest sees exist

tn Venetia and Lombardy, and the smallest in the provinces of

Naples, Leghorn, Forll, Ancona, Pesaro, Urbino, Caserta, Avellino
and Ascoli. The Italian sees (exclusive of Rome and of the suburbi*
carian sees) have a total annual revenue of ^206,000 equal to an
average of £800 per see. The richest is that of Girgenti, with £6304,
and the poorest that of Porto Maurizao, with only £246. In each
diocese is a seminary or diocesan school.

In 1855 an act was passed in the Sardinian states for the dis-

establishment of all houses of the rdigious orders not engaged in

preaching, teaching or the care of the sick, of all chapters « « .

of collegiate diurchcs not having a cure ot souls or existing

in towns of less than 20,000 inb^itants, and of all private
ixmefices for wiikh no service was paid by the holders.

I'he property and money thus obtained were used to form au ecclesi-

astical fund {Cassa EcckstasUca^^ distinct from the finances of the
state. This act resulted in the suppression of 274 monasteries with

3733 friars, of 6t nunneries with 1756 nuns and of 2722 chapters and
benefices. In i860 and 1861 the royal commis.siDuer8 (even before

the constitution of the new kingdom of Italy had been formally
declared) issued decrees by which there were abolished— (i) in

Umbria, i<>7 monasteries and 102 convents with 1809 male and

2393 female associates, and 836 chapters or benefices
; (2) in the

Marches, 292 monasteries and 127 convents with 2950 male and
2728 female associates

; (3) in the Neapolitan provinces, 747 monas-
teries and 275 convents with 8787 male and 7493 female associates.

There were thus disestablished in seven or eight years 2075 houses
of the regular clergy occupied by 51,649 per.sons ; and the confiscated

property yielded a revenue of £398,298. And at the same time there

iiacf been suppressed 1 1 ,889 chapters and benefices of the secular

clergy, which yielded an annual income of £199,149. The value of

the capital thus potentially freed was estimated at £12,000,000

;

though hitherto the ecclesiaiticai possessions in Lombardy, Emilia,

Tuscany and Sicily had been untouched. As yet the Cassa Hcclesi-

a.stica had no right to dispose of the property thus entrusted to it

;

but in 1862 an act was passed by which it transferred all its real

property to the national domain, and was credited with a corre-

sponding amount by the exchequer. The property could now be
^posed of like the other property of the domain

;
and except in

Sicily, where the system of emphyteusis was adopted, the church
lands began to be sold by auction. To encourage the poorer classes

of the people to become landholders, it was deckled that tla' lots

offered for sale should be small, and that the purchaser should be
allowed to pay by five or ten yearly instalments. By a new act in

1866 the process of secularization was extended to the whole kingdom.
All the members of the suppressed communities received full exercise

of all the ordinary political and civil rights of laymen
;
and annuities

were granted to all those who had taken permanent religious vows
prior to the x8th of January 1864. To priests and choristers, for

example, of the proprietary or endowed orders were assigned £24 per

annum if they were upwards of sixty years of age, £r6 if upwards of

40, and £14, 8s. if younger. The Cas^ EcclesiBstica was abolished,

and in its stead was instituted a Fondo pel Cullo^ or public worshij)

fund. From the general confiscation were exempted the buildings

actually used for public worship, as episcopal residences or seminaries,

&c., or which had been appropriated to the use of schools, poorhouses,

hospitals, &c. ; as well as the buildings, appurtenances^ and movable
property of the abbeys of Monte Caaino, Della Cava dei Tirreni, San
Martino della Scala, Monreale, Certosa near Pavia, and other estab-

lishments of the same kind of importance as architectural or historical

monuments. An annuity equal to the ascertained revenue of the

si^ypressed institutions was placed to the credit oi the rirnd in the

government 5 % consols. A fourth of this sum was to be handed
to the commvAes to be employed on works of beneficence or education

as soon as a surplus was obtained from that part of the annuity

assigned for the payment of monastic pensions ;
and in Sicily,

209 communes entered on their privileges as eoon as the patrimony
was liquidated. Another act in 1867 decreed -the suppression of

certain foundations which had escaped the action of previous

measures, put an extraordinary tax of 30 % on the whole of the

patrimony of the church, and wanted the government the right of

issuing 5 % bonds sufficient to bring into tne treasury £16,000,000,
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especially in the province oi Turin, and ia other regions el norChm
and central Italy. In the south they are rare, on account partly of

the mountainous character of the gantry, flmd partly of the scarcity

of traffic. All the important touxns of Italy are provided with internal

electric tramways, mostly with overhead wires.

Carriagt^ouds have been greatly extended in modem times,

althou^ their ratio to area varies in difierent localities. In north

Italy there are 1480 yds. of road per sq. m. ; in central Italy 993 ;

in southern Italy 405 ;
in Sardinia 596, and in Sicily only 244.

They are as a rule well kept up in north and central Italy, less so in

the south, where, especially m Calabria, many villages are inac-

cessible by road and have only footpaths leading to them. By the

act of 1903 the state contributes half and the province a quarter of

the cost of roads connecting communes with the nearest railway

stations or landing places.

Inland Navigation.—Navigable canals had in 1886 a total length of

about 655 m. ; they are principally situated in Piedmont, Lombardy
and Vcnctia, and are thus practically confined to the Po Imsin.

Canals lead from Milan to the Ticino, Adda and Po. The Po is itself

navigable from Turin downwards, but through its delta it is so sandy

that canals arc preferred, the Po di Volano and the Po di Primaro on

the riglit, and the Canale Bianco on the left. The total length of

navigable rivers is 967 m.
Posts

t
Telegraphs and Telephones.—The number of post offices

(including oollettorie, or collecting offices, which arc rapidly being

eliminated) increased from 2200 in 1862 to 4823 in 1881, 6700 in 1891

and 8817 in 1904. In spite of a large increase in the number of

letters and post cards {i.e, nearly 10 per inhabitant per annum in

1904, as against 5*65 in 1888) the average is considerably below

that of most other European countries. The number of state tele-

graph offices was 4603, of other offices (railway and faraway stations,

which accept private telegrams for transmission) 1930- The
telephone system is considerably developed ; in 1904, 92 urban and

66 inter -urban systems existed. They were installed by private

companies, hut have been taken over by the state. International

communication between Rome and Paris, and Italy and Switzerland

also exists. The parcel post and money order services have largely

increased since 1887-1 888, the number of parcels having almost

doubled (those for abroad are more than trebled), while the number
of money orders issued is trebled and their value doubled (about

/40,000,000). The value of the foreign orders paid in Italy increased

from /i,280,000 to ;^2,356,ooo

—

owing to the increase of emigration

and of the savings sent home by emigrants.

At the end of 1907 Italy was among the few countries that had not

adopted the reduction of postage .sanctioned at the Postal Union
congress, held in Rome in 1906, by which the rates became 2jd. for

the first oz., and ijd. per oz. afterwards. The internal rate is 15c.

(ild.) per i oz.
;
post-cards 10c. (id.), reply 15c. On the other hand,

letters within the postal district are only 5c. (^d.) per i oz. Printed

matter is 2C. ((d.) per 50 grammes (i | oz.). The regulations provide

that if there is a greater weight of correspondence (inchiding book-

packets) than ijlh for any individual by any one delivery, notice

shall be given him that it is lying at the post office, be being tlien

obliged to arrange for fetcliing it. Letters insured for a fixed sum
are not delivered under any circumstances.

Money -ordor cards arc very convenient and cheap (up to 10 lire

[8s.] for IOC. [id.]), as they need not be enclosed in a letter, while a

short pdvate message can be written on them. Owing to the com-
paratively small amount of letters, it is found possible to have a
travelling post office on all principal trains (while almost every train

has a travelling sorter, for whom a compartment is reserved) without

a late fee bkng exacted in either case. In the principal towns letters

may be posted in special boxes at the liead office Just before the

departure of any given mail tram, and are conveyed direct to tli^e

cravclling post office. Another convenient arrangemmt is the

provision of letter-boxes on electric tramcars in some cities.

M^cantili Marine.—Between the years 1881 and 1903 the number
of ships entered and cleared at Italian ports deoreased slightly

(219,598 in 1881 and 208,737 in 1905), while their aggregate ttmnage
increased (32,070,704 in 1881 and 80,782^030 in 1905). In the move-
ment of shipping, trade with foraiga. countries prevaiis (especially as

regards arrivals) over trade between Italian ports. Most of the
merchandise and passengers bound for and hailing from foreign ports

sail under foreign flags. Similarly, foreign vessels prev^ over
Italian vessels in regard to goods embarked. European conntries

absorb tlte greater part of Italian sea-borne trade, whereas most of

the passenger traffic goes to North and South America. The substi-

tution of steamships for sailing vessels has brought about a diminu-
tion in the number of vessels belonging to the Italian mercantile

marine, whether employed in the coasting trade, the fisheries or in

traffic on Uic high seas. Thus :

—

Year.
Total
No. erf

Ship.H.

Steamships, Sailing Vessels.

Number,
Tonnage
(Net). Number.

Tonnage
(Net).

1881

1905
7815
5596

.

176
513

93,698
462,259

7,839
5,063

895,359
570,355

Ammg tha steamars the increase has*diie^ taken pdaos: ia veasdli

•f more than xooo tons cUsplaGeasenti hut themtunber of hugesailioK

vessels has also increased. The most important Italian ports are

(in order) : Genoa, Napless, Palermo, Leghorn, Messina, Venice,

Catania.
Patmgn Italian tsade with foreiga coontnes ;(impert8 and

exports) during the quinquennium il7a~i876 averaged £^4^000^000
a year ; in the quinquennium i893-x897 it fell to ;^88,960,000 a year.

In 1898, however, the total rose to £104,680,000, but the increase

was principally due to the extra importation of com in that year.

In 1099 ft was nearly £izopoovooo. Since 1699 there has been a
steady increase both in. imp<^ and exports. Thus :

—

Trade with Foreign Conntries in £1000
(exclusive of Precious Metals).^

Year.

Totals. Imports. Exports.
Excess of

Imports over
Exports.

1871
1881
1891
1900
1904

61,966
96,208
80,135
121,538

140.437

38.548
49,587
45.083
68,009

76.549

43.4*8
46,621

35,072
53,5*9
63,888

.4,870
2,966

9,991
14,480
I 2

,
66 x

1 No account has here been taken of fluctuations of exchange.

The great extension of Italian coast-Une is thought by some to be

not really a source of strength to the Italian mercantile marine, as

few of the ports have a large enough hinterland to provide them with

traffic, and in this hinterland (except in the basin of the Po) there are

no canals or navigable rivers. Another source of weakness is the fact

that Italy is a country of transit and the Italian mercantile marine

has to enter into competition with the ships of other countries, which
call there in passing. A third difficulty is the comparatively small

tonnage and volume of Italian exports relatively to the imports,

the former in 1907 being about one-fourth of the latter, and greatly

out of proportion to the relative value
;

while a fourth is the lack

of facilities for handling goods, especially in the smaller ports.

The total imports for the first six months of 1907 amounted to

£57,840,000, an increase of £7,520,000 as compared with the corre-

sponding period of 1906. The exports for the corresq^onding period

amounted to £35t850,ooo, a diminution of £1,520,000 as compared
with the corresponding period of 1906- The diminution was due to a
smaller exportation of raw silk and oil. The countries with which this

trade is mainly carried on are
:
(imports) United Kingdom, Germany,

United States, France, Russia and India
;

(exports) Switzerland,

United Stales, Germany, France, United Kingdom and Argentina.

The most important imports are minerals, including coal and
metals (both in pig and wrought) ;

silks, raw, spun and woven

;

stone, poller’s earths, earthenware and glass ;
corn, flour and

farinaceous products ; cotton, raw, spun and woven ; and live stock.

The principal exports are silk and cotton tissues, Jive stock, wines,

spirits and oils
;

corn, flour, macaroni and similar products ; and
minerals, chiefly sulphur. Before the tarifl reform of 1887 manu-
factured articles, alimentary products and raw materials for manu-
facture held the principal places In the impor^. In the exports,

alimentary produis came first, while raw materials for manufacture
and manufactured articles were of little account. The transforma-

tion of Italy from a purely agricultural into a largely industrial

country is shown by the circumstance that trade in raw stuffs, semi-

manufactured and manufactured materials, now preponderates over

that in alimentary products and wholly-manufactured articles, both

the importation of raw materials and the exportation of manufactured
articles having increased. The balance of Italian trade has under-

gone frequent fluctuations. The large predominance of imports

over exports after 1884 was a result of the falling off of the export

trade in live stock, olive oil and wine, on account of the closing of

the French market, while the importation of corn from Russia and
the Balkan States increa.sed considerably. In 1894 the excess of

imports over exports fell to £2,720,000, but by 1898 it had ^own
to £8,391,000, in consequence chiefly of the increased importation of

coal, raw cotton and cotton thread, pig and cast iron, old iron,

grease and oil-seeds for use in Italian industries. In 1899 the excess

of imports over exports fell to £3,006,000 ; but since then it has never

been less than £12,000,000.

Educatum.—Public instruction in Italy is regulated by the

state, which maintains public schools of every grade, and

requires that other pubKc schools shall conform to the nrfes of

the state schools. No private person may open a school without

state authorization. Schools may be classed thus

r

I, Elementary, of two grades, of the lower of which there

must legally be at least one for boys and one for in ^h
commune ; while the upper grade elementary school is required

in communes having normal and secondary schools or over

4000 inhabitants. In both the instruction is free. They ore

maintained by the communes, sometimes with state help
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Titles of HowoMf.—'^he former existence of so many separate

sovereignties and " fountains of honour " gave rise to a great many
hereditary titles of nobility. Besides many hundreds of princes,

dukes, marquesses, counts, barons and viscounts, there are a large

number of persons of " patrician " rank, persons with a right to the

designation nohile or signori^ and certain hereditary knights or

cavalieri. In the " Golden Book of the Capitol " {Libfo dVro del

Cempidoglio) are inscribed 321 patrician families, and of these 28

have the title of prince and 8 that of duke, while the others are

marquesses, counts or simply patricians. For the Italian orders of

knighthood see Knighthood and Chivalry : Orders of Knighthood,

The king's uncle is duke of Aosta, his son is prince of Piedmont and
his cousin is duke of Genoa.

Justice ,—The judiciary system of Italy is mainly framed on the
French model. Italy has courts of cassation at Rome, Naples,

Palermo, Turin, Florence, 20 appeal court districts, 162 tribunal

districts and 1535 mandantenit, each with its own magistracy
{pretura)

.

In 1 3 of the principal towns there are also preton who have
exclusively jienal jurisdiction. For minor civil cases involving sums
up to 100 lire (^4), giudici conciliatori have also jurisdiction, while

they may act as arbitrators up to any amount by request. The
Roman court of cassation is the highest, and in both penal and civil

matters has a right to decide questions of law and disputes between
the lower judicial authorities, and is the only one which has juris-

diction in penal cases, while sharing with the others the right to

revise civil cases.

The pretori have penal jurisdiction concerning all misdemeanours
{contravvenzioni) or offences {delUti) punishable by imprisonment not
exceeding three months or by fine not exceeding 1000 lire {;^4o).

The penal tribunals have jurisdiction in cases involving imprison-

ment up to ten years, or a fine exceeding ;^40, while the assize courts,

with a jury, deal with offences involving imprisonment for life or
over ten years, and have cxcluiiive jurisdiction (except that the
senate is on occa.sion a high court of justice) over all political offences.

Appeal may be made from the sentences of the pretori to the tribunals,

and from the tribunals to the courts of appeal; from the as.size

courts there is no appeal except on a point of form, which appeal goes
to the court of ca.ssation at Rome. This court has the supreme
power in all questions of legality of a sentence, jurisdiction or
competency.
The penal code was unified and reformed in 1890. A reform of late

years is the condanna condizionale^ equivalent to the English “ being

bound over to appear for judgment if called upon," applied in

94,489 cases in 1907. In civil matters there is appeal from the
giuaice concihatore to the pretore (who has jurisdiction up to a sum
of 1500 lire = ;^6o), from the pretore to the civil tribunal, from the
civil tribunal to the court of appeal, and from the court of appeal to

the court of cassation.

The judges of all kinds arc very poorly paid. Even the first

president of the Rome court of cassation only receives ;^0oo a year.

The statistics of civil proceedings vary considerably from province
to province. I-ombardy, with 25 lawsuits per 1000 inhabitants,

holds the lowc.st place
;

Emilia comes next with 31 per 1000

;

Tuscany has 39 ;
Venetia, 42 ;

Calabria, 144 ;
Rome, 146 ; Apulia,

153 ;
and Sardinia, 360 per 1000. The high average in Sardinia Is

chiefly due to cases within the competence of the conciliation offices.

Thefli^mbcr of penal proceedings, especially tho.se within the com-
petence •of praetors, has also increased, chiefly on account of the
frequency of minor contraventions of the law referred to in the
section Crime. The ratio of criminal proceedings to population is,

as a rule, much higher in the south than in the north.

A royal decree, dated February i8yi, e.stablislicd three classes of

prisons: judiciary prisons, for persons awaiting examination or

^lersons sentenced to arrest, detention or seclusion for less than six

months
;

penitentiaries of various kinds {ergastoli, case di reclusione,

defenzione or custodia), for criminal.s condemned to long terms of

iropri-sonment ; and reformatories, for criminals under age and
vagabonds. Capital punishment was abolished in 1877, penal

servitude for life being substituted. This generally involves solitary

confinement of the most rigorous nature, and, as little is done to

occupy the mind, the criminal not infrequently becomes insane.

Certain types of dangerous individuals are relegated after serving a
sentence in the ordinary convict prisons, and by administrative, not

by judicial process, to special penal colonies known as domicilii coatti

or " forced residences.” These establishments are, however, un-
satisfactory, being mostly situated on small islands, where it is often

difficult to find work for the coatti, who arc free by day, bein^ only
confined at night. They receive a small and hardly sufficient,

allowance for food of 50 rentesimi a day, which they are at liberty to

supplement by work if they can find it or care to do it.

Notwithstanding the construction of new prisons and the trans-

formation of old ones, the number of cells for solitary confinement
is still insufficient for a complete application of the penal system
established by the code of 1890, and the moral effect of the associa-

tion of the prisoners is not good, though the system of solitary con-

finement as practised in Italy is little better. The total number of

prisoners, including minors and inhabitants of enforced residences,

which from 76,066 (2 *84 per 1000 inhabitants) on the 31st of Decem-
ber 1871 rose to a maximum of 80,792 on the 31st of December 1879
(2*87 per 1000), decreased to a minimum of 60,621 in 1896 (X'94 per

1000), and on the 3i8t of December 1898 rose again to 75 i47<>

(2*38 per 1000), of whom 7038, less than one-tenth, were women.
The lowness of the figures regarding women is to be noticed

throughout. On the 31st of December 1903 it had decreased to

65,819, of which 6044 were women. Of these, 31,219 were in lock-

ups, 25,145 in penal establishments, 1837 minors in government,
and 4547 in private reformatories, and 3071 (males) were inmates
of forced residences.

Crime .—Statistics of offences, including contravvenzioni or breaches
of by-laws and regulations, exhibit a considerable increase per 100,000
inhabitants since 1887, and only a slight diminution on the figures of

1897. The figure was 1783-^5 per 100,000 in 1887, 2164*46 in 1892,

2546*49 in 1897, 2497*90 in 1902. The increase isjpartly covered by
contravvenzioni, but almost every class of penal offence shows a rise

except homicide, and even in that the diminution is slow, 5418 in

1880, 39O6 in 1887, 4408 in 1892, 4005 in 1897, 3202 in 1902 ; and
Italy remains, owing to the frequent use of the knife, the European
country in which it Is most frequent. Libels, insults, &c., re.sisiatice

to public authority, offences against good customs, thefts and frauds,

have increased ; assaults are nearly stationary. There is also an
increase in juvenile delinquency. From 1890 to 1900 the actual

number rose by one-third (from 30,108 to 43,684), the proportion to

the rest of those sentenced from one-fifth to one-fourth ; while in

1905 the actual number rose to 67,944, being a considerable pro-

portionate rise also. In Naples, the Camorra and in Sicily, the Mafia
are secret societies whose power of resistance to authority is still

not inconsiderable.

Procedure, both civil and criminal, is somewhat slow, and the pre-

liminary proceedings before the juge d*instruction occupy much time ;

and recent murder trials, by the large number of witnesses called

(including experts) and the lengthy speeches of counsel, have been
dragged out to an unconscionable length. In thi.s, as in the inter-

vention of the presiding judge, the French system has been adopted ;

and it is said {e.g. by Nathan, VenV anni di vita italiana, p. 241)

that the efforts of the juge d'instruction are, as a rule, in fact, though
not in law, largely directed to prove that the accused is guilty. In

1902 of 884,612 persons accused of penal offences, 13*12 % were ac-

quitted during the period of the instruction, 30*31 by the courts,

46*32 condemned and the rest acquitted in some other way. This

.shows that charges, often involving preliminary imprisonment, are

brought against an excessive proportion of persons who either are

not or cannot be proved to be guilty. The courts of appeal and
cassation, too, often have more than they can do ; in the yeai 1907
the court of cassation at Rome decided 948 appeals on points of

law in civil cases, while no fewer than 460 remained to be decided.

As in most civilixed countries, the number of suicides in Italy has
increased from year to year.

The Italian suicide rate of 63*6 per 1,000,000 is, however, lower

than those of Denmark, Switzerland, Germany and France, while

it approximates to that of England. The Italian rate is highest in

the more enlightened and industrial north, and lowest in the south.

Emilia gives a maximum rate of 10*48 per 100,000, while that of

Liguria and Lazio is little lower. The minimum of 1*27 Is found in

the Basilicata, though Calabria gives only 2*13. About 20 % of the

total are women, and there is an increase of nearly 3 % since 1882

in the proportion of suicides under twenty years of age.

Army .—The Italian army grew out of the old Piedmontese

army with which in the main the unification of Italy was brought

about. This unification meant for the aimy the absorption

of contingents from all parts of Italy and presenting serious

differences in physical and moral aptitudes, political opinions

and education. Moreover the strategic geography of the country

required the greater part of the army to be stationed permanently

within reach of the north-eastern and north-western frontiers.

These conditions made a territorial system of recruiting or organ-

ization, as understood in Germany, practically impossible. To
secure fairly uniform efficiency in the various corps, and also as a

means of unifying Italy, Piedmontese, Umbrians and Neapolitans

are mixed in the same corps and sleep in the same barrack

room. But on leaving the colours the men disperse to their

homes, and thus a regiment has, on mobilization, to draw

largely on the nearest reservists, irrespective of the corps to

which they belong. The remedy for this condition of affairs

is sought in a most elaborate and artificial system of transferring

officers and men from one unit to another at stated intervals in

peace-time, but this is no more than a palliative, and there are

other difficulties of almost equal importance to be surmounted.

Thus in Italy the universal service system, though probably

the best organization both for the army and the nation, works

with a maximum of friction. ** Army Reform,” therefore, has

been very much in the forefront of late years, owing to the

estrangement of Austria (which power can mobilize much more

rapidly), but financial difficulties have hitherto stood in the way
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especially in the province oi Turin, and ia other regions el norChm
and central Italy. In the south they are rare, on account partly of

the mountainous character of the gantry, flmd partly of the scarcity

of traffic. All the important touxns of Italy are provided with internal

electric tramways, mostly with overhead wires.

Carriagt^ouds have been greatly extended in modem times,

althou^ their ratio to area varies in difierent localities. In north

Italy there are 1480 yds. of road per sq. m. ; in central Italy 993 ;

in southern Italy 405 ;
in Sardinia 596, and in Sicily only 244.

They are as a rule well kept up in north and central Italy, less so in

the south, where, especially m Calabria, many villages are inac-

cessible by road and have only footpaths leading to them. By the

act of 1903 the state contributes half and the province a quarter of

the cost of roads connecting communes with the nearest railway

stations or landing places.

Inland Navigation.—Navigable canals had in 1886 a total length of

about 655 m. ; they are principally situated in Piedmont, Lombardy
and Vcnctia, and are thus practically confined to the Po Imsin.

Canals lead from Milan to the Ticino, Adda and Po. The Po is itself

navigable from Turin downwards, but through its delta it is so sandy

that canals arc preferred, the Po di Volano and the Po di Primaro on

the riglit, and the Canale Bianco on the left. The total length of

navigable rivers is 967 m.
Posts

t
Telegraphs and Telephones.—The number of post offices

(including oollettorie, or collecting offices, which arc rapidly being

eliminated) increased from 2200 in 1862 to 4823 in 1881, 6700 in 1891

and 8817 in 1904. In spite of a large increase in the number of

letters and post cards {i.e, nearly 10 per inhabitant per annum in

1904, as against 5*65 in 1888) the average is considerably below

that of most other European countries. The number of state tele-

graph offices was 4603, of other offices (railway and faraway stations,

which accept private telegrams for transmission) 1930- The
telephone system is considerably developed ; in 1904, 92 urban and

66 inter -urban systems existed. They were installed by private

companies, hut have been taken over by the state. International

communication between Rome and Paris, and Italy and Switzerland

also exists. The parcel post and money order services have largely

increased since 1887-1 888, the number of parcels having almost

doubled (those for abroad are more than trebled), while the number
of money orders issued is trebled and their value doubled (about

/40,000,000). The value of the foreign orders paid in Italy increased

from /i,280,000 to ;^2,356,ooo

—

owing to the increase of emigration

and of the savings sent home by emigrants.

At the end of 1907 Italy was among the few countries that had not

adopted the reduction of postage .sanctioned at the Postal Union
congress, held in Rome in 1906, by which the rates became 2jd. for

the first oz., and ijd. per oz. afterwards. The internal rate is 15c.

(ild.) per i oz.
;
post-cards 10c. (id.), reply 15c. On the other hand,

letters within the postal district are only 5c. (^d.) per i oz. Printed

matter is 2C. ((d.) per 50 grammes (i | oz.). The regulations provide

that if there is a greater weight of correspondence (inchiding book-

packets) than ijlh for any individual by any one delivery, notice

shall be given him that it is lying at the post office, be being tlien

obliged to arrange for fetcliing it. Letters insured for a fixed sum
are not delivered under any circumstances.

Money -ordor cards arc very convenient and cheap (up to 10 lire

[8s.] for IOC. [id.]), as they need not be enclosed in a letter, while a

short pdvate message can be written on them. Owing to the com-
paratively small amount of letters, it is found possible to have a
travelling post office on all principal trains (while almost every train

has a travelling sorter, for whom a compartment is reserved) without

a late fee bkng exacted in either case. In the principal towns letters

may be posted in special boxes at the liead office Just before the

departure of any given mail tram, and are conveyed direct to tli^e

cravclling post office. Another convenient arrangemmt is the

provision of letter-boxes on electric tramcars in some cities.

M^cantili Marine.—Between the years 1881 and 1903 the number
of ships entered and cleared at Italian ports deoreased slightly

(219,598 in 1881 and 208,737 in 1905), while their aggregate ttmnage
increased (32,070,704 in 1881 and 80,782^030 in 1905). In the move-
ment of shipping, trade with foraiga. countries prevaiis (especially as

regards arrivals) over trade between Italian ports. Most of the
merchandise and passengers bound for and hailing from foreign ports

sail under foreign flags. Similarly, foreign vessels prev^ over
Italian vessels in regard to goods embarked. European conntries

absorb tlte greater part of Italian sea-borne trade, whereas most of

the passenger traffic goes to North and South America. The substi-

tution of steamships for sailing vessels has brought about a diminu-
tion in the number of vessels belonging to the Italian mercantile

marine, whether employed in the coasting trade, the fisheries or in

traffic on Uic high seas. Thus :

—

Year.
Total
No. erf

Ship.H.

Steamships, Sailing Vessels.

Number,
Tonnage
(Net). Number.

Tonnage
(Net).

1881

1905
7815
5596

.

176
513

93,698
462,259

7,839
5,063

895,359
570,355

Ammg tha steamars the increase has*diie^ taken pdaos: ia veasdli

•f more than xooo tons cUsplaGeasenti hut themtunber of hugesailioK

vessels has also increased. The most important Italian ports are

(in order) : Genoa, Napless, Palermo, Leghorn, Messina, Venice,

Catania.
Patmgn Italian tsade with foreiga coontnes ;(impert8 and

exports) during the quinquennium il7a~i876 averaged £^4^000^000
a year ; in the quinquennium i893-x897 it fell to ;^88,960,000 a year.

In 1898, however, the total rose to £104,680,000, but the increase

was principally due to the extra importation of com in that year.

In 1099 ft was nearly £izopoovooo. Since 1699 there has been a
steady increase both in. imp<^ and exports. Thus :

—

Trade with Foreign Conntries in £1000
(exclusive of Precious Metals).^

Year.

Totals. Imports. Exports.
Excess of

Imports over
Exports.

1871
1881
1891
1900
1904

61,966
96,208
80,135
121,538

140.437

38.548
49,587
45.083
68,009

76.549

43.4*8
46,621

35,072
53,5*9
63,888

.4,870
2,966

9,991
14,480
I 2

,
66 x

1 No account has here been taken of fluctuations of exchange.

The great extension of Italian coast-Une is thought by some to be

not really a source of strength to the Italian mercantile marine, as

few of the ports have a large enough hinterland to provide them with

traffic, and in this hinterland (except in the basin of the Po) there are

no canals or navigable rivers. Another source of weakness is the fact

that Italy is a country of transit and the Italian mercantile marine

has to enter into competition with the ships of other countries, which
call there in passing. A third difficulty is the comparatively small

tonnage and volume of Italian exports relatively to the imports,

the former in 1907 being about one-fourth of the latter, and greatly

out of proportion to the relative value
;

while a fourth is the lack

of facilities for handling goods, especially in the smaller ports.

The total imports for the first six months of 1907 amounted to

£57,840,000, an increase of £7,520,000 as compared with the corre-

sponding period of 1906. The exports for the corresq^onding period

amounted to £35t850,ooo, a diminution of £1,520,000 as compared
with the corresponding period of 1906- The diminution was due to a
smaller exportation of raw silk and oil. The countries with which this

trade is mainly carried on are
:
(imports) United Kingdom, Germany,

United States, France, Russia and India
;

(exports) Switzerland,

United Stales, Germany, France, United Kingdom and Argentina.

The most important imports are minerals, including coal and
metals (both in pig and wrought) ;

silks, raw, spun and woven

;

stone, poller’s earths, earthenware and glass ;
corn, flour and

farinaceous products ; cotton, raw, spun and woven ; and live stock.

The principal exports are silk and cotton tissues, Jive stock, wines,

spirits and oils
;

corn, flour, macaroni and similar products ; and
minerals, chiefly sulphur. Before the tarifl reform of 1887 manu-
factured articles, alimentary products and raw materials for manu-
facture held the principal places In the impor^. In the exports,

alimentary produis came first, while raw materials for manufacture
and manufactured articles were of little account. The transforma-

tion of Italy from a purely agricultural into a largely industrial

country is shown by the circumstance that trade in raw stuffs, semi-

manufactured and manufactured materials, now preponderates over

that in alimentary products and wholly-manufactured articles, both

the importation of raw materials and the exportation of manufactured
articles having increased. The balance of Italian trade has under-

gone frequent fluctuations. The large predominance of imports

over exports after 1884 was a result of the falling off of the export

trade in live stock, olive oil and wine, on account of the closing of

the French market, while the importation of corn from Russia and
the Balkan States increa.sed considerably. In 1894 the excess of

imports over exports fell to £2,720,000, but by 1898 it had ^own
to £8,391,000, in consequence chiefly of the increased importation of

coal, raw cotton and cotton thread, pig and cast iron, old iron,

grease and oil-seeds for use in Italian industries. In 1899 the excess

of imports over exports fell to £3,006,000 ; but since then it has never

been less than £12,000,000.

Educatum.—Public instruction in Italy is regulated by the

state, which maintains public schools of every grade, and

requires that other pubKc schools shall conform to the nrfes of

the state schools. No private person may open a school without

state authorization. Schools may be classed thus

r

I, Elementary, of two grades, of the lower of which there

must legally be at least one for boys and one for in ^h
commune ; while the upper grade elementary school is required

in communes having normal and secondary schools or over

4000 inhabitants. In both the instruction is free. They ore

maintained by the communes, sometimes with state help
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Titles of HowoMf.—'^he former existence of so many separate

sovereignties and " fountains of honour " gave rise to a great many
hereditary titles of nobility. Besides many hundreds of princes,

dukes, marquesses, counts, barons and viscounts, there are a large

number of persons of " patrician " rank, persons with a right to the

designation nohile or signori^ and certain hereditary knights or

cavalieri. In the " Golden Book of the Capitol " {Libfo dVro del

Cempidoglio) are inscribed 321 patrician families, and of these 28

have the title of prince and 8 that of duke, while the others are

marquesses, counts or simply patricians. For the Italian orders of

knighthood see Knighthood and Chivalry : Orders of Knighthood,

The king's uncle is duke of Aosta, his son is prince of Piedmont and
his cousin is duke of Genoa.

Justice ,—The judiciary system of Italy is mainly framed on the
French model. Italy has courts of cassation at Rome, Naples,

Palermo, Turin, Florence, 20 appeal court districts, 162 tribunal

districts and 1535 mandantenit, each with its own magistracy
{pretura)

.

In 1 3 of the principal towns there are also preton who have
exclusively jienal jurisdiction. For minor civil cases involving sums
up to 100 lire (^4), giudici conciliatori have also jurisdiction, while

they may act as arbitrators up to any amount by request. The
Roman court of cassation is the highest, and in both penal and civil

matters has a right to decide questions of law and disputes between
the lower judicial authorities, and is the only one which has juris-

diction in penal cases, while sharing with the others the right to

revise civil cases.

The pretori have penal jurisdiction concerning all misdemeanours
{contravvenzioni) or offences {delUti) punishable by imprisonment not
exceeding three months or by fine not exceeding 1000 lire {;^4o).

The penal tribunals have jurisdiction in cases involving imprison-

ment up to ten years, or a fine exceeding ;^40, while the assize courts,

with a jury, deal with offences involving imprisonment for life or
over ten years, and have cxcluiiive jurisdiction (except that the
senate is on occa.sion a high court of justice) over all political offences.

Appeal may be made from the sentences of the pretori to the tribunals,

and from the tribunals to the courts of appeal; from the as.size

courts there is no appeal except on a point of form, which appeal goes
to the court of ca.ssation at Rome. This court has the supreme
power in all questions of legality of a sentence, jurisdiction or
competency.
The penal code was unified and reformed in 1890. A reform of late

years is the condanna condizionale^ equivalent to the English “ being

bound over to appear for judgment if called upon," applied in

94,489 cases in 1907. In civil matters there is appeal from the
giuaice concihatore to the pretore (who has jurisdiction up to a sum
of 1500 lire = ;^6o), from the pretore to the civil tribunal, from the
civil tribunal to the court of appeal, and from the court of appeal to

the court of cassation.

The judges of all kinds arc very poorly paid. Even the first

president of the Rome court of cassation only receives ;^0oo a year.

The statistics of civil proceedings vary considerably from province
to province. I-ombardy, with 25 lawsuits per 1000 inhabitants,

holds the lowc.st place
;

Emilia comes next with 31 per 1000

;

Tuscany has 39 ;
Venetia, 42 ;

Calabria, 144 ;
Rome, 146 ; Apulia,

153 ;
and Sardinia, 360 per 1000. The high average in Sardinia Is

chiefly due to cases within the competence of the conciliation offices.

Thefli^mbcr of penal proceedings, especially tho.se within the com-
petence •of praetors, has also increased, chiefly on account of the
frequency of minor contraventions of the law referred to in the
section Crime. The ratio of criminal proceedings to population is,

as a rule, much higher in the south than in the north.

A royal decree, dated February i8yi, e.stablislicd three classes of

prisons: judiciary prisons, for persons awaiting examination or

^lersons sentenced to arrest, detention or seclusion for less than six

months
;

penitentiaries of various kinds {ergastoli, case di reclusione,

defenzione or custodia), for criminal.s condemned to long terms of

iropri-sonment ; and reformatories, for criminals under age and
vagabonds. Capital punishment was abolished in 1877, penal

servitude for life being substituted. This generally involves solitary

confinement of the most rigorous nature, and, as little is done to

occupy the mind, the criminal not infrequently becomes insane.

Certain types of dangerous individuals are relegated after serving a
sentence in the ordinary convict prisons, and by administrative, not

by judicial process, to special penal colonies known as domicilii coatti

or " forced residences.” These establishments are, however, un-
satisfactory, being mostly situated on small islands, where it is often

difficult to find work for the coatti, who arc free by day, bein^ only
confined at night. They receive a small and hardly sufficient,

allowance for food of 50 rentesimi a day, which they are at liberty to

supplement by work if they can find it or care to do it.

Notwithstanding the construction of new prisons and the trans-

formation of old ones, the number of cells for solitary confinement
is still insufficient for a complete application of the penal system
established by the code of 1890, and the moral effect of the associa-

tion of the prisoners is not good, though the system of solitary con-

finement as practised in Italy is little better. The total number of

prisoners, including minors and inhabitants of enforced residences,

which from 76,066 (2 *84 per 1000 inhabitants) on the 31st of Decem-
ber 1871 rose to a maximum of 80,792 on the 31st of December 1879
(2*87 per 1000), decreased to a minimum of 60,621 in 1896 (X'94 per

1000), and on the 3i8t of December 1898 rose again to 75 i47<>

(2*38 per 1000), of whom 7038, less than one-tenth, were women.
The lowness of the figures regarding women is to be noticed

throughout. On the 31st of December 1903 it had decreased to

65,819, of which 6044 were women. Of these, 31,219 were in lock-

ups, 25,145 in penal establishments, 1837 minors in government,
and 4547 in private reformatories, and 3071 (males) were inmates
of forced residences.

Crime .—Statistics of offences, including contravvenzioni or breaches
of by-laws and regulations, exhibit a considerable increase per 100,000
inhabitants since 1887, and only a slight diminution on the figures of

1897. The figure was 1783-^5 per 100,000 in 1887, 2164*46 in 1892,

2546*49 in 1897, 2497*90 in 1902. The increase isjpartly covered by
contravvenzioni, but almost every class of penal offence shows a rise

except homicide, and even in that the diminution is slow, 5418 in

1880, 39O6 in 1887, 4408 in 1892, 4005 in 1897, 3202 in 1902 ; and
Italy remains, owing to the frequent use of the knife, the European
country in which it Is most frequent. Libels, insults, &c., re.sisiatice

to public authority, offences against good customs, thefts and frauds,

have increased ; assaults are nearly stationary. There is also an
increase in juvenile delinquency. From 1890 to 1900 the actual

number rose by one-third (from 30,108 to 43,684), the proportion to

the rest of those sentenced from one-fifth to one-fourth ; while in

1905 the actual number rose to 67,944, being a considerable pro-

portionate rise also. In Naples, the Camorra and in Sicily, the Mafia
are secret societies whose power of resistance to authority is still

not inconsiderable.

Procedure, both civil and criminal, is somewhat slow, and the pre-

liminary proceedings before the juge d*instruction occupy much time ;

and recent murder trials, by the large number of witnesses called

(including experts) and the lengthy speeches of counsel, have been
dragged out to an unconscionable length. In thi.s, as in the inter-

vention of the presiding judge, the French system has been adopted ;

and it is said {e.g. by Nathan, VenV anni di vita italiana, p. 241)

that the efforts of the juge d'instruction are, as a rule, in fact, though
not in law, largely directed to prove that the accused is guilty. In

1902 of 884,612 persons accused of penal offences, 13*12 % were ac-

quitted during the period of the instruction, 30*31 by the courts,

46*32 condemned and the rest acquitted in some other way. This

.shows that charges, often involving preliminary imprisonment, are

brought against an excessive proportion of persons who either are

not or cannot be proved to be guilty. The courts of appeal and
cassation, too, often have more than they can do ; in the yeai 1907
the court of cassation at Rome decided 948 appeals on points of

law in civil cases, while no fewer than 460 remained to be decided.

As in most civilixed countries, the number of suicides in Italy has
increased from year to year.

The Italian suicide rate of 63*6 per 1,000,000 is, however, lower

than those of Denmark, Switzerland, Germany and France, while

it approximates to that of England. The Italian rate is highest in

the more enlightened and industrial north, and lowest in the south.

Emilia gives a maximum rate of 10*48 per 100,000, while that of

Liguria and Lazio is little lower. The minimum of 1*27 Is found in

the Basilicata, though Calabria gives only 2*13. About 20 % of the

total are women, and there is an increase of nearly 3 % since 1882

in the proportion of suicides under twenty years of age.

Army .—The Italian army grew out of the old Piedmontese

army with which in the main the unification of Italy was brought

about. This unification meant for the aimy the absorption

of contingents from all parts of Italy and presenting serious

differences in physical and moral aptitudes, political opinions

and education. Moreover the strategic geography of the country

required the greater part of the army to be stationed permanently

within reach of the north-eastern and north-western frontiers.

These conditions made a territorial system of recruiting or organ-

ization, as understood in Germany, practically impossible. To
secure fairly uniform efficiency in the various corps, and also as a

means of unifying Italy, Piedmontese, Umbrians and Neapolitans

are mixed in the same corps and sleep in the same barrack

room. But on leaving the colours the men disperse to their

homes, and thus a regiment has, on mobilization, to draw

largely on the nearest reservists, irrespective of the corps to

which they belong. The remedy for this condition of affairs

is sought in a most elaborate and artificial system of transferring

officers and men from one unit to another at stated intervals in

peace-time, but this is no more than a palliative, and there are

other difficulties of almost equal importance to be surmounted.

Thus in Italy the universal service system, though probably

the best organization both for the army and the nation, works

with a maximum of friction. ** Army Reform,” therefore, has

been very much in the forefront of late years, owing to the

estrangement of Austria (which power can mobilize much more

rapidly), but financial difficulties have hitherto stood in the way
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especially in the province oi Turin, and ia other regions el norChm
and central Italy. In the south they are rare, on account partly of

the mountainous character of the gantry, flmd partly of the scarcity

of traffic. All the important touxns of Italy are provided with internal

electric tramways, mostly with overhead wires.

Carriagt^ouds have been greatly extended in modem times,

althou^ their ratio to area varies in difierent localities. In north

Italy there are 1480 yds. of road per sq. m. ; in central Italy 993 ;

in southern Italy 405 ;
in Sardinia 596, and in Sicily only 244.

They are as a rule well kept up in north and central Italy, less so in

the south, where, especially m Calabria, many villages are inac-

cessible by road and have only footpaths leading to them. By the

act of 1903 the state contributes half and the province a quarter of

the cost of roads connecting communes with the nearest railway

stations or landing places.

Inland Navigation.—Navigable canals had in 1886 a total length of

about 655 m. ; they are principally situated in Piedmont, Lombardy
and Vcnctia, and are thus practically confined to the Po Imsin.

Canals lead from Milan to the Ticino, Adda and Po. The Po is itself

navigable from Turin downwards, but through its delta it is so sandy

that canals arc preferred, the Po di Volano and the Po di Primaro on

the riglit, and the Canale Bianco on the left. The total length of

navigable rivers is 967 m.
Posts

t
Telegraphs and Telephones.—The number of post offices

(including oollettorie, or collecting offices, which arc rapidly being

eliminated) increased from 2200 in 1862 to 4823 in 1881, 6700 in 1891

and 8817 in 1904. In spite of a large increase in the number of

letters and post cards {i.e, nearly 10 per inhabitant per annum in

1904, as against 5*65 in 1888) the average is considerably below

that of most other European countries. The number of state tele-

graph offices was 4603, of other offices (railway and faraway stations,

which accept private telegrams for transmission) 1930- The
telephone system is considerably developed ; in 1904, 92 urban and

66 inter -urban systems existed. They were installed by private

companies, hut have been taken over by the state. International

communication between Rome and Paris, and Italy and Switzerland

also exists. The parcel post and money order services have largely

increased since 1887-1 888, the number of parcels having almost

doubled (those for abroad are more than trebled), while the number
of money orders issued is trebled and their value doubled (about

/40,000,000). The value of the foreign orders paid in Italy increased

from /i,280,000 to ;^2,356,ooo

—

owing to the increase of emigration

and of the savings sent home by emigrants.

At the end of 1907 Italy was among the few countries that had not

adopted the reduction of postage .sanctioned at the Postal Union
congress, held in Rome in 1906, by which the rates became 2jd. for

the first oz., and ijd. per oz. afterwards. The internal rate is 15c.

(ild.) per i oz.
;
post-cards 10c. (id.), reply 15c. On the other hand,

letters within the postal district are only 5c. (^d.) per i oz. Printed

matter is 2C. ((d.) per 50 grammes (i | oz.). The regulations provide

that if there is a greater weight of correspondence (inchiding book-

packets) than ijlh for any individual by any one delivery, notice

shall be given him that it is lying at the post office, be being tlien

obliged to arrange for fetcliing it. Letters insured for a fixed sum
are not delivered under any circumstances.

Money -ordor cards arc very convenient and cheap (up to 10 lire

[8s.] for IOC. [id.]), as they need not be enclosed in a letter, while a

short pdvate message can be written on them. Owing to the com-
paratively small amount of letters, it is found possible to have a
travelling post office on all principal trains (while almost every train

has a travelling sorter, for whom a compartment is reserved) without

a late fee bkng exacted in either case. In the principal towns letters

may be posted in special boxes at the liead office Just before the

departure of any given mail tram, and are conveyed direct to tli^e

cravclling post office. Another convenient arrangemmt is the

provision of letter-boxes on electric tramcars in some cities.

M^cantili Marine.—Between the years 1881 and 1903 the number
of ships entered and cleared at Italian ports deoreased slightly

(219,598 in 1881 and 208,737 in 1905), while their aggregate ttmnage
increased (32,070,704 in 1881 and 80,782^030 in 1905). In the move-
ment of shipping, trade with foraiga. countries prevaiis (especially as

regards arrivals) over trade between Italian ports. Most of the
merchandise and passengers bound for and hailing from foreign ports

sail under foreign flags. Similarly, foreign vessels prev^ over
Italian vessels in regard to goods embarked. European conntries

absorb tlte greater part of Italian sea-borne trade, whereas most of

the passenger traffic goes to North and South America. The substi-

tution of steamships for sailing vessels has brought about a diminu-
tion in the number of vessels belonging to the Italian mercantile

marine, whether employed in the coasting trade, the fisheries or in

traffic on Uic high seas. Thus :

—

Year.
Total
No. erf

Ship.H.

Steamships, Sailing Vessels.

Number,
Tonnage
(Net). Number.

Tonnage
(Net).

1881

1905
7815
5596

.

176
513

93,698
462,259

7,839
5,063

895,359
570,355

Ammg tha steamars the increase has*diie^ taken pdaos: ia veasdli

•f more than xooo tons cUsplaGeasenti hut themtunber of hugesailioK

vessels has also increased. The most important Italian ports are

(in order) : Genoa, Napless, Palermo, Leghorn, Messina, Venice,

Catania.
Patmgn Italian tsade with foreiga coontnes ;(impert8 and

exports) during the quinquennium il7a~i876 averaged £^4^000^000
a year ; in the quinquennium i893-x897 it fell to ;^88,960,000 a year.

In 1898, however, the total rose to £104,680,000, but the increase

was principally due to the extra importation of com in that year.

In 1099 ft was nearly £izopoovooo. Since 1699 there has been a
steady increase both in. imp<^ and exports. Thus :

—

Trade with Foreign Conntries in £1000
(exclusive of Precious Metals).^

Year.

Totals. Imports. Exports.
Excess of

Imports over
Exports.

1871
1881
1891
1900
1904

61,966
96,208
80,135
121,538

140.437

38.548
49,587
45.083
68,009

76.549

43.4*8
46,621

35,072
53,5*9
63,888

.4,870
2,966

9,991
14,480
I 2

,
66 x

1 No account has here been taken of fluctuations of exchange.

The great extension of Italian coast-Une is thought by some to be

not really a source of strength to the Italian mercantile marine, as

few of the ports have a large enough hinterland to provide them with

traffic, and in this hinterland (except in the basin of the Po) there are

no canals or navigable rivers. Another source of weakness is the fact

that Italy is a country of transit and the Italian mercantile marine

has to enter into competition with the ships of other countries, which
call there in passing. A third difficulty is the comparatively small

tonnage and volume of Italian exports relatively to the imports,

the former in 1907 being about one-fourth of the latter, and greatly

out of proportion to the relative value
;

while a fourth is the lack

of facilities for handling goods, especially in the smaller ports.

The total imports for the first six months of 1907 amounted to

£57,840,000, an increase of £7,520,000 as compared with the corre-

sponding period of 1906. The exports for the corresq^onding period

amounted to £35t850,ooo, a diminution of £1,520,000 as compared
with the corresponding period of 1906- The diminution was due to a
smaller exportation of raw silk and oil. The countries with which this

trade is mainly carried on are
:
(imports) United Kingdom, Germany,

United States, France, Russia and India
;

(exports) Switzerland,

United Stales, Germany, France, United Kingdom and Argentina.

The most important imports are minerals, including coal and
metals (both in pig and wrought) ;

silks, raw, spun and woven

;

stone, poller’s earths, earthenware and glass ;
corn, flour and

farinaceous products ; cotton, raw, spun and woven ; and live stock.

The principal exports are silk and cotton tissues, Jive stock, wines,

spirits and oils
;

corn, flour, macaroni and similar products ; and
minerals, chiefly sulphur. Before the tarifl reform of 1887 manu-
factured articles, alimentary products and raw materials for manu-
facture held the principal places In the impor^. In the exports,

alimentary produis came first, while raw materials for manufacture
and manufactured articles were of little account. The transforma-

tion of Italy from a purely agricultural into a largely industrial

country is shown by the circumstance that trade in raw stuffs, semi-

manufactured and manufactured materials, now preponderates over

that in alimentary products and wholly-manufactured articles, both

the importation of raw materials and the exportation of manufactured
articles having increased. The balance of Italian trade has under-

gone frequent fluctuations. The large predominance of imports

over exports after 1884 was a result of the falling off of the export

trade in live stock, olive oil and wine, on account of the closing of

the French market, while the importation of corn from Russia and
the Balkan States increa.sed considerably. In 1894 the excess of

imports over exports fell to £2,720,000, but by 1898 it had ^own
to £8,391,000, in consequence chiefly of the increased importation of

coal, raw cotton and cotton thread, pig and cast iron, old iron,

grease and oil-seeds for use in Italian industries. In 1899 the excess

of imports over exports fell to £3,006,000 ; but since then it has never

been less than £12,000,000.

Educatum.—Public instruction in Italy is regulated by the

state, which maintains public schools of every grade, and

requires that other pubKc schools shall conform to the nrfes of

the state schools. No private person may open a school without

state authorization. Schools may be classed thus

r

I, Elementary, of two grades, of the lower of which there

must legally be at least one for boys and one for in ^h
commune ; while the upper grade elementary school is required

in communes having normal and secondary schools or over

4000 inhabitants. In both the instruction is free. They ore

maintained by the communes, sometimes with state help
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low, but rose again in t898 and 1899. In 1900 the maximum rate
was 107-52, and the minimum 105*40, but in 1901 rates fell consider-
ably, and were at par in 1902-1909.

There are in Italy six clearing houses, namely, the ancient one at
Leghorn, and those of Genoa, Milan, Rome, Florence and Turin,
founded since 1882.

The number of ordinary bafiks, which diminished between 1889
and 1894, increased in the following ^^ears, and was 158 in 1898. At
the same time the capital employed in banking decreased by nearly
one-half, namely, from about ii2,360,000 in 1880 to about ;^6,520,000
in 1898. This decrease was due to the liquidation of a number of

large and small banks, amongst others the Bank of Genoh, the
General Bank, and the Society di Credito Mobiliare Italiano of Home,
and the Genoa Discount Bank—establishments which alone repre-

sented /4,840,000 of paid-up capital. Ordinary credit operations
are also carried on by the co-operative credit societies, of which
there are some 700.

Certain banks make a special business of lending money to owners
of land or buildings {credito fondiario). Loans are repayable by
. instalments, and are guaranteed by first mortgages not

c'dit ^ amount than half the value of the hypothecated
property. The banks may buy up mortgages and advance

*’ money on current account on the security of land or
building.^. The development of the large cities has induced these
banks to turn their attention rather to building enterprise than to

mortgages on rural property. The value of their land certificates

or cartelle fondiarie (representing capital in circulation) rose from
^10,420,000 in 1881 to 5,560,000 in 1886, and to ,^30,720,000
in 1891, but fell to ^^29,320,000 in 1896, to j([27,36o,ooo in 1898,
and to 1^24,300,000 in 1907 ;

the amount of money lent increased
from /lo,440,000 in 1881 to 5,600,000 in 1886, and ^(^30,800,000 in

1891, but fell to ;i^29,32o,ooo in 1896, to ;^27,3(>o,ooo'in 1899, and
to £21,720^000 in 1907, The diminution was due to the law of the
loth of April 1893 upon the banks of issue, by which they were
obliged to liquidate the loan and mortgage business they had pre-

viously carried on.

Various laws have been passed to facilitate agrarian credit. The
law of the 23rd of January 1887 (still in force) extended the dis-

positions of the Civil Code with regard to '' privileges,*" * and
established .special “ privileges " in regard to harvested produce,
produce stored in bams and farm buildings, and in regard to agricul-

tural implements. Loans on mortgage may also be granted to land-
owners and agricultural unions, with a view to the introduction of

agricultural improvements. These loans are regulated bv special

dufposiiion, and are guaranteed by a share of the increased value
of the land after the improvements have been carried out. Agrarian
credit banks may, with the permission of the government, issue

cartelle a^rarie, or agrarian bonds, repayable by instalments and
bearing interest.

Internal Administration ,—It was not till 1865 that the adminis^
trative unity of Italy was realized. Up to that year some of the
regions of the kingdom, such as Tuscany, continued to have a kind
of autonomy : but by the laws of the 20th of March the whole
country was divided into 69 provinces and 8545 communes. The
extent to which communal independence had been maintained in

Italy thfiM^h all the centuries of its political disintegration was
stron^ii^ in its favour. The syndic {sindaco) or chief magistrate of

the commtHie was appointed by the king for three years, and he was
assisted by a “ municipal junta.”

Local government was modified by the law of the toth of Februarj^

1889 and by posterior enactments. The syndics (or mayors) are now
elected by a secret ballot of the communal council, though they arc

still government officials. In the provincial administrations the

fimctions of the prefects have been curtailed. Each province has a
prefect, responsible to and appointed by the Ministry of the Interior,

while each of the regions (called variously circondarii and distretti)

has its sub-prefect. Whereas the prefect was formerly ex -officio

president of the provincial deputation or executive committee of the
provincial council, his duties under the present law are reduced to

mere participation in the management of provincial afiairs, the
president of the provincial deputation being chosen among and
elected by the members of the deputation. The most important
change introduced by the new law has been the creation in every
province of a provincial administrative junta entrusted with the
supervision of communal administrations, a function previously

discharged by the provincial deputation. Each provincial adminis-
trative junta is composed, in part, of government nominees, and in

larger part of elective elements, elected by the provincial council for

four years, half of whom require to be elected every two years. The
acts of communal administration requiring the sanction of the
provincial administrative junta are chiefly financial. Both com-
munal councils and prefects may appeal to the government against

tiie decision of the provincial administrative juntas, the government
being guided by the opinion of the Council of State. Besides possess-

ing competence in regard to local government elections, which

^ ” Privileges ” assure to creditors priority of claim in case of

foreclosure for debt or mortgage. Prior to the law of the 23rd of

January 1867 harvested produce and agricultural implements were
legally exempt from ” privilege.”

previously came within the jurisdiction of the provincial deputations,
the provincial administrative juntas discharge magisterial functions
in administrative aflairs, and deal with appe^s presented by private
persons against acts of the communal and provincial administrations.
ITie juntas are in this respect organs 01 the administrative juris-

prudence created in Italy by the law of the ist of May 1890, in order
to provide juridical protection for those rights and interests outside
the competence of the ordinary tribunals. The provincial council
only meets once a year in ordinary 8es.Hion.

The former qualifications for electorship in local government
elections have been modified, and it is now sufficient to pay five lire

annually in direct taxes, five lire of certain communal taxes, or a
certain rental (which varies according to the population of a com-
mune), instead of being obliged to pay, as previously, at least five

lire annually of direct taxes to the state. In consequence of this

change the number of local electors increased by more than one-
third between 1887-1889; it decreased, however, as a result of an
extraordinary revision of the registers in 1894. The period for

which both communal and provincial councils are elected is six

years, one-half being renewed every three years.

The ratio of local electors to population is in Piedmont 79 %, but
in Sicily less tlian 45 %. The ratio of voters to qualified electors

tends to increase ; it is highest in Campania, Basilicata and in

the south generally ; the lowest percentages are given by Emilia
and Liguria.

I4>cal finance is regulated by the communal and provincial law of

May 1898, which instituted provincial administrative juntas, em-
powered to examine and sanction the acts of the com-

,

munal financial administrations. The sanction of the
provincial administrative junta is necessary for sales or
|Hirchases of property, alterations of rates (although in ca.se of

mcrcase the junta can only act upon request of ratepayers paying an
aggregate of one-twentieth of the local direct taxation), and ex-

penditure affecting the communal budget for more than five years.

The provincial administrative junta is, moreover, empowered to

order ” obligatory ” expenditure, such as the upkeep of roads,

sanitary works, lighting, police {i,e, the so-called “ guardic di pubblica
sicurezza,” the “ carabinieri ” l^ing really a military force

;
only the

largest town.s maintain a municipal police force), charities, i‘ducation,

&c.,in case such expenditure is neglectedby the communal authorities.

The cost of fire brigades, infant asylums, evening and holiday schools,

is classed as ” optional ” expenditure. Communal revenues arc
drawn from the proceeds of communal property, interest upon
capital, taxes and local dues. The most important of the local due.s

is the gate tax, or dazio di consumo, which may be either a surtax
upon commodities (such as alcoholic drinks or meat), having already
paid customs duty at the frontier, in which case the local surtax may
not exceed 50 % of the frontier duty, or an exclusively communal
duty limited to 10 % on flour, bread and farinaceous products,'** and
to 20 % upon other commodities. The taxes thus vary considerably
in different towns.

In addition, the communes have a right to levy a surtax not ex-

ceeding 50 % of the quota levied by the state upon lands and
buildings ; a family tax, or fuocatico, upon the total incomes of

families, which, for fiscal purposes, are divided into various cate-

gories ; a tax based upon the rent-value of houses, and other taxes
upon cattle, horses, dogs, carriages and servants

;
also on licences for

.shopkeepers, hotel and restaurant keepers, &c. ; on the .slaughter of

animals, stamp duties, one-half of the tax on bicycles, &c. Occa-
sional sources of interest are found in the sale of communal property,
the realization of communal credits, and the contraction of debt.
The provincial administrations are entrusted with the manage-

ment of the afiahs of the provinces in general, as distinguished from
those of the communes. Their expenditure is likewise classed as
” obligatory ” and " optional.” The former category comprises the
maintenance of provincial roads, bridges and watercourse embank-
ments ; secondary education, whenever this is not provided for by
private institutions or by the state (elementary ^ucation being
maintained by the communes), and the' maintenance of foundlings
and pauper lunatics. ” Optional ” expenditure includes the cost of

services of general pubUc interest, though not strictly indispen.sablc.

Provincial revenues are drawn from provincial property, school taxes,

tolls and surtaxes on land and buildings. The provincial surtaxes
may not exceed 50 % of tlie quotas levied by the st ate. In 1897 the
total provincial revenue was £1^,732,2^^, of which j£3,^0,000 was
obtained from the surtax upon lands and buildings. Expenditure
amounted to ;^3,768,888, of which the principal items were £760,000
for roads and bridges, £520,000 for lunatic asylums, £240,000 for

foundling hospitals, £320,000 for interest on debt and £200,000 for

police. Like communal revenue, provincial revenue has considerably
increased since 1880, principally on account of the increase in the
land and building surtax.

The Italian local authorities, communes and provinces alike,

have considerably increased their indebtedness since 1882. The
ratio of communal and provincial debt per inhabitant has grown

^ At the beginning of 1902 the Italian parliament sanctioned a bill

providing for the aMition of municipal duties on bread and farin-

aceous products within three years of the promulgation of the bill on
ist July 1902.
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from 3079 lire (;{i,4S. 7jd.) to 4370 lire 14s. iid.), an increase due
in great part to the need for improved buildings, hygienic reforms
and education, but also attributable in part to tiie manner in which
the finances 01 many communes are administered. The total was in

1900, ^49,496,193 for the communes and /6,908,022 for the provinces.
The tormer total is more than double and the latter more than treble
the sum in 1873, while there is an increase of 62 % in the former and
26 % in the latter over the totals for 1882.

See A nnuario staiistico italiano (not, however, issued regularly each
year) for general statistics

; and other official publications ; W.
Deecke, Italy ; a Popular Account of the Country, its People and its

Institutions (translated by H. A. Nesbitt, London, 1904) ; B. King
and T. Okey, Italy to-day (London, 1901) ;

E. Nathan, Vent* Anni di
vita italiana attraverso all*A nnuario (Rome, igo6)

;

G. Strafforello,
Geografia dell*Italia (Turin, 1890-1902). (T. As.)

History

The difficulty of Italian history lies in the fact that until

modem times the Italians have had no political unity, no inde-

pendence, no organised existence as a nation. Split up into

numerous and mutually hostile communities, they never, through
the fourteen centuries which have elapsed since the end of the

old Western empire, shook off the yoke of foreigners completely

;

they never until lately learned to merge their local and conflicting

interests in the common good of undivided Italy. Their history

is therefore not the history of a single people, centralizing and
absorbing its constituent elements by a process of continued

evolution, but of a group of cognate populations, exemplifying

divers types of constitutional development.?.

The early history of Italy will be found under Rome and allied

hidings. The following account is therefore mainly concerned

with the periods succeeding A.D. 476, when Romulus Augustulus
was deposed by Odoacer. Prefixed to this are two section?

dealii^ respectively with (A) the ethnographical and philological

divisions of ancient Italy, and (B) the unification of the country

under Augustus, the growth of the road system and so forth.

The subsequent history is divided into five periods : (C) From
476 to 1796 ;

(D) From 1796 to 1814 ; (E) From 1815 to 1870

;

(F) From 1870 to 1902
;
(G) From 1902 to 1910.

A. Ancient Languages and Peoples

The ethnography of ancient Italy is a very complicated and
difficult subject, and notwithstanding the researches of modern
scholars is still involved in some obscurity. The great beauty
and fertility of the country, as well as the charm of its climate,

undoubtedly attracted, even in early ages, successive swarms of

invaders from the north, who sometimes drove out the previous

occupants of the most favoured districts, at others reduced them
to a state of serfdom, or settled down in the midst of them, until

the two races gradually coalesced. Ancient writers are agreed
as to the composite character of the population of Italy, and the

diversity of races that were founa within the limits of the

peninsula. But unfortunately the traditions they have trans-

mitted to us are often various and conflicting, while the only safe

test of the affinities of nations, derived from the comparison of

their lan^^uages, is to a great extent inapplicable, from the fact

that the idioms that prevailed in Italy in and before the 5th

century B.c. are preserved, if at all, only in a few scanty and
friigmentary inscriptions, though from that date onwards we
have now a very fair record of many of them (see, e.g. Latin
Language, Osca Lingua, Iouvium, Volsci, Etruria : section

Language, and below). These materials, imperfect as they are,

when combined with the notices derived from ancient writers and
the evidence of archaeological excavations, may be considered

as having furnished some results of reasonable certainty.

It must be observed that the name Italians ” was at one
time confined to the Oenotrians ; indeed, according to Antiochus
of Syracuse {apud Dion. Hal. Ant Rom, ii. 1), the name of Italy

was first still more limited, being applied only to the southern
portion of the Bruttium peninsula (now known as Csdabria).

But in the time of that historian, as well as of Thucydides, the
names of Oenotria and Italia, which appear to have been at that
period regarded as synonymous, had been extended to include

the shore of the. Tarentine Gulf as far as Metapontum and
from thence across to the gulfs of Laus and Ppsidonia on the

25
Tyrrhem'an Sea. It thus still comprised only the two provinces
subsequently known as Lucania and Bruttium (see references r.v.
“ Italia ” in R. S. Conway’s Italic Dialects, p. 5). The name seems
to be a Graecized form of an Italic Vitelia, from the stem vilUh,
“ calf ” (Lat. vitulus, Gr. tVaAos), and perhaps to have meant
“ calf-land,” ” grazing-land but the origin is more certain

than the meaning
;

the calf may be one of the many animi^lf

connected with Italian tribes (sec Hirpini, Samnites).
Taking the term Italy to comprise the whole peninsula with

the northern region as far as the Alps, we must first distinguish

the tribe or tribes which spoke Indo-European languages from
those who did not. To the latter category it is now possible to
rjefer with certainty only the Etruscans (for the chronology and
limits of their occupation of Italian soil see Etruria : section

Language). Of all the other tribes that inhabited Italy down
to the classical period, of whose speech there is any record
(whether explicit or in the form of names and glosses), it is

impossible to maintain that any one does not l^long to the
Indo-European group. Putting aside the Etruscan, and also

the different Greek dialects of the Greek colonies, like Cumae,
Neapolis, Tarentum, and proceeding from the south to the
north, the different languages or dialects, of whose separate
existence at some time between, say, 600 and 200 b.c., we can
be sure, may be enumerated as follows

:
(i) Sicel, (2) South

Oscan and Oscan, (3) Messapian, (4) North Oscan, (5) Volscian,

(6) East Italic or " Sabellic,” (7) Latinian, (8) Sabine, (9) ^vine
or “ Umbrian,” (10) Gallic, (ii) Ligurian and (12) Venetic.

Between several of these dialects it is probable that closer

affinities exist, (i) It is probable, though not very clearly

demonstrated, that Venetic, East Italic and Messapian are
connected together and with the ancient dialects spoken in

Illyria (^.t;.), so that these might be provisionally entitled the
Adriatic group, to which the language spoken by the Eteocretes
of the city of Praesos in Crete down to the 4th century B.c.

was perhaps akin. (2) Too little is known of the Sicel language
to make clear more than its Indo-European character. But
it must be reckoned among the languages of Italy because of the
well-supported tradition of the early existence of the Sicels in

Latium (see Siculi). Their possible place in the earlier stratum
of Indo-European population is discussed under Sabini. How
far also the language or languages spoken in Bfuttium and at
certain points of Lucania, such as Anxia, differed from the
Oscan of Samnium and Camp^ia there is not enough evidence
to show (see Bruttii). (3) It is doubtful whether there are any
actual inscriptions which can be referred with certainty to the
language of the Ligures, but some other evidence seems to link

them with the -CO- peoples, whose early distribution is discussed
under Volsci and Liguria. (4) It is difficult to point to any
definite evidence by which we may determine the dates of the
earliest appearance of Gallic tribes in the north of Italy. No
satisfactory collection has been made of the Celtic inscriptions of
Cisalpine Gaul, though many are scattered about in different

museums. For our present purpose it is important to note that
the archaeological stratification in deposits like those of Bologna
shows that the Gallic period supervened upon the Etruscan.
Until a scientific collection of the local and personal names of

this district has been made, and until the archaeological evidence
is clearly interpreted, it is impossible to go beyond the region

of conjecture as to the tribe or tribes occupying the valley of

the Po before the two invasions. It is clear, however, that the
Celtic and Etruscan elements together occupied the greater

part of the district between the Apennines and the Alps
down to its Romanization, which took place gradually in the

course of the and century b.c. Their linguwtic neighbours
were Ligurian in the sourti and south-west, and the Veneti

on the east.

We know from the Roman historians that a large force of

Gauls came as far south as Rome in the year 390 b.c., and that

some part of this horde settled in what was henceforward known
as the Ager GaUicus, the easternmost strip of coast in what was
later known as Umbria, including the towns of Caesena, Ravenna
and Arlminum. A bilingual inscription (Gallic and Latin) of

ITALY
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the 2nd Century B.c. was found as far south as Tuder^ the modem
Todi {ltdic DialecUj ii, 528 ;

Stokes, Bezzenberger's

II, p. II3).
. , V

(5) Turning now to the languages which constitute the Itahc

group in the narrower sense,^ a) Oscan ;
(h) the dialect of Velitrae,

commonly called Volscian
;

(^:) ' Latinian (i.e, Latin and ite

nearest congeners, like Faliscan)
; and (d) Umbrian (or, as it

may more safely be called, Iguvine), two principles of classifica-

tion offer themselves, of which the first is purely linguistic, the

second linguistic and topographical Writers on the ethnology

of Italy have been hitherto content with the first, namely, the

broad distinction between the dialects which preserved the Indo-

European velars (especially the breathed plosive q) as velars or

back-palatals (gutturals), with or without the addition of a

xt>-sound, and the dialects which converted the velars vdioHy

into labials, for example, Latinian quis contrasted with Oscan,

Volscian and Umbriato pis (see further Latin Language).
This distinction, however, takes us but a little way towards

an historical grouping of the tribes, since the only Latinian

dialects of which, besides Latin, we have inscriptions are Faliscan

and Marsian (see Falisci, Marsi); although the place-names

of the Aequi (q.v.) suggest that they belong to the same group
in this respect. Except, therefore, for a very small and appar-

ently isolated area in the north of Latium and south of Etruria,

all the tribes of Italy, though their idioms differed in certain

particulars, are left undiscriminated This presents a strong

contrast to the evidence of tradition, which asserts very strongly

(i) the identity of the Sabines and Samnites
; (2) the conquest

of an earlier population by this tribe
;
and which affords (3)

clear evidence of the identity of the Sabines with the ruling

class, t.e. the patricians, at Rome itself (see Sabini; and Rome:
Early History and Ethnology).

Some clue to this enigma may perhaps be found in the second

principle of classification proposed by the present writer at the

Congresso Internationale di Scienze Storichc at Rome {AUi del

Congressoy ii.) in 1903. It was on that occasion pointed out that the

ethnica or tribal and oppidan names of communities belonging

to the Sabine stock were marked by the use of the suffix -NO-
as in Sabini

;
and that there was some linguistic evidence that

this stratum of population overcame an earlier population, which

used, generally, ethnica in -CO- or -Tl- (as in Manuci, Ardeaies,

transformed later into Marrucini, Ardeatini).

The validity of this distinction and its results are discussed

under Sabini and Volsci, but it is well to state here its chief

cons^uiilbces.

1. xatin will be counted the language of the earlier plebeian

stratum of the population of Rome and Latium, protiably once
spread over a large area of the peninsula, and akin in some
degree to the langviage or languages spoken in north Italy

before either the Etruscan or the Gallic invasions began.

2. It would follow, on the other hand, that what is called

Oscan represented the language of the invading Sabines (more
correctly Safines), whose racial affinities would seem to be

of a distinctly more northern cast, and to mark them, like the

Dorians or Achaeans in Greece, as an early wave of the invaders

who more than once in later history have vitally influenced the

fortunes of the tempting southern land into which they forced

their way.

3. What is called Volscian, known only from the important
inscription of the town of Velitrae, and what is called Umbrian,
known from the famous Iguvine Tables with a few other records,

would be regarded as Safine dialects, spoken by Safinc com-
munities who had become more or less isolated in the midst
of the earlier and possibly partly Etruscanized populations, the

result being that as early as the 4th century b.c. their language

had suffered corruptions which it escaped both in the Samnite
mountains and in the independent and self-contained community
of Rome.

For fuller details the reader must be referred to the separate
articles already mentioned, and to louviuM, PicaxuM, Osca Lingua,
Marsi, Aequi, Sicuu and Liguria. Such archaeological evidence as
can be connected with the linguistic data will there be discussed.

(R. S. C.)

B. CONSOUDATION OF ITALY

We have seen that the name of Italy was originally applied

only to the southernmost part of the peninsula, and was only

gradually extended so as to comprise the centra regions, such

as Latium and Campania, which were designated by writers as

late as Thucydides and Aristotle as in Opicia. The progress of

this change cannot be followed in detail, out there can be little

doubt that the extension of the Roman arms, and the gradual

union of the nations of the peninsula under one dominant power,

would contribute to the introduction, or ra^er would make the

necessity felt, for the use of one general appellation. At first,

indeed, the term was apparently confined to the regions of the

central and soutliern districts, exclusive of Cisalpine Gaul and

the whole tract north of the Apennines, and this cemtinued to

be the official or definite signification of the name down to the

end of the republic. But the natural limits of Italy are so clearly

marked that the name came to be generally employed as a geo-

graphical term at a muck earlier period. Thus we already find

Polybius repeatedly applying it in this wider signification to the

whole country, as far as the foot of the Alps
; and it is evident

from many passages in the Latin writers that t^ was the familiar

use of the term in the days of Cicero and Caesar. The official

distinction was, however, still retained. Cisalpine Gaul, includ-

ing the whole of northern Italy, still constituted a “ province,”

an appellation never applied to Italy itself. As such it was
assigned to Julius Caesar, together with Transalpine Gaul,

and it was not till he crossed the Rubicon that he entered Italy

in the strict sense of the term.

Augu.stus was the first who gave a definite administrative

organization to Italy as a whole, and at the same time gave

official sanction to that wider acceptation of the name which

had already established itself in familiar usage, and which has

continued to prevail ever since.

The division of Italy into eleven regions, instituted by Augustus
for administrative purposes, which continued in official use till

the reign of Constantine, was based mainly on the territorial

divisions previously existing, and preserved with few exceptions

the ancient limits.

The first region comprised Latium (in the more extended sense

oi the term, as including the land of the Volsci, ilernici and
Aurunci), together with Campania and the district of the

Picentini. It thus extended from the mouth of tiie I’iber to

that of the Silarus (see Latium).

The second region included Apulia and Calabria (the name
by which the Romans usually designated the district known to

the Greeks as Messapia or lapygia), together with the land of the

Hirpini, which had usually been considered as a part of Samnium.
The third region contained Lucania and Bruttium

j
it was

bounded on the west coast by the Silarus, on the east by the

Bradanus.

The fourth region comprised all the Samnites (except the

Hirpini), together with the Sabines and the cognate tribes of

the Frentani, Marrucini, Marsi, Peligni, Vestiiu and Aequiculi.

It was separated from Apulia on the south by the river Tifemus,

and from Picenum on the north by the Matrinus.

The fifth region was composed solely of Picenum, extending

along the coast of the Adriatic from the mouth of the Matrinus

to that of the Acsis, beyond Ancona.

The sixth region was formed by Umbria, in the more extended

sense of the term, as including the Ager Gdlicus, along the coast

of the Adriatic from the Aesis to the Ariminus, and separated

from Etruria on the west by the Tiber.

The seventh region consisted of Etruria, which preserved

its ancient limits, extending from the Tiber to the Tyrrhenian

Sea, and separated from Liguria on the north by the river

Macra.

The eighth region, termed Gallia Cispadona, comprised the

southern portion of Cisalpine Gaul, and was bounded on the north

(as its name implied) by the river Padus or Po, from above
Placentia to its mouth. It was separated from Etruria and
Umbria by the main chain of the Apennines; and the river
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Ariminus was substituted for the far-^famed Rubicon as its limit

on the Adriatic.

The ninth region comprised Liguria^ extending along the sea-

ooast from the Varus to the Macra^ and inland as far as the river

Padufi^ which constituted its northern boundary from its source

in Mount Vesulus to its confluence with the Trebia just above

Placentia.

The tenth region included Venetia from the Padus and Adriatic

to the Alps, to which was annexed the neighbouring peninsula

of Istria, and to the west the territory of the Cenomani, a Gaulish

tribci extending from the Athesis to the Addu^ which had

previously been regarded as a part of Gallia Cisalpina.

The el^enth region, known as Gallia Transpadana, included

all the rest of Ciss^ne Gaul from the Padus on the south and

the Addua on the east to the foot of the Alps.

The arrangements thus established by Augustus continued

almost unchanged till the time of Constantme, and formed the

basis of all subsequent administrative divisions until the fall

of the Western empire.

The mainstay of the Roman military control of Italy first,

and of the whole empire afterwards, was the splendid system of

Roadt
J’oads* As the supremacy of Rome extended itself

**
over Italy, the Roman road system grew step by step,

each fresh conquest being marked by the pushing forward of

roads through the heart of the newly*won territory, and the

establishment of fortresses in connexion with them. It was in

Italy that the military value of a network of roads was first

appreciated by the Romans, and the lesson stood them in good

stead in the provinces. And it was for military reasons that

from mere cart-tracks they were developed into permanent
highways (T. Ashby, in Papers of the British School at RomCj
i. 139). From Rome itself roads radiated in all directions.

Communications with the south-east were mainly provided

by the Via Appia (the “ queen of Roman roads,’’ as Statius called

it) and the Via Latina, which met close to Casilinurn, at the

crossing of the Voltumus, 3 m. N.W. of Capua, the second city in

Italy in the 3rd century n.c., and the centre of the road system

of Campania. Here the Via Appia turned eastward towards

Beneventum, while the Via Popilia continued in a south-easterly

direction through the Campanian plain and thence southwards

through the mountains of Lucaniaand Bruttiias far as Rhegium.
Coast roads of minor importance as means of through com-
munication also existed on both sides of the ‘‘ toe ” of the boot.

Other roads ran south from Capua to Cumae, Puteoli (the most
important harbour of Campania), and Neapolis, which could

also be reached by a coast road from Minturnoe on the Via Appia,

From Beneventum, another important road centre, the Via

Appia itself ran south-east through the mountains past Venusia

to Tarentum on the south-west coast of the heel,” and thence

across Calabria to Brundusium, while Trajan’s correction of it,

following an older mule-track, ran north-east through the moun-
tains and then through the lower ground of Apulia, reaching the

coast at Barium. Both met at Brundusium, the principal port

for the East. From Aequum Tuticum, on the Via I'raiana,

the Via Herculia ran to the south-east, crossing the older Via

Appia, then south to Potentia and so on to join the Via Popilia

in the centre of Lucania.

The only highroad of importance which left Rome and ran

eastwards, the Via Valeria, was not completed as far as the

Adriatic before the time of Claudius
;
but on the north and north-

west started the main highways which communicated with central

and northern Itafy, and with ail that part of the Roman empire

which was accessibic by land. The Via Solaria, a very ancient

road, wilii its branch, the Via Caecilia, ran nm^-eostwards to

the Adriatic coast and so also did the Vk Flamink, which reached

the coast atFanum Fortunae, and thence followed it to Ariminum.
The road along the east coast from Fanum Fortunae down to

Barium, which connected the terminations of the Via SaLaria

and Via Valeria, and of other roads farther south crossing from

Camponk, had no special name in ancient times, as far as we
know. The Via Flaminia was the eariiest and most important

road to the north
;
and it was soon extended (in rSy B.c.) by

the Via Aemilk running through Bononia^as far as Plaoentk,

in an almost absolutely straight line between the plain of the

Po and the foot of the Apennines. In the same year a road was
constructed over the Apennines from Bononia to Arrettum, but

it is difficult to suppose that it was not until later that*the Vk
Cassia was made, giving at direct communication between

Arretium and Rome. The Via Clodia was an alternative route

to the Cassk for the first portion out of Rome, a branch having

been built at the same time from Florentk to Lucca and Luna.

Along the west coast the Via Aunelk ran up to Pisa and w^
continued by another Vk Aemilk to Gezuia. Thence the Vk
Postumia led to Dertona, Placentia and Olonona, while the Via

Aemilk and the Vk Julk Augusta continued along the coast into

Gallk Narbonensis.

The road system of Cisalpine Gaul waa~mainly conditioned

by the rivers which had to be crossed, and the Alpine passes

which had to be approached.

Cremona, on the north bank of the Po, was an important

meeting point of roads and Hostilia (Ostiglk) another ;
so also

was Patavium, farther east, and Altinum and i^uileia farther

cast still. Roads, indeed, were almost as plentiful as railways

at the present day in the basin of the Po.

As to the roads leading out of Italy, from Aquileia roads

diverged northward into Raetia, eastward to Noricum and

Pannonia, and southwards to the Istrkn and Dalmatian coasts.

Farther west came the roads over the higher Alpine passes

—

the Brenner from Verona, the Septimer and the Spliigcn from

Clavenna (Chiavenna), the Great and the Little St Bernard from

Augusta Praetoria fAosta), and the Mont Centre from Augusta

Taurinorum (Turin).

Westward two short but important roads led on each side of

the Tiber to the great harbour at its mouth
;

while the coast

of Latium was supplied with a coast road by Septhnius Severus.

Tq the south-west the roads were short and of little importance.

On ancient Italian geography in general see articlaj in Pauly-

WisBowa, ReaUncyclopddie (1S99, sqq ) ;
Corpus inscriptionum

Latinarum (Berlin, 1862 sqq.) ; G. Strattorello, Geo^rafia dell* xtalia

(Turin, 1890-1892) ;
H. Nlssen, Italische Landesftvndc (Berlin, 1883-

1902) ; also references in articles Rome, Latium, dtc. (T. As.) •

C. From 476 to 1796

The year 476 opened a new age for the Italian people. Odoaccr,

a diief of the Hcrulians, deposed Romulus, the last Augustus

of the West, and placed the peninsula beneath the titular sway

of the Byzantine emperors. At Pavia the barbarian conquerors

of Italy proclaimed him king, and he received from Zeno the

dignity of Roman patrician. Thu^ beg^ that system of mixed

government, Teutonic and Roman, which, in the absence of a

national monarch, impressed the institutions of new Italy from

the earliest date with dualism. The same revolution vested

supreme authority in a non-resident and inefficient autocrat,

whose title gave him the right to interfere in Italian affairs, but

who lacked the power and will to rule the people for his own or

their advantage. Odoacer inaugurated that long series of foreign

rulers—Greeks, Franks, Germans, Spaniards imd Austrkns—

who have successively contributed to the misgovermnent of

Italy from distant seats of empire.

I. Gothic and Lombard Kingdoms,—In 488 Theodoric, king of

the East Goths, received commission from the Greek emperor,

Zeno, to undertake the affairs of Italy. He defeated Odoaccr,

drove him to Ravenna, besieged him there, and in 493 complet^

the conquest of the country by murdering the Heralkn chief

with his own hand. Theodoric respected the Roman institutions

which he found in Italy,held the Eternal Citysacr^,and governed

by ministers chosen from the Roman population. He settled

at Ravenna, which had been the capital of Italy since the^days

of Honorhis, and which still testifies by its monuments to the

Gothic chieftain’s Romanizing policy. Those who believe that

the Italians would have gained strength by unification in a single

monarchy must regret that this Gothic Iringdom lacked the

ekments of stability. The Goths, except in the valley of the

Po, resembled an army of occupation rather ^lan a peopk

numerous enough to blei^ with the Italic stoci^. Though their
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j'ulc was favourable to the Romans, they were Arians ;
• and

religious differences, combined with the pride and jealousies

of a nation accustomed to imperial honours, rendered the in-

habitants of Italy eager to throw off their yoke. When, there-

fore, Justinian undertook the rcconquest of Italy, his generals,

Belisarius and Narses, were suppo'’ted by the south. I'he struggle

of the Greeks and the Goths was carried on for fourteen years,

between 539 and 553, when Teias, the last Gothic king, was
finally defeated in a bloody battle near Vesuvius. At its close

the provinces of Italy were placed beneath Greek dukes, controlled

by a governor-general, entitled exarch, who ruled in the Byzantine

emperor’s name at Ravenna.
This new settlement lasted but a few years. Narses had

employed I^ombard auxiliaries in his campaigns against the

Goths
; and when he was recalled by an insulting

Lomban/M, ^icssage from the empress in 565, he is said to have

invited this fiercest and rudest of the Teutonic clans

to seize the spoils of Italy. Be this as it may, the Lombards,
their ranks swelled by the Gepidae, whom they had lately

conquered, and by th(? wrecks of other barbarian tribes, passed

southward under their king Alboin in 568. The Herulian

im^aders had been but a band of adventurers
;

the Goths were

an army
; the Lombards, far more formidable, were a nation

in movement. Pavia offered stubborn resistance
;

but after

a three years’ siege it was taken, and Alboin made it the capital

of his new kingdom.

In order to understand the future history of Italy, it is necessary

to form a clear conception of the method pursued by the Lombards
in their conquest. Penetrating the peninsula, and advancing
like a glacier or half-liquid stream of mud, they occupied the

valley of the Po, and moved slowly downward through the centre

of the country. Numerous as they were compared with their

Gothic predecessors, they had not strength or multitude enough
to occupy the whole peninsula. Venice, which since the days

of Attila had offered an asylum to Roman refugees from the

northern cities, was left untouched. So was Genoa with its

Riviera. Ravenna, entrenched within her lagoons, remained

a Greek city. Rome, protected by invincible prestige, escaped.

The sea-coast cities of the south, and the islands, Sicily, Sardinia

and Corsica^ preserved their independence. 1 hus the Lombards
neither occupied the extremities nor subjugated the brain-centre

of the country. 'Phe strength of Alboin’s kingdom was in the

north
;

his capital, Pavia. As his people pressed southward,

they omitted to possess themselves of the coasts
;

and what
was woEse for the future of these conquerors, the original impetus
of Ife invasion was checked by the untimely murder of .Mboin

in 573.* After this event, the semi-independent chiefs of the

Lombard tribe, who borrowed the title of dukes from their

Roman predecessors, seem to have been contented with con-

solidating their power in the districts each had occupied. The
duchies of Spoleto in the centre, and of Benevento in the south,

inserted wedge-like into the middle of the peninsula, and enclos-

ing independent Rome, were but loosely united to the kingdom
at Pavia. Italy was broken up into districts, each offering

points for attack from without, and fostering the seeds of intemd
revolution. Three separate capitals must be discriminated

—

Pavia, the seat of the new Lombard kingdom
;
Ravenna, the

garrison city of the Byzantine emperor
;
and Rome, the rallying

point of the old nation, where the successor of St Peter was
already beginning to assume that national protectorate which
proved so influential in the future.

It is not necessary to write the history of the Lombard kingdom
in detail. Suffice it to say that the rule of the Lombards proved
at first far more oppressive to the native population, and was
less intelligent of their old customs, than that of the Goths had
been. Wherever the-Lombards had the upper hand, they placed

the country under military rule, resembling in its general

character what we now know as the feudal system. Though
there is reason to suppose that the Roman laws were still ad-

ministered within the cities, yet the Lombard code was that of

the kingdom
; and the Lombards being Arians, they added the

oppression of religious intolerance to that of marti^ despotism
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and barbarous cupidity. The Italians were reduced to the

last extremity when Gregory the Great (590-604), having
strengthened his position by diplomatic relations with the

duchy of Spoleto, and brought about the conversion of the

Lombards to orthodoxy, raised the cause of the remaining

Roman population throughout Italy. The fruit of his policy,

which made of Rome a counterpoise against the effete empire
of the Greeks upon the one hand and against the pressure of the

feudal kingdom on the other, was seen in the succeeding century.

When Leo the Isaurian published his decrees against the worship
of images in 726, Gregory 11 . allied himself with Liudprand,
the l^ombard king, threw off allegiance to Byzantium, and
established the autonomy of Rome. This pope initiated the

dangerous policy of playing one hostile force off against another
with a view to securing independence. He used the Lombards
in his struggle with the Greeks, leaving to his successors the

duty of checking these unnatural allies. This was accomplished
by calling the Franks in against the Lombards. Liudprand
pressed hard, not only upon the Greek dominions of the exarchate,

but also upon Rome. His successors, Rachis and Aistolf,

attempted to follow the same game of conquest. But the popes,

Gregory III., Zachary and Stephen IL, determining at any
cost to espouse the national cause and to aggrandize their own
office, continued to rely upon the Franks. Pippin twice crossed

the Alps, and forced Aistolf to relinquish his acquisitions,

including Ravenna, Pentapolis, the coast towns of Romagna
and some cities in the duchy of Spoleto, These he handed
over to the pope of Rome. This donation of Pippin in 756
confirmed the papal see in the protectorate of the Italic party,

and conferred upon it sovereign rights. The virtual outcome
of the contest carried on by Rome since the year 726 with

Byzantium and Pavia was to place the popes in the position

held by the Greek exarch, and to confirm the limitation of the

Lombard kingdom. We must, however, be cautious to remember
that the south of Italy was comparatively unaffected. The
dukes of the Greek empire and the Lombard dukes of Benevento,

together with a few autonomous commercial cities, still divided

Italy below the Campagna of Rome (see Lombards).
II. Frankish Emperors ,—The Franko-Papal alliance, which

conferred a crown on Pippin and sovereign rights upon the see

of Rome, held within itself that ideal of mutually

supporting papacy and empire which exercised so tbtOnmt
powerful an influence in medieval history. When tmdthe

Charles the Great (Charlemagne) deposed his father-in-

law Desiderius, the last Lombard king, in 774, and
when he received the circlet of the empire from Leo 111 . at Rome
in 800, he did but complete and ratify the compact offered to

his grandfather, Charles Martel, by Gregory III. The relations

between the new emperor and the pope were ill defined ;
and

this proved the source of infinite disasters to Italy and Europe

in the sequel. But for the moment each seemed necessary to

the other; and that suflSced. Charles took possession of the

kingdom of Italy, as limited by Pippin’s settlement. The pope

was confirmed in his rectorship of the cities ceded by Aistolf,

with the further understanding, tacit rather than expressed,

that, even as he had wrung these provinces for the Italic people

from both Greeks and Lombards, so in the future he might

claim the protectorate of such portions of Italy, external to the

kingdom, as he should be able to acquire. This, at any rate,

seems to be the meaning of that obscure re-setUement of the

peninsula which Charles effected. The kingdom of Italy, trans-

mitted on his death by Charles the Great, and afterwards con-

firmed to his grandson Lothar by the peace of Verdun in 843,

stretched from the Alps to Terracina. The duchy of Benevento

remained tributary, but independent. The cities of G^ta and

Naples, Sicily and the so-called Theme of Lombardy in South

Apulia and Calabria, still recognized the Byzantine emperor.

Venice stood aloof, professing a nominal allegiance to the East.

The parcels into which the Lombards had divided the peninsula

remained thus virtually unaltered, except for the new authority

acquired by the see of Rome.
Internally Charles left the affairs of the Italian kingdom

ITALY
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much as he found them, except that he appears to have
pursued ^e policy of breaking up the larger fiefs of the Lombards,
substituting counts for their dukes, and adding to the privileges

of the bishops. We may reckon these measures among the

earliest advantages extended to the cities, which still contained
the bulk of the old Roman population, and which were destined
to intervene with decisive effect two centuries later in Italian

history. It should also here be noticed that the changes intro-

duced into the holdi^ of the fiefs, whether by altering their

boundaries or substituting Frankish for Lombard vassals,

were chief among the causes why the feudal system took no
permanent hold in Italy. FeudaJism was not at any time a
national institution. The hierarchy of dukes and marquises
and counts consisted of foreign soldiers imposed on the indigenous
inhabitants

; and the rapid succession of conquerors, Lombards,
Franks and Germans following each other at no long interval,

and each endeavouring to weaken the remaining strength of his

predecessor, prevented this alien hierarchy from acquiring

fixity by permanence of tenure. Among the many miseries

inflicted upon Italy by the frequent changes of her northern
rulers, this at least may be reckoned a blessing.

The Italians acknowledged eight kings of the house of Charles

the Great, ending in Charles the Fat, who was deposed in 888.

PrmnkiBb followed ten sovereigns, some of whom
mna have been misnamed Italians by writers too eager
iuumn to catch at any resemblance of national glory for a

people passive in the hands of foreign masters. The
truth is that no period in Italian history was less really glorious

than that which came to a close in 961 by Berengar II.’s cession

of his rights to Otto the Great. It was a period marked in the

firet place by the conquests of the Saracens, who began to occupy
Sicily early in the 9th century’, overran Calabria and Apulia, took
Bari and threatened Rome. In the second place it was marked
by a restoration of the Greeks to power. In 890 they established

themselves again at Bari, and ruled the Theme of Lombardy by
means of an officer entitled Catapan. In the third place it was
marked by a decline of good government in Rome. Early in the

loth century the papacy fell into the hands of a noble family,

known eventually as the counts of Tusculum, who almost

succeeded in rendering the office hereditary, and in uniting the

civil and ecclesiastical functions of the city under a single member
of their house. It is not necessary to relate the scandals of

Marozia’s and Theodora’s female reign, the infamies of John XII.
or the intrigues which tended to convert Rome into a duchy.
The most important fact for the historian of Italy to notice is

that during this time the popes abandoned, not only their high

duties as chiefs of Christendom, but also their protectorate of

Italian liberties. A fourth humiliating episode in this period

was the invasion of the Magyar barbarians, who overran the

north of Italy, and reduced its fairest provinces to the condition

of a wilderness. Anarchy and misery are indeed the main
features of that long space of time which elapsed between the

death of Charles the Great and the descent of Otto. Through
the almost impenetrable darkness and confusion we only discern

this much, that Italy was powerless to constitute Wself a
nation.

The discords which followed pn the break-up of the Carolingian

power, and the weakness of the so-called Italian emperors, who
were unable to control the feudatories (marquises of Ivrea and
Tuscany, dukes of Friuli and Spoleto), from whose ranks they

sprang, exposed Italy to ever-increasing misrule. The countiy

by this time had become thickly covered over with castles, the

seats of greater or lesser nobles, all of whom were eager to detach

themselves from strict allegiance to the Regno.” The cities,

exposed to pillage by Huns in the north and Saracens in the

south, and ravaged on the coast by Norse pirates, asserted their

right to enclose themselves with walls, and taught their burghers

the use of arms. Within the circuit of their ramparts, the bishops

already began xto exercise authority in rivalry with the counts,

to whom, since the dajrs of Theodoric, had been entrusted the

government of the Italian burghs. Agreeably to feudal customs,

these nobles, as they grew in power, retired from the town,

and built themselves fortresses on pointa»of vantage in the

neighbourhood. Thus the titular king of Italy found himself

simultaneously at war with those great vassals who had chosen

him from their own class, with the turbulent factiom of the

Roman aristocracy, with unruly bishops in the growing cities

and with the multitude of minoj courAs and barons who occupied

the open lands, and who chafed sides according to the interests

of the moment. The last king of the quasi-Ituian succession,

Berengar II., m^quis of Ivrea (951-961), made a vigorous effort

to restore the authority of the regno
; and had he succeeded, it

is not impossible that now at the last moment Italy might have
become an independent nation. But this attempt at unification

was reckoned to Berengar for a crime. He only won the hatred

of all classes, and was represented by the obscure annalists of

that period as an oppressor of the church and a remorseless

tyrant. In Italy, divided between feudal nobles and almost

hereditary ecclesiastics, of foreign blood and alien sympathies,

there was no national feeling. Berengar stood alone against a
multitude, unanimous in their intolerance of discipline. His
predecessor in the kingdom, Lothar, had left a young and
beautiful widow, Adelheid. Berengar imprisoned her upon the

Lake of Como, and threatened her with a forced marriage to his

son Adalbert. She escaped to the castle of Canossa, where the

great count of Tuscany espoused her cause, and appealed in

her behalf to Otto the Saxon. The king of Germany descended
into Italy, and took Adelheid in marriage. After this episode

Berengar was more discredited and impotent than ever. In the

extremity of his fortunes he had recourse himself to Otto, making
a formal cession of the Italian kingdom, in his own name and
that of his son Adalbert, to the Saxon as his overlord. By this

slender tie the crown of Italy was joined to that of Germany

;

and the formal right of the elected king of Germany to be con-

sidered king of ItiUy and emperor may be held to have accrued

from this epoch.

III. The German Emperors .—Berengar gained nothing by
his act of obedience to Otto. I’he great Italian nobles, in their

turn, appealed to Germany. Otto entered Lombardy smxw
in 961, deposed Berengar, assumed the crown in San mad Pntm>

Ambrogio at Milan, and in 962 was proclaimed ooalMa

emperor by John XIl. at Rome. Henceforward *®^*'^*

Italy changed masters according as one or other of the German
families assumed supremacy beyond the Alps. It is one of the

strongest instances furnished by history of the fascination

exercised by an idea that the Itdians themselves should have
grown to glory in this dependence of their nation upon Caesars

who had nothing but a name in common with the Roman
Imperator of the past.

The first thing we have to notice in this revolution which
placed Otto the Great upon the imperial throne is that the

Italian kingdom, founded by the Lombards, recognized by
the Franks and recently claimed by eminent Italian feudatories,

virtually ceased to exist. It was merged in the German kingdom
;

and, since for the German princes Germany was of necessity

their first care, Italy from this time forward began to be left

more and more to herself. The central authority of Pavia had
always been weak

;
the regno had proved insufficient to combine

the nation. But now even that shadow of union disappeared,

and the Italians were abandoned to the slowly working influences

which tended to divide them into separate states. The most
brilliant period of their chequered history, the period which
includes the rise of communes, the exchange of municipal

liberty for despotism and the gradual discrimination of the five

great powers (Milan, Venice, Florence, the Papacy and the

kingdom of Naples), now begins. Among the centrifugal forces

which determined the future of the Italian race must be reckoned,

first and foremost, the new spirit of municipal independence*

We have seen how the cities enclosed themselves with walls,

and how the bishops defined their authority against that of

the counts. Otto encouraged this revolution by placing the

enclosures of the chief burghs beyond the jurisdicti^ of the

counts. Within those precincts the bishops and the citizens were
independent of all feudal masters but the emperor. He further
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broke the power of the great vassals by redivisions of their feuds,

and by the creation of new marches which he assigned to his

German followers. In this way, owing to the dislocation of the

ancient aristocracy, to the enlarged jurisdiction of a power so

democratic as the episcopate, and to the increased privileges of

the burghs, feudalism received a, powerful check in Italy. The
Italian people, that people which gave to the world the commerce
and the arts of Florence, was not indeed as yet apparent. But the

conditions under which it could arise, casting from itself all

foreign and feudal trammels, recognizing its true past in ancient

Rome, and reconstructing a civility out of the ruins of those

glorious memories, were now at last granted. 'I'he nobles from

this time forward retired into the country and the mountains,

fortified themselves in strong places outside, the cities, and gave

their best attention to fostering the rural population. Within

the cities and upon the open lands the Italians, in this and
the next century, doubled, trebled and quadrupled their

numbers. A nice was formed strong enough to keep the

empire itself in check, strong enough, except for its own
internecine contests, to have formed a nation equal to its

happier neighbours.

llie recent scandals of the papacy induced Otto to deprive

the Romans of their right to elect popes. But when he died

in 973, his son Otto II. (married to Theophano of the imperial

Byzantine house) and his grandson, Otto III., who descended

into Italy in 996, found that the affairs of Rome and of the

southern provinces were more than even their imperial powers

could cope with. The faction of the counts of Tusculum raised

its head from time to time in the Eternal City, and Rome still

claimed to be a commonwealth. Otto III.’s untimely death in

1002 introduced new discords. Rome fell once more into the

hands of her nobles. The Lombards chose Ardoin, marquis of

Ivrea, for king, and Pavia supported his claims against those of

Henry of Bavaria, who had been elected in Germany. Milan

sided with Henry
;
and this is perhaps the first eminent instance

of cities being reckoned powerful allies in the Italian dispute.^ of

sovereigns. It is also the first instance of that bitter feud

between the two great capitals of Lombardy, a feud rooted in

ancient antipathies between the Roman population of Medio-

lanum and the Lombard garrison of Album's successors, which

proved so disastrous to the national cause. Ardoin retired to

a monastery, where he died in 1015. Henry nearly destroyed

Pavia, was crowned in Rome and died in 1024. After this event

Heribert, the archbishop of Milan, invited Conrad, the Franconian

king of Germany, into Italy, and crowned him with the iron

crowrt^f the kingdom.

intervention of this man, Heribert, compels us to turn a
closer glance upon the cities of North Italy. It is here, at the

Heribert Present epoch and for the next two centuries, that the

BBd the pith and nerve of the Italian nation must be sought

;

Lomberd and among the burghs of Lombardy, Milan, the eldest
bitrgbe, daughter of ancient Rome, assumes the lead. In

Milan we hear for the first time the word Comune. In Milan
the citizens first form themselves into a Parlamenio, In Milan

the archbishop organizes the hitherto voiceless, defenceless

population into a community capable of expressing its needs,

and an army ready to maintain its rights. To Heribert is

attributed the invention of the CarrocciOj which played so

singular and important a part in the warfare of Ita^n cities.

A huge car drawn by oxen, bearing the standard of tlie buigh,

and carrying an altar with the host, this carroccio, like the ark
of the Israelites, formed a rallying point in battle, and reminded
the armed artisans that they had a city and a church to fight for.

That Heribert's device proved effectual in raising the spirit of

his burghers, and consolidating them into a formidable bond of

warriors, is shown by the fact that it was speedily adopted in

all the free cities. Iv must not, however, be supposed that at

this epoch the liberties of the burghs were fully deveioped. The
mass of the people remained unrepresented in the government

;

and even if the consuls existed in the days ai Heribert, they
were but humble lagal o£&cers, transacting business for their

constituents in the ooorts of the bishop and his visoouat. It

still needed nearly a century of struggle to render the burghers

independent of lordship, with a fully organized csommune,

self-governed in its several assemblies. While making these

reservations, it is at the same time right to observe that certain

Italian communities were more advanced upon the path of

independence than others. This is specially the case with the

maritime ports. Not to mention Venice, which has not yet

entered the Italian community, and remains a Greek free city,

Genoa and Pisa were rapidly rising into ill-defined autonomy.
Their command of fleets gave them incontestable advantages,

as when, for instance, Otto il. employed the Pisans in 980 against

the Greeks in Lower Italy, and the Pisans and Genoese together

attacked the Saracens of Sardinia in 1017. Still, speaking

generally, the age of independence fur the burghs had only

begun when Heribert from Milan undertook the earliest

organization of a force that was to become paramount in peace
and war.

Next to Milan, and from the point of view of general politics

even more than Milan, Rome now claims attention. The
destinies of Italy depentkd upon the character which ^
the see of St Peter should assume. Even the liberties

of her republics in the north hung on the issue of a contest which
in the nth and 12th centuries shook Europe to its farthest

boundaries. So fatally were the internal affairs of that magnifi-

cent but unhappy country bound up with concerns which
brought the forces of the civilized world into play. Her ancient

prestige, her geographical position and the intellectual primacy
of her most noble children rendered Italy the battleground of

principles that set all Christendom in motion, and by the clash

of which she found herself for ever afterwards divided. During
tlie reign of Conrad IL, the party of the counts of Tusculum
revived in Rome

;
and Crescentms, claiming the title of consul

in the imperial city, sought once more to control the election

of the popes. When Henry III,, the son of Conrad, entered

Italy in 1046, he found three popes in Rome. These he abolished,

and, taking the appointment into his own hands, gave German
bishops to the see. The policy thus initiated upon the precedent

laid down by Otto the Great wa.s a remedy for pressing evils.

It saved Rome from becoming a duchy in the liands of the

Tusculum house. But it neither raised the prestige of tlie papacy,

nor could it satisfy the Italians, who rightly regarded the Roman
see as theirs. These German popes were short-lived and in-

efficient; Their appointment, according to notions which defined

themselves within tlie churdi at. tiiis epoch, was simoniacal

;

and during the long minority of Henry IV., who succeeded

his father in 1056, the terrible Tuscan monk, Hildebrand of

Soana, forged weapons which he used with deadly effect against

the presumption of the empire. The condition of the liurch

seemed desperate, unless it could be purged of crying scandals

—

of the subjection of the papacy to the great Roman nobles,

of its subordination to the Carman emperor and of its internal

demoralization. It was Hildebrand’s policy throughout three

papacies, during which he controlled the counsels of the Vatican,

and before he himself assumed the tiara, to prepare the mind
of Italy and Europe for a mighty change. His programme
included these three points: (i) the celibacy of the clergy;

(2) the abolition of ecclesiastical appointments made by the

secular authority
; (3) tfie vesting of the papal election in

the hands of the Roman clergy and people, presided over by the

curia of cardinals. How HUdebrand piaved the way for these

reforms during the pontificates of Nicholas IL and Alexander II.,

how he succeeded in raising the papal office from the depths of

degradation and subjection to illimitable sway over the minds
of men in Europe, and how his warfare with the empire estab-

lished on a sohd basis the still doubtful ind^iendence of the

Italian burghs, renewing the long neglected protectorate of the

Italian race, and bequeathing to his successors a national pohey
which had been forgotten by the popes since his great pre-

decessor Grego^ IL, forms a chapter in European history which
must now be interrupted. We have to follow the fortunes of

unexpected allies, up^ whom in no small measure his success

dependecL
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In order to maintain some thread of continuity through the

perplexed and tangled vicissitudes of the Italian Ta(7e,it has been

Normsa ^^^^essary to disrepu*d those provinces which did not

voaquMt immediately contnbute to the formation of its history.

«r tb0 For this reason we have left the whole of the south up

iTiii
present point unnoticed. Sicily in the hands of

**’
the Mussulmans, the Theme of Lombardy abandoned to

the weak suzerainty of the Greek catapans, the Lombard duchy

of Benevento slowly falling to pieces and the maritime republics

of Naples, Gaeta and Amalfi extending their influence by com-

merce in the Mediterranean, were in effect detached from the

Italian regno, beyond the jurisdiction of Rome, included in no

parcel of Italy proper. But now the moment had arrived when
this vast group of provinces, forming the future kingdom of the

Two Sicilies, was about to enter definitely and decisively within

the bounds of the Italian community. SomeNorman adventurers,

on pilgrimage to St Michael’s shrine on Monte Gargano, lent

their swords in 1017 to the Lombard cities of Apulia against the

Greeks. Twelve years later we find the Normans settled at

Aversa under, their Count Rainulf. From this station as a centre

the little band of adventurers, playing the Greeks off against the

Ix)mbards, and the Lombards against the Greeks, spread their

power in all directions, until they made themselves the most con-

siderable force in southern Italy. William of Hauteville was
proclaimed count of Apulia. His half-brother, Robert Wiskard

or Guiscard, after defeating the papal troops at Civitella in 1053,

received from Leo IX. the investiture of all present and future

conquests in Apulia, Calabria and Sicily, which he agreed to hold

as fiefs of the Holy See. Nicholas 11 . ratified this grant, and con-

firmed the title of count. Having consolidated their possessions

on the mainland, the Normans, under Robert Guiscard ’s brother,

the great Count Roger, undertook the conquest of Sicily in ro6o.

After a prolonged struggle of thirty years, they wrested the

whole island from the Saracens
;
and Roger, dying in iiox,

bequeathed to his son Roger a kingdom in Calabria and Sicily

second to none in Europe for wealth and magnificence. This,

while the elder branch of the Hauteville family still held the title

and domains of the Apulian duchy
;
but in 1127, upon the death

of his cousin Duke William, Roger united the whole of the future

realm. In 1 130 he assumed the style of king of Sicily, inscribing

upon his sword the famous hexameter

—

*'Appulus et Calaber Siculus mihi sei^Tt et Afer.”

This Norman conquest of the two Sicilies forms the most
romantic episode in medieval Italian history. By the con-

solidation of Apulia, C'alabria and Sicily into a powerful kingdom,

by checking the growth of the maritime republics and by
recognizing the over-lordship of the papal see, the house of

Hauteville influenced the destinies of Italy with more effect than

any of the princes who had previously dealt with any portion of

the peninsula. Their kingdom, though Naples was from time to

time separated from Sicily, never quite lost the cohesion they

had given it
;
and all the disturbances of equilibrium in Italy

were due in after days to papal manipulation of the rights

acquired by Robert Guiscard ’s act of homage. The southern

ffgno, in the hands of the popes, proved an insurmountable

obstacle to the unification of Italy, led to French interference in

Italian affairs, introduced the Spaniard and maintained in those

rich southern provinces the reality of feudal sovereignty long

after this alien element had been eliminated from the rest of

Italy (see Normans
;
Sicily : History).

For the sake of clearness, we have anticipated the course of

events by nearly a century. We must now return to the date of

Hildebrand’s elevation to the papacy m 1073, when
he chose the memorable name of Gregory VII. In

tur^. * the next year after his election Hildebrand convened

a council, and passed measures enforcing the celibacy

of the dergy. In 1075 he caused the investiture of ecclesiastical

dignitaries by secular potentates of any degree to be condemned.

Ibese two reforms, striking at the most cterished privileges and

most deeply-rooted self-indulgences of the aristocratic caste in

Europe, inflamed the bitterest hostility. Henry IV., king of

Germany, but not crowned emperor, convened a diet in the

following year at Worms, where Gregory was deposed and ex-

communicated. The pope Mowed with a oounter excommunica-
tion, far more formidarble, releasing the king’s subjects from

their oaths of allegiance. War was thus declared b^een the

two chiefs of western Christendom, that war of investitares

which out-lasted the lives of both Gaegory and Heniy, and wa*
not terminated till the year 1 122 , The dramatic episodes of this

struggle are too well known to be enlaiged upon. In his single-

hand^ due! with the strength of Germany, Gregory received

material assistance from the Countess Matilda of Tuscany. She

was the last heiress of the great house of Conossa, whose fiefs

stretdied from Mantua across Lombardy, passed the Apennines,

included the Tuscan plains, and embraced a portion of the duchy
of Spoleto. It was in her castle of Canossa that Henry IV, per-

formed his three days' penance in the winter of 1077 ;
and there

she made the cession of her vast domains to the church. That
cession, renewed after the death of Gregory to his successors,

conferred upon the popes indefinite riglits, of which they after-

wards availed themselves in the consolidation of their temporal

power. Matilda died in the year 1115. Gregoiy had passed

before her from the scene of his contest, an exile at Salerno,

whither Robert Guiscard carried him in 1084 from the anarchy of

rebelKous Rome. With unbroken spirit, though the objects of

his life were unattained, though Italy and Europe had been

thrown into confusion, and the issue of the conflict was still

doubtful, Gregory expired in 1085 with the.sewords on his lips:
**
I

loved justice, I hated iniquity, therefore in banishment I die.**

The greatest of the popies thus breathed his last
;
but the new

spirit he had communicated to the papacy was not destined to

expire with him. Gregory’s immediate successors, Victor III.,

Urban 11 . and Paschal II., worried on his struggle with Henry
IV. and his imperial antipopes, encouraging the emperor's son

to rebel against him, and stirring up Europe for the first crusade.

When Henry IV. died, his own son’s prisoner, in 1106, Henry
V. Crossed the Alps, entered Rome, wrung the imperial coronation

from Paschal II. and compelled the pope to grant his claims

on the investitures. Scarcely had he returned to Germany when
the Lateran disavowed all that the pope had done, on the score

that it had been extorted by force. France sided with' the

church. Germany rejected the bull of investiture. A new
descent into Italy, a new seizure of Rome, proved of no avaiL

The emperor’s real weakness was in Germany, where his subjects

openly expressed their discontent. He at last abandoned the

contest which had distracted Europe. By the concordat of

Worms, 1122, the emperor surrendered the right of investiture

by ring and staff, and granted the right of election to the clergy.

The popes were henceforth to be chosen by the cardinals, the

bishops by the chapters subject to the pope’s approval. On
the other hand the pope ceded to the emperor the right of

investiture by the .sc^tre. But the main issue of the struggle

was not in these details of ecclesiastical government
;

principles

had been at stake far deeper and more widely reaching. The
respective relations of pope and emperor, ill-defined in the

compact between Cliarles the Great and Leo III., were brought

in question, and the two chief potentates of Qiristendom, no
longer tacitly concordant, stood against each other in irreconcil-

able rivalry. Upwi this pomt, though the battle seemed to be

a drawn one, the popes were really victors. They remained

independent of the emperor, but the emperor had still to seek

the crown at their hands. The pretensions of Otto the Great

and Henry III. to make popes were gone for ever (see Papacy
;

Investiture).

IV. Ageof the Comnmnes.—The final gainers, however, by the

war of investitures were the Italians. In the first place, from
this time fonrard, owing to the election of popes by
the Roman curia, the Holy See remained in the hands
of Italians

; and this, though it was by no means an
unmixed good, was a great glory to the nation. In the

next place, the antagonism Of the popes to the emperors, which
became hereditary in the Holy College, forced the former to

assume the protectorate of rile national cause. But by far the

greatest profit the Italians r^ped was the emancipation of their
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burghs. During this forty-seven years* war, when pope and

emperor were respectively bidding for their alliance, and ofierir^

concessions to secure their support, the communes grew in

self-reliance, strength and liberty. As the bishops had helped

to free them from subservience to their feudal masters, so the

war of investitures relieved them of dependence on their bishops.

The age of real autonomy, signali2ed by the supremacy of consuls

in Hie cities, had arrived.

In the republics, as we begin to know them after the war of

investitures, government was carried on by officers called consuls,

varying in number according to custom and according to the

division of the town into districts. These magistrates, as we
have already seen, were originally appointed to control and

protect the humbler classes. But, in proportion as the people

gained more power in the field the consuls rose into importance,

superseded the bishops and began to represent the city in trans-

actions with its neighbours. Popes and emperors who needed

the assistance of a tity, had to seek it from the consuls, and thus

these officers gradually converted an obscure and indefinite

authority into what resembles the presidency of a common-
wealth. They were supported by a deliberative assembly,

called credema, chosen from the more distinguished citizens.

In addition to this privy council, we find a gran consigliOy consist-

ing of the burghers who had established the right to interfere

immediately in public affairs, and a still larger assembly called

parlantenio, which included the whole adult population. Though
the institutions of the communes varied in different localities,

tliis is the type to which they all approximated. It will be

perceived that the type was rather oligarchical than strictly

democratic. Between the parlamento and the consuls with their

privy council, or credenza, was interposed the gran consiglio of

privileged burghers. These formed the aristocracy of the town,

who by their wealth and birth held its affairs within their custody.

There is good reason to believe that, when the term popolo

occurs, it refers to this body and not to the whole mass of the

population. The comme included the entire city—bishop,

consuls, oligarchy, councils, handicraftsmen, proletariate. The
popolo was the governing or upper class. It was almost inevitable

in the transition from feudalism to democracy that this inter-

mediate ground should be traversed
;
and the peculiar Italian

phrases, primo popolo^ secondo popolo^ terzo popolo^ and so forth,

indicate successive changes, whereby the oligaichy passed from
one stage to another in its progress toward absorption in

democracy or tyranny.

Under their consuls the Italian burghs rose to a great height

o^MfOBperity and splendour. Pi.sa built her Duomo. Milan

ufflferlpok the irrigation works which enriched the soil of

Lombardy for ever. Massive walls, substantial edifices, com-
modious seaports, good roads, were the benefits conferred by this

new government on Italy. It is also to be noticed that the

people now began to be conscious of their past. They recognized

the fact that their blood was Latin as distinguished from Teutonic,

and that they must look to ancient Rome for those memories
which constitute a people’s nationality. At this epoch the study

of Roman law received a new impulse, and this is the real meaning
of the legend that Pisa, glorious through her consuls, brought

the pandects in a single codex from .^^Ifi. The very name
consul, no less than the Romanizing character of the best archi-

tecture of the time, points to the same revival of antiquity.

The rise of the Lombard communes produced a sympathetic
revolution in Rome, which deserves to be mentioned in this place.

A monk, named Arnold of Brescia, animated with the

Milanese, stirred up the Romans to shake
off the temporal sway of their bishop. He attempted,

in fact, upon a grand scale what was being slowly and quietly

effected in the northern cities. Rome, ever mindful of her

unique past, listened to Arnold’s preaching. A senate was
established, and the republic was proclaimed. The title of

patrician was revived and offered to Conrad, king of Italy, but
not crowned emperor. Conrad refused it, and the Romans
conferred it upon one of their own nobles. Though these institu-

tions borrowed high-sounding titles from antiquity, they were

in reahty imitations of the Lombard civic system. The patrician

stood for the consuls. The senate, composed of nobles, repre-

sented the credenza and the gran consiglio. The pope was
unable to check this revolution, which is now chiefly interesting

as further proof of the insurgence of the Latin as against the

feudal elements in Italy at this period (see Rome : History).

Though the communes gained so much by the war of investi-

tures, the division of the country between the pope’s and
emperor’s parties was no small price to pay for inde-

pendence. It inflicted upon Italy the ineradicable

curse of party-warfare, setting city against city, house

against house, and rendering concordant action for a national

end impossible. No sooner had the compromise of the investitures

been concluded than it was manifest that the burghers of the

now enfranchised communes were resolved to turn their arms
against each other. We seek in vain an obvious motive for each

separate quarrel. All we know for certain is that, at this epoch,

Rome attempts to ruin Tivoli, and Venice Pisa
;
Milan fights

with Cremona, Cremona with Crema, Pavia with Veronu,

Verona with Padua, Piacenza with Parma, Modena and Reggio
with Bologna, Bologna and Faenza with Ravenna and Imola,

Florence and Pisa with Lucca and Siena, and so on through the

whole list of cities. The nearer the neighbours, the more rancor-

ous and internecine is the strife ; and, as in all cases where
animosity is deadly and no grave local causes of dispute are

apparent, we are bound to conclude that some deeply-seated

permanent uneasiness goaded these fast growing communities
into rivalry. Italy was, in fact, too small for her children. As
the towns expanded, they perceived that they must mutually

exclude each other. They fought for bare existence, for primacy
in commerce, for the command of seaports, for the keys of

mountain passes, for rivers, roads and all the avenues of wealth

and plenty. The pope’s cause and the emperor’s cause were of

comparatively little moment to Italian burghers
;
and the names

of Guelf and Ghibelline, which before long began to be heard in

every street, on every market-place, had no meaning for them.

These watchwords are said to have arisen in Germany during

the disputed succession of the empire between 1135 and 1152,

when the Welfs of Bavaria opposed the Swabian princes of

Waiblingen origin. But in Italy, although they were severally

identified with the papal and imperial parties, they really served

as .symbols for jealousies which altered in complexion from time

to time and place to place, expressing more than antagonistic

political principles, and involving differences vital enough to

split the social fabric to its foundation.

Under the imperial rule of Lothar the Saxon (1125-1137) and
Conrad the Swabian (1138-1152), these civil wars increased

in violence owing to the absence of authority. ^ Neither

Lothar nor Conrad was strong at home
;

the former

had no influence in Italy, and the latter never entered

Italy at all. But when Conrad died, the electors chose his

nephew Frederick, sumamed Barbarossa, who united the rival

honours of Well and Waiblingen, to succeed him
; and it was

soon obvious that the empire had a master powerful

of brain and firm of will. Frederick immediately Bmrbmro»Mm

determined to reassert the imperial rights in his 000 tht

southern provinces, and to check the warfare of the

burghs. When he first crossed the Alps in 1154,

Lombardy was, roughly speaking, divided between two parties,

the one headed by Pavia professing loyalty to the empire,

the other headed by Milan ready to oppose its claims. The
municipal animosities of the last quarter of a century gave

substance to these factions
\

yet neither the imperial nor the

anti-imperial party had any real community of interest with

Frederick. He came to supersede self-government by consuls,

to deprive the cities of the privilege of making war on their own
account and to extort his regalian rights of forage, food and

lodging for his armies. It was only the habit of interurban

jealousy which prevented the communes from at once combining

to resbt demands which threatened their liberty of action, and

would leave them passive at the pleasure of a foreign master.

The diet was opened at Roncaglia near Piacenza, where Frederick
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In order to maintain some thread of continuity through the

perplexed and tangled vicissitudes of the Italian Ta(7e,it has been

Normsa ^^^^essary to disrepu*d those provinces which did not

voaquMt immediately contnbute to the formation of its history.

«r tb0 For this reason we have left the whole of the south up

iTiii
present point unnoticed. Sicily in the hands of

**’
the Mussulmans, the Theme of Lombardy abandoned to

the weak suzerainty of the Greek catapans, the Lombard duchy

of Benevento slowly falling to pieces and the maritime republics

of Naples, Gaeta and Amalfi extending their influence by com-

merce in the Mediterranean, were in effect detached from the

Italian regno, beyond the jurisdiction of Rome, included in no

parcel of Italy proper. But now the moment had arrived when
this vast group of provinces, forming the future kingdom of the

Two Sicilies, was about to enter definitely and decisively within

the bounds of the Italian community. SomeNorman adventurers,

on pilgrimage to St Michael’s shrine on Monte Gargano, lent

their swords in 1017 to the Lombard cities of Apulia against the

Greeks. Twelve years later we find the Normans settled at

Aversa under, their Count Rainulf. From this station as a centre

the little band of adventurers, playing the Greeks off against the

Ix)mbards, and the Lombards against the Greeks, spread their

power in all directions, until they made themselves the most con-

siderable force in southern Italy. William of Hauteville was
proclaimed count of Apulia. His half-brother, Robert Wiskard

or Guiscard, after defeating the papal troops at Civitella in 1053,

received from Leo IX. the investiture of all present and future

conquests in Apulia, Calabria and Sicily, which he agreed to hold

as fiefs of the Holy See. Nicholas 11 . ratified this grant, and con-

firmed the title of count. Having consolidated their possessions

on the mainland, the Normans, under Robert Guiscard ’s brother,

the great Count Roger, undertook the conquest of Sicily in ro6o.

After a prolonged struggle of thirty years, they wrested the

whole island from the Saracens
;
and Roger, dying in iiox,

bequeathed to his son Roger a kingdom in Calabria and Sicily

second to none in Europe for wealth and magnificence. This,

while the elder branch of the Hauteville family still held the title

and domains of the Apulian duchy
;
but in 1127, upon the death

of his cousin Duke William, Roger united the whole of the future

realm. In 1 130 he assumed the style of king of Sicily, inscribing

upon his sword the famous hexameter

—

*'Appulus et Calaber Siculus mihi sei^Tt et Afer.”

This Norman conquest of the two Sicilies forms the most
romantic episode in medieval Italian history. By the con-

solidation of Apulia, C'alabria and Sicily into a powerful kingdom,

by checking the growth of the maritime republics and by
recognizing the over-lordship of the papal see, the house of

Hauteville influenced the destinies of Italy with more effect than

any of the princes who had previously dealt with any portion of

the peninsula. Their kingdom, though Naples was from time to

time separated from Sicily, never quite lost the cohesion they

had given it
;
and all the disturbances of equilibrium in Italy

were due in after days to papal manipulation of the rights

acquired by Robert Guiscard ’s act of homage. The southern

ffgno, in the hands of the popes, proved an insurmountable

obstacle to the unification of Italy, led to French interference in

Italian affairs, introduced the Spaniard and maintained in those

rich southern provinces the reality of feudal sovereignty long

after this alien element had been eliminated from the rest of

Italy (see Normans
;
Sicily : History).

For the sake of clearness, we have anticipated the course of

events by nearly a century. We must now return to the date of

Hildebrand’s elevation to the papacy m 1073, when
he chose the memorable name of Gregory VII. In

tur^. * the next year after his election Hildebrand convened

a council, and passed measures enforcing the celibacy

of the dergy. In 1075 he caused the investiture of ecclesiastical

dignitaries by secular potentates of any degree to be condemned.

Ibese two reforms, striking at the most cterished privileges and

most deeply-rooted self-indulgences of the aristocratic caste in

Europe, inflamed the bitterest hostility. Henry IV., king of

Germany, but not crowned emperor, convened a diet in the

following year at Worms, where Gregory was deposed and ex-

communicated. The pope Mowed with a oounter excommunica-
tion, far more formidarble, releasing the king’s subjects from

their oaths of allegiance. War was thus declared b^een the

two chiefs of western Christendom, that war of investitares

which out-lasted the lives of both Gaegory and Heniy, and wa*
not terminated till the year 1 122 , The dramatic episodes of this

struggle are too well known to be enlaiged upon. In his single-

hand^ due! with the strength of Germany, Gregory received

material assistance from the Countess Matilda of Tuscany. She

was the last heiress of the great house of Conossa, whose fiefs

stretdied from Mantua across Lombardy, passed the Apennines,

included the Tuscan plains, and embraced a portion of the duchy
of Spoleto. It was in her castle of Canossa that Henry IV, per-

formed his three days' penance in the winter of 1077 ;
and there

she made the cession of her vast domains to the church. That
cession, renewed after the death of Gregory to his successors,

conferred upon the popes indefinite riglits, of which they after-

wards availed themselves in the consolidation of their temporal

power. Matilda died in the year 1115. Gregoiy had passed

before her from the scene of his contest, an exile at Salerno,

whither Robert Guiscard carried him in 1084 from the anarchy of

rebelKous Rome. With unbroken spirit, though the objects of

his life were unattained, though Italy and Europe had been

thrown into confusion, and the issue of the conflict was still

doubtful, Gregory expired in 1085 with the.sewords on his lips:
**
I

loved justice, I hated iniquity, therefore in banishment I die.**

The greatest of the popies thus breathed his last
;
but the new

spirit he had communicated to the papacy was not destined to

expire with him. Gregory’s immediate successors, Victor III.,

Urban 11 . and Paschal II., worried on his struggle with Henry
IV. and his imperial antipopes, encouraging the emperor's son

to rebel against him, and stirring up Europe for the first crusade.

When Henry IV. died, his own son’s prisoner, in 1106, Henry
V. Crossed the Alps, entered Rome, wrung the imperial coronation

from Paschal II. and compelled the pope to grant his claims

on the investitures. Scarcely had he returned to Germany when
the Lateran disavowed all that the pope had done, on the score

that it had been extorted by force. France sided with' the

church. Germany rejected the bull of investiture. A new
descent into Italy, a new seizure of Rome, proved of no avaiL

The emperor’s real weakness was in Germany, where his subjects

openly expressed their discontent. He at last abandoned the

contest which had distracted Europe. By the concordat of

Worms, 1122, the emperor surrendered the right of investiture

by ring and staff, and granted the right of election to the clergy.

The popes were henceforth to be chosen by the cardinals, the

bishops by the chapters subject to the pope’s approval. On
the other hand the pope ceded to the emperor the right of

investiture by the .sc^tre. But the main issue of the struggle

was not in these details of ecclesiastical government
;

principles

had been at stake far deeper and more widely reaching. The
respective relations of pope and emperor, ill-defined in the

compact between Cliarles the Great and Leo III., were brought

in question, and the two chief potentates of Qiristendom, no
longer tacitly concordant, stood against each other in irreconcil-

able rivalry. Upwi this pomt, though the battle seemed to be

a drawn one, the popes were really victors. They remained

independent of the emperor, but the emperor had still to seek

the crown at their hands. The pretensions of Otto the Great

and Henry III. to make popes were gone for ever (see Papacy
;

Investiture).

IV. Ageof the Comnmnes.—The final gainers, however, by the

war of investitures were the Italians. In the first place, from
this time fonrard, owing to the election of popes by
the Roman curia, the Holy See remained in the hands
of Italians

; and this, though it was by no means an
unmixed good, was a great glory to the nation. In the

next place, the antagonism Of the popes to the emperors, which
became hereditary in the Holy College, forced the former to

assume the protectorate of rile national cause. But by far the

greatest profit the Italians r^ped was the emancipation of their
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burghs. During this forty-seven years* war, when pope and

emperor were respectively bidding for their alliance, and ofierir^

concessions to secure their support, the communes grew in

self-reliance, strength and liberty. As the bishops had helped

to free them from subservience to their feudal masters, so the

war of investitures relieved them of dependence on their bishops.

The age of real autonomy, signali2ed by the supremacy of consuls

in Hie cities, had arrived.

In the republics, as we begin to know them after the war of

investitures, government was carried on by officers called consuls,

varying in number according to custom and according to the

division of the town into districts. These magistrates, as we
have already seen, were originally appointed to control and

protect the humbler classes. But, in proportion as the people

gained more power in the field the consuls rose into importance,

superseded the bishops and began to represent the city in trans-

actions with its neighbours. Popes and emperors who needed

the assistance of a tity, had to seek it from the consuls, and thus

these officers gradually converted an obscure and indefinite

authority into what resembles the presidency of a common-
wealth. They were supported by a deliberative assembly,

called credema, chosen from the more distinguished citizens.

In addition to this privy council, we find a gran consigliOy consist-

ing of the burghers who had established the right to interfere

immediately in public affairs, and a still larger assembly called

parlantenio, which included the whole adult population. Though
the institutions of the communes varied in different localities,

tliis is the type to which they all approximated. It will be

perceived that the type was rather oligarchical than strictly

democratic. Between the parlamento and the consuls with their

privy council, or credenza, was interposed the gran consiglio of

privileged burghers. These formed the aristocracy of the town,

who by their wealth and birth held its affairs within their custody.

There is good reason to believe that, when the term popolo

occurs, it refers to this body and not to the whole mass of the

population. The comme included the entire city—bishop,

consuls, oligarchy, councils, handicraftsmen, proletariate. The
popolo was the governing or upper class. It was almost inevitable

in the transition from feudalism to democracy that this inter-

mediate ground should be traversed
;
and the peculiar Italian

phrases, primo popolo^ secondo popolo^ terzo popolo^ and so forth,

indicate successive changes, whereby the oligaichy passed from
one stage to another in its progress toward absorption in

democracy or tyranny.

Under their consuls the Italian burghs rose to a great height

o^MfOBperity and splendour. Pi.sa built her Duomo. Milan

ufflferlpok the irrigation works which enriched the soil of

Lombardy for ever. Massive walls, substantial edifices, com-
modious seaports, good roads, were the benefits conferred by this

new government on Italy. It is also to be noticed that the

people now began to be conscious of their past. They recognized

the fact that their blood was Latin as distinguished from Teutonic,

and that they must look to ancient Rome for those memories
which constitute a people’s nationality. At this epoch the study

of Roman law received a new impulse, and this is the real meaning
of the legend that Pisa, glorious through her consuls, brought

the pandects in a single codex from .^^Ifi. The very name
consul, no less than the Romanizing character of the best archi-

tecture of the time, points to the same revival of antiquity.

The rise of the Lombard communes produced a sympathetic
revolution in Rome, which deserves to be mentioned in this place.

A monk, named Arnold of Brescia, animated with the

Milanese, stirred up the Romans to shake
off the temporal sway of their bishop. He attempted,

in fact, upon a grand scale what was being slowly and quietly

effected in the northern cities. Rome, ever mindful of her

unique past, listened to Arnold’s preaching. A senate was
established, and the republic was proclaimed. The title of

patrician was revived and offered to Conrad, king of Italy, but
not crowned emperor. Conrad refused it, and the Romans
conferred it upon one of their own nobles. Though these institu-

tions borrowed high-sounding titles from antiquity, they were

in reahty imitations of the Lombard civic system. The patrician

stood for the consuls. The senate, composed of nobles, repre-

sented the credenza and the gran consiglio. The pope was
unable to check this revolution, which is now chiefly interesting

as further proof of the insurgence of the Latin as against the

feudal elements in Italy at this period (see Rome : History).

Though the communes gained so much by the war of investi-

tures, the division of the country between the pope’s and
emperor’s parties was no small price to pay for inde-

pendence. It inflicted upon Italy the ineradicable

curse of party-warfare, setting city against city, house

against house, and rendering concordant action for a national

end impossible. No sooner had the compromise of the investitures

been concluded than it was manifest that the burghers of the

now enfranchised communes were resolved to turn their arms
against each other. We seek in vain an obvious motive for each

separate quarrel. All we know for certain is that, at this epoch,

Rome attempts to ruin Tivoli, and Venice Pisa
;
Milan fights

with Cremona, Cremona with Crema, Pavia with Veronu,

Verona with Padua, Piacenza with Parma, Modena and Reggio
with Bologna, Bologna and Faenza with Ravenna and Imola,

Florence and Pisa with Lucca and Siena, and so on through the

whole list of cities. The nearer the neighbours, the more rancor-

ous and internecine is the strife ; and, as in all cases where
animosity is deadly and no grave local causes of dispute are

apparent, we are bound to conclude that some deeply-seated

permanent uneasiness goaded these fast growing communities
into rivalry. Italy was, in fact, too small for her children. As
the towns expanded, they perceived that they must mutually

exclude each other. They fought for bare existence, for primacy
in commerce, for the command of seaports, for the keys of

mountain passes, for rivers, roads and all the avenues of wealth

and plenty. The pope’s cause and the emperor’s cause were of

comparatively little moment to Italian burghers
;
and the names

of Guelf and Ghibelline, which before long began to be heard in

every street, on every market-place, had no meaning for them.

These watchwords are said to have arisen in Germany during

the disputed succession of the empire between 1135 and 1152,

when the Welfs of Bavaria opposed the Swabian princes of

Waiblingen origin. But in Italy, although they were severally

identified with the papal and imperial parties, they really served

as .symbols for jealousies which altered in complexion from time

to time and place to place, expressing more than antagonistic

political principles, and involving differences vital enough to

split the social fabric to its foundation.

Under the imperial rule of Lothar the Saxon (1125-1137) and
Conrad the Swabian (1138-1152), these civil wars increased

in violence owing to the absence of authority. ^ Neither

Lothar nor Conrad was strong at home
;

the former

had no influence in Italy, and the latter never entered

Italy at all. But when Conrad died, the electors chose his

nephew Frederick, sumamed Barbarossa, who united the rival

honours of Well and Waiblingen, to succeed him
; and it was

soon obvious that the empire had a master powerful

of brain and firm of will. Frederick immediately Bmrbmro»Mm

determined to reassert the imperial rights in his 000 tht

southern provinces, and to check the warfare of the

burghs. When he first crossed the Alps in 1154,

Lombardy was, roughly speaking, divided between two parties,

the one headed by Pavia professing loyalty to the empire,

the other headed by Milan ready to oppose its claims. The
municipal animosities of the last quarter of a century gave

substance to these factions
\

yet neither the imperial nor the

anti-imperial party had any real community of interest with

Frederick. He came to supersede self-government by consuls,

to deprive the cities of the privilege of making war on their own
account and to extort his regalian rights of forage, food and

lodging for his armies. It was only the habit of interurban

jealousy which prevented the communes from at once combining

to resbt demands which threatened their liberty of action, and

would leave them passive at the pleasure of a foreign master.

The diet was opened at Roncaglia near Piacenza, where Frederick
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enmity. To plot against him, to attempt his life by poison or

the sword, was accounted virtuous. His secretary, Piero delle

Vigne, was wrongly suspected of conspiring. The crimes of bis

vicar E«zelino, who laid whole provinces waste and murdered men
by thousands in his Paduan prisons, iircreased the horror with
which he was regarded. Parma revolted from him, and ho spent

months in i?47-i248 vainly trying to reduce this one time

faithful city. The only glearn of success which shone on his ill

fortune was the revolution which placed Florence in the hands of

the Ghibellines in 1248. Next year Bologna rose against him,

defeated his troops and took his son Enzio, king of Sardinia,

prisoner at Fossalta. Hunted to the ground and broken-hearted,

Frederick expired at the end of 1250 in his Apulian castle of

Fiorentino. It is difficult to judge his career with fairness. The
only prince who could, with any probability of success, have

established the German rule in Italy, his ruin proved the im-

possibility of that long-cherished scheme. The nation load out-

grown dependence upon foreigners, and after his death no
German emperor interfered with anything but miserable failure

in Italian affairs. Yet from many points of view it might be

regretted that Frederick was not suffered to rule Italy. By birtli

and breeding an Italian, highly gifted and widely cultivated,

liberal in his opinions, a patron of literature, a founder of uni-

versities, he anticipated the spirit of the Renaissance. At his

court Italian started into being as a language. His laws were

wise. He was capable of giving to Italy a large and noble culture.

But the commanding greatness of his position proved his ruin.

Emperor and king of Sicily, he was the natural enemy of popes,

who could not tolerate so everwhelming a rival.

After Frederick’s death, the popes carried on their war for

eighteen years against his descendants. The cause of his son

Conrad was stistained in Lower Italy by Manfred,

one of Frederick’s many natural children ; and, when
Conrad died in 1254, Manfred still acted as vicegerent

Wci’j for the Swabians, who were now represented by a boy

loriT**
Conradin. Innocent IV. and Alexander IV. continued

to make head against the Ghibclline party. The most

dramatic incident in this struggle was the crusade preached

against Ezzeiino. This tyrant had made himself justly odious

;

and when, he was hunted to death in 1259, the triumph was less

for the Guelph cause than for humanity outraged by the

ini<juities of such a monster. The battle between Guelph and
Ghibelline raged with unintermitting fury. While the former

faction gained in Lombardy by the massacre of Ezzeiino, the

latter revived in Tuscany after the battle of Montaperti, which

in 1260 placed Florence at the discretion of the Ghibellines.

Manfred, now called king of Sicily, headed the Ghibellines, and
there was no strong counterpoise against him. In this necessity

Urban IV. and Clement IV. invited Charles of Anjou to enter

Italy and take the Guelph command. They made him senator

of Rome and vicar of Tuscany, and promised him the investiture

of the regno provided he stipulated that it should not be held in

combination with the empire. Charles accepted these terms,

and was welcomed by the Guelph party as their chief throughout

Italy. He defeated Manfred in a battle at Grandella near

Benevento in 1266. Manfred was killed ; and, when Conradin,

a lad of sbeteen, descended from Germany to make good hds

claims to the kingdom, he too was defeated at Tagliacozzo in

1267. Less lucky than his uncle, Copradin escaped wit^ his

life, to die upon a scaffold at Naples. His glove was carried to

his oousin Constance, wife of Peter of Aragon, the last of |the

gre^ Norman-Swabiw family, ^nzio died in his prison four

years later. The popes bad been successful; but they had

purchased their- blo^y victory at a great cost. This first

invitation to french princes brought with it inc^culable evils.

Charles 0# A^jou, supported by Rome, and recognized as

chief in t^soany, was by ^ formidable of the Itaban

potentates. In rhis turn he now excited the jealousy of ^e
popes, who began, though cautiously, to cast their weight into

the (^bplline scale. Gregory initiated the policy of es^Wish-

ing ^ e^uilibri^ma between the parties, which was carried out

by ,his auooesspr Nicholas HI. Charles was forced to resign

the senatorship of Rome and the signoria of Lombardy end

Tuscany. In 1282 he received a more decided check, when Sicily

rose against him in the famous rebellion of the Vespers,

He lost the island, which gave itself to Aragon
; and a/q«W!P^

thus the kingdom of Sicily was severe^ ^rom that of §9^

Naples, the dynasty in the orfb being Spanish and
Ghibelline, in the other French and Guelph. Mean-
while a new emperor had been elected, the prudent Rudolf of

Habsburg, who abstained from interference with Italy, and

who conm-med the territorial pretensions of the, popes by solemn

charter in 1278. Henceforth Emilia, Rom^a, the March of

Ancona, the Mtrimony of St Peter and the (^pagna of Rome
held of the Holy See, and not of the empire. The imperial

chancery, without inquiring closely into the deeds furnished

by the papal curia, made a deed of gift, which placed the pope

in the position of a temporal sovereign. While Nicholas III.

thus bettered the position of the church in Italy, the Guelph party

grew stronger than ever, through the crushing defeat of the Pisans

by the Genoese at Meloria in 1284. Pisa, who had ruined

Amalfi, was now ruined by Genoa. She never held her head

so high again after this victory, which sent her best and bravest

citizens to die in the Ligurian dungeons. The Mediterranean

was left to be fought for by Genoa and Venice, while Guelph

Florence grew still more powerful in Tuscany. Not long after

the battle of Meloria Charles of Anjou died, and was succeeded

by his son Charles II. of Naples, who played no -prominent

part in Italian affairs. The Guelph party was held together

with a less tight hand even in cities so consistent as Florence.

Here in the year j 300 new factious, subdividing the old Guelphs

and Ghibellines under the names of Neri and Bianchi, had

acquired such force that Boniface VIIL, a violently Guelph pope,

called in Charles of Valois to pacify the republic and undert^e

the charge of Italian affairs. Boniface was a passionate and

unwise man. After quarrelling with the French king, Philip

le Bel, he fell into the hands of the Colonna family at Anagni,

and died, either of the violence he there received or oi mortifica-

tion, in October 1303.

After the short papacy of Benedict XL a Frenchman, Clenient

V., was elected, and the seat of the papacy was transferred to

Avignon. Thus began that; Babylonian exile of the

popes wliich placed them in subjection to the French utioa

crown' and ruined tlieir prestige in Italy. Lasting

seventy years, and joining on to the sixty years of

the Great Schism, this enfeeblement of the papal

authority, coinciding as it did with the practical elimination

of the empire from Italian affairs, gave a long period of com-
parative independence to the nation. Nor must it be forgotten

that this exile was due to the policy which induced the pontiffs,

in their detestation of Ghibellinism, to rely successively upon
the houses of Anjou and of Valois. This policy it was which

justified Dante’s fierce epigram—the putianeggiar co regi.

The period we have briefly traversed was immortalized by

Dante in an epic which from one point of view might be called

the poem of the Guelphs and Ghibellines. From the foregoing

narration of events it is impossible to estimate the importance

of these parties, or to understand their bearing on subsequent

Italian history. We are therefore forced to pause awhile, and

probe beneath the surface. The civil w^s may be regarded as

a continuation of the previous municipal struggle, intensified by

recent hostilities between the burghers and t^e nobles. The

quaJcrels of the church and empire lend pretexts and furnish

war-qries ;
but the real question at issue is not the supremac]^ of

pope or emperor. The conflict is a social one, between civic

and feudal institutions, between qonunercial and military

interests, between pr(pgress and coinversatism. Guelph do-

mocracy and industxy idealize the pope. The l^xmer of the

cbur(^ waves above the camp of ^se who aim at positive

prosperity and republican equity. Ghibelline ^tocraqy tmd

imroobility idealize the emperor. The prestige oi mpire,

based upon Romgn law and feudal tradition, a^ac^ inu4a;inAti.ve

patripte and systematic thinkers. The two ideals are ooi^ter-

posed and mutuary exclusive. No city calls itsejtf .either Guelph
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or GhibelHne till it has expelled one-half of its inhabitants

;

for each party is resolved to constitute the state according to

its own conception, and the affirmation of the one programme
is the negation of the other. The Ghibelline honestly believes

that the Guelphs will reduce society to chaos. The Guelph is

persuaded that the Ghibellines will annihilate freedom and
strangle commerce. The struggle is waged by two sets of men
who equally love their city, but who would fain rule it upon
diametrically opposite principles, and who fight to the death

for its possession. This contradiction enters into the minutest

details of life—armorial bearings, clothes, habits at table,

symbolize and accentuate the difference. Meanwhile each party

forms its own organization of chiefs, finance-officers and registrars

at home, and sends ambassadors to foreign cities of the same
complexion. A network of party policy embraces and dominates

the burghs of Italy, bringing the most distant centres into

relation, and by the very division of the country augmenting
the sense of nationality. 'I'he Italians learn through their dis-

cords at this epoch that they form one community. The victory

in the conflict practically falls to the hitherto unenfranchised

plebeians. The cider noble families die out or lose their pre-

ponderance. Tn some cities, as notably in Florence after the

date 1292, it becomes criminal to be sdopetalo, or unemployed
in industr}^ New houses rise into importance

;
a new commercial

aristocracy is formed. Burghers of all denominations are enrolled

in one or other of the arts or gilds, and these trading companies

furnish the material from which the government or signoria of

the city is composed. Plebeian handicrafts assert their right

to be represented on an equality with learned professions and
wealthy corporations. The ancient cUisses are confounded and
obliterated in a population more homogeneous, more adapted

for democracy and despotism.

In addition to the parliament and the councils which have

been already enumerated, we now find a council of the party

N4wcott> established within the city. This body tends to

Mtittttiott become a little stale within the .'»tate, and, by con-
otttttr§0 trolling the victorious majority, disposes of the
cithB. government as it thinks best . The consuls are merged

in ancients or priors, chosen from the arts. A new magistrate,

the gonfalonier of justice, appears in some of the Guelph cities,

with the .special duty of keeping the insolence of the nobility

in check. Meanwhile the podestd still subsists
;

but he is no
longer equal to the task of maintaining an equilibrium of forces.

He sinks more and more into a judge, loses more and more the

Hj^racter of dictator. His ancient place is now occupied by a

new functionary, no longer acting as arbiter, but concentrating

the forces of the triumphant party. The captain of the people,

acting as head of the ascendant Guelphs or Ghibellines, under-

takes the responsibility of proscriptions, derides on questions of

policy, forms alliances, declares war. Like all officers created

to meet an emergency, the limitations to his power are ill-

defined, and he is often little better than an autocrat.

V. Age of the Despots,—I'hus the Italians, during the heat of

the civil wars, were ostensibly divided between partisans of the

Oti in of
partisans of the church. After the death

TjTMnniBM,^^ Frederick TI. their affairs were managed by Manfred

and by Charles of Anjou, the supreme captains of

the parties, under whose orders acted the captains of the

people in each city. The contest being carried on by warfare,

it followed .that these captains in the burghs were chosen on

account of military skill
;

and, since the nobles were men of

arms by profession, members of ancient houses took the lead

again in towns where they had been absorbed into the bourgeoisie.

In this way, after the downfall of the Ezzelini of Romano, the

Della Scala dynasty arose in Verona, and the Carraresi in Padua.

The Estensi made themselves lords of Ferrara
;

the Torriani

headed the Guelphs of Milan. At Ravenna we find the Polenta

family, at Rimini the Malatestas, at Parma the Rossi, at Pia-

cenza the Scotti, at Faenza the Manfredi. There is not a burgh of

northern Italy but can trace the rise of a dynastic house to the

vicissitudes of this period. In Tuscany, where the Guelph party

was very strongly organized, and the commercial constitution of
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Florence kept the nobility in check; the communes remained as

yet free from hereditary masters. Yet generals from time to

time arose, the Conte Ugolino della Gheradesca at Pisa, U^ccione
della Faggiuola at Lucca, the Conte Guido di Montereltro at

Florence, who threatened the liberties of Tuscan cities with
military despotism.

Left to themselves by absentee emperors and exiled popes, the

Italians pursued their own course of development unchecked.
After the commencement of the 14th century, the civil wars
decreased in fury, and at the same time it was perceived that

their effect had been to confirm tyrants in their grasp upon free

cities. Growing up out of the captain of the people or signore of

the commune, the tyrant annihilated both parties for his own
profit and for the peace of the state. He used the dictatorial

powers with which he was invested to place himself above the

law, resuming in his person the state-machinery which had
preceded him. In him, for the first time, the city attained self-

consciousness
;
the blindly working forces of previous revolutions

were combined in the will of a ruler. The tyrant’s general policy

was to favour the multitude at the expense of his own caste.

He won favour by these means, and completed the levelling down
of classes, which had been proceeding ever since the emergence of

the communes.
In 1509 Robert, grandson of Charles, the first Angevine

sovereign, succeeded to the throne of Naples, and became the

leader of the Guelphs in Italy. In the next year H^nry
VII. of Luxembourg crossed the Alps soon after his

election to the empire, and raised the hopes of the wnn.
Ghibellines. Dante from his mountain solitudes A^vntoi

passionately called upon him to play the part of a

Messiah. But it was now impossible for any German
to control the Garden of the Empire." Italy had entered on a

new phase of her existence, and the great poet’s De monorchia

represented a dream ot the past which could not be realized.

Henr)' established imperial vicars in the Lombard towns, confirm-

ing the tyrants, hut gaining nothing for the empire in ex('hange

for the titles he conferred. After receiving the crown in Rome,
he died at Buonconvento, a little walled town south of Siena,

on his backward journey in 1313. The profits of his inroad were

reaped by despots, who used the Ghibelline prestige for the

consolidation of their own power. It is from this epoch that the

supremacy of the Visconti, hitherto the unsuccessful ri\’als of

the Guelphic lorriani for the signory of Milan, dates. 'Phe

Scaligers in Verona and the Carraresi in Padua were strengthened;

and in Tuscany Castruccio Castrarane, Uguccione’s successor

at Lucca,became formidable. 1n 1 32 5 he defeated the Florentines

at Alto Pascio, and carried home their carroccio as a trophy of

his victory over the Guelphs. Louis of Bavaria, the next

emperor, made a similar excursion in the year 1327, with even

greater loss of imperial prestige. He deposed Galeazzo Visconti

on his downward journey, and offered Milan for a sum of money
to his son Azzo upon his return. Castruccio Castracane was
nominated by him duke of Lucca

;
and this is the first instan('e

of a dynastic title conferred upon an Italian adventurer by the

emperor. Castruccio dominated Tuscany, where the Guelph

cause, in the weakness of King Robert, languished. But the

adventurer’s death in 1328 saved the stronghold of republican

institutions, and Florence breathed freely for a while again. Can
Grande della Scala’s death in the next year inflicted on the

Lombard Ghibellines a loss hardly inferior to that of Castruccio’s

on their I’uscan allies. Equally contemptible in its political

results and void of historical interest was the brief visit of John of

Bohemia, son of Henry VIL, whom the Ghibellines next invited

to assume their leadership. He sold a few privileges, conferred

a few titles, and recrossed the Alps in 1333. It is clear that at

this time the fury of the civil wars was spent. In spite of repeated

efforts on the part of the Ghibellines, in spite of King Robert’s

supine inciipacity, the imperialists gained no permanent advan-

tage. The Italians were tired of fighting, and the leaders of both

factions looked exclusively to their own interests. Each city

which had been the cradle of freedom thankfully accepted a
master, to quench the conflagration of party strife, encourage
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trade> and make the handicraftsmen comfortable. Even the

Florentines in 1342 submitted for a few months to the despotism

of the duke of Athens. They conferred the signory upon him
for life ; and^ had he not mismanaged matters^ he might hav^
held the city in his grasp. Italy was settling down and turning

her attention to home comforts, arts and literature. Boccaccio,

the contented bourgeois, succeeded to Dante, the fierce aristocrat.

The most marked proof of the change which came over Italy

towards the middle of the 14th century is furnished by the

companies of adventure. It was with their own militia that the

burghers won freedom in the war of independence, subdued
the nobles, and fought the battles of the parties. But from

this time forward they laid down their arms, and played the

game of warfare by the aid of mercenaries. Ecclesiastical

overlords, interfering from a distance in Italian politics ;

prosperous republics, with plenty of money to spend but no
leisure or inclination for camp-life

;
cautious tyrants, glad of

every pretext to emasculate their subjects, and courting popu-
larity by exchanging conscription for taxation—all combined
to favour the new system. Mercenary troops are said to have
been first levied from disbanded Germans, together with Breton

and English adventurers, whom the Visconti and Castruccio

took into their pay. They soon appeared under their own
captains, who hired them out to the highest bidder, or marched
them on marauding expeditions up and down the less protected

districts. The names of some of these earliest captains of

adventure, Fra Moriale, Count Lando and Duke Werner, who
styled himself the “ Enemy of God and Mercy,’’ have been

preserved to us. As the companies grew in size and improved

their discipline, it was seen by the Italian nobles that this kind

of service offered a good career for men of spirit, who had learned

the use of arms. To leave so powerful and profitable a calling

in the hands of foreigners seemed both dangerous and un-

economical. Therefore, after the middle of the century, this

profession fell into the hands of natives. The first Italian who
formed an exclusively Italian company was Alberico da Barbiano,

a nobleman of Romagna, and founder of the Milanese house

of Belgiojoso. In his school the great condottieri Braccio da
Montone and Sforza Attendolo were formed

;
and henceforth

the battles of Italy were fought by Italian generals command-
ing native troops. This was better in some respects than if the

mercenaries had been foreigners. Yet it must not be forgotten

that the new companies of adventure, who decided Italian

affairs for the next century, w^re in no sense patriotic. They
sold themselves for money, irrespective of the cause which they

upheld
;
and, while changing masters, they had no care for any

interests but their own. 'Fhe name condottiero, derived from

condotta, a paid contract to supply so many fighting men in

serviceable order, sufficiently indicates the nature of the business.

In the hands of able captains, like Francesco Sforza or Piccinino,

these mercenary troops became moving despotisms, draining

the country of its wealth, and always eager to fasten and found

tyraimies upon the provinces they had been summoned to

defend. Their generis substituted heavy-armed cavalry for

the old militia, and introduced systems of campaigning which

reduced the art of war to a game of skill. Battles became

all but bloodless; diplomacy a^id tactics superseded feats of

arms and hard blows in pitched fields. In this way the Italians

lost their military vigour, and wars were waged by despots

from their cabinets, who pulled the strings of puppet captains

in their pay. Nor were the people only enfeebled for resist-

ance to a real foe
;

the whole political spirit of the race was

demoralized. The purely selfish bond between condottieri and
their employers, whether princes or republics, involved intrigues

and treachery, checks and counterchecks, secret terror on the

one hand and treasonable practice on the other, which ended by

making statecraft in Italy synonymous with perfidy.

It must further be noticed that the rise of mercenaries was

synchronous with a change in the nature of I^an despotism.

The tyrants, as we ha^^e already seen, established themselves

as captains of the people, vicars of the empire, vicars for the

church, leaders of the 'Guelph and Ghibelline parties. They were
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accepted by a population eager for repose, \7ho had merged old

class distinctions in the conflicts of preceding centuries. They
rested in large measure on the favour of the multitude, ctamg*
and pursued a policy of sacrificing to their interests in typ*

the nobles. It was natural that these self-made

princes should seek to secare tl& peace which
they had promised in their cities, by freeing the people from

military service and disarming the aristocracy. As their tenure

of power grew firmer, they advanced dynastic claims, assumed

titles, and took the style of petty sovereigns. ITieir government

became paternal
;

and, though there wa.s no limit to their

cruelty when stung by terror, they used the, purse rather than the

sword, bribery at home and treasonable intrigue abroad in

preference to coercive measures or open war. Thus was elabor-

ated the type of despot which attained completeness in Gian

Galeazzo Visconti and Lorenzo de’ Medici. No longer a tyrant

of Ezzelino’s stamp, he reigned by intelligence and terrorism

masked beneath a smile. He substituted cunning and corruption

for violence. The lesser people tolerated him because he extended

the power of their city and made it beautifulwith public buildings.

The bourgeoisie, protected in their trade, found it con^'enient

to support him. The nobles, turned into courtiers, placemen,

diplomatists and men of affairs, ended by preferring his autho-

rity to the alternative of democratic institutions. A lethargy

of well-being, broken only by the pinch of taxation for war-costs,

or by outbursts of frantic ferocity and lust in the less calculating

tyrants, descended on the population of cities which had boasted

of their freedom. Only Florence and Venice, at the close of

the period upon which we are now entering, maintained their

republican independence. And Venice was ruled by a close

oligarchy
;
Florence was passing from the hands of her oligarchs

into the power of the Medicean merchants.

Between the year 1305, when Clement V, settled at Avignon,

and^the year 1447, when Nicholas V. re-established the papacy
upon a solid basis at Rome, the Italians approximated

more nearly to self-government than at any other oatioaot
epoch of their history. The conditions which have the me
been described, of despotism, mercenary warfare

and bourgeois prosperity, determined the character of

tlris epoch, which was also the period when the great achievements

of the Renaissance were prepared. At the end of this century

and a half, five principal powers divided the peninsula
; and

their confederated action during the next forty-five years

(1447-1492) secured for Italy a season of peace and brilliant

prosperity. These five powers were the kingdom of Naples, the

duchy of Milan, the republic of Florence, the republic of Venice

and the papacy. The subsequent events of Italian history

will be rendered most intelligible if at this point we trace the

development of these five constituents of Italian greatness

separately.

When Robert of Anjou died in 1343, he was succeeded by his

grand-daughter Joan, the childless wife of four successive

husbands, Andrew of Hungary, Louis of Taranto,

James of Aragon and Otto of Brunswick. Charles of
siciliea.

Durazzo, the last male scion of the Angevine house in

Lower Italy, murdered Joan in 1382, and held the kingdom
for five years. Dying in 1387, he transmitted Naples to his son

Ladislaus, who had no children, and was followed in 1414 by

his sister Joan II. She too, though twice married, died without

issue, having at one time adopted Louis TIL of Provence and his

brother Rene, at another Alfonso V. of Aragon, who inherited

the crown of Sicily. After her death in February 1435 the

kingdom was fought for between Rcn6 of Anjou and Alfonso,

sumamed tlie Magnanimous, Rene found supporters among the

Italian princes, especially the Milanese Visconti, who helped

him to assert his claims with arms. During the war of succession

which ensued, Alfonso was taken prisoner by the Genoese fleet

in August 1435, and was sent a prisoner to Filippo Maria at

I Milan. Here he pleaded his own cause so pow'erfully, and proved

I so incontestably the advantage which might ensue to the Visconti

from his alliance, if he held the regno, that he obtained his

release and recognition as king. From the end of the year 1435
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Alfonso reigned alone and undisturbed in Lov/er Italy, combining

for the first time since the year 1282 the crowns of Sicily and

Naples. The former he held by inheritance, together with that

of Aragon. The latter he considered to be his by conquest

Therefore, when he died m 1458, he bequeathed Naples to his

natural son Ferdinand, while Sicily and Aragon passed together

to his brother John, and so on to Ferdinand the Catholic. The

twenty-three years of Alfonso’s reign were the most prosperous

and splendid period of South Italian history. He became an

Italian in taste and sympathy, entering with enthusiasm into

the humanistic ardour of the earlier Renaissance, encouraging

men of letters at his court, administering his kingdom on the

principles of an enlightened despotism, and lending his authority

to establish that equilibrium in the peninsula upon which the

politicians of his age believed, not without reason, that Italian

independence might be secured.

The last member of the Visconti family of whom we had

occasion to speak was Azzo, who bought the city in 1 328 from

Louis of Bavaria. His uncle Lucchino succeeded, but

was murdered in 1349 by a wife against whose life he

had been plotting. Lucchino’s brother John, arch-

bishop of Milan, now assumed the lordship of the city, and

extended the power of the Visconti over Genoa and the whole of

north Italy, with the exception of Piedmont, Verona, Mantua,

Feirara and Venice. The greatnes.s of the family dates from the

reign of this masterful prelate. He died in t 354; ^^^d his heritage

was divided between three members of his house, Matteo, Bemabo

and Galcazzo. In the next year Matteo, being judged incom-

petent to rule, was a.ssassinated by order of his brothers, who

made an equal partition of their subject cities—Bernab6

residing in Milan, Galcazzo in Pavia. Galcazzo was the wealthiest

and most magnificent Italian of his epoch. He married his

daughter Violante to our duke of Clarence, and his son Gian

Galcazzo to a daughter of King John of France. When he died

in 1378, this son resolved to reunite the domains of the Visconti

;

and) with tliis object in view, he plotted and executed the murder

of his uncle Bernabb. Gian Galcazzo thus became by one stroke

the most formidable of Italian despots. Iminured in his castle at

Pavia, accumulating wealth by systematic taxationand methodical

economy, he organized the mercenary troops who eagerly took

service under so good a paymaster
;

and, by directing their

operations from his cabinet, he threatened the whole of Italy

with conquest. The last scions of the Della Scala family still

reigned in Verona, the hsi; Carraresi in Padua ;
the Estensi were

powofful in Ferrara, the Gonzaghi in Mantua. Gian Galeazzo,

pifey by force and partly by intrigue, discredited these minof

despots, pushed his dominion to the very verge of Venice, and,

having subjected Lombardy to his sway, proceeded to attack

Tuscany. Pisa and Perugia were threatened with extinction, and

Florence dreaded the advance of the Visconti arms, when the

plague suddenly cut short his career of treachery and conquest

in the year 1402. Seven years before his death Gian Galcazzo

bought the title of duke of Milan and count of Pavia from the

emperor Wenccslaus, and there is no doubt that he was aiming at

the sovereignty of Italy. But no sooner was he dead than the

essential weakness of an arfificial state, built up by cunning and

perfidious policy, with the aid of bought troops, dignified by no

dynastic title, and consolidated by no sense of loyalty, became

apparent. Gian Galeazzo’s duchy was a masterpiece of

mechan'.cal contrivance, the creation of a scheming intellect and

lawless will. When the mind which h?«d planned it was with-

drawn, it fell to pieces, and the very hands which had been used

to build it helped to scatter its fragments. The Visconti’s own

generals, Facino Cane, Pandolfo Malatesta, Jacopo dal Verme,

Gabrino Fondulo, Ottobon Terzo, seized upon the tyranny of

several Lombard cities. In others the petty tyrants whom the

Visconti had uprooted reappeared. The Estensi recovered their

grasp upon Ferrara, and the Gonzaghi upon Mantua. Venice

strengthened herself between the Adriatic and the Alps, Florence

reassumed her Tuscan hegemony. Other communes which still

preserved the shadow of independence, like Perugia and Bologna,

began once more to dream of republican freedom under their

own leading families. Meanwhile Gian Galeazzo had left two

sons, Giovanni Maria and Filippo Maria. Giovanni, a monster

of cruelty and lust, was assassinated by some Milanese nobles in

1412 ;
and now Filippo set about rebuildi^ his father’s duchy.

Herein he was aided by the troops of Facino Cane, who, dying

opportunely at this period, left considerable wealth, a well-

trainod band of mercenaries, and a widow, Beatrice di Tenda.

Filippo married and then beheaded Beatrice after a mock trial for

adultery, having used her money and her influence in reuniting

several subject cities to the crown of Milan. He subsequently

spent a long, suspicious, secret and incomprehensible career in

the attempt to piece together Gian Galeazzo’s Lombard state, and

to carry out his schemes of Italian conquest. In this endeavour

he met with vigorous opponents. Venice and Florence, strong

in the strength of their resentful oligarchies, offered a determined

resistance
;
nor was Filippo equal in ability to his father. His

infernal cunning often defeated its own aims, checkmaling him at

the point of achievement by suggestions of duplicity or terror.

In the course of Filippo’s wars with Florence and Venice, the

greatest generals of this age were formed—Francesco Carmagnola,

who was beheaded between the columns at Venice in 14.32 ;

Niccol6 Piccinino, who died at Milan in 1444 ;
and Francesco

Sforza, who survived to seize his master’s heritage in M50. Son

of Attendolo Sforza, this Francesco received the hand of Filippo’s

natural daughter, Hianca, as a reward for past service and a

pledge of future support. When the Visconti dynasty ended by

the duke’s death in 1^47, he pretended to espouse the cause of

the Milanese republic, which was then re-established ;
but he

plaved his cards so subtly as to make himself, by the help of

Cosimo dc’ Medici in Florence, duke de facto if not de jure.

Francesco Sforza was the only condottiero among many aspiring

to be tyrants who planted themselves firmly on a throne of first-

rate importance. Once seated in the duchy of Milan, he dispkyed

rare qualities as a ruler
;

for he not only entered into the spirit of

the age, which required humanity and culture from a despot,

but he also knew how to curb his desire for territory. The con-

ception of confederated Italy found in him a vigorous supporter.

'Thus the limitation of the Milanese duchy under Filippo Maria

Visconti, and its consolidation under Francesco Sforza, were

equally effectual in preparing the balance of power to which

Italian politics now tended.

This balance could not have been established without the con-

current aid of Florence. After the expulsion of the duke of

Athens in 1343, and the great plague of 1348, the Florentine

proletariate rose up against the merchant princes. This insur-

gence of the artisans, in a republic which had been remodelled

upon economical principles by Giano della Bella’s constitution of

1292, reached a climax in 1378, when the Ciompi rebellion placed

the city for a few years in the hands of the Lesser Arts. The

revolution was but temporary, and was rather a symptom of

democratic tendencies in the state than the sign of any capacity

for government on the part of the working classes. The neces-

sities of war and foreign affairs soon placed Florence in the power

of an oligarchy headed by the great Albizzi family . They fought

the battles of the republic with success against the Visconti, and

widely extended the Florentine domain over the Tuscan cities.

During their season of ascendancy Pisa was enslaved, and

Florence gained the access to the sea. But throughout this

period a powerful opposition was gathering strength. It was led

by the Medici, who sided with the common people, and increased

their political importance by the accumulation and wise employ-

ment of vast commercial wealth. In 1433 Albizzi and the

Medici came to open strife. Cosimo de’ Medici, the chief of the

opposition, was exiled to Venice. In the next year he returned,

assumed the presidency of the democratic party, and by a system

of corruption and popularity-hunting, combined with the

patronage of arts and letters, established himself as the real but

unacknowledged dictator of the commonwealth. Cosimo aban-

doned the policy of his predecessors. Instead of opposing Fran-

I

cesco Sforza in Milan, he lent him his prestige and influence,

foreseeing that the dynastic future of his own family and the

pacification of Italy might be secured by a balance of power in
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which Fbrence shcmld rank on equal terms with Mihm and
Maples.

The rqwbliG of Venice ditfered essentially from any other
state in Italy

; and her history was so sqjarate that, up to this

v§aic$,
point, it would have been needless to interrupt the
narrative by tracing it. Venice, however, in the 14th

century took her place at last as an Italian power on an equality
at least with the very greatest. The constitution of the common-
wealth had slowly matured itself through a series of revolutions,
which confirmed and defined a type of smgular stability. During
the earlier days of the republic the doge had been a prince elected
by the people, and answerable only to tlie popular assemt^iea.
In 1033 he was obliged to act in concert with a senate, called
pre^adt

; and in 1172 the grand council, which became the real
sovereign of the state, was formed. Tlie several steps whereby
the members of the grand council succeeded in eliminating the
people from a share in the government, and reducing the doge
to the position of their ornamental representative, cannot here
be described. It must suffice to say that these changes cul-
minated in i^97j when an act was passed for closing tlie grand
council, or in other words for confining it to a fixed number of
privileged families, in whom the government was henccfortji
vested by hereditary right. This ratification of the oligarchical
principle, together with the establishment in 13^1 of the
Council of Ten, ' completed that famous constitution which
endured till the extinction of the republic in 1797. Meanwhile,
throughout the middle ages, it had been the policy of Venice to
refrain from conquests on the Italian maintod, and to confine
her energies to commerce in the East. The first entry of any
moment made by the Venetians into strictly Italian affairs was
in 1336, when the republics of Florence and St Mark allied them-
selves against Mastino dcila Scala, and the latter took possession
of Treviso. After this, for thirty years, between 1352 and 1381,
Venice and Genoa contested the supremacy of the Mediterranean.
Pisa’s mpitime power having been extinguished in the battle
of Meloria (1284^, the two surviving republics had no rivals.
They fought their duel out upon the Bosporus, off Sardinia,
and in the Morea, with various success. From the first great
encounter, in 1355, Venice retired well-nigh exhausted, and
Genoa wus so cripj^ed that she placed herself under the protection
of the Visconti. The second and decisive battle was fought upon
the Adriatic. The Genoese fleet under Luciano Doria defeated
the Venetians off Pola in 1379, and sailed without opposition to
Chioggia, which was stormed and taken. Thus the Venetians
found themselves blockaded in their own lagoons. Meanwhile
a fleet was rmsed for their relief by Carlo Zeno in the Levant,
and the admiral Vittore Pisani, who had been imprisoned after
the defeat at Pola, was released to lead their forlorn hope from
the city side. The Genoese in their turn were now blockaded in
Chioggia, and forced by famine to surrender. The losses of men
and money which the war of Chioggia, as it was called, entailed,
though they did not immediately depress the spirit of the Genoese
republic, signed her naval ruin. During this second struggle
to the death with Genoa, the Venetians had been also at strife

with the Carraresi of Padua and the Scaligers of Verona. In 1406,
after tihe extinction of these princely houses tliey added Verona^
Vicenza iind Padua to the territories they claimed on terra firiruL

Their career of conquest, and their new policy of forming Italian
alliances and entering into the management of Italian affairs

were confirmed b>' the long dogeship of Francesco Foscari (1423-
1457), who must rank with Alfonso, Cosimo de’ Medici, Francesco
Sforza and Nidiolas V., as a joint-founder of confederated Italy.
When Constantinople fell in 1453, the old ties between Venice and
the Eastern empire were broken, and she now entered on a
wholly new phase of her histoiy. Ranking as one of the five
Italian powers, she was also destiiied to defend Western Christen-
dom a^nst the encroadunents of the Turk in Europe. (See
VBNicat: History

») •

By their settlement in Avignon, the popes relinquished their

protectorate of Italian liberties, and lost liidr position as Italian
potentates. Rienzi’s revolution in Rome (i347-'i354), and his
establishment of a republic upon a fantastic ba£is,half classical,

<^9
half feudal, iproved the temper of the tunes 7 while the rise oi'

dynastic fmxuiies in the cities of the duirch, rlnimmg the title

of papal vicars, but actiiig in their own interests,

weakened the authority of the Holy See. The pre-

datory expeditions of Bertrand dn Poict and Robert of .

Geneva were as ineffective as the descents of the emperors;
and, tiwugh the cardinal Albomox oonquered Romagna and tiie

March in 1364, the legates who rosided in those districts were not
At last Gregory XI.
in 1378, put a final

long able to

returned to Rome; and Url^an VL, el

to the Avignoraan exile. Still the Great Schism, which now
distracted Western Christendom, so enfeebled the papacy, and
kq>t the Roman pontiffs so engaged in ecclesiastical disputes,
that they had neither power nor leisure to occupy themselves
seriously with their temporal affairs. The threatening presence
of the two princely houses of Orsini and Colonna, alike dangerous
as friends or foes, rendered Rome an unsafe residency Even
when the schism was nominally terminated in 1415 by the council
of Constance, the next two popes held but a precarious ^asp
upon their Italian domains. Martin V. (1417-1431) resided
principally at Florence. Eugenius IV. (1431-1447) followed his

example. And what Martin managed to regain Eugenius lost.

At the same time, the change which had now come over Italian

politics, the desire on all sides for a settlement, and the growing
conviction that a federation was necessary, proved advantageous
to the popes as sovereigns. They gradually entered into the
spirit of their age, assumed the style of despots and made use of

the humanistic movement, then at its height, to place themselves
in a new relation to Italy. The election of Nicholas V. in 1447
determined this revolution in the papacy, and opened a period of
temporal splendour, which ended with the establishment of the
popes ^ sovereigns. Thomas of Sarzana was a distinguished
hun^ust. Humbly bom, he had been tutor in the house of the
Albizzi, and afterwards librarian of the Medici at Florence,
where he imbibed the politics together with the culture of the
Renaissance Soon after assuming the tiara, he found hknself
without a rival in the church

; for the schism ended by Felix V.’s

resignation in 1449. Nicholas fixed his residence in Rome, which
he began to rebuild and to fortify, determining to render the
Eternal City once more a capital worthy of its high place in

Europe. The Romans were flattered
; and, though his reign

was disturbed by republican ccxnspiracy, Nicholas V, was able
before his death in 1455 to secure the modem status of the pontiff
as a splendid patron and a wealthy temporal potentate.

Itafy wa.s now for a brief space indepeBdent The humanifitic
movement had created a common culture, a common language
and sense of common nationality. The five great
pow^s, with their satellites—dukes of Savoy and
Urbino, marquesses of Ferrara and Mantu^ republics' \utiy,
of Bolog^ Perugia, Siena—were constituted. All
political institutions tended toward despotism. The Medici
became yearly more indispensahie to Florence, the Bentivogli
more autocraric in Bologna, the Baglioni in Perugia

; and even
Siena was ruled by the Petrued. But this despotism was of a
nrild type. The princes were Italians

;
they shared the common

enthusiasms of the nation for art, ieammg, literature and science
;

they studied how to mask their t)n:anny with arts agreeable to the
multitude. When Italy had reached this point, Constantinople
was taken by the Turks. On all sides it was felt that the Itah^
alliance must be tightened

; and mie of the last, best acts of
Nicholas V.’s pontificate was the appeal in 1453 to the five great
powers in federation. As regards their common opposition to
the Turk, this appeal led to nothing

;
but it marked the growth

of a new Italian consciousness.

Between 1453 and 1492 Italy continued to be prosperous and
tranquil. Nearly all wars during this period were undertakeu
either to check the growing power of Venice or to further the
ambition of the papacy. Having become despots, the pqxs
sought to establs!^ their relatives in principalities. The word
nepotism acquired new significance in the reigns of Sixtus IV.
and Innocent Vlil. Though tlie country was convulsed by no
great struggle, these forty years witnessed a truly appalfing
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/flcrcase of political -crime. To be a prince was tantamount to

being the mark of secret conspiracy and assassination. Among

the most noteworthy examples of such attempts may bementioned

the revolt of the barons against Ferdinand 1 . of Naples (1464)?

the murder of Galeazzo Maria Sforza at Milan (1476) and the

plot of the Pazzi to destroy the Medici (i478 )« After Cosimo

de’ Medici’s death in 1464, the president of the Florentine

republic passed to his son Piero, who left it in 14^9 to his sons

Lorenzo and Giuliano. These youths assumed the style of princes,

and it was against their lives that the Pazzi, with the sanction

of Sixtus I V., aimed their blow. Giuliano was murdered, Lorenzo

escaped, to tighten his grasp upon the city, which now loved

him and was proud of him. During the following fourteen years

of his brilliant career he made himself absolute m^ter of

Florence, and so modified her institutions that the Medici were

henceforth necessary to the state. Apprehending the importance

of Italian federaMon, Lorenzo, by his personal tact and prudent

leadership of the republic, secured peace and a common intel-

ligence between the five powers. His own family was fortified

by the marriage of his daughter to a son of Innocent VIIL,

which procured his son Giovanni’s elevation to the cardinalate,

and involved two Medicean papacies and the future dependence

of Florence upon Rome.

VI. Age of Invasions .—The year 1492 opened a new age for

Italy. In this year Lorenzo died, and was succeeded by his son,

the vain and weak Piero ; France passed beneath

the personal control of the inexperienced Charles

VIIL; the fall of Granada freed Spain from her

embarrassments
;

Columbus discovered America,

destroying the commercial supremacy of Venice
;

last, but not

least, Roderigo Borgia assumed the tiara with the famous

title of Alexander VI. In this year the short-lived federation

of the five powers was shaken, and Italy was once more drawn

into the vortex of European affairs. The events which led to

this disaster may be briefly told. After Galeazzo Maria’s

assassination, his crown passed to a boy, Gian Galeazzo, who

was in due course married to a grand-daughter of Ferdinand I.

of Naples. But the government of Milan remained in the hands

of this youth’s uncle, Lodovico, surnamed II Moro. Lodovico

resolved to become duke of Mihm. The king of Naples w’as

his natural enemy, and he had cause to suspect that Piero de’

Medici might abandon his alliance. Feeling himself alone,

with no right to the title he was bent on seizing, he had recourse

to Charles Vlll. of France, whom he urged to make good his

claim to the kingdom of Naples. This claim, it may be said in

paa^l^f, rested on the wdll of King Rene of Anjou. After some

hesmition, Charles agreed to invade Italy. He crossed the Alps

in 1495, passed through Lombardy, entered Tuscany, freed Pisa

from the yoke of Florence, witnessed the expulsion of the Medici,

marched to Naples and was crowned there—all this without

striking a blow. Meanwhile Lodovico procured his nephew's

death, and raised a league against the French in Lombardy.

Charles hurried back from Naples, and narrowly escaped destruc-

tion at Fomovo in the passes of the Apennines. He made good

his retreat, however, and returned to France in 1495. Little

remained to him of his light acquisitions : but he had convulsed

Italy by this invasion, destroyed her equilibrium, exposed her

military weakness and political disunion, and revealed her wealth

to greedy and more powerful nations.

The princes of the house of Aragon, now represented by

Frederick, a son of Ferdinand L, returned to Naples. Florence

made herself a republic, adopting a form of constitu-
Lou/s XU.

analogous to that of Venice. At this crisis she

was ruled by the monk Girolamo Savonarola, who inspired

the people with a thirst for freedom, preached the necessity

of reformation, ixnd placed himself in direct antagonism to

Rome. After a short -but eventful career, the influence of which

was long effective, he lost his hold upon the citizens. Alexander

VI. procured a mock trial, and his enemies burned him upon the

Piazza in 1498. In this year Louis XII. succeeded Charles VIIL

upon the throne of France. As duke of Orleans he had certain

claims to Milan through his grandmother Valentina, daughter of

Gian Galeazzo, the first duke. They were not valid, for the

investiture of the duchy had been granted only to male heirs.

But they served as a sufficient pretext, and in 1499 Louis entered

and subdued the Milanese. Lodovico escaped to Germany,

returned the next year, was betrayed by his Swiss mercenaries

and sent to die at Loches in France, fii 1500 Louis made the

blunder of calling Ferdinand the Catholic to help him in the

conquest of Naples. By a treaty signed at Granada, the French

and Spanish kings were to divide the spoil. The conquest was

easy
;

but, when it came to a partition, Ferdinand played his

ally false. He made himself supreme over the Two Sicilies,

which he now reunited under a single crown. Three years later,

unlessoned by this experience, Louis signed the treaty of Blois

(1504), whereby he invited the emperor Maximilian to aid him

in the subjugation of Venice. No policy could have been less

far-sighted ;
for Charles V., joint heir to Austria, Burgundy,

Castile and Aragon, the future overwhelming rival of France,

was already born.

The stage was now prepared, and all the actors who were

destined to accomplish the ruin of Italy trod it with their armies.

Spain, France, Germany, with their Swiss auxiliaries, had been

summoned upon various pretexts to partalce her provinces.

Then, too late, patriots like Machiavelli perceived the suicidal

self-indulgence of the past, which, by substituting mercenary

troops for national militias, left the Italians at the absolute

discretion of their neighbours. Whatever parts the Italians

themselves played in the succeeding quarter of a century, the

game was in the hands of French, Spanish and German invaders.

Meanwhile, no scheme for combination against common foes

arose in the peninsula. Each petty potentate strove for his own

private advantage in the confusion
;
and at this epoch the chief

gains accrued to the papacy. Aided by his terrible son, Cesare

Borgia, Alexander VI. chastised the Roman nobles, subdued

Romagna and the March, threatened Tuscany, and seemed to

be upon the point of creating a Central Italian state in favour

of his progeny, when he died suddenly in 1503. His conquests

reverted to the Holy See. Julius II., his bitterest enemy and

powerful successor, continued Alexander’s policy, but no longer

in the interest of his own relatives. It became the nobler

ambition of Julius to aggrandize the church, and to reassume

the protectorate of the Italian people. With this object, he

secured Emilia, carried his victorious arms against Ferrara,

and curbed the tyranny of the Baglioni in Perugia. Julius 11 .

played a perilous game ;
but the stakes were high, and he fancied

himself strong enough to guide the tempest he evoked. Quarrel-

ling with the Venetians in 1508, he combined the forces of all

Europe by the league of Cambray against them
;
and, when he

had succeeded in his first purpose of humbling them even to the

dust, he turned round in 1510, uttered his famous resolve to

expel the barbarians from Italy, and pitted the Spaniards

against the French. It was with the Swiss that he hoped to

effect this revolution
;
but the Swiss, now interfering for the first

time as principals in Italian affairs, were incapable of more than

adding to the already maddening distractions of the people.

Formed for mercenary warfare, they proved a perilous instrument

in the hands of those who used them,and were hardly less injurious

to their friends than to their foes. In 1512 the battle of Ravenna

between the French troops and the allies of Julius—Spaniards,

Venetians and Swiss—was fought. Gaston de Foix bought a

doubtful victory dearly with his death ; and the allies, though

beaten on the banks of the Ronco, immediately afterwards

expelled the French from Lombardy. Yet Julius II. had

failed, as might have been foreseen. He only exchanged one

set of foreign masters for another, and taught a new barbarian

race how pleasant were the plains of Italy. As a consequence

of the battle of Ravenna, the Medici returned in 15x2 to Florence.

When Leo X. was elected in 1513, Rome and Florence rejoiced ,*

but Italy had no repose. Louis XII. had lost the game, and the

Spaniards were triumphant. But new actors appeared upon

the scene, and the same old struggle was resumed with fiercer

energy. By the victory of Marignano in 1515 Francis 1 ., having

now succeeded to the throne of France, regained the Milanese,
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and broke the power of the Swiss, who held it for Massimiliano Italy only too often became the theatre o1 desc^tuig and dis-

Sforza, the titular duke. Leo for a while relied on Francis ; for tracting wars. But these wars were fought for the most part

the vast power of Charles V., who succeeded to the empire by alien armies
;

the points at issue were decided beyond the

in 1519, as in 1516 he had succeeded to the crowns of Spain Alps ; the gains accrued to royal families whose names were

and Lower Italy, threatened the whole of Europe. It was unpronounceable by southern tongues. The afiairs of Europe

Leo’s nature, however, to be inconstant. In 1521 he changed during the years when Habsburg and Bourbon fought their

sides, allied Wmself to Charles, and died after hearing that the domestic battles with the blood ofnoble races may teach grave

imperial troops had again expelled the French from Milan, lessons to all thoughtful men of our days, but none bitterer.

During the next four years the Franco-Spanish war dragged on none fraught with more insulting recollections, than to the

in Lombardy until the decisive battle of Pavia in 1525, when Italian people, who were haggled over like dumb driven cattle

Francis was taken prisoner, and Italy lay open to the Spanish in the mart of chaffering kmgs. We cannot wholly acquit the

armies. Meanwhile Leo X. had been followed by Adrian VI., Italians of their share of blame. When they might have won

and Adrian by Clement VII., of the house of Medici, who had national independence, after their warfare with the Swabian

long ruled Florence. In the reign of this pope Francis was emperors, they let the golden opportunity slip. Pampered with

released from his prison in Madrid (1526), and Clement hoped commercial prosperity, eaten to the core witli inter-urban

that he might still be used in the Italian interest as a counterpoise rivalries, they submitted to despots, renounced the use of arms,

to Charles. It is impossible in this place to follow the tangled and offered themselves in the hour of need, defenceless and dis-

intrigues of that period. The year 1527 was signalized by the united to the shock of puissant nations. That they had created

famous sack of Rome. An army of mixed German and Spanish modem civilization for Europe availed them nothii^. Italy,

troops, pretending to act for the emperor, but which may intellwtually first among the peoples, was now politically and

rather be regarded as a vast marauding party, entered Italy practically last ; and nothing to her historian is more heart-

under their leader Frundsberg. After his death, the Constable rending than to watch the gradual extinction of her spirit in this

de Bourbon took command of them • they marched slowly age of slavery.

down, aided by the marquis of Ferrara, and unopposed by the In 1534 Alessandro Famese, who owed his elevation to his

duke of Urbino, reached Rome, and took it by assault. The sister Giulia, one of Alexander VI. ’s mistresses, took the tiara

constable was killed in the first onslaught
;

Clement was im- with the title of Paul III. It was his ambition to

prisoned in the castle of St Angelo; Rome was abandoned create a duchy for his family
;
and wi^ this object he

to the rage of 30,000 ruffians. As an immediate result of this gave Parma and Piacenza to his son Pier Luigi. After pm,////.

catastrophe, Florence shook off the Medici, and established a much wrangling between the French and Spanish

republic. But Clement, having made peace with the emperor, parties, the duchy was confirmed in 1586 to OtUviano Famese

turned the remnants of the army which had sacked Rome and his son Alessandro, better known as Philip II.’s general,

against his native city. After a desperate resistance, Florence the prince of Parma. Alessandro’s descendants reigned in Parma

fell in 1530. Alessandro de’ Medici was placed there with the and Piacenza till ^e year 1731. Paul IIL’s pontificate was

title of duke of CivitA di Penna
; and, on his murder in 1537, furtjier marked by important changes in the church, all of which

Cosimo de’ Medici, of the younger branch of the ruling house, confirmed the spiritual autocraty of Rome. In 1540 this pope

was made duke. Acting as lieutenant for the Spaniards, he approved of Loyola’s foundation, and secured the powerful

subsequently (1555) subdued Siena, and bequeathed to his militia of the Jesuit order. The Inquisition was established with

descendants the grand-duchy of Tuscany. almost unlimited powers in Italy, and the press was placed under

VII. Spanisk-Austrian Ascendancy.-At was high time, after its jurisdiction. Thus free thought received a check, by which

the sack of Rome in 1527, that Charles V. should undertake not only ecclesiastical but political tyrants knew how to profit.

Italian affairs. The country was exposed to anarchy. Henceforth it was impossible to publish or to utter a word winch

which this had been the last and most disgrace- might offend the despots of church or state; and the Italians

by ^la. ful example. The Turks were threatening western had to amuse their leisure with the polite triflings of academics.

Europe, and Luther was inflaming Germany. By In 1545 a council was opened at Trent for the reformation of

the treaty of Barcelona in 1529 the pope and emperor made church discipline and the promulgation of orthodox doctrine,

terms. By that of Cambray in the same year France relinquished The decrees of this council defined Roman Catholicism agamst

Italy to Spain. Charles then entered the port of Genoa, and on the Reformation
;

and, while failing to regenerate morality,

the sth of November met Qement VII. at Bologna. He there they enfor^ a hypocritical observance of public decency. Italy

received the imperial crown, and summoned the Italian princes to outer view put forth blossoms of hectic and hysterical piety,

for a settlement of all disputed claims. Francesco Sforza, the though at the core her clergy and her aristocracy were more

last and childless heir of the ducal house, was left in Milan till corrupt than ever.

his death, which happened in 1535. The republic of Venice was In 1556 Philip II., by the abdication of his father Charles V.,

respected in her liberties and Lombard territories. The Este became king of Spain. He already wore the crown of the Two

family received a confirmation of their duchy of Modena and Sicilies, and ruled the duchy of Milan. In the next ^
Reggio, and were invested in their fief of Ferrara by the pope, year Ferdinand, brother of Charles, was elected em- nuipii.

The marquessate of Mantua was made a duchy ; and Florence peror. The French, meanwhile, had not entirely

was secured, as we have seen, to the Medici. The great gainer abandoned their claims on Italy. Gian Pietro Caraffa, who

by this settlement was the papacy, which held the most sub- was made pope in 1555 with the name of Paul IV., en-

stantial Italian province, together with a prestige that raised deavoured to revive the ancient papal^licy of leaning upon

it far above all rivalry. The rest of Italy, however parcelled, France. He encouraged the duke of Guise to undertake the

henceforth became but a dependence upon Spain. Charles V., conquest of Naples, as Charles of Anjou had been summoned by

it must be remembered, achieved his conquest and confirmed his predecessors. But such schemes were now obsolete and

his authority far less as emperor than as the heir of Castile and anachronistic. They led to a languid lingering Italian campaign,

Aragon. A Spanish viceroy in Milan and another in Naples, which was settled far beyond the Alps by Philip’s victories over

supported by Rbme and by the minor princes who followed the the French oX St Quentin and Gravelines. The peace of Cateau

policy ffictated to them from Madrid, were sufficient to preserve Cambresis, signed in 1559, left the Spanish monarch undisputed

the whole peninsula in a state of somnolent inglorious servitude, lord of Italy. Of free commonwealUis there now survived only

Froin 1530 until ^796, that is, for a peri(S of nearly three Venice, which, together with Spain, a^ieved for Europe the

centuries, the Itdians had no history of their own. Their annals victory of Lep^to in 1573 ;
Genoa, which, after the meffectual

are filled with records of dynastic changes and redistributions of Fieschi revolution in X547, abode beneath the rule of the great

territory, consequent upon treaties signed by foreign powers, in Doria family, and Md a feeble sway in Coreica ; and the tw'*

the settlement of quarrels which no wise concerned the people, insigmficant republics of Lucca and San Marmo.

XV. 2r
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The future hope 6t Italy, however, was growii^ in a remote

and hitherto neglected corner. Emmanuel Philibert, duke of

Savoy, represent^ the oldest and not the least illustrious reigning

house in Europe, and his descendants were destined to achieve

for Italy the independence which no other power or prince

had given her since the Tall of ancient Rome. (See Savoy,
HomsB OF.)

When Emmanuel Philibert succeeded to his father Charles III.

in 1553, he was a duke without a duchy. But the princes of

the house o£ Savoy were a race of warriors
; and what Emmanuel

Philibert lost as sovereign he regained as captain of adventure
in the service of his cousin Philip II. The treaty of Cateau
Cambresis in 1559, and the evacuation of the Piedmontese cities

held by French and Spanish troops in 1574, restored his state.

By removing the capital from Chambery to Tiurin, he completed

the transformation of the dukes of Savoy from Burgundian into

Italian sovereigns. They still owned Savoy beyond the Alps, the

plains of Bresse, and the maritime province of Nice.

Emmanuel Philibert was succeeded by his son Charles

Emmanuel I., who married Catherine, a daughter of Philip II.

He seized the first opportunity of annexing Saluzzo, which had
been lost to Savoy in the last two reigns, and renewed the

disastrous policy of his grandfather Charles 111 , by invading

Geneva and threatening Provence. Henry IV. of France forced

him in 1601 to relinquish Bresse and his Burgundian possessions.

In return he was allowed to keep Saluzzo. All hopes of conquest

on the transalpine side were now quenched
;

but the keys of

Italy had been given to the dukes of Savoy
;
and their attention

was still further concentrated upon Lombard conquests. Charles

Emmanuel now attempted the acquisition of Montferrat, which
was soon to become vacant by the death of Francesco Gonzaga,
who held it together with Mantua. In order to secure this

territory, he went to war with Philip III. of Spain, and allied

himself with Venice and the Grisons to expel the Spaniards from

the Valtelline. When the male line of the Gonzaga family expired

in 1627, Charles, duke of Nevers, claimed Mantua and Montferrat

in right of his wife, the only daughter of the last duke. Charles

Emmanuel was now checkmated by h ranee, as he had formerly

been by Spain. The total gains of all his strenuous endeavours

amounted to the acquisition of a few places on the borders of

Montferrat,

Not only the Gonzagas, but several other ancient ducal

families, died out about the date which we have reached. The

Bxtinc- legitimate line of the Estensi ended in 1597 by the

tiQaot,^. death of Alfonso II., the last duke of Ferrara. He
left his domains to a natural relative, Cesare d’Este,

fMmWm,
would in earlier days have inherited without

dispute, for bastardy had been no bar on more than one occasion

in the Este pedigree. Urban VIII., however, put in a claim to

Ferrara, which, it will be remembered, had been recognized a
papal fief in 1530. Cesare d’Este had to content himself with

Modena and Reggio, where his descendants reigned as dukes
till 1794, Under the same pontiff, the Holy See absorbed the

duchy of Urbino on the death of Francesco Maria 11 ., the last

representative of Montefeltro and Della Rovere. The popes
were now masters of a fine and compact territory, embracing
no inconsiderable portion of Countess Matilda’s legacy, in

addition to Pippin’s donation and the patrimony of St Peter.

Meanwhile Spanish fanaticism, the suppression of the Huguenots
in France and the Catholic policy of Austria combined to

strengthen their authority as pontiffs. Urban’s predecessor,

Paul V., advanced so far as to extend his spiritual jurisdiction

over Venice, which, up to the date of his Section (1605), had
resisted dl encroachments of the Holy See. Venice offered the
single instance in Italy of a national church. The republic

managed the tithes, a^d the clergy' acknowledged no chief above
their own patriarch. Paul V. now forced the Venetians to

admit his ecclesiastical supremacy
;
but they refused to readmit

the Jesuits, who had been expelled in 1606. This, if we do not
count tl^ proclamation of James I. of England (1604), was the
Mriiest instance of the order’s banishment from a state where
it had proved disloyal to the commonwealth.

Venice rapidly declined throughout the 17th century. The
loss of trade consequent upon die closing of Egypt and the

Levant, together with the discovery of America and u§ciin$
the sea-route to the Indies, had dried up her chief o/vmIm
source of wealth. Prolonged warfare with the Otto-

mans, who forced her to abandon Candia in 1669,

as they had robbed her of Cyprus in 1570, still further crippled

her resources. Yet she kept the Adriatic free of pirates, notably

by suppressing the sea-robbers called Uscocchi (1601-1617),

maintained herself in the Ionian Islands, and in 1684 added one

more to the series of victorious episodes which render her annals

so romantic. In that year Francesco Morosini, upon whose
tomb we still may read the title Peloponncsiacus, wrested the

whole of the Morea from the Turks. But after his death in 1715
the republic relaxed her hold upon his conquests. The Venetian

nobles abandoned themselves to indolence and vice. Many of

them fell into the slough of pauperism, and were saved from
starvation by public doles. Though the signory still made a
brave show upon occasions of parade, it was clear that the state

was rotten to the core, and sinking into the decrepitude of dotage.

The Spanish monarchy at the same epoch dwindled with

apparently less reason. Philip’s Austrian successors reduced
it to the rank of a secondary European power. This decline of

vigour was felt, with the customary effects of discord and bad
government, in Lower Italy. The revolt of Masoniello in Naples

(1647), followed by rebellions at Palermo and Messina, which
placed Sicily for a while in the hands of Louis XIV. (1676-

1678) were symptoms of progressive anarchy. The population,

ground down by preposterous taxes, ill-used as only the subjects

of Spaniards, Turks or Bourbons are handled, rose in blind

exasperation against their oppressors. It is impossible to attach

political importance to these revolutions
;

nor did they bring

the people any appreciable good. The destinies of Italy were

decided in the cabinets and on the battlefields of northern

Europe. A Bourbon at Versailles, a Habsburg at Vienna, or

a thick-lipped Lorrainer, with a stroke of his pen, wrote off

province against province, regarding not the populations who
had bled for him or thrown themselves upon his mercy.

This inglorious and passive chapter of Italian history is con-

tinued to the date of the French Revolution with the records of

three dynastic wars, the war of the Spanish succession,

the war of the Polish succession, the war of the Austrian

succession, followed by three European treaties,

which brought them respectively to diplomatic

terminations. Italy, handled and rehandled, settled and re-

settled, upon each of these occasions, changed masters without

caring or knowing what befell the principals in any one of the

disputes. Humiliating to human nature in general as are the

annals of the 18th-century campaigns in Europe, there is no
point of view from which they appear in a light so tragi-comic

as from that afforded by Italian history. The system of setting

nations by the ears with the view of settling the quarrels of a

few reigning houses was reduced to absurdity when the people,

as in these cases, come to be partitioned and exchanged without

the assertion or negation of a single principle affecting their

interests or rousing their emotions.

In 1700 Charles II. died, and with him ended the Austrian

family in Spain. Louis XIV. claimed the throne for Philip,

duke of Anjou. Charles, archduke of Austria, opposed
him. The dispute was fought out in Flanders ; but

Lombardy felt the shock, as usual, of the French and g/oa.

Austrian dynasties. The FVench armies were more
than once defeated by Prince Eu^ne of Savoy, who drove them
out of Italy in 1707. Therefore, in tiie peace of Utrecht (1713),

the services of the house of Savoy had to be duly reep^ized.

Victor Amadeus 11 . received Sicily with the title of king. Mont-
ferrat and Alessandria were added to his northern provinces,

and his state was recognized as independent. Charles of Austria,

now emperor, took Milan, Mantua, Naples and Sardinia for his

portion of the Italian spoil. Philip founded the Bourbon line

of Spanish kings, renouncing in Italy all that his Habsburg
predecessors had gained. Discontented with this diminution
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of the Spanish heritage^ Philip V. married Elisabetta Famese^
heiress to the last duke of Parma, in 17x4. He hoped to secure

this duch^ for his son, Don Carlos
;
and Elisabetta further brought

with her a claim to the grand-duchy of Tuscany, which would

soon become vacant by the death of Gian Gastooe de’ Medici

After this marriage Philip broke the peace of Europe by invading

Sardinia. Ihe Quadruple Alliance was formed, and the new king

of Sicily was punished for his supposed adherence to Philip V.

by the forced exchange of Sicily fm the island of Sardinia. It

was thus that in 1720 the house of Savoy assumed the regal title

which it bore until the declaration of riie Italian kingdra in the

last century. Victor Amadeus 11. ’s reign was of great import*

ance in the history of his state. Hiough a despot, as all monarchs

were obliged to be at that date, Ik reigned with prudence,

probity and zeal for the welfare of his subjects. He took public

education out of the hands of the Jesuits, which, for the future

development of manliness in his dominions, was a measure

of incalculable value. The duchy of Savoy in his days became

a kingdom, and Sardinia, though it seemed a poor exchange for

Sicily, was a' far less perilous possession than the larger and
wealthier island would have been. In 1730 Victor Amadeus
abdicated in favour of his son Charles Emmanuel 111 . Repenting

of this step, he subsequently attempted to regain Turin, but was
imprisoned in the castle of Rivoli, where he ended his days

in 1732.

Tlie War of the Polish Succession which now disturbed Europe

is only important in Italian history because the treaty of Vienna

m 1738 settled the disputed a^irs of the duchies

Parma and Tuscany. The duke Antonio Famese

Mioa.

'

in 1731 ;
the grand-duke Gian Gastone dc’

Medici died in 1737. In the duchy of Parma Don
Garlos had already been proclaimed. But he was now transferred

to the Two Sicilies, while Francis of Lorraine, the husband of

Maria T'heresa, took Tuscany and Parma. Milan and Mantua
remained in the hands of the Austrians. On this occasion

Charles Emmanuel acquired Tortona and Novara,

Worse complications ensued for the Italians when the emperor

Charles VI., father of Maria Theresa, died in 1740. The three

branches of the Bourbon house, ruling in France,

gwrrft*'*
Spain and the Sicilies, joined with Prussia, Bavaria

Miott.
* And the kingdom of Sardinia to despoil Maria Theresa

of her heritage. Lombardy was made the seat of war ;

and here the king of ^rdinia acted as in some sense the arbiter

of the situation. After war broke out, he changed sides and
supported the Habsburg-Lorraine party. At first, in 1745, the

Sardinians were defeated by the French and Spanish troops.

But Francis of Lorraine, elected emperor in that year, sent an
army to the king’s support, whidi in 1746 obtained a signal

victory over the Bourbons at Piacenza. Charles Emmanuel now
threatened Genoa. The Austrian soldiers already held the town.

But the citizens expelled them, and the republic kept her inde-

pendence. In 1748 the treaty of Aix-la-Chapellc, which put an

end to tlie War of the Austrian Succession, onc^ more redivided

Italy. Parma, Piacenza and Guastalla were formed into a duchy

for Don Philip, brother of Charles III. of the Two Sicilies, and son

of Philip V . of Spain. Charles III. was confirmed in his kingdom

of the Two Sicilies. The Austrians kq)t Milan and Tuscany. The

duchy of Modena was placed under the protection of the French.

So was Genoa, which m 1755, after Paoh’s msumection a^inst

the misgovemment of the republic, ceded her old domain of

Corsica to France.

From the date of this settlement until 1792, Italy enjoyed a
period of repose and internal amelioration under her numerous

Fortr*
paternal depots. It became tiie fashion during these

four
*

forty-four years of peace to enoouiage the mistrial
ywn* populatioB and to experimentalize in economical re-

forms. The Austrian government in Lombardy under

Mark Theresa was chaxacterized by tn^^roved agriculture, regular

admmi«tmtk>n, order, reformed taxation and increased e^oa-
tion. A considerable amount localautonomy was allowed, and

dependence on Vienna was very slight and not irksome. The

nobtos and the clergy weite rich and infiueatial, but kept in order

by the civil power. There was no feeling ofnationality^ but the

pi^le were prosperous, enjoyed profound peace and wem
placidly content with the existing order of things. On the deal^
of Maria Theresa in 1780, the emperor Joseph 11 . instituted much
wid^ reforms. Feudal privileges were dose away with* t^kmcal

influence diminished and nxany monSsteries and convents sup-

pressed, the criminal law rendered more humane and torture

abolished laigely as a result of G. Beccaria’s famous pamphlet
Dei deliiti e delle pent. At thesame time Joseph’s administration

was more arbitrary, and local autonomy was to some extent

curtailed. His anti-clerical laws produced some ill-ieelmg

among the more devoilf part of the popidation. On the whote
the Austrian rule in pre-revolutionary days was beneficial and
far from oppressive, and helped Lombardy to i:ecover from the

ill-efiects of the Spanish domination. It did Jittle for the moral

education of the people, but the same criticism applies more or

less to all the European governments cf the day. The emperor

Francis I. ruled the grand-duchy of Tuscany by lieutenants until

his death in 1765, when it was given, as an inde^ndent state, to

his second son, Peter Leopold. The rdgn of thb duke was 1<^
remembered as a period of internal prosperity, wise legisiation

and impor^nt public enteiprise. LfiK)pold, among other useful

works, drained the Val di Chiana, and restored those fertile upland
plains to agriculture. In 1790 he succeeded to the empire, and
left Tuscany to his son Ferdinand. The kingdom of Sardinia

was administered upon similar principles, but with less of

geniality. Charles Emmanuel made his will law, and erased the

remnants of free institutions from his state. At the same time

he wisely followed his father’s policy with regard to education and
the church. This is perhaps the best that can be said of a kinjg

who incarnated the stolid absolutbm of the period. From thus

date, however, we are able to trace the revival of independent

thought among the Italians. The European ferment of ideas

which preceded the French Revolution expressed itself in men
like Aifieri, the fierce denouncer of tyrants, Beccarie, the philo-

sopher of criminal jurisppdcnce, Volta, the physicist, and
numerous political economists of Tuscany. Moved partly by
external influences and partly by a slow internal reawakening,

the people wae preparing for the efforts of the 19th century.

The papacy, during this period, had to reconsider the question of

the Jesuits, who made themselves universally odious, not only in

Italy, but also in France and Spain. In the pontificate of

Clement XIll. they ruled the Vatican, and almost succeeded in

embroiling the pope with the concerted Bourbon potentates of

Europe. His successor, Clement XIV. suppressed the order

altogether by a brief of 1773. ^ (J* A. S.)

D. Italy in tbe Napoleonic Periop, 1796*1814

The campaign of 1796 which led to the awakening of the

Italian people to a new consciousness of unity and strength is

detailed in the article Napoleonic Campaigns. Here we can

attempt only a general survey of the events, political, civic and

social, which heralded the Risorgimen0 in its first phase. It is

desirable in the first place to realize the condition of It^y at

the time when the irruption of the French and the expulsion of

the Austrians opened up a new political vista for that oppressed

and divided people.

For many generations Italy had been bandied to and fro

between the Habsbuigs and the Bourbons. The decline of

French influence at the dose of tbe reign of XjouIs XIV.
left the Hababurgs and the Spanish Bourbons without

serious rivals. The former possessed the rich dudxieg FnoMfe

of Milan (including Mantua) and Tuscany; While

through a marriage alliance with the house of Este

of Modena (the Archduke Ferdinand had married the heiress

of Modem) its influence over that duchy was supreme.'

It also had a few fleis in Piedmont and in Genoese

territory. By marrying her daughter, Mark Amelia, to the

young duke of Parma, and daughter, Maria Casolimv

to Ferdinand of Naples, Mania Theresa consolidated Habsbuig

mfluenoe in the north and south of the peninsula. The Spanish

Bourbons held NapileB and Sicily, as well as the dudsy of
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The future hope 6t Italy, however, was growii^ in a remote

and hitherto neglected corner. Emmanuel Philibert, duke of

Savoy, represent^ the oldest and not the least illustrious reigning

house in Europe, and his descendants were destined to achieve

for Italy the independence which no other power or prince

had given her since the Tall of ancient Rome. (See Savoy,
HomsB OF.)

When Emmanuel Philibert succeeded to his father Charles III.

in 1553, he was a duke without a duchy. But the princes of

the house o£ Savoy were a race of warriors
; and what Emmanuel

Philibert lost as sovereign he regained as captain of adventure
in the service of his cousin Philip II. The treaty of Cateau
Cambresis in 1559, and the evacuation of the Piedmontese cities

held by French and Spanish troops in 1574, restored his state.

By removing the capital from Chambery to Tiurin, he completed

the transformation of the dukes of Savoy from Burgundian into

Italian sovereigns. They still owned Savoy beyond the Alps, the

plains of Bresse, and the maritime province of Nice.

Emmanuel Philibert was succeeded by his son Charles

Emmanuel I., who married Catherine, a daughter of Philip II.

He seized the first opportunity of annexing Saluzzo, which had
been lost to Savoy in the last two reigns, and renewed the

disastrous policy of his grandfather Charles 111 , by invading

Geneva and threatening Provence. Henry IV. of France forced

him in 1601 to relinquish Bresse and his Burgundian possessions.

In return he was allowed to keep Saluzzo. All hopes of conquest

on the transalpine side were now quenched
;

but the keys of

Italy had been given to the dukes of Savoy
;
and their attention

was still further concentrated upon Lombard conquests. Charles

Emmanuel now attempted the acquisition of Montferrat, which
was soon to become vacant by the death of Francesco Gonzaga,
who held it together with Mantua. In order to secure this

territory, he went to war with Philip III. of Spain, and allied

himself with Venice and the Grisons to expel the Spaniards from

the Valtelline. When the male line of the Gonzaga family expired

in 1627, Charles, duke of Nevers, claimed Mantua and Montferrat

in right of his wife, the only daughter of the last duke. Charles

Emmanuel was now checkmated by h ranee, as he had formerly

been by Spain. The total gains of all his strenuous endeavours

amounted to the acquisition of a few places on the borders of

Montferrat,

Not only the Gonzagas, but several other ancient ducal

families, died out about the date which we have reached. The

Bxtinc- legitimate line of the Estensi ended in 1597 by the

tiQaot,^. death of Alfonso II., the last duke of Ferrara. He
left his domains to a natural relative, Cesare d’Este,

fMmWm,
would in earlier days have inherited without

dispute, for bastardy had been no bar on more than one occasion

in the Este pedigree. Urban VIII., however, put in a claim to

Ferrara, which, it will be remembered, had been recognized a
papal fief in 1530. Cesare d’Este had to content himself with

Modena and Reggio, where his descendants reigned as dukes
till 1794, Under the same pontiff, the Holy See absorbed the

duchy of Urbino on the death of Francesco Maria 11 ., the last

representative of Montefeltro and Della Rovere. The popes
were now masters of a fine and compact territory, embracing
no inconsiderable portion of Countess Matilda’s legacy, in

addition to Pippin’s donation and the patrimony of St Peter.

Meanwhile Spanish fanaticism, the suppression of the Huguenots
in France and the Catholic policy of Austria combined to

strengthen their authority as pontiffs. Urban’s predecessor,

Paul V., advanced so far as to extend his spiritual jurisdiction

over Venice, which, up to the date of his Section (1605), had
resisted dl encroachments of the Holy See. Venice offered the
single instance in Italy of a national church. The republic

managed the tithes, a^d the clergy' acknowledged no chief above
their own patriarch. Paul V. now forced the Venetians to

admit his ecclesiastical supremacy
;
but they refused to readmit

the Jesuits, who had been expelled in 1606. This, if we do not
count tl^ proclamation of James I. of England (1604), was the
Mriiest instance of the order’s banishment from a state where
it had proved disloyal to the commonwealth.

Venice rapidly declined throughout the 17th century. The
loss of trade consequent upon die closing of Egypt and the

Levant, together with the discovery of America and u§ciin$
the sea-route to the Indies, had dried up her chief o/vmIm
source of wealth. Prolonged warfare with the Otto-

mans, who forced her to abandon Candia in 1669,

as they had robbed her of Cyprus in 1570, still further crippled

her resources. Yet she kept the Adriatic free of pirates, notably

by suppressing the sea-robbers called Uscocchi (1601-1617),

maintained herself in the Ionian Islands, and in 1684 added one

more to the series of victorious episodes which render her annals

so romantic. In that year Francesco Morosini, upon whose
tomb we still may read the title Peloponncsiacus, wrested the

whole of the Morea from the Turks. But after his death in 1715
the republic relaxed her hold upon his conquests. The Venetian

nobles abandoned themselves to indolence and vice. Many of

them fell into the slough of pauperism, and were saved from
starvation by public doles. Though the signory still made a
brave show upon occasions of parade, it was clear that the state

was rotten to the core, and sinking into the decrepitude of dotage.

The Spanish monarchy at the same epoch dwindled with

apparently less reason. Philip’s Austrian successors reduced
it to the rank of a secondary European power. This decline of

vigour was felt, with the customary effects of discord and bad
government, in Lower Italy. The revolt of Masoniello in Naples

(1647), followed by rebellions at Palermo and Messina, which
placed Sicily for a while in the hands of Louis XIV. (1676-

1678) were symptoms of progressive anarchy. The population,

ground down by preposterous taxes, ill-used as only the subjects

of Spaniards, Turks or Bourbons are handled, rose in blind

exasperation against their oppressors. It is impossible to attach

political importance to these revolutions
;

nor did they bring

the people any appreciable good. The destinies of Italy were

decided in the cabinets and on the battlefields of northern

Europe. A Bourbon at Versailles, a Habsburg at Vienna, or

a thick-lipped Lorrainer, with a stroke of his pen, wrote off

province against province, regarding not the populations who
had bled for him or thrown themselves upon his mercy.

This inglorious and passive chapter of Italian history is con-

tinued to the date of the French Revolution with the records of

three dynastic wars, the war of the Spanish succession,

the war of the Polish succession, the war of the Austrian

succession, followed by three European treaties,

which brought them respectively to diplomatic

terminations. Italy, handled and rehandled, settled and re-

settled, upon each of these occasions, changed masters without

caring or knowing what befell the principals in any one of the

disputes. Humiliating to human nature in general as are the

annals of the 18th-century campaigns in Europe, there is no
point of view from which they appear in a light so tragi-comic

as from that afforded by Italian history. The system of setting

nations by the ears with the view of settling the quarrels of a

few reigning houses was reduced to absurdity when the people,

as in these cases, come to be partitioned and exchanged without

the assertion or negation of a single principle affecting their

interests or rousing their emotions.

In 1700 Charles II. died, and with him ended the Austrian

family in Spain. Louis XIV. claimed the throne for Philip,

duke of Anjou. Charles, archduke of Austria, opposed
him. The dispute was fought out in Flanders ; but

Lombardy felt the shock, as usual, of the French and g/oa.

Austrian dynasties. The FVench armies were more
than once defeated by Prince Eu^ne of Savoy, who drove them
out of Italy in 1707. Therefore, in tiie peace of Utrecht (1713),

the services of the house of Savoy had to be duly reep^ized.

Victor Amadeus 11 . received Sicily with the title of king. Mont-
ferrat and Alessandria were added to his northern provinces,

and his state was recognized as independent. Charles of Austria,

now emperor, took Milan, Mantua, Naples and Sardinia for his

portion of the Italian spoil. Philip founded the Bourbon line

of Spanish kings, renouncing in Italy all that his Habsburg
predecessors had gained. Discontented with this diminution
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were abolwhed. Much good work was done by the Republicans
during their brief tenure of power, but it sooncame to anend owing
to the course of events which favoured a reaction against France^

^e directors of Paris, not content with overrunning and plunder-

ing Switzerland, had outraged German sentiment in many ways.

Further, at the close of 1798 they virtually compelled the young
king of Sardinia, Charles Emmanuel IV., to abdicate at Turin.

He retired to the island of Sardinia, while the French despoiled

Piedmont, thereby adding fuel to the resentment rapidly growing

against them in every part of Europe.

The outcome of it all was the War of the Second Coalition,

in which Russia, Austria, Great Britain, Naples and some

^ ^ ^
secondary states of Germany took part. The incursion

Austro-Russian army, led by that strange but
mametic being, Suvarov, decided the campaign in

northern Italy. The French, poorly handled by Scherer and
S^rurier, were everywhere beaten, especially at Magnano (April

5) and Cassano (April 27). Mil^ and Turin fell before the
allies, and Moreau, who took over the command, had much
difficulty in making his way to the Genoese coast-line. There
he awaited the arrival of Macdonald with the army of Naples.

That general, Championnet’s successor, had been compelled by
these reverses and by the threatening pressure of Nelson’s fleet

to evacuate Naples and central Italy. In many parts the

peasants and townsfolk, enraged by the licence of the French,

hung on his flank and rear. The republics set up by the French
at Naples, Rome and Milan collapsed as soon as the French
troops retired

;
and a reaction in favour of clerical and Austrian

influence set in with great violence. For the events which then

occurred at Naples, so compromising to the reputation of Nelson,

see Nelson and Naples. Sir William Hamilton was subse-

quently recalled in a manner closely resembling a disgrace, and
his place was taken by Paget, who behaved with more dignity

and tact.

Meanwhile Macdonald, after struggling through central Italy,

had defeated an Austrian force at Modena (June 12, 1799),
but Suvarov was able by swift movements utterly to overthrow
him at the Trebbia (June 17-19), The wreck of his force

drifted away helplessly towards Genoa. A month later the

ambitious young general, Joubert, who took over Moreau’s

command and rallied part of Macdonald’s following, was utterly

routed by the Austro-Russian army at Novi (August 15) with

the loss of 12,000 men. Joubert perished in the battle. The
growing friction between Austria and Russia led to the transfer-

ence of Suvarov and his Russians to Switzerland, with results'

which were to be fatal to the allies in that quarter. But in Italy

the Austrian successes continued. Melas defeated Championnet
near Coni on the 4th of November

;
and a little later the French

garrisons at Ancona and Coni surrendered. The tricolour,

which floated triumphantly over all the strongholds of Italy

early in the year, at its close waved only over Genoa, where

Mass6na prepared for a stubborn defence. Nice and Savoy

also seemed at the mercy of the invaders. Everywhere the old

order of things was restored. The death of the aged Pope

Pius VI. at Valence (August 29, 1799) deprived the French of

whatever advantage they had hoped to gain by dragging him

into exile
;
on the 24th of March 1800 the conclave, assembled

for greater security on the island of San Giorgio at Venice, elected

a new pontiff, Pius VII.

Such was the position of affairs when Bonaparte returned

from Egypt and landed at Frdjus. The contrast presented by

his triumphs, whether real or imaginary, to the reverses
CMpmiga

sustained by the armies of the French directory, was

Manage, ^^^al tO. that body and to popular institutions in France.

After the coup d'itat of Brumoire (November 1799) he,

as first consul, began to organize an ex^dition against the

Austrians (Russia ^ving now retired from the coition), in

northern Italy. The campaign culminating at Marengo was

the result. By that triumph (due to Desaix and Kellermann

rather than directly to him), Bonaparte consolidated his own

position in France and again laid Italy at his feet. The Austrian

general, Melas, signed an armistice whereby he was to retire

with his army beyond the river Mincio, Ten days earlier,

namely on the 4th of June, Ma$s6na had been compelled by
hunger to capitulate at Genoa

;
but the success at Marengo,

followed up by that of Macdonald in north Italy, and Moreau
at Hohenlinden (December 2, 1800), brought the emperor
Francis to sue for peace which* was finally concluded - . ,
at Lun^ville on the 9th of Februaiy 1801. The
Cisalpine and Li^rian Republics (reconstituted soon

after Marengo) were recognized by Austria on condition that they

were independent of France. The rule of Pius VII. over the

Papal States was admitted
;
and Italian affairs were arranged

much as they were at Campo Formio ; Modena and Tuscany
nowreverted to French control, their former rulers being promised

compensation in Germany. Naples, easily worsted by the French,

under MioUis, left the British alliance, and made peace the

treaty of Florence (March 1801), agreeing to withdraw her

troops from the Papal States, to cede Piombino and the Presidii

(in Tuscany) to France and to close her ports to British ships and
commerce. King Ferdmand also had to accept a French garrison

at Taranto, and other points in the south.

Other changes took place in that year, all of them in favour

of France. By complex and secret bargaining with the court

of Madrid, Bonaparte procured the cession to France sapohoa^M
of Louisiana, in North America, and Parma; while

the duke of Parma (husband of an infanta of Spain)

was promoted by him to the duchy of Tuscany, now^^*^*

renamed the kingdom of Etruria. Piedmont was declared to be

a military division at the disposal of France (April 21, 1801);

and on the 21st of September 1802, Bonaparte, then first consul

for life, issued a decree for its definitive incorporation in the

French Republic. About that time, too, Elba fell into the hands

of Napoleon. Piedmont was organized in six departments on

the model of those of France, and a number of French veterans

were settled by Napoleon in and near the fortress of Alessandria.

Besides copying the Roman habit of planting military colonies,

the first consul imitated the old conquerors of the world by

extending and completing the road -system of his outlying

districts, especially at those important passes, the Mont Cenis

and Simplon. He greatly improved the rough track over the

Simplon Pass, so tlmt, when finished in 1807, it was practicable

for artillery, Milan was the terminus of the road, and the

construction of the Foro Buonaparte and the completion of the

cathedra) added dignity to the Lombard capital. The Cbmiche
road was improved

;
and public works m various parts of

Piedmont, and the Cisalpine and Ligurian Republics attested

the foresight and wisdom of the grea\ organizer of industry and
quickener of human energies. The universities of Pavia and
Bologna were reopened and made great progress in this time of

peace and growing prosperity. Somewhat later the Pavia canal

was begun in order to connect Lake Como with the Adriatic

for barge-traffic.

The personal nature of the tie binding Italy to France was

illustrated by a curious incident of the winter of 1802-1803.

Bonaparte, now First Consul for life, felt strong enough to impose

his will on the Cisalpine Republic and to set at defiance one of

the stipulations of the treaty of Lun^ville. On the pretext of

consolidating that republic, he invited 450 of its leading men to

come to Lyons to a considta. In reality he and his agents had

already provided for the passing of proposals which were agree-

able to him. The deputies having been dazzled by f6tes and

reviews, Talleyrand and Marescalchi, ministers of foreign affairs

at Paris and Milan, plied them with hints as to the course to be

followed by the consulta; and, despite the rage of the more

democratic of their number, everything corresponded to the

wishes of the First Consul. It remained to find a chief. Very

many were in favour of Count Melzi, a Lombard noble, who had

been chief of the executive at Milan
;
but again Talleyrand and

French agents set to work on behalf of their master, with the

result that he was elected president for ten years. He accepted

that office because, as he frankly informed the deputies, he had
found no one who ** for his services rendered to his country,

his authority with the people and his separation from party
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The future hope 6t Italy, however, was growii^ in a remote

and hitherto neglected corner. Emmanuel Philibert, duke of

Savoy, represent^ the oldest and not the least illustrious reigning

house in Europe, and his descendants were destined to achieve

for Italy the independence which no other power or prince

had given her since the Tall of ancient Rome. (See Savoy,
HomsB OF.)

When Emmanuel Philibert succeeded to his father Charles III.

in 1553, he was a duke without a duchy. But the princes of

the house o£ Savoy were a race of warriors
; and what Emmanuel

Philibert lost as sovereign he regained as captain of adventure
in the service of his cousin Philip II. The treaty of Cateau
Cambresis in 1559, and the evacuation of the Piedmontese cities

held by French and Spanish troops in 1574, restored his state.

By removing the capital from Chambery to Tiurin, he completed

the transformation of the dukes of Savoy from Burgundian into

Italian sovereigns. They still owned Savoy beyond the Alps, the

plains of Bresse, and the maritime province of Nice.

Emmanuel Philibert was succeeded by his son Charles

Emmanuel I., who married Catherine, a daughter of Philip II.

He seized the first opportunity of annexing Saluzzo, which had
been lost to Savoy in the last two reigns, and renewed the

disastrous policy of his grandfather Charles 111 , by invading

Geneva and threatening Provence. Henry IV. of France forced

him in 1601 to relinquish Bresse and his Burgundian possessions.

In return he was allowed to keep Saluzzo. All hopes of conquest

on the transalpine side were now quenched
;

but the keys of

Italy had been given to the dukes of Savoy
;
and their attention

was still further concentrated upon Lombard conquests. Charles

Emmanuel now attempted the acquisition of Montferrat, which
was soon to become vacant by the death of Francesco Gonzaga,
who held it together with Mantua. In order to secure this

territory, he went to war with Philip III. of Spain, and allied

himself with Venice and the Grisons to expel the Spaniards from

the Valtelline. When the male line of the Gonzaga family expired

in 1627, Charles, duke of Nevers, claimed Mantua and Montferrat

in right of his wife, the only daughter of the last duke. Charles

Emmanuel was now checkmated by h ranee, as he had formerly

been by Spain. The total gains of all his strenuous endeavours

amounted to the acquisition of a few places on the borders of

Montferrat,

Not only the Gonzagas, but several other ancient ducal

families, died out about the date which we have reached. The

Bxtinc- legitimate line of the Estensi ended in 1597 by the

tiQaot,^. death of Alfonso II., the last duke of Ferrara. He
left his domains to a natural relative, Cesare d’Este,

fMmWm,
would in earlier days have inherited without

dispute, for bastardy had been no bar on more than one occasion

in the Este pedigree. Urban VIII., however, put in a claim to

Ferrara, which, it will be remembered, had been recognized a
papal fief in 1530. Cesare d’Este had to content himself with

Modena and Reggio, where his descendants reigned as dukes
till 1794, Under the same pontiff, the Holy See absorbed the

duchy of Urbino on the death of Francesco Maria 11 ., the last

representative of Montefeltro and Della Rovere. The popes
were now masters of a fine and compact territory, embracing
no inconsiderable portion of Countess Matilda’s legacy, in

addition to Pippin’s donation and the patrimony of St Peter.

Meanwhile Spanish fanaticism, the suppression of the Huguenots
in France and the Catholic policy of Austria combined to

strengthen their authority as pontiffs. Urban’s predecessor,

Paul V., advanced so far as to extend his spiritual jurisdiction

over Venice, which, up to the date of his Section (1605), had
resisted dl encroachments of the Holy See. Venice offered the
single instance in Italy of a national church. The republic

managed the tithes, a^d the clergy' acknowledged no chief above
their own patriarch. Paul V. now forced the Venetians to

admit his ecclesiastical supremacy
;
but they refused to readmit

the Jesuits, who had been expelled in 1606. This, if we do not
count tl^ proclamation of James I. of England (1604), was the
Mriiest instance of the order’s banishment from a state where
it had proved disloyal to the commonwealth.

Venice rapidly declined throughout the 17th century. The
loss of trade consequent upon die closing of Egypt and the

Levant, together with the discovery of America and u§ciin$
the sea-route to the Indies, had dried up her chief o/vmIm
source of wealth. Prolonged warfare with the Otto-

mans, who forced her to abandon Candia in 1669,

as they had robbed her of Cyprus in 1570, still further crippled

her resources. Yet she kept the Adriatic free of pirates, notably

by suppressing the sea-robbers called Uscocchi (1601-1617),

maintained herself in the Ionian Islands, and in 1684 added one

more to the series of victorious episodes which render her annals

so romantic. In that year Francesco Morosini, upon whose
tomb we still may read the title Peloponncsiacus, wrested the

whole of the Morea from the Turks. But after his death in 1715
the republic relaxed her hold upon his conquests. The Venetian

nobles abandoned themselves to indolence and vice. Many of

them fell into the slough of pauperism, and were saved from
starvation by public doles. Though the signory still made a
brave show upon occasions of parade, it was clear that the state

was rotten to the core, and sinking into the decrepitude of dotage.

The Spanish monarchy at the same epoch dwindled with

apparently less reason. Philip’s Austrian successors reduced
it to the rank of a secondary European power. This decline of

vigour was felt, with the customary effects of discord and bad
government, in Lower Italy. The revolt of Masoniello in Naples

(1647), followed by rebellions at Palermo and Messina, which
placed Sicily for a while in the hands of Louis XIV. (1676-

1678) were symptoms of progressive anarchy. The population,

ground down by preposterous taxes, ill-used as only the subjects

of Spaniards, Turks or Bourbons are handled, rose in blind

exasperation against their oppressors. It is impossible to attach

political importance to these revolutions
;

nor did they bring

the people any appreciable good. The destinies of Italy were

decided in the cabinets and on the battlefields of northern

Europe. A Bourbon at Versailles, a Habsburg at Vienna, or

a thick-lipped Lorrainer, with a stroke of his pen, wrote off

province against province, regarding not the populations who
had bled for him or thrown themselves upon his mercy.

This inglorious and passive chapter of Italian history is con-

tinued to the date of the French Revolution with the records of

three dynastic wars, the war of the Spanish succession,

the war of the Polish succession, the war of the Austrian

succession, followed by three European treaties,

which brought them respectively to diplomatic

terminations. Italy, handled and rehandled, settled and re-

settled, upon each of these occasions, changed masters without

caring or knowing what befell the principals in any one of the

disputes. Humiliating to human nature in general as are the

annals of the 18th-century campaigns in Europe, there is no
point of view from which they appear in a light so tragi-comic

as from that afforded by Italian history. The system of setting

nations by the ears with the view of settling the quarrels of a

few reigning houses was reduced to absurdity when the people,

as in these cases, come to be partitioned and exchanged without

the assertion or negation of a single principle affecting their

interests or rousing their emotions.

In 1700 Charles II. died, and with him ended the Austrian

family in Spain. Louis XIV. claimed the throne for Philip,

duke of Anjou. Charles, archduke of Austria, opposed
him. The dispute was fought out in Flanders ; but

Lombardy felt the shock, as usual, of the French and g/oa.

Austrian dynasties. The FVench armies were more
than once defeated by Prince Eu^ne of Savoy, who drove them
out of Italy in 1707. Therefore, in tiie peace of Utrecht (1713),

the services of the house of Savoy had to be duly reep^ized.

Victor Amadeus 11 . received Sicily with the title of king. Mont-
ferrat and Alessandria were added to his northern provinces,

and his state was recognized as independent. Charles of Austria,

now emperor, took Milan, Mantua, Naples and Sardinia for his

portion of the Italian spoil. Philip founded the Bourbon line

of Spanish kings, renouncing in Italy all that his Habsburg
predecessors had gained. Discontented with this diminution
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were abolwhed. Much good work was done by the Republicans
during their brief tenure of power, but it sooncame to anend owing
to the course of events which favoured a reaction against France^

^e directors of Paris, not content with overrunning and plunder-

ing Switzerland, had outraged German sentiment in many ways.

Further, at the close of 1798 they virtually compelled the young
king of Sardinia, Charles Emmanuel IV., to abdicate at Turin.

He retired to the island of Sardinia, while the French despoiled

Piedmont, thereby adding fuel to the resentment rapidly growing

against them in every part of Europe.

The outcome of it all was the War of the Second Coalition,

in which Russia, Austria, Great Britain, Naples and some

^ ^ ^
secondary states of Germany took part. The incursion

Austro-Russian army, led by that strange but
mametic being, Suvarov, decided the campaign in

northern Italy. The French, poorly handled by Scherer and
S^rurier, were everywhere beaten, especially at Magnano (April

5) and Cassano (April 27). Mil^ and Turin fell before the
allies, and Moreau, who took over the command, had much
difficulty in making his way to the Genoese coast-line. There
he awaited the arrival of Macdonald with the army of Naples.

That general, Championnet’s successor, had been compelled by
these reverses and by the threatening pressure of Nelson’s fleet

to evacuate Naples and central Italy. In many parts the

peasants and townsfolk, enraged by the licence of the French,

hung on his flank and rear. The republics set up by the French
at Naples, Rome and Milan collapsed as soon as the French
troops retired

;
and a reaction in favour of clerical and Austrian

influence set in with great violence. For the events which then

occurred at Naples, so compromising to the reputation of Nelson,

see Nelson and Naples. Sir William Hamilton was subse-

quently recalled in a manner closely resembling a disgrace, and
his place was taken by Paget, who behaved with more dignity

and tact.

Meanwhile Macdonald, after struggling through central Italy,

had defeated an Austrian force at Modena (June 12, 1799),
but Suvarov was able by swift movements utterly to overthrow
him at the Trebbia (June 17-19), The wreck of his force

drifted away helplessly towards Genoa. A month later the

ambitious young general, Joubert, who took over Moreau’s

command and rallied part of Macdonald’s following, was utterly

routed by the Austro-Russian army at Novi (August 15) with

the loss of 12,000 men. Joubert perished in the battle. The
growing friction between Austria and Russia led to the transfer-

ence of Suvarov and his Russians to Switzerland, with results'

which were to be fatal to the allies in that quarter. But in Italy

the Austrian successes continued. Melas defeated Championnet
near Coni on the 4th of November

;
and a little later the French

garrisons at Ancona and Coni surrendered. The tricolour,

which floated triumphantly over all the strongholds of Italy

early in the year, at its close waved only over Genoa, where

Mass6na prepared for a stubborn defence. Nice and Savoy

also seemed at the mercy of the invaders. Everywhere the old

order of things was restored. The death of the aged Pope

Pius VI. at Valence (August 29, 1799) deprived the French of

whatever advantage they had hoped to gain by dragging him

into exile
;
on the 24th of March 1800 the conclave, assembled

for greater security on the island of San Giorgio at Venice, elected

a new pontiff, Pius VII.

Such was the position of affairs when Bonaparte returned

from Egypt and landed at Frdjus. The contrast presented by

his triumphs, whether real or imaginary, to the reverses
CMpmiga

sustained by the armies of the French directory, was

Manage, ^^^al tO. that body and to popular institutions in France.

After the coup d'itat of Brumoire (November 1799) he,

as first consul, began to organize an ex^dition against the

Austrians (Russia ^ving now retired from the coition), in

northern Italy. The campaign culminating at Marengo was

the result. By that triumph (due to Desaix and Kellermann

rather than directly to him), Bonaparte consolidated his own

position in France and again laid Italy at his feet. The Austrian

general, Melas, signed an armistice whereby he was to retire

with his army beyond the river Mincio, Ten days earlier,

namely on the 4th of June, Ma$s6na had been compelled by
hunger to capitulate at Genoa

;
but the success at Marengo,

followed up by that of Macdonald in north Italy, and Moreau
at Hohenlinden (December 2, 1800), brought the emperor
Francis to sue for peace which* was finally concluded - . ,
at Lun^ville on the 9th of Februaiy 1801. The
Cisalpine and Li^rian Republics (reconstituted soon

after Marengo) were recognized by Austria on condition that they

were independent of France. The rule of Pius VII. over the

Papal States was admitted
;
and Italian affairs were arranged

much as they were at Campo Formio ; Modena and Tuscany
nowreverted to French control, their former rulers being promised

compensation in Germany. Naples, easily worsted by the French,

under MioUis, left the British alliance, and made peace the

treaty of Florence (March 1801), agreeing to withdraw her

troops from the Papal States, to cede Piombino and the Presidii

(in Tuscany) to France and to close her ports to British ships and
commerce. King Ferdmand also had to accept a French garrison

at Taranto, and other points in the south.

Other changes took place in that year, all of them in favour

of France. By complex and secret bargaining with the court

of Madrid, Bonaparte procured the cession to France sapohoa^M
of Louisiana, in North America, and Parma; while

the duke of Parma (husband of an infanta of Spain)

was promoted by him to the duchy of Tuscany, now^^*^*

renamed the kingdom of Etruria. Piedmont was declared to be

a military division at the disposal of France (April 21, 1801);

and on the 21st of September 1802, Bonaparte, then first consul

for life, issued a decree for its definitive incorporation in the

French Republic. About that time, too, Elba fell into the hands

of Napoleon. Piedmont was organized in six departments on

the model of those of France, and a number of French veterans

were settled by Napoleon in and near the fortress of Alessandria.

Besides copying the Roman habit of planting military colonies,

the first consul imitated the old conquerors of the world by

extending and completing the road -system of his outlying

districts, especially at those important passes, the Mont Cenis

and Simplon. He greatly improved the rough track over the

Simplon Pass, so tlmt, when finished in 1807, it was practicable

for artillery, Milan was the terminus of the road, and the

construction of the Foro Buonaparte and the completion of the

cathedra) added dignity to the Lombard capital. The Cbmiche
road was improved

;
and public works m various parts of

Piedmont, and the Cisalpine and Ligurian Republics attested

the foresight and wisdom of the grea\ organizer of industry and
quickener of human energies. The universities of Pavia and
Bologna were reopened and made great progress in this time of

peace and growing prosperity. Somewhat later the Pavia canal

was begun in order to connect Lake Como with the Adriatic

for barge-traffic.

The personal nature of the tie binding Italy to France was

illustrated by a curious incident of the winter of 1802-1803.

Bonaparte, now First Consul for life, felt strong enough to impose

his will on the Cisalpine Republic and to set at defiance one of

the stipulations of the treaty of Lun^ville. On the pretext of

consolidating that republic, he invited 450 of its leading men to

come to Lyons to a considta. In reality he and his agents had

already provided for the passing of proposals which were agree-

able to him. The deputies having been dazzled by f6tes and

reviews, Talleyrand and Marescalchi, ministers of foreign affairs

at Paris and Milan, plied them with hints as to the course to be

followed by the consulta; and, despite the rage of the more

democratic of their number, everything corresponded to the

wishes of the First Consul. It remained to find a chief. Very

many were in favour of Count Melzi, a Lombard noble, who had

been chief of the executive at Milan
;
but again Talleyrand and

French agents set to work on behalf of their master, with the

result that he was elected president for ten years. He accepted

that office because, as he frankly informed the deputies, he had
found no one who ** for his services rendered to his country,

his authority with the people and his separation from party
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The future hope 6t Italy, however, was growii^ in a remote

and hitherto neglected corner. Emmanuel Philibert, duke of

Savoy, represent^ the oldest and not the least illustrious reigning

house in Europe, and his descendants were destined to achieve

for Italy the independence which no other power or prince

had given her since the Tall of ancient Rome. (See Savoy,
HomsB OF.)

When Emmanuel Philibert succeeded to his father Charles III.

in 1553, he was a duke without a duchy. But the princes of

the house o£ Savoy were a race of warriors
; and what Emmanuel

Philibert lost as sovereign he regained as captain of adventure
in the service of his cousin Philip II. The treaty of Cateau
Cambresis in 1559, and the evacuation of the Piedmontese cities

held by French and Spanish troops in 1574, restored his state.

By removing the capital from Chambery to Tiurin, he completed

the transformation of the dukes of Savoy from Burgundian into

Italian sovereigns. They still owned Savoy beyond the Alps, the

plains of Bresse, and the maritime province of Nice.

Emmanuel Philibert was succeeded by his son Charles

Emmanuel I., who married Catherine, a daughter of Philip II.

He seized the first opportunity of annexing Saluzzo, which had
been lost to Savoy in the last two reigns, and renewed the

disastrous policy of his grandfather Charles 111 , by invading

Geneva and threatening Provence. Henry IV. of France forced

him in 1601 to relinquish Bresse and his Burgundian possessions.

In return he was allowed to keep Saluzzo. All hopes of conquest

on the transalpine side were now quenched
;

but the keys of

Italy had been given to the dukes of Savoy
;
and their attention

was still further concentrated upon Lombard conquests. Charles

Emmanuel now attempted the acquisition of Montferrat, which
was soon to become vacant by the death of Francesco Gonzaga,
who held it together with Mantua. In order to secure this

territory, he went to war with Philip III. of Spain, and allied

himself with Venice and the Grisons to expel the Spaniards from

the Valtelline. When the male line of the Gonzaga family expired

in 1627, Charles, duke of Nevers, claimed Mantua and Montferrat

in right of his wife, the only daughter of the last duke. Charles

Emmanuel was now checkmated by h ranee, as he had formerly

been by Spain. The total gains of all his strenuous endeavours

amounted to the acquisition of a few places on the borders of

Montferrat,

Not only the Gonzagas, but several other ancient ducal

families, died out about the date which we have reached. The

Bxtinc- legitimate line of the Estensi ended in 1597 by the

tiQaot,^. death of Alfonso II., the last duke of Ferrara. He
left his domains to a natural relative, Cesare d’Este,

fMmWm,
would in earlier days have inherited without

dispute, for bastardy had been no bar on more than one occasion

in the Este pedigree. Urban VIII., however, put in a claim to

Ferrara, which, it will be remembered, had been recognized a
papal fief in 1530. Cesare d’Este had to content himself with

Modena and Reggio, where his descendants reigned as dukes
till 1794, Under the same pontiff, the Holy See absorbed the

duchy of Urbino on the death of Francesco Maria 11 ., the last

representative of Montefeltro and Della Rovere. The popes
were now masters of a fine and compact territory, embracing
no inconsiderable portion of Countess Matilda’s legacy, in

addition to Pippin’s donation and the patrimony of St Peter.

Meanwhile Spanish fanaticism, the suppression of the Huguenots
in France and the Catholic policy of Austria combined to

strengthen their authority as pontiffs. Urban’s predecessor,

Paul V., advanced so far as to extend his spiritual jurisdiction

over Venice, which, up to the date of his Section (1605), had
resisted dl encroachments of the Holy See. Venice offered the
single instance in Italy of a national church. The republic

managed the tithes, a^d the clergy' acknowledged no chief above
their own patriarch. Paul V. now forced the Venetians to

admit his ecclesiastical supremacy
;
but they refused to readmit

the Jesuits, who had been expelled in 1606. This, if we do not
count tl^ proclamation of James I. of England (1604), was the
Mriiest instance of the order’s banishment from a state where
it had proved disloyal to the commonwealth.

Venice rapidly declined throughout the 17th century. The
loss of trade consequent upon die closing of Egypt and the

Levant, together with the discovery of America and u§ciin$
the sea-route to the Indies, had dried up her chief o/vmIm
source of wealth. Prolonged warfare with the Otto-

mans, who forced her to abandon Candia in 1669,

as they had robbed her of Cyprus in 1570, still further crippled

her resources. Yet she kept the Adriatic free of pirates, notably

by suppressing the sea-robbers called Uscocchi (1601-1617),

maintained herself in the Ionian Islands, and in 1684 added one

more to the series of victorious episodes which render her annals

so romantic. In that year Francesco Morosini, upon whose
tomb we still may read the title Peloponncsiacus, wrested the

whole of the Morea from the Turks. But after his death in 1715
the republic relaxed her hold upon his conquests. The Venetian

nobles abandoned themselves to indolence and vice. Many of

them fell into the slough of pauperism, and were saved from
starvation by public doles. Though the signory still made a
brave show upon occasions of parade, it was clear that the state

was rotten to the core, and sinking into the decrepitude of dotage.

The Spanish monarchy at the same epoch dwindled with

apparently less reason. Philip’s Austrian successors reduced
it to the rank of a secondary European power. This decline of

vigour was felt, with the customary effects of discord and bad
government, in Lower Italy. The revolt of Masoniello in Naples

(1647), followed by rebellions at Palermo and Messina, which
placed Sicily for a while in the hands of Louis XIV. (1676-

1678) were symptoms of progressive anarchy. The population,

ground down by preposterous taxes, ill-used as only the subjects

of Spaniards, Turks or Bourbons are handled, rose in blind

exasperation against their oppressors. It is impossible to attach

political importance to these revolutions
;

nor did they bring

the people any appreciable good. The destinies of Italy were

decided in the cabinets and on the battlefields of northern

Europe. A Bourbon at Versailles, a Habsburg at Vienna, or

a thick-lipped Lorrainer, with a stroke of his pen, wrote off

province against province, regarding not the populations who
had bled for him or thrown themselves upon his mercy.

This inglorious and passive chapter of Italian history is con-

tinued to the date of the French Revolution with the records of

three dynastic wars, the war of the Spanish succession,

the war of the Polish succession, the war of the Austrian

succession, followed by three European treaties,

which brought them respectively to diplomatic

terminations. Italy, handled and rehandled, settled and re-

settled, upon each of these occasions, changed masters without

caring or knowing what befell the principals in any one of the

disputes. Humiliating to human nature in general as are the

annals of the 18th-century campaigns in Europe, there is no
point of view from which they appear in a light so tragi-comic

as from that afforded by Italian history. The system of setting

nations by the ears with the view of settling the quarrels of a

few reigning houses was reduced to absurdity when the people,

as in these cases, come to be partitioned and exchanged without

the assertion or negation of a single principle affecting their

interests or rousing their emotions.

In 1700 Charles II. died, and with him ended the Austrian

family in Spain. Louis XIV. claimed the throne for Philip,

duke of Anjou. Charles, archduke of Austria, opposed
him. The dispute was fought out in Flanders ; but

Lombardy felt the shock, as usual, of the French and g/oa.

Austrian dynasties. The FVench armies were more
than once defeated by Prince Eu^ne of Savoy, who drove them
out of Italy in 1707. Therefore, in tiie peace of Utrecht (1713),

the services of the house of Savoy had to be duly reep^ized.

Victor Amadeus 11 . received Sicily with the title of king. Mont-
ferrat and Alessandria were added to his northern provinces,

and his state was recognized as independent. Charles of Austria,

now emperor, took Milan, Mantua, Naples and Sardinia for his

portion of the Italian spoil. Philip founded the Bourbon line

of Spanish kings, renouncing in Italy all that his Habsburg
predecessors had gained. Discontented with this diminution
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were abolwhed. Much good work was done by the Republicans
during their brief tenure of power, but it sooncame to anend owing
to the course of events which favoured a reaction against France^

^e directors of Paris, not content with overrunning and plunder-

ing Switzerland, had outraged German sentiment in many ways.

Further, at the close of 1798 they virtually compelled the young
king of Sardinia, Charles Emmanuel IV., to abdicate at Turin.

He retired to the island of Sardinia, while the French despoiled

Piedmont, thereby adding fuel to the resentment rapidly growing

against them in every part of Europe.

The outcome of it all was the War of the Second Coalition,

in which Russia, Austria, Great Britain, Naples and some

^ ^ ^
secondary states of Germany took part. The incursion

Austro-Russian army, led by that strange but
mametic being, Suvarov, decided the campaign in

northern Italy. The French, poorly handled by Scherer and
S^rurier, were everywhere beaten, especially at Magnano (April

5) and Cassano (April 27). Mil^ and Turin fell before the
allies, and Moreau, who took over the command, had much
difficulty in making his way to the Genoese coast-line. There
he awaited the arrival of Macdonald with the army of Naples.

That general, Championnet’s successor, had been compelled by
these reverses and by the threatening pressure of Nelson’s fleet

to evacuate Naples and central Italy. In many parts the

peasants and townsfolk, enraged by the licence of the French,

hung on his flank and rear. The republics set up by the French
at Naples, Rome and Milan collapsed as soon as the French
troops retired

;
and a reaction in favour of clerical and Austrian

influence set in with great violence. For the events which then

occurred at Naples, so compromising to the reputation of Nelson,

see Nelson and Naples. Sir William Hamilton was subse-

quently recalled in a manner closely resembling a disgrace, and
his place was taken by Paget, who behaved with more dignity

and tact.

Meanwhile Macdonald, after struggling through central Italy,

had defeated an Austrian force at Modena (June 12, 1799),
but Suvarov was able by swift movements utterly to overthrow
him at the Trebbia (June 17-19), The wreck of his force

drifted away helplessly towards Genoa. A month later the

ambitious young general, Joubert, who took over Moreau’s

command and rallied part of Macdonald’s following, was utterly

routed by the Austro-Russian army at Novi (August 15) with

the loss of 12,000 men. Joubert perished in the battle. The
growing friction between Austria and Russia led to the transfer-

ence of Suvarov and his Russians to Switzerland, with results'

which were to be fatal to the allies in that quarter. But in Italy

the Austrian successes continued. Melas defeated Championnet
near Coni on the 4th of November

;
and a little later the French

garrisons at Ancona and Coni surrendered. The tricolour,

which floated triumphantly over all the strongholds of Italy

early in the year, at its close waved only over Genoa, where

Mass6na prepared for a stubborn defence. Nice and Savoy

also seemed at the mercy of the invaders. Everywhere the old

order of things was restored. The death of the aged Pope

Pius VI. at Valence (August 29, 1799) deprived the French of

whatever advantage they had hoped to gain by dragging him

into exile
;
on the 24th of March 1800 the conclave, assembled

for greater security on the island of San Giorgio at Venice, elected

a new pontiff, Pius VII.

Such was the position of affairs when Bonaparte returned

from Egypt and landed at Frdjus. The contrast presented by

his triumphs, whether real or imaginary, to the reverses
CMpmiga

sustained by the armies of the French directory, was

Manage, ^^^al tO. that body and to popular institutions in France.

After the coup d'itat of Brumoire (November 1799) he,

as first consul, began to organize an ex^dition against the

Austrians (Russia ^ving now retired from the coition), in

northern Italy. The campaign culminating at Marengo was

the result. By that triumph (due to Desaix and Kellermann

rather than directly to him), Bonaparte consolidated his own

position in France and again laid Italy at his feet. The Austrian

general, Melas, signed an armistice whereby he was to retire

with his army beyond the river Mincio, Ten days earlier,

namely on the 4th of June, Ma$s6na had been compelled by
hunger to capitulate at Genoa

;
but the success at Marengo,

followed up by that of Macdonald in north Italy, and Moreau
at Hohenlinden (December 2, 1800), brought the emperor
Francis to sue for peace which* was finally concluded - . ,
at Lun^ville on the 9th of Februaiy 1801. The
Cisalpine and Li^rian Republics (reconstituted soon

after Marengo) were recognized by Austria on condition that they

were independent of France. The rule of Pius VII. over the

Papal States was admitted
;
and Italian affairs were arranged

much as they were at Campo Formio ; Modena and Tuscany
nowreverted to French control, their former rulers being promised

compensation in Germany. Naples, easily worsted by the French,

under MioUis, left the British alliance, and made peace the

treaty of Florence (March 1801), agreeing to withdraw her

troops from the Papal States, to cede Piombino and the Presidii

(in Tuscany) to France and to close her ports to British ships and
commerce. King Ferdmand also had to accept a French garrison

at Taranto, and other points in the south.

Other changes took place in that year, all of them in favour

of France. By complex and secret bargaining with the court

of Madrid, Bonaparte procured the cession to France sapohoa^M
of Louisiana, in North America, and Parma; while

the duke of Parma (husband of an infanta of Spain)

was promoted by him to the duchy of Tuscany, now^^*^*

renamed the kingdom of Etruria. Piedmont was declared to be

a military division at the disposal of France (April 21, 1801);

and on the 21st of September 1802, Bonaparte, then first consul

for life, issued a decree for its definitive incorporation in the

French Republic. About that time, too, Elba fell into the hands

of Napoleon. Piedmont was organized in six departments on

the model of those of France, and a number of French veterans

were settled by Napoleon in and near the fortress of Alessandria.

Besides copying the Roman habit of planting military colonies,

the first consul imitated the old conquerors of the world by

extending and completing the road -system of his outlying

districts, especially at those important passes, the Mont Cenis

and Simplon. He greatly improved the rough track over the

Simplon Pass, so tlmt, when finished in 1807, it was practicable

for artillery, Milan was the terminus of the road, and the

construction of the Foro Buonaparte and the completion of the

cathedra) added dignity to the Lombard capital. The Cbmiche
road was improved

;
and public works m various parts of

Piedmont, and the Cisalpine and Ligurian Republics attested

the foresight and wisdom of the grea\ organizer of industry and
quickener of human energies. The universities of Pavia and
Bologna were reopened and made great progress in this time of

peace and growing prosperity. Somewhat later the Pavia canal

was begun in order to connect Lake Como with the Adriatic

for barge-traffic.

The personal nature of the tie binding Italy to France was

illustrated by a curious incident of the winter of 1802-1803.

Bonaparte, now First Consul for life, felt strong enough to impose

his will on the Cisalpine Republic and to set at defiance one of

the stipulations of the treaty of Lun^ville. On the pretext of

consolidating that republic, he invited 450 of its leading men to

come to Lyons to a considta. In reality he and his agents had

already provided for the passing of proposals which were agree-

able to him. The deputies having been dazzled by f6tes and

reviews, Talleyrand and Marescalchi, ministers of foreign affairs

at Paris and Milan, plied them with hints as to the course to be

followed by the consulta; and, despite the rage of the more

democratic of their number, everything corresponded to the

wishes of the First Consul. It remained to find a chief. Very

many were in favour of Count Melzi, a Lombard noble, who had

been chief of the executive at Milan
;
but again Talleyrand and

French agents set to work on behalf of their master, with the

result that he was elected president for ten years. He accepted

that office because, as he frankly informed the deputies, he had
found no one who ** for his services rendered to his country,

his authority with the people and his separation from party
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The future hope 6t Italy, however, was growii^ in a remote

and hitherto neglected corner. Emmanuel Philibert, duke of

Savoy, represent^ the oldest and not the least illustrious reigning

house in Europe, and his descendants were destined to achieve

for Italy the independence which no other power or prince

had given her since the Tall of ancient Rome. (See Savoy,
HomsB OF.)

When Emmanuel Philibert succeeded to his father Charles III.

in 1553, he was a duke without a duchy. But the princes of

the house o£ Savoy were a race of warriors
; and what Emmanuel

Philibert lost as sovereign he regained as captain of adventure
in the service of his cousin Philip II. The treaty of Cateau
Cambresis in 1559, and the evacuation of the Piedmontese cities

held by French and Spanish troops in 1574, restored his state.

By removing the capital from Chambery to Tiurin, he completed

the transformation of the dukes of Savoy from Burgundian into

Italian sovereigns. They still owned Savoy beyond the Alps, the

plains of Bresse, and the maritime province of Nice.

Emmanuel Philibert was succeeded by his son Charles

Emmanuel I., who married Catherine, a daughter of Philip II.

He seized the first opportunity of annexing Saluzzo, which had
been lost to Savoy in the last two reigns, and renewed the

disastrous policy of his grandfather Charles 111 , by invading

Geneva and threatening Provence. Henry IV. of France forced

him in 1601 to relinquish Bresse and his Burgundian possessions.

In return he was allowed to keep Saluzzo. All hopes of conquest

on the transalpine side were now quenched
;

but the keys of

Italy had been given to the dukes of Savoy
;
and their attention

was still further concentrated upon Lombard conquests. Charles

Emmanuel now attempted the acquisition of Montferrat, which
was soon to become vacant by the death of Francesco Gonzaga,
who held it together with Mantua. In order to secure this

territory, he went to war with Philip III. of Spain, and allied

himself with Venice and the Grisons to expel the Spaniards from

the Valtelline. When the male line of the Gonzaga family expired

in 1627, Charles, duke of Nevers, claimed Mantua and Montferrat

in right of his wife, the only daughter of the last duke. Charles

Emmanuel was now checkmated by h ranee, as he had formerly

been by Spain. The total gains of all his strenuous endeavours

amounted to the acquisition of a few places on the borders of

Montferrat,

Not only the Gonzagas, but several other ancient ducal

families, died out about the date which we have reached. The

Bxtinc- legitimate line of the Estensi ended in 1597 by the

tiQaot,^. death of Alfonso II., the last duke of Ferrara. He
left his domains to a natural relative, Cesare d’Este,

fMmWm,
would in earlier days have inherited without

dispute, for bastardy had been no bar on more than one occasion

in the Este pedigree. Urban VIII., however, put in a claim to

Ferrara, which, it will be remembered, had been recognized a
papal fief in 1530. Cesare d’Este had to content himself with

Modena and Reggio, where his descendants reigned as dukes
till 1794, Under the same pontiff, the Holy See absorbed the

duchy of Urbino on the death of Francesco Maria 11 ., the last

representative of Montefeltro and Della Rovere. The popes
were now masters of a fine and compact territory, embracing
no inconsiderable portion of Countess Matilda’s legacy, in

addition to Pippin’s donation and the patrimony of St Peter.

Meanwhile Spanish fanaticism, the suppression of the Huguenots
in France and the Catholic policy of Austria combined to

strengthen their authority as pontiffs. Urban’s predecessor,

Paul V., advanced so far as to extend his spiritual jurisdiction

over Venice, which, up to the date of his Section (1605), had
resisted dl encroachments of the Holy See. Venice offered the
single instance in Italy of a national church. The republic

managed the tithes, a^d the clergy' acknowledged no chief above
their own patriarch. Paul V. now forced the Venetians to

admit his ecclesiastical supremacy
;
but they refused to readmit

the Jesuits, who had been expelled in 1606. This, if we do not
count tl^ proclamation of James I. of England (1604), was the
Mriiest instance of the order’s banishment from a state where
it had proved disloyal to the commonwealth.

Venice rapidly declined throughout the 17th century. The
loss of trade consequent upon die closing of Egypt and the

Levant, together with the discovery of America and u§ciin$
the sea-route to the Indies, had dried up her chief o/vmIm
source of wealth. Prolonged warfare with the Otto-

mans, who forced her to abandon Candia in 1669,

as they had robbed her of Cyprus in 1570, still further crippled

her resources. Yet she kept the Adriatic free of pirates, notably

by suppressing the sea-robbers called Uscocchi (1601-1617),

maintained herself in the Ionian Islands, and in 1684 added one

more to the series of victorious episodes which render her annals

so romantic. In that year Francesco Morosini, upon whose
tomb we still may read the title Peloponncsiacus, wrested the

whole of the Morea from the Turks. But after his death in 1715
the republic relaxed her hold upon his conquests. The Venetian

nobles abandoned themselves to indolence and vice. Many of

them fell into the slough of pauperism, and were saved from
starvation by public doles. Though the signory still made a
brave show upon occasions of parade, it was clear that the state

was rotten to the core, and sinking into the decrepitude of dotage.

The Spanish monarchy at the same epoch dwindled with

apparently less reason. Philip’s Austrian successors reduced
it to the rank of a secondary European power. This decline of

vigour was felt, with the customary effects of discord and bad
government, in Lower Italy. The revolt of Masoniello in Naples

(1647), followed by rebellions at Palermo and Messina, which
placed Sicily for a while in the hands of Louis XIV. (1676-

1678) were symptoms of progressive anarchy. The population,

ground down by preposterous taxes, ill-used as only the subjects

of Spaniards, Turks or Bourbons are handled, rose in blind

exasperation against their oppressors. It is impossible to attach

political importance to these revolutions
;

nor did they bring

the people any appreciable good. The destinies of Italy were

decided in the cabinets and on the battlefields of northern

Europe. A Bourbon at Versailles, a Habsburg at Vienna, or

a thick-lipped Lorrainer, with a stroke of his pen, wrote off

province against province, regarding not the populations who
had bled for him or thrown themselves upon his mercy.

This inglorious and passive chapter of Italian history is con-

tinued to the date of the French Revolution with the records of

three dynastic wars, the war of the Spanish succession,

the war of the Polish succession, the war of the Austrian

succession, followed by three European treaties,

which brought them respectively to diplomatic

terminations. Italy, handled and rehandled, settled and re-

settled, upon each of these occasions, changed masters without

caring or knowing what befell the principals in any one of the

disputes. Humiliating to human nature in general as are the

annals of the 18th-century campaigns in Europe, there is no
point of view from which they appear in a light so tragi-comic

as from that afforded by Italian history. The system of setting

nations by the ears with the view of settling the quarrels of a

few reigning houses was reduced to absurdity when the people,

as in these cases, come to be partitioned and exchanged without

the assertion or negation of a single principle affecting their

interests or rousing their emotions.

In 1700 Charles II. died, and with him ended the Austrian

family in Spain. Louis XIV. claimed the throne for Philip,

duke of Anjou. Charles, archduke of Austria, opposed
him. The dispute was fought out in Flanders ; but

Lombardy felt the shock, as usual, of the French and g/oa.

Austrian dynasties. The FVench armies were more
than once defeated by Prince Eu^ne of Savoy, who drove them
out of Italy in 1707. Therefore, in tiie peace of Utrecht (1713),

the services of the house of Savoy had to be duly reep^ized.

Victor Amadeus 11 . received Sicily with the title of king. Mont-
ferrat and Alessandria were added to his northern provinces,

and his state was recognized as independent. Charles of Austria,

now emperor, took Milan, Mantua, Naples and Sardinia for his

portion of the Italian spoil. Philip founded the Bourbon line

of Spanish kings, renouncing in Italy all that his Habsburg
predecessors had gained. Discontented with this diminution
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by their pen, and laid the foundations of that love of Italy which,

especially in ^gland, eventually brought the weight of diplomacy
into the scales for Italian freedom. AU these forces were equally

necessary—the revolutionists to keep up agitation and make govern-

ment by bayonets impossible ; the moderates to curb the impetu-

osity of the revolutionists and to present a scheme of society that

was neither reactionary nor anarchical ; the vedunteers abroad to

gain militaxy experience ; and the more peaceful exiles to spread the

name of Italy among foreign peoples. AD the while a vast amount of

revolutionary literature was being printed in Switzerland, Prance

and Englancl, and smuggled into Itmy ;
the poet Ginsti satirized the

Italian princes, the dramatist G. B. Niccolim blasted tyranny in his

tragedies, the novelist Guerrazzi re-evoked the memories of the last

struggle for Florentine freedom in L'Ass§dio di Pirenze^ and Verdi's

operas bristled with political double entendres which escaped the censor

but were understooa and applauded by the audience.

On the death of Pope Gregory XVI. in 1846 Austria hoped to

secure the election of another zealot
;
but the Italian cardinals,

who did not want an Austrophil, finished the conclave

before the arrival of Cardinal Gaysriick, Austria’s

mouthpiece, and in June elected Giovanni Maria

Mastai Ferrrtti as Pius IX. The new pope, who while bishop

of Imole had evinced a certain interest in Liberalism, was

a kindly man, of inferior intelligence, who thought that

all difficulties could be settled with a little good-will, some
reforms and a political amnesty. The amnesty which he

grantedwas the beginning of the immense if short-lived popularity

which he was to enjoy. But he did not move so fast in Ae path

of reform as was expected, and agitation continued throughout

the papal states.^ In 1847 some administrative reforms were

enacted, the laity were admitted to certain offices, railways were

talked about, and political newspapers permitted. In April

Pius created a C&nsulta, or consultative assembly, and soon

afterwards a council of ministers and a municipality for Rome.
Here he would willingly have stopped, but he soon realized that

he liad hardly begun. Every fresh reform edict was greeted with

demonstrations of enthusiasm, but the ominous cry “ Viva Pio

Nono solo 1 ” signified dissatisfaction with the whole system of

government. A lay ministry was now demanded, a constitution,

and an Italian federation for war against Austria. Rumours of a

reactionary plot by Austria and the Jesuits against Pius, induced

him to create a national guard and to appoint Cardinal Ferretti

as secretary of state.

Events in Rome produced widespread excitement throughout

Europe. Mettemicn had declared that the one thing \vhich had

not entered into his calculations was a Liberal pope, only that was

an impossibility ;
still he was much disturbed by Pius’s attitude,

and tried to stem the revolutionary tide by frightening the

princes. Seizing the agitation in Romagna as a pretext, he had

the town of Ferrara occupied by Austrian troops, which provoked

the indignation not only of the Liberals but also of the pope, for

according to the treaties Austria had the right of occupying the

citadel alone. There was great resentment throughout Italy, and

in answer to the pope’s request Charles Albert declared that he

was with him in everything, while from South America Giuseppe

Garibaldi wrote to offer his services to His Holiness. Charles

Albert, although maintaining his reactionary policy, had intro-

duced administrative reforms, built railways, reorganized the

army and developed the resources of the country. He had little

sympathy with Liberalism ahd abhorred revolution, but his

hatred of Austria and his resentment at the galling tutelage to

which she subjected him had gained stren^h year by year.

Religion was still his dominant passion, and when a po^ in

Liberal guise appeared on the scene and was bullied by Austria,

his two strongest feelings—piety and hatred of Austria—ceased

RevoJy ^ ^ incompatible. In 1847 Lord Minto visited the

Honary Italian courts to try to induce the recalcitrant despots

agtiaikm, to mend their ways, so as to avoid revolution and war,

the latter being England’s especial anxiety
;

this

mission, although not destined to produce much effect, aroused

extrava^ntho^s among the Liberals. Charles Louis, the opera-

> In Rome itself a certain Angelo Brunetti, known as Ciceruacchio.

a forage merchant of lowly birth and a Carbonaro, exercised great

influeSce over the masses and kept the peace where the authorities

would have failed.

bou£Ge duke of Lucca, who had coquetted trith Ltber^sm in tlm

past, now refused to make any concessions to his subjects, aadia

1847 sold his duchy to Leopold 11. of Tuscany (the succtMOr of

Ferdinand III. since 1824) to whom it would have reverted inwy
case at the death of the duchess of Parma. At die same time

Leopold ceded Lunigiana to Parma and Modena in equal parm,

an arrangement which provoked the indignation of the in-

habitants of the district (especially of those destined to be niW
by Francis V. of Modena, who had succeeded to Francis IV. in

1846), and led to disturbances at Fivizzano. In September 1847,

Leopold gave way to the popular agitation for a national guard,

in spite of Mettemich’s threats, and allowed greater freedom of

the press ;
every concession made by the pope waa followed by

demands for a similar measure in Tuscany.

Ferdinand I. of the Two Sicilies had died in 1825, and was

succeeded by Francis 1 . At the latter’s death in 1830 Ferdinand

II. succeeded, and although at first he gave promise of proving a

wiser ruler, he soon reverted to the traditional Bourbon methods.

An ignorant bigot, he concentrated the whole of the executive

into his own hands, was surrounded by priests and monks, and

served by an army of spies. In 1847 there were unimportant

disturbances in various parts of the lungdom, but there wag no

anti-dynastic outbreak, the jealousy between Naples and Sicily

largely contributing to the weakness of the movement. On the

12th of January, however, a revolution, the first of the many
throughout Europe that was to make the year 1848 memorable,

broke out at Palermo under the leadership of Ruggiero Settimo.

The Neapolitan army sent to crush the rising wm at first un-

successful, and the insurgents demanded the constitution of z8i2

or complete independence. Disturban^ occuired at Naples

also, and the king, who could not obtain Austrian help, as the

pope refused to allow Austrian troops to pass through his

dominions, on the advice of his prime minister, the duke of

Sorracapriola, granted a constitution, freedom of the press, the

national guard, &c. (January 28).

The news from Naples strengthened the demand for a con-

stitution in Piedmont. Count Camillo Cavour, then editor of a

new and influential paper called II Risorgimento, had •

advocated it strongly, and monster demonstrations

were held every day. The king disliked the idea, but i84a.

great pressure was brought to bear on him, and

finally, on the 4th of March 1848, he granted the charter which

was destined to be the constitution of the future Italian kingdom.

It provided for a nominated senate and an elective chamber of

I

deputies, the king retaining the right of veto
;
the press censor-

i

ship was abolished, and freedom of meeting, of the press and of

I

speech wore guaranteed. Balbo was called upon to form the first

. constitutional ministry. Three days later the grand-duke of

;

Tuscany promised similar liberties, and a charter, p^ared by a

I

commission which included Gino Capponi and Bettino Ricasoli,

. was promulgated on the 17th.

In the Austrian provinces the situation seemed calmer, ^d
t

the government rejected the moderate proposals of Daniele

. Idanin and N. Tommaseo. A demonstration in favour of Pius IX.

1

on the 3rd of January at Milan was dispersed with unnecessary

I
severity, and martial law was proclaimed the foUowiz^ month.

I

The revolution which broke out on the 8th of March in Vienna

I
itself and the subsequent flight of Metternich (see Austria-

Hungary : History), led to granting of feeble concessions

I

to Lombardy and Venetia, which were announced in Milan on

the 18th. But it was too late
;
and in spite of the exhortations

[

of the mayor, Gabrio Casati, and of the republican C. Cattaneo,

I
who believed that a rising against 15,000 Austrian soldiers under

I

Field-Marshal Radetzky was madness, the famous Five Days’

revolution began. It was a popular outburst of p^t-up hate,

\
unprepared by leaders, although leaders such as Ludano Manafa

[
soon arose. Radetzky occupied the citadel and other points of

. vantage ;
but in the night b^cades sprang up by the hundred

and were manned by citizens of all classes, armed with every

> kind of weapon. The desperate struggle lasted until the 22nd,

\
when the Austrians, ha\^ lost 5000 killed and wounded, were

forced to evacuate the city. The rest of Lombardy and Venetia
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now flew to arms^ and the Austrian garrisons
^
except in the

Quadrilateral (Verona, Peschiera, Mantua and Le^nano) were

expelled. In Venice the people, under the leadership of Manin,

rose in arms and forced the military and civil governors (Counts

Zichy and Palffy) to sign a capitulation on the 22nd of March,

after which the republic was proclaimed. At Milan, where there

was a division of opinion between the monarchists under Casati

and the republicans under Cattaneo, a provisional administration

was formed and the question of the form of government postponed

for the moment. The duke of Modena and Charles Louis of

Parma (Marie Louise was now dead) abandoned their capitals

;

in both cities provisional governments were set up which sub-

sequently proclaimed annexation to Piedmont. In Rome the

pope gave way to popular clamour, granting one concession after

another, and on the 8th of February he publicly called down
God’s blessing on Italy—that Italy hated by the Austrians,

whose name it had hitherto been a crime to mention. On the

loth of MEurch he appointed a new ministry, under Cardinal

Antonelli, which included several Liberal laymen, such as Marco
Minghetti, G. Pasolini, L. C. Farini and Count G. Recchi. On
the nth a constitution drawn up by a commission of cardinals,

without the knowledge of the ministry, was promulgated, a

constitution which attempted the impossible task of reconciling

the pope’s temporal power with free institutions. In the mean-
while preparations for war against Austria were being carried on
with Pius’s sanction.

There were now three main political tendencies, viz. the union

of north Italy under Charles Albert and an alliance with the

pope and Naples, a federation of the different states under their

present rulers, and a united republic for all Italy. All parties,

however, were agreed in favour of war against Austria, for which

the peoples forced their unwilling rulers to prepare. But the

only state capable of taking the initiative was Piedmont, and the

king still hesitated. Then came the news of the Five Days of

Milan, which produced the wildest excitement in Turin
;

unless

Pint ww assist the struggling Lombards
atitmiy at once the dynasty was in jeopardy. Cavour’s stirring

agMittMt articles in the Risorgimento hastened the king’s decision,
AaaMm.

23rd of March he declared war (see for the

military events Italian Wars, 1848-70). But much precious

time had been lost, and even then the army was not ready.

Charles Albert could dispose of 90,000 men, including some
30,000 from central Italy, but he took the field with only half

his force. He might yet have cut off Radetzky on his retreat,

or captured Mantua, which was only held by 300 men. But his

delay|^$t him both chances and enabled Radetzky to receive

reinforcements from Austria, The pope, unable to resist the

popular demand for war, allowed his army to depart (March 23)
under the command of General Durando, with instructions to

act in concert with Charles Albert, and he corresponded with the

grand-duke of Tuscany and the king of Naples with a view to a
military alliance. But at the same time, fearing a schism in the

church should he attack Catholic Austria, he forbade his troops

to do more than defend the frontier, and in his Encyclical of the

29th of April stated that, as head of the church, he could not

declare war, but that he was unable to prevent his subjects from
following the example of other Italians. He then requested

Charles Albert to take the papal troops under his command, and
also wrote to the emperor of Austria asking him voluntarily

to relinquish Lombardy and Venetia. Tuscany and Naples had
both joined the Italian league

;
a Tuscan army started for

Lombardy on the 30th of April, and 17,000 Neapolitans com-
manded by Pepe (who had returned after 28 years of exile)

went to assist Durando in intercepting the Austrian reinforce-

ments under Nugent. The Piedmontese defeated the enemy
at Pastrengo (April 30). but did not profit by the victory.

The Neapolitans reached Bologna on the 17th of May, but in

the meantime a dispute had broken out at Naples between the

king and parliament as to the nature of the roy^ oath
; a cry of

treason was raised by a group of factious youngsters, barricades

were erected and street fightmg ensued (May 15). On the

17th Ferdinand dissolved parliament and recall^ the army.

On receiving the order to return, Pepe, after hesitating for some
time between his oath to the king and his desire to fight for Italy,

finally resigned his commission and crossed the Po with a few

thousand men, the rest of his force returning south. The effects

of this were soon felt. A force of Tuscan volunteers was attacked

by a superior body of Austrians at Curtatone and Montanaro
and defeated after a gallant resistance on the 27th of May

;

Charles Albert, after wasting precious time round Peschiera,

which capitulated on the 30th of May, defeated Radetzky at

Goito. But the withdrawai of the Neapolitans left Durando
too weak to intercept Nugent and his 30,000 men; and the

latter, although harassed by the inhabitants of Venetia and
repulsed at Vicenza, succeeded in joining Radetzky, who was
soon further reinforced from Tirol. The whole Austrian army
now turned on Vicenza, which after a brave resistance sur-

rendered on the loth of June. All Venetia except the capital

was thus once more occupied by the Austrians. On the 23rd,

24th and 25th of July (first battle of Custozza) the Piedmontese

were defeated and forced to retire on Milan with Radetzky ’s

superior force in pursuit. The king was the object of a hostile

demonstration in Milan, and although he was ready to defend

the cit}^ to the last, the town council negotiated a capitulation

with Radetzky. The mob, egged on by the republicans, attacked

the palace where tlie king was lodged, and he escaped with

difficulty, returning to Piedmont with the remnants of his army.
On the 6th of August Radetzky re-entered Milan, and three

days later an armistice was concluded between Austria and
Piedmont, the latter agreeing to evacuate Lombardy and
Venetia. The offer of French assistance, made after the pro-

clamation of the republic in the spring of 1848, had been rejected

mainly because France, fearing that the creation of a strong

Italian state would be a danger to her, would have demanded
the cession of Nice and Savoy, which the king refused to

consider.

Meanwhile, the republic had been proclaimed in Venice

;

but on the 7th of July the assembly declared in favour of fusion

with Piedmont, and Manin, who had been elected

president, resigned his powers to the royal com-
missioners. Soon after Custozza, however, the veaica.

Austrians blockaded the city on the land side. In

Rome the pope’s authority weakened day by day, and disorder

increased. The Austrian attempt to occupy Bologna was re-

pulsed by the citizens, but unfortunately this success was followed

by anarchy and murder, and Farini only with difficulty restored

a semblance of order. The Mamiani ministry having failed to

achieve anything, Pius summoned Pellegrino Rossi, a learned

lawyer who had long been exiled in France, to form a cabinet.

On the 15th of November he was assassinated, and as no one
was punished for this crime the insolence of the disorderly

elements increased, and shots were exchanged with the Swiss

Guard. The terrified pope fled in disguise to Gaeta (November

25), and when parliament requested him to return he refused

even to receive the deputation. This meant a complete rupture

;

on the 5th of February 1849 ^ constituent assembly was
summoned, and on the 9th it voted the downfall of the temporal

power and proclaimed the republic. Mazzini hurried

to Rome to see his dream realized, and was chosen ttomoftha

head of the Triumvirate. On the i8th Pius invited Roman

the armed intervention of France, Austria, Naples

and Spain to restore his authority. In Tuscany the government
drifted from the moderates to the extreme democrats

;
the

Ridolfi ministry was succeeded after Custozza by that of Ricasoli,

and the latter by that of Capponi. The lower classes provoked

disorders, which were very serious at Leghorn, and were only

quelled by Guerrazzi’s energy. Capponi resigned in October

1848, and Leopold reluctantly consented to a democratic ministry

led by Guerrazzi and Montanelli, the former a very ambitious

and unscrupulous man, the latter honest but fantastic. Follow-

ing the Roman example, a constituent assembly was demanded
to vote on union with Rome and eventually with the rest of

Italy. The grand-duke, fearing an excommunication from the

pope, refused the request, and left Florence for Siena and
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S. Stefano
;
on the 8th of February 1849 republic was pro-

|

claimed, and on the 21st, at the pressing request of the pope and
the king of Naples, Leopold went to Gaeta.

Ferdinand did not openly bre^ his constitutional promises

until Sicily was reconquered. His troops had captured Messina

after a bombardment which earned him the sobriquet of King
Bomba ”

;
Catania and Syracuse fell soon after^ hideous atrocities

being everywhere committed with his sanction. He now pro-

rogued parliament, adopted stringent measures against the

Liberals, and retired to Gaeta, the haven of refuge for deposed

despots.

But so long as Piedmont was not completely crushed none of

the princes dared to take decisive measures against their subjects
;

in spite of Custozza, Charles Albert still had an army, and Austria,

with revolutions in Vienna, Hungary and Bohemia on her

hands, could not intervene. In Piedmont the Pinelli-Revel

ministry, which had continued the negotiations for an alliance

with Leopold and the pope, resigned as it could not count

on a parliamentary majority, and in December the returned

exile Gioberti formed a new ministry. His proposal to reinstate

Leopold and the pope with Piedmontese arms, so as to avoid

Austrian intervention, was rejected by both potentates, and met
with opposition even in Piedmont, which would thereby have
forfeited its prestige throughout Italy. Austrian mediation

was now imminent, as the Vienna revolution had been crushed,

and the new emperor, Francis Joseph, refused to consider any
settlement other than on the basis of the treaties of 1815. But

ChMThB Charles Albert, who, whatever his faults, had a generous

AibBrtn- nature, was determined that so long as he had an
MBWMtbt army in being he could not abandon the Lombards

and the Venetians, whom he had encouraged in their

resistance, without one more effort, though he knew full well

that he was staking all on a desperate chance. On the 12th of

March 1849, he denounced the armistice, and, owing to the

want of confidence in Piedmontese strategy after 1848, gave the

chief command to the Polish General Chrzanowski. His forces

amounted to 80,000 men, including a Lombard corps and some
Roman, Tuscan and other volunteers. But the discipline and
moral of the army were shaken and its organization faulty.

General Ramorino, disobeying his instructions, failed to prevent

a corps of Austrians under Lieut. Field-Marshal d’Aspre

from seizing Mortara, a fault for which he was afterwards court-

martialled and shot, and after some preliminary fightingRadetzky
won the decisive battle of Novara (March 23) which broke up
the Piedmontese army. The king, who had sought death in vain

all day, had to ask terms of Radetzky
;

the latter demanded

AcceBBiott ^ Piedmont and the heir to the throne (Victor

of Victor Emmanuel) as a hostage, without a reservation for

fimmaaiM/ the consent of parliament. Giarles Albert, realizing

his own failure and thinking that his son might obtain

better terms, abdicated and departed at once for Portugal, where
he died in a monastery a few months later. Victor Emmanuel
went in person tp treat with Radetzky on the 24th of March.

The Field-Marshal received him most courteously and offered

not only to waive the demand for a part of Piedmontese territory,

but to enlarge the kingdom, on condition that the constitution

should be abolished and the blue Piedmontese flag substituted

for the tricolor. But the young king was determined to abide

by his father’s oath, and had therefore to agree to an Austrian

occupation of the territory between the Po, the Ticino and the

Sesia, and of half the citadel of Alessandria, until peace should

be concluded, the evacuation of all districts occupied by his

troops outside Piedmont, the dissolution of his corps of Lomlmrd,

Polish and Hpngarian volunteers and the withdrawal of his

fleet from the Adriatic.

Novara set Austria free to reinstate the Italian despots.

Ferdinand at once re-established autocracy in Naples
;
though

the struggle in Sicily did not end until May, when Palermo,

after a splendid resistance, capitulated. In Tuscany disorder

continued, and although Guerrazzi, who had been appointed

dictator, saved the country from complete anarchy, a large part

of the population, especially among the peasanliy, was still

S3
byal to the grand-duke. .After Novara the chief question was
how to avoid an Austrian occupation, and owing to the prevailing

confusion the town council of Florence took matters into its

own hands and declared the grand-duke reinstated, but on a
constitutional basis and without foreign help (April 12).

' Leopold

accepted as regards the constitution, but said nothing about

foreign intervention. Count Serristori, the grand-ducal com-
missioner, arrived in Florence on the 4th of May 184^; the

national guard was disbanded ; and on the 25th, the Austrians

tmder d’Aspre entered Florence.

On the 28th of July Leopold returned to his capital, and while

that event was welcomed by a part of the people, the fact that

he had come under Austrian protection ended by destroying all

loyalty to the dynasty, and consequently contributed not a
little to Italian unity.

In Rome the triumvirate decided to defend the republic to

the last. The city was quieter and more orderly thim it had
ever been before, for Marzini and Ciceruacchio success-

fully opposed all class warfare
;

and in April the
"

defenders received a priceless addition to their strength in the

person of Garibaldi, who, on the outbreak of the revolution in

1848, had returned with a few of his followers from his exile

in South America, and in April 1849 entered Rome with some
500 men to fight for the republic. At this time France, as a
counterpoise to Austrian intervention in other parts of Italy,

decided to restore the pope, regardless of the fact that this

action would necessitate the crushing of a sister proaco
republic. As yet, however, no such intention was aadtho
publicly avowed. On the 25th of April General

Oudinot landed with 8000 men at Civitavecchia, and
on the 30th attempted to capture Rome by surprise, but was
completely defeated by Garibaldi, who might have driven the

French into the sea, had Mazzini allowed him to leave the city.

The French republican government, in order to gain time for

reinforcements to arrive, sent Ferdinand de Lesseps to pretend

to treat with Mazzini, tfie envoy himself not being a party to

this deception. Mazzini refused to allow the French into the

city, but while the negotiations were being dragged on Oudinot’s

force was increased to 35,000 men. At the same time an Austrian

army was marching through the Legations, and Neapolitan and
Spanish troops were advancing from the south. The Roman
anfiy (20,000 men) was commanded by General Rosselli, and
included, besides Garibaldi’s red-shirted legionaries, volunteers

from all parts of Italy, mostly very young men, many of them
wealthy and of noble family. The Neapolitans were ignomini-

ously ^aten in May and retired to the frontier
;
on the ist of

June Oudinot declared that he would attack Rome on the 4th,

but by beginning operations on the 3rd, when no attack was
expected, he captured an important position in the Pamphili

gardens.

In spite of this success, however, it was not until the end of

the month, and after desperate fighting, that the French pene-

trated within the walls and the defence ceased (June 29). The
Assembly, which had continued in session, was dispersed by the

French troops on the 2nd of July, but Mazzini escaped a week
later. Garibaldi quitted the city, followed by 4000 of his men,
and attempted to join the defenders of Venice. In spite of the

fact that he was pursued by the armies of four Powers, he

succeeded in reaching San Marino
;
but his force melted away

and, after hiding in ^e marshes of Ravenna, he fled across the

peninsula, assisted by nobles, peasants and priests, to the

Tuscan coast, whence he reached Piedmont and eventually

America, to await a new c8ll to fight for Italy (see Garibaldi).

After a heroic defence, conducted by Giuseppe Martinengo,

Brescia was recaptured in April by the Austrians imder Lieut.

Field -Marshal von Haynau, the atrocities which
followed earning for Haynau the name of *^The tioaoi

Hyena of Brescia.” In May they seized Bologna,

and Ancona in June, restoring order in those towns

by the same methods as at Brescia. Venice alone still held out

;

after Novara the Piedmontese commissioners withdrew and
Manin again took charge of the government. The assembly

ITALY
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voted : Venice resists the Austrians at all costs,” and the The Italian provinces were the most heavily taxed in the
dtiaens and soldiers, strengtl^ed by the arrival of volunteers whole empire, and much of the money thus levied was spent
from all parts of Italy, including Pepe, who was given the chief either for the benefit of other provinces or to pay for
command of the defenders, showed the most splendid devotion the huge army of occupation and the fortresses in
in their hopeless task. By the end of May the city was blockaded Italy. The promise of a constitution for the empire,
by land and sea, and in July the bombardment began. On the made in 1849, was never carried out

; the government
S4th the city, reduced by famine, capitulated on favourable of Lombardo-Venetia was vested in Field-Marshal Radetzky

;

termSf Blanin, Pepje and a few others were excluded from the and although only very few of the revolutionists were
amnesty and went into exile. excluded from the amnesty, the carrying of arms or the
Thus were despotism and foreign predominance re-established distribution or possession of revolutionary literature was

throughout Italy save m Piedmont. Yet the “ terrible year ” punished with death. Long terms of imprisonment and the
was by no means all loss. The Italian cause had been crushed, bastinado, the latter even inflicted on women, were the penalties
but revolution and war had strengthened the feeling of unity, for the least expression of anti-Austrian opinion,
for Neapolitans had fought £ot Venice, Lombards for Rome, The Lombard republicans had been greatly weakened by the
Piedmontese for all Italy. Piedmont was shown to possess evenu of 1848, but Mazzini still believed that a bold act by a few
the qualities necessary to constitute the nucleus of a great nation, revolutionists would make the people rise en masse and expel
It was now evident that the federal idea was impossible, for none the Austrians. A conspiracy, planned with the object, among
of the princes except Victor Emmanuel could be trusted, and others, of kidnapping the emperor while on a visit to Venice and
that unity and freedom could not be achieved under a republic, forcing him to make concessions, was postponed in consequence
for nothing could be done without the Piedmontese army, which of the coup d'etat by whidh Louis Napoleon became emperor
was royalist to the core. All reasonable men were now convinced of the French (1852); but a chance discovery led to a large

that the question of the ultimate form of the Italian govern- number of arrests, and the state trials at Mantua, conducted in

ment was secondary, and that the national efforts should be the most shamelessly inquisitorial manner, resulted in five death
concentrated on the task of expelling the Austrians

;
the form sentences, including that of the priest Tazzoli, and many of

of government could be decided afterwards. Liberals were by no imprisonment for long terms. Even this did not convince
means inclined to despair of accomplishing this task ; for hatred Mazzini of the hopelessness of such attempts, for he was out of

of the foreigners, and of the despots restored by their bayonets, touch with Italian public opinion, and he greatly weakened his

had been deeped by the humiliations and cruelties suffered influence by favouring a crack-brained outbreak at Milan on the
during the war into a passion common to all Italy. 6th of February 1853, which was easily quelled, numbers of the
When the terms of the Austrt^Piedmontese armistice were insurgents being executed or imprisoned. Radetzky, not

announced in the Chaml^r at Turin they aroused great indigna- satisfied with this, laid an embargo on the property of many
tion, but the king sueweded in convincing the deputies Lombard emigrants who liad settled in Piedmont and become
that they were inevitable. The peace negotiations naturalized, accusing them of complicity. The Piedmontese

war. dragged on for several months, involving two changes government rightly regarded this measure as a violation of the
of ministry, and D’Azeglio became premier. Through peace treaty of 1850, and ^vour recalled the Piedmontese

Anglo-French mediation Piedmont’s war indemnity was reduced minister from Vienna, an action which was endorsed by Italian

from 230,000,000 to 75,000,000 lire, but the question of the public opinion generally, and won the approval of France and
amnesty remained. The king declared himself ready to go to England.

war again if those compromised in the I/)mbard revolution were Qivour’s ideal for the present was the expulsion of Austria
not freely pardoned, and at last Austria agreed to amnesty all from Italy and the expansion of Piedmont into a north Italian

save a very few, and in August the peace terms were agreed upon, kingdom
;
and, although he did not yet think of Italian unity

The Chamber, however, refused to ratify them, and it was not as a question of practical policy, he began to foresee it as a
until the king’s eloquent appeal from Moncalieri to his people’s future possibility. But in reorganizing the shattered finances of
loyalty, and after a dissolution and the election of a new parlia- the state and preparing it for its greater destinies, he had to

ment, that the treaty was ratified (Janua^ 9, 1850). The impose heavy taxes, which led to rioting and involved the
situa^jMiTbi }*icdmont was far from promising, the exdiequer minister himself in considerable though temporary unpopularity,
was em^, the army disorganized, the country despondent and His ecclesiastical legislation, too, met with bitter opposition
suspicious of the king. If Piedmont was to be fitted for the part from the Church.

which optimists expected it to play, everything must be built But the question was soon forgotten in the turmoil caused by
up anew. Legislation had to be entirely reformed, and the bill the Crimean War. Cavour believed that by taking part in the
for abolishing the special jurisdiction for the clergy (fort? ecclesi- war his country would gain for itself a military status

asttco) and other medieval privileges aroused the bitter opposition and a place in the councils of the great Powers, and
of the Vatican as well as of the Piedmontese clericals. This establish claims on Great Britain and France for the

same year (1850) Cavour, who had been in parliament realization of its Italian ambitions. One section of public opinion
for some time and had in his speech of the 7th of March desired to make Piedmont’s co-operation subject to definite

Btruck the first note of encouragement after the gloom of Novara, promises by the Powers
;
but the latter refused to bind them-

became minister of agriculture, and in 1851 also assximed the selves, and both Victor Emmanuel and Cavour realized that,

portfolio of finance. He ended by dominating the cabinet, but even without such promises, participation would give Piedmont
owing to his having negotiated a union of the Right Centre and a claim. There was also the danger that Austria might join the
the Left Centre (the Connubio) in the conviction that the country allies first and Piedmont be left isolated

;
but there were also

needed the moderate elements of both parties, he quarrelled with strong arguments on the other side, for while the Radical party
D’Azeglio (who, as an uncompromising conservative, failed to saw no obvious reason why Piedmont should fight other people’s

see the value of such a move) and resigned. But D’Azeglio was battles, and therefore opposed the alliance, there was the risk

not equal to the situation, and he, too, resigned in November that Austria mi^t join the alliance together with Piedmont,
1852 ; whereupon the king appointed Cavour prime minister, which would have constituted a disastrous situation* Da
a position which with short intervals he held until bis death. Bormida, the minister for foreign affairs, resigned <

The Austrians in the j^eriod from 1849 to 1859, known as the rather than agree to proposal, and other statesmen aS^tta
decenmo ddla resistenza (decade of resistance), were made to feel were equally opposed to it. But after kmg negotiations Caanpfwaa

that they were in a conquered country where they could have the treaty of alHtnce was signed in January 1855, and
no social intercoupe with the people

;
for no self-fespecti^ while Austria remained neutral, a well-equipped Pied-

Lombard or Venetiaa would even speak to an Austrian. Austria, montese force of 15,000 men, under Gen^ La Marmora, sailed

on theother hand, treated her Italian subjects with great severity, for the Crimea. Everything turned out as Cavour b^ hoped.
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The Piedmontese tr^s distinguished themselves m the fields

gaining the sympathies of the French and English ; and at the

subsequent confess of Paris (1856)^ where Qvour himself was
Sardinian representative; the Italian question was discussed;

and the intolerable oppression of the Italian peoples by Austria

and the despots ventilated.

Austria at last began to see that a policy of coercion was
useless and dangerous; and made tentative efforts at conciliation.

Taxation somewhat reduced; the censorship was made less

severe, political amnesties were granted, humaner officials were
appoint^ and the Congregations (a sort of shadowy consultative

assembly) were revived. In 1856 the emperor and empress
visited their Italian dominions, but were received with icy

coldness
;

the following year, on the retirement of Radetzky
at the age of ninety-three, t^ archduke Maximilian, an able,

cultivated and kind-hearted man, was q>pointed viceroy. He
made desperate efforts to conciliate the population, and succeeded

with a few of the nobles, who were led to believe in the possi-

bility of an Italian confederation, including Lombardy and
Venetia which would be united to Austria by a personal union
alone ; but the immense majority of all classes rejected these

advances, and came to regard union with Piedmont with

increasing favour.^

Meani^ile Francis V. of Modena, restored to his duchy by
Austrian bayonets,continued to govern according tothe traditions

R0§toni
of his house. Charles II. of Parma, ^ter having been

xovm- reinstated by the Austrians, abdicated in favour of his

maar* son Charles III. a drunken libertine and a cruel tyrant

^^49) i
^ latter was assassinated in 1854, and

a regency under his widow, Marie Louise, was insti-

tuted during which the government became somewhat more
tolerable, al^ough by no means free from political persecution

;

in 1857 the Austrian troops evacuated the duchy. Leopold of

Tuscany suspended the constitution, and in 1B52 formally

abolished it by order from Vienna ; he also concluded a treaty of

semi-subjection with Austria and a Concordat with the pope for

granting fresh privileges to the Church. His government, how-
ever, was not characterized by cruelty like those of his brother

despots, and Guerrazzi and the other Liberals of 1849, although

tried and sentenced to long terms of imprisonment, were merely

exiled. Yet the opposition gained recruits among all the ablest

and most respectable Tuscans. In Rome, after the restoration of

the temporal power by the French troops, the pope paid no
attention to Louis Napoleon’s advice to maintain some form of

constitution, to grant a general amnesty, and to secularize the

administration. He promised, indeed, a consultative council of

state, and granted an amnesty from which no less than 25,000

persons were excluded ;
but on his return to Rome (12th April

1850), after he was quite certain that France had given up all

idea of imposing constitutional limitations on him, he re-estab-

lished his government on the old lines of priestly absolutism, and,

devoting himself to religious practices, left political affairs mostly

to the astute cardinal Antonelli, who repressed with great

severity the political agitation which still continued. At Naples

Penectt- * trifling disturbance in September 1849, led to the

tion of arrest of a large number of persons connected with the

UboraiM Unitd Itdiamf a society somewhat similar to the
inNmpioM,

(;;aj-j)onari. The prisoners included Silvio Spaventa,

Luigi Settemhrini, Carlo Poerio and many other cultured and
worthy citizens. Many condemnations followed, and hundreds of

politicals ” were immured in hideous dungeons, a state of

things which provoked Gladstone’s famous letters to Lord

AbeMeen, in which Bourbon rule was branded for all time as

“ the negation of God erected into a system of government,”

But oppressive, corrupt and inefficient as it was, the government

was not confronted by the uncompromising hostility of the

whole people ;
the ignorant priest-ridden masses were either

indifferent or of mildly Bourbon sympathies
; the opposition was

constituted by the educated middle classes and a part of the

^ The popular ciy of *' Viva Verdi 1
” did not merely express

enthusiaam for Italy's most eminent musiciaa. but in

initials :
** Viva Vittorio Emanuele Re d* Italia i

nobility. The revdution^ attempts of Bentivegna in Sicily

(1856) and of the Mazzinian Carlo Fisacane, wto landed at

Sapri in Calabria with a few followers in 1857, i^led from kek of

po^ar support, and the leaders were killed.

The dedine of Mazzini^s influence was accompanied by the

rise of a new movement in favour of Italian unity under Victor

Emmanuel, inspired by the Milanese marquis Giorgio

Pallavicmi, who had spent 14 years in the Spielberg, umMlot
and by Manin, living in exile in Paris, both of them
ex-republicans who had become monardriats. Ibe
propaganda was organized by the Sicilian La Farina by means
of the Societi^ Naaionde. All who accepted the motto “ Unity,

Independence and Victor Emmanuel” were admitted into

the society. Many of the republicans and Mazzinians joined

it, but Mazzini himself regarded it with no sympathy. In the

Austrian provinces and in the duchies it carried all befeure it,

and gained many adherents in the Legations, Rome and Naples,

although in the latter regions the autonomist feeling was still

strong even among the Liberals. In Piedmont itself it was at

first less successful
;
and Cavour, although he aspired ultimately

to a united Italy with Rome as the capital,^ openly professed no
ambition beyond the expulsion of Austria and the formation of a
North Italian kingdom. But he gave secret encouragement to

the movement, and ended by practically directing its activity

through La Farina. The king, too, was in close sympathywiththe
society’s aims, but for the present it was necessary to hide this

attitude from the eyes of the Powers, whose sympathy Cavour
could only hope to gain by professing hostility to everything that

savoured of revolution. Both the king and ^s minister realized

that Piedmont alone, even with the help of the National Society,

could not expel Austria from Italy without foreign assistance.

Piedmontese finances had been strained to breaJ^ng-point to

organize an army obviously intended for other than merely

defi&nsive purposes. Cavour now set himself to the task of

isolatmg Austria and securing an alliance for her expulsion.

A British alliance would have been preferable, but the British

government was too much concerned with the preservation of

European peace. The emperor Napoleon, almost alone

among Frenchmen, had genuine Italian sympathies.

But were he to intervene in Italy, the intervention

wou(d not only have to be successful
;

it would have
to bring tangible advantages to France. Hence his hesitations

and vacillations, which Cavour steadily worked to overcome.

Suddenly on tiie 14th of January 1858 Napoleon’s life was
attempted by Felice Orsini a Mazzinian Romagnol, who
believed that Napoleon was ^%f obstacle to the success of

the revolution in Italy. The attempt failed and its author was
caught and executed, but while it appeared at first to destroy

Napoleon’s Italian sympathies and led to a sharp interchange of

notes between Paris and Turin, the emperor was really impressed

by the attempt and by Orsini’s letter from prison exhorting him
to intervene in Italy. He realised how deep the Italian feeling

for independence must be, and that a refusal to act now might
result in further attempts on his life, as indeed Orsini’s letter

stated. Consequently negotiations with Cavour were resumed,

and a meeting with him was arranged to take place at Plom-
bi^res (20th and 21st of July 1858). There it was agreed that

France should supply 200,000 men and Piedmont 100,000 for the

expulsion of the Austrians from Italy, that Piedmont should be

expanded into aki^dom of North Itdy, that central Italy should

form a separate kingdom, on the throne of which the emperor
contemplated placing one of his own relatives, and Naples

another, possibly under Lucicn Murat
;
the pope, while retaining

only the ” Patrimony of St Peter ” (the Roman province), would
be president of the Italian confederation. In exchange for

French assistance Piedmont would cede Savoy and perh^
Nice to France

;
and a marriage between Victor Emmanuel’s

daughter Clothilde and Jerome Bonaparte, to which Niqioleon

attfl^d great importance, although not made a deffnite

condition, was also discussed. No written agreement, however,
was signed.

* La Farina’s Epiatolario, ii. 426.
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voted : Venice resists the Austrians at all costs,” and the The Italian provinces were the most heavily taxed in the
dtiaens and soldiers, strengtl^ed by the arrival of volunteers whole empire, and much of the money thus levied was spent
from all parts of Italy, including Pepe, who was given the chief either for the benefit of other provinces or to pay for
command of the defenders, showed the most splendid devotion the huge army of occupation and the fortresses in
in their hopeless task. By the end of May the city was blockaded Italy. The promise of a constitution for the empire,
by land and sea, and in July the bombardment began. On the made in 1849, was never carried out

; the government
S4th the city, reduced by famine, capitulated on favourable of Lombardo-Venetia was vested in Field-Marshal Radetzky

;

termSf Blanin, Pepje and a few others were excluded from the and although only very few of the revolutionists were
amnesty and went into exile. excluded from the amnesty, the carrying of arms or the
Thus were despotism and foreign predominance re-established distribution or possession of revolutionary literature was

throughout Italy save m Piedmont. Yet the “ terrible year ” punished with death. Long terms of imprisonment and the
was by no means all loss. The Italian cause had been crushed, bastinado, the latter even inflicted on women, were the penalties
but revolution and war had strengthened the feeling of unity, for the least expression of anti-Austrian opinion,
for Neapolitans had fought £ot Venice, Lombards for Rome, The Lombard republicans had been greatly weakened by the
Piedmontese for all Italy. Piedmont was shown to possess evenu of 1848, but Mazzini still believed that a bold act by a few
the qualities necessary to constitute the nucleus of a great nation, revolutionists would make the people rise en masse and expel
It was now evident that the federal idea was impossible, for none the Austrians. A conspiracy, planned with the object, among
of the princes except Victor Emmanuel could be trusted, and others, of kidnapping the emperor while on a visit to Venice and
that unity and freedom could not be achieved under a republic, forcing him to make concessions, was postponed in consequence
for nothing could be done without the Piedmontese army, which of the coup d'etat by whidh Louis Napoleon became emperor
was royalist to the core. All reasonable men were now convinced of the French (1852); but a chance discovery led to a large

that the question of the ultimate form of the Italian govern- number of arrests, and the state trials at Mantua, conducted in

ment was secondary, and that the national efforts should be the most shamelessly inquisitorial manner, resulted in five death
concentrated on the task of expelling the Austrians

;
the form sentences, including that of the priest Tazzoli, and many of

of government could be decided afterwards. Liberals were by no imprisonment for long terms. Even this did not convince
means inclined to despair of accomplishing this task ; for hatred Mazzini of the hopelessness of such attempts, for he was out of

of the foreigners, and of the despots restored by their bayonets, touch with Italian public opinion, and he greatly weakened his

had been deeped by the humiliations and cruelties suffered influence by favouring a crack-brained outbreak at Milan on the
during the war into a passion common to all Italy. 6th of February 1853, which was easily quelled, numbers of the
When the terms of the Austrt^Piedmontese armistice were insurgents being executed or imprisoned. Radetzky, not

announced in the Chaml^r at Turin they aroused great indigna- satisfied with this, laid an embargo on the property of many
tion, but the king sueweded in convincing the deputies Lombard emigrants who liad settled in Piedmont and become
that they were inevitable. The peace negotiations naturalized, accusing them of complicity. The Piedmontese

war. dragged on for several months, involving two changes government rightly regarded this measure as a violation of the
of ministry, and D’Azeglio became premier. Through peace treaty of 1850, and ^vour recalled the Piedmontese

Anglo-French mediation Piedmont’s war indemnity was reduced minister from Vienna, an action which was endorsed by Italian

from 230,000,000 to 75,000,000 lire, but the question of the public opinion generally, and won the approval of France and
amnesty remained. The king declared himself ready to go to England.

war again if those compromised in the I/)mbard revolution were Qivour’s ideal for the present was the expulsion of Austria
not freely pardoned, and at last Austria agreed to amnesty all from Italy and the expansion of Piedmont into a north Italian

save a very few, and in August the peace terms were agreed upon, kingdom
;
and, although he did not yet think of Italian unity

The Chamber, however, refused to ratify them, and it was not as a question of practical policy, he began to foresee it as a
until the king’s eloquent appeal from Moncalieri to his people’s future possibility. But in reorganizing the shattered finances of
loyalty, and after a dissolution and the election of a new parlia- the state and preparing it for its greater destinies, he had to

ment, that the treaty was ratified (Janua^ 9, 1850). The impose heavy taxes, which led to rioting and involved the
situa^jMiTbi }*icdmont was far from promising, the exdiequer minister himself in considerable though temporary unpopularity,
was em^, the army disorganized, the country despondent and His ecclesiastical legislation, too, met with bitter opposition
suspicious of the king. If Piedmont was to be fitted for the part from the Church.

which optimists expected it to play, everything must be built But the question was soon forgotten in the turmoil caused by
up anew. Legislation had to be entirely reformed, and the bill the Crimean War. Cavour believed that by taking part in the
for abolishing the special jurisdiction for the clergy (fort? ecclesi- war his country would gain for itself a military status

asttco) and other medieval privileges aroused the bitter opposition and a place in the councils of the great Powers, and
of the Vatican as well as of the Piedmontese clericals. This establish claims on Great Britain and France for the

same year (1850) Cavour, who had been in parliament realization of its Italian ambitions. One section of public opinion
for some time and had in his speech of the 7th of March desired to make Piedmont’s co-operation subject to definite

Btruck the first note of encouragement after the gloom of Novara, promises by the Powers
;
but the latter refused to bind them-

became minister of agriculture, and in 1851 also assximed the selves, and both Victor Emmanuel and Cavour realized that,

portfolio of finance. He ended by dominating the cabinet, but even without such promises, participation would give Piedmont
owing to his having negotiated a union of the Right Centre and a claim. There was also the danger that Austria might join the
the Left Centre (the Connubio) in the conviction that the country allies first and Piedmont be left isolated

;
but there were also

needed the moderate elements of both parties, he quarrelled with strong arguments on the other side, for while the Radical party
D’Azeglio (who, as an uncompromising conservative, failed to saw no obvious reason why Piedmont should fight other people’s

see the value of such a move) and resigned. But D’Azeglio was battles, and therefore opposed the alliance, there was the risk

not equal to the situation, and he, too, resigned in November that Austria mi^t join the alliance together with Piedmont,
1852 ; whereupon the king appointed Cavour prime minister, which would have constituted a disastrous situation* Da
a position which with short intervals he held until bis death. Bormida, the minister for foreign affairs, resigned <

The Austrians in the j^eriod from 1849 to 1859, known as the rather than agree to proposal, and other statesmen aS^tta
decenmo ddla resistenza (decade of resistance), were made to feel were equally opposed to it. But after kmg negotiations Caanpfwaa

that they were in a conquered country where they could have the treaty of alHtnce was signed in January 1855, and
no social intercoupe with the people

;
for no self-fespecti^ while Austria remained neutral, a well-equipped Pied-

Lombard or Venetiaa would even speak to an Austrian. Austria, montese force of 15,000 men, under Gen^ La Marmora, sailed

on theother hand, treated her Italian subjects with great severity, for the Crimea. Everything turned out as Cavour b^ hoped.
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in office until Rattazzi could form a new ministry ; and while
officially recalling the royal commissioners according to the

|

preliminaries of Villafranca, he privately encouraged them to
j

remain and organize resistance to the return of the despots, if
|

necessary by force (see Cavour). Farini, who in August was
elected dictator of Parma as well as Modena, and Ricasoli, who
since, on the withdrawal of the Sardinian commissioner Bon-
comjMigni, had become supreme in Tuscany, were now the men
who by their energy and determination achieved the annexation

of central Italy to Piedmont, in spite of the strenuous opposition

of the French emperor and the weakness of many Italian Liberals.

In August Marco Minghetti succeeded in forming a military

league and a customs union between Tuscany, Romagna and
the duchies, and in procuring the adoption of the Piedmontese
codes

j
and envoys were sent to Paris to mollify Napoleon.

Constituent assemblies met and voted for unity under Victor

Emmanuel, but the king could not openly accept the proposal

owing to the emperor’s opposition, backed by the presence of

French armies in Lombardy
;

at a word from Napoleon there

might have been an Austrian, and perhaps a Franco-Austrian,

invasion of central Italy. But to Napoleon’s statement that

he could not agree to the unification of Italy, as he was bound

by his promises to Austria at Villafranca, Victor Emmanuel
replied that he himself, after Magenta and Mferino, was bound
in honour to link his fate with that of the Italian people

;
and

General Manfredo Fanti was sent by the Turin government to

organize the army of the Central League, with Garibaldi under

him.

The terms of the treaty of peace signed at Zurich on the loth

of November were practically identical with those of the pre-

liminaries of Villafranca. It was soon evident, however,

ZMcb!* Italian question was far from being settled.

Central Italy refused to be bound by the treaty, and

offered the dictatorship to Prince Carignano, who, himself unable

to accept owing to Napoleon's opposition,suggested Boncompagni,

who was accordingly elected. Napoleon now realized that it

would be impossible, without running serious risks, to oppose

the movement in favour of unity. He suggested an international

congress on the question
;

inspired a pamphlet, Le Pape et le

Cofigrh, which proposed a reduction of the papal territory, and

wrote to the pope advising him to cede Romagna in order to

obtain better guarantees for the rest of his dominions. The

proposed congress fell through, and Napoleon thereupon raised

the question of the cession of Nice and Savoy as the price of

his consent to the union of the central provinces with the Italian

kingdom. In January 1866 the Rattazzi ministry fell, after

completing the fusion of Lombardy with Piedmont, and Cavour

was again summoned by the king to the head of affairs.

Cavour well knew the unpopularity that would fall upon him

by consenting to the cession of Nice, the birthplace of Garibaldi,

and Savoy, the cradle of the royal house
;

but he realized the

necessity of the sacrifice, if central Italy was to be won. The
negotiations were long drawn out

;
for Cavour struggled to save

Nice and Napoleon was anxious to make conditions, especially

as regards Tuscany. At last, on the 24th of March, the treaty

was signed whereby the cession was agreed upon, but subject

to the vote of the populations concerned and ratification by the

Italian parliament. The king having formally accepted the

voluntary annexation of the duchies, Tuscany and Romagna,
appointed the prince of Carignano viceroy with Ricasoh as

governor-general (22nd of March), and was immediately after-

wards excommunicated by the pope. On the 2nd of April i860

the new Italian parliament, including members from central

Italy, assembled at Turin. Three weeks later the treaty of

Turin ceding Savoy and Nice to France was ratified, though

not without much opposition, and Cavour was fiercely reviled

for his share in the transaction, especially by Garibaldi, who
even contemplated an expedition to Nice, but was induced to

desist by the king.

In May 1859 Ferdinand of Naples was succeeded by his son

P'rancis IL, who gave no signs of any intention to change his

father’s policy, and, in spite of Napoleon’s advice, refused to
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grant a constitution or to enter into an alliance with Sardinia*
The result was a revolutionary agitation which in Sicily, stirred
up by MazzirJ’s agents, Ros^ino Pilo and Francesco
Crispi, culminated, on the 5th of April i860, in open
revolt. An invitation had been sent Garibaldi to put prmia #/,

himself at the head of the movement
;

at first he
had refused, but reports of the progress of the insurrection

soon determined him to risk all on a bold stroke, and on the

5th of May he embarked at Quarto, near Genoa, with Bixio,

the Hungarian Tiirr and some 1000 picked followers, on two
steamers. The preparations for the expeditibn, openly made,
were viewed by Cavour with mixed feelings. With its object

he sympathized
;

yet he could not give official sanction to

an armed attack on a friendly power, nor on the other hand
could he forbid an action enthusiastically ^proved by public

opinion. He accordingly directed the Sardinian admiral Persano

only to arrest the expedition should it touch at a Sardinian port

;

while in reply to the indignant protests of the continental

powers he disclaimed all knowledge of the affair. On the iith

Garibaldi landed at Marsala, without opposition, defeated the

Neapolitan forces at Calatafimi on the 15th, and on the 27th

entered Palermo in triumph, where he proclaimed himself, in

King Victor Emmanuel’s name, dictator of Sicily. By the end
of July, after the hard-won victory of Milazzo, the whole island,

with the exception of the citadel of Messina and a few unim-

portant ports, was in his hands.

From Cavour’s point of view, the situation was now one of

extreme anxiety. It was certain that, his work in Sicily done,

Garibaldi would turn his attention to the Neapolitan dominions

on the mainland
;
and beyond these lay Umbria and the Marches

and— Rome. It was all-important that whatever victories

Garibaldi might win should be won for the Italian kingdom,

and, above all, that no ill-timed attack on the Papal States

shoyld provoke an intervention of the powers. La Farina was
accordingly sent to Palermo to urge the immediate annexation of

Sicily to Piedmont. But Garibaldi, who wished to keep a free

hand, distrusted Cavour and scorned all counsels of expediency,

refused to agree
;

Sicily was the necessary base for his projected

invasion of Naples
;

it would be time enough to announce its

union with Piedmont when Victor Emmanuel had been pro-

claimed king of United Italy in Rome. Foiled by the dictator’s

stubbornness, Cavour had once more to take to underhand
methods

;
and, while continuing futile negotiations with King

Francis, sent his agents into Naples to stir up disaffection and
create a sentiment in favour of national unity strong enough, in

any event, to force Garibaldi’s hand»

On the 8th of August, in spite of the protests and threats of

most of the powers, the Garibaldians began to cross the Straits,

and in a short time 20,000 of them were on the main-

land. The Bourbonists in Calabria, utterly dis-

organized, broke before the invincible red-shirts, and

the 40,000 men defending the Salerno - Avellino line made
no better resistance, being eventually ordered to fall back

on the Voltumo. On the 6th of September King Francis, with

his family and several of the ministers, sailed for Gaeta, and the

next day Garibaldi entered Naples alone in advance of the army,

and was enthusiastically welcomed. He proclaimed himself

dictator of the kingdom, with Bertani as secretary of state, but

as a proof of his loyalty he consigned the Neapolitan fleet to

' Per.sano.

His rapid success, meanwhile, inspired both the French

emperor and the government of Turin with misgivings. There

was a danger that Garibaldi’s entourage^ composed of

ex-Mazzinians, might induce him to proclaim a republic

and march on Rome
;

which would have meant PMuoat,
French intervention and the undoing of all Cavour’s

work. King Victor Emmanuel and Cavour both wrote to

Garibaldi urging him not to spoil all by aiming at too much.

But Garibaldi poured scorn on all suggestions of compromise

;

and Cavour saw that the situation could only be saved by
the armed participation of Piedmont in the liberation of

south Italy.
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The situation was, indeed, sufficiently critical. The unrest

in Naples had spread into Umbria and the Marches, and the

papal troops, under General lAmorici^e, were preparing to

suppress it. Had they succeeded, the position of the Pied-

montese in Romagna would have been imperilled
;

had they

failed, the road would have been open for Garibaldi to march
on Rome. In the circumstance Cavoiir decided that Piedmont
must anticipate Garibaldi, occupy Umbria and the Marches

and place Italy between the red-shirts and Rome. His excuse

was the pope’s refusal to dismiss his foreign levies (September 7).

On the iith of September a Piedmontese army of 35,000 men
crossed the frontier at La Cattolica

;
on the 18th the pontifical

army was crushed at Castelfidardo
;

and when, on the 29th,

Ancona fell, Umbria and the Marches wore in the power of

Piedmont. On the 15th of October King Victor Emmanuel
crossed the Neapolitan bi^rdcr at the head of his troops.

It had been a race between Garibaldi and the Piedmontese.
“ If we do not arrive at the Volturno before Garibaldi reaches

La Cattolica,” Ca\our had said, “ the monarchy is lost, and Italy

will remain in the prison-house of the Revolution.” ^ Fortun-

ately for his policy, the red-shirts had encountered a formidable

obstacle to their advance in the Neapolitan army entrenched

on the Volturno under the guns of Capua. On the 19th of

September the Garibaldiana began their attack on this position

with their usual impetuous valour
;

but they were repulsed

again and again, and it was not till the 2nd of October, after

a two days’ pitched battle, that they succeeded in carrying tlie

position. The way was now open for the advance of the Pied-

montese, who, save at Isernia, encountered practically no
resistance. On the 2Qth Victor Emmanuel and Garibaldi met,

and on the 7th of November they entered Naples together.

Garibaldi now resigned his authority into the king’s hands and,

refusing the title and other honours offered to him, retired to his

island home of Caprera.-^

Gaeta remained still to be taken. The Piedmontese under
Cialdini had begun the siege on the 5th of November, hut it was

Recogai' January i86t, when at the

^/anof^/ie instance of Great Britain Napoleon withdrew his

uttifed squadron, that the blockade could be made complete.

Febniary the fortress surrendered,
® Francis and his family having departed by .sea for

papal territory. The citadel of Messina capitulated on the 22nd,

and Civitella del Tronto, the last .stronghold of Bourbonism,
on the 2ist of March. On the i8th of February the first Italian

parliament met at Turin, and Victor Emmanuel was proclaimed

kincL^f Italy. The new kingdom was recognized by Great

BritHl within a fortnight, by France three months later, and
subsequently by other powers. It included the whole peninsula

except Venelia and Rome, and these the government and the

nation were determined to annex sooner or later.

Tliere were, however, other serious problems calling for im-
mediate attention. The country had to oe built up and converted

p .. from an agglomeration of .scattered medieval princi-

JfibBMw ^ unified moiiern nation. The first question
* which arose was that of brigandage m the south. Brigand-

mtni
" always existed in the Neapolitan kingdom, largely

BrlgMnd-
poverty of the people ; but the evil was now

Mgo,
" aggravated by tlic mistake of the new government in

dismissing the Bourbon troopij, and then calling them out
again as recruits. A great many turned brigands rather than servo
again, and together with the remaining adherent.^ of Bourbon rule and
malelactov.s of all kinds, were made use of by the ex-king and his
entourage to harass the Italian administration. Bands of dosporo.doc.s

were formed, commanded by the most infamous criminals and by
foreigners who came to fight in wdiat they were led to believe W'as

an Italian Vendie, but which was in reality a campaign of butchery
and plunder. Villages were sacked and burnt, men, women and
children mutilated, tortured or roasted alive, and women outraged.
The authors of these deeds when pursued by troops fled into papal
territory, where they were welcomed by the authorities and allowed
to refit and raise fresh remits under the aegis of the Church. The
prime organizers of the movement were King Francis’s uncle, the
count of Trapani, and Mon.s. de Merode, a Belgian ecclesiastic who

^ N. Bianchi, Cavour, p. tt8.‘

“He ashed for the Neapolitan viceroyalty for life, which the king
very wisely refused.

enjoyed immense influence at the Vatican. The task of sujmresaing
brigandage was entrusted to Generals La Marmora and Cialdini

;

but in spite of extreme severity, justifiable in the circumstances, it

took four or five years completely to suppress the movement. Its

vitality, indeed, was largely due to the mistakes made by the
new administration, conducted as this was by officials ignorant of

southern conditions and out of sympathy with a pieoplc far mure
primitive than in any other part of the peninsula. Politically, its

sole outcome was to prove the impossibility of allowing the continu-
ance of an independent Roman .state in the heart of Italy.

Another of the government's difficulties was the question of what
to do with Garibaldi’s volunteers. Fanti, the minister of war, had
tliree armies to incorporate m that of Piedmont, viz. tlmt ^
of central Italy, that of the Bourbons and that of Garibaldi.

hmldr^
The first caused no difficulty

;
the rank and file of the «•#««-

second were mostly disbanded
,
but a number of the officers .

"

were taken into the Italian army ; the third offered a more
serious problem. Garibaldi demanded that all his officers should be
given equivalent rank in the Italian army, and in thi.s he had the
support uf Fanti. Cavour, on the other hand, while anxious to deal
generously with the Garibaldians, recognized the impossibility of such
a course, which would not only have offended the conservative spirit

of the Piedmontese military caslc, which disliked and de.spised

irregular troops, but would almost certainly have introduced into the
army an element of indisciplint’ and disorder.

On the ]8th of April the question of the volunteers was

discussed in one of the nm.st dramatic sittings of the

Italian parliament. Garibaldi, elected member for Naples,

denounced Cavour in unmeasured terms for his treatment of the

volunteers and for the cession of Nice, actnising him of leading

the country to civil war. These ('harges produced a tremendous

uproar, but Bixio by a splendid appeal for concord succeeded

in calming the two ad^^ersaries. On the 23rd of April they were

formallv reconciled in the presence of the king, but the scene of

the T8th of April ha:;toncd Cavour’s end. In May the Roman
question was discussed in parliament. Cavour had often declared

that in the end the capital of Italy must be Rome, for it alone of

all Italian cities had an unquestioned claim to moral supremacy,

and his views of a free church in a free state were well known.

He had negotiated secretly with the pope through unofficial

agents, and sketched out a scheme of settlement of the Roman
question, which foreshadowed in its main features the law of

papal guarantees. But it was not given him to see this problem

solved, for his health wa.s broken b}' the strain of the

last few years, during which practically the whole clvaur.
administration of the country was concentrated in hi.s

hand.s. He died after a .short illness on the 6th of June i86t,

at a moment when Italy had the greatest need of his statesman-

ship.

Ricasoli now became prime minister, Cavour having advised

the king to that effect. The financial situation was far from

brilliant, for the expenses of the administration of

Italy were far larger than the total of tho.se of all the mtatwtry*

separate .states, and everything had to be created or PlmancM

rebuilt. The budget of 1861 showed a deficit of

344,000,000 lire, while the service of the debt was
®

j 1 0,000,000 ; deficits were met by new loans issued on unfavour-

able terms (that of July 1861 for 500,000,000 lire cost the govern-

ment 714,833,000), and government stock fell as low as 36. It

was now that the period of reckless finance began which, .save for

a lucid interval under ScIIa, was to last until nearly the end of the

century. Considering the state of the country and the coming

war for Venice, heavy expenditure was inevitable, but good

management might have rendered the situation less dangerous.

Ricasoli, honest and capable as he was, failed to win popularity

;

his attitude on the Roman question, which became more un-

compromising after the failure of his attempt at conciliation,

and his desire to emancipate Italy from French predominance,

brought clown on him the hostility of Napoleon. He fell in

March 1862, and was succeeded by Rattazzi, who being more
pliable and intriguing managed at first to please every-

body, including Garibaldi. At this time the extremists Mmittry*
and even the moderates were full of schemes for liberat-

ing Venice and Rome. Garibaldi had a plan, with which the

premier was connected, for attacking Austria by raising a revolt

in the Balkans and Hungary, and later he contemplated a raid
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in office until Rattazzi could form a new ministry ; and while
officially recalling the royal commissioners according to the

|

preliminaries of Villafranca, he privately encouraged them to
j

remain and organize resistance to the return of the despots, if
|

necessary by force (see Cavour). Farini, who in August was
elected dictator of Parma as well as Modena, and Ricasoli, who
since, on the withdrawal of the Sardinian commissioner Bon-
comjMigni, had become supreme in Tuscany, were now the men
who by their energy and determination achieved the annexation

of central Italy to Piedmont, in spite of the strenuous opposition

of the French emperor and the weakness of many Italian Liberals.

In August Marco Minghetti succeeded in forming a military

league and a customs union between Tuscany, Romagna and
the duchies, and in procuring the adoption of the Piedmontese
codes

j
and envoys were sent to Paris to mollify Napoleon.

Constituent assemblies met and voted for unity under Victor

Emmanuel, but the king could not openly accept the proposal

owing to the emperor’s opposition, backed by the presence of

French armies in Lombardy
;

at a word from Napoleon there

might have been an Austrian, and perhaps a Franco-Austrian,

invasion of central Italy. But to Napoleon’s statement that

he could not agree to the unification of Italy, as he was bound

by his promises to Austria at Villafranca, Victor Emmanuel
replied that he himself, after Magenta and Mferino, was bound
in honour to link his fate with that of the Italian people

;
and

General Manfredo Fanti was sent by the Turin government to

organize the army of the Central League, with Garibaldi under

him.

The terms of the treaty of peace signed at Zurich on the loth

of November were practically identical with those of the pre-

liminaries of Villafranca. It was soon evident, however,

ZMcb!* Italian question was far from being settled.

Central Italy refused to be bound by the treaty, and

offered the dictatorship to Prince Carignano, who, himself unable

to accept owing to Napoleon's opposition,suggested Boncompagni,

who was accordingly elected. Napoleon now realized that it

would be impossible, without running serious risks, to oppose

the movement in favour of unity. He suggested an international

congress on the question
;

inspired a pamphlet, Le Pape et le

Cofigrh, which proposed a reduction of the papal territory, and

wrote to the pope advising him to cede Romagna in order to

obtain better guarantees for the rest of his dominions. The

proposed congress fell through, and Napoleon thereupon raised

the question of the cession of Nice and Savoy as the price of

his consent to the union of the central provinces with the Italian

kingdom. In January 1866 the Rattazzi ministry fell, after

completing the fusion of Lombardy with Piedmont, and Cavour

was again summoned by the king to the head of affairs.

Cavour well knew the unpopularity that would fall upon him

by consenting to the cession of Nice, the birthplace of Garibaldi,

and Savoy, the cradle of the royal house
;

but he realized the

necessity of the sacrifice, if central Italy was to be won. The
negotiations were long drawn out

;
for Cavour struggled to save

Nice and Napoleon was anxious to make conditions, especially

as regards Tuscany. At last, on the 24th of March, the treaty

was signed whereby the cession was agreed upon, but subject

to the vote of the populations concerned and ratification by the

Italian parliament. The king having formally accepted the

voluntary annexation of the duchies, Tuscany and Romagna,
appointed the prince of Carignano viceroy with Ricasoh as

governor-general (22nd of March), and was immediately after-

wards excommunicated by the pope. On the 2nd of April i860

the new Italian parliament, including members from central

Italy, assembled at Turin. Three weeks later the treaty of

Turin ceding Savoy and Nice to France was ratified, though

not without much opposition, and Cavour was fiercely reviled

for his share in the transaction, especially by Garibaldi, who
even contemplated an expedition to Nice, but was induced to

desist by the king.

In May 1859 Ferdinand of Naples was succeeded by his son

P'rancis IL, who gave no signs of any intention to change his

father’s policy, and, in spite of Napoleon’s advice, refused to
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grant a constitution or to enter into an alliance with Sardinia*
The result was a revolutionary agitation which in Sicily, stirred
up by MazzirJ’s agents, Ros^ino Pilo and Francesco
Crispi, culminated, on the 5th of April i860, in open
revolt. An invitation had been sent Garibaldi to put prmia #/,

himself at the head of the movement
;

at first he
had refused, but reports of the progress of the insurrection

soon determined him to risk all on a bold stroke, and on the

5th of May he embarked at Quarto, near Genoa, with Bixio,

the Hungarian Tiirr and some 1000 picked followers, on two
steamers. The preparations for the expeditibn, openly made,
were viewed by Cavour with mixed feelings. With its object

he sympathized
;

yet he could not give official sanction to

an armed attack on a friendly power, nor on the other hand
could he forbid an action enthusiastically ^proved by public

opinion. He accordingly directed the Sardinian admiral Persano

only to arrest the expedition should it touch at a Sardinian port

;

while in reply to the indignant protests of the continental

powers he disclaimed all knowledge of the affair. On the iith

Garibaldi landed at Marsala, without opposition, defeated the

Neapolitan forces at Calatafimi on the 15th, and on the 27th

entered Palermo in triumph, where he proclaimed himself, in

King Victor Emmanuel’s name, dictator of Sicily. By the end
of July, after the hard-won victory of Milazzo, the whole island,

with the exception of the citadel of Messina and a few unim-

portant ports, was in his hands.

From Cavour’s point of view, the situation was now one of

extreme anxiety. It was certain that, his work in Sicily done,

Garibaldi would turn his attention to the Neapolitan dominions

on the mainland
;
and beyond these lay Umbria and the Marches

and— Rome. It was all-important that whatever victories

Garibaldi might win should be won for the Italian kingdom,

and, above all, that no ill-timed attack on the Papal States

shoyld provoke an intervention of the powers. La Farina was
accordingly sent to Palermo to urge the immediate annexation of

Sicily to Piedmont. But Garibaldi, who wished to keep a free

hand, distrusted Cavour and scorned all counsels of expediency,

refused to agree
;

Sicily was the necessary base for his projected

invasion of Naples
;

it would be time enough to announce its

union with Piedmont when Victor Emmanuel had been pro-

claimed king of United Italy in Rome. Foiled by the dictator’s

stubbornness, Cavour had once more to take to underhand
methods

;
and, while continuing futile negotiations with King

Francis, sent his agents into Naples to stir up disaffection and
create a sentiment in favour of national unity strong enough, in

any event, to force Garibaldi’s hand»

On the 8th of August, in spite of the protests and threats of

most of the powers, the Garibaldians began to cross the Straits,

and in a short time 20,000 of them were on the main-

land. The Bourbonists in Calabria, utterly dis-

organized, broke before the invincible red-shirts, and

the 40,000 men defending the Salerno - Avellino line made
no better resistance, being eventually ordered to fall back

on the Voltumo. On the 6th of September King Francis, with

his family and several of the ministers, sailed for Gaeta, and the

next day Garibaldi entered Naples alone in advance of the army,

and was enthusiastically welcomed. He proclaimed himself

dictator of the kingdom, with Bertani as secretary of state, but

as a proof of his loyalty he consigned the Neapolitan fleet to

' Per.sano.

His rapid success, meanwhile, inspired both the French

emperor and the government of Turin with misgivings. There

was a danger that Garibaldi’s entourage^ composed of

ex-Mazzinians, might induce him to proclaim a republic

and march on Rome
;

which would have meant PMuoat,
French intervention and the undoing of all Cavour’s

work. King Victor Emmanuel and Cavour both wrote to

Garibaldi urging him not to spoil all by aiming at too much.

But Garibaldi poured scorn on all suggestions of compromise

;

and Cavour saw that the situation could only be saved by
the armed participation of Piedmont in the liberation of

south Italy.
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fallen into the hands of Garibaldi and his volunteers. Ricasoli

wished to go on with the war, rather than accept Venetia as a

gift from France ; but the king and La Marmora saw that

peace must be made, as the whole Austrian army of 350,000

men was now free to fall on Italy. An armistice was accord-

ingly signed at Cormons on the 12th of August ;
Austria

handed Venetia over to General Leboeuf, representing

uaitZ
Napoleon

;
and on the 3rd of October peace between

to haiy. Austria and Italy was concluded at Vienna. On the

19th Leboeuf handed Venetia over to the Venetian

representatives, and at the plebiscite held on the 21st and 22nd,

647,246 votes were returned in favour of union with Italy, only

69 against it. When this result was announced to the king by

a deputation from Venice he said :
“ This is the finest day of

my life
;

Italy is made, but it is not complete.” Rome was

still wanting.

Custozza and Lissa were not Italy's only misfortunes in 1866.

There had been considerable discontent in Sicily, where the

government had made itself unpopular. The priest-

5/
hood and the remnants of the Bourbon party fomented

i866J agitation, which in September culminated in an

attack on Palermo by 3000 armed insurgents, and in

similar outbreaks elsewhere. The revolt was put down owing

to the energy of the mayor of Palermo, Marquis A. Di Rudini,

and the arrival of reinforcements. The Ricasoli cabinet fell

over the law against the religious houses, and was succeeded

by that of Rattazzi, who with the support of the Left

apparently more fortunate. The French regular

troops were withdrawn from Rome in December 1866 ;

but the pontifical forces were largely recruited in France and

commanded by officers of the imperial army, and service under

the pope was considered by the French war office as equivalent

to service in France. This was a violation of the letter as well

as of the spirit of the September convention, and a stronger

and more straightforward statesman than Rattazzi would have

declared Italy absolved from its provisions. Mazzini now wanted

to promote an insurrection in Roman territory
,
whereas Garibaldi

advocated an invasion from without. He delivered a series

of violent speeches gainst the papacy, and inade open prepara-

tions for a raid, which were not interfered with by the govern-

ment
;

but on the 23rd of September 1867 Rattazzi had him

suddenly arrested and confined to Caprera. In spite of the
j

vigilance of the warships he escaped on the 14th of
QmHbaUi

Qj-tQijei. ^nd landed in Tuscany. Armed bands had
.fcvc, already entered papal territory, but achieved nothing

in particular. Their presence, however, was a sufficient

excuse for Napoleon, under pressure cf the clerical party, to

send another expedition to Rome (26th of October). Rattazzi,

after ordering a body of troops to enter papal territory with no

definite object, now resigned, and was succeeded by

Menabrea. Garibaldi joined the bands on the 23rd,

but his ill-armed and ill-disciplined force was very

inferior to his volunteers of ’49, ’60 and ’66. On the 24th he

captured Monte Rotondo, but did not enter Rome as the expected

insurrection had not broken out. On the 29th a French force,

under de Failly, arrived, and on the 3rd of November a battle

took place at Mentana between 4000 or 5000 red-

Meatmam. shirts and a somewhat superior force of French and

pontificals. The Garibaldians, mowed down by the

new French chassepot rifles, fought until their last cartridges

were exhausted, and retreated the next day towards the Italian

frontier, leaving 80a prisoners.

The affair of Mentana caused considerable excitement through-

out Europe, and the Roman question entered on an acute stage.

Napoleon suggested his favourite expedient of a congress,

but the proposal broke down owing to Great Britain’s refusal

to participate
;
and Rouher, the French premier, declared in

the Chamber (5th of December 1867) that France could never

permit the Italians to occupy Rome. The attitude of France

strengthened that anti-French feeling in Italy which had begun

with Villafranca ;
and Bismarck was not slow to make use

of this hostility, with a view to preventing Italy from taking

attacka
Rott^

sides with France against Germany in the struggle between the

two powers which he saw to be inevitable. At the same time

Napoleon was making overtures both to Austria and to Italy,

overtures which were favourably received. Victor Emmanuel

was sincerely anxious to assist Napoleon, for in spite of Nice

and Savoy and Mentana he felt a chivalrous desire to help the

man who had fought for Italy. But with the French at Civita-

vecchia (they had left Rome very soon after Mentana) a war for

France was not to be thought of, and Napoleon would not promise

more than the literal observance of the September convention.

Austria would not join France unless Italy did the same, and

she realized that that was impossible unless Napoleon gave way

about Rome. Consequently the negotiations were suspended.

A scandal concerning the tobacco monopoly led to
,

the fall of Menabrea, who was succeeded in December Miaiatry,

1H69 by Giovanni Lanza, with Visconti -Venosta at

the foreign office and Q. Sella as finance minister. The latter

introduced a sounder financial policy, which was maintained

until the fall of the Right in 1876. Mazzini, now openly hostile

to the monarchy, was seized with a perfect monomania for in-

surrections, and promoted various smaU risings, the only effect

of which was to show how completely his influence was gone.

In December 1869 the XXL oecumenical council began its

sittings in Rome, and on the i8th of July 1870 proclaimed the

infallibility of the pope (see Vatican Council). Two days

previously Napoleon had declared war on Prussia, and immedi-

ately afterwards he withdrew his troops from Civitavecchia

;

but he persuaded Lanza to promise to abide by the September

convention, and it was not until after Worth and Gravelotte

that he offered to give Italy a free liand to occupy Rome. Then

it was too late ;
Victor Emmanuel asked Thiers if he could

give his word of honour that with 100,000 Italian troops France

could be saved, but Thiers remained silent. Austria replied

like Italy :
“ It is too late.” On the 9th of August Italy made

a declaration of neutrality, and three weeks later Visconti-

Venosta informed the powers that Italy was about to occupy

Rome. On the 3rd of September the news of Sedan reached

Florence, and with the fall of Napoleon’s empire the September

convention ceased to have any value. The powers haying

engaged to abstain from intervention in Italian affairs, Victor

Emmanuel addressed a letter to Pius IX. asking him in the name

of religion and peace to accept Italian protection instead of the

temporal power, to which the pope replied that he jtaiian

would only yield to force. On the 11th of September occu/im*

General Cadoma at the head of 60,000 men entered ttoaof

papal territory. The garrison of Civitavecchia sur-

rendered to Bixio, but the 10,000 men in Rome, mostly French,

Belgians, Swiss and Bavarians, under Kanzler, were ready to

fight. Cardinal Antonelli would have come to terms, but the

pope decided on making a sufficient show of resistance to prove

that he was yielding to force. On the 20th the Italians began

the attack, and General Maz6 de la Roche’s division having

effected a breach in the Porta Pia, the pope ordered the garrison

to cease fire and the Italians poured into the Eternal City followed

by thousands of Roman exiles. By. noon the whole city on the

left of the Tiber was occupied and the garrison laid down their

arms ; the next day, at the pope’s request, the lieonine City

on the right bank was also occupied. It had been intended to

leave that part of Rome to the pope, but by the earnest desire

of the inhabitants it too was included in the Italian kingdom.

At the plebiscite there were 133,681 votes for union and 1507

against it. In July 1872 King Victor Emmanuel made his

solemn entry into Rome, which was then declared the capit^

of Italy. Thus, after a struggle of more than half a century, in

spite of apparently insuperable obstacles, the liberation and

the unity of Italy were accomplished.
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fftefUo JtcUiano in 9 vols. (Turin, 1888—1897), based on a diligent study

of the origi^ authorities and containing a large amount of informa-

tion ; the author is a Mazzinian, which fact should be taken into
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F. History, 1870-1902

The downfall of the temporal power was hailed throughout
Italy with unbounded enthusiasm. Abroad, Catholic countries

itatima ^^'st received the tidings with resignation, and
ocoupa* Protestant countries with joy. In France, where the
itoaof Government of National Defence had replaced the

Empire, Cr^mieux, as president of the government
delegation at Tours, hastened to offer his congratulations to
Italy. The occupation of Rome caused no surprise to the
French government, which had been forewarned on nth
September of the Italian intentions. On that occasion Jules
Fayre had recognized the September convention to be dead, and,
while refusing explicitly to denounce it, had admitted that unless
Italy went to Rome the city would become a prey to dangerous
agitators. At the same time he made it clear that Italy would
occupy Rome upon her own responsibility. Agreeably surprised
by this attitude on the part of France, Visconti-Venosta lost

no time in conveying officially the thanks of Italy to the French
government. He doubtless foresaw that the language of Favre
and Cr^mieux would not be endorsed by the French Clericals.

Prussia, while satisfied at the fall of the temporal power, seemed
to fear lest Italy might recompense the absence of French opposi-
tion to the occupation of Rome by armed intervention in favour
of France. Bismarck, moreover, was indignant at the connivance
of the Italian government in the Garibaldian expedition to
Dijon, and was irritated by Visconti -Venosta’s plea in the
Italian parliament for the integrity of French territory. The
course of events in France, however, soon calmed German
apprehensions. The advent of Thiers, his attitude towards
the petition of French bishops on behalf of the pope, the recall

of Senard, the French minister at Florence—who had written to

congratulate Victor Emmanuel on the capture of Rome—and
the instructions given to his successor, the comte de Choiseul,

to absent himself from Italy at the moment of the king’s official

entry into the new capital (2nd July 1871), together with the

haste displayed in appointing a French ambassador to the Holy
See, rapidly cooled the cordiality of Franco-Italian relations, and
reassured Bismarck on the score of any dangerous intimacy

between the two governments.

The friendly attitude of France towards Italy during the

period immediately subsequent to the occupation of Rome
seerhed to cow and to dishearten the Vatican. For

o/tbe^* a few weeks the relations between the Curia and the

Yatteaa* Italian authorities were marked by a conciliatory

spirit. The secretary-general of the Italian foreign

office, Baron Blanc, who had accompanied General Cadorna
to Rome, was received almost daily by Cardinal Antonelli,

papal secretary of state, in order to settle innumerable que.5tion$

arising out of the Italian occupation. The royal commissioner

for finance, Giacomelli, had, as a precautionary measure, seized

the pontifical treasury ; but upon being informed by (^dinal
Antonelli that among the funds deposit^ in the treasury were
1,000,000 crowns of Peter’s Pence offered by the faithful to the
pope in person, the commissioner was authorized by the Italian

council of state not only to restore this sum, but also to indemnify
the Holy See for moneys expended for the service of the October
coupon of the pontifical debt, that debt having been taken over
by the Italian state. On the 29th of September Cardinal Antonelli

further apprised Baron Blanc that he was about to issue drafts

for the monthly payment of the 50,000 crowns inscribed in the
pontifical budget for the maintenance of the pope, the Sacred
College, the apostolic palaces and the papal guards. The
Italian treasury at once honoured all the papal drafts, and thus
contributed a first instalment of the 3,225,000 lire per annum
afterwards placed by Article 4 of the Law of Guarantees at the
disposal of the Holy See. Payments would have been regularly

continued had not pressure from the French Clerical party
coerced the Vatican into refusing any further instalment.

Once in possession of Rome, and guarantor to the (Catholic

world of the spiritual independence of the pope, the Italian

government prepared juridically to regulate its

relations to the Holy See. A bill known as the Law of

Guarantees was therefore framed and laid before mateeM/
parliament. The measure was an amalgam of Cavour’s
scheme for a “ free church in a free state,” of Ricasoli’s Free
Church Bill, rejected by parliament four years previously,

and of the proposals presented to Pius IX. by Count Ponza di

San Martino in September 1870. After a debate lasting nearly

two months the Law of Guarantees was adopted in secret ballot

on the 2ist of March 1871 by 185 votes against 106.

It consisted of two parts. The first, containing thirteen articles,

recognized (Articles i and 2) the person of the pontiff as sacred and
intangible, and while providing for free discussion of religious
questions, punished insults and outrages against the pope in the
same way as insults and outrages against the king. Royal honours
were attributed to the pope (Article 3), who was further guaranteed
the same precedence as that accorded to him by other Catholic
sovereigns, and the right to maintain his Noble and Swiss guards.
Article 4 allotted the pontiff an annuity of 3,225,000 lire {£i2g,ooo)
for the maintenance of the Sacred College, the sacred palaces, the
congregations, the Vatican chancery and the diplomatic service.
The sacred palaces, museums and libraries were, by Article 5,
exempted from all taxation, and the pope was assured perpetual
enjoyment of the Vatican and Lateran buildings and gardens, and of
the papal villa at Castel Gandolfo. Articles 6 and 7 forbade access
of any Italian official or agent to the above-mentioned palaces or to
any eventual conclave or oecumenical council without special author-
ization from the pope, conclave or council. Article 8 prohibited the
seizure or examination of any ecclesiastical papers, documents,
books or registers of purely spiritual character. Article 9 guaranteed
to the pope full freedom for the exercise of his spiritual ministry, and
provided for the publication of pontifical announcements on the
doors of the Roman churches and basilicas. Article 10 extended
immunity to ecclesiastics employed by the Holy See, and bestowed
upon foreign ecclesiastics in Rome the personal rights of Italian
citizens. By Article ii, diplomatists accredited to the Holy See,
and papal diplomatists while in Italy, were placed on the same footing
as diplomatists accredited to the Quirinal. Article 12 provided for
the transmission free of cost in Italy of all papal telegrams and
correspondence both with bisliops and foreign governments, and
sanctioned the establishment, at the expense of the Italian state,
of a papal telegraph office served by papal officials in communication
with the Italian postal and telegraph system. Article 13 exempted
all ecclesiastical seminaries, academies, colleges and schools for the
education of priests in the city of Rome from all interference on
the part of the Italian government.

This portion of the law, designed to reassure foreign Catholics,
met with little opposition

;
but the second portion, regulating the

relations between state and church in Italy, was sharply criticized
by deputies who, like Sella, recognized the ideal of a " uee church in
a free state ” to be an impracticable dream. The second division of
the law abolished (Article 14) all restrictions upon the right of
meeting of members of the clergy. By Article 15 the government
relinquished its rights to apostolic legation in Sicily, and to the ap-
pointment of its own nominees to the chief benefices throughout the
kingdom. Bishops were further dispensed from swearing fealty to
the king, though, except in Rome and suburbs, the choice of biwops
was limited to ecclesiastics of Italian nationality. Article 16
abolished the need for royal exequatur and placet for ecclesiastical
publications, but subordinated tne enjoyment of temporalities by
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bishops and priests to the concession of state exequatur and placet.

Article 17 maintained the independence of the ecclesiastical juris-
diction in spiritual and disciplinary matters, but reserved for the
state the exclusive right to carry out coercive measures.

On the 12th of July 1871, Artii les 268, 269 and 270 of the
Italian Penal Code were so modified as to make ecclesiastics

liable to imprisonment for periods varying from six months to
five years, and to fines from 1000 to 3000 lire, for spoken or
written attacks against the laws of the state, or for the fomenta-
tion of disorder. An encyclical of Pius IX. to the bishops of the
Catholic Church on the 15th of May 1871 repudiated the Law of

Guarantees, and summoned Catholic princes to co-operate in
restoring the temporal power. Practically, therefore, the law
has remained a one-sided enactment, by which Italy considers
herself bound, and of which she has aJwaj s observed the spirit,

even though the exigencies of .scH-defence may have led in some
minor respects to non-observance of the letter. The annuity
payable to the pope ^s, for instance, been made subject to
quinquennial prt.scription, so that in the event of tardy recogni-
tion of the law the Vatican could at no time claim payment of
more than five years’ annuity with interest.

Tor a few months after the occupation of Rome pressing
questions incidental to a new change of capital luid to the
administration of a new domain distracted public attention from
the real condition of Italian affairs, 'i’he rise of the Tiber and
the flooding of Rome in December 1870 (tactfully used by
Victor Emmanuel as an opportunity for a first visit to the new
capital) illustrated the imperative necessity of reorganizing the
drain^e of the city and of constructing the Tiber embankment.
Ip spite of pressure from the French government, which desired
Italy to maintain Florence as the political and to regard Rome
merely as the moral capital of the renin), the government offices

and both legislative chambers w'ere transferred in 1871 to the
Eternal City. Early in the j^ear the crown prince Humbert with
the Princess Margherila took up their residence in the Quirinal
Palace, which, in view of the Vatican refusal to delivei up the
keys, had to be opened by force. Eight monasteries were
expropriated to make room for the chief state departments,
pending the construction of more suitable cdifi('es. The growth
of Clerical influence in France engendered a belief that Italy
would soon have to defend with t he swijrd her newly-won unity,
wdiile the tremendous lesson of the Franco-Prussian War con-
vinced the military authorities of the need for thorough military
reform. General Ricotti Mngnani, minister of war, therefore
framed an Army Reform Bill designed to bring the Italian army
as nearjy^r^ as possible up to the Prussian standard. Sella, minister
of i^once, notwithstanding the sorry plight of the Italian
excheqiw, readily granted the means for the reform. ‘‘ Wo
must arm,” he said, “ since we have overturned the papal
throne,” and he pointed to France as the quarter from which
attack wus most likely to come.
Though perhaps less desperate than during the previous decade,

the condition of Italian finance was precarious indeed. With

PJaanee.
screwed up to breaking point on personal and

real CwState^ on all forms of commercial and industrial
activity, and on salt, flour and other necesbaries of life

;
with a

deficit of £8,500,000 for the current year, and the prospect of a
further aggregate deficit of £12,000,000 during the next quin-
quennium, Sellu’s heroic struggle against national bankruptcy
was still far from a successful termination. He chiefly had
borne the brunt and won the laurels of the unprecedented fight
against deficit in which Italy had been involved since 1862.
As finance minister in the Rattazzi cabinet of that year he had
bwn confronted with a public debt of nearly £120^,000,000, and
with an immediate deficit of nearly £18,000^000. In 1864, as
minister in the J^a Marmora cabinet, he had again to face an
excess of expenditure

,
over income amounting to more than

£14,600,000. By the seizure and sale of Church lands, by the
sale of state railways, by economy to the bone ” and on one
supreme occasion by an appeal to taxpayers to advance a year’s
quota of the land-tax, he had met the most pressing engagements
of that troublous period The king was persuaded to forgo

one-fifth of his civil list, ministers and the higher civil servants
were required to relinquish a portion of their meagre salaries,

but, in spite of all, Sella had found himself in 1865 compelled
to propose the most hated of fiscal burdens—a grist tax on
cereals. This tax imacinaio) liad long been known in Italy.

Vexatious methods of assessment and collection had made it so
unpopular that the Italian government in 1859-1860 had thought
it expedient to abolish it throu^out the realm. Sella hoped
by the application of a mechanical meter both to obviate the
odium attaching to former methods of collection and to avoid the
maintenance of an army of inspectors and tax-gatherers, whose
stipends had formerly eaten up most of the proceeds of the
impost. Before proposing the reintroduction of the tax, Sella

and his friend Ferrara improved and made exhaustive experi-

ments with the meter. The result of their efforts was laid before
parliament in one of the most monumental and most painstaking
preambles ever prefixed to a bill. Sella, nevertheless, fell before

the storm of opposition which his sclieme aroused. Scialoja,

who succeeded him, was obliged to axlopt a similar proposal,

but parliament again proved refractory. Ferrara, successor of

Scialoja, met a like fate; but Count Cambray-Digny, finance

minister in the Mcnabrea cabinet of 1868-1869, driven to find

means to cover a deficit aggravated by the interest on the
Venetian debt, succeeded, witii Sclla’s help, in forcing a Grist

Tax Bill through parliament, tliough in a form of which Sella

could not entirely approve. When, on the ist of January 1869,
the new tax came into force, nearly Italf the flour-mills in Italy

ceased work. In many districts the government was obliged
to open mills on its own account. Inspectors and tax-gatherers

did their work under police protection, and in several parts of

the country riots liad to be suppressed manu miHtart. A*t first

the net revenue from the impost was less than £1,100,000
j
but

under Sella’s firm administration (1869-1873), and in consequence
of improvements gradually introduced by him, the net return
ultimately exceeded £3,200,000. I'he parliamentary oppo.sition

to the impost, which the Left denounced as “ the tax on hunger,”
was largely factitious. Few, except the open partisans of national
bankruptcy, doubted its necessity

;
yet so strong was the current

of feeling worked up for party purposes by opponents of the
measure, that Sella’s achievement in having by its meaas saved
the financial situation of Italy deserves to rank among the most
noteworthy performances of modern parliamentary statesman-
ship.

Under the stress of the appalling financial conditions

represented by chronic deficit, cru.shing taxation, the heavy
expenditure nece.s.sary for the consolidation of the kingdom, the
reform of the army and the interest on Uie pontifical debt, Sella,

cn the nth of December 1871, exposed to parliajnent the
financial situation in all its nakedness. He recognized that
considerable improvement had already taken place. Revenue
from taxation had risen in a decade from £7,000,000 to

£20,200,000
;

profit on state monopolies had increased from
£7,000,000 to £9400,000 ; exports had grown to exceed imports

;

income from the working of telegraphs had tripled itself ; rail-

way.s had been extended from 2200 to 6200 kilometres, and the
annual travelling public had augmented from 15,000,000 to

25,000,000 persons. The serious feature of the situation Jay
less in tlie income than in the “ intangible ” expenditure, namely,
the vast sums required for interest on the various forms of pubhe
debt and for pensions. Within ten years this category of outlay
had increased from £8,000,000 to £28,800,000. During the same
period the assumption of the Venetian and Roman debts, losses

on the issue of loans and the accumulation of annual deficits,

had caused public indebtedness to rise from £92,000,000 to

£328,000,000, no less th^ £100,000,000 of the latter sum having
been sacrificed in premiums and commissions to bankers and
underwriters of loans. By economies and new taxes Sella
had reduced the deficit to less than £a,000,000 in 1871, but for

1872 he found himself confronted with a total expenditure fUf

£8,000,000 in excess of revenue, He therefore i^roposed to make
over the treasury service to the abate banks, to increase the
forced currency, to raise the stamp .and regisp’ation duties and
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to impose a new tax on textile fabrics. An optional conversion
of sundry internal loans into consolidated stock at a lower rate of
interest was calculated to effect considerable saving. The battle
over these proposals was long and fierce. But for the tactics of
Rattazzi^ leader of the Left, who, by basing his opposition on
party considerations, impeded the secession of Minghetti and a
part of the Right from the ministerial majority, Sella would Irnve

been defeated. On the 23rd of March 1872, however, he suc-

ceeded in carrying his programme, which not only provided for

the pressing needs of moment, but laid tlie foundation of the
much-needed equilibrium between expenditure and revenue.

In the spring of 1873 it became evident that the days of the
I^nza-Sella cabinet were numbered. Fear of the advent of a
Radical administration under Rattazzi alone prevented the
Minghettian Right from revolting against the government. 'Die
I^ft, conscious of its strength, impatiently awaited the moment
of accession to power. Sella, the real head of the Lanza cabinet,
was worn out by four years’ continuous work and disheartened
by the perfidious misrepresentation in which Italian politicians,

particularly those of the Left, have ever excelled. By sheer force
of will he compelled the Chamber early in 1873 to adopt some
minor financial reforms, but on the 29th of April found himself
in a minority on the question of a credit for a proj>osed state
arsen^ at Taranto. Pressure from all sides of the House, how-
ever, induced the ministry to retain office until after the debate
on the application to Rome and the Papal States of the Religious
Orders Bill (originally passed in 1866)—a measure which, with
the help of Ricasoli, was carried at the end of May. While
leaving intact the general houses of the various confraternities

(except that of the Jesuits), the bill abolished the
cx)rporate personality of religious orders, handed over

Bill. their schools and hospitals to civil administrators,
placed their churches at the disposal of the secular

clergy, and provided pensions for nuns and monks, those who
had families being sent to reside with their relatives, and those
who by reason of age or bereavement had no home but their
monasteries being allowed to end their days in religious houses
specially set apart for the purpose. The proceeds of the sale of

the suppressed convents and monasteries were partly converted
into pensions for monks and nuns, and partly allotted to the
municipal charity boards which had undertaken the educational
and charitable functions formerly exercised by the religious

orders. To the pope was made over £16,000 per annum as a
contribution to the expense of maintaining in Rome represen-

tatives of foreign orders
;
the Sacred College, however, rejected

this endowment, and summoned all the suppressed confraternities

to reconstitute themselves under the ordinary Italian law of

association. A few days after the passage of the Religious Orders
Bill, the death of Rattazzi (5th June 1873) removed all probability

of the immediate advent of the Left, Sella, uncertain of the
loyalty of the Right, challenged a vote on the immediate dis-

cussion of further financial reforms, and on the 23rd of June was
overthrowm by a coalition of the Left under Depretis with a
part of the Right under Minghetti and the I'uscan Centre under
Correnti. The administration which thus fell was unquestionably

the most important since the death of (.avour. It had completed
national unity, transferred the capital to Rome, overcome the

chief obstacles to financial equilibrium, initiated military reform
and laid the foundation of the relations between state and church.

The succeeding Minghetti-Vi.scanti-Venosta cabinet—which
held office from the 10th of July 1873 to the i8th of March 1876-—

Ml b //I
continued in essential points the work of the preceding^ ® administration. Minghetti’s finance, though less clear-

sighted and le^ resolute than that of Sdla, was on the whole
prudent and beneficial. With the aid of Sella he concluded

conventions for the redemption of the chief Italian railways from
their French and Austrian proprietors. By dint of expedients he
|p»dually overcame riie chronic deficit, and, owing to the normal

.

increase of revenue, ended his term of office with the announce-
ment of a surplus of some £720,000. The question whether this

sulcus was real or only apparent has been much debated, but

there is no reason to doubt its substantial reality. It left out of
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account a sum of £1,000,000. for railway construction which was
covered by credit, but, on the other hand, took no note of
£360/200 expended in the redemption of debt. ProcticaDy,
therrfore, the Right, of which the Minghetti cabinet was the kst
representative administration, left Italian finance with a surplus
of £80,000. Outside the all-important domain of finance, the
attention of Minghetti and his colleagues was principally absorbed
by strife between church and state, army reform and railway
redemption. For some time after the occupation of Rome the
pope, in order to substantiate the pretence that his spiritual

freedom had been diminished, avoided the creation of cardinals
and tile nomination of bishops. On the 22nd of December 1873,
however, he unexpectedly created twelve cardinals, and subse-
quently proceeded to nominate a number of bishops. Visconti-

Venosta, who had retained the portfolio for foreign affairs in the
Minghetti cabinet, at once drew the attention of the European
powep to this proof of the pope’s spiritual freedom and of the
imaginary nature of his “ imprisonment ” in the Vatican. At
the same time he assured them that absolute liberty would be
guaranteed to the deliberations of a conclave. In relation to the
Church in Italy, Minghetti’s policy was less perspicacious.
He let it be understood that the announcement of the appoint-
ment of bishops and the request for the royal exequatur might be
nmde to the government impersonally by the congregation of

bi.shops and regulars, by a municipal council or by any other
coiporate body— concession of which the bishops were quick to
take advantage, but which so irritated Italian political opinion
that, in July 1875, the government was compelled to withdraw
the temporalities of ecclesiastics who had neglected to apj^y for

the exequatur, and to e\ict sundry bishops who had taken posses-
sion of their palaces without authorization from the state.

Parliamentary pressure further obliged Bonghi, minister of

public instruction, to compel clerical seminaries either to forgo
therinstruction of lay pupils or to conform to the laws of the
stale in regard to inspection and examination, an ordinance
which gave rise to conflicts between ecclesiastical and lay
authorities, and led to Uie forcible dissolution of the Mantua
seminary and to the suppression of the Githolic university in

Rome.
More noteworthy tlian its management of internal affairs

were the efforts of the Minghetti cabinet to strengthen and
consolidate national defence. Appalled by the weak-
ness, or rather the non-existence, of the navy, Admiral
Saint-Bon, with his coadjutor Signor Brin, addressed
hiii^elf earnestly to the task of recreating the fleet,

which had never recovered from the effects of the disaster of

Lksa. During his three years of office he laid the foundation
upon which Brin was afterwards to build up a new Italian navy.
Simultaneously General Ricotti Magnani matured the army
reform scheme which he had elaborated under the preceding
administration. His bill, adopted by parliament on the 7th of

June 1875, still forms the ground plan of the Italian army.
It was fortunate for Italy that during the whole period 1869-

1876 the direction of her foreign policy remained in the experi-

enced hands of Visconti-Venosta, a statesman whose p^igg
trustworthiness, dignity and moderation even political ptuicy

opponents have been compelled to recognize. Diplo* aaoertbe

matic records fail to substantiate the accusations of

lack of initiative and instability of political criterion currently

brought against him by contemporaries. As foreign minister of

a young state which had attained unity in defiance of the most
formidable religious organization in the world and in opposition

to the traditional policy of France, it could but be Vkconti-
Venosta’s aim to uphold the dignity of his country while convinc-
ing European diplomacy that United Italy was an element of

order and progress, and that the spiritual independence of the

Roman pontiff had suffered no diminution. Prudence, moreover,
counselled avoidance of aH action likely to serve the predominant
^ti-Italian party in France as a pretext for violent intervention

m favour of the pope. On the occasion of the Metrical Congress,

which met in Paris in 1872, he, however, successfully protested
against the recognition of the Vatican delegate, Father Secchi,
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as a representative of a “ state/' and obtained from Count de
R^musat, French foreign minister, a formal declaration that the
presence of Father Secchi on that occasion could not constitute a
diplomatic pre('edent. The irritation displayed by Bismarck
at the Francophil attitude of Italy towards the end of the
Franco-German War gave place to a certain show’ of goodwill
when the great (hancelior found himself in his turn involved
in a struggle against the Vatican and when the policy of Thiers
began to strain l‘Vanco-Ita4ian relations. Thiers had consistently

opposed the emperor Napoleon’s pro-Italian policy. In the case
of Italy, as in that of Germany, he frankly regretted the constitu-

tion of powerful homogeneous states upon the borders of France.
Personal pique accentuated this feeling in regard to Italy.

The refusal of Victor Emmanuel II. to meet Thiers at the opening
of the Mont C'enis tunnel (a refusal not unconnected with offensive

language employed at Florence in October 1870 by Thiers during
his European tour, and with his instructions to the French
minister to remain absent from Victor Emmanuers official

entry into Rome) had wounded the amour propre of the French
statesman, and had decreased whatever inclination he might
otherwise have felt to oppose the French Clerical agitation for

the restoration of the temporal power, and for French interference

with the Italian Religious Orders Bill. Consequently relations

between France and Italy became so strained that in 1873 both
the French minister to the Quirinal and the Italian minister to

the Republic remained for several months absent from their
posts. At this juncture the emperor of Austria invited Victor
Emmanuel to visit the Vienna Exhibition, and the Italian

government received a confidential intimation that acceptance
of the invitation to Vienna would be followed by a further
invitation from llerlin. Perceiving the advantage of a visit

to the imperial and apostolic court after the Italian occupation
of Rome and the suppression of the religious orders, and con-
vinced of the value of more cordial intercourse with the German
empire, Visconti-Venosta and Minghetti advised their sovereign
to accept both the Austrian and the subsequent German invita-
tions. The visit to Vienna took place on the 17th to the 22nd
of September, and that to Berlin on the 22nd to the 26th of

September 1873, the Italian monarch being accorded in both
capitals a most cordial reception, although the contemporaneou.s
publication of La Marmora’s famous pamphlet. More Light on
the Events' of 1S66, prevented intercourse between the Italian

ministers and Bismarck from being entirely confidential. Visconti-
Venosta and Minghetti, moreover, wisely resisted the chancellor’s

pressure to override the Liiw of Guarantees and to engage in an
itSi^niKulturkafnpl. Nevertheless the royal journey contributed
noTOly to the establishment of cordial relations between Italy

and the central powders, relation.s which were further strengthened
by the visit of the emperor F'rancis Joseph to Victor Emmanuel
at Venire in April 1875, f^hat of the German emperor
to Milan in October of the same year. Meanwhile Thiers had
given place to Marshal Macmahon, who effected a decided
improvement in Franco-Italian relations by recalling from
Civitavecchia the cruiser “ Ordnoque,” which since 1870 had been
stationed in that port at the disposal of the pope in case he
should desire to quit Rome. The foreign policy of Visconti-

Venosta may be said to have reinforced the international position

of Italy without sacrifice of dignity, and without the vacillation

and short-sightedness which was to characterize the ensuing
administrations of the Left.

The fall of the Right on the i8th of March 1876 was an event
destined profoundly and in many respects adversely to affect

the course of Italian history. Except at rare and not auspicious
intervals, the Right had held office from 1849 to 1876. Its

rule was associated in the popular mind with severe administra-
tion

;
hostility to the democratic elements represented by

Garibaldi, Crispi, Depretis and Bertani
;

ruthless imposition
and collection of taxes in order to meet the financial engagements
forced upon Italy by the vicissitudes of her Risorgimento

;

strong predilection for Piedmontese, Lombards and Tuscans,
and a steady determination, not always scrupulous in its choice
of means, to retain executive power and the most important

[1870-1902

administrative offices of the state for the consorteria, or close

corporation, of its own adherents. For years the men of the
Left had worked to inoculate the electorate with suspicion of

Conservative methods and with hatred of the imposts which
they nevertheless knew to be indispensable to sound finance.

In regard to the grist tax especially, the agitators of the Left
had placed their party in a radically false position. Moreover,
the redemption of the railways by the state—contracts for which
had been signed by Sella in 1875 on behalf of the Minghetti
cabinet with Rothschild at Basel and with the Austrian govern-
ment at Vienna—had been fiercely opposed by the Left, although
its members were for the most part convinced of the utility

of the operation. When, at the beginning of March 1876, these
contracts were submitted to parliament, a group of Tuscan
deputies, under Cesare Correnti, joined the opposition, and on
the 18th of March took advantage of a chance motion concerning
the date of discussion of an interpellation on the grist tax to

place the Minghetti cabinet in a minority. Depretis, ex-pro-
dictator of Sicily, and successor of Rattazzi in the leadership
of the Left, was entrusted by the king with the formation of a
Liberal ministry. Besides the premiership, Depretis assumed the
portfolio of finance

; Nicotera, an ex-Garibaldian of

somewhat tarnished reputation, but a man of energetic

and conservative temperament, was placed at the

ministry of the interior
:

public works were entrusted

to Zanardelli, a Radical doctrinaire of considerable juridical

attainments
;

General Mezzacapo and Signor Brin replaced

General Ricotti Magnani and Admiral Saint-Bon at the war office

and ministry of marine
j

while to Mancini and Coppino, pro-

minent members of the Left, were allotted the portfolios of jus-

tice and public instruction. Great difficulty was experienced in

finding a foreign minister willing to challenge comparison with
Visconti-Venosta. Several diplomatists in active service were
approached, but, partly on account of their refusal, and partly

from the desire of the Left to avoid giving so important a post

to a diplomatist bound by ties of friendship or of interest to the
Right, the choice fell upon Melegari, Italian minister at Bern.
The new’ ministers had long since made monarchical professions

of faith, but, up to the moment of taking office, were nevertheless

considered to be tinged with an almost revolutionary hue. The
king alone appeared to feel no misgiving. His shrewd sense of

political expediency and his loyalty to ('onstitutional principles

saved him from the error of obstructing the advent and driving

into an anti-d}’nastic attitude politicians who had succeeded
in winning popular favour. Indeed, the patriotism and loyalty

of the new ministers were above suspicion. Danger lay rather

in entrusting men schooled in political conspiracy and in un-
scrupulous parliamentary opposition with the government of a

young state still beset by enemies at home and abroad. As an
opposition party the Left had lived upon the facile credit of

political promises, but had no well-considered programme nor
other discipline nor unity of purpose than that born of the

common eagerness of its leaders for office and their common
hostility to the Right. Neither Depretis, Nicotera, Oispi,
Cairoli nor Zanardelli was disposed permanently to recognize

the superiority of any one chief. The dissensions which broke
out among them within a few months of the accession of their

party to power never afterwards disappeared, except at rare

moments when it became necessary to unite in preventing the
return of the Conservatives. Considerations such as these could

not be expected to appeal to the nation at large, which hailed

the advent of the Left as the dawn of an era of unlimited popular
sovereignty, diminished administrative pressure, reduction of

taxation and general prosperity. The programme of Depretis

corresponded only in part to these expectations. Its chief

points were extension of the franchise, incompatibility of a

parliamentary mandate with an official position, strict

enforcement of the rights of the State in regard to the gnmiae
Church, protection of freedom of conscience, mainten-
ance of the military and naval policy inaugurated by the

Conseiwatives, acceptance of the railway redemption contracts,

consolidation of the financial equilibrium, abolition of the forced

ITALY
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currency, and, eventually, fiscal reform. The long-pronged

abolition of the grist tax was not explicitly mentioned, opposition

to the railway redemption contracts was transformed into

approval, and the vaunted reduction of taxation replaced by
lip-service to the Conservative deity of financial equilibrium.

ITie railway redemption contracts were in fact immediately

voted by parliament, with a clause pledging the government

to legislate in favour of farming out the railways to private

companies.

Nicotera, minister of the interior, began his administration

of home afiairs by a sweeping change in the personnel of the

prefects, sub-prefects and public prosecutors, but found himself

obliged to incur the wrath of his supporters by prohibiting

Radical meetings likely to endanger public order, and by enunciat-

ing administrative principles which would have l^fitted an

inveterate Conservative. In regard to the Church, he instructed

the prefects strictly to prevent infraction of the law against

religious orders. At the same time the cabinet, as a whole,

brought in a. Clerical Abuses Bill, threatening with severe

punishment priests guilty of disturbing the peace of families,

of opposing the laws of the state, or of fomenting disorder.

Depretis, for his part, was compelled to declare impracticable

the immediate abolition of the grist tax, and to frame a bill for

the increase of revenue, acts which caused the secession of some

sixty Radicals and Republicans from the ministerial majority,

and gave the signal for an agitation against the premier similar

to that which he himself had formerly undertaken against the

Right. The first general election under the Left (November

1876) had yielded the cabinet the overwhelming majority of

421 Ministerialists against 87 Conservatives, but the very size

of the majority rendered it unmanageable. The Clerical Abuses

Bill provoked further dissensions : Nicotera was severely

affected by revelations concerning his political past
;
Zanardelli

refused to sanction the construction of a railway in Calabria

in which Nicotera was interested ; and Depretis saw fit to com-

pensate the supporters of his bill for the increase of revenue

by decorating at one stroke sixty ministerial deputies with the

Order of the Crown of Italy. A further derogation from the

ideal of democratic austerity was committed by adding £^0,000

per annum to the king’s civil list (14th May 1877) and by burden-

ing the state exchequer with royal household pensions amounting

to £20,000 a year, The civil list, which the law of the loth of

August 1862 had fixed at £650,000 a year, but which had been

voluntarily reduced by the king to £530,000 in 1864, and to

£490,000 in 1867, was thus raised to £570,000 a year. Almost

the only respect in which the I^ft could boast a decided im-

provement over the administration of the Right was the energy

displayed by Nicotera in combating brigandage and the inafia

in Calabria and Sicily. Successes achieved in those provinces

failed, however, to save Nicotera from the wrath of the Chamber,

and on the 14th of December 1877 a cabinet crisis arose over a

question concerning the secrecy of telegraphic correspondence.

Depretis thereupon reconstructed his administration, excluding

Nicotera, Melegari and Zanardelli, placing Crispi at the home

office, entrusting Mi^liani with finance, and himself assuming

the direction of foreign affairs.

In regard to foreign affairs, the d6but of the Left as a governing

party was scarcely more satisfactory than its home policy.

Since the war of 1866 the Left had advocated an Italo-

Poreiga pryssian alliance in opposition to the Francophil

tendencies of the Right. On more than one occasion

Bismarck had maintained direct relations with the

chiefs of the Left, and had in 1870 worked to prevent a Franco-

Italian alliance by encouraging the “party of action” to press

for the occupation of Rome. Besides, the Left stood for anti-

clericalism and for the retention by the State of means of coercing

the Church, in opposition to the men of the Right, who, with

the exception of Sella, favoured Cavour’s ideal of “ a free Church

in a frt« State,” and the consequent abandonment of state

control over ecclesiastical government. Upon the outbreak of

the Prussian KuUurkampf the Left had pressed the Right to

introduce an Italian counterpart to the Prussian May laws.
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especially as the attitude of Thiers and the hostility of the

French Qericals obviated the need for sparing French sus-

ceptibilities. Visconti -Venosta and Minghetti, partly from
aversion to a Jacobin policy, and partly from a conviction that

Bismarck sooner or later would undertake his Gang nach Canossa,

regardless of any tacit engagement he might have assumed
towards Italy, had wisely declined to be drawn into any infraction

of the Law of Guarantees. It was, however, expected that the

chiefs of the Left, upon attaining office, would turn resolutely

towards Prussia in search of a guarantee against the Geric^
menace embodied in the regime of Marshal Macmahon. On the

contrary, Depretis and Melegari, both of whom were imbued
with French Liberal doctrines, adopted towards the Republic

an attitude so deferential as to arouse suspicion in Vienna and
Berlin. Depretis recalled Nigra from Paris and replaced him by

General Cialdini, whose ardent plea for Italian intervention

in favour of France in 1870, and whose comradeship with Marshal

Macmahon in 1859, would, it was supposed, render him persona

gratissima to the French government. This calculation was
falsified by events. Incensed by the elevation to the rank of

embassies of the Italian legation in Paris and the French legation

to the Quirinal, and by the introduction of the Italian bill

against clerical abuses, the French Qerical party not onlyattacked

Italy and her representative, General Cialdini, in the Chamber
of Deputies, but promoted a monster petition against the Italian

bill. Even the coup d'etat of the i6th of May 1877 (when

Macmahon dismissed the Jules Simon cabinet for opposing the

Clerical petition) hardly availed to change the attitude of

Depretis. As a precaution against an eventual French attempt

to restore the temporal power, orders were hurriedly given to

complete the defences of Rome, but in other respects the Italian

government maintained its subservient attitude. Yet at that

moment the adoption of a clear line of policy, in accord with

the Central powers, might have saved Italy from the loss of

prestige entailed by her bearing in regard to the Russo-Turkish

War and the Austrian acquisition of Bosnia, and might have

i prevented the disappointment subsequently occasioned by ,the

outcome of the Congress of Berlin. In the hope of inducing

the European powers to “ compensate ” Italy for the increase

of Austrian influence on the Adriatic, Crispi undertook in the

autun^n of 1877, witli the approval of the king, and in spite of

the half-disguised opposition of Depretis, a semi-official mission

to Paris, Berlin, London and Vienna. The mission appears

not to have been an unqualified success, though Crispi afterwards

affirmed in the Chamber (4th March 1886) that Depretis might in

1877 “ have harnessed fortune to the Italian chariot.” Depretis,

anxious only to avoid “ a policy of adventure,” let slip whatever

opportunity may have presented itself, and, neglected even to

deal energetically with the impotent but misdhievous Italian

agitation for a “ rectification ” of the Italo-Austrian frontier.

He greeted the treaty of San Stefano (3rd March 1878) with

undisguised relief, and by the mouth of the king, congratdated

Italy (7th March 1878) on having maintained with tEe powers

friendly and cordial relations “ free from suspicious precautions,”

and upon having secured for herself “that most precious of

alliances, the alliance of the future a phrase of which the

empty rhetoric was to be bitterly demonstrated by the Berlin

Congress and the French occupation of Tunisia*

The entry of Crispi into the Depretis cabinet (December 1877)

placed at the ministry of the interior a strong hand and sure eye

at a moment when they were about to become im-
^ ^

peratively neccss^. Crispi was the only man of truly

statesmanlike calibre in the ranks of the Left. Formerly a friend

and disciple of Mazzini, with whom he had broken on the question

of the monarchical form of government which Crispi believed

indispensable to the unification of l^y, he had afterwards been

one of Garibaldi’s most efficient coadjutors and an active member
of the “ party of action.” Passionate, not always scrupulous in

his choice and use of political weapons, intensely patriotic, loyal

with a loyalty based rather on reason than sentiment, quick-

witted, prompt in action, determined and pertinacious, he

possessed in eminent degree many qualities lacking in other

XV. 3
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as a representative of a “ state/' and obtained from Count de
R^musat, French foreign minister, a formal declaration that the
presence of Father Secchi on that occasion could not constitute a
diplomatic pre('edent. The irritation displayed by Bismarck
at the Francophil attitude of Italy towards the end of the
Franco-German War gave place to a certain show’ of goodwill
when the great (hancelior found himself in his turn involved
in a struggle against the Vatican and when the policy of Thiers
began to strain l‘Vanco-Ita4ian relations. Thiers had consistently

opposed the emperor Napoleon’s pro-Italian policy. In the case
of Italy, as in that of Germany, he frankly regretted the constitu-

tion of powerful homogeneous states upon the borders of France.
Personal pique accentuated this feeling in regard to Italy.

The refusal of Victor Emmanuel II. to meet Thiers at the opening
of the Mont C'enis tunnel (a refusal not unconnected with offensive

language employed at Florence in October 1870 by Thiers during
his European tour, and with his instructions to the French
minister to remain absent from Victor Emmanuers official

entry into Rome) had wounded the amour propre of the French
statesman, and had decreased whatever inclination he might
otherwise have felt to oppose the French Clerical agitation for

the restoration of the temporal power, and for French interference

with the Italian Religious Orders Bill. Consequently relations

between France and Italy became so strained that in 1873 both
the French minister to the Quirinal and the Italian minister to

the Republic remained for several months absent from their
posts. At this juncture the emperor of Austria invited Victor
Emmanuel to visit the Vienna Exhibition, and the Italian

government received a confidential intimation that acceptance
of the invitation to Vienna would be followed by a further
invitation from llerlin. Perceiving the advantage of a visit

to the imperial and apostolic court after the Italian occupation
of Rome and the suppression of the religious orders, and con-
vinced of the value of more cordial intercourse with the German
empire, Visconti-Venosta and Minghetti advised their sovereign
to accept both the Austrian and the subsequent German invita-
tions. The visit to Vienna took place on the 17th to the 22nd
of September, and that to Berlin on the 22nd to the 26th of

September 1873, the Italian monarch being accorded in both
capitals a most cordial reception, although the contemporaneou.s
publication of La Marmora’s famous pamphlet. More Light on
the Events' of 1S66, prevented intercourse between the Italian

ministers and Bismarck from being entirely confidential. Visconti-
Venosta and Minghetti, moreover, wisely resisted the chancellor’s

pressure to override the Liiw of Guarantees and to engage in an
itSi^niKulturkafnpl. Nevertheless the royal journey contributed
noTOly to the establishment of cordial relations between Italy

and the central powders, relation.s which were further strengthened
by the visit of the emperor F'rancis Joseph to Victor Emmanuel
at Venire in April 1875, f^hat of the German emperor
to Milan in October of the same year. Meanwhile Thiers had
given place to Marshal Macmahon, who effected a decided
improvement in Franco-Italian relations by recalling from
Civitavecchia the cruiser “ Ordnoque,” which since 1870 had been
stationed in that port at the disposal of the pope in case he
should desire to quit Rome. The foreign policy of Visconti-

Venosta may be said to have reinforced the international position

of Italy without sacrifice of dignity, and without the vacillation

and short-sightedness which was to characterize the ensuing
administrations of the Left.

The fall of the Right on the i8th of March 1876 was an event
destined profoundly and in many respects adversely to affect

the course of Italian history. Except at rare and not auspicious
intervals, the Right had held office from 1849 to 1876. Its

rule was associated in the popular mind with severe administra-
tion

;
hostility to the democratic elements represented by

Garibaldi, Crispi, Depretis and Bertani
;

ruthless imposition
and collection of taxes in order to meet the financial engagements
forced upon Italy by the vicissitudes of her Risorgimento

;

strong predilection for Piedmontese, Lombards and Tuscans,
and a steady determination, not always scrupulous in its choice
of means, to retain executive power and the most important

[1870-1902

administrative offices of the state for the consorteria, or close

corporation, of its own adherents. For years the men of the
Left had worked to inoculate the electorate with suspicion of

Conservative methods and with hatred of the imposts which
they nevertheless knew to be indispensable to sound finance.

In regard to the grist tax especially, the agitators of the Left
had placed their party in a radically false position. Moreover,
the redemption of the railways by the state—contracts for which
had been signed by Sella in 1875 on behalf of the Minghetti
cabinet with Rothschild at Basel and with the Austrian govern-
ment at Vienna—had been fiercely opposed by the Left, although
its members were for the most part convinced of the utility

of the operation. When, at the beginning of March 1876, these
contracts were submitted to parliament, a group of Tuscan
deputies, under Cesare Correnti, joined the opposition, and on
the 18th of March took advantage of a chance motion concerning
the date of discussion of an interpellation on the grist tax to

place the Minghetti cabinet in a minority. Depretis, ex-pro-
dictator of Sicily, and successor of Rattazzi in the leadership
of the Left, was entrusted by the king with the formation of a
Liberal ministry. Besides the premiership, Depretis assumed the
portfolio of finance

; Nicotera, an ex-Garibaldian of

somewhat tarnished reputation, but a man of energetic

and conservative temperament, was placed at the

ministry of the interior
:

public works were entrusted

to Zanardelli, a Radical doctrinaire of considerable juridical

attainments
;

General Mezzacapo and Signor Brin replaced

General Ricotti Magnani and Admiral Saint-Bon at the war office

and ministry of marine
j

while to Mancini and Coppino, pro-

minent members of the Left, were allotted the portfolios of jus-

tice and public instruction. Great difficulty was experienced in

finding a foreign minister willing to challenge comparison with
Visconti-Venosta. Several diplomatists in active service were
approached, but, partly on account of their refusal, and partly

from the desire of the Left to avoid giving so important a post

to a diplomatist bound by ties of friendship or of interest to the
Right, the choice fell upon Melegari, Italian minister at Bern.
The new’ ministers had long since made monarchical professions

of faith, but, up to the moment of taking office, were nevertheless

considered to be tinged with an almost revolutionary hue. The
king alone appeared to feel no misgiving. His shrewd sense of

political expediency and his loyalty to ('onstitutional principles

saved him from the error of obstructing the advent and driving

into an anti-d}’nastic attitude politicians who had succeeded
in winning popular favour. Indeed, the patriotism and loyalty

of the new ministers were above suspicion. Danger lay rather

in entrusting men schooled in political conspiracy and in un-
scrupulous parliamentary opposition with the government of a

young state still beset by enemies at home and abroad. As an
opposition party the Left had lived upon the facile credit of

political promises, but had no well-considered programme nor
other discipline nor unity of purpose than that born of the

common eagerness of its leaders for office and their common
hostility to the Right. Neither Depretis, Nicotera, Oispi,
Cairoli nor Zanardelli was disposed permanently to recognize

the superiority of any one chief. The dissensions which broke
out among them within a few months of the accession of their

party to power never afterwards disappeared, except at rare

moments when it became necessary to unite in preventing the
return of the Conservatives. Considerations such as these could

not be expected to appeal to the nation at large, which hailed

the advent of the Left as the dawn of an era of unlimited popular
sovereignty, diminished administrative pressure, reduction of

taxation and general prosperity. The programme of Depretis

corresponded only in part to these expectations. Its chief

points were extension of the franchise, incompatibility of a

parliamentary mandate with an official position, strict

enforcement of the rights of the State in regard to the gnmiae
Church, protection of freedom of conscience, mainten-
ance of the military and naval policy inaugurated by the

Conseiwatives, acceptance of the railway redemption contracts,

consolidation of the financial equilibrium, abolition of the forced
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spread of Austrian sway on the Adriatic^ encouraged them to

l^in a series of noisy demonstrations. On the evening of the

signature at Berlin of the clause sanctioning the Austrian occupa-’

tion of Bosnia and Herzegovina, an Irredentist riot took place

before the Austrian consulate at Venice. The Italian govern-

ment attached little importance to the occurrence, and believed

that a diplomatic expression of regret would suffice to allay

Austrian irritation. Austria, indeed, might easily have been

persuaded to ignore the Irredentist agitation, had not the

equivocal attitude of Cairoli and Zanardelli cast doubt upon the

sincerity of their regret. The former at Pavia (15th October

1878), and the latter at Arco (3rd November), declared publicly

that Irredentist manifestations could not be prevented under

existing laws, but gave no hint of introducing any law to sanction

their prevention. “ Repression, not prevention” became the

official formula, the enunciation of which by Cairoli at Pavia

caused Count Corti and two other ministers to resign.

The fall of Cairoli, and the formation of a second Depretis

cabinet in 1878, brought no substantial change in the attitude

of the government towards Irredentism, nor was the position

improved by the return of Cairoli to power in the following July.

Though aware of Bismarck's hostility towards Italy, of the

conclusion of the Austro-German alliance of 1879, and of the

undisguised ill-will of France, Italy not only made no attempt
to crush an agitation as mischievous as it was futile, but granted

a state funeral to General Avezzana, president of the Irredentist

League. In Bonghi's mordant phrase, the foreign policy of

Italy during this period may be said to have been characterized

by “ enormous intellectual impotence counterbalanced by equal

moral feebleness.” Plome affairs were scarcely better managed.
Parliament had degenerated into a congeries of personal groups,

whose members were eager only to overturn cabinets in order

to secure power for the leaders and official favours for themselves.

Depretis, who had succeeded Cairoli in December 1878, fell in

July 1879, after a vote in which C^iiroli and Nicotera joined the

Conservative opposition. On 12th July Cairoli formed a new
administration, only to resign on 24th November, and to recon-

struct his cabinet with the help of Depretis. The administration

of finance was as chaotic as the condition of parliament. The
£2400,000 surplus announced by Seismit Doda proved to be a

myth. Nevertheless Magliani, who succeeded Seismit Doda,

had neither the perspicacity nor the courage to resist the abolition

of the grist tax. The first vote of the Chamber for the immediate

diminution of the tax, and for its total abolition on ist January

1883, had bwn opposed by the Senate, A second bill

was passed by the Chamber on i8th July 1879, pro-

viding for the immediate repeal of the grist tax on minor cereals,

and for its total abolition on ist January 1884. While approving

the repeal in regard to minor cereals, the Senate (24th January

1880) again rejected the repeal of the tax on grinding wheat as

prejudicial to national finance. After the general election of

1880, however, the Ministerialists, aided by a number of factious

Conservatives, passed a third bill repealing the grist tax on
wheat (loth July 1880), the repeal to take effect from the ist of

January 1884 onwards. The Senate, in which the partisans of

the ministry had been increased by numerous appointments ad

hoCy finally set the seal of its approval upon the measure. Not-

withstanding this prospective loss of revenue, parliament showed

great reluctance to vote any new impost, although hardly a year

previously it had sanctioned (30th June 1879) Depretis's scheme

for spending during the next eighteen years £43,200,000 in

building 5000 kilometres of railway, an expenditure not wholly

justified by the importance of the lines, and useful principally

as a source of' el^toral sops for the constituents of ministerial

deputies. The unsBtisfact(^ financial condition of the Florence,

Rome and Naples municip^ities necessitated state help, but

the Chamber neverth^ess proceeded with a light heart (23rd

February 1881) to sanction the issue of a foreign loan for

£26,000^000, with a view to the abolition of the forced currency,

thus a^ng to the burdens of the exchequer a load which

three years later again dragged Italy into the gulf of chronic

defidt.
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In no modem country is error or incompetence on the port

of administrators more swiftly followed by retribution than in

Italy
; both at home and abroad she is hemmed in

1^ political and economic conditions whidi leave
^

little matigin for folly, and still less for mental and mond
insufficiency,” such as had been displayed by the Left. Nemesis

came in the spring of r88i, in the form of the FYench invasion

of Tunisia. Guiccioli, the biographer of Sella, observes that

Italian politicians find it especially hard to resist the temptation

of appearing crafty.” The men of the Left beheved themselves

subUe enough to retain the confidence and esteem of all foreign

powers while coquetting at home with elements which some
of these powers had reason to regard with suspicion. Italy,

in constant danger from France, needed good relations with

Austria and Germany, but could only attain the goodwill of

the former by firm treatment of the revolutionary Irredentist

agitation, and of the latter by clear demonstration of Italian

will and ability to cope with all anti-monarchical forces. Depretis

and Cairoli did neither the one nor the other. Hence, when
opportunity offered firmly to establish Italian predominance in

the central Mediterranean by an occupation of Tunisia, they

found themselves deprived of those confidential relations with

the central powers, and even with Great Britain, which might

have enabled them to use the opportunity to full advantage.

The conduct of Italy in declining the suggestions received from

Count Andrdssy and General Ignatiev on the eve of the Russo-

Turkish War—that Italy should seek compensation in Tunisia

for the extension of Austrian sway in the Balkans—and in

subsequently rejecting the German suggestion to come to an

arrangement with Great Britain for the occupation of Tunisia as

compensation for the British occupation of Cyprus, was certainly

due to fear lest an attempt on Tunisia should lead to a war with

France, for which Italy knew herself to be totally unprepared,

lliis Wry unpreparedness, however, rendered still less excusable

her treatment of the Irredentist ^itation, which brought her

within a hair’s-breadth of a conflict with Austria. Although

Cairoli, upon learning of the Anglo-Ottoman convention in regard

to Cyprus, had advised Count Corti of the possibility that Great

Britain might seek to placate France by conniving at a French

occupation of Tunisia, neither he nor Count Corti had any
inkling of the verbal arrangement made between Lord Salisbury

and Waddington at the instance of Bismarck, that, when con-

venient, France should occupy Tunisia, an agreement afterwards

confirmed (with a reserve as to the eventual attitude of Italy)

in despatches exchanged in July and August 1878 between the

Quai d’Orsay and Downing Street. Almost up to the moment
of the French occupation of Tunisia the Italian government

believed that Great Britain, if only out of gratitude for the bearing

of Italy in connexion with the Dulcigno demonstration in the

autumn of 1880, would prevent French acquisition of the Regency.

Ignorant of the assurance conveyed to France by Lord Granville

that the Gladstone cabinet would respect the eng^ements of

the Beaconsfield-Salisbury administration, Cairoli, in deference

to Italian public opinion, endeavoured to neutralize the activity

of rile French consul Roustan by the appointment of an equally

energetic Italian consul, Maccio, Hie rivalry between these

two officials in Tunisia contributed not a little to strain Franco-

Itolian relations, but it is doubtful whether France would have

precipitated her action had not General Menabrea, Italian

ambassador in London, urged his government to purchase the

Tunis-Goletta railway from the English company by which it

hod been constructed. A French attempt to purchase the line

was upset in the English courts, and the railway was finally

secured by Italy at a price more than eight times its real value.

This pertinacity engendered a belief in France that Italy was

about to undertake in Tunisia a more ajg^essive policy than

necessary for the protection of her commercial interests. Roustan

therefore hastened to extort from the bey concessions calculated

to neutralize the advantages which Italy had hoped to secure

by the possession of the Tunis-Goletta line, and at the same time

the French government prepared at Toulon an expeditionary

corps for the occupation of the Regency. In the spnng of 18B1
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as a representative of a “ state/' and obtained from Count de
R^musat, French foreign minister, a formal declaration that the
presence of Father Secchi on that occasion could not constitute a
diplomatic pre('edent. The irritation displayed by Bismarck
at the Francophil attitude of Italy towards the end of the
Franco-German War gave place to a certain show’ of goodwill
when the great (hancelior found himself in his turn involved
in a struggle against the Vatican and when the policy of Thiers
began to strain l‘Vanco-Ita4ian relations. Thiers had consistently

opposed the emperor Napoleon’s pro-Italian policy. In the case
of Italy, as in that of Germany, he frankly regretted the constitu-

tion of powerful homogeneous states upon the borders of France.
Personal pique accentuated this feeling in regard to Italy.

The refusal of Victor Emmanuel II. to meet Thiers at the opening
of the Mont C'enis tunnel (a refusal not unconnected with offensive

language employed at Florence in October 1870 by Thiers during
his European tour, and with his instructions to the French
minister to remain absent from Victor Emmanuers official

entry into Rome) had wounded the amour propre of the French
statesman, and had decreased whatever inclination he might
otherwise have felt to oppose the French Clerical agitation for

the restoration of the temporal power, and for French interference

with the Italian Religious Orders Bill. Consequently relations

between France and Italy became so strained that in 1873 both
the French minister to the Quirinal and the Italian minister to

the Republic remained for several months absent from their
posts. At this juncture the emperor of Austria invited Victor
Emmanuel to visit the Vienna Exhibition, and the Italian

government received a confidential intimation that acceptance
of the invitation to Vienna would be followed by a further
invitation from llerlin. Perceiving the advantage of a visit

to the imperial and apostolic court after the Italian occupation
of Rome and the suppression of the religious orders, and con-
vinced of the value of more cordial intercourse with the German
empire, Visconti-Venosta and Minghetti advised their sovereign
to accept both the Austrian and the subsequent German invita-
tions. The visit to Vienna took place on the 17th to the 22nd
of September, and that to Berlin on the 22nd to the 26th of

September 1873, the Italian monarch being accorded in both
capitals a most cordial reception, although the contemporaneou.s
publication of La Marmora’s famous pamphlet. More Light on
the Events' of 1S66, prevented intercourse between the Italian

ministers and Bismarck from being entirely confidential. Visconti-
Venosta and Minghetti, moreover, wisely resisted the chancellor’s

pressure to override the Liiw of Guarantees and to engage in an
itSi^niKulturkafnpl. Nevertheless the royal journey contributed
noTOly to the establishment of cordial relations between Italy

and the central powders, relation.s which were further strengthened
by the visit of the emperor F'rancis Joseph to Victor Emmanuel
at Venire in April 1875, f^hat of the German emperor
to Milan in October of the same year. Meanwhile Thiers had
given place to Marshal Macmahon, who effected a decided
improvement in Franco-Italian relations by recalling from
Civitavecchia the cruiser “ Ordnoque,” which since 1870 had been
stationed in that port at the disposal of the pope in case he
should desire to quit Rome. The foreign policy of Visconti-

Venosta may be said to have reinforced the international position

of Italy without sacrifice of dignity, and without the vacillation

and short-sightedness which was to characterize the ensuing
administrations of the Left.

The fall of the Right on the i8th of March 1876 was an event
destined profoundly and in many respects adversely to affect

the course of Italian history. Except at rare and not auspicious
intervals, the Right had held office from 1849 to 1876. Its

rule was associated in the popular mind with severe administra-
tion

;
hostility to the democratic elements represented by

Garibaldi, Crispi, Depretis and Bertani
;

ruthless imposition
and collection of taxes in order to meet the financial engagements
forced upon Italy by the vicissitudes of her Risorgimento

;

strong predilection for Piedmontese, Lombards and Tuscans,
and a steady determination, not always scrupulous in its choice
of means, to retain executive power and the most important
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administrative offices of the state for the consorteria, or close

corporation, of its own adherents. For years the men of the
Left had worked to inoculate the electorate with suspicion of

Conservative methods and with hatred of the imposts which
they nevertheless knew to be indispensable to sound finance.

In regard to the grist tax especially, the agitators of the Left
had placed their party in a radically false position. Moreover,
the redemption of the railways by the state—contracts for which
had been signed by Sella in 1875 on behalf of the Minghetti
cabinet with Rothschild at Basel and with the Austrian govern-
ment at Vienna—had been fiercely opposed by the Left, although
its members were for the most part convinced of the utility

of the operation. When, at the beginning of March 1876, these
contracts were submitted to parliament, a group of Tuscan
deputies, under Cesare Correnti, joined the opposition, and on
the 18th of March took advantage of a chance motion concerning
the date of discussion of an interpellation on the grist tax to

place the Minghetti cabinet in a minority. Depretis, ex-pro-
dictator of Sicily, and successor of Rattazzi in the leadership
of the Left, was entrusted by the king with the formation of a
Liberal ministry. Besides the premiership, Depretis assumed the
portfolio of finance

; Nicotera, an ex-Garibaldian of

somewhat tarnished reputation, but a man of energetic

and conservative temperament, was placed at the

ministry of the interior
:

public works were entrusted

to Zanardelli, a Radical doctrinaire of considerable juridical

attainments
;

General Mezzacapo and Signor Brin replaced

General Ricotti Magnani and Admiral Saint-Bon at the war office

and ministry of marine
j

while to Mancini and Coppino, pro-

minent members of the Left, were allotted the portfolios of jus-

tice and public instruction. Great difficulty was experienced in

finding a foreign minister willing to challenge comparison with
Visconti-Venosta. Several diplomatists in active service were
approached, but, partly on account of their refusal, and partly

from the desire of the Left to avoid giving so important a post

to a diplomatist bound by ties of friendship or of interest to the
Right, the choice fell upon Melegari, Italian minister at Bern.
The new’ ministers had long since made monarchical professions

of faith, but, up to the moment of taking office, were nevertheless

considered to be tinged with an almost revolutionary hue. The
king alone appeared to feel no misgiving. His shrewd sense of

political expediency and his loyalty to ('onstitutional principles

saved him from the error of obstructing the advent and driving

into an anti-d}’nastic attitude politicians who had succeeded
in winning popular favour. Indeed, the patriotism and loyalty

of the new ministers were above suspicion. Danger lay rather

in entrusting men schooled in political conspiracy and in un-
scrupulous parliamentary opposition with the government of a

young state still beset by enemies at home and abroad. As an
opposition party the Left had lived upon the facile credit of

political promises, but had no well-considered programme nor
other discipline nor unity of purpose than that born of the

common eagerness of its leaders for office and their common
hostility to the Right. Neither Depretis, Nicotera, Oispi,
Cairoli nor Zanardelli was disposed permanently to recognize

the superiority of any one chief. The dissensions which broke
out among them within a few months of the accession of their

party to power never afterwards disappeared, except at rare

moments when it became necessary to unite in preventing the
return of the Conservatives. Considerations such as these could

not be expected to appeal to the nation at large, which hailed

the advent of the Left as the dawn of an era of unlimited popular
sovereignty, diminished administrative pressure, reduction of

taxation and general prosperity. The programme of Depretis

corresponded only in part to these expectations. Its chief

points were extension of the franchise, incompatibility of a

parliamentary mandate with an official position, strict

enforcement of the rights of the State in regard to the gnmiae
Church, protection of freedom of conscience, mainten-
ance of the military and naval policy inaugurated by the

Conseiwatives, acceptance of the railway redemption contracts,

consolidation of the financial equilibrium, abolition of the forced
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Vatican the support of German Catholics. What resistance

could Italy have offered had the German chancellor, seconded by
Austria, and assuredly supported by France, called upon Italy to

revise the Law of Guarantees in conformity with Catholic

exigencies, or had he taken the initiative of making papal in-

dependence the subject of an international conference ? Friend-
ship and alliance with Catholic Austria and powerful Germany
could alone lay this spectre. This was the only immediate
advantage Italy could hope to obtain by drawing nearer the

central Powers.

The political conditions of Europe favoured the realization

of Italian desires. Growing rivals between Austria and Russia
in the Balkans rendered the continuance of the “ League of the

Three Emperors ” a practical impossibility. The Austro-
German alliance of 1879 formally guaranteed the territory of

the contracting parties, but Austria could not count upon
effectual help from Germany in case of war, since Russian attack

upon Austria would certainly have been followed by French
attack upon Germany. As in 1869-1870, it therefore became a
niatter of the highest importance for Austria to retain full

disposal of all her troops by assuring herself against Italian

aggression. The tsar, Alexander III., under the impression of

the assassination of his father, desired, however, the renewal
of the Dreikaiserbund

,

both as a guarantee of European peace

and as a conservative league against revolutionary parties.

The German emperor shared this desire, but Bismarck and the

Austrian emperor wished to substitute for the imperial league

some more advantageous combination. Hence a tacit under-

standing between Bismarck and Au.stria that the latter should

profit by Italian resentment against France to draw Italy into

the orbit of the Austro-German alliance. For the moment
Germany was to hold aloof lest any active initiative on her part

should displease the Vatican, of whose help Bismarck stood

in need.

At the beginning of August 1881 the Austrian press mooted the

idea of a visit from King Humbert to the emperor Francis

Joseph. Count di Robilant, anxious that Italy should not seem
to beg a smile from the central Powers, advised Mancini to receive

with caution the suggestions of the Austrian press. Depretis

took occasion to deny, in a form scarcely courteous, the prob-

ability of the visit. Robilant’s opposition to a precipitate

acceptance of the Austrian hint was founded upon fear lest King
Humbert at Vienna might be pressed to disavow Irredentist

aspirations, and upon a desire to arrange for a visit of the emperor
Francis Joseph to Rome in return for King Humbert s visit to

Vienna. Seeing the hesitation of the Italian government, the

Austrian and German semi-official press redoubled their efforts

to bring about the visit. By the end of September the idea

had gained such ground in Italy that the visit was practically

settled, and on the 7th of October Mancini informed Robilant

(who was then in Italy) of the fact. Though he considered

such precipitation impolitic, Robilant, finding that confidential

information of Italian intentions had already been conveyed

to the Austrian government, sought an interview with King
Humbert, and on the 17th of October started for Vienna to settle

the conditions of the visit. Depretis, fearing to jeopardize the

impending conclusion of the Franco-Italian commercial treaty,

would have preferred the visit to take the form of an act of

personal courtesy between sovereigns. The Austrian government,

for its part, desired that the king should be accompanied by

Depretis, though not by Mancini, lest the presence of the Italian

foreign minister should lend to the occasion too marked a political

character. Mancini, unable to brook exclusion, insisted, how-

ever, upon accompanying the king. King Humbert with

Queen Margherita reached Vienna on the morning of the 27th

of October, and stayed at the Hofburg until the 31st of October.

The visit was mark^ by the greatest cordiality, Count Robilant’s

fears of inopportune pressure with regard to Irredentism

proving groundless. Both in Germany and Austria the visit

was construed as a preliminary to the adhesion of Italy to the

Austro-German alliance. Count Hatzfeldt, on behalf of the

German Foreign Office, informed the Italian ambassador in

Berlin that whatever was done at Vienna would be regarded as

having been done in the German capital. Nor did nascent

irritation in France prevent the conclusion of the Franco-Italian

commercial treaty, which was signed at Paris on the 3rd of

November.
In Italy public opinion as a whole was favourable to the visit,

especially as it was not considered an obstacle to the projected

increase of the army and navy. Doubts, however, soon sprang up
as to its effect upon the minds of Austrian statesmen, since on

the 8th of November the language employed by Kallay and Count
Andr&ssy to the Hungarian delegations on the subject of

Irredentism was scarcely calculated to soothe Italian suscepti-

bilities. But on 9th November the European situation was
suddenly modified by the formation of the Gambetta cabinet,

and, in view of the policy of revenge with which Gambetta was
supposed to be identified, it became imperative for Bismarck to

assure himself that Italy would not be enticed into a Francophil

attitude by any concession Gambetta might offer. As usual

when dealing with weaker nations, the German chancellor re-

sorted to intimidation. He not only re-established the Prussian

legation to the Vatican, suppressed since 1874 and omitted

from the imperial message to the Reichstag (17th November
1881) all reference to King Humbert's visit to Vienna, but took

occasion on the 29th of November to refer to Italy as a country

tottering on the verge of revolution, and opened in the German
semi-official press a campaign in favour of an international

guarantee for the independence of the papacy . These manceu\Tes

produced their effect upon Italian public opinion. In the long

and important debate upon foreign policy in the Italian Chamber
of Deputies (6th to 9th Deceml)er) the fear was repeatedly

expressed lest Bismarck .should seek to purchase the support

of German Catholics by raising the Roman question. Mancini,

still unwilling frankly to adhere to the Austro-German alliance,

founcl his policy of “ friendship all round ” impeded by Gambctta'i

uncompromising attitude in regard to Tunisia. Bismarck never-

theless continued his press campaign in favour of the temporal

power until, reassured by Gambetta’s decision to send Roustan
back to Tunis to complete as minister the anti-Italian programme
begun as consul, he finally instructed his organs to emphasize

the common interests of Germany and Italy on the occasion of

the opening of the St Gothard tunnel. But the effect of the

German press campaign could not be effaced in a day. At
the new year’s reception of deputies King Humbert aroused

enthusiasm by a significant remark that Italy intended to remain

mistress in her own house ”
;
while Mancini addressed to count

de Launay, Italian ambassador in Berlin, a haughty despatch,

repudiating the supposition that the pope might (as Bismarckiaxi

emissaries had suggested to the Vatican) obtain abroad greater

spiritual liberty than in Rome, or that closer relations between

Italy and Germany, such as were required by the interests and

aspirations of the two countries, could be made in any way
contingent upon a modification of Italian freedom of action in

regard to home affairs.

The sudden fall of Gambetta (26th January 1882^ having

removed the fear of immediate European complications, the

cabinets of Berlin and Vienna again displayed diffidence towards

Italy. So great was Bismarck’s distrust of Italian parliamentary

j

instability, his doubts of Italian capacity for offensive warfare

and his fear of the Francophil tendencies of Depretis, that for

many weeks the Italian ambassador at Berlin was unable to

obtain audience of the chancellor. But for the Tunisian question

Italy might again have been drawn into the wake of France.

Mancini tried to impede the organization of French rule in the

Regency by refusing to recognize the treaty of Bardo, yet so

careless was Bismarck of Italian susceptibilities that he in-

structed the German consul at Tunis to recognize French decrees.

Partly under the influence of these circumstances, and partly

in response to persuasion by Baron Blanc, secretary-general

for foreign affairs, Mancini instructed Count di Robilant to open

negotiations for an Italo-Austrian alliance—instructionB w^ch
Robilant neglected until questioned byCount Kaln6ky on the sub-

ject. The first exchange of ideas between the two Governments
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proved fruitless, since Kalnoky, somewhat Clerical-minded,

was averse from guaranteeing the integrity of all Italian

territory, and Manoini was equally unwilling to guarantee to

Austria permanent possession of Trent and Trieste. Mancini,

moreover, wished the treaty of alliance to provide for reciprocal

protection of the chief interests of the contracting Powers,

Italy undertaking to second Austria-Hungary in the Balkans,

and Austria and Germany pledging themselves to support

Italy in Mediterranean questions. Without some such proviso

Italy would, in Mancini ’s opinion, be exposed single-lianded

to French resentment. At the request of Kalnoky, Mancini

defined his proposal in a memorandum, but the illness of himself

and Depretis, combined with an untoward discussion in the

Italian press on the failure of the Austrian emperor to return in

Rome King Humbert's visit to Vienna, caused negotiations to

drtig. The pope, it transpired, had refused to receive the

emperor if lie came to Rome on a visit to the Quirinal, and
Francis Joseph though anxious to return King Humbert's

visit, was unable to offend the feelings of his Catholic subjects.

Meanwhile (xith May 1882) the Italian parliament adopted the

new Army Bill, involving a special credit of £5,100,000 for the

creation of two new army corps, by which the war footing of the

regular army was raised to nearly 850,000 men and the ordinary

military estimates to £8,000,000 per annum. Garibaldi, who,

since the French occupation of Tunis, had ardently worked for

the increase of the army, had thus the satisfaction of seeing his

desire realized before his death at Caprera, on the 2nd

OMHbMtdL spirit a child, in character a man
of classic mould,” Garibaldi had remained the nation’s

idol, an almost legendary hero whose place none could aspire

to fill. Gratitude for his achievements and sorrow for his death

found expression in universal mourning wherein king and
peasant equally joined. Before his death, and almost con-

temporaneously with the passing of the Army Bill, negotiations

for the alliance were renewed. Kneouraged from Berlin, Kalnbky
agreed to the reciprocal territorial guarantee, but declined

reciprocity in support of special interests. Mancini had therefore

to be content with a declaration that the allies would act in

mutually friendly intelligence. Depretis made some opposition,

but finally acquiesced, and the treaty of triple alliance was signed

on the 20th of May 1882, five days after the promulgation of

the Franco-ltalian commercial treaty in Paris. Though partial

sjguMture revelations have been made, the exact tenor of the

of the treaty of triple alliance has never been divulged.
Trmtg^ It is known to have been concluded for a period of

five years, to have pledged the contracting parties

to joinin resisting attack upon the territory of any one of them,
and to have specified the military disposition to be adopted by
each in case attack should come either from France, or from
Russia, or from both simultaneously. The Italian General

Staff is said to have undertaken, in the event of war against

France, to operate with two armies on the north-western frontier

against the I'renrh arm^e des Alpes, of which the war strength is

about 250,000 men. A third Italian army would, if expedient,

pass into Germany, to operate against either France or Russia.

Austria undertook to guard the Adriatic on land and sea, and
to help Germany by checkmating Russia on land. Germany
would be sufficiently employed in carrying on war against two
fronts. Kalnbky desired that both the terms of the treaty and
the fact of its conclusion should remain secret, but Bismarck
and Mancini hastened to hint at its existence, the former in the

Reichstag on the 12th of June 1882, and the latter in the Italian

semi-official press. A revival of Irredentism in connexion with
the execution of an Austrian deserter named Oberdank, who
after escaping into Italy endeavoured to return to Austria with
explosive bombs in his possession, and the cordial references to

France made by Depretis at Stradella (8th October 1882),

prevented the French government from suspecting the existence

of the alliance, or from ceasing to strive after a Franco-ltalian

understanding. Suspicion was not aroused until March 1883,
when Mancini, in defending himself against strictures upon his

refusal to co-operate with Great Britain in Egypt, practically
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revealed the existence of the treaty, thereby irritating France
and destroying Depretis’s secret hope of finding in the triple

alliance the advantage of an Austro'German guarantee without
the disadvantage of French enmity. In Italy the revelation

of the treaty was hailed with satisfaction except by the Qericals,

who were enraged at the blow thus struck at the restoration

of the pope’s temporal power, and by the Radicals, who feared

both the inevitable breach with republican France and the

reinforcement of Italian constitutional parties by intimacy
with strong monarchical states such as Germany and Austria.

These very considerations naturally combined to recommend
the fact to constitutionalists, who saw in it, besides the territorial

parantee, the elimination of the danger of foreign interference

in the relations between Italy and the Vatican, such as Bismarck
had recently threatened and such os France was believed ready
to propose.

Nevertheless, during its first j^riod (1882-1887) the triple

alliance failed to ensure cordiality between the contracting

Powers. Mancini exerted himself in a hundred ways to soothe
French resentment. He not only refused to join Great Britain

in the Egyptian expedition, but agreed to suspend Italian

coiiiiular jurisdiction in Tunis, and deprecated suspicion of

French designs upon Morocco. His efforts were worse than
futile. France remained cold, while Bismarck and Kalnoky,
distrustful of the Radicalism of Depretis and Mancini, assum^
towards their ally an attitude almost hostile. Possibly Germany
and Austriamay have been mfluenced by the secret treaty signed

between Austria, Germany and Russia on the 21st of March
1884, and ratified during the mtseting of the three emperors at

Skiemiewice in September of that year, by which Bismarck, in

return for “ honest brokerage ” in the Balkans, is understood

to have obtained from Austria and Russia a promise of bene-

volent neutrality in case Germany should be “ forced ” to make
war upon a fourth power—France. Guaranteed thus against

Russian attack, Italy became in the eyes of the central powers

a negligible quantity, and was treated accordingly. Though
kept in the dark as to the Skiemiewice arrangement, the Italian

government soon discovered from the course of events that the

triple alliance liad practically lost its object, European peace

having been assured without Italian co-operation. Meanwhile
France provided Italy with fresh cause for uneasiness br/ abating

her hostility to Germany. Italy in consequence drew nearer

to Great Britain, and at the London conference on the Egyptian
financial question sided with Great Britain against Austria and
Germany. At the same time negotiations took place with

Great Britain for an Italian occupation of Massawa, and Mancini,

dreaming of a vast Angloiltalian enterprise against the Mahdi,
expatiated in the spring of 1885 upon the glories of an Anglo-

Italian alliance, an indiscretion which drew upon him a scarcely-

veiled dementi from London. Again speaking in tlie Chamber,
Mancini claimed for Italy the principal merit in the conclusion

of the triple alliance, but declared that the alliance left Italy

full liberty of action in regard to interests outside its scope,
** especially as there was no possibility of obtaining protection

for such interests from those who by the alliance had not under-

taken to protect them.” These words, which revealed the

absence of any stipulation in regard to the protection of Italian

interests in the Mediterranean, created lively dissatisfaction in

Italy and corresponding satisfaction in France. They hastened

Mancini’s downfall (ryth June 1885), and prepared the advent

of count di Robilont, who three months later succeeded Mancini

at the Italian Foreign Office. Robilant, for whom the Skiernie-

wice pact was no secret, followed a firmly independent policy

throughout the Bulgarian crisis of 1885-1886, decKning to be

drawn into any action beyond that required by the treaty of

Berlin and the protection of Italian interests in the Balkans.

Italy, indeed, came out of the Eastern crisis with enhanced

prestige and with her relations to Austria greatly improved.

Towo^s Prince Bismarde Robilant maintained an attitude

of dignified independence, and as, in the spring of 1886, the

moment for the renewal of the triple alliance drew near^ he
profited by the development of the Bulgarian crisis and the
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threatened Franco-Russmn understanding to secure from the

central powers “something more“ than the bare territorial

guarwitee of the original treaty. This “something more-'
consisted, at least in part, of the arrangement, with the help of

Austria and Germany, of an Anglo-Italian naval undemtandmg
having special reference to the Eastern question, but providing

for common action by the British and Italian fleets in the

Mediterranean m case of war. A vote of the Italian Chamber on

the 4th of February 1B87, connexion with the disaster to Italian

troops at DogaH, in Abyssinia, brought about the resignation

of Dcpretis-Robilant cabinet. Ihe crisis dragged for three

months, and before its definitive solution by the formation of a

Depretis-Crispi ministry, Robilant succeeded (17th March 1887)

in renewing the triple alliance on terms more favourable to

Pint nm those obtained in 1882. Not only did he

mewaiof secure concessions from Austria and Germany corre-

rte Trfyh spending in some degree to the improved state of the
Atiianea,

Italian army and navy, but, in virtue of the Anglo-
Italian understanding, assured the practical adhesion of Great
Britain to the European policy of the central powers, a triumph
probably greater ^an any registered by Italian diplomacy
since the completion of national unity.

The period between May 1881 and July 1887 occupied, in the

region of foreign affairs, by the negotiation, coxKlusion and

/ntaraai
triple alliance, by the Bulgarian crisis

rcfmms. ^ Italian colonial policy, was
marked at home by urgent political and economic

problems, and by the parliamentary phenomena known as

trasfonnismo. On the sqti of June 1881 the Chamber adopted a
Franchise Reform Bill, which increased the electorate from

600,000 to 2,000,000 by lowering the fiscal qualification from

40 to 19-80 lire in direct taxation, and by extending the suffrage

to all persons who had passed through the two lower standards

of the elementary schools, and practically to all persons able

to read and write. The immediate result of the reform was to

increase the political influence of large cities where the proportion

of illiterate workmen was lower tf^n in the country districts,

and to exclude from the franchise numbers of peasants and small

proprietors who, though of more conservative temperament
and of better economic position than the artizan population of

the large towns, were often unable to fulfil the scholarship

qualification. On the 12th of April 1883 the forced currency was
formally abolished by the resumption of treasury payments
in gold with funds obtained through a loan of £14,500,000 issued

in London on the 5th of May 1882. Owing to the hostility of

the French market, the loan was covered with difficulty, and,

though the gold pemium fell and commercial exchanges were
temporarily facilitated by the resumption of cash payments,

it is doubtful whether these advantages made up for the burden of

£640,000 additional annual interest thrown upon the exchequer.

On the 6th of March 1885 parliament finally sanctioned the

conventions by which state railways were farmed out to three

private companies—the Mediterranean, Adriatic and Sicilian.

The railways redeemed in 1875-1876 had been worked in the

interval by the government at a heavy loss. A commission of

inquiry reported in favour of private management. The conven-

tions, concluded for a period of‘ sixty years, but terminable by
either party after twenty or forty years, retained for the state

the possession of the lines (except the southern railway, viz.

the line from Bologna to Brindisi belonging to the Society

Meridionale to whom the Adriatic lines were now farmed), but

sold rolling stock to the companies, arranged various sch^ules

of state subsidy for lines projected or in course of construction,

guaranteed interest on the bonds of the companies and arranged

for the division of revenue between the companies, the reserve

fund and the state. National control of the railways was secured

by a proviso that the directors must be of Italian nationality

Depre^ and his colleague Genala, minister of public works,

experienced great difficulty in securing parliamentaiy sanction for

the coriventtons, not so much on account of their defective

character, as from the opposition of local interests anxious to

extort hew lines from the government. In fact, the conventicwis

were only voted by a nsajority of twenty-three votes after the

government had undertaken to increase the length of new state*

built lines fr(mi 1500 to 2500 kalometres. Unfortun-

ately, the calculation of probable railway revenue on
which the conventions had been based proved to be vmwimu.
enormously exaggerated. For many yeois the 37^ %
of the gross revenue (less the cost o( maintaining the rolling

stock, incumbent on the state) scarcely sufficed to pay the

interest on debts incurred for railway construction and on
the guaranteed bonds. Gradually the increase of traflk con-

sequent upon the industrial development of Italy decreased

the annual losses of the state, but the position of the government
in regard to the railways still remained so unsatisfactory as to

render the resumption of the whole system by the state on the

expiration of the first period of twenty years in 1905 inevitable.

Intimately bound up with the forced curren^, the railway

conventions and public works was the financial question in

general. From 1876, when equilibrium between
expenditure and revenue had first been attained,

taxation yielded steady annual surpluses, which in z68i readied

the satisfactory level of £2,120,000. The gradual abolition of

the grist tax on minor cereals diminished the surplus in 1882

to £236,000, and in 1883 to £110,000, while tlie total repeal of the

grist tax on wheat, which took effect on the 1st of January 1684,

coincided with the opening of a new and disastrous period of

deficit. True, the repeal of the grist tax was not the

only, nor possibly even the principid, cause of the deficit.

The policy of “fiscal transformation inaugurated by the

Left increased revenue from indirect taxation from £17^00,000
in 1876 to more than £24,000^000 in 1887, by substitutii^

heavy com duties for the grist tax, and by raising the

sugar and petroleum duties to unprecedented levels. But

partly from lack of firm financial administration, partly

through the increase of military and naval expenditure (which

in 1887 amounted to £9,000,000 for the army, while special

efforts were made to strengthen the navy), and principally

through the constant drain of railway construction and public

works, the demands upon the exchequer largely to exc^d
the normal increase of revenue, and necessitated the contraction

of new debts. In their anxiety to remain in office Dqwetis and

the finance minister, Mogliani, never hesitated to mortgage

the financial future of their country. No concession could be

denied to deputies, or groups of deputies, whose support was

indispensable to the life of the cabinet, nor, under such conditions,

was it possible to place any effective check upon administrative

abuses in which politrcians or their electors were interested.

Railways, roads and harbours which contractors had undertaken

to construct for reasonable amounts were frequently made to

cost thrice the original estimates. Minghetti, in a trcnchai^

exposure of the parliamentary condition of Italy during this

I

period, cites a case in whidi a credit for certain public wozfrs

i was, during a debate in the Chamber, increased by the govern-

ment from £6,600,000 to £9,000,000 in order to conciliate local

political intere.sts. In the spring of 1887 Genala, imnister of

public works, was taken to task for having sanctioned expenffiture

of £80,000,000 on railway construction while oifiy £40^)00,000

had been included in the estimates. As roost of tl^ creditB

were spread over a series of years, succeeding administiatioiis

found their financial liberty of action destroyed, and were

obliged to cover deficit by constant issues of consolidated teodc.

Thus the deficit of £940,000 for the financial ywr 1885-1886

rose to nearly £2,920,000 in 1887-1888, and in 188^1889

attained the terrible level of £9,400,000.

Nevertheless, in spite of many and serious shortcominm,

the long series of Depretis administrations was marked by me.

adoption of some useful measures. Besides the realization of

the formal programme of the Left, omsisting of the repeal of

the grist tax, the abolition of the forced currency, the exteneion

of the suffrage, and the development of the railway system,

Depretis laid the foundation for land tax re-ossessment by intro-

ducing a new cadastral survey. Unfortimatdy, the new survey

was made largely optional, so that provinces winch had reasosi
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proved fruitless, since Kalnoky, somewhat Clerical-minded,

was averse from guaranteeing the integrity of all Italian

territory, and Manoini was equally unwilling to guarantee to

Austria permanent possession of Trent and Trieste. Mancini,

moreover, wished the treaty of alliance to provide for reciprocal

protection of the chief interests of the contracting Powers,

Italy undertaking to second Austria-Hungary in the Balkans,

and Austria and Germany pledging themselves to support

Italy in Mediterranean questions. Without some such proviso

Italy would, in Mancini ’s opinion, be exposed single-lianded

to French resentment. At the request of Kalnoky, Mancini

defined his proposal in a memorandum, but the illness of himself

and Depretis, combined with an untoward discussion in the

Italian press on the failure of the Austrian emperor to return in

Rome King Humbert's visit to Vienna, caused negotiations to

drtig. The pope, it transpired, had refused to receive the

emperor if lie came to Rome on a visit to the Quirinal, and
Francis Joseph though anxious to return King Humbert's

visit, was unable to offend the feelings of his Catholic subjects.

Meanwhile (xith May 1882) the Italian parliament adopted the

new Army Bill, involving a special credit of £5,100,000 for the

creation of two new army corps, by which the war footing of the

regular army was raised to nearly 850,000 men and the ordinary

military estimates to £8,000,000 per annum. Garibaldi, who,

since the French occupation of Tunis, had ardently worked for

the increase of the army, had thus the satisfaction of seeing his

desire realized before his death at Caprera, on the 2nd

OMHbMtdL spirit a child, in character a man
of classic mould,” Garibaldi had remained the nation’s

idol, an almost legendary hero whose place none could aspire

to fill. Gratitude for his achievements and sorrow for his death

found expression in universal mourning wherein king and
peasant equally joined. Before his death, and almost con-

temporaneously with the passing of the Army Bill, negotiations

for the alliance were renewed. Kneouraged from Berlin, Kalnbky
agreed to the reciprocal territorial guarantee, but declined

reciprocity in support of special interests. Mancini had therefore

to be content with a declaration that the allies would act in

mutually friendly intelligence. Depretis made some opposition,

but finally acquiesced, and the treaty of triple alliance was signed

on the 20th of May 1882, five days after the promulgation of

the Franco-ltalian commercial treaty in Paris. Though partial

sjguMture revelations have been made, the exact tenor of the

of the treaty of triple alliance has never been divulged.
Trmtg^ It is known to have been concluded for a period of

five years, to have pledged the contracting parties

to joinin resisting attack upon the territory of any one of them,
and to have specified the military disposition to be adopted by
each in case attack should come either from France, or from
Russia, or from both simultaneously. The Italian General

Staff is said to have undertaken, in the event of war against

France, to operate with two armies on the north-western frontier

against the I'renrh arm^e des Alpes, of which the war strength is

about 250,000 men. A third Italian army would, if expedient,

pass into Germany, to operate against either France or Russia.

Austria undertook to guard the Adriatic on land and sea, and
to help Germany by checkmating Russia on land. Germany
would be sufficiently employed in carrying on war against two
fronts. Kalnbky desired that both the terms of the treaty and
the fact of its conclusion should remain secret, but Bismarck
and Mancini hastened to hint at its existence, the former in the

Reichstag on the 12th of June 1882, and the latter in the Italian

semi-official press. A revival of Irredentism in connexion with
the execution of an Austrian deserter named Oberdank, who
after escaping into Italy endeavoured to return to Austria with
explosive bombs in his possession, and the cordial references to

France made by Depretis at Stradella (8th October 1882),

prevented the French government from suspecting the existence

of the alliance, or from ceasing to strive after a Franco-ltalian

understanding. Suspicion was not aroused until March 1883,
when Mancini, in defending himself against strictures upon his

refusal to co-operate with Great Britain in Egypt, practically
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revealed the existence of the treaty, thereby irritating France
and destroying Depretis’s secret hope of finding in the triple

alliance the advantage of an Austro'German guarantee without
the disadvantage of French enmity. In Italy the revelation

of the treaty was hailed with satisfaction except by the Qericals,

who were enraged at the blow thus struck at the restoration

of the pope’s temporal power, and by the Radicals, who feared

both the inevitable breach with republican France and the

reinforcement of Italian constitutional parties by intimacy
with strong monarchical states such as Germany and Austria.

These very considerations naturally combined to recommend
the fact to constitutionalists, who saw in it, besides the territorial

parantee, the elimination of the danger of foreign interference

in the relations between Italy and the Vatican, such as Bismarck
had recently threatened and such os France was believed ready
to propose.

Nevertheless, during its first j^riod (1882-1887) the triple

alliance failed to ensure cordiality between the contracting

Powers. Mancini exerted himself in a hundred ways to soothe
French resentment. He not only refused to join Great Britain

in the Egyptian expedition, but agreed to suspend Italian

coiiiiular jurisdiction in Tunis, and deprecated suspicion of

French designs upon Morocco. His efforts were worse than
futile. France remained cold, while Bismarck and Kalnoky,
distrustful of the Radicalism of Depretis and Mancini, assum^
towards their ally an attitude almost hostile. Possibly Germany
and Austriamay have been mfluenced by the secret treaty signed

between Austria, Germany and Russia on the 21st of March
1884, and ratified during the mtseting of the three emperors at

Skiemiewice in September of that year, by which Bismarck, in

return for “ honest brokerage ” in the Balkans, is understood

to have obtained from Austria and Russia a promise of bene-

volent neutrality in case Germany should be “ forced ” to make
war upon a fourth power—France. Guaranteed thus against

Russian attack, Italy became in the eyes of the central powers

a negligible quantity, and was treated accordingly. Though
kept in the dark as to the Skiemiewice arrangement, the Italian

government soon discovered from the course of events that the

triple alliance liad practically lost its object, European peace

having been assured without Italian co-operation. Meanwhile
France provided Italy with fresh cause for uneasiness br/ abating

her hostility to Germany. Italy in consequence drew nearer

to Great Britain, and at the London conference on the Egyptian
financial question sided with Great Britain against Austria and
Germany. At the same time negotiations took place with

Great Britain for an Italian occupation of Massawa, and Mancini,

dreaming of a vast Angloiltalian enterprise against the Mahdi,
expatiated in the spring of 1885 upon the glories of an Anglo-

Italian alliance, an indiscretion which drew upon him a scarcely-

veiled dementi from London. Again speaking in tlie Chamber,
Mancini claimed for Italy the principal merit in the conclusion

of the triple alliance, but declared that the alliance left Italy

full liberty of action in regard to interests outside its scope,
** especially as there was no possibility of obtaining protection

for such interests from those who by the alliance had not under-

taken to protect them.” These words, which revealed the

absence of any stipulation in regard to the protection of Italian

interests in the Mediterranean, created lively dissatisfaction in

Italy and corresponding satisfaction in France. They hastened

Mancini’s downfall (ryth June 1885), and prepared the advent

of count di Robilont, who three months later succeeded Mancini

at the Italian Foreign Office. Robilant, for whom the Skiernie-

wice pact was no secret, followed a firmly independent policy

throughout the Bulgarian crisis of 1885-1886, decKning to be

drawn into any action beyond that required by the treaty of

Berlin and the protection of Italian interests in the Balkans.

Italy, indeed, came out of the Eastern crisis with enhanced

prestige and with her relations to Austria greatly improved.

Towo^s Prince Bismarde Robilant maintained an attitude

of dignified independence, and as, in the spring of 1886, the

moment for the renewal of the triple alliance drew near^ he
profited by the development of the Bulgarian crisis and the

ITALY
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lent ^ Italy to the British proposal at the London conference on
the Egyptian question (July 1884). About the same time
Mancmi was informed by the Italian agent in Cairo that Great
Britain would be well disposed towards an extension of Italian
influence on the Red Sea coast. Having sounded Lord Granville^
Hancini received encouragement to seize Beilul and Massawa,
in view of the projected restriction of the Egyptian zone of
military occupation consequent on the Mahdist rising in the
Sudan. Lord Granville further inquired whether Italy would
co-operate in pacifying the Sudan, and received an affirmative
reply. Italian action was hastened by news that, in December
x^4, an exploring party under Signor Bianchi, royal com-
missioner for Assab, had been massacred in the Aussa (Danakil)
county, an event which aroused in Italy a desire to punish the
assassins and to obtain satisfaction for the still unpunished
massacre of Sigjnor Giulietti and his companions. Partly to
satisfy public opinion, partly in order to profit by the favourable
disposition of the British government, and partly in the hope of
remedying the eiror committed in 1882 by refusal to co-operate
with Great Britain in Egypt, the Italian government in January
1885 despatched an expedition under Admiral Caimi and Colonel
Saletta to occupy Massawa and Beilul. The occupation, effected
on the 5th of February, was accelerated by fear lest Italy might
be forestalled by France or Russia, both of which powers were
suspected of desiring to establish themselves firmly on the Red
Sea and to exercise a protectorate over Abyssinia. News of the
occupation reached Europe simultaneously with the tidings of the
fall of Khartum, an event which disappointed Italian hopes of
military co-operation with Great Britain in the Sudan. The
resignation of the Gladstone-Granville cabinet further precluded
the projected Italian occupation of Suakin, and the Italians,
wisely refraining from an independent attempt to succour
Kassala, then besieged by the Mahdists, bent their efforts to the
increase of their zone of occupation around Massawa. The ex-
tension of the Italian zone excited the suspicions of John, negus
of Abyssinia, whose apprehensions were assiduously fomented
by Alula, ras of Tigre, and by French and Greek adventurers.
Measures, apparently successful, were taken to reassure the negus,
but shortly afterwards protection inopportunely accorded by
Italy to enemies of Ras Alula, induced the Aby.ssinians to enter
upon hostilities. In January 1886 Ras Alula raided the village of
Wa, to the west of Zula, but towards the end of the year (23rd
November) Wa was occupied by the irregular troops of General
Gene, who had superseded Colonel Saletta at Massawa. Angered
by this step, Ras Alula took prisoners the members of an Italian
exploring party commanded by Count Salimbeni, and held them
as hostages for the evacuation of Wa. General Gen^ nevertheless
reinforced Wa and pushed forward a detachment to Saati. On
the 25th of January 1887 Ras Alula attacked Saati, but was
repulsed with loss. On the following day, however, the Abys-
sinians succeeded in surprising, near the village of Dogaii, an
Italian force of 524 officers and men under Colonel De Cristoforis,

DiMtuitt
convoying provisions to the garrison of Saati,

ofDogmiL Abyssinians, 20,000 strong, speedily overwhelmed
the small Italian force, which, after exhausting its

ammunition, was destroyed where it stood. One man only
escaped. Four hundred and seven men and twenty-three officers

were killed outright, and one officer and eighty-one men wounded.
Dead and wounded ahke were horribly mutilated by order of

Alula. Fearing a new attack. General Gen4 withdrew his forces

from Saati, Wa and Arafali
;
but the losses of the Abyssinians

at Saati and Dogaii had been so heavy as to dissuade Alula from
further hostilities.

In Italy the, disaster of Dogaii produced consternation, and
caused the fall of the Depretis-Robilant cabinet. The Cliamber,

AbysMMm
revenge, voted a credit of £200,000, and

' sanctioned, the despatch of reinforcements. Mean-
while Signor Crispi, who, though averse from colonial adventure,

desired to vindicate Italian honour, entered the Depretis cabinet

as minister of the interior, and obtained from parliament a new
credit of £800,000. In November 1887 a strong expedition under
General di San Marzano raised the strength of the Massawa

garrison to nearly 20,000. men. The British government,
desirous of preventing an Italo-Abyssinian conflict, which couM
but strengthen the position of the Mahdists, despatched Mr
(afterwards Sir) Gerald Portal from Massawa on the 29th of
October to mediate with the negus. The mission proved fruitless.

Portal returned to Massawa on the 25th of December 1887, and
warned the Italians that John was preparing to attack them in

the following spring with an army of 100,000 men. On the 28th
of March 1888 the negus indeed descended from the Abyssinian
high plateau in the direction of Saati, but findiqg the Italian posi-

tion too strong to be carried by assault, ten^rized and opened
negotiations ior peace. His tactics failed

,
to entice the Italians

from their position, and on the 3rd of April sickness among his

men compelled John to withdraw the Abyssinian army. The negus
next marched against Menelek, king of Shoa, whose neutrality
Italy had purchased with 5000 Remington rifles and a supply of

ammunition, but found him with 80,000 men too strongly en-
trenched to be successfully attacked. Tidings of a new Mahdist
incursion into Abyssinian territory reaching the negus induced
him to postpone the settlement of his quarrel with Menelek until
the dervishes had been chastised. Marching towards the Blue
Nile, he joined battle with the Mahdists, but on the loth .of

March 1889 was killed, in the hour of victory, near Gallabat.
His death gave rise to an Abyssinian war of succession between
Mangash^, natural son of John, and Menelek, grandson of the
Negus Sella-Sellassi4 . Menelek, by means of Count Antonelli,
resident in the Shoa country, requested Italy to execute a
diversion in his favour by occupying Asmark and other points on
the high plateau. Antonelli profited by the situation to obtain
Menelek’s signature to a treaty fixing the frontiers of the Italian
colony and defining Italo-Abyssinian relations. The treaty,
signed at Uccialli on the 2nd of May 1889, arranged for

regular intercourse between Italy and Abyssinia and
conceded to Italy a portion of the high plateau, with
the positions of Halai, Saganeiti and Asmara. The main point
of the treaty, however, lay in clause 17 :

—

" His Majesty the king of kings of Ethiopia consents to make use
of the government of His Majesty the king of Italy for the treatment
of all questions concerning other powers and governments.”

Upon this clause Italy founded her claim to a protectorate over
Abyssinia. In September 1889 the treaty of Uccialli was ratified

in Itkly by Menelek’s lieutenant, the Ras Makonnen. Makonnen
further concluded with the Italian premier, Crispi, a convention
whereby Italy recognized Menelek as emperor of Ethiopia,
Menelek recognized the Italian colony, and arranged for a special

Italo-Abyssinian currency and for a loan. On the 1 1th of October
Italy communicated article 17 of the treaty of Uccialli to the
European powers, interpreting it as a valid title to an Italian

protectorate over Abyssinia. Russia alone neglected to take note
of the communication, and persisted in the hostile attitude she
had assumed at the moment of the occupation of Massawa.
Meanwhile the Italian mint coined thalers bearing the portrait
of King Humbert, with an inscription referring to the Italian

protectorate, and on the ist of January 1890 a royal decree con-
ferred upon the colony the name of “ Eritrea.”

In the colony itself General Baldissera, who had replaced
General Saletta, delayed the movement against Mangashii
desired by Menelek. I'he Italian general would have
preferred to wait until his intervention was requested
by both pretenders to the Abyssinian throne. Pressed At^uirnUu
by the home government, he, however, instructed a
native ally to occupy the important positions of Keren and
Asmari, and prepared himself to take the offensive against
Mangash^ and Ras Alula. The latter retreated south of the
river Mareb> leaving the whole of the cis-Mareb territory, includ-
ing the provinces of Hamasen, Agameh, Sera^ and OkuW-Kusai;
in Italian hands. General Orero, successor of Baldissera, pushed
offensive action more vigorously, and on the 26th of Janoaxy
1890 entered Adowa, a city considerably to the south of the
Mareb—^an imprudent step which aroused Menelek’s suspicions,
and had hurriedly to be retraced* Mongashk, seeing further
resistance to be useless, submitted to Menelek^ who at the ejid

xv.3fl
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proved fruitless, since Kalnoky, somewhat Clerical-minded,

was averse from guaranteeing the integrity of all Italian

territory, and Manoini was equally unwilling to guarantee to

Austria permanent possession of Trent and Trieste. Mancini,

moreover, wished the treaty of alliance to provide for reciprocal

protection of the chief interests of the contracting Powers,

Italy undertaking to second Austria-Hungary in the Balkans,

and Austria and Germany pledging themselves to support

Italy in Mediterranean questions. Without some such proviso

Italy would, in Mancini ’s opinion, be exposed single-lianded

to French resentment. At the request of Kalnoky, Mancini

defined his proposal in a memorandum, but the illness of himself

and Depretis, combined with an untoward discussion in the

Italian press on the failure of the Austrian emperor to return in

Rome King Humbert's visit to Vienna, caused negotiations to

drtig. The pope, it transpired, had refused to receive the

emperor if lie came to Rome on a visit to the Quirinal, and
Francis Joseph though anxious to return King Humbert's

visit, was unable to offend the feelings of his Catholic subjects.

Meanwhile (xith May 1882) the Italian parliament adopted the

new Army Bill, involving a special credit of £5,100,000 for the

creation of two new army corps, by which the war footing of the

regular army was raised to nearly 850,000 men and the ordinary

military estimates to £8,000,000 per annum. Garibaldi, who,

since the French occupation of Tunis, had ardently worked for

the increase of the army, had thus the satisfaction of seeing his

desire realized before his death at Caprera, on the 2nd

OMHbMtdL spirit a child, in character a man
of classic mould,” Garibaldi had remained the nation’s

idol, an almost legendary hero whose place none could aspire

to fill. Gratitude for his achievements and sorrow for his death

found expression in universal mourning wherein king and
peasant equally joined. Before his death, and almost con-

temporaneously with the passing of the Army Bill, negotiations

for the alliance were renewed. Kneouraged from Berlin, Kalnbky
agreed to the reciprocal territorial guarantee, but declined

reciprocity in support of special interests. Mancini had therefore

to be content with a declaration that the allies would act in

mutually friendly intelligence. Depretis made some opposition,

but finally acquiesced, and the treaty of triple alliance was signed

on the 20th of May 1882, five days after the promulgation of

the Franco-ltalian commercial treaty in Paris. Though partial

sjguMture revelations have been made, the exact tenor of the

of the treaty of triple alliance has never been divulged.
Trmtg^ It is known to have been concluded for a period of

five years, to have pledged the contracting parties

to joinin resisting attack upon the territory of any one of them,
and to have specified the military disposition to be adopted by
each in case attack should come either from France, or from
Russia, or from both simultaneously. The Italian General

Staff is said to have undertaken, in the event of war against

France, to operate with two armies on the north-western frontier

against the I'renrh arm^e des Alpes, of which the war strength is

about 250,000 men. A third Italian army would, if expedient,

pass into Germany, to operate against either France or Russia.

Austria undertook to guard the Adriatic on land and sea, and
to help Germany by checkmating Russia on land. Germany
would be sufficiently employed in carrying on war against two
fronts. Kalnbky desired that both the terms of the treaty and
the fact of its conclusion should remain secret, but Bismarck
and Mancini hastened to hint at its existence, the former in the

Reichstag on the 12th of June 1882, and the latter in the Italian

semi-official press. A revival of Irredentism in connexion with
the execution of an Austrian deserter named Oberdank, who
after escaping into Italy endeavoured to return to Austria with
explosive bombs in his possession, and the cordial references to

France made by Depretis at Stradella (8th October 1882),

prevented the French government from suspecting the existence

of the alliance, or from ceasing to strive after a Franco-ltalian

understanding. Suspicion was not aroused until March 1883,
when Mancini, in defending himself against strictures upon his

refusal to co-operate with Great Britain in Egypt, practically
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revealed the existence of the treaty, thereby irritating France
and destroying Depretis’s secret hope of finding in the triple

alliance the advantage of an Austro'German guarantee without
the disadvantage of French enmity. In Italy the revelation

of the treaty was hailed with satisfaction except by the Qericals,

who were enraged at the blow thus struck at the restoration

of the pope’s temporal power, and by the Radicals, who feared

both the inevitable breach with republican France and the

reinforcement of Italian constitutional parties by intimacy
with strong monarchical states such as Germany and Austria.

These very considerations naturally combined to recommend
the fact to constitutionalists, who saw in it, besides the territorial

parantee, the elimination of the danger of foreign interference

in the relations between Italy and the Vatican, such as Bismarck
had recently threatened and such os France was believed ready
to propose.

Nevertheless, during its first j^riod (1882-1887) the triple

alliance failed to ensure cordiality between the contracting

Powers. Mancini exerted himself in a hundred ways to soothe
French resentment. He not only refused to join Great Britain

in the Egyptian expedition, but agreed to suspend Italian

coiiiiular jurisdiction in Tunis, and deprecated suspicion of

French designs upon Morocco. His efforts were worse than
futile. France remained cold, while Bismarck and Kalnoky,
distrustful of the Radicalism of Depretis and Mancini, assum^
towards their ally an attitude almost hostile. Possibly Germany
and Austriamay have been mfluenced by the secret treaty signed

between Austria, Germany and Russia on the 21st of March
1884, and ratified during the mtseting of the three emperors at

Skiemiewice in September of that year, by which Bismarck, in

return for “ honest brokerage ” in the Balkans, is understood

to have obtained from Austria and Russia a promise of bene-

volent neutrality in case Germany should be “ forced ” to make
war upon a fourth power—France. Guaranteed thus against

Russian attack, Italy became in the eyes of the central powers

a negligible quantity, and was treated accordingly. Though
kept in the dark as to the Skiemiewice arrangement, the Italian

government soon discovered from the course of events that the

triple alliance liad practically lost its object, European peace

having been assured without Italian co-operation. Meanwhile
France provided Italy with fresh cause for uneasiness br/ abating

her hostility to Germany. Italy in consequence drew nearer

to Great Britain, and at the London conference on the Egyptian
financial question sided with Great Britain against Austria and
Germany. At the same time negotiations took place with

Great Britain for an Italian occupation of Massawa, and Mancini,

dreaming of a vast Angloiltalian enterprise against the Mahdi,
expatiated in the spring of 1885 upon the glories of an Anglo-

Italian alliance, an indiscretion which drew upon him a scarcely-

veiled dementi from London. Again speaking in tlie Chamber,
Mancini claimed for Italy the principal merit in the conclusion

of the triple alliance, but declared that the alliance left Italy

full liberty of action in regard to interests outside its scope,
** especially as there was no possibility of obtaining protection

for such interests from those who by the alliance had not under-

taken to protect them.” These words, which revealed the

absence of any stipulation in regard to the protection of Italian

interests in the Mediterranean, created lively dissatisfaction in

Italy and corresponding satisfaction in France. They hastened

Mancini’s downfall (ryth June 1885), and prepared the advent

of count di Robilont, who three months later succeeded Mancini

at the Italian Foreign Office. Robilant, for whom the Skiernie-

wice pact was no secret, followed a firmly independent policy

throughout the Bulgarian crisis of 1885-1886, decKning to be

drawn into any action beyond that required by the treaty of

Berlin and the protection of Italian interests in the Balkans.

Italy, indeed, came out of the Eastern crisis with enhanced

prestige and with her relations to Austria greatly improved.

Towo^s Prince Bismarde Robilant maintained an attitude

of dignified independence, and as, in the spring of 1886, the

moment for the renewal of the triple alliance drew near^ he
profited by the development of the Bulgarian crisis and the

ITALY
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minister of justice, secured in June 1888 the adoption of a new
penal c(^e

; state surveillance was extended to the opere pie^

or charitable institutions
;

municipal franchise was reformed
by granting what was practically manhood suffrage with

residential qualification, provision being made for minority

representation
;

and the central state administration was
reformed by a bill fixing the number and functions of the various

ministries. The management of finance was scarcely satisfactory,

for though Giolitti, who had succeeded Magliani and Perazzi

at the treasury, suppressed the former’s illusory “ pension fund,”

he lacked the fibre necessary to deal with the enormous deficit

of nearly £10,000,000 in 18^1889, the existence of which both
Perazzi and he had recognized. The most successful feature

of Crispi’s term of office was his strict maintenance of order and
the suppression of Radical and Irredentist agitation. So
vigorous was his treatment of Irredentism that he dismissed

without warning his colleague Seismit Doda, minister of finance,

for having failed to protest against Irredentist speeches delivered

in his presence at Udine. Firmness such as this secured for him
the support of all constitutional elements, and after three years*

premiership his position was infinitely stronger than at the

outset. The general election of 1890 gave the cabinet an almost

unwieldy majority, comprising four-fifths of the Chamber. A
lengthy term of office seemed to be opening out before him when,
on the 31st of January 1891, Crispi, speaking in a debate upon
an unimportant bill, angrily rebuked the Right for its noisy

interruptions. The rebuke infuriated the Conservative deputies,

who, protesting against Crispi’s words in the name of the “ sacred

memories ” of their party, precipitated a division and placed

the cabinet in a minority. The incident, whether due to chance

or guile, brought about the resignation of Crispi. A few days

later he was succeeded in the premiership by the marquis di

Rudini, leader of the Right, who formed a coalition cabinet with

Nicotera and a part of the Left,

The sudden fall of Crispi wrought a great change in the

character of Italian relations with foreign powers. His policy

characterized by extreme cordiality towards
“ *

* Austria and Germany, by a close understanding with

Great Britain in regard to Mediterranean questions, and by an

apparent animosity towards France, which at one moment
seemed likely to lead to war. Shortly before the fall of the

Depretis-Robilant cabinet Count Robilant had announced the

intention of Italy to denounce the commercial treaties with

France and Austria, which would lapse on the 31st of December

1887, and had intimated his readiness to negotiate new treaties.

On the 24th of June 1887, in view of a possible rupture of com-

mercial relations with France, the Depretis-Crispi cabinet

introduced a new general tariff. The probability of the conclu-

sion of a new Franco-Italian treaty was small, both on account

of the protectionist spirit of France and of French resentment

at the renewal of the triple alliance, but even such slight proba-

bility vanished after a visit paid to Bi.smarck by Crispi (October

1887) within three months of his appointment to the premiership.

Crispi entertained no a priori animosity towards France, but was

strongly convinced tliat Italy must emancipate herself from the

position of political dependence on her powerful neighbour

which had vitiated the foreign policy of the Left. So far was he

from desiring a rupture with France, that he had subordinated

acceptance of the portfolio of tlie interior in the Depretis cabinet

to an assurance that the triple alliance contained no provision

for offensive warfare. But his ostentatious visit to Friedrichsruh,

and a subsequent speech at Turin, in which, while professing

sentiments of friendship and esteem for France, he eulogiMd

the personality, of Bismarck, aroused against him a hostility

on the part of the French which he was never afterwards able

to allay. France was equally careless of Italian susceptibilities,

and in April 1888 Goblet made a futile but irritating attempt

to enforce at Massawa the Ottoman regime of the capitulations

in regard to non-Jtalian residents. In such circumstances the

negotiations for the new commercial treaty could but fail, and

though the old treaty was prolonged by special arrangement

for two months, differential tariffs were put in force on both sides
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of the frontier on the 29th of Fehrt^ z88S. The value of

French exports into Italy decreased immediately by one-half,

while Italian exports to France decreased by nearly two-thirds.

At the end of 1889 Crispi abolished the differential dutiesi^ainst

French imports and returned to the general Italian tariff, but

France declined to follow his lead and maintained her prohibitive

dues. Meanwhile the enthusiastic reception accorded to the

young German emperor on the occasion of his visit to Rome in

October 1888, and the cordiality shown towards King Humbert
and Crispi at Berlin in May 18^, increased the tension of Franco-

Italian relations ;
nor was it until after the fall of Prince

Bismarck in March 1890 that Crispi adopted towards the Republic

a more friendly attitude by sending an Italian squadron to s^ute

President Carnot at Toulon. The chief advantage derived

by Italy from Crispi’s foreign policy was the increase of con-

fidence in her government on the part of her allies and of Great

Britain. On the occasion of the incident raised by Goblet with

regard to Massawa, Bismarck made it clear to France that, in

case of complications, Italy would not stand alone ; and when
in February 1888 a strong French fleet appeared to menace
the Italian coast, the British Mediterranean squadron demon-
strated its readiness to support Italian naval dispositions.

Moreover, under Crispi’s hand Italy awoke from the apathy

of former years and gained consciousness of her place in the

world. The conflict with France, the operations in Eritrea,

the vigorous interpretation of the triple alliance, the questions

of Morocco and Bulgaria, were all used by him as means to

stimulate national sentiment. With the instinct of a true

statesman, he felt the pulse of the people, divined their need for

prestige, and their preference for a government heavy-handed

rather than lax. How great had been Crispi’s power was seen

by contrast with the policy of the Rudini cabinet which succeeded

him in February 1891. Crispi’s so-called “ megalomania ” gave

place to retrenchment in home affairs and to a deferential

attitude towards all foreign powers. The premiership s»cowt
of Rudini was hailed by the Radical leader, Cavallotti, natwtUof

as a pledge of the non-renewal of the triple alliance, Triph

against which the Radicals began avociferous campaign.

Their tactics, however, produced a contrary effect, for Rudini,

accepting proposals from Berlin, renewed the alliance in June

1891 for a period of twelve years. None of Rudini’s public

utterances justify the supposition that he assumed office with the

intention of allowing the alliance to lapse on its expiry in May
1892 ;

indeed, he frankly declared it to form the basis of his

foreign policy. The attitude of several of his colleagues was more

equivocal, but though they coquetted with French financiers

in the hope of obtaining the support of the Paris Bourse for

Italian securities, the precipitate renewal of the alliance destroyed

all probability of a close understanding with France. The desire

of Rudini to live on the best possible terms with all powers was

further evinced in the course of a visit paid to Monza by M. de

Giers in October 1891, when the Russian statesman was apprised

of the entirely defensive nature of Italian engagements under

the triple aUiance. At the same time he carried to a successful

conclusion negotiations begun by Crispi for the renewal of

commercial treaties with Austria and Germany upon terms

which to some extent compensated Italy for the reaction of

her commerce with France, and concluded with Great Britain

conventions for the delimitation of British and Italian spheres

of influence in north-east Africa. In home affairs his ^ministra-

tion was weak and vacillating, nor did the economies effected

in naval and military expenditure and in other departments

suffice to strengthen the position of a cabinet which had dis-

appointed the hopes of its supporters. On the 14th of April

1892 dissensions between ministers concerning the financial

programme led to a cabinet crisis, and though Rudini sueweded

in reconstructing his administration, he was defeated in the

Chamber on the sth of May and obliged to resign, i^ng Humbert,

who, from lack of confidence in Rudini, had declined

to allow him to dissolve parliament, entrusted Signor

Giolitti, a Piedmontese deputy, sometime treasury minister

in the Crispi cabinet, with the formatioh of a miilisti^^ of
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proved fruitless, since Kalnoky, somewhat Clerical-minded,

was averse from guaranteeing the integrity of all Italian

territory, and Manoini was equally unwilling to guarantee to

Austria permanent possession of Trent and Trieste. Mancini,

moreover, wished the treaty of alliance to provide for reciprocal

protection of the chief interests of the contracting Powers,

Italy undertaking to second Austria-Hungary in the Balkans,

and Austria and Germany pledging themselves to support

Italy in Mediterranean questions. Without some such proviso

Italy would, in Mancini ’s opinion, be exposed single-lianded

to French resentment. At the request of Kalnoky, Mancini

defined his proposal in a memorandum, but the illness of himself

and Depretis, combined with an untoward discussion in the

Italian press on the failure of the Austrian emperor to return in

Rome King Humbert's visit to Vienna, caused negotiations to

drtig. The pope, it transpired, had refused to receive the

emperor if lie came to Rome on a visit to the Quirinal, and
Francis Joseph though anxious to return King Humbert's

visit, was unable to offend the feelings of his Catholic subjects.

Meanwhile (xith May 1882) the Italian parliament adopted the

new Army Bill, involving a special credit of £5,100,000 for the

creation of two new army corps, by which the war footing of the

regular army was raised to nearly 850,000 men and the ordinary

military estimates to £8,000,000 per annum. Garibaldi, who,

since the French occupation of Tunis, had ardently worked for

the increase of the army, had thus the satisfaction of seeing his

desire realized before his death at Caprera, on the 2nd

OMHbMtdL spirit a child, in character a man
of classic mould,” Garibaldi had remained the nation’s

idol, an almost legendary hero whose place none could aspire

to fill. Gratitude for his achievements and sorrow for his death

found expression in universal mourning wherein king and
peasant equally joined. Before his death, and almost con-

temporaneously with the passing of the Army Bill, negotiations

for the alliance were renewed. Kneouraged from Berlin, Kalnbky
agreed to the reciprocal territorial guarantee, but declined

reciprocity in support of special interests. Mancini had therefore

to be content with a declaration that the allies would act in

mutually friendly intelligence. Depretis made some opposition,

but finally acquiesced, and the treaty of triple alliance was signed

on the 20th of May 1882, five days after the promulgation of

the Franco-ltalian commercial treaty in Paris. Though partial

sjguMture revelations have been made, the exact tenor of the

of the treaty of triple alliance has never been divulged.
Trmtg^ It is known to have been concluded for a period of

five years, to have pledged the contracting parties

to joinin resisting attack upon the territory of any one of them,
and to have specified the military disposition to be adopted by
each in case attack should come either from France, or from
Russia, or from both simultaneously. The Italian General

Staff is said to have undertaken, in the event of war against

France, to operate with two armies on the north-western frontier

against the I'renrh arm^e des Alpes, of which the war strength is

about 250,000 men. A third Italian army would, if expedient,

pass into Germany, to operate against either France or Russia.

Austria undertook to guard the Adriatic on land and sea, and
to help Germany by checkmating Russia on land. Germany
would be sufficiently employed in carrying on war against two
fronts. Kalnbky desired that both the terms of the treaty and
the fact of its conclusion should remain secret, but Bismarck
and Mancini hastened to hint at its existence, the former in the

Reichstag on the 12th of June 1882, and the latter in the Italian

semi-official press. A revival of Irredentism in connexion with
the execution of an Austrian deserter named Oberdank, who
after escaping into Italy endeavoured to return to Austria with
explosive bombs in his possession, and the cordial references to

France made by Depretis at Stradella (8th October 1882),

prevented the French government from suspecting the existence

of the alliance, or from ceasing to strive after a Franco-ltalian

understanding. Suspicion was not aroused until March 1883,
when Mancini, in defending himself against strictures upon his

refusal to co-operate with Great Britain in Egypt, practically
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revealed the existence of the treaty, thereby irritating France
and destroying Depretis’s secret hope of finding in the triple

alliance the advantage of an Austro'German guarantee without
the disadvantage of French enmity. In Italy the revelation

of the treaty was hailed with satisfaction except by the Qericals,

who were enraged at the blow thus struck at the restoration

of the pope’s temporal power, and by the Radicals, who feared

both the inevitable breach with republican France and the

reinforcement of Italian constitutional parties by intimacy
with strong monarchical states such as Germany and Austria.

These very considerations naturally combined to recommend
the fact to constitutionalists, who saw in it, besides the territorial

parantee, the elimination of the danger of foreign interference

in the relations between Italy and the Vatican, such as Bismarck
had recently threatened and such os France was believed ready
to propose.

Nevertheless, during its first j^riod (1882-1887) the triple

alliance failed to ensure cordiality between the contracting

Powers. Mancini exerted himself in a hundred ways to soothe
French resentment. He not only refused to join Great Britain

in the Egyptian expedition, but agreed to suspend Italian

coiiiiular jurisdiction in Tunis, and deprecated suspicion of

French designs upon Morocco. His efforts were worse than
futile. France remained cold, while Bismarck and Kalnoky,
distrustful of the Radicalism of Depretis and Mancini, assum^
towards their ally an attitude almost hostile. Possibly Germany
and Austriamay have been mfluenced by the secret treaty signed

between Austria, Germany and Russia on the 21st of March
1884, and ratified during the mtseting of the three emperors at

Skiemiewice in September of that year, by which Bismarck, in

return for “ honest brokerage ” in the Balkans, is understood

to have obtained from Austria and Russia a promise of bene-

volent neutrality in case Germany should be “ forced ” to make
war upon a fourth power—France. Guaranteed thus against

Russian attack, Italy became in the eyes of the central powers

a negligible quantity, and was treated accordingly. Though
kept in the dark as to the Skiemiewice arrangement, the Italian

government soon discovered from the course of events that the

triple alliance liad practically lost its object, European peace

having been assured without Italian co-operation. Meanwhile
France provided Italy with fresh cause for uneasiness br/ abating

her hostility to Germany. Italy in consequence drew nearer

to Great Britain, and at the London conference on the Egyptian
financial question sided with Great Britain against Austria and
Germany. At the same time negotiations took place with

Great Britain for an Italian occupation of Massawa, and Mancini,

dreaming of a vast Angloiltalian enterprise against the Mahdi,
expatiated in the spring of 1885 upon the glories of an Anglo-

Italian alliance, an indiscretion which drew upon him a scarcely-

veiled dementi from London. Again speaking in tlie Chamber,
Mancini claimed for Italy the principal merit in the conclusion

of the triple alliance, but declared that the alliance left Italy

full liberty of action in regard to interests outside its scope,
** especially as there was no possibility of obtaining protection

for such interests from those who by the alliance had not under-

taken to protect them.” These words, which revealed the

absence of any stipulation in regard to the protection of Italian

interests in the Mediterranean, created lively dissatisfaction in

Italy and corresponding satisfaction in France. They hastened

Mancini’s downfall (ryth June 1885), and prepared the advent

of count di Robilont, who three months later succeeded Mancini

at the Italian Foreign Office. Robilant, for whom the Skiernie-

wice pact was no secret, followed a firmly independent policy

throughout the Bulgarian crisis of 1885-1886, decKning to be

drawn into any action beyond that required by the treaty of

Berlin and the protection of Italian interests in the Balkans.

Italy, indeed, came out of the Eastern crisis with enhanced

prestige and with her relations to Austria greatly improved.

Towo^s Prince Bismarde Robilant maintained an attitude

of dignified independence, and as, in the spring of 1886, the

moment for the renewal of the triple alliance drew near^ he
profited by the development of the Bulgarian crisis and the
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returned to power as minister of the treasury^ promulgated some
of his proposals by royal decree, and in spite of vehement
opposition secured their ratification by the Chamber. The tax
upon consols, which, in conjunction with the other severe fiscal

measures, was regivded abroad as a pledge that Italy intended
at all costs to avoid Imnkruptcy, caused a rise in Italian stocks.

When the Crispi cabinet fell in March* 1896 Sonnino had the

satisfaction of seeing revenue increased by £3400,000, expendi-

ture diminished by £2,800,000, the gold premium reduced from
16 to 5 %, consolidated stock at 95 instead of 72, and, notwith-

standing the expenditure necessitated by the Abyssinian War,
financiu equilibrium practically restored.

While engaged in restoring order and in supporting Sonnino’s

courageous struggle against bankruptcy, Crispi became the

object of fierce attacks from the Radicals, Socialists

on CrtMpi.
anarchists. On the i6th of June an attempt by

an anarchist named Lega was made on Crispins life

;

on the 24th of June President Carnot was assassinated by the

anarchist Caserio ; and on the 30th of June an Italian journalist

was murdered at Leghorn for a newspaper attack upon anarchism
—a series of outrages which led the government to frame and
parliament to adopt (nth July) a Public Safety Bill for the pre-

vention of anarchist propaganda and crime. At the end of July
the trial of the persons implicated in the Banca Romana scandal

revealed the fact that among the documents abstracted by Giolitti

from the papers of the bank manager, Tanlongo, were several

bearing upon Crispins political and private life. Oa the nth of

December Giolitti laid these and other papers before the Chamber,
in the hope of ruining Crispi, but upon examination most of them
were found to be worthless, and the rest of so private a nature as

to be unfit for publication. Tlie effect of the incident was rather

to increase detestation of Giolitti than to damage Crispi. The
latter, indeed, prosecuted the former for libel and for abuse of

his position when premier, but after many vicissitudes, including

the flight of Giolitti to Berlin in order to avoid arrest, the

Chamber refused authorization for the prosecution, and the

matter dropped. A fresh attempt of the same kind was then

made against Crispi by the Radical leader Cavallotti, who
advanced unproven charges of corruption and embezzlement,

lliese attacks were, however, unavailing to shake Crispi’s

position, and in the general election of May 1895 his government

obtained a majority of nearly 200 votes. Nevertheless public

confidence in the efficacy of the parliamentary system and in the

honesty of politicians was seriously diminished by these un-

savoury occurrences, which, in combination with the acquittal of

all the defendants in the Banca Romana trial, and the abandon-

ment of the proceedings against Giolitti, reinforced to an alarm-

ing degree the propaganda of the revolutionary parties.

The foreign policy of the second Crispi Administration, in

which the portfolio of foreign affairs was held by Baron Blanc,

was, as before, marked by a cordial interpretation of
Complies

alliance, and by close accord with Great

grttr§M, Britain. In the Armenian question Italy seconded with

energy the diplomacy of Austria and Germany, while

the Italian fleet joined the British Mediterranean squadron in a

demonstration off the S3n:ian epast. Graver than any foreign

question were the complications in Eritrea. Under the arrange-

ment concluded in 1891 by Rudini with native chiefs in regard

to the Italo-Abyssinian frontier districts, relations with Abyssinia

had remain^ comparatively satisfactory. Towards the Sudan,

however, the Mahdists, who had recovered from a defeat inflicted

by an Italian force at Agordat in 1890, resumed operations in

December 1893, Colonel Arimondi, commander of the colonial

forces in the abs^ce of the military governor, General Baratieri,

attacked and routed a dervish force 10,000 strong on the 21st of

December. The Italian troops, mostly native levies, numbered

only 8200 men. The dervish loss was more than 1000 killed,

wlme the total Italic casualties amounted to less than 250.

General Baratieri, upon returning to the colony, decided to

executea coup de main against the dervish base at Kassala, both in

order to relieve pressure from that quarter and to preclude a corn-

iced Abyssinian and dervish attack upon the colony at the end of

1894. The protocol conclude with Great Britain on the X5th of

April i89i,a]readyrefe]Ted to,contained a clause to the effect that,

were Kassala occupied by the Italians, the place should be trans-

ferred to tl^ Egyptian government as soon as the latter should

be in a position to restore order in the Sudan. Concentrating a
little army of 2600 men, Baratieri surprised and captured Kass^
on the 17th of July 18194, and garrisoned the place with native

levies under Italian officers. Meanwhile Menelek, jealous of the

extension of Italian influence to a part of northern Somaliland

and to the Benadir coast, had, with the support of France and
Russia, completed his preparations for asserting his authority a^

independent ruler of Ethiopia. On the nth of May 1893 he
denounced the treaty of Uccialli, but the Giolitti cabinet, absorbed

by the bank scandals, paid no heed to his action. Possibly an
adroit repetition in favour of Mangash^ and against Menel^ of

the policy formerly followed in favour of Menelek against the

negus John might have consolidated Italian influence in Abyssinia

by preventing the ascendancy of any single chieftain. The
Italian government, however, neglected this opening, and
Mangashk came to terms with Menelrfc. Cons^uenSy the

efforts of Crispi and his envoy. Colonel Piano, to conclude a new
treaty with Menelek in June 1894 not only proved unsuccessful,

but formed a prelude to troubles on the Italo-Abyssinian frontier.

Bath-.^os, the native chieftain who ruled the Okul^Kusai and
the cis-Mareb provinces on behalf of Italy, intrigued with

Mangashk, ras of the trans-Mareb province of Tigr6, and with

Menelek, to raise a revolt against Italian rule on the high

plateau. In December 1894 the revolt broke out, but Major
Toselli with a small force marched rapidly against Bath-Agos,
whom he routed and killed at Halai. General Baratieri, having
reason to suspect the complicity of Mangashit in the revolt, called

upon him to furnish troops for a projected Italo-Abyssinian

campaign against the Mahdists. Manga^& made no reply, and
Baratieri crossing the Mareb advanced to Adowa, but four days
later was obliged to return northwards. Mangashk thereupon
took the offensive and attempted to occupy the village of Coatit

in Okul^Kusai, but was forestalled and defeated by Baratieri on
the 13th of January 1895. Hurriedly retreating to Senaf^, hard
pressed by the Italians, who shelled S«iaf6 on the evening of the

J5th of January, Mangash^ was obliged to abandon his camp and
provisions to Baratieri, who also secured a quantity of corre-

spondence establishing the complicity of Menelek and Mangash^
in the revolt of Bath-Agos.

The comparatively facile success achieved by Baratieri

against Mangashk seems to have led him to undervalue his

enemy, and to forget that Menelek, negus and king

of Shoa, had an interest in allowing Mangash^ to be otrlgH!
crushed, in order that the imperial authority and the

superiority of Shoan over Tigrin arms might be the more strikingly

asserted. After obtaining the establishment of an apostolic

prefecture in Eritrea under the charge of Italian Franciscans,

Baratieri expelled from the colony the French Lazarist mission-

aries for their alleged complicity in the Bath-Agos insurrection,

and in March 1895 undertook the conquest of Tigr^. Occupying
Adigrat and Mal^ll^, he reached Adowa on the ist of April, and
thence pushed forward toAxura, the holy city ofAbyssinia. These
places were garrisoned, and during the rainy season Baratieri

returned to Italy, where he was received with unbounded
enthusiasm. Whether he or the Crispi cabinet had any inkling

of the enterprise to which they were committed by the occupa-

tion of Tigre is more than doubtful. Certainly Baratieri m^e
no adequate preparations to rej^l an Abyssinian attempt to

reconquer the province. Early in September both Mangashk
and Menelek showed signs of activity, and on the 20th of Sep-

tembtf Makonnen, ras of Harrar, who up till then had been

regarded as a friend and quasi-ally l^ Italy, expelled all Italians

from his territory and marched with 30,000 men to join the

negus. On retunung to Eritrea, Baratieri mobilized his native

reserves and pushed forward columns under Major Toselli and
General Arimondi as far south as Amba Alagi. Mangashk fell

back before the Italians, who obtained several minor successes

;

but on the 6th of December Toselli’s column, 2000 strong, which
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through a misunderstanding continued to hold Amba Akgi^ was
almost annihilated by the Abyssinian vanguard of 40^000 men.

Toselli and all but three officers and 300 men fell at their posts

after a desperate resistance, Arimondi, collecting the survivors

of the Toselli column, retreated to Makall^ and Adigrat. At
Makalk, however, he left a small garrison in the fort, which on

the 7th of January 1896 was invested by the Abyssinian army.

Repeated attempts to capture the fort having failed, Menclek

and Makonnen opened negotiations with Baratieri for its capitula-

tion, and on the 21st of January the garrison, under Major

Galliano, who had heroically defended the position, were per-

mitted to march out with the honours of war. Meanwhile

Baratieri received reinforcements from Italy, but remained

undecided as to the best plan of campaign. Thus a month was

lust, during which the Abyssinian army advanced to Hausen,

a position slightly south of Adowa. The Italian commander
attempted to treat with Menelek, but his negotiations merely

enabled the Italian envoy. Major Salsa, to ascertain that the

Abyssinians were nearly 100,000 strong, mostly armed with

rifles and well supplied with artillery. The Italians, including

camp-followers, numbered less than 25,000 men, a force too

small for effective action, but too large to be easily provisioned

at 200 m. from its base, in a roadless, mountainous country,

almost devoid of water. For a moment Baratieri thought of

retreat, especially as the hope of creating a diversion from Zaila

towards Harrar had failed in consequence of the British refusal

to permit the landing of an Italian force without the consent

of France. The defection of a number of native allies (who,

however, were attacked and defeated by Colonel Stevani on

the 18th of February) rendered the Italian position still more
precarious ; but Baratieri, unable to make up his mind, continued

to manoeuvre in the hope of drawing an Abyssinian attack.

These futile tactics exasperated the home government, which

on the 22nd of February despatched General Baldissera, with

strong reinforcements, to supersede Baratieri. On the 25th of

February Crispi telegraphed to Baratieri, denouncing his opera-

tions as ‘‘military phthisis,” and urging him to decide upon

some strategic plan, Baratieri, anxious probably to obtain

some success before the arrival of Baldissera, and alarmed by

the rapid diminution of his stores, which precluded further

immobility, called a council of war (29th of February) and

obtained the approval of the divisional commanders for a plan

of attack. During the night the army advanced towards

Adowa in three divisions, under Generals Dabormida, Arimondi

aiuL IHbertone, each division being between 4000 and 5000^ strong, and a brigade 5300 strong under General

Adtoila.
Ellena remaining in reserve. All the divisions,

save that of Albertone, consisted chiefly of Italian

troops. During the march Albertone’s native division mistook

the road, and found itself obliged to delay the Arimondi column

by retracing its steps. Marching rapidly, however, Albertone

outdistanced the other columns, but, in consequence of allowing

his men an hour^s rest, arrived upon the scene of action when
the Abyssinians, whom it had been hoped to surprise at dawn,

were ready to receive the attack. Pressed by overwhelming

forces, the Italians, after a violent combat, began to give way.

The Dabormida division, unsupported by Albertone, found

itself likewise engaged in a separate combat against superior

numbers. Similarly tlie Arimondi brigade was attacked by

30,000 Shoans, and encumbered by the debris of Albertone’s

troops. Baratieri vainly attempted to push forward the reserve,

but the Italians were already overwhelmed, and the battle—or

rather, series of distinct engagements—ended in a general rout.

The Italian loss is estimated to have been more than 6coo,

of whom 3125 were whites. Between 3000 and 4000 prisoners

were taken by the Abyssinians, including General Albertone,

while Generals Arimondi and Dat^rmida were killed and General

Ellena wounded. The Abyssinians lost more than 5000 killed

and 8000 wounded. Baratieri, after a futile attempt to direct

t^e retreat, fled in haste and reached Adi-Caj^ before the debris

of his army. Thence he despatched telegrams to Italy throwing

blame for the defeat upon his troops, a proceeding which 5ul>

sequent evidence proved to be as unjustifiable as it was unsoMkr-
like. Placed under court-martial for his conduct, Baratieri

was acquitted of the charge of having been led to give battle

by other than military considerations, but tlie sentence “ deplored

that in such difficult circumstances the command should have
been given to a general so inferior to the exigencies of the

situation.”

In Italy the news of the defeat of Adowa caused deep dis-

couragement and dismay. On the 5th of March the Crispi

cabinet resigned before an outburst of indignation which the

Opposition had assiduously fomented, and five days later a new
cabinet was formed by General Ricotti-Magnani, who, however,

made over the premiership to the marquis di Rudini. The latter,

though leader of the Right, had long been intriguing with

Cavallotti, leader of the Extreme Left, to overthrow Crispi, but

without the disaster of Adowa his plan would scarcely have
succeeded. The first act of the new cabinet was to confirm

instructions given by its predecessor to General Baldissera (who
had succeeded General Baratieri on the and of March) to treat

for peace with Menelek if he thought desirable. Baldissera

opened negotiations with the negus through Major Salsa, and
simultaneously reorganized the Italian army. The negotiations

having failed, he marched to relieve the beleaguered garrison

of Adigrat; but Menelek, discouraged by the heavy losses at

Adowa, broke up his camp and returned southwards

to Shoa. At the same time Baldissera detached

Colonel Stevani with four native battalions to relieve

Kassala, then hard pressed by the Mahdists. Kassala

was relieved on the ist of April, and Stevani a few days later

severely defeated the deivishes at Jebel Mokram and Tucrufi.

Returning from Kassala Colonel Stevani rejoined Baldissera,

who on the 4th of May relieved Adigrat after a well-executed

march. By adroit negotiations with Mangasha the Italian

general obtained the release of all the Italian prisoners in Tigr6,

and towards the end of May withdrew his whole force north of

the March. Major Nerazzini was then despatched as special

envoy to the negus to arrange terms of peace. On the 26th of

October Nerazzini succeeded in concluding, at Adis Ababa,

a provisional treaty annulling the treaty of Uccialli
;
recognizing

the absolute independence of Ethiopia
;
postponing for one year

the definitive delimitation of the Italo-Abyssinian boundary,

but allowing the Italians meanwhile to hold the strong Mareb-

Belesa-Muna line
;
and arranging for the release of the Italian

prisoners after ratification of the treaty in exchange for an
indemnity of which the amount was to be fixed by the Italian

government. The treaty having been duly ratified, and an
indemnity of £400,000 paid to Menelek, the Shoan prisoners were

released, and Major Nerazzini once more returned to Abyssinia

with instructions to secure, if possible, Menelek^s assent to the

definitive retention of the Mareb-Belcsa-Muna line by Italy.

Before Nerazzini could reach Adis Ababa, Rudini, in order

partially to satisfy the demands of his Radical supporters for

the abandonment of the colony, announced in the Chamber the

intention of Italy to limit her occupation to the triangular zone

between the points Asmara, Keren and Massawa, and, possibly,

to withdraw to Massawa alone. This declaration, of which

Menelek was swiftly apprised by French agents, rendered it

impossible for Nerazzini to obtain more than a boundary leaving

to Italy but a small portion of the high plateau and ceding to

Abyssinia the fertile provinces of Serad and Okuli^Kusoi, The
fall of the Rudini cabinet in June 1898, however, enabled

Signor Ferdinando Martini and Captain Cicco di Cola, who had
been appointed respectively civil governor of Eritrea and minister

resident at Adis Ababa, to prevent the cession of Sera^ and Okuld-

Kusai, and to secure the assent of Menelek to Italian retention

of the Mareb-Belesa-Muna frontier. Eritrea has now approxi-

mately the same extent as before the revolt of Bath^Agos,

except in regard (x) to Kassala, which was transferred to the

Anglo-Egyptian authorities on the 25th of December 1897, in

pursuance of the above-mentkmed Anglo-Italian convention;

and (a) to slight rectifications of its northern and eastern bound-

aries by conventions concluded between the Eritrean and the
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Anglo-Eg^ti&n authoritiou Under Signor Ferdinando Martini’s

able administration (1898-1906) the cost of the coiony to Italy

was reduced and its trade axid agriculture have vastly improvecL

While marked in regard to Eritrea by vacilktioii and unr

dignified readmess to yield to Radical clamour^ the policy of

the marquis di Rudini was in other respects chiefly characterized

by a desire to demolish Crispi and his supporters. Actuated by

rancour against Crispi, he, on the 29th of April 1896, authorized

the publication of a Green Book on Abyssinian aflairs, in which,

without the consent of Great Britain, the confidential Anglo-

Italian negotiations in regard to the Abyssinian war were

disclosed. This publication, which amounted to a gross breach

of diplomatic confidence, might have endangered the cordiality of

Anglo-Italian relations, had not the esteem of the British

government for General Ferrero, Italian ambassador in London,

induced it to overlook the incident. Fortunately for Italy,

the marquis Visconti Venosta shortly afterwards consented

to assume the portfolio of foreign affairs, which had been resigned

by Duke Caetani di Sermoneta, and again to place, after an

interval of twenty years, his unrivalled experience at the service

of his country. In September 1896 he succeeded in concluding

with France a treaty with regard to Tunisia in place of the old

Italo-Tunisian treaty, denounced by the French Government a

5^ear previously. During the Grcco-Turkish War of 1897 Visconti-

Venosta laboured to maintain the European concert, joined

Great Britain in preserving Greece from the worst consequences

of her folly, and lent moral and material aid in establishing an

autonomous government in Crete. At the same time he mitigated

the Francophil tendencies of some of his colleagues, accompanied

King Humbert and Queen Margherita on their visit to Homburg
in September 1897, and, by loyal observance of the spirit of the

triple alliance, retained for Italy the confidence of her allies

without forfeiting the goodwill of France.

The home administration of the Rudini cabinet compared
unfavourably with that of foreign affairs. Bound by a secret

understanding with the Radical leader Cavallotti, an able but

unscrupulous demagogue, Rudini was compelled to bow to

Radical exigencies. He threw all the influence of the government

against Crispi, who was charged with complicity in embezzlements

perpetrated by Favilla, managing director of the Bologna

branch of the Bank of Naples. After being subjected to persecu-

tion for nearly two years, Crispi ’s character was substantially

vindicated by the report of a parliamentary commission ap-

pointed to inquire into his relations with Favilla. True, the

commission proposed and the Chamber adopted a vote of censure

upon Crispi’s conduct in 1894, when, as premier and minister

of the interior, he had borrowed £12,000 from Favilla to replenish

the secret service fund, and had subs^uently repaid the money
as instalments for secret service were in due course furnished by

the treasury. Though irregular, his action was to some extent

justified by the depletion of the secret service fund under Giolitti

and by the abnormal circumstances prevailing in 1893-1^4,
when he had been obliged to quell the insurrections in Sicily

and Massa-Carrara. But the Rudini-Cavallotti alliance was

destined to produce other results than those of the campaign

against Crispi. Pressed by Cavallotti, Rudini in March 1897

dissolved the Chamber and conducted the general election in

such a way as to crush by government pressure the partisans of

Crispi, and greatly to strengthen the (Socialist, RcpuWican and

Radical) revolutionary j>arties. More than ever at the mercy

of the Radicals and of their revolutionary allies, Rudmi continued

so to administer public affairs that subversive propaganda

and associations obtained unprecedented extension. TIm effect

was seen in May 1898, when, in consequence of a rise in the

price of bread, disturbances occurred in southern Italy. The

com duty was reduced to meet thoemergency, but the disturbed

area extended to Naples, Foggia, Bari, Minervino-
9i

Molfetta and thence along the line of railway

tm, . which skirts the Adriatic coast. At Faenza, Piacenza,

Cremona, Pavia and Milan, where subversive associa-

rions were stronger, it assumed the complexion of a politioal revolt.

From the 7th to the 9th of May Milan remained practically in

the hands of tha mob* A palace waa sacked^ barricades were

erected and kat forty-e^ hours the troops under General

BavarBeccarts^ notwithstanding the employmnt of nxXSkry^

were unable to restore order. In view of these oceuircnceB^

Rudini authorized the prodamation of a state of siege al Milan,

Floroioe, Leghorn and Naples^ delegating the suppression of

disorder to special military commissioners. By these meap
order was restored, though not without considerable loss of life

at Milan and dsewhere. At Milan alone the ofheial returns

confessed to eighty killed and several hundred wounded, a total

generally consider^ below the real figures. As in 1894^ ^esa-
ively severe sentences were passed by dte military ^bunals
upon revolutiona^ leaders and other persons considered to have

been implicated in the outbreak, but successive royal amntftie&

obliterated these condemnations within three years.

No Italian administration since the death of Depretis undeiv

went so many metamorphoses as that of the marquis di Rudini.

Modified a first time within five months of its format

tion (July 1896) in connexion with General Ricotti’s
JJlifoli*

Army Reform Bill, and again in December 1897, ttntfitioM.

when Zanardelli entered the cabinet, it was recon-

structed for a third time at the end of May 1898 upon the

question of a Public Safety Bill, but fell for the fourth and last

time on the i8th of June 1898, on account of public indignation

at the results of Rudini’s home policy as exemplified in the May
riots. On the 29th of June Rudini was succeeded in the premier-

ship by General Luigi Pelloux, a Savoyard, whose only title to

office was the confidence of the king. The Pelloux cabinet

possessed no clear programme except in regard to the Public

Safety Bill, which it had taken over from its predecessor. Pre-

sented to parliament in November 189S, the bill was read a

second time in the following spring, but its third reading was
violently obstructed by the ^cialists, Radicals and Republicans

of the Extreme Left. Aiter a series of scenes and scuffles the

bill was promulgated by royal decree, the decree being post-

dated to allow time for the third reading. Again obstruction

precluded debate, and on the 22nd of July 1899 the decree

automatically acquired force of law, pending the adoption, of

a bill of indemnity by the Chamber. In February 1900 it was,

however, quashed by the supreme court on a point of procedure,

and the Public Safety Bill as a whole had again to be presented

to the Chamber. In view of the violence of Extremist obstruc-

tion, an effort was made to reform the standing orders of the

Lower House, but parliamentary feeling ran so high that General

Pelloux thoi^ht it expedient to appeal to the country. The
general election of June 1900 not Wy failed to reinforce the

cabinet, but largely increased the strength of the extreme

parties (Radicals, Republicans and Socialists), who in the new
Chamber numbered nearly 100 out of a total of 508, General

Pelloux therefore resigned, and on the 24th of June a moderate

Liberal cabinet was formed by the aged Signor Soracco, president

of the senate. Within five weeks of its formation King Humbert
was shot by an anarchist assassin named Bresci while living
an athletic festival at Monza, where Ills Majesty had distributed

the prizes (29th July 1900). The death of the unfortunate

monarch, against whom an attempt had previously

been made by the anarchist Acciarito (22Qd AprU

1897), caused an outburst of profound sorrow Md
indignation. Thou^ not a great monarch. King

Humbert had, by his unfailing generosity and pecsond oouiage,

won the esteem and affection of his people. During the diolena

epidemic at Naples and Busca in 1884, and the Ischia eorthr

quake of 1885, he, regardless of danger, brought relief and en-

couragement to sufferers, and rescu^ many lives. More than

£100,000 of his civil list was annually devot^ to charitable pur-,

poses. Humbert was succeeded by his only son, Victor

Emmanuel III. (b. November ii, 1869), a liberal-

minded and well-^ucated prince, who at the time of vMtr
his father’s assassmation was retunung from a cruise

in the eastern Mediterranean. The remains of King
Humbert were laid to rest in the Pantheon at Rome beside

those of his father, Victor Emmanuel 11 . (gth August^K Two
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days later Victor Emmanuel III. swore fidelity to the con-
stitution before the assembled Houses of Parliament and in

the presence of his consort^ Elena of Montenegro^ whom he had
married in October 1896.

The lato course of Italian foreign policy was marked by
many vicissitudes. Admiral Canevaro, who had gained distinc-

p ^
tion as commander of the international forces in

MUn! (1896-1898), assumed the direction of foreign

affairs in the first period of the Pelloux administration.

His diplomacy, though energetic, lacked steadiness. Soon after

taking office he completed the negotiations begun by the Rudini
administration for a new commercial treaty with France (October

1898), whereby Franco-Italian commercial relations were placed
upon a normal footing after a breach which had lasted for more
than ten years. By the despatch of a squadron to South
America he obtained satisfaction for injuries inflicted thirteen

years previously upon an Italian subject by the United States
of Colombia. In December 1898 he convoked a diplomatic

conference in Rome to discuss secret means for the repression

of anarchist propaganda and crime in view of the assassination

of the empress of Austria by an Italian anarchist (Luccheni),

but it is doubtful whether results of practical value were achieved.

The action of the tsar of Russia in convening the Peace Conference
at The Hague in May iqoo gave rise to a question as to the right

of the Vatican to be officially represented, and Admiral Canevaro,
supported by Great Britain and Germany, succeeded in prevent-

ing the invitation of a papal delegate. Shortly afterwards his

term of office was brought to a close by the failure of an attempt
to secure for Italy a coaling station at Sanmen and a sphere

of influence in China
;
but his policy of active participation in

Chinese affairs was continued in a modified form by his successor,

the Marquis Visconti Venosta, who, entering the reconstructed

Pelloux cabinet in May 1899, retained the portfolio of foreign

affairs in the ensuing Saracco administration, and secured the

despatch of an Italian expedition, 2000 strong, to aid in repress-

ing the Chinese outbreak and in protecting Italian interests

in the Far East (July 1900). With characteristic foresight,

Visconti Venosta promoted an exchange of views between Italy

and France in regard to the Tripolitan hinterland, which the

Anglo-French convention of 1899 had placed within the French
sphere of influence—a modification of the status quo ante con-

sidered highly detrimental to Italian aspirations in Tripoli.

For this reason the Anglo-French convention had caused pro-

found irritation in Italy, and had tended somewhat to diminish

the Qp|;diality of Anglo-Italian relations. Visconti Venosta
is lUlieyed, however, to have obtained from France a formal
declaration that France would not transgress the limits assigned

to her influence by the convention. Similarly, in regard to

Albania, Visconti Venosta exchanged notes with Austria with
a view to the prevention of any misunderstanding through the

conflict between Italian and Austrian interests in that part of

the Adriatic coast. Upon the fall of the Saracco cabinet (9th

February 1901) Visconti Venosta was succeeded at the foreign

office by Signor Prinetti, a Lombard manufacturer of strong
temperament, but without previous diplomatic experience.

The new minister continued in most respects the policy of his

predecessor. The outset of his administration was marked
by Franco-Italian fetes at Toulon (loth to 14th April 1901),
when the Italian fleet returned a visit paid by the French
Mediterranean squadron to Cagliari in April 1899 > by the
despatch of three Italian warships to Prevesa to obtain satis-

faction for damage done to Italian subjects by Turkish officials.

The Saracco administration, formed after the obstructionist

crisis of iSqq-iqoo as a cabinet of transition and pacification, was

ZMmar- overthrown in February 1901 in consequence of its

vacillating conduct towards a dock strike at Genoa.
atonui It was succeeded by a 2^ardelli cabinet, in which the
Cabimet.

portfolio of the interior was allotted to Giolitti. Com-
posed mainly of elements drawn from the Left, and dependent
for a majority upon the support of the subversive groups of the
Extreme Left, the formation of this cabinet gave the signal for a
vast working-class movement, during which the Socialist party

[1902-1909

sought to extend its political influence by means of strikes and
the organization of labour leagues among agricultural labourers

and artisans. The movement was con£ied chiefly to the

northern and central provinces. During the first six months of

X901 the strikes numbered 600, and involved more than 1,000,000

workmen. (H. W. S.)

G. 1902-1909

In 1901-1902 the social economic condition of Italy was a
matter of grave concern. The strikes and other economic agita-

tions at this time may be divided roughly into three
,

groups : strikes in industrial centres for higher wages, tnubiM.
shorter hours and better labour conditions generally

;

strikes of agricultural labourers in northern Italy for better con-

tracts with the landlords ; disturbances among the south Italian

peasantry due to low wages, unemployment (particularly in

Apulia), and the claims of the labourers to public land occupied

illegally by the landlords, combined with local feuds and the

struggle for power of the various influential families. The
prime cause in most cases was the unsatisfactory economic

condition of the working classes, which they realized all the more
vividly for the \'ery improvements that had been made in it,

while education and better communications enabled them to

organize themselves, l^nfortunalely these genuine grievances

were taken advantage of by the Socialists for their own purposes,

and strikes and disorders were sometimes promoted without

cause and conciliation impeded by outsiders who acted from

motives of personal ambition or profit. Moreover, while many
strikes were quite orderly, the turbulent chaiacter of a part of

the Italian people and their hatred of authority often converted

peaceful demands for better conditions into dangerous riots, in

which the dregs of the urban population (known as ieppisti or the

mala vita) joined.

Whereas in the past the strikes had been purely local and due
to local conditions, they now appeared of more general and
political character, and the “ sympathy strike came to tn' a

frequent and undesirable addition to the ordinary economic

agitation. The most serious movement at this time was that of

the railway servants. The agitation had begun some fifteen

years before, and the men had at various times demanded better

pay and shorter hours, often with success. Ihe next demand
was for greater fixity of tenure and more regular promotion, as

well as for the recognition by the companies of the railwaymen's
union. On the 4th of January 1902, the employees of the

Mediterranean railway advanced these demands at a meeting at

Turin, and threatened to strike if they were not satisfied. By the

beginning of February the agitation had spread all over Italy, and
the government was faced by the possibility of a strike which

would paralyse the whole economic life of the country. Then the

Turin gas men struck, and a general “ sympathy ” strike broke

out in that city in consequence, which resulted in scenes of

violence lasting two days. The government called out all the

railwaymen who were army reservists, but continued to keep

them at their railway work, exercising military discipline over

them and thus ensuring the continuance of the service. At the

same time it mediated between the companies and the employees,

and in June a settlement was formally concluded between the

ministers of public works and of the treasury and the directors of

the companies concerning the grievances of the employees.

One consequence of the agrarian agitations was the increased

use of machinery and the reduction in the number of hands

employed, which if it proved advantageous to the landlord and to

the few labourers retained, who received higher wages, resulted

in an increase of unemployment. The Socialist party, which had
grown powerful under a series of weak-kneed administrations,

now began to show signs of division
;
on the one hand there was

the revolutionary wing, led by Signor Enrico Ferri, the Mantuan
deputy, which advocated a policy of uncompromising class

warfare, and on the other the riformisU, or moderate Socialists,

led by Signor Filippo Turati, deputy for Milan, who adopted a
more conciliatory attitude and were ready to ally themselves with

other parliamentary parties. Later the division took another
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aspect, the extreme wing being constituted by the sindacaUsH,who
were opposed to all legislative parliamentary action and favour^
only direct revolutionary propaganda by means of the sindacaU or
unions which organized strikes and demonstrations. In March
1902 agrarian strikes organi^d by the leghe broke out in the
district of Copparo and Polesine (lower valley of the Po), owing
to a dispute about the labour contracts, and in Apulia on account
of unemployment. In August there were strikes among the dock
labourers of Genoa and the iron workers of Florence

; the latter

agitation developed into a general strike in that city, which
aroused widespread indignation among the orderly part of the
population and ended without any definite result. At Como
15,000 textile workers remained on strike for nearly a month, but
there were no disorders.

The year 1903, although not free from strikes and minor
disturb^ces, was quieter, but in September 1904 a very serious

a rmi
brought about by a general economic

aiSlm ot
political agitation. The troubles began with the

! 904, disturbances at Buggeru in Sardinia and Castelluzzo in

Sicily, in both of which places the troops were compelled
to use their arms and several persons were killed and wounded

;

at a demonstration at Sestri Ponente in Liguria to protest
against what was called the Buggeru “ massacre,” four cara-
bineers and eleven rioters were injured. The Monza labour
exchange then took the initiative of proclaiming a general strike

throughout Italy (September 15th) as a protest against the
government for daring to maintain order. The strike spread to
nearly all the industrial centres, although in many places it was
limited to a few trades. At Milan it was more serious and lasted

longer than elsewhere, as the movement was controlled by the
anarchists under Arturo Labriola; the hooligans committed
many acts of save^e violence, especially against those workmen
who refused to strike, and much property was wilfully destroyed.
At Genoa, which was in the hands of the teppisti for a couple of

days, three persons were killed and 50 wounded, including 14
policemen, and railway communications were interrupted for a
short time. Venice was cut off from the mainland for two days
and all the public services were suspended. Riots broke out also

in Naples, Florence, Rome and Bologna. The deputies of the
Extreme Left, instead of using their influence in favour of

pacification, could think of nothing better than to demand an
immediate convocation of parliament in order that they might
present a bill forbidding the troops and police to use their arms in

all conflicts between capital and labour, whatever the provocation
might be. This preposterous proposal was of course not even
discussed, and the movement caused a strong feeling of reaction
against Socialism and of hostility to the government for its

weakness ; for, however much sympathy there might be with the
genuine grievances of the working classes, the September strikes

were of a frankly revolutionary character and had been fomented
by professional agitators and kept going by the dregs of the

people. The mayor of Venice sent a firm and dignified protest to

the government for its inaction, and the people of Liguria raised

a large subscription in favour of the troops, in recognition of

their gallantry and admirable discipline during the troubles.

Early in 1905 there was a fresh agitation among the railway

servants, who were dissatisfied with the clauses concerning

the personnel in the bill for the purchase of the lines

tHos. state. They initiated a system of obstruction

which hampered and delayed the traffic without alto-

gether suspending it. On the 17th of April a general railway

strike was ordered by the union, but owing to the action of the

authorities, who for once showed energy, the traffic was carried

on. Other disturbances of a serious character occurred among
the steelworkers of Terni, at Grammichele in Sicily and at

Alessandria. The extreme parties now began to direct especial

attention to propaganda in the army, with a view to destroying

its cohesion and thus paralysing the action of the government.

The campaign was conducted on the lines of the anti-militarist

movement in France identified with the name of Herv4. Fortu-

nately, however, this policy was not successful, as military service

is less unpopular in Itdy than in many other countries
;
aggressive
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mihtarism is quite unknown; and without it anti-militarism can
gain no foothold. No serious mutinies have ever occurred in

the Italian army, and the only results of the propaganda were
occasional meetings of hooligans, where Herv6ist sentiments
were expressed and applauded, and a few minor disturbuices
among reservists unexpectedly called back to the colouxs.

In ^e army i^lf the esprit de eorps and the sense of duty and
discipline nullified the work of the propagandists.

In June and July 1907 there were again disturbances among
the agricultural labourers of Ferrara and Rovigo, and a wide-
spread strike organized by the leghe throughout those
provinces caused very serious losses to all concerned, f
The leghistiy moreover, were guilty of much criminal
violence

;
they committed one murder and estabhshed a veritable

reign of terror, boycotting, beating and wounding numbers of

peaceful labourers who would not join the unions, and brutally

maltreating solitary policemen and soldiers. The authorities,

however, by arresting a number of the more prominent leaders
succeeded in restoring order. Almost immediately afterwards an
agitation of a still less defensible character broke out in various
towns under the guise of anti-clericalism. Certain scandals
had come to light in a small convent school at Greco near Milan.
This was seized upon as a pretext for violent anti-clerical demon-
strations all over Italy and for brutal and unprovoked attacks
on unoffending priests ; at Spezia a church was set on fire and
another dismantled, at Marino Cardinal Merry del Val was
attacked by a gang of hooligans, and at Rome the violence of
the teppisti reached such a pitch as to provoke reaction on the
part of all respectable people, and some of the aggressors were
very roughly handled. The Socialists and the Freemasons were
largely responsible for the agitation, and they filled tiie country
with stories of other priestly and conventual immoralities,

nearly all of which, except the original case at Greco, proved to
be^ without foundation. In September 1907 disorders in

Apulia over the repartition of communal lands broke out anew,
and were particularly serious at Ruvo, Bari, Cerignola and
Satriano del Colle. In some cases there was foundation for the
labourers’ claims, but unfortunately the movement got into the
hands of professional agitators and common swindlers, and
the leader, a certain Giampetruzzi, who at one time seemed to

be a worthy colleague of Marcelin Albert, was afterwards tried

and condemned for having cheated his own followers.

In October 1907 there was again a general strike at Milan,
which was rendered more serious on account of the action of

the railway servants, and extended to other cities; traffic

was disorganized over a large part* of northern Italy, until the
government, being now owner of the railways, dismissed the
ringleaders from the service. This had the desired effect, and
although the Sindacaio dei ferrovieri (railway servants’ union)
threatened a general railway strike if the dismissed men were
not reinstated, there was no further trouble. In the spring of

1908 there were agrarian strikes at Parma
;
the labour contracts

had pressed hardly on the peasantry,whohad cause for complaint

;

but while some improvement had been effected in the new
contracts, certain unscrupulous demagogues, of whom Alceste
De Ambris, representing the “syndacalist ” wing of the Socialist

party, was the chief, organized a widespread a^tation. The
landlords on their part organized an agrarian union to defend
their interests and enrolled numbers of non-union labourers to

carry on the necessary work and save the crops. Conflicts

occurred between the strikers and the independent labourers

and the police ; the trouble spread to the city of Parma, where
violent scenes occurred when the labour exchange was occupied
by the troops, and many soldiers and policemen, whose behaviour
as usual was exemplary throughout, were seriously wounded.
The agitation ceased in June with the defeat of the strikers,

but not until a vast amount of damage had been done to the
crops and all had suffered heavy losses, including the government,
whose expenses for the maintenance of public order ran into tens
of millions of lire. The failure of the strike caused the So^ists
to quarrel among themselves and to accuse each other of dis-

honesty in the management of party funds
; it appeared in fact

ITALY
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that the large sums collected thoughout Italy on behalf of the

strikers had been squandered or appropriated by the “ synda-
calist ’’ Leaders. The spirit of indiscipline had begun to reach

the lower classes of state employees^ especially the school teachers

and the postal and telegraph clcrlu^ and at one time it seemed
as though the country were about to face a situation similar to

that which arose in Prance in the spring of 1909. Fortunately^

however, the government, by dismissing the ringleader, Dr
Campanozzi, in time nipped the agitation in the bud, and it

did attempt to redress some of the genuine grievances. Public

opinion upheld the government in its attitude, for all persons

of common sense realized that the suspension of the public

services could not be permitted for a moment in a civilized

country.

In parliamentary politics the most notable event in 1902

was the presentation of a divorce bill by Signor Zanardelli’s

government
; this was done not because there was any

^potHuGM,
demand for it, but to please the doctrinaire

*

anti-clericals and freemasons, divorce being regarded
not as a social institution but as a weapon against

Catholicism. But while the majority of the deputies were
nominally in favour of the bill, the parliamentary committee
reported against it, and public opinion was so hostile that an
anti-divorce petition received 3,500,000 signatures, including

not only those of professing Catholics, but of free-thinkers and
Jews, who regarded divorce as unsuitable to Italian conditions.

The opposition outside parliament was in fact so overwhelming
that the ministry decided to drop the bill. The financial situa-

tion continued satisfactory
; a new loan at 3^ % was voted by

the Chamber in April 1902, and by June the whole of it had been
placed in Italy. In October the rate of exchange was at par,

the premium on gold had disappeared, and by the end of the

year the budget showed a surplus of sixteen millions.

In January 1903 Signor Prinetti, the minister for foreign

affairs, resigned on account of ill-health, and was succeeded bv

t903~
Admiral Morin, while Admiral Bettolo took the latter's

ms' minister of marine. The unpopularity of

the ministry forced Signor Giolitti, the minister of the

interior, to resign (June 1903), and he was followed by Admiral
Bettolo, whose administration had been violently attacked by
the Socialists

; in October Signor Zanardelli, the premier,

resigned on account of his health, and the king entrusted the

formation of the cabinet to Signor Giolitti. The latter accepted
the task, and the new administration included Signor Tittoni,

late pr.^ect of Naples, as foreign minister, Signor Luigi Luzzatti,

thqmmment financier, at the treasury, General Pedotti at the
war office, and Admiral Mirabello as minister of marine. Almost
immediately after his appointment Signor Tittoni accompanied
the king and queen of Italy on a state visit to France and then
to England, where various international questions were discussed,

and the cordial reception which the royal pair met with in London
and at Windsor served to dispel the small cloud which had arisen

in the relations of the two countries on account of the Tripoli

agreements and the language question in Malta. The premier’s

programme was not well received by the Chamber, although
the treasury minister’s financial statement was again satisfactory.

The weakness of the government in dealing with the strike riots

caused a feeling of profound dissatisfaction, and the so-called

experiment of liberty,” conducted with the object of conciliat-

ing the extreme parties, proved a dismal failure. In October

1904, after the S^ember strikes, the Chamber was dissolved,

and at the general elections in November a ministerial majority
was returned, while the deputies of the Extreme Left (Socialists,

Republicans and Radicals) were reduced from 107 to 94, and
a few mild clericals elected. The municipal elections in severaJ

of the larger cities, w^oh had hitherto been regarded as strong-

holds of socialism, marked an overwhelming triumph for the

constitutional parties, notably in Milaai^ Turin and Grenoa, for

the strikes had wrought as much harm to the working classes

as to the bourgeoisie. In spite of its majority the Giolitti

cabinet, realizing that it had lost its hold over the country,
resigned in Mardi 1905^

Signor Fortis then became premier and minister of the interior,

Sigimr Maiorano finance minister and Signor Carcano treasury

minister, while Signor Tittoni, Admird Mirabello

and General Pedotti retained the portfolios they Imd
held in the previous administration. The new govern-

ment was colourless in the extreme, and the premier’s programme
aroused no enthusiasm in the House, the mast important bill

presented being that for the purchase of the railways, which was
voted in June 1905. But the ministry never had any real hold

over the countiy or parliament, and tlie dissatisfaction caused

by the modus vivondi with Spain, which would have wrought

much injury to the Italian wine-growers, led to demonstrations

and riots, and a hostile vote in the Chamber produced a cabinet

crisis (December 17, 1905) ;
Signor Fortis, however, reconstructed

the ministry, inducing the marquis di San Giuliano to accept the

portfolio of foreign affairs. This last fact was significant, as

the new foreign secretary, a Sicilian deputy and a specialist on

international politics, had hitherto been one of Signor Sorniino’s

staunchest adherents; his defection, which was but one of many,
showed that the more prominent members of the Sonnino party

were tired of waiting m vain for their chief’s access to power.

Even this cabinet was still-born, and a hostile vote in the Chamber
on the 30th of January 1^6 brought about its fall.

Now at last, after waiting so long, Signor Sonnino’s hour had
struck, and he became premier for the first time. This result

was most satisfactory to all the best elements in the

country, and great hopes were entertained that the

advent of a rigid and honest statesman would usher

in a new era of Italian parliamentary life. Unfortunately at

the very outset of its career the composition of the new cabinet

proved disappointing; for while such men as Count Guicciardini,

the minister for foreign affairs, and Signor Luzzatti at the

treasury commanded general approval, the choice of Signor

Sacchi as minister of justice and of Signor Pantano as minister

of agriculture and trade, both of tliem advanced and militant

Radicals, savoured of an unholy compact between the premier

and his erstwhile bitter enemies, which boded ill for the success

of the administration. For this unfortunate combination Signor

Sonnino himself was nut altogether to blame ;
having lost many

of his most faithful followers, who, weary of waiting for office,

had gone over to the enemy, he had been forced to seek support

among men who had professed hostility to the existing order of

things and thus to secure at least the neutrality of the Extreme

Left and make the public realize that the “ reddest ” of

Socialists, Radicals and Republicans may be tamed and rendered

harmless by the offer of cabinet appointments. A similar

experiment had been tried in France not without success.

Unfortunately in the ca.se of Signor Sonnino public opinion

expected too much and did not take to the idea of such a com-

promise. The new premier’s first act was one which cannot be

sufficiently praised : he suppressed all subsidies to journalists,

and although this resulted in bitter attacks against him in the

columns of the reptile press ” it commanded the approval of

all right-thinking men. Signor Sonnino realized, however, that

his majority was not to be counted on :
“ The country is with

me,” he said to a friend, “ but the Chamber is against me.”

In April 1906 an eruption Mount Etna caused the destruction

of several villages and much loss of life and damage to property

;

in appointing a committee to distribute the relief funds the premier

refused to include any of the deputies of the devastated districts

among its members, and when asked by them for the reason of

this omission, he replied, with a frankness more characteristic

of the man than politic, that he knew they would prove more

solicitous in the distribution of relief for their own electors than

for the real sufferers. A motion presented by the Socialists in

the Chamber for the immediate discussion of a bill to prevent
“ the massacres of the proletariate ” having been rejected by

an enormous majority,, tlie 18 Socialist deputies resigned their

seats ; on presenting themselves for re-election their number

was reduced to 25. A few days later the ministry, having received

an adv«:3e vote on a question of procedure, sent in its resignation

(May l^),
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The fall of Signor Sodonino^ the disappointment caused by the

non^fuifilxnent of the expectations to which bis advent to power
had given rise throughout Italy and the dearth of in^entiai
statesmen, made the return to powered Signor Gdolitti inevitable.

An appeal to the country might have brought about a difierent

result, but it is said that opposition from the highest quarters

rendered this course practically impossible. The change of

government brought Signor Tittoni back to the foreign ofhee

;

Signor Maiorano became treasury minister, General Vigan6
minister of war, Signor Cocco Ortu, whose chief claim to con-

sideration was the fact of his being a Sardinian (the island had
rarely been represented in the cabinet) minister of agriculture,

Signor Gianturco of justice, Signor Massimini of finance. Signor
Schanzer of posts and tel^raphs and Signor Fusipato of educa-
tion. The new ministry began auspiciously with the conversion

of the public debt from 4% to 3J %, to ^ eventually reduced
to 3i %: This operation had been prepared by Signor Lu2a5atti

under Signor Sonnino’s leadership, and although carried out by
Signor Maiorano it was Luzzatti who deservedly reaped the
honour and glory

;
the bill was presented, discussed and voted

by both Houses on the 29th of June, and by the 7th of July the
conversion was completed most successfully, showing on how
sound a basis Italian finance was now placed. The surplus for

the year amounted to 65,000,000 lire. In November Signor
Gianturco died, and Signor Pietro Bertolini took his place as

minister of public works
;
the latter proved perhaps the ablest

member of the cabinet, but the acceptance of office under Giolitti

of a man who had been one of the most trusted and valuable

lieutenants of Signor Sonnino marked a furtlier step in the
degringolade of that statesman’s party, and was attributed to

the fact that Signor Bertolini resented not having had a place

in the late Sonnino ministry. General Vigan(') was succeeded
in December by Senator Casana, the first civilian to become
minister of war in Italjr. He made various reforms which were
badly wanted in army administration, but on the whole the

experiment of a civilian “ War Lord ” was not a complete
success, and in April 1909 Senator Casana retired and was suc-

ceeded by General Spingardi, an appointment which received

general approval.

The elections of March 1909 returned a chamber very slightly

different from its predecessor. The ministerial majority was
over three hundred, and although the Extreme Left was some-
what increased in numbers it was weakened in tone, and many
of the newly elected “ reds ” were hardly more than pale pink.

Meanwhile, the relations between Church and State began to

show signs of change. The chief supporters of the claims of the

Church
temporal power were the clericals of France

MttS’stmte*
Austria, but in the former country they had lost

*
all influence, and the situation between the Qiurch and

the government was becoming every day more strained.

With the rebellion of her “ Eldest Daughter,’^ the Roman
Church could not continue in her old attitude of uncompromising
hostility towards United Italy, and the Vatican began to realize

the folly of placing every Italian in the dilemma of being either a
good Italian or a good Catholic, when the majority wished to be

both. Outside of Rome relations between the clergy and the

authorities were as a rule quite cordial, and in May 1903 Cardinal

Sarto, the patriarch of Venice, asked for and obtained an audience

with the king when he visited that city, and the meeting which

followed was of a very friendly character. In July following Leo

XIII. died, and that same Cardinal Sarto became pope under the

style of Pius X. The new pontiff, although nominally upholding

the claims of the temporal power, in practice attached but little

importance to it. At the elections for the local bodies the

(itholics had already been permitted to vote, and, availing

themselves of the privilege, they gained seats in many municipal

councils and obtained me majority in some. At the general

parliamentary elections of 1904 a few Catholics had been elected

as such,and the encyclical of thenth of June 1905 on the political

organization of the Catholics, practically abolished the non

expedit In September of that year a number of religious institu-

tions in the Near East, formerly under the protectorate of the

French government, in view of the rupture between Churckand
State in France, formally asked to be placed under Italian pn^
tection, which was< granted in January 1907. The situation tihus

became the very reverse of what it had been in Crispi’? time,

when the French government, even when anti-clerical, protected

the Catholic Church abroad for political purposes, wh^eas the

conflict between Church and State in Italy extended to foreign

countries, to the detriment of Italian political interests. A more
difficult question was that of religious education in the public

elementary schools. Signor Giolitti wished to conciliate the

Vatican by facilitating religious education, which was desired

by the majority of the parents, but he did not wish to offend the

Freemasons and other anti-clericals too much, as they could

always give trouble at awkward moments. Consequently the

minister of education, Signor Rava, concocted a body of rules

which, it was hoped, would satisfy every one : religious instructioa

was to be maintained as a necessary part of the curriculum, but
in communes where the majority of the municipal councillors

were opposed to it it might be suppressed ; the council in that

case must, however, facilitate the teaching of religion to those

children whose parents desire it. In practice, however, when the

council has suppressed religious instruction no such facilities are

given. At the general elections of March 1909, over a score of

Clerical deputies were returned, Clericals of a very mild tone who
liad no thought of the temporal power and were supporters of the

monarchy and anti-socialists
;
where no Clerical candidate was

in the field the Catholic voters plumped for the constitutional

candidate against all representatives of the Extreme Left. On
the other h^d, the attitude of the Vatican towards Liberalism

within the Church was one of uncompromising reaction, and
under the new pope the doctrines of Christian Democracy and
Modernism were condemned in no uncertain tone. Don Romolo
Murri, tlie Christian Democratic leader, who exercised much
influence over the younger and more progressive clergy, having
been severely censured by the Vatican, made formal submission,

and declared his intention of retiring from the struggle. But he
appeared again on tl^e scene in the general elections of 1909, as a
Christian Democratic candidate

;
he was elected, and alone Of the

Catholic deputies took his seat in the Chamber on the Extreme
Left, where all bis neighbours were violent anti-clericals.

4t 5 A3I. on the 28th of December 1908, an earthquake of

appalling severity shook the whole of southern Calabria and the
eastern part of Sicily, completely destroying the cities

of Reggio and Messina, the smaller towns of Canitello, qutkoot
Scilla, Villa Son Giovanni, Bagnara, Palmi, Melito, Bomukor

Porto Salvo and Santa Eufemia,'a5 well as a laigc

number of villages. In the case of Messina the horror of the
situation was heightened by a tidal wave. The catastrophe was
the greatest of its kind that has ever occurred in any country

;

the number of persons killed was approximately 150,000, while

the injured were beyond calculation.

The characteristic feature of Italy’s foreign relations during
this period was the weakening of the bonds of the Triple Alliance

and the improved relatkms with France, while tlM .

traditional friend^p with England remained un*' tSSn,
impaired. P'ronco-Italian friendship was officially

cemented by the visit of King Victor Emmanuel and Queen
Elena in October 1903 to Paris where they received a very cordial

welcome. The visit was returned in April 1904 when M.
Loubet, the French president, came to Rome

; this action was
strongly resented by the pope, who, like his predecessor since

1870, objected to the presence of foreign Catholic rulers in Rome,
and led to the final rupture between France and the Vatican.

The Franco-Italian understanding had the effect of raising

Italy’s credit, and the Italian renU, which had been shut out
of the French bourses, resumed its place there once more, a fact

which contributed to increase its price and to reduce the unfavour-

able rate of exchange. That a^jieement also served to cl«ar up
the situation in Tripoli

; wmle Italian aspirations towrards

Tunisia had been ended by the French occupation o£ that
territory, Tripoli and Bengazi were now recognized as coming
within the Italian spherem influence.” The Tripoli hinterland.
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however^ was in danger of being absorbed by other powers
having large African interests

; 3ic Anglo-French declaration

of the 2ist of March 1899 in particular seemed likely to interfere

with Italian activity.

The Triple Alliance was maintained and renewed as far as

paper documents were concerned (in June 1902 it was reconfirmed
for 12 years), but public opinion was no longer so favourably
disposed towards it. Austria's petty persecutions of her Italian

subjects in the irredente provinces^ her active propaganda
incompatible with Italian interests in the Balkans, and the anti-

Itali^ war talk of Austrian military circles, imperilled the
relations of the two “ allies "

;
it was remarked, indeed, that the

object of the alliance between Austria and Italy was to prevent
war between them. Austria had persistently adopted a policy

of pin-pricics and aggravating police provocation towards the
Italians of the Adriatic Littoral and of the I’rentino, while

encouraging the Slavonic element in the former and the Germans
in the latter. One of the causes of ill-feeling was the university

question
; the Austrian government had persistently refused

to create an Italian university for its Italian subjects, fearing

lest it should become a hotbed of “ irredentism," the Italian-

speaking students being thus obliged to attend the German-
Austrian universities. An attempt at compromise resulted in

the institution of an Italian law faculty at Innsbruck, but this

aroused the violent hostility of the German students and populace,
who gave proof of their superior civilization by an unprovoked
attack on the Italians in October 1902. Further acts of violence

were committed by the Germans in 1903, which led to anti-

Austrian demonstrations in Italy. The worst tumults occurred
in November 1904, when Italian students and professors were
attacked at Innsbruck without provocation

;
being outnumbered

by a hundred to one the Italians were forced to use their revolvers
in self-defence, and several persons were wounded on both sides.

Anti-Italian demonstrations occurred periodically also at Vienna,
while in Dalmatia and Croatia Italian fishermen and workmen
(Italian citizens, not natives) were subject to attacks by gangs
of half-savage Croats, which led to frequent diplomatic “ inci-

dents.” A further cause of resentment was Austria’s attitude

towards the Vatican, inspired by the strong clerical tendencies
of the imperial family, and indeed of a large section of the
Austrian people. But the most serious point at issue was the
Balkan question. Italian public opinion could not view without
serious misgivings the active political propaganda which Austria
was conducting in Albania. The two governments frequently

discusiMxi the situation, but although they had agreed to a self-

dei^iim ordinance whereby each bound itself not to occupy any
part of Albanian territory, Austria’s declarations and promises
were hardly borne out by the activity of her agents in the Balkans.
Italy, therefore, instituted a counter-propaganda by means of

schools and commercial ^encies. I'he Macedonian troubles of

1903 again brought Austria and Italy into conflict. The accept-
ance by the powers of the Miirzsteg programme and the appoint-
ment of Austrian and Russian financial agents in Macedonia
was an advantage for Austria and a set-back for Italy

; but the
latter scored a success in the appointment of General de Giorgis

as commander of the international Macedonian gendarmerie

;

she also obtained, with the support of Great Britain, France
and Russia, the assignment of the partly Albanian district of
Monastir to the Italian officers of that corps.

In October 1908 came the bombshell of the Austrian annexa-
tion of Bosnia, announced to King Victor Emmanuel and to
other rulers by autograph letters from the emperor-king. The
news caused the most widespread sensation, and public opinion
in Italy was greatly agitated at what it regarded as an act of
brigandage on the part of Austria, when Signor Tittoni in a speech
at Carate Brianza (October 6th) declared that ” Italy might await
events with serenity, and that these could find her neither unpre-
pared nor i^lated.” These words were taken to mean that Italy
would receive compensation to restore the balance of power
upset in Austria’s favour. When it was found that there was
to be no direct compensation for Italy a storm of indignation
was aroused against Austria, and also against Signor Tittoni.

On the 29th of October, however, Austria abandoned her
military posts in the sandjak of Novibazar, and the frontier

between Austria and Turkey, formerly an uncertain one, which
left Austria a half-open back door to the Aegean, was now a
distinct line of demarcation. Thus the danger of a “ pacific

penetration ” of Macedonia by Austria became more remote.
Austria also gave way on another point, renouncing her right to

police the Montenegrin coast and to prevent Montenegro from
having warships of its own (paragraphs 5, 6 and 11 of art. 29 of

the Berlin Treaty) in a note presented to the Italian foreign

oflfice on the 12th of April 1909. Italy had developed some
important commercial interests in Montenegro, and anything
which strengthened the position of that principality was a
guarantee against further Austrian encroachments. The harbour
works in the Montenegrin port of Antivari, commenced in

March 1905 and completed early in 1909, were an Italian

concern, and Italy became a party to the agreement for the

Danube-Adriatic Railway (June 2, 1908) together with Russia,
France and Servia

;
Italy was to contribute 35,000,000 lire out

of a total capital of 100,000,000, and to be represented by four

directors out of twelve. But the whole episode was a warning
to Italy, and the result was a national movement for security.

Credits for the army and navy were voted almost without a
dissentient voice

;
new battleships were laid down, the strength

of the army was increased, and the defences of the exposed
eastern border were strengthened. It was clear that so long as

Austria, bribed by Germany, could act in a way so opposed to

Italian interests in the Balkans, the Triple Alliance was a
mockery, and Italy could only meet the situation by being

prepared for alt contingencies.
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Creighton’s History of the Papacy (London, 1897) and L. Pastor’s
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ITEM (a Latin adverb meaning “ also,” ” likewise ”), originally

used adverbially in English at the beginning of each separate

head in a list of articles, or each detail in an account book or

ledger or in a legal document. The word is thus applied, as a

noun, to the various heads in any such enumeration and also

to a piece of information or news.

ITHACA (IdAKif)^ vulgarly Thiaki (Biukt/), next to Paxo
the smallest of the seven Ionian Islands, with an area of about

44 sq. m. It forms an eparchy of the nomos of Cephalonia in

the kingdom of Greece, and its population, which was 9873 in

1870, is now about 13,000. The island consists of two mountain

masses, connected by a narrow isthmus of hills, and separated

by a wide inlet of the sea known as the Gulf of Molo. The northern

and greater mass culminates in the heights of Anoi (2650 ft.),

and the southern in Hagios Stephanos, or Mount Merovigli

(2100 ft.). Vathy (Btt^i'=“ deep ”), the chief town and port

of the island, lies at the northern foot of Mount Stephanos,

its whitewashed houses stretching for about a mile round the

deep bay in the Gulf of Molo, to which it owes its name. As
there are only one or two small stretches of arable land in Ithaca,

the inhabitants are dependent on commerce for their grain

supply
;

and olive oil, wine and currants are the principal

products obtained by the cultivation of the thin stratum of

soil that covers the calcareous rocks. Goats are fed in con-

siderable number on the brushwood pasture of the hills ; and

hares (in spite of Aristotle’s supposed assertion of their absence)

are exceptionally abundant. The island is divided into four

districts : Vathy, Aeto (or Eagle’s Cliff), Anoge (Anoi) or

Upland, and Exoge (Exoi) or Outland.

The name has remained attached to the island from the

earliest historical times with but little interruption of the tradi-

tion ; though in Brompton’s travels (12th century) and in the

old Venetian maps we find it called Fale or Val dc (iompar, and

at a later date it not unfrequently appears as Little Cephalonia.

This last name indicates the general character of Ithacan history

(if history it can be called) in modern and indeed in ancient times
j

for the fame of the island is almost solely due to its position

in the Homeric story of Odysseus. Ithaca, according to the

Homeric epos, was the royal seat and residence of King Odysseus.

The island is incidentally described with no small variety of

detail, picturesque and topographical ;
the Homeric localities

for which counterparts have been sought are Mount Neritos,

Mount Neion, the harbour of Phorcys, the town and palace of

Odysseus, the fountain of Arethusa, the cave of the Naiads, the

stalls of the swineherd Eumaeus, the orchard of Laertes, the

Korax or Raven Cliff and the island Asteris, where the suitors

lay in ambush for Telemachus. Among the “ identificationists
”

there are two schools, one placing the town at Polis on the west

coast in the northern half of the island (Leake, Gladstone, &c.),

and the other at Aeto on the isthmus. The latter site, which

was advocated by Sir William Gell {Topography and Antiquities

of Ithaca^ London, 1807), was supported by Dr H. Schliemann,

who carried on excavations in 1873 and 1878 (see H. Schliemann,

Ithaque, le PSloponmse, Troie^ Paris, 1869, also published in

German; his letter to The Times, 26th of September, 1878;

and the author’s life prefixed to llios, London, 1880). But

his results were mainly negative. The fact is that no amount

of ingenuity can reconcile the descriptions given in the Odyssey

with the actual topography of this island. Above all, the passage

in which the position of Ithaca is described offers great difficulties.

“ Now Ithaca lies low, farthest up the sea line towards the

darkness, but those others face the dawning and the sun
”

(Butcher and Long). Such a passage fits very ill an island

8s
lying, as Ithaca does, iust to the east of Cephalonia. Accordingly

Professor W. Dorpfeld has suggested that the Homeric Ithaca

is not the island which was culed Ithaca by the later Greeks,

but must be identified with Leucas (Santa Maura, ^.v.). He
succeeds in fitting the Homeric topography to this latter island,

and suggests that the name may have been transferred in con-

sequence of a migration of the inhabitimts. There is no doubt

that Leucas fits the Homeric descriptions much better than

Ithaca ; but, on the other hand, many scholars maintain that

it is a mistal^ to treat the imaginary descriptions of a poet as

if they were portions of a guide-book, or to look, in the author

of the Odyssey, for a close familiarity with the geography of the

Ionian islands.

See, besides the works already referred to, the separate works on
Ithaca by Schreiber (Leipzig, 1829) ;

Riihle von Lilienstem (Berlin,

1832) ; N. Karavias Griva.s ('lerropla vfyrov T^tbnrr) (Athens,

1849) ; Bowen (London, 1851) ; and Gandar, (Paris, 1854) ; Hercher,

in Hermes (1866) ;
Leake's Northern Greece ; Murc’s Tour in Greece ;

Bursian's Geogr, von Griechenland ; Gladstone, “ The Dominions of

UlyaseSj" in Macmillan's Magazine (1877). A history of the discus-

sions will be found in Buchholz, I>ie Homerischen Realien (Leipzig,

1871) ; Partsch, Kephallenia uttd Ithaka (1890) ;
W. Ddrpfeld in

Melanges Perrot^ pp. 79-93 (1903) ; P. Goessler, Leukas-Jthaka

(Stuttgart, 1904)- (E* GR-)

ITHACA, a city and the county-seat of Tompkins county,

New York, U.S.A., at the southern end of Cayuga Lake, 60 m.

S.W. of Syracuse. Pop. (1890) 11,079, (1900) 13,136, of whom
1310 were foreign-born, (1910 census) 14,802. It is served

by the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and the Lehigh

Valley railways and by interurban electric line ; and steam-

boats ply on the lake. Most of the city is in the level valley,

from which it spreads up the heights on the south, tast and

west. The finest residential district is East Hill, particularly

Cornell and Cayuga Heights (across Fall Creek from the Cornell

campus). Renwick Beach, at the head of the lake, is a pleasure

resort. The neighbouring region is one of much beauty, and is

frequented by summer tourists. Near the city are many water-

falls, the most notable being Taughannock Falls (9 m. N.), with

a fall of 215 ft. Through the city from the east run Fall, Cas-

cadilla and Six Mile Creeks, the first two of which have cut

deep gorges and have a number of cascades and waterfalk,

the largest, Ithaca Fall in Fall Creek, being 120 ft. high. Six

Mile Creek crosses the south side of the city and empties into

Cayuga Inlet, which crosses the western and lower districts,

often inundated in the spring. The Inlet receives the waters of

a number of small streams descending from the south-western

hills. Among the attractions in this direction are Buttermilk

Falls and ravine, on the outskirts df the city. Lick Brook Falls

and glen and Enfield Falls and glen, the last 7 m. dist^t.

Fall Creek furnishes good water-power. The city has various

manufactures, including fire-arms, calendar clocks, traction

engines, electrical appliances, patent chains, incubators, auto-

phones, artesian well drills, salt, cement, window glass and wall-

paper. The value of the factory product increased from

$1,500,604 in 1900 to $2,080,002 in 1905, or 38*6 %. Ithaca

is ^0 a farming centre and coal market, and much fruit is ^own
in the vicinity. The city is best known as the seat of Cornell

University (^.*^.). It has also the Ezra Cornell Free Libraiy

of about 28,000 volumes, the Ithaca Conservatory of Music,

the Cascadilla School and the Ithaca High School. Ithaca

was settled about 1789, the name being given to it by Simeon

De Witt in 1806. It was incorporated as a villajje in 1821, and

was chartered as a city in 1888. At Buttermilk Falls stood

the principal village of the Tutelo Indians, Coreorgonel,

settled in 1753 and destroyed in 1779 by a detachment of

Sullivan’s force.

ITINERARIUM (i.e. road-book, from Lat. iter, road), a term,

applied to the extant descriptions of the ancient Roman roads

and routes of traffic, with the stations and distances. It is

usual to distinguish two classes of these, Itineraria adnotaia or

scripta and Itineraria picta—the former having the character

of a book, and the latter being a kind of travelling map. Of

the Itineraria Scripta the most important arc ; AfUonini

(see Antonini Itinerarium), which consists of two parts, the
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one dealing with roads in Europe, Asia and Africa, and the other

with familiar sea-routes—the distances usually being measured
from Rome

; (2) It Hierosolymtianum or Burdigalensey which
bedongs to the 4th century, and contains the route of a pilgrimage

from Bordeaux to Jerusalem and from Heraclea by Rome to

Milan (ed. G. Parthey and M. Finder, 1848, with the Itinerarium

Antonini)
; (3) It. Aiexatidri, containing a sketch of the march-

route of Alexander the (heat, mainly derived from Arrian and
prepared for Cbnstantius’s expedition in a.i>. 340-345 against

the Persians (ed. D. Volkmann, 1871). A collected edition of

the ancient itineraria, with ten maps, was issued by Portia
dUrban, Recueil des itin^aires anciens (1845). the Itineraria

Picta only one great example has been preserved. This is the
famous Tabula Peuitngeriana, which, without attending to the
shape or relative position of the countries, represents by straight

lines and dots of various sizes the roads and towns of the whole
Roman world (facsimile published by K. Miller, 1888 : see also

Map).

ITIUS PORTUS. the name given by Caesar to the chief harbour
which he used when embarking for his second expedition to

Britain in 54 b.c. {De hello GallicOy v. 2). It was certainly

near the uplands round Cape Grisnez {Promuntorium lltwfi),

but the exact site has been violently disputed ever since the

renaissance of learning. Many critics have assumed that Caesar
used the same port for liis first expedition, but the name does not
appear at all in that connexion (B. G. iv. 21-23). This fact,

coupled with other considerations, makes it probable tliat the

two expeditions started from different places. It is generally

agreed that the first embarked at Boulogne. The same view
was widely held about the second, but T. Rice Holmes in an
article in the Classical Revieiv (May iqoq) gave strong reasons

for preferring Wissant, 4 m. east of Grisnez. The chief reason is

that Caesar, having found he could not set sail from the small

harbour of Boulogne with even 80 ships simultaneously, decided

that he must take another point for the sailing of the “ more
than 800 ’’ ships of the second expedition. Holmes argues

that, allowing for change in the foreshore since Caesar’s time,

800 specially built ships could have been hauled above the

highest spring-tide level, and afterwards launched simultaneously

at Wissant, which would therefore have been “ commodissimus ”

(v. 2) or opposed to “ brevissimus traicctus ” (iv. 21).

See T. R, Holme.s in ClassiccU Review (May 1909), in which he
partially revise.s the conclusions at which he arrived m Ids Aticieut
Britain PP- 55-2-594 ; that the first exjiedition started from
BoulogWB is accepted, by H. Stuart Jones, in English Historical
ReiJttk̂ (1909), xxiv. T 15 ; other authorities in Holme.s’s article.

ITO, HIROBUMI, Prince (1841-1909), Japanese statesman,

was born in 1841, being the son of Ito Ji zo, and (like his father)

began life as a retainer of the lord of Choshii, one of the most
powerful nobles of Japan, (.'hoshu, in common with many of his

fellow Daimyos, was bitterly opposed to the rule of the shogun
or tycoon, and when this rule resulted in the conclusion of the

treaty with Commodore M. C. Perry in 1854, the smouldering
discontent broke out into open hostility against both parties

to the compact. In these views Ito cordially agreed with
his chieftain, and was sent on a secret mission to Yedo to report

to his lord on the doings of the government. This visit had the

effect of causing Ito to turn his attention seriously to the study
of the British and of other military’ systems. As a result he
persuaded Choshu to remodel his army, and to exchange the

bows and arrows of his men for guns and rifles. But Ito felt

that his knowledge of foreigners, if it was to be thorough, should
be sought for in Europe, and with the connivance of Choshu he,

in company with Inouyc and three other young men of the same
rank as himself, determined to risk their lives by committing
the then capital offence of visiting a foreign country. With great

secrecy they made their way to Nagasaki, where they concluded
an arrangement with the agent of Messrs J ardine, Matheson & Co.

for pass^es on board a vessel which was about to sail for

Shanghai (1863). At that port the adventurers separated, three

of their number taking ship as passengers to London, while Ito

and Inouye preferred to work their passages before the mast

in the ^‘Pegasus,” bound for the same destination. For ayeartliese
two friends remained in London studying English methods,
but then events occurred in Japan which recalled them to their

country. The treaties lately concluded by the shogun with the
foreign powers conceded the right to navigate the strait of

Shimonoseki, leading to the Inland Sea. On northern shores

of this strait stretched the feudal state ruled over by Prince
Choshu, who refused to recognize the clause opening the strait,

and erected batteries on the shore, from which he opened fire

on sd] ships which attempted to force the passage. The shdgun
having declared himself unable in the circumstances to give effect

to the provision, the treaty powers determined to take the
matter into their own hands. Ito, who was better aware than
his chief of the disproportion between the fighting powers of

Europe and Japan, memorialized the cabinets, begging that

hostilities should be suspended until he should have had time to

use his influence with Choshu in the interests of peace. With
this object Ito hurried back to Japan. But his efforts were
futile. Choshu refused to give way, and suffered the conse-

quences of his obstinacy in the destruction of his batteries and
in the infliction of a heavy fine. 'J'hc part played by Ito in these

negotiations aroused the animosity of the more reactionary of

his fellow-clansmen, who made repeated attempts to assassinate

him. Gn one notable occasion he was pursued by his enemies
into a tea-house, where he was concealed by a young lady beneath
the floor of her room. Thus began a romantic rxquaintance,
which ended in the lady becoming the wife of the fugitive.

Subsequently (1868) Ito was made governor of Iliogo, and in the

course of the following year became vice' minister of finance.

In 1871 he accompanied Iwakura on an important mission to

Europe, which, though diplomatically a failure, resulted in the
enlistment of the .services oi European authorities on military,

naval and educational systems.

After his return to Japan Ito served in several cabinets as
head of the bureau of engineering and mines, and in 1886 he
accepted office as prime minister, a post which, when he resigned

in 1901, he had held four times. In 1882 he was sent on a
mission to Europe to study the various forms of constitutional

government
;
on this occasion he attended the coronation of the

tsar Alexander ITT. On his return to Japan he was entrusted

with the arduous duty of drafting a constitution. In 1890 he
reaped the fruits of his labours, and nine years later he was
destined to witness the abrogation of the old treaties, and the

substitution in their place of conventions which place Japan on
terms of equality with the European states. In all the great

reforms in the Land of the Rising Sun Ito played a leading part.

It w£LS mainly due to his active interest m military and naval
affairs that he was able to meet Li Hung-chang at the end of

the Chinese and Japanc.se War (1895) ^ representative of

the conquering state, and the conclusion of the Anglo-Japanese
Alliance in 1902 testified to his triumphant success in raising

J
apan to the first rank among civilized powers. As a reward for

is conspicuous services in connexion with the Chinese War Ito

was made a marquis, and in 1897 he accomj)anied Prince Arisu-

gawa as a joint representative of the Mikado at the Diamond
Jubilee of Queen Victoria. At the close of 1901 he again, though
in an unofficial capacity, visited Europe and the United States

;

and in England he was created a G.C.B. After the Russo-
Japanese War (1905) he was appointed resident general in Korea,
and in that capacity he was responsible for the steps taken to

increase Japanese influence in that country. In September

1907 he was advanced to the rank of prince. He retired from
his post in Korea in July 1909, and became president of the
privy council in Japan. But on the 26th of October,
when on a visit to Harbin, he was shot dead by a Korean
as.sas5in.

He is to be distinguished from Admiral Count Yuko Ito (b. 1843),
the distinguislied naval commander.

ITRI, a town of Campania, Italy, in the province of Caserta,

6 m. by road N.W. of Formia. Pop. (1901) 5797. The town is

picturesquely situated 690 ft. above sea-level, in the mountains
which the Via Appia traverses between Pondi and Formia.
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Storia Mia diplomoiia della corte di Savoia (Rome, 1875). The
Afchivii stofici and Deputaxioni di storia pairia of the various Italian

towns and provinces contain a great deal of valuable material for

loc41 history. Firom the point of view of papal history, L. voii

Kanke’s History of the Popes (English edition, London, 1870), M.
Creighton’s History of the Papacy (London, 1897) and L. Pastor’s
Gesekichte der Pdpste (Freiburg i. 5., 1886-1896), should bementioned.
From the point of view 01 general culture, Jacob Burckhardt’s
Cultur der kenaissance in lialten (Basel, 1860L £. Gurnet’s Rivolu^
Hons d'ltalie (Paris, 1857), and J. A. Symonds^s Renaissance in Italy

(5 vols., London, 1875, &c.) should be consulted. (L. y.*)

ITEM (a Latin adverb meaning “ also,” ” likewise ”), originally

used adverbially in English at the beginning of each separate

head in a list of articles, or each detail in an account book or

ledger or in a legal document. The word is thus applied, as a

noun, to the various heads in any such enumeration and also

to a piece of information or news.

ITHACA (IdAKif)^ vulgarly Thiaki (Biukt/), next to Paxo
the smallest of the seven Ionian Islands, with an area of about

44 sq. m. It forms an eparchy of the nomos of Cephalonia in

the kingdom of Greece, and its population, which was 9873 in

1870, is now about 13,000. The island consists of two mountain

masses, connected by a narrow isthmus of hills, and separated

by a wide inlet of the sea known as the Gulf of Molo. The northern

and greater mass culminates in the heights of Anoi (2650 ft.),

and the southern in Hagios Stephanos, or Mount Merovigli

(2100 ft.). Vathy (Btt^i'=“ deep ”), the chief town and port

of the island, lies at the northern foot of Mount Stephanos,

its whitewashed houses stretching for about a mile round the

deep bay in the Gulf of Molo, to which it owes its name. As
there are only one or two small stretches of arable land in Ithaca,

the inhabitants are dependent on commerce for their grain

supply
;

and olive oil, wine and currants are the principal

products obtained by the cultivation of the thin stratum of

soil that covers the calcareous rocks. Goats are fed in con-

siderable number on the brushwood pasture of the hills ; and

hares (in spite of Aristotle’s supposed assertion of their absence)

are exceptionally abundant. The island is divided into four

districts : Vathy, Aeto (or Eagle’s Cliff), Anoge (Anoi) or

Upland, and Exoge (Exoi) or Outland.

The name has remained attached to the island from the

earliest historical times with but little interruption of the tradi-

tion ; though in Brompton’s travels (12th century) and in the

old Venetian maps we find it called Fale or Val dc (iompar, and

at a later date it not unfrequently appears as Little Cephalonia.

This last name indicates the general character of Ithacan history

(if history it can be called) in modern and indeed in ancient times
j

for the fame of the island is almost solely due to its position

in the Homeric story of Odysseus. Ithaca, according to the

Homeric epos, was the royal seat and residence of King Odysseus.

The island is incidentally described with no small variety of

detail, picturesque and topographical ;
the Homeric localities

for which counterparts have been sought are Mount Neritos,

Mount Neion, the harbour of Phorcys, the town and palace of

Odysseus, the fountain of Arethusa, the cave of the Naiads, the

stalls of the swineherd Eumaeus, the orchard of Laertes, the

Korax or Raven Cliff and the island Asteris, where the suitors

lay in ambush for Telemachus. Among the “ identificationists
”

there are two schools, one placing the town at Polis on the west

coast in the northern half of the island (Leake, Gladstone, &c.),

and the other at Aeto on the isthmus. The latter site, which

was advocated by Sir William Gell {Topography and Antiquities

of Ithaca^ London, 1807), was supported by Dr H. Schliemann,

who carried on excavations in 1873 and 1878 (see H. Schliemann,

Ithaque, le PSloponmse, Troie^ Paris, 1869, also published in

German; his letter to The Times, 26th of September, 1878;

and the author’s life prefixed to llios, London, 1880). But

his results were mainly negative. The fact is that no amount

of ingenuity can reconcile the descriptions given in the Odyssey

with the actual topography of this island. Above all, the passage

in which the position of Ithaca is described offers great difficulties.

“ Now Ithaca lies low, farthest up the sea line towards the

darkness, but those others face the dawning and the sun
”

(Butcher and Long). Such a passage fits very ill an island

8s
lying, as Ithaca does, iust to the east of Cephalonia. Accordingly

Professor W. Dorpfeld has suggested that the Homeric Ithaca

is not the island which was culed Ithaca by the later Greeks,

but must be identified with Leucas (Santa Maura, ^.v.). He
succeeds in fitting the Homeric topography to this latter island,

and suggests that the name may have been transferred in con-

sequence of a migration of the inhabitimts. There is no doubt

that Leucas fits the Homeric descriptions much better than

Ithaca ; but, on the other hand, many scholars maintain that

it is a mistal^ to treat the imaginary descriptions of a poet as

if they were portions of a guide-book, or to look, in the author

of the Odyssey, for a close familiarity with the geography of the

Ionian islands.

See, besides the works already referred to, the separate works on
Ithaca by Schreiber (Leipzig, 1829) ;

Riihle von Lilienstem (Berlin,

1832) ; N. Karavias Griva.s ('lerropla vfyrov T^tbnrr) (Athens,

1849) ; Bowen (London, 1851) ; and Gandar, (Paris, 1854) ; Hercher,

in Hermes (1866) ;
Leake's Northern Greece ; Murc’s Tour in Greece ;

Bursian's Geogr, von Griechenland ; Gladstone, “ The Dominions of

UlyaseSj" in Macmillan's Magazine (1877). A history of the discus-

sions will be found in Buchholz, I>ie Homerischen Realien (Leipzig,

1871) ; Partsch, Kephallenia uttd Ithaka (1890) ;
W. Ddrpfeld in

Melanges Perrot^ pp. 79-93 (1903) ; P. Goessler, Leukas-Jthaka

(Stuttgart, 1904)- (E* GR-)

ITHACA, a city and the county-seat of Tompkins county,

New York, U.S.A., at the southern end of Cayuga Lake, 60 m.

S.W. of Syracuse. Pop. (1890) 11,079, (1900) 13,136, of whom
1310 were foreign-born, (1910 census) 14,802. It is served

by the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western and the Lehigh

Valley railways and by interurban electric line ; and steam-

boats ply on the lake. Most of the city is in the level valley,

from which it spreads up the heights on the south, tast and

west. The finest residential district is East Hill, particularly

Cornell and Cayuga Heights (across Fall Creek from the Cornell

campus). Renwick Beach, at the head of the lake, is a pleasure

resort. The neighbouring region is one of much beauty, and is

frequented by summer tourists. Near the city are many water-

falls, the most notable being Taughannock Falls (9 m. N.), with

a fall of 215 ft. Through the city from the east run Fall, Cas-

cadilla and Six Mile Creeks, the first two of which have cut

deep gorges and have a number of cascades and waterfalk,

the largest, Ithaca Fall in Fall Creek, being 120 ft. high. Six

Mile Creek crosses the south side of the city and empties into

Cayuga Inlet, which crosses the western and lower districts,

often inundated in the spring. The Inlet receives the waters of

a number of small streams descending from the south-western

hills. Among the attractions in this direction are Buttermilk

Falls and ravine, on the outskirts df the city. Lick Brook Falls

and glen and Enfield Falls and glen, the last 7 m. dist^t.

Fall Creek furnishes good water-power. The city has various

manufactures, including fire-arms, calendar clocks, traction

engines, electrical appliances, patent chains, incubators, auto-

phones, artesian well drills, salt, cement, window glass and wall-

paper. The value of the factory product increased from

$1,500,604 in 1900 to $2,080,002 in 1905, or 38*6 %. Ithaca

is ^0 a farming centre and coal market, and much fruit is ^own
in the vicinity. The city is best known as the seat of Cornell

University (^.*^.). It has also the Ezra Cornell Free Libraiy

of about 28,000 volumes, the Ithaca Conservatory of Music,

the Cascadilla School and the Ithaca High School. Ithaca

was settled about 1789, the name being given to it by Simeon

De Witt in 1806. It was incorporated as a villajje in 1821, and

was chartered as a city in 1888. At Buttermilk Falls stood

the principal village of the Tutelo Indians, Coreorgonel,

settled in 1753 and destroyed in 1779 by a detachment of

Sullivan’s force.

ITINERARIUM (i.e. road-book, from Lat. iter, road), a term,

applied to the extant descriptions of the ancient Roman roads

and routes of traffic, with the stations and distances. It is

usual to distinguish two classes of these, Itineraria adnotaia or

scripta and Itineraria picta—the former having the character

of a book, and the latter being a kind of travelling map. Of

the Itineraria Scripta the most important arc ; AfUonini

(see Antonini Itinerarium), which consists of two parts, the
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grand dukes. Moscow and Tver were the first to fall. The latter

Ivan received from the hand of the khan, after devastating it

with a host of 50,000 Tatars (1327). When Alexander of Tver

fled to the powerful city of Pskov, Ivan, not strong enough to

attack Pskov, procured the banishment of Alexander by the aid

of the metropolitan, Theognost, who threatened Pskov with an

interdict. In 1330 Ivan extended his influence over Rostov

by the drastic methods of blackmail and hanging. But Great

Novgorod was too strong for him, and twice he threatened that

republic in vain. In 1340 Ivan assisted the khan to ravage the

domains of Prince Ivan of Smolensk, who had refused to pay the

customary tribute to the Horde. Ivan’s own domains, at any

rate during his reign, remained free from Tatar incursions, and

prosf)ered correspondingly, thus attracting immigrants and

their wealth from the other surrounding principalities. Ivan

was a most careful, not to say niggardly economist, keeping an

exact account of every vill^e or piece of plate that his money-

bags acquired, whence his nickname. The most important

event of his reign was the transference of the metropolitan see

from Vladimir to Moscow, which gave Muscovy the pre-eminence

over all the other Russian states, and made the metropolitan

the ecclesiastical police-superintendent of the grand duke.

The Metropolitan Peter built the first stone cathedral of Moscow,

and his successor, Theognost, followed suit with three more stone

churches. Simultaneously Ivan substituted stone walls for the

ancient wooden ones of the Kreml’, or citadel, which made
Moscow a still safer place of refuge.

See S. M. Solov'ev, History of Russia (Rus.), vol. iii. (St Petersburg,

1895) ; Polczhacv, The Priudpaiity of Moscow in the first half of the

f^th Century (Rus.) (St Petersburg, 1878).

Ivan II. (1326-1359), grand duke of Vladimir, a younger son

of Ivan Kalita, was born in 1326. In 1353 he succeeded his

elder brother Simeon as grand duke, despite the competition

of Prince Constantine of Suzdal, the Khan Hanibek preferring

to bestow the yarluik, or letter of investiture, upon Ivan rather

than upon Constantine. At first the principalities of Suzdal,

Ryazan and the republic of Novgorod refused to recognize him
as grand duke, and waged war with him till 1354. The authority

of the grand duchy sensibly diminished during the reign of

Ivan II. The surrounding principalities paid but little attention

to Moscow, and Ivan, “ a meek, gentle and merciful prince,”

was ruled to a great extent by the tuisyatshy, or chiliarch, Alexis

Khvost, and, after his murder by the jealous boyars in 1357, by
Bishop Alexis. He died in 1359. Like most of his predecessors,

lA^>%y his last will, divided his dominions among his children.

*u>,Dmitry Ilovaisky, History of Russia (Rus.), vol. ii. (Moscow,
1876-1894).

Ivan III. (ii^o-1505), grand duke of Muscovy, son of Vasily

(Basil) Vasilievich the Blind, grand duke of Moscow, and Maria

Yaroslavovna, was born in 1440. He was co-regent with his

father during the latter years of his life and succeeded him in

1462. Ivan tenaciously pursued the unifying policy of his

predecessors. Nevertheless, cautious to timidity, like most of

the princes of the house of Rurik, he avoided as far as possible

any violent collision with his neighbours until all the circum-

stances were exceptionally favourable, always preferring to

attain his ends gradually, circuitously and subterraneously.

Muscovy had by this time become a compact and powerful state,

whilst her rivals had grown sensibly weaker, a condition of things

very favourable to the speculative activity of a statesman of

Ivan III.’s peculiar character. His first enterprise was a war
with the republic of Novgorod, which, alarmed at the growing
dominancy of Muscovy, had placed herself beneath the protection

of Casimir IV., king of Poland, an alliance regarded at Moscow
as an act of apostasy from orthodoxy. Ivan took the field

against Novgorod in 1470, and after his generals had twice

defeated the forces of the republic, at Shelona and on the Dvina,

during the summer of 1471, the Novgorodians were forced to

sue for peace, which they obtained on engaging to abandon for

ever the Polish alliance, ceding a considerable portion of their

northern colonies, and paying a war indemnity of 15,500 roubles.

From henceforth Ivan sought continually a pretext for destroying

Novgorod altogether; but though he frequently violated its

ancient privileges in minor matters, the attitude of the republic

was so wary tW his looked-for opportunity did not come till

1477. In that year the ambassadors of Novgorod played into

his hands by addressing him in public audience as ” Gosudar
”

(sovereign) instead of ” Gospodin ” (” Sir ”) as heretofore. Ivan

at once seized upon this as a recognition of his sovereignty,

and when the Novgorodians repudiated their ambassadors, he

marched against them. Deserted by Casimir IV., and surrounded

on every side by the Muscovite armies, which included a Tatar

contingent, the republic recognized Ivan as autocrat, and
surrendered (January 14, 1478) all her prerogatives and
possessions (the latter including the whole of northern Russia

from Lapland to the Urals) into his hands. Subsequent revolts

(1479-1488) were punished by the removal en masse of the

richest and most ancient families of Novgorod to Moscow,

Vyatka and other central Russian cities. After this, Novgorod,

as an independent state, ceased to exist. The rival republic

of Pskov owed the continuance of its own political existence to

the readiness with which it assisted Ivan against its ancient

enemy. The other principalities were virtually absorbed, by

conquest, purchase or marriage contract—Yaroslavl in 1463,

Rostov in 1474, Tver in 1485.

Ivan’s refusal to share his conquests with his brothers, and
his subsequent interference with the internal politics of their

inherited principalities, involved him in several wars with them,

from which, though the princes were assisted by Lithuania,

he emerged victorious. Finally, Ivan’s new rule of government,

formally set forth in his last will to the effect that the domains of

all his kinsfolk, after their deaths, should pass directly to the

reigning grand duke instead of reverting, as hitherto, to the

princes* heirs, put an end once for all to these semi-independent

princelets. The further extension of the Muscovite dominion

was facilitated by the death of Casimir IV. in 1492, when Poland

and Lithuania once more parted company. The throne of

Lithuania was now' occupied by Casimir’s son Alexander, a weak

and lethargic prince so incapable of defending his posses-

sions against the persistent attacks of the Muscovites that he

attempted to save them by a matrimonial compact, and wedded
Helena, Ivan’s daughter. But the clear determination of

Ivan to appropriate as much of Lithuania as possible at last

compelled Alexander in 1499 to take up arms against his father-

in-law. The Lithuanians were routed at Vedrosha (July 14,

1500), and in 1503 Alexander was glad to purchase peace by

ceding to Ivan Chernigov, Starodub, Novgorod-Syeversk and
sixteen other towns.

It was in the reign of Ivan III. that Muscovy rejected the

Tatar yoke. In 1480 Ivan refused to pay the customary tribute

to the grand Khan Ahmed. When, however, the grand khan

marched against him, Ivan’s courage began to fail, and only

the stern exhortations of the high-spirited bishop of Rostov,

Vassian, could induce him to take the field. All through the

autumn the Russian and Tatar hosts confronted each other on

opposite sides of the Ugra, till the iith of November, when
Ahmed retired into the steppe. In the following year the grand

khan, while preparing a second expedition against Moscow,

was suddenly attacked, routed and slain by Ivak, the khan of

the Nogai Tatars, whereupon the Golden Horde suddenly fell

to pieces. In 1487 Ivan reduced the khanate of Kazan (one of

the offshoots of the Horde) to the condition of a vassal-state,

though in his later years it broke away from his suzerainty.

With the other Mahommedan powers, the khan of the Crimea

and the sultan of Turkey, Ivan’s relations were pacific and
even amicable. The Crimean khan, Mengli Girai, helped him
against Lithuania and facilitated the opening of diplomatic

intercourse between Moscow and Constantinople, where the

first Russian embassy appeared in 1495.

The character of the government of Muscovy under Ivan III.

cluuiged essentially and took on an autocratic form which it

had never had before. This was due not merely to the natural

consequence of the hegemony of Moscow over the other Russian

lands, but even more to the simultaneous growth of new and
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exotic principles falling upon a soil already prepared for them.
After the fall of Constantinople, orthodox canonists were in-
clined to regard the Muscovite ^and dukes as the successors
of the Byzantine emperors. This movement coincided with a
change in the family circumstances of Ivan HI. After the
death of his first consort, Maria of Tver (1467), at the suggestion
of Pope Paul II. (1469), who hoped thereby to bind Russia to the
holy see, Ivan III. wedded the Catholic Zoc Palaeologa (better
known by her orthodox name of Sophia), daughter of Thomas,
despot of the Morea, who claimed the throne of Constantinople
as the nearest relative of the last Greek emperor. The princess,
however, clave to her family traditions, and awoke imperial
ideas in the mind of her consort. It was through her influence
that the ceremonious etiquette of Constantinople (along with
the imperial double-headed eagle and all that it implied) was
adopted by the court of Moscow. The grand duke henceforth
held aloof from his boyars. The old patriarchal systems of
governinent vanished. The boyars were no longer consulted
on afiairs of state. The sovereim became sacrosanct, while
the boyars were reduced to the level of slaves absolutely de-
pendent on the will of the sovereign. The boyars naturally
resented so insulting a revolution, and struggled against it, at
first with some success. But the clever Greek lady prevailed
in the end, and it was her son Vasily, not Maria of Tver’s son,
Demetrius, who was ultimately crowned co-regent with his
father (April 14, 1502), It was in the reign of Ivan III. that
the first Russian “ Law Book,” or code, was compiled by the
scribe Gusev. Ivan did his utmost to promote civilization in
his realm, and with that object invited many foreign masters
and artificers to settle in Muscovy, the most noted of whom was
the Italian Ridolfo di Fioravante, nicknamed Aristotle because
of his extraordinary knowledge, who built the cathedrals of the
Assumption (Uspenski) and of Saint Michael or the Holy Arch-
angels in the Kreml.

See P. Pierling, Maria^ d'un isar au Vafican, Ivan III et Sophie
P(Uiologw (Paris, 1891) ; E. I. Kashprovsky, The Struggle of Ivan III,
with Sigismund I. (Rus.) (Nizhni, 1899) : S. M. Solov'ev, History of
Russia (Rus.), vol. v. (St Petersburg, 1895).

Ivan IV., called “ the Terrible ” (1530-1584), tsar of Muscovy,
was the son of Vasily [Basil] III. Ivanovich, grand duke of
Muscovy, by his second wife, Helena Glinska. Bom on the
25th of August 1530, he was proclaimed grand duke on the
death of his father (1533), and took the government into his own
hands in 1544, being then fourteen years old. Ivan IV, was in
every respect precocious

;
but from the first there was what

we should now call a neurotic strain in his character. His father
died when he was three, his mother when he was only seven, and
he grew up in a brutal and degrading environment where he
learnt to hold human life and human dignity in contempt. He
was maltreated by the leading boyars whom successive revolu-
tions placed at the head of affairs, and hence he conceived an
inextinguishable hatred of their whole order and a corresponding
fondness for the merchant class, their natural enemies. At a
very early age he entertained an exalted idea of his own divine

authority, and his studies were largely devoted to searching

in the Scriptures and the Slavonic chronicles for sanctions and
precedents for the exercise and development of his right divine.

He first Mserted his power by literally throwing to the dogs the

last of his boyar tyrants, and shortly afterwards announced his

intention of assuming the title of tsar, a title which his father

and grandfather had coveted but never dared to assume publicly.

On the i6th of January 1547, he was crowned the first Russian
tsar by the metropolitan of Moscow

;
on the 3rd of February

in the same year he selected as his wife from among the virgins

gathered from all parts of Russia for his inspection, Anastasia

Zakharina-Koshkina, the scion of an ancient and noble family

better known by its later name of Romanov.
Hitherto, by his own showing, the private life of the young

tsar had been unspeakably abominable, but his sensitive con-

science (he was naturally religious) induced him, in 1550, to

summon a Zemsky Sobor or national assembly, the first of its

kind, to which he made a curious public confession of the sins

of his youth, and at the same time promised that the realm of

Russia (for whose dilapidation he blamed the boyar regents)
should henceforth be governed justly and mercifully. In 1551
the tsar submitted to a synod of prelates a hundred questions
as to the best mode of remedying existing evils, for whichTeason
the decrees of this synod are generally called stoglav or centuria.

The decennium extending from 1550 to 1560 was the good period
of Ivan IV. ’s reign, when he deliberately broke away from his
disreputable past and surrounded himself with good men of
lowly origin. It was not only that he hated and distrusted the
boyars, but he was already statesman enough to discern that they
could not be fitted into the new order of things which he aimed at
introducing. Ivan meditated the regeneration of Muscovy, and
the only men who could assist him in his task were men who
could look steadily forward to the future because they had no
past to look back upon, men who would unflinchingly obey their

sovereign because they owed their whole political significance to
him alone. The chief of these men of good-will were Alexis
Adashev and the monk Sylvester, men of so obscure an origin
that almost every detail of their lives is conjectural, but both
of them, morally, the best Muscovites of their day. Their in-

fluence upon the youi^ tsar was profoundly beneficial, and the
period of their administration coincides with the most glorious
period of Ivan’s reign—-the period of the conquest of Kazan and
Astrakhan.

In the course of 1551 one of the factions of Kazan offered
the whole khanate to the young tsar, and on the 20th of August
1552 he stood before its walls with an army of 150,000 men and
50 guns. The siege was long and costly

; the army suffered
severely

; and only the tenacity of the tsar kept it in camp for
six weeks. But on the 2nd of October the fortress, which had
been heroically defended, was taken by assault. The conquest
of Kazan was an epoch-making event in the history of eastern
Europe. It was not only the Srst territorial conquest from the
Tatars, before whom Muscovy had humbled herself for genera-
tions ; at Kazan Asia, in the name of Mahomet, had fought
behind its last trench against Christian Europe marshalled
beneath the banner of the tsar of Muscovy. For the first time the
Volga became a Russian river. Nothing could now retard the
natural advance of the young Russian state towards the east and
the south-east. In 1554 Astrakhan fell almost without a blow.
By 1^560 all the Finnic and Tatar tribes between the Oka and the
Kama had become Russian subjects. Ivan was also the first

tsar who dared to attack the Crimea. In 1555 he sent Ivan
Sheremetev against Perekop, and Sheremetev routed the Tatars
in a great two days’ battle at Sudbishenska. Some of Ivan s
advisers, including both Sylvester hnd Adashev, now advised
him to make an end of the Crimean khanate, as he had already
made an end of the khanates of Kazan and Astrakhan. But
Ivan, wiser in his generation, knew that the thing was impossible,
in view of the immense distance to be traversed, and the pre-
dominance of the Grand I’urk from whom it would have to be
wrested. It was upon Livonia that his eyes were fixed, which
was comparatively near at hand and promised him a seaboard
and direct communication with western Europe. Ivan IV., like

Peter I. after him, clearly recognized the necessity of raising

Muscovy to the level of her neighbours. He proposed to do so
by promoting a wholesale immigration into his tsardom of
master-workmen and skilled artificers. But all his neighbours,
apprehensive of the consequences of a civilized Muscovy, com-
bined to thwart him. Charles V. even went so far as to disperse

123 skilled Germans whom Ivan’s agent had collected and
brought to Lubeck for shipment to a Baltic port. After this,

Ivan was obliged to help himself as best he could. His oppor-
tunity seemed to have come when, in the middle of the i6th
century, the Order of the Sword broke up, and the possession,

of Livonia was fiercely contested between Sweden, Poland and
Denmark. Ivan intervened in 1558 and quicidy captured
Narva, Dorpat and a dozen smaller fortresses

; then, in 1560,
Livonia placed herself beneath the protection of Poland, and
King Sigismund 11 . warned Ivan off liie premises.

By this time, Ivan had entered upon the second and evil

portion of his reign. As early as 1553 he had ceased to trust
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Sylvester and Adashev, owing to their extraordinary backward-

ness in supporting the claims of his infant son to the throne

while he himself lay at the point of death. The ambiguous and

ungrateful conduct of the tsar’s intimate friends and prot^^s

on this occasion has never been satisfactorily explained, and he

had good reason to resent it. Nevertlieless, on his recovery,

much to his credit, he overlooked it, and they continued to direct

affairs for six years longer. Then the dispute about the Crimea

arose, and Ivan became convinced that they were mediocre

politicians as well as untrustworthy friends. In 1560 both of

them disappeared from the scene, Sylvester into a monastery

at his own request, while Adashev died the same year, in honour-

able exile as a general in Livonia. The death of his deeply

beloved consort Anastasia and his son l^metrius, and the

desertion of his one bosom friend Prince Kurbsky, about the

same time, seem to have infuriated Ivan against God and man.
During the next ^n years (1560-1570) terrible and horrible

things happened in the realm of Muscovy. The tsar himself

lived in an atmosphere of apprehension, imagining that every

man’s hand was itgainsl him. On the 3rd of December 1564 he

quitted Moscow with his whole family. On tlie 3rd of January

1565 he declared in an open letter addressed to the metropolitan

his intention to abdicate. The common people, whom he had
always favoured at the expense of tlie boyars, thereupon im-

plored him to come back on his own terms. He consented to do
so, but entrenched himself within a peculiar institution, the

oprichina or “ separate estate.’* Certain towns and districts all

over Russia were separated from the rest of the realm, and their

revenues were assigned to the maintenance of the tsar’s new
court and household, which was to consist of 1000 carefully

selected boyars and lower dignitaries, with their families and
suites, in the midst of whom Ivan henceforth lived exclusively.

The oprichina was no constitutional innovation. The dunm or

council, still attended to all the details of the administration

;

the old boyars still retained their ancient offices and dignities.

The only difference was that the tsar had cut himself off from
them, and they were not even to communicate with him except

on extraordinary and exceptional occa.sions. The oprichniki,

as being the exclusive favourites of the tsar, naturally, in their

own interests, hardened the tsar’s heart against all outsiders,

and trampled witli impunity upon every one beyond the charmed
circle. Their first and most notable victim was Philip, the

saintly metropolitan of Moscow, who was strangled for condemn-
ing the oprichina as an unchristian institution, and refusing to

bless ^ tsar (1569). Ivan had stopped at Tver, to murder St

PbHip. while on his way to destroy the second wealtliiest city

in his tBardom—Great Novgorod. A delator of infamous char-

acter, one Pe^, had accused the authorities of the city to the

tsar of conspiracy
;

Ivan, without even confronting tlk; Nov-
gorodions with their accuser, proceeded at the end of 1569 to

punish them. After ravaging the land, his own land, like a wild

beast, he entered the city on the 8th of January 1570, and for

tlie next five weeks, systematically and deliberately, day after

day, massacred batdaes of every class of the population. Every
inon^tery, church, manor-house, warehouse and farm within a
circuit of 100 m. was tlien wrecked, plundered and left roofless,

all goods were pillaged, all cattle destroyed. Not till the 13th

of February were the miserable remnants of the population
permitted to rebuild their houses and cultivate their fields

once more.

An intermittent and desultory war, with Sweden and Pokuid
simultaneously, for the possession of Livonia and Esthonia,

went on from 1560 to 1582. Ivan’s generals (he himself rarely

took the field) were generally successful at first, and bore down
their enemies by sheer numbers, capturing scores of fortresses

and towns. But in end the superior military efficiency of

the Swedes and Poles invariably prevailed. Ivan was also un-
fortunate m having for his chief antagonist Stephen B4thory,
one of the greatest captains of the age. Thus all his strenuous
efforts, all his enormous sacrifices, came to nothing. The West
was too strong for him. By the peace of Zapoli (January 15th,

1582) he surrendered Livonia with Polotsk to Bathory, and by

the truce of llyusa he at the same time abandoned Ingria to the

Swedes. The Baltic seaboard was lost to Muscovy for another
centi^ and a half. In his latter years Ivan cultivated friendly

relations with England, in the hope of securing some share in the

benefits of civilization from the friendship of Queen Elizabeth,

one of whose ladies, Mary Hastings, he wished to marry, though
his fifth wife, Martha Nagaya, was still alive. Towards the end
of his life Ivan was partii^ly consoled for his failure in the west

by the unexpected acquisition of the kingdom of Siberia in the

east, which was first subdued by the Cossack hetman Ermak
or Yermak in 1581.

In November 1580 Ivan in a fit of ungovernable fury at some
contradiction or reproach, struck his eldest surviving son Ivan,

a prince of rare promise, whom he passionately loved, a blow
wluch proved fatal. In an agony of remorse, he would now have
abdicated “ as being unworthy to reign longer ”

;
but his

trembling boyars, fearing some (^rk ruse, refused to obey any one

hut himself. Three years later, on the i8th of March 1584,

while playing at chess, he suddenly fell backwards in his chair

and was removed to his bed in a dying condition. At the last

moment he assumed the liood of the strictest order of hermits,

and died as the monk Jonah.

Ivan IV. was undoubtedly a man of great natural ability. His
political foresight was extraordinary. He anticipated the

ideals of Peter the Great, and only failed in realizing them because

his material resources were inadequate. But admiration of his

talents must not blind us to his moral worthlessness, nor is it

right to cast the blame for his excesses on the brutal and vicious

society in which he lived. Tlie same society which produced his

infamous favourites also produced St Philip of Moscow, and by
refusing to listen to St Philip Ivan sank below even the not very

lofty moral standard of his own age. He certainly left Muscovite

society worse than he found it, and so prepared the way for

the horrors of “ the Great Anarchy.” Personally, Ivan was tall

and well-made, with high shoulders and a broad chest. His eyes

were small and restless, his nose hooked, he liad a beard and
moustaches of imposing length. His face had a sinister, troubled

expression
;

but an enigmatical smDe played perpetually

around his lips. He was the best educated and the hardest

worked man of liis age. His memory was astonishing, his

energy indefatigable. As far as possible he saw to everything

personally, and never sent away a petitioner of the lower orders.

See S. M. Solov'ev, History of Russia (Rus.) vol. v. (St Petersburg,
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Jdhrhundevts (Gotha, 1896) ; E. Tikhomirov, The first Tsar of

Moscovy, Ivan IV, (Rus.) (Moscow, 1888) ; L. G. T. Tidaander,

Kriget mellan Sverige och Ryssiand dren /jj.f-z/jr (Vester&B, 1888)

;
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etla Russie (Bruxelles, 1890) ;
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Ivan V.^ (1666-1696), tsar of Russia, was the son of Tsar
Alexius Mikhailovich and his first consort Miloslavzkoya.

Physically and mentally deficient, Ivan was the mere tool of the
party in Muscovy who would have kept the children of the tsar

Alexis, by his second consort Natalia Naruishkma, from the

throne. In 1682 the party of progress, headed by Artomon
Matvyeev and the tsaritsa Nataha, passed Ivan over and placed

his half-brother, the vigorous and promising httk tsarevich

Peter, on the throne. On the 23rd of May, however, the Naruish-

kin faction was overthrown by the strydtsi (musketeers), secretly

worked upon by Ivan’s half-sister Sophia, and Ivan was associ-

ated as tsar with Peter. Three days later he was proclaimed

first tsar,” in order still further to depress tbe Naruishkins, and
place the government in the hands of Sophia exclusively. In

1689 the name of Ivan was used as a pretext by Sophia in her

attempt to oust Peter from the throne altoge^er. Ivan was
made to distribute beakers of wine to his sister’s adherents with

his own hands, but subsequently, beneath the influence of his

uncle Prozorovsky, he operiy declared that “ even for his sister’s

1 Ivan V., if we count from the first grand duke of that name, as
most Russian historianB do ; Ivan. IL, if, with the minority, we
fieckon from Ivan the Terrible as the first Russian tsar.
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exotic principles falling upon a soil already prepared for them.
After the fall of Constantinople, orthodox canonists were in-
clined to regard the Muscovite ^and dukes as the successors
of the Byzantine emperors. This movement coincided with a
change in the family circumstances of Ivan HI. After the
death of his first consort, Maria of Tver (1467), at the suggestion
of Pope Paul II. (1469), who hoped thereby to bind Russia to the
holy see, Ivan III. wedded the Catholic Zoc Palaeologa (better
known by her orthodox name of Sophia), daughter of Thomas,
despot of the Morea, who claimed the throne of Constantinople
as the nearest relative of the last Greek emperor. The princess,
however, clave to her family traditions, and awoke imperial
ideas in the mind of her consort. It was through her influence
that the ceremonious etiquette of Constantinople (along with
the imperial double-headed eagle and all that it implied) was
adopted by the court of Moscow. The grand duke henceforth
held aloof from his boyars. The old patriarchal systems of
governinent vanished. The boyars were no longer consulted
on afiairs of state. The sovereim became sacrosanct, while
the boyars were reduced to the level of slaves absolutely de-
pendent on the will of the sovereign. The boyars naturally
resented so insulting a revolution, and struggled against it, at
first with some success. But the clever Greek lady prevailed
in the end, and it was her son Vasily, not Maria of Tver’s son,
Demetrius, who was ultimately crowned co-regent with his
father (April 14, 1502), It was in the reign of Ivan III. that
the first Russian “ Law Book,” or code, was compiled by the
scribe Gusev. Ivan did his utmost to promote civilization in
his realm, and with that object invited many foreign masters
and artificers to settle in Muscovy, the most noted of whom was
the Italian Ridolfo di Fioravante, nicknamed Aristotle because
of his extraordinary knowledge, who built the cathedrals of the
Assumption (Uspenski) and of Saint Michael or the Holy Arch-
angels in the Kreml.

See P. Pierling, Maria^ d'un isar au Vafican, Ivan III et Sophie
P(Uiologw (Paris, 1891) ; E. I. Kashprovsky, The Struggle of Ivan III,
with Sigismund I. (Rus.) (Nizhni, 1899) : S. M. Solov'ev, History of
Russia (Rus.), vol. v. (St Petersburg, 1895).

Ivan IV., called “ the Terrible ” (1530-1584), tsar of Muscovy,
was the son of Vasily [Basil] III. Ivanovich, grand duke of
Muscovy, by his second wife, Helena Glinska. Bom on the
25th of August 1530, he was proclaimed grand duke on the
death of his father (1533), and took the government into his own
hands in 1544, being then fourteen years old. Ivan IV, was in
every respect precocious

;
but from the first there was what

we should now call a neurotic strain in his character. His father
died when he was three, his mother when he was only seven, and
he grew up in a brutal and degrading environment where he
learnt to hold human life and human dignity in contempt. He
was maltreated by the leading boyars whom successive revolu-
tions placed at the head of affairs, and hence he conceived an
inextinguishable hatred of their whole order and a corresponding
fondness for the merchant class, their natural enemies. At a
very early age he entertained an exalted idea of his own divine

authority, and his studies were largely devoted to searching

in the Scriptures and the Slavonic chronicles for sanctions and
precedents for the exercise and development of his right divine.

He first Mserted his power by literally throwing to the dogs the

last of his boyar tyrants, and shortly afterwards announced his

intention of assuming the title of tsar, a title which his father

and grandfather had coveted but never dared to assume publicly.

On the i6th of January 1547, he was crowned the first Russian
tsar by the metropolitan of Moscow

;
on the 3rd of February

in the same year he selected as his wife from among the virgins

gathered from all parts of Russia for his inspection, Anastasia

Zakharina-Koshkina, the scion of an ancient and noble family

better known by its later name of Romanov.
Hitherto, by his own showing, the private life of the young

tsar had been unspeakably abominable, but his sensitive con-

science (he was naturally religious) induced him, in 1550, to

summon a Zemsky Sobor or national assembly, the first of its

kind, to which he made a curious public confession of the sins

of his youth, and at the same time promised that the realm of

Russia (for whose dilapidation he blamed the boyar regents)
should henceforth be governed justly and mercifully. In 1551
the tsar submitted to a synod of prelates a hundred questions
as to the best mode of remedying existing evils, for whichTeason
the decrees of this synod are generally called stoglav or centuria.

The decennium extending from 1550 to 1560 was the good period
of Ivan IV. ’s reign, when he deliberately broke away from his
disreputable past and surrounded himself with good men of
lowly origin. It was not only that he hated and distrusted the
boyars, but he was already statesman enough to discern that they
could not be fitted into the new order of things which he aimed at
introducing. Ivan meditated the regeneration of Muscovy, and
the only men who could assist him in his task were men who
could look steadily forward to the future because they had no
past to look back upon, men who would unflinchingly obey their

sovereign because they owed their whole political significance to
him alone. The chief of these men of good-will were Alexis
Adashev and the monk Sylvester, men of so obscure an origin
that almost every detail of their lives is conjectural, but both
of them, morally, the best Muscovites of their day. Their in-

fluence upon the youi^ tsar was profoundly beneficial, and the
period of their administration coincides with the most glorious
period of Ivan’s reign—-the period of the conquest of Kazan and
Astrakhan.

In the course of 1551 one of the factions of Kazan offered
the whole khanate to the young tsar, and on the 20th of August
1552 he stood before its walls with an army of 150,000 men and
50 guns. The siege was long and costly

; the army suffered
severely

; and only the tenacity of the tsar kept it in camp for
six weeks. But on the 2nd of October the fortress, which had
been heroically defended, was taken by assault. The conquest
of Kazan was an epoch-making event in the history of eastern
Europe. It was not only the Srst territorial conquest from the
Tatars, before whom Muscovy had humbled herself for genera-
tions ; at Kazan Asia, in the name of Mahomet, had fought
behind its last trench against Christian Europe marshalled
beneath the banner of the tsar of Muscovy. For the first time the
Volga became a Russian river. Nothing could now retard the
natural advance of the young Russian state towards the east and
the south-east. In 1554 Astrakhan fell almost without a blow.
By 1^560 all the Finnic and Tatar tribes between the Oka and the
Kama had become Russian subjects. Ivan was also the first

tsar who dared to attack the Crimea. In 1555 he sent Ivan
Sheremetev against Perekop, and Sheremetev routed the Tatars
in a great two days’ battle at Sudbishenska. Some of Ivan s
advisers, including both Sylvester hnd Adashev, now advised
him to make an end of the Crimean khanate, as he had already
made an end of the khanates of Kazan and Astrakhan. But
Ivan, wiser in his generation, knew that the thing was impossible,
in view of the immense distance to be traversed, and the pre-
dominance of the Grand I’urk from whom it would have to be
wrested. It was upon Livonia that his eyes were fixed, which
was comparatively near at hand and promised him a seaboard
and direct communication with western Europe. Ivan IV., like

Peter I. after him, clearly recognized the necessity of raising

Muscovy to the level of her neighbours. He proposed to do so
by promoting a wholesale immigration into his tsardom of
master-workmen and skilled artificers. But all his neighbours,
apprehensive of the consequences of a civilized Muscovy, com-
bined to thwart him. Charles V. even went so far as to disperse

123 skilled Germans whom Ivan’s agent had collected and
brought to Lubeck for shipment to a Baltic port. After this,

Ivan was obliged to help himself as best he could. His oppor-
tunity seemed to have come when, in the middle of the i6th
century, the Order of the Sword broke up, and the possession,

of Livonia was fiercely contested between Sweden, Poland and
Denmark. Ivan intervened in 1558 and quicidy captured
Narva, Dorpat and a dozen smaller fortresses

; then, in 1560,
Livonia placed herself beneath the protection of Poland, and
King Sigismund 11 . warned Ivan off liie premises.

By this time, Ivan had entered upon the second and evil

portion of his reign. As early as 1553 he had ceased to trust
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versed in anc'ient and modem geometry, but also had a full

knowledge of the analytical methods and discoveries of the conti-

nental mathematicians. His earliest memoir, dealing with an
analytical expression for the rectification of the ellipse, is pub-
lished in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh

(1796); and this and his later papers on “ Cubic Equations
”

(1799) and “ Kepler's Problem (1802) evince great facility

in the handling of algebraic formulae. In 1804 after the dis-

solution of the flax-spinning company of which he was manager,
he obtained one of the mathematjcal chairs in the Royal Military

College at Marlow (afterwards removed to Sandhurst)
;
and till

the year 1816, when failing health obliged him to resign, he dis-

charged his professional duties w'ith remarkable success. During
this period he published in the Philosophical Transactions several

important memoirs, which earned for him the Copley medal in

1814 and ensured his election as a Fellow of the Royal Society

in 1815. Of special importance in the history of attractions is

the first of these earlier memoirs {Phil, Trans,

^

1809), in which
the problem of the attraction of a homogeneous ellipsoid upon an
external point is reduced to the simpler cose of the attraction of

another but related ellipsoid upon a corresponding point interior

to it. This theorem is known as Ivory’s theorem. His later

papers in the Philosophical Transaciions treat of astronomical

refractions, of planetary perturbations, of equilibrium of fluid

masses, &c. For his investigations in the first named of these

he received a royal medal in 1826 and again in 1839. In 1831,

on the recommendation of Lord Brougham, King William IV.

granted him a pension of £300 per annum, and conferred on him
the Hanoverian Guelphic order of knighthood. Besides being

directly connected with the chief scientific societies of his own
country, the Royal Society of Edinburgh, the Royal Irish Aca-
demy, &c., he was corresponding member of the Royal Academy
of Sciences both of Paris and Berlin, and of the Royal Society of

Gottingen. He died at London on the 21st of September 1842.

A list of his works is given in the Catalogue of Scientific Papers of
the Royal Society of London.

IVORY (Fr, ivoire, Lat. ehur), strictly speaking a term confined

to the material represented by the tusk of the elephant, and for

commercial purposes almost entirely to that of the male elephant.

In Africa both the male and female elephant produce good-sized

tusks
j in the Indian variety the female is much less bountifully

provided, and in Ceylon perhaps not more than i % of either sex

have any tusks at all. Ivory is in substance very dense, the pores

close and compact and filled with a gelatinous solution whicli

contribvrtts to the beautiful polish which may be given to it

and Ifckes it easy to work. It may be placed between bone and
horn

;
more fibrous than bone and therefore less easily torn or

splintered. For a scientific definition it would be difficult to find

a better one than that given by Sir Richard Owen. He says :

'

“ The name ivory is now restricted to that modification of den-

tine or tooth substance which in transverse sections or fractures

shows lines of different colours, or striae, proceeding in the

arc of a circle and forming by their decussations minute curvi-

linear lozenge-shaped spaces.” The.se spaces are formed by an
immense number of exceedingly minute tubes placed very close

together, radiating outwards in all directions. It is to this

arrangement of structure that ivory owes its fine grain and
almost perfect elasticity, and the peculiar marking resembling
the engine-turning on the case of a watch, by which many people
are guided in distinguishing it from celluloid or other imitations,

Elephante’ tusks are the upper incisor teeth of the animal, which,
starting in earliest youth from a semi-solid vascular pulp, grow
during the whole of its existence, gathering phosphates and other
earthy matters and becoming hardened as in the formation of

teeth generally. The tusk is built up in layers, the inside layer

being the last produced.* A large proportion is embedded in the

bone sockets of the skull, and is hollow for some distance up in a
conical form, the hollow becoming less and less as it is prolonged
into a narrow channel which juns along as a thread or as it is

sometimes called, nerve, towards the point of the tooth. The
outer layer, or bark, is enamel of similar density to the central

1 Lecture before the Society of Arts (1856).

part. Besides the elephant’s tooth or tusk we recognize as ivory,

for commercial purposes, the teeth of the hippopotamus, walrus,

narwhal, cachalot or sperm-whale and of some animals of the

wild boar class, such as the warthog of South Africa. Practically,

however, amongst these the hippo and walrus tusks are the only

ones of importance for large work, though boars’ tusks come to the

sale-rooms in considerable quantities from India and Africa.

Generally speaking, the supply of ivory imported into Europe
comes from Africa

;
some is Asiatic, but much that is shipped

from India is really African, coming by way of Zanzibar and
Mozambique to Bombay. A certain amount is furnished by the

vast stores of remains of prehistoric animals still existing through-
out Russia, principally in Siberia in the neighbourhood of the

Lena and other rivers discharging into the ^ctic Ocean. The
mammoth and mastodon seem at one time to have been common
over the whole surface of the globe. In England tusks have been
recently dug up—^for instance at Dungeness—as long as 12 ft.

and weighing 200 lb. The Siberian deposits have been worked
for now nearly two centuries. The store appears to be as in-

exhaustible as a coalfield. Some think that a day may come
when the spread of civilization may cause the utter disappearance

of the elephant in Africa, and that it will be to these deposits

that we may have to turn as the only source of animal ivory.

Of late years in England the use of mammoth ivory has shown
signs of decline. Practically none passed through the Loudon
sale-rooms during 1903-1906. Before that, parcels of 10 to 20

tons were not uncommon. Not all of it is good
;
perhaps alx>ut

half of what comes to England is so, the rest rotten
;
specimens,

however, are found as perfect and in as fine condition as if

recently killed, instead of having lain hidden and preserved for

thousands of years in the icy ground. There is a considerable

literature (sec Shooting) on the subject of big-game hunting,

which includes that of the elephant, hippopotamus and smaller

tusk-bearing animals. Elephants until comparatively recent

times roamed over the whole of Africa from the northern deserts

to the Cape of Good Hope. They are still abundant in Central

Africa and Uganda, but civilization has gradually driven them
farther and farther into the wilds and impenetrable forests of

the interior.

The quality of ivory varies according to the districts whence
it is obtained, the soft variety of the eastern parts of the con-

tinent being the most esteemed. When in perfect condition

Afric'an ivory should be if recently cut of a warm, transparent,

mellow tint, with as little as possible appearance of grain or

mottling. Asiatic ivory is of a denser white, more open in

texture and softer to work. But it is apt to turn yellow sooner,

and is not so easy to polish. Unlike bone, ivory requires no
preparation, but is fit for immediate working. That from the

neighbourhood of Cameroon is very good, then ranks the ivory

from Loango, Congo, Gabun and Ambriz
;
next the Gold Coast,

Sierra Leone and Cape Coast Castle. That of French Sudan
is nearly always ” ringy,” and some of the Ambriz variety also.

We may call Zanzibar and Mozambique varieties soft ; Angola
and Ambriz all hard. Ambriz ivory was at one time much es-

teemed, but there is comparatively little now. Siam ivory is

rarely if ever soft. Abyssinian has its soft side, but Egypt is

practically the only place where both descriptions are largely

distributed. A drawback to Abyssinian ivory is a prevalence

of a rather thick bark. Egyptian is liable to be cracked, from
the extreme variations of temperature ; more so formerly

than now, since better methods of packing and transit are used.

Ivory is extremely sensitive to sudden extremes of temperature
;

for this reason billiard balls should be kept where the temperature

is fairly equable.

The market ternis by which descriptions of ivory are dis-

tinguished are liable to mislead. They refer to ports of shipment
rather than to places of origin. For instance, ’’ Malta ” ivory

is a well-understood term, yet there are no ivory producing

animals in that island.

Tusks should be regular and tapering in shape, not very

curved or twisted, for economy in cutting
; the coat fine, thin,

clear and transparent. The substance of ivory is so elastic
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and flexible that excellent riding-whips have been cut longi-
tudinally from whole tusks. The size to which tusks grow and
are brought to market depends on race ra^er than on size of

elephants. The latter run largest in equatorial Africa. Asiatic

bull elephant tusks seldom exceed 50 lb in weight, though
lengths of 9 ft. and up to 150 lb. weight are not entirely un-
known. Record lengths for African tusks are the one presented
to Geoiige V., when prince of Wales, on his marriage (1893),
measuring 8 ft. in. and weighing 1651b, and the pair of tusks

which were brought to the Zanzibar market by natives in 1898,
weighing together over 450 lb. One of the latter is now in the
Natural History Museum at South Kensington

;
the other is

in Messrs Rodgers & Co.’s collection at Sheffield. For length
the longest known are those belonging to Messrs Rowland Ward,
Piccadilly, which measure ii ft. and 11 ft. 5 in. respectively,

with a combined weight of 293 lb. Osteodentine, resulting from
the effects of injuries from spearheads or bullets, is sometimes
found in tusks. This formation, resembling stalactites, grows
with the tusk, the bullets or iron remaining embedded without
trace of theiV entry.

The most important commercial distinction of the qualities

of ivory is that of the hard and soft varieties. The terms are
difficult to define exactly. Generally speaking, hard or bright
ivoiy is distinctly harder to cut with the saw or other tools.

It is, as it were, glassy and transparent. Soft contains more
moisture, stands differences of climate and temperature better,

and does not crack so easily. The expert is guided by the shape
of the tooth, by the colour and quality of the bark or skin, and
by the transparency when cut, or even before, as at the point

of the tooth. Roughly, a line might be drawn almost centrally

down the map of .Mrica, on the west of which the hard quality

prevails, on the east the soft. In choosing ivory for example
for knife-handles— people rather like to see a pretty grain,

strongly marked
;

but the finest quality in the hard variety,

which is generally used for them, is the closest and freest from
grain. The curved or canine teeth of the hippopotamus are

valuable and come in considerable quantities to the European
markets. Owen describes this variety as “ an extremely dense,

compact kind of dentine, partially defended on the outside by
a thin layer of enamel as hard as porcelain

;
so hard as to strike

fire with steel.” By reason of this hardness it is not at all liked

by the turner and ivory workers, and before being touched by
them the enamel has to be removed by acid, or sometimes by
heating and sudden cooling, when it can be scaled off. The
texture is slightly curdled, mottled or damasked. Hippo ivory

was at one time largely used for artificial teeth, but now mostly

for umbrella and stick-handles
;
whole (in their natural form)

for fancy door-handles and the like. In the trade the term is

not “ riverhorse ” but “ seahorse teeth.” Walrus ivory is less

dense and coarser than hippo, but of fine quality—what there

is of it, for the oval centre which has more the character of

coarse bone unfortunately extends a long way up. At one

time a large supply came to the market, but of late years there

has been an increasing scarcity, the animals having been almost

exterminated by the ruthless persecution to which they have

been subjected in their principal haunts in the northern seas.

It is little esteemed now, though our ancestors thought highly

of it. Comparatively large slabs are to be found in medieval

sculpture of the nth and 12th centuries, and the grips of most

oriental swords, ancient and modem, are made from it. The

ivory from the single tusk or horn of the narwhal is not of much
commercial value except as an ornament or curiosity. Some

horns attain a length of 8 to 10 ft., 4 in, thick at the base. It

is dense in Substance and of a fair colour, but owing to the

central cavity there is little of it fit for anything larger than

napkin-rings.

Ivory in Commerce, and its Industrial Applications,—Almost

the whole of the importation of ivory to Europe was until recent

years confined to London, the principal distributing mart of

the world. But the opening up of the Congo trade has placed

the port of Antwerp in a position which h^ equalled and, for

a time, may surpass that of London. Other important markets
j
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are Liverpool wd Hamburg

; and Germany, France and Portu-
gal have colonial p^sessions in Africa, from which it is imported.
America is a considerable importer for its own requirements.

From the German Cameroon alone, according to Schilling,

there were exported during the ten years ending 1905, '452,100

kilos of ivory. Mr Buxton estimates the amount of ivory im-
ported into the United Kingdom at about 500 tons. If we give
the same to Antwerp we have from these two ports alone no less

tl^ 1000 tons a year to be provided. Allowing a weight so

high as 30 ^ per pair of tusks (which is far too high, perhaps
twice too high) we should have nere alone between thirty and
forty thousand el phants to account for. It is true that every
pair of tusks that comes to the market represents a dead elephant,

but not necessarily by any means a slain or even a recently killed

one, as is popularly supposed and unfortunately too often

repeated. By far the greater proportion is the result of stores

accumulated by natives, a good part coming from animals which
have died a natural death. Not 20 % is five ivory or recently

killed ; the remainder is known in the trade as dead ivory.

In 1827 the princip^ London ivory importers imported 3000 cwt.
in 1850, 8000 cwt. The highest price up to 1855 was £^k per cwt.
At the July sales in 1905 a record price was reached for billiard-ball

teeth of ;£i67 per cwt. The total imports into the United Kingdom
were, according to Board of Trade returns, in 1890, 14,349 cwt.

:

in 1895, 10,911 cwt. ; in igoo, 9889 cwt. ; in 1904^, 9045 cwt.
From Messrs Hale & Son's (ivory brokers, 10 Fenchurch Avenue)

Ivory Report of the second quarterly sales in London, April 1906,
it appears that the following were offered :

—

Tons.

From Zanzibar, Bombay, Mozambique and Siam 17
Egyptian 19J
West Coast African xi
Lisbon . . i

Aby.ssinian 6}

55
" Sea horse (hippopotamus teeth) «... if

Walrus
I

Waste ivory loj

67i

Hard ivory was scarce. West Coast African was principally of the
Gabun description, and some of very fine quality. There was very
little inquiry for walrus. The highest prices ranged as follows

:

Soft East Coast tusks (Zanzibar, Mozambique, Bombay and Siam),
loz' to 143 lb. each £0(>, los. to £75, ros. per cwt. Billiard-ball

.scrivelloes, ;^i04 per cwt. Cut points for billiard-balls (34 in. to 2J to

3 in.) ;^ii4 to £151 per cwt. Seahorse (for best), 3s. 6a. to 4s. id.

per lb. Boars' tusks, 6d. to 7d. per lb.

Quantities of ivory offered to Publio^auction {from Messrs Hale 6*

Son's Reports).

1903, 1904. 1905.

1

Tons. ' Tons.
Zanzibar, Bombay, Mozambique and Siam 81

1 75
j

Euyptiau
1 49| !

72
f

Abyssinian
j

22| gj
West Coast African

I 46J |
39}

Lisbon 3 3

1

Tons.

76

LI
203J

]

200
Scahor.se teeth and Boar.s’ tu.sks . . •

! 7 ' 9f
j 1

I’t
j

aiof- 1 209!^

Fluctuations in prices of ivory at the London Sale-Room {from Messrs
Hale & Son's Charts, which show the prices at each quarterly

sale from /«?/(?)

.

1870.; 1 880. j,890.| 1900. 1905.'

Billiard Ball pieces .... £55 ! £90 £^ ^167
Averages—
Hard Egyptian 36 to 50 lb. . .

Soft East Indian 50 to 70 lb.

30 38 50 29 48-

67 55 I 88

1

57 72
West Coast African 50 to 70 lb. 36 57 63

1

48 61

Hard East African 50 to 70 lb. . 37 49
i

64
i

:
48 61

In October 1889 soft East Indian fetched an average of £^z per cwt.,

but in several instances higher prices were realized, and one lot

reached £88 per cwt. At the Liverpool April sales 1906 about 7} ton&
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were offered from Gabun, Angola, and Cameroon (from the last

5| ton&). To the port oi Antwerp the imports were 6830 cwt. in

1904 and 6570 cwt. in 1905 ; of which 5310 cwt. and 4890 cwt*

respectively were from the Congo State.

The leading London sales are held quarterly in Mincing Lane, a

very interesting and wonderful display of tusks and ivory of all

kinds being laid out previously for inspection in the great warehouses
known as the “ Ivory Floor ” in the London docks. The quarterly

Liverpool sales follow the Ix)ndon ones, with a short interval.

The important part which ivory plays in the industrial arts

not only for decorative, but also for domestic applications is

hardly sufficiently recognized. Nothing is wasted of this valuable

product. Hundreds of sacks full of cuttings and shavings, and
scraps returned by manufacturers after they have used what they

require for their particular trade, come to the mart. The dust is

used for polishing, and in the preparation of Indian ink, and even

for food in the form of ivory jelly. The scraps come in for in-

laying and for the numberless purposes in which ivoiy is used for

small domestic and decorative objects. India, which has l^en

called the backbone of the trade, takes enormous quantities

of the rings left in the turning of billiard-balls, which serve as

women’s bangles, or for making small toys and models, and in

other characteristic Indian work. Without endeavouring to

enumerate all the applications, a glance may be cast at the most

important of those which consume the largest quantity. Chief

among these is the manufacture of billiard-balls, of cutlery

handles, of piano-keys and of brushware and toilet articles.

Billiard-balls demand tlie highest quality of ivory
;

for the best

balls the soft description is employed, though recently, through

the competition of bonzoline and similar substitutes, the hard

has been more used in order that the weight may be a.s.similated

to that of the artificial kind. Therefore the most ^'aluable tusks

of all are those adapted for the billiard-ball trade. The term used

is “ scrivelloes,” and is applied to teeth proper for the purpose,

weighing not over about 7 lb. The division of the tusk into

smaller pieces for subsequent manufacture, in order to avoid

waste, is a matter of importance.

The accompanying diagrams (tigs, i and 2^ show the meiliod ;

the cuts are made radiating from an imaginary centre of the curve

of the tusk. In after processes the various trades have their own
tiarticular methods for making the most of the material. In making

a bilUard-ball of the
English size the first

thing to be done is to
rough out, from the
cylindrical section, a
sphere about 21 in. in

diameter, which will

eventually be 2 or
sometimes for pro-
fessional players a ht-

tle larger. One hemi-
.sphere—as shown in

the diagrams (fig, 2)

— is first turned, and
the resulting ring de-

tached with a pamng
tool. The diameter
is accurately taken
and the subsequent
removals taken off in

other directions. The
ball is then fixed in

a wooden chuck, the
half cylinder re-

versed, and the operation repeated for the other hemisphere.

It is now left five years to season and then turned dead true.

The rounder and straigfiter the tusk selected for ball-making

the better. Evidently, if the tusk is oval and the ball the size

of the least diameter, its sides which come nearer to the bark

or rind will be coarser and of a different density from those portions

further removed from this outer skin. The matching of billiard-balls

is important, for extreme accuracy in weight is essential. It is usual

to bleach them, as the purchaser—or at any rate the distributing

intermediary—likes to have them of a dead white. But this is a

mistake, for bleaching with chemicals take.s out the gelatine to some
extent, alters the quality and affects the density ; it also makes
more liable to crack, and they arc not nearly .so nice-looking. Billiard-

balls should ^ bought in summer time wlien the temperature is

most equable, and gently used tiU^ the winter season. On an average
three bails of fine quality are got out of a tooth. The stook of more
than one great manufacturer surpasses at times 30,000 in number.

But aitiiough ball teeth rose in 1905 to ^167 a owt., thence of

billiard-balls was the same in 1905 as it was ih 1885. Roughly
speaking, there are about twelve different qualities and prices of

billiard-balls, and eight of pyramid- and pool-balls, the latter ranging
from half a guinea to two guineas each.

The ivory for piano-keys is delivered to the trade in the shape

of what are known as heads and tails, the former for the parts

which come under the fingers, the latter for that running up
between the black keys. The two are joined afterwards on the

keyboard with extreme accuracy. Piano-keys are bleached, but

organists for some reason or other prefer unbleached keys.

The soft variety is mostly used for high-class work and preferably

of the Egyptian type.

The great centres of the ivory industry for the ordinary

objects of common domestic use are in England, for cutleiy

handles Sheffield, for billiard-balls and piano-keys London. For

Lathe

Fig. 2.

cutlery a large firm such as Rodgers & Sons uses an average of

some twenty tons of ivory annually, mo.stly of the hard variety.

But for billiard-balls and piano-keys America is now a large

producer, and a considerable quantity is made in France and

Germany. Brush backs are almost wholly in English hands.

Dieppe has long been famous for the numberless little ornaments

and useful articles such as statuettes, crucifixes, little book-

covers, paper-cutters, combs, serviette -rings and arltcks de

Paris generally. And St Claude in the Jura, and Geislingen

in Wurtemljerg, and Erbach in Hesse, Germany, arc amongst

the most important centres of the industry. India and China

supply the multitude of toys, models, chess and draughtsmen,

puzzles, workbox fittings and other curiosities.

Vegetable Ivory, &c .—Some allusion may be made to vegetable

ivory and artificial substitutes. The plants yielding the vegetable

ivory of commerce represent two ormore speciesof ananomalousgenus
of palms, and arc known to botanists as Phytetephas. They arc natives

of tropical South America, occurring chiefly on the banlw of the

river Magdalena, Colombia, always found in damp localities, not

only, however, on the lower coast region as in Darien, but also at

a considerable elevation above the sea. They are mostly found in

separate groves, not mixed with other trees or shrubs. The plant is

severally known as the “ tagua " by tlie Indians on the banks of the

Magdalena, as the “ anta " on the coast of Darien, and as the ** pulli-

punta " and " homoro " in Peru. It is stemlcss or short-stemmed,

and crowned with from twelve to twenty very long pinnatifid leaves.

The plants are dioecious, the males forming higher, more erect

and robust trunks than the females. The male inflorescence is in

the form of a simple fleshy cylindrical spadix covered with flowers ;

the female flowers are also m a single spadix, which, however, is

shorter than in the male. The fruit consists of a conglomerated

head composed of six or seven drupes, each containing from six to

nine seeds, and the whole being enclosed in a walled woody covering

forming altogether a globular head as largo as that of a man. A
single plant sometimes bears at the same time from six to eight of

these large heads of fruit, each weighing from 20 to 25 lb. In its very

young state the seed contains a clear insipid fluid, which travellers

take advantage of to allay thirst. As it gets older this fluid becomes
mflky and of a sweet taste, and it gradually continues to change
both in taste and consistence until it becomes so ^d as to make it

valuable as a substitute for animal ivory. In their young and fresh

state the fruits are eaten with avidity by bears, hogs and other

animals. The seeds, or nuts as they are usually called when fully

ripe and bard, are used by the American Indians for makii^ small

ornamental articles and toys. They are imported into Britain in

considerable quantities, frequently under the name of " Corozo "

nuts, a name by which the fruits of some species of Attalea (another

palm with hard ivory-like seeds) are known in Central America—
their uses being chiefly for small artiofes of turnery. Of vegetable

ivory Great Britain imported in 1904 1200 tons, of which about 400

tons were re-exported, principally to Germany. It is mainly and
largely used for coat buttons.

Many artlflcial compounds have, from time to time, been tried as

substitutes for ivory ;
amongst them potatoes treated with sulphuric

Fig. 1.
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add. CeUi^id is familiar to as nowadays, in the foirm of bonmiine.
into which it is said to onter^ it is used l^gely for billiard balls ; and
anew Fsencb substitute—a caseine made from milk, called gallalith

—

has begun to be much used for piano keys in the cheaper sorts of
instrument. Odontolite is mammoth ivory, which through lapse of
time and from surroundings becomes converted into a substance
known as fossil or blue ivory, and is used occasionally in jewelry
as turquoise, which it very much resembles. It results from the
tusks of antediluvian mammoths buried in the earth for thousands
of 3rear8, during which time under certain conditions the ivory
becomes slowly penetrated with the metallic salts which give it the
peculiar vivid blue colour of turquoise.

Ivory Sculpture and the Decorative j4f/y.—Thfi use of ivory as

a material peculiarly adapted for sculpture and decoration has
been universal in the history of civilization. The earliest

examples which have come down to us take us back to pre-

historic times, when, so far as our knowledge goes, civilization

as we understand it had attained no higher degree than that of

the dwellers in caves, or of the most primitive races. Throughout
succeeding ages there is continued evidence that no other
substance—except perhaps wood, of which we have even fewer
ancient examples— has been so consistently connected with
man’s art-craftsmanship. It is hardly too much to say that to

follow properly the history of ivory sculpture involves the study
of the whole world’s art in all ages. It will take us back to the

most remote antiquity, for we have examples of the earliest

d3niasties of Egypt and Assyria. Nor is there entire default

when we come to the periods of the highest civilization of Greece

and Rome. It has held an honoured place in all ages for the

adornment of the palaces of the great, not only in sculpture

proper but in the rich inlay of panelling, of furniture, chariots

iuid other costly articles. The Bible teems with references to

its beauty and value. And when, in the days of Pheidias, Greek
sculpture had reached the highest perfection, we learn from
ancient writers that colossal statues were constructed—^notably

the Zeus of Olympia ” and the “ Athena of the Parthenon.”
'rhe faces, hands and other exposed portions of these figures

were of ivory, and the question, therefore, of the method of

production of such extremely large slabs as perhaps were used

lias been often debated. A similar difficulty arises with regard

to other pieces of considerable size, found, for example, amongst
consular diptychs. It has been conjectured that some means of

softening and moulding ivory was known to the ancients, but
as a matter of fact though it may be softened it cannot be again

restored to its original condition. If up to the 4th century we
are unable to point to a large number of examples of sculpture

in ivory, from that date onwards the chain is unbroken, and
during the five or six hundred years of unrest and strife from the

decline of the Roman empire in the 5th century to the dawn of

the Gothic revival of art in the iith or 12th, ivory sculpture

alone of the sculptural arts carries on the preservation of types

and traditions of classic times in central Europe. Most impl-
ant indeed is the role which existing examples of

ivory carving play in the history of the last two cen-

turies of the consulates of the Western and Eastern

empires. Though the evidences of decadence in art

may be marked, the close of that period brings us

down to the end of the reign of Justinian (527-563).

Two centuries later the iconoclastic persecutions in the

Eastern empire drive westward and compel to settle

there numerous colonies of monks and artificers.

Throughout the Carlovmgian period, the examples of

ivory sculpture which we possess in not inconsiderable

quantity are of extreme importance in the history

of the early dievelopment of Byzantine art in Eurojw.

And when the ‘Western world of art arose from its

torpor, freed itself from Byzantine shackles and
:

traditions, and began to think for itself, it is to the I

sculptures in ivory of the Gothic art of the r3th

and 14th centories that we turn with admiration

of their exquisite beauty of expression. Up to about the

14th century the influence of the church was everywhere

predominant in all matters relating to art. In ivories,

as in mosaics, enamels or miniature painting it would be

difficult to findi a dozen examples, from the age Of Constontine
onwards, other than sacred ones or of sacred symbolism. But
as the penod of the Renadssance appvoadwd, the influence of

ron^tK literatare to assert itself, and a feeling and style

simili^ to those w^ch are characteristic of the charming series

of religious art in ivory, so touchingly conceived and executed,
meet us in many objects in ivory destined for ordinary domestic
uses and ornament. Mirror cases, caskets for jeweli^ or toilet

purposes, combs, the decoration of arms, or of saddlery or of

weapons of the chase, are carved and chased with scenes of real

life or illustrations of the romances, which being home to us in a
vivid manner details of the manners and oustoms, amusements,
dresses and domestic life of the times. With the Renaissance
and a return to clwsical ideas, joined with a love of display and
of gorgeous magnificence, art in ivory takes a secondary place.

There is a want of simplicity and of originality. It is the ^iod
of the commencement of decadence. Then comes the period
nicknamed rococo^ which persisted so long. Ivory carving
follows the vulgar fashion, is content with copying or adapting,
and until the revival in our own times is, except in rare instances,

no longer to be classed as a fine art. It becomes a trade and is in

the hands of the mechanic of the workshop. In this necessarily

brief and condensed sketch we have been concerned mainly with
ivory carving in Europe. It will be necessary to give also,

presently, some indications enabling the inquirer to follow the
history—or at least to put him on the track of it—notonly in the

different countries of the West but also in India, Qiina and Japan.
Prehistoric Ivory Carvings.—These are the result of investiga-

tions made about the middle of the 19th century in the cave
dwellings of the Dordogne in France and also of the lake dwellings
of Switzerland. As records they are unique in the history of

art. Further than this our wonderment is excited at finding

these engravings or sculptures in the round, these chiselled

examples of the art of the uncultivated savage, conceived and exe-
cuted with a feeling of delicacy and restraint which the most
modern artist might envy. Who they were who executed them
must be left to the palaeontologist and geologist to decide.

We can only be certain that they were contemporary with the
period when the mammoth and the reindeer still roved freely in

southern France. The most important examples are the sketch
of tlje mammoth (see Painting, Plate L), on a slab of ivory

now in the museum of the Jardin dcs Plantes, the head and
shoulders of an ibex canned in the round on a piece of reindeer

'

horn, and the figure of a woman (instances of representations

of the human form are most rare) naked and wearing a necklace
and bracelet. Many of the originals are in the museum at St
Ge.rmain-en-Laye, and casts of a considerable number are in the
British Museum.
Ancient Assyrian, Egyptian, Greek and Homan Ivories,

know from ancient wnters that the Egyptians were skilled in

Fig. 3.—^Panel with Cartoiidhe, Nineveh.

ivory carving and that they procured ivory in large quantities

from Ethiopia. The Louvre possesses examples of a kind of

flat castanets or clappers, in the form of the cum of the tui^s

themselves, engraved in outline, beautifully modislled hands
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forming the tapering points

;
and large quantities of small

objects, including a box of plain form and simple decoration

identified from the inscribed praenomen as of the fifth dynasty,

about 4000 B.C. The British Museum and the museum at Cairo

are also comparatively rich. But no other collection in the world

contains such an interesting collection of ancient Assyrian

ivories as that in the British Museum. Those exhibited number
some fifty important pieces, and many other fragments are, on
account of their fragility or state of decay, stowed away. The
collection is the result of the excavations by Layard about 1840
on the supposed site of Nineveh opposite the modern city of

Mosul. When found they were so decomposed from the lapse

of time as scarcely to bear touching or the contact of the external

air. Layard hit upon the ingenious plan of boiling in a solution

of gelatine and thus restoring to them the animal matter which
had dried up in the course of centuries. Later, the explorations

of Flinders Petrie and others at Abydos brought to light a con-

siderable number of sculptured fragments which may be even
two thousand years older than those of Nineveh. They have
been exhibited in London and since distributed amongst various

museums at home and abroad.

Consular and Official and Private Diptychs.—About fifty of

the remarkable plaques called “ consular diptychs,” of the time
of the three last centuries

h rom photo hy W. A. Mansell & Co.

Fig. 4.—Leal of diptych showing
combats with stags ; in the Liver-
pool Museum.

of the consulates of the

Roman and Greek empire

have been preserved. They
range in date from perhaps

miifourth to mid-sixth cen-

turies, and as vith two or

three exceptions the dates

are certain it would be diffi-

cult to overestimate their

historic or intrinsic value.

The earliest of absolutely

certain date is the diptych

of Ao.sta (A.i). 408), the first

after the recognition of

Christianity
;

or, if the

Monza diptych represents,

as some think, the Consul

Stilicon, then wo ma}’ refer

back six years earlier. At
an}* rate the edict of Theo-

dosius in A.D. 384, concern-

ing the restriction of the use

of ivory to the diptychs of

the regular (onsuls, is evi-

dence that the custom must
have been long estab-

lished, According to some
authorities the beautiful leaf

of diptych in the Liverpool

Museum (fig. 4) is a consular

one and to be ascribed to

Marcus Julius Philippus

(a.d. 248). Similarly the

Gherardcsca leaf in the

British Museum may be
accepted as of the Consul

Marcus Aurelius (a.d. 308).

But the whole question of

the half dozen earliest examples is conjectural. With a few notable
exceptions they show decadence in art. Amongst the finest may
be cited the leaf with the combats with stags at Liverpool, the dip-
tych of Probianus at. JBerlin and the two leaves, one of Anas-
tasius, the other of Orestes, in the Victoria and Albert Museum.
The literature concerning these diptychs is voluminous, from the
time of the erudite treatise by Gori published in 1759 to the
present day. The latest of certain date is that of Basilius,

consul of the East in 541, the last of the consuls. The diptychs
of private individuals or of officials number about sixteen, and

in the case of the private ones have a far greater artistic value.

Of these the Victoria and Albert Museum possesses the most
beautiful leaf of perhaps the finest example of ancient ivory

sculpture which has come down to us, diptychon Mcleretense^

representing a Bacchante (fig. 5). The other half, which is much
injured, is in the Cluny Museum. Other important pieces are

the Aesculapius and Hygeia at Liverpool, the Hippol5rtus and
Phaedra at Brescia, the Barberini in the Bargello and at Vienna
and the Rufius Probianus at Berlin. Besides the diptychs

ancient Greek and Roman rmim.-
ivories before the recognition

of Christianity are compara- M A r^ ^
tively small in number and arc ^
mostly in the great museums of W
the Vatican, Naples, the British ®
Museum, the louvre and the W
(!luny Museum. Amongst them ^ r ^
are the statuette of Penthea, ^ ^
perhaps of the 3rd century O t ^
(Cluny), a large head of a ^ Q / ®
woman (museum of Vienna) S
and the Bellerophcn (British MK / ^^
Museum), nor must those of M U Jllp!
the Roman occupation in fepLyl ^ HgS
England and other countries be B
forgotten. Notable instances

I ^
are the plaque and ivory mask IMl | I

found at Caerleon. Others are

now in the Guildhall and British 11

1

Museums, and most continental
| |

European museums have ex- I ^
amples connected with their

j| ^ ^
Early Christian and Early ^ ^

Byzantine Ivories. — The few |1
examples we possess of Christian

il ? ll ilf

ivories previous to the time of

Constantine are not of great H
"^**^^*^

f
importance from the point of

view of the history of art. But
after that date the ivories which 5.—Leaf of Roman dip-

we may ascribe to the cen- tych representing a Lacchante

;

. • i , , ,, m the Victoria and Albert
tunes from the end of the Museum.
4th to at least the end of the

9th become of considerable interest, on account of their connexion
with the development of Byzantine art in western Europe.
With regard to exact origins and dates opinions arc largely

divergent. In great part they arc due to the carrying on of

traditions and styles by which the makers of the sarcophagi

were inspired, and the difficulties of ascription are increased

when in addition to the primitive elements the influence of

Byzantine systems introduced many new ideas derived from
many extraneous sources. The questions involved arc of no
small archaeological, iconographical and artistic importance,

but it must be admitted that we are reduced to ccnjecture in

many cases, and compelled to theorize. And it would seem to be

impossible to be more precise as to dates than within a margin
of sometimes three centuries. Then, again, we are met by the

question how far these ivories are connected with Byzantine
art

;
whether they were made in the West by immigrant Greeks,

or indigenous works, or purely imported productions. Some
German critics have endeavoured to construct a system of

schools, and to form definite groups, assigning them to Rome,
Ravenna, Milan and Monza, Not only so, but they claim to be
precise in dating even to a certain decade of a century. But it

IS certainly more than doubtful whether there is sufficient

evidence on which to found such assumptions. It is at least

probable that a considerable number of the ivories whose dates

are given by such a number of critics so wide a range as from

the 4th to the loth century are nothing more than the work of

the monks of the numerous monasteries founded throughout

the Carlovingian empire, copying and adapting from whatever
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came into their hands* Many of them were Greek immigrants
exiled at the time of the iconoclastic persecutions. To these
must be added the Celtic and Anglo-Saxon missionaries^ who
brought wth them and disaeminat^ Aeir own natioi^ feeling
and technique. We have to take into account also the relations
which existed not only with Constantinople but ako with the
great governing provinces of Syria and Egypt. Where all our
information is so vague^ wd in the face of so much conflicting
opinion amongst authorities^ it is not unreasonable to hold with
regard to very many of these ivories that instead of assigning
them to the age of Justinian or even the preceding century we
ought rather to postpone their dating from one to perhaps three
centuries later and to admit that we cannot be precise even
within these limits. It would be impossible to follow here the
whole of the arguments relating to this most important period
of the development of ivory sculpture or to mention a tithe of the
examples which illustrate it. Amongst the most striking the
earliest is the very celebrated leaf of a diptych in the British
Museum representing an archangel (fig. 6). It is generally

admitted that we have no ivory

of the 5th or 6th centuries or in

fact of any early medieval period

which can compare with it in

excellence of design and work-
manship. lliere is no record (it

is believed) from whence the

museum obtained the ivory.

I'here are at least plausible

grounds for surmising that it is

identical with the “ Angelus
longus eburneus ” of a book-
cover among the books brought
to England by St Augustine
which IS mentioned in a list of

things belonging to Christchurch,

Canterbury (see Dart, Ap/>, p.

xviii.). The dating of the four

Passion plaques, also in the

British Museum, varies from the

5th to the 7th century. But
alUiough most recent authorities

ac('ept the earlier date, the

present writer holds strongly that

they arc not anterior to, at

earliest, the 7th century. Even
then they will remain, w'ith th(

exception of the Monza oil flask

and perhaps the St Sabina doors,

the earliest known representation

of the crucifixion. The ivory

vase, with cover, in the British

representing Arcbangel

;

the British Museum.

From photo by W. A. Maniiell & C’o.

Fig. Museum, appears to possess de-

fined elements of the farther

East, due perhaps to the rela-

tions between Syria and Christian India or Ceylon. Other
important early Christian ivories arc the series of pyxes,

the diptych in the treasury of St Ambrogio at Milan, the

chair of Maximian at Ravenna (most important as a type-

piece), the panel with the “ Ascension ” in the Bavarian
National Museum, the Brescia casket, the “ Lorsch ” bookcovers

of the Vatican and Victoria and Albert Museum, the Bodleian

and other bookcovers, the St Paul diptych in the Bargello at

Florence and the “ Annunciation ” plaque in the Trivulzio

collection. So, far as unquestionably oriental specimens of

Byzantine art are concerned they are few in number, but we have
in the famous Harbaville triptych in -the Louvre a super-

excellent example.

Gothic Ivories.
—^The most generally charming period of ivory

sculpture is unquestionably tliat which, coincident with the

Gothic revival in art, marked the beginning of a great and

lasting change. The formalism imposed by Byzantine traditions

gave place to a brighter, more delicate and t^erer conception.

TTiis golden age of the ivory carver—at Its best In the 13th cen-
tury—was still in evidence during the Z4th, and althoo^ tWe
is^ beginning of a transition in style in the 15th centuryi the
period of neglect and decadence which set in about the begaming
of the i6th hardly reached the acute stage until well on into the
17th. To review the various developments both of religious art
which reigned almost alone until the 14th century, or of the
secular side as exemplified in the delightful mirror cases and
caskets carved with subjects from the romantic stories which
were so popular, would be impossible here. • Ahnost every great
museum and famous private collection abounds in examples
of the well-known diptychs and triptychs and little portable
oratories of this period. Some, as m a famous panel in the
British Museum, are marveb of minute workmanship, others of

delicate openwork and tracery. Others, again, are remarkable
for the wonderful way in which, in the compass of a few inches,

whole histories and episodes of the scriptural narratives are
expressed in the most vivid and telling manner. Qiarming above
all are the statuettes of the Virgin and Child which French and
Flemish art, especially, have h^ded down to us. Of these the
Victoria and Albert Museum possesses a representative collec-

tion. Another series of interest is that of the croziers or pastoral
staves, the development of which the student of ivories will be
careful to study in connexion with the earlier ones and the
tau-headed staves. In addition there are shrines, reliquaries,

bookcovers, liturgical combs, portable altars, pyxes, lioly water
buckets and sprinklers, flabella or liturgical fans, rosaries, memento
morif paxes, small figures and groups, and almost every conceiv-
able adjunct of the sanctuary or for private devotion. It is to

French or Flemish art that the greater number and the most
beautiful must be referred. At the same time, to take one
example onl>~-the diptych and triptych of Bishop Grandison
in the Briti^ Museum—we have evidence that English ivory
carvers were capable of rare excellence of design and workman-
ship. Nor can crucifixes be forgotten, though they are of

extreme rarity before the 17th century. A most beautiful 13th-
century figure for one—though only a fragment—is in the Victoria
and Albert Museum. Amongst secular objects of this period,

besides the mirror cases (fig. 7) and caskets, there are hunting
horns (the earlier ones probably oriental, or more or less faith-

fully copied from oriental models), chess and draughtsmen
(especially the curious set from the isle of Lewis), combs, marriagr'

coffers (at one period remarkable Italian ones of bone), memoi'
andum tablets, seals, the pommels and cantles of saddles and a

XV. 4
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unique harp now in the Louvre. The above enumeration will

alone to show that the inquirer must be referred for

details to the numerous works which treat of medieval ivory

sculpture.

Ivory Sculpture from the i6th to the ipth Compared
with the wealth of ivory carving of the two preceding centuiies,

the 15th, and especially the 16th, centuries are singularly poor in

really fine work. But before we arrive at the period of real

decadence we shall come across such things as the knife of

Diana of Poitiers in the Louvre, the sceptre of Louis XIIL, the

Rothschild hunting horn, many Italian powder horns, the

German Psyche in the Louvre, or the “ Young Girl and Death
**

in the Munich Museum, in which there is undoubtedly originality

and talent of the first order. The practice of ivory carving

became extremely popular throughout the 17th and i8th

centuries, especially in the Netherlands and in Germany, and the

amount of ivory consumed must have been very great. But^

with rare exceptions, and these for the most part Flemish, it is

art of an inferior kind, which seems to have been abandoned to

second-rate sculptors and the artisans of the workshop. 'Iliere is

little originality, the rococo styles run riot, and we seem to be

condemned to wade through an interminable series of gods and
godde.sses, bacchanalians and satyrs, pscudo-classical copies

from the antique and imitations of the schools of Rubens. As a

matter of fact few great museums, except the German ones,

care to include in their collections examples of these periods.

Some exceptions are made in the case of Flemish sculptors of

such talent as Fran9ois Duquesnoy (Fiammingo), Gerard van
Obstal or Lucas Fayd’herbe. In a lesser degree, in Germany,
Christoph Angermair, Leonhard Kcm, Bernhard Strauss,

Elhafen, Kruger and Rauchmiller
;
and, in France, Jean Guiller-

min, David le Marchand and Jean Cavalier. Crucifixes were

turned out in enormous numbers, some of not inconsiderable

merit, but, for the most part, they represent anatomical exercises

varying but slightly from a pattern of which a celebrated one

attributed to Faistenberger may be taken as a type. Tankards

abound, and some, notably the one in the Jones collection, than

which perhaps no finer example exists, are also of a high standard.

Duquesnoy’s work is well illustrated by the charming series of

six plaques in the Victoria and Albert Museum known as the
“ Fiammingo boys.” Amongst the crowd of objects in ivory

of all descriptions of the early i8th century, the many example.s

of the curious implements known as rappoirs, or tobacco graters,

should be noticed. It may perhaps be necessary to add that

although the character of art in ivory in these periods is not of

th^ghest, the subject is not one entirely unworthy of attention

and study, and there are a certain number of remarkable and

even admirable examples.

Ivory Sculpture of Spain, Portugal, India, China and japan.--

Generally speaking, with regard to Spain and Portugal, there is

little reason to do otherwise than confine our attention to a certain

class of important Moorish or Hispano-Moresque ivories of the

time of the Arab occupation of the Peninsula, from the 8th to the

15th centuries. Some fine examples are in the Victoria and

Albert Museum. Of Portuguese work there is little except the

hybrid productions of Goa and the Portuguese settlements in the

East. Some mention must be made also of the remarkable

examples of mixed Portuguese and savage art from Benin, now
in the British Museum. Of Indian ivory carving the India

Museum at Kensington supplies a very large and varied collection

which has no equal elsewhere. But there is little older than the

17th century, nor can it be said that Indian art in ivory can

occupy a very high place in the history of the art. What we
know of Chinese carving in ivory is confined to those examples

which are turned out for the European market, and can hardly

be considered as appealing very strongly to cultivated tastes.

A brief reference to the well-known delightful netsukis and the

characteristic inlaid work must suffice here for the ivories of

Japan (see Japan : Art),

Ivory Sculpture in the 19th Century and of the Present Day,

—

Few people are aware of the extent to which modem ivory sculp-

ture IS practised by distinguished artists. Year by year, how ever,

COAST
a certain amount is exhibited in the Royal Academy and in most
foreign salons, but in England the works—necess^ly not very

numerous—are soon absorbed in privi^ collecticns. On the

European continent, on the contrary, in such gaiMeries as the

Belgian state collections or the Luxembourg, examples are

frequently acquired and exhibited. In Belgium the acquisition

of the Congo and the considerable import ol ivory therefrom

gave encouragement to a definite revived of the art. Important

exhibitions have been held in Belgium, and a notable one in

Paris in 1904. Though ivory carving is as expensive as marble

sculpture, all sculptors delight in following it, and the material

entails no special knowledge or training. Of igth-century artists

there were in France amongst the best known, besides numerous

minor workers of Dieppe and St Claude, Augustin Moreau,

Vautier, Soitoux, Belleteste, Meugniot, Pmdier, Triqueti and

Gerdme
;
and in the first decade of the 20th century, besides

such distinguished names in the first rank as Jean Dampt and
Theodore Rivi^e, there were Vever, Gardet, Caron, Barrias,

Allouard, Ferrary and many others. Nor must the decorative

work of Ren6 l^lique be omitted. No less than forty Belgian

sculptors exhibited work in ivory at the Brussels exhibition of

1887. The list included artists of such distinction as J. Dillcns,

Constantin Meunier, van der Stappen, Khnopff, P. Wolfers,

Samuel and Paul de \' igne, and amongst contemporary Belgian

sculptors arc also van Beurden, G. Devreese, Vincotte, de

Tombay and Lagae. In England the most notable work includes

the “ Lamia ” of George F'rampton, the “ St Elixabeth of Alfred

Gilbert, the “ Mors Janua Vitae ” of Horry Bates, the ” Launce-

iot ” of W. Reynolds-Stephens and the use of ivory in the applied

arts by Lynn Jenkins, A. G. Walker, Alexander Fisher and
others.

Authorities.—

S

ee genci-ally A. Maskell, Ivories (i9o<'>)> and the
bibliography there given.

On Early Christian and Early Byzantine ivories, the following

works may be mentioned : Abb6 Cabrol, Diciionnaire de Varchiologie

chrHienne (in progres.s) ; O. M. Dalton, Catalogue of Early Christian

Antiquities in British Museum (1902); E. Dobbert, Zur Geschichie

der Elfenbeinsculptur (1885) ; H. Graeven, Antike Schnitzereien

(1903) ; R. Kauzler, Gli avori . . . Vaticana (1903) ; Kondakov,
VArt byzantin\ A. Maskell, Cantor Lectures, aoc. of Arts (1906)
(lecture 11 .,

" Early Chri.stian and Early Byzantine Ivories **)

;

Strzygowski, Byzantinische Denkmaler (1891) ;
V. Schulze, Archho-

logie der altchristUchen Kunst (1895) ; G. Stuhlfauth, Die altchristl.

Elfenbeinplastih (ibgO).

On the consular diptychs, see H. F. Clinton, Fasti Romani (1845-

1850) ; A. Gori, Thesaurus veterum diptychorum (1759) ; C. Lenor-
mant, Trisor de numismatique et de glypiique (1834-1846) ; F\ Puhzky,
Catalogue of the Fij6rvdry Ivories (1856).

On tlic artistic interest generally, see also C. Alabaster,

of Chinese Objects in the South Kensington Museum ; Sir R. Alcock,

Art and Art Industries in Japan (1878) ;
Barraud et Martin, i> Bd/on

pastoral (1856) ; Bouchot, Les Reliures d'art d la Bibliothdque Natio-

nale; Bretagne, Sur les peignes liturgigues; H. Cole, Indian Art
at Delhi (1904) ; R. Garrucci, Stona delV arte Christiana

(1881J ;

A, jacquemart, Histoire du mobihev (187(1) ; J, Labarte, Histaire des

arts tnaustriels (1864I
; C. lind, (Iber den Krummslab (18O3)

;
Sir F.

Madden, "Lewis Cnessmen’* (in Archaeologia, vol. xxiv. 1832);
W, Maskell, Ivories, Ancient and Medieval in the South Kensington

Museum (1872) ; A. Michel, Histoire de Vart ; E. Molinier, Histoire

ginirale des arts (1896) ; £. Oldfield, Catalogue of Fictile Jvones sold

by the Arundel Society (1855) ; A. H. Pitt Rivers, Antique Works of

Art from Benin (1900)

;

A. C. Quatremire de Quincy, Le Jupiter

Olympien (1815) ;
Charles Scherer, Elfenbeinplastih seit der RenaiS”

sance (1903) ;
E. du Sommerard, Les Arts au moyendge (1838-1846)

;

G. Stephens, Runie Caskets (1866- 1868) ; A. Venturi; deW arte

Itahana (1901) ;
Sir G. Watt. Indian Art at Delhi (1904) ; J. O.

Westwood, Fictile Ivories in the South Kensington Museum {1876).

Sir M. D. Wyatt, Notices of Sculpture in Ivory (1856). (A. Me.)

IVORY COAST {Cole d'Ivoire), a French West African colony,

bounded S. by the Gulf of Guinea, W. bv Liberia and Frcn^
Guinea, N. by the colony of Upper Senegal and Niger, E. by the

Gold Coast. Its area is approximately 120,000 sq. m., and its

population possibly 2,000,000, of whom some 600 are Europeans.

Official estimates (19^) placed the native population as low as

980,000.

Physical Features.^Tka coast-line extends from 7° 30' to 3® 7' W.
and has a length of 380 m. It forms an arc of a circle of which the

convexity turns slightly to the north ; neither bay nor promontory
breaks the regularity of its ouBine. The shore is low, bordered in its
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oasttm hal£ lagpoons^ and didicuit oi access on account of the
submarine bar of sand which stretches along nearly the whole of the
coast, and also b^use of the heavy surf caused by the great Atlantic
billows. The principal lagoons, going W. to £. are those of Grand
Lahou, Grand Bassam or £brie and Assini. The coast plains extend
inland about 40 m. Beyond the ground rises in steep slopes to a

g
eneral level of over 1000 it., the plateau being traversed in several

irections by hills rising 2000 ft. and over, and cut by valleys with a
eeneral south-eastern trend. In the north-east, in the district of

Kong the country becomes mountainous, Mt. Kommono
attaining a height of 4^57 ft. In the north-west, by the Liberian

frontier, the motmtains in the Gon region rise over 6000 ft. Starting

from the Liberian frontier, the chief rivers are the .Cavalla (or

Kavalli), the San Pedro, the Sassandra (240 m. long), the Bandama
(225 m.), formed by the White and the Red Bandama, the Komoo
(360 m.) and the Bia. All these streams are interrupted by rapids

as they descend from the highlands to the plain and are unnavi^able
by steamers save for a few miles from their moutlis. The nvers
named all drain to the Gulf of Guinea

;
the rivers in the extreme

north of the colony belong to the Niger system, being affluents of

the Bani or Mahel Balevel branch of that river. The watershed runs
roughly from 9“ N. in the west to 10® N. in the east, and is marked by
a line of hills rising about 650 ft above the level of the plateau.
The climate is .in general very hot and unhealthy, the rainf^ being
very heavy. In some parts of the plateau healthier conditions
prevail. The fauna and flora are similar to those of the Gold Coast
and Liberia. Primeval forest extends from the coast plains to about
8® N., covering nearly 50,000 sq. m.

Inhabitants.—^I'he coast district.s are inliubitcd by Negro
tribes allied on the one hand to the Krumen {q.v.) and on the

other to the people of Ashanti {q.v.). The Assinis are of Ashanti

origin, and chiefly of the Ochin and Agni tribes. Farther west

are found the “ Jack-Jacks ” and the “ Kwa-Kwas/’ sobriquets

given respectively to the Aradian and Avikom by the early

European traders. The Kwa-Kwa are said to be so called

because their salutation “ resembles the cry of a duck.^’ In the

interior the Negro strain predominates but with an admixture

of Hamitic or Berber blood. The tribes represented include

Jamaas, Wongaras and Mandinj^os {q.v.\ some of whom are

Moslems. The Mandingos have intermarried largely with the

Bambara or Sienuf, an agricultural people of more than average

intelligence widely spread over the country, of which they are

considered to be the indigenous race. The Bambara themselves

are perhaps only a distinct branch of the original Mandingo

stock. The Bauld, who occupy the central part of the colony,

are of Agni-Ashanti origin. ITic bulk of the inhabitants are

fetish worshippers. On the northern confines of the great forest

belt live races of cannibals, whose existence was first made known
by Captain d’Ollone in 1899. In general the coast tribes are

peaceful They have the reputation of being neither industrious

nor intelligent. The traders are chiefly Fanti, Sierra Leonians,

Senegalese and Mandingos.

Towns.—The chief towns on the coast are Grand aiid Little Bassara,

Jackville and Assini in the cast and Grand Lahou, Sassandra and
Tabu in the west. Grand and T.ittle Bassara arc built on the strip

of sand which separates the Grand Bassam or Ebri6 lagoon from the

sea. This lagoon forms a commodious harbour, once the bar has

been crossed. Grand Bassam is situated at the point where the

lagoon and the river Komoe enter the sea and there is a minimum
depth of 12 ft. of water over the bar. 'J'he town (pop. 5000, inclutling

about 100 Europeans) is the .seat of the customs admiuistratiou and
of the judicial aepartment, and is the largest centre for the trade of

the colony. A wharf equipped with cranes extends beyond the surf

line the town is served by a light railway. It is notoriously

unhealthy
;

yellow fever is endemic. Little ^ssam, renamed by
the French Port Bouet, possesses an advantage over the other ports

on the coast, as at this point there is no bar. The sea floor j.s here

rent by a chasm, known as the “ Bottomless Pit," the waters having

a depth of 65 ft. Abijean (Abidjan), on the north side of the lagoon

opposite Port Bouet is the startmg-point of a railway to the oil and

rubber regions. The half-mile of foreshore separating the port from

the lagoon was in 1904-1907 pierced by a canal, but the canal silted

up as soon as cut, and in 1908 the French decided to make Grand

:^ssam the chief port of the colony. Assini is an important centre

for the mbber trade of Ashanti. On the northern shore of the

Bassam lagoon, and 19 m. from Grand Bassam, is the capital of the

colony, the native name Adiame having been changed into Binger-

vflle, in honour of Captain L. G. Bingcr (see below). ITic town is

bufit on a hill and is mlriy healthy,
.

In lAc Interior are several towns, though none of any size numcnc-

aUv. The best known are Koroko, Kong and Bona, entropdts for

the trade of the middle Niger, and Bontuku, on the caravan route

to Sokoto and the meeting-place of the merchants from Kong and

99
Timbuktu engaged in the kolarnut tzlulem^ Aahaati nod th6 Gold
Coast Bontuku is peopled largely by wbngara and HaUsa, and
ztldgt of the inhabitants, ydio numbet sohie 3000, are Mouems.
The town, which was founded in tlie 15th oentnry 6t k
\reiled, coritiiuB various mosques and generally piesonts the
appearance of an eastern city.

Agricutture and Trads.-^The natives cultivate maize> plantains,
bananas, jiineapples, limes, pepper, cotton, and live easily on
the products of their gardens, with occasional hkp from fiShiUg and
hunting. They also weave clothe make pottery and smelt iron.

Europeans introduced the cultivatioii of eoflec, which gives good
results. The forests are rich in palm-tree pn^ucts, rubber and
mahogany, which constitute the chief articles of export. The rubber
goes almost exclusively to England, as does .also the niahogany^
The palm-oil and palm kernels arc sent almost entirely to Fmce.
The value of the external trade of the colony eoiceeded j^ipoOfOoo
for the first time in 190^. About 30 ^ of the trade is with Great
Britain. The export of ivory, for which the counhy was formerly
famous, has almost ceased, the elephants being largely driven out of
the colony. Cotton goods, by far me most important of the imports,
come almost entirely from Great Britain. Gold exists and many
native villages have small " placer " mines. In 1901 the government
of the colony began the granting of mining concessions, in which
British capital was largely invested. There are many ancient mines
in the country, disus^ since the dose of the i8th century, if not
earlier.

Communications.—The railway from Little Bassam serves the
east central part of the colony and runs to Katio^ in Kong, a total

distance of 250 m. The line is of metre gauge. Tne cutting of two
canals, whereby communication is efiected by lagoon between
Assini and Grand Lahou via Bassam, followed the construction of the
railway. Grand and Little Bassam are in regular communication
by steamer with Bordeaux, Marseilles, Liverpool, Antwerp and
Hamburg. Grand Bassam is connected with Europe by submarine
cable via Dakar. Telegraph lines connect the coast with aU
principal station.^ in the interior, witli the Gold Coast, and with the
other French colonies in West Africa.

Administration, &c.—The colony is under the general superintend-
ence of the government general of French West Africa At the head
of the local administration is a lieutenant-governor, who is assisted

by a council on which nominated unoflicial members have seats.

To ^ large extent the native forms of government are maintained
under European administrators responsible for the preservation of
order, the colony for this purpose being divided into a number of
" circles " each with its locsd government. The colony has a separate
budget and is self-supporting. Revenue is derive chiefly from
customs receipts and a capitation tax of frs. 2.50 (ssd. instituted in

1901 and levied on all per.sons over ten years old. Tne budget for

1906 balanced at ;ir20,400.

History.—The Ivory Coast is stated to have been visited by
Dieppe merchants in the 14th century, and was made known
by the Portuguese discoveries towards the end of the 15th

century. It was thereafter frequented by traders for ivory,

slaves and other commodities. ITicrc was a French settlement

at Assini, 1700-1704, and a French* factory was maintained at

Grand Bassam from 1700 to 1707. In the early part of the rqlh

century several French traders had establi.shed themselves

along the coast. In 1830 Admiral (then Commandant) Bou8t-

Willaumez (1808-1871) began a series of surveys and expedi-

tions which yielded valuable results. In 1842 he obtained from

the native chiefs cessions of territory at Assini and Grand Bassam
to France and the towns named were occupied in 1843. .From

that time French influence gradually extended along the coast,

but no attempt was made to penetrate inland. As one result

of the Franco-Prussian War, France in 1872 withdrew her

garrisons, handing over the care of the establishments to a

merchant named Verdier, to whom an annual subsidy of £800

was paid. This merchant sent an agent into the interior who
made friendly treaties between France and some of the native

chiefs. In 1883, in view of the claims of other European powers

to territory in Africa, France again took over the actual

administration of Assini and Bassam. Between 1887 and 1889

Captain Bingcr (an officer of marine infantry, and subse<jucntly

director of the African department at the colonial ministry)

traversed the whole region between the coast and the Niger/

visited Bontuku and the Kong country, aird signed protectorate

treaties with the chiefs. The kingdom of Jaman, it may be men-
tioned, was for a few months included in the Gold Coast hinter-

land. In January 1889 a British mission sent by the eovemor
of the Gold Coast concluded a treaty with the of Jaman
at Bontuku, placing his dominions undar Brithdi protection.
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The king had, however, previously concluded treaties of “ com-

merce and friendship *’ with the French, and by the Anglo-Fr^ch

agreement of August 1889 Jaman, with Bontuku, was recognized

as French territory. In 1892 Captain Binger further ex-

plorations in the interior of the Ivory Coast, and in 1893 he was

appointed the first governor of the colony on its erection into

an administration distinct from that of Senegal. Among other

famous explorers who helped to make known the hinterland

was Colonel (then Captain) Marchand. It was to the zone

between the Kong states and the hinterland of Liberia that

Samory fsee Senegal) fled for refuge before he was taken

prisoner (1898), and for a short time he was master of Kong.

The boundary of the colony on the west was settled by Franco-

Liberian agreements of 1892 and subsequent dates
;

that on

the east by the Anglo-French agreements of 1893 and 1898.

The northern lioundary was fixed in 1899 on the division of the

middle Niger territories (up to that date officially called the

French Sudan) among the other French West African colonics.
^

The systematic development of the colony, the opening up of
|

the hinterland and the exploitation of its economic resources ;

date from the appointment of Captain liinger as governor, a
^

post he held for over three years. The work he began has been

carried on zealously and effectively by subsequent governors,
{

who have succeeded in winning the co-operation of the natives.
1

In th<? older books of travel are often found the alternative I

names for this region. Tooth Coast (Cote dcs Denis) or Kwa-Kwa
j

(\):ist, and, less frequently, the Coast of the Five and Six Stripe.'^

(alluding to a kind of cotton fabric in favour with the natives).

The term Cote des Dents continued in general use in Fnmce
until the closing years of the 19th century.

See Dlv ans A la Cdte d'Ivoire (Paris, 1906) by F. J. Clozel, governor
of the colony, and Notre colonic dc la C6te d'Ivoire (Paris, 1003) bv
K. Villamur and Kichaud. These two \'olumes deal with the history,

geography, zoology and economic condition of the Ivory Coast.

La Cote d'Ivoire by Michellci and Clement describes the administra-

tive and laud systems, &c. Another volume also called La Cdtc

d'Ivoire (Paris, rgo8) is an ofticiol monograph on the colony. For
t'thnologv consult Coutumes mdigdnes de la Cote d'Ivoire (Paris, 1902)
by F. J. Clozel and R. Villamur, and Lcs Coutumes Agni, by R.

Villamur and Dclafosse. Of books of travel .see Du Niger au Golfe de

Guinh par Kong (Paris, 1892) by f- G. Binger, and Mission Hostains-

(VOllone iSgS-zgoo (Parts, 1901) by Cai)tain d’Ollone. A Carte

dc la Cute d'Ivoire by A. Meunier, on riic scale ol i
: 500,000 (6 sheets),

\va‘' published in Paris, T903. Anniml reports on the colony are

published by the hrcnch colonial and the British foreign offtces.'

IVREA (anc. Epore lia), a towm and episcopal see of Piedmont,

Italy, the province of Turin, from which it is 38 m. N.N.E.

by iljland 27 m. direct, situated 770 ft. above sea-level, on the

Dora Bttltca at the point where it leaves the mountains. Pop.

(igoi) 6047 (town), 11,696 (commune). The cathedral was

built between 973 and T005
;
the gallery round the back of the

apse and the crypt have plain cubical capitals of this period.

The two campanili flanking the apse at each end of the side

aisle arc the oldest example of this architectural arrangement.

The isolated tower, which is all that remaiiLs of the ancient abbey
<»f S Stefano, is slightly later. The hill above the town is crowned

by the imposing Gastello dclle Quattro Torn, built in 1358,

and now a prison. One of the lour towers was destroyed by-

lightning in 1676. A tramway runs to Santhid.

The ancient Eporedia, standing at the junction of the roads

from Augusta Taurinurum and VercelJae, at the point where
the road to Augusta Praetoriii enier.s tlie narrow valley of the

Duria (Dora Baltea), w’as a military position of considerable

importance belonging to the Salassi -who inhabited the whole

upper valley of the Duria. The importance of the gold-mines

of the district led to its seizure by the Romans in 143 b,c. The
centre of the mining industry seems to have been Victumulae

(see Ticinum), until in 100 n.c. a colony of Roman citizens was

founded at Eporedia itself ; but the prosperity of this was only

assured when the Salassi were finally defeated in 25 b.c. and
Augusta Praetoria founded. There arc remains of a theatre

of the time of the Antonines and the Ponte Vecchio rests on

Roman foundations.

In the middle ages Ivrea \va.s the capital of a Lombard duchy,

and later of a marquisate ;
both Berengar II. (950) and Arduinr

(1002) became kings of Italy for a short period. Later it sub-

mitted to the marquises of Monferrato, and in the middle of the

14th century passed to the house of Savoy. (T. As.)

1VRY-8UR-SEINE, a town of northern France, in the depart-

ment of Seine, near the left bank of the Seine, less than i m.

S.S.E. of the fortifications of Paris. Pop. (1906) 30,532. Ivry

has a large hospital for incurables. It manufactures organs,

earthenware, wall-paper and rubber, and has engineering works,

breweries and oil-works, its trade being facilitated by a port

on the Seine. The town is dominated by a fort of the older line

of defence of Paris.

IVY (A.S. ifig, Ger. Epheu, perhaps connected with upturn,

uiriov), the collective designation of certain species and

varieties of Hcdera, a member of the natural order Araliaccae.

Fig. I.—Ivy {Hedera lielh) fruiting branch, i iiat. size.

1. Flower. 2. Fruit.

There are fifty species of ivy recorded in modern books, but they

may be reduced to two, or at the most, throe. The European ivy

,

Hedera Helix (fig. 1), is a plant subject to infinite variety in the

forms and colours of its leaves, but the tendency of which is

idways to a three- to five-lobed form when climbing and a regular

ovate form of leaf when producing flower and fruit. The African

ivy, //. canariettsis, often regarded as a variety of //. Helix and

known as the Irish ivy, is a

native of North Africa and the

adjacent islands. It is the com-

mon large-leaved climbing ivy,

and also varies, but in u less

degree than H, Helix, from

which its leaves differ in their

largersize, rich deepgreen colour,

and a prevailing tendency to a

five-lobed outline. When in fruit

the leaves are usually three-

lobed, but they are sometimes

entire and broadly ovate. The
Asiatic ivy, H. colchica (fig. 2),

now considered to be a form of

H. Helix, has ovate, obscurely

threc-lobed leaves of a coriaceous texture and a deep green

colour
;

in the tree or fruiting form tlie leaves are narrower

than in the climbing form, and without any trace of lobes.

Distinctive characters are also to be found in the appendages ui

the pedicels and (iilyx, H. Helix having six-rayed, stellate

hairs, H. cananensis fifteen-rayed hairs and H, colchica yellowish

two-lobed scales.

The Australian ivy, H. australiana, is a small glabrous shrub

Fig. 2.—Hedera colchica,

I iiat. size.
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With pinnate leaves. It is a native of Queensland, and is

practically unknown in cultivation.

It is of the utmost importance to note the difference of char'*

acters of ^e same species of ivy in its two conditions of climbing
and fruiting. The first stage of growth, which we will suppose
to be from the seed, is essentiaUy scandent, and the leaves are
lobed more or less. This stage is accompanied with a plentiful

production of the claspers or modified roots by means of wMch
^ the plant becomes at*

tached and obtains sup-

^ ^ port. When it has

reached the summit of

the tree or tower, the

stems, bcii^ no longer

^ able to maintain a per-

^ pendicular attitude,

jgX become
horizontal or pendent.

Coincidently with this

o®ase to

^ produce claspers, and

u leaves are strik-

\\ ingly modified in form,

being now narrower

Kio. 3.—Climbing Shoot of Ivy. 'ess

on the ascending
stems. In due time this tree -like growth produces terminal

umbels of greenish flowers, which have the parts in fives,

with the styles united into a very short one. These flowers

are succeeded by smooth black or yellow berries, containing two
to five seeds. The yellow-berried ivy is met with in northern
India and in Italy, but in northern Europe it is known only as

a curiosity of the garden, where, if sufficiently sheltered and
nourished, it becomes an exceedingly beautiful and fruitful tree.

It is stated in books that some forms of sylvestral ivy never
flower, but a negative declaration of this kind is vdueless.

Sylvestral ivies of great age may be found in woods on the

western coasts of Britain that have apparently never flowered,

but this is probably to be explained by their inability to surmount
the trees supporting them, for until the plant can spread its

branches horizontally in full daylight, the flowering or tree-like

growth is never formed.

A question of great practical importance arises out of the

relation of the plant to its means of support. A moderate growth
of ivy is not injurious to trees

;
still the tendency is from the first

inimical to the prosperity of the tree, and at a certain stage it

becomes deadly. Therefore the growth of ivy on trees should be
kept within reasonable bounds, more especially in the case of

trees that are of special value for their beauty, histoxy, or the

quality of their timber. In regard to buildings clothed with

ivy, there is nothing to be feared so long as the plant does not

penetrate the substance of the wall by means of any fissure.

Should it thrust its way in, the natural and continuous expansion

of its several parts will necessarily hasten the decay of the

odifice. But a fair growth of ivy on sound walls that afford no

entrance beyond the superfici^ attachment of the claspers is,

without any exception whatever, beneficial. It promotes dryness

and warmth, reduces to a minimum the corrosive action of the

atmosphere, and is altogether as conservative as it is beautiful.

The economical uses of the ivy are hot of great importance.

The leaves are eaten greedily by horses, deer, cattle and sheep,

and in times of scarcity have proved usefhl. The flowers afford a

good supply pf honey to bees
;
and, as they appear in autumn,

they occasionally make amends for the shortcomings of the

season. The berries are eaten by wood pigeons, blackbirds and

thrushes. From all parts of the plant a balsamic bitter may
be obtained, and this in the form of hederic acid is the only

preparation of ivy known to chemists.

In .the garden the uses of the ivy are innumerable, and the

least known though not the least valuable'^of them is the cultiva-

tion of the plant as a bush or tree, the fruiting growth being

.^elected for this purpose. The variegated tree forms of H, Helix,

with leaves of creamy white, golden green or rich deep orange
yellow, soon prove handsome miniature trees, that t^ive
almost as well in smoky town gardens as in the pure air of the

country, and that no ordinary winter will injure in the least.

The tree-form of the Asiatic ivy {H, eolchiea) is scarcely to be
equalled in beauty of leafage by any evergreen shrub known to

Engjish gardens, and, although in the course of a few years it wiU
attain to a stature of 5 or 6 ft., it is but rarely we meet with it,

or ind^ with tree ivies of any kind, but little attention having
been given to this subject until recent years. The scandent forms
are more generally appreciated, and are now much employed in

the formatioh of mar^nal lines, screens and trained pyramids,
as well as ior clothing walls. A striking example cKf. the

capabilities of the commonest ivies, when treated artistk^ly

as garden plants, may be seen in the Zoological Gardens of

Amsterdam, where several paddocks are enclosed with wreaths,

garlands and bands of ivy in a most picturesque manner.
About sixty varieties known in gardens are figured and

described in The Ivy, a Monograph, by Shirley Hibberd {1^72).

To cultivate these is an extremely simple matter, as they will

thrive in a poor soil and endure a considerable depth of shade,

so that they may with advantage be planted under trees. The
common Irish ivy is often to be seen clothing th

'
ground beneath

large yew trees where grass would not live, and it is occasionally

planted in graveyards in London to form an imitation of grass

turf, for which purpose it is admirably suited.

The ivy, like the holly, is a scarce plant on the American
continent. In the northern United States and British America
the winters are not more severe than the ivy can endure, but
the summers are too hot and dry, and the requirements of the
plant have not often obtained attention. In districts where
native ferns abound the ivy will be found to thrive, and the

varieties of Hedera Helix should have the preference. But in

thcT drier districts ivies might often be planted on the north side

of buildings, and, if encouraged with water and careful training

for three or four years, would then grow rapidly and train them-
selves. A strong light is detrimentel to the growth of ivy, but
this enhances its value, for we have no hardy plants that 'may
be compared with it for variety and beauty that will endure
shade with equal patience.

The North American poison ivy (^poison oak), Rhus Toxico-

dendron (nat. order Anacardiaceae), is a climber with pinnatcly

compound leaves, which are very attractive in their autumn
colour but poisonous to the touch to some persons, while others

can handle the plant without injury. The effects are redness

and violent itching followed by fe\^r and a vesicular eruption.

The ground ivy, Nepeta Glechoma (nat. order Labiatae), is a
small creeping plant with rounded crenate leaves and small

blue-purple flowers, occurring in hedges and thickets.

IWAKURA, TOMOMl, Prince (1835-1883), Japanese states-

man, was bom in Ki6to. He was one of the court nobles (huge)

of Japan, and he traced his descent to the emperor Murakami
(a.d. 947-967). A man of profound ability and si^lar force of

character, he acted a leading part in the complications preceding
the faU of the 'i'okugawa shogunate, and was obliged to fly from
Kioto accompanied by his coadjutor, Wnce Sanj6. They took
refuge with the Daimya of Choshu, and, while there, established

relation.s which contributed greatly to Ae ultimate union of the
two great fiefs, Satsuma and Chfishu, for the work of the Restora-
tion. From 1867 until the day of his death Iwakura was one
of the most prominent figures on the political stage. In 1871
he proceeded to America and Europe at the head of an imposing
embassy of some fifty persons, the object beii^ to explain to

foreign governments the actual conditions existing in Japan,
and to pave the way for negotiating new treaties consistent

with her sovereign rights. Little success attended the mission.

Returning to Japan in 1873, Iwakura found the cabinet divided

as to the manner of deding with Korea’s insulting attitude.

He advocated peace, and his influence carried the day, thus
removing a difficulty which, though apparently of minor dimen-
sions, might have changed the whole course of Japan's modem
histoiy.



IXION—IZU-NO-SHICHI-TO
IXIOIf* in Greek legend^ son of Pbkgyas, king of the Lapithac

in Thessaly (or of Ares), and husband of Dia, According to

custom he promised his father-in-law, DeVoneus, a handsome

bridal present, but treacherously murdered him when he claimed

the fulfilment of the promise. As a punishment, Ixion was

scif^d with madness, until Zeus purified him of his crime and
admitted him as a guest to Olympus. Ixion abused his pardon

by trying to seduoc Hera ; but tlie goddess substituted for herself

a cloud, by which he became the father of the Centaurs. Zeus

bound him on a fiery wheel, which rolls unceasingly through the

air or (according to the later vei sion) in the underworld (Pindar,

Pyikia, ii. 4i ; Ovid, Metam. iv. 461 ;
Virgil, Aeneid, vi. 601).

Ixion is generally taken to represent the eternally moving sun.

Another explanation connects the story with the practice

(among certain peoples of central Europe) of carrying a blaxing,

revolving wheel through fields which needed the heat of the sun,

the legend being invented to explain tlie custom and subsequently

adopted by the Greeks (see Mannhardt, Wald- und FeldMte,
ii. 1905, p. 83). In view of the fact that the oak was the sun-god s

tree and that the mistletoe grew upon it
,
it is suggested by A. P.

Cook {Class, Rev. x^Mi. 420) that ^\^liov is derived from

(mistletoe), the sun’s fire being regarded as an emanation from
the mistletoe. Ixion himself is probably a by-form of Zeus

(Usener in Rherii. Mus. iiii. 345).
" The Myth of Ixion " (by C. Smith, in Classical June

1895) deals with the subject ol a red-figure cantharus in the British

Museum.
IXTACCIHUATJU or IZTACC’iHUATL (‘‘ whitc woman ’*), a

lofty mountain of volcanic origin, 10 m. N. of Popocatepetl and
about 40 m, S.S.E. of the city of Mexico, forming part of the short

spur called the Sierra Nevada. According to Angelo Heilprin

(1853-1907) its elevation is 16,900 ft.
; other autliorities make it

much less. Its apparent height is dwarfed somewhat by its

elongated summit and Uie large aiea covered. It has three

summits of difierent heights sUmding on a north and south line,

the central one being the largest and highest and all three rising

above the permanent snow-line. As seen from tlie city of Mexico

the three summits hat e the appearance of a shrouded human
figure, iience tlie poetic Aztec appellation of “ white woman

”

and the unsentimental Spanish designation “ La mujer garda."

The ascent is difficult and perilou-s, and is rarely accomplished.
Heilprin say.s that the mountain is largely comix^sed of traclivlic

rocks and that it is older than Popocatepetl. It has no crater and no
trace of lingering volcanic heat. It is surmised that its crater, if it

eveV had one, has been filled in and its cone worn away by erosion

ihrougli^oiLg period.s of time.

ftfipAE, an ancient nation on the north-east trade route

described by Herodotus (iv. 22) beyond the Thyssagetae, some-
where about the upper basins of the Tobol and the Irtysh.

They were distinguished by their mode of hunting, climbing a

tree to survey their game, and then pursuing it with trained

horses and dogs. They were ali7)o.st certainly the ancestors

of tlie modem Magyars, also called Jugra.
The reading TO/jko* is an anachronism, and when Pliny {N.H. vi.

19) and Mela (i. 116) .speak of 1‘yrcae it is also probably due to a false

correction. (E. H. M.)

IZBARTA, or Sparta [one. Baris\ the chief town of the

Hamid-abad sanjak of the Konia vilayet, in Asia Minor, well

situated on tlie edge of a fertile plain at the foot of Aghlasun
Dagh. It was once the capital of the Emirate of Hamid. It

suffered severely from the earthquake of the ifithr^iyth of

January 1889. It is a prosperous place with on enli^tened Greek
element in its population (hence the numerous families called
“ Sportali ” in Levantine towns)

; and it is, m fact, the chief

inlamd colony of Hdlenism in Anatolia. Fop. 20,000 (Moslems

13,000, Christians 7000). The new Aidin railway extends from
Dineir to Izbarta via Buldur.

IZHEVSK, a town of Russia, in the government of Vyatka,

140 m. S.W. of Perm and 22 m. W. from the Kama, on the Izh

river. Pop. (1897) 21,500. It has one of the principal steel and
rifle works of the Russian crown, started in 1807. The making
of sporting guns is an active indusUy.

IZMAIL, or ls^*AlL, a town of Russia, in the government
of Bessarabia, on the left bank of the Kilia branch of the Danube,

35 m. below Reni railway station. Pop. (1866) 31,779, (1900)

33,607, comprising Great and Little Russians, Bulgarians,

Jews and Gipsies. There are flour-mills and a trade in cereals,

wool, tallow and hides. Originally a Turkish fortified post,

Izmail had by the end of the i8th century grown into a place

of 30,000 inhabitants. It was occupied by the Russians in

1770, and twenty years later its capture wa.s one of the brilliant

achievements of the Russian general, Count A. V. Suvarov.

On that occasion the garrison was 40,000 strong, and the assault

cost the assailants 10,000 and the defenders 30,000 men. Tlie

victory was the theme of one of the Russian poet G. R. Der-

zhavin’s odes. In i8oq thf* town was again captured by the

Russians
;

and, when in 1812 it was assigned to them by the

Bucharest pt^acc, they cho.se it as the central station for theii'

Danube fleet. It was about this time that the town of Tuchkov,

with which it was later (1830) incorporated, grew up outside of

the fortifications. These were dismantled m accordance w ith

the treaty of Paris (1856), by which Izmail was made over to

Rumania. Tiie town was again transferred to Russia by the

peace of Berlin (1878).

IZU-N0-SH!CHI-T6, tile seven {shicht) islands (ro) of Izu,

included in the empire of Japan. They stretch in a southerly

direction from a point near the mouth of Toky^o Bay, and lie

between 33'^ and 34® 48' N. and between 139" and 140° E.

Their names, beginning from the north, are Izu-no-0.shima,

To-shima, Nii-shima, Kozu-shima, Miyake-shima and llachijo-

shima. There are some islets in their immediate vicinity.

Izu-no-Oshima, an island 10 m. long and 5i m. wide, is 15 m.
from the nearest point of the Jzu promontory. It is known to

western cartographers as Vries Island, a name derived from that

of Captain Martin Gerritsz de Vnes, a Dutch navigator, who is

supposed to have discovered the island in 1643. But the group

was known to the Japanese from a remote period, and used as

convict settlements certainly from the 12th century and probably

from a still earlier era. Hachijo, the most southerly, is often

erroneously written “ Fatsisio ” on English charts. Izu-no-

Oshima, is remarkable for its smoking volcano, Mihara-yama

(2461 ft.), a conspicuous object to all ships bound for Yokohama.
Three others of the islands—Nii-shima, Kozu-shima and
Miyake-shima—have active volcanoes. Those on Nii-shime and
Kozu-shima are of inconsiderable size, but that on Miyake-

shima, namely, Oyama, rises to a height of 2707 ft. The most

southerly island, Hachijo-shima, has a still higher peak, Dsubo-

take (2838 ft.), but it does not emit any smoke.
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J
A letter of the i^lphabet which, as far as form is concerned,

is only & modification of the Latin 1 and dates back
with a separate value only to the 15th century. It

first used as a special form of initid 1, the ordina^
form being kept for use in other positions. As, however, in

many cases initial i had the consonantal value of the Engli^ y
in iu^um (yoke), &c., the e^mhol came to be used for the vdueof
y, a value which it still retains in German

:
Ja / &c.

Initially it is pronounced in Englisli as an af^icate M. The
great majority of English words befpnnin^ with ; are (i) of

foreign (mostly French) origin, as jaundice,” judge”; (a)

imitative of sound, like ** jar” (tlie verb); or (3) influenced by
analogy, like ** jaw ” (influenced by chawy according to Skeat). In
early French g when palatalized by e or i sounds became con-

fused with consonantal i (y), and both passed into the sound of

7 which is still preserved in English. A similar sound-change
takes place in other languages, e.g. lithuanian, where the

resulting sound is i^elt dz. Modern French and also Provengal

and Portuguese have changed j - dzh into I (sk). The sound
initially is sometimes represented in English by g :

gew, gaol as

well as jaiL At the end of modem English words the same
sound is represented by -dge as in judgej French juge. In this

position, however, the sound occurs also in genuine English

words like bridgey sedgCy singey but this is true only for the

southern dialects on which the literary language is founded. In

the northern dialects the pronunciation as brigy seg, sing still

survives. (P. Gi.)

JA*ALIN (from Jd'aly to settle, ie ” the squatters”), an

African tribe of Semitic stock. They formerly occupied the

country on both banks of the Nile from Kliartum to Abu
|

J lamed. They claim to be of the Koreish tribe and even trace !

descent from Abbas, uncle of the prophet. They are of Arab
oritjin, but nov/ of very mixed blood. According to their own
tradition they emigrated to Nubia in the 12th century. They
were at one time subject to the Funj kings, but their position

was in a measure independent. At the Egyptian invasion in

1820 they were the most powerful of Arab tribes in the Nile

valley. They submitted at first, but in 1822 rebelled and

massacred the Egyptian garrison at Shendi. The revolt was

mercilessly suppressed, and the J&’alin were thenceforward

looked on with suspicion. They were almost the first of tlie
i

northern tribes to join the mahdi in 1884, and it was their position !

to the north of Khartum which made communication with I

General Gordon so difficult. The Ja’alin are now a semi-nomad

agricultural people. Many are employed in Khartum as ser-

vants, scrib^ and watchmen. They are a proud religious

people, formerly notorious as cruel slave dealers. J. L. Burck-

hardt says the true Ja’alin from the eastern desert is exactly

like the Bedouin of eastern Arabia.

See The Anglo-EgypHan Sudan, edited by Count Gtoiohen

(London, 1905).

JABIRU, according to Maregrave the Brazilian name of a bird,

subsequently called by Linnaeus Mycteria afnertcdiui, one of the

largest of the storks, Ciconiidae, which occurs from Mexico

southwards to the territory of the Argentine Republic. It

stands between 4 and 5 ft. in height, and is conspicuous for its

massive bill, slightly upturned, and its entirely white plumage

;

but the head and neck are bare and black, excq>t for about the

lower third part of the latter, which is bright red in the living

bird. Very nearly allied to Myctmcy and also commonly called

jabiros, Ett the birds of the genera XenorhymMs and Ejfkippiih

rkyyMkw^the fonner containing one or (in the opmion of

some) two species, X* australis and X» indicus, and the latter

one only, E. senegdmsis. These belong to the countries

inditated by their names, and differ diicfly their feathered

bead and neck, while the last is sometimes termed the saddle-

billed stork from the very singular s^pe of its beak. Somewhat

mbredistantly related are the gigantic birds, known to Eim^ieans

in India and elsewhere as adjutant birds, belonging to tbe gemu
Lrptaptilusy distinguished by their sad-coloured plumage, tlmir

black scabrous he^, and their enormous tawny pouch, which
depends occasionally some ormore in length from the lower

part of the neck, and seems to be connected with the respiratory

and not, as commonly believed, with the digestive system*

In many parts of India L. dubiuSy the Uu<ge^i of these birds, the

kargtla a$ Hindus call it, is a most efficient s^venger, sailinig

aloft at a vast height and descending on the discovery of offsj^

though frogs and fishes also form part its diet^ It familiyly

enters the large towns, in many of which on account of its services

it is strictly protected from injury, aiul, having satisfied, its

appetite, seeks the repose it has earned, sitting witk its leet

Jabiru.

extended in fiont in a most grotesque attitude. A second and
smaller species, L. javanicusy has a more southern and eastern

range ; while a third, L. crumenifer, of African ori[?in, a d often

known as the marabou^tork, gives its name to tlie beautifully

soft feathers so called, which arc the under-tail-coverts
; the

** marabout ” feathers of the plume-trade are mostly supplied

by other birds, the term being apparently applied to way doa-ny

feathers. (A. N.)

JABLOCHKOV, PAUL (1847-1894), Russian electrical ezigi-

neer and inventor, was born at Serdol^, in the government of

Saratov, on the 14th of September 1847, and educated at St

Petersburg. In 1871 he was appointed director of the telegra^

lines between Moscow and Kurdt, but in 1875 he resign^ his

position in order to devote himself to his researches on electric

lighting by arc lamps, which he had already taken up. In 1876

he settled in Paris, and towards the end of the year broi^ht out

his famous
**
candles,” known by his name, which consisted of

two carbon pa^lel rods, separated by a non-Qonduc ing par-

tition; alternating currents were employed, and the candle was
operated by a hi^-resistanoe carbon match connecting the tips

of the rods, a true arc forming between the panffiel carbo^
vdien diis burnt off, and the separators volatilizing as the

carbons burnt away. For a few veaxs his ^stem ox electric

lif^tmg was widely adopted, but it was gradually superseded
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(see I^GHTiNG : Electric) and is no longer in use. Jablochkov

made various other electrical inventions, but he died in poverty,

having returned to Russia on the 19th of March 1894.

JABLONSKI, DANIEL ERNST (i66o-i74i)» German theo-

logian, was bom at Nassenhuben, near Danzig, on the 20th of

November 1660. His father was a minister of the Moravian

Church, who had taken the name of Peter Figulus on his bap-

tisni; the son, however, preferred the Bohemian family name of

Jablonski. His maternal grandfather, Johann Amos Comenius

(d. 1670), was a bishop of the Moravian Church. Having studied

at Frankfort-on-the-Oder and at Oxford, Jablonski entered upon
his career as a preacher at Magdeburg in 1683, and then from

1686 to 1691 he was the head of the Moravian college at Lissa,

a position which had been filled by his grandfather. Still retain-

ing his connexion with the Moravians, he was appointed court

preacher at Kdnigsberg in 1691 by the elector of Brandenburg,

Frederick III., and here, entering upon a career of great activity,

he soon became a person of influence in court circles. In 1693

he was transferred to Berlin as court preacher, and in 1699 he

was consecrated a bishop of the Moravian Church. At Berlin

Jablonski worked hard to bring about a union between the

followers of Luther and those of Calvin; the courts of Berlin,

Hanover, Brunswick and Gotha were interested in his scheme,

and his principal helper was the philosopher Leibnitz. His idea

appears to have been to form a general union between the

German, the English and the Swiss Protestants, and thus to

establish una eademque sancta catholica et apostolica eademque

evangelica et reformata ecclesia. For some years negotiations

were carried on with a view to attaining this end, but eventually

it was found impossible to surmount the many difficulties in the

way; Jablonski and Leibnitz, however, did not cease to believe

in the possibility of accomplishing their purpose. Jablonski’s

next plan was to reform the Church of Prussia by introducing

into it the episcopate, and also the liturgy of the English

Church, but here again he was unsuccessful. As a scholar

Jablonski brought out a Hebrew edition of the Old Testament,

and translated Bentley’s A Confutation of Atheism into Latin

(1696). He had some share in founding the Berlin Academy of

Sciences, of which he was president in 1733, and he received

a degree from the university of Oxford. He died on the 25th

of May 1741.

Jablonski’s son, Paul Ernst Jablonski (1693-1757), was pro-

fessor of theology and philosophy at the university of Frankfort

-

on-the-Oder.

Editiiiips of the letters which pissed between Jablonski and
relative to the proposed union, were published at Leipzig

in 1 747 and at Dorpat in 1H99.

JABORANDI, a name given in a generic manner in Brazil and

South America generally to a number of different plants, all

of which possess more or less marked sialogogue and sudorific

properties. In the year 1875 a drug was introduced under the

above name to the notice of medical men in France by Dr
Coutinho of Pernambuco, its botanical source being then un-

known. Pilocarpus pennatifoliusy a member of the natural

order Rutaceae, the plant from which it is obtained, is a slightly

branched shrub about 10 ft. high, growing in Paraguay and the

eastern provinces of Brazil. The leaves, which are placed

alternately on the stem, are often ft. long, and consist of from

two to five pairs of opposite leaflets, the terminal one having a

longer pedicel than the others. The leaflets are oval, lanceolate,

entire and obtuse, with the apex often slightly indented, from

3 to 4 in. long and i to i J in. broad in the middle. When held

up to the light they may be observed to have scattered all over

them numerous pellucid dots or receptacles of secretion immersed

in the substance of the leaf. The leaves in size and texture

bear some resemblance to those of the cherry-laurel {Ptunus

laurocerasus), but are less polished on the upper surface. The
flowers, which are produced in spring and early summer, are

borne on a raceme, 6 or 8 in. long, and the fruit consists of five

carpels, of which not more than two or three usually arrive at

maturity. The leaves are the part of the plant usually imparted,

although occasionally the stems and roots are attached to them.

The active principle for which the name pilocarpine, suggested by

Holmes, was ultin^tely adopted, was discovered almost simulta-

neously by Hardy in France and Gerrard in England, but was first

obtain^ in a pure state by Petit of Paris. It isa liquid alkaloid,

slightly soluble in water, and very soluble in alcohol, ether and
chloroform. It strongly rotates the plane of polarization to the
right, and forms crystalline salts of which the nitrate is that

chiefly used in medicine. The nitrate and phosphate are
insoluble in ether, chloroform and benzol, while the hydro-
chlorate and hydrobromate dissolve both in these menstrua and
in water and alcohol

; the sulphate and acetate being deliques-

cent are not employed medicinally. The formula of the alkaloid

is C|iH|^N^0.2.

Certam other alkaloids are present in the leaves. They have
been named jaborine, jaboridine and pilocarpidine. The first

of these is the most important and constant. It is possibly

denved from pilocarpine, and has the formula

jabemne resembles atropine pharmacologically, and is there-

fore antagonistic to pilocarpine. The various preparations of

Jaborandi—a, leaf (reduced)
; 6, leaflet (natural size)

;
c, flower

;

fruit (natural size).

jaborandi leaves are therefore undesirable for therapeutic pur-

poses » and only the nitrate of pilocarpine itself should be used.

This is a white .crystalline powder, soluble in the ratio of about

one part in ten of cold water. The dose is grain by the

mouth, and up to one-third of a grain hypodermically, in which

fashion it is usually given.

The action of this powerful alkaloid closely resembles that of

physostigmine, but whereas the latter is specially active in influ ^

encing the heart, the eye and the spinal com, pilocarpine exerts its

greatest power on the secretions. It has no external action. When
taken by the mouth the drug is rapidly absorbed and stimulates the
secretions of the entire alimentary tract, though not of the liver.

The action on the salivary glands is the most marked and the best
understood. The great flow of saliva is due to an action of the drug,

after absorption, on the terminations of the chorda tympani, sym-
pathetic and other nerves of salivary secretion. The gland cells

themselves are unaffected. The nerves are so violently excited

that direct stimulation of them by electricity adds nothing to the
rate of sidivary flow. The action is antagonized by atropine, which
paralyses the nerve terminals. About r^th of a grain of atropine
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antagoniMslialf agxmnof pUocat^^ The droulation is dejprened

^ the drug, the pulse being slowed and the blood pressure ialling.

The cardiac action is due to stimulation of the vagnty but the dilata-

tion of the blood-vessels does not appear to be due to a speeffic

action upon them. The drug does not kill by its action on theheart.
Its dangerous action is upon the bronchial secretion, which is greatly
increased. Pilocarpine is not only the most powerful stalogogue
but also the most powerful diaphoretic known. One dose may cause
the flow of nearly a pmt of sweat in an ]K>vr. The action is due, as
in the case of the salivation, to stimulation of the terminals of the
sudorific nerves. According to K. Bins there is also in both cases
an action on the medullary centres for these secretions. Just as the
saliva is a true secretion containing a high proportion of ptyalin and
salts, and is not a mere transudation of water, so the perspiration is

found to contain a high ratio of urea and chlorides. The great
diaphoresis and the depression of the circulation usually cause a fall

in temperature of about 2° F. The drug is excreted unchanged in

the urine. It is a mild diuretic. When given intemafly or applied
locally to the eye it powerfully stimulates the terminals of the
oculomotor nerves in the iris and ciliary muscle, causing extreme
contraction of the pupil and spasm of accommodation. Tj^ tension
of the eveball is at first raised but afterwards lowered.
The chief therapeutic use of the drug is as a diaphoretic in chronic

Bright's disease. It is also nsed to aid the growth of the hair—^in

which it is sometimes successful
;

in cases of inordinate thirst,

when one-tenth of a grain with a little bismuth held in the mouth
may be of much value

;
in cases of l^d and mercury poisoning,

where it aids riie elimination of the poison in the secretions ; as a
galactagogue

;
and in cases of atropine poisoning (though here it

is of doubtful value).

JACA, a city of northern Spain, in the province of Huesca,

1 14 m. by rail N. by W. of Saragossa, on the left bank of the

river Aragon, and among the southern slopes of the Pyrenees,

2380 ft. above the sea. Pop. (1900), 4934. Jaca is an episcopal

sec, and was formerly the capital of the .^gonese county of

Sobrarbe. Its massive Gothic cathedral dates at least from the

nth century, and possibly from the 9th. The city derives some
importance from its position on the ancient frontier road from

Saragossa to Pau. In August 1904 the French and Spanish

governments agreed to supplement this trade-route by building

a railway from Oloron in the Basses Pyr4n6cs to Jaca. Various

frontier defence works were constructed in the neighbourhood at

the close of the 19th century.

'Fhe origin of the city is unknown. The Jaccetani (‘Iducm^ravot)

are mentioned as one of the most celebrated of the numerous

small tribes inhabiting the basin of the Ebro by Strabo, who adds

that their territory was the theatre of the wars which took place

in the 1st century b.c. between Sertorius and Poinpey. They

are probably identical with the Lacetani of Livy (xxi. 60, 61) and

Caesar (B. C. i. 60). Early in the 8th centuiy Jaca fell into the

possession of the Moors, by whose writers it is referred to under

the name of Dyaka as one of the chief places in the province of

Sarkosta (Saragossa). The date of its reconquest is uncertain,

but it must have been before the time of Ramiro I. of Arc^on

(1035-1063), who gave it the title of “ city,*’ and in 1063 held

within its walls a council, which, inasmuch as the people were

called in to sanction its decrees, is regarded as of great impor-

tance in the history of the parliamentary institutions of the

Peninsula. In 1705 Jaca supported King Philip V. from whom,

in consequence, it received the title of muy noble^ muy led y
vencedora, “ most noble, most loyal and victorious.” During

the Peninsular War it surrendered to the French in 1809, and

was recaptured in 1814.

JACAMAR, a word formed by Brisson from Jacameri, the

Brazilian name of a bird, as given by Maregrave, and sinc»

adopted in most European tons^es for the species to which it

was first applied and others allied to it, forming the family

Gdbididae^ of ornithologists, the precise position of which is

uncertain, since the best authorities differ. All will agree that

the jacamars belong to the gn»t heterogeneous group called by

Nitzsch Picariac, but further into detail it is hardly safe to go.

The Gdbididae have zygodactyloua or pair-toed feet, like the

Cuadidae, Bueconidae and Piadae, they also resemble both the

latter in laying glossy white eggs, but m this ^pect they l^r

the same resemblwacc to the MomoHdae, Alcedinidae^ Mtrapidae

1 Gdbuia was first applied to Maregrave's bird by Moehring. It

is another form of GdgduSt and seems to have been one of the many

names of the golden oriole. See Icterus.

and some other groups, to which affinity has been dainied for

th«D. la ii»o[nmon ofSdAier(A Monograph of ike

Puff-^rds) the jacamars form two groups-^ne consisting df the

sin^ genus and species Jacamerops aureus (/. grandis^of most
auriiors), and the other including iH the rest, viz. Urogdba with

two species, Gdbuia with nine, Brachygdba with five, and Jaca-

maraleym and Galbdcyrhynchus with one each. They are all

rather small birds, the largest known being little over to in. in

length, with long and shi^ly pointed bilb, and the plumage
more or less resplendent wkh golden or bronze reflections, but

at the same time comparatively soft. Jaeamardeyon triiadyda

differs from all the rest in possessing but'three toes (as its name
indicates) on each foot, the hallux ^ing d^cient. With the

exception of Galbula m^nog^nia, which b foufld also in Central

America and southern Mexico, all the jacamars inhabit

tropical portions of South America eastward of the Andes,

Gdbuia ruftcaudaf however, extending its range to the islands of

Trinidad and Tobc^^o.^ Very little b known of the habits of any
of the species. Th^ are seen sitting motionless on trees, some-

times solitarily, at other times in compimies,whence theysuddenly
dart off at any passing insect, catch it on the wing, and return

to their perch. Of Iheir nidification almost notlW has been

recorded, but the species occurrinjg in Tobago b saidV to

make its nest in marl-banks, digging a hole about an inch and a
half in diapieter and some z8 in. de^. (A. N.)

JAQANA, the Brazilian name, according to Maregrave, of

certain bir^, since found to have some allies m other parts of the

world, which are also very generally called by the same appella-

tion. They have been most frequently classed with the water-

hens or rails (Rdlidae), but are now recognu^ by many system-

atists as forming a separate family, Parridae,^ whose leaning

seems to be rather towards the Utnicolae, as apparently first

Pheasant-tailed Ja9ana.

suggested by Blyth, a view which is supported by the osteological

oteervations of Parker {Proc. ZooL Society, 1863, p. 513), though

denied by A. Milne-Edwards (Ois, foss, de la France, ii. p. no).

The most obvious characteristic of this group of birds b the

extraordinary^ length of their toes and claws, whereby they are

enabled to walk with ease over wateivltlies and other aquatic

plants growing in rivers and lakes. The family has been divided

into four genera—of which Parra, as now restricted, inhabits

South America; Metopidius, haidly differing from it, has

representatives in Africa, Madamcar and the Indian region;

Hydrdector, also very nearly allied to Parra, belongs to the

> The singular appearance, recorded by Canon Tristram (Zoologist,

p. 3906), ot a bird of this species in Lincolnshire seems to reomre
notice. No instance seems to be known of any jacamar having been
kept in confinement or brought to thb country alive : but expert
aviculturists are often not communicative, and many importations
of rare birds have doubtless passed unrecorded.

V The classic Parra is by some authors thought to have been tile

golden oriole (see Icterus), while others suppose it was a iv or
pie. The word seems to have been importM into omithokiiiy by
Aldrovandus, but the reason which prompted Linnaeus to apply it,

as he seems first to have done, to a bird of this group, eannot bo
satisfactorily stated.

XV.
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northern portion of the Australian region

;
and Mydropfutstanus^

the most extmvagimt form of the whok, is found in India, Ceylon

and China. In habits the ja^anis have much in common with the

water-hens, but that fact is insufficient to warrant the affinity

asserted to exist between the two groups ; for in their osteological

structure there is much difference, and the resemblance seems

to bC! only that of analogy. The Panidae lay very peculiare^
of a rich olive-brown colour, in most cases clos^ marked with

daik lines, thus presenting an appearance by which they may
be readily known from ^ose of any other birds, thou^ an

approach to it is occasionally to be noticed in those of certain

Lmicdae, and espectally of certain Charadnidoi. (A. K.)

iACmn, STSFAMO, CoiTNT (i&sj-iSqi), Italian statesman and

economist, was descended from an old and wealthy Lombard
family. He studied in Switzerland, at Milan, and in German
universities. During the period of the Austrian restoration in

Lombardy (164^1^) he devoted himself to literary and
economic studies. For his work on La Proprutd fmMaria in

Lombardia (Milan, 1856) he received a prize from the Milanese

Socield dHncoragpammto M sdmu t latere and was made a

member of the Istituto Lombardo. In another work, Suiie

condinoHt uonomuhe ddta PaUeUina (Milan, 1858, translated

into English by W. £. Gladstone), he ei^osed the evils of

Austrian rule, and he drew up a report on the general conditions

of Lombardy and Venetia for Cavour. He was minister of Putdic

Works under Cavour in i86o~i86i, in 1864 under La Marmora,

and down to 1867 under RkasoH. In 1866 he presented a bill

favouring Italy’s participation in the constructioD of the St

Gotthard tunnel. He was instrumental in bringing about the

alliance with Prussia for the war of 1866 against Austria, and in

dtt oiganization of the Italian railways. From 1881 to 1886 he

was pmident of the commission to inquire into the agricultural

conditions of Italy, and edited the voluminous report on the

subject. He was created senator in 1870, and given the title

of count in 1880. He died in 1891.

L. Carpi's Risorgimento itoHono^ vol. iv. (MHan, 1888), contains a
short sketch of Jacinrs life.

JACK, a word with a great variety of meanings and appli-

cations, all traceable to the common use of the word as a

by-name of a man. The question has been much discussed

whether “ Jack” as a name is an adaptation of Fr. Jacques,

i.e. James, from. Lai. Jacobus, Gr. Taxu/Sof, or whether it is a

direct pet formation from John, which is its earliest and universal

use in English. In the History of the Monastery of St Augustine

at C^Mbury, 1414, Jack is given as a fonn of John—Mos est

Sax^mt . > • v^a a nomna iransfomme, ,,, ut ^ pro

Johanne Jasikin sive Jacke (see E. W. B. Nicholson, The Pedigree

of Jack and other Allied Hames, 1892). “ Jack ” was early used

as a general term for any man of the common pecmle, especially

in combination with the woman’s name Jill or Gill, as in the

nursery rhyme. The New En^isk Dictionary quotes from the

Coventry Mysteries, 1450 : And I wole kepe the feet this tyde
Thow ther come both lakke and Gylie.” Familiar examj^ of

this generic application of the name are Jack or Jack Tar lor a
sailor, which seems to date from the 17th century, and such

compound uses as cheap-j^k and steeple-jack, or sudi expres-

sions as jade in office,” '' jack of all trades,” &c. It is a further

extension of this that gives the name to the knave in a pack of

cards, and also to various animals, as jackdaw, jack-snipe, jack-

rabbit (a species of large prairie-hare) ; it is also as a
gener^ name for pUce.

The many applications of the word ” jack ” to mechankal
devices and other objects follow two lines oi reference, one to

objects somewhat smaller than the ordinary, the other to a{^li-

anoes which take the place of direct manud labour or assist or

save it. Of the first dass may be noticed the use of the term for

the small object bowl in the game of bowls or for jack rafters,

those rafters in a buildin|[ shorter than the main rafters, espe-

cially the end rafters in a hipped roof. The use of jack as the name
for a particular form of ship’s dag probably arore thus, for it is

always a smaller flag than the ensign. The jack is down on a
staff on the bowsprit of a vessel. In the British navy the jack

IS a mall Union flag, Union ffag should not be styled a

Union Jack except when it is down as a jack.) The jack of other

nations is usually the canton of the ensign, as in the German and
the United States navies, or dse is a smalliv form of the national

ensign, as in France. (See Flag.)

The more common use of ” jack ” is for various mechanical

and other devices originally used as substitutes for men or boys.

Thus the origin of the boot-jack and die meat-jack is explained

in Isaac Watts’s Logic, 1724 : So foot bays, who had fre-

quently the common name of Jack given them, were kept to turn^ spit or pull off their masters’ boot^ but when instruments

were invented for both these services, they were both called

jacks.” The New English DicHonary finds a transitional sense

in the use of Uie name "Jack ” for mechanical fi;|ures which

strike the hours on a bd of a clodt. Such a ^re ui the clock

of St Lawrence Church at Reading is called a jack in the parish

accountsfor 1498-1499. Theiearemany Afferentapi^oationso!
” jack,” to certain levers and other parts of textile machinery,

to metal plugs used for connecting lines in a telephone exchange,

to wooden uprights oonnecting m levers of the keys with the

strings m the Imrpsichord and virginal, to a fromeworic form-

ing a seat or stapOF ^hkh can be fixed outside a window
for cleaning or painting purposes, and to many devices contain-

ing a roller or winch, as in a jack towel, a long towel hung on
a roller. The principed mechanical application of the word,

however, is to a marine for raising weights from below. A
jack chain, so called from its use in m^t-jacks, is in which

the links, formed each in a figure of eight, are set in planes at

right angles to each other, so that they are seen alternately fiat

or edgeways.

In most European languages the word ” jack ” in various

forms appears for a short upper outer garment, particularly in

the shape of a sleeveless (quilted) leather jerkin, sometimes with

plates or rings of iron sewn to it It was the common coat of

defence of tl^ infantry oi the middle ages. The word in thus

case is of French origin and was an adaptation of the common
name Jacques, as being a garment worn by the common people.

In French the word is jaque, and it appears in Italian as giaco,

or giacco, in Dutch jak, Swedish jacka and German Jadie, still

the ordinary name for a short coa^as is the English jacket, from

the diminutive French faquetU. It was probid^y from some
resemblance to the leather coat that the well-known leather

vessels for holding liquor or for drinking were known as jacks or

black jades. These drinking vessels, which are often of great

size, were not described as black jacks till the 16th centuiy,

thoi^h known as jacks much earlier, .^ong the important

specimens that have survived to this day is one with the initials

and crown of Charles L and the date, 1646, which came from
Kensington Palace and is now in the British Museum ; one each

at Queen’s College and New Colkge, Oxford ; two at Winchester

College ; one at Eton College ;
aj^ six at the Chelsea Hospital.

Many specimens are paint^ with shields of arais, initials and
other devices ;

thi^ are very seldom mounted in silver, though

spurious ^ciinens with silver medallions of Cromwell and other

prominent personages exist At the end of the X7th century a
smaller jack of a differwt form, like an ordinal^' drinking mug
with a tapering cylindrical body, often mounted m silver, came
into vogue in a limited degree. The black jack is a distinct

of drinking vessel from the leather hotel and the bombard. The
jack-boot, the heavy riding boot with long Gap covering the knee
and part of the thigh, and worn by troopers first during the 17th

cent^, was $0 called probably from association with leather

jack or jerkin. The jack-boot is still worn by the Household

Cavalry, and the name is applied to a rid^ boot reaching

to the knee as distinguished from the ridii^ boot with tops, used

in full hunting-kit or by grooms or coachmen.

Jack, sometimes spelled jak, is the common name for the fruit

of the tree Artiocarpus ifUegrifoUa, found in the East Indies.

The word is an adaptation of the Portuguese jaca from the Malay

name chakka. (See Bread Fruit.)

The word " jackanapes,” now used as an opprobrious term for

a swaggering jierson with impertinent ways and affected airs
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^ .gi^Aoe^i hM A disputed and curious liistoty* According to
tii» iVew En^litk DuHmaty it first appears in 1450 in refeitiice

to Williani dt h Pole^ duln of Suffolk {P^UUed Poem^ ^ Rolls
Series/’ IL **

Ja^ Napya with his dogge hadi tiede Talbot
oure gentille dog^.” Sufic^’s badge was a dogand chiiit) «uch
as was often used for an ape kept in captivity, and he is aUvdad
to (ibid, see) as Ape clogge.” Jack Napes, Jack o* MaptS)
Jackanapes, was a common n^me for a tame ape from tin Ah
ccntury^ajid it seems more likely that the word tsaiandfulMme
for a monkey than that it is due to the nioktuone of SuffoUu
JAGKAL(TurI:. riwktif), a name properly restricted to OmU

MtHHS, a wciMBce wild member of the dog family sahabatiiig

eastern fiutupe and sernthem Asia, but extended to mchide a
nutnber of allied species. Jadkals resemble wolves and dogs in

their dentition, the round eyc^ptquls, the period of gestation, and
to a htfge extent abo in [mbits. The European species |^ows
toa height of 15 in. at the shouldera,and to a len^ of about
a U,, ea^sive of its bushy tail. Typically the fur is giwyah*
yelkw, darker on the back and lighter beneath. The mnge of

the oomnwn jackal (C. aureus) extends ft<am Dalmatia to India,

the ^oies being represented by several locsl races. In Senegal
this species is replaced by C, antkus, While in Egypt oocun tkrt

much laigerCJapasbr^commonly known as the BgyfMian wolf.

Nearly allied to the last is die 8o<*caUed Indian wolf (C. paUipesX
Other African species are the blark'backed jackal {C. mmmdas\

Egyptian Jackal [Canis lupastar),

the variegated jackal {€, vanfgatus), and the dusky jackal

(C. adustus). Jackals are nocturnal animals, concealing them-

sdves until dusk in woody jungles and other natural lurking

places, andthmrallying forth in packs, which sometimes number

two hundred individuals, and visiting farmyards, villages and

towns in search of food. This consists for the most part of the

smaUer mammals ami poultry
;
although theassociation in packs

enables these maiaoders to hunt ck^ antelopes and sheep.

When unable to obtain Irving prey, th^ feed on carrion and

refuse of all kinds, and are thus useful in removing putrescent

matter from the samets. They are also fond of grapes and other

fruits, and are thus the pests of the vineyard as well as the poultry-

yaid. Hie cry of the jackal is even more appalling than that of

thebyitia, a wiriek from one member of a pack being the signal

for a gen^ chorus 0! screams, which is kept up during the

greater part of the night. In India these ^imals are hunted

with foxhounds or greyhounds, and from their cunningand pluck

107
affotri excellent sport. Jackab are readily tewied

j
and

i oatod mdividualB are eaid> whwi natled by thrir inasteva; tb wiw
their tails, crouch and throw themselves em the groi^,m
otberwisQ behave m a dog-hlm fashion. The jwiM, Hke ^

j

tox, has an offensive odour, <hie to the semetion of ar||iand el

;

the tmse of the tail.

JACKDAW, or simply Daw (Old Lew Gennan, Duka t DutCh^
Koms), one of the sexiest ^oies of the genus (see

Cmw^ mx! a very well known hshhbitant of Eurape, the

(7. meiudula of ornithologists. In some of its hatnts k much
resembles its congener the rook, with wtikh it consbrntlv

amociateB during a great part of the year; but, wkafe the rook

only exoeptimially places ns nest elsewhere on thebou^
of trees a^ open to the ricy, the daw almost invariably Chomes
holes,whether in rocks, hollow trees, rabbft4mm)W8 or Mildidgs,

Nearly every chin*clHewer and castle, ruined or not, is more or

less numerouriy occupied by daws. Chimneys frequently give

them the accommodation they desire, much to ihe ann^ance
of the householder, who finds the funnel choked by the quantity

of sticks brought together by the hitds, since thrir industry In

collecting materials for their nests hr as marveiloiis as it often

is futile. In some cases the stack of loose stkhs piled up by
daws in a belfry or tower has been known to fonn a structure

10 or IS ft. in height, and heMe this species may be accounted

one of the greatest nest-builders in Ihe world. The style ct

architecture practised by the daw thus brings it more than the

rook into contact with man, and its lamiiiarity is increased Isy

the boldness 0! its di.spDsition, whkh, thou^ teinpeied by
dtscreet cunning, Is hardly surpassed among birds. Its sman
sim, in comparison with most of its congeners, atone incaj^i-

tates it from inflicting the serious tnjimes of which some ofmm
are often the authors, yet its pilferings are not to be denied,

though on the whole its .services to the agriculturist are great,

for in the destruction of injurious insects it is hardly inferior to

the rook, and it has the useful habit of ridding sheep,m whose
backs it may be frequently seen perched

,
of some 0? their

I

pamsites.

The daw dkplays the glossy black plumage so charaCterhrtIc

of the true crows, varied on^y by the hoary grey of the tar-

coverts, and of the nape and sides of the neck, which is themaik
of the adult ; but examples from the east of Europe and western

Asia have these parts mudi lighter, passing htto a rilvety white,

and hence have been deemed by seme authorities to constitute

a distinct species (C. iwttarts, Drumm.). Further to the east-

ward occurs the C. dauuricus of Pallas, which has not txdy the

cohar hmader and of a pure white, out much of the lower parts

of the body white also. Japan and northernChina are inhabited

also by a form resembling that of western Europe, but wanting

the grey nape of the latter. This is the C, ne^ethts of Professor

Sehlegel, and is said by Dresser, on the authority of Swinhoc,

to interlMreed frequently wkh C. dauurieut* These are afl the

birds that seem entitled to be considered daws, though Dr
Bowdler Sharpe {Cirt, B. Brit. Muserntj in. ^4) associates

with them (under the Mttle-deserved separate generic distinction

Cobeus) the fish-crow of North America, which appears both in

structure and m habits to be a true crow. (A. N.)

JACnOH, ANDREW (1767-1645), seventh president of the

United States, was bom on the 15th of Maith 1767, at the

Waxhaw or Warsaw settlement, in Unkm county. North

Carolina, or in Lancaster county. South Carolina, whither his

parents had immigrated from Carrickfergus, Ireland, in 17654

He played a slight part in the War of Independe^e, and was

taken prisoner in 1781, his treatment resulting in a lifelong

dislike of Great Britam. He studied law at Saliriniry, North
Qtrolina, was admitted to the bar there in 1787, and began to

practise at McLcansviHe, Guflfoid county, North Carolina, where

fora time he was a constable and deputy-sheriff. In 1788, having

been appointed prosecuting attorney of the western district m
North ^rolina(now the state ofTennessee), he removed toNiarii-

ville, the seat of justice of the district. In 1791 he marriedHw
Rachel RobaidS i^nh Donelson), having heard that her husband
had obtained a divorcfr through Ihe legislature of Yitginia. The
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legislative act, however, had only authorized the courts to

determine whether or not there were sufficient grounds for a

divorce and to grant or withhold it accordingly. It was more

than two years before the divorce was actually granted, and only

on the basis of the fact that Jackson and Mrs Robards were then

living together. On receiving this information, Jackson had

the marriage ceremony performed a second time.

In 1796 Jackson assisted in framing the constitution of

Tennessee. From December 1796 to March 1797 he represented

that state in the Federal House of Representatives, where he

distinguished himself as an irreconcilable opponent of President

Washington, and was one of the twelve representatives who

voted against the address to him by the house. In 1797 was

elected a United States senator ;
but he resigned in the following

year. He was judge of the supreme court of Tennessee from

1798 to 1804. in 1804-1805 he contracted a friendship with

Aaron Burr
;
and at the latter’s trial in 1807 Jackson was one of

his conspicuous champions. Up to the time of his nomination for

the presidency, the biographer of Jackson finds nothing to record

but military exploits in which he displayed perseverance, energy

and skill of a very high order, and a succession of personal acts

in which he showed himself ignorant, violent, perverse, quarrel-

some and astonishingly indiscreet. His combative disposition

led him into numerous personal difficulties. In 1795 he fought

a duel with Colonel Waitstill Avery (1745- 1821),, an opposing

counsel, over some angry words uttered in a court room ; but

both, it appears, intentionally fired wild. In 1806 in another

duel, after a long and bitter quarrel he killed Charlp Dickinson,

and Jackson himself received a wound from which he never

fully recovered. In 1813 he exchanged shots with Thomas Hart

Benton and his brother Jesse in a Nashville tavern, and received

a second wound. Jackson and Thomas Hart Benton were later

reconciled.

In 1813-1814, as major-general of militia, he commanded m
the campaign against the Creek Indians in Georgia and Alabama,

defeated them (at Talladega, on the 9th of No^'ember 1813, and

at Tohopeka, on the 29th of March 1814), and thus first attracted

public notice by his talents. In May 1814 he was commissioned

as major-general in the regular army to serve against the British ;

in November he captured Pensacola, Florida, then owned by

Spain, but used by the British as a base of operations ;
and on

the Cth of January 1815 he inflicted a severe defeat on the

enemy before New Orleans, the contestants being unaware that

a treaW of peace had already been signed. During his stay in

NqifcOrleans he proclaimed martial law, and carried out his

m^»f«s with unrelenting sternness, banishing from the town a

judge who attempted resistance. When civil law was restored,

Jackson was fined $1000 for contempt of court
;

in 1844 Congress

ordered the fine with interest ($2700) to be repaid. In i8i8

Jackson received the command against the Seminoles. His

conduct in following them up into the Spanish territory of

Florida, in seizing Pensacola, and in arresting and executing two

British subjects, Alexander Arbuthnot and Robert Ambrister,

gave rise to much hostile comment in the cabinet and in

Congress ;
but the negotiations for the purchase of Florida put

an end to the diplomatic difficulty. In 1821 Jackson was

military governor of the territory of Florida, and there again

he came into collision with the civil authority. From this, as

from previous troubles, John Quincy Adams, then secretary of

state, extricated him.

In July 1822 the general assembly of Tennessee nominated

Jackson for president
;
and in 1823 he was elected to the United

Stales Senate, from which he resigned in 1825. The rival

candidates for the office of president in the campaign of 1824

were Jackson, John Quincy Adams, W. H. Crawford and Henry

Clay, Jackson obtamed the largest number of votes (99) in the

electoral college (Adams receiving 84, Crawford 41 and Clay

37); butno one had an absolute majority, and it thus became

the duty of the House of Representatives to choose one of the

three candidates—Adams,. Jackson and Crawford—who had

received the greatest numbers of electoral votes. At the

election by the house (February 9, 1825) Adams was chosen.

ANDREW
receiving the votes of 13 states, while Jackson received the

votes of 7 and Crawford the votes of 4- Jackson, however, was

recognized by the abler politicians as the coming man. Martin

Van Buren and others, going into opposition under his banner,

waged from the first a relentless and factious ww on the admin-

istration. Van Buren was the most adroit politician of his time

;

and Jackson was in the hands of very astute men, who advised

and controlled him. He was easy to lead when his mind was in

solution; and he gave his confidence freely where he had once

plpucd it. He was not suspicious, but if he withdrew his con-

fidence he was implacable. When his mind crystallized on a

notion that had a personal significance to himself, that notion

became a hard fact that filled his field of vision. When he was

told that he had been cheated in the matter of the presidency/ he

was sure of it, although those who told him were by no m^ns so.

There was great significance in the election of Jackson in 1828.

A new generation was growing up under new economic and

social conditions. They felt great confidence in themselves and

great independence. They despised tradition and Old World

ways and notions; and they accepted the Jeffersonian dogmas,

not only as maxims, but as social forces—the causes of the

material prosperity of the count^>^ By this generation, there-

fore, Jackson was recognized as a man after their own heart.

They liked him because he was vigorous, brusque, uncouth,

relentless, straightforward and open. They made him president

in 1828, and hie fulfilled all their expectations. He had 178

votes in the electoral college against 83 given for Adams. Though

the work of redistribution of offices began almost at his inaugu-

ration, it is yet an incorrect account of the matter to say that

Jackson corrupted the civil service. His administration is

rather the date at which a system of democracy, organized by

the use of patronage, was introduced into the federal arena by

Van Buren. It was at this time that the Democratic or Repub-

lican party divided, largely alon^ personal lines, into Jacksonian

Democrats and Nation^ Republicans, the latter led by such men
as Henry Clay and J. Q. Adams. The administration itself had

TWO factions in it from the first, the faction of Van Buren, the

secretary of state in 1829-1831 ,and that of Olhoun,vice-president

in 1829-1832. The refusal of the wives of the cabinet and of Mrs

Calhoun to accord social recognition to Mrs J. K. Eaton brought

about a rupture, and in April 1831 the whole cabinet was re-

organized. Van Buren, a widower, sided with the president in

this affair and grew in his favour. Jackson in the meantime had

learned that Calhoun as secretary of war had wished to censure

him for his actions during the Seminole war in Florida in 1818,

and henceforth he regarded the South Carolina statesman as his

enemy. The result was that Jackson transferred to Van Buren

his support for succession in the president^. The relations

between Jackson and his cabinet were unlike those existing

under his predecessors. Having a military point of view, he

was inclined to look upon the cabinet members as inferior officers,

and when in need of advice he usually consulted a group of

personal friends, who came to be called the “ Kitchen Cabinet.^

The principal members of this clique were William B. Lewis

(1784-1866), Amos Kendall and Duff Green, the last named

bein^ editor of the United Slates Telegraphy the organ of the

administration.

In 1832 Jackson was re-elected by a large majority (219

electoral votes to 49) over Henry Clay, his chief opponent. The

battle raged mainly around the re-charter of the Bonk of the

United States. It is probable that Jackson’s advisers in 1828

had told him, though erroneously, that the bank had worked

against him, and then were not able to control him. The first

message of his first presidency had contained a severe reflection

on the bank; and in the very height of this second campaijip

(July 1832) he vetoed the re-charter, which had been passed in

1 The charge was freely made then and afiorwards (though, it

is now believed, without justification) that Clay had su^rted
Adams and by influencing his followers in the house had been

iustrumental in securing his election, as the result of a bargain by
which Adams had agreed to pay him for his support by appointing

him secretary of state.
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the session of 1831-1832. Jackson interpreted his re-election as

^ approval by the people of his war on the bank, and he pushed
it with energy. In ^ptember 1833 he ordered the public
deposits in the bank to be transferred to selected local banks,
and entered upon the “ experiment ”

whether these could not
act as fiscal agents for the government, and whether the desire
to get the deposits would not induce the local banks to adopt
sound rules of currency. During the next session the Senate
passed a resolution condemning his conduct. Jackson protested,
and after a hard struggle, in which Jackson’s friends were led by
Senator Thomas Hart Benton, the resolution was ordered to be
expunged from the record, on the i6th of January 1837.

In 1832, when the state of South Carolina attempted to
nullify ” the tariff laws, Jackson at once took steps to enforce

the authority of the federal government, ordering two war-vessels
to Charleston and placing troops within convenient distance.

He also issued a proclamation warning the people of South
Carolina against the consequences of their conduct. In the
troubles between Georgia and the Cherokee Indians, however,
he took a different stand. Shortly after his first election Georgia
passed an act extending over the Cherokee country the civil

laws of the state. This was contrary to the rights of the Cherokees
under a federal treaty, and the Supreme Court consequently
declared the act void (1832). Jackson, however, having the
frontiersman’s contempt for the Indian, refused to enforce the
decision of the court (see Nullification

; Georgia : Hutary),
Jackson^ was very successful in collecting old claims against

various European nations for spoliations inflicted under
Napoleon’s continental system, especially the French spoliation

claims, with reference to which he acted with aggressiveness and
firmness. Aiming at a currency to consist largely of specie, he
caused the payment of these claims'to be received and imported
in specie as far as possible

; and in 1836 he ordered land-agents
to receive for land nothing but specie. About the same time
a law passed Congress for distributing among the states some
^35,000,^ balance belonging to the United States, the public

debt having all been paid. The eighty banks of deposit in which
it was lying had regarded this sum almost as a permanent loan,

and had inflated cr^it on the basis of it. The necessary calling

m of their loans in order to meet the drafts in favour of the
states, combining with the breach of the overstrained credit

between America and Europe and the decline in the price of

cotton, brought about a crash which prostrated the whole
financial, industrial and commercial s>’stem of the country for

six or seven years. The crash came just as Jackson was leaving

office ; the whole burden fell on his successor. Van Buren.

In the 18th century the influences at work in the American
colonies developed democratic notions. In fact, the circum-
stances were those which create equality of wealth and condition,

as far as civilized men ever can be equal. The War of Indepen-

dence was attended by a grand outburst of political dogmatism
of the democratic type. A class of men were produced who
believed in very broad dogmas of popular power and rights.

There were a few rich men, but they were almost ashamed to

differ from their neighbours and, in some known cases, they

affected democracy in order to win popularity. After the 19th

century began the class of rich men rapidly increased. In the

first years of the century a little clique at Philadelphia became
alarmed at the increase of the “ money power,” and at the grow-

ing perils to democracy. They attacked with some violence,

but little skill, the first Bank of the United States, and they

prevented its re-charter. The most permanent interest of the

history of the United States is the picture it offers of a primitive

democratic society transformed by prosperity and the acquisi-

tion of capital into a great republican commonwealth. The
denunciations of the “ money power ” and the reiteration of

democratic dogmas deserve earnest attention. They show the

development of classes or parties in the old undifferentiated mass.

Jackson came upon the political stage just when a wealthy class

first existed. It was an indu.strial and commercial class greatly

interested in the tariff, and deeply interested also in the then

current forms of issue banking. The southern planters also

were rich, but were agriculturists and remained philosophical
Democrats. Jackson was a man of low birth, uneducated,
prejudiced, imd marked by strong pereoml feelii^ in all his

beliefs and disbeliefs. He showed, in his military work .and in
his early political doings, great lack of discipline. The proposal
to make him president won his assent and awakened hts ambi-
tion. In anything which he undertook he always wanted to
carry his point almost regardless of incidental effects on himself
or others. He soon became completely engaged in the effort to

be made president. The men nearest to him understood his

character and played on it. It was suggested to him that the
money power was against him. That meant that, to the
educated or cultivated class of that day, he did not seem to be
in the class from which a president should be dhosen. He took
the idea that the Bank of the United States was leading the
money power against him, and that he was the champion of the
masses of democracy and of the common people. The opposite
party, led by Gay, Adams, Biddle, &c., had schemes for banks
and rariffs, enterprises which were open to severe criticism. The
political struggle was very intense and there were two good sides
to it. Men like Thomas H. Benton, Edward Livingston, Amos
Kendall, and the southern statesmen, found material for strong
attacks on the Whigs. The gwt mass of voters felt the issue
as Jackson’s managers stated it. That meant that the masses
recognized Jackson as their champion. Therefore, Jackson’s
personality and name became a power on the side opposed to

banks, corporations and other forms of the new growing power
of capital. That Jackson was a typical man of his generation
is certain. He represents the spirit and temper of the free

American of that day, and it was a part of his way of thinking
and acting that he put his whole life and interest into the con-
flict. He accomplished two things of great importance in the
history : he crushed excessive state-rights and established the
contrary doctrine in fact and in the political orthodoxy of the
democrats

; he destroyed the great bank. The subsequent
history of the bank left it without an apologist, and prejudiced
the whole later judgment about it. The way in which Jackson
accomplished these things was such that it cost the country ten
years of the severest liquidation, and left conflicting traditions

of public policy in the Democratic party. After he left Washing-
ton, Jackson fell into discord with his most intimate old friends,

and turned his interest to the cause of slavery, which he thougflit

to be attacked and in danger.

Jackson is the only president of whom it may be said that he
went out of office far more popular than he was when he entered.

When he went into office he had no'political opinions, only some
popular notions. He left his party strong, perfectly organized
and enthusiastic on a platform of low expenditure, payment of
the debt, no expenditure for public improvement or for glory
or display in any form and low taxes. His name still remained
a spell to conjure with, and the politicians sought to obtain the

assistance of his approval for their schemes ; but in general his

last years were quiet and uneventful. He died at his residence,
“ The Hermitage,” near Nashville, Tennessee, on the 8th of

June 1845.

Bibliography.—Of the early biographies, that by J. H. Eaton
(Philadelphia, 1824) is a history of Jackson's early military exploits,
written for politico purposes. Amos Kendall's Life (New York,
1843) is incomplete, extending only to 1814. James Parlon's
elaborate work (3 vols., New York, i860) is still useful. Parton
prepared a shorter biography for the Great Commanders Series

''

(New York, 1893), which emphasizes lackson's military career.
W. G. Sumner's Andrew Jackson in the “ American Statesmen
Series '' (Boston, 1882 ;

revised, 1899) combines the leading focta of
Jackson's life with a history of his times. W. G, Brows wrote an
appreciative sketch (Boston, 1900) for the " Riverside Biographical
Senes." Of more recent works the most elaborate are History
of Andrew Jackson^ by A. C. Buell (New York, 1904), maned by
numerous errors, and the Life and Times of Andrew Jackson, by
A. S. Colyar (Nashville, 1904). Charles H. Peck's The Jacksonian
Epoch (New York, 1899) is an account of national politics from
1815 to 1840, in which the antagonism of Jackson and Gay is

emphasized. (W. G. S,')

JAGKSONf CYRU (1746-1819), dean of Christ Church,
Oxford, was bom in Yorkshire, and educated at Westminster
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%nd Oxford, la 1771 he wa^ chosea to be sub^preceptar to the

two eldest sons of George III., but in 1776 he was dismissed,
1

probably through some household intrigues. He then took
|

orders, and ww appointed in 1779 to the preadbiership at
|

Lincoln’s Inn and to a canoiu^ at Christ Church, Oxford. In
I

1783 he was elected dean of Christ Church. His devotum to

the college led him to decline the bishopric of Oxford in 1799 and

the primacy of Ireland in 1800. He took a leading part in

framing the statute whicli, in 1802, launched the system of

public examinations at Oxford, but otherwise he was not

prominent in universitj^ affairs. On his resignation in 1809 he

settled at Felpham, in Sussex, where he remaiued till his

death.

JACKSON, FBEDKAICK QSORGE (i860 ), British Arctic

explorer, was educated at Denstone College and Edinburgh

University. His first voyage in Arctic w’uters was on a whaling-

cruise in 1886-1867, and in 1893 he m^e a sledge-journey of

3000 miles across the frozen tundra of Siberia lying between the

Ob and the Pechora. His narrative of this journey was published

under the title of Thi Great Frozen Land (1895). On his return

lie was given the command of the Jockson-Harinsworth Arctic

expedition (1894-1897), which had lor its objective the general

cxjdoration of Franz Josef Land. In recognition of hL services

he received a knighthood of the first class of the Danish Royal

Order of St Olaf in 1898, and was awarded the gold medal of

the Paris Geographical Society In 1899. Plis account of the

expedition was published under the title of A Thousand Days in

iiu Arctic (1899). He served in South Africa durii g the Boer

War, and obtained the rank of captain. His travels also include

a journey across Uie Australian deserts.

JACKSON, HEUEN MARIA (1831-1885), American poet and

novelist, who wrote under the initials of “ H, H.” (Helen Hunt),

was born in Amherst, Massachusetts, on the i8th of October

1831, lire daughter of Nathan Welby Fiske (1798-1847), who
was a professor in Amherst College. In October 185a she

married Lieutenant Edward Bissell Hunt (1821-1863), of the

U.S. corps of engineers. In 1870 she publii^ed a little volume

of meditative Verses, which was praised by Emerson in the

reface to his Parnassus (1874X In 1875 she married William

.
Jackson, a banker, of Colorado Springs. She became a prolific

writer of prose and verse, includujg juvenile tales, books of

travel, household hints and novels, of which the best is Ratnom

(1884), a defence of the Indian character. In 1883, as a special

commissioner with Abbot Kinney (b. 1850), she investigated the

and needs of the Mission Indians in California. A
Dishonor (1881) was an arraignment of the treatment

of the Indians by the United Stales. She died on the 12th of

August 1885 in San Francisco.

In addition to hejr jHibUcations referred to above, Mercy Phil”

bridi's Choice (187(1), Hetty's iitrmge History (1877), Zeph (18B6),

and Sonnets and Lyrics (t880) may be mentioned.

JAGKNON^ MASON (f. 1820-1903), British engraver, was

born at Berwick-on-Tweed about 1820, and was trained as a

wood engraver by his brother, John Jackson, the author of a

history of this art. In the middle of the 19th century he m^e
a considerable reputation by his engravings for the Art Union

of London, and for Knight’s Shakespeare and other standard

books ;
and in i860 he was appointed art editor of the lUusirated

Loudon News, a post which he held for thirty years. He wrote

ajiii^ry of the rise and progres.s of illustrated journalism. He
died in December 1903.

JACKSON, THOMAS (1579-1640), president of Corpus Christi

College, Oxford, and dean of Peterboroj^h, was born at Witton-

Le-Wear, Dmham, and educated at Oxford. He became a
probatiorer fellow of Corpus in x6o6, and was soon afterwards

elected vice-president. In 1623 he was presented to the bring

of Si Nicholas, Newcastle, and about 1625 ^ living of

Winston, Durham. Five years later he was appointed presiocoii

of Corpus, and in 1632 the king presented him to the living of

Witney
,
Oxfordshire. He was made a prebendar)*^ ofWirchoker

in i635;. and was dean ui Peterborough in 1655-1639. Although

oiigii^ly a Calvinist, he beoame in later life an Arminian.

His chief work was a series oi commentaries on the Apostles
Creed, the firsl complete edition being entitled The Works of Ahomas
Jackson, V.D. (London, 1673). The commentaries wer^ however,
originally published in 16x3-1657, aa twelve books wfla difierent

titlM, the hni being The Btevml Truth of Scriptures (London,

JACKSON, THOMAS JONATHAN (1824-1863), known a.s

Stonewall Jackson,” American genexal, was bwn at Clarks-

burg, Virgifaa(now West Virginia), on the ai&t of January x&i4>

and was descended from an Ulster family. At an early age he

was loft a penniless orphan, and his education was acquired in a

small (country school untU he procured, mainly by his own
energy, a nomination to the Military Academy. Lack of social

graces and the dedcienci sof his early education impeded him at

first, but “ in the end ‘ Old Jack,’ as he was always called, with

his despmte earnestness, his unflinching straightforwai^ess,

and his high sense of honcmr, came to be r^arded with something

like affection.” Such qualities he displayed rot less amongst

light-hearted cadets than afterwairis at the head of troops

in battle. After graduating he took part, as secor d heutenant

in the xal U.S. ArtiNery, in tlie Mexican War. At Vera Cru* he

won the rank of first lieutenant, and for gallant conduct at

Contreras and Chapultepoc respectively he was breveted captain

and major, a rank which he attained with less than one years

service. During his stay in the city of Mexico his thoughts were

seriously directed towaxds religion, and, eventually entering the

Presbyterian communion, ho ruled every subsequent action of

his life by hi.s faith. In 1851 he applied for and obtmned a

professorship at the Virginia military institute, Lexington;

and here, except for a sh^ visit to Europe, he remained for

ten years, teaching natural science, the theory of gunnery and

battalion drill. Though he was not a good teacher, his influence

both on his pupils and on those few intimate friends for whom
alone he relaxed the gravity of his manner was profound, and,

little as he wu known to the white mhabitants of Lexir^on, he

was revered by ihe slaves, to whom he showed urifonn kindness,

and lor whose moral instruction he worked unccasirgly. As to

the great question at issue in 1861, Major Jadcson's ruling

neotive was devotion to his state, and when Virginia seceded, on

the X7th of April, and the Lexington cadets were ordered to

Riclimond, Jackson went thither in command of the corps.

His intimate friend, Governor Letcher, appreciatirg his gifts,

sent him as a colonel of infantr>' to Harper’s Ferry, where the

first collision with the Union forces was hourly expected. In

June he received the command of a brigade, and in July promo-

tion to the rank of brigadier-general. He had well employed

the short time at his disposal for training his men, and on the

first field of Bull Run they won for thcraelves and their

teigadier, by their rigid steadiness at the critical moment of the

battle, the historic name of ” Stonewall.”

After the battle of Bull Run Jackson spent some time in

the furthta: training of his brigade, which, to his infinite regret,

he was compelled to leave behind him when, in October, he was

assigned as a major-general to command in the Shenandoah

VaUey. His army had to be formed out of local troops, and

few modern weapons were available', but the Valley regiments

retained the impress of Jackson’s training till the days of Cedar

Creek. Discipline was not acquired at once, however, and the

first ventures of the force were not very successful. At Kems-
town, indeed, Jackson was tactically defeated by the Feckmls

under Shields (March 23, 1862), But the Stonewall brigade

bad been sent to its old leader in November, and by the time

that the famous Valley Campaign (see Shknandoau Vaixev

Camfaionb) began, the forces under Jackson’s command had

acquired cohesion and power of manoeuvre, On the 8th of May
1862 was fought the combat of McDowell, won by Jackson

against the lading troops of Fremont’s command from West

Virginia. Three weeks later the forces under Banks were being

driven over the Potomac at Harper’s Ferry, and Jackson

master of the Valley. Every other plan of campaign in Virginia

was at once subordinated to the scheme of trapping Jackson.”

But the Confedemtes, marching swiftly up the VaQey, slipped

between the converging columns of h'r^mont from the west and
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WcDowoll from tht east, aod cosdtided t moat Awnwg canipaign
hy the victoriouft aetkoaa of Oocia Kjsys. and Poet Repaid
(8th and 9th of June). While the forces of the North wore ttMl
seettered^ Jocksoa secretly left the Valley to take a deosm
part in Lee’acampaiga before Richmood. lath* Sevea Days
Jadtaon was frequeatly at faulty bat hia driving energy laare no
small part in securing the defeat cd McClelWr advance on
Richmond* Here he passed for the first time undo* the direct
orders of Robert Lee,, and the rest of his career was spent in
command of the II. corps of the Armiy of Northern Virginia.
As Lee’s chief and most trusted subord^te he was throughimt
charged with the execution of the more dehcote and difficult

operatioiis of lus comiaander’s hazardous strategy. After his

victory over Banks at Cedar Mountain, near Ctdpeper, Virginia,

Jackson led the d^ing march round the flank of Geaml Pope’s
amy, which against ah theoretical rules ended in the great
victory of second Bull Run. in the MaryUmd campa^pi
Lwut.-General Jackson was again detached from the main army.
Eleven thousand Federals, aorrounded in Harper’s Feiry, were
forced to surrender, and Jadcson rejoined Lee just in time to
oppose McClellan’s advance. At the Antietam his corps bore the
brunt of the battle, which was one of the most stubborn of
modem warfare. At Fredericksburg his wing of Lee^s hne of battle
was heavily engaged, and his last battle, before Chancellorsviile,
in the thickets of the Wilderness, was his greatest triumph. By
one of his swift and secret flank marches he placed his corps on the
flank of the enemy, and on the and of May flung them against
the Federal XI. corps, which was utterly routed. At the dose
of a day of victory he was reconnoitring the hostile positions
when suddenly the Confederate outposts opened fire upon his
staff, whom they mistook in the dark and tangled forest for
Federal cavalry. Jackson fell wounded, and on the loth of May
he died at Guinea’s station. He was buried, according to his
own wish, at L^ington, where a statue and a memorial hall
commemomte his connexion with the place

;
and on the spot

where he was mortally wounded stands a plain granite pillar.

The first contribution' towards the bronze rtatuc at Richmond
was made by the negro Baptist congregation for which Jackson
had laboured so earnestly in his Lexmgton years. He was twice
marTOd, first to Eleanor (d. 1854X daughter of George Junkin,
president of Washington College, Virginia, and secondly in 1857
to Mary Anna Morrison, daughter of a North Carolina clergyman.
That Jackson’s death, at a critical moment of the fortunes

of the Confedency, was an irreparable loss was disputed by no
one. Lee said that he had lost his right arm, and, good soldiers as
were the other generals, not one amon^t them was comparable
to Jackson, whose name was dreaded in the North like that of
IjBe himself. His military dbaracter was the enlargement of

his personal character— desperate earnestness, unflinching

straightforwardness,” and absolute, almost fataHst, trust in

the guidance of providence. At the head of bis troops, who
idolized him, he was a Cromwell, adding to the zeal of a fanatic

and the ^rgy of the bom leader the special military skill and
trained soldierly spirit which the English commander had to

gain by expeiienoe. His Chnsdanity was conspionons, even
among^ deeply religious men like Lee and Stuart, and pene-

trated every part of hia diaracter and conduct.

Sec lives by R. L. Dabney (New York, 1883), J. E. Cooke (New
York, x866), M. A. jaekaoa (General jackeon'e widow) (New York,
1802) ; and especiaUy G. F. R. Henderson, Sion«wtUl lachson (London,

1898), and H. A. white, Stonewall Jackson (i^hilaaelphia, 1909).

JAOKSOll, WILUAM (1730-1803), Bnglidi musician, was

bom at Exeter on the 99th d May 1730. His father, a grocer,

bestowed a liberal education upon him, but, on account of die

lad’s strong predilection for music, was induced to place him

under the cave of John Silvester, the organist of Exeter Cathedral,

with whom he retniuned about two yean. In 1748 be went to

London, and studied under John Travers, organist of the king's

chapd. Returmng to ^ter, he settled there as a teacher and

coifl|)o$er, and in 1777 was appointed subchanter, organist,^ lay-

near and master of the choristers of the cathedral la 1755

he published his first work, Tmlve which became at oxwe

highly populaar. His next pwblieatioii, Six Sanxias fan tki BaHh
suffia«i,wasafaikire. Histhwdwovk, 5txll^/9rlillfeeeo^
pmedid by. an. Imxuttim, with m Aceompcmiwmt, placed Ism
among the first compoeevs^ ol hks day. His teurth work was
another set of Twabu Songs^, nenr very scarce; and hfe work
wa& again a set of Twelve Svttgs, aH of winch are new foigotten.
He next publish^ TTwelw Hymns, with some good remarks upon
that style of rampositmn, although his precepts were better
than bk practice. A set of Twelve Smtgs followed, conCaimng
some good compositions. Next came an Ode id Fxney, the words
by Dr Warton, Twelve Camtmets foe two voices formed Ws
ninth work

; and one of thera^—“ Time has not thiiwed my
Flowing Hair ”—long held a place at public and private’ con-
certs. His woric was Eight Sonxtas for the Hwpmkoei,
some of which were novel and p)ea«ting< He composed fliree

dramatic pwces,-~Iyadaj (17^7), Lord ef the Manor, to
General Burgo3riie’s words (1780), and The Mekmorpkoses, a
comic opera produced at Druiy Lane in 1783, which did not
succeed. In the second of these dramatic works, two airs

—

“ Encompassed in an Angel’s Form ” and ” When first this

Humble Roof I knew*’^—were great favourites. His chnrth
music was puUished after his death by James Paddon(i890')

;

most of it is poor, but Jackson in F” was for many years
popular. In 1783 he published Tkirly Letters on Various SubfeOs,
in which he severely attacked canons, and described William
Bird’s Non nobis Domine as containing passages not to 1^
endured. But his anger and contempt were most strongly
expressed against catches of all kinds, which he denouir^
as barbarous. In 1791 he put forth a pamphlet, Observations on
the Present State of Music in London, in which he found fault
with everything and everybody. He published in 1798 The
Four Ages, together with Essays on Various Subjects,—a work
whjch gives a favourable idea of his character and of his literary

acquirements. Jadcson also cultivated a taste for landscape
painting, and imitated, not unsuccessfully, the style of his friend
Gainsborough. He died on the 5th of July 1803.
JACKSON, a city and the county-seat of Jadcson county,

Michigan, U.S.A., on both sides of the Crrand River, 76 m. W.
of Detroit. Pop. (1890), 20,798

; (1900), 25,180, of whom
3843 were forcign-hom (1004 German, 941 English Canadian)

;

(1910, census). 31,433. It is served by the Michigan Central,
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the Grand Trunk and
the Cincinnati Northern railways, and by inter-urban electric

lines. It is the seat of the state prison (established 1839).
Cool is mined in the vicinity

; the^ city has a large trade with
the surrounding i^cultural district (whose distinctive product
is beans) ; the Michigan Central railway has car and madune
shops here ; and the city has many manufacturing establish-
ments. The total factory product in 1904 was valued at
18 ,3^,135 ,

an increase of 24*4% over that of 1900. The muni-
cipality owns and operates its water-work.s, The place was
formerly a favourite camping ground of the Indians, and was
settled by whites in 1829. In 1830 it was laid out as a town,
selected for the county-seat, and named Jacksonburg in honour
of Andrew Jackson

;
the present name was adopted in 1838.

Jackson was incorporated as a village m 1843, ^857 was
chartered as a city. It was at a convention held at Jaekeon
on the 6th of July 1854 that the R^ublkan party was flwt
organized and so named by a representative state ooc^.
JACKSON, a city and the oounty-seat of Hinds county,

Mississippi, U.S.A., and the capital of the sute, on the W. bank
of the Pearl River, about 40 m. E. of Vicksburg wad 185 m. N.
of New Orleans, Louisiana. Pop. (1890X 5920 j (1900), 7816,
of whom 4447 were negroes. According to the U.S. census taken
in 19x0 the population reached a total of 2 X,262 . Jackson is

served by the Illinois Central, the Alabama k Vicksburg, the
Gulf& Ship Island, New Orleans Great Northern, and the Yaaoo
& Mississippi Valley railways, and during the winter by small
freight and passenger steamboats on the Peart River. In Jackson
is the state Hbrary, with more than 80,000 volumes. The new
state capitefl wag foikhed in 1903. The old state capitol,,datu)g

from 1839, isofconsiderable intecest ; in it waraheld thesecesskm
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convention (i86i), the “Black and Tan Convention** (1868),

and the constitutional convention of 1890, and in it Jefferson

Davis made his last speech (1884). Jackson is the seat of Mill-

saps College, chartered in 1890 and opened in 1892 (under the

control of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South), and having,

in 1907-1908, 12 instructors and 297 students; of Belhaven

College (non-sectarian, 1894), for girls ; and of Jackson College

(founded in 1877 at Natchez by the American Baptist Home
Mission Society; in 1883 removed to Jackson), for negroes, which

had 356 students in 1907-1908. The city is a market for cotton

and farm products, and has a number of manufactories. In

1821 the site was designated as the seat of the state government,

and early in the following year the town, named in honour of

Andrew Jackson, was laid out. The legislature first met here

in December 1822. It was not until 1840 that it was chartered

as a city. During the Civil War Jackson was in the theatre of

active campaigning. On the 14th of May 1863 Johnston who
then held the city, was attacked on both sides by Sherman and
McPherson with two corps of Grant’s army, which, after a sharp

engagement, drove the Confederates from the town. After

the fall of Vicksburg Johnston concentrated his forces at Jackson,

which had been evacuated by the Federal troops, and prepared

to make a stand behind the inlrenchments. On the Qth of

July Sherman began an investment of the place, and during

the succeeding week a sharp bombardment was carried on.

In the night of the i6th Johnston, taking advantage of a lull

in the firing, withdrew suddenly from the city. Sherman’s

army entered on the 17th and remained five days, burning a

considerable part of the city and ravaging the surrounding

country.

JACKSON, a city and the county-seat of Madison county,

Tennessee, U.S.A., situated on the Forked Deer River, about 85
m. N.E. of Memphis. Pop. (1890), 10,039; (1900), 14,511, of

whom 6108 were negroes; (1910, census), 15,779. It is served

by the Mobile & Ohio, the Nashville, Chattanooga & St

Louis and the Illinois Central railways. The state supreme
court holds its sessions here for the western district • of Ten-

nessee. The city is the seat of Union University (co-educational),

chartered in 1875 as Southwestern Baptist University, and con-

ducted under that name at Jackson until 1907, when the present

name was adopted. In 1907-1908 the university had 17 instruc-

tors and 280 students. At Jackson, also, are St Mary’s Academy
(Roman Catholic); the Memphis Conference Female Institute

(Methodist Episcx)pal, South, 1843), and Lane College (for

negr^)?*under the control of the Colored Methodist Episcopal

Churen* Jackson is an important cotton market, and is a

shipping point for the farm products and fruits of the surround-

ing country. It has also numerous manufactures and railway

shops. The total value of the factory product in 1905 was

$2,317,715. The municipality owns and operates the electric-

lighting plant and the water-works. There is in the city an

electro-chalybeate well with therapeutic properties. Jackson

was settled about 1820, incorporated as a town m 1823, chartered

as a city in 1854, and in 1907 received a new charter by which the

sale of intoxicating liquors is forever prohibited. After General

Grant’s advance into Tennessee in 1862 Jackson was fortified

and became an important base of operations for the Federal army.

Grant himself establishing his headquarters here in October.

JACKSONVILLE, a city and the county-seat of Duval county,

Florida, U.S.A., in the N.E. part of the state, on the left bank of

the St John’s River, 14 m. from the Atlantic Ocean as the crow

flies arid about 27 m. by water. Pop. (1890), 17,201 ; (1900),

28429, of whom 16,236 were negroes and 1166 foreign-born;

(1910, census), 57,699; the city being the largest in the state.

It is served by the ^uthem, the Atlantic Coast Line, the Sea-

board Air Line, the ‘^Georgia Southern & Florida and the

Florida East Coast railways, and by several steamship lines.^

* Shoalfi in the river and sand rock at its mouth long prevented the
development of an extensive water trade, but in 1896 the United
States Government made an appropriation (supplemented in 1902,

1903 and 1904) for deepening, for a width of 300 ft., the channel
connecting the city and the ocean to 24 ft., and on the bar 27 ft.

It is the largest railway centre in the state, and is popularly

known as the Gate City of Florida. In appearance JacksonviNe
is very attractive. It has many handsome buildings, and its

residential streets are shaded with live-oaks, water oaks and
bitter-orange trees. Jacksonville Is the seat of two schools for

negroes, the Florida Baptist Academy and Cookman Institute

(1872; Methodist Episcopal). Many winter visitors are annually

attracted by the excellent climate, the mean temperature for the

winter months being about 55° F. Among the places of interest

in the vicinity is the large Florida ostrich farm. There are

numerous municipal and other parks. The city owns and
operates its electric-lighting plant and its water-works system.

The capital invested in manufacturing increased from $1,857,844
in 1900 to $4,837,281 in 1905, or i6o’4 %, and the value of the

factory product rose from $1,798,607 in 1900 to $5,340,264 in

1905,or 196*9%. Jacksonville is the most important distributing

centre in Florida, and is a port of entry. In 1909 its foreign im-

ports were valued at $513,439 ;
its foreign exports at $2,507,373.

The site of Jacksonville was called Cow Ford (a version of

the Indian name, Wacca Pilatka), from the excellent ford of the

St John’s River, over which went the King’s Road, a highway
built by the English from St Augustine to the Georgia line. The
first settlement was made in 1816. In 1822 a town was laid out

here and was named in honour of General Andrew Jackson ;
in

1833 Jacksonville was incorporated. During the Civil War the

city was thrice occupied by Federal troops. In 1888 there was an
epidemic of yellow fever. On the 3rd of May 1901 a fire destroyed

nearly 150 blocks of buildings, constituting nearly the whole of

the business part of the city, the total loss being more than

$15,000,000; but within two years new buildings greater in

number tlian those destroyed were constructed, and up to

December 1909 about 9000 building permits had been granted.

JACKSONVILLE, a citv and the county-seat of Morgan

county, Illinois, U.S.A., on Mauvaiseterre Creek, about 33 m.
W. of Springfield. Pop. (1890), 12,935 > (1900)^ ^5>o7S, of whom
1497 were foreign-born; (1910, census), 15,326. It is served

by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago & Alton,

the Chicago, Peoria & St Louis and the Wabash railways. It

is the seat of several educational and philanthropic institutions.

Illinois College (Presbyterian), founded in 1829 through the

efforts of the Rev. John Millot Ellis (1793-1855), a missionary of

the American Home Missionary Society and of the .so-called

Yale Band (seven Yale graduates devoted to higher education

in the Middle West), is one of the oldest colleges in the Central

States of the United States. The Jacksonville Female Academy

(1830) and the Illinois Conservatory of Music (1871) were ab-

sorbed in 1903 by Illinois College, which then became co-educa-

tional. The college embraces, Asides the collegiate department,

Whipple Academy (a preparatory department), the Illinois

Conservatory of Music and a School of Art, and in 1908-1909 had

21 instructors and 173 students. The Rev. Edward Beecher

was the first president of the college (from 1830 to 1844), and

among its prominent graduates have been Richard Yates, jun.,

the Rev. Thomas K. Beecher, Newton Bateman (1822-1897),

superintendent of public instruction df Illinois from 1865 to 1875

and president of Knox College in 1875-1893, Bishop Theodore

N. Morrison (b. 1850), Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Iowa after

1898, and William J. Bryan. The Illinois Woman’s College

(Methodist Episcopal; chaptered in 1847 as the Illinois Confer-

ence Female Academy) received its present name in 1899. The

State Central Hospital for the Insane (opened in 1851), the State

School for the Deaf (established in 1839, opened in 1845,

first charitable institution of the state) and the State School for

the Blind (1849) are also m Jacksonville. Morgan Lake and

Duncan Park are pleasure resorts. The total value of the

factory product in 1905 was $1,981,582, an increase of 17*7 %
since 1900, Jacksonville was laid out m 1825 as the county-scat

of Morgan county, was named probably in honour of Andrew

Jackson, and was incorporated as a town in 1840, chartered as a

mean low water), and by 1909 the work liad been completed
;

urther dredging to a 24 ft. depth between the navigable channel and
pierhead lines was authorinid in 1907 and complete by 19x0.
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city fn 1867, and re-chartered in 1887. The majority of the
early settlers came from the southern and border states, princi-
pally from Missouri and Kentucky

; but subsequently there was
a large immigration of New England and Eastern people, and
these elements were stronger in the population of Jacksonville
than in any other city oT southern Illinois. The city was a
station of the “ Under^ound Railroad.**

JACOB (Hebrew yd^'dqdhy derived, according to Gen. xxv. a6,
xxvii. 36, from a root meaning **

to seize the heel *’ or ** sup-
plant **), son of Isaac and Rebekah in the Biblical narrative, and
the father of the twelve tribes of Israel. Jacob and his twin
brother Esau are the eponyms of the Israelites and Edomites.
It was said of them that they would be two nations, and that the
elder would serve the younger. E.sau was bom first, but lost

his superiority by relinquishing his birthright, and Jacob by an
act of deceit gained the paternal blessing intended for Esau
(Gen. xxvii., J and E).i The popular view regarding Israel and
Edom is expressed when the story makes Jacob a tent-dweller,
and Esau a hunter, a man of the field. But whilst Esau married
amo^ the Canaanite “ daughters of the land ” (P in xxvi. 34

;

xxviii. 8 scq.), Jacob was sent, or (according to a variant tradition)
fled from Beer-sheba, to take a wife from among his Syrian
kinsfolk at Haran. On the way he received a revelation at
Bethel (“ house of God *’) promising to him and to his descen-
dants the whole extent of the land. The beautiful story of
Jacob*s fortunes at Haran is among the best examples of Hebrew
narrative : how he served seven years for Rachel,

**
and they

seemed a few days for the love he had to her,** and was tricked
by receiving the elder sister Leah, and how he served yet another
seven years, and at last won his love. The patriarch’s increasing
wealth caused him to incur the jealousy of his father-in-law,
Laban, and he was forced to flee in secret with his family. They
were overtaken at Gilead,^ whose name (interpreted heap of
witness ”) is explained by the covenant into which Jacob and
Laban entered (xxxi. 47 sqq.). Passing Mahanaim (** camps ”),

where he saw the camps of God, Jacob sent to Esau with friendly

overtures. At the Jabbok he wrestled with a divine being and
prevailed (cf. Hos. xii, 3 sqq.), hence he called the place Peniel
or Penuel (“ the face of God *’), and received the new name
Israel. He then effected an unexpected reconciliation with
Esau, passed to Succoth, where he built booths *’ for his cattle

(hence its name), and reached Shechem. Here he purchased
ground from the clan Hamor (cf. Judg. ix. 28), and erected an
altar to “ God (El) the God of Israel.** This was the scene of the
rape of Dinah and of the attack of Simeon and Levi which led

to their ruin (xxxiv. ; see Dan, Levites, Simeon). Thence
Jacob went down south to Bethel, where he received a divine

revelation (P), similar to that recorded by the earlier narrator

(J), and was called Israel (xxxv. 9-13, 15). Here Deborah,
Rebekah’s nurse, died, on the way to Ephrath. Rachel died in

giving birth to il^njamin (q.v.), and further south Reuben was
guilty of a grave offence (cf. xlix. 4). According to P, Jacob
came to Hebron, and it was at this juncture that Jacob and Esau
separated (a second time) and the latter removed to Mount Seir

|

(xxxvi. 6 sqq.; cf. the parallel in xiii, 5 sqq,). Compelled by
|

circumstances, describe with much fullness and vividness,
|

Jacob ultimately migrated to £g3q)t, receiving on the way the

promise that God would make of him a great nation, which
should come again out of Egypt (see Joseph). After an inter-

view with the Pharaoh (recorded only by P, xlvii. 5-1 1), he
dwelt with his sons in the land of Goshen, and as his death drew
near pronounced a formal benediction upon the two sons of

Joseph (Mana^eh and Ephraim), intentionally exalting the

younger. Then he summoned all the sons *’ to gather round
his bed, and told them ** what shall befall in the latter days

**

(xlbc,). He died at the age of 147 (so P), and permission was
given to carry his body to Canaan to be buried.

^ For the symbols J, E, P, as regards the sources of the book of
Genesis, see genesis; Bible: Old Test. Criticism.

* Since it is some 300 m. from Haran to Gilead it is probable that
Laban's home, only seven days' journey distant, was nearer Gilead
than the current tradition allows (Gen. xxxi. 22 sqq.).

“3
These narratives are full of much valuable evidence i^egaiding

marri^ customs, pastoral life and duties, popular beliefs and
traditions, and are evidently typical of what was currentty
retailed. Their historical value li^ been variously estimate.
The existed long before the traditional date of Jacob, and
the Egyptian phonetic equivalent of Jacob-eI<cf. Isra-ef,Ishma-el)
appears to be the name of a district of central Palestine (or
possibly east of Jordan) about 1500 B.c. But the stories in
their present form are very much later. The close relation
between Jacob and Aramaeans confirms the view that some
of the tribes of Israel were part’y of Aramaean origin ; his
entrance into Palestine from beyond the Jordan is parallel to
Joshua*s invasion at the head of the Israelites; and his previous
journey from the south finds independent support in traditions
of another distinct movement from this quarter. Consequently,
it would app^r that these extremely elevated and richly deve-
loped narratives of Jacob-Israel embody, among a number of
other features, a recollection of two distinct traditions of migra-
tion which became fused among the Israelites. (See further
Genesis; Jews.) (S.A.C.)

JACOB* JOHN (1812-1858), Indian soldier and administrator,
was bom on the nth of Janu^ 1812, educated at Addiscombe,
and entered the Bombay artillery in 1828. He served in the
first Afghan Wttf under Sir John Keane, and afterwards led his
regiment with distinction at the battles of Meeanee, Shahdadpur,
and Umarkot

;
but it is as commandant of the Sind Horse and

political superintendent of Upper Sind that he was chiefly famous.
He was the pacificator of the Sind frontier, reducing the tribes
to quietude as much by his commanding personality as by his
ubiquitous military measures. In 1853 he foretold the Indian
Mutiny, saying :

“ There ismore danger to our Indian empire from
the state of the Bengal army, from the feeling which there exists

between the native and the European, and thence spreads
throughout the length and breadth of the land, than from all

other causes combined. Let government look to this
;

it is a
serious and most important truth **

; but he was only rebuked by
Lord Dalhousie for his pains. He was a friend of Sir Charles
Napier and Sir James Outram, and resembled them in his out-
spoken criticisms and independence of authority. He died at
the early age of 46 of brain fever, brought on by excessive heat
and overwork. The town of Jacobabad, which has the reputa-
tion of being the hottest place in India, is named after him.

See A. I. Shand, General John Jacob (1900).

JACOB BEN ASHER (1280-1340). codifier of Jewish law, was
bom in Germany and died in Toredo. A son of Asher ben
Yehiel (q,v.), Jacob helped to reintroduce the older elaborate
method of legal casuistry which had been overthrown by
Maimonides {q.v,y The Asheri family suffered great privations
but remained faithful in their devotion to the Talmud. Jacob
ben Asher is known as the Baal ha-turim (literally “ Master of
the Rows **) from his chief work, the four Turtm or Rows (ihe
title is derived from the four furim or rows of jewels in the
High Priest’s breastplate). In this work Jacob ben Asher
codified Rabbinic law on ethics and ritual, and it remained a
standard work of reference until it was edited with a commentary
by Joseph Qaro, who afterwards simplified the code into the
more popular Shulkan Aruch, Jacob also wrote two commen-
taries on the Pentateuch.

See Graetz, History of the Jews (Eng. trans.), vol. iv. ch. iii.
; Weiss,

Dor dor we^dorashaVt v. 118-123.
(1 . A.)

JACOB OF EDESSA* who ranks with Barhebraeus aa the most
distinguished for scholarship among Syriac writers,® was bom at

’En-debha in the province of Antioch, probably about ajd. 640.

From the trustworthy account of his life by Barhebraeus (Cilrr^.*

Eccles, i.-sSq) we learn that he studied first at the famous mon*
astery of Ken-neshre (on the left bank of the Euphrates, opposite

Jerabis) and afterwards at Alexandria, which had of course been

^ " In the literature of his country Jacob holds much the
place as Jerome among the Latin fathers " (Wright, Short Hist, of
Syr, Lit. p. 143).
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foe foiB® timo in the hands of the Moslems.^ On his retum he

was appointed bishop of Edessa by his friend Atiianasius II. {of

Ba]ad)i probably in 684,* but held this office only for three or

four ywrSj as the clergy withstood his strict enforcement of the

Cliurch canons, and he was not supported by Julian, the auccesaor

of Athanasius in the patriarchate. Accordingly, having to

anger publicly burnt a copy of the canons in front of Julian's

residence, Jacob retired 4o the monastery of KaisUm near

Samosata, and from there to tlie monastery of Eusebhona,^

where for eleven years he taught the Psahiis and the reading of

the Sc^tures in Greek. But towards ilie close of this period

he again encountered opposition, this lime from monk& “ who

hated the Greeks,” and so proceeded to the great convent of

Tell 'Adda or Tetoda (? modern Telladi, N.W. of Aleppo), wh^e
he spent nine years in revising and emending the PeskuUa version

of tlie Old Testanocilt by the help of the. various Greek versions.

He was finally reaped to the bishojwic of Edessa in 708, hut

died four months later, on the 5th of J unc.

In doctrine Jacob was uxidoubtodly MouopUytdte.^ 0£ the very
large number of his works, which are mostly in prose, not many have
as yet been published, but much information may be gatlicred from
,A9aeinam*s Biblio^eca wUntalis and Wright’s Cutalogua of Synac
MSS>, in ike briitsk Musewu, (1) Of tlic S3rriac Old Testasnont

Jacob produced what Wright calls ' a curious eclectic or patchwork
tejet,” of which five volumes survive in Europe (Wright's CatalQgne

38). It was " the last attempt at rt-vdsion of the Old Testament in

tile Bfonophysite Church." Jacob was also the chiei founder of tiie

Syriac Masaorah among the Monopbysitos, which produced such

MS^. as the one (V t, cUii.) described by Wiseman in Hofoe
part iii. (2) Jacob was the author both of commentaries and of

scholia on the sacred books; of these sperimens are given by Assemani
and Wright. They were largely quoted by laler commentators, who
often reter to Jacob as “ tiie interpreter of the Scriptures." With
the commentaries may be mentioned his Hexahemeron, or treatise

on the six days of creation, MSS. of which exist at Leiden and at

Lyons. It was his latest work, and being Icf-t incomplete was
finished by his friend George the bishop of the Arabs. Among
apocrypha, the Hutory of the RechahiUs composed by Zosimus was
translated from Greek into Syriac by Jacob (Wright’s Cntalogm
1x28. and Nau in Revue sdmitique, vi. 263., vii. 54, 150 . . (3)

Mention
has been made above of Jacob's zeal on behalf of ecclesiastical

canons. In his letter to the priest Addai we possess a collection of

canons from his pen, given in the form of answers to Addai^s ques^

tiona. These were edited by Lagardc in Reliquiae jurie eccl

syriace, pp. 117 sqq., and Lamy in Dissert, pp. 08 sqq. Additiona*

canons were given in Wright's Noiulae synacae. The w'hole hav
been translated and expounded by Kayser, Die Canones Jacobs vov

Edessa (Leipzig, 1886). (4) Jacob made many contributions to

Syriac hturgy, both original and translated (Wright, Short Hist

p. 1 45 St q .) , (5) To philosophical literature his cilief original contobrv

tion wMkhis Enchiridion

^

a tract on philosophical terms (Wright’s

CedK^gue 984), The translations of works of Aristotle which nave
been «lributed to him are prolxibty by other hands (W’right, Short

ffisi. p. X49 ;
Duval, Literature syndque, pp. 255, 258}. The treatise

Dacausa ommum causarum, whicli was the work oi a bishop of Edessa,

was formerly attributed to Jacob; but the publication of the whole
by Kayser “ has made it clear that the treati.se is of much later date.

(6) An important bistorioal work by Jacob—a ChroniePe in contmua-
tion oi that of Eusebius-^haa unfortunately perished all except a few
leaves. Of these a full account is given in WTight's Catalogue 1062.

Jacob's fame among his countrymen rests most of sdl on his

mnours as a grammarian. In his letter to George, bishop of St'rQgh,

on S3nriac orthography (published by Phillips in London T869, and
by Martin in Paris the aama. year) he sets forth the importamce
oi fidelity by scribes in the copying of minutiae of Epelling. M hia

grammar^ (oi which only some fragments remain), whUo expressing

^ Merx infers that the fact of Jacob’s going to Alexandria as a
student tells against the view that the Arabs burned the great library

{Hist, artis gmrnm. afud Syres, p. 35). On this question cf. Krohl
in Aiti del iv. conp. mtemaz. degli OrieniaPisH (Florence, i88o>,

of TelLMahr0 says 677 ; but Athanaeius was
patriarch only

According to Merx {op. cit, p. 43) this may be the celebrated

convent of Eusebius Apamea.
* Assemani tried hard to prove him orthodox {B.O. I /170 sqq.)

but ohaagad his opinion on reading his biography by Barhebraeus
(tb. ii 33,7)^ SooespraaUy Lamy, Dissert, de Syrormm pie^ pp. aoO sim.

^ Text at 1889 {Das.Buch der Brkenntniss der Wahrheit'oaee

der VrsQche alJer Vrsachen ) translation (posthumously) at Strassburg

^^The surviving fmgnmts were published by Wright (London,

1871) and by Merx, op. dt. pp. 73 sqq. of Syriac text.

hh aensti of the disadvantage under which Syriac laboure through
its alphabet containing only consonants, he declined to introdnee

a general system of vowel-signs, lest the change tiiould contribute

to the neglect and loss of the oMei books written udtiiout vowels.

At the aame time he invented, by adi^tion oi the Greek vownls,

such a. system of signs as might serve for purposes of grammatical
exposition, and elaborated the rules by wmen certain consonants
serve to indicate vowels. He also svstcmatxzed and extended
the use of diacritical points. It is atiu a moot question hew far

Jacob ta to bo regarded as the author oi the five vowel-signs dtiived

from Greek which soou after came into use among the Jacobites."

In any case he made tho most important contribution to Syriac

grammar down to the time of BaAebraeus. (8) As a tran^tor
Jacobs greatest achievement was his Syriac version of the BomiHae
catkedemts of Sevema, the moaopbysite patriarch of Antioch

(312-51 8, 533-546) . This important collection is now in part known
to us by A. W. Brooks'.s edition and translation of the 6th book of

selected epistles of Severus, according to another Syriac version made
by Athanasius of Nnibie in 669. (9) A large number of letters W
Jacob to various correspondents have been kiund m various MSS.
Betides those on the canon law to Addaij, and on grammar to George
of Seriigh referred to above, there arc others deiding with doctrine,
liturgy, &c. A few arc in verse.

Jacob impressee the modem reader mainlj' as an educator of hi^

countrytBien, aad particularly ot the clergy. His writings lack the
fervid rhetoric and graccl^ style of such authors^ Isaac ^ Antioch.
Jacoo of Serri^'h and Philoxonus of Mabb6g. But judged by the
.standard of ms tim*’ he shows the qualities of a truly scientific

theologian and scholar. (N. M.)

JACOB OFJOTERBOGK {c. 1381-^^5), monk and theologian.

Benedict Stolzenhagen, known in religion as Jacob, was bom at

Jiitobogjk in Brandenburg of poor peasant stock. He became
a Cistercian at the monastery of Par^iz in Poland, and was sent

by the abbot to the university of Cracow, where he became
master in pliilosophy and doctor of theology. He returned to

his monastery, of which he became abbot. In 1441, however, dis-

contented with the absence of strict discipline in his community,
he obtained the leave of the papal legale at the council of Basel

to transfer himself to the CiartJiiisians, (entering the monastery
of ' Salvatorherg near Erfurt, of which he became prior. He
lectured on theology at the university of Erfurt, of which he was
rector in 1455. He died on tlie 30th of April 1465.

Jacob’s maio pruoccupatiou was the reform of monastic life, the
OTavQ diflordors oli wltich he deplore^ and to this end he wrote his

FeHtiones religiasorum pro reformatione sui status. Another work,
De negligentia fraelalorum, was directed against the neglect of their

duties by the higher clergy, and he addressed a petition for the rc-

focm of the Church {Adifisamentum pre reformatione ecelesiae) to Pope
Nicholas V. This having no efiect, he issued the most outspoken of

hie works, De septem eedesiae statibus in wliich he reviewed the work
of the reforming councils of his time, and, without touching the
question of doctrine, championed a drastic reform of life and practice
of the Church on the lines laid down at Constance - nd Basel.

His principal works are collected in Walch,^ Mamimenta med» aeo.

i. andii. (17571.1771), and Engelbert Klupfisl, Vetus bibliotheca eccies.

(Freiburg im Brei.sgau, 1780).

JACOBOP SfiROOH, one of the best Syriac authors, named by

one of his biographers
**
the fiute of the Holy Spirit ai^ the harp

of the believing church,” was born in 451 at Kurtam, a village

on the Euphrates to the west of Harran, and was probably edu-

cated at Edessa. At an early age he attracted the attention erf

his oowntrymen by his piety and his literary gifts, and entered on

the composition erf the long series of metrical homilieson religioua

themes which formed the great work of hk life. Having been

ordained to the priesthood, he became periodeutes or episcopal

visitor ol Haurr in S^rligh, not far from his birthplace. His

tenure of this office extended over a time of grekt trouble to the

Christian population of Mesopotamia, due to the fierce war

carried on by Kavadh 11 . of Persia within the Roman borders.

When on the loth of January 503 Amid was captured by the

Persians alter a three months’ siege and all its citisens put to the

sword or carried captive, a panic seized the whole district, and

the Christian inhabitants of many neighbouring cities planned

’ An affirmative answer is given by Wiseman {Horae syr. pp. 181-8)

and Wright {Catalogm 1168; Fragm. of the Syriae Gfommar of Jacob
of Edessa, preface ;

Shaet Mist. p. 1 51 srq.) . But Martin (inJom, As.
May- luoet 1869,1 PP* 45^» »qq.) , Duval Ifirammauie ayriaqm p. 71J) and

I

M«£x ^^. 04. 9.50). are of the (opposite optniem. The data oi the ktim-

I

duction of the sovea Kestorian vowelrtigna is also uncoitaaa.
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city fn 1867, and re-chartered in 1887. The majority of the
early settlers came from the southern and border states, princi-
pally from Missouri and Kentucky

; but subsequently there was
a large immigration of New England and Eastern people, and
these elements were stronger in the population of Jacksonville
than in any other city oT southern Illinois. The city was a
station of the “ Under^ound Railroad.**

JACOB (Hebrew yd^'dqdhy derived, according to Gen. xxv. a6,
xxvii. 36, from a root meaning **

to seize the heel *’ or ** sup-
plant **), son of Isaac and Rebekah in the Biblical narrative, and
the father of the twelve tribes of Israel. Jacob and his twin
brother Esau are the eponyms of the Israelites and Edomites.
It was said of them that they would be two nations, and that the
elder would serve the younger. E.sau was bom first, but lost

his superiority by relinquishing his birthright, and Jacob by an
act of deceit gained the paternal blessing intended for Esau
(Gen. xxvii., J and E).i The popular view regarding Israel and
Edom is expressed when the story makes Jacob a tent-dweller,
and Esau a hunter, a man of the field. But whilst Esau married
amo^ the Canaanite “ daughters of the land ” (P in xxvi. 34

;

xxviii. 8 scq.), Jacob was sent, or (according to a variant tradition)
fled from Beer-sheba, to take a wife from among his Syrian
kinsfolk at Haran. On the way he received a revelation at
Bethel (“ house of God *’) promising to him and to his descen-
dants the whole extent of the land. The beautiful story of
Jacob*s fortunes at Haran is among the best examples of Hebrew
narrative : how he served seven years for Rachel,

**
and they

seemed a few days for the love he had to her,** and was tricked
by receiving the elder sister Leah, and how he served yet another
seven years, and at last won his love. The patriarch’s increasing
wealth caused him to incur the jealousy of his father-in-law,
Laban, and he was forced to flee in secret with his family. They
were overtaken at Gilead,^ whose name (interpreted heap of
witness ”) is explained by the covenant into which Jacob and
Laban entered (xxxi. 47 sqq.). Passing Mahanaim (** camps ”),

where he saw the camps of God, Jacob sent to Esau with friendly

overtures. At the Jabbok he wrestled with a divine being and
prevailed (cf. Hos. xii, 3 sqq.), hence he called the place Peniel
or Penuel (“ the face of God *’), and received the new name
Israel. He then effected an unexpected reconciliation with
Esau, passed to Succoth, where he built booths *’ for his cattle

(hence its name), and reached Shechem. Here he purchased
ground from the clan Hamor (cf. Judg. ix. 28), and erected an
altar to “ God (El) the God of Israel.** This was the scene of the
rape of Dinah and of the attack of Simeon and Levi which led

to their ruin (xxxiv. ; see Dan, Levites, Simeon). Thence
Jacob went down south to Bethel, where he received a divine

revelation (P), similar to that recorded by the earlier narrator

(J), and was called Israel (xxxv. 9-13, 15). Here Deborah,
Rebekah’s nurse, died, on the way to Ephrath. Rachel died in

giving birth to il^njamin (q.v.), and further south Reuben was
guilty of a grave offence (cf. xlix. 4). According to P, Jacob
came to Hebron, and it was at this juncture that Jacob and Esau
separated (a second time) and the latter removed to Mount Seir

|

(xxxvi. 6 sqq.; cf. the parallel in xiii, 5 sqq,). Compelled by
|

circumstances, describe with much fullness and vividness,
|

Jacob ultimately migrated to £g3q)t, receiving on the way the

promise that God would make of him a great nation, which
should come again out of Egypt (see Joseph). After an inter-

view with the Pharaoh (recorded only by P, xlvii. 5-1 1), he
dwelt with his sons in the land of Goshen, and as his death drew
near pronounced a formal benediction upon the two sons of

Joseph (Mana^eh and Ephraim), intentionally exalting the

younger. Then he summoned all the sons *’ to gather round
his bed, and told them ** what shall befall in the latter days

**

(xlbc,). He died at the age of 147 (so P), and permission was
given to carry his body to Canaan to be buried.

^ For the symbols J, E, P, as regards the sources of the book of
Genesis, see genesis; Bible: Old Test. Criticism.

* Since it is some 300 m. from Haran to Gilead it is probable that
Laban's home, only seven days' journey distant, was nearer Gilead
than the current tradition allows (Gen. xxxi. 22 sqq.).

“3
These narratives are full of much valuable evidence i^egaiding

marri^ customs, pastoral life and duties, popular beliefs and
traditions, and are evidently typical of what was currentty
retailed. Their historical value li^ been variously estimate.
The existed long before the traditional date of Jacob, and
the Egyptian phonetic equivalent of Jacob-eI<cf. Isra-ef,Ishma-el)
appears to be the name of a district of central Palestine (or
possibly east of Jordan) about 1500 B.c. But the stories in
their present form are very much later. The close relation
between Jacob and Aramaeans confirms the view that some
of the tribes of Israel were part’y of Aramaean origin ; his
entrance into Palestine from beyond the Jordan is parallel to
Joshua*s invasion at the head of the Israelites; and his previous
journey from the south finds independent support in traditions
of another distinct movement from this quarter. Consequently,
it would app^r that these extremely elevated and richly deve-
loped narratives of Jacob-Israel embody, among a number of
other features, a recollection of two distinct traditions of migra-
tion which became fused among the Israelites. (See further
Genesis; Jews.) (S.A.C.)

JACOB* JOHN (1812-1858), Indian soldier and administrator,
was bom on the nth of Janu^ 1812, educated at Addiscombe,
and entered the Bombay artillery in 1828. He served in the
first Afghan Wttf under Sir John Keane, and afterwards led his
regiment with distinction at the battles of Meeanee, Shahdadpur,
and Umarkot

;
but it is as commandant of the Sind Horse and

political superintendent of Upper Sind that he was chiefly famous.
He was the pacificator of the Sind frontier, reducing the tribes
to quietude as much by his commanding personality as by his
ubiquitous military measures. In 1853 he foretold the Indian
Mutiny, saying :

“ There ismore danger to our Indian empire from
the state of the Bengal army, from the feeling which there exists

between the native and the European, and thence spreads
throughout the length and breadth of the land, than from all

other causes combined. Let government look to this
;

it is a
serious and most important truth **

; but he was only rebuked by
Lord Dalhousie for his pains. He was a friend of Sir Charles
Napier and Sir James Outram, and resembled them in his out-
spoken criticisms and independence of authority. He died at
the early age of 46 of brain fever, brought on by excessive heat
and overwork. The town of Jacobabad, which has the reputa-
tion of being the hottest place in India, is named after him.

See A. I. Shand, General John Jacob (1900).

JACOB BEN ASHER (1280-1340). codifier of Jewish law, was
bom in Germany and died in Toredo. A son of Asher ben
Yehiel (q,v.), Jacob helped to reintroduce the older elaborate
method of legal casuistry which had been overthrown by
Maimonides {q.v,y The Asheri family suffered great privations
but remained faithful in their devotion to the Talmud. Jacob
ben Asher is known as the Baal ha-turim (literally “ Master of
the Rows **) from his chief work, the four Turtm or Rows (ihe
title is derived from the four furim or rows of jewels in the
High Priest’s breastplate). In this work Jacob ben Asher
codified Rabbinic law on ethics and ritual, and it remained a
standard work of reference until it was edited with a commentary
by Joseph Qaro, who afterwards simplified the code into the
more popular Shulkan Aruch, Jacob also wrote two commen-
taries on the Pentateuch.

See Graetz, History of the Jews (Eng. trans.), vol. iv. ch. iii.
; Weiss,

Dor dor we^dorashaVt v. 118-123.
(1 . A.)

JACOB OF EDESSA* who ranks with Barhebraeus aa the most
distinguished for scholarship among Syriac writers,® was bom at

’En-debha in the province of Antioch, probably about ajd. 640.

From the trustworthy account of his life by Barhebraeus (Cilrr^.*

Eccles, i.-sSq) we learn that he studied first at the famous mon*
astery of Ken-neshre (on the left bank of the Euphrates, opposite

Jerabis) and afterwards at Alexandria, which had of course been

^ " In the literature of his country Jacob holds much the
place as Jerome among the Latin fathers " (Wright, Short Hist, of
Syr, Lit. p. 143).
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ideas, and giving the most complete picture of Jacobies method

of philosophizing. In 1779 he visited Munich as member of the

privy council, but after a short stay there differences with his

colleagues and with the authorities of Bavaria drove him back

to Pempelfort. A few unimportant tracts on questions of theo*

retical politics were followed in 1785 by the work which first

brought Jacobi into prominence as a philosopher. A conversation

which he had held with Lessing in 1780, in which Lessing avowed

that he knew no philosophy, in the true sense of that word, save

Spinozism, led him to a protracted study of Spinoza’s works.

The Briefe ither die Lehre Spinozas (1785 ;
2nd ed., much enlarged

and with important Appendices

^

1789) expressed sharply and

clearly Jacobi’s strenuous objection to a dogmatic system in

philosophy, and drew upon him the vigorous enmity of the

Berlin clique, led by Moses Mendelssohn. Jacobi was ridiculed

as endeavouring to reintroduce into philosophy the antiquated

notion of unreasoning belief, was denounced as an enemy of

reason, as a pietist, and as in all probability a Jesuit in disguise,

and was especially attacked for his use of the ambiguous term
** belief.” Jacobi’s next important work, David Hume Uber den

GlaubeHi oder Jdealismus und Realismus (1787), was an attempt

to show not only that the term Glaube had been used by the

most eminent writers to denote what he had employed it for in

the Letters on Spinoza, but that the nature of the cognition of

facts as opposed to the construction of inferences could not be

otherwise expressed. In this writing, and especially in the

Appendix, Jacobi came into contact with the critical philosophy,

and subjected the Kantian view of knowledge to searching

examination.

The outbreak of the war with the French republic induced

Jacobi in 1793 to leave his home near Diisseldorf, and for nearly

ten years he resided in Holstein. While there he became

intimately acquainted with Reinhold (in whose Beitrcige, pt. iii.,

1801, his important work Uber das Unternehmen des Kriticismus,

die Vemunft zu Verstande zu bringen was first published), and
with Matthias Claudius, the editor of the Wandsbecker Bote.

During the same period the excitement caused by the accusation

of atheism brought against Fichte at Jena led to the publication

of Jacobi’s Letter to Fic/ite (1799), in which he made more precise

the relation of his own philosophic principles to theology.

Soon after his return to Germany, Jacobi received a call to

Munich in connexion with the new academy of sciences just

founded there. The loss of a considerable portion of his fortune

induced him to accept this offer ,* he settled in Munich in 1804,

a^i#t8o7 became president of the academy. In 181 1 appeared

hinmit philosophic work, directed against Schelling specially

{Von den grttlicken Dingen und ihrer Offenbarung), the first part

of which, a review of the Wandsbecker Bote, had been written in

1798. A bitter reply from Schelling was left without answer by

Jacobi, but gave rise to an animated controversy in which Fries

and Baader took prominent part. In 1812 Jacobi retired from

the office of president, and began to prepare a collected edition

of his works. He died before this was completed, on the loth

of March 1819. The edition of his writings was continued by
his friend F. Koppen, and was completed in 1825. The works

fill six volumes, of which the fourth is in three parts. To the

second is prefixed an introduction by Jacobi, which is at the same
time an introduction to his philosophy. The fourth volume has

also an important preface.

The philosophy of Jacobi is essentially unsystematic. A certain

fundamental view which underlies all his thinking is brought to bear
in succession upon those systematic doctrines which appear to stand
most sharply m contradiction to it, and any positive philosophic
results are given only occasionally. The leading idea of me whole is

that cl the complete separation between under^nding and appre-
hension of real fact. For Jacobi understanding, or the lo^caJ faculty,

is purely formal or elaborative, and its results never transcend the
given material supplied to it. From the basis of immediate experi-

ence pr perception thought proceeds by comparison and abstraction,
establishing connexions among facts, but remaining in its nature
mediate and finite. The principle of reason and consequent, the
necessity of thinking each given fact of perception as conditioned,
impels understandmg towards an endless series of identical proposi-
tions, the records of successive comparisons and abstractions. The

province of the understanding is therefore strictly the region of the
conditioned; to it the world must present itself as a mechanism.
If, then, there is objective truth at all, the existence of real facts must
be made known to us otherwise than through the logical faculty
of thought

;
and, as the regress from conclusion to premises must

depend upon something not itself capable of logical grounding,
mediate mought implies the consciousness of immediate truth.

Philosophy therefore must resign the hopeless ideal of a systematic
(i.e. intelligible) explanation of things, and must content itself

with the examination of the facts of consciousne&s. It is a mere
prejudice of philosophic thinkers, a prejudice which has descended
from Aristotle, that mediate or demonstrated cognition is

superior in cogency and value to the immediate perception of

truths or facts.

As Jacobi starts with the doctrine that thought is partial and
limited, applicable only to connect facts, but incapable of explaining
their existence, it is evident that for him any demonstrative system
of metaphysic which should attempt to subject all existence to the
principle of logical ground must be repulsive. Now in modem
philosophy the first and greatest demonstrative system of meta-
hysic IS that of Spinoza, and it lay in the nature of things that upon

r
moza's system Jacobi should first direct his criticism. A summary
the results of his examination is thus presented {IVerke, i. 216-

223) : (i) Spinozism is atheism
; (2) the Kabbalistic philosophy,

in so far as it is philosophy, is nothing but undeveloped or confused
Spinotism

; (3) the philosophy of Leibnitz and Wolff is not less

fatalistic than that of Spinoza, and carries a resolute thinker to the
very principles of Spinoza

; (4) every demonstrative method ends
in fatalism ; (5) we can demonstrate only similarities (agreements,

truths conditionally necessary), proceeding always in identical

propositions
;
every proof presupi^ses something already proved,

the principle of which is immediately given (Offenbarung, revelation,

is the term here employed by Jacobi, as by many later writers, e.g.

I^tze, to denote the peculiar character of an immediate, unprov^
truth); (6) the keystone (Element) of all human knowledge and activity

is belief (Glaube), Of these propositions only the first and fourth
require further notice. Jacooi, accepting the law of reason and
consequent as the fundamental rule of demonstrative reasoning,

and as the rule explicitly followed by Spinoza, points out that, if

wc proceed by applying this principle so as to recede from particular

and qualified facts to the more general and abstract conditions, we
land ourselves, not in the notion of an active, intelligent creator

of the system of things, but in the notion of an all-comprchcn-
sive, indeterminate Nature, devoid of will or intelligence. Our
unconditioned is either a pure abstraction, or else the impossible
notion of a completed system of conditions. In cither case the result

is atheism, and this result is necessary if the demonstrative method,
the method of understanding, is regarded as the only possible means
of knowledge. Moreover, the same method incvitabl}- lands in

fatalism. For, if the action of the human will is to be made intelli-

gible to understanding, it must be thought as a conditioned pheno-
menon, having its sufficient ground in preceding circumstances, and,
in ultimate abstraction, as the outflow from nature which is the sum
of conditions. But this is the fatalist conception, and any philosophy
which accepts the law of reason and consequent as the essence of

understanding is fatalistic. Thus for the scientific understanding
there can be no God and no liberty . It is impossible tlial there should
be a God, for if so he would of necessity be finite. But a finite God,
a God that is known, is no God. It is impossible that there should be
liberty, for if so the mechanical order of phenomena, by means of

which they are comprehensible, would be disturbed, and wc should
have an unintelligible world, coupled with the requirement that it

shall be understood. Cognition, then, in the strict sense, occupies
the middle place between sense perception, which is belief in matters
of sense, and reason, which is belief in supersensuous fact.

The best introduction to Jacobi's philosophy is the preface to the
second volume of the Works, and Appendix 7 to the Letters on
Spinoea*s Theory, See also J. Kuhn, Jacobi und die Philosophie
seiner Zeit (1834) ;

F. Deycks, F. H. Jacobi im Verholinis zu seinen
Zeitgenossen (1848) ;

H. Diintzer, Freundesbilder ams Goethes Leben

(1853) \
I^- Zimgiebl, F. H. Jacobis Leben, IHchten, und Denken,

1867; F. Harms, I ber die Lehre von F. H. Jacobi (iSy6). Jacobi's
Ausevlesener Briefwechsel h^s been edited by F. Roth in 2 vuls.

(1825-1827).

JACOBI, JOHMIV GEORG (1740-1814), German poet, elder

brother of the philosopher, F. H. Jacobi (1743-1819), was bom at

Diisseldorf on the 2nd of September 1740. He studied theology

at Gottingen and jurisprudence at Helmstodt, and was appointed,

in 1766, professor of philosophy in Halle. In this year he made
the acquaintance of J. W. L. (“ Vater ”) Gle'm, who, attracted

by the young poet’s Poetis^e Versuche (1764), became his

warm friend, and a lively literary correspondence ensued

between Gleim in Halberstadt and Jacobi ;n Halle. In order

to have Jacobi near him, Gleim succeeded in procuring for him a
prebendal stall at the cathedra] of Halbers'^adt in 1769, and here

Jacobi issued a number of anacreontic lyrics and sonnets. He
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city fn 1867, and re-chartered in 1887. The majority of the
early settlers came from the southern and border states, princi-
pally from Missouri and Kentucky

; but subsequently there was
a large immigration of New England and Eastern people, and
these elements were stronger in the population of Jacksonville
than in any other city oT southern Illinois. The city was a
station of the “ Under^ound Railroad.**

JACOB (Hebrew yd^'dqdhy derived, according to Gen. xxv. a6,
xxvii. 36, from a root meaning **

to seize the heel *’ or ** sup-
plant **), son of Isaac and Rebekah in the Biblical narrative, and
the father of the twelve tribes of Israel. Jacob and his twin
brother Esau are the eponyms of the Israelites and Edomites.
It was said of them that they would be two nations, and that the
elder would serve the younger. E.sau was bom first, but lost

his superiority by relinquishing his birthright, and Jacob by an
act of deceit gained the paternal blessing intended for Esau
(Gen. xxvii., J and E).i The popular view regarding Israel and
Edom is expressed when the story makes Jacob a tent-dweller,
and Esau a hunter, a man of the field. But whilst Esau married
amo^ the Canaanite “ daughters of the land ” (P in xxvi. 34

;

xxviii. 8 scq.), Jacob was sent, or (according to a variant tradition)
fled from Beer-sheba, to take a wife from among his Syrian
kinsfolk at Haran. On the way he received a revelation at
Bethel (“ house of God *’) promising to him and to his descen-
dants the whole extent of the land. The beautiful story of
Jacob*s fortunes at Haran is among the best examples of Hebrew
narrative : how he served seven years for Rachel,

**
and they

seemed a few days for the love he had to her,** and was tricked
by receiving the elder sister Leah, and how he served yet another
seven years, and at last won his love. The patriarch’s increasing
wealth caused him to incur the jealousy of his father-in-law,
Laban, and he was forced to flee in secret with his family. They
were overtaken at Gilead,^ whose name (interpreted heap of
witness ”) is explained by the covenant into which Jacob and
Laban entered (xxxi. 47 sqq.). Passing Mahanaim (** camps ”),

where he saw the camps of God, Jacob sent to Esau with friendly

overtures. At the Jabbok he wrestled with a divine being and
prevailed (cf. Hos. xii, 3 sqq.), hence he called the place Peniel
or Penuel (“ the face of God *’), and received the new name
Israel. He then effected an unexpected reconciliation with
Esau, passed to Succoth, where he built booths *’ for his cattle

(hence its name), and reached Shechem. Here he purchased
ground from the clan Hamor (cf. Judg. ix. 28), and erected an
altar to “ God (El) the God of Israel.** This was the scene of the
rape of Dinah and of the attack of Simeon and Levi which led

to their ruin (xxxiv. ; see Dan, Levites, Simeon). Thence
Jacob went down south to Bethel, where he received a divine

revelation (P), similar to that recorded by the earlier narrator

(J), and was called Israel (xxxv. 9-13, 15). Here Deborah,
Rebekah’s nurse, died, on the way to Ephrath. Rachel died in

giving birth to il^njamin (q.v.), and further south Reuben was
guilty of a grave offence (cf. xlix. 4). According to P, Jacob
came to Hebron, and it was at this juncture that Jacob and Esau
separated (a second time) and the latter removed to Mount Seir

|

(xxxvi. 6 sqq.; cf. the parallel in xiii, 5 sqq,). Compelled by
|

circumstances, describe with much fullness and vividness,
|

Jacob ultimately migrated to £g3q)t, receiving on the way the

promise that God would make of him a great nation, which
should come again out of Egypt (see Joseph). After an inter-

view with the Pharaoh (recorded only by P, xlvii. 5-1 1), he
dwelt with his sons in the land of Goshen, and as his death drew
near pronounced a formal benediction upon the two sons of

Joseph (Mana^eh and Ephraim), intentionally exalting the

younger. Then he summoned all the sons *’ to gather round
his bed, and told them ** what shall befall in the latter days

**

(xlbc,). He died at the age of 147 (so P), and permission was
given to carry his body to Canaan to be buried.

^ For the symbols J, E, P, as regards the sources of the book of
Genesis, see genesis; Bible: Old Test. Criticism.

* Since it is some 300 m. from Haran to Gilead it is probable that
Laban's home, only seven days' journey distant, was nearer Gilead
than the current tradition allows (Gen. xxxi. 22 sqq.).

“3
These narratives are full of much valuable evidence i^egaiding

marri^ customs, pastoral life and duties, popular beliefs and
traditions, and are evidently typical of what was currentty
retailed. Their historical value li^ been variously estimate.
The existed long before the traditional date of Jacob, and
the Egyptian phonetic equivalent of Jacob-eI<cf. Isra-ef,Ishma-el)
appears to be the name of a district of central Palestine (or
possibly east of Jordan) about 1500 B.c. But the stories in
their present form are very much later. The close relation
between Jacob and Aramaeans confirms the view that some
of the tribes of Israel were part’y of Aramaean origin ; his
entrance into Palestine from beyond the Jordan is parallel to
Joshua*s invasion at the head of the Israelites; and his previous
journey from the south finds independent support in traditions
of another distinct movement from this quarter. Consequently,
it would app^r that these extremely elevated and richly deve-
loped narratives of Jacob-Israel embody, among a number of
other features, a recollection of two distinct traditions of migra-
tion which became fused among the Israelites. (See further
Genesis; Jews.) (S.A.C.)

JACOB* JOHN (1812-1858), Indian soldier and administrator,
was bom on the nth of Janu^ 1812, educated at Addiscombe,
and entered the Bombay artillery in 1828. He served in the
first Afghan Wttf under Sir John Keane, and afterwards led his
regiment with distinction at the battles of Meeanee, Shahdadpur,
and Umarkot

;
but it is as commandant of the Sind Horse and

political superintendent of Upper Sind that he was chiefly famous.
He was the pacificator of the Sind frontier, reducing the tribes
to quietude as much by his commanding personality as by his
ubiquitous military measures. In 1853 he foretold the Indian
Mutiny, saying :

“ There ismore danger to our Indian empire from
the state of the Bengal army, from the feeling which there exists

between the native and the European, and thence spreads
throughout the length and breadth of the land, than from all

other causes combined. Let government look to this
;

it is a
serious and most important truth **

; but he was only rebuked by
Lord Dalhousie for his pains. He was a friend of Sir Charles
Napier and Sir James Outram, and resembled them in his out-
spoken criticisms and independence of authority. He died at
the early age of 46 of brain fever, brought on by excessive heat
and overwork. The town of Jacobabad, which has the reputa-
tion of being the hottest place in India, is named after him.

See A. I. Shand, General John Jacob (1900).

JACOB BEN ASHER (1280-1340). codifier of Jewish law, was
bom in Germany and died in Toredo. A son of Asher ben
Yehiel (q,v.), Jacob helped to reintroduce the older elaborate
method of legal casuistry which had been overthrown by
Maimonides {q.v,y The Asheri family suffered great privations
but remained faithful in their devotion to the Talmud. Jacob
ben Asher is known as the Baal ha-turim (literally “ Master of
the Rows **) from his chief work, the four Turtm or Rows (ihe
title is derived from the four furim or rows of jewels in the
High Priest’s breastplate). In this work Jacob ben Asher
codified Rabbinic law on ethics and ritual, and it remained a
standard work of reference until it was edited with a commentary
by Joseph Qaro, who afterwards simplified the code into the
more popular Shulkan Aruch, Jacob also wrote two commen-
taries on the Pentateuch.

See Graetz, History of the Jews (Eng. trans.), vol. iv. ch. iii.
; Weiss,

Dor dor we^dorashaVt v. 118-123.
(1 . A.)

JACOB OF EDESSA* who ranks with Barhebraeus aa the most
distinguished for scholarship among Syriac writers,® was bom at

’En-debha in the province of Antioch, probably about ajd. 640.

From the trustworthy account of his life by Barhebraeus (Cilrr^.*

Eccles, i.-sSq) we learn that he studied first at the famous mon*
astery of Ken-neshre (on the left bank of the Euphrates, opposite

Jerabis) and afterwards at Alexandria, which had of course been

^ " In the literature of his country Jacob holds much the
place as Jerome among the Latin fathers " (Wright, Short Hist, of
Syr, Lit. p. 143).
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to found the club of the Feuillants scofifed at by their former

friends as the nM monar^hique. The main oBna^ of this

change was the admission of the public to the sittings of the

club> which began on the 24th of October 1791. The result is

described in a report of tlie Department of Paris on the state

of the empire/' presented on the lathof June 1792, at the request

of Roland, the minister of the interior, and signed ^ the due

de La Rc^efoucaukl, which ascribes to the Jacobins all the

woes of the state. “ There exists/’ it runs, “ in the midst of the

capital committed to oar care a public pulpit of defamation,

where ciueens of every age and both sexes are admitted day by
day to listen to a criminal propaganda. . . . This establishment,

situated in the former bouse oi the Jacobins, calls itself a society;

but it has less the aspect of a private society than that of a pidalic

iqMCtacie : vast tribunes are thrown open for the audience

;

all the sittings are adveitned to the public for fixed days and

hours, and the speedbes made are printed in a special jcurpal and
hivi6i% distributed.” ^ in this society—the report continues—

murder is counselled or applauded, all authorities ate calumniated

and all the organs of the law bes^ttered with abuse ;
as to its

power, it exercises its induenoe, its affiliations and ks

correspondence a veritable ministerial authority, without title

and without responsibility, while leaving to the legal ud
responsible authorities only the shadow of power ” (Shmidt,

TavUaux i. 78, &c.).

The constituency to which the club was henceforth lesponstbic,

and from which it deri\>ed its power, was in fact the peuple

of Paris; the sans-cuiattes—decayed lackeys, cosmo]:^ta2i

ne’er-do-weels, and starving workpeople—^who crowded its

tribunes. To this audience, and not primarily to the mexidiers

of the club, the speeches of the orators were addressed and by
its verdict they were judged. In the earlier stages of the

Revolution the mob had twen satisfied with the fine platitudes

of the pkihs^phes end the vague promise of a pohtit^ ruHen-
nium; but as the chaos in the body poHtic grew, and with it

the appalling material misery, it began to damoor for the

blood of the traitors ” in office by whose corrupt machinations

the millenm'uxn was delayed, and only those orators were listened

to who pandei^ to its suspicions. Hence the dimination of

the moderate elements from the club ; hence the ascendancy of
j

Marat, and finally of Robespierre, the secret of whose power was
that they really shared the suspicions of the populace, to which
they gave a voice and which they did not shrink from translating

into action. After the fall of the monarchy Robespierre was in

eftoiftte Jacobin Gub; for to the tribunes he was the oracle

of polibical wisdom, and by his standard all others were judged.^

With his fall the Jaoobiits too came to an end.

Not the least singular thing about the Jacobins is the very

slender material basis on which their overwhelming power rested.

Fimce groaned under their tyranny ,
which was compared to that

of the Inquisition, with its system of espionage and denuncia-

tions which no one was too illustrious or too humble to escape.

Yet it was reckoned by competent observers that, at the height of

the Terror, the Jacobms could not oommand a force of more than

3000 men m Furis. But the secret of their strength was that,

in the midst of the general disoxganization, they alone were

organized. The police agent Duta^, in a report to the minister

Garat (April 30. 1793), describing an episode in the Palais

Egaht^ (Royal), adds :
** Why did a dozen Jacobins strike terror

into two or three hundred aristocrats ? It is that the former

have a rallyiag-iioint and that the latter have none.” When
the i^unesse doth did at last oiganize themselves, they had little

difficulty in doling the Jacobins out of the caf^s into compara-
tive silence. Long before this the Girondin government had
been urged to meet organization by organization, force by force

;

and it is clear from tlkrdaily reports of the police agents t^t even

* /.s. Journal des d^hais et de la correBpondance de la SociitSf &c.
Foe the vmrioas newspapers published under the auspices of the
Jacobfns sec AuUrd i p. cx.,^ dee,

^ In the pobiiabed reports only the speeches of members are given,
not the interniptioiii from the tribuaos. But see the report {May x8,

1793) of Dutarcl to Gasat on a meeting of the Jmcobiiis fSekmidt,
Ted^leaux 2 /^2 ).

a moderate display of ene^ would have saved the National

ConvflHtbn from the humiliatiQa of being dominated by a dub,

and the Ffendi Revolution from the blot of the Terror. But
though the Gifondins were fully conscious of the evil, they were

too timid, or too convinced of the ultimate triumph of their own
persuasive eloquence, to act. In the session of the 30th of

April 1793 a proposal was made to move the Convention to

Versailles out of reach of the Jacobins, and Buzot declared tliat

it was ” impossible to remain in Paris ” so long as '' this abomin-

able haunt ” should exist ; but the motion was not carried, and
the Gircmdnxs remained to become the viedms of the Jacobins.

Meanwhile other political clubs could only survive so long as

they were content to be the shadows of the powerful organization

of the Rue St Honord. The Feuillants had been suppressed

on the t8th of August 1792. The turn of the Cordeliers came so

soon as its leaders showed sijgtis of revolting a^faist Jacobin
supremacy, and no more startlii^ proof of this ascendancy

could be found than the ease with which Hubert and his feiiaws

ware condemned and the reodinets with which the Coxxieliers,

after a feeble attempt at protest, acquiesced in the verdict

It is idle to speculate on what might have happened had this

ascendan<^ been overthrown by the action of a strong govern-

ment. No strong government existed, nor, in the actual condi-

tions of the country, could exist on t^ laid down by the

constitution. France was menaced by civil war within, and by

a coalition of hostile powers without
;
the discipline of the Terror

was perhaps neoessarj' if she was to be welded into a united force

capa^ of resisting this double peril
^
and the revolutionary

loaders saw in the Jacobin organization the only instrument

by which this discipline could be made effective. This is tbc

apology usually put forward for the Jacobins by republican

writers of later times
;
they were, it is said (and of some of them

it is certainly true), no mere doctrinaires and virionary sectaries,

but practical and far-seeing politicians, who realized that
'' desperate ills need desperate remedies^" and, by having the

courage of their convictions, saved the gains of the Revolution

for R^nce.
Hie Jacobin Gub was closed after the fall of Robespierre on

the 9th of Thermidor of the year III., and some of its members

j

were executed. An attempt was made to re-open the dub,
which was joined by many of the enemies of the Thermidorians,

but on the zist of Brumaire, year III. ^Nov. ii, 1794), it was
definitively closed. Its members and tlieir sympathizers were

scattered among the c^6.s, where a ruthless war of stidcs and
chairs was wag^ against them by the young aristocrats

”

known as the jeunesse dorh. Nevertheless me ” Jacobms
**

survived, in a somewhat subterranean fashion, emerging again

in the club of the Pantb^n, founded on the 35th of November
1795, and suppressed in tlie following February (see Sabeuf;
Francois Noel\ The last attempt to reor|;anize them was the

foundation of the Reunion d'emis de Tegahth et de la liherlff in

July 1799, which had its headquarters in the Salle du Manege
of the Tuileries, and was thus kfiown as the Club du Manige, -

It was patronized by Barras, and some two hundred and fifty

members of the two councils of the legislature were enrolled as

members, including many notable ex-Jacobins. It published a

newspaper called the Journal des Litres, proclaimed the apothe-

osis of Robespierre and Babeuf, and attacked the Directo^ as a
rayaute pentarckique. But» public opiniem was now prepemder-

atingly moderate or royalist, and the dub was violently attacked

in the press and in the streets, the suspicions of the government
were aroused; it had to change its meeting-place from the

Tuileries to the church of the Jacobins (Temple of Peace) in the

Rue du Bac, and in August it was suppressed, after barely a
month’s existence. Its members revenged themselves on thb

Directory by supporting Napoleon Bonaparte.

Long before the suppression of the Jacobin Qub the name of
**
Jacobms ” had been popularly applied to all promolgators

of extreme revolutiona^ opinions. In this sense the wbrd
passed beyond the borders of France and long survived the

Revolution. Canning’s paper, Tbe Anti*Jacobin, directed against
’ the English Radicals, consecrated its use in England : and in the



CHDRcai—JACOBITES
coirespoiMlknce Ifottemich And other leaders otf the repressive
policy which followed the second fall of Napoleoni “ ^cobin
isthe termcornnKnUy applied to anyone with liberal tendencies,
even to so august a pttsonage as tibe emperor Alexander I. of

Russia.

'the most in^rtant source of information for the histozy of the
jaeobins is F. A. Autard^s La soti4U des tacdbins^ liecuiit m docu-
mtnis <6 vote., Paris, i8d9, Ac.), where a critical bibliography will be
found. This coUectioh does not contaia all the printed soaioas*-^
notably the oifficial Journal of the Uub is omittsd--*but these
sources, when not included, are indicated. The document pub-
lished are furnished wirii valuable explanatory notes. See also
W. A. Schmidt, TMsaux ds ta fSvefMriOH ftanpmst {3 vote., Lei^ig,
xa67«xa70^, notably for the leports oi tbo secret pouoe, which cficow
much light on the actual worlilng of the Jacobui propaganda.

{\Va.P.)

JAOOBm OHUltCH. The name of “ Jacobites is first

found in a synodal decree of Nicaea a.d. 787, and was invented
by hostile Greeks for the Syrian MonophysrteChurch as foun^d,
or rather restored, by Jacob or James Baradaeus, who was
ordained its bishop a.d. 541 or 543, The Mtmophysites,who Hke
the Greeks knew themselves simply as the Orthodox, were
grievously penecuted by the emperor Justinian and the ptiem-
mg patriarchs of Antioch, because they rejected the decrees of

the council ofChalcedon,in which they—notwithout good reason
—saw nothing but a thinly veiled relapse into those opinioos of

Nestorius which the previous council of Ephesus had condemned.

James was bom a little before a.d. 500 at Tefla or Tela, 55 m.
east of Edessa, of a priestly family^ and entered rtie convent of
Phesilta on Mount Ism. About 5x8 he went with a fellow-monk
Seigius to Constantinople to plead the cause 0! his co-religionists

with the empress Theodora, and lived there fifteen years.

Justinian during those years imprisoned, deprived or exiled

most of the recalcitrant clergy of Syria, Mesopotamia, Cilida,

Cappadocia, and the adjacent regbns. Once ordained bishop of
Edessa, with the connivance of Theodora, James, ^sguisc^ as a

raggrf beggar (whence hrs name Baradaeus, S>riac BvrUam^
Arabic cd-Barddid), traversed these r^ons preaching, teaching

and ordaining nev/ deigy to the number, it is said, of 80^000.

His later yearswere embittered by squabbles with his own clergy,

and he died in 578. His work, however, endured, and in the
middle ages the Jacobite hierarchy numbered 150 archbishops

and bbhops under a patriarch and his maphrian. About the
year 728 six Jacobite bishops present at the council of Manazgert
established communion with the Armenians, who equalfy rejected

Chalcedon ; they were sent by the patriarch of Antiocb, and
among them were the metropolitan of Urha (Edessa) and the

bishqw of Qarhan, Gardman, Nfericert and Anmsia. How long
this union lasted is not known. In 1842, when the Rev. G* P.

Badger visited the chief Jacobite centres, thdr numbers in all

Tuik^ had dwindled -to about 100,000 souls, owing to vast

secessions to Rome. At Aleppo at that date only ten families

emt of several hundred remained true to their old faith, and
something like the same proportion at Damascus and Ba^ad.
Badger testifies that the Syrian proselytes to Rome were superior

to their Jacobite brethren, having established stbools, rebuilt

riieir churches, increased their clergy, and, above all, having

learned to live with each other on terms of peace and charity.

As late as 1850 there were 150 villages of them in the Jebel Toor
to the north-cast of Mard'.n, 50 in the district of Urfah and

Gawar, and a few in the neighbourhoods of Diarbekr, Mosul and

Damascus. From about x85o, the seceders to Rome were able,

thanks to French consular protection, to seize the majority of

the Jacobite churches in Turkey
;
and this injustice has contri-

buted much to 'the present degradation and impoverishment

of the Jacobites,

They used leavened bread in the Eucharist mixed with salt

and on, and I8ce other Monophysites add to the Trisagien the

words wast crucified for om* sake.^’ Tbey venerate

pictures or images, and make the sign of tlie cross with one

finger to show that Christ had but one nature. Deacons, as in

Armenia, many befbre taking priests’ orders. Their i^triarch

is styled of Antioch, but seldom oomes west of Mordin, His

(tertili^ since 1089 has lived at Mosul and ofdidns
thebtshe^. Monk^sooimn(ttam(N3gthem,hirt theraaieftio
nuns. N^c to the Romai!i Uniats (whom term Roam Gr
yeiMl)lli^t!nK»t Irate the Nestoiiaft Syrians of IniSSa,
at the instance of the British government, Tories began to
racognize them as a eq)araie organization.

See M. Klein, Jae&btis Baradaeus (l^den, 1882) ; Assemani,
Bibl. Or. ii. 62-^, 386 and 331; G. P. Badger, The Nestoriems
(London, 1852) ;

Rubens Duval, La liUrature syriaque (Paris, 1899)

;

G. Kruger, MonopkysiHseke (Jena, 1884) ; Silbernag^
Verfassung der Kirtkm des OHewis (Laadshut, x^sf ;

and C. Wri&t,
History of Syriac Literature (London, 1894). (F. C. C.)

JAOGBITBS (from Lat. J4tc$bug, JameaX ^ name given after
the revolution of 1688 to the adherents, first of the exiled English
king James IL, then of his descendants, and after the extinction
of the latter in 1807, of the descendants of Charles I., U. of the
exiled house of Stuart.

The history of the Jaoobitw, oukninatmg in the risings of 17x5
is of the general histoiy of England and

especially of Scotland {qd)), in which (^untry they were com-
paratively more numerous and more active, while there was also
a large number of Jacobites in Ireluid. They were recruited
largely, but not solely, from among the Roman Catholics, and
the Protestants amorig them were often identical with the Non-
Jurors. Owing to a variety of causes Jacobitism began to lose

ground after the accession of George I* and the suppression of

the revolt of 1715 ; and the total failure of the rising of 1745 may
be said to mark its end as a serious political force. In 1765
Horace Walpole said that Jacobitism, the concealed mother
of the latter {i.e. To^ismX was extinct,” but as a senriment it

remmned for some time longer, and may even be said to exist

to-day. In 1750, during a str&e of cxial workers at Sbwkk.
James III. was proclaimed king * in 1780 certain persons wnHcsW
out pi the Roman CatholicChur^ at Hexham when (^eotge Hi.
was prayed lor ; and as late as 1784 a Jacobite ming was talked
dtomu Northumberland was thus a Jacobite strqnghotol ; and
in Handiest, wherein lYTyaccordiiigtoan Amric^
Jacobitism **

is openly professed,’’ a Jacobite rendezvous known
as ‘‘ John Shaw's Qub ^ lasted from 1735 to 1892. Norlh Wales
was another Jacobite centre. The Cycle of the White Rose **

—the white rose bei^ the badge of iSxe Stiiarts---H»>mp08ed of
membm of the principal Welsh families around Wrexham,
inchiding the Williams-Wyims of Wynnstay, lasted from 1710
until some time between 1850 and x86o. Jacobite traditions
also lingeredamong the great families of the mttiah HigMandR

;

the last person to suffer death as a Jacobite was An^i^ld
Cameron, a son of Cameron of Lodiiel, who was execute in

1753* Johnson’s Jacobite sympathies an well known, and
on the death of Victor Emmanuel I., the ex4ciiig of Sardinia, in

1804, Lortl Lmipool wrote to Caiining saying there an those
who think that the ex-king was the lawful kix^ of Great Britain.”
Until the accession of King Edward VIL iuip;er^bowk wen
not placed upon the royal diimer-table, because m former times
those who secretly sympathized with the Jacobites wen in
the Irabit of drinking to the king aver the water. The romaatic
side of Jacobitism was stimulated by Sir Walter Scott’s Wamiey,
and many Jacobite poems were written during the 19th
century.

The chief ooUections of Jacobite poems are ; Charles Mackay'«
Jacobite Songs and Ballads of Scotland^ 168^-1746, with Appendix of
Modem Jacobite Songs (1861) ;

G. S. Macquoid^s Jacobite Songs and
Ballads <1888) ; and Enjjish Jacobite BaOadSy edited by A. B. Gfornrt
from the Towneky mamiscnpts (1877).

Upon the death of Heniy Stuart, Cardinal York, the hurt of

James IL’s descendants, in 1807, the rightful occupant of the
British throne accordmg to legitimist principles was to be found .

among the descendants of Henrietta, daughter of Charles L, who
married Philip I., duke of Orl6ans. Henrietta’s daughter, Aii^
Marie (1669 -1728), beeme the wife of Victor Amadeus II., dulte
of Savoy, afterwards king of Sardinia; her son was KmgChatks
Emmanuel III., and her grandson Victor Amadeus III. The
latter’s sob,Kmg Victor Emmanuel L, left no sons, and his eld^
daughter, Marie Beatrice, married Francis IV., duke of Modena,
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to found the club of the Feuillants scofifed at by their former

friends as the nM monar^hique. The main oBna^ of this

change was the admission of the public to the sittings of the

club> which began on the 24th of October 1791. The result is

described in a report of tlie Department of Paris on the state

of the empire/' presented on the lathof June 1792, at the request

of Roland, the minister of the interior, and signed ^ the due

de La Rc^efoucaukl, which ascribes to the Jacobins all the

woes of the state. “ There exists/’ it runs, “ in the midst of the

capital committed to oar care a public pulpit of defamation,

where ciueens of every age and both sexes are admitted day by
day to listen to a criminal propaganda. . . . This establishment,

situated in the former bouse oi the Jacobins, calls itself a society;

but it has less the aspect of a private society than that of a pidalic

iqMCtacie : vast tribunes are thrown open for the audience

;

all the sittings are adveitned to the public for fixed days and

hours, and the speedbes made are printed in a special jcurpal and
hivi6i% distributed.” ^ in this society—the report continues—

murder is counselled or applauded, all authorities ate calumniated

and all the organs of the law bes^ttered with abuse ;
as to its

power, it exercises its induenoe, its affiliations and ks

correspondence a veritable ministerial authority, without title

and without responsibility, while leaving to the legal ud
responsible authorities only the shadow of power ” (Shmidt,

TavUaux i. 78, &c.).

The constituency to which the club was henceforth lesponstbic,

and from which it deri\>ed its power, was in fact the peuple

of Paris; the sans-cuiattes—decayed lackeys, cosmo]:^ta2i

ne’er-do-weels, and starving workpeople—^who crowded its

tribunes. To this audience, and not primarily to the mexidiers

of the club, the speeches of the orators were addressed and by
its verdict they were judged. In the earlier stages of the

Revolution the mob had twen satisfied with the fine platitudes

of the pkihs^phes end the vague promise of a pohtit^ ruHen-
nium; but as the chaos in the body poHtic grew, and with it

the appalling material misery, it began to damoor for the

blood of the traitors ” in office by whose corrupt machinations

the millenm'uxn was delayed, and only those orators were listened

to who pandei^ to its suspicions. Hence the dimination of

the moderate elements from the club ; hence the ascendancy of
j

Marat, and finally of Robespierre, the secret of whose power was
that they really shared the suspicions of the populace, to which
they gave a voice and which they did not shrink from translating

into action. After the fall of the monarchy Robespierre was in

eftoiftte Jacobin Gub; for to the tribunes he was the oracle

of polibical wisdom, and by his standard all others were judged.^

With his fall the Jaoobiits too came to an end.

Not the least singular thing about the Jacobins is the very

slender material basis on which their overwhelming power rested.

Fimce groaned under their tyranny ,
which was compared to that

of the Inquisition, with its system of espionage and denuncia-

tions which no one was too illustrious or too humble to escape.

Yet it was reckoned by competent observers that, at the height of

the Terror, the Jacobms could not oommand a force of more than

3000 men m Furis. But the secret of their strength was that,

in the midst of the general disoxganization, they alone were

organized. The police agent Duta^, in a report to the minister

Garat (April 30. 1793), describing an episode in the Palais

Egaht^ (Royal), adds :
** Why did a dozen Jacobins strike terror

into two or three hundred aristocrats ? It is that the former

have a rallyiag-iioint and that the latter have none.” When
the i^unesse doth did at last oiganize themselves, they had little

difficulty in doling the Jacobins out of the caf^s into compara-
tive silence. Long before this the Girondin government had
been urged to meet organization by organization, force by force

;

and it is clear from tlkrdaily reports of the police agents t^t even

* /.s. Journal des d^hais et de la correBpondance de la SociitSf &c.
Foe the vmrioas newspapers published under the auspices of the
Jacobfns sec AuUrd i p. cx.,^ dee,

^ In the pobiiabed reports only the speeches of members are given,
not the interniptioiii from the tribuaos. But see the report {May x8,

1793) of Dutarcl to Gasat on a meeting of the Jmcobiiis fSekmidt,
Ted^leaux 2 /^2 ).

a moderate display of ene^ would have saved the National

ConvflHtbn from the humiliatiQa of being dominated by a dub,

and the Ffendi Revolution from the blot of the Terror. But
though the Gifondins were fully conscious of the evil, they were

too timid, or too convinced of the ultimate triumph of their own
persuasive eloquence, to act. In the session of the 30th of

April 1793 a proposal was made to move the Convention to

Versailles out of reach of the Jacobins, and Buzot declared tliat

it was ” impossible to remain in Paris ” so long as '' this abomin-

able haunt ” should exist ; but the motion was not carried, and
the Gircmdnxs remained to become the viedms of the Jacobins.

Meanwhile other political clubs could only survive so long as

they were content to be the shadows of the powerful organization

of the Rue St Honord. The Feuillants had been suppressed

on the t8th of August 1792. The turn of the Cordeliers came so

soon as its leaders showed sijgtis of revolting a^faist Jacobin
supremacy, and no more startlii^ proof of this ascendancy

could be found than the ease with which Hubert and his feiiaws

ware condemned and the reodinets with which the Coxxieliers,

after a feeble attempt at protest, acquiesced in the verdict

It is idle to speculate on what might have happened had this

ascendan<^ been overthrown by the action of a strong govern-

ment. No strong government existed, nor, in the actual condi-

tions of the country, could exist on t^ laid down by the

constitution. France was menaced by civil war within, and by

a coalition of hostile powers without
;
the discipline of the Terror

was perhaps neoessarj' if she was to be welded into a united force

capa^ of resisting this double peril
^
and the revolutionary

loaders saw in the Jacobin organization the only instrument

by which this discipline could be made effective. This is tbc

apology usually put forward for the Jacobins by republican

writers of later times
;
they were, it is said (and of some of them

it is certainly true), no mere doctrinaires and virionary sectaries,

but practical and far-seeing politicians, who realized that
'' desperate ills need desperate remedies^" and, by having the

courage of their convictions, saved the gains of the Revolution

for R^nce.
Hie Jacobin Gub was closed after the fall of Robespierre on

the 9th of Thermidor of the year III., and some of its members

j

were executed. An attempt was made to re-open the dub,
which was joined by many of the enemies of the Thermidorians,

but on the zist of Brumaire, year III. ^Nov. ii, 1794), it was
definitively closed. Its members and tlieir sympathizers were

scattered among the c^6.s, where a ruthless war of stidcs and
chairs was wag^ against them by the young aristocrats

”

known as the jeunesse dorh. Nevertheless me ” Jacobms
**

survived, in a somewhat subterranean fashion, emerging again

in the club of the Pantb^n, founded on the 35th of November
1795, and suppressed in tlie following February (see Sabeuf;
Francois Noel\ The last attempt to reor|;anize them was the

foundation of the Reunion d'emis de Tegahth et de la liherlff in

July 1799, which had its headquarters in the Salle du Manege
of the Tuileries, and was thus kfiown as the Club du Manige, -

It was patronized by Barras, and some two hundred and fifty

members of the two councils of the legislature were enrolled as

members, including many notable ex-Jacobins. It published a

newspaper called the Journal des Litres, proclaimed the apothe-

osis of Robespierre and Babeuf, and attacked the Directo^ as a
rayaute pentarckique. But» public opiniem was now prepemder-

atingly moderate or royalist, and the dub was violently attacked

in the press and in the streets, the suspicions of the government
were aroused; it had to change its meeting-place from the

Tuileries to the church of the Jacobins (Temple of Peace) in the

Rue du Bac, and in August it was suppressed, after barely a
month’s existence. Its members revenged themselves on thb

Directory by supporting Napoleon Bonaparte.

Long before the suppression of the Jacobin Qub the name of
**
Jacobms ” had been popularly applied to all promolgators

of extreme revolutiona^ opinions. In this sense the wbrd
passed beyond the borders of France and long survived the

Revolution. Canning’s paper, Tbe Anti*Jacobin, directed against
’ the English Radicals, consecrated its use in England : and in the



JACOB’S WELL—JACOTOT
the autumn of 1872^ while collecting pJants in a morass near
Ordrup, he contract^ pulmonary disease. His illness, which
cut him oft from scientific investi^tion, drove him to litmture.
He met the famous critic, Dr Georg Brandes, who was struck fay

his powers of expression, and under his influence, in the spring

Jacobsen began his great historical romance of Marie
Grubbe. His method of composition was painful and elaborate,

and his work was not ready for publication until the close of

1876, In 1879 he was too ill to write at all ; but in 1880 an im-

provement came, and he finished his second novel, Niels Lyhne*
In 1882 he published a volume of six short stories, most of them
written a few years earlier, called, from the first of them, Mogens.
After this he wrote no more, but lingered on in his mother’s Imuse
at Thisted until the 30th of April 1885. In 1886 his posthumous
fragments were collected. 1 1 was early recognized that Jacobsen

was the greatest artist in prose that Denmark has produced.

He has i^n compared with Flaubert, with De Quincey, with

Pater; but these parallelisms merely express a sense of the intense

tndi\nduality of his style, and of his untiring pursuit of beauty in

colour, form and melody. Although he wrote so little, and
crossed the living stage so hurriedly, his influence in the North
has been far-reaching. It may be said that no one in Denmark
or Norway has tried to write prose carefully since 1880 whose
efforts have not been in some degree modified by the example of

Jacobsen’s laborious art.

Hia Samlede Skriftty ap^ared in two volumes in 1888
;
in 1899

|

his letters {Breve) were edited by Edvard Brandes. In 1896 an
English translation of part of the former was published under the
title of Stren Voices : mels Lyhne. by Miss E. ¥. L. Robertson.

(E.G.)

JACOB’S WELL, the scene of the conversation between

Jesus and the “ woman of Samaria ” narrated in the Fourth

Gospel, is described as being in the neighbourhood of an other-

wise unmentioned “ city called Sychar.” From the time of

Eusebius this city has b^n identified with Sychem or Shechem
(modem Nablus), and the well is still in existence it m. E. of

the town, at the foot of Mt Gerizim. It is beneath one of the

ruined arches of a church mentioned by Jerome, and is reached

by a few rough steps. When Robinson visited it in 1838 it

was 105 ft. deep, but it is now much shallower and often dry.

For a discussion of Sychar as distinct from Shechem see T. K.
Cheyne, art. “ Sychar,” in Ency. Bib., col. 4830. It is possible

that Sychar should be placed at Tub 1 Balata, a mound about 4 W.
of the well {Palestine Exploration Fund Statement, 1907, p. 92 seq.)

;

when that village fell into ruin the name may have migrated to

Askar, a village on the lower slopes of Mt Ebal about if m. E.N.E.
from Nablus and ^ m. N. from Jacob's Well. It may be noted

that the difficulty is not with the location of the well, but with the

identification of Sychar.

JACOBUS DE VORAGIKE (c. 1 230- c. 1298), Italian chronicler,

archbishop of Genoa, was bom at the little village of Varazze,

near Genoa, about the year 1230. He entered the order of the

friars preachers of St Dominic in 1244, and besides preachii^

with success in many parts of Italy, taught in the schools of his

own fraternity. He was provincial of Lombardy from 1267 till

1286, when he was removed at the meeting of the order in Paris.

He also represented his own province at the councils of Lucca

(1288) and Ferrara (1290). Oh the last occasion he was one of

the four delegates charged with signifying Nicholas IV.’s desire

for the deposition of Munio de Zamora, who had been master

of the order from 1285, and was deprived of his office by a papal

bull dated the 12th of April 1291. In 1288 Nicholas empowered

him to absolve the people of Genoa for their offence in aiding

the Sicilians against Charles II. Early in 1292 the same pope,

himself a Franciscan, summoned Jacobus to Rome, intending

to consecrate him archbishop of Genoa with his own hands.

He reached Rome on Palm Sunday (March 30), only to find

his patron ill of a deadly sickness, from which he died on Good

Friday (April 4). The cardinals, however, “propter honorera

Cbmmunis Januae,” determined to carry out this consecration

on the Sun^y after Easter. He was a good bishop, and espe-

cially distinguished himself by his efforts to appease the civil

discords of Genoa. He died in 1298 or 1299, and was buried

in the Dominican church at Genoa. A story, mentioned by the

chronicler Echard as unworthy of credit, mate Boniface VJIL,
on the first day of Lent, cast the ashes in the archbishop’s eyes

instead of on his head, with the words, “ Remember tte them

art a Ghibelline, and with thy fellow Ghibellines wilt return to

naught.”

Jacobus de Voragine left a list of his own works. Speaking of
himself in his Chronicon januense, he says, ” While he was in bis

order, and after he had been made archbi^p, he wrote many works.
For he compiled the legends of the saints {Legendae sanctorum) in

one volume, adding many things from the Bi^oria tripartita $t

scholastica, and from the chronicles of many writers.'' The other
writings he claims are two anonymous volumes of ” Sermons con-
cerning all the Saints ” whose yearly feasts the church celebrates.

Of these volumes, he adds, one is very diffuse, but the other short hnd
concise. Then follow SVrmonss de omnibus evangeliis dominicalibus
for every Sunday in the year

;
Sermones de omnibus evanaeliis, i.e.

a book of discourses on all the Gospels, from Ash Wddnesemy to the
Tuesday after Easter

;
and a treatise called ” Marialis, qui totus est

de B. Maria compositus,” consisting of about 160 discourses on the
attributes, titles, &c., of the Virgin Mary. In the same work the
archbishop claims to have written his Chronicon ianuense in the
second year of his pontificate (1293), but it extends to 1296 or 1297.
To this list Echard adds several other works, such as a defence of the
Dominicans, printed at Venice in 1504, and a Summa virtutum et

vitiorum GuiUelmi Peraldi, a Dominican who died about 1250.

Jacobus is also said by Sixtus of Siena {Bibiiotk, 5arra, lib. ix.) to

have translated the Old and New Testaments into his own tongue.
” But,” adds Echard, " if he did so, the version lies so closely hid
that there is no recollection of it,” and it may be added that it is

h^hly improbable that the man who compiled the Golden Legend
ever conceived the necessity of having the Scriptures in the
vernacular.

His two chief works are the Chronicon januense and the Golden
Legend or Lombardica hystoria. The former is partly printed in

Muratori {Scriptores Rer. Ital. ix. 6). It is divided into twdve pa^.
The first four deal with the mythical history of Genoa from the time
of its founder, Janus, the first king of Italy, and its enlarger, a second
Janus, "citizen of Troy,” till its conversion to Christi^ty "about
twenty-five years after the passion of Christ.” Part v. professes

to treat of the beginning, the growth and the perfection of the ci^

;

but of the first period the writer candidly confesses he knows nothing

exp^its^n the £i6t, and extends to their victory over the Pisans
(c. 1x30), while the third reaches down to the days of the author's
archbishopric. The sixth part deals with the constitution of the
city, the seventh and eighth with the duties of rulers and citizens, the
ninl^ with those of domestic life. The tenth gives the ecclesiastical

histo^ of Genoa from the time of its first known bishop. St Valentine,
" whom we believe to have lived about 530 a.d.,” till 1133, when the

city was raised to archiepiscopal rank. The eleventh contains the
lives of all the bishops in order, and includes tfie chief events during
their pontificates

;
the twelfth deals in the same way witii the

archbishops, not forgetting the writer himself.

The Golden Legend, one of the most popular religious works of the

middle ages, is a collection of the legendary lives of the greater

saints of the medieval church. The preface divides the ecclesias-

tical year into four periods correspondixig to the various epochs of the
world's history, a time of deviation, of renovation, of reconciliation

and of pilgrimage. The book itself, however, falls into five sections :

—(a) from Advent to Christmas {cc. 1-5) ; (6) from Christmas to

Septuagesima (6-30) ;
(c) from Sratuagesima to Easter (31-53)

;

(d) from Easter Day to the octave of Pentecost (34-76) ;
(e) from the

octave of Pentecost to Advent {77-1 80). The saints' lives are full of

puerile legend, and in not a few cases contain accounts of 13th-

century miracles wrought at special places, particularly with reference
to tile Dominicans. The last chapter but one (181), "De Sancto
Pels^ Papa," contains a kind of history of the world from the

midme of the 6th century
;
while the last (182) is a somewhat

allegorical disquisition, " De Dcdicatione Ecclesiae."

The Golden Legend was translated into Fr«mch by Jean Bdet de
Vigny in the 14th century. It was also ohe of the earliest books
to issue from the press. A Latin edition is assigned to about 1469

;

and a dated one was published at Lyons in 1473. Many other Latin

editions were printed before the end of the century. A F^ncli
translation by Master John Bataillier is dated 1476 ;

Jean de Vigny's
appear^ at Paris, 1488 ;

an Italian one by Nic. Manerbi (? Venice,

1475) ;
a Bohemian one at Pilsen, 1475-1479, and at Prague, 1495

;

Caxton's English versions, 1483, 1487 and 1493 ; and a German one

.

in 1489. Several i5th-centui^ editions ox me Ssrimms arc also

known, and the Mariale w’as printed at Venice in X497 and at Paris

in 1503.
For bibliography see Potthast, Bibliotheca hist. med. aev. (Berlin,

1896), p. 634 ;
Chevalier, R^ertoire des sources hist. Biorbibl,

(Paris, 1905), s.v. " Jacques de Voragine.*'

JACOTOTf JOSEPH (1770-1840)^ French educatiomsti author

of the method of “emancipation intellectuelle,’* was bom
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to found the club of the Feuillants scofifed at by their former

friends as the nM monar^hique. The main oBna^ of this

change was the admission of the public to the sittings of the

club> which began on the 24th of October 1791. The result is

described in a report of tlie Department of Paris on the state

of the empire/' presented on the lathof June 1792, at the request

of Roland, the minister of the interior, and signed ^ the due

de La Rc^efoucaukl, which ascribes to the Jacobins all the

woes of the state. “ There exists/’ it runs, “ in the midst of the

capital committed to oar care a public pulpit of defamation,

where ciueens of every age and both sexes are admitted day by
day to listen to a criminal propaganda. . . . This establishment,

situated in the former bouse oi the Jacobins, calls itself a society;

but it has less the aspect of a private society than that of a pidalic

iqMCtacie : vast tribunes are thrown open for the audience

;

all the sittings are adveitned to the public for fixed days and

hours, and the speedbes made are printed in a special jcurpal and
hivi6i% distributed.” ^ in this society—the report continues—

murder is counselled or applauded, all authorities ate calumniated

and all the organs of the law bes^ttered with abuse ;
as to its

power, it exercises its induenoe, its affiliations and ks

correspondence a veritable ministerial authority, without title

and without responsibility, while leaving to the legal ud
responsible authorities only the shadow of power ” (Shmidt,

TavUaux i. 78, &c.).

The constituency to which the club was henceforth lesponstbic,

and from which it deri\>ed its power, was in fact the peuple

of Paris; the sans-cuiattes—decayed lackeys, cosmo]:^ta2i

ne’er-do-weels, and starving workpeople—^who crowded its

tribunes. To this audience, and not primarily to the mexidiers

of the club, the speeches of the orators were addressed and by
its verdict they were judged. In the earlier stages of the

Revolution the mob had twen satisfied with the fine platitudes

of the pkihs^phes end the vague promise of a pohtit^ ruHen-
nium; but as the chaos in the body poHtic grew, and with it

the appalling material misery, it began to damoor for the

blood of the traitors ” in office by whose corrupt machinations

the millenm'uxn was delayed, and only those orators were listened

to who pandei^ to its suspicions. Hence the dimination of

the moderate elements from the club ; hence the ascendancy of
j

Marat, and finally of Robespierre, the secret of whose power was
that they really shared the suspicions of the populace, to which
they gave a voice and which they did not shrink from translating

into action. After the fall of the monarchy Robespierre was in

eftoiftte Jacobin Gub; for to the tribunes he was the oracle

of polibical wisdom, and by his standard all others were judged.^

With his fall the Jaoobiits too came to an end.

Not the least singular thing about the Jacobins is the very

slender material basis on which their overwhelming power rested.

Fimce groaned under their tyranny ,
which was compared to that

of the Inquisition, with its system of espionage and denuncia-

tions which no one was too illustrious or too humble to escape.

Yet it was reckoned by competent observers that, at the height of

the Terror, the Jacobms could not oommand a force of more than

3000 men m Furis. But the secret of their strength was that,

in the midst of the general disoxganization, they alone were

organized. The police agent Duta^, in a report to the minister

Garat (April 30. 1793), describing an episode in the Palais

Egaht^ (Royal), adds :
** Why did a dozen Jacobins strike terror

into two or three hundred aristocrats ? It is that the former

have a rallyiag-iioint and that the latter have none.” When
the i^unesse doth did at last oiganize themselves, they had little

difficulty in doling the Jacobins out of the caf^s into compara-
tive silence. Long before this the Girondin government had
been urged to meet organization by organization, force by force

;

and it is clear from tlkrdaily reports of the police agents t^t even

* /.s. Journal des d^hais et de la correBpondance de la SociitSf &c.
Foe the vmrioas newspapers published under the auspices of the
Jacobfns sec AuUrd i p. cx.,^ dee,

^ In the pobiiabed reports only the speeches of members are given,
not the interniptioiii from the tribuaos. But see the report {May x8,

1793) of Dutarcl to Gasat on a meeting of the Jmcobiiis fSekmidt,
Ted^leaux 2 /^2 ).

a moderate display of ene^ would have saved the National

ConvflHtbn from the humiliatiQa of being dominated by a dub,

and the Ffendi Revolution from the blot of the Terror. But
though the Gifondins were fully conscious of the evil, they were

too timid, or too convinced of the ultimate triumph of their own
persuasive eloquence, to act. In the session of the 30th of

April 1793 a proposal was made to move the Convention to

Versailles out of reach of the Jacobins, and Buzot declared tliat

it was ” impossible to remain in Paris ” so long as '' this abomin-

able haunt ” should exist ; but the motion was not carried, and
the Gircmdnxs remained to become the viedms of the Jacobins.

Meanwhile other political clubs could only survive so long as

they were content to be the shadows of the powerful organization

of the Rue St Honord. The Feuillants had been suppressed

on the t8th of August 1792. The turn of the Cordeliers came so

soon as its leaders showed sijgtis of revolting a^faist Jacobin
supremacy, and no more startlii^ proof of this ascendancy

could be found than the ease with which Hubert and his feiiaws

ware condemned and the reodinets with which the Coxxieliers,

after a feeble attempt at protest, acquiesced in the verdict

It is idle to speculate on what might have happened had this

ascendan<^ been overthrown by the action of a strong govern-

ment. No strong government existed, nor, in the actual condi-

tions of the country, could exist on t^ laid down by the

constitution. France was menaced by civil war within, and by

a coalition of hostile powers without
;
the discipline of the Terror

was perhaps neoessarj' if she was to be welded into a united force

capa^ of resisting this double peril
^
and the revolutionary

loaders saw in the Jacobin organization the only instrument

by which this discipline could be made effective. This is tbc

apology usually put forward for the Jacobins by republican

writers of later times
;
they were, it is said (and of some of them

it is certainly true), no mere doctrinaires and virionary sectaries,

but practical and far-seeing politicians, who realized that
'' desperate ills need desperate remedies^" and, by having the

courage of their convictions, saved the gains of the Revolution

for R^nce.
Hie Jacobin Gub was closed after the fall of Robespierre on

the 9th of Thermidor of the year III., and some of its members

j

were executed. An attempt was made to re-open the dub,
which was joined by many of the enemies of the Thermidorians,

but on the zist of Brumaire, year III. ^Nov. ii, 1794), it was
definitively closed. Its members and tlieir sympathizers were

scattered among the c^6.s, where a ruthless war of stidcs and
chairs was wag^ against them by the young aristocrats

”

known as the jeunesse dorh. Nevertheless me ” Jacobms
**

survived, in a somewhat subterranean fashion, emerging again

in the club of the Pantb^n, founded on the 35th of November
1795, and suppressed in tlie following February (see Sabeuf;
Francois Noel\ The last attempt to reor|;anize them was the

foundation of the Reunion d'emis de Tegahth et de la liherlff in

July 1799, which had its headquarters in the Salle du Manege
of the Tuileries, and was thus kfiown as the Club du Manige, -

It was patronized by Barras, and some two hundred and fifty

members of the two councils of the legislature were enrolled as

members, including many notable ex-Jacobins. It published a

newspaper called the Journal des Litres, proclaimed the apothe-

osis of Robespierre and Babeuf, and attacked the Directo^ as a
rayaute pentarckique. But» public opiniem was now prepemder-

atingly moderate or royalist, and the dub was violently attacked

in the press and in the streets, the suspicions of the government
were aroused; it had to change its meeting-place from the

Tuileries to the church of the Jacobins (Temple of Peace) in the

Rue du Bac, and in August it was suppressed, after barely a
month’s existence. Its members revenged themselves on thb

Directory by supporting Napoleon Bonaparte.

Long before the suppression of the Jacobin Qub the name of
**
Jacobms ” had been popularly applied to all promolgators

of extreme revolutiona^ opinions. In this sense the wbrd
passed beyond the borders of France and long survived the

Revolution. Canning’s paper, Tbe Anti*Jacobin, directed against
’ the English Radicals, consecrated its use in England : and in the
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lorm^ And elaborAtely curved. On many prchialQnc sitei ini

Europe^ AS m the $wias lake^welJin^s, celts and other ofurved

objects both in nephrite and in jadeite liave not infrequently i

been found
;
and as no kind of jade had until recent years been

|

discovered tn situ in any European locality it was heidjaspecidly
by Professor L. H. Fischer, of Freiburg im Breisgau, Badi^ that
either the raw material or the worked objects must have been
brought by some of the early inhabitfmts from a jade locality

probably in the East, <» were obtained by barter, thus suggesting

a very early trade-route to the Oient. Exceptional interest,

therefore, attached to the discovery of jade in Europe, nephrite

having been found in Silesia, and jadeite or a similar rock in ^

tlie Alps, whilst pebbles of jade have been obtained from many
localities in Austria and north Germany, in the latter case

probably derived from Sweden. It is, therefore, no longer

necessary to assign the old jade implements to an exotic origin.

Dr A. B. Meyer, of Dresden, always maintained that the Euro-
pean jade objects were indigenous, and his views have become
generally accepted. Now that the mineral characters of jade

are better understood, and its identification less uncertain, it

may possibly be found with altered peridotites, or with amphibo-
lites, among the old crystalline schists of many localities.

Nephrite, or true iade, may be regarded as a finely fibrous or com-
pact variety of ampfiiboie, referred cither to aclinolite or to tremolite,
according as its colour inclines to green or wliite. Chemically it is

a calcium-magnesium silicate, CaMg;,(SiO;,)4. The fibres are cither
more or less parallel or irregularly felted together, rendering the stone
excessively tough; yet its hardness is not great, being only about 6 or
()*5. The mineral sometimes tends to become schistose, breaking
with a splintery fracture, or its structure may be horny. The specific

gravity varies from 2'q to .vi8, and is of determinative value, since
jadeite is much denser. The colour of jade presents various shades
of green, yellow and grey, and the mineral when polislied has a rather
greasy lustre. Professor F. W. Clarke found the colours due to com-
pounds of iron, manganese and chromium. One of the most famous
localities for noplirite is on the west side of the South Island ol Now
Zealand, whore it occurs as nodules and veins in serpentine and
talcosc rocks, but is generally found as boulders. It was known to

thoMaorisas pounamu, or "green stone," and washighly priz d, being
worked with gretat labour into various objects, especially the club-

like implement known as the mere, or pattoo-tattoo, and the hr ast

ornament called hii-Hki. The New Zealand jade, called by old

writers " green talc of the Maoris," is now worked in Europe as an
ornamental stone The green jade-like stone known in New Zealand

as tangiwai is bowenlte, a translucent serpentine with enclosures of

magnesite. The mode of occurrence of the nephrite and bowonite of

New Zealand has been described by A. M. Jdnlayson {QtMft. Jour.

Geol. Soc., 1909, p. 35

1

1 . It appears that the Maoris distinguished

six varieties of jade. Difference of colour seems due to variations in

the proportion of ferrous silicate in the mineral. According to

Finlayson, the New Zealand nephrite results from the chemical

alteration of serpentine, olivine or pyroxene, whexeby a fibrous

amphibolc is formed, which becomes converted by intense pressure

and movement into the dense nephrite.

Nephrite occurs also in New Caledonia, and perhaps in some of the

other Pacific islands, but many of the New Caledonian implements

reputed to be of jade are really made of serpentine. From its use*

as a material for axe-heads, iado is often known in Germany as

Beilstein (*‘ axe-stone **). A fibrous vaiiety, of specific gravity 318,

found in New Caledonia and perhaps in the Marquesas, was dis-

tinguished by A. Damour under the name of ** oceanic jade."

Much of the nrahrite used by the Chinese has been obtained from

quarries in the Kuen-lun mountains, on the sides of the Kara-kash

valley, in Turkestan. The mincfal, generally of pale colour, occurs

in nests and veins running through homblende-scxusts and gneissose

rocks, and it is notable that when first quarried it is comparatively

soft. It appears to have a wide distribution in the mountaiae, and

has been worked from very ancient times in Khotan, Nephrite is

said to occur also in the Pamir region, and pebbles arc found in the

beds of many streams. In Turkestan, jade is known as yashm or

yeshm, a word which appears in Arabic as yeshb, perhaps cognate

with iatnra or. jasper. The "jasper" of the ancients may have

indttded jade. Nephrite is said to have been discovered in 1 89 1 in

the Nan-shan mountains in the Chinese province ot Kan-suh, where

it is worked. The gr6at centre of Chinese jade-working is at Peking,

and formerly the industry was active at Su-chow Fu. Siberia

has yielded very fine specimens of dark green nephrite, notably from

the M^boucfaood ofw Alibert graphite mine, near Batugol, Lake

The jade seems to occur as a rock in part of the Sajan

moSitaixv system. New deposits in Siberia were opened up to supply

materiMtor the tomb of the tsar Alexander III. A gigantic mono-

Ikli exists at the tomb of Tamerlane at Samarkand. The ooenrren^

of the Siberian jade has been described by ProfessorL. von Jacsewdri.

lade impbmeitts are widely distrUmted in Alaska and Btiitigh

Columbia, being found in Indian graves, in old sheU-keaps and oa
the sites oi deserted villages. DrG. M. Dawson, argiuna from tbedis-

covery of some boulders of jade in the Fraser river vaUey, amid that
they were not obtained by barter from Siberia, bat weoe of native
origin; and the locality was aitorwards discovered by lienSf O* fit.

Stotioy. it is known as the Jade Monstaine, and is situated north
of Koweik river, about 150 m. from its moutli. The study of a
targe collection of jade im^ments by Professor F. W. Clarice and
Dr G. P. Merrill proved that the Alaskan jade is trae nephrite, not to

be distinguished from that of New Zealand.

Jadeite is a mineral species established by A. Damour in 1863,
differing markedly from nephrite in that its relation lies with the
pyroxenes rather than with the ampliiboles.. It is an aUndnium
sodium silicate, NaAl(Si03)y, related ^0 sfodumene. S. L. Pehfield

showed, by measurement, that jadeite Is monodinic. Its colour

is commonly very pale, and wnito jadeite, whioh is the smest
variety, is known as " camphor jade," In many cases^ njineyral

shows bright patches of apple-green or emerald-ffreen, duo to the
presence of chromium. Jadeite is much more fusible than nephrite,

and is rather harder (6*5 to 7), but its most readily determined
character is found in its higher specific gravity, which nuiget from
3‘2o to 3*41. Some jadeite seems to be a metamorphosed igneous
rock.

The Burmese jade, discovered by a Yunnan trader in tfie 13th
centurv, is mostly jadeite. The quarries, described by Dr F. Noct-
ling, are situated on tlio Urn river, about 120 m. from Moganng,
where the jadeite occurs in serpentine, and is pa^yextracted by fire-

setting. It is also found a boulders in alluvium, and when these

occur in a bed of laterite they acquire a red coloi^ which impiurts to

them peculiar value. According to Dr W. G. Bieeck, who visited

the jade country of Upper Burma after Noetling, jadeite ocoun at

three localities in the Kachin Hills—Tawmaw, Hweka and Mamon.
The jadeite is known as chauk-sen^ and is sent either to China or to

Mandalay by way of Bhamo, whence Bhamo has come erroneously

to be regarded as a locality for jade. Jadeite occurs in association

with the nephrite of Turkestan, and possibly in some other Asiatic

localities. In certain cases nephrite is formed by the Iteration of

jadeite, as shown by Professor J. P. Iddings. The Chinese ffiSs*ui,

sometimes called " imperial jade," is a beautiful gr^n stone, which
seems generally to be jadeite, but it is said that in some cases it

may be chrjTioprase. It is named from its resemblance in colour

to the plumage of tho kingfisher. The resonant character of jade

has led to its occasional use as a musical stone.

In Mexico, in Central America and in the northern part of South
America, objects of jadeite arc common. The Kunz votive adze
from Oaxaca, in Mexico, is now in the American Museum of Natural

History, New York. At the time of the Spanish conquest of Mexico
amulets of green stone were highly venerated, and it is believed that

jadeite was one of the stones prized under the name of chalchihuitl.

Jptobably turquoise was another stone included under this name, and
indeed any green stone capable of being polished, such as the Amazon
stone, now recognized as a green feldspar, may have been numbered
among the Aztec amulets. Dr Kunz suggests that the chalchihuitl

was jadeite in southern Mexico and Central America, and turquoise

in northern Mexico and New Mexic^. He thinks that Mexican
jadeite may yet be discovered in places {Gems and Precious Stones of

Mexico, by G. F. Kunz : Mexico, 1907)-

Chloromelanitc is Damour's name for a dense, dark mineral which
has been regarded as a kind of jade, and was used for the manufac-
ture of celts found in the dolmens of France and in certain Swiss

lake-dwellings. It is a mineral of spinach-green or dark-grccn

colour, having a specific gravity of 3 4, or even as high as 3-65, and
may be regarded as a variety of jadeite rich in iron. Chloro-

melanitc occurs in the Cyclops Mountains in New Guinea, and Is used
for hatchets or agricultural implements, whilst the sago-clubs of the

island are usually of serpentine. Sillimanite, or fibrolite, is a mineral

which, like chloromelanite, was used by the Neolithic occupants of

western Europe, and is sometimes mistaken for a pale kind of jade.

It is an aluminium silicate, of specific gravity about 3 2, distinguished

by its infusibility. The jade tenace of J. R. Haiiy, discovered by
11 . B. de Saussure in the Swiss Alps, is now known as saussurite.

Among other substances sometimes taken for jade may be mentioned
prehnite, a hydrous calcium-aluminium silicate, which when polished

much resembles certain kinds of jade. Pectolite has been used, like

jade, in Alaska. A variety of vesuvianitc (idocrase) from California,

described by Dr G. F. Kunz as califomite, was at first mistaken for

jade. The name jadeolite has been given by Kunz to a ^ecn
clironxiierous syenite from the jadeite miues of Burma. The mineral
called bowenitc, at one time supposed to be jade, is a hard and tough
variety of serpentine. Some of the common Chinese ornaments'
imitating jade are carved in steatite or serpentine, while others arc

merely glass. The fdte de riz is a. fine white gla^ The so-called

" pink jade " is mostly quartz, artificially colour^, and " black jade,”

though sometimes mentioned, has no esustence.

An exhaustive descriptioii of jade will be found in a sumptnom
work, entitled IfwesUgaHoHs and Studies in Jade (New York, 1906).

This work, edited by Dr G. F. Kunz, was prepared, in lUuitsatkMi

of the famous jade hoilection made by Ueber Regiiiald Biahop, and
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jmsontcd by him to the Metropolitan Museum of New York.

aTic work, which is in two folio volumes, superbly illustrated, was
printed privately, and after loo copies had been struck off on Amm-
•can hand'inade paper, the type was distributed and the material

used for the illustrations was destroyed. The second volume is a

catalogue of the collection, which comprises 900 specimens arxan^ed

in three clas^ : mineralogical, archaeological and artistic.
^
The

important section on Chinc.se jade was contributed by Dr S. W.
Bushell, who also translated for the work a discourse on jade—
yn^shur. by T'ang Jung-tso, of Peking. Reference should also be

made to Heinrich I'ischer's Nephfit und Jadeit (2nd e<l., Stuttgart,

1880), a work which at the date of its publication was almost

exhaustive. (F. W. R.*)

JAEN» an inland province of southern Spain, formed in 1833

districts belonging to Andalusia
;
bounded on the N . by Ciudad

Real and Aibacete, E. by Albacete and Granada, S. by Granada,

and W. by Cordova. Pop. (1900), 474,490; area, 5848 sq. m.

Jaen comprises the upper basin of the river Guadalquivir, which

traverses the central districts from east to west, and is enclosed

on the north, south and east by mountain ranges, while on the

west it is entered by the great Andalusian plain. The Sierra

Morena, which divides Andalusia from New Castile, extends

along the northern lialf of the province, its most prominent

ridges being the Loma de Chiclana and the Loma de Ubeda

;

the Sierras dc Segura, in the east, derive their name from the

river Segura, which rises just w’ithin the border
;
and between

the last-named watershed, its continuation the Sierra del P020,

and the parallel Sierra de Cazorla, is the source of the Guadal-

quivir. The loftiest summits in the province are those of the

Sierra Magina (7103 ft.) farther west and south. Apart from

the Guadalquivir the only large rivers are it.s right-hand tribu-

taries the Jdndula and Guadalimar, its left-hand tributary the

Guadiana Menor, and the Segura, which flows east and south

to the Mediterranean.

In a region which varies so markedly in the altitude of its surface,

the climate is naturally unequal
;
and, while the bleak, wind-swept

highlands are only available as sheep-walks, the well-watered and
fertile valleys favour the cultivation of the vine, the olive and all

kinds of cereals. The mineral wealth of Jaen has been known since

Roman times, and mining is an important industry, with its centre

at IJndre.s. Over 400 lead mines were worked in 1903 ;
small quanti-

ties of iron, copper and salt are ahso obtained. There is some trade

in sawn timber and cloth
;
esparto fabrics, alcohol and oil arc manu-

factured. The roads, partly owing to the development of mining, are

more numerous and better kept than in most Spanish provinces.

Railw'ay communication is also very complete in the western dis-

tricts, as the main line Madrid-Cordova-Seville passes through them
and is joined south of Lindres by two important railways—from
Algcckj^ and Malaga on the south-west, and from Almcrla on the

sc^2i%st. The ca.stern half of Jaen is inaccessible by rail. In the
half are jaen, the capital (pop. (1900), 20,434), with Andujar

(16,30^, Baeza (14,379), Bailcn (7420), Lindres (38,245), Martos
(17,078) and Ubeda (19,913). Other towns of more than 7000
inhabitants are Alcald la Real, Alcaudete, Arjona, La Carolina and
Porcuna, in the west

;
and Cazorla, Quesada, Torredonjimeno,

Villacarillo and Villanueva del Arzobispo, in the cast.

JAEN, the capital of the Spanish province of Jaen, on the

Lindres-Puente Genii railway, 1500 ft. abo\c the sea. Pop.

(1900), 26434. Jaen is finely situated on the well-wooded
northern slopes of the Jabalcuz Mountains, overlooking the

picturesque valleys of the J^en and Guadalbullon rivers, which

flow north into the Guadalquivir. The hillside upon which the

narrow and irregular city streets rise in terraces is fortified with

Moorish walls and a Moorish citadel. Jaen is an episcopal see.

Its cathedral was founded in 1532; and, although it remained

unfinished until late in the i8th century, its main charactcnstics

are those of the Renaissance period. The city contains many
churches and convents, a library, art galleries, theatres, barracks

and hospitals. Its manufactures inc^de leather, soap, alcohol

and linen
; and it was formerly celebrated for its silk. There are

hot mineral springs in the mountains, 2 m. south.

The identification of Jaen with the Roman Aurinx, which has
sometimes been suggested, is extremely questionable. After the
Moorish conquest Jaen was an imjwrtant commercial centre, under
the name of jayyan

;
and ultimately became capital of a petty king-

dom, which was brought to an end only in 1246 by Ferainand III.

of Castitle, who tran^erred hither the bishopric of Baeza in 1248.
Ferdinand IV. died at Jaen in 1312. In 1712 the city sufiered
eetnoroly from an earthquake.

JAFARABAD> a state of India, in the Kathiawar agency of

Bombay, forming part of the territory of the nawab of Janjira

;

area, 42 sq. m.; pop. (1901), 12,097; estimated revenue, £4000.

The town of Jafarabad (pop. 6038), situated on the estuary of a

river, carries on a large coasting trade.

JAFFNA, a town of Ceylon, at the northern extremity of the

island. The fort was described by Sir J. Emerson Tennent as
“ the most perfect little military work in Ceylon—a pentagon

built of blocks of white coral.” The European part of the town

bears the Dutch stamp more distinctly than any other town in

the island
;
and there still exists a Dutch Presbyterian church.

Several of the church buildings date from the time of the Portu-

guese. In 1901 Jaffna had a population of 33,879, while in the

district or peninsula of the same name there were 300,851 persons,

nearly all Tamils, the only Europeans being the civil servants and

a few planters, (oco-nut planting has not been succe.ssful of

recent years. The natives grow palmyras freely, and have a

trade in the fibre of this palm. They also grow and export

tobacco, but not enough rice for their own requirements. A
steamer calls weekly, and there is considerable trade. The
railway extension from Kurunegala due north to Jaffna and the

coast was commenced in 1900. Jaffna is the seal of a govern-

ment agent and district judge, and criminal sessions of the

supreme court are regularly held. Jaffna, or, as the natives call

it, Yalpannan, was occupied by the Tamils about 204 b.c., and

there continued to be Tamil rajahs of Jaffna till 1617, when the

Portuguese took possession of the place. As early as 1 544 the

missionaries under Francis Xavier had made converts in this

part of Ceylon, and after the conquest the Portuguese main-

tained their proselytizing zeal. They had a Jesuit college, a

Franciscan and a Dominican monastery. The Dutch drove out

the Portuguese in 1658. The Church of England Missionary

Society began its work in Jaffna in i8r8, and the American

Missionary Society in 1822.

JAGER, GUSTAV (1832- ), German naturalist and

hygienist, was bom at Biirg in Wiirttemberg on the 23rd of June

1832. After studying medicine at Tubingen he became a teacher

of zoology at Vienna. In 1868 he was appointed professor (if

zoology at the academy of Hohenheim, and subsequently he

became teacher of zoology and anthropology at Stuttgart poly-

technic and professor of physiology' at the veterinary^ school. In

1884 he abandoned teaching and started practice as a physician

in Stuttgart. He wrote various works on biological subjects,

including Die Daminsche Theme und ihre Stellung zu Moral und
Religion (1869), Lehrbuch der allgemeinen Zoologie (1871-1878),

and Die Entdeckung der Seek (1878). In 1876 he suggested an

hypothesis in explanation of heredity, resembling the germ-

pla.sm theory subsequently elaborated by August Weismann, to

the effect that the germinal protoplasm retains its specific

properties from generation to generation, dividing in each re-

production into an ontogenetic portion, out of which the

individual is built up, and a phylogenetic portion, which is

reserved to form the reproductive material of the mature off-

spring. In Die NormoLkLeidung als Gesundheitsschutz (1880) he

advocated the system of clothing associated with his name,

objecting especially to the use of any kind of vegetable fibre

for clothes.

JAGERNDORF (Czech, Krnov)^ a town of Austria, in Silesia,

18 m, N.W, of Troppau by rail. Pop. (1900), 14,675, mostly

German. It is situated on the Oppa and possesses a chfitcaii

belonging to Prince Liechtenstein, who holds extensive estates

in the district, jagemdorf has large manufactories of cloth,

woollens, linen and machines, and carries on an active trade.

On the neighbouring hill of Burgberg (1420 ft.) are a church,

much visited as a place of pilgrimage, and the ruin.s of the .seat

of the former princes of Jagemdorf. The claim of Prussia to

the principality of Jagemdorf was the occasion of the first

Silesian war (1740-1742), but in the partition, which followed,

Austria retained the larger portion of it. Jagemdorf suffered

severely during the Thirty Years* War, and was the scene of

engagements between the Prussians and Austrians in May 1745
and in January 1779.



vt w Onage Free Stete, 50 m.
^ .W. by rwl of Sprmgfontein on the trunk line from Cape Town
to Pretoria. Pop. (1904), 5657—1*93 whites and 4364 coloured
persons. Jagersfontein, which occupies a pleasant situation on
the open veld about 4500 ft. above the sea, owes its existence to
the valuable diamond mine discovered here in 1870. The first
diamond, a stone of 50 carats, was found in August of that year,
Md digging immediately began. The discovery a few weeks
later of the much richer mmes at Bultfontein and Du Toits
Pan, followed by the great finds at De Beers and Colesberg
Kop (Kimberley) caused Jap^ersfontcin to be neglected for several
years. Up to 1887 the claims in the mine were held by a large
number of individuals, but coincident with the efforts to amalga-
mate the interest in the Kimberley mines a similar movement
took place at Jagersfontein, and by 1893 all the claims became
the property of one company, which has a working arrangement
with the De Beers corporation. The mine, which is worked on
the open system and has a depth of 450 ft., yields stones of very
fine quality, but the annual output does not exceed in value
3^500,000. In 1909 a shaft 950 ft. deep was sunk with a view to

;

working the mine on the underground .system. Among the !

famous stones found in the mine are the “ Excelsior ” (weighing
}

07 1 carats, and larger than any previously discovered) and the !

“ Jubilee ’* (see Diamond). The town was created a munif'i-
*

pality in 1904.

Fourteen miles east of Jagersfontein is Boomplaats, the site

of the battle fought in 1848 between the Boers under A. W.
Pretorius and the British under Sir Harry Smith (see Orange
Free State: History).

JAGO, RICHARD (1715-1781), English poet, third son of

Richard Jago, rector of Beaude.sert, Warwickshire, was born in

1715. He went up to University ( ollege, Oxford, in 1732, and
took his degree in 1736. He was ordained to the curacy o\

Snitterfield, Warwickshire, in 1737, and became rector in 1754 ;

s'nd, although he subsequently received othe'- preferments,
Snitterfield remained his favourite residence. He died there on
the 8th of May 1781. He was twice married. Jago’s best-

known poem, The. Blackbirds^ was first printed in Hawkesworth’s
Adventurer (No. 37, March 13, 1753), and was generally attri-

buted to Gilbert We.st, but Jago published it in his own name,
with other poems, in R. Dodsley’s Collection of Poems (vol. iv.,

1755). In 1767 appeared a topographical poem, Edge Hilly or

the Rural Prospect delineated and moralized
;
two separate sermons

were published in 1755 ;
^ 7 ^^^ Labour and Genius, a Fable.

Shortly before his death Jago re\ ised his poems, and they were
published in 1784 by his friend, John Scott Hylton, as Ptfcms

Moral and Descriptive.

See a notice prefixed U) the edition of 1784 • A. Chalmers, English
Poets (vol. xvii., t8to)

;
F. L. Colvilc, Warwickshire Worthies (1870)

;

some hioKraphical notes are to be found in the letters of Shenstone
to Jago printed in vol. hi. of Shenstone's Works (17O9).

JAGUAR {Fdis onca), the largest species of the Felidae found

on the American continent, where it ranges from Texas through

Central and South America to Patagonia, In the countries

which bound its northern limit it is not frequently met with, but

in South America it is c|uitc common, and Don Felix de Azara

slates that when the Spaniards first settled in the district between

Montevideo and Santa Fe, as many as two thousand were killed

yearly. The jaguar is usually found singly (sometimes in pairs),

and preys upon such quadrupeds as the horse, tapir, capybara,

dogs or cattle. It often feeds on fresh-water turtles
;
sometimes

following the reptiles into the water to effect a capture, it inserts

a paw between the shells and drags out the body of the turtle by
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vybte. The general or typical ciriomtionk bowavar, ariohtM.
upon the heed/ wde, body, outside of and tail near^ IMM.
The upper part of the head and sides of the face are titled
nitfked with small black spots, and the rest of bo^ is covered
with rosettes, formed of rings of black spots, with a bkefc niot m
the centre, and ranged leng&wise along the body in five to seven
rows on each side. These black rings are heaviest along tte back.
The lips, throat, breast and belfy, die inside of the legs and the
lower sides of tail are pure white, marked with irreguuu' qxvts of
black, those on the breast being long bars and bn the belly and
inside of legs lar|re blotches. The tail has latte blade ^wts near
the root, some with light centres, and from about midway of its
length to the tip it is ringed with black. The ears are hwy

The jaguar [Felis onca).

behind, with a large buff spot near the tip. The nose and upper
lip are light rufou.s brown. The size varies, the total length of a
very large specimen measuring 6 ft. 9 in.; the average length,
howjEjver, is about 4 ft. from the nose to root of tail In form
the jaguar Is thick-set

; it does not stand high upon its legs ; and
in comparison with the leopard is heavily built ; but its move-
ments are ver}’ rapid, and it is fully as agile as its more graceful

relative. The skull resembles that of the lion and tiger, but is

much broader in proportion to its lehgth, and may be identified

by the presence of a tubercle on the inner edge of the orbit.

'The species has been divided into a number of local forms,
regarded by some American naturalists as distinct species, but
preferably ranked as sub-species or races.

JAGUARONDlp orYAGGARONDi {Felis laguarondi), sl South
American wild cat, found in Brazil, Paraguay and Guiana, rang-

ing to north-eastern Mexico. This relatively small cat, uniformly
coloured, i.^ generally of some shade of brownish-grey, but in some
individuals the fur lias a rufous coat, while in others grey pre-

dominates. These cats are said by Don Felix de Azara to keep
to cover, without venturing into open places. They attack tame
poultry and also young fawns. Tlie names jaguarondi and eyra
are applied indifferently to this species and Felis eyra.

JAHAKABAD, a town of British India in Gaya district, Bengal,

situated on a branch of the East Indian railway. Pop. (1901),

7018. It was once a flourishing trading town, and in 1760 it

formed one of the eight branches of the East India Company’s
means of its ^harp claws. Occa.sionaIIy after having tasted

j

central factory at Patna. Since the introduction of Manchester

human flesh, the jaguar becomes a confirmed man-eater. The goods, the trade of the town in cotton cloth has almost entirely

.

cr}’ of this great cat, which is heard at night, and most frequently ‘ ceased ; but large numbers of the Jolaha or Mahommedan weaver

during the pairing season, is deep and hoarse in tone, and consists caste live in the neighbourhood.

of the sound pu, pu, often repeated. The female brings forth

from two to four cubs towards the close of the year, which are

able to follow their mother in about fifteen days after birth. The

ground colour of thfe jaguar varies greatly, ranging from white

to black, the rosette markings in the extremes being but faintly

JAHANGIR, or Jehangir (1569-1627), Mogul emperor of

Delhi, succeeded his father Akbar the Great in 1605. His name
was ^lim, but he assumed the title of Jahangir, ** Conqueror of

the World,” on his accession. It was in his reign that Sir

Thomas Roe came a.s ambassador of James I., on behalf of the
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£kiglish company. He was a dissolute ruler, much addfeted to

drunkenness^ and his reign is chiefly notable k>r tlie influence

enjoyed by his wife Nur Jahan, ‘‘ the Light of the Werid.**

At first she influenced Jahangir for good^ but su* rounding

herself with lier jeiatives she aroused the jealousy ^ the

imperial princes; and Jahangir died in 1627 in the irudst of

a rebeUdon headed by h s son, Khnrram or Shah Jahan. and

his greatest general, Mahabat Khan. The tomb of Jahangir

is situated in the gardens of Shahdera on the out^iris of

Lahore.

JAI917 (Abu ‘Uthman 'Amr ibn Bahr ul-Jahiz; ue, “ the

man the pupils of whose eyes are prominent ”) (d. 869),

Arabian writer. He spent his life and devoted himself in Basra

chiefly to the study of polite literature. A Mu'tazilite in hi.s

relig^ns beliefs, he developed a system of his own and founded

a sect named after him. He was favoured by Ibn uz-Zaiyat, the

vizier of the caliplP Withiq.

His work, the Kiiih ul-Bayan wat-Tahyint a clLscui-sive trcalisr

on rhetoric, has be^n published in two volumes at Cairo (1895). The-

Kitib ul-MahOsin wd-Ad^ was edited by G. van Vloten as Le
Livredes beautSs et des antiik^ses (Leiden, 1898) ;

the Kitdb ul^Bu-hald.

Le Livfe des avares^ cd. by the same (I-eiden, 1900) ;
two other smaller

works, the Excellences of the Turks and the Superiority in Glory of

the Blacks over the IVhites, also prepared by the same, The Kitob

ul-Hayawdn, or " Book of Animals/' a philological and literary, not
a scientific, work, was published at Cairo (1906). (G. W. T.)

JAHN, FRIEDRICH LUDWIG (1778-1852), German peda-

gogue and patriot, commonly called Turnvaier (“ Father of

Gymnastics’^), was bom in Lanz on the nth of August 1778.

He studied theology and philology from 1796 to 1802 at Halle,

Gottingen and Greifswald. After Jena he joined the Prussian

army. In 1809 he went to Berlin, where he became a teacher at

the Gymnasium zuni Grauen as well as at the Plamann School.

Brooding upon the humiliation of his native land by Napoleon,

he conceived the idea of restoring the spirits of his countrymen

by the development of their physical and moral powers through

the practice of gymnastics. 'J'lic flr.st Turnplatz, or open-air

gymnasium, was opened by him at Berlin in 1811, and the

movement spread rapidly, the young gymnasts being taught

to regard themselves as members of a kind of gild for the

emancipation of their fatherland. This patriotic spirit was
nourished in no small degree by the writings of Jahn. Early in

1813 he took an active part at Breslau in the formation of the

famous corps of Liitzow, a battalion of which he commanded,
thou^ during the same period he was often employed in .secret

sej[ice. After the war he returned to Berlin, where he was
appoittted state teacher of gymnastics. As such he wa.s a leader

in the formation of the student Burschenschaften (patriotic

fraternities) in Jena.

A man of democratic nature, rugged, honest, eccentric and

outspoken, Jahn often came into collision with the reactionary

spirit of the time, and this conflict resulted in 1819 in the closing

of the Turnplatz and the arrest of Jahn himself. Kept in semi-

confinement at the fortress of Kolberg until 1824, he was then

sentenced to imprisonment for two years
;
but this sentence was

reversed in 1825, though he was forbidden to live within ten

miles of Berlin. He therefore took up his residence at Freyburg

on the Unstrut, where he remained until his death, with the

exception of a short period in 1828, when he was exiled to

Colleda on a charge of sedition. In 1840 he was decorated by
the Prus.sian government with the Iron Cross for bravery in the

wars against Napoleon. In the spring of 1848 he was elected by

the district of Naumburg to the Gennan National Parliament.

Jahn died on the 15th of October 1852 in Freyburg, where a

monument was erected in his honour in 1859.

Among his works aie the following : Bereicherung des hochdeutechen
Sprachschatzes (Leipzig, 1806), Deutsches Valksthum (Lubeck, 1810),
Runenbldtter (Frankfort, iSia), Neue Runenbldtter (Naumburg, 1828),
Merke zum deutschen Volksthum (Hildburghausen, 1853), and
Seihstvertkeidfgung (Vindication) (Leipzig, 1863). A complete
edition of his Worisappeared at Hof in 1 884-1 887. Soe the biogrsqihy

^ SchuUheiss (Berlm, 1894), and Jahn als Erzieheff by Friedrioh
(Munich, 1895).

JOHAMN (1750-1816), German Orientaitst, was bom
at Tasswitz, Moravia, on the 18th of June 1750. He studied philo^

Sophy at Olmutz, and in 1772 began his theological studies at

the Premonstratezisian convent of Bruck, near Znaim. Having

been ordained in 1775, he for a short time held a cure at Mislitz,

but was soon recalled to Bruck as professor of Oriental languages

and Biblical hermeneutics. On the suppression of the convent

by Joseph II. in 1784, Jahn took up similar work at Olmiitz, and

in 1789 he was transferred to Vienna as professor of Oriental

languages, biblical archaeology and dogmatics. In 1792 he

published his Einleilung ins AUe Testament (2 vols.), which soon

brought him into trouble
;
the cardinal-archbishop of Vienna laid

a complaint against him for having departed from the traditional

teaching of the Church, e,g, by asserting Job, Jonah, Tobit and

Judith to be didactic poems, and the cases of demoniacal pos-

session in the New Testament to be cases of dangerous disease.

An eccle.siastical commission reported that the views themselves

were not necessarily heretical, but that Jalm had erred in showing

too little consideration for the views of German Catholic theo-

logians in coming into conflict with his bishop, and in raising

difficult problems by which the unlearned might be led astray.

He was accordingly advised to modify his expressions in future.

Although he appears honestly to have accepted this judgment,

the hostility of his opponents did not cease until at last (1806) he

w.is compelled to accept a cannnry at St Slcphen’.s, Vienna,

which involved the resignation of his chair. This step had been

preceded by the condemnation of his Introductio in Libros sacros

veleris foederis in compendium redacta^ published in 1804, and

also of his Archaeologia bihlka in compendium redacta (1805).

The only work of importance, outside the region of mere philo-

logy, afterwards published by him, was the Enchiridion Hennen”

euticae (1812). He died on the i6th of August 1816.

Besides the works already mentioned, he published Hebrdische

Sprachlehre fur Anfanger (1792) ;
Aramdtschi od. chaldaische «.

syrische Sprachlehre fur Anfanger {lyg^) ;
Arabtsche Sprachlchre (i 790);

Elementarbuch der hehr. Sprache (1799) ;
Chalddische ChresUmathie

(1800); Arabtsche Chrestomathie (1802); Lexicon arahico-latinum

chresiomathiae aceommodatum (1802) ;
an edition of the Hebrew

Bible (180O); Grammatica linguae hebratcae (i8og)
;
a cntical com-

mentary on the Messianic passages of the Old Testament {Vaticima

prophetarum de fcbu Alessia, 1815). in 1821 a collection of Nach-
triige appeared, containing six dissertations on Biblical subjects.

The English translation of the Archaeologia by T. C. Upham (1840)

has passed through several editions.

JAHN, 0110(1813-1869), German archaeologist, philologist,

and writer on art and music, was born at Kiel on the 3 6ih of

June 1813. After the completion of his university studies at

Kiel, Leipzig and Berlin, he travelled for three years in Francis

and Italy
;
in 1839 he became privatJozenl at Kiel, and in 1842

professor-extraordinary of archaeolog>' and philolog}' at Greifs-

wald (ordinary professor 1845). In 1847 accepted the cliair

of archaeology at Leipzig, of which he was deprived in 1851 for

having taken part in the political movements of 1848-1849. In

1855 he was appointed professor of the science of antiquity, and

director of the aaidemical art museum at Bonn, and in 1867 he

was called to succeed E Gerhard at Berlin. He died at

Gottingen, on the 9th of September 1869.

The following arc the most important of his works : i . Archaeo-

logical : Patamedes (1836) ;
Telepnos u. Troths (1841) ;

Die Gcmdlde
des Polygnot (1841) ;

Pentheus u. die Manaden (1841) ;
Paris u.

Oinone (1844) ;
Die hellenische Kunst (1846) ;

Peitho, die Gbtfin der

Dherredung (1847) ;
Vber einige Darstellungen des Paris-Urteiis

(1849) ;
Die ficoronische Cista (1852) ;

Pausaniae descriptio arcis

Athenarum (3rd ed., 1901) ;
Darstellungen 'nechischer Didder auf

Vasenbildern (1861). 2. Philological : Critical editions of Juvenal,

Persius and Sulpicia (3rd cd. by F. Biicheler, 1893) ;
Censorinus

(1845) ;
FIotus (1852) ;

Cicero's Brutus (4th ed., 1877) ;
and Orator

(3rd ed., 1869) ;
the Periochae of Li/v (1853) ;

the Psyche et Cupido

of Apuleius (3rd ed., 1884; 5th ed., 1905) ;
Longinus (1867; 3Td ed.

by j. Vahlcn, 1905). 3. Biographical and aesthetic : Ueber Mendels-

sohns Paulus (1842) ;
Biographie Mozarts

^

a work of extraordinary

labour, and of great importance for the history of music (3rd ed. by
H. rSSj-rSgr

;
Eng. tnuis. by P, D. Townsend, 1891); Ludwig

Uhland (1863) ;
GesammeUe AufsdUe Uber Musik (i8f>6)

;
Biograph-

ische A ufsdtze (z866) . His Griechische Bilderchronvken was published

after his death, by his nephew A. Michaelis, who has written an



vt w Onage Free Stete, 50 m.
^ .W. by rwl of Sprmgfontein on the trunk line from Cape Town
to Pretoria. Pop. (1904), 5657—1*93 whites and 4364 coloured
persons. Jagersfontein, which occupies a pleasant situation on
the open veld about 4500 ft. above the sea, owes its existence to
the valuable diamond mine discovered here in 1870. The first
diamond, a stone of 50 carats, was found in August of that year,
Md digging immediately began. The discovery a few weeks
later of the much richer mmes at Bultfontein and Du Toits
Pan, followed by the great finds at De Beers and Colesberg
Kop (Kimberley) caused Jap^ersfontcin to be neglected for several
years. Up to 1887 the claims in the mine were held by a large
number of individuals, but coincident with the efforts to amalga-
mate the interest in the Kimberley mines a similar movement
took place at Jagersfontein, and by 1893 all the claims became
the property of one company, which has a working arrangement
with the De Beers corporation. The mine, which is worked on
the open system and has a depth of 450 ft., yields stones of very
fine quality, but the annual output does not exceed in value
3^500,000. In 1909 a shaft 950 ft. deep was sunk with a view to

;

working the mine on the underground .system. Among the !

famous stones found in the mine are the “ Excelsior ” (weighing
}

07 1 carats, and larger than any previously discovered) and the !

“ Jubilee ’* (see Diamond). The town was created a munif'i-
*

pality in 1904.

Fourteen miles east of Jagersfontein is Boomplaats, the site

of the battle fought in 1848 between the Boers under A. W.
Pretorius and the British under Sir Harry Smith (see Orange
Free State: History).

JAGO, RICHARD (1715-1781), English poet, third son of

Richard Jago, rector of Beaude.sert, Warwickshire, was born in

1715. He went up to University ( ollege, Oxford, in 1732, and
took his degree in 1736. He was ordained to the curacy o\

Snitterfield, Warwickshire, in 1737, and became rector in 1754 ;

s'nd, although he subsequently received othe'- preferments,
Snitterfield remained his favourite residence. He died there on
the 8th of May 1781. He was twice married. Jago’s best-

known poem, The. Blackbirds^ was first printed in Hawkesworth’s
Adventurer (No. 37, March 13, 1753), and was generally attri-

buted to Gilbert We.st, but Jago published it in his own name,
with other poems, in R. Dodsley’s Collection of Poems (vol. iv.,

1755). In 1767 appeared a topographical poem, Edge Hilly or

the Rural Prospect delineated and moralized
;
two separate sermons

were published in 1755 ;
^ 7 ^^^ Labour and Genius, a Fable.

Shortly before his death Jago re\ ised his poems, and they were
published in 1784 by his friend, John Scott Hylton, as Ptfcms

Moral and Descriptive.

See a notice prefixed U) the edition of 1784 • A. Chalmers, English
Poets (vol. xvii., t8to)

;
F. L. Colvilc, Warwickshire Worthies (1870)

;

some hioKraphical notes are to be found in the letters of Shenstone
to Jago printed in vol. hi. of Shenstone's Works (17O9).

JAGUAR {Fdis onca), the largest species of the Felidae found

on the American continent, where it ranges from Texas through

Central and South America to Patagonia, In the countries

which bound its northern limit it is not frequently met with, but

in South America it is c|uitc common, and Don Felix de Azara

slates that when the Spaniards first settled in the district between

Montevideo and Santa Fe, as many as two thousand were killed

yearly. The jaguar is usually found singly (sometimes in pairs),

and preys upon such quadrupeds as the horse, tapir, capybara,

dogs or cattle. It often feeds on fresh-water turtles
;
sometimes

following the reptiles into the water to effect a capture, it inserts

a paw between the shells and drags out the body of the turtle by
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vybte. The general or typical ciriomtionk bowavar, ariohtM.
upon the heed/ wde, body, outside of and tail near^ IMM.
The upper part of the head and sides of the face are titled
nitfked with small black spots, and the rest of bo^ is covered
with rosettes, formed of rings of black spots, with a bkefc niot m
the centre, and ranged leng&wise along the body in five to seven
rows on each side. These black rings are heaviest along tte back.
The lips, throat, breast and belfy, die inside of the legs and the
lower sides of tail are pure white, marked with irreguuu' qxvts of
black, those on the breast being long bars and bn the belly and
inside of legs lar|re blotches. The tail has latte blade ^wts near
the root, some with light centres, and from about midway of its
length to the tip it is ringed with black. The ears are hwy

The jaguar [Felis onca).

behind, with a large buff spot near the tip. The nose and upper
lip are light rufou.s brown. The size varies, the total length of a
very large specimen measuring 6 ft. 9 in.; the average length,
howjEjver, is about 4 ft. from the nose to root of tail In form
the jaguar Is thick-set

; it does not stand high upon its legs ; and
in comparison with the leopard is heavily built ; but its move-
ments are ver}’ rapid, and it is fully as agile as its more graceful

relative. The skull resembles that of the lion and tiger, but is

much broader in proportion to its lehgth, and may be identified

by the presence of a tubercle on the inner edge of the orbit.

'The species has been divided into a number of local forms,
regarded by some American naturalists as distinct species, but
preferably ranked as sub-species or races.

JAGUARONDlp orYAGGARONDi {Felis laguarondi), sl South
American wild cat, found in Brazil, Paraguay and Guiana, rang-

ing to north-eastern Mexico. This relatively small cat, uniformly
coloured, i.^ generally of some shade of brownish-grey, but in some
individuals the fur lias a rufous coat, while in others grey pre-

dominates. These cats are said by Don Felix de Azara to keep
to cover, without venturing into open places. They attack tame
poultry and also young fawns. Tlie names jaguarondi and eyra
are applied indifferently to this species and Felis eyra.

JAHAKABAD, a town of British India in Gaya district, Bengal,

situated on a branch of the East Indian railway. Pop. (1901),

7018. It was once a flourishing trading town, and in 1760 it

formed one of the eight branches of the East India Company’s
means of its ^harp claws. Occa.sionaIIy after having tasted

j

central factory at Patna. Since the introduction of Manchester

human flesh, the jaguar becomes a confirmed man-eater. The goods, the trade of the town in cotton cloth has almost entirely

.

cr}’ of this great cat, which is heard at night, and most frequently ‘ ceased ; but large numbers of the Jolaha or Mahommedan weaver

during the pairing season, is deep and hoarse in tone, and consists caste live in the neighbourhood.

of the sound pu, pu, often repeated. The female brings forth

from two to four cubs towards the close of the year, which are

able to follow their mother in about fifteen days after birth. The

ground colour of thfe jaguar varies greatly, ranging from white

to black, the rosette markings in the extremes being but faintly

JAHANGIR, or Jehangir (1569-1627), Mogul emperor of

Delhi, succeeded his father Akbar the Great in 1605. His name
was ^lim, but he assumed the title of Jahangir, ** Conqueror of

the World,” on his accession. It was in his reign that Sir

Thomas Roe came a.s ambassador of James I., on behalf of the
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£kiglish company. He was a dissolute ruler, much addfeted to

drunkenness^ and his reign is chiefly notable k>r tlie influence

enjoyed by his wife Nur Jahan, ‘‘ the Light of the Werid.**

At first she influenced Jahangir for good^ but su* rounding

herself with lier jeiatives she aroused the jealousy ^ the

imperial princes; and Jahangir died in 1627 in the irudst of

a rebeUdon headed by h s son, Khnrram or Shah Jahan. and

his greatest general, Mahabat Khan. The tomb of Jahangir

is situated in the gardens of Shahdera on the out^iris of

Lahore.

JAI917 (Abu ‘Uthman 'Amr ibn Bahr ul-Jahiz; ue, “ the

man the pupils of whose eyes are prominent ”) (d. 869),

Arabian writer. He spent his life and devoted himself in Basra

chiefly to the study of polite literature. A Mu'tazilite in hi.s

relig^ns beliefs, he developed a system of his own and founded

a sect named after him. He was favoured by Ibn uz-Zaiyat, the

vizier of the caliplP Withiq.

His work, the Kiiih ul-Bayan wat-Tahyint a clLscui-sive trcalisr

on rhetoric, has be^n published in two volumes at Cairo (1895). The-

Kitib ul-MahOsin wd-Ad^ was edited by G. van Vloten as Le
Livredes beautSs et des antiik^ses (Leiden, 1898) ;

the Kitdb ul^Bu-hald.

Le Livfe des avares^ cd. by the same (I-eiden, 1900) ;
two other smaller

works, the Excellences of the Turks and the Superiority in Glory of

the Blacks over the IVhites, also prepared by the same, The Kitob

ul-Hayawdn, or " Book of Animals/' a philological and literary, not
a scientific, work, was published at Cairo (1906). (G. W. T.)

JAHN, FRIEDRICH LUDWIG (1778-1852), German peda-

gogue and patriot, commonly called Turnvaier (“ Father of

Gymnastics’^), was bom in Lanz on the nth of August 1778.

He studied theology and philology from 1796 to 1802 at Halle,

Gottingen and Greifswald. After Jena he joined the Prussian

army. In 1809 he went to Berlin, where he became a teacher at

the Gymnasium zuni Grauen as well as at the Plamann School.

Brooding upon the humiliation of his native land by Napoleon,

he conceived the idea of restoring the spirits of his countrymen

by the development of their physical and moral powers through

the practice of gymnastics. 'J'lic flr.st Turnplatz, or open-air

gymnasium, was opened by him at Berlin in 1811, and the

movement spread rapidly, the young gymnasts being taught

to regard themselves as members of a kind of gild for the

emancipation of their fatherland. This patriotic spirit was
nourished in no small degree by the writings of Jahn. Early in

1813 he took an active part at Breslau in the formation of the

famous corps of Liitzow, a battalion of which he commanded,
thou^ during the same period he was often employed in .secret

sej[ice. After the war he returned to Berlin, where he was
appoittted state teacher of gymnastics. As such he wa.s a leader

in the formation of the student Burschenschaften (patriotic

fraternities) in Jena.

A man of democratic nature, rugged, honest, eccentric and

outspoken, Jahn often came into collision with the reactionary

spirit of the time, and this conflict resulted in 1819 in the closing

of the Turnplatz and the arrest of Jahn himself. Kept in semi-

confinement at the fortress of Kolberg until 1824, he was then

sentenced to imprisonment for two years
;
but this sentence was

reversed in 1825, though he was forbidden to live within ten

miles of Berlin. He therefore took up his residence at Freyburg

on the Unstrut, where he remained until his death, with the

exception of a short period in 1828, when he was exiled to

Colleda on a charge of sedition. In 1840 he was decorated by
the Prus.sian government with the Iron Cross for bravery in the

wars against Napoleon. In the spring of 1848 he was elected by

the district of Naumburg to the Gennan National Parliament.

Jahn died on the 15th of October 1852 in Freyburg, where a

monument was erected in his honour in 1859.

Among his works aie the following : Bereicherung des hochdeutechen
Sprachschatzes (Leipzig, 1806), Deutsches Valksthum (Lubeck, 1810),
Runenbldtter (Frankfort, iSia), Neue Runenbldtter (Naumburg, 1828),
Merke zum deutschen Volksthum (Hildburghausen, 1853), and
Seihstvertkeidfgung (Vindication) (Leipzig, 1863). A complete
edition of his Worisappeared at Hof in 1 884-1 887. Soe the biogrsqihy

^ SchuUheiss (Berlm, 1894), and Jahn als Erzieheff by Friedrioh
(Munich, 1895).

JOHAMN (1750-1816), German Orientaitst, was bom
at Tasswitz, Moravia, on the 18th of June 1750. He studied philo^

Sophy at Olmutz, and in 1772 began his theological studies at

the Premonstratezisian convent of Bruck, near Znaim. Having

been ordained in 1775, he for a short time held a cure at Mislitz,

but was soon recalled to Bruck as professor of Oriental languages

and Biblical hermeneutics. On the suppression of the convent

by Joseph II. in 1784, Jahn took up similar work at Olmiitz, and

in 1789 he was transferred to Vienna as professor of Oriental

languages, biblical archaeology and dogmatics. In 1792 he

published his Einleilung ins AUe Testament (2 vols.), which soon

brought him into trouble
;
the cardinal-archbishop of Vienna laid

a complaint against him for having departed from the traditional

teaching of the Church, e,g, by asserting Job, Jonah, Tobit and

Judith to be didactic poems, and the cases of demoniacal pos-

session in the New Testament to be cases of dangerous disease.

An eccle.siastical commission reported that the views themselves

were not necessarily heretical, but that Jalm had erred in showing

too little consideration for the views of German Catholic theo-

logians in coming into conflict with his bishop, and in raising

difficult problems by which the unlearned might be led astray.

He was accordingly advised to modify his expressions in future.

Although he appears honestly to have accepted this judgment,

the hostility of his opponents did not cease until at last (1806) he

w.is compelled to accept a cannnry at St Slcphen’.s, Vienna,

which involved the resignation of his chair. This step had been

preceded by the condemnation of his Introductio in Libros sacros

veleris foederis in compendium redacta^ published in 1804, and

also of his Archaeologia bihlka in compendium redacta (1805).

The only work of importance, outside the region of mere philo-

logy, afterwards published by him, was the Enchiridion Hennen”

euticae (1812). He died on the i6th of August 1816.

Besides the works already mentioned, he published Hebrdische

Sprachlehre fur Anfanger (1792) ;
Aramdtschi od. chaldaische «.

syrische Sprachlehre fur Anfanger {lyg^) ;
Arabtsche Sprachlchre (i 790);

Elementarbuch der hehr. Sprache (1799) ;
Chalddische ChresUmathie

(1800); Arabtsche Chrestomathie (1802); Lexicon arahico-latinum

chresiomathiae aceommodatum (1802) ;
an edition of the Hebrew

Bible (180O); Grammatica linguae hebratcae (i8og)
;
a cntical com-

mentary on the Messianic passages of the Old Testament {Vaticima

prophetarum de fcbu Alessia, 1815). in 1821 a collection of Nach-
triige appeared, containing six dissertations on Biblical subjects.

The English translation of the Archaeologia by T. C. Upham (1840)

has passed through several editions.

JAHN, 0110(1813-1869), German archaeologist, philologist,

and writer on art and music, was born at Kiel on the 3 6ih of

June 1813. After the completion of his university studies at

Kiel, Leipzig and Berlin, he travelled for three years in Francis

and Italy
;
in 1839 he became privatJozenl at Kiel, and in 1842

professor-extraordinary of archaeolog>' and philolog}' at Greifs-

wald (ordinary professor 1845). In 1847 accepted the cliair

of archaeology at Leipzig, of which he was deprived in 1851 for

having taken part in the political movements of 1848-1849. In

1855 he was appointed professor of the science of antiquity, and

director of the aaidemical art museum at Bonn, and in 1867 he

was called to succeed E Gerhard at Berlin. He died at

Gottingen, on the 9th of September 1869.

The following arc the most important of his works : i . Archaeo-

logical : Patamedes (1836) ;
Telepnos u. Troths (1841) ;

Die Gcmdlde
des Polygnot (1841) ;

Pentheus u. die Manaden (1841) ;
Paris u.

Oinone (1844) ;
Die hellenische Kunst (1846) ;

Peitho, die Gbtfin der

Dherredung (1847) ;
Vber einige Darstellungen des Paris-Urteiis

(1849) ;
Die ficoronische Cista (1852) ;

Pausaniae descriptio arcis

Athenarum (3rd ed., 1901) ;
Darstellungen 'nechischer Didder auf

Vasenbildern (1861). 2. Philological : Critical editions of Juvenal,

Persius and Sulpicia (3rd cd. by F. Biicheler, 1893) ;
Censorinus

(1845) ;
FIotus (1852) ;

Cicero's Brutus (4th ed., 1877) ;
and Orator

(3rd ed., 1869) ;
the Periochae of Li/v (1853) ;

the Psyche et Cupido

of Apuleius (3rd ed., 1884; 5th ed., 1905) ;
Longinus (1867; 3Td ed.

by j. Vahlcn, 1905). 3. Biographical and aesthetic : Ueber Mendels-

sohns Paulus (1842) ;
Biographie Mozarts

^

a work of extraordinary

labour, and of great importance for the history of music (3rd ed. by
H. rSSj-rSgr

;
Eng. tnuis. by P, D. Townsend, 1891); Ludwig

Uhland (1863) ;
GesammeUe AufsdUe Uber Musik (i8f>6)

;
Biograph-

ische A ufsdtze (z866) . His Griechische Bilderchronvken was published

after his death, by his nephew A. Michaelis, who has written an



JAISALMER—JAKOB
Singh, commonly known by his imperial title of Mirza Raja,
whose name appears in all the wars of Aurangzeb in the Deccan

;

and Jai Singh II., or Sawai Jai Singh, the famous mathema-
tician and astronomer, and the founder of Jaipur city. Towards
the end of the i8th century the Jats of Bharatpur and the chief
of Alwar each annexed a portion of the territory of Jaipur.
By the end of the centuty the state was in great confusion,
distracted by internal broils and impoverished by the exactions
of the Mahrattas. The disputes between the chiefs of Jaipur
and Jodhpur brought both states to the verge of ruin, and
Amir Khan with the Pindaris was exhausting the country. By
a treaty in 1818 the protection of the British was extended to

Jaipur and an annual tribute fixed. In 1835 there was a serious

disturbance in the city, after which the British government took
measures to insist upon order and to reform the administration
as well as to support its effective action

;
and the state has

gradually become well-governed and prosperous. During the
Mutiny of 1857 the maharaja assisted the British in every way
that lay in his power. Maharaja Madho Singh, G.C.S.I., G.C.V.O.,
was bom in 1861, and succeeded in 1882. He is distinguished
for his enlightened administration and his patronage of art.

He was one of the princes who visited England at the time of

King Edward’s coronation in 1902. It was he who started and
endowed with a donation of 15 lakhs, aftcrward.s increased to

20 lakhs, of rupees (£133,000) the “ Indian People’s Famine
Fund.” The Jaipur imperial service transport corps saw .service

in the Chitral and Tirah campaigns.

JAISALMER, or Jeysulmere, a town and native state of

India in the Rajputana agency. The town stands on a ridge

of yellowish .sandstone, crowned by a fort, which contains the

palace and several ornate Jain temples; Many of the houses

and temples arc finely sculptured. Pop. (1901), 7137. The
area of the state is 16,062 sq. m. In 1901 the population was

73,37«>> showing a decrea.se of 37 % in ten years, as 0 con-

sequence of famine. The estimated revenue is about £6000

;

there is no tribute. Jaisalmer is almost entirely a sandy waste,

forming a part of the great Indian desert. The general aspect

of the county' is that of an interminable sea of sandhills, of ail

shapes and sizes, some rising to a height of 150 ft. l'ho.se in the

west are covered with phog bushes, those in the east with tufts

of long grass. Water i.s scarce, and generally brackish
;
the

average depth of the wolls is said to be about 250 ft. There are

no perennial streams, and only one small river, the Kakni, which,

after flowing a distan(!e of 28 m., spreads over a large surface of

flat ground, and forms a lake or jhil called the Bhuj-Jhil. I’he

climate is dry and healthy. Throughout Jaisalmer only rain-

crops, such as bajra, joar, moth, til, &c., are grown ;
spring crops

of wheal, barley, &c., are veiy^ rare. Owing to the S('ant

rainfall, irrigation is almost unknovMi.

The main part of tlie papulation load a wanderiiie life, grazing

their flocks and herds. Large herds of camels, horned cattle, sheep
and goats are kept. Tlie principal trade in wool, ght, camels,

cattle and sheep. The chief imports are grain, sugar, foreign cloth,

pi('ee-g(>ods, &c. Education is at a low ebb. Jain priests arc the

chief schoolmasters, and their teaching is clemeiilary. The ruler of

Jaisalmer is styled mahavawal. The stiitc suffered from famine in

1897, 1900 and other years, to such an extent that it has had to

incur a heavy debt for extraordinary expenditure. There are no
railways
The majority of the inhabitants are Bhatti Kajputs, who take their

name from an ancestor named Bhatti, renowned as a warrior when
the tribe were located in the Punjab. Shortly after this the clan

was driven southwards, and found a refuge in the Indian desert,

which was thenceforth its home. Deorfij, a famous prince of

the Bhatti family, is esteemed the real founder of the present

ai.salmer dynasty, and with him the title of rdwal commenced.
n 1156 Jftisar,.tho sixth in succession from Deoraj, founded the fort

and city of Jaisalmer, and made it his capital. In 1294 the Bhattis

80 enraged the emperor Alii-ud-dln that his army captured and sacked

the fort and city of Jaisalmer, so that for some time it was quite

deserted. After this* there is nothing to record till the time of KSwal
Sabal Singh, whose reign marks an epoch in Bhatti history in tliat he

acknowledged the supremacy of the Mogul emperor Snfth Jahan.

The Jaisalmer princes had now arrived at the height of ^eir power,

but nom this ume till the accession of Rftwal Mulr&i in 1762 the

fortunes of the state rapidly decliued, and most of its outlying

pcovinocs were lost. In x8i8 Mulr&j entered into political relations

with the British. Maharawal Salivahan, bom in {887, succeeded
to the chiefship in 189X. «

JAJCE (pronounced Yaitse), a town of Bosnia, situated on the
Pliva and Vrbas rivers, and at the terminus of a branch railway

from Sarajevo, 62 m. S.E. Pop. (1895), about 4000. jajee

occupies a conical hill, overlooking one of the finest wat^alls
in Europe, where the Pliva rushes down into the Vrbas, 100 ft.

below. The 14th century citadel which crowns this hiU is said

to have been built for Hrvoje, duke of Spakto, on the model of

the Castel del’ Uovo at Naples; but the resemblance is very

slight^ and although both iajee and uovo signify an egg,” the

town probably derives its name from the shape of the hill.

The ruined church of St Luke, said by legend to be the Evan-
gelist’s burial-place, has a fine Italian belfr>', and dates from the

i5lh century. Jezero, 5 m. W. of Jajee, contains the Turkish

fort of Djol-Hissar, or ‘‘ the Lake-Fort.” In this neighbourhood
a line of waterfalls and meres, formed by the Pliva, stretches

for several miles, enclosed by steep rocks and forest-clad moun-
tains. The power supplied by the main fall, at Jajee, is used

for industrial purpose.s, but the beauty of the town remains

unimpaired.

From 1463 to 1528 Jajee was the principal outwork of eastern

Christendom against the Turks. Venice contributed money for

its defence, and Hungary provided armies
; while the pope

entreated all Christian monarrhs lo avert its fall. In 1463
Mahomet 11 . had seized more than 75 Bosnian fortresses, includ-

ing Jajee itself; and the last independent king of Bosnia, Stephen

Tomasevid, had been beheaded, or, according to one tradition,

flayed alive, before the w'alls of Jajee, on a spot still called

Kraljeva Polje, the *' King’.s Field.” His coffin and skeleton

arc still displayed in St Luke’s Church. The Hungarians, under

King Matthias ]., came to the rescue, and reconquered the greater

part of Bosnia during the same year
;
and, although Mahomet

returned in 1464, he was again defeated at jajee, and compelled

to flee before another Hungarian advance. In 1467 Hungarian
bans, or military governors, were appointed to rule in north-

west Bosnia, and in 1472 Matthias appointed Nicolaus Ujlaki

king of the country', with Jajee for his capital. This kingdom
lusted, in fact, for 59 years; but, after the death of Ujlaki, in

1492, its rulers only bore the title of ban, and of vojvod. In

1500 the l urks, under Bajazet II., were crushed at Jajee by the

Ilungariaas under John Corvinus
,
and several other attacks were

repelled between 1520 and 1526. Bui In 1526 the Hungarian
power was destroyed at Mohdc.s; and in T528 Jajee was forced

to surrender.

See Brjuss, ‘’Jajee, die alte Koni/Jsiad: Bosniens,” in Deutsche
geog. Blatter, pp. 71-85 (Bremen, 7.899).

JAJPURy or Jajpore, a town of British India in Cuttack dis-

trict, Bengal, situated on the right bank ol the Baitarani river.

Pop.(i9oj), 12,111. H was the capital of Orissa under the Kesari

dynasty until the iith century, when \i was superseded by

Cuttack. In Jajpur are numerous ruins of temples, sculptures,

&c., and a large and beautiful sun pillar.

JAKOB, LUDWIG HEINRICH VON (1759 1827), German
economist, was bom at Wettin on the 26th of February 1759.

In 1777 he entered the university of Halle. In 1780 he was

appointed teacher at the gymnasium, and in 1791 professor of

philosophy at the university. The suppression of the university

of Halle having been decreed by Napoleon, Jakob betook himself

to Russia, where in 1807 he was appointed professor of political

economy at Kharkoff, and in 1809 a member of the government

commission to inquire into the finances of the empire. In the

following year he became president of the commission for the

revision of criminal law, and he at the same time obtained an

important office in the finance department, with the rank ol

counsellor of state
;
but in 1816 he returned to Halle to occupy

the chair of political economy. He died at Lauchstadt on the

22nd of July 1827.

Shortly after his first appointment to a professorship in Halle

Jakob had begun to turn his attention rather to the practical than
the speculative side of philosophy, and in 1805 he published at
Halle Lehrbuck der National^konomit, in which he was the first to

XV. 5
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£kiglish company. He was a dissolute ruler, much addfeted to

drunkenness^ and his reign is chiefly notable k>r tlie influence

enjoyed by his wife Nur Jahan, ‘‘ the Light of the Werid.**

At first she influenced Jahangir for good^ but su* rounding

herself with lier jeiatives she aroused the jealousy ^ the

imperial princes; and Jahangir died in 1627 in the irudst of

a rebeUdon headed by h s son, Khnrram or Shah Jahan. and

his greatest general, Mahabat Khan. The tomb of Jahangir

is situated in the gardens of Shahdera on the out^iris of

Lahore.

JAI917 (Abu ‘Uthman 'Amr ibn Bahr ul-Jahiz; ue, “ the

man the pupils of whose eyes are prominent ”) (d. 869),

Arabian writer. He spent his life and devoted himself in Basra

chiefly to the study of polite literature. A Mu'tazilite in hi.s

relig^ns beliefs, he developed a system of his own and founded

a sect named after him. He was favoured by Ibn uz-Zaiyat, the

vizier of the caliplP Withiq.

His work, the Kiiih ul-Bayan wat-Tahyint a clLscui-sive trcalisr

on rhetoric, has be^n published in two volumes at Cairo (1895). The-

Kitib ul-MahOsin wd-Ad^ was edited by G. van Vloten as Le
Livredes beautSs et des antiik^ses (Leiden, 1898) ;

the Kitdb ul^Bu-hald.

Le Livfe des avares^ cd. by the same (I-eiden, 1900) ;
two other smaller

works, the Excellences of the Turks and the Superiority in Glory of

the Blacks over the IVhites, also prepared by the same, The Kitob

ul-Hayawdn, or " Book of Animals/' a philological and literary, not
a scientific, work, was published at Cairo (1906). (G. W. T.)

JAHN, FRIEDRICH LUDWIG (1778-1852), German peda-

gogue and patriot, commonly called Turnvaier (“ Father of

Gymnastics’^), was bom in Lanz on the nth of August 1778.

He studied theology and philology from 1796 to 1802 at Halle,

Gottingen and Greifswald. After Jena he joined the Prussian

army. In 1809 he went to Berlin, where he became a teacher at

the Gymnasium zuni Grauen as well as at the Plamann School.

Brooding upon the humiliation of his native land by Napoleon,

he conceived the idea of restoring the spirits of his countrymen

by the development of their physical and moral powers through

the practice of gymnastics. 'J'lic flr.st Turnplatz, or open-air

gymnasium, was opened by him at Berlin in 1811, and the

movement spread rapidly, the young gymnasts being taught

to regard themselves as members of a kind of gild for the

emancipation of their fatherland. This patriotic spirit was
nourished in no small degree by the writings of Jahn. Early in

1813 he took an active part at Breslau in the formation of the

famous corps of Liitzow, a battalion of which he commanded,
thou^ during the same period he was often employed in .secret

sej[ice. After the war he returned to Berlin, where he was
appoittted state teacher of gymnastics. As such he wa.s a leader

in the formation of the student Burschenschaften (patriotic

fraternities) in Jena.

A man of democratic nature, rugged, honest, eccentric and

outspoken, Jahn often came into collision with the reactionary

spirit of the time, and this conflict resulted in 1819 in the closing

of the Turnplatz and the arrest of Jahn himself. Kept in semi-

confinement at the fortress of Kolberg until 1824, he was then

sentenced to imprisonment for two years
;
but this sentence was

reversed in 1825, though he was forbidden to live within ten

miles of Berlin. He therefore took up his residence at Freyburg

on the Unstrut, where he remained until his death, with the

exception of a short period in 1828, when he was exiled to

Colleda on a charge of sedition. In 1840 he was decorated by
the Prus.sian government with the Iron Cross for bravery in the

wars against Napoleon. In the spring of 1848 he was elected by

the district of Naumburg to the Gennan National Parliament.

Jahn died on the 15th of October 1852 in Freyburg, where a

monument was erected in his honour in 1859.

Among his works aie the following : Bereicherung des hochdeutechen
Sprachschatzes (Leipzig, 1806), Deutsches Valksthum (Lubeck, 1810),
Runenbldtter (Frankfort, iSia), Neue Runenbldtter (Naumburg, 1828),
Merke zum deutschen Volksthum (Hildburghausen, 1853), and
Seihstvertkeidfgung (Vindication) (Leipzig, 1863). A complete
edition of his Worisappeared at Hof in 1 884-1 887. Soe the biogrsqihy

^ SchuUheiss (Berlm, 1894), and Jahn als Erzieheff by Friedrioh
(Munich, 1895).

JOHAMN (1750-1816), German Orientaitst, was bom
at Tasswitz, Moravia, on the 18th of June 1750. He studied philo^

Sophy at Olmutz, and in 1772 began his theological studies at

the Premonstratezisian convent of Bruck, near Znaim. Having

been ordained in 1775, he for a short time held a cure at Mislitz,

but was soon recalled to Bruck as professor of Oriental languages

and Biblical hermeneutics. On the suppression of the convent

by Joseph II. in 1784, Jahn took up similar work at Olmiitz, and

in 1789 he was transferred to Vienna as professor of Oriental

languages, biblical archaeology and dogmatics. In 1792 he

published his Einleilung ins AUe Testament (2 vols.), which soon

brought him into trouble
;
the cardinal-archbishop of Vienna laid

a complaint against him for having departed from the traditional

teaching of the Church, e,g, by asserting Job, Jonah, Tobit and

Judith to be didactic poems, and the cases of demoniacal pos-

session in the New Testament to be cases of dangerous disease.

An eccle.siastical commission reported that the views themselves

were not necessarily heretical, but that Jalm had erred in showing

too little consideration for the views of German Catholic theo-

logians in coming into conflict with his bishop, and in raising

difficult problems by which the unlearned might be led astray.

He was accordingly advised to modify his expressions in future.

Although he appears honestly to have accepted this judgment,

the hostility of his opponents did not cease until at last (1806) he

w.is compelled to accept a cannnry at St Slcphen’.s, Vienna,

which involved the resignation of his chair. This step had been

preceded by the condemnation of his Introductio in Libros sacros

veleris foederis in compendium redacta^ published in 1804, and

also of his Archaeologia bihlka in compendium redacta (1805).

The only work of importance, outside the region of mere philo-

logy, afterwards published by him, was the Enchiridion Hennen”

euticae (1812). He died on the i6th of August 1816.

Besides the works already mentioned, he published Hebrdische

Sprachlehre fur Anfanger (1792) ;
Aramdtschi od. chaldaische «.

syrische Sprachlehre fur Anfanger {lyg^) ;
Arabtsche Sprachlchre (i 790);

Elementarbuch der hehr. Sprache (1799) ;
Chalddische ChresUmathie

(1800); Arabtsche Chrestomathie (1802); Lexicon arahico-latinum

chresiomathiae aceommodatum (1802) ;
an edition of the Hebrew

Bible (180O); Grammatica linguae hebratcae (i8og)
;
a cntical com-

mentary on the Messianic passages of the Old Testament {Vaticima

prophetarum de fcbu Alessia, 1815). in 1821 a collection of Nach-
triige appeared, containing six dissertations on Biblical subjects.

The English translation of the Archaeologia by T. C. Upham (1840)

has passed through several editions.

JAHN, 0110(1813-1869), German archaeologist, philologist,

and writer on art and music, was born at Kiel on the 3 6ih of

June 1813. After the completion of his university studies at

Kiel, Leipzig and Berlin, he travelled for three years in Francis

and Italy
;
in 1839 he became privatJozenl at Kiel, and in 1842

professor-extraordinary of archaeolog>' and philolog}' at Greifs-

wald (ordinary professor 1845). In 1847 accepted the cliair

of archaeology at Leipzig, of which he was deprived in 1851 for

having taken part in the political movements of 1848-1849. In

1855 he was appointed professor of the science of antiquity, and

director of the aaidemical art museum at Bonn, and in 1867 he

was called to succeed E Gerhard at Berlin. He died at

Gottingen, on the 9th of September 1869.

The following arc the most important of his works : i . Archaeo-

logical : Patamedes (1836) ;
Telepnos u. Troths (1841) ;

Die Gcmdlde
des Polygnot (1841) ;

Pentheus u. die Manaden (1841) ;
Paris u.

Oinone (1844) ;
Die hellenische Kunst (1846) ;

Peitho, die Gbtfin der

Dherredung (1847) ;
Vber einige Darstellungen des Paris-Urteiis

(1849) ;
Die ficoronische Cista (1852) ;

Pausaniae descriptio arcis

Athenarum (3rd ed., 1901) ;
Darstellungen 'nechischer Didder auf

Vasenbildern (1861). 2. Philological : Critical editions of Juvenal,

Persius and Sulpicia (3rd cd. by F. Biicheler, 1893) ;
Censorinus

(1845) ;
FIotus (1852) ;

Cicero's Brutus (4th ed., 1877) ;
and Orator

(3rd ed., 1869) ;
the Periochae of Li/v (1853) ;

the Psyche et Cupido

of Apuleius (3rd ed., 1884; 5th ed., 1905) ;
Longinus (1867; 3Td ed.

by j. Vahlcn, 1905). 3. Biographical and aesthetic : Ueber Mendels-

sohns Paulus (1842) ;
Biographie Mozarts

^

a work of extraordinary

labour, and of great importance for the history of music (3rd ed. by
H. rSSj-rSgr

;
Eng. tnuis. by P, D. Townsend, 1891); Ludwig

Uhland (1863) ;
GesammeUe AufsdUe Uber Musik (i8f>6)

;
Biograph-

ische A ufsdtze (z866) . His Griechische Bilderchronvken was published

after his death, by his nephew A. Michaelis, who has written an
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Singh, commonly known by his imperial title of Mirza Raja,
whose name appears in all the wars of Aurangzeb in the Deccan

;

and Jai Singh II., or Sawai Jai Singh, the famous mathema-
tician and astronomer, and the founder of Jaipur city. Towards
the end of the i8th century the Jats of Bharatpur and the chief
of Alwar each annexed a portion of the territory of Jaipur.
By the end of the centuty the state was in great confusion,
distracted by internal broils and impoverished by the exactions
of the Mahrattas. The disputes between the chiefs of Jaipur
and Jodhpur brought both states to the verge of ruin, and
Amir Khan with the Pindaris was exhausting the country. By
a treaty in 1818 the protection of the British was extended to

Jaipur and an annual tribute fixed. In 1835 there was a serious

disturbance in the city, after which the British government took
measures to insist upon order and to reform the administration
as well as to support its effective action

;
and the state has

gradually become well-governed and prosperous. During the
Mutiny of 1857 the maharaja assisted the British in every way
that lay in his power. Maharaja Madho Singh, G.C.S.I., G.C.V.O.,
was bom in 1861, and succeeded in 1882. He is distinguished
for his enlightened administration and his patronage of art.

He was one of the princes who visited England at the time of

King Edward’s coronation in 1902. It was he who started and
endowed with a donation of 15 lakhs, aftcrward.s increased to

20 lakhs, of rupees (£133,000) the “ Indian People’s Famine
Fund.” The Jaipur imperial service transport corps saw .service

in the Chitral and Tirah campaigns.

JAISALMER, or Jeysulmere, a town and native state of

India in the Rajputana agency. The town stands on a ridge

of yellowish .sandstone, crowned by a fort, which contains the

palace and several ornate Jain temples; Many of the houses

and temples arc finely sculptured. Pop. (1901), 7137. The
area of the state is 16,062 sq. m. In 1901 the population was

73,37«>> showing a decrea.se of 37 % in ten years, as 0 con-

sequence of famine. The estimated revenue is about £6000

;

there is no tribute. Jaisalmer is almost entirely a sandy waste,

forming a part of the great Indian desert. The general aspect

of the county' is that of an interminable sea of sandhills, of ail

shapes and sizes, some rising to a height of 150 ft. l'ho.se in the

west are covered with phog bushes, those in the east with tufts

of long grass. Water i.s scarce, and generally brackish
;
the

average depth of the wolls is said to be about 250 ft. There are

no perennial streams, and only one small river, the Kakni, which,

after flowing a distan(!e of 28 m., spreads over a large surface of

flat ground, and forms a lake or jhil called the Bhuj-Jhil. I’he

climate is dry and healthy. Throughout Jaisalmer only rain-

crops, such as bajra, joar, moth, til, &c., are grown ;
spring crops

of wheal, barley, &c., are veiy^ rare. Owing to the S('ant

rainfall, irrigation is almost unknovMi.

The main part of tlie papulation load a wanderiiie life, grazing

their flocks and herds. Large herds of camels, horned cattle, sheep
and goats are kept. Tlie principal trade in wool, ght, camels,

cattle and sheep. The chief imports are grain, sugar, foreign cloth,

pi('ee-g(>ods, &c. Education is at a low ebb. Jain priests arc the

chief schoolmasters, and their teaching is clemeiilary. The ruler of

Jaisalmer is styled mahavawal. The stiitc suffered from famine in

1897, 1900 and other years, to such an extent that it has had to

incur a heavy debt for extraordinary expenditure. There are no
railways
The majority of the inhabitants are Bhatti Kajputs, who take their

name from an ancestor named Bhatti, renowned as a warrior when
the tribe were located in the Punjab. Shortly after this the clan

was driven southwards, and found a refuge in the Indian desert,

which was thenceforth its home. Deorfij, a famous prince of

the Bhatti family, is esteemed the real founder of the present

ai.salmer dynasty, and with him the title of rdwal commenced.
n 1156 Jftisar,.tho sixth in succession from Deoraj, founded the fort

and city of Jaisalmer, and made it his capital. In 1294 the Bhattis

80 enraged the emperor Alii-ud-dln that his army captured and sacked

the fort and city of Jaisalmer, so that for some time it was quite

deserted. After this* there is nothing to record till the time of KSwal
Sabal Singh, whose reign marks an epoch in Bhatti history in tliat he

acknowledged the supremacy of the Mogul emperor Snfth Jahan.

The Jaisalmer princes had now arrived at the height of ^eir power,

but nom this ume till the accession of Rftwal Mulr&i in 1762 the

fortunes of the state rapidly decliued, and most of its outlying

pcovinocs were lost. In x8i8 Mulr&j entered into political relations

with the British. Maharawal Salivahan, bom in {887, succeeded
to the chiefship in 189X. «

JAJCE (pronounced Yaitse), a town of Bosnia, situated on the
Pliva and Vrbas rivers, and at the terminus of a branch railway

from Sarajevo, 62 m. S.E. Pop. (1895), about 4000. jajee

occupies a conical hill, overlooking one of the finest wat^alls
in Europe, where the Pliva rushes down into the Vrbas, 100 ft.

below. The 14th century citadel which crowns this hiU is said

to have been built for Hrvoje, duke of Spakto, on the model of

the Castel del’ Uovo at Naples; but the resemblance is very

slight^ and although both iajee and uovo signify an egg,” the

town probably derives its name from the shape of the hill.

The ruined church of St Luke, said by legend to be the Evan-
gelist’s burial-place, has a fine Italian belfr>', and dates from the

i5lh century. Jezero, 5 m. W. of Jajee, contains the Turkish

fort of Djol-Hissar, or ‘‘ the Lake-Fort.” In this neighbourhood
a line of waterfalls and meres, formed by the Pliva, stretches

for several miles, enclosed by steep rocks and forest-clad moun-
tains. The power supplied by the main fall, at Jajee, is used

for industrial purpose.s, but the beauty of the town remains

unimpaired.

From 1463 to 1528 Jajee was the principal outwork of eastern

Christendom against the Turks. Venice contributed money for

its defence, and Hungary provided armies
; while the pope

entreated all Christian monarrhs lo avert its fall. In 1463
Mahomet 11 . had seized more than 75 Bosnian fortresses, includ-

ing Jajee itself; and the last independent king of Bosnia, Stephen

Tomasevid, had been beheaded, or, according to one tradition,

flayed alive, before the w'alls of Jajee, on a spot still called

Kraljeva Polje, the *' King’.s Field.” His coffin and skeleton

arc still displayed in St Luke’s Church. The Hungarians, under

King Matthias ]., came to the rescue, and reconquered the greater

part of Bosnia during the same year
;
and, although Mahomet

returned in 1464, he was again defeated at jajee, and compelled

to flee before another Hungarian advance. In 1467 Hungarian
bans, or military governors, were appointed to rule in north-

west Bosnia, and in 1472 Matthias appointed Nicolaus Ujlaki

king of the country', with Jajee for his capital. This kingdom
lusted, in fact, for 59 years; but, after the death of Ujlaki, in

1492, its rulers only bore the title of ban, and of vojvod. In

1500 the l urks, under Bajazet II., were crushed at Jajee by the

Ilungariaas under John Corvinus
,
and several other attacks were

repelled between 1520 and 1526. Bui In 1526 the Hungarian
power was destroyed at Mohdc.s; and in T528 Jajee was forced

to surrender.

See Brjuss, ‘’Jajee, die alte Koni/Jsiad: Bosniens,” in Deutsche
geog. Blatter, pp. 71-85 (Bremen, 7.899).

JAJPURy or Jajpore, a town of British India in Cuttack dis-

trict, Bengal, situated on the right bank ol the Baitarani river.

Pop.(i9oj), 12,111. H was the capital of Orissa under the Kesari

dynasty until the iith century, when \i was superseded by

Cuttack. In Jajpur are numerous ruins of temples, sculptures,

&c., and a large and beautiful sun pillar.

JAKOB, LUDWIG HEINRICH VON (1759 1827), German
economist, was bom at Wettin on the 26th of February 1759.

In 1777 he entered the university of Halle. In 1780 he was

appointed teacher at the gymnasium, and in 1791 professor of

philosophy at the university. The suppression of the university

of Halle having been decreed by Napoleon, Jakob betook himself

to Russia, where in 1807 he was appointed professor of political

economy at Kharkoff, and in 1809 a member of the government

commission to inquire into the finances of the empire. In the

following year he became president of the commission for the

revision of criminal law, and he at the same time obtained an

important office in the finance department, with the rank ol

counsellor of state
;
but in 1816 he returned to Halle to occupy

the chair of political economy. He died at Lauchstadt on the

22nd of July 1827.

Shortly after his first appointment to a professorship in Halle

Jakob had begun to turn his attention rather to the practical than
the speculative side of philosophy, and in 1805 he published at
Halle Lehrbuck der National^konomit, in which he was the first to
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region on the western slopes of the sierras

;
Cocula (7090 in

1895) ;
and Zacoalco (6516). Jalisco was first invaded by the

Spaniards about 1526 and was soon afterwards conquered by

Nuno de Guzman. ' It once formed part of the reyno of Nueva

Galicia, which also included Aguas Calientes and Zacatecas. In

1889 its area was much reduced by a subdivision of its coastal

zone, which was set apart as the territory of Topic.

JALNAy or Jaulna, a town in Hyderabad state, India, on the

Godavari branch of the Nizam’s railway, and 210 m. N.E. of

Bombay. Pop. (1901), 20,270. Until 1903 it was a cantonment

of the Hyderabad contingent, originally established in 1827. Its

gardens produce fruit, which is largely exported. On the

opposite bank of the river Kundlika is the trading town of

Kadirabad; pop. (1901), 11,159-

JALPAIGURI, or Julpigoree, a town and district of British

India, in the Rajshahi division of Eastern Bengal and As.sam.

The town is on the right bank of the river Tista, with a station

on the Eastern Bengal railway about 300 m. due N. of Calcutta.

Pop. (1901), 9708. It is the headquarters of the commissioner

of the division.

The District of Jalpaiguri (organized in 1869) occupies an

irregularly shaped tract south of Darjeeling and Bhutan and

north of the state of Kuch Behar. It includes the Western

Dwars, annexed from Bhutan after the war of 1864-1865, Area,

2962 sq. m. Pop. (1901), 787,380, an increase of 16 % in the

decade. The district is divided into a “ regulation ” tract, lying

towards the south-west, and a strip of country, about 22 m. in

width, running along the foot of the Himalayas, and known as

the Western Dwarst The former is a continuous expanse of

level paddy fields, only broken by groves of bamboos, palms,

and fruit-trees. The frontier towards Bhutan is formed by the

Sinchula mountain range, some peaks of which attain an elevation

of 6000 ft. It is thickly wooded from base to summit. The

principal rivers, proceeding from west to east, are the Mahan-

anda, Karatoya, Tista, Jaldhaka, Duduya, Mujnai, Tursa,

Kiiljani, Raidak, and Sankos. The most important is the

I’ista, which forms a valuable means of water communication.

Lime is quarried in the lower Bhutan hills. The Western Dwars

arc the principal centre of tea cultivation in Eastern Bengal.

The other portion of the district produce.s jute. Jalpaiguri is

traversed by the main line of the Eastern Bengal railway to

Darjeeling. It is also served by the Bengal Dwars railway.

JAMAICA, the largest i.sland in the British West Indies. It

lies about 80 m. S. of the eastern extremity of Cuba, between

i7°^^d 18° 32' N. and 76"" 10' and 78° 20' W., is 144 m. long,

extreme breadth, and has an area of 4207 sq. m. The

coast-line has the form of a turtle, the mountain ridges repre-

senting the back. A mountainous backbone runs through the

island from E. to W., throwing off a number of subsidiary

ridges, mostly in a north-westerly or south-easterly direction.

In the east this range is more distinctly marked, forming the

Blue Mountains, with cloud-capped peaks and numerous

bifurcating branches. They trend W. by N., and are crossed

by five pa.sses at altitudes varying from 3000 to 4000 ft. They

culminate in Blue Mountain Peak (7360 ft.), after which the

heights gradually decrease until the range is merged into the

hills of the western plateau. Two-third.s of the island are

occupied by this limestone plateau, a region of great beauty

broken by innumerable hills, valleys and sink-holes, and covered

with luxuriant vegetation. The uplands usually terminate in

steep slopes or bluffs, separated from tht sea, in most cases, by a

strip of level land. On the south coast, especially, the plains

are often large, the Liguanea plain, on which Kingston stands,

having an area of 200 sq. m. Upwards of a hundred rivers and

streams find their way to the sea, besides the numerous tribu-

taries which issue frdlh every ravine in the mountains. These

streams for the most part are not navigable, and in times of flood

they become devastating torrents. In the parish of Portland,

the Rio Grande receives all the smaller tributaries from the west.

In St Thomas in the east the main range is drained by the

Plantain Garden river, the tributaries of which form deep

ravines and narrow gorge.s. The valley of the Plantain Garden

expands into a picturesque and fertile plain. The Black River

flow.s through a level country, and is navigable by small craft

for about 30 m. The Salt River and the Cabaritta, also in the

south, are navigable by barges. Other rivers of the south are

the Rio Cobre (on which are irrigation works for the sugar and

fruit plantations), the Yallahs and the Rio Minho
;
in the north

are the Martha Brae, the White River, the Great Spanish River,

and the Rio Grande. Vestiges of intermittent volcanic action

occur, and there are several medicinal springs. Jamaica has

16 harbours, the chief of which are Port Morant, Kingston, Old

Harbour, Montego Bay, Falmouth, St Ann’s Bay, Port Maria

and Port Antonio.

Geology .—The greater part of Jamaica is covered by Tertiary

deposits, but in the Blue Mountain and some of the other ranges the

older rocks rise to the surface. The foundation of the island is

formed by a series of stratified shales and conglomerates, with tuffs

and other volcanic rocks and occasional bands of marine limestone.

The limestones contain Upper Cretaceous fossils, and the whole

series has been strongly folded. Upon this foundation rests un-

conformably a series of marls and limestones of Eocene and early

Oligoccne age. Some of the limestones are made of Foraminilcra,

together with Radiolaria, and indicate a subsidence to abyssal depths.

Nevertheless, the higher peaks of the island still remained above the

sea. Towards the middle of the Oligocene period, mountain folding

took place on an extensive scale, and the island was rai.sed far above
its present level and was probably connected with the rest of the

Greater Antilles and perhaps with the mainland also. At the saiue

time plutonic rocks of various kinds were intruded into the deposits

already formed, and in some cases produced considerable meta-

morphism. During the Miocene and Pliocene periods the island again

sank, but never to the depths which it reached in the Eocene period,

The deposits formed were shallow-water conglomerates, marls and
limestones, with mollusca, brachiopoda, corals, &c. Finally, a

series of successive elevations of small amount, leSvS than 500 ft

in the aggregate, raised the island to its present level. The tcrrace.s

which mark the successive stages in this elevation arc well shown in

Montego Bay and elsewhere. The remarkable depressions ot the

Cockpit country and the closed basin of the Hector river are similar

in origin to swallow-holes, and were formed by the solution of 0

limestone layer resting upon insoluble rocks. The island produces a

great variety of marbles, porphyrites, granite and ochres. Traces of

gold have been found associated with some of the oxidized copper

ores (blue and green carbonates) in the Clarendon mines. Copper

orc.s are widely diffu.sed but are very expensive to work
;
as arc the

lead and cobalt which are also found. Manganese iron ores and a

form of arsenic occur.

Climate .
—^The climate is one of the i.sland's chief attractions.

Near the coast it is warm and humid, but that of the upland.s i.s

delightfully mild and equable. At Kingston the temperature

range.s from 70-7° to 87*8® F., and this is generally the a^'eragc

of all the low-lying coast-land. At Cinchona, 4907 ft. above

the sea, it varies from 57^5® to 68*5®. The vapours from the

rivers and the ocean produce in the upper regions clouds .saturated

with moisture which induce vegetation belonging to a colder

climate. During the rainy seasons there is such an accumulation

of these vapours as to cause a general coolness and occasion

sudden heavy showers, and sometimes destructive floods. The

rainy season.^, in May and October, last for about three weeks,

although, as a rule no month is quite without rain. The fall

varies greatly ;
while the annual average for the island is 66-3 in.,

at Kingston it is 32-6 in., at Cinchona 105*5 in., and at some

places in the north-east it exceeds 200 in. The climate of the

Santa Cruz Mountains is extremely favourable to sufferers from

tubercular and rheumatic diseases. Excepting near morasse.s

and lagoons, the island is very healthy, and yellow fever, once

prevalent, now rarely occurs. In the early part of the 19th

century, hurricanes often devastated Jamaica, but now, though

they pass to the N.E. and S.W. with comparative frequency,

they rarely strike the island itself.

Plofa .—The flora is remarkable, .showing types from North,

Central, and South America, with a few European forms, besides

the common plants found everywhere in the tropic.s. Of flowering

plants ^ere are 2180 distinct species, and of ferns 450 species,

several of both being indigenous. The largeness of these numbers

may be to some extent accounted for by difierences of altitude,

temperature and humidity. There are many beautiful flowers,

such as the aloe, the yucca, the datura, the mountain mide and the

VicUifia regia ;
and the cactus tribe is well represented. The Sensitive

Plant grows in pastures, and orchids in the woods. There are forest
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trees fit for every purpose

;
including the ballata, rosewood, satin-

wood, mahogany, lignum vitae, lancewood and ebony. The logwood
and fustic are exported for dyeing. There are also the Jamaica
cedar, and the silk cotton tree {Ceiba Bombax) . Pimento (peculiar to
Jamaica) is indigenous, and iumishes the allspice. The bamboo,
cvllcc and cocoa are well known. Several species of palm aoound,—the macaw, the fan palm, screw palm, and palmetto royal. 'J here
are plantations of coco-nut palm. The other noticeable trees and
plants are the mango, the breadfrnit tree, the papaw, the lacebark
tree, and the guava. The Palma Christie from which castor oil is

made, is a very abundant annual. English vegetables grow in the
hills, and the plains produce plantains, cocoa, yams, cassava, ochra,
beans, pease, ginger and arrowroot. Maize and guinea-corn are
cultivated, and the guinea grass, accidentally introduced in 1750,
is very valuable for horses and cattle,—so much so that pen-keeping
or cattle farming is a highly profitable occupation. Among the
princip^ fruits are the orange, shaddock, lime, grape or cluster
fruit, pine-apple, mango, banana, grapes, melons, avocado pear,
breadfruit, and tamarind.
Fauna.—There are fourteen sorts of lampyridae or fireflies,

besides the elateridae or lantern beetles. There arc no venomous
serpents, but numerous harmless snakes and lizards exist. The land-
crab is considered a table delicacy, and the land-turtle also is eaten.
The scorpion and centipede, though poisonous, are not very danger-
ous. Ants, sandflies and mosquitoes swarm in the lowlands. There
are twenty different song-birds, and forty-three varieties of birds
are presumed to be peculiar to the island. The sea and the rivers
swarm with fish. Turtles abound, and the seal, the manatee and
the crocodile are sometimes found. The coral reefs, with their
varied polyps and anemones, the numerous alcyonarians and diverse
coral-dwelting animals arc readily accessible to the student, and the
island is also celebrated for the number of species of its land-shells.

People.—The population of the island was estimated in 1905
at 806,690. Jamaica is rich in traces of its former Arawak
inhabitants. Aboriginal petaloid cells and other implements,

flattened skulls and vessels are common, and images are some-
times found in the large limestone caverns of the island. The
present .‘nhabitant.s, of whom only 2 % are white, include

Maroons, the descendants of the slaves of the Spaniards who fled

into the interior when the island was captured by the British

;

descendants of imported African slaves
; mixed race of British

and African blood
;
coolies from India ; a few Chinese, and the

British officials and white settlers. The Maroons live by them-
selves and are few in number, while the half-castes enter into

trade and sometimes into the profession.s. The number of white

inhabitants other than British is very small. A negro peasant
population is encouraged, with a view to its being a support

to the industries of the island
;
but, in many cases a field negro

will not work for his employer more than four days a week. He
may till his own plot of ground on one of the other days or not,

as the spirit moves liim, but four days’ work a week will keep
him easily. He has little or no care for the future. He
probably squatted on someone’s land, and has no rent to pay.

Clothes he need hardly buy, fuel he needs only for cooking, and
food is ready to his hand for the picking. Unfortunately a
widespread indulgence in predial larceny is a great hindrance

to agriculture as well as to moral progress. But that liabits of

thrift are being inculcated is shown by the steady increase in

the accounts in the government savings banks. That gross

superstition is still prevalent is shown by the cases of obeah or

witchcraft that come before the courts from time to time.

Another indication of the status of the negro may be found in

the fact that more than 60 % of the births are illegitimate, a

percentage that shows an unfortunate tendency to increase

rather than diminish.

The capital, Kingston, stands on the south-east coast, and near
it is the town of Port Royal. Spanish Town (pop. 5019), the former
capital, is in the parish of St Catherine, Midmesex, iif m. by rail

west of Kingston. Since the removal of the seat of government to

Kingston, the town has gradually sunk in importance. In the
cathedral marty of the governors of the island arc buried. A marble
statue of Rodney commemorates his victory over the count de
Grasse off Dominica in 1782. Montego Bay (pop. 4803), on the
north-west coast, is the second town on the i^and, and is also a
favourite bathing r-esort. Port Antonio (1784) lies between two
secure harbours on the north-east, and owes its prosperity mainly
to the cievelopment of the trade in fruit, for which it is the chid
place of shipment.

Industries.—Agricultural enterprise falls into two classes—^plant-

ing and pen-keeping, i.e. the breeding of horses, mules, cattle and
sheep. The chief products are bananas, oranges, coffee, sugar,

rum, lo^ood. cocoa, pimento, ginger, cooo-nuts, limes, nutmegs,
pineapples, tobacco, grape-fruit and mangoes. There is a board of
agriculture, with an expkimental station at Hope

;
there is also an

agricultural society wim 26 branches throughout the colony. Bee-
keeping is a growing industty, especially among the peasants. The
land as a rule is divided into small holdings, the vast majority
consisting of five acres and less. The manufactures are few. In
addition to the su^ar and coffee estates and cigar factories, there
are tanneries, distilleries, breweries, electric light and gas works,
ironfoundries, potteries and factories for the production of coco-
nut oil, essential oils, ice, matches and miners waters. There is

an important establishment at Spanish Town for the production of
logwood extract. The exports, more than half of which go to the
United States, mostly comprise fruit, sugar and rum. The United
States also contributes the majority of the imports. More than half
the revenue of the colony is derived from import duties, the remainder
is furnished by excise, stamps and licences. With the exception of
that of the parish boards, there is no direct taxation.
Communications .—In 1900 an Imperial Direct West India Line

of steamers was started by Elder, Dempster & Co., to encourage
the fruit trade with England; it had a subsidy of ^^40,000, contri-
buted jointly by the Imperial and Jamaican governments. Two
steamers go round the island once a w- ek calling at the principal
ports, the circuit oci.unving alx)ut 120 hours. A number of sailing
“ droghers " also ply from port to port. Jamaica has a number
of gewd roads and bridle paths

;
the main roads, controlled by the

public works department, encircle the island, with several branches
from north to south. The parochial roads are maintained by the
parish boards. A railway traverses the island from Kingston in the
south-east to Montego Bay in the north-west, and also oranches to

Port Antonio and to Ewarton. Jamaica is included in the Postal
Union and in the Imperial penny post, and there is a weekly mail
service to and from England by the Royal Mail Line, but mails are
also carried by other companies. The island is connected by cable
with the United States via Cuba, and with Halifax, Nova Scotia
via Bermuda.
There is a government savings bank at Kingston with branches

throughout the island, and there are also branches of the Colonial
Bank of London and the Bank of Nova Scotia. The coins in cir-

culation arc British gold and silver, but not bronze, instead of which
local nickel is used. United States gold passes as currency. English
weights and measures are used.

Administration
y
&c.—The island is divided into three counties,

Surrey in the east, Middlesex in the centre, and Cornwall

in the west, and each of these is subdivided into live parishes.

The parish is the unit of local government, and has jurisdic-

tion over roads, markets, sanitation, poor relief and water-

works. The management is vested in a parish board, the

members of which are elected. The chairman or custos is

appointed by the governor. The island is administered by
a governor, who bears the old Spanish title of captain-general,

assisted by a legislative council of five ex officio members,
not more than ten nominated members, and fourteen members
elected on a limited suffrage. There is also a privy council

of three ex officio and not more than eight nominated members.
There is an Imperial garrison of about 2000 officers and men,
with headquarters at Newcastle, consisting of Royal Engineers,

Royal Artillery, infantry and four companies of the West India

Regiment. There is a naval station at Port Royal, and the

entrance to its harbour is strongly fortified. In addition there

is a militia of infantry and artillery, about 800 strong.

Previous to 1870 the Church of Engla^nd was established in

Jamaica, but in that year a disestablishment act was passed
which provided for gradual disendowment. It is still the most
numerous body, and is presided over by the bishop of Jamaica,
who is also archbishop of the West Indies^ llie Baptists^
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Wesleyans, Presbyterians, Moravians and Roman Catholics are

all represented^ there is a Jewisli synagogue at Kingston, and

the Salvation Army has a branch on the island. The Church of

England maintains many schools, a theological college, a deacon-

esses* home and an orphanage, 'fhe Baptists have a theological

college ;
and the Roman Catholics support a training college for

teachers, two industrial schools and two orphanages. Elemen-
tary education is in private hands, but fostered, since 1867, by

government grants
;

it is free but not compulsory’', although the

governor has the right to compel the attendance of all children

from 6 to 14 years of age in such towns and districts as he may
designate. The teachers in these schools are. for the most part

trained in the government-aided training colleges of the various

denominations. For higher education there are the University

College and high school at Hope near K ingston, Potsdam School

in St Elizabeth, the Mica School and Wolmer’s Free School in

Kingston, founded^ (for boys and girls) in 1729, the Montego
Bay secondary school, and numerous other endowed and .self-

supporting establishments. The ( ambridge Local Examinations

have been held regularly since 1882.

j amaicii was discovered by Columbus on the 3rd

of May 1494. Though he called it Santiago, it has always been

known by its Ind an name Jayinaca, “ tlic island of springs,”

modernized in form and pronunciation into Jamaica. Except-

ing that in 1505 Colunjbus once put in for shelter, the island

remained unvisited until 1509, when Diego, the discoverer’.s

son, sent Don Juan d'Esquixel to take pos.session, and thence-

forward it passed under Spani.sh rule. Sant’ lago de la Vega, or

Spanish lown, which remained the capital of the island until

1872, was founded in 1523. Sir Anthony Shirley, a British

admiral, attacked the island in 1596, and plundered and burned

the capital, but did not follow up his victory. Upon his retire-

ment the Spaniards restored their capital and were unmolested

until 1635, when the island w’as again raided by the British under

Colonel Jackson. The period of the Spanish occupation is

mainly memorable for the annihilation of the gentle and peaceful

Arawak Indian inliabitanis
;
Don Pedro d'Esquivel was one of

their cruellest oppressors. The whole island was divided among
eight noble Spanish families, who discouraged immigration to

such an extent that when Jamaica was taken by the British the

white and slave population together did not exceed 3000. Under
the vigorous foreign policy of Cromwell an attempt was made to

crush the Spanish power in the West Indies, and an expeditien

under Admirals Penn and Venables succeeded in capturing and
Jamaica in 1655. The Spanish were entirely expelled

in i6g4* Their slaves then look to the mountains, and do\cn to

the end of the 18th century tlie disaffection of these Maroons,
as they were called, caused constant trouble. Jamaica con-

tinued to be governed by military authority until i66i, when
Colonel D’Oyley was appointed captain-general and governor-

in-chief with an executive council, and a constitution was
introduced resembling that of England. He was. succeeded in

the next year by Lord Windsor, under whom a legislative

council was established. Jamaica soon became the chief resort

of the buccaneers, who npt infrequently united the characters

of merchant or planter with that of pirate or privateer. By
the Treaty of Madrid, 1670, the British title to the island was
recognized, and the buccaneers were suppressed. The Royal
African Company was formed in 1672 with a monopoly of the

slave trade, and from this time Jamaica was one of the greatest

slave marts in the world. The sugar- industr>’ was introduced

about this period, the first pot of sugar being sent to London in

1673. An attempt was made in 1678 to saddle the island with

a yearly tribute to the Crown and to restrict the free legisla-

ture. I'he privilege of the legislative assembly, however, were
restored in 1682

; b(it not till 46 years later was the question of

revenue settled by a comprcmisc by which Jamaica undertook
to settle £8000 (an amount afterwards commuted to 3^6000) per

annum on the Crown, provided that English statute laws were
made binding in Jamaica.

During these years of political struggle the colony was thrice

afflicted by nature. A great earthquake occurred in 169a, when

the chief part of the town of Port Royal, built on a shelving

bank of sand, slipped into the sea. Two dreadful hurricanes

devastated the island in 1712 and 1722, the secemd of which did

so much damage that the seat of commerce had to be transferred

from Port Royal to Kingston.

The only prominent event in the history of the island during

the later years of the i8th century, was the threatened invasion

by the P'rench and Spanisli in 1782, but Jamaica was saved by
the victory of Rodney and Hood off Dominica. The last attempt

at invasion was made in 1806, when the French were defeated

by Admiral Duckworth. When the slave trade was abolished

the island was at the zenith of its prosperity
;
sugar, coffee,

cocoa, pimento, ginger and indigo were being produced in large

quantities, and it was the d6p6t of a very lucrative trade with the

Spanish main. The anti-slavery agitation in Great Britain

found its echo in the island, and in 1832 the negroes revolted,

believing that emancipation had been granted. They killed a

number of whites and destroyed a large amount of valuable

property. Two years later the Emancipation Act was pas.sed,

and, subject to a short term of apprenticeship, the slaves were

free. Emancipation left the planters in a pitiable condition

financially. The British government awarded them compensa-

tion at the rate of £ig per slave, the market value of slaves at

the time being £35, but most of this compensation went into the

hands of the planters' creditors. They were left with over-

worked estates, a poor market and a scarcity of labour. Nor
was this the end of their misfortunes. During the slavery times

the British government had protected the planter by imposing

a heavy differential duty on foreign sugar ; but cn the introduc-

tion of free trade the j>rice of sugar fell by one-half and reduced

the profits of the already impoverished planter. Many estates,

already heavily mortgaged, were abandoned, and the trade of

the island was at a standstill . Differences l)etwecn the executive

,

the legislature, and the home government, as to the means of

retrenching the public expenditure, created much bitterness.

Although some slight improvement marked the admini.stration

of Sir ('harlcs Metcalfe and the earl of Elgin, when coolie immi-

gration was introduced to .supply the scarcity and irregularity

of labour and the railw’ay was opened, the improvement was not

permanent. In 1865 Edward John Eyre became governor.

Financial affairs were at their lowest ebb and the colcnial

trca.sury showed a deficit of £80,000. To meet this dilBcultv

new taxes w'ere imposed and discontent was rife among the

negroes. Dr Underhill, the secretar>’ of a Baptist organization

known as the British Union, wrote to the colonial secretary in

London, pointing out the slate of affairs. This letter became
public in Jamaica, and in the opinion of the governor added in

no .small measure to the popular excitement. On the nth of

October 1865 the negroes rose at Morant Bay and murdered the

custos and most of the w hite inhabitants. The slight encounter

which followed filled the island with terror, and there is no doubt

that many excesses were committed on both sides. I'hc assembly

passed an act by which martial law was proclaimed, and the

legislature passed an act abrogating the constitution.

The action of Governor Eyre, though generally approved

throughout the West Indies, caused much controversy in Eng-

land, and he was recalled. A prosecution was instituted against

him, resulting in an elaborate exposition of martial law by
Chief Justice Cockburn, but the jury threw out the bill and Eyre

was discharged. He was succeeded in the government of

Jamaica by Sir Henry Storks, and under the crown colony

system of government the state of the island made slow but

steady progress. In 1868 the first fruit shipment took place

from Port Antonio, the immigration of coolies was revived, and

cinchona planting was introduced. The method of government

was changed in 1884, when a new constitution, slightly modified

in 1895, was granted to the island.

In the afternoon of the 14th of January 1907 a terrible earth-

quake visited Kingston. Almost every building in the capital

and in Port Royal, and many in St Andrews, were destroyed or

seriously injured. The loss of life was variously estimated, but

probably exceeded one thousand. Among those killed was
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Sir James Fergusson, 6th bar(met(b. 1832). The principiafihock
was fallowed by many matt of siightier intenBity during the
ensuing fortnight and later. On the 17^ of January assistance
was brought three American wnr-idiips under Rear-Admiral
Davis^ who however withdrew them on the igth, owing to a
misunderstanding with the governor of the island,^ Alexander
Swettenham, on the subject of the landing of marines from the
vessels with a view to preserving order. The incident caused
considerable aensation, and led to Sir A. Swettenham’s resigna-

tion in the following March, Sir Sydney Olivier, K.C.M.G., being
appointed governor. Order was sp^ily restored

; but the
destructive effect of the earthquake was a severe check to the
prosperity of the island.

See Bryan Edwards, History of tkt West Indies (London, 1809,
and api>enclix, 1819) ;

P. H. Gosse, Joumstl of a Hatnralist in Jamaica
(London, 1851) and Birds of Jamaica (1847) ;

Jamaica Handbook
(London, annual)

;
Bacon and Aaron, New Jamaica (1890) ;

W. P.
Livingstone, Black Jamaica (London, 1900), V, Cundall, Bibliotheca
Jamaicensis (Kingston, 1895), and Studies in Jamaica History
(1900) ;

W. J. Gardner, History of Jamaica (New York, 1909). For
geology, see R. T. HiU, **The Geology and Physical Geography of
Jamaica,” Bull. Mus. Com. Zool. Harvard^ xxxiv. (1899).

JAMAICA, formerly a village of. Queens county, Long
Island, New York, U.S.A., but after the ist of January 1898 a
part of the borough of Queens, New York Oty. Pop. (1890)
5361. .It is served by the Long Island railroad, the lines of

which from Brooklyn and Manhattan meet here and then
separate to serve the different regions of the island. ^ King^s
Park (about 10 acres) tx^mprises the estate of John Alsop King
(1788-1867), governor of New York in 1857-1859, froni whose
heirs in 1897 the land was purchased by the village trustees. In
South Jiimaica there is a race track, at which meetings are held
in the spring and autumn. The headquarters of the Queens
Borough Depa tment of Public Works and Police are in the

Jamaica town -hall, and Jamaica is the. seat of a city training

school for teachers (until 3905 one of the New York State normal
schools). For two guns, a coat, and a quantity of powder and
lead, several New Englanders obtained from the Indians a deed
for a tract of land here in September 1655. In March 1657 they
received permission from Governor Stuyvesant to found a town,
which was chartered in 1660 and was named Rustdorp by
Stuyvesant, but the English called it Jamaica ;

it was mebar-
ter^ in 1666, 1686 and 1788. The village was incorporated in

1814 and reincorporated in 1855. In 1665 it was made the seat

of justice of Uie north riding
;
in 1683 -1788 it was the shire town

of Queens county. With Hempstead, Gravesend, Newtown
and Flushing, also towns of New En^nd origin and type,

Jamaica was early disaffected towards the provincial government
of New York. In 1669 these towns complained that they had
no representatiem in a papular assembly, and in 1670 they pro-

tested against taxation without representation. The founders

of Jamaica were mostly Presbyterians, and they iMganized one
of the first Presbyterian churches in America At the begin-

ning of the War of Independence Jamaica was under the control

of Loyalists ; after the defeat of the Americans in the battle

of Long Island (27th August 1776) it was oooiipied by the

British ; and until the end of the war it was the headquarters

of General Oliver Delancey,* who had command of all Long
Island.

JAMB (from P r. jambty leg), in architecture, the side-post nr
lining of a doorway or other aperture. The jambs of a window
outside the frame are called reveals.” Small shafts to doors

and windows with caps and bases are known as jamb-shafts ”

;

when in the inside arris of the jamb of a window they are some-

times called •“ scoinsons.”

JAMBS variant of the name Jacob, Heb. one who

holds by the heel, outwitter, through 0 . Fr. James, another

form of Jacques, Jagues, from Low L&t, Jacobus; cf.Ital. Jacopo

> In June 1908 the subway lines of tlie interborourh system of
New Vifrk City were extended to the FSatbush (Brooklyn station
of the Long Island railroad, thus bringing Jamaica mto direct
connexion with Manhattan borough by way of the East river

tunnel, oempleted in the same year.

tjacefc^, Giacomo [Jameq, Plw. Jaeme, Cat. Jaume, Cast.
Jaime\ a masculine jiropcr name popukr «n Cbristmii omintries
asihaviaglMentl^oftwo of Christ’s apostles. It hasbeenfsome
by many sovereigns and other princes, the moirt important nf
wham are notic^ below, after the heading devoted to the
chairKteis in the New Testament, in the foUowmg order:
(i) kings of England and Scotland, (2) other kings in the alplha-

tetical order of their countries, (3) the ^‘Old Pretender,”
The article on the Epistle of James in the New Testament
follows after the remaining biographical articles in which James
is a surname.

JAMEB ((3r. 'loMcs/Sof, the Heb. Yaakob or Jacob), thename of
several persons mentior^d in the New Testament. .

1. James, the son of 2ebedee. He was among the first who
were wiled to be Christ’s immediate folkmers (Mark i. iq seq.;

Matt. !v. 21 seq., and perhaps Luke v. 10), and afterw£wds obtained
an honoured place in the apostolic band, his name twice occupy-
ing the second place after Peter’s m the lists (Marie hi. 17 ;

Acts
w^hile on at least three notable occasions he was, along with

Peter and his brother John, specially chosen by Jesus to be with
him (Mark v. 37 ; Matt. xvii. i, xxvi, 37). This same prominence
may have contributed partly to the title Boanerges ” or
“ sons of thunder ” which, according to Mark iii. 17, Jesus
himself gave to the two brothers. But its most natural inter-

pretation is to be found in the impetuous disposition which would
have called down fire from heaven on the offending Samaritan
villagers (Luke ix. 54), and* afterguards found expression, thou^
in a different way, in the ambitious request to occupy the places
of honour in Christ’s kingdom (Mark x. 35 seq.). James is included
among those who after the ascension waited at Jerusalem
(Acts i. 13) for the descent of the Holy Ghost on the day of

Pent^ost. And though on this occasion only his name is

mentioned, he must have been a zeabus and prominent member
of the Christian commun'ty, to judge from the fact that when a
victim had to be chosen from among the apostles, who should be
sacrificed to the animosity of the Jews, it was on James that
the blow fell first. The brief notice is given in Acts xii. i, 2.

Eusebius {Hist. Ecd. ii. 9) has preserved for us from Clement
of Alexandria the additional information that the accuser of

the apostle “ beholding his confession and moved thereby,

confessed that he too was a Christian. So they were both led

away to execution together
;
and on the road the accuser asked

James for forgiveness. Gazing on him for a Hltle while, he said,
‘ Peace be with thee,’ and kissed him. And then both were
beheaded together.”

The later, and wholly untmstwoHhy, legends which tell of the
apostle's preaching in Spain, and of the translation of his body to
Santiago de Compof^tela, are to be found in the Sanctermm
(July 23), vl 1^124

;
sec also Mrs Jameson's Soared mtd Legendctry

Art, L 230-241.

2. James, the son of Alphaeus. He also was one of the

apostles, and s mentioned in all the four lii^s {Matt. x. 3 ; Mark
iii. 18 ; Luke vi. 15 ;

Acts i. 13) by this name. We know nothing

further regarding him, unless we believe him to be the same as

James “ the little.”

3. James, the little. He is described as the son of a Mary
(Matt, xxvii. 56 ;

Mark xv. 40), who was ki all probabiltty the

wife of Oopas (John xix. 25). And on the p^ound that Cbpas
is another form of the name Alphaeus, this James has b^
thought by some to be the same as 2. But the evidence of the

Synac versions, which render Alphaeus by Chalphai, while

Cbpas is simply transliterated Kleopka, makes it extremely

improbable that the two names arc to he identified. And as

we have no better ground for finding in Clopas the Cleopas of

Luke xxiv. 18, we must be content to admit that James the little

is again an almost wholly unknown personality, and has Ao
connexion with any of the -other Jameses mentioned in the New
Testament.

4. James, the father of Judas. There con be no doubt that

in the mention of “ Judas of James ” in Luke vi. 16 the ellipsis

.should be supplied by “ the son ” and not as in the A.V. by the

brother ” (cf. Luke iii. i, vi. 14 ; Acts xii. 2, where the word
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(ISfX^ds is inserted). This Tudas, known as Thaddaeus by

Matthew and Mark, afterwards became one of the apostles, and

is expressly distin^ished by St John from the traitor as “ not

Iscariot ” (John xiv. 22).

5. James, the Lord’s brother. In Matt. xiii. 55 and Mark

vi. 3 we read of a certain James as, alunp; with Joses and Judas

and' Simon, a “ brother of the Ix)rd. The exact nature of the

relationship there implied has been the subject of much discussion.

Jerome’s view {de vir. ill. 2), that the “ brothers ” were in reality

cousins, “ sons of Mary the sister of the Lord’s mother,” rests

on too many unproved assumptions to be entitled to much weight,

an 1 may be said to liave been finally disposed of by Bishop

Lightfoot in his essay on “ The Brothers of the Lord ” {GalaiianSf

pp. 252 sqq.. Dissertations on the Apostolic Age, pp. i sqq .). Even

however if we understand the word “ brethren ” in its natural

sense, it may be applied either to the sons of Joseph by a former

wife, in which case they would be the step-brothers of Jesus,

or to sons burn to Joseph and Mary after the birth of Jesus.

The former of these views, generally known as the Epiphanian

view from its most zealous advocate in the 4th century, can

claim f ir its support ihe preponderating voice of tradition (see

the catena of references given by Lightfoot, loc. cit., who himself

inclines to this view). On the other hand the Helvidian theory

as propounded by Helvidius, and apparently accepted by Ter-

tullian (rf. adv. Marc. iv. 29), which makes James a brother of

the Lord, as truly as Mary was his mother, undoubtedly seems

more in keeping with the direct statements of the Gospels, and

also with the after history of the brothers in the Church,

(see W. Patrick, James the Brother of the Lord, 1906, p. 5).

In any case, whatever the exact nature of James's antecedents,

there can be no question as to the important place which he

occupied in the early Church. Converted to a full belief in the

living Lord, perhaps through the special revelation that was

granted to him (i Cor. xv. 7), he became the recognized head of

the Church at Jerusalem (Acts xii. 17, xv. 13, xxi. iR), and is

called by St Paul (Gal. ii. 9), along with Peter and John, a “pilkr”

of the Christian community. He was traditionally the author

of the epistle in the New Testament which bears his name
(see James, Epistle of). From the New Testament wc learn

no more of the history of James the Lord’s brother, but Eusebius

{Hist. Reel. ii. 23) has preserved for us from Hegesippus the

earliest ecclesiastical traditions concern ’ng him . By that authority

he is described as having been a Nazarite, and on account of his

eminent righteousness called “ Just ” and ‘‘ Oblias.” So great

was his*i»fluence with the people that he was appealed to by the

scrillfc^d Pharisees for a true and (as they hoped) unfavourable

judgment about the Messiahship of Christ. Placed, to give the

greater publicity to his words, on a pinnacle of the temple, he,

when solemnly appealed to, made confession of his faith, and was

at once thrown down and murdered. 'Phis happened immedi-

ately before the siege. Josephus {Antiq. xx. 9, i) tells that it

was by order of Ananus the high priest, in the interval between

the death of Festus and the arrival of his successor Albinus,

that James was put to death
;
and his narrative gives the idea

of some sort of judicial examination, for he says that along with

some others James was brought before an assembly of judges,

by whom they were condemned and delivered to be stoned.

Josephus is also cited by Eusebius {Hist. Eccl. ii. 23) to the effect

that the miseries of the siege were due to divine vengeance for

the murder of James. I^ter writers describe James as an

cttiVkoitos (Clem. Al. apud Eus. Hist. Ecc. ii. i) and even as an

iTTLiTKfnro^ cVicTKOTroiv (Clem. Horn., ad init.). According to

Eusebius {Hist. Eccl. vii. 19) his episcopal chair was still shown
at Jerusalem at the time when Eusebius wrote.

Bibi loGRAPHY.— In addition to the relevant literature cited above,
see the articles under the heading " James " in Hastings's Dictionary

of the Bible (Mayor) and Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels (Fulford),

and in the Encycl. Bihltca (O. Cone)
;
also the introductions to the

Commentaries on the Epistle of James by Mayor and Knowling.
Zahn has an elaborate essay on Brtider und Vettern Jesu (“ The
Brothers and Cx^usins of Jesus ") in the Forschungen zur Geschichte

des neutestatnentlichen Kanons, vi. 2 (Leipzig, 1900),

(G. Mi.)

I

JAMES L (1566-1625), king of Great Britain and Ireland,

formerly king of Scotland as James VL, was the only child of

Mary Queen of Scots, and her second husband, Henry Stewart

Lord Damley. He was bom in the castle of Edinburgh on the

19th of June 1566, and was proclaimed king of Scotland on the

24th of July 1567, upon the forced abdication of his mother.

Until 1578 he was treated as being incapable of taking any real

part in public affairs, and was kept in the castle of Stirling for

safety’s sake amid the confused fighting of the early years of his

minority*

The young king was a very weakly boy. It is said that he

could not stand without support until he was seven, and although

he lived until he was nearly sixty, he was never a strong man.

In after life he was a constant and even a reckless rider, but the

weakness in his legs was never quite cured. During a great part

of his life he found it necessary to be tied to the saddle. When
on one occasion in 1621 his horse threw him into the New River

near his palace of Theobalds in the neighbourhood of London,

he had a verj^ narrow escape of being drowned
;
yet he continued

to ride as before. At all times he preferred to lean on the

shoulder of an attendant w'hen walking. This feebleness of

body, which had no doubt a large share in causing certain

corresponding deficiencies of character, was attributed to the

agitations and the violent efforts forced on his mother by the

murder of her secretary Rizzio when she was in the sixth month
of her pregnancy. The fact that James was a bold rider, in

spite of this serious disqualification for athletic exercise, should

be borne in mind when he is accused of having been a coward.

The circumstances surrounding him in boyhood were not

favourable to the development of his character. His immediate

guardian or foster-father, the earl of Mar, was indeed an honour-

able man, and the countess, who had charge of the nursing of

the king, discharged her duty so as to wdn his lasting confidence.

James afterwards entrusted her with the care of his eldest son,

Henry. When the earl died in 1572 his place was well filled by

his brother, Sir Alexander Erskine. The king’s education was
placed under the rare of George Buchanan, assisted by Peter

Young, and two other tutors. Buchanan, who did not .spare the

rod, and the other teachers, who had more reverence for the

royal person, gave the boy a sound training in languages. The
English envoy. Sir Henry Killigrew, who saw him in 1574,
testified to his proficiency in translating from and into Liitin und
French. As it was very desirable that he should be trained a

Protestant king, he was well instructed in theology. The
exceptionally scholastic quality of his education helped to give

him a taste for learning, but also tended to make him a pedant.

James was only twelve when the earl of Morton was driven

from the regency, e.nd for some time after he can have been no

more than a puppet in the hands of intriguers and party leaders.

When, for instance, in 1582 he was seized by the faction of

nobles who carried out the so-called raid of Ruthven, which was
in fact a kidnapping enterprise carried out in the interest of the.

Protestant party, he cried like a child. One of the conspirators,

the master of Glamis, Sir Thomas Lyon, told him that it was
better “ bairns should greet [children- should cry] than bearded

men.” It was not indeed till 1583, when he broke away from

his captors, that James began to govern in reality.

For the history of his reign reference may be made to the

articles on the Mstories of England and Scotland. James’s
work as a ruler can be divided, without violating any sound

rule of criticism, into black and white—into the part which was

a failure and a preparation for future disaster, and the part

which was solid achievement, honourable to himself and profit-

able to his people. His native kingdom of Scotland had the

benefit of the second. Between 1583 and 1603 he reduced the

anarchical baronage of Scotland to obedience, and replaced the

subdivision of sovereignty and consequent confusion, which had

been the very essence of feudalism, by a strong centralized

royal authority. In fact he did in Scotland the work which

had been done by the Tudors in England, by Louis XL in France,

I

and by Ferdinand and Isabella in Spain. It was the work of all

the strong rulers of the Renaissance. But James not only
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was fallowed by many matt of siightier intenBity during the
ensuing fortnight and later. On the 17^ of January assistance
was brought three American wnr-idiips under Rear-Admiral
Davis^ who however withdrew them on the igth, owing to a
misunderstanding with the governor of the island,^ Alexander
Swettenham, on the subject of the landing of marines from the
vessels with a view to preserving order. The incident caused
considerable aensation, and led to Sir A. Swettenham’s resigna-

tion in the following March, Sir Sydney Olivier, K.C.M.G., being
appointed governor. Order was sp^ily restored

; but the
destructive effect of the earthquake was a severe check to the
prosperity of the island.

See Bryan Edwards, History of tkt West Indies (London, 1809,
and api>enclix, 1819) ;

P. H. Gosse, Joumstl of a Hatnralist in Jamaica
(London, 1851) and Birds of Jamaica (1847) ;

Jamaica Handbook
(London, annual)

;
Bacon and Aaron, New Jamaica (1890) ;

W. P.
Livingstone, Black Jamaica (London, 1900), V, Cundall, Bibliotheca
Jamaicensis (Kingston, 1895), and Studies in Jamaica History
(1900) ;

W. J. Gardner, History of Jamaica (New York, 1909). For
geology, see R. T. HiU, **The Geology and Physical Geography of
Jamaica,” Bull. Mus. Com. Zool. Harvard^ xxxiv. (1899).

JAMAICA, formerly a village of. Queens county, Long
Island, New York, U.S.A., but after the ist of January 1898 a
part of the borough of Queens, New York Oty. Pop. (1890)
5361. .It is served by the Long Island railroad, the lines of

which from Brooklyn and Manhattan meet here and then
separate to serve the different regions of the island. ^ King^s
Park (about 10 acres) tx^mprises the estate of John Alsop King
(1788-1867), governor of New York in 1857-1859, froni whose
heirs in 1897 the land was purchased by the village trustees. In
South Jiimaica there is a race track, at which meetings are held
in the spring and autumn. The headquarters of the Queens
Borough Depa tment of Public Works and Police are in the

Jamaica town -hall, and Jamaica is the. seat of a city training

school for teachers (until 3905 one of the New York State normal
schools). For two guns, a coat, and a quantity of powder and
lead, several New Englanders obtained from the Indians a deed
for a tract of land here in September 1655. In March 1657 they
received permission from Governor Stuyvesant to found a town,
which was chartered in 1660 and was named Rustdorp by
Stuyvesant, but the English called it Jamaica ;

it was mebar-
ter^ in 1666, 1686 and 1788. The village was incorporated in

1814 and reincorporated in 1855. In 1665 it was made the seat

of justice of Uie north riding
;
in 1683 -1788 it was the shire town

of Queens county. With Hempstead, Gravesend, Newtown
and Flushing, also towns of New En^nd origin and type,

Jamaica was early disaffected towards the provincial government
of New York. In 1669 these towns complained that they had
no representatiem in a papular assembly, and in 1670 they pro-

tested against taxation without representation. The founders

of Jamaica were mostly Presbyterians, and they iMganized one
of the first Presbyterian churches in America At the begin-

ning of the War of Independence Jamaica was under the control

of Loyalists ; after the defeat of the Americans in the battle

of Long Island (27th August 1776) it was oooiipied by the

British ; and until the end of the war it was the headquarters

of General Oliver Delancey,* who had command of all Long
Island.

JAMB (from P r. jambty leg), in architecture, the side-post nr
lining of a doorway or other aperture. The jambs of a window
outside the frame are called reveals.” Small shafts to doors

and windows with caps and bases are known as jamb-shafts ”

;

when in the inside arris of the jamb of a window they are some-

times called •“ scoinsons.”

JAMBS variant of the name Jacob, Heb. one who

holds by the heel, outwitter, through 0 . Fr. James, another

form of Jacques, Jagues, from Low L&t, Jacobus; cf.Ital. Jacopo

> In June 1908 the subway lines of tlie interborourh system of
New Vifrk City were extended to the FSatbush (Brooklyn station
of the Long Island railroad, thus bringing Jamaica mto direct
connexion with Manhattan borough by way of the East river

tunnel, oempleted in the same year.

tjacefc^, Giacomo [Jameq, Plw. Jaeme, Cat. Jaume, Cast.
Jaime\ a masculine jiropcr name popukr «n Cbristmii omintries
asihaviaglMentl^oftwo of Christ’s apostles. It hasbeenfsome
by many sovereigns and other princes, the moirt important nf
wham are notic^ below, after the heading devoted to the
chairKteis in the New Testament, in the foUowmg order:
(i) kings of England and Scotland, (2) other kings in the alplha-

tetical order of their countries, (3) the ^‘Old Pretender,”
The article on the Epistle of James in the New Testament
follows after the remaining biographical articles in which James
is a surname.

JAMEB ((3r. 'loMcs/Sof, the Heb. Yaakob or Jacob), thename of
several persons mentior^d in the New Testament. .

1. James, the son of 2ebedee. He was among the first who
were wiled to be Christ’s immediate folkmers (Mark i. iq seq.;

Matt. !v. 21 seq., and perhaps Luke v. 10), and afterw£wds obtained
an honoured place in the apostolic band, his name twice occupy-
ing the second place after Peter’s m the lists (Marie hi. 17 ;

Acts
w^hile on at least three notable occasions he was, along with

Peter and his brother John, specially chosen by Jesus to be with
him (Mark v. 37 ; Matt. xvii. i, xxvi, 37). This same prominence
may have contributed partly to the title Boanerges ” or
“ sons of thunder ” which, according to Mark iii. 17, Jesus
himself gave to the two brothers. But its most natural inter-

pretation is to be found in the impetuous disposition which would
have called down fire from heaven on the offending Samaritan
villagers (Luke ix. 54), and* afterguards found expression, thou^
in a different way, in the ambitious request to occupy the places
of honour in Christ’s kingdom (Mark x. 35 seq.). James is included
among those who after the ascension waited at Jerusalem
(Acts i. 13) for the descent of the Holy Ghost on the day of

Pent^ost. And though on this occasion only his name is

mentioned, he must have been a zeabus and prominent member
of the Christian commun'ty, to judge from the fact that when a
victim had to be chosen from among the apostles, who should be
sacrificed to the animosity of the Jews, it was on James that
the blow fell first. The brief notice is given in Acts xii. i, 2.

Eusebius {Hist. Ecd. ii. 9) has preserved for us from Clement
of Alexandria the additional information that the accuser of

the apostle “ beholding his confession and moved thereby,

confessed that he too was a Christian. So they were both led

away to execution together
;
and on the road the accuser asked

James for forgiveness. Gazing on him for a Hltle while, he said,
‘ Peace be with thee,’ and kissed him. And then both were
beheaded together.”

The later, and wholly untmstwoHhy, legends which tell of the
apostle's preaching in Spain, and of the translation of his body to
Santiago de Compof^tela, are to be found in the Sanctermm
(July 23), vl 1^124

;
sec also Mrs Jameson's Soared mtd Legendctry

Art, L 230-241.

2. James, the son of Alphaeus. He also was one of the

apostles, and s mentioned in all the four lii^s {Matt. x. 3 ; Mark
iii. 18 ; Luke vi. 15 ;

Acts i. 13) by this name. We know nothing

further regarding him, unless we believe him to be the same as

James “ the little.”

3. James, the little. He is described as the son of a Mary
(Matt, xxvii. 56 ;

Mark xv. 40), who was ki all probabiltty the

wife of Oopas (John xix. 25). And on the p^ound that Cbpas
is another form of the name Alphaeus, this James has b^
thought by some to be the same as 2. But the evidence of the

Synac versions, which render Alphaeus by Chalphai, while

Cbpas is simply transliterated Kleopka, makes it extremely

improbable that the two names arc to he identified. And as

we have no better ground for finding in Clopas the Cleopas of

Luke xxiv. 18, we must be content to admit that James the little

is again an almost wholly unknown personality, and has Ao
connexion with any of the -other Jameses mentioned in the New
Testament.

4. James, the father of Judas. There con be no doubt that

in the mention of “ Judas of James ” in Luke vi. 16 the ellipsis

.should be supplied by “ the son ” and not as in the A.V. by the

brother ” (cf. Luke iii. i, vi. 14 ; Acts xii. 2, where the word
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See T. F. Henderson, Jumes I. and VI, (London, 1904) ;
P. Hiunc

Brown, History of Scotland^\o\, ii. (lidinburgh and Cambridge, 1902)

;

and Andrew Lang, History oj Scotland^ vol. ii. (Edinburgh, 1902) and
James VI. and the Cowrie Mystery (London, 1902)

;
The Register of

the Privy Council of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1877, &c.), vola. ii. to xhi.

;

S. R. Gardiner, History of England, r6oj^i642 (I^ndon, 1883 1884).
A comprehensive bibliography will be found in the Cambridge Modern
Hist, iii. 847 (Cambridge, 1904).

For James's htcrafy work, see Edward Arber's repiint of the
E.ssayes and Counterblaste (" English Reprints,*' 1869, &c.); R. S.

KaiFs Lusus Regtus {1900) ;
G. Gregory Smith's Ehsabethan Critical

Essays (1904), vol. i., where the Irmixse is edited for the first time
;

A. O. Meyer's " Clemens VIII. und Jacob 1 . von England " in Quellen
und Forschungen (Preuss. Hist. Inst.), VII. ii., for an account of the
is.gues of the Basilikan Doron

;
P. Hume Brown's George Buchanan

(1890), pp. 25o>-26T,fora sketch of Jamcs'sas&ociationwillL Buchanan.

JAMES II. (1633-1701), king of Great Britain and Ireland,

second surviv ng son of Charles I. and Henrietta Maria, was bom
at St James’s on the 15th of October 1633, created duke of

York m January 1643. During the (’ivil War James was taken
prisoner by Fairfax (1646), but contrived to escape to Holland
in 1648. Sub.sequcntly he served in the French army under
Turenne, and in the Spiiinish under Cond^, and was applauded
by both commanders for his brilliant personal courage. Re-
turning to England with Charles II. in 1660 he was appointed
lord high admiral and warden of the Cinque Ports. Pepys, who
was secretary to the na^7, has recorded the patient industry and
unflinching probity of his naval administration. His victory
over the Dutch in 1665, and his drawn battle with De Ruyter
in 1672, show that he was a good naval commander as well as an
excellent administrator. These achievements won him a repu-
tation for high courage, which, until the close of 1688, was amply
deserved. His private record was not as good as his public. In
December 1660 he admitted to having contracted, under dis-

creditable circumstance.s, a secret marriage with Anne Hyde
(1637-1671), daughter of Lord Qarendon, in the previous ^p-
tember. Both before and after the marriage he seems to have
been a libertine as unblushing though not so fastidious as (.liarle.s

himself. In 1672 he made a public avowal of his conversion to

Roman Catholicism. Charles IL had opposed this project, but
in 1673 allowed him to marry the Catholic Mary of Modena as
his second wife. Both houses of parliament, who viewed this

union with abhorrence, now passed the Test Act, forbidding
Catholics to hold office. In consequence of this Jamc.i was
forced to resign his posts. It was in vain that he married his

daughter Mary to the Protestant prince of Orange in 1677.
Anti-Catholic feeling ran so high that, after the discover)^ of the
Popish JgJot, he found it wiser to retire to Brussels (1679), while
Shalfcabiiry and the Whigs planned to exclude him from the
successlbh. He was lord high commis.sioner of Scotland (1680-
1682), where he occupied himself in a severe persecution of
the Covenanters. In 1684 Charles, ha-^dng triumphed over the
Exclusicmists, restored James to the office of high admiral by use
of his dispensing power.

James ascended the throne on the 76th of February 1685.
The nat on showed its loyalty by its finn adherence to him during
the rebellions of Argyll in Scotland and Monmouth in England
(1685). The savage reprisals on their suppression, in especial

the “ Bloody Assizes
”
of Jelfrej^, produced a revulsion of public

feeling. Jame.s had promised lo defend the existing Church and
government, but the people now became suspicious. James was
not a mere tyrant and bigot, as the popular imagination .speedily

assumed him to be. He was rather a mediocre but not alto-

gether obtuse man, who mistook tributary streams for the mam
currents of national thought. Thus he greatly underrated the
strength of the Establishment, and preposterously exaggerated
that of Dissent and Catholici-m He perceived that opinion
was seriously divided in the Established Church, and tliought
that a vigorous policy. would soon prove effective. Hence he
publicly celebrated Mass, prohibited preaching against Catholi-
cism, and 'show’ed exceptional favour to renegades from the
Estrblishment. By undue pre.ssure he secured a decision of
the judges, in the test case of Goddert v. ffalv (1687), by which he
wa.s allowed to dispense Catholics from the Test Act. Catholics
were now admitted to the chief offices in the army, and to some

important posts in the state, in virtue of the dispensing power of

James. The judges had been intimidated or corrupted, and the
royal promise to protect the Establishment violated. The army
had been increased to 20,000 men and encamped at Hounslow
Heath to overawe the capital. Public alarm was speedily mani-
fested and suspicion to a high degree awakened. In 1687 James
made a bid for the support of the Dissenters by advocating a
system of joint toleration for Catholics and Dis.senters. In
April 1687 he published a Declaration of Indulgence—exempting
Catholics and Dissenters from penal statutes. He followed up
this measure by dissolving parliament and attacking the univer-
sities. By an unscrupulous use of the dispensing power he
introduced Dissenters and Catholics into all departments of

state and into the municipal corporations, which were remodelled
in their interests. Then in April 1688 he took the suicidal step

of issuing a proclamation to force the clergy and bishops to read
the Declaration in their pulpits, and thus personally advocate a
measure they detested. Seven bishops refused, were indicted

by James for libel, but acquitted amid the indescribable enthu-
sia.sro of the populace. Protestant nobles of England, enraged
at the tolerant policy of James, had been in negotiation with
William of Orange since 1687. The trial of the seven bishops,
and the birth of a son to James, now induced them to send
William a definite invitation (June 30, 1688). James remained
in a fool’s paradise till the last, and only awakened to his danger
when William landed at Torbay (November 5, 1688) and swept
all before him. James pretended to treat, and in the midst of the

negotiations fled to France. He was intercepted at Faversham
and brought back, but the politic prince of Orange allowed him
to escape a seixind time (December 23, 1688).

At the end of 1688 James seemed to have lost his old courage.

After his defeat at the Boyne (July i, 1690) lie speedily departed
from Ireland, where he had so conducted himself that his English
followers had been ashamed of his incapacity, while French
officers had derided him. His proclamations and policy tow'ards

England during these years show unmisitakable traces of the same
incompetence. On the 17th of May 1692 he saw the French
fleet destroyed before his very eyes off Cape La Hogue. He was
aware of, though not an open advocate of the ** Assassination

Plot,” which was directed against William. By its revelation

and failure (February 10, 1696) the third and last serious

attempt of James for his restoration failed. He refused in the

same year to arrept the French influence in favour of his candida-

ture to the Polish throne, on the ground that it would exclude him
from the English. Henceforward he neglected politics, and Louis

of France ceased to consider him as a political factor. A mysteri-

ous conversion had been effected in him bv an austere Cistercian

abbot. The world saw with astonishment this vicious, rough,

coarse-fibred man of the world transformed into an austere

penitent, who worked miracles of healing. Surrounded by this

odour of sanctity, v^hich greatly edified the faithful, James lived

at St Germain until his death on the 17th of September 1701.
The political ineptitude of James is clear; he often showed

firmness when conciliation was needful, and weakness when
resolution alone could have saved the day. Moreover, though
he mismanaged almost every political problem with which he
personally dealt,, he was singularly tactless and impatient of
advice. But in general political morality he was not below his

age, and in his advocacy of toleration decidedly above il. He
was more honest and sincere than Charles TL, more genuinely
patriotic in his foreign policy, and more consistent in his religious

attitude. That his brother retained the throne while James
lost it is an ironical dtemonstration that a more pitiless fate

awaits the ruler whose faults are of the intellect, than one who.se
faults are of the heart.

By Anne Hyde James had eight children, of whom two only,

Mary and Anne, both queens of England, survived their fathw.
By Mary of Modena he had seven children, among them being

James Francis Edward (the Old Pretender) and Louisa Maria
Theresa, who died at St Germain in 1712. By one mistress,

Arabella Churchill (1648-1730), he had two sons, James, duke of

Berwick, and Henr>^ (1673-1702), titular duke of Albemarle and
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Sir James Fergusson, 6th bar(met(b. 1832). The principiafihock
was fallowed by many matt of siightier intenBity during the
ensuing fortnight and later. On the 17^ of January assistance
was brought three American wnr-idiips under Rear-Admiral
Davis^ who however withdrew them on the igth, owing to a
misunderstanding with the governor of the island,^ Alexander
Swettenham, on the subject of the landing of marines from the
vessels with a view to preserving order. The incident caused
considerable aensation, and led to Sir A. Swettenham’s resigna-

tion in the following March, Sir Sydney Olivier, K.C.M.G., being
appointed governor. Order was sp^ily restored

; but the
destructive effect of the earthquake was a severe check to the
prosperity of the island.

See Bryan Edwards, History of tkt West Indies (London, 1809,
and api>enclix, 1819) ;

P. H. Gosse, Joumstl of a Hatnralist in Jamaica
(London, 1851) and Birds of Jamaica (1847) ;

Jamaica Handbook
(London, annual)

;
Bacon and Aaron, New Jamaica (1890) ;

W. P.
Livingstone, Black Jamaica (London, 1900), V, Cundall, Bibliotheca
Jamaicensis (Kingston, 1895), and Studies in Jamaica History
(1900) ;

W. J. Gardner, History of Jamaica (New York, 1909). For
geology, see R. T. HiU, **The Geology and Physical Geography of
Jamaica,” Bull. Mus. Com. Zool. Harvard^ xxxiv. (1899).

JAMAICA, formerly a village of. Queens county, Long
Island, New York, U.S.A., but after the ist of January 1898 a
part of the borough of Queens, New York Oty. Pop. (1890)
5361. .It is served by the Long Island railroad, the lines of

which from Brooklyn and Manhattan meet here and then
separate to serve the different regions of the island. ^ King^s
Park (about 10 acres) tx^mprises the estate of John Alsop King
(1788-1867), governor of New York in 1857-1859, froni whose
heirs in 1897 the land was purchased by the village trustees. In
South Jiimaica there is a race track, at which meetings are held
in the spring and autumn. The headquarters of the Queens
Borough Depa tment of Public Works and Police are in the

Jamaica town -hall, and Jamaica is the. seat of a city training

school for teachers (until 3905 one of the New York State normal
schools). For two guns, a coat, and a quantity of powder and
lead, several New Englanders obtained from the Indians a deed
for a tract of land here in September 1655. In March 1657 they
received permission from Governor Stuyvesant to found a town,
which was chartered in 1660 and was named Rustdorp by
Stuyvesant, but the English called it Jamaica ;

it was mebar-
ter^ in 1666, 1686 and 1788. The village was incorporated in

1814 and reincorporated in 1855. In 1665 it was made the seat

of justice of Uie north riding
;
in 1683 -1788 it was the shire town

of Queens county. With Hempstead, Gravesend, Newtown
and Flushing, also towns of New En^nd origin and type,

Jamaica was early disaffected towards the provincial government
of New York. In 1669 these towns complained that they had
no representatiem in a papular assembly, and in 1670 they pro-

tested against taxation without representation. The founders

of Jamaica were mostly Presbyterians, and they iMganized one
of the first Presbyterian churches in America At the begin-

ning of the War of Independence Jamaica was under the control

of Loyalists ; after the defeat of the Americans in the battle

of Long Island (27th August 1776) it was oooiipied by the

British ; and until the end of the war it was the headquarters

of General Oliver Delancey,* who had command of all Long
Island.

JAMB (from P r. jambty leg), in architecture, the side-post nr
lining of a doorway or other aperture. The jambs of a window
outside the frame are called reveals.” Small shafts to doors

and windows with caps and bases are known as jamb-shafts ”

;

when in the inside arris of the jamb of a window they are some-

times called •“ scoinsons.”

JAMBS variant of the name Jacob, Heb. one who

holds by the heel, outwitter, through 0 . Fr. James, another

form of Jacques, Jagues, from Low L&t, Jacobus; cf.Ital. Jacopo

> In June 1908 the subway lines of tlie interborourh system of
New Vifrk City were extended to the FSatbush (Brooklyn station
of the Long Island railroad, thus bringing Jamaica mto direct
connexion with Manhattan borough by way of the East river

tunnel, oempleted in the same year.

tjacefc^, Giacomo [Jameq, Plw. Jaeme, Cat. Jaume, Cast.
Jaime\ a masculine jiropcr name popukr «n Cbristmii omintries
asihaviaglMentl^oftwo of Christ’s apostles. It hasbeenfsome
by many sovereigns and other princes, the moirt important nf
wham are notic^ below, after the heading devoted to the
chairKteis in the New Testament, in the foUowmg order:
(i) kings of England and Scotland, (2) other kings in the alplha-

tetical order of their countries, (3) the ^‘Old Pretender,”
The article on the Epistle of James in the New Testament
follows after the remaining biographical articles in which James
is a surname.

JAMEB ((3r. 'loMcs/Sof, the Heb. Yaakob or Jacob), thename of
several persons mentior^d in the New Testament. .

1. James, the son of 2ebedee. He was among the first who
were wiled to be Christ’s immediate folkmers (Mark i. iq seq.;

Matt. !v. 21 seq., and perhaps Luke v. 10), and afterw£wds obtained
an honoured place in the apostolic band, his name twice occupy-
ing the second place after Peter’s m the lists (Marie hi. 17 ;

Acts
w^hile on at least three notable occasions he was, along with

Peter and his brother John, specially chosen by Jesus to be with
him (Mark v. 37 ; Matt. xvii. i, xxvi, 37). This same prominence
may have contributed partly to the title Boanerges ” or
“ sons of thunder ” which, according to Mark iii. 17, Jesus
himself gave to the two brothers. But its most natural inter-

pretation is to be found in the impetuous disposition which would
have called down fire from heaven on the offending Samaritan
villagers (Luke ix. 54), and* afterguards found expression, thou^
in a different way, in the ambitious request to occupy the places
of honour in Christ’s kingdom (Mark x. 35 seq.). James is included
among those who after the ascension waited at Jerusalem
(Acts i. 13) for the descent of the Holy Ghost on the day of

Pent^ost. And though on this occasion only his name is

mentioned, he must have been a zeabus and prominent member
of the Christian commun'ty, to judge from the fact that when a
victim had to be chosen from among the apostles, who should be
sacrificed to the animosity of the Jews, it was on James that
the blow fell first. The brief notice is given in Acts xii. i, 2.

Eusebius {Hist. Ecd. ii. 9) has preserved for us from Clement
of Alexandria the additional information that the accuser of

the apostle “ beholding his confession and moved thereby,

confessed that he too was a Christian. So they were both led

away to execution together
;
and on the road the accuser asked

James for forgiveness. Gazing on him for a Hltle while, he said,
‘ Peace be with thee,’ and kissed him. And then both were
beheaded together.”

The later, and wholly untmstwoHhy, legends which tell of the
apostle's preaching in Spain, and of the translation of his body to
Santiago de Compof^tela, are to be found in the Sanctermm
(July 23), vl 1^124

;
sec also Mrs Jameson's Soared mtd Legendctry

Art, L 230-241.

2. James, the son of Alphaeus. He also was one of the

apostles, and s mentioned in all the four lii^s {Matt. x. 3 ; Mark
iii. 18 ; Luke vi. 15 ;

Acts i. 13) by this name. We know nothing

further regarding him, unless we believe him to be the same as

James “ the little.”

3. James, the little. He is described as the son of a Mary
(Matt, xxvii. 56 ;

Mark xv. 40), who was ki all probabiltty the

wife of Oopas (John xix. 25). And on the p^ound that Cbpas
is another form of the name Alphaeus, this James has b^
thought by some to be the same as 2. But the evidence of the

Synac versions, which render Alphaeus by Chalphai, while

Cbpas is simply transliterated Kleopka, makes it extremely

improbable that the two names arc to he identified. And as

we have no better ground for finding in Clopas the Cleopas of

Luke xxiv. 18, we must be content to admit that James the little

is again an almost wholly unknown personality, and has Ao
connexion with any of the -other Jameses mentioned in the New
Testament.

4. James, the father of Judas. There con be no doubt that

in the mention of “ Judas of James ” in Luke vi. 16 the ellipsis

.should be supplied by “ the son ” and not as in the A.V. by the

brother ” (cf. Luke iii. i, vi. 14 ; Acts xii. 2, where the word
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king at ilolyrood in March 1437, shortly after the murder of his

father, he wai at first under the guardianship of his mother,

while Archibald, 5th earl oi Douglas, was regent of the kingdom,

and considerable power was possessed by Sir Alexander Living-

stone and Sir William Crichton (d. i454)» When about 1439

Queen Jane was married to Sir James Stewart, the knight of

Lome, Livingstone obtained the custody of the young king,

whose minority was marked by fierce hostility between the

Douglases and the* Crichtons, with Livingstone first on one side

and then on the other. About 1443 the royal cause was espoused

by William, 8th carl of Douglas, who attacked Crichton in the

king’s name, and civil war lasted until about 1446. In July

1449 James was married to Mary (d. 1463)1 daughter of Arnold,

duke of Gelderland, and undertook the government himself ; and

almost immediately Livingstone was arrested, but Douglas

retained the royal favour for a few months more. In 1452, how-

ever, this powerful earl was invited to Stirling by the king, and,

charged with treachery, was stabbed by James and then killed

by the attendants. Civil war broke out at once between James

and the Douglases, whose lands were ravaged; but after the

Scots parliament had exonerated the king, James, the new earl

of Douglas, made his submission. Early in 1455 this struggle

was renewed. Marching against the rebels James gained several

victories, after which Douglas was attainted and his lands for-

feited. Fortified by this success and assured of the support of

the parliament and of the great nobles, James, acting as an

absolute king, could view without alarm the war which had

broken out with England. After two expeditions across the

borders, a truce was made in July 1457, and the king employed

the period of peace in strengthening his authority in the High-

lands. During the Wars of the Roses he showed his sympathy

with the I^ncaslrian party after the defeat of Henry VI. at

Northampton by attacking the English possessions to the south

of Scotland. It was while conducting the siege of Roxburgh

(!astle that James was killed, through the bursting of a cannon,

on the 3rd of August 1460. He left three sons, his successor,

James III., Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany, and John

Stewart, earl of Mar (d. 1479) 5
l^wo daughters. James, who

is sometimes called Fiery Face,” was a vigorou.s and popular

prince, and, although not a scholar like his father, showed

interest in education. His reign is a period of some importance

in the legislative history of Scotland, as measures w'ere passed

with regard to the tenure of land, the reformation of the

coinage, and the protection of the poor, while the organization

for thtidministration of justice was greatly improved.

StkUSS ni. (1451-1488), king of Scotland, eldest son of James
II., was bom on the 10th of July 1451. Becoming king in 1460

he was crowned at Kelso. After the death of his mother in

1463, and of her princ ipal supporter, James Kennedy, bishop of

St Andrews, two years later, the person of the young king, and

with it the chief authority in the kingdom, were seized by Sir

Alexander Boyd and his brother Lord Boyd, while the latter's

son, Thomas, was created earl of Arran and married to the king’s

sister, Mary. In July 1469 James himself was married to

Margaret (d. i486), daughter of Christian I., king of Denmark and
Norway, but before the wedding the Boyds had lost their power.

Having undertaken the government in person, the king received

the submission of the powerful earl of Ross, and strengthened

his authority in other ways. But his preference for a sedentary

and not for an active life and his increasing attachment to

favourites of humble birth diminished his popularity, and he had

some differences with his parliament. About 1479, probably

with reason both suspicious and jealous, James arrested his

brothers, Alexander, duke of Albany, and John, earl of Mar

;

Mar met his death in a mysterious fashion at Craigmillar, but

Albany escaped to France and then visited England, where in

1482 Edward IV. recognized him as king of Scotland by the gift

of the king of England. War broke out with England, but James,

made a prisoner by his nobles, was unable to prevent Albany and
his ally, Richard, duke of Gloucester (afterwards Richard III.),

from taking Berwick and marching to Edinburgh. Peace with

Albany followed, but soon afterwards the duke was again in
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communication with Edward, and was condemned by the parlia-

ment after the death of the English king in April 1483. Albany’s

death in France in 1485 did not end the king’s troubles.

His policy of living at peace with England and of arranging

marriages between the members of the royal families ol the two
countries did not commend itself to the turbulent section of his

nobles ; his artistic tastes and lavish expenditure added to the

discontent, and a rebellion broke out. Tleeing into the north

of his kingdom James collected an army and came to terms with

his foes ; but the rebels, having seized the person of the king’s

eldest son, afterwards James IV., renewed the struggle. The
rival armies met at the Sauchieburn near Bannockburn, and

James soon fled. Reaching Beaton’s Mill he revealed his iden-

tity, and, according to the popular story, was killed on the iith

of June 1488 by a soldier in the guise of a priest who liad been

called in to shrive him. He left three sons- his successor, James
IV. ; James Stewart, duke of Ross, afterwards archbishop of St

Andrews ;
and John Stewart, earl of Mar. James was a cultured

prince with a taste for music and architecture, but was a weak
and incapable king. His character is thus described by a chroni-

cler : “He was ane man that loved solitude, and desired nevir to

hear of warre, bot delighted more in musick and policie and

building nor he did in the government of the realme.”

JAMES IV. (1473-15 1 3), king of Scotland, eldest son of

James 111., was bom on the i7lh of March 1473. He was nomi-

nally the leader of the rebels who defeated the troops of James

III. at the Sauchiebum in June 1488, and became king when his

father was killed. As he adopted an entirely different polity

with the nobles from that of his father, and, moreover, showed

great affability towards the lower class of his subjects, among
whom he delighted to wander incognito, few if any of the kings

of Scotland have won such general popularity, or passed a reign

so untroubled by inle.stinc .strife. Crowned at Scone a few days

after his accession, James began at once to take an active part

in the business of government. A slight insurrection was easily

suppressed, and a plot formed by some nobles to hand him over

to the English king, Henry VII., came to nothing. In spite of

this proceeding Henry wished to live at peace with his northern

neighbour, and soon contemplated marrying his dauglvcr to

James, but the Scottish king was not equally pacific. When, in

1495, Perkin Warbeck, pretending to be the duke of York,

Edward IV.’s younger .son, came to Scotland, James bestowed

upon him both an income and a bride, and prepared to invade

England in his interests. For various rca.sonR the war was

confined to a few border forays. After Warbeck left Scotland

^
in 1497, the Spanish ambassador negotiated a peace, and in

J502 a marriage was definitely arranged between James and

Henry’s daughter Margaret (1489-1541). The wedding took

place at Holyrood in August 1503, and it was this union which

led to the accession of the Stewart dynasty to the English

throne.

About the same time James crushed a rebellion in the western

isles, into which he had previously led expeditions, and parlia-

ment took measures to strengthen the royal authority therein.

At this date too, or a little earlier, the king of Scotland began to

treat as an equal with the powerful princes of Europe, Maximilian

I., Louis XIL and others; sending assistance to his uncle Hans,

king of Denmark, and receiving .special marks of favour from

Pope Julius II., anxious to obtain his support. But his position

was weakened when Henry VIII. followed Henry VII. on the

English throne in 1509. Causes of quarrel already existed, and

other causes, both public and private, soon arose between tlie

two kings
;
sea-fights took place between their ships, while war

was brought nearer by the treaty of alliance which James con-

cluded with Louis XII. in 1512. Henry made a vain effort to

prevent, or to postpone, the outbreak of hostilities
; but urged

on by his French ally and his queen, James declared for war, in

spile of the counsels of some of his advisers, and (it is said) of the

warning of an apparition. Gathering a large and well-armed

force, he took Norham and other castles in August 1513, spending

some time at Ford Castle, where, according to report, he was en-

gaged in an amorous intrigue with the wife of its owner. Then



JAMAICA—JAMES
Sir James Fergusson, 6th bar(met(b. 1832). The principiafihock
was fallowed by many matt of siightier intenBity during the
ensuing fortnight and later. On the 17^ of January assistance
was brought three American wnr-idiips under Rear-Admiral
Davis^ who however withdrew them on the igth, owing to a
misunderstanding with the governor of the island,^ Alexander
Swettenham, on the subject of the landing of marines from the
vessels with a view to preserving order. The incident caused
considerable aensation, and led to Sir A. Swettenham’s resigna-

tion in the following March, Sir Sydney Olivier, K.C.M.G., being
appointed governor. Order was sp^ily restored

; but the
destructive effect of the earthquake was a severe check to the
prosperity of the island.

See Bryan Edwards, History of tkt West Indies (London, 1809,
and api>enclix, 1819) ;

P. H. Gosse, Joumstl of a Hatnralist in Jamaica
(London, 1851) and Birds of Jamaica (1847) ;

Jamaica Handbook
(London, annual)

;
Bacon and Aaron, New Jamaica (1890) ;

W. P.
Livingstone, Black Jamaica (London, 1900), V, Cundall, Bibliotheca
Jamaicensis (Kingston, 1895), and Studies in Jamaica History
(1900) ;

W. J. Gardner, History of Jamaica (New York, 1909). For
geology, see R. T. HiU, **The Geology and Physical Geography of
Jamaica,” Bull. Mus. Com. Zool. Harvard^ xxxiv. (1899).

JAMAICA, formerly a village of. Queens county, Long
Island, New York, U.S.A., but after the ist of January 1898 a
part of the borough of Queens, New York Oty. Pop. (1890)
5361. .It is served by the Long Island railroad, the lines of

which from Brooklyn and Manhattan meet here and then
separate to serve the different regions of the island. ^ King^s
Park (about 10 acres) tx^mprises the estate of John Alsop King
(1788-1867), governor of New York in 1857-1859, froni whose
heirs in 1897 the land was purchased by the village trustees. In
South Jiimaica there is a race track, at which meetings are held
in the spring and autumn. The headquarters of the Queens
Borough Depa tment of Public Works and Police are in the

Jamaica town -hall, and Jamaica is the. seat of a city training

school for teachers (until 3905 one of the New York State normal
schools). For two guns, a coat, and a quantity of powder and
lead, several New Englanders obtained from the Indians a deed
for a tract of land here in September 1655. In March 1657 they
received permission from Governor Stuyvesant to found a town,
which was chartered in 1660 and was named Rustdorp by
Stuyvesant, but the English called it Jamaica ;

it was mebar-
ter^ in 1666, 1686 and 1788. The village was incorporated in

1814 and reincorporated in 1855. In 1665 it was made the seat

of justice of Uie north riding
;
in 1683 -1788 it was the shire town

of Queens county. With Hempstead, Gravesend, Newtown
and Flushing, also towns of New En^nd origin and type,

Jamaica was early disaffected towards the provincial government
of New York. In 1669 these towns complained that they had
no representatiem in a papular assembly, and in 1670 they pro-

tested against taxation without representation. The founders

of Jamaica were mostly Presbyterians, and they iMganized one
of the first Presbyterian churches in America At the begin-

ning of the War of Independence Jamaica was under the control

of Loyalists ; after the defeat of the Americans in the battle

of Long Island (27th August 1776) it was oooiipied by the

British ; and until the end of the war it was the headquarters

of General Oliver Delancey,* who had command of all Long
Island.

JAMB (from P r. jambty leg), in architecture, the side-post nr
lining of a doorway or other aperture. The jambs of a window
outside the frame are called reveals.” Small shafts to doors

and windows with caps and bases are known as jamb-shafts ”

;

when in the inside arris of the jamb of a window they are some-

times called •“ scoinsons.”

JAMBS variant of the name Jacob, Heb. one who

holds by the heel, outwitter, through 0 . Fr. James, another

form of Jacques, Jagues, from Low L&t, Jacobus; cf.Ital. Jacopo

> In June 1908 the subway lines of tlie interborourh system of
New Vifrk City were extended to the FSatbush (Brooklyn station
of the Long Island railroad, thus bringing Jamaica mto direct
connexion with Manhattan borough by way of the East river

tunnel, oempleted in the same year.

tjacefc^, Giacomo [Jameq, Plw. Jaeme, Cat. Jaume, Cast.
Jaime\ a masculine jiropcr name popukr «n Cbristmii omintries
asihaviaglMentl^oftwo of Christ’s apostles. It hasbeenfsome
by many sovereigns and other princes, the moirt important nf
wham are notic^ below, after the heading devoted to the
chairKteis in the New Testament, in the foUowmg order:
(i) kings of England and Scotland, (2) other kings in the alplha-

tetical order of their countries, (3) the ^‘Old Pretender,”
The article on the Epistle of James in the New Testament
follows after the remaining biographical articles in which James
is a surname.

JAMEB ((3r. 'loMcs/Sof, the Heb. Yaakob or Jacob), thename of
several persons mentior^d in the New Testament. .

1. James, the son of 2ebedee. He was among the first who
were wiled to be Christ’s immediate folkmers (Mark i. iq seq.;

Matt. !v. 21 seq., and perhaps Luke v. 10), and afterw£wds obtained
an honoured place in the apostolic band, his name twice occupy-
ing the second place after Peter’s m the lists (Marie hi. 17 ;

Acts
w^hile on at least three notable occasions he was, along with

Peter and his brother John, specially chosen by Jesus to be with
him (Mark v. 37 ; Matt. xvii. i, xxvi, 37). This same prominence
may have contributed partly to the title Boanerges ” or
“ sons of thunder ” which, according to Mark iii. 17, Jesus
himself gave to the two brothers. But its most natural inter-

pretation is to be found in the impetuous disposition which would
have called down fire from heaven on the offending Samaritan
villagers (Luke ix. 54), and* afterguards found expression, thou^
in a different way, in the ambitious request to occupy the places
of honour in Christ’s kingdom (Mark x. 35 seq.). James is included
among those who after the ascension waited at Jerusalem
(Acts i. 13) for the descent of the Holy Ghost on the day of

Pent^ost. And though on this occasion only his name is

mentioned, he must have been a zeabus and prominent member
of the Christian commun'ty, to judge from the fact that when a
victim had to be chosen from among the apostles, who should be
sacrificed to the animosity of the Jews, it was on James that
the blow fell first. The brief notice is given in Acts xii. i, 2.

Eusebius {Hist. Ecd. ii. 9) has preserved for us from Clement
of Alexandria the additional information that the accuser of

the apostle “ beholding his confession and moved thereby,

confessed that he too was a Christian. So they were both led

away to execution together
;
and on the road the accuser asked

James for forgiveness. Gazing on him for a Hltle while, he said,
‘ Peace be with thee,’ and kissed him. And then both were
beheaded together.”

The later, and wholly untmstwoHhy, legends which tell of the
apostle's preaching in Spain, and of the translation of his body to
Santiago de Compof^tela, are to be found in the Sanctermm
(July 23), vl 1^124

;
sec also Mrs Jameson's Soared mtd Legendctry

Art, L 230-241.

2. James, the son of Alphaeus. He also was one of the

apostles, and s mentioned in all the four lii^s {Matt. x. 3 ; Mark
iii. 18 ; Luke vi. 15 ;

Acts i. 13) by this name. We know nothing

further regarding him, unless we believe him to be the same as

James “ the little.”

3. James, the little. He is described as the son of a Mary
(Matt, xxvii. 56 ;

Mark xv. 40), who was ki all probabiltty the

wife of Oopas (John xix. 25). And on the p^ound that Cbpas
is another form of the name Alphaeus, this James has b^
thought by some to be the same as 2. But the evidence of the

Synac versions, which render Alphaeus by Chalphai, while

Cbpas is simply transliterated Kleopka, makes it extremely

improbable that the two names arc to he identified. And as

we have no better ground for finding in Clopas the Cleopas of

Luke xxiv. 18, we must be content to admit that James the little

is again an almost wholly unknown personality, and has Ao
connexion with any of the -other Jameses mentioned in the New
Testament.

4. James, the father of Judas. There con be no doubt that

in the mention of “ Judas of James ” in Luke vi. 16 the ellipsis

.should be supplied by “ the son ” and not as in the A.V. by the

brother ” (cf. Luke iii. i, vi. 14 ; Acts xii. 2, where the word



1^.2 JAMES II. OF ARAGON—JAMES (OLD PRETENDER)
Mahommfdan princes of Valencia. On the 28th of September

1238 the town of Valencia surrendered, and 'the whole terrltoiy

•was conquered in the ensuing years. Like all the princes of his

house, James took part in the politics of southern France. He

endeavoured to 'form a southern state on both .sides of the PjTe-

nees, which should counterbalance the power of France north of

the Loire. Here also his policy failed against physical, social

and polrtical obstacles. As in the case of Navarre, he was too

wise to launch into perilous adventures. By the Treaty of

Corbeil, with Louis IX., sipied the nth of May 1258, he frankly

withdrew from conflict with the French king, and contented

himself with the recognition of his position, and the surrender

of antiquated 'French claims to the overlordship of Catalonia.

During the remaining twenty years of his life, James was much

concerned in warring with the Moors in Murcia, not on his own

account, but on behalf of his son-in-law Alphonso the Wise of

Castile. As a legislator and organiser he occupies a high place

among the .Spanish kings. He would probably have been more

successful but fur llv.; roniusiun caused by the disputes in his own

household. James, though orthodox and pious, had an ample

share of moral laxity. After, repudiating Leonora of Castile he

married Yolandc (in Spanish Viohinte) daughter of Andrew II.

of Hungary, who had a considerable influence over him. But

she could not prevent him from continuing a long series of

intrigues. The favour he showed his bastards led to protest

from the nobles, and to conflicts between his sons legitimate and

Illegitimate. When one of the latter, Fornan Sanchez, who had

behaved with gro.ss ingratitude and treason to his father, was

slain by the legitimate son I^^dro, the old king recorded his grim

satisfaction. At the close of his life King James divided his

states between his sons by Yolande of Ilungar)'', Pedro and

James, leaving the Spanish possessions on the mainland to the

first, the Balearic Islands and the lordship of Montpellier to the

second—a division which inevitably produced fratricidal con-

flicts. The king tell very ill at Alcira, and resigned his crown,

intending to retire to the monaster)' of Poblet, but died at

Valencia on the 27th of July 1276.

King James was the author of a chronicle of his own life, written

01 dictated apparently at diflorent times, which is a fine

example of autobiographical literature. A translation into Engliah

by 1 . Forster, with notes by Don Pa.scual dc Gayangos, was publidied

in London in See also James J. of Aragon, by F. Darwin

Swift (Clarendon Press, 1694)1 m which are many references to

authorities.

JAMES IL (f. 1260-1327), king of Aragon, grand.son of

Jarn^i^.Ttind son of Peter IIJ. by his marriage with Constance,

daiighWof Manfred of Beneventum, wa.s left in 1285 as kmg of

Sicily by his father. In 1291, on the death of his elder brother,

Alphon.so, to whom Aragon had fallen, he resigned Sicily and

endeavoured to arrange the quarrel lietween his own family and

the Angevme House, by marriage with Blanca, daughter of

Charles of Anjou, king of Naples.

JAMES II. (1243-1311), king of Majorca, inherited the Balearic

Islands from his father James 1 . of Aragon. He was engaged in

constant conflict with his brother Pedro III. of Aragon, and in

alliance with the French king against his own kin.

JAMES HI. (i 31 5-1349), king of Majorca, grand.son of James JI.,

was driven out of his little state and finally murdered by his

cousin Pedro IV. of Aragon, who definitely reannexed the

^Balearic Islands to the crown.

JAMES (James Francis Edward Stitart) (1688-1766),

prince of Wales, known to the Jacobites as James III. and to

the Hanoverian party as the Old Pretender, the son and heir

of James 11. of England, was born in St James’s Palace, Jxindon,

on the 10th of June t688. The scandalous stoiy^ that he was a

supposititious child, started and spread abroad by interested

politicians at the time of his birth, has been completely dis-

proved, and most contemporary writers allude to his .striking

family likeness to the Royal Stuarts. Shortly before the flight

of the king to ^eemess, the infant prince together with his

inother was sent to France, ^and afterwards he continued to

ttafle with his father «t the court of St Germain. On the

'death of his father, on ‘^e rflth of September r70fi, he was

immediately proclaimed king by Louis XIV. of France, but a

iantastic attempt to perform a similar ceremony in London w)

roused the anger of the populace that the mock pursuivants

barely escaped with their lives. A bill of attainder against

him received the royal assent a few days before the death of

William III. in 1702, and the Princess Anne, half-sister of the

Pretender, succeeded William on the throne. An influential

party still, however, continued to adhere to the Jacobite cause

;

but an expedition from Dunkirk planned in favour of James in

the spring of 1708 failed of success, although the French ships

under the comte de Fourbin, with James himself on board,

reached the Firth of Forth in safety. At the Peace of Utrecht

James withdrew from French territory to Bar-k-Duc in lx>r-

raine. A rebellion in the Highlands of Scotland was inaugurated

in September 1715 by the raising of the standard on the braes

of Mar, and by the solemn proolamation of James Stuart, “ the

che\^Iier of St George.” in the midst of the assembled clans,

but its progress was arrested in November by the indecisive

battle of Sheriffmuir and by the surrender at Preston. Un-

aware of the gloomy nature of his prospects, the chevalier

landed in December 1715 at Peterhead, and advanced as far

south as Scone, accompanied by a small force under the earl of

Mar
;
but on learning of the approach of the duke of Argyll, he

retreated to Montrose, where the Highlanders dispersed to the

mountains, and he embarked again for France. A Spanish

expedition sent out in his behalf in 1719, under the direction of

Albcroni, was scattered by a tempest, only two frigate.^ reaching

the appointed rendezvous in the island of Lewis.

In 1718 James had become affianced to the young princess

Maria Clementina Sobicski, grand-daughter of the w^arrior king

of Poland, John Sobieski. The intend^ marriage was forh dden

by the emperor, w'ho in consequence kept the princess and her

mother in honourable confinement at Innsbruck in I’irol. An
attempt to abduct the princess by means of a ruse contrived by

a zealous Jacobite gentleman, Cliarles Wogan, proved successful

;

Clementina reached Italy in safely, and she and James were

ultimately married at Montefiescone on the 1st of September

1719. James and Clementina were now invited to reside in

Rome at the special request of Pope Clement XL, wlio openly

acknowledged their titles of British King and Queen, gave ' hem
a papal guard of troops, presented them with a villa at Albano

and a palace (the Palazzo Muti in the Piazza dei Santi Apostoli)

in the city, and also made them an annual allow^ance of 12.000

crowns out of the papal timsuiy. At the Palazzo Muti, which

remained the chief centre of Jacobite intriguing, wore born

James’s two sons, Charle'? Edw^ard (the Young Pretender) and

Henry Benedict Stuart. James’s married life proved turbulent

and unhappy, a circumstance that was principally due to the hot

temper and jealous nature of Clementina, who soon after Rent’s
birth in 1725 left her husband and spent over two years in a

Roman convent. At length a reconciliation was effected, which

Clementina did not long survive, for she died at the early age of

32 in February 1735, Full regal honours were paid to the Stuart

queen at her funeral, and the splendid but tasteless monument

by Pietro Bracchi (1700-1773) in St Peter’s was erected to her

memory by order of Pope Benedict XIV.

His wife’s death seems to have affected James’s Fealth and

spirits greatly, and he now began to grow feeble and ind.ffcrenl,

so that the political adherents of the Stuarts were gradually led

to fix their liopes upon the two young princes rather than upon

their father. Travellers to Rome at this period note that James

appeared seldom in public, and that much of his time w^s given

up to religious exercises ; he was dhfoi d Vexch^ so Charles de

Brosses^ an unprejudiced Frenchman, informs us. It was with

great reluctance that James allowed his elder son to leave Italy

for Prance in 1744 ;
nevertlieless in the following year, he per-

mitted Henry to follow his brother’s example, but with the ntws

of CuHoden he evidently came to regard hk cause as definitely

lost. The estrangement from his eider and favour! son, whidi

arose over 'Henry*8 ado^ion ttf an ccclesiai^tical tareer, so

embittered his fast years tnat he sankfnto a ttnd

rarefy left his chamber. Wth the crushing faihrte of the
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and his quarrel wilii his heir, the once-dreaded

James soon became a mere cipher in British politics, and his

death at Rome on the md of January 1766 passed almost
unnoticed in London. He was buried with regal pomp in St

Peter’s, where Canova's famous monument, erected by Pius VII,

in 1819, commemorates him and his two sons. As to James’s

personal character, there is abundant evidence to show that he
was grave, high-principled, industrious, abstemious and dignified,

and that the unflattering portrait drawn of him by 'flia^eray

in Esmond is utterly at vanance with historical facts. Although

a fervent Roman ^tholic, he was far more reasonable and liberal

in his religious views than his father, as many extant letters

testify.

Soe Earl Stanhope, History of England and Decline of the Last
Stuarts (1853) ;

Calendar of the Stuart Papers at Windsor Castle
;

L H. Icssse, Memories of the Pretenders and their Adherents (1845) ;

Dr John Doran, ** Mann " and Manners at the Court of Florence

(1876) ;
Relazione della morte di Giacomo Rt d*Inghilierra

\

and Charles de Brosses, Lettres sur I'ltalie (188,5). (H. M. V.)

JAMES, DAVID (1839-1893), English actor, w'as born in

London, his real name being Belasco. He began his stage

career at an early age, and after 1863 gradually made his way in

humorous parts. His creation, in 1875, Perkyn
Middlcwick in Our Hoys made him famous as a comed’an, the

performance obtaining for the piece a then unprecedented run
from the i6th of January 1875 till the i8th of April 1879. In

1885 he had another notable success as Blue.skin in Little Jack
Sheppard at the Gaiety Theatre, his principal associates being

Fred Leslie and Nellie Farrtn. His song in this burlesque,
“ Botany Bay,” became widely popular. In the part of John
Dory in Wild Oats he again made a great hit at the Criterion

Tlieatre in 1886
;
and among his other most successful imper-

sonations were Simon Ingot in David Garrick, Twrredie in

Tweedie's Rights, Macclesfield in The Guv*nor, and Eccles in

Caste, His unctuous humour and unfailing spirits made him a
great favourite with the public. He died on the 2nd of OcCober

1893-

JAMES, GEORGE PAYNE RAIN6FORD (1799-1860), English

novelist, son of Pinkstan James, physician, w'as bom in George
Street, Hanover Square, London, on the 9th of August 1799.

He was educated at a private school at Putney, and afterwards

in France. He began to write early, and had, according to liis

own account, composed the stories afterwards publish.ed as

A String of Pearls before he was seventeen. As a contributor

to newspapers and magazines, he came under the notice of

Washington Irving, w^ho encouraged him to pre duce his Life of

Edward the Black Ptince (1822). Richelieu was finished in 1825,

and was well thought of by Sir Walter Scott (who apparently

saw it in manuscript), but was not brought out till 1829. Per-

haps Irving and Scott, from their natural amiability, were

rather dangerous advisers for a writer so inclined by nature to

abundant production as James. But he took up historical

romance writing at a lucky moment. Scott had firmly estab-

lished the popularity of the style, and James in England, like

Dumas in France, reaped the reward of their master’s labours as

well as of their own. For thirty years the author of Richelieu

continued to pour out novels of the same kind though of varying

merit. His works in prose fiction, verse narrative, and history

of an easy kind are said to number over a hundred, most of them
being three-volume novels of the usual length. Sixty-seven are

catalogued in the British Museum. The best examples of his

style are perhaps Richelieu (1829); Pkiltp Augustus (1831);

Henry MasterUm, probably the best of all (1832) ; Mary of .

Burgundy (1833) ;
Damley (1839) ; Corse de Leon (1841) ;

The
|

Smuggler (1845). His poetry does not require special mention, :

nor does his history, ti^ugh lor a short time during the reign of

William IV. he held the office of historiognpher royal After

writing copiously for about twenty years, James in 1850 went

to America as British Consul to Massachusetts. He was

consul at Rkhmond, Virginia, from 1852 to 1856, when he was

ai^inted to a similar post «t Venice, wliere he died an the 9th

of June 1S60.

Tames has been compared to Dumas, and the comparison
holds good in respect of kind, though by no means in respect

Oif merit Both had a certain gift oi separating from the

picturesque parts of history what could without much difficulty

be worked up into picturesque fiction, and boUi were possessed

of a ready pen. Here, however, the likeness ends. Of purely

literary t^ent James had little. His plots are poor, his* descrip-

tions weak, his dialogue often below even a fair average, and be
was deplorably prone to repeat himself. The “ two cavaliers

who in one form or another open most of his books have passed

into a proverb, and Thackeray ’.s good-natured but fatal parody
of Barbazure is likely to outlast Richelieu scad Damley by many
a year. Nevertheless, though James cannot be allowed any very
high rank among novelists, he had a genuine narrative gift, and,

though his very best books fall far below Les trots mousquetedres

and La reine Margot, there is a certain even level of interest to

be found in all of them. James never resorted to illegitimate

methods to attract readers, and deserves such credit as may be
due to a purveyor of amusement who never caters for the less

creditable tastes of his guests.

His best novels were published in a revised form in 21 volumes
(1844-1849),

JAMES, HENRY (1843- ), American author, was bom in

New York on the 15th ol April 1843. His father was Henry James
(1811-1882), a theological writer of pre .t originality, from whom
both he and his brother Professrir William James derived their

psychological subtlety and their idiomatic, picturesque English.
Most of Henry’s boyhood was spent in Europe, where he studied
under tutors in England, France and Switzerland. In i860 he
returned to America, and began reading law at Harvard, cnly
to find speedily that literature, not law, was whal he most cared
for. His earliest short tale, “ I'he Story of a Year,” appeared
in 1865, in the Atlantic Mcnthly, and frequent stones and
sketches followed. In 1869 he again went to Europe, where he
subsequently made his home, for the most part living in London,
or at Rye in Sussex. Among his specially noteworthy works
are the following : Watch and Ward

(1871J ; Roderick Hudson
(1875) ;

The American {lS^^)
;
Daisy Miller (iSyS)

; French ’Poets

and Novelists (iSyS); A life of Hawthorne (1879) ; The Portrait

of a Lady (1881); Portraits of Places (1884); The Bostonians

(1886); Partial Portraits (1888); The Tragic Muse (1890);
Ess)ays in London (1893) ;

The Two Magics (1898) ;
The Awkward

(*^98); The Wings of the Dove (1902); The Ambassadors

(1903); The Golden Bmvl (1904); English Hours (1905); The
American Scene (1907) ; 7'he High Bid (1909) ; Italian Hours
(1909).

Asa novelist, Hen^y James is a modem of the modems both in

subject matter and in method. He is entirely loyal to contem-
porary life and reverentially exact in his transcription of the
phase. His characters are for the most part people of the world
who conceive of life as a fine art and have the leisure to carrj^ out
their theories. Rarely are they at close quarters with any ugly
practical task. They are subtle and complex with the subtlety
and the complexity that come from conscious preoccupalicn with
themselves. They are specialists in conduct and past masters
in casuistry, and are full of variations and shadows of turn ng.

Moreover, they are finely expressive of milieu

;

each belongs
unmistakably to his class and his race ; each is true to inherited

moral traditions and delicately illus rative of some social code.

To reveal the power and the tragedy of life through so many
minutely limiting and apparent y artificial conditions, and by
means of characters who are somewhat self-conscious and are

apt to make of life only a pleasant pwtime, might well seem an
impossible task. Yet it is prucis dy in this that Henry James
is pre-eminently succesiful The essentially human is what he
really cares for, however much he may at times seem preoccupied
with the technique of his art or with the mask of conventions

through which he makes the essentially human reveal itsdi.

Nor has the vista of th? spiritual been denied him.” No moie
poignant spiritual tragedy has be^ recounted in recent fiction

than the story of Isabel Archer in The Portrait of a Lady.
His method, too, k as modem as his subject matter. He earqr
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fell in love with the “ point of view,” and the good and the bad

qualities of his work all follow from this literary passion. He is

a very sensitive impressionist, with a teclmique that can fix the

most eluuv;i phase of character and render the most baffling

surface The skill is unending with which he places his char-

acters in such relat ons and under such lights that they flash out

in due succession their continuously varying facets. At times he

may ^eem to forget that a character is something incalculably

more than the sum of all its phases; and then his characters

tend to have their existence, as Positivists expect to have their

immortality, simply and so ely in the minds of other people.

But when his method is at its best, the delicate phases of char-

acter that he transcribes coalesce perfectly into clearly defined

and suggestive images of living, acting men and women. Doubt-

less, there is a certain initiation necessary for the enjoyment of

Mr James. He presupposes a cosmopolitan outlook, a certain

interest in art and in social artifice, and no little abstract

curiosity about the workings of the human mechanism. But for

speculative readers, for readers who enre for art in life as well

as for life in art, and for readers above all who want to encounter

and comprehend a great variety of very modern and finely

modulated characters, Mr James holds a place of his own,

unrivalled as an interpreter of the world of to-day.

For a list of the short stories of Mr Henry James, collections of

them in volume form, and other works, see bibliographies by F. A.
King, in The Novels of Henry James, by Elisabeth L. Cary (New York
and London, iqos), and by Le Koy I liillips, A Bihliof^raphy of the

Wrtitn^’s of Henry James (Boston, Mass., 1906). In 1909 an Mition
de luxe of Henry James's novels was published in 24 volumes,

JAMES, JOHN ANGELL (1785-1859), English Nonconformist

divine, was bom at Blandford, Dorsetshire, on the 6lh of June
1785, At the close of his .seven years’ apprenticeship to a linen-

draper at Poole he decided to become a preacher, and in 1802

he went to David Bogue’s training institution at Gosport.

A year and a half later, on a visit to Birmingham, his preaching

was so highly esteemed by the congregation of Carr’s Lane
Independent chapel that they invited him to exercise his

ministry amongst them
;
he settled there in 1805, and was cr-

dained in May 1806. For several years his success as a preacher

was comparatively small
;
but he jumped into popularity about

1814, and began to attract large crowds wherever he officiated.

At the same time his religious writings, the best known of which

are The Anxious Inquirer and An Earnest Ministry^ acquired

a wide circulation. J. mes was a typical Congregational preacher

of the ^HM:Iy iqth century, massive and elaborate rather than

origiW. His preaching di.splayed little or nothing of Calvinism,

the earlier severity of which had been modified in Birmingham
by Edward Williams, one of his predecessors. He was one

of the founders of the Evangelical Alliance and of the Congrega-

tional Union of England and Wales. Municipal interests appealed

strongly to him, and he was also for many years chairman of

Spring Hill (afterwards Mansfield) College. He died at Birming-

ham on the I St of October 1859.

A collected edition of lames’s works appeared in 1860-1864. See
A Review of the Life and Character of J. Angell James (i860), by J.

Campbell, and Life and Letters of J, A, James (1861), edited by his

.succe.saor, K. W. Dale, who also contributed a sketch of his predecessor

lo Pulpit Memorials {1878).

JAMES, THOMAS (c. 1573-1629), English librarian, was born

at Newport, Isle of Wight, He was educated at Winchester and

New College, Oxford, and became a fellow of New ( ollege in

1593. His wide knowledge of books, together with his skill in

deciphering manuscriols and detecting literary forgeries, secured

him in 1602 the post of librarian to the library founded in that

year by Sir Thomas Bodley at Oxford. At the same time he

was made rector of St Aldate’s, Oxford. In 1605 he compiled a

classified catalogue of the books in the Bodleian Library, but in

1620 substituted for it an alphabetical catalogue. The arrange-

ment in 1610, whereby the Stationers’ Company undertook to

supply the Bodleian Library with every book published, was
James’s suggestion. Ill health compelled him to resign his post

in 1620, and he died at Oxford in August 1629.

JABIES, WILLIAM (d. 1827), English naval historian, author

of the Naval History of Great Britain from the Declaration of War
by France in Tjgjf to the Accession of George 1 F., practised as

a proctor in the admiralty court of Jamaica between 1801 and

1813. He was in the United States when the war of 1812 broke

out, and was detained as a prisoner, but escaped to Halifax.

His literary career began by letters to the Navd Chronicle over

the signature of “ Boxer.” In i8t6 he published An Inquiry into

the Merits of the Principal Naval Actions between Great Britain

and the United States. In this pamphlet, which James reprinted

in 1817, enlarged and with a new title, his object was to prove

that the American frigates were stronger than their British

opponents nominally of the same class. In 1819 he began his

Naniol History^ which appeared in five volumes (1822-1824), and
was reprinted in six volumes (1826). It is a monument of pains-

taking accuracy in all such matters as dates, names, tonnage,

armament and movements of ships, though no attempt is ever

made to show the connexion between the various movements.

James died on the 28th of May 1827 in London, leaving a widow
who received a civil list pension of £100.
An edition ot the Naval History in six volumes, with additions ?ind

notes >*v Capt. F. Chamier, was published in 1837, and a further one
in 188b. An edition epitomized by R. O'Byrne appeared in 1888,

and an Index by C. G. Toogood was issued by the Navy Records
Society m 1895.

JAMES, WILLIAM (1842-1910), American philosopher, son

of the Swedenborgian theologian Henry James, and brother of

the novelist Henry James, was bom on the nth of January 1842

at New York City. He graduated M.D. at Harvard in 1870. Two
years after he was appo nted a lecturer at Harvard in anatomy
and physiology, and later in psychology and philosophy. Subse-

quently he became a.ssi.Stant profe.ssor of philosophy (1880-1885),

professor (1885-1889), professor of psycliology (1889-1897) and
professor of philosophy (1897-1907). In 1899-1901 he delivered

the Gifford lectures on natural religion at the university of

Edinburgh, and in 1908 the Hibbert lectures at Manchester

College, Oxford. With the appearance of his Principles of

Psychology (2 vols., 1890), James at once stepped into the front

rank of psychologists as a leader of the physical school, a position

which he maintained not only by the brilliance of his analo-

gies but also by the freshness and unconventionality of his

style. In metaphysics he upheld the idealist position from the

empirical standpoint. Beside the Principles of Psychology^

which appeared in a shorter form in 1892 (Psychology)^ his chief

works are ; The Will to Believe (1897) ; Human Immortality

(Boston, 1898); Talks to Teachers (iSg.))
;

The Varieties of

Religious Experience (New York, 1902) ;
Pragmatism—a New

Name for some Old Ways of Thinking (1907); A Pluralistic

Universe (1909 ;
Hibbert lectures), in which, though he still

attacked the hypothesis of absolutism, he admitted it as a

legitimate alternative. He received honorary degrees from

Pad’ a (1893), Princeton (1896), Ed'nburgh (1902;, Harvard

(1905). He died on the 2/th of August 1910.

JAMES OF HEREFORD, HENRY JAMES, iST Baron
(1828- ),

English lawyer and statesman, son of P. T. James,

surgeon, was bom at Hereford on the- 30th of October 1828, and

educated at Cheltenham College. A prizeman of the Inner

Temple, he was called to the bar in 1852 and joined the Oxford

circuit, where he soon came into prominence. In 1867 he was

made “ postman ” of the court of exchequer, and in 1869 became

a Q.C. At the general election of 1868 he obtained a seat in

parliament for Taunton as a Liberal, by the unseating of Mr
Serjeant Cox on a scrutiny in March 1869, and he kept the seal

till 1885, when he was returned for Bury. He attracted atten-

tion in parliament by his speeches in 1872 in the debates on the

Judicature Act. In 1873 (September) he was made solicitor-

general, and in November attorney-general, and knighted;

and when Gladstone returned to power in 1880 he resumed his

office. He was responsible for carrying the Corrupt Practices

Act of 1883. On Gladstone’s conversion to Home Rule, Sir Henry

James parted from him and became one of the most influential

of the Liberal Unionists : Gladstone had offered liim the lord

chancellorship in 1886, but he declined it
; and the knowledge
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of the sacrifice he had made in refusing to follow his old chief

in his new departure lent great weight to his advocacy of the
Unionist cause in the country. He was one of the leading

counsel for The Times before the Parnell Commission, and
from 1892 to 1895 attorney-general to the prince of Wales.
From 1895 to 1902 he was a member of the Unionist ministry

as chancellor for the duchy of Lancaster, and in 1895 he was made
a peer us Caron James of Hereford. In later years he was a
prominent opponent of the Tariff Reform movement, adhering

to the section of Free Trade Unionists.

JAMES, EPISTLE OF, a book of the New Testament. The
superscription (Jas. i. i) ascribes it to that pre-eminent “pillar”

(Gal. ii. 9) of the original mother church who later came to be
regarded in certain quarters as the “ bishop of bishops ” (Epist.

of James to Clement, ap, Clem.. Horn, Superscription). As such

he appears in a position to address an encyclical to “ the twelve

tribes of the dispersion ”
;
for the context (i. 18, v. 7 seq.) and

literary relation (of. i Pet. i. i, 3, 23-25) prove this to be a figure

for the entire new people of God, without the distinction of carnal

birth, as P.^ul had described “ the Israel of God ” (Gal. vi. 16),

spiritually begotten, like Isaac, by the word received in faith

(Gal. iii. 28 seq., iv. 28 ;
Rom. ix. 6-9, iv. 16-18), This idea of the

spiritually begotten Israel becomes current after i Pet., as

appears in John i. 11-13, “i- Bam. iv. 6, xiii. 13; 2 Clem,
ii. 2, &c.

The interpretation which takes the expression “ the twelve

tribes ” literally , and conceives the brother of the Lord as sending

an epistle written in the Greek language throughout the Christian

world, but as addressing Jewish Christians only (so e,^. Sieffert,

s.v. “ Jacobus im N.T.” in Hauck, Realeticykl. ed. 1900, vol. viii.),

assumes n.)t only such divisive interference as Paul might justly

resent (c f. Gal. ii. i- jo), but involves a strange idea of conditions.

Were worldliness, tongue religion, moral indifference, the

distinctiv': marks of the Jewish element ? Surely the rebukes

of James apply to conditions of the whole Church and not

.sporadic Jewisli-Christian conventicles in the Greek-speaking

world, if any such existed.

It is at least an open question whether the .superscription

(connected with that of Jude) be not a later conjecture prefixed

by some compiler of the catholic epistles, but of the late date

implied in our interpretation of ver. i there should be small

dispute. Whatever the currency in classical circles of the epistle

as a literary form, it in irrational to put first in the development

of Christian literature a general epistle, couched in fluent, even

rhetorical, Greek, and afterwards the Pauline letters, which both

as to origin and subsequent circulation were a product of urgent

conditions. The order consonant with history is (i) Paul’s
“ letters ” to “ the churches of ” a province (Gal. i. 2 ;

2 Cor. i. i);

(2) the address to “ the elect of the dispersion ” in a group of the

Pauline provinces (i Pet. i. i); (3) the address to “ the twelve

tribes of the dispersion ” everywhere (Jas. i. i
;

cf. Rev. vu. 2-4).

James, like i John, is a homily, even more lacking than i John

m every epistolary feature, not even supplied with the customary

epistolary farewell. The superscription, if original, compels us

to treat the whole writing as not only late but pseudonymous.

If prefixed by conjecture, to secure recognition and authority

for the book, even this was at first a failure. The earliest trace

of any recognition of it is in Origen (a.d. 230) who refers to it

as “ said to be from James ” {ii^po/Uvri -fi *laK«i/3ov ’Ettio-toXt;),

seeming thus to regard ver. i as superscription rather than part

of the text. Eusebius (a.d. 325) cla.ssifies it among the disputed

books, declaring that it is regarded as spurious, and that not

many of the ancients have mentioned it. Even Jerome

(a.d. 390), though personally he accepted it, admits that it was
“ said to have been published by another in the name of James.”

The Syrian canon of the Peshitta was the first to admit it.

Modem criticism naturally made the superscription its starting-

point, endeavouring first to explain the contents of the writing on

this, theory of authorship, but generally reaching the conclusion that

the two do not agree. Conservatives as a rule avoid the implication

of a direct polemic against Taul in ii. 14-26, which would lay open the

author to the bitter accusations launched against the interlc^rs of

2 Cor. x.-xiii., by dating before the Judaistic controversy. Other

critics regard the very language alone as fatal to such a theory of
date, authorship and circle addressed. Tlie contents, ignoring the
conflict of Jew and Gentile, complaining of worldincss and tongue-
religion (cf. I John iii. 17 seq. with James ii. 14-16) suggest a much
later date than the death of James (a.d. 62-66). They fuso require a
different character in the author, if not also a different circle of
readers from those addressed in i. 1.

The prevalent conditions seem to be those of the Greek church of
the post-apostolic period, characterised by worldiness of life, pro-
fession without practice, and a contentious garrulity of teaching
(i John iii. 3-10, 18; i Tim. i.6seq.,vi. 3-10; 2 Tim. iii. 1-5, iv. 3 seq.).
The author meets these with the weapons commanded lor the pur-
pose in I Tim. vi. 3, but quite in the i^irit of onC of the “ wise men “

of the Hebrew wisdom literature. His gospel 'is completely denation-
alized, humanitarian

;
but, while equally univcrsalistic, is quite

unsympathetic towards the doctrine and the mysticism of Laul.
He h^ nothing whatever to say of the incarnation, life, example,
sullering or resurrection of J esus, and does not interest himself in
the doctrines of Christ's person, which were hotly dented up to this
time. The absence of all mention of Christ (with the .single exception
of ii. 1, where there is reason to think the words 'Iritrov Xfjttrrci

interpolated) has oven led to the theory, ably but unconvincingly
maintwned by Spitta, that the writing is a mere recast of a Jewish
moralistic writing like the Two Ways. The thoughts are loosely
strung together

: yet the following seems to be the general framework
on which the New Testament preacher has collected his material.

1. The problem of evil (i. i-i9a). Outward trials are for our
development through aid of divinely given " wisdom " (2-11).
Inward (moral) trials are not to be imputed to God, the author of ali
good, whose purpose is the moral good of his creation (la-iqa

;

cf. I John i. 5).

2. The righteou.sneB8 God intends is defined in the eternal moral
law. It is a product of deeds, not words (i. i9b-27).

3. The " roj’^al law " of love is violated by discrimination against
the poor (ii. 1-13)

;
and by professions of faith barxen of good works

(14-2^.
4. The true spirit of wisdom appears not in aspiring to teach, but

in goodness and meekness of life (ch. iii.). Strife and self-exaltation
are fruits of a different spirit, to be resisted and overcome by humble
prayer for more grace (iv. i-io).

5. God's judgment is at liand. The thought condemns censori-
ousness (iv. II ct seq.), presumptuous treatment of life (i3“X7)» and
the tyranny of the rich (v. 1-6). It encourages the believer to
patient endurance to the end without murmuring or imprecations
(7-12). It impels the church to diligence in its work of worship,
care and prayer (13-18), and in the reclamation of the erring (19-20).
The use made by James of earlier material is as important for

determining the terminus a quo of its own date as the use of it by
later writers for the terminus ad quern. Acquaintance with the
evangelic tradition is apparent. It is conceived, however, more in
the Matthaean sense cf " commandments to be observed " (Matt.
XT^^iii. 20) than the I auline, Markan and Johannine of the drama of
the incarnation and redemption. There is no traceable literary
contact with the synoptic gospels. Acquaintance, however, with
some of the I auline epistles '^musl be regarded as incontestably
established ” (O. Cone, Ency. Bibl. ii. 2323). Besides scattered
reminiscences of K( mars, i Corirtljai s and Ga’at'an.>^, enumerated
in the article referred to, the section devoted to a refutation of the
doctrine of '* justification by faith apart from works ” undeniably
presupposes the I auline terminology. Had the author been con-
sciously opposing the great apostle to the Gentiles he would probably
have treated the subject less superficially. What he really opposes
is the same ultra-i auline mom laxity which Paul himseu had
found occasion to rebuke among would-be adherents in Corinth
(i Cor. vi, 12 ;

viii. 1-3, ii, 12; x. 23 seq., 32 seq.) and which appears
still more marked in the pastoral epistles and i John. In rebuking
it James unconsciously retracts the misapplied Pauline principle
itself. To suppese that the technical terminology of I aul, including
even his classic example of the faith of Abraham, could be employed
here independently of Rom. ii. 21-23, 28, iv. i

;
Gal. ii. 16, iii. 0,

is to pass a judgment which in every other field of literary criticism
woula be at once repudiated. To imagine it current in pre-Pauline
Judaism is to misconceive the spirit of the synagogue.^ To make
J amt's the coiner and Paul the borrower not only throws back James
to a date incompatible with the other phenomena, but implies a
literal^' polemic tactlessly waged by Paul against the head of the
Jerusalem church. Acquaintance with Hebrew's is only slightly less

probable, for James ii. 25 adds an explication of tho case of Rahab
also, ciM in Heb. xi. 31 along with Abraham as an example of
justification by faith only, to his correction of the Pauline scriptural
argument. The question whether James is dependent on i 1 eter
or conversely is still actively disputed. As regards the superscription

^ Nothing adduced by Lightfoot {tomm. on Gal. Exc. “ The faith
of Abraham ") justifies the unsupported and improbable asserUon
that the quotation James ii. 21 seq. " was probably in common use
among the Jews to prove that orthodoxy of doctrine suffiecd for
salvation " (Mayor, s.v.

"
James, Epistle of " in Hastings's Diet.

Bible, p, 546).
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the relation has been defined above. Dependence on Revelation

(a.d. 95) itt probable (cl. i. 12 and iu 5 with Rev. ii. 9, 10 and v. 9
with Rev. lii. 20), but the contacts with Clement ol Rome (a.o.

95-120) indicate the reverse relation. James iv. 6 and v. 20

TClom. xlix. 5 and xxx. 2 ;
but as both passages are also lound in

I Potcr (iv. 8, V. 5), the lattcsr may be the common source. Clement’s

further doveloprnent of The cases of Abraham and Rahab, however,

adding as it does to the demonstration of James from Scripture of

their justification " by v/orks and not b>’ faith only," that the

particular good work which " wroiight with the faith of Aoraham
and Rohab to their justification vvas "hospitality " (i Clem, x.-xii,)

soems plainly to presuppose James. Priority is more difficult tv

establish in the case of iJerraos (a.d. 120-140), where the contacts

are undisputed (ci. James iv. 7, 12 with Lfand. xu. 5, 0 ;
Sim. ix. 23).

The date (a.d. 95-120) implied by tlie literary contacts o'

James of course precludes authorship by the Lord’s brother,

though this does not necessarily prove the superscription latci

still. The question whether the writing a? a whole is pseudony

nious, or only the superscription a mislakcn conjecture by tin

scribe of Jude i is of secondary importance. A date abou^’

100-120 for the substance of the writing is accepted by the

majority of modem scholars and throws real light upon the

author’s endeavour. Pfleiderer in pointing out the simiiaritic

of James and the Shepherd of Hennas declares it to be “ certain

that both writings presuppose like historical circumstances, and

from a similar point of vicw% direct their admonitions to lhe>i

contomponiries, among whom a lax worldly-mindedrcss and

unfrui ful theological wrangling threatened to destroy tlv

reljgioas life,” ^ Holtzmann has characterized this as “ th

right visual angle ” for the judgment of the book. Questions a*

to the obligation of Mosaism and the relations of Jew and Gentile

have utterly disappeared below the horizon. Neither the

attachment to the religious forms of Judaism, which we are

informed was characteristic of James, nor that personal relation

to the Lord which gave him his supreme distinction are indicated

by so much as a single word. Instead of being written in

Aramaic, as it would almost necessarily be if antecedent to the

I’auline episiles, or even in the Semitic style characteristic oi

the older and more Palestinian elements of the New Testament

we have a Greek even more fluent than Paul’s and metaplKirs

and allusions (i. 17, iii. 1-12) of a type more like Greek rhetoric

than anything else in the New Testament. Were we to judge

by the contacts with Hebrews, Clement of P.ome and Hermas

and the similarity of situation evidenced in the last-named,

Rome would seem the most natural place of origin. The history

(rf the epistle’s reception into the canon uj not opposed to this

;

for, on(^jt was attributed to James, Syria would be more likely

to tMle it up, while the West, more sceptical, if not better

informed as to its origin, held back
;
just as happened in the

case of Hebrews.

It is the author’s conception of the nature of the gospel which

mainly gives us pause in following this pretty general disposition

of modem .scholarship. With all llic phenomena of vocabulary

and style which seem to justify such conceptions as von Soden’s

that c. iii. and iv. ii-v. 6 represent excerpts respectively from

the essay of an Alexandrian scribe, and a triple fragment of

Jewish apocalypse, the analysis above given will be found the

exponent of a real logical sc..uence. We might almost admit a

resemblance in form to the general literary type A^ich Spitta

adduces. The term “ wisdom " in particular is used in the special

and technical seiue of the “ wise men ” of Hebrew literature

(Matt, xxiii. 34), the sense of “ the wisdom of the just ”of Luke

i. 17. True, "the mystical sense given to the term in one of the

sources of Luke, by Paul and some of the Church fathers, is not

present. While tlie gospel is pre-eminently the divine gift of

“ wisdom,” “ wisdom ” Ls not personified, but conceived pri-

marily as a system of humanitarian ethics, i. 21-25, ^nd only

secondarily as a spiritual effluence, imparting the r^encrate

disposition, the ” mind that was in Christ Jesus,” iii. 13-18.

And yet for James as well as for Paul Christ is “ the wisdom of

* On the contacts in gmcral see Moffat, ffist. N,T.^ p. 578, on

relation to Qein. R. see Bacon, " Doctrine of Faith in Hebrews,

James nnd Clement df'Rome,”in/oKr. of B^h. LtL, 1900, pp. 12-21.

Das UrchristerUhum, -SSB, quoted by Cone, lac. eit

God.” The difference in conception of the term is similar to that

between Ecdesiasticus and the Wisdom of Solomon. Our
author, like Paul, esqiects the hearers of the word to be “ a kind

of first-fruits toG >d of his creation ” (i. 18 cf. i Pet. i. 23), and

bids them depend upon the gift of grace (i. 5, iv. 5 seq.), but for

the evils of the world he has no remedy but the patient endurance

of the Christian philosopher (i. 2-18). For the faithlessness

(Sti^fvxtai. 6-8 ; cf. Didache and Hermas), worldliness (ii. 1-13)

and hollow profession (ii. 14-26) of the cliurch life of hw time,

with its theological wrangling ” (iii. 1-12), his remedy is again

the God-given, peaceable spirit of the Christian phibiopher

(iii. 13-18), which is the antithesis of the spirit lof self-seeking

and exjnsoriousness (iv. 1-12), and which appreciates the pettiness

of earthly life with its sordid gains and its unjust distribution of

wealth (iv. 13-v. 6). This attitude of the Christian stoic will

maintain the individual in his patient waiting for the exj^cted
“ coming of the Lord ” (v. 7-11); while the church sustains its

official functions of healing and prayer, and rcckmation of the

erring (v. 13-20).* For tliis conception of the gospel and of the

(ifficially organized church, our nearest analogy i.s in Matthew,

or rather in the blocks of precepts of the Lord wliich uftei

subtraction of the Markan narrative framework arc found to

underlie our first gospel. It may be mere coincidence that the

material in Matthew as well as in the Didache seems to be

arranged in five divisions, beginning with a commendation of

the right way, and ending with warnings of the judgment, while

the logical analysis of James yields something similar
;
but ol

the affinity of spirit there can be no doubt.

The type of ethical thought exemplified in Jamc.s has been

called Ebionitc (Hilgenfeld). Jt is dearly rnanifest in the

humanitarianism of Luke also. But with the possible exception

of the prohibition of oaths there is nothing which ought to suggest

the epithet. The strong sense of social wrongs, the impatience

with tongue-religion, the utter ignoring of ceremonialism, the

reflection on the value and significance of “ life,” are distinctive

simply of the “ wisdom ” writers. Like these our author holds

himself so far aloof from current debate of ceremonial or doctrine

as to escape our principal standards of measurement regarding

place and time. Certain general considerations, however, are

fairly decisive. The prolonged effort, mainly of English scholar-

ship, to vindicate the superscription, even on the condition of

assuming priority to the l^aulinc epistles, grows only increasingly

hopeless witli increasing knovriedge of conditions, linguistic and

other, in that early period. The moralistic conception of the

gospel as a “ law of liberty,” the very phrase recalling the

expression of Bam. ii., the new law of Christ, which is without

the yoke of constraint,” the conception of the church as

primarily an ethical society, its functions already officially dis-

tributed, suggest the period of the Didache^ Barnabas and

Clement of Rome. Independently of the literary contacts we
should judge the period to be about a.d. 100-120. The con-

nexions with the Pauline epistles are conclusive for a date later

than the death of James ;
those with Clement and Hermas are

perhaps sufficient to date it as prior to the former, and suggest

Rome as the place of origin. The .connexions with wisdom-

literature favour somewhat the Hellenistic culture of Syria,

as represented for example at Antioch,

The iia»st important commentaries on the epistle are those oi

Matt. Schncckenburger (1832), K. G. W. Tlieile (1833), J. Keni
(1838), G. II. Ewald (1870), C. F. D. Erdmann (1881), H. v. Sodcii

(1808), J. B. Llavor (1B92) and W. Patrick (1006). The pre-Pauline

date is championed by B. Weiss {I'ntYod.)^ W. Bcyschlag (Meyer's

CommefUary), Th. Zahn {Introd.)^ J. B. Mayor and W. Patrick, j . V.

Bartlet {Ap, Age, pp. 217-250) pleads lor it, and the view is still

common among English interpreters, F, K. Zimmer (Z. w. Th., 1893)
show^ the priority of Paul, with many others. A. HflgenWld

> Tlie logical relation of v. 12 to the context is problematical.

Perhaps it may bo accounted for by the order of the compend of

Chrifitto ethics the writo: wis fallowing. Cl. Matt. v. 34^37 in

relation to Matt. v. 12 <cf. ver. .10) and vL 19 sqq. (cf. ver. 2, and
iv. i3seq.). The xmnKiharismaticcoBiMption of hea]ing,mo longer the
" gfft ” oS some layman in the commnnity (t Cor. xii. 9 s^.) but a
functiem of "the (z Tim, iv« L4), is another indicatioa oi

comparatively late xiate.
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and A. C. McGiffert [Ap. Am) place it in the period of Pomitian
;
Battr

{Ck. History)
y Schwegler {Nachifp. ZeitaU,), Zeller, Volkmar \z, w.

Tib.) I Hauarath {Ap. Age/)^ H. J. Holtzmann (ir'inl.), Julicher (Eini,),

Uatcri
(
5<. u. Kr.^ 18S9), W. Brflokner [Chron,),^ H. v. Soden {Hatld-

6<mm.) and A. Hamack ICkron.) under Hadrian. A convenient
S5mopsis of results will be found in J . Moffat, Historical N$w Test.*

(pp. 576-581), and in the articles s.v. " James ” in Encycl. Bibl. and
tne Bible Dictionaries. W. B.)

JAMESON, ANNA BROWNELL (1794-1860), British writer,

was bom in Dublin on the i7tli of May 1794. Her father, Denis

Brownell Murphy (d. 1842), a miniature and enamel painter,

removed to England in 1798 with his family, and eventually

settled at Han well, near London, At sixteen years of age Anna
became governess in the family of the marquess of Winchester.

In 1821 she was engaged to Robert Jameson. The engagement
was broken off, and Anna Murphy accompanied a young pupil

to Italy, writing in a fictitious character a narrative of what she

saw and did. This diai7 she gave to a bookseller on condition

of receiving a guitar if he secured any profits. Colburn ulti-

mately published it as The Diary of an Knnuyie (1826), which
attracted much attention. The author was govemes.*; to the

children of Mr Littleton, afterwards Lord Hatherton, from 1821

to 1825, when she married Robert Jameson. The marriage
proved unhappy; when, in 1829, Jameson was appointed puisne

judge in the island of Dominica the couple separated without

regret, and Mrs Jameson visited the Continent again with her

father.

The first work which displayed her powers of original thought

was her Characieristics of Women (1832). These analyses of

Shakespeare’s heroines are remarkable for delicacy of critical

insight and fineness of literary touch, lliey are the result of a

penetrating but essentially feminine mind, applied to the study

of individuals of its own sex, detecting characteristics ana
defining differences not perceived by the ordinary critic and en-

tirely overlooked by the general reader. German literature and
art had aroused much interest in England, and Mrs Jameson
paid her first visit to Germany in 1833. The conglomerations of

hard lines, cold colours and pedantic subjects which decorated

Munich under the patronage of King Louis of Bavaria, were new
to the world, and Mrs Jame.son’s enthusiasm first gave them an
English reputation.

In 1836 MrsJameson was summoned to Canada by her husband,

who had been appointed chancellor of the province of Toronto.

He failed to meet lier at New York, and she was left to make her

way alone at the worst season of the year to Toionto. After

six montlis’ experiment she felt it useless to prolong a life far

from all ties of family happiness and opportunities of usefulness.

Before leaving, she undertook a journey to the depths of the

Indian settlemenis in Canada; che explored Lake Huron, and

saw much of emigrant and Indian life unknown to travellers,

which slie afterwards embodied in her Winter Studies and Summer
Rambles, She retained to England in 1838. At this period

Mrs Jameson began making careful notes of the chief private art

collections in and near lind n. The result appeared in her

Companion to the Private (1842), followed in the same

year by the Handbook to the Public GaUeries, She edited the

Memoirs of the Early lidian Painters in 1845. In the same year

she visited her friend Ottilie von Goethe. Her friendship with

Lady Byron dates from about this time and lasted for some
seven years ;

it was brought to an end apparently tlirough Lady
By on’s unreasonable temper. A volume of essays published

in 1846. contains one of Mrs Jameson’s best pieces of work, The

House of Titian, In 1847 she went to Italy with her niece and

subsequent. biographer {Memoifs^ 1^7-8), Geraldine Bate (Mrs

Maepherson), to collect materials for the work on which her

reputation rests—^her series of Sacred and Legendary Art, The
time was ripe for such contributions to the traveller’s library.

The Aita Sanctorafnmd the Book of the Golden Legend had had

their readers, bu^ no one had ever pointed out the connexion

between these tales apd the works of Christian art The way

to these studies had been pointed out in the preface to JKugler’s

Bmdbodi of Italian PainUng by Sir Charles Eastlake, who had

intended pursuing the subject himself. Eventually he made
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over to Mns Jameson the .materials and references he had
collected. She recognised the extent of the ^ound before her

os a mingled sphere of poetry, history, devotion and art. She
infected her readers with her own entliusiastic admiration,

and, in spite of her slight technical and historical equipment,
Mrs Jameson produced a book which tlioroughly deserved its

great success.

She also took a keen interest in questions affecting the educa*

tion, occupations and maintenance of her own sex. Her early

essay on The Relative Social Position of Mothers and Governesses

was the work ofone who knew both sides
; and in no respect does

she more clearly prove the falseness of the position she deicrihes

than in the certamty with which she predicts its eventual reform.

To her wc owe the first popular enunciation ol the principle of

male and female co-operation in works of mercy and education.

In her later years she took up a succession of subjects all bearing

on the same principles of active benevolence and the best ways
of carrying them into practice. Sisters of charity, hospitals,

penitentiaries, prisons and workhouses all claimed her interest

—all more or less included under those definitions of “ the com-
munion of love and communion of labour ” which are inseparably

connected with her memor>^ To the clear and temperate fonns

in whicii she brought the results of her convictions before her

friends in the shape of private lectures—published as Sisters of

Chanty (1855) and The Communion of Labour (1856)“may be

traced the source whence later reformers and philanthropists

took counsel and courage.

Mrs Jameson died on the 17th of March i860. She left the

last of her Sacred and Legendary Art series in preparation. It

was completed, under the title of The History of Our Lord in Art,

by Lady Eastlake.

JAMESON (or Jamesone), GEORGE {c, 1587-1C44) Scottish

portrait-painter, was bom at Aberdeen, where his father was

architect and a member of the guild. After studying pairing
under Rubens at Antwerp, with Vandyck as a fellow-pupil, he

returned in 1620 to Aberdeen, where he wa.? married in 1624 and
remained at least until 1630, after which he took up his residence

in Edinburgh. He was employed by the magistrates of' Edin-

burgh to copy several portraits of tire Scottish kings for presen-

tation to Charles 1. on his first visit to Scotland in 1633, and the

kiijg rewarded him with a diamond ring from his own finger.

This circumstance at once established Jameson’s fame, and he

soon found constant employment in painting the portraits of

the Scottish nobility and gentry. He also painted a portrait

of Charles, which he declined to sell to the magistrates of

Aberdeen for the price they offered. He died at Edinburgh in

1644.

JAMESON, LEANDER STARR (1853- \ British colonial

statesman, son of R. W. Jameson, a writer to the signet in Edin-

burgh, was bom at EdinWgh in 1853, and was educated for the

medical profession at University Coll ge Hospital, London
(M.R.C.S. 1875 ; M.D. 1877). After acting as house physici^,

house surgeon and demonstrator of anatomy, and showing

promise of a successful professional career in London, his health

broke down from overwork in 1878, and he went out to South

Africa and settled down in practice at Kimberley. There he

rapidly acquired a great reputation as a .medical man, and,

besides numbering President Kruger and the Matabele chief

Lobengula among his patients, came much into contact with Cecil

Rhodes. In r888 his influence with lobengula was successfully

exerted to induce that chieftain to grant the concessions to the

agents of Rhodes which led to the formation of the British South

Africa Company; and when the company proceeded to open up

Mashonaland, Jameson abandoned his mescal practiceand joined

the pioneer exped'tion of 1890. From this time his fortunes

were bound up with Rhodes’s schemes in the north. Imirie-

diately after pioneer column had occupied Mashonaland,

Jameson, with F. C. Selous and A. R. Colquhoun, went east to

Manicaland and was instrumental in securing the greater part

of that coURtry, to which Portugal was laying dSaxa, lor the

Chartered <3ompany. In Jameson succei^ed €ok)idicmn

as admixuftrator 6f Rhodetia. The events connected with his
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vigorous administration and the wars with the Matabele are

narrated under Rhodesia. At the end of 1894 Dr Jim
”

(as he was familiarly called) came to England and was feted on

all sides
;
he was made a C.B., and returned to Africa in the

spring of 1895 with enhanced prestige. On the last day of that

year the world was startled to learn that ]
ameson, with a force

of 600 men, had made a raid mto the Transvaal from Mafeking

in support of a projected rising in Johannesburg, which had been

connived at by Rhodes at the Cape (see Rhodes and Trans-

vaal). Jameson^c force was compelled to surrender at Dooin-

kop, receiving a guarantee that the lives of all would be spared ;

he i.nd his officers were cent to Pretoria, and, after a short delay,

during which time sections of the Boer populace clamoured for

the execution of Jameson, President Kruger on the .surrender

of Johannesburg (January 7) handed them over to the British

government for punishment. They were tried in London under

the Foreign Enli '.tment Act in May 1896, and Dr Jameson

was sentenced to fifteen months’ imprisonment at Holloway.

He nerved a year in prison, and was then released on account of

ill health. He still retained the affections of the white popula-

tion of Rhodesia, and subsequently returned there in an un-

offic al capacity. He was the constant companion of Rhodes on

his journeys up to the end of his life, and when Rhodes died in

May 1902 Jameson was left one of the executors of his will. In

iQo^ Jameson c me forward as the leader of the Progre.ssive

(British) party in Cape Colony
;
and that party being victorious

at the general election in January-February 1Q04, Jameson

formed an admim.^itration in which he look the post of prime

minister. He had to face a serious economic crisis and strenu-

ously promoted the development of the agricultural and pastoral

resources of the colony. He also passed a much needed Redis-

tribution Act, and in the session of 1906 passed an Amnesty Act

rest, ring the rebel voters to the franchise. Jainescn, as prime

minister of (ape Colony, attended the Colonial conference held

in London in 1907. In September of that year the Cape parlia-

ment was dissolved, and as the elections for the legislative

council went in favour of the Bond, Jameson resigned office,

31st of January 1908 (see Cape Colony : History). In 1908 he

was chosen one of the delegates from Cape Colony to the inter-

colonial convention for the closer union of the S(>uth African

states, and he took a prominent part in settling the terms on

which union was effected in 1909. It was at Jameson’s s\igge.s-

tion that the Orange River ( olony was renamed Orange Free

State Province.

JAI^ON, ROBERT (1774-1854), Scottish naturalist and

mineratogist, was born at Leith on the nth of July 1774. He
became assistant to a surgeon in his native tovn ; but, having

studied natural hi.story under Dr John Walker in 1792 and 1793,

he felt that his true province lay in that science. He went

in 1800 to Freiberg to .':tudy for nearly two years under Werner,

and spent two more in conimental tiavel. In 1804 he succeeded

Dr Walker as regius professor of natural hi.stcry in Edlnbu gh

university, and became perhaps the first eminent exponent in

Great Britain of he Wernerian g' ological system
;
but when he

found that theory untenable, he frankly announced his rrnver-

sicn to the views of Hui ton. As a teacher, Jameson was remark-

able for his power of imparting enthusiasm to his students, and

from his class room there radiated an influence which gave a

marked impetus to the study of geology in Britain. His energy

also, by means of government aid, private donaticn and personal

outlay, amassed a great part of the .splendid collectirn whkh

now occupies the natural history department of the Royal

Scottish Museum in Edinburgh. In i8to Jameson, w’ith Sir

David Brewster, started the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal,

which after the tenth volume remained under his sole cenduct

till his death, which look place in Edinburgh on the igth of

April 1854. His bust now stands in the hall of the Edinbuigh

University library.

Jameson was the autho'* of Outline of the Minefalopy of the Shetland

Islands and of the IsUmd of Arran (1708), incorporated with Miner-

alogy of the Scottish Isles (1800); Mtnerological Desrnptior of cotland,

voL i. Pt. I (Dumfries, 1805) ;
this was to have been the fust rf a

seiies embracing all Scotland ;
System of Mineralogy (3 vols., 1804-

1808; 3rd ed., 1820) ;
Elements of Geognosy (1809) ;

Mineralogical
Travels through the Hebrides, Orkney and Shetland Islands (2 vols.

1813) ;
and Manual of Mineralogy (1821) ;

besides a number of

occasional papers, of which a list will be found in the Edinburgh Nevj

Philosophical Journal for July 1854, along with a portrait and bio-

graphical sketch of the author.

JAMESTOWN^ a city and the county-seat of Stutsman

county, North Dakota, U.S.A., cn the James River, about

93 m. W. of Fargo. Pop. (1900), 2853, of whom 587 were

foreign-bom ; (1905, state census), 5093. Jamestown is served

by the Northern Pacific railway, of v/hich it is a division head-

quarters. At Jame.stown is St John’s Academy, a .school for

girls, conducted by the Sisters of St Joreph. The state

1 ospital for the insane is just beyond the city limits. The city

is the commercial centre of a prosperous farming and stock-

raising region in the James River t alley, and has grain-elevators

and flour-mills. Jamestown was first settled in 1873, near Fort

Seward, a U.S. military post established in 1872 and abandoned

in 1877, and was chartered as a city in 1883.

JAMESTOWN^ a city of Chautauqua county, New York,

U.S.A., at the S. outfit of Chautauqua Lake, 68 m. S. by W. of

Buffalo. I’op. (1900), 22,892, of whom 7270 were foreign-born,

mostly Swedish
;
(estimated, 1906), 26,628. It i.s .served by the

Eric and the Jamestown, Chautauqua 8: Lake Erie niilwaysS,

by electric lines extending along Lake Chautauqua to Lake Erie

on the N. and to Warren, Pennsylvania, on the S., and by

summer .steamboat lines on Lake Chautauqua. Jamesiown is

si uated among the hills of Chautauqua county, and is a pi pular

.summer resort. There is a free public library. A ^upply ()f

natural gas (from Pennsylvania) and a fine water-power combine

to render Jamestown a manufacturng centre of considerable

importance. In 1905 the value of its factory products was

$10,349,752, an in rcase of 33*9% since 1900. The city owns

and "operates its electric-lighting plant and its water-supply

system, the water, of exceptional purity, being obta ned from

artesian wells 4 m. distant. Jamestown w^as settled n 1810,

was incorporated in 1827, and was chartered as a city in 1886.

The city was named in honour of James Prendcrga.st, an early

settler.

JAMESTOWN, a former village in what is now James City

county, Virginia, U.S.A., on Jame.stown Island, in the James

River, about 40 m. above Norfolk. It was here that the first

permanent English settlement in America was founded rn the

i3lh of May 1607, that representative government was inau-

gurated on the American Continent in 1619, and that negro

servitude was introduced into the original thirteen colonics, also

in 1619. In Jamestown was the first Anglican church built in

America. The .settlement was in a low marshy district which

proved to be unhealthy
;

it was accidentally burned in January

1608, was almost compfitely destroyed by Naihaniel Bacon in

Sepi ember 1676, the state house i nd other buildings were again

burned in 1698, and after the r moval of the .seat of government

of Virginia from Jamestown to th^ Middle Plantations (now

Williamsburg) in 1699 village fell rapidly into decay. Its

populaiicn had never been large : it was about 490 in 1609, and

183 in 1623 ;
the mortality was always very heavy. By the

m dd e of the 19 h century the pen nsula cn which Jamestown

had been situated had become an sland, and by 1900 the James

River had worn away the shon- but had hardly tou bed the

territory of the “ New Towne ” (1619), immediately E. of the

first settlemen' ;
almost the only visible remains, how^ever, ww

the tower of the brick church and a few ^avestones. In 1900

the association for the preservation of Virginia antiquities, to

which the site was deeded in 1893, induced the United States

government to build a wall to prevent the further encroachment

of the river ; the foundations of several of the old buildings have

since been uncovered, many interesting relics have been found,

and in 1907 there v/ere erected a brick chu»-ch (which is ns far

as possible a reproduction of the fourth one built in 1639-1647),

a marble shaft marking the site of the first settlement, another

shaft commemorating the first house of burgesses, a bronze

monument to the memory of Captain John Smith, and an ther

monument to the memory of Pocahontas. At the head of
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Jamestown peninsula Cornwallis, in July 1781, attempted to trick

the Americans under Lafayette and General Anthony Wayne by
displaying a few men on the peninsula and concealing the

principal part of his army on the mainland
j
but when Wayne

discovered the trap he made first a vigorous charge, and then

a retreat to Lafayette’s line. Early in the Civil War the con-

federates regarded the site (then an island) as of such strategic

importance that (near the brick church tower and probably near

the site of the first fortifications by the original settlers) they

erected heavy earthworks upon it for defence. (For additional

details concerning the early history of Jamestown, see Virginia :

History.)

The founding at Jamestown of the first permanent English-

speaking settlement in America was celebrated in 1907 by the

Jamestown tercentennial exposition, held on grounds at

Sewell’s Point on the shore of Hampton Roads. About twenty

foreign nations, the federal govemmenl, and most of the states

of the union took part in the exposition.

See L, G. Tyler, The Cvadlt of the Republic : Jamestown and James
River (Richmond, 2nd ed., 190O)

;
Mrs R. A. Pryor, The Birth of the

nation : Jamestown^ 1607 (Rew York, 1907) ;
and particularly

S. H. Yonge, The Site of Old James Towne^* 1607^16(78 (Richmond,

1904), embodying the results of the topographical investigations of

the engineer in charge of the river-wall built in 1900-1901,

JAmI (NUr-ed-d:n *Abd-ur-rahman Ibn Ahmad) (14H-
1492), Persian poet and mystic, was born at Jam in Khorasan,

whence the name by which he is usually known. In his poems

he mystically utilizes the coimexion of the name with the same

word meaning “ wine-cup.” He was the last great classic poet

of Persia, and a pronounced mystic of tlie Sufic philosophy.

His three diwans (1479-1491) contain his lyrical poems and
odes

;
among his prose writings the chief is his Baharistan

(“ Spring-garden ”) (1487) ;
and his collection of romantic

poems, Haji Aurang(‘' Seven Thrones”), contains the Salamdn

wa Absdl and his Yusuf wa Zahkha (Joseph and Potiphar’s

w'ife).

On J ami's life and works see V von Koscnzvuiig, Biographische

Notisen uber Mewlana Abdurrahman Dschami (Vienna, 1840) ;
Gore

Ouseley, Biographical Notices of Persian Poets (1846) ;
W. N. Lees,

A Biographical Sketch of the Mystic Philosopher and Poet Jamt
(Calcutta, 7859) • E. Beauvois s.v. Djami in Nouvelle Biographic

gMrale
;
and 11 . Eth6 in Geiger and Kuhn’s Grundriss der iranischen

Philologie, ii. There arc English translations of the Baharistan by
E. Rehatsek (Benares, 1887) and Sorabji Fardunii (Bombay, 1899);

of Saldmdn wa Absdl by Edward FitzGerald (1850, with a notice

of Jam! s life)
;
of Yusuf wa Zallkha W R. T. H. Griffith (1882) and

A. Rogers (1892) ;
also selections in English by F. Hadland Davis,

The Persian Mystics : Jdmi (1908). (See also Persia : Literature.)

JAMIESON, JOHN (1759-183^). Scottish lexicographer, son

of a minister, was bom in Glasgow, on the 3rd of March 1759.

He was educated at Glasgow University, and subsequently

attended classes in Edinburgh. After six years’ theological

study, Jamieson was licensed to preach in 1789 and became

pastor of an Anti-burgher congregation in Forfar ;
and in 1797

he was called to the Anti-burgher church in Nicolson Street,

Edinburgh. The union of the Burgher and Anti-burgher sections

of the Sece ssion Church in 1820 was largely due to his exertions.

He retired from the ministry in 1830 and died in Edinburgh

on the 12th of July 1838.

Jamieson’s name stands at the head of a tolerably long list of

works in the Bibliotheca britannica
;
but by far his most important

book is the labonous and erudite compilation, best described by
its own title-page ; An Etymological Dtetionary of the Scottish Lan-

guage ; illustrating the words in their different significations by examples

from Ancient and Modern Writers ; shewing their Affinity to those of

other Languages, and especially the Northern ; explaining many terms

which though now obsolete in England were formerly common to both

countries ; and elucidating National Rites, Customs and Institutions in

their Analogy to those of other nations ; to which is prefixed a Disserta-

tion on the Origin of the Scottish Language. This appeared in 2 vols.,

4to, at Edinburgh in 1808, followed in 1825 by a Supplement, in

2 vols., 4to, in which he was assisted by scholars in all parts of the

country. A revised edition by Longmuir and Donaldson was issued

in 1879-1887.

JAMIBBON, ROBERT (<?. 1780-1844), Scottish antiquary, was

bom in Morayshire. In 1806 he published a collection of

PapfJor Ballads and Songs from Tradition^ Manuscript and

Scarce Editions. Two pleasing lyrics of his own were included.

Scott, through whose assistance he received a government post

at Edinburgh, held Jamieson in high esteem and pointed out

his skill in discovermg the connexion between Scandinavian

and Scottish legends. Jamieson’s work preserved much oral

tradition which might otherwise have been lost. He was

associated w th Henry Weber and Scott in Illustrations of

Northern Antiquities (1814). He died on the 24th of September

1844*

JAMKHANDI, a native state of India, in the Deccan division

of Bombay, ranking as one of the southern Mahratta Jagirs.

Area, 524 sq. m. Pop. (1901), 105,357; estimated revenue,

£37,000 ; tribute, £1300. The chief is a Brahman of the

Patwardhan family. Cotton, wheat and millet are produced,

and cotton and silk cloth are manufactured, though not exported.

The town of Jamkhandi, the capital, Is situated 68 m. E. of

Kolhapur. Pop. (1901), 13,029.

JAMMU, or JuMMOO, the capital of the state of Jammu and

Kashmir in Northern India, on the river Tavi (Ta-wi), a tributary

oftheChenab. Pop. (1901), 36,130. The to^m and palace stand

upon the right bank of the river
;
the fort overhangs the left

bank at an elevation of 150 ft. above the stream. The lofty

whitened walls of the palace and citadel present a striking

appearance from the surrounding country. Extensive pleasure

grounds and ruins of great uze attest the former prosperity of

the city when it was the seat of a Rajput dynasty whose

dominions extended into the plains and included the modem
district of Sialkot. It was afterwards conquered by the Sikhs,

and formed part of Ranjit Singh’s dominions. After his d ath

it was acquired by Gulab Singh as the nucleus of his dominions,

to which the British added Kashmir in 1846. It is connected

with Sialkot in the Punjab by a railway 16 m. long. In 1898 the

town was devastated by a fire, which destroyed most of the

public offices.

The state of Jammu proper, as opposed to Kashmir, consists

of a submontane tract, forming the upper basin of the Chenab.

Pop. (1901), 1,521,307, showing an increase of 5 % in the decade.

A land settlement has recently been introduced under British

supervision.

JAMNIA (’la/Livia or 'la/xvtia), the Greek form of the Hebrew
name Jabneel

—

i.e. “ God causeth to build ” (Josh. xv. ii)—or

Jabneh (2 Chron. xxvi. 6), the modem Arabic Yebna, a town of

Palestine, on the border between Dan and Judah, situated 13 m.

S. of Jaffa, and 4 m, E. of the seashore. The modem village

stands on an isolated sandy hillock, surrounded by gardens

with olives to the north and sand-dunes to the west. It con-

tains a small crusaders’ church, now a mosque. Jamnia
belonged to the Philistines, and Uzziah of Judah is said to have

taken it (2 Chron. xxvi. 6). In Maccabean times Joseph and

Azarias attacked it unsuccessfully (i Macc. v. 55-62 ; 2 Macc.

xii. 8 seq. is untrustworthy). Alexander Jannaeus subdued it, and

under Pompey it became Roman. It changed hands several

times, is mentioned by Strabo (xvi. 2) as being once very

populous, and in the Jewish war was taken by Vespasian. The
population was mainly Jewish (Philo, Leg. ad Gaium, g 30), and

the town is principally famous as having been the seat of the

Sanhedrin and the religious centre of Judaism from a.d. 70 to

135. It sent a bishop to Nicaea in 325. In 1144 a crusaders’

fo^ess was built on the hill, which is often mentioned under

the name Ibclin. There was also a Jabneel in Lower Galilee

(josh. xix. 33), called later Caphar Yama, the present village

Yemma, 8 m. S. of Tiberias; and another fortress in Upper

Galilee was named Jamnia (Josephus, Vtta, 37). Attempts

have been made to vmify these two Galilean sites, but without

success.

JAIZnUD, a fort and cantonment in India, just beyond the

border of Peshawar district, North-West Frontier Province,

situated at the mouth of the Khyber Pass, loi m. W. of Peshawar

city, with which it is connected by a branch railway. It was
occupied by Hari Singh, Ranjit Singh’s commander in 1836

;

but m April 1837 Dost Mahommed sent a body of Afghans to

attack it. The Sikhs gained a doubtful victory, with the loss of
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vigorous administration and the wars with the Matabele are

narrated under Rhodesia. At the end of 1894 Dr Jim
”

(as he was familiarly called) came to England and was feted on

all sides
;
he was made a C.B., and returned to Africa in the

spring of 1895 with enhanced prestige. On the last day of that

year the world was startled to learn that ]
ameson, with a force

of 600 men, had made a raid mto the Transvaal from Mafeking

in support of a projected rising in Johannesburg, which had been

connived at by Rhodes at the Cape (see Rhodes and Trans-

vaal). Jameson^c force was compelled to surrender at Dooin-

kop, receiving a guarantee that the lives of all would be spared ;

he i.nd his officers were cent to Pretoria, and, after a short delay,

during which time sections of the Boer populace clamoured for

the execution of Jameson, President Kruger on the .surrender

of Johannesburg (January 7) handed them over to the British

government for punishment. They were tried in London under

the Foreign Enli '.tment Act in May 1896, and Dr Jameson

was sentenced to fifteen months’ imprisonment at Holloway.

He nerved a year in prison, and was then released on account of

ill health. He still retained the affections of the white popula-

tion of Rhodesia, and subsequently returned there in an un-

offic al capacity. He was the constant companion of Rhodes on

his journeys up to the end of his life, and when Rhodes died in

May 1902 Jameson was left one of the executors of his will. In

iQo^ Jameson c me forward as the leader of the Progre.ssive

(British) party in Cape Colony
;
and that party being victorious

at the general election in January-February 1Q04, Jameson

formed an admim.^itration in which he look the post of prime

minister. He had to face a serious economic crisis and strenu-

ously promoted the development of the agricultural and pastoral

resources of the colony. He also passed a much needed Redis-

tribution Act, and in the session of 1906 passed an Amnesty Act

rest, ring the rebel voters to the franchise. Jainescn, as prime

minister of (ape Colony, attended the Colonial conference held

in London in 1907. In September of that year the Cape parlia-

ment was dissolved, and as the elections for the legislative

council went in favour of the Bond, Jameson resigned office,

31st of January 1908 (see Cape Colony : History). In 1908 he

was chosen one of the delegates from Cape Colony to the inter-

colonial convention for the closer union of the S(>uth African

states, and he took a prominent part in settling the terms on

which union was effected in 1909. It was at Jameson’s s\igge.s-

tion that the Orange River ( olony was renamed Orange Free

State Province.

JAI^ON, ROBERT (1774-1854), Scottish naturalist and

mineratogist, was born at Leith on the nth of July 1774. He
became assistant to a surgeon in his native tovn ; but, having

studied natural hi.story under Dr John Walker in 1792 and 1793,

he felt that his true province lay in that science. He went

in 1800 to Freiberg to .':tudy for nearly two years under Werner,

and spent two more in conimental tiavel. In 1804 he succeeded

Dr Walker as regius professor of natural hi.stcry in Edlnbu gh

university, and became perhaps the first eminent exponent in

Great Britain of he Wernerian g' ological system
;
but when he

found that theory untenable, he frankly announced his rrnver-

sicn to the views of Hui ton. As a teacher, Jameson was remark-

able for his power of imparting enthusiasm to his students, and

from his class room there radiated an influence which gave a

marked impetus to the study of geology in Britain. His energy

also, by means of government aid, private donaticn and personal

outlay, amassed a great part of the .splendid collectirn whkh

now occupies the natural history department of the Royal

Scottish Museum in Edinburgh. In i8to Jameson, w’ith Sir

David Brewster, started the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal,

which after the tenth volume remained under his sole cenduct

till his death, which look place in Edinburgh on the igth of

April 1854. His bust now stands in the hall of the Edinbuigh

University library.

Jameson was the autho'* of Outline of the Minefalopy of the Shetland

Islands and of the IsUmd of Arran (1708), incorporated with Miner-

alogy of the Scottish Isles (1800); Mtnerological Desrnptior of cotland,

voL i. Pt. I (Dumfries, 1805) ;
this was to have been the fust rf a

seiies embracing all Scotland ;
System of Mineralogy (3 vols., 1804-

1808; 3rd ed., 1820) ;
Elements of Geognosy (1809) ;

Mineralogical
Travels through the Hebrides, Orkney and Shetland Islands (2 vols.

1813) ;
and Manual of Mineralogy (1821) ;

besides a number of

occasional papers, of which a list will be found in the Edinburgh Nevj

Philosophical Journal for July 1854, along with a portrait and bio-

graphical sketch of the author.

JAMESTOWN^ a city and the county-seat of Stutsman

county, North Dakota, U.S.A., cn the James River, about

93 m. W. of Fargo. Pop. (1900), 2853, of whom 587 were

foreign-bom ; (1905, state census), 5093. Jamestown is served

by the Northern Pacific railway, of v/hich it is a division head-

quarters. At Jame.stown is St John’s Academy, a .school for

girls, conducted by the Sisters of St Joreph. The state

1 ospital for the insane is just beyond the city limits. The city

is the commercial centre of a prosperous farming and stock-

raising region in the James River t alley, and has grain-elevators

and flour-mills. Jamestown was first settled in 1873, near Fort

Seward, a U.S. military post established in 1872 and abandoned

in 1877, and was chartered as a city in 1883.

JAMESTOWN^ a city of Chautauqua county, New York,

U.S.A., at the S. outfit of Chautauqua Lake, 68 m. S. by W. of

Buffalo. I’op. (1900), 22,892, of whom 7270 were foreign-born,

mostly Swedish
;
(estimated, 1906), 26,628. It i.s .served by the

Eric and the Jamestown, Chautauqua 8: Lake Erie niilwaysS,

by electric lines extending along Lake Chautauqua to Lake Erie

on the N. and to Warren, Pennsylvania, on the S., and by

summer .steamboat lines on Lake Chautauqua. Jamesiown is

si uated among the hills of Chautauqua county, and is a pi pular

.summer resort. There is a free public library. A ^upply ()f

natural gas (from Pennsylvania) and a fine water-power combine

to render Jamestown a manufacturng centre of considerable

importance. In 1905 the value of its factory products was

$10,349,752, an in rcase of 33*9% since 1900. The city owns

and "operates its electric-lighting plant and its water-supply

system, the water, of exceptional purity, being obta ned from

artesian wells 4 m. distant. Jamestown w^as settled n 1810,

was incorporated in 1827, and was chartered as a city in 1886.

The city was named in honour of James Prendcrga.st, an early

settler.

JAMESTOWN, a former village in what is now James City

county, Virginia, U.S.A., on Jame.stown Island, in the James

River, about 40 m. above Norfolk. It was here that the first

permanent English settlement in America was founded rn the

i3lh of May 1607, that representative government was inau-

gurated on the American Continent in 1619, and that negro

servitude was introduced into the original thirteen colonics, also

in 1619. In Jamestown was the first Anglican church built in

America. The .settlement was in a low marshy district which

proved to be unhealthy
;

it was accidentally burned in January

1608, was almost compfitely destroyed by Naihaniel Bacon in

Sepi ember 1676, the state house i nd other buildings were again

burned in 1698, and after the r moval of the .seat of government

of Virginia from Jamestown to th^ Middle Plantations (now

Williamsburg) in 1699 village fell rapidly into decay. Its

populaiicn had never been large : it was about 490 in 1609, and

183 in 1623 ;
the mortality was always very heavy. By the

m dd e of the 19 h century the pen nsula cn which Jamestown

had been situated had become an sland, and by 1900 the James

River had worn away the shon- but had hardly tou bed the

territory of the “ New Towne ” (1619), immediately E. of the

first settlemen' ;
almost the only visible remains, how^ever, ww

the tower of the brick church and a few ^avestones. In 1900

the association for the preservation of Virginia antiquities, to

which the site was deeded in 1893, induced the United States

government to build a wall to prevent the further encroachment

of the river ; the foundations of several of the old buildings have

since been uncovered, many interesting relics have been found,

and in 1907 there v/ere erected a brick chu»-ch (which is ns far

as possible a reproduction of the fourth one built in 1639-1647),

a marble shaft marking the site of the first settlement, another

shaft commemorating the first house of burgesses, a bronze

monument to the memory of Captain John Smith, and an ther

monument to the memory of Pocahontas. At the head of
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one of his jounifiys curious windfall, a country house at Lucca,
in a lottery); and wrote accounts of his travels; he wrote numer-
ous tales and novels, and composed many other works, of which
by far the best is the Fin d'm monde ei du nweu de Rameau
(i86i), in which, under the guise of a sequel to Diderot’s master-
piece, he showed his great familiarity with the lale i8th century.
He married in 1841 ; his wife had n oney, and he was always in
easy circumstances. In the early part of his career he* had
many quarrels, notably one with F^lix Pyat (1810-1889X whom
he prosecuted successfully for defamation of character. For
the most part his work is mere improvisation, and has few ele-

ments of vitality except a light and vivid style. His (Eiwres
choisies (12 vols., were edited by A. de la Fitzeh^re.

A study on Janin witiia bibiiography was published by A. PiMag-
nel in 1874. ®lso Sainte-Beuve, Laus0ries du lundi^ ii. and v.,
and Gustave Planche, Portraits littirairas,

JANISSARIES (corrupted from Turkish yem chm, new
troops), an oiganized military force constituting until 1826 the
siding amy of the Ottoman Empire. At the outset of her
history Turkey possessed no standing army. All Moslems
capable of bearing arms served as a kind of volunteer yeomanry
known os akinjis; they were summoned by public criers, or, if

the occasion required it, by secret messengers. It was under
Orkhan that a regular paid army was first organized : the soldiers
were known as yaya or ptyade. The result was unsatisfactor}%
as the Turcomans, from whom these troops were recruited, were
unaccustomed to fight on foot or to submit to military discipline.
Accordingly in 1330, on the advice of Chend^r^i Kara Khalil,
the system known as devshurmi or forced levy was adopted,
whereby a certain number of Christian youths (at first 1000)
ware every year taken from their parents and, after undergomg
a period of apprenticeship, were enrolled as yeni cheri or new
troops. The venerable saint Haji Bektash, founder of the Bek-
tashi dervishes, blessed the corps and promised them victory;
he remained ever after the patron saint of the janissaries,
At first the corps was exclusively recruited by the forced levy

of Christian children, for which purpose the officer known as
tournaji-baski, or head-keeper of the cranes, made periodical
tours in the provinces. The fixed organization of the corps
dates only from Mahommed II., and its regulations were subse-
quently modified by Siileiman I. In early days all Christians
were enrolled indiscriminately

; later those from Albania, Bosnia
and Bulgaria were preferred. The recruits while serving their
apprenticeship were instructed in the principles of the faith by
khojaSf but according to D’Ohsson (vii. 327) they were not obliged
to become Moslems.

The entire corps, commanded by the aga of the janissartts,

was known as the ojak (hearth); it was divided into ortas or
units of varying numbers; the oda (room) was the name given to
the barracks in which the janissaries were lodged. There were,
after the reorganization of Suleiman L, 196 ortas of three classes,

viz. the jemaai, comprising loi ortas, the beulidi, 61 ortas, and
the sekban, or setmen, 34 ortas; to these must be added 34 ortas
of ajami or apprentices. The strength of the orta varied greatlv,

sometimes being as low as 100, sometimes rising considerably

beyond its nominal war strength of 500. The distinction

between the different classes 'seems to have been principally in

nwne
;
in theory the jemaat, or yaya heiler^ were specially charged

with the duty of frontier-guards
;
the beuluks had the privilege

of serving as the sultan’s guards and of keeping the sacred banner
in their custody.

Until the accession of Murad' III. (1574) the total effective

of the janissaries, including the ajami or apprentices, did not
exceed 20,000. In 1582 irregularities in the mode of admission
to the ranks began. Soon parents themselves begged to have
their children enrolled^ so great were the privileges attaching

to the corps; late^ the privilege of enlistment was restricted to

the children or relatives of former janisswics; eventually the

remktions muck relaxed, and any person was admitted,

oiuy negroes being excluded. In 1591 the ojak numbered

48,688 men. Un^ Ibrahim (1640-16^) ii w^ reduced by
Kara Mustafa to 17,000; but it soon rose again, and at the

accession of Mahommed IV. (1648), the acoession^Mikshifih was
distributed to 50,000 janissaries. Daring the war of 16837x698
the rules for admission were suspended, 30,000 recruits being
received at one time, and the effective of the corps rising to
70,(^; about 1805 it numbered more than 112,000; it went
on increasing until the destruction of the janissaries, when it

reached 135,000. It would perhaps be more correct to say that
these are the numbers figuring on the pay-sheets, and that they
doubtless largely exceed the total of the men actuary serving in
the ranks.

Promotion to the rank of wammt officer was obtained by
long or distinguished service

; it was by seniority up to the rank
of adabashi, but odabashis were promoted to the ra^ of ^orbaii
(commander of an orta) solely by selection. Janissaries advanced
in their own orta, which they left only to assume the entnmand of
another. Ortes remained permanently stationed in the fortress

towns in which they were in garrison, being displaced in time of
peace oidy when some violent animosity broke out between two
companies. There were usually 12 in garrison at Belgrade,

14 at Khotin, 16 at Widdin, ao at Bagdad, Ac. The commander
was frequently changed. A new chorbaji was usually appointed
to the command of an orta stationed at a frontier post

; he was
then transferred elsewhere, so that in course of time he passed
through different provinces.

In time of pe^ the janissary received no pay. At first his
war pay was limited to one aspre per diem, but it was eventually
raised to a minimum of three aspres, while veterans received as
much as 29 aspre.s, and retired officers from 30 to lao. The aga
received 24,000 piastres per annum; the ordinary pay of a.

commander was 120 aspres per diem. The aga and several of
his subordinates received a percentage of the pay and allowance
of the troops; they also inherited the property of deceased
janissaries. Moreover, the officers profited largely by retaining
the names of dead or fictitious janissaries on the pay-rolls.

Rations of mutton, bread and candles were furpished bv the
government, the supply of rice, butter and >'^egetables bemg at
the charge of the commandant. The rations would have been
entirely inadequate if the janissaries had not been allow^,
contraiy to the regulations, to pursue different callings, such as
those of baker, hotelier, glazier, boatman, 8ic. At first the
janissaries bore no other distinctive mark save the white felt

cap*. Seen the red cap with gold embroidery was substituted.

Later a uniform was introduced, of which the distinctive mariK
was less the colour than the cut of the coat and the shape of the
head-dress and turban. The only distinction in the costume of
commanding officers was in the cdour of their boots, those 0!
the beuluks being red while the others were yellow; subordinate
officers wore black boots.

The fundamental laws of the janissaries, which were very
early infringed, were as follows : implicit obedience to their
officers; perfect accord and union among themselves; abstinence
from luxury, extravagance and practices unseemly for a soldier

and a brave observance of the rules of Haji Bektash and
of the religious law; exclusion from the ranks of all save those
properly levied.; special rules for the infliction of the death-
perialty; promotion to be by seniority; janissaries to be
adnMHiishedi or pimished by their own officers only; the infirm
and unfit to be pensioned; janissaries were not to let their

beards ^w, not to marry, nor to leave their barracks, nor to
engage in trade; but were to spend their time in drill and in

practising the arts of war.

Imtime of peace thestate supplied no arms, and the janissaries

on service in the capital were armed only with clubs; they were
forbidden to carry any aim save a cutlass, the only exception
being at the frontisr^posts. In time of war the janissaries

providedr their own arms, and these might be any which tooJi

thfir fancy. However, they were induced by rivalry to procure

the be.st obtainahle and to keep them in perfect order. The
banner of the janissaries was oi v^ite silk on which verses from
the Koran were embroidered in |pold. This banner was planted
beside the aga’s tent in casnn, with four other flags inted. cases,

and his three horse-tails. orta had its flag,, half^^red and
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half-yellow, placed before the tent of its commander. Each

orta had two or three great caldrons used for boiling the soup

and pilaw ;
these were under the guard of subordinate officers.

A particular superstition attached to them : if they were lost

in battle all the officers were disgraced, and the orta was no

longer allowed to parade with its caldrons in public ceremonies.

The janissaries were stationed in most of the guard-houses of

Constantinople and other large towns. No sentries were cn

duty, but rounds were sent out two or three times a day. It was

customary for the sultan or the grand vizier to bestow largess on

an orta which they might visit.

I'he janissaries conducted themselves with extreme violence

and brutality towards civilians. 'I'hey extorted money from

them ( n every possible pretext : thus, it was their duty to sweep

the streets in the immediate vicinity of their barracks, but they

forced the civilians, especially if rayas, to perform this task or

to pay a bribe. They were themselves subject to severe corporal

punishments ; if these were to take place publicly the ojak was

first asked for its consent.

At first a source of strength to Turkey as being the only well-

organized and disciplined force in the country, the janissaries

soon became its bane, thanks to their lawlessness and exactions.

One frequent means of exhibiting their discontent was to set

fire to Constantinople ; 140 such fires are said to have been

caused during the 28 years of Ahmed III.’s reign. 'J he janis-

saries were at all times distinguished for their want of respect

towards the sultans
;
their outbreaks were never due to a real

desire for reforms of abuses or of misgovemment, but were solely

caused to obtain the downfall of some obnoxious minister.

The first recorded revolt of the janissaries is in 1443, on the

occasion of the second accession of Mahommed II., when they

broke into rebellion at Adrianoplc. A similar revolt happened

at his death, when Bayazid II. was forced to yield to their

demands and thus the custom of the accession-bakshish was

established ;
at the end of his reign it was the janissaries who

forced Bayazid to summon Prince Selim and to hand over the

reins of power to him. During the Persian campaign of Selim I.

they mutinied more than once. Under Osman II. their disorders

reached their greatest height and led to the dethronement and

murder of the sultan. It would be tedious to recall all their arts

of insubordination. Throughout Turkish history they were made

use of as instruments by unscrupulous and ambitious statesmen,

and in the 17th century they had become a praetorian guard in

the worst sense of the word. Sultan Selim 111 . in despair

endMjflllred to organize a properly drilled and disciplined force,

under the name of nizam-i-jedid, to take their place
;
for some

time the janissaries regarded this attempt in sullen silence
;
a

curious detail is that Napoleon’.s ambassador Sebastian! strongly

dissuaded the sultan from taking this step. Again serving as

tools, the janissaries dethroned Selim III. and obtained the

abolition of the nizam-i-jedid. But after the successful revo-

lution of Bairakdar Pasha of Widdin the new troops were re-

established and drilled : the resentment of the janissaries rose to

such a height that they attacked the grand vizier’s house, and

after destroying it marched gainst the sultan’s palace. They

were repulsed by cannon, losing 600 men in the affair (1806).

But such was the excitement and alarm caused at Constantinople

that the nizam-i-jedid, or sekbans as they were now called, had

to be suppressed. During the next 20 years the misdeeds and tur-

bulence of the janissaries knew no bounds, Sultan Mahmud 11 .

,

powerfully impressed by their violence and lawlessness at his

accession, and with the example of Mehemet Ali’s method of

suppressing the Mamlukes before his eyes, determined to rid

the state of this scourge ;
long biding his time, in 1825 he decided

to form a corps of regular drilled troops known as eshkenjis, A
feiva was obtained froin the Sheikh-ul-Islam to the effect that

it was the duty of Moslems to acquire military science. The

imperial decree announring the formation of the new ^oops was

promulgated at a grand council, and the high dignitfimes present

(including certain of the principal officers of the janissaries who

concurred) undertook to comply with its provisions. But the

janissaries rose in revolt, and on the loth of June 1826, began

to collect on th'? Et Meidan square at Crnstantinople
;
at mid-

night they attacked the house oi the aga of janissares, and,

finding he had made good his escape, proceeded to overturn the

caldrcns of as mrny ortas as they c-uld find, thus forcing the

t oops oi those orias to jo n the insurrection. The n they pihaged

and robbed throughout the town. Meanwhile the gove.nmenl

was Collecting its for. es
;
the ulema, consulted by the sultan,

gave the follow.ng letva :
“ If unjust and violent men attack

their brethren, fight agamst the aggressors and send them before

their natural judge I
” On this the sacred sU ndard of the

prophet was unfurled, and war was formally declared against

these distu bers of order. Qnnrn were brought aga.nst the El

Meidan, wh.ch was surrounded by Irotps. Ibrah.m Aga, known
as Kara Jehennum, the commander of the arti lery, made a last

appeal to the janissaries to surrender
;
they refused, and fire was

opened upen them. Such as escaped were shot down as they

fifd ;
the barracks where many lound refuge were burnt

;
those

who were taken prisoner were brought beiore the grind vizier

and hanged. Before many days wire over the corp.s had ceased

to exist, and the janissaries, the glory of Turkey’s early days and

the scourge oi the country for the last two centuries, had passed

for ever from the page of her history.

Sec M. d’Ohsson, Tableaux de lempire ottoman (Paris, 1787-

1820) ;
Ahmed Vciyk, Lekj^-t-osmami (Ci>nstaiJlmcplc, 1290-1874)

;

A. Djtvad Ley, Llat n.tUtatre ottoman (Constantinople, 1885).

JANIUAY, a town of the province of Iloilo, Panav, Philippine

Islands, on the Suague river, about 20 m. W.N.W. of Iloilo, the

capital. Pop. (1903), 27,399, including Lamb nao (6661)

annexed to Jan uay in 1003. The town commands delightful

views of mountain and valley s ener>'. An excellent road

connects it w'lth Pototan, about 10 m. E. The .sv»rrounding

country is hilly but fertile and well cultivated, producing rice,

sugar, tobacco, vegetables (lor the Iloilo market), hemp and

Indian coin. I'he women weavi' and sell beautilul fabrics of

pina, silk, cotton and abaca. The language is Panay-Visayan.

Janiuay was founded in 1578 ;
it was first established in the

mountains and was subsequently removed to its pre.scnt site.

JANJIRA, a native state of India, in the Konkan division of

Bombay, situated along the coast among the spurs of the

Western Ghats, 40 m. S. of Bombay city. Area, 324 sq. m.

Pop. (1901), .85 ,414, .showing an increase of 4 % in the dtcade.

The estimated revenue is about £37,000 ;
there is no tribute.

The chief, whose title is Nawab ^hib, is by descent a Sidi or

Abyssinian Mahommedan; and his ancestors were for many
generations admirals of the Mahommedan rulers of the Deccan.

The state, popularly known as Habsan ( - Abyssinian), did not

come under direct subord nation to the British until 1870. Jt

supplies sailors and fishermen, and also firewood, to Bombay,

with which it is in regular communication by steamer.

The Nawab of Janjira is also chief of the state of Jafarabad

(?•*'•)•

JAN MAYEN, an arctic island between Greenland and the

nerth of Norway, about 71® N., 8° W. It is 34 m. long and 9 in

greatest breadth, and is divided into two parts by a narrow

isthmus. The island is of volcanic formation and mountainous,

the highest summit being Beerenberg in the nurlh (8350 ft,).

Volcanic eruptions have been observed. Glaciers are fully

developed. Henry Hudsen discovered the island in 1607 and

called it Hudson’s Tutches or Touches. Thereafter it was

several times observed by navigators who success.vely claimed

its discovery and renamed it. Thus, in 1611 or the following

year whalers from Hull named it Trinity Island
j
in 1612 Jean

Vrolicq, a French whaler, called it tie de Richelieu
;
and in 1614

Joris Carolus named one of its promontories Jan Meys Hoek

after the captain of one of his ships. The present name of the

island is derived from this, the claim of its discovery by a Dutch

navigator, Jan Mayen, in 1611, being unsupportable. The

island is not permanently inhabited, but has been frequently

visited by explorers, sealers and whalers
;
and an Austrian

station for scientific observations was maintained here for a

year in 1882-1883. During this period a mean temperature of

27*8® F. was recorded.



JANSEN—JANSENISM
JAMSBH, C01UIELID8 (i585-i638), bi^op of Ypres, and father

of the religious revival known as Jansenism, was bom of humble
Catholic parentage at Accoy in the province of Utrecht on the

28th of October 1585. In 1602 he entered the university of

Louvain, then in the throes of a violent conflict between the

Jesuit, or scholastic, party and the followers of Michael Baius,

who swore by St Augustine. Jansen ended by attaching himself

strongly to the latter party, and presently made a momentous
friendship with a like-minded fellow-student, Du Vergier de

Hauranne, afterwards abbot of Saint Cyran. After taking his

degree he went to Paris, partly to recruit his health by a change

of scene, partly to study Greek. Eventually he joined Du
Vergier at his country home near Bayonne, and spent some years

leaching at the bishop’s college. All his spare time was spent

in studying the early Fathers with Du Vergier, and laying plans

for a reformation of the Church. In 1 616 he returned to Louvain,

to take charge of the college of St Pulcheria, a hostel for Dutch
students of theology. Pupils found him a somewhat choleric

and exacting master and academic society a great recluse.

However, he took an active part in the university’s resistance

to the Jesuits ; for these had established a theological school of

their own in Louvain, which was proving a formidable rival to

the official faculty of divinity. In the hope of repressing their

encroachments, Jansen was sent twice to Madrid, in 1624 and
J626

;
the second time he narrowly escaped the Inquisition. He

warmly supported the Catholic missionary bishop of Holland,

Rovenius, in his contests with the Jesuits, who were trying to

evangelize that country without regard to the bishop’s wishes.

He also crossed swords more than once with the Dutch Presby-

terian champion, Voetius, still remembered for his attacks on

Descartes. Antipathy to the Jesuits brought Jansen no nearer

Protestantism ; on the contrary, he yearned to beat these by

their own weapons, chiefly by showing them that Catholics

could interpret the Bible in a manner quite as mystical and
pietistic as theirs. This became the great object of his lectures,

when he was appointed regius professor of scriptural interpre-

tation at Louvain in 1630. Still more was it the object of his

Au^ustinuSf a bulky treatise on the theology of St Augustine,

barely finished at the time of his death. Preparing it had been

his chief occupation ever since he went back to Louvain. But

Jansen, as he said, did not mean to be a school-pedant all his

life
;
and there were moments when he dreamed political dreams.

He looked forward to a time when Belgium should throw off the

Spanish yoke and become an independent Catholic republic on

the model of Protestant Holland. These ideas became known
to his Spanish rulers, and to assuage them he wrote a philippic

called the Mars %aUicus (1635), a violent attack cn French

ambitions generally, and on Richelieu’s indifference to inter-

national Catholic interests in particular. The Mars gaUicus

did not do much to help Jansen’s friends in France, but it

more than appeased the wrath of Madrid with Jansen himself

;

in 1636 he was appointed bishop of Ypres. Within two years he

was cut off by a sudden illness on the 6th of May 1638 ; the

Augustinus, the book of his life, was published posthumously in

1640.

Full details as to Jansen's career will be found in Reuchlin's

Geschichte von Port Royal (Hamburg, 1839), vol. i. See also Jans^nius

by the Abb6s Callawaert and Nols (Louvain, 1893). (St C.)

JANSENISM, the religious principles laid down by Cornelius

Jansen in his Augustinus, This was simply a digest of the teach-

ing of St Augustine, drawn up with a* special eye to the needs of

the 17th century. In Jansen’s opinion the Church was suffering

from three evils. The official scholastic theology was anything

but evangelical. Having set out to embody the mysteries of

faith in human language, it had fallen a victim to the excellence

of its own methods ;
language proved too strong for mystery.

Theology sank into a branch of dialectic ;
whatever would not fit

in with a logical formula was cast aside as useless. But average

human nature does not take kindly to a syllogism, and theology

had ceased to have any appreciable influence on popular religion.

Simple souls found their spiritual pasture in little mincing “ devo-

tions ’*j while robuster minds built up for themselves a natural

153
moralistic religion, quite as close to Epictetus as to Christianity.

All these .three evils were attacked by Jansen. As against the

theologians, he uxged that in a spiritual religion experience, not

reason, must be our guide. As against the stoical self-sufficiency

of the moralists, he dwelt on the helplessness of man and hu
dependence on liis maker. As against the ceremonialists, he
maintained that no amount of church-going will save a man,
unless the love, of God is in him. But ^s capacity for love no
one can give himself. If he is bom without the religious instinct,

he can only receive it by going through a process of
**
conver-

sion.” And whether God converts this man or that depends on
his good pleasure. Thus Jansen’s theori^ of conversion melt
into predestination

; although, in doing so, they somewhat
modify its grimness4 Even for the worst i^iscreant there is

hope—for who can say but that God may yet think fit to convert

him ? Jansen’s thoughts went back every moment to his two
spiritual heroes, St Augustine and St Paul, each of whom had
been “ the chief of sinners.”

Such doctrines have a marked analogy to those of Calvin
; but

in many ways Jansen differed widely from the Protestants. He
vehemently rejected their doctrine of justification by faith

; con-

version might be instantaneous, but it was only the loginning of a
long and gradual process of justification. Secondly, although

the one thing necessary in religion was a personal relation of

the human soul to its maker, Jansen held that that relation

was only possible in and through the Roman Church. Herein

he was following Augustine, who had managed to couple together

a high theory of church authority and sacramental grace with a
strongly personal religion. But the circumstances of the 17th

century were not those of the 5th
;
and Jansen landed his fol-

lowers in an inextricable confusion. What were they to do, when
the outward church said one thing, and the inward voice said

another ? Some time went by, however, before the two authori-

ties came into open conflict. Jansen’s ideas were popularized in

France by his friend Du Vernier, abbot of St Cyran
; and he

dwelt mainly on the practical side of the matter—on the necessity

of conversion and love of God, as the basis of the religious life.

This brought him into conflict with the Jesuits, whom he accused

of giving absolution much too easily, without any serious inquiry

into the dispositions of their penitent. His views are expounded
at length by his disciple, Antoine Amauld, in a book on Frequent

Cdnmunion (1643). This book was the first manifestation of

Jansenism to the general public in France, and raised a violent

storm. But many divines supported Amauld ; and no official

action was taken against his party till 1649. In that year the

Paris University condemned five propositions from Jansen’s

Augustinus, all relative to predestination. This censure, backed

by the signatures of eighty-five bishops, was sent up to Rome for

endorsement ;
and in 1653 Pope Innocent X. declared all five

propositions heretical.

This decree placed the Jansenists between two fires ; for

although the five propositions only represented one side of

Jansen’s teaching, it was recognized by both parties that the

whole question was to be fought out on this issue. Under the

leadership of Amauld, who came of a great family of lawyers,

the Jansenists accordingly took refuge in a series of legal tactics.

Firstly, they denied that Jansen had meant the propositions in

the sense condemned. Alexander VII. replied (1656) that his

predecessor had condemned them in the sense intended their

author. Amauld retorted that the Church might be infallible

in abstract questions of theology ; but as to what was passing

through an author’s mind it Imew no more than any one else.

However, the French government suppor^ the pope. In

1656 Amauld was deprived of his degm, in spite of Pascal’s

Pravincid Letters (1656-1657), begun in an attempt to save him
(see Pascal; Casuistry). In 1661 a formulary, or solemn

renunciation of Jansen, was imposed on all his suspected

followers; those who would not sign it went into hiding, or

to the Bastille. Peace was only restored under Clement IX.

in 1669.

This peace was treated by Jansenist writers as a triumph;

reaily it was the beginning of their downfall. They had set out
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to reform the Church of Rome; they ended by limdng to fight

hard for a doubtful foothold within it . Even i hat foothold soon

gave way. Louis XIV. was a fanatic for uniformity, civil and
religious; the last thing he was likely to tolerate was a handful

of eccexrtric recluses, who believed themselves to be in special

touch with Heaven, and therefore might at any moment set their

conscience up against the law. During the life! ime of his cousin,

Madame de Longueville, the great protectress of the Jansenists,

Louis stayed his hand
;
on her death (1679) the reign of severity

began. That summer Arnauld, who had spent the greater part

of his life in hiding, was forced to leave France for good.

Six years later he was joined in exile by Pasquier Quesnei

who succeeded him as leader of the party. Long before his

flight from France Quesnei had published a devotional commen-
tary—Rt flexions morales sur le Nouveau Testament—which had

gone through many editions without exciting official suspicion.

But in 1695 Louis Ahtoine de Noailles, bishop of Chalons, was

made archbishop ol Paris. He was known to be very hostile to

the Jesuits, and at Chalons had more than onoe expressed

official approval of Quesnel’s Reflexions, So the Jesuit party

determined to wreck archbishop and book at the same time.

The Jansenists played into their hands by suddenly raising (1701)

in the Paris divinity school the question whether it was necessary

to accept the condemnation of Jansen with interior assent, or

whether a “ respectful silence was enough. Very soon ecclesi-

astical France was in a blaze. In 1705 I.ouis XIV. wrote to

Pope Clement XI., proposing that they Siould take joint action

to make an end of Jansenism for ever. Clement replied in T705

with a bull condemning respectiul silence. This measure only

whetted Louis's appetite. He was growing old and increasingly

superstitious
;
the affairs of hiu realm were going from bad to

worse ;
he became frenziedly anxious to propitiate the wrath of

his maker by making war on the enemies of the Church. In 1711

he asked the pope for a second, and still stronger bull, that

would tear up Jansenism by the roots. The pope’s choice a

book to condemn fell on Quesnel’s R^xions; in 1715 appeared

the bull Umgenitus, anathematizing no less than one-hundred-

and-one of its propositions. Ind^, in his zeal against the

Jansenists the pope condemned various practices in no way
peculiar to their party; thus, for instance, many orthodox

Catholics were exasperated at the heavy bk)w he dealt at popular

Bible reading. Hence the bull met with much opposition from

Archbishop de Noailles and others who did not call themselves

Jansenists. In the midst of the conflict Ix>uis XIV, died

(Septemtar 1715) ;
but the freethinking duke of Orleans, who

Buccdil^ him as rejent, continued after some wavering to

support the bull. Thereupon four bishops appealed ^inst it

to a general council
;
and the country became divi^d into

** appellants and “ acceptants " (1717). The regent’s disrepu-

table minister, Cardinal Dubois, patched up an abortive truce in

1720, but the appellants prom^ly “ re-appealed ” against it.

During the next ten years, however, tl^ were slowly crushed,

and in 1750 the Unij^nittis was proclaimed part and pveel of

the law France. This led to a ^at quarrel with the judges,

who were inten:>ely Gollican in sjMrit ^sce Gallicanism), and had
always regarded the Unigenitus os a triumph of ultramontanism.

The quarrel drag^d indefimtely on through the i8th centuiy,

though the questions at issue were really constitutional and
political rather than religious.

Meanwhile the most ardent Jansenists had followed Quesnei

to Holland. Here they met with a warm welcome from the

Dutch Catholic body, which had always been in close sympathy

with Jansenism, althc^h without regarding itself as fonnally

pledg^ to the Augushnus, But it h^ broken loose from Rome
in 2702, and was now organizing itself into an independent

church (see Utrecrt). fThe Jansenists who remained in France

had meanwhile fallen on evd days. Persecution usually begets

hystcriain its victims ;
and the more extravagant memb^s of the

party were far advanced on the road which leads to apocalyptic

prophecy and speaking with tongues.” About 1728 the

” miracles of St Mraard ** became the talk of Paris. This was

the cemetery where was buried Fran9ois de Paris, a young
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Jansoiist deacon of singulaity holy life, and apei^^ opponent
of the Unigenitus. AU sorts of miraculous cures were believed
to have been woriced at hb tomb, until the government closed
the canetery in 1732. This gave rise to the famous epigram

:

De par le rot, difense d Dieu
De faire miracle cn ce lieu.

the miracles soon followed the rise of the so-called Convul-
sionaries. These worked themselves up, mainly by the use of

frightful self-tortures, into a state of frenzy, in which they
prophesied and cured diseases. They were eventually disowned
by the more reputable Jansenists, and were severely repressed

by the police. But in 1772 they were still important enough for

Diderot to enter the field against them. Meanwhile genuine

Jansenism survived in many country parsonages and convents,

^ led to frequent quarrels with the authorities. Only one of

its latter-day disciples, however, rose to real eminence; this was
the Abb^ Henri Gr6goire, who played a considerable part in the

French Revolution. A few small Jansenist congregations still

survive in France; and others have been started in connexion
with the Old Catholic Church in Holland.

Literature.

—

^For the 17th centuiy sec the Port Royal of

Sainte-Beuve (5th ecL, Palis, 1888) in six volumes. See aJ.«5o 11 .

Kcuchlin, Geschichte von Port Royal (2 vols., Hamburg, 1839-1844).
and C. Beard, Port Royal (2 vols., London, 1861). No satisfaclory

Roman Catholic history of the subject exists, though reference may
be made to Count Joseph de Maisixe’s De V^glise gallicane (last ed.,

Lyons, 1881}. On the Jansenism of the 18th century no single work
exists, though much informatiou will be found m the Galltcan

Chufch of Canon Jervis (2 vols., London, 1872). For a series of

excellent sketdies see also Seche. Les Derniers Jansimstes (3 vols.,

Paris, 1891). A more detailed list oi books bearing on the subject

will be found in the 5th volume of the Cambridge Modern Htstory

\

and J. Paquier's Le Jansinisme (Paris, 1909) may also be consulted.

(St C.)

JANSSEN, or Janssn (sometimes Johnson), CORNELIUS
(1593-1664), Flemish painter, was apparently bom in London,

and br.ptized on the 14th of October 1593. There seems no
reason to suppose, as was formerly stated, that he was bom at

Amsterdam. He worked in England from r6i8 to 1643, and
afterwards retired to Holland, working at Middelburg, Am-
sterdam, the Hague and Utrecht, and dying at one of the last two
places about 1664. In England he was patronized by Jame.s 1.

and the court, and under Charles I. he continued to paint the
numerous portraits which adorn many English mansions and
collections. Janssen's pictures, chiefly portraits, are dis-

tinguished by clear colouring, delicate touch, good taste and
careful finish. He generally painted upon panel, and often

woriced on a small scale, sometimes producing replicas of his

larger works. A characteristic of his style is the very dark
background, which throws the carnations of his portraits into

rounded relief. In all probability his earliest portrait (1618)
was that of John Milton as a boy of ten.

JANSSEN, JOHANNES (1829^-1691), German historian, was
bom at Xanten on the loth of April 1829, and was educated

as a Roman Cathofic at Munster, Louvam, Bonn and Berlin,

afterwards becoming a teacher of history at Frankfort-on-4hc-

Main. He was ordained priest in i860; became a member of

the Prussian Chamber of Deputies in 1875 ;
and in 1880 was made

domestic prelate to the pope and apostolic pronotaiy. He died

at Frankfort on the 24th of December 1891. Janssen was a
stout champion of the Ultramontane party in the Roman
Gatholic Church. His great work is his Oeschdehte des deutseken

Volkes soil dem Ausgang des Mittelelters {Z vol^ Freiburg, 1876-

1894). In this book he shows himselfvery hostile totheRiefonna-
tion, and attempts to prove ihat the Protcstonls were responsible

for the general unrest in Germany during the 16th and 17th
centuries. The author’s perdsanship led to same controversy,

and Janssen wrote An tmiiu KriHker (Freiburg, 1882) and
Ein meites Wort an meine KriHker (Freiburg, 1883) in re^y to

the Janssens Gesehuhte des deuUcken Volkes (Mui^, 1863) of

M. Lenz, and other criticisms.

The Geschichte^ which has passed through mimerous editions, has
been continued and improved by Ludwig PEUitor, and the greaterpart
of it has been tnaslaxed into il^Usb by M. A. MitchfU and A. M«
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CIhrittto (London^ 1496^ ioL^v Of his oHitr iworkf pmhMpg tiu
important are : the ^dftibag oi fimihfwU ilmck$h€fmtcmAmi4
wp (Freiburg, 1863-1872); and of the Ub$n^ btieft und kMnerg

biB friend Ji F, Bdhmer (Leipciir, 1868) ; a monogxiph,
S^mtt s$i H$9ionk^ (Freibocs^ 1863) ;

and und U^mstMer
^

Sc3tT^aactor,^/oAoiMiar JmsM»n (FrelbiBf, 1893) ;
F. Meiater, Etin*

ntrung an Johannas Janswsn (Frankfort, xA^)
;
Schwann, Johannas

Janssan und die GeschiohU dtr deuischen Reformation <Muidch, 1892).

JA1IB8EV* PIBimE mjSB Cl^AB (1824-2907), French
astronomer, was bom in Paris on the sand <rf February 18*4,
and studied mathematics and physics at the faculty of sciences.

He taught at the lyc6e Chaiiem^e in 1853, and in the school
of architecture 1865-2871, but his tmeigieB were mainly devoted
to various sctentibc missions entrusted to iuxn. Thus in 1857
he went to Peru in order to determine the ma^etic equator

;

in 1861-1862 and 1864, he studied telluric absorption in the solar

spectrum in Italy and Switzerland ; in 1867 he carried out
optical and magnetic experiments at the Azores ; he successfully

observed bc^th transits of Venus, that of 1874 in Japan, that of
1882 at Oran in Algeria

;
and he took part in a long series of

solar eclipse-exp^itions, e,g. to Trani (1867), Guntoor (1868),
Algiers (2870), Siam (2875), Caroline Islands (1883), and to

Alcosebrc in Spain (1905). To sec the eclipse of 1870 he escaped
from besieged Paris in a balloon. At the great Indian eclipse

of 2868 he demonstrated the gaseous nature of the red promi-
nences, and devised a method of observing them under ordinary
daylight conditions. One main purpose of his spectroscopic

inquiries was to answer the question whether the sun contains

oxygen or not. An indispensable preliminary was the virtual

elimination of oxygen-absorption m the earth’s atmosphere,
and his bold project of establishing an observatory on the top of

Mont Blanc was prompted by a perception of the advantages to

be gained by r^ucing the thickness of air through which
oteervations have to be made. This observatory, the founda-
tions of which were fixed in the snow that appears to cover the
summit to a depth of ten metres, was built m September 2893,
and Janssen, in spite of his sixty-nine years, made the ascent

and spent four days taking observations. In 1875 he was
appointed director of the new astrophysical observatory estab-

lished by the French government at Meudon, and set on
foot there in 1876 the remarkable series of solar photomphs
collected in his great Atlas de photographits solaires (1904).

The first volume of the Anndes de Vohsmatme di Meudm
was published by him in 1S96. He died at Paris on the 33rd of

December 1907.

See A. M. Clerke, Hist, of Astr. during the j^h Century (2903)

;

H. Maepherson, Astronomers of To-Day (X903).

JAHSSBN8 (or Janssxs), VICTOR ROMORIUS (1664-1739).
Flemish painter, was bom at Brussels, After seven years in

the studio of an obscure painter named Volders, he spent four

years in the household of the duke of Holstein. Tbe next ekven
years Janssms passed in Rome, where he took ea|;er advanti^e

of all the aids to artistic study, and formed an mtimaey with

Tempesta, in whose landscapes he frequently inserted figures.

Risii^ into popularity, he ][minted a large number of cabinet

historical scenes ; but, on his return to Brussels, the claims of

his increasing family restricted hith almost Entirely to the larger

and more lucrative size of picture, of which very many of the

churches and palaces of the Netherlands contain examples. In

1718 Janssens was invited to Vienna, where he stayed three

years, and was made painter to the emperor. The statement

that he visited England is based onl;y upon the fact that certam

faahicnable .kiteriors of the time m that country have been

attributed to him. Janssen’s colouring was good, his touch

delksBte. and his taste refined.

JMIIBRft/or jANSSNi) VAN NUYSSSar, ABRAHAM (1567-

163^), Flemish painter, was bom at Antwerp in 1567. He
studied tinder Jan Snellinck, was a ’’ master ” in 1602, and in

1607 was dean of the master-painters. Till the appearance of

Rubens he was considered perhaps the best historical painter

of his time. The ^les of the two artists are not unlike, la

ooMetness of drawing Janssens excelled hisgmtcontexnporary

;

in bold ooaq>osStiQii and m traatmoit of the iiuda ha e^ildMiA
Mm ; but nt faculty of ooloar and m gniaal freedom el
poivrion and touch he fell lar short. oi dnaiosedid^
he gratified his taste for strong ebntrasts of %ht and
in m torchlighti and akaihur smets. Good of this

master are to be sm in the Antwerp ousseum and Rie Vkniui
gallery. The stories of his jealousy of Rttbeas his

dissolute life are quite un&Mmed. fie died at Antwerp »
1632.

iANRARiOS, NT, or Sais GimAjio, the patron sudm cl
Naples. According to the legend, lie was bishop of Benevento,
and flourished towards the dose ol1iie^3id century. On ibit

outbreak of the persecution by Diodedaa and Maxiiaian, he
was takm to Nola and brought before Timothm, goverxior of
Campania, on account of his profession of the Christian rdigioli.

After various assaults upon his constancy, he was sentence to
be cast into the fleiy furnace, through which he passed wholly
unharmed. On the following day,ak^ with a number of
martyrs, he was exposed to t^ fury of wild beasts, whicbi,

however, la^ thnnselves down in tame submissiOfi at his feet^

Timotheus, again pronounong umtence of death, was strudt
with blindness, but immediately healed by rixe powerful inters

cession of the saint, a miracle which converted nearly five

thousand men on the spot. The ungrateful judge, only roused
to further fury by these occurrences, caused the executioa of

Januarios by the sword to be forthwith carried out. The borty
was ultimately removed by the mhabitants of Nicies to that
city, where the relic became very famous for its miracles, espe*-

cially in counteractir^ the more dangerous eruptions of Vesuv^
Whatever the difficulties raised by his Acta, the cult of St
Januarius, bishop and martyr, Is attested historically at Naples
as early as the 5th century (Biblioih. hagiog. Uuina, No. 6558).
Two phials preserved in the cathedral are believed to contain the
blood of the martyr. The relic is shown twice a year-^in May
and September. On these occasions the substance contained
in the phial liquefies, and the Neapolitans see in this phenomenon
a supernatural manifestation. The miracie of St Januarius

”

did not occur before the middle of the X5th century.

A great number of saints of the name of Januariot are
mentionsd in the martyrologies. The best known are the
Roman martyr (festival, the 10th of July), whose epitaph was
wrrtten by Fbpe Damasus (De Rossi, BtdUUino, p. 17, 1863),
and the martyr of Cordova, who forms along with Faustus and
Martialis the group designated by Frudenrius {Feristephemonf
iv. so) by the name of tres mmac. The festival of these
mariyrs is celebrated on the X3th ef October.

See A c/a sonaorum, September, vi. 761-891 ;
G. Scherillo,

Esame di un codice greco pnMdUato nsi tmo secondo della bibliotheca
casinenSis {Sapies, 1876) ;

G. Taglklatela, Memorie storioo-oriticho
del culto del santue di 5. Gennarp (Naples^ 1893), which containa
snany facta, but littla criticism

; G. Albmi, Sulla mobUith dai liptidi
viscosi non omogenei (Societh reals di "Hapoli, Rendiconfi, and series,
vol. iv., 1890) ;

Acta sanctorum, October, vi. X87-X93. (H. De.)

JANUARY, the first month in the modem calendar, consistang

of thirty>one days. The name (Lat. Jamsarim) is derived from
the two-faoed. Roman god Janus, to whom the month was
dedicated. As doorkeeper of heaven, as looking both into the
past and the future, and as being essentially the deity who
busied himself with the beginnk^s of all enterprises, he was
appropriately made guardian of the fortunes of the new year,

the consecration of the month took plaoe by an offering of meal,

salt, frankincense and wine, each of which was new. The
Anglo-Saxons called January Wtilfmtmaitk, in allusion to the
fact that hunger then made the wolves bold enough tooome into !

the villages. The principal festivals of the month are : New
Year’s Day; Feast of the Circumoision ; Epipbaity; TWelft^
Day

;
and Omversion of $t Paul (setrCALBNDAm).

JANUS, in Roman mythology one of the principal ItalMm ?

deities. The name is general^ plained as the masculine fom*
of Diana (Jaxm), and Janus as or^nally a god of li^ aiKflt

who gradbalh became the god of the begini^ of

;

idl mugs. According to some, however, he ia iingily thw god
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ol ^ioorways (januae) and in this connexion is the patron of all

entrances and beginning. According to Mommsen, he was

the spirit of opening/ and the double-head was connected

with the gate that opened both ways. Others, attributing to

him an Etruscan origin, regard him as the god of the vault of

heaven, which the Etruscan arch is supposed to resemble. The

rationalists explained him as an old king of Latium, who built

a citadel for himself on the Janiculum. It was believed that

his worship, which was said to have existed as a local cult before

the foundation of Rome, was introduced there by Romulus,

and that a temple was dedicated to him by Numa. This temple,

in reality only an arch or gateway (Janus geminus) facing east

and west, stood at the north-east end of the forum. It was open

during war and closed during peace (Livy i. 19) ;
it was shut only

four times before the Clmstian era. A possible explanation is,

that it was considered a bad omen to shut the city gates while

the citizens were outsWe fighting for the state ; it was necessary

that they should have free access to the city, whether they

returned victorious or defeated. Similarly, the door of a

private house was kept open while the members of the family

were away, but when all were at home it was closed to keep

out intruders. There was also a temple of Janus near the theatre

of Marcellus, in the forum olitorium, erected by Gaius Duilius

(Tacitus, Ann. ii. 49), if not earlier.

The beginning of the day (hence his epithet Matutinns), of

the month, and of the year (January) was sacred to Janus; on

the 9th of January the festival called Agonia was celebrated in

his honour. He was invoked before any other god at the

beginning of any important undertaking
;
his priest wp the Rex

Sacroruni, the representative of the ancient king in his capacity

as religious head of the state. All gateways, housedoors and

entrances generally, were under his protectiDn
;
he was the

inventor of agriculture (hence Consivius, “ he who sows or

plants ”), of civil laws, of the coining of money and of religious

worship. He was worshipped on the Janiculum as the protector
|

of trade and shipping; his head is found on the as, together

with the prow of a ship. He is usually represented on the

earliest coins with two bearded faces, looking in opjwsite

directions
;

in the time of Hadrian the number of faces is in-

creased to four. In his capacity as porter or doorkeeper he

holds a staff in his right hand, and a key (or keys) in his Idt ; as

such he is called Patulcius (opener) and Clusius (closer). His

titles Curiatius, Patricius, Quirinus originate in his worship in

the gentes, the curiae and the state, and have no reference to

any mMI functions or characteristics. In late times, he is

both^iied and unbearded ;
in place of the staff and keys, the

fingers of his right hand show the number 300 (CCC.), those of

his left the number of the remaining days of the year (LXV.).

According to A. B. Cook (Classical Review, xviii. 367), Janus

is only another form of Jupiter, the name under which he was

worshipped by the pre-Latin (aboriginal) inhabitants of Rome ;

after their conquest by the Italians, Janus and Jana took their

place as independent divinities by the side of the Italian Jupiter

and Juno. He considers it probable that the three-headed

Janus was a triple oak-god worshipped in the form of two

vertical beams and a cross-bar (such as the tigittum sororium,

for which see Horatii) ;
hence also the door, consisting of two

lintels and side-posts, was sacred to Janus. The three-headed

•type may have been the original, from which the two-headed

and four-headed types were developed. J. G. Frazer (The

Early History of the Kingship, pp. 214, 285), who also identifies

Janus with Jupiter, is of opinion that Janus was not originally

a doorkeeper, but that the door was caBed after him, not vice

versa. Janua may be an adjective, jcmjia foris meaning a door

with a symbol of Janus close by the chief entrance, to serve as

a protection for the hous^ ; then janua alone came to mean a door

generally, with or without the symbol of Janus. The double

head may have been due to the desire to make the god look both

ways for greater protection.* By J.
Rhys (Hibbert Lectures,

x866, pp. 82, 94) Janus is identified with the three^faced (some-

times three-headed) Celtic god Cernunnus, a chthonian divinity,

compared by Rhys with the Teutonic Heimdal, the warder of

the gods of the under-world
;
like Janus, Cemuimus and Heimdal

were considered to be the fans et origo of all things.

See S. Linde, De Jano summo romanorum deo (Lund, xSgi)
;

J. S. Speyer, " Le Dieu romain Janus,'* in Revue de Vhistoire des

religions (xxvi., 1892) -G. Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der Renter

(1902) ;
W. Deecke, Etruskische Forschungent vol. ii.

;
W. Warde

Fowler, The Roman Festivals of the Period of the Republic (1899).

282-290
;
articles in W. H. Roscher's Lexikon der Mythologie and

^aremberg and Saglio's Dictionnairo des AntiquitSs\ J. Toutain,

£tu^s de Mythologie (1909). On other jani (arched passages) in

Rome, frequented by business men and money changers, sec

O. Richter, Topographie der Stadt Rom (1901). (J. H. F.)

MORA, a native state of Central India, in the Malwa agency.

It consists of two isolated tracts, between Ratlam and Neemuch.

Area, with the dependencies of Piplauda and Pant Piplauda,

568 sq. m. Pop. (1901), 84,202. The estimated revenue is

£57,000 ;
tribute, £9000. The chief, whose title is nawab, is

a Mahommedan of Afghan descent. The state was confirmed

by the British govgmment in 1818 by the Treaty of Mandsaur.

Nawab Mahommed Ismail, who died in 1895, was an honorary

major in the British army. His son, Iftikhar Ali Khan, a minor

at his accession, was educated in the Daly College at Indore, wit Ii

a British officer for his tutor, and received powers of administra-

tion in 1906. 'Ihe chief crops are millets, cotton, maize and

poppy. The last supplies a large part of the Malwa opium of

commerce. The town of Jaora is on the Rajputana-Malwa

railway, 20 m. N. of Ratlam. Pop. (1901), 23,854. It is well

laid out, with many good modern buildings, and has a high

school and dispensary. To celebrate Queen Victoria’s Diamond

Jubilee, the Victoria Institute and a zenana dispensary were

opened in 1898.

JAPAN, an empire of eastern Asia, and one of the great powers

of the world. The following article is divided for convenience

into ten sections:—!. Geography; II. The People; III.

Language and Literature; IV. Art; V. Economic Condi-

tions ;
VI. Government and Administration ;

VII. Religion ;

VIII. Foreign Intercourse; IX. Domestic History; X.

The Claim of Japan.

I.—Geography

The continent of Asia stretches two arms into the Pacific

Ocean, Kamchatka in the north and Malacca in the south,

between which lies a long cluster of islands

constituting the Japanese empire, which covers mmo Bxtemt.

37° 14' of longitude and 29^ 11' of latitude. On the

extreme north are the Kuriles (called by the Japanese Chishima,

or the “ myriad isles ”), which extend to 156° 32' E. and to

50° 56' N. ;
on the extreme south is Formosa (called by the

Japanese Taiwan), which extends to 122® 6' E., and to 21® 45'

N. There are six large islands, namely Sakhalin (called by the

Japanese Karafuto) ;
Yezo or Ezo (which with the Kuriles is

designated Hokkaido, or the north-sea district) ;
Nippon (the

** ongin of the sun ^^), which is the main island ;
Shikoku (the

“ four provinces ’’), which lies on the east of Nippon ;
Kiushiu

or Kyushu (the “ nine provinces ”), which lies on the south of

Nippon, and Formosa, which forms the most southerly link of

the chain. Formosa and the Pescadores were ceded to Japan

by China after the war of 1894-1895, and the southern half ot

Sakhalin—the part south of 50" N.—was added to Japan by

cession from Russia in 1905. Korea, annexed in August 19^0,

is separately noticed*

Coast-line.—^The following table shows the numbers, the lengths

of coast-line, and the areas of the various groups of islands, only

those being indicated that have a coast-line of at least i ri (zj m.),

or that, though smaller, are inhabited
;
except in the <»se of Formosa

and the PescMorcs, where the whole numbers are given :

—

Length of

Number, coast in

miles.

Nippon t 4 >7f^5‘03

Isles adjacent to Nippon ... 167 1,275 09

Shikoku I 1,100*85

Isles adjacent to Shikoku ... 75 548’«

KiOshiQ 1 2,101*28

I
lides adjacent to Kiushia . . . 150 2,405*06

Area
in square
milea

99r373*57
470-30

6,461*39

1,821*85
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tlM dolusion tiiat nature as represented in ttiit cUteical pictures'

{buniingwa) oi Chna and Japan exists only in the artist's imagiaa*
tiou. Farther south, io the province of Kai (Kdshir.)

,
and separating

two great ^iver|^ the Fuii-kawa and the Tenriu-gawa, there lies a
range of hills with peaks second only to those of the japanean Alps
spoken of above, l^hc principal elevations in this range are Sliirane'

san—with three sumniits, Nudori (9970 ft.), Ai-no-t^e (lo.sooft.)

and Kaigane (10,330 ft.^—^d Hoosan (9550 it.). It will be observed
that aU the highest mountains of Japan form a species of belt across

the widest part of the main idand, ^ginning on the west with the

Alps of Etchiu, Hida and Shinano, and ending on the east with
Fuji-yama. In all the regions of the xnain island southward of this

belt the only mountains of conspicuous altitude are Omine (6169 ft.)

and Odai-gaharasan (554a ft.) in Yamato and Daiaen or Oyama
(5951 ft.) in Hoki.

ju island of Shikoku has no mountains of notable

stikotLu* magnitude. The highest is Isbizuchi'zan (7727 ft.), but
* there are sewend pmks varying from 3000 to 6000 ft.

Kiushiu, though ahouniiiag m mountaixn chains, independent or

connected, is notremarkableibr lofty peaks. In the neighbourhood of

Na?asdki, over the cmecrated solfataras of Unxen take

JffijtSifl
* (caUod also Onsen) stands an extinct volcano, whose

summit, Fugen^dake, is 4865 ft. high. More notable
is Aso^take,. some 20 m. from Kumamoto

;
for, though the highest of

its five peaks has an altitude of only 5545 ft., it b^ats the largest

crater in the world, with walls nearly a<^ ft. high and a basin Irom
10 to 14 m. in diameter. Asortake is still an active volcano, but its

eruptions during recent years have been confined to ashes and dust.
Only two other mountains in Ki&shia need bo mentioned—

m

volcano

(3743 ^t‘) on the island Sakura-jima, in the extreme south
;
and

Kiriahima>yama (3538 ft.), on the boundary of Uiaga, a mountain
specially sacred in Japanese eyes, because on its eastern peak
(Takachiho-dake) the god Ninigi de^nded as the forerunner of the
first Japanese sovereign, Jimmu.
Among the mountains of Japan there arc three volcanic ranges,

namely, that oi the Kuriles, that of Fnp, and that of Kirishima.

VaiemBtMs ^ most remarkable volcanic peak. The
* Japanese regard it as a sacred mountain, and numbers

of pilgrims make the ascent in midsummer. From joo to 600 ft.

is 8upp>osed to be the depth of the crater. There aure neither suF
phunc exhalations nor escapes of steam at present, and it would seem
that this great volcano is permanently extinct But experience
in other parts of Japan shows that a long quiescent crater may at
any moment burst into disastrous activity. Within the pnenod
of Japan’s wiitten history several eruptions are recorded the last

having been in 1707, when the whole summit burst into ftame, rocks
were shattered, ashes fell to a depth of several inches even in Yedo
(Tokyo), 60 m. dtstanl;, and the crater poured forth streams of lava.

Among still active volcahoes the following are the best known

Name of Volcano.
Height in feet.

Tarumat (Yezo) 2969.

NoboiMsu (Yezo)

1 148.

Komagatake (Yeso)

3832.

Esau 3067.

Agatsuma (Iwaki)

5330.
BandaFsan (Iwashirc^

6037.

Remarks.

Forms southoru wall of a laiuc ancient
crater now occupied by a lake (Shikotsu).

A little steam stiU issues from several

smaller cones on the summit of the ridge,

as well as from one, called Kniwa, on the
northern side.

In a state of continuous activity, with
frequent detonations and nimblingSi The
crater is divided by a wooded rock*walL
The northern part is occupied by a steaming
lake, while the southern part contains
numerous solfataras and boi^g springs.

The ancient crater-wall, wilh a lofty

pinnacle on the western side, containe aW new cone with numerous steaming nfts
and vents. In a serious eruption in 1856
the 9.E. flank of the mountain and the
country side in that direction were denuded
of trees.

A volcano^promontory at the Pacific end
of the Tsugaru Strait : a finely formed cone
surrounded on three sides by the sea, the
crater breached on the land aide. The
central vent displays considerable activity,

while the rocky walls are stained with red,

yellow and wMte deposits from numerous
minor vents. .

Erupted in 1903 and killed two geolo-

gists.

Erupted in 1888 after a long period of

quiescence. The outbreak was preceded
by an earthquake of some severity, after

whkh about 20 expbsions took place. A
huge avalanche of earth and rocks buried
the Nagase Valley with its villages and
iifliabitanti, smd devastated an area' of
over 27 sq. m. The number of lives lost

was 461 ;
four hamlets wero completely

Bandai-san (Iwa^liro)

6037—|<;owf.).

Azuma-yama (Fuku*
shima) 7733.

Ngsu (Tochigi) fiagd.

Shirane (Nikko) 7422.

Shirane (Kal) 10,330.

Unsen (Hizen) 4865.

Aso-take (Higo) 5545.

Kaimou (Kagoshima
Bay) 3041

Sakura-jima (Kago-
shima Bay) 3743.

KirF^ma (Kagoshima
Bay) 5538'

Izuno Oshima (Vries

Island) (Iztt) 2461.

entombed with their inhabitants and cattle

;

saveur villages were partially wrecked

;

forests were levelled or the trees entirely

denuded of bark
;
rivers were blocked up,

and lakes were formed. The Up of the
fracture is now marked by a Uneof steaming
vents.

Long considered extinct, but has erupted
several times since 1893, the last explosion
having been in 1900, when 82 sulphur-
diggers were kiUed or injured

;
ashes were

thrown to a distance of 5 m., accumulatingm <

places to a depth of 5 ft.; and a crater 300 ft
m diameter, and as many in depth, was
formed on the E. side of the mountiun. This
crater is stiU active. The summit-crater is

occiqfied by a beautiful lake. On the
FiikSahima (E.) side of the volcano rises

a large parasitic cone, extinct.

Has TOth a summit and a lateral crater,

which are apparently connected and per-
petually emitting steam. At or about the
main vents are numerous solfataras. The
whole of the upper part of the cone consists

of.frey Eighty amic lava. At the base is a
riiennal spring, where baths have existed

sinoe the 7th century.

The only remainmg active vent of the
once highly volcanic Nikko district. Erup-
tion m

Eruption in 1903, when the main crater

was eniaqpid to a length of 3000 ft. It is

divided into three parts, separated by walls,

and each contaimag a lajU, of which the
Biiddle one emits steam and the two others
are cold. The central lake, during the
periods of eruption (which are frequent),

displaysa geyser-like activity. These lakes
contain free sulphuric acid, mixed with iron

and alum.
A tripie-peaked volcano in the solfatara

stage, extinct at the summit, but displaying
cooriderable activity at its base in the
form of numerous fumaroles and boiling

sulphur springs.

Remarkable for the largest crater in the
world. It measures 10 m. by 15, and
rises almost symmetrically to a height oi

about 2000 ft., with (mly one break
through whicli the river Shira flows. The
centre is occupied by a mass of peaks, on
the W. flank ot which ties the modem active
crater. Two of the five compartments into
which it is divided by walls of d^ly
striated volcanic ash are constantly emitting
steam, while a now vent displaying ueat
activity has been opened at the base of the
cone on tiie south side. Eruptions have
been recorded since the earliest days of
Japanese history. In 1884 the ejected dust
add ashes devastated farmlands through
large areas. An outbreak in 189Z produced
numeroos rifts in the inner walls from which
steamand smoke have imued ever since.

One of the most beautiful volcanoes of

Japan, known as the Satsums.'-Fuji, The
symmetry of the cone is marred by a con-
vexity on the seaward (S.) side. This
volcano is all hut extinct.

An island-volcano, with several parasitic

cones (extinct), on the N. and £. sides.

At the summit arc two deep cratera the
southern of which emits steam. Grass
grows, however, to the very edges of the
crater. The island is celebrated for ther-

mal springs, oranges and daikon (radishes),

which sometimes grow to a weight of 70 i>.

A volcanic range of which Takaouho.
the only active cone, fiirms the terminal
(S.£.) p^. The crater,situated on the S.W.
sidem the volcano, lies some 500 ft below
the summit-p^. It is of remarkably
regular formation, and the floor is pierced
by a number pf* huge fumaroles vdsenoe
issue inunense volumes of steam.
The vqlmmo on this island is called

Mlhara.
,

There isa double eratei;,^the outer
being phnost complete. The diameter of
,the ,outer crater, ijrithm which rises the
modem cone to a heigrt of 300 ft. above
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tbe surrounding floor, is about s in . ; vAeie
the ppeenit cimtec, whiifli displays tnceaBaaib

activity, has itself a diameter of J m.
The largest activo volcano in Japan.

Am enaptioii in 1763, with a dduge of
lava, destroyed an extensive forest and

^ averwhelmed several villages. The present
cone is the third, portions of two concentric
mter rings remaining. The present crater
is remarkable for the absolute perpendica-
larity of its wails, and has an inunense depth
-—from 600 to 800 ft. It is circaiar, | m.
in ckoomference, with sides hooxycombcd
and burned to a red hne.

Some of tho abo'«^e information is based upon Mr C. E. Bruce-
Mitford's valuable work (see Grog. Jour.t Feb. rgoS, &c.).

Earthquakes .—^Japan is subiect to marked displays of seismic
violence. One steadily exercised influence is constantly at work,
for the shores bordering the Pacific Ocean are' slowly though appre-
ciably rising, while on the side of the Japan Sea a corresponding sub-
sidence is taking place. Japan also experiences a vast number of
petty vibrations not perceptible without the aid of delicate instru-
ments. Hut of earthquakes proper, large or small, she has an excep-
tional abundance. Thus in the thirteen years ending in rSgy—that is

to say, the first period when really scientifle apparatus for recording
purposes was available—she was vnited by no fewer than 17,750
shocks, being an average of something over 3J daily. The frequency
of these phenomena is in some degree a source of seeuxity, for the
minor vibrations are believed to exercise a binding effect by removing
weak cleavages. Nevertheless the aunats show that during the
three centuries before 1897 tlicrc were 108 earthquakes sufliciendy

disastrous to merit historical mention. If the calculation be carried

farther back—as has been done by the seismic disaster investigation
committee of ]apan, a body of scientists constandy engaged in

studying these phenomena under government auspices,—it is found
that, since the country’s history began to be written in the 8th cen-
tury A.D., there have been 200O major disturbances

;
hut inasmuch

as 1481) of these occurred before the beginning of tho Tokugawa
administration (early in the 17th century, and therefore in an era
when methods of recording were comparadvely defective), exact
details are naturally lacking. The story, so far as it is known, may
be gathered from tne following table *.

—

Date A.D. Region.

684 . . . Southern part of Tosa

869 . . . Mutsu . .

1361 . . . Ki’ito . ^

X498 . . . Tokaido .

jyiig . . , Bungo . .

1596 . . . Kioto . .

1605 (31/1) , Pacific Coast.

i6n (27/9) . Aizu . . .

16x4 (2/x2) . Pacific Coast (N.£.)

1662 x6 '6) , Kioto.
1666

(2/2J
. Echigo

XO94 ('9/2) • tJgo .

1703 (30/1 2)* Tokyo
1707(28/10). Pacific Coast of Ki&shiu

Shikoku .

1751 (20/5) . Echigo . .

1766 (8'3). , Hirosaki .

1792(10/2) . HizenandHigo
1828 (18/2) . Echigo . .

1844 (8/5) . Ecliigo . .

1854 (6/7) . Yamato, Iga, Ise

1854 (23/12). Tokaido (Shikoku)

i8l5(ii'ii. Yedo (Tokyo) .

1891 (28 10) . Mino, Owari .

1894(2210). Shonai . .

15/6) . Sanriku . .

31 8) . Ugo, Hikuchu
12/2) . Formosa . .

Houses
destroyed.

1896
1896
1906

(i;

(2

and

5.500

2,760
20,162

29,000
9,100

7^500
12.000

11,750
34.000
5,000

60.000
50.000

222,501

8,403

8,996
5,55(‘

Deaths.

—(f)

—(9)

2,0D0<3>

700
2,000
5.000

3.700
1.700
500

14500

390
5*233

4,900
1.700

1,335
15*000

1,443
12,000

2,400
3.000
6.700

7,273
726

27,122
209

1,228

An area of over i,200,000 acres swallowed up by the 1

Tidal wave killed thousands of people.

'3) Hamana lagoon formed.

In the capita (Tokyo) the average yearly number of shocks

throughout the 26 years ending in 1906 was^ exclusive of minor

vibrations, but during the 50 years then ending there were only two

severe shocks (1884 and 1894), and they were not dircedy responsible

for any damage to life or limb. Tbe Pacific coast of the Jau^ese
islanda is more liable than the western shore to shocks disturbing a

wide area. Apparent proof has been obtained that the shocks

oocurring in ^o aistricts originate at the bottom of the sea—

the Tntairora Deep is supposed to be tho centre of seismic activity

— they are accompanied in most cases bv tidal waves. It would

seem that of late years Taiima, HWa, K’zuke and some o^her regions

in centml Japan have enjoyed the greatest immunity, while Musasha

Name. Situation.

Tokachi plain Yezow
Ishikaxi IS do.

.. do.
Nemnro . . do.

Kitami .. do.
Hklaka do.

Teshio do.
Echigo

>1 . .Mato Island.
Sen<&

ft . . do.
Kwanto ff . . do.

^ whkh pcwviiiee T^ryfl^ te sitiiai^ and Sagann iiM« been wtt
sabtoetto cfistnibance.

i%dms9.—Japans durngh kevy iwMiiitaiacnn», baa many extenaive
pkdna. The nozthem island—-Vezo-^sontaiita seven, and tfaeeaafe
an many mooB in the main and aemthern Islaada, te say nothkif of
flat landa df minor dimentione. The ptincipal arc mven la the
foUowfag tabb

Area. Remaiks.

744/8cx> aexM. —
4*0,000 „ —

1,229,000 „ —
320.000 „ —
aaoyooo „ —
200.000 „ —
180.000 „ —

fid .
—

do. _
do. in plaia; lie ^

capital, Tofc}^, and the
towa of Yo»Dhama. It
anppods about d mil-
liains of pecmle.

do. do. Has if million inhabi-
tants.

do. do. Has the cities of
Osaka, K&Jdo and Kobe,
and 2(1

tniHinM people*
'

KiOshia, do. The dCief coalMd of

Japan.

Japan is. abundandy waitered. Piobably no oountxy in

the world possesses a closer network of streaoks, snppleoseatscf Iw
canaJa and lakes. But the quantity of water carried seawnds
varies vdthxn wide Inoits ;

for whereas, during the miny season in

summer and while the mows of winter are melCtng in spring, great
volumes of water sweep down trom the mountras, these broad
rivers dwindle at other times to petty rivulets tridrling. among a
waste of pebbles and boulders. Nor are there any long rivers,

and all arc so broken by shallows and rapids that aavtgatioB is

generally impossible except by means ol flat-bottoesm boats
drawing only a few inehos. The chief nvexa sre giiven in the fottow-
ing table

Mino-Owaxi „

Kinai „

Tsukushi „

lahikari^wa *

Shinano-gavra

.

Teshio-gawa .

Tone-gawa .

Mogami^gawa .

Yoshino-gawa

.

Kitakami-gawa

Teixriu-gawa . .

Go-gawa or Iwa-
ixiegawa . . .

Abukuma-gawa .

Tobachi-(9awa .

Sendai^gawa . ,

Oi-gawa
Kiso-gawa .

Ara-lmwa .

Nagargawa . *

Lengdi
in nmes. Source.

. 275 Ishikari-dakB . * .

. 2x5 Kixnpu-san . ^

. X92 Teshio-take . ^ m

. 177 Menju-ian, KCfxibs .

. X5x i;)ainichi-dake (Uawd.

. I4$> Yahaaa-ymma (Tosa).

. 146 Nakayama-dake
(RiknehiuV . . .

136 Suwaho (Sbmano)

122 Mamsa-yama (Bingo)!

122 Asaid-tstkenwashiro).
120 Tokaeki-dake . ...
ua KuniiBirsan (Hiuga) ,

S12 Sbixnne-aen (Ksi) . .

112 Kiso-zsa (Shinano) .

104 Chichibuoynixia . .

102 Nasu-yama (Shkno-
tiuke) ....

Mouth.

Otam.
NiMgata.

B«a oi Jspaia
Chodu (Shi^

xnosaj.

SakatiL
Tokumbna

(Awa).
ishmomaki

(Rikusso).
Xetomi Bay.

Iwami Bay.
Matsushim Bay^
Tokaebt Bay.

Kumiiaki ijMr
sniaa^.

Suruga Bays.

Bayoflisenmi
Tokyo Bay.
Nakarno-minato

(Huaehi)^

Lakes and Japan has many lakes, remarkable lor
the beau^ of their scenery sather than for their extent. Some
are contained in alluvial depressions in the river valleys

;
others have

been formed by volcanic eruptions, the ejecta damming tbe rivers

until exits were found over cliffs or through rorges. Some of these
lakes have become favourite summer resorts for foreigners. To that
category beloxig especially the lakes of Hakone, of Chwenji,,of Sk(di,

of Inawashiro, and oi Biwa. Among these the highest is M^e
Chiuzenji, which is 4375. ft above sea-level, has a maximum depth
of 93 fothoms, and emptiesitaclf at one end over a fall (Kegon) 250 ft
high. Tbe Shjji lakes lie at a height of 3160 ft, and iheir neigh-
bourhood abounds in scenic chamu. Lake Hakone is at a height
of 2428 ft

;
Inawashiro, at a height of 1920 ft. and Biwa at a,

height of 328 ft. The Japanese associate Lake Biwa (Omi) with
eight views of special lovehness (Qmi^no^hakket ) . Lake Suwa, 10 Slii-

Tiano, wh^his emptied by the Tenriu-gawa, has a height of 262^ ft.

In the vicinity of maxiy of these mountain lakes thermal smags,
with remarkable curative properties, to be found. (P. Bv,)
Geology.^^U is a^mipular belief that the islands of j[apan nonsiit

for the most at volcanic rocks. But aRhou^ this oonceptxm
mighb reasonably be suggested by^ presence of xxgMy s^tiws and
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extinct volcanoes, I*rofes8or J. Milne has pointed out that it is

literally true of the Kuriles alone, |»rtially true for the northern

half of the Main Island and foi Kiushiu, and quite incorrect as

^plied to the southern half of the Main Island and to Shikoku,

•niis authority sums up the geology of Japan briefly and succinctly

as follows (in Things Japanese^ by Professor Chamberlain) :
“ Iht*

backbone of the country consists of primitive gneiss and schists.

Amongst the latter, in Shikoku, there is an extremely iuleresting

rock consisting largely of piedmontitc. Overlying these amongst

the Palaeozoic rocks, wo meet in many parts of Japan with slates

and other rocks possibly of Cambrian or Silurian age. Trilobites

have been discovered in Rikuzen. Carboniferous rocks are repre-

sented by mountain masses of Fusultna and other limestones. There

in also amongst the Palaeozoic group an interesting scries of red

slates containing Hadiolaria. Mesozoic rocks arc represented by
slates containing Ammonites and Monotis, evidently of Triassic age,

rocks containing Ammonites Bucklandi of Liassic age> a series of

beds rich in plants of Jurassic age, and beds of Cretaceous age

containing Trigonia and many other fossils. The Cainozoic or

Tertiary system forms a fringe round the coasts of many portions

of the empire. It diiefly consists of stratified volcanic tufls rich in

coal, lignite, fossilized plants and an invertebrate fauna. Diatoma-
ceous earth exists at several places in Yezo. In the alluvium which

covers all, the remains have been discovered of several species of

elephant, which, according to Dr Edmund Naumann, are of Indian

origin. The most common eruptive rock is andesite. Such rocks

as basalt, diorite and trachyte are comparatively rare. Quartz

porphjTy, quartzless porphyry, and granite are largely developed."

Drs von Richthofen ancf Rein discuss the subject in greater detail.

They have pointed out that in the mountain system of Japan there

are three main lines. One runs from S.W. to N.E.
;
another from

S.S.W. to N.N.E., and the third is meridional. These they call

respectively the " southern schist range," the *' northern schist

range," and the " snow range," the last consisting mainly of old

crystalline massive rocks. The rocks predominating in Japan fall

also into three groups. They are, first, plutonic rocks, especially

granite
;
secondly, volcanic rocks, chiefly trachyte and dolerite

;

and thirdly, palaeozoic schists. On the other hand, limestone and
sandstone, especially of the Mesozoic strata, are strikingly deficient.

The strike of the old crystalline rocks follows, in general, the main
direction of the islands (S.W. to R.E.). They are often overlain

by schists and quartzites, or broken through by volcanic masses.
" The basis of the islands consist of granite, syenite, diorite, dia-

base and related kinds of rock, po^hyry appearing comparatively

seldom. Row the granite, continuing Tor long distances, forms the

prevailing rock
;
then, again, it forms the foundation for thick strata

of schist and sandstone, itself only appearing in valleys of evo.sion

and river boulders, in rocky projections on the coasts or in the

ridges of the moui\tains. ... In the composition of many moun-
tains in Hondo (the main island) granite plays a prominent part. . . .

It appears to form the central mass which crops up in hundreds of

places towards the coast and in the interior. Old schists, free from
fossils and rich in quartz, overlie it in parallel chains through the

whole length of the peninsula, expecially in the central and highest

ridges, and bear the ores of Chu-goku (the central provinces),

prindpJly copper pyrites and magnetic pyrites. These schist

rijp^ rich in quartz show, to a depth of 20 metres, considerable

diSntegration. The resuUinij pebble and quartz-sand is very un-

productive, and supports chiefly a poor underwood and crippled

f
ines with widely spreading roots which seek their nourishment afar,

n the province of Settsu granite everyw'here predominates, which

may be observed also in the railway cuttings between Hiogo and
Osaka, as well as in the temples and walls of these towns. The
waterfalls near Kobe descend over granite walls and the mikageishi

(stone of Mikage), famous throughout Japan, is granite from

Settsu. ... In the hill country on the borders of Isc, Owari,

Mikawa and Tstomi, on the one side, and Omi, Mino and Shinano,

on the other, granite frequently forms dark grey and much dis-

integrated rock-projections above schist and diluvial quartz pebbles.

The feldspar of a splendid pegmatite and its products of disintegra-

tion on the borders of Owari, Mino and Mikawa form the raw material

of the very extensive ceramic industry of this district, with its

chief place, Seto. Of CTanite aro chiefly formed the meridional

mountains of Shinano. Granite, diorite and other plutonic rocks hem
in the winding upper valleys of the Kisogawa, the Saipwa (Shinano

river) and many other rivers of this province, their clear water
running over granite. Also in the hills bordering on the plain of

Kwanto these old crystalline rocks are widely spread. Farther

northwards they give way again, as in the south, to schists and erup-

tive rocks. Yet even here granite mky be traced in many places.

Of course it is not always a pure granite
;
even hablit and granite-

porphyry arc found h^e and there. Thus, for instance, near Nikko
in the upper valley of the Daiya-gawa, and in several other places

in the n<nghbouring mountains, a granite-porphyry appears with
large, pale, flesh-coloured crystals of orthoclase, dull triclimc feldspar,

quartz and hornblende." .

" From the mine of Ichinokawa in

Shikoku come the wonderful crystals of antimonite, which form
such conspicuous objects in the mineralogical cabinets of Europe."
(Rein's Japan and Milne in Things Japanese.) The above con-
ditions suggest the presence of tertiary formations, yet only the

younger groups of that fonnation appear to be developed. Nor is

there any sign of moraines, glacier-scorings or other traces of the

ice-age.

The oldest beds which have yielded fossils in any abundance
belong to the Carboniferous System. The Trias proper is repre-

sented by truly marine deposits, while the Rhaetic beds contain

plant remains. The Jurassic and Cretaceous beds are also in pari

marine and in part terrestrial. During the whole of the Mesozoic

era Japan appears to have lain on or near the margin of the Asiatic

continent, and the marine deposits are confined for the most part

to the eastern side of the islands.

The igneous rocks occur at several geological horizons, but the

great volcanic eruptions did not begin until the Tertiary period.

The existing volcanoes belong to four separate arcs or chains. On
the south is the arc of the Luchu islands, which penetrates into

Kill Shill. In the centre there is the arc of the Izu-no-Shichito

islands, wTiich is continued into Hondo along the Fossa Magna. In

North Hondo the great Bandai arc forms the axis of the island and
stretches into Yezo (Hokkaid6). Finally in the east of Yezo rise

the most westerly volcanoes of the Kurile chain. The lavas and
ashes ejected by these volcanoes consist of liparite, dacite, andesite

and basalt.

Structurally Japan is divided into two regions by a depression

(the " Fossa Magna " of Naumann) which stretches across the

island of Hondo from Shimoda to Nagano . The depression is marked
by a line of volcanoes, including Fuji, and is in part buried beneath

the products of their eruptions. It is supposed to be due to a great

fault along its western margin. South and west of the Fossa Magna
the beds are thrown into folds which run approximately parallel

to the general direction of the coast, and two zones may be rccog

nized—an outer, consisting of I^alaeozoic and Mesozoic beds, and an
inner, consisting of Archaean and Falaeozoic rocks, with granitic

intrusions. Nearly along the boundary between the two zones lie

the inland seas of south Japan. Towards the Fos.sr Magna the

folds bend northwards.
North and east of the Fossa Magna the structure is concealed, to

a very large extent, by the outpounngs of the volcanoes which form
so marked a feature in the northern part of Hondo. But the founda-

tion on which the volcanoes rest is exposed along the cast coast of

Hondo (in the Kwanto, Abukuma ana Kitakami hills), and also in

the island of Yezo. This foundation consists of Archean, T^alaeozok

and Mesozoic beds folded together, the direction of the folds being

N. by W. to S by E., that is to say, slightly oblique to the general

direction of this part of the island. Towards the Fossa Magna the

folds bend sharply round until they are nearly parallel to the Fossa

itself. (P. Ea.)

It has been abundantly demon.strated by careful observations

that the east coasts of Japan arc slowly rising. This phenomenon
was first noticed in the case of the plain on which

c-cu/ar
.stands the capital, Tokyo. Maps of sufficiently trust-

worthy accuracy show that in the rrth century

Tokyo Bay penetrated much more deeply in a northern direction

than it does now
;
the point where the city’s main river (Sumida

or Arakawa) cnieis the sea was considerably to the north of its

present position, and low-lying districts, to-day thickly populated,

were under water. Edmund Naumann was the discoverer of these

facts, and his attention was first drawn to them by learning that an

edible sea-weed, which flourishes only in salt water, is called Asahusa-

nori^ from the place (Asakusa) of its original provenance, which

now lies some 3 m. inland. Similar phenomena were fo nd in

Sakhalin by Schmidt and cn the north-east coa.st of the main island

by Rein, and there can be httle doubt that they exist at other place.'^

also. Naumann has concluded that formerly Tokyo Bay stretched

further over the whole level country of Shimosa and Hitachi and
northwards as far as the plain of Kwanto extends; " that " the

mountain country of Kasusa-Awa emerged from it an island, and
that a current ran in a north-westerly direction between this island

and the northern mountain margin of the present plain toward the

north-east into the open ocean."

Mineral Springs.—The presence of so many active volcanoes is

partially compensated by a wealth of mineral springs. Since many
of these thermal springs p05sc.ss great medicinal value, Japan may
become one of the world's favourite health-resorts.

^

There are more
than a hundred spas, some hot, some cold, which, being easily

accessible and highly efficacious, are largely visited by the Japanese.

The most noteworthy are as follows :

—

Name of Spa. Prefecture. Quality. Temp
,
F®.

Arima . . . Hiogo . . Salt 100

A.sama . . . Nagano . Pure 111—127
Asamushi . . Aomori . Salt 134—*^8

Atami . . Shizuoka .do 131—226

Beppu . . . Oita . . Carbonic Acid . . . 109—132
Bessho . Nagano . Pure or Sulphurous . 108—113

Dogo , , . Ehime . Pure ...... 70—xio
Hakone . . . Kanagawa Pure, Salt or Sulphurous 98—168

Higashi-yama . Fukushima Pure or Salt .... 117—144
Ikao . . . Gumma . Salt iii—127
Isobe • do. . do. ...... Cold

Kusatsn ... do. . Sulphurous .... 127—148



Quality.

Sulphurous . . .

do. ...
Salt

Carbonate of Soda and
Sulphur . . .

Carbonic Acid
do. . .

Sulphurous . . .

Salt

do
do

Temp.» F".

I6a—172

o98—1 15

114—185
Cold

230
158—204

180
165

104—134
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Name of Spa. Prefecture.

Nasu .... Tochigi
Noboribetsu . . Ishikari

Shibu . . . Nagano .

Chiuzenji . . . Shizuoka .

Takarazuka . . Hiogo .

Ureshino . . Saga . .

Unzen . . . Nagasaki .

Wagura , . . Ishikawa .

Yamashiro . . do.

Yunoshima . Hiogo

Climate.—The large extension of the Japanese islands in a
northerly and southerly direction causes great varieties of climate.

General characteristics are hot and humid though short summers,
and long, cold and clear winters. The equatorieti currents produce
conditions differing from those existing at corregwnding latitudes

on the neighbounng continent. In Ki&shifi, Shikoku and the

southern half of the main island, the months of July and August
alone are marked by oppressive heat at the sea-level, while in ele-

vated districts a cool and even bracing temperature may always be
found, though the direct rays of the sun retain distressing power.

Winter in these districts does not last more than two months, from

the end of December to the beginning of March
;
for although the

latter month is not free from frost and even snow, the balminess of

spring makes itself plainly perceptible. In the northern half of

tne main island, in Yezo and in the Kuriles, the cold is severe during

the winter, which lasts for at least four months, and snow falls some-

times to great depths. Whereas in Tokyo the number of frosty nights

during a year does not average much over 60, the corres^iding

number in Sapporo on the north-west of Yezo is 145. But the

variation of tne thermometer in winter and summer being con-

siderable—as much as 72® F. in Tokyo—the climate proves some-

what trying to persons of weak constitution. On the other hand,

the mean daily variation is in general le.s.s than that in other countries

having the same latitude : it is greatest in January, when it reaches

18“ F., and least in July, when it barely exceeds 9® F. The monthly

variation is very great in March, when it usually reaches 43“ F*

During the first 40 years of the Meiji era numerous meteorological

stations were established. Reports are constantly forwarded by

MM A telegraph to the central observatory m Toky6, which
Meteorology, statements of the climatic conditions

during the previous twenty-four hours, as well as forecasts *^or

the next twenty-four. The whole country is divided into districts

for meteorological purposes, and storm-warnings arc issued when
noccssar;“. At the most important stations observations are taken

every hour ; at the less important, six observations daily
;
and at the

lea.st important, three observations. From the record of three de-

cades the following yearly averages of temperature arc obtained ;

—

F®.

161

Taihoku (in Formosa)
Nagasaki (Kifishiu)

Kbhfi (Main Island)

Osaka (Main Island)

Okayama (Main Island) 50

Nagoya (Main Island) 5°

71
60

59
59

Sakai' (Main I.sland) 5®

Tnkyv) (Capital) 57
Kioto (Mam Island) 57

Niigata (Main Island) 55

Ishinomaki (Main Island) 52

Aomori (Main Island) 5®

Sapporo (Yezo) 44

Tlie following table affords data for comparing the climates of Peking,

Shanghai, Hakodate, Tokyo and San Francisco

Mean
Longitude. I.atitudc. Temp., F®,

no® 29' E. 39" 57' N-

121® 20' E. 31® 12' N.

140® 45; E. 41“ 4^; N.

139® 47,
F. 35

^
41

122° 25 E. 37 4®

Peking
Shanghai
Hakodate
Tokyo
San Francisco

Peking
Shanghai
Hakodate .

Tokyo
San Francisco

Peking
Shanghai
Hakodate .

Tokyo . .

San Francisco

Hottest Month.

. July .

.do. . .

. Aujfust

. September

Coldest Month.

January
do.

do.
do.

do.

53
59
47
57
56

Mean Temp, of

Hotvest Month.

80

84
71

79
63

Mean Temp, of

Coldest Month.

22
26
28

36
49

There are three wet seaflons in J^apan : the first, from the middle of

April to the beginning of May ;
xkt second, from the middle of June

to the beginning of July; and the third, from early in

September to early in October. The dog days (doy^)
Koamu,

are from the middle of J uly till the second half ot August. Septem-
ber is the wettest month; January the driest. During the 'four

months from November to February inclusive only about 18 %
of the whole rain for the year falls. In the district on the east

of the main island the snowfall is insignificant, seldom attaining ft

depth of more than four or five inches and generally melting in a few
days, while bright, sunny skies are usual. But in the mountainous
provinces of tlm interior and in those along the western coast, deep
snow covers the ground throughout the whole winter, and the sky &
usually wrapped in a veil of clouds. These difierences are due to the
action of the north-westerly wind that blows over Japan from
Siberia, llic intervening sea being comparatively warm, this wind
arrives at ]apan having its temperature increased and carrymg
moisture which it deposits as snow on the westem faces of the

Japanese mountains. Crossing the mountains and descending
their eastern slopes, the wind becomes less saturated and warmer,
so that the formation of clouds ceases. Japan is emphatically

a wet country so far as quantity of rainfall is concerned, the average
for the whole country being 1570 mm. per annum. Still there are

about four sunny days for every three on which rain or snow falls, the

actual figures being X50 days of snow or rain and 215 days of sunshine.

During the cold season, which begins in October ancfends in April,

northerly and westerly winds prevau throughout Japan . They come
from the adjacent continent of Asia, and they de- -

velop considerable strength owing to the fact that

there is an average difference of some 22 mm. between the

atmospheric pressure (750 mm.) in the Pacific and that (772 mm.)
in the Japanese islands. But during the warm season, from

May to September, these conditions of atmospheric pressure are

reversed, that in the Pacific rising to 767 mm. and that in Japan
falling to 750 mm. Hence throughout this season the prevailing

winds arc light breezes from the west and south. A comparison

of the force habitually developed by the wind in various parts

of the islands shows that at Suttsu in Yezo the avera^ strength

is 9 metres per second, while Izuhara in the island Tsu-shima,

Kumamoto in Kiushiu and Gifu in tlie east centre of the main
island stand at the bottom of the list with an average wind velocity

of only 2 metres. A calamitous atmospheric feature is the periodical

arrival of storms called “ typhoons'’ Hapanese tai-fu or " «eat
wind "). These have their origin, for the most part, in the China

Sea, especially in the vicinity of Luzon. Their season is from June
to October, but they occur in other months also, and they develop a

velocity of 5 to 75 m. an hour. The meteorological record for ten

years ended 1905 shows a total of 120 typhoons, being an avetage

of 12 annually. September had 14 of these phenomena, March ii

and April 10, leaving 85 for the remaining 9 months. But only 65

out of the whole number developed disastrous force. It is particu-

larly ninfortunate that September should be the season ,of greatest

typhoon frequency, for the earlier varieties of rice flower in that

month and a heavy storm docs much damage. Thus, in 1902—by
no means an abnormal year-statistics show the following disasters

owing to typhoons : casualties to human life, 3639 ; ships and
boats lost, 3244 ;

buildings destroyed wholly or partially, 695,062 ;

land inundated, 1,071,575 acres
;
road^ destroyed, 1236 m. : bridges

washed away, 13,685 ;
embankments broken, 705 m. ;

crops damaged,

8,712,655 bushels.
’ The total loss, including cost of repairs, was

estimated at nearly 3 millions sterling, which may be regarded as an

annual average,

flora ,—The flora of Japan has been carefully studied by many
scientific men from Siebold downward^ Foreigners visiting Japan
are immediately struck by the affection of the people for flowers,

trees and natural beauties of every kind. In actual wealtli of

bloasom or dimensions of forest trees the Japanese islands cannot

claim any special distinction. The spectacles most admired by all

classes are the tints of the foliage in autumn and the glory of flowering

trees in the spring. In beauty and variety of pattern and colour

the autumnal tints are unsurpassed. The colours pass from deep

brown through purple to yellow and white, thrown into relief by the

dark green of non-deciduous shrubs and trees. Oaks and wild

prunus, wild vines and sumachs, various kinds of maple, the d^an
{Enkianthus Japonicus Hook.)—a wonderful bush which in autumn
develops a hue of ruddy rod—^birches and other trees, all add

multitudinous colours to the brilliancy of a spectacle which is

further enriched by masses of feathery bamboo. The one defect

is lack of green sward'. The grass used for Japanese lawns loses its

verdure in autumn and remains from November to March a greyish-

brown blot upon the scene. Spring is supposed to begin in February

when, accoraing to the old calendar, the new year sets in, but the

only flowers then in bloom are the camellia japonica and some kinds

of daphne. The former—called by the Japanese tsubaki-^may

often be seen glowing fiery rod amid snow, but the pink {otome

tsuhaki), white [shiro-Hubaki) and variegated {shihort^no-isitbaki)

kinds do not bloom until March or April. Neither the cameUift ^r
the daphne is regarded as a refined flower : their manner of shedding

their blossoms is too unsightly. Queen of spring flowers is the plum
Imu), The tree lends itself with peculiar readiness to the skilful

XV. 6
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rnsnipaULtion of the gard<^ner» and is by him trained into shapes of

remorZmble grace. Its pore wliite or roso-red blossoms, heralding

the €ri\t approach of genial weather, are regarded with special

favour and are accounted the symbol of unassuming hardinood.

The cherry (soAiira) is even more esteemed. It will not suffer any
training, nor does it, like the plum, improve by pruning, but the
sunshine that attends its brief period of bloom in April, the magni-
ficence of its flower-laden bongns and the picturesque flutter of its

falling petals, inspired an ancient pc^t to liken it to the " soul of

Yamato ( fapan), and it has over since been thus regarded. The
wilvi peach {momo) blooms at the same time, but attracts little atten-

tion. All these trees—the plum, the cherry and the peach—bear no
fruit worthy of the name, nor do they excel their Occidental ropre*

sentatives in wealth of blossom, but the admiring affection they
inspire in Japan is unique. Scarcely has the cherry season passed
wlicn that of the wistaria {fuji) comes, followed by the azalea (tsuisuji)

and the ins (sAc^fnt), the last being almost contemporaneous with tne
peony (do/an), which is regarded by many Japanese as the king of

flowers and is cultivated assiduously. A species of weening maple
(xJtidare-momip) drenes itsc^ in pcachy-red foliage and is trained
into many pictur-isque shapes, though not without detriment to its

longevity. Summer sees the lotus (rengf) convert wide expanses
of lake and river into sheets of white and red blossoms ; a compara-
tively flowerlcss interval ensues until, in October and November,
the chrysanthemum arrives to furnish an excuse for fashionable
gatherings. With the exception of the dog-days and the dead of

winter, there is no season when flowers cease to be an object of

attention to the Japanese, nor does any class fail to partici^te in

the sentiment. Tliere 13 similar enthusiasm in the matter of garden.s.

Prom the loth century onwards the art of landscape gardening
steadily grew into a science, with esoteric ns well as exoteric aspects,
and with a .special vocabulary. The underlying principle is to
reproduce nature's scenic beauties, all the features being drawn to
scale, so that however restricted the space, there shall be no violation
of proportion. Thus the artificial lakc.s and hills, the stones forming
rockeries or cimulating solitary crags, the trees and even the bushes
are all selectecl or manipulated so as to fall congruously into the
general scheme. If, on the one hand, huge stones are tiunspofteii
hundreds of miles from sea-shore or river-bed where, in the lapse of
long centuries, waves and cataracts hai'e hammered them into
strange shapes, and if the harmonizing of their various colours and
the adjustment of their forms to environment arc studied with pro-
found subtlety, so the training and tending of the trees anti shrubs
that keep them company require much taste and much toil. Thus
the re<l pine (aka-tnafsu or pinu$ densiflora)

,

which is the favourite
garden tree, has to be subj carted twice a year to a process of spray-
dressing which involves the careful removal of every weak or aged
needle. One tree occupies the whole time of a gardener for about ten

days. The details are endless, the resiilta delightful. But it has to

be clearly understood that there is here no mention of a flower-

garden in the L)ccidental sense of the term. Flowers are cultivated,

but for their own sakes, not as a feature of the landscape garden.

If they are present, it is only as an incident. This of coarse dboa not
apply to shrubs which blossom at their sea .sons and fall always into

th^eawal scheme of the landscape. Forests of cherrj^-trees. plum-
tr^ magnolia trees, or hiyaku-fikkfi {Lagerstroemia indica), banks of

azalea,"slumps of hydrangea, groups of camellia—such have their

permanent places and their foliage adds notes of colour when their

flowers have fallen. But chrysanthemums, peonies, roses and so
forth, are treated as special shows, and are removed or hidden When
out of bloom. There is another remarkable feature of the Japanese
gardener’s ait. He dwarfs trees so that they remain measuraWe
only by inches after their age has reached scores, even hundreds, of

years, and the proportions of leaf, branch and stem are preserved
with fidelity. 1*he pots m which these wonders of patient skill are
grown have to be themselves fine specimens of the eramist's craft,

and as much as £200 is sometimes paid for a notably well trained tree.

There exists among many foreim observers an impression that
Japan is comparatively poor j.i wild-flowers

;
an impression probably

due to the fact that there pro no flowery meadows or Unes. Flesides,

the flowc“s are curiously wanting in fragrance. Almost the only not-
able exceptions are th? mokusei {Osmanthus fragrans), the daphne and
the magnolia. Missin ^ t he perfume-laden air of the Occident, a visitor
is prone to infer paucity of blossoms. But if some familiar European
flowers are absent, they are replaced by others strange to Wescem
eyes—a wealth of lespedesa and Indigo-jera

;
a vast variety of lilies

;

graceful grasses like the culalia and the ominameshi {PdtHna secd)tO-

sarfolia)
;
the richly-hued Py^rus japontca

;
azaleas, diervillas and

doutzia.s
;
the ki'tyo {Platycodon ^andiflorum)

,

the gibfishi {Funkia
ovata), and many another. The same is true of Japane^ forests.

It has been well said that “ to enumerate the constituents and
inhabitants of the J^anesc mountain forests would be to name at
least half the entire flora."

According to Franchet and Savatier Japan po-ssesses :

—

Families, Genera. Species.
Dicotyledonous plants
Monoco^ledontms plants . .

Higher Cryptogamous plants , .

Vascular plants 154

I2I 793 1934
28 202 et 3
5 38 196

154 *743

The investigations of Japanese botanists are adding constantly to

the above number, and it w not likely that finality will be reached
for some time. According to a conparison made by A. Gray with
regard to the numbers of genera and species respectively represented
in the forest trees of four regions of the northern hemisphere, the
following i.H the case :

—

Atlantic Forest-region of N. America . 66 genera and 155 species.

Pacific Forest-region of N. America . 31 genera and 78 species.

Japan and Manchuria Forest-region . 60 genera and 168 species.

Fore.sts of Europe 33 genera and 85 species.

While there can be no doubt that the luxuriance of Japan's flora

is due to rich soil, to high temperature and to rainlalf not only
plentiful but well distributed over the whole year, the wealth and
variety of her trees and shrubs must be largely the result of immi-
gration. Japan has lour insular chains which link her to the
noighbounng continent. On the south, the Riukiu Islands bring
her within reach of Formosa .and the Malayan archipelago

;
on tlie

west, Oki, Iki, and Tsusliima bridge the sea between her and Korea

;

on the north-west Sakhalin connects her with the Amur region

;

and on the north, the Kuriles form an almost continuous route to
Kamchatka. By these paths the germs of Asiatic plants were carried
over to join the endemic flora of the country, ana all found suitable
homes amid greatly varying condiitions of clu^te and physiography.

Fauna.—JapSi' is an exception to the general rule that continents
are richer in Lima than are their neighbouring islands. It has
been said with truth that " an industrious collector of beetles,

butterflies, ncnroptcra, &c., finds a greater number of species in a
circuit of some miles near lokyo than are exhibited by the whole
British Isles."

0» mammals 50 species have been identified and catalogued.
Neither the lion nor the tiger is found. The true (^rnivora are three
only, beat, the dog and the marten. Three species of bears are
ixsientifically recognized, but one of them, the ice-bear {Ursus
mariiimus), is only an accidental visit* r, carried down by the Arctic
current. In the main island th^ black I -car {kuma, Uvsus japomeus)
alone has its habitation, bu' the island of Vezo has the great brown
bear (called shi-pima^ oki-huma or aka-kuma)^ the " grisly " of North
America. The bear does not attract much popular interest in 1 apan.
Tradition centres rather upon the fox (k%tsune) and the badger
(m«?tn«), which are credited with supernatural powers, tlie former
being worshipped as the messenger of the harve.st god, while the
latter is regarded as a mischievous rollicker. Next to these comes
the monkey (sarw), which dwells equally among the snows of the
north and in the mountainous regions of the south. SarM enters
into the composition of many place-names, an evidence of the
people's familiarity with the animal. There are ten species of bat
{kornon) and seven of insect-eaters, and prominent in this class are
the mole {mugura) and the hedgehog [nau-nezumi). Among the
martens there is a weasel (itecAi), which, though useful as a rat-
killer, has the evil repute of being responsible lor sudden and
mysterious injuries to human beings

;
there is a river-otter {kawa-

uso), and there is a .sea-otter (rakko) which inhabits the northern
seas and is highly valued for its beautiful pelt. The rodents are
represented by an abundance of rats, with comparatively few mice,
and by the ordinary squirrel, to which the people give the name of

tree-rat {ki nezumijy as well as the flying squirrel, known as the
momo-dari (peach-bird) in the north, where it hides from the light

in hollow tree trunks, and in the south as the han-.ori (or bird of
evening). There are no rabbits, but hares {usagt) are to be found
in very varying numbers, and those of one species put on a white
coat during v/i^.ter. The wild boar {shishi or ii-no~sniski) does not
differ appreciably from its European congener. Its flesh is much
relished, and .'or some unexplained reason is called by its vendors
*' mountain-whale " {yama-kuiiva). A very beautiful stag {shika)^

with oight-brair.icd antlers, inhabits the remote woodlands, afld

there arc five specie.? Of antelope [kamo-shika) which are found in

the highest and least accessible parts of the mountains. Domestic
animals have for representatives the horse (Mma), a small bca.«!t with

little beauty of form though possessing much hardihood and endu-
rance

;
the ox {uski)i mainly a beast ot burden or draught

;
the pig

(6ufe), very occasionally; the dog (znw), an unsightly and uscRss
brute

;
the cat {neko), with a stump in lieu of a tail

;
bamdoOr fowl

{niwadori), ducks (ahiro) and pigeons {hato). The turkey {slriChi-

mencho) and the goose {gachd) nave been introduced but are little

appreciated as yet.

Although so-called singing birds exist in tolerable numbers, those
worthy of the name of songster are few. Eminently first is a species

of nightingale {uguisu), which, though smaller than its congener of

tlie West, is gifted with exquisitely modulated fluto-like notes of
considerable range. The uguisu is a dainty bird in the matter of

temperature. After May it retires from the low-lying regions and
gradually ascends to higher altitudes as midsummer approaches.
A variety df the cuckoo called hototop$u (Cuculus poliocephalus) in

imitation Of the sound of its vbic^, isw^rii as an accompaniment of

the uguisu, and there arc also thne other species, the kakkSdofi
{Cuculus canorus), the tsuisu^dori (C. himalayanus), and the masu-
hakart, or juichi {C. hyperythrus). Tb these the lark, hiban {AlaudA
iaponica), joins its voices and the cooing of the pigeon {hato) is

supplemented by the twittering of tlie ubiquitous sparrow (sn^kms),
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wifedlc over all cue iMard the raucous of the raven {kafatn) and
the harsh scream of the kite (fi

there IS perpetual feud. The
, » between which and the raven

^ ^ ;oii' {iakd) ,
always aa iionouicd bird

m Japai^, wliere from time immemorial hawkiiUg has been an ansto*

cratic pastime, is common enoi^h, and so is the sparrow-hawk
{hcii4aJta)^ but the eagle {vuaski) affects solitude, two English

ornitliologists, Blokiston and Pryer, arc the recognixed authorities

cm the birds of Japan, and in a contribution to the Tvansaciions of

the Asiatic Socictv of Japan (vol. x.) tliey have enumerated 359
species. Starlings {mttku-dort) arc numerous, and so are the wag-

tail {sehitei), the swallow (tstchame) the martin (fen), the wooflchat

(mo£u) and the jay {kakesu or kashi-dori), but the magpie Udgara$u),

thorgh common in C^ina, is rare in Japan. Blackbirds and thru^ies

are not found, nor any species of parrot, but on the othw band, we
have the hoopoe {yaisugashna)^ the red-breast {komadori), the blu^
bird {ruri)f the wren {mao-saeai), the golden-crested wren iUadahi)t

the golden-eagle .{inu-washi)^ the hneh {htwa), the longtailed rose-

finch {bemmashiko\^ the ouzel—brown {akahafa)^ dusky {isugumi)

and water (kawa garasu)—tlic kingfisher {jkawasemi)^ the crake

[kuina) and the tomiit (kara). Among game-birds there are the

quail {uiura)f the heathcock {oso-rucko), ^e ptarmigan {fino^vaicko

or tBO-yama*4ori), the woodcock the snipe (/a-sAig*)

—

with two special species, the solitary snipe {yama~^kip) and the

painted snipe i^ama sktgt)—and the pheasant {kiji). Of the last

there arc two species, the kiji proper, a bird preaenting no remark-

able features, and the copper pheasant, a magnificent bird with

plumage of dazzling beauty. Conspicuous above all others, not

only for grace of form but also for ^e immemorial attention paid

to them by Japanese artists, are the crane (isuru) and the heron

{sagi). Of the crane there are seven species, the stateliest and most
beautiful being the Gfus japofiensis {tancko or taMchd-Bwu)^ which

stands some 5 ft. high and has pure white plum^e with a reel crown,

black tail-icaihors and black upper neck. It is a sacred bird, and

it shai es with the tortoise the honour of being an emblem of longevity.

The other species are the demoiselle crane {anewa-zuru)t the black

crane {kuro-zuru or nezumi-zuru, i.e. Gttes cinerea), Hie Orus leu£auchen

{mana-zuru)

,

the Gttts monachtis (nabe-zufu), and the white crane

{skno-zuru). The Japanese include in this category the stork

{kozutu)^ but it may be .said to Iiave disappeared from the island.

The heron (sag*) constitutes a charming feature in a Japanese land-

scape, especially the silver heron (sAim-sag#), which displays its

brilliant white plumage in the rice-fields from spring to early

autumn. The night heron (goi sagi) is very common. Besides

these waders there are plover (chiaort}; golden {muna-guto oiuii-

guro)
;
gray {daizen ) ;

ringed {shifo-clndoyi)
;
spur-winged {heri) and

Harting”s sand-plover {ikaru-chiUovi] ;
sand-pipers—green {ashiro-

shtgi) and spoon-billed {hera shtgi )—and water-hens {ban). Among
swimming birds the most numerous are the gull {kamome)y of which

many varieties are found
;
the cormorant (m)

—

which is trained by

the Japanese for fishing purposes—and multitudinous flocks of

wild-geese {gan) and wild-ducks {Itamo), from the beautiful mandarin-

duck {oshi-don), emblem of conjugal fidelity, to teal {kogamo) and

widgeon {hidon-gamo) of several spc'cies. Great preserves of wild-

duck and teal used to be a frequent feature in the parks attached to

the feudal castles of old Japan, when a peculiar method of netting

the birds or striking them with falcons was a favourite aristocratic

pastime. A few of such preserves still exist, and it is noticeable

that in the Palace-moats of Tnkyu all kinds of water-birds, attracted

by the absolute immunity they enjoy there, assemble in countless

numbers at the approach of w’intcr and remain until the following

spring, wholly indilfcrcut to the close proximity of the city.

Of reptiles japan has only 30 species, and among them is included

the marine turtle \umi game) which can scarcely be said to frequent

her waters, since it is seen only at rare intervals on the southern

coast. This is even truer of the larger species (the shogakubo, i.e.

Chelonia cephalo). Both arc highly valued for the sake of the shell,

which has always been a favourite material for ladies’ combs and

hairpins. By carefully selecting certain portions and weldmg

them together in a perfectly flawless mass, a pure amber-coloured

object is obtained at heavy cost. Of the fresh-water tortoise there

are two kinds, the suppon (7 vicmyx japomca) and the kame’-no-ho

(Emys vulgaris japonica) . The latter is one of the
J
apanose emblems

of longevity. It is often depicted with a flowing tail, which appendix

attests close observation of nature ;
for the niino-game^ as it is called,

represents a tortoise to which, in the course of many scores of years,

confervae have attached themselves so as to foiro an appendage of

long green locks as the creature swims about. Sea-snakes occasion-

ally make tlieir way to Japan, being carried thither by the Black

Current (Kuro.Shiwo) and the mon.soon, but they must be regarded

as merely fortuitous visitors. There are 10 species of land^snakes

ihehi), among which one only (the mamuski, or Trigonocepkaius

homkoffi) is venomous. The others for the most part frequent

the rice-fieldfl and live upon frogs. The largest is aadatsho

lElaphis virffo/Ks),which sometimes attains a length of 5 ^t., js

quHe hannless. Lizards {Mage), frogs (Aaw(«« or ftasru), ^ds
bebogaviru) and newts {imori) are plentiful, and much curiosity

attaches to a giant salamander (sansho-uwo, called also Md
other names according to localities), which reaches to a iengto of

5 ft, and (according to Rein) is closely related to the Andrtas

Schenckuri of the Oeningen strata.

The seas surroimding the Japanese islazids may be called a resort

of fishea, for, in addition to numenms species which abidfi there

pormanootly, there are migatory idnds, coining and going with the

monsoons and with the great ocean streams that set to and from^
shores. In winter, for example, when the northern monsoon begins

to blow, numbers of denizens of the Sea of Okhotsk swim southward

to the more genial waters of north Japan ;
and in summer the Indian

Ocean and the Malayan archipelago send to her southern coasts a
crowd of emigrants which turn homeward again at the approach of

winter. It thus falls out that in i^te of the enormous quantity of

fish consumed as food or used as lertilizcrs year after year by the

Japanese, the seas remain as richly stocked as ever. Nine orders of

fishes have been distinguished as the piscifauna of lapanese waters.

They may be found careinlly catalogued with aU their included

species in Rein’s Japan^ and highly intereatuig researches by Japap-
ese physiographists are recorded in the Jourhal of the College of

Science of the Impeeial University of *roky*>. Briefly, the chief

fish of Japan are the bream (fa*), the perch (siaaAf), the mullet (Aoro),

the lock-fish {hatatato), the grunter (oni-o-Aors), the mackerel {saba),

the sword-fish {tachi-uwo), the wrasse (AafoAiJ, the haddock (fora),

the flounder (Aam), and its congeners the sok {kirame) and the

turbot {tshi-garei), the shad {namazu), the salmon {shake), the masu,

the carp {koi), the funa„ the gold fish i^gyo), the gold carp {kipi),

the loach (dofo), the horsing (iMS/im), the iwaski {Ciupea melanosticla),

the eel {umgi), the conger cel {anagb), tlie cofier-fish {kako-uwo),

the fugu {Tetvodom), the ai {Plecoghssus aliivelis), the sayori {Bemir-

ampkus sayori), the shark {seuno), the dogfiHi {ma/mkorzame), the

ray (&), the sturgeon {cho-zame) and the maguro (Tkynnus sibi).

The insect life of Japan broadly corresponds with that of temperate

regions in Europe. But there are also a number of tropical species,

notably among butterflies and beetles. The latter—for which the

generic term in Japan is muskz or kaicku—include some beautiful

species, from the " jewel beetle " {tama-nmshi), the " gold beetle
"

(kogane-muski) and the Chvysochroa fulgidissima, which glow and

sparkle with the brilliancy of gold and precious stones, to the jet

black Melanauster ckinensis, which seems to have been fashioned

out of lacquer spatted with white. There is also a giant nasicomous

beetle. Among butterflies {ckukd) Rein gives prominence to the

broad-winged kind {Papilio), which recall tropical brilliancy. One
{Papilio maciisntus) is peculiar to Japan. Many others seem to be

practically identical with European species. That is especially true

of the moths {yackd), 100 species of which have been identified with

English types. There arc seven large silk-moths, ot which two only

(Bombyx mori and Anthsraea yama-max) are employed in producing

silk. Fishing lines are manufactured from tlie cocoons of the

gonjiki-mushi {Caligula japonica), which is one of the commonest
moths in the islands. Wasps, bees and hornets, generically known
as hachi, differ little from their European types, faccept that they are

somewhat larger and more sluggish. The gad-fly {abu), the house-

fly (Aa*), the mosquito {ha), the flea {xiomi) and occasionally the bed-

bug (called by the Japanese kara-mushi because it is believetl to bo

imported from China), are all fully represented, ard the dragon fly

{tombi) presents itself in immense numbers at certain seasons.

Grasshoppers {hatta) are abundant, and one kind (inago), which

frequent the rice-ficlds when the cereal is ripening, arc caught and
fried in oil as an article of food. On the moors in late summer the

mantis {kama^kiri-mushi) is commonly mot with, and the cricket

{kdrogi) and the cockroach abound. Particularly obtrusive is the

cicada [semi), of which there are many species. Its strident voice

is heard most loudW at times of great heat, when the song of the

birds is hushod. The dragon-fly and the cicada afford ceaseless

entertainment to the Japanese boy. He catches them by means of

a rod smeared with bird-lime, and then tying a fine string under their

wings, he flics them at its end. Spiders abound, from a giant species

to one of the minutest dimensions, and the tree-bug is always ready

to make a destructive lodgment in any sickly tree-stem. The
scorpion {sasori) exists but is not poisonous.

Japanese rivers and lakes are the habitation of several—seven or

eight—species of freshwater crab {kani), which live in holes on the

shore and emerge in the day-time, often moving to considerable

distances from their homes. Shrimps {hawa-ebt) also are found in

the rivers and rice-fields. These shrimps as well as a large species

of crab

—

mokuzd^gam—serve the people as an article of food, but

the small crabs which live in holes have no recognized ratson d'gtre.

In Japan, as elsewhere, the principal Crustacea are found in the sea.

Flocks of lupa and other species swim in the wake of the tropical

fishes which move towards Japan at certain seasons. Naturally

these migratory crabs are not limited to Japanese waters. Milne

Edwards has identified ten species which occur in Australian seas

also, and Rein mentions, as belonging to the same category',

the “helmet-crab” or ” horse-shoe crab” {kabido-gani ; Limidus

longispina Hoeven). Very remarkable is the giant Taka-ashi-^

long legs {Macrocheirus Kaempferi), which has legs metres long

and is found m the seas of Japan and the Malay archipelago. There

in no lobster on the coasts of Japan, bnt there are various species

of cray-fish [P^inurus and Scyllarus) the principal of which, under

the names of tse-ebi {Pahnums japonicxes) and hurumorebi (Peruuus

canaliculatus) are greatly prized as an article of diet.

Already in 1882, Dunker in his Index Molluscorum Maris Japonia
enumerated nearly 1200 ^edes of marine molluscs found in the
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Japanese archipelago, and several others have since then been added
to the list. As tor tbo land and fresh-ivater molluscs, some 200 of

which are known, they are mainly kindred with those of China and
Siberia, tropical and Indian forms being exceptional. TTiere are

57 species of Helix (maimaiisuburi, dedemushi, kcUatsumuri or kwagyii)
and 25 of Clausilta {IHseru-eai or pipe-snail), including the two
largest snails in Japan, namely the Cl. Mavttnsi and the CL Yoko
/»flwf«5«SjW*hich attain to a length of 58 mm. and 44 mm. respec-
tively. The mussel (i-no-kai) is well represented by the species
fiuma-gai (marsh-mussel), karasu-gai (raven-mussel), kamisori-gai
(razor-mussel), shijimi-no-kai {Covhicula)^ of wliich there are nine
species, &c. IJnlike the land-molluscs, the great majority of Japanese
.sea-molluscs are akin to those of the Indian Ocean and the Malay
archipelago. Some of them extend westward as far as the Red Sea.
The best known and most frequent forms are the asari (Tapes
philippinaruw), the hamanuri (Meretrix lusoria), the baka (Macira
sulcaiaria), the aka-gat (Scaphavea infiata)^ the kaki (oyster), the
awabi (HaiioUs japonica), the sazae {Turbo cornutus), the hora-gai

{Tritonmm triionius), &c. Among the cephalopods several are of
great value as articles of food, e.g. the surutne (Onychotheuthis
Banksii), the tako (octopus), the shidako (Eledone), the ika (Sepia)

and the iako-fune (Argonauta).
Greeff enumerates, as denizens of Japanese seas, 26 kinds of sea-

urchins {gaze or uni) and 12 of starfish Ihitode or iako-no-makura).
These, like the mollusca, indicate the influence of the Kuro Shiwo
and the south-west monsoon, for they have close affinity with species
found in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. For edible purposes the
most valuable of the Japanese cchinode\*ms is the sca-slug or biche
de mer {namako), which is greatly appreciated and forms an important
staple of export to China. Rem writes l “ Very remarkable in con-
nexion with the starfishes is the occurrence of Asterias rubens on
the Japanese coast. This creature displays an almost unexampled
frequency and extent of distribution in the whole North Sea, in the
westeni parts of the Baltic, near the Faroe Islands, Iceland, Green-
land and the English coasts, so tliat it may be regarded as a charac-
teristic North Sea echinoderm form. Towards the south this star-

fish disappears, it seems, completely
;
for it is not yet known with

certainty to exist either m thc' M^iterrancan or in the southern
pa^ts of the Atlantic Ocean. In others also Asimas rubens is not
known—and then it suddenly reappears in Japan Archaster
tvpicus has a pretty wide distribution over the Indian Ocean

;
other

Asteridae of Japan, on the other hand, appear to be confined to its

shores.”

japan i.s not rich in corals and sponges. Her most interesting
contributions are crust-corals (Gorgontdaet Corallium, Jfiis, &c.),
and especially flint-sponges, called by the Japanese hoshi-gai and
known as ” glass-coral " [Hyalonema sieboldi). These last have not
been found anywhere except at the entrance of the Bay of Tokyo
at a depth of some 200 fathoms.

II.

—

1'he People

Population .—The population was as follows on the 31st of

Deceaber 1907 PopvOation• per
Population. Males. Females. Totals. sq. m.

Japan proper. . 24/101,658 24,172,627 48,7747285 330
Formosa (Taiwan) 1,640,778 1,476,137 3,116,915 224
Sakhalin . . . 7,175 3,631 10,806 o-i

Totals . . 26,249,611 25,652,395 51,902,006

The following table .show^s the rate of increase in the four

quadrennial periods betw'een 1891 and 1907 in Japan proper:—

Year. I'emules,

Average Population
Totals, increase

per cent.

per
sq. m.

1891 . 20,563.416 20,155,261 40,718,677 109 272

189s

.

• 21.345.750 20,904,870 42,270,620 i'09 286

1899

.

• 22,3.50,112 21,930,540 44.260,652 ri4 299

1903 • • 23,601,640 *3.131.236 46,732,876 rS4 316

1907 . . 24,601,658 24,172,627 48,774,285 1-13 330

The population o( Formosa (Taiwan) during the ten*year

period 1898-1907 grew as follows :

—

Average Population
Year. Males. Females. Totals, increase

per cent.

per
sq. m.

1898 . . 1,307,428 i,i57 .53<> 2,464,967 — 182
1902 . • 1.513.280 1,312,067 2,825,347 2-70 209
1907 . • 1,640,778 1.476.137 3,116,915 2'37 224

According to quasi-historical records, the population of the empire
in the year a.d. 610 was 4,988,842, and in 730 it had grown to
87631 i77o* It is impossible to say how much reliance may be placed
on these figures, but from the i8th century, when the name of every
subject had to be inscribed on the roll of a temple as a measure
agamst liis adoption of Christianity, a tolerably trustworthy census
could always be taken. The returns thus obtained show that from
the year 1723 until 1846 the population remained almost stationary,
the figure in the former year being 26,065,422, and that in the latter
year 26,907,625. There had, indeed, been five periods of declining
population in that interval of 124 years, namely, the periods 1738-
I7t4i 1759“17<^2, I773“1774> 1791-1792, and 1844-1846. But after

1872, when the census showed a total of 33,110,825, the population
grew steadily, iis increment between 1872 and 1898 inclusive, a period
of 27 years, being 10,649,990. Such a rate of increase invests the
question of subsistence with great importance. In former times the
area of land under cultivation increased in a marked degree. Returns
prepared at the beginning of the xoth century showed 2J million acres
under crops, whereas the figure in 1 834 was over 8 million acres. But
the development of means of subsistence has been outstripped by
the growth of population in recent years. Thus, during the period
between 1899 and 1907 the population received an increment of
11*6% whereas the food-prooucing area increased by only 4 4%.
This discrepancy caused anxiety at one time, but large fields suitable
for colonization ha^-e lieen opened in Sakhalin, Korea, Manchuria
and Formosa, so that the problem of subsistence has ceased to be
troublesome. The birth-rate, taking the average of the decennial
period ended 1907, is 3*05% of the ^pulation, and the death-rate
IS 2*05. Males exceed females in the ratio of 2% approximately.
But this rule does not hold after the age of O5, where for every 100
females only 83 males are found. The Japanese are of low smture
as compared with the inhabitants of Western Europe • about 16%
of the adult males arc below 5 ft. But there are evidences of
steady improvement in this respect. Thus, during the period of ten
years between 1893 and 1902, it w^as found that the percentage of
rc'cruits of 5 ft. 5 in. and upward grew from 10*09 to 12 (>7, the rate
of increase having been remarkably steady

;
and the percentage of

those under 5 ft. declined from 20*21 to 16*20.

Towns.—There arc in Japan 23 tow*ns having a population of
over 50,000, and there are 76 having a population of over 20,000.
The larger towns, their populations ancl the growth of the latter

during the five-year period commencing with 1898 were as follow :

—

Urban Populations

189B. 1903.

Tokyo ....
Osaka .... . . 1,440,121

. . 821,235
1,795,128
988,200

Kioto .... • • 353.139 379,404
Nagoya . . 244.M5 284,629
Kobe .... . . 215,780 283.839
Yokohama . . I93,7^>2 324,771*
Hiroshima . . 122,306 “3,545
Nagasaki . . . 107,422 151,727
Kanazawa • • 83,595 97,548
Sendai • • 83,325 93,773
Hakodate . 78,040 84,746
Fukuoka . . . 66,190 70,107
W^akayama . 63,067 67,908
Tokushima . . 61,501 62,998
Kumamoto . . • • 61,463 55.277
Toyama . • • 59.558 86,276
Okayama , . . 58,025 80,140
Olaru . . 56,961 79,749
Kagoshima . . • • 53.481 58,384
Niigata . . . • • 53.366 58,821
Salmi ....
Sapporo .

Kure ....
• • 50.203

55.304
62,825

52,607Sasebo....
The growth of Kure and Sasebo is attributable to the fact that they
have become the sites of large ship-building yards, the property* of
the state.

The number of houses in Japan at the end of 1903, when the census
was last taken, was 8,725,544, the average number of inmates in

each house being thus 5*5.

Physical Characteristies best authorities are agreed that

the Japanese people do not differ physically from their Korean
and Chinese neighbours as much as the inhabitants of northern

Europe differ from those of southern Europe. It is true that the

Japanese are shorter in stature than either the Chinese or the

Koreans. Thus the average height of the Japanese male Is

only 5 ft. 3} in., and that of the female 4 ft. loj in., whereas in

the case of the Koreans and the northern Chinese the correspond-

ing figures for males are 5 ft. 5I in. and 5 ft. 7 in. respectively.

Yet in other physical characteristics the Japanese, the Koreans
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and the Chinese resemble each other so closely that^ under
similar conditions as to costume and coiffure^ no appreciable

difference is apparent. Thus since it has become the fashion for

Chinese students to flock to the schools and colleges of Japan,
there adopting, as do their Japanese fellow-students, Occidental

garments and methods of hairdressing, the distinction of nation-

ality ceases to be perceptible. The most exhaustive anthro-

!

)ological study of the Japanese has been made by Dr E. Baelz

emeritus professor of medicine in the Imperial University of

T6ky6), who enumerates the following subdivisions of the race

inhabiting the Japanese islands. The first and most important
is the Manchu-Korean type; that is to say, the type which prevails

in north China and in Korea. This is seen specially amon^ the

upper classes in Japan. Its characteristics are exceptional

tallness combined with slenderness and elegance of figure ; a face

somewhat long, without any special prominence of the cheek-

bones but having more or less oblique eyes
;
an aquiline nose

;

a slightly receding chin
;

largish upper teeth
;
a long neck j a

narrow chest
; a long trunk, and delicately shaped, small hands

with long, slender fingers. The most plausible hypothesis is that

men of this type are descendants of Korean colonists who, in

prehistoric times, settled in the province of Izumo, on the west

roast of Japan, having made their way thither from the Korean
peninsula by the island of Oki, being carried by the cold current

which flows along the eastern coast of Korea. The second type

is the Mongol. It is not very frequently found in Japan, per-

iiaps because, under favourable social conditions, it tends to

pass into the Manchu-Korean type. Its representative has a

broad face, with prominent cheek-bones, oblique eyes, a nose

more or less flat and a wide mouth. The figure is strongly and
squarely built, but this last characteristic can scarcely be called

typical. There is no satisfactory theory as to the route by which

the Mongols reached Japan, but it is scarcely possible to doubt

that they found their way thither at one time. More important

than either of these types as an element of the Japanese nation

is the Malay. Small in stature, with a well-knit frame, the cheek-

bones prominent, the face generally round, the nose and neck

short, a marked tendency to prognathism, the chest broad and

well developed, the trunk long, the hands small and delicate

—

this Malay type is found in nearly all the islands along the east

roast of the Asiatic continent as well as in southern China and

in the extreme south-west of the Korean peninsula. Carried

northward by the warm current known as the Kuro Shiwo, the

Malays seem to have landed in Kiushiu—the most southerly

of the main Japanese islands—whence they ultimately pushed

northward and conquered their Manchu-Korean predecessors,

the Izumo colonists. None of the above three, however, can be

regarded as the earliest settlers in Japan. Before them all was

a tribe of immigrants who appear to have crossed from north-

eastern Asia at an epoch when the sea had not yet dug broad

channels between the continent and the adjacent islands.

These people—the Ainu—are usually spoken of as the aborigines

of Japan. They once occupied the whole country, but were

gradually driven northward by the Manchu-Koreans and the

Malays, until only a mere handful of them survived in the

northern island of Yezo. Like the Malay and the Mongol types

they are short and thickly built, but unlike either they have

prominent brows, bushy locks, round deep-set eyes, long diver-

gent lashes, straight noses and much hair on the face and the

body. In short, the Ainu suggest much closer affinity with

Europeans than does any other of the types that go to make up

the population of Japan. It is not to be supposed, however,

that these traces of different elements indicate any lack of homo-

geneity in the Japanese race. Amalgamation has been com-

pletely effected in the course of long centuries, and even the

Ainu, though the small surviving remnant of them now live

apart, have left a trace upon their conquerors.

The typical Japanese of the present day has certain marked

physical peculiarities. In the first place, the ratio of the height

of his head to the length of his body is greater than it is in Euro-

peans. The Englishman’s head is often one-eighth of the length

of his body or even less, and in continental Europeans, as a rule,

the ratio does not amount to one-seventh
; but in the Japanese

it exceeds the latter figure. In all nations men of short stature

have relatively large heads, but in the case of the Japanese there

appears to be some racial reason for the phenomenon. Another
striking feature is shortness of legs relatively to length of trunk.

In northern Europeans the leg is usually much more than bne-

half of the body’s length, but in Japanese the ratio is one-half

or even less
;
so that whereas the Japanese, when seated, looks

almost as tall as a European, there may be a great difference

between their statures when both are standing. This special

feature has been attributed to the Japanese habit of kneeling

instead of sitting, but investigation ^ows that it is equally

marked in the working classes who pass most of their time stand-

ing. In Europe the same physical traits—relative length of

head and shortness of legs—distinguish the central race (Alpiiie)

from the Teutonic, and seem to indicate an affinity between the

former and the Mongols. It is in the face, however, that we
find specially distinctive traits, namely, in the eyes, the eye-

lashes, the cheek-bones and the beard. Not that the eyeball

itself differs from that of an Occidental. The difference consists

in the fact that '' the socket of the eye is comparatively small and
shallow, and the osseous ridges at the brows being little marked,

the eye is less deeply set than in the European, In fact, seen in

profile, forehead and upper lip often form an unbroken line.”

Then, again, the shape of the eye, as modelled by the lids, shows

a striking peculiarity. For whereas the open eye is almost

invariably horizontal in the European, it is often oblique in the

Japanese on account of the higher level of the upper comer,
“ But even apart from obliqueness, the shape of the comers is

peculiar in the Mongolian eye. The inner comer is partly

or entirely covered by a fold of the upper lid continuing more

or less into the lower lid. This fold often covers also the

whole free rim of the upper lid, so that the insertion of the eye-

lashes is hidden ” and the opening between the lids is so narrowed

as to disappear altogether at the moment of laughter. As for

the eye-lashes, not only are they comparatively short and sparse,

but also they converge instead of diverging, so that whereas in a

European the free ends of the lashes are further distant from

each other than their roots, in a Japanese they arc nearer to-

gether, Prominence of cheek-bones is another special feature,

but it is much commoner in the lower than in the upper classes,

whera elongated faces may almost be said to be the rule. Finally,

there is marked paucity of hair on the face of the averia^e Japan-

ese—apart from the Ainu—and what hair there is is nearly

always straight. It is not to be supposed, however, that because

the Japanese is short of stature and often finely moulded, he

lacks either strength or endurance. Qn the contrary, he possesses

both in a marked degree, and his deftness of filler is not less

remarkable than the suppleness and activity of his body.

Moral Characteristics ,—The most prominent trait of Japanese

disposition is gaiety of heart. Emphatically of a laughter-

loving nature, the Japanese passes through the world with a

smile on his lips. The petty ills of life do not disturb his equa-

nimity. He takes them as part of the day’s work, and though he

sometimes ^mbles, rarely, if ever, docs he repine. Excep-
tional to this general rule, however, is a mood of pessimbm

which sometimes overtakes youths on the threshold of manhood.

Finding the problem of life insolvable, they abandon the attempt

to solve it and take refuge in the grave. It seems as though

there were always a number of young men hovering on the brink

of such suicidal despair. An example alone is needed finally to

destroy the equilibrium. Some one throws himself oyer a

cataract or leaps into the crater of a volcano, and immediately

a score or two follow. Apparently the more picturesquely

awful the manner of the demise, the ^eater its attractive force.

The thing is not a product of insanity, as the term is usually

interpreted ;
letters always left behinci by the victims proyb

them to have been in full possession of their reasoning faculties

up to the last moment. Some observers lay the blame at the

door of Buddhism, a creed which promotes pessimism by beget-

ting the anchorite, the ascetic and the shuddering befiever in

seven hells. But Buddhism did not formerly produce sudi
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Japanese archipelago, and several others have since then been added
to the list. As tor tbo land and fresh-ivater molluscs, some 200 of

which are known, they are mainly kindred with those of China and
Siberia, tropical and Indian forms being exceptional. TTiere are

57 species of Helix (maimaiisuburi, dedemushi, kcUatsumuri or kwagyii)
and 25 of Clausilta {IHseru-eai or pipe-snail), including the two
largest snails in Japan, namely the Cl. Mavttnsi and the CL Yoko
/»flwf«5«SjW*hich attain to a length of 58 mm. and 44 mm. respec-
tively. The mussel (i-no-kai) is well represented by the species
fiuma-gai (marsh-mussel), karasu-gai (raven-mussel), kamisori-gai
(razor-mussel), shijimi-no-kai {Covhicula)^ of wliich there are nine
species, &c. IJnlike the land-molluscs, the great majority of Japanese
.sea-molluscs are akin to those of the Indian Ocean and the Malay
archipelago. Some of them extend westward as far as the Red Sea.
The best known and most frequent forms are the asari (Tapes
philippinaruw), the hamanuri (Meretrix lusoria), the baka (Macira
sulcaiaria), the aka-gat (Scaphavea infiata)^ the kaki (oyster), the
awabi (HaiioUs japonica), the sazae {Turbo cornutus), the hora-gai

{Tritonmm triionius), &c. Among the cephalopods several are of
great value as articles of food, e.g. the surutne (Onychotheuthis
Banksii), the tako (octopus), the shidako (Eledone), the ika (Sepia)

and the iako-fune (Argonauta).
Greeff enumerates, as denizens of Japanese seas, 26 kinds of sea-

urchins {gaze or uni) and 12 of starfish Ihitode or iako-no-makura).
These, like the mollusca, indicate the influence of the Kuro Shiwo
and the south-west monsoon, for they have close affinity with species
found in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. For edible purposes the
most valuable of the Japanese cchinode\*ms is the sca-slug or biche
de mer {namako), which is greatly appreciated and forms an important
staple of export to China. Rem writes l “ Very remarkable in con-
nexion with the starfishes is the occurrence of Asterias rubens on
the Japanese coast. This creature displays an almost unexampled
frequency and extent of distribution in the whole North Sea, in the
westeni parts of the Baltic, near the Faroe Islands, Iceland, Green-
land and the English coasts, so tliat it may be regarded as a charac-
teristic North Sea echinoderm form. Towards the south this star-

fish disappears, it seems, completely
;
for it is not yet known with

certainty to exist either m thc' M^iterrancan or in the southern
pa^ts of the Atlantic Ocean. In others also Asimas rubens is not
known—and then it suddenly reappears in Japan Archaster
tvpicus has a pretty wide distribution over the Indian Ocean

;
other

Asteridae of Japan, on the other hand, appear to be confined to its

shores.”

japan i.s not rich in corals and sponges. Her most interesting
contributions are crust-corals (Gorgontdaet Corallium, Jfiis, &c.),
and especially flint-sponges, called by the Japanese hoshi-gai and
known as ” glass-coral " [Hyalonema sieboldi). These last have not
been found anywhere except at the entrance of the Bay of Tokyo
at a depth of some 200 fathoms.

II.

—

1'he People

Population .—The population was as follows on the 31st of

Deceaber 1907 PopvOation• per
Population. Males. Females. Totals. sq. m.

Japan proper. . 24/101,658 24,172,627 48,7747285 330
Formosa (Taiwan) 1,640,778 1,476,137 3,116,915 224
Sakhalin . . . 7,175 3,631 10,806 o-i

Totals . . 26,249,611 25,652,395 51,902,006

The following table .show^s the rate of increase in the four

quadrennial periods betw'een 1891 and 1907 in Japan proper:—

Year. I'emules,

Average Population
Totals, increase

per cent.

per
sq. m.

1891 . 20,563.416 20,155,261 40,718,677 109 272

189s

.

• 21.345.750 20,904,870 42,270,620 i'09 286

1899

.

• 22,3.50,112 21,930,540 44.260,652 ri4 299

1903 • • 23,601,640 *3.131.236 46,732,876 rS4 316

1907 . . 24,601,658 24,172,627 48,774,285 1-13 330

The population o( Formosa (Taiwan) during the ten*year

period 1898-1907 grew as follows :

—

Average Population
Year. Males. Females. Totals, increase

per cent.

per
sq. m.

1898 . . 1,307,428 i,i57 .53<> 2,464,967 — 182
1902 . • 1.513.280 1,312,067 2,825,347 2-70 209
1907 . • 1,640,778 1.476.137 3,116,915 2'37 224

According to quasi-historical records, the population of the empire
in the year a.d. 610 was 4,988,842, and in 730 it had grown to
87631 i77o* It is impossible to say how much reliance may be placed
on these figures, but from the i8th century, when the name of every
subject had to be inscribed on the roll of a temple as a measure
agamst liis adoption of Christianity, a tolerably trustworthy census
could always be taken. The returns thus obtained show that from
the year 1723 until 1846 the population remained almost stationary,
the figure in the former year being 26,065,422, and that in the latter
year 26,907,625. There had, indeed, been five periods of declining
population in that interval of 124 years, namely, the periods 1738-
I7t4i 1759“17<^2, I773“1774> 1791-1792, and 1844-1846. But after

1872, when the census showed a total of 33,110,825, the population
grew steadily, iis increment between 1872 and 1898 inclusive, a period
of 27 years, being 10,649,990. Such a rate of increase invests the
question of subsistence with great importance. In former times the
area of land under cultivation increased in a marked degree. Returns
prepared at the beginning of the xoth century showed 2J million acres
under crops, whereas the figure in 1 834 was over 8 million acres. But
the development of means of subsistence has been outstripped by
the growth of population in recent years. Thus, during the period
between 1899 and 1907 the population received an increment of
11*6% whereas the food-prooucing area increased by only 4 4%.
This discrepancy caused anxiety at one time, but large fields suitable
for colonization ha^-e lieen opened in Sakhalin, Korea, Manchuria
and Formosa, so that the problem of subsistence has ceased to be
troublesome. The birth-rate, taking the average of the decennial
period ended 1907, is 3*05% of the ^pulation, and the death-rate
IS 2*05. Males exceed females in the ratio of 2% approximately.
But this rule does not hold after the age of O5, where for every 100
females only 83 males are found. The Japanese are of low smture
as compared with the inhabitants of Western Europe • about 16%
of the adult males arc below 5 ft. But there are evidences of
steady improvement in this respect. Thus, during the period of ten
years between 1893 and 1902, it w^as found that the percentage of
rc'cruits of 5 ft. 5 in. and upward grew from 10*09 to 12 (>7, the rate
of increase having been remarkably steady

;
and the percentage of

those under 5 ft. declined from 20*21 to 16*20.

Towns.—There arc in Japan 23 tow*ns having a population of
over 50,000, and there are 76 having a population of over 20,000.
The larger towns, their populations ancl the growth of the latter

during the five-year period commencing with 1898 were as follow :

—

Urban Populations

189B. 1903.

Tokyo ....
Osaka .... . . 1,440,121

. . 821,235
1,795,128
988,200

Kioto .... • • 353.139 379,404
Nagoya . . 244.M5 284,629
Kobe .... . . 215,780 283.839
Yokohama . . I93,7^>2 324,771*
Hiroshima . . 122,306 “3,545
Nagasaki . . . 107,422 151,727
Kanazawa • • 83,595 97,548
Sendai • • 83,325 93,773
Hakodate . 78,040 84,746
Fukuoka . . . 66,190 70,107
W^akayama . 63,067 67,908
Tokushima . . 61,501 62,998
Kumamoto . . • • 61,463 55.277
Toyama . • • 59.558 86,276
Okayama , . . 58,025 80,140
Olaru . . 56,961 79,749
Kagoshima . . • • 53.481 58,384
Niigata . . . • • 53.366 58,821
Salmi ....
Sapporo .

Kure ....
• • 50.203

55.304
62,825

52,607Sasebo....
The growth of Kure and Sasebo is attributable to the fact that they
have become the sites of large ship-building yards, the property* of
the state.

The number of houses in Japan at the end of 1903, when the census
was last taken, was 8,725,544, the average number of inmates in

each house being thus 5*5.

Physical Characteristies best authorities are agreed that

the Japanese people do not differ physically from their Korean
and Chinese neighbours as much as the inhabitants of northern

Europe differ from those of southern Europe. It is true that the

Japanese are shorter in stature than either the Chinese or the

Koreans. Thus the average height of the Japanese male Is

only 5 ft. 3} in., and that of the female 4 ft. loj in., whereas in

the case of the Koreans and the northern Chinese the correspond-

ing figures for males are 5 ft. 5I in. and 5 ft. 7 in. respectively.

Yet in other physical characteristics the Japanese, the Koreans
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and the Chinese resemble each other so closely that^ under
similar conditions as to costume and coiffure^ no appreciable

difference is apparent. Thus since it has become the fashion for

Chinese students to flock to the schools and colleges of Japan,
there adopting, as do their Japanese fellow-students, Occidental

garments and methods of hairdressing, the distinction of nation-

ality ceases to be perceptible. The most exhaustive anthro-

!

)ological study of the Japanese has been made by Dr E. Baelz

emeritus professor of medicine in the Imperial University of

T6ky6), who enumerates the following subdivisions of the race

inhabiting the Japanese islands. The first and most important
is the Manchu-Korean type; that is to say, the type which prevails

in north China and in Korea. This is seen specially amon^ the

upper classes in Japan. Its characteristics are exceptional

tallness combined with slenderness and elegance of figure ; a face

somewhat long, without any special prominence of the cheek-

bones but having more or less oblique eyes
;
an aquiline nose

;

a slightly receding chin
;

largish upper teeth
;
a long neck j a

narrow chest
; a long trunk, and delicately shaped, small hands

with long, slender fingers. The most plausible hypothesis is that

men of this type are descendants of Korean colonists who, in

prehistoric times, settled in the province of Izumo, on the west

roast of Japan, having made their way thither from the Korean
peninsula by the island of Oki, being carried by the cold current

which flows along the eastern coast of Korea. The second type

is the Mongol. It is not very frequently found in Japan, per-

iiaps because, under favourable social conditions, it tends to

pass into the Manchu-Korean type. Its representative has a

broad face, with prominent cheek-bones, oblique eyes, a nose

more or less flat and a wide mouth. The figure is strongly and
squarely built, but this last characteristic can scarcely be called

typical. There is no satisfactory theory as to the route by which

the Mongols reached Japan, but it is scarcely possible to doubt

that they found their way thither at one time. More important

than either of these types as an element of the Japanese nation

is the Malay. Small in stature, with a well-knit frame, the cheek-

bones prominent, the face generally round, the nose and neck

short, a marked tendency to prognathism, the chest broad and

well developed, the trunk long, the hands small and delicate

—

this Malay type is found in nearly all the islands along the east

roast of the Asiatic continent as well as in southern China and

in the extreme south-west of the Korean peninsula. Carried

northward by the warm current known as the Kuro Shiwo, the

Malays seem to have landed in Kiushiu—the most southerly

of the main Japanese islands—whence they ultimately pushed

northward and conquered their Manchu-Korean predecessors,

the Izumo colonists. None of the above three, however, can be

regarded as the earliest settlers in Japan. Before them all was

a tribe of immigrants who appear to have crossed from north-

eastern Asia at an epoch when the sea had not yet dug broad

channels between the continent and the adjacent islands.

These people—the Ainu—are usually spoken of as the aborigines

of Japan. They once occupied the whole country, but were

gradually driven northward by the Manchu-Koreans and the

Malays, until only a mere handful of them survived in the

northern island of Yezo. Like the Malay and the Mongol types

they are short and thickly built, but unlike either they have

prominent brows, bushy locks, round deep-set eyes, long diver-

gent lashes, straight noses and much hair on the face and the

body. In short, the Ainu suggest much closer affinity with

Europeans than does any other of the types that go to make up

the population of Japan. It is not to be supposed, however,

that these traces of different elements indicate any lack of homo-

geneity in the Japanese race. Amalgamation has been com-

pletely effected in the course of long centuries, and even the

Ainu, though the small surviving remnant of them now live

apart, have left a trace upon their conquerors.

The typical Japanese of the present day has certain marked

physical peculiarities. In the first place, the ratio of the height

of his head to the length of his body is greater than it is in Euro-

peans. The Englishman’s head is often one-eighth of the length

of his body or even less, and in continental Europeans, as a rule,

the ratio does not amount to one-seventh
; but in the Japanese

it exceeds the latter figure. In all nations men of short stature

have relatively large heads, but in the case of the Japanese there

appears to be some racial reason for the phenomenon. Another
striking feature is shortness of legs relatively to length of trunk.

In northern Europeans the leg is usually much more than bne-

half of the body’s length, but in Japanese the ratio is one-half

or even less
;
so that whereas the Japanese, when seated, looks

almost as tall as a European, there may be a great difference

between their statures when both are standing. This special

feature has been attributed to the Japanese habit of kneeling

instead of sitting, but investigation ^ows that it is equally

marked in the working classes who pass most of their time stand-

ing. In Europe the same physical traits—relative length of

head and shortness of legs—distinguish the central race (Alpiiie)

from the Teutonic, and seem to indicate an affinity between the

former and the Mongols. It is in the face, however, that we
find specially distinctive traits, namely, in the eyes, the eye-

lashes, the cheek-bones and the beard. Not that the eyeball

itself differs from that of an Occidental. The difference consists

in the fact that '' the socket of the eye is comparatively small and
shallow, and the osseous ridges at the brows being little marked,

the eye is less deeply set than in the European, In fact, seen in

profile, forehead and upper lip often form an unbroken line.”

Then, again, the shape of the eye, as modelled by the lids, shows

a striking peculiarity. For whereas the open eye is almost

invariably horizontal in the European, it is often oblique in the

Japanese on account of the higher level of the upper comer,
“ But even apart from obliqueness, the shape of the comers is

peculiar in the Mongolian eye. The inner comer is partly

or entirely covered by a fold of the upper lid continuing more

or less into the lower lid. This fold often covers also the

whole free rim of the upper lid, so that the insertion of the eye-

lashes is hidden ” and the opening between the lids is so narrowed

as to disappear altogether at the moment of laughter. As for

the eye-lashes, not only are they comparatively short and sparse,

but also they converge instead of diverging, so that whereas in a

European the free ends of the lashes are further distant from

each other than their roots, in a Japanese they arc nearer to-

gether, Prominence of cheek-bones is another special feature,

but it is much commoner in the lower than in the upper classes,

whera elongated faces may almost be said to be the rule. Finally,

there is marked paucity of hair on the face of the averia^e Japan-

ese—apart from the Ainu—and what hair there is is nearly

always straight. It is not to be supposed, however, that because

the Japanese is short of stature and often finely moulded, he

lacks either strength or endurance. Qn the contrary, he possesses

both in a marked degree, and his deftness of filler is not less

remarkable than the suppleness and activity of his body.

Moral Characteristics ,—The most prominent trait of Japanese

disposition is gaiety of heart. Emphatically of a laughter-

loving nature, the Japanese passes through the world with a

smile on his lips. The petty ills of life do not disturb his equa-

nimity. He takes them as part of the day’s work, and though he

sometimes ^mbles, rarely, if ever, docs he repine. Excep-
tional to this general rule, however, is a mood of pessimbm

which sometimes overtakes youths on the threshold of manhood.

Finding the problem of life insolvable, they abandon the attempt

to solve it and take refuge in the grave. It seems as though

there were always a number of young men hovering on the brink

of such suicidal despair. An example alone is needed finally to

destroy the equilibrium. Some one throws himself oyer a

cataract or leaps into the crater of a volcano, and immediately

a score or two follow. Apparently the more picturesquely

awful the manner of the demise, the ^eater its attractive force.

The thing is not a product of insanity, as the term is usually

interpreted ;
letters always left behinci by the victims proyb

them to have been in full possession of their reasoning faculties

up to the last moment. Some observers lay the blame at the

door of Buddhism, a creed which promotes pessimism by beget-

ting the anchorite, the ascetic and the shuddering befiever in

seven hells. But Buddhism did not formerly produce sudi
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Literature,—From the neighbouring continent the Japanese

derived the art of transmitting ideas to paper. But as to

the date of that acquisition there is doubt. An authenticated

work compiled a.d. 720 speaks of historiographers having been

appointed to collect local records for the first time in 403,

from which it is to be inferred that such officials had already

existed at the court. There is also a tradition that some kind

of general history was compiled in 620 but destroyed by fire

in 645. At all events, the earliest book now extant dates from

712. Its origin is described in its preface. When the emperor

Temmu (673-686) ascended the throne, he found that there did

not exist any revised collection of the fragmentary annals of the

chief families. He therefore caused these annals to be collated.

There happened to be among the court ladies one Hiyeda no Are,

who was gifted with an extraordinary' memory. Measures were

taken to instruct her in the genuine traditions and the old lan-

guage of former ages, the intention being to have the whole ulti-

mately dictated to a competent scribe. But the emperor died

before the project could be consummated, and for twenty-five

years Are’s memory remained the sole depository of the collected

anniiL. Then, under the auspices of the empress Gemmyo, the

original plan was carried out in 712, Yasumaro being the scribe.

The work that resulted is known as the Kojiki {Record of Ancient

Matters), It has been accurately translated by Professor B. H,
Chamberlain {Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan y

vol. x.),

who, in a preface justly regarded by students of Japan as an

excgctical classic, makes the pertinent comment : Taking the

word Altaic in its usual acceptation, viz. as the generic name of

all the languages belonging to the Manchu, Mongolian, Turkish

and Finnish groups, not only the archaic, but the classical,

literature of Japan carries us back several centuries beyond the

earliest extant documents of any other Altaic tongue.’’ By the

term “ archaic ” is to be understood the pure Japanese language

of earliest times, and by the term “ classical ” the quasi-Chinese

language which came into use for literary purposes when Japan
appropriated the civilization of her great neighbours. The
Kojiki IS written in the archaic form : that is to say, the language

is the language of old Japan, the script, although ideographic, is

used phonetically only, and the case-indicators ore represented

by Chinese characters having the same sounds. It is a species of

sagiil^ing forth not only the heavenly beginnings of the Japan-
eserace^ but also the story of creation, the succession of the

various sovereigns and the salient events of their reigns, the

whole interspersed with songs, many of which may be attributed

to the 6th century, while .some doubtless date from the fourth or

even the third. This Kojiki marks the parting of the ways.

Already by the time of its compilation the influence of Chinese

civilization and Chinese literature had prevailed so greatly in

Japan that the next authentic work, composed only eight years

later, was completely Chinese in style and embodied Chinese

traditions and Chinese philosophical doctrines, not distinguishing

them from their Japanese context. This volume was called the

Nihongi {Chronicles of Japan). It may be said to have wholly

supplanted it.s predecessor in popular favour, for the classic style

—that is to say, the Chinese—had now come to be regarded as

the only erudite script. The Chronicles re-traversed much of the

ground already gone over by the Record

y

preserving many of the

songs in occasionally changed form, omitting some portions,

supplementing others, and imparting to the whole such an
exotic character as almost to disqualify the work for a place in

Japanese literature. Yet this was the style which thenceforth

prevailed among the Ifttcrati of Japan. “ Standard Chine.se soon

became ea.sier to understand than archaic Japanese, as the former

alone was taught in the schools, and the native language changed

rapidly during the century or two that followed the diffusion

of the foreign tongue and civilization ” (Chamberlain). The
neglect into which the Kojiki fell lasted until the 17th century.

Almost simultaneously with its appearance in type (1644)

and its consequent accessibility, there arose a galaxy of

scholars under whose influence the archaic style and the ancient

Japanese traditions entered a period of renaissance. The story

of this period and of its products has been admirably told by Sir

Ernest Satow (“ Revival of Pure Shinto,” Proceedings of the

Asiatic Society of JapaUy vol. iii.), whose essay, together with

Professor Chamberlain’s Kojiki, the same author’s introduction

to The Classical Poetry of the Japanese, and Mr W. G. Aston’s

Nihongiy are essential to every student of Japanese literature.

To understand this 17th century renaissance, knowledge of one

fact is necessary, namely, that about the year a.d. 810, a cele-

brated Buddhist priest, Kukai, who had spent several years

studying in China, compounded out of Buddhism, Confucianism

and Shinto a system of doctrine called Rydbu Shinto (Dual

Shinto), the prominent tenet of which was that the Shint6 deities

were merely transmigrations of Buddhist divinities. By this

device Japanese conservatism was effectually conciliated, and
Buddhism became in fact the creed of the nation, its positive

and practical precepts entirely eclipsing the agnostic intuition-

alism of Shinto. Against this hybrid faith several Japanese
scholars arrayed themselves in the 17th and i8th centuries, the

greatest of them being Mabuchi and Motoori. The latter’s

magnum opus, Kojikiden {Exposition of the Record of Ancient

Matters), declared by Chamberlain to be “ perhaps the most
admirable work of which Japanese erudition can boast,” con-

{5i.sts of 44 large volumes, devoted to elucidating the Kojiki and
resuscitating the Shinto cult as it existed in the earliest days.

This great work of reconstruction was only one feature of the

literary activity which marked the 17th and i8th centuries,

when, under Tokugawa rule, the blessing of long-unknown

peace came to the nation. lyeyasu himself devoted the la.st

years of his life to collecting ancient manuscripts. In his

country retreat at Shizuoka he formed one of the richest libraries

ever brought together in Japan, and by will he bequeathed the

Japanese section of it to his eighth son, the feudal chief of

Owari, and the Chinese section to his ninth son, the prince of

Kishu, with the result that under the former feudatory’s auspices

two w^orks of considerable merit were produced treating of ancient

ceremonials and supplementing the Nihongi, Much more
memorable, however, was a library formed by lyeyasu’s grand-

son the feudal chief of Mito (i662--i7oo), who not only collected

a vast quantity of books hitherto scattered among Shinto and

Buddhist monasteries and private houses, but also employed

a number of scholars to compile a history unprecedented in

magnitude, the Dai-Nihon-shi. It consisted of 240 volumes, and
it became at once the standard in its own branch of literature.

Still more comprehensive was a book emanating from the same
source and treating of court ceremonials. It ran to more than

500 volumes, and the emperor honoured the work by bestowing

on it the title Reigi Ruiten {Rules of Ceremonials). These com-

pilations together with the Nihon Gwaishi {History of Japan
Outside the CokW), written by Rai Sanyo and published in 1827,

constituted the chief sources of historical knowledge before the

Meiji era. Rai Sanyo devoted twenty years to the preparation

of his 22 volumes and took his materials from 259 Japanese and

Chinese works. But neither he nor his predecessors recognized

in history anything more than a vehicle for recording the mere

sequence of events and their relations, together with some account

of the personages concerned. Their volumes make profoundly

dry reading. Vicarious interest, however, attaches to the pro-

ductions of the Mito School on account of the political influence

they exercised in rehabilitating the nation’s re.spect for the throne

by unveiling the picture of an epoch prior to the usurpations

of military feudalism. The struggles of the great rival clans,

replete with episodes of the most tragic and stirring character,

inspired quasi-historical narrations of a more popular character,

which often took the form of illuminated scrolls. But it was not

until the Meiji era that history, in the modern sense of the term,

began to be written. During recent times many students have

turned their attention to this branch of literature. Works of

wide scope and clear insight have been produced, and the

Historiographers’ section in the Imperial University of T6ky6
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has been for several years engaged in collecting and collating

materials for a history which will probably rank with anything

of the kind in existence.

In their poetiy above everything the Japanese have remained
impervious to alien influences. It owes this conservation to its

... prosody. Without rhyme, without variety of metre,
without elasticity of dimensions, it is also without

known counterpart. To alter it in any way would be to deprive

it of all distinguishing cliaracteristics. At some remote date a

Japanese maker of songs seems to have discovered that a peculiar

and very fascinating rhythm is produced by lines containing

5 syllables and 7 syllables alternately. That is Japanese poetry

{uta or ianka) . There arc gcnerall}^ five lines : the first and third

consisting of 5 syllables, the second, fourth and fifth of 7, making a
total of 31 in all. The number of lines is not compulsory : sometimes
they may reach to thirt>% forty or even more, but the alternation of

5 and 7 syllables is compulsory. The most attenuated form of all

is the hokku (or haikai) which consists of only three lines, namely,

17 syllables. Necessarily the ideas embodied in such a narrow
vehicle must be fragmentary. Thus it results that Japanese poems
are, for the most part, impressionist

;
they suggest a great deal more

than they actually express. Here is an example :

—

Momiji-ha wo
Kaze ni makasete
Miru yori mo
Hakanaki mono wa
Tnochi nari kcri

(

More fleeting than the glint of

withered leaf wind-blown, the
thing called life.

There is no English metre with this peculiar cadence.

It is not to be inferred that the writers of Japan, enamoured as

they were of Chinese ideographs and Chinese style, deliberately ex-

cluded everything Chinese from the realm of poctiy. On the contrary,

many of them took pleasure in composing vcrsicles to which Chinese

worcls were admitted and which showed something ot the " parallel-

ism " peculiar to Chinese poetry, since the first ideograph of the last

line was required to be identical with the final ideograph. Hut
rhyme wa.9 not attemptixl, and the syllabic metre of Japan was
preserved, the alternation of 5 and 7 being, however, dispensed with.

Such couplets were called shi to distinguish them from the pure

J apauese uia or ianka. The two greatest masters of J apancse poetry

were Hitomaro and Akahito, both of the early 8th century, and next

10 them stands Tsurayuki, who flourished at the beginning of^the

10th century, and is not supposed to have transmitted his mantle
to any successor. The choicest productions of the former two with

those of many other poets were brought together in 756 and embodied

m a book called the Manydshii {Collection of a Myriad Leaves). The
volumeremained umque until the beginningof the loth century, when
(a.d. 905) Tsurayuki and three coadjutors compiled the Kokinshii

{Collection of Odes Ancient and Modern), the first of twenty-one similar

anthologies between the nth and the 15th centuries, which con-

stitute the Niju-tchi Dai-shu {Anthologies of the One-and-Twenty

Reigns). If to these we add the Hyaku-ninshtl {Hundred Odes by a

Hundred Poets) brought together by Teika KyO in the 13th century,

we have all the classics of Japanese poetry. For the composition

of the uta gradually deteriorated from the end of the 9th century,

when a game called uta^awase became a fashionable pastime, and
aristocratic men and women tried to string together versicics of 31

syllables, careful of the form and careless of the thought. The
uta-awase, in its later developments, may not unjustly be compared

to the Occidental game of bouts-rimis. The poetry of the nation

remained immovable in the ancient groove until very modem times,

when, cither by direct access to the originals or through the medium
of very defective translations, the nation became acquainted with

masters of Occidental song. A small coterie of authors, headed

by Professor Toyama, then attempted to revolutionize Japanese

poetry by recasting it on European lines. But the project &iled

signally, and indeed it may well be doubted whether the Japanese

language can be adapted to such uses.

It was under the auspices of an empress (Suiko) that the first

historical manuscript is said to have been compiled in Oao. It was
under mo auspices of an empress (Gemmyo) that the

lat^aaoe
j^ecord of Ancient Matters was transcribed (712) from the

" woawa
qi ^ court lady. And it was under the auspices of an

t^ dap^eee that ^e Chronicles of Japan were composed
utermtun* women, indeed, from the 8th century onwards

may be said to have been entrusted the guardianship 01 the pure

Japanese language, the classical, or Chinese, form being adopted by
men. The distinction continued throughout the ages. To this day the

spoken language of Japanese women is appreciably simpler and softer

than that of the men, and to this day while the educate woman uses

the himgana syllabary in writing, eschews Chinese words and rarely

pens an ideograph, the educated man employs the ideograph

entirely, and tran^tes his thoughts as far as possilrfe into the

mispronounced Chinese words without recourse to which it would

be impossible for him to discuss any scientific subject, or even to

refer to the details of his daily business. Japan was thus enriched

with two works of very high merit, the Genii Monogatat^ (c. 1004)

and the Makura no Zdski (about the same date). The former, by

Murasaki no Shikibu-^robably a pseudonym—was the first novel
composed in Japan. Before her time there had been many mono-
gatari (narratives), but all consisted merely of short stories, mythical
or quasi-historical, whereas Murasaki no Shikibu did for Japan what
Fielding and Richardson did for England. Her work was a prose

epic of real life," the life of her hero, Genji. Her language is graceful

and natural, her sentiments are refined and sober ; and, as Mr Aston
well says, her “ story flows on easily from one scene of real life to

another, giving us a varied and minutely detailed picture of life and
society in KiMo, such as we possess for no other counts at the same
period." The Makura no Zdshi {Pillow Sketches), like the Genji

Monogatari, was by a noble lady—Sei Shonagon—but it is simply a

record of daily events and fugitive thoughts, though not in the form
of a diary. The book is one of the most natural and unaffected

compositions ever written. Undcsignedly it conveys a wonderfully
realistic picture of aristocratic life and social ethics in Ki5to at the

beginning of the iith century. "If wc compare it with anything
that Europe has to show at this period, it must be admitted that it

is indeed a remarkable work, what a revelation it would be if

we had the court life of Alfred’s or Canute’s reign depicted to us in

a similar way ?
"

The period from the early part of the 14th century to the opening
of the 1

7

th is generally regarded as the dark age of Japanese litera-

ture. The constant wars of the time left their impress Dark
upon everything. To them is due the fact that the
two principal works compiled during this epoch were,

one political, the other quasi-historical. In the {ormtr,Jinkdshfft^-

hi {History of the True Succession of the Divine Monarchs), Kitabatake
Chikafusa (1340) undertook to prove that of the two sovereigns

then disputing for supremacy in Japan, Go-Daigo was the rightful

monarch
;
in the latter, Taihei-ki {History of Great Peace)

,
Kojima

(1370) devoted his pages to describing the events of contempo-
ranc'ous history. Neither work can be said to possess signal literary

merit, but both had memorable con.sequences. For the JinkAshetd-ki,

by its strong advocacy of the mikado's administrative rights as

against the usurpations of military feudalism, may be said to have
sowed the seeds of Japan's modem polity

;
and 'the Taihei-ki, by

its erudite diction, smlful rhetoric, simplification of old gram-
matical constructions and copious interpolation of Chinese words,
furnished a model for many imitators and laid the foundations

of Japan's 19th-century style. The Taihei-ki produced another

notable effect : it inspired public readers who soon developed into

historical raconteurs
;
a class of professionals who are almost as

much in vogue to-day as they were 500 years ago. Belonging to

about the same period as the Jinkoshdto-ki, another classic occupies

a leading place in Japanese esteem. It is the Tsure-surc’gusa

{Materials for Dispelling Ennui), by Kenko-bSshi, described by Mr
Aston as " one of the most delightful oases in Japanese literate

;

a collection of short sketches, anecdotes and css^s on all imaginable

su^ects, something in the manner of Selden's Table Talk,**

The so-called dark age of Japanese literature was not entirely

unproductive : it gave the drama {Nd) to Japan. Tradition ascribes

the origin of the drama to a religious dance of a panto-
ormiuM

mimic character, called Kagura and associated with

Shinto ceremonials. The No, however, owed its development

mainly to Buddhist influence. During the medieval era of inter-

necine strife the Buddhist priests were the sole depositaries of literary

talent, and seeing that, from the clpae of the i^th century, the

Shinto mime (Kagura) was largely employed by the military class

to invoke or acknowl^ge the assistance of the gods, the monks of

Buddlia set themselves to compose librettos for this mime, and the

performance, thus modified, received the name of No. Briefly

speaking, the No was a dance of the most stately character, adapted

to the incidents of dramas " which embrace witWn their ^po a

world of legendary lore, of quaint fancies and of religious sentiment."

Their motives were chiefly confined to such themes as the law of

retribution to which aU human beings are subjected, the transitori-

ness of life and the advisability of shaking ofi from one's feet the dust

of this sinful world. But some were of a purely martial nature.

This difference is probably explained by the fact t^t the idea of

tlius modifying the Kagura had its origin in musical recitations

from the semi-romantic semi-historical narratives of the 14th cen-

tury. Such recitations were ^ven by itinerant Bonces, and it is

easy to understand the connexion between them and the N5 . Very

soon the N5 came to occupy in the estimation of the military class a

position similar to that held by the Umha as a literary pursuit, and

the gagaku as a musical, in the Imperial court. AU the great aristo-

crats not only patronised the Nft but were themselves ready to take

part in it. Costumes of the utmost magnificence were worn, and

the chiselling of masks for the use of the performers occupied scores

of artists and ranked as a high glyptic accompUshment. There arc

335 classical dramas of this kind m a compendium caUed the YSkyoka

fsuge, and many of them are inseparably connected with the names

of Kwanami Kiyotsugu (1406) and his son Motoldyo {i455)» wto are

counted the fathers of the art. For a moment, when the tide of

Western civilization swept over Ji^n, the No seemed Ukdy to be

permanently tubroerged. But the renaissance of nationaifsm

\hokusui hoson) saved the venerable drama, and owing to the

exertions of Prince Iwakura, the artist H5sho Kuro and Umewaka
Minoru, it stands as high as ever in popular favour. Concerning the

XV. 6a
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five schools into which the No is divided, their cliafacteri8tic& and

tlwif differences^—these are nmtters of interest to the initiated alone.

The Japanese are essentially a laughter-loving people. They are

highly susceptible oi tragic emotions, but they lui*n gladly to the

-j brighter phases of life. Hence a need was soon felt
The Farce, something to dispel the. pessimism of the N6, and

that something took the form of comedies played in tlie initerludes

of the No and called Kydgm (mad words). The Kyogen needs no

elaborate description : it is a pure farce, never immodest or vulgar.

The classic drama No and its companion the Kyogen had two

children, the and the Kabuh. They were bom at the close

j. Th cePEitury and they owed their origin to the
The Theatre,

influence oi the commercial clap, who asserted

a right to be amused but were excluded from enjoyment of the

aristocratic No and the KyOgen. The Joruri is a dramatic balkd,

-Aung or recited to the accompanimjent ot the satntsen and in uni^n
with the movements of pnippcts. It came into existence in Kioto

and was thence transtenred to Yedo (lokyO), where the greatest of

Japanese playwrights, Chikamatsu Monaaeraon (1653-1724), and a
musician of exceptional talent, Takemoto Gidayu, collaboirated to

render this puppet drama a highly popular entcrtaiiiment. It

flourished for nearly 200 years in Yedo, and is still occasionally

performed in Osaka. Like th«‘ Nf) the Joruri dealt always with

sombre themes, and was supplemented by the Kahuki (farce).

I'his last owed its inception to a priestess wdio, having abandoned
her holy vocation at the call of love, eswused dancing as a means of

livelihood and trained a number of girls for the purpose. The law

presently interdicted these female comedians {onna-kahuki) in the

interests of public morality, and they were succeeded by " boy
comedians *' (wakashtt-kabuln) who sitnulaled women s ways and
were vetoed in their turn, giving place to yato^^kabuki (comedians

with queues). Gradually the i^buki developed the features of a

genuine theatre
;
the actor and the playwright were discriminated,

and, the p^ormances taking the form of domestic drama {Wageto

and Siwafnono\ or historical drama {Aragoto or Jidaimono)^ actors

of perpetual fame sprang up, as Sakata Tojuro and Ichikawa

Danjinro (i 06o-i 7o4)- Mimetic posture-dances {Sfiosagotv) were

always introduced as interludi^s
;
past and present indiscriminately

contributed to the playwright’s subjects
;
realism was carried to

extremes
;
a revolving stage and all mechanical accessories were

supplied
;
female parts were invariably taken by males, who attained

almost mcrediblc skill in these simulations
;
a chorus—relic of tlm

No—chant«^ expositions of profound sentiments or thrilling inci-

dents
;
and histrionic talent of the very highest order was often

displayed. But the Kabuki-xa and its yakuska (actors) remained
always a plebeian institution. No samurai frequented the former

or associated with the latter. Witli the introduction of Wcatcni

civilization in modem times, however, the theatre coased to be

tabooed by the aristocracy. Men and women of all ranks began to

visit it
;
the emperor himself consented (1887) to witness a perform-

ance by the great stars of the stage at the private readcnce of Marquis

inonye
;
a dramatic reform association was organized by a number of

prominent noblemen and scholars
;
drastic efforts were made to

purge the old historical draroa.sof anachronisms and inconsistencies,

and.at length a theatre (the Yurahu-sa) was built on purely European
JMs, where instead of sitting from morning to night witnessing

long-drawn-out drama with mterhides of whole farces, a visitor

may devote only a feu' evening-hours to the pastime. The Shosa-

goto has not been abolished, nor is there any reason why it should be.

It has graces and beauties of its own. There remains to be noted

the incursion of amateurs into the histrionic realm. In former times

the actor's prolessioii was absolutely exclusive in Japan, Children

were trained to wear their fatlicrs' niantles, and the idea Idiat a non-

profc.ssional could tread the hallowed ground of the stage did not

enter any imagination. But with the advent of the new regimen in

Mci]i days there arose a desire for social plays depicting tbc life of the

tnodom generation, and as these ’ croppy dramas " {zampatxu’

mono)—^ called in allusion to the European method of cutting the

hair close—-were not included in the repertoire of the orthodox

theatre, amateur troupes (known as sosht'yahuska) were organised

to flu the void. Even Shakespeare has boon played by these ama-
teurs, and the abundant wit of the Japanese is on tlie way to enrich

the stage with modem farces of unquestionable merit.

The Tokngawa era (1603-1867), which poputeirized the drama, had
other memorable effects tqxMi Japanese liteniture, Yedo, the shc^

gun's capital, displaced Kifito as the centre of literary

#^*^**^ activity. Its populatxon of more than a million, inclod

•

T ^ conditions of men—'notably wealthy
Tokagawa meichanta and mechanics—constituted a new audience

to which authors had to address themselves
;
and an

unparalleled dovdopment of mental activity nisoestttated wholesale

drafts upon the Climcae vocabulary. To this may be attributed the

appearance of a group of men known os kangakmsha (Chinese scholars).

The most cctelwted among them were : Fujiwara Seikwa (i 3b<^

1619), wto introduced his co»untrymen to the philosophy Of Chu-Hi

;

Hayashi Riasnu (1583-1^57), who wrote 170 treatises on scholastic

and moral subjects; Kai^ra Ekkcn (1630-1714), teacher of a fine

system of cthici; AraiHakuaeki (1657-1725), historian, philosopher,

statesman and financier : and Muro kius6, toe second great exponent

of CI1U Hi’s philosophy. Japatn owes a profound d^t of gratitude
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to the hangubusha of that time. For thok day and country they were
emphatically the salt of earth. " But naturally not all were believers

in the same philosophy. The fervour of the followers of Chu-Hi
(the orthodox school) could not fail to provoke oppositkm. Thus
some arose who declared allegiance to the idealistic intuitionalism

of Wang Yang-miitg, and others advocated direct study of the wotos
of Confucius and Mencius. Connected with this rejection of Chu-
Hi were such eminent names as those of lt6 Junsal (1627- 17 id),

Itti Togai (1617-1736), Ogyu SOrai (1666-1728) and Hazai .Shuntai

(1679-1747). These Chinese scholars made no secret of their

contempt for Buddhism, and in their turn they were held in aversion

by the Buddhists and the Japanese scholars (wagakusha)^ so that the

second half of the i8th centu^ was a time of pcrpcrtual wrangling

and controversy. The worshippers at the shrine of Chinese piillo-

sophy evoked a reactionary spirit of nationalism, just as the excessive

worship of Occidental ciimization was destined to do in the XQto

century.
Apart from philosophical researches and the develojimcnt of

the drama, as above related, the lokugawa era is remareable for

folk-lore, moral discourses, fiction and a peculiar form of poetry.

This last does not demand much attention. Us principal variety

is the haikaiy which is nothing more than a tanka shorn of its con-

cluding fourteen syllables, and therefore virtually identical with the

hokku^ already described. The name of Basho is immemorially
a.ssociated with this kind of lilliputian versicle, which reached the

extreme oi impressionisuL A more important addition to lapanesc

literature was made in the 17th century in the form of children's

tales {Otogibanashi), They are charmingly simple and graceful,

and they have been rendered into English again and again since the

beginning of the Meijiera. But whether they are to be regarded as

genuine folk-lore or merely as u branch of tlie fiction oi the age when
they first appeared in book form, remains uncertain. Oi fiction

proper there was an abundance. 'The pioneer of this kind of litera-

ture is considered to have been Saikaku (1641 '1603), ^^1^^ wrote

.sketches of everyday life as he saw it, sluxrt tales oi some merit

and novels which deal with the most disreputable phases oi human
existence. His notable successors in the same line were two men of

Kioto, named lish-l (1675-1745) and Kiscki (i66(>-r7i()). They had

their own publisliing house, and its name Hachimonji^a (figure-of-

eight store) came to be indelibly associated with this kind of litera-

ture. But these men did little more than pave the way for the true

romantic novel, which first took shape under the hand of SantC

Kyoden (1761-1816), and culminatod in the w'orks of Bakin, Tane-

hiko, Samba, Ikku, Shunsui and their successors. Of nearly all the

books in this class it may be said that they deal largely m senes tion-

alism and pornography, though it docs not follow that their language

is cither coarse or licentious. The life of the virtuous Japanese

woman being essentially uneventful, these romancists not unnatur-

ally sought their female types among dancing-girls and courtesans.

The books were profusely illustrated with wood-cuts and cliromo-

xylographs from pictures of toe ukiyoe masters, whos like the ploy-

Wright, tlw actor and toe romanoer, ministered to the picture oi

the " man in the street." Brief mention must also be made of two
other kinds of books belonging to tori epoch , namely, tlio bhingaku-

she (ethical essays) and the Jitsurokn^mono (true records). The
latter were often little more than historical novels founded on facts ;

and the former, though nominally intended to engraft the doctrines

of Buddhism and Shinto upon toe philosophy of China, were really

of rationalistic tendency.
Although the incurBions mode into (>hmcBc phifosi^iy and the

revival of Japanese traditions during the Tokugawa Epoch contri-

buted materiaUy to the overthrow of feudalism and ^
the restoration of the Throne’s administrative power,

toe immediate tendency of the last two events was to

divert the nation's attention wholly from the study of either

Confucianism or the Record 0/ Ancient Mattms. A universal Hurst

set in for Occidental science and literature, so that students

occupied themselves everywhere with readers and grammars
modelled on European lines rather than with the Analects or the

Kojiki. English al once became the languaige of learning. Thus
the three coUeges which formed toe nucleus of the Imperial Univer-

sity of Tokyo were presided over by a graduate of Michigan College

(Professor Toyama) ,
a member of the English bar (Professor

Hozumt) and a graduate ul Cambridge (Baron Kikuchil. If Tupan
was eminently fortunate in the men who directed ner frintical

career at that time, she was equally favoured in those that ptosided

over her literary culture. Fukuiawa Yukichi, foimder of the

KeiO Gijuku, now one of Japan's four universities, did more than

any of hri coutempurarles hy writing and speaking to tmiead a

knowledge of the West, its ways adto its thoughts, and Kakamura
Keiu laboured in the same cause by tcanslatiag Smtles's SHf'help

and MiU’s Representative Government, A universal geography (by

Uchkla Masao)
;
a liistory of nations (by Mitsukuri Rinshfi)

;
a

translation of Chambers s Encyclopaedia by the department of

education ; Japanese renderings of Herbert Spencer ai^ of Guizot

and Buckle-*^! thesemade their appeairance daring the first fourteen

years of the epoch. ’The influence of politics may be .strongly

traced in toe literature of that time, for the first romances produced

by the new aohuol were all of a political character : Keihoku ISidan

{Model for Statesmen^ with Epatninondas for hero) by Yano Fumio

;
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Se.Uhfibai (Phm-bi^esomin Snm) and Kwahwan-d {Nightingale jmang officialdoin at that time to brook such assaalts. The Keha Shi^t^bwi
Flowers) by Suyehiro. This idea of subserving literature to politicsu was suppressed

;
Fukuchi was thrust into prison, and all jonmato

ends is said to have been suggested by Nakae Tokusuke's translation or peiiodicals etcoept those having official sanction were vetoed,
of Rousseau’s Contrat social. The year 1882 saw Julius Caesar in a. At the beginning of r868 only two newspapers remained in field.

Japanese dress. The translator was Tsubouchi Sh5yo, one of the Very soon, however, the enlightened makers of modem Japan
greatest writers of the Keiji era. His Shosetsu Shinsm {EssmtHals appreciated the importance of journalism, and in 1B71 the SiirmotiH

of a Novel) was an eloquent plea for realism as contrasted with the Zatsiid (Nows Pmedioal) was started under the anmiees of the
artificiality of the characters depicted by Bakin, and his own works iUnstrious Kido. Shordy afterwards there appealed in YofcolWma

—

illustrative of this theory took the public by storm. He also brought whence it was subsequently transferred to TfikyO^-^he JtIMmoAi
out the first literary periodical publish^ in Japan, namely, the Shimbun (Daily News), the first veritable daily and also the first

Waseda Bungaku, so called bccansc Tsnboncm wan profoMtor of journal printed with movable types and foreign presses. Its editors

literature in the Waseda University, an institution founded by Count were Numa Morikage, ^ihaada Saburo and Koizuka Ryfi, aB des^

Okuma, whose name cannot be omitted from any history of Mciji tined to become celebrated not only in the field of joumsdism but
literature, not as an author but as a patron. As illustrating the also in that ol politics. It has often been said of the Japanese that
rapid development of familiarity with foreign authors, a Japanese they are slow m forming a decisiott but very,quick to act upon it.

retrospect ox the Meiji era note$ that whereas Macaulay's Essays This was iUuetrated in the case of joumaUsm. In z$70 the country
were in the curriculum of the Imperial University in zS8i-x88a, they possessed only two quasi'journals, both under official auspices.

.
In

were studied, five or six years later, in secondary schools, and pupite 1875 it possessed over zoo periodicals and dsily neWMpers. The
of the latter were able to read with understanding the works of most conspicuous were the Nichi Niohi {Daily fifsnw), the

(kildsmith, Tennyson and Thackeray. Up to Tsubouchi's time the Yid)in HaNti (Postal IntstHmc^, the CkAya Skimbsm ^Gwsmmsnt
Meiji literature was all in the literary language, but there was then and People News)), the Akebom Shimbun {The Daw^^ and the

formed a society calling itself Kenyusha, some of whose associates— Mainicht Shimbun (Daily News). These were called Iffie five

as BimyOsai—^used the colloquial language in their works, while great journals.*' The N$ehi Niehi Shimbun had an editor of con-

others—as KOyo, ROhan, &c.—went back to the classical diction spicuous literary ability in Pnkuchi Geniehird, and the H9eki Shim’-

of the Genroku era (1655-1703). Rdhan is one of the most renowned its chief rival, received assistance from such men as Yano
of lapan's modem authors, and some of his historical romances have Fumio, Fujtta Makkhi, Inukai Ki and Minoura Katsundo. Japan
had wide vogue. Meanwhile the business of translating went on had not yet any political parties, but the ferment that preceded

apace. Great numbers of European and American authors were their bhth was abroad. The newspaper press being almost entirdy

n'ndcred into Japanese—Calderon, Lytton, Disraeli, Byron, Shake- in the hands of men whose interests suggested wider openins of the

spoare, Milton, Turgueniev, Carlyle, Daudet, Emerson, Hugo, Heine, door to official preferment, nearly all editorial pens were directed

l)e guincey, Dickens, Kdrner, Goethe— their name is legion and their against the government. So strenuous did this campaign ^ome
iiifioence upon Japanese literature is conspicuous. In 1888 a that, in 1875, a press law was enacted empowering tM minister of

special course of German literature was inaugurated at the Imperial home affairs and the police to suspend or suf^ress a journal and to

t iniversity, and with it is associated the name of Mori Ogai, Japan's fine or imprison its editor without public trial. Many suffered under

most faithful interpreter of German thought and speech. Virtually this law, out the ultimate effect was to Invest the press with new
cvciy^ iitcrar>' magnate of the Occident Im found one or more inter- popularity, and very soon the newspMWS conceived a device which

preters in modern Japan. Accurate reviewers of the era have effectually protected their literary staff, for tliey employed *' dummy
divided it into periods of two or three years each, according to the editors " whose sole functioo was to go to prison in fieu ol the true

vari'jus groups of foreign authors that were in vogue, and every year editor.

sees a largo addition to the number of Japanese who study the Japanese journalistic writing in these early yjara of Meiji was
masterpieces of Western hterature in the original. marred by extreme and pedantic dassictsm. There had not yet

Newspapers, as the term is understood in tlie West, did not exist been any real escape from the tradition which assigned the crown
vA old Japan, though block-printed leaflets were occasionally issued of schoforship to whatevear author drew most largely upon the

to describe some specially stirring event. Yet -the resources of the Chinese language and lemming. The example set

l^wapapers Japanese were not entirely unacquainted with by the Imperial court, and still set by it, did not tend to correct

amd journalism. During the last decades of the factory at this style. The sovereign, whether speaking by rescript or hj
Periodicals* Deshima the Dutch traders made it a yearly custom to ordinance, never addressed the bulk of his iubwtB. His worefc

submit to the governor of Nagasaki selected extracts were taken from sources so classical as to be inteuigitfle to only the

irom newspapers arriving from Batavia, and these extracts, having highly educated minority. The newspapers aocifftoed their awdien<^

been translated into Japanese, were forwarded to the court in Yedo to their erudition and preferred classicism to oircnlaitkm. '^eir

logctlier with their originals. To such compilations the name of columns were thus a sealed book to the whole of the lower middle
Oranda fusetsu-sho (Dutch Reports) was given. Immediately after classes and to the entire female population. Tbt Yomium Shimbun
the condusion of the first treaty in 1857, the Yedo authorities (Buy and Read News) was the first to* break away from this perni-

inslructed the office for studying foreign books (BmwsAo cious fashion. Established in 1875, it adopted a stylo midway
(lofioro) to translate excerpts from European and American journals, between the classical and the coll^ilial, and it appended the

Occasionally these translations were copied for circulation among syllabic characters to each ideograph, so that its columns becanie
officials, but the bulk of the people knew nothing of them. Thus the intdligible to every reader of ordinarY education. It was followed

lirst real newspaper did not see the light until 1861, when a Yedo by the Yeiri Shimbun (Pictorial Newspaper)., the first to insert iljus-

pubJisher brought out the Batama News, a compilation of items trations and to publish feuilleton romances. Both of these journals

from foreign newspapers, printed on Japanese paper from wooden devotod space to social news, a radical departure from the austere

hlock.s. Entirely devoid of local interest, this journal did not restrictions observed by their aristocratic contempor^cs.
survive for more than a few months. It was follo>vod, in 1864, by The year 1881 saw the nation divided into political parties and
Ihc Shimbun-shi (News), which was publislicd in Yokohama, with within measured distance of constitutional government. Tbencer
Kishida Ginko for editor and John Hiko for sub-editor. The latter forth the great majority of the newspapers and perio-

had been cast away, many years previously, on the coast of the dicals ranged themselves under the flag of this or that Bra ad

United States and had become a naturalized American citizen. He party. An era of embittered polemics ensued. The WWine/
retained a knowledge of spoken Japanese, but the ideographic script Journals, while • fighting continuouriy against each Parties,

^\'as a sealed book to him, and ms editorial part was limited to owd other's principles, agreed in attacking the ministnr^

translations from American journals which the editor committed and the latter tound it necessaty to establish organs of its own which
to writing. The Shimbun-shi essayed to collect domestic news as preached the German system of state autocracy. Echtor&aeaned to

well as foreign. It was published twice a month and might possibly oe incapable of rising above the dead level of political stidfet and
l\avc created a demand for its wares had not the editcar and sub- their utterances were not relieved even by a semblajice of laJniess^

editor left for America after the issue of the loth number. I'he Readers turned away in dismjst, and journal after journal

example, however, hod now been set. During the three years that out of existence. The sltuarion was savqd by a newspaper Wmeh
separated the dearth of the Shimbun-shi from the birth of the Meiji from the outset of its career obeyed the host canoM e£ joomalisai.

era (October 1867) no less than ten quasi-journals made their Boro in the /«;V (Fiwes) enjoyed tbp iniiaensaadvan-
appearance. They were fo fact nothing better than inferior mags^ foge of having its policy controlled by one of the greateotdww^*
zinos, printed from wood-blocks, issued weekly or monthly, and of modem Japan, Fukuzawa Yukichi. Its basic prmciplh was
giving httle evidence of enterprise or intellect, though connected Uhetty of the individual, Hber^ of the family and Hbeety* or the

with them were the names of men destined to bwome mmous in the nation
;
it was always found on me ai^ cd tMoaa-mindad UMtiBa, and

world oi literature, as Fukuchi Geniehiro, TsCiji Shinji (afterwards it deri;vod itsmatsnals from aconomic, socUl and wjjyntifiyjtaatofl^

Baton, Tsaji) and Suzuki Yuiefo, Thnaa publications attracted Httie Other newspapers of neatly improved chapter followed

interest aad exercised no influence. Journalism was rqgazided as a Shimpa, especially nowle among them beinjg the Kohurmn
mere pa$time. The “first evidence of its potentialities was furnished In the meanwhile Osaka, always pioneer in matters of eomtoerclM

by the Kdko Shindrun (TA« IFeWd) under the ^itor^ip of I^ikuchi ,
enterprise, had set the example of applying the foece of capital to

Geniehiro amd Saiano Dempol. To many Japanese observers it gpuroalurtic develppment, TOkyd jouroals were att

seem^ tha* the restoration of 1867 had merely tronsfecred the on a literary or p<mtical basis, but the Osaka Asdhi

administraSve authority from' the Tokugawa Shogun to theclans of Shimbun (Osaka Rising Sun Nfws) was purely a^arnmttm*
Salsuma and Cho^i. The Kbho Shimbun severely attack^ the busintos undertakfog. Its proprietor, Maroyama
two clans as specious usurpers. It was not in ttie mood of Japanese , Rydh^, spfoea no expense to obtam news from an quarttti of the
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world, and for the first time the Japanese public learned what stores

of information may be found in the columns of a really enterprising

journal.. Very soon the Asahi had a keen competitor in the Osaka
Maimchi Shimbun {Osaka Daily News) and these papers ultimately
crushed all rivals in Osaka. In 1888 Maruyama established another
Asahi in Tokyo, and thither he was quickly followed by his Osaka
rival, which in Tokyo took the name of Mainichi Dempo {Daily
Telegfaph). These two newspapers now stand alone as purveyors
of copious telegraphic news, and in the next rank, not greatly lower,

comes the Jtji Shtmpd.
With the opening of the Diet in 1890, politics again obtruded

themselves into newspaper columns, but as practicsU living issues

now occupied attention, readers were no longer wearied by the
abstract homilies of former days. Moreover, freedom of the press
was at length secured. Already (1887) the government had volun-
tarily made a great step in advance by divesting itself of the right

to imprison or fine editors by executive order. But it reserved the
power of suppr ssing or suspending a newspaper, and against that
reservation a majority of the lower house voteef, session after session,

only to sec the bill, rejected by the peers, who sliared the govern-
ment's opinion that to grant a larger measure of liberty would
certainly encourage licence. Not until 1897 was this opposition
fully overcome. A new law, passed by both houses and confinned
by the emperor, took from the executive all power over journals,

except in cases of lesc majesty, and nothing now' remains of the
former arbitrary system except that any periodical having a political

complexion is reouired to deposit .security varying from 175 to locio

yen. The result has falsified all sinister forebodings. A much more
moderate tone pervades the writings of the press since restrictions

were entirely removed, and although there are now 1775 journalh
and periodicals published throughout the empire, with a total annual
circulation of some 700 million copies, intemperance of language,
such as in former times would have provoked official interference, is

practically unknown to-day. Moreover, the best Japanese editorshave
caught with remarkable aptitude the spirit of modem journalism.
But a few years ago they used to compile laborious essays, in W'hicb
the inspiraiion was drawn from Occidental textbooks, and the alien

character of the source was hidden under a veneer of Cliinese

aphorisms. To'day they write lcr.se, succinct, closely-reasoned

articles, seldom diffuse, often witty
;
and generally free from extra-

vagance of thought or diction. Incidentally they are hastening
the assimilation of the written and the spoken languages {genbuft

Uchi) wliicli may possibly prelude a still greater reform, abolition
of the ideographic script. Vet, with few exceptions, the profession
of journalism is not remunerative. Very low rales of subscription,
and almost prohibitory charges for advertising, are chiefly to blame.’
The vicissitudes of the enterprise may be gathered from the fact

that, whereas 2767 journals and periodicals were started between
1889 and 1894 (inclusive), no less than 2465 ceased publishing. The
largest circulation recorded in 1908 was about 150,000 copies daily,

and the honour of attaining that exceptional figure belonged to the
Osaka Asahi Shimbun. (F. By.)

IV,—Japanese Art

Pamting attd Engraving .—In Japanese art the impressionist

eifcijyit is predominant. Pictures, as the term is understood in

Europe, can scarcely be said to have existed at

any time in Japan. The artist did not depict

emotion; he depicted the subjects that produce

emotion. Therefore he took his motives from nature rather

than from history
;

or, if he borrowed from the latter, what
he selected was a scene, not the pains or the passions of its

actors. Moreover, he never exhausted his subject, but was
always careful to leave a wide margin for the imagination of the

spectator. This latter consideration sometimes impelled him to

represent things which, to European eyes, seem trivial or insig-

nificant, but which really convey hints of deep significance. In
short, Japanese pictures are like Japanese poetp^ : they do not
supply riiought but only awaken it. Often their methods show
conventionalism, but it is conventionalism so perfect and free

in its allurements that nature seems to suggest both the motive
and the treatment. Thus though neither botanically nor omi-
thologically correct, their flowers and their birds show a truth
to nature, and a habit of minute observation in the artist, which
cannot be too much admired. Every blade of gross, each leaf

and feather, has been the object of loving and patient study.

It has been rashly as.sumed by some writers that the Japanese
do not study from nature. All their work is an emphatic pro-

test against this supposition. It can in fact be shown con-
clusively that the Jaj^nese have derived all their fundamental

’ The highest rate of subscription to a daily journal is twdve
shillings per annum, and the usual charge for advertisements is

from yd. to one shilling per line of 22 ideographs (about nine words).

ideas of symmetry, so different from ours, from a close study of

nature and her processes in the attainment of endless variety.

A special feature of their art is that, while often closely and
minutely imitating natural objects, such as birds, flowers and
fishes, the especial objects of their predilection and study, they
frequently combine the facts of external nature with a conven-
tional mode of treatment better suited to their purpose. During
the long apprenticesliip that educated Japanese serve to acquire

the power of writing with the brush the complicated char-

acters borrowed from Chinese, they unconsciously cultivate the

habit of minute observation and the power of accurate

imitation, and with these the delicacy of touch and freedom of

hand which only long practice can give. A hair’s-breadth devia-

tion in a line is fatal to good calligraphy, both among the Chinese

and the Japanese. When they come to use the pencil in drawing,

they already possess accuracy of eye and free command of the

brush. Whether a Japanese art-worker sets himself to copy
what he sees before him or to give play to his fancy in combining
what he has seen with some ideal in his mind, the result shows
perfect facility of execution and easy grace in all the lines.

The beauties of the human form never appealed to the Jap-
anese artist. Associating the nude solely with the performance

of menial tasks, he deemed it worse than a solecism to transfer

such subjects to his canvas,. and thus a wide field of motive was
closed to him. On the other hand, the draped figure received

admirable treatment from his brush, and the. naturalistic .‘^chool

of the ryth, i8lh and 19th centuries reached a high level of skill

in depicting men, women and children in motion. Nor has there

ever been a Japanese I^dseer. Sosen’s monkeys and badgers

constitute the one possible exception, but the horses, oxen, deer,

tigers, dogs, bears, foxes and even cats of the best Japanese

artists were ill drawn and badly modelled. In the field of land-

scape the Japanese painter fully reached the eminence on which

his great Chinese masters stood. He did not obey the laws of

linear perspective as they are formulated in the Occident, nor

did he show cast shadows, but his aerial perspective and his

foreshortening left nothing to be desired. It has been suggested

that he deliberately eschewed chiaroscuro because his pictures,

destined invariably to hang in an alcove, were required to be

equally effective from every aspect and had also to form part of

a decorative scheme. But the more credible explanation is that

he merely followed Chinese example in this matter, as he did also

in linear perspective, accepting without question tlic curious

canon that lines converge as they approach the spccUitor.

It is in the realm of decorative art that the world has chiefly

benefited by contact with Japan. Her influence is second only

to that of Greece. Most Japanese decorative designs

consist of natural objects,treated sometimes in a more
or less conventional manner, but always distinguished

by delicacy of touch, graceful freedom of conception and delight

fully harmonized tints. Perhaps the admiration which the

Japanese artist has won in this field is due not more to his wealth

of fancy and skilful adaptation of natural forms, than to his

individuality of character in treating his subjects. There is

complete absence of uniformity and monotony. Repetition

without any variation is abhorrent to every Japanese. He will

not tolerate the stagnation and tedium of a dull uniformity by

mechanical reproduction. His temperament will not let him
endure the labour of always producing the same pattern. Hence
the repetition of two articles exactly like each other, and,

generally, the division of any space into equal parts are

instinctively avoided, as nature avoids the production of any
two plants, or even any two leaves of the same tree, which in

all points shall be exactly alike.

The application of this principle in the same free spirit is the

secret of much of the originality and the excellence of the decora-

tive art of Japan. Her artists and artisans alike aim at symmetry,
not by an equal division of parts, as we do, but rather by a cer-

tain balance of corresponding parts, each different from the

other, and not numerically even, with an effect of variety and
freedom from formality. They seek it, in fact, as nature attains

the same end. If we take for instance the skins of animals that
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are striped or spotted, we have the best pjossiblc illustration of

nature’s methods in this direction. Examining the tiger or the

leopard, in all the beauty of their symmetrical adornment, we do

not see in any one example an exact repetition of the same

stripes or spots on each side of the mesial line. They seem to be

alike, and yet are all different. The line of division along the

spine, it will be observed, is not perfectly continuous or defined,

but in part suggested ; and each radiating stripe on either side

IS full of variety in size, direction, and to some extent in colour

and depth of shade. Thus nature works, and so, following in

her footsteps, works the Jap^mese artist. The same law pre-

vailing in all nature’s creation, in the plumage of birds, the paint-

ing of butterflies’ wings, the marking of shells, and in all the

infinite variety and beauty of the floral kingdom, the lesson is

constantly renewed to the observant eye. Among flowers the

orchids, with all their fantastic extravagance and mimic imita-

tions of birds and insects, are especially prolific in examples of

symmetrical effects without any repetition of similar parts or

divisions into even numbers.

The orchids may be taken as offering fair types of the Japanese

artist's ideal in all art work. And thus, close student of nature’s

processes, methods, and effects as the Japanese art workman is,

he ever seeks to produce humble replicas from his only art

master. Thus he proceeds in all his decorative work, avoiding

studiously the exact repetition of any lines and spaces, and all

diametrical divisions, or, if these be forced upon him by the shape

of the object, exercising tlie utmost ingenuity to disguise the

lact, and train away the eye from observing the weak point,

as nature does in like circumstances. Thus if a lacquer box in

the form of a parallelogram is the abject, Japanese artists will not

divide it in two equal parts by a perpendicular line, but by a

diagonal, as offering a more pleasing line and division. If the

box be round, they will seek to lead the eye away from the naked

regularity of the circle by a pattern distracting attention, as,

for example, by a zigzag breaking the circular outline, and sup-

ported by other ornaments. A similar feeling is shown by them

as colourists, and, though sometimes eccentric and daring in

their contrasts, they never produce discords in their chromatic

scale. They have undoubtedly a fine sense of colour, and a

similarly delicate and subtle feeling for harmonious blending of

brilliant and sober hues. As a rule they prefer a quiet and

refined style, using full but low-toned colours. They know the

value of bright colours, however, and how best to utilize them,

both supporting and contrasting them with their secondaries and

complementaries.

The development of Japanese painting may be divided into

the following six periods, each signalized by a wave of progress.

(i) From the middle of the 6th to the middle of the
DivMon ^th century ; the naturalization of Chinese and Chino-

Buddhist art. (2) From the middle of the 9th to the

middle of the 15th century : the establishment of great

native schools under Kos4 no Kanaoka and his descendants and

followers, the pure Chinese school gradually falling into neglect.

(3) From the middle of the 15th to the latter part of the lyth

century : the revival of the Chinese style. (4) Prom the latter

part of the 17th to the latter part of the i8th century ; the estab-

lishment of a popular school. (5) From the latter part of the

18th to the latter part of the 19th century : the foundation of a

naturalistic school, and the first introduction of European influ-

ence into Japane.se painting ; the acme and decline of the popular

school. (6) From about 1875 to the present time : a period of

transition.

Tradition refers to the advent of a Chinese artist named
Nanriu, invited to Japan in the 5th century as a painter of the

Imperial banners, but of the labours and influence of

this man and of his descendants we have no record.

The real beginnings of the study of painting and sculp-

ture in their higher branches must be dated from the introduction

of Buddhism from China in the middle of the 6th century, and

for three centuries after this event there is evidence that the

practice of the arts was carried on mainly by or under the

instruction of Korean and Chinese immigrants.

ittto

Perioita.

Pint
Period*
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The paintings of which we have any mention were almost limited

to representations of Buddhist masters of the Tang dynasty (6x8-

905), notary Wu Tao-zu (8th century), of whose genius romantic
stories are related. The oldest existmg work of this period is a
mural decoration in the hall of the temple of Horyu-ji, Nara,
attributed to a Korean priest named DonchO, who lived m Ji^>an
in the 6th century

;
and this painting, in spite of the destructive

effects of time and exposure, shows traces of the same power of line,

colour and composition tiiat stamps the best of the later examples
of Buddhist art.

The native artist who crested the first great wave of

Japanese painting was a court noble named Kos6 no Kanaoka,

living under the patronage of the emperor Seiwa

(850-859) and his successors down to about the end of pJSSJ
the 9th century, in the midst of a period of peace and
culture. Of his own work few, if any, examples have reached us

;

and those attributed with more or less probability to his hand are

all representations of Buddhist divinities, showing a somewhat
formal and conventional design, with a masterly calligraphic

touch and perfect harmony of colouring. Tradition credits him
with an especial genius for the delineation of animals and land-

scape, and commemorates his skill by a curious anecdote of a

painted horse wliich left its frame to ravage the fields, and was
reduced to pictorial stability only by the sacrifice of its eyes. He
left a line of descendants extending far into the 15th centuiy, all

famous for Buddhist pictures, and some engaged in establishing

a native style, the Wa-gwa ryu.

At the end of the 9th century there were two exotic styles of

painting, Chine.se and Buddhist, and the beginning of a native

style founded upon these. All three were practised by the same
artists, and it was not until a later period that each became the

badge of a school.

The Chinese style {Kara-fyu)^ the fundamental essence of all

Japanese art, has a fairly distinct history, dating back to the

introduction of Buddhism into China (a.d. O2), and it
cbtmeae

is said to have been chiefly from the works of Wu ^
Tao-zu, the master of the 8th century, that Kanaoka '

drew his inspiration. This early Chinese manner, which lasted

in the parent country down to the end of the 13th century, was
characterized by a virile grace of line, a grave dignity of composi-
tion, striking simplicity of technique, and a strong but incomplete
naturalistic ideal. The colouring, harmonious but subdued in

tone, held a place altogether secondary to that of the outline,

and was frequently omitted altogether, even in the most famous
works, ^aoows and reflections were ignored, and perspective,

approximately correct for landscape distances, was isomctrical for

near objects, while the introduction of a symbolic sun or moon
lent the sole distinction between a day and a night scene. The art

was one of imperfect evolution, but for thirteen centuries it was the
only Uving pictorial art in the world, and the Chinese deserve the

honour of having created landscape painting. The materials used
were water-colours, brushes, usually of decr-hair, and a surface of

unsized paper, translucid silk or wooden panel. The chief motives
were landscapes of a peculiarly wild and romantic type, animal life,

trees and flowers, and figure compositions drawn from Chinese and
Buddhist history and Taoist legend

;
and these, together with the

grand aims and strange shortcomings of its principles and the

limited range of its methods, were adopted almost without change
by Japan. It was a noble art, but unfortunately the rivalry of the

Buddhist and later native styles permitted it to into com^rative
neglect, and it was left for a few of the faithful, the most famous of

whom was a priest of the 14th century named iCawo, to preserve it

from inanition till the great Chinese renaissance that lent its stamp
to the next period . The reputed founder of Japanese caricature may
also be added to the list. He was a priest immed Kakuyii, but
better known as the abbot of Toba, who lived in the 12th century.

An accomplished artist in the Chinese manner, he amused himself and
his friends by burlesque sketches, marked by a grace and humour
t^t his imitators never equalled. Later, the motive of the Toba
pictures, as such caricatures were called, tended to degenerate, and
the elegant figures of Kakuyu were replaced by scrawls that often

substituted indecency and ugliness for art and wit. Some of the

old masters of the Yamato school were, however, admirable in their

rendering of the burlesque, and in modern times Kyosai, the last of

the Hokusai school, outdid all his predecessors in the riotous origin-

ality of his weird and comic fancies. A new phase of the art now
lives in ^e pages of the newspaper press.

The Budcihist stylo was probably even more ancient than the

Chinese, for the scheme of colouring distinctive of the Buddhist
picture was almost certainly of Indian origin

;
brilliant

Buddhlat
and decorative, and heightened by a lavish use of .. .

gold, it was essential to the effect of a picture destined ^

for the dim light of the Buddhist temple. The style was applied

only to the representations of sacrod personages and scenes, and
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$M tbe traditional forms and attributes of the Brahmamc and
Buddhist divinities were mutable only within narrow limita,

thn BubjeetH seldom afforded scope for originality of desifjn or

observatioii of nature. The principal Buddhist pamters down to

the i^th century were meml^rB of the Kose, Takuma and Kasuga
Unos« the first deSoenUed. from Kanaoka, the second from Takuma
Xajni^up pending loth century), and the third from hujiwara no
Motomitau (nth century). The last and greatest master of the

school wms a priest named Meiclio, bolter known as Cho Oonsu, the

Japanese Fra Angelico. 1 1 is to him that Japan owes the possession

o£ some of the most stately ami most original works in her art,

sublime in conception, line and colour, and deeply instinct with the

religious spirit. He died in 1427, at the age of seventy-six, in the
eecl^ion of the temple where he had passed the whole of his days.

The native stylo, Yamato or was an adaptation of

Chinese art canons to motives drawm frt>m the court life, pocAry
and stories of old Japan. It was undoubtedly prac-

NMitve
Ijy lio!^ line, and perhaps by their prede-

Styitu
cessors, but It did not take shape as a school until the

beginning of the iith century under h^uiiwara no Motomhsu,
who was a pupil of liose no Jvinmochl

;
it then became known

as Yamaio-ryut a title which two centuries later was changed to

that of TosUt on the occasion of one of its masters, Fujiwara no
Taunetaka, assuming that appellation as a family name. The
Yamato-Tosa artists painted m all styles, but that which was tlic

speciality of the school, to be found in nearly all tlie historical rolls

bequeathed to us by their leaders, was a lightly touched outline
filled in with flat and bright body-colours, in which vercUgris-greon

played a ^at part. The oriRinalit>’ of the motive did not pr^ent
the adoption of all the Chinese conventions, and of some new ones
of the artist’s own. The curious expedient of spiriting away the
roof of any building of which the artist wdshed to show the interior

was one of the most remarkable of these. Amongst the foremo.st

names of the .school are those of Montomitsu (nth century). No-
burane (13th century), T.sunetaka (13th century). Mitsunobu (15th
and i()th centimes), his son Mitsushige, and Mitsudki (17th century^
The struggle between the Taira and Minamoto clans for the power
that had long been practically abandoned by the Imperial line

lasted through the nth and the greater part ot the 12th centuries,

ending only with the rise of V'oritomo to the shdgunatc in 1185,
These internecine disturbances had been unfavouraldc to an}’ new’

departure in art, except in matters appertaining to arms and armour,
and the strife between two puppet emperors for a shadow of authority
in the 14th century brought another distracting clement. It was
not until the triumph of the northern dynasty was achieved through
the prowess of an interested champion of the Ashikaga clan that the
culture of ancient Japan revived. The palace of the Ashikaga
shoguns then replaced the Imperial court as the centre of patronage
of art and literature and established a nnv era in art historj*.

Towards the close of the Ashikaga shogunate painting entered

on a new phase. Talented representatives of the Kose, Taloima
and Tosa lines maintained the reputation of the

native and Buddhist schools, and the long-neglected

ChiiMsc school was destined to undergo a vigorous

revival. The initiation of the new Tnovement is attribute to a
priest named Josetsu, who lived in the early part of the 15th
century, and of whom httle else is known. It is not even certain

whether he was of Chinese or Japanese birth
; he is, however,

believed by some authorities to have been the teacher of three

great artists— Shubun, Sesshu and Kano Masanobu— who be-
came the leaders of three schools : Shubun, that of the pure
Chiikese art of the Sung and Yuan dynasties (10th and 13th

centuries)
; Sesshfb that^ a modified srhool beating his name

;

and Masanobu, of the great Kano school, which has reached to

the present day. 'Hie qualities of the new Chinese schools

were essentially those of the older dynasties : breadth, sim-

plicity, a daringly calligraphic play of brash that strongly

recalled the accomphshments of the famous scribes, and a
colouring that varied between .sparing washes of flat local tints

and a strength and brilliancy of decorative efiort that rivalled

even that of the Buddhist pictures. The motives remained
almost identical with those of the Chinese masters, and so

imbued with the foreign spirit were many of the Japanese
disciples that it is aaid th^ found it d&£ficult to avoid

Introducing Chinese accessories even into pictures of native

.scenejy.

Sesshu (1421-1307) was a priest who visited Clrnia and studied
painting there for aevergJ yeaw, at length returning in 1469, dis-
appointed with die living Chinese ortista, and resolved to strike out
a style of his own, based upon that of the old masters. He was the
boldest and mostt original of Japasmse landscape artists, leaving
povorinl and poetic feoevds of the scenery of his own land as wcU

as tluit of China, and trusting xnore to the sure and sweeping stroke
of the brush than to colour. Shubun was an artist of littl<> le.sb

power, but he followed more clo.sely his exemplars, the Cliinesc

masters of the X2th and 13th centuries; while Kano Masanobu
([424- 1520), trained in the love of Chinese art, departed little from
the canons he had learned from jeaetsu or Oguri Sdtan. It was left

to his more famous son, Motonobu, to establish the school whioli
bears Uxe family name. Kano Motonobu {1477-1559) wa.s one
of the fjreatcst Japanese painters, an eclectic of genius, wlm exccUed
in every style and ex’ery branch of liis art. His variety was xn-

exliaustible,' and he remains to this day a model whom the most
distinguish^ artists are proud to imitate. The names of the cele*

brated niembers of this long line are too many to quote here, but the
most accompU^ed of his descendants was Tanyfi, who died in i<»74,

at the ai^o of seventy-three. The close of this long period brought
a new style of art, that of the Kfirin achooi. Ogata Korin (1O53-

1716) is claimed by both the Tosa and Kano schools, but his work
bears more resemblance to that of an erratic offshoot ol the Kano
Hue named Sdtatsu than to the tj^cal work of the academies. He
was on artist of eccentric originality, who achieved wanders in boki
decorative effects in spite of a studied oontempt for detail. As a
lacquer painter he left a strong mark upon the work of his con-
temporaries and successors. His brother and pupil, Kenzan,
adopted his style, and left a reputation as a decorator of pottcr>'

hardly los.s brilliant than KAriivs in that of tacquor
;
and a later

followei*, lioitsu (I7f)2-x828), greatly excelled the raastei' in delicacy
and refinement, although inferior to him in vigour and invention,
Down to the end of this ora painting was entirely in the hands of a
patrician ca.ste—courtiers, priests, feudal nobles and their military’

retainers, all men of high education and gentle birth, living in a

polished circle. It was practised more as a phase of aesthetic
culture than wuth any utilitarian views. 11 was a labour of loving
service, untouched by the spirit of material gain, conferring upon
the work of the older masters a dignity and poetic feeling which we
vainly seek in much of the later work. Unhappily, but almost iiievit'

ably, over-culture led to a gradual falling-off from the old virility.

The strength of Meicho, Se.sshii, Motonobu and TanyQ gave place
to a more or less slavish imitation of the old Japanese painters and
their Chinese exemplars, till the heirs to the splendid traditions of

the great mastera preserved little more than their conventions and
shortcomings. It was lime lor a ne\v depa,rture, but there seemed
to bo no sufficient strength left within the charmed circle of Uio
orthodox schools, and the now movement was fated to come from
the masses, whoso voice had hitherto been silent in the art world.

A new era in art began in the latter half of tlie 17th century

with the establishment of a popular school under an embroiderer's

draughtsman named Hishigawa Moronobu {c. 1646- Pourtk

1713). Perliaps no great change is ever entirely a Period:

novelty. The old painters of the Yamato-Tosa line

had frequently shown something of tlie daily life

around them, and one of the later scions of the school, named
Iwasa Matahei, had even made a speciality of this class of

motive ; but so little is known of Matahei and his work that

even his period is a matter of dispute, and the few pictures

attributed to Iris pencil are open to question on grounds of

authenticity. He probably worked some two generations before

the time of Moronobu, but there is no reason to believe that his

labours had any material share in determining the creation aiul

trend of the new school.

Moronobu was a consummate artist, with all the delicacy turd

calligraphic force of the best of the Tosa masters, whom he un-
doubteoly strove to emulate in style

;
and his pictures are not only

the most beautiful but also the most trustwortny records of the Ute

of his time. It was not to his painrings, however, that he owed dus

greatest influence, but to the powerful impulse he gave to the

UlustratioQ of books and broadsides by wood-engravings. It is

true that illustrated books were known as early as 1608, if not before,

but tlicy were few and unattractive, and did little t» inaugurate
the great stream of ekon, or picture books, that were to take so large

a sliare in the education ol his own class. It is to Moronobu that
japan owes the popularization of artistic wood-ei^ravings, for

nothing before his series of xylographic albums approaclicd his be.st

work in strength and beauty, and nothing since has surpassed it.

Later there came abundant aid to the cause of popular parth’

horn pupth) of the Kano and Tosa schools, out mainly from the

artisan class. Most of these artists were designers for books and
broadsides by calling, painters only on occasion, but a lew of them
did nothing for the engravers. Throughout the whole of iliis

period, embracing about a hundred yoaxs, there stiil continued to

work, altogether apart from the men who were making Ute success

of pedlar art, a large nunxbcr of able painters of the Kano, Tosa
ano Chinese .schools, who multiplied pictures that had every merit
except that of originality. These men, living in the past, paid little

attention to tlie great popular moveinont, which seemed be quite

outside their social ana artiatio ipbere and scarcely worthy ol
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cultumd fritioifin. It was in the middle of the i<th centiary ttat

the (iecorative, but relatively feoHe, Chinese art of the later

period fouiid favour in japan and a ctever exponent m a painter

named RyfirUeyfi. It must he regarded as a sad d^dence from the

old Chinese ideals, which was further hasten^, irom about 1765,

bv the popmlarity of the southern Chinese style. This was a weak

a/iectat^ that found its chief votaries amongst literary men

ambitious of an easily earned artistic reputation. The princml

Japanese supporter of this school was Taigad6 (i72^-'^775)»

vokmc of TOpies of his- sketches, Tatgadd sanaui publish^

about 1870, IS one of the ieaet attractive albums ever printed in

Japam.

The fifth period was introduced by a movement as momentous

as that which stamped its predecessor—the foundation of a

natumHstic school under a group of men outside the

pllfo4 ;
Orthodox academical circles. The naturalisticprinciple

Natural' was by HO means a new one ;
some of tbc old Chinese

iatic masters were naturalistic in a broad and noble manner,
School,

Japanese followers could be admirably and

minutely accurate when they pleased ; but too many of the

latter were content to construct their pictures out of fragmentary

reminiscences of ancient Chinese masterpieces, not presuming to

see a rock^ a tree, an ox, or a human figure, except through

Chinese spectades. It was a farmer's son named Okyfi, trained

in his youth to paint in the Chinese manner, who was first bold

enough to adopt as a canon what his predecessors had only

admitted under rare exceptions, the principle cf an exact

imitation of nature. Unfortunately, even he had not all the

courage of his creed, and wbilc he would paint a bird or a fish

with perfect realism, he no more dared to trust his eyes in

larger motives than did the most devout follower of Shubun or

Motonobu. He war. essentially a painter of the classical schools,

with the speciality of elaborate reproduction of detail in certain

sections of animal life, but fortunately this partial concession

to truth, emphasized as it was by a rare sense of beauty, did

large service,

Okyo rose iuto notice about 1775. and a number of pupils flodked

to his staidio in Shijd Steeet, Kioto (whence Shijo school). Amongst

these the moat famous wore Goshun (1742-1811), who is sometimes

regarded as one of the foundors of the school
;
So.scn (1757-1821), an

animal painter of remarkable power, but especially celebrated for

pictures of monkey hfe
;
Shuho, the younger brother of the last, also

an animal painter
;
Rosetsu (i 755 799). the liest landscape pamtor

of liis school
j
Keibun, a younger brother of Goshun, and some later

followers of scarcely less fame, notably Hoycai, a pupil ofJE^ibun ;

Tessaii, an adopted son of Sosen
;
IppO and Yosai (17-88-1078), well

known for a remarkable set of volumes, the Zanksn kojitsu, con-

taining a long series of portraits of ancient Japanese celebrities.

Ozui and Ojyu, the sons of Okyo, painted in tlie style of their

father, but failed to attain great eminence. Lastly, amongst the

as-sooiates of the Sbijo master was the celebrated Ganku (179S-

18^7), who developed a special style of his own, and is sometimes

regarded as tiie founder of a distinct school. He was, however,

greatly influenced by Okyo’s example, and his sons, Gantai, Ganryo,

and Gantokn or Renzan, drifted into a manner almost indistin^

guishaWe from that of the Ship^ school.

It remains only to allude to the European school, if school it

can be called, founded by Kokan and Denkichi, two contem-

poraries of Oky^« These artists, at first educated in

Europcun ^ native schools, obtained from a Hollander
School.

Nagasaki some training in the methods and prin-

ciples of European painting, anil left a few oil paintings in which

the laws of ligbt and shade and perspective ware correctly

observed. They were not, however, of sufficient capacity to

render the adopted manner more than a subject of curiosity,

except to-a few fofiowers who have reached down to the present

generation. It is poasible that the essays in perspective found

in the pictures of Hokuati, Hiroshige, and some of the popuiaT

artists of the i'9!th century, were suggested by Kokan's drawings

and writings.
, , .

The sixth period began about 1875, when an Italian arti^ was

engaged ^ the government as a professor of painting in tf*e

Engineering College at T5kya. Since that time some

distinguished European artists have visited Jap^
several Japanese students have made a pdgiim-

age to Europe to' see for themselves what lessons may be

gained ,fwn Western art. These students, confronted by a

strong reaction in favour of pure Japancseort, hove fought wwn-

Mfy to win pubfic sympathy, and thoug^ thwr swcoete is not yef

crowned, it is not impossible that an Occidental school may uHi-

matety be established. Thus lar the great obstacle has been

that pictures painted in accordaiice with Western canons arc

not suited to Japanese interiors and do not appeai to the task'*

of the most tenowned Japanese connoisseurs. Somewhat mort*

aoccessful has been an attempt—‘inaugurated by Hashmoto

Gah6 and Kawabasta Gyokusho-^ combine the ait of the West

with that of Japan by adding to the latter lJhe i^i^souro and

the linear perspective of the former. If the disciples of thif

school could shake off the Sesshu traditionef strong outlines and

adopt the Kano Motonobu revelation of modelling by mass

only, their work would stand on a high place. But they, too,

receive little encouragement. The tendency of the time ir:

conservative in art matters.

A aeries of magnificent pubKcations has popularized art and its:

puDod/iicts in a manner such as could never have been aniictpated

The KoA/ta, a monthly magazine richly and beautihiJiy iUnstrated'

and edited by Japanese students, has reached its 323rd number

:

the Shtmhi Daikan, a colossal album containing chromoxylograDhic

facsimiles of celebrated examples in every branch of art, has beer,

oomploted in 30 volumes ^ the masterpieces of Kdrin and Motonobt;

have been reproduced in similar albums ; the niasterpiecei of the'

Ukiyo-c are in process of publication, and it foems certain that the

Japanese nation will ultimately be educated to such a knowledge

of its own art as will make for ^rmanent appreciation. Meanwhile^

the intrepid group of painters in oil plod along unflinchingly, haying

formed itiiemaelves into an association (the huhuba kai) which givef-:

periodical exhibitions, and there arc, in Tokyo and Kioto, wq^-

organized and flourishing art schools which receive a substanlipl

measure of state aid, as well as a private academy founded b\

Okakum with a band of seceders from the hybrid fashionfi of thi

Gahd system. Altogether the nation seems to be growing morr
and more convinced that its arl future should not wander far from

the lines of 5ie past. (W. An.
;
F. By.)

Although a little engraving on copper has been practised in

Japan of late years, it is of no artistic value, and the on’y

branch of the art which calls tor recopition is the « .

cutting of wood-blocks for use either with colours or

without. This, however, is of supreme importance, and as its

technique differs in most respects froin the European prai^tice,

it demands a somewhat detailed description.

The wood used is generally ffiat of the cherry-tree, sakura, which

has a grain of peculiar evenness and hardness. It is worked plank-

wise to a surface parallel wdth the grain, and not across it. A design

is drawn by the artist, to whom the whole credit of the production

generally belongs, with a brush on thin paper, which is then pasted

face downwards on the block. The engraver, who is very rarely

the designer, then cuts the outlines into the block with a knife,.

afterwards removing the superfluous wood with gouges and chisels.

Great skill is ^own in this operation, which achieves perhaps the

finest facrimile teprodoction of drawings ever known without the

aid of photognqSitc processes. A peculiar but highly artistic

device is that of gradually rounding off the surfaces where nccessar>%

in order to obtain in printing a soft and graduated mass of colour

which does not terminate too abruptly. In printing with colours,

a separate block is made in this manner for each tint, the first con-

taining as a nrfe the mere lines of the composition, and the others-

providing lor the masses of tint to be applied. In all printing

the paper is laid on the upper surface of the block, and the impres-

sion rubbed off with a circular pad, composed of twisted cord within

a covering of paper cloth and bamboo-leaf, and called the haren. In

colour-printing, the colours, which are much the same as those in

use in Europe, arc mixed, with rice-paste as a medium, on the block

for each operation, and the power of regulating the result ^ven by

this custom to an intelligent craftsman (who, again, is neither the

artist nor the engraver) was productive m the best period of veiy

beautiful and artistic effects, snch as could never have been obtained

by any mechanical device. A wonderfully accurate register, or

successive superposition of each block, is got mainly by the skill of

the printer, who is assisted only by a mark defining one comer and
another mark showing the opposite side limit.

The origins of this method of colour-printing are obscure. It

has been practised to some extent in China and Korea, but thero

is no evidence of its antiquity in these countries. It appears

to be one of the few indigenous «rts of Japan, tot before

ocoepting this conclusion as final, one must not lose eught of the

fact that the so-cailed chiaroscuro engraving was at the height

of its use in Italy at the same time that embassies from tho

Christians in Japan visited Rome, and ihat it is thus possible
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that the suggestion at least may have been derived from Europe.

The fact that no traces of it have been discovered in Japan would
be easily accounted for, when it is remembered that the examples
taken home would almost certainly have been religious pictures,

would have been preserved in well-known and accessible places,

and would thus have been entirely destroyed in the terrible and
minute extermination of Christianity by Hideyoshi at the begin-

ning of the 17th century. J apanese tradition ascribes the inven-

tion of colour-printing to Idzumiya Gonshiro, who, about the

end of the 17th century, first made use of a second block to apply
a tint of red ijbeni) to his prints. Sir Ernest Satow states more
definitely that Sakakibara attributes its origin to the year

1695, when portraits of the actor Ichikawa Danjiuro, coloured by

this process, were .sold in the streets of Yedo for five rash apiece.”

The credit of the invention is also given to Torii Kiyonobu, who
worked at about this lime, and, indeed, is said to have made the

prints above mentioned. But authentic examples of his work
now remaining, printed m three colours, seem to show a tech-

nique too complete for an origin quite so recent. However, he

is the first artist of importance to have produced the broadsheets

—for many years chiefly portraits of notable actors, historical

characters and famous courtesans—which are the leading and
characteristic use to which the art was applied. Pupils, the

chief of whom were Kiyomasa, Kiyotsumc, Kiyomitsu, Kiyonaga
and Kiyomine, carried on his tradition until the end of the i8th

century, the three earlier using but few colours, while the works
of the two last named show a technical mastery of all the capa-

bilities of the process.

The next artist of importance ia Suzuki Harunobu (worked c. 1 700 '

1780), to whom the Japanese sometimes ascribe the invention of the
'

process, probably on the grounds of an improvement in his technique,
and the fact that he seems to have been one of the first of the colour-

print makers to attain great popularity. Kaisukawa Shunshfi
(d. 1792) must next be mentioned, not only for the beauty of his

own work, but because ho was the first master of Hokusai
;
then

Yeishi (worked c. 1781-1800), the founder of the Hosoda school;
Utamaro (1754-180(1), whose prints of beautiful women were col-

lected by Dutchmen while he was still alive, and have had in our
own day a vogue greater, perhaps, than those of any other of his

fellows
;
and Toyokuni 1

. (1768-1825), who especially* devoted him-
self to broadsheet portraits of actors and dramatic scenes. The
greati'St of all the artists of the popular school was, however,
Hokusai (1760-1849). His most famous series of broadsheets is

the Thifty'Six oi Mount Fuji (1823-1829), which, in spite of the
conventional title, includes at least forty-six. His work is catalogued
in detail |(y E. dc Goncourt. At the beginning of the 19th century
the pmess was technically at its greatest height, and in the hands
of thegroat landscape artist, Hiroshige 1 ., as well as the pupils of
Toyokuni I.—Kunisada and Kuniyoshi—and those of Hoxusai, it

at first kept up an excellent level. But an undue increase in the
number of blocks used, combined with the inferiority of the im-
ported colours and carelessne.ss or loss of skill in printing, brought
about a rapid decline soon after 1840. This continued until the old
traditions were wcllnigh exhausted, but since 1880 there has been
a distinct revival. The prints of the present day arc cut with great
skill, and the designs are excellent, though lioth these branches seem
to lack the vigour of conception and breadth of execution of Uie
older masters. The colours now u.scd arc almost invariably of

cheap German origin, and though they have a certain prettiness

—

ephemeral, it is to be feared -they again can not compare with the
old native productions. Among workers in this style, Yoshitoshi

Jd. c. 1898) was perhaps the best. Living artists in 1908 included
Toshihidc, Miyagawa Shuntei, Yoshiu Chikanobu—one of elder
generation—T^misuka Yeishu, Toshikata and Gekko, Formerly
the colour-print artist was of mean extraction and low social position,
but he now has some recognition at the hands of the professors of
more esteemed branches of art. This change is doubtless due in
part to Occidental appreciation of tbe products of his art, wWch
were formerly held in little honour by his own countrymen, the place
assigned to them being scarcely higher than that accorded to
magazine illustrations in Europe and America. But it is also
largely due to his displays of unsurpassed skill in preparing xylo-
graphs for the beautiful Art publication.s issued by the Shimbi Shkn
and the Kokka company. These xylographs prove that the Japanese
art-artisan of the present day was not surpassed by iiie greatest of
his predecessors in this line. ' (E. F. S.; F. By.)

The history of the illustrated book in Japan may be said

to begin with the Jse mono^Utan, a romance first published in

the loth century, of which an edition adorned with woodcuts
appeared in j6o8. In the course of the 17th century many other

works of the same nature were issued, including some in which

the cuts were roughly coloured by hand
;
but the execution of

these is not as good as contemporary European work. The date
of the first use ofcolour-printing in Japanese book illus-

tration is uncertain. In 1667 a collection of designs for

kimono (garments) appeared, in which inks of several

colours were made use of; but these were only employed in turn
for single printings, and in no case were two of them used on
the same print. It is certain, however, that the mere use of

coloured inks must soon have suggested the combination of

two or more of them, and it is probable that examples of this

will be discovered much earlier in date than those known at
present.

About the year 168c Hishigawa Moronobu achieved a great popu-
larity for woodcut illustration, and laid the foundations of the
splendid school which foUowed. The names of the en^avers who
cut his designs arc not known, and in fact the reputation of thc.se

craftsmen is curiou.sly subordinated to that of the designers in all

Japanese work of the kind. With Moronobu must be associated
Okumura Masanobu, a little later perhaps in date, whose work is

also of considerable value. During the ensuing thirty years numerous
illu.strated books appeared, including the earliest yet known which
arc illustrated by colour-printing. Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-
1751) illustrated a very large number of books, many of which were
not published until after his death. With him may be associated
Ichif) Shumboku (d. c. 1773) and Tsukioka Tange (1717-1786), the
latter of whom made the drawings for many of the meishd or guide-
books which form so interesting and distinctive a branch of 1 apanese
illustration. The work of Tachihana Morikuni (1670-1748) is also

of great importance. Th< books illustrated by tne men of this

school were mainly collections of useful information, guide-books,
romances and historical and religious compilations

;
but much of

the best of their work is to be found in the collections of pictorial

designs, very often taken from Chinese sources, which were produced
for the use of workers in lacquer, pottery and similar crafts. These,
botli for design and for skill of cutting, hold their own with the best
work of European wood-cutting of any period. I'he development
of the art of Japanese colour-printing naturally had its eftcct on
book-illustration, and the later years of the i8th and the earlier

of Uie 19th century saw a va.st increase of books illustrated by this

process. The subjects also now include a new series of landscapes
and views drawn as seen by the designers, and not reproductions of
the work of other men

;
and also sketches of scenes and characters

of everyday life and of the folk-lore in which Japan is so rich.

Among the artists of this period, as of all others in Japan, Hokusai
(1760-1849) is absolutely pre-eminent. His greatest production
in iKjok-illustration was the Mangwa, a collection of sketches which
cover the whole ground of Japanese life and legend, art and handi-
craft. It consists of fifteen volumes, which appeared at intervals

from 1812 to 1875, twelve being published during his life and the
others from material left by him. Among his many other works
may be mentioned the Asuma Asobi {Walks round Yedo, 1799). Of
his pupils, Hokkei (1780-1856) and Ky6sai were the greatest. Most
of the artists, whose main work was the designing of broadsheets,
produced elaborately illustrated books

;
and this series includes

specimens of printing in colours from wood-blocks, which for

technique have never been excelled. Among them should be men-
tioned Shunsho (Setro bijin awase kagami, 177O)

;
Utamaro {Seiro

nenjyii gyoji, 1804) ;
Toyokuni I. {Yakusha kono teikishiwa, 1801)

;
as

well as Harunobu Yeishi {Onna sanjyu rokkasen, 1798), Kitao Masan-
obu and Tachihana Minko, each of whom produced beautiful work
of the same nature. In the period next following, the chief artists

were Keisai Yeisen {Keisai so-gwa, 1832) and Kikuchi Yosai {Zenken
kojilsu), the latter of whom ranks perhaps as highly as any of the
artists who confined their work to black and white. The books
produced in the period 1880-1908 in Japan are still of high technical

excellence. The colours are, unfortunately, of cheap European
manufacture

;
and the design, although quite characteristic and often

beautiful, is as a rule merely pretty. The engraving is as good as
ever. Among the book-ill ustrators of our own generation must be
again mentioned Kyosai ; Knno Bairei (d. 1895), whose books of

birds—the Bairei hyakucho gwafu (1881 and 1884) and Yumka-no-
tsuki (1889)—are unequalled of their kind

;
Imao Kcinen, who also

issued a beautiful set of illustrations of birds and flowers (Keinen
kwacho gwafu), engraved by Tanaka Jirokichi and printed by Miki
Nisaburo (1891-1892) ;

and Watanabe Seitei, whose studies of similar
subjects have appeared in Seitei kwachd gwafu (1890-1891) and the
Bijutsu sekai (1894), engraved by Goto Tokujiro. Mention should
also be made of several charming series of faiiy talcs, of which that
published in English by the Kobunsha in Tskyo in 1885 is perhaps
the best. In their adaptation of modem processes of illustration

the Japanese are entirely abreast of Western nations, the chromo-
lithographs and other reproductions in the Kokka, a periodical
record of Japanese works of art (begun in 1889), in the superb
idbums of the Shimbi ShMn, and in the publications of Ogawa being
of quite a high order of merit. (E. F. S.

;
F. By.)

Sculpture and S<nllptur^' in wood and metal is of
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ancient date in Japan. Its antiquity is not, indeed, comparable
to that of ancient Egypt or Greece, but no country brides Japan

can boast a living and highly developed art that has

SklicbT numbered upwards of twelve ccntunes of unbroken
and brilliant productiveness. Setting aside rude

prehistoric essays in stone and metal, which have sp^ial interest

for the antiquary, we have examples of sculpture in wood and
metal, magnificent in conception and technique, dating from
the earliest periods of what we may term historical Japan; that

is, from near the beginning of the great Buddhist propaganda
under the emperor &mmei (540-571) and the princely merarch,

ShStoku Taishi (573-621). Stone has never been in favour in

Japan as a material for the higher expression of the sculptor's

art.

The first historical period of glyptic art in Japan reaches from

the end of the 6th to the end of the 12th century, culminating

in the work of the great Kara sculptors, Unkei and

Pwiod, Kwaikei. Happily, there are still preserved

in the great temples of Japan, chiefly in the ancient

capital of Nara, many noble relics of this period.

1 he place of honour may perhaps be conferred upon sculptures
in wood, representing the Indian Buddhists, Asangha and Vasa-
bandhu, preserved in the Golden Hall of Kofuku-ji, Kara. These
are attributed to a Kamakura sculptor of the 8A or 9th century,
and in simple and realistic dignity of pose and grand lines of com-
position arc worthy of comparison with the works of ancient Greece.
With these may be named the demon lantern-bearers, so perfect
in the grotesque treatment of the diabolical heads and the accurate
anatomical forms of the sturdy body and limbs

;
the colossal temple

guardians of the great gate of Todai ji, by Unkei and Kwaikei (nth
century), somewhat conventionalized, but still bearing evidence of
direct study from nature, and inspired with intense energy of action ;

and the smaller but more accurately modelled temple guardians in
the Saikondo, Mara, which almost compare with the “ fighting
gladiator " in their realization of menacing strength. The " goddess
of art " of Akivshino-der.i, Nara, attributed to the 8th century, is

the most graceful and least conventional of female sculptures in

Japan, but infinitely remote from the feminine conception of the
Greeks. The wooden portrait of Vimalakirtti, attributed to Unkei,
at Kofuku-ji, has some of the qualities of the images of the two
Indian BuddhisLs. The .sculptures attributed to J^icho, the founder
of the Nara school, although powerful in pose and masterly in

execution, lack the truth of observation seen in some of the earlier

and later masterpieces.
The most perfect of the ancient bronzes is the great image of

Bhaicha-djyaguru in the temple of Yakushi-ji, Nara, attributed to
a Korean monk of the 7th century, named GiOgi. The bronze
image of the same divinity at Horyu-ji, said to have been cast at
the Dc*ginnin§ of the 7th century by Tori Busshi, the grandson of a
Chinese immigrant, is of good technical quality, but much inferior

in design to the former. The colossal Nara Daibutsu (Vairocana) at
Todai ji, cast in 749 by a workman of Korean descent, is the largest

of the great bronzes in Japan, but ranks far below the Yakushi-ji
image in artistic qualities. The present head, however, is a later

substitute for the original, which was destroyed by Are.

The great Nara school of sculpture in wood was founded in the
early part of the ixth century oy a sculptor of Imperial descent
named Jucho, who is said to have modelled his s^le upon that of

the Chinese wood-carvers of the Tang dynasty
;
his traditions were

maintained by descendants and followers down to the beginning of
the 13th century. All the artists of this period were men of aristo-

cratic rank and origin, and were held distinct from the carpenter-

architects of the imposing temples which were to contain their

works.
Sacred images were not the only specimens of glyptic art pro-

duced in these six centuries
;

reliquaries, bells, vases, incense-

burners, candlesticks, lanterns, decorated arms and armour, and
many other objects, showing no less mastery of design and execution,

have reached us. Gold and silver had been applied to the adornment
of helmets and breastplates from the 7th century, but it was in the
12th century that the decoration reached the high degree of elabo-

ration shown us in the armour of the Japanese Bayard, Yoshitsun€,

which is still preserved at Kasuga, Nara.
Wooden masks employed in the ancient theatrical performances

were made from ^e century, and offer a distinct and often

grotesque phase of woi^-carving. Several families of experts have
been associated with this class of sculpture, and their designs have
been carefully preserved and imitated down to the present day.

The second period in Japanese glyptic art extends from the

beginning of the 13th to the early part of the 17th century.

The great strugglev between the Taira and Minamoto clans had

ended, but the militant spirit was still strong,^ and brought

work for the artists who made and ornamented arms and armour.

The MiySchins, a line that claimed ancestry from the 7th century,
were at the head of their calling, and their work in iron breast-
plates and helmets, chiefly in repoussi, is still un-
rivalled. It was not until the latter half of the 15th
century that therecame intovogue the elaborate decor-
ation of the sword, a fashion tlmt was to last four hundred years.

The metal guard (fsuda), made of iron or precious alloy, was adorned
with engraved designs, often inlaid with gold and silver. Hie free
end of the hilt was crowned with a metallic cap or pommel {hashira),
the other extremity next the tsuba was embraced by an oval ring
ifuchi), and in the middle was affixed on each side a special ornament
called the menuki, all adapted in material and workmanship to
harmonize with the guard. The kodxuka^ or handle of a little Iniife

implanted into the sheath of the short sword or dagger, was also
of metal and engraved with like care. The founder of the first

great line of tsuba and menuki artists was Got6 YujG (1440-1312), a
friend of the painter Kano Motonobu, whose designs he adopts.
Many families of sword artists sprang up at a later period, furnishing
treasures for the collector even down to the present day, and their
labours reached a level of technical mastery and refined ar^tk
judgment almost without parallel in the art industries of Europe.
Buddhist sculpture was by no means neglected during this period,
but there are few works that call for special notice. The most
noteworthy effort was the casting by Ono Goroy^mon in 1252 of the
well-known bronze image, the Kamakura Daibutsu.

The third period includes the 17th, i8th and the greater part
of the 19th centuries. It was the era of the artisan artist. The
makers of Buddhist images and of sword ornaments
carried on their work with undiminished industry

and success, and some famous schools of the latter

aro.se during this period. The Buddhist sculptors, however,
tended to grow more conventional and the metal-workers more
naturalistic as the i8th century began to wane. It was in con-

nexion with architecture that the great artisan movement began.

The initiator was Hidari Jingoro (1594-1652), at first a simple

carpenter, afterwards one of the most famous sculptors in the

land of great artists. The gorgeous decoration of the mausoleum
of lyeyasu at Nikk5, and of the gateway of the Nishi Hongwan
temple at Kioto, are the most striking instances of his handiwork
or direction.

The pillars, architraves, ceilings, panels, and almost every avail-
able part of the structure, are covered with arabesques and sculp-
tured figures of dragons, lions, tigers, birds, flowers, and even
pietbrial compositions with landscapes and figures, deeply carved in

solid or open work—the wood sometimes pl^, sometimes overlaid
with pigment and gilding, as in the panellra ceiling of the chapel of
lyeyasu in Tokyo. The desiras for these decorations, like those of
the sword ornaments, were adopted from the great schools of paint-
ing, but the invention of the sculptox^was by no means idle. From
this time the temple carvers, although still attached to the carpen-
ters' guild, took a place apart from the rest of their craft, and the
genius of Hidari Jmgoro secured for one important section of the
artisan world a recognition like that which Hishigawa Moronobu,
the painter and book-illustrator, afterwards won for another.

A little later arose another art industry, also emanating from
the masses. The use of tobacco, which became prevalent in the

17th century, niccessitated the pouch. In order to suspend this

from the girdle there was employed a kind of button or toggle

—

the netsuke. The metallic bowl and mouthpiece of the pipe

offered a tempting surface for embellishment, as well as the clasp

of the pouch
;
and the netsuke, being made of wood, ivory or

other material susceptible of carving, also gave occasion for art

and ingenuity.

The engravers of pipes, pouch clasps, and the metallic discs

ikagami‘huia) attached to certain netsuke, sprang from the same
class and were not less original. They worked, too, with a skill little

inferior to that of the GotOs, Naras, and other aristocratic sculptors

of sword ornaments, and often with a refinement which their relative

disadvantages in education and associations render especially remark-
able. The netsuke and the pipe, with all that pertained to it, were
for the commoners what the sword-hilt and guard were for liie gentry.
Neither class cared to bestow jewels upon their persons, but neither

spared thought or expense in the embellishment of the object they
most loved. The final manifestation of popular gl3q)ric art was the
ohimono, an ornament pure and simple, in w'hich utiUty was alto-

gether secondary in intention to decorative effect. Its manuffictuze
as a special branch of art work dates from the rise of the naturalistic

school of painting and the great expansion of the popular schpoi
under the Katsugawa, but the okimono formed an occasional amuse-
ment of the older glyptic artists. Some of the most exquisite and
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most iiigonious oi oarlior piroductioQs, such as the magnifi^nt
iron ea^le in the South Kensington Museum, the wonderful articu-

lated models of crayh^, dragons, serpents, birds, that are found in

many European csollectians, came from the studios of the Miydchina
;

but these were the play of giants, and were not made as articles of

commerce. The new artisan makers of the okimono struck out a
line for themselves, one influenced more by the naturalistic and
popular schools than by the classical art, and the quails of Kamejo,
the tortoises of Sdmin, the dragons of Tuun and Toryu, and in i^ent
years tihe fakxms and the peacocks of Sueuki Chokichi, are the joy of

the European collector, llio best of these are exquisite in workman-
ship, .graceful in de^n, often strikingly original in cooceptioo, and
usually naturalistic in ideal. They constitute a phase of art in which
Japan has few rivals.

The prewnt generation i.s more sy.stematically commercial in

its glyptic produce than any previous age. Millions of commer-
cial artities In metal-work, wood and ivory flood the European

markets, and may be bought in any .street in Europe at a small

price, but they offer a variety of design and an excellence of

workmanship which place them almost beyond Western compe-

tition. Al)ove all this, however, the Japanese .sculptor is a

force it^ art . He is nearly as thorough as his forefathers, and

maintain.s the same love of all things beautiful; and if he cannot

show any epot h-making novelty, he is at any rate doing his best

to support unsurpas.sed the decorative traditions of the past.

Histoiy' has l>een eminently careful to preset^’c the names

and records of the men who chiselled sword furniture. The

Swor^‘ sword being regarded as the soul of the samurai,

every one who contributed to its manufacture,
Fmmiihs, whether as forger of the blade or sculptor of the

furniture, was held in high repute. The Gold family worked

steadily during 14 generations, and its loth century representa-

tive—Gotd Ichijd—will always be remembered as one of the

family’s greatest experts. But there were many others whose

productions fully equalled and often excelled the best efforts

of the Goto. The following list gives the names and periods of

the most renowned families :

—

(It should be noled that the division by centuries indicates the
time of a family’s origin. In a great majority of cases the represen-

tato es of each generation worked on through succeeding centuries. ^

/jM and t(dh

MiyrArhin ; Gotc*
;
Umetada

;
Muneta

;
Aoki ; Soami ;

Nakai.

jyth Century.

Huu-amura
;
Mizuno

;
Koichi

;
Nagayoshi

;

Kuninaga
;
Voshishige

;
Katsugi

;
Tsuji

;

Muneyoshi
;
Tada.hi]:a

;
Sliuanii

;
Hosono

;

Yokoya
;
Nara

;
Okada

;
Okamoto

;
Kinai

;
Akao

;

\<Miiimk3i ;
Hirata

;
Nomura

;
Wakabayaishi

;
Inouye

;

'IHiui
;
Chiyo

;
Kan^co

;
Uemura

;
Iwamoto.

i$th Century.

Goroboi
;
Shricmon

;
Kikugawa

;
Yasuyama

;
Noda

;
Tamagawa

;

Fujita
;
Kikuoka

;
Kizaemon

;
Hamano

;
Omori

;
Okamoto

;
Kashi-

;
Kusakari

;
Shichibei

;
Itb.

/(/h Century.

Natsuo
;
Ishiguro

;
Vanagawa

;
Plonjo

;
Tanaka

;
Okano ; Kawara-

bayashi
;
Oda

;
and many masters of the Omori, Hamano and

iwamoto famllie.s, as well as the five experts, Shuxaku, Temmin,
Eyamin, Mlnjo and Minkoku. (W. An.

;
F. By.)

There is a radical difference between the points of view of

the Japanc.se and the Western connoisseur in estimating the

jfjrtfifrf
of sculpture in metal. The quality of the

Point of chiselling is the first feature to which the Japanese
view. directs his attention

; the decorative design is the

prime object of the Occidental’s attention. With very rare

exceptions, the decorative motives of Japanese sword furniture

were always supplied by painters. Hence it is that the

Japanese connoisseur draws a clear distinction between the

decorative design and its technical execution, crediting the

farmer to the pictorial artist and llie latter to the sculptor.

He detects in the .stroke of a chisel and the lines of a graving

tool subjective beauties which appear to be hidden from the

great majority of Western dilettanti. He estimates tlie rank

0/ a spadmem by the quality of the chisehwork. The Japanese

kinzoku-ski <(metal sool^^r) uses thirty-six pruidpal classes of

chistl, each with its distinctive name, and as most of these

clasae-s comprise from five to ten sub-varieties, his cutting

sod graving topis aggregate ai»out two huiftdred and flfty,

Scarcely less important in Japanese eyes than the chiselling

of the decorative design itsetf is the preparation oi the flekl to

which it b applied. There used to be a strict canon xbo PMd
with reference to this in former times. Nmndio for

(fish-roe) grounds were essential for the mountings sculptured

of swords worn on ceremonial occasions, the ishime

(stQne-pitting)or /i>mga^'(polished)styies being considered less

aristocratic.

Naxnako is obtained by punching the whole surface—except the
portiem carrying the decorative deeigiir—into a texture of micro-
scopic dots. The first makers of namako did notaim at regularity in
the distrihntion of these dots : they were content to produce the
cfiect of millet-seed sifted haphazard over the surface. But from
the 15th century the punching of the dots iu rigidly straight lines

came to be considered essential, and the difficulty involved was so
great that namako-making took itspiacaamong the higUiC'st technical

achievements of the sculptor. When it is remembered that tlie

punching tool was guided solely by the hand and eye, and that three
or more Iflows of the mallet had to be struck for every dot, some
conception may be formed of the patience and accuracy nec(l(*d to

pioduce these tiny protuberances in perfectly straight linos, at

exactly equal intervals and of absolutely uniform .size. Namako
di.sposed in straight parallel lines originally ranked at the head of this

kind of work. But a new kind was introduced in die ibth centurs'.

it was obtained by pnncihiikg the dots in intersectiing lines, so

arranged that the dots fell ui^rmly into diamond-shaprd groups
of five each. This is called go-no^me namako^ because oi its rosem-
blanco to the di8po.sition of chequers in the Japanese game of go.

A century later, the daimyd namako was invented, in which lines of

dots alternated with linos of polished ground. Iskime may be briofi v

described as diapering. Thene is scarcely any limit to the mL:t <

nui^ and skill of the Japanese expert in diapering a mvt&l surface.

It is not possible to enumerate here oven the principal stylew ot

ishime, but mention may be made of the jsara-maki (bruad-c^t), lu

which the surface is finely but irregularly pitted after the manner
of the face of a stone

;
the nashi-ji (pear-ground), in which wc Imvr*

a surface like the rind of a pear; the hari-isktme (needle ishime),

where the indentations are so minute that they seem to liave boc*n

made with the point of a needle
;
the gama-tshi*ne, which is intended

to imitate the skin of a toad
;
the tsuya-Ukime

,

produced with a
chisel shaiponed so that its traces have a lustrous appearance

;
the

are-kuchi (brokon tool), a peculiar kind obtained with a jagged tool
;

and the gozami^ wliicn resembles the plaited surface of a fine straw
mat.

Great importance has always been attached by Japanese experts

to the patina of metal used for artistic chiselling. It was mainJ\
for the sake of their patina that value attached to the

pmtiua
remarkable alloys shakudo (3 ports of gold to 97 of

copper) and shibuichi (i part of silver to 3 of copper). Neitlirr

metal, when it emerges from the furnace, has any beauty, shakudo
teing simply dark-coloured copper and shibuichi pale gun-metai.

But after proper treatment ‘ the former develops a glossy black

patina with violet sheen, and the latter shows beautiful riiadus of

grey with silvery lustre. Both these compounds afford delicate,

unobtrusive and efioctivc grounds for mhiying witli gold, silvir

and other metals, as well as for sculpture, whether incised or in

relief. Copper, too, by patina-producing treatment, is made to

show not merely a rich golden sheen with ifleasing limpidity, but

also red of various hues, from deep coral to light vexmilum, .scvernl

shades of grey, and browns oi numerous tones from dcad-kaf to

chocolate. Even greater value has-alwav-s been set upon the pati^
of iron, and many secret reemes were preserved in artist families

for producing the fine, satin-uke texture so much admired by all

connoisseurs.
In Japan, as in Europe, three varieties of relief carving are distin-

guished—alto {taka-bori)^ mezzo ifhiiniku-bori) and basso [usuniku-

boriS. In the opinion of the Japanese expert, the.se style.s

hola the same respective rank as that occupied by the

riireckindsof ideographic script in cadigraphy. High relief

carving corresponds to the haisbo, or most classical form of writing

;

medium relief to the gyesko^ or temi-cicrsive style
;
and low relief to

the Sfieho or grass character. With regard to incised chiselUng, the

commonest form is ktbori fhair-carving), which may be called engrav-

ing, the lines being of uniform thickness and depth. Very beaudful

results arc obtained by the kebori method, but incomparably the

finest work in the incised class is that known as kata-kiri’bori

.

In

this kind of chiselling the Japanese artist can claim to be unique as

well as unrivalled. Evidently the idea of the great Yokoya expoviA,

the originators of the style, ^vas to break away fmm the somewhat
formal monotony of ordinaiy engraving, whore each line poifonns

exactly the same function, and to ocHivert the chisel into an artist’s

1 It is first boiled in a lye obtained by lixiviating wood ashes
;
it

is next polished with charcoal powder
;

then immersed In plum
vinegar and salt

;
then washed with weak lye and placed in a tub

of water to remove all traces of alkali, the final step being to digest

in a boiling solutfon copper -sulphate, verdigns and water.
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-brush austead of itaing it as a cotmnioa cut^ ioR tool. They aucxeedad
admtcably. In tihe katarkki-bori every iine hM ito proper value
in the pictorial I design, and strength and directness become •cardinal
dements in Um str^es of tbo h^n pist as they do in the brash-
work of the picture-painier. The same fundamental rule applied,
too, -whether the debl of the decoratioa was silk, paper or metal.
The artist's tool, be it hrvsh or burin, must perform its task by one
effort. There must be no appearance of Bubsequent detuning, or
extending, or re-cutting or tintsliing. Kata-kiri-bori by a great
eapert is a delight. One is lost in aistomshmeiit at the nervous yet
pecfectiy regulated force and the unerting fidelity at every trace of
the chisel. Another variety of carving raiicli affected by artists
of the ijib cmtnry, a^ now laijgely used, is called skitli^-bord
or iiiim-af-ocn'. In this style the surface of the donign is not raised
above the geseeal plane of the field, but an effect of projection is

obtained ei^er.by reoessmg the whole apace immediately surround-
ing the design, or by enefoi^g tlie latter in a scarped franu>. Yet
another and very fovourite method, giving beautiful results, is to
model the design on both faces of the metal so as to give a sculpture
in the round. The fashion is always accon^>aaii«d by chiseliing
a jour {sMka$hi-bon), so that the sculptured portions stand out in
their entirety,

lolay^ with gold or silver was among the early forms of
decoration in Japan. The skill developed in roodom times is at

laimi'Int
f^ual to anything which the past can show, and^ the results produced are much more imposing. There

are two principal kinds of inlaying : the first called kon-sogan (true
inlaying), the second nunofM-zdgan ilinen-mesh iulajrir^). As to
the former, the Japanese method does not differ tram that seen
in the beautiful iron censers and vases inlaid with gold which the
Chinese produced from the SiUn-ie era (i4a6-i436). In the surface
of the metal the workman cuts grooves wider at the base than at tlie

top, and then hammers into them gold or silver wire. Such a process
presents no remarkable features, except that it has been carried by
the Japanese to an eoctraordiiiary degree of elaborateneas. The
nunome-sogan is more interesting. Suppose, for example, that the
artist desires to produce an inlaid diaper. His first business is to
chisel the surface in lines forming the basic pattern of the design.
Thus, for a diamond-petal diaper the chisel 1b carried across tlie face
of the metal horizontally, tracing a number of parallel bands
divided at fixed intervals by ribs which are obtained merely
straightening the chisel and striking it a heavy blow. The same
process is then rqieatcd in another direction, so that the new bands
cross the old at an aiigleadapted to the nature of the design . Several
independent chiseUings may be necessary before the lines of the
diaper emerge clearly, but throughout the whole operation no
measurement of any kind is taken, the artist being guided entirely
by hi.s hand and eye. The metal is then heated, not to redness, but
Buiiicieutly to develop a certain degree of softncBS, and the workman,
hiking a veiy thin sheet of gold (or silver), hammers portions of it

into the salient points of the design. In ordinarj- cases this is the
sixth process. The seventh is to hammer gold into the outHnes of
the diaper

;
the eighth, to hammer it into the pattern filling the

spacc.s between the lines, and the ninth and tenth to complete the
details. Of course the more intricate the design the more numerous
the processfcs. It is scarcely possible to imagine a higher effort of
hand and eye than this nunofnt-xogan displays, for while intricacy
ami elaboralcncfis are carried to the very cxhn»me, absedute mochani-
cal accuracy is obtained. Sometimes in the same design we see gold
of three difiorent hues, obtained by varying the alloy. A third kind
of inlaying, peculiar to Japan, is sumi^edgan {ink-iamying), so called
because the inlaid design gives the iizipre68i<Mi of having been painted
with Indian ink beneath the transparent suiiace of tlie metal. The
difference between this process and ordinary inlaying is that lor
sumt-eogen tlie design to be inlaid is fully chiselled out of an indopmi*
dent Uock of metal with sides sloping so as to be broader at the
base than at the top. The object whibh is to receive the deraration
is then channelled in dimensions corvesponding to those of the ^sign
block, and the latter having been fixed in the channels, the surface
IS ground and polished until an intimate anfon is obtained between
the inlaid design and the metal .forming its fi^d. Very beautiful
eflucts are thus produced, for the design seems to have grown up to
the surface of the metal field rather than to have been [uaated in it.

Shibuichi inlaid with shakudo used to be tib«commonestcombination
of mertah in this class of decoration, and the objects usually depicted
were bamt>oos, crows, wild-fowl under the moon, peony sprays and
so forth.

A variety of decoration much practised by early experts, and
carried to a high degree of excellence in modem times, is mokume-ft

Wood (wood-grained ground). The process in this case is to

mtaod ^ 'fi® jrfato of metal and beat it into another plate

Oroueda ^ *i«»lttr metai,m that thetwo, fdiough welded togemr^
retain their sopiurato forms. The mass, while still hot, is

coated with hena-tsuchi (a kind of marl) and rolled in straw ash, in
which state it is roasted over a charcoal fire raised to glowhig heat
with ifhe bellows. The clay having been removed, another plate of
the same metal U beaten in, and the aaoiB process is repeate<r This
is deoeaevecal times, number depending on the qumity of gvain-
ing that the expert desires to produce. The manifend plate is then
heavily punfched from one side, so that the opposite face protrudes in

broken blisters, which arc then hammered down until each becomesa
neoitas of wave prougatioBr ^ fine urock the ^ex of the blister is
ground off before tlm final hammering. Iron was tha metd used
exdttsively for work of this kind down to the z6th oentuiry, but
ymrms metals began thenceforth do be combined. PextoM the
Chofoest variely is geld graining in a shakudo field. By repeated
hamaeii^ and pohsklng the expert obtains such control of the
wood-gram pattern that its sinuosities and eddiw seem to have
developed symmertry without fosing ar^thing of thek
grace. There are other methods el jpnxlnciiig nwhumd'-ji.

It has been frequently asserted by Western critics that the
year (187^) which witnessed the abolition of sword-wearing in
|apmi, witnessed also the end of her artistic motal- Medtremud
work. That is a great mistake. The art has merely dndbnf
developed new pha.sfes in modem times. Not oiffy are
its masters as skilled now as they were in tlie days of the Goto,
the Kara, the Vokoya and the Vanagawa celebrities, but also
their productions must be called greater in many respects and
more interestmg than those of their renowned predecessors.
They no longer devote themselves to the manulacture of sword
ornaments, but work father at vases, censers, statuette^,
plaques, boxes and other objects of a serviceable or ornamental
nature. All the processes described above are practised
them with full success, and they have added others quite as
remarkable.

Of these, one of the most ialerestiiig is called kifihame (insertion).
The decorative design having been completely cliisclled in the round,
is then fixed in a field of a different met^, in which a design of
exactly similar outline has been cut out. The result is that the
picture has no blank reverse. For example, on the surface of a
shibuichi box-lid wc see the backs of a flock of geese chiselled in
silver, and when the lid is opened, their breasts and tlie under sides
of their pinions appear. The difficulty of such work is plain. Micro-
^pic accuracy ha.s to be attained in cutting out the space for the
insertion of the design, and while the latter must be soldered finnly
in its place, not the slightest trace of solder or the least sign of
junction must be discernible behveen the metal of the inserted
picture and that of the field in which it is kiserted. Suzuki G^suke
18 the inventor of this method. He belongs to a class of experts
called uchimow>sht fhamoiorers) who perform preparatory work
for glyptic artists in metal. The skill of these men is often wonder-
ful. Using the hammer only, some of them can beat out an intricate
shape as truly and delicately as a sculptor couM carve it with his
chi^s. Ohori Masatoshi, an uchimono shi of Aizn (d. 1S97), made
SSL silver cake-box in the form of a sixtccn-pctalled chrysanthemum.
The' shapes of the body and lid corresponded sd intimately that,
whereas the lid could be slipped on easily and smoothly without an>'
attempt to adjust its curves to those of the body, it always fitted so
dosdy that the box could be lifted by i^aspiog the lid only.
Another feat of his was to apply a lining of silver to a Bhakudo box
by shaping and hammering only, the ht being so perfect that the
lining clung like paper to every part of the box. Suzuki Gensuke
and Hirata Soko are scarcely lew expert. The latter once exhibited
in Tokyo a silver game-cock with soft plumage and surface modelling
of the moat delicate character. U had been made by means of the
hammer only. Suzuki's kiribame process is not to be confounded
with the kiribame-iPgan (inserted inlarfng) of Toyoda Koko, also a
modern artist. The gist of the latter method is that a design
chiselled A jour has its outlines veoieered with o^r metal which
serves to eniiffiasuie thwn. Thus, having pierced a spray of flowers
in a thin sheet of shibuichi, the artist fits a slender rim of gold, silver
or shakudo to the petals, loaves and stalks, so that an effect Is

produced of transparent blosaoms outlined in gold, silver or purple.
Another modem achiovement-—also chue to Suzuki Gensuke—-is

(mixed metals). It is .a singular concoprioa, and the
results obtained depend Ivgely on chance. Sliibuichi and shakudo
are melted separately, and when they have cooled just enough not
to mingle too intimately, they arc* cast kite a bar which is subse-

quent boaton fiat. Ihe plate thus obtained shows accidetttal

ctoudiii^, or massing of dark tones, and these patd^ are taken as
the basis of a pictorial design to which final cnaractcr is given by
inla3dng with gold and silver, and by kata-klri sculpture. Such
pictures partake largely of the impressionist character, but thc\'

attain much beauty in the hands of the Japanese artist with hi's

extensive rSt*eriovrt of suggestive sj-mbols. A process fesemhliiiR
maze-gane, but less fortuitous, is ^M^chi-dtyshi (combined shibui-
chi), which Involves beating togeOier two kinds of shibuichi and then
adding a third variety, alter which the details of the picture are
worked in as tn the case of maee-gane. The charm of these metliodfe

is that certain parts of the decorative design seem to float, not on
the surface of the inetal, but actually withUi it, an admirable effect

of depth and atmosphere being thus produced. Mention mua^ also
be of an extracxrdinarfly elaborate and troublesome process
invented by Kaikna fppu, a great artist of the present day. It is

called (^ound^t intayingf). In fltia exqutette and
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most iiigonious oi oarlior piroductioQs, such as the magnifi^nt
iron ea^le in the South Kensington Museum, the wonderful articu-

lated models of crayh^, dragons, serpents, birds, that are found in

many European csollectians, came from the studios of the Miydchina
;

but these were the play of giants, and were not made as articles of

commerce. The new artisan makers of the okimono struck out a
line for themselves, one influenced more by the naturalistic and
popular schools than by the classical art, and the quails of Kamejo,
the tortoises of Sdmin, the dragons of Tuun and Toryu, and in i^ent
years tihe fakxms and the peacocks of Sueuki Chokichi, are the joy of

the European collector, llio best of these are exquisite in workman-
ship, .graceful in de^n, often strikingly original in cooceptioo, and
usually naturalistic in ideal. They constitute a phase of art in which
Japan has few rivals.

The prewnt generation i.s more sy.stematically commercial in

its glyptic produce than any previous age. Millions of commer-
cial artities In metal-work, wood and ivory flood the European

markets, and may be bought in any .street in Europe at a small

price, but they offer a variety of design and an excellence of

workmanship which place them almost beyond Western compe-

tition. Al)ove all this, however, the Japanese .sculptor is a

force it^ art . He is nearly as thorough as his forefathers, and

maintain.s the same love of all things beautiful; and if he cannot

show any epot h-making novelty, he is at any rate doing his best

to support unsurpas.sed the decorative traditions of the past.

Histoiy' has l>een eminently careful to preset^’c the names

and records of the men who chiselled sword furniture. The

Swor^‘ sword being regarded as the soul of the samurai,

every one who contributed to its manufacture,
Fmmiihs, whether as forger of the blade or sculptor of the

furniture, was held in high repute. The Gold family worked

steadily during 14 generations, and its loth century representa-

tive—Gotd Ichijd—will always be remembered as one of the

family’s greatest experts. But there were many others whose

productions fully equalled and often excelled the best efforts

of the Goto. The following list gives the names and periods of

the most renowned families :

—

(It should be noled that the division by centuries indicates the
time of a family’s origin. In a great majority of cases the represen-

tato es of each generation worked on through succeeding centuries. ^

/jM and t(dh

MiyrArhin ; Gotc*
;
Umetada

;
Muneta

;
Aoki ; Soami ;

Nakai.

jyth Century.

Huu-amura
;
Mizuno

;
Koichi

;
Nagayoshi

;

Kuninaga
;
Voshishige

;
Katsugi

;
Tsuji

;

Muneyoshi
;
Tada.hi]:a

;
Sliuanii

;
Hosono

;

Yokoya
;
Nara

;
Okada

;
Okamoto

;
Kinai

;
Akao

;

\<Miiimk3i ;
Hirata

;
Nomura

;
Wakabayaishi

;
Inouye

;

'IHiui
;
Chiyo

;
Kan^co

;
Uemura

;
Iwamoto.

i$th Century.

Goroboi
;
Shricmon

;
Kikugawa

;
Yasuyama

;
Noda

;
Tamagawa

;

Fujita
;
Kikuoka

;
Kizaemon

;
Hamano

;
Omori

;
Okamoto

;
Kashi-

;
Kusakari

;
Shichibei

;
Itb.

/(/h Century.

Natsuo
;
Ishiguro

;
Vanagawa

;
Plonjo

;
Tanaka

;
Okano ; Kawara-

bayashi
;
Oda

;
and many masters of the Omori, Hamano and

iwamoto famllie.s, as well as the five experts, Shuxaku, Temmin,
Eyamin, Mlnjo and Minkoku. (W. An.

;
F. By.)

There is a radical difference between the points of view of

the Japanc.se and the Western connoisseur in estimating the

jfjrtfifrf
of sculpture in metal. The quality of the

Point of chiselling is the first feature to which the Japanese
view. directs his attention

; the decorative design is the

prime object of the Occidental’s attention. With very rare

exceptions, the decorative motives of Japanese sword furniture

were always supplied by painters. Hence it is that the

Japanese connoisseur draws a clear distinction between the

decorative design and its technical execution, crediting the

farmer to the pictorial artist and llie latter to the sculptor.

He detects in the .stroke of a chisel and the lines of a graving

tool subjective beauties which appear to be hidden from the

great majority of Western dilettanti. He estimates tlie rank

0/ a spadmem by the quality of the chisehwork. The Japanese

kinzoku-ski <(metal sool^^r) uses thirty-six pruidpal classes of

chistl, each with its distinctive name, and as most of these

clasae-s comprise from five to ten sub-varieties, his cutting

sod graving topis aggregate ai»out two huiftdred and flfty,

Scarcely less important in Japanese eyes than the chiselling

of the decorative design itsetf is the preparation oi the flekl to

which it b applied. There used to be a strict canon xbo PMd
with reference to this in former times. Nmndio for

(fish-roe) grounds were essential for the mountings sculptured

of swords worn on ceremonial occasions, the ishime

(stQne-pitting)or /i>mga^'(polished)styies being considered less

aristocratic.

Naxnako is obtained by punching the whole surface—except the
portiem carrying the decorative deeigiir—into a texture of micro-
scopic dots. The first makers of namako did notaim at regularity in
the distrihntion of these dots : they were content to produce the
cfiect of millet-seed sifted haphazard over the surface. But from
the 15th century the punching of the dots iu rigidly straight lines

came to be considered essential, and the difficulty involved was so
great that namako-making took itspiacaamong the higUiC'st technical

achievements of the sculptor. When it is remembered that tlie

punching tool was guided solely by the hand and eye, and that three
or more Iflows of the mallet had to be struck for every dot, some
conception may be formed of the patience and accuracy nec(l(*d to

pioduce these tiny protuberances in perfectly straight linos, at

exactly equal intervals and of absolutely uniform .size. Namako
di.sposed in straight parallel lines originally ranked at the head of this

kind of work. But a new kind was introduced in die ibth centurs'.

it was obtained by pnncihiikg the dots in intersectiing lines, so

arranged that the dots fell ui^rmly into diamond-shaprd groups
of five each. This is called go-no^me namako^ because oi its rosem-
blanco to the di8po.sition of chequers in the Japanese game of go.

A century later, the daimyd namako was invented, in which lines of

dots alternated with linos of polished ground. Iskime may be briofi v

described as diapering. Thene is scarcely any limit to the mL:t <

nui^ and skill of the Japanese expert in diapering a mvt&l surface.

It is not possible to enumerate here oven the principal stylew ot

ishime, but mention may be made of the jsara-maki (bruad-c^t), lu

which the surface is finely but irregularly pitted after the manner
of the face of a stone

;
the nashi-ji (pear-ground), in which wc Imvr*

a surface like the rind of a pear; the hari-isktme (needle ishime),

where the indentations are so minute that they seem to liave boc*n

made with the point of a needle
;
the gama-tshi*ne, which is intended

to imitate the skin of a toad
;
the tsuya-Ukime

,

produced with a
chisel shaiponed so that its traces have a lustrous appearance

;
the

are-kuchi (brokon tool), a peculiar kind obtained with a jagged tool
;

and the gozami^ wliicn resembles the plaited surface of a fine straw
mat.

Great importance has always been attached by Japanese experts

to the patina of metal used for artistic chiselling. It was mainJ\
for the sake of their patina that value attached to the

pmtiua
remarkable alloys shakudo (3 ports of gold to 97 of

copper) and shibuichi (i part of silver to 3 of copper). Neitlirr

metal, when it emerges from the furnace, has any beauty, shakudo
teing simply dark-coloured copper and shibuichi pale gun-metai.

But after proper treatment ‘ the former develops a glossy black

patina with violet sheen, and the latter shows beautiful riiadus of

grey with silvery lustre. Both these compounds afford delicate,

unobtrusive and efioctivc grounds for mhiying witli gold, silvir

and other metals, as well as for sculpture, whether incised or in

relief. Copper, too, by patina-producing treatment, is made to

show not merely a rich golden sheen with ifleasing limpidity, but

also red of various hues, from deep coral to light vexmilum, .scvernl

shades of grey, and browns oi numerous tones from dcad-kaf to

chocolate. Even greater value has-alwav-s been set upon the pati^
of iron, and many secret reemes were preserved in artist families

for producing the fine, satin-uke texture so much admired by all

connoisseurs.
In Japan, as in Europe, three varieties of relief carving are distin-

guished—alto {taka-bori)^ mezzo ifhiiniku-bori) and basso [usuniku-

boriS. In the opinion of the Japanese expert, the.se style.s

hola the same respective rank as that occupied by the

riireckindsof ideographic script in cadigraphy. High relief

carving corresponds to the haisbo, or most classical form of writing

;

medium relief to the gyesko^ or temi-cicrsive style
;
and low relief to

the Sfieho or grass character. With regard to incised chiselUng, the

commonest form is ktbori fhair-carving), which may be called engrav-

ing, the lines being of uniform thickness and depth. Very beaudful

results arc obtained by the kebori method, but incomparably the

finest work in the incised class is that known as kata-kiri’bori

.

In

this kind of chiselling the Japanese artist can claim to be unique as

well as unrivalled. Evidently the idea of the great Yokoya expoviA,

the originators of the style, ^vas to break away fmm the somewhat
formal monotony of ordinaiy engraving, whore each line poifonns

exactly the same function, and to ocHivert the chisel into an artist’s

1 It is first boiled in a lye obtained by lixiviating wood ashes
;
it

is next polished with charcoal powder
;

then immersed In plum
vinegar and salt

;
then washed with weak lye and placed in a tub

of water to remove all traces of alkali, the final step being to digest

in a boiling solutfon copper -sulphate, verdigns and water.
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-brush austead of itaing it as a cotmnioa cut^ ioR tool. They aucxeedad
admtcably. In tihe katarkki-bori every iine hM ito proper value
in the pictorial I design, and strength and directness become •cardinal
dements in Um str^es of tbo h^n pist as they do in the brash-
work of the picture-painier. The same fundamental rule applied,
too, -whether the debl of the decoratioa was silk, paper or metal.
The artist's tool, be it hrvsh or burin, must perform its task by one
effort. There must be no appearance of Bubsequent detuning, or
extending, or re-cutting or tintsliing. Kata-kiri-bori by a great
eapert is a delight. One is lost in aistomshmeiit at the nervous yet
pecfectiy regulated force and the unerting fidelity at every trace of
the chisel. Another variety of carving raiicli affected by artists
of the ijib cmtnry, a^ now laijgely used, is called skitli^-bord
or iiiim-af-ocn'. In this style the surface of the donign is not raised
above the geseeal plane of the field, but an effect of projection is

obtained ei^er.by reoessmg the whole apace immediately surround-
ing the design, or by enefoi^g tlie latter in a scarped franu>. Yet
another and very fovourite method, giving beautiful results, is to
model the design on both faces of the metal so as to give a sculpture
in the round. The fashion is always accon^>aaii«d by chiseliing
a jour {sMka$hi-bon), so that the sculptured portions stand out in
their entirety,

lolay^ with gold or silver was among the early forms of
decoration in Japan. The skill developed in roodom times is at

laimi'Int
f^ual to anything which the past can show, and^ the results produced are much more imposing. There

are two principal kinds of inlaying : the first called kon-sogan (true
inlaying), the second nunofM-zdgan ilinen-mesh iulajrir^). As to
the former, the Japanese method does not differ tram that seen
in the beautiful iron censers and vases inlaid with gold which the
Chinese produced from the SiUn-ie era (i4a6-i436). In the surface
of the metal the workman cuts grooves wider at the base than at tlie

top, and then hammers into them gold or silver wire. Such a process
presents no remarkable features, except that it has been carried by
the Japanese to an eoctraordiiiary degree of elaborateneas. The
nunome-sogan is more interesting. Suppose, for example, that the
artist desires to produce an inlaid diaper. His first business is to
chisel the surface in lines forming the basic pattern of the design.
Thus, for a diamond-petal diaper the chisel 1b carried across tlie face
of the metal horizontally, tracing a number of parallel bands
divided at fixed intervals by ribs which are obtained merely
straightening the chisel and striking it a heavy blow. The same
process is then rqieatcd in another direction, so that the new bands
cross the old at an aiigleadapted to the nature of the design . Several
independent chiseUings may be necessary before the lines of the
diaper emerge clearly, but throughout the whole operation no
measurement of any kind is taken, the artist being guided entirely
by hi.s hand and eye. The metal is then heated, not to redness, but
Buiiicieutly to develop a certain degree of softncBS, and the workman,
hiking a veiy thin sheet of gold (or silver), hammers portions of it

into the salient points of the design. In ordinarj- cases this is the
sixth process. The seventh is to hammer gold into the outHnes of
the diaper

;
the eighth, to hammer it into the pattern filling the

spacc.s between the lines, and the ninth and tenth to complete the
details. Of course the more intricate the design the more numerous
the processfcs. It is scarcely possible to imagine a higher effort of
hand and eye than this nunofnt-xogan displays, for while intricacy
ami elaboralcncfis are carried to the very cxhn»me, absedute mochani-
cal accuracy is obtained. Sometimes in the same design we see gold
of three difiorent hues, obtained by varying the alloy. A third kind
of inlaying, peculiar to Japan, is sumi^edgan {ink-iamying), so called
because the inlaid design gives the iizipre68i<Mi of having been painted
with Indian ink beneath the transparent suiiace of tlie metal. The
difference between this process and ordinary inlaying is that lor
sumt-eogen tlie design to be inlaid is fully chiselled out of an indopmi*
dent Uock of metal with sides sloping so as to be broader at the
base than at the top. The object whibh is to receive the deraration
is then channelled in dimensions corvesponding to those of the ^sign
block, and the latter having been fixed in the channels, the surface
IS ground and polished until an intimate anfon is obtained between
the inlaid design and the metal .forming its fi^d. Very beautiful
eflucts are thus produced, for the design seems to have grown up to
the surface of the metal field rather than to have been [uaated in it.

Shibuichi inlaid with shakudo used to be tib«commonestcombination
of mertah in this class of decoration, and the objects usually depicted
were bamt>oos, crows, wild-fowl under the moon, peony sprays and
so forth.

A variety of decoration much practised by early experts, and
carried to a high degree of excellence in modem times, is mokume-ft

Wood (wood-grained ground). The process in this case is to

mtaod ^ 'fi® jrfato of metal and beat it into another plate

Oroueda ^ *i«»lttr metai,m that thetwo, fdiough welded togemr^
retain their sopiurato forms. The mass, while still hot, is

coated with hena-tsuchi (a kind of marl) and rolled in straw ash, in
which state it is roasted over a charcoal fire raised to glowhig heat
with ifhe bellows. The clay having been removed, another plate of
the same metal U beaten in, and the aaoiB process is repeate<r This
is deoeaevecal times, number depending on the qumity of gvain-
ing that the expert desires to produce. The manifend plate is then
heavily punfched from one side, so that the opposite face protrudes in

broken blisters, which arc then hammered down until each becomesa
neoitas of wave prougatioBr ^ fine urock the ^ex of the blister is
ground off before tlm final hammering. Iron was tha metd used
exdttsively for work of this kind down to the z6th oentuiry, but
ymrms metals began thenceforth do be combined. PextoM the
Chofoest variely is geld graining in a shakudo field. By repeated
hamaeii^ and pohsklng the expert obtains such control of the
wood-gram pattern that its sinuosities and eddiw seem to have
developed symmertry without fosing ar^thing of thek
grace. There are other methods el jpnxlnciiig nwhumd'-ji.

It has been frequently asserted by Western critics that the
year (187^) which witnessed the abolition of sword-wearing in
|apmi, witnessed also the end of her artistic motal- Medtremud
work. That is a great mistake. The art has merely dndbnf
developed new pha.sfes in modem times. Not oiffy are
its masters as skilled now as they were in tlie days of the Goto,
the Kara, the Vokoya and the Vanagawa celebrities, but also
their productions must be called greater in many respects and
more interestmg than those of their renowned predecessors.
They no longer devote themselves to the manulacture of sword
ornaments, but work father at vases, censers, statuette^,
plaques, boxes and other objects of a serviceable or ornamental
nature. All the processes described above are practised
them with full success, and they have added others quite as
remarkable.

Of these, one of the most ialerestiiig is called kifihame (insertion).
The decorative design having been completely cliisclled in the round,
is then fixed in a field of a different met^, in which a design of
exactly similar outline has been cut out. The result is that the
picture has no blank reverse. For example, on the surface of a
shibuichi box-lid wc see the backs of a flock of geese chiselled in
silver, and when the lid is opened, their breasts and tlie under sides
of their pinions appear. The difficulty of such work is plain. Micro-
^pic accuracy ha.s to be attained in cutting out the space for the
insertion of the design, and while the latter must be soldered finnly
in its place, not the slightest trace of solder or the least sign of
junction must be discernible behveen the metal of the inserted
picture and that of the field in which it is kiserted. Suzuki G^suke
18 the inventor of this method. He belongs to a class of experts
called uchimow>sht fhamoiorers) who perform preparatory work
for glyptic artists in metal. The skill of these men is often wonder-
ful. Using the hammer only, some of them can beat out an intricate
shape as truly and delicately as a sculptor couM carve it with his
chi^s. Ohori Masatoshi, an uchimono shi of Aizn (d. 1S97), made
SSL silver cake-box in the form of a sixtccn-pctalled chrysanthemum.
The' shapes of the body and lid corresponded sd intimately that,
whereas the lid could be slipped on easily and smoothly without an>'
attempt to adjust its curves to those of the body, it always fitted so
dosdy that the box could be lifted by i^aspiog the lid only.
Another feat of his was to apply a lining of silver to a Bhakudo box
by shaping and hammering only, the ht being so perfect that the
lining clung like paper to every part of the box. Suzuki Gensuke
and Hirata Soko are scarcely lew expert. The latter once exhibited
in Tokyo a silver game-cock with soft plumage and surface modelling
of the moat delicate character. U had been made by means of the
hammer only. Suzuki's kiribame process is not to be confounded
with the kiribame-iPgan (inserted inlarfng) of Toyoda Koko, also a
modern artist. The gist of the latter method is that a design
chiselled A jour has its outlines veoieered with o^r metal which
serves to eniiffiasuie thwn. Thus, having pierced a spray of flowers
in a thin sheet of shibuichi, the artist fits a slender rim of gold, silver
or shakudo to the petals, loaves and stalks, so that an effect Is

produced of transparent blosaoms outlined in gold, silver or purple.
Another modem achiovement-—also chue to Suzuki Gensuke—-is

(mixed metals). It is .a singular concoprioa, and the
results obtained depend Ivgely on chance. Sliibuichi and shakudo
are melted separately, and when they have cooled just enough not
to mingle too intimately, they arc* cast kite a bar which is subse-

quent boaton fiat. Ihe plate thus obtained shows accidetttal

ctoudiii^, or massing of dark tones, and these patd^ are taken as
the basis of a pictorial design to which final cnaractcr is given by
inla3dng with gold and silver, and by kata-klri sculpture. Such
pictures partake largely of the impressionist character, but thc\'

attain much beauty in the hands of the Japanese artist with hi's

extensive rSt*eriovrt of suggestive sj-mbols. A process fesemhliiiR
maze-gane, but less fortuitous, is ^M^chi-dtyshi (combined shibui-
chi), which Involves beating togeOier two kinds of shibuichi and then
adding a third variety, alter which the details of the picture are
worked in as tn the case of maee-gane. The charm of these metliodfe

is that certain parts of the decorative design seem to float, not on
the surface of the inetal, but actually withUi it, an admirable effect

of depth and atmosphere being thus produced. Mention mua^ also
be of an extracxrdinarfly elaborate and troublesome process
invented by Kaikna fppu, a great artist of the present day. It is

called (^ound^t intayingf). In fltia exqutette and
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-brush austead of itaing it as a cotmnioa cut^ ioR tool. They aucxeedad
admtcably. In tihe katarkki-bori every iine hM ito proper value
in the pictorial I design, and strength and directness become •cardinal
dements in Um str^es of tbo h^n pist as they do in the brash-
work of the picture-painier. The same fundamental rule applied,
too, -whether the debl of the decoratioa was silk, paper or metal.
The artist's tool, be it hrvsh or burin, must perform its task by one
effort. There must be no appearance of Bubsequent detuning, or
extending, or re-cutting or tintsliing. Kata-kiri-bori by a great
eapert is a delight. One is lost in aistomshmeiit at the nervous yet
pecfectiy regulated force and the unerting fidelity at every trace of
the chisel. Another variety of carving raiicli affected by artists
of the ijib cmtnry, a^ now laijgely used, is called skitli^-bord
or iiiim-af-ocn'. In this style the surface of the donign is not raised
above the geseeal plane of the field, but an effect of projection is

obtained ei^er.by reoessmg the whole apace immediately surround-
ing the design, or by enefoi^g tlie latter in a scarped franu>. Yet
another and very fovourite method, giving beautiful results, is to
model the design on both faces of the metal so as to give a sculpture
in the round. The fashion is always accon^>aaii«d by chiseliing
a jour {sMka$hi-bon), so that the sculptured portions stand out in
their entirety,

lolay^ with gold or silver was among the early forms of
decoration in Japan. The skill developed in roodom times is at

laimi'Int
f^ual to anything which the past can show, and^ the results produced are much more imposing. There

are two principal kinds of inlaying : the first called kon-sogan (true
inlaying), the second nunofM-zdgan ilinen-mesh iulajrir^). As to
the former, the Japanese method does not differ tram that seen
in the beautiful iron censers and vases inlaid with gold which the
Chinese produced from the SiUn-ie era (i4a6-i436). In the surface
of the metal the workman cuts grooves wider at the base than at tlie

top, and then hammers into them gold or silver wire. Such a process
presents no remarkable features, except that it has been carried by
the Japanese to an eoctraordiiiary degree of elaborateneas. The
nunome-sogan is more interesting. Suppose, for example, that the
artist desires to produce an inlaid diaper. His first business is to
chisel the surface in lines forming the basic pattern of the design.
Thus, for a diamond-petal diaper the chisel 1b carried across tlie face
of the metal horizontally, tracing a number of parallel bands
divided at fixed intervals by ribs which are obtained merely
straightening the chisel and striking it a heavy blow. The same
process is then rqieatcd in another direction, so that the new bands
cross the old at an aiigleadapted to the nature of the design . Several
independent chiseUings may be necessary before the lines of the
diaper emerge clearly, but throughout the whole operation no
measurement of any kind is taken, the artist being guided entirely
by hi.s hand and eye. The metal is then heated, not to redness, but
Buiiicieutly to develop a certain degree of softncBS, and the workman,
hiking a veiy thin sheet of gold (or silver), hammers portions of it

into the salient points of the design. In ordinarj- cases this is the
sixth process. The seventh is to hammer gold into the outHnes of
the diaper

;
the eighth, to hammer it into the pattern filling the

spacc.s between the lines, and the ninth and tenth to complete the
details. Of course the more intricate the design the more numerous
the processfcs. It is scarcely possible to imagine a higher effort of
hand and eye than this nunofnt-xogan displays, for while intricacy
ami elaboralcncfis are carried to the very cxhn»me, absedute mochani-
cal accuracy is obtained. Sometimes in the same design we see gold
of three difiorent hues, obtained by varying the alloy. A third kind
of inlaying, peculiar to Japan, is sumi^edgan {ink-iamying), so called
because the inlaid design gives the iizipre68i<Mi of having been painted
with Indian ink beneath the transparent suiiace of tlie metal. The
difference between this process and ordinary inlaying is that lor
sumt-eogen tlie design to be inlaid is fully chiselled out of an indopmi*
dent Uock of metal with sides sloping so as to be broader at the
base than at the top. The object whibh is to receive the deraration
is then channelled in dimensions corvesponding to those of the ^sign
block, and the latter having been fixed in the channels, the surface
IS ground and polished until an intimate anfon is obtained between
the inlaid design and the metal .forming its fi^d. Very beautiful
eflucts are thus produced, for the design seems to have grown up to
the surface of the metal field rather than to have been [uaated in it.

Shibuichi inlaid with shakudo used to be tib«commonestcombination
of mertah in this class of decoration, and the objects usually depicted
were bamt>oos, crows, wild-fowl under the moon, peony sprays and
so forth.

A variety of decoration much practised by early experts, and
carried to a high degree of excellence in modem times, is mokume-ft

Wood (wood-grained ground). The process in this case is to

mtaod ^ 'fi® jrfato of metal and beat it into another plate

Oroueda ^ *i«»lttr metai,m that thetwo, fdiough welded togemr^
retain their sopiurato forms. The mass, while still hot, is

coated with hena-tsuchi (a kind of marl) and rolled in straw ash, in
which state it is roasted over a charcoal fire raised to glowhig heat
with ifhe bellows. The clay having been removed, another plate of
the same metal U beaten in, and the aaoiB process is repeate<r This
is deoeaevecal times, number depending on the qumity of gvain-
ing that the expert desires to produce. The manifend plate is then
heavily punfched from one side, so that the opposite face protrudes in

broken blisters, which arc then hammered down until each becomesa
neoitas of wave prougatioBr ^ fine urock the ^ex of the blister is
ground off before tlm final hammering. Iron was tha metd used
exdttsively for work of this kind down to the z6th oentuiry, but
ymrms metals began thenceforth do be combined. PextoM the
Chofoest variely is geld graining in a shakudo field. By repeated
hamaeii^ and pohsklng the expert obtains such control of the
wood-gram pattern that its sinuosities and eddiw seem to have
developed symmertry without fosing ar^thing of thek
grace. There are other methods el jpnxlnciiig nwhumd'-ji.

It has been frequently asserted by Western critics that the
year (187^) which witnessed the abolition of sword-wearing in
|apmi, witnessed also the end of her artistic motal- Medtremud
work. That is a great mistake. The art has merely dndbnf
developed new pha.sfes in modem times. Not oiffy are
its masters as skilled now as they were in tlie days of the Goto,
the Kara, the Vokoya and the Vanagawa celebrities, but also
their productions must be called greater in many respects and
more interestmg than those of their renowned predecessors.
They no longer devote themselves to the manulacture of sword
ornaments, but work father at vases, censers, statuette^,
plaques, boxes and other objects of a serviceable or ornamental
nature. All the processes described above are practised
them with full success, and they have added others quite as
remarkable.

Of these, one of the most ialerestiiig is called kifihame (insertion).
The decorative design having been completely cliisclled in the round,
is then fixed in a field of a different met^, in which a design of
exactly similar outline has been cut out. The result is that the
picture has no blank reverse. For example, on the surface of a
shibuichi box-lid wc see the backs of a flock of geese chiselled in
silver, and when the lid is opened, their breasts and tlie under sides
of their pinions appear. The difficulty of such work is plain. Micro-
^pic accuracy ha.s to be attained in cutting out the space for the
insertion of the design, and while the latter must be soldered finnly
in its place, not the slightest trace of solder or the least sign of
junction must be discernible behveen the metal of the inserted
picture and that of the field in which it is kiserted. Suzuki G^suke
18 the inventor of this method. He belongs to a class of experts
called uchimow>sht fhamoiorers) who perform preparatory work
for glyptic artists in metal. The skill of these men is often wonder-
ful. Using the hammer only, some of them can beat out an intricate
shape as truly and delicately as a sculptor couM carve it with his
chi^s. Ohori Masatoshi, an uchimono shi of Aizn (d. 1S97), made
SSL silver cake-box in the form of a sixtccn-pctalled chrysanthemum.
The' shapes of the body and lid corresponded sd intimately that,
whereas the lid could be slipped on easily and smoothly without an>'
attempt to adjust its curves to those of the body, it always fitted so
dosdy that the box could be lifted by i^aspiog the lid only.
Another feat of his was to apply a lining of silver to a Bhakudo box
by shaping and hammering only, the ht being so perfect that the
lining clung like paper to every part of the box. Suzuki Gensuke
and Hirata Soko are scarcely lew expert. The latter once exhibited
in Tokyo a silver game-cock with soft plumage and surface modelling
of the moat delicate character. U had been made by means of the
hammer only. Suzuki's kiribame process is not to be confounded
with the kiribame-iPgan (inserted inlarfng) of Toyoda Koko, also a
modern artist. The gist of the latter method is that a design
chiselled A jour has its outlines veoieered with o^r metal which
serves to eniiffiasuie thwn. Thus, having pierced a spray of flowers
in a thin sheet of shibuichi, the artist fits a slender rim of gold, silver
or shakudo to the petals, loaves and stalks, so that an effect Is

produced of transparent blosaoms outlined in gold, silver or purple.
Another modem achiovement-—also chue to Suzuki Gensuke—-is

(mixed metals). It is .a singular concoprioa, and the
results obtained depend Ivgely on chance. Sliibuichi and shakudo
are melted separately, and when they have cooled just enough not
to mingle too intimately, they arc* cast kite a bar which is subse-

quent boaton fiat. Ihe plate thus obtained shows accidetttal

ctoudiii^, or massing of dark tones, and these patd^ are taken as
the basis of a pictorial design to which final cnaractcr is given by
inla3dng with gold and silver, and by kata-klri sculpture. Such
pictures partake largely of the impressionist character, but thc\'

attain much beauty in the hands of the Japanese artist with hi's

extensive rSt*eriovrt of suggestive sj-mbols. A process fesemhliiiR
maze-gane, but less fortuitous, is ^M^chi-dtyshi (combined shibui-
chi), which Involves beating togeOier two kinds of shibuichi and then
adding a third variety, alter which the details of the picture are
worked in as tn the case of maee-gane. The charm of these metliodfe

is that certain parts of the decorative design seem to float, not on
the surface of the inetal, but actually withUi it, an admirable effect

of depth and atmosphere being thus produced. Mention mua^ also
be of an extracxrdinarfly elaborate and troublesome process
invented by Kaikna fppu, a great artist of the present day. It is
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-brush austead of itaing it as a cotmnioa cut^ ioR tool. They aucxeedad
admtcably. In tihe katarkki-bori every iine hM ito proper value
in the pictorial I design, and strength and directness become •cardinal
dements in Um str^es of tbo h^n pist as they do in the brash-
work of the picture-painier. The same fundamental rule applied,
too, -whether the debl of the decoratioa was silk, paper or metal.
The artist's tool, be it hrvsh or burin, must perform its task by one
effort. There must be no appearance of Bubsequent detuning, or
extending, or re-cutting or tintsliing. Kata-kiri-bori by a great
eapert is a delight. One is lost in aistomshmeiit at the nervous yet
pecfectiy regulated force and the unerting fidelity at every trace of
the chisel. Another variety of carving raiicli affected by artists
of the ijib cmtnry, a^ now laijgely used, is called skitli^-bord
or iiiim-af-ocn'. In this style the surface of the donign is not raised
above the geseeal plane of the field, but an effect of projection is

obtained ei^er.by reoessmg the whole apace immediately surround-
ing the design, or by enefoi^g tlie latter in a scarped franu>. Yet
another and very fovourite method, giving beautiful results, is to
model the design on both faces of the metal so as to give a sculpture
in the round. The fashion is always accon^>aaii«d by chiseliing
a jour {sMka$hi-bon), so that the sculptured portions stand out in
their entirety,

lolay^ with gold or silver was among the early forms of
decoration in Japan. The skill developed in roodom times is at

laimi'Int
f^ual to anything which the past can show, and^ the results produced are much more imposing. There

are two principal kinds of inlaying : the first called kon-sogan (true
inlaying), the second nunofM-zdgan ilinen-mesh iulajrir^). As to
the former, the Japanese method does not differ tram that seen
in the beautiful iron censers and vases inlaid with gold which the
Chinese produced from the SiUn-ie era (i4a6-i436). In the surface
of the metal the workman cuts grooves wider at the base than at tlie

top, and then hammers into them gold or silver wire. Such a process
presents no remarkable features, except that it has been carried by
the Japanese to an eoctraordiiiary degree of elaborateneas. The
nunome-sogan is more interesting. Suppose, for example, that the
artist desires to produce an inlaid diaper. His first business is to
chisel the surface in lines forming the basic pattern of the design.
Thus, for a diamond-petal diaper the chisel 1b carried across tlie face
of the metal horizontally, tracing a number of parallel bands
divided at fixed intervals by ribs which are obtained merely
straightening the chisel and striking it a heavy blow. The same
process is then rqieatcd in another direction, so that the new bands
cross the old at an aiigleadapted to the nature of the design . Several
independent chiseUings may be necessary before the lines of the
diaper emerge clearly, but throughout the whole operation no
measurement of any kind is taken, the artist being guided entirely
by hi.s hand and eye. The metal is then heated, not to redness, but
Buiiicieutly to develop a certain degree of softncBS, and the workman,
hiking a veiy thin sheet of gold (or silver), hammers portions of it

into the salient points of the design. In ordinarj- cases this is the
sixth process. The seventh is to hammer gold into the outHnes of
the diaper

;
the eighth, to hammer it into the pattern filling the

spacc.s between the lines, and the ninth and tenth to complete the
details. Of course the more intricate the design the more numerous
the processfcs. It is scarcely possible to imagine a higher effort of
hand and eye than this nunofnt-xogan displays, for while intricacy
ami elaboralcncfis are carried to the very cxhn»me, absedute mochani-
cal accuracy is obtained. Sometimes in the same design we see gold
of three difiorent hues, obtained by varying the alloy. A third kind
of inlaying, peculiar to Japan, is sumi^edgan {ink-iamying), so called
because the inlaid design gives the iizipre68i<Mi of having been painted
with Indian ink beneath the transparent suiiace of tlie metal. The
difference between this process and ordinary inlaying is that lor
sumt-eogen tlie design to be inlaid is fully chiselled out of an indopmi*
dent Uock of metal with sides sloping so as to be broader at the
base than at the top. The object whibh is to receive the deraration
is then channelled in dimensions corvesponding to those of the ^sign
block, and the latter having been fixed in the channels, the surface
IS ground and polished until an intimate anfon is obtained between
the inlaid design and the metal .forming its fi^d. Very beautiful
eflucts are thus produced, for the design seems to have grown up to
the surface of the metal field rather than to have been [uaated in it.

Shibuichi inlaid with shakudo used to be tib«commonestcombination
of mertah in this class of decoration, and the objects usually depicted
were bamt>oos, crows, wild-fowl under the moon, peony sprays and
so forth.

A variety of decoration much practised by early experts, and
carried to a high degree of excellence in modem times, is mokume-ft

Wood (wood-grained ground). The process in this case is to

mtaod ^ 'fi® jrfato of metal and beat it into another plate

Oroueda ^ *i«»lttr metai,m that thetwo, fdiough welded togemr^
retain their sopiurato forms. The mass, while still hot, is

coated with hena-tsuchi (a kind of marl) and rolled in straw ash, in
which state it is roasted over a charcoal fire raised to glowhig heat
with ifhe bellows. The clay having been removed, another plate of
the same metal U beaten in, and the aaoiB process is repeate<r This
is deoeaevecal times, number depending on the qumity of gvain-
ing that the expert desires to produce. The manifend plate is then
heavily punfched from one side, so that the opposite face protrudes in

broken blisters, which arc then hammered down until each becomesa
neoitas of wave prougatioBr ^ fine urock the ^ex of the blister is
ground off before tlm final hammering. Iron was tha metd used
exdttsively for work of this kind down to the z6th oentuiry, but
ymrms metals began thenceforth do be combined. PextoM the
Chofoest variely is geld graining in a shakudo field. By repeated
hamaeii^ and pohsklng the expert obtains such control of the
wood-gram pattern that its sinuosities and eddiw seem to have
developed symmertry without fosing ar^thing of thek
grace. There are other methods el jpnxlnciiig nwhumd'-ji.

It has been frequently asserted by Western critics that the
year (187^) which witnessed the abolition of sword-wearing in
|apmi, witnessed also the end of her artistic motal- Medtremud
work. That is a great mistake. The art has merely dndbnf
developed new pha.sfes in modem times. Not oiffy are
its masters as skilled now as they were in tlie days of the Goto,
the Kara, the Vokoya and the Vanagawa celebrities, but also
their productions must be called greater in many respects and
more interestmg than those of their renowned predecessors.
They no longer devote themselves to the manulacture of sword
ornaments, but work father at vases, censers, statuette^,
plaques, boxes and other objects of a serviceable or ornamental
nature. All the processes described above are practised
them with full success, and they have added others quite as
remarkable.

Of these, one of the most ialerestiiig is called kifihame (insertion).
The decorative design having been completely cliisclled in the round,
is then fixed in a field of a different met^, in which a design of
exactly similar outline has been cut out. The result is that the
picture has no blank reverse. For example, on the surface of a
shibuichi box-lid wc see the backs of a flock of geese chiselled in
silver, and when the lid is opened, their breasts and tlie under sides
of their pinions appear. The difficulty of such work is plain. Micro-
^pic accuracy ha.s to be attained in cutting out the space for the
insertion of the design, and while the latter must be soldered finnly
in its place, not the slightest trace of solder or the least sign of
junction must be discernible behveen the metal of the inserted
picture and that of the field in which it is kiserted. Suzuki G^suke
18 the inventor of this method. He belongs to a class of experts
called uchimow>sht fhamoiorers) who perform preparatory work
for glyptic artists in metal. The skill of these men is often wonder-
ful. Using the hammer only, some of them can beat out an intricate
shape as truly and delicately as a sculptor couM carve it with his
chi^s. Ohori Masatoshi, an uchimono shi of Aizn (d. 1S97), made
SSL silver cake-box in the form of a sixtccn-pctalled chrysanthemum.
The' shapes of the body and lid corresponded sd intimately that,
whereas the lid could be slipped on easily and smoothly without an>'
attempt to adjust its curves to those of the body, it always fitted so
dosdy that the box could be lifted by i^aspiog the lid only.
Another feat of his was to apply a lining of silver to a Bhakudo box
by shaping and hammering only, the ht being so perfect that the
lining clung like paper to every part of the box. Suzuki Gensuke
and Hirata Soko are scarcely lew expert. The latter once exhibited
in Tokyo a silver game-cock with soft plumage and surface modelling
of the moat delicate character. U had been made by means of the
hammer only. Suzuki's kiribame process is not to be confounded
with the kiribame-iPgan (inserted inlarfng) of Toyoda Koko, also a
modern artist. The gist of the latter method is that a design
chiselled A jour has its outlines veoieered with o^r metal which
serves to eniiffiasuie thwn. Thus, having pierced a spray of flowers
in a thin sheet of shibuichi, the artist fits a slender rim of gold, silver
or shakudo to the petals, loaves and stalks, so that an effect Is

produced of transparent blosaoms outlined in gold, silver or purple.
Another modem achiovement-—also chue to Suzuki Gensuke—-is

(mixed metals). It is .a singular concoprioa, and the
results obtained depend Ivgely on chance. Sliibuichi and shakudo
are melted separately, and when they have cooled just enough not
to mingle too intimately, they arc* cast kite a bar which is subse-

quent boaton fiat. Ihe plate thus obtained shows accidetttal

ctoudiii^, or massing of dark tones, and these patd^ are taken as
the basis of a pictorial design to which final cnaractcr is given by
inla3dng with gold and silver, and by kata-klri sculpture. Such
pictures partake largely of the impressionist character, but thc\'

attain much beauty in the hands of the Japanese artist with hi's

extensive rSt*eriovrt of suggestive sj-mbols. A process fesemhliiiR
maze-gane, but less fortuitous, is ^M^chi-dtyshi (combined shibui-
chi), which Involves beating togeOier two kinds of shibuichi and then
adding a third variety, alter which the details of the picture are
worked in as tn the case of maee-gane. The charm of these metliodfe

is that certain parts of the decorative design seem to float, not on
the surface of the inetal, but actually withUi it, an admirable effect

of depth and atmosphere being thus produced. Mention mua^ also
be of an extracxrdinarfly elaborate and troublesome process
invented by Kaikna fppu, a great artist of the present day. It is

called (^ound^t intayingf). In fltia exqutette and
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was always scanty, and, owing to official prohibitions, the ware did

not find its way into the general market.
The history of Kioto ware—which, being lor the most part faience,

belongs to an entirely dificrent category from the Hizen porcelains

spoken of above—is the history of individual ceramists
rather than of special manufactures. Speaking broadly,

however, four different varieties are usually distinguished. They
are raku-yahi, awata-yakt, iwakura-yaki and kiyomizu’yaki.

Raku>yaki is essentially the dome.stic faience of Japan ;
for,

being entirely hand-made and fired at a very low temperature,

„ . Its manufacture offers few difficulties, and has conse-
' quently been carried on by amateurs in their own

homes at various places throughout the countr>\ The raku-yaki
of Kir»to is the parent of all the rest. It was first produced by a
Korean who emigrated to Japan in the early part of the 16th cen-

tury. But the term fuku^yaki did not come into use until the close

of the century, when Chrijiro (artistic name, Choryii) received from
Hideyoshi (the Taiku) a seal bearing the ideograph raku^ with which
he thenceforth stamped his productions. Thirteen generations of the
same family earned on the w^ork, each using a stamp with the same
ideograph, its calligraphy, however, differing sufficiently to be identi-

fied by connoisseurs. The faience is thick and clumsy, having soft,

brittle and very light p'lte. The staple type has black glaze showing
little lustre, and in choice varieties this is curiously speckled and
pitted with red. Salmon-coloured, red, yellow and white glazes

are also found, and in late specimens gilding was addl'd. The raku
faience owed much of its jxipularity to the patronage of the tea

clubs. The nature of its paste and glaze adapted it for the infusion

of powdered tea, and its homely character suited the austere canons
of the tea ceremonies.
Awata-yaki is the best known among the ceramic productions of

Kioto. There is evidence to show that the art of decoration with

Awmim pnamels over the glaze reached Kioto from Hizen in

the meddle of the 17th century. Just at that time
there flourished in the Western capital a potter of remarkable ability,

called Nomura Seisuke. He immediately utilized the new method,
and produced many beautiful examples of jcw’elled faience, having
clo.se, hard piUe^ yellowish-white, or hrownish-whilc, glaze covered
with a network of fine crackle, and sparse decoration in pure full-

bodied colours— red, green, gold and silver. He worked chiefly

at Awata, and thus brought that factory into prominence. Nomura
Seisuke, or Ninsci as he is commonly called, w^as one of Japan's
greatest ceramists. (Genuine examples of his faience have always
been highly prized, and numerous imitations were subsequently
produced, all stamped with the ideograph Ninsci. After Ninaei^s
time, the most renowned ceramists of the Awata factories were
Kenzan (iG8«-i74o)

;
Ebisci, a contemporary of Kenzan

;
Dohachi

(1751-17O3), who subsequently moved to Kiyomizu-zaka, another
part of Kioto, the faience of which constitutes the KiyOmizu-yaki
mentioned above

;
KinkOzan (1745-1760) ;

Hozan (1690-1721)

;

Taizan (T7O0-1800)
;
Bizan (1810^x838)

;
and Tanzan, who was still

living in 1909. It must be noted that several of these names, as
Kenzan, Dohachi, KinkOzan, Hozan and Taizan, were not limited to
one artist. They arc family names, and though the dates we have
given indleatc the eras of the most noted ceramists in each family,
amatefll must not draw any chronological conclusion from the mere
fact that a specimen bears such and such a name.
The origin of the Iwakura-yaki is somewhat obscure, and its

. . history, at an early date, becomes confused with thatiwmmin, Awata-yaki, from which, indeed, it does not materi-
ally differ,

in the term KiyOmizu-yaki may be included roughly all the faience

of Kioto, with the exception of the three varieties described atovc.
«. . . The distinction between Kiyomizu, Awata and Iwa-
liiyomtMu, ^ primarily local. They arc parts of the same
city, and if their names have been used to designate particular
classes of pottery, it is not because the technics or aecorative
features of each claas distin^ish it from the other two, but chiefly

for the purpose of identifying the place of production. On the
slopes called Kiyomizu-zaka and GojO-zaka lived a number of
ceramists, all following virtually the same models with variations
due to individual genius. The principal Kiyomizu artists were

:

Ebisci, who moved from Awata to GojO-zaka in 1688
;
Eisen and

Uokubei, pupils of Ebisei
;
Mokuboi, a pupil of Eisen, but more

celebrated than his master; Shuhei (1790-1810), Kentei (1782-
1820), and Zengoro Hozen, generally known as Eiraku (1790-1850).
Eisen was the first to manufacture porcelain (as distinguished from
faience) in Kioto, and this branch of the art was carried to a high
standard of excellence by Eiraku, whose speciality was a rich coral-
red glaze with finely executed decoration in gold. The latter cera-
mist excelled also in theAproduction of purple, green and yellow
glazes, which he combinea with admirable skill and taste. Some
choice ware of the latter ^pc was manufactured by him in Ki^ii,
by order of the feudal chief of that province. It Is known as Kaira-
ku-ym^yahi (ware of the Kairaku park).

No phrase is commoner in the mouths of Western collectors than
"Old Satsuma"; no ware is rarer in Western collections. Nine

SMtmutBM
ninety-nine pieces out of every thousand

that do duty as genuine examples of this prince of
faiences arc simply examples of the skill of modem forgers. In

point of fact, the production of faience decorated with gold and
coloured enamels may be said to have commenced at the beginning
of the 19th century in Satsuma. Some writers maintain that it

did actually commence then, and that nothing of the kind had
existed there previously. Setting aside, however, the strong improb-
ability that a style of decoration so widely practised and so highly
esteemed could have remained unknown during a century and a
half to experts working for one of the most puissant chieftains in

Japan, we have the evidence of trustworthy traditions and written
records tliat enamelled faience was made by the potters at Tat-
sumonii—^the principal factory of Satsuma-warc in early days—a.s

far back as the year 1676. Mitsuhisa, then feudal lord of Satsuma,
was a munificent patron of art. He summoned to his fief tlie painter
Tangen—a pupil of the renowned Tanyu, who died in 1674—and
em^oyed him to paint faience or to furnish designs for the ceramists
of Talsumonji. The ware produced under these circumstances
is still known by the name of Satsuma Tangen. But the number of
specimens was small. Destined chiefly for private use or for pre-
sents, their decoration was deUcate rather than rich, the cobur
chiefly employed being brown, or reddish brown, under the glaze,

and the decoration over the glaze being sparse and cliaste. Not until
the close of the 18th century or the beginning of the 19th did the
more profuse fashion ol enamelled decoration come to be largely
employed. It was introduced by two potters who had visited

Kioto, and there observed the ornate methods so well illustrated

in the v-ares of Awata and Kiyomizu. At the same time a strong
impetus was given to the production of faience at Tadeno—then the
chief factory in Satsuma—owing to the patronage of Shimazu
Tamanobu, lord of the provmce. To this increase in production
and to the more elaborate application of vitriffable enamels may be
attributed the erroneous idea that Satsuma faience decorated with
gold and coloured enamels had its origin at the close of the 18th
century. For all the purposes of the ordinary collector it may be
said to have commenced then, and to have come to an end about
i860

;
but for the purposes of the historian we must look farther back.

The ceramic art in Satsuma owed much to the aid of a number of

Korean experts who settled tlicie after the return of the Japanese
forces from Korea. One of the.se men, Boku Heii, discovered

(1603) clay fitted lor the manufacture of white craqueU faience.

This'was the subsequently celebrated Satsuma’yaki. But in Ibku's
time, and indeed as long as the factories flourished, many other
kinds of faience were produced, the principal having rich black or
flamhi glazes, while a few were green or yellow monochromes.
One curious variety, called same-yakiy had glaze chagrined like the
skin of a shark. Most of the finest pieces of enamelled faience
were the work of artists a1 the Tadeno factory, while the best speci-

mens of other kinds were by the artists of Tatsumonji.
The porcelain of Kutani is among those best known to Western

collectors, though good specimens of the old ware have always been
scarce. Its manufacture dates from the close of the 17th ^ .

century, when the feudal chief of Kaga took the industry
under his patronage. There were two principal varieties of the ware

;

ao-Kutanif so called because of a green [ao) enamel of great brilliancy

and beauty which was largely used in its decoration, and Kutani
with painted and enamelled pate varying from hard porcelain to

pottery. Many of the pieces arc distinguished by a peculiar creamy
whiteness of glaze, suggesting the idea that they were intended to

imitate the soft-paste wares ol China. The enamels are used to
delineate decorative subjects and are applied in masses, the principal

colours being green, yellow and soft I^ssian blue, all briluant and
transparent, with the exception of the last which is nearly opaque.
In many cases we find large portions of the surface completely
covered with green or yellow enamel overlying black dialers or
scroll patterns. The second variety of Kutani ware may often be
mistaken for " old Japan " (t.e. Imari porcelain). The most charac
teristic examples of it are distinguishable, however, by the prepon-
derating presence of a peculiar russet red, differing essentially from
Uxe full-bodied and comparatively brilliant colour of the Arita

pottery. Moreover, the workmen of Kaga did not follow the Arita

precedent of massing blue under the glaze. In the great majority

of cases they did not use blue at all in this position, and when tlioy

did, its place was essentially subordinate. They also employed
silver freely for decorative purposes, whereas we rarely find it thus
used on *’ old Japan " porcelain.

About the time (1843) of the ao-Kutani revival, a potter called

lida Hachiroemon introduced a style of decoration which subse-

quently came to be regarded as typical of all Kaga porcelains.

Taking th j Eiraku porcelains of Kioto as models, Hachiroemon
employed red grounds with designs traced on them in gold. The
style was not absolutely new in Kaga. We find similar decoration

on old and choice examples of Kutani-yaki. But the character of

the old red differs essentially from that of the modem manufacture

—

the former being a soft, suTOued colour, more like a bloom than an
enamel; the latter a glossy and comparatively crude pijgment.

In Hachiroemon's time and during the Wenty years following the

date of his innovation, many bMUtiful examples of elaborately

decorated Kutani porcelain were produced. The richness, profusion

and microscopic accuracy of their decoration could scarcely nave been
surpassi^

;
but, with very rare exceptions, their lack of ddkacy oi

tec^ique disqualBes them to rank as floe porcelains.
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-brush austead of itaing it as a cotmnioa cut^ ioR tool. They aucxeedad
admtcably. In tihe katarkki-bori every iine hM ito proper value
in the pictorial I design, and strength and directness become •cardinal
dements in Um str^es of tbo h^n pist as they do in the brash-
work of the picture-painier. The same fundamental rule applied,
too, -whether the debl of the decoratioa was silk, paper or metal.
The artist's tool, be it hrvsh or burin, must perform its task by one
effort. There must be no appearance of Bubsequent detuning, or
extending, or re-cutting or tintsliing. Kata-kiri-bori by a great
eapert is a delight. One is lost in aistomshmeiit at the nervous yet
pecfectiy regulated force and the unerting fidelity at every trace of
the chisel. Another variety of carving raiicli affected by artists
of the ijib cmtnry, a^ now laijgely used, is called skitli^-bord
or iiiim-af-ocn'. In this style the surface of the donign is not raised
above the geseeal plane of the field, but an effect of projection is

obtained ei^er.by reoessmg the whole apace immediately surround-
ing the design, or by enefoi^g tlie latter in a scarped franu>. Yet
another and very fovourite method, giving beautiful results, is to
model the design on both faces of the metal so as to give a sculpture
in the round. The fashion is always accon^>aaii«d by chiseliing
a jour {sMka$hi-bon), so that the sculptured portions stand out in
their entirety,

lolay^ with gold or silver was among the early forms of
decoration in Japan. The skill developed in roodom times is at

laimi'Int
f^ual to anything which the past can show, and^ the results produced are much more imposing. There

are two principal kinds of inlaying : the first called kon-sogan (true
inlaying), the second nunofM-zdgan ilinen-mesh iulajrir^). As to
the former, the Japanese method does not differ tram that seen
in the beautiful iron censers and vases inlaid with gold which the
Chinese produced from the SiUn-ie era (i4a6-i436). In the surface
of the metal the workman cuts grooves wider at the base than at tlie

top, and then hammers into them gold or silver wire. Such a process
presents no remarkable features, except that it has been carried by
the Japanese to an eoctraordiiiary degree of elaborateneas. The
nunome-sogan is more interesting. Suppose, for example, that the
artist desires to produce an inlaid diaper. His first business is to
chisel the surface in lines forming the basic pattern of the design.
Thus, for a diamond-petal diaper the chisel 1b carried across tlie face
of the metal horizontally, tracing a number of parallel bands
divided at fixed intervals by ribs which are obtained merely
straightening the chisel and striking it a heavy blow. The same
process is then rqieatcd in another direction, so that the new bands
cross the old at an aiigleadapted to the nature of the design . Several
independent chiseUings may be necessary before the lines of the
diaper emerge clearly, but throughout the whole operation no
measurement of any kind is taken, the artist being guided entirely
by hi.s hand and eye. The metal is then heated, not to redness, but
Buiiicieutly to develop a certain degree of softncBS, and the workman,
hiking a veiy thin sheet of gold (or silver), hammers portions of it

into the salient points of the design. In ordinarj- cases this is the
sixth process. The seventh is to hammer gold into the outHnes of
the diaper

;
the eighth, to hammer it into the pattern filling the

spacc.s between the lines, and the ninth and tenth to complete the
details. Of course the more intricate the design the more numerous
the processfcs. It is scarcely possible to imagine a higher effort of
hand and eye than this nunofnt-xogan displays, for while intricacy
ami elaboralcncfis are carried to the very cxhn»me, absedute mochani-
cal accuracy is obtained. Sometimes in the same design we see gold
of three difiorent hues, obtained by varying the alloy. A third kind
of inlaying, peculiar to Japan, is sumi^edgan {ink-iamying), so called
because the inlaid design gives the iizipre68i<Mi of having been painted
with Indian ink beneath the transparent suiiace of tlie metal. The
difference between this process and ordinary inlaying is that lor
sumt-eogen tlie design to be inlaid is fully chiselled out of an indopmi*
dent Uock of metal with sides sloping so as to be broader at the
base than at the top. The object whibh is to receive the deraration
is then channelled in dimensions corvesponding to those of the ^sign
block, and the latter having been fixed in the channels, the surface
IS ground and polished until an intimate anfon is obtained between
the inlaid design and the metal .forming its fi^d. Very beautiful
eflucts are thus produced, for the design seems to have grown up to
the surface of the metal field rather than to have been [uaated in it.

Shibuichi inlaid with shakudo used to be tib«commonestcombination
of mertah in this class of decoration, and the objects usually depicted
were bamt>oos, crows, wild-fowl under the moon, peony sprays and
so forth.

A variety of decoration much practised by early experts, and
carried to a high degree of excellence in modem times, is mokume-ft

Wood (wood-grained ground). The process in this case is to

mtaod ^ 'fi® jrfato of metal and beat it into another plate

Oroueda ^ *i«»lttr metai,m that thetwo, fdiough welded togemr^
retain their sopiurato forms. The mass, while still hot, is

coated with hena-tsuchi (a kind of marl) and rolled in straw ash, in
which state it is roasted over a charcoal fire raised to glowhig heat
with ifhe bellows. The clay having been removed, another plate of
the same metal U beaten in, and the aaoiB process is repeate<r This
is deoeaevecal times, number depending on the qumity of gvain-
ing that the expert desires to produce. The manifend plate is then
heavily punfched from one side, so that the opposite face protrudes in

broken blisters, which arc then hammered down until each becomesa
neoitas of wave prougatioBr ^ fine urock the ^ex of the blister is
ground off before tlm final hammering. Iron was tha metd used
exdttsively for work of this kind down to the z6th oentuiry, but
ymrms metals began thenceforth do be combined. PextoM the
Chofoest variely is geld graining in a shakudo field. By repeated
hamaeii^ and pohsklng the expert obtains such control of the
wood-gram pattern that its sinuosities and eddiw seem to have
developed symmertry without fosing ar^thing of thek
grace. There are other methods el jpnxlnciiig nwhumd'-ji.

It has been frequently asserted by Western critics that the
year (187^) which witnessed the abolition of sword-wearing in
|apmi, witnessed also the end of her artistic motal- Medtremud
work. That is a great mistake. The art has merely dndbnf
developed new pha.sfes in modem times. Not oiffy are
its masters as skilled now as they were in tlie days of the Goto,
the Kara, the Vokoya and the Vanagawa celebrities, but also
their productions must be called greater in many respects and
more interestmg than those of their renowned predecessors.
They no longer devote themselves to the manulacture of sword
ornaments, but work father at vases, censers, statuette^,
plaques, boxes and other objects of a serviceable or ornamental
nature. All the processes described above are practised
them with full success, and they have added others quite as
remarkable.

Of these, one of the most ialerestiiig is called kifihame (insertion).
The decorative design having been completely cliisclled in the round,
is then fixed in a field of a different met^, in which a design of
exactly similar outline has been cut out. The result is that the
picture has no blank reverse. For example, on the surface of a
shibuichi box-lid wc see the backs of a flock of geese chiselled in
silver, and when the lid is opened, their breasts and tlie under sides
of their pinions appear. The difficulty of such work is plain. Micro-
^pic accuracy ha.s to be attained in cutting out the space for the
insertion of the design, and while the latter must be soldered finnly
in its place, not the slightest trace of solder or the least sign of
junction must be discernible behveen the metal of the inserted
picture and that of the field in which it is kiserted. Suzuki G^suke
18 the inventor of this method. He belongs to a class of experts
called uchimow>sht fhamoiorers) who perform preparatory work
for glyptic artists in metal. The skill of these men is often wonder-
ful. Using the hammer only, some of them can beat out an intricate
shape as truly and delicately as a sculptor couM carve it with his
chi^s. Ohori Masatoshi, an uchimono shi of Aizn (d. 1S97), made
SSL silver cake-box in the form of a sixtccn-pctalled chrysanthemum.
The' shapes of the body and lid corresponded sd intimately that,
whereas the lid could be slipped on easily and smoothly without an>'
attempt to adjust its curves to those of the body, it always fitted so
dosdy that the box could be lifted by i^aspiog the lid only.
Another feat of his was to apply a lining of silver to a Bhakudo box
by shaping and hammering only, the ht being so perfect that the
lining clung like paper to every part of the box. Suzuki Gensuke
and Hirata Soko are scarcely lew expert. The latter once exhibited
in Tokyo a silver game-cock with soft plumage and surface modelling
of the moat delicate character. U had been made by means of the
hammer only. Suzuki's kiribame process is not to be confounded
with the kiribame-iPgan (inserted inlarfng) of Toyoda Koko, also a
modern artist. The gist of the latter method is that a design
chiselled A jour has its outlines veoieered with o^r metal which
serves to eniiffiasuie thwn. Thus, having pierced a spray of flowers
in a thin sheet of shibuichi, the artist fits a slender rim of gold, silver
or shakudo to the petals, loaves and stalks, so that an effect Is

produced of transparent blosaoms outlined in gold, silver or purple.
Another modem achiovement-—also chue to Suzuki Gensuke—-is

(mixed metals). It is .a singular concoprioa, and the
results obtained depend Ivgely on chance. Sliibuichi and shakudo
are melted separately, and when they have cooled just enough not
to mingle too intimately, they arc* cast kite a bar which is subse-

quent boaton fiat. Ihe plate thus obtained shows accidetttal

ctoudiii^, or massing of dark tones, and these patd^ are taken as
the basis of a pictorial design to which final cnaractcr is given by
inla3dng with gold and silver, and by kata-klri sculpture. Such
pictures partake largely of the impressionist character, but thc\'

attain much beauty in the hands of the Japanese artist with hi's

extensive rSt*eriovrt of suggestive sj-mbols. A process fesemhliiiR
maze-gane, but less fortuitous, is ^M^chi-dtyshi (combined shibui-
chi), which Involves beating togeOier two kinds of shibuichi and then
adding a third variety, alter which the details of the picture are
worked in as tn the case of maee-gane. The charm of these metliodfe

is that certain parts of the decorative design seem to float, not on
the surface of the inetal, but actually withUi it, an admirable effect

of depth and atmosphere being thus produced. Mention mua^ also
be of an extracxrdinarfly elaborate and troublesome process
invented by Kaikna fppu, a great artist of the present day. It is

called (^ound^t intayingf). In fltia exqutette and
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It was at the little village oi Seto, some five miles from Nago^.

the chief town of the province of or BishG, that the celebrated

Owmri Kato Shfrozaemon made the first Japanese fai^ce
worthy to be considered a technical success. Shiro>

zaemon produced dainty little tea-jars, ewers and o^er eha-no-
yu utensils. These, being no longer stoved in an inverted posi-
tion, as had been the habit before Shirozaemon's time, were not
disfigured by the bare, blistered lips of their predecessors. Their
pdte was close and well manufactured pottery, varying in colour
from dark brown to russet, and covered with tMck, lustrous glazes—black, amber-brown, chocolate and yellowish grey. These glazes
were not monochromatic : they showed differences of tint, and
sometimes marked varieties Of colour

;
as when chocolate-lvown

paased into amber, or black was relieved by streaks and clouds of
grey and dead-leaf red. This ware came to be known as Tdshivo-
yaki, a term obtained by combining the second syllable of Kato
with the two first of Shirozaemon. A genuine example of it is at
present worth many times its weight in gold to Japanese dilettanti,
though in foreign eyes it is little more than interesting. Shirozaemon
was succeeded at the kiln by three generations of his family, each
representative retaining the name of Toshiro, and each distinguish-
ing himself by the excellence of his work. Thenceforth Seto became
the headquarters of the manufacture of cha-no-yu utensils, and many
of the tiny pieces turned out there deserve high admiration, their
technique being perfect, and their mahogany, russet-brown, amber
and buff glazes showing wonderful lustre and richness. Seto, in
fact, acquired such a widespread reputation for its ceramic pro-
ductions that the term seto-mono (Seto article) came to be used
generally for all pottery and porcelain, just as China " is in the
West. Seto has now ceased to be a pottery-producing centre, and
has become the chief porcelain manufactory of Japan. The porce-
lain industry was inaugurated in 1807 by Tamikichi, a local cera-
mist, who had visited riizen and spent three years there studying
the necessary processes. Owari abounds in porcelain stone

;
but

it does not occur in constant or particularly simple forms, and as
the potters have not yet learned to treat their materials scieniifically,
their work is often marred by unforeseen difficulties. For many
years after Tamikichi 's processes had begun to be practised, the
only decoration employed was blue under the glaze. Sometimes
Chinese cobalt was used, sometimes Japanese, and sometimes a
mixture of both. To Kawamoto Hansuke, who flourished about
1830-1845, belongs the credit of having turned out the richest and
most attractive ware of this class. But, speaking generally, Japanigse
blues do not rank on the same decorative level with those of China.
At Arila, although pieces were occasionally turned out of which
the colour could not be surpassed in purity and brilliancy, the
general character of the blue couverte was either thin or dull.

At Hirado the ceramists affected a lighter and more delicate tone than
that of the Chinese, and, in order to obtain it, subjected the choice
pigment of the Middle Kingdom to refining processes of great severity.
The Hirado blue, therefore, belongs to a special aesthetic category.
But af*Ow'ari the experts were content with an inferior colour,
and their blue-and-while porcelains never enjoyed a distinguished
reputation, though occasionally we find a specimen of great merit.

Decoration with vitrifiable enamels over the glaze, though it

began to be practised at Owari about the year 1840, never became
a speciality oi the place. Nowadays, indeed, numerous examples
of porcelains decorated in this manner arc classed among Owari
products. But they receive their decoration, almost without
exception, in TskyO or Yokohama, where a large number of artists,

called e-tsufie-shi, devote ^emselves entirely to porcelain-painting.
These men seldom use vitrifiable enamels, pigments being mu<m
more tractable and less costly. The dominant feature of the designs
is pictorial. They are frankly adapted to Western taste. Indeed,
of this porcelain it may be said that, from the monster pieces of
blue-and-white manufactured at Seto—^vases six feet high and
garden pillar-lamps half as tall again do not dismay the Bishu
ceramist—to tiny cofiee-cups decorated in Tokyo, with their
delicate miniatures of birds, flowers, insects, fishes and so forth,

everything indicates the death of the old severe aestheticism. To
such a depth of debasement had the ceramic art fallen in Owari, that
before the happy renaissance of the past ten years, Nagoya dis-

credited itself by employing porcelain as a base for cloisonne enamel-
ling. Many products of this vitiated industry have found their

way into the collections of foreigners.

Pottery was produced at seveml hamlets in Bizen as far back as
the 14th century, but ware worthy of artistic notice did not make its

appearance until the close of the lOth century, when
• the TaikO himself paid a visit to the factory at Imbe.

Thenceforth utensfis for the use of the tea-clubs began to be
manufactured. This Bizen-yaki was red stoneware, with thin
diaphanous glaze. Made of exceedingly refractory clay, it under-
went stoving for more than three weeks, and was consequently
remarkable for its hardness and metallic timbre. Some fifty years
later, the character of the choicest Bizen-vaki underwent a marked
change.* It became slate-coloured or bluish-brown fkience, with
pdie as fine as pipe-clay, but very hard. In the ao-Bizen (blue
Bizen), as well as in the red variety, figures of mythical beings and
animals, birds, fishes and other natural objects, were modelled with
a degree of plastic ability that can scarcely be spoken of in too high

terms. Representative speeimeas are truly admicable^**every hnA
every contour faithful. The psoduction was very limited, and good

g
ieces soon ceased to be piocumble except at long intervals and
eavy expense. The Bizen*yaki familiar to Weetern coUectom is

comjMratively coarse brown or reddish brown stoneware, modelled
rudely, though sometimes redeemed by touches of the genius never
entirely absent frosa the work of the Japanese artisan-artist. Easy
to be confounded with it is another ware of the same type manu-
factured at Sfaidoro.in the province of Totomi.
The Japanese potters could never vie with the Chinese in the

produc^n of glazes : the wonderful monochromes and polychromes
of the Middle Kingdom had no peers anywhere. In
Japan they were most closely approached by the faience

'•***•"•

of Talmtori in the province of Chikusen. In its early days the
ceramic industry of this province owed something to the assistance
of Korean experts who settled there after the -expedition of 1592.
But its chief development took place under the direction of laarashi
Jizaemon, an amateur ceramist, who, happening to visit Chikuzen
about 1620, was taken under the protection of the chief of the
fief and munificently treated. Taking the renowned ya<hpitn^yao,
or “ transmutation ware '"of China as a model, the Talmtori potters
endeavoured, by skilful mixing of colouring materials, to reproduce
the wonderful effects of oxidization seen in the Chinese ware.
They did not, indeed, achieve their ideal, but they did succeed
in producing some exquisitely lustrous glazes of the flambi type,
rich transparent brown passing into claret colour, with fiecks or
streaks of white and clouds of " iron dust." The pdte of this
faience was of the finest description, and the technique ig every
respect faultless. Unfortunately, the best experts confined them-
selves to working for the tea clubs, and consequently produced only
insignificant pieces, as tea-jars, cups and little ewers. During the
18th century, a departure was made from these strict canons. From
this period date most of the specimens best known outside Japan

—

cleverly modelled figures of mythological beings and animals covered
with lustrous variegated glazes, the general colours being grey or
buff, with tints of green, chocolate, brown and sometimes blue.
A ware of which considerable quantities have found their way

westward of late years is the Awap-yakif so called from the island
of Awaji where it is manufactured in the village of Iga. A^ait
It was first produced between the years 1830 and 1840 ^

** ‘

by one Kaju Mimpei, a man of considerable private means who
devoted himself to the ceramic art out of pure enthusiasm. His
story is full of interest, but it must suffice hero to note the results
of his enterprise. Directing his efforts at first to reproducing the
deep green and straw-yellow glazes of China, he had exhausted almost
his entire resources before success came, and even then the public
was slow to recognize the merits of his ware. Neverthelesif he
persevered, and in 1836 we find him producing not only green and
yellow monochromes, but also greyish white and mirror-black
glazes of high excellence. So thoroughly had he now mastered the
manapment of glazes that he could combine yellow, gteen, white
and claret colour in regular patches to imitate tortoise-shell. Many
of his pieces have designs incised or in relief, and others are skilfully

decorated with gold and silver. Awaji-yaki, or Mimpei-yaki as ft

is often called, is generally porcelain, but we occasionally find speci-
mens which may readily be mistaken for Awata faience.

Banko faience is a universal favourite with foreign collectors.

The type generally known to them is exceedingly light ware, for the
most pari made of light grey, unglazed clay, and having
hand-modelled decoration in relief. But there are
numerous varieties. Chocolate or dove-coloured grounds with deli-

cate diapers in gold and engob$; brown or black faience with white,
yellow and pink designs incised or in relief

;
pottery curiously

and deftly marbled by combinations of various coloured claya—
these and many other kinds are to be found, all, however, presenting
one common feature, namely, skilful finger-moulding and a sl^ht
roughening of the surface as though it had received the impression
of coarse linen or cra^ before baking. This modem banko-yahi is

produced chiefly at Vokkaichi in the province of Ise. It is entirely
different from the original banko-warc made in Kuwana, in the same

g
rovince, by Numanami Gozaemon at the close of the i8th century.
rozaemon was an imitator. He took for his models the raku

faience of Kioto, the masterpieces of Ninsei and Kenzan, the rococo
wares of Korea, the enamelled porcelain of China, and the blue-and-
white ware of Delft. He did not found a school, simply because he
had nothing new to teach, and the fact that a modem ware goes by
the same name as his productions is simply because his seal—the
inscription on which (oanAo, everlasting) suggested the name of
the ware—subsequently (18^0) fell into the hands of one Mori
Yusetsu, who applied it to his own ware. Mori Yfisetsu, ^wever,
had more origin^ty than Numanami. He conceived the idea of
shapina his pieces by putting the mould inside and pressing tlie clay
with the hand into the matrix. The consequence was that his

wares received the design on the inner, as well as the outer surface,

and were moreover thumb-marked-—essential characteristics of the
banko-3^ki now so popular.
Among a multitude oi other Japanese wares, space allows us to

mention only two, those of Izumo and Yatsushiro. The
chief of the former is faience, having light grey, close

rsaate.

pdU and yellow or straw-coloured glaze, with or without crackle,
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their reputation by reverting to Chinese models, is not only

ahotlier tribute to the perennial supremacy of Chinese porce-

lains, but also a fresh illustration of the eclectic genius 01 Jap-
anese art. All the products of this new effort are porcelains

proper. Seven kilns arc devoted, wholly or in part, to the new

wares : belonging to Miyagawa Shbzan of Ota, SeifQ Y6lici of

Ki5to, Takemoto Hayata and KatC Tomojiro of T6ky6, Higuchi

Haruzane of Hirado, Sliida Yasukyo of Kaga and Kato Masukichi

of Seto.

Among the seven ceramists here enumerated, Seifu of Kioto

probably oiyoys the highest reputation. If we except the ware of

- / SatBuma, it may be said that nearly ail the fine faience

VtA/J* ^ Japan was manufactured formerly in Kioto. Nomura
Ninsei, in the middle of the 17th century, inaugurated

a long era of beautiful productions with his cream-like " fish-roe"

craqueU glazes, carrying rich decoration of clear and brilliant

vitrifiable enamels. It was he who gave their first really artistic

impulse to the kilns of Awata, Mizoro and Iwakura., whence so

many delightful specimens of faience issued almost without inter-

ruption until the middle of the 19th century and continue to

issue to-day. The three Kenzan, of whom the third died in 1820 ;

Ehisei; the four Dohachi, of whom the fourth was still alive

in 1909 ;
the Kamya family, manufacturers of the celebrated

Kinkozan ware
;
Hoaan, whose imitations of Delft faience and his

pAte-sm-pdte pieces with fem-acroli decoration remain incomparable

;

Taizan Yohei, whose ninth descendant of the same name now pro-

duces fine specimens of Awata ware lor foreign markets
;
Tanzau

Y<»hitaro and his son Kokuro, to whose credit srtauds a new departure

m the form of faience having pdte-sur-pdU decoration of lacc patterns,

diapers and archaic designs executed in low relief with admirable

skiU and minuteness
;
the two Bizan, renowned for their represen-

tations of richly apparelled figures as decorative motives
;
Rokubei,

who studied painting under Maruyama Okyo and followed the

naturalistic style of that great artist
;
Mokubei, the first really

expert manufacturer of translucid porcelain in Kioto
;

Shuhei,

Kintci, and above all, Zengoro Hozeii, the celebrated potter of

Eiraku wares—these names and many others give to Kioto ceramics

an eminence as well as an individuality which few other wares of

Japan can boast. Nor is it to be supposed that the avicient capital

now lacks great potters. Okamura Yasutaro, commonly ^led
Shozan, produces specimens which only a vor\* acute connoisseur

can distinguish from the work of Nomura Niusci
;
Tanzan Rokuro's

half-tint enamels and soft creamy glazes would have stood high in

any epoch
;
Taizan Yohei produces Awata faience not inferior to

that of former days : Kagiya Sobei worthily supports the reputation

of the Kinkozan ware ;
fewamoto Eijiro has made to the order of

a well-kdown Ki5to firm many specimens now figuring in foreign

coUectioFiS as old masterpieces
;
and Ito Tozan succeeds in decorating

faience witli seven colours sous couverte (black, green, blue, russet-

red, tea-brown, purple and peach), a feat never before accomplished.

It is therefore an error to assert that Kioto has no longer a title

to be called a great ceramic centre, Seifu Yohei, however, has the

special faculty of manufacturing monochromatic and jewelled

porcelain and faience, which differ essontiallv from the traditional

Kir»to typos, their models being taken directly from China. But a

sharp distinction Ims to be drawn between the method of Seifu and
that of the other six ceramists mentioned above as following Chinese

fashions. It is this, that whereas the latter produce their chromatic

effects by mixing the colouring matter with the glaze, Seifu paints

the biscuit with a pigment over which he runs a translucid colourless

glaze. The Kirdo artist’s process is much easier tlian that of his

rivals, and although his monochromes arc often of most pleasing

delicacy and fine tone, they do not belong to the same category of

technical excellence as the wares they imitate. From this judg-

ment must be excepted, however, his ivory-white and cSladon wares,

as weU as his porcelains decorated with blue, or blue and red sous

couverte, and with vitrifiable enarahls over the glaze. In these five

varieties he is emphaticaliy great. It cannot be said, indeed, that

Ills cSladon show's the velvety richne.ss of surface and tenderness of

colour that distinguished the old Kuang'yao and Lungchuan-yao

of China, or that he has ever essayed the moss-edged crackle of the

h(4iutiful Ko-yao. But his Uladon certainly equals the more modern
Chinese examples from the Kang-hsi and Yung-cheng kilns. As for

his ivory-white, it distinctly surpasses the Cliinese Ming Chen-yao

in every quality except an inflcscribable intimacy of glaze and
pate which probably can never be obtained by either Japanese or

European methods.
Miyagawa Shozan, or Makuzu, as he is uenerally called, has never

followed Seifu's example in descending from the difficult manipu-

lation of coloured glazes to the comparatively simple
Affragawa process of painted biscuit. This comment does not
SAdsao. ^ Qf couverte. In that

class of' beantifttl ware the application of pigment to the unglazed

pAie is inevitable, and both Seifu and Miyagawa, working on

the same lines as thfeir Chinese predecessors, produce porceflains

that almost rank with choice Kang-hsi specimens, though they

have not yet mastered the processes sufficienUy to employ

them in the manufacture of large imposing pieces or wares of

moderate price. But in the matter ol true monochromatic and
polychromatic glazes, to Shuzan belongs the credit of having
inaugurated Chinese fashions, and if he has never fully succeeded in

achieving lang-yao (sang-de-bosuf), cki-hung (liquid-dawn 1^),
chiang^ou^huHg (bean-blossom red, the " peach-blow " of American
collectors), or above all pin-kwo-tsing .(apple-green with red bloo^,
his efforts to imitate them have resuK^ in some very interesting

pieces.

Takemoto and Kato of Tdky5 entered the field subsequently to

Shozan, but followed the same models approximately. Takemoto,
however, has made a sociality of black ghues, ^ rxM
aim being to rival the Sung Chitu-yao^ with its glaae ^
of mirror-black or raven’s-wing green, and its leveret

fur streaking or russot-moss dappling, the prinCe of all wares in the

estimation of the j apancse t ea-<uubs. Like Shrizan^ he is still very far

from his original, but, also like Shozan, he produces highly meritorious

pieces in his efforts to reach an i Jeal tlial will probably continue to

elude him for ever. Of Kato there is not much to be said. He has

not succeeded in winning great distiaction, but he manufactures
some very delicate monochromes, fully deserving to be classed among
prominent evidences of the now departure. Tokyo was never a
centre of ceramic production. Even during the 300 years of its

conspicuous prosperity as the administrative capital 01 the Toku-
gawa sh'iguns, it had no noted factories, doubtless owing to the

absence of any suitable potter's clay in the immediate vicinity.

Its only notable production of a ceramic character was the work
of Miura Kenya (1830-1843), who followed the methods of the cele-

brated Haritsu (1688-1704) of Ki~>to in decorating |^in or lacquered

wood with mosaics of raku faience having coloured glazes. Kenya
was also a skUled modeller of figures, ana his factory in the Imado
suburb obtained a considerable reputation for work of that nature.

He was succeeded by Tozawa Benshi, an okl man of over seventy

in 1909, who, using clay from Owari or Hizen, has turned out m^y
porcelain statuettes of great beauty. Bat although the capital

of Japan formerly play^ only an insigndficant part in Japanese
ceramics, modern Tokyr> has an important school of artist-artisans.

Every year large quantities of porcelain and faience are sent from
thf' provinces to the capital to receive surface decoration, and in

wealth of design as well as carefulness of execution the results arc

iwaiseworthy. But of the pigments employed nothing very lauda-

tory could be said until vory recent times. They were ^nerally
crude, of impure tone, and without depth or brilliancy. Now, how-
ever, they have lost these defects and entered a period of consider-

able excellonce. Figure-subjects constitute the cnief feature of the

designs. A majority of the artists arc content to copy old pictures

of Buddha's sixteen disciples, the seven gods of happiness, aikl other

similar assemblages of mythical or historical personages, nut only

because such work offers large opportunity for the use of striking

colours and the production of meretricious effects, dear to the eye

of the«average Western householder and tourist, but also because

a complicated design, as compared with a simple one. has the advan-

tage of hiding the technical imperfections of the ware. Of late there

have liappily appeared some decorators who prefer to choo.se their

subjects from the natural field in which their great predecessors

excelled, and there is reason to hope that this more congenial and
more ^easing style will supplant its fnodern usurper. The best

known factory in TckyO for decorative purposes is the Hyochi-en.

It was established in the Fuka^wa suburb in 1875, with the imme-
diate object of preparing specimens for the first TokyCV exhibition

held at that time. Its munders obtained a measure of official aid,

and were able to secure the services of some good artists, among
whom may be mentioned Obanawa and Sbimauchi. The porcelains

of Owari and Arita naturally received most attention at the hands of

the Hy6^i-cn decorators, but there was scarcely one of the principal

wares of Japan upon which they did not try their skill, and if a piece

of monochromatic Minton or Sevres came in their way, they under-

took to improve it by the addition of designs copied from old masters

or suggested by modem taste. The cachet of the Fukagawa
atelier was indiscriminately applied to all such pieces, and has

probably proved a source of confusion to collectors. Many other

tactories tor decoration were established from time to time in

Tokyo. Of these some still exist
;
others, ceasing to be profitable,

have been abandoned. On the whole, the industry may now be

said to have assumed a domestic character. In a house, presentmg

no distinctive features whatsoever, one finds the dt'coraior with a

cupboard full of bowls and vases of glazed biscuit, which he adorns,

piece by piece, using the simplest conceivable apparatus and a meagre
supply of pigments. Sometimes he fixes the decoration himself,

employing for that purpose a small kiln which stands in his back

garden
;
sometimes he entrusts this part of the work to a factory.

As in the case of everything Japanese, tliere is no pretence, no useless

expenditure about the process. Yet it is plain that this school of

Tokyo decoratora, though often choosing their subjects badly, have

contributed much to the progress of the ceramic art during the past

few years. Little by little there has boon developed a decree of skill

which compares not unfavourably with the work of the old masters.

TaHe eervices of Owari porcelain-— the ware itself excelilentiy

manipulated and of almost e^g-sheU fineness—are now decorated

with fforal scroUs, landscapes, insects, birds, figure-subjects and all
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the early part of the 8th century they began to ornament it

with dust of gold or mother-of-pearl, and throughout the Heian

epoch (9th to 12th century) they added pictorial designs, though

of a formal character, the chief motives being floral subjects,

arabesques and scrolls. All this work was in the style known as

hira-makic (flat decoration); that is to say, having the decorative

design in the same plane as the ground. In the days of the great

dilettante Yoshimasa (1449-1490), lacquer experts devised a

new style, taka-^akie, or decoration in relief, which immensely

augmented the beauty of the ware, and constituted a feature

altogether special to Japan. Thus when, at the close of the

16th century, the Taiko inaugurated the fashion of lavishing all

the resources of applied art on the interior decoration of castles

and temples, the services of the lacquerer were employed to an

extent hitherto unknown, and there resulted some magnificent

work on friezes, coffered ceilings, door panels, altar-pieces and

cenotaphs. This new departure reached its climax in the Toku-

gawa mausolea of Yedo and NikkO, which are enriched by the

possession of the most splendid applications of lacquer decora-

tion the world has ever seen, nor is it likely that anything of

comparable beauty and grandeur will be again produced in the

same line. Japanese connoisseurs indicate the end of the 17th

century as the golden period of the art, and so deeply rooted is

this belief that whenever a date has to be assigned to any

specimen of exceptionally fine quality, it is unhesitatingly

referred to the time of Joken-in (Tsunayoshi).

Among the many skilled artists who have practised this beautiful

craft since the first on record, Kiyohara Nonsuye (c. 1169). may be

mentioned Koyetsu (1538-1637) and his pupils, who are especially

noted for their inro (medicine-cases w'orn as part of the costume)

;

Kajikawa Kinjiro {c. 1O80), the founder of the great Kajikawa

family, which continued up to the 19th century;
;
and Koma KyOhakii

(d. 1715), whose pupils and descendants maintained his traditions

for a period of equal length. Of individual artists, perhaps the most

notable is Ogata Korin (d. 171O), whose skill was equally great in

the arts of painting and ^ttery. 11c was the eldest son of an artist

named Ogato Soken, and studied the styles of the Kan6 and Tosa

schools successively. Among the artists who influenced him were

Kano Tsunenobu, Komura S{>tatsu and Koyctsu. His lacquer-ware is

distinguished fora Iwld and at limes almost eccentric impressionism,

and his use of inlay is strongly characteristic. Ritsu6 (1663- 17.1 7),

a pupil and contemporary of Kr)rin, and like him a potter and

painter also, was another 'lacquerer of great skill Then followed

fjanzan, the two Shiomc, Yamamoto ShunshO and his pupils,

Yamada J<*ka and Kwanshosai Toyo (late i8th century). In the

beginning of the 19th century worked Shokv'asai, who frequently

collaborated with the metal-worker Shibayama, encrusting his

lacquer with small dtjcorations in metal by the latter.

No important new' developments have taken place during modem
limes in Japan's lacquer manufacture. Her artists follow the old

ways faithfully
;
and indeed it is not easy to sec how

could do better. On the other hand, there has

not been any deterioration
;
all the. skill of former days

is still active. The contrary has been repeatedly affirmed by foreign

critics, but no one really familiar with modem productions can

entertain such a view, llacquer-making, however, being essentially

an art and not a mere handicraft, has its cra.s of great masters and

its seasons of inferior execution. Men of the calibre of Koyelsu Korin,

Ritsuo, Kajikawa and Mitsutoshi must be rare in any age, and the

epoch when they flourished is justly remembered with enthusiasm.

But the Mciji era has had its Zeshin, and it had in 1909 Shirayama

Fukumatsu, Kawanabe Itcho, Ogawa Shomin, Uematsu Homin,

Shiba>'ama S6ichi, Morishita Morihachi and other lesser experts, all

masters in designing and execution. Zeshin, shortly before he died,

indicated Shiraj'ama Fukumatsu as the man upon w'hom his mantle

should descend, and that the judgment of this really great craftsman

was correct cannot be denied by any one who has seen the works

of Shirayama. He excels in his representations of landscapes and

waterscapes, and has 8uccee<led in transferring to gold-lacquer

panels tender and delicate pictures of nature's softest moods—pic-
tures that show' balance, richness, harmony and a fine sense of

decorative proportion. Kawanabe Itcho is celebrated for his

representations of flowers and foliage, and Morishita Morihachi

and Asano Saburo (of Kaga) are admirable in all styles, but c^cially,

perhaps, in the charming variety called togi-dashi (ground down),

which is pre-eminent for its satin-like texture and for the atmosphere

of dreamy softness that pervades the decoration. 'I^e togi-dashi

design, vrnen findy executed, seems to hang suspended in the velvety

lacquer or to float undex its silky surface. The magnificent sheen and

richness of the pure kin-makie (gold lacquer) are wanting, but in

their place we have inimitable tenderness and delicacy.

The only branch of the lacquerer's art that can be said to have

shown any marked development in the Meiji era is that in which
parts of the decorative scheme consist of objects in gold, silver,

shakudo, shibuichi, iron, or, above all, ivory or mother- „
of pearl. It might indeed be inferred, from some of

the essays published in Europe on the subject of Japan's
ornamental arts, that this application of ivory and
mother-uf-pearl holds a place of paramount importance. Such
is not the case. Cabinets, fire-screens, plaques and boxes resplen-

dent with gold lacquer grounds carrying elaborate and profuse

decoration of ivory and mother-of-pearl ^ arc not objects that appeal

to Japanese taste. They belong essentially to the catalogue of

articles called into existence to meet the demand of the foreign

market, being, in fact, an attempt to adapt the lacquerer's art to

decorative furniture for European houses. On tlie whole it is a
successful attempt. The plumage of gorgeously-hued birds, the

blossoms of flowers (especially the hydrangea), the folds of thick

brocade, microscopic diapers and arabesques, are bujlt up with tiny

fragments of iridescent shell, in combination with silver-foil, gold-

lacquer and coloured bone, the whole producing a rich and sparkling

cflect. In fine specimens the workmanship is extraordinarily

minute, and every fragment of metal, shell, ivory or bone, used to

construct the decorative scheme, is imbedded firmly in its place.

But in a majority of cases the work of building is done by means of

paste and glue only, so that the result lacks durability, The employ-

ment of mother-of-pearl to ornament lacquer grounds dates from a
period as remote as the 8th century, but its use as a material for

constructing decorative designs began in the 17th century, and was
due to an expert called Shibayama, whose descendant, Shibayaina

Soichi, has in recent years been associated with the same work in

Tokyo.

In the manufacture of Japanese lacquer there are three processes.

The first is the extraction and preparation of the lac
;
the second,

its application; and the third, the decoration of ^e
lacquered surface. The lac, when taken from an incision

in the trunk of the Rhus vernicifera (urushi-no-ki), contains approxi-

mately 70% of lac acid, 4 % of gum arabic, 2 % of albumen, and

24 % of water. It is strained, deprived of its moisture, and receives

an admixture of gamboge, cinnabar, acetous protoxide or some
other colouring matter. The object to be lacquered, which is

generally made of thin white pine, is subjected to singularly thorough

and painstaking treatment, one of the processes being to cover it

with a layer of Japanese paper or thin hempen cloth, which is fixed

by means of a pulp of rice-paste and lacquer. In this way the danger

of warping is averted, ana exudations from the wooden surface are

prevented from reaching the overlaid coats of lacquer. Numerous
operations of luting, sizing, lacquering, polishing, drying, rubbing

down, and so on, are performed by the nurtmono-shi, until, after

many days’ treatment, the object emerges with a smooth, lustre-

like dark-grey or coloured surface, and is ready to pass into the hands

of the makk-shiy or decorator. The latter is an artist
;
those who

have performed the preliminary operations are merely skilled artt-

san.s. The makie-shi may be said to paint a picture on the surface

of the already lacquered object. He takes for subject a landscape,

a seascape, a battle-scene, flowers, foliage, birds, fishes, insects—in

short, anything. 'Thi.s he sketches in outline with a paste of w'hitt

lead, and then, having filled in the details with gold and colours, he

superposes a coat of translucid lacqutfr, which is finally subjected

to carelul polishing. If parts of the design arc to be in relief, they

are built up with a putty of black lacquer, white lead, camphor and
lamp-black. In all fine lacquers gold predominates so largely that

the general impression conveyed by the object is one of glow and

richness. It is also an inviolable rule that every part must show

beautiful and highly finished work, w’hether it be an external or an

internal part. The makic-shi ranks almost as high as the pictorial

artist in Japanese esteem. He frequently signs his works, and a

great number of names have been thus handed down during the

past tw'o centuries.

Cloisonne Ewome/.—Cloisonne enamel is essentially of modem
development in Japan. The process was known at an early

period, and was employed for the purpose of subsidiary^

decoration from the close of the 16th century, but not until the

19th century did Japanese experts begin to manufacture

the objects known in Europe as “ enamels ”
;
that is to .say,

vases, plaques, censers, bowls, and so forth, having their surface

covered with vitrified pastes applied either in the champleve or the

cloisonne style. It is necessary to insist upon this fact, because

it has been stated wnth apparent authority that numerous speci-

mens which began to be exported from 1865 were the outcome^

of industry^ commencing in the i6th century and reaching

point of culmination at the beginning of the i8th There is

not the slenderest ground for such a theory. The work began in

1838, and Kaji Tsunekichi of Owari was its originator. During

20 years previously to the reopening of the country in 1858,

^ Obtained from the shell of ihs tialictts.
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cloisonne enamelling was practiaed in the manner now understood

by the tenii ; when foreign merchants began to settle in Yoko-
hama, several experts were working skilfully in Owari after the

methods of Kaji Tsimekichi. Up to tiiat time tliere had been
little demand for enamels of large dimensions, but when the

foreign market called for vases, censers, plaques and such things,

no difficulty was found in supplying them. Thus, about the

year 1865, there commenced an export of enamels which had no
prototypes in Japan, being destined frankly for European and
American collectors. From a technical point of view these

specimens had much to recommend tliem. The base, usually of

copper, was as thin as cardboard
;
the cloi.sons, exceedingly line

and delicate, were laid on with care and accuracy
;
the colours

were even, and the designs showed artistic judgment. Two
faults, however, mu^red the work—first, the shapes were clumsy
and impleasing, being copied from bronzes whose solidity

justified forms unsuited to thin enamelled vessels
;

secondly,

the colours, sombre and somewhat impure, lacked the glow and
mellowness that give decorative superiority to the technically

inferior Chinese enamels of the later Ming and early Tsing eras.

Very soon, however, the artisans of Nagoya (Owari), Yokohama
and T6ky6—where the art had been taken up—found that

faithful and fine workmanship did not pay. The foreign mer-
chant desired many and cheap specimens for export, rather than
few and costh’. 'I’here followed then a period of gradual decline,

and the enamels exported to Europe showed so much inferiority

that they were supposed to be the products of a widely different

era and of different makers. The industry was threatened with
extinction, and would certainly have dwindled to insignificant

dimensions had not a few earnest artists, working in the face of

many difficulties and discouragements, succeeded in striking out

new lines and establishing new standards of excellence.

Three dearly differentiated schooLs now (1875) came into cxislmcc.
One, headed by Namikawa Yasuyuki of Kioto, took for its objects

^ the utmost delicacy and perfection of teclinique, rich-

SchooU clocoralioii,' purity of design and harmony of
colour. Tho thin clumsily shaped vasos of the Kaji

school, with their uniformly distributed decoration of diapers,
scrolls and arabesques in comparatively dull colours, ceased alto-

gether to bo produced, their place being taken by graceful specimens,
technically llawle-ss, and carrying designs not only free from stillness,

but also executed in colours at once rich and soft. This school may
be subdivided, Kioto representing one branch, Nngoya, Tokyo and
Yokohama the other. In the products of the Kioto branch the
decoration generally covered the whole surface of the piece

;
in the

products <oi the other branch th(' artist aimed rather at pictorial

effect,^Pkicing Mio design in a monochromatic field of low tone. Jt
is plain that such a method as tho latter implies great command of
coloured pastes, and, indeed, no feature of the manufacture is more
conspicuous than tho progress made during the period 1880 -iyoo
in compounding and firing vitrifiablc enamels. Many excellent
examples of cloisonne enamel have been produced by each branch
of this school. Tliere has been nothing like them in any other
country, and they stand at an immeasurable distance above the
works of the early Owari schixil represented by Kuji Tsunekichi
and his pupils and colleagues.

The second of the modern schools is headed by Namikawa Sosuke
of Tokyo, It is an easily traced outgrowth of the second branch of the

first school ju.st described, for one can readily undcr-
placing the decorative design in a

ifnamv . monochromatic field of low tone, which is essentially
a pictorial method, development would proceed in the direction
of concealing the mechanics of th^ art in order to enhance the
pictorial effect. Thus arose the so-called “ cloisonloss enamels

"

\musmpppS), They are not always without cloisons. The design
is generally framed at the outset with a ribbon of thin metal,
precisely after the manner of ordinary cloisonn6 ware. But as
the work proceeds the cloisons are hidden—unless their presence
is necessa^ to give emphasis to the design—and the final result is

a picture in vitrified enamels.
The characteristic production.^ of the third among the modern

schools are monochromatic and translucid enamels. All students

Manacbro~ ceramic art know that the monochrome porce-

m*tlc
" China owe their beauty to the fact that tho

BuMtath.
in the glaze, not under it. The ceramist

finds no difficulty in. applying a uniform coat of pig-
ment to^rcelain biscuit, and coveniig the whole with a diaphanous
glaze. The colonr is fixed and the glaze set by secondary firing at a
lower temperature than that necessary for hardening the pdU.
Such porcelains, however, lack the velvet-like softness and depth of
tone so justly- prized in the genuine monochrome, where the g^c

iteelf contains the colouring matter, p&te and glaze being fired
simultaneously at the same high temperature. It is apparent that
a vitrified enamel may be made to perform, in part at any rate, the
function of a porcelain glaze. Acting upon that theory, the exports
of Tokyo and Nagoya have produced many very beautiful speci-
mens of monochrome enamel—yellow (canary or straw), vos^e du
BfUfvy^ liquid-dawn, red, aubergine purple, green (grass or leaf),

dove-grey and lapis lazuli blue. The pieces do not quite reach the
level of Chinese monochrome porcelains, but their inferiority is not
marked. The artist's great difficulty is to hide the metal base
completely. A monochrome loses much of its attractiveness when
tJie colour merges into a metal rim, or when the interior of a vase
is covered with criuie unpolished paste. But to spread and fix the
enamel so that neither at tho rim nor in tho interior shall there be
any break of continuity, or any indication that tlie base is copper,
not porcelain, demands quite exceptional skill.

The translucid enamels 01 the modern school arc generally
associated with decorative bases. In other words, a suitable design
IS chiselled in the metal base so as to be visible through - .

the diaphanous enamel. Very beautiful effects of broken
and softened lights, combined with depth and delicacy of

® ^ "

colour, are thus obtained. But the decorative designs which lend
themselves to such a purpose are not numerous. A gold base deeply
chiselled in wave-diaj>oi and overrun with a paste of aubergine
purple is the most pleasing. A still higher achievement is to apply
to the ciiiselled base designs exocutefl in coloured enamels, finally
covering the whole with translucid paste. Admirable results arc
thus produced

;
as when, through a medium of cerulean blue, bright

goldfish and blue backed carp appear swimming in silvery waves,
or brilliantly plumaged birds seem to soar among fleecy clouds. The
artists of this scliool show also much skill in using enamels for the
purposes of subordinate decoration—suspending enamelled butter-
flies, birds or floral sprays, among the reticjlations of a silver

vase chiscilod d /owr
;

or filling with translucid enamels parts of a
decorative scheme sculptured in iron, .silver, gold 01 shakudo.

V.—Economic Conditions

Communications ,—From the conditions actually cxi.stiug in

the 8th century after the Christian era the first compilers of

Japanese history inferred the conditions which might
have existed in the 7th century before that era. One Post» in

of their inlercnces was that, in the early days, com- Buriy

munication was by water only, and that not until

549 B.c. did the most populous region of the empire—the
west coast—come into possession of public roads. S x hundred
years later, the local satraps arc represented as having received

instructions to build regular highways, and in the 3rd century

the mas.sing of troops for an over-.sea expedition invested

roads with new value. Nothing is yet heard, however, abo.it

posts. Tliesc evidences of civilization did not make their

appearance until the first great era of Japanese reform, the

Taika period (645-650), when stations were established along

the principal highways, provision wa.s made of post-horses,

and a .sy.stem of bells and checks was devised for distinguishing

official carriers. In those day.s ordinary travellers were required

to carry passports, nor had they any share in the benefits of

the official organization, which was entirely under the control of

the minister of war. Great difficulties attenJed the movements
of private persons. Even the task of transmitting to the

central government provincial taxes paid in kind had to be dis-

charged by specially organized parties, and this journey from the

north-eastern districts to the capital generally occupied three

months. At the close of the 7th century the emperor Mommu is

said to have enacted a law that wealthy persons living near the

highways must supply rice to travellers, and in 745 an empress

(Koken) directed that a stock of medical necessaries must he

kept at the postal stations. Among the benevolent acts attri-

buted to renowned Buddhist priests posterity specially remembers
their efforts to encourage the building of roads and bridges. The
great emperor Kwammu (782-806) was constrained to devote

a .space of five years to the reorganization of the whole .system of

post-stations. Owing to the anarchy which prevailed during

the loth, iith and 12th centuries, facilities of communication

disappeared almost entirely, even for men of rank a long journey

involved danger of starvation or fatal exposure, and the pains

and perils of travel became a household word among the people.

Yoritomo, the founder of feudalism at the close of the S2th century,

was too great a statesman to imder-estimats the value of roads and
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TOsts. Tbe highway between bis stronghold, Kamakura, and the
Imperial city, Kioto, began in his time to develop features which
ultimately entitled it to be called one of tlie finest roads in the world.
But after Yoritomo's death the land became once more, on armed
camp, in which the rival barons discouraged travel beyond the
limits of their own domains. Not until the Tokugawa family
obtained military control of the whole empire (1^03), and, fixing its

capital at Yedo, required the feudal chiefs to reside there every
second year, did the problem of roads and post-stations force itself

once more on ofiicial attention. Regulations were now strictly

enforced, fixing the number of horses and carriers available at each
station, the loads to be carried by them and their charges, as well as
the transport hci vices that each feuded chief was entitled to demand
and the fees he had to pay in return. Tolerable hostelries now came
into existence, but they furnished only shelter, fuel and the coarsest
kind of food. By degrees, however, the progresses of the feudal
chiefs to and from Yedo, which at first were simple and economical,
developed features cf competitive magnificence, and the importance
of good roads and suitable accommodation received increased
attention. This found expression in practice in i(i63. A system
more elaborate than anything antecedent was then introduced under
the liame of " flying transport." Three kinds of couriers operated.
The first class were in the direct employment of the shugunate.
They carried official messages between Yedo and Osaka—a distance
of 346 miles-—in four days by moans of a well organised system of
relays. The second class maintained communications between the
fiefs and the Tokugawa court as well as their own families in Yedo,
for in the alternate years of a feudatory’s compulsory residence in

that city his family had to live there. The third class were main-
tained by a syndicate of 13 merchants as a private enterprise for
transmitting letters between the three great citic'S of Kioto, Osaka
and Yedo and intervening places. Thi.s syndicate did not undertake
to deliver a letter direct Lo an addressee. The method pursued
was to expose letters and parcels at fixed places in the vicinity of
tlioir destination, leaving the addressees to discover for themselvcB
that such things had arrived. Imperfect as this system was, it

represented a great advance from the conditions in medieval
times.

The nation does not seem to have appreciated the deficiencies of

the syndicate's service, supplemented as it was by a network of
waterways which greatly increased the facilities for transport.

After the cessation of civil wars under the sway of the Tokugawa, the
building and improvement of roads went on steadily, it is not too
much to say, indeed, that when japan opened her doors to foreigners

m the middle ui the 19th century, she possessed a system of roads
some of which bore striking testunony to her med'eval greatness.

j. The most remarkable %vas the T^kaidu (castem-sea way),

Tokaiito
^ called because it ran eastward along the coast from
Kiiito. Tliia great highway, 545 m. long, connected Osaka

and Kioto with Yedo. The date of its construction is not recorded,
but it certainly underwent signal improvement in the xzth and i sth
centuries, and during the two and a half centuries of Tokugawa sway
in Yedo. A wide, well-made and well-kept avenue, it was lined

throughout the greater part of its length by giant pine-trees, render-
ing it the most picturesque highway in the world. lyeyasu, the
founder of the Tokugawa dynasty of shrtguns, directed that his

body should be interred at Nikko, a place of exceptional beauty,
consecrated eight hundred years previously. This meant an exten-
sion of the Tukaidf) (under a different name) ncjarly a hundred miles
northward, for the magnificent shrines erected then at Nikko and
the periodical ceremonies thenceforth performed there demanded a
correspondingly fine avenue of approach. The original Tokaidd
was taken for model, and Yedo and Nikko were joined by a highway
flanked by rows of cryptomeria. Second only to the TokaidO »

the NakasondO (mid-mountain road], which also was

NmkMMnd^ constructed to join Kioto with Yeefo, but follows an
inland course through the provinces of Yamashiro,

Omi, Mino, Shinshii, Kotzuke and Muaashi. its length is 340 m.,
and though not flanked by trees or possessing so good a bod as the
Tokaido, it is nevertheless a sufficiently remarkaDle highv'ay. A

third road, the Oshukaido runs northward from Yedo

ObUkmido
Tokyo) to Aomori on tbe extreme north of the

*
' main island, a distance of 443 m., and several leaser

highways give access to other regions.

I'he question of road superintendence received early attention

from the government of the restoration. At a general assembly

Modem prefects held at T6ky6 in June 1875 it was

Super- decided to classify the different roads throughout the
imueudence empire, wid to determine the several sources from
ot Roads, ^hich the sums necessary for their maintenance and
repair should drawn. After several day^?* discussion all roads

were eventually ranged under one or other of the following

heads

I. National roads, consisting of

—

Class 1. Roads leading kom Tokyo to the various treaty
ports.

191
Class 2. Roads leading from Tokyo to the ancestral ahriaes

in the province of lae, and also to the cities or to
military stations.

Class 3. Roads leading from Tokyo tothe prefectural offices,

and those forming the lines of connexion between
cities and military stations.

II. Prefectural roads, consisting of

—

Class 1. Roads connecting different prefectures, or leading
from military stations to their outposts.

Class 2. Roads connecting the head offices of cities and
prefectures with their branch offices.

( lass 3. Roads connoting noted localities with the chief
town of such neighbourhoods, or leading to seaports
convenient of access.

III. Village roads, consisting of

—

Class I. Roads passing through several locaKties ia
succession^ or merely leadmg from one iocaiify to
another.

Class 2. Roads specially constructed for the convenience
of irrigation, pasturage, mines, factories, Ac., in
accordance with meaaures determined by the people
of the locality.

Class 3. Roads constructed for the benefit of Shinfij
shrines, Buddhist temples, or to facilitate the culti-
vation of rice-fields and arable land.

Of the above three headings, it was decided that all national
roads .should be maintained at the national expense, the ref-
lations for their up-keep being entrusted to the care of the prefec-

tures along the line of route, and the cost incurred being paid

from the Imperial treasury. Prefectural roads are maintained
by a joint contribution from the government and from the par-

ticular prefecture, each paying one-half of the sum needed.

Village roads, being for the convenience of local districts alone,

arc maintained at the expense of such districts under the general

supervision of the corresponding prefecture. The width of

national roads was determined at 42 ft. for class 1, 36 ft. for class

2, and 30 ft. for class 3 ;
the prefectural roads were to be from

24 to 30 ft., and the dimensions of the village road.s were optional,

according to the necessity of the ca.se.

The vehieJos chiefly employed in ante-Meiji days were ox-caoriages,
norimonOf kago and carts drawn by hand. Ox-carriage$ were uficd

only by people of the highest mnk. They were often y ...
constructed of rich lacquer

; the curtains suspended in
•«««».

front were of tlie finest bamboo workmanship, with thick cords and
tassels of plaited silk, and the drai^ht animai, an ox of handsome
proportions, was briUiantly caparisoned. The care and expense
lavMhed upon these highly ornate structures would have been deemed
extravagant even in medieval Europe, They have passed entirely

out of use, and are now to be seen in museums only, but the type
still exists in China. The norimonu resembled a miniature house
slung by its roof-ridge from a massive pole which projected at either

end sufficiently to admit the shoulders^ of a carrier. It, too, was
frequently of very ornamental nature.and served to carry arietociats

or officials of high position. The kago was the humblest of all

conveyances recognized as usable by the upper classes. It was an
open palanquin, V-shaped in cross section, slung from a pole which
rested on tiie shoulders of two bearers. Extraordinary skill and
endurance were shown by the men who carried the norimono and
the kago, but none the less these vehicles were both profoundly
uncomfortable. They have now been relegated to the war^uses of

undertakers, where they serve as bearers for folks too poor to employ
catafalques, their place on the roads and in the street.s havixig been
completely taken by the jinrikisha^ a two-wheeled
vehicle pulled by one or two men who think nothing

of running 20 m. at the rate of b m. an hour. The
jinrikisha was devised by a Japanese in 1870, and since then it has
come into use throughout the whole of Asia eastward of the Suez
Canal. Luggage, of course, could not be carried by norimono or
kago. It was necessary to have recourse to packmen, packherses
or baggage-carts drawn by men or horses. All these still exist and
are as useful as ever withm certain limits. In the cities and towns
horses used as beasts of burden are now shod with iron, but in rural

or mountainous districts straw shoes are substituted, a device which
enables the animals to traverse rocky or precipitous roads with
safety.

Railways,—It i.s easy to under^nd that an enterprise like

railway construction, requiring a great outlay of capital with

returns long delayed, did not at ( rst commend itself to the Jap*
anese, who were almost entirely ignorant of co-operation as a

factor of business organization. Moreover, long habituated to

snail-like modes of travel, the people did not rapidly appreciate

the celerity of the tooomotive. Neitherthe nx-cart,iihe .norimono,

northe kago covered a dally distance of over 20 m. on the average,
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and the packhorse was even slower. Amid such conditions the

idea of railways would have been slow to germinate had not a

catastrophe furnished some impetus. In 1869 a rice-famine

occurred in the southern island ^ Kiushiu, and while the cereal

was procurable abundantly in the northern provinces, people in

the south perished of hunger owing to lack of transport facilities.

Sir Harry Parkes, British representative in Tokyo, seized this

occasion to urge the construction of railways. Ito and Okuma,

then influential members of the government, at once recognized

the wisdom of his advice. Arrangements were made for a loan

of a million sterling in London on the security of the customs

revenue, and English engineers were engaged to lay a line

between Tokyo and Yokohama (18 m.). Vehement voices of

opposition were at once raised in private and official circles alike,

all persons engaged in transport business imagined themselves

threatened with ruin, and conservative patriots detected loss of

national independence in a foreign loan. So fierce was the an-

tagonism that the military authorities refused to permit opera-

tions of survey in tne southern suburb of Tokyo, and the road

had to be laid on an embankment constructed in the sea. Ito

and Okuma, however, never flinclied, and they were ably sup-

ported by Marquis M. Inouye and M. Maycjima. The latter

published, in 1870,'the first Japanese work on railways, advoca-

ting the building of lines from Tokyo to Kioto and Osaka; the

former, appointed superintendent of the lines, held that post for
|

30 years, and is justly spoken of as “ the father of Japanese

railways.”

September 1872 saw the first ofllcial opening of a railway (the

Tfikyo-Yokohama line) in Japan, the ceremony being performed by

the emperor himself, a measure wliich effectually silenced all further

opposition. Eight years from the time of turning the first sod .saw^

71 m. of road open to traffic, the northern section being that between

Tokyo and Yokohama, and the .southern that between Kioto and

Kobe. A period of interruption now ensued, owing to domestic

troubles and foreign complications, and when, in 1878, the govern-

ment was able to devote attention once again to railway problems,

it found the treasury empty. Then for the first lime a public works

loan was floated in the home market, and about 300,000 of the

total thus obtained passed into the hands of the railway bureau,

which at once undertook the building of a road from Kioto to the

shore of Lake Biwa, a work memorable as the first line built in Japan

without foreign assistance.^ During all this time private enterprise

had remained wholly inactive in the matter of railways, and it

became a matter of importance to rouse tlie people from this apathetic

attitude. For the ordinary process of organizing a joint -stock

company and raising share-capital the nation was not yet prepared.

But shorty after the abolition of feudalism there had come into the

poss^l^n of the former feudatories state loan-bonds amounting

to some millions sterling, which represented the sum granted by

the treasury in commutation of the revenues formerly accruing to

these men from their fiefs. Already events liad .shown that the

feudatories, quite devoid of business experience, were not unlikely

to dispose of these bonds and devot(’ the proceeds to unwund enter-

prises. Prince Iwakura, one of the leaders of the Meiji statesmen,

persuaded the feudatories to employ a part of the bonds as capital

for railway construction, and thus the first private railway company

was formed in Japan under the name Nippon tetsudo kaisha (J^an
railway company), the treasury guaranteeing 8 % on the paid-up

capital for a period of 15 years. Some time elapsed before this

example found followers, but ultimately a programme was elaborated

and carried out having for its basis a grand trunk line extending

the whole length of the main island from Aomori on the north to

Shimonoseki on the south, a distance of 1153 m.
;
and a conUnuation

of the same line throughout the length of the southern island of

Kiushiu, from Moji on the north—which lies on the opposite side of

the strait from Shimonoseki—to Kagoshima on the .south, a distance

of 232f m.; as well as a line from Moji to Nagasaki, a distance

of i63i m. Of this main road the state undertook to build the

central section (376 m.), betw'cen Tokyo and Kobe (via Kir)to)
;

the Japan railway company undertook the portion (457 m.) north-

ward of Tokyf) to Aomori
;
the Saiwo railway company undertook

the portion (320 m.) southward of Tokyo to Shimonoseki
;
and the

Kiushiu railway company undertook the lines in Kiushiu. The
whole line is now in operation. The first project was to carry the

T0k>^6-Kioto line through the interior of tne island so as to secure

it against enterprises on the part of a maritime enemy. Such

engineering difficulties presented themselves, however, that the

coast route was ultimately chosen, and though the line through the

^ In 1877 there were 120 English engmeers, drivers and foremen

in the service of the railway bureau. Three years later only three

advisers remained.

interior was subsequently constructed, strategical considerations

were not allowed completely to govern its direction.

When this building of railways began in Japan, much discussion

was taking place in England and India as to the relative advantages

of the wide and narrow gauges, and so strongly did the arguments
in favour of the latter appeal to the English advisers of the Japanese
government that the metre gauge was chosen. Some fitful eftorts

made in later years to change the system proved unsuccessful. The
lines are single, for the most part

;
and as the embankments, the

cuttings, the culverts and the bridge-piers have not been constructed

for a double line, any change now would be very costly. The
average speed of passenger trains in Japan is 18 m. an hour, the

corresponding figure over the metre-gauge roads in India being

16 m., and the figure for English parliamentary trains from 19 to

28 m. British engineers surveyed the routes for the first lines and

superintended the work of construction, but within a few years the

Japanese were able to dispense with foreign aid altogether, both

in building and operating their railways. They also construct

carriages, wagons and locomotives, and they may therefore be

said to have Income entirely independent in the matter of railways,

for a government iron-foundry at Wakamatsu in Kiushiu is able

to manufacture steel rails.

The total length of lines open for traffic at the end of March 1906

was 4746 m., 1470 m. having been built by the state and 3276 by
private companies

;
the former at a cost of !(> millions sterling for

construrtion and equipment, and the latter at a cost of 25 millions.

Thus the expenditure by the state averaged 1^10,884 per mile, and

that by private companies, This difference is explained by

the facts that the sta.tc lines having been the pioneers, portions of

I

them were built before experience had indicated cheap methods;

that a very large and costly foreign staff was employed on these

roads in the early days, whereas no such item appeared in the

accounts of private lines
,
that extensive works for tne building of

locomotives and rolling stock are connected with the government's

roads, and that it fell to the lot of the state to undertake lines in

districts presenting exceptional engineering difficulties, such dis-

tricts being naturally avoided by private companies. The gross

earnings of all the lines during the fiscal year 1905-1 qofi were 7 mil-

lions sterling, approximately, and the gross expenses (including the

payment of interest on loans and debentures) were under 3I millions,

so that there remained a net profit of 3i millions, being at the rate

of a little over 8J % on the invested capital. The facts that the*

ouUays averaged less than 47 % of the gross income, and that

accidents and irregularities are not numerou.s, prove that japanciir

management in this kind of enterprise is efficient.

When the fiscal 3rear 1906-1907 opened, the number of private

companies was no less than 36, owning and operating 327(1 m. of

railway. To say tliat this represented an average

of 91 m. per company is to convey an over-favourable

idea, for, as a matter of fact, 15 of the companies

averaged less than 24 m. Anything like efficient co-

operation was impossible in such circumstances, and

constant complaints were heard about delays in transit and undue

expense. The defects of divided ownership had long suggested the

expediency of nationalization, but not until 1906 could the diet be

induced to give its consent. On March 31 of that year, a milway

nationalization law was promulgated. It enacted that, within a

period of 10 years from 1906 to 1915, the state should purchase the

17 principal private roads, wliich had a length of 2812 ni., and who.se

cost of construction and equipment had been 23^ millions sterling.

The original scheme included 15 other railways, with an aggregate

mileage of only 353 m.
;
but these were eliminated as being lines of

local interest only.’ The actual purchase price of the 17 lines was

calculated at 43 millions sterling (about double their cost price)
,
on the

following basis :
(a) An amount equal to 20 times the sum obtained

by multiplying the cost of construction at the date of purchase by

the average ratio of the profit to the cost of construction during

.six business terms of the company from the second half-year ol

1902 to the first half-year of 1905. {b) The amount of the actual

cost of stored articles converted according to current prices thereof

into public loan-bonds at face value, except in the case of articles

wliich had been purchased with borrowed money. The government

agreed to hand over the purchase money witliin 5 years from the

vlatc of the acquisition of the lines, in public loan-bonds bearing 5 %
interest calculated at their face value

;
the bonds to be redeemed

out ol the net profits accruing from the purchased railways. It was

calculated that this redemption would be effected in a period of

32 years, after which the annual profit accruing to the state from

the lines would be 5^ millions sterling. But the nationalimtion

scheme, though apparently the only effective method of linldng

together and co-ordinating an excessively subdivided system of lines,

has proved a source of considerable financial embarrassment. For

when the state constituted itself virtually the sole owner of railways,

it necessarily assumed responsibility for extending them so that they

should suffice to meet the wants of a nation numbering some 50

millions. Such extension could be effected only by borrowing money.

Now the government was pledged by the diet in 1907 to an expend

turc of ni millions (spread over 8 years) for extending the old slate

system of roads, and an expenditure of millions (spread over 12

years) for improving them. But from the beginning of that year, a
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period of extreme commercial and financial depression set in, and
the treasury had to pos^ne all recourse to loans for whatever

purpose, so that railway progress was completely checked in the

field alike of the original and the acquired state lines. Moreover,

all securities underwent such sharp depreciation that, on the one

liand, the government hesitated to hand over the bonds r^osenting
the purchase-price of the railways, lest such an addition to the

volume of stoc^ should cause further depreciation, and, on the other,

the former owners of the nationalized lines found the character of

their ^rgain greatly changed. In these circumstances the govern-

ment decided to take a strong step, namely, to place the whole of

the railways owned by it—the original state lines as well as those

nationalized—in an account independent of the regular budget, and

to devote their entire profits to works of extension and improve-

ment, supplemeiiting the amount with loans from the treasury when

necessary.
, . 4.

In the sequel of the war of 1904-5 Japan, with China s consent,

acquired from Russia the lease of the portion of the South-Manchuria

railway (sec Manchuria) between Kwang-cheng-tsze
Soifflr (Chang-chun) on the north and Tairen (Dalny), Port
Maacburlm ^nd Niuchwang on the south—a total length
Kmtiwny,

close of 1906 this road was handed

over to a joint-stock company with a capital of 20 millions sterling,

the government contributing xo millions in the form of the road and

its associate properties
;
the public subscribing 2 millions, and the

company being entitled to issue debentures to the extent of 8 miUions,

the principal and interest of these debentures being officially guar-

anteed. Four millions' worth of debentures were issued in London
in 1907 and 4 miUions in 1908. This company’s programme is not

limited to operating the railway. It also works coal-fields at Yentai

and Fushun
;
has a line of steamers plying between Tairen and

Shanghai; and engages in enterprises of electricity, warehousing

and the management of houses and lands within zones 50 li (17 m.)

wide on either side of the line. The government guarantees 6 %
interest on the capital paid up by the general public.

Not until 1905 did Japan come into possession of an electric

railway. It was'a short line of 8 m., built in Kioto for the purposes

of a domestic exhibition held in that city. Thencc-
BfacMc enterprise grew steadily in favour,
Rmitwayn, ^ companies with an

aggregate capital of 8 millions sterling, having 165 m. open to traffic

and 77 m. under construction. Fifteen other companies with an

aggregate capital of 3 milhous had also obtained charters. The
principal of these is the Tokyo railway company, with a subscribed

capital of 0 miUions (3i paid up), 90I m. of line open and 149 m.

under construction. In 1907 it carried 153 million passengers, and

its net earnings were £300,000.

The traditional story of prehistoric Japan indicates that the

first recorded emperor was an over-sea invader, whose followers

must therefore have possessed some knowledge of

MsHtima ship-building and navigation. But in what kind of
’

CTaft they sailed and how they handled them, there is

nothing to show clearly . Nine centuries later, but still

500 years before the era of surviving written annals, an empress

is said to have invaded Korea, embarking her forces at Kobe

(then called Takekura) in 500 vessels. In the middle of the 6th

century we read of a general named Abe-no-hirafu who led a

flotilla up the Amur river to the invasion of Manchuria (then

called Shukushin). All these things show that the Japanese

of the earliest era navigated the high sea with some skill, and at

later dates down to medieval times they are found occasionally

sending forces to Korea and constantly visiting China in vessels

which seem to have experienced no difficulty in making the

voyage. The 16th century was ^ period of maritime activity

so marked that, had not artificial checks been applied, the Japan-

ese, in all probability, would have obtained partial command of

Far-Eastern waters. They invaded Korea
;
their corsmp harried

the coasts of China
;
two hundred of their vessels, filing under

authority of the Taiko's vermilion seal, visited Siam, Luzon,

Cochin China and Annam, and they built ships in European

style which crossed the Pacific to Acapulco. But this spirit of

adventure was chilled at the close of the i6th century and early

in the 17th, when events connected with the propagation of

Christianity taught the Japanese to believe that national

safety could not be secured without international isolation. In

1638 the ports were closed to all foreign ships except those flying

the flag of Holland or of China, and a strictly enforced edict

forbade the building of any vessel having a capacity of more than

qoo koku (150 tons) or constructed for purposes of ocean naviga-

tion. Thcnce.forth, with rare exceptions, Japanese craft confined

themselves to the coastwise trade. Ocean-going enterpnse

ceased altogether.

Things remained thus until the middle of the 19th century,

when a growing knowledge of the conditions existing in the West
warned the Tokugawa administration that continued isolation

would be suicidal. In 1853 the law prohibiting the construction

of sea-going ships was revoked and the Yedo government built

at Uraga a sailing vessel of European type aptly called the
“ Phoenix (“ Howo Maru ^’). Just 243 years had elapsed since

the founder of the Tokugawa dynasty constructed Jape’s first

ship after a foreign model, with the aid of an English pilot, Will

Adams. In 1853 Commodore M, C. Perry made his appearance,

and thenceforth everything conspired to push Japan along the

new path. The Dutch, who had been proximately responsible

for the adoption of the seclusion policy in the 17th century, now

took a prominent part in promoting a liberal view. They sent

to the Tokugawa a present of a man-of-war and urged the vital

necessity of equipping the country with a navy. Then followed

the establishment of a naval college at Tsukiji in Yedo, the

building of iron-works at Nageusaki, and the construction at

Yokosuka of a dockyard destined to become one of the greatest

enterprises of its kind in the East. This last undertaking bore

witness to the patriotism of the Tokugawa rulers, for they reso-

lutely carried it to completion during the throes of a revolution

which involved the downfall of their dynasty. Their encourage-

ment of maritime enterprise had borne fruit, for when, in 1867,

they restored the administration to the Imperial court, 44

ocean-going ships were found among their possessions and 94

were in the hands of the feudatories, a steamer and 20 sailing

vessels having been constructed in Japan and the rest purchased

abroad.

If the Tokugawa had been energetic in this respect, the new

government was still more so. It caused the various maritime

carriers to amalgamate into one association called the Nipptm-

koku yubin joktsen kaiska (Mail SS. Company of Japan]), to which

were transferred, free of charge, the steamers, previously the

property of the Tokugawa or &e feudatories, and a substantial

subsidy was granted by the state. This, the first steamship com-

pany ever organized in Japan, remained in existence only four

years. Defective management and incapacity to compete with

foreigntowned vessels plying between the open ports caused its

downfall (1875). Already, however, an independent company

had appeared upon the scene. Organized and controlled by a

man (Iwasaki Yataro) of exceptional enterprise and business

faculty, this mitsubishi kaiska (three lozenge company, so called

from the design on its flag), working with steamers chartered

from the former feudatory of Tosa, to which clan Iwasaki

belonged, proved a success from the outset, and grew with each

vicissitude of the state. For when ( 1874) the Meiji government’s

first complications with a foreign country necessitated the des-

patch of a military expedition to Formosa, the administration

had to purchase 63 foreign steamers for transport purposes, and

these were subsequently transferred to the mitsubishi company

together with all the vessels (17) hitherto in the possession of

the Mail SS. Company, the Treasury further granting to the

mitsubishi a subsidy of £50,000 annually. Shortly afterwards

it was decided to purchase a service maintained by the Pacific

Mail SS. Company with 4 steamers between Yokohama and

Shanghai, and money for the purpose having been lent by the

state to the mitsubishi, Japan’s first line of steamers to a foreign

country was firmly established, just 20 years after the law

interdicting the construction of ocean-going vessels had been

rescinded.

The next memorable event in this chapter of history occurred in

1877, when the ^tsuma clan, eminently the most powerful and most

warlike among all the former feudatories, took the field in open

rebellion. For a time the fate of the government hung in the balance,

and only by a flanking movement over-sea was the rebellion crushed.

Tlda strategy compefied the purchase of 10 foreign stewers, and

these too were subsequently handed over to the mitsubishi company,

which, in 1880, found itself possessed of 32 ships aggregating 25,600

tons, whereas all the other vessels of foreign tjye in the country

totalled only 27 with a tonnage of 6500. It Had now become

XV. 7
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and the packhorse was even slower. Amid such conditions the

idea of railways would have been slow to germinate had not a

catastrophe furnished some impetus. In 1869 a rice-famine

occurred in the southern island ^ Kiushiu, and while the cereal

was procurable abundantly in the northern provinces, people in

the south perished of hunger owing to lack of transport facilities.

Sir Harry Parkes, British representative in Tokyo, seized this

occasion to urge the construction of railways. Ito and Okuma,

then influential members of the government, at once recognized

the wisdom of his advice. Arrangements were made for a loan

of a million sterling in London on the security of the customs

revenue, and English engineers were engaged to lay a line

between Tokyo and Yokohama (18 m.). Vehement voices of

opposition were at once raised in private and official circles alike,

all persons engaged in transport business imagined themselves

threatened with ruin, and conservative patriots detected loss of

national independence in a foreign loan. So fierce was the an-

tagonism that the military authorities refused to permit opera-

tions of survey in tne southern suburb of Tokyo, and the road

had to be laid on an embankment constructed in the sea. Ito

and Okuma, however, never flinclied, and they were ably sup-

ported by Marquis M. Inouye and M. Maycjima. The latter

published, in 1870,'the first Japanese work on railways, advoca-

ting the building of lines from Tokyo to Kioto and Osaka; the

former, appointed superintendent of the lines, held that post for
|

30 years, and is justly spoken of as “ the father of Japanese

railways.”

September 1872 saw the first ofllcial opening of a railway (the

Tfikyo-Yokohama line) in Japan, the ceremony being performed by

the emperor himself, a measure wliich effectually silenced all further

opposition. Eight years from the time of turning the first sod .saw^

71 m. of road open to traffic, the northern section being that between

Tokyo and Yokohama, and the .southern that between Kioto and

Kobe. A period of interruption now ensued, owing to domestic

troubles and foreign complications, and when, in 1878, the govern-

ment was able to devote attention once again to railway problems,

it found the treasury empty. Then for the first lime a public works

loan was floated in the home market, and about 300,000 of the

total thus obtained passed into the hands of the railway bureau,

which at once undertook the building of a road from Kioto to the

shore of Lake Biwa, a work memorable as the first line built in Japan

without foreign assistance.^ During all this time private enterprise

had remained wholly inactive in the matter of railways, and it

became a matter of importance to rouse tlie people from this apathetic

attitude. For the ordinary process of organizing a joint -stock

company and raising share-capital the nation was not yet prepared.

But shorty after the abolition of feudalism there had come into the

poss^l^n of the former feudatories state loan-bonds amounting

to some millions sterling, which represented the sum granted by

the treasury in commutation of the revenues formerly accruing to

these men from their fiefs. Already events liad .shown that the

feudatories, quite devoid of business experience, were not unlikely

to dispose of these bonds and devot(’ the proceeds to unwund enter-

prises. Prince Iwakura, one of the leaders of the Meiji statesmen,

persuaded the feudatories to employ a part of the bonds as capital

for railway construction, and thus the first private railway company

was formed in Japan under the name Nippon tetsudo kaisha (J^an
railway company), the treasury guaranteeing 8 % on the paid-up

capital for a period of 15 years. Some time elapsed before this

example found followers, but ultimately a programme was elaborated

and carried out having for its basis a grand trunk line extending

the whole length of the main island from Aomori on the north to

Shimonoseki on the south, a distance of 1153 m.
;
and a conUnuation

of the same line throughout the length of the southern island of

Kiushiu, from Moji on the north—which lies on the opposite side of

the strait from Shimonoseki—to Kagoshima on the .south, a distance

of 232f m.; as well as a line from Moji to Nagasaki, a distance

of i63i m. Of this main road the state undertook to build the

central section (376 m.), betw'cen Tokyo and Kobe (via Kir)to)
;

the Japan railway company undertook the portion (457 m.) north-

ward of Tokyf) to Aomori
;
the Saiwo railway company undertook

the portion (320 m.) southward of Tokyo to Shimonoseki
;
and the

Kiushiu railway company undertook the lines in Kiushiu. The
whole line is now in operation. The first project was to carry the

T0k>^6-Kioto line through the interior of tne island so as to secure

it against enterprises on the part of a maritime enemy. Such

engineering difficulties presented themselves, however, that the

coast route was ultimately chosen, and though the line through the

^ In 1877 there were 120 English engmeers, drivers and foremen

in the service of the railway bureau. Three years later only three

advisers remained.

interior was subsequently constructed, strategical considerations

were not allowed completely to govern its direction.

When this building of railways began in Japan, much discussion

was taking place in England and India as to the relative advantages

of the wide and narrow gauges, and so strongly did the arguments
in favour of the latter appeal to the English advisers of the Japanese
government that the metre gauge was chosen. Some fitful eftorts

made in later years to change the system proved unsuccessful. The
lines are single, for the most part

;
and as the embankments, the

cuttings, the culverts and the bridge-piers have not been constructed

for a double line, any change now would be very costly. The
average speed of passenger trains in Japan is 18 m. an hour, the

corresponding figure over the metre-gauge roads in India being

16 m., and the figure for English parliamentary trains from 19 to

28 m. British engineers surveyed the routes for the first lines and

superintended the work of construction, but within a few years the

Japanese were able to dispense with foreign aid altogether, both

in building and operating their railways. They also construct

carriages, wagons and locomotives, and they may therefore be

said to have Income entirely independent in the matter of railways,

for a government iron-foundry at Wakamatsu in Kiushiu is able

to manufacture steel rails.

The total length of lines open for traffic at the end of March 1906

was 4746 m., 1470 m. having been built by the state and 3276 by
private companies

;
the former at a cost of !(> millions sterling for

construrtion and equipment, and the latter at a cost of 25 millions.

Thus the expenditure by the state averaged 1^10,884 per mile, and

that by private companies, This difference is explained by

the facts that the sta.tc lines having been the pioneers, portions of

I

them were built before experience had indicated cheap methods;

that a very large and costly foreign staff was employed on these

roads in the early days, whereas no such item appeared in the

accounts of private lines
,
that extensive works for tne building of

locomotives and rolling stock are connected with the government's

roads, and that it fell to the lot of the state to undertake lines in

districts presenting exceptional engineering difficulties, such dis-

tricts being naturally avoided by private companies. The gross

earnings of all the lines during the fiscal year 1905-1 qofi were 7 mil-

lions sterling, approximately, and the gross expenses (including the

payment of interest on loans and debentures) were under 3I millions,

so that there remained a net profit of 3i millions, being at the rate

of a little over 8J % on the invested capital. The facts that the*

ouUays averaged less than 47 % of the gross income, and that

accidents and irregularities are not numerou.s, prove that japanciir

management in this kind of enterprise is efficient.

When the fiscal 3rear 1906-1907 opened, the number of private

companies was no less than 36, owning and operating 327(1 m. of

railway. To say tliat this represented an average

of 91 m. per company is to convey an over-favourable

idea, for, as a matter of fact, 15 of the companies

averaged less than 24 m. Anything like efficient co-

operation was impossible in such circumstances, and

constant complaints were heard about delays in transit and undue

expense. The defects of divided ownership had long suggested the

expediency of nationalization, but not until 1906 could the diet be

induced to give its consent. On March 31 of that year, a milway

nationalization law was promulgated. It enacted that, within a

period of 10 years from 1906 to 1915, the state should purchase the

17 principal private roads, wliich had a length of 2812 ni., and who.se

cost of construction and equipment had been 23^ millions sterling.

The original scheme included 15 other railways, with an aggregate

mileage of only 353 m.
;
but these were eliminated as being lines of

local interest only.’ The actual purchase price of the 17 lines was

calculated at 43 millions sterling (about double their cost price)
,
on the

following basis :
(a) An amount equal to 20 times the sum obtained

by multiplying the cost of construction at the date of purchase by

the average ratio of the profit to the cost of construction during

.six business terms of the company from the second half-year ol

1902 to the first half-year of 1905. {b) The amount of the actual

cost of stored articles converted according to current prices thereof

into public loan-bonds at face value, except in the case of articles

wliich had been purchased with borrowed money. The government

agreed to hand over the purchase money witliin 5 years from the

vlatc of the acquisition of the lines, in public loan-bonds bearing 5 %
interest calculated at their face value

;
the bonds to be redeemed

out ol the net profits accruing from the purchased railways. It was

calculated that this redemption would be effected in a period of

32 years, after which the annual profit accruing to the state from

the lines would be 5^ millions sterling. But the nationalimtion

scheme, though apparently the only effective method of linldng

together and co-ordinating an excessively subdivided system of lines,

has proved a source of considerable financial embarrassment. For

when the state constituted itself virtually the sole owner of railways,

it necessarily assumed responsibility for extending them so that they

should suffice to meet the wants of a nation numbering some 50

millions. Such extension could be effected only by borrowing money.

Now the government was pledged by the diet in 1907 to an expend

turc of ni millions (spread over 8 years) for extending the old slate

system of roads, and an expenditure of millions (spread over 12

years) for improving them. But from the beginning of that year, a
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in 1896 as compared ^vith iaareiga veweb, the ioxmer grew to
x6 % in 1902 ; while in Korean ports Japanese steamers almost
menopdlised ^ carrymg trade, living onty 16 % to their ioreign
rivals, and even in Hong-Kong the tonnage m Japanese a^ps
increased from 3 % in il!^6 to 13 % in 1900. In 1898 Japan srtood

eleventh on the list of the tliirteeu principal maritime countries of the
world

, but in 19^7 she rose to the fiilh place . Her principal company,
the Nippon ypsen kaisha, though cstablisaed as lately as 18B5, now
ranks nmth in point oi tonnage among the ai leading maritime
companies of the world . This company was able to supply 55 out of
a total fleet of 307 transports tumishecl by ah the steaintom com-
panies of Japan for military and naval purposes during me war
with Kussia m 1904-5. It may he noted in conclusion that the
development of Japan's steam-^duppiag during the five decades
ended iqoy was as follows :

—

Tons.

At the end of 1868
At the end of 1878
At the end of 1888 ....

T 7,9.52

. 63,468
J 97,3^5
648,324

. 1,115,880

At the end of 1898 .

At the end of rqoy

'J'hcre aA*c 33 ports in Japan open as places of call for foreign

Q ~ . steamers. Their names with the dates of their open-
s.

follow :

—

Name.
Yokohama

Date of Opening. ’

1859
Situation.

Main Island.

Kobe . . . 1868 do.
Niigata 1807 do.
Osaka . . . 1899 do.

Vukkaichi do. do.
Shimonoseki . . do. do.

Itozaki do. do.

Talct'toyo do. do.

Shimizu . do. do.

Tsiirnga . . . do. do.
Nanao do. do.

Fushiki do. do.

Sakai . . . do. do.

Hamada . . . do. do.

Miyazu do. do.

Aomori . 1906 do.
Nag;i«?aki . . . 1839 Kittshik.

Moji . . 1899 do
Hakata . . do. do.

Karatsu . do. do.

Kuchinotsu . . do. do.

MLsumi do. do.

Suminoyc . . 1906 do.

Izuhara . . 1809 Tsushima.
Sasuna . . do. do.

Shikami do. do.

.\afa . do. Riukni.

Olaru . . . do. Yezo.
Kushtro do. do.

Mororan do. do.

Hakodate . . . 1865 do.

Kelung . . 1899 Formosa.
Tarasui do. do.
Takow tk>.

'

do.

Aiipin do. do.

Emigratiov.—Characteristic of the Japanese is a spirit of

adventure : they readily emigrate to foreign countries if any
inducement offers. A strong dispo.sition to exclude them has

displayed itself in the United States of America, in Australasia,

and in British C!olumbia, and it is evident that, since one nation

cannot force its society on another at the point of the sword,

this anti-Asiatic prejudice will liave to be respected, though it

has its origin in nothing more respectable than the jealousy of

the labouring classes. One result is an increase in the number
of Japanese emigrating to Korea, Manchuria and S. America.

The following table shows the numbers residing at various places

outside Japan in 1904 and 1906 respecti\^ly ;

—

Place,

Number in

1904.

Number
1906.

China . . . ... .... 9,417 27,126

Korea .... • • • 31,093 100,000

4'

3.
8a3Manchuria . . . . . . .

—
Hong-Kong . . . 600 756
Singapore . .

,
. . . . . 1,292 1,428

BritiA India . . .... 413 S30
Europe .... .... 183 697

Place.

United States of America
Cuftada ...
M«X!C0
S. America ....
Philippines . . . ^

Hawaii

Australasia ....

iniber in Number in

1904- 1906.

33,849 130,228

3,838 5,o8«

436 1,294

1496 2,500

2,652 ^,185

65,008 64,319

71,129 3^274

Foreign Rtsidertt ^.—The number of foreignws residing in

Japan and their nationalities in 1^89, 1899 and 1906, respec-

tively, were as follow :

—

1889. 1899. JQOO.

Americans . . . 899 1,290 1,650
British . . . . . 1,701 2^13 2.155
Russians . . 63 134 211
French .

Pertuguesc .

' • 335
108

540

Germans • • 550 532 670
Cliinesc . • 4.975 b,372 12,425
Koreans . . 8 188 254

, There are also small numbers of Dutch, Peruvian.s, Belgians,

: Swiss, Italians, Danes, Swedes, Austrians, Hungarians, &c.

This slow growth of the foreign residents is remarkable when
,

' ontrasted with the fact that the volume of the country's foreign

i trade, which constitutes their main business, grew in the same
i period from iji millions sterling to 92 millions.

Posts and Telegraphs.-— government of the Restoration

I

did not wait for the complete abolition of feudalism before

I

organizing a new system of posts in accordance with modem
I

needs. At first, letters only were carried, but before the close

i of 1871 the service was extended so as to include newspapers,

I
printed matter, books and commercini samples, while the area

I was extended so as to embrace all important towns between
' Hakodate in the northern island of Yezo and Nagasaki in the

southern island of Kiushiu. fwo years later t&s field was
closed to private enterprise, the state a.ssuming sole charge of

the business. A few years later saw Japan in possession of an
organization comparable in every respect with the systems
existing in Kuropc. In 1892 a foreign service was added.

Whereas' in 1871 the number of post-offices throughout the

I

empire was only 179, it had grown to 6449 in 1907, while the

I

mad matter sent during the latter year totalled 1254 miOions

I
(mchading 15 millions of parcels), and 67,000 persons were en-

j

gaged in handling it. Japan labours ijnder special difficulties

I

for postal purposes, owing to the great number of islands included

; in the empire, the exceptionally mountainous nature of the

I
(XMmtry; and the wide areas covered by the cities in proportion

!

to the number of their inhabitants. It is not sui^rising to find,

therefore, that the means of distribution are varied. The state

derives a net revenue of 5 million yen approximately from its

postal service. It need .scarcely be added that the system of

postal money-orders was developed pari passu with that of

ordinary correspondence, but in this context one interesting fact

may be noted, imnicly, tliat while Japan sends abroad only some

£25,000 annually to foreign countaries tiitough the pok, she

receives over £450,000 from her over-sea emigrants.

Joffton at the timu of the Restoration (1867) was not entire^' with-
out experience wliich prepared her fer die' postai money-oiider
system. Some Ooo years ago the idea of the bill ol

exchange was born in the little town of Toisugawa
(Yatoato province), though it did not obtain much
development beioic the ef^blishment of the Xokugawa
shogusate in the 17th century. The feudal diiofr, having then to
transmit large sums to Yedo for the purposes of their compulsory
residence there, availed themselves ot bills of exchange, and the
shogun’s government, which received conaidcmble amounts in

Osaka, seized ten brokeiu to whom theduty oif effectinf the transfer

of those funds vraa entrusted. Sttbae(|uently the to chosen brokers

were permitted to extend their services to the general public, and a
recent Japanese historian notes that Osaka thus b'seame the birth-

plaoe of Wnkifig bustnesa in Japan. PcstsJi money-ordert were
therefore eas^ appreciatod at the time of tibeir introduotion in

1875. This wan not true of the postid savings bank, however, m
institutiOB which came into existence m the same yesc. It ivsks
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altogether a novel idea that the public at large, especially the lower

sections of it, should entrust their savings to the government for

safe keeping, especially as the minimum and maximum deposited

at one time were fixed at such petty sums as 10 sen {2jd.) and 50 sen

(is.), respectively. Indeed, in the circumstances, the fact that

;^i5oo was de];>08ited in the first year must be regarded as notable.

Subsequently deposits were taken in postage stamps, and arrange-

ments were cfiected for enabling de^wsitors to pay money to distant

creditors through the bank by merely stating the destination and
the amount of the nearest ^st office. In 1908 the number of

depositors in the post office savings bank was 8217, and their

deposits exceeded 10 millions sterling. Thirty* per cent, of the

tiepositors belonged to the agricultural classes, 13 to the commercial
and only 6 to the industrial.

Rapid communication by means of beacons was not unknown
in ancient Japan, but code-signalling b}* the aid of flags was not

- introduced until the 17th century and was probably
letegrmpns.

Ijy observing the practice of foreign mer-
chantmen. Its use, however, was peculiar. U he central office stood

at Osaka, between wffiich city and many of the principal provincial

towns rudely constructed towers were placed at long distances, and
from one to another of these intelligence as to the market price of

rice was flashed by flag-shaking, the signals being read with telC'

scopes. Tile Japanese .saw a telegraph for the first time in 1854,

when Commo(lorc Perry presented a set of apparatus to the shogun,
and four years later the feudal chief of Satsuma (Shimazu Nariakira)

cau.sed wires to be erected within the enclosure of his castle. The
true value of electric telegraphy was first demonstrated to the

Japanese in connexion with an insurrection in 1877, under the leader-

ship of Saigo, the favourite of this .same Shimazu Nariakira. before
that time, however, a line of telegraph had been put up between
Tokyo and Yokohama (18 m.) and a code of regulations had been
enacted. Sudden introduction to such a my.sterious product of

foreign science created superstitious dread in the minds of a tew of

the lower orders, and occasional attempts were made at the outset

to wreck the wires. In 1886 the iKistal and telegraph offices were
amalgamated and both syttems underwent large dcvelcmment.
Whcrea.s the length of wires at the end of the fourtli year after the

introduction of the sj’stcm was only 53 m., and the number of

messages 20,000, these figures had grown in 1907 to 9.5.623 and
25 millions, respectively. Several cables are included in these latter

figures, the longest being that to Formosa (1229 m.). Wireless

telegraphy began to come into general use in 1908, when several

vessels belonging to the principal steamship companies were
equipped with the apparatus. It had already been employed for

some years by the army and navy, especially during the war with
Russia, when the latter service installed a new system, the joint

invention of Captain Tonami of the navy, Professor S. Kimura of

the naval college and Mr M. Matsushiro of the department of com-
munications. The telegraph service in Japan barely pays the cost

of operating and maintenance.
Tne intr^uction of the telephone into Japan took place in 1877,

but it served official purpo.ses solely during 13 years, and even w'hcn

^ (1890) it was placed at the disposal of the general

^‘public its utilities found at first few appreciators.

But tlfflrapathy soon yielded to a mood of eager emplo}’mcnt, and
the resources of the government (which monopolized the enterprise)^

proved inadequate to satisfy public demand. Automatic telephones
|

were ultimately set up at many places in the principal towns and
along the most fr^uented highways. The longest distance
covered was from T6kyd to Osaka (348 m.). In 1907 Japan had
140,440 m. of telephone wires, 2()2 exchanges, 159 automatic
telephones, and the approximate number of messages sent was
160 millions. The telepnonc service pays a net revenue of about
/ioo,ooo annually.

Agriculture ,—The gross area of land in Japan—excluding

Formosa and Sakhalin—is 89,167,880 acres, of >vhich 53,487,022

acres represent the property of the crown, the state and the

communes, the rest (35,680,868 acres) being owned by private

persons. Of the grand total the arable lands represent 15,301,297

acres. With regard to the immense expanse remaining unpro-

ductive, experts calculate that if all lands inclined at less

than 15° be considered cultivable, an area of 10,684,517 acres

remains to be reclaimed, though whether the result would repay

the cost is a question hitherto unanswered. The cultivated

lands are thus classified, namely, wet fields (called also paddy
fields or rice lands), 6,871,437 acres

;
dry fields (or upland farms),

5,741,745 acres, and others, 2,688,115 acres.

Paddy fidds are to be seen in every valley or dell where farming
is practicable

;
they are divided into square, oblong or triangular

plots by grass-grown ridges a few inches in height
and on an average a fool in breadth—the rice bemg

planted in the soft mud fhus enclosed. Narrow pathways intersect

these rice-valle3rs at intervals, and rivulc't.s (generally flowing
l^tween low banks covered with clumps of bamboo) foM ditches

cut for purposes of irrigation. The fields arc generally kept

under water to a depth of a few inches while the crops are yoimg,

but are drained immediately before harvesting. They are then dug
up. and again flooded before the second crop is planted out. The
rising grounds which skirt the rice-land are tilled by the hoe, and
produce Indian com, millet and edible roots. The well-wooded
slopes supply the peasants with timber and firewood. Th^y-six
per cent, of the rice-fields )rield two crops yearly. The seed is sown
in small beds, and the seedlings areplantcd out in the fields after

attaining the height of about 4 in. The finest rice is produced in the

fertile pmins watered by the Tonegawa in the province of Shimosa,
but the grain of Kaga and of the two central provinces of Settsu

and Harima is also very good.

Not only does rice form the chief food of the Japanese but also

the national beverage, called sake, is brewed from it. In colour

the best sake rcseinble.s very pale sherry
;

the taste _ .

is rather acid. None but Ine finest grain is used in

its manufacture. Of sake there arc many varieties, from tlie best

quality down lo shiro-sake or " white sake," and the turbid .sort,

drunk only in the poorer districts, known as mgori’Zake
;
there is

also a sweet sort, called mmn.
The various cereal and other crops cultivated in Japan, the areas

devoted to them and the annual production are shovNn in the

following table

i8q8. 1902. jgo(}.

Acres. Acres. Acres.

Rice . . 7,044,060 7,117,990 7,240,982
Bariev . . 1,649,240 1,613,270 1.674,595
Rye ....
Wheal . . .

- Ii7«.3 .4ic' 1,688,635 1,752,095
1,164,020 1.210,435 i.io7»967

Millet . . . 693,812 652,492 594,280
Beans . . 1.503,395 1,488,600 1.478,345
Buckwdieat . . . 450,100 4 M..J75 402,57.5

Rape-sectl

Potatoes . . .

. . 377.070 392,612 352,807

. . 92,297 105,350 140,197
Sweet I’otatoos . . . 668,130 693.427 717,620
Cotton 100,720 .51,750 24,165
Hemp 62,970 42,227 34,84.5

Indigo (leal) 122,180 92,982 40,910

1903. 1905. 1906.

Sugar Cane . . . . 41.7.50 4.5.308 4S .‘>87

It is observable that no marked increase is taking place in the
area under cultivation, and that the business of growing cotton,

hemp and indigo is gradually diminishing, these staples being suj)-

plica from abroad. In Germany and Italy the annual additions

made lo the arable area average 8 % whereas in Japan the figure is

only 5 %. Moreover, of the latter amount the rate for paddy fields

is only 3 3 % against yg % in the ca.se of upland farms. This means
that the population is rapidly outgrowing its supply of home-
produced rice, the great food-slufi of the nation, and the price ol

tliat cereal consequently shows a steady tendency to appreciate.

Thus whereas the market value was 5b. 5d. per bushel in 1901,

it rose to 65. Qd. in 1906,

Scarcely ICvSS important to Japan than the cereals she raises arc her

silk and tea, both of wffiich find markets abroad. Her production of

the latter staple does not show any sign of marked .

development, for though tea is almost as essential an y
article of diet in Japan as rice, its foreign consumers are

practically limited to the United States and their demand does not

increase. The figures for’ the lo-year period ended i9o(> arc as

follow :

—

Area under cultiva- Tea produced
tion (acres). (tbav.).

1897 M7»*30 70,063,076
1901 122,120 57.975.486
1906 126,125 58,279,286

Sericulture, on the contrary, shows steady development year by
year. The demand of £uro]kan and American markets has very
elastic limits, and if Japanese growers are content with moderate,
but still substantial, gains they can find an almost unrestricted sale

in the West. The development from 1886 to 1906 was as foIlow'S :

—

Raw silk produced
yearly (lb).

Average from 1886 to 1889 . . 8,739,273
1895 i9f087,3io
1900 20,705,644
1905 21,630,829
i9ot» 24,215,324

The chief silk-producing prefectures in Japan, according to the order
of production, are Nagano, (xurnma, Yamanashi, Fukushima,
Aichi and Saitama. At the close of 1906 there were 3843 filatures

throughout the countr}*, and the number of families engaged in

sericidture was 397,885.
Lacquer, vegetable wax and tobacco are also important staples

of production. The figures for the ten-year period, 1897 to 1906,
are as follow :

—
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in 1896 as compared ^vith iaareiga veweb, the ioxmer grew to
x6 % in 1902 ; while in Korean ports Japanese steamers almost
menopdlised ^ carrymg trade, living onty 16 % to their ioreign
rivals, and even in Hong-Kong the tonnage m Japanese a^ps
increased from 3 % in il!^6 to 13 % in 1900. In 1898 Japan srtood

eleventh on the list of the tliirteeu principal maritime countries of the
world

, but in 19^7 she rose to the fiilh place . Her principal company,
the Nippon ypsen kaisha, though cstablisaed as lately as 18B5, now
ranks nmth in point oi tonnage among the ai leading maritime
companies of the world . This company was able to supply 55 out of
a total fleet of 307 transports tumishecl by ah the steaintom com-
panies of Japan for military and naval purposes during me war
with Kussia m 1904-5. It may he noted in conclusion that the
development of Japan's steam-^duppiag during the five decades
ended iqoy was as follows :

—

Tons.

At the end of 1868
At the end of 1878
At the end of 1888 ....

T 7,9.52

. 63,468
J 97,3^5
648,324

. 1,115,880

At the end of 1898 .

At the end of rqoy

'J'hcre aA*c 33 ports in Japan open as places of call for foreign

Q ~ . steamers. Their names with the dates of their open-
s.

follow :

—

Name.
Yokohama

Date of Opening. ’

1859
Situation.

Main Island.

Kobe . . . 1868 do.
Niigata 1807 do.
Osaka . . . 1899 do.

Vukkaichi do. do.
Shimonoseki . . do. do.

Itozaki do. do.

Talct'toyo do. do.

Shimizu . do. do.

Tsiirnga . . . do. do.
Nanao do. do.

Fushiki do. do.

Sakai . . . do. do.

Hamada . . . do. do.

Miyazu do. do.

Aomori . 1906 do.
Nag;i«?aki . . . 1839 Kittshik.

Moji . . 1899 do
Hakata . . do. do.

Karatsu . do. do.

Kuchinotsu . . do. do.

MLsumi do. do.

Suminoyc . . 1906 do.

Izuhara . . 1809 Tsushima.
Sasuna . . do. do.

Shikami do. do.

.\afa . do. Riukni.

Olaru . . . do. Yezo.
Kushtro do. do.

Mororan do. do.

Hakodate . . . 1865 do.

Kelung . . 1899 Formosa.
Tarasui do. do.
Takow tk>.

'

do.

Aiipin do. do.

Emigratiov.—Characteristic of the Japanese is a spirit of

adventure : they readily emigrate to foreign countries if any
inducement offers. A strong dispo.sition to exclude them has

displayed itself in the United States of America, in Australasia,

and in British C!olumbia, and it is evident that, since one nation

cannot force its society on another at the point of the sword,

this anti-Asiatic prejudice will liave to be respected, though it

has its origin in nothing more respectable than the jealousy of

the labouring classes. One result is an increase in the number
of Japanese emigrating to Korea, Manchuria and S. America.

The following table shows the numbers residing at various places

outside Japan in 1904 and 1906 respecti\^ly ;

—

Place,

Number in

1904.

Number
1906.

China . . . ... .... 9,417 27,126

Korea .... • • • 31,093 100,000

4'

3.
8a3Manchuria . . . . . . .

—
Hong-Kong . . . 600 756
Singapore . .

,
. . . . . 1,292 1,428

BritiA India . . .... 413 S30
Europe .... .... 183 697

Place.

United States of America
Cuftada ...
M«X!C0
S. America ....
Philippines . . . ^

Hawaii

Australasia ....

iniber in Number in

1904- 1906.

33,849 130,228

3,838 5,o8«

436 1,294

1496 2,500

2,652 ^,185

65,008 64,319

71,129 3^274

Foreign Rtsidertt ^.—The number of foreignws residing in

Japan and their nationalities in 1^89, 1899 and 1906, respec-

tively, were as follow :

—

1889. 1899. JQOO.

Americans . . . 899 1,290 1,650
British . . . . . 1,701 2^13 2.155
Russians . . 63 134 211
French .

Pertuguesc .

' • 335
108

540

Germans • • 550 532 670
Cliinesc . • 4.975 b,372 12,425
Koreans . . 8 188 254

, There are also small numbers of Dutch, Peruvian.s, Belgians,

: Swiss, Italians, Danes, Swedes, Austrians, Hungarians, &c.

This slow growth of the foreign residents is remarkable when
,

' ontrasted with the fact that the volume of the country's foreign

i trade, which constitutes their main business, grew in the same
i period from iji millions sterling to 92 millions.

Posts and Telegraphs.-— government of the Restoration

I

did not wait for the complete abolition of feudalism before

I

organizing a new system of posts in accordance with modem
I

needs. At first, letters only were carried, but before the close

i of 1871 the service was extended so as to include newspapers,

I
printed matter, books and commercini samples, while the area

I was extended so as to embrace all important towns between
' Hakodate in the northern island of Yezo and Nagasaki in the

southern island of Kiushiu. fwo years later t&s field was
closed to private enterprise, the state a.ssuming sole charge of

the business. A few years later saw Japan in possession of an
organization comparable in every respect with the systems
existing in Kuropc. In 1892 a foreign service was added.

Whereas' in 1871 the number of post-offices throughout the

I

empire was only 179, it had grown to 6449 in 1907, while the

I

mad matter sent during the latter year totalled 1254 miOions

I
(mchading 15 millions of parcels), and 67,000 persons were en-

j

gaged in handling it. Japan labours ijnder special difficulties

I

for postal purposes, owing to the great number of islands included

; in the empire, the exceptionally mountainous nature of the

I
(XMmtry; and the wide areas covered by the cities in proportion

!

to the number of their inhabitants. It is not sui^rising to find,

therefore, that the means of distribution are varied. The state

derives a net revenue of 5 million yen approximately from its

postal service. It need .scarcely be added that the system of

postal money-orders was developed pari passu with that of

ordinary correspondence, but in this context one interesting fact

may be noted, imnicly, tliat while Japan sends abroad only some

£25,000 annually to foreign countaries tiitough the pok, she

receives over £450,000 from her over-sea emigrants.

Joffton at the timu of the Restoration (1867) was not entire^' with-
out experience wliich prepared her fer die' postai money-oiider
system. Some Ooo years ago the idea of the bill ol

exchange was born in the little town of Toisugawa
(Yatoato province), though it did not obtain much
development beioic the ef^blishment of the Xokugawa
shogusate in the 17th century. The feudal diiofr, having then to
transmit large sums to Yedo for the purposes of their compulsory
residence there, availed themselves ot bills of exchange, and the
shogun’s government, which received conaidcmble amounts in

Osaka, seized ten brokeiu to whom theduty oif effectinf the transfer

of those funds vraa entrusted. Sttbae(|uently the to chosen brokers

were permitted to extend their services to the general public, and a
recent Japanese historian notes that Osaka thus b'seame the birth-

plaoe of Wnkifig bustnesa in Japan. PcstsJi money-ordert were
therefore eas^ appreciatod at the time of tibeir introduotion in

1875. This wan not true of the postid savings bank, however, m
institutiOB which came into existence m the same yesc. It ivsks
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being siiU Uttlc eacfrfoitea. The quanta! y of petroloum obtained centuiy luxurious habits prevailed in Ki6to under the sway of

!
the I^jiwara regents, and the Imperial city’s munificent pation-

Japanese* mining; enterprise was more than trebled dtvtinp
f
the

!

drew to its precincts a crowd of artisans. But these were
dffcade 1S97 to 1900, for the value oi the minerals taken oat in the not industrials^ in the Western sense of the term, and, further,
tormer year was only 3 il

millions sterling, whereas the corresponding 1 their organization was essentially domestic, each family select-
hgure for Idoo waa it nuliions. The earUest mention of gold-

; j^rr ifre own nur<uiit and foUowmir it frnm o-ftnprariiin t«
mining in Japan takes us back to tlie year a.d, 696. and by the i6tii i

ana ioiiowmg irom genaatoon to gei^
ccsitury the country had acquired the reputation of being rich in

j

without co-operation or partnership with any outsider,

gold. During the days of her medieval intercourse with the outer
j

The establishment of military feudalism in the t2th century
world, her stores of the precious metals were largely reduced, for

| brought a reaction from the effeminate luxury of the metropolis,

C Wnf ftl’taWWoW aTi “oi
i

^00 years no industry enjoyed l^^pularity
silver.

.
. except that of the armourer and the sword-smith. No sooner,

Copper occupied a scarcely less important place in Old Japan,
i

however, did the prowess of Oda Nobunaga and, above all, of
From a period long anterior to historic times this metal wa«;

, Hidcyoshi, the taiko, bring within sight a cessation of civil war
oraploved to manufacture mirrors and swords, and the introduction ••
of Buddhism in the 6th century was quickly foUowed by the
casting of sacred imogfs, many ol which still survive. Finding in 1

th(* i8th Century tlnd her foreign intercourse not only had largely
denuded her of gold and silvei, but also threatened to denude lier

of copper, Japan scl a limit tons) to the yearly export of the
;

latter metal. After ilie resumption of administrative power by the
(. mpcfror in 1867, attention was quickly diivciod to the quettian of
mineral resources

;
several Western experts wore employed to

conduct siuAcys and introduce Occidental mining methodc, and ten
of the most important mines were worked under the direct auspices

,

of tlie state in order to serve as object lesson.s. Subsequently these
mines were all transferred to private hand.s, and the govemmenl
now retains possession of only a few iron and cool mines whose
products arc needed for dockyard ami arsenal purposes. The

and the unification of the couatry, than the taste for beautiful

objects and artistic utensils recovered vitality . By degrees there

grew up among the feudal barons a keen rivalry in art industr}’,

and the shogun’s court in Yedo set a standard which the feuda-

tories constantly stro’^e to attain. Ultimately, in the days
immediately antecedent to its fall, the shogun’s administration

sought to induce a more logical s}'stem by encouraging local

manufacturers to supply local needs only, leaving to Kioto and
Yedo the duty of catering to general wants.

But before thi.s reform had approached maturity, the second

advent of Western nations introduced to Japan the products of

r -- an industrial civilization centuries in advance of her own from
tollowm« table shows the recent vroitress and present condition of ' the point of view of utility, though nowise superior in the

^ application of art. Immediately

the nation became alive to the
Valno. xiecersity ol correcting its own in-

feriority in this respect. But the

people being entirely without

49i^o models for organization, without

financial machinery and with-

out the idea of joint-stock

enterprise, the government Iiad

537588 to choose between entering the

38,61 2 field as an instructor, and leaving
(>1,386 nation to struggle along an

arduous and expensive way
to tardy development. There

could be no question as to which

course would conduce more to

the general advantage, and thus,

in days immediately subse-

quent to the resumption of administrative power by the emperor,
the spectacle was seen of official excursions into the domains of

silk-reding, cement-making, cotton and silk spinning, brick-

lndnstms--\n the beginning of the Meiji era Japan was
j

burning, printing and book-binding, soap-boiling, type-casting

practically without any manufacturing industries, as the term and ceramic decoration, to say nothing of their establishing

is understood in the Occident, and she had not so much as one
|

colleges and schools where all branches of applied science were
joint-stock compiiny. At the end of 1906, her joint-stock com- ; taught. Domestic exhibitions also were organized, and spcci-

Gold SiLVtCll Copper Lead
Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Valno.

oz. i oz, i Tons. i Toils. 1
189; . • 34 ,55^ 136,834 1 ,809,805 208,200 19,7^2 869,2(>(» 74G 10,343
1901 . . 82,517 3301076 1,824,842 21 {,(>82 36,495 1,625,244 1,744 24,040
I90G . , 90,842 36.^715 2,023,212 243,914 37.254 3.607,992 2,721 49.690

Iron Coal Petroleum Sulphur
Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value Quantity, Value. Quantity. Value.

Tons. i Tons. { Gallons. i Tons. /
1897 • .^5.>78 103,559 5 ,

229,(>(>2 1 ,8^,592 9,248,800 44,389 13.*,.8 3.37588
IQO! .

. 46,350 123,701 9,025,325 3,060,931 39,35^.960 227,841 1(3,007 38,612
I90(> . . 85,203 208

,9U 12,980,103 0,314,400 55 .« 35 ,
1^6 314.556 27,40(; 01,386

Antimony Mangankse Others
(,^uaiitity. Value. Quantity. Value. Value. Total Values.

Tons. 1 Tons. i i i
1897 • • i>i33 27,302 I.1J 75 8,75a 3 ,345.W>2
KIOI . 529 10,846 3,450 .3,670,508
igoO . 293 22,8(12 12,322 5.x..365 4 X,3 .3^ 10,839,783

Thc^mnber of mine cmplovoc-s in 1907 was i9a,(xx), in round
numbers

;
the number of mining companies, 189

;
and the aggregate

paid-up capital, 10 millions siorling.

panies and partnerships totalled 9329, their paid-up capital

exceeded 100 millions sterling, and theii' reserves totalled 26
millions. It is not to be inferred, however, from the absence
of manufacturing organizations 50 years ago that such pursuits

men.s of the countr3'’s products and manufactures were sent

under government auspices to exhibitions abroad. On the other

hand, the effect of this new departure along Western lines could

not but be injurious to the old (domestic industries of the country,
were deliberately eschewed or despised in japan. On the con-

|

espHeciall)" to those which owed their existence to tastes and tra-

trary, at the very dawm of the historical epoen we find that sec-
;

ditions now regarded as obsolete. Here again the government
tions of the people took their names from the work carried on by

,

oame to the rescue by establishing a firm whose functions were
them, and that specimens of expert industry were preserv'ed in to familiarize foreign markets with the products of Japanese
the sovereign’s palace side by side wdth the Imperial insignia,

j

artisans, and to instruct the latter in adaptations likely to appeal
Further, skilled artisans from the neighbouring continent

|

to Occidental taste. Steps were also taken for training w'omen
always found a welcome in japan, and when Korea was success-

|

as artisans, and the government printing bureau set the example
fully invaded in early times, one of the uses v/hich the virtorfi

made of their conquest was to impcirt Korean weavers and dyers.

Sub-sequently the advdnt of Buddhism, with its demand for

images, temples, gorgeous vestments and rich paraphernalia,

gave a marked impulse to the development of artiatk indus^,
which at the out.set took it.«5 models from China, India and Greece,

but gradually, while assimilating many of the best features of

the continent^ schools, subjected them to such great modifi-
cations in acc.ordtnce with Japanese genius that thi^ ceased

to retain morf than a trace of their originals. From the 9th

of employing female labour, an innovation which soon developed

large dimensions. In short, the authorities applied themselves

to educate an industrial dLspusition throughout the country, and
as soon as suooess seemed to be in right, they gradually trans-

ferred from official to private direction the various model enter-

prises, retaining only such as were required to supply the needs

of the state.

The result of all this effort was that whereas, in the beginning of
the Meiji era, Japan had virtually no induattles worthy of the name,
she possessed in 189O—that is to say, after an interval of 23 years
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in 1896 as compared ^vith iaareiga veweb, the ioxmer grew to
x6 % in 1902 ; while in Korean ports Japanese steamers almost
menopdlised ^ carrymg trade, living onty 16 % to their ioreign
rivals, and even in Hong-Kong the tonnage m Japanese a^ps
increased from 3 % in il!^6 to 13 % in 1900. In 1898 Japan srtood

eleventh on the list of the tliirteeu principal maritime countries of the
world

, but in 19^7 she rose to the fiilh place . Her principal company,
the Nippon ypsen kaisha, though cstablisaed as lately as 18B5, now
ranks nmth in point oi tonnage among the ai leading maritime
companies of the world . This company was able to supply 55 out of
a total fleet of 307 transports tumishecl by ah the steaintom com-
panies of Japan for military and naval purposes during me war
with Kussia m 1904-5. It may he noted in conclusion that the
development of Japan's steam-^duppiag during the five decades
ended iqoy was as follows :

—

Tons.

At the end of 1868
At the end of 1878
At the end of 1888 ....

T 7,9.52

. 63,468
J 97,3^5
648,324

. 1,115,880

At the end of 1898 .

At the end of rqoy

'J'hcre aA*c 33 ports in Japan open as places of call for foreign

Q ~ . steamers. Their names with the dates of their open-
s.

follow :

—

Name.
Yokohama

Date of Opening. ’

1859
Situation.

Main Island.

Kobe . . . 1868 do.
Niigata 1807 do.
Osaka . . . 1899 do.

Vukkaichi do. do.
Shimonoseki . . do. do.

Itozaki do. do.

Talct'toyo do. do.

Shimizu . do. do.

Tsiirnga . . . do. do.
Nanao do. do.

Fushiki do. do.

Sakai . . . do. do.

Hamada . . . do. do.

Miyazu do. do.

Aomori . 1906 do.
Nag;i«?aki . . . 1839 Kittshik.

Moji . . 1899 do
Hakata . . do. do.

Karatsu . do. do.

Kuchinotsu . . do. do.

MLsumi do. do.

Suminoyc . . 1906 do.

Izuhara . . 1809 Tsushima.
Sasuna . . do. do.

Shikami do. do.

.\afa . do. Riukni.

Olaru . . . do. Yezo.
Kushtro do. do.

Mororan do. do.

Hakodate . . . 1865 do.

Kelung . . 1899 Formosa.
Tarasui do. do.
Takow tk>.

'

do.

Aiipin do. do.

Emigratiov.—Characteristic of the Japanese is a spirit of

adventure : they readily emigrate to foreign countries if any
inducement offers. A strong dispo.sition to exclude them has

displayed itself in the United States of America, in Australasia,

and in British C!olumbia, and it is evident that, since one nation

cannot force its society on another at the point of the sword,

this anti-Asiatic prejudice will liave to be respected, though it

has its origin in nothing more respectable than the jealousy of

the labouring classes. One result is an increase in the number
of Japanese emigrating to Korea, Manchuria and S. America.

The following table shows the numbers residing at various places

outside Japan in 1904 and 1906 respecti\^ly ;

—

Place,

Number in

1904.

Number
1906.

China . . . ... .... 9,417 27,126

Korea .... • • • 31,093 100,000

4'

3.
8a3Manchuria . . . . . . .

—
Hong-Kong . . . 600 756
Singapore . .

,
. . . . . 1,292 1,428

BritiA India . . .... 413 S30
Europe .... .... 183 697

Place.

United States of America
Cuftada ...
M«X!C0
S. America ....
Philippines . . . ^

Hawaii

Australasia ....

iniber in Number in

1904- 1906.

33,849 130,228

3,838 5,o8«

436 1,294

1496 2,500

2,652 ^,185

65,008 64,319

71,129 3^274

Foreign Rtsidertt ^.—The number of foreignws residing in

Japan and their nationalities in 1^89, 1899 and 1906, respec-

tively, were as follow :

—

1889. 1899. JQOO.

Americans . . . 899 1,290 1,650
British . . . . . 1,701 2^13 2.155
Russians . . 63 134 211
French .

Pertuguesc .

' • 335
108

540

Germans • • 550 532 670
Cliinesc . • 4.975 b,372 12,425
Koreans . . 8 188 254

, There are also small numbers of Dutch, Peruvian.s, Belgians,

: Swiss, Italians, Danes, Swedes, Austrians, Hungarians, &c.

This slow growth of the foreign residents is remarkable when
,

' ontrasted with the fact that the volume of the country's foreign

i trade, which constitutes their main business, grew in the same
i period from iji millions sterling to 92 millions.

Posts and Telegraphs.-— government of the Restoration

I

did not wait for the complete abolition of feudalism before

I

organizing a new system of posts in accordance with modem
I

needs. At first, letters only were carried, but before the close

i of 1871 the service was extended so as to include newspapers,

I
printed matter, books and commercini samples, while the area

I was extended so as to embrace all important towns between
' Hakodate in the northern island of Yezo and Nagasaki in the

southern island of Kiushiu. fwo years later t&s field was
closed to private enterprise, the state a.ssuming sole charge of

the business. A few years later saw Japan in possession of an
organization comparable in every respect with the systems
existing in Kuropc. In 1892 a foreign service was added.

Whereas' in 1871 the number of post-offices throughout the

I

empire was only 179, it had grown to 6449 in 1907, while the

I

mad matter sent during the latter year totalled 1254 miOions

I
(mchading 15 millions of parcels), and 67,000 persons were en-

j

gaged in handling it. Japan labours ijnder special difficulties

I

for postal purposes, owing to the great number of islands included

; in the empire, the exceptionally mountainous nature of the

I
(XMmtry; and the wide areas covered by the cities in proportion

!

to the number of their inhabitants. It is not sui^rising to find,

therefore, that the means of distribution are varied. The state

derives a net revenue of 5 million yen approximately from its

postal service. It need .scarcely be added that the system of

postal money-orders was developed pari passu with that of

ordinary correspondence, but in this context one interesting fact

may be noted, imnicly, tliat while Japan sends abroad only some

£25,000 annually to foreign countaries tiitough the pok, she

receives over £450,000 from her over-sea emigrants.

Joffton at the timu of the Restoration (1867) was not entire^' with-
out experience wliich prepared her fer die' postai money-oiider
system. Some Ooo years ago the idea of the bill ol

exchange was born in the little town of Toisugawa
(Yatoato province), though it did not obtain much
development beioic the ef^blishment of the Xokugawa
shogusate in the 17th century. The feudal diiofr, having then to
transmit large sums to Yedo for the purposes of their compulsory
residence there, availed themselves ot bills of exchange, and the
shogun’s government, which received conaidcmble amounts in

Osaka, seized ten brokeiu to whom theduty oif effectinf the transfer

of those funds vraa entrusted. Sttbae(|uently the to chosen brokers

were permitted to extend their services to the general public, and a
recent Japanese historian notes that Osaka thus b'seame the birth-

plaoe of Wnkifig bustnesa in Japan. PcstsJi money-ordert were
therefore eas^ appreciatod at the time of tibeir introduotion in

1875. This wan not true of the postid savings bank, however, m
institutiOB which came into existence m the same yesc. It ivsks
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commodities was thus prevented so effectually that cases arc
recorded of one feudatory’s subjects dying of starvation while
those of an adjoining fief enjoyed abundance. International
commerce, on the other hand, lay under the veto of the central

government, which punished with death any one attempting
to hold intercourse with foreigners. Thus the fiefs practised a
policy of mutual seclusion at home, and united to maintain a
policy of general seclusion abroad. Yet it was under the feudal
system that the most signal development of Japanese trade took
place, and since the processes of that development have much
historical interest they invite close attention.

As the bulk of a feudal chicif's inconio was paid in rice, arrange-
ments had to be made for sending the grain to market and trans-
mitting its proceeds. This was effected originally by establishing
in Osaka stores {kura-yauhiln), under the charge of samurai, who
received the rice, sold it to merchants in that city find remitted the
proceeds by official carriers. But from the niiddle of the 17th
century these stores wore placed in the charge of tradesmen to whom
was given the name of kake-ya (agent). They disposed of the
products entrusted t llicm by a fief and held the money, sending
it by monthly instalments to an appointed place, rendering yearly
accounts and receiving commission at the rate of from 2 to 4%.
They had no .special licence, but they were honourably regarded and
often distinguished by an official title or an hereditary pension.
In fact a kake ya, of such standing as the Mitsui and the Konoike
families, was, in effect, a banker charged witli the finances of several
fiefs. In Osaka the method of .sale was uniform. Tenders were
invited, and these having been opened in the presence of all the store
officials and kake-ya, the successful tenderers had to deposit bargain-
money, paying the remainder within ten days, and thereafter becom-
ing entitled to take delivery of the rice in whole or by instalments
within a certain time, no lee being charged for storage. A similar
systeiri*fl|fccistcd in Yedo, the shogun's capital. Out of the custom of
deferred delivery developed the establishment of exchanges where
advances were made against sale ccrtificale.s, and purely .speculative
transactions came into vogue. There followed an experience
common enough in the West at one time : public opinion rebelled
against these transactions in margins on the ground that they tended
to enhance the price of rice. Several of the brokers were arrested
and brought to trial

;
marginal dealings were thenceforth forbidden,

and a system of licences was inaugurated in Yedo, the number of
licensed dealers ^ being restricted to 108.
The system of organized trading companies had its origin in the

i2th century, when, the number of mevchanls admitted within the
confines of Yedo being restricted, it became necessary for llio.se not
obtaining that privilege to establish some mode of co-operation,
and there resulted the formation of companies wdth representatives
stationed in the feudal capital and share-holding members in the
provinces. I'hc Ashik^a shoguns developed this restriction by
selling to the highest bidder the exclu.sive right of engaging in a
particular trade, and the Tokugawa administration had recourse
to practice. But whereas the monopolies instituted by
the AMkaga had for sole object the enrichment of the exchequer,
the Tokugawa regarded it chiefly as a means of obtaining worthy
nipresentatives m each branch of trade. The first licences were
issued in Yedo to keepers of bath-houses in the middle of tlie 17th
century. As the city grew in dimensions these licences increased
in value, so that pawnbrokers willingly accepted them in pledge
for loans. Subsequently almanack-scller.s were obliged to take
out licences, and the system was after\vards extended to money-
changers.

It was to the hslimongers, however, that the advantages of
commercial organization first presented themselves vividly. The
greatest fish-market in Japan is at Nihon-bashi in T6kyfi (formerly
Yedo). It had its origin in the needs of the Tokugawa court.
When lyeyasu (founder of the Tokugawa dynasty) entered Yedo
in 1590, his train was followed by some fishermen of Setlsu, to
whom he granted the privilege of plying their trade in the adjacent
seas, on condition that they furnished a supply of their best fish
tor the use of thc^ garrison. The remainder they offered for sale
at Nihon-bashi. Early in the 17th century one Sukegoro of Yamato
province (hence called Yamato-ya) went to Yedo and organized the
fishmongers into a great gild. Nothing is recorded about this
man’s antecedents, tliough his mercantile genius entitles him to
Wstorical notice. He contracted for the sale of all the fish obtained
in the neighbouring seas, advanced money to the fishermen on the
security of their catch, constnicted preserves for keeping the fish
alive until they were exposed in the market, and enrolled all the
dealers in a confederation which ultimately consisted of 301 whole-
sale merchants and 246 brokers. The main purpose of Sukegoro’s
system was to prevent the consumer from dealing direct writh the
producer. Thus in return for the pecuniary accommodation

' They were called fuda-sashi (ticket-holders), a term derived
from the fact that rice-vouchers were usually held in a split bamboo
which was thrust into a pile of rice bags to indicate their buyer.

gnnted to fishermen to buy boats and nets they were required to
give every fish they caught to the wholesale merc^nt from whom
they had received the advance

;
and the latter, on his side, hVd to

sell in the open market at prices fixed by the confederation. A
somewhat similar system applied to vegetables, though in this case
the monopoly was never so close.

It will be ob.servt*d that this federation of fishmongers approxi-
mated closely to a trust, as the term is now understood

;
that is to

say, an association of merchants engaged in the same branch of
trade and pledged to observe certain rules m the conduct of their
business as well as to adhere to fixed rates. The idea was extended
to n^rly every trade, 10 monster confederations being organized
in Yedo and 24 in Osaka. These received official recognition,
and contributed a sum to the exchequer under the euphonious
name of benefit money,’" amounting to nearly £20,000 annually.
They attained a high state of prosperity, the whole of fbe cities'
supplies pa.ssing through their hands.- No member of a confedera-
tion was permitted to dispose of his licence except to a near relative,
and if any one not on the roll of a confederation engaged in the same
business he became liable to puni.shment at the hands of the officials.
In spite of the limits thus imposed on the transfer of licences, one
of mese documents commanded from /80 to ;^04oo, and in the
beginning of the i9tli century the confederations, or gilds, had
increased to 68 in Yedo, comprising 1195 merchants. The gild
system extended to maritime enterprise also. In the beginning of
the 17th century a mercliant of Sakai (near Osaka) established a
junk service between Ovsaka and Yedo, but this kind of business did
not attain any considerable development until the close of that
cenlury, when 10 gilds of Yedo and 24 of Osaka combined to
organize a marine-transport company for the purpose of conveying
their owm merchandise. Here also the principle of monopoly was
strictly olxserved, no goods being shipped for unaffiliated merchants.
This carrying trade rapidly assumed large dimensions. The number
of junks entering Yedo rose to over 1500 yearly. They raced from
port to port, just as tca-clippers from China to Europe used to race
m recent times, and troubles incidental to their rivalry became so
^rious that it was found necessary' to enact stringent rule.s. Each
junk-mastcr liad to subscribe a written oath that he would comply
strictly with the regulations and observe the sequence of sailing as
determined by lot. The junks had to call en route at Uraga for the
pui^se of undergoing official examination. The order of their
arrival there was duly registered, and the master making the best
record ihrou.ghout the year received a present in money as well as a
coniplimenlary garment, and became the shippers' favourite nc.\t
season.

Operation.s relating to the currency also w^ere brought under the
control of gilds, l lie businc.ss of money changing seems to have been
taken up as a profession from the beginning of the 15th century,
but it was then in the hands of pedlars who carried strings of copper
ca.sh which they exchanged for gold or silver coins, then in rare
circulation, or for parcels of gold dust. From the early part of the
17th century exchanges ivere opened in Yedo, and in 1718 the men
engaged in this bu.siness formed a gild after the fashion of the time.
Six hundred of these received licences, and no unlicensed person
was permitted to purchase the avocation. Four representatives
of the chief exchange met daily and fixed the ratio between gold
and silver, the figure being tlicn communicated to the various
exchanges and to the shogun's oflicials. As for the prices of gold or
silver in terms of copper or bank-notes, 24 representatives of the
exchanges met every evening, and, in the presence of an official

censor, settled the figure for the following day and recorded the
amount of transactions during the past 24 hours, full information
on these points being at once sent to the city governors and the
street elders.

The exchanges in their ultimate form approximated very closely
to the Occidental idea of banks. They not only bought gold, silver

and copper coins, but they also received money on deposit, made
loans and issued vouchers which played a very important part in

commercial transactions. The voucher seems to have come into
existence in Japan in the 14th century. It originated in the Yoshino
market of Yamato province, where the hilly nature of the district
rendered the carriage of copper money so arduous that rich mer-
chants began to substitute written receipts and engagements
which quickly became current. Among these documents there
was a " joint voucher " {kumiaufuda), signed by several persons,
any one of whom might be held responsible for its redemption.
This had large vogue, but it did not obtain official recognition until

1636, when the third Tokugawa shogun selected 30 substantial
merchants and divided them into 3 gilds, each authorized to issue
vouchers, provided that a certain sum was deposited by way of
security. Such vouchers were obviously a form of bank-note.
Their circulation by the exchanges came about in a similar manner.
During many years the treasure of the shogun and of the feudal

“ In 1725, when the population of Yedo was about three-quarters
of a million, the merchandise that entered the city was 861,893 bags
of rice; 795,^56 casks of sake

;
132,892 casks of soy (fish-sauce)

;

18,209,987 bundles of fire-wood
; 809,790 bags of charcoal

: 90,811
tubs of oil

;
1,670,850 bags of salt and 3,613,500 pieces of cotton

cloth.
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in 1896 as compared ^vith iaareiga veweb, the ioxmer grew to
x6 % in 1902 ; while in Korean ports Japanese steamers almost
menopdlised ^ carrymg trade, living onty 16 % to their ioreign
rivals, and even in Hong-Kong the tonnage m Japanese a^ps
increased from 3 % in il!^6 to 13 % in 1900. In 1898 Japan srtood

eleventh on the list of the tliirteeu principal maritime countries of the
world

, but in 19^7 she rose to the fiilh place . Her principal company,
the Nippon ypsen kaisha, though cstablisaed as lately as 18B5, now
ranks nmth in point oi tonnage among the ai leading maritime
companies of the world . This company was able to supply 55 out of
a total fleet of 307 transports tumishecl by ah the steaintom com-
panies of Japan for military and naval purposes during me war
with Kussia m 1904-5. It may he noted in conclusion that the
development of Japan's steam-^duppiag during the five decades
ended iqoy was as follows :

—

Tons.

At the end of 1868
At the end of 1878
At the end of 1888 ....

T 7,9.52

. 63,468
J 97,3^5
648,324

. 1,115,880

At the end of 1898 .

At the end of rqoy

'J'hcre aA*c 33 ports in Japan open as places of call for foreign

Q ~ . steamers. Their names with the dates of their open-
s.

follow :

—

Name.
Yokohama

Date of Opening. ’

1859
Situation.

Main Island.

Kobe . . . 1868 do.
Niigata 1807 do.
Osaka . . . 1899 do.

Vukkaichi do. do.
Shimonoseki . . do. do.

Itozaki do. do.

Talct'toyo do. do.

Shimizu . do. do.

Tsiirnga . . . do. do.
Nanao do. do.

Fushiki do. do.

Sakai . . . do. do.

Hamada . . . do. do.

Miyazu do. do.

Aomori . 1906 do.
Nag;i«?aki . . . 1839 Kittshik.

Moji . . 1899 do
Hakata . . do. do.

Karatsu . do. do.

Kuchinotsu . . do. do.

MLsumi do. do.

Suminoyc . . 1906 do.

Izuhara . . 1809 Tsushima.
Sasuna . . do. do.

Shikami do. do.

.\afa . do. Riukni.

Olaru . . . do. Yezo.
Kushtro do. do.

Mororan do. do.

Hakodate . . . 1865 do.

Kelung . . 1899 Formosa.
Tarasui do. do.
Takow tk>.

'

do.

Aiipin do. do.

Emigratiov.—Characteristic of the Japanese is a spirit of

adventure : they readily emigrate to foreign countries if any
inducement offers. A strong dispo.sition to exclude them has

displayed itself in the United States of America, in Australasia,

and in British C!olumbia, and it is evident that, since one nation

cannot force its society on another at the point of the sword,

this anti-Asiatic prejudice will liave to be respected, though it

has its origin in nothing more respectable than the jealousy of

the labouring classes. One result is an increase in the number
of Japanese emigrating to Korea, Manchuria and S. America.

The following table shows the numbers residing at various places

outside Japan in 1904 and 1906 respecti\^ly ;

—

Place,

Number in

1904.

Number
1906.

China . . . ... .... 9,417 27,126

Korea .... • • • 31,093 100,000

4'

3.
8a3Manchuria . . . . . . .

—
Hong-Kong . . . 600 756
Singapore . .

,
. . . . . 1,292 1,428

BritiA India . . .... 413 S30
Europe .... .... 183 697

Place.

United States of America
Cuftada ...
M«X!C0
S. America ....
Philippines . . . ^

Hawaii

Australasia ....

iniber in Number in

1904- 1906.

33,849 130,228

3,838 5,o8«

436 1,294

1496 2,500

2,652 ^,185

65,008 64,319

71,129 3^274

Foreign Rtsidertt ^.—The number of foreignws residing in

Japan and their nationalities in 1^89, 1899 and 1906, respec-

tively, were as follow :

—

1889. 1899. JQOO.

Americans . . . 899 1,290 1,650
British . . . . . 1,701 2^13 2.155
Russians . . 63 134 211
French .

Pertuguesc .

' • 335
108

540

Germans • • 550 532 670
Cliinesc . • 4.975 b,372 12,425
Koreans . . 8 188 254

, There are also small numbers of Dutch, Peruvian.s, Belgians,

: Swiss, Italians, Danes, Swedes, Austrians, Hungarians, &c.

This slow growth of the foreign residents is remarkable when
,

' ontrasted with the fact that the volume of the country's foreign

i trade, which constitutes their main business, grew in the same
i period from iji millions sterling to 92 millions.

Posts and Telegraphs.-— government of the Restoration

I

did not wait for the complete abolition of feudalism before

I

organizing a new system of posts in accordance with modem
I

needs. At first, letters only were carried, but before the close

i of 1871 the service was extended so as to include newspapers,

I
printed matter, books and commercini samples, while the area

I was extended so as to embrace all important towns between
' Hakodate in the northern island of Yezo and Nagasaki in the

southern island of Kiushiu. fwo years later t&s field was
closed to private enterprise, the state a.ssuming sole charge of

the business. A few years later saw Japan in possession of an
organization comparable in every respect with the systems
existing in Kuropc. In 1892 a foreign service was added.

Whereas' in 1871 the number of post-offices throughout the

I

empire was only 179, it had grown to 6449 in 1907, while the

I

mad matter sent during the latter year totalled 1254 miOions

I
(mchading 15 millions of parcels), and 67,000 persons were en-

j

gaged in handling it. Japan labours ijnder special difficulties

I

for postal purposes, owing to the great number of islands included

; in the empire, the exceptionally mountainous nature of the

I
(XMmtry; and the wide areas covered by the cities in proportion

!

to the number of their inhabitants. It is not sui^rising to find,

therefore, that the means of distribution are varied. The state

derives a net revenue of 5 million yen approximately from its

postal service. It need .scarcely be added that the system of

postal money-orders was developed pari passu with that of

ordinary correspondence, but in this context one interesting fact

may be noted, imnicly, tliat while Japan sends abroad only some

£25,000 annually to foreign countaries tiitough the pok, she

receives over £450,000 from her over-sea emigrants.

Joffton at the timu of the Restoration (1867) was not entire^' with-
out experience wliich prepared her fer die' postai money-oiider
system. Some Ooo years ago the idea of the bill ol

exchange was born in the little town of Toisugawa
(Yatoato province), though it did not obtain much
development beioic the ef^blishment of the Xokugawa
shogusate in the 17th century. The feudal diiofr, having then to
transmit large sums to Yedo for the purposes of their compulsory
residence there, availed themselves ot bills of exchange, and the
shogun’s government, which received conaidcmble amounts in

Osaka, seized ten brokeiu to whom theduty oif effectinf the transfer

of those funds vraa entrusted. Sttbae(|uently the to chosen brokers

were permitted to extend their services to the general public, and a
recent Japanese historian notes that Osaka thus b'seame the birth-

plaoe of Wnkifig bustnesa in Japan. PcstsJi money-ordert were
therefore eas^ appreciatod at the time of tibeir introduotion in

1875. This wan not true of the postid savings bank, however, m
institutiOB which came into existence m the same yesc. It ivsks
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commodities was thus prevented so effectually that cases arc
recorded of one feudatory’s subjects dying of starvation while
those of an adjoining fief enjoyed abundance. International
commerce, on the other hand, lay under the veto of the central

government, which punished with death any one attempting
to hold intercourse with foreigners. Thus the fiefs practised a
policy of mutual seclusion at home, and united to maintain a
policy of general seclusion abroad. Yet it was under the feudal
system that the most signal development of Japanese trade took
place, and since the processes of that development have much
historical interest they invite close attention.

As the bulk of a feudal chicif's inconio was paid in rice, arrange-
ments had to be made for sending the grain to market and trans-
mitting its proceeds. This was effected originally by establishing
in Osaka stores {kura-yauhiln), under the charge of samurai, who
received the rice, sold it to merchants in that city find remitted the
proceeds by official carriers. But from the niiddle of the 17th
century these stores wore placed in the charge of tradesmen to whom
was given the name of kake-ya (agent). They disposed of the
products entrusted t llicm by a fief and held the money, sending
it by monthly instalments to an appointed place, rendering yearly
accounts and receiving commission at the rate of from 2 to 4%.
They had no .special licence, but they were honourably regarded and
often distinguished by an official title or an hereditary pension.
In fact a kake ya, of such standing as the Mitsui and the Konoike
families, was, in effect, a banker charged witli the finances of several
fiefs. In Osaka the method of .sale was uniform. Tenders were
invited, and these having been opened in the presence of all the store
officials and kake-ya, the successful tenderers had to deposit bargain-
money, paying the remainder within ten days, and thereafter becom-
ing entitled to take delivery of the rice in whole or by instalments
within a certain time, no lee being charged for storage. A similar
systeiri*fl|fccistcd in Yedo, the shogun's capital. Out of the custom of
deferred delivery developed the establishment of exchanges where
advances were made against sale ccrtificale.s, and purely .speculative
transactions came into vogue. There followed an experience
common enough in the West at one time : public opinion rebelled
against these transactions in margins on the ground that they tended
to enhance the price of rice. Several of the brokers were arrested
and brought to trial

;
marginal dealings were thenceforth forbidden,

and a system of licences was inaugurated in Yedo, the number of
licensed dealers ^ being restricted to 108.
The system of organized trading companies had its origin in the

i2th century, when, the number of mevchanls admitted within the
confines of Yedo being restricted, it became necessary for llio.se not
obtaining that privilege to establish some mode of co-operation,
and there resulted the formation of companies wdth representatives
stationed in the feudal capital and share-holding members in the
provinces. I'hc Ashik^a shoguns developed this restriction by
selling to the highest bidder the exclu.sive right of engaging in a
particular trade, and the Tokugawa administration had recourse
to practice. But whereas the monopolies instituted by
the AMkaga had for sole object the enrichment of the exchequer,
the Tokugawa regarded it chiefly as a means of obtaining worthy
nipresentatives m each branch of trade. The first licences were
issued in Yedo to keepers of bath-houses in the middle of tlie 17th
century. As the city grew in dimensions these licences increased
in value, so that pawnbrokers willingly accepted them in pledge
for loans. Subsequently almanack-scller.s were obliged to take
out licences, and the system was after\vards extended to money-
changers.

It was to the hslimongers, however, that the advantages of
commercial organization first presented themselves vividly. The
greatest fish-market in Japan is at Nihon-bashi in T6kyfi (formerly
Yedo). It had its origin in the needs of the Tokugawa court.
When lyeyasu (founder of the Tokugawa dynasty) entered Yedo
in 1590, his train was followed by some fishermen of Setlsu, to
whom he granted the privilege of plying their trade in the adjacent
seas, on condition that they furnished a supply of their best fish
tor the use of thc^ garrison. The remainder they offered for sale
at Nihon-bashi. Early in the 17th century one Sukegoro of Yamato
province (hence called Yamato-ya) went to Yedo and organized the
fishmongers into a great gild. Nothing is recorded about this
man’s antecedents, tliough his mercantile genius entitles him to
Wstorical notice. He contracted for the sale of all the fish obtained
in the neighbouring seas, advanced money to the fishermen on the
security of their catch, constnicted preserves for keeping the fish
alive until they were exposed in the market, and enrolled all the
dealers in a confederation which ultimately consisted of 301 whole-
sale merchants and 246 brokers. The main purpose of Sukegoro’s
system was to prevent the consumer from dealing direct writh the
producer. Thus in return for the pecuniary accommodation

' They were called fuda-sashi (ticket-holders), a term derived
from the fact that rice-vouchers were usually held in a split bamboo
which was thrust into a pile of rice bags to indicate their buyer.

gnnted to fishermen to buy boats and nets they were required to
give every fish they caught to the wholesale merc^nt from whom
they had received the advance

;
and the latter, on his side, hVd to

sell in the open market at prices fixed by the confederation. A
somewhat similar system applied to vegetables, though in this case
the monopoly was never so close.

It will be ob.servt*d that this federation of fishmongers approxi-
mated closely to a trust, as the term is now understood

;
that is to

say, an association of merchants engaged in the same branch of
trade and pledged to observe certain rules m the conduct of their
business as well as to adhere to fixed rates. The idea was extended
to n^rly every trade, 10 monster confederations being organized
in Yedo and 24 in Osaka. These received official recognition,
and contributed a sum to the exchequer under the euphonious
name of benefit money,’" amounting to nearly £20,000 annually.
They attained a high state of prosperity, the whole of fbe cities'
supplies pa.ssing through their hands.- No member of a confedera-
tion was permitted to dispose of his licence except to a near relative,
and if any one not on the roll of a confederation engaged in the same
business he became liable to puni.shment at the hands of the officials.
In spite of the limits thus imposed on the transfer of licences, one
of mese documents commanded from /80 to ;^04oo, and in the
beginning of the i9tli century the confederations, or gilds, had
increased to 68 in Yedo, comprising 1195 merchants. The gild
system extended to maritime enterprise also. In the beginning of
the 17th century a mercliant of Sakai (near Osaka) established a
junk service between Ovsaka and Yedo, but this kind of business did
not attain any considerable development until the close of that
cenlury, when 10 gilds of Yedo and 24 of Osaka combined to
organize a marine-transport company for the purpose of conveying
their owm merchandise. Here also the principle of monopoly was
strictly olxserved, no goods being shipped for unaffiliated merchants.
This carrying trade rapidly assumed large dimensions. The number
of junks entering Yedo rose to over 1500 yearly. They raced from
port to port, just as tca-clippers from China to Europe used to race
m recent times, and troubles incidental to their rivalry became so
^rious that it was found necessary' to enact stringent rule.s. Each
junk-mastcr liad to subscribe a written oath that he would comply
strictly with the regulations and observe the sequence of sailing as
determined by lot. The junks had to call en route at Uraga for the
pui^se of undergoing official examination. The order of their
arrival there was duly registered, and the master making the best
record ihrou.ghout the year received a present in money as well as a
coniplimenlary garment, and became the shippers' favourite nc.\t
season.

Operation.s relating to the currency also w^ere brought under the
control of gilds, l lie businc.ss of money changing seems to have been
taken up as a profession from the beginning of the 15th century,
but it was then in the hands of pedlars who carried strings of copper
ca.sh which they exchanged for gold or silver coins, then in rare
circulation, or for parcels of gold dust. From the early part of the
17th century exchanges ivere opened in Yedo, and in 1718 the men
engaged in this bu.siness formed a gild after the fashion of the time.
Six hundred of these received licences, and no unlicensed person
was permitted to purchase the avocation. Four representatives
of the chief exchange met daily and fixed the ratio between gold
and silver, the figure being tlicn communicated to the various
exchanges and to the shogun's oflicials. As for the prices of gold or
silver in terms of copper or bank-notes, 24 representatives of the
exchanges met every evening, and, in the presence of an official

censor, settled the figure for the following day and recorded the
amount of transactions during the past 24 hours, full information
on these points being at once sent to the city governors and the
street elders.

The exchanges in their ultimate form approximated very closely
to the Occidental idea of banks. They not only bought gold, silver

and copper coins, but they also received money on deposit, made
loans and issued vouchers which played a very important part in

commercial transactions. The voucher seems to have come into
existence in Japan in the 14th century. It originated in the Yoshino
market of Yamato province, where the hilly nature of the district
rendered the carriage of copper money so arduous that rich mer-
chants began to substitute written receipts and engagements
which quickly became current. Among these documents there
was a " joint voucher " {kumiaufuda), signed by several persons,
any one of whom might be held responsible for its redemption.
This had large vogue, but it did not obtain official recognition until

1636, when the third Tokugawa shogun selected 30 substantial
merchants and divided them into 3 gilds, each authorized to issue
vouchers, provided that a certain sum was deposited by way of
security. Such vouchers were obviously a form of bank-note.
Their circulation by the exchanges came about in a similar manner.
During many years the treasure of the shogun and of the feudal

“ In 1725, when the population of Yedo was about three-quarters
of a million, the merchandise that entered the city was 861,893 bags
of rice; 795,^56 casks of sake

;
132,892 casks of soy (fish-sauce)

;

18,209,987 bundles of fire-wood
; 809,790 bags of charcoal

: 90,811
tubs of oil

;
1,670,850 bags of salt and 3,613,500 pieces of cotton

cloth.
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in 1896 as compared ^vith iaareiga veweb, the ioxmer grew to
x6 % in 1902 ; while in Korean ports Japanese steamers almost
menopdlised ^ carrymg trade, living onty 16 % to their ioreign
rivals, and even in Hong-Kong the tonnage m Japanese a^ps
increased from 3 % in il!^6 to 13 % in 1900. In 1898 Japan srtood

eleventh on the list of the tliirteeu principal maritime countries of the
world

, but in 19^7 she rose to the fiilh place . Her principal company,
the Nippon ypsen kaisha, though cstablisaed as lately as 18B5, now
ranks nmth in point oi tonnage among the ai leading maritime
companies of the world . This company was able to supply 55 out of
a total fleet of 307 transports tumishecl by ah the steaintom com-
panies of Japan for military and naval purposes during me war
with Kussia m 1904-5. It may he noted in conclusion that the
development of Japan's steam-^duppiag during the five decades
ended iqoy was as follows :

—

Tons.

At the end of 1868
At the end of 1878
At the end of 1888 ....

T 7,9.52

. 63,468
J 97,3^5
648,324

. 1,115,880

At the end of 1898 .

At the end of rqoy

'J'hcre aA*c 33 ports in Japan open as places of call for foreign

Q ~ . steamers. Their names with the dates of their open-
s.

follow :

—

Name.
Yokohama

Date of Opening. ’

1859
Situation.

Main Island.

Kobe . . . 1868 do.
Niigata 1807 do.
Osaka . . . 1899 do.

Vukkaichi do. do.
Shimonoseki . . do. do.

Itozaki do. do.

Talct'toyo do. do.

Shimizu . do. do.

Tsiirnga . . . do. do.
Nanao do. do.

Fushiki do. do.

Sakai . . . do. do.

Hamada . . . do. do.

Miyazu do. do.

Aomori . 1906 do.
Nag;i«?aki . . . 1839 Kittshik.

Moji . . 1899 do
Hakata . . do. do.

Karatsu . do. do.

Kuchinotsu . . do. do.

MLsumi do. do.

Suminoyc . . 1906 do.

Izuhara . . 1809 Tsushima.
Sasuna . . do. do.

Shikami do. do.

.\afa . do. Riukni.

Olaru . . . do. Yezo.
Kushtro do. do.

Mororan do. do.

Hakodate . . . 1865 do.

Kelung . . 1899 Formosa.
Tarasui do. do.
Takow tk>.

'

do.

Aiipin do. do.

Emigratiov.—Characteristic of the Japanese is a spirit of

adventure : they readily emigrate to foreign countries if any
inducement offers. A strong dispo.sition to exclude them has

displayed itself in the United States of America, in Australasia,

and in British C!olumbia, and it is evident that, since one nation

cannot force its society on another at the point of the sword,

this anti-Asiatic prejudice will liave to be respected, though it

has its origin in nothing more respectable than the jealousy of

the labouring classes. One result is an increase in the number
of Japanese emigrating to Korea, Manchuria and S. America.

The following table shows the numbers residing at various places

outside Japan in 1904 and 1906 respecti\^ly ;

—

Place,

Number in

1904.

Number
1906.

China . . . ... .... 9,417 27,126

Korea .... • • • 31,093 100,000

4'

3.
8a3Manchuria . . . . . . .

—
Hong-Kong . . . 600 756
Singapore . .

,
. . . . . 1,292 1,428

BritiA India . . .... 413 S30
Europe .... .... 183 697

Place.

United States of America
Cuftada ...
M«X!C0
S. America ....
Philippines . . . ^

Hawaii

Australasia ....

iniber in Number in

1904- 1906.

33,849 130,228

3,838 5,o8«

436 1,294

1496 2,500

2,652 ^,185

65,008 64,319

71,129 3^274

Foreign Rtsidertt ^.—The number of foreignws residing in

Japan and their nationalities in 1^89, 1899 and 1906, respec-

tively, were as follow :

—

1889. 1899. JQOO.

Americans . . . 899 1,290 1,650
British . . . . . 1,701 2^13 2.155
Russians . . 63 134 211
French .

Pertuguesc .

' • 335
108

540

Germans • • 550 532 670
Cliinesc . • 4.975 b,372 12,425
Koreans . . 8 188 254

, There are also small numbers of Dutch, Peruvian.s, Belgians,

: Swiss, Italians, Danes, Swedes, Austrians, Hungarians, &c.

This slow growth of the foreign residents is remarkable when
,

' ontrasted with the fact that the volume of the country's foreign

i trade, which constitutes their main business, grew in the same
i period from iji millions sterling to 92 millions.

Posts and Telegraphs.-— government of the Restoration

I

did not wait for the complete abolition of feudalism before

I

organizing a new system of posts in accordance with modem
I

needs. At first, letters only were carried, but before the close

i of 1871 the service was extended so as to include newspapers,

I
printed matter, books and commercini samples, while the area

I was extended so as to embrace all important towns between
' Hakodate in the northern island of Yezo and Nagasaki in the

southern island of Kiushiu. fwo years later t&s field was
closed to private enterprise, the state a.ssuming sole charge of

the business. A few years later saw Japan in possession of an
organization comparable in every respect with the systems
existing in Kuropc. In 1892 a foreign service was added.

Whereas' in 1871 the number of post-offices throughout the

I

empire was only 179, it had grown to 6449 in 1907, while the

I

mad matter sent during the latter year totalled 1254 miOions

I
(mchading 15 millions of parcels), and 67,000 persons were en-

j

gaged in handling it. Japan labours ijnder special difficulties

I

for postal purposes, owing to the great number of islands included

; in the empire, the exceptionally mountainous nature of the

I
(XMmtry; and the wide areas covered by the cities in proportion

!

to the number of their inhabitants. It is not sui^rising to find,

therefore, that the means of distribution are varied. The state

derives a net revenue of 5 million yen approximately from its

postal service. It need .scarcely be added that the system of

postal money-orders was developed pari passu with that of

ordinary correspondence, but in this context one interesting fact

may be noted, imnicly, tliat while Japan sends abroad only some

£25,000 annually to foreign countaries tiitough the pok, she

receives over £450,000 from her over-sea emigrants.

Joffton at the timu of the Restoration (1867) was not entire^' with-
out experience wliich prepared her fer die' postai money-oiider
system. Some Ooo years ago the idea of the bill ol

exchange was born in the little town of Toisugawa
(Yatoato province), though it did not obtain much
development beioic the ef^blishment of the Xokugawa
shogusate in the 17th century. The feudal diiofr, having then to
transmit large sums to Yedo for the purposes of their compulsory
residence there, availed themselves ot bills of exchange, and the
shogun’s government, which received conaidcmble amounts in

Osaka, seized ten brokeiu to whom theduty oif effectinf the transfer

of those funds vraa entrusted. Sttbae(|uently the to chosen brokers

were permitted to extend their services to the general public, and a
recent Japanese historian notes that Osaka thus b'seame the birth-

plaoe of Wnkifig bustnesa in Japan. PcstsJi money-ordert were
therefore eas^ appreciatod at the time of tibeir introduotion in

1875. This wan not true of the postid savings bank, however, m
institutiOB which came into existence m the same yesc. It ivsks
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commodities was thus prevented so effectually that cases arc
recorded of one feudatory’s subjects dying of starvation while
those of an adjoining fief enjoyed abundance. International
commerce, on the other hand, lay under the veto of the central

government, which punished with death any one attempting
to hold intercourse with foreigners. Thus the fiefs practised a
policy of mutual seclusion at home, and united to maintain a
policy of general seclusion abroad. Yet it was under the feudal
system that the most signal development of Japanese trade took
place, and since the processes of that development have much
historical interest they invite close attention.

As the bulk of a feudal chicif's inconio was paid in rice, arrange-
ments had to be made for sending the grain to market and trans-
mitting its proceeds. This was effected originally by establishing
in Osaka stores {kura-yauhiln), under the charge of samurai, who
received the rice, sold it to merchants in that city find remitted the
proceeds by official carriers. But from the niiddle of the 17th
century these stores wore placed in the charge of tradesmen to whom
was given the name of kake-ya (agent). They disposed of the
products entrusted t llicm by a fief and held the money, sending
it by monthly instalments to an appointed place, rendering yearly
accounts and receiving commission at the rate of from 2 to 4%.
They had no .special licence, but they were honourably regarded and
often distinguished by an official title or an hereditary pension.
In fact a kake ya, of such standing as the Mitsui and the Konoike
families, was, in effect, a banker charged witli the finances of several
fiefs. In Osaka the method of .sale was uniform. Tenders were
invited, and these having been opened in the presence of all the store
officials and kake-ya, the successful tenderers had to deposit bargain-
money, paying the remainder within ten days, and thereafter becom-
ing entitled to take delivery of the rice in whole or by instalments
within a certain time, no lee being charged for storage. A similar
systeiri*fl|fccistcd in Yedo, the shogun's capital. Out of the custom of
deferred delivery developed the establishment of exchanges where
advances were made against sale ccrtificale.s, and purely .speculative
transactions came into vogue. There followed an experience
common enough in the West at one time : public opinion rebelled
against these transactions in margins on the ground that they tended
to enhance the price of rice. Several of the brokers were arrested
and brought to trial

;
marginal dealings were thenceforth forbidden,

and a system of licences was inaugurated in Yedo, the number of
licensed dealers ^ being restricted to 108.
The system of organized trading companies had its origin in the

i2th century, when, the number of mevchanls admitted within the
confines of Yedo being restricted, it became necessary for llio.se not
obtaining that privilege to establish some mode of co-operation,
and there resulted the formation of companies wdth representatives
stationed in the feudal capital and share-holding members in the
provinces. I'hc Ashik^a shoguns developed this restriction by
selling to the highest bidder the exclu.sive right of engaging in a
particular trade, and the Tokugawa administration had recourse
to practice. But whereas the monopolies instituted by
the AMkaga had for sole object the enrichment of the exchequer,
the Tokugawa regarded it chiefly as a means of obtaining worthy
nipresentatives m each branch of trade. The first licences were
issued in Yedo to keepers of bath-houses in the middle of tlie 17th
century. As the city grew in dimensions these licences increased
in value, so that pawnbrokers willingly accepted them in pledge
for loans. Subsequently almanack-scller.s were obliged to take
out licences, and the system was after\vards extended to money-
changers.

It was to the hslimongers, however, that the advantages of
commercial organization first presented themselves vividly. The
greatest fish-market in Japan is at Nihon-bashi in T6kyfi (formerly
Yedo). It had its origin in the needs of the Tokugawa court.
When lyeyasu (founder of the Tokugawa dynasty) entered Yedo
in 1590, his train was followed by some fishermen of Setlsu, to
whom he granted the privilege of plying their trade in the adjacent
seas, on condition that they furnished a supply of their best fish
tor the use of thc^ garrison. The remainder they offered for sale
at Nihon-bashi. Early in the 17th century one Sukegoro of Yamato
province (hence called Yamato-ya) went to Yedo and organized the
fishmongers into a great gild. Nothing is recorded about this
man’s antecedents, tliough his mercantile genius entitles him to
Wstorical notice. He contracted for the sale of all the fish obtained
in the neighbouring seas, advanced money to the fishermen on the
security of their catch, constnicted preserves for keeping the fish
alive until they were exposed in the market, and enrolled all the
dealers in a confederation which ultimately consisted of 301 whole-
sale merchants and 246 brokers. The main purpose of Sukegoro’s
system was to prevent the consumer from dealing direct writh the
producer. Thus in return for the pecuniary accommodation

' They were called fuda-sashi (ticket-holders), a term derived
from the fact that rice-vouchers were usually held in a split bamboo
which was thrust into a pile of rice bags to indicate their buyer.

gnnted to fishermen to buy boats and nets they were required to
give every fish they caught to the wholesale merc^nt from whom
they had received the advance

;
and the latter, on his side, hVd to

sell in the open market at prices fixed by the confederation. A
somewhat similar system applied to vegetables, though in this case
the monopoly was never so close.

It will be ob.servt*d that this federation of fishmongers approxi-
mated closely to a trust, as the term is now understood

;
that is to

say, an association of merchants engaged in the same branch of
trade and pledged to observe certain rules m the conduct of their
business as well as to adhere to fixed rates. The idea was extended
to n^rly every trade, 10 monster confederations being organized
in Yedo and 24 in Osaka. These received official recognition,
and contributed a sum to the exchequer under the euphonious
name of benefit money,’" amounting to nearly £20,000 annually.
They attained a high state of prosperity, the whole of fbe cities'
supplies pa.ssing through their hands.- No member of a confedera-
tion was permitted to dispose of his licence except to a near relative,
and if any one not on the roll of a confederation engaged in the same
business he became liable to puni.shment at the hands of the officials.
In spite of the limits thus imposed on the transfer of licences, one
of mese documents commanded from /80 to ;^04oo, and in the
beginning of the i9tli century the confederations, or gilds, had
increased to 68 in Yedo, comprising 1195 merchants. The gild
system extended to maritime enterprise also. In the beginning of
the 17th century a mercliant of Sakai (near Osaka) established a
junk service between Ovsaka and Yedo, but this kind of business did
not attain any considerable development until the close of that
cenlury, when 10 gilds of Yedo and 24 of Osaka combined to
organize a marine-transport company for the purpose of conveying
their owm merchandise. Here also the principle of monopoly was
strictly olxserved, no goods being shipped for unaffiliated merchants.
This carrying trade rapidly assumed large dimensions. The number
of junks entering Yedo rose to over 1500 yearly. They raced from
port to port, just as tca-clippers from China to Europe used to race
m recent times, and troubles incidental to their rivalry became so
^rious that it was found necessary' to enact stringent rule.s. Each
junk-mastcr liad to subscribe a written oath that he would comply
strictly with the regulations and observe the sequence of sailing as
determined by lot. The junks had to call en route at Uraga for the
pui^se of undergoing official examination. The order of their
arrival there was duly registered, and the master making the best
record ihrou.ghout the year received a present in money as well as a
coniplimenlary garment, and became the shippers' favourite nc.\t
season.

Operation.s relating to the currency also w^ere brought under the
control of gilds, l lie businc.ss of money changing seems to have been
taken up as a profession from the beginning of the 15th century,
but it was then in the hands of pedlars who carried strings of copper
ca.sh which they exchanged for gold or silver coins, then in rare
circulation, or for parcels of gold dust. From the early part of the
17th century exchanges ivere opened in Yedo, and in 1718 the men
engaged in this bu.siness formed a gild after the fashion of the time.
Six hundred of these received licences, and no unlicensed person
was permitted to purchase the avocation. Four representatives
of the chief exchange met daily and fixed the ratio between gold
and silver, the figure being tlicn communicated to the various
exchanges and to the shogun's oflicials. As for the prices of gold or
silver in terms of copper or bank-notes, 24 representatives of the
exchanges met every evening, and, in the presence of an official

censor, settled the figure for the following day and recorded the
amount of transactions during the past 24 hours, full information
on these points being at once sent to the city governors and the
street elders.

The exchanges in their ultimate form approximated very closely
to the Occidental idea of banks. They not only bought gold, silver

and copper coins, but they also received money on deposit, made
loans and issued vouchers which played a very important part in

commercial transactions. The voucher seems to have come into
existence in Japan in the 14th century. It originated in the Yoshino
market of Yamato province, where the hilly nature of the district
rendered the carriage of copper money so arduous that rich mer-
chants began to substitute written receipts and engagements
which quickly became current. Among these documents there
was a " joint voucher " {kumiaufuda), signed by several persons,
any one of whom might be held responsible for its redemption.
This had large vogue, but it did not obtain official recognition until

1636, when the third Tokugawa shogun selected 30 substantial
merchants and divided them into 3 gilds, each authorized to issue
vouchers, provided that a certain sum was deposited by way of
security. Such vouchers were obviously a form of bank-note.
Their circulation by the exchanges came about in a similar manner.
During many years the treasure of the shogun and of the feudal

“ In 1725, when the population of Yedo was about three-quarters
of a million, the merchandise that entered the city was 861,893 bags
of rice; 795,^56 casks of sake

;
132,892 casks of soy (fish-sauce)

;

18,209,987 bundles of fire-wood
; 809,790 bags of charcoal

: 90,811
tubs of oil

;
1,670,850 bags of salt and 3,613,500 pieces of cotton

cloth.
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in 1896 as compared ^vith iaareiga veweb, the ioxmer grew to
x6 % in 1902 ; while in Korean ports Japanese steamers almost
menopdlised ^ carrymg trade, living onty 16 % to their ioreign
rivals, and even in Hong-Kong the tonnage m Japanese a^ps
increased from 3 % in il!^6 to 13 % in 1900. In 1898 Japan srtood

eleventh on the list of the tliirteeu principal maritime countries of the
world

, but in 19^7 she rose to the fiilh place . Her principal company,
the Nippon ypsen kaisha, though cstablisaed as lately as 18B5, now
ranks nmth in point oi tonnage among the ai leading maritime
companies of the world . This company was able to supply 55 out of
a total fleet of 307 transports tumishecl by ah the steaintom com-
panies of Japan for military and naval purposes during me war
with Kussia m 1904-5. It may he noted in conclusion that the
development of Japan's steam-^duppiag during the five decades
ended iqoy was as follows :

—

Tons.

At the end of 1868
At the end of 1878
At the end of 1888 ....

T 7,9.52

. 63,468
J 97,3^5
648,324

. 1,115,880

At the end of 1898 .

At the end of rqoy

'J'hcre aA*c 33 ports in Japan open as places of call for foreign

Q ~ . steamers. Their names with the dates of their open-
s.

follow :

—

Name.
Yokohama

Date of Opening. ’

1859
Situation.

Main Island.

Kobe . . . 1868 do.
Niigata 1807 do.
Osaka . . . 1899 do.

Vukkaichi do. do.
Shimonoseki . . do. do.

Itozaki do. do.

Talct'toyo do. do.

Shimizu . do. do.

Tsiirnga . . . do. do.
Nanao do. do.

Fushiki do. do.

Sakai . . . do. do.

Hamada . . . do. do.

Miyazu do. do.

Aomori . 1906 do.
Nag;i«?aki . . . 1839 Kittshik.

Moji . . 1899 do
Hakata . . do. do.

Karatsu . do. do.

Kuchinotsu . . do. do.

MLsumi do. do.

Suminoyc . . 1906 do.

Izuhara . . 1809 Tsushima.
Sasuna . . do. do.

Shikami do. do.

.\afa . do. Riukni.

Olaru . . . do. Yezo.
Kushtro do. do.

Mororan do. do.

Hakodate . . . 1865 do.

Kelung . . 1899 Formosa.
Tarasui do. do.
Takow tk>.

'

do.

Aiipin do. do.

Emigratiov.—Characteristic of the Japanese is a spirit of

adventure : they readily emigrate to foreign countries if any
inducement offers. A strong dispo.sition to exclude them has

displayed itself in the United States of America, in Australasia,

and in British C!olumbia, and it is evident that, since one nation

cannot force its society on another at the point of the sword,

this anti-Asiatic prejudice will liave to be respected, though it

has its origin in nothing more respectable than the jealousy of

the labouring classes. One result is an increase in the number
of Japanese emigrating to Korea, Manchuria and S. America.

The following table shows the numbers residing at various places

outside Japan in 1904 and 1906 respecti\^ly ;

—

Place,

Number in

1904.

Number
1906.

China . . . ... .... 9,417 27,126

Korea .... • • • 31,093 100,000

4'

3.
8a3Manchuria . . . . . . .

—
Hong-Kong . . . 600 756
Singapore . .

,
. . . . . 1,292 1,428

BritiA India . . .... 413 S30
Europe .... .... 183 697

Place.

United States of America
Cuftada ...
M«X!C0
S. America ....
Philippines . . . ^

Hawaii

Australasia ....

iniber in Number in

1904- 1906.

33,849 130,228

3,838 5,o8«

436 1,294

1496 2,500

2,652 ^,185

65,008 64,319

71,129 3^274

Foreign Rtsidertt ^.—The number of foreignws residing in

Japan and their nationalities in 1^89, 1899 and 1906, respec-

tively, were as follow :

—

1889. 1899. JQOO.

Americans . . . 899 1,290 1,650
British . . . . . 1,701 2^13 2.155
Russians . . 63 134 211
French .

Pertuguesc .

' • 335
108

540

Germans • • 550 532 670
Cliinesc . • 4.975 b,372 12,425
Koreans . . 8 188 254

, There are also small numbers of Dutch, Peruvian.s, Belgians,

: Swiss, Italians, Danes, Swedes, Austrians, Hungarians, &c.

This slow growth of the foreign residents is remarkable when
,

' ontrasted with the fact that the volume of the country's foreign

i trade, which constitutes their main business, grew in the same
i period from iji millions sterling to 92 millions.

Posts and Telegraphs.-— government of the Restoration

I

did not wait for the complete abolition of feudalism before

I

organizing a new system of posts in accordance with modem
I

needs. At first, letters only were carried, but before the close

i of 1871 the service was extended so as to include newspapers,

I
printed matter, books and commercini samples, while the area

I was extended so as to embrace all important towns between
' Hakodate in the northern island of Yezo and Nagasaki in the

southern island of Kiushiu. fwo years later t&s field was
closed to private enterprise, the state a.ssuming sole charge of

the business. A few years later saw Japan in possession of an
organization comparable in every respect with the systems
existing in Kuropc. In 1892 a foreign service was added.

Whereas' in 1871 the number of post-offices throughout the

I

empire was only 179, it had grown to 6449 in 1907, while the

I

mad matter sent during the latter year totalled 1254 miOions

I
(mchading 15 millions of parcels), and 67,000 persons were en-

j

gaged in handling it. Japan labours ijnder special difficulties

I

for postal purposes, owing to the great number of islands included

; in the empire, the exceptionally mountainous nature of the

I
(XMmtry; and the wide areas covered by the cities in proportion

!

to the number of their inhabitants. It is not sui^rising to find,

therefore, that the means of distribution are varied. The state

derives a net revenue of 5 million yen approximately from its

postal service. It need .scarcely be added that the system of

postal money-orders was developed pari passu with that of

ordinary correspondence, but in this context one interesting fact

may be noted, imnicly, tliat while Japan sends abroad only some

£25,000 annually to foreign countaries tiitough the pok, she

receives over £450,000 from her over-sea emigrants.

Joffton at the timu of the Restoration (1867) was not entire^' with-
out experience wliich prepared her fer die' postai money-oiider
system. Some Ooo years ago the idea of the bill ol

exchange was born in the little town of Toisugawa
(Yatoato province), though it did not obtain much
development beioic the ef^blishment of the Xokugawa
shogusate in the 17th century. The feudal diiofr, having then to
transmit large sums to Yedo for the purposes of their compulsory
residence there, availed themselves ot bills of exchange, and the
shogun’s government, which received conaidcmble amounts in

Osaka, seized ten brokeiu to whom theduty oif effectinf the transfer

of those funds vraa entrusted. Sttbae(|uently the to chosen brokers

were permitted to extend their services to the general public, and a
recent Japanese historian notes that Osaka thus b'seame the birth-

plaoe of Wnkifig bustnesa in Japan. PcstsJi money-ordert were
therefore eas^ appreciatod at the time of tibeir introduotion in

1875. This wan not true of the postid savings bank, however, m
institutiOB which came into existence m the same yesc. It ivsks
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commodities was thus prevented so effectually that cases arc
recorded of one feudatory’s subjects dying of starvation while
those of an adjoining fief enjoyed abundance. International
commerce, on the other hand, lay under the veto of the central

government, which punished with death any one attempting
to hold intercourse with foreigners. Thus the fiefs practised a
policy of mutual seclusion at home, and united to maintain a
policy of general seclusion abroad. Yet it was under the feudal
system that the most signal development of Japanese trade took
place, and since the processes of that development have much
historical interest they invite close attention.

As the bulk of a feudal chicif's inconio was paid in rice, arrange-
ments had to be made for sending the grain to market and trans-
mitting its proceeds. This was effected originally by establishing
in Osaka stores {kura-yauhiln), under the charge of samurai, who
received the rice, sold it to merchants in that city find remitted the
proceeds by official carriers. But from the niiddle of the 17th
century these stores wore placed in the charge of tradesmen to whom
was given the name of kake-ya (agent). They disposed of the
products entrusted t llicm by a fief and held the money, sending
it by monthly instalments to an appointed place, rendering yearly
accounts and receiving commission at the rate of from 2 to 4%.
They had no .special licence, but they were honourably regarded and
often distinguished by an official title or an hereditary pension.
In fact a kake ya, of such standing as the Mitsui and the Konoike
families, was, in effect, a banker charged witli the finances of several
fiefs. In Osaka the method of .sale was uniform. Tenders were
invited, and these having been opened in the presence of all the store
officials and kake-ya, the successful tenderers had to deposit bargain-
money, paying the remainder within ten days, and thereafter becom-
ing entitled to take delivery of the rice in whole or by instalments
within a certain time, no lee being charged for storage. A similar
systeiri*fl|fccistcd in Yedo, the shogun's capital. Out of the custom of
deferred delivery developed the establishment of exchanges where
advances were made against sale ccrtificale.s, and purely .speculative
transactions came into vogue. There followed an experience
common enough in the West at one time : public opinion rebelled
against these transactions in margins on the ground that they tended
to enhance the price of rice. Several of the brokers were arrested
and brought to trial

;
marginal dealings were thenceforth forbidden,

and a system of licences was inaugurated in Yedo, the number of
licensed dealers ^ being restricted to 108.
The system of organized trading companies had its origin in the

i2th century, when, the number of mevchanls admitted within the
confines of Yedo being restricted, it became necessary for llio.se not
obtaining that privilege to establish some mode of co-operation,
and there resulted the formation of companies wdth representatives
stationed in the feudal capital and share-holding members in the
provinces. I'hc Ashik^a shoguns developed this restriction by
selling to the highest bidder the exclu.sive right of engaging in a
particular trade, and the Tokugawa administration had recourse
to practice. But whereas the monopolies instituted by
the AMkaga had for sole object the enrichment of the exchequer,
the Tokugawa regarded it chiefly as a means of obtaining worthy
nipresentatives m each branch of trade. The first licences were
issued in Yedo to keepers of bath-houses in the middle of tlie 17th
century. As the city grew in dimensions these licences increased
in value, so that pawnbrokers willingly accepted them in pledge
for loans. Subsequently almanack-scller.s were obliged to take
out licences, and the system was after\vards extended to money-
changers.

It was to the hslimongers, however, that the advantages of
commercial organization first presented themselves vividly. The
greatest fish-market in Japan is at Nihon-bashi in T6kyfi (formerly
Yedo). It had its origin in the needs of the Tokugawa court.
When lyeyasu (founder of the Tokugawa dynasty) entered Yedo
in 1590, his train was followed by some fishermen of Setlsu, to
whom he granted the privilege of plying their trade in the adjacent
seas, on condition that they furnished a supply of their best fish
tor the use of thc^ garrison. The remainder they offered for sale
at Nihon-bashi. Early in the 17th century one Sukegoro of Yamato
province (hence called Yamato-ya) went to Yedo and organized the
fishmongers into a great gild. Nothing is recorded about this
man’s antecedents, tliough his mercantile genius entitles him to
Wstorical notice. He contracted for the sale of all the fish obtained
in the neighbouring seas, advanced money to the fishermen on the
security of their catch, constnicted preserves for keeping the fish
alive until they were exposed in the market, and enrolled all the
dealers in a confederation which ultimately consisted of 301 whole-
sale merchants and 246 brokers. The main purpose of Sukegoro’s
system was to prevent the consumer from dealing direct writh the
producer. Thus in return for the pecuniary accommodation

' They were called fuda-sashi (ticket-holders), a term derived
from the fact that rice-vouchers were usually held in a split bamboo
which was thrust into a pile of rice bags to indicate their buyer.

gnnted to fishermen to buy boats and nets they were required to
give every fish they caught to the wholesale merc^nt from whom
they had received the advance

;
and the latter, on his side, hVd to

sell in the open market at prices fixed by the confederation. A
somewhat similar system applied to vegetables, though in this case
the monopoly was never so close.

It will be ob.servt*d that this federation of fishmongers approxi-
mated closely to a trust, as the term is now understood

;
that is to

say, an association of merchants engaged in the same branch of
trade and pledged to observe certain rules m the conduct of their
business as well as to adhere to fixed rates. The idea was extended
to n^rly every trade, 10 monster confederations being organized
in Yedo and 24 in Osaka. These received official recognition,
and contributed a sum to the exchequer under the euphonious
name of benefit money,’" amounting to nearly £20,000 annually.
They attained a high state of prosperity, the whole of fbe cities'
supplies pa.ssing through their hands.- No member of a confedera-
tion was permitted to dispose of his licence except to a near relative,
and if any one not on the roll of a confederation engaged in the same
business he became liable to puni.shment at the hands of the officials.
In spite of the limits thus imposed on the transfer of licences, one
of mese documents commanded from /80 to ;^04oo, and in the
beginning of the i9tli century the confederations, or gilds, had
increased to 68 in Yedo, comprising 1195 merchants. The gild
system extended to maritime enterprise also. In the beginning of
the 17th century a mercliant of Sakai (near Osaka) established a
junk service between Ovsaka and Yedo, but this kind of business did
not attain any considerable development until the close of that
cenlury, when 10 gilds of Yedo and 24 of Osaka combined to
organize a marine-transport company for the purpose of conveying
their owm merchandise. Here also the principle of monopoly was
strictly olxserved, no goods being shipped for unaffiliated merchants.
This carrying trade rapidly assumed large dimensions. The number
of junks entering Yedo rose to over 1500 yearly. They raced from
port to port, just as tca-clippers from China to Europe used to race
m recent times, and troubles incidental to their rivalry became so
^rious that it was found necessary' to enact stringent rule.s. Each
junk-mastcr liad to subscribe a written oath that he would comply
strictly with the regulations and observe the sequence of sailing as
determined by lot. The junks had to call en route at Uraga for the
pui^se of undergoing official examination. The order of their
arrival there was duly registered, and the master making the best
record ihrou.ghout the year received a present in money as well as a
coniplimenlary garment, and became the shippers' favourite nc.\t
season.

Operation.s relating to the currency also w^ere brought under the
control of gilds, l lie businc.ss of money changing seems to have been
taken up as a profession from the beginning of the 15th century,
but it was then in the hands of pedlars who carried strings of copper
ca.sh which they exchanged for gold or silver coins, then in rare
circulation, or for parcels of gold dust. From the early part of the
17th century exchanges ivere opened in Yedo, and in 1718 the men
engaged in this bu.siness formed a gild after the fashion of the time.
Six hundred of these received licences, and no unlicensed person
was permitted to purchase the avocation. Four representatives
of the chief exchange met daily and fixed the ratio between gold
and silver, the figure being tlicn communicated to the various
exchanges and to the shogun's oflicials. As for the prices of gold or
silver in terms of copper or bank-notes, 24 representatives of the
exchanges met every evening, and, in the presence of an official

censor, settled the figure for the following day and recorded the
amount of transactions during the past 24 hours, full information
on these points being at once sent to the city governors and the
street elders.

The exchanges in their ultimate form approximated very closely
to the Occidental idea of banks. They not only bought gold, silver

and copper coins, but they also received money on deposit, made
loans and issued vouchers which played a very important part in

commercial transactions. The voucher seems to have come into
existence in Japan in the 14th century. It originated in the Yoshino
market of Yamato province, where the hilly nature of the district
rendered the carriage of copper money so arduous that rich mer-
chants began to substitute written receipts and engagements
which quickly became current. Among these documents there
was a " joint voucher " {kumiaufuda), signed by several persons,
any one of whom might be held responsible for its redemption.
This had large vogue, but it did not obtain official recognition until

1636, when the third Tokugawa shogun selected 30 substantial
merchants and divided them into 3 gilds, each authorized to issue
vouchers, provided that a certain sum was deposited by way of
security. Such vouchers were obviously a form of bank-note.
Their circulation by the exchanges came about in a similar manner.
During many years the treasure of the shogun and of the feudal

“ In 1725, when the population of Yedo was about three-quarters
of a million, the merchandise that entered the city was 861,893 bags
of rice; 795,^56 casks of sake

;
132,892 casks of soy (fish-sauce)

;

18,209,987 bundles of fire-wood
; 809,790 bags of charcoal

: 90,811
tubs of oil

;
1,670,850 bags of salt and 3,613,500 pieces of cotton

cloth.
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ia8t«o«d to the girdle, had no play, the feat of drawing one of these
very long swords demanded extraordinary aptitude.
Spear and glaive were also ancient Japanese weapons. The oldest

form of spear wa.s derived from China. Its handle measured about
6 ft. and Its blade 8 in., and it had sicklc-ehaped horns at the junction

of blade and hilt (somewhat resembling a European ransem). This
weapon served almost exclusively for guarding palisades and gates.

In the 14th century a true lance came into use. Its length varied

greatly, and it had a hog-backed blade tempered almost as finely

as the sword itself. This, too, was a ChinoSe type, as was also the
glaive. The glaive (nagiti^a, long sword) was a scimitar-like blade,

some 3 ft. in leugtli, fixed on a slkhlly longer haft. Originally the

warlike monks alone employed tliis weapon, but from the rath

century it found much favour among military men. Ultimately,

however, its use may be said to have been limited to women anej

priests. The spear
>
however, formed a useful adjunct of the sword,

for whereas the latter could not be used except by troops in very
loose formation, the former served for close-order fighting.

Japanese armour (ffusokuj may be broadly described as plate

armour, but the essential dmeronce between it and the European

A nour
whereas the latter took its shape from the

r.. ou
. the former neither resembled nor was mtended to

resemble ordinary garments. Hence the only changes that <Kcurred
in Japanese armour from generation to generation had their origin

in improved methods of construction. In general appearance it

differed from the ])anoply of ail other nations, so that, although to

its essential parts we may apply with propriety the European terms
—^helmet, corselet, &C.—individually and in combination these parts

were not at all like the originals of those names. Perhaps the
easiest way of describing the difference is to say that whereas a
European knight seemed to be clad in a suit of metal clothes, a
Japane:.c samurai looked as it he wore protective curtains. The
Japanese armour was, in fact, suspendeci from, rather than fitted

to, tlie person. Only one of its elements found a counterpart in the
European suit, namely, a tabard, which, in the case of men of ranlt,

was made of the richest brocade. Iron and leather wore the chief

materials, and as the laminae were strung togetlvii* witJi a vast
number of coloured cords—silk or IcaUiet—an appearance of con-
siderable brilliancy was produced. Ornamentation did not stop
there. Plating and inlaying with gold and silver, and finely wrought
decoration in chiselled, inlaid and fepous&d work were freely applied.

On the whole, however, despite the highly artistic cliaracter of its

ornamentation, the loose, pendulous nature of Japanese armour
detracted greatly from its workmanlike aspect, especially whsp the
hflfo was added—a curious appendage in the sliapc of a curtain of

fine transparent silk, which was either stretched in front between the
horns of the helmet and the tip of the bow, or worn on the shoulders
and back, the purpose in either case being to turn the point of an
arrow. A true samurai observed strict rules of etiquette with
regard even to the garments worn under his armour, and it was part
of his soldierly capacity to be able to bear the great weight oi the
whole without loss of activity, a feat impossible to any untrained
man of modern days. Common soldiers were generally content
with a comparatively light helmet and a corselet.

Tile Japanese never had a war-horse worthy to be so called. The
mis-shapen ponies which carried them to battle showed qualities of

hardiuess and endurance, but were so deficient in
war~noraea. g^tutc and massiveness that when mounted by a man
in voluminous armour they looked painfully puny. Nothing is

known of the early Japane.se saddle, but at the beginning of

historic times it approximated closely to the Chinese type. Subse-
quently a purely Japanese shape was designed. It consisted oi a
wooden frame so constructed that a padded numnah could be
fastened to it. Galled backs or withers were unknown with such a
saddle : it fitted any horse. The stirrup, originally a simple affair

resembliug that of China and Europe, afterwards took the form of a
shoe-sole with upturned toe. Both stirrups and saddle-frame were
often of beautiful workmanship, the former covered with rich gold

lacquer, the latter inlaid with gold or silver. In the latter part of

the military epoch chain-armour wds adopted for the horse,’ and its

head was protected by a monster-faced mask of iron.

Flags were used in battle as well as on ceremonial occasions.

Some were monochrome, as the red and white flags of the Taira

BmHy ^nd the Minamoto clans in their celebrated struggle

Sirainy during the 12th century
;
and some were streamers

mmBTaeUw. emblazoned with figures of the sun , the moon, a dra^n,
a tiger and so forth, or with religious !egend.s. Fans with iron

ribs were carried by commanding officers, and simials to advance

or retreat were given by beating drums and metalgongs and blow-

ing conches. During the military epoch a campaign was opened

or a contest preluded by a human sacrifice to the god of war, the

victim at this rite of blood (eki-matsuri) being generally a prisoner

or a condemned criminal. Although ambuscades and surprises

played a large part in all strategy, pitched battles were the

general rule, and it was essential that notice of an intention to

attack should begiven by discharging a singing arrow. Thereafter

the assaulting army
,
taking the word frinn its commander, raise

a shout of £i ! £i 1
” to which the other side replied, and th

formalities having been thus satisfied) the fight commence<!

In early medieval days tactics were of the crudest descrip

tion. An army consisted of a congeries of Httle bands, eac

under the order of a chief who considered himself independeni

and instead of subordinating his movements to a general plai

struck a blow wherever he pleased. From time immemorit
a romantic value has attached in Japan to the first of anything

the first snow of winter
;
the first water drawn from the well o

New Year’s Day
;
the first blossom of the sprihg

;
the first not

of the nightingale. So in war the first to ride up to the foe c

the wielder of the first spear was held in high honour, and
samurai strove for that di.stinction as his principal duty. 1

necessarily resulted, too, not only from the nature of the weapor

employed, but al.so from the immense labour devoted by th

true samurai to perfecting himself in their use, that displays (

individual prowess were deemed the chief object in a batth

Some tactical formations borrowed from China were familiar i

Japan, but their intelligent use and their modification to suit th

circumstances of tiic time were inaugurated only by the gree

captains of the 15th and i6th centuries. Prior to that epoch

battle resembled a gigantic fencing match. Men fought 1

individuals, not as units of a tactical formation, and the engag(

ment consisted of a number of personal duels, all in simultaneoi

progress. It was the samurai’s habit to proclaim his name an

titles in the pre.sence of the enemy, sometimes adding from h

own record or his father’s any details that might tend t

dispirit his hearers. Then some ( ne advancing to cross weapor
with him would perform the same ceremony of self-introductioi

and if either found anything to upbraid in the other’s ant

cedents or family history, he did not fail to make loud referem

to it, such a devi(‘e being counted efficacious as a means of di

turbing an adversary’s sang-froid, though the principle unde
lying the mutual introduction was cou tesy. The duellis

could reckon on finishing their fight undisturbed, but the vict

frequently had to endure the combined assault of a number.!

the comrades or retainers of the vanquished. Of course

skilled sword.smHn did not necessarily seek a .single combat
;

1

was equally ready to ride into the thick of the fight without di

crimination, and a group of common soldiers never hesitatt

to make a united attack upon a mounted officer if they found hi

disengaged. But the general feature of a battle was mdividu

contests, and when the fighting had ceased, each samurai pr

ceeded to the tent ^ of the commanding officer and submits
for inspection the heads of those whom he had killed.

The disadvantage of such a mode of fighting was demonstrate

for the first time when the Mongols invaded Japan in 127

The invaders moved in phalanx, guarding themselves

with pavises, and covering their advance with a

host of archers shooting clouds of poisoned arrows.

2

When a Japanese samurai advanced singly and challenged 01

of them to combat, they opened their ranks^ enclosed the chs

lenger and cut him to pieces. Many Japanese were thus siai

and it was not until they made a concerted movement 0! atta(

that they produced any effect upon the enemy. But althouj

the advantage of massing strength seems to have been recognize

the Japanese themselves did not adopt the formation which tl

Mongols had sho\^m to be so formidable. Individual prowe
continued to be the prominent factor in battles down to a cor

paratively recent period. The great captains Takeda Shingi

and Uyesugi Kenshin are supposed to have been Japan’s pione

tacticians. They certainly appreciated the value of a formatic

in which the action of the individual should be subordinated 1

the unity of the whole. But when it is remembered that fir

arms had already been in the hands of the Japanese for sever

years, and that they had means of acquainting themselves wit

1 A tent was simply a space onolosed with strips of cloth or m1

on which was emblamed the crest of the commander. It had i

covering.
» The Japanese never at any time of their history used poisom

arrows
;
they despised them as depraved and inhuman weapons.
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commodities was thus prevented so effectually that cases arc
recorded of one feudatory’s subjects dying of starvation while
those of an adjoining fief enjoyed abundance. International
commerce, on the other hand, lay under the veto of the central

government, which punished with death any one attempting
to hold intercourse with foreigners. Thus the fiefs practised a
policy of mutual seclusion at home, and united to maintain a
policy of general seclusion abroad. Yet it was under the feudal
system that the most signal development of Japanese trade took
place, and since the processes of that development have much
historical interest they invite close attention.

As the bulk of a feudal chicif's inconio was paid in rice, arrange-
ments had to be made for sending the grain to market and trans-
mitting its proceeds. This was effected originally by establishing
in Osaka stores {kura-yauhiln), under the charge of samurai, who
received the rice, sold it to merchants in that city find remitted the
proceeds by official carriers. But from the niiddle of the 17th
century these stores wore placed in the charge of tradesmen to whom
was given the name of kake-ya (agent). They disposed of the
products entrusted t llicm by a fief and held the money, sending
it by monthly instalments to an appointed place, rendering yearly
accounts and receiving commission at the rate of from 2 to 4%.
They had no .special licence, but they were honourably regarded and
often distinguished by an official title or an hereditary pension.
In fact a kake ya, of such standing as the Mitsui and the Konoike
families, was, in effect, a banker charged witli the finances of several
fiefs. In Osaka the method of .sale was uniform. Tenders were
invited, and these having been opened in the presence of all the store
officials and kake-ya, the successful tenderers had to deposit bargain-
money, paying the remainder within ten days, and thereafter becom-
ing entitled to take delivery of the rice in whole or by instalments
within a certain time, no lee being charged for storage. A similar
systeiri*fl|fccistcd in Yedo, the shogun's capital. Out of the custom of
deferred delivery developed the establishment of exchanges where
advances were made against sale ccrtificale.s, and purely .speculative
transactions came into vogue. There followed an experience
common enough in the West at one time : public opinion rebelled
against these transactions in margins on the ground that they tended
to enhance the price of rice. Several of the brokers were arrested
and brought to trial

;
marginal dealings were thenceforth forbidden,

and a system of licences was inaugurated in Yedo, the number of
licensed dealers ^ being restricted to 108.
The system of organized trading companies had its origin in the

i2th century, when, the number of mevchanls admitted within the
confines of Yedo being restricted, it became necessary for llio.se not
obtaining that privilege to establish some mode of co-operation,
and there resulted the formation of companies wdth representatives
stationed in the feudal capital and share-holding members in the
provinces. I'hc Ashik^a shoguns developed this restriction by
selling to the highest bidder the exclu.sive right of engaging in a
particular trade, and the Tokugawa administration had recourse
to practice. But whereas the monopolies instituted by
the AMkaga had for sole object the enrichment of the exchequer,
the Tokugawa regarded it chiefly as a means of obtaining worthy
nipresentatives m each branch of trade. The first licences were
issued in Yedo to keepers of bath-houses in the middle of tlie 17th
century. As the city grew in dimensions these licences increased
in value, so that pawnbrokers willingly accepted them in pledge
for loans. Subsequently almanack-scller.s were obliged to take
out licences, and the system was after\vards extended to money-
changers.

It was to the hslimongers, however, that the advantages of
commercial organization first presented themselves vividly. The
greatest fish-market in Japan is at Nihon-bashi in T6kyfi (formerly
Yedo). It had its origin in the needs of the Tokugawa court.
When lyeyasu (founder of the Tokugawa dynasty) entered Yedo
in 1590, his train was followed by some fishermen of Setlsu, to
whom he granted the privilege of plying their trade in the adjacent
seas, on condition that they furnished a supply of their best fish
tor the use of thc^ garrison. The remainder they offered for sale
at Nihon-bashi. Early in the 17th century one Sukegoro of Yamato
province (hence called Yamato-ya) went to Yedo and organized the
fishmongers into a great gild. Nothing is recorded about this
man’s antecedents, tliough his mercantile genius entitles him to
Wstorical notice. He contracted for the sale of all the fish obtained
in the neighbouring seas, advanced money to the fishermen on the
security of their catch, constnicted preserves for keeping the fish
alive until they were exposed in the market, and enrolled all the
dealers in a confederation which ultimately consisted of 301 whole-
sale merchants and 246 brokers. The main purpose of Sukegoro’s
system was to prevent the consumer from dealing direct writh the
producer. Thus in return for the pecuniary accommodation

' They were called fuda-sashi (ticket-holders), a term derived
from the fact that rice-vouchers were usually held in a split bamboo
which was thrust into a pile of rice bags to indicate their buyer.

gnnted to fishermen to buy boats and nets they were required to
give every fish they caught to the wholesale merc^nt from whom
they had received the advance

;
and the latter, on his side, hVd to

sell in the open market at prices fixed by the confederation. A
somewhat similar system applied to vegetables, though in this case
the monopoly was never so close.

It will be ob.servt*d that this federation of fishmongers approxi-
mated closely to a trust, as the term is now understood

;
that is to

say, an association of merchants engaged in the same branch of
trade and pledged to observe certain rules m the conduct of their
business as well as to adhere to fixed rates. The idea was extended
to n^rly every trade, 10 monster confederations being organized
in Yedo and 24 in Osaka. These received official recognition,
and contributed a sum to the exchequer under the euphonious
name of benefit money,’" amounting to nearly £20,000 annually.
They attained a high state of prosperity, the whole of fbe cities'
supplies pa.ssing through their hands.- No member of a confedera-
tion was permitted to dispose of his licence except to a near relative,
and if any one not on the roll of a confederation engaged in the same
business he became liable to puni.shment at the hands of the officials.
In spite of the limits thus imposed on the transfer of licences, one
of mese documents commanded from /80 to ;^04oo, and in the
beginning of the i9tli century the confederations, or gilds, had
increased to 68 in Yedo, comprising 1195 merchants. The gild
system extended to maritime enterprise also. In the beginning of
the 17th century a mercliant of Sakai (near Osaka) established a
junk service between Ovsaka and Yedo, but this kind of business did
not attain any considerable development until the close of that
cenlury, when 10 gilds of Yedo and 24 of Osaka combined to
organize a marine-transport company for the purpose of conveying
their owm merchandise. Here also the principle of monopoly was
strictly olxserved, no goods being shipped for unaffiliated merchants.
This carrying trade rapidly assumed large dimensions. The number
of junks entering Yedo rose to over 1500 yearly. They raced from
port to port, just as tca-clippers from China to Europe used to race
m recent times, and troubles incidental to their rivalry became so
^rious that it was found necessary' to enact stringent rule.s. Each
junk-mastcr liad to subscribe a written oath that he would comply
strictly with the regulations and observe the sequence of sailing as
determined by lot. The junks had to call en route at Uraga for the
pui^se of undergoing official examination. The order of their
arrival there was duly registered, and the master making the best
record ihrou.ghout the year received a present in money as well as a
coniplimenlary garment, and became the shippers' favourite nc.\t
season.

Operation.s relating to the currency also w^ere brought under the
control of gilds, l lie businc.ss of money changing seems to have been
taken up as a profession from the beginning of the 15th century,
but it was then in the hands of pedlars who carried strings of copper
ca.sh which they exchanged for gold or silver coins, then in rare
circulation, or for parcels of gold dust. From the early part of the
17th century exchanges ivere opened in Yedo, and in 1718 the men
engaged in this bu.siness formed a gild after the fashion of the time.
Six hundred of these received licences, and no unlicensed person
was permitted to purchase the avocation. Four representatives
of the chief exchange met daily and fixed the ratio between gold
and silver, the figure being tlicn communicated to the various
exchanges and to the shogun's oflicials. As for the prices of gold or
silver in terms of copper or bank-notes, 24 representatives of the
exchanges met every evening, and, in the presence of an official

censor, settled the figure for the following day and recorded the
amount of transactions during the past 24 hours, full information
on these points being at once sent to the city governors and the
street elders.

The exchanges in their ultimate form approximated very closely
to the Occidental idea of banks. They not only bought gold, silver

and copper coins, but they also received money on deposit, made
loans and issued vouchers which played a very important part in

commercial transactions. The voucher seems to have come into
existence in Japan in the 14th century. It originated in the Yoshino
market of Yamato province, where the hilly nature of the district
rendered the carriage of copper money so arduous that rich mer-
chants began to substitute written receipts and engagements
which quickly became current. Among these documents there
was a " joint voucher " {kumiaufuda), signed by several persons,
any one of whom might be held responsible for its redemption.
This had large vogue, but it did not obtain official recognition until

1636, when the third Tokugawa shogun selected 30 substantial
merchants and divided them into 3 gilds, each authorized to issue
vouchers, provided that a certain sum was deposited by way of
security. Such vouchers were obviously a form of bank-note.
Their circulation by the exchanges came about in a similar manner.
During many years the treasure of the shogun and of the feudal

“ In 1725, when the population of Yedo was about three-quarters
of a million, the merchandise that entered the city was 861,893 bags
of rice; 795,^56 casks of sake

;
132,892 casks of soy (fish-sauce)

;

18,209,987 bundles of fire-wood
; 809,790 bags of charcoal

: 90,811
tubs of oil

;
1,670,850 bags of salt and 3,613,500 pieces of cotton

cloth.
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epqphs when death was welcomed as a relief and deliberately

invited as a refuge from the mere weariness of living. But
wherever there has been liberty to choose^ and leisure to employ,

a painless mode of exit from the world, men have invariably

selected it. The samurai, however, adopted in harakiri (dis-

embowelment) a mode of suicide so painful ^d so shocking

that to school the mind to regard it with indifference and

perform it without flinching was a feat not easy to conceive.

Assistance was often rendered by a friend who stood ready to

decapitate the victim immediately after the stomach had been

gashed; but there were innumerable examples of men who con-

summated the tragedy without aid, especially when the sacrifice

of life was by way of protest against the excesses of a feudal

chief or the crimes of a ruler, or when some motive for secrecy

existed. It must be observed that the suicide of the samurai

was never inspired by any doctrine like t^t of Hegesias.

Death did not present itself to him as a legitimate means of

esaiping from the cares and disappointments of life. Self-

destruction had only one consolatory aspect, that it was the

soldier’s privilege to expiate a crime with his own sword, not

under the hand of the executioner. It rested with his feudal

chief to determine his guilt, and his peremptoiy duty was never

to question the justice of an order to commit suicide, but to

obey without murmur or protest. For the rest, the general

motives for suicide were to escape fal^ into the h^ds of a

victorious enemy, to remonstrate against some official abuse

which no ordinary complaint could reach, or, by means of a

dying protest, to turn a liege lord from pursuing courses injurious

to his reputation and his fortune. This last was the noblest

and by no means the most infrequent reason for suicide. Scores

of examples are recorded of men who, with everything to make
existence desirable, deliberately laid down their lives at the

prompting of loyalty. Thus the samurai rose to a remarkable

height of moral nobility. He had no assurance that his death

might not be wholly fruitless, as indeed it often proved. If the

sacrifice achieved its purpose, if it turned a liege lord from evil

courses, the samurai could hope that his memory would be

honoured. But if the lord resented such a violent and con-

spicuous mode of reproving his excesses, then the faithful vassal’s

retribution would be an execrated memory and, perhaps,

suffering for his family and relatives. Yet the deed was per-

formed again and again. It remains to be noted that the

samurai entertained a high respect for the obligations of truth

;

A bushi has no second word,” was one of his favourite mottoes.

However, a reservation is necessary here. The samurai’s

doctrine was not truth for truth’s sake, but truth for the sake

of the spirit of uncompromising manliness on which he based all

his code of morality. A pledge or a promise must never be

broken, but the duty of veracity did not override the interests

or the welfare of others. Generosity to a defeated foe was also

one of the tenets of the samurai’s ethics. History contains

many instances of the exercise of that quality.

Something more, however, than a profound conception of

duty was needed to nerve the samurai for sacrifices such as he

seems to have been always ready to make. It is true

fnttuml.
that Japanese parents of the military class took pains

to familiariie their children of both sexes from very

tender years with the idea of self-destruction at any time.

But superadded to the force of education and the incentive of

tradition there was a transcendental influence. Buddhism
supplied it. The tenets of that creed divided themselves,

broadly speaking, into two doctrines, salvation by faith and

salvation by works, and the chief exponent of the latter prin-

ciple is the sect which prescribes meditation as the vehicle of

enlightenment. Whatever be the mental processes induced by
this rite, those who have practised it insist that it leads finally

to a state of absorption, in which the mind is flooded by an illu-

mination revealing the universe in a new aspect, absolutely free

from all traces of jmssion, interest or affection, and showing,

written across everything in flaming letters, the truth that for

him who has found Buddha there is neither birth nor death,

growth nor decay. Lifted high above his surroundings, he is

prepared to meet every fate with indifierenceri The attainment

of that state seems to have been a fact in tht case both of the

samurai of the military epoch and of the Japanese soldier to-day.

The policy of seclusion adopted by the Tokugawa admims-
tration after the Shimabara insurrection included an order that

no samurai should acquire foreign learning. Never-

theless some knowlc<^ could not fail to filter in

through the Dutch factory at Deshima, and thus, a
few years before the advoit of the American ships, Takashima
Shuhan, governor of Nagasaki, becoming persuaded of the fate

his country must invite if she remained oblivious of the world’s

progress, memorialized the Yedo government in the sense that,

unless Japan improved her weapons of war and reformed her

military system, she could not escape humiliation such as had

just overtaken China. He obtained small arms and field-guns

of modem type from Holland, and, repairing to Yedo with a

company of men trained according to the new tactics, he offered

an object lesson for -the consideration of the conservative

officials. They answered by throwing him into prison. But
Egawa, one of liis retainers, proved a still more zealous reformer,

and his foresight being vindicated by the appearance of the

American war-vessels in 1853, he won the government’s confi-

dence and was entrusted with the work of planning and building

forts at Shinagawa and Shimoda. At Egawa’s instance rifles

and cannon were imported largely from Europe, and their manu-
facture was commenced in Japan, a powder-inill also being estab-

lished with machinery obtained from Holland. Finally, in

1862, the shogun’s government adopted the military system of

the West, and organized three divisions of all arms, with a total

strength of 13,6ck> officers and men. Disbanded at the fall of

the shfigunate in 1867, this force nevertheless served as a model

for a similar organization under the Imperial government, and
in the meanwhile the principal fiefs had not been idle, some—as
Satsuma—adopting English tactics, others following France or

Germany, and a few choosing Dutch. There appeared upon the

stage at this juncture a great figure in the person of Omura
Masujiro, a samurai of the Choshu clan. He established Jail’s
first military school at Kifito in 1868 ; he attempted to substitute

for the hereditary soldier conscripts taken from all classes of the

people, and he conceived the plan of dividing the whole empire

into six military districts. An assassin’s dagger removed him

on the threshold of these great reforms, but his statue now
stands in Toky5 and his name is spoken with reverence by all

his countrymen. In 1870 Yamagata Aritomo (afterwards

Field Marsl^l Prince Yamagata) anc^ Saigo Tsugumichi (after-

wards Field Marshal Marquis Saigo) returned from a tour of

military inspection in Europe, and in 1872 they organized a

corps of Imperial guards, taken from the three clans which had

been conspicuous in the work of restoring the administrative

power to the sovereign, namely, the clans of Satsuma, ChSshu

and Tosa. They also established garrisons in T6ky6, Sendm,

Osaka and Kumamoto, thus placing the military authority in

the hands of the central government. Reforms followed quickly.

In 1872, the hydbushoj an office which controlled all matters

relating to war, was replaced by two departments, one of war

and one of the navy ,
and, in 1873, an Imperial decree su^tituted

universal conscription for the system of hereditary militarism.

Many persons viewed this experiment with deep misgiving.

They feared that it would not only alienate the samurai, but also

entrust the duty of defending the country to men unfitted by

tradition and custom for such a task, namely, the fanners,

artisans and tradespeople, who, after centuries of exclusion from

the military pale,might be expected to have lost allmartial spirit.

The government, however, was not deterred by these appre-

hensions. It argued that since the distinction of samurai and

commoner had not originally existed, and since the former was

a product simply of accidental conditions, there was no valid

reason to doubt the military capacity of the p^ple at large.

The justice of this reasoning was put to a concluwve test a few

years later. Originally the penod of service with the colours

was fixed at 3 years, that of service with the ffist and second

reserves being 2 years each. One of the serious difficulties
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commodities was thus prevented so effectually that cases arc
recorded of one feudatory’s subjects dying of starvation while
those of an adjoining fief enjoyed abundance. International
commerce, on the other hand, lay under the veto of the central

government, which punished with death any one attempting
to hold intercourse with foreigners. Thus the fiefs practised a
policy of mutual seclusion at home, and united to maintain a
policy of general seclusion abroad. Yet it was under the feudal
system that the most signal development of Japanese trade took
place, and since the processes of that development have much
historical interest they invite close attention.

As the bulk of a feudal chicif's inconio was paid in rice, arrange-
ments had to be made for sending the grain to market and trans-
mitting its proceeds. This was effected originally by establishing
in Osaka stores {kura-yauhiln), under the charge of samurai, who
received the rice, sold it to merchants in that city find remitted the
proceeds by official carriers. But from the niiddle of the 17th
century these stores wore placed in the charge of tradesmen to whom
was given the name of kake-ya (agent). They disposed of the
products entrusted t llicm by a fief and held the money, sending
it by monthly instalments to an appointed place, rendering yearly
accounts and receiving commission at the rate of from 2 to 4%.
They had no .special licence, but they were honourably regarded and
often distinguished by an official title or an hereditary pension.
In fact a kake ya, of such standing as the Mitsui and the Konoike
families, was, in effect, a banker charged witli the finances of several
fiefs. In Osaka the method of .sale was uniform. Tenders were
invited, and these having been opened in the presence of all the store
officials and kake-ya, the successful tenderers had to deposit bargain-
money, paying the remainder within ten days, and thereafter becom-
ing entitled to take delivery of the rice in whole or by instalments
within a certain time, no lee being charged for storage. A similar
systeiri*fl|fccistcd in Yedo, the shogun's capital. Out of the custom of
deferred delivery developed the establishment of exchanges where
advances were made against sale ccrtificale.s, and purely .speculative
transactions came into vogue. There followed an experience
common enough in the West at one time : public opinion rebelled
against these transactions in margins on the ground that they tended
to enhance the price of rice. Several of the brokers were arrested
and brought to trial

;
marginal dealings were thenceforth forbidden,

and a system of licences was inaugurated in Yedo, the number of
licensed dealers ^ being restricted to 108.
The system of organized trading companies had its origin in the

i2th century, when, the number of mevchanls admitted within the
confines of Yedo being restricted, it became necessary for llio.se not
obtaining that privilege to establish some mode of co-operation,
and there resulted the formation of companies wdth representatives
stationed in the feudal capital and share-holding members in the
provinces. I'hc Ashik^a shoguns developed this restriction by
selling to the highest bidder the exclu.sive right of engaging in a
particular trade, and the Tokugawa administration had recourse
to practice. But whereas the monopolies instituted by
the AMkaga had for sole object the enrichment of the exchequer,
the Tokugawa regarded it chiefly as a means of obtaining worthy
nipresentatives m each branch of trade. The first licences were
issued in Yedo to keepers of bath-houses in the middle of tlie 17th
century. As the city grew in dimensions these licences increased
in value, so that pawnbrokers willingly accepted them in pledge
for loans. Subsequently almanack-scller.s were obliged to take
out licences, and the system was after\vards extended to money-
changers.

It was to the hslimongers, however, that the advantages of
commercial organization first presented themselves vividly. The
greatest fish-market in Japan is at Nihon-bashi in T6kyfi (formerly
Yedo). It had its origin in the needs of the Tokugawa court.
When lyeyasu (founder of the Tokugawa dynasty) entered Yedo
in 1590, his train was followed by some fishermen of Setlsu, to
whom he granted the privilege of plying their trade in the adjacent
seas, on condition that they furnished a supply of their best fish
tor the use of thc^ garrison. The remainder they offered for sale
at Nihon-bashi. Early in the 17th century one Sukegoro of Yamato
province (hence called Yamato-ya) went to Yedo and organized the
fishmongers into a great gild. Nothing is recorded about this
man’s antecedents, tliough his mercantile genius entitles him to
Wstorical notice. He contracted for the sale of all the fish obtained
in the neighbouring seas, advanced money to the fishermen on the
security of their catch, constnicted preserves for keeping the fish
alive until they were exposed in the market, and enrolled all the
dealers in a confederation which ultimately consisted of 301 whole-
sale merchants and 246 brokers. The main purpose of Sukegoro’s
system was to prevent the consumer from dealing direct writh the
producer. Thus in return for the pecuniary accommodation

' They were called fuda-sashi (ticket-holders), a term derived
from the fact that rice-vouchers were usually held in a split bamboo
which was thrust into a pile of rice bags to indicate their buyer.

gnnted to fishermen to buy boats and nets they were required to
give every fish they caught to the wholesale merc^nt from whom
they had received the advance

;
and the latter, on his side, hVd to

sell in the open market at prices fixed by the confederation. A
somewhat similar system applied to vegetables, though in this case
the monopoly was never so close.

It will be ob.servt*d that this federation of fishmongers approxi-
mated closely to a trust, as the term is now understood

;
that is to

say, an association of merchants engaged in the same branch of
trade and pledged to observe certain rules m the conduct of their
business as well as to adhere to fixed rates. The idea was extended
to n^rly every trade, 10 monster confederations being organized
in Yedo and 24 in Osaka. These received official recognition,
and contributed a sum to the exchequer under the euphonious
name of benefit money,’" amounting to nearly £20,000 annually.
They attained a high state of prosperity, the whole of fbe cities'
supplies pa.ssing through their hands.- No member of a confedera-
tion was permitted to dispose of his licence except to a near relative,
and if any one not on the roll of a confederation engaged in the same
business he became liable to puni.shment at the hands of the officials.
In spite of the limits thus imposed on the transfer of licences, one
of mese documents commanded from /80 to ;^04oo, and in the
beginning of the i9tli century the confederations, or gilds, had
increased to 68 in Yedo, comprising 1195 merchants. The gild
system extended to maritime enterprise also. In the beginning of
the 17th century a mercliant of Sakai (near Osaka) established a
junk service between Ovsaka and Yedo, but this kind of business did
not attain any considerable development until the close of that
cenlury, when 10 gilds of Yedo and 24 of Osaka combined to
organize a marine-transport company for the purpose of conveying
their owm merchandise. Here also the principle of monopoly was
strictly olxserved, no goods being shipped for unaffiliated merchants.
This carrying trade rapidly assumed large dimensions. The number
of junks entering Yedo rose to over 1500 yearly. They raced from
port to port, just as tca-clippers from China to Europe used to race
m recent times, and troubles incidental to their rivalry became so
^rious that it was found necessary' to enact stringent rule.s. Each
junk-mastcr liad to subscribe a written oath that he would comply
strictly with the regulations and observe the sequence of sailing as
determined by lot. The junks had to call en route at Uraga for the
pui^se of undergoing official examination. The order of their
arrival there was duly registered, and the master making the best
record ihrou.ghout the year received a present in money as well as a
coniplimenlary garment, and became the shippers' favourite nc.\t
season.

Operation.s relating to the currency also w^ere brought under the
control of gilds, l lie businc.ss of money changing seems to have been
taken up as a profession from the beginning of the 15th century,
but it was then in the hands of pedlars who carried strings of copper
ca.sh which they exchanged for gold or silver coins, then in rare
circulation, or for parcels of gold dust. From the early part of the
17th century exchanges ivere opened in Yedo, and in 1718 the men
engaged in this bu.siness formed a gild after the fashion of the time.
Six hundred of these received licences, and no unlicensed person
was permitted to purchase the avocation. Four representatives
of the chief exchange met daily and fixed the ratio between gold
and silver, the figure being tlicn communicated to the various
exchanges and to the shogun's oflicials. As for the prices of gold or
silver in terms of copper or bank-notes, 24 representatives of the
exchanges met every evening, and, in the presence of an official

censor, settled the figure for the following day and recorded the
amount of transactions during the past 24 hours, full information
on these points being at once sent to the city governors and the
street elders.

The exchanges in their ultimate form approximated very closely
to the Occidental idea of banks. They not only bought gold, silver

and copper coins, but they also received money on deposit, made
loans and issued vouchers which played a very important part in

commercial transactions. The voucher seems to have come into
existence in Japan in the 14th century. It originated in the Yoshino
market of Yamato province, where the hilly nature of the district
rendered the carriage of copper money so arduous that rich mer-
chants began to substitute written receipts and engagements
which quickly became current. Among these documents there
was a " joint voucher " {kumiaufuda), signed by several persons,
any one of whom might be held responsible for its redemption.
This had large vogue, but it did not obtain official recognition until

1636, when the third Tokugawa shogun selected 30 substantial
merchants and divided them into 3 gilds, each authorized to issue
vouchers, provided that a certain sum was deposited by way of
security. Such vouchers were obviously a form of bank-note.
Their circulation by the exchanges came about in a similar manner.
During many years the treasure of the shogun and of the feudal

“ In 1725, when the population of Yedo was about three-quarters
of a million, the merchandise that entered the city was 861,893 bags
of rice; 795,^56 casks of sake

;
132,892 casks of soy (fish-sauce)

;

18,209,987 bundles of fire-wood
; 809,790 bags of charcoal

: 90,811
tubs of oil

;
1,670,850 bags of salt and 3,613,500 pieces of cotton

cloth.
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issetnos certain educational qualifications is entitled to volunteer

ior tFainiug. If accepted after medical inspection^ he serves with

the colours for one year, during three months of which time he must
Uve in barracks—unless a special permit be granted by his com-
manding officer. A volunteer has to contribute to his maintenance
and equipment, although youths who cannot afford the full expense,

if otherwise qualified, are assisted by the state. At the conclusion of

a year’s training the volunteer is drafted into the first reserve for

(>1 years, and then into the second reserve for 5 years, so that his

total period yearsl of service before passing into the territorial

army is the same as that of an ordinary conscript. The main purpose

of the one-year voluntariat, as in Germany, is to provide officers for

the reserves to territorial troops. Qualifted teachers in the public

service arc only liable to a very short initial training, after which they

pass at once into the territorial army. But if a teacher abandons
that r-n.lling before the age of 28, he becomes liable, without lot,^ to

two years with the colours, unless he adopts the alternative of

volunteering.

Officers are obtained in two ways. There arc six local preparatory

cadet schools {yonen-qakko) in various parts of the empire, for

am boys of from 13 to 15. After 3 years at one of
o noen.

these schools** a graduate spends 21 months at the

central preparatory school {chuo-yonen-gakko), Tokyo, and if he
graduates with sufficient credit at the latter institution, he becomes
eligible for admission to the officers' college (shikan-gakko) without
further test of proficiency. The second method of obtaining officers

is by competitive examination for direct admission to the officers’

college, in cither case the cadet is sent to serve with the colours

for fy to 12 months as a private and non-commissioned officer, l^cforc

commencing his course at the officers' college. The period of study
at the officers' college is one year, and after graduating successfully

the cadet serves with troops tor 6 mouths on probation. If at the

end of that time he is favourably reported on, he is commissioned
as a sub-lieutenant. Young officers of engineer.^ and artillery

receive a year's further trainiag at a special college, OtTicer.s* ranks
are the same as in the British army, but the nomenclature is more
simple. The terms, with their English equivalents, are shot (second

lieutenant), chui (first lieutenant), tai (captain), shosa (major),

chiisa (licut. -colonel), taiita (colonel), shosfk^ (major-general), chujo

(lieut.-general), iaisha (general), gensui (field marshal). All these

except the last apply to the same relative ranks in the navy. Pro-

motion of officers in the junior grades is by seniority or merit, but
after the rank of captain all promotion is by merit, and thus many
officers never rise higher than captain, in which case retirement is

compulsory at the age of 48. Except in the highest ranks, a certain

minimum period has to be spent in each rank before promotion to

the next.
There arc three grades of privates upper soldiers first-

class .soldiers {itto-sotsy), and second 'clds.s soldiers {nitd-sotsu). A
s idi

private on joining i.s a second-class soldier. For
stoiaierM*

proficiency and good conduct he is raised to the rank
of hrst-class soldier, and ultimately to that of upper soldier. Non-
commissioned officers are obtained from the ranx-s, or from those
who wi.sh to make soldiering a profession, as in European armies.

The grades are corporal {gochi^, sergeant (gaws^), sergeant-major
{sdchd) and special sergeant-major {tokumu's3chd)

.

The pay 01 the consent is, as it is everywhere, a trifle (is. lod.-

3s. ojd. per month). The professional non-commissioned officers

are better paid, the lowest grade receiving three times as much as

an upper soldier. Officers' pay is roughly at about three-quarters of

the rates prevailing in Germany, .sub-lieutenants receiving about

34, captains £71, colonels /238 pci' annum
,
&c. Pensions for officers

and non-commissioned officers, according to scale, can be claimed
after ii years’ colour service.

The emperor is the commander-in-chief of the army, and theoreti-

cally the sole source of military authority, which he exercises through
a general staff and a war department, with the assistance of a board
of field marshals {gensuifu). The general staff has for chief a field

marshal, and .for vicc-chicf a general or lieutenant-general. It

includes besides the usual general staff departments, various survey

and toTOgraphical officers, and the military college is under its direc

tion. 'The war department is presided over by a general officer on the

active list, who is a member of the cabinet without being necessarily

affected by ministerial changes. There arc, further, artillery and
engineer committees, and a remount bureau. The headquarters of

coast defences under general officers arc Tokyo, Yokohama, Sliimono-

seki and Yura. The whole empire is divided into three military

districts—eastern, central and western—each under the command
of a general or lieutenant-general. The divisional heademarters arc

as follows : Guard Tokyo, 1 . Tokyo, II. Sendai, III. Nagoya,
IV. Wakayama, V. Hiroifliima, VI. Kumamoto, VII . Asahilmwa,
vai. Hirosaki, IX. Kasanava, X. Himeii, XX. Senzui, XII. Kokura,
XIII. Takata, XIV. Utsonomia, XV. Fushimi, XVI. Kioto, XVII.
Okayama, XVIII. Kurume. Some of these divisions are permanently

* Conscription without lot is ttius the punislunent for all failures

to comply with and attempts to evade the military laws.

* Sons of officers' widows, or of officers in reduced circumstances,

nre educated at these schools either free or at reduced charges,

but arc required to complete the course and to graduate.

2II

on foreign service, but their recruiting areas in Japan are maintained.
'There are also four cavalry brigades, and a number of unaaaufned
regiments of field and mountain artillery, as well as garrison artiller\'

and army technical troops. The organisation of the active aitn^l>>
regiments is 176 infantry regiments of 3 battalions; 27 cavalry
raiments; 30 field aitiU^ regiments each of 6 and 3 mountain
artery regiments each of 3 batteries; 6 regiments and (> battalions

of siege, heavy field and fortress artillery; 20 battalions engineers;

19 supply and transport battalions.

The medical service is exceptionally well organized. It received

unstinted praise from European and American experts who observed
it closely during the wars of 1900 and 1904-5. The Mmdiemi
establishment of surgeons to eaeffi division is approxi- swic€
mately 100, and arrangements complete in every detail

are made for all lines of medical assistance. Much help is rendered

by the red cross society of Japan, which has an income of 2,000,000

yen annually, a fine hospital in Tokyo, a largo nursing staff and two
specially built and equipped hospital sl^. During the early part

01 the campaign in Pechili, in 1900, the French column entrusted its

wounded to the care of the Jnpane.se.
The staple article of commissariat for a Japanese army in the field

is hoshii (dried rice), of which three days' supply can easUy be carried

in a bag by the soldier. When required for use the rice,
Sttpply.

being placed in water, swells to its original bulk, and is

eaten with a relish of salted fish, dried sea-weed or pickled plums.

The task of provisioning an army on these lines is comparatively

simple. The Japanese soldier, though low in stature, is well set

up, muscular and hardy. He has gmat powers of endurance, and
manoeuvres with remarkable celerity, doing everything at the run,

if necessary, and continuing to run without distress for a length of

time astonishing to European observers. He is greatly subject,

however, to attacks of hahke (beri-beri), and if he has recourse to

meat diet, which appears to be the best preventive, he will probably

lose something of ms capacity for prolonged rapid movement. He
attacks with apparent indifference to danger, preserves his cheerful-

na?s amid hardships, is splendidly patriotic and has always shown
him.self thoroughly amenable to discipline.

Of the many educational and training establishments, the most
important is the rikugun daigakko^ or army college, where officers,

(generally subalterns), are prepared for service in the Mnttmn’
upper ranks and for staff appointments, the course of

sefiooto.
study extciiding over three ywirs. The Toyama school

stands next in importance. The courses pursued there are attend^
chiefly by subaltern officers of dismounted branches, non-commis-

sionf*d officers also being allowed to take the musketry course. The
term of training is live months. Young officers ol the scientific

branche.s are instructed at the hi>ki>gakkj> (school of artillery and

engineers) , There are, further, hvo special schools of gunnery—one

for field, the other for garrison artillery, attended chiefly by captains

and senior subalterns of the two branches. There is an insp^tion

department of military education, the inspector-general being a

lieutenant-general, under whom are fifteen field and general officers,

who act as inspectors of the various schools and colleges and ol

military educational matters in general.
. ^ t u

The Japanese officer'.s pay is small and his mode of life frugal. He
lives out of barracks, frequently with 1^ own family. His uniform

is plain and inexpensive,-' and he has no desire to exchange it for

mufti. He has no mess expenses, contribution to a band, or luxuries

of any kind, and as he is nearly always without private means to

supplement his pay, his habits arc thoroughly economical. He
devotes himself absolutely to hLs profession, living for nothing else,

and since he is strongly imbued with an effective conception of the

honour of his cloth, instances of his incurring disgrace by debt or

dis.sipation are exceptional. The samurai may be said to have been

revived in the officers of the modem army, who pixsserve and act

up to all the old traditions. The system of promotion lias evidently

much to do with this good result, for no Japanese officer can hope to

rise above the rank of captain unless, by showing himself really

zealous and capable, he obtains from his commanding officer the

recommendation without which all higher educational opportumties

are closed to him. Yet promotion by merit has not degenerated

into promotion by favour, and corruption appears to be virtually

absent. In the storraiest days of parliamentary warfare, when
charges of dishonesty were freely preferred by party politicians

against all departments of officialdom, no whis]^ ever impeached

the integritv of army officers.

The training of the troops is thorough and strictly progressive,

the responsibility of the company, squadron and battery commanders
for the training of their commands, and the latitude granted

them in choice of means being, as in Germany, the keystone otf the

system.
Originally the government engaged French officers to assist in

^Uniform does not vary according to regiments or divisions.

There is only one t)rpe for the whole of the infantry, one for the

cavalry, and so on (see Uniforms, Naval and Military),

Officers largely obtain their uniforms and equipment, as well as

their books and technical literature through the Kai-ko-sha, which

is a combined officers' club, benefit society and co-operative trading

association to whidi nearly all belong.
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organizing the army and elaborating its system of tactics and
strategy, and during several years a military mission uf French

oflicers resided in Tokyo and rendered valuable aid to the

Japanese. Afterwards German officers were employed,
Meckel at their head, and they left a

perpetually grateful memory. But ultimately the services of

foreigners were dispensed with altogether, and Japan now adopts
the plan of sending picked men to complete their studies in

Europe. Up to 1904 she followed Germany in military matters

almost implicitly, but since then, having the experience of her

own great war to guide her, she has, instead of modelling herself

on any one foreign system, chosen from each whatever seemed most
desirable, and also, in many points, taken the initiative herself.

When the power of the sword was nominally restored to the

Imperial government in 1808, the latter planned to devote one-fourth

of the slate's ordinary revenue to the army and navy.
Miinary

estimated revenue accrued, this would have given
ptamncB.

^ about 3 millions sterling for the two services.

But not until 1871, when the troops of the fiefs were finally dis-

banded, did the government find itself in a position to include in the

annual budgets an adequate appropriation on account of armaments.
Thenceforth, from 1872 to 1896, the ordinary expenditures of the

army varied from three-quarters of a million sterling to millions,

and the extraordinary outlays ranged from a few thousands of pounds
to a quarter of a million. Not once in the whole period of 25 years

—if 1877 (the year of the Satsuma rebellion) be excepted—did the

state's total expenditures on account of the army exceed millions

sterling, and it redounds to the credit of Japan’s financial manage-
ment that she was able to organize, equip and maintain such a
force at such a small cost. In i89<>, as shown above, she virtually

doubled her army, and a proportionate increase of expenditure

ensued, the outlays for maintenance jumping at once from an average
of about millions sterling to 2J- millions, and growmg thenceforth

with the organization of the new army, until in the year (1903)

preceding the outbreak of war with Russia, they reached the figure

of 4 millions. Then again, in i9o(>, .six divisions were added, and
additional expenses had to be incurred on account of the new over-

seas garrisons, so that, in 1909, the ordinary outlays reached a total of

7 millions, or about one-seventh of the orefinary revenue of the state.

This takes no account of extraordinary outlays incurred for building

forts and barracks, providing new patterns of equipment, &c. In

1909 the latter, owing to the necessity of replacing the weapons
used in the Russian War, and in particular the field artillery gun
(which was in 1905 only a semi-quickfirer), involved a relatively

large outlay.

The Navy .
' The traditions of Japan suggest that the art of

navigation was not unfamiliar to the inhabitants of a countiy

Barty consisting of hundreds of islands and abounding in

jmpmaeae bays and inlets. Some interpreters of her cosmo-
War- graphy discover a great ship in the “ floating bridge

heaven from which the divine procreators of the

islands commenced their work, and construe in a similar sense

other pfl^tkmlly named vehicles of that remote age. But though

the seal^ere certainly traversed by the early invaders of Japan,

and though there is plenty of proof that in medieval times the

Japanese flag floated over merchantmen which voyaged as far as

Siam and India, and over piratical craft which harassed the

coasts of Korea and China, it is unquestionable that in the

matter of naval architecture Japan fell behind even her next-

door neighbours. Thus, when a Mongol fleet came to Kiushiu in

the 15th century, Japan had no vessels capable of contending

against the invaders, and when, at the close of the i6th century,

a Japanese army was fighting in Korea, repeated defeats of

Japan’s squadrons by Korean war-junks decided the fate of the

campaign on shore as well as on sea. It seems strange that an

enterprising nation like the Japanese should not have taken for

models the great galleons which visited the Far East in the second

half of the 16th century under the flags of Spain, Portugal,

Holland and England. With the exception, however, of two

ships built by a castaway English pilot to order of lyeyasu, no

effort in that direction appears to have been made, and when
an edict vetoing the construction of sea-going vessels was issued

in 1636 as part of the Tokugawa policy of isolation, it can

scarcely be said to have checked the growth of Japan’s navy,

for she possessed nothing worthy of the name. It was to the

object lesson furnished by the American ships which visited

Yedo bay in 1853 and to the urgent counsels of the Dutch
that Japan owed the inception of a naval policy. A seamen’s

training station was opened under Dutch instructors in 1855

at Nagasaki, a building-slip was constructed and an iron factory

established at the same place, and shortly afterwards a naval

school was organized at Tsukiji in Yedo, a war-ship the

“Kwanko Maru ” ^—presented by the Dutch to the shSgun’s

government—being used for exercising the cadets. To this

vessel two others, purchased from the Dutch, were added in

1857 and 1858, and these, with one given by Queen Victoria,

formed the nucleus of Japan’s navy. In i860 we find the

Pacific crossed for the first time by a Japanese war-ship—the
** Kwanrin Maru ”—and subsequently some young officers were

sent to Holland for instruction in naval science. In fact the

Tokugawa statesmen had now thoroughly appreciated the im-

perative need of a navy. Thus, in spite of domestic unrest

which menaced the very existence of the Yedo government, a

dockyard was established and fully equipped, the place chosen

as its site being, by a .strange coincidence, the village of Yoko-

suka where Japan’s first foreign ship-builder, Will Adams, had

lived and died 250 years previously. This dockyard was planned
and its construction superintended by a Frenchman, M. Bertin.

But although the Dutch had been the first to advise Japan's

acquisition of a navy, and although French aid was sought in the

case of the important and costly work at Yokosuka, the shogun's

government turned to England for teachers of the art of mari-

time warfare. Captain Tracey, R.N., and other British officers

and warrant-officers were engaged to organize and superintend

tlie school at Tsukiji. They arrived, however, on the eve of the

fall of the Tokugawa shOgunate, and as the new administra-

tion was not prepared to utilize their services immediately, they

returned to England. It is not to be inferred that the Im-

perial government underrated the importance of organizing a

naval force. One of the earliest Imperial rescripts ranked a

navy among ‘‘ the country’s most urgent needs ” and ordered

that it should be “ at once placed on a firm foundation.” Hut

during the four years immediately subsequent to the restoration,

a semi-interregnum existed in military affairs, the power of the

sword being partly transferred to the hands of the sovereign and

partly retamed by the feudal chiefs. Ultimately, not only tiu'

vessels which had been in the possession of the shogunate but

also several obtained from Europe by the great feudatories had

to be taken over by the Imperial government, which, on reviewing

the situation, found itself owner of a motley squadron of 17 war-

ships aggregating 13,812 tons displacement, of which two were

armoured, one was a composite ship, and the rest were of wood.

Steps were now taken to establish and equip a suitable naval

college in Tsukiji, and application having been made to the

British government for instructors, a second naval mission was

sent from England in 1873, consisting of 30 officers and warrant-

officers under Commander (afterwards Vice-Admiral Sir) Archi-

bald Douglas. At the very outset occasions for active service

afloat presented themselves. In 1868, the year after the fall of

the shogunate, such ships as could be assembled had to be sent

to Yezo to attack the main part of the Tokugawa squadron

which had raised the flag of revolt and retired to Hakodate

under the command of the sh5gun’s admiral, Enomoto. Then

in 1874 the duty of convoying a fleet of transports to Formosa

had to be undertaken
;
and in 1877 sea power played its part in

crushing the formidable rebellion in Satsuma. Meanwhile the

work of increasing and organizing the navy went on steadily.

The first steam war-ship constructed in Japan had been a gun-

boat (138 tons) launched in 1866 from a building-yard estab-

lished at Ishikawajima, an island near the mouth of the Sumida

river on which T6ky6 stands. At this yard and at Yokosuka

two vessels of 897 tons and 1450 tons, respectively, were

launched in 1875 and 1876, and Japan now found herself com-

petent not only to execute all repairs but also to build ships of

considerable size. An order was placed in England in 1875,

which produced, three years later, the ** Fus6,” Japan’s first

ironclad (3717 tons) and the ** Kongo” and ” Hiei,” steel-

frame sister-cruisers of 2248 tons. Meanwhile training, prac-

tical and theoretical, in seamanship, gunnery, torpedo-practice

and naval architecture went on vigorously, and in 1878 the

Japanese flag was for the first time seen in European waters,

^ The term maru subsequently became applicable to merchantmen
only, war-ships being distinguished as kan,
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floating over the cruiser “ Seiki ** (1897 tons) built in Japan and

navigated solely by Japanese. The government, constantly

soliatous of increasing the fleet, inaugurated, in 1882, a pre^

gramme of 30 cruisers and 12 torpedo-boats, and in 1886 this

was extended, funds being obtained by an issue of naval loan-

bonds. But the fleet did not yet include a single battleship.

When the Diet opened for the first time in 1890, a plan for the

construction of two battleships encountered stublx)m opposition

in the lower house, where the majority attached much less im-

portance to voting money for war-ships than to reducing the

land tax. Not until 1892 was this opposition overcome in

deference to an order from the throne that thirty thousand

pounds sterling should be contributed yearly from the privy

purse and that a tithe of all ofhrial salaries should be devoted

during the same interval to naval needs. Had the house been

more prescient, Japan’s position at the outbreak of war with

China in 1894 would have been very different. She entered the

contest with 28. fighting craft, aggregating 57,600 tons, and 24

torpedo-boats, but among them the most powerful was a belted

cruiser of 4300 tons. Not one battleship was included, whereas

China had two ironclads of nearly 8000 tons each. Under these

conditions the result of the naval conflict was awaited with much
anxiety in Japan. But the Chinese suffered signal defeats (see

Chino-Japanese War) off the Yalu and at Wei-hai-wei,

and the victors took possession of 17 Chinese craft, including one

battleship. The resulting addition to Japan’s fighting force

was, however, insignificant. But the naval strength of Japan
did not depend on prizes. Battleships and cruisers were ordered

and launched in Europe one after the other, and when the. Russo-

Japanese War (^.v.) came, the fleet promptly asserted its physical

and moral superiority in the surprise of Port Arthur, the battle of

the loth of August 1904, and the crowning victory of Tsushima.

As to the development of the navy from 1903 onwards, it is not
possible to detail with absolute accuracy the plans laid down by the

udmiralty in Tokyo, but the actual state of the fleet in the year

1909 will be apparent from the figures given below.

Japan's naval strength at the outbreak of the war with Russia
in 1904 was -

Number. Displacement.
Tons.

Battleships 6 , . . . 84,652
Armoured cruisers , 8 . . . . 73.982
Other cruisers .... 44 ... . 111.470
Destroyers
Torjjedo-boats .... 19 . . . 6.519

&o ... . 7.119

Totals 157 .... 283,742

Losses during Ihc war were :

—

Battleships
Cruisers (second and smaller

2. ... . 27,300

classes) 8 . . . . 18,009
Destroyers
Torpedo-boats

M •

7 • . , ,

705
557

Totals IQ ... . 46,571

The captured vesscLs repaired and added to the fleet were :

—

Battleships 5 . . . . h2,524

Cruisers 11 ... . 71,270
Destroyers 5 . • • • i»740

Totals 21 ... . 135,530

The vessels built or purchased after the war and up to the close

of 1908 were :

—

Battleships
Armoured cruisers .

4 . . . . 71.500

4 . . . . 56,700
Other cruisers .... 5 • • . • 7,000
Destroyers
Torpedo-boats .... 33 ....

5 • •

12,573
760

Totals . 51 . , . , 148,533

Some of the above have been superannuated, and the serviceable

fleet in 1909 was ;

—

191,380Battleships
Armourea cruisers .

. 13 • • • •

. 12 ... . 130,683

Other cruisers, coast-defence
ships and gun-boats . . 47 . . . . 165,253

Destroyers . . .

Torpedo-boats .
'

.

.55*-*

. 77 . . . .

20,308
7.*58

Totals . 204 .... 515,082
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To the foregoing must be added two armoured cruisera—the

** Kurama" (14,000) launched at Yokosuka in October 1907, and the
“ Ibuki " (14,700) launched at Kure in November 1907, but no other
battleships or cruisers were laid down in Japan or ordered abroad up
to the close of 1908.

There are four naval dockyards, namely, at Yokosuka, Kure,
Sasebo and Maizuru. Twenty-one vess^ built at Yokosuka
since 1876 included a battleship (19,000 tons) and
an armoured cruiser (1 a,000 tons); seven built at Kure
since 1898 included a battleship (19,000 tons) and an
armoured cruiser (14,000 tons), llie yards at Sasebo and Maizuru
had not yet been used in 1909 for constructing large vessels. Two
private yards—the Mitsubishi at Nagasaki and Kobe, and the Kawa-
saki at the latter place—^have built several cruisers, gunboats and
torpedo craft, and arc competent to undertake more important work.
Nevertheless in 1909 Japan did not yet possess complete independ-

ence in this matter, for she was obliged to have recourse to foreign

countries for a part of the steel used in ship-building. Kure manu-
factures practically all the steel it requires, and there is a government
St eel-foundry at Wakamatsu on which more than 3 millions sterling

had been spent in 1909, but it did not yet keep pace with the country's

needs, when this independence has been attained, it is hoped to

effect an economy of about 18 % on the outlay for naval construc-

tion, owing to the cheapness of manual labour and the disappearance

both of the manufacturer's profit and of the expenses of transfer

from Europe to Japan.
There are five admiralties—Yokosuka, Kure, Sasebo, Maizuru and

Port Arthur; and four naval stations—^Takeshiki (in Tsushima),

Mekong (in the Pescadores), Ominato and Chinhai (in southern

Korea)

.

The navv is manned partly by conscripts and partly by volunteers.

About 5500 are taken every year, and the ratio is, approximately,

55% of volunteers and 45% of conscripts. The period

of active service is 4 years and tliat of service with the

reserve 7 years. On the* average 200 cadets are admitted yearly, of

whom 50 arc engineers, and in 1906 the personnel of the navy con-

sisted of the following :

—

Admirals, combative and non-combative ... 77
Officers, combative and non-combative, below the

rank of admiral 2,867

Warrant officers 9,075

Bluejacket'? 29,607

Cadets 721

Total 42,407

The highest educational institution for the navy is the naval staff

college, in which there are five courses for officers alone. The
gunneiy and torpedo schools are attended by officers,

and alsK) by selected warrant-officers and bluejackets, .

who consent to extend their service. There is also

a mechanical school for junior engineers, warrant-officers and ordi-

nary artificers.

At the naval cadet academy—originally situated in Tokyo but
now at Etajima near Kure—aspirants for service as naval officers

receive a 3 years' academical course and i year's training at sea;

and, finally, there is a naval engineering college collated to the

naval cadet academy.
Since 1882, foreign instruction has been wholly dispensed with in

Ihe Japanese navy; since 1886 she has manufactured her own
prismatic powder; since 1891 she has been able to make quick-firing

guns and Schwartzkopf torpedoes, and in 1892 one of her officers

invented a particularly potent explosive, called (after its inventor)

Shimose powder.

Finaw^f.—Under the feudal system of the Tokugawa (1603-

1871) all land in Japan was regarded as stote property, and

parcelled out into 276 fiefs, great and small, which were

assigned to as many feudatories. These were em-
*

powered to raise revenue for the support of their

households, for administrative purposes, and for the maintenance

of troops. The basis of taxation varied greatly in different dis-

tricts, but, at the time of the Restoration in 1867, the general

principle was that four-tenths of the gross produce should go to

the feudatory, six-tenths to the farmer. In practice this rule

was applied to the rice crop only, the assessments for other

kinds of produce being levied partly in money and partly in

manufactured goods. Forced labour also was exacted, and arti-

sans and tradesmen were subjected to |)ecuniary levies. The

yield of rice in 1867 was about 154 million bushels,^ of which

the market value at prices then ruling was £24,000,000, or

1 The reader should be warned that absolute accuracy cannot be

I

claimed for statistics compiled before the Meiji era.
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240,000,000 yen,^ Hence the grain tax represented, at the lowest

calculation, 96,^,000 yen. When the administration reverted

to the emperor in 1867 the central treasury was empty, and the

funds hitherto employed for governmental purposes in the fiefs

continued to be devoted to the support of the feudatories, to the

payment of the samurai, und to defraying the expenses of local

administration, the central treasury receiving only whatever
might remain after these various outlays.

The shogun himself, whose income amounted to about

£3,500,000, did not, on abdicating, hand over to the sovereign

either the c'ontents of his treasury or the lands from which he
derived his revenues. He contended that funds for the govern-

ment of the nation as a whole should be levied from the people

at large. Not until 1871 did the feudal system cease to exist.

ITie fiefs being then converted into prefectures, their revenues

became an asset of the central treasury, less 10 % allotted for

the support of the former feudatories.-

But during the interval between 1867 and 1871, the men on
whom had devolved the direction of national affairs saw no relief

from crippling impecuniosity except an issue of paper

Afonei.
money. Tliis was not a noNclly in Japan. Paper

money had been known to the people since the middle

of the 17th century', and in the era of w'hich we are now writing

no less than 1694 varieties of notes were in circulation. There
were gold notes, silver notes, casli-notes, rice-notes, umbrella-

notes, ribbon-notes, lathe-article-notes, and so on through an
interminable list, the circulation of each kind being limited to

the issuing fief. Many of these notes had almost ceased to have
any purchasing power, imd nearly all were regarded by the

people as evidences of official greed. The first duty of a
centralized progressive administration sliould have been

to reform the currency. The political leaders of the time

appreciated that duty, but saw themselves compelled by stress

of circumstances to adopt the very device which in the hands
of the feudal chiefs had produced such deplorable results. The
ordinary revenue amounted to only 3,000,000 yen, wnilc

the extraordinary aggregated 29,000,000, and was deri\ed

wholly from issues of paper money or other equally unsound
.sources.

Even on the abolition of feudalism in 1871 the .situation was
not immediately relieved. The land ta\, which constituted

^

nine-tenths of the feudal revenues, had been
assessed by varying methods and at \ aiious rales

by the diffMwnt feudatories, and re-assessment of all the land

became •preliminary essential to cstabllsliing a uniform system.

Such a tiisk,on the basis ofaccurate surveys, would have involved

years of work, whereas the financial needs of the s' ate had to be

met immediately. Under the pressure of this imperative

necessity a re-assc.ssment was roughly made in two years, and
being continued thereafter with greater accuracy, was completed
in t88i. This survey, eminently liberal to the agi-irulturists,

assigned a value of i .200,000,000 yen to the whole of the arable

land, and the treasury fixed the tax at 3 % of the assessed value

of the land, which was about one-half of the real market \alue.

Moreover, the government contemplated a gradual reduction

of this already low impost until it should ultimately fall to i %.
Circumstances prevented the consummation of that purpose.

The rate underwent only one reduction of 4 %, and thereafter

had to be rai.sed on account of war expenditures. On the whole,

however, no class benefited more conspicuously from the change
of administration than the pea.sants, since not only was their

burden of taxation light, but also they were converted from mere
tenants into actual proprietors. In brirf, they acquired the

fee-simple of their farms in consideration of paying an annual
rent equal to about one s«tty-sixth of the market value of the

land.

In 1873, when these clianges were effected, the ordinary
' The yen is a silver coin worth about 2S. ; 10 yen ss £1,
- In addition to the abovo grant, the feudatories were allowed to

retain the reserves in their treasuries; thus many of the feudal
nobles found themselves possessed of sulAitantial fortunes, a consider-
able part of which they generally devoted to the support of tiieir

former vassals.
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revenue of the state rose from 24,500,000 yen to 70,500,000 yen.

But seven millions sterling is a small income for a country
confronted by such problems as Japan had to solve.

She had to build railways
;
to create an army and

a navy; to organize posts, telegraphs, prisons,

police and education
; to construct roads, improve harbours,

light and buoy the coasts ; to create a merrnntile marine
;
to

start under official auspices numerous industrial enterprises

which should serve as object lessons to the people, as well as

to lend to private persons large sums in aid of similar projects.

Thus, living of necessity beyond its income, the government
had recourse to further issues of fiduciary notes, and in propor-
tion as the volume of the latter exceeded actual currency

requirements their specie value depreciated.

This question of paper currency maugurates the story of bonk-
ing; a story on almost every page of which are to be found
inscribed the names of Prince Ito, Marquis Inouye,
Marquis 3^Iatsukata, Count Okuma and Baron
Shibusawa, the fathers of their country's economic and financial

progress in modem limes. The only substitutes for banks in

feuffiil davs were a few private firms
—
“households” would,

perhaps, be a more (.orrect expre.ssion—which received local

taxes in kind, converted them into money, paid the proceeds to

the central government or to the feudatories, gave accommo-
dation to officials, did some exdmnge business, and occasionally

extended accommodation to private individuals. They were
not banks in the Occidental sense, for they neither collected

funds by receiving deposits nor distributed capital by making-

loans. The various fiefs were so isolated that neither social

nor financial intercourse was possible, and moreover the mercan-
tile and manufacturing classes were regarded with some disdain

by the gentry. The people had never been familiarized with

combinations of capital for productive purposes, and such a
thing as a joint-stock company was unknown. In these circum-

stances, when the administration of state affairs tell into the hands
of the men who had made the restoration, they not only lacked

the first essential of rule, money, but were also without means
of obtaining any, for they could not collect taxes in the fiefs,

these being still under the control of the feudal barons; and in

the ab.sencc of widely organized commerce or finance, no access

to funds presented itself. Doubtless the minds of these men
were sharpened by the necessities confronting them, yet it speaks

eloquently fur their discernment that, samurai as they were,

without any business training whatever, one of their first esstiys

was to establish organizations which should take charge of the

national revenue, encourage industry and promote trade and
production by lending money at comparatively low rates of

interest. The tentative c hararter of these attempts is evidenced

by frequent changes. There was first a business bureau, then a

trade bureau, then commercial companies, and then exchange

companies, these last being established in the principal cities

and at the open ports, their personnel consisting of the three

great families—Mitsui, Shimada and Ono—houses of ancient

repute, as well as other wealthy merchants in Kioto, Osaka and
elsewhere. These exchange companies were partnerships,

though not strictly of the joint-stoerk kind. They formed the

nucleus of banks in Japan, and their functions included, for the

first time, the receiving of deposits and the lending of money to

merchants and manufacturers. I'hcy had power to issue notes,

and, at the same time, the government issued notes on its own
account. Indeed, in this latter fact is to be found one of the

motives for organizing the exchange companies, the idea being

that if the state's notes were lent to the companies, the people

would become familiarized with the iise of such currency, and
the companies would find them convenient capital But this

system was essentially unsound : the notes, alike of the treasury

and of the companies, though nominally convertible, were not

secured by any fixed stock of specie. Four years sufficed to

prove the unpracticality of such an arrangement, and in 1872 the

exchange companies were .swept away, to bi succeeded in July

1873 by the establishment of national banks on a system which
combined some of the features of English banking with the general
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bases of ^erican. Each bank liad to pay into the treasury

60 % of its capital in government notes. It was credited in

return with interest-bearing bonds, which bonds were to be left

in the treasury as security for the issue of bank-notes to an equal
amount, the banks being required to keep in gold the remaining

40% of their capital as a fund for converting the notes, which
conversion must always be effected on application. The elabora-

tors of this programme were ltd, Inouye, Okuma and Shibusawa.
They added a provision designed to prevent the establishment

of too small banks, namely, that the capital of each bank must
bear a fixed ratio to the population of its place of business.

Evidently the main object of the treasury was gradually to

replace its own fiat paper with convertible bank-notes. But
experience quickly proved that the scheme was unworkable.
The treasury notes had been issued in such large volume that

sharp depreciation had ensued; gold could not be procured
except at a heavy cost, and the balance of foreign trade being

against Japan, some 300,000,000 yen in specie flowed out of the

country between 1872 and 1874.

It should be noted that at this time foreign trade was still invested
with a perilous character in Japanese eyes. In early days, while
the Dutch liad free access to her ports, they sold her* so much and
Ijought 90 little in return that an immense quantity of the precious
metals flowed out of her collcrs. Again, when over-sea trade was
renewed in modern times, japan's exceptional financial condition
presented to foreigners an opportunity of which they did not fail

to take full advantage. For, during her long centuries of seclusion,
gold had come to hold to silver in her coinage a ratio of i to 8, so
that gold cost, in terms of silver, only one-half of what it cost in
the West. On the other hand, the treaty gave foreign traders the
right to exchange their own silver coins against Japanese, weight
for weight, and thus it fell out that the foreigner, going to Japan
with a supply of Mexican dollars, could buy with them twice as much
gold as they had cost in Mexico. J^pan lost very licavily by this
system, and its effects accentuated tUo dread with which her medieval
experience had invested foreign commerce. Thus, when the
balance of trade swayed heavil}^ in the wrong direction between
1872 and 1874, the fact created undue consternatic'n, and moreover
there can be no doubt that the drafters of the bank regulations had
over-estimated the quantity of available gold in the country.

All these things made it impossible to keep tlie bank-notes long
in circulation. They were seedily returned for conversion; no
deposits came to the aid of the banks, nor did th(' public make any
use of ilicm. Disaster became inevitable. The two great firm.s of
Ono and Shimada, which had stood high in the nation’s estimation
alike in feudal and in Imperial days, closed their doors in 1874; a
panic ensued, and the circulation of m.mev ceased almost entirwv.

Evidently the banking system m ust be changed . The government
bowed to nece.s.sity. They issued a revised code of banking regula-

Cbrnnae
which substituted treasury notes in the place of

0/ tha
Bp<scie. Each bank was thenceforth required to invest
80 % of its capital in U % state bonds, an<l these
being lodged with the trea.sury, the bank became
competent to is.sue en equal quantity of its own notes,

forming with the remainder of its capital a reserve of treasury notes
lor purposes of redemption. This was a complete subversion of the
government's original scheme. But no alternative offered. Besides,
the situation presented a new feature. The hereditary pensions
of the feudatories had been commuted with bonds aggregating
174,000,000 yen. Were this large volume of l>ands issued at once,
their heavy depreciation would be likely to follow, and moreover
their holders, unaccustomed to dealing with ffnancial problems,
might dispose of the bonds and invest the proceeds in hazardous
cnterprise.s. To devise some opportunity for the safe and profitable
employment of these bonds seemed, therefore, a pressing necessity,
and the newly organized national banks offered such an opportunity.
l*'or Ijond-holders, combining to form a bank, continuea fx> draw
from the treasury 6 % on their bonds, while they acquired power to
issue a corresponding amount of notes which could be lent at profit-
able rates. The programme worked well. Whereas, up to 1876,
only five banks were established under the original regulations, the
nuinber under the new rule was 151 in 1879, their aggregate capital
having grown in the same interval from 2,000,000 yen to 40,000^000
ym, and their note issues from less than 1,000,000 to over ^4,000,000.
Here, then, was a rapidly growing system resting wholly on state
credit. Something like a mania for bank-organizing declarod itself,
and in 1878 the government deemed it necessary to l^slate
against the estabUwment of any more national l^ks, and to
limit to 34,000,000 yen the aggregate note issues of those already ir.

existence.

It is poasiifle that the conditions which prevailed immediately
after the establishment, of the national banks might have developed
some permanency bad not the Satsuma rebellion broken out in 1877.
Increased taxation to meet mflitary outlay being impossible in such
circumstances, nothing offered except recourse to further note

Bnnklat
System.

issues. The result was that by 1881, fourteen years after the Restora-
tion, notes whose face value aggr^ated 164,000,000 ym had been
put into circulation; the treasury possessed spKie amounting to
only 8,000,000 yen, and 18 paper yen could be purchased with
10 silver ones.
Up to i88z fitful efforts had been made to strengthen the specie

value of fiat paper by tlirowing quantities of gold and silver upon
the market from time to time, and 23,000,000 yen had -
been devoted to the promotion of industries whose
products, it was hoped, would go to swell the list of
exports, and thus draw specie to the country. But .

these devices wore now finally aliandoned, and the
*

government applied itself steadi^tly to reducing, the volume of the
fiduciary currency on the one hand, and accumulating a specie
reserve on the other. The steps of the programme wore simple.
By cutting down administrative emenditure; by transferring
certain charges from the treasury to the local communes; by sus-

pending all grants in aid of provincial public works and private
enterprises, and by a moderate increase of the tax on alcoool, an
annual surplus of revenue, totalling 7,500,000 yen, was secured.
This was applied to reducing the volume of the notes in circulation.

At the same time, it was resolved that all officially conducted
industrial and agricultural works should be sold—since their purpose
of instruction and example seemed now to have been sufficiently

achieved—and the proceeds, together with various securities (aggre-
gating 26,000,000 yen in face value) held by the treasury, were
applied to the purchase of specie. Had the government entered the
market openly as a seller ot its own fiduciary notes, its credit must
have suffered. There were also ample reasons to doubt whether any
available stores of precious metal remained in the country. In
obedience to elementary economical laws, the cheap money had
steadily driven out the dear, and although the government mint at
Osaka, founded in 1871, had struck gold and silver coins worth
80,000,000 yen between that date and 1881, the customs returns
showed that a great part of this metallic currency had flowed out
of the country. In these circumstances Japanese financiers decided
that only one course remained : the treasury must play the part of

national banker. Produce and manufactures destined for export
must be purchased by the state with fiduciary notes, and the
metallic proceeds of their sales abroad must bo collected and stored

in the treasury. This programme required the establishment of

consulates in the chief marts of the Occident, and the organization
of a groat central bank—the present Bank of Japan—as well as of a
secondary bank—the present Specie Bank of Yokohama—the former
to conduct transactions with native producers and manufacturers,
the latter to finance the bu.4incss of exportation. The outcome of

these various arrangements was that, by the middle of 1885, the
volume of fiduciary notes had been reduced to 119,000,000 yen,
their depreciation had fallen to 3 %, and the metallic reserve ox the
treasury had increased to 45,000,000 yen. The resumption of specie
paymehts was then announced, and became, in the autumn of that

I

year, an accomplished fact. From the time when this programme
began to be effective, Japan entered a period of favourable balance
of trade. According to accepted economic theories, the influence of

an appreciating currency should be to encourage imports; but the
converse was seen in Japan's case, for from 1882 her es^rts annually
exceeded her imports, the maximum excess being reached in 18S6,
the very year auer the resumption of specie payments.
The above facts deserve to figure largexy in a retrospect of Japanese

finance, not merely because thes' set forth a fine economic feat,

indicating clear insight, good organizing capacitor, and courageous

j

energy, but also because volumes of adverse foreign criticism were
written in the margin of the story during the course of the incidents

it embodies. Now Japan was charged with robbing her own people
because she bought their goods with pai>er money and sold thra for

specie; again, she was accused of an official conspiracy to ruin the
foreign local banks because she purchased exporters' bills on Europe

I
and America at rates that defied ordinary competition; and while

some declared that she was plainly without aiiy understanding of

her own doings, others predicted that her heroic method of dealing

with the problem would paralyse industry, interrupt trade and
produce widespread suffering. Undoubtedly, to carry the currency
of a nation from a discount of 70 or 80 % to par in the course of

four years, reducing its volume at the same time from x6o to 119

million yen, was a financial enterprise violent and daring almost to

rashness. The gentler expedient of a foreign loan would have
commended itself to the majority of economists. But it may be
here stated, once for all, that until her final adoption of a gold

standard in 1897, the foreign money market was practically closed

to Japan. Had borrowed abroad it must liave been on a sterling

basis. Receiving a fixed sum in silver, she would have had to dis-

charge her debt in rapidly appreciating gold. Twice, indeed, she

had recourse to London for small sums, but when she came to cast

up her accounts the cost of the accommodation stood out in deterrent

proportions. A 9 % loan, placed in England in 1868 and paid off

in 1889, produced 3,750,000 yen, and cost altogether 11,750,000 yea

in round figures; and a 7 % loan, made in 1872 and paid off in 1897,

produced 10,750,000 yen, and cost 36,000,000 yen. These conaider-

i

ations were supplemented by a strong aversion from tnooning

I pecuniaryobligations to Western states before the latterhad consented
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to restore Japan's judicial and tariff autonomy. The example of

Egypt showed what kind of fate might overtake a semi-independent

state falling into the clutches of foreign bond-holders. Japan did

not wish to fetter herself with foreign debts while struggling to

emerge from the rank of Oriental powers.
After the revision of the national bank regulations, semi-official

banking enterprise won such favour in public eyes that the govern-
. . ment found it necessary to impose limits. This

thaNmiiMmi Conservative policy prov^ an incentive to private

banks and banking companies, so that, by the year
* 1S83, no less than 1093 banking institutions were in

existence throughout Japan with an aggregate capital of 900,000,000
yen. But these were entirely lacking in arrangements for com-
bination or for equalizing rates of interest, and to correct such
defects, no less than ultimately to constitute the sole note-issuing

institution, a central bank (the Bank of Japan) was organized on
the model of the Bank of Belgium, with due regard to correspond-

ing institutions in other Western countries and to the conditions

existing in Japan. Established in 1882 with a capital of 4,000,000
yen, this bank has now a capital of 30 millions, a security reserve of

206 millions, a note-issue of 200 millions, a specie reserve of 160
millions, and loans of 525 millions.

The banking machineiy of the country being now complete, in

a general sense, steps were taken in 1883 for converting the national
b^ks into ordinary joint-stock concerns and for the redemption of

all their note-issues. Each national bank was required to deposit
with toe treasury the government paper kept in its strong room as
security lor its own notes, and further to take from its annual
profits and hand to the treasury a sum equal to 2J % of its notes
in circulation. With the.se funds the central bank was to purchase
state bonds, devoting the interest to redeeming the notes of the
national banks. Formod with the object of disturbing the money
market as little as possible, this programme encountered two
obstacles. The fimt was that, in view of the Bank of Japan’s pur-
chases, the market price of state bonds rose rapidly, so tnai, whereas
official financiers liad not expected them to reach par before 1897,
they were quoted at a considerable premium in i88(>. The second
was that the treasury having in i88() initiated llu* ]>olicy of con-
verting its 0 % bonds into 5 % consols, the former no longer produced
interest at the rate estimated for the purpo.ses of the banking scheme.
The national banks thus found themselves in an embarrassing
situation and began to clamour for a revision of the programme.
But the government, seeing compensations for them in other
directions, adhered firmly to its scheme. Few problems have
caused greater controversy in modem Japan than tliis question of

the ultimate fate of the national banks. Not until 1896 could the
Diet be induced to pass a bill providing for their dissolution at the
close of their charter terms, or their conversion into ordinary joint-

stock concerns without any note-issuing power, and not until 1899
did their notes cease to be legal tender. Out of a total of 153 of

these banks, 132 continued business as private institutions, anil the
rest were absorbed or dissolved. Already (1890 and 1893) minute
reguL’tions had been enacted bringing all the banks and banking
institutions-^xcept the special banks to be presently described

—

witoin oi^]^em of semi-annual balance-sheets and official auditing,

while in tne case of savings banks the directors’ responsibility was
declared unlimited and these banks were required to lodge security

with the treasury for the protection of their depositors.

Just as the ordinary banks were all centred on the Bank of Japan *

and more or less connected with it, so in 1895, a group of special

.. institutions, called agricultural and commercial banks,

aHaU centred on a hypothec bank, the
* object of this system being to .supply cheap capital

to farmers and manufacturers on the securi1>’ of real estate. The
hypothec bank had its head office in Tokyo and was autoorized to
obtain funds by issuing premium-boaring" bonds, while an agricul-

tural and industrial bank was established in each prefecture and
received assistance from the hypothec bank. Two years later

(1900), an industrial bank—sometimes spoken of as the cridtt

mobilter of J^apan—wa.s brought into existence under official auspices,
its purpose oeing to lend money against bonds, debentures and shares,
as well as to public corporations. These various institutions,

together with clearing houses, bankers’ associations, the Hokkaido
colonial bank, the bank of Formosa, savings banks (including a
post-office savings bank), and a mint complete the financial machi-
nery of modern Japan.
Reviewing this chapter of Japan’s material development, we find

Review of that whereas, at the beginning of the Meiji era (1867),
Bmttktttg the nation did not possess so much as one banking
Develop^ institution worthy of the name, forty years later it

meat, had 2211 banks,' with a paid-up capital of ^^40,000,000,
reserves of 112,000,000, and deposits of 47,000,000; and whereas

' The Bank of Japan was established as a joint-stock company in
1R82. The capital in 1909 was ' 30,000,000 yen. In it alone is

vested note-issuing power. There is no limit to its is.sueB against
gold or silver coins and bullion, but on other securities (state bonds,
tteasury bills and other negotiable bonds or commercial paper) its

issues are limited to 120 mUlions, any excess over that figure being
subject to a tax ot 5 per annum.

tlierc was not one savings bank in 1867, there were 487 in

190b with deposits of over £50,000,000. The average yearly
dividends of these banks in the ten years ending 1906 varied between
9*1 and 9*9 %.

Necessarily the movement of industrial expansion was accom-
panied by a development of insurance business. The beginnings
of this kind of enterprise did not become visible, how-
ever, until 1881, and even at that comparatively
recent date no Japanese laws had yet been enacted for the control
of such operations. The commercial code, published in March 1890,
was the earliest legislation which met the need, and from that time
the number of insurance companies and the volume of their trans-
actions grew rapidly. In 1897 there were 35 companies with a total
paid-up capital of 7,000,000 yen and policies aggregating 971,000,000
yen, and m 1906 the corresponding figures were 65 companies,
2-2,000,000 yen paid up and policie.s of 4,149,000,000 yen. The
premium reserves grew in the same period from 7,ooi>,ooo to
108,000,000. The net profits of these companies in 1906 were (in

round numbers) 10,000,000 yen.
The origin of clearing houses preceded tliat of insurance companies

in Japan by only two years (1879). Osaka set the example, which
was quickly followed by Tokyo, Kobe, Yokohama,
Kioto and Nagoya. In 1898 the bills handled at
these institutions amounted to 1,186,000,000 yen, and
in 1907 to 7,484,000,000 yen. Japanese clearing houses are modelled
after those of London and New York.
Exchanges existed in Japan as far back as the close of the 17th

century. At that time the income of the feudal chiefs consisted
almost entirely of rice, and as this was sold to brokers, „
the latter found it convenient to meet at fixed times
and places for conducting their business. Originally their trans-

actions were all for cash, but afterwards they devised time bargains
which ultimately developed into a definite form of exchange. The
reform of abuses incidental to tliis system attracted the early
attention of the Meiji government, and in 1893 a law was promul-
gated for the control of exchanges, which then numbered 14O.
Under this law the minimum share capital of a bourse consti-

tuted as a joint-stock company w^as fixed at 100,000 yen, and the
wdiole of its property became liable for failure on the part of its

brokers to implement their contracts. There were 51 Ixmrses in

1908.

No I less remarkable than thi.s economic development was the
large part acted in it by officialdom. There were two reasons for

this. One was that a majority of the men gifted with _
originality and foresight were drawm into the ranks of

the administration by the great current of the revolu-
tion; the other, that the feudal system had tended to

check rather than to encourage material development,
since the limits of each fief were also the limits of
economical and industrial enterprise. Ideas for combination and
co-operation had been confined to a few families, and there was
nothing to suggest the organization of companies nor any law' to
protect them if organized. Thus the opening of the Meiji era found
the Japanese nation wholly unqualified for the commercial and
manufacturing competition in which it was thenceforth required
to engage, and llierefore upon those who had brought the country
out of its isolation there devolved the responsibility of speedily
preparing their fellow'-counlrymen for the new situation. To these
leaders Imnking facilities seemed to be the first need, and steps wctc
accordingly taken in the manner already described. But how to
educate men of aftairs at a moment’s notice ? How to replace by a
spirit of intelligent progress the ignorance and conservatism of the
hitherto despised traders and artisans ? When the first bank was
organized, its two founders—men who had been urged, nay almost
compelled, by officialdom to make the essay—^were obliged to raise

four-fifths of the capital themselves, the general public not being
willing to subscribe more than one-fifth—a petty sum of 500,000
yen—^and when its staff commenced their duties, they had not the

most shadowy conception of what to do. That was a faithful

reflection of the condition of the business world at large. If the
initiative of the people themselves had been awaited, Japan '.s career
must have been slow indeed.

Only one course oflered, namely, that the government itself

sliould organize a number of productive enterprises on modem Unes,
so that they might serve as schools and also as models. Such, as

already noted under Industries, was the programme adopted.
It provoked much hostile criticism from foreign onlookers, who had
learned to decry all official incursions into trade and industry, but
had not properly appreciated the special conditions existing in Japan.
The end justifi^ the means. At the outset of its administration we
find the Meiji government not only forming plans for toe circulation

of money, building railways and organizing posts and telemphs,
but also establishing dockyards, spinning mills, printing-houses,

silk-reeling filatures, paper-making factories and so forth, thus by
example encouraging these kinds of enterprise and by legislation

E
roviaing for their safe prosecution. Y'et progress was slow. One
y one and at long intervals joint-stock companies came into

existence, nor was it until the resumption of specie pa3rmentB in

1886 that a really effective spirit of enterprise manifested itself

among the people. Railways, harbours, manes, sjiinning, weaving.
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paper-making, oil-refining, brick-making, leather-tanning, glaaa-

making and other industries attracted eager attention, and whereas

the capital subscribed for such works aggregated only 50,000,000 yati

in i88d, it exceeded 1,000,000,000 yen in 1906.

When specie payments were resumed in 1885, the notes issued

by the Bank of Japan were convertible into silver on demand, the

Adontioa of Silver standard being thus definitely adopted, a com-

tht OoM reversal of the system inaugurated at the

establishment of the national banks on Prince Itos*
atanomn,

return from the United States. Japanese financiers

believed from the outset in gold monometallism. But, in the first

place, the country's stock of gold was soon driven out by her depre-
ciated fiat currency; and, in the second, not only were all other
Oriental nations silver-using, but also the Mexican silver dollar had
long been the unit of account in Far-Eastern trade. Thus Japan
ultimately drifted into silver monometallism, the silver yen becoming
her unit of currency. So soon, however, as the indemnity that she
received from China after the war of 1894-95 had placed her in

possession of a stock of gold, she determined to revert to the gold

standard. Meclianically spcaldng, the operation was very easy.

Gold having appreciated so that its value in terms of silver had
exactly doubled during the first 30 years of the Meiji era, nothing
was necessary except to double the denominations of the gold coins

in terms of yen, leaving the silver subsidiary coins unchanged.
Thus the old 5-yen gold piece, weighing 2*22221 momme of 900 fine-

ness, became a lo-y^n piece in the new currency, and a new $-yen

piece of half the weight was coined. No change whatever was
required in the reckonmgs of the people. The yen continued to be
their coin of account, with a fixed sterling value of a small fraction

over two shillings, and the denominations of the gold coins were
doubled. Gold, however, is little seen in Japan; the whole duty
of currency is done by notes.

It is not to be supposed that all this economic and financial

development was uncncqucrcd by periods of d^ression and severe

panic. There were in fact six suen seasons: in 1874, 1881, 1889,

1897, 1900 and 1907. But no year throughout the whole period
failed to wdtne.ss an increase in the number of Japan's industrial

and commercial companies, and in the amount of capital thus
invested.

To obtain a comprehensive idea of Japan's state finance, the
simplest method is to set down the annual revenue at quinquennial

periods, commencing witn the year 1878-1879, because
it was not until 1876 that the system of duly compiled

Keveaue,
published budgets came into existence.

Revenue (omitting fractions)

,

1 Onlinary Revenue
(millions of yen).

Extraordinary Revenue
(millions of yen).

Total Revenue
(millionsof yen).

1878-9' 53 9 62
1883-4! 76 7 83
1888-9 74 18 1 92
1893-4 8b 28

1

114
1 898-9 1 133 87

1

220
:ick>3

-
4

,

224 .36 260
11908-9 476

j

144
!

G20

The most striking feature of the above table is the rapid growth
of revenue during the last three periods. So signal was the growth
that the revenue may be said to have sextuplcd in the 15 years
ended 1909. This was the result of the two great wars in which
Japan was involved, that with China in 1894-95 and that with
Russia in 1904-5. The details will be presently shown.
Turning now to the expenditure and pursuing the same plan, we

have the following figures :

—

Expenditure (omitting fractions)

Year.
Ordinary

Expenditures
(millions of yen).

Extraordinary
Expenditures

(millions of yen).

Total
Expenditures

(millions of yen).

1878-9 56 5 61
1883-4 68 15 83
1888-9 66 15 81

b4 20 84
1898-9 119 lOI 220
1903-4 170 80

I
250

1908-9 427 193 620

It may be here stated that, with three exceptions, the working of the
budget showed a surplus in every one of the 41 years between 1867
and 1908.

* The Japanese fiscal year is from April i to March 31.

'The sources from which revenue is obtained are as follow :

—

Ordinary Revenue

1894-5- 1898-9. 1903-4* 1908-9.

Millions
of yen.

Millions
of yen.

Millions

of yen.

Millions

of yen.

Taxes
j

7050 96*20 146*10 299*61

Receipts from stamps
and Public Under-
takings .... 1475 33*00 96-87

i

164*66
Various Receipts . 458 3 *b7 815 XI '48

It appears from the above that during 15 years the weight of taxation
increased fourfold. But a correction has to be applied, first, on
account of the tax on alcoholic liquors and, secondly, on account of.

customs dues, neither of which can properly be called general imposts.
The former grew from 16 millions in 1894-1895 to 72 millions in

1908-1909, and the latter from 5^ millions to 41^ millions. If these
increases be deducted, it is found that taxes,' properly so called,

grew from 70*5 millions in 1894-1895 to 207*86 millions in 1908-7909,
an increase of somewhat less than threefold. Otherwise stated,

the burden per unit of population in 1894-1895 was 3s. 6d., whereas
in 1908-1Q09 it was 8s. 4a. I'o understand the principle of Japanese
taxation and the manner in which the above development took
place, it is necessary to glance briefly at the chief taxes separately.

Tlic land tax is the principal source of revenue. It was originally

fixed at 3 % of the assessed value of the land, but in 1877 this ratio

was reduced to 2^- %, on which basis the tax yielded . . _
from 37 to 38 million yen annually. After the war with

''***

China (1894-1895) the government proposed to increase this impost
in order to obtain funds for an extensive programme of usrful

public works and expanded armaments (known subsequently as the
first fost helium programme "). By that time the market value

of agricultural land had largely appreciated owing to improved
communications, and urban land commanded greatly enhanced
prices. But the lower house of the diet, considering itself guardian
of the farmers' interests, refused to endorse any increase of the tax.

Not until 1889 could this resistance be overcome, and then only on
condition that the change should not be operative for more than

5 years. The amended rates were 3 ’3 % on rural lands and 5 % on
urban building sites. Thus altered, the tax produced 46,000,000
yen, but at the end of the five-year period it would have reverted to
its old figure, had not war with Russia broken out. An increase
was then made so that the impost varied from 3 % to 17^ % accord-
ing to the class of land, and under this new system the tax 5rielded

85 millions. Thus the exigencies of two wars had augmented it

from 3^ millions in 1889 to 85 millions in 1907.
The income t^x was introduced in 1887. It was on a graduated

scale, varying from i % on incomes of not less than 300 yen, to 3 %
on incomes of 30,000 yen and upwards. At these

rates the tax yielded an insignificant revenue of about * *

2.000.

000 yen. In 1899, a revision was efiected for the purposes of

the first post helium programme. This r»^sion increased the numl^er
of classes from five to ten, incomes of 300 yen standing at the bottom
and incomes of 100,000 yen or upwards at the top, the minimum and
maximum rates being i % and 5} %. The tax now produced
approximately 8,000,000 yen. Finally in 1904, when war broke
out with Russia, these rates were again revised, the minimum now
becoming 2 %, and the maximum 8 2 %. Thus revised, the tax
yields a revenue of 27,000,000 yen.

The business tax was instituted in 1896, after the war with China,
and the rates have, remained unchanged. For the purposes of the
tax all kinds of business are divided into nine classes,

and the tax is levied on the amounts of sales (wholesale

and retail), on rental value of building on number of

employees and on amount of capital, ^e yield from the tax grows
steadily. It was only 4,500,000 yen in 1S97, but it figured at

22.000.

000 yen in the budget for 1908-1909.
The above three imposts constitute the only direct taxes in Japan.

Among indirect taxes the most important is that upon alcoholic

liquors. It was inaugurated in 1871 ;
doubled, roughly * ^

speaking, in 1878; stiU further increased thenceforth at

intervals of about 3 years, until it is now approximately
twenty times as heavy as it was originally. The liquor •

taxed is mainly sake: the rate is about 50 sen (one shilling) per

gallon, and the annual yield is 72,000,000 yen.

In 1859, when Japan re-opened her ports to foreign commerce,
the customs dues were fixed on a basis of 10 % ad valorem, but this

was almost immediately changed to a nominal 5 % cuMtome
and a real 3 %. The customs then yielded a very
petty return—^not more than three or tour million yen
—and the Japanese government had no disci etionary power to

alter the rates. Strenuous efiorts to change tilts system were at

length successful, and, in 1899, the tariti was divided into two
sections, conventional and statutory;' the rates in the tormer being

governed by a treaty valid tor 12 years
;
those in the latterbeing fixed

at Japan's will. Things remained thus until the war with Russia
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compelled a reviaioB of the statutory tarii!. Under this system
the ratio of the duties to the value of the dutiable goods was about

%* The customs yield a revenue of about 42,000,000 yew.

In addition to the above tliere are eleven taxes, some in existence

before the war of 1004-5, and some created for the purpose
of carrying on the war or to meet the expenses of a post

bellum programme.

Taxes in existence before 1904-1905 :

—

Yield
Name. (millions of y««).

'l ax on soy 4
Tax on sugar 16^
Mining tax ... ... 2

Tax on bourses 2

Tax on Issue of bank-notes i

Tonnage dues . .
. f

Taxes created on account of tiic war (1904-5) or in its Immediate
sequel

:

Yield
Name. (millions of yen).

Consumption taxon textile fabrics 19.J
Tax on dealers in patent medicines I

Tax on communications 2!
Consumption tax on kerosene
Succession tax

Also, as shown alwve, the land tax was iucrea.sed by 39 millions;

the income tax by 19 millions; the busine.ss tax by 15 millions; and
the tax on alcoholic liquors by 15 millions. On the whole, if taxes
of general incidence and those of special incidence be lumped to-

gether, it appears that the burden swelled from i< jo,000,000 yen
before the war to 320,000,000 aftoi i t.

The government of Japan carries on many manufacturing under-
takings for pur^ses of military and naval equipment, for ship-

builciing, for the construction of railway rolling stock,

Moaaanthta
manufacture of telegraph and light-house

materials, for iron-founding and sted-making, for printing,

fMctung* * paper-making, and so forth. There are 48 of tliese

institutions, giving employment to 108,000 male opera-
tives and 23,000 female, together with labourers. But the
financial results do not appear indepomlently in the general budget.
Three other government undertakings, liowever, constitute importont
budgetary items : they are, the profits derived from the postal
and telegraph services, 39,000,000 yen; secondly, from forests,

13.000.

000 yen; and thirdly, from railways, 37,o<k>,ooo yen. The
government further exercises a monopoly oi three important staples,

tobacco, salt and camphor. In each case the crude article is pro-
duce. I by private individuals from whom it is taken over at a fair

price bv tim government, and, liaving been manutactured (if neces-
sary), it is resdd by government agents at tixed prices. The tobacco
monopoly yields a profit of some 33,000,000 y^n; the salt monopoly
a profit of 12,000,000 yon, and the camphor monopoly a profit of

1.000.

000 yen. Thus the ordinary revenue of the state consisted

in 1008-1110^ of• Ym.
Troceeds of taxes 320,000,000
Proceeds of state enterprises (posts and tele-

graphs, forests and railways) .... 89,000,000
Proceeds of monopolies .... . 56,000,000
Sundries 11,000,000

Total 476,000,000

The ordinary expenditures oi the nine departments of state aggre-
gated—in 1908-1909—427.000,000 ycn^ so that there was a sur^us
revenue of 49,000,000 yen.

Japanese budgets liave long included an extraordinary section,

so called because it embodies outlays of a special and terminable

Bxtrmordtamrv
character as distinguished from ordinary and perpetu-

Bxoeadttana
recurring expenditures. The items in this extra-

^ * ordinary section deep interest in the years
1890 and 1907, because they disclios«*d the specrai programmesmapped
out by Japanese financiers and statesmen after tlie wars with Qii^
and Kusfua. Jjoth programmes laid the same bases—expansion of
armaments and development of the country’s material resources.
After her war with China, Japan received a piain intimation that she
must either fight again after a few years or resign herself to a caieei'

u£ Ltisignificattce on the confines of the Far East. No other iator-
prctalion could be assignetl to the action of Kussia, Germany and
France in requiring her to retrocede the territory which she had
acquired by right of conqtest. Japan therefore made provision
for the doubling of her army and her navy, for the growth of a
mercantile marine qualified to supply a sufficiency of troop-ships,
and for the development of resources which should lighten the burara
of these outlsi3i«.

The war with Kussia ensued nine years after these preparations
had begun, and Japan emerged victorious. It then seemra to the
onlooking nations that she would rest from her warkho efibrts.

On the contrary, just as she had behaved after her war with China,
go she now behaved alter her wajr with Russia—^made arrange-

ments to double her army and navy and to develop her material
resources. The government drafted tor the year 1907-1908 a budget
with three salient features. First, instead of proceeding to deal in a
leisurely manner with the greatly increased national debt, Japan's
financiers made dispositions to pay it ofi completely in the space of

30 years. Secondly, a total outlay of 422,000,000 yen was set down
for improving and expanding the army and the navy. Thirdly,
expenditures aggregating 304,000,000 yen wore estimated for produc-
tive purposes. All these outlays, included in the extraordinary
section of the budget, were spread over a serie.^ of years commencing
in 1907 and ending in 1913, so that the disbursements would reach
tbclr maximum in the fiscal year 190^1909 and wonld thenceforth
decline with growing rapidity. To finance this programme three
constant sources of annual revenue were provided, namely, increased
taxation, yielding some 30 millions yearly; domestic loans, varying
from 30 to 40 millions each year; and suipJuses of ordinary revenue
amounting to from 45 to 75 millions. I here wore also some excep-
tional and temporary assets; such as 100,000,000 yen remaining
over from the war fund; 50 millions paid by Russia for the main-
tenance 0/ her officers and soldiers during* their imprisonment in

Japan; occasional sales of state properties and so forth. But the
^ckboiie of the scheme was the continuing revenue detailed above.
The house of repres^inhitivos unanimously approved this pro-

gramme. By the bulk of the nation, however, it was regarded with
sometliing like consternation, and a very short time sufficed to

demonstrate its impracticability. From the beginning of 1907 a
cloud of commercial and industrial depression settled down upon
Japan, partly because r>i so colossal a programme of taxes and
expenditures, and partly owing to cxcc-ssivc spcjculation during the
year and to unfavourable financial conditions abroad, To
fioat domestic loan.s liecame a hopcle.s»y task, and tlius one of the three

.sources of cxtrciordinary ueenue ceased to be available. There
remained no alternative but to modify the programme, and this wa.s

accompli.shed by extending the original period of years so as cor-

respondingly to reduce the annual outlays. The nation, however, ns

represented by it,s leaxUng men of afinirs, clamoured tor still more
drastic measures, and it became evident that the government
must study retrenchment, not expansion, eschewing above all things
any increase of the country's indebtedness. A change of ministry
took place, and the now cabinet drafted a progiamme on five ba.ses :

first, that all expenditures should be brought within the margin of

actual vmiblo revenue, loans being wholly abstained fmm
;
secondly,

that the esUmate.s should not include any anticipated surpluses of

yearly revenue; thirdly, that appropriations of at least 50,000,000 yen
should be annually .set aside to form a sinking fund, the whole of

the foreign debt being thus extinguished iu 27 years; fourtlily,

that the state railways should be traced in a separate account, all

their profits being devoted to ext' iisions and repairs; and fifthly,

that the period for completing the post bellum programme should be
extended from 0 years tall. This scheme liad tho eftect of restoring

confidence in the soundness of tlie national liniuiccs,

National Debt.—Whom the fieis were surrendered to the sovereign

at the beginning of the iMei)i era, it was decided to provide for the
feudal nobles and the sLimurai by the payment of lump sums in

commutation, or by handing to them public bonds, the interest on
winch should constitute a .source of mcoinf*. The result of this trans-

action was ihat bonds having a total face value of 191,500,000 yen
were issued, and ready-money payments were made aggregating

21.250.000 yen.^ This was the foundation of Japan's national debt.

Indeed, these public bonds may be said to have represented the

bulk ot the state's liabilities during the first 25 years of the
Meiji period. The government had also to take over the debts
of the fiefs, amounting to 41,000,000 yen, of which 21,500,000 yev
were paid with interest-bearing bonds, the remainder with ready
money. If to the above figures be added two foreign loans aggregating

16.500.000 yen (completely repakl by the year 1897); a loan ot

I5,cx)o,ooo y«i incurred on account of tho .Satsunia revolt of 1877:
loan.s of 33,000,000 yen for public works, 13,000,000 yen for naval
construction, and 14,500,000 yen^ in connexion with the fiat currency,

we have a total of 305,000,000 yan, being the whole national debt
of Japan during the first 28 years of her new era under Imperial
administration.
The second epoch dates from the war with Cliina in 1894-95.

The direct expenditures on account of the war aggregated 2Qo,ooo,oo<k

* The amounts include the payments made in connexion with what
may be called the disestablishment of the Church. 'Iherc were
29,005 endowed temples and shrines throughout the empire, and their

estates aggregated 354,481 acres, together with ij million bushels
of rice (representing 2,500,000 yen). The government resumed
possession of all these lands and revenues at a total cost to the state

of a little less than 2,500,000 yen, paid out in pensions spread over a
period of fourteen years. The measure sounds like wholesale con-

fiscation. But some extenuation is found in the fact that the

temples and seines held their lands and revenues under titles which,
being derived from the feudal chiefs, depended for their validity

on the maintenance of feudalism.
^ This sum represents interest-bearing bonds issued in exchange

for fiat notes, with the idea of reducing the volume of the latter.

I It was a tentative measure, and provoa of no value.
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ym^ of which 135,oqo/>oo yen woro acklod tu the national debti the
remainder being defrayed with accumulations of sur^os revenue,
with a part of the indemnity received from China, and with voluntary
contributions from patriotic subjects. As the immediate sequel of
the war, the government elaborated a large programme of armaments
and pabhc works. Theoimenditure for these unproductive purposes,
as well as for coast lortincations, dockyards, and so on, came to

314.000.

000 yert, and the total of the productive experiditures
included In the programme was 190,000,000 yer—iiam^y, 120
millions for railways, telegraphs and telephones; 20 millions for
riparian improvements; 20 mUUons in aid of industried and agri-
cultural banks and so forth—tlie whole programme thus involving
an outlay of 504.000,000 yeti. To meet Ihis large figure, the Chinese
indemnity, surpluses of annual revenue and other assets, furnished
300 millions; and it was decided that the remaining 20a millions
should be obtained by domestic loans, the programme to be carried
completely into operation—^with trifling exceptions—by the year
1905. In practice, however, it was found impossible to obtain
money at home without paying a high rate of interest. The govern-
ment, therefore, had recourse lo the London market in 1899, raising a
loan of ^10,000,000 at 4 %, and selhng the ;^ioo bonds at 90. In
1902, it was not expected tliat Japan would need any further
immediate recourse to foreign borrowing. According to her finan-
ciers’ forecast at that time, her national indebtedness would reach
its maximum, namely, 573,000,000 yen, in the year 1903, and
would thenceforward diminish steadily. All Japan's domestic
loans were by that time placed on a uniform basis. They carried

5 % interest, ran for a period of 5 years without redemption, and
were then to be redeemed within 30 years at latest. The treasury
had power to expedite the operation of redemption according to
financial convenience, but the sum expended on amortization each
year must receive thi* previou.s con.sent of the Diet, Within the limit
of that sum redemption was effected cither by purchasing the stock
of the Icjans in the open market or by drawing lots to determine
the bonds to be paid off. During the first two periods (1867 to

1897) of the Meiji era, owing to the proces5»es of conversion, consolida-
tion, &c., and to the various requirements of the state’s progress,
twenty-two different kinds of national bonds were issued; they
aggregated 073,215,500 yen; 2r>9,042,i98 yew that total had been
paid off at the clo.se of 1897, and the remainder wa.s to be redoemod
by 194b, according to these programmes.
But at this point (ho empire became involved in war with Russia,

and the enormous resulting outlays caused a signal change in
financial situation. Before peace was restored in the autumn of

1903, Japan had been obliged to borrow 405,000,000 yen at home
and 1,034,000,000 abroad, so that she found herself in 1908 with a
total debt of 2,276,000,000 yen, of which aggregate her domestic
indebtedness stood for 1,110,000,000 and her foreign borrowings
amounted to i,i6(),ooo,ooo. This meant that her debt had grown
from 561,000,000 yen in 1904 to 2,276,o(X),ooo yen^ in 1908; or from
ir'3 yen to 43*8 yen per head of the population. Further, out of
the grand to^, the sum actually spent on account of war and arma-
ments represented 1,357,000,000 yen. The debt carried interest
varying from 4 to 5 'X>.

It ^vlll be observed that the country's indebtedness grew by

1.700.000.

000 yen, in round numbers, owing lo the war witli Russia.
This added obligation the government resolved to discharge witliin

the .space of 30 years, for which purpose the Diet was asked to
approve the establishment of a national debt consolidation fund,
which should be kept distinct from the general accounts of revenue
and expenditure, and specially applied to payment ol intoreat and
redemption of principal. 'J'iic amount of diis fund v/as never to fall

below 110,000,000 yen annually, immediately after the war, the
Diet approved a cabinet proposal for th * nationaliratioii of 17 private
railways, at a cost of 300,000,000 yen, and thi.s brought the state's
debts to 2,776,000,000 ven in all. The people becoming impatient
of this large burden, a scheme was finally adopted in 1908 for
appropriating a sum of at least 50,000,000 yeti annuall3'‘ to the
purpose of redemption.

Local Finance ,—Between 1878 and 1888 a system of local auto-
nomy in matters of finance was fully established. Under this system
the total expenditures of the various corporations in the last year
of each quinquennial period commencing from the fiscal year I'Sfl

1890 were as follow :

—

Year.
1889^1890
1893-18^4
1898-18^
1903-1904
1907-1908

Total Expenditure
(millions of yen).

22
52

167

^ In tliis is included a sum of 1 10,000,000 yen distributed in the form
of loan-bonds among the officers and men of the army and navy
by way of reward for fheir services during the war of 1904-5.

\^en war broke out in 1904 the local administrative districts

took steps to reduce their outla3rs, so that wliereas the expenditures
totalled 158,000,000 yen in 1^3-2904, they fell to 222,000,000 and
126,000,000 in 1904-1905 and 1905-190O respectively. Thereafter,
however, they expanded once more.

In the same years the total indebtedness of the corporationswas

Debts
Year. (milUous of yen).
1890 j
1894 10
28^ ^2
2904 05
1907 89**

The chief purposes to which the proceeds of these loans were applied
are as follow

Millions of yen,
Education 5
Sanitation 12
Industries 13
Public works 52

Local corpoiati">ns are not competent to incur unrestricted indebted-
ness. The endorsement of the local assembly must be secured;
redemption must commence within 3 years after the date of issue
and be completed within 30 years; and, except in the case of verj'
small loans, the .sanction of the minister of nome affairs must be
obtained.

Wealth of Japan .—With reference lo the Wcallli of Japan, there
is no official census. So far as can be estimated from statibtic.s
for the yeai- 190.^-1905, the wealth of Japan proper, excluding
Formosa, Sakhalin and some rights in Manchuria, amounts to about
19,896,000,000 yen, the items of which are as follow’ :

—

Yen (10
Lands ... .... 12,301,000,000
Buildings 2,331,000,000
Furniture and iitting.s 1,080,000,000
Livestock 109,000,000
Railw'ay.s, telegraphs and telephones. 707,000,000
Sliippittg 376,000,000
Merchandise 873,000,000
Stacie and bullion 310,000,000
Misccllancou.s . 1,^,000,000

Grand total 19,896,000,000

Education,—-TYicrt is uo room to doubt that the literature and
learning of China and Korea were transported to Japan in very
ancient times, but tradition is the sole authority Bmriy

for current statements that in the 3rd century a Sducattpa.

Korean immigrant was appointed historiographer to the Imperial

court of Japan and another learned man from the same country
introduced the Japanese to the treasures of Chinese literature.

About 'the end of the 6th century the Japanese court began to

send civilians and religionists direct to China, there to study Con-
fucianism and Buddhism, and among these travellers there were
some w'ho passed as much as 25 or 30 years beyond the sea.

The knowledge acquired by these, students was crystallized into

a body of laws and ordinances based on the administrative and
legal sy.^tems of the Sui dynasty in China, and in the middle of

the 7th centuT)' the first Japanese school seems to have been
established by the emperor Tenchi, followed some 50 years later

by the first university. Nara was the site of the latter, and the

subjects of study were ethics, law, history and mathematics.
Wot until 794, the date of the transfer of the capital to Kioto,

however, is there any evidence of educational organization on
a considerable scale. A university was then opened in the

capital, with affiliated colleges
;
and local sc hools were built and

endowed by noble families, to whose scions admittance was re-

stricted, but for general edu^ ation one institution only appears

to have b^en provided. In this Kioto university the curriculum

included the Chinese classics, calligraphy, history, law, etiquette,

arithmetic and composition ; while in the a^liatcd colleges

special subjects were taught, as medicine, herbalism, acupunc-

ture, shampooii^, di ination, the almanac and langimges.

Admission was limited to youths of high social grade ; stu-

dents aggregated some 400, from 13 to 16 years of age; thefacult}^

included professors and teachers, who were known by the same
titles (hakase and shi) as those applied to their successors to-day;

and the government supplied food and clothing as well as books.

The family schools numbered five, and their patrons were the

Wage, the Fujiwara, the Tachibana (one school each) and the

Minamoto (two). At the one institution—-opwed in 838—
where youths in general might recttve instruction, the course

^ This includefi 22^ millions of loons raised abroad.
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embraced only calligraphy and the precepts of Buddhism and
Confucianism.

The above retrospect suggests that japan, in those early

days, borrowed her educational system and its subjects of

Combtnm-
entirely from China. But closer scrutiny shows

tioaet
'

titat the national factor was carefully preserved.

Native mad The ethics of administration required a combination
^nlga of two elements, wakotiy or the soul of Japan, and
Biemeat.

or the ability of China
;

so that, while adopt-

ing from Confucianism the doctrine of filial piety, the Japanese
grafted on it a spirit of unswei*ving loyalty and patriotism

;
and

while accepting Buddha’s teac hing as to Uircc states of existence,

they supplemented it by a belief that in the life beyond the grave

the duty of guarding his country would devolve on every man.
Great academic importance attached to proficiency in literary

composition, which demanded close study of the ideographic

script, endlessly perplexing in form and infinitely delicate in

sense. To be able to compose and indite graceful couplets

constituted a passport to high office as well as to the favour of

great ladies, for women vied with men in this accomplishment.

The early years of the nth century saw, grouped about the

empress Aki, a galaxy of female authors whose writings arc

still accounted their country’s classics—Murasaki no Shikibu,

Akazomc Emon, Izumi Shikibu, Ise Taiyii and several lesser

lights. To the first two Japan owes the Genji monogatari and

the Eiga monogatari, respectively, and from the Imperial court

of those remote ages she inherited admirable models of paint-

ing, calligraphy, poetry, music, song and dance. But it is

to be observed that all this refinement was limited virtually

to the noble families residing in Kioto, and that the first

object of education in that era was to fit men for office and for

society.

Meanwhile, beyond the precincts of the capital there were

rapidly growing to maturity numerous powerful militar>’ mag-

Bducation
despised every form of learning that did

la the not contribute to martial excellence. An illiterate era

Middle ensued which reached its climax with the establish-

ment of feudalism at the close of the 12th century.

It is recorded that, about that time, only one man out of a force

of five thousand could decipher an Imperial mandate addressed

to them. Kamakura, then the seat of feudal government, was
at first distinguished for absence of all intellectual training, but

subsequently the course of political events brought thither from
Kioto ^dibber of court nobles whose erudition and refine-

ment acted as a potent leaven. Buddhism, too, had been from
the outset a strong cdiu’ating influence. Under its auspices

the first great public library was estiiblished (1270) at the temple

Shomyo-ji in Kanazawa. It is said to have contained practi-

cally all the Chinese and Japanese boolts then existing, and they

were open for perusal by every class of reader. To Buddhist

priests, also, Japan owed during many years all the machinery
she possessed for popular education. They organized schools

at the temples scattered about in almost every part of the

empire, and at these iera~koya, as they were called, lessons

in etliics, calligraphy, reading and etiquette were given to the

sons of samurai and even to youths of the mercantile and manu-
facturing classes.

When, at the beginning of the 17th century, administrative

supremacy fell into tlie Imnds of the Tokugawa, the illustrious

Bducmtioa founder of that dynasty of shoguns, lyeyasu,

la the an- showed himself an earnest promoter of erudition.
Metli Bra. j-jg employed a number of priests to make copies

of Chinese and Japane.se books
;
he patronized men of learning

and he endowed schools. It does not appear to have occurred

to him, however, that the spread of knowledge was hampered
by a restriction which, emanating originally from the Imperial

court in Kioto, forbade any one outside the ranks of the Buddhist
priesthood to become a public teacher. To bis fifth succ^essor

Tsunayoshi (1680-1709) was reserved the honour of abolishing

this veto. Tsunayoshi, whatever his faults, was profoundly

attached to literature. By his command a pocket edition of the

Chinese classics was prepared, and the example he himself set

in reading and expounding rare books to audiences of feudatories

and their vassals produced something like a mania for erudition,

so that feudal chiefs competed in engaging teachers and founding

schools. The eighth shogun, Yoshimune (17 16-1749), was an even
more enlightened ruler. He caused a geography to be compiled

and an astronomical observatory to be constructed
;
he revoked

the veto on the study of foreign books
;
he conceived and carried

out the idea of impartmg moral education through the medium
of calligraphy by preparing ethical primers whose precepts were

embodied in the head-lines of copy-books, and he encouraged

private schools. lyenari (1787-1838), the eleventh shogun,
and his immediate successor, lyeyoshi (1838-1853), patronized

learning no less ardently, and it was under the auspices of the

latter that Japan acquired her five classics, the primers of

True Words, of Great Learning, of Lesser Learning, of Female
Ethics and of Women s Filial Piety.

Thus it may be said that the system of education progressed

steadily throughout the Tokugawa era. From the days of

Tsunayoshi the number of fief schools steadily increased, and

as students were admitted free of all charges, a duty of grateful

fealty as well as the impulse of interfief competition drew thither

the sons of all samurai. Ultimately the number of such schools

rose to over 240, and being supported entirely at the expense

of the feudal chiefs, they did no little honour to the spirit of the

era. From 7 to 15 years of age lads attended as day scholars,

being thereafter admitted its boarders, and twice a year exami-

nations were held in the presence of high officials ot the fief.

There were also several private schools where the curriculum

consisted chiefly of moral philosophy, and there were many
temple schools, where ethics, calligraphy, arithmetic, etiquette

and, sometimes, commercial matters were taught. A prominent

feature of the system was the bond of reverential affection

uniting teacher and student. Before entering school a boy

was conducted by his father or elder brother to the home of his

future teacher, and there the visitors, kneeling before the teacher,

pledged themselves to obey him in all things and to submit

unquestioningly to any discipline he might impose. Thus the

teacher came to be regarded as a parent, and the veneration paid

to him was embodied in a precept :
“ 1-ct not a pupil tread within

three feet of his teacher’s shadow.” In the case of the temple

schools the priestly instructor had full cognisance of each

student’s domestic circumstances and was guided by that know-
ledge in shaping the course of instruction. The universally

underlying principle was, “ serve the country and be diligent

in your respective avocations.” Sons of samurai were trained

in military arts, and on attaining proficiency many of them
travelled about the country, inuring their bodies to every kind

of hardship and challenging all experts of local fame.

Unfortunately, however, the policy of national seclusion pre-

vented for a long time all access to the stores of European know-

ledge. Not until the beginning of the i8th century did any

authorized account of the great world of the West pass into the

hands of the people. A celebrated scholar (Arai Hakuseki)

then compiled two works

—

Saiyd kibun {Record of Occidental

Hearsay), and Sairan igen {Renderings of Foreign Langmges)

—

which embodied much information, obtained from Dutch sources,

about Europe, its conditions and its customs. But of course

the light thus furnished had very restricted influence. It was
not extinguished, however. Thenceforth men’s interest centred

more and more on the astronomical, geographical and medical

sciences of the West, though such subjects were not included in

academical studies until the renewal of foreign intercourse in

modem times. Then (1857), almost immediately, the nation

turned to Western learning, as it had turned to Chinese thirteen

centuries earlier. The Tokugawa government established in

Yedo an institution called Bansho-shirabe-dokoro (place for

studying foreign books), where Occidental languages were learned

and Occidental works translated. Simultaneously a school for

acquiring foreign medical art {Seiyo igaku-sho) was opened, and,

a little Uter (1862), the Kaisei-jo (place of liberal culture), a

college for studying European sciences, was added to the list of

new institutions. Thus the eve of the Restoration saw the
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Japanese people already appreciative of the stores of learning
rendered accessible to them by contact with the Occident.
Commercial education was comparatively neglected in the

schools. Sons of merchants occasionally attended the tera-koya,

Cammarvimi instruction they received there had seldom

BducmHonia Any bearing upon the conduct of trade. Mercan-
TokugMwm tile knowledge had to be acquired by a system of

apprenticeship. A boy of 9 or 10 was apprenticed
for a period of 8 or 9 years to a merchant, who undertook to

support him and teach him a trade. Generally this young
apprentice could not even read or write. He passed through all

the stages of shop menial, errand boy, petty clerk, salesman and
senior clerk, and in the evenings he received instruction from a
teacher, who used for textbooks the manual of letter-writing

(Shosoku orai) and the manual of commerce {Shobai orai)*

The latter contained much useful information, and a youth
thoroughly versed in its contents was competent to discharge
responsible duties. When an apprentice, having attained the
position of senior clerk, had given proof of practical ability, he
was often assisted by his master to start business independently,
but under the same firm-name, for which purpose a sum of

( apital w^as given to him or a section of his master’s customers
were assigned.

When Ihe government of the Restoration came into power, the

emperor solemnly announced that the administration should be

Education conducted on the principle of employing men of capa-
in Modern city wherever they could be found. This amounted
Japan, declaration that in choosing officials scholastic

acquirements would thenceforth take precedence of the claims
of birth, and thus unprecedented importance was seen to attach
to education. But so long as the feudal system survived, even in

part, no general scheme of educvition could be thoroughly enforced,

and thus it was not until the conversion of the fiefs into prefec-

tures in 1871 that the government saw itself in a position to take
drastic steps. A commission of investigation was sent to Europe
and America, and on its return a very elaborate and extensive
plan was drawn up in accordance with French models, which the

('ommissioners had found conspicuously complete and sym-
metrical. This plan subsequently underwent great modifica-
tions. It will be sufficient to say that in consideration of the
free education hitherto provided by the feudatories in their

various fiefs, the government of the restoration resolved not only
that the state should henceforth shoulder the main part of this

burden, but al.so that the benefits of the system should be
extended equally to all classes of the population, and that the
attendance at primary schools should be compulsory. At the
outset the sum to be paid by the treasury was fixed at 2,000,000
yen, that having been approximately the expenditure incurred by
the feudatories. But the financial arrangements suffered many
changes from time to time, and finally, in 1877, the cost of main-
taining the schools became a charge on the local taxes, the central

treasury^ granting only sums in aid.

Ev'ery child, on attaining the ago of six, must attend a common
elementary school, where, during a six-years' course, instruction is

giv'en in morals, reading, arithmetic, the rudiments of technical work,
gymnastics and poetry. Year by. year the attendance at these
schools has increased. Thus, whereas in the year 1900, only 81*67 %
of the school-age children of both sexes received the prescribed
elementary instruction, the figure in 1905 was 94*93 %. The desire
for instruction used to be keener among boys than among girls, as
was natural in view of the difference of inducement; but ultimately
this discrepancy disappeared almost completely. Thus, whereas
the percentage of girls attending school was 73*90 in 1900, it rose
to 91-40 in 1905, and the corresponding figures for boys were 90*55
and 97 '10 respeettyely. The tuition fee paid at a common elemen-
tary school in the rural districts must not exceed 5s. yearly, and in the
urban districts, los.: but in practice it is much smaller, for these
clementaiy schools lorm part of the communal system, and such
portion of their expenses as is not covered by tuition fees, income
from school property and miscellaneous sources, must be defrayed
out of the pipceeds of local taxation. In 1909 there were x8,z6o
common ^ elemental^ schools, and also 9105 schools classed as
elementary but having sections where, subsequently to the comple-
tion of the regular curriculum, a special supplementary course of
study might be pursued in agriculture, commerce or industry
(needle-work in tne case of girls). The time devoted to these
special courses is two, three or four years, according to the degree

of proficiency conteinplated, and the maximum fees are Z5d. per
month in urban districts and one-half of tliat amount in dis-
tricts.

There are also 294 kindergartens, with an attendance of 26,000
infants, whose parents pay 3d. per month on the average for each
child. In general the lundergartens are connected with elementary
schools or with normal schools.

If a child, after graduation at a common elementary school,
desires to extend its education, it pa^es into a common middle
school, where training is given for practical pursuits or for admission
to higher educational institutions. The ordinary curriculum at a
common middle school includes moral philosophy, English language,
history, geography, mathematics, natursd ^tory, natural philosophy,
chemistry, drawing and the Japanese language. Five years are
required to mduate, and from the fourth year the student may take
up a speciid ^hnical course as well as the main course

;
or, in

accordance with local requirements, technical subjects may be
taught conjointly with the regular curriculum throughout the whole
time. The law provides that there must be at least one common
middle school in each prefecture. The actual number in 1909 was 216*

Great inducements attract attendance at a common middle
school. Not only does the graduation certificate carry considerable
weight as a general qualification, but it also entitles a young man
to volunteer for one year's service with the colours, thus escaping
one of the two years he would have to serve as an ordinary conscript.
The graduate of a common middle school can claim admittance,

without examination, to a high school, where he spends three years
preparing to pass to a university, or four years studying a special
subject, as law, engineering or medicine. By following the course
in a high school, a youth obtains exemption from conscription until
the ^e of 28, when one year as a volunteer will free him from all

service with the colours. A high-school certificate of graduation
entitles its holder to enter a university without examination, and
qualifies him for all public posts.
For girls also high schools are provided, the object being to give

a general education of higher standard. Candidates for admission
must be over 12 years of age, and must have completed the second-
year course of a higher elementary school. The regular course of
study requires 4 years, and supplementary courses as well as special
art courses may be taken.

In addition to the schools already enumerated, which may be
said to constitute the machinery of general education, there are
special schools, generally private, and technical schools (including a
few private), where instruction is given in medicine and surgery,
agriculture, commerce, mechanics, applied chemistry, navigation,
electrical engineering, art (pictorial and applied), veterinary science,
sericulture and various other branches of industry. 'There are also
apprentices' schools, classed under the heading of elementary*,
where a course of not less than six months, and not more than four
years, may be taken in dyeing and weaving, embroidery, the making
of artificial flowers, tobacco manufacture, sericulture, reeling silk,

pottery, lacquer, woodwork, metal-work or brewing. There are
also s^ol8-~nearly all supported by private enterprise—^for the
blind and the dumb.
Normal schools are maintained for the purpose of training teachers,

a class of persons not plentiful in Japan, doubtless because of an
exceptionally low scale of emoluments, the yearly pay not exceeding
£0o and often falling as low as £15.

There arc two Imperial universities, one in Tokyo and one in
Kioto. In 1909 the former had about 220 professors and instructors
and 2880 students. Its colleges number six: law, medicine,
engineering, literature, science and agriculture. It has a university
haU where post-mduate courses are studied, and it publishes a
quarterly journal giving accounts of scientific researches,, which
indicate not only large erudition, but also original talent. The
university of Kioto is a comparatively new institution and has not
given any signs of grat vitality. In 1909 its colleges numbon^
four : law, medicine, literature and science

;
its faculty consisted of

about 60 professors with 70 assistants, ana its students aggregated
about 1 100.

Except in the ca.ses specially indicated, all the figures given above
are independent of private ^ucational institutions. The system
pursued by the state does not tend to encoutage private education,
for unless a private school brinp its curriculum into exact accord
with that prescribed for public mstitutions of corresponding grade,
its students are denied the valuable privilege of partial exemption
from conscription, as well as other advant^es attaching to state
recognition. Thus the quality of the instruction being nominally
the same, the rate of fees must also be similar, and no margin offers

to tempt private enterprise.

Public Mucation in Japan is strictly secular : no religious teaching
of any kind is permitted in the schools. There are about 100 libraries.

Progress is marked in this branch, the rate of growth having been
from 43 to 100 in the five-year period ended 1905. The iargest

library is the Imperial, in I'OkyO. It had about half a mimon
volumes in 19091 nnd the daily average of visitors was about 430.
Apart from the universities, the public educational institutions

in Japan involve an annual expenditure of 3^ millions sterling, out
of which total a little more than half a million is met by students'
fees; 2} miltions are paid by the communes, and the remainder is
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rtotrayeci from vai ioub sources, the central gpverniDent contributing

only some ;^28,ooo. it is estimated that public school property—

»n land, buildings, books, furniture, &c., aggregates ii millions

•rfnrJrag.

VII.—Reugion

The primitive religion of Japan is known by the nime
of Shinto, which signifies “ the divmeway/’ but the Japkmese

maintain that thi. term is of comparatively

jpodern application. The term Shinto being

obviously of Chinese origin, cannot nave been used in Japan
before she became acquainted with the Chinese language.

Now Buddhism did not reach Japan until the 6th century, and

a knowledge of the Chinese language had preceded it by only a

hundred years. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the

})rimitive religion of Japan had no name, and that it did not

begin to be cSled Shinto until Buddhism tiad entered tlie field,

'rhe two creeds remained distinct, though not implacably antago-

nistic, until the beginning of the 9th century, when they were

welded together into a system of doctrine to wliich the name
Ryiibu’Shintt) (dual Shinto) was given, in this new creed the

Shinto deities were regarded as avatarr of Buddhist divinities,

and thus it may be said that Shinto w^as absorbed into Buddhism.
J'robably that would have been the fate of the indigenous creed

in any circumstance.s, for a religion without a theoxy as to a future

state and without any code of moral duties could scarcely hope to

survive contact with a faith so well equipped as Buddhism in

these respects. But Shinto, though absorbed, was not obliterated.

Its beliefs survived; its shrines survived; its festivals survived,

and something of its rites survived also.

Shinto, indeed, may be said to be entwined about the roots

of Japan’s national existence. Its scripture—as the Kojiki

must be considered—resembles the Bible in that both begin with

the cjsmogony . But it represents the gods as peopling the newly
created earth with their own offspring instead of with human
beings expressly made for the purpose. The actual work of

creation was done by a male deity, Izanagi, and a female deity,

Izanami . From the right eye of the former war bom Amaterasu,

who becamj goddess of the sun; from his left eye, the god of the

moon
;
and from his nose, a species of Lucifer. Tlie gi’andson of

the sun goddess was the first sovereign of Japan, and his descen-

dants have ruled the land in unbroken succession ever since,

the I2ist being on the throne in 1909. Thus it is to Amaterasu

(the h^ven-illuminating goddess) that the Japanese pay

reverenflrabove all other deities, and it is to her ^ine at Ise

that pilgrims chiefly flock.

The story of creation, as related in the Kojiki, is obviously

based on a belief that force is indestructible, and that every

exercise of it is productive of some permanent result. Thus by
the motions of the creative spirit there spring into existence all

the elements that go to make up the universe, and these, being

of divine origin, are worshipped and propitiated. Their number
becomes immense when we add the deified ghosts of ancestors

who were descended from tiie gods and whose names are asso-

ciated with great deeds. These ancestors are often regarded as

the tutelary deities of districts, \riiere they receive special homage
and where shrines are erected to them. The method of worship

consists in making oilcrings and in the recital of rituals {nofito%

Twenty-seven of these rituals were reduced to writing and em-
bodied in a work called Engishiki (927). Couched in antique

language, these liturgies are designed for the dedication of

shrines, for propitiating evil, for entreating blessings on the

harvest, for purification, for obtaining household security, for

bespeaking protection during a journey, and so forth. Nowhere
is any reference found to a future state of reward or punishment,

to deliverance from evil, to assistance in the path of virtue.

One ceremonial only is designed to avert the consequences of

sin or crime; namely, the rite of purification, which, by washing

with water and by the sacrifice of valuables, removes the pollu-

tion r&suhing from all wrong-doing. Originally perfonn^ on
behalf of individuals, this b-Hrai ultimately came to bo a semi-

annual cercmoi^ fpr sweeping away the sins of all the people.

;Shii^ is thus a mixture of ancestor-worship and of nature-

worship without any explicit code of morals. It regards human
beings as virtuous by nature ; assumes that eachman’s conscience

is his beat guide ; and while believing in a continued existence

bey<md the grave, entertains no theory as to its -pleasures or

pains. Tho^ that pass away become disembodied spirits,

inhabiting the world of darkness (yomi-no~yo) and possessing

power to bring sorrow or joy into the lives of their survivors, on
which account they are worshipped and propitiated. Purity

and simplicity being essential characteristics of the cult, its

shnnes are built of white wood, absolutely without decorative

features of any kind, and fashioned as were the original huts of

the first Japanese settlers. Thci^ arc no graven images—a fact

attributed by some critics to ignorance of the glyptic art on the

part of the original worshippers—but there is an emblem of tlie

deity, which generally takes the form of a sword, a mirror or a

so-called jewel, these being the insignia handed by the sun god-

dess to her grandson, the first ruler ul Japan. This emblem is

not exposed to public view : it is enveloped in silk and brocade

and enclosed in a box at the back of the shrine. The mirror

sometimes prominent is a Buddhist innovation and has nothing

to do with the true emblem of the creed.

From the 9th century, when Buddhism absorbed Shinto, the

two grew together so intimately that their differentiation seemed

hopeless. But in the middle of the 17th century a strong revival

of the indigenous faith was effected by the efforts of a group of

illustrious scholars and politicians, at whose head stood Mabuchi,

Motoori and Hirata. These men applied themselves with great

diligence and acumen to reproduce the pure Shinto of the Kojiki

and to restore it to its old place in the naiiim’s reverence, their

political purpo.se bring to educate a spirit of revolt against the

feudal system which deprived the emperor of administrative

power. The principles thus revived became the basis of the

restoration of 1867 ;
Shinto rites and Shinto rituals were re-

adopted, and Buddhism fell for a season into comparative

disfavour, Shinto being regarded as the national religion. But
Buddhism had twined its roots too deeply around the heart ol

the people to be thus easily tom up. It gradually recovered

its old plac'e, though not its old magnificence, for its discstablish-

mont at the hands of the Metji government robbed it of a large

part of its revenues.

Buddhism entered China at the beginnii^ of the Christian era,

but not vmtil the 4th century did it obtain any strong lootaog.

Thence, tw^o centuries later (522), it readied Japan
through Korea. The reception extended to it was
not encouraging at first. Its images and its briUiant appur-

tenances might well deter a nation which had never seen an idol

nor ever worshipped in a decorated temple. But the etliicai

teachings aoid the positive doctrines of the foreign faith presented

an attmetive contrast to the colourless Shinto. After a struggle,

not without bloodshed. Buddhism won its way. It owed much
to the active patronage of Shotoku taishi, prince-regent during

the reign of the empress Suiko (593-621). At his command many
new temples were built; the country was divided into dioceses

under Buddhist prelates
;
priests were encouraged to teach the

arts of road-making and bridge-building, and students were

sent to China to investigate the mysteries of the faith at its

supposed fountain-head. Between the middle of the 7th century

and that of the 8th, six sects were introduced from China, all

imperfect and all based on the teachings of the Hinayana system.

Up to this time the propagandists of the creed had been chiefly

Chinese and Korean teachers. But from the Sth century on-

wards, when Kioto became the permanent capital of the empire,

Japanese priests of lofty intelligence and profound piety b^n
to repair to China and bring thence modified forms of the

doctrines current there. It was thus that Dengyo daishi (^. 800)

became the founder of the Tendai (heavenly tranquillity) sect

and K6b5 daishi (774-834) the apostle of the Shingon (true

word). Other sects followed, until the country possessed six

principal sects in all with thirty-seven sub-sects. It must be

remembered that Buddhism oBcrs an almost liautkss field for

eclecticism. There is not in the world jmy Ktemry production
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Japanese people already appreciative of the stores of learning
rendered accessible to them by contact with the Occident.
Commercial education was comparatively neglected in the

schools. Sons of merchants occasionally attended the tera-koya,

Cammarvimi instruction they received there had seldom

BducmHonia Any bearing upon the conduct of trade. Mercan-
TokugMwm tile knowledge had to be acquired by a system of

apprenticeship. A boy of 9 or 10 was apprenticed
for a period of 8 or 9 years to a merchant, who undertook to

support him and teach him a trade. Generally this young
apprentice could not even read or write. He passed through all

the stages of shop menial, errand boy, petty clerk, salesman and
senior clerk, and in the evenings he received instruction from a
teacher, who used for textbooks the manual of letter-writing

(Shosoku orai) and the manual of commerce {Shobai orai)*

The latter contained much useful information, and a youth
thoroughly versed in its contents was competent to discharge
responsible duties. When an apprentice, having attained the
position of senior clerk, had given proof of practical ability, he
was often assisted by his master to start business independently,
but under the same firm-name, for which purpose a sum of

( apital w^as given to him or a section of his master’s customers
were assigned.

When Ihe government of the Restoration came into power, the

emperor solemnly announced that the administration should be

Education conducted on the principle of employing men of capa-
in Modern city wherever they could be found. This amounted
Japan, declaration that in choosing officials scholastic

acquirements would thenceforth take precedence of the claims
of birth, and thus unprecedented importance was seen to attach
to education. But so long as the feudal system survived, even in

part, no general scheme of educvition could be thoroughly enforced,

and thus it was not until the conversion of the fiefs into prefec-

tures in 1871 that the government saw itself in a position to take
drastic steps. A commission of investigation was sent to Europe
and America, and on its return a very elaborate and extensive
plan was drawn up in accordance with French models, which the

('ommissioners had found conspicuously complete and sym-
metrical. This plan subsequently underwent great modifica-
tions. It will be sufficient to say that in consideration of the
free education hitherto provided by the feudatories in their

various fiefs, the government of the restoration resolved not only
that the state should henceforth shoulder the main part of this

burden, but al.so that the benefits of the system should be
extended equally to all classes of the population, and that the
attendance at primary schools should be compulsory. At the
outset the sum to be paid by the treasury was fixed at 2,000,000
yen, that having been approximately the expenditure incurred by
the feudatories. But the financial arrangements suffered many
changes from time to time, and finally, in 1877, the cost of main-
taining the schools became a charge on the local taxes, the central

treasury^ granting only sums in aid.

Ev'ery child, on attaining the ago of six, must attend a common
elementary school, where, during a six-years' course, instruction is

giv'en in morals, reading, arithmetic, the rudiments of technical work,
gymnastics and poetry. Year by. year the attendance at these
schools has increased. Thus, whereas in the year 1900, only 81*67 %
of the school-age children of both sexes received the prescribed
elementary instruction, the figure in 1905 was 94*93 %. The desire
for instruction used to be keener among boys than among girls, as
was natural in view of the difference of inducement; but ultimately
this discrepancy disappeared almost completely. Thus, whereas
the percentage of girls attending school was 73*90 in 1900, it rose
to 91-40 in 1905, and the corresponding figures for boys were 90*55
and 97 '10 respeettyely. The tuition fee paid at a common elemen-
tary school in the rural districts must not exceed 5s. yearly, and in the
urban districts, los.: but in practice it is much smaller, for these
clementaiy schools lorm part of the communal system, and such
portion of their expenses as is not covered by tuition fees, income
from school property and miscellaneous sources, must be defrayed
out of the pipceeds of local taxation. In 1909 there were x8,z6o
common ^ elemental^ schools, and also 9105 schools classed as
elementary but having sections where, subsequently to the comple-
tion of the regular curriculum, a special supplementary course of
study might be pursued in agriculture, commerce or industry
(needle-work in tne case of girls). The time devoted to these
special courses is two, three or four years, according to the degree

of proficiency conteinplated, and the maximum fees are Z5d. per
month in urban districts and one-half of tliat amount in dis-
tricts.

There are also 294 kindergartens, with an attendance of 26,000
infants, whose parents pay 3d. per month on the average for each
child. In general the lundergartens are connected with elementary
schools or with normal schools.

If a child, after graduation at a common elementary school,
desires to extend its education, it pa^es into a common middle
school, where training is given for practical pursuits or for admission
to higher educational institutions. The ordinary curriculum at a
common middle school includes moral philosophy, English language,
history, geography, mathematics, natursd ^tory, natural philosophy,
chemistry, drawing and the Japanese language. Five years are
required to mduate, and from the fourth year the student may take
up a speciid ^hnical course as well as the main course

;
or, in

accordance with local requirements, technical subjects may be
taught conjointly with the regular curriculum throughout the whole
time. The law provides that there must be at least one common
middle school in each prefecture. The actual number in 1909 was 216*

Great inducements attract attendance at a common middle
school. Not only does the graduation certificate carry considerable
weight as a general qualification, but it also entitles a young man
to volunteer for one year's service with the colours, thus escaping
one of the two years he would have to serve as an ordinary conscript.
The graduate of a common middle school can claim admittance,

without examination, to a high school, where he spends three years
preparing to pass to a university, or four years studying a special
subject, as law, engineering or medicine. By following the course
in a high school, a youth obtains exemption from conscription until
the ^e of 28, when one year as a volunteer will free him from all

service with the colours. A high-school certificate of graduation
entitles its holder to enter a university without examination, and
qualifies him for all public posts.
For girls also high schools are provided, the object being to give

a general education of higher standard. Candidates for admission
must be over 12 years of age, and must have completed the second-
year course of a higher elementary school. The regular course of
study requires 4 years, and supplementary courses as well as special
art courses may be taken.

In addition to the schools already enumerated, which may be
said to constitute the machinery of general education, there are
special schools, generally private, and technical schools (including a
few private), where instruction is given in medicine and surgery,
agriculture, commerce, mechanics, applied chemistry, navigation,
electrical engineering, art (pictorial and applied), veterinary science,
sericulture and various other branches of industry. 'There are also
apprentices' schools, classed under the heading of elementary*,
where a course of not less than six months, and not more than four
years, may be taken in dyeing and weaving, embroidery, the making
of artificial flowers, tobacco manufacture, sericulture, reeling silk,

pottery, lacquer, woodwork, metal-work or brewing. There are
also s^ol8-~nearly all supported by private enterprise—^for the
blind and the dumb.
Normal schools are maintained for the purpose of training teachers,

a class of persons not plentiful in Japan, doubtless because of an
exceptionally low scale of emoluments, the yearly pay not exceeding
£0o and often falling as low as £15.

There arc two Imperial universities, one in Tokyo and one in
Kioto. In 1909 the former had about 220 professors and instructors
and 2880 students. Its colleges number six: law, medicine,
engineering, literature, science and agriculture. It has a university
haU where post-mduate courses are studied, and it publishes a
quarterly journal giving accounts of scientific researches,, which
indicate not only large erudition, but also original talent. The
university of Kioto is a comparatively new institution and has not
given any signs of grat vitality. In 1909 its colleges numbon^
four : law, medicine, literature and science

;
its faculty consisted of

about 60 professors with 70 assistants, ana its students aggregated
about 1 100.

Except in the ca.ses specially indicated, all the figures given above
are independent of private ^ucational institutions. The system
pursued by the state does not tend to encoutage private education,
for unless a private school brinp its curriculum into exact accord
with that prescribed for public mstitutions of corresponding grade,
its students are denied the valuable privilege of partial exemption
from conscription, as well as other advant^es attaching to state
recognition. Thus the quality of the instruction being nominally
the same, the rate of fees must also be similar, and no margin offers

to tempt private enterprise.

Public Mucation in Japan is strictly secular : no religious teaching
of any kind is permitted in the schools. There are about 100 libraries.

Progress is marked in this branch, the rate of growth having been
from 43 to 100 in the five-year period ended 1905. The iargest

library is the Imperial, in I'OkyO. It had about half a mimon
volumes in 19091 nnd the daily average of visitors was about 430.
Apart from the universities, the public educational institutions

in Japan involve an annual expenditure of 3^ millions sterling, out
of which total a little more than half a million is met by students'
fees; 2} miltions are paid by the communes, and the remainder is
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becomes 137,000. In spite of the numerous sects represented in

japan there has been vmuaUy no sectarian strife, and it may be
said of the Japanese converts that tliey concern themselves scarcely

at all about the subUeties of dogma which divide European Chris-

tianity. Their tendency is to consider only the practical aspects of

the faith as a moral and ethical guide. They are disposed, also, to

adapt the creed to their own requirements, just as they adapted
Buddhism, and this is a disposition which promises to grow.

VIIL—Foreign Intercourse

Foreign Intercourse in Early and Medieval Times ,—There can

be no doubt that commerce was carried on by Japan with

China and Korea earlier that the 8th century of the Christian

era. It would appear that from the vcr>' outset over-sea

trade was regarded as a government monopoly. Foreigners

were allowed to travel freely in the interior of the country

provided that they submitted their baggage for official in-

spection and made no purchases of weapons of war, but all

imported goods were bought in the first place by official ap-

praisers who subsequently sold them to the people at arbitrarily

fixed prices. Greater importance attached to the trade with

China under the Ashikaga shoguns (14th, 15th and 16th centuries),

who were in constant need of funds to defray the cost of inter-

minable military operations caused by civil disturbances. In

this distress they turned to the neighbouring empire as a source

from which money might be obtained. This idea seems to have

been .suggested to the .shogun Takauji by a Buddhist priest,

when he undertook the construction of the temple Tenryu-ji.

Two ships laden with goods were fitted out, and it was decided

that the enterprise should be repeated annually. Within a few

years after this development of commercial relations between
the two empires, an interruption occurred owing partly to the

overthrow of the Yuen Mongols by the Chinese Ming, and partly

to the activity of Japanese pirates and adventurers who raided

the coasts of China. The shogun Yoshimitsu (1368 1394),
however, succeeded in restoring commercial intercourse, though
in order to effect his object he consented that goods sent from

Japan should bear the character of tribute and that he himself

should receive investiture at the hands of the Chinese emperor’s

ambassador. The Nanking government granted a certain

number of commercial passports, and these were given by the

shogun to Ouchi, feudal chief of Cho-shu, which had long been

the principal port for trade- with the neighbouring empire.

Tribute goods formed only a small fraction of a vessel’s cargo :

the bv^ednsisted of articles which were delivered into the govern-

ment’s stores in China, payment being received in copper cash.

It was from this transaction that the shogun derived a consider-

able part of his profits, for the articles did not cost him anything
originally, being either presents from the great temples and pro-

vincial governors or compulsory contributions from the house of

Ouchi . As for the gifts by the Chinese government and the goods
shipped in China, they were arbitrarily distributed among the

noble families in Japan at prices fixed by the .shogun’s assessor.

Thus, so far as the shogun was concerned, these enterprises

could not fail to be lucrative. They also brought large profits

to the Ouchi family, for, in the absence of competition, the pro-

ducts and manufactures of each country' found ready sale in

the markets of the other. The articles found most suitable in

China were swords, fans, screens, lacquer wares, copper and
agate, and the goods brought back to Japan were brocade and
other silk fabrics, ceramic productions, jade and fragrant woods.
The Chinese seem to have had a just appreciation of the wonder-
ful swords of Japan. At first they were willing to pay the

equivalent of 12 guineas for a pair of blades, but by degrees, as

the Japanese began to increase the supply, the price fell, and at

the beginning of the i6th century all the diplomacy of the Japan-
ese envoys was needed to obtain good figures for the large and
constantly growing quantity of goods that they took over by
wa.y of supplement to the tribute. Buddhist priests generally

enjoyed the distinction of being selected as envoys, for experi-

ence showed that their subtle reasoning invariably overcame
the economical scruples of the Chinese authorities and secured

a fine profit for their master, the sh5gun, In the middle of the

i6th century these tribute-bearing missions came to an end
with the ruin of the Ouchi family and the overthrow of the

Ashikaga shdguns, and they were never renewed.

Japan’s medieval commerce with Korea was less ceremonious

than that with China. No passports had to be obtained from
the Korean government. A trader was sufficiently

equipped when he carried a permit from the So
family, which held the island of Tsushima in fief.

Fifty vessels were allowed to pass yearly from ports in

Japan to the three Japanese .settlements in Korea. Little is

recorded about the nature of this trade, but it was rudely inter-

rupted by the Japanese settlers, who, offended at some arbitrary

procedure on the part of the local Korean authorities,

took up arms (a.d. 1510) and at first signally routed the

Koreans. An army from Seoul turned the tables, and the

Japanese were compelled to abandon the three settlements.

Subsequently the shfigun’s government—^which had not been
concerned in the struggle—approached Korea with amicable

proposak, and it was agreed that the ringleaders of the raiders

should be decapitated and their heads sent to Seoul, Japan’s
compliance with this condition affording, perhap.s, a measure of

the value she attached to neighbourly friendship. Thenceforth
the number of vessels was limited to 25 annually and the .settle-

ments were abolished. Some years later, the Japanese again

resorted to violent acts of .self-assertion, and on this occasion,

although the offenders were arrested by order of the shogun
Yoshiharu, and handed over to Korea for punishment, the

Seoul court persisted in declining to restore the system of

settlements or to allow the trade to be resumed on its former
ba.sis. Fifty years afterwards the taiko’s armies invaded Korea,

overrunning it for seven years, and leaving, when they retired

in I 5q8, a country so impoverished that it no longer offered

any attraction to commercial enterprise from beyond the sea.

The Portuguese discovered Japan by accident in 1542 or 1543—the exact date is uncertain. On a voyage to Macao from Siam,
a junk carrying three Portuguese was blown from

her course and fetched Tanegashima, a small oeciaenui

island lying south of the province of Satsuma. nmUow,

The Japanese, always hospitable and inquisitive, welcomed tlie

newcomers and showed special curiosity about the arquebuses

carried by the Portuguese, fire-arms being then a novelty in

Japan and all weapons of war being in great request. Conversa-

tion was impossible, of course, but, by tracing ideographs upon
the sand, a Chinese member of the crew succeeded in explaining

the cause of the junk’s arrival. She was then piloted to a more
commodious harbour, and the Portugue.se sold two arque-

buses to the local feudatory, who immediately ordered his

armourer to manufacture similar weapons. Very soon the news
of the discovery reached all the Portuguese settlements in the

East, and at least seven expeditions were fitted out during the

next few years to exploit this new market. Their objecti%'e

points were all in the island of Kiushiu—the principal stage where

the drama—ultimately converted into a tragedy—of Christian

propagandism and European commercial intercourse was acted

in the interval between 1542 and 1637.

It does not appear that the Jesuits at Macao, Goa or other

centres of Portuguese influence in the East took immediate
advantage of the discovery of Japan. The pioneer Arrivmiot

propagandist was Francis Xavier, who landed at ihtJmUs,

Kagoshima on the 15th of August 1549. During the interval

of six (or seven) years that separated this event from the drifting

of the junk to Tanegashima, the Portuguese had traded freely

in the ports of Kiushiu, had visited Kioto, and had reported

the Japanese capital to be a city of 96,000 houses, therefore

larger than Lisbon. Xavier would certainly have gone to Japan
even though he had not been specially encouraged, for the

reports of his countrymen depicted the Japanese as “ very

desirous of being instructed,” and he longed to find a field more
promising than that inhabited by ” all these Indian nations,

barbarous, vicious and without inclination to virtue.” There

were, however, two special determinants. One was a request

addressed by a feudatory, supposed to.;have been the chief of the
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Bungo fief, to the viceroy of the Indies at Goa ; the other, an

appeal made in person by a Japanese named Yajiro, whom the

fathers spoke of as Anjiro, and who subsequently attained

celebrity under his baptismal name, Paul of the holy faith. No
credible reason is historically assigned for the action of the

Japanese feudatory. Probably his curiosity had been excited

by accounts which the Portuguese traders gave of the noble

devotion of their country's missionaries, and being entirely

without bigotry, as nearly all Japanese were at that epoch, he

issued the invitation partly out of curiosity and partly from a

sincere desire for progress. Anjiro ’s case was very different.

Labouring under stress of repentant zeal, and fearful that his

evil acts might entail murderous consequences, he sought an

as>dum abroad, and was taken away in 1548 by a Portuguese

vessel whose master advised him to repair to Malacca for the

purpose of confessing to Xavier. This might well have seemed

to the Jesuits a providential dispensation, for .^jiro, already

able to speak Portuguese, soon mastered it sufficiently to inter-

pret for Xavier and his fellow-missionaries (without which aid

they must have remained long helpless in the face of the immense

difficulty of the Japanese language), and to this linguistic skill he

added extraordinary gifts of intelligence and memory. Xavier,

with two Portuguese companions and Anjiro, were excellently

received by the feudal chiefs of Satsuma and obtained permission

to preach their doctrine in any part of the fief. This permit is

not to be con.strued as an evidence of official sympathy with the

foreign creed. Commercial considerations alone were in ques-

tion. A Japanese feudal chief in that era had sedulously to

foster every source of wealth or strength, and as the newdy

opened trade with the outer world seemed full of golden promi.se,

each feudatory was not less anxious to secure a monopoly of it

in the i6th century than the Ashikaga shoguns had been in the

15th. The Sat.suma daimyd was led to believe that the presence

of the Jesuits in Kagoshima would certainly prelude the advent

of trading vessels. But within a few months one of the expected

merchantmen sailed to Hirado without touching at Kagoshima,

and her example was followed by two others in the following

year, so that the Satsuma chief saw himself flouted for the sake

of a petty rival, Matsudaira of Hirado. This fact could not fail

to provoke his resentment. But there was another influence at

work. Buddhism has always been a tolerant religion, eclectic

rather than exclusive. Xavier, however, had all the bigoted

intolerance of his time. The Buddhist priests in Kagoshima

received him with courtesy and listened respectfully to the doc-

trines he expounded through the mouth of Anjiro. Xavier

rejoined wdth a display of aggressive intolerance which shocked

and alienated the Buddhists. They represented to the Satsuma

chief that peace and good order were inamsistent with such a

display of militant propagandism, and he, already profoundly

chagrined by his commercial disappointment, issued in 1550 an

edict making it a capital offence for any of his vassals to embrace

Christianity. Xavier, or, more correctly speaking, Anjiro, had

won 150 converts, who remained without mole.station, but

Xavier himself took ship for Hirado. There he was received

with salvoes of artillery by the Portuguese merchantmen lying

in the harbour and with marks- of profound respect by the

Portuguese traders, a display which induced the local chief

to issue orders that courteous attention should be paid to the

teaching of the foreign missionaries. In ten days a hundred

baptisms took place; another significant index of the mood of the

Japanese in the early era of Occidental intercourse : the men
in authority always showed a complai.sant attitude towards

Christianity where trade could be fostered by so doing, and

wherever the men in authority showed such an attitude, con-

siderable numbers of the lower orders embraced the foreign

faith. Thus, in considering the commercial history of the era, the

element of religion constantly thrusts it.self into the foreground.

Xavier next resolved to visit Kioto. The first town of impior-

Pini VMt tance he reached on the way was Yamaguchi, capital

ofBaroptmaa of the ChOshu fief, situated on the northern shore

toKiM. of the Shimonoseki Strait. There the feudal chief,

Ouchi, though sufficiently courteous and inquisitive, showed

no special cordiality towards humble missionaries unconnected

with commerce, and the work of proselytizing made no progress,

so that Xavier and his companion, Fernandez, pushed

on to Kioto. The time was mid-winter
;

the two fathers

suffered terrible privations during their journey of two
months on foot, and on reaching Kioto they found a city which

had been almost wholly reduced to ruins by internecine war.

Necessarily they failed to obtain audience of either emperor or

shogun, at that time the most inaccessible potentates in the

world, the Chinese “ son of heaven ” excepted, and nothing

remained but street preaching, a strange resource, seeing that

Xavier, constitutionally a bad linguist, had only a most rudimen-

tary acquaintance with the profoundly difficult tongue in which

he attempted to expound the mysteries of a novel creed. A
fortnight sufficed to convince him that Kioto was unfruitful

soil. He therefore r^umed to Yamaguchi. But he had now
learned a lesson. Ilecsll:?^ that propagandi^ wi^out scrip or

staff and without the countenance of those sitting in the seats of

power would be futile in Japan. So he obtained from Hirado

his canonicals, together with a clock and other novel products

of European skill, which, as well as credentials from the viceroy

of India, the governor of Malacca and the bishop of Goa, he

presented to the Choshu chief. His prayer for permission to

preach Christianity was now readily granted, and Ouchi issued

a proclamation announcing his approval of the introduction of

the new religion and according perfect liberty to embrace it.

Xavier and Fernandez now made many converts. They also

gained the valuable knowledge that the road to success in Japan
lay in associating themselves with over-sea commerce and its

directors, and in thus winning the co-operation of the feudal

chiefs.

Nearly ten years had now elapsed since the first Portuguese

landed in Kagoshima, and during that time trade had gone on

steadily and prosperously. No attempt was made chrhtimm

to find markets in the main i.sland : the Portuguese Propmtmadiatc.

confined themselves to KiCishiu for two reasons : one, that having

no knowledge of the coasts, they hesitated to risk their ships and

their lives in unsurveyed waters
;
the other, that whereas the

main island, almost from end to end, was seething with inter-

necine war, Kiushiu remained beyond the pale of disturbance

and enjoyed comparative tranquillity. At the time of Xavier's

second sojourn in Yamaguchi, a Portuguese ship happened to be

visiting Bungo, and at its master’s suggestion the great mission-

ary proceeded thither, with the intention of returning tempo-

rarily to the Indies. At Bungo there^ was then ruling Otomo,

second in power to only the Satsuma chief among the feuda-

tories of Kiushiu. By him the Jesuit father was received with

all honour. Xavier did not now neglect the lesson he had learned

in Yamaguchi. He repaired to the Bungo chieftain’s court,

escorted by nearly the whole of the Portuguese crew, gorgeously

bedizened, carrying their arm.s and with banners flying. Otomo,

a young and ambitious ruler, was keenly anxious to attract

foreign traders with their rich cargoes and puissant weapons of

war. Witnessing the reverence paid to Xavier by the Portu-

guese traders, he appreciated the importance of gaining the

goodwill of the Jesuits, and accordingly not only granted them

full freedom to teach and preach, but also enjoined upon his

younger brother, who, in the sequel of a sudden rebellion, had

succeeded to the lordship of Yamaguchi, the advisability of

extending protection to Torres and Fernandez, then sojourning

there. After some four months’ stay in Bungo, Xavier set sail

for Goa in February 1552. Death overtook him in the last

month of the same year.

Xavier’s departure from Japan marked the conclusion of

the first epoch of Christian propagandism. His sojourn in

Japan extended to 27 months. In that time he and hi.s

coadjutors won about 760 converts. In Satsuma more than a

year’s labour produced 150 believers. There Xavier had the

assistance of Anjiro to expound his doctrines. No language

lends itself with greater difficulty than Japanese to the dis-

cussion of theological questions. The terms necessary for such

a purpose are not current among laymen, and only by special

XV. 8
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Study, which, it need scarcely be said, must be preluded by

an accurate acquaintance with the tongue itself, can a man
hope to become duly equipped for the task of exposition

and dissertation. It is open to ^ave doubt whether any

foreigner has ever attained the requisite proficiency. Leaving

Anjiro in Kagoshima to care for the converts made there,

Xavier pushed on to Hirado, where he baptized a hundred

lapancse in a few days. Now we have it on the authority of

Xavier himseli that in this Hirado campaign “ nohe of us knew

Japiinese.” How then did they proceed ? “ reciting a semi-

Japanese volume ” (a translation made by Anjiro of a treatise

from Xavier’s pen) “ and by delivering sermons, we brought

several over to the Christian cult.” Sermons preached in Por-

tuguese or Latin to a Japanese audience on the island of Hirado

in the year 1550 can scarcely have attracted intelligent interest.

On his first visit to Yamaguchi, Xavier’.s means of access to the

understanding of his hearers was confined to the rudimentary

knowledge of Japanese which Fernandez l\ad been able to

acquire in 14 months, a period of study which, in modern times,

with all the aids now procurable, would not suffice to carry a

student beyond the margin of the colloquial. No converts were

won. The people of Yamaguchi probably admired the splendid

faith and devotion of these over-sea philosophers, but as for their

doctrine, it was unintelligible. In Kioto the same experience

was repeated, with an addition of much physical hardship.

But when the Jesuits returned to Yamaguchi in the early

autumn of 1551, they baptized 500 persons, including several

members of the military class. Still Fernandez with liis broken

Japanese was the only medium for communicating the profound

doctrines of Christianity. It must be concluded that the

teachings of the missionaries produced much less effect than

the attitude of the local chieftain.

Only two missionaries, 'J'orres and Fernandez, remained in

japan after the departure of Xavier, but they were soon joined

by three others. 'I'hese newcomers landed at Kago-

plriodof shima and found that, in spite of the official veto

Chrirtlma against the adoption of Christianity, the feudal chief

PropM» had lost nothing of his desire to foster foreign trade.
xMdiam,

years later, all the Jesuits in japan were

assembled in Bungo. Their only church stood there; and they

had also built two ho.spitals. Local disturbances had compelled

them to withdraw from Yamaguchi, not, however, before their

violent disputes with tlie Buddhist priests in that town liad

induced Hm, feudatory to proscribe the foreign religion, as had

previoi*%^ been done in Kagoshima. From Funai, the chief

town of Bungo, the Jesuits began in 1579 to send yearly reports

to their Generals in Rome. I’hese reports, known as the Annual
Letters, comprise some of the most valuable information available

about the conditions then existing in Japan. They describe a

state of abject poverty among the lower orders
;
poverty so cruel

that the destruction of children by their famishing parents

was an everyday ocrurrence, and in some instances choice liad

to be made between cannibalism and starvation. Such suffer-

ing becomes easily intelligible when the fact is reciilled that

Japan had been racked by civil war during more than 200

years, each feudal chief fighting for his own hand, to save

or to extend his territorial possessions. From these Annual
Letters it is possible also to gather a tolerably clear idea of

the course of events during the years immediately subsequent

to Xavier’s departure. There was no break in the continuity of

the newly inaugurated foreign trade. Portuguese ships visited

Hirado as well as Bungo, and in those days their masters and
crews not only attended scrupulously to their religious dutie.s,

but also showed such profound respect for the missionaries that

the Japanese received copstant object lessons in the influence

wields over the traders by the Jesuits. Thirty years later,

this or^rly and reverential demeanour was exchanged for riotous

excesses such as had already made the Portuguese sailor a by-

word in China. But in the early days of intercourse with Japan
the crews of the merchant vessels seem to have preached Chris-

tianity by their exemplary conduct. Just as Xavier had been

induced to visit Bungo by the anxiety of a ship-captain for

Christian ministrations, so in 1557 two of the fathers repaired

to Hirado in obedience to the solicitations of Portuguese sailors.

There the fathers, under the guidance of Vilela, sent brothers to

parade the streets ringing bells and chaunting litanies; they

organized bands of boys for the same purpose ; they caused the

converts, and even children, to flagellate themselves at a model
of Mount Calvary, and they worked miracles, healing the sick

by contact with scourges or with a booklet in which Xavier had
written litanies and prayers. It may well be imagined that such

doings attracted surprised attention in Japan. They were

supplemented by even more striking practices. For a sub-

feudatory of the Hirado chief, having been converted, showed

his zeal by destroying Buddhist temples and throwing down the

idols, thus inaugurating a campaign of violence destined to

mark the progress of Christianity tliroughout the greater part

of its history in Japan. There followed the overthrowing of a

cross in the Christian cemetery, the burning of a temple m the

town of Hirado, and a street riot, the sequel being that the

Jesuit fathers were compelled to return once more to Bungo.

It is essential to follow all these events, for not otherwise can a

clear understanding be reached as to the aspects under which

Christianity presented itself originally to the Japanese. The

Portuguese traders, reverent as was their demeanour towards

Christianity, did not allow their commerce to be interrupted

by vicissitudes of propagandism. They still repaired to Hirado,

and rumours of the wealth-begetting effects of their presence

having reached the neighbouring fief of Omura, its chief, Sumi-

tada, made overtures to the Jesuits in Bungo, offering ii port

free from all dues for ten years, a large tract of land, a residence

for the missionaries and other privileges. The Jesuits hastened

to take advantage of this proposal, and no sooner did the news

reach Hirado than the feudatory of that island repented of having

expelled the fathers and invited them to return. But while they

hesitated, a Portuguese vessel arrivi^d at Hirado, and the feudi

chief declared publicly that no need existed to conciliate the

missionaries, .since trade went on without them. When this

became known in Bungo, Torres hastened to Hirado, was re-

ceived with extraordinary honours by the crew of the vessel,

and at his instance she left the port, her master declaring that

“ he could not remain in a country wJiere they maltreated those

who professed the same religion as himself.” Hirado remained

a closed port for some years, but ultimately the advent of three

merchantmen, which intimated their determination not to put

in unless the anti-Christian ban was removed, induced the feudal

chief to receive the Jesuits once more. This incident was

paralleled a few years later in the island of Amakusa, where a

petty feudatory, in order to attract foreign trade, as the mission-

aries themselves frankly explain, embraced Christianity and

ordered all his vassals to follow his example; but when no Portu-

guese ship appeared, he apostatized, required his subjects to

revert to Buddhism and made the missionaries withdraw. In

fact, the competition for the patronage of Portuguese traders

was so keen that the Hirado feudatory attempted to burn several

of their vcsiscls because they frequented the territorial waters

of his neighbour and rival, Sumitada. The latter became

a most stalwart Christian when his wish was gratified. He set

himself to eradicate idolatry throughout his fief with the strong

arm, and his fierce intolerance provoked results which ended in

the destruction of the Christian town at the newly opened free

port. Sumitada, however, quickly reasserted his authority,

and five years later (1567), he took a step which liad far-reaching

consequences, namely, the building of a church at Nagasaki, in

order that Portuguese commerce might have a centre and the

Christians an assured asylum. Nagasaki was then a little

fishing village. In five years it grew to be a town of thirty

thousand inhabitants, and Sumitada became one of the richest

of the Kiushiu feudatories. When in 1573 successful conflicts

with the neighbouring fiefs brought him an access of territory,

he declared that he owed these victories to tho influence of the

Christian God, and shortly afterwards he publicly proclaimed

banishment for all who would not accept the foreign faith*

1 There were then no Jesuits by his side, but immediately two
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hastened to join him^ and these^ accompanied by a strong Christian propagandism had now made substantial progress,

guards but yet not without danger of their lives^ went round The Annual Letter of 1582 recorded that at the close of 7581,
causing the churches of the GentileS; with their idols^ to be thrown thirty^two years after the landing of Xavier in Japan, there were
to the ground, while three Japanese Christians went preaching about 150,000 converts, of whom some 125,000 were in KifishiQ

the law of God everywhere. Three of us who were in the neigh- and the remainder in Yamaguchi, Kidto and the neighbourh^
bouring kingdoms all withdrew therefrom to work in this abun- of the latter city. The Jesuits in the empire then numbered 75,
dant harvest, and in the space of seven months twenty thousand but down to the year 1563 there had never been more than 9,

persons were baptized, including the bonzes of about sixty and down to 1577, not more than 18. The harvest was certainly

monasteries, except a few who quitted the State.'' In Bungo, great in proportion to the number of sowers. But it was a har-

however, where the Jesuits were originally so well received, vestmainly of artificial growth; forced by the despotic insistence

it is doubtful whether Christian propagandism would not of feudal chiefs who possessed the power of life and death over

have ended in failure but for an event which occurred in 1576, their vassals, and were influenced 1^ a desire to attract foreign

namely, the conversion of the chieftain’s son, a youth of some trade. To the Buddhist priests this movement of Christian

16 years. Two years later Otomo himself came over to the propagandism had brought an experience hitherto unknown to

Christian faith. He rendered inestimable aid, not merely them, persecution on account of creed. They had suffered for

within his own fief, but also by the influence he exercised on interfering in politics, but the fierce cruelty of the Christian

others. His intervention, supported by recourse to arms, fanatic now became known for the first time to men themselves

obtained for the Jesuits a footmg on the island of Amakusa, conspicuous for tolerance of heresy and receptivity of instruc-

where one of the feudatories gave his vassals the choice of con- tion. They had had no previous experience of humanity
version or exile, and announced to the Buddhist priests that in the garb of an Otomo of Bungo, who, in the words of Crasset,

unless they accepted Christianity their property would be ** went to the chase of the bonzes as to that of wild beasts, and
confiscated and they themselves banished. Nearly the whole made it his singular pleasure to exterminate them from his

population of the fief did violence to their conscience for the states.”

sake of their homes. Christianity was then becoming estab- In 1582 the first Japanese envoys sailed from Nagasaki for

lished in Kiushiu by methods similar to those of Islam and the Europe. The embassy consisted of four youths, the oldest not

inquisition. Another notable illustration is furnished by the more than 16, representing the fiefs of Arima, Omura
story of the Arima fief, adjoining that of Sumitada (Omura), and Bungo. They visited Lisbon, Madrid and Rome, j^pmane
wheic such resolute means had been adopted to force Christianity and in all these cities they were received with BrnboBty

upon the vassals. Moreover, the heads of the two fiefs were displays of magnificence such as i6th century ^ Buroy.

brothers. Accordingly, at the time of Sumitada's very dramatic Europe delighted to make. That, indeed, had been the motive

conversion, the Jesuits were invited to Arima and encouraged of Valegnani in organizing the mission : he desired to let the

to form settlements at the ports of Kuchinotsu and Shimabara, Japanese see with their own eyes how great were the riches and

whi( h thenceforth began to be frequented by Portuguese mer- might of Western states.

rhantmen. The fief natural^ became involved in the turmoil In the above .statistics of converts at the close of 1581 mention

resultingfrom Sumitada’s iconoclastic methods of propagandism; is made of Christians in Kioto, though we have already seen that

but, in 1576, the then ruling feudatory, influenced largely by the the visit by Xavier and Fernandez to that city was s»coad
object lesson of Sumitada’s prosperity and puissance, wliich wholly barren of results. A second visit, however, vMi of .

that chieftain openly ascribed to the tutelary aid of the Christian made by Vilela in 1559, proved more successful. Jeemite

deity, accepted baptism and became the “ Prince Andrew ” of He carried letters of recommendation from the
f^tato.

missionary records. It is written in those records that “ the first Bungo chieftain, and the proximate cause of his journey was an

thing Prince Andrew did after his baptism was to convert the invitation from a Buddhist priest in the celebrated monasteiy

chief temple of his capital into a church, its revenues being of Hici-zan, who sought information about Christianity. This

as.signed for the maintenance of the building and the support of was before the razing of temples and the overthrow of idols had

the missionaries. He then took measures to have the .same thing commenced in Kiushiu. On arrival at Hiei-zan, Vilela found

done in the other towns of his fief, and he .seconded the preachers that the Buddhist prior who had invite^ him was dead and that

of the gospel .so well in everything else that he could flatter only a portion of the old man's authority had descended to his

himself that he soon would not have one single idolater in his succe.ssor. Nevertheless the Jesuit obtained an opportunity to

states.” 'J'hus in the two years that .separated his baptism expound his doctrines to a party of bonzes at the monastery,

from his death, twenty thousand converts were won in Arima. Subsequently, through the good offices of a priest, described as

But his succe.ssor was an enemy of the alien creed. He ordered ** one of the most respected men in the city,” and with the assist-

the Jesuits to quit his dominions, required the converts to return ance of the Bungo feudatory's letter, Vilela enjoyed the rare

to their ancestral faith, and caused “ the holy places to be honour of being received by the sh6gun in Kifito, who treated

destroyed and the crosses to be thrown down.” Nearly one-half him with all consideration and assigned a house for his residence,

of the converts apostatized under this pressure, but others had It may be imagined that, owing such a debt of gratitude to

recourse to a device of proved potency. They threatened to Buddhist priests, Vilela would have behaved towards them and

leave Kuchinotsu en masse, and as that would have involved their creed with courtesy. But the Jesuit fathers were proof

the loss of foreign trade, the hostile edict was materially modified, against all influences calculated to impair their stem sense of

To this same weapon the Christians owed a still more signal duty. Speaking through the mouth of a Japanese convert,

victory. For just at that time the great ship from Macao, now Vilela attacked the bonzes in unmeasured terms and denounced

an annual visitor, arrived in Japanese waters carrying the their faith. Soon the bonzes, on their side, were seeing the

visitor-general, Valegnani. She put into Kuchinotsu, and her destruction of these uncompromising assailants with insistence

presence, with its suggested eventuahties, gave .such satisfaction inferior only to that which the Jesuits themselves would hAve

that the feudatory offered to accept baptism and to sanction shown in similar circumstances. Against these perils Vilela

its acceptance by his vassals. This did not satisfy Valegnani, was protected by the goodwill of the sh6gun, who already

a man of profound political sagacity. He saw that the fief was issued a decree threatening with death any one who injured the

menaced by serious dangers at the hands of its neighbours, and missionaries or obstmeted their work. In spite of all difficulties

seizing the psychological moment of its extreme peril, he used and dangers these wonderful missionaries, whose courage, zeal

the secular arm so adroitly that the fief’s chance of survival and devotkm are beyond all eulogy, toiled on resolutely and even

seemed to be limited to the unreserved adoption of Christianity, recklessly, and such success attended their efforts that by 1564

Thus, in 1580, the chieftain and his wife were baptized
;

'"all the many converts had been won and churches had been esteblished

city was made Christian
;
they burned their idols and destroyed in five walled towns within a disUnce of 50 miles from Ki5to.

40 temples, reserving some materials to build churches.” Among the converts were two Buddhist priests, notoriously
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hostile at the outset, who had been nominated as official

commissioners to investigate and report upon the doctrine of

(.hristianity. The first conversion en masse was due to pressure

from above. A petty feudatory, Takayama, whose fief lay at

Takatsuki in the neighbourhood of the capital, challenged Vilela

to a public controversy, the result of which was that the Japanese

acknowledged himself vanquished, embraced Christianity and

invited hi.s vassals as well as his family to follow his example.

Thi.s man’s son
—

'I'akayama Yusho—proved one of the stanch-

est supporters of (Christianity in all Japan, and has been immor-
talized by the Jesuits under the name of Don Justo IJcondono.

Incidentally this event furnishes an index to the character

of the Japanese samurai : he accepted the consequences of

defeat as frankly as he dared it. In the same year (1564) the

feudatory of Sawa, a brother of Takayama, became a (Christian

and imposed the faith on all his vassals, just as Sumitada and
other feudal chiefs had done in Kiushiu. But the Kioto record

differs from that 01 Kiushiu in one important respect—the former

is free from any intrusion of commercial motives.

Kioto was at that time the scene of sanguinary tumults, w’hich

culminated in the murder of the shogun (1565), and led to

NobyoMgM i^^sue of a decree by the emperor proscribing

and the Christianity. Iti Japanese medieval history this
Jaauita.

!§ of Qjjjy instances of Imperial inter-

ference with Christian propagandism. There is evidence that the

edict w as obtained at the instance of one of the shogun’s assassins

and certain Buddhist priests. The Jesuits—their number had
been increased to three—were obliged to take refuge in Sakai,

now' little more than a suburb of Osivka, but at that time a great

and wealthy mart, and the only town in Japan which did not

acknowledge the sway of any feudal chief. Three years later

they were summoned thence to be presented to Oda Nobunaga,
one of the greatest captains Japan has ever produced. In the

ver>' year of Xavier’s landing at Kagoshima, Nobunaga had
succeeded to his father’s fief, a comparatively petty estate in

the province of Owari. In 1568 he w^as seated in Kioto, a

maker of shoguns and acknowledged ruler of 30 among the

provinces of Japan. Had Nobunaga, wielding such immcn.se

power, adopted a hostile attitude towards ('hristianity, the fires

lit by the Jesuits in Japan must soon have been extinguished.

Nobunaga, how'ever, to great breadth and liberality of view

added strong animosity towards Buddhist priests. Many of the

great monasteries had become armed camps, their inmates

skilled equally in field-attacks and in the defence of ramparts.

One ifct (the Nirhiren), which was specially affected by the

samurai, had lent powerful aid to tlie murderers of the shogun
three years before Nobunaga’s victories carried him to Kioto,

and the armed monasteries constituted imperia in imperio which
assorted ill with his ambition of complete supremacy. He
therefore welcomed Christianity for the sake of its opposition

to Buddhism, and when 'I’akayama conducted Froez from Sakai

to Nobunaga’s presence, the reception accorded to the Jesuit

was of the most cordial character. Throughout the fourteen

years of life that remained to him, Nobunaga continued to be

the constant friend of the missionaries in particular and of

foreigners visiting Japan in general. He stood between the

Jesuits and the Throne when, in reply to an appeal from the

Buddhist priests, the emperor, for the second time, i.ssued an
anti-Christian decree (1568) ;

he granted a site for a church and
residence at Azuchi on Lake Biwa, where his new fortress stood ;

he addressed to various powerful feudatories letters signifying

a desire for the spread of Christianity
;
he frequently made

handsome presents to the fathers, and whenever they visited

him he showed a degree of accessibility and graciousness very

foreign to his usually haughty and imperious demeanour. The
Jesuits themselves said of him :

“ This man seems to have been

chosen by God to open and prepare the way for our faith."

Nevertheless they do not appear to have entertained much hope

at any time of converting Nobunaga. They must have under-

stood that their doctrines had not made any profound impression

on a man who could treat them as this potentate did in 1579,

when he plainly showed that political exigencies might at any

moment induce him to sacrifice them.^ His last act, too, proved

that sacrilege was of no account in his eyes, for he took steps to

have himself apotheosized at Azuchi with the utmost pomp and
circumstance. Still nothing can obscure the benefits he heaped
upon the propagandists of Christianity.

The terrible tumult of domestic war through which Japan
passed in the 15th and i6th centuries brought to her ser-

vice three of the greatest men ever produced in Hideyoabi
Occident or Orient. They were Oda Nobunaga, mmdtba

Toyotomi Hide^’oshi and Tokugawa lyeyasu. cbHstiaaa*

Hideyoshi, as Nobunaga’s lieutenant, contributed largely to the

building of the latter’s fortunes, and, succeeding him in 1582,

brought tlie. whole 66 provinces of the empire under his

own administrative sway. For the Jesuits now the absorbing

question was, what attitude Hideyoshi would assume towards

their propagandism. His power was virtually limitless. With
a w'ord he could have overthrown the whole edifice created by
them at the cost of so much splendid effort and noble devotion.

I'hey were very quickly reassured. In this matter Hideyoshi

walked in Nobunaga's footsteps. He not only accorded a

friendly audience to Father Grgantino, who waited on him us

representative of the Jesuits, but also he went in person to assign

to the company a site for a church and a residence in Osaka,

where there was presently to ri.se the most massive fortre.ss

ever built in the East. At that time many Christian converts

were serving in high positions, and in 1584 the Jesuits placed it

on record that “ Hideyoshi was not only not opposed to the things

of God, but he even showed that he made much account of them
and preferred them to all the sects of the bonzes. ... He i.s

entrusting to Christians his treasures, his serrets and his for-

tresses of most importance, and shows himself well plea.sed that

the sons of the great lords about him should adopt our customs

and our law.” Two years later in Osaka he received with every

mark of cordiality and favour a Jesuit mission which had come
from Nagasaki seeking audience, and on that occasion hi.s

visitor recorded that he spoke of an intention of christianizing

one half of Japan. Nor did Hideyoshi confine himself to words.

He actually signed a patent licensing the missionaries to preach

throughout all Japan, and exempting not only their houses and

churches from the billeting of soldiers but also the priests them-
selves from local burdens. This was in 1586, on the eve of

Hideyoshi's greatest military enterprise, the in>’asion of Kiiishiu

and its complete reduction. ITc carried that difficult campaign

to completion by the middle of 1587, and throughout its course

he maintained a uniformly friendly demeanour towards the

Jesuits. But suddenly, when on the return journey he reached

Hakuta in the north of the island, his policy underwent a radical

metamorphosis. Five questions were by his order propounded

to the vicc-provincial of the Jesuits :
” Why and by what autho-

rity he and his fellow-propagandists had constrained Japanese

subjects to become Christians ? Why they had induced their

disciples and their sectaries to overthrow temples ? Why
they persecuted the bonzes ? Why they and other Portuguese

ate animals useful to men, such as oxen and cows ? Why th('

vice-provincial allowed merchants of his nation to buy Japancst?

to make slaves of them in the Indies ? ” To these querie>

Coelho, the vice-provincial, made answer that the missionaries

had never themselves resorted, or incited, to violence in their

propagandism or persecuted bonzes ;
that if their eating of beef

were considered inadvisable, they would give up the practice
;

and that they were powerless to prevent or restrain the outrages

perpetrated by their countrymen. Hideyoshi read the vice-

provincial’s reply and, without comment, sent him word to

retire to Hirado, assemble all his followers there, and quit the

country within six months. Gn the next day (July 25, 1587)

the following edict was published

' The problem was to induce the co-operation of a feudatory
whose castle served for frontier guard to the fief of a powerful chief,

his suzerain, 'fhe feudatory was a Christian. Noounaga seized

the Jesuits in Kioto, and threatened to suppress their religion

altogether unless they persuaded the feudatory to abandon th-

cause of his suzerain.
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“ Having learned from our faithful councillors that foreign priests

have come into our estates, where they preach a law contrary to

that of Japan, and that they even had the audacity to destroy

temples dedicated to our Kami and Hotokc; although the outrage

merits the most errtreme punishment, wishing nevertheless to show
them mercy, we order them under pain of death to quit Japan
within twenty days. During that space no harm or hurt will be
done to them. But at the expiration of that term, we order that

if any of them be found in our states, they should be seized and
punished as the greatest criminals. As for the Portuguese mer-

j

chants, we permit them to enter our ports, there to continue their

accustomed trade, and to remain in our states provided our affairs

need this. But we forbid them to bring any foreign priests mto the
country, under the penalty of the confiscation of their ships and
goods,"

How are we to account for this apparently rapid change of

mood on the part of Hideyoshi ? Some historians insist that

from the very outset he conceived the resolve of suppressing

Christianity and expelling its propagandists, but that he con-

cealed his design .pending the subjugation of Kiushiu, lest, by
premature action, he might weaken his hand for that enterprise.

'I'his hypothesis rests mainly on conjecture. Its formulators

found it easier to believe in a hidden purpose than to attribute to

a statesman so shrewd and far-seeing a sudden change of mind.

A more rea.sonable theory is that, shortly before leaving Osaka

for Kiushiu, Hideyoshi began to entertain doubts as to the

expediency of tolerating Christian propagandism, and that his

doubts were signally strengthened by direct observation of the

state of affairs in Kiushiu. While still in Osaka, he one day

remarked publicly that “ he feared much that all the virtue of

the European priests served only to conceal pernicious designs

against the empire. There had been no demolishing of temples

or overthrowing of images at Christian instance in the metro-

politan provinces. In Kiushiu, however, very different condi-

tions prevailed. There Christianity may be said to have been

preached at the point of the sword. Temples and images had
been destroyed wholesale; vassals in thousands had been com-

pelled to embrace the foreign faith
;
and the missionaries them-

selves had come to be treated as demi-gods whose nod was

worth conciliating at any cost of self-abasement. Brought into

direct contai't with the.se evidences of the growth of a new power,

temporal a.s well as spiritual, Hideyoshi may well have reached

the conclusion that a choice had to be finally made between his

own supremacy and that of the alien creed, if not between the

independence of Japan and the yoke of the great Christian

slates of Europe.

Hideyoshi gauged the character of the medieval Christians

with sufficient accuracy to know that for the sake of their

Sequel of
would at any time defy the laws of

the Edict the island. His estimate received immediate veri-

ot BmuiMh' fication, for when the Jesuits, numbering 120,

assembled at Hirado and received his order to

embark at once they decided that only those should sail whose
services were needed in China. The others remained and
went about their duties as usual, under the protection

of the converted feudatories. Hideyoshi, however, saw

reason to wink at this disregard of his authority. At first

he showed uncompromising resolution. All the churches in

Kioto, Osaka and Sakai were demolished, while troops were .sent

to raze the Christian places of worship in Kiushiu and seize the

port of Nagasaki. These troops were munificently dissuaded

from their purpose by the Christian feudatories. But Hide-

yoshi did not protest, and in 1588 he allowed himself to be con-

vinced by a Portugese envoy that in the absence of missionaries

foreign trade must cease, since without the intervention of the

fathers peace and good order could not be maintained among the

merchants. Rather than suffer the trade to be interrupted

Hideyoshi agreed to the coming of priests, and thenceforth,

during some years, Christianity not only continued to flourish

and grow, in Kiushifi but also found a favourable field of opera-

tions in Kioto itself. Care was taken that Hideyoshi's attention

should not be attracted by any salient evidences of what he had
called a diabolical religion,” and thus for a time all went well.

There is evidence that, like the feudal chiefs in Kiushiu, Hideyoshi

set great store by foreign trade and would even have sacri-

ficed to its maintenance and expansion something of the aversion

he had conceived for Christianity. He did indeed make one

very large concession. For on being assured that Portupiese

traders could not frequent Japan unless they found Christian

priests there to minister to them, he consented to sanction the

presence of a limited number of Jesuits. The statistics of 1595
show how Christianity fared under even this partial tolerance,

for there were then 137 Jesuits in Japan with 300,000 converts,

among whom were 17 feudal chiefs, to say nothing of many men
of lesser though still considerable note, and even not a few

bonzes.

For ten years after his unlooked-for order of expulsion, Hide-

yoshi preserved a tolerant mien. But in 1597 his forbearance

gave place to a mood of uncompromising severity,

TTie reasons of this second change are very clear, pi^mi

though diverse accounts have ^en transmitted. Attitude

Up to 1593 the Portuguese had possessed a monopoly
of religious propagandism and over-sea commerce Jjj

^

Japan. The privilege was secured to them by agreement

between Spain and Portugal and by a papal bull. But

the Spaniards in Manila had long looked with somewhat

jealous eyes on this Jesuit reservation, and when news of

the disaster of 1 587 reached the Philippines, the IXiminicans

and Franciscans residing there were fired with zeal to enter

an arena where the crown of martyrdom seemed to be

the least reward within reach. The papal bull, however,

demanded obedience, and to overcome that difficulty a ruse was

necessary : the governor of Manila agreed to send a party of

Franciscans as ambassadors to Hideyoshi. In that guise the

friars, being neither traders nor propagandists, considered that

they did not violate either the treaty or the bull. It was a

technical subterfuge very unworthy of the object contemplated,

and the friars supplemented it by swearing to Hideyoshi that

the Philippines would submit to his sway. Thus they obtained

permission to visit Kioto, Osaka and Fushimi, but with the

explicit proviso that they must not preach. Very soon they

had built a church in Ki6to, consecrated it with the utmost

pomp, and were preaching sermons and chaunting litanies there

in flagrant defiance of Hideyoshi’s veto. Presently their number

received an access of three friars who came bearing gifts from

the governor at Manila, and now they not only established a

convent in Osaka, but also seized a Jesuit church in Naga.saki

and converted the circumspect worship hitherto conducted

there by the fathers into services of the most public character.

Officially checked in Nagasaki, they charged the Jesuits in Kioto

with having intrigued to impede them, and they further vaunted

the courageous openness of their own ministrations as compared

with the clandestine timidity of the methods which wise piu-

dence had induced the Jesuits to adopt. Retribution would

have followed quickly had not Hideyoshi’s attention been

engrossed by an attempt to invade China through Korea. At

this stage, however, a memorable incident occurred. Driven

out of her course by a storm, a great and richly laden Spanish

galleon, bound for Acapulco from Manila, drifted to the coast

of Tosa province, and running—or being purposely run-on a

sand-bank as she was being towed into port by Japanese boats,

broke her back. She carried goods to the value of some 600,000

crowns, and certain officials urged Hideyoshi to confiscate her

as derelict, conveying to him at the same time a detailed account

of the doings of the Franciscans and their open flouting of his

orders. Hideyoshi, much incensed, commanded the arrest of

the Franciscans and despatched officers to Tosa to confiscate

the “ San Felipe.” The pilot of the galleon sought to intimidate

these officers by showing them on a map of the world the vast

extent of Spain’s dominWs, and being asked how one county

had acquired such extended sway, replied : Our kings begin

by sending into the countries they wish to conquer missionaries

who induce the people to embrace our religion, and when they

have made considerable progress, troops are sent who combine

with the new Christians, and then our kings have not much

trouble in accomplishing the rest.”
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On learning of this speech Hideyoshi was overcome with fury.

He condemned the Franciscans to have their noses and ears

ThtPint cut off, to be promenaded through Kioto, Osaka
BKnuttaa 0/ and Sakai, and to be crucified at Nagasaki. I
CbriMtimna» have ordered these foreigners to be treated thus,

because they have come from the Philippines to Japan, calling

themselves ambassadors, although they were not so ; because

they have remained here far too long without my permission;

because, in defiance of my prohibition, they have built churches,

preached their religion and caused disorders.*' Twenty-six

suffered under this sentence—six Franciscans, three Japanese
Jesuits and seventeen native Christians, chiefly domestic ser-

vants of the Franciscans.* They met their fate with noble

fortitude. Hideyoshi further issued a special injunction against

the adoption of Christianity by a feudal chief, and took steps to

give practical effect to his expulsion edict of 1587. The governor

of Nagasaki received instructions to send away all the Jesuits,

permitting only two or three to remain for the service of the

Portuguese merchants. Put the Jesuits were not the kind of

men w'ho, to escape personal peril, turn their back upon an
unaccomplished work of grace. There were 1 25 of them in Japan
at that time. In October 1597 a junk sailed out of Nagasaki
harbour, her decks crowded with seeming Jesuits. In reality

she carried 11 of the company, the apparent Jesuits being dis-

guised sailors. It is not to be suppo.sed that such a mana*uvre
could be hidden from the local authorities. They winked at it,

until rumour became insistent that Hideyoshi was about to vi.sit

Kiushiu in person, and all Japanese in administrative posts

knew how Hideyoshi visited disobedience and how hopeless was
any attempt to deceive him. Therefore, early in 1598, really

drastic steps were taken. (Churches to the number of 137 were

demolished in Kiushiu, seminaries and rc.sidcnccs fell, and the

governor of Nagasaki assembled there all the fathers of the

company for deportation to Macao by the great ship in the

following year. But while they waited, Hideyoshi died. It is

not on record that the Jesuits openly declared his removal from
the earth to have been a special dispensation in their favour.

But they pronounced him an execrable tyrant and consigned his
“ soul to hell for all eternity.” Yet no impartial reader of

history can pretend to think that a 16th-century Jesuit general

in Hideyoshi’s place would have shown towards an alien creed

and its propagandists even a small measure of the tolerance

exercised by the Japanese statesman towards Christianity and
the Jesuili.

Hidl^oshi’s death occurred in 1598. Two years later, his

authority as administrative ruler of all Japan had passed into

Portign hands of iyeyasu, the Tokugawa chief, and thirty-

nine years later the Tokugawa potentates had not
TokttjtMWM only exterminated Christianity in Japan but had

also condemned their country to a period of interna-

tional isolation which continued unbroken until 1853, an inter-

val of 214 years. It has been showm that even when they were
most incensed against Christianity, Japanese administrators

sought to foster and preserve foreign trade. Why then did they
close the country’s doors to the outside world and .suspend a
commerce once so much esteemed ? To answer that question

some retrospect is needed. Certain historians allege that from
the outset Iyeyasu shared Hideyoshi’s misgivings about the real

designs of Christian potentates and Christian propagandists.

But that verdict is not supported by facts. The first occasion

of the Tokugawa chief’s recorded contact with a Christian propa-
gandist was less than three months after Hideyoshi’s death.

There was then led into his. presence a Franciscan, by name
Jerome de Jesus, originally a member of the fictitious embassy
from Manila. This mans conduct constitutes an example of

the invincible zeal and courage inspiring a Christian priest in

those days. Barely escaping the doom of crucifixion which
overtook his companions, he had been deported from Japan to

* TJie mutilation was confined to the lobe of one car. Crucifixion,
accordinK to the Japanese method, consisted in tying to a cross and
piercing the heart with two sharp spears driven from either side.
l>eath was ahvays instantaneous.

Manila at a time when death seemed to be the certain penalty of

remaining. But no sooner had he been landed at Manila than he

took passage in a Chinese junk, and, returning to Nagasaki, made
his way secretly from the far south of Japan to the province of

Kii. There arrested, he was brought into the presence of

Iyeyasu, and his own record of what ensued is given in a letter

subsequently sent to Manila

" When the Prince saw me he asked how I had managed to escape
the previous persecution, I answered him that at that dale God had
delivered me in order that I might go to Manila and bring back new
colleagues from there—preachers of the divine law—and that I had
returned from Manila to encourage the Christians, cherishing the
desire to die on the cross in order to go to enjoy eternal glory like

my former colleagues. On hearing these wf)rds the Emperor began
to smile, whether in his quality of a pagan of the sect of Shaka,
which teaches that there is no future life, or whether from the thought
that I was frightened at having to be put to death. Then, looking
at me kindly, he said, ‘ Be no longer afraid and no longer conceal
yourself, and no longer change your habit, for 1 wish you well; and
as for the Christians who every year pass wuthin sight of the Kwanto
whtare my domains are, when they go to Mexico with their sliips,

I have a keen desire for them to visit the harbours of this island, to

refresh 1^’cmsclves llicre, and to take what they wish, to trade with
my vassals and to teach them how to develop silver mines; and that
my intenlions may be accomplished before my death, I wish you to
indicate to me the means to take to realize them.' 1 answered that
it was necessary that Spanish pilots should take the soundings of
Ills harbours, so that ships might not be lost in future as the ‘ San
Felipe ' had been, and tnal he should solicit this ser\nce from the
governor of the PhUippmes. The ITince approved of my advice,

and accordingly he has sent a Japanese gentleman, a native of Sakai,
the bearer of this message. ... It is essential to oppose no obstacle
to the complete liberty offered by the Emperor to the Spaniards and
to our holy order, for the preaching of the holy gospel. . . . The
same Prince (who is about to visit the Kwanto) invites me to accom-
pany him to make choice of a house, and to visit the harlxiur which
he promises to open to us; liis desires in this respect are keener than
1 can express."

The above version of the Tokugawa chief’s mood is confirmed

by events, for not only did he allow the contumelious Franciscan

to build a church—the first—in Yedo and to celebrate Ma.s.s there,

but also he sent three embassies to the Philippines, proposing

reciprocal freedom of commerce, offering to open ports in the

the Kwanto and asking for competent naval architects. He
never obtained the architects, and though the trade came, its

volume was small in comparison with the abundance of friars

that accompanied it. There is just a possibility that Iyeyasu

saw in these vSpanish monks an instrument of counteracting

the influence of the Jesuits, for he must have known that the

Franciscans opened their mission in Yedo by ‘'declaiming with

violence against the fathers of the company of Jesus.” In

short, the Spanish monks assumed towards the Jesuits in Japan
the same intolerant and abusive tone that the Jesuits themselves

had previously assumed towards Buddhism.

At that time there appeared upon the scene another factor

destined greatly to complicate events. It w'as a Dutch merchant
ship, the ” Liefde.” Until the Netherlands revolted from
Spain, the Dutch had been the principal distributors of all goods

arriving at Lisbon from the Far East
;
but in 1594 Philip II. closed

the port of Lisbon to these rebels, and the Dutch met the situa-

tion by turning their prows to the Orient to invade the sources

of Portuguese commerce. One of the first expeditions despatched

for that purpose .set out in 1598, and of the five vessels composing
it one only was ever heard of again. This was the ” Liefde.”

She reached Japan during the spring of 1600, with only four-

and-twenty alive out of her original crew of no. Towed into

the harbour at Funai, the “ Liefde ” was visited by Jesuits, who,

on discovering her nationality, denounced her to the local

authorities as a pirate and endeavoured to incense the Japanese

against them. The “ Liefde ” had on board in the capacity of

“ pilot major ” an Englishman, Will Adams of Gillingham in

Kent, whom Iyeyasu summoned to Osaka, where there com-
menced between the rough British sailor and the Tokugawa chief

a curiously friendly intercourse which was not interrupted until

the death ofAdams twenty years later. The Englishman became
master ship-builder to the Yedo government ; was employed aa

diplomatic agent w^hen other traders irom his own country
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“ Having learned from our faithful councillors that foreign priests

have come into our estates, where they preach a law contrary to

that of Japan, and that they even had the audacity to destroy

temples dedicated to our Kami and Hotokc; although the outrage

merits the most errtreme punishment, wishing nevertheless to show
them mercy, we order them under pain of death to quit Japan
within twenty days. During that space no harm or hurt will be
done to them. But at the expiration of that term, we order that

if any of them be found in our states, they should be seized and
punished as the greatest criminals. As for the Portuguese mer-

j

chants, we permit them to enter our ports, there to continue their

accustomed trade, and to remain in our states provided our affairs

need this. But we forbid them to bring any foreign priests mto the
country, under the penalty of the confiscation of their ships and
goods,"

How are we to account for this apparently rapid change of

mood on the part of Hideyoshi ? Some historians insist that

from the very outset he conceived the resolve of suppressing

Christianity and expelling its propagandists, but that he con-

cealed his design .pending the subjugation of Kiushiu, lest, by
premature action, he might weaken his hand for that enterprise.

'I'his hypothesis rests mainly on conjecture. Its formulators

found it easier to believe in a hidden purpose than to attribute to

a statesman so shrewd and far-seeing a sudden change of mind.

A more rea.sonable theory is that, shortly before leaving Osaka

for Kiushiu, Hideyoshi began to entertain doubts as to the

expediency of tolerating Christian propagandism, and that his

doubts were signally strengthened by direct observation of the

state of affairs in Kiushiu. While still in Osaka, he one day

remarked publicly that “ he feared much that all the virtue of

the European priests served only to conceal pernicious designs

against the empire. There had been no demolishing of temples

or overthrowing of images at Christian instance in the metro-

politan provinces. In Kiushiu, however, very different condi-

tions prevailed. There Christianity may be said to have been

preached at the point of the sword. Temples and images had
been destroyed wholesale; vassals in thousands had been com-

pelled to embrace the foreign faith
;
and the missionaries them-

selves had come to be treated as demi-gods whose nod was

worth conciliating at any cost of self-abasement. Brought into

direct contai't with the.se evidences of the growth of a new power,

temporal a.s well as spiritual, Hideyoshi may well have reached

the conclusion that a choice had to be finally made between his

own supremacy and that of the alien creed, if not between the

independence of Japan and the yoke of the great Christian

slates of Europe.

Hideyoshi gauged the character of the medieval Christians

with sufficient accuracy to know that for the sake of their

Sequel of
would at any time defy the laws of

the Edict the island. His estimate received immediate veri-

ot BmuiMh' fication, for when the Jesuits, numbering 120,

assembled at Hirado and received his order to

embark at once they decided that only those should sail whose
services were needed in China. The others remained and
went about their duties as usual, under the protection

of the converted feudatories. Hideyoshi, however, saw

reason to wink at this disregard of his authority. At first

he showed uncompromising resolution. All the churches in

Kioto, Osaka and Sakai were demolished, while troops were .sent

to raze the Christian places of worship in Kiushiu and seize the

port of Nagasaki. These troops were munificently dissuaded

from their purpose by the Christian feudatories. But Hide-

yoshi did not protest, and in 1588 he allowed himself to be con-

vinced by a Portugese envoy that in the absence of missionaries

foreign trade must cease, since without the intervention of the

fathers peace and good order could not be maintained among the

merchants. Rather than suffer the trade to be interrupted

Hideyoshi agreed to the coming of priests, and thenceforth,

during some years, Christianity not only continued to flourish

and grow, in Kiushifi but also found a favourable field of opera-

tions in Kioto itself. Care was taken that Hideyoshi's attention

should not be attracted by any salient evidences of what he had
called a diabolical religion,” and thus for a time all went well.

There is evidence that, like the feudal chiefs in Kiushiu, Hideyoshi

set great store by foreign trade and would even have sacri-

ficed to its maintenance and expansion something of the aversion

he had conceived for Christianity. He did indeed make one

very large concession. For on being assured that Portupiese

traders could not frequent Japan unless they found Christian

priests there to minister to them, he consented to sanction the

presence of a limited number of Jesuits. The statistics of 1595
show how Christianity fared under even this partial tolerance,

for there were then 137 Jesuits in Japan with 300,000 converts,

among whom were 17 feudal chiefs, to say nothing of many men
of lesser though still considerable note, and even not a few

bonzes.

For ten years after his unlooked-for order of expulsion, Hide-

yoshi preserved a tolerant mien. But in 1597 his forbearance

gave place to a mood of uncompromising severity,

TTie reasons of this second change are very clear, pi^mi

though diverse accounts have ^en transmitted. Attitude

Up to 1593 the Portuguese had possessed a monopoly
of religious propagandism and over-sea commerce Jjj

^

Japan. The privilege was secured to them by agreement

between Spain and Portugal and by a papal bull. But

the Spaniards in Manila had long looked with somewhat

jealous eyes on this Jesuit reservation, and when news of

the disaster of 1 587 reached the Philippines, the IXiminicans

and Franciscans residing there were fired with zeal to enter

an arena where the crown of martyrdom seemed to be

the least reward within reach. The papal bull, however,

demanded obedience, and to overcome that difficulty a ruse was

necessary : the governor of Manila agreed to send a party of

Franciscans as ambassadors to Hideyoshi. In that guise the

friars, being neither traders nor propagandists, considered that

they did not violate either the treaty or the bull. It was a

technical subterfuge very unworthy of the object contemplated,

and the friars supplemented it by swearing to Hideyoshi that

the Philippines would submit to his sway. Thus they obtained

permission to visit Kioto, Osaka and Fushimi, but with the

explicit proviso that they must not preach. Very soon they

had built a church in Ki6to, consecrated it with the utmost

pomp, and were preaching sermons and chaunting litanies there

in flagrant defiance of Hideyoshi’s veto. Presently their number

received an access of three friars who came bearing gifts from

the governor at Manila, and now they not only established a

convent in Osaka, but also seized a Jesuit church in Naga.saki

and converted the circumspect worship hitherto conducted

there by the fathers into services of the most public character.

Officially checked in Nagasaki, they charged the Jesuits in Kioto

with having intrigued to impede them, and they further vaunted

the courageous openness of their own ministrations as compared

with the clandestine timidity of the methods which wise piu-

dence had induced the Jesuits to adopt. Retribution would

have followed quickly had not Hideyoshi’s attention been

engrossed by an attempt to invade China through Korea. At

this stage, however, a memorable incident occurred. Driven

out of her course by a storm, a great and richly laden Spanish

galleon, bound for Acapulco from Manila, drifted to the coast

of Tosa province, and running—or being purposely run-on a

sand-bank as she was being towed into port by Japanese boats,

broke her back. She carried goods to the value of some 600,000

crowns, and certain officials urged Hideyoshi to confiscate her

as derelict, conveying to him at the same time a detailed account

of the doings of the Franciscans and their open flouting of his

orders. Hideyoshi, much incensed, commanded the arrest of

the Franciscans and despatched officers to Tosa to confiscate

the “ San Felipe.” The pilot of the galleon sought to intimidate

these officers by showing them on a map of the world the vast

extent of Spain’s dominWs, and being asked how one county

had acquired such extended sway, replied : Our kings begin

by sending into the countries they wish to conquer missionaries

who induce the people to embrace our religion, and when they

have made considerable progress, troops are sent who combine

with the new Christians, and then our kings have not much

trouble in accomplishing the rest.”
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edict, some by concealing themselves at the time of its issue, the

rest by leaving their ships when the latter had passed out of sight

of the shore of Japan, amd returning by boats to the scene of

their former labours. Moreover, in a few months, tliose that

had actually crossed the sea re-crossed it in various disguises,

and soon the Japanese government had to consider whether it

would suffer its authority to be thus flouted or resort to extreme

measures.

During two year.s immediately following the issue of the anti-

Christian decree, the attention of the Tokugawa chief and in-

deed of all Japan was concentrated on the closing episode of

the great struggle which assured to lyeyasu final supremacy as

administrative ruler of the empire. That episode was a terrible

battle under the walls of Osaka castle between the adherents

of the Tokugawa and the supporters of Hideyori. In this

struggle fresh fuel was added to the fire of anti-Christian resent-

ment, for many Christian converts threw in their lot with Hide-

yori, and in one part of the field the Tokugawa troops found

themselves fighting again.st a foe whose banners were emblazoned

with the cross and with images of the Saviour and St James, the

patron saint of Spain. But the Christians had protectors.

Many of the feudatories showed themselves strongly averse from

inflicting the extreme penalty on men and women whose adop-

tion of an alien religion had been partly forced by the feudatories

themselves. As for the people at large, their liberal spirit is

attested by the fact that five fathers who were in Osaka castle

at the lime of its capture made their way to distant refuges

without encountering any ri.sk of betrayal. During the.se events

the death of lyeyasu took place (June i, i6t6), and pending the

dedication of his mausoleum the anti-Christian crusade was

virtually suspended.

In September 3616 a new anti-Christian edict was promulgated

by Hidetada, son and successor of Jyeya.su. It pronounced

.sentence of exile against all Christian priests, including even

1 hose whose pre.sence had been sanctioned for ministering to the

Portuguese merchants : it forbade the Japanese, under the

penalty of being burned alive and of having all their property

confiscated, to have any connexion with the ministers of religion

or to give them ho.spitality. Jt was forbidden to any prince or

lord to keep Christians in his service or even on his estates, and

the edict was promulgated with more than usual solemnity,

though its enforcement was deferred until the next year on

account of the obsequies of lyeyasu. This edict of 1616 differed

from that issued by lyeyasu in 1614, since the latter did not

presciTO the death penalty for converts refusing to apostatize.

Hut both agreed in indicating expulsion as the sole manner of

dealing with the foreign priests. As for the shogun and his

advisers, it is reasonable to assume that they did not anticipate

much nercs.sity for recour.se to violence. They must have known
that a great majority of the converts had joined the Christian

church at the instance or by the ('ommand of their local rulers,

and nothing can have seemed less likely than that a creed thus

lightly embraced would be adhered to in defiance of torture and

death. It is moreover morally certain that had the foreign

propagandists obeyed the government’s edict and left the

country, not one would have been put to death. They suffered

because they defied the laws of the land. Some fifty mission-

aries happened to be in Nagasaki when Hidetada's edict was

issued. A number of these were apprehended and deported,

hut several of them returned almost immediately. This hap-

pened under the jurisdiction of Omura, who had been specially

charged with the duty of sending away tlie baieren (padres). He
appears to have concluded that a striking example must be fur-

nished, and he therefore ordered the seizure and decapitation

of two lathers, De 1
’ ASsumpeion and Machado. The result

completely falsified his calculations, and presaged the cruel

struggle now destined to begin.

The bodies, placed in different coffins, were interred in the same
Krave. Guards were placed over ft, but the concourse was immense.
The sick were carried to the sepulchre to be restored to health. The
Christians found new strength in this martyrdom; the pagans them-
selves were full of admiration for it. Numerous conversions and
numerous returns of apo.states took place everywhere.

In the midst of all this, Navarette, the vice-provincial of the

Dominicans, and Ayala, the vice-provincial of the Augustins,

came out of their retreat, and in full priestly garb started upon

an open propaganda. The two fanatics—for so even Charlevoix

considers them to liave been—were secretly conveyed to the

island Takashima and there decapitated, while their coffins

were weighted with big stones and sunk in the sea. Even more

directly defiant was the attitude of the next martyred priest,

an old Franciscan monk, Juan de Santa Martha. He had for

three years suffered all the horrors of a medieval Japanese

prison, when it was proposed to release him and deport him to

New Spain. His iinswer was that, if released, he would stay in

Japan and preach there. He laid his head on the block in

August 1618. But from that time until 1622 no other foreign

missionary suffered capital puni.shment in Japan, though many
of them arrived in the country and continued their propa-

gandism there. During that interval, also, there occurred

another incident eminently calculated to fix upon the Christians

still deeper suspicion of political designs. In a Portuguese ship

raptured by the Dutch a letter was found instigating the Japan-

ese converts to revolt, and promising that, when the number of

these disaffected Christians was sufficient, men-of-war would be

sent to aid them. Not the least potent of the influences operat-

ing against the Christians was that pamphlets were written by

apostates attributing the zeal of the foreign propagandists

solely to political motives. Yet another indictment of Spanish

and Portuguese propagandists was contained in a despatch

addressed to Hidetada in 1620 by the admind in command of

the British and Dutch fleet then cruising in Far-Eastern waters.

In that document the friars were flatly accused of treacherous

practices, and the Japanese ruler was warned against the aggres-

sive designs of Philip of Spain. In the face of all this evidence

the Japanese ceased to hesitate, and a time of terror ensued f(*r

the fathers and their converts. The measures adopted towards

the missionaries gradually increased in severity. In 1637 the

first two fathers put to death (De V A.ssumpcion and Machado)

were beheaded, “ not by the common executioner, but by one

of the first officers of the prince.” Subsequently Navarette and

Ayala were decapitated by the executioner. Then, in 1618,

Juan de Santa Martha was executed like a common criminal,

his body being dismembered and his head exposed. Finally,

in 1622, Zuniga and Flores were burnt alive. I'he same year

was marked by the “ great martyrdom ” at Nagasaki when

g foreifm priests went to the stake with ig Japanese converts.

The shogun seems to have been now labouring under vivid fear

of a foreign invasion. An emissary sent by him to Europe had

returned on the eve of the “ great martyrdom ” after seven years

abroad, and had made a report more than ever unfavourable to

Christianity. Therefore Hidetada deemed it necessar)^ to refuse

audience to a Philippine embassy in 1624 and to deport all

Spaniards from Japan. Further, it was decreed that no Japanese

Christian .should thenceforth be suffered to go abroad for com-

merce, and that though non-Christians or men who had aposta-

tized might travel freely, they must not visit the Philippines.

Thus ended all intercourse between Japan and Spain. It had

continued for 32 years and had engendered a widespread

conviction that Christianity was an instrument of Spanish

aggression.

lyemitsu, .son of Hidetada, now ruled in Yedo, though Hide-

tada himself remained the power behind the throne. The year

(1623) of the former’s accession to power had been marked by

the re-issue of anti-Christian decrees, and by the martyrdom of

some 500 Christians within the Tokugawa domains, whither the

tide of persecution now flowed for the first time. Thenceforth

the campaign was continuous. The men most active and most

relentless in carrying on the persecution were Mizuno and

Takenaka, governors of Nagasaki, and Matsukura, feudatory of

Shimabara. By the latter were invented the punishment of

throwing converts into the solfataras at Unzen and the torture

of the fosse, which consisted in suspension by the feet, head

downwards, in a pit until blood oozed from the mouth, nose and

ears. Many endured this latter torture for days, until death
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came to their relief, but a few—notably the Jesuit provincial

Ferreyra—apostatized. Matsukura and Takenaka were so

strongly obsessed by the Spanish menace that they contemplated

the conquest of the Philippines in order to deprive the Spimiards

of a Far-Eastern base. But timid counsels then prevailed in

Yedo, where the spirit of a Nobunaga, a Hideyoshi or an lyeyasu

no longer presided. Of course the measures of repression grew

in severity as the fortitude of the Christians became more ob-

durate. It is not possible to state the exact number of victims.

Some historians say that, down to 1635, no fewer than 280,000

were punished, but that figure is probably exaggerated, for the

most trustworthy records indicate that the converts never aggre-

gated more than 300,000, and many of these, if not a great

majority, having accepted the foreign faith very lightly, doubt-

less discarded it readily under menace of destruction. Ever>^

opportunity was given for apostatizing and for escaping death.

Immunity could be secured by pointing out a fellow-convert, and

when it is observed that among the seven or eight feudatories

who embraced Christianity only two or three died in that faith,

we must conclude tliat not a few cases of recanting occurred

among the commoners. Remarkable fortitude, however, is

said to have been displayed. If the converts were intrepid

their teachers showed no less courage. Again and again the

latter defied the Japanese authorities by coming to the country

or returning thither after having been deported. Ignoring the

orders of the governors of Macao and Manila and even of the

king of Spain himself, they arrived, year after year, to be cer-

tainly apprehended and sent to the stake after brief periods of

propagandism. In 1626 they actually baptized over 3000

converts. Large rewards were paid to any one denouncing a

propagandist, and as for the people, they had to trample

upon a picture of Christ in order to prove that they were not

Christians.

Meanwhile the feuds between the Dutch, the Spaniards and

the Portuguese never ceased. In 1636, the Dutch found on a

captured Portuguese vessel a report of the governor of Macao

describing a two days’ festival which had been held there in

honour of Vieyra, the vice-provincial whose martyrdom had

just taken place in Japan, I'his report the Dutch handed to the

Japanese authorities “ in order that his majesty may see more

clearly what great honour the Portuguese pay to those he has

forbidden his realm as traitors to the state and to his crown.”

Probably the accusation added little to the resentment and dis-

trust already harboured by the Japanese against the Portugue^.

At all events the Yedo government took no step distinctly hostile

to Portuguese laymen until 1637, when an edict was issued for-

bidding any foreigners to travel in the empire, lest Portuguese

with passports bearing Dutch names might enter it. This

was the beginning of the end. In the last month of 1637 a

rebellion broke out, commonly called the “ Christian revolt of

Shimabara,” which sealed the fate of Japan’s foreign intercourse

for over 200 years.

The promontory of Shimabara and the island of Amakusa

enclose the gulf of Nagasaki on the west. Among all the fiefs in

Japan, Shimabara and Amakusa had been the two
ThoSMmm^ thoroughly christianized in the early years of

rm Ktvo
. propagandism. Hence in later days they were

naturally the scene of the severest persecutions. Still the people

would probably have suffered in silence had they not been taxed

beyond all endurance to supply funds for an extravagant chief

who employed savage methods of extortion. Japanese annals,

however, relegate, the taxation grievance to an altogether

secondary place, and attribute the revolt solely to the instigation

of five samurai who led a roving life to avoid j^rsecution for

their adherence to Christianity. Whichever version be correct,

it is certain that the outbreak ultimately attracted all the Chris-

tians from the surrounding regions, and was regarded by the

authorities as in effect a Christian rising. The Amakusa in-

surgents passed over to Shimabara, and on the 27th of Januwy

1638 Uie whole body—^numbering, according to some authorities,

20,000 fightingmen with 17,000women and children ;
according to

others, little more than one-half of these figures—took possession

of the dilapidated castle of Hara, which stood on a plateau

with three sides descending perpendicularly to the sea, a hundred
feet beneath, and with a swamp on its fourth front. There the

insurgents, who fought under flags with red crosses and whose
battle cries were ” Maria ” and St logo,” successfully

maintained themselves against the reputed assaults of strong

forces until the X2th of April, when, their ammunition and their

provisions alike exhausted, they were overwhelmed and put to

the sword, with the exception of 105 prisoners. During the

siege the Dutch were enabled to furnish a vivid proof of enmiQ?'

to the Christianity of the Spaniards and the Portuguese. For
the guns in possession of the besiegers being too light to accom-
plish anything, Koeckebacker, the factor at Hirado, was invited

to send ships carrying heavier metal. He replied with the
“ de Ryp ” of 20 guns, which threw 426 shot into the castle

in 15 days. Probably the great bulk of the remaining Japanese
Christians perished at the maasacre of Hara. Thenceforth there

were few martyrs.^

It has been clearly shown that Nobunaga, Hideyoshi and
lyeyasu were all in favour of foreign inteicourse and trade, and
that the Tokugawa chief, even more than his prede-

pofw/fii
cessor Hideyoshi, made strenuous efforts to differ- Trm^^ia

entiate between Christianity and commerce, so that thttrth

the latter might not be involved in the former’s fate.
CMury,

In fact the three objects which lyeyasu desired most earnestly to

compass were the development of foreign commerce, the acqui-

sition of a mercantile marine and the exploitation of Japan’s

mines. He offered the Spaniards, Portuguese, English ana Dutch
a site for a settlement in Yedo, and had they accepted the offer

the country might never have been closed. In his time Japan
was virtually a free-trade country. Importers had not to pay

any duties. It was expected, however, that they should make
presents to the feudatory into whose port they carried their

goods, and these presents were often very valuable. Naturally

the Tokugawa chief desired to attract such a source of wealth

to his own domains. He sent more than one envoy to Manila

to urge the opening of commerce direct with the regions about

Yedo, and to ask the Spaniards for competent naval architects.

Perhaps the truest exposition of his attitude is given in a law

enacted ip 1602 :

—

" If any foreign vessel by stress of weather is obliged to touch at

any principality or to put into any harbour of Japan, we order that,

whoever these foreigners may be, absolutely nothing whatever that

belongs to them or that they may have brought in their ship, shall

be taken from them. Likewise we rigorously prohibit the use of

any violence in the purchase or the sale of any of the commodities
brought by their ship, and if it is not convenient for the merchants
of the ship to remain in the port they have entered, they may pass
to any utW port that may suit them, and therein buy and sell in

full freedom. Likewise we order in a general manner that foreigners

may freely reside in any part of Japan they choose, but we rigorously

forbid them to promulgate their mith."

It was in that mood that he granted (1605) a licence to the

Dutch to trade in Japan, his expectation doubtless being that

the ships which they promised to send every year would make
their d6p6t at Uraga or in some other place near Yedo. But

things were ordered differently. The first Hollanders that set

foot in Japan were the survivors of the wrecked ” Liefde.”

Thrown into prison for a time, they were approached by emis-

saries from the feudatory of Hirado, who engaged some of them

to teach the art of casting guns and the science of gunnery to his

vassals, and when two of them were allowed to leave Japan, he

furnished them with the means of doing so, at the same time

making promises which invested Hirado with attractions as a

port of trade, though it was then and always remained an insig-

nificant fishing village. The Dutch possessed precisely the

qualifications suited to the situation then existing in Japan

:

they had commercial potentialities without any religious asso-

ciations. Fully appreciating that fact, the shrewd feudatory of

Hirado laid himself out to entice the Dutchmen to his fief, and

he succeeded. Shortly afterwards, an incident occurred which

clearly betrayed the strength of the Tokugawa chief’s desire to

* See A History of ChistiuHily in Japan (1910), by Otis Cary.

XV. %a
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exploit Japan’s mines. The govemor-^eral of the Philippines

(Don Rodrigo Vivero y Velasco), his ship being cast away on the

Japanese coast on a voyage to Acapulco, was received by lyeyasu,

and in response to the latter’s request for fifty miners, the

Spaniard formulated terms to whicli lyeyasu actually agreed

:

that half the produce of the mines should go to the miners; that

the other half should be divided between lyeyasu and the king !

of Spain; that the latter might send commissioners to Japan to

look after his mining interests, and that these commissioners

might be accompanied by priests who would be entitled to

have public churches for holding services. This was in 1609,

when the Tokugawa chief had again and again imposed the

strictest veto on Christian propagandism. There can be little

doubt that he understood the concession made to Don Rodrigo

in the sense of Hideyoshi’s mandate to the Jesuits in Nagasaki,

namely, that a sufficient number might remain to minister to

the Portuguese traders frequenting the port, lyeyasu had
confidence in himself and in his countrymen. He knew that

emergencies could be dealt with when they arose and he sacrificed

nothing to timidity. But his courageous policy died with him

and the miners did not come. Neither did the Spaniards ever

devote any successful efforts to establishing trade with Japan.

Their vessels paid fitful visits to Uraga, but the Portugue.se

continued to monopolize the commerce.

In 161 1 a Dutch merchantman (the “ Brach ”) reached Hirado

with a cargo of pepper, cloth, ivory, silk and lead. She carried

Opeaiagot envoys, Spex and Segerszoon, and in the very

Duict^ad face of a Spanish embassy which had just arrived

BmMU»h from Manila expressly for the purpose of “ settling
Trmd*, matter regarding the Hollanders,” the Dutchmen
obtained a liberal patent from lyeyasu. 'fwelvc years pre-

viously, the merchants of London, stimulated generally by the

success of the Dutch in trade with the East, and specially by the

fact that “ these Hollanders had raised the price of pepper

against us from 3 shillings per pound to 6 shillings and 8 shillings,*'

organized the East India Company which immediately b^an
to send ships eastward. Of course the news that the Dutch
were about to establish a trading station in Japan reached

London speedily, and the East India Company lost no time in

ordering one of their vessels, the “ Clove,” under Captain Saris,

to proceed to the Far-Eastern islands. She carried a quantity

of pepper, and on the voyage she endeavoured to procure some

spices Moluccas. But the Dutch would not suffer any

poadBkig on their valuable monopoly, 'llie “ Clove ” entered

Hirado on the nth of June 1613. Saris seems to have been

a man self-opinionated, of shallow judgment, and suspicious.

Though strongly urged by Will Adams to make Uraga the seat

of the new trade, though convinced of the excellence of the har-

bour there, and though instructed as to the great advantage of

proximity to the shogun’s capital, he appears to have conceived

some distrust of Adams, for he chose Hirado. From lyeyasu

Captain Saris received a most liberal charter, which plainly dis-

played the mood of the Tokugaw'a shogun towards foreign

trade

1 . The ship tliat has now come for the first time from England
over the sea to Japan may carry on trade of all kinds without
hindrance. With regard to future visits (of F.nglis’.i ships) permis-
sion will be given in regard to all matters.

2. With regard to the cargoea of ships, requisition will be made
by list according to the requirements 01 the shOgunatc.

3. English ships are free to visit any port in Japan. If disabled
b}^' storms they may put into any harbour.

4. Ground in Yedo in the place which they may desire shall bo
given to the English, and they may erect houses and reside and trade
there. They sliall be at liber^ to return to their country whenever
they wish to do so, and^ to dispose a.s they like of the houses they
have creeled.

5. If an Englishman dies in Japan of disease, or any other cause,
liis effects shall be handed over without fail.

6. Forced sales of cargo, and violence, shall not take place.

7. If one of the English should commit an offence, he should be
sentenced by the English General according to the gravity of his

offence. (Translated by Professor Kiess.)

The terms of the 4th article show that the shogun expected

the English to make Yedo their headquarters. Had Saris done

so, he would have been free from all competition, would have had
an immense market at his very doors, would have economized

the expense of numerous overland journeys to the Tokugawa
court, and would have saved the payment of many **

considera-

tions.” The result of his mistaken choice and subsequent bad
man^ement was that, ten years later (1633), the English factory

at Hirado had to be closed, having incurred a total loss of about

£2000. In condonation of this failure it must be noted that a
few months after the death of lyeyasu, the charter he had granted

to Saris underwent serious modification. The original document
threw open to the English every port in Japan ; the revised

document limited them to Hirado. But this restriction may be

indirectly traced to the blunder of not accepting a settlement in

Yedo and a port at Uraga. For the Tokugawa’s foreign policy

was largely swayed by an apprehension lest the Kiushiu feuda-

tories, over whom the authority of Yedo had never been fully

established, might, by the presence of foreign traders, come into

possession of such a fleet and such an armament as would ulti-

mately enable them to wrest the administration of the empire

from Tokugawa hands. Hence the precaution of confining the

English and the Dutch to Hirado, the fief of a daimyd too petty

to become formidable, and to Nagasaki which was an imperial

city.^ But evidently an English factory in Yedo and English

ships at Uraga would Imve strengthened the Tokugawa ruler’s

hand instead of supplying engines of war to his political foes. It

must also be noted that Uie question of locality had another

injurious outcome. It exposed the English—and the Dutch
also—to crippling competition at the hands of a company of rich

Osaka monopolists, who, as representing an Imperial city and
therefore being pledged to the Tokugawa interests, enjoyed

Yedo’s favour and took full advantage of it. These shrewd

traders not onl>' drew a ring round Hirado, but also sent vessels

on their own account to Cochin China, Siam, Tonkin, Cambodia
and other places, where they obtained many of the staples in

which the English and the Dutch dealt. Still the closure of the

English factory at Hirado was purely voluntary. From first to

last there had been no serious friction between the English and

the Japanese. The company’s houses and godowns were not

sold. These as well as the charter were left in the hands of the

daimyo of Hirado, who promised to restore them should the

English re-open business in Japan. The company did think of

doing so on more than one occasion, but no practical step was
taken until the year 1673, when a merchantman, aptly named
the “ Return,” was sent to seek permission. The Japanese,

after mature reflection, made answer that as the king of England
was married to a Portuguese princess, British subjects could not

be permitted to visit Japan. That this reply was suggested by
the Dutch is very probable; that it truly reflected the feeling

of the Japanese government towards Roman Catholics is certain.

The Spaniards were expelled from Japan in 1624, the Portu-

guese in 1638. Two years before the latter event, the Yedo
government took a signally retrogressive step. They
ordained that no Japanese vessel should go abroad

; Duyupttbe

that no Japanese subject should leave the country, Portugune

and that, if detected attempting to do so, he

should be put to death, the vessel that carried him and her

crew being seized to await our pleasure ”
j
that any Japanese

resident abroad should be executed if he returned
;
that the

children and descendants of Spaniards together with those who
had adopted such children should not be allowed to remain

on pain of death; and that no ship of o^ean-going dimensions

should be built in Japan. Thus not only were the very children

of the Christian propagandists driven completely from the land,

but the Japanese people also were sentenced to imprisonment

within the limits of their islands, and the country was deprived

of all hope of acquiring a mercantile marine. The descendants

of the Spaniards, banished by the edict, were taken to Macao in

two Portuguese galleons. They numbered 287 and the property

> The Imperial cities were Yedo, Kiato, Osaka and Nagasaki.
To this last the English were subs^uently admitted. They were
also invited to Kagoshima by the Shimazu chieftain, and, hiad not
their experience at Hirado proved so^« deterrent, they might have
established a factory at Kagoshima.
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they famed with d&cmjiggr^ated 6,697^500 Borins. But if the
Pertuguese derived^ gratification fi^om this sweeping^ pf
their much-abused rivals, the feeling was destined to be short-

lived. Already they were subjected to humiliatmg restrictkms.

‘From X623 the galleons and their cargoes were liable to be burnt
and tiMlr crews exeouted if any foreign jpiieat was lound on board
of dbem. An oflicial of ithe Japanese .govenimenit was atationed jo
Macao for the '|M»rpo8c of Anspiacting all intending paasapgers, and of
preventing any one that lophed at all suwicioos from proceeding
to Japan. A complete list and personal description of evenr one
on tmard was drawn up by this officer, a copy of it was handed to
the captain and by (bini it had to loe delivered to the authorities who
met him at Nagasaki ibefore he was allowed to anchor. If io the
subsequent inspection any discrepancy between the list and the
persons actually carried by the vessel appeared, it would prove very
awkward for the captain. Then 4n the insp^on of the veas^
lert:ters were opened, trunks aind boxes ransacked, and all jorosaes,

rosaries or objects tof ^eUgion of any kind had to be thsoum over-
board. In 1635 Portuguese were iorbldden to eimiloy Japanese
to carry thCir umbr^as or their shoes, .and only their .chief men
were tdlowed to bear arms, while they had to hire fresh servants
every year. Irt was in the fallowing year (i63f>) that the artificial

udet of Ooshima was couatructed for their specif rec^tion^ or rather
Imprisonment. It lay in front of the farmer Portuguese -factory,
with which it was connected by a bridge, and henceforth the Portu-
guese were to be allowed to cross this bridge only twice a year—at
thoir arrival a<nd at their depasture. Furtheomore, all their cargoes
had to ho aoki at a fixod price during their fifty .days’ stay to a ring
of licensed merchants irom the imperial towns. ’ ^

The imposition of -such ii^ksome conditions did not deter the

Portuguese, who continued to send merchandise-laden galleons

to Nagasaki. But in 1638 the bolt The Shimabara rebellion

was directly responsible. Probably the fact of a revolt of

Christian converts, in such numbers and fighting with such
resdlution, would alone have sufficed to induce the weak govern-
ment in Yedo to get rid of the Portuguese altogether. But the
Portuguese were suspected of having instigated the Shimabara
insurrection, and the Japanese authorities believed that tAiey

had proof of the fact. Hence, in 1638, an edict was issued pro-

claiming that as, in defiance of the government’s order, the

Portuguese had continued to bring missionaries to Japan; os

they had supplied these missionaries with provisions and other

neoessaries, and as they had fomented the Shimabara Kbellion,

thenoeforth any Porti^guese ship coming to Ja|:>an should be
burned, together with her cargo, and every one on board of her
.should be executed. Ample time was allowed before enforcing

this edict. Not only werethe Portuguese ships then at Nagasaki
permitted to close up their^jornmercial transactions and leave the
port, but also in the following year when two galleons arrived

from Macao, they were merely -sent away with a copy of the^edict

and a stem warning. But the Portuguese could not easily

become reconciled to abandon a commerce from which they had
derived splendid -profits prior to the intrusion of the Spaniards,

the Dutch and the English, and from which they might nowhope
further gains, since, although the Dutch continued to be formid-

able rivals, the Spaniards had been exduded, the English had
withdrawn, and the Japanese, by the suicidal policy of their own
rulers, were no longer able to send Ships to China. Therefore

they took a step which resulted in one of the .saddest episodes of

the whole story. Four aged men, the most respected citiaens

Of Macao, were despatched (1640) to Nagasaki as ambassadors in

a ship carrying no cargo but only rich presents. They 'bore a
petition declaring that for a long time no missionaries had
entered Japan from 'Macao, that the Portuguese had not been in

any way connected with the Shimabara revUlt, and that inter-

ruption of trade ^ould injure Japan as much as Portugal.

These envoys arrived at Nagasaki on the ist of July 1640, and

24 days sufficed to bring from Tedo, whither their petition had
been ^nt, peremptory orders for their execution as well as

executioners to carry out “the orders. There was no possibility

of resistance. The Japanese had removed the ship’s rudder,

sails, guns .and Ammunition, And had placed the envoys, their

suite and -the crews under .guard in I^shima. On the and of

August »they were^oll summfNfted to the governor’s hall of audi-

ence, where, kftertheir protest had been heard that ambassadors

Hittovyjif Japtm (Murdodi and Yasiagarta).

sbouU be under ilhe prolieeftm of mternatiimal law, theneotence
written in Yedo 13 days peemniily ms nad to fbem. The
following morning the Pootuguese were offened their lives if they
would rapoitatiee. Every one irejeobed the offier^ and bcirig then
led mrt to theeoaityrs’ mount, itheheads tof the envoys andnf 57
of their CQmpaniQng fell. Thirteen wesetsaved to^eany itheaem
to Macao. These thirteen, aifteT witnessing the hMn^r the
galleon, were .cosKhtoted to the governor’s residence -v£o gave
them this imessage

Do not laA to inform tho inhabitants ofMacao that the Japanese
wish to -leceivo ironi thega neither gold nor aaver, nor any ol
presents or merchandise

; in a word, absolutelynothing whickcomes
Iroro them. You are witnesses ithat I have caused even the clothes
of those who were executed yesterday to be burned. Let them do
theeame with respect to us if they find occasion to do so; we oonsenit
to it without difficulty. Let them >riiink no more of just as tf
we were no longer in the world."

Finally the thirteen were taken to the martyrs’ mouiit -wiibcre,

set up above the heads of ithe victims, a tablet recounted Ibe
story of the embassy and the reasons for the eKeoution, and
concluded with the words :

—

" Sk> long as the sun warms the earffi, let noXl^hristian be so bold
as to come to Japan, and 1^ all know that if (King himself, .or
even the very God the .Christians, or thei^eat .Sbska contravfnp
this prohibition, they shallpay tor it with theirheads.”

Had^e ministers of the shfigun in Vedorieaieed (to make dear
to future ages that to Oiristiahity alone was due the eaomdsion
of Spaniards .and Portuguese from Japan and her adi^itioa of

the pedioy cf seclusion they could inot have placed on record
more conclusive testimony. Macao (received the tnews with
rejoking inthattits eartl% atobassadorsthadbaenm^eanffias-
sadors of heaiyen,” but it did not abandon idi iMipe of over-

coming Japan’s obduracy. When Portugal recovered her
independence in 1640, the people of Macao requested Lisl»n
'to send an ambassador to Japaq, and on the x6th of July 1647
Don Gonzalo .de .Siqueira arrived in Nagasaki wkhitwo vessds.

-He carried a letter from King John IV., setting forth the
severance of all oonnexion between Portugal and Spain, which
countries were now actually at war,and urgmg that commercial
relations should be re-ostoblished. The Portuguese, >haviqg

refused to,give up their rudders and arms, soon found riietn^dves

menaced by a force of fifty thousand samurai, -and were glad to

put out of port quietly on the 4th of Septem^r. Tbis was the
last episode in the medieval history of Portugid’s interoourse

with Japan.
When (1609) the Dutch contemplated^ fonning a settlement

in Japan, lyeyasu gave them a written promise that ^ no man
should do them any wrong and that he woidd
maintain and defend them as his own subjects.”

Moreover, the charter granted to them contained

a clause providing that, into whatever ports their ships put, they

were not to be molested or hindered in any way, but, ” on the

contrary, must be shovm all manner of help, favour and as^t-
anoc.” They might then have chosen any port lin Japan for

their headquarters, but they had the misfortune to choose

f^Iirado. For many yaars they ,had no cause to regret the choice.

Their exclusive possession of the Spice Islands and their Awn
enterprise.and command of capital gave them the leading (dace

in Japan’s (Over-sea trade. Even when thii^ had chs^ed
greatly for the worse and when the English cl^d their hooks
with a latge loss, it is on record that the Dutch were reding .

a

profit.©! 76 % annually. Their doings at Hirado were not erf a

purely commercial character. The Anglo-Dutch fleet of

defence ” made that port its basis of .operations against the

Spaniards and the Portuguese. It brought its prizes into

Hirado, the profits to be equally divided between the fleet and
the factorie.s, Dutch and English, which arrangement involved

a sum of a hundred thousand pounds in 11622. But after the

death of lyeyasu there grew up at the Tokugawa court a party

which advocated the expulsion of all foreigners on the -ground

that, though some professed a different form of Christianity from

that of ibe Castilians and Portuguese;, it was neverthdess one

and the same screed. This policy was not definitely adopted,
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exploit Japan’s mines. The govemor-^eral of the Philippines

(Don Rodrigo Vivero y Velasco), his ship being cast away on the

Japanese coast on a voyage to Acapulco, was received by lyeyasu,

and in response to the latter’s request for fifty miners, the

Spaniard formulated terms to whicli lyeyasu actually agreed

:

that half the produce of the mines should go to the miners; that

the other half should be divided between lyeyasu and the king !

of Spain; that the latter might send commissioners to Japan to

look after his mining interests, and that these commissioners

might be accompanied by priests who would be entitled to

have public churches for holding services. This was in 1609,

when the Tokugawa chief had again and again imposed the

strictest veto on Christian propagandism. There can be little

doubt that he understood the concession made to Don Rodrigo

in the sense of Hideyoshi’s mandate to the Jesuits in Nagasaki,

namely, that a sufficient number might remain to minister to

the Portuguese traders frequenting the port, lyeyasu had
confidence in himself and in his countrymen. He knew that

emergencies could be dealt with when they arose and he sacrificed

nothing to timidity. But his courageous policy died with him

and the miners did not come. Neither did the Spaniards ever

devote any successful efforts to establishing trade with Japan.

Their vessels paid fitful visits to Uraga, but the Portugue.se

continued to monopolize the commerce.

In 161 1 a Dutch merchantman (the “ Brach ”) reached Hirado

with a cargo of pepper, cloth, ivory, silk and lead. She carried

Opeaiagot envoys, Spex and Segerszoon, and in the very

Duict^ad face of a Spanish embassy which had just arrived

BmMU»h from Manila expressly for the purpose of “ settling
Trmd*, matter regarding the Hollanders,” the Dutchmen
obtained a liberal patent from lyeyasu. 'fwelvc years pre-

viously, the merchants of London, stimulated generally by the

success of the Dutch in trade with the East, and specially by the

fact that “ these Hollanders had raised the price of pepper

against us from 3 shillings per pound to 6 shillings and 8 shillings,*'

organized the East India Company which immediately b^an
to send ships eastward. Of course the news that the Dutch
were about to establish a trading station in Japan reached

London speedily, and the East India Company lost no time in

ordering one of their vessels, the “ Clove,” under Captain Saris,

to proceed to the Far-Eastern islands. She carried a quantity

of pepper, and on the voyage she endeavoured to procure some

spices Moluccas. But the Dutch would not suffer any

poadBkig on their valuable monopoly, 'llie “ Clove ” entered

Hirado on the nth of June 1613. Saris seems to have been

a man self-opinionated, of shallow judgment, and suspicious.

Though strongly urged by Will Adams to make Uraga the seat

of the new trade, though convinced of the excellence of the har-

bour there, and though instructed as to the great advantage of

proximity to the shogun’s capital, he appears to have conceived

some distrust of Adams, for he chose Hirado. From lyeyasu

Captain Saris received a most liberal charter, which plainly dis-

played the mood of the Tokugaw'a shogun towards foreign

trade

1 . The ship tliat has now come for the first time from England
over the sea to Japan may carry on trade of all kinds without
hindrance. With regard to future visits (of F.nglis’.i ships) permis-
sion will be given in regard to all matters.

2. With regard to the cargoea of ships, requisition will be made
by list according to the requirements 01 the shOgunatc.

3. English ships are free to visit any port in Japan. If disabled
b}^' storms they may put into any harbour.

4. Ground in Yedo in the place which they may desire shall bo
given to the English, and they may erect houses and reside and trade
there. They sliall be at liber^ to return to their country whenever
they wish to do so, and^ to dispose a.s they like of the houses they
have creeled.

5. If an Englishman dies in Japan of disease, or any other cause,
liis effects shall be handed over without fail.

6. Forced sales of cargo, and violence, shall not take place.

7. If one of the English should commit an offence, he should be
sentenced by the English General according to the gravity of his

offence. (Translated by Professor Kiess.)

The terms of the 4th article show that the shogun expected

the English to make Yedo their headquarters. Had Saris done

so, he would have been free from all competition, would have had
an immense market at his very doors, would have economized

the expense of numerous overland journeys to the Tokugawa
court, and would have saved the payment of many **

considera-

tions.” The result of his mistaken choice and subsequent bad
man^ement was that, ten years later (1633), the English factory

at Hirado had to be closed, having incurred a total loss of about

£2000. In condonation of this failure it must be noted that a
few months after the death of lyeyasu, the charter he had granted

to Saris underwent serious modification. The original document
threw open to the English every port in Japan ; the revised

document limited them to Hirado. But this restriction may be

indirectly traced to the blunder of not accepting a settlement in

Yedo and a port at Uraga. For the Tokugawa’s foreign policy

was largely swayed by an apprehension lest the Kiushiu feuda-

tories, over whom the authority of Yedo had never been fully

established, might, by the presence of foreign traders, come into

possession of such a fleet and such an armament as would ulti-

mately enable them to wrest the administration of the empire

from Tokugawa hands. Hence the precaution of confining the

English and the Dutch to Hirado, the fief of a daimyd too petty

to become formidable, and to Nagasaki which was an imperial

city.^ But evidently an English factory in Yedo and English

ships at Uraga would Imve strengthened the Tokugawa ruler’s

hand instead of supplying engines of war to his political foes. It

must also be noted that Uie question of locality had another

injurious outcome. It exposed the English—and the Dutch
also—to crippling competition at the hands of a company of rich

Osaka monopolists, who, as representing an Imperial city and
therefore being pledged to the Tokugawa interests, enjoyed

Yedo’s favour and took full advantage of it. These shrewd

traders not onl>' drew a ring round Hirado, but also sent vessels

on their own account to Cochin China, Siam, Tonkin, Cambodia
and other places, where they obtained many of the staples in

which the English and the Dutch dealt. Still the closure of the

English factory at Hirado was purely voluntary. From first to

last there had been no serious friction between the English and

the Japanese. The company’s houses and godowns were not

sold. These as well as the charter were left in the hands of the

daimyo of Hirado, who promised to restore them should the

English re-open business in Japan. The company did think of

doing so on more than one occasion, but no practical step was
taken until the year 1673, when a merchantman, aptly named
the “ Return,” was sent to seek permission. The Japanese,

after mature reflection, made answer that as the king of England
was married to a Portuguese princess, British subjects could not

be permitted to visit Japan. That this reply was suggested by
the Dutch is very probable; that it truly reflected the feeling

of the Japanese government towards Roman Catholics is certain.

The Spaniards were expelled from Japan in 1624, the Portu-

guese in 1638. Two years before the latter event, the Yedo
government took a signally retrogressive step. They
ordained that no Japanese vessel should go abroad

; Duyupttbe

that no Japanese subject should leave the country, Portugune

and that, if detected attempting to do so, he

should be put to death, the vessel that carried him and her

crew being seized to await our pleasure ”
j
that any Japanese

resident abroad should be executed if he returned
;
that the

children and descendants of Spaniards together with those who
had adopted such children should not be allowed to remain

on pain of death; and that no ship of o^ean-going dimensions

should be built in Japan. Thus not only were the very children

of the Christian propagandists driven completely from the land,

but the Japanese people also were sentenced to imprisonment

within the limits of their islands, and the country was deprived

of all hope of acquiring a mercantile marine. The descendants

of the Spaniards, banished by the edict, were taken to Macao in

two Portuguese galleons. They numbered 287 and the property

> The Imperial cities were Yedo, Kiato, Osaka and Nagasaki.
To this last the English were subs^uently admitted. They were
also invited to Kagoshima by the Shimazu chieftain, and, hiad not
their experience at Hirado proved so^« deterrent, they might have
established a factory at Kagoshima.
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tliey are confined to a little island 200 yards in length by 80 in width;
the least symptom oi predilection for any alien crm exposes a
Japanese subject to be punished with awful rigour; any attempt to
leave the limits of the realm involves decapitation

;
not a sMp large

enough to pass beyond the shadow of the coast may be built. How-
ever unwelcome the admission, it is apparent that for all these
changes Christian propagandism was responsible. The policy of
seclusion adopted by Japan in the early part of the 17th century and
resolutely pursued until the middle of tne 19th, was anti-Christian,

not anti-foreign. The fact cannot be too clearly recognised. It is

the chief lesson taught by the events outlined alxive. Throughout
the whole of that period of isolation, Occidentals were not known to
the Japanese by any of the terms now in common use, as gwaikohu-jin,
seiy^-jMUt or i-;in, which embody the simple meanings ‘ foreigner,*
' Westerner * or ' alien '

: they were popularly called bateren {padres).

Thus completely had foreign intercourse and Christian propagandism
become identified m the eyes of the people. And when it is remem-
bered that foreign intercourse, associalea with Christianity, had come
to be synonymous in Japanese ears with foreign aggression, with the
subversal of the mikado s ancient dynasty, and with the loss of the in-

dependence of the * country of the gods,* there is no difficulty in under-
standing the attitude of the nation's mind towards this question.**

Foreign Intercourse in Modern Times .—From the middle of

the 17th century to the beginning of the 19th, Japan succeeded

Dutch and in rigorously enforcing her policy of seclusion. But
Ruaaimu in the concluding days of this epoch two influences
Mhtance. began to disturb her self-sufficiency. One was the

gradual infiltration of light from the outer world through
the narrow window of the Dutch prison at Deshima; the other,

frequent apparitions of Russian vessels on her northern roasts.

The former was a slow process. It materialized first in the study
of anatomy by a little group of youths who had acquired acci-

dental knowledge of the radical difference between Dutch and
Japanese conceptions as to the structure of the human body,
rhe work of these students reads like a page of romance. With-
out any appreciable knowledge of the Dutch language, they set

1 hemselves to decipher a Dutch medical book, obtained at enor-

mous cost, and - rom this small beginning they passed to 0 vague
but firm conviction that their country had fallen far behind the

material and intellectual progress of the Occident, lliey

laboured in secret, for the study of foreign books was then a
criminal offence; yet the patriotism of one of their number out-

weighed his prudence, and he boldly published a brochure

advocating the construction of a navy and predicting a descent

by the Russians on the northern borders of the empire. Before

this prescient man had lain five months in pri.son, his foresight

was verified by events. The Russians simulated at the outset

a desire to establish commercial relations by peaceful means.
Had the Japanese been better acquainted with the history of

nations, they would have known how to interpret the idea of a
Russian quest for commercial connexions in the Far East a
hundred years ago. But they dealt with the question on its

superficial merits, and, after imposing on the tsaFs envoys a

wearisome delay of several months at Nagasaki, addressed to

them a peremptory refusal together with an order to leave that

port forthwith. Incensed by such treatment, and by the sub-

sequent imprisonment of a number of their fellow-countrymen

who had landed on the island of Etorofu in the Kuriles, the

Russians resorted to armed repri.^als. The Japanese settle-

ments in Sakhalin and Etorofu were raided and burned, other

places were menaced and several Japanese vessels were de-

stroyed. The lesson sank deep into the minds of the Yedo officials.

They withdrew their veto against the study of foreign books,

and they arrived in part at the reluctant conclusion that to offer

armed opposition to the coming of foreign ships was a task

somewhat beyond Japan’s capacity. Japan ceased, however, to

attract European attention amid the absorbing interest of the

Napoleonic era, and the shfigun’s government, misinterpreting

this respite, reverted to their old policy of stalwart resistance to

foreign intercourse.

Meanwhile another power was beginning to establish close

contact with Japan. The whaling industry m Russian waters off

the coast of Alaska and in the seas of China and Japan
had attracted large investments of American capital

* and was pursued yearly by thousands of Americ^
citizens. In one season 86 of these whaling vessels passed within

easy sight of Japan’s northern island, Yezo, so that the aspect of

foreign ships became quite familiar. From time to time Ameri-
can schooners were cast away on Japan’s shores. Generally the
survivors were treated with tolerable consideration and ulti-

mately sent to Deshima for shipment to Batavia. Japanese
sailors, too, driven out of their route by hurricanes and caught
in the stream of the “ Black Current,” were occasionally earned
to the Aleutian Islands, to Oregon or California, and in several

instances these shipwrecked mariners were taken back to Japan
with all kindness by American vessels. On such an errand of

mercy the “ Morrison ” entered Yedo Bay in 1837, proceeding
thence to Kagoshima, only to be driven away by cannon shot;

and on such an errand the “ Manhattan ” in 1845
days at Uraga while her master (Mercater Cooper) collected

books and charts. It would seem that his experience induced
the Washington government to attempt the opening of Japan.
A ninety-gun ship and a sloop were sent on the errand. ']^ey

anchored off Uraga (July 1846) and Commodore Biddle made
due application for trade. But he received a positive refusal,

and having been instructed by his government to abstain from
any act calculated to excite hostility or distrust, he quietly

weighed anchor and sailed away.
In this same year (1846) a French ship touched at the Riukiu

(Luchu) archipelago and sought to persuade the islanders that

their only security against British aggression was to

place themselves under the protection of France. In Britain
isLctGreat Britain was now beginning to interest herself raappaan

in south China, and more than one warning reached

Yedo from Deshima that English war-ships might at

any moment visit Japanese waters. The Dutch have been much
blamed for thus attempting to prejudice Japan against the Occi-

dent, but if the dictates of commercial rivalry, as it was then

practi.sed, do not constitute an ample explanation, it should be

remembered that England and Holland had recently been

enemies, and that the last British vessel,^ seen at Nagas^i had
gone there hoping to capture the annual Dutch trading-ship from
Batavia. Deshima’s warnings, however, remained unfulfilled;

though they doubtless contnbuted to Japan’s feeling of uneasi-

ness. Then, in 1847, of Holland himself intervened.

He sent to Yedo various books, together with a map of the world

and a despatch advising Japan to abandon her policy of isolation.

Within a few months (1849) of the receipt of his Dutch
majesty’s recommendation, an American brig, the ” Preble,”

under Commander J. Glynn, anchored in Nagasaki harbour and
threatened to bombard the town unless immediate delivery were

made of 18 seamen who, having been wrecked in northern waters,

were held by the Japanese preparatory to shipment for Batavia.

In 1849 another despatch reached Yedo from the king of Holland
announcing that an American fleet might be expected in

Japanese waters a year later, and that, unless Japan agreed to

enter into friendly commercial relations, war must ensue.

Appended to this despatch was an approximate draft of the

treaty which would be presented for signature, together with a

copy of a memorandum addressed by the Washington govern-

ment to European nations, justifying the contemplated expedi-

tion on the ground that it would inure to the advantage of Japan
as well as to that of the Occident,

In 1853, Commodore Perry, with a squadron of four ships-of-

war and 560 men, entered Uraga Bay. So formidable a foreign

force had not been seen in Japanese waters since the

coming of the Mongol Armada. A panic ensued among
the people—the same people who, in the days of

Hideyoshi or lyeyasu, would have gone out to encounter these

ships with assured confidence of victory. The contrast did not

stop there. The shogun, whose ancestors had administered the

country’s affairs with absolutely autocratic authority, now sum-

moned a council of the feudatories to consider the situation ;
and

the Imperial court in Kioto, which never appealed for heaven’s aid

except in a national emergency such as had never been witnessed

since the creation of the shogunate, now directed that at

the seven principal shrines and at all the great temples special

* H.M.S. '* Phaeton,** which entered that port ih 1808.
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pra/ei!» shcmld be ofiered fcA> the safety at tibte land and for the

desbuctioti 0^ the aliens. Thus the ap^rance of the American

aqaadron? aavoke in the csma of the coun^ as a whoie a spirit of

p^otisfn hotherto confhied to feudal interests. The shdgvn

docii not seem to have luid any thought of invoki^ that apkk

:

his part in raising it was invototary and his ministers behaved

with perpleaed vacillation. The iniirnuty of the Yedo Adniinis-

tratkm’s purpose presented sudva strong contrast to the singlo*

minded resolution of the Imperial court that the prestige of the

one was largely impaired and that of the other correspondiogly

enhanced. Perry, however, was without authority to support

his proposak by any recourse to vidence. The United ^tes
government had relied solely on the moral effect of his display of

force, s»id his countrymen liad supplied him with a large collec-

tion of the products of peaceful progress, from sewing machines

to miniature railwayar He did not toiduly press for atreacy, but

after lying at anchor off Uraga dtiring a pi^d of ten days* and
after transmitting the president's letter to the sovereign of Japan,,

he steamed away on the 17th of July, announcing his return in

the ensuing spring. The conduct of the Japanese subsequently

to his departure showed how fully and rapidly they hod acquired-

the conviction that the appliances of their old cmKzation were

powerless to resist the resources of the new. Orders were

issued rescinding the long'^enforced veto against the construction

of sea-going ships; the feudal chiefs were invited to build and arm
large vessels; the Dutch were commissioned to furnish a ship of

war and to procure from Europe all the best works on modem
mihtaTy science

;
every one who had acquired any expert know-

ledge through the m^um of Deshima was taken into o£Sciai

favour; forts were built; cannon were cast and troops were

drilled. But from all this effort there resulted only fresh

evidence of the country’s inability to defy foreign insistence, and
OB the and of December 1^53, instructions were issued that k the

Americans returned, they were to be dealt with peacefully. The
sight of Perry’s steam-proi)elled ships, their powerful guns and
all the specimens the}^ carried of western wonders, had practically

broken demn the barriers of Japan’s isolation without any need

of treaties or conventions. Perry returned in the following

February, and after an interchange of courtesies and formalities

extending over six weeks, obtained a treaty pledging Japan to

accord kind treatment to shipwrecked sailors; to permit foreign

vessels to obtain stores and provisions within her territory, and
to anart'Amencaii ships to anchor in the ports at Shimo^ and
HalffHate. On this second occasion Perry had 10 ships with

crews numbering two thousand, and when he landed to sign the

treaty, he was escorted by a guard of honour mustering 500
strong in 27 boats. Much has been written about his judicious

dkpiay of force and bis sagacious tact in dealing with the

Japanese, but it may be doubted whether the comequemces of liis

exploit have not invested its methods with extravagant lustre.

Standing on the threshold of modern Japan’s wonderful career,

his figure shines by the reflected light of its surroundings.

Russia, Holland aiid> England speedily secured for themselves

treaties similar to that concluded by Commodore Perry in 1S54.

Pint But Japan’s doors still remained closed to foreign

Tr§miyof commerce, and it was reserved for another citizen
Commerce, of gj-gat republic to Open them. This was Town-
send Harris (1803-1878), the first U.S. consul-general in Japan.
Arriving in August 1856, he concluded, in June of the following

year, a treaty securing to American citizens the privilege of per-

manent residence at Sbimoda and Hakodate, the opening of

Nagasaki, the right of consular jurisdcction and certain minor
conreseions. StiU, however, pemtissiDn for commercial inter-

course was withheld, and Harris, convinced that this great goal

could not be reached unless be made his way to Yedo and con-

ferred direct with the shogun’s ministers, pressed persistently

for leave to do so. Ten months elapsed before he succeeded, and
such a display of reluctance on the Japanese side was very

unfavourably criticized in the years immediately subsequent.

Imorance of the country’s domestic politics inspired the critks.

The Yedo adminriitnition, already weakened by the growth of a

strong pyblie sentiment in favour of abolishing the dual ^stem

of government—that of the miScaido in Kioto and that at the

shagun hi Yedo—had been still further discredited by its own
timid policy as compared with the stalwart mien of the throne

towards the questton of foreign intercourse. Openly to sanction

commereiaA relotionis at seech a tkne wauM have be^ little short

of reckless. The Perry convention and the first Harris conven-

tion could be constru^, and were purposely construed,, as mere
acts of benevolence towards strangers; but a commercial- treaty

would not havelent itself to any such construction, and naturally

the sh6gun*s mmistcrs hesitated' to agree to an apparently

suicidal step. Harris carried his point, however. He was
received by the shogun in Yedo in November 1857, and on
the iqCh of July 18^8 a treaity was signed in Yedo, engaging

that Yokohama should be ope^ on the 4th of July 1859 and
that commerce between the United States and Japan should

thereafter be free^ carried on there. This treaty was actually

concluded by the shogun’s Ministers in defiance of their failure

to obtain the sanction of the sovereign in Kioto. Foreign

hietoriana have found much to say about Japanese dupUcky in

concealing the subordinate position occupied by the Yedo
administration towards- the Kioto* court. Such condemnation is

not consistent with fuller knowledge. The Yedo authorities-

had power to solve off problems of foreign intercourse wkhout
reference to Kioto. lyeyasu had not seen any occasion to

seek in^rial assent when he granted unrestricted liberty of

trade to the representatives of the East India Company, nor had
lyemitsu asked fov Kioto’s sanction when he issued his decree for

the expulsion of all foreigners. It, in the 19111 century, Yedo
shrank from a responsibility which it had unhesitatingly assumed
in the 17th, the cause was to be found, not in the shogun’s

simulation of autonomy, but in his desire to associate the throne

with a policy which, while recognizing it to be unavoidable, he

distrusted his own ability to make the nation accept. But his

ministers had promised Harris that the treaty should be

signed, and they kept their word, at a risk of which the United
States’ consul-general had no conception. Throughout these

negotiations Harris .spared no pains to create in the minds of

the Japane.se an intelligent conviction that the world could no
longer be kept at arm’s length, and though it is extremely prob-

lematical whether he would have succeeded had not the Japan-
ese themselves already arrived at that very conviction, his

patient and lucid expositions coupled with a winning personality

undoubtedly produced much impression. He was largely

assisted, too, by recent events in China, where the Peiho forts

had been captured and the Chinese forced to sign a treaty at

Tientsin. Harris warned the Japanese that the British fleet

might be expected at any moment in Yedo Bay, and that the

best way to avert irksome demands at the hands of the English

was to establish a comparatively moderate precedent by yielding

to America’s proposals.

This treaty could not be represented, as previous conventions

had been, in the light of a purely benevolent concession. It

definitely provided for the trade and residence of

foreign merchants, and thus finally terminated

Japan’s traditional isolation. Moreover, it had been

concluded in defiance of the Throne’s refusal to sanction anything

of the kind. Much excitement resulted. The nation ranged

itself into three parties. One comprised the advocates of free

intercourse and progressive liberahty; another, while insisting

that only the most limited privileges should be accorded to

aliens, was of two minds as to the advisability of offering armed
resistance at once or temporizing so as to gain time for prepara-

tion; the third advocated uncompromising seclusion. Once
again the shdgun convoked a meeting of the feudal barons,

hoping to secure their co-operation. But with hardly an excep-

tion they pronounced against yielding. Thus the fih6^ziate

saw itself compelled to adopt a resolutely liberal policy : it

issued a decree m that sense, and thenceforth the administrative

court art Yedo and the Imperial court in Kioto stood in unequivo-

cal opposition to each other, the Conservatives ranging them-

selves on the side of the latter, the Lkierals on that of the former.

It was a situation full of perplexity to outsiders, and the foreign
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representatives misinterpreted it. Ttiey imagmed tl^ the

shogun’s ministers sought only to evade their trea^ obligations

and to render the situation intolerable for foreign residents,

whereas in trulii the situation threatened to become intolerable

for the shOgunate itself. Nevertheless the Yedo officials can-

not be entirely acquitted of duplicity. Vn6er pressure of the

necessity of self-preservation they effected with Kioto a com-

promise which assigned to fore^ intercourse a temporary

character. The threatened political crisis was thus averted,

but the enemies of the du^ system of govemmoit gained

strength daily . One of their devices was to assassinate foreigners

in the hope of embroiling the shdgunate with Western powers and

thus either Weing its hand or precipitating its downfall. It is

not wonderful, perhaps, that foreigners were deceived, especially

as they aj^oa^ed the solution of Japanese problems with

all the Occidental’s liabitual suspicion of everything Oriental.

Thus when the Yedo government, cognisant that serious dangers

menaced the Yokohama settlement, took precautions to guard

it, the foreign ministers convinced themselves that a deliberate

piece of chicanery was being practised at their expense; that

statecraft rather than truth had dictated the representations

made to them by the Japanese authorities; and that the alarm
of the latter was simulated for the purpose of finding a pretext

to curtail the liberty enjoyed by foreigners. Therefore a sugges-

tion that the inmates of the legations should show themselves as

little as possible in the streets of the capital, where at any

moment a desperado might cut them down, was treated almost as

an insult. Then the Japanese authorities saw no recourse except

to attach an armed escort to the person of every foreigner when
he moved about the city. But even this precaution, which
certainly was not adopted out of mere caprice or with any
sinister design, excited fresh suspicions. The British representa-

tive, in reporting the event to his government, said that the

Japanese had taken the opportunity to graft upon the establish-,

ment of spies, watchmen and police-officers at the several

legations, a mounted escort to accompany the members whenever

they moved about.

Just at this time (i86i) the Yedo statesmen, in order to

reconcile the divergent views of the two courts, negotiated a

jtg
marriage between the emperor’s sister and the shogun.

upon
* bring the union about, they had to

Poreigaen placate the Kioto Conservatives by a promise to expel
mag tboir foreigners from the country within ten years. When

gumaems
became known, it strengthened the hands of the

**
reactionaries, and furnished a new weapon to Yedo’s

enemies, who interpreted the marriage as the beginning of a plot

to dethrone the mikado. Murderous attacks upon foreigners

became more frequent. Two of these assaults had momentous
consequences. Three British subjects attempted to force their

way through the corli^e of the Satsuma feudal chief on the

highway between Yokohama and Yedo, Gne of them was
killed and the other two wounded. This outrage was not in-

spired by the barbarian-expelling ” sentiment : to any Japanese
subject violating the rules of etiquette as these Englishmen
had violated them, the same fate would have been meted
out. Nevertheless, as the Satsuma daimyb refused to surrender

his implicated vassals, and as the shfigun’s arm was not long

enough to reach the most powerful feudatory in Japan, the

British government sent a squadron to bombard his capital,

Kagoshima. It was not a brilliant exploit in any sense, but its

results were invaluable; for the operations of the British ships

finally convinced , the Satsuma men of their impotence in the

face of Western arfnaments, and converted them into advocates

of liberal progress. Three months [H'eviously to this bombard-
ment of Kagoshima another puissant feudatory had thrown
down the gauntlet. The Qifishfi chief, whose batteries com-
manded the entrance to the inland sea at Shimonoseki, opened
fire upon -ships flying the flags of the United States, of France
and of Holland. In thus acting he obeyed an edict obtained by
the extremists from the mikado without the knowledge of the
shfigun, which edict fixed the nth of May 1863 as the date

for practicafly inaugurating the foreigners-expulsion policy.
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Again the shOgun’s administrative competence proved inade-

quate to exact reparation, and a squadron, composed chiefly

of British men-of-war, proceeding to Shimonoseki, demolished

ChbshQ’s forts, destroy^ his ships and scattered his samurai.

In the face of the Kagoshima bombardment and the Shimono-
seki expedition, no Japanese subject could retain any faito m
his country’s a^lity to oppose Occidentals by force. Thus the

year 1863 was memorable in Japan’s history. It saw the

barbarian-expelling ” agitotion deprived of the emperor’s

sanction; it saw the two principal clans, Satsuma and Didshu,
convinced of their county’s impotence to defy the Occident;

it saw the nation almost fully roused to the disintegrating and
weakening effects of the feudal system; and it saw the tradi-

tional antipathy to foreigners beginning to be exchanged for a
desire to study their civihsation and to adopt its best features.

The treaty' concluded between the shfigun’s government and
the United States in 1858 was of course followed by similar

compacts with the principal European powers. gtMtmcmHott
From the outset these states agreed to co-operate aittm

for the assertion of their conventional privileges, Trmtiim.

and they naturally took Great Britain for leader, though such
a relation was never openly announced. The treaties, however,
continued during several years to lack imperial ratification,

and, as time went by, that defect obtruded itself more and
more upon the attention of their foreign signatories. The year

1865 saw British interests entrusted to the charge of Sir Harry
Parkes, a man of keen insight, indomitable courage and some-
what peremptory methods, learned during a long period of

service in China. It happened that the post of Japanese secre-

tary at the British legation in Yedo was then held by a remark-
ably gifted young Englishman, who, in a comparatively brief

interval, had acquired a good working knowledge of the Japanese
language, and it happened also that the British legation in

Yedo was already—as it has always been ever since—the best

equipped institution of its class in Japan. Aided by these

facilities and by the researches of Mr Satow (afterwards Sir

Ernest Satow) Parkes arrived at the conclusions that the

Yedo government was tottering to its fall ; that the resumption
of administrative authority by the Kioto court would make for

the interests not only of the West but also of Japan; and that

the ratification of the treaties by the mikado would elucidate

the situation for foreigners while being, at the same time,

essential to the validity of the documents. Two other objects

also presented themselves, namely, that the import duties

fixed by the conventions should be reduced from 15 to 5 %
ad valorem, and that the ports of Hiogd and Osaka should be
opened at once, instead of at the expiration of two years as

originally fixed. It was not proposed that these concessions

should be entirely gratuitous. When the four-power flotilla

destroyed the Shimonoseki batteries and sank the vessels

lying there, a fine of three million dollars (some £750,000) had
been imposed upon the daimyfi of Chdshu by way of ransom for

his capital, which lay at the mercy of the invaders. The daimyfi

of ChOshu, however, was in open rebellion against the shdgun,

and as the latter could not collect the debt from the recalcitrant

clansmen, while the four powers insisted on being paid by
some one, the Yedo treasury was finafly compelled to shoulder

the obligation. Two out of the three millions were still due,

and Parkes conceived the idea of remitting this debt in exchange
for the ratification of the treaties, the reduction of the customs
tariff from 15 to 5 % oi valorem and the immediate opening of

HiOgd and Osaka. He took with him to the place of negotia-

tion (HiOgO) a fleet of British, French and Dutch war-ships,

for, while announcing peaceful intentions, he had accustonied

himself to think that a display of force should occupy the fore-

ground in an negotiations with Oriental states. This eaup

may be said to have sealed the fate of the shOgunate. For
here again was produced in a highty aggravated form the drama
which had so greatly startled the nation eight years previonsly..

Perry had come wito his war-ships to the por^s of Yedo, and
now a foreign fleet, twice as strong as Perry’s, had anchored
at the vestitmle of the Imperial city itself. No rational Japanese

JAPAN
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could suppose that this parade of force was for purely peaceful

purposes, or that rejection of the amicable bargain proposed by

Great Britain’s representative would be followed by the quiet

withdrawal of the menacing fleet, whose terrible potentialities

had been demonstrated at Kagoshima and Shimonoseki. The
seclusionists, whose voices had been nearly silenced, raised them
in renewed denunciation of the shdgun’s incompetence to

guarantee the sacred city of Ki5to against such trespasses,

and the emperor, brought once more under the influence of the

anti-foreign party, inflicted a heavy disgrace on the sh6gun

by dismissing and punishing the officials to whom the latter

had entrusted the conduct of negotiations at Hiogo. Such

procedure on the part of the throne amounted to withdrawing

the administrative commission held by the Tokugawa family

since the days of lyeyasu. The shogun resigned. But his

adversaries not being yet ready to replace him, he was induced

to resume office, with, however, fatally damaged prestige. As

for the three-power squadron, it steamed away successful.

Parkes had come prepared to write off the indemnity in exchfi^e

for three concessions. He obtained two of the concessions

without remitting a dollar of the debt.

The shogun did not long sur\*ive the humiliation thus

inflicted on him. He died in the following year (1866), and

Pimm!
succeeded by Keiki, destined to be the last of

tioaof ^*the Tokugawa rulers. Nine years previously this

WMt§nt same Keiki had been put forward by the seclusionists

Candidate for the shogunate. Yet no sooner did

he attain that distinction in 1866 than he remodelled the army

on French lines, engaged English officers to organize a nav)^,

sent his brother to the Paris Exhibition, and altered many of

the forms and ceremonies of his couit so as to bring them into

accord with Occidental fashions. The contrast between the

politics he represented when a candidate for office in 1857 and

the practice he adopted on succeeding to power in 1866 furnished

an apt illustration of the change that had come over the spirit

of the time. I'he most bigoted of the exclusionists were now

beginning to abandon all idea of expelling foreigners and to

think mainly of acquiring the best elements of their civilization.

The Japanese are slow to reach a decision but very quick to act

upon it when reached. From 1866 onwards the new spirit

rapidly permeated the whole nation; progress became the aim

of all classes, and the country entered upon a career of intelli-

gent assimilation which, in forty years, won for Japan a iini-

vers accorded place in the ranks of the great Occidental

powers.

After the abolition of the shogunate and the resumption of

administrative functions by the Throne, one of the first acts

newly organized government was to invite

Oaimtor the foreign representatives to Kioto, where they

jtidiGiMi had audience of the mikado. Subsequently a
Atitouomy.

decree was issued, announcing the emperor’s

resolve to establish amicable relations with foreign countries,

and “ declaring that any Japanese subject thereafter guilty of

violent behaviour towards a foreigner would not only act in

opposition to the Imperial command, but would also be guilty

of impairing the dignity and good faith of the nation in the eyes

of the powers with which his majesty had pledged himself to

maintain friendship.” From that time the relations between

Japan and foreign states grew yearly more amicable; the nation

adopted the products of Western civilization with notable

thoroughness, and the provisions ol the treaties were carefully

observed. Those treaties, however, presented one feature

which very soon became exceedingly irksome to Japan. They

exempted foreigners residing within her borders from the

operation of her criminal laws, and secured to them the privilege

of being arraigned solely before tribunals of their own nation-

ality. That system had always been considered necessaiy

where the subjects of Christian states visited or sojourned in

non-Christian countries, and, for the purpose of giving effect to

it, consular courts were established. This necessitated the

confinement of foreign residents to settlements in the neighbour-

hood of the consular courts, since it would have been imprudent

to allow foreigners to have free access to districts remote from

the only tribunals competent to control them. The Japanese

raised no objection to the embodiment of this system in the

treaties. They recognized its necessity and even its expediency,

for if, on the one l^d, it infringed their country’s sovereign

rights, on the other, it prevented complications which must
have ensued had they been entrusted with jurisdiction which

they were not prepared to discharge satisfactorily. But the

consular courts were not free from defects. A few of the

powers organized competent tribunals presided over by judicial

experts, but a majori^ of the treaty states, not having suffi-

ciently large interests at stake, were content to delegate consular

duties to merchants, not only deficient in legal training, but also

themselves engaged in the very commercial transactions upon

which they might at any moment be required to adjudicate in

a magisterial capacity. In any circumstances the dual functions

of consul and judge could not be discharged without anomaly by

the same official, for he was obliged to act as advocate in the

preliminary stages of complications about which, in his position

as judge, he might ultimately have to deliver an impartial

verdict. In practice, however, the system worked with tolerable

smootlmess, and might have remained long in force had not the

patriotism of the Japanese rebelled bitterly against the implica-

tion that their country was unfit to exercise one of the funda-

mental attributes of every sovereign state, judicial autonomy.

From the very outset they spared no effort to qualify for the

recovery of this attribute. Revision of the country's laws and

re-organization of its law court.e would necessarily have been

an essential feature of the general reforms suggested by contact

with the Occident, but the question of consular jurisdiction

certainly constituted a special incentive. Expert assistance

was obtained from France and Germany; the best features of

European jurisprudence were adapted to the conditions and

usages of Japan; the law courts were remodelled, and steps

were taken to educate a competent judiciary. In criminal law

the example of h'rance was chiefly followed
;
in commercial law

that of Germany ;
and in civil law that of the Occident generally,

with due regard to the customs of the country. The jury

system was not adopted, collegiate courts being regarded as

more conducive to justice, and the order of procedure went

from tribunals of first instance to appeal courts and finally to

the court of cassation. Schools of law were quickly opened, and

a well-equipped bar soon came into existence. Twelve years

after the inception of these great works, Japan made formal

application for revision of the treaties on the basis of abolishing

consular jurisdiction. She had asked for revision in 1871,

sending to Europe and America an important embassy to raise

the question. But at that time the conditions originally calling

for consular jurisdiction had not undergone any change such

as would have justified its abolition, and the Japanese govern-

ment, though very anxious to recover tariff autonomy as well

as judicial, shrank from separating the two questions, lest by

prematurely solving one the solution of the other might be

unduly deferred. Thus the embassy failed, and though the

problem attracted great academical interest from the first, it

did not re-enter the field of practical politics until 1883. The

negotiations were long protracted. Never previously had an

Oriental state received at the hands of the Occident recognition

such as that now demanded by Japan, and the West naturally

felt deep reluctance to try a wholly novel experiment. The

United States had set a generous example by concluding a new

treaty (1878) on the lines desired by Japan. But its operation

was conditional on a similar act of compli^ce by the other

treaty p)Owers. Ill-informed European publicists ridiculed the

Washington statesmen's attitude on this occasion, claiming that

what had been given with one hand was taken back with the

other. The truth is that the conditional provision was inserted

at the request of Japan herself, who appreciated her own unpre-

paredness for the concession. From 1883, however, she was

ready to accept full responsibility, and she therefore asked that

all foreigners witliin her borders should thenceforth be subject to

her laws and judiciable by her law-courts, supplementing her
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application by promising that its favourable reception should

be followed by the complete opening of the country and the

removal of all restrictions hitherto imposed on foreign trade^

travel and residence in her realm. From the first it had been

the habit of Occidental peoples to upbraid Japan on account of

the barriers opposed by her to full and free foreign intercourse,

and she was now able to claim that these barriers were no longer

maintained by her desne, but that they existed because of a

system which theoretically proclaimed her unfitness for free
|

association with Western nations, and practically made it

impossible for her to throw open her territories completely

for the ingress of foreigners.’' She had a strong case, but on

the side of the European powers extreme reluctance was mani-

fested to try the unprecedented experiment of placing their

people under the jurisdiction of an Oriental country. Still

greater was the reluctance of those upon whom the experiment

would be tried. Foreigners residing in Japan naturally clung

to consular jurisdiction as a privilege of inestimable value.

They saw, indeed, that such a system could not be permanently

imposed on a country where the conditions justifying it had
nominally disappeared. But they saw, also, that the l^al and
judicial reforms effected by Japan had been crowded into an
extraordinarily brief period, and that, as tyros experimenting

with alien systems, the Japanese might be betrayed into many
errors.

The negotiations lasted for eleven years. They were begun in

1883 and a solution was not reached until 1894. Finally European

Rtcognttion govemment.s conceded the justice of Japan’s case,

byibt and it was agreed that from July 1899 Japanese
Powwn. tribunals should assume jurisdiction over every

person, of whatever nationality, within the confines of Japan,

and the whole country should be thrown open to foreigners, all

limitations upon trade, travel and residence being removed.

Great Britain took the lead in thus releasing Japan from

the fetters of the old system. The initiative came from

her with special grace, for the system and all its irksome

consequences had been originally imposed on Japan by a

combination of powers with Great Britain in the van. As a

matter of historical sequence the United States dictated the

terms of the first treaty providing for consular jurisdiction. But
from a very early period the Washington government showed
its willingness to remove all limitations of Japan’s .sovereignty,

whereas Europe, headed by Great Britain, whose preponderating

intere.sts entitled her to lead, resolutely refused to make any
substantial concession. In Japanese eyes, therefore, British

conservatism seemed to be the one serious obstacle, and since

the British residents in the settlements far outnumbered all other

nationalities, and since they alone had newspaper organs to

ventilate their grievances—it was certainly fortunate for the

popularity of her people in the Far East that Great Britain saw

her way finally to set a liberal example. Nearly five years were

required to bring the otherOccidental powers into line with Great

Britain and America. It should be stated, however, that neither

reluctance to make the necessary concessions nor want of sym-

pathy with Japan caused the delay. The explanation is, first,

that each set of negotiators sought to improve either the terms

or the terminology of the treaties already concluded, and,

secondly, that the tariff arrangements for the different countries

required elaborate discussion.

Until the last of the revised treaties was ratified, voices of

protest against revision continued to be vehemently raised by a

R0C0ptiott
.section of the foreign community in the settle-

giv0n to tb0 ments: Some were honestly apprehensive as to the
R0vi00^ issue of the experiment. Others were swayed by
Tr0ati0B.

racial prejudice. A few had fallen into an insuper-

able habit of grumblihg, or found their account in advocating

conservatism under pretence of championing foreign interests;

and all were naturally reluctant to forfeit the immunity from

taxation hitherto enjoyed. It seemed as though the inaugum-

tion of the new system would find the foreign community

in a mood which must greatly diminish the chances of a

happy result, for where a captious and aggrieved disposition
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exists, opportunities to discover causes of complaint cannot
be wanti^. But at the eleventh hour tlus unfavourable
demeanour underwent a marked change. So soon as it became
evident that the old system was hopelessly doomed, t^ soiind

common sense of the European and American business mati

asserted itself. The foreign residents let it be seen that they
intended to bowcheerfully to the inevitable,and that no obstacles

would be willingly placed by them in the path of Japanese juris-

diction. The Jap^ese, on their side, took some promising steps.

An Imperial rescript declared in unequivocal terms that it was
the sovereign’s policy and desire to aboMsh aU distinctions

between natives and foreigners, and that by fully carrying out
the friendly pu^ose of the treaties his people would best consult

his wishes, maintain the character of the nation, and promote
its prestige. The premier and other ministers of state issued

instructions to the effect that the responsibility now devolved
on the government, and the duty on the people, of enabling
foreigners to reside confidently and contentedly in every part of

the country. Even the chief Buddhist prelates addressed to the
priests and parishioners in their dioceses injunctions pointing

out that, freedom of conscience being now guaranteed by the

constitution, men professing alien creeds must be treated as

courteously as the followers of Buddhism, and must enjoy the

same rights and privileges.

Thus the great change was effected in circumstances of happy
augury. Its results were successful on the whole. Foreigners

residing in Japan now enjoy immunity of domicile, personal

and religious liberty, freedom from official interference, and
security of life and property as fully as though they were living

in their own countries, and they have gradually learned to look

with greatly increased respect upon Japanese law and its

administrators.

Next to the revision of the treaties and to the result of the

great wars waged by Japan since the resumption of foreign inter-

course, the most memorable incident in her modem Aagic-
career was the conclusion, first, of an entente, and,

secondly, of an offensive and defensive alliance

with Great Britain in January 1902 and September 1905,
respectively. The entente set out by disavowing on the part of

each of the contracting parties any aggressive tendency in either

China or Korea, the independence of which two countries was
explicitly recognized

;
and went on to declare that Great Britain

in China and Japan in China and Korea might take indispiensable

means to safeguard their interests; while, if such measures

involved one of the signatories in war with a third power, the

other signatory would not only remain neutral but would also

endeavour to prevent other powers from joining in hostilities

against its ally, and would come to the assistance of the latter in

the event of its being faced by two or more powers. The entente

further recognized that Japan possessed, in a peculiar degree,

political, commercial and mdustrial interests in Korea. This

agreement, equally novel for each of the contracting parties,

evidently tended to the benefit of Japan more than to that of

Great Britain, inasmuch as the interests in question were vital

from the former power’s point of view but merely local from the

latter’s. The inequality was corrected by an offensive and
defensive alliance in 1905. For the scope of the agreement was
then extended to India and eastern Asia generally, and while the

signatories pledged themselves, on the one hand, to preserve the

common interests of all powers in China by insuring her integrity

and independence as well as the principle of equal opportunities

for the commerce and industry of all nations within her borders,

they agreed, on the other, to maintain their own territorial rights

in eastern Asia and India, and to come to each other’s armed
assistance in the event of those rights being assailed by any other

power or powers. These agreements have, of course, a close

relation to the events which accompanied or immediately

preceded them, but they also present a vivid and radical con-

trast between a country which, less’ than half a century previ-

ously, had struggled vehemently to remain secluded from the

world, and a country which now alliedjtself with one of the

I

most liberal and progressive nations for me fsnposes of a policy
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extending over the whok ©f eastern Asia asid India. This i

coatfBSt was ajecentuaiied two years later (1907) France
j

and Rjussia conckidfcd with Japaiiv recognizing the inr

d^endence and integrity of the Chinese Empire, as well as the
!

principle of eqwal opportunity for all nations in that country,,

and engaging to support each other for assuring peace and 1

security there. Jafpan tkm became a world power in the most

unequivocal sense.

japan’s Farstgn Wars and Cam^cations,—The earliest foreign

war conducted by faprn is- s£^ to have taken place at the
,

beginning of the 3rd century, when the empeess Jingo
^

War with ^ ^ conquest of Korea- Biut as the i

event is supposed t® have happened, more than 500

years before the first J^nose record was writta^ its traditional

details cannot be serwnslfp dascusaed. 'rhere is, however, no
;

room to doubt that from time to time in early ages Japanese
|

troops were seen in Korea, though they made no permment
;

impression on the coutitry. It wa& reserved for Hideyoshi, the
|

taiko, to make the Korean peninsula the scene of a great

over-sea campaign. Hidevoshiy the Napoleon of Japan, having

brought the whole empire undter his sway as the sequel of mamy

years of incomparable generalship and statecraft, conceived the

project of subjugating China. By some historians his motive has

been described as a desire to find empbyment le» the iminfinse

mob of armed men whom four centuries of almost continuous

fighting had called into existence in Japan : he felt that domestic

peace could not be permanently restored unless these restless

spirits were occupied abroach But although that object nmy

have reinforced his purpose, his ambition aimed at nothing, less

than the conquest of China, and he; regarded Korea merely as a

stepping-stone to that aim. Had Korea consented to be put to

such a use, she need not have fought or suffered. The Koreans,

however, counted China irwinciblc. They considered that Japan

would be shattered by tlie first contact with the great empke,

and therefore althougli, in the 13th century, they had given the

use of their harbours to the Mongol invaders of Japan, tliey flatly

refused in the i6th to allow their territory to be used for a

Japanese invasion of China. On the 24lh of May 1592 wave

of invasion rolled against Koreans southern coast. Hideyoshi

had clioscn Nagoya in tlie province of Hizen a.s the home-base

of his operations. There the sea separating.' Japan from the

Korean peninsula narrows to a strait divided into two cliannels

of almost (]^al width by the island of Tsushima, lo reach this

island the Japanese side was an easy and safe task, but in

the 56>™fe channel that separated Tsushima from the peninsula

an invading flotilla had to run the risk of attack by Korean war-

ships. At Nagoya Hideyoshi assembled an army of over 300,000

men, of whom sooie 70,000 constituted the first fighting line,

87,000 the second, and the remainder formed a reserve to be

subsequently drawn on as occasion demanded. The questHMi

of transport presented some difficulty, but it was solved the

simple expedient of ordering every feu^tory to furnish two ships

for each 100,000 hoku of his fief’s revenue. These were not

fighting vessels but mere transports. As for the plan of cam-

paign, it was precisely in accord with modern principles of

strategy, and bore witness to the daring genius of Hideyoshi. The

van, consisting of three army cotrps and mustering in all 51,000

men, was to cross rapidly to Fusan, on the south coast of the

peninsula, and immediately commence a movement northward

towards the capital, Seoul, one corps moving by the eastern

coaat-road, one by the central route, and one^ the western coaat-

line. Thereafter the other four corps, which formed the first

fighting line, together with the corps under the direct orders of

the commander-in-chief,. Ukida Hideiyc, were to cross, for the

purpose of effectually sutxluing the regions through which the

van had passed; and, finaUy, the two remaining corps of the

second line were to be transported sea up the west coast of

the peninsula, to form a junction with the van which, that

time, should \>t preparing to pass into China over the northern

boundary of Korea, namely, the Valu River. For the landing

place of these remforcements the town of Phyemg-yang was

adopted, being easily accessible by the Taidong Riv«r from the

coast. In later ages Japanese armies were destined to move

twice over these:same regions,, once* to* the invaflk>n> of Cl\w%once

to the attack of Russia, and they adopted almcst the same

stiattegical plan as that mapped out by Hideyoshi in the year

1592.. The forecast was that the Koreans wosdd: ofier their chief

resistance, first, at the capital,. Seoul; next at Phyoi^-yang,

and finally at the Yalu, as. the aipproaches to all these j^aces

(offered positions, capable of being utilized to great advantage for

defensive purposes.

On the 34th of May 1592 the first army corps, under the

commsml of Konishi Yukuiaga, crossed unniolested to the

peninsula; next the castle of Fusan wae carried
j.

by storm, which: same fate Iwrfell, on the 27th, Konm>mua

another and stronger fortress, lying 3 miles inlandi

and garraoned hy ao,ooo picked soldiers. The

invaefers were irresistible. From the laadiiig-place

at Fusan to the gates of Seoul the diatance is 267 miles-

Konishi's corps covered that huteival in 19 days, steeming two

forts, caiTving two positions, and. fi^iting one pitched battle eu

route. On the 12th of June the Korean capiital was in Jarpanese

hanids, and by the 16th four army corps had assembled there,

while four others had effected a brnding at husan. After a rest

of 15 dayTS the northward advance was resumed, and July 15th

saw Phyong-yang in Japanese pos&ession. The distance of 130

miles from Seoul to the Taidong had been traversed in iS days,

10 having been occupied in forcing the passage ck a river which,

if held with moderate resolution and skill, should have stopped

the Japanese altogether. At this point, however, the invasion

sufiered a check owing to a cause which in modem times lias

received much attention, though in Hideyoshi’s days it had been

little considered
;
the Japanese lost the command of the sea.

The Japianese idea of sea-fighting in those times was to use

open boats propelled chiefly by oars. Tliey closed as quickly as

possible with the enemy, and then fell on wiffi the
py

trenchant swords which they used so skilfully.

Now during the 15th century and part of the i6tb

the Chinese had been so harassed by Japanese piratical raids that

thek inventive genius, quickened by suffering, suggested a

device for coping with these formidable adversaries. Once

allow the Japanese swordsman to come to dose quarters and he

carried all before him. To keep him at a distance, then, was the

great desideratum, and the Chinese compassed tliis in maritin^

warfare by completely covering their boats with roofs of solid

tknber, so that those within were protected against missiles,

while loop-holes and ports enabled them to pour bullets and

arrows on a foe. The Kewreans learned this device from tl^

Chinese and were the first to employ it in actual warfare. Their

own histwy alleges that they improved upon the Chinese model

nailing iron over the roofs and sides of tlie
** turtle-shell

craft and studding the whole surface with chevaux de frtsey but

Japanese annals indicate that in the great majority of cases solid

timber alone was used. It seems strange that the Japanese

should have been without any clear perception of the immense

fighting superiority possessed ^ such protected war-vessels over

small open boats. But certainly they were eitlier ignorant or

indifferent. The fleet which they provided to hold the conmiand

of Korean waters did not indude one vessel of any .magnitude :

it consisted simply of some hundreds of row-boats manned by

7000 men. Hideyoshi himself was perhaps not without mis-

givings. Six years previously he had endeavoured to obtain two

war-galleons from the Portuguese, and had he succee(kd, the

history of the Far East might have been radically different.

Evidently, however, he committed a blunder which his country-

men in modern times have conspicuously avoided; he drew the

sword without having fully investigated his adversary’s resources.

Just about the time when the van of the ^Japanese anny was

entering Seoul, the Korean admiral, Yi Sun-sin, at the head of a

fleet of 80 vessels, attacked the Japanese squadron which lay at

anchw near the entrance to Fusan harbour, set 26 of the vessels

on fire and dispersed the rest. Four other engagements ensued

in rapid succession. The last and most important took place

shatly after the Japanese troops had seized Phyong-yang. It
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resu^tid in tkv sinking <if over 79' Japanese vessels) tvamporla

uid figlMting ships enmhined). which fonnsdi the main |)airt ol a
caxT^g xeizifetcements hy sea tQ< thevan o£ the invading

army. This ^peitch; el troops and siq^dies by water had been

a leadbig featui^ ol Mdeycm’s plan of campaign) and the

destrivcdon of the flotilla to vdiich the duty was* entrusted may
be said to have seaikd the fate of the war hy isolating the army
in Korea from its homd base* It is true thait Kosashi Yiiikinaga)<

who commanded the firat divis»m) would har^e continued, hia

northward March from Pl^ong-yang without delay. He argued

that Chiiiawaid whoUy tmfffepaved) and that the best hope ol

ultimate victory lay in not giving her time to collect her forces..

But the commandex'-ii^Kdfiel) Uktda Hideiye) refused to endorse

this plauu He took the view 'diat since the Korean provincea

were still offedng deaperaite resiatonce) supphes eoukl not be

drawn from thci^ neither comd the troops engaged in subiw-

gating them be freed for service at the front.. Thi^cfore it was
essential to aiwait the consuznniation of the second phase of

Hideyoshi’s plan, nanvdy) the despatch of reinforcements and
munitions by water to Phyong-yang. The reader has seen how
that second phase fared. The Japanese commander at Phyong-
yang never received any accession of strength* His force

suflered constant diminution from casualties, and the question

of commissariat became daily more diiheuit It is further plain

to any reader of history—and Japanese historians themselves

admit the fact—that no wise effort \va8 made to conciliate the

Korean people. They were treated so harshly that even the

humble peasant took up arms, and thus the peniinsula, instead

of serving as a basis of supplies, had to be garrisoned perpetually

by a strong army.

The Koreans, having smilered for their loyalty to China,

natuirsdly looked to her for succour. Again and again appeals

cmmpm were made to Peking, aood at length a force of 5000
Merrca" men, which had been mobilized in the Liaotupg

peninsula, crossed the Yalu and moved south to

Phyong-yang) where the Japanese van had been lying idle for

over two months. This was early in October 1592. Memorable
as the first encounter between Japanese and Chinese, the incident

also illustrated China’s supreme confidente in her own ineflaUe

superiority. The whole of the Korean forces had been driven

northward throughout the entire length of the peninsula by the

Japanese armies, yet Peking considered that 5000 Chinese
‘‘ braves ” would suffice to roll back this tide of invasion. Three

thousand of the Chinese were killed and the remainder fled

pell-mell across the Yak* China now began to be serious^

alarmed. She collected an army variously estimated at from
51,000 to 200,000 men, and marching it across Manchuria in the

dead of winter, buried it against Phyong-yang during the first

week of February 1593. The Japanese garrison did not exceed

20,000, nearly onc-hi^ of its original number having been de-

tached to hold a line of forts which guarded tlie communkations
with Seoul. Moreover, the Chinese, though their swords were
much inferior to the Japatneoe weapon, possessed great superiority

in artillery and cavalry, as well as m the fact tlmt their troopers

wore iron mail which defied the keenest blade. Thus, after a
severe fight, the Japanese had to' evacuate Phyong-yang and fall

back upon Seoul. But thia one victory alone stands to China’s

credit. In aH subsequent encounters of any magnitude her army
suffered heavy defeats, losing on one occaskm some 10,000 men,
nn another 4000, a4sd on a tkrd 39,000. But the presence of her

forces and the determined resbtance offered by the Koreansefl^-
tually saved China from invasion. Indeed, sdter the evacuation

of Seoul, on the'9^ of May 1593, Hideyoshi abandoned all idea of

carrying the war into Chkiese territory, and devoted his attention

to obtaimng honourable terms of peace, the Japanese troqps

meanwhile holffing a. line ol forts along the southern coast

Korea. He died beleve that end been accomplished.

Had he lived a few days longer, he would have learned

of a crushing defeat inflicted on the Chinese forces (at So-chhik,

Octoto 30, X59S), .when the Satsuma men under Shimazo
Yoriuhiro took ^^yooChinese heads and sent the noses and ears

to Japan, where tl^ now lie buried under a tumulus (mimiMukaf

I

ear-nfound) near the temple of Daihutsa. in Ki&tot. Themlttr
the statesmen to whom tltomgent en. his death-bed had entsusted

the dtt^ of termiinatiag the stMggie and recalluig the troops,

intknat^ to the enemy that the evacuatioa of the peiuDaula

might be obtained if a Korean prkice repaired to Jp^n as env^,
and if some tiger-dems and g^ing were sent to li^dto is tokm

;

of amity. So ended one the greatest over-sea caia^igns
i recorded in history*. It had lasted 6i years, had seen 2^000
Japanese troops at one time on Korean soil, and had cost some-
th!^ like a q^ter of a million lives.

From tlmrecall of the Korea expedhioa in 1 596 totheresumpr
tion of intercourse with the Occident in m^m times, Japan
enjoyed uninterrupted peace with foreign nati^.
Thereafter she had to engage in four wars. It is a
striking contrast. Durii^ the first eleven centuries

of her historical existence she was involved in only

one contest abroad; during the next half century she

fought four times l^ond the sea and was confronted
”

by many complicationfi. Whatever material or moral

advont^es her association with the West conferred on her, it

did not bring peace.

The first menacing foreign complication with which the

Japmobese government of the Meiji era had to deal was connected'

with the traffic in Chinese labour, an abuse nut yet ••mtrfr
wholly eradicated. In 1&72, a Peruvian ship, the
“ Maria Luz,” pot into port at Yokohama, carrying

;.oo contract labourers. One of the unfortunate men sncceeded

in reaching the shore and made a piteous appeal to the Japanese
authorities, who at once seized the vessel and released her freight

of slaves, for they were little better. The Japaixcse had not

always been so particuh.r. In the days of early foreign inter-

course, before England's attitude towards slavery had established

a new code of ethics, Portuguese ships had been permitted to

carry away from Hirado, as they did from Macao, cargoes of men
and women, doomed to a hfe of enforced toil if they survived the

horrors of the voyage. But modern Japan followed the tenets

of modern morality in such matters. Of course the Peruvian

government protested, and for a time relations were strained

almost to the point of rupture ; but it was finally agreed that the

question should be submitted to the arbitration of the tsax, who
(keided in Japan’s favour. Japan’s attitude in this aflaii

clicked applause, not merely from the point of view of humanity,

but also ^cause of the confidence she showed in Occidental

Justice.

Another complication wdfich occupied the attention of the

Toky5 government from the beginning of the Meiji era was in

truth a legacy from the days of feudalism. In

those days the island of Yezo, as well as Sakhalin saktaiia

on its north-west and the Kurile group on its north, Compitca^

could scarcely be said to be in effective Japanese
occupation. It is true that the feudal chief Matsumae (now

Fuku-yama), the remains of whose castle may still be seen on the

coast at the southern extremity of the island of Yezo, exercised

nominal jurisdiction; but his functions did not greatly exceed

the levying of taxes on the aboriginal inhabitants of Yezo, the

Kuriles and southern Sakhalin. Thus from the beguming. of the

i8th century Russian fishermen be|;an to settle in the Kuriles

and Russian ships menaced Sakhalin. There can be no doubt

that the first explorers of Sakh^n were Japanese. As early as

1620, some vassals of the feudal chief of Matsumae visited the

place and passed a winter there. It was then supposed to be a

peninsula fonning part of the Asiatic inainUmd, but in 1806 a

daring Japanese traveller, by name Mamiya Rinzo, made his way
to Manchuria, voyaged up and down the Amur, and, crossing,to

Sakhalin, dis^vered that a narrow strait separated it from the

'

mainland. There still prevaib in the minds of many Occidentals

a belief that the discovery Sakhalin’s insular oiaracter was

reserved for Captain Nevelskoy, a Russian, who visited the place

in 1849,^ ^ Japan the fact had then been known for 43 years.

Muravief, the great Russian empire-bidder in East Asia, un^
whose ordoES mvekkoy acted, quickly appreciated the necessity

of acquiring Sakhalin, which commands the estuary of the Amur,
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extending over the whok ©f eastern Asia asid India. This i

coatfBSt was ajecentuaiied two years later (1907) France
j

and Rjussia conckidfcd with Japaiiv recognizing the inr

d^endence and integrity of the Chinese Empire, as well as the
!

principle of eqwal opportunity for all nations in that country,,

and engaging to support each other for assuring peace and 1

security there. Jafpan tkm became a world power in the most

unequivocal sense.

japan’s Farstgn Wars and Cam^cations,—The earliest foreign

war conducted by faprn is- s£^ to have taken place at the
,

beginning of the 3rd century, when the empeess Jingo
^

War with ^ ^ conquest of Korea- Biut as the i

event is supposed t® have happened, more than 500

years before the first J^nose record was writta^ its traditional

details cannot be serwnslfp dascusaed. 'rhere is, however, no
;

room to doubt that from time to time in early ages Japanese
|

troops were seen in Korea, though they made no permment
;

impression on the coutitry. It wa& reserved for Hideyoshi, the
|

taiko, to make the Korean peninsula the scene of a great

over-sea campaign. Hidevoshiy the Napoleon of Japan, having

brought the whole empire undter his sway as the sequel of mamy

years of incomparable generalship and statecraft, conceived the

project of subjugating China. By some historians his motive has

been described as a desire to find empbyment le» the iminfinse

mob of armed men whom four centuries of almost continuous

fighting had called into existence in Japan : he felt that domestic

peace could not be permanently restored unless these restless

spirits were occupied abroach But although that object nmy

have reinforced his purpose, his ambition aimed at nothing, less

than the conquest of China, and he; regarded Korea merely as a

stepping-stone to that aim. Had Korea consented to be put to

such a use, she need not have fought or suffered. The Koreans,

however, counted China irwinciblc. They considered that Japan

would be shattered by tlie first contact with the great empke,

and therefore althougli, in the 13th century, they had given the

use of their harbours to the Mongol invaders of Japan, tliey flatly

refused in the i6th to allow their territory to be used for a

Japanese invasion of China. On the 24lh of May 1592 wave

of invasion rolled against Koreans southern coast. Hideyoshi

had clioscn Nagoya in tlie province of Hizen a.s the home-base

of his operations. There the sea separating.' Japan from the

Korean peninsula narrows to a strait divided into two cliannels

of almost (]^al width by the island of Tsushima, lo reach this

island the Japanese side was an easy and safe task, but in

the 56>™fe channel that separated Tsushima from the peninsula

an invading flotilla had to run the risk of attack by Korean war-

ships. At Nagoya Hideyoshi assembled an army of over 300,000

men, of whom sooie 70,000 constituted the first fighting line,

87,000 the second, and the remainder formed a reserve to be

subsequently drawn on as occasion demanded. The questHMi

of transport presented some difficulty, but it was solved the

simple expedient of ordering every feu^tory to furnish two ships

for each 100,000 hoku of his fief’s revenue. These were not

fighting vessels but mere transports. As for the plan of cam-

paign, it was precisely in accord with modern principles of

strategy, and bore witness to the daring genius of Hideyoshi. The

van, consisting of three army cotrps and mustering in all 51,000

men, was to cross rapidly to Fusan, on the south coast of the

peninsula, and immediately commence a movement northward

towards the capital, Seoul, one corps moving by the eastern

coaat-road, one by the central route, and one^ the western coaat-

line. Thereafter the other four corps, which formed the first

fighting line, together with the corps under the direct orders of

the commander-in-chief,. Ukida Hideiyc, were to cross, for the

purpose of effectually sutxluing the regions through which the

van had passed; and, finaUy, the two remaining corps of the

second line were to be transported sea up the west coast of

the peninsula, to form a junction with the van which, that

time, should \>t preparing to pass into China over the northern

boundary of Korea, namely, the Valu River. For the landing

place of these remforcements the town of Phyemg-yang was

adopted, being easily accessible by the Taidong Riv«r from the

coast. In later ages Japanese armies were destined to move

twice over these:same regions,, once* to* the invaflk>n> of Cl\w%once

to the attack of Russia, and they adopted almcst the same

stiattegical plan as that mapped out by Hideyoshi in the year

1592.. The forecast was that the Koreans wosdd: ofier their chief

resistance, first, at the capital,. Seoul; next at Phyoi^-yang,

and finally at the Yalu, as. the aipproaches to all these j^aces

(offered positions, capable of being utilized to great advantage for

defensive purposes.

On the 34th of May 1592 the first army corps, under the

commsml of Konishi Yukuiaga, crossed unniolested to the

peninsula; next the castle of Fusan wae carried
j.

by storm, which: same fate Iwrfell, on the 27th, Konm>mua

another and stronger fortress, lying 3 miles inlandi

and garraoned hy ao,ooo picked soldiers. The

invaefers were irresistible. From the laadiiig-place

at Fusan to the gates of Seoul the diatance is 267 miles-

Konishi's corps covered that huteival in 19 days, steeming two

forts, caiTving two positions, and. fi^iting one pitched battle eu

route. On the 12th of June the Korean capiital was in Jarpanese

hanids, and by the 16th four army corps had assembled there,

while four others had effected a brnding at husan. After a rest

of 15 dayTS the northward advance was resumed, and July 15th

saw Phyong-yang in Japanese pos&ession. The distance of 130

miles from Seoul to the Taidong had been traversed in iS days,

10 having been occupied in forcing the passage ck a river which,

if held with moderate resolution and skill, should have stopped

the Japanese altogether. At this point, however, the invasion

sufiered a check owing to a cause which in modem times lias

received much attention, though in Hideyoshi’s days it had been

little considered
;
the Japanese lost the command of the sea.

The Japianese idea of sea-fighting in those times was to use

open boats propelled chiefly by oars. Tliey closed as quickly as

possible with the enemy, and then fell on wiffi the
py

trenchant swords which they used so skilfully.

Now during the 15th century and part of the i6tb

the Chinese had been so harassed by Japanese piratical raids that

thek inventive genius, quickened by suffering, suggested a

device for coping with these formidable adversaries. Once

allow the Japanese swordsman to come to dose quarters and he

carried all before him. To keep him at a distance, then, was the

great desideratum, and the Chinese compassed tliis in maritin^

warfare by completely covering their boats with roofs of solid

tknber, so that those within were protected against missiles,

while loop-holes and ports enabled them to pour bullets and

arrows on a foe. The Kewreans learned this device from tl^

Chinese and were the first to employ it in actual warfare. Their

own histwy alleges that they improved upon the Chinese model

nailing iron over the roofs and sides of tlie
** turtle-shell

craft and studding the whole surface with chevaux de frtsey but

Japanese annals indicate that in the great majority of cases solid

timber alone was used. It seems strange that the Japanese

should have been without any clear perception of the immense

fighting superiority possessed ^ such protected war-vessels over

small open boats. But certainly they were eitlier ignorant or

indifferent. The fleet which they provided to hold the conmiand

of Korean waters did not indude one vessel of any .magnitude :

it consisted simply of some hundreds of row-boats manned by

7000 men. Hideyoshi himself was perhaps not without mis-

givings. Six years previously he had endeavoured to obtain two

war-galleons from the Portuguese, and had he succee(kd, the

history of the Far East might have been radically different.

Evidently, however, he committed a blunder which his country-

men in modern times have conspicuously avoided; he drew the

sword without having fully investigated his adversary’s resources.

Just about the time when the van of the ^Japanese anny was

entering Seoul, the Korean admiral, Yi Sun-sin, at the head of a

fleet of 80 vessels, attacked the Japanese squadron which lay at

anchw near the entrance to Fusan harbour, set 26 of the vessels

on fire and dispersed the rest. Four other engagements ensued

in rapid succession. The last and most important took place

shatly after the Japanese troops had seized Phyong-yang. It
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possession of the peninsula by a forei^ power would have
threatened the maritime route to the Chinese capital and given

easy access to Manchuria, the cradle of the d3ma5ty which ruled

China. Therefore Peki^ statesmen endeavoured to preserve

the old’time relations wi& the little kingdom. But they could

never persuade themselves to modify the indirect methods
sanctioned by tradition. Instead of l^ldly declaring Korea a

dependency of China, they sought to keep up the romance of

ultimate dependency and intermediate sovereignty. Thus in

1876 Korea was suffered to conclude with Japan a treaty of

which the first article declared her
**
an independent state

enjoying the same rights as Japan,” and subsequently to make
with the United States (1882), Great Britain (1883) and other

powers, treaties in which her independence was constructively

admitted. China, however, did not intend that Korea should

exercise the independence thus conventionally recognized. A
Chinese resident was placed in Seoul, and a system of steady

though covert interference in Korea’s affairs was inaugurated.

The chief sufferer from these anomalous conditions was Japan.

In all her dealings with Korea, in all complications that arose

out of her comparatively large trade with the peninsula, in all

questions connected with her numerous settlers there, she found
herself negotiating with a dependency of China, and with

officials who took their orders from the Chinese representative.

China had long entertained a rooted apprehension of Japanese

aggression in Korea—an apprehension not unwarranted by
hLstory—and that distrust tinged all the influence exerted by her

agents there. On many occasions Japan was made sensible of

the discrimination thus exercised against her. Little by little

the consciousness roused her indignation, and although no
single instance constituted a ground for strong international

protest, the Japanese people gradually acquired a sense of being

perpetually baffled, thwarted and humiliated by China’s inter-

ference in Korean affairs. For thirty years China had treated

Japan as a contemptible deserter from the Oriental standard,

and had regarded her progressive efforts with openly disdainful

aversion; while Japan, on her side, had chafed more and more
to furnish some striking evidence of the wisdom of her preference

for Western civilization. Even more serious were the conse-

quences of Chinese interference from the point of view of Korean
administration. The rulers of the county lost all sense of

national responsibility, and gave unrestrained sway to selfish

ambition. The functions of the judiciary and of the executive

alike came to be discharged by bribery only. Family interests

predominated over those of the state. Taxes were imposed in

proportion to the greed of local officials. No thought whatever

was taken for the welfare of the people or for the development

of the country’s resources. Personal responsibility was unknown
among officials. To be a member of the Min family, to which

the queen belonged, was to possess a passport to office and an

indemnity against the consequences of abuse of power. From
time to time the advocates of progress or the victims of oppres-

sion rose in arms. They effected nothing except to recall to the

world’s recollection the miserable condition into which Korea

had fallen. Chinese military aid was always furnished readily

for the suppression of these risings, and thus the Min family

learned to base its tenure of power on ability to conciliate China

and on readiness to obey Chinese dictation, while the people

at large fell into the apathetic condition of men who possess

neither security of property nor national ambition.

As a matter of state policy the Korean problem caused much
anxiety to japem. Her own security being deeply concerned

in preserving Korea from the grasp of a Western power, she could

not suffer the little kingdom to drift into a condition of such

administrative incompetence and national debility that a strong

aggressor might find at any moment a pretext for interference.

On two occasions (1882 and 1884) when China’s armed interven-

tion was employed in the interests of the Min to suppress move-

ments of reform, the partisans of the victors, regarding Japan

as the fountain of prb^essive tendencies, destroyed her legation

in Seoul and compelled its inmates to fly from the city. Japan

behaved with forbearance at these crises, but in the consequent

negotiations she acquired conventional titles that touched the

core of China’s alleged suzerainty. In 188a her right to main-
tain troops in Setml for the protection of her legation, ms
admitted; in 1885 she concluded with China a convention by
which each power pledged itself not to send troops to Korea
without notifying the other.

In the spring of 1894 a serious insurrection broke out in Korea,
and the Min family appealed for China’s aid. On the 6th of

July 2500 Chinese troops embarked at Tientsin and
were transported to the peninsula, where they went tmn with

into camp at Ya-shan (Asan), on the soutii-west etkm,

coast, notice of the measure being given by the Chinese govern-
ment to the Japanese representative at Peking, according to

treaty. During the interval immediately preceding these events,

Japan had been rendered acutely sensible of China’s arbitrary

and unfriendly interference in Korea. Twice the efforts of the

[
Japanese government to obtain redress for unlawful and ruinous
commercial prohibitions had been thwarted by the Chinese

representative in Seoul; and an ultimatum addressed from Tdkyd
to the Korean government had elicited from the viceroy Li

in Tientsin a thinly veiled threat of Chinese armed oppoution.
Still more provocative of national indignation was China’s

procedure with regard to the murder of Kim Ok-kyun, the leader

of progress in Korea, who had been for some years a refugee in

Japan. Inveigled from Japan to China by a fellow-countryman

sent from Seoul to assassinate him, Kim was shot in a Japanese
hotel in Shanghai; and China, instead of punishing the murderer,
conveyed him in a war-ship of her own to Korea to be publicly

honoured. When, therefore, the Korean insurrection of 1894
induced the Min family again to solicit China’s armed interven-

tion, the Tdky5 government concluded that, in the interests of

Japan’s security and of civilization in the Orient, steps must be
taken to put an end to the misrule which offered incessant invi-

tations to-foreign aggression, and checked Korea’s capacity to

maintain its own independence. Japan did not claim for herself

any rights or intere.sts in the peninsula superior to those possessed

there by China. But there was not the remotest probability

that China, whose face had been contemptuously set against sdl

the progressive measures adopted by Japan during the preced-

ing twenty-five years, would join in forcing upon a neigh^uring
kingdom the very reforms she herself despised, were her co-

operation invited through ordinary diplomatic channels only.

It was necessary to contrive a situation which would not 01^
furnish clear proof of Japan’s resolution, but also enable her to

pursue her programme independentty of Chinese endorsement,

should the latter be finally unobtainable. She therefore met
China’s notice of a despatch of troops with a corresponding

notice of her own, and the month of July 1894 found a Chinese

force assembled at Asan and a Japanese force occupying positions

in the neighbourhood of Seoul. China’s motive for sending

troops was nominally to quell the Tonghak insurrection, but
really to re-afflrm her own domination in the peninsula. Japan’s

motive was to secure such a position as would enable her to

insist upon the radically curative treatment of Korea’s malady.

Up to this point the two empires were strictly within their con-

ventional rights. Each was entitled by treaty to send troops

to Korea, provided that notice was given to the other. But
China, in giving notice, described Korea as her “ tributary state,”

thus thrusting into the forefront of the discussion a contention

which Japan, from conciliatory motives, would Have kept out of

sight. Once formally advanced, however, the claim had to be

challenged. In the treaty of amity and commerce concluded in

1876 between Japan and Korea, the two high contracting parties

were explicitly declared to possess the same national status..

Japan could not a^e that a power which for nearly two decades

she had acknowledged and treated as her equal should be openly

classed as a ti'ibutary of China. She protested, but the Qunese
statesmen took no notice of her protest. They continued to

ai^ly the disputed appellation to Korea, and they further

asserted their assumption of sovereignty in the peninsula by seek-

ing to set limits to the number of troops sent by Japan, as well as

to the sphere of their employment. Japan th^ proposed that
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the two empires should unite their efforts for Ihc suppression «£

distor&amjcs in Korea, and for ebe jscdKeqnent improvement of

thationgdom’-s administration, the latter jmrpose to be purmed

by the despatch of a joint Gommission «)ff mvestigation. But

licfused everything. -Ready at all (times to interfere by

force of arms between the Korean people and the doDomaat

political kctktti, declined to interfere in any way for tthe

promotion of reform. She even ei^resaed supercilious surprise

that Japan, while asserting Korea's independence, should suggest

the idea of peremptorily reforoaing fits .adroinistratoon. In abort,

for Chinese purposes the Peking statieBmen openly decked

Korea a tributary state ;
but for Japanese purposes they insisted

that it must be held independent They believed th&i their

island neighbour aimed at ti^ absorption of Korea into the

Japanese empire. Viewed in the light of ithalt suspicion,

China's attitude became comprehensibk, but her procedure was

inconsi^ent, illogical and impractical. The Tokyo cabinet now

declared its resolve not to willidraw the Japanese troops without

“ some understanding that would guareoatee the future peace,

lorder, and good government of Korea," and since China still

declined to come to such an .lander^anding, Japan undertook

the work of reform single-handed.

The Chinese representative in Seoul threw his whole weight

into the scale against the success of these reforms. But the dc-

ouibr0Mk iemining cause of rupture was in itself a belligerent

oiMtua- operation. China’s troops had been sent originally for

iiM.
tjje purpose of quelling the Tonghak rebellion. But

the rebellion having died of inanition before the landing of the

troops, their services were not required. Nevertheless China

kept them in Korea, her declared reason for doing so being the

presence of a Japanese military force. Throughout the .subse-

quentnegotiations the Ciuficse forces lay in,an entrenched »camp

at Asan, while the Japanese occupied Seoul. An attempt on
j

'China’s part to send reinforcements (could be construed only as an

;

unequivocaldeclaration of nesolve to oppose Japan’s proceedings

by force of arms. Nevertheless China not only despatched

troops by sea to strengthen the camp .at Asan, but also sent an

army overland across Korea’s nortfheni frontier. At tihis st^

an act of war occurred. Three Chinese men-of-war, convoying

a transport with 1200 men enoountered and fired on three

Japanese cruisers. One of the Chinese ships was taken.;

another was .so shattered that she had to be be^hed and

aiband«medr«lbe ithird escaped in a dilapidated .condition; and

the tTMuPiirt, refusing to surrender, was sunk. This (happened

on the 25th of July 1894, and an open declaration of war was

made by each empire six days later.

From the moment when Japan applied herself to break away

from Oriental traditions, and to iremoye from her limbs the

^ fetters of Eastern conservatism, it was mevkable

Or^a that a widening gulf should gradually grow between

herself and China. The war of ,1894 was really

CottfUct, contest between Japanese rprogress mild Chinese

stagnation. To secure Korean immunity ifrom ioreign—cape-

cially Russian—aggression was of icapital jimportance ito both

empires. Japan believed that such security could be attained

by introducing into Korea the civilization which had con-

tributed so signally to the development of her own strength

!

and resources. China thought that she could guarantee it;

without any departure from oldifaflhioned methods, and by the

same (process of capricious protection which had failed so signally

in the .cases of Annam, Tongking, Burma imd Siam. The issue

really .alt stake was whether Japan should he sufifereji io act as

the Eastern propagandist of Western pr^ess, or whether her

efiorts in that cause should be held in check by Chinese

conservatism.

The war iUeh was a succession of triumphs for Japan. Pour

days-aftor the first naval encounter she sent from Seoul a column

of truops who routed the Chinese entrenched iit

fugitives effected their escape dto

Phyong'^yang, a town on the Taidoi^ River, efifering

excellent facilities for defence, and historically interesting as the

place where a Japanese army of invasion had its first encounter

an iCBOBKIGN WABS

wkh Cbifiose troops io 1592. There the ChiDese)aasembM

(d mean, aadmade ieinirely propacations ferta deewive

(COBiteKt. Forty .days (elapsed befesne the Japanese coii-

verged tipon •Phyong^niag, and that interval was utilized 1^ the

iChineae to throw up pi^ett, mount Kmapp^^unB and rttherwMC

;etreDgtliien their pffiflkion. jitoueover, they were annod with

repeating wflfis, whereas the Japanese bod fOidy eingle-loaiders,

and (the ground rofiered little cover for an .attacking force. In

fsuch circumstance.^ the advantages possessed by Ihe defence

ought to hawe been wellnigh m&upa'alble^ yet a day’s fighting

aufiked to carry all the posiltions, the assailants’ casualties

amounting to iless than 700 tmd the defenders losing fiooo hi

killed mQ vwonnded. Thk htilliaot victory was the prelude to

an equally conspicuous suoo^ at sea. For on the r^th of

September, the very day after the battle lat Bhyong-yang,.a'gr^t

naval fighttook place near ibhe moiath of the Vahi River., ivduch

forms the northern boundary of Korea. Ftwjrteen Chinese war-

ships .and six torpedo-boats were rettmting to borne ports .after

convoykg a itect of transports to the Yalu, whew they

enonuntered oleveaa Japanese men-olf-war (cruiaing lin the

Yellow Sea. Hitherto the Chinese had sedulously -avoided a

.contest at aea. Their fleet included two nrmouw^ battleships

of over 7ODD tons displBceancnt^ whereas the biggest vessels

on the Japanese side were beked cijuisers of only 4000

toxas. In the bands of an admiral appreciatij^ the value of

sea power, China’s naval fonce would certi^ly have .been

led against J-apon’s maritime oomanuimcations, for a suc-

cessful blow Bttu^ there must have put an end to -the Korean

campaign. The Chincee, however., failed *0 tread history.

They employed their war'A^BSfilsasiCODvoys only* and, when not

.using them for that purpose, liid thsem in port Evesrything goes

to show that they would have avoided tshe battle off the Yalu

had .choice been possible, though when forced to fight they fought

bravety. Four >d their ships were sunk, and the remainder

escaped to W.ei-hai-wei, )the vigour 'Of the Japanese pursuit

being greatly 'impaired by the presence of torpedo-boats in the

retreating squadron.

The Yalu victory opened the twer-sea foute to fjbma. Japan

could nom strike at Talien, Pont Arthur, Wei-hai-wei, naval

stations on the Liaotung and Shantung peninsulas, where power-

ful permanent fortifications, built after plans prepared by

European experts and armed with the ibestmodern weapons* were

regarded as almost impregnable. They fell bef^e tlie assaults

of the Japanese troops as easily as the comparatively -nude fotti-

ifications at Phyong-yang had fallen. The only .resistance of

a stubborn character was enade by the 'Chines k fleet at Wei-hai-

wei
;
but afttor the whole sqnacbron of torpedoicraft bad been

destroyed (or captured as they attempted to escape, .and after

three of the .largest vessels bad been saiak at their moorings by

Japanese torpedoes, and one by gun-fire, the Remaining ships

surrenderfid, and tlieir brave (Commander, Admiral Ting, com-

mitted suiGtic. This ended the war. it had lasted seven and a

half months, duii^ which time Japan put into the field five

columns, aggre^ing about 120,000 (of all arms. (One of these

columns mamhed northward .from Seoul, -won the -battle of

Pltyong-yang, advanced to the Yalu, tforced its way into M^-
churia, and moved towards Mukden by Feng-fhwang, fighting

several minor engagements, and conducting the ^greater part of

its operations amid deep snow in midwinter. The second

column diverged westwards tfrona the Yahtt, and, maardha^

through southern Maaichuria, xeachad Hai-cheng, wbence it

advanced to the capture of Niuchwang and Ying-tae-kow. The

third landed onthe Liaotung peninsula,and, turning'Southwards.,

carried TaJien and Port Arthur by assault. 'Tbe fourth moved

up Jtbc Liaotung peninsula, and, -Joavingaejacd Kaiping, advanced

against Ying-tse-kow, where it join^ hands wjth the aecond

column. The fifth crossed frcim Peart Arthur to Wei-hai-wei,

and captured the latter. In .all ibeae operations .the total

Japanese casualties were 1005 killed and 4922 .wounded

—

figures which sufficiently indicate the inefficiency of the Chinese

fighting. The 'deaths from disease totted jf6,866* and the

total monetary cxpenditufe'was jE2o,ooQ^>oo stealing.
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The Chinese goraitment sent Li Kung<hang, ^^ncctay of

Pedoli uxid senior^and secretarymfstate^ and Li Cbmg-&»^ te

CiuuibaMiiui
terms of peace with Japan, the latter being

represented by Maequis (aftowards Pnnce) ft6 and
Count Motsu, prime minister4aid nmiseer far foreign

affairs, respectively. A treaty was signed at Skunonoseki on
the 17th of April 1895, .and subsequently tatified by the aove*

reigns of the two empires, it declar^ the absolute independence
of Korea; ceded to Japan the part of Mandreria lying south of

m line drawn from the mouth of the river Anping to the mouth
of the Liao, through Feng-hwang, Hai*dieng and Ving-^tse-lDOw,

as wcill as the islands of Formosa and the Pescadores; pledged
China to pay an indemnity of aeo,ooo,ooo taels; provKled lor

the occupation of Wc^haa>wei by Japan pendisig paym^t <of

the indei^ty
;
secured some additional comment privileges,

suck ws the opening of four new places to foreign trade and the

rif^t of foreigners to engage in manufacturing enteipnses in

China, and pro^vded for concluskim otf a treaty of commerce
and amity between the twoompires, based on the iineB>of Chi]m'*s

treaties with Occidontal powers.

No sooner vm Ifiis agr^ment ratified than Russia, Germany
and France presented a joint note to the Tdky5 government,

Pontga recominending that Ifie territones ceded to Japan on
the mainland of China should not be permanently

'^*"*®^* occupied, as such a procjeeding would be detrim^tnl
to peace. The reoemmendaition was couched in theusual terms of

diplomatic ^:ourtesy,^but everything indicated that its signatories

were prepared to enforce their iwlvioe by an appeal to arras.

Japan found hersedf compeHed to comply. Exhausted by the

Chinese campaign, which had drained her treasury, consumed
her applies ‘of wartike material, and kept her squ£uirons con-

stanlly at sea for eight months, she had no residue of strength

to oppose such a coalition. Her resolve was quickly taken.

The day that saw the publicattun of the ratified treaty saw also

the issue Of an Imperial rescript in vdiich the mikado, avowing
his unalterable devotion to the cause of peace, and recogniaing

that the counsel offered by the European states was prompted
by the same sentiment, “ yielded to the dictates cftmagnanimily,

and accepted the advice of the three Powers.’^ The Japanese
people were shocked by this incident. Th^ could undenstand

the motives influencing Russia and France, for it was evidently

natural that the former should desire to exclude warlike and
progressive people Idse the Japanese from territories contiguous

to her borders, and it was al^ i»tural that France should remain

true to her alliance with Russia. But Germany, wholly unin-

terested in the ownership of Manchuria, and by profession a
warm friend of Japan, seemed to have joined in robbing the

latter of the fruits of her victory simply for the 'sake of estab-

lishing some shadowy title to Russia’s goodwill, it was not

known until a later period that the German emperor enter-

tained profound sapprshensions about the “ yefiow peril,” an
irruption of Orientafl hordes into the Occident, and held it a

saored duty to prevent Japan from gaining a position which

enal:de her to construct an immense mifitary machine

out of the countless millions of China.

Japan’s third expedition over-sea in the Meiji era ihad its

origin in causes which belong to the history of China (g:v.%

Chtu»»9 ^ ^ second half of 1900401 anti-doreign and anti-

dynastic rebellion, breaking out is Shantung, spread
jaof. to the metropolitan province of Fechiii, and xreulted

in a situation ^ extreme peril for the foreign oommuniti^ of

Tientetn and Peking. It was impossible for any European

power, or for the' United States, to organize sufficiently prompt
measures Thus the ey>e6 of the world turned to Japan,

whose prQxkm^ to the scene of disturbance rendered interven-

tion 'Comparatively eaty for her. But Japan hesitated. Know-
ingrow with what suspicion and distrust the development ofher

resources and gren^ of tier hdlitary otreagtb were regarded

by some European peoples, and aware that she !had been

adfintted to the comity ^ Western nations iOn sufferance, she

^yrarfic,onthe one hand,from seeming to gimsp at aneppoetonity

feranneddbpky, and, on the other, from the soiecism ofobtru-

sivexiessin tire society ofstrangers. Hotutttil£urepeaadA«rica
made itqpitefdak tbnt th^ needed and desired her aididad

send a i^mion (ai,ooo) men to PedhtU. Her troops played a
fine paitt in the lubseqnent ei^edttion lor the relief rof Peloiag,

which had to 'be approadbed in midsummer under veiy trying
conditums. Fi^iting side by side Eueop^ and ^encan
soldiers, and ui^er the eyus uf competent aniHtaiy critios, the
Jof^ese acquitted themsehres on su^adsnuiner ns to etft^shsh

a militi^ seputteiion. Further, after the relief of Peking
they withdrew a moiety of their forces, and that.'^ep, as well as
tlw uneqtitvocBl jOO>Rperatton with Western•fnwers in the aub-
sequeat megotialaons, helped to show the injustioe of the
BQi^iicieBS with whidi they had been vended.
From the tonre (1895) ^vriren Riusria, with the ccHoperation of

G«ermany and France, dictated to Japan a cardinal alteration

of the Shinionnseki treaty, Japtneae statesmen iseera

to have concluded that their country must one day
areas swords with the gi^ northezu power. .Not .a

few European and American pubHcites shared that view. But
the vast majority, argniug that the httk Eastern enqsiire would
never invite nraiiliilatiQn by such an encounter, jbeheved that

sufficient forbearance to avert serious trouble would always be
forthcosnmg xm Japan^s side. Yet when the geographical and
historical situntion was casefttHy conaidfired, little hope of an
uitimattdy pearefial settfement presented itself.

Japan along its western shore, Kfurea along its southern and
eastern, and Russia along the eastern icoast of its maritime
forovimcB, are wiashed by rire Sea of Japan. The oonunuiiica-

tions between lire sea the Padfic Ocean are practical two
only. One is (on the nortbieast, namely, Tsugaru Steak; the

XKtfaifir is on .the south, namely, thechannel(between tberextremity

<of the Korean pemnsula the Japanese island of the nine

provinces. Tsugaru Strait os enithiely under Japan's contnoL

it is between her main idand end her islaxid of Vezo, and incase

of need she can dose k with mines. Hie Channel between the

southern iGdxexnity ef Korea and Japan has a width ^of zoa m.
and would therefw be a fine open sesrway were 4t free hrOm
islands. But almost mid-way in thb cbasmel lie the twin

islands of Tsiidaima, and the space of 56 in. that separates them
from Japan iis narzowol by another island, Iki. Tsushima and
Iki belong to the Japanese empire. The former has some ex-

ceptionally good harbours, CQnatkuting<anaval bare from which
the chaxmd on eitber side could easily be sealed. Thus the

avenues from the Pacific Ocean to the Sea of Japan are cem-

trolled by the Japanese empire, in bther twords, acoesB to the
Pacific from Korea’s eastern and 'southern coasts and access

to the Pacific from Bnissia’s maritime province depend upon
Japan’s goodwill. So far as Korea was uoncenied this ques-

tion mattered little, it .being her iate to depend upon the good-

will of Japan in affairs of much greater importance. But
with Russia the case was different. Yladivost^, which until

recent times mas her principal pert in the Far East, lies at the
southern extremity of the maritixne province; that is to say, on
the nozthwestem shore of the Japan Sea. It was theveicMre

necessary for Russia that freedom of passi^ by the Tsushima
channel should be secured, and to secure it one of two things

was (essential, namely, mthBr iutt she heeaelf ishould poaseis a
fortified port an (the Korean side, or that Japan should be hwind
neitherto acquire fsuefa a part nor to unpose any restrictionupon
the navigatioa nf the straiL To put the matter (Iniefiy, Ruasiia

must eit^r nce^tme a string foothold for hersdlf in santluni

Korea, or contnve that Japan (should not acquire one. There
was here a strong inducement fia* Russian aggression in Korea.

Ritssia!s eaxtwardmovement through Asia has been atrilangly

illestrative^of her atrang craving lor free access to aouthem seas

and nf the impedunents she had experienced m gcarifyipg that

wirii. An irresistible impulse had idriven h^ oceanward.

Checked againmd again in her attempts to reach the Medker-
raneasn, sire ret out im a five^housandkniles mamh^of conquest

right across the vast Asiatic continent towards the Paime.

Eastward of Lake Baikal she found her line of leant iresmtance

jdoBg the Amur, and when, owing to the restlew perBevenmae
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of Muravief, she reached the mouth of that great river, the

acquisition of Nikolayevsk for a naval basis was her immediate

reward. But Nikolayevsk could not possibly satisfy her.

Situated in an inhospitable region far away from all the main
routes of the world’s commerce, it offered itself only as a stepping-

stone to further acquisitions. To push southward from tins

new port became an immediate object to Russia. There lay an

obstacle in the way, however; the long strip of sea-coast from the

mouth of the Amur to the Korean frontier—an area then called

the Usuri region because the Usuri forms its western boundary

—

belonged to China, and she, having conceded much to Russia

in the matter of the Amur, showed no disposition to make fur-

ther concessions in the matter of the Usuri. In the presence of

menaces, however, she agreed that the region should be regarded

as common property pending a convenient opportunity for clear

delimitation. That opportunity came very soon. Seizing the

moment (i860) when China had been beaten to her knees by
England and France, Russia secured final cession of the Usuri

region, which now became the maritime province of Siberia.

Then Russia shifted her naval base on the Pacific from Nikola-

yevsk to Vladivostok. She gained ten degrees in a southerly

direction.

From the mouth of the Amur, where Nikolayevsk is situated,

to the southern shore of Korea there rests on the coast of

eastern Asia an arch of islands having at its northern point

Sakhalin and at its southern Tsushima, the keystone of the arch

being the main island of Japan. This arch embraces the Sea

of Japan and is washed on its convex side by the Pacific Ocean.

Immediately after the transfer of Russia’s naval base from
Nikolayevsk to Vladivostok, an attempt was made to obtain

possession of the southern point of the arch, namely, Tsushima.

A Russian man-of-war proceeded thither and quietly began to

establish a settlement, which would soon have constituted a
title of ownership had not Great Britain interfered. The
Russians saw that Vladivostok, acquired at the cost of so much
toil, would be comparatively useless unless from the sea on whose
shore it was situated an avenue to the Pacific could be opened,

and they therefore tried to obtain command of the Tsushima
channel. Immediately after reaching the mouth of the Amur
the same instinct had led them to begin the colonization of

Sakhalin. The axis of this long narrow island is inclined at a
very acute angle to the Usuri region, which its northern extre-

mity almoit touches, while its southern is separated from Yezo
by thePitrait of La P^rouse. But in Sakhalin the Rus.sians

found Japanese subjects. In fact the island was a part of the

Japanese empire. Resorting, however, to the Usuri fiction of

joint occupation, they succeeded by 1875 ^ transferring the whole
of Sakhalin to Russia’s dominion. Further encroachments upon
Japanese territory could not be lightly essayed, and the Russians
held their hands. They had been trebly checked : checked in

tr>'ing to push southward along the coast of the mainland;
checked in trying to secure an avenue from Vladivostok to the

Pacific ; and checked in their search for an ice-free port, which
definition Vladivostok did not fulfil. Enterprise in the direction

of Korea seemed to be the only hope of saving the maritime
results of the great Trans-Asian march.

Was Korea within safe range of such enterprises ? . Everything
seemed to answer in the affirmative. Korea had all the quali-

fications desired by an aggressor. Her people were unprogres-

sive, her resources undeveloped, her self-defensive capacities

insignificant, her government corrupt. But she was a tributary

of China, and China had begun to show aome tenacity in pro-
tecting the integrity of her buffer states. Besides, Japan was
understood to have pretensions with regard to Korea. On the
whole, therefore, the problem of carrying to full fruition the
work of Muravief and his lieutenants demanded strength greater

than Russia could exercise without some line of communications
supplementing the Amur watwway and the long ocean route.

Therefore she set about the construction of a railway across
Asia.

The Amur being the boundary of Russia’s east Asian terri-

tory, this railway had to be carried along its northern bank where

many engineering and economic obstacles presented themselves.

Besides, the river, from an early stage in its course, makes a

huge semicircular sweep northward, and a railway following its

bank to Vladivostok must make the same d6tour. If, on the con-

trary, the road could be carried over the diameter of the semi-

circle, it would be a straight and therefore shorter line, technically

easier and economically better. The diameter, however, passed

through Chinese territory, and an excuse for extorting China’s

permission was not in sight. Russia therefore proceeded to

build each end of the road, deferring the construction of the

Amur section for the moment. She had not waited long when,
in 1894, war broke out between China and Japan, and the latter,

completely victorious, demanded as the price of peace the

southern littoral of Manchuria from the Korean boundary to the

Liaotung peninsula at the entrance to the Gulf of Pechili. This

was a crisis in Russia’s career. She saw that her maritime

extension could never get nearer to the Pacific than Vladivostok

were this claim of Japan's established. For the proposed

arrangement would place the littoral of Manchuria in Japan’s

direct occupation and the littoral of Korea in her constructive

control, since not only had she fought to rescue Korea from
Chinese suzerainty, but also her object in demanding a slice of

the Manchurian coast-line was to protect Korea against aggres-

sion from the north; that is to say, against aggression from

Russia. Muravief’s enterprise had carried his country first to the

mouth of the Amur and thence southward along the coast

to Vladivostok and to Possiet Bay at the north-eastern extremity

of Korea. But it had not given to Russia free access to the

Pacific, and now she was menaced with a perpetual barrier to

that access, since the whole remaining coast of east Asia as far

as the Gulf of Pechili was about to pass into Japan’s possession

or under her domination.

Then Russia took an extraordinary step. She persuaded

Germany and France to force Japan out of Manchuria. It is

not to be supposed that she frankly exposed her own aggressive

designs and asked for assistance to prosecute them. Neither

is it to be supposed that France and Germany were so curiousl)’

deficient in perspicacity as to overlook those designs. At all

events these three great powers served on Japan a notice to quit,

and Japan, exhausted by her struggle with China, had no choice

but to obey.

The notice was accompanied by an expose of reasons. Us
signatories said that Japan’s tenure of the Manchurian littoral

would menace the security of the Chinese capital, would render

the independence of Korea illusor>% and would constitute an
obstacle to the peace of the Orient.

By way of saving the situation in some slight degree Japan
sought from China a guarantee that no portion of Manchuria

should thereafter be leased or ceded to a foreign state. But
France warned Japan that to press such a demand would offend

Russia, and Russia declared that, for her part, she had no inten-

tion of trespassing in Manchuria. Japan, had she been in a

position to insist on the guarantee, would also have been in a

position to disobey the mandate of the three powers. Unable
to do either the one or the other, she quietly stepped out of

Manchuria, and proceeded to double her army and treble her

navy.

As a reward for the assistance nominally rendered to China in

this matter, Russia obtained permission in Peking to divert her

Trans-Asian railway from the huge bend of the Amur to the

straight line through Manchuria. Neither Germany nor France

received any immediate recompense. Three years later, by
way of indemnity for the murder of two missionaries by a mob,
Germany seized a portion of the province of Shantung. Imme-
diately, on the principle that two wrongs make a right, Russia

obtained a lease of the Liaotung peninsula, from which she

had driven Japan in 1895. This act she followed by extorting

from China permission to construct a branch of the Trans-Asian

railway through Manchuria from north to south.

Russia’s maritime aspirations had now assumed a radicall}*

altered phase. Instead of pushing southward from Vladivostok

and Possiet Bay along the coast of Korea, she had suddenly
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The Chinese goraitment sent Li Kung<hang, ^^ncctay of

Pedoli uxid senior^and secretarymfstate^ and Li Cbmg-&»^ te

CiuuibaMiiui
terms of peace with Japan, the latter being

represented by Maequis (aftowards Pnnce) ft6 and
Count Motsu, prime minister4aid nmiseer far foreign

affairs, respectively. A treaty was signed at Skunonoseki on
the 17th of April 1895, .and subsequently tatified by the aove*

reigns of the two empires, it declar^ the absolute independence
of Korea; ceded to Japan the part of Mandreria lying south of

m line drawn from the mouth of the river Anping to the mouth
of the Liao, through Feng-hwang, Hai*dieng and Ving-^tse-lDOw,

as wcill as the islands of Formosa and the Pescadores; pledged
China to pay an indemnity of aeo,ooo,ooo taels; provKled lor

the occupation of Wc^haa>wei by Japan pendisig paym^t <of

the indei^ty
;
secured some additional comment privileges,

suck ws the opening of four new places to foreign trade and the

rif^t of foreigners to engage in manufacturing enteipnses in

China, and pro^vded for concluskim otf a treaty of commerce
and amity between the twoompires, based on the iineB>of Chi]m'*s

treaties with Occidontal powers.

No sooner vm Ifiis agr^ment ratified than Russia, Germany
and France presented a joint note to the Tdky5 government,

Pontga recominending that Ifie territones ceded to Japan on
the mainland of China should not be permanently

'^*"*®^* occupied, as such a procjeeding would be detrim^tnl
to peace. The reoemmendaition was couched in theusual terms of

diplomatic ^:ourtesy,^but everything indicated that its signatories

were prepared to enforce their iwlvioe by an appeal to arras.

Japan found hersedf compeHed to comply. Exhausted by the

Chinese campaign, which had drained her treasury, consumed
her applies ‘of wartike material, and kept her squ£uirons con-

stanlly at sea for eight months, she had no residue of strength

to oppose such a coalition. Her resolve was quickly taken.

The day that saw the publicattun of the ratified treaty saw also

the issue Of an Imperial rescript in vdiich the mikado, avowing
his unalterable devotion to the cause of peace, and recogniaing

that the counsel offered by the European states was prompted
by the same sentiment, “ yielded to the dictates cftmagnanimily,

and accepted the advice of the three Powers.’^ The Japanese
people were shocked by this incident. Th^ could undenstand

the motives influencing Russia and France, for it was evidently

natural that the former should desire to exclude warlike and
progressive people Idse the Japanese from territories contiguous

to her borders, and it was al^ i»tural that France should remain

true to her alliance with Russia. But Germany, wholly unin-

terested in the ownership of Manchuria, and by profession a
warm friend of Japan, seemed to have joined in robbing the

latter of the fruits of her victory simply for the 'sake of estab-

lishing some shadowy title to Russia’s goodwill, it was not

known until a later period that the German emperor enter-

tained profound sapprshensions about the “ yefiow peril,” an
irruption of Orientafl hordes into the Occident, and held it a

saored duty to prevent Japan from gaining a position which

enal:de her to construct an immense mifitary machine

out of the countless millions of China.

Japan’s third expedition over-sea in the Meiji era ihad its

origin in causes which belong to the history of China (g:v.%

Chtu»»9 ^ ^ second half of 1900401 anti-doreign and anti-

dynastic rebellion, breaking out is Shantung, spread
jaof. to the metropolitan province of Fechiii, and xreulted

in a situation ^ extreme peril for the foreign oommuniti^ of

Tientetn and Peking. It was impossible for any European

power, or for the' United States, to organize sufficiently prompt
measures Thus the ey>e6 of the world turned to Japan,

whose prQxkm^ to the scene of disturbance rendered interven-

tion 'Comparatively eaty for her. But Japan hesitated. Know-
ingrow with what suspicion and distrust the development ofher

resources and gren^ of tier hdlitary otreagtb were regarded

by some European peoples, and aware that she !had been

adfintted to the comity ^ Western nations iOn sufferance, she

^yrarfic,onthe one hand,from seeming to gimsp at aneppoetonity

feranneddbpky, and, on the other, from the soiecism ofobtru-

sivexiessin tire society ofstrangers. Hotutttil£urepeaadA«rica
made itqpitefdak tbnt th^ needed and desired her aididad

send a i^mion (ai,ooo) men to PedhtU. Her troops played a
fine paitt in the lubseqnent ei^edttion lor the relief rof Peloiag,

which had to 'be approadbed in midsummer under veiy trying
conditums. Fi^iting side by side Eueop^ and ^encan
soldiers, and ui^er the eyus uf competent aniHtaiy critios, the
Jof^ese acquitted themsehres on su^adsnuiner ns to etft^shsh

a militi^ seputteiion. Further, after the relief of Peking
they withdrew a moiety of their forces, and that.'^ep, as well as
tlw uneqtitvocBl jOO>Rperatton with Western•fnwers in the aub-
sequeat megotialaons, helped to show the injustioe of the
BQi^iicieBS with whidi they had been vended.
From the tonre (1895) ^vriren Riusria, with the ccHoperation of

G«ermany and France, dictated to Japan a cardinal alteration

of the Shinionnseki treaty, Japtneae statesmen iseera

to have concluded that their country must one day
areas swords with the gi^ northezu power. .Not .a

few European and American pubHcites shared that view. But
the vast majority, argniug that the httk Eastern enqsiire would
never invite nraiiliilatiQn by such an encounter, jbeheved that

sufficient forbearance to avert serious trouble would always be
forthcosnmg xm Japan^s side. Yet when the geographical and
historical situntion was casefttHy conaidfired, little hope of an
uitimattdy pearefial settfement presented itself.

Japan along its western shore, Kfurea along its southern and
eastern, and Russia along the eastern icoast of its maritime
forovimcB, are wiashed by rire Sea of Japan. The oonunuiiica-

tions between lire sea the Padfic Ocean are practical two
only. One is (on the nortbieast, namely, Tsugaru Steak; the

XKtfaifir is on .the south, namely, thechannel(between tberextremity

<of the Korean pemnsula the Japanese island of the nine

provinces. Tsugaru Strait os enithiely under Japan's contnoL

it is between her main idand end her islaxid of Vezo, and incase

of need she can dose k with mines. Hie Channel between the

southern iGdxexnity ef Korea and Japan has a width ^of zoa m.
and would therefw be a fine open sesrway were 4t free hrOm
islands. But almost mid-way in thb cbasmel lie the twin

islands of Tsiidaima, and the space of 56 in. that separates them
from Japan iis narzowol by another island, Iki. Tsushima and
Iki belong to the Japanese empire. The former has some ex-

ceptionally good harbours, CQnatkuting<anaval bare from which
the chaxmd on eitber side could easily be sealed. Thus the

avenues from the Pacific Ocean to the Sea of Japan are cem-

trolled by the Japanese empire, in bther twords, acoesB to the
Pacific from Korea’s eastern and 'southern coasts and access

to the Pacific from Bnissia’s maritime province depend upon
Japan’s goodwill. So far as Korea was uoncenied this ques-

tion mattered little, it .being her iate to depend upon the good-

will of Japan in affairs of much greater importance. But
with Russia the case was different. Yladivost^, which until

recent times mas her principal pert in the Far East, lies at the
southern extremity of the maritixne province; that is to say, on
the nozthwestem shore of the Japan Sea. It was theveicMre

necessary for Russia that freedom of passi^ by the Tsushima
channel should be secured, and to secure it one of two things

was (essential, namely, mthBr iutt she heeaelf ishould poaseis a
fortified port an (the Korean side, or that Japan should be hwind
neitherto acquire fsuefa a part nor to unpose any restrictionupon
the navigatioa nf the straiL To put the matter (Iniefiy, Ruasiia

must eit^r nce^tme a string foothold for hersdlf in santluni

Korea, or contnve that Japan (should not acquire one. There
was here a strong inducement fia* Russian aggression in Korea.

Ritssia!s eaxtwardmovement through Asia has been atrilangly

illestrative^of her atrang craving lor free access to aouthem seas

and nf the impedunents she had experienced m gcarifyipg that

wirii. An irresistible impulse had idriven h^ oceanward.

Checked againmd again in her attempts to reach the Medker-
raneasn, sire ret out im a five^housandkniles mamh^of conquest

right across the vast Asiatic continent towards the Paime.

Eastward of Lake Baikal she found her line of leant iresmtance

jdoBg the Amur, and when, owing to the restlew perBevenmae
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command submission. The only alternatives for Japan were war

or total and permanent effacement in Asia. She chose war,

and in fighting it she fought the battle of free and equal oppor-

tunities for all without undue encroachment upon the sovereign

rights or territorial integrity of China or Korea, against a milit^
dictatorship, a programme of ruthless territorial aggrandize-

ment and a policy of selfish restrictions.

The details of the great struggle that ensued are given else-

where (see Russo-Japanese War). After the battle of Mukden
the belligerents found themselves in a position which

must either prelude another stupendous effort on

both sides or be utilized for the purpose of peace

negotiations. At this point the president of the

United States of America intervened in the interests of

humanity, and on the oth of June 1905 instructed the

United States' representative in Tokyo to urge that the

Japanese government should open direct negotiations with

Russia, an exactly corresponding note being simultaneously

sent to the Russian government through the United States’

representative in St Petersburg. Japan’s reply was made on

the loth of June. It intimated frank acquiescence, and Russia

lost no time in taking a similar step. Nevertheless two
months elapsed before the plenipotentiaries bf the belligerents

met, on the 10th of August, at Portsmouth, New Hampshire,

U.S.A. Russia sent M. (afterwards Count) dc Witte and
Ilaron Rosen

;
japan, Haron (afterwards Count) Komura,

who had held the portfolio of foreign affairs throughout the

war, and Mr (afterwards Baron) Takahira. In entering

this conference, Japanese statesmen, as was subsequently

known, saw clearly that a great part of the credit accruing

to them for their successful conduct of the war would be

forfeited in the sequel of the negotiations. For the people

of Japan had accustomed themselves to expect that Russia

would assuredly recoup the expen.ses incurred by their country in

the contest, whereas the cabinet in Tokyo understood well that to

look for payment of indemnity by a great state whose territor>*

had not been invaded effectively nor its existence menaced
must be futile. Nevertheless, diplomacy required tliat this

conviction should be concealed, and thus Russia carried to the

conference a belief that the financial phase of the discussion

would be crucial, while, at the same time, the Japanese nation

reckmied'lully on an indemnity of 150 millions sterling. Baron

KomWt’s mandate was, however, that the only radically

essential terms were those formulated by Japan prior to the war.

She must insist on securing the ends for which she had fought,

since she believed them to be indispensable to the peace of the

Far East, but she would not demand anything more. The
Japanese plenipotentiary, therefore, judged it wise to marshal

his terms in the order of their importance, leaving his Russian

colleague to imagine, as he probably would, that the converse

method had been adopted, and that everything preliminary

to the questions of finance and territory was of minor conse-

quence, The negotiations, commencing on the loth of August,

were not concluded until the 5th of September, when a treaty of

peace was signed. There had been a moment when the onlooking

world believed that unless Russia agreed to ransom the island

of Sakhalin by paying to Japan a sura of 120 millions sterling,

the conference would be broken off
;
nor did such an exchange

seem unreasonable, for were Russia expelled from the northern

part of Sakhalin, which commands the estuary of the Amur
River, her position in Siberia would have been compromised.

But the statesmen who directed Japan’s affairs were not dis-

posed to make any dwplay of earth-hunger. The southern half

of Sakhalin had originally belonged to Japan and had passed

into Russia’s possession by an arrangement which the Japanese

nation strongly resented. To recover that portion of the

island seemed, therefore, a legitimate ambition. Japan did

not contemplate any larger demand, nor did she seriously insist

on an indemnity. Therefore the negotiations were never

in real danger of failure, 'fhe treaty of Portsmouth recog-

nized Japan’s “ paramount political, military and economic

interests ” in Korea; provided for the simultaneous evacuation

of Manchuria by the contracting parties; transferred to Japan
the lease of the Liaotu^ peninsula held by Russia from China
together with the Russian railways south of Kwang-Cheng-tsze
and all collateral mining or other privileges; ceded to Japan
the southern half of Sakhalin, the 50th parallel of latitude

to be the boundary between the two parts; secured fishing

rights for Japanese subjects along the coasts of the seas of

Japan, Okhotsk and Bering; laid down that the expenses

incurred by the Japanese for the maintenance of the Russian
prisoners during the war should be reimbursed by Russia,

less the outlays made by the latter on account of Japanese
prisoners—by which arrangement Japan obtained a payment
of some 4 millions sterling—and provided that the contracting

parties, while withdrawing their military forces from Manchuria,

might maintain guards to protect their respective railways,

the number of such guards not to exceed 15 per kilometre of

line. There were other important restrictions 1 first, the con-

tracting parties were to abstain from taking, on the Russo-

Korean frontier, any military measures which might menace
the security of Russian or Korean territory; secondly, the two
powers pledged themselves not to exploit the Manchurian
railways for strategic purposes; and thirdly, they promised
not to build on Sakhalin or its adjacent islands any fortifications

or other similar military works, or to take any military measures
which might impede the free navigation of the straits of La
F^rouse and the Gulf of Tartary. I’he above provisions con-

cerned the two contracting parties only. But ('hina’s interests

also were considered. Thus it was ^eed to “ restore entirely

and completely to her exclusive administration ” all portions of

Manchuria then in the occupation, or under the control, of

Japanese or Russian troops, except the leased territory
;
that her

consent must be obtained for the transfer to Japan of the leases

and concessions held by the Russians in Manchuria; that the
Russian government would disavow the possession of “ an>'

territorial advantages or preferential or exclusive concessions

in impairment of Chinese sovereignty or inconsistent with the

principle of equal opportunity in Manchuria ”
; and that Japan

and Russia “ engaged reciprocally not to obstruct any general

measures common to all countries which China might take
for the development of the commerce and industry of Man-
churia.” This distinction between the special interests of the

contracting parties and the interests of China herself as well

as of foreign nations generally is essential to clear understanding
of a situation which subsequently attracted much attention.

From the time of the opium war (1857) to the Boxer rising (1900)
each of the great Western powers struggled for its own hand in

China, and each sought to gain for itself exclusive concessions

and privileges with comparatively little regard for the interests

of others, and with no regard whatever for China’s sovereign

rights. The fruits of this period were
:
permanently ceded teiTi-

tories (Hong-Kong and Macao); leases temporarily establishing

foreign sovereignty in various districts (Kiaochow, Wei-hai-wei

and Kwang-chow); railway and mining concessions; and the

establishment of settlements at open ports where foreign

jurisdiction was supreme. But when, in 1900, the Boxer rising

forced all the powers into a common camp, they awoke to full

appreciation of a principle which had been growing current

for the past two or three years, namely, that concerted action

on the lines of maintaining China’s integrity and securing to

all alike equality of opportunity and a similarly open door,

was the only feasible method of preventing the partition of

the Chinese Empire and averting a clash of rival interests which
might have disastrous results. This, of course, did not mean
that there was to be any abandonment of special privileges

already acquired or any surrender of existing concessions.

The arrangement was not to be retrospective in any sense.

Vested interests were to be strictly guarded until the lapse

of the periods for which they had been granted, or until the
maturity of China’s competence to be really autonomous. A
curious situation was thus created. International professions of

respect for China’s sovereignty, for .the integrity of her empire
and for the enforcement of the open door and equal opportunity,
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The Chinese goraitment sent Li Kung<hang, ^^ncctay of

Pedoli uxid senior^and secretarymfstate^ and Li Cbmg-&»^ te

CiuuibaMiiui
terms of peace with Japan, the latter being

represented by Maequis (aftowards Pnnce) ft6 and
Count Motsu, prime minister4aid nmiseer far foreign

affairs, respectively. A treaty was signed at Skunonoseki on
the 17th of April 1895, .and subsequently tatified by the aove*

reigns of the two empires, it declar^ the absolute independence
of Korea; ceded to Japan the part of Mandreria lying south of

m line drawn from the mouth of the river Anping to the mouth
of the Liao, through Feng-hwang, Hai*dieng and Ving-^tse-lDOw,

as wcill as the islands of Formosa and the Pescadores; pledged
China to pay an indemnity of aeo,ooo,ooo taels; provKled lor

the occupation of Wc^haa>wei by Japan pendisig paym^t <of

the indei^ty
;
secured some additional comment privileges,

suck ws the opening of four new places to foreign trade and the

rif^t of foreigners to engage in manufacturing enteipnses in

China, and pro^vded for concluskim otf a treaty of commerce
and amity between the twoompires, based on the iineB>of Chi]m'*s

treaties with Occidontal powers.

No sooner vm Ifiis agr^ment ratified than Russia, Germany
and France presented a joint note to the Tdky5 government,

Pontga recominending that Ifie territones ceded to Japan on
the mainland of China should not be permanently

'^*"*®^* occupied, as such a procjeeding would be detrim^tnl
to peace. The reoemmendaition was couched in theusual terms of

diplomatic ^:ourtesy,^but everything indicated that its signatories

were prepared to enforce their iwlvioe by an appeal to arras.

Japan found hersedf compeHed to comply. Exhausted by the

Chinese campaign, which had drained her treasury, consumed
her applies ‘of wartike material, and kept her squ£uirons con-

stanlly at sea for eight months, she had no residue of strength

to oppose such a coalition. Her resolve was quickly taken.

The day that saw the publicattun of the ratified treaty saw also

the issue Of an Imperial rescript in vdiich the mikado, avowing
his unalterable devotion to the cause of peace, and recogniaing

that the counsel offered by the European states was prompted
by the same sentiment, “ yielded to the dictates cftmagnanimily,

and accepted the advice of the three Powers.’^ The Japanese
people were shocked by this incident. Th^ could undenstand

the motives influencing Russia and France, for it was evidently

natural that the former should desire to exclude warlike and
progressive people Idse the Japanese from territories contiguous

to her borders, and it was al^ i»tural that France should remain

true to her alliance with Russia. But Germany, wholly unin-

terested in the ownership of Manchuria, and by profession a
warm friend of Japan, seemed to have joined in robbing the

latter of the fruits of her victory simply for the 'sake of estab-

lishing some shadowy title to Russia’s goodwill, it was not

known until a later period that the German emperor enter-

tained profound sapprshensions about the “ yefiow peril,” an
irruption of Orientafl hordes into the Occident, and held it a

saored duty to prevent Japan from gaining a position which

enal:de her to construct an immense mifitary machine

out of the countless millions of China.

Japan’s third expedition over-sea in the Meiji era ihad its

origin in causes which belong to the history of China (g:v.%

Chtu»»9 ^ ^ second half of 1900401 anti-doreign and anti-

dynastic rebellion, breaking out is Shantung, spread
jaof. to the metropolitan province of Fechiii, and xreulted

in a situation ^ extreme peril for the foreign oommuniti^ of

Tientetn and Peking. It was impossible for any European

power, or for the' United States, to organize sufficiently prompt
measures Thus the ey>e6 of the world turned to Japan,

whose prQxkm^ to the scene of disturbance rendered interven-

tion 'Comparatively eaty for her. But Japan hesitated. Know-
ingrow with what suspicion and distrust the development ofher

resources and gren^ of tier hdlitary otreagtb were regarded

by some European peoples, and aware that she !had been

adfintted to the comity ^ Western nations iOn sufferance, she

^yrarfic,onthe one hand,from seeming to gimsp at aneppoetonity

feranneddbpky, and, on the other, from the soiecism ofobtru-

sivexiessin tire society ofstrangers. Hotutttil£urepeaadA«rica
made itqpitefdak tbnt th^ needed and desired her aididad

send a i^mion (ai,ooo) men to PedhtU. Her troops played a
fine paitt in the lubseqnent ei^edttion lor the relief rof Peloiag,

which had to 'be approadbed in midsummer under veiy trying
conditums. Fi^iting side by side Eueop^ and ^encan
soldiers, and ui^er the eyus uf competent aniHtaiy critios, the
Jof^ese acquitted themsehres on su^adsnuiner ns to etft^shsh

a militi^ seputteiion. Further, after the relief of Peking
they withdrew a moiety of their forces, and that.'^ep, as well as
tlw uneqtitvocBl jOO>Rperatton with Western•fnwers in the aub-
sequeat megotialaons, helped to show the injustioe of the
BQi^iicieBS with whidi they had been vended.
From the tonre (1895) ^vriren Riusria, with the ccHoperation of

G«ermany and France, dictated to Japan a cardinal alteration

of the Shinionnseki treaty, Japtneae statesmen iseera

to have concluded that their country must one day
areas swords with the gi^ northezu power. .Not .a

few European and American pubHcites shared that view. But
the vast majority, argniug that the httk Eastern enqsiire would
never invite nraiiliilatiQn by such an encounter, jbeheved that

sufficient forbearance to avert serious trouble would always be
forthcosnmg xm Japan^s side. Yet when the geographical and
historical situntion was casefttHy conaidfired, little hope of an
uitimattdy pearefial settfement presented itself.

Japan along its western shore, Kfurea along its southern and
eastern, and Russia along the eastern icoast of its maritime
forovimcB, are wiashed by rire Sea of Japan. The oonunuiiica-

tions between lire sea the Padfic Ocean are practical two
only. One is (on the nortbieast, namely, Tsugaru Steak; the

XKtfaifir is on .the south, namely, thechannel(between tberextremity

<of the Korean pemnsula the Japanese island of the nine

provinces. Tsugaru Strait os enithiely under Japan's contnoL

it is between her main idand end her islaxid of Vezo, and incase

of need she can dose k with mines. Hie Channel between the

southern iGdxexnity ef Korea and Japan has a width ^of zoa m.
and would therefw be a fine open sesrway were 4t free hrOm
islands. But almost mid-way in thb cbasmel lie the twin

islands of Tsiidaima, and the space of 56 in. that separates them
from Japan iis narzowol by another island, Iki. Tsushima and
Iki belong to the Japanese empire. The former has some ex-

ceptionally good harbours, CQnatkuting<anaval bare from which
the chaxmd on eitber side could easily be sealed. Thus the

avenues from the Pacific Ocean to the Sea of Japan are cem-

trolled by the Japanese empire, in bther twords, acoesB to the
Pacific from Korea’s eastern and 'southern coasts and access

to the Pacific from Bnissia’s maritime province depend upon
Japan’s goodwill. So far as Korea was uoncenied this ques-

tion mattered little, it .being her iate to depend upon the good-

will of Japan in affairs of much greater importance. But
with Russia the case was different. Yladivost^, which until

recent times mas her principal pert in the Far East, lies at the
southern extremity of the maritixne province; that is to say, on
the nozthwestem shore of the Japan Sea. It was theveicMre

necessary for Russia that freedom of passi^ by the Tsushima
channel should be secured, and to secure it one of two things

was (essential, namely, mthBr iutt she heeaelf ishould poaseis a
fortified port an (the Korean side, or that Japan should be hwind
neitherto acquire fsuefa a part nor to unpose any restrictionupon
the navigatioa nf the straiL To put the matter (Iniefiy, Ruasiia

must eit^r nce^tme a string foothold for hersdlf in santluni

Korea, or contnve that Japan (should not acquire one. There
was here a strong inducement fia* Russian aggression in Korea.

Ritssia!s eaxtwardmovement through Asia has been atrilangly

illestrative^of her atrang craving lor free access to aouthem seas

and nf the impedunents she had experienced m gcarifyipg that

wirii. An irresistible impulse had idriven h^ oceanward.

Checked againmd again in her attempts to reach the Medker-
raneasn, sire ret out im a five^housandkniles mamh^of conquest

right across the vast Asiatic continent towards the Paime.

Eastward of Lake Baikal she found her line of leant iresmtance

jdoBg the Amur, and when, owing to the restlew perBevenmae
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building and equipping of an industrial training school; the

inauguration of sanitary works; the opening of hospitals and
medical schools; the organization of an excellent educational

system; the construction of waterworks in several towns; the

complete remodelling of the central government; the differentia-

tion of the court and the executive, as well as of the administra-

tion and the judiciary; the formation of an efficient body of

police ; the organization of law courts with a majority of Japan-

ese jurists on the bench; the enactment of a new penal code;

drastic' reforms in the taxation system. In the summer of 1907

the resident-general advised the Throne to disband the standing

army as an unserviceable and expensive force. The measure was

doubtless desirable, but the docility of the troops had been over-

rated. Some of them resisted vehemently, and many became
the nucleus of an insurrection which lasted in a desultory manner
for nearly two years; cost the lives of 21,000 insurgents and

1300 Japanese; and entailed upon Japan an outlay of nearly a

million sterling. Altogether, what with building 642 m. of

railway, making loans to Korea, providing funds for useful pur-

poses and quelling the insurrection, Japan was 15 millions

sterling out of pocket on Korea’s account by the end of 1909.

She had also lost the veteran statesman Prince Ito, who was
assassinated at Harbin by a Korean fanatic on the 26th of

October 1909.

IX.--DOMEHTIC Ht-story

Cosmography.—Japanese annals represent the first inhabitant

of earth as a direct descendant of the gods. Two books describe

the events of the “ Divine age.” One, compiled in 712, is called

the Kojiki {Records of Ancient Afalters)\ the other, compiled

in 720, is called the Nihongi {Chronicles of Japan). Both

describe the processes of creation, but the author of the Chronicles

drew largely upon Clunese traditions, whereas the compilers of

the Records appear to have limited themselves to materials

which they believed to be native. 'I'he Records, therefore, have

always been regarded as the more trustworthy guide to pure

Japanese conceptions. They deal with the creation of Japan
only, other countries having been apparently judged unworthy of

attention. At the beginning of all things a primordial trinity

is represented as existing on the “ plain of high heaven.” There-

after, during an indefinite time and by an indefinite process,

other deities come into existence, their titles indicating a vague

conne^^jn with constructive and fertilizing forces. 'I’hcy are

not in mortid : it is explicitly stated that they ultimately pass

away, and the idea of the cosmographers seems to be that each

deity marks a gradual approach to human methods ot pro-

creation. Meanwhile the earth is “ young and, like floating

oil, drifts about after the manner of a jelly-fish.” At last there

are born two deities, the creator and the creatress, and these

receive the mandate of all the heavenly beings to ” make,

consolidate and give birth to the drifting land.” For use in

that work a jewelled spear is given to them, and, standing upon
the bridge that connects heaven and earth, they thrust down-

wards with the weapon, stir the brine below and draw up the

spear, when from its point faU drops which, accumulating, form

the first dry land. Upon this land the two deities descend, and,

by ordinary processes, beget the islands of Japan as well as

numerous gods representing the forces of nature. But in giving

birth to the god of fire the creatress (Izanami) perishes, and the

creator (Izanagi) makes his way to the under-world in search of

her—an obvious parallel to the tales of Ishtar and Orpheus.

With difficulty he returns to earth, and, as he washes him.self

from the pollution of Hades, there arc bom from the turbid water

a number of evil deities succeeded by a number of good, just

as in the Babylonian cosmogony the primordial ocean, Tiamat,

brings forth simultaneously gods and imps. Finally, as Izanagi

washes his left eye the Goddess of the Sun comes into existence;

as he washes his right, the God of the Moon
;
and as he washes

his nose, the God of Force. To these three he assigns, respec-

tively, the dominion of the sun, the dominion of the moon, and

the dominion’ of the ocean. But the god of force (Sosanoo), like

Lucifer, rebels against this decree, creates a commotion in

heaven, and after having been the cause of the temporary
seclusion of the sun goddess and the consequent wrapping of the

world in darkness, kills the goddess of food and is permanently
banished from heaven by the host of deities. He descends to

Izumo on the west of the main island of Japan, and there saves

a maiden from an eight-headed serpent. Sosanoo himself passes

to the under-world and becomes the deity of Hades, but he
invests one of his descendants with the sovereignty of Japan,
and the title is established after many curious adventures. To
the sun goddess al.^^o, whose feud with her fierce brother sur-

vives the latter’s banishment from heaven, the idea of making
her grandson ruler of Japan presents itself. She despatches three

embassies to impose her will upon the descendants of Sosanoo,

and finally her grandson descends, not, however, in Izumo,
where the demi-gods of Sosanoo’s race hold sway, but in Hiuga
in the southern i.sland of Kiushiu. This grandson of Amaterasu
(the goddess of the sun) is called Ninigi, whose great-grandson

figures in Japanese history as the first human sovereign of the

country, known during life as Kamu-Yamato-Iware-Biko, and
given the name of Jimmu tenno (Jimmu, son of heaven)
fourteen centuries after his death. Japanese annalists attribute

the accession of Jimmu to the year 660 b.c. Why that date was
chosen must remain a matter of conjecture. The Records of

Ancient Matters has no chronology, but the more pretentious

writers of the Chronicles of Japan, doubtless in imitation of their

Chinese models, considered it necessary to assign a year, a

month, and even a day for each event of importance. There

is abundant reason, however, to question the accuracy of all

Japanese chronology prior to the 5th century. The first date

corroborated by external evidence is 461, and Aston, who has

made a special study of the subject, concludes that the year

500 may be taken as the lime when the chronology of the

Chronicles begins to be tru-stworthy. Many Japanese, however,

are firm believers in the Chronicles, and when assigning the

year of the empire they invariably take 660 B.c. for starting-

point, so that 1909 of the Gregorian calendar becomes for

them 2569.

Prehistoric PmW.—Thus, if the most rigid estimate be

accepted, the space of 1160 years, from 660 b.c. to a.d. 500, may
be called the prehistoric period. During that long interval

the annals include 24 sovereigns, the first 17 of whom lived for

over a hundred years on the average. It seems reasonable to

conclude that the so-called assignment of the sovereignty of

Japan to vSosanoo's descendants and the establishment of

their kingdom in Izumo represent an invasion of Mongolian
immigrants coming from the direction of the Korean peninsula

—

indeed one of the Nihongi s versions of the event actually

indicates Korea as the point of departure—and that the subse-

quent descent of Ninigi on Mount Takachiho in Hiuga indicates

the advent of a body of Malayan settlers from the south .sea.

Jimmu, according to the Chronicles, set out from Hiuga in

667 B.C. and was not (Towned at his new palace in Yamato until

660. This campaign of seven years is described in some detail,

but no satisfactory information is given as to the nature of the

craft in which the invader and his troops voyaged, or as to

the number of men under his command. The weapons said

to have been carried were bows, spears and swords. A super-

natural element is imported into the narrative in the form of the

three-legged crow of the sun, which Amaterasu sends down to

act as guide and messenger for her descendants. Jimmu died

at his palace of Kashiwa-bara in 585 b.c., his age being 127

according to the Chronicles, and 137 according to the Records.

He was buried in a kind of tomb called tnisasagi, which seems to

have been in use in Japan for some centuries before the Christian

era—“a highly specialized form of tumulus, consisting of

two mounds, one having a circular, the other a triangular base,

which merged into each other, the whole being surrounded by a

moat, or sometimes by two concentric moats with a narrow
strip of land between. In some, perhaps in most, cases the

misasagi contains a large vault of great unhewn stones without

mortar. The walls of this vault converge gradually towards the

top, which is roofed in by enormous slabs of stone weighing
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many tons each. The entrance is by means of a gallery

roofed with similar stones.^’ Several of these ancient sepulchral

mounds have been examined during recent years^ and their

contents have furnished information of much antiquarian

interest, though there is a complete absence of inscriptions.

The reigns of the eight sovereigns who succeeded Jimmu were

absolutely uneventful. Nothing is set down except the genea-

logy of each ruler, the place of his residence and his burial,

his age and the date of his death. It was then the custom—
and it remained so until the 8th century of the Christian era—
to change the capital on the accession of each emperor; a habit

which effectually prevented the growth of any great metropolis.

The reign of the loth emperor, Sujin, lasted from 98 to 30 b.c.

During his era the land was troubled by pestilence and the

people broke out in rebellion; calamities which were supposed

to be caused by the spirit of the ancient ruler of Izumo to avenge

a want of consideration shown to his descendants by their

supplanters. Divination—by a Chinese process—and visions

revealed the source of trouble
;
rites of worship were performed

in honour of the ancient ruler, his descendant being entrusted

with the duty, and the pestilence ceased. We now hear for the

first time of vigorous measures to quell the aboriginal savages,

doubtless the Amu. Four generals are sent out against them in

different directions. But the expedition is interrupted by an
armed attempt on the part of the emperor’s half-brother, who,

utilizing the opportunity of the troops’ absence from Yamato,
marches from Yamashiro at the head of a powerful army to

win the crown for himself. In connexion with these incidents,

curious evidence is furnished of the place then assigned to

woman by the writers of the Chronicles, It is a girl who warns

one of the emperor's generals of the plot; it is the sovereign’s

aunt who interprets the warning; and it is Ata, the wife of the

rebellious prince, who leads the left wing of his army. Pour
other noteworthy facts are recorded of this reign : the taking

of a census
;
the imposition of a tax on animals’ skins and game

to be paid by men, and on textile fabrics by women; the

building of boats for coastwise transport, and the digging of

dikes and reservoirs for agricultural purposes. All these

things rest solely on the testimony of annalists writing eight

centuries later than the era they discuss and compiling their

narrative mostly from tradition. Careful investigations have

been made to ascertain whether the histories of China and Korea
corroborate or contradict those of Japan. Without entering

into detailed evidence, the inference may be at once stated that

the dates given in Japanese early history are just 120 years too

remote
;
an error very likely to occur when using the sexagena^

cycle, which constituted the first method of reckoning time in

Japan. But although this correction suffices to reconcile some
contradictory features of Par-Eastern history, it does not consti-

tute any explanation of the incredible longevity assigned by the

Chronicles to several Japanese sovereigns, and the conclusion is

that when a consecutive record of reigns came to be compiled

in the 8th century, many lacunae were found which had to be

filled up from the imagination of the compilers. With this

parenthesis we may pass rapidly over the events of the next

two centuries (29 b.c. to a.v, 200). They are remarkable for

vigorous measures to subdue the aboriginal Ainu, who in the

southern island of Kiiishiu are called Kuma-so (the names of tw^o

tribes) and sometimes earth-spiders (i.e. cave-dwellers), while

in the north-eastern regions of the main island they are desig-

nated Yemishi. Expeditions are led against them in both

regions by Prince Yamato-dake, a hero revered by all succeeding

generations of Japanese as the type of valour and loyalty.

Dying from the effects of hardship and exposure, but declaring

with his last breath that loss of life was as nothing compared
with the sorrow of seeing his father’s face no more, his spirit

ascends to heaven as a white bird, and when his son, Chuai,

comes to the throne, he causes cranes to be placed in the moat
surrounding his palace in memory of his illustrious sire.

The sovereign had partly ceased to follow the example of

Jimmu, who led his armies in person. The emperors did not,

however, pass a sedentary life. They frequently made pro-

gresses throughout their dominions, and on these occasions a

not uncommon incident was the addition of some local beauty to

the Imperial harem. This licence had a far-reaching effect,

since to provide for the sovereign’s numerous offspring—the

emperor Keik5 (71-130) had 80 children—no better way offered

than to make grants of land, and thus were laid the foundations

of a territorial nobility destined profoundly to influence the course

of Japanese history. Woman continues to figure conspicuously

in the story. The image of the sun goddess, enshrined in Ise

(5 B.C.), is entrusted to the keeping of a princess, as are the

mirror, sword and jewel inherited from the sun goddess ; a woman
(Tachibana) accompanies Prince Yamato-dake in his campaign
against the Yemishi, and sacrifices her life to quell a tempest at

sea; Saho, consort of Suinin, is the heroine of a most tragic tale

in which the conflict between filial piety and conjugal loyalty

leads to her self-destruction; and a woman is found ruling over

a large district in Kiushiu when the Emperor Keiko is engaged

in his campaign against the aborigines. The reign of Suinin

saw the beginning of an art destined to assume extraordinary

importance in Japan—the art of wrestling—and the first cham-
pion, Nomi no Sukune, is honoured for having suggested that

clay figures should take the place of the human sacrifices hitherto

offered at the sepulture of Imperial personages. The irrigation

works commenced in the time of Sujin were zealously continued

under his two immediate successors, Suinin and Keiko, More
than 800 ponds and channels are described as having been con-

structed under the former’s rule. We find evidence also that

the sway of the throne had been by this time widely extended,

for in 125 a governor-general of 15 provinces is nominated, and
two years later, governors (miyakko) are appointed in every

province and mayors (inaki) in every village. The number or

names of these local divisions are not given, but it is explained

that mountains and rivers were taken as boundaries of provinces,

the limits of towns and villages being marked by roads running

respectively east and west, north and south.

An incident is now reached which the Japanese count a land-

mark in their history, though foreign critics are disposed to regard

it as apociy^phal. It is the invasion of Korea by a

J

apanese army under the command of the empress

ingo, iij 200. The emperor Chuai, having proceeded to

Kiushiu for the purpose of conducting a campaign against the

Kuma-so, is there joined by the empress, who, at the inspiration

of a deity, seeks to divert the Imperial arms against Korea.

But the emperor refuses to believe in the existence of any such

country, and heaven punishes his incre\iulity with death at the

hands of the Kuma-so, according to one account; from the effects

of disease, according to another. The calamity is concealed;

the Kuma-so are subdued, and the empress, having collected a

fleet and raised an army, crosses to the state of Silla (in Korea),

where, at the .spectacle of her overwhelming strength, the

Korean monarch submits without fighting, and swears that until

the sun rises in the .west, until rivers run towards their sources,

and until pebbles ascend to the sky and become stars, he
will do homage and send tribute to Japan. His example is

followed by the kings of the two other states constituting the

Korean peninsula, and the warlike empress returns triumphant.
Many supernatural elements embellish the tale, but the features

which chiefly discredit it are that it abounds in anachronisms,

and that the event, despite its signal importance, is not mentioned
in either Chinese or Korean history^. It is certain that China
then possessed in Korea territory administered by Chinese

governors. She must therefore have had cognisance of such an
invasion, had it occurred. Moreover, Korean history mentions
twenty-five raids made by the Japanese against Silla during the

first five centuries of the Christian era, but not one of them can
be identified with Jingo’s alleged expedition. There can be no
doubt that the early Japanese were an aggressive, enterprising

people, and that their nearest over-sea neighbour suffered much
from their activity. Nor canthere be any reasonable doubt that

the Jingo tale contains a large germ of truth, and is at least an
echo of the relations that existed between Japan and Korea in the

3rd and 4th centuries. The records of the 6q years comprising
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Jingo’s reign are in the main an account of intercourse, some-

times peaceful, sometimes stormy, between the neighbouring

countries. Only one other episode occupies a prominent

place: it is an attempt on the part of Jingo’s step-brothers to

oppose her return to Yamato and to prevent the accession of

her son to the throne. It should be noted here that all such

names as Jimmu, Sujin, Chuai, &c., ore posthumous, and were

invented in the reign of Kwammu (782-806), the fashion being

taken from China and the names themselves being purely Chinese

translations of the qualities assigned to the respective monarchs.

Thus Jimmu signifies “ divine valour”; Sujin, " deity-honour-

ing”; and Chuai, “sad middle son.” The names of these

rulers during life were wholly different from their posthumous
appellations.

Chinese history, which is incomparably older and more precise

than Korean, is by inj means silent about Japan. Ixmg notices

Barttent
in the later Ilan and Wei records (25 to 265).

Notices itt The Japanese are spoken of as dwarfs (Wa), and
Cbiaese their islands, frequently called the queen country, arc
History. mountainous, with soil suitable for growing

grain, hemp, and the silk-worm mulberr>' . The climiite is so mild

that vegetables con be grown in winter imd summer
;
there arc

neither oxen, horses, tigers, nor leopards; the people understand

the art of weaving
;
the men tattoo their faces and bodies in pat-

terns indicating differences of rank
;
male attire consists of a single

piece of cloth; females wear a gown passed over the head, and tie

their hair in a bow
;
soldiers are armed with spears and shields,

and also with hows, from which they discharge arrows tipped with

bone or iron
;
the sovereign resides in Yamat o

;
there arc stockaded

forts and houses
;
food is taken with the fingers hut is ser\^ed on

bamboo trays and wooden trenchers; foot-gear is nv)t worn; when
men of the lower classes meet a man of rank, they leave the road
and retire to the grass, squatting or kneeling with both hands on
the ground when they address him; intoxicating liquor is much
used; the people are long-lived, many reaching the age of 100;

women arc more numerous tlian men
;
there is no theft, and liti-

gation is infrequent; the women are faithful and not jealous;

all men of high rank have four or five wives, others two or three;

wives and children of law-breakers arc confiscated, and for grave

crimes the offender’s family is extirpated; divination is practised

by burning bones; mourning lasts for some ten days and the

rites are performed by a “ mourning-keeper after a funeral

the wholaJamily perform ablutions; fishing is much practised,

and tUb fishermen arc skilled divers; there are distinctions of

rank and some arc vassals to others
;
each pro\dnce has a market

where goods are exchanged; the country is divided into more
than 100 provinces, and among its products are white pearls,

green jade and cinnabar. These annals go on to say that

between 147 and 190 civil war prevailed for several years, and
order was finally restored by a female sovereign, who is described

as having been old and unmarried
; much addicted to magic arts;

attended by a thousand females; dwelling in a palace with lofty

pavilions surrounded by a stockade and guarded by soldiers;

but leading such a secluded life that few saw her face except one
man who served her meals and acted as a medium of communica-
tion, There can be little question that this queen was the
empress Jingo who, according to Japanese annals, came to the
throne in the year a.d, aoo, and whose every public act had its

inception or promotion in some alleged divine interposition.

In one point, however, the Chinese historians arc certainly

incorrect. They represent tattooing as universal in ancient

Japan, whereas it was confined to crinnnals, in whose case it

played the part that branding docs elsewhere. Centurks later,

in feudal days, the habit came to be practised by men of the
lower orders whose avocations involved baring the body, but
it never acquired vogue among educated people. Ih other
respects these ancient Chinese annals must be credited with
remarkable accuracy in their description of Japan and the
Jap)anese. Their account may be advantageously compared
with Professor Chamberlain’s analysis of the manners and
customs of the early Japanese, in the preface to bis translation

of the Kojiki,

“ The Japanese of the mythical period, as pictured in the legends

preserved by the compiler of the Records of Ancient Matters, were a
race who had long emerged from the savage stage and had attained
to a high level of barbaric skill. The Stone Age was forgotten by
them—or nearly so—and the evidence points to their never having
passfsd througli a genuine Bronze Age, though the knowledge of

bronze was at a later period introduced from the neighbouring
continent. They used iron for manufacturing spears, swords and
knives of various shapes, and likewise for the more peaceful purpose
of making hooks wherewith to angle or to fasten the doors of their

huts. Their other warlike and hunting implements (besides traps
and gms, which appear to have been used equally for catching
beasts and birds and for destroying human enemies) were bows and
arrows, spears and elliow-padH—the latter Beemingly of skin, while
special allusion is made to the fact that the arrows were feathered.
Perhaps clubs should be added to the list. Of tlie bows and arrows,
swords and knives, there is perpetual mention, but nowhere do we
hear of the tools with which they were manufactured, and there is

(he same remarkable silence regarding such widely spread domestic
implements as the saw and the axe. We hear, however, of the pestle

and mortar, of the fire-drill, of the wedge, of the sickle, and of the
shuttle used in weaving. Mavigation seems to have been in a very
elementary slate. Indeed the art of sailing was but little practised
in Japan even so late as the middle of the lolh century of our era,

sub^uenl to the general diffusion of Chinese civilization, though
rowing and punting are often mentioned by the early poets. To
wliat we should call towns or villages very little reference is made
anywhere in the Records or in tliat part of the Chronicles which con-
tain the account of the so-called Divine Age. But from what we
learn incidentally it would seem that the scanty population was
chiefly distributed in small hamlets and isolated dwelling.s along the
coast and up the course of the larger streams. Of house-building
there is frequent mention. Fences were in use. Rugs of skins and
rush-matting were occasionally brought in to sit on, and we even
hear once or twice of silk rugs being used for the same purpose by
the noble and wealthy. The habits of personal cleanliness which sd

pleasantly distinguish the modern Japanese from their neighbour.s

m continental Asia, though less fully developed than at present,

would seem to have existed in the germ in early times, as we reatl

more than once of bathing in rivers, and are told of bathing women
being specially attached to the person of a certain Imperial infant.

Lustrations, loo, formed part of the rel^ious practices of the race.

Latrines are mentioned several limes. They would appear to have
been situated away Irom the houses and to have been generally

placed over a running stream, whence doubtless the name for latrine

111 the archaic dialect

—

kawaya (river-house). A peculiar sort of

dwelling-place which the two old histories bring prominently under
our notice is the so-called parturition house—a one roomed hut
without windows, which a woman was expected to build and retire

into for the purpose of being delivered unseen. Castl(‘s are not
distinctly spoken of until a time which coincides, according to the

received chronology, with the first century n.c. We then first meet
with the curious term rice-castle, whose* precise signification is a
matter of dispute among the* native commentators, but which, on
comparison with Chineses descriptions of the early Japanese, should

probably l)e understood to mean a Idud of palisade serving the pur-

pose of a redoubt, behind which the warriors could ensconce them-
selves. J he food of the early Japanese consislcid of fi.sh and of the

flesh of the wild creatures which fell l)y the hunter's arrow or were
taken in the trapper's snare. Rice is the only cereal of which there

is such mention made as to place it beyond a doubt that its cultiva-

tion dates back to time immemorial. Beans, millet and barlt*y are

indeed named once, together witli silkworms, in the account of the

Divine Age. But the pas.sagc has every aspect of an interpolation

in the legend, perhaps not dating back long before the time of the

eighth-century compiler. A few unimportant vegetables and fruits,

of most of which there is but a single mention, are found. The
intoxicating liquor called sake was known in Japan during the mythi-

cal period, and so were chopsticks for eating food with. Cooking
pots and cups and dishe.s—the latter both of earthenware and of

leaves of trees—are also mentioned
;
but of the use of fire, for warming

purposes we hear nothing. Tables are named several times, but
never in connexion with food : they would seem to have been used

exclusively for the purpose of presenting offerings on, and were
probably quite small and low—in fact, rather trays than tables,

according to European ideas. In the use of clothing and the

specialization of garments the early Japanese had reached a high

level. Wc read in the most ancient legends of upper garments,

skirts, trowsers, girdles, veils and hats, while both sexes adorned
themselves with necklaces, bracelets and head ornaments of stones

considered precious—in this respect offering a striking contrast to

their descendants in modem times, of whose attire jewelry forms

no part. The material of their clothes was hempen cloth and paper
—mulberry bark, coloured by being rubbed with madder, and prob-

ably with woad and other tinctorial plants. All the garments, so

far as we may judge, were woVen, sewing being nowhere mentioned.
From the great place which the chase occupied in daily life, we are

led to suppose that skins also were used to make garments of. There
is in the Records at least one passage which favours this supposition

,

and the Chronicles in one place mentioh the straw rain-coat and
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broad-brimmed hat, which still form the Japanese peasant's efiectual

protection against tlie inclemencies of the weather. The tendhla
of creeping plants served the purposes of strings, and bound the
warriors sword round his waist. Combs are mentioned, and it is

evident that much attention was devoted to the dressing of the hair.

The men seem to have bound up their hair in two bunches, one on
each side of the head, while the young boys tied theirs in a top-knot,
the unmarried girls let their locks hang down over their nccKS, and
the married women dressed theirs after a fashion which apparently
combined the two last-named methods. There is no mention in

any of the old books of cutting the hair or beard except in token of

disgrace; neither do wc gather that the sexes, but lor the matter of

the head-dress, wore distinguished by a diversity of apparel and
ornamentation. With regard to the precious stones mentioned
above as liaving been used as ornaments for the head, neck and arms,
we know from the specimens which have rewarded the labours of

archaeological research in Japan that agate, crystal, glass, jade,

serpentine and steatite were the most used materials, and carved
and pierced cylindrical shapes the commonest forms. The horse—
which was ridden, but not driven —the bani-door fowl and the cor-

morant used for lishing, are the only domesticated creatures men-
tioned ill the earlier traditions, with the doubtful exception of the
silkworm. In the' later portions of the Records and Chronicles

dogs and cattle are alluded to, but sheep, swine and even cats were
apparently not yet introduced."

As the prehistoric era draws to its end the above analyses of

Japanese civilization have to be modified. Thus, towards the

close of the 3rd century, ship-building made great progress, and

instead of the small boats hitherto in use, a ve.ssel 100 ft. long

was constructed. Notable above all is the fact that Japan’s

turbulent relations with Korea were replaced by friendly inter-

course, so that she began to receive from her neighbour instruc-

t ion in the art of writing. The date assigned by the Chronides

for this important event is a.d. 285, but it has been proved

almost conclusively that Japanese annals relating to this period

are in error to the extent of 120 years. Hence the introduction

of calligraphy must be placed in 405. Chinese history shows

that between 57 and 247 Japan sent four embassies to the courts

of the Han and the Wei, and this intercourse cannot have failed

to disclose the ideograph. But the knowledge appears to have

been confined to a few interpreters, and not until the year 405
were steps taken to extend it, with the aid of a learned Korean,

Wang-in. Korea herself began to study Chinese learning only

a few years before she undertook to imparl it to Japan. We now
find a numerou.s colony of Koreans passing to Japan and settling

there
;
a large number are also carried over as prisoners of war,

and the Japanese obtain seamstresses from both of their conti-

nental neighbours. One fact, related with much precision,

shows that the refinements of life were in an advanced condition :

an ice-house is described, and we read that from 374 (? 494) it

became the fashion to store ice in thi.s manner for u.se in the hot

months by placing it in w^ater or sake. The emperor, Nintoku,

ti whose time this innovation is attributed, is one of the romantic

figures of Japanese histQr>^ He commenced his career by refus-

ing to accept the sovereignty from his younger brother, who
pressed him earnestly to do so on the ground that the proper

order of succession had been disturbed by their father’s par-

tiality—though the rights attaching to primogeniture did not

receive imperative recognition in early Japan. After three

years of this mutual self-effacement, during which the throne

remained vacant, the younger brother committed suicide, and

Nintoku reluctantly became sovereign. He chose Naniwa (the

modem Osaka) for his capital, but he would not take the farmers

from their work to finish the building of a palace, and subse-

quently, inferring from the absence of smoke over the house.s of

the people that the country was impoverished, he remitted all

taxes and suspended forced labour for a term of three years,during

which his palace fell into a state of ruin and he himself fared in

the coarsest manner. Digging canals, damming rivers, construct-

ing roads and bridges, and establishii^ granaries occupied his

attention when love did not distract it. But in affairs of the

heart he was most unhappy. He figures as the sole wearer of

the Japanese crown who was defied by his consort; for when he

took a concubine in despite of the empress, her jealousy was so

bitter that, refusing to be placated by any of his majesty’s

verses or other overtures, she left the palace altogether; and

when he sought to introduce another beauty into the inner

chamber, his own half-brother, who carried his proposals, won
the girl for himself. One other fact deserves to be remembered
in connexion with Nintoku’s reign ; Ki-no-tsuno, representative

of a great family which had filled the highest administrative

and military posts under several sovereigns, is mentioned as
**
the first to commit to writing in detail the productions of the

soil in each locality.” This was in 353 (probably 473). We
shall err little if we date the commencement of Japanese written

annals from this time, though no compilation earlier than the

Kojiki has survived.

Early Historical Period.—^With the emperor Kichu, who came
to the throne a.d. 400, the historical period may be said to

commence; for though the chronology of the records is still

questionable, the facts are generally accepted as credible.

Conspicuous loyalty towards the sovereign was not an attribute

of the Japanese Imperial family in early times. Attempts
to usurp the throne were not uncommon, though there are very

few instances of such casays on the part of a subject. Love or

lust played no insignificant part in the drama, and a common
method of placating an irate sovereign was to pre.sent a beautiful

damsel for his dele<'tation. I’he veto of consanguinity did not

receive very strict respect in these matters. Children of the

.same father might intermarry, but not those of the same mother;

a canon which becomes explicable on observing that as wives

usually lived apart from their husbands and had the sole custody

of their offspring, two or more families often remained to

the end unconscious of the fact that they had a common sire.

There was a remarkable tendency to organize the nation into

groups of persons following the same pursuit or charged with

the same functions. A group thus composed was called he.

The heads of the great families had titles—as omij muraji,

miakko, wake, &c.—and affairs of state were administered

by the most renowned of these nobles, wholly subject to the

.sovereign's ultimate will. 'The provincial districts were ruled

by scions of the Imperial family, who appear to have been, on

the whole, entirely subservient to the Throne. There were no

tribunals of justice : the ordeal of boiling water or heated metal

was the sole test of guilt or innocence, apart, of course, from

confe.ssion, which was often exacted under menace of torture.

A celebre^ted in,slance of the ordeal of boiling water is recorded

in 415, when this device was employed to correct the genealogies

of families suspected of falsely claiming descent from emperors

or divine beings. The test proved effii^acious, for men conscious

of forgery refused to undergo the ordeal. Deprivation of rank

was the lightest form of punishment; 'death the commonest,

and occasionally the w^hole family of an offender became serfs

of the house against w'hich the offence had been committed or

which had been instrumental in disclosing a crime. There are,

however, frequent examples of wrong-doing expiated by the

voluntary surrender of lands or other property. We find several

instances of that extreme type of loyalty which became habitual

in later ages—suicide in preference to surviving a deceased lord.

On the whole the successive sovereigns of these early times

appear to have ruled with clemency and consideration for the

people’s welfare. But there were two notable exceptions

—

Yuriaku (457^479) and Muretsu (499-506). The former slew

men ruthlessly in fits of passion or resentment, and the latter

was the Nero of Japanese history, a man who loved to witness

the agony of his fellows and knew' no sentiwent of mercy or

remorse. Yet even Yuriaku did not fail to promote industrial

pursuits. Skilled artisans were obtained from Korea, and it is

related that, in 462, this monarch induced the empress and the

ladies of the palace to plant mulberry trees with their own hands

in order to encourage sericulture. Throughout the 5th and 6th

centuries many instances are recorded of the acquisition of

landed estates by the Throne, and their occasional bestowal

upon princes or Imp)eria! consorts, such gifts being frequently

accompanied by the assignment of bodies of agriculturists who
seem to have accepted the position of serfs. Meanwhile Chmese

civilization was gradually becoming known, either by direct

contact or through Korea. Several immigrations of Chinese

or Korean settlers are on recxird. No less than 7053 householders
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of Chinese subjects came, through Korea, in 540, and one of

their number received high rank together with the post of director

of the Imperial treasury. From these facts, and from a national

register showing the derivation of all the principal families

in Japan, it is clearly established that a considerable strain of

Chinese and Korean blood runs in the veins of many Japanese

subjects.

The most signal and far-reaching event of this epoch was the

importation of the Buddhist creed, which took place in 552.

Introduce A Korean monarch acted as propagandist, sending a

Hott of special envoy with a bronze image of the Buddha and
Buddbiam. several volumes of the Sutras. Unfortunately

the coming of the foreign faith happened to synchronize with an

epidemic of plague, and conservatives at the Imperial court were

easily able to attribute this visitation to resentment on the part

of the ancestral deities against the invasion of Japan by an alien

creed. Thus the spread of Buddhism was checked
; but only for

a time. Thirty-five years after the coming of the Sutras, the

first temple was erected to enshrine a wooden image of the Buddha
16 ft. high. It has often been alleged that the question between

the imported and the indigenous cults had to be decided by the

Fword. 'I'he statement is misleading. That the final adoption

of Buddhism resulted from a war is true, but its adoption or

rejection did not constitute the motive of the combat. A con-

test for the succession to the throne at the opening of Sujun’s

reign (588-502) found the partisans of the Indian faith ranged

on one side, its opponents on the other, and in a moment of

stress the leaders of the former, Soma and Prince Umayado,
vowed to erect Buddhist temples should victory rest on their

arms. From that time the future of Buddhism was assured.

In 588 Korea sent Buddhist relics, Buddhist priests, Buddhist

ascetics, architects of Buddhist temples, and casters of Buddhist

images. She had already sent men learned in divination, in

medicine, and in the calendar. The building of temples began
to be fashionable in the closing years of the 6th century, as did

also abdication of the world by people of both sexes; and a

census taken in 623, during the reign of the empress Suiko

(583-628), showed that there were then 46 temples, 816 priests

and 569 nuns in the empire. This rapid growth of the alien

faith was due mainly to two causes ; first, that the empress

Suiko, being of the Soga family, naturally favoured a creed

which had found its earliest Japanese patron in the great

statesmaa and general, Soga no Umako
;
secondly, that one of

the Mst illustrious scholars and philosophers ever possessed

by Japan, Prince Shotoku, devoted all his energies to fostering

Buddhism.

The adoption of Buddhism meant to the Japanese much more
than the acquisition of a practical religion with a code of clearly

defined morality in place of the amorphous and jejune cult of

Shinto. It meant the introduction of Chinese civilization.

Priests and scholars crossed in numbers from China, and men
passed over from Japan to study the Sutras at what was then

regarded as the fountain-head of Buddhism. I’here was also

a constant stream of immigrants from China and Korea, and the

result may be gathered from the fact that a census taken of the

Japanese nobility in 814 indicated 382 Korean and Chinese

families against only 796 of pure Japanese origin. The records

show that in costume and customs a signal advance was made
towards refinement. Hair-ornaments of gold or silver chiselled

in the form of flowers; caps of sarcenet in twelve special tints,

each indicating a different grade; garments of brocade and
embroidery with figured thin silks of various colours—all the.se

were worn on ceremonial occasions; the art of painting was
introduced; a recorder’s office was established; perfumes were

largely employed
;
court picnics to gather medicinal herbs were

instituted, princes and princesses attending in brilliant raiment;

Chinese music and dancing were introduced; cross-bows and
catapults were added to the weapons of war; domestic architec-

ture made signal strides in obedience to the examples of Buddhist
sacred edifices, which, from the first, showed magnificence of

dimension and decoration hitherto unconceived in Japan; the

arts of metal-casting and sculpture underwent great improve-

ment; Prince Shotoku compiled a code, commonly spoken of as
the first written laws of Japan, but in reality a collection of

maxims evincing a moral spirit of the highest type. In some
respects, however, there was no improvement. The succession

to the throne still tended to provoke disputes among the Imperial
princes; the sword constituted the principal weapon of punish-
ment, and torture the chief judicial device. Now, too, for the

first time, a noble family is found seeking to usurp the Imperial
authority, 'i’he head of the Soga house, Umako, having com-
passed the murder of the emperor Sujun and placed on the throne

his own niece (Suiko), swept away all opposition to the latter's

successor, Jomei, and controlled the administration of state

affairs throughout two reigns. In all this he was strongly

seconded by his son, Iruka, who even surpassed him in contu-

melious assumption of power and parade of dignity. Iruka was
slmn in the presence of the empress Kogyoku by Prince Naka
with the assistance of the minister of the interior, Kamako, and
it is not surprising to find the empress (Kogyoku) abdicating

immediately afterwards in fa\’our of Kamako’s prot6g6, Prince

Karu, who is known in histoiy’ as Kotoku. This Kamako,
planner and leader of the conspiracy which overthrew the Soga,

is remembered by posterity under the name of Kamatari and
as the founder of the most illustrious of Japan’s noble houses,

the Fujiwara. At this time (645), a habit which afterwards

contributed materially to the effacement of the Throne’s practical

authority was inaugurated. Prince Furubito, pressed by his

brother. Prince Karu, to assume the sceptre in accordance with

his right of primogeniture, made his refusal peremptory by aban-
doning the world and taking the tonsure. This retirement to a

monastery wa,s afterwards dictated to several sovereigns by
ministers who found that an active occupant of the throne

impeded their own exercise of administrative autocracy. Furu-

bito’s recourse to the tonsure proved, however, to be merely a

cloak for ambitious designs. Before a year had passed he con-

spired to usurp the throne and was put to death with his chil-

I dren, his consorts strangling themselves. Suicide to escape the

disgrace of defeat had now become a common practice. Another

prominent feature of this epoch was the prevalence of supersti-

tion. The smallest incidents—the growing of two lotus flower.^

on one stem; a popular ballad; the reputed song of a sleeping

monkey; the condition of the water in a pond; rain without

clouds—all these and cognate trifles were regarded as omens:

wizards and witches deluded the common people
;
a strange form

of caterpillar was worshipped as the god of the everlasting

world, and the peasants impoverished themselves by making
sacrifices to it.

An interesting epoch is now reached, the first legislative era

of early Japanese history'. It commenced with the reign of the

emperor Kotoku (645), of whom the Chronicles say

that he “ honoured the religion of Buddha and de- Legtaiative

spised Shinto ”; that “ he was of gentle disposition; Bpoch.

loved men of learning; made no distinction of noble and mean,

and continually dispensed beneficent edicts.” The customs

calling most loudly for reform in his time were abuse of the

system of forced labour; corrupt administration of justice;

spoliation of the peasant class
;
assumption of spurious titles to

justify oppression; indiscriminate distribution of the families

of slaves and serfs
;
diversion of taxes to the pockets of collectors

;

fonnation of great estates, and a general lack of administrative

centralization. The first step of reform consisted in ordering

the governors of provinces to prepare registers showing the

numbers of freemen and serfs within their jurisdiction as well as

the area of cultivated land. It was further ordained that the

advantages of irrigation .should be shared equally with thecommon
people; that no local governor might try and decide criminal

cases while in his province; that any one convicted of accepting

bribes should be liable to a fine of double the amount as well as

to other punishment
;
that in the Imperial court a box should

be placed for receiving petitions and a bell hung to be sounded in

the event of delay in answering them or unfairness in dealing

with them
;
that all absorption of land into great estate.s should

cea.se; that barriers, outposts, guards-and post-horses should be
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provided
;
that high officials should be dowered with hereditary

estates by way of emolument, the largest of such grants being

3000 homesteads; that men of unblemished character and
proved capacity should be appointed aldermen for adjudicating

criminal matters
;
that there should be chosen as clerks for gover-

nors and vice-governors of provinces men of solid competence
'' skilled in writing and arithmetic that the land should be
parcelled out in fixed proportions to every adult unit of the popu-
lation with right of tenure for a term of six years; that forced

labour should be commuted for taxes of silk and cloth; and that

for fiscal and administrative purposes households should be
organized in groups of five, each group under an elder, and ten

groups forming a township, which, again, should be governed

by an elder. Incidentally to these reforms many of the evil

customs of the time are exposed. Thus provincial governors

when they visited the capital were accustomed to travel with
great retinues who appear to have constituted a charge on the

regions through which they passed. The law now limited the

number of a chief governor's attendants to nine, and forbade

him to use official houses or to fare at public cost unless journey-

ing on public business. Again, men who had acquired some local

distinction, though they did not belong to noble families, took

advantage of the absence of historical records or official registers,

and, representing themselves as descendants of magnates to

whom the charge of public granaries had been entrusted, suc-

ceeded in usurping valuable privileges. The office of provincial

governor had in many cases become hereditary, and not only

were governors largely independent of Imperial control, but also,

since every free man carried arms, there had grown up about
these officials a population relying largely on the law of force.

Kotoku’s reforms sought to institute a system of temporary
governors, and directed that all arms and armour should be
stored in arsenals built in waste places, except in the case of

provinces adjoining lands where unsubdued aborigines (Yemishi)
dwelt. Punishments were drastic, and in the case of a man con-

victed of treason, all his children were executed with him, his

wives and consorts committing suicide. From a much earlier

age suicide had been freely resorted to as the most honourable

exit from pending disgrace, but as yet the samurai’s method of

disembowelment was not employed, strangulation or cutting

the throat being the regular practice. Torture was freely

employed and men often died under it. Signal abuses prevailed

in regions beyond the immediate range of the central govern-

ment’s observation. It has been shown that from early days
the numerous scions of the Imperial family had generally been
provided for by grants of provincial estates. Gradually the

descendants of these men, and the representatives of great

families who held hereditary rank, extended their domains
unscrupulously, employing forced labour to reclaim lands,

which they let to the peasants, not hesitating to appropriate

large .slices of public property, and remitting to the central

treasury only such fractions of the taxes as they found con-

venient. So prevalent had the exaction of forced labour become
that country-folk, repairing to the capital to seek redress of

grievances, were often compelled to remain there for the purpose

of carrying out some work in which dignitaries of state were
interested. The removal of the capital to a new site on each
change of sovereign involved a vast quantity of unproductive

toil. It is recorded that in 656, when the empress Saimei occu-

pied the throne, a canal was dug which required the work of

30,000 men and a wall was built which had employed 70,000 men
before its completion. The construction of tombs for grandees

was another hea^ drain on the people’s labour. Some of these

sepulchres attained enormous dimensions—that of the emperor
Ojin (270-310) measures 2312 yds. round the outer moat and
is some 60 ft. high; the emperor Nintoku’s (313-399) is still

larger, and there is a tumulus in Kawachi on the flank of which a
good-sized village has been built. Kdtoku’s laws provided that

the tomb of a prince should not be so large as to require the work
of more that 1000 men for seven days, and that the grave of a

petty official must be completed by 50 men in one day. More-

over, it was forbidden to bury with the body gold, silver,
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copper, iron, jewelled shirts, jade armour or silk brocade. It

appears that the custom of suicide or sacrifice at the tomb of

grandees still survived, and that people sometimes cut off their

hair or stabbed their thighs preparatory to declaiming a threnody.

Ail these practices were vetoed. Abuses had grown up even in

connexion with the Shintfi rite of purgation. This rite required

not only the reading of rituals but al^ the offering of food and
fruits. For the sake of these edibles the rite was often harshly

enforced, especially in cormexion with pollution from contact

with corpses; and thus it fell out that when of two brothers,

returning from a scene of forced labour, one lay down upon the

road and died, the other, dreading the cost of compulsory purga-
tion, refused to take up the body. Many other evil customs
came into existence in connexion with this rite, and all were

dealt with in the new laws. Not the least important of the

reforms then introduced was the organization of the ministry

after the model of the Tang dynasty of China. Ei^ht depart-

ments of state were created, and several of them received names
which are similarly used to this day. Not only the institutions

of China were borrowed but also her official costumes. During
Kotoku’s reign 19 grades of head-gear were instituted, and in

the time of Tenchi (668-671) the number was increased to 26,

with corresponding robes. Throughout this era intercourse was
frequent with China, and the spread of Buddhism continued

steadily . The empress Saimei (655-661), who succeeded K6toku,
was an earnest patron of the faith. By her command several

public expositions of the Sutras were given, and the building of

temples went on in many districts, estates being liberally granted

for the maintenance of these places of worship.

The Fujiwara Era .—In the Chronicles of Japan the year

672 is treated as a kind of interregnum. It was in truth a
year of something like anarchy, a great part of it being occupied

by a conflict of unparalleled magnitude between Prince Otomo
(called in history Emperor Kobun) and Prince Oama, who
emerged victorious and is historically entitled Temmu (673-686).
The four centuries that followed are conveniently designated

the Fujiwara era, because throughout that long interval affairs

of state were controlled by the Fujiwara family, whose daughters
were given as consorts to successive sovereigns and whose sons

filled all the high administrative posts. It has been related

above that Kamako, chief of the Shinto officials, inspired the

assassination of the Soga chief, Iruka, and thus defeated the

latter’s designs upon the throne in the days of the empress
Kogyoku. Kamako, better known to subsequent generations

as Kamatari, was thenceforth regardeckwith unlimited favour by
successive sovereigns, and just before his death in 670, the
family name of Fujiwara was bestowed on him by the emperor
Tenchi. Kamatari himself deserved all the honour he received,

but his descendants abused the high trust reposed in them,
reduced the sovereign to a mere puppet, and exercised Imperial

authority without openly usurping it. Much of this was due to

the adoption of Chinese administrative systems, a process which
may be .said to hdve commenced during the reign of Kdtoku
(645-654) and to have continued almost uninterruptedly until the
nth century. Under these systems the emperor ceased directly

to exercise supreme civil or military power : he became merely
the source of authority, not its wielder, the civil functions being
delegated to a bureaucracy and the military to a soldier class.

Possibly had the custom held of transferring the capital to a new
site on each change of sovereign, and had the growth of luxuri-

ous habits been thus checked, the comparatively simple life of

early times might have held the throne and the people in closer

contact. But from the beginning of the 8th century a strong

tendency to avoid these costly migrations developed itself. In

709 the court took up its residence at Nara, remaining there until

784; ten years after the latter date KiSto became the permanent
metropolis. The capital at Nara—established during the reign

of the empress Gemmyo (708-715)—was built on the plan of the

Chinese metropolis. It had nine gates and nine avenues, the
palace being situated in the northern section and approached by
a broad, straight avenue,which divided the city into two perfectly

equal halves, all the other streets running parallel to this main
XV. 9
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avenue or at right angles to it. Seven sovereigns reigned at consort for the sovereign should be legally limited to
Heijo (castle of peace), as Nara is historically called, and, a daughter of their family, five branches of which were
during this period of 75 years, seven of the grandest temples specially designated to that honour through all ages. When a
ever seen in Japan were erected; a multitude of idols were cast, son was born to an emperor, the Fujiwara took the child into
among them a colossal bronze Daibutsu 534 ft. high; large one of their palaces, and on his accession to the throne, the
temple-bells were founded, and all the best artists and artisans particular Kiijiwara noble that happened to be his maternal
of the era devoted their .services to these works. This religious grandfather became regent of the empire. This office of regent,
mania reached its acme in the reign of the emperor Shomu (724- created towards the close of the 9th century, was part of the

748), a man equally superstitious and addicted to display. In scheme; for the Fujiwara did not allow the purple to be worn by
Temmu’s time the custom had been introduced of compell^ a sovereign after he had attained his majority, or, if they suffered
large numbers of persons to enter the Buddhist priesthood with him to wield the sceptre during a few years of manhood, they
the object of propitiating heaven’s aid to heal the illness of an compelled him to abdicate so soon as any independent aspiror
illustrious personage. In Shbmu’s day every natural calamity tions began to impair his docility; and since for the purposes of
or almormal phenomenon was regarded as calling for religiotui administration in these constantly recurring minorities an office

services on a large scale, and the great expense involved in all more powerful than that of prime minister (daj6 daijin) was
these buildings aid ceremonials, supplemented by lavish outlays needed, th^ created that of regent (kwambaku), making it

on court pageants, was severely felt by the nation. The con- hereditary in their own family. In fact the history of Japan
dition of the agricultural class, who were the cliief tax-payers, from the 9th to the 19th century may be described as the history
was further aggravated by the operation of the emperor Kotoku’s of four families, the Fujiwara, the Taira, the Minamoto and the
land system, which rendered tenure so uncertain as to deter Tokugawa. The Fujiwara governed through the emperor; the
improvements. Therefore, in the Nara epoch, the principle of Taira, the Minamoto and the Tokugawa governed in spite of the
private ownership of land began to be recognized. Attention emperor. The Fujiwara based their power on matrimonial alii-

was also paid to road-making, bridge-building, river control and anoeswiththeThrone; theTaira, theMinamoto and the Tokugawa
house construction, a special feature of this la.st being the use based theirs on the possession of armed strength which the throne
of tiles for roofing purposes in place of the shingles or thatch had no competence to control. There another broad line of cleav-
hitherto employed. In all these steps of progress Buddhist age is seen. I'hroughout the Fujiwara era the ceiitre of political

priests took an active part. Costumes were now governed by gravity remained always in the court. Thinughout the era of
purely Chinese f^liions.

^
This change had been gradually intro- the Taira, the Minamoto and the Tokugawa the centre of political

duced from the time of Kotoku’s legislative measures—generaUy gravity was transferred to a point outside the court, the head-
called the 'Faikwa reforms after the name of tlie era (645 650) of quarters of a military feudalism.” The process of transfer was
tlveir adoption—and wa.s rendered more thorough by suppleraen- of course gradual. It commenced with the granting of large
tary enactments in the period 701 703 while Mommu occupied tracts of tax-free lands to noblemen who had wTe.sted them from
the throne. Ladies seem by this time to have abandoned the the aborigines (Vemishi) or had reclaimed them by means of serf-

strings of beads worn in early eras round the neck, wrists and labour. These tracts lay for the most part in the northern and
ankles. They used ornaments of gold, silver or jade in their eastern parts of the main island, at such a distance from the
hair, but in other respects their habiliments closely resembled capitalthatthe writ of the central government did not run there;
those of men, and to make the difference still Jess conspicuous and since such lands could be rented at rates considerably less

they straddled their horses when riding. Attempts were made than the tax levied on farms belonging to the state, the peasants
to facilitate travel by establishing stores of grain along the by degrees abandoned the latter and settled on the former,
principal highways, but as yet there were no hostelries, and if with the result that the revenues of the Throne steadily dimin-
a wayfarer did not find shelter in the house of a friend, he had to ished, while those of the provincial magnates correspondingly
bivouac as best he could. Such a state of affairs in the provinces increased. Moreover, in ^e 7th century, at the time of the
offered a marked contrast to the luxurious indulgence which had adoption of Chinese models of administration and organizition,
now begun to prevail in tlie capital. There festivals of various the court began to rely for militar>^ protection on the services of

kinds,^Ikncing, verse-composing, flower picnics, archery, polo, guards temporarily drafted from the provincial troops, and,
football—of a very refined nature-hawking, hunting and gam- during the protracted struggle against the Yemishi in the north
bling absorbed the attention of the aristocracy. Nothing dis- and east in the 8th century, the fact that the power of the sword
turbed the serenity of the epoch except a revolt of the northern lay with the provinces began to be noted.
Yemishi, winch was temporarily subdued by a Fujiwara general, Kioto remained the source of authority. But with the growth
for the Fujiwara had not yet laid aside the martial habits of of luxury and effeminacy in the capital the Fujiwara became
their ancestors. In 794 the Imperial capital was transferred more and more averse from the hardships of campaign- rteTmira
from Nara to Kioto by order of the emperor Kwommu, one of ing, and in the 9th and loth centuries, respectively,

the greatest of Japanese sovereigns. Education, the organiza- the Taira and the Minamoto^ families came into promi-
tion of the civil service, riparian works, irrigation improvements, nence as militar)^ leaders, the field of the Taira operations being
the separation of religion from politics, tlie abolition of sinecure the south and west, that of the Minamoto the north and east,

offices, devices for encouraging and assisting agriculture, all Had the court reserved to itself and munificently exercised the
received attention from him. But a twenty-two years’ campaign privilege of rewarding these services, it might still have retained
against the northern Yemishi

; the building of numerous temples
;

power and wealth. But by a niggardly and contemptuous policy
the indulgence of such a pa.ssioncte love of the chase that he onthepartof Kioto not only were theMinamoto leaders estranged
organized 140 hunting excursions during his reign of 25 years; but also they assumed the right of recompensing their followers

profuse extravagance on the part of the aristocracy in Kioto withtax-freeestates, an example which the Taira leaders quickly
and the exactions of provmdal nobles, conspired to sink the followed. By the early years of the 12th century these estates

working classes into greater depths of hardship than ever, had attracted the great majority of the farming class, whereas the
Farmers had to borrow money and seed-rice from local officials public land was left wild and uncultivated. In a word, the court
or Buddhist temples, hypoliiecating their land as security; thus and the Fujiwara found themselves witiiout revenue, while the
the temples and the nobles extended their already great estates, coffers of the Taira and the Minamoto were full : the power of

whilst the agricultural population gradually fell into a position the purse and the power of thesword had passed effectually to the
of practic^ serfdom. two military families. Prominent features of the moral condi-
Meanwhik the Fujiwara family were steadily developing their tion of the capital at this era(i2th century) were superstition, re^

Riae of Of influence in Kioto. Their methods were simple but finement and effeminacy. A belief was widety held that calamity
thOTOughly eff^ve. “ By pr^essive werci^s of , jhe Taira and the Minamoto both traced their descent from

arbitrariness they gradually contrived that the choice of a imperial princes
;
the Tokugawa were a branch of the Minamoto.
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provided
;
that high officials should be dowered with hereditary

estates by way of emolument, the largest of such grants being

3000 homesteads; that men of unblemished character and
proved capacity should be appointed aldermen for adjudicating

criminal matters
;
that there should be chosen as clerks for gover-

nors and vice-governors of provinces men of solid competence
'' skilled in writing and arithmetic that the land should be
parcelled out in fixed proportions to every adult unit of the popu-
lation with right of tenure for a term of six years; that forced

labour should be commuted for taxes of silk and cloth; and that

for fiscal and administrative purposes households should be
organized in groups of five, each group under an elder, and ten

groups forming a township, which, again, should be governed

by an elder. Incidentally to these reforms many of the evil

customs of the time are exposed. Thus provincial governors

when they visited the capital were accustomed to travel with
great retinues who appear to have constituted a charge on the

regions through which they passed. The law now limited the

number of a chief governor's attendants to nine, and forbade

him to use official houses or to fare at public cost unless journey-

ing on public business. Again, men who had acquired some local

distinction, though they did not belong to noble families, took

advantage of the absence of historical records or official registers,

and, representing themselves as descendants of magnates to

whom the charge of public granaries had been entrusted, suc-

ceeded in usurping valuable privileges. The office of provincial

governor had in many cases become hereditary, and not only

were governors largely independent of Imperial control, but also,

since every free man carried arms, there had grown up about
these officials a population relying largely on the law of force.

Kotoku’s reforms sought to institute a system of temporary
governors, and directed that all arms and armour should be
stored in arsenals built in waste places, except in the case of

provinces adjoining lands where unsubdued aborigines (Yemishi)
dwelt. Punishments were drastic, and in the case of a man con-

victed of treason, all his children were executed with him, his

wives and consorts committing suicide. From a much earlier

age suicide had been freely resorted to as the most honourable

exit from pending disgrace, but as yet the samurai’s method of

disembowelment was not employed, strangulation or cutting

the throat being the regular practice. Torture was freely

employed and men often died under it. Signal abuses prevailed

in regions beyond the immediate range of the central govern-

ment’s observation. It has been shown that from early days
the numerous scions of the Imperial family had generally been
provided for by grants of provincial estates. Gradually the

descendants of these men, and the representatives of great

families who held hereditary rank, extended their domains
unscrupulously, employing forced labour to reclaim lands,

which they let to the peasants, not hesitating to appropriate

large .slices of public property, and remitting to the central

treasury only such fractions of the taxes as they found con-

venient. So prevalent had the exaction of forced labour become
that country-folk, repairing to the capital to seek redress of

grievances, were often compelled to remain there for the purpose

of carrying out some work in which dignitaries of state were
interested. The removal of the capital to a new site on each
change of sovereign involved a vast quantity of unproductive

toil. It is recorded that in 656, when the empress Saimei occu-

pied the throne, a canal was dug which required the work of

30,000 men and a wall was built which had employed 70,000 men
before its completion. The construction of tombs for grandees

was another hea^ drain on the people’s labour. Some of these

sepulchres attained enormous dimensions—that of the emperor
Ojin (270-310) measures 2312 yds. round the outer moat and
is some 60 ft. high; the emperor Nintoku’s (313-399) is still

larger, and there is a tumulus in Kawachi on the flank of which a
good-sized village has been built. Kdtoku’s laws provided that

the tomb of a prince should not be so large as to require the work
of more that 1000 men for seven days, and that the grave of a

petty official must be completed by 50 men in one day. More-

over, it was forbidden to bury with the body gold, silver,
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copper, iron, jewelled shirts, jade armour or silk brocade. It

appears that the custom of suicide or sacrifice at the tomb of

grandees still survived, and that people sometimes cut off their

hair or stabbed their thighs preparatory to declaiming a threnody.

Ail these practices were vetoed. Abuses had grown up even in

connexion with the Shintfi rite of purgation. This rite required

not only the reading of rituals but al^ the offering of food and
fruits. For the sake of these edibles the rite was often harshly

enforced, especially in cormexion with pollution from contact

with corpses; and thus it fell out that when of two brothers,

returning from a scene of forced labour, one lay down upon the

road and died, the other, dreading the cost of compulsory purga-
tion, refused to take up the body. Many other evil customs
came into existence in connexion with this rite, and all were

dealt with in the new laws. Not the least important of the

reforms then introduced was the organization of the ministry

after the model of the Tang dynasty of China. Ei^ht depart-

ments of state were created, and several of them received names
which are similarly used to this day. Not only the institutions

of China were borrowed but also her official costumes. During
Kotoku’s reign 19 grades of head-gear were instituted, and in

the time of Tenchi (668-671) the number was increased to 26,

with corresponding robes. Throughout this era intercourse was
frequent with China, and the spread of Buddhism continued

steadily . The empress Saimei (655-661), who succeeded K6toku,
was an earnest patron of the faith. By her command several

public expositions of the Sutras were given, and the building of

temples went on in many districts, estates being liberally granted

for the maintenance of these places of worship.

The Fujiwara Era .—In the Chronicles of Japan the year

672 is treated as a kind of interregnum. It was in truth a
year of something like anarchy, a great part of it being occupied

by a conflict of unparalleled magnitude between Prince Otomo
(called in history Emperor Kobun) and Prince Oama, who
emerged victorious and is historically entitled Temmu (673-686).
The four centuries that followed are conveniently designated

the Fujiwara era, because throughout that long interval affairs

of state were controlled by the Fujiwara family, whose daughters
were given as consorts to successive sovereigns and whose sons

filled all the high administrative posts. It has been related

above that Kamako, chief of the Shinto officials, inspired the

assassination of the Soga chief, Iruka, and thus defeated the

latter’s designs upon the throne in the days of the empress
Kogyoku. Kamako, better known to subsequent generations

as Kamatari, was thenceforth regardeckwith unlimited favour by
successive sovereigns, and just before his death in 670, the
family name of Fujiwara was bestowed on him by the emperor
Tenchi. Kamatari himself deserved all the honour he received,

but his descendants abused the high trust reposed in them,
reduced the sovereign to a mere puppet, and exercised Imperial

authority without openly usurping it. Much of this was due to

the adoption of Chinese administrative systems, a process which
may be .said to hdve commenced during the reign of Kdtoku
(645-654) and to have continued almost uninterruptedly until the
nth century. Under these systems the emperor ceased directly

to exercise supreme civil or military power : he became merely
the source of authority, not its wielder, the civil functions being
delegated to a bureaucracy and the military to a soldier class.

Possibly had the custom held of transferring the capital to a new
site on each change of sovereign, and had the growth of luxuri-

ous habits been thus checked, the comparatively simple life of

early times might have held the throne and the people in closer

contact. But from the beginning of the 8th century a strong

tendency to avoid these costly migrations developed itself. In

709 the court took up its residence at Nara, remaining there until

784; ten years after the latter date KiSto became the permanent
metropolis. The capital at Nara—established during the reign

of the empress Gemmyo (708-715)—was built on the plan of the

Chinese metropolis. It had nine gates and nine avenues, the
palace being situated in the northern section and approached by
a broad, straight avenue,which divided the city into two perfectly

equal halves, all the other streets running parallel to this main
XV. 9
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greatly strengthening the basis of the feudal system. “ It fared

with the H5jd as it had fared with all the great families that

preceded them: their own misrule ultimately wrought their

ruin. Their first eight representatives were talented and up-

right administrators. They took justice, simplicity and truth

for guiding principles; they despised luxury and pomp; they

never aspired to high official rank
;
they were content with two

provinces for estates, and they sternly repelled the effeminate,

depraved customs of Kioto.” Thus the greater part of the 13th

century was, on the whole, a golden era for Japan, and the lower

orders learned to welcome feudalism. Nevertheless no century

furnished more conspicuous illustrations of the peculiarly

Japanese system of vicarious government. Children occupied

the position of shogun in Kamakura under authority emanating
from children on the throne in Kioto; and members of the H6j6
family as shikken administered affairs at the mandate of the

child shoguns. Through all three stages in the dignities of

mikado, shogun and shikken, the strictly regulated principle of

heredity was maintained, according to which no Hojo shikken

could ever become shogun; no Minamoto or Fujiwara could

occupy the throne. At the beginning of the 14th century, how-
ever, several causes combined to shake the supremacy of the

Hojo. Under the sway of the ninth shikken (Takatoki), the

austere simplicity of life and earnest discharge of executive duties

which had distinguished the early chiefs of the family were

exchanged for luxury, debauchery and perfunctory government.

Thus the management of fiscal affairs fell into the hands of

Takasuke, a man of usurious instincts. It had been the wise

custom of the Hojo constables to store grain in seasons of plenty,

and distribute it at low prices in times of dearth. There occurred

at this epoch a succession of bad harvests, but instead of opening

the state granaries with benevolent liberality, Takasuke sold

their contents at the highest obtainable rates; and, by way of

contrast to the prevailing indigence, the people saw the constable

in Kamakura affecting the pomp and extravagance of a sovereign

waited upon by 37 mistresses, supporting a band of 2000 dancers,

and keeping a pack of 5000 fighting dogs. The throne happened

to be then occupied (1319-1338) by an emperor, Go-Daigo, who
had reached full maturity before his accession, and was cor-

respondingly averse from acting the puppet part assigned to

the sovereigns of his time. Female influence contributed to his

impatience. One of his concubines bore a son for whom he

sought to obtain nomination as prince imperial, in defiance of an

arrangnjp^t made by the Hojo that the succession should pass

alternately to the senior and junior branches of the Imperial

family. Kamakura refused to entertain Go-Daigo*s project,

and thenceforth the child’s mother importuned her sovereign

and lover to overthrow the Hojo. The entourage of the throne

in Kioto at this time was a counterpart of former eras. The
Fujiwara, indeed, wielded nothing of their ancient influence.

They had been divided by the Hojo into five branches, each

endowed with an equal right to the office of regent, and their

strength was thus dissipated in struggling among themselves

for the possession of the prize. But what the Fujiwara had done

in their day.s of greatness, what the Taira had done during their

brief tenure of power, the Saionji were now doing, namely,

aspiring to furnish prime ministers and empresses from their own
family solely. They had already given consorts to five emperors

in succession, and jealous rivals were watching keenly to attack

this clan which threatened to usurp the place long held by the

most illustrious family in the land. A petty incident disturbed

this state of very tender equilibrium before the plan of the Hojo’s

enemies had fully matured, and the emperor presently found

himself an exile in the island of Oki. But there now appeared

upon the scene three men bf great prowess : Kusunoki Masashige,

Nitta Yoshisada and A.shikaga Takauji. The first espoused

from the outset the cause of the Throne and, though commanding

only a smaU force, held the Hojo troops in check. The last two

were both of Minamoto descent. Their common ancestor was

Minamoto Yoshiiye, whose exploits against the northern Yemishi

in the second half of the nth century had so impressed his

countrymen that they gave him the title of Hachiman Taro (first-

born of the god of war). Both men took the field onginally in

the cause of the Hdjd, but at heart they desired to be avenged

upon the latter for disloyalty to the Minamoto. Nitta Yoshisada

marched suddenly against Kamakura, carried it by storm and
committed the city to the flames. Ashikaga Takauji occupied

Ki5to, and with the suicide of Takatoki the Hojo fell finally from

rule after 115 years of supremacy (1219-1334). The emperor

now returned from exile, and his son, Prince Moriyoshi, having

been appointed to the office of shfigun at Kamakura, the

restoration of the administrative power to the 'I'hrone seemed
an accomplished fact.

Go-Daigo, however, was not in any sense a wise sovereign.

The extermination of the Hojo placed wide estates at his disposal,

but instead of rewarding those who had deserved rte
well of him, he used a great part of them to enrich ABbikmga

his favourites, the companions of his dissipation. Sbagunu.

Ashikaga Takauji sought just such an opportunity. The follow-

ing year (1335) saw mm proclaiming himself shogun at Kama-
kura, and after a complicated pageant of incidents, the emperor

Go-Daigo was obliged once more to fly from Kioto. He carried

the regalia with him, refused to submit to Takauji, and declined

to recognize his usurped title of shogun. The Ashikaga chief

solved the situation by deposing Go-Daigo and placing upon
the throne another scion of the Imperial family who is known in

history as Komyo (1336-1348), and who, of course, confirmed

Takauji in the office of shogun. Thus commenced the Ashikaga

I

line of shoguns, and thus commenced also a fifty-six-year period

of divided sovereignty, the emperor Go-Daigo and his descen-

dants reigning in Yoshino as the southern court {nanchO), and the

emperor Komyo and his descendants reigning in Kioto as the

northern court (hokucho). It was by the efforts of the shogun

Yoshimitsu, one of the greatest of the Ashikaga potentates, that

this quarrel was finally composed, but during its progress the

country had fallen into a deplorable condition. '' The constitu-

tional powers had become completely disorganized, especially in

regions at a distance from the chief towns. The peasant was

impoverished, his spirit broken, his hope of better things com-

pletely gone. He dreamed away his miserable existence and

left the fields untilled. Bands of robbers followed the armies

through the interior of the country, and increased the feeling of

lawlessness and insecurity. The coast population, especially

that of the island of Kiushiu, had given itself up in a great

measure to piracy. Even on the shores of Korea and China

these enterprising Japanese corsairs made their appearance.”

The shogun Yoshimitsu checked piracy, and there ensued

between Japan and China a renewal of cordial intercourse

which, upon the part of the shogun, developed phases plainly

suggesting an admission of Chinese suzerainty.

For a brief moment during the sway of Yoshimitsu the country

had rest from internecine war, but immediately after his death

(1394) the struggle began afresh. Many of the great territorial

lords had now grown too puissant to concern themselves about

either mikado or shogun. Each fought for his own hand, think-

ing only of extending his sway and his teiritories. By the middle

of the 16th century Kioto was in ruins, and little vitality re-

mained in any trade or industry except those that ministered

to the wants of the warrior. Again in the case of the Ashikaga

shDguns the political tendency to exercise power vicariously

was shown, as it had been shown in the case of the mikados in

Kioto and in the case of the Minamoto in Kamakura. What
the regents had been to the emperors and the constables to the

Minamoto shfiguns, that the wardens (kwanry^ were to the

Ashikaga shoguns. Therefore, for possession of this office of

kwanryO vehement conflicts were waged, and at one time five

rival shdguns were used as figure-heads by contending factions.

Yoshimitsu had apportioned an ample allowance for the support

of the Imperial court, but in the continuous warfare following

his death the estates charged with the duty of paying this

allowance ceased to return any revenue; the court nobles had

to seek shelter and sustenance with one or other of the feudal

chiefs in the provinces, and the court itself was reduced to such a

state of indigence that when the emperof Go-Tsuchi died (1500),
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provided
;
that high officials should be dowered with hereditary

estates by way of emolument, the largest of such grants being

3000 homesteads; that men of unblemished character and
proved capacity should be appointed aldermen for adjudicating

criminal matters
;
that there should be chosen as clerks for gover-

nors and vice-governors of provinces men of solid competence
'' skilled in writing and arithmetic that the land should be
parcelled out in fixed proportions to every adult unit of the popu-
lation with right of tenure for a term of six years; that forced

labour should be commuted for taxes of silk and cloth; and that

for fiscal and administrative purposes households should be
organized in groups of five, each group under an elder, and ten

groups forming a township, which, again, should be governed

by an elder. Incidentally to these reforms many of the evil

customs of the time are exposed. Thus provincial governors

when they visited the capital were accustomed to travel with
great retinues who appear to have constituted a charge on the

regions through which they passed. The law now limited the

number of a chief governor's attendants to nine, and forbade

him to use official houses or to fare at public cost unless journey-

ing on public business. Again, men who had acquired some local

distinction, though they did not belong to noble families, took

advantage of the absence of historical records or official registers,

and, representing themselves as descendants of magnates to

whom the charge of public granaries had been entrusted, suc-

ceeded in usurping valuable privileges. The office of provincial

governor had in many cases become hereditary, and not only

were governors largely independent of Imperial control, but also,

since every free man carried arms, there had grown up about
these officials a population relying largely on the law of force.

Kotoku’s reforms sought to institute a system of temporary
governors, and directed that all arms and armour should be
stored in arsenals built in waste places, except in the case of

provinces adjoining lands where unsubdued aborigines (Yemishi)
dwelt. Punishments were drastic, and in the case of a man con-

victed of treason, all his children were executed with him, his

wives and consorts committing suicide. From a much earlier

age suicide had been freely resorted to as the most honourable

exit from pending disgrace, but as yet the samurai’s method of

disembowelment was not employed, strangulation or cutting

the throat being the regular practice. Torture was freely

employed and men often died under it. Signal abuses prevailed

in regions beyond the immediate range of the central govern-

ment’s observation. It has been shown that from early days
the numerous scions of the Imperial family had generally been
provided for by grants of provincial estates. Gradually the

descendants of these men, and the representatives of great

families who held hereditary rank, extended their domains
unscrupulously, employing forced labour to reclaim lands,

which they let to the peasants, not hesitating to appropriate

large .slices of public property, and remitting to the central

treasury only such fractions of the taxes as they found con-

venient. So prevalent had the exaction of forced labour become
that country-folk, repairing to the capital to seek redress of

grievances, were often compelled to remain there for the purpose

of carrying out some work in which dignitaries of state were
interested. The removal of the capital to a new site on each
change of sovereign involved a vast quantity of unproductive

toil. It is recorded that in 656, when the empress Saimei occu-

pied the throne, a canal was dug which required the work of

30,000 men and a wall was built which had employed 70,000 men
before its completion. The construction of tombs for grandees

was another hea^ drain on the people’s labour. Some of these

sepulchres attained enormous dimensions—that of the emperor
Ojin (270-310) measures 2312 yds. round the outer moat and
is some 60 ft. high; the emperor Nintoku’s (313-399) is still

larger, and there is a tumulus in Kawachi on the flank of which a
good-sized village has been built. Kdtoku’s laws provided that

the tomb of a prince should not be so large as to require the work
of more that 1000 men for seven days, and that the grave of a

petty official must be completed by 50 men in one day. More-

over, it was forbidden to bury with the body gold, silver,
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copper, iron, jewelled shirts, jade armour or silk brocade. It

appears that the custom of suicide or sacrifice at the tomb of

grandees still survived, and that people sometimes cut off their

hair or stabbed their thighs preparatory to declaiming a threnody.

Ail these practices were vetoed. Abuses had grown up even in

connexion with the Shintfi rite of purgation. This rite required

not only the reading of rituals but al^ the offering of food and
fruits. For the sake of these edibles the rite was often harshly

enforced, especially in cormexion with pollution from contact

with corpses; and thus it fell out that when of two brothers,

returning from a scene of forced labour, one lay down upon the

road and died, the other, dreading the cost of compulsory purga-
tion, refused to take up the body. Many other evil customs
came into existence in connexion with this rite, and all were

dealt with in the new laws. Not the least important of the

reforms then introduced was the organization of the ministry

after the model of the Tang dynasty of China. Ei^ht depart-

ments of state were created, and several of them received names
which are similarly used to this day. Not only the institutions

of China were borrowed but also her official costumes. During
Kotoku’s reign 19 grades of head-gear were instituted, and in

the time of Tenchi (668-671) the number was increased to 26,

with corresponding robes. Throughout this era intercourse was
frequent with China, and the spread of Buddhism continued

steadily . The empress Saimei (655-661), who succeeded K6toku,
was an earnest patron of the faith. By her command several

public expositions of the Sutras were given, and the building of

temples went on in many districts, estates being liberally granted

for the maintenance of these places of worship.

The Fujiwara Era .—In the Chronicles of Japan the year

672 is treated as a kind of interregnum. It was in truth a
year of something like anarchy, a great part of it being occupied

by a conflict of unparalleled magnitude between Prince Otomo
(called in history Emperor Kobun) and Prince Oama, who
emerged victorious and is historically entitled Temmu (673-686).
The four centuries that followed are conveniently designated

the Fujiwara era, because throughout that long interval affairs

of state were controlled by the Fujiwara family, whose daughters
were given as consorts to successive sovereigns and whose sons

filled all the high administrative posts. It has been related

above that Kamako, chief of the Shinto officials, inspired the

assassination of the Soga chief, Iruka, and thus defeated the

latter’s designs upon the throne in the days of the empress
Kogyoku. Kamako, better known to subsequent generations

as Kamatari, was thenceforth regardeckwith unlimited favour by
successive sovereigns, and just before his death in 670, the
family name of Fujiwara was bestowed on him by the emperor
Tenchi. Kamatari himself deserved all the honour he received,

but his descendants abused the high trust reposed in them,
reduced the sovereign to a mere puppet, and exercised Imperial

authority without openly usurping it. Much of this was due to

the adoption of Chinese administrative systems, a process which
may be .said to hdve commenced during the reign of Kdtoku
(645-654) and to have continued almost uninterruptedly until the
nth century. Under these systems the emperor ceased directly

to exercise supreme civil or military power : he became merely
the source of authority, not its wielder, the civil functions being
delegated to a bureaucracy and the military to a soldier class.

Possibly had the custom held of transferring the capital to a new
site on each change of sovereign, and had the growth of luxuri-

ous habits been thus checked, the comparatively simple life of

early times might have held the throne and the people in closer

contact. But from the beginning of the 8th century a strong

tendency to avoid these costly migrations developed itself. In

709 the court took up its residence at Nara, remaining there until

784; ten years after the latter date KiSto became the permanent
metropolis. The capital at Nara—established during the reign

of the empress Gemmyo (708-715)—was built on the plan of the

Chinese metropolis. It had nine gates and nine avenues, the
palace being situated in the northern section and approached by
a broad, straight avenue,which divided the city into two perfectly

equal halves, all the other streets running parallel to this main
XV. 9
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to be reduced, and not only was its chief, Ujimasa, a formidable

foe, but also the topographical features of the district represented

fortihcations of immense strength. After various unsuccessful

overtures, having for their purpose to induce Ujimasa to visit

the capital and pay hoixiage to the emperor, Hideyoshi marched

from Kioto in the spring of 1590 at the head of 170,000 men, his

colleagues Nobuo and lyeyasu having under their orders 80,000

more. The campaign ended as did all Hideyoshi’s enterprises,

except that he treated his vanquished enemies with unusual

severity. During the three months spent investing Odawara,

the northern daunyos surrendered, and thus the autunm of

1590 saw Hideyoshi master of Japan from end to end, and saw

Tokugawa lyeyasu established at Yedo as recognized ruler of

the eight provinces of the Kwanto. These two facts should be

bracketed together, because Japan^s emergence from the deep

gloom of long-continued civil strife was due not more to the

briUiant qualities of Hiroshi and lyeyasu individually than to

the fortunate synchronism of their careers, so that the one was

able to carry the other’s work to completion and permanence.

The last eight years of Hid^oshi’s life—he died in 1598—were

chiefly remarkable for his attempt to invade China through

Korea, and for liis attitude towards Christianity (see § VIII.

:

FoRsaoN Intkrcourse).

The Tohugmoa Era.—^When Hideyoshi died he left a son,

Hideyori, th^ only six years of age, and the problem of this

child’s future had naturally caused supreme solicitude to the

peasant statesman. He Anally entrusted the care of the boy

and the management of state a^irs to flve regents, five ministers,

and three intermediary councillors. But he placed chief reliance

upon lyeyasu, whom he appointed president of the board of

regents. Among the latter was one, Ishida Mitsunari, who to

insatiable ambition added an extraordinary faculty for intrigue

and great personal magnetism. These qualities he utilized with

such success that the dissensions among the daimyos, which liad

been temporarily composed by Hideyoshi, broke out again, and

the year 1600 saw Japan divided into two camps, one composed

of Tokugawa lyeyasu and his allies, the other of Ishida Mitsunari

and bis partisans.

The situation of lyeyasu was eminently perilous. From his

position in the east of the country, he found himself menaced

by two powerful enemies on the north and on the
yeystu.

south, respectively; the former barely contained by

a greatly weaker force of his friends, and the latter moving up

in seen^gfy overwhelming strength from Kioto, He decided

to hurfflknself upon the southern army without awaiting the

result of the conflict in the north. The encounter took place

at Sekigahara in the province of Mino on the 21st of October

1600. The army of lyeyasu had to move to the attack in such a

manner that its left flank and its left rear were threatened by

divisions of the enemy posted on commanding eminences. But

with the leaders of these divisions lyeyasu had come to an under-

standing by which they could be trusted to abide so long as

victor}^ did not declare against him. Such incidents were

naturally common in an era when every man fought for his

own band. The southerners suffered a crashing defeat. The

survivors fled pell-mell to Osaka, where in a colossal fortress,

built by Hideyoshi, his son, Hideyori, and the latter’s mother,

Yodo, were sheltered behind ramparts held by 80,000 men.

Hideyori’ s cause had been openly put forward by Ishida Mit-

sunari and his partisans, but lyeyasu made no immediate

attempt to visit the sin upon the head of his deceased benefac-

tor’s child. On the contrary, he sent word to the lady Yodo and

her little boy that he absolved them of all complicity. The
battle of Sekigahara is commonly spoken of as having terminated

the civil war which had devastated Japan, with brief intervals,

from the latter half of the iJith century to the beginning of the

17th. That is incorrect in view of the fact that Sekigahara was

followed by other fighting, especially by the terrible conflict at

O.saka in 16x5 when Yodo and her son perished. But Seki-

gahara’s importance cannot be ovei>rate(L For had lyeyasu been

finally crushed thare, the wave of internecine strife must liave

mllftd again over the empire until providence provided another

Hideyoshi and another lyeyasu to stem it. Sekigahara, there-

fore, may be truly described as a turning-point in Japan’s

career and as one of the decisive battles of the world. As for

tlie fact that the Tokugawa leader did not at once proceed to

extremities in the case of the boy Hideyori, though the events

of the Sekigahara campaign had made it quite plam that such a

course would ultimatdy be inevitable, we have to remember

that only two years had elapsed since Hideyoshi was laid in his

grave. His memory was still green and the glory of his achieve-

ments still ^veloped his family. ly^asu foresaw that to carry

the tragedy to its bitter end at once must have forced into Hide-

yori’s camp many puissant daimyos whose sense of aUegiance

would grow less cog«it with the lapse of time. When be did lay

siege to the Osaka castle in 1615, the power of the Tokugawa was

wellnigh shattered against its ramparts; had not the onset been

aided by treachery, the stronghold would probably have proved

impregi^ble.

But signal as were the triumphs of the Tokugawa chieftain in

the field, what dislinguislies him from all his predecessors is the

ability he displayed in consolidating his conquests. The im-

mense estates that fell into his hands he parcelled out in sudb a

manner that all important strategical positions were held by
daimyos whose fidelity could be confidently trusted, and every

feudatory of doubtful loyalty found his fief within touch of a

Tokugawa pwtisan. This arrangement, supplemented by a

system which required all the great daimyos to have mansions in

the shogun’s capital, Yedo, to keep their families there always

and to reside there themselves in alternate years, proved so

potent a check to disaffection tliat from 1615, when the castle of

Osaka fell, until 1864, when the Choshu ronin attacked Kioto,

Japan remained entirely free from civil war.

It is possible to form a clear idea of the ethical and adminis-

trative principles by which lyeyasu and the early Tokugawa
chiefs were guided in elaborating the system which gave to

Japan an unprecedented era of peace pd prosperity. Evidence

is furnished not only by the system itself but also by the con-

tents of a document generally called the Testament of lyeyasu,

though probably it was not fully compiled until the time of his

grandson, lyemitsu (1623-1650). I'he great Tokugawa chief,

though he munificently patronized Buddhism and though he

carried constantly in lus bosom a miniature Buddhist image to

which he ascribed all his success in the field and his safety in

battle, took his ethical code from Confucius. He held that the

basis of all legislation and admiiaistration should be the five

relations of sovereign and subject, parent and child, husband

and wife, brother and sister, friend and friend. The family

was, in his eyes, the essential foundation of society, to be main-

tained at all sacrifices. Beyond these broad outlines of moral

duty it was not deemed necessary to instruct the people. There-

fore out of the hundred chapters forming the Testament only

22 contain what can be called legal enactments, while 55 relate

to administration and politics; i6 set forth moral maxims and

reflections, and the remainder record illustrative episodes in the

career of the author. “ No distinct line is drawn between law

and morals, between the duty of a citizen and the virtues of a

member of a family. Substantive law is entirely wanting, just

as it was wanting in the so-called constitution of Prince Shfitoku.

Custom, as sanctioned by public observance, must be complied

with in the civil affairs of life. What required minute exposition

was criminal law, the relations of socid classes, etiquette, rank,

precedence, administration and government.

Society under feudalism had been moulded into three ^larply

defined groups, namely, first, the 'Ihrone and the court nobles

{kuge)\ secondly, the military class {buke or samurai)\

and thirdly, the common people (heimin). These Imes uaouom ia

of cleavage were emphasized as much as possible Tokum

by the Tokugawa rulers. The divine origin of the

mikado was held to separate him. from contact with mundane
affairs, and he was therefore strictly secluded in the palace at

Ki5to, his main function being to mediate betweenrhis heavenly

ancestors and his subjects, entrusting to the shogun and the

samurai the duty of transacting all worldly business on behalf
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of the state. In obedience to this principle the mikado became

a kind of sacrosanct abstraction. No one except his consols

and bis chief ministers ever saw his face. In the rare cases

v/hen he gave audience to a privileged subject^ he sat behind a

curtain, and when he went abroad, he rode in a closely shut car

drawn by oxen. A revenue of ten thousand koku of rice—the

equivalent of about as many guineas-^was apportioned for his

support, smd the right was reserved to him of conferring empty
titles upon the living and rank upon the dead. His majesty had

one wife, the empress {k^o)y necessarily taken from one of the

five chosen families (go^se^e) of the Fujiwara, but he might also

have twelve consorts, and if direct issue failed, the succession

passed to one of the two princely families of Arisugawa and

Fushimi, adoption, however, beii^ possible in the last resort.

The huge constituted the court nobility, consisting of 155 families

all of whom traced their lineage to ancient mikados; they ranked

far above the feudal chiefs, not exceptii^ even the shogun;

filled by right oi heredity nearly all the ofiices at the court, the

emoluments attached being, however, a mere pittance; were

entirely without the great estates which liad belonged to them
in ante-feudal times, and lived lives of proud poverty, occupying

themselves with the study of literature and the practice of music

and art. After the hug0 and at a long distance below them in

theoretical rank came the military families, who, as a class,

were called buke or samurai. They had hereditary revenues,

and they filled the administrative posts, these, too, being often

hereditary. The third, and by far the most numerous, section

of the nation were the commoners (heimin). They had no
social status; were not allowed to carry swords, md possessed

no income except what they could earn with their hands.

About 55 in every 1000 units of the nation were samurai, the

latter’s wives and children being included in this estimate.

Under the Hojo and the .^liikaga sh5guns the holders of

the great estates changed frequently according to the vicissi-

tudes of those troublesome time.s, but under the
* *” Tokugawa no change took place, and there thus

grew up a landed nobility of the most permanent character.

Every one of these estates was a feudal kingdom, large or small,

with its own usages and its own laws, b^ed on the general

principles above indicated and liable to be judged according to

those principles by the shogun’s government (baku-fu) in Yedo.

A daimyo or feudal chief drew' from the peasants on his estate

the means of subsistence for himself and his retainers. For this

purpose the produce of his estate was assessed by the shogun’s

officials in koku (one koku litres, worth about £1), and
about one-half of the assessed amount went to the feudatory,

the other half to the tillers of the soil. The richest daimyO was
Mayeda of Kaga, whose fief was assessed at a little over a million

ko^, his revenue thus being about half a million sterling. Just

as an empress had to be taken from one of five families designated

to that distinction for all time, so a successor to the shogunate,

failing direct heir, had to be selected from three families

(sanke)f namely, tliose of the daimyos of Owari, Kii and Mito,

whose first representatives were three sons of lyeyasu. Out
of the total body of 255 daimyos existing in tlie year 1B62,

141 were specially distinguished as fudai, or hereditary vassals

of the Tokugawa house, and to 18 of these was strictly

limited the perpetual privilege of filling all the high office

in the Yedo administration, while to 4 of them was reserved

the special, honour of supplying a regent {g<htairi^ daring the

minority of the shogun. Moreover, a fudai daimyo was of

necessi^ appqinted to the command of the fortress of

Nijo in Ki5to as well as of the great castles of Osaka and
Fushimi, whidu lyeyasu designated the keys of tiie country.

No intenmrriage might take place between members of the

court nobiUty and feudal houses without the consent of

Yedo; no daimyd might apply direct to the emperor for an

official title, or might put foot within the imperial district of

Kj5to without the shogun’s permit, and at all entrances to the

regksit known as the Kwanto there were established guard-

houses) where every one, of whatever rank, must submit to be

examined, in order to prevent the wives and children of. the

daimyds from secretly leavmg Yedo for their own provinces.

In their journeys to and from Yedo every second year the feudal

chiefs had to travel by one of two great highways, the Tokaido
or the Nakasendo, and as they moved with great retinues,

these roads were provided with a number of inns and tea-houses

equipped in a sumptuous manner, and having an abundance of

female servants. A puissant daimyo ’& procession often num-
bered as many as 1000 retainers, nothing illustrates more
forcibly the wide interval that separated the soldier and the

plebeian than the fact that at the appearance of the heralds who
preceded these processes all commoners who happened to be
abroad had to Imed on the ground with bowed and uncovered
heads; all wayside houses htd to close the shutteraof windows
giving on the road, and none might venture to look down from a
height on the passing magnate. Any violation of these rules of

etiquette exposed the violator to instant death at the hands of

the daimyo’s retinue. Moreover, the samurai and the heimin

lived strictly apart. A feudal chief had a castle which generalh"

occupied a commanding position. It was surrounded by fr^
one to three broad moats, the innermost crowned with a high

wall of huge cut stones, its trace arranged so as to give flank

defence, which was further provided by pagoda-like towers

placed at the salient angles. Inside this wall stood the houses

of the high officials on the outskirts of a park surrounding the

residence of the daimyo himself, and from the scarps ol the moats

or in the intervals between the rose houses for the military

retainers, barrack-like structures, provided, whenever possible,

with small but artistically arrang^ and carefully tended gardens.

All this domain of the military was called yasidki in distinction

to the machi (streets) where the despised commoners had their

habitat.

'flic general body of the samurai received stipends and lived

fruplly. Their pay was not reckoned in money : it took the

form of so many rations of rice delivered from
their chief’s granaries. A few had landed estates,

usually bestowed in recognition of conspicuous merit. They
were probably the finest type of hereditary soldiers the world

ever produced. Money and all devices for earning it they pro-

foundly despised. The right of wearing a sword was to them
the highest conceivable privilege. They counted themselves

the guludians of their fiefs’ honour and of their country’s welfare.

At any moment they were prepared cheerfully to sacrifice their

lives on the altar of loyalty. Their word, once given, must never

be violated. The slightest insult to their honour might not be

condoned. Stoicism was a quality i^hich they esteemed next

to courage ; all outward display of emotion must be suppressed.

The sword might never be drawn for a petty cause, but, if once

drawn, must never be returned to its scabbard until it had done

its duty. Martial exercises occupied much of their attention,

but book learning also they esteemed highly. They were pro-

foundly courteous towards each other, profoundly contemptuous

tow ards the commoner, whatever his wealth. Filial piety ranked

next to loyalty in their code of ethics. Thus the Confucian

maxim, endorsed explicitly in the Testament of lyeyasu, that a

man must not live under the same sky with his father’s mur-

derer or his brother’s slayer, received most liter^ obedience,

and many instances occurred of vendettas pursued in the face of

apparaitly insuperable difficulties and consummated after years

of effort. By the standard of modem morality the Japanese

samurai would be counted cruel. Holding that death was the

natural sequel of defeat and the only certain way of avmding

disgrace, he did not seek quarter hiin^ or think of extending it

to an enemy. Yet in his treatment of the latter he loved to dis-

play courtesy until the supreme moment when all considerations

of mercy were laid aside. It cannot be doubted that the prac-

tice of employing torture judicially tended to educate a mood
of callousness towards suffering, or that the many idle hours of a

military man’s life in time of peace encourag«^ a measure of

dissipation. But there does not seem to be any valid lor

CQncluding that «ther of ^ese defects was conspicuous in

the character of the Japanese samurai. Faithlessness towards

I

women was the greatest fault that can be laid to bts door. The
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samurai lady claimed no privilege of timidity on account of her

sex. She knew how to die in the cause of honour just as readily

as her husband, her father or her brother died, and conjugal

fidelity did not rank as a virtue in her eyes, being regarded as a

simple duty. But her husband held marital faith in small

esteem and ranked his wife far below his sword. It has to be

remembered that when we speak of a samurai’s suicide, there is

no question of poison, the bullet, drowning or any comparatively

painless manner of exit from the world. The invariable method
was to cut open the abdomen {hara-kiri or seppuku) and after-

wards, if strength remained, the sword was turned against the

throat. To such endurance had the samurai trained himself

that he went through this cruel ordeal without flinching in the

smallest degree.

The heimin or commoners were divided into three classes

—

husbandmen, artisans and traders. The farmer, as the nation

Meimia
labour, was counted the most respect-

able among the bread-winners, and a cultivator

of his own estate might even carry one sword but never two,

that privilege being strictly reserved to a samurai. The artisan,

too, received much consideration, as is easily understood when
we remember that included in his ranks were artists, sword-

smiths, armourers, sculptors of sacred images or sword-furniture,

ceramists and lacquerers. Many artisans were in the permanent
service of feudal chiefs from whom they received fixed salaries.

Tradesmen, however, were regarded with disdain and stood

lowest of all in the social organization. Too much despised to

be even included in that organization were the eta (defiled

folks) and the hinin (outcasts). The exact origin of these latter

pariahs is uncertain, but tb.c ancestors of the eta would seem to

have been prisoners of war or the enslaved families of criminals.

To such people were assigned the defiling duties of tending tombs,

disposing of the bodies of the dead, slaughtering animals or

tanning hides. The hinin were mendicants. On them devolved

the task of removing and burying the corpses of executed crimi-

nals. Living in segregated hamlets, forbidden to marry with

heimin, still less with samurai, not allowed to eat, drink or

associate with persons above their own class, the eta remained

under the ban of ostracism from generation to generation,

though many of them contrived to amass much wealth. They
were governed by their own headmen, and they had three

chiefs, one residing in each of the cities of Yedo, Osaka and
Kioto. these members of the submerged classes were

rclievJllfrom proscription and admitted to the ranks of the

commoners under the enlightened system of Meiji. The 12th

of October 1871 saw their enfranchisement, and at that date

the census showed 287,111 eta and 695,689 hinin.

Naturally, as the unbroken peace of the Tokugawa regime

became habitual, the mood of the nation underwent a change.

Deciioe Mod The .samurai, no longer required to lead the frugal

Fotto/the life of camp or barracks, began to live beyond their
stoguorntM. incomes. “ They found difficulty in meeting the

pecuniary engagements of everyday existence, so that money
acquired new importance in their eyes, and they gradually

forfeited the respect which their traditional disinterestedness

had won for them in the past.” At the same time the

abuses of feudalism were thrown into increased salience. A
large body of hereditary soldiers become an anomaly when
fighting has passed even out of memory. On the other

hand, the agricultural and commercial classes acquired new
importance. The enormous sums disbursed every year in

Vedo, for the maintenance of the great establishments

which the feudal chiefs vied with each other in keeping there,

enriched the merchants and traders so greatly that their

scale of living underwent radical change. Buddhism was a

potent influence, but its ethical restraints were weakened by
the conduct of its priests, who themselves often yielded to the

temptation of the time. The aristocracy adhered to its refined

pastimes—performances of the No; tea reunions; poem
composing; polo; football; equestrian archery; fencing and
gambling—but the commoner, being excluded from all this

realm and, at the same time, emerging rapidly from his old

position of penury and degradation, began to develop luxurious

proclivities and to demand corresponding amusements. Thus
the theatre came into existence; the dancing girl and the

jester found lucrative employment; a popular school of art

was founded and quickly carried to perfection; the lupanar

assumed unprecedented dimensions; rich and costly costumes

acquired wide vogue in despite of sumptuary laws enacted

from time to time
;
wrestling became an important institution,

and plutocracy asserted itself in the face of caste distinctions.

Simultaneously with the change of social conditions thus

taking place, history repeated itself at the shogun’s court. The
substance of administrative power passed into the hands of a
minister, its shadow alone remaining to the shogun. During

only two generations were the successors of lyeyasu able to resist

this traditional tendency. The representative of the third—
lyetsuna (1661-1680)—succumbed to the machinations of an
ambitious minister, Sakai Takakiyo, and it may be said that from
that time the nominal repository of administrative authority in

Yedo was generally a species of magnificent recluse, secluded

from contact with the outer world and seeing and hearing only

through the eyes and ears of the ladies of his household. In

this respect the descendants of the great Tokugawa statesman

found themselves reduced to a position precisely analogous to

that of the emperor in Kioto. Sovereign and sh6gun were

alike mere abstractions so far as the practical work of

government was concerned. With the great mass of the feudal

chiefs things fared similarly. These men who, in the days of

Nobunaga, Hideyoshi and lyeyasu, had directed the policies of

their fiefs and led their armies in the field, were gradually trans-

formed, during the long peace of the Tokugawa era, into volup-

tuous faineants or, at best, thoughtless dilettanti, willing to

abandon the direction of their affairs to seneschals and mayors,

who, while on the whole their administration was able and
loyal, found their account in contriving and perpetuating the

effacement of their chiefs. Thus, in effect, the government

of the country, taken out of the hands of the shogun and the

feudatories, fell into those of their vassals. There were excep-

tions, of course, but so rare as to be merely accidental.

Another important factor has to be noted. It has been

shown above that lyeyasu bestowed upon his three sons the rich

fiefs of Owari, Kii (Kishu) and Mito, and that these three

families exclusively enjoyed the privilege of furnishing an heir

to the shogun should the latter be without direct issue. Mito

ought therefore to have been a most unlikely place for the

conception and propagation of principles subversive of the

shogun’s administrative autocracy. Nevertheless, in the days

of the second of the Mito chiefs at the close of the 17th century,

there arose in that province a school of thinkers who, revolting

against the ascendancy of Chine.se literature and of Buddhism,

devoted themselves to compiling a history such as should recall

the attention of the nation to its own annals and revive its

allegiance to Shinto. It would seem that in patronizing the

compilation of this great work the Mito chief was swayed by

the spirit of pure patriotism and studentship, and that he

discerned nothing of the goal to which the new researches must
lead the litterati of his fief. “ He and they, for the sake of

history and without any thought of politics, undertook a retro-

spect of their country’s annals, and their frank analysis furnished

conclusive proof that the emperor was the prime source of

administrative authority and that its independent exercise

by a sh6gun must be regarded as a usurpation. They did not

attempt to give practical effect to their discoveries
;
the era was

essentially academical. But this galaxy of scholars projected

into the future a light which burned with growing force in each

succeeding generation and ultimately burst into a flame which

consumed feudalism and the shfigunate,” fused the nation into

one, and restored the governing authority to the emperor.

Of course the Mito men were not alone in this matter : many
students subsequently trod in their footsteps and many others

sought to stem the tendency; but the net result was fatal to

faith in the dual system of government. Possibly had nothing

occurred to furnish signal proof of the system’s practical defects,
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it might have long survived this theoretical disapproval.

But the crisis caused by the advent of foreign ships and by the

forceful renewal of foreign intercourse in the 19th century

afforded convincing evidence of the shogunate’s incapacity to

protect the state’s supposed interests and to enforce the tradi-

tional policy of isolation which the nation had learned to con-

sider essential to the empire’s integrity.

Another important factor made for the fall of the shdgunate.

That factor was the traditional disaffection of the two great

southern fiefs, Satsuma and ChOshu. When lyeyasu parcelled

out the empire, he deemed it the wisest policy to leave thei^

chieftains in full possession of their large estates. But this

measure, construed as an evidence of weakness rather th^
a token of liberality, neither won the allegiance of the big

feudatories nor cooled their ambition. Thus no sooner did

the nation divide into two camps over the question of renewed

foreign intercourse than men of the above clans, in concert

with representatives of certain of the old court nobles, placed

themselves at the head of a movement animated by two loudly

proclaimed purposes : restoration of the administration to the

emperor, and expulsion of aliens. This latter aspiration under-

went a radical change when the bombardment of the Satsuma

capital, Kagoshima, and the destruction of the Choshu forts

and ships at Shimonoseki proved conclusively to the Satsuma

and Choshu clans that Japan in her unequipped and backward

condition could not hope to stand for a moment against the

Occident in arms. But the unwelcome discovery was accom-

panied by a conviction that only a thoroughly united nation

might aspire to preserve its independence, and thus the abolition

of the dual form of government became more than ever an

article of public faith. It is unnecessary to recount the suc-

cessive incidents which conspired to undermine the shogun's

authority, and to destroy the prestige of the Yedo administration.

Both had been reduced to vanishing quantities by the year 1866

when Keiki succeeded to the shogunate.

Keiki, known historically as Yoshinobu, the last of the

shoguns, was a man of matured intellect and high capacities.

He had been put forward by the anti-foreign Conservatives

for the succession to the shOgunate in 1857 when the complica-

tions of foreign intercourse were in their first stage of acuteness,
j

But, like many other intelligent Japanese, he had learned,

in the interval between 1857 and 1866, that to keep her doors

closed was an impossible task for Japan, and very quickly

after taking the reins of office he recognized that national

union could never be achieved while power was divided between

Ki6to and Yedo. At this juncture there was addressed to

him by Y6d6, chief of the great Tosa fief, a memorial settmg

forth the hopelessness of the position in which the Yedo court

now found itself, and urging that, in the interests of good

government and in order that the nation’s united strength

might be available to meet the exigencies of its new career,

the administration should be restored to the emperor. Keiki

received this memorial in Kioto. He immediately summoned

a council of all the feudatories and high officials then in the

Imperial city, announced to them his intention to lay down his

office, and, the next day, presented his resignation to the

sovereign. This happened on the 14th of October 1867.

It must be ranked among the signal events of the world’s

history, for it signified the voluntary surrender of kingly

authority wielded uninterruptedly for nearly tlvee centuries.

That the shSgun’s resignation was tendered in good faith

there can be no doubt, and had it been accepted in the same

spirit, the great danger it involved might have been consum-

mated without bloodshed or disorder. But the clansmen of

Satsuma and Chfishu were distrustful. One of the shdgun’s

first acts after assuming office had been to obtain from the throne

an edict for imposing penalties on Ch&shu, and there was a

precedent for suspecting that the renunciation of power by

the shdgun might merely prelude its resumption on a firmer

basis. Therefore steps were taken to induce the emperor,

then a youth of fifteen, to issue a secret rescript to Satsuma

and Ch&^fi, denouncing the shfigun as the nation’s enemy and

enjoining his destruction. At the same time all c^dcials om-
nected with the Tokugawa or suspected of sympathy with

t^m were expelled from office in Kioto, and tbit shOgun’s

troops were deprived of the custody of the palace gates

methods which verged upon the use of armed force. In the

face of such provocation Keiki’s earnest efforts to restrain

the indignation of his vassals and adherents failed^ They

marched against Kioto and were defeated, whereupon Keiki left

his castle at Osaka and retired to Yedo, where he subsequently

made unconditional surrender to the Imperial army. There is

little more to be set down on this page of the history. The

Yedo court consented to lay aside its dignities and be stripped

of its administrative authority, but all the Tokugawa vai^s
and adherents did not prove equally placable. There was resist-

ance in the northern provinces, where the Aizu feudatory

refused to abandon the Tokugawa cause ;
there was an attempt

to set up a rival candidate for the throne in the person of an

Imperial prince who presided over the Uyeno Monastery in

Yedo; and there was a wild essay on the part of the admiral

of the shogun’s fleet to establish a republic in the island of

Yezo. But these were mere ripples on the surface of the broad

stream which set towards the peaceful overthrow of the dual

system of government and ultimately towards the fall of

feudalism itself. That this system, the outcome of five centuries

of nearly continuous warfare, was swept away in almost as many
weeks with little loss of life or destruction of property consti-

tutes, perhaps, the most striking incident, certoinly the most

momentous, in the history of the Japanese nation.

The Meiji £ra.—It must be remembered that when refer-

ence is made to the Japanese nation in connexion with these

radical changes, only the nobles and the samurai are indicated

—^in other words, a section of the population representing about

one-sixteenth of the whole. The bulk of the people—-the

agricultural, the industrial and the mercantile classes—remaii^

outside the sphere of politics, not slmring the anti-foreign preju-

dice, or taking any serious interest in the great questions of the

time. Foreigners often noted with surprise the contrast be-

tween the fierce antipathy displayed towards them by certain

samurai on the one hand, and the genial, hospitable reception

given to them by the common people on the other. History

teaches that the latter was the natural disposition of the Japanese,

the former a mood educated by special experiences. Further,

even the comparatively narrow statement that the restoration

of the administrative power to the emperor was the work of the

nobles and the samurai must be t^ken with limitatioi^. A
majority of the nobles entertained no idea of any necessity for

change. They were either held fast in the vice of Tokugawa

authority, or paralyzed by the sensuous seductions of the lives

provided for them by the machinations of their retainers, who

transferred the administrative authority of the fiefs to their

own hands, leaving its shadow only to their lords. It was among

the retainers that longings for a new order of things were gene-

rated. Some of these men were sincere disciples of progress—

a

small band of students and deep thinkers who, looking through

the narrow Dutch window at Deshima, had caught a glimmering

perception of the realities that lay beyond the horizon of their

country’s prejudices. But the influence of such Liberals was com-

paratively insignificant. Though they showed remarkable moral

courage and tenacity of purpose, the age did not furnish any

strong object lesson to enforce their propaganda of progr^s.

The factors chiefly making for change were, first, the ambition

of the southern clans to oust the Tokugawa, and, secondly, the

samurai’s loyal instinct, reinforced by the teachings of his

country’s history, by the revival of the Shinto^ cult, by the

promptings of national enterprise, and by the object-lessons of-

foreign intercourse.

But though essentially imperialistic in its prime purposes,

the revolution which involved the fall of the sh6gunate, and

ultimately of feudalism, may be called democratic with chstmeier

regard to the personnel of those who planned ^d
directed it. They were, for the most part, men with-

out either official rank or social standing. That is a point essential

XV. 9 a
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samurai lady claimed no privilege of timidity on account of her

sex. She knew how to die in the cause of honour just as readily

as her husband, her father or her brother died, and conjugal

fidelity did not rank as a virtue in her eyes, being regarded as a

simple duty. But her husband held marital faith in small

esteem and ranked his wife far below his sword. It has to be

remembered that when we speak of a samurai’s suicide, there is

no question of poison, the bullet, drowning or any comparatively

painless manner of exit from the world. The invariable method
was to cut open the abdomen {hara-kiri or seppuku) and after-

wards, if strength remained, the sword was turned against the

throat. To such endurance had the samurai trained himself

that he went through this cruel ordeal without flinching in the

smallest degree.

The heimin or commoners were divided into three classes

—

husbandmen, artisans and traders. The farmer, as the nation

Meimia
labour, was counted the most respect-

able among the bread-winners, and a cultivator

of his own estate might even carry one sword but never two,

that privilege being strictly reserved to a samurai. The artisan,

too, received much consideration, as is easily understood when
we remember that included in his ranks were artists, sword-

smiths, armourers, sculptors of sacred images or sword-furniture,

ceramists and lacquerers. Many artisans were in the permanent
service of feudal chiefs from whom they received fixed salaries.

Tradesmen, however, were regarded with disdain and stood

lowest of all in the social organization. Too much despised to

be even included in that organization were the eta (defiled

folks) and the hinin (outcasts). The exact origin of these latter

pariahs is uncertain, but tb.c ancestors of the eta would seem to

have been prisoners of war or the enslaved families of criminals.

To such people were assigned the defiling duties of tending tombs,

disposing of the bodies of the dead, slaughtering animals or

tanning hides. The hinin were mendicants. On them devolved

the task of removing and burying the corpses of executed crimi-

nals. Living in segregated hamlets, forbidden to marry with

heimin, still less with samurai, not allowed to eat, drink or

associate with persons above their own class, the eta remained

under the ban of ostracism from generation to generation,

though many of them contrived to amass much wealth. They
were governed by their own headmen, and they had three

chiefs, one residing in each of the cities of Yedo, Osaka and
Kioto. these members of the submerged classes were

rclievJllfrom proscription and admitted to the ranks of the

commoners under the enlightened system of Meiji. The 12th

of October 1871 saw their enfranchisement, and at that date

the census showed 287,111 eta and 695,689 hinin.

Naturally, as the unbroken peace of the Tokugawa regime

became habitual, the mood of the nation underwent a change.

Deciioe Mod The .samurai, no longer required to lead the frugal

Fotto/the life of camp or barracks, began to live beyond their
stoguorntM. incomes. “ They found difficulty in meeting the

pecuniary engagements of everyday existence, so that money
acquired new importance in their eyes, and they gradually

forfeited the respect which their traditional disinterestedness

had won for them in the past.” At the same time the

abuses of feudalism were thrown into increased salience. A
large body of hereditary soldiers become an anomaly when
fighting has passed even out of memory. On the other

hand, the agricultural and commercial classes acquired new
importance. The enormous sums disbursed every year in

Vedo, for the maintenance of the great establishments

which the feudal chiefs vied with each other in keeping there,

enriched the merchants and traders so greatly that their

scale of living underwent radical change. Buddhism was a

potent influence, but its ethical restraints were weakened by
the conduct of its priests, who themselves often yielded to the

temptation of the time. The aristocracy adhered to its refined

pastimes—performances of the No; tea reunions; poem
composing; polo; football; equestrian archery; fencing and
gambling—but the commoner, being excluded from all this

realm and, at the same time, emerging rapidly from his old

position of penury and degradation, began to develop luxurious

proclivities and to demand corresponding amusements. Thus
the theatre came into existence; the dancing girl and the

jester found lucrative employment; a popular school of art

was founded and quickly carried to perfection; the lupanar

assumed unprecedented dimensions; rich and costly costumes

acquired wide vogue in despite of sumptuary laws enacted

from time to time
;
wrestling became an important institution,

and plutocracy asserted itself in the face of caste distinctions.

Simultaneously with the change of social conditions thus

taking place, history repeated itself at the shogun’s court. The
substance of administrative power passed into the hands of a
minister, its shadow alone remaining to the shogun. During

only two generations were the successors of lyeyasu able to resist

this traditional tendency. The representative of the third—
lyetsuna (1661-1680)—succumbed to the machinations of an
ambitious minister, Sakai Takakiyo, and it may be said that from
that time the nominal repository of administrative authority in

Yedo was generally a species of magnificent recluse, secluded

from contact with the outer world and seeing and hearing only

through the eyes and ears of the ladies of his household. In

this respect the descendants of the great Tokugawa statesman

found themselves reduced to a position precisely analogous to

that of the emperor in Kioto. Sovereign and sh6gun were

alike mere abstractions so far as the practical work of

government was concerned. With the great mass of the feudal

chiefs things fared similarly. These men who, in the days of

Nobunaga, Hideyoshi and lyeyasu, had directed the policies of

their fiefs and led their armies in the field, were gradually trans-

formed, during the long peace of the Tokugawa era, into volup-

tuous faineants or, at best, thoughtless dilettanti, willing to

abandon the direction of their affairs to seneschals and mayors,

who, while on the whole their administration was able and
loyal, found their account in contriving and perpetuating the

effacement of their chiefs. Thus, in effect, the government

of the country, taken out of the hands of the shogun and the

feudatories, fell into those of their vassals. There were excep-

tions, of course, but so rare as to be merely accidental.

Another important factor has to be noted. It has been

shown above that lyeyasu bestowed upon his three sons the rich

fiefs of Owari, Kii (Kishu) and Mito, and that these three

families exclusively enjoyed the privilege of furnishing an heir

to the shogun should the latter be without direct issue. Mito

ought therefore to have been a most unlikely place for the

conception and propagation of principles subversive of the

shogun’s administrative autocracy. Nevertheless, in the days

of the second of the Mito chiefs at the close of the 17th century,

there arose in that province a school of thinkers who, revolting

against the ascendancy of Chine.se literature and of Buddhism,

devoted themselves to compiling a history such as should recall

the attention of the nation to its own annals and revive its

allegiance to Shinto. It would seem that in patronizing the

compilation of this great work the Mito chief was swayed by

the spirit of pure patriotism and studentship, and that he

discerned nothing of the goal to which the new researches must
lead the litterati of his fief. “ He and they, for the sake of

history and without any thought of politics, undertook a retro-

spect of their country’s annals, and their frank analysis furnished

conclusive proof that the emperor was the prime source of

administrative authority and that its independent exercise

by a sh6gun must be regarded as a usurpation. They did not

attempt to give practical effect to their discoveries
;
the era was

essentially academical. But this galaxy of scholars projected

into the future a light which burned with growing force in each

succeeding generation and ultimately burst into a flame which

consumed feudalism and the shfigunate,” fused the nation into

one, and restored the governing authority to the emperor.

Of course the Mito men were not alone in this matter : many
students subsequently trod in their footsteps and many others

sought to stem the tendency; but the net result was fatal to

faith in the dual system of government. Possibly had nothing

occurred to furnish signal proof of the system’s practical defects,
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i;reat olans ted now tinree npresentatives in itht

fhese clans were further petanaded ite Bend to T6kyd—Either
the emperor had moved hia couitt-*^contingeiits of tcoops te

!

ionn the nucleus of a national army. Importance attacte to

these ^details heoause the principle of clan repneaeRtatton,

ilkstrated inihevorganizatbn of Ite cabinet of idfi, continued

to be aj^roximat^ observed for many years <m iorming

ministries, and ultimately became a target for rfie attacks (5

party politicians.

On the JSQth of August i%fx an Imperial decree azmoitnced

the abolition of the system lof local autonomy, and the remorvAl

Ads^Moao/idthe.termtariaitttdDlesfrom tte posts of gosnemor.

Rmai€mt UPhe taxes of the hmner hefs were to be.paid thence-
Mmtmrm. forth into the central tneasury; all officials were to

be appointed by the Imperial govenmnent, and the feudatories,

retaining permanently .an income of one-tenth of their original

revenues, ^ere to make T6kyo their .place of Tcsidence. As for

the samurai, they remained for the moment in possession of

tteir hereditary pensions. Radical as these changes seem, the

disturbance caused by them was not great, since they left the

incomes of the military class untouched, ^me of the incomes
were for life only, but the majority were hereditary, and all had
been granted in consideration of their holders devoting them-
selves to military service. -Fourrhundred thousand men approxi-

mately were in receipt of such emoluments, and the totad amount
annually taken from the taxpayers for this purpose was about

£2,000,000. Plainly the nation would have to be relieved of

this burden sooner or later. The samurai were essentially an
element of the feudal system, and that they should survive the
latter’s fall would have been incongruous. On the other hand,
suddenly and whcdly to deprive these men and their families—^a

total of some two million persons—of the means of subsistence on
which they had hitherto relied with absolute confidence, and in

return for which they and their forefathers had rendered faithful

service, would have been an act of inhumanity. It may eatsily

be conceived that this problem caused extreme perplexity to the

administrators of the new Japan. They left it unsolved for ibe
moment, trusting that time and the loydty ofthe samurai them-
sdv.es would suggest some :Mikttion. As for the feudal chiefs,

who had now been ileprived irfxU official statusand reduaed tothe
position of private gentkmen, without even a patent of nobility

to distinguish them from ordinary individuals, they did not -find

anythii^ specially irksome or regrettable in their altered

position. No scrutiny had been made ento the contents of their

treasuries. They were allowed to retain unquestioned possession

of all tihe accumulated funds of their former fiefs, and they also

became public creditors for annual allowances equal to oae-tenth

of their feudal revenues. They had never previously rbeen bo
pleasantly circumstanced. It /is true that they were entirely

stripped of all administrative.and military authority; but sinoe

their possession of such authority had been in most cases merely
nominal, they only felt the change as a relief from responmbiiity.

By degrees public opinion be^n to declare itself with regard

to the samurai. If they wierc to be absorbed into thc bA of

TMMttmat the people and to lose their fixed revenues, some
‘Of tb9 capital must be plaoad at their disposal to ibegin
smamnL the World again. The samurai themselves showed a
noble faculty of resignation. They had been a privileged (tlass,

but they had purchased their privileges with their blood and
(by serving as patterns of all tte qualities most prized among
Japanese national characteristks. The record of their aots and
the recognition <pl'the people entitled them to look for muniheent
treatment at the ihands of the government which they had been
the means of setting up. Yet none of these considerations

blinded them to the painful faetittet the time had passed them
by; thatrno i^aoe^xBSted lor them in thenew polity. Many of

them vebintarily steppedidown into the company of the peasant

or the tradesman, and many others ^signified their willii^ess to

join ^tht ranks of common bread-winners if some aid was given

to equip teem for such a career. After two years'icensideration

the goveenment took action. A decree announced, in 1817^,

that the treasury was prepaned to commute thepensions of tee

aaoinraiat tee rate of/six yearsVpmKtesedcnrtevedkts^
and fcnir^eanior life peiuriims*--on&teRbf Ite
be paid im oate, aad onebalf in bonds bearing intajest xt tee
izBte td 8 %. lit win be seen that x perpetual pension of £10
would tbe cpfiohadpgcd for a payment £30 in •xsxah, itogielW
wite>secnritieB giving an income of jodteait a^ llle

pentiQner received £20 in .cash and securities yielding tjs.

annually. It ja'scancely credible (that .the samurai dhouTd have
acoepted jsute an airai^itumt. SonusteinR, perfaaim, must be
aacnbed to their want of business kaovdedgCi hut the
explanation is that they imade a large .saoifiae /in tee interests

of their country . Nothing in all their careeriis Boldicrs /became
them better (than teeir manner of abandoning it. They were
told ithat theytn^t aside their swords, and many of them
ted BO, teou^ isom time immemorial itbey ted cherished the
awordae^ maric of a gentleman,tee most precious possession

of a warrte, nnd rthe one outwarid evidence that .distmguiehed
.men of teeir (order from (conunion toilers after gain. They saw
teemseJives deprived of their military employment, were invited

to iiicrender more than onebalf of the income it brought, and
kxmw that they were ^unprepared .alike by education and by
traditian to earn bread in any oalling save ttet of arms. Mat,
at the invitation of a government which (they had helped to

establish, many of Ihmn bowed dheir heads quietly to this .sharp

reverse oi iortune. It was certainly n strii^g instance of the

iortitude andmsignation whichthe creed of theisamuraiTequired
him to idispby .in tee presence of advensity. Aa yet, howevot,
tee government's measures with regard tothe samurai were not
compulsory. Men laid aside their swords and commuted their

penrions at teeir own option.

Meanwhile diterences of opmkn b^an to /loccur among the

leaders of progress themselves. Coalitions fcMmsd ior destnjio-

tive {purposes are /often found unable to lenduce the
strain of constructive efforts. /Such (lack /of coheakm
might easily have been foreseen in the case rof tee

Japanese Teformers. Vomig men without experience of public

affairs, or special education to fit them dsor nesponsible posts,

hnmd the duty Bnddenly imposed on them not only of devising

administrative and systems usnversally applicable to a
narion hithertadivided into a congeriesnfraemirinriependeot prin-
cipalities, buttec of shafting the country’s demeanour rtowards

novel problems of ioreign intercourse and. alien civilisatmn. So
long as the heat of their lasaaalt upon the shdgunate fa.sed them
-rato a homogeneens party they worked (together successfully.

But when they had to build a brand-new aedificeion the Tuins at

a still vivid past, it was inevitable that their /opinions teouid
vary ms to tte nature of the materials to te empADyed. in this

tevergence of views many of the capital incieknts of Japan's

modem history had their origin. Of the fiftytevennen whose
united efforts had compassed the fall of the te^unate, ffi.ye

stood conspioaous above their coUeagms. They were Iwakun
and Sanjo, cofurt nobles; Saig5 and <iHcubo,isamumi of Satsuma,

and Kido, a samurai of Ghoshu. In the aecond radk camemany
men of /great gifts, whose youth akme teiqualified thm ior

prominence—ito, the constructive stateaman of tee .Meiji era,

who inspired nearly all the important measures of the time,

though he did mt /openly figure as their originator; Inouye,

who never lacked a (resource or swerved irom the dictates of

loyakiy; ^Okuma, a politician of sukole, venatUe and vigorous

iatelh^; Itagaki, the Rioussean of hiseoa; and.aacore of etbers

created tte extraordinaiy tetnrnifiUmoes wite which they had
to deal. But the five first mentioned weretee c^tasns,’the rest

only lieutenants. Among tee five, {four were sincere rrefonaners

—not free, of oomse, from selfish imotives, but truthteUy ’bent

upon .pvcfl^hig tee interests of their country before ill other

aims. Tthe fifte, Saigo Tahamori, was a man in wham bound''

less ^ambirien lay concealed under qualities of tee noblest and

most enduring type. Mis absolute freedom firom every trace

of sordidness gave aarrfincyito a .belief that hisiaiiiistweretoftee

simplest ; tee story te ins career satisfied ithe hiitest ncauom
of tteaaumnri^hlsnauaiveFphysique, commndmgiinnaaimeai^
sunny aspect rhnpressed and attract^ even thatowho bad no
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opportunity of admiring his life of self-sacrificing effort or appre-

dating the remarkable military talent he possessed. In the first

part of his career, the elevation of his clan to supreme power

seems to have been his sole motive, but subsequently personal

ambition appears to have .swayed him. To the consummation

of either object the preservation of the military class was essen-

tial. By the swords of the samurai alone could a new imperium

in imperio be carved out. On the other hand, Saigo’s colleagues

in the mini.stry saw clearly not only that the samurai were an

unwarrantable burden on the nation, but also that their con-

tinued existence after the fall of feudalism would be a menace to

public peace as well as an anomaly. Therefore they twk the

steps already described, and followed them by a conscription law,

making every adult male liable for military semce without

regard to his social standing. It is easy to conceive how pain-

fully unwelcome thij conscription law proved to the .samurai.

Many of them were not unwilling to commute their pensions,

since their creed had always forbidden them to care for money.

Many of them were not unwilling to abandon the habit of

carrying swords, since the adoption of foreign costume rendered

such a custom incongruous and inconvenient. But very few of

them could readily consent to step down from their cherished

position as the military class, and relinquish their traditional

title to bear the whole responsibility and enjoy the whole honour

of fighting their country’s battles. They had supposed, not

unreasonably, that service in the army and navy would be

reserved exclusively for them and their sons, whereas now the

commonest rustic, mechanic or tradesman would be equally

eligible.

While the pain of this blow was still fresh there occurred a

trouble with Korea. The little state had behaved with insulting

contumely, and when Japan’s course came to be

amoagtbe debated in T6ky6, a disruption resulted in the
R^torm^n, ranks of the reformers. Saigo saw in a foreign

war the sole remaining chance of achieving his ambition by

lawful means. The govemment’.s conscription scheme, yet in

its infancy, had not produced even the skeleton of an army. If

Korea had to be conquered, the samurai niust be employed;

and their employment would mean, if not their rehabilitation, at

least their organization into a force which, under SaigO’s leader-

ship, might dictate a new policy. Other members of the cabinet

believed that the nation would be disgraced if it tamely endured

Korea’s insults. Thus several influential voices swelled the

clamounjof war. But a peace party offered strenuous opposi-

tion. Its members saw the collateral issues of the problem,

and declared that the country must not think of taking up arms

during a period of radical transition. The final discussion took

place in the emperor’s presence. The advocates of peace under-

stood the national significance of the i.ssue and perceived that

they were debating, not merely whether there should be peace

or war, but whether the country should halt or advance on its

newly adopted path of progress. They prevailed, and four

members of the cabinet, including Saigfi, resigned. This rupture

was destined to have far-reaching consequences. One of the

seceders immediately raised the standard of revolt. Among the

devices employed by him to win adherents was an attempt to

fan into flame the dying embers of the anti-foreign sentiment.

The government easily crushed the insurrection. Another

seceder was Itagaki I'aisuke. The third and most prominent

was Saigo, who seems to have concluded from that moment that

he must abandon his aims or achieve them by force. He retired

10 his native province of Satsuma, and applied his whole re-

sources, his great reputation and the devoted loyalty of a number
of able followers to organizing and equipping a strong body of

samurai. Matters were facilitated for him by the conservatism

of the celebrated Shimazu Sabur5
,
former chief of Satsuma, who,

though not opposed to foreign intercourse, had been revolted

by the wholesale iconoclasm of the time, and by the indis-

criminate rejection of Japanese customs in favour of foreign.

He protested vehemently ugainst what seemed to him a slavish

abandonment of the nation’s individuality, and finding his

protest fruitlesis, he set himself to preserve in his own distant

province, where the writ of the Yedo government had never

run, the fashions, institutions and customs which his former

colleagues in the administration were ruthlessly rejecting.

Satsuma thus became a centre of conservative influences,

among which Saigo and his constantly augmenting band of

samurai found a congenial environment. During four years

this breach between the central government and the southern

clan grew constantly.

In the meanwhile (1876) two extreme measures were adopted

by the government : a veto on the wearing of swords, and an

edict ordering the compulsory commutation of the^^^^

pensions and allowances received by the nobles and Abouttoa of

the samurai. Three years previously the discardingsvorrf.

of swords had been declared optional, and a scheme of

voluntary commutation had been announced. Many
**

had bowed quietly to the spirit of these enactments. But
many .still retained their swords and drew their pensions as of

old, obstructing, in the former respect, the government’s pro-

jects for the reorganization of society, and imposing, in the latter,

an intolerable burden on the resources of the treasury. The

government thought that the time had come, and that its

own strength sufficed, to substitute compulsion for persuasion.

The financial measure—which was contrived so as to effect the

smallest pension-holders least injuriously—evoked no complaint.

The samurai remained faithful to the creed which forbade them

to be concerned about money. But the veto against sword-

wearing overtaxed the patience of the extreme C'onservatives.

It seemed to them that all the most honoured traditions of their

country were being ruthlessly sacrificed on the altar of alien

innovations. Armed protests ensued. A few score of .samurai,

equipping themselves with the hauberks and weapons of old

times, fell upon the garrison of a castle, killed or wounded .some

300, and then, retiring to an adjacent mountain, died by their

own hands. Their example found imitators in two other places,

and finally the Satsuma samurai rose in arms under Saig6.

This was an insurrection very different in dimensions and

motives from the outbreaks that had preceded it. During four

years the preparations of the Satsuma men had been sateamA
unremitting. They were equipped with rifles and laaurroc-

cannon; they numbered some 30,000; they were all of

the military class, and in addition to high training in western

tactics and in the use of modem arms of precision, they knew

how to wield that formidable weapon, the Japanese sword,

of which their opponents were for the most part ignorant.

Ostensibly their object was to restore the samurai to their old

supremacy, and to secure for them all the posts in the army, the

navy and the administration. But although they doubtless

entertained that intention, it was put forward mainly with the

hope of winning the co-operation of the military class throughout

the empire. The real purpose of the revolt was to secure the

governing power for Satsuma. A bitter struggle ensued.

Beginning on the 29th of January 1877, it was brought to a close

on the 24th of September by the death^ voluntary or in battle,

of all the rebel leaders. During that period the number of men
engaged on the government’s side had been 66,000 and the

number on the side of the rebels 40,000, out of which total the

killed and wounded aggregated 35,000, or 33 % of the whole.

Had the government’s troops been finally defeated, there can be

no doubt that the samurai’s exclusive title to man and direct

the army and navy would have been re-established, and Japan

would have found herself permanently saddled with a militar>'

class, heavily burdening her finances, seriously impeding her

progress towards constitutional government, and perpetuating

all the abuses incidental to a policy in which the power of the

sword rests entirely in the hands of one section of the people.

'Fhe nation scarcely appreciated the great issues that were at

stake. It found more interest in the struggle as furnishing a

conclusive test of the efficiency of the new military system com-

pared with the old. The army sent to quell the insurrection

consisted of recruits drawn indiscriminately from every class of

the people. Viewed in the light of history, it was an army of

commoners, deficient in the fighting instinct, and traditionally
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demoralized for all purposes of resistance to the military class.

The Satsuma insurgents^ on the contrary^ represented the flower

of the samurai, long trained for this very struggle, and Jed by
men whom the nation regarded as its bravest captains. The
result dispelled all doubts about the fighting quality of the people

at large.

Concurrently with these events the government diligently

endeavoured to equip the country with all the paraphernalia of

Occidental civilization. It is easy to understand that

master-minds of the era, who had planned and
carried out the Restoration, continued to take the lead

in all paths of progress. Their intellectual superiority entitled

them to act as guides
;
they had enjoyed exceptional opportunities

of acquiring enlightenment by visits to Europe and America,

and the Japanese people had not yet lost the habit of looking to

officialdom for every initiative. But the spectacle thus pre-

sented to foreign onlookers was not altogether without dis-

quieting suggestions. The government’s reforms seemed to

outstrip the nation’s readiness for them, and the results wore
an air of some artificiality and confusion. Englishmen were

employed to superintend the building of railways, the erection

of telegraphs, the construction of lighthouses and the organiza-

tion of a navy. To Frenchmen was entrusted the work of re-

casting the laws and training the army in strategy and tactics.

Educational affairs, the organization of a postal service, the

improvement of agriculture and the work of colonization were

supervised by Americans. The teaching of medical science, the

compilation of a commercial code, the elaboration of a system
of local government, and ultimately the training of military

officers were assigned to Germans. For instruction in sculpture

and painting Italians were engaged. Was it possible that so

many novelties should be successfully assimilated, or that the

nation should adapt itself to systems planned by a motley band
of aliens who knew nothing of its character and customs?
These questions did not trouble the Japanese nearly so much as

they troubled strangers. The truth is that conservatism was
not really required to make the great sacrifices suggested by
appearances. Among all the innovations of the era the only

one that a Japanese could not lay aside at will was the new
fashion of dressing the hair. He abandoned the ^u^ue irrevo-

cably. But for the rest he lived a dual life. During hours of

duty he wore a fine uniform, shaped and decorated in foreign

style. But so soon as he stepped out of office or off parade,

he reverted to his own comfortable and picturesque costume.

Handsome houses were built and furnished according to Western
models. But each had an annex where alcoves, verandas,

matted floors and paper sliding doors continued to do traditional

duty. Beefsteaks, beer, “ grape-wine,” knives and forks came
into use on occasion. But rice-bowls and chopsticks held their

everyday place as of old. In a word, though the Japanese

adopted every convenient and serviceable attribute of foreign

civilization, such as railways, steamships, telegraphs, post-

offices, banks and machinery of all kinds; though they accepted

Occidental sciences and, to a large extent. Occidental philo-

sophies; though they recognized the superiority of European

jurisprudence and set themselves to bring their laws into accord

with it, they nevertheless preserved the essentials of their own
mode of life and never lost their individuality. A remarkable

spirit of liberalism and a fine eclectic instinct were needed for

the part they acted, but they did no radical violence to their own
traditions, creeds and conventions. There was indeed a certain

element of incongruity and even grotesqueness in the nation’s

doings. Old people cannot fit their feet to new roads without

some clumsiness. The Japanese had grown very old in their

special paths, and their novel departure was occasionally dis-

figured by solecisms. * The refined taste that guided them un-

errix^ly in all the cdfairs of life as they had been accustomed to

live it, seemed to fail them signally when they emerged into an
alien atmosphere. Tbey have given their proofs, however. It

is now seen that the apparently excessive rapidity of their pro-

gress did not overtax their capacities; that they have eme^ed
safety from their destructive era and carried their constructive

career within reach of certain success, and that while they have
still to develop some of the traits of their new civilization, there

is no prospect whatever of its proving ultimately unsuited to

them.

After the Satsuma rebellion, nothing disturbed the even tenor

of Japan’s domestic politics except an attempt on the part of

some of her people, to force the growth of parlia-

mentary government. It is evident that the united mtatoi
effort made by the fiefs to overthrow the system R»pn^
of dual government and wrest the administrative

power from the shogun could have only one logical

outcome : the combined exercise of the recovered

power by those who had been instrumental in recovering it.

That was the meaning of the oath taken by the emperor at the

Restoration, when the youthful sovereign was made to say

that wise counsels should be widely sought, and all things

determined by public discussion. But the framers of the

oath had the samurai alone in view. Into their considera-

tion the common people—farmers, mechanics, tradesmen

—did not enter at all, nor had the common people them-

selves any idea of advancing a claim to be considered. A
voice in the administration would have been to them an embar-

rassing rather than a pleasing privilege. Thus the first delibera-

tive assembly was composed of nobles and samurai only. A
mere debating club without any legislative authority, it was
permanently dissolved after two sessions. Possibly the problem

of a parliament might have been long postponed after that

fiasco, had it not found an ardent advocate in Itagaki Taisuke

(afterwards Count Itagaki). A Tosa samurai conspicuous as a

leader of the restoration movement, Itagi^i was among the advo-

cates of recourse to strong measures against Korea in 1875, and
his failure to carry his point, supplemented by a belief that a

large section of public opinion would have supported him had

there been any machinery for appealing to it, gave fresh impetus

to his faith in constitutional government. Resigning office on

account of the Korean question, he became the nucleus of

agitation in favour of a parliamentary system, and under his

banner were enrolled not only discontented samurai but also

many of the young men who, returning from direct observation

of the working of constitutional systems in Europe or America,

and failing to obtain official posts in Japan, attributed their

failure to the oligarchical form of their countiy’s polity. Thus
in the interval between 1873 and 1877 there were two centres of

disturbance in Japan : one in Satsuma, where Saigo figured

as leader; the other in Tosa, under I^agaki’s guidance. When
the Satsuma men appealed to arms in 1877, a widespread appre-

hension prevailed lest the Tosa politicians should throw in their

lot with the insurgents. Such a fear had its origin in failure to

understand the object of the one side or to appreciate the sin-

cerity of the other. Saig5 and his adherents fought to sub-

stitute a Satsuma clique for the oligarchy already in power.

Itagaki and his followers struggled for constitutional institutions.

The two could not have anything in common. There was con-

sequently no coalition. But the Tosa agitators did not neglect

to make capital out of the embarrassment caused by the Satsuma

rebellion. While the struggle was at its height, they addresi^

to the government a memorial, charging the administration with

oppressive measures to restrain the voice of public opinion,

with usurpation of power to the exclusion of the nation at large,

and with levelling downwards instead of upwards, since riie

samurai had been reduced to the rank of commoners, whereas

the commoners should have been educated up to the standard

of the samurai. This memorial asked for a representative

assembly and talked of popular rights. But since the document
admitted that the people were uneducated, it is plain that there

cannot have been any serious idea of giving them a share in the

administration. In fact, the Tosa Uberals were not really con-

tending for popular representation in the full sense of the term.

What they wanted was the creation of some machinery for

securing to the samurai at large a voice m the management of

state affairs. They chafed i^inst the fact that, whereas the

efforts and sacrifices demanded by the Restoration had fallen
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opportunity of admiring his life of self-sacrificing effort or appre-

dating the remarkable military talent he possessed. In the first

part of his career, the elevation of his clan to supreme power

seems to have been his sole motive, but subsequently personal

ambition appears to have .swayed him. To the consummation

of either object the preservation of the military class was essen-

tial. By the swords of the samurai alone could a new imperium

in imperio be carved out. On the other hand, Saigo’s colleagues

in the mini.stry saw clearly not only that the samurai were an

unwarrantable burden on the nation, but also that their con-

tinued existence after the fall of feudalism would be a menace to

public peace as well as an anomaly. Therefore they twk the

steps already described, and followed them by a conscription law,

making every adult male liable for military semce without

regard to his social standing. It is easy to conceive how pain-

fully unwelcome thij conscription law proved to the .samurai.

Many of them were not unwilling to commute their pensions,

since their creed had always forbidden them to care for money.

Many of them were not unwilling to abandon the habit of

carrying swords, since the adoption of foreign costume rendered

such a custom incongruous and inconvenient. But very few of

them could readily consent to step down from their cherished

position as the military class, and relinquish their traditional

title to bear the whole responsibility and enjoy the whole honour

of fighting their country’s battles. They had supposed, not

unreasonably, that service in the army and navy would be

reserved exclusively for them and their sons, whereas now the

commonest rustic, mechanic or tradesman would be equally

eligible.

While the pain of this blow was still fresh there occurred a

trouble with Korea. The little state had behaved with insulting

contumely, and when Japan’s course came to be

amoagtbe debated in T6ky6, a disruption resulted in the
R^torm^n, ranks of the reformers. Saigo saw in a foreign

war the sole remaining chance of achieving his ambition by

lawful means. The govemment’.s conscription scheme, yet in

its infancy, had not produced even the skeleton of an army. If

Korea had to be conquered, the samurai niust be employed;

and their employment would mean, if not their rehabilitation, at

least their organization into a force which, under SaigO’s leader-

ship, might dictate a new policy. Other members of the cabinet

believed that the nation would be disgraced if it tamely endured

Korea’s insults. Thus several influential voices swelled the

clamounjof war. But a peace party offered strenuous opposi-

tion. Its members saw the collateral issues of the problem,

and declared that the country must not think of taking up arms

during a period of radical transition. The final discussion took

place in the emperor’s presence. The advocates of peace under-

stood the national significance of the i.ssue and perceived that

they were debating, not merely whether there should be peace

or war, but whether the country should halt or advance on its

newly adopted path of progress. They prevailed, and four

members of the cabinet, including Saigfi, resigned. This rupture

was destined to have far-reaching consequences. One of the

seceders immediately raised the standard of revolt. Among the

devices employed by him to win adherents was an attempt to

fan into flame the dying embers of the anti-foreign sentiment.

The government easily crushed the insurrection. Another

seceder was Itagaki I'aisuke. The third and most prominent

was Saigo, who seems to have concluded from that moment that

he must abandon his aims or achieve them by force. He retired

10 his native province of Satsuma, and applied his whole re-

sources, his great reputation and the devoted loyalty of a number
of able followers to organizing and equipping a strong body of

samurai. Matters were facilitated for him by the conservatism

of the celebrated Shimazu Sabur5
,
former chief of Satsuma, who,

though not opposed to foreign intercourse, had been revolted

by the wholesale iconoclasm of the time, and by the indis-

criminate rejection of Japanese customs in favour of foreign.

He protested vehemently ugainst what seemed to him a slavish

abandonment of the nation’s individuality, and finding his

protest fruitlesis, he set himself to preserve in his own distant

province, where the writ of the Yedo government had never

run, the fashions, institutions and customs which his former

colleagues in the administration were ruthlessly rejecting.

Satsuma thus became a centre of conservative influences,

among which Saigo and his constantly augmenting band of

samurai found a congenial environment. During four years

this breach between the central government and the southern

clan grew constantly.

In the meanwhile (1876) two extreme measures were adopted

by the government : a veto on the wearing of swords, and an

edict ordering the compulsory commutation of the^^^^

pensions and allowances received by the nobles and Abouttoa of

the samurai. Three years previously the discardingsvorrf.

of swords had been declared optional, and a scheme of

voluntary commutation had been announced. Many
**

had bowed quietly to the spirit of these enactments. But
many .still retained their swords and drew their pensions as of

old, obstructing, in the former respect, the government’s pro-

jects for the reorganization of society, and imposing, in the latter,

an intolerable burden on the resources of the treasury. The

government thought that the time had come, and that its

own strength sufficed, to substitute compulsion for persuasion.

The financial measure—which was contrived so as to effect the

smallest pension-holders least injuriously—evoked no complaint.

The samurai remained faithful to the creed which forbade them

to be concerned about money. But the veto against sword-

wearing overtaxed the patience of the extreme C'onservatives.

It seemed to them that all the most honoured traditions of their

country were being ruthlessly sacrificed on the altar of alien

innovations. Armed protests ensued. A few score of .samurai,

equipping themselves with the hauberks and weapons of old

times, fell upon the garrison of a castle, killed or wounded .some

300, and then, retiring to an adjacent mountain, died by their

own hands. Their example found imitators in two other places,

and finally the Satsuma samurai rose in arms under Saig6.

This was an insurrection very different in dimensions and

motives from the outbreaks that had preceded it. During four

years the preparations of the Satsuma men had been sateamA
unremitting. They were equipped with rifles and laaurroc-

cannon; they numbered some 30,000; they were all of

the military class, and in addition to high training in western

tactics and in the use of modem arms of precision, they knew

how to wield that formidable weapon, the Japanese sword,

of which their opponents were for the most part ignorant.

Ostensibly their object was to restore the samurai to their old

supremacy, and to secure for them all the posts in the army, the

navy and the administration. But although they doubtless

entertained that intention, it was put forward mainly with the

hope of winning the co-operation of the military class throughout

the empire. The real purpose of the revolt was to secure the

governing power for Satsuma. A bitter struggle ensued.

Beginning on the 29th of January 1877, it was brought to a close

on the 24th of September by the death^ voluntary or in battle,

of all the rebel leaders. During that period the number of men
engaged on the government’s side had been 66,000 and the

number on the side of the rebels 40,000, out of which total the

killed and wounded aggregated 35,000, or 33 % of the whole.

Had the government’s troops been finally defeated, there can be

no doubt that the samurai’s exclusive title to man and direct

the army and navy would have been re-established, and Japan

would have found herself permanently saddled with a militar>'

class, heavily burdening her finances, seriously impeding her

progress towards constitutional government, and perpetuating

all the abuses incidental to a policy in which the power of the

sword rests entirely in the hands of one section of the people.

'Fhe nation scarcely appreciated the great issues that were at

stake. It found more interest in the struggle as furnishing a

conclusive test of the efficiency of the new military system com-

pared with the old. The army sent to quell the insurrection

consisted of recruits drawn indiscriminately from every class of

the people. Viewed in the light of history, it was an army of

commoners, deficient in the fighting instinct, and traditionally
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demoralized for all purposes of resistance to the military class.

The Satsuma insurgents^ on the contrary^ represented the flower

of the samurai, long trained for this very struggle, and Jed by
men whom the nation regarded as its bravest captains. The
result dispelled all doubts about the fighting quality of the people

at large.

Concurrently with these events the government diligently

endeavoured to equip the country with all the paraphernalia of

Occidental civilization. It is easy to understand that

master-minds of the era, who had planned and
carried out the Restoration, continued to take the lead

in all paths of progress. Their intellectual superiority entitled

them to act as guides
;
they had enjoyed exceptional opportunities

of acquiring enlightenment by visits to Europe and America,

and the Japanese people had not yet lost the habit of looking to

officialdom for every initiative. But the spectacle thus pre-

sented to foreign onlookers was not altogether without dis-

quieting suggestions. The government’s reforms seemed to

outstrip the nation’s readiness for them, and the results wore
an air of some artificiality and confusion. Englishmen were

employed to superintend the building of railways, the erection

of telegraphs, the construction of lighthouses and the organiza-

tion of a navy. To Frenchmen was entrusted the work of re-

casting the laws and training the army in strategy and tactics.

Educational affairs, the organization of a postal service, the

improvement of agriculture and the work of colonization were

supervised by Americans. The teaching of medical science, the

compilation of a commercial code, the elaboration of a system
of local government, and ultimately the training of military

officers were assigned to Germans. For instruction in sculpture

and painting Italians were engaged. Was it possible that so

many novelties should be successfully assimilated, or that the

nation should adapt itself to systems planned by a motley band
of aliens who knew nothing of its character and customs?
These questions did not trouble the Japanese nearly so much as

they troubled strangers. The truth is that conservatism was
not really required to make the great sacrifices suggested by
appearances. Among all the innovations of the era the only

one that a Japanese could not lay aside at will was the new
fashion of dressing the hair. He abandoned the ^u^ue irrevo-

cably. But for the rest he lived a dual life. During hours of

duty he wore a fine uniform, shaped and decorated in foreign

style. But so soon as he stepped out of office or off parade,

he reverted to his own comfortable and picturesque costume.

Handsome houses were built and furnished according to Western
models. But each had an annex where alcoves, verandas,

matted floors and paper sliding doors continued to do traditional

duty. Beefsteaks, beer, “ grape-wine,” knives and forks came
into use on occasion. But rice-bowls and chopsticks held their

everyday place as of old. In a word, though the Japanese

adopted every convenient and serviceable attribute of foreign

civilization, such as railways, steamships, telegraphs, post-

offices, banks and machinery of all kinds; though they accepted

Occidental sciences and, to a large extent. Occidental philo-

sophies; though they recognized the superiority of European

jurisprudence and set themselves to bring their laws into accord

with it, they nevertheless preserved the essentials of their own
mode of life and never lost their individuality. A remarkable

spirit of liberalism and a fine eclectic instinct were needed for

the part they acted, but they did no radical violence to their own
traditions, creeds and conventions. There was indeed a certain

element of incongruity and even grotesqueness in the nation’s

doings. Old people cannot fit their feet to new roads without

some clumsiness. The Japanese had grown very old in their

special paths, and their novel departure was occasionally dis-

figured by solecisms. * The refined taste that guided them un-

errix^ly in all the cdfairs of life as they had been accustomed to

live it, seemed to fail them signally when they emerged into an
alien atmosphere. Tbey have given their proofs, however. It

is now seen that the apparently excessive rapidity of their pro-

gress did not overtax their capacities; that they have eme^ed
safety from their destructive era and carried their constructive

career within reach of certain success, and that while they have
still to develop some of the traits of their new civilization, there

is no prospect whatever of its proving ultimately unsuited to

them.

After the Satsuma rebellion, nothing disturbed the even tenor

of Japan’s domestic politics except an attempt on the part of

some of her people, to force the growth of parlia-

mentary government. It is evident that the united mtatoi
effort made by the fiefs to overthrow the system R»pn^
of dual government and wrest the administrative

power from the shogun could have only one logical

outcome : the combined exercise of the recovered

power by those who had been instrumental in recovering it.

That was the meaning of the oath taken by the emperor at the

Restoration, when the youthful sovereign was made to say

that wise counsels should be widely sought, and all things

determined by public discussion. But the framers of the

oath had the samurai alone in view. Into their considera-

tion the common people—farmers, mechanics, tradesmen

—did not enter at all, nor had the common people them-

selves any idea of advancing a claim to be considered. A
voice in the administration would have been to them an embar-

rassing rather than a pleasing privilege. Thus the first delibera-

tive assembly was composed of nobles and samurai only. A
mere debating club without any legislative authority, it was
permanently dissolved after two sessions. Possibly the problem

of a parliament might have been long postponed after that

fiasco, had it not found an ardent advocate in Itagaki Taisuke

(afterwards Count Itagaki). A Tosa samurai conspicuous as a

leader of the restoration movement, Itagi^i was among the advo-

cates of recourse to strong measures against Korea in 1875, and
his failure to carry his point, supplemented by a belief that a

large section of public opinion would have supported him had

there been any machinery for appealing to it, gave fresh impetus

to his faith in constitutional government. Resigning office on

account of the Korean question, he became the nucleus of

agitation in favour of a parliamentary system, and under his

banner were enrolled not only discontented samurai but also

many of the young men who, returning from direct observation

of the working of constitutional systems in Europe or America,

and failing to obtain official posts in Japan, attributed their

failure to the oligarchical form of their countiy’s polity. Thus
in the interval between 1873 and 1877 there were two centres of

disturbance in Japan : one in Satsuma, where Saigo figured

as leader; the other in Tosa, under I^agaki’s guidance. When
the Satsuma men appealed to arms in 1877, a widespread appre-

hension prevailed lest the Tosa politicians should throw in their

lot with the insurgents. Such a fear had its origin in failure to

understand the object of the one side or to appreciate the sin-

cerity of the other. Saig5 and his adherents fought to sub-

stitute a Satsuma clique for the oligarchy already in power.

Itagaki and his followers struggled for constitutional institutions.

The two could not have anything in common. There was con-

sequently no coalition. But the Tosa agitators did not neglect

to make capital out of the embarrassment caused by the Satsuma

rebellion. While the struggle was at its height, they addresi^

to the government a memorial, charging the administration with

oppressive measures to restrain the voice of public opinion,

with usurpation of power to the exclusion of the nation at large,

and with levelling downwards instead of upwards, since riie

samurai had been reduced to the rank of commoners, whereas

the commoners should have been educated up to the standard

of the samurai. This memorial asked for a representative

assembly and talked of popular rights. But since the document
admitted that the people were uneducated, it is plain that there

cannot have been any serious idea of giving them a share in the

administration. In fact, the Tosa Uberals were not really con-

tending for popular representation in the full sense of the term.

What they wanted was the creation of some machinery for

securing to the samurai at large a voice m the management of

state affairs. They chafed i^inst the fact that, whereas the

efforts and sacrifices demanded by the Restoration had fallen
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opportunity of admiring his life of self-sacrificing effort or appre-

dating the remarkable military talent he possessed. In the first

part of his career, the elevation of his clan to supreme power

seems to have been his sole motive, but subsequently personal

ambition appears to have .swayed him. To the consummation

of either object the preservation of the military class was essen-

tial. By the swords of the samurai alone could a new imperium

in imperio be carved out. On the other hand, Saigo’s colleagues

in the mini.stry saw clearly not only that the samurai were an

unwarrantable burden on the nation, but also that their con-

tinued existence after the fall of feudalism would be a menace to

public peace as well as an anomaly. Therefore they twk the

steps already described, and followed them by a conscription law,

making every adult male liable for military semce without

regard to his social standing. It is easy to conceive how pain-

fully unwelcome thij conscription law proved to the .samurai.

Many of them were not unwilling to commute their pensions,

since their creed had always forbidden them to care for money.

Many of them were not unwilling to abandon the habit of

carrying swords, since the adoption of foreign costume rendered

such a custom incongruous and inconvenient. But very few of

them could readily consent to step down from their cherished

position as the military class, and relinquish their traditional

title to bear the whole responsibility and enjoy the whole honour

of fighting their country’s battles. They had supposed, not

unreasonably, that service in the army and navy would be

reserved exclusively for them and their sons, whereas now the

commonest rustic, mechanic or tradesman would be equally

eligible.

While the pain of this blow was still fresh there occurred a

trouble with Korea. The little state had behaved with insulting

contumely, and when Japan’s course came to be

amoagtbe debated in T6ky6, a disruption resulted in the
R^torm^n, ranks of the reformers. Saigo saw in a foreign

war the sole remaining chance of achieving his ambition by

lawful means. The govemment’.s conscription scheme, yet in

its infancy, had not produced even the skeleton of an army. If

Korea had to be conquered, the samurai niust be employed;

and their employment would mean, if not their rehabilitation, at

least their organization into a force which, under SaigO’s leader-

ship, might dictate a new policy. Other members of the cabinet

believed that the nation would be disgraced if it tamely endured

Korea’s insults. Thus several influential voices swelled the

clamounjof war. But a peace party offered strenuous opposi-

tion. Its members saw the collateral issues of the problem,

and declared that the country must not think of taking up arms

during a period of radical transition. The final discussion took

place in the emperor’s presence. The advocates of peace under-

stood the national significance of the i.ssue and perceived that

they were debating, not merely whether there should be peace

or war, but whether the country should halt or advance on its

newly adopted path of progress. They prevailed, and four

members of the cabinet, including Saigfi, resigned. This rupture

was destined to have far-reaching consequences. One of the

seceders immediately raised the standard of revolt. Among the

devices employed by him to win adherents was an attempt to

fan into flame the dying embers of the anti-foreign sentiment.

The government easily crushed the insurrection. Another

seceder was Itagaki I'aisuke. The third and most prominent

was Saigo, who seems to have concluded from that moment that

he must abandon his aims or achieve them by force. He retired

10 his native province of Satsuma, and applied his whole re-

sources, his great reputation and the devoted loyalty of a number
of able followers to organizing and equipping a strong body of

samurai. Matters were facilitated for him by the conservatism

of the celebrated Shimazu Sabur5
,
former chief of Satsuma, who,

though not opposed to foreign intercourse, had been revolted

by the wholesale iconoclasm of the time, and by the indis-

criminate rejection of Japanese customs in favour of foreign.

He protested vehemently ugainst what seemed to him a slavish

abandonment of the nation’s individuality, and finding his

protest fruitlesis, he set himself to preserve in his own distant

province, where the writ of the Yedo government had never

run, the fashions, institutions and customs which his former

colleagues in the administration were ruthlessly rejecting.

Satsuma thus became a centre of conservative influences,

among which Saigo and his constantly augmenting band of

samurai found a congenial environment. During four years

this breach between the central government and the southern

clan grew constantly.

In the meanwhile (1876) two extreme measures were adopted

by the government : a veto on the wearing of swords, and an

edict ordering the compulsory commutation of the^^^^

pensions and allowances received by the nobles and Abouttoa of

the samurai. Three years previously the discardingsvorrf.

of swords had been declared optional, and a scheme of

voluntary commutation had been announced. Many
**

had bowed quietly to the spirit of these enactments. But
many .still retained their swords and drew their pensions as of

old, obstructing, in the former respect, the government’s pro-

jects for the reorganization of society, and imposing, in the latter,

an intolerable burden on the resources of the treasury. The

government thought that the time had come, and that its

own strength sufficed, to substitute compulsion for persuasion.

The financial measure—which was contrived so as to effect the

smallest pension-holders least injuriously—evoked no complaint.

The samurai remained faithful to the creed which forbade them

to be concerned about money. But the veto against sword-

wearing overtaxed the patience of the extreme C'onservatives.

It seemed to them that all the most honoured traditions of their

country were being ruthlessly sacrificed on the altar of alien

innovations. Armed protests ensued. A few score of .samurai,

equipping themselves with the hauberks and weapons of old

times, fell upon the garrison of a castle, killed or wounded .some

300, and then, retiring to an adjacent mountain, died by their

own hands. Their example found imitators in two other places,

and finally the Satsuma samurai rose in arms under Saig6.

This was an insurrection very different in dimensions and

motives from the outbreaks that had preceded it. During four

years the preparations of the Satsuma men had been sateamA
unremitting. They were equipped with rifles and laaurroc-

cannon; they numbered some 30,000; they were all of

the military class, and in addition to high training in western

tactics and in the use of modem arms of precision, they knew

how to wield that formidable weapon, the Japanese sword,

of which their opponents were for the most part ignorant.

Ostensibly their object was to restore the samurai to their old

supremacy, and to secure for them all the posts in the army, the

navy and the administration. But although they doubtless

entertained that intention, it was put forward mainly with the

hope of winning the co-operation of the military class throughout

the empire. The real purpose of the revolt was to secure the

governing power for Satsuma. A bitter struggle ensued.

Beginning on the 29th of January 1877, it was brought to a close

on the 24th of September by the death^ voluntary or in battle,

of all the rebel leaders. During that period the number of men
engaged on the government’s side had been 66,000 and the

number on the side of the rebels 40,000, out of which total the

killed and wounded aggregated 35,000, or 33 % of the whole.

Had the government’s troops been finally defeated, there can be

no doubt that the samurai’s exclusive title to man and direct

the army and navy would have been re-established, and Japan

would have found herself permanently saddled with a militar>'

class, heavily burdening her finances, seriously impeding her

progress towards constitutional government, and perpetuating

all the abuses incidental to a policy in which the power of the

sword rests entirely in the hands of one section of the people.

'Fhe nation scarcely appreciated the great issues that were at

stake. It found more interest in the struggle as furnishing a

conclusive test of the efficiency of the new military system com-

pared with the old. The army sent to quell the insurrection

consisted of recruits drawn indiscriminately from every class of

the people. Viewed in the light of history, it was an army of

commoners, deficient in the fighting instinct, and traditionally
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demoralized for all purposes of resistance to the military class.

The Satsuma insurgents^ on the contrary^ represented the flower

of the samurai, long trained for this very struggle, and Jed by
men whom the nation regarded as its bravest captains. The
result dispelled all doubts about the fighting quality of the people

at large.

Concurrently with these events the government diligently

endeavoured to equip the country with all the paraphernalia of

Occidental civilization. It is easy to understand that

master-minds of the era, who had planned and
carried out the Restoration, continued to take the lead

in all paths of progress. Their intellectual superiority entitled

them to act as guides
;
they had enjoyed exceptional opportunities

of acquiring enlightenment by visits to Europe and America,

and the Japanese people had not yet lost the habit of looking to

officialdom for every initiative. But the spectacle thus pre-

sented to foreign onlookers was not altogether without dis-

quieting suggestions. The government’s reforms seemed to

outstrip the nation’s readiness for them, and the results wore
an air of some artificiality and confusion. Englishmen were

employed to superintend the building of railways, the erection

of telegraphs, the construction of lighthouses and the organiza-

tion of a navy. To Frenchmen was entrusted the work of re-

casting the laws and training the army in strategy and tactics.

Educational affairs, the organization of a postal service, the

improvement of agriculture and the work of colonization were

supervised by Americans. The teaching of medical science, the

compilation of a commercial code, the elaboration of a system
of local government, and ultimately the training of military

officers were assigned to Germans. For instruction in sculpture

and painting Italians were engaged. Was it possible that so

many novelties should be successfully assimilated, or that the

nation should adapt itself to systems planned by a motley band
of aliens who knew nothing of its character and customs?
These questions did not trouble the Japanese nearly so much as

they troubled strangers. The truth is that conservatism was
not really required to make the great sacrifices suggested by
appearances. Among all the innovations of the era the only

one that a Japanese could not lay aside at will was the new
fashion of dressing the hair. He abandoned the ^u^ue irrevo-

cably. But for the rest he lived a dual life. During hours of

duty he wore a fine uniform, shaped and decorated in foreign

style. But so soon as he stepped out of office or off parade,

he reverted to his own comfortable and picturesque costume.

Handsome houses were built and furnished according to Western
models. But each had an annex where alcoves, verandas,

matted floors and paper sliding doors continued to do traditional

duty. Beefsteaks, beer, “ grape-wine,” knives and forks came
into use on occasion. But rice-bowls and chopsticks held their

everyday place as of old. In a word, though the Japanese

adopted every convenient and serviceable attribute of foreign

civilization, such as railways, steamships, telegraphs, post-

offices, banks and machinery of all kinds; though they accepted

Occidental sciences and, to a large extent. Occidental philo-

sophies; though they recognized the superiority of European

jurisprudence and set themselves to bring their laws into accord

with it, they nevertheless preserved the essentials of their own
mode of life and never lost their individuality. A remarkable

spirit of liberalism and a fine eclectic instinct were needed for

the part they acted, but they did no radical violence to their own
traditions, creeds and conventions. There was indeed a certain

element of incongruity and even grotesqueness in the nation’s

doings. Old people cannot fit their feet to new roads without

some clumsiness. The Japanese had grown very old in their

special paths, and their novel departure was occasionally dis-

figured by solecisms. * The refined taste that guided them un-

errix^ly in all the cdfairs of life as they had been accustomed to

live it, seemed to fail them signally when they emerged into an
alien atmosphere. Tbey have given their proofs, however. It

is now seen that the apparently excessive rapidity of their pro-

gress did not overtax their capacities; that they have eme^ed
safety from their destructive era and carried their constructive

career within reach of certain success, and that while they have
still to develop some of the traits of their new civilization, there

is no prospect whatever of its proving ultimately unsuited to

them.

After the Satsuma rebellion, nothing disturbed the even tenor

of Japan’s domestic politics except an attempt on the part of

some of her people, to force the growth of parlia-

mentary government. It is evident that the united mtatoi
effort made by the fiefs to overthrow the system R»pn^
of dual government and wrest the administrative

power from the shogun could have only one logical

outcome : the combined exercise of the recovered

power by those who had been instrumental in recovering it.

That was the meaning of the oath taken by the emperor at the

Restoration, when the youthful sovereign was made to say

that wise counsels should be widely sought, and all things

determined by public discussion. But the framers of the

oath had the samurai alone in view. Into their considera-

tion the common people—farmers, mechanics, tradesmen

—did not enter at all, nor had the common people them-

selves any idea of advancing a claim to be considered. A
voice in the administration would have been to them an embar-

rassing rather than a pleasing privilege. Thus the first delibera-

tive assembly was composed of nobles and samurai only. A
mere debating club without any legislative authority, it was
permanently dissolved after two sessions. Possibly the problem

of a parliament might have been long postponed after that

fiasco, had it not found an ardent advocate in Itagaki Taisuke

(afterwards Count Itagaki). A Tosa samurai conspicuous as a

leader of the restoration movement, Itagi^i was among the advo-

cates of recourse to strong measures against Korea in 1875, and
his failure to carry his point, supplemented by a belief that a

large section of public opinion would have supported him had

there been any machinery for appealing to it, gave fresh impetus

to his faith in constitutional government. Resigning office on

account of the Korean question, he became the nucleus of

agitation in favour of a parliamentary system, and under his

banner were enrolled not only discontented samurai but also

many of the young men who, returning from direct observation

of the working of constitutional systems in Europe or America,

and failing to obtain official posts in Japan, attributed their

failure to the oligarchical form of their countiy’s polity. Thus
in the interval between 1873 and 1877 there were two centres of

disturbance in Japan : one in Satsuma, where Saigo figured

as leader; the other in Tosa, under I^agaki’s guidance. When
the Satsuma men appealed to arms in 1877, a widespread appre-

hension prevailed lest the Tosa politicians should throw in their

lot with the insurgents. Such a fear had its origin in failure to

understand the object of the one side or to appreciate the sin-

cerity of the other. Saig5 and his adherents fought to sub-

stitute a Satsuma clique for the oligarchy already in power.

Itagaki and his followers struggled for constitutional institutions.

The two could not have anything in common. There was con-

sequently no coalition. But the Tosa agitators did not neglect

to make capital out of the embarrassment caused by the Satsuma

rebellion. While the struggle was at its height, they addresi^

to the government a memorial, charging the administration with

oppressive measures to restrain the voice of public opinion,

with usurpation of power to the exclusion of the nation at large,

and with levelling downwards instead of upwards, since riie

samurai had been reduced to the rank of commoners, whereas

the commoners should have been educated up to the standard

of the samurai. This memorial asked for a representative

assembly and talked of popular rights. But since the document
admitted that the people were uneducated, it is plain that there

cannot have been any serious idea of giving them a share in the

administration. In fact, the Tosa Uberals were not really con-

tending for popular representation in the full sense of the term.

What they wanted was the creation of some machinery for

securing to the samurai at large a voice m the management of

state affairs. They chafed i^inst the fact that, whereas the

efforts and sacrifices demanded by the Restoration had fallen
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tins privilege. These measures were necessary in any case as

a. consequence of the introduction of the Western methods and
ideas, hut they were hastened by theiact of their beinga necessary

preliminafy to the reviaion of treaties. When the naw code of

laws was brought, before the Diet at its first session, and there

was a great opposition against it in the House of Peers on^ccount

of its many defects and especially of its ignoring many established

usages, the chief argument in its favour, .or at least one that had
a great influence with many who were unacquainted with tecli-

nical points, was that it was necessary for the revision of treaties

and that the defects, if any, could be afterwards amended at

leisure. These preparations on the part of the government,

however, took a long time, and in the meantime the whole nation,

or at least the more intelligent part of it, was chafing impatiently

under what was considered a national indignity. The United

States, by being the fii'st to. agree to its abandonment, although

this agreement was rendered nugatory by a conditional clause,

added to the stock of goodwill with which the Japanese have

always regarded tho Americans on account of their attitude

towards them. When at last the consummatiun so long and
ardently desired was attained, great was the joy with which it

was greeted, for now it was felt that Japan was indeed on terms

of equality with Occidental nations. Great Britain, by being tlie

first to conclude the revised treaty—an act due to the remarkable

foresight of her statesmen in spite of the opposition of their

countrymen in Japan -did much to bring about the cordial

feeling of the Japanese towards the British, which made them
welcome witli such enthusiasm the Anglo-Japanese oliknce.

The importance of this last as a powerful instrument for the

preservation of peace in the extreme East has been, and always

will be, appreciated at its full value by the more intelligent and
thoughtful among the Japanese; but by the mass of the people

it was received with great acclamation, owing partly to the already

existing good feeling towards the Briti.sh, but also in a large

measure because it was felt that the fact that Great Britain

should leave its “ splendid isolation ” to enter into this alliance

proclaimed in the clearest possible way that Japan had entered

on terms of full equality among the brotherhood of nations, and
that henceforth there could be no ground for that discrimination

against them as an Asiatic nation which had been so galling to

the Japanese people.

There have been, and there still are being made, many charges

against theJapanese government and people. While admitting

them may be founded on facts, it is permissible to

point out tlHtt traits and acts of a few individuals have often been
generalized to be the national characteristic or the result of a

fixed policy, while in many cases such charges arc due to mis-

ttfiderstandings arising from want of thorough knowledge of each

othcr’6 language, customs, usages, ideas, &c. Take the principle

of “ the open door,’" for instance; the Japanese government has

been charged <in several instances with acting contrary to it. It

is natural that' where (as in (ihina) competition is very keen
between men of different nationalities, in^viduals should some-

times feel aggrieved' andimake complaints of unfairness against

the government of their competitors
;
it is also natural that people

at home should listen to and beUrve in those charges made
against the Japanese by dieir countrymen in the £^t, while

nnforttinately^ Japanese, being so far away and oftenunaware
of them, have nota ready means of vindicating thems^vos; bnt
subsequent investigations have always shown those charges to

be either groundless or due to misunderstandings, and it may be

asserted that in no case has the charge been substantiated that

the Japanese government has knowingly, deliberately, of malice

prepense been guilty of brcfch of faith in violating the principle

of the open door to which it has solemnly pkdg^ itself . That
ft has often been accused by the Japanese subjects of weakness

foreign powers to the diriment of their interests, is

perhaps a good proof of its faihiess.

The Japanese have often been charged with looseness of ccun-

mcrcial morality. This charge is harder to answer than the last,

fpr it cannot be denied that there have been many instances of

dilShoiiesty on die part of Japanese' tradesmen or empl^ees; tu

quoqm isnever a valid argument, but there are black sheep evety-

where,„imd therewere special reasons why foreigners should have
come in contact with many such in ^eir dealings with the

Japanese. In days before the Restoration; merchants and
bf^esmen were ofiioiaUy classed as the lowest' of. four classes,

the samurai, the farmers, the artisans and. the merchants;

practically, however, rich merchants serving as* bankers and
emplo3^S'of others were held in high esteem, even by the samurai.

Yet it cannot be denied that the position of the last, three was
low compared with that of the .samurai ; their education was not
so high, and although of course there was the same code of

morality for them all, there was no such high standard of honour
as was enjoined upon the samurai by the bushido or “ the way
of samurai.” Now, when foreiggi'trade was first opened, it was
naturally not firms with long-established credit andmeth^ that

first ventured upon the new field ol business—some few that did

failed owing to their want of experience—^it was rather enter-

prising and adventurous spirits with little capital or credit who
eagerly flocked to the newly opened ports to try their fortune.

It was not to be expected that all or most of those should

be very scrupulous in their dealings with the foreigners; the

majority of those adventurers failed, while a few of the abler men,
generally those who believed in and. practised honesty as the

best policy, succeeded and came to occupy an honourable posi-

tion as bu3ine.ss men. It is also asserted that foreigners, or at

least some of them,, did not sauple to take unfair advantage of

the want of experience on tlie part of their Japanese customers

to impose, upon them methods wliicli they would not have
followed except in the East; it may be that such methods were

necessary or were deemed so in dealing with those adventurers,

but it is a fact that itafterwards took a Jong time and great effort

on the part, of Japanese traders to break through some usages

and customs which were established in earlier days and which

they deemed derogatory to tlieir credit or injurious to their in-

terests. Infringement of patent rights and fraudulent imitation

of trade-marks have with some truth also been charged, against

the Japanese ;
about this it is to be remarked that although

the principles of morality cannot change, their applications may
be new; patents and trade-marks are something new to the

Japanese, and it takes time to teach that their infringement

should be regarded with the same moral censure as stealing.

The government has done everything to prevent such practices

by enacting and enforcing laws against them, and nowadays they

are not so common. Be that as it may, such a state of affairs

as that mentioned above is now passing away almost entirely

;

commerce and tiade are now regarded as highly honourable pro-

fessions, merchants and. business men occupy the highest social

positions, several of them having been.lately raised to the peerage,

and are as honourable a set of men as can be met.anywhere. It

is however to be regretted that in introducing Western business

methods, it has not been quite possible to exclude some of their

evils, such as promotion of swindling companies, tampering with

members of legislature, and so forth.

The Japanese have also been considered in some quarters to

be a bellicose nation. Ko sooner was the war with Russia over

than they were said to be ready and eager to fight with the

United States. This is another misrepresentation arising from

want of proper knowledge of Japwiese character and feelings.

Although it IS true that within the quarter of a century preceding

1909 Japan was engaged in two sanguinary wars, not to mention

the Boxer affair, in which owing to her proximity to the scene

of the disturbances she had to take a prominent part, .yet neither

of these was of her own seeking; in bpth cases she had to fight or

else submit to become a mere cipher in the world, if indeed she

could have preserved her existence as an independent state. The

Japanese, far from being a bellic'ose people, deliberately cut off

all intercourse with the outside world in order to avoid inter-

national troubles, and remained absolutely secluded from the

world and at profound peace within their own territory for two
centuries and a half. Besides, the Japanese have aJwajrs re-

garded the Americans with a special goodwiliy due no do^trto

the steady liberal attitude of the American government and
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demoralized for all purposes of resistance to the military class.

The Satsuma insurgents^ on the contrary^ represented the flower

of the samurai, long trained for this very struggle, and Jed by
men whom the nation regarded as its bravest captains. The
result dispelled all doubts about the fighting quality of the people

at large.

Concurrently with these events the government diligently

endeavoured to equip the country with all the paraphernalia of

Occidental civilization. It is easy to understand that

master-minds of the era, who had planned and
carried out the Restoration, continued to take the lead

in all paths of progress. Their intellectual superiority entitled

them to act as guides
;
they had enjoyed exceptional opportunities

of acquiring enlightenment by visits to Europe and America,

and the Japanese people had not yet lost the habit of looking to

officialdom for every initiative. But the spectacle thus pre-

sented to foreign onlookers was not altogether without dis-

quieting suggestions. The government’s reforms seemed to

outstrip the nation’s readiness for them, and the results wore
an air of some artificiality and confusion. Englishmen were

employed to superintend the building of railways, the erection

of telegraphs, the construction of lighthouses and the organiza-

tion of a navy. To Frenchmen was entrusted the work of re-

casting the laws and training the army in strategy and tactics.

Educational affairs, the organization of a postal service, the

improvement of agriculture and the work of colonization were

supervised by Americans. The teaching of medical science, the

compilation of a commercial code, the elaboration of a system
of local government, and ultimately the training of military

officers were assigned to Germans. For instruction in sculpture

and painting Italians were engaged. Was it possible that so

many novelties should be successfully assimilated, or that the

nation should adapt itself to systems planned by a motley band
of aliens who knew nothing of its character and customs?
These questions did not trouble the Japanese nearly so much as

they troubled strangers. The truth is that conservatism was
not really required to make the great sacrifices suggested by
appearances. Among all the innovations of the era the only

one that a Japanese could not lay aside at will was the new
fashion of dressing the hair. He abandoned the ^u^ue irrevo-

cably. But for the rest he lived a dual life. During hours of

duty he wore a fine uniform, shaped and decorated in foreign

style. But so soon as he stepped out of office or off parade,

he reverted to his own comfortable and picturesque costume.

Handsome houses were built and furnished according to Western
models. But each had an annex where alcoves, verandas,

matted floors and paper sliding doors continued to do traditional

duty. Beefsteaks, beer, “ grape-wine,” knives and forks came
into use on occasion. But rice-bowls and chopsticks held their

everyday place as of old. In a word, though the Japanese

adopted every convenient and serviceable attribute of foreign

civilization, such as railways, steamships, telegraphs, post-

offices, banks and machinery of all kinds; though they accepted

Occidental sciences and, to a large extent. Occidental philo-

sophies; though they recognized the superiority of European

jurisprudence and set themselves to bring their laws into accord

with it, they nevertheless preserved the essentials of their own
mode of life and never lost their individuality. A remarkable

spirit of liberalism and a fine eclectic instinct were needed for

the part they acted, but they did no radical violence to their own
traditions, creeds and conventions. There was indeed a certain

element of incongruity and even grotesqueness in the nation’s

doings. Old people cannot fit their feet to new roads without

some clumsiness. The Japanese had grown very old in their

special paths, and their novel departure was occasionally dis-

figured by solecisms. * The refined taste that guided them un-

errix^ly in all the cdfairs of life as they had been accustomed to

live it, seemed to fail them signally when they emerged into an
alien atmosphere. Tbey have given their proofs, however. It

is now seen that the apparently excessive rapidity of their pro-

gress did not overtax their capacities; that they have eme^ed
safety from their destructive era and carried their constructive

career within reach of certain success, and that while they have
still to develop some of the traits of their new civilization, there

is no prospect whatever of its proving ultimately unsuited to

them.

After the Satsuma rebellion, nothing disturbed the even tenor

of Japan’s domestic politics except an attempt on the part of

some of her people, to force the growth of parlia-

mentary government. It is evident that the united mtatoi
effort made by the fiefs to overthrow the system R»pn^
of dual government and wrest the administrative

power from the shogun could have only one logical

outcome : the combined exercise of the recovered

power by those who had been instrumental in recovering it.

That was the meaning of the oath taken by the emperor at the

Restoration, when the youthful sovereign was made to say

that wise counsels should be widely sought, and all things

determined by public discussion. But the framers of the

oath had the samurai alone in view. Into their considera-

tion the common people—farmers, mechanics, tradesmen

—did not enter at all, nor had the common people them-

selves any idea of advancing a claim to be considered. A
voice in the administration would have been to them an embar-

rassing rather than a pleasing privilege. Thus the first delibera-

tive assembly was composed of nobles and samurai only. A
mere debating club without any legislative authority, it was
permanently dissolved after two sessions. Possibly the problem

of a parliament might have been long postponed after that

fiasco, had it not found an ardent advocate in Itagaki Taisuke

(afterwards Count Itagaki). A Tosa samurai conspicuous as a

leader of the restoration movement, Itagi^i was among the advo-

cates of recourse to strong measures against Korea in 1875, and
his failure to carry his point, supplemented by a belief that a

large section of public opinion would have supported him had

there been any machinery for appealing to it, gave fresh impetus

to his faith in constitutional government. Resigning office on

account of the Korean question, he became the nucleus of

agitation in favour of a parliamentary system, and under his

banner were enrolled not only discontented samurai but also

many of the young men who, returning from direct observation

of the working of constitutional systems in Europe or America,

and failing to obtain official posts in Japan, attributed their

failure to the oligarchical form of their countiy’s polity. Thus
in the interval between 1873 and 1877 there were two centres of

disturbance in Japan : one in Satsuma, where Saigo figured

as leader; the other in Tosa, under I^agaki’s guidance. When
the Satsuma men appealed to arms in 1877, a widespread appre-

hension prevailed lest the Tosa politicians should throw in their

lot with the insurgents. Such a fear had its origin in failure to

understand the object of the one side or to appreciate the sin-

cerity of the other. Saig5 and his adherents fought to sub-

stitute a Satsuma clique for the oligarchy already in power.

Itagaki and his followers struggled for constitutional institutions.

The two could not have anything in common. There was con-

sequently no coalition. But the Tosa agitators did not neglect

to make capital out of the embarrassment caused by the Satsuma

rebellion. While the struggle was at its height, they addresi^

to the government a memorial, charging the administration with

oppressive measures to restrain the voice of public opinion,

with usurpation of power to the exclusion of the nation at large,

and with levelling downwards instead of upwards, since riie

samurai had been reduced to the rank of commoners, whereas

the commoners should have been educated up to the standard

of the samurai. This memorial asked for a representative

assembly and talked of popular rights. But since the document
admitted that the people were uneducated, it is plain that there

cannot have been any serious idea of giving them a share in the

administration. In fact, the Tosa Uberals were not really con-

tending for popular representation in the full sense of the term.

What they wanted was the creation of some machinery for

securing to the samurai at large a voice m the management of

state affairs. They chafed i^inst the fact that, whereas the

efforts and sacrifices demanded by the Restoration had fallen
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JABQOOH, or Jargon (occasionally in old writings fargounce

and jacounce), a name applied by modem mineralogists to those

zircons which are fine enough to be cut as gem-stones^ but are

not of the red colour which characterizes the hyacinth or jacinth.

The word is related to Arab zargun (zircon). Some of the finest

jargoons are green, others brown and yellow, whilst some are

colourless. The colourless jargoon may be obtained by heating

certain coloured stones. When zircon is heated it sometimes
changes in colour, or altogether loses it, and at the same time
usually increases in density and brilliancy. The so-called

Matura diamonds, formerly sent from Matara (or Matura), in

Ceylon, were decolorized zircons. The zircon has strong re-

fractive power, and its lustre is almost adamantine, but it lacks

the fire of the diamond. The specific' gravity of zircon is subject

to considerable variaiion in different varieties; thus Sir A. H.
Church found the sp. gr. of a fine leaf-green jargoon to be as low
as 3*982, and that oi a pure white jargoon as high as 4* 705.

Jargoon and tourmaline, when cut as gems, are sometimes mis-

taken for each other, but the sp. gr. is distinctive, since that of

tourmaline is only 3 to 3*2. Moreover, in tourmaline the dichro-

ism is strongly marked, whereas in jargoon it is remarkably
feeble. The refractive indices of jargoon are much higher than
those of tourmaline (see Zircon). (F. W. R.*)

JARIR IBN ‘ATiYYA UL-KHATFI (d. 728), Arabian poet,

was bom in the reign of the caliph Ali, was a member of the

tribe Kulaib, a part of the Tamlm, and lived in Irak. Of his

early life little is known, but he succeeded in winning the favour

of Hajjaj, the governor of Irak (see Caliphate). Already famous
for his verse, he became more widely known by his feud with
Farazdaq and Akhtal. Later he went to Damascus and visited

the court of Abdalmalik (‘Abd iil-Malik) and that of his successor,

Walld. From neither of these did he receive a warm welcome.
He was, however, more successful with Omar II., and was the

only poet received by the pious caliph.

His verse, which, like that of his contemporaries, is largely satire

and eulogy, was published in 2 vols. (Cairo, 1896). (G. W. T.)

JARKENT, a town of Russian Central Asia, in the province of

Scmiryechensk, 70 m. W.N.W. of Kulja and near to the Hi river.

Pop. (1897), 16,.37*.

JARNAC, a town of western France in the department of

Charente, on the right bank of the river Charente, and on the rail-

way 23 m. W. of Angoulcme, between that city and Cognac.

Pop. (1906L 4493. The town is well built; and an avenue,

planted poplar trees, leads to a handsome suspension

bridge. The church contains an interesting ogival crypt.

There are communal colleges for both sexes. Brandy, wine

and wine-casks are made in the town. Jamac was in 1569
the scene of a battle in which the Catholics defeated the Protes-

tants. A pyramid marks the spot where Louis, Prince de Cond6,

one of the Protestant generals, was slain. Jamac gave its

name to an old French family, of which the best known member
is Gui Chabot, comte de Jamac (d. c. 1575), whose lucky back-

stroke in his famous duel with Chateigneraie gave rise to the

proverbial phrase coup de jarnaCy signifying an unexpected

blow.

JARO, a town of the province of Iloilo, Panay, Philippine

Islands, on the Jaro river, 2 m. N.W. of the town of Iloilo, the

capital. Pop. (1903), 10,681. It lies on a plain in the midst of

a rich agricultural district, has several fine residences, a cathedral,

a curious three-tiered tower, a semi-weekly paper and a monthly
periodical. Jaro was founded by the Spanish in 1584. From
1903 until February 1908 it was part of the town or municipality

of Iloilo.

JAROSITE, a rare mineral species consisting of hydrous
potassium and aluminium sulphate, and belonging to the group
of isomorphous rhombohedral minerals enumerated below :

—

Alunite . . .

Jarosite - .

Natrojarosite .

Plumbojarosite

Ko [FefOH),
Na.^ IFe(OH),

Pb [re(OH).^

(SO.,),

(SO.),

I.
(SOA

L(SO,),

Jarosite usually occurs as drusy incrustations of minute

indistinct crystals with a yellowish-brown colour and brilliant

lustre. Hardness 3; sp. gr. 3*15. The best specimens, con-
sisting of crystalline crusts on limonite, are from the Jaroso
ravine in the Sierra Almagrera, province of Almeria, Spain, from
which locality the mineral receives its name. It has been also

found, often in association with iron ores, at a few other localities.

A variety occurring as concretionary or mulberry-like forms is

known as moronolite (from Gr. fiiapov, “ mulberry,” and Woz,
“ stone ”); it is found at Monroe in Orange county. New York.
The recently discovered species natrojarosite and plumbojarosite
occur as yellowish-brown glistening powders consisting wholly
of minute crystals, and are from Nevada and New Mexico
respectively. (L. J. S.)

JARRAH WOOD (an adaptation of the native name Jerryhl),

the product of a large tree {Eucalyptus marginata) found in

south-western Australia, where it is said to cover an area of

14,000 sq, m. The trees grow straight in the stem to a great size,

and yield squared timber up to 40 ft. length and 24 in. diameter.

The wood is very hard, heavy (sp. gr. i‘oio) and close-grained,

with a mahogany-red colour, and sometimes sufficient “ fi^re
”

to render it suitable for cabinet-makers’ use. The timber
possesses several useful characteristics

;
and great expectations

were at first formed as to its value for shipbuilding and general

constructive purposes. These expectations have not, however,
been realized, and the exclusive possession of the tree has not
proved that source of wealth to western Australia which was at

one time expected. Its greatest merit for shipbuilding and
marine purposes is due to the fact that it resists, better than
any other timber, the attacks of the Teredo navedis and other

marine borers, and on land it is equally exempt, in tropical

countries, from the ravages of white ants. When felled with the
sap at its lowest point and well seasoned, the wood stands

exposure in the air, earth or sea remarkably well, on which
account it is in request for railway sleepers, telegraph poles and
piles in the British colonies and India, The wood, however,

frequently shows longitudinal blisters, or lacunae, filled with
resin, the same as may be observed in spruce fir timber; and
it is deficient in fibre, breaking with a short fracture under
comparatively moderate pressure. It has been classed at

Lloyds for ship-building purposes in line three, table A, of the

registry rules.

JARROW, a port and municipal borough in the Jarrow
parliamentary division of Durham, England, on the right bank
of the Tyne, 6i m. below Newcastle, and on a branch of the

North-Eastern railway. Pop. (1901), 34,295. The parish

church of St Paul was founded in 685, and retains portions of

pre-Norman work. The central tower is Norman, and there

are good Decorated and Perpendicular details in the body of the

church. Close by are the scattered ruins of the monastery
begun by the pious Biscop in 681, and consecrated with the

church by Ceolfrid in 685. Within the walls of this monastery
the Venerable Bede spent his life from childhood; and his body
was at first buried within the church, whither, until it was
removed under Edward the Confessor to Durham, it attracted

many pil^ms. The town is wholly industrial, devoted to

ship-building, chemical works, paper mills and the neighbouring

collieries. It owes its development from a mere pit village

very largely to the enterprise of Sir Charles Mark Palmer (q*v,\

Jarrow Slake, a river bay, 3 m. long by ^ m. broad, contains

the Tyne docks of the North-Eastern railway company. A
great quantity of coal is shipped. Jarrow was incorporated in

1875, corporation consists of a mayor, 6 aldermen and
18 councillors. Area, 783 acres.

JARRY, NICOLAS, one of the best-known 17th century

French calligraphers. He was bom at Paris about 1620, and
was officially employed by Louis XIV. His most famous work
is the Guirlmde de Julie (1641). He died some time before

1674.

JARVIS, JOHN WESLEY (1780-1840), American artist,

nephew of the great John Wesley, was bom at South Shields,

England, and was taken to the United States at the age of

five. He was one of the earliest AmerKan painters to give
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demoralized for all purposes of resistance to the military class.

The Satsuma insurgents^ on the contrary^ represented the flower

of the samurai, long trained for this very struggle, and Jed by
men whom the nation regarded as its bravest captains. The
result dispelled all doubts about the fighting quality of the people

at large.

Concurrently with these events the government diligently

endeavoured to equip the country with all the paraphernalia of

Occidental civilization. It is easy to understand that

master-minds of the era, who had planned and
carried out the Restoration, continued to take the lead

in all paths of progress. Their intellectual superiority entitled

them to act as guides
;
they had enjoyed exceptional opportunities

of acquiring enlightenment by visits to Europe and America,

and the Japanese people had not yet lost the habit of looking to

officialdom for every initiative. But the spectacle thus pre-

sented to foreign onlookers was not altogether without dis-

quieting suggestions. The government’s reforms seemed to

outstrip the nation’s readiness for them, and the results wore
an air of some artificiality and confusion. Englishmen were

employed to superintend the building of railways, the erection

of telegraphs, the construction of lighthouses and the organiza-

tion of a navy. To Frenchmen was entrusted the work of re-

casting the laws and training the army in strategy and tactics.

Educational affairs, the organization of a postal service, the

improvement of agriculture and the work of colonization were

supervised by Americans. The teaching of medical science, the

compilation of a commercial code, the elaboration of a system
of local government, and ultimately the training of military

officers were assigned to Germans. For instruction in sculpture

and painting Italians were engaged. Was it possible that so

many novelties should be successfully assimilated, or that the

nation should adapt itself to systems planned by a motley band
of aliens who knew nothing of its character and customs?
These questions did not trouble the Japanese nearly so much as

they troubled strangers. The truth is that conservatism was
not really required to make the great sacrifices suggested by
appearances. Among all the innovations of the era the only

one that a Japanese could not lay aside at will was the new
fashion of dressing the hair. He abandoned the ^u^ue irrevo-

cably. But for the rest he lived a dual life. During hours of

duty he wore a fine uniform, shaped and decorated in foreign

style. But so soon as he stepped out of office or off parade,

he reverted to his own comfortable and picturesque costume.

Handsome houses were built and furnished according to Western
models. But each had an annex where alcoves, verandas,

matted floors and paper sliding doors continued to do traditional

duty. Beefsteaks, beer, “ grape-wine,” knives and forks came
into use on occasion. But rice-bowls and chopsticks held their

everyday place as of old. In a word, though the Japanese

adopted every convenient and serviceable attribute of foreign

civilization, such as railways, steamships, telegraphs, post-

offices, banks and machinery of all kinds; though they accepted

Occidental sciences and, to a large extent. Occidental philo-

sophies; though they recognized the superiority of European

jurisprudence and set themselves to bring their laws into accord

with it, they nevertheless preserved the essentials of their own
mode of life and never lost their individuality. A remarkable

spirit of liberalism and a fine eclectic instinct were needed for

the part they acted, but they did no radical violence to their own
traditions, creeds and conventions. There was indeed a certain

element of incongruity and even grotesqueness in the nation’s

doings. Old people cannot fit their feet to new roads without

some clumsiness. The Japanese had grown very old in their

special paths, and their novel departure was occasionally dis-

figured by solecisms. * The refined taste that guided them un-

errix^ly in all the cdfairs of life as they had been accustomed to

live it, seemed to fail them signally when they emerged into an
alien atmosphere. Tbey have given their proofs, however. It

is now seen that the apparently excessive rapidity of their pro-

gress did not overtax their capacities; that they have eme^ed
safety from their destructive era and carried their constructive

career within reach of certain success, and that while they have
still to develop some of the traits of their new civilization, there

is no prospect whatever of its proving ultimately unsuited to

them.

After the Satsuma rebellion, nothing disturbed the even tenor

of Japan’s domestic politics except an attempt on the part of

some of her people, to force the growth of parlia-

mentary government. It is evident that the united mtatoi
effort made by the fiefs to overthrow the system R»pn^
of dual government and wrest the administrative

power from the shogun could have only one logical

outcome : the combined exercise of the recovered

power by those who had been instrumental in recovering it.

That was the meaning of the oath taken by the emperor at the

Restoration, when the youthful sovereign was made to say

that wise counsels should be widely sought, and all things

determined by public discussion. But the framers of the

oath had the samurai alone in view. Into their considera-

tion the common people—farmers, mechanics, tradesmen

—did not enter at all, nor had the common people them-

selves any idea of advancing a claim to be considered. A
voice in the administration would have been to them an embar-

rassing rather than a pleasing privilege. Thus the first delibera-

tive assembly was composed of nobles and samurai only. A
mere debating club without any legislative authority, it was
permanently dissolved after two sessions. Possibly the problem

of a parliament might have been long postponed after that

fiasco, had it not found an ardent advocate in Itagaki Taisuke

(afterwards Count Itagaki). A Tosa samurai conspicuous as a

leader of the restoration movement, Itagi^i was among the advo-

cates of recourse to strong measures against Korea in 1875, and
his failure to carry his point, supplemented by a belief that a

large section of public opinion would have supported him had

there been any machinery for appealing to it, gave fresh impetus

to his faith in constitutional government. Resigning office on

account of the Korean question, he became the nucleus of

agitation in favour of a parliamentary system, and under his

banner were enrolled not only discontented samurai but also

many of the young men who, returning from direct observation

of the working of constitutional systems in Europe or America,

and failing to obtain official posts in Japan, attributed their

failure to the oligarchical form of their countiy’s polity. Thus
in the interval between 1873 and 1877 there were two centres of

disturbance in Japan : one in Satsuma, where Saigo figured

as leader; the other in Tosa, under I^agaki’s guidance. When
the Satsuma men appealed to arms in 1877, a widespread appre-

hension prevailed lest the Tosa politicians should throw in their

lot with the insurgents. Such a fear had its origin in failure to

understand the object of the one side or to appreciate the sin-

cerity of the other. Saig5 and his adherents fought to sub-

stitute a Satsuma clique for the oligarchy already in power.

Itagaki and his followers struggled for constitutional institutions.

The two could not have anything in common. There was con-

sequently no coalition. But the Tosa agitators did not neglect

to make capital out of the embarrassment caused by the Satsuma

rebellion. While the struggle was at its height, they addresi^

to the government a memorial, charging the administration with

oppressive measures to restrain the voice of public opinion,

with usurpation of power to the exclusion of the nation at large,

and with levelling downwards instead of upwards, since riie

samurai had been reduced to the rank of commoners, whereas

the commoners should have been educated up to the standard

of the samurai. This memorial asked for a representative

assembly and talked of popular rights. But since the document
admitted that the people were uneducated, it is plain that there

cannot have been any serious idea of giving them a share in the

administration. In fact, the Tosa Uberals were not really con-

tending for popular representation in the full sense of the term.

What they wanted was the creation of some machinery for

securing to the samurai at large a voice m the management of

state affairs. They chafed i^inst the fact that, whereas the

efforts and sacrifices demanded by the Restoration had fallen
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of the tet known and most highly esteemed of British ^rdy
ligneous dimbers^ is a native of northern India aiMl Persia, intro-

duced aboi^ the imddie Of the i6th' century. In the centire and
south of Europe it is thoroughly acclimatized. Although it

grows to the height of i2 and sometimes 20 ft., its stem is feeble

and requires support
;

its leaves are opposite, pinnate and dark
green, the leaflets are in three pairs, with an odd one, and are

pointed, the terminal one larger and with a tapering point. The
fragrant whitelowers bloom from June to October; and, as they

are found chiefly on the young shoots, the plant should only be
pruned in the autumn. Varieties with golden and silver-edged

leaves and one with double flowers are known.

The zambak or Arabian jaaminc, J. Samhac^ is an evergreen white-
flowere:! climlier, 6 or 8 it. hi.5h, introduced into Britain in the latter
part of the iTth century. Two varieties introduced somewhat later
are rospootively 3*leavo1 and double-Aowered, and these, as well as
that wnth normal flowers, bloom throughout greater

<
part of the

ear. On account of Ihdr exquisite fragrance the flowers are
ighly esteemed in the East, and are frequently referred to by the

Pcorsian and Arabian pouts. An oil obtained by boiling the leaves is

used to anoint the head for complaints of the eye, and an oil obtained
from the loots is used medicinally to arrest the secretion of milk.
The flowers of one of the double varieties are held sacred to Vishnu,
and used as votive offerings in Hindu religious ceremonies. The
Spanish, or Catalonian jasmine, /. grandtftorwn, a native of the
north-west Himalaya, and cultivate both in the old rand new
world, is very like J. offiemAh, but diifcrs in the size of the leaflets.;

the branches are shorter and stouter, and the flowers very much
larger, and reddisi underneath. Py grafting it on two-year-old
plants of /. otfficinals, an erect bush a^ut 3 ft. high is obtained,
requiring no supports. In this way it is very extensively cultivated
at Cannes and Grasse, in tlie south of France • the plants are act in
rows, fully exposed to the sun

;
they come into. lull bearing: the .second

yeax after grafting
;
the blossoms, which are very lar^^e and mtensely

flagrant, are produced from July till the end of October, irat those
of Angttst ana September are the most odoriferous.
The «aiJOXiia is extracted by the process known aa enflet^aget

i.e. absorption by a fatty body, such as purified lard or olive oil.

Square glass trays framed with wood about 3 in. deep are spread
over with gratae about half an inch thick, in which ridges are made
to facilitate absorption, and sprinkled with freshly ga^red flowers,
which are renewed every morning during the whole time the plant
remains in blossom

;
the trays are piled up in stacks to prevent the

evaporation of the aroma; and finally the pomade is scraped off the

^lasB, n^ted at as low a temperatBre as posriMe, and stniined.
When oil lis employed os the.atoBasbent, iBoavBe< cotton idoi^ >pfo-
viously 'satucati^ with the finest' olive oiFare laid on wtecrgauze
frames, and repeatedly covered in the same manner with iresh
flowers; they are then ^ueozed under a press, yielding what is termed
huth^mtHqm au j&smin. Three - pounds of 'flowers vHll perfume 1 1b
of !grease~^tius is iexfaanidjedibymanaiationjiii iZ)pt.>ol rcutifled ipiiit
to'fqrm the " extract.*' An essoatial oil is disUfled from^jasmine <in

Tunis and Algeria^ but its high price prevents its being used to any
extent. The East Indian oil of jasmine is a compound largely
contammafked with oandalwood-oa.
The .distinguishing characters of J. odofMtissvmwn, a native of ‘the

Canary Islands and .Madeira, consist principally in the alternate,
obtuse, ternateand pinnate leaves.vthe 3-flowered termin^peduncles
and the 5-cleft yellow corolla with obtuse segments. Tne flowers
have the advantage of retaining when dry their natural perfume,
which is suggestive of a mixture «f jasmine, jonqnfl and orange'
blossom. In China J, pantmUUum tt cultivated as mn erect shrub,
known as sieu-htng-kwa

;
it is valued for its flowers, which are used

with those of /. Sambac, in the proportion of 10 lb of the former to
30 lb of'the latter, for scenting tea— ft of the mixture being re-
quired for 100 lib ofttea. J. mgusiifmum is a beautiful evergreen
climber 10 to 12 ft. high, found in the Coromandelforeets, and intro-
duced into iiritain during the present century. Its Leaves arc a
bright shining green; its large terminal flowers are white with a
faint tinge Of red, fragrant and blooming throughout the year.

In Cochin China a docaction of 'the leaves and hraaches of
,/. nerifosttm is taken as a blood-purifier; and the hitter leaves of

J . fioribundum (called in Abyssinia habbez-zelim) mixed with kousso
is considered a powerful anthelmintic, especially for tapeworm

;
the

leaves and branches are added to seme fermented liquors to increase
their intoxicating quality. In .(iatahmia and in Turkey to wood of
the iasinine is made into long, .slender pipe-stems, highly

,
prised by

the Moors and Turks. Syrup of jasmine is made by placing in a iar
alternate layers of the flowers and sugar, covering the whole with
wet cloths and standing it in a coOl place; the perfume is absorbed
by to sugar, which is converted into a very palatable syrup.
The important medicinal plant known in. America as the “ Carolina
jasmine " is not a true jasmine (see Gelsemium).
Other hardy species commonly cultivated in gardens are the low

or Italian yellow-flowered jasmine, J, humih, an East Indian species
jntToduced and fnow found wild in the aoilth of Europe, an erect
shrub 3 or 4 ft. Iqgh, with angular branches, -alternate and mostly
ternate leaves, blossoming from June to September; the common
yellow jasmine, /. frutfcans

t
a native ctf southern Europe and the

Mediterranean region, a hardy evergreen sihrub, 10 to 12 ft. hi^,
with weak, slender stems xei^iring -support, iand bearing yellow,
odourless flowers from spring .to.autumn; and J.nudiHorum (China),
which bears its bright yellow flowers in winter betore the leaves
appear. It thrives in almost any situation and grows rapidly.

JASON Q\am,fr)j in Greek legend, son of Aeson, king of lolcus
in Thessaly. He was the leader of the Argonautic expedition
(see Argonauts). After he returned from it he lived at Corinth
with his wife Medea (r/.n.) for many years. At last he put away
Medea, in order to marry Glauce (or Creusa), daughter of the
Corinthian king (reon. To avenge herself, Medea pre.sented

the ^w bride with a robe and head-dress, by whose magic pro-

perties tlie wearer was burnt to death, and slew her children by
Jovson with her own hand. A later gtory represents Jason as
reconciled to Medea Qtistin, xiii. 2). His death was said to have
been due to suicide through grief, caused by Medea vengeance
(Diod. Sic. iv. 55); or he was crushed by tlie fall of the poop of

the ship “ Argo,’’ under whidi, on the advice of Medea, he had
laid himself down to sleep (argument rif Euripides’ Medea).
The name (more correctly lason) means “ healer," and Jason is

possibly a local hero of lolcus to whom healing powers were
attributed. The ancients regarded him as the oldest navigator,

and the patron of navigation. By the moderns he has been
variously explained as a solar deity,; a god of summer; a god of

storm
;
a .god of rain, who carries off the rain-giving cloud (the

golden fleece) to refresh the earth after a long period of drought.
Some regard the legend as a chthonian rqyth, Aea (Colchis)

being the under-world in the Aeolic religious system, from which
Jason liberates himself and his betrothed; others, in view of

certain resemblances between the story of Jason and that of

Cadmus (the ploughing of the field, the sowing of the dragon’s
teeth, the fight with the Sparti, who are finally set fighting with
one another by a stone hurled into their midst), associate both
with Demeter the corn-goddess, and refer certain episodes to

practices k use at country festivals, «ig. the stone-riirowing,

which, like the ^akkrfrm at the Eleusinm and the kiBofiokia at
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demoralized for all purposes of resistance to the military class.

The Satsuma insurgents^ on the contrary^ represented the flower

of the samurai, long trained for this very struggle, and Jed by
men whom the nation regarded as its bravest captains. The
result dispelled all doubts about the fighting quality of the people

at large.

Concurrently with these events the government diligently

endeavoured to equip the country with all the paraphernalia of

Occidental civilization. It is easy to understand that

master-minds of the era, who had planned and
carried out the Restoration, continued to take the lead

in all paths of progress. Their intellectual superiority entitled

them to act as guides
;
they had enjoyed exceptional opportunities

of acquiring enlightenment by visits to Europe and America,

and the Japanese people had not yet lost the habit of looking to

officialdom for every initiative. But the spectacle thus pre-

sented to foreign onlookers was not altogether without dis-

quieting suggestions. The government’s reforms seemed to

outstrip the nation’s readiness for them, and the results wore
an air of some artificiality and confusion. Englishmen were

employed to superintend the building of railways, the erection

of telegraphs, the construction of lighthouses and the organiza-

tion of a navy. To Frenchmen was entrusted the work of re-

casting the laws and training the army in strategy and tactics.

Educational affairs, the organization of a postal service, the

improvement of agriculture and the work of colonization were

supervised by Americans. The teaching of medical science, the

compilation of a commercial code, the elaboration of a system
of local government, and ultimately the training of military

officers were assigned to Germans. For instruction in sculpture

and painting Italians were engaged. Was it possible that so

many novelties should be successfully assimilated, or that the

nation should adapt itself to systems planned by a motley band
of aliens who knew nothing of its character and customs?
These questions did not trouble the Japanese nearly so much as

they troubled strangers. The truth is that conservatism was
not really required to make the great sacrifices suggested by
appearances. Among all the innovations of the era the only

one that a Japanese could not lay aside at will was the new
fashion of dressing the hair. He abandoned the ^u^ue irrevo-

cably. But for the rest he lived a dual life. During hours of

duty he wore a fine uniform, shaped and decorated in foreign

style. But so soon as he stepped out of office or off parade,

he reverted to his own comfortable and picturesque costume.

Handsome houses were built and furnished according to Western
models. But each had an annex where alcoves, verandas,

matted floors and paper sliding doors continued to do traditional

duty. Beefsteaks, beer, “ grape-wine,” knives and forks came
into use on occasion. But rice-bowls and chopsticks held their

everyday place as of old. In a word, though the Japanese

adopted every convenient and serviceable attribute of foreign

civilization, such as railways, steamships, telegraphs, post-

offices, banks and machinery of all kinds; though they accepted

Occidental sciences and, to a large extent. Occidental philo-

sophies; though they recognized the superiority of European

jurisprudence and set themselves to bring their laws into accord

with it, they nevertheless preserved the essentials of their own
mode of life and never lost their individuality. A remarkable

spirit of liberalism and a fine eclectic instinct were needed for

the part they acted, but they did no radical violence to their own
traditions, creeds and conventions. There was indeed a certain

element of incongruity and even grotesqueness in the nation’s

doings. Old people cannot fit their feet to new roads without

some clumsiness. The Japanese had grown very old in their

special paths, and their novel departure was occasionally dis-

figured by solecisms. * The refined taste that guided them un-

errix^ly in all the cdfairs of life as they had been accustomed to

live it, seemed to fail them signally when they emerged into an
alien atmosphere. Tbey have given their proofs, however. It

is now seen that the apparently excessive rapidity of their pro-

gress did not overtax their capacities; that they have eme^ed
safety from their destructive era and carried their constructive

career within reach of certain success, and that while they have
still to develop some of the traits of their new civilization, there

is no prospect whatever of its proving ultimately unsuited to

them.

After the Satsuma rebellion, nothing disturbed the even tenor

of Japan’s domestic politics except an attempt on the part of

some of her people, to force the growth of parlia-

mentary government. It is evident that the united mtatoi
effort made by the fiefs to overthrow the system R»pn^
of dual government and wrest the administrative

power from the shogun could have only one logical

outcome : the combined exercise of the recovered

power by those who had been instrumental in recovering it.

That was the meaning of the oath taken by the emperor at the

Restoration, when the youthful sovereign was made to say

that wise counsels should be widely sought, and all things

determined by public discussion. But the framers of the

oath had the samurai alone in view. Into their considera-

tion the common people—farmers, mechanics, tradesmen

—did not enter at all, nor had the common people them-

selves any idea of advancing a claim to be considered. A
voice in the administration would have been to them an embar-

rassing rather than a pleasing privilege. Thus the first delibera-

tive assembly was composed of nobles and samurai only. A
mere debating club without any legislative authority, it was
permanently dissolved after two sessions. Possibly the problem

of a parliament might have been long postponed after that

fiasco, had it not found an ardent advocate in Itagaki Taisuke

(afterwards Count Itagaki). A Tosa samurai conspicuous as a

leader of the restoration movement, Itagi^i was among the advo-

cates of recourse to strong measures against Korea in 1875, and
his failure to carry his point, supplemented by a belief that a

large section of public opinion would have supported him had

there been any machinery for appealing to it, gave fresh impetus

to his faith in constitutional government. Resigning office on

account of the Korean question, he became the nucleus of

agitation in favour of a parliamentary system, and under his

banner were enrolled not only discontented samurai but also

many of the young men who, returning from direct observation

of the working of constitutional systems in Europe or America,

and failing to obtain official posts in Japan, attributed their

failure to the oligarchical form of their countiy’s polity. Thus
in the interval between 1873 and 1877 there were two centres of

disturbance in Japan : one in Satsuma, where Saigo figured

as leader; the other in Tosa, under I^agaki’s guidance. When
the Satsuma men appealed to arms in 1877, a widespread appre-

hension prevailed lest the Tosa politicians should throw in their

lot with the insurgents. Such a fear had its origin in failure to

understand the object of the one side or to appreciate the sin-

cerity of the other. Saig5 and his adherents fought to sub-

stitute a Satsuma clique for the oligarchy already in power.

Itagaki and his followers struggled for constitutional institutions.

The two could not have anything in common. There was con-

sequently no coalition. But the Tosa agitators did not neglect

to make capital out of the embarrassment caused by the Satsuma

rebellion. While the struggle was at its height, they addresi^

to the government a memorial, charging the administration with

oppressive measures to restrain the voice of public opinion,

with usurpation of power to the exclusion of the nation at large,

and with levelling downwards instead of upwards, since riie

samurai had been reduced to the rank of commoners, whereas

the commoners should have been educated up to the standard

of the samurai. This memorial asked for a representative

assembly and talked of popular rights. But since the document
admitted that the people were uneducated, it is plain that there

cannot have been any serious idea of giving them a share in the

administration. In fact, the Tosa Uberals were not really con-

tending for popular representation in the full sense of the term.

What they wanted was the creation of some machinery for

securing to the samurai at large a voice m the management of

state affairs. They chafed i^inst the fact that, whereas the

efforts and sacrifices demanded by the Restoration had fallen
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they were so fond. The process must have been complete by the

middle of the 3rd century b.c.; for we find at that date illustra-

tions of the }&takas in the bas-reliefs on the railing round the

Bharahat tope with the titles of the J&taka stories inscribed

above them in the characters of that period.^ The hero of each

story is made into a Bodhisatta; that is, a being who is destined,

after a number of subsequent births, to become a Buddha. This

rapid development of the Bodhisatta theory is the distinguishing

feature in the early history of Buddhism, and was both cause and

effect of the simultaneous growth of the Jataka book. In

adopting the folk-lore and fables already current in India, the

Buddhists did not change them very much. The stories as

preserved to us, are for the most part Indian rather than Bud-

dhist. The ethics they inculcate or suggest are milk for babes;

very simple in character and referring almost exclusively to

matters common to all schools of thought in India, and indeed

elsewhere. Kindness, purity, honesty, generosity, worldly

wisdom, perseverance, are the usual virtues praised; the higher

ethics of the Path are scarcely mentioned. The.se stories, popular

with all, were especially appreciated by that school of Buddhi.sts

that laid stress on the Bodhisatta theoiy—a school that obtained

its chief support, and probably had its origin, in the extreme

north-west of India and in the highlands of Asia. That school

adopted, from the early centuries of our era, the use of Sanskrit,

instead of Pali, as the means of literary expression. It is almost

impossible, therefore, that they would have carried the canonical

Pali book, voluminous as it is, into Central Asia. Shorter col-

lections of the original stories, written in Sanskrit, were in vogue

among them. One such collection, the Jataka-mala by Arya

Sura (6th century), is still extant. Of the existence of another

collection, though the Sanskrit original has not yet been found,

we have curious evidence. In the 6th century a book of Sanskrit

fables was translated into Pahlavi, that is, old Persian (.see

Bidpai). In succeeding centuries t his work was retranslated into

Arabic and Hebrew, thence into Latin and Greek and all the

modem languages of Europe. The book bears a close resem-

blance to the earlier chapters of a late Sanskrit fable book

called, from its having five chapters, the Pancha tantra, or

Pentateuch.

The introduction to the old Jataka book gives the life of the

historical Buddha. That introduction must also have reached

Persia by the same route. For in the 8th century St John of

Damascus put the story into Greek under the title of Barlaam

and This story became very popular in the West. It

was traSslated into Latin, into seven European languages, and
even into Icelandic and the dialect of the Philippine Islands.

Its hero, that is the Buddha, was canonized as a Christian saint;

and the 27th of November was officially fixed as the date for

his adoration as such.

The book popularly known in Europe as Aesop*s Fables was not
written by Aesop. It was put together in the 14th century at
Constantinople by a monk named Planudes, and he drew largely for

his stories upon ^ose in the Jataka book that had reached Europe
along various channels. The fables of Babrius and Phaedrus,
written re^ectively in the ist century before, and in the ist centuiy
after, the Christian era, also contain J&taka stories known in India
in the 4th century b.c. A great deal has been written on this

curious question of the migration of fables. But we are still very
far from being able to trace the complete history of each story in

the Jataka book, or in any one of the later collections. For India
itself the record is most incx)mplcte. We have the original J&taka
book in text and translation. The history of the text of the Pancha
tantra, about a thousand years later, has been fairly well traced out.

But for the intervening centuries scarcely anything has been done.
There are illustrations, in the ba.s-reliefs of the 3rd century B.c., of

Jatakas not contained in the J&taka book. Another collection,

the Cariyd pitaka, of about the same date, has been edited, but not
translated. Other collections both in Pali and Sanskrit are known
to be extant in MS.; and a large number of J&taka stories, not
included in any formed collection, arc mentioned, or told in full, in

other works.
Authorities.—V. Fausb611 , The Jataka, Pali text (7 vols., London,

1877-1897), (Eng trans., edited by 'E. B. Cowell, 6 vols., Cambridge,
1895-1907); Cariyd pitaka, edited by R. Morris for the Pali Text

> A complete list of these inscriptions will be found in Rhys
Da\dds*8 BuddM5t> India, p. 209.

-JATS
Society (London, 1882) ;

H. Kern, Jdtaka-mSld, Sanskrit text (Cam-

bridge, Mass., 1891) (Eng. trans. by J. S. Speyer, Oxford, 1895);
Rhys Davids, Buddhist Birth Stories (with full bibliographical

tables) (London, 1880)
;
Buddhist India (chap. xi. on the Jfttaka Book)

(London, 1903); E. Kuhn, Barlaam und Joasaph (Munich, 1893);
A. Cunningham, The Stupa of Bharhut (London, 1879).

(T. W. R. D.)

JATH, a native state of India, in the Deccan division of

Bombay, ranking as one of the southern Mahratta jagirs. With

the small state of Daphlapur, which is an integral part of it, it

forms the Bijapur Agency, under the collector of Bijapur district.

Area, including Daphlapur, 980 sq. m. Pop. (1901), 68,665,

showing a decline of 14% in the decade. Estimated revenue,

£24,000; tribute, £700. Agriculture and cattle-breeding we
carried on; there are no important manufactures. The chief,

whose title is deshmukh, is a Mahratta of the Daphle family.

The town of Jath is 92 m. S.E. of Satara. Pop. (1901), 5404.

JATIVA (formerly written Xativa), or San Felipe de Jativa,

a town of eastern Spain, in the province of Valencia, on the right

bank of the river Albaida, a tributary of the Jucar, and at the

junction of the Valencia-Murcia and Valencia-Albacete railways.

Pop. (1900), 12,600. Jativa is built on the margin of a fertile

and beautiful plain, and on the southern slopes of the Monte

Bemisa, a hill with two peaks, each surmounted by a castle.

With its numerous fountains, and spacious avenues shaded

with elms or cypresses, the town has a clean and attractive

appearance. Its collegiate church, dating from 1414, but rebuilt

about a century later in the Renaissance style, was formerly a

cathedral, and is the chief among many churches and convents.

The town-hall and a church on the castle hill are partly con-

structed of inscribed Roman masonry, and several houses date

from the Moorish occupation. There is a brisk local trade in

grain, fruit, wine, oil and rice.

Jativa was the Roman Saetabis, afterwards Valeria Augusta,

of Carthaginian or Iberian origin. Pliny (23-79) ^*^^1 Martial

(c. 40-102) mention the excellence of its linen cloth. Under the

Visigoths (c. 483-711) it became an episcopal see; but early in

the 8th century it was captured by the Moors, under whom it

attained great prosperity, and received its present name. It was

reconquered by James 1 . of Aragon (1213-1276). During the 15th

and i6th centuries, Jativa was the home of many members of

the princely bouse of Borgia or Borja, who migrated hither from

the town of Borja in the province of Saragossa. Alphonso

Borgia, afterwards Pope Calixtus III., and Rodrigo Borgia,

afterwards Pope Alexander VL, were natives of Jdtiva, bom
respectively in 1378 and 1431. The painter Jusepe Ribera was
also bora here in 1588. Owing to its gallant defence against the

troops of the Archduke Charles in the war of the Spanish succe.s-

sion, J4tiva received the additional name of San Felipe from

Philip V. (1700-1746).

JATS, or Juts, a people of north-western India, who numbered
altogether more than 7 millions in 1901. They forma considerable
proportion of the population in the Punjab, Rajputana and the

adjoining districts of the United Provinces, and are also widely

scattered through Sind and Baluchistan. Some writers have iden-

tified the jats with the ancient Getae, and there is strong reason

to believe them a degraded tribe of Rajputs, whose Scythic origin

has also been maintained. Hindu legends point to a prehistoric

occupation of the Indus valley by this people, and at the time

of the Mahommedan conquest of Sind (712) they, with a cognate

tribe called Meds, constituted the bulk of the population. They

enli.sted under the banner of Mahommed bin Kasim, but at a

later date offered a vigorous resistance to the Arab invaders.

In 836 they were overthrown by Amran, who imposed on thorn

a tribute of dogs, and used their arms to vanquish the Meds. In

1025, however, they had gathered audacity, not only to invade

Mansura, and compel the abjuration of the Mussulman amir, but

to attack the victorious army of Mahmud, laden with the spoil

of Somnath. Chastisement duly ensued : a formidable flotilla,

collected at Multiln, shattered in thousands the comparatively

defenceless J4t boats on the Indus, and annihilated their national

pretensions. It is not until the decay of the Mogul Empire that

the Jftts again appear in history. One branch of them, settled
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demoralized for all purposes of resistance to the military class.

The Satsuma insurgents^ on the contrary^ represented the flower

of the samurai, long trained for this very struggle, and Jed by
men whom the nation regarded as its bravest captains. The
result dispelled all doubts about the fighting quality of the people

at large.

Concurrently with these events the government diligently

endeavoured to equip the country with all the paraphernalia of

Occidental civilization. It is easy to understand that

master-minds of the era, who had planned and
carried out the Restoration, continued to take the lead

in all paths of progress. Their intellectual superiority entitled

them to act as guides
;
they had enjoyed exceptional opportunities

of acquiring enlightenment by visits to Europe and America,

and the Japanese people had not yet lost the habit of looking to

officialdom for every initiative. But the spectacle thus pre-

sented to foreign onlookers was not altogether without dis-

quieting suggestions. The government’s reforms seemed to

outstrip the nation’s readiness for them, and the results wore
an air of some artificiality and confusion. Englishmen were

employed to superintend the building of railways, the erection

of telegraphs, the construction of lighthouses and the organiza-

tion of a navy. To Frenchmen was entrusted the work of re-

casting the laws and training the army in strategy and tactics.

Educational affairs, the organization of a postal service, the

improvement of agriculture and the work of colonization were

supervised by Americans. The teaching of medical science, the

compilation of a commercial code, the elaboration of a system
of local government, and ultimately the training of military

officers were assigned to Germans. For instruction in sculpture

and painting Italians were engaged. Was it possible that so

many novelties should be successfully assimilated, or that the

nation should adapt itself to systems planned by a motley band
of aliens who knew nothing of its character and customs?
These questions did not trouble the Japanese nearly so much as

they troubled strangers. The truth is that conservatism was
not really required to make the great sacrifices suggested by
appearances. Among all the innovations of the era the only

one that a Japanese could not lay aside at will was the new
fashion of dressing the hair. He abandoned the ^u^ue irrevo-

cably. But for the rest he lived a dual life. During hours of

duty he wore a fine uniform, shaped and decorated in foreign

style. But so soon as he stepped out of office or off parade,

he reverted to his own comfortable and picturesque costume.

Handsome houses were built and furnished according to Western
models. But each had an annex where alcoves, verandas,

matted floors and paper sliding doors continued to do traditional

duty. Beefsteaks, beer, “ grape-wine,” knives and forks came
into use on occasion. But rice-bowls and chopsticks held their

everyday place as of old. In a word, though the Japanese

adopted every convenient and serviceable attribute of foreign

civilization, such as railways, steamships, telegraphs, post-

offices, banks and machinery of all kinds; though they accepted

Occidental sciences and, to a large extent. Occidental philo-

sophies; though they recognized the superiority of European

jurisprudence and set themselves to bring their laws into accord

with it, they nevertheless preserved the essentials of their own
mode of life and never lost their individuality. A remarkable

spirit of liberalism and a fine eclectic instinct were needed for

the part they acted, but they did no radical violence to their own
traditions, creeds and conventions. There was indeed a certain

element of incongruity and even grotesqueness in the nation’s

doings. Old people cannot fit their feet to new roads without

some clumsiness. The Japanese had grown very old in their

special paths, and their novel departure was occasionally dis-

figured by solecisms. * The refined taste that guided them un-

errix^ly in all the cdfairs of life as they had been accustomed to

live it, seemed to fail them signally when they emerged into an
alien atmosphere. Tbey have given their proofs, however. It

is now seen that the apparently excessive rapidity of their pro-

gress did not overtax their capacities; that they have eme^ed
safety from their destructive era and carried their constructive

career within reach of certain success, and that while they have
still to develop some of the traits of their new civilization, there

is no prospect whatever of its proving ultimately unsuited to

them.

After the Satsuma rebellion, nothing disturbed the even tenor

of Japan’s domestic politics except an attempt on the part of

some of her people, to force the growth of parlia-

mentary government. It is evident that the united mtatoi
effort made by the fiefs to overthrow the system R»pn^
of dual government and wrest the administrative

power from the shogun could have only one logical

outcome : the combined exercise of the recovered

power by those who had been instrumental in recovering it.

That was the meaning of the oath taken by the emperor at the

Restoration, when the youthful sovereign was made to say

that wise counsels should be widely sought, and all things

determined by public discussion. But the framers of the

oath had the samurai alone in view. Into their considera-

tion the common people—farmers, mechanics, tradesmen

—did not enter at all, nor had the common people them-

selves any idea of advancing a claim to be considered. A
voice in the administration would have been to them an embar-

rassing rather than a pleasing privilege. Thus the first delibera-

tive assembly was composed of nobles and samurai only. A
mere debating club without any legislative authority, it was
permanently dissolved after two sessions. Possibly the problem

of a parliament might have been long postponed after that

fiasco, had it not found an ardent advocate in Itagaki Taisuke

(afterwards Count Itagaki). A Tosa samurai conspicuous as a

leader of the restoration movement, Itagi^i was among the advo-

cates of recourse to strong measures against Korea in 1875, and
his failure to carry his point, supplemented by a belief that a

large section of public opinion would have supported him had

there been any machinery for appealing to it, gave fresh impetus

to his faith in constitutional government. Resigning office on

account of the Korean question, he became the nucleus of

agitation in favour of a parliamentary system, and under his

banner were enrolled not only discontented samurai but also

many of the young men who, returning from direct observation

of the working of constitutional systems in Europe or America,

and failing to obtain official posts in Japan, attributed their

failure to the oligarchical form of their countiy’s polity. Thus
in the interval between 1873 and 1877 there were two centres of

disturbance in Japan : one in Satsuma, where Saigo figured

as leader; the other in Tosa, under I^agaki’s guidance. When
the Satsuma men appealed to arms in 1877, a widespread appre-

hension prevailed lest the Tosa politicians should throw in their

lot with the insurgents. Such a fear had its origin in failure to

understand the object of the one side or to appreciate the sin-

cerity of the other. Saig5 and his adherents fought to sub-

stitute a Satsuma clique for the oligarchy already in power.

Itagaki and his followers struggled for constitutional institutions.

The two could not have anything in common. There was con-

sequently no coalition. But the Tosa agitators did not neglect

to make capital out of the embarrassment caused by the Satsuma

rebellion. While the struggle was at its height, they addresi^

to the government a memorial, charging the administration with

oppressive measures to restrain the voice of public opinion,

with usurpation of power to the exclusion of the nation at large,

and with levelling downwards instead of upwards, since riie

samurai had been reduced to the rank of commoners, whereas

the commoners should have been educated up to the standard

of the samurai. This memorial asked for a representative

assembly and talked of popular rights. But since the document
admitted that the people were uneducated, it is plain that there

cannot have been any serious idea of giving them a share in the

administration. In fact, the Tosa Uberals were not really con-

tending for popular representation in the full sense of the term.

What they wanted was the creation of some machinery for

securing to the samurai at large a voice m the management of

state affairs. They chafed i^inst the fact that, whereas the

efforts and sacrifices demanded by the Restoration had fallen
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retained bile, are apt to become affected in their structure

by the long continuance of jaundice.

The symptoms of obstructive jaundice necessarily vary

according to the nature of the exciting cause, but there generally

exists evidence of some morbid condition before the yellow

coloration appears. Thus, if the obstruction be due to an
impacted gallstone in the common or hepatic duct, there will

probably be the symptoms of intense suffering characterizing

hejjatic colic (see ('olic). In the cases most frequently seen

—

those, namely, arising from simple catarrh of the bile ducts due to

gastro-duodenal irritation spreading through the common duct—
the first sign to attract attention is the yellow appearance of

the white of the eye, which is speedily followed by a similar

colour on the skin over the body generally. The yellow tinge

is most distinct where the skin is thin^ as on the forehead,

breast, elbows, &c. It may be also well seen in the roof of the

mouth, but in the lips and gums the colour is not observed till

the blood is first pressed from them. The tint varies, being in

the milder cases faint, in the more severe a deep saffron yellow,

while in extreme degrees of obstruction it may be of dark brown
or greenish hue. The colour can scarcely, if at all, be observed
in artificial light.

The urine exhibits well marked and characteristic changes in

jaundice which exist even before any evidence can be detected

on the skin or elsewhere. It is always of dark brown colour

resembling porter, but after standing in the air it acquires a
greenish tint. Its froth is greenish yellow, and it stains with

this colour any white substance. It contains not only the bile

colouring matter but also the bile acids. The former is detected

by the play of colours yielded on the addition of nitric acid, the

latter by the pu^lc colour, produced by placing a piece of lump
sugar in the urine tested, and adding thereto a few drops of

strong sulphuric acid.

'I'he contents of the bowels also undergo clianges, being
characterized chiefly by their pale clay colour, which is in propor-

tion to the amount of hepatic obstruction, and to their consequent
want of admixture with bile. For the same reason they contain

a large amount of unabsorbed fatty matter, and have an
extremely offensive odour.

Constitutional symptoms always attend jaundice with obstruc-

tion. The patient becomes languid, drowsy and irritable, and
has generally a slow pulse. The appetite is usually but not
always diminished, a bitter taste in the mouth is complained of,

while fiatutet eructations arise from the stomach. Intolerable

itching ^he skin is a common accompaniment of jaundice, and
cutaneous eruptions or boils are occasionally seen. Yellow
vision appears to be present in some veiy rare cases. Should
the jaundice depend on advancing organic disease of the liver,

such as cancer, the tinge becomes gradually deeper, and the

emaciation and debility more marked towards the fatal termina-

tion, which in such cases is seldom long postponed. Apart from
this, however, jaundice from obstruction may exist for many
years, a.s in those instances where the walls of the bile ducts are

thickened from chronic catarrh, but where they are only partially

occluded. In the common cases of acute catarrhal jaundice
recovery usually takes place in two or three weeks.
The treatment of this form of jaundice bears reference to the

cause giving rise to the obstruction. In the ordinary cases of

simple catarrhal jaundice, or that following the passing of gall-

stones, a light nutritious diet (milk, soups, &c., avoiding sac-

charine and farinaceous substances and alcohalic stimulants),

along with counter-irritation applied over the right side and the
use of laxatives and cholagogues, will be found to be advanta-
geous. Diaphoretics and diuretics to promote i]\t action of ihe
skin and kidneys are useftd in jaundice. In the more chronic
forms, besides the remedies above named, the waters of Carkbad
are of special efficacy. In cases other than acute catarrhal,

operative interference is often called for, to remove the gall-

stones, tumour, &c., causing the obstruction.

2, foxnemic Jimndua is observed to occur as a symptom in

certain fevers, yellow fever, ague, and in pyaemia also as
the effect of certain poisons, such as phosphorus, and the venom

of snake-bites. Jaundice of this kind is almost always slight,

and neither the urine nor the discharges from the bowels exhibit
changes in appearance to such a degree as in the obstructive
variety. Grave constitutional symptoms are often present, but
they are less to be ascribed to the jaundice than to the disease

with which it is associated.

3. Hereditafy Jaundice .—Under this group there arc the
jaundice of new-born infants, which \/aries enormously in

severity; the cases in which a slight form of jaundice obtains in

several members of the same family, without other symptoms,
and which may persist for years; and lastly tlie groi^ of cases

with hypertrophic cirrhosis.

The name malignant jaundice is sometimes applied to that very
fatal form of disease otherwise termed acute yellow atrophy of the
liver (see Atrophy).

JAUNPUR, a city and district of British India, in the Benares
division of the United Provinces. The city is on the left bank of

the river Gumti, 34 m. N.W. from Benares by rail. Pop. (1901),

42,771. Jaunpur is a very ancient city, the former capital of a
Mahommedan kingdom which once extended from Budaun and
Etawah to Behar. It abounds in splendid architectural monu-
ments, most of which belong to the period when the rulers of

Jaunpur were independent of Delhi. The fort of Feroz Shah

I

IS in great part completely ruined, but there remain a fine gateway
of the i6th century, a mosque dating from 1376, and the ham-
mams or baths of Ibrahim Shah. Among other buildings may be
mentioned the Atala Masjid (1408) and the ruined Jinjiri Masjid,

mosques built by Ibrahim, the first of which lias a great clois-

tered court and a magnificent facade ; the Dariba mosque con-

structed by two of Ibrahim’s governors
;
the Lai Darwaza erected

fay the queen of Mahmud; the Jama Masjid (1438-1478) or great

mosque of Husain, with court and cloisters, standing on a raised

terrace, and in part restored m modem times; and finally the

splendid bridge over the Gumli, erected by Munim Khan, Mogul
governor in 1560-1573. During the Mutiny of 1857 Jaunpur
formed a centre of disaffection. The city has now lost its im-

portance, the only industries surviving being the manufacture
of perfumes and papier-macli^ articles.

The District of Jaunpur has an area of 1551 sq. m. It forms
part of the wide Gangelic plain, and its surface is accordingly

composed of a thick alluvial deposit. The whole country is

closely tilled, and no waste lands break the continuous prospect

of cultivated fields. It is divided into two unequal parts by the

sinuous channel of the Gumti, a tributary of the Ganges, wliich

flows past the city of Jaunpur. Its total course within the
district is about 90 m., and it is nowhere fordable. It is crossed

by two bridges, one at Jaunpur and the other 2 m. lower down.
The Gumti is liable to sudden inundations during the rainy season,
owing to the high banks it has piled up at its entrance into the

Ganges, which act as dams to prevent the prompt outflow of its

flooded waters. These inundations extend to its tributary the

Sal. Much damage was thus effected in 1774; but the greatest

recorded flood took place in September 1871, when 4000 houses

in the city were swept away, besides $looo more in villages

along its banks. The other rivers are the Sal, Bama, Pili

and Basohi. Lakes are numerous in the north and south; the

largest has a length of 8 m. Pop. (1901), 1,202,920, .showing

a decrease of 5 % in the decade. Sugar-refining is the principal

industry. The district is served by the line of the Oudh &
Rohilkhand railway from Benares to Fyzabad, and by branches

of this and of the Bengal & North-Western systems.

In prehistoric times Jaunpur seems to have formed a portion

of the Ajodhya principality, and when it first makes an appear-

ance in authentic history it was subject to the rulers of Benares.

With the rest of their dominions it fell under the yoke of the

Mussulman invaders in 1194. From that time the district

appears to have been mled by a prince of the Kanauj dynasty,

as a tributary of the Mahommedan suzerain. In 1388 M&llk
Sarwar Khwaja was sent by Mahommed Tughlak to govern the

eastern province. He fixed his residence at Jaunpur, made
himself independent of the Delhi court, and assumed the tbde of

Sultan-us-Shark, or “ eastern emperor.” -For nearly a century
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the Sharki dynasty ruled at Jaunpur, and proved formidable
rivals to the sovereigns of Delhi. 7’he last of the dynasty was
Sultan Husain, who passed his life in a fierce and chequered
struggle for supremacy with Bahlol Lodi, then actual emperor
at Delhi. At length, jp 2478, Bahlol succeeded in defeating his

rival in a series of decisive engagements. He took the city of

Jaunpur, butpermittedtheconquered Husain to reside there, and
to complete the building of his great mosque, the Jama Masjid,

which now forms the chief ornament of the town. Many other
architectural works in the district still bear witness to its great-

ness under its independent Mussulman rulers. In 1775 the
district was made over to the British by the Treaty of Lucknow.
From that time nothing occurred which calls for notice till the
Mutiny. On the 5th of June 1857, when the news of the Benares
revolt reached Jaunpur, the sepoys mutinied. The district

continued in a state of complete anarchy till the arrival of the
Gurkha force from Azamgarh in September. In November the
surrounding country was lost again, and it was not till May 1858
that the last smouldering embers of disaffection were stifled by
the repulse of the insurgent leader at the hands of the people
themselves.

Sec A. FOhror, The Shargi Afchitectufe of Jaunpur (iSfig).

JA0NT1NO-CAR, a light two-wheeled carriage for a single

horse, in its commonest form with seats for four persons placed
back to back, with the foot-boards projecting over the wheels.

It is the typical conveyance for persons in Ireland (see Car).

The first part of the word is generally taken to be identical with
the verb “ to jaunt,” now only used in the sense of to go on a
short pleasure excursion, but in its earliest uses meaning to make
a horse caracole or prance, hence to jolt or bump up and down.
It would apparently be a variant of “ jaunce,” of the same mean-
ing, which is supposed to be taken from 0 . Fr. jancer. Skeat
takes the origin of jaunt and jaunce to be Scandinavian, and
connects them with the Swedish dialect word gantaj to rompl
and he finds cx)gnate. bases in such words as jump,” “ high
jinks.” The word ” jaunty,” sprightly, especially used of any-
thing done with an easy nonchalant air, is a corruption of

“ janty,” due to confusion with ''jaunt.” “ Janty,” often spelt

in the 17th and i8th centuries ” jant^ ” or " jantec,” repre-

sents the English pronunciation of PV. gentile well-bred, neat,

spruce.

JAUREGUl, JUAN (1562- 1582), a Bisraj^an by birth, was in

1582 in the service of a Spanish merchant, Ga.spar d’Anastro,

who was resident at Antwerp. Tempted by the reward of

80,000 ducats offered by l^hilip II. of Spain for the assassination

of William the Silent, prince of Orange, but being himself with-

out courage to undertake the task, d’Anastro, with the help of

his cashier Venero, persuaded Jauregui to attempt the murder
for the sum of 2877 crowns. On Sunday the 18th of March
1582, as the prince came out of his dining-room Jauregui offered

him a petition, and William had no sooner taken it into his hand
than Jauregui fired a pistol at his head. The ball pierced the

neck below the right ear and passed out at the left jaw-bone;

but William ultimately recovered. The assassin was killed on
the spot.

JAUR^GUIBBIIRY, JEAN BERNARD (1815-1887), French
admiral, was bom at Bayonne on the 26th of August 1815. He
entered the navy in 1831, was made a lieutenant in 1845, com-
mander in 1856, and captain in i860. After serving in the

Crimea and in China, and being governor of Senegal, he was
promoted to rear-admiral in 1869. He served on land during
the second part, of the Franco-German War of 1870-71, in the
rank of auxiliary general of division. He was present at Coul-
miers, VilMpion and Loigny^Poupry, in command of a division,

tmd in Chanzy'a retreat upon Le Mans and the battle at that
place in command of a corps. He was the most distinguished

of the many naval officers who did good service in the military

operations. On the 9th of December he had been made vice-

admiral, and in 1871 he commanded the fleet at Toulon; in 1875
he was a member of the council of admiralty

; and in OctobW
^^76 he ww appointed to command the evolutionary squadron
in the Mediterranean. In February 1879 he became minister of
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the navy in the Waddington cabinet, and on the 27tli of May
following was elected a senator for life. He was again minister
of the navy in the Freycinet cabinet in x88o. A fine example of

the fighting Prench seaman of his time, Jaur^guiberry died at
Paris on the 21st of October 1887.

JAURIGUI Y AGUILAR, JUAN MARTINBZ DE (158^-1641),
Spanish poet, was baptized at Seville on the a4th of November
1583. In due course he studied at Rome, returning to Spain
shortly before x6io with a double reputation as a,painter a^ a
poet. A reference in the preface to the Novelos exemplmt has
been taken to mean that he painted the portrait of Cervantes,
who, in the second part of Don Quixote, praises the translation

of Tasso's Aminta published at Rome in 1607. J4uiegui’s
Rimas (1618), a collection of graceful lyrics, is preened by a
controversial preface which attractedmuch attention on account
of its outspdeen dedaration against cuUerufdsmo, Throu^ the
influence of Olivares, he was appointed groom of the ch^ber
to Philip IV., and gave an elaborate exposition of his artistic

doctrines in l^e Discureo poetico contra el kablar culto y escuro

(1624), a skilful attack on the new thcorie^ which procured for

its autlior the order of Calatrava. It is plain, however, that the

.shock of controversy had shaken Jduregui’s convictiQnB, and
his poem Orfeo (1624) is visibly influenced by G6ngora. Jiuregui
died at Madrid on the nth of January 1641, leaving behind him
a translation of the Pharsalia which was not published till 1684.

This rendering reveals Jduregui as a complete convert to the

new school, and it has been argued that, exaggerating the

affinities between Lucan and Gdngora—both of Cordovan
descent- -he deliberately translated the thought of the earlier

poet into the vocabulary of the later master. This is possible;

but it is at least as likely that Jduregui unconsciously yielded to

the current of popular taste, with no other intention than that

of conciliating the public of his own day.

JAURfiS, JEAN L£0N (i859-< ), French Socialist leader,

was bom at Castres (Tam) on the 3rd of September 1859. He
was educated at the lycde Louis-le-Grond and the 6cole normalc

supdrieure, and took his degree as associate in philosophy 'in

1881. After teaching philosophy for two years at the lyc^e of

Albi (Tam), he lectured at the university of Toulouse. He was
elected, republican deputy for the department of Tarn in 1885,

In i88q, after unsuccessfully contesting Castres, he returned to

his professional duties at I'oulouse, where he took an active

interest in municipal affairs, and helped to found the medical

faculty of the university. He also prepared two theses for his

doctorate in philosophy, De printis ^cialismi germantci linea-

mentis apud Lutherum, Kant, Fichte et Hegel (1891), and De la

realiiS du monde sensible. In 1902 he gave energetic support to

the miners of Carmaux who went out on strike in consequence

of the dismissal of a socialist workman, Calvignac; and in the

next year he was re-elected to the chamber as deputy for Albi.

Although he was defeated at the elections of 1898 and was for

four years outside .the chamber, his eloquent speeches made him
a force in politics as an intellectual champion of socialism. He
edited the Petite Republique, and was one of the most energetic

defenders of Captain Alfred Dreyfus. He approved of the

inclusion of M. Millerand, the socialist, in the Waldeck-Rousseau

ministry, though this led to a split with the more revolutionary

section led by M. Guesde. In 1902 he was ^ain returned as

deputy for Albi, and during the Combes administration his in-

fluence secured the coherence of the radical-socialist coalition

known as the bloc. In 1904 he founded the socialist paper,

UHumaniti. The French socialist groups held a congress at

Rouen in March 1905, which resulted in a new consolidation:

the new party, headed by MM. Jaur^ and Guesde, ceased to

co-operate with the radicals and radical-socialists, and became

known as the unified socialists, pledged to advance a collectivist

programme. At the general elections of 1906 M. Jaur^s was

again elected for the Tarn. His ability and vigour were now
generally recognized ;

but the strength of the soci^st party, and

the practical activity of its leader, still had to reckon with the

equally practical and vigorous liberalism of M. Clemenceau.

The latter was able to appeal to his countrymen (in a notable
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Speech in the spring of 1906) to rally to a radical programme

|

From Sumatra on the W., Java is separated by the Sunda

which had no socialist Utopia in view; and the appearance in 1 Strait, which at the narrowest is only 14 m. broad, but widens

him of a strong and practical radical leader had the result of I elsewhere to about 50 m. On the E. the strait of Bali, which

considerably diminisbrng the effect of the socialist propag^da. parts it from the island of that name, is at the northern end not

M. Taurus, in addition to his daily journalistic activity, published ' more than li m. across. Through the former strong currents

Les Preuves; affaire Dreyfus (1900); Action socialiste (1899); run for the greater part of the day throughout the year, outwards

Etudes socialistes (1902), and, with other collaborators, Histoire from the Java Sea to the Indian Ocean. In the strait of Bali

socialiste (1901), &c.
|

the currents are perhaps even stronger and are extremely

JAVA, one of the larger islands of that portion of the Malay
j

irregular. Pilots with local knowledge are absolutely necessary

Archipelago which is distinguished as the Sunda Islands. It for vessels attempting either passage. In spite of the strength

lies between 105^ 12' 40^^ (St Nicholas Point) and 114" 3S' E. of the currents the Sunda Strait is steadily being dimimshed in

(Cape Seloko) and between 5" 52' 34" and 8" 46' 46" S. It has width, and the process if continued must result in a restoration

a total length of 622 m. from Pepper Bay in the west to Banyu- of that junction of Sumatra and Java which according to some

wangi in the east, and an extreme breadth of 121 m. from Cape authorities formerly existed.'-^

Bugel in Japara to the coast of Jokjakarta, narrowing towards In general terms Java may be described as one of the break-

the middle to about 55 m. Politically and commercially it is water islands of the Indian Ocean—part of the mountainous

important as the seat of the colonial government of the Dutch rim (continuous more or less completely with Sumatra) of the

East Indies, all other parts of the Dutch territory being partially submerged plateau which lies between the ocean on

distinguished as the Outer Possessions (Buitenbeziftungens). the S. and the Chinese Sea on the N., and has the massive

According to the triangulation survey (report published in 1901) island of Borneo as its chief subaerial portion. While the waves

the area of Java proper is 48,504 sq. m.; of Madura, the large and currents of the ocean sweep away most of the products of

adjacent and associated island," 1 732 ;
and of the smaller islands denudation along the south coast or throw a small percentage

administratively included with Java and Madura 1416, thus i back in the shape of sandy downs, the Java Sea on the north-

making a total of 50,970 sq. m. The more important of these

islands are the following : Pulau Panaitan or Princes Island

{Prinseneiland), 47 sq. m., lies in the Sunda Strait, off the south-

western peninsula of the main island, from which it is separated

by the Behouden Passage. The Thousand Islands are situated

almost due N. of Batavia. Of these five were inhabited in 1906

by about 1280 seafarers from all parts and their descendants.

The Karimon Java archipelago, to the north of Semarang,

numbers twenty-seven islands with an area of 16 sq. m. and a

population of about 800 (having one considerable village on the

main island). Bavian * (Bawian), 100 m. N. of Surabaya, is a

ruined volcano with an area of 73 sq. m. and a population of

about 44,000. About a third of the men are generally absent as

traders or coolies. In Singapore and Sumatra they are known as

Boyans. They are devout Mahommedans and many of them

make the pilgrimage to Mecca. The Sapudi and Kangean

archipelagoes are eastward continuations of Madura. The former,

thirteen in all, with an area of 58 sq. m. and 53,000 inhabitants,

export cattle, dried fish and trepang; and many of the male popu-

lation work as day labourers in Java or as lumbermen in Sum-

bawa, Flores, &c. The main island of the Kangians has an area

of 19 sq. m.; the whole group 23 sq. m. It is best known for

its limestone caves and its buffaloes. Along the south coast the

islands are few and small—Klapper or Deli, Trouwers nr Tingal,

Nusa Kembangan, Sempu and Nusa Barung.

’ It must be observed that Bavian, &c., are mere conventional

appendices to Java.

not more than 50 fathoms deep—allows them to settle and to

form .sometimes with extraordinary rapidity broad alluvial

tracts.®

It is customary and obvious to divide Java into three divisions,

the middle part of the island narrowing into a kind of isthmus,

and each of the divisions thus indicated having certain structural

characteristics of its own. West Java, which consists of Bantam,
Krawang and the Preanger Kegcncies, has an area of upwards of

18,000 sq. m. In this division the highlands lie for the most part

in a compact mass to the south and the lowlands form a continuous

tract to the north. The main portion of the uplands consists of the

l^cangcr Mountains, with the plateaus of Bandong, Pekalongan,

Tegal, Badung and Gurut, encircled with volcanic summits. On the

borders of the Preanger, Batavia and Bantam are the Halimon
Mountains (the Blue Mountains of the older travellers), reaching

their greatest altitudes in the volcanic summits of Gedeh and Salak.

To the west lie the highlands of Bantam, which extending northward

cut ofi the northern lowlands from the Sunda Strait. Middle Java

is the smallest of the three divisions, having an area of not much more

than 13,200 sq, m. It comprises Tegal, Pekalongan, Banyumas,
Bagelen, Kedu, Jokjakarta, Surakarta, and thus not only takes in

the whole of the isthmus but encroaches on the broad eastern portion

of the island. In the isthmus mountains arc not so closely massed

» H. B. Guppy {R. S. G. Soc, Magasine, 1889) holds that there is

no sufficient proof of this connexion but gives interesting details

of the present movement.
» See G. F. Tijdeman's map of the depths of the sea in eastern

part of the Indian archipelago in M. Weber's Siboga Expedition^

The details of the coast forms of the island have been studied by

]. F. Snelleman and J. F. Niermeyer in a pa^ in the Veth Feest-

bundel, utilixing inter (^lia Guppy’s observations.
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in the south nor the plains so continuous on the north. The water-
shed culminating in Slamet lies almost midway between the ocean
and the Java Sea, and there are somewhat extensive lowlands in

the south. In that part of middle Java which physically belongs
to eastern Java there is a remarkable series of lowlands stretching

almost right across the island from Semarang in the north to Jokjakarta
in the south. Eastern Java comprises Rembang,Madiun, Kediri, Sura-

baya, Pasuruan and Besuki, and has an area of about 17,500 sq. m.
In this division lowlands and highlands arc intermingled in

endless variety except along the sou& coast, where the watershed-

range forms a continuous breakwater from Jokjakarta to Besuki.

The volcanic eminences, instead of rising in lines or groups, are

isolated.

P'or its area Java is one of the most distinctly volcanic regions of

the world. Volcanic forces made it, and volcanic forces have con-

tinued to devastate and fertilize it. According to R. D. M. Verbeek
about 125 volcanic centres can be distinguished, a number which
may be increased or diminished by diflerent methods of classi-

fication. It is usual to arrange the volcanoes in the following

groups ; westernmost Java ii (all extinct); Preanger 50 (5 active);

Chcribon 2 (both extmet); Slamet 2 (1 active); middle Java lO

(2 active)
;
Murio 2 (both extinct)

;
Lavu 2 (extinct)

;
Wilis 2 (extinct)

;

cast Java 21 (5 active). The active volcanoes of the present time
are Gedeh, Tangkuban, Prahu, Gutar, Papandayan, dalung-gung,
Slam?t, Sender, Morapi,^ Kalut (or Klut), Bromo, Semeru, Lamongan,
Kaung, but the activity of many of these is trihing, consisting of

slight ejections of steam and scoriae.

The plains dificr in surface and fertility, according to their geologi-

cal formation. Built up of alluvium and diluvium, the plains of the
north coast-lands in western and middle Java are at their lowest

levels, near the mouths of rivers and the sea, in many cases marshy
and abounding in lakes and coral remains, but for the rest they are

fertile and available for culture. The plains, too, along the .south

coast of middle Java—of Banyumas and Bagclcn—contain many
morasses as well as sandy stretches and dunes impeding the outlet

of the rivers. They are, nevertheless, available for the cultivation

more particularly of rice, and arc thickly peopled. In eastern

Java, again, the narrow coast plains are to be distmguished from the
wider plains lying between the parallel chains of limestone and
between the volcanoes. The narrow plains of the north coast arc

constituted of yellow clay and tufts containing chalk, washed down
by the rivers irom the mountain chains and volcanoes. Like the
western plains, they, too, are in many cases low and marshy, and
fringed with sand and dunes. The plains, on the other hand, at
some distance from the sea, or lyin^j in the interior of eastern Java,
such as Surakarta, Madiun, Kediri, Pasuruan, Probolinggo and
Besuki, owe their formation to the volcanoes at whose bases they
lie, occupying levels as high as 1O40 ft. down to 328 ft. above the
sea, whence they decline to the lower plains of the coast. Lastly,

the plains of Lusi, Solo and Brantas, lying between the parallel

chains in Japara, Rembung and Surabaya, are in part the product
of rivers formerly flowing at a higher level of 30 to 60 or 70 ft., in

part the product of the sea, dating from a time when the northern

part of the above-named residencies was an island, such as Madura,
the mountains of which are the continuation of the north parallel

chain, is still.

The considerable rivers of western Java all have their outlets on
the north coast, the chief among them being the Chi (Dutch Tji)

Tarum and the Chi Manuk. They are navigable for native boats and
rafts, and are used for the transport of coffee and salt. On the south
coast the Chi Tanduwi, on the east of the Preanger, is the only
stream available as a waterway, and this only for a few mUes above its

mouth. In middle Java, also, the rivers discharging at the north
coast—the Pamali, Chomal, &c.—arc serviceable for the purposes
of irrigation and cultivation, but are navigable only near their

mouths. The rivers of the south coast—Progo, Serayu, Bogowonto,
and Upak, enriched by rills from the volcanoes—serve abundantly
to irrigate the plains of Bagelcn, Banyumas, &c. Their stony beds,

shallows and rapids, and the condition of their mouths lessen,

however, their value as waterways. More navigable arc the larger

rivers of eastern Java. The Solo is navigable for large praus, or
native boats, as far up as Surakarta, and above that town for lighter

boats, as is also its affluent the Gentung. llie canal constructed
in 1893 at the lower part of this river, and alterations effected at
its mouth, have proved of important service both in irrigating the
plain and facilitating the river's outlet into the sea. The Brantas
IS also navigable , in several parts. The smaller rivers of eastern

Java are, however,' much in the condition of those of western Java.
They serve less as waterways than as reservoirs for the irrigation

of the fertile plains through which they flow.

The nor^ coast of Jaya presents everywhere a low strand covered
with nipa or mangrove, morasses and fishponds, sandy stretches and
low dunes, shifti^ river-mouths and coast-lines, ports and roads,
demanding continual attention and regulation. Tlie south coast
is of a different make. The dunes of Banyumas, Bagelen, and Jokja-
karta, ranged in three^ ridges, rising to 50 ft. high, and varying in

breadth from 300 to over 1600 ft., liable, moreover, to transforma-

^ This Merapi must be carefully distinguished from Merapi the
Fire Mountain of Sumatra.

tion from tides and the east monsoon, oppose everywhere, also in

Preanger and Besuki, a barrier to the di8<marge of the rivers and the

drainage of the coast-lands. They assist the formation of lagoons
and morasses. At intervals in the dune coast, running in 4he
direction of the limestone mountains, there tower up steep inacces-

sible masses of land, showing neither ports nor bays, hollowed out by
the sea, rising in perpendicular walb to a height of x6o ft. above
sea-level. Sometimes two branches project at right angles from
the chain on to the coast, forming a low bay be^oen the capes
or ends of the projecting branches, from 1000 to 1600 ft. high.

Such a formation occurs frequently along the coast of Besuki,

presenting a very irregular coast-line. Of course the north coast is

of much greater commercial importance than the south coast.

Geology .—With the exception of a few small patches ot schist,

supposed to be Cretaceous, the whole island, so far as is known, is

covered by deposits of Tertiary and Quaternary age. The ancient
“ schist formation," which occurs in Sumatra, ^meo, &c., does not
rise to the surface anywhere in Java itself, but it is visible in the

island of Karimon Java off the north coast. The Cretaceous schists

have yielded fo8.sils only at Banjarnegara, where a limestone with
Orbitolina is interstratmed with them. They are succeeded un-
conlormably by Eocene deposits, consisting of sandston^ with
coal-seams and limestones containing Nummuliles, Alveolina and
Orthophragmina; and these beds are as limited in extent as the Cre-

taceous scl^sts themselves. Sedimentary deposits of Upper Tertiary

age are widely spread, covering about 38 % of the surface. They
consist of breccias, marls and limestones containing numerous
fossils, and are for the most part Miocene but probably include a
part of the Pliocene also. They were laid down beneath the sea,

out have since been folded and elevated to considerable heights.

Fluviatile deposits of late Pliocene age have been found in the cast

of Java, and it was in these that the remarkable anthropoid ape or

ape-like man. Pithecanthropus erectus of Dubois, was discovered.

Ine Quaternary deposits lie horizontally upon the upturned edges

of the Tertiary beds. They are partly marine and partly fluviatile,

the marine deposits reaching to a height of some 350 ft. above the
sea and thus indicating a considerable elevation of the island in

recent times.

The volcanic rocks of Java are of great importance and cover about

28 % of the island. The eruptions began in the iniddle of the

Tertiary period, but did not attain their maximum until Quaternary
times, and many of the volcanoes are still active. Most of the

cones seem to lie along faults parallel to the axis of the island, or on
short cross fractures. The lavas and ashes are almost everywhere
andesites and basalts, with a little obsidian. Some of the volcanoes,

however, have erupted leucite rocks. Similar rocks, together with

phonolite, occur in the island of Bavian.^
Climate .—Dur knowledge of the climate of Batavia, and thus of

that of the lowlands of western Java, is almost perfect; but, rainfall

except^, our information as to the climate of Java as a whole is

extremely defective. The dominant meteorological facts ore simple

and obvious
:
Java lies in the tropics, under an almost vertical

sun, and thus has a day of almost uniform length throughout

the year.* It is also within the perpetual influence of the great

atmospheric movements passing between Asia and Australia; and
is affected by the neighbourhood of vast expanses of sea and land

(Borneo and Sumatra). There are no such maxima of temperature
as are recorded from the continents. The highest known at Batavia

was 96" F. in 1877 and the lowest 66® in the same year. The mean
annual temperature is 79". The warmest months are May and
October, registering 79*5® and 79*46“ respectively; the coldest

January and February with 77*63® and 77*7® respectively. The
daily range is much greater; at one o'clock the thermometer has a

mean height of 84"; after two o'clock it declines to about 73® at six

o'clock; the greatest daily amplitude is in August and the least in

January and February. Eastern lava and the inland plains of

middle Java are said to be hotter, but scientitic data are few. A
very slight degree of elevation above the seaboard plains produces

a remarkable difference in the climate, not so much m its mere
temperature as in its influence on health. The dwellers in the coast

towns are surprised at the invigorating effects of a change to health

resorts from 300 to 1200 ft. above sea-level; and at greater eleva-

tions it may bo uncomfortably cold at night, with chilly mists and

occasional frosts. The year is divided into two seasons by the pre-

vailing winds : the rainy season, that of the west monsoon, lasting

from November to March, and the dry season, that of the east mon-
soon, during the rest of the year; the transition from one monsoon
to another—the " canting " of the monsoons—^bcing marked by

* R. D. M. Verbeek and R. Fennema, Description giologique de Java

St Modoura (2 vols. and atlas, Amsterdam, 1896: also published in

Dutch)—a summary with map was published by verbeeitin Peterm.

Mitt. xliv. (1898), 24-33, pi. 3. Also K. Martin, Die Eintheilung der

vsrsieinerungsfuhrendsn Sediments von Java^ Samml.Geol. Reichsmus.

Leiden, ser. i., vol. vi. (1899-1902), 135-245-
* On the i6th of November the sun rises at 5.32 and sets at 5.57 ;

on the i6th of July it rises at 6.m and sets at 5.57. The longest

day is in December and the shortest in Juno, while on the other hand

the sun is highest in February and October and lowest in June and

December.
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irregularities. Od the whole, the east monsoon blows steadily for

a longerj^iod than the west. The velocity of the wind is much less

<han in Europe—not more in the annual mean at Batavia Uian 3 ft.

per second, against 12 to 18 it. in Europe. The highest velocity

ever observed at Batavia was 23 it Wind-storms are raie and
hardly ever cyclonic. There areaa a matter of course a large number
of purely local winds, some of them of a very peculiar kind, but few
oi these have been scientihcally dealt with. Thunderstorms are
extremely frequent

;
but the loss of life from lightning is probably

diminished by the fact that the palm-trees are excellent conductors.

At night the air is almost invariably still. The average rainfall at

Batavia is 72 28 in. per annum, of which 51 49 in. are contributed

by tile weal monsoon. The amount varies considerably from year
to year *. in 1889, 1891 and 1897 Uiero were about 47*24 in.; in i8(>8

and 1877 nearly 3i'i7, and in 1872 and 1882 no less than 94*8.

There arc no long tracts of unbroken rainfaU and no long periods of

continuous drought. The rainfall is heaviest in Januairy, but it

rains only lor about one-seventh of the time. Next in order come
February, March and December. August, the driest month, has
from three to hve da>s of rain, though the amount is usually less

than an inch and not more than one and a half inches. The popu-
lar description of the rain falling not in drops but streams was proved
erroneous by J, Wiesner's careful observations (see Kais. Anad. d.

Wtss, Math, naturw. CL, lid. xiv., Vienna, 1893), which have been
confirmed by A. Woeikof (“ Regcnsinlonsitat und Regendauer in

Batavia m Z. fur Met., 1907). The greatest rainfaU recorded in

an hour (4*5 in.) is enormously exceeded by records even in Europe.
From observations taken for the meteorological authorities at a very
considerable number of stations, j. 11 . Boeseken constructed a map
in 1900 {Tijdschr. v.h, Kon, Nad, Aardr. Gen.y 1900; reproduced
in Veth, iii. 1903). Among the outstanding facts arc the
following. The south coasts of both eastern and mid<lle Java have
a much heavier rainfall than the north. Majalenku has an annual
fall of 173 in. In western Java tlic maximal district consists of a
great ring of mountains from Salak and Gedeh in the west to Galung-
gimgin theeast, while the enclosed plateau-region ofChanjur Bandung
and Garut arc not much difierent from the sea-board. The whole
of middle java, with the exception of the north coast, lias a heavy
rainfaU. At C^ilachap the annual rainfall is 131 ‘4'i in., 87*8 in. of

which is brought by the sou th-east monsoon. The great belt which in-

cludes the Slamet aiul the Dieng, and the country on the south (x»asl

between Chilachap and Parigi, are maximal. In comparison the
whole of easteni Java, with the exception of the mountains from
Wilis eastward to Ijen, has a low record which reaches its lowest
along the north coast.'

Fauna .—In respect of its fauna Java differs from Borneo, Sumatra
and the Malay Peninsula far more than these differ among them-
selves; and, at the same time, it shows a close resemblance to the
Malay Peninsula, on Uic one hand, and to the HunaliLyas on the
other. Of the 176 mammals of the whole Indo-Malayan region

the greater number occur in Java. Of these 41 are found on
the continent of Asia, 8 are common to Java and Borneo, and C are

common to Java and Sumatra (see M. Weber, Die Inda-Maiay
Archipelagor mud die Gesckichte seiner Thterwelt, Jena, 7902). No
genus ajJfcnly a few' species are confined to tiie island. Of the laud-
birds only a email proportion are peculiar. The elephant, the tapir,

the bear, and various other genera found in the rest of the region arc
aJtogether absent. The Javanese rhinoceros {Rhinoceros sundaicus;
sarah in Javanese, badak in Sundanese), the largest of the mammals
on the island, differs from that of Sumatra in liaving one horn
instead of two. It ranges over the highest mountains, and its

regular paths, worn into deep channels, may be traced up the
st^pest slopes and round the rims of even active volcanoes. Two
species of wild swine, Sus vittatus and Sus verrucosus, are exceedingly
abundant, the former in the hot, the latter in the temperate, region

;

and their depredations are the cause of much loss to the natives,

who, however, being Mahommedans, to whom pork is abhorrent, do
not hunt them for the sake of their flesh. Not much less than the
rhinoceros is the banteng {Bibos banteng or sundatcus) found in all

the uninhabited districts between aooo and 7000 ft. of elevation.

The kidang or muntjak {Cervuius muntiac) and the rusa or russa
{Rusa htppelabhus or Russa russa) arc the representatives of the
deer kina. Tne former is a delicate little creature occurring singly

or in pairs both in the mountains and in the coast districts
;
the latter

lives in herds of fifty to a hundred in the grassy opens, giving

excellent sport to the native hunters. Another species {Russa
kuhlii) exists in Bavion. The kantjil {Tragulus iavantcus) is a small
creature allied to the musk-deer but forming a genus by itself. It

lives in the high woods, for the most part singly, seldom in pairs.

It is one oi the most peculiaf of the Javanese mammals. The royal
tiger, the same species as that of India, is still common enough to

make a tim-hunt a characteristic Javanese scene. The leopard
{Felts parous) is frequent in the warm regions and often ascends to

considerable altitudes. Black specimens occasionally ocenr, but
the spots are visible on inspection

;
and thefact that in theAmsterdam

zoological gardens a black leopatd had one of its cubs black and the
other normally spotted shows that this is only a case of melanism.
In the tree-tops the birds find a dangerous enemy in the matjan

^S. Figei, Regenwaarnetningen in Nederlandsch Indie (1902}.

rembak, or wild cat {Felis minuta)^ about the size oi a common cat
The <lQg tribe is represented by the fox-Iikc adjag or Cants
suiilans), which hunts in ferocious packs; and by a wild dog, Cants
ienggeranus, if this is not now exterminated. The Cheiroptera hold
a prominent place in the fauna, the principal genera being Ptoropus,
Cynonycteris, Cynopterus and Macroglossus, Remarkable espe-
cially for size is the kalong, or flying fox, Pteropus sdults, a fruit-

eating bat, which may be seen hanging during the day in black
clusters asleep on the trees, and in the evening hastening in long
lin^ to the lavourite feeding grounds in the forest. The damage
these do to the young coco-nut trees, the maize and the sugar-palms
leads the natives to snare and shoot them; and their flesh is a
favourite food with Furopcans, who prefer to shoot them by night
as, if shot by day, they often cling after death to the branches.
Smaller kinds of bats are most abundant, perhaps the commonest
being Scotophulus Tenumnekii, In certain places they congregate
in myt'iads, like sea-fowl on the cliffs, and their excrement produces
extensive guano deposits utiUzed by the people of Surakarta and
Madiun. The creature known to the Europeans as the flying-cat

and to the natives as the kubin is the GaUopitkacus volaus or varia-

gatus—a sort of transition from the bats to the lemuroids. Of these
last Java lias several species held in awe by the natives for their

supposed power of fasematiun. The apes are represented by the
wou-wou {Hylohates feuciscMs), the lutui^, and kowi {Semnoptthecus
maurus aiid pyrrhus), the snrili {Semno^ithecus mitratus), and the

munyuk {Cercocebus, or Macacus, cynatnolgos), the most generally

distributed of all. From sunrise to sunset the wou-won makes its

prt^ience known, especially in the second zone where it congregates
m the trees, by its strange cry, at times liarsh and cacophonous, at
times weird and pathetic. The lutung or black ape also prefers the
temperate region, though it is met with as high as 7000 ft. above
the sea and as low as 2000. The Cercocebus or grey ape keeps for

the most part to the warm coast lands. Rats (including the brown
Norway rat, often called Mu,^ javanicus, as if it were a native; a
great plague); mice in great variety; porcupines {Acanthton
javanicum)\ squirrels (five spcciw) and flying squiiTcls (four species)

represent the rodents. A hare, Lepus nigricoliis, originally from
Ceylon, ha.s a very limited habitat; the Insoctivora comprise a
shrew-mouse {Rachyura indica), two species of lupaya and Hylomys
suillus peculiar to Java and Sumatra. The nearest relation to the
bears is Arctictis binturong, Mydaus meliceps and Heiictis orientaiis

represent the badgers. In the upper part of the mountains occurs
Musiela Henrici, and an otter (Aonyx leptonyx) in the streams of tlie

hot zone. The coffee rat {Paradoxurus herrmphrodxtus), a civet cat

{Viverricula indtea), the Javanese ichneumon {Herpestes favameus),
and Priodon gracilis may also bo mention^.

In 182a, i7{) species of birds were known in Java; by 1900 Vorder-
man and O. Finsch knew 410. Many of these are, of course, rare

and occupy a limitod habitat far from the haunts of man. Other.s

exist in myriads and are characteristic features in the landscape.
Water-fowl of many kinds, ducks, geese, storks, pelicans, &c., give

life to sea'.shore and lake, river and marsh. Snipe-shooting is a
favourite sport. Common night-birds are the owl {Strix fiammea)
and the goatsucker {Calmmulgus affmts). Three spedes of hombill,

the year-bird of the older travellers {Buceros plicatus, lunatus and
albirostris) live in the tall trees of the forest zone. The Javanese
peacock is a distinct species {Pavo muttcus or sptetferus), and even
exccc»ds the well-known Indian species in the splendour of its

plumage. Galius Bankiva is famou.s as the reputed parent of all

barndoor fowls; Galius furcatus is an exquisitely beautiful bird and
can be trained for cock-fighting. Of parrots two species only are

known : Palaeornis Alexandri or javanicus and the pretty little

grass-green Curyllis pusilla, peculiar to Java. As talkers and mimics
they are beaten by the Gracula javanensis, a favourite cage-bird

with the natives. A cuckoo, Ckrysococcyx basalts, may be heard in

the second zone. The grass-fields are the foraging-grounds of

swarms of weaver-birds {Ploeula javanensis and Ploccus haya). They
lay nearly as heavy a toU on the rice-fields as the gelatiks {Muni

a

oryzivora), which arc everywhere the rice-growers^ principal foe.

Hawks and falcons make both an easy prey. The Nictuarinas or

honey-birds (eight species) take the ^ace of the humming-bird,
which they rival in beauty and diminutiveneas, ranging from the

loivlands to an altitude of zooo ft. In the upper regions the birds,

like the plants, are more like those of Europe, and some of them

—

notably the kanchilan {Hyloterpe Philomela)-^Te remarkable for

their soi^. The edible-nest swallow (Collocalia fuciphaga) builds

in caves in many parts of the island.^

As far back as 1859 P. Blccker credited Java with eleven hundred
species of fish

;
and naturalists arc perpetually adding to the number."

In splendour and grotesqueness of colouring many l^ds, as is well

known, look rather like birds than fish. In the neighbourhood of

Batavia about throe hundred and eighty species are used as food by
the natives and the Chinese, who have added to the number by the

introduction of the goldfish, which reaches a igreat size. Tlw sea

fish most prized by Europeans is Xjgss eaUarifer (a perch). Of more
than one hundred species of snakes about twenty-four species

^ See
J.

C. Konigsberger, “ Dc vogels Java cn huune oeconomischc
betukenis,"' Med, int. s. Lands Plemtentuin.

8 See especially M. Welier, Siboga Expedition*
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(including the cobra di capella) are poisonous and these arc respon-
sible for tne deaths of between one hundred and two hundred persons
per annum. Adders and lizards are abundant. Geckos are mmiliar
visitants in the houses of the natives. There are two species of

crocodiles.

As in other tropical-rain forest lands the variety and abundance
of insects are amazing. At sundown the air becomes resonant for

hours with their myriad voices. The Coleoptera and the Lepidopieva
iorm the glory of aUi^reat collections for their size and magnificence.
Of butterflies proper five hundred species are known. Of the beetles

one of the largest and handsomest is Cholcosoma ailas. Among tlic

spiders (a numerously represented order) the most notable is a bird-
killing species, Selene scomia javanensis. In many parts the island
is plagued with ants, t?ennites and mosquitoes. Crops of all kinds
are subject to disastrous attacks of creeping and winged foes

—

many still unidentified (see espedaUy Snellen van HoUenhoven,
Essat d'une faune enlomologique de VAfchtpel Indo-Hieriandais).

Of still lower forms of life the profusion is no less perplexing. Among
the worms tiie Pertekaeta ntusica reaches a length of about twenty
inches and produces musical sounds. The shell of the Tridacna
gigas is the largest anywhere known.

Flora.—For the botanist Java is a natural paradise, affording him
the means of studying the effects of moisture and heat, of air-

currents and altitudes, without the interference of superincumbent
arctic conditions. The botanic gardens of Buitenzorg have long
been famous for their wealth of material, the ability with which
their treasures have been accumulated and displayed, their value
in connexion with the economic development of the island and the
extensive scientific literature published by their directors.^ There
IB a special establishment at C^bodas open to students of all nations
for the investigation on the spot of the conditions of the primeval
forest. Hardly any similar area in the world has a flora of richer

variety than java. It is estimated that the total number of the

species of plants is about 5000 ;
but this is probably under the mark

(£>c Candolle knew of 2605 phanerogamous species), and new genera
and species of an unexpected character are from time to time
disco>'cred. The lower parts of the island arc always in the height of
summer. The villages and even the smaller towns are in great
measure concealed by the abundant and abiding verdure

;
and their

position in the landscape is to be recognized mainly by their gp’oves,

orchards and cultivated fields. The amount and distribution of

heat and moisture at the various seasons of the year form the domi-
nant factors in determining the character of the vegetation. Thus
trees which are evergreen in west Java are deciduous in the east of

the island, some dropping their leaves {e.g. Tetrameles nudiflora)

at the very time they arc in bloom or ripening their fruit. This and
other contrasts arc grapliically described from personal observatiou
by A. F. W. Schimper in his Pflanzen-Geographie auf physiologische

Grundlage (Jena, 1S98), The abundance of epiphytes, orchids,

pitcher-plants, mosses and fungi is a striking result of the preva-
lent humidity; and many trees and plants indeed, which in drier

climates root in the sou, derive sufficient moisture from their

stronger neighbours. Of orchids J. J. Smith records 562 species

(100 genera), but the flowers of all except about a score are incon-
spicuous. This last fact is the more remarkable because, taken
generally, the Javanese vegetation differs from that of many other
tropical countries by being abundantly and often gorgeously
floriferous. Many of the loftiest trees crown themselves with
blossoms and require no assistance from the climbing plants that
seek, as it were, to rival them in their display of colour. Shrubs, too,

and herbaceous plants often give brilliant effects m the savannahs,
the deserted clearings, the edges of the forest and the sides of the
highways. The lantana, a vcrbenaceous alien introduced, it is

said, from Jamaica by Lady Raffles, has made itself agCTessivcly

conspicuous in many parts of the island, more especially in the
Preanger and middle Java, where it occupies areas of hundreds of

acres.

The effect of mere altitude in the distribution of the flora was
long ago emphasized by Friedrich Junghuhn, the Humboldt of

Java, who divided the island into four vertical botanical zones

—

a division which has generally been accepted by his successors,

though, like all such divisions, it is subject to many modifications

and exceptions. The forest, or hot zone, extends to a height of

2000 ft. above the sea; the second, that of moderate heat, has its

upper limit a*t about 4500; the third, or cool, zone reaches 7300;
and the fourth, or coldest, comprises all that lies beyond. The
lowest zone has, of course, the most extensive area; the second is

only a fiftieth and the third a five-thousandth of the first; and the
fourth is an instoificant remainder. The lowest is the region of

the true tropical forest, of rice-fields and sugar^plantations, of coco-

nut jpatms, cotton, sesamum, cinnamon and tobacco (though
this has a wide altitudinal range). Many parts of the coast

(especially on the north) are fringed with mangrove {Rhitophora

rnwromda), <Stc., and speciSs of Bruguiera
; the downs have their

characteristic flora—convolvulus and Spinifex squartosus catching

^ The Annales de Buitenxorg, with their leones bogoriensest are

univeiiaUy known; the Teysmannia is named after a former

disector. A history of the gardens was pulflished by Dr Treub,

Festboek van's Lands PkmUnhsin (1891).

the eye for very different reasons. Farther inland aloqg the sea-
board appear the nipa dwarf {Nipa /rnUcans)^ the Aisboma
sekoUa^is (the wood of which is lighter than cork), Cyoadacea*
tree-ferns, screw pines {Pandanus)^ &c. In west Java the gebang
palm {Corypha gebanga) grows in clumps and belts not far from
but never quite close to the coast; and in east java a similar position
is occupitxl by the loutar {Borassus fiabelliformis), valuable for its

timber, its sago and its sugar, and in former times for its leaves,
which were used as a writing-material. The fresh-water lakes and
ponds of this region are richly covered with Utricularia and various
kinds of lotus {Nymfihaea lotus^ N. steUaia^ Nelum^um speciosum^
&c.) interspersed with Pista stratiotes and other floating plants.
Vast prairies are covered with the silvery alsmg-aiang grass nrokeo
by bsimboo thickets, clusters of trees and shrubs {Butea ftondosa^
hmblica offictnaliSy dec.) and islands of the taller ecigedeh or glagah
{Saceharum spontaneum). Alang-alang {Imperata arundinaoeay
Cyr. var. Bentham) ^rows from i to 4 ft. in height. It springs up
wherever the ground is cleared of trees and is a perfect plague to the
cultivator. It cannot hold its own, however, with the ananas, the
gratok {Phaseolus lunatus) or the iantana; and, in the natu^
progress of events, the forest resumes its sway except where the
natives encourage the young growth of the grass by annually setting
the prairies on fire. The true forest, which occupies a great part of
this region, changes its character as we proceed from west to east
In west Java it is a dense rain-forest in which the struggle of exist-
ence IS maintained at high pressure by a host of lofty trees and
parasitic plants in bewildering profusion. The preponderance of
certain types is remarkable. Thus of the Moraceae there are in
Java (and mostly here) seven genera witL ninety-five species,

eighty-three of which are Ficus (see S. H. Koorders and T. Valeton,
Boomsoorten op java in Bijdr. Mede. Dep, Landbower (1900).

These include the so-called waringin, several kinds of figs planted as
sliade-trees in the parks of the nobles and officials. The Magno-
liaceae and Anonaceae arc both numerously represented. In middle
ava tlie variety of trees is less, a large area being occupied by teak,
n eastern Java the character of the forest is mamly determined W
the abundance of the Casuarina or Chimoro (C. montana and C,
Junghuhniana). Another species, C . equisetifohay is planted in west
Java as an ornamental tree. These trees are not crowded togetl^r
and encumbered with the heavy parasitic growths of the rain-forest:

but their tall stenas are often covered with multitudes of small
vermilion fungi. Wherever the local climate has sufficient humidity,
the true rain-forest claims its own. The second of Junghuhn's
zones IS the region of, more especially, tea, cinchona and coffee

plantations, of maize and the sugar palm (areng). In toe forest

the trees are richly clad with ferns and enormous fungi; there is a
profusion of underwood (Pavetta macrobhylla Juvanica and solid'
folia ;

several species of Lasianthusy Boehmarias, StrobilantkuSy &c.),

of woody lianas and ratans, of tree ferns (especially Alsophila),
Between toe bushes toe ground is covered with ferns, lycopods,
tradescantias, Bignoniaceae, species of Aeschynonfhus, Of the
Uanas the largest is Plectocomla elongata ; one specimen of which
was found to have a length of uoany 790 ft. One of the fungi,

Telephora princepSy is more than a yard in diameter. The trees are
of different species from those of the hot zone even when belonging
to the same genus* and new types appeikr mostly in limited areas.

The third zone, which consists mainly of the upper sl<mcs of volcanic
mountains, but also comprises several plateaus (the Dieng, parts of

the Tengger, the Ijen) is a region of clouds and mists. There are a
considerable numl^r of lakes and swamps in several parts of toe
region, and these have a luxuriant environment of grasses, Cyper-
aceae, Characeae and similar forms* The taller trees of the region

—

oaks, chestnuts, various Lauraccae, and four or five species of

Podocarpus—with some striking exceptions, Astronia spectabilisy

&c., are less floriferous than those of the lower zones; bat me shrubs
{Rhododendron javanicumy Ardisiajavanicay &c.)* hetos and parasites

more than make up for this defect. There is little cultivation,

except in the Tengger, where the natives grow maize, rye and
tobacco, and various European vegetables ^cabbage, potatoes, &c.),

with which they supply the lowland markets. In western Java one
of toe most striking features of the upper parts of this temperate
region is what Schimper calls the absolute dominion of mosses,"
associated with the " elfin forest," as he quaintly calls it, a perfect

tangle of " low, thick, oblique or even horizontal stems," almost
choked to leaflessnoss by their grey and ghostly burden. Much of

toe lower vegetation begins to have a European aspect; violets,

primulas, thalictrums, ranunculus, vacciniums, equisetums, rhodo-
dendrons {Rkod, retusum). The Primula imperxaliSy found only
on the Pangerango, is a handsome speeies, prized by specialists.

In toe fourth or alpine zone occur such distinotly European forms as

Artemisia vulgariSy Plantago major
y
Solanum ni^m, SteUaria media ;

and aitogetoer the alpine flora contains representatives of no fewer

than th&ty-three families. A characteristic shrub is Anaphdlis
javanieay popularly called toe Javanese edelweiss, which " often

entoraly excludes all other woody plants." ^ The tallest and noblest

® Bertha Hoola van Nooten published FleurSy fruits et feuillages de

la fhre etde la pemone de Vtle de Java in 1863, but the book is difficult

of access. Excellent views of characteristic aspects of the vegeta-
tion will be found in Karsten and Schenok, VegdaHonshildev (1903)*
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oi all the trees in the island is the rasaxnala or liquid.ambar {Altingia

eKcel5a)t "which, rising with a straight clean trunk, sometimes 6 ft.

in diameter at the base, to a height of loo to 130 ft., spreads out into

a magnificent crown of branches and foliage. When by cha.nce a

climl^g plant has joined partnership with it, the combination of

blossoms at the top is one of the finest colour effects of the forest.

The rasamala, however, occurs only in the Preanger and in the

neighbouring parts of Bantam and Buitenzorg. Of the other trees

that may be classified as timber— from 300 to 400 species—many
attain noble proportions. It is sufficient to mention Calo^hyllum

inophyllum^ which forms fine woods in the south of Bantam,

Mimusopi acuminata, Ima glabra, Dalbergta laiifolia (sun wood,

English black-wood) in middle and cast Java; the rare but splendid

Puhecoloh%um Junghuhnianum ;
Schima Noronhae, Bischofia javamca,

Pterospermum javanicum (greatly prized for ship-building), and the

upas-tree. From the economic point of view all these hundreds of

trees are of less importance than Tectona grandis, the jati or teak,

which, almost to the c^cluBion of all others, occupies about a third

of the government forest-lands. It grows best in middle and

eastern Java, preferring the comparatively dry and hot climate of

the plains and lower hills to a height of about 2000 ft. above the

sea, and thriving best in more or less calciferous soils. In June it

sheds its leaves and begins to bud again in October. Full-grown

trees reach a height of 100 to 150 ft. In 1895 leak (with a very

limited quantity of other timber) was felled to the value of about

£101,800, and in 1904 the corresponding figure was about £i 19.935-

That an island which has for so long maintained a dense and grow-

ing population in its more cultivable regions should have such

extensive tracts of primeval or quasi-primeval forest as have been

above indicated would be matter of surprise to one who did not

consider the simplicity of the life of the Javanese. Ihey require

but little fuel; and both their dwellings and their furniture arc

mostly constructed of bamboo supplemented with a palm or two.

They destroy the forest mainly to get room for their nce-ficlds and

pasture for their cattle. In doing this, however, they arc often

otremely reckless and wa.steful; and if it had not been for the

unusual humidity of the climate their annual fires would have

resulted in widespread conflagrations. As it is, many mountains

are n iw bare which within historic times were lorested to the top;

but the Dutch government has proved fully alive to the danger of

denudation. The state has control of all the woods and forests of

the isiand with the exception of those of the Preanger, the " particu-

lar lands," and Madura; and it has long been engaged in replanting

with native trees and experimenting with aliens from other parts

of the world

—

Eucalyptus globulus, the juar, Cassia florida from

Sumatra, the surian {Cedrela febrifuga), &c. The greatest success

lias been with cinchona.

Left to itself Java would soon clothe itself again with even a

richer natural vegetation than it had when it was first occupied by
man. The open space left by the demolition of the fortifications on

Musa Kambangan was in twenty eight years densely covered by
thousands of shrubs and trees of about twenty varieties, many of the

latter 80 ft. high. Resident Snijthoff succeeded about the close

of the I9l]2 century in re-afforesting a large part of Mount Muria by
the simpip expedient of protecting the territory he had to deal

with from all encroachments by natives.*

Population .—The population of Java (including Madura, &c.)

was 30,098,008 in 1905, In 1900 it was 28,746,688 ;
in 1890,

23,912,564 ;
and in 1880, 19,794,505. The natives consist of the

Javane.se proper, the Sundanese and the Madurese. All three

belong to the Malay stock. Between Javanese and Sundpese
the distinction is mainly due to the infiuenre of the Hindus

on the former and the absence of this on the latter. Between

Javanese and Madurese the distinction is rather to be ascribed

to difference of natural environment. The Sundanese have best

retained the Malay type, both in physique and fashion of life.

They occupy the west of the island. The Madurese area,

besides the island of Madura and neighbouring isles, includes the

eastern part of Java itself. The residencies of Tegal, Pekalon-

gan, Banyumas, Bagelen, Kedu, Semarang, Japara, Surakarta,

Jokjakarta, Rembang, Madiun, Kediri and Surabaya have an

almost purely Javanese population. The Javane.se are the most

numerous and civilized of the three peoples.

The colour of the skin in all three cases presents various

shades of yellowish brown; and it is observed that, owing per-

Iwqas to the Hindu strain, the Javanese are generally darker than

the Sundanese. The eyes are always brown or black, the hair of

the head black, long, lank and coarse. Neither breast nor limbs

are provided with hair, and there is hardly even the suggestion

of a beard. In stature the Sundanese is less than the Javanese

* It is interesting to compare thi^ with the nntural " refloriza

tion" of Kral^aton. See Penzig, Ann. jard. de Buitenzorg, vol. viii.

(1902); and W. Bolting in Nature (19^3) •

proper, being little over 5 ft. in average height, whereas the

Javanese is nearly 5J ft.; at the same time the Sundanese is more

stoutly built. The Madurese is as tall as the Javanese, and as

stout as the Sundanese. The eye is usually set straight in the

head in the Javanese and Madurese; among the Sundanese it is

often oblique. The nose is generally flat and small, with wide

nostrils, a though among the Javanese it not infrequently be-

comes aquiline. The lips are thick, yet well formed; the teeth

are naturally white, but often filed and stained. The cheek-bones

are well developed, more particularly with the Madurese. In

expressiveness of countenance the Javanese and Madurese are

far in advance of the Sundanese. The women are not so well

made as the men, and among the lower classes especially soon

grow absolutely ugly. In the eyes of the Javanese a golden

yellow complexion is the perfection of female beauty. To judge

by their early history, the Javanese must have been a warlike

and vigorous people, but now they are peaceable, docile, sober,

simple and industrious.

One million only out of the twenty-six millions of natives are

concentrated in towns, a fact readily explained by their sources

of livelihood. The great bulk of the population is distributed

over the country in villages usually called by Europeans dessas,

from the Low Javanese word dhh (High Javanese dusun). Every

de.ssa, however small (and those containing from 100 to 1000

families are exceptionally large), forms an independent commu-

nity; and no sooner does it attain to any considerable size than

it sends off a score of families or so to form a new dessa. Each

lies in the midst of its own area of cultivation. The general

enceinte is formed by an impervious hedge of l3amboos 40 to

70 ft. high. Within this lie the houses, each with its own en-

closure, which, even when the fields are the communal property,

belongs to the individual householder. The capital of a district

is only a larger dessa, and that of a regency has the same general

type, but includes several kampongs or villages. The bamboo

houses in the strictly Javanese districts are always built on the

ground; in the Sunda lands they arc raised on piles. Some of

the well-to-do, however, have stone houses. The principal

article of food is rice; a considerable quantity of fish is eaten,

but little meat. Family life is usually well ordered. The upper

class practise polygamy, but among the common people a man
has generally only one wife. The Javanese are nominally

Mahommedans, as in former times they were Buddhists and

Brahmins; but in reality, not only such exceptional groups as

the Kalangs of Surakarta and Jokjakarta and the Baduwis or

nomad tribes ot Bantam, but the great mass of the people must

be considered as belie>^ers rather in the primitive animism of

their ancestors, for their belief in Islam is overlaid with super-

stition. As we ascend in the social scale, however, we find the

name of Mahommedan more and more applicable; and conse-

quently in spite of the paganism of the populace the influence of

the Mahommedan “ priests (this is their official title in Dutch)

is widespread and real. Great prestige attaches to the pilgrim-

age to Mecca, which was made by 5068 persons from Java in

1900. In every considerable town there is a mosque. Christian

missionary work is not very widely spread.

Languages.—In spite of Sundanese, Madurese and the intrusive

Malay. Javanese has a right to the name. It is a rich and cultivated

language which has passed through many stages of development

and, under peculiar influences, has become a linguistic complex

of an almost unique kind. Though it is customary and convenient

to distinguish New Javanese from Kavi or Old Javanese, just ^ it

was customary to distinguish English from Anglo-Saxon, there is no

break of historical continuity. Kavi (Basa Kavi, i.e. the language

of poetry) may be defined as the form spoken and written before the

founding of Majapahit; and middle Javanese, still represented by

the dialect of Banyumas, north Chcribon, north Krawang and

north Bantam, as the form the language assumed under the Maja-

pahit court influence: while New Javanese is the language as it has

developed since the fall of that kingdom. Kavi continued to be a

literary language long after it had become archaic. It contains

more Sanskrit than any other language of the archipelago. New
lavanese breaks up into two great varieties, so different that some-

times they are regarded as two distinct languages. The nobility

use one form, Krfim&; the common people another, Ngoko, the
" thouing " language (cf. Fr. tutoyani, Ger. duisend); but each class

understands the language of the other class. The aristocrat spcakii
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to the commonalty in the language of the commoner; the commoner
speaks to the aristocracy in the language of the aristocrat; and,

according to clearly recognized etiquette, every Javanese plays the

part of aristocrat or commoner towards those whom he addresses.

To speak Ngoko to a superior is to insult him ;
to speak Krama to an

equal or inferior is a mark of respect. In this way Dipa Negirli

showed his contempt for the Dutch Geneial de Kock. The ordinary

Javanese thinks in Ngoko
;
the children use il to each other, and so on.

Between the two forms there is a kind of compromise, the Madya,
or middle form of speech, employed by those who stand to each

other on equal or friendly footing or by those who feel little constraint

of etiquette. For every idea expressed in the language Kram& has

one vocable, the Ngoko another, the two words being sometimes
completely different and sometimes differing only in the termination,

the beginning or the middle. Thus every Javanese uses, as it were,

two or even three languages delicately differentiated from each

other. How this state of affairs came about is matter of speculation.

Almost certainly the existence .side by side of two peoples, speaJdng

each its own tongue, and occupying towards each other the position

intellectually and politically of superior and inferior, had much to

do with it. But Professor Kern thinks that some influence must
also be assigned to- pamela or pantang^ word-taboo—certain words

being in certain circumstances regarded as of evil omen—a super-

stition still lingering, e.g. even among the Shetland fishermen (see

G. A, F. Hazeu, De taal pantangs). It has sometimes been asserted

that Krdma contains more Sanskrit words than Ngoko does; but

the total number in KramS. does not exceed 20; and sometimes

there is a Sanskrit word in Ngoko which is not in Krama. There

IS a village Kramd which is not recognized by the educat^ classes :

Kr^ma inggil, with a vocabulary of about 300 words, is used in

addressing the deity or persons of exalted rank. The Basa Kedaton
or court language is a dialect used by all living at court except

royalties, who use Ngoko. Among themselves the women of the

court employ KrSima or Madya, but they address the men in Basa
Kedaton.^

Literature.—Though a considerable body of Kavi literature is still

extant, nothing like a history of it is possible. The date and author-

ship of most of the works are totally unknown. The first place may
be a.ssigncd to the Brata Yuda (Sansk., Bharata Yudha, the conflict

of the Bharatas), an epic poem dealing with the struggle between the

Pandawas and the Korawas for the throne of Ngastina celebrated

in parwas 5- 10 of the Mahdbhdrata, To the conception, however, oF
the modern Javanese it is a purely native poem; its kings and heroes

find their place in the native history and serve as ancestors to

their noble families. (Cohen Stuart published the modern Javanese

version with a Dutch translation and notes, Br&ld-Joedd^ &c.,

Samarang, 1877. The Kavi text was lithographed at the Hague

by S. Lankhout.) Of greater antiquity probably is the Ardjuna

Wiwdhd (or marriage festival of Ardjuna), which iTofessor Kcm
thinks may be assigned to the first half of the nth century of the

Christian era. The name indicates its Mahdbhdrata origin. (Frie-

derich published the Kavi text from a Bali MS., and WiwdhdDjarwa
en Brdtd Joedo Kawi, lithographed facsimiles of two palm-leaf MSS.,

Batavia, 1878. Djarwa is the name of the poetic diction of modern

Javanese.) The oldest poem of w'hich any trace is preserved is

probably the mythological Kanda [i.e. tradition); the contents are

to some extent known from the mc^em Javanese version. In the

literature of modern Javanese there exists a gr^t variety of so-

called babads or chronicles. It is sufficient to mention the " history
"

of Baron Sakender, which appears to give an account—often hardly

recognizable—of the settlement of Europeans in Java (Cohen

Stuart published text and translation, Batavia, 1851 ; J . Veth gives an

analysis of the contents), and the Babad Tanah Djawi (the Hague,

1874, 1877), giving the history of the island to i()47 of the Javanese

era. Even more numerous are the wayanes or puppet-plays which

usually take their subjects from the Hindu legends or from those

relating to the kingdoms of Majapahit and Pajajaram (sec e.g. H. C.

Humme, Abidsd, een Javaansche toneelstuk, the Hague, 1878). in

these plays grotesque figures of gilded leather arc moved by the

performer, who recites the appropriate speeches and, as occasion

demands, plays the part of cnorus.

Several Javanese specimens are also known of the beast fable,

which plays so important a part in Sanskrit literature (W. Palmer

van den Brock, Javaan.^che Vertellingen, bevattende de lotgevallen

van een kantjil, een reebok, &c., the Hague, 1878). To the Hindu-

Javanese literature there naturally succeeded a Mahommedan-
Javanese literature consisting largely of translations or imitations

of Arabic originals
;
it comprises religious romances, moral exhorta-

tions and mystical treatises in great variety.'-*

Arts.—In mechanic arts the Javanese arc in advance of the other

peoples of the archipelago. Of thirty different crafts practised among
them, the most important are those of the blacksmith or cutler, the

carpenter, the kris-sheath maker, the coppersmith, the goldsmith

^ See Walbreken, De Taalsvorten in het Tavaansh; and G. A.

Wilken, Handboek voor- de vergelijkende Volkenkunde van Neder-

edited by C.M.Pleyte (18^3). „
** See Van den Berg’s account of the MSS. of the Batavian Society

(the Hague, 1877) ;
and a series of papers by C. Poensen in Meded. van

wege het Ned. Zendelinggenootschap (1880).

and the potter. Their skill in the working of the metals is the more
noteworthy as they have to import the raw materials. The most
esteemed product of the blacksmith’s skill is the kris; every m^ and
boy above the age of fourteen wears one at least as part of his ordi-

nary dress, and men of rank two and sometimes four. In the finish-

ing and adornment of the finer weapons no expense is spared;

and ancient krises of good workmanship sometimes fetch enormous
prices. The Javanese gold and silver work possesses considerable

beauty, but there is nothing equal to the ^gree of Sumatra; the

brass musical instruments are of exceptional excellence. Both
bricks and tiles arc largely made, as well as a coarse unglazed

pottery similar to that of Hindustan; but all the finer wares are

imported from China. Cotton spinning, weaving and dyeing are

carried on for the most part as purely domestic operations by the

women. The usual mode of giving variety of colour is by weaving
in stripes with a succession of different coloured yarns, but another

mode is to cover with melted wax or damar the part of the cloth not

intended to receive the dye. This process is naturally a slow one,

and has to be repeated according to the number of colours required.

As a consequence the battiks^ as the cloths thus treated are call^,

are in request by the wealthier classes. For the most part quiet

colours are preferred . To the J avanese of the present day Che ancient

buildings of the Hindu periods are the work of supernatural power.

Except when employed by his European master he seldom builds

anything more substantial than a t^mboo or timber framework;

but in the details of such erections he exhibits both skill and taste.

When European.*! first came to the island they found native vessels

of large size well entitled to the name of ships; and, tEough ship-

building proper is now carried on only under the direction of Euro-

peans, boat-building is a very extensive native industry along the

whole of the north coast—the boats sometimes reaching a burden

of 50 tons. The only one of the higher arts which the Javanese

have carried to any degree of perfection is music and in regard

to the value of their efforts in this direction Europeans differ

greatly. The orchestra (gamelan) consists of wind, string and

percussion instruments, the latter being in preponderancy to the

other two. (Details of the instruments wiU be found in Raffles'

Java^ and a description of a performance in the 2 our du tnonde^

1880.)

Chief Towns and Places of Note.—Tht capital of Java and of the

Dutch East India possessions is Batavia {q.v.), pop. 115 .5^7 ' At

Meester Comelis (pop. 33,119), between (> and 7 m. from Batavia

on the railway to Buitenzorg, the battle was fought in 1811 which

placed lava in the hands of the British. In the vicinity lies Depok,

originally a Christian settlement of freed slaves, but now with about

3000 Mahommedan inhabitants and only 500 Christians. The
other chief towns, from west to east through the island, are as

follows : Scrang (pop. 5600) bears the same relation to Bantam, al^ut

6 m. distant, which New Batavia bears to Old Batavia, its slight

elevation of 100 ft. above the sea making it fitter for European

occupation. Anjer (Angcrlor, Anger) lies yO m. from ^tavia by

rail on the coast at the narrowest part of the Sunda Strait
;
formerly

European vessels were wont to call there for fresh provisions and

water. Pandcglang (pop. 3O44), 787 ft. above sea-level, is known
for its hot and cold sulphur springs. Alwut 17 m. west of Batavia

lies Tangerang (pop. 13,535), a busy place with about 2800 or 3000

Chinese among its inhabitants. Buitenzorg (q.v.) is the country-

seat of the governor-general, and its botanic gardens are famous.

Krawang, formerly chief town of the residency of that name—the

least populous of all—has lost its importance since Purwakerta

(pop. 0802) was made the administrative centre. At Wanyasa in

the neighbourhood the first tea plantations were attempted on a

large scale.

The Preanger regencies—Bandung, Chanjur, Sukabumi, Sumedang,

Garut and Tasikmalaya—constitute the most important of all the

residencies, though owing to their lack of harbour on the south and

the intractable nature of much of their soil they have not shared

in the prosperity enjoyed by many other parts of the island. Ban-

dung, the chief town since 1864, lies 2300 ft. above sea-levd, 109 m.

south of Batavia by rail; it is a well-built and flourishing place

(pop. 28,965; Europeans 1522, Chinese 2650) with a handsome

resident's house (1867), a large mosque (1867), a school for the sons

of native men of rank, the most important quinine factory in

island, and a race-course where in July a good opportunity is afforded

of seeing both the life of fashionable and offleial Java and the

customs and costumes of the common people. The district w
famous for its waterfalls, one of the most remarkable of which xs

where the Chi Tarum rushes through a narrow gully to leap down

from the Bandung plateau. In the neighbourhood is the great

militari^ camp of Chimahi, Chanjur, formerly the chief town, in

spite of its loss of administrative position still has a population of

I 3,S99 . From Sukabumi (pop. 12,112; 569 Europeans), a pleasant

health resort among the hills at an altitude of 19O5 ft., tourists are

accustomed to visit Wijnkoopers Bay for the sake of the picturesque

shore scenery. Chichalcngka became after 1870 one of the centres

of the coffee industry. Sumedang has only 8013 inhab^nte,

having declined since the railway took away the highway traffic : it

is exceeded both by Garut {10,647) by Tasikm^ya (9196), but

it is a beautiful place well known to sportsmen for its proximity to

the Rancha Ekek swamp, where great snipe-shooting matches are
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held every year. For natural beauty lew parts of Java can compare

with the plain of Tasikmalaya, itself remarkably in a country of

trees, for its magnificent avenues. N.E. of the Preangcr lies the

residency of Chcribon ‘ (properly Chi Rebon, the shrimp river).

The chief town -(pop. 24,504) is one of the most important places

on the north coast, though the unhealthmess of the site has

caused Europeans to settle at Tangkil, 2 m, distant. The church

(1842), the regent's residence, and the great prison are among the

principal huihiings^ thcM c are also extensive salt warehouses. The
native part of the town is laid out more regularly than is usual, and

the Chinese quarter (pop. 3352) has the finest Chinese temple in

lava. The palaces of the old sultans of Cheribon arc less extensive

than those of Surakarta and Jokjakarta. I'bough the harbour has

to be kept open by constant dredging the roadstead is good all the

year round. A strange nit^sure palace ol Sultan Supeh, often

described bv travellers, Ite.s about 2 m. off near Sunya Raja.

Mundu, a village 4 m south-east of Chcribon, is remarkable as the

only spot on the north coast of the i.sland vi.sitexi by the ikan prut or

belly-nsK, a species about as large as a cod, caught in thousands and
salti^ by the local fi.shermen. liulraniayu, which lies on both banks
of the Chi Manuk about 8 m. from the coa.st, \h mentioned under
the name of Dermayo as a port for the rice ot the district and the

coffee of tfie Preanger. 1'he coffee trade is extinct but the rice

trade is more flourishing than ever, and the town has 13,400 inhabi-

tants, of whom 2200 are Ctiinese. It might have a grent commercial
f'lture if money could be found for the works necessary to overcome
the disadvantage of its position—the roads being safe only during
the east monsoon and the river requiring to be deepened and regu-

lated. Tegal has long been one ol the chief towns ot Java : com-
merce, native trade and mduFtry, and fisheries are all well repre-

sented and the .sugar factories give abundant employment to the

inhabitants. The harbour has been the obiect of various improve-

ments since 1871. The whole district is densely ix)pulated (3100
to the .sq. m.), and tin* town proper with its 10,005 inhabitants is

suiTounded by extensive kainnongs (BalapuLing, Lebaksiu, ).

In Pekalongari (pop. 38,211) and Hatang (21,28(1) the most important
industry is the production of liiittiks and stamped cloths; there

are also iron works and sugar factories. The two towns are only
some 5 m. apart. Tin* lormer ha.s a large mo.scjue, a Protestant
church, an old fort aud a large iiuiiilicr ol European houses. Tlie

Chinese quarters consist of neat stone or brick buildings Peka-
longan smoked ducks are well known. Brebes (13,474)
Pamali is an inqiortant trade centre. Banyumas (5000) is the &i.*at

of a resident
;

it is exceeded by Ihirwokerto (12,610), Purbalittgga

(12,094) and Chilachap (t2,o(x>). Thi.s last possesses the best

harbour on the soutli coast, and but for malaria would have been
an important place. U was chosen as the seat of a jp-eat military

establishment but had to be abandont'C*, the for( being blown up
in 1893. Semarang (poj). 89,286, of whom 4800 arc Euro])eaus
and 12,372 Chinese) lies on the Kali Ngaran near the centre of the
north coast. Up to r824 the old European town was surrounded
by a wall and ditch. It was almost the exact reproduction of a
Dutch without the slightest accommodation to the exigencies
of the ijlipate, the streets narrow ajid irregular. The modern town
IS well law out. Among the more noteworthy buildings of Sema-
rang are the old Prince of Orange fort, the resident's house, the
Roman Catholic church, the Protestant church, the mosque, the
military hospital. A new impulse to the growth of the town was
given by the opening of the railway to Surakarta and Jokjakarta
in 1875, As a seaport the place is unfortunately situatea. The
river has long been silted up

;
the roadstead is insecure in the west

monsoon. A^cr many delays an artificial canal, begun in 1858,
became available as a substitute for the river; but further works
are necessary. A second great canal to the east, begun in i8g<),

helps to prevent inundations and thus improve the healthiness of

the town. Demak, 13 m. I'J.E. of Semarang, though situated in a
wretched region of swamps and having only 5000 inhabitants, is

famous in ancient Javanese history. The mosque, erected by the
first sultan of Demak, was rebuilt in 1845; only a small pari of the
old structure has been preserved, but as a sanctuary it attiacts
6000 or 7000 pilgrims annually. To visit Demak seven times has
the same ceremonial value as the pilgrimage to Mecca. The tombs
of several of the snltans are still extant. Salatigu (" three stones,”

with allusion to three temples now destroyed) was in early times one
of the resting places of ambassadors proceeding to the court of Mat-
aram, and in the European history of Java its name is associated
with the peace of 1755 and the capitulation *0! 1811. It is the seat
of a cavalry and artillery camp. Its population, about 10,000,
seems to be declitiiug. Apibarawa with its railway station is, on
the other hand, rapidly increasing. Its population of 14,745
includes 459 Europeans About a mile to tiie N. lies the fortress

of Willem 1. which Van don Bosch meant to make the centre of the
Javanese system of defensive works; the Banyubini military camp
IS in the neighbourhood. Kendal (15,000) is a centre of the sugar
industry. Kudus (31,000; 4300 Chinese) has grown to be one of
the most important inland towns. Its cloth and battik pedlars are

^ Cheribon is the form employed by the Dutch ; an exception to

thtsir usual system, in which Tj- takes tlic place of the Ch- used in

this article.

known throughout the island atKl the success of their enterprise is

evident in the style of their houses. A good trade is also carried on

in cattle, kapok, copra, pottery and all sorts of small wares. The
mosque in the old town has interesting remains of Maiamiiut

architecture; and the tomb of Pangeran Kudus is a noted Manom-
medan .sanctuary. A steam tramway leads northward towards, but

does not reach,' Japara, which in the i7lh century was the chief

port of the kingdom of Matoram and retained its commercial

importance till the Dutch Company removed its establishment to

Semarang. In 1818 Daendds transferred its resident to Pati.

IJngaran, 1026 ft. above the sea, was a place of importance as early

as the 1 ytii conturv, and in modem times has become known as a
sanatorium. Reinbang, a woU-buili coast town and the seat of a

resident, has grown rapidly to liave a population of 29,538 with 210

EuTOpcans. Very similar to each other are Surakarta or Solo and

Jok)akarta, the chief towns of the quasi-independent states or

Vorstenlanden. Surakarta (pop. 109,459; Chinese 5159, Europeans

1913) contains the palace (Kraton, locally called the Bata buml)

of the susuhunan (which the Dutch tran.slated as emperor), the

dalom of Prince Mangku Negari, the residemces of the Solo nobles,

a .^mall Dutch fort (Vastenburg), a gi*eat mosque, an old Dutch
settlement, and a Protestant church Here the susuhunan lives in

Oriental pomp and state. To visitors there are few more interesting

entertainments thaji those afforded by the celebration of the 31 si

of August (the birthday of the queen of the Netherlands) or of the

New Year and the Puasa festivals, with their wayungs, ballet-

dancers, and so on. Jokjakarta (35 m S.j has been a great city

since Mangku Bumi settled there in 1755. I'hc Kraton has a circuit

of 3I m., and is a little town in itsrli with the palace proper, the

residences of the ladies of the cmirt and kampongs for tin* hci editary

smiths, carpcnter-s, sculptors, masons, payong-makers, musical

iiistrumcnl makers, &c., ol his highness. The independent Prince

Paku Alam has a palace of his own. As in Surakarta there are an
old Dutch town and a fort. The jogka market is one of the mo-st

important of all Java, especially for jewelry. 'I'l.'e total populat^>n

is 72,235 with 1424 Europeans. To the south-east lies Pasar Gedeli,

a former capital of Mataram, with tombs of the aucicnt princes in

the Kraton, a favourite residence of wealthy javanese traders.

Surabaya (V^ )* strait of Madura, is the largest commercial
town in Java. Its population increased from 118,000 in 1890 to

146,944 in 1900 (89of* Europeans). To the north lies Grissec* nr

Gresih (25,688 inhabitants) with a fairly good harbour and of special

interest in the early European history of Java, Inland is the

considerable town of Lamongan (12,485 inhabitants). Fifteen mile',

S. by rail lies Sidoarjo (10,207; 185 Europeans), the centre of one of

the most densely populated districts and important a.s a railway

junction. In the neighbourliood is the populous village of Mojosari.

i-^siiruan was until modem times one of the chief commercial
towns in Java, the .staple being sugar. Since the opening of the

railway to Surabaya it has gi'eatly dc*clined, and its warehouses and
dwelling houses are largely dc.serted. The populoUon is 27,152
with 663 Europeans. Probolinggo (called by the natives Banger)

is a place of 13,240 inhabitants. The swampy tracts in the vicinity

are full of fishponds. The baths of Banyubiru (blue water) to the

south have Hindu remains much visited by devotees, i^asirian in

the far south of the residency is a considerable market towm and the
terminus of a branch railway. Besuki, the easteramosl of all the

residencies, contains several places of some importance : the chiel

town Bondowoso (8289) ;
Besuki, about the same size, but with no

foreign trade; J ember, a small but rapidly increasing place, and
Banyuwangi (17,550). This last was at one time the seat of the

resident, now the eastern terminus of the railway system, and is a

seaport on the Bali Strait with an important office of the telegraph

company controlling communication with Port Darwin and Singa-

pore. It has a very mingled population, besides Javanese and
Madurese, Chinese and Arabs, Balinese, Buginesc arid Eurapean.s.

The chief town of Kediri (10,489) is the only residency town in the

interior traversed by a navigable river, and is exceeded by Tulunga-
gung; and the residency of Madiun has two considerable centres of

population : Madiun (21,168) and T-'onorogo (16,765).

Agrtculture — \bc>ui 40 % of the soil of Java is under cultivation.

Bantam and Besuki have each 16 % of land under cultivation

;

Krawang, 21 %; Preanger, 23 %; Rembang, 30 %; Japara, 62 %;
Surabaj^, 65 %; Kedu, 06 %; Samarang, 67 %. l^roceeding along

the south coast from its west end, we find that in Bantam all the

land cultivated on its south .shore amounts to at most but 5 % ol

that regency
;
in Preanger and Banyumas, as far as Chilachap, the

land under cultivation amounts at a maximum to 20 %. East of

Surakarta the percentages of land on the south coast under cultiva-

tion decline from 30 to 20 and 10. East of the residency of Pro-

bolinggo the percentage of land cultivated on the south €(»st sinks

to as low 2. On the north coast, in Krawang and Rembang, with
their morasses and double chains of chalk, there are districts with
only 20 % and 10 % of the soil under cultivation. In the residencies,

on the other hand, of Batavia, Cheribon, Tegal, Samarang, Japara,
Surabaya and Pasuruan, there arc districts Iiaving 80 % to 90 % of

soiU arid even more, under cultivation.

The agricultural products of Java must be distinguished into

those raised by the natives for their own use and those raised for

the government and private proprietors. The land assigned to the
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natives for their own culture and ubo amounts to about 9^5^000
acres. In western Java the prevailing crop is rice, less prominently
cultivated in mkldle Java, wliile in eastern Java and Madura other
articles of food take the first tank. The Javanese tell strange
legends concerning the introduction of rice, and observe various
ceremonies in connexion with its planting, paying more regard to

them than to the proper cultivation of the cereal. The agricultural

produce grown on the lands of the government and private pro-

prietors, comprising an area of about 3} million acres, consists of

sugar, cinchona, coffee, tobacco, tea, Indigo, «ftc. The Javanese
possess buffaloes, ordinary cattle, horses, dogs and cats. The
budalo was probably introduced by the Hindus. As in agricultural

products, su also in cattle-rearing, western Java is distinguished
from middle and eastern Java. The average distribution of buffa-

loes is I of) per 1000 inhabitants, but it varies considerably In different

districts, being greatest in western Java. The fact that rice is the

prevailing culture in the west, while in eastern Java other plants

constitute the chief produce, expfoina the larger number of buffaloes

found in western Java, these animals being more in requisition in

the culture of rice. The ordinary cattle arc of mixed race
;
the Indian

zebu having been crossed with the banting and with European cattle

of miscellaneous origin. The horses, though small, arc of excellent

character, and their masters, according to their own ideas, are
extremely particular in regard to purity of race. Riding comes
naturally to the Javanese; horse-races and toumays have been in

vogue among them from early times.

Coffee is an alien in Java. Specimens brought in 1690 from
Cauuanorc on the Malab'ar coast perished in an earthquake and
floods in Tf»99; the effective introduction of the precious shrub was
due to Hendrik Zwaardekron (see N. P. van den Berg, “ Voortbreng-
ing en verbruck van koffle,” Tijdschrtft v. Nifverh. eit Landh. 1870;
and thearticle “ Koffie" in/iMcyc. NedJnd. Wiji kawih is mentioned in

a Kavi iiifacription of a.u. 850, and the bean-broth in David Tappen's
list of Javanese beverages, i (>67-1 682, may have been coffee). The
first consignment of coffee (894 lb) to the Netherlands was made in

17TT-T712, but it was not till after 1731 that the early exports reached
any considerable amount. The aggregate quantity sold in the
home market from 1711 to 1791 was 2^030,437 piculs, or on an average
about 143 tons per annum; and this probably represented nearly
Ih whole production of the island. By the beginning of the 19th
century the annual production was about 7143 tons and after the
introduction of the Van den Bosch 8y.stem of forced culture a further

augmentation was effected. 1'he forced culture system was, in

1909, however, of little importance. Official reports show that
from 1840 to 1873 the amount ranged from 522O tons to 7354.
During the ten years i86g to 1878 the average crop of the planta-

tions under state control was 5220 tons, that of the private planters

about 8io. The government has shown a strange icluctancc to

surrender tlic old-fashioned monopoly, but the spirit of private

enterprise has slowly gained the day. Though the appearance of

the coffee blight (Hemueia vastatrix) almost ruined the industry the

E
lanters did not give in. An imniuno variety was introduced from
iberia, and scientific mcithods of treatment liave been adopted in

dealing with the plantations. In 1887, a record year, the value of

the coffee crop reached ;i3,083,333, smd at its average it wa.s about

750,000 between 1886 and 11^5. The value was only £1,100,666
in i 89^>. The greatest difficulties are tlie uncertainties both of the

crop and of its marketable value. The former is well shown in

the figures for 1903 to 1905: government I7,90<^ 3949 and 3511
tons, and private planters 22,395, 15,311 and 21,395 tons. Liberia

coffee is still produced in much smaller quantity than Java coffee;

the latter on an average of these tlircc years 21,360 tons; the former

7409.
The cultivation of sugar has been long carried on in Java, and

since the decline of the coffee plantations it has developed into the
leading industry of the island. There are experimental stations at

Pasuruan, Pekalongan and elsewhere, where attempts arc made to

overcome the many diseases to which the cane is subject. Many of

the mills are equipped with l^h-class machinery and produce
sugar of excellent colour and grain. In 1853-1857 the average crop
was 98,094 tons; in 1869-1873, 170,831, and in 1875-1880, 204,678.

By 1899-1900 the average had risen to 787,673 tons; and the crops

for 1904 and 1905 were respectively 1,064,935 and 1,028,357 tons.

Prices fluctuate, but the value of the harvest of 1905 was estimated

at about /15,boo,000.

The cultivation of indigo shows a strange vitality. Under the

culture system tho natives fonnd this the most oppressive of all the

state crops. The tnodern chertiist at one time seemed to have
killed the indUB^ by hfo synthetic substitute, but in every year

between 1899 and 1904 Java exported between one million and one
and a hdf million pounds of the natural product. Japan and Hussia

were the largest Suyers. As blue is a favourite colour with the

Javanese proper a large quantity is used at home.
Tea was first introduced to Java by the Japanese scholar von

Siebold in 1826. The culture was undertaken by the state in 1829
with plants from China, but in 1842 they handed it over to con-

tractors, whose attempts to increase their profits by delivering an
inferior article ultimately led to the abandonment of fhe contract

system in i860, tn the meantime the basis of a better state of the

industry had been laid by the Dutch tea-taster J. J. L. L. Jacobsen

of the Nederlatidsch Haiidel Maatsch^pij, wbo introduced not; only
fresh stock, but expert growers from Cl^a in 1852-1853. tea-
planters (often taking possession of the abandoned coffee-planta-
tions) have greatly improved the quality of their inrodubts, Assam
tea was introduced in 1878, and this has rapidly extended Sts afea.
The exjMrts increased from 11,110,724 Ih in to ^5,772,564 Ul
1905. More than half the total goes to the Netherlands; the United
Kingdom ranks next, and, far behind both, Hussia.

in 1854 the government introduced the culture Of cinchona with
free labour, and it had considerable success under F. Juiighuhn and
his successors, though the varieties grown were of inferior quality.
Later seed of the best cinchona was obtained, and under skflful

management Java has become the chief producer of quinine in the
world. Cacao is produced in the Preanger regencies, PekaloUgan,
Semarang, Pasuruan, Besuki, Kediri and Surakarta. In 1903, a
record year, 1,101,835 piculs (about 6540 tone) weiu produced.
Broussonetia fapyrifeva is grown for the sake of its bark, so well

known in Japan (jap. kodsu) as a paper material. The ground-hut
(the widely spread Arachis hypogaea from South America), locally

known as kacnang china or tanah, is somcw'hat extensively grown.
The oil is exported to Holland, where it is sold as Delft salad oil.

Tapioca has long lK*on cultivated, especially in the Proangcr. The
industry is mainly in the hands of the Chinese, and the principal
foreign purchasers are English biscuit manufacturers. The kapok is a
tree from tropical America which, growing freely in any soil, is ex-
tensively used throughout java along the mghwa3rs as a sup^rt for

telegraph and telephone wires, and planted as a prop in pepper and
eubeh plantations. The silky fibre contained in its long capsuioid
fruits is known as cotton wool

;
and among other uses it

serves almost as well as cork for filling life-belts • and the oil from its

seed is employed to adulterate ground-nut oil. The quantity of

wool exported nearly trebled between 1890 and 1896, in the latter

year the total sent to Holland, Australia, Singapore, &c., amounting
to 38,586 bales. The rapid exhau.9tion of the natural supply of

india-rubber and gutta-percha began to attract the attention of

government in the latter decades of the iqtb century. Extensive
experiments have been made in the cultivation of Fuus elasUca
(the karet of the natives), Castitloa etasHca^ and Hevea bfosiliBnsis.

The planting of gutta-percha trees was bc^un about 1886, and a
regular system introduced in the Preanger in 1901. The Palaquium
oblofigifolium plantations at Blavan, Komutuk and Sewang in

Banyumas have also been brought under official control. Java
tobacco, amounting to about 35,200,000 lb a year, is cultivated
almost exclusively in eastern Java. Among other products which
are of some importance as articles of export may be mentioned
nutmegs, macc, pepper, hides, arrack and copra.

Particular Land%.—At different times down to 1830 the govern-
ment disposed of its lands in full property to individuals who,
acquiring complete control of the inhabitants as well as of the soil,

continued down to the 19th century to act as if they were indepen-
dent of all superior authority, in Ibis way more than millions
of the people were subject not to the state but to “ stock companies,
absentee landlords and Chinese.'' According to the Regeerings

Atmanak (1906) these “ particular lands," as they are called, were
distributed as follows : Bantam 21, Bajtavia 30’ Meester Corndis
163, Tangerang 80, Buitenzorg 61, Semarang 32, Surabaya a6.

Krawang and Demak 3 each, Cheribon 2, and Pekalongan, Kenoal
and Pasuruan i each. In Meester Comelis no fewer than 297,912
persons were returned in 1905 as hving on these lands. Of the 168
estates there are not 20 that grow an5rthing but grass, rice and coco-

nuts. In Buitenzorg (thanks probably to the Botanic Gardens)
matters are better : tea, coffee, cinchona and india-rubber appearing
amongst the objects of cultivation ; and, in general, it must oe noted
that these estates have often natural difficulties to contend against
far beyond their financial strength.

Minerals,—Of all the groat islands of the arctiipelago Java it the
poorest in metallic ores. Gold and silver are practi^ly non*
existent. Manganese is found in Jokjakarta ana various other

parts. A concession for working the magnetic iron satids in the

neighbourhood of Chilachap was granted in 1904. Coal occurs in

thm strata and small pockets in many parts (Bantam, Retobang,
Jokjakarta, Stc,)

;
and in 1905 a concession was granted to a company

to work the coal-beds at Bajah close to the harbour of Wijnkoopers
Bay, a port of call of the Koninklijk Paketvaart Maatschappij.
The discovery by De Groot in 1863 of petroleum added a mort
important industry to the li.st of the resources of lava. The grekt

Dort Petroleum Company, now centred at Amsterdam, was founded
in 1887. The production of this company alone rose from 79,179
kisien or cases (each 8*14 gall.) in 1891 to 1,642,780 in 1890, and
to 1,967,124 in 1905. In 1904 there were no fewer than 36 conces-

sions for petroleum. At the same time there is a larger importation

of oil from Sumatra as well as from America and Russia. Sulphur
is regularly worked in the Gunong Slamet, G. Sindoro, G. Siimmng,
and in the crater of the Taiigkubau Prahu as well as in other places

in the Preanger regencies and in Pasuruan. Brine-wells exist in

various parts. The bledegs (salt-mud wells) of Grobogan in the

Solo Valley, Semarang, are best known. They rise from Miocene
strata and yield iodine and bromine products as well as commo.i
salt. The natives of the district are allowed to extract the for

their own use, but elsewhere (except in Jokjakarta) the manufacture
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of salt is a government monopoly and confined to the districts of

Sumenep, Panekasan and Sampang in Madura, where from 3000 to

4000 people are hereditarily engaged in extracting salt from sea

water, delivering it to the government at the rate of 10 fl. (nearly
17s.) per koyang (3700 tt>). The distribution of this salt (rough-
graini, greyish and highly hygroscopic) is extremely unsatisfactory.

The waste was so great that in 1901 the government paid a priae of

about /835 (10,000 il.) to Karl Boltz von Bolzberg for an improved
method of packing. Between 1888 and 1892 the annual amount
delivered was 71,405 tons; in the next five years it rose to 89,932;
and between 1898 and 1902 sank again to 88,850. The evil effects

of this monopoly have been investigated by j. E. de Meyer, " Zout
als middel van belasting," De Ind, Gids, (1905). 'I'hc scarcity of salt

has led to a great importation of salted fish from Siam (upwards of

6O00 tons in 1902).

Communications .—Roads and railways for the most part follow

the fertile plains and table-lands along the coast and between the

volcanic areas. The principal railways arc the Semarang-JokJa-

karta and Batavia-Bnitfenzorg lines of the Netherlands-Indian
railway company, and the Surabaya-Pasuruan, Bangil-Mulang,
Sidoarjo-Paron, Kcrlosono-Tulung Agung, Buitenzorg-Chianjur,
Surakarta-Madiun, Pasuruan-Probolinggo, Jokjakarta-Chilachap and
other lines of the government. The earliest lines, between Batavia
and Duitenzorg and between Semarang and the capitals of the
sultanates, were built about 1870 by a private company with a state

guarantee. Since 1875, when Dr van Gollstein, then a cabinet
minister and afterwards Dutch minister in London, had an act passed
for the construction of state railways in Java, their progress has
become much more rapid. In addition, several private companies
have built either light railways or tramways, such as that between
Semarang and Joana, and the total length of all lines was 2460 in

1905. There are some 3500 miles of telegraph line, and cables

connect Java w'ith Madura, Bali and Sumatra, and Port Darwin in

Australia. Material welfare was promoted by the establishment
of lines of steamships between Java and the other islands, all

belonging to a Royal l‘acket Company, established in 1888 under a
special statute, arid virtually possessing a nionop(.)ly on account of

the government mail contracts.

Administration .—Each village (dessa) forms an independent
community, a group of dessas forms a district, a group of districts a
department and a group of departments a residency, of which there
are seventeen. At the head of each residency is a resident, with an
assistant resident and a controller, all Dutch officials. The officials

of the departments and districts are natives appointed by the
government; those of the dessa are also natives, elected by the
inhabitants and approved by the resident. In the two sultanatc.s

of Surakarta and Jokjakarla the native sultans govern under the
supervision of the residents. (For the colonial administration of

Netherlands India see Malay Archipelago.)

History .—The origin of the name Java is very doubtful. It

is not improbable that it was first applied eitlier to Sumatra or

to what wms known of the Indian Archipelago —the insular

characW of the several parts not being at once recognized.

Jawa Dwipa, or “ land of millet,” may have been the original

form and have given rise both to the Jaba diu of Ptolemy and to

the Jc-pho-thi of Fahien, the Chinese pilgrim of the 4th-5th

century. The oldest form of the name in Arabic is apparently

Z4bej. The first epigraphic occurrence of Jawa is in an inscrip-

tion of 1 343. In Marco Polo the name is the common appella-

tion of all the Sunda islands. The Jawa of Ibn Batuta is Sumatra

;

Java is his Mul Jdwa {i.e. possibly “original Java”). Jawa
IS the modem Javanese name (in the court speech Jawi), some-

times with Nusa, “ island/’ or Tanah, “ country,” prefixed.

It is impossible to extract a rational historical narrative from
the earlier bahads or native chronicles, and even the later are

destitute of any satisfactory chronology. The first great era

in the history is the ascendancy of the Hindus, and that breaks

up into three periods— period of Buddhism, a period of

aggressive Sivaism, and a period of apparent compromise. Of
the various Hindu states that were established in the island,

that of Majapahit was the most widely dominant down to the

end of the 15th century; its tributaries were many, and it even

extended its sway into other parts of the archipelago. The
second era of Javanese history is the invasion of Islam in the

beginning of the 15th century
;
and the third is the establishment

of European and more particularly of Dutch influence and
authority in the island. About 1520 the Portuguese entered

into commercial relationship with the natives, but at the close

of the same century the Dutch began to establish themselves.

At the time when the Dutch East India ( omp ny began t fix

its trading factories on the coast towiis, the chief native s ate

was Mataram, which had in the i6th century succeeded to the

overlordship possessed by the house of Demak—one of the
states that rose after the fall of Majapahit. The emperors of

Java, as the princes of Mataram are called in the early accounts,
had their capital at Kartasura, now an almost deserted place,

6 m. west of Surakarta. At first and for long the company had
only forts and little fragments of territory at Jakatra (Batavia),

&c.; but in 1705 it obtained definite possession of the Preanger
by treaty with Mataram

;
and in 1745 its authority was extended

over the whole north-east coast, from Cheribon to Banyuwangi.
In 1755 the kingdom of Mataram was divided into the two states

of Surakarta and Jokjakarta, which still retain a shadow of

independence. The kingdom of Bantam was finally subjugated
in 1808. By the English occupation of the island (i8ii-i8i8)

the European ascendancy was rather strengthened than weak-
ened; the great Java war (1825-30), in which Dipa Negara,
the last Javanese prince, a clever, bold and unscrupulous leader,

struggled to maintain his claim to the whole island, resulted in

the complete success of the Dutch. To subdue him and his

following, however, taxed all the resources of the Dutch Indian

army for a period of five years, and cost it the loss of 15,000

officers and soldiers, besides millions of guilders. Nor did his

great influence die with him when his adventurous career came
to a close in 1855 Macassar. Many Javanese, who dream ot a

restoration of their ancient empire, do not believe even yet that

Dipi Negara is dead. They arc readily persuaded by fanatical

hadjis that their hero will suddenly appear to drive away the

Dutch and claim his rightful heritage. Several times there

have been political troubles in the native states of central Java,

in which Dipa Negar&’s name was used, notably in 1883, when
many rebellious chieftains were exiled. Similar attempts at

revolt had been made beforC; mainly in 1865 and 1870, but none

so serious perhaps as that in 1849, in which a son and a brother

ot Dipa Negara were implicated, aiming to deliver and reinstate

him. All such attempts proved as futile there as others in

different parts of Java, especially in Bantam, wlierc the trouble

of 1850 and 1888 had a religious origin, and in the end they

directly contributed to the consolidation of Dutch sway. Being
the principal Dutch colony in the Malay Archipelago, Java was
the first to benefit from the material change which resulted from
the introduction of the Grondwel or Fundamental Law of 1848
in Holland. The main changes were of an economical character,

but the political developments were also important. Since 1850
Dutch authority has steadily advanced, principally at the ex-

pen.se of the semi-independent sultanates in central Java, w^hich

had been allowed to remain after the capture and exile of Dipd
Negarfi. 1’hc power of the sultans of Jokjakarta and Sura-

karta has diminished; in 1863 Dutch authority was strengthened

in the neighbouring island of Madura, and Bantam has lost every

vestige of independence. The strengthening of the Dutch power
has largely resulted from a more statesmanlike and more generous
treatment of the natives, who have been educated to regard the

orang blauduy or white man, as their protector against the native

rulers. Thus, in 1866, passports for natives travelling in Java
were abolished by the then governor-general, Dr Sloet van de
Beele, who also introduced many reforms, reducing the comee in

the government plantations to a minimum, and doing away with
the monopoly of fisheries. Six years later a primary education

system for the natives, and a penal code, whose liberal provi-

sions seemed framed for Europeans, were introduced.

Antiquities .—Ordinary traces of early human occupation are few
in Java. The native bamboo buildings speedily perish. Stone
weapons are occasionally found. But remains of the temples and
monastic buildings of the Hindu period are numerous and splendid,
and arc remarkable as representing architecture which reached a
high standard without the use of mortar, supporting columns or
arches. Chandis {i.e. temples, though the wore! originally meant a
depository for the ashes oi a saint) are not found in western Java.
They exist in two great zones : one in middle Java, one in eastern

Java, each with its own distinguishing characteristics, both archi-
tectural and religious. The former begins in the Dyeng plateau,
in the east of Banyumas, and extends into the cast of Bagelen,
Kedu and the neighbouring districts of Semarang, northern Jokja-
karta, and the western comer of Surakarta. The latter lies mainly
in Surabaya, Kediri and Pasuruan. A considerable number of
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ruins also exist in Probolinggo. Farther east they grow scarce.

There is none in Madura. The remains oi Macham l^utih in

Banyuwangi are possibly of non-Hindu origin. In the regency of

Kendal (Semarang), to the north of Kedu, the place-names show that

temples once exist^.i Some of them are Sivaite, some Buddhist,

some astoundingly composite. None of the Buddhist buildings

shows traces of the older liimaryana form of the creed. The greatest

of all is a perfect sculptural exposition of the Mahayana doctrine.

As to the period during which these temples were erected, authorities

are not agreed . 1 j
zerman assigns the central J ava groups to between

the 8th and the lotli centuries. The seven-storeyed vihara (monas-

tery) mentioned in the famous Menang-Kabu inscription (Sumatra)

as founded by Maharaja Dhiraya Adityadharma in a.d. 056 is by
some supposed to be Boro-Budur. A copper plate of 840 refers to

Dyeng (Dehyang) as one of the sacred mountains of Java. One
thing seems certain, that the temples of the eastern zone arc of

much more recent origin than most, at least, ol the central zone.

They arc generally distinguished by the characteristics of a decadent

and more voluptuous age, and show that the art of the time had
become less Indian and more Javanese, with traces of influences

derived from the more eastern East. At the same time it must be
noted that even in Boro Budur there are non-Indian elements in the

decoration, indicating that the Hindu architect employed native

artists and to some extent left them a free hand.
In his standard work on Indian and Eastern ArchitecHtre (London,

iSyt)), James Fergusson asserted that the Javanese temples are in

the Chalukyan style. But J. W. Ijzerman in an elaborate paper

in the Album-Kern contends that the learned historian of architec-

ture was misled by basing his opinion mainly on inaccurate drawings

reproduced by Raffles. The Javanese temples, with the solitary

exception of Chandi Bima in the Dyeng, are Dravidian and not

Chalukyan. The very temples quoted by Fergusson, when more
carefully examined, disprove his statement ; a fact not without its

bearing on the history of the Hindu immigration.

The wonderful scenery of the Dyeng plateau was already, in all

probaljility, an object of superstitious awe to the aboriginal inhabi-

tants of Java; and thus it would catch the attention of the earliest

Hindu settlers. The old crater floor is full of traces of human
occupation; though, in spite of the tradition of the existence of a

consulorablo town, no sepulchral relics of the inhabitants have been

discovered. There still remain five groups of temples—some well

C
reserved, some mere heaps of stone—to prove the devotion their

uilders bore to Siva, his consort Durga, and Ganesha their son.

The Arjuno group, in the middle of the plateau, consists of Chandi

Arjuno (with its cnapel or pric.sts’ residence, Ch. Semar), Ch. Srikahdi,

Ch. Puntadeva and Ch. Sembadro, each a simple square chamber
with a portico reached by a flight of steps. The second group, Ch.

Daravati and Ch. I’arakesit, lies to the north-cast. The third, now a

ruined mound, lies to the east. The fourth, to the north-west, is a

group of seven small temples of which Ch. Sanchaki is the most
important, with a square ground plan and an octagon roof with a

second circular storey. Of the fifth group, in the south, only one

temple remains—the Chandi Bima—a small, beautiful and excep-

tionally interesting building, in “ the form of a pyramid, the ribs

of which stand out much more prominently than the horizontal

lines of the niche-shaped ornaments which rest each on its lotus

cusliion." How this happens to be the one Chalukyan temple

amid hundreds is a problem to be solved. The plateau lies 6500 ft.

above the sea, and roads and stairways, locally known as Buddha
roads, lead up from the lowlands of Bagclen and Pekalongan, The
stairway between Lake Menjur and Lake Chebong alone consisted

of 4700 steps. The width of the roadway, however, is only some three

or four feet. A remarkable subterranean tunnel still exists, which
served to drain the plateau.

Of all the Hindu temples of Java the largest and most mamificent

is Boro-Budur, which ranks among the architectural marvels of the

world. It lies in residency of Kedu, a little to the west of the

Progo, a considerable stream flowing south to the Indian Ocean.

The place is best reached by taking the steam-tram from Magelang
or JoKjakarta to the vUlagc of Mmitilam Passar, where a conveyance
may be hired. Strictly speaking, Boro-Budur is not a temple but a
hill, rising about 150 ft. above the plain, encased with imposing

terraces constructed of hewn lava-blocks and crowded with sculp-

tures. The lowest terrace now above ground forms a square, each

side 497 ft. long. About 50 ft. higher there is another terrace of

similar shyie. TJien follow four other terraces of more irregular

contour. The structure is crowned by a dome or cupola 52 ft. in

diameter surrounded by sixteen smaller bell-shaped cupolas.

Regarded as a whole, the main design, to quote Mr Sewell, may be

described as "an archaic Indian temple, considerably flattened

and consisting of a seriefe of terraces, surmounted by a quasi-stupa

^ See R. Verbeek, " Ligetder oudheden van Java," in Verhand,

V. k. Bat, Gen,, xlvi., and his Oudreid kundige haari van Java.

R. Seweirs " Antiquarian Notes in Java," in Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society (1906), give the best conspectus available for English

readers. W. B. Worrf^d, A Visit to Java (London, 1893L has a

good sketch of what was then known, revised by Professor W. Rhys
Davids; but whoever wishes full information must refer to Dutch
authorities. These are numerous but difficult of access.

capped by a dagoba." It was discovered by the engineer J. W,
Ijzerman in 1885 that the basement of the structure had been earthed
up before the building was finished, and that the lowest retaining
wall was completely concealed by the embankment. The architect
had evidently found that their temple was threatened with a de-
structive subsidence; and, while the sculptors wore still busy with
the decoration of the lower facades, they had to abandon their work.
But l^e unfinished bas-reliefs were carefully protected by clay and
blocks of stone and left in position: and since 1896 they are gradually
but systematically being exhumed and photographed by the Dutch
archaeologists, who, however, have to procet^ with caution, filling

up one portion of the embankment before they go on to deal with
another. I'he subjects treated in this lowest enceinte are of the
most varied description, forming a picture-gallery of landscapes,
scenes of outdoor and domestic life, mingled with mythological and
religious designs. Among the genre class appear men shooting birds
with blow-pipe or bow and arrow, fishermen with rod or net, a man
playing a l^gpipc, and so on. It would seem as if the architect had
mlended gradually to wean the devotees from the things of this

world. When once they began to ascend from stage to stage of the
temple-hill they were introduced to the realities of religion; and, by
the time they reached the dagoba they had passed through a process
of instruction and were ready, with enlightened eyes, to enter and
behold the image of Buddha, symbolically left im^rfect, as beyond
the power of human art to realize or portray. From basement to

summit the whole hill is a great picture bible of the Mahayana
creed.

If the statues and bas-reliefs of Boro-Budur were placed side

by side they would extend for 3 m. The eye of the spectator,

looking up from the present ground -level, is caught, says Mr Sewell,

by the rows of life-size Buddhas that adorn the retaining walls of

the several terraces and the cage-like shrines on the circular plat-

forms. All the great figures on the east side represent Akshobh^ya,

the Dhyani Buddha of the East. His right hand is in the Chumis-
parsa mudra (ix>se) touching the earth in front of the right knee

—

“ 1 swear by the earth." All the statues on the soutli side are

Ratnasam Chavu in the varada mudra—the right hand displayed

upwards
—

" I give you all." On the west side the statues represent

Amitabha in llie dhyana or padinasama mudra, the right ^nd
resting palm upwards on the left, both being on the lap—the attitude

ol meditation. Those on the north represent Amogasiddhi in the

abliaya mudra, the right hand being raised and displayed, palm
outwards—" Fear not, all is well."

Other remarkable groups of Hindu temples exist near the village

of Prambanan ^ (less correctly Brambanan) in Surakarta, but not fer

from the borders of Jokjakarta, with a station on the railway between
the two cliief towns. The village has been named after the temples,

Prambanan signifying the place of teachers. The whole ecclesias-

tical settlement was surrounded by three lines of wall, of which
only the inmost is now visible above ground. Between the second

and third walls are 157 small temples, and in the central enclosure

are the ruins of six larger temples in a double row with two smaller

ones at the side. The middle temple of the western row is the main
building, full of statues of purely Sivaite character—Siva as Guru
or teacher, Siva as Kala or Time the Destroyer, Durga, Ganesha,
and so on. But, just as many churches in Christendom are called

not after the Christ but after the Virgin, so this is known as Lara
(i.e. Virgin) Janggrang from the popular name of Durga. In the

southern temple of the row is a very fine figure of a four-armed

Brahma; in the northern there was a Vishnu with attendant figures.

Of the other row the middle temple is again the largest, with Siva,

his nandi or bull, and other symbolic sculptures. To the north lies

the extraordinary cluster of temples which, though it does not

deserve its popular, name of Chandi Sewu, the thousand shrines,

consists of at least 240 small buildings gathered round a great central

temple, richly adorned, though roofless and partially ruined since

the earthquake of 1867. Among the more noteworthy figures are

those of the huge and ungainly guardians of the temple kneeling at

the four main gateways of each of the principal buildings. Colonel

Yule pointed out that there arc distinct traces of a fine coat of

stucco on the exterior and the interior of the buildings, and he com-
pared in this respect " the cave walls of Ellora, the great idols at

Bamian, and the Doric order at Selinus." Other temples in the

same neighbourhood as Chandi Sewu are Ch. Lumbung, Ch. Kali

Boning (Baneng), with a monstrous Kala head as the centre oi the

design on the southern side, Ch. Kalong and Ch. Plaosan. Tradition

a.ssigns these temples to 1266-1296.

Of the temples of the eastern zone the best known is Chandi Ja^o
(or Tumpang), elaborately described in tlie Archaeological Commis-
sion's monograph. According to the Pararaton, a narive chronicle

(published m the Verhand. v. h. Bat. Gen. v. K. en W., 1896), it

belongs to the 13th century, containing the tomb of Rangavunior
Vishnuvardhana, who died in 1272-1273. The shrine proper

occupies the third of three platforms, the lowest of which forms a

a The chief authorities on Prambanan are J. W. Ijzerman,

Beschrijving der oudheden nabij de Grens der residenties Soerakarta en

Djogjakarta (Batavia, 1891, with photographs and atlas); and

J. Groneman, Tjandi Parambanan op Midden Java; see also Guide

a trovers Vexposition des Pays^Bas (the Hague, 1900), No. 174 sqq.
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^uare ol 45 to 46 ft. each Aide, The building fronts the west, and
is constructed of an andesitic tuff of inferior quality and dark
colour. Of distinctly Buddhistic influence there is no trace.
The makara (elephant>£sh head) is notably absent. The sculptures
which rhn round the base and along the aides of the platforms or
terraces are of the most elaborate and varied description—kings on
thrones, dwarfs, elephants, supernatural beings, diabolical and
grotesque, tree-monsters, palaces, temples, courtyard.s, lakes, gar-

dens, forests—^oll are represented. In one place appears a Chinese-

or Burmese-looking soven-rooled pagoda; in another, a tall temple
strangely split down the centre, with a flight of steps running up the

fi8sur<* 'I he inscriptions art* in the Devanagari character. In the

same neighbourhood are Ch. Singossari, Ch. Kidal, <S:c. Another of

the most beautiful of thetjaBteni temples is Ch. Jalmng, mentioned in

1330. It is built of red brick; and its distinctly Javane.se origin is

suggc.sted by the frequency of the snake-motif .still characteristic

of modern Javane.se art. It may be added that a comparison of the

several buildings of ^he zone affords an interesting study in the
development of the pilaster as a decorative rather than structural

element.
At Panabaram, near Blilar, Kediri, is another group of stone

temples and other buildings. The chief temple is remarkable
for the richness of its sculptures, which are peculiarly delicate and
spirited in their details. The decoration of the mere robes of one
of the free-standing .stairway-guardians consists of .scroll-work,

interspersed with birds and animals rendered in a non-Indian style,

reminiscent ol Chinese or Japanese work. It has been de.scribed

as one of the most beautiful pieces of sculpture in all the East.

Sculptures from the temples are scattered far and wide throughout
Java, and it is one of the greatest difiiculties of the archaeologist

to determine the ongin ol many of the most interesting specimens,
rhis, too, is otten the case with those that have found their way
to the museums of Java and Europe (Batavia, Leiden, Haarlem,
Berlin, &C.). Minor relics of the past are to be found alike in the
palaces of the nobles and the huts of the highland peasants. Zodiac
cups of copper or bronze dating from the rzth or 13111 centur>’

are in daily use among the Tenggerese. The musical instruments
used by the musicians of the native courts arc otten prized on
account ol their great antiquity.

As many of the Chinese came from China centuries ago and have
not ceased f» hold intercourse ivith their native country, the houses
of the wealthier men among them are often rich in ancient specimens
ol Chinese art. The special exhibition organized by Henri Borel
and other enthusiasts showed how much of value in this matter
might be brought together in spite of the reluctance of the owners
to commit the sacrilege of exposing to public gaze the images of
their ancestral gods and heroes. Boirel has given exquisite examples
oi images of Kwan-yin (the Chinese Virgin-Goddc*ss), of Buddhas, of
the ghoulish god ol literature, of Lie-tai-Pch (the Chinese poet who
has gone to live in the planet Venus), &c., in illustration of his papers
in UAft Jitmtmd et hoUandats, pi. v. (1900), a tran.slation of his

inonogra^ published at Batavia.

Au'lll^RiTnt.s.—'Besides the special works quoted sec Sir

Stamforckilaffl^s, History of Java (London, 1830) ;
F. Junghuhn, Java

:

sfine Gestalt
^
Pflanzendecke, mid mneve Bauarl (Gef. trans. by J. K.

Hasskarl, Leipzig, 1854-1857) ; P. J. Veth, Java, Geographisch, ethno-
logisck, hisiorisch (2nd ed., Haarlem, 1890-1903), a masterly com-
pendium onginally based largely on Junghuhn’s descriptions; L. van
lleventer, Geschiidenis dev Mederlandevs op Java (2nd ed., Haarlem,
1895); L. W. r. van den Berg, Le Hadhramout et les colonies arabes
dans Vavchipet indien (Batavia, 18HO); E. IL Scidmore, /aen, fAff

Garden of the East (New York, 1898); |. Chailley-Bert, Java et ses

habitants (Paris, 1900)
;
C. Hay, The Policy and Administration of the

Dutch in Java (Lcindon, 1904); E. S. de Klerck, De J ava-Ovrlog van
1825-1830 (Batavia, 1905) ;

Encyclopaedic v, N. Indie, art. " Java ";

Guide it travers VExposition de Pans (the Hague, 1900), with articles

by H|>eciali3ts on each department of the Dutch colonies, more
particularly java; Koloniale Vsrslagon en Regeerings-almanak van
N. Indie, being oflicial publications of the Dutch and Dutch East-
liidian Government also Malay Archipelago).

(H. A.W.; O. J.R. H.)

JAVELIN, a spear, particularly one light enough to be thrown,

a dart. The javelin was often provided with a thong to help in

casting (see Spear). Javelin-throwing is one of the contests in

the athletic section at the international Olympic games. For-
merly the sheriff of a county or borough had a ^dy xrf men
armed with javelins, and known as javelin-men, who acted

as a bodyguard for the judges when they went on assize, Their

duties are now performed by the ordinary police. The word
itself is an adaptation of Fr. javeline. There are several words
in Celtic and Scandinavian languages and in Old English,

meaning a spear or dart, that seem to be connected with/aw/,
the base fonn in French; thus Welsh gaflaeh, Irish gahhla,

O, Norwegian %afioky 0 . E.ga/c/ur, later in the form gavelockj cf.

0 , Norman-Fr. gavelot^ javilot, Ital. giavelotto. The origin

JAY, JOHN
seems to l>c Celtic, and the word is cognate with Ir. gafa, a hook,

fork, gaff; the root is seen in “gable and in the German
Gabel, fork. The change in meaning from fork, forked end
of a spear, to the spear itself is obscure.

JAW (Mid. Eng. jawe, jme and gemve, 0 . Eng. cheowan, con-

nected with “ chaw ” and “ chew/’ and in form with jowl “),

in anatomy, the term for the upper maxillary bone, and the

mandible or lower maxillary bone of the skull; it is sometimes
loosely applied to all the lower front parts of the .skull (q>v.).

JAWALIQI, Abu MansDr MauhDb ul- JawalIqT (1073-1145),
Arabian grammarian, was born at Bagdad, where he studied

philology under TibrTzI and became famous for his handwritinjj.

In his later years he acted as imam to the caliph Moqtafi. His

chief work is the Kitdb ul-Muarrab, or “Explanation of Foreign

Words used in Arabic.”

The text was edited from an incomplete manuscript by E. Sachau
(Leipzig, 1867). Many of the lacunae in this have been .supplied

from another manuscript by W. Spitta in the Journal of the German
Oriental Society, xxxiii. 208 sqq. Another work, written as a supple-
ment to the Duvrat ul-Ghawwds of Hariri (^.e.), has been pubhsned
as “ Le Livrede.s locutions vicicuses/' by H, Derenbourgin Motgen-
Idndische Forschungen (Leipzig, 1875), pp. 107 166. (G. W. T.)

JAWHAR, a native state of India, in the Konkan division of

Bombay, situated among the lower ranges of the western Ghats.

Area, 310 sq. m. Pop. (1901 ), 47,538, The estimated revenue is

£11,000; there is no tribute. The chief, who is a Koli by caste,

traces back his descent to 1343. The leading exports are teak

and rice. The principal village is that of Jawhar (pop. 3567).

JAWORdW, a town in Galicia, Austria, 30 m. W. of Lemberg.
Pop. (1900), 10,090. It has a pottery, a brewery, a distillery

and some trade in agricultural produce. Not far from it is the

watering-place of Szkto with sulphur .springs. The town was a

favourite residence of John Sobicski, who there received the

congratulations of the pope and the Venetian republic on his

success against the Turks at Vienna (1683). At Jawor6w Peter

the Great was betrothed to Catherine I.

JAY, JOHN (1745-1829), American statesman, the descendant
of a Huguenot family, and son of Peter Jay, a successful New
York merchant, was born in New York City on the J2th of

December 1745. On graduating at King’s College (now Colum-
bia University) in 1764, Jay entered the office of Benjamin
Kis«am, an eminent New York lawyer. In 1768 he was admitted
to the bar, and rapidly acquired a kuTative practice. In 1774
he married Sarah, y oungest daughter of William Livingston,

and was thus brought into close relations with one of the mo.st

influential families in New York. Like many other able young
lawyers. Jay took an active part in the proceeding.^ that rc.sulted

in the independence of the United States, identifying himself

with the coaservative element in the Whig or patriot party . He
was sent as a delegate from New York City to tlie Continental

Congress at Philadelphia in September 1774, and though almost

the youngest member, was entrusted with drawing up the

address to the people of Great Britain. Of the second congress,

also, which met at Philadelphia on the loth of May 1775,

Jay w’as a member; and on its behalf he prepared an address

to the people of Canada and an address to the people of Jamaica
and Ireland. In April 1776, while still retaining his seal

in the Continental Congress, Jay was chosen as a member of

the third provincial congress of New York; and his consequent

ab.scnce from Philadelphia deprived him of the honour of

affixing his signature to the Declaration of Independence.

I

As a member of the fourth provincial congress he drafted a

I

resolution by which the delegates of New York in the Continental

Congress were authorized to sign the Declaration of Indepen-

dence. In 1777 he was chairman of the committee of the con-

vention which drafted the first New York state constitution.

After acting for some time as one of the council of safety (which

administered the state government until the new constitution

came into effect), he was made chief justice of New York state

in September 1777. A clause in the state constitution pro-

hibited any justice of the Supreme Court from holding any other

post save that of delegate to congress on a “ special occasion,’^
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but in November 1778 the legislature proiftourvced the secession

of what is now the state of Vermont from the jurisdiction of

New Hampshire and New York to be such an occasion, and

sent Jay to congress charged with the duty of securing a settle-

ment of the territorial claims of his state. He took his seat

in congress on the 7th of December, and on the loth was chosen

president in succession to Henry Laurens,

On the 27th of September J779 Jay was appointed minister

plenipotentiary to negotiate a treaty between Spain and the

United States. He was instructed to endeavour to bring Spain

into the treaty already existing between France and the United

States by a guarantee that Spain should have the Floridas in

case of a successful issue of the war against Great Britain,

reserving, however, to the United States the free navigation of

the Mississippi. He was also to solicit a subsidy in consideration

of the guarantee, and a loan of five million dollar.s. His task was

one of extreme difficulty. Although Spain had joined France in

the war against 'Great Britain, she feared to imperil her own

colonial interests by directly encouraging and aiding the former

British colonies in their revolt against their mother county,

and she had refused to recognize the United States as an in-

dependent power. Jay landed at Cadiz on the 22nd of January

1780, but was told that he could not be received in a formally

diplomatic character. In May the king’s minister, Count

do Florida Blanca, intimated to him that the one obstecle tc a

treaty was the question of the free navigation of the Mississippi,
j

and for months following this interview the policy of the

court was clearly one of delay. In February T781 Congress

instructed Jay that he might make concession.s regarding the
|

navigation of the Mississippi, if necessar>^; but further delays

were interposed, the news of the surrender of Yorktown arrived,

and Jay decided that any sacrifice to obtain a treaty was no

longer advisable. His efforts to procure a loan were not much

more successful, and he was seriously embarrassed by the action

of Congress in drawing bills upon him for large sum.s, Although

b>- importuning the Spanish minister, and by pledging his

personal responsibility, Jay was able to meet some of the bills,

he was at last forced to protest others; and the credit of the

United States was saved only by a timely subsidy from France.

In 1781 Jay was commissioned to act with Franklin, John

Adams, Jefferson and Henry Laurens in negotiating a peace

with Great Britain. He arrived in Paris on the 23rd of June

1782, and jointly with Franklin had proceeded far with the

negotiations when Adams arrived late in October. The in-

structions of the American negotiators were as follow :

—

" You arc to make the most candid and confidential communica-

tions upon ail subjects to the ministers ol our generous ally, the

king of France; to undertake nothing in the negotiations for peace

or truce without their knowledge and concurrence; and ultimately

to govern yourselves by their advice and opinion, endeavouring

in your whole conduct to make them sensible how much we rely

on his majesty's influence for efiectual support in every thing that

may be necessary to the present security, or future prospierity, of

the United States of America."

Jay, however, in a letter written to the president of Congress

from Spain, had expressed in strong terms his disapproval of

such dependence upon France, and, on arriving in Paris, he

demanded that Great Britain should tr^t with his country on

an equal footing by first recognizing its independence, although

the French minister, Count de Vergennes, contended that an

acknowledgment of independence as an effect of the treaty

was as much as could reasonably be expected. Finally,

owing largely to. Jay, who suspected the good faith of France,

the American n^gotiaiofs decided to treat independently with

Great Britain. The provisional articles, which were so favour-

able to the United States as to be a great surprise to the courts

of France and Spain, were signed on tiie 30th of November 1782,

and were adopted with no important change as the final treaty

on the of September 1783.

On the 24th of July 1784 Jay landed in New York, where he

was preswited with the freedom of the city and elected a delegate

to Congress. On the 7th of May Congress had already chosen him

to be secretary for foreign affairs, and in December Jay resigned

his. seat in Congress and accepted the secretaryship.

tinued to act in this capacity until 1790, whea Jeficraoik became
'

secretary of state under the new constitutkxi. In thequestion of

this constitution Jay had taken a keen interest, and as an

advocate of its ratification he wrote over the name “ Puhlhis,”

five (Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 64) of the famous series of papers known
collectively as the Federalist (see Hamilton, ALEXiwiDEa). He
published anonymously (though without succeeding in concealing

the authorship)An Address to the People of New Yorky in vindica-

tion of tlie constitution ;
and in the state convenition at Pou^-

keepsie he ably seconded Hamilton in securing its rarification

by New York. In making his first appointments to federal

offices President Washington asked Jay to take his dioice
;

Jay chose that of diief justice of the Supremfie Court, and held

this position frwn September 1789 to June 1795. The nu^
famous case that came before him was that of Chisolm v. Georgia,

in which the question was, Can a state be sued by a citizen

of another state ? Georgia argued that it could not be so .sued,

on the ground that it was a sovereign state, but Jay decided

against Georgia, on the ground that sovereignty in America

resided with the people. This decision led to the ^option of

the eleventh amendment to the federal constitution, which

provides that no suit may be brought in the federal courts

against any state by a citizen of another state or by a citizen or

subject of any foreign state, in 1 792 Jay consented to stand for

the governorship of New York State, but a partisan rctuming-

board found the returns of three counties technically defective,

and though Jay had received an actual majority of votes, his

opponent, George Clinton, was declared elected.

Ever since the War of Iiaiependence there had been friction

between Great Britain and the United States. To the grievances

of the United States, consisting principally of Great Britain's

refusal to withdraw its troops from the forts on the north-

western frontier, as was required by the peace trea^ of 1783, her

refusal to moke compensation for negroes carried away by the

British army at the close of the War of Independence, her

restricticttjs on American commerce, and her refusal to eater

into any commercial treaty with the United States, wwc added,

after war broke out between France and Great Britain in 1793,

the anti-neutral naval policy according to which British, naval

vessels were authorized to search American merebadotmen and

impress American seamen, provisions were treated as contraband

of war, and American vessels were seized for no other reason than

tliat they had on board goods which were the property of the

enemy or were bound for a port which thou^ not acti^Uy

blockaded was declared to be blockaded. The anti-British

feeling in the House of Representatives became ao strong t^t

on the 7th of April 1794 a resolution was introduced to prohibit

commercial intercourse between the United States and Great

Britain until the north-western posts should be evacuated and

Great Britain’s anti-neutral naval policy should be abandoned.

Thereupon Washington, fearing that war might result, appointed

Jay minister extraordinary to Great Britam to negotiate a new

treaty, and the senate confirmed the appointmwt by a vote of

18 to 8, although the non-intercourse resolution which came

from the house a few days later was defeated in the senate only

by the casting vote of Vice-President John Adams. Jay landed

at Falmouth in June i794> signed a treaty with Lord Gienviile

on the 19th of November, and disembarked again at New York

on the 28th of May 1795. The treaty, known in history as Jay's

Treaty, provided that the north-western posts should be

evacuated by the ist of June 1796, that commissioners should be

appointed to settle the north-east and the north-west boundaries,

and that the British claims for British debts as well as the

American claims for compen.sation for illegal seizures shoirfd

be referred to commissioners. More than one-half of the clauses

in the treaty related to commerce, and although th^ con-

tained rather small conemsions to the United States, they

were about as much as could reasonably have been expected

in the circumstances. One clause, the operation of whidi

was limit^ to two years from the close of the eadsting war

,

provided that American vessels not exceeding 70 tens burden
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might trade with the West Indies, but should carry only

American products there and take away to American ports only

West Indian products; moreover, the United States was to

export in American vessels no molasses, sugar, coffee, cocoa

or cotton to any part of the world. Jay consented to this

prohibition under the impression that the articles named
were peculiarly the products of the West Indies, not being aware

that cotton was rapidly becoming an important export from

the southern states. The operation of the other commercial

clauses was limited to twelve years. By them the United States

was granted limited privileges of trade with the British East

Indies; some provisions were made for reciprocal freedom of

trade between the United States and the British dominions in

Europe ;
some articles: were specified under the head of contra-

band of war ”
; it was agreed that whenever provisions were

seized as contraband they should be paid for, and that in cases of

the capture of a vessel carrying contraband goods such goods

only and not the whole cargo should be seized; it was also

agreed that no vessel should be seized merely because it was bound
for a blockaded port, unless it attempted to enter the port

after receiving notice of the blockade. The treaty was laid before

the Senate on the 8th of June 1795, and, with the exception

of the clause relating to trade with the West Indies, was ratified

on the 24th by a vote of 20 to 10. As yet the public was ignorant

of its contents, and although the Senate had enjoined secrecy

on its members even after the treaty had been ratified, Senator

Mason of Virginia gave out a copy for publication only a few

days later. The Republican party, strongly sympathizing with

France and strongly disliking Great Britain, had been opposed

to Jay’s mission, and had denounced Jay as a traitor and

guillotined him in effigy w'hen they heard that he was actually

negotiating. The publication of the treaty only added to their

fury. They filled newspapers with articles denouncing it,

wrote virulent pamphlets against it, and burned Jay in effigy.

The British flag was insulted. Hamilton was stoned at a public

meeting in New York while speaking in defence of the treaty, and
Washington was grossly abused for signing it. In the House
of Representatives the Republicans endeavoured to prevent

the execution of the treaty by refusing the necessary appro-

priations, and a vote (29th of April 1795) on a resolution that it

ought to be carried into effect stood 49 to 49 ; but on the next

day the opposition was defeated by a vote of 51 to 48. Once
in operatiott^jthe treaty grew in favour. Two days before landing

on his flkum from the English mission, Jay had been elected

governor of New York state; notwithstanding his temporary

unpopularity, he was re-elected in April 1798. With the clo.se

of this second term of office in 1801 he ended his public career.

Although not yet fifty-seven years old, he refused all offers

of office, and retiring to his estate near Bedford in Westchester

county, N.Y., .spent the rest of his life in rarely interrupted

seclusion. In politics he was throughout inclined toward

Conservatism, and after the rise of parties under the federal

government he stood with Alexander Hamilton and John
Adams as one of the foremost leaders of the Federalist party,

as opposed to the Republicans or Democratic-Republicans.

From 1821 until 1828 he was president of the American Bible

Society. He died on the 17th of May 1829. The purity and
integrity of his life arc commemorated in a sentence by Daniel

Webster ;
‘‘ When the spotless ermine of the judicial robe

fell on John Jay, it touched nothing less spotless than itself.”

See The Correspondence and Public Papers of John Jay (4 vols.,

New York, 1890-1893), edited by H. ]’. Johnston; William Jay,
Life of John Jay with Selections from his Correspondence and Miscel-
laneous Papers (2 vols,, New York, 1833) ;

William Whitelocke, Life
and Times of John Jay (New York, 1887); and George Pellew,
John Jay (Boston, i8'9oj, in the " American Statesmen Series."

John Jay’s son, William Jay (i78(>“1858), was bom in New
York City on the i6th of June 1789, graduated from Yale in

1807, and soon afterwards assumed the management of his

father’s large estate in Westchester county, N.Y. He was
actively interested in peace, temperance and anti-slavery move-
ments. He took a prominent part in t8i6 in founding the

American Bible Society; was a judge of Westchester county from
1818 to 1843, when he was removed from office by the party in

power in New York, which hoped, by sacrificing an anti-slavery

judge, to gain additional strength in the southern states
;

joined the American anti-slavery society in 1834, and held

several important offices in this organization. In 1840, how-
ever, when it began to advocate measures which he deemed too

radical, he withdrew his membership, but with his pen he con-

tinued his labours on behalf of the slave, urging emancipation

in the district of Columbia and the exclusion of slavery from the

territories, though deprecating any attempt to interfere with

slavery in the states. He was a member of the American peace

society and was its president for several years. His pamphlet,

War and Peace : the Evils of the First with a Plan for Securing

the Last, advocating international arbitration, was published by
the English Peace Society in 1842, and is said to have contributed

to the promulgation, by the powers signing the Treaty of Paris

in 1856, of a protocol expressing the wish that nations, before

resorting to arms, should have recourse to the good offices of a
friendly power. Among William Jay’s other writings, the most
important are The Life of John Jay (2 vols., 1833) and a Review

of the Causes and Consequences of the Mexican War (1849). He
died at Bedford on the 14th of October 1858.

See Bayard Tuckerman, Wtlliam Jay and the Constitutional
Movement for the Abolition of Slavery (New York, 1893),

William Jay’s son, John Jay (1817-1894), also took an active

part in the anti-slavery movement. He was a prominent mem-
ber of the free soil party, and was one of the organizers of the

Republican party in New York. He was United States minister

to Austria-Hungary in 1869-1875, and was a member, and for a

time president, of the New York civil .service commission
appointed by Governor Cleveland in 1883.

JAY, WILLIAM (1769-1853), English Nonconformi.st divine,

was born at Tisbury in Wiltshire on the 6th of May 1769. He
adopted his father’s trade of stone-mason, but gave it up in

1785 in order to enter the Rev. Cornelius Winter’s school at

Marllxirough. During the three years that Jay spent there,

his preaching powers were rapidly developed. Before he was
twenty-one he had preached nearly a thou.sand times, and in

1788 he had for a while occupied Rowland Hill’s pulpit in London.

Wishing to continue his reading he accepted the humble pastor-

ate of Christian Malford, near Chippenham, where he remained

about two years. After one year at Hope chapel, ('iifton, he

was called to the ministry of Argyle Independent chapel in Bath

;

and on the 30th of January 1791 he began the work of his life

there, attracting hearers of every religious denomination and
of every rank, and winning for himself a wide reputation as a

brilliant pulpit orator, an earnest religious author, and a friendly

counsellor. Sheridan declared him to be the most manly orator

he had ever heard. A long and honourable connexion of sixty-

two years came to an end in January 1853, and he died on the

27th of December following.

The best-known of Jay’s works are his Morning and Evening
Exercises', The Christian contemplated', The Domestic Minister's

Assistant; and his Discourses. He also wrote ts Life of Rev. Cornelius
Winter, and Memoirs of Rev. John Clarke. An edition of Jay's
Works in 12 vols., 8vo, revised by himself, was issued in 1842-1844,
and again in 1850. A new edition, in 8 vols., 8vo, was published in

1876. See Autobiography (1854) ;
S. Wilson's Memoir of Jay (1854)

;

S. Newth in Pulpit Memorials

JAY (Fr. giai), a well-known and very beautiful European
bird, the Corvus glandarius of Linnaeus, the Garrulus glandarius

;
of modern ornithologists. To this species are more or less

closely allied numerous birds inhabiting the Palaearctic and
Indian regions, as well as the greater part of America,

but not occurring in the Antilles, in the southern portion

of the Neotropical Region, or in the Ethiopian or Austra-

lian. All these birds are commonly called jays, and form a

group of the ctows or Corvidae, which may fairly be considered

a sub-family, Ga/rrulinae. Indeed there are, or have been,

systematists who would elevate the jays lo the rank of a family

Garrtdidae—a proceeding which seems unnecessary. Some of
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them have an unquestionable resemblance to the pies, if the group

now known by that name can be satisfactorily severed from the

true Corvinae. In structure the jays arc not readily differen-

tiated from the pies; but in habit they are much more arboreal,

delighting in thick coverts, seldom appearing in the open, and
seeking their food on or under trees. They seem also never to

walk or run when on the ground, but always to hop. The body-

feathers are commonly loose and soft ; and, gaily coloured as arc

most of the species, in few of them has the plumage the metallic

glossiness it generally presents in the pies, while the proverbial

beauty of the “ jay’s wing ” is due to the vivid tints of blue

—

turquoise and cobalt, heightened by bars of jet-black, an indica-

tion of the same style of ornament being observable in the greater

Fici. I.—^European Jay.

number of the other forms of the group, and in some predomi-^

nating over nearly the whole surface. Of the many genera**

that have been proposed by ornithologists, perhaps a^ut nine

may be deemed sufficiently well established.

The ordinary European jay, Garridus glandartus (fig. i), has

suffered so much persecution in the British Islands as to have

become in many districts a rare bird. In Ireland it seems now
to be indigenous to the southern half of the island only; in

England generally, it is far less numerous than formerly; and

in Scotland its numbers have decreased with still greater rapidity.

There is little doubt that it would have been exterminated but

for its stock being supplied in autumn by immigration, and for

its shy and wary behaviour, especially at the breeding-season,

when it becomes almost wholly mute, and thereby often escapes

detection. No truthful man, however much he may love the

bird, will gainsay the depredations on fruit and eggs that it at

times commits; but the gardeners and gamekeepers of Britain,

instead of taking a few simple steps to guard their charge from

injury, deliberately adopt methods of wholesale destruction

—

methods that in the case of this species are only too ea.sy and too

effectual—by proffering temptation to trespass which it is not in

jay-nature to resist, and accordingly the bird runs great chance

of total extirpation. Notwithstanding the war carried on against

the jay, its varied cries and active gesticulations show it to be a

sprightly bird, and at a distance that renders its beauty-spots

invisible, it is yet rendered conspicuous by its cinnamon-coloured

body and pure white tail-coverts, which contrast with the deep

black and rich chestnut that otherwise mark its plumage, and

even the young at once assume a dress closely resembling that

of the adult. The nest, generally concealed in a leafy tree or

bush, is carefully built, wfih a lining formed of fine roots neatly

interwoven. Herein from four to 5even eggs, of a greenish

white closely freckled, so as to seem suffused with light olive,

are laid in March or April, and the young on quitting it accom-

pany their parents for some weeks.

TTiough the common jay of Europe inhabits nearly the whole

of this quarter of the globe south of 64® N. lat., its territory in

the east of Russia is also occupied by G, brandtij a kindred form,

which replaces it on the other side of the Ural, and ranges thence

across Siberia to Japan; and again on the lower Danube and

thence to Constantinople the nearly allied G. krynicki (which
alone is found in southern Russia, Caucasia and Asia Minor)
shares its haunts with it.^ It also crosses the Mediterranean
to Algeria and Morocco; but there, as in southern Spain, it is

probably but a winter immigrant. The three forms just named
have the widest range of any of the genus. Next to them come
G. atricapilluSf reaching from Syria to Baluchistan, G, japenieus,

the ordinary jay of southern Japan, and G» sinensis
^
the Chinese

bird . Other forms have a much more limited area, as G, cervicalis,

the local and resident jay of Algeria, G. hyreanus, found on the

southern shores of the Caspian Sea, and G. taevanusy confined to

the island of Formosa. The most aberrant of the true jays is

(?. lidthi, a very rare species, which seems to come from some
part of Japan {vide Salvador!, Atti Accad. TorinOy vii. 474),
though its exact locality is not known.

Leaving the true jays of the genus Garrulus, it is expedient

next to consider those of a group named, in 1831, Perisoreus

by Prince C. L. Bonaparte (Saggio, &c., Anim, Vertehratiy p. 43)
and Dysornitkia by Swainson (F. B.’Americanay ii. 495).'^

This group contains two species—one the Lanius infausius of

Linnaeus and the Siberian jay of English writers, which ranges

throughout the pine-forests of the north of Europe and Asia, and
the second the Corvus canadensis of the same author, or Canada
jay, occupying a similar station in America. The so-called

Siberian jay is one of the most entertaining birds in the world. Its

versatile cries and actions, as seen and heard by those who pene-

trate the solitude of the northern forests it inhabits, can never be

forgotten by one who has had experience of them, any more than

the pleasing sight of its rust-coloured tail, which an occasional

gleam of sunshine will light up into a brilliancy quite unexpected

by those who have only surveyed the bird’s otherwise gloomy

appearance in

the glass-case of

a museum. Jt

seems scarcely to

know fear, ob-

truding itself on

the notice of any

traveller who in-

vades its haunts,

and, should he

halt, making it-

self at once a

denizen of his

bivouac. In con-

finement it

speedily becomes

friendly, but suit-

able food for it is

not easily found.

Linnaeus seems

to have been

under a misap-

hrappS to k
-American Blue Jay.

the trivial epithet it bears; for by none of his countrymen is it

deemed an unlucky bird, but rather the reverse. In fact, no one

can listen to the cheery sound of its ordinary calls with any but

a hopeful feeling. The Canada jay, or “ whisky-jack ” (the

corruption probably of a Cree name), seems to be of a similar

nature, but it presents a still more sombre coloration, its nestling

plumage,® indeed, being thoroughly corvine in appearance and

suggestive of its being a pristine form.

As though to make amends for the dull plumage of the species

last mentioned, North America offers some of the most brilliantly

‘ Further information will possibly show that these districts are

not occupied at the same season of the year by the two forms.

8 Recent writers have preferred the former name, though it was

only used snb generically by its author, who assigned to it no char-

acters, which the inventor of the latter was careful to do, regarding

it at the same time as a genus.
® In this it was described and figured (F. B. Ameficanay u, agt,

pi. 55) as a distinct species, G, trachyrhynchus.

XV.
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rxjlourcd of the sub-family, and the common blue jay ^ of Canada

and the eastern slates oJ the Union, Cyanurus cristatus (fig. 2),

is one of the most conspicuous birds of the Transatlantic woods.

J’he account of its habits by Alexander Wilson is known to every

student of ornithology, and Wilson’s followers have had little to

do but supplement his history with unimportant details. In

this bird and its many allied forms, coloration, though almost

confined to various tints of blue, seems to reach its climax, but

want of space forbids more particular notice of them, or of the

members of the other genera C'yanociita, Cyanocorax, Xanihura,

Psiiorhintts, and more, which inlmbit various pares of the

Western continent. It reniains, however, to mention the genus

Cissa, including many beautiful forms belonging to the Indian

region, and among iliem the C, speciosa and 6’. sinensis^ so often

represented in Oriental drawings, though doubts may be ex-

pressed whether the*^ birds are not more nearly related to the

pies than to the jays. (A. N.)

JEALOUSY (adapted from Fr. jalousie, formed from jaloux,

jealous. Low l^t. zelosus, Gr. ^^Aos, ardour, zeal, from the root

seen in to boil, ferment; cf. “ yeast ”), originally a condi-

tion of zealous emulation, and hence, in the usual modern sense,

of resentment at being (or believing that one is or may be)

supplanted or preferred in the love or affection of another, or in

the enjoyment of some good regarded as properly one’s own.

Jealousy is really a form of envy, but implies a feeling of personal

c.laim which in envy or covetousness is wanting. The jealousy

of God, as in Kxod. xx. 5, “For 1 , the Lord thy God, am a jealous

God,” has been defined by Pusey {Minor Prophets, i860) as the

attribute “ whereby he docs not endure the love of his creatures

to be transferred from him.” “ Jealous,” by etymology, is

however, only another form of “ zealous,” and the identity is

exemplified by such expressions as “ I have been very jealous

for the Lord God of Hosts ” (i Kings xix. lo). A kind of glass,

thick, ribbed and non-transparent, was formerly known as

“ jealous-glass,” and thi.s application is seen in the borrowed

French word jalousie, a blind or shutter, made of slats of wood,

which slope in such a way as to admit air and a certain amount

of light, while excluding rain and sun and inspection from

without.

JEAN D’ARRAS, a 15th-century trouvere, about who.se

personal history nothing is knov/n, was the collaborator with

Antoine du Val and Fouquart de Cambrai in the authorship of

a coUectim of stories entitled £vangiles de (/uenouille. They

purpoAfcto record the narratives of a group of ladies at their

spinning/^o relate the current theories on a great variety of

subjects. The work dates from the middle of the 15th century

and is of considerable value for the liglit it throws on medieval

manners.

There were many editions of this book in the 15th and i6th cen-

turies, one of which was printed by Wynkyn dc Worde in English,

as The Gospelles of Dystaves. A modern ediliun (Collection Jannel)
has a preface by Analole France.

Another trouvere, Jean d’Arras who flourished in the

second half of the T4th century, wrote, at the request of John,

duke of Berry, a long prose romance entitled Chronique de la

prificesse. It relates with many digressions the antecedents

and life of the fairy Melusine (q.v.).

JEAN DE MEUN, or De Meung {c. 1250-r. 1305), whose
original name was Jean Clopinel or Chopinel, was born at Meun-
sur-Loire. Tradition asserts that he studied at the university

of Paris. At any rate he was, like his contemporary, Rutebcuf,

a defender of Guillaume de Saint-Amour and a bitter critic of the

mendicant orders. Most of his life seems to liavc been spent in

Paris, where he possessed^ in the Rue Saint-Jacques, a house with

a tower, court and garden, which was described in 1305 as the

house of the late Jean de Meung, and was then be.stowed by a

certain Adam d’Andely on the Dominicans. Jean de Meun says

that in his youth he (omposed songs that were sung in every

public place and school in Fnmce. In the enumeration of his

own works he places first his continuation of the Roman de la

rose of Guillaume de Lorris (q.v.). The date of this second jMirt

^ The birds known as blue }a3^ in India and Africa arc rollers {q.v.).

is generally fixed between 1268 and 1285 by a reference m the

poem to the death of Manfred and Conradin, executed (1268) by

order of Charles of Anjou{d. 1285), who is described as the present

king of Sicily. M. F. Guillon {jean Clopinel, 1903), however,

considering the poem primarily as a political satire, places it in

the last five years of the 13th century. Jean de Meun doubtless

edited the work of his predecessor, Guillaume de Lorris, before

using it as the starting-point of his own vast poem, running to

19,000 lines. The continuation of Jeon de Meun is a satire on

the monastic orders, on celibacy, on the nobility, the papal see,

the excessive pretensions of royalty, and especially on women
and marriage. Guillaume had been the servant of love, and the

exponent of the laws of “ courtoisie ”
;
Jeon de Meun added an

“ art of love,” exposing with brutality the vices of women, their

arts of deception, and the means by which men may outwit

them. Jean de Meun embodied the mocking, sceptical spirit of

the fabliaux. He did not share in current superstitions, he had

no re.spect for established institutions, and he scorned the con-

ventions of feudalism and romance. His poem .shows in the

highest degree, in spite of the looseness of its plan, the faculty of

keen observation, of lucid reasoningand exposition,and it entitles

him to be considered the greatest of French medieval poets.

Ho handled the French language with an ease and precision

unknown to his predecessors, and the length of his poem was no

bar to its popularity in the 13th and 14th centuries. Part of its

vogue was no doubt due to the fact that the author, who had

mastered practically all the scientific and literary knowledge of

his contemporaries in France, had found room in his poem for a

great amount of useful information and for numerou.s citations

from classical authors. The book was attacked by Guillaume de

Degulleville in his Pelerinage de la vie hutnaine {c. 1330), long a

favourite work both in England and France; by John Gerson,

and by Christine de Pisan in her Epitre au dieu d*amour; but it

also found energetic defenders.

jean do Meun Uanslated in 1^.84 the treati.se, De re military ol

Vegetius into French as Le Hvre de Vegi^ce de Cart dc chevalerte - (cd.

Uly.sse Robert, Soc, des aticiens textes fr,, 1897). He also produc(‘d

a fainted version, the first in French, of the letters of Abelard anti

Hetoi’se. A 14th-century MS. of this translation in the Bibliothoquc
Nationale lias annotations by Petrarch. His translation of the

De consolatwne philosvplnae of Boctius is p«eceded by a letter lo

I’lulip IV. in which he enumerates his earlier works, two of which
are lost

—

De spirituelle amtUf from the De spirituali amicitia ol

Aelred of Kievaulx (d. iiOO), and the Lwre des tnerveilles d'Htrlande

from the Topographta Htbernica, or De Mirabilibus Hiberniae of

Giraldus Cambrensis (Giraud de Barry). His last poems are
doubtless his Testament and Codicille. Tlie Testament is written in

quatrains in monorime, and contains advice to the tlifferent classe.s

of the community.
See also Paulin I^aris in Hist. lit. dc la France, xxviii. 39i~439 i

and K. Lauglois in Hist, de la langue et de la lit. frangaise, ed. L.

Petit de Julleville, ii. 125-161 {1896); and editions of the Roman
de la rose {q.v.).

JEANNETTE, a borough of Westmoreland county, Pennsyl-

vania, U.S.A., about 27 m. E. by S. of Pittsburg. Pop. (1890),

3296; (1900), 5865, of whom 1340 were foreign-born. It is

served by the Pennsylvania railroad, and is connected with

Pittsburg and Uniontown by electric railway. It is supplied

with natural gas and is primarily a manufacturing centre, its

printupal manufactures being glass, table-ware and rubber goods.

Jeannette was founded in 1888, and was incorporated as a

borough in 1889.

JEANNIN, PIERRE (1540-1622), French statesman, was born

at Autun. A pupil of the great jurist Jacques Cujas at purges,

he was an advocate at Dijon in 1569 and became councillor and

then president of the parlement of Burgundy. He opposed in

vain the massacre of St Bartholomew in his province. As
councillor to the duke of Mayenne he sought to reconcile him

with Henry IV. After the victoiy of Fontaine-Fran^ai8e(i595),

Henry took Jeannin into his council and in 1602 named him

intendant of finances. He took part in the principal events of

the reign, negotiated the treaty of Lyons with the duke of Savoy

Jean de Meun'B translation formed the bMis of a rhymed version

j

(la^) by Jean Priorat of Besan^on, Li aimyance de Vordre de cheva'-

I ierie.
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(see Henhy IV.), and the defensive aMiance between France and

the United Netherlands in 1608. As superintendent of finances

under Louis XIII., he tried to establish harmony between the

king and the queen-mother.

See Berger dc Xivrey, LbUp$$ de Henri IV. (in the Collec-

tion incite pour yUislotre de ranee)

^

t. v. (1850) ;
P(ieiTe) S(aumai»e),

^0£e sur la vie de Pierre Jumn (Dijou, i<)23)
;
Saintc-licuve, Causeries

du lundi, 1. X. (May 1854).

J&BB, JOHN (1736-1786), English divine, was educated at

Cambridge, where he was elected fellow of Peterhousc in 1761,

having previously been second wrangler. He was a man of

independent judgment and warmly supported the movement of

1771 for abolishing university and clerical subscription to the

lliirty-nine Articles. In his lectures on the Greek Testament he

is said to have expressed Socinian views. In 1775 he resigned

liis Suffolk church livings, and two years afterwards graduated

M.D. at St Andrews. He practised medicine in London and was

elected F.R.S. in *779.

Another John Jebb (i775'-i833), bishop of Limerick, is best

known as the author of Sacred Literature (London, 1820).

JEBB, SIR RICHARD GLAVERHOHSE (1841-1905), English

clasacal scholar, was bom at Dundee on the 27th of August

1841. His father was a well-known barrister, and his grand-

tather a judge. He was educated at Charterhouse and at

Trinity College, Cambridge. He won the Person and Craven

scholarships, was senior classic in 1862, and became fellow and

tutor of his college m 1863. From 1869 to 1875 he was public

orator of the university
;
professor of Greek at Glasgow from 1875

to i88y, and at Cambridge from 1889 till his death cm the 9th of

December 1905. In 1891 he was elected member of pariiament

for Cambridge' University; he was knighted in 1900. Jebb was

acknowledged to be one of the most brilliant classical scholars of

his time, a humanist in tlie best sense, and his powers of transla-

tion from and into the classical languages were imrivalled. k
collected volume, Trandations into Greek and Lattn, appeared

in 1873 (ed. 1909). He wa.s the recipient of many honorary

degrees from European and American universities, and in i9®.S

was made a member of the Order of Merit. He marri^ in

1874 the widow of General A. J. Slemmcr, of the United States

army, who survived him.

Jebb was the author of numerous publications, of which the

following are the most important : The Characters of Theophrastus

(ibyo), text, introduction, English tramslatiou and commentary
(re-edited bv J. E. Sandys, lywj); The Jitic Orators from Antiphon

to Isaeus (2nd ed., with companion volume, SclecUons from the

Attic Orators (2nd ed., 1888) ;
Bentley (1882) ;

Sophocles (3rd ed., 1893)

the seven plays, text, Enghsh translation and notes, the pro-

mised edition oi the fragments heing prevented by his death;

Daochvlides (1905), text, translation, and notes
;
Hower (.ird ed., 1888),

an introduction to the THad and Modern Greece (1901)

;

The Growth and Influence of Classical Greek Poetr^> (1893). His

translation of the Rhetoric of Aristotle was published pcisihuraousiy

under tlu* editorship of j. E. Sandys (i9f^y)- A selection from his

Essays and Addresses, and a subsequent volume, Life and Letters of

Sir Richard Claverhousc Jebb (with critical introduction by A. W.
Verrall)

,
were published by his widow in i»)o7

;
so© also an aji^eciative

notice by J. E. Sandys, Hist, of Classical Scholarship, vol, iii. (1908).

JEBEIL (an(\ Gebal^Bybhus), a town of Syria pleasantly

situated on a slight eminence near the sea, about 20 m. N. of

Beirut. It is surrounded by a wall ij m. in circumference, with

square towers at the angles, and a castle at the south-east comer.

Numerous broken granite columns in the gardens and vineyards

that surround the to¥m, with the number of ruined houses within

the walls, testify to its former importance. The stele of Jehaw-

melek, king of G^al, found here, is one of the most important

of Phoenician monuments. The small port is almost choked up

with sand and ruins. Pop. 3000, all Moslems.

The inhabitants of the Phoenician Gebal and Greek Bybhis

were renowned as stonecutters and ship-buiWers. Arrian (ii. 20.1)

represents Enylus, king of Byblus, as joining Alexander with a

fleet, after that monarch had captured the city . Philo of Byblus

makes it the most ancient city of Phoenicia, founded by Cronus,

the Moloch who appears from the stele of Jehawmelek to have

been with Baalit the chief deity of the city. According to

Plutarch {Mor. 357), the ark with the corpse of Osiris was cast
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ashore at Byblus, and there found by Isis. The orgies of Adonis

in- the tempde of Baalit (Aphrodite Byblia) are described by

Lucian, De Dea Syr., cap. vi. The fiver Adonis is the Nahr^
Ibrahim, which flows near the town. The carusadcars, after fading

before it in 1099, captured “ GiWet ” in 1103, but lost it again

to Saladin in 1189. Under Mahommedan rule it has gradually

decayed. (D. O. H.)

JIWEL (plur. jibM), also written Gkbel with hard g (plur.

gibiU), an Arabic word meaning a mountain or a mountain chmn.

It is frequently used in place-names. The French transliteration

of the word is djebel. Jebeli signifies a mountaineer. The pro-

nunciation with a hard g sound is that used in the Egyptian

dialect of Arabic.

JEDBURGH, a royal and police burgh and county-town of

Roxburghshire, Scotland. Pop. of police burgh (i9<>i)> 3 * 3^«

It is situated on Jed Water, a tributary of the Teviot, 56^ m, S.E.

of Edinburgh by the North British railway, via Roxburgh and

St Boswells (49 m. by road), and 10 m. from border at

Catcleuch Shin, a peak of the Cheviots, 1742 ft. high. Of the

name Jedburgh there have been many vamnts, the earliest bei^

Gedwearde (800), Jedwarth (1251), and Geddart (1586), while

locally the word is sometimes pronounced Jethart. The toym

is situated on the left bank otf the Jed, tlie main streets running

at right angles from each side of the central market-place. Of

the renowned group of Border abbeys— Jedburgh, Melrose,

Dryburgh and Kelso—that of Jedburgh is the stateliest. In

1118, according to tradition, hut more probably as late as 1138,

David, prince of Cumbria, here founded a priory for Augustinian

monks from the abbey of St Quentin at Beauvais in h ranee, and

in 1147, after he had become king, erected it into an abbey

dedicated to the Virgin. Repeatedly dansaged in Border warfare,

it was ruined in i5<M-’45 during the English invasion led by

Sir Ralph Evers (of Eure). The establishment was supp^CBsed

in 1559, the revenues being temporarily annexed to the Crown.

After changing owners more than once, the lands were purchased

in 1637 by the 3rd carl of Lothian. Latterly five of the bays at

the west end had been utilized as the parish church, but in 1873-

1875 the 9th marquess of Lothian built a duirch for the service

of the parish, and presented it to the heritors in exchange fen the

ruined abbey in order to prevent the latter from being injured

by modem additions and alterations.

The abbey wa» built of Old Red sandstone, and belongs mostly

to the end ol the I2tb and the beginning of llie 13th centuries. The
architecture is mixed, and the abbey is a beautiful example of the

Norman and Transition styles. The totalleiigth is 235 ft,, the nave

being T33I ft. long and 39I ft. wide. The west front contains a

great Norman porch and a fine wheel window. The nave, on each

side, has pointed arches in tlie baaenicnt storey, nine round

arches in tlic triforium, and thirty-six pointed arches in the clere-

story, through which an arcade is carried on both sides. The tower,

at the intersection of the nave and transepts, is of unusually massive

proportions, being 30 ft. square and fully loo ft. high; tiie network

baluster round the top is modern. Witli the exception the north

piers and a small portion of the wall above, which are Norman, the

tower dales from the end of the I5tb century. The whole of the

south transept has perished. The north transept, with early

Decorated windows, has been covered in and wallocf off, and is the

burial-ground of the Kerrs of Femihirst, ancestors of the marquess

of Lothian. Tlie earliest tombstone is dated 1524; of the

latest is the recumbent effigy, by G. F. Watts, R.A.^ of the 8th

marquess of Lothian (1832—187^)’ All that is left of the choir,

which contains some very ^ly Norman work, is two bays with thrw
tiers on eticb side, corresponding to the design of the nave. It is

supposed that the aisle, with Decorated winaow and groined roof^

soutlTof the chancel, formed the grammar school (removed from the

abbey in 1751) in which Samuel Rutherford (i#ioo -ie6i), principal

of St Mary's College, St Andrews, and James Thomson, autlKir of

The Seasons, were educated. The door leadmg from the south aisle

into a herbaceous garden, formerly the cloister, is an exquisite copy

of one which had become greatly decayed. It was designed by Sir

Rowland Anderson, under whose superintendence restoration in the

abl^y was carried out.

'Fhe castle stood on high ground at the south end of the burgh,

or “ town-head.’' Erected by David I., it was one exf the strong-

holds ceded to England in 1174, uncter the treaty of Falaise, for

the ransom of William the Lion. It was, however, so* often

captured by the English that it becanM a menace raHtcr than a

protection, and the townsfolk demolished it in 1409. It had
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occasionally been used as a royal residence, and was the scene, in

November 1285, of the revels held in celebration of the marriage

(solemnized in the abbey) of Alexander 111 . to Joleta, or Yolande,

daughter of the count of Dreux. The site was occupied in 1823

by the county prison, now known as the castle, a castellated

structure which gradually fell into disuse and was acquired by

the corporation in 1890. A house exists in Backgate in which

Mary Queen of Scots, resided m 1566, and one in Castlegate

which Prince Charles Edward occupied in 1745.

The public buildings include the grammar school (built in

1883 to replace the successor of the school in the abbey), founded

by William Turnbull, bishop of Glasgow (d. 1454), the county

buildings, the free library and the public hall, which succeeded to

the corn exchange destroyed by fire in 1898, a loss that involved

the museum and fts contents, including the banners captured

by the Jethart weaver:^ at Bannockburn and Killiecrankic. The

old market cross still exists, and there arc two public parks.

The chief industry is the manufacture of woollens (blankets,

hosiery), but brewing, tanning and iron-founding arc carried on,

and fruit (especially pears) and garden pioduce are in repute.

Jedburgh was made a royal burgh in the reign of David L, and

received a charter from Robert I. and another, in 1566, from

Mary Queen of Scots. Sacked and burned time after time dur-

ing the Border strife, it was inevitable that the townsmen should

become keen fighters. 'I'heir cry of “ J ethart's here !
” was heard

wherever the fray waxed most fiercely, and the Jethart axe of

their invention—a steel axe on a 4-ft. pole—^^Tought havoc in

their hands.

“ Jethart or Jeddart justice,” according to which a man was

hanged first and tried afterwards, seems to have been a hasty

generalization from a solitary fact—the .summary execution in

James VI. ’s reign of a gang of rogues at the instance of Sir

George Home, but has nevertheless passed into a proverb.

Old Jeddart, 4 m. S. of the present town, the first site of the

burgh, is now marked by a few grassy mounds, and of the great

Jedburgh forest, only the venerable oaks, the ‘‘ Capon Tree ” and

the “King of the Woods” remain. Dunion Hill (1095 ft.),

about 2 m. south-west of Jedburgh, commands a fine view of

the capital of the county.

JEEJEEBHOY (Jijibhai), SIR JAMSETJEE (Jamsetji).

Bart. (1783-1859), Indian merchant and philanthropist, was

born in Bombay in 1783, of poor but respectable parents, and

was left amorphan in early life. At the age of sixt^n, with a

smatterMjf of mercantile education and a bare pittance, he

commenced a series of business travels destined to lead him to

fortune and fame. After a preliminary visit to Calcutta, he under-

took a voyage to China, then fraught with so much difficulty and

risk that it was regarded as a venture betokening considerable

enterprise and courage; and he subsequently initiated a syste-

matic trade with that country, being himself the carrier of his

merchant wares on his passages to and fro between Bombay and

Canton and Shanghai. His second return voyage from China

was made in one of the East India Company’s fleet, which, under

the command of Sir Nathaniel Dance, defeated the French

squadron under Admiral Linois (Feb. 15, 1804). his

fourth return voyage from China, the Indiaman in which he

sailed was forced to surrender to the French, by whom he was

carried as a prisoner to the Cape of Good Hope, then a neutral

Dutch possession; and it was only after much delay, and with

great difficulty, that he made his way to Calcutta in a Danish

ship. Nothing daunted, he undertook yet another voyage to

China, which was more successful than any of the previous ones.

By this time he had fairly established his reputation as a mer-

chant possessed of the highest spirit of enterprise and consider-

able wealth, and thenceforward he settled down in Bombay,

where he directed his commercial operations on a widely extended

scale. By 1836 his firm was large enough to engross the energies

of his three sons and other relatives; and he had amassed what

at that period of Indian mercantile history was r^arded as

fabulous wealth. An essentially self-made man, having experi-

enced in early life the miseries of poverty and want, in his day.s

of affluence Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy developed an active instinct

of sympathy with his poorer countrymen, and commenced t^t
career of private and public philanthropy which is his chief title

to the admiration of mankind. His liberality was unbounded,

and the absorbing occupation of his later life was the alleviation

of human distress. To his own community he gave lavishly,

but his benevolence was mainly cosmopolitan. Hospitals,

.schools, homes of charity, pension funds, were founded or en-

dowed by him, while numerous public works in the shape of wells,

reservoirs, bridges, causeways, and the like, not only in Bombay,
but in other parts of India, were the creation of his bounty. The
total of his known benefactions amounted at the time of his

death, which took place in 1859, to over £230,000. It was not,

however, the amount of his charities so much as the period and

circumstances in which they were performed that made hi.s

benevolent career worthy of the fame he won. In the first half

of the 19th centur>' the various communities of India were much
more isolated in their habits and their sympathies than they are

now. Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy ’s unsectarian philanthropy awak-

ened a common understanding and created a bond between them

which lia.s proved not only of domestic value but has had a

national and political significance. His services were recognized

first in 1842 by the bestowal of a knighthood upon him, and in

' 1858 by that of a baronetcy. These were the very first distinc-

j

tions of their kind conferred by Queen Victoria upon a British

j

subject in India.

[

His title devolved in 1859 on his eldest son Cursetjee, who,

by a special Act of the Viceroy’s Council in pursuance of a

provision in the letters-patent, took the name of Sir Jamsetjee

Jeejeebhoy as second baronet. At hi.s death in 1877 his eldest

son, Menekjee, became Sir Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy, the third

baronet. Both had the advantage of a good English education,

and continued the career of benevolent activity and devoted

loyalty to British rule which had signalized the life-work of the

founder of the family. They both visited England to do homage
to their sovereign; and tlieir public service.s were recognized

by their nomination to the order of the Star of India, as w'ell

a.s by appointment to the Legislative Councils of Calcutta and

Bombay.
On the death of the third baronet, the title devolved upon his

brother, Cowsajee (1853-1908), who became Sir Jamsetjee

Jeejeebhoy, fourth baronet, and the recognized leader of the

Farsee community all over the world. He was succeeded by

his son Rustomjee (b. 1878), who became Sir Jamsetjee

Jeejeebhoy, fifth baronet.

Since their emigration from Persia, the Parsee community had

never had a titular chief or head, its communal fund.s and affairs

being managed by a public body, more or less democratic in its

constitution, termed the Parsee panchayat. The first Sir

Jamsetjee, by the hold that he established on the community,

by his charities and public spirit, gradually came to be regarded

in the light of its chief; and the recognition which he was the

first in India to receive at the hands of the British sovereign

finally fixed him and his successors in the baronetcy in the posi-

tion and title of the official Parsee leader. (M. M. Bh.)

JEFFERIES, RICHARD (1848-1887), Engli.^h naturalist and

author, was bom on the 6th of November 1848, at the farmhou.se

of Coate about 2 J m. from Swindon, on the road to Marlborough.

He was sent to school, first at Sydenham and then at Swindon,

till the age of fifteen or so, but his actual education was at the

hands of his father, who gave him his love for Nature and taught

him how to observe. For the faculty of observation, as Jefferies,

Gilbert White, and H. D. Thoreau have remarked, several gifts are

necessary, including the possession of long sight and quick sight,

two things which do not always go together. To them must be

joined trained sight and the knowledge of what to expect. The

boy’s father first showed him what there was to look for in the

hedge, in the field, in the trees, and in the sky. This kind of

training would in many cases be wasted : to one who can under-

stand it, the book of Nature will by-and-by offer pages which are

blurred and illegible to the city-bred lad, and even to the country

lad the power of reading them must be maintained by constant

practice. To live amid streets or in the working world destroys
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it. The observer must live alone and always in the country;

he must not worry himself about the ways of the world; he must
be always, from day to day, watching the infinite changes and
variations of Nature. Perhaps, even when the observer can
actually read this book of Nature, his power of articulate speech

may prove inadequate for the expression of what he sees. But
Jefferies, as a boy, was more than an observer of the fields; he

was bookish, and read all the books that he could borrow or buy.

And presently, as is apt to be the fate of a bookish boy who cannot

enter a learned profession, he became a journalist and obtained

a post on the local paper. He developed literary ambitions, but
for a long time to come was as one beating the air. He tried local

history and novels; but his early novels, which were published

at his own risk and expense, were, deservedly, failures. In 1872,

however, he published a remarkable letter in The Times, on
“ The Wiltshire Labourer/’ full of original ideas and of facts

new to most readers. This was in reality the turning-point

in his career. In 1873, after more false starts, Jefferies

returned to his true field of work, the life of the country,

and began to write for Fraser's Mazagine on “ Farming and
Farmers.” He had now found himself. The rest of his

history is that of continual advance, from close observation

becoming daily more and more close, to that intimate com-
munion with Nature with which his later pages arc filled. The
developments of the later period are throughout touched
with the melancholy that belongs to ill health. For, though in

his prose poem called “ The Pageant of Summer ” the writer

seems absolutely revelling in the strength of manhood that be-

longs to that pageant, yet, in the Story of My Heart, written about
the .same time, we detect the mind that is continually turned to

death. He died at Goring, worn out with many ailments, on the

14th of August 1887. The best-known books of Richard Jefferies

are : The Gamekeeper at Home (1878); The Story of My Heart

(1883); Fields {iS%4), containing the best paper he ever

wrote, “ The Pageant of Summer ”
;
Amaryllts at the Fc?> (1884),

in which may be found the portraits of his own people
;
and The

Open Air. He stands among the scanty company of men who
address a small audience, for whom he read aloud these pages of

Nature spoken of above, which only he, and the few like unto
him, can decipher.

Sec Sir Walter Besant, Eulogy of Richard Jefferies (1888); H. S.

Salt, Richard Jefferies : a Study (1894); Edward Thomas, Richard
Jefferies, his Life and Work (1909). (W. Be.)

JEFFERSON, JOSEPH (1829-1905), American actor, was bom
in Philadelphia on the 20th of February 1829. He was the third

actor of this name in a family of actors and managers, and the

most famous of all American comedians. At the age of three he
appeared as the boy in Kotzebue’s Pizarro, and throughout his

youth he underwent all the hardships connected with theatrical

touring in those early days. After a miscellaneous experience,

partly as actor, partly as manager, he won his first pronounced
success in 1858 as Asa Trenchard in Tom Taylor’s Our American
Cousin at Laura Keene’s theatre in New York. This play was
the turning-point of his career, as it was of Sothem’s. The
naturalness and spontaneity of humour with which he acted the

love scenes revealed a spirit in comedy new to his contemporaries,

long used to a more artificial convention
;
and the touch of pathos

which the part required revealed no less to the actor an unex-
pected power in himself. Other early parts were Newman Noggs
m Nicholas Nickleby, Caleb Plummer in The Cricket on the Hearth,

Dr Pangloss in The Heir at Law, Salem Scudder in The Octoroon,

and Bob Acres mThe Rivals, the last being not so much an inter-

pretation of the character as Sheridan sketched it as a creation

of the actor’s. In 1859 Jefferson made a dramatic version of the

story of Rip Van Winkle on the basis of older plays, and acted

it with success at Washington. The play was given its perma-
nent form by Dion Boucicault in London, where (1865) it ran 170
nights, with Jefferson in the leading part. Jefferson continued

to act with undiminished popularity in a limited number of parts

in nearly every town in the United States, his Rip Van Winkle,

Bob Acres, and Caleb Plummer being the most popular. He was
one of the first to establish the travelling combinations which

superseded the old system of local stock companies. With the
exception of minor parts, such as the First Gravedigger in

Hafdet, w\dch he played in an all star combination ” headed
by Edwin Booth, Jefferson created no new character after 1865;
and the success of Rip Van Winkle was so pronounced that he
has often been called a one-part actor. If this was a fault, it was
the public’s, who never wearied of his one masterpiece. Jefferson

died on the 23rd of April 1905. No man in his profession was
more honoured for his achievements or his character. He was
the friend of many of the leading men in Americiui politics, art

and literature. He was an ardent fisherman and lover of nature,

and devoted to painting. Jefferson was twice married: to an
actress, Margaret Clements Lockyer (1832-1861), in 1850, and in

1867 to Sarah Warren, niece of William Warren the actor.

]efier»nn‘s Autobiography (New York, 1889
)
is written with admir-

able spirit and humour, and its judgments with regard to the art
of the actor and of the playwright entitle it to a place beside Cibber’s
Apoloey. Sec William Winter, The Jeffersons (1881), and Life of

Joseph Jefferson (1894) ;
Mrs. E. P. Jefferson, Recollections of Joseph

Jefferson (1909).

JEFFERSON, THOMAS (1743-1826), third president of the

United States of America, and the most conspicuous apostle of

democracy in America, was born on the 13th of April 1743,
at Shadwell, Albemarle county, Virginia. His father, Peter

Jefferson (1707-1757), of early Virginian yeoman stock, was a
civil engineer and a man of remarkable energy, who became a
justice of the peace, a county surveyor and a burgess, served the

Crown in inter-colonial boundary surveys, and married into one

of the most prominent colonial families, the Randolphs. Albe-

marle county was then in the frontier wilderness of the Blue

Ridge, and was very different, socially, from the lowland counties

where a few broad-acred families dominated an open-handed,

somewhat luxurious and assertive aristocracy. Unlike his

Randolph connexions, Peter Jefferson was a whig and a thorough

democrat; from him, and probably, too, from the Albemarle

environment, his son came naturally by democratic inclinations.

Jefferson carried with him from the college of William and
Mary at Williamsburg, in his twentieth year, a good knowle^e
of l^tin, Greek and French (to which he soon added Spanish,

Italian and Anglo-Saxon), and a familiarity with the higher

mathematics and natural sciences only possessed, at his age, by
men who have a rare natural taste and ability for those studies.

He remained an ardent student throughout life, able to give and
take in association with the many scholars, American and foreign,

whom he numbered among his friends and correspondents.

With a liberal Scotsman, Dr William Snail, then of the faculty

of William and Mary and later a friend of Erasmus Darwin, and
George Wythe (1726-1806), a very accomplished scholar and
leader of the Virginia bar, Jefferson was an habitual member,
while still in college, of a partie carrie at the table of Francis

Fauquier {c. 1720-1768), the accomplished lieutenant-governor

of Virginia. Jefferson was an expert violinist, a good singer and
dancer, proficient in outdoor sports, and an excellent horseman.

Thorough-bred horses always remained to him a necessary

luxury. When it is added that Fauquier was a passionate

gambler, and that the gentry who gathered every winter at

Williamsburg, the seat of government of the province, were

ruinously addicted to the same weakness, and that Jefferson had
a taste for racing, it does credit to his early strength of character

that of his social opportunities he took only the better. He
never used tobacco, never played cards, never gambled, and was

never party to a personal quarrel.

Soon after leaving college he entered Wythe’s law office, and
in 1 767, after five years of close study, was admitted to the bar.

His thorough preparation enabled him to compete from the first

with the leading lawyers of the colony, and his success shows that

the bar had no rewards that were not fairly within his reach. As
an advocate, however, he did not shine

;
a weakness of voice made

continued speaking impossible, and he had neither the ability

nor the temperament for oratory. To his legal scholarship and

collecting zeal Virginia owed the preservation of a large part

of her early statutes. He seems to have lacked interest in

litigiousness, which was extraordinarily developed in colonial
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Virginia; and he saw and wished to reform the law’s abuses.
|

It is probable that he turned, therefore, the more willin^^ to

politics; at any rate, soon after entering public Kfe he abandoned

practice (1774)-

The death of his father had left him an estate of 1900 acres, the

income from which (about £400) gave him the position of an

independent country gentleman
;
and while engaged in the law

he had added to his farms after the ambitious Virginia fashion,

until, when he married in his thirtieth year, there were 5000

acres all paid for; and almost as much more ^ came to him in 1773

on the death of his fatherdn-law. On the ist of January 1772

Jefferson married Martha Waylcs Skelton ( 1 749-1782), a childless

widow of twenty-three, ver)^ handsome, acx^oiraplished, and very

fond of music.
'

Their mamed life was exceedingly Imppy
,
and

Jeffer«»on never remarried after her early death. Of six cliildren

horn from their union, two daughters alone survived infancy.

Jefferson was emotional and very affectionate in his home, and

his generous and devoted relations with his children and grand-

children are among the finest featiivcs of his character.

Jefferson began his public service a justice of the peace and

parish vestryman
;
he was chosen a member of the Virginia house

of burgesses in 1769 and of every succeeding assembly and con-

vention of the colony until he entered the Continental Congress

in 1775- His forceful, facile pen gave him great influence from

the first
;
hut thougli a foremost member of setTral great delibera-

tive bodies, he can fairly be said never to have made a speech.

He hated the morbid rage of debate ” because he believed that

men were r>ever convinced by argument, but only by refleetkm,

through reading or unprovocative conversation
;
and this belief

guided him through life. Moreover, it is very improbable that

he t:ould ever have shone as a pubik' speaker, and to this fact

unfriendly critics have attributed, at least in part, hi.s abstention

from debate. The house of burgesses of 1769, and its successors

in 1773 and 1774, were dissolved by the governor (see Virginia)

for their action on the subject of colonial grievances and inter-

colonial co-operation. Jefferson was prominent in all; was a

.signer of the Virginia agreement of non-iixiportation and economy

(1769); and was elected in 1774 to the first Virginia convention,

called to consider the state of the colony and advance inter-

colonial union. Prevented by iUness from attending, Jefferson

sent to tlMf convention elaborate resolutions, which he proposed

as instructions to the Virginia delegates to the CAjntinental

f.'ongress tAuit was to meet at Philadelphia in September. In

the dirdUMimguage of reproach and advice, wuth no disingenuou.s

loading of the C rown’s policy upon its agents, these resolutions

attacked the errors of the king, and maintained that “ the relation

between Great Britain and tbe.se colonies was exactly the same

as that of England and Scotland after the accession of James and

until the Tnion ; and that our emigration to this country gave

Fhigland no more rights over us than the emigration of the Dunes

and Saxons gave to the present authorities of their mother

country over England. ' This was cutting at the common root

of allegiance, emigration and colonization; but such radicalism

was too thoroi^h*going for the immediate end. The resolutions

were published, however, as a pamphlet, entitled A Summary

i'im of the Rights of America^ which was widely circulated. In

England, after receiving such modifications—attributed to

Burke—as adapted it to the purposes of the opposition, this

pamphlet ran through many editions, and procured for its author,

as he said, “ the honour of having his name inserted in a long

list of proscriptions enrolled in a bill df attainder commenced in

one of the two bouses of parliament, but suppressed in embryo

by the liasty course of events.’’ It placed Jefferson among the

foremost leaders of revoluftion, and procured for him the honour

of drafting, later, the Declaration of Independence, whose

historical portions were, in large part, only a revised transcript

of the Summary VimK In June 1775 he took his seat in the

‘ It was embarraased with a however, of ;(3749, wlflch,

owing to conditions cauaod by the Wai* of Independence, he really

}jaid three tinics to his British creditors (not counting destruction

on his estates, of equtfl amertmt, ordered by Lord Cornwallis). This

grcatlv reduced his income for a number of years.

Continental Congress, taking with him fresh credentials of

radicalism in the shape of Virginia’s answer, which be had

drafted, to Lord Ncxr&’s conciliatory propositions. Je^rson

soon drafted the reply of Congress to tlie same propositions.

Reappointed to the next Congress, he signalized his service by

the authorship of the Declaration of Independence (f.».). Again

reappointed, he surrendered his aeat, and alter refusing a

proffesred cdection 10 serve as a commissioner with Benjamin

Franklin and Silas Deane in France, he entered again, in Octefl^er

1776, the Virginia legislature, where he considered his services

most needed.

The local work to which Jefferson attributed such importance

was a revision of Virginia’s laws. Of the measures proposed to

this end he says :
“ I considered four, passed or reported, as

forming a system by whidi every trac'e would be eradicated

of ancient or future aristocracy, and a foundation laid for

a government truly republiowi ”—the repeal of the laws of

entail; the abolition of primogeniture and the unequal

division of inheritanres (jefierson was himself an eldest son);

the guaiantee of freedom of conscience and reUef of tlie people

from supporting, by taxation, an established church; and a

system of general education. The first object, was embodied in

law in 1776, the second in 1785, the third ‘ in 1786 (supplemented

1799, 1801). The last two were parts of a body of codified laws

prepared (1776-1779) by Edmund Pendleton, George Wythe,

and Jefferson, and principally by Jeffer.^Rjn, Not so fortunaU* were

Jefferson’s ambitious schemes of education. District, grammar

and classical schools, a free state library and a state college, were

all included in his plan. He was tlie first Amerit!^ statesman

to make education by the state a fundamental article of demo-

cratic faith. His bill for elementary education he rcgaided as

the most important part of the code, but Virginia liad no strong

middle class, and the planters would not assume the burden of

educating the poor. At this time Jefferson championed the

natural right of expatriation, and gradual emancipation of the

slaves. His earliest legislative effort, in the five-day ses.vion

of 1769, had been marked by an effort to secure to master.^

freedom to manumit their slaves without removing them from

the state. It was unsuccessful, and the more radical measure

he now favoured was even more impossible of attainment
;
but

a bill he introduced to prohibit the importation of slaves was

passed in i778**-the only important change effected in the .slave

system of tlie state during the War of Independence. Finally

he endeavoured, though unsuccc.s.sfuny, to secure the introduc'-

tion of juries into the courts of chancery, and—a generation and

more before the fruition of the labours of Komilly and his co-

workers in England—aided in securing a humanitarian revision

of the penal code,’ which, thorugh lost by one vote in 1785, was

.sustained by public .sentiment, and was adopted in 1796. J effer-

son is of course not entitled to the sole credit for all these

.services : Wythe, George Mason and James Madison, in parti-

cular, were his devoted lieutenants, and—after his departure

for France—the principals in the struggle; moreover, an approv-

ing public opinion must receive large credit. But Jefferson was

throughout the chief inspirer and foremost worker.

in 1779, atolmost the gloomiest stage of the war in the soutliern

states, Jefferson succeeded Patrick Henry a.s the governor of

Virginia, being the .second to hold that office after the organiza-

tion of the state governmenl. In his second term (1780-1781)

the state was overrun by British -expeditions, and Jefferson, a

civilian, was Warned for the ineffectual resistance. Though he

cannot be said to have been eminently fitted ior the task that

devolved upon him in such a crisis, most of (the criticism oi his

" Tlieffrst law of its kind in Christendom, although not the earliest

practice of such liberty in America.
» George Mason and Thomas L. Lee were memljers of the oonwnis-

sion, but they wore not lawyers, and did little actual work on the

revision.
* Capital punishment was confined to treason and murder; tlie

former was not to be attended by corruption of blood, drawing, or

quartering; all other felonies were made ptmkftiflkMc’by oonfinemont

and hard labour, «ave a few to which wafl jKpptied, agwttst Jefferaon's

desire, the principle of retaliation.
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administration was undoubtedly gjtosAy unjust. conduct

being attacked^ he declined renomination for the governorship^

but was unanimously returned by Albemarle as a delegate to

state legislature; and on the day previously set lor legislative

inquiry on a resolution offered by an impulsive critic, he received,

by unanimous vote otf the house, a declaration of thanks and
confidence. He wished however to retire pcrnianfiwtly from

public life, a wish strengthened by the illness and death of his

wife. At this time he composed his Notes on Virf^nia^ a semi-

statistical work full of humsmitarian liberalism. Congress twice

offered him an appointment as one of the plenipotentiaries to

negotiate peace with England, but, though he accepted the

second offer, the business was so far advanced before he could

sail that his appointment was recalled. During the following

winter (17B3) he was again in Congress, and headed the committee
appointed to consider the treaty of peace. In the succeeding

session his service was marked by a report, from which resulted

the present monetary system of the United States (the funda-

mental ideaof its decimal basis being due, however,to Gouverneur
Morris); and 1^ the honour of reporting the first definitely

formulated plan for the government of the western territories,*

that embodied in the ordinance of 1784. He was already

particularly associated with the great territory north-west of the

Ohio; for Virginia had tendered to Congress in 1781, while

Jefferson was governor, a cession of her claims to it, and now in

1784 formally transferred the territory by act of Jefferson and
his fellow-delegates in congress : a consummatkm for which he
had laboured from the beginning. His anti-slavery opinions

grew in strength with years (though he was somewhat inconsis-

tent in his attitude on the Missouri question in 1820-1821). Not
only justice but patriotism as well pleaded with him the cause of

tlie negroes/'* for he foresaw the certainty that the race must some
day, in some way, be freed, and the dire political dangers involved

in the institution of slavery; and could any feasible plan 0^

emancipation have been suggested he would Iravc regarded its

cost as a mere bagatelle.

From 1784 to 1789 Jefferson was in France, first under an

appointment to assist Benjamin Franklin and John Adams in

negotiating treaties of commerce with European states, and then

as Franklin’s successor (1785-1789) as minister to France.** In

these years he travelled widely in western Europe. Though the

commercial principles of the United States were far too liberal

for acceptance, as such, by powers holding colonies in America,

Jefferson won some specific concessions to American trade. He
was exceedingly popular as a minister. The criticism is even

to-day current with the uninformed that Jefferson took his

manners/ morals, irreligion and political philosophy from his

French residence; and it cannot be wholly ignored. It may
therefore be said that there is nothing except unsubstiuitiated

scandal to contradict the conclusion, which various evidence

^ This plan applied to the south-western as well as to the north-

western territory, and was notable for a provision that slavery

should not exist therein after 1800, This provision was defeated

in 1784, but was adopted in 1787 for the north-western territory

—

a,

step wdilch Is very often said to have saved the Union in tlic Civil

War; the s^outh-western territory (out of which were later formed
Mississippi, Alabama, &c.) being given over to slavery. Thus the

anti-slavery clause of the ordinance of 1784 was not adopted; and
it was preceded by unofficial proposals to the same end

;
yet to it

belongs rightly some special honoiu* as blazoning the way for federal

control of slavery in the territories, which later proved of such

onomious consequence. Jefferson in the firat draft of the Ordinance

of 1784, suggested the names to be given to the states eventually

to be formed out of the territory concerned. For his suggestions

he has hivn much ridicuUd< The names are as follows : lUinoia,

Michigania, Sylvatkla, Polypotamia, Asseuisipia, Charronesus,

Pelisipia, SskratO|a> Metropotamia and Washington.
He owned at one time above 150 slaves. His overseers were

under contract never to bieed them
;
but he manumitted only a lew

at his death.
a During this time he assisted in negotiating a treaty of amity

and oommerce with Prussia (1785) and one with Morocco (1789),

and negotiated with France a “ convention defining and establishtng

the functions and privileges of consuls and vice-consuls " (1788).

* Fatariok Henry aumorously declaimed before a popular audience

that Jefferson, who favoured French wine and cookery, had “ abjured

his native victuals."

supports, that Jeffersan’s morals were pure. His religms views

and political briefs will be discussed later.. His theoima had a

deep and broad basis in English whiggism; and though he may
well have found at least confirmation of his own ideas in French
writers—and notably in Condorcet—he did not read sympa-
thetically the writers commonly named, Rousseau and Montes-

quieu; brides, his democracy was seasoned, and he was ntther

a teacher than a student of revolutionary politics when he went
to Paris. The Notes on Virginia were w^ely read in Paris, and
undoubtedly had some influence in forwarding the dissolution

of the doctrines of di\4ne rights and passive obedience among
the cultivated classes of France. J efferson was de^ly interested

in all the events leading up to the French Revolution, and all his

ideas were coloured by his experience of the five seething years

passed in Paris. On the 3rd of June 1789 he proposed to the

leaders of the third estate a compromise between the king and
the nation. In July he received the extraordinary honour of

being invited to assist in the deliberations of the committee
appointed by tlie national assembly to draft a constitution,

rhis honour his official position compelled him, of course, to

decline; for he sedulously observed official proprieties, and
in no way gave offence to the government to which he was
accredited.

When Jefferson left France it was with the intention of soon

returning
;
but President Washington tendered him the secretary-

ship of state in the new federal government, and Jefferson

reluctantly accepted. His only essential objection to the consti-

tution—the absence of a bill of rights—was soon met, at least

partially, by amendments. Alexander Hamilton (^.v.) was
.secretary of the treasury . These two men, antipodal in tempera-

ment and political belief, clashed in irreconcilable hostility, and
in the conflict of public sentiment, first on the financial measures

of Hamilton, and then on the questions with regard to France

and Great Britain, Jefferson’s ^mpathies being predominantly

with the former, Hamilton’s with the latter, they formed about

themselves the two great parties of Democrats and Federal-

ists. The schools of thought for which they stood have

since contended for mastery in American politics : Hamilton’s

gradually strengthened by the necessities of stronger administra-

tion, as‘time gave widening amplitude and increasing weight to

the specific powers—and so to Hamilton’s great doctrine of

the implied powers ”—of the general government of a growing

country; Jefferson’s rooted in colonial life, and buttressed by

the liopes and convictions of democracy.

The mo.st perplexing questions treated by Jefferson as secre-

tary of state arose out of tlie policy of neutrality adopted by the

United States toward France, to whom she was bound by treaties

and by a heavy debt of gratitude. Separation from European

politics—the doctrine of America for Americans” that was

embodied later in the Monroe declaration—was a tenet cherished

by Jefferson as by other leaders (not, however, Hamilton) and

by none cherished more firmly, for by nature he was peculiarly

opposed to war, and peace was a fundamental of his politics.

However deep, therefore, his French sympathies, he (hew the

same safe line as did Washington between French politics and

American politics/ and handled the Genet complications to the

satisfaction of even the most partisan Federalist. Heexpounded,

as a very high authority has said, ** with remarkable clearness

and power the nature and scope of neutral cluty,” and gave a
**

classic ” statement of the doctrine of recognition.**

But the French question had another side m its reaction on

American parties." Jefferson did not read excesses in Paris as

warnings against democracy, but as warnings against the abuses

B Jefferson did not sympathize with the temper of hia followers

who condoned toe sealous excesses of Genet, and in general with the
" misbehaviour " of the democratic clubs; but, as a student of Eng-

lish liberties, he could not accept Washington's doctrine that for a

self-created permanent body to declare " this act unconstitutioaal,

and that act pregnant vrith mischiefs " was " a stretch of arrogant

presumption which would, if unchecked, " destroy the country."

« John Basset Moore, American Diplomacy (New York, 1905).
T Compare C. D. Hazen, Contemporary American pinion of the

French Revolntion {J<tons Hopkins University, Baltiinorc, 1897).
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of monarchy; nor did he regard Bonaparte’s coup d^etat as

revealing the weakness of republics^ but rather as revealing

the danger of standing armies ;
he did not look on the war of

the coalitions against France as one of mere powers, but as one
between forms of government

;
and though the immediate fruits

of the Revolution belied his hopes, as they did those of ardent

humanitarians the world over, he saw the broad trend of history,

which vindicated his faith that a successful reformation of

government in France would insure “ a general reformation

through Europe, and the resurrection to a new life of their

people.” Each of these statements could be reversed as regards

Hamilton. It is the key to an understanding of the times to

remember that the War of Independence had disjointed society

;

and democracy—whic h Jefferson had proclaimed in the Declara-

tion of Independence, and enthroned in Virginia—after strength-

ening its rights by the sword, had run to excesses, particularly in

the Shays’ rebellion, that produced a conservative reaction. To
this reaction Hamilton explicitly appealed in the convention of

1787; and of this reaction various features of the constitution,

and Hamiltonian federalism generally, were direct fruits.

Moreover, independently of special incentives to the alarmist

and the man of property, the opinions of many Americans
turned again, after the war, into a current of sympathy for

England, as naturally as American commerce returned to English

ports. Jefferson, however, far from America in these years

and unexposed to reactionaiy influences, came back with un-
diminished fervour of democracy, and the talk he heard of praise

for England, and fearful recoil before even the beginning of the

revolution in France, disheartened him, and filled him with
suspicion.^ Hating as he did feudal class institutions and
Tudor-Stuart traditions of arbitrary rule,‘’ his attitude can be
imagined toward Hamilton’s oft-avowed partialities—and
Jefferson assumed, his intrigues—for British class-government
with its eighteenth-century measure of corruption. In short,

Hamilton took from recent years the lesson of the evils of lax

government; whereas Jefferson clung to the other lesson, which
crumbling colonial governments had illustrated, that govern-

ments derived their strength (and the Declaration had proclaimed
that they derived their just rights) from th? will of the governed.
Each built his .system accordingly: the one on the basis of Older,

the other on individualism—which le d Jeflerson to liberty alike

in religion and in politics. The two men and the fate of the

parties they;Jed are understandable only b>- regarding one as the

leader d®lrcaction, thv other as in line with the American ten-

dencies. The educated classes characteristically furnished

federalism with a remarkable body of alarmist leaders ; and thus
it happened that Jeflferson, because, with only a few of his great
contemporaries, he had a thorough trust and confidence in the
people, became the idol of American democracy.
As Hamilton was somewhat officious and veiy^ combative, and

Jefferson, although uncontentious, very suspicious and quite
independent, both men holding inflexibly to opinions, cabinet
harmony became impossible when the two secretaries had formed
parties about them and their differences were carried into the

^ It was at this period of his life that Jefferson gave expression
to ipme of the opinions for which he has been most severely
criticized and ridiculed. For the Shays' rebellion he felt little abhor-
rence, and wrote :

“ A little rebellion now and then is a good thing
... an observation of this truth should render honest republican
governors as mild in their punishment of rebellions os not to dis-
courage them too much. It is a medicine necessary for the sound
health of government" Ford ed., iv. 362-363). Again,
" Can history produce an instance of rebellion so honorably con-
ducted ? . . . God forbid that we should ever be twenty years
without such a rebellion. . . . What signify a few lives lost in a
century or two ? The tree'af liberty must be refreshed from time
to time with the blood of patriots and tyrants. It is its natural
manure " (ibid. iv. 467). Again he says :

" Societies exist under
three forms—(i) without government as among our Indians; (2)
under governments wherein the will of every one has a just in-
fluence; (3) under governments of force. ... It is a problem not
clear in my mind that the first condition is not the best " (ibid,
iv. 362.)

He turned law students from Blackstone's tor3rism to Coke on
Littleton; and he would not read Walter Scott, so strong was his
aversion to that writer's predilection for class and feudalism.

new[^apers; » and Washington abandoned perforce his idea “ if

parties did exist to reconcile them.” Partly from discontent
with a position in which he did not feel that he enjoyed the abso-
lute confidence of the president,^ and partly because of the
embarrassed condition of his private affairs, Jefferson repeatedly
sought to resign, and finally on the 31st of December 1793, with
Washington’s reluctant consent, gave up his portfolio and retired

to his home at Monticello, near Charlottesville.

Here he remained improving his estate (having refused a
foreign mission) until elected vice-president in 1796. Jefferson
was never truly happy except in the country. He loved garden-
ing, experimented enthusiastically in varieties and rotations of

crops and kept meteorological tables with diligence. For eight

years he tabulated with painful accuracy the earliest and latest

appearance of thirty-seven vegetables in the Washington market.
When abroad he sought out varieties of gra.sses, trees, rice and
olives for American experiment, and after his return from
France received yearly for twent>’-three years, from his old friend

the superintendent of the Jardin des planies, a box of seeds,

which he distributed to public and private gardens throughout
the United States. Jefferson seems to have been the first dis-

coverer of an exact formula for the construction of mould-boards
of least resistance for ploughs. He managed to make practical

use of his calculus about his farms, and seems to have been re-

markably apt in the practical application of mechanical principles.

In the presidential election of 1796 John Adams, the Federalist

cAndidate, received the largest number of electoral votes, and
Jefferson, the Republican candidate, the next largest number,
and under the law as it then existed the former became president

and the latter vice-president. Jefferson re-entered public life

with reluctance, though doubtless with keen enough interest and
resolution. He had rightly measured the strength of his followers,

and was waiting for the government to “ drift into unison ” with
the republican sense of its constituents, predicting that President
Adams would be overborne ” thereby. This prediction was
speedily fulfilled. At first the reign of terror and the X. Y. Z.

disclosures strengthened the Federalists, until these, mistaking
the popular resentment against France for a reaction against

democracy—an equivalence in their own minds—passed the alien

and sedition laws. In answer to those odious measures Jefferson

and Madison prepared and procured the passage of the Kentucky
and Virginia resolutions. These resolutions later acquired extra-

ordinary and pernicious prominence in the historical elaboration
of the states’-rights doctrine. It is, nowever, unquestionably
true, that as a startling protest against measures “ to silence,”

in Jefferson’s words, ” by force and not by reason the com-
plaints or criticisms, just or unju.st, of our citizens against the
conduct of our agents,” they served, in this respect, a useful

purpose; tod as a counterblast against Hamiltonian principles

of centralization they were probably, at that moment, very
salutary; while even as pieces of constitutional interpretation
it is to be remembered that they did not contemplate nullifica-

tion by any single slate, and, moreover, are not to be judged by
constitutional principles established later by courts and war.
The Federalist party had ruined itself, and it lost the presidential

election of 1800. The Republican candidates, Jefferson and
Aaron Burr (g.v.), receiving equal votes, it devolved upon the
house of representatives, in accordance with the system which
then obtained, to make one of the two president, the other vice-

president. Party feeling in America has probably never been
more dangerously impassioned than in the three years preceding

® Hamilton wrote for the papers himself; Jefferson never did.
A talented clerk in his department, however, Philip Freneau, set up
an anti-administration paper. It was alleged that Jefferson ap-
pointed him for the purple, and encouraged him. Undoubtedly
there was nothing in the charge. The federalist outcry could only
have been silenced by removal of Freneau, or by disclaimers or
admonitions, which Jefferson did not think it incumbent upon
himself—or, since he tliought Freneau was doing go^, desirable for
him—to make.

* Contrary to the general belief that Hamilton dominated Washing-
ton in the cabinet, there is the president's explicit statement that
" there were as many instances " of his deciding against as in favour
of the secretary of the treasury.
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this election; discount as one will the contrary obsessions of

men like Fisher Ames, Hamilton and Jefferson, the time was
fateful. Unable to induce Burr to avow federalist principles,

influential Federalists, in defiance of the constitution, contem<

plated the desperate alternative of preventing an election, and
appointing an extra-constitutional (Federalist) president pro

tempore. Better counsels, however, prevailed; Hamilton used

his influence in favour of Jefferson as fjgainst Burr, and Jefferson

became president, entering upon his duties on the 4th uf March
1801. Republicans who had affiliated with the Federalists at

the time of the X. Y. Z. disclosures returned
;
very many of the

Federalists themselves Jefferson placated and drew over. “ Be-

lieving,” he wrote, “ that (excepting the ardent monarchists) all

our citizens agreed in ancient whig principles ”—or, as he else-

where expressed it, in “ republican forms ”—“ I thought it

advisable to define and declare them, and let them see the ground

on which we can rally,” This he did in his inaugural, which,

though somewhat rhetorical, is a splendid and famous statement

of democracy.^ His conciliatory policy produced a mild schism

in his own party, but proved eminently wise, and the state

elections of 1801 fulfilled his prophecy of 1791 that the policy of

the Federalists would leave them “ all head and no body.” In

j8o4 he was re-elected by 162 out of 176 votes.

Jefferson's administrations were distinguished by the simplicity

that marked his conduct in private life. He eschewed the pomp
and ceremonies, natural inheritances from English origins, that

had been an imiocent setting to the character of his two noble

predecessors. His dress was of “ plain cloth ” on the day of his

inauguration. Instead of driving to the Capitol in a coach and
six, he walked without a guard or servant from his lodgings—or,

as a rival tradition has it, he rode, and hitched his horse to a

neighbouring fence—attended by a crowd of citizens. Instead of

opening Congress with a speech to which a formal reply was
expected, he sent in a written message by a private hand. He
discontinued the practice of sending ministers abroad in public

vessels. Between himself and the governors of states he recog-

nized no difference in rank. He would not have his birthday

celebrated by state balls. The weekly lev6e was practically

abandoned. Even such titles as “ Excellency,” “ Honourable,”
“ Mr ” were distasteful to him. It was formally agreed in cabinet

meeting that “ when brought together in society, all are perfectly

equal, whether foreign or domestic, titled or untitled, in or out

of office.” Thus diplomatic grades were ignored in social pre-

cedence and foreign relations were seriously compromised by
dinner-table complications. One minister who appeared in

gold lace and dress sword for his first, and regularly appomted,

official call on the president, was received—as he insisted with

studied purpose—by Jefferson in negligent undress and slippers

down at the heel. All this was in part premeditated system

part of Jefferson’s purpose to republicanize the government

and public opinion, which was the distinguishing feature of his

administration
;
but it was also simply the nature of the man. In

the company he chose by preference, honesty and knowledge

were his only tests. He knew absolutely no social distinctions in

his willingness to perform services for the deserving. He held up

to his daughter as an especial model the family of a poor but

gifted mechanic as one wherein she would see ” the best examples

of rational living.” “ If it be possible,” he said, “ to be certainly

conscious of anything, I am conscious of feefing no difference

Iietween writing to the highest and lowest being on earth.”

Jefferson’s first administration was marked by a reduction of

the army, navy, diplomatic establishment and, to the uttermost,

of governmental expenses; some reduction of the civil service,

accompanied by a large shifting of offices to Republicans; and,

above by the Lguisiana Purchase (^.«^.), following which

Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, sent by Jefferson, con-

’ See also lefierson to E. Gerry, 26th of January 1799 {Writings,

vii. 325), and to Dupont de Nemours (x. 23). Cf. Hamilton to

J, Dayton, 1799 {Works, x. 329).
^ In 1786 he suggested to James Monroe that the society ox

friends he hoped to gather in Albemarle might, in sumptuary

matters, set a good example '' to a country {i.e. Virginia) that

needed ” it.

ducted their famous exploring expedition across the continent to

the Pacific (see Lewis, Meriwether). Early in his term he
carried out a policy he had urged upon the government when
minister to France and when vice-president, by despatching
naval forces to coerce Tripoli into a decent respect for the trade

of his country—the first in Christendom to gain honourable im-

munity from tribute or piracy in the Mediterranean. The
Louisiana Purchase, although the greatest “ inconsistency ” of

his career, was also an illustration, in corresponding degree, of

his essential practicality, and one of the greatest proofs of his

statesmanship. It was the crowning achievement of his adminis-

tration. It is often said that Jefferson established the ” spoils

system ” by his changes in the civil service. He was the inno-

vator, because for the first time there was opportunity for inno-

vation. But mere justice requires attention to the fact that

incentive to that innovation, and excuse for it, were found in the

absolute one-party monopoly maintained by the Federalists.

Moreover, Jefferson’s ideals were high; his reasons for changes

were in general excellent; he at least so far resisted the great

pressure for office—producing by his resistance dissatisfaction

within his party—as not to have lowered, apparently, the per-

sonnel of the service
;
and there were no such blots on his adminis-

tration as President Adams’s “ midnight judges.” Nevertheless,

his record here was not clear of blots, showing a few regrettable

inconsistencies.^ Among important but secondary measures of

his second administration were the extinguishment of Indian

titles, and promotion of Indian emigration to lands beyond the

Mississippi; reorganization of the militia; fortification of the

seaports; reduction of the public debt; and a simultaneous

reduction of taxes. But his second term derives most of its

historical interest from the unsuccessful efforts to convict Aaron

Burr of treasonable acts in the south-west, and from the efforts

made to maintain, without war, the rights of neutrals on the

high seas. In his diplomacy with Napoleon and Gr^t Britain

Jefferson betrayed a painful incorrigibility of optimism. A
national policy of “ growling before fighting ”—later practised

successfully enough by the United States—was not then pos-

sible; and one writer has very justly said that what chiefly

affects one in the whole matter is the pathos of it
—

“ a philo-

sopher And a friend of peace struggling with a despot of super-

human genius, and a Tory cabinet of superhuman insolence

and stolidity ” (Trent). It is possible to regi^d the embargo

policy dispassionately as an interesting illustration of Jefferson’s

love of peace. The idea

—

a very old one with Jefferson—was

not entirely original; in essence it received other attempted

applications in the Napoleonic period—and especially in the

continental blockade. Jefferson’s statesmanship had the limita-

tions of an agrarian outlook. The extreme to which he carried

his advocacy of diplomatic isolation, his opposition to the

creation of an adequate navy,^ his estimate of cities as “ sores

upon the body politic,” his prejudice against manufactures,

trust in farmers, and political distrust of the artisan class, all

reflect them^

When, on the 4th of March 1809, Jefferson retired from the

presidency, he had been almost continuously in the public

service for forty years. He refused to be re-elected for a third

time, though requested by the legislatures of five states to be a

candidate; and thus, with Washington’s prior example, helped

*** See C. K. Fish, The Civil Service and the Patronage (Harvard
Historical Studies, New York, 1905), ch. a.

* Jefferson's dislike of a navy was due to his desire for an economi-

cal administration and for peace. Shortly after his inauguration he
expressed a desire to lay up the larger men of war in the eastern

branch of the Potomac, where they would require only “ one set

of plunderers to take care of them." To Thomas Paine he wrote
in 1807 ; "I believe that gunboats are the only water defence which
can be useful to u.s and protect us from the ruinous folly of a navy "

{Works, Ford ed., ix. 137). The gunboats desired by Jefferson

were small, cheap craft equipped with one or two guns ana kept on
shore under sheds until actually needed, when they were to be
launched and manned by a sort of naval militia. A large number
of these boats were constructed and they afforded some protection

to coasting vessels against privateers, but in bad weather, or when
employed against a frigate, they were worse than usedets, and
Jefferson's " gunboat system " was admittedly a failure.
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of monarchy; nor did he regard Bonaparte’s coup d^etat as

revealing the weakness of republics^ but rather as revealing

the danger of standing armies ;
he did not look on the war of

the coalitions against France as one of mere powers, but as one
between forms of government

;
and though the immediate fruits

of the Revolution belied his hopes, as they did those of ardent

humanitarians the world over, he saw the broad trend of history,

which vindicated his faith that a successful reformation of

government in France would insure “ a general reformation

through Europe, and the resurrection to a new life of their

people.” Each of these statements could be reversed as regards

Hamilton. It is the key to an understanding of the times to

remember that the War of Independence had disjointed society

;

and democracy—whic h Jefferson had proclaimed in the Declara-

tion of Independence, and enthroned in Virginia—after strength-

ening its rights by the sword, had run to excesses, particularly in

the Shays’ rebellion, that produced a conservative reaction. To
this reaction Hamilton explicitly appealed in the convention of

1787; and of this reaction various features of the constitution,

and Hamiltonian federalism generally, were direct fruits.

Moreover, independently of special incentives to the alarmist

and the man of property, the opinions of many Americans
turned again, after the war, into a current of sympathy for

England, as naturally as American commerce returned to English

ports. Jefferson, however, far from America in these years

and unexposed to reactionaiy influences, came back with un-
diminished fervour of democracy, and the talk he heard of praise

for England, and fearful recoil before even the beginning of the

revolution in France, disheartened him, and filled him with
suspicion.^ Hating as he did feudal class institutions and
Tudor-Stuart traditions of arbitrary rule,‘’ his attitude can be
imagined toward Hamilton’s oft-avowed partialities—and
Jefferson assumed, his intrigues—for British class-government
with its eighteenth-century measure of corruption. In short,

Hamilton took from recent years the lesson of the evils of lax

government; whereas Jefferson clung to the other lesson, which
crumbling colonial governments had illustrated, that govern-

ments derived their strength (and the Declaration had proclaimed
that they derived their just rights) from th? will of the governed.
Each built his .system accordingly: the one on the basis of Older,

the other on individualism—which le d Jeflerson to liberty alike

in religion and in politics. The two men and the fate of the

parties they;Jed are understandable only b>- regarding one as the

leader d®lrcaction, thv other as in line with the American ten-

dencies. The educated classes characteristically furnished

federalism with a remarkable body of alarmist leaders ; and thus
it happened that Jeflferson, because, with only a few of his great
contemporaries, he had a thorough trust and confidence in the
people, became the idol of American democracy.
As Hamilton was somewhat officious and veiy^ combative, and

Jefferson, although uncontentious, very suspicious and quite
independent, both men holding inflexibly to opinions, cabinet
harmony became impossible when the two secretaries had formed
parties about them and their differences were carried into the

^ It was at this period of his life that Jefferson gave expression
to ipme of the opinions for which he has been most severely
criticized and ridiculed. For the Shays' rebellion he felt little abhor-
rence, and wrote :

“ A little rebellion now and then is a good thing
... an observation of this truth should render honest republican
governors as mild in their punishment of rebellions os not to dis-
courage them too much. It is a medicine necessary for the sound
health of government" Ford ed., iv. 362-363). Again,
" Can history produce an instance of rebellion so honorably con-
ducted ? . . . God forbid that we should ever be twenty years
without such a rebellion. . . . What signify a few lives lost in a
century or two ? The tree'af liberty must be refreshed from time
to time with the blood of patriots and tyrants. It is its natural
manure " (ibid. iv. 467). Again he says :

" Societies exist under
three forms—(i) without government as among our Indians; (2)
under governments wherein the will of every one has a just in-
fluence; (3) under governments of force. ... It is a problem not
clear in my mind that the first condition is not the best " (ibid,
iv. 362.)

He turned law students from Blackstone's tor3rism to Coke on
Littleton; and he would not read Walter Scott, so strong was his
aversion to that writer's predilection for class and feudalism.

new[^apers; » and Washington abandoned perforce his idea “ if

parties did exist to reconcile them.” Partly from discontent
with a position in which he did not feel that he enjoyed the abso-
lute confidence of the president,^ and partly because of the
embarrassed condition of his private affairs, Jefferson repeatedly
sought to resign, and finally on the 31st of December 1793, with
Washington’s reluctant consent, gave up his portfolio and retired

to his home at Monticello, near Charlottesville.

Here he remained improving his estate (having refused a
foreign mission) until elected vice-president in 1796. Jefferson
was never truly happy except in the country. He loved garden-
ing, experimented enthusiastically in varieties and rotations of

crops and kept meteorological tables with diligence. For eight

years he tabulated with painful accuracy the earliest and latest

appearance of thirty-seven vegetables in the Washington market.
When abroad he sought out varieties of gra.sses, trees, rice and
olives for American experiment, and after his return from
France received yearly for twent>’-three years, from his old friend

the superintendent of the Jardin des planies, a box of seeds,

which he distributed to public and private gardens throughout
the United States. Jefferson seems to have been the first dis-

coverer of an exact formula for the construction of mould-boards
of least resistance for ploughs. He managed to make practical

use of his calculus about his farms, and seems to have been re-

markably apt in the practical application of mechanical principles.

In the presidential election of 1796 John Adams, the Federalist

cAndidate, received the largest number of electoral votes, and
Jefferson, the Republican candidate, the next largest number,
and under the law as it then existed the former became president

and the latter vice-president. Jefferson re-entered public life

with reluctance, though doubtless with keen enough interest and
resolution. He had rightly measured the strength of his followers,

and was waiting for the government to “ drift into unison ” with
the republican sense of its constituents, predicting that President
Adams would be overborne ” thereby. This prediction was
speedily fulfilled. At first the reign of terror and the X. Y. Z.

disclosures strengthened the Federalists, until these, mistaking
the popular resentment against France for a reaction against

democracy—an equivalence in their own minds—passed the alien

and sedition laws. In answer to those odious measures Jefferson

and Madison prepared and procured the passage of the Kentucky
and Virginia resolutions. These resolutions later acquired extra-

ordinary and pernicious prominence in the historical elaboration
of the states’-rights doctrine. It is, nowever, unquestionably
true, that as a startling protest against measures “ to silence,”

in Jefferson’s words, ” by force and not by reason the com-
plaints or criticisms, just or unju.st, of our citizens against the
conduct of our agents,” they served, in this respect, a useful

purpose; tod as a counterblast against Hamiltonian principles

of centralization they were probably, at that moment, very
salutary; while even as pieces of constitutional interpretation
it is to be remembered that they did not contemplate nullifica-

tion by any single slate, and, moreover, are not to be judged by
constitutional principles established later by courts and war.
The Federalist party had ruined itself, and it lost the presidential

election of 1800. The Republican candidates, Jefferson and
Aaron Burr (g.v.), receiving equal votes, it devolved upon the
house of representatives, in accordance with the system which
then obtained, to make one of the two president, the other vice-

president. Party feeling in America has probably never been
more dangerously impassioned than in the three years preceding

® Hamilton wrote for the papers himself; Jefferson never did.
A talented clerk in his department, however, Philip Freneau, set up
an anti-administration paper. It was alleged that Jefferson ap-
pointed him for the purple, and encouraged him. Undoubtedly
there was nothing in the charge. The federalist outcry could only
have been silenced by removal of Freneau, or by disclaimers or
admonitions, which Jefferson did not think it incumbent upon
himself—or, since he tliought Freneau was doing go^, desirable for
him—to make.

* Contrary to the general belief that Hamilton dominated Washing-
ton in the cabinet, there is the president's explicit statement that
" there were as many instances " of his deciding against as in favour
of the secretary of the treasury.
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^ monumental work, although marred by some special
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JEFFERSON CITY<l«^ally and officially the City of JeffersonX
the capital of Missouri, U.S.A., and tl^ county*9eat of Cole

county, on Missouri river, near the geographic^ centre of the

state, about 125 m. W. (rf St Louts. Pop. (1890), 6741; (1900),

9664, of whom 786 were foreign-born and 1822 were negroes;

estimated (1906), n,4i<i. It is served by the Missouri Pacific,

the Chicago k Alton, and the Missouri, Kansas k Texas
railways. Its site is partly in the bottom-lands of the river and
partly on the steep banks at an elevation of about 600 ft. above
the sea. A steel bridge spans the river. The state capital, an
imposing structure built on a bluff above the river, was built in

1838 1842 and enlarged in 1887 1888; it was first occupied in

1840 by the legislature, which previously had met (after 1837)
in the county court house. Other prominent buildings are the

United States court house and post office, the state supreme court

house, the county court house, the state penitentiary, the state

armoury and the executive mansion. The penitentiary is to a
large extent self-supporting; in 1903-1904 the earnings were

in excess of the costs, but in 1904-1906 the costs

exceeded the earnings by $9044. Employment is fumi.shcd for

the convicts on the penitentiary premises by incoiporated

companies. I'he state law library here is one of tlie best of

the kind in the country, and the k’ity has a public library.

In the city is Lincoln Institute, a school for negroes, founded
in 1866 by two regiments of negro infantry upon their discharge

from the United States army, opened in 1868, talcen over

by the state in 1879, and having sub-normal, normal, college,

industrial and agricultural courses. Coal and limestone are

found near the city, in 1905 the total value of the factory

product was $3,936,632, an increase of 28'2 % since 1900.

The original constitution of Missouri prescribed that the capital

should be on the Missouri river within 40 m. of the mouth
of the Osage, and a commission selected in 18a i the site of

Jefferson City, on which a town was laid out in 1822, the name
being adopted in honour of Thomas Jefferson. The legislature

first met here in 1836; Jefferson City became the county-seat in

1828, and in 1839 was first chartered as a city. The constitu-

tional conventions of 1845 ^'875^ convention

which issued the call for the national liberal republican conven-
tion at Cincinnati in 1872, met here, and so for some of its

sessions did the state convention of 1861-1863. In June 1861

Jefferson City was occupied by union forces, and in September-
(3ctober 1864 it was &eatencd by confederate troops under

General Steriing Price,

JEFFERSONVIUE* a city and the county-seat of Clark

county, Indiana, U.S.A., situated on the N. bank of the Ohio
river, opposite I^iavUle, Kentucky, with which it is connected

by several bridges. -Pop. (1890), to,666; (1900), 10,774, of

i8i8 were of negro descent and 613 were foreign-bom;

(1906 estimate), 10^840. It is served by the Baltimore k Ohio
SouHi-westem, the Geveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St Louis,

and the Pittsburg, Cmdmieki, Chicago & St Louis railways,

and by three inter-urban electric lines. It is attractively situated

on bkffs above the river, which at riiis point has a descent

(known as the folk of the Ohio) of a6 ft. in 2 m. This furnishes

g^ water power for manufacturingpurposes both at Jefferson-

ville and at Louisville. The total vahie of the factory product
in 1905 was $4,526443, an increase of 20 % since 1900. The
Indiana refomiatory (formerly the Southern Indiana penitM-
tiary) and a large supply dipdt of the United States army ace at
JeffwsoRville. General George Rogers Qark started (June 24,

1778) on his expedition a^j^iinst Kaskaskia and Vinoemies from
Com Island (now con^tely washed away) opposite what is

now Jeffersonville. In 1786 the United States government
established Fort Finney (built by Captain Walter Fimey), lifter-

wards re-named Fort Steuben, on the site of the present city;

but the fort was abandoned in 1791, and the actual begimvn^
of Jeffersonville was in 1802, when a part of the Clark ^nt
(the site of the present city) was transferred by its original

owner, Lieut. Isaac Bowman, to three trustees, under whose
direction a town was laid out. Jeffersonville was incorporated

as a town in 1815, and was chartered as a city in 1839.

JEFFREY^ FRANCIS JEFFREY, Lord (1773—iSsoX Scottish

judge and literary critic, son Of a depute-clerk in the Court of

Session, was bom at Edanliurgh on the fl3rd of October 1773.
After attending the high school for six years, he studied at the
university of Glasgow from 1787 to May 17^, and at Queen's
College, Oxford, from September 1791 to June 1792. He had
begun the study of Jaw at Edinburgh before going to Oxford,

and now resumed his studies there. He became a member of

the speculative society, where he measured himself in debate

with Scott, Brougham, Francis Homer, the marquess of Lans-

downe. Lord Kinnaird and others. He was admitted to the

Scotch bar in December 1794, but, having abandoned the Tory
principles in which he had been educated, he found that his

Whig politics seriously prejudiced his legal prospects. In conse-

quence of his lack of success at the bar he went to London in

1798 to try his fortune as a journalist, but without success; he

also made more than one \iun attempt to obtain an office which
would have secured him the advantage of a small but fixed

salary. His marriage with Catherine Wilson in 1801 made the

question of a settled income even more pressing. A project fof a

new review wiis brought forward by Sydney Smith in Jeffrey's flat

in the presence of H. P. Brougham (afterwards Lord Brougham),
Francis Homer and others; and the scheme resulted m the

appearance on the loth of October 1802 of the first number of the

Edinburgh Review. At the outset the Review was not under

the charge of any special editor. The first three numbers were,

however, practically edited bv Sydney Smith, and on his leaving

for England the work devolved chieffy on Jeffrey, who, by an
arrangement with Constable, the publisher, was eventually

appointed editor at a fixed salary. Most of those associated in

the undertaking w^ere Whigs; but, although the general bias of

the Review was towards social and political reforms, it was at

first so little of a pai^ organ that for a time it numbered Sir

Walter Scott among its contributors : and no distinct emphasis
was given to its political leanings until the publication in j3o8 of

an article by Jeffrey himself on the work of Don Pedro Cevallos

on the French Usurpation of Spain. This article expressed

despair of the success of the British arms in Spain, and ^ott at

once withdrew his subscription, the (^rterty being soon after-

wards started in opposition. According to Lord Cockbum the

effect of the first number of the Edinburgh Rei^iew was elec-

trical.” The English reviews were at that time practically

publishers’ organs, the articles in which were written by hack-

writers instructed to praise or blame according to the publishers'

interests. Few men of any standing consented to write for

them. The Edinburg Review y
on the other hand, enlisted a

brilliant and independent staff of contributors, guided by the

editor, not the publisher. They received siseteen guineas a

sheet (sixteen printed pagesX increased subsequently to twenty-

five guineas in many cases, instead of the two guineas which

formed the ordinary London reviewer’s fee. Further, the review

was not limited to literary criticism. It constituted itself the

accredited organ of moderate Whig public opinion. The particu-

lar work which provided the starting-point of an ^ticle was In

many cases merely the occasion for the exposition, always
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of monarchy; nor did he regard Bonaparte’s coup d^etat as

revealing the weakness of republics^ but rather as revealing

the danger of standing armies ;
he did not look on the war of

the coalitions against France as one of mere powers, but as one
between forms of government

;
and though the immediate fruits

of the Revolution belied his hopes, as they did those of ardent

humanitarians the world over, he saw the broad trend of history,

which vindicated his faith that a successful reformation of

government in France would insure “ a general reformation

through Europe, and the resurrection to a new life of their

people.” Each of these statements could be reversed as regards

Hamilton. It is the key to an understanding of the times to

remember that the War of Independence had disjointed society

;

and democracy—whic h Jefferson had proclaimed in the Declara-

tion of Independence, and enthroned in Virginia—after strength-

ening its rights by the sword, had run to excesses, particularly in

the Shays’ rebellion, that produced a conservative reaction. To
this reaction Hamilton explicitly appealed in the convention of

1787; and of this reaction various features of the constitution,

and Hamiltonian federalism generally, were direct fruits.

Moreover, independently of special incentives to the alarmist

and the man of property, the opinions of many Americans
turned again, after the war, into a current of sympathy for

England, as naturally as American commerce returned to English

ports. Jefferson, however, far from America in these years

and unexposed to reactionaiy influences, came back with un-
diminished fervour of democracy, and the talk he heard of praise

for England, and fearful recoil before even the beginning of the

revolution in France, disheartened him, and filled him with
suspicion.^ Hating as he did feudal class institutions and
Tudor-Stuart traditions of arbitrary rule,‘’ his attitude can be
imagined toward Hamilton’s oft-avowed partialities—and
Jefferson assumed, his intrigues—for British class-government
with its eighteenth-century measure of corruption. In short,

Hamilton took from recent years the lesson of the evils of lax

government; whereas Jefferson clung to the other lesson, which
crumbling colonial governments had illustrated, that govern-

ments derived their strength (and the Declaration had proclaimed
that they derived their just rights) from th? will of the governed.
Each built his .system accordingly: the one on the basis of Older,

the other on individualism—which le d Jeflerson to liberty alike

in religion and in politics. The two men and the fate of the

parties they;Jed are understandable only b>- regarding one as the

leader d®lrcaction, thv other as in line with the American ten-

dencies. The educated classes characteristically furnished

federalism with a remarkable body of alarmist leaders ; and thus
it happened that Jeflferson, because, with only a few of his great
contemporaries, he had a thorough trust and confidence in the
people, became the idol of American democracy.
As Hamilton was somewhat officious and veiy^ combative, and

Jefferson, although uncontentious, very suspicious and quite
independent, both men holding inflexibly to opinions, cabinet
harmony became impossible when the two secretaries had formed
parties about them and their differences were carried into the

^ It was at this period of his life that Jefferson gave expression
to ipme of the opinions for which he has been most severely
criticized and ridiculed. For the Shays' rebellion he felt little abhor-
rence, and wrote :

“ A little rebellion now and then is a good thing
... an observation of this truth should render honest republican
governors as mild in their punishment of rebellions os not to dis-
courage them too much. It is a medicine necessary for the sound
health of government" Ford ed., iv. 362-363). Again,
" Can history produce an instance of rebellion so honorably con-
ducted ? . . . God forbid that we should ever be twenty years
without such a rebellion. . . . What signify a few lives lost in a
century or two ? The tree'af liberty must be refreshed from time
to time with the blood of patriots and tyrants. It is its natural
manure " (ibid. iv. 467). Again he says :

" Societies exist under
three forms—(i) without government as among our Indians; (2)
under governments wherein the will of every one has a just in-
fluence; (3) under governments of force. ... It is a problem not
clear in my mind that the first condition is not the best " (ibid,
iv. 362.)

He turned law students from Blackstone's tor3rism to Coke on
Littleton; and he would not read Walter Scott, so strong was his
aversion to that writer's predilection for class and feudalism.

new[^apers; » and Washington abandoned perforce his idea “ if

parties did exist to reconcile them.” Partly from discontent
with a position in which he did not feel that he enjoyed the abso-
lute confidence of the president,^ and partly because of the
embarrassed condition of his private affairs, Jefferson repeatedly
sought to resign, and finally on the 31st of December 1793, with
Washington’s reluctant consent, gave up his portfolio and retired

to his home at Monticello, near Charlottesville.

Here he remained improving his estate (having refused a
foreign mission) until elected vice-president in 1796. Jefferson
was never truly happy except in the country. He loved garden-
ing, experimented enthusiastically in varieties and rotations of

crops and kept meteorological tables with diligence. For eight

years he tabulated with painful accuracy the earliest and latest

appearance of thirty-seven vegetables in the Washington market.
When abroad he sought out varieties of gra.sses, trees, rice and
olives for American experiment, and after his return from
France received yearly for twent>’-three years, from his old friend

the superintendent of the Jardin des planies, a box of seeds,

which he distributed to public and private gardens throughout
the United States. Jefferson seems to have been the first dis-

coverer of an exact formula for the construction of mould-boards
of least resistance for ploughs. He managed to make practical

use of his calculus about his farms, and seems to have been re-

markably apt in the practical application of mechanical principles.

In the presidential election of 1796 John Adams, the Federalist

cAndidate, received the largest number of electoral votes, and
Jefferson, the Republican candidate, the next largest number,
and under the law as it then existed the former became president

and the latter vice-president. Jefferson re-entered public life

with reluctance, though doubtless with keen enough interest and
resolution. He had rightly measured the strength of his followers,

and was waiting for the government to “ drift into unison ” with
the republican sense of its constituents, predicting that President
Adams would be overborne ” thereby. This prediction was
speedily fulfilled. At first the reign of terror and the X. Y. Z.

disclosures strengthened the Federalists, until these, mistaking
the popular resentment against France for a reaction against

democracy—an equivalence in their own minds—passed the alien

and sedition laws. In answer to those odious measures Jefferson

and Madison prepared and procured the passage of the Kentucky
and Virginia resolutions. These resolutions later acquired extra-

ordinary and pernicious prominence in the historical elaboration
of the states’-rights doctrine. It is, nowever, unquestionably
true, that as a startling protest against measures “ to silence,”

in Jefferson’s words, ” by force and not by reason the com-
plaints or criticisms, just or unju.st, of our citizens against the
conduct of our agents,” they served, in this respect, a useful

purpose; tod as a counterblast against Hamiltonian principles

of centralization they were probably, at that moment, very
salutary; while even as pieces of constitutional interpretation
it is to be remembered that they did not contemplate nullifica-

tion by any single slate, and, moreover, are not to be judged by
constitutional principles established later by courts and war.
The Federalist party had ruined itself, and it lost the presidential

election of 1800. The Republican candidates, Jefferson and
Aaron Burr (g.v.), receiving equal votes, it devolved upon the
house of representatives, in accordance with the system which
then obtained, to make one of the two president, the other vice-

president. Party feeling in America has probably never been
more dangerously impassioned than in the three years preceding

® Hamilton wrote for the papers himself; Jefferson never did.
A talented clerk in his department, however, Philip Freneau, set up
an anti-administration paper. It was alleged that Jefferson ap-
pointed him for the purple, and encouraged him. Undoubtedly
there was nothing in the charge. The federalist outcry could only
have been silenced by removal of Freneau, or by disclaimers or
admonitions, which Jefferson did not think it incumbent upon
himself—or, since he tliought Freneau was doing go^, desirable for
him—to make.

* Contrary to the general belief that Hamilton dominated Washing-
ton in the cabinet, there is the president's explicit statement that
" there were as many instances " of his deciding against as in favour
of the secretary of the treasury.
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of April 1680; but when parliament met in October the House of

Commons passed a hostile resolution which induced him to

resign his recordership^ a piece of pusillanimity that drew from

the king the remark that Jeffreys was “ not parliament-proof.”

Jeffreys nevertheless received from the city aldermen a substan-

tial token of appreciation for his past services. In 1681 he was

created a baronet. In Jime 1683 the first of the Rye House con-

spirators were brought to trial. Jeffreys was briefed for the

Crown in the prosecution of Lord William Howard; and, hav-

ing been raised to the bench as lord chief justice of the king^s

bench in September, he presided at the trials of Algernon Sidney

in November 1683 and of Sir Thomas Armstrong in the following

June. In the autumn of 1684 Jeffreys, who had been active in

procuring the surrender of municipal charters to the Crown,

was called to the cabinet, having previously been sworn of the

privy council. In May 1685 he had the satisfaction of passing

sentence on Titu;» Oates for perjury in the plot trials; and about

the same time James II. rewarded his zeal with a peerage as

Baron Jeffreys of Wem, an honour never before conferred on a

chief justice during his tenure of office. Jeffreys had for some
time been suffering from stone, which aggravated the irrita-

bility of his naturally violent temper; and the malady probably

was in some degree the cause of the unmeasured fury he dis-

played at the trial of Richard Baxter (q.v.) for seditious libel

—

if the unofficial ex parte report of the trial, which alone exists,

is to be accepted as trustworthy.

In August 1685 Jeffreys opened at Winchester the commission

known in history as the “ bloody assizes,” his conduct of which

has branded his name with indelible infamy. The number
of persons sentenced to death at these assizes for complicity in

the duke of Monmouth’s insurrection is uncertain. The official

return of those actually executed was 320; many hundreds

more were transported and sold into slavery in the West Indies.

In all probability the great majority of those condemned were

in fact concerned in the rising, but the trials were in many
cases a mockery of the administration of justice. Numbers were

cajoled into pleading guilty
;

the case for the prisoners seldom

obtained a hearing. The merciless severity of the chief justice

did not however exceed the wishes of James II.
;

for on his return

to London Jeffreys received from the king the great seal with

the title of lord chancellor. For the next two years he was a

strenuous upholder of prerogative, though he was less abjectly

pliant than has sometimes been represented. There is no reason

to doubt the sincerity of his attachment to the Church of England

;

for although the king's favour was capricious, Jeffreys never took

the easy and certain path to secure it that lay through apostasy

;

and he even withstood James on occasion, when the latter

pushed his Catholic zeal to extremes. Though it is true that

he accepted the presidency of the ecclesiastical commission,

Burnet’s statement that it was Jeffreys who suggested that

institution to James is probably incorrect; and he was so far

from having instigated the prosecution of the seven bishops in

1688, as has been frequently alleged, that he disapproved

of the proceedings and rejoiced secretly at the acquittal. But
while he watched with misgiving the king’s preferment of Roman
Catholics, he made himself the masterful instrument of un-
constitutional prerogative in coercing the authorities of Cam-
bridge University, who in 1687 refused to confer degrees on a

Benedictine monk, and the fellows of Magdalen College, Oxford,

who declined to elect as their president a disreputable nominee
of the king.

Being thus chnspiaiously identified with the most tyrannical

measures of James II., Jeffreys found himself in a desperate

plight when on the nth of December 1688 the king fled from
the country on the approach to London of William of Orange.

The lord chancellor attempted to escape like his master; but

in spite of his disguise as a common seaman he was recognized

in a tavern at Wapping—possibly, as Roger North relates, by an
attorney whom Jeffreys had terrified on some occasion in the

court of chancery—and was arrested and conveyed to the

Tower. The malady from which he had long suffered had
recently made fatal progress, and he died in the Tower on

the i8th of April 1689. He was succeeded in the peerage by his

son, John (2nd Baron Jeffreys of Wem), who died without male
issue in 1702, when the title became extinct.

It is impossible to determine precisely with what justice

tradition has made the name of Judge Jeffreys ” a byword of

infamy. The Revolution, which brought about his fall, handed
over his reputation at the same time to the mercy of his bitterest

enemies. They alone have recorded his actions and appraised his

motives and character. Even the adherents of the deposed

dynasty had no interest in finding excuse for one who served as

a convenient scapegoat for the offences of his master. For at

least half a century after his death no apology for Lord Jeffreys

would have obtained a hearing; and none was attempt^.
With the exception therefore of what is to be gathered from the

reports of the state trials, all knowledge of his conduct rests

on testimony tainted by undisguised hostility. Innumerable
scurrilous lampoons vilifying the hated instrument of James’s

tyranny, but without a pretence of historic value, flooded the

country at the Revolution; and these, while they fanned the

undiscriminating hatred of contemporaries who remembered
the judge’s severities, and perpetuated that hatred in tradition,

have not been sufficiently discounted even by modem historians

like Macaulay and Lord Campbell. The name of Jeffreys has

therefore been handed down as that of a coarse, ignorant,

dissolute, foul-mouthed, inhuman bully, who prostituted the

seat of justice. That there was sufficient ground for the execra-

tion in which his memory was long held is not to be gainsaid.

But the portrait has nevertheless been blackened overmuch.

An occasional significant admission in his favour may be gleaned

even from the writings of his enemies. Thus Roger North

declares that “ in matters indifferent,” i,e, where politics were

not concerned, Jeffreys became the seat of justice better than any

other that author had seen in his place. Sir T. Jekyll, master

of the rolls, told Speaker Onslow that Jeffreys had great parts

and made a great chancellor in the business of his court. In

mere private matters he was thought an able and upright judge

wherever he sat.” His keen sense of humour, allied with a spirit

of inveterate mockery and an exuberant command of pungent
eloquence, led him to rail and storm at prisoners and witnesses in

grossly unseemly fashion. But in this he did not greatly surpass

most of his contemporaries on the judicial bench, and it was
a failing from which even the dignified and virtuous Hale was not

altogether exempt. The intemperance of J effreys which shocked

North, certainly did not exceed that of Saunders
;

in violence he
was rivalled by Scroggs ; though accUsed of political apostasy,

he was not a shameless renegade like Williams; and there is

no evidence that in pecuniary matters he was personally venal,

or that in licentiousness he followed the example set by
Charles 11 . and most of his courtiers. Some of his actions

that have incurred the sternest reprobation of posterity were

otherwise estimated by the best of his contemporaries. His

trial of Algernon Sidney, described by Macaulay and Lord

Campbell as one of the most heinous of his iniquities, was warmly
commended by Dr William Lloyd, who was soon afterwards

lo become a popular idol as one of the illustrious seven bishops

(see letter from the bishop of St Asaph in H. B. Irving’s Life of

Judge Jeffreys, p. 184). Nor was the habitual illegality of his

procedure on the bench so unquestionable as many writers have

assumed. Sir James Stephen inclined to the opinion that no

actual abuse of law tainted the trials of the Rye House conspira-

tors, or that of Alice Lisle, the most prominent victim of the
**
bloody assizes.” The conduct of the judges in Russell’s trial

was, he thinks, “ moderate and fair in general ”
;
and the trial

of Sidney “ much resembled that of Russell.” The same high

authority pronounces that the trial of Lord Delamere in the

House of Lords was conducted by Jeffreys “ with propriety and

dignity.” And if Jeffreys judged political offenders with cruel

severity, he also crashed some glaring abuses; conspicuous

examples of which were the frauds of attorneys who infested

Westminster Hall, and the systematic kidnapping practised

by the municipal authorities of Bristol. Moreover, if any

value is to be attached to the evidence of physiognomy, the
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traditional estimate of the character of Jeffreys obtains no con-

firmation from the refinement of his features and expression as

depicted in Kneller’s portrait in the National Portrait tiallery

of London- But even though the popular notion requires

to be thus modified in certain respects, it remains incontestable

that Jeffreys whs probably on the whole the worst example of a

period when the adminisi ration of justice in England had sunk

to the lowest degradation, and the judicial bench had become
the too willing tool of an unconstitutional and unscrupulous

executive.

IJinLioGRAWiY.—The chief contemporary authorities for the life

of Jefircys arc Hishop Burnet's History of my own Ttme (1724), and
see esp^tally the edition “ with notes by the Earls of Dartmouth and
Hardwick, Speaker Onslow and Dean Swift " (Oxford Univ. Press,

1S33)
;
Roger North’s Ltfe of the Right Hon. Francis North, Barm of

Guildford (180S) and AuUrbiography (ed. by Augustus Jessopp, 1887)

;

Ellis Correspondence, Verney Papers (llist. MSS. Comm.), Hatton
Correspondence (Camden Soc. Pub.)

;
the oarl of Aileahury's Memoirs :

Evelyn's Diary. The only trustworthy information a.s to the j udicial

conduct and capacity of Jeffreys is to be found in the reports of the
State Trials, vols. vii.-xii.

;
ana cf. Sir J. F. Stephen’s History of the

Criminal Law of England (1883). For details of the “ bloody assues,"
sec Harl, MSS., 4089; George Roberts, The Life, Progresses and
Rsbellton of James Duke of Monmouth, voJ. ii. (1844); also many
pamphlets, lampoons, Ac., in the British Museum, as to which sec

the article on “ Sources of History for Monmouth’s Rebellion and the
Bloody AssizeB," by A. L. Humphreys, in Proceedings of the Somerset-

shire A rchaeologicai and Naiural Hist. Soc

.

(1892). jJater accounts are
by H. W. Woolrych, Memoirs of the Life of Judge Jeffreys (1827) ;

Lord
(Campbell, The Lives of the Lard Chancellors (1845b isl scries, vol. iii.

;

E. Foss, The Judges of England ^1864) ,
vol. vii.

;
Henry Roscoe, J.ives

of Eminent British Lawyers (1830) ;
Lord Macaulay, iJirforyo/ England

(1848 ; and many subsequent editions). Most of these works, and
cspe^lly those by Macaulay and Campbell, are uncritical in their

hostility to Jeffreys, and arc based for the most part on untrust-
worthy aiithoritie.s. The best modern work on the bub}ect, though
unduly favourable to Jeffreys, is H. B, Irving's Life of fudge Jeffreys
(1898), the appendix t'> which contains a full bibliography*

(K. J.M.)

JEHOIACHIN (Heb. “ Yuh|wch] estublisheth ”), in the Bible,

son of Jehoiakim and king of Judah {2 Kings xxiv. 8 sqq.;

2 Chron. xxxvi. 0 seq.). He came to the throne at the age of

eighteen in the midst of the Chaldean invasion of Judah, and is

.said to have reigned three months. He was compelled to sur-

render to Nebuchadrezzar and wa.s carried off to Babylon

(597 B.C.). This was the First Captivity, and from it Ezekiel

(one of the exiles) dates liis prophecies. Eight thousand people

of the tottr class (including artisans, &r.) were removed,

the Tem^Pi was partially de.spoiled (see Jer. xxvii. 18-20
;

xxviii. 3 seq.),* and Jehoiachin’s unde Mattaniah (son of Josiah)

was appointed king. Jehoiachin’s fate is outlined in Jer. xxii.

20-30 (cf. xxvii. 20). Nearly forty years later, Nebuchad-
rezzar II. died (562 B.c.)and Evil-Merodach (Ainil-Marduk) his

succe.s.sor rcleas^ the unfortunate captive and gave him pre-

cedence over the other subjugated kings who were kept prisoners

in Babylon. With this gleam of hope for the unhappy Judaeans
lv)lh the book of Kings and the prophecies of Jeremiah conclude

(2 Kings XXV. 27-^0: Jer. lii. 31^34)

Sec, further, Jeremiah (especially chaps, xxiv., xxvii. seq.), and
Jews, § 17.

JEHOIAKIM (Heb. “ Yah[weh] raiseth up ”}, in the Bible,

son of Josiah {qx.) iuid king of Judah (2 Kings xxiii. ^:j4-xxiv. 6).

On the defeat of Josiah at Megiddo his younger brother Jehoahaz
(or Shalluni) was chosen by the Judaeans, but the Egyptian
conquerer Necho summoned him to liis headquarters at Riblah
(south of Hamath on the Oronles) and removed him to E^pt,
appointing in his stead Eliakim, whose name (“ El [God] raiseth

up”) was changed to its. Better known .synonym, Jehoiakim.
For a time Jehoiakim remained under the protection of Necho
and paid heavy tribute

; but with the rise of the new Chaldean
Empire under Nebuchadrezzar IL, and the overthrow of Egypt
at the battle of Carchemish (605 b.c.) a vital change occurred.

After three years of allegiance the king revolted. Invasions
followed by Chaldeans, Syrians, Moabites and Ammonites, per-

* 2 Kings xxiv. 13 seq. gives other aumbors and a view of
the disaster w'fiich is more suitable for the Second Captivity. (See
ZCDEKIAII.)

haps the advance troops despatched by the Babylonian king;

the power of Egypt was broken and the whole land came into

the hands of Nebuchadrezzar. It was at the close of jehoiakim’s
reign, apparently just before his death; that the enemy appeared
at the gates of jenisalem, and although he himself “ slept with
his fathers ” his young son was destined to see the first captivity

of the land of Judah (597 b.c.). (See Jbhoiachin.)

Which " three years " (2 Kings xxiv, 1) are intended is disputed;
it is uncertain whether Judah suffered in 605 u.c. (Berossus in

J08. c. Ap. i. 19) or was left unharmod (Jos, Ant. x. 0. 1); perhaps
Nebuchadrezzar made his first iarood against Judah in Ooz b.c.

because of its intrigue with Egypt (H.WhickleTjAVrtinscAn/f. u. d. atte

Test. pp. 107 seq.), and the three years of allegiance extends to 599.
The chronicler's tradition (2 Chron. xxxvi. 5* 8) speaks of Jehoiakim's
captivity, apparently confusing him with jehotAchin. The Sratua-
gint, however, still i»reserves there the record of his peaceful death,
in agreement with the earlier source in 2 Kings, but against the
prophecy of Jeremiah (xxii. iS.seq., xxxvi. 30), which is accepted bv
Jos Ant. X. (i. 3. The different traditions can scarcely bo reconciled.

Nothing certain is known of the marauding bonds sent against
Jehoiakim; for Syrians {Aram) one would exp^t Edomites {Edom),
but see Jvr. xxxv. ii; some recensions 01 the Septuagint even
include the “ Samaritans *'

! (For further references to this reign
sec especially Jerkmjah

;
see also Jews : History, § 17.) (S. A. C.)

JEHOL (“ hot stream ”), or Ch'knu-xe-fu, a city of Cliina,

formerly the seat of the emperor’ji summer palace, near 118'

E. and 41“ N., about 140 rn. N,E. of Peking, with which it is

connected by an excellent road. Pop. (estimate), 10,000. It

is a flourishing town, and consists of one great strec t, about 2 m.
long, with smaller streets radiating in all directions. The people

are well-to-do and there are some fina shops. T'hc palace, called

Pi shu-shan-chuang, or ” mountain lodge for avoiding heat,”

wa-s built in 1703 on the plan of the palace of Yuemming-yuen
near Peking. A substantial U'ick wall 6 m. in circuit encloses

several well-wooded heights and extensive gardens, rockeries,

pavilions, temples, &c. Jehol was visited by Lord Macartney
on his celebrated mission to the emperor K’icnlung in 1793;
and it was to Jehol that the emperor Hienfeng retired when
the allied armies of England and France occupied Peking in

i860. In the vicinity of Jehol arc numerous Lama monas-

teries and temples, the most remarkable being Potala-su,

built on the model of the palace of the grand lama of Tibet

at Potala.

JEHORAM, or Joram (Heb. “ Yah[weh] is high *'), the name
of two Biblical characters.

I. The son of Ahab, and king of Israel in succession to his

brother Ahoziah.- He maintained close relations with Judah,
whose king came to his assistance against Moab which Itad re-

volted after Allah’s death (2 Kings i. i ; iii.). The king in question

is said to have been jehoshaphat; but, according to Lucian’s

recension, it was Ahaziali, whilst i. 17 would show that it was

Jehoram's namesake (see 2). The result of the campaign appears

to have been a defeat for Israel (see on the incidents Edom,
Elisha, Moab). The prophetical party were throughout hos-

tile to Jehoram (v;ith his reform iii. 2 contrast x. 27), and the

singular account of the war of Benhadad king of Syria against

the king of Israel (vi. 24-vii.) shows the feeling against the

reigning dynasty. But whether the incidents in which Elisha

and the unnamed king of Israel appear originally belonged to the

time of Jehoram is very doubtful, and in view of the part which

Elisha took in securing the acoesaton of Jehu, it has been urged

with much force that they belong to the dynasty of the latter,

when the high position of the prophet would be perfectly natural.^

The briefest account is given of Jehoram’s alliance with Ahaziah

(son of 2 bebw) against Hazael of Syria, at Ramoth-Gileud

** 2 Kings i. 17 seq.; see Lucian’.s reading (cf. Vulg. and Pesh.).

Apart from the allnsion i Kings xxii. 49 (see 2 Chron. xx. 35), and
the narrative in 2 Kings i. (see Elijah), aottog is known this

Ahaxaah. Notwithstandiiu his very brief reign (i Kings xxii 31;
2 Kings iii. i), the compiler passes the u.sual hostile judgaient
(i Kings xxii. 52 seq.)

;
see Kings (Books). The dironologym 1 Kings

xxii. 51 is difficult; if Lucian's text (twcnty-dbnrth year of Jeho-
shaphat) is corroct, Jehoram i and 2 must Have oome to their

rc^eertive thrones at almost the some tin^>
^ In vii. o the hostility of Hittites and MTzraim {q.v.) points to a

period after 842 b.c. (See Jews, § 10 seq.)
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(a Kings viii. 25“i9), and the incident—with the wounding of

the Israelite king in or about the critical year 842 b.c.—finds a

noteworthy parallel in the time of J^oshaphat and Ahab
(i Kings xxii. 29-36) at the period of the equally momentous
events in 854 (see Ahab)* See further Jehu.

2. The son of Jchoshaphat and king of Judah. He married

Athaliah the daughter of Ahab, and thus was brother-in-law of

1 . above, and contemporary with him (2 Kings i. 17). In his days

Edom revolted, and this with the mention of Ltbnah’s rev<^

(2 Kings viii. 20 sqq.) suggests some common action on the pait

of Philistines and Edomites. The chronicler’s account of his

life (2 Chron. xxi.-xxii. i) presupposes this, but adds many re-

markable details : he began his reign by massacring his brethren

(cf. Jehu son of Jehoshaphat, and his bloodshed, 2 Kings ix.

seq.); for bis wi^edness he received a c'ommunication from

Elijah foretelling his death from disease (cf . Elijah and Ahaziah
of Israel, 2 Kings i.); ina great invasion of Philistines and Arabian

tribes he lost all his possessions and family, and only Jehoahas

{i.e, Ahaziah) was saved.^ His son Ahaziah reigned only for a

year (cf. his namesake of Israel)
;
he is con^mned for his

Israelite sympathies, and met his end in the general butchery

which attended the accession of Jehu (2 Kings viii. 25 sqq.

;

2 Chron. xxii. 3 seq., 7 ; with 2 Kings ix. 27 seg., note the variant

tradition in 2 Chron. xxii. 8 seq., and the details which the LXX
(Lucian) appends to 2 Kings x.). (S. A. C.)

JEHQSHAPHAT (Heb. “ Yahweh judges ”), in the Bible,

son of Asa, and king of Judah, in the gth century b.c. During

his period close relations subsisted between Israel and Judah

;

the two royal houses were connected by marriage (see Athaliah;

1EHORAM, 2), and undertook jointenterprise in war and commerce.

Jehoshaphat aided Ahab in the battle against Benhadad at

Kamoth-Gilead in which Ahab was slain (1 Kings xxii.; 2 Chron.

xviii. ; cf. the parallel incident in 2 Kings viii. 25-29), and trading

journeys to Ophir were undertaken his fleet in conjunction

no doubt with Ahab as well as with his son Ahaziah {2 Chron.

XX. 35 sqq. ;
i Kings xxii. 47 sqq.). The chronicler's account

of his war against Moab, Ammon and Edomite tribes (2 Chron.

XX.X must rest ultimately upon a tradition which is presupposed

in the earlier source (i Kings xxii. 47), and the disaster to the

ships at Ezion-Geber at the head of the Gulf of Akaba preceded,

if it was not the introduction to, the great revolt in the days

of jehoshaphat’s son Jehoram, where, again, the details in

2 Chron. xxi. must rely in the first instance upon an old source.

Apart from what is said of Jehoshaphat’s legislative measures

(2 Chron. xix. 4 sqq.; cf. the meaning of his name above), an

account is preserved of his alliance with Jehoram of Israel

against Moab (2 Kings iii.), on which see Jehoram ; Moab. The
“ valley of Jehoshaphat ” (Joel iii. 12) has been identified by

tradition (as old as Eusebius) with the valley between Jerusalem

imd the mount of Olives. (S. A. C.)

JEHOVAH (Yahweh 2), in the Bible, the God of Israel.

“ Jehovah ” is a modern mispronunciation of the Hebrew name,

resulting from combining the consonants of that name, Jkvh,

with the vowels of the word adondy, “ Lord,” which the Jews

substituted for the proper name in reading the scriptures. In

such cases of substitution the vowels of the word which is to be

read are written in the Hebrew text with the consonants of the

word which is not to be read. The consonants of the word to

be substituted are ordinarily written in the margin ; but inasmuch

as Adonay was regularly read instead of the ineffable name Jhvh,

it was deemed unnecessary to note the fact at every occurrence.

When Christian Sjcholars began to study the Old Testament in

Hebrew, if they were ^orant of this gener^ rule or wgarded

the substitution as a piece of Jewish superstition, reading what

actually stood in the t^t, they would inevitably pronounce the

name JShdvah. It is an unprofitable inquiry who first made this

blunder; probably many fell into it independently. The state-

ment still commonly repeated that it originated with Petrus

^ These details are eoarcely the invention of the chronicler;

see Chronicles, and Expositor

^

Aug. 1906. p. 191.
® This form, Yahweh, ae the correct one, is generally used in the

separate articles throughout this work.

Galatinns (15x8) is erroneous; Jehova oocum in xnanuscripts

at least as early as the X4th century.

The form Jehovah was used in the 16th century by raa^iy

authors, both Catholic and Protestant, and in the 17th was
zealously defended by Fuller, Gataker, Leusden and others,

against the criticisms of such schohirs as Drusiu^ Cappelhis and
the ekkr Buxtorf . It appeared in the English Bible in Tyndale’s

translation of the Pentateuch (1530), and is found in all English

Protestmt vermons at the ifith centuiy except that of Cove^le
(^535)> in the Authorized Version of 16II it ocenrs in Exod.vi, 3;
Ps. b^hi. 18; Isa. xii. 2; xxvi. 4, beside thecompound names
Jehovah-jireh, Jehovah-nissi, Jehovah-shalom; elsewhere, in

accordance urith the usage of the ancient versiona, jfhvh is repre-

sented by Loiu>:(distingoished by capitals from the title Lord,”

Heb. adonay). In the Revised Version of 1885 Jehovah is

retained in the places in which it stood in the A. V., and is intro-

duced also in Exod. vi. 2, 6, 7, 8; Ps. Ixviii. 20; Isa. xlix. 14;

Jer. xvi. 21 ;
Hab. iii. 19. The American committee which co-

operated in the revision desired to employ the name Jehovah
H^ever Jhvh occurs in the original, and editions embodjring

their preferences are printed accordingly.

Several centuries before the Christian era the name Jhvh had
ceased to l>e commoniy used by the Jews. Some of the later

writers in the Old Testament employ the appdlative Elohim,

God, prevailingly or exclusively
;
a collection of Psalms (Ps. xlii.-

Ixxxiii.) was revised by an editor who chan^ the Jhvh of the

authors into Elohim (see e.g. xlv. 7; xlviii. 10; 1 . 7; li. 14);

observe also the frequency of ” the Most High,” ” the God of

Heaven ” “ King of Heaven,” in Daniel, and of ” Heaven ” in

First Maccabees. 'I'hc oldest Greek versions (Septuagint), from

the third century B.c., consistently use Kvpios, ” Lord,” where

the Hebrew has Jhvh, corresponding to the substitution of

Adonay for Jhvh m reading the original; in books written in

Greek in this period («.g. VMsdom, 2 and 3 Maccabees), as in the

New Testament, Kvpto>s takes the place of the name of God.

Josephus, who as a priest knew the pronunciation of the name,

declares that religion forbids him to divulge it; Phib calls' it

ineffable, and says that it is lawful for those only whose ears and
tongues are purified by wisdom to hear and utter it in a holy

place (that is, for priests in the Temple); and in another passage,

commenting on Lev. xxiv. 15 seq.: ” If any one, I do not say

should blaspheme against the Lord of men and gods, but should

even dare to utter his name unseasonably, let him expect the

penalty of death.”®

Various motives may have concurr^ to bring about the sup-

pression of the name. An instinctive feeling that a proper name
forCiod implicitly recxignizes the existence of other gods may have

had some influence; reverence and the fear lest the holy name
should be profaned among the heathen were potent reasons

;
but

probably the most cogent motive was the desire to prevent the

abuse of the name in magic. If so, the secrecy had the opposite

effect; the name of the god of the Jews was one of the great

names in magk, heathen as well as Jewish, and miraculous

efficacy was attributed to the mere utterance of it.

In the liturgy of the Temple the name was pronounced in the

priestly benediction (Num. vi, 27) after the regular daily sacrifice

(in the synagogues a substitute—^probably Adonay—was em-

ployed); on the Day of Atonement the High Priest uttered the

name ten times in his prayers and benediction. In the last

generations before the fall of Jerusalem, however, it was pro-

nounced in a low tone so that the sounds were lost in the chant

of the priests.^'

» See Josephus, /ln(. u. 12. 4; Philo, Vita Mom, iti. n (ii. & 1 X 4 »

ed. Cohn and Wcndland); ibifl. iii. 27 (ii. §2oC). The Palestinian

authorities more correctly interpreted Lev. xxiv. 15 seq., not of the

mere utterance of the name, but of the use of the name of God in

blaspheming God.
‘ Nbto. S§ sq, 43; M. South, Hi. 7: Sotoh, iHa. The tradi-

tion that the utterance of the name in the daily benedictions ceaMd
with the death of Simeon the Just, two centuries or more before

the Christian era, perhaps arose from a misunderstanding of Mem-
hoth, logfc; in any case it cannot stand against the testimony of

older and noore authoritative texts.

® Yoma, 39fc; ]er. Yoma, iii. 7; Kiddushin, 71a.
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After the destruction of the Temple (a.d. 70) the liturgical use

of the name ceased, but the tradition was perpetuated in the

schools of the rabbis*^ It was certainly known in Babylonia in

the latter part of the 4th century,- and not improbably much
later. Nor was the knowledge confined to these pious circles

;

the name continued to be employed by healers, exorcists and

magicians, and has been preserved in many places in magical

papyri. The vehemence with which the utterance of the name
is denounced in the Mishna

—
“ He who pronounces the Name

with its own letters has no part in the world to come !

”

suggests that this misuse of the name was not uncommon
among Jews.

The Samaritans, who otherwise shared the scruples of the Jews
about the utterance of the name, seem to have used it in judicial

oaths to the scandal of the rabbis;*

The early Christian scholars, who inquired what was the true

name of the God of the Old Testament, had therefore no great

difficulty in getting the information they sought. Clement of

Alexandria (d. c. 212) says that it was pronounced laovc.’*

Epiphanius (d. 404), who was bom in Palestine and spent a con-

siderable part of his life there, gives lafie (one cod. lave),*' Theo-

doret (d. c, 457),” bom in Antioch, writes that the Samaritans

pronounced the name la/^€ (in another passage, la/fat), the

Jews Aiitt.** The latter is probably not Jhvh but Ehyeh (Exod. iii.

14), which the Jews counted among the names of God; there is

no reason whatever to imagine that the Samaritans pronounced

the name Jhvh differently from the Jews. This direct testimony

is supplemented by that of the magical texts, in which \afit

(Jahveh Sebaoth), as well as la/Sa, occurs frequently In an

Ethiopic list of magical names of J esus, purporting to have been

taught by him to his di.sciples, Yawc is found.^** Finally, there is

evidence from more than one source that the modern Samaritan

priest.s pronounce the name Yahiveh or Yahwa?^
There isno reason to impugn the soundness of this substantially

consentient testimony to the pronunciation Yahweh or Jahveh,

coming as it does through several independent channels. It is

confirmed by grammatical considerations. The name Jhvh
enters into the composition of many proper names of persons

in the Old Testament, either as the initial element, in the form

Jeho- or Jo- (as in Jehoram, Joram), or as the final element, in

the form ~jahu or -jah (as in Adonijahu, Adonijah). Thc.se

various forms arc perfectly regular if the divine name was
Yahweh^nd; taken altogether, they cannot be explained on any

other hy^thesis. Recent scholars, accordingly, with but few

exceptions, are agreed that the ancient pronunciation of the

name was Yahweh (the first h sounded at the end of the syllable).

Genebrardus seem.s to have been the first to suggest the pro-

nunciation lahue,^- but it was not until the T9th century that it

became generally accepted.

Jahveh or Yahweh is apparently an example of a common
type of Hebrew proper names which have the form of the 3rd

pers. sing, of the verb, e.g. Jabneh (name of a city), Jabin,

Jamlek, Jiptah (
Jephthah), &c. Most of these really are verbs,

the suppressed or implicit subject being V/, numen, god,'’ or

the name of a god; cf. jabneh and Jabn^-el, Jiptah and Jiptah-el.

The ancient explanations of the name proceed from Exod. iii.

14, 15, where Yahweh^® hath sent me” in v. 15 corresponds

to “ Ehyeh hath sent me ” in v. 14, thus seeming to connect

the name Yahweh with the Hebrew verb hdydh, “ to become, to

be." The Palestinian interpreters found in this the promise that

1 R. fohanan (second lialf of the 3rd century), Kiddushin^ 71a.

Kifidushin, l.c. = Pesahim, 50a.

M. Sanhedrin^ x. i
;
Abba Saul, end of 2nd century.

• JcY, Sanhedrin^ x. i
;
R..^ana, 4th century.

® Sironi. V. 6. Variants : la oue, la oyat; cod. L. laou.

” Panarion, Hacr. 40, 5; cf. Lagarde, Psalter juxta Hebraeos^ 154.
" Quaest. 15 in Exod.

;
Fab. haeret. compend. v. 3, sub fin.

- Ala occurs also in the great magical papyrus of Paris, 1 . 3020
(Weascly, Denkschrift. Wien. Ahad.\ Phil. Hist. Kl., XXXVI. p. 120),

and in the Leiden I'apyrus, xvii. 31.
” See Dcissmann, Bibelstudien, 13 sqq.

Sec Driver, Siudia Biblica. I. 20.
“ See Montgomery, Journal of Biblical Literature^ xxv. (1906) ,49-5 1

.

*** Chronof^raphia^ Paris, 1567 (ed. Paris, 1600, p. 79 seq.).

This transcription will be used henceforth.

God would be with his people (cf. v. 12) in future oppressions as

he was in the present distress, or the assertion of his eternity, or

eternal constancy; the Alexandrian translation ’Eyw cl/u ^ <5v

. . .
*0 4)1^ aWoroAxfV fi€ vpo^ v/2as, understands it in the

more metaphysical sense of God’s absolute being. Both inter-

pretations, “ He (who) is (always the same)," and “ He (who) is

(absolutely, the truly existent)," import into the name all that

they profess to find in it; the one, the religious faith in God’s
unchanging fidelity to his people, the other, a philosophical con-

ception of absolute being which is foreign both to the meaning of

the Hebrew verb and to the force of the tense employed. Modern
scholars have sometimes found in the name the expression of

the aseity^** of God; sometimes of his reality, in contrast to the

imaginary gods of the heathen. Another explanation, which
appears first in Jewish authors of the middle ages and has found
wide acceptance in recent times, derives the name from the

causative of the verb; He (who) causes things to be, gives them
being; or calls events into existence, brings them to pass; with

many individual modifications of interpretation—creator, life-

giver, fulhiler of promises. A serious objection to this theory

in every form is that the verb hdydh^ ‘‘ to be,” has no causative

stem in Hebrew
;
to express the ideas which these scholars find

in the name Yahweh the language employs altogether different

verbs.

This assumption that Yal weh i.s derived from the verb to be,"

as seems to be implied in Exod. iii. 14 seq., is not, however, free

from difficulty. “ To be ” in the Hebrew of the Old Testament

is not hdwdh, as the derivation would require, but hdydh
;
and we

are thus driven to the further assumption that hdwdh belongs to

an earlier stage of the language, or to some older speech of the

forefathers of the Israelites, This hypothesis is not intrinsically

improbable—and in Aramaic, a language closely related to

Hebrew, to be " at^tually is hdwd—but it should be noted that

in adopting it we admit that, using the name Hebrew in the his-

torical sense, Yahweh is not a Hebrew name. And, inasmuch as

nowhere in the Old Testament, outside of Exod. iii., is there the

slightest indication that the Israelites connected the name of

their God with the idea of " being " in any sense, it may fairly

be questioned whether, if the author of Exod. iii. 14 seq., intended

to give an etymological interpretation of the name Yahweh,^’' his

etymology is any better than many other paronomastic explana-

tions of proper names in the Old Testament, or than, say, the

connexion of the name ’ATr<>AAu)>' with dnroXoiWv, diroAiJwv in

Plato’s CratyluSy or the popular derivation from avoWnfii.

A root hdwdh is represented in Hebrew by the nouns hdwdh

(Ezek., Isa. xlvii. ii) and hawwdh (Ps., Prov., Job) “ disaster,

calamity, ruin." The primary meaning is probably " sink

down, fall," in which sense—common in Arabic—the verb

appears in Job xxxvii. 6 (of snow falling to earth). A Catholic

commentator of the 16th century, Hieronymus ab Oleastro,

seems to have been the first to connect the name “ Jehova
"

with hdwdhy interpreting it contritioy sive pernicies (destruction

of the Egyptians and Canaanites)
;
Daumer, adopting the same

etymology, took it in a more general sense : Yahweh, as well as

Shaddai, meant “ Destroyer," and fitly expressed the nature

of the terrible god whom he identified with Moloch.

The derivation of Yahweh from hdwdh is formally unimpeach-

able, and is adopted by many recent scholars, who proceed,

however, from the primary sense of the root rather than from the

specific meaning of the nouns. The name is accordingly inter-

preted, He (who) falls (baetyl, meteorite); or causes

(rain or lightning) to fall (storm god); or casts down (his foes,

by his thunderbolts). It is obvious that if the derivation be

correct, the significance of the name, which in itself denotes

only “ He falls " or " He fells," must be learned, if at all, from

early Israelitish conceptions of the nature of Yahweh rather than

from etymology.

A-se-itas, a scholastic Latin expression for the quality of existing

by oneself.

The critical difficulties of these ver.ses need not be discussed here.

See W. R. Arnold, “ The Divine Name in Exodus iii. 14," Journal of

Biblical Lii^raturey XXIV. (1905))

Cf. also hawwdhf desire," Mic. vii. 3; Prov. x. 3.
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A more fundamental question is whether the name Yahweh

originated among the Israelites or was adopted by them from
some other people and speech.^ The biblical author of the his-

tory of the sacred institutions (P) expressly declares that the

name Yahweh was unknown to the patriarchs (Exod. vi. 3), and
the much older Israelite historian (E) records the first revelation

of the name to Moses (Exod. iii. 13-15), apparently following a

tradition according to which the Israelites had not been wor-

shippers of Yahweh before the time of Moses, or, as he conceived
it, had not worshipped the god of their fathers under that name.
I’he revelation of the name to Moses was made at a mountain
sacred to Yahweh (the mountain of God) far to the south of

Palestine, in a region where the forefathers of the Israelites had
never roamed, and in the territory of other tribes; and long after

the settlement in Canaan this region continued to be regarded as

the abode of Yahweh (Judg. v. 4 ;
Deut. xxxiii. 2 sqq.

;
1 Kings xix.

8 sqq., &c.). Moses is closely connected with the tribes in the vici-

nity of the holy mountain
;
according to one account, he married a

daughter of the priest of Midian(Exod. ii. 16 sqq.; iii. i); to this

mountain he led the Israelites after their deliverance from
Inhere his father-in-law met him, and extolling Yahweh

as “ greater than all the gods,” offered (in his capacity as priest

of the place ?) sacrifices, at which the chief men of the Israelites

were his guests; there the religion of Yahweh was revealed

through Moses, and the Israelites pledged themselves to serve

God according to its prescriptions. It appears, therefore, that

in the tradition followed by the Israelite historian the tribes

within whose pasture lands the mountain of God stood were
worshippers of Yahweh before the time of Moses; and the surmise

that the name Yahweh belongs to their speech, rather than to

that of Israel, has considerable probability. One of these tribes

was Midian, in whose land the mountain of God lay. The
Kenite.s also, mih whom another tradition connects Moses,^

seem to have been worshippers of Yahweh. It is probable that"

Yahweh was at one time worshipped by various tribes south of

Palestine, and that several places in that wide territory (Horeb,

Sinai, Kadesh, &c.) were sacred to him; the oldest and most
famous of these, the mountain of God, seems to have lain in

Arabia, east of the Red Sea. From some of these peoples and
at one of these holy places, a group of Israelite tribes adopted the

religion of Yahweh, the God who, by the hand of Moses, had
delivered them from Egypt.

^

The tribes of this region probably belonged to some branch of

the great Arab stock, and the name Yahweh has, accordingly,

been connected with the Arabic hawd^ ” the void ” (between
heaven and earth), “ the atmosphere,” or with the verb hawdy
cognate with Heb. hdwdh, ” sink, glide down ” (through space);

hawwd ” blow ” (wind). “ He rides through the air, He blows
”

(Wellhausen), would be a fit name for a god of wind and storm.

There is, however, no certain evidence that the Israelites in his-

torical times had any consciousness of the primitive significance

of the name.

The attempts to connect the name Yahweh with that of

an Indo-European deity
(Jehovah-Jove, &c.), or to derive it from

Egyptian or Chinese, may be passed over. But one theory which
has had considerable currency requires notice, namely, that

Yahweh, or Yahu, Yaho,^ is the name of a god worshipped

throughout the whole, or a great part, of the area occupied by
the Western Semites. In its earlier form this opinion rested

chiefly on certain misinterpreted testimonies in Greek authors

about a god Tdw, and was conclusively refuted by Baudissin; re-

cent adherents of the theory build more largely on the occurrence

in various parts of this territory of proper names of persons

1 See Hebrew Religion.
The divergent Judaean tradition, according to which the fore-

fathers had worshipped Yahweh from time immemorial, may indicate

that Judah and the kindred clans had in fact been worshippers of

Yahweh before the time of Moses.
» The form Yahu^ or Yaho^ occurs not only in composition, but

by itself; see Aramaic Papyri discovered at Assuan, B 4, 6, ii
;
E 14;

J 6. This is doubtless the original of Mdw, frequently found in

Greek authors and in magical texts as the name of the God of the

Jews.

3*3
and places which they explain as compounds of Yahu or Yah.*
The explanation is in most cases simply an assumption of the
point at issue; some of the names have been misread; others
are undoubtedly the names of Jews. There remain, however,
some cases in which it is highly probable that names of non-
Israelites are really compounded with Yahweh. The most
conspicuous of these is the king of Hamath who in the inscrip-

tions of Sargon (722-705 b.c.) is called Yaubi’di and Ilubi’di

(compare Jehoiakim-Eliakim). Azriyau of Jaudi, also, in

inscriptions of Tiglath-Pile.ser (745-728 b.c.), who was for-

merly supposed to be Azariah (Uzziah) of Judah, is probably
a king of the country in northern Syria known to us from the

Zenjirli inscriptions as Ja’di.

Friedrich Delitzsch brought into notice three tablets, of the

age of the first dynasty of Babylon, in which he read the names
of Ya-a'-ve-iluj Ya-ve-ilu, and Ya-u-um’ilu (" Yahweh is God ”),

and which he regarded as conclusive proof that Yahweh was
known in Babylonia before 2000 b.c.; he was a god of the

Semitic invaders in the second wave of migration, who were,

according to Winckler and Delitzsch, of North Semitic stock

(Canaanites, in the linguistic sense).* We should thus have
in these tablets evidence of the worship of Yahweh among the

Western Semites at a time long before the rise of Israel. The
reading of the names is, however, extremely uncertain, not to say

improbable, and the far-reaching inferences drawn from them
carry no conviction. In a tablet attributed to the 14th century

B.c. which Sellin found in the course of his excavations at

Tell Ta'annuk (the Taanach of the O.T.) a name occurs which
may be read Ahi-Yawi (equivalent to Hebrew Ahijah);’^ if the

reading be correct, this would show that Yahweh was wor-

shipped in Central Palestine before the Israelite conquest,

'fhe reading is, however, only one of several possibilities. The
fact that the full form Yahweh appears, whereas in Hebrew
proper name.s only the shorter Yahu and Yah occur, weighs

somewhat against tlie interpretation, as it does against Delitzsch’s

reading of his tablets.

It wouH not be at all surprising if, in the great movements
of populations and shifting of ascendancy which lie beyond
our historical horizon, the worship of Yahweh should have been

established in regions remote from those which it occupied in

historical times; but nothing which we now know warrants the

opinion that his worship was ever general among the Western
Semites.

Many attempts have been made to ^trace the West Semitic

Yahu back to Babylonia. Thus Delitzsch formerly derived the

name from an Akkadian god, I or la; or from the Semitic

nominative ending, Yau ;
^ but this deity has since disappeared

from the pantheon of Assyriologists. The combination of

Yah with Ea, one of the great Babylonian gods, seems to have a

peculiar fascination for amateurs, by whom it is periodically

” discovered.” Scholars are now agreed that, so far as Yahu or

Yah occurs in Babylonian texts, it is as the name of a foreign

. .

.

Assuming that Yahweh was primitively a nature god, scholars

in the 19th century discussed the question over what sphere of

nature he originally presided. According to some he was the

god of consuming fire; others saw in him the bright sky, or the

heaven; still others recognized in him a storm god, a theory

with which the derivation of the name from Heb. hdwdh or Arab.

hawd well accords. The association of Yahweh with storm and

fire is frequent in the Old Testament
;
the thunder is the voice

of Yahweh, the lightning his arrows, the rainbow his bow. The
revelation at Sinai is amid the awe-inspiring phenomena of

tempest. Yahweh leads Israel through the desert in a pillar of

cloud and fire; he kindles Elijah’s altar by lightning, and

translates the prophet in a chariot of fire. See also Judg. v. 4 seq
.

;

* See a collection and critical estimate of this evidence by Zimmern,
Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament, 465 sqq.

^ Babel und Bibel, 1902. The enormous, and for the most part
ephemeral, literature provoked by Dclitz^'s lecture cannot be
cited here.

« Denkschrifien d. Wien. Akad., L. iv. p. 115 seq. (1904).
’ Wo lag das Parodies ? {1881), pp. 158-166.
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Deut. xxxiii. i; Ps. xviii. 7-15; liab. iiL 3-6. The chemb
upon which he rides when he flies on the wings of the wind

(Ps. xviii, 10) Is not improbably an ancient mythological per-

sonifleation of the storm cloud, the genius of tempest (cf. Ps*

civ. 3). In Ezekiel the tlirone of Yahweh is borne up on Che-

rubim, the noise of whoso wings is like thunder. Though we may
recognize in tliis poetical imagery the survival of ancient and,

if we plea.se, mytliical notions, we should err if we inferred

that Yahweh was originally a departmental god, presiding

specifically over meteorological phenomena, and that this con-

ception of him persisted among tlie Israelites till very late times.

Rather, as the god—or the chief god—of a region and a people,

the most sublime and impressive phenomena, the control of the

mightiest forces of nature are attributed to him. As the God
of Israel Yahweh becomes its leader and champion in war; he

is a warrior, mighty in battle; but he is not a god of war in the

specific sense.

In the inquiry concerning the nature of Yahweh the name
Yahweh S baoth(E.V., The Lorp of Hosts) has had an important

place. The hosts have by some been interpreted of llie armies

of Israel (sec i Sara. xvii. 45, and note the association of the name
in the Books of Samuel, where it first appears, with the ark, cm:

with war); by others, of the heavenly hosts, the stars conceived

as living beings, later, perhaps, the angels as the court of Yahweh

and the instruments of his wdl in nature and hi.story (Ps. Ixxxix.)

;

or of the forces of ' he world in general which do his bidding,

cf. the common Greek renderings, Kiipioq tcjv and

K, iravTOHpuTLifi, Universal Ruler). It is likely that the name
was differently understood in different periods and circles; but

in the prophets the hosts are clearly superhuman powers. In

many passages the name seems to be onK' a more solemn sub-

stitute for the simple Yahweh, and as such it has probably

often been inserted by scribes. Finally, Sebaoth came to be

treated as a proper name (cf. Ps. Ixxx, 5, 8, 20), and as such is

very common in magical texts.

Liter ATTtHK.— Reland, Decas exercitationum philolagicarunt vera

pfonuntiahone nominia Jehova, 1707; Kcinkc, “ I'hilologwch-histor-

isciic Abhandlung Uber den Gottesnamen Jehova,” in Beiirage

suy Efkldvung des Alien Testament.^, TTI. (1855); Baudissin, " Der
Uraprung des Gottesnamens ’idv," in Studien zttr semitischen Reh-
gtoHsgesckicklc, I, (187O) 179 254; Driver, “ Recent Theories on the

Origin and Nature of the Tetragrammaton,” in Studia Biblica^

1 . (1885) 1-20; Dcissniann, " Griechische Transkriptionen des

Tetragrarnaiaton," in Bibelstudien (1895), 1-20; Blau, Daa aBjtid-

ische Zditbefweseny 1898. See also Hehkew Religion. (G. F. Mo.)

JEHU, son of Jehoshaphat and grandson of Nimshi, in the

Bible, a general of Ahab and jehoram, and, later, king of Israel.

Ahaziah son of Jehoram of Judah and Jehorain brother of Ahaziah

of Israel had taken joint action against the Aramaeans of Damas-

cus who were attacking Ramoth-Gilcad under Hazacl. J chorara

had returned wounded to his palace at Jezrcel, whither Ahaziah

had come down to visit him. Jehu, meanwhile, remained at the

seat of war, and the prophet Elisha sent a messenger to anoint

him king. The general at once acknowledged the call, “ drove

furiously
’’ to Jezreel, and, having slain both kings, proceeded

to exterminate the whole of the royal family {2 Kings ix., x.). A
similar fate befell the royal princes of Judah (see Athauah),

and thus, for a time at least, the new king must have had com-

plete control over the two kingdoms (cf. 2 Chron. xxii. 9).

Israelite liistorians viewed these events as a great religious

revolution mspired by Elijah and initiated by Elisha, as the

overthrow of the worship of Baal, and as a retribution for the

cruel murder of Naboth the Jczreelite (sec Jezebei.). A vivid

description is given of the destruction of the prophets of Baal at

the temple in Samaria (2 Kings x. 27 ; contrast iii. 2). While Jehn

was supported by the Rechabites in his reforming zeal, a similar

revolt against Baalism in Judah is a.scribed to the priest jehoiada

(see Joasu). In the tragedies of the period it seems clear that

Kli.sha’s interest in both Jehu and the Syrian Hazael (2 Kings

viii. 7 sqq.) had some political significance, and in opposition

to the “ Deuteronomic ” the commendation in 2 Kings x. 28

sqq., Hosea’s denunciation (i. 4) indicates the judgment which

was passed upon Jehu’s bloodshed in other circles.

In the course of an expedition against Hazael in. 842 Shalma-

neser IL of Assyria received tribute of silver and gold from

Ya-u-a son of Omri,‘ Tyre and Sidon; another attack followed

in 839. For some years after this Assyria was uimble to interfere,

and war broke out between Damascus and Israel The Israelite

story, which may perhaps be supplemented from Judaean source.s

(see Joash), records a great loss of territory on the east of the

Jordan (2 Kings x. 32 seq.). Under Jeliu’s successor Jehoahaz

the!e was continual war with Hazael and his sod Ben-haxlad,

but relief was obtained by his grandson Joash, and the land

recovered complete independence under Jeroboam.

Jehu is also tlio name of a pcophet of the time of Baasha and
jeieshaphat (i Kings xvi.; 2 Chron. xix., xx.). (S. A. C.)

JEKYLL, SIR JOSEPH (1663-1738), English lawyer and mas-

ter of the rolls, son of John Jckyil, was born in London, and after

studying at the Middle Temple was called to the bar in 1687.

He rapidly rose to be chief justice of Chester (1697), serjeant-at-

law and king’s serjeant (1700), and a knight. In 1717 he was

made master of the rolls. A in politics, he sat in parliament

for various constituencies from 1697 to the end of his life, and

took an active part there in debating constitutional questions

with much learning, though, according to Lord Hervey {Mm, i,

474), with little “ approbation.” He was censured by the House

of C^ommons for accepting a brief for the defence of Lord Halifax

in a prosecution ordered by the house. He was one of the

managers of the impeachment of the Jacobite earl of Wintoun

in 1715, and of Harley (Lord Oxford) in 1717. In later years

he supported Walpole. He became very unpopular in 1736 for

his introduction of the ” gin act,” taxing the retailing of

spirituous liquors, and his house had to be protected from the

mob. Pope has an illusion to “ Jekyll or some odd Whig, Who
never changed his principle or wig ” {Epihgue to Ae Satires).

Jekyll was also responsible for the Mortmain Act of 1736, which

was not superseded till 1888. He died without issue in 173^^-

His great-nephew Joseph Jekyll (d. 1837) was a lawyer,

politician and wit, who excited a good deal of contemporan*

satire, and who wrote some jeux d' esprit were well known

in his time. His Letters oj the late Ignatius Saneke, an African,

was published in 1782. In 1894 his correspondence was edited,

with a memoir, by the Hon. Algernon Bourkc.

JELLACHICH, JOSEF, Count (1801-1859), Croatian states-

man, was horn on the i6th of October i8ot at P^tervArad. He

entered the Austrian army (1819), fought a^inst the Bosnians

in 1845, was made ban of Croatia, Slavonia and Dalmatia in

1848 on the petition of the Croatians, and was simultaneously

raised to the rank of lieutenant-general by the emperor. As ban,

Jellachich’s policy was directed to preserving the Slav kingdoms

for the Habsburg monarchy by identifying himself with the

nationalist opposition to Magyar ascendancy, while at the same

time discouraging the extreme Illyrism ” advocated by Lodovik

GAj (1809-1872). Though his separatist measures a.t first

brought him into disfavour at the imperial court, their true

objective was soon recognized, and, with the triumph of the more

violent elements of the Hungarian revolution, he was haOed as

the most conspicuous champion of the unity of the empire, and

was able to bring about that union of the imperial ao^my with the

southern Slavs by which the revolution in Vienna and Budapest

was overthrown (see Austria-Hungary : History). He began

the war of independence in September 1848 by crossing the Drave

at the head of 40,000 Croats. After the bloody battle of Buda

he concluded a three days’ truce with the Hungarians to enable

him to assist Prince Windischgratz to reduce Vienna, and subse-

quently fought against the Magyars at Schwechdt, Dumg the

winter campaign of 1848-49 he commanded, under Windisch-

gratz, the Austrian right wing, capturing Magyar-Ovar and

Raab, and defeating the Magyars at M6r. After the recapture

of Buda he was made commander-in-chief of the southern army.

^ l.e. either descendant of, or from the same district as, Omri

(see Hork, Ency. Bib. col. 2291). The Assyrian king’s sculpture,

depicting the embassy and its ^ts, is the so-called '* black obelisk
”

now in the British Museum (Nimroud dentral Gallery, No. 98;

Guide to Bab. and Ass, Aniiq., 1900, p. 24 seq., pi. ii.).
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At first he gained some successes against Bern {q-v,), but on the

14th of July 1849 was routed by the Hungarians at Hegyes and

driven behind the Danube. He took no part in the remainder

of the war, but returned to Agram to administer Croatia. In

1853 he was appointed commander-in'Cliief of the army sent

against Montenegro, and in 1855 was created a count. He died

on the 30th of May 1859. His GtdickH were pubKshed at Vienna

in 1851,

See the anonymoua The Croatian Revolution of the Year 7<5>?

(Croat.), Agram, 1898. (U. N. B.)

JELLINEK, ADOLF (1821-1893), Jewish preacher arid

scholar, was born in Moravia. After filling clerical posts in

Leipzig, he became Prediger (preacher) in Vienna in 1856.

He was associated with the promoters of the New Learning

within Judaism, and wrote on the history of the Kabbala. His

bibliographies (each bearing the Hebrew title Qonlres) were useful

compilations. Biit his most important work lay in three other

directions, (i) Midrashic. Jellinek published in the six parts

of his Beth ha-Midrasch (1853-1878) a large number of smaller

Midraskt, ancient and medieval homilies and folk-lore records,

which have been of much service in the recent revival of intere.‘'t

in Jewish apocalyptic literature. A translation of these collec-

tions of Jellinek into German was undertaken by A. Wuenschc,

under the general title Aus Israels Lehrhalle. (2) Psychological.

Before the study of ethnic psychology had become a science,

Jellinek devoted attention to the subject. There is much keen

analysis and original investigation in his two essays Der jUdische

Stamm (1869) and Der jUdische Stamm in nicht-judischen

Spruch-wortern (1881-1882). It is to Jellinek that we owe
the oft-repeated comparison of the Jewish temperament to

that of women in its quickness of perception, versatility and
sen.sibility. (3) Homiletic. Jellinek was probably the greatest

synagogue orator of the igth century. He published some 20a
sermons, in most of wliich are displayed unobtrusive learn-

ing, fresli application of old sayings, and a high conception of

Judaism and its claims. Jellinek was a powerful apologist and

an accomplished homilist, at once profound and ingenious.

Ilis son, George Jellinek, was appointed profes.sor of inter-

national law at Heidelberg in 1891 . Another son, Max Hermann
Jellinek, was made assistant professoi' of philology at Vienna

m 1892.

A brother of Adolf, Hermann Jellinek (b. 182^), was
executed at the age of 26 on account of his association with

the Hungarian national movement of 1848. One of Hermann
Jellinek’s best-known works was Uriel Acosta. Another brother,

Moritz Jellinek (1823-1883), was an accomplished econo-

mist, and contributed to the Academy of Sciences essays on
the price of cereals and on the statistical organization of the

country. He founded the Budapest tramway company (1864),

and was aLo president of the com exchange.

See Jewiah Encyclopedia^ vii. 02-94- For a character sketch of
Adolf Jellinek see S. Singer, Lectures and Addresses (1908), pp. 88 93;
Koliul, Beruhmie israelitische M(inner und Frauen.

(
1 . A.)

JEMAPPES, a town in the province of Hainault, Belgium,

near Mons, famous as the scene of the battle at which Dumoiiriez,

at the head of the French Revolutionary Army, defeated the

Austrian army (which was greatly outnumbered) under the

duke of Saxe-Teschen and Clerfayt on the 6th of November

1792 (see French Revolutionarv Wars).

JENA, a university town of Germany, in the grand duchy of

Saxe-Weimar, on the left bank of the Saale, 56 m. S.W. from
Leipzig by the Grossberigen-Saalfeld and 12 m. S.E. of Weimar
by the Weimar-Gcra lines of railway. Pop. (i9«>S)> 2^,355*

Its situation in a broad valley environed by limestone hills is

somewhat dreary. To the north lies the plateau, descending

steeply Vo the valley, famous as the scene of the battle of Jena.

The town is surrounded by promenades occupying the site of

the old fortifications
; it contains in addition to the medieval

market square, many old-fashioned houses and quaint narrow

streets. Besides the old university buildings, the most inter-

esting edifices are the i5th-rentury church of St Michael, with a

tower 318 ft. high, containing an altar, beneath which k a door-

way leading to a vault, and a bronze statue of Luther, originally

destined for his tomb
; the university library, in which is preserved

a curious figure of a dragon; and the bridge across the Saale, os

long as the church steeple is high, the centre arch of which is

surmounted by a stone carved head of a malefactor. Across

the river is the “mountain,” or hill, whence a fine view is

obtained of the town and surroundings, and hard by the Fuchs-
Turm (Fox tower) celebrated for student orgie.s, while in the

centre of the town is the house of an astronomer, Weigel, with

a deep shaft through w^hich the stars can be seen in the daytime,
'fhus the seven marvels of Jena are summed up in the Latin

lines :

—

Ara, caput, draco, mons, pom, vulpecula turfis,

Weigeliana domus ; septem mtmcula Jenae.

There must also be mentioned the university church, the new
university buildings, which occupy the site of the ducal palace

(Schloss) where Goethe wrote his Hermatm und Dorothea^ the

Schwarzer Bar Hotel, where Luther spent the night after his

flight from the Wartburg, and four towers and a gateway which
now alone mark the position of the ancient walls. The town has

of late years become a favourite residential resort and has greatly

extended towards the west, where there is a colony of pleasant

villas. Its cliief prosperity centres, however, in the uidvensity.

In 1547 the elector John Frederick the Magnanimous of Saxony,

while a captive in the hands of the emperor Charles V., conceived

the plan of founding a university at Jena, which was accordingly

established by hts three sons. After having obtained a charter

from the emperor Ferdinand I., it was inauf’uratcd on the 2nd
of February 1558. It was most numerously attended about the

middle of the i8th century
;
but the most brilliant professoriate

was under the duke Charles Augustus, Goethe’s patron (1787-

1806), when Fichte, Hegel, Schelling, Schlegel and Schiller were

on its teaching staff. Founded as a home for the new religious

opinions of the i6th century, it has ever been in the forefront

of German universities in liberally accepting new ideas. It

distances perhaps every other German university in the extent

to which it carries out what are popularly regarded as tlie charac-

teristics of German studtnt-life—duelling and the passion for

Freiheit. At the end of the i8th and the beginning of. the 19th

century, the opening of new universities, co-operating with the

suspicions of the various German governments as to the demo-
cratic opinions which obtained at Jena, militated against the

university, which has never regained i{,s former prosperity. In

1905 it was attended by about 1100 students, and its teaching

staff (including privatdozenien) numbered 112. Amongst its

numerous auxiliaries may be mentioned the library, with zooyooo

volumes, the observatory, the meteorological institute, the botan-

ical garden, seminaries of tlieology, philology and education,

and well equipped clinical, anatomical and physical institutes.

There are also veterinary and agricultural colleges in connexion

with the university; The manufactures of Jena are not consider-

able. The book trade has of late years revived, and there are

several printing establishments.

Jena appears to have possessed municipal rights in the 13th

century. At the beginning of the 14th century it was in the

possession of the margraves of Meissen, from whom it passed in

1423 to the elector of Saxony. Since 1485 it has remained in

the Ernestine line of the house of Saxony. In 1662 it fell to

Bernhard, youngest son of William duke of Weimar, and became

the capital of a small separate duchy. Bcmhaid’s line havii^

become extinct in 1690, Jena was united with Eisenach, and in

1741 reverted with that duchy to Weimar. In more modem
times Jena has been made famous by the defeat inflicted in

the viemity, on the 14th of October 1806, by Napoleon upon the

Prussian army under the prince of Hohenlohe (sec Napoleonic

Campaigns).

See Schreiber and Farber, lena von seineni Ursprtmg his tur neuBSten

Zeit (and ed., i8’5S)
;
Ortloft, Jena und Umgegend (3rd ed., 1875) ;

Leoohardt, Jena als UniversUM und Siadt (Jena, 1902);, Ritter,

Fiihrer durch Jena und Umgebung (Jena, 19**1); Biedormann, Die

Universim Jena (Jena, 1858) ;
and the Urkundmbuck der Sfadf Jena,

edited by J. E. A. Martin 'and O. Devrienl (1888-1903).
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JENATSCH, GEORG (15^1639), Swiss political leader, one
of the most striking figures in the troubled history of the Orisons

in the 17th century, was bom at Samaden (capital of the Upper
Engadine). He studied at Zurich and Basel, and in 1617 became
the Protestant pastor ol Scharans (near Thusis). But almost at

once he plunged into active politics, taking the side of the

Venetian and Protestant party of the Salis family, as against

the Spanish and Romanist policy supported by the rival family,

that of Planta. He headed the “preachers ” who in 1618 tor-

tured to death the arch^priest Rusca, of Sondrio, and outlawed
the Plantas. As reprisals, a number of Protestants were
massacred at Tirano (1620), in the Valtellina, a very fertile

valley, of considerable strategical importance (for through it

the Spaniards in Milan could communicate by the Umbrail Pass
with the Austrians in ritol), which then fell into the hands of the

Spanish. Jenatsch took part in the murder (1621) of Pompey
Planta, the head of the rival party, but later with his friends was
compelled to fly the country, giving up hir. position as a pastor,

and henceforth acting solely as a soldier. He helped in the revolt

against the Austrians in the Prattigau (1622), and in the invasion

of the Valtellina by a French army (1624), but the peace made
(1626) between France and Spain left the Valtellina in tne

hands of the pope, and so destroyed Jenatsch’s hopes. Having
killed his colonel, Ruinelli, in a duel, Jenatsch had once more to

leave his native land, and took service with the Venetians

(1629-1630). In 1631 he went to Paris, and actively supported

Richelieu’s schemes for driving the Spaniards out of the Val-

tellina, which led to the .successful campaign of Rohan (1635),

one of whose firmest supporters was Jenatsch. But he soon .saw

that the French were as unwilling as the Spaniards to restore

the Valtellina to the Orisons (which had seized it in 1512). So

he became a Romanist (1635), and negotiated .secretly with the

Spaniards and Austrians. He was the leader of the conspiracy

which broke out in 1637, and re.sulted in the expulsion of Rohan
and the French from the Orisons. 'I'his treachery on Jenatsch’s

part did not, however, lead to the freeing of the Valtellina from

the Spaniards, and once more he tried to get French support. But
on the 24th of January 1639 he was assassinated at Coire by
the Plantas; later in the same year the much coveted valley

was restored by Spain to the Orisons, which held it till 1797.

Jenatsch’s career is of general historical importance by reason of

the long conflict between France and Spain for the possession

of the ^ttSllina, which forms one of the most bloody episodes

in the Thirty Years’ War. (W. A. B. C.)

See biography by E. HafitcT (Davos, 1894).

JENGHIZ KHAN (1162-1227), Mongol emperor, was bom in a

tent on the banks of the river Onon. His father Yesukai was
absent at the time of his birth, in a campaign against a Tatar

chieftain named Temuchin. The fortune of war favoured

Yesukai, who having slain his enemy returned to his encampment
in triumph. Here he was met by the news that his wife Yulun
had given birth to a son. On examining the child he observed

in its clenched fist a clot of coagulated blood like a red stone.

In the eyes of the superstitious Mongol this circumstance referred

to his victory over the Tatar chieftain, and he therefore named
the infant 'I'emuchin. 'I'he death of Yesukai, which placed

Temuchin at the age of thirteen on the Mongol throne, was the

signal also for the dispersal of several tribes whose allegiance

the old chieftain had retained by his iron rule. When remon-

strated with by Temuchin, the rebels replied :
“ The deepest

wells are sometimes dry, and the hardest stone is sometimes
broken ; why should we cling to thee ?

’’ But Yulun was by no
means willing to see her son’s power melt away

;
she led those

retainers who remained faithful against the deserters, and suc-

ceeded in bringing back fully one half to their allegiance. With
this doubtful nmterial, lemuchin succeeded in holding his

ground against the plots and open hostilities of the neighbouring

tribes, more especially of the Naimans, Kcraits and Merkits.

With one or other of these he maintained an almost unceasing

warfare until 1206, when he felt strong enough to proclaim him-

self the ruler of an empire. He therefore summoned the notables

of his kingdom to an assembly on the banks of the Onon, and
at their unanimous request adopted the name and title of

Jenghiz Khan (Chinese, Cheng-sze, or “ perfect warrior ”). At
this time there remained to him but one open enemy on the

Mongolian steppes. Polo the Naiman khan. Against this chief

he now led his troops, and in one battle so completely shattered

his forces that Kushlek, the successor of Polo, who was left dead
upon the field, fled with his ally Toto, the Merkit khan, to the

river Irtysh.

Jenghiz Khan now meditated an invasion of the empire of the
Kin Tatars, who had wrested northern China from the Sung
dyna.sty. As a first step he invaded western Hia, and, having

captured several strongholds, retired in the summer of 1208 to

Lung-ting to escape the great heat of the plains. While there

new^s reached him that Toto and Kushlek were preparing for

war. In a pitched battle on the river Irtysh he overthrew them
completely. Toto was amongst the slain, and Kushlek fled for

refuge to the Khitan Tatars. Satisfied with his victory, Jenghiz

again directed his forces against Hia. After having defeated

the Kin army under the leadership of a son of the sovereign, he

captured the Wu-liang-hai Pass in the Great Wall, and pene-

trated as far as Ning-sia Fu in Kansuh. With unceasing vigour

he pushed on his troops, and even established his sway over the

province of Liao-tung. Several of the Kin commanders, seeing

how persistently victory attended his banners, dc.serted to him,

and garrisons surrendered at his bidding. Having thus secured

a firm footing within the Great Wall, he despatched three armies

in the autumn of 1213 to overrun the empire. The right wing,

under his three sons, Juji, Jagatai and Ogotai, marched towards
the south; the left wing, under his brothers Hochar, Kwang-tsin

Noyen and Chow-lse-te-po-shi. advanced eastward towards the

sea; while Jenghiz and his son Tule with the centre directed their

course in a south-easterly direction. Complete success attended

all three expeditions. The right wing advanced as far as Honan,
and after having captured upwards of twenty-eight cities rejoined

headquarters by the great western road. Hochar made himself

ma.ster of the country as far as Liao-si; and Jenghiz ceased his

triumphal career only when he reached the cliffs of the Shan-
tung promontory. But either because he was weary of the

strife, or because it was necessary to revisit his Mongolian

empire, he sent an envoy to the Kin emperor in the spring of the

following year (J214), saying, “All your po.ssc.s.sions in Shan-

tung and the whole country north of the Yellow River are now
mine with the solitary exception of Yenking (the modern Peking).

By the decree of heaven you are now as weak as I am strong, but

I am willing to retire from my conquests; as a condition of my
doing so, however, it will be necessary that you distribute

largess to my officers and men to appease their fierce hostility.”

These terms of safety the Kin emperor eagerly accepted, and as

a peace offering he presented Jenghiz with a daughter of the late

emperor, another princess of the imperial bouse, 500 youths and
maidens, and 3000 horses. No sooner, however, had Jenghiz

passed beyond the Great Wall than the Kin emperor, fearing to

remain any longer so near the Mongol frontier, moved his court

to K’ai-feng Fu in Honan. This transfer of capital appearing

to Jenghiz to indicate a hostile attitude, he once more marched

his troops into the doomed empire.

While Jenghiz was thus adding city to city and province to

province in China, Kushlek, the fugitive Naiman chief, was not

idle. With characteristic treachery he requested permission

from his host, the Khitan khan, to collect the fragments of his

army which had been scattered by Jenghiz at the battle on the

Irtysh, and thus having collected a considerable force he leagued

himself with Mahommed, the shah of Khwftrizm, against the

confiding khan. After a short but decisive campaign the allies

remained masters of the position, and the khan was compelled

to abdicate the throne in favour of the late guest.

With the power and prestige thus acquired, Kushlek prepared

once again to measure swords with the Mongol chief. On
receiving the news of his hostile preparations, Jenghiz at once

took the field, and in the first battle routed the Naiman troops

and made Kushlek a prisoner. His ill-gotten kingdom became
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an apanage of the Mongol Empire. Jenghiz now held sway up
to the Khwarizm frontier. Beyond this he had no immediate

desire to go, and he therefore sent envoys to Mahommed, the

shah, with presents, saying, “ I send thee greeting; I know thy
power and the vast extent of thine empire

;
I regard thee as my

most cherished son. On my part thou must know that I have
conquered China and all the Turkish nations north of it; thou

knowest that my country is a magazine of warriors, a mine
of silver, and that I have no need of other lands. 1 take it that

we have an equal interest in encouraging trade between our

subjects.” This peaceful message was well received by the shah,

and in all probability the Mongol armies would never have
appeared in Europe but for an unfortunate occurrence. Shortly

after the despatch of this first mission Jenghiz sent a party of

traders into Transoxiana who were seized and put to death as

spies by Inaljuk, the governor of Otrar. As satisfaction for

this outrage Jenghiz demanded the extradition of the offending

governor. Far from yielding to this summons, however,

Mahommed beheaded the chief of the Mongol envoys, and sent

the others back without their beards. This insult made war
inevitable, and in the spring of 1219 Jenghiz set out from
Karakorum on a campaign which was destined to be as startling

in its immediate results as its ulterior effects were far-reaching.

The invading force was in the first instance divided into two
armies: one commanded by Jenghiz’s second son Jagatai was
directed to march against the Kankalis, the northern defenders

of the Khwarizm empire; and the other, led by Juji, his eldest

son, advanced by way of Sighnak against Jand (Jend). Against

this latter force Mahommed led an army of 400,000 men, who
were completely routed, leaving it is said 160,000 dead upon
the field. With the remnant of his host Mahommed fled to

Samarkand. Meanwhile jagatai marched down upon the Syr

Daria (jaxartes) by the pass of Taras and invested Otrar, the

offending city. After a siege of five months the citadel was takeif

by assault, and Inaljuk and his followers were put to the sword.

The conquerors levelled the walls with the ground, after having
given the city over to pillage. At the same time a third army
besieged and took Khojent on the Jaxartes; and yet a fourth, led

by Jenghiz and his youngest son Tule, advanced in the direction

of Bokhara. Tashkent and Nur surrendered on their approach,

and after a short siege Bokhara fell into their hancls. On
entering the town Jenghiz ascended the steps of the principal

mosque, and shouted to his followers, “ The hay is cut; give your

horses fodder.” No second invitation to plunder was needed;

the city was sacked, and the inhabitants either e.scaped beyond
the walls or were c'ompelled to submit to infamies which were

worse than death. As a final act of vengeance the town w’as

fired, and before the last of the Mongols left the district, the

great mosque and certain palaces were the only buildings left

to mark the spot where the “ centre of science ” once stood.

From the ruins of Bokhara Jenghiz advanced along the valley

of the Sogd to Samarkand, which, weakened by treachery, sur-

rendered to him, as did also Balkh. But in neither case did

submission save either the inhabitants from slaughter or the

city from pillage. Beyond this point Jenghiz went no farther

westward, but sent Tule, at the head of 70,000 men, to ravage

Khorasan, and two flying columns under Chepe and Sabutai

Bahadar to pursue after Mahommed who had taken refuge in

Nishapur. Defeated and almost alone, Mahommed fled before

his pursuers to the village of Astara on the shore of the Caspian

Sea, where he died of an attack of pleurisy, leaving his empire
to his son Jelaleddin (Jalal ud-din). Meanwhile Tule carried his

arms into the fertile province of Khorasan, and after having

captured Nessa by assault appeared before Merv. By an act of

atrocious treachery the Mongols gained possession of the city,

and, after their manner, sacked and burnt the town. From Merv
Tule marched upon Nishapur, where he met with a most deter-

mined resistance. For four days the garrison fought desperately

on the walls and in the streets, but at length they were over-

powered, and, with the exception of 400 artisans who were sent

mto Mongolia, every man, woman and child was slain. Herat
escaped the fate which had overtaken Merv and Nishapur by

opening its gates to the Mongols. At this point of his vie*

torious career Tule received an order to join Jenghiz before

Talikhan in Badakshan, where that chieftain was preparing to

renew his pursuit of Jelaleddin, after a check he had sustain^
in an engagement fought before Ghazni. As soon as sufficient

reinforcements arrived Jenghiz advanced against Jelaleddin,

who had taken up a position on the banks of the Indus. Here
the Turks, though far outnumbered, defended their ground
with undaunted courage, until, beaten at all points, they fled in

confusion. Jelaleddin, seeing that all was lost, mounted a fresh

horse and jumped into the river, which flowed 20 ft. below.

With admiring gaze Jenghiz watched the desperate venture of

his enemy, and even saw without regret the dripping horseman
mount the opposite bank. From the Indus Jenghiz sent in

pursuit of Jelaleddin, who fled to Delhi, but failing to capture

the fugitive the Mongols returned to Ghazni after having ravaged
the provinces of Lahore, Peshawar and Melikpur. At this

moment news reached Jenghiz that the inhabitants of Herat
had deposed the governor whom Tule had appointed over the

city, and had placed one of their own choice in his room. To
punish this act of rebellion Jenghiz sent an army of 80,000

men against the offending city, which after a siege of six months
w'as taken by assault. For a whole week the Mongols ceased

not to kill, burn and destroy, and 1,600,000 persons are said to

have been massacred within the walls. Having consummated
this act of vengeance, Jenghiz returned to Mongolia by way of

Balkh, Bokhara and Samarkand.
Meanwhile Chepe and Sabutai marched through Azerbeijan,

and in the spring of 1222 advanced into Georgia. Here they

defeated a combined force of Lesghians, Circassians and Kip-

chaks, and after taking Astrakhan followed the retreating Kip-

chaks to the Don. The news of the approach of the mysterious

enemy of whose name even they were ignorant was received by
the Russian princes at Kiev with dismay. At the instigation,

however, of Mitislaf, prince of Galicia, they as.sembled an opposing

force on the Dnieper. Here they received envoys from the

Mongol camp, whom they barbarously put to death. “You
have killed our envoys,” was the answer made by the Mongols;
“ well, as you wish for war you shall have it. We have done
you no Jiarm. God is impartial; He will decide our quarrel.”

In the first battle, on the river Kaleza,the Russians were utterly

routed, and fled before the invaders, who, after ravaging Great

Bulgaria retired, gorged with booty, through the country of

Saksin, along the river Aktuba, on their way to Mongolia.

In China the same success had attended the Mongol arms as in

we-stern Asia. The whole of the country north of the Yellow
river, with the exception of one or two cities, was added to the

Mongol rule, and, on the death of the Kin emperor Siian Tsung
in 1223, the Kin empire virtually ceased to be, and Jenghiz’s

frontiers thus became conterminous with those of the Sung
emperors who held sway over the whole of central and
southern China. After his return from Central Asia, Jenghiz
once more took the field in western China. While on this cam-
paign the five planets appeared m a certain conjunction, which to

the superstitiously minded Mongol chief foretold that evil was
awaiting him. With this presentiment strongly impressed
upon him he turned his face homewards, and had advanced no
farther than the Si-Kiang river in Kansuh when he was seized

with an illness of which he died a short time afterwards (1227)
at his travelling palace at Ha-lao-tu, on the banks of the river

Sale in Mongolia. By the terms of his will Ogotai was appointed

his successor, but so essential was it considered to be that his

death should remain a secret until Ogotai was proclaimed that,

as the funeral procession moved northwards to the great ordu

on the banks of the Kerulen, the escort killed every one they

met. The body of Jenghiz was then carried successively to the

ordus of his several wives, and was finally laid to rest in the

valley of Kilien.

Thus ended the career of one of the greatest conquerors the

world has ever seen. Born and nurtured as the chief of a petty

Mongolian tribe, he lived to see his armies victorious from the

China Sea to the hanks of the Dnieper; and, though the empire
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JENATSCH, GEORG (15^1639), Swiss political leader, one
of the most striking figures in the troubled history of the Orisons

in the 17th century, was bom at Samaden (capital of the Upper
Engadine). He studied at Zurich and Basel, and in 1617 became
the Protestant pastor ol Scharans (near Thusis). But almost at

once he plunged into active politics, taking the side of the

Venetian and Protestant party of the Salis family, as against

the Spanish and Romanist policy supported by the rival family,

that of Planta. He headed the “preachers ” who in 1618 tor-

tured to death the arch^priest Rusca, of Sondrio, and outlawed
the Plantas. As reprisals, a number of Protestants were
massacred at Tirano (1620), in the Valtellina, a very fertile

valley, of considerable strategical importance (for through it

the Spaniards in Milan could communicate by the Umbrail Pass
with the Austrians in ritol), which then fell into the hands of the

Spanish. Jenatsch took part in the murder (1621) of Pompey
Planta, the head of the rival party, but later with his friends was
compelled to fly the country, giving up hir. position as a pastor,

and henceforth acting solely as a soldier. He helped in the revolt

against the Austrians in the Prattigau (1622), and in the invasion

of the Valtellina by a French army (1624), but the peace made
(1626) between France and Spain left the Valtellina in tne

hands of the pope, and so destroyed Jenatsch’s hopes. Having
killed his colonel, Ruinelli, in a duel, Jenatsch had once more to

leave his native land, and took service with the Venetians

(1629-1630). In 1631 he went to Paris, and actively supported

Richelieu’s schemes for driving the Spaniards out of the Val-

tellina, which led to the .successful campaign of Rohan (1635),

one of whose firmest supporters was Jenatsch. But he soon .saw

that the French were as unwilling as the Spaniards to restore

the Valtellina to the Orisons (which had seized it in 1512). So

he became a Romanist (1635), and negotiated .secretly with the

Spaniards and Austrians. He was the leader of the conspiracy

which broke out in 1637, and re.sulted in the expulsion of Rohan
and the French from the Orisons. 'I'his treachery on Jenatsch’s

part did not, however, lead to the freeing of the Valtellina from

the Spaniards, and once more he tried to get French support. But
on the 24th of January 1639 he was assassinated at Coire by
the Plantas; later in the same year the much coveted valley

was restored by Spain to the Orisons, which held it till 1797.

Jenatsch’s career is of general historical importance by reason of

the long conflict between France and Spain for the possession

of the ^ttSllina, which forms one of the most bloody episodes

in the Thirty Years’ War. (W. A. B. C.)

See biography by E. HafitcT (Davos, 1894).

JENGHIZ KHAN (1162-1227), Mongol emperor, was bom in a

tent on the banks of the river Onon. His father Yesukai was
absent at the time of his birth, in a campaign against a Tatar

chieftain named Temuchin. The fortune of war favoured

Yesukai, who having slain his enemy returned to his encampment
in triumph. Here he was met by the news that his wife Yulun
had given birth to a son. On examining the child he observed

in its clenched fist a clot of coagulated blood like a red stone.

In the eyes of the superstitious Mongol this circumstance referred

to his victory over the Tatar chieftain, and he therefore named
the infant 'I'emuchin. 'I'he death of Yesukai, which placed

Temuchin at the age of thirteen on the Mongol throne, was the

signal also for the dispersal of several tribes whose allegiance

the old chieftain had retained by his iron rule. When remon-

strated with by Temuchin, the rebels replied :
“ The deepest

wells are sometimes dry, and the hardest stone is sometimes
broken ; why should we cling to thee ?

’’ But Yulun was by no
means willing to see her son’s power melt away

;
she led those

retainers who remained faithful against the deserters, and suc-

ceeded in bringing back fully one half to their allegiance. With
this doubtful nmterial, lemuchin succeeded in holding his

ground against the plots and open hostilities of the neighbouring

tribes, more especially of the Naimans, Kcraits and Merkits.

With one or other of these he maintained an almost unceasing

warfare until 1206, when he felt strong enough to proclaim him-

self the ruler of an empire. He therefore summoned the notables

of his kingdom to an assembly on the banks of the Onon, and
at their unanimous request adopted the name and title of

Jenghiz Khan (Chinese, Cheng-sze, or “ perfect warrior ”). At
this time there remained to him but one open enemy on the

Mongolian steppes. Polo the Naiman khan. Against this chief

he now led his troops, and in one battle so completely shattered

his forces that Kushlek, the successor of Polo, who was left dead
upon the field, fled with his ally Toto, the Merkit khan, to the

river Irtysh.

Jenghiz Khan now meditated an invasion of the empire of the
Kin Tatars, who had wrested northern China from the Sung
dyna.sty. As a first step he invaded western Hia, and, having

captured several strongholds, retired in the summer of 1208 to

Lung-ting to escape the great heat of the plains. While there

new^s reached him that Toto and Kushlek were preparing for

war. In a pitched battle on the river Irtysh he overthrew them
completely. Toto was amongst the slain, and Kushlek fled for

refuge to the Khitan Tatars. Satisfied with his victory, Jenghiz

again directed his forces against Hia. After having defeated

the Kin army under the leadership of a son of the sovereign, he

captured the Wu-liang-hai Pass in the Great Wall, and pene-

trated as far as Ning-sia Fu in Kansuh. With unceasing vigour

he pushed on his troops, and even established his sway over the

province of Liao-tung. Several of the Kin commanders, seeing

how persistently victory attended his banners, dc.serted to him,

and garrisons surrendered at his bidding. Having thus secured

a firm footing within the Great Wall, he despatched three armies

in the autumn of 1213 to overrun the empire. The right wing,

under his three sons, Juji, Jagatai and Ogotai, marched towards
the south; the left wing, under his brothers Hochar, Kwang-tsin

Noyen and Chow-lse-te-po-shi. advanced eastward towards the

sea; while Jenghiz and his son Tule with the centre directed their

course in a south-easterly direction. Complete success attended

all three expeditions. The right wing advanced as far as Honan,
and after having captured upwards of twenty-eight cities rejoined

headquarters by the great western road. Hochar made himself

ma.ster of the country as far as Liao-si; and Jenghiz ceased his

triumphal career only when he reached the cliffs of the Shan-
tung promontory. But either because he was weary of the

strife, or because it was necessary to revisit his Mongolian

empire, he sent an envoy to the Kin emperor in the spring of the

following year (J214), saying, “All your po.ssc.s.sions in Shan-

tung and the whole country north of the Yellow River are now
mine with the solitary exception of Yenking (the modern Peking).

By the decree of heaven you are now as weak as I am strong, but

I am willing to retire from my conquests; as a condition of my
doing so, however, it will be necessary that you distribute

largess to my officers and men to appease their fierce hostility.”

These terms of safety the Kin emperor eagerly accepted, and as

a peace offering he presented Jenghiz with a daughter of the late

emperor, another princess of the imperial bouse, 500 youths and
maidens, and 3000 horses. No sooner, however, had Jenghiz

passed beyond the Great Wall than the Kin emperor, fearing to

remain any longer so near the Mongol frontier, moved his court

to K’ai-feng Fu in Honan. This transfer of capital appearing

to Jenghiz to indicate a hostile attitude, he once more marched

his troops into the doomed empire.

While Jenghiz was thus adding city to city and province to

province in China, Kushlek, the fugitive Naiman chief, was not

idle. With characteristic treachery he requested permission

from his host, the Khitan khan, to collect the fragments of his

army which had been scattered by Jenghiz at the battle on the

Irtysh, and thus having collected a considerable force he leagued

himself with Mahommed, the shah of Khwftrizm, against the

confiding khan. After a short but decisive campaign the allies

remained masters of the position, and the khan was compelled

to abdicate the throne in favour of the late guest.

With the power and prestige thus acquired, Kushlek prepared

once again to measure swords with the Mongol chief. On
receiving the news of his hostile preparations, Jenghiz at once

took the field, and in the first battle routed the Naiman troops

and made Kushlek a prisoner. His ill-gotten kingdom became
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a city of West Africa, formerly the capital of the

Songhoi empire, now included in the French colony of Upper
Senegal and Niger. Jenn^ is situated on a marigot or natural

canal connecting the Niger and its affluent the Bani or Mahel
Balcvel, and is within a few miles of the latter .stream. It lies

250 m. S.W. of Timbuktu in a straight line. The city is sur-

rounded by channels connected with the Bani but in the

dry season it ceases to be an island. On the north is the

Moorish quarter; on the north-west, the oldest part of the

city, stood the citadel, converted by the French since 1893
into a modern fort. The market-place is midway between the

fort and the commercial harbour. The old mosque, partially

de.stroyed in 1830, covered a large area in the south-west portion

of the city. It was built on the site of the ancient palace of the

Songhoi kings. The architecture of many of the buildings

bears a rcscmb'ance to Egyptian, the fa9ades of the houses being

adorned with great buttresses of pylonic form. Tliere is little

trace of the influence of Moorish or Arabian art. 'I'hc build-

ings arc mostly constructed of clay made into flat long bricks.

Massive clay walls surround the city. The inhabitants are great

traders and the principal merchants have representatives at

Timbuktu and all the chief places on tlie Niger. The boats

built at Jenne are famous throughout the western .Sudan.

Jenna is believed to have befen founded by the Songhoi in the

8th century, and though it has passed under the dominion oi

many races it has never been dc itroyed. Jenn^ seems to have

been at the height of its power from the 12th to the i6th century,

when its merchandise was found at every port along the west

coast of Africa. From this circumstance it is conjectured that

Jeitne (Guinea) gave its name to the whole coast (see Guinea).'

Subsequently, under the control of Moorish, Tuareg and Fula

invaders, the importance of the city greatly declined. With the

advent of the French, commerce again began to flourish.

See F. Dubois, Tombnuctou la ntysteneuse (l^aris, 1897), in which
several chapters are devoted to Jenn6; also Songhoj ; Timbuktu;
and Senegal.

JENNER, EDWARD (1749-1823), English physician and

discoverer of vaccination, was bom at Berkeley, Gloucestershire,

on the 17th of May 1749. His father, the Rev. Stephen jenner,

rec'tor of Rockhampton and vicar of Berkeley, came of a family

that had been long established in that county, and was possessed

of considerable landed property; he died when Edward was

only six years old, but his eldest son, the Rev. .Stephen Jenner,

brought his brother up with paternal care and tenderness.

Edward rec’cived his early education at Wotton-under-Edge

and Cirencester, where he already showed a strong taste for

natural histor)^ 'Fhe medical profession having been selected

for him, he began his studies under Daniel Ludlow, a

surgeon of Sodbury near Bristol
;
but in his twenty-first year

he proceeded to London, where he became a favourite pupil

of John Hunter, in whose house he resided for two years.

During this period he was employed by Sir Joseph Banks to

arrange and prepare the valuable zoological specimens which

he had brought back from Captain Cook’s first voyage in

1771. He must have acquitted himself satisfactorily in this

task, since he was offered the post of naturalist in the second

expedition, but declined it as well as other advantageous offers,

preferring rather to practise his profession in his native place,

and near his eldest brother, to whom he was much attached. He
was the principal founder of a local medical society, to which

he contributed several papers of marked ability, in one of which

he apparently anticipated later discoveries concerning rheumatic

inflammjrtions of the heart. He maintained a correspondence

with John Hunter, under whose direction he investigated various

points in biology, particularly the hibernation of hedgehogs and

habits of the cuckoo
;
his paper on the latter subject was laid by

Hunter before the Royal Society, and appeared in the PhU.

Trans, far 1788. He also devoted considerable attention to the

3*9
varied geological character of the district in which he lived, and
constructed the first balloon seen in those parts. He was a great

favourite in general society^ from his agreeable and instructive

conversation, and the many accomplishments he possessed.

Thus he was a fair musician, both a.s a part singer and as a per-

former on the violin and flute, and a very successful writer, after

the fashion of that time, of fugitive pieces of verse. In 1788 he
married Catherine Kingseote, and in 1792 he obtained the degree
of doctor of medicine from St Andrews.

Meanwhile tlie discovery that is associated with his name
had been slowly maturing in his mind, When only an apprentice
at Sodbury, his attention had been directed to the relations

between cow-pox and small-pox in connexion with a popular

belief which he found current in Gloucestershire, as to the antagon-

ism between these two diseases. During his stay in London
he appears to have mentioned the thing repeatedly to Hunter,
who, being engrossed by other important pursuits, was not so

strongly persuaded as Jenner was of its possible impoitance, yet

spoke of it to his friends and in his lectures. After he began
practice in Berkeley, Jenner was always accustomed to inquire

what his professional brethren thought of it; but he found that,

when medical men had noticed the popular report at all, they

supposed it to be based on imperfect induction. His first careful

investigation of the subject dated from about 1775, and five years

elapsed before he had succeeded in clearing away the most per-

plexing difficulties by which it was surrounded. He first

satisfied himself that two different lorms of disease had been

hitherto confounded under the term cow-pox, only one of which

protected against small-pox, and that many of the cases of failure

were to be thus accounted for
;
and his next step was to ascertain

that the true cow-pox itself only protects when communicated

at a particular stage of the disease. At the same time he came
to the conclusion that the grease of horses is the same
disease as cow-pox and small-pox, each being modified by the

organism in which it was developed. For many years, cow-pox

being scarce in his county, he had no opportunity of inoculating

the disease, and so putting his discovery to the test, but he did

all he could in the way of collecting information and communi-

cating what he had ascertained. I'hus in 1788 he carried a

drav/ing%of the cow-pox, as seen on the hands of a milkmaid, to

London, and showed it to Sir E. Home and others, who agreed

that it was “ an interesting and curious subject.” At length,

on the 14th of May 1796, he was able to inoculate James
Phipps, a boy about eight years old, with matter from cow-pox

vesicles on the hand of Sarah Nelmes. On the ist of the follow-

ing July the boy was carefully inoculated with variolous matter,

but (as Jenner had predicted) no small-pox followed. The dis-

covery was now complete, but Jenner was unable to repeat his

experiment until 1798, owing to the disappearance of cow-pox

from the dairies. He then repeated his inoculations with the

utmost care, and prepared a pamphlet (/«v«tryin/a the Cause af^

Ejects of the Variolae Vacctnae) whidi should announce his dis-

covery to the world. Before publishing it, however, he thought

it well to visit London, so as to demonstrate the truth of his

a.ssertions to his friends; but he remained in London nearly three

months, without being able to find any person who would submit

to be vaccinated. Soon after he had returned home, however,

Henry Qine, surgeon of St Thomas’s Hospital, inoculated some

vaccine matter obtained from him over the diseased hip-joint of a

child, thinking the counter-irritation might be useful, and found

the patient afterwards incapable of acquiring small-pox. In the

autumn of the same year, Jenner met with the first opposition to

vaccination; and this was the more formidable because it pro-

ceeded from J. Ingenhousz, a celebrated physician and man of

science. But meanwhile Cline’s advocacy of vaccination brought

it much more decidedly before the medical profession, of whom
the majority were prudent enough to suspend their judgment

until the)^ had more ample information. But besides these

there were two noisy and troublesome factions, one of which

opposed vaccination as a useless and dangerous practice, while

the other endangered its success much more by rash and self-

seeking advocacy . At the head of the latter was George Pearson,
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who in November 1798 published a pamphlet speculating upon

the subject, before even seeing a case of cow-pox, and after-

wards endeavoured, by lecturing on the subject and supplying

the virus, to put himself forward as the chief agent in the cause.

The matter which he distributed, which had been derived from

cows that were found to be infected in London, was found fre-

quently to produce, not the slight disease described by Jenner,

but more or less severe eruptions resembling small-pox. Jeimer

concluded at once that this was due to an accidental contamina-

tion of the vaccine with variolous matter, and a visit to London

in the spring of 1799 convinced him that this was the ca.se. In

the course of this year the practice of vaccination spread over

England, being urged principally by non-professional persons of

position; and toward.s its close attempts were made to found insti-

tutions for gratuitous vaccination and for supplying lymph to

all who might apply for it. Pearson proposed to establish one of

these in London, without Jenner’s knowledge, in which he offered

him the post of honorary corre.sponding physician ! On learning

of this scheme to supplant him, and to carry on an institution

for public vaccination on principles which he knew to be partly

erroneous, Jenner once more visited London early in 1800, when
he had influence enough to secure the abandonment of the

project. He. was afterwards presented to the king, the queen

and the prince of Wales, whose encouragement materially aided

the .spread of vaccination in England. Meanwhile it nad made
rapid progress in the United States, where it was introduced by

Benjamin Waterhouse, then professor of physic at Harvard,

and on the continent of Europe, where it was at first diffused

by De Carro of Vienna. In consequence of the war between

England and France, the discovery was later in reaching Paris;

but, its importance once realized, it spread rapidly over France,

Spain and Italy,

A few of the incidents connected with its extension may be

mentioned. Perhaps the most striking is the expedition which

was sent out by the court of Spain in 1803, for the purpose of

diffusing cow-pox through all the Spani.sh possessions in the

Old and New Worlds, and which returned in three years, having

cin'umnavigaled the globe, and .succeeded beyond its utmo.st

expectiitions. Clergymen in Geneva and Holland urged vacci-

nation upon their parishioners from the pulpit; in Sicily, South

America and Naples religious proccs.sions were formed for the

purpose of receiving it; the anniversary of Jenner’s birthday, or

of thqdpcces.sful va«'cination of James Phipps, was for many
years celebrated as a feast in Germany; and the empress of

Ru.ssia caused the first child operated upon to receive the

name of Vaccinov, and to be educated at the public expense.

About the close of the year 1801 jenner’s friends in Gloucester-

shire presented him with a small service of plate as a testimonial

of the esteem in which they held his discovery. This was in-

tended merely as a preliminary'’ to the presenting of a petition

to parliament for a grant. The petition was presented in 1802,

and was referred to a committee, of which the investigations

resulted in a report in favour of the grant, and ultimately in a

vote of £10,000.

Tow^ards the end of 1802 steps were taken to form a society for

the proper spread of vaccination in lx)ndon, and the Royal
Jennerian Society was finally e.stablishcd, Jenner returning to

town to preside at the first meeting. This institution began very

prosperously, more than twelve thousand persons having been

inoculated in the first eighteen months, and with such effect that

the deaths from small-pox, which for the latter half of the i8th

century had averaged 2018 annually, fell in 1804 to 622. Unfor-

tunately the chief resident inoculator soon set himself up as an

authority opposed to Jehner, and this led to such dissensions as

caused the society to die out in 1808.

Jenner was led, by the language of the chancellor of the ex-

chequer when his grant was proposed, to attempt practice in

London,but after ayear’s trial he returned to Berkeley. Hisgrant

was not paid until 1804, and then, after the deduction of about

£1000 for fees, it did little more than pay the expenses attendant

upon his discovery. For he was so thoroughly known every-

where as the discoverer of vaccination that, as he himself said, he

was “ the vaccine clerk of the whole world.” At the same time

he continued to vaccinate gratuitously all the poor who applied

to him on certain days, so that he sometimes had as many as

three hundred persons waiting at his door. Meanwhile honours

began to shower upon him from abroad ; he was elected a member
of almost all the chief scientific societies on the continent of

Europe, the firj>t being that of Gottingen, where he was pro-

posed by J. F. Blumenbach. But perhaps the most flattering

proof of his influence was derived from France. On one occasion,

when he was endeavouring to obtain the release of some of the

unfortunate Englishmen who had been detained in France on

the sudden termination of the Peace of Amiens, Napoleon was

about to reject the petition, when Josephine uttered the name of

Jenner. The emperor paused and exclaimed :
** Ah, we can

refuse nothing to that name.” Somewhat later he did the same

service to Englishmen confined in Mexico and in Austria; and

during the latter part of the great war persons before leaving

England would sometimes obtain certificates signed by him

which served as passports. In his own country his merits were

less recognized. His application.^ on behalf of French prisoners

in England were less successful; he never shared in any of the

patronage at the di.sposal of the government, and was even unable

to obtain a living for his nephew George.

In 1806 Lord Henry Petty (afterwards the marquess of Lans-

downe) became chancellor of the exchequer, and \va.s so con-

vinced of the inadequacy of the former parliamentary grant that

he proposed an address to the Crown, praying that the college of

phy.sicians should be directed to report upon the success of

vaccination. Their report being strongly in its favour, the then

chancellor of the exchequer (Spencer Perceval) proposed that

a sum of £10,000 without any deductions should be paid to

Jenner. The anti-vaccinationists found but one advocate in

the House of Commons; and finally the sum was rai.sed to £20,000.

Jenner, however, at the same lime had the mortification of

learning that government did not intend to take any steps

towards checking small-pox inoculation, which so persistently

kept up that disease. About the .same time a subscription for

his benefit was begun in India, where his discovery had been

gratefully received, but the full amount of this (£7383) only

reached him in 1812.

The Royal Jennerian Society having failed, the national vaccine

establishment was founded, for the extension of vaccination, in

1808. Jenner .spent five months in London for the purpose of

organizing it, but- was then obliged, by the dangerous illness of

one of his sons, to return to Berkeley. He had been appointed

director of the institution; but he liad no .sooner left London
than Sir Lucas Pepys, president of the college of phy.sicians,

neglected his recommendations, and formed the board out of the

officials of that college and the college of surgeons. Jenner at

once resigned his post as director, though he continued to give

the benefit of his advice whenever it was needed, and this resigna-

tion was a bitter mortification to him. In 1810 his eldest son

died, and Jenner’s grief at his lo.s.s, and his incessant labours,

materially affected his health. In 1813 the university of

Oxford conferred on him the degree of M.D. It was believed

that this would lead to his election into the college of physicians,

hut that learned body decided that he could not be admitted

until he had undergone an examination in classics. This Jenner

at once refused
;
to brush up his clas.sics would, he said, be

irksome beyond measure. I would not do it for a diadem. That

indeed would be a bauble; I would not do it for John Hunter’s

museum.”
He visited London for the last time in 1814, when he was

pre.sented to the Allied Sovereigns and to most of the principal

personages who accompanied them. In the next year his wife’s

death was the signal for him to retire from public life : he never

left Berkeley again, except for a day or two, as long as he lived.

He found sufficient occupation for the remainder of his life in

collecting further evidence on some points connected with his

great discovery, and in his engagements as a physician, a

naturalist and a magistrate. In 1818 a severe epidemic of

small-pox prevailed, and fresh doubts were thrown on the
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efficacy of vaccination^ in part apparently owing to the bad
quality of the vaccine lymph employed. This caused Jenner

much annoyancei which was relieved by an able defence of the

practice, written by Sir Gilbert Blanc. But this led him, in

1821, to send a circular letter to most of the medical men in

the kingdom inquiring into the effect of other skin diseases in

modifying the progress of cow-pox. A year later he published

his last work, On the Influence of Artificial Eruptions in Certain

Diseases) and in 1823 he presented his last paper
—“On the

Migration of Birds ”—to the Royal Society. On the 24th of

January 1823 he retired to rest apparently as well as usual, and

next morning rose and came down to his library, where he was

found insensible on the floor, in a state of apoplexy, and with

the right side paralysed. He never rallied, and died on the

following morning.

A public subscription was set on foot, shortly after his death,

by the medical men of his county, for the purpose of erecting

some memorial in his honour, and with much difficulty a suffi-

cient sum was raised to enable a statue to be placed in Gloucester

Cathedral. In 1850 another attempt was made to set up a monu-
ment to him ; this appears to have failed, but at length, in 1858,

a statue of him was erected by public subscription in London.

Jenner 's life was written by the intimate friend of his later years,

Dr John Baron of Gloucester (2 vols., 1827, 1838). See also

Vaccination.

JENNER,SIR WILLIAM»BART.(i8i5~i898),Englishphysician,
was bom at Chatham on the 30th of January 1815, and educated

at University College, London. He became M.R.C.S. in 1837,

and F.R.C.P. in 1852, and in 1844 took the London M.D. In

1847 he began at the London fever hospital investigations into

cases of “ continued ” fever which enabled him finally to make the

distinction between typhus and typhoid on which his reputation

as a pathologist principally rests. In 1849 he was appointed pro-^

fessor of pathological anatomy at University College, and also

assistant physician to University College Hospital, where he

afterwardsbecamephysician ( 1854-1 876)and consultingphysician

(1879), besides holding similar appointments at other hospitals.

He was also successively Holme professor of clinical medicine

and professor of the principles and practice of medicine at

University College. He was president of the college of physicians

(i88i- 1888); he was elected F.R.S. in 1864, and received honorary

degrees from Oxford, Cambridge and Edinburgh. In 1861 he

was appointed physician extraordinary, and in 1862 physician

in ordinary, to Queen Victoria, and in 1863 physician in ordinary

to the prince of Wales; he attended both the prince consort and

the prince of Wales in their attacks of typhoid fever. In 1868

he was created a baronet. As a consultant Sir William Jenner

had a great reputation, and he left a large fortune when he died,

at Bishop’s Waltham, Hants, on the nth of December 18^.
having then retired from practice for eight years owing to failing

health.

JENNET, a small Spanish horse; the word is sometimes applied

in English to a mule, the offspring of a she-ass and a stallion.

Jennet comes, through Fr. genet, from Span, jinete, a light

horseman who rides d la gineia, explained as “ with his legs

tucked up.” The name is taken to be a corruption of the

Arabic Zenata, a Berber tribe famed for its cavalry. English

and French transferred the word from the rider to his horse, a

meaning which the word has only acquired in Spain in modem
times.

JENOLAN CAVES, a series of remarkable caverns in Roxburgh

county. New South Wales, Australia ; 113 m. W. by N. of Sydney,

and 36 m. from Tarana, which is served by railway. They are

the most celebrated of several similar groups in the limestone

of the country
;
they have not yielded fossils of great interest,

but the stalactitic formations, sometimes pure white, are of

extraordinary beauty. The caves have been rendered easily

accessible to visitors and lighted by electricity.

JENSEN, WILHELM (1837- ), German author, was born

at Heiligenhafen in Holstein on the 15th of February 1837, the

son of a local Danish magistrate, who came of old patrician

Frisian stock. After attending the classical schools at Kiel and

Lubeck, Jensen studied medicine at the universities of Kiel,

Wurzburg and Breslau. He, however, abandoned the medical

profession for that of letters, and after engaging for some years

m individual private study proceeded to Munich, where he
associated with men of letters. After a residence in Stuttgart

(1865-1869), where for a short time he conducted the Schwa-
bische Volks-Zeitung, he became editor in Flensburg of the

Norddeutsche Zeitung. In 1872 he again returned to lUel, lived

from 1876 to 1888 in Freiburg im Breisgau, and since 1888 has

been resident in Munich.

Jensen is perhaps the most fertile of modem German writers of
fiction, more than one hundred works havinf^ proceeded from his
pen; but only comparatively few of them have caught the public
taste; such are the novels, Karin von Schweden (Berun, 1878); Die
braune Erica (Berlin, x868)

;
and the tale, Die Pfeifer von Dusenbach,

Eine Geschich*e aus dem Elsass (1884). Among others may be
mentioned : Barthenia (Berlin, 1877) ;

Gdte und Gisela (Berlin, x886|

;

Heimkunft (Dresden, 1894); Aus See und Sand (Dresden, 1897);
Luv uttd Lee (Berlin, 1897); and the narratives, Aus den Tagen der

Hansa (Leipzig, 1885); Aus stiller Zeit (Berlin, 1881-1885); and
Heimath (1901). Jensen also published some tragedies, among
which Dido (Berlin, 1870) and Der Kampf fiir ‘s Reich (Freiburg im
Br., 1884) may be mentioned.

JENYNS, SOANE (1704-1787), English author, was bom in

London on the ist of January 1704, and was educated at

St John’s College, Cambridge. In 1742 he was chosen M.P. for

(Cambridgeshire, in which his property lay, and he afterwards sat

for the borough of Dunwich and the town of Cambridge. From

1755 to 1780 he was one of the commissioners of the board of

trade. He d ed on the i8th of December 1787.

For the measure of literary repute which he enjoyed during his

life Jenyns was indebted as much to his wealth and social stand-

ing as to his accomplishments and talents, though both were

considerable. Hin poetical works, the Art of Dancing (1727) and

Miscellanies (1770^ contain many passages graceful and lively

though occasionally verging on licence. The first of his prose

works was his Free Inquiry into the Nature and Origin of Evil

(1756). This essay was severely criticized on its appearance,

especially by Samuel Johnson in the Literary Magazine. John-

.son, in a slashing review—-the best paper of the kind he ever

wrote—condemned the book as a slight and shallow attempt to

solve ode of the most difficult of moral problems. Jenyns, a

gentle and amiable man in the main, was extremely irritated b>'

his failure. He put forth a second edition of his work, prefaced

by a vindication, and tried to take vengeance on Johnson after

his death by a sarcastic epitaph.* In 11776 Jenyns published his

View of the Internal Evidence of the Christian Religion. Though
at one period of his life he had affected a kind of deistic scepticism,

he had now returned to orthodoxy, and there seems no reason

to doubl his sincerity, questioned at the time, in defending

Christianity on the ground of its total variance with the prin-

ciples of human reason. The work was deserved y praised in its

day for its literary merits, but is so plainly the production of an

amateur in theology that as a scientific treatise it is valueless.

A collected edition of the works of Jenyns appeared in 1790,

with a biography by Charles Nalson Cole. 1 here are several

references to liim. in Boswell’s Johnson.

JEOPARDY, a term meaning risk or danger of death, loss or

other injur)^ The word, in Mid. Eng. juparti, jeupartie, &c.,

was adapted from O. Fr. jUy later jeu, and parti, even game,

in medieval Latin focus partitus. This term was originally

used of a problem in chess or of a stage in any other game at

which the chances of success or failure are evenly divided

between the players. It was thus early transformed to any

state of uncertainty.

JEPHSON, ROBERT (1736-1803), British dramatist, was

bom in Ireland. After sendng for some years in the British

army, he retired with the rank of captain, and lived in England,

where he was the friend of Garrick, Reynolds, Goldsmith,

Johnson, Burke, Burney and Charles Townshend. His appoint-

ment as master of the horse to the lord-lieutenant of Ireland

1 Two lines will suffice :

—

Boswell and Thrale, retailers of his wit,

Will tell you how he wrote, and talk'd, and cough'd, and spit.

XV. IT
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who in November 1798 published a pamphlet speculating upon

the subject, before even seeing a case of cow-pox, and after-

wards endeavoured, by lecturing on the subject and supplying

the virus, to put himself forward as the chief agent in the cause.

The matter which he distributed, which had been derived from

cows that were found to be infected in London, was found fre-

quently to produce, not the slight disease described by Jenner,

but more or less severe eruptions resembling small-pox. Jeimer

concluded at once that this was due to an accidental contamina-

tion of the vaccine with variolous matter, and a visit to London

in the spring of 1799 convinced him that this was the ca.se. In

the course of this year the practice of vaccination spread over

England, being urged principally by non-professional persons of

position; and toward.s its close attempts were made to found insti-

tutions for gratuitous vaccination and for supplying lymph to

all who might apply for it. Pearson proposed to establish one of

these in London, without Jenner’s knowledge, in which he offered

him the post of honorary corre.sponding physician ! On learning

of this scheme to supplant him, and to carry on an institution

for public vaccination on principles which he knew to be partly

erroneous, Jenner once more visited London early in 1800, when
he had influence enough to secure the abandonment of the

project. He. was afterwards presented to the king, the queen

and the prince of Wales, whose encouragement materially aided

the .spread of vaccination in England. Meanwhile it nad made
rapid progress in the United States, where it was introduced by

Benjamin Waterhouse, then professor of physic at Harvard,

and on the continent of Europe, where it was at first diffused

by De Carro of Vienna. In consequence of the war between

England and France, the discovery was later in reaching Paris;

but, its importance once realized, it spread rapidly over France,

Spain and Italy,

A few of the incidents connected with its extension may be

mentioned. Perhaps the most striking is the expedition which

was sent out by the court of Spain in 1803, for the purpose of

diffusing cow-pox through all the Spani.sh possessions in the

Old and New Worlds, and which returned in three years, having

cin'umnavigaled the globe, and .succeeded beyond its utmo.st

expectiitions. Clergymen in Geneva and Holland urged vacci-

nation upon their parishioners from the pulpit; in Sicily, South

America and Naples religious proccs.sions were formed for the

purpose of receiving it; the anniversary of Jenner’s birthday, or

of thqdpcces.sful va«'cination of James Phipps, was for many
years celebrated as a feast in Germany; and the empress of

Ru.ssia caused the first child operated upon to receive the

name of Vaccinov, and to be educated at the public expense.

About the close of the year 1801 jenner’s friends in Gloucester-

shire presented him with a small service of plate as a testimonial

of the esteem in which they held his discovery. This was in-

tended merely as a preliminary'’ to the presenting of a petition

to parliament for a grant. The petition was presented in 1802,

and was referred to a committee, of which the investigations

resulted in a report in favour of the grant, and ultimately in a

vote of £10,000.

Tow^ards the end of 1802 steps were taken to form a society for

the proper spread of vaccination in lx)ndon, and the Royal
Jennerian Society was finally e.stablishcd, Jenner returning to

town to preside at the first meeting. This institution began very

prosperously, more than twelve thousand persons having been

inoculated in the first eighteen months, and with such effect that

the deaths from small-pox, which for the latter half of the i8th

century had averaged 2018 annually, fell in 1804 to 622. Unfor-

tunately the chief resident inoculator soon set himself up as an

authority opposed to Jehner, and this led to such dissensions as

caused the society to die out in 1808.

Jenner was led, by the language of the chancellor of the ex-

chequer when his grant was proposed, to attempt practice in

London,but after ayear’s trial he returned to Berkeley. Hisgrant

was not paid until 1804, and then, after the deduction of about

£1000 for fees, it did little more than pay the expenses attendant

upon his discovery. For he was so thoroughly known every-

where as the discoverer of vaccination that, as he himself said, he

was “ the vaccine clerk of the whole world.” At the same time

he continued to vaccinate gratuitously all the poor who applied

to him on certain days, so that he sometimes had as many as

three hundred persons waiting at his door. Meanwhile honours

began to shower upon him from abroad ; he was elected a member
of almost all the chief scientific societies on the continent of

Europe, the firj>t being that of Gottingen, where he was pro-

posed by J. F. Blumenbach. But perhaps the most flattering

proof of his influence was derived from France. On one occasion,

when he was endeavouring to obtain the release of some of the

unfortunate Englishmen who had been detained in France on

the sudden termination of the Peace of Amiens, Napoleon was

about to reject the petition, when Josephine uttered the name of

Jenner. The emperor paused and exclaimed :
** Ah, we can

refuse nothing to that name.” Somewhat later he did the same

service to Englishmen confined in Mexico and in Austria; and

during the latter part of the great war persons before leaving

England would sometimes obtain certificates signed by him

which served as passports. In his own country his merits were

less recognized. His application.^ on behalf of French prisoners

in England were less successful; he never shared in any of the

patronage at the di.sposal of the government, and was even unable

to obtain a living for his nephew George.

In 1806 Lord Henry Petty (afterwards the marquess of Lans-

downe) became chancellor of the exchequer, and \va.s so con-

vinced of the inadequacy of the former parliamentary grant that

he proposed an address to the Crown, praying that the college of

phy.sicians should be directed to report upon the success of

vaccination. Their report being strongly in its favour, the then

chancellor of the exchequer (Spencer Perceval) proposed that

a sum of £10,000 without any deductions should be paid to

Jenner. The anti-vaccinationists found but one advocate in

the House of Commons; and finally the sum was rai.sed to £20,000.

Jenner, however, at the same lime had the mortification of

learning that government did not intend to take any steps

towards checking small-pox inoculation, which so persistently

kept up that disease. About the .same time a subscription for

his benefit was begun in India, where his discovery had been

gratefully received, but the full amount of this (£7383) only

reached him in 1812.

The Royal Jennerian Society having failed, the national vaccine

establishment was founded, for the extension of vaccination, in

1808. Jenner .spent five months in London for the purpose of

organizing it, but- was then obliged, by the dangerous illness of

one of his sons, to return to Berkeley. He had been appointed

director of the institution; but he liad no .sooner left London
than Sir Lucas Pepys, president of the college of phy.sicians,

neglected his recommendations, and formed the board out of the

officials of that college and the college of surgeons. Jenner at

once resigned his post as director, though he continued to give

the benefit of his advice whenever it was needed, and this resigna-

tion was a bitter mortification to him. In 1810 his eldest son

died, and Jenner’s grief at his lo.s.s, and his incessant labours,

materially affected his health. In 1813 the university of

Oxford conferred on him the degree of M.D. It was believed

that this would lead to his election into the college of physicians,

hut that learned body decided that he could not be admitted

until he had undergone an examination in classics. This Jenner

at once refused
;
to brush up his clas.sics would, he said, be

irksome beyond measure. I would not do it for a diadem. That

indeed would be a bauble; I would not do it for John Hunter’s

museum.”
He visited London for the last time in 1814, when he was

pre.sented to the Allied Sovereigns and to most of the principal

personages who accompanied them. In the next year his wife’s

death was the signal for him to retire from public life : he never

left Berkeley again, except for a day or two, as long as he lived.

He found sufficient occupation for the remainder of his life in

collecting further evidence on some points connected with his

great discovery, and in his engagements as a physician, a

naturalist and a magistrate. In 1818 a severe epidemic of

small-pox prevailed, and fresh doubts were thrown on the
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finches, the proportionate length of the thigh-bone or femur to

the tibia and foot (metatarsus and toes) is constant, being a to 5

;

in animals, on the other hand, such as hares, horses and frogs,

which use all four feet, the corresponding lengths are 4 to 7. Tlw
resemblance between the jerboa's and the bird's skeleton is

owing to adaptation to a similar mode of existence. In the

young jerboa the proportion of the femur to the rest of the leg

is the same as in ordinary runnu^ animals. Further, at an earty

stage of development the fibula is a complete and separate bone,

while the three metatarsals, which subsequently fuse together

to form the cannon-bone, are likewise separate. In addition to

their long hind and short fore limbs, jerboas are mostly charac-

terized by their silkj^ coats—of a fawn colour to harmonize with

their desert surroundings—their large eyes, and long tails and

ears. As is always the case with large-eared animals, the

tympanic bullae of the skull are of unusually large size; the size

varying in the difierent genera according to that of the ears.

(For the characteristics of tlie family and of its more important

generic representatives, see Rodentia.)

In the Egyptian jerboa the length of the body is 8 in., and that

of the tail, which is long, cylindrical and covered with short hair

terminated by a tuft, 10 in. The five-toed front limbs are ex-

tremely short, while the hind pair are six times as long. When
about to spring, this jerboa raises its body by means of the hinder

extremities, and supports itself at the same time upon its tail,

while the fore-feet are so closely pressed to the breast as to be
scarcely visible, which doubtless suggested the name IHpus, or two-
looted. It then leaps into the air and alights upon its four feet, but
instantaneously erecting itself, it makes another spring, and so on
in such rapid succession as to appear as if rather flying than running.
It is a gregarious animal, living in considerable colonies in burrows,

which it excavates with its nails and teeth in the sandy soil of Egypt
and Arabia. In these it remains during great part of the day,

emerging at night in search of the herbs on wliicli it feeds. It is

('xceedingly shy, and this, together with its extraordinary agility,

renders it difficult to capture. The Arabs, however, succeed by
closing up all the exits from the burrows with a single exception, by
which the rodents are forced to escape, and over which a net is

placed for their capture. When confined, they will gna\y through
the hardest wood in order to make their escape. The Persian jerboa
{Alactaga indica) is also a nocturnal burrowing animal, feeding

chiefly on grain, which it stores up in underground repositories,

closing these when full, and only drawing upon them when tiic supply
of food above ground is exhausted (see also Jumping Mouse).

(R.L.*)

JERDAN, WILLIAM (1782-1869), Scottish joiimalist, was
born on the i6tb of April 1782, at Kelso, Scotland. During the

years between 1799 and x8o6 he spent short periods in a country

lawyer's office, a London West India merchant's counting-

house, an Edinburgh solicitor's chambers, and held the position of

surgeon's mate on board H.M. guardship ^‘Gladiator" in Ports-

mouth Harbour, under his uncle, who was surgeon. He went to

London in 1806, and became a newspaper reporter. He was in the

lobby of the House of Commons on the nth of May 1812 when
Spencer Perceval was shot, and was the first to seize the assassin.

By 1812 he had become editor of The Sun, a semi-official Tory
paper; he occasionally inserted literary articles, then quite an

unusual proceeding; but a quarrel with the chief proprietor

brought that engagement to a close in 1817. He passed next to

the editor’s chair of the Literary Gazette, which he conducted with

success for thirty-four years. Jerdan's position as editor

brought him into contact with many distinguished writers. An
account of his friends, among whom Canning wa.*? a special

intimate, is to be found in his Men I have Known ( 1866). When
jerdan retired in 1S50 from the editorship of the Uterary

Gazette his pecuniary affairs were far from satisfactory. A
testimonial of over £900 was subsa*ibed by his friends; and in

1853 a government pension of xoo guineas was conferred on
him by Lord Aberdeen. He published his Autobiography in

1852-1853, and died on the nth of July 1869.

JEREMIAH, in the Bible, the last pre-exilic prophet {ft. 626-

586 B.c. ?), son of Hilkiah.

Early Days of There must anciently have existed

one or more prose works on Jeremiah and his times, written

partly to do honour to the prophet, partly to propagate those

views respecting Israel's past with which the name of

Jeremiah was associated. Some fragments of this work (or

these works) have come down to us; th^ greatly add to the

popularity of the Book of Jeremiah. Strict historical truth we
must not ask of them, but they do give us what was belif^ed

concerning Jeremiah in the following age, and we must believe

that the po'sonality so honoured was an extraordinary one.

We have also a number of genuine prophecies which admit

us into Jeremiah's inner nature. These are our best autlmrities,

but they are deficient in concrete facts. By birth Jcremiidi was

a coun^man; he came of a priestly family whoSe estate lay at

Anathoth ‘‘ in the land of Benjamin " (xxxii. 3; cf. L i). He
came forward as a prophet in the thirteenth year of Josiah

(626 B.C.), still young but irresistibly impelled. Unfortunate^ the

account of the call and of the object of the divine caller come to

us from a later hand (ch. i.), but we can well believe the

concrete fact which the prophetic call illuminated was an impend-

ing blow to the state (i. cf. ch. iv.). What the blow

exactly was is disputed,^ but it is certain that Jeremiah saw the

gathering storm and anticipated its result, while the statesmen

were still wrapped in a false security. Five years later came
the reform movement produced by the “ finding " of the ** book

of the law " in the Temple in 621 B.c. (2 Kings xxii. 8), and some
critics have gathered from Jer. xi. 1-8 that Jeremiah joined the

ranks of those who publicly supported thi.s book in Jerusalem

and elsewhere. To others this view appears in itself improb-

able. How can a man like Jeremiah have advocated any such

panacea ? He was indeed not at first a complete pessimist,

but to be a preacher of Deuteronomy required a sanguine temper

which a prophet of the school of Isaiah could not possess. Be-

sides, there is a famous passage (viii. 8, see R.V.) in which

Jeremiah delivers a vehement attack upon the “ scribes " (or,

as we might render, “ bookmen ") and their “ false pen." If,

as Wellhausen and Duhm suppose, this refers to Deuteronomy

{i.e. the original Deuteronomy), the incorrectness of the theory

referred to is proved. And even if we think that the phraseology

of viii. 8 applies rather to a body of writings than to a single bool^

yet there is no good ground (xi. 1-8 and xxxiv. 12 being of doubt-

ful origin) for supposing that Jeremiah would have excepted

Deuteronomy from his condemnation.

Stages Y?/ his Development .—^At first our ptophet was not alto-

gether a pessimist. He aspired to convince the better minds

that the only hope for Israelites, as well os for Israel, lay in

“returning" to the true Yahweh, a deity who was no mere

national god, tmd was not to be cajoled J)y the punctual offering

of costly sacrifices. When Jeremiah wrote iv. x-4 he evidently

considered tliat the judgment could even then be averted. After-

wards he became less hopeful, and it was perhaps a closer

a^uaintance with the manners of the capital that served to

disillusionize him. He began his work at Anathoth, but v. 1-5

(as Duhm points out) seems to come from one who has just now
for the first time " run to and fro in the streets of Jerusalem,"

observing and observed. And what is the result of his expedi-

tion ? That he cannot find a single just and honest man; that

high and low, rich and poor, are all ignorant of the true method

of worshipping God (" the way of Yahweh," v. 4). It would

seem as if Anathoth were less corrupt than the capital, the moral

state of which so shocked Jeremiah. And yet he does not really

go beyond the great city-prophet Isaiah who calls the men of

Jerusalem " a people of Gomorrah " (i. 10). With all reverence,

an historical student has to deduct something from both these

statements. It is true that commercial prosperity had put a

severe strain on the old morality, and that contact with other

* Davidson (Hast., D.B., ii. 570 b) mentions two views. (lY The
foe might be " a creation of his moral presentiment and assigned

to the north as the clondy region of mystery." (2) The more usual

view is that the Scythians (see Herod, i. 76, 103-X06
;
iv, i) are meant.

Neither of these views is satisfactory. The passage v. 15-17 is too

definite for (i), and as for (2), the idea of a threatened Scythian inva-

sion lacks a sufficicn t basis. Tlioscwho hold (2> have to suppose that

original references to the Scythians were retouched under the impm-
sion of Chaldean invasions. Hence Cheyne*s thec^ of a north Arabian
invasion from the land of Zaphon ~ Zibeon (Gen. xxxvi. 2, 14).

i.e. Ishmael. Cf. N. Schmidt, Ency. Bih., Zibeon, “ Scythians,'*

§ 8; Cheyne, Critica Biblica, part i. (Isaiah and Jeremiah).
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peoples, as well as the course of political histoty, had appeared

to lower the position of the God of Israel in relation to other gods.

Still, some adherents of the old Israelitish moral and religious

standards must have survived, only they were not to be found

in the t hief places of concourse, but as a rule in coteries which

handed on the traditions of Amos and Isaiah in sorrowful

retirement.

Danger of Book Religion.—Probably, too, even in the highest

class there were some who had a moral sympathy with Jeremiah;
otherwise we can hardly account for the contents of Deuteronomy,
at least if the book “ lound ” in the Temple at all resembled the

central portion of our Deuteronomy. And the assumption

seems to be confirmed h}' the respectful attitude of certain

“elders of the land’ in xxvi. 17 sqq., and of the “princes” in

xx.w'i. iQ, 25, toward;: Jeremiah, which may, at any rate in part,

have been due to the recent reform movement. If therefore

Jeremiah aimed at Deuteronomy in the severe language of viii. 8,

he went too far. History show's that book religion has special

dangers of its own.' Nevertheless the same incorruptible

ad\‘iscr also shows that book religion may be ne(‘essar>" as an
educational instrument, and a compromise between the two
types of religion is without historical precedent.

Reaction : Oppositioti to Jeremiah.—^'I’his, however, could not
as yet be recognized by the friends of propliec y, even though it

seemed for a time as if the claims of book religion w'ere rebuffed

by farts. The death of the pious king josiah at Megiddo in

608 B.c. dashed the high hopes of the “ book-men.” but meant no
victory for Jeremiah. Its only result for the majority was a
falling back on the earlier popular cultiis of the Baals, and on the

heathen customs introduced, or reintroduced, by Josiah’s grand-

father, Manasseh. Would that wc possessed tlie .section of the

prophet s biography which described liis attitude immediately

after the news of the battle of Megiddo ! Let us, howTver, ble

thankful for w'hat v/e have, and notably for the detailed narra-

tives in chs. xxvi. and x.xx^ i. 'J'be former is dated in the

beginning of the reign of Jehoiakim, though Wellhausen suspects

tlmt the date is a mistake, and that the real occasion was the

death of Josiah. The one clear-.sighted pal riot .saw' the full

meaning of the tragedy of Megiddo, and for “ prophesying against

this city “—secured, as men thought, by the 'rcmple(vii. 4)—he
w as accused by “ the priests, the prophets, and all the people” of

high treason. But the divinity whicli hedged a prophet saved

him. “ princes,” supported by certain “ elders ” and by
“ the people ” (quick to change their leaders), succeeded in

quashing the accusation and selling the prophet free. No king,

be it observ'ed, is mentioned. The latter narrative is still more
exciting. In the fourth year of Jehoiakim (- the first of

Nebuchadrezzar, xxv. i) Jeremiah was bidden to write down “ all

the words that Yahweh had spoken to him against Jersualem
(so LXX), Judah and all the nations from the days of Josiah

onwards (xxxvi. 2) So at least the authors of Jeremiah’s

biography tell us. They add that in the next year Jeremiah’s

scribe Baruch read the prophecies of Jeremiah first to the people

assembled in the lemple, then to the ‘‘ princes,” and then to the

king, who decided his owm future policy by burning Baruch’s

roll in the brazier. We cannot, however, l)ind ourselves to this

tradition. Much more probably the proplu’cy was virtually a
new’ one {i.e. even if some old passages were repeated yet the

setting w as new), and the burden of the prophecy was “ The
king of Babylon shall come and destroy this land,” - We cannot

therefore assent to the judgment that ‘*we have, at least as

regards [the] oldest portions (of the book] information con-

siderably more specific than is usual in the case of the waitings

of the prophets.’’"’

Fall of the Under Zedekiah the prophet was less fortu-

nate. Such w as the tension of feeling that the “ princes,” w'ho

’ Cf. Ewald, The Prophets. Eng. trans., iii. 63, 04,
- Cheyne, Ency. Brit. {c>lh ed.), '* Jeremiah,"’ suggests after Griitz

that the roll simply contained ch. xxv., omitting the most obvious
interpolations. Against this view' see N. Schmidt, Ency. Bib.,
*' Jeremiah (Book),” § 8, who, however, accepts the negative part
of Cheync’s arguments.

Driver, Tntrod. to the Lit. of the O.T. (6), p. 241),

were formerly friendly to Jeremiah, now took up an attitude of

decided hostility to him. At last they had him consigned to a
mir>' dungeon, and it w^as the king who (at the instance of the

Cushite Ebed-melech) intervened for his relief, though he re-

mained a prisoner in other quarters till the fall of Jerusalem

(586 B.C.). Nebuchadrezzar, who is assumed to have heard of

Jeremiah’s constant recommendations of submission, gave him
the choice either of going to Babylon or of remaining in the

country (chs. xxxviii. seq.). He chose the latter and re.sided

with Gedaliah, the native governor, at Mizpah. On the murder
of Gedaliah he was carried to Mizraim or Egypt, or perhaps

to the land of Mizrim in north Arabia—against his will

(chs. xl.-xliii.). How far all this is correct we know not. The
graphic style of a narrative is no suflicient proof of its truth.

Conceivably enough the story of Jeremiah’s journey to Egypt
(or Mizrim) may have been imagined to supply a background for

the artificial prophecies ascribed to Jeremiah in chs. xlvi.-li,

A legend in Jerome and Epiphanius states that he was stoned

to death at Daphnac, but the biography, though not averse

from horrors, does not mention this.

A Patriot ?—Was Jeremiah really a patriot ? The question

has been variously answered. He was not a Phocion, for he

nev er became the tool of a foreign powder. To say w'ith Winrkler

that he was a decided adherent of the Chaldean party ”
i.s to go

beyond the evidence. He did indeed counsel submission, but

only because his detachment from party gave him a clearness

of vision (cf. xxxviii. 17, 18) which the politicians lacked. How
he suffered in his uphill course he has told us him.self (xv. 10-21).

In after ages the oppressed people saw in his love for Israel and

his patient resignation their own realized ideal. “ And Oniiis

.said, This is the lover of the brethren, he w'ho praycth muc’n

for the people and the holy city,
J<
remiah the prophet of God

”

(2 Macc. XV'. 14). And in proportion as the popular belief In

Jeremiah rose, fresh prophecies were added to the book (notablv'

those of the new covenant and of the restoration of the people

after seventy
j
ears) to justify it. Professor N. Schmidt has gone

further into the character of this s> mpathetic prophet, Ettcy. Bib.

“ Jeremiah,” g 5.

Jeremiah's Prophecies.—It has been said al>ovc that our best

authorities are Jeremiafi‘s ow^n prophecies. Which may those be ?

Before answering we niiisl again point out (see also Isaiah) that the

records of the pre-exilic prophets came dow’n in a fragmentary
form, and that these fragments needed much supplementing to adapt
them to the use ol post-exilic readers. In Jeremiah, as in Isaiah,

w'e must constantly ask to what age do the phraseology, the ideas

and the impUed circumstances most naturally point ? According
to Duhm there arc man)' passages in which metre (see also Amos)
may also be a factor in oiir critical conclusions. J eremiah, he thinks,

always uses the same metre. Giesebrecht, on the other hand,
maintains that there are passages which are certainly Jeremiah’s,

but which are not in wdiai l)uhm calls J eremiah’s metre; Giesebrechl

also, himself rather conservative, considers Duhm remaikably free

with his emendations. There has also to be considered whethei
the text of the poetical passages has not often become corrupt, not
only from ordinary causes but through the misunderstanding and
misreading of north Arabian names on the pari of late scribes and
editors, the danger to Judah from north Arabia being (it is held)

not less in pre-exilic limes than the danger from Assyria and Baby-
lonia, so that references to north Arabia arc only to be expected.

To bring educated readers into touch with critical workers it is

needful to acquaint them with these various points, the neglect of

any ouc of w'hich may to some extent injure the results of criticism.

Tl is a new stage* of criticism on w’hich we have entered, so that no
single critic can be reckoned as the authority on Jeremiah. But
(since the results of the higher criticism depend on the soundness and
thoroughness of the criticism called " lower,” and since Duhm has

the advantage of being exceptionally free from that exaggerated

re.spcct for the letters of the traditional text which has aurvdved the

destruction of the old superstitious veneration for the yowcl-points,

it may be best to give the student his “ higher critical ” results,

dated igoi. Let us premise, however, that the portions mentioned
in the 9th edition of the Rncyr. BriU as having been " entirely or

in part denied," to Jeremicih, viz. x. 1-16; xxx.
;

xxxiii.; l.-li. and
lii., are still regarded in their present form as non-Jeremianic.

The Cjuestion which next awaits decision is wdiether any part of the

booklet on foreign nations (xxv., xlvi.-li.) can safely be regarded as

Jeremianic. Giesebrechl still asserts the genuineness of xxv. i5-2.f

(apart from glosses), xlvii. (in the main) and xlix. 7, 8, 10, r).

Against these views see N. Schmidt, Ency. Bib., col. 2384.

* In Helmolt's Weltgeschichte, iii. 21 j.
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Let us now listen to Duhm, who analyses the book into six I

groups of passages. These are (a) i.-xxv., the " words of leremiab
”

5. 1) ;
(b) xxvi.-xxix., passages from Baruch's biography of Jeremiah;

(c) xxx.~xxxi., the book of the future of Israel and Judah; (d)

xxxii,~xlv., from Baruch; (e) xlvi.-li., tte prophecies " a)nceming
the nations (f) hi., historical appendix. Upon examining these

groups we find that besides a prose letter (ch. xxix.), about
sixty poetical pieces may be Jeremiah’s. A : Anathoth passages

before 621, (a) n. 2b, 3, 14-28; li. 29-37; *“5; *2b, 13, 19, 20;

iii. 21-25; iv. I, 3 , 4; these form a cycle, (b) xxxi. 2-9; 15-20; 21,

22; another cycle, (c) iv. 5-8; iib, 12a, 13, i5-i7®^» 19-21; 23-26;

29-31
;

visions and " auditions ” of the impendmg invasion.

H: Jerusalem passages, (d) v. i-6a; Gb-g; 10-17; vi. 1-5; 6b-8;

9-14; lO, 17, 20; 22-26a; 27-30; vii. 28, 29; viii. 4- 7a; 8, 9, 13;

14-17: viii. 18-23; ix. 1-8; 9 (short song); if)-i8; 19-21; x. 19, 20,

22 ;
reign of Josiah, strong personal element, (e) xxii. 10 (Jchoahax]|.

xxii. 13-17; probably too xi. 15, iG; xii. 7-12 (jehoiakim). xxii.

18, 19, perhaps too xxii. 6b, 7; 20-23: and the cycle xiii. 15, 16;

17; 18, 19; 20, 2ia, 22-25a, 26, 27 (later, Jehoiakim). xxii. 24;
xxii. 28 (Jehoiachin). (f) Later poems, xiv. 2-10; xv. 5-9; xvi.

5-7; xviii. 13-17; xxiii. 9-12; 13-15; xi. 18-20; xv. 10-12; 15-I9a»

and 20, 21; xvii. 9,10, 14, 16, 17; xviii. 18-20; xx. 7-11: xx. I4~J^»

xiv. 17,18; xvii. 1-4; xxxviii. 24; assigned to the close of Zedekiah's

time.

Two Recensions of the Text.— It has often been .said that we have
virtually two recensions of the text, that represented by the Septua-

giiit and the Massorctic text, and critics have taken difierent sides,

some for one and some for the other. “ Recension,” however, is

a bad term; it implies that the two texts which undeniably ciast

were the result of revising and editing according to definite critical

principles. Such, however, is not the case. 1

1

is true that ” there arc

(in the LXX) many omissions of words, sentences, verses and whole

pas.sages, in fact, that altogether about 2700 words are wanting,

or the eighth part of the Massorctic text ” (Bleek). It may also be
admitted that the scribes who produced the Hebrew basis of the

Septuaginl version, conscious of the unsettled state of the text,

did not shrink from what they considered a justifiable simplification.

But we must also grant that those from whom the written
”

Hebrew text proceeds allowed themselves to fill up and to rej^t
without any sufficient warrant. In each case in which there is a
genuine difference of reading between the two text.s, it is for the

critic to decide; often, however, he will have to .seek to go behind
what both the texts present in order to constitute a truer text than
either. Here is the great difficulty of the future. We may add to

the credit of the Septuaginl that the position given to the prophecies

on ” the nations ” (chs. xlvi.-li. in our Bible) in the Septuaginl is

probably more original than that in the Massorctic text. On this

point see especially Sclimidt, Ency. liib. ” Jeremiah (Book) ” §§ 6

and 2 t; Davidson, Hastings's Diet. Bible, ii. 573^575\ Driver,

futroduction {Sth oil.), -pp. 2Ug,2yo.

The best German commentary is that of Comill {1905), A skilful

translation by Driver, with note.s intended for ordinary students

(1906) should also be mentioned. (T. K. C.)

JEREMY, EPISTLE OF, an apocryphal book of the Old i

Testament. This letter purports to have been written by

Jeremiah to the exiles who were already in Babylon or on the

way thither. The author was a Hellenistic Jew, and not im-

probably a Jew of Alexandria. His work, which shows little

literary’ skill, was written with a serious practical purpo.se.

He veiled his fierce attack on the idol gods of Egypt by holding

up to derision the idolatry of Babylon. The fact that Jeremiah

(xxix. I sqq.) was known to have written a letter of this nature

naturally suggested to a Hellenist, possibly of the ist century

B.C. or earlier, the idea of a second epistolary undertaking, and

other passages of Jeremiah's prophecy (x. 1-12; xxix. 4-23)

may have determined also its general character and contents.

The writer warned the exiles that they were to remain in

captivity for seven generations
;
that they would there sec the

worship paid to idols, from all participation in which they were

to hold aloof; for that idols were nothing save the work of men's

hands, without the powers of speech, hearing or self-preserva-

tion. They could not ble.ss their worshippers even in the smallest

concerns of life; they were indifferent to moral qualities, and

were of less value than the commonest household objects, and

finally, “ with rare irony, the author compared an idol to a

scarecrow (v. 70), impotent to protect, hut deluding to the

imagination ” (Marshai.l).

The date of the epistle is uncertain. It is believed by some
scholars to be referreclto in 2 Macc. ii. 2, which says that Jeremiah

charged the exiles ” not to forget the statutes of the Lord, neither

1 li. 59-64a, however, is a specimen of imaginative ” Midrashic ”

history. See Giesebrecht's monograph.

to be led astray in their minds when they saw images of gold and
^ver and the adornment thereof.” Bui the r^erenee is disputed

by Fritzsche, Gifiord, Schurer and others. The epistle was in-

chided in the Greek canon. There was no question of its canonicity

till the time of Jerome, who termed it a pseudepi^ph.
See Fritzsche, Handb. zu den Apok., 1851; Gifiord^ in Speakers

Apoc,u. 286-303; Marshall, in Hastings's Dii:/. Bible,

JBRRZ DE la FRONTERA (formerly Xeres), a town of

southern Spain, in the province of Cadiz, near the right bank

of the river Guadalete, and on the Seville-Cadiz railway, about

7 m. from the Atlantic coast. Pop. (1900), 63473. Jer6z is

built in the midst of an undulating plain of great fertility. Its

whitewashed houses, clean, broad streets, and squares planted

with trees extend far beyond the limits formerly enclosed by the

Moorish walls, almost entirely demolished. The principal

buildings are the i5th-centuiy church of San Miguel, the 17 th-

f:entury collegiate church with its lofty bell-tower, the 16th-

century town-hall, superseded, for official purposes, by a modern

edifice, the bull-ring, and many hospitals, charitable institutions

and schools, including academies of law, medicine and com-

merce. But the most characteristic features of Jerfe are the

huge bodegas, or wine lodges, for the manufacture and storage of

.sherry, and the vineyards, covering more than iso,<^ acres,

which surround it on all sides. The town is an important

market for grain, fruit and livestock, but its staple trade is in

wine. Sherry is also produced in other di.stricts, but takes

its name, formerly written in English as sherris or xeres, from

Jer6z. The demand for sherry diminished very greatly during

the last quarter of the 19th century, especially in England,

which had been the chief consumer. In 1872 the sherry shipped

from Cadiz to Great Britain alone was valued at £2,500,000;

in 1902 the total export hardly amounted to one-fifth of this

sum. The wine trade, however, still brings a considerable

profit, and few towns of southern Spain display greater Cvommer-

cial activity than Jer6z. In the earlier part of the i8th century

the neighliurhood suffered severely from yellow fever; but it

was rendered comparatively healthy when in 1869 an aqueduct

was opened to supply pure w'liter. Strikes and revolutionary

disturbances have frequently retarded business in more recent

years.
,

Jerdz has been variously identified with the Roman Munici-

pium Seriense ;
with Asido, perhaps the original of the Moorish

Sherish; and with Hasta Regia, a name which may .survive in

the designation of La Mesa de Asta, a neighbouring hill. Jerez was

taken from the Moors by Ferdinand Ilh of Castile (1217-1252) ;

but it was twice recaptured before Alphonso X. finally occupied

it in 1264. Towards the close of the 14th century it received

the title de la Froniera, i.e. “of the frontier," common to

several towns on the Moorish border.

JER^Z DE LOS CABALLEROS, a town of south-western

Spain in the province of Badajoz, picturesquely situated on

two heights overlooking the river Ardila, a tributarj^ of the

Guadiana, 12 m. E. of the Portuguese frontier. Pop. (1900),

10,271. The old town is surrounded by a Moorish wall with six

gates; the newer portion is well and regularly built, and planted

with numerous orange and other fruit trees. Owing to the lack

of railway communication Jer6z is of little commercial impor-

tance; its staple trade is in agricultural produce, especially in

ham and bacon from the large herds of swine which are reared

in the surrounding oak forests. The town is said to have been

founded by Alphon.so IX. of Leon in 1229; in 1232 it was

extended by his son St Ferdinand, who gave it to the knights

templar. Hence the name Jerh de los Caballeros, “ Jer6z of

the knights."

JERICHO once a word of disputed

meaning, whether “ fragrant " or “ moon [-god] cit>^ "), an

important town in the Jordan valley some 5 m. N. of the Dead

Sea. The references to it in the Pentateuch are confined to

rough geographical indications of the latitude of the trans-

Jordanic camp of the Israelites in Moab before their crossing of

the river. This was the first Canaanitc city to be attacked and

I

reduced by the victorious Israelites. The story of its conquest is
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fully narrated in the first seven chapters of Joshua. There must

be some little exaggeration in the statement that Jericho was

totally destroyed; a hamlet large enough to be enumerated

among the towns of Benjamin (Josh, xviiu 21) must have re-

mained; but that it was small is shown by the fact that it was

deemed a suitable place for David’s ambassadors to retire to

after the indignities put upon them by Hanun (2 Sam. x. 5;

I Chron. xix. 5^ Its refortification was due to a Bethelite named
Hiel, who endeavoured to avert the curse of Joshua by offering

his sons as sacrifices at certain stages of the work (i Kings xvi.

34). After this event it grew again into importance and became

the site of a coUepe of prophets (2 Kings ii. 4 sqq.) for whom
Elisha “ healed ” its poisoia(»us waters. The principal spring

in the neighbourhood of Jericho still bears (among the foreign

residents) the name of Elisha; the natives call it, Ain es-Sultan,

or Sultan’s spring.” To Jericho the victorious Israelite

marauders magnanimously returned their Judahile ciiptives at

the bidding of the prophet Oded (2 Chron. xxviii. 15). Here

was fought the last fight between the Babylonians and Zede-

kiah, w'herein the kingdom of Judah came to an end (2 Kings

XXV, 5; Jer. xxxbc. 5, lii, 8). In the Mew Testament Jericho

is connected with the well-knowm stories of Bar-'l'imaeus

Matt. xx. 2(); Mark x. 46; Luke xviii. 35) and Zacchaeus

Luke xix. i) and with the good Siimaritan (Luke x. 30).

The extra-Biblical history of Jericho ia as disastrous as are the

records preserved in the Scriptures. Bacchides, the general of the

Syrians, captured and fortified it (i Macc. ix. 50), Aristobulus

(job. Ant. XIV. i. 2) also took it, Pornpey (ib. XtV. iv. 1) encamped
here on his way to Jerusalem. Before Herod its inhabitants ran

away (ib. XIV. xv. 3) ns they did l>efore Vespasian (Wars, IV. viii. 2).

The reason of this lack of wailikc quality was no doubt the enervalinR

effect of the great heat of the depression in which tlie cit
y

lies, which
lias the same effect on the handful (d degraded humanity that still

occupies the ancient site.

i'cw places in Palestine aic more fertile. It was the city of

palm trees of the ancient record of the Israelite invasion preserved

in part in ludg. i. 16; and Josephus speaks of its fruitfulness

with enthusiasm (Wars IV. 8, 3). Even now with every possible

hindrance in the way of cultivation it is an important centre of

Iruit-growing.

The modern cr-jRiha is a poor .squalid village of, it is estimated,

alK)ut 300 inhabitants. It is not built exactly on the- ancient site,

indeed, the site of Jericho has shifted several times. The mound
of Tell es-Sultan, near Ehshu's Fountain,'* north of the modern
village, no doubt covers the Canaanilo town. There are two later

sites, of Ko«an or Herodian date, one north, the other west, of this.

It wasHlrobably the crusaders who established the modern site.

An old tower attributed to them Is to be seen in the village, and in

the surrounding mountains are many remains of early mon^ticism.
Aqueducts, mined sugar-mills, and other remains of ancient industry

al^und in the neighbourhood. The whole district is the private

property of the sultan of Turkey. In 1907-8 tlie Caiiaanite Jericho

was excavated under the direction of Professor Sellin of Vienna.

Sec "The German Excavations at Jericho," Pal. Explor. Fund,
Quart. (iqio), pp, 34 ^8.

JERKIN, a short (’lose-fitting jac'kct, made usually of leather,

and without sleeves, the typical male upper garment of the

i6th and 17th centuries. The origin of the word is unknown.

The Dutch word jurk, a child’s frock, often taken as the source,

is modern, and r^resents neither the sound nor tlie sense of the

English w'ord. In architei turc the Icriu jerkin-roofed ” is

applied, probably with some obscure connexion with the gar-

ment, to a particular form of gable end, the gable being cut

off half way up the roof and sloping back like a “ hipped roof
”

to the edge.

JEROBOAM (Heb. ya^olt&m, apparently “Am [*the clan,’

here perhaps a divine name] contends LXX ttpoPoapt), the

name of two kings in the Bible.

I. The first king of (north) Israel after the disruption (see

Solomon). According to the traditions of his early Kfe (i Kings

xi. 26 sqq. and LXX), he was an Ephraimite who for his ability

was placed over the forced Iev\' of Ephraim and Manasseh.

Having subsequently incurred Solomon’s suspicions he fled to

Shishak, king of Egypt, and rtimained with him until Reho-

boam’s accession. When the latter came to be made king at

Shechem, the old religious centre (see Abimelecm), hopes were

entertained that a more lenient policy would be introduced.

But Rehoboam refused to depart from Solomon’s despotic rule,

and was tactless enough to send Adoniram, the overseer of the

corvee. He was stoned to death, and Rehoboam realizing

the temper of the people fled to Jerusalem and prepared for

war. Jeroboam became the recognized leader of the northern

tribes.^ Conflicts occurred (t Kings xiv. 30), but no details are

preserved except the late story of Rehoboam’s son Abijah

in 2 Chron. xiii. Jeroboam’s chief achievement was the forti-

fication of Shechem (his new capital) and of Penucl in east

Jordan. To counteract the influence of Jerusalem he established

golden calves at Dan and Bethel, an act which to later ages was

as gross a piece of wickedness as his rebellion against the legiti-

mate dynasty of Judah. No notice has survived of Shishak’s

invasion of liael (see Rehoboam), and after a reign oftwenty-two

years Jeroboam was succeeded by Nadab, whose violent death

two years later brought the whole house of Jeroboam to an end.

Tht history of the separation of Judah and Israel in the loth

century n.c. was written from a strong religious standpoint at a

date considerably later than the event itself. The visit of Ahijah

to Shiloh (xi. 29-39), to announce symbolically the rending of the

kingdom, replaces some account of a rebellion in which Jeroboam
“lilted up hts hand " (v. 27) against Solomon. To such an account,

not to the incident of Ahijah and the cloak, his flight (v, 40) is the

natural sequel. The story of Ahijali'a prophecy against Jeroboam
(ch. xiv.) is not in the origmal LXX, but another version 01 the same
narrative appears at xii. 24 (LXX), in which there is no reference

to a previous promise to Jeroboam through Ahijah, but the prophei

is introduced a.s a new character. Furthoi, in this version (xii. 24)

the incident of the tearing of the cloak is related of Shemaiah and
placed at the convention of Shochem. Shemaiah is the prophet
who counselled Rehoboam to refrain from war (xii. 21-24) ;

the in-

junction is opposed to xiv. 30, but appears to be intended to exp^in
Rehoboam's failure to overcome north Israel. (Sec W. R. Smith,

Old Test, in Jewish Church {2nd ed.), 117 sqq.; Wincklcr, AUe Test.

Uniersuch. 12 sqq., and J. Skimicr, Century Bible: Kings, pp. 443 sqq.)

2. Jeroboam, son of Joash (2), a contemporapr of Azariah,

king of Judah. He wals one of the greatest of the kings of

Israel. He succeeded in breaking the powder of Damascus,

which had long been devastating his land, and extended his

kingdom from Hamath on the Orontes to the Dead Sea. The

brief summary of his achievements preserved in 2 Kings xiv. 23

sqq. may be supplemented by the original writings of Amos and

Hosca.- There appears to be an allusion in Amos vi. 13 to

the recovery of Ashteroth-Karnaim and Lodebar in E. Jordan,

and the conquest of Moab (Isa. xv. secj.) is often ascribed to

this reign. After a period of prosperity, internal disturbances

broke out and the northern kingdom hasicned to its fall. Jero-

boam w'as succeeded by his son Zeehariah, who after six months

wa.s killed at Ibleam (so read in 2 Kings xv. 10; cf. ix. 27,

murder of Ahaziah) by Shallum the son of Jabesh—f.f. possibly

of Jabesh-Gilead—who a month later fell to Mcnahem (q.v.).

Set, further, Jews §§7, 9 and §§ 12, 13. (S. A. C.)

JEROME, ST (Hieronymus, in full Eusebius Sophronius

Hieronymus) (r. 340-420), was born at Slrido (modern

Strigau ?), a town on the border of Dalmatia fronting Pannonia,

destroyed by the Goths in a.d. 377. What is known of Jerome

has mostly been recovered from his own writings. He appears to

have been bom about 340; his parents were Christians, orthodox

though living among people mostly Arians and wealthy.

He was at first educated at home, Bonosus, a life-long friend,

sharing his youthful studies, and was afterwards sent to Rome.

Donatus taught him grammar and explained the Latin poets.

Victorinus taught him rhetoric. He attended the law-courts,

and listened to the Roman advocates pleading in the Forum.

He went to the schools of philosophy and heard lectures on

Plato, Diogenes, (Titomachus and Caraeades; the conjunction

of names shows how philosophy had become a dead tradition.

‘ On the variant traditions in the Hebrew text and the Septuagint,

see the commentaries on Kinps.

*See also Jonah. In 2 Kings xiv. 28, " Hamath, which had
helmged to Judah" (R.V.) is incotrect; Winckler (Kminsehfifi u.

Alte Test., 2tict ed., 162) siMpects a reference to I.sraeTs overlordship

in Judah; Burney (Heb. Text of Kings) reads :
" how he fought with

Damascus and how he turned away thd wrath of Yahweh from
Israel "; see also Ency. Bib. col. 240(1 a. 4, and the commentaries.
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His Sundays were spent in the catacambs in disooyering mves
of the martyrs and deciphering inscriptions. Pope Liberius

baptized him in 360; three years later the news of death of

the emperor Julian came to Rome, and Christians felt relieved

from a great dread.

When his student days were over Jerome returned to Stride,

but did not stay there long. His character was formed. He was
a scholar, with a scholar’s tastes and cravings for knowledge,

easily excited, bent on scholarly discoveries. From Stride he

went to Aquileia, where he formed some friendships among
the monks of the large monastery, notably with Rutous, with

whom he was destined to quarrel bitterly over the question of

Origen’s orthodoxy and worth os a commentator ;
for Jerome was

a man who always sacrificed a friend to an opinion, and when he

changed sides in a controversy expected his acquaintances to

follow him. From Aquileia he went to Gaul (36^-370), visiting

in turn the principal places in that country, from Narbonne
and Toulouse in the south to Treves on the north-east frontier.

He stayed some time at Treves studying and observing, and it

was there that he first began to think seriously upon sacred

things. From Treves he returned to Strido, and from Strido

to Aquileia. He settled down to literary work in Aquileia

(370-373) and composed there his first original tract, De mtUiere

septies percussa, in the form of a letter to his friend Innocentius.

Some dispute caused him to leave Aquileia suddenly
;
and with a

few companions, Innocentius, Evagrius, and Heliodorus being

among them, he started for a long tour in the East. The epistle

to Rufinus (3rd in Vallarsi’s enumeration) tells us the route.

They went through Thrace, visiting Athens, Bithynia, Galatia,

Pontus. Cappadocia and Cilicia, to Antioch, Jerome observing

and making notes as they went. He was mterealed in the

theological disputes and schisms in Galatia, in the two lan-

guages spoken in Cilicia, &c. At Antioch the party remained

some time. Innocentius died of a fever, and Jerome was
dangerously ill. This illness induced a spiritual change, and he

resolved to renounce whatever kept him back from God. His

greatest temptation was the study of the literature of pagan

Rome. In a dream Christ reproached him with caring more
to be a Ciceronian than a Christian. He disliked the uncouth

style of the Scriptures. O Lord,” he prayed, ” thou knowest

that whenever I have and study secular MSS. 1 deny thee,”

and he made a resolve henceforth to devote his scholarship to

the Holy Scripture. David was to be hencelorth his Simonides,

Pindar and Alcaeus, his Flaccus, Catullus and Severus.”

Fortified by these resolves he betook himself to a hermit life in

the wastes of Chalcis, S.E. from Antioch (373-379). Ciuilcis

was the Thcbaid of Syria. Great numbers of monks, each in

solitary cell, spent lonely lives, scorched by the sun, ill-clad and
scantily fed, pondering on portions of Scripture or copying MSS.
to serve as objects of meditation. Jerome at once set mmself

to such scholarly work as the place afforded. He discovered and
copied MSS., and began to study Hebrew. There also he wrote

the life of St Paul of Thebes, probably an imaginary tale ejnbody-

ing the facts of the monkish life around him. Just then the

Meletian schism, which arose over the relation of the orthodox

to Arian bishops and to those baptized by Arians, distressed

the church at Antioch (see Meletius of Antioch), and Jerome as

usual eagerly joined the fray. Here as elsewhere he had but one

rule to guide him in matters of doctrine and discipline—the

practice of Rome and the West; for it is singular to see how
Jerome, who is daringly original in points of sdbolarly criticism,

was a ruthless p^tisan in all other matters; and, having dis-

covered what was the Western practice, he set tongue and pen
to work with his usual bitterness {Altercaiio luciferiani et

orihddoxt).

At Antioch in 379 he was ordained presbyter. From there he

went to Constantinople, where he met with the great Eastern

scholar and theologian Gregory of Nazianzus, and with his aid

tried to perfect himself in Greek. The result of his studies there

was the translation of the Ckronicon of Eusebius, with a con-

tinuation ^ of twenty-eight homilies of Origen on Jeremiah and
^ Cf. Schocne's critical edition (Berlin, 1866, 1875).
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Ezekiel, and of nine homilies of Origen on the visions of

Isaiah.

In 381 Meletius died, and Pope Damasus interfered in the

dispute at Antioch, hq>ing to end it. Jerome was called to

Rome in 382 to give help in the matter, was made secretary

during the investigation. His work brought him into inter-

course with this great pontiff, who soon saw what he could best

do, and how his vast scholaiship might be made of use to the

church. Damasus suggested to him to revise the
**
Old Latin

”

translation of the Bible; and to this task he heneefotrtii devoted

his great abilities. At Rome were published the Gospels (with

a dedication to Pope Damasus, an explanatory introduction,

and the canons of Eusebius), the rest of the New Testament
and the version of the Psalms from the Septuagint known as the

Psdterium tomanutn, which was followed (^r. 388) by the Psair

terium galluamniy based on the Hexaplar Greek text These
scholarly labours, however, did not take up his whole time, and
it was almost impossible for Jerome to be long anywhere without

getting into a dispute. He was a zealous ddender of that

monastic life which was beginning to take such a large place

in the church of the 4th century, and he found enthusiastic

disciples among the Roman ladies. A number of widows and
maidens met together in the house of Marcella to study the

Scriptures with him; he taught them Heb»*ew, and preacli^ the

virtues of the celibate life. His arguments and exhortations may
be gathered from many of his epistles and fr:jm his tract Advnsus
Helvidiuniy in which he defends the perpetual virgin'ty of Mary
against Helvidius, who maintained that she bore children to

Joseph. His influence over these ladies alarmed their relatives

and excited the suspicions of the regular priesthood and of the

populace, but while Pope Damasus lived Jerome remained secure.

Damasus died, however, in 384, and was succeede d by Siricius,

who did not show much friendship for Jerome. He found it

expedient to leave Rome, and set out for the East in 385. His

letters (especially Ep. 45) are full of outcries against his enemies

and of indignant protestations that he had done nothing un-
becoming a Christian, that he had taken no money, nor gifts

great nor small, that he bad no delight in silken attire, .sparkling

gems or gold ornaments, that no matron moved him unless by
penitence and fasting, &c. His route is given in the third book In
Rufinunt] he went Rhegium and Cyprus, where he was enter-

tained by Bishop Epiphanius. to Antioch. There he was joined

by two wealthy Roman ladies, Paula, a widow, and Eustochium,

her daughter, one of Jerome’s Hebrew students. They came
accompanied by a band of Roman maidens vowed to live a
celibate life in a nunnery in Palestine. Accompanied by these

ladies Jerome made the tour of Palestine, carefully noting with

a scholar’s keenness the various places mentioned in Holy
Scripture. The results of this journey may be traced in his

translation with emendations of the book of Eusebius on the

situation and names of Hebrew places, written probably three

years afterwards, when he had settled down at Bethlehem.

From Palestine Jerome and his companions went to Egypt,

remaining some time in Alexandria; and they visited the con-

vents of the Nitrian desert. Jerome’s mind was evidently full

of anxiety about his translation of the Old Testament, for we find

him in his letters recording the conversations he had with learned

men about disputed reiidings and doubtful renderings; the blind

Didymus of Alexandria, whom he heard interpreting Hosea,

appears to have been most useful. When they returned to

Palestine they all settled at Bethlehem, where Paula built four

monasteries, three for nuns and one for monks. She was at the

head of the nunneries until her death in 404, when Eustochium
succeeded her; Jerome presided over the fourth monastery.

Here he did most of his literary work and, throwmg aside hi.s

unfinished plan of a translation from Origen’s Hexaplar text,

translated the Old Testament directly from the Hebrew, with

the aid of Jewish scholars. He mentions a rabbi from Lydda,

a rabbi from Tiberias, and above all rabbi Ben Anina, who
came to him by night secretly for fear of the Jews. Jerome
was not familiar enough with Hebrew to be able to dispense with

such assistance, and he makes the synagogue responsible for the
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accuracy of his version :

^ Let him who would challenge aught

in this translation,” he says, “ ask the Jews.” The result of all

this labour was the Latin translation of the Scriptures which,

in spite of much apposition from the more conservative party in

the church, afterwards became the Vulgate or authorized ver-

sion; but the Vulgate as we have it now is not exactly Jerome’s

Vulgate, for it suffered a good deal from changes made under the

inffuence of the older translations
;
the text became very corrupt

during the middle ages, and in particular all the Apocrypha,

except Tobit and Judith, which Jerome translated from the

Chaldee, were added from the older versions. (See Bible :

0>T, Versions.)

Notwithstanding the labour involved in translating the

Scriptures, Jerome found time to do a great deal of literary work,

and also to indulge in violent controversy. Earlier in life he

had a great admiration for Origen, and translated many of his

works, and this lasted after he had settled at Bethlehem, for in

389 he translated Origen’s homilies on Luke; but he came to

change his opinion and wrote violently against two admirers of

the great Alexandrian scholar, John, bishop of Jerusalem, and

his own former friend Rufinus.

At Bethlehem also he found time to finish Didymi de spiritu

sancto liber, a translation begun at Rome at the request of Pope

Damasus, to denounce the revival of Gnostic heresies by Jovin-

ianus and Vigilantius {Adv. Jovinianum lib. 11 . and Contra

Vigilantium liber), and to repeat his admiration of the hermit

life in his Vita S. Hilarianis eremitae, in his Vita Malchi monachi

captivi, in his translations of the Rule of St Pachomius (the

Benedict of Egypt), and in his S. Pachomii et S. Theodorici

epistolae et verba mystica. He also wrote at Bethlehem De viris

illustribus sive de scriptoribus ecclesiasHcis, a church history" in

biographies, ending with the life of the author; De nominibus

Hebraicis, compiled from Philo and Origen; and De situ et nomini-

bus locorum Hebraicorum.^ At the same place, too, he wrote

Quaesiiones Hebraicae on Genesis,-^ and a series of commentaries

on Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, the Twelve Minor Prophets,

Matthew and the Epistles of St Paul, About 394 Jerome came
to know Augustine, for whom he held a lugh regard. He
engaged in the Pelagian controversy with more than even his

usual bitterness (Dialogi contra pelagianos); and it is said that

the violence of his invective so provoked his opponents that an

armed mob attacked the monastery, and that Jerome was forced

to flee and to remain in concealment for nearly two years. He
returned.^ Bethlehem in 418, and after a lingering illness died

on the^th of September 420.

Jerome “ is one of the few Fathers to whom the title of Saint

appears to have been given in recognition of services rendered to

the Church rather than for eminent sanctity. He is the great

Christian scholar of his age, rather than the profound theologian

or the wise guide of souls.” His great work was the Vulgate,

but his achievements in other fields would have sufficed to dis-

tinguish him. His commentaries are valuable because of his

knowledge of Greek and Hebrew, his varied interests, and his

comparative freedom from allegory. To him we owe the dis-

tinction between canonical and apocryphal ratings; in the

Prologus Galeatus prefixed to his version of Samuel and Kings, he

says that the church reads the Apocrypha “ for the edification of

the people, not for confirming the authority of ecclesiastical doc-

trines.” He was a pioneer in the fields of patrology and of bib-

lical archaeology. In controversy he was too fond of mingling

personal abuse with legitimate argument, and tliis weakness

mars his letters, which were held in high admiration in the early

middle ages, and arc valuable for their history of the man and
his times. Luther in his Table Talk condemns them as dealing

only with fasting, meats, virginity, &c. ” If he only had insisted

upon the works of faith and performed them ! But he teaches

nothing either about faith, or love, or hope, or the works of

faith.”

‘ Compare the critical edition of these two works in Lagardc's
Onomastica sacra (Gdtting. 1870).

Sec Lagarde's edition appended to his Genesis Graece (Leipzig,

1868).

Editions of the complete works : Erasmus (9 vols., Basel, 1516*
1520); Mar. Victorius, bishop of Rieti (9 vols., Rome, i50.‘;-i572)

;

F. Calixtus and A. Tribbechoviuc (12 vols., Frankfort and Leipzig,

168^-1690); J. Martianay (5 vols., incomplete Benedictine ed.,

Paris, 1693-1706); D. Vallarsi (ii vols., Verona, 1734-1742), the
best; Migne, Patrol. Ser. Lai. (xxii.-xxix.). Thel)c vtris illust.wAH

edited by Herding in 1870. A selection is given in translation by
W. H. P'rcmantle, " SelectLibrary of Nicenc and Post Niconc Fathers,*'

2nd scries, vol. vi. (Now Vork, 1893). Biogr^hies arc prefixed to

most of the above editions. See also lives by F. Z. CoUombet (Paris

and Lyons, 1844); O. Zdclder (Gotha, 1865); L. Cutts (London,
1878); C. Martin (London, 1888); P. Largent (Paris, 1898); F. W.
Farrar, Lives of the Fathers, it. 150-297 (Edinburgh, 1889).
Additional literature is cited in Hauck-Herzog's Realencyk. fur
pYot. Theol. viii. 42.

JEROME, JEROME KLAPKA (1S59- ), English author,

was bom on the 2nd of May 1859. He was educated at the

philological school, Marylebone, London; and was by turns

clerk, schoolmaster and actor, before he settled down to journal-

ism. He made his reputation as a humorist in 1889 with Idle

Thoughts of an Idle Fellow and Three Men in a Boat, and
from 1892 to 1897 he was co-editor of The Idler with Robert

Barr. \t the same time he was also the editor of To-Day. A
one-act play of his, Barbara, was produced at the Globe theatre

in 1886, and was followed by many others, among them Sunset

(1888), Wood Barrow Farm (1891), The Passing of the Third Floor

Bach (1907). Among his later books are Letters to Clorinda

(1898), The Second Thoughts of an Idle Fellow (1898), Three Men
on the Bummel (1900), Tommy and Co. (1904), They and 1 (1909).

JEROME OF PRAGUE (d. 1416), an early Bohemian church-

reformer and friend of John Hus. Jerome’s part in the Hussite

movement was formerly much overrated. Very little is known
of his early years. He is stated to have belonged to a noble

Bohemian family and to have been a few years younger than

Hus. After beginning his studies at the university of Prague,

where he never attempted to obtain any ecclesiastical office,

Jerome proceeded to Oxford in 1398. There he became greatly

impressed by the writings of Wycliffe, of whose Dialogus and
Trialogus he made copies. Always inclined to a roving life, he

.soon proceeded to the university of Paris and afterwards con-

tinued his studies at Cologne and Heidelberg, returning to

Prague in 1407. In 1403 he is stated to have undertaken a

journey to Jerusalem. At Paris his open advocacy of the views

of Wycliffe brought him into conflict with John Gerson, chan-

cellor of the university. In Prague Jerome soon attracted

attention by his advanced and outspoken opinions. He gave

great offence also by exhibiting a portrait of Wycliffe in his room.

Jerome was soon on terms of friendship with Hus, and took part

in all the controversies of the university. When in 1408 a

French embassy arrived at Kutnd Hora, the residence of King
Wenceslaus of Bohemia, and proposed that the papal scliism

should be terminated by the refusal of the temporal authoritic.s

further to recognize either of the rival popes, Wenceslaus sum-
moned to Kutnd Hora the members of the university. The
Bohemian magistri spoke strongly in favour of the French pro-

posals, while the Germans maintained their allegiance to the

Roman pope, Gregory XII. The re-organization of the univer-

sity was also discussed, and as Wenceslaus for a time favoured

the Germans, Hus and Jerome, as leaders of the Bohemians,

incurred the anger of the king, who threatened them with death

by fire should they oppose his will.

In 1410 Jerome, who had incurred the hostility of the arch-

bishop of Prague by his speeches in favour of Wycliffe’s teaching,

went to Ofen, where King Sigismund of Hungary resided, and,

though a layman, preached before the king denouncing strongly

the rapacity and immorality of the clergy. Sigismund shortly

afterwards received a letter from the archbishop of Prague con-

taining accusations against Jerome. He was imprisoned by
order of the king, but does not appear to have been detained

long in Hungary. Appearing at Vienna, he was again brought

® The statement that Jerome's family name was Faulfiss, is

founded on a misunderstood passage of Aeneas Sylvius, Historica

Bohemica. Aeneas Sylvius names as one of the early Bohemian
reformers a man ** genere nohilis, ex domo quam Puiridi Piscis

vacant.** Tliis was enoneously believed kP refer to Jerome.
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before the ecclesiastical authorities. He was accused of spreading

Wycliffe’s doctrines^ and his general conduct at Oxford^ Faris^

Cologne, Prague and Ofen was censured. Jerome vowed that

he would not leave Vienna till he had cleared himself from the

accusation of heresy. Shortly afterwards he secretly left Vienna,

declaring that this promise had been forced on him. He went
first to Vottau in Moravia, and then to Prague. In 1412 the

representatives of Pope Gregory XII. publicly offered indul-

gences for sale at Prague, wishing to raise money for the pope’s

campaign against King Ladislaus of Naples, an adherent of the

antipope of Avignon. Contrary to the wishes of the archbishop

of Prague a meeting of the members of the university took place,

at which both Hus and Jerome spoke strongly against the sale

of indulgences. The fieiy eloquence of Jerome, which is noted

by all contemporary writers, obtained for him greater success

even than that of Hus, particularly among the younger students,

who conducted him in triumph to his dwelling-place. Shortly

afterwards Jerome proceeded to Poland—it is said on the invita-

tion of King Wladislaus. His courtly manners and his eloquence

here also caused him to become very popular, but he ^ain met
with strong opposition from the Roman Church. While travel-

ling with the grand-duke Lithold of Lithuania Jerome took part

in the religious services of the Greek Orthodox Church.

During his stay in northern Europe Jerome received the news
that Hus had been summoned to appear before the council of

Constance. He wrote to his friend advising him to do so and

adding that he would also proceed there to afford him assistance.

Contrary to the advice of Hus he arrived at Constance on the

4th of April 1415. Advised to fly immediately to Bohemia, he

succeeded in reoi^ing Hirschau, only 25 m. from the Bohemian
frontier. He was here arrested and brought back in chains to

Constance, where he was examined by judges appointed by the

council. His courage failed him in prison and, to regain his

freedom, he renounced the doctrines of Wycliffc and Hus. He
declared that Hus had been justly executed and stated in a letter

addressed on the T2th of August 1415 to Lacek, lord of Kravdf

—

the only literary document of Jerome that has been preserved

—

that “ the dead man (Hus) had written many false and harmful

things.
’
’ Full confidence was not placed in Jerome’s recantation.

He claimed to be heard at a general meeting of the council, and

this was granted to him. He now again maintained all the theo-

ries which he had formerly advocated, and, after a trial that

lasted only one day, he was condemned to be burnt as a heretic.

The sentence was immediately carried out on the 30th of May
1416, and he met his death with fortitude. As Poggio Braccio-

lini writes, “ none of the Stoics with so constant and brave a soul

endured death, which he (Jerome) seemed rather to long for.”

The eloquence of the Italian humanist has bestowed a not

entirely merited aureole on the memory of Jerome of Prague.

See^ works dealing with Hus; and indeed all histories of Bohemia
contain detaUed accounts of the career of Jerome. The Lives of

ohn Wichffe, Lord Cohham^ John Huss, Jerome of Pragtte and Ziiha

y William Gilpin (London, 1765) stiU has a certain value. ^.)

JERROLD, DOUGLAS WILLIAM (1803-1857), English

dramatist and man of letters, was born in London on the 3rd

of January 1803. His father, Samuel Jerrold, actor, was at that

time lessee of the little theatre of Wilsby near Cranbrook in Kent,

but in 1807 he removed to Sheemess. Inhere, amonjg the blue-

jackets who swarmed in the port during the war with Fr^ce,

Douglas grew into boyhood. He occasionally took a child’s

part on the stage, but his father’s profession had little attraction

for the boy. In December 1813 he joined the guardship
“ Namur,” where he had Jane Austen’s brother as captam, and he

served as a midshipman until the peace of 1815. He saw nothing

of the war save a number of wounded soldiers from Waterloo;

but till his dying day there lingered traces of his early passion for

the sea. The peace of 1815 ruined Samuel Jerrold; there was

no more prize money. On the ist of Janu^ 1816 he removed

with his family to London, where the ex-midshipman began the

world again as a printer’s apprentice, and in 1819 became a com-

positor in the printing-office of the Sunday Monitor. Several

short papers and copies of verses by him had already appeared
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in the sixpenny magazines, and one evening he dropped into the

editor’s l^x a criticism of the opera Der Freischuta. Next
momij^ he received his own copy to set up, together with a
flattering note from the editor, requesting further contributions

from the anonymous author. Thenceforward Jerrold was en-

gaged in journalism. In 1821 a comedy that he had composed
in his fifteenth year was brought out at Sadler's Wells theatre,

under the title More Frightened than Hurt. Other pieces

followed, and in 1825 he was engaged for a few ^unds weekly

to produce dramas and farces to the order of Davidge of the

Coburg theatre. In the autumn of 1824 the ” little Shake-

speare in a camlet cloak,” as he was called, married Mary Swann

;

and, while he was engaged with the drama at night, he was
steadily pushing his way as a journalist. For a short while he

was part proprietor of a small Sunday newspaper. In 1829,

through a quarrel with the exacting Davidge, Jerrold left the

Coburg; and his three-act melodrama, Black-eyed Susan ; or, All

in the Downs, was brought out by R. W. Elliston at the Surr^*

theatre. The success of the piece was enormous. With its

free gallant sea-flavour, it took the town by storm, and ” all

London went over the water to see it.” Elliston made a fortune

by the piece; T. P. Cooke, who played William, made his repu-

tation; Jerrold received about £60 and was engaged as dramatic

author at five pounds a week. But his fame as a dramatist

was achieved. In 1830 it was proposed that he should adapt

something from the French for Drury Lane. “ No,’* was his

reply, ” I shall come into this theatre as an original dramatist

or not at all.” The Bride of Ludgate (December 8, 1831)

was the first of a number of his plays produced at Drury Lane.

The other patent houses threw their doors open to him also (the

Adelphi had already done so); and in 1836 Jerrold became co-

manager of the Strand theatre with W. J. Hammond, his brother-

in-law. The venture was not successful, and the partnership

was dissolved. While it lasted Jerrold wrote his only tragedy,

The Painter of Ghent, and himself appeared in the title-role, with-

out any very marked success. He continued to write sparkling

comedies till 1854, the date of his last piece, The Heart of Gold.

Meanwhile he had won hb way to the pages of numerous

periodicals—before 1830 of the second-rate magazines only, but

after that to those of more importance. He was a contributor

to Monthly Magazine, Blackwoodfs, the New Monthly, and
the Athenaeum, To Punch, the publication which of all others

is associated with his name, he contributed from its second

number in 1841 till within a few days of his death. He founded

and edited for some time, though with indifferent success, the

JUuminated Magazine, JerroUTs ShiUiHg Magazifte, and Douglas

Jerrold*s Weekly Newspaper \ and under his editorship Lloyd*s

Weekly Newspaper rose from almost nonentity to a circulation of

182,000. The history of his later years is little more than a

cat^gue of his literary productions, interrupted now and again

by brief visits to the Continent or to the country. Douglas

Jerrold died at his house, Kilbum Priory, in London, on the

8th of June 1857..

Jerrold’s figure was small and spare, and in later years bowed

almost to /deformity. His features were strongly marked and

expressive from the thin humorous lips to the keen blue eyes

gleaming from beneath the shaggy eyebrows. He was brisk and

active, with the careless bluffness of a sailor. Open and sincere,

he concealed neither his anger nor his pleasure; to his simple

frankness all polite duplicity was distasteful. The ^nical side

of his nature he kept for his writings
;
in private life his hand was

always open . In politics Jerrold was a Liberal, and he gave eager

sympathy to Kossuth, Mazzini and Louis Blanc. In social

politics especially he took an eager part; he never tired of de-

claiming against the horrors of war, the luxury of bishops, and

the iniquity of capital punishment.

Douglas Jerrold is now perhaps better known from his reputa-

tion as a brilliant wit in conversation than from his writings. As

a dramatist he was very popular, though his plays have not kept

the stage. He dealt with rather humbler forms of social hfe

than had commonly been represented on the boards. He was

one of the first and certainly one of the most successful of those

XV. wa
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who in defence of the native English drama endeavoured to

stem the tide of translation from the French, which threatened

early in the 19th century altc^ethcr to drown original native

talent. His s^U in construction and his mastery of epigram

and brilliant dialogue are well exemplified in his comedy, Time

Works Wonders (Hayniarket, April 26, 1845). The t^es and

sketches which form the bulk of Jerrold’s collected works

vary much in skill and interest; but, although there are

evident traces of their having been composed from week to

week, they are always mark^ by keen satirical observation

and pungent wit.

Among the best known of his numerous works are : Men of

Character (1838), including “ Job I'ippin ; The man who couldn't

help it/' and otW sketches of the same kind; Ca/ies and Ale (a vols.,

18^2), a collection of short papers and whimsical stories: some more
serious novels—Tftt Story of a Feather (1844), The Chronicles of

Clcvemook (1840), A Man made of Money (1849), and Giles and St

James (1851); and variout serica of papers reprinted horn Punch—
Punch's Letters to his Son (1843), Punch's Complete Letter^writer

(1845), and the famous Mis Caudle's Curtain Lectures (1B40).

See W. B. Jerrold, Life and Remains of Douglas Jerrold (1859).
A collected edition of his writings appeared in 185T-1854, and The
Works of Douglas Jerrold, with a memoir by his son, W. R. Jerrold,

in 1863-1864; but neither is complete. Among the numerous
selections from his talcs and witticisms are two edited by his grand-
son, Walter Jerrold, Eons Mots of Charles Dickens and Douglas
Jerrold (new ed., 1904), and The F.ssays of Douglas Jerrold (1903).
illustrated by H. M. Brock. See also The Wit and Opinions of Douglas
Jerrold (1858), edited by W. B. Jerrold.

His eldest son, William Blanchard Jerrold (1826-1884),
English journalist and author, was bom in London on the 23rd

of December 1826, and abandoning the artistic career for which
he was educated, began newspaper work at an early age there.

He was appointed Crystal Palace commissioner to Sweden in

1853, and wrote A flrage-Beaker with the Swedes (1854) on his

return. In 1855 he was sent to the Paris exhibition as corre-

spondent for several London papers, and from that time he lived

much in Paris. In 1857 he succeeded his father as editor of

Lloyd's Weekly Newspaper, a post which he held for twenty-six

years. During the Civil War in America he strongly supported

the North, and several of his leading articles were reprinted and
placarded in New York by the federal government. He was the

founder and president of the English branch of the international

literary association for the assimilation of copyright laws.

Four of his plays were successfully produced on the London stage,

the popular farce Cool as a Citcumber (Lyceum, 1851) being the

best His French experiences resulted in a number of

books, most important of which is his Life of Napoleon III.

(1874). He was occupied in writing the biography of Gustave
Dor^, who had illustrated several of his books, when he died on
the loth of March 1884.

Among hia books arc A Story of Social Distinction (1848), Life and
Remains of Douglas Jerrold (1859), Up and Down in the frafW(i863),
The Children of Lutetia (1864), Cent per Cent (187T), At Home in Pans
(1871), The Best of all Good Company (1871-1873), and The Life of
Geotge Cruikshank (18H2).

JERRY, a short form of the name
] eremiah, applied to various

common objects, and more particularly to a machine for finishing

cloth. The expression “ jerry-built is applied to houses built

badly and of inferior materials, and run up by a speculative

builder. There seems to be no foundation for tlm assertion that
this expression was occasioned by the work of a firm of Liverpool

builders named Jerry.

JERSEY, EARLS OP. Sir Edward Villiers {c. 1656-1711),
son of Sir Edward Villiers (1620-1689), of Richmond, Surrey,

was created Baron Villiers and Viscount Villiers in 1691 and earl

of Jersey in 1697. His grandfather, Sir Edward Villiers {c. 1585-

1626), master of the m«it and president of Munster, was half-

brother of George Villiers, ist duke of Buckingham, and
of Christopher Villiers, ist earl of Anglesey; his sister was
Elizabeth Villiers, the mistress of William III., and after-

wards countess of Orkney. Villiers was knight-marshal of

the royal household in succession to his father
;
master of the

horse to Queen Mary; and lord chamberlain to William HI. and
Queen Aime. In he represented his country at the congress
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of Ryswick

;
he was ambassador at the Hague, and after becoming

an earl was ambassador in Paris. In 1699 he was made secretary

of state for the southern department, and on three occasions he

was one of the lords justices of England. In 1704 he was dis-

missed from office by Anne, and after this event he was concerned

in some of the Jacobite schemes. He died on the 25th of August
1711, The 2nd earl was his son William {c. 1682-1721), an
adherent of the exiled house of Stuart, and the 3rd earl was the

latter's son William (d. 1769), who succeeded his kinsman John
Fitzgerald {c. 1692-1766) as 6th Viscount Grandison. The 3rd

earl’s son, George Bussy, the 4th earl (1735-1805), held several

positions at the court of George III., and on account of his

courtly manners was cAlled the “ prince of Maccaronies.’’ The
4th earl’s son, George, 5th earl of Jersey (1773-1859), one of the

most celebrated fox-huntecs of his time and a successful owner
of racehorses, married Sarah Sophia (i 785-1 S67), daughter of

Jolm Fane, loth earl of Westmorland, and granddaughter of

Robert Child, the banker. She inherited her grandfather’s

great wealth, including his interest in Child’s bank, and with her

husband took the name of Child-Villicrs. Since this time the

connexion of the earls of Jersey with Child's bank has been main-

tained. Victor Albert George Child-Villicrs (b. 1845) succeeded

his father George Augustus (1808-1859), 6th earl, who had only

held the title for three weeks, as 7th earl of Jersey in 1859.

This nobleman was governor of New South Wales from 1890
to 1893.

JE^EY, the largest of the Channel Islands, belonging to

Great Britain. Its chief town, St Helicr, on the south coast of

the island, is in 49° 12' N., 2° 7' vV., 105 m. S. by E. of Portland

Bill on the English coast, and 24 m. from the French coast to the

east. Jersey is the southernmost of the more important islands

of the group. Jt is of oblong form witli a length of 10 m. from

east to west and an extreme breadth of 6i m. The area is 28,717

acres, or 45 sq. m. Pop. (1901), 52,576.

The island reaches its greatest elevation (nearly 500 ft.) in the

north, the land rising sharply from the north coast, and displaying

bold and picturesque clifis towards the sea. The east, soulli

and west coasts consist of a succession of large open bays, shallow

and rocky, with marshy or sandy shores separated by rocky head-

lands. The principal bays are Grdve an Lan^ons, Gr6ve de

Lecq, St John’s and Bouley Bays on the north coasl
;
St C!athe-

rine’s and Grouville Bays on the east; St Clement's, St Au bin’s

and St Brekde’s Bays on the south; and St Oueri’s Hay, the wide

sweep of which occupies nearly the whole of the west coast.

The .sea in many places has encroached greatly on the land, and
sand drifts have been found troublesome, especially on the west

coast. The surface of the country is broken hy winding valleys

having a general direction from north to south, and as they

approach the south uniting so as to form small plains. The
lofty hedges which bound the small enclosures into which Jersey
is divided, the trees and shrubberies which line the roads and
cluster round the uplands and in almost every nook of the valleys

unutilized for pasturage or tillage, give the island a luxuriant

appearance, neutralizing the bare effect of the few sandy plains

and sand-covered hills. Fruits and flowers indigenous to warm
climates grow freely in the open air. The land, under careful

cultivation, is rich and productive, the soil being generally a
deep loam, especially in the valleys, but in the west shallow, light

and sandy. The subsoil is usually gravel, but in some parts an
unfertile clay. Some two-third i of the total area is under
cultivation, great numbers of cattle being pastured, and much
market gardening practised. The potato crop is very large.

The peasants take advantage of every bit of wall and every

isolated nook of ground for growing fruit trees. Grapes are

ripened under glass; oranges can be grown in sheltered situations,

but the most common fruits are apples, which are used for cider,

anrl pears. A manure of burnt sea-weed (vraic) is generally

used. The pasturage is very rich, and is much improved by the

application of this manure to the surface. The breed of cattle

is kept pure by stringent laws against the importation of foreign

animals. The milk is xised almost exclusively to manufacture

butter. The cattle are always housedin winter, but remain out
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at night from May titt October. Ttoe was iormeiiy a smaU

black breed of horsee pecaliar to the iBkund^ but hones are now
chiefly imported from France or Engiand. Pigs are kept

principally for local consun^tion, and only a few idkeep are

reared. Fish are not so plentiful as rotmd the shores of Guernsey,

but mackerel, turbot, cod, mullet and especially the conger eel

are abundant at the Minquiers. There is a large oyster bod

between Jersey and France, but partly on account of ofvor-

dredging the supply is not so abundant as formesrly. Th^e is

a great variety of other shell flsh. The fisheries, ship^buildmg

and Imt^building employ many of the inhabitants. Kdp and

iodine are manufactured from sea-weed. The principal exports

arc granite, fruit and vegetables (ospeciaUy potatoes), butter

and cattle; and the chief imports coal and articles of human cem-

sumption. Communications with England are maintained prin-

cipally from Southampton and Weymouth, and there are regular

steamship services from Granville and St Malo on the PYrach

coast. The Jersey railway runs west from St Helier round St

Aubin’s Bay to SI Aubin, and continues to Corbi^re at the south-

western extremity of the island; and the Jersey ea.stcm railway

follows the southern and eastern coasts to Gorey. The island is

intersected with a network of gpod roads.

Jersey is under a distinct and in several respects different form

of administrative government from Guernsey and the smaller

islands included in the bailiwick of Guernsey. For its peculiar

constitution, system of justice, ecclesiasticai arrangements and

finance, see Chaknei. Islands. There are twelve parishes,

namely St Helier, Grouville, St Brelade, St Clement, St John,

St Laurence, St Martin, St Mary, St Ouen, St Peter, St Saviour

and Trinity. The population of the island nearly doubled

between 1821 and 1901, but decreased from 54,51® to 52,576

between i8qt and 1901.

The history of Jersey is treated under Channel Islands.

Among objects of antiquarian interest, a cromlech near Mont
Orgucil is the finest of several examples. St Brelade’ s church,

probably the oldest in the island, dates from the 12th century; I

among the later churches St Helier’s, of the 14th centur>^, may
be mentioned. There are also some very early chapels, con-

sidered to date from the loth century or earlier; among these

may be noted the Chapelle-6s-Pecheurs at St Brelade'.s, and the

picturesque chapel in the grounds of the manor of Roxel. The
castle of Mont Orgueil, of which there are considerable remains,

is believed to be founded upmi the .site Of a Roman stronghold,

and a ‘‘ Caesar’s fort ” still forms a part of it.

JERSEY CITY, a city and the county-seat of Hudson county,

New Jersey, U.S.A., on a peninsula ^tween the Hudson and

Hackensack rivers at tlie N. and between New York and Newark

bays at the S., opposite lower Manhattan Island. Pop. (1890),

£63,003; (1900), 206,433, whom 58,424 were foreign-bom

(19,314 Irish, 17,375 German, 4642 English, 3832 Italian, 1694

Russian, 1690 Scottish, 1643 Russian Poles, 1445 Austrian) and

3704 were negroes; (1910, census), 267,779. It is the eastern

terminus of the Pennsylvania, the Lehigh Valley, the West Shore,

the Central of New Jersey, the Baltimore & Ohio, the Northern

of New Jersey (operated by the Erie), the Erie, the New York,

Susquehanna' & Western, and the New Jersey & New York

(controlled by the Eric) railways, the first three using tiw

Pennsylvania station; and of the little-used Morris canal.

Jersey City is served by several inter-urban ekctric railwayt and

by the tunnels of the Hudson & Manhattan railroad company to

Dey St. and to 33nl St. and 6ch Avc., New York City, and it also

has docks of several lines of Transatlantic and coast steamers.

The city occupies,a land area of 14*3 sq. m. and has a water-front

of about la m. Bergen Hill, ft southerly extension of the PaK-

sades, extends longitudinally through it from north to soiith.

At the north end this hill rises on the east side precipitootly

to a height of nearly 200 ft.; on the west and sooth sides

the slope is gradual. On the crest of the hill is the fine

Hudson* County Boulevard, abenrt 19 m. kmg and xoo ft.

wide, extending thitough the city and county from north

to south and passing through' West Side Paric, a splendid

county park cowtaming lakes and a 70-acre playground. The
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water-front, espec^y on the east side, is given up to manu-
facturing and shipping establishments. In the hill sectum

are the better resideaces, most of which are wooden and

detached.

The principal btdldingB arc the city hall and the oontt-house.

There are nine small city parks with an aggregate area of 39*1 acres.

The dty has a public library containing (1907) 107,600 votnmes
and an hiatmloal museum. At the comer of Bergen Ave. and
Forrest St. is the People's I^alace, given hi 1904 by Joseph MilbOnk to

the Jhrst (^ngre^tional church and contah^g a library and reading-

room, a gymnanum, bowling alleys, a hiltiard-TOoTn, a rifle-range,

a roof-garaen, and an auditorium and theatre; kindergaTten dasses
arc held and an employment bureau is mamtained. Among the
educational Institutions are the German American school, Has-
brouck institnt^ St Aloysins academy (Homan Cath(dic) and St

Peter's college (Roman Catholic)
;
and there are good public schools.

Grain is shipped to and from Jersey City in large quantities, and in

general the city is an important shipping port; being included,

howevc^ in the port of New York, no separate statistics are avail-

able. lucre are large Slaughtering estanUshments, and ^ctories

for ttc refining of sugar and for the manofaeture of tobacco goods,

soap and perfumery, lead pencils, iron and steel, railway cars,

chemicals, rubber goods, suk goods, dressed lumber, and malt
liquors. The value of the city's manufactured products increased

from I37i376,322 in 1890 to 177,225,1x6 In 19^, or 106*6 %; in

1905 tne factory product alone was valued at I75i740i934f
Increase of only 3*9 % over the factory product in tgoo. Inis small

rate of increase being due very largely to a decline in tne value of

the products of the sugar and molasses refining industry. The
value of the wholesale slaughtering and meat-packing product

decreased from $x8.55L7®J and 111,356,511 in i8qo to

$6,243,217 in 1900—of this $5,708,763 represented wholesale

slaii^terlng alone; in 1905 the wholesale slaughtering product was
valued at $7,568,739-

In 1908 the assessed valuation of the city was $267,039,754.

The city is governed by a board of aldermenwd a mayor (elected

biennially), who appoints most of the officials, the street and

water board being the principal exception.

Jersey City when first incorporated was a small sandy penin-

sula (an island at high tide) known as Paulus Hook, directly

opposite the lower end of Manhattan Island. It had been a part

of the Dutch patroonship of Pavonia granted to Michael Pauw

m 1630. In 1633 the first buildings were erected and for mere

than a century the Hook was occupied by a small agricultural

iind trading community. In 1764 a new post route between

New York and Philadelphia passed through what is now the dty,

and direct ferry communication began with New York. Early

in the War of Independence Paulus Hook was fortified by the

Americans, but soon after the battle of Long Island they aban-

doned it, and on the 23rd of Sq>tember 1776 it was occupied by

the British. On the morning of thmi9th of August 1779 the

British garrison was surprised by Major Henry Lee (*" Light

Horse ”), who with about 500 men took 159 prisoners and

lost only 2 killed and 3 wounded, one of the most brilliant ex-

ploits during the War of Independence. In 1804 Paulus Hook,

containing 117 acres and having about 15 inhabitants, pasaed

into the possession of three enterprising New York lawyers, who

laid it out asa tovm and formed an association for its government,

which was incorporated as the “ associates of the Jersey com-

pany.*’ In 1820 the town was incorporated as the City of Jersey,

; but it remained a part of the township of Bergen until when

it was reincorporated as a distinct municipality. In 1851 the

township of Vw Vorst, founded in 1804 between Paulus Hook

and Hoboken, was annexed. In 1870 there were two anne^-

;
tions : to the south, the town of Bergen, the county-s^t, which

i
was. founded in 1660; to the north-west, Hudson City, which

had been separated from the township of North Bergen in 1852

(

ftnd incorporated as a city in 1855. The town of Greenville, to

! the south, was annexed in 1873.

JERUSALEM (Heb. Yerushdaim, pronounced as

a dualX the chief city of Palestine. Letters found at Tell d-

Amaam in Egypt, written by an early ruler oi Jerusalem,

show that the name existed tinder the form Urusalim, ue,

“ City of Salim ” or “ City of Peace,** many years before the

IsracKtos under Joshma entered Canaan. The empermr Hadrian,

when he rebuilt the city, changed the name to Aelia Capitolina.

The Arabs usually designate Jenisalem by names expressive of
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who in defence of the native English drama endeavoured to

stem the tide of translation from the French, which threatened

early in the 19th century altc^ethcr to drown original native

talent. His s^U in construction and his mastery of epigram

and brilliant dialogue are well exemplified in his comedy, Time

Works Wonders (Hayniarket, April 26, 1845). The t^es and

sketches which form the bulk of Jerrold’s collected works

vary much in skill and interest; but, although there are

evident traces of their having been composed from week to

week, they are always mark^ by keen satirical observation

and pungent wit.

Among the best known of his numerous works are : Men of

Character (1838), including “ Job I'ippin ; The man who couldn't

help it/' and otW sketches of the same kind; Ca/ies and Ale (a vols.,

18^2), a collection of short papers and whimsical stories: some more
serious novels—Tftt Story of a Feather (1844), The Chronicles of

Clcvemook (1840), A Man made of Money (1849), and Giles and St

James (1851); and variout serica of papers reprinted horn Punch—
Punch's Letters to his Son (1843), Punch's Complete Letter^writer

(1845), and the famous Mis Caudle's Curtain Lectures (1B40).

See W. B. Jerrold, Life and Remains of Douglas Jerrold (1859).
A collected edition of his writings appeared in 185T-1854, and The
Works of Douglas Jerrold, with a memoir by his son, W. R. Jerrold,

in 1863-1864; but neither is complete. Among the numerous
selections from his talcs and witticisms are two edited by his grand-
son, Walter Jerrold, Eons Mots of Charles Dickens and Douglas
Jerrold (new ed., 1904), and The F.ssays of Douglas Jerrold (1903).
illustrated by H. M. Brock. See also The Wit and Opinions of Douglas
Jerrold (1858), edited by W. B. Jerrold.

His eldest son, William Blanchard Jerrold (1826-1884),
English journalist and author, was bom in London on the 23rd

of December 1826, and abandoning the artistic career for which
he was educated, began newspaper work at an early age there.

He was appointed Crystal Palace commissioner to Sweden in

1853, and wrote A flrage-Beaker with the Swedes (1854) on his

return. In 1855 he was sent to the Paris exhibition as corre-

spondent for several London papers, and from that time he lived

much in Paris. In 1857 he succeeded his father as editor of

Lloyd's Weekly Newspaper, a post which he held for twenty-six

years. During the Civil War in America he strongly supported

the North, and several of his leading articles were reprinted and
placarded in New York by the federal government. He was the

founder and president of the English branch of the international

literary association for the assimilation of copyright laws.

Four of his plays were successfully produced on the London stage,

the popular farce Cool as a Citcumber (Lyceum, 1851) being the

best His French experiences resulted in a number of

books, most important of which is his Life of Napoleon III.

(1874). He was occupied in writing the biography of Gustave
Dor^, who had illustrated several of his books, when he died on
the loth of March 1884.

Among hia books arc A Story of Social Distinction (1848), Life and
Remains of Douglas Jerrold (1859), Up and Down in the frafW(i863),
The Children of Lutetia (1864), Cent per Cent (187T), At Home in Pans
(1871), The Best of all Good Company (1871-1873), and The Life of
Geotge Cruikshank (18H2).

JERRY, a short form of the name
] eremiah, applied to various

common objects, and more particularly to a machine for finishing

cloth. The expression “ jerry-built is applied to houses built

badly and of inferior materials, and run up by a speculative

builder. There seems to be no foundation for tlm assertion that
this expression was occasioned by the work of a firm of Liverpool

builders named Jerry.

JERSEY, EARLS OP. Sir Edward Villiers {c. 1656-1711),
son of Sir Edward Villiers (1620-1689), of Richmond, Surrey,

was created Baron Villiers and Viscount Villiers in 1691 and earl

of Jersey in 1697. His grandfather, Sir Edward Villiers {c. 1585-

1626), master of the m«it and president of Munster, was half-

brother of George Villiers, ist duke of Buckingham, and
of Christopher Villiers, ist earl of Anglesey; his sister was
Elizabeth Villiers, the mistress of William III., and after-

wards countess of Orkney. Villiers was knight-marshal of

the royal household in succession to his father
;
master of the

horse to Queen Mary; and lord chamberlain to William HI. and
Queen Aime. In he represented his country at the congress
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of Ryswick

;
he was ambassador at the Hague, and after becoming

an earl was ambassador in Paris. In 1699 he was made secretary

of state for the southern department, and on three occasions he

was one of the lords justices of England. In 1704 he was dis-

missed from office by Anne, and after this event he was concerned

in some of the Jacobite schemes. He died on the 25th of August
1711, The 2nd earl was his son William {c. 1682-1721), an
adherent of the exiled house of Stuart, and the 3rd earl was the

latter's son William (d. 1769), who succeeded his kinsman John
Fitzgerald {c. 1692-1766) as 6th Viscount Grandison. The 3rd

earl’s son, George Bussy, the 4th earl (1735-1805), held several

positions at the court of George III., and on account of his

courtly manners was cAlled the “ prince of Maccaronies.’’ The
4th earl’s son, George, 5th earl of Jersey (1773-1859), one of the

most celebrated fox-huntecs of his time and a successful owner
of racehorses, married Sarah Sophia (i 785-1 S67), daughter of

Jolm Fane, loth earl of Westmorland, and granddaughter of

Robert Child, the banker. She inherited her grandfather’s

great wealth, including his interest in Child’s bank, and with her

husband took the name of Child-Villicrs. Since this time the

connexion of the earls of Jersey with Child's bank has been main-

tained. Victor Albert George Child-Villicrs (b. 1845) succeeded

his father George Augustus (1808-1859), 6th earl, who had only

held the title for three weeks, as 7th earl of Jersey in 1859.

This nobleman was governor of New South Wales from 1890
to 1893.

JE^EY, the largest of the Channel Islands, belonging to

Great Britain. Its chief town, St Helicr, on the south coast of

the island, is in 49° 12' N., 2° 7' vV., 105 m. S. by E. of Portland

Bill on the English coast, and 24 m. from the French coast to the

east. Jersey is the southernmost of the more important islands

of the group. Jt is of oblong form witli a length of 10 m. from

east to west and an extreme breadth of 6i m. The area is 28,717

acres, or 45 sq. m. Pop. (1901), 52,576.

The island reaches its greatest elevation (nearly 500 ft.) in the

north, the land rising sharply from the north coast, and displaying

bold and picturesque clifis towards the sea. The east, soulli

and west coasts consist of a succession of large open bays, shallow

and rocky, with marshy or sandy shores separated by rocky head-

lands. The principal bays are Grdve an Lan^ons, Gr6ve de

Lecq, St John’s and Bouley Bays on the north coasl
;
St C!athe-

rine’s and Grouville Bays on the east; St Clement's, St Au bin’s

and St Brekde’s Bays on the south; and St Oueri’s Hay, the wide

sweep of which occupies nearly the whole of the west coast.

The .sea in many places has encroached greatly on the land, and
sand drifts have been found troublesome, especially on the west

coast. The surface of the country is broken hy winding valleys

having a general direction from north to south, and as they

approach the south uniting so as to form small plains. The
lofty hedges which bound the small enclosures into which Jersey
is divided, the trees and shrubberies which line the roads and
cluster round the uplands and in almost every nook of the valleys

unutilized for pasturage or tillage, give the island a luxuriant

appearance, neutralizing the bare effect of the few sandy plains

and sand-covered hills. Fruits and flowers indigenous to warm
climates grow freely in the open air. The land, under careful

cultivation, is rich and productive, the soil being generally a
deep loam, especially in the valleys, but in the west shallow, light

and sandy. The subsoil is usually gravel, but in some parts an
unfertile clay. Some two-third i of the total area is under
cultivation, great numbers of cattle being pastured, and much
market gardening practised. The potato crop is very large.

The peasants take advantage of every bit of wall and every

isolated nook of ground for growing fruit trees. Grapes are

ripened under glass; oranges can be grown in sheltered situations,

but the most common fruits are apples, which are used for cider,

anrl pears. A manure of burnt sea-weed (vraic) is generally

used. The pasturage is very rich, and is much improved by the

application of this manure to the surface. The breed of cattle

is kept pure by stringent laws against the importation of foreign

animals. The milk is xised almost exclusively to manufacture

butter. The cattle are always housedin winter, but remain out
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his narrative describes the portion of wall upon which each of

these was employed.^

It is clear from his account that the lines of fortifications included

both the eastern and western hills. North of the Temple enclosure

there was a gate, known as the Sheep Gate, which must have opened
into the third valley mentioned above, and stood somewhere near

what is now the north side of the Haram enclosure, but considerably

south of the present north wall of the latter. To the west of the

Sheep Gate there were two important towers in the wall, called respec-

tively Meah and Hananeel. The tower Hananeel is spkaally worthy
of notice as it stood N.W. of the Temple and probably formed the

basis of the citadel built by Simon Maccabaeus, which again was
succeeded by the fortress of Antonia, constructed by Herod the Great,

and one of the most important positions at the time of the siege by
Titus. At or near the tower Hananeel the wall turned south along

the east side of the Tyropoeon valley, and then again westward,

crossing the valley at a point probably near the remarkable construc-

tion known as Wilson's arch. A gate in the valley, known as the

Fish Gate, opened on a road which, leading from the north, went
down the Tyropoeon valley to the southern part of the city. West-
ward of this gate the wall followed the south side of the valley which
joined the Tyropoeon from the west as far as the north-western

corner of the city at the site of the present Jaffa Gate and the so-

called tower of David . In this part of the wall there were apparently
two gates facing north, i.e. the Old Gate and the Gate of &hraim,
400 cubits from the comer .« At the comer stood the r^idence of

the Babylonian governor, near the site upon which King Herod
afterwards built his magnificent palace. From the comer at the

governor's house, the wall went in a southerly direction and turned

south-east to the Valley Gate, remains of which were discovered

by F, J . Bliss and fully described in hia Excavations in Jerusalem in

iSg4-iS<}y. From the Valley Gate the wall took an easterly course

for a distance of 1000 cubits to the Dung Gate, near which on the

east was the Fountain Gate, not far from the lower pool of Siloa,m.

Here was the most southerly point of Jemsalom, and tne wall turning

hence to the north followed the west side of the valley of the Kidron,

enclosing the city of David and the Temple enclosure, and finally

turning west at some point near the site of the Golden Gate joined

the wall, already described, at the Sheep Gate. Nehemiah mentions

a number of places on the eastern hill, including the tomb of David,

the positions of which cannot with our present knowledge be fixed

with any certainty.

After the restoration of the walls of Jerusalem by Nehemiah,

a considerable number of Jews returned to the city, but we know
practically nothing of its history for more than a century until,

in 332 B.C., Alexander the Great conquered Syria. The gates of

Jerusalem were opened to him and he left the Jews in peaceful
|

occupation. But his successors did not act with similar leniency ;
!

when the city was captured by Ptolemy I., king of Egypt, twelve

years later, the fortifications were partially demolished and

apparently not again restored until the period of the high priest

Simon II., who repaired the defences and also the Temple build-

ings. In 168 B.c. Antiochus Epiphanes captured Jerusalem,

destroyed the wabs, and devastated the Temple, reducing the

city to a worse position than it had occupied since the time of the

captivity. He built a citadel called the Acra to dominate the

town and placed in it a strong garrison of Greeks. The position

of the Acra is doubtful, but it appears most probable that it

stood on the eastern hill between the Temple and the city of

David, both of which it commanded. Some writers place it

north of the Temple on the site afterwards occupied by the

fortress of Antonia, but such a position is not in accord with the

descriptions either in Josephus or.in the books of the Maccabees,

which are quite consistent with each other. Other writers again

have placed the Acra on the eastern side of the hill upon which

the church of the Holy Sepulchre now stands, but as this^ point

was probably quite outside the city at the time of Antiochus

Epiphanes, and is at too great a distance from the Temple, it

can hardly be accepted. But the site which has been already

indicated at the N.E. comer of the present Mosque el Aksa meets

the accounts of the ancient authorities better than any other.

At this point in the Haram enclosure there is an enormous under-

ground cistern, known as the Great Sea, and this may possibly

have been the source of water supply for the Greek garrison.

The oppression of Antiochus led to a revolt of the Jews under the

leadership of the Maccabees, and Judas Maccabaeus succeeded

in capturing Jerusalem after severe fighting, but could not get

^ 'The sites shown on the plan are tentative, and cannot be re-

garded as certain; sec Nehemiah ii. 12-15, iii. 1-32, xii. 37-39*
« See 2 Kings xiv. 13.

possession of the Acra, which caused much trouble to the Jews,

who erected a wall between it and the Temple, and another wall

to cut it oil from the city. The Greeks held out for a consider-

able time, but had finally to surrender, probably from want of

food, to Simon Maccabaeus, who demolished the Acra and cut

down the hill upon which it stood so that it might no longer be
higher than the Temple, and that there should be no separation

between the latter and the city. Simon then constructed a new
citadel, north of the Temple, to take the place of the Acra, and
established in Judaea the Asmonean dynasty, which lasted for

nearly a century, when the Roman republic began to make its

influence felt in Syria. In 65 B.c. Jerusalem was captured by
Pompey after a difficult siege. The Asmonean dynasty lasted

a few years longer, but finally came to an end when Herod the

Great, with the aid of the Romans, took possession of Jerusalem

and l^came the first king of the Idumaean dynasty. Herod
again raised the city to the position of an important capital,

restoring the fortifications, and rebuilding the Temple from its

foundations. He also built the great fortress of Antonia, N.W.
of the Temple, on the site of the citadel of the Asmoneans, and
constructed a magnificent palace for himself on the western hill,

defended by three great towers, which he named Mariamne,

Hippicus and Phasaelus. At some period between the time of

the Maccabees and of Herod, a second or outer wall had been

built outside and north of the first wall, but it is not possible

to fix an accurate date to this line of defence, as the references

to it in Josephus are obscure. Herod adorned the town with

other buildings and constructed a theatre and gymnasium. He
doubled the area of the enclosure round the Temple, and there

can be little doubt that a great part of the walls of the Haram
area date from the time of Herod, while probably the tower of

David, which still exists near the Jaffa Gate, is on the same foun-

dation as one of the towers adjoining his palace. Archelaus,

Herod^s successor, had far less authority than Herod, and the

real power of government at Jerusalem was assumed by the

Roman procurators, in the time of one of whom, Pontius Pilate,

Jesus Christ was condemned to death and crucified outside

Jerusalem. The places of his execution and burial are not

certainly known (see Sepulchre, Holy).

Herod Agrippa, who succeeded to the kingdom, built a third

or outfcr wall on the north side of Jerusalem in order to enclose

and defend the buildings which had gradually been constructed

outside the old fortifications. The exact line of this third wall

is not known with certainty, but it probably followed approxi-

mately the same line as the existing, north wall of Jerusalem.

Some writers have considered that it extended a considerable

distance farther to the north, but of this there is no proof, and

no remains have as yet been found which would support the

opinion. The wall of Herod Agrippa was planned on a grand

scale, but its execution was stopped by the Romans, so that it

was not completed at the time of the siege of Jerusalem by Titus.

The writings of Josephus give a good idea of the fortifications

and buildings of Jerusalem at the time of the siege, and his

accurate personal knowledge makes his account worthy of the

most careful perusal. He explains clearly how Titus, beginning

his attack from the north, captured the third or outer wall, then

the second wall, and finally the fortress of Antonia, the Temple,

and the upper city. After the capture, Titus ordered the Temple

to be demolished and the fortifications to be levelled, with the

exception of the three great towers at Herod's palace. It is,

however, uncertain how far the order was carried out, and it is

probable that the outer walls of the Temple enclosure were left

partially standing and that the defences on the west and south

of the city were not completely levelled. When Titus and his

army withdrew from Jerusalem, the loth legion was left as a

permanent Roman garrison, and a fortified camp for their

occupation was established on the western hill. We have no

account of the size or position of this camp, but a consideration

of the site, and a comparison with other Roman camps in various

parts of Europe, make it probable that it occupied an area of

about 50 acres,extending over what is now known as the Armenian

quarter of the town, and that it was bounded on the north by the
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old or first wall, on the west also by the old waU, on the south b}'

a line of defence soimewhat in the same position as the present

south wall where it passes the Zion Gate, and on the east by an
6nU:en<'hment running north and south parallel to the existing

thoroughfare known as David Street. For sixty years the

Roman garrison were left in undisturbed occupatieva, in ijs

the Jews rose in revolt under the leadership of Bar-Cochebas or

Barcochba, and took possession of Jerusalem. After a severe

struggle, the revolt was suppressed by the Roman general, Julius

Severus, and Jerusalem was recaptured and again destroyed.

According to some writers, this devastation was even more com-
plete than after the siege by Titus. About ly) the emperor

Hadrian decided to rebuild Jerusalem, and make it a Roman
colony. The new city was called Aelia Capitolina. The exact

size of the city is not known, but it probably extended as far as

the present nortli wall of Jerusalem and included the northern

part of the western hill. A temple dediaited to Jupiter C^itol-

inus was erected on the site of the Temple, and other buildings

were constructed, known as tlie Theatre, the Demosia, the

Tetranymphon, the Dodecapylon and the Codra. The Jews
were forbidden to reside in the city, but Christians were freely

admitted. The hi.story of jerasahm during the period between

the foundation of the city of Aelia by the emperor Hadrian and
the accession of Constantine the Great in 306 is obscure, but no
important change appears to have been made in the size or

fortifications of the city, which continued as a Roman colony.

In 336 (Constantine, after hia ( (inversion to Ciiristianity, is&u^

orders to the bishop Macarius to recover the site of the cruci-

fixion of Jesus Christ, and the tomb in which his body was laid

(see Skpulchue, Hotv). After the holy sites had been deter-

mined, Constantine gave orders for the coit.struclion of two
magnificent churches, the one over the tomb and the other over

the place where the cross was discovered. 'J'he present churdi

of the Holy Sepulchre stands on the site upon which one of the

churches of Constantine was built, but the second church, the

Basilica of the Cross, lias completely disappeared. The next

important epoc'h in building construclion at Jerusalem was about

460, when the empress Eudocia visited Palestine and expended
large sums on the improvement of tlie city. The walls were

repaired by her orders, and the line of fortifications appears to

have been extended on the south so as to include the pool of

Siloam. A church was built above the pool, probably at the

same tione, and, after having completely disappeared for many
centres, it was recovered by F. J. Bliss when making tus

exploration of Jerusalem. The empress als(» erected a large church

in honour of St Stephen nortli of the Dama.scus Gale, and is

believed to have been buried therein. 'Fhe site of this church was
discovered in 1874, and it has since been rebuilt. In the 6th

century the emperor Justinian erected a magnificent basilica

at Jerusalem, in honour of the Virgin Mary, and attached to it

two hospitals, one for the reception of pilgrims and one for the

acconunodation of the sick poor. Tlie description given by
Procopius does not indicate clearly where this church was
situated. A theory frequently put forward is that it stood

within the Haram area near the Mosque of el Aksa, but it is more
probable Ural it was on Zion, near the traditional place of the

(joenaculum or last supper, where the Mahommedan buildmg
known as the tomb of David now stands. In 614 Chosroes 11 .,

the king of Persia, captured Jerusalem, devastated many of the

buildings, and massacred a great number of the inhabitants.

The churches at the Holy Sepulchre were much damaged, but
were partially restored by the monk Modestua, who devoted
himself with great eaergy to the work. After a severe struggle

the Persians were defeato^l^by the emperor Heraclius, who entered

Jerusalem in triumph in 699 bringing with him the holy cross,

which had been carried off by C'hosroes. At this period the

religion of Mahomet was spreading over the east, and in 637 the

caliph Omar mardied on Jerusalem, which capitulated after a
siege of four months. Omar behaved with great moderation,

re.straining his tr<^s from pillage and leaving the Christians in

possession of their churches. A wooden mosque was erected

near the site of the Temple, which was replaced by the Mosque

of Aksa, built by the amir Abdalmalik (Abd el Malek), who also

constructed the Dome of the Rock, known as the Mosque of

Omar, in 688. The Mahommedans held Jerusalem until X099,

when it was captured by the crusaders under CJodfrey of Bouillon,

and became the capital of the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem
(see Crusades, vol. viii. p. 401) until 1187, when Saladin re-

conquered it, and rebuilt the waJis. Since that time, except
from i2»9 to [239, and from 2243 to 1244, the city has been
held by the Mahommedans. It was occupi^ by the Egyptian
sultans until 1517, when the Turks under Selim I. occupied

Syria. Selim’s successor, Suleiman the Magnificent, restored the
fortifications, which since that time have been little altered.

M^d$rn Jerusalem ,—Jeruaalem is tho chief town of a sanjak,
governed by a mutesswif^ who reports directly to the Porte, it has
the usual executive and town councils, upon which the recognized
religious communities, or have representatives; and it is

garrisoned by infantry of the V. army corps. The city is connected
with its port, Jaffa, by a carriage road, 41 m., and by a metre-gauge
railway, 54 m., which was completed in 1892, and is worked by a
French company. There are also carriage roads to Bethlehem,
Hebron and Jericho, and a road to Nablus was in course ol construc-
tion in 1909. l^or to 1858, when the modern building period com^
mouced, Jerusalem lay wholly within its i6th-cenLury walls, and even
as late as 1875 there were few private residences bi'yond their limits.

At present Jerusalem without the walls covers a larger area tlian lhat
within thorn. The growth has been chiefiy towards the north and
north-west

;
but there are large suburbs on the west, and on Ihe south-

west near the railway station on the plain of Rephaim. The village

of Siloam has also increaserl in size, and the wesicrn slopes of Olivet
are being covered with churches, monasteries and houses. Amongst
the most marked features of the change that has taken place since*

1875 are the growth of religious and philanthropic establishments;
the settlement oi Jewish colonies from Bokhara, Yemen and Europe;
the migration of Europeans, old Moslem families, and Jews from the
city to the suburbs; the increased vegetation, due to the numerous
gardens and improved methods ol cultivation

;
the substit ution ol

dmber and red tiles for the vaulted stone roofs which wore so

characteristic of the old city; ihe striking want of beauty, grandeur,
and harmony with their environment exhil>ited by most of the new
buildings; and the introduction of wheeled transport, which, cutting
into the soft limestone, has produced mud and dust to an extent
previously unknown. To facilitiite communication between the
city and its suburbs, the Bab ez Z^hire, or Herod's Gate, and a new
gate, near the north-west angle of the walls, liavc been opened;
and a portion of the wall, adjoining the Jaffa Gate, has been tmown
down, to allow free access for carriages. Within the city the prin-

cipal ntreots have been roughly pav^, and iron bars )4aced across
the narrow alleys to prevent the passage of camels. Without the
walls carriage roads have been made to the mount of Olives, the
railway station, and various parts of the suburbs, but they are kept
In bad repair. Little effort has been made to meet the increased
sanitary requirements of the larger pop\ilation and wider inhabited
area. There is no municipal water-supply, and the main drain of
tho city discharges into the lower pool of Siloam, winch has become
an open cesspit. In several places the debris within the walls is

saturated wirli sewage, and the water of the I'ountain of the
Virgin, and of many of the old cisterns, is unfit for drinking. Amongst
the more important buildings for ecclesiastical and philanthropic
purposes erected to the north of the ciW since i860 are tho Russian
cathedral, hospice and hospital; the French hospital of St Louis,
and hospice and church of St Augustine; the German schools,

orphanages and hospitals
;
the new hospital and industrial school of

the London mission to the jews; the Abyssinian church; the church
and schools of tlie Church missionary society; the Anglican church,
college and bishop's lious'r, tho Dominican monasterjr, seminary
and church of St Stephen; the Rothschild hospital and girls' school;

and the industrial school and workshops of the Alliance Tsra6Iite.

On the mount of Olives are the Russian church, t iwer and hospice,

near the chapel of the Ascension
;
the Piench Paternoster church

;

the (kirmeJitc nunnery; and the Russian church of St Mary Magda-
lene, near Cethsemanc. South of the city are the Armenian
monasterv’ of Mount Zion and Bishop Gobat’s school. On the west
side are the iowntitution of the sisters of St Vincent; the Ratisbon
school; the Montefiore hospice; the British ophthalmic hospital of
the knights of Si John; the convent and church of the Clarisses;

and the Moravian leper hospital. Within the city walls are the
Latin Patriarchal church and residence; the school of the Fr^res
de la Doctrine Chr6tlenne; the srdiools and printing house of the

Franciscans; the Coptic monastery; the Gorman church of the
Redeemer, and hospice; the United Armenian church of the Spasm;
tho conve it and school of the Scours dc Zion; the Austrian hospice;
the Turkisli school and museum; the monastery and seminary of

the Frferos do la Mission Algferienne, with tbo restored church of St
Anno, the church, schools and hospital of the London mission to

the Jews; the Armenian seminary and I’atriarchal buildings;

the Rothschild hospital; and Jewish hospices and synagogues.
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The climate is naturally good, but oontimted neglect cA aanitary

precautions has made the city unhealthy. During the summer
months the heat is tempered by a tresh sea-breeze, and there is

usually a sharp fall of temperature at night; but in swing and
autumn the ea.sf and south-e^ winds, whidh blow across the heated
rtepressioB of the Ghor, are enervating and oppressive. A dry
season, which lasts from May to October, is ioUowed \3y a rainy

season, divided into the early winter and latter rains. Snow fails

two years out of three, but soon melts. The meen annual tempera-

ture is 62-r F., the maximum 112®, and the minimum ^5*. The
mean monthly temperature is lowest (47*3'*) in Fobruasry, and highest

(7O 3 ) in August. The mean annual rainfail (i8bi to 1899) is

2G i^ in. The most unliealthy period is from ist May to 31st

October, when there are, from time to time, outbreaks ot typhoid,

small-pox, diphtheria and other epidemics. The unhealtliiness of

the city is chiefty due to want of proper drainage, impure drinking-

water, miasma from the disturbeci ruubtsh heaps, and contaminated

dust from the uncleansed roads and streets. The only industry

is the manufacture of olive-wood and mother-of-pearl goods for

sale to pilgrims and for export. The iinports (sec JoppaJ are chiefly

food, cfothing and building material. The population in 1905 was
about OOfOOo (Modems 7000, Christians 1 3,000, Jews 40,000) . During
tlio pUgrimage season it is increased by about 15,000 travellers and
pilgrims.

Authorities.—Pal. Ex]s. Fund Publications—Sir C. Warren,
Jernial«m, Memoir (1884); Clcrmont-Ganneau, Avchaeol. Rese(»/rahes

(vol, i., 1899) ;
Bliss, Exccams. at Jaruiatem (1898) ;

Cooder, Latm King-
dom ofJerusalem (1897), aiid The City ofJerusalem (1909), an historical

survey over 4000 year.s; Lo Strange, Pal. under the Moslems (1890)

;

I'crgusson, Temples of the Jews (1878) ;
Hayter I.ewis, Iloty Places of

Jerusalem (1888); Churches of Constantine aijentsalem (1891) ;
Guthe,

“ Ausgrabungen in Jer.," in Zeitscknft d. d. pal, Vereins (vol. v.);

Tobler, Topographic von Jerusalem (Berlin, 1854;; Dritte, Wanderung
(1859) ;

Sepp, Jerusalem und das heiltge Land (1873) ;
Rohricht, Regesla

vegni hierosolymitani
\
bibliotheca geographica Palaesitnae (1890); Dc

Vogfl^, Le Temple de Jirusalem (18G4); Sir C. W. Wilson, Gotcha
and the Holy Sepulchre (1906); publicationa of tlic Pal. Pilgrims'

L'ftxt Society and of the SocUle de VOrient laUn\ papers in Quarterly

Slatements of the P. K, X*'und, Ihc ZeitscLnfi a. d, pal. Veveinsy

Clermont-Ganneau’s Recueil d‘archiolugie orientate and Etudes d*arch,

orientate^ and the Heinte htblique' Baedeker's Handbook to Palestine

and Syria (tgoa)
;
Mommert, Die hi. Grabesktrche zu Jerusalem (x^8)

;

Golgotha das hi. Gratj zu Jerusalem (1900); Cowet, La Prise ile

Jdrusm, par les Petses, O14. (Orleans, 1896—Plans, Ordnance
Survey, revised ed.; Ordnance Survey revised by Dr Schick in

Z.D.P.V. xviii., T895.) (C. W. W.; C. M. W.)

JERUSALEM, SYNOD OF (1672). By far the most important

of tlic many synods held at Jerusalem (see Wetzer and Welle,

Kircherdexihoriy 2nd ed., vL 1357 sqq.) is that of 1672; and its

confession is the most vital statement of faith made in the Greek

Church during the past tliousand years. It refutes article by
article tlie confession of Cyril Lucaris, which appeared in Latin

at Geneva in 1629, and in Greek, with tlie addition of four

questions/’ in 1633. Lucaris, who died in 1638 as patriarch

of Constantinople, had correjponded with Western scholars and
liad imbibed Calvinistic views. The great opposition which
arose during his lifetime continued after his death, and found

classic expression in the highly venerated confession of Petrus

Mogilas, metropolitan of Kiev (1643). Though this was intended

as a barrier against Calvinistic influences, certain Reformed
writers, as well as Roman Catholics, persisted in claiming the

support of the Greek Church for sundry of their own positions.

Against the Calvinists the synod of 1672 therefore aimed its

rejection of unconditional predestination and of justifleation by
faith alone, also its advocacy of wliat are substantially the

Roman doctrines of transubstantiation and of purgatory ; the

Oriental hostility to Calvinism had been fanned by the Jesuits.

Against the Church of Rome, however, there was directed the

affirmation that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father and
not from both Father and Sou; tl^ rejection of the flioqtu was
not unwelcome to the Turks. Curiously enough, the synod
refused to believe that the heretical confession it refuted was
actually by a former patriarch of Constantinople; yet the proofs

of its genuineness seem to most scholars overwhelming. In

negotiations between Anglican and Russian churchmen the con-

fession of Dositheus ^ usually comes to the front.

Texts.—The confession of Dositheus, or the eighteen decrees of

the Synod of Jerusalem, appeared in 1676 at Paris as Synodus

* Patriarch of Jerusalem (i669-1707), who prejfided over the

synod.

boMekessmUca; a revisad text in 1678 a» Synodus kserveolymiUma]
Hardouin, Acta coucihortm, vol. xi,; Kimmel, Monnmenta fidei

ecclesiae orkntalis Uena, 1850: critical edition); P. Schafl, The
Creeds of Christendom, vol. if. (text after Hardouin and Kmnnel,
with Latin translatiwi); The Acts mi Daereesof the Synod of Joruoatem
tomssUtei feom iho Groeb, tatek nates, by J. N. W. B. Robertaon
llioadon, 1899) ; J.,

Midialcescu, Die Bsbenntnuse uud die wiektigsteu

Giaubenszeugnisse der griechisch-orienialischen Kirche (Loi^ig, 1904
*

Kimmcl's text with introductions) . LiTEXATunr.

—

The Doctrine of

the Russian Church . . . tranelated by R. W. Btackoiore (Aberdeen,

1845), p. XXV. sqq-; Sebafl , L § 17; Wetzer and Welte, Kirchendexikon
(zxvd ed.), vi. 13^9 aeq.; Herzog-Hauck, Reaicucyhiopddie (3rd cd.),

viii. 703-705; Michalccscu, 123 sqq. (See Councils.) (W. w. R.*)

JE81 (anc. Aesis), a town and episcopal see ef the Marches,

Italy, in the province of Ancona, from which it ie lyimW. byS.

by rail, 318 ft. above sea-teveL Pbp* (1901), 13,285. The place

took its ancient name from the riverA^is (mod. Esino), upon the

left bank of which it lies. It still retains its picturesque medieval

town wails* The Palazzo del Ccxnune is a fine, simple, early

Renaissance building (1487-1503) by Francesco di Giorgio

Martini; the walls are of brick and the windowand door-frames

of stone, with severely restrained ornamentation. The court-

yard with its loggie was built by Andrea Sansovino in 1 519. The
library contains some good pictures by Lo'enao Lotto. The
castle was built by Bacdo Pontelli (1488), designer of the castle

at Ostia (i483-i4fl8). Jesi was the birthplace of the emperor

Frederic 11
. (1194), and also of the musical composer, Giovanni

Battista Pcrgolesi (1710-1736). The river Aesis formed the

boundary of Italy proper from about 250 b.c. to the time of

Sulla (r. 82 B.c.); and, in Augustus' division of Italy, that

between Umbria (the 6th region) and Picenum (the 5th^ The
town itself was a colony, of little importance, except, apparently,

as a recruiting ground for tlie Roman army.

JESSE, in the Bible, the father of David (q.v.), and as such

often regarded as the first in the genealogy of Jesus Christ (cf,

Isa. xi. 1, 10). Hence the phrase “tree of Jesse” i.s applied to

a design representing the descent of Jesus from the royal line of

David, formerly a favourite ecclesiastical ornament. From a

recumbent figure of Jesse springs a tree bearing in its branches

the chief figures in the line of descent, and terminating in the

figure of Jesus, or of the Virgin and Child. There are remains of

‘.wch a tree in the chwrrh of St Mary at Abergavenny, Cturved in

wood,' and supposed to have once stood behM the high altar.

Jesse candelabra were also made. At Laon and Amiens there

are sculptured Jesses over the central vest doorways of the

cathedrals. The design was chiefly used in windows. Tlic

great east window at Wells and the ^window at tlie west end of

the nave at Chartres are fine examples. There is a ifith-century

Jesse window from Mechlin in St Geese’s, Hanover Square,

London. The Jesse window in the choir of Dorchester Abbey.
Oxfordshire, is remarkable in that the tree forms the centcal

mullion, and many of the figures are represented as statues
rn the branches of the upper tracery; other figures ate in the

stained glass; the whole ^e.s a beautiful example of the com-
bination of glass and curved stonework in one design.

JE8BE roWARD (1780-1868), English writer on natural

histoiy , Was bom on the 14th of January 1 780, at Hutton Crans-

wick, Yorkshire, where his father was vicar of the parish. He
became clerk in a government office in 1798, and for a time was
secretary to Lord Dartmouth, whin president of the Board of

Control. In 1812 he was appointed commissioner of hackney
coaches, and later he became deputy surveyor-general of the

royal parks and palaces. On the abolition of this office he

retired on a pension, and he died at Brighton on the 28th of

March 1868.

Tlie result of his interest in the habits and characteristics of

animals was a series of pleasant and popular books on natural,

history, the principal of which are Gleanings in Natural History

(1832-1835); An Angler*$ Rambles (1836) : Anecdotes of Dogs (1846)

;

nnd Lectures on Natural History (1863). He also edited Izaak
Walton's Compleat Angler

y
Gilbert Vffiitea Selbome, and L. Ritchie's

Windsor Castle, and wrote a number of handbooks to places of
interest, including Windsor and Hampton Court.

JESSE, JOHN HENEAGE (1815-1874), English historian,

son of Edward Jesse was educated at Eton, and afterwards
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became a clerk in the secretary’s department of the admiralty.

He died in London on the 7th of July 1874. His poem on Mary

Queen of Scots was published about 1831, and was followed by

a collection of poems entitled Tales of ike Dead* He also wrote

a drama, Rickard 111 ., and a fragmentary poem entitled London.

None of these ventures achieved any success, but his numeroiw

historical works are written with vivacity and interest, and, in

their own style, are an important contribution to the history of

England. They include Memoirs of the Court of England during

the Reign of the Stuarts (1840), Memoirs of the Court of England

from the Revolution of to the Death of George II. (1843), George

Selwyn and his Contemporaries (1843, new Memoirs of

the Pretenders and their Adherents (1845), Memoirs of Richard the

Third and his Contemporaries (1861), and Memoirs of the Life and

Reign of King George t^ Third (1867). The titles of these works

are sufficiently indicative of their character. They are sketches

of the principal personages and of the social details of various

periods in the history of England rather than complete and com-

prehensive historical narratives. In addition to these works

Jesse wrote Literary and Historical Memorials of London (1847),

London and its Celebrities (1850), and a new edition of this work as

London ; Us Celebrated Characters and Remarkable Places (1871).

His Memoirs of Celebrated Etonians appeared in 1875.

A collected edition containing most of his works in thirty volumes

was published in London in igoi.

JESSEL, SIR GEORGE (1824 1883), English judge, was bom
in London on the 13th of February 1824. He was the son of

Zadok Aaron Jessel, a Jewish coral merchant. George Jessel

was educated at a school for Jews at Kew, and being prevented by

then existing religious disabilities from proceeding to Oxford or

Cambridge, went to University College, London. He entered as a
|

student at Lincoln’s Inn in 1842, and a year later took his BA.
|

degree at the university of London, becoming M.A. and gold

medallist in mathematics and natural philosophy in 1844. In

1846 he became a fellow of University College, and in 1847 he was

called to the bar at Lincoln’s Inn. His earnings during his first

three years at the bar were 52, 346, and 795 guineas, from which

it will be seen that his rise to a tolerably large practice was rapid.

His work, however, was mainly conveyancing, and for long his

income remained almost stationary. By degrees, however, he

got more work, and was called within the bar in 1865, becoming a

bencher of his Inn in the same year and practising in the Rolls

Court. Jessel entered parliament as Liberal member for Dover

in i8^||and although neither his intellect nor his orator)^ was of a

class likely to commend itself to his fellow-members, he attracted

Gladstone’s attention by two learned speeches on the Bankrupt^

Bill which was before the house in 1869, with the result that in

1871 he was appointed solicitor-general. His reputation at this

time stood high in the chancery courts ; on the common law side he

was unknown, and on the first occasion upon which he came into

the court of Queen’s bench to move on behalf of the Crown, there

was very nearly a collision between him and the bench. His force-

ful and direct method of bringing his argumwts home to the

bench was not modified in his subsequent practice before it. His

great powers were fully recognized j
his business in addition to that

on behalf of the Crown became very large, and his income for three

years before he was raised to the bench amounted to nearly

£25,000 per annum. In 1873 Jessel succeeded Lord Romilly as

master of the rolls. From 1873 to 1881 Jes.sel sat as a judge

of first instance in the rolls court, being also a member of the

court of appeal. In November 1874 the first Judicature Act came

into effect, and in 1881 the Judicature Act of that year made the

master of the rolls the ordinary president of the first court of

appeal, relieving him of Jiis duties as a judge of first instance. In

the court of appeal Jessel presided almost to the day of his

death. For some time before 1883 he suffered from diabetes with

chronic disorder of the heart and liver, but struggled against it;

on the i6th of March 1883 he sat in court for the last time, and

on the 21st of March he died at his residence in London, the

immediate cause of death being cardiac syncope.

As a judge of first instance Jes.scl was a revelation to those

accustomed to the proverbial slowness of the chancery courts

and of the master of the rolls who preceded him. He disposed of

the business before him with rapidity combined with correctness

of judgment, and he not only had no arrears himself, but was

frequently able to help other judges to clear their lists. His

knowledge of law and equity was wide and accurate, and his

memory for cases and command of the principles laid down in

them extraordinary. In the rolls court he never reserved a

judgment, not even in the Epping Forest case {Commissioners of

Sewers V. Glasse, L.R. 19 Eq.; ThoTimes, nth November 1874),

in which the evidence and arguments lasted twenty-two days

(150 witnesses being examined in court, while the documents went

b^k to the days of King John), and in the court of appeal he

did so only twice, and then in deference to the wishes of his

colleagues. The second of these two occasions was the case of

Robarts v. The Corporation of London (49 Law Times 455; The

Times, loth March 1883), and those who may read Jessel’s judg-

ment should remember that, reviewing as it does the law and cus-

tom on the subject, and the records of the city with regard to the

appointment of a remembrancer from the i6th century, together

with the facts of the case before the court, it occupied nearly

an hour to deliver, but was nevertheless delivered without notes

—

this, too, on the 9th of March 1883, when the judge who uttered

it was within a fortnight of his death. Never during the 19th

century was the business of any court performed so rapidly,

punctually, and satisfactorily as it was when Jessel presided.

He was master of the rolls at a momentous period of legal history.

The Judicature Acts, completing the fusion of law and equity,

were passed while he was judge of first instance, and were still new

to the courts when he died. His knowledge and power of assimi-

lating knowledge of all subjects, his mastery of every branch of

law with which he had to concern himself, as well as of equity,

together with his willingness to give effect to the new system,

caused it to be said when he died that the success of the Judi-

cature Acts would have been impossible without him. His

faults as a judge lay in his disposition to be intolerant of those

who, not able to follow the rapidity of his judgment, endeavoured

to persist in argument after he had made up his mind; but

though he was peremptory with the most eminent counsel, young

men had no cause to complain of his treatment of them.

Jessel sat on the royal commission for the amendment of the

Medical Acts, taking an active part in the preparation of its

report. He actively interested himself in the management of Lon-

don University, of which he was a fellow from 1861, and of which

he was elected vice-chancellor in 1880. He was one of the

commissioners of patents, and trustee of the British Museum.

He was also chairman of the committee of ju(^es which drafted

the new rules rendered necessary by the Judicature Acts. He
was treasurer of Lincoln’s Inn in 1883, and vice-president of the

council of legal education. He was also a fellow of the Royal

Society. Jessel’s career marks an epoch on the bench, owing to

the active part taken by him in rendering the Judicature Acts

effective, and also because he was the last judge capable of

sitting in the House of Commons, a privilege of which he did not

avail himself. He was the first Jew who, as solicitor-general,

took a share in the executive government of his country, the

first Jew who was sworn a regular member of the privy council,

and the first Jew who took a seat on the judicial bench of Great

Britain; he was also, for many years after being called to the

bar, so situated that any one might have driven him from it,

because, being a Jew, he was not qualified to be a member of the

bar. In person Jessel was a stoutish, square-built man of

middle height, with dark hair, somewhat heavy features, a fresh

ruddy complexion, and a large mouth. He married in 1856

Amelia, daughter of Joseph Moses, who survived him together

with three daughters and two sons, the elder of whom, Charles

James (b. i860), was made a baronet shortly after the death

of his distinguished father and in recognition of his services.

See The Times, March 23, 1883; E. Manson, Builders of our Law
(1904).

JESSORE^ a town and district of British India, in the Presi-

dency division of Bengal. The town is on the Bhairab river,

with a railway station 75 m N.E. of Calcutta. Pop. (1901), 8054.
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The District of Jessore has an area of 2925 sq. m. Pop.

(1901), 1,813,155, showing a decrease of 4% in the decade. The
district forms the central portion of the delta between the Hugh
and the united Ganges and Brahmaputra. It is a vast alluvial

plain intersected by rivers and watercourses, which in the

southern portion spread out into large marshes. The northern

part is verdant, with extensive groves of date-palms; villages

are numerous and large; and the people are prosperous. In the

central portion the population is sparse, the only part suitable

for dwellings being the high land on the bi^s of rivers.

The principal rivers are the Madhumati or Harii^hata (which

forms the eastern boundary of the district), with its tributaries

the Nabaganga, Chitra and Bhairab; the Kumar, Kabadak,

Katki, Harihar, Bhadra and Atharabanka. Within the last

century the rivers in the interior of Jessore have ceased to be

true deltaic rivers; and, whereas the northern portion of the

district formerly lay under water for several months every year,

it is now reached only by unusual inundations. The tide

reaches as far north as the latitude of Jessore town. Jessore

is the centre of sugar manufacture from date-palms. The exports

are sugar, rice, pulse, timber, honey, shells, &c.; the imports

are salt, English goods, and cloth. The district is crossed by

the Eastern Bengal railway, but the chief means of communi-
cation are waterways.

British administration was completely established in the

district in 1781, when the governor-general ordered the opening

of a court at Murali near Jessore. Before that, however, the

fiscal administration had been in the hands of the English, having

been transferred to the East India Company with that of the rest

of Bengal in 1765. The changes in jurisdiction in Jessore have

been very numerous. After many transfers and rectifications,

the district was in 1863 finally constituted as it at present stands.

The rajas of Jessore or Chanchra trace their origin to Bhabeswar

Rai, a soldier in the army of Khan-i-Azam, an imperial general,

who deprived Raja Pratapaditya, the popular hero of the Sundar-

bans, of several fiscal divisions, and conferred them on Bhabeswar.

But Manohar Rai (1649-1705) is regarded as the principal

founder of the family. The ekate when he inherited it was of

moderate size, but he acquired one pargana after another, until,

at his death, the property was by far the largest in the neighbour-

hood.

JESTER, a provider of “ jests ” or amusements, a buffoon,

especially a professional fool at a royal court or in a nobleman’s

household (see Fool). The word “ jest,’' from which “ jester
"

is formed, is used from the i6th century for the earlier “ gest,”

Lat. gesta, or res gestae, things done, from gerere, to do, hence

deeds, exploits, especially as told in history, and so used of the

metrical and prose romances and chronicles of the middle ages.

The word became applied to satirical writings and to any long-

winded empty tale, and thence to a joke or piece of fun, the

current meaning of the word.

JBSUATl, a religious order founded by Giovanni Colombini of

Siena in 1360. Colombini had been a prosperous merchant and a

senator in his native city, but, coming under ecstatic religious

influences, abandoned secular affairs and his wife and daughter

(after msdeing provision for therti), and with a friend of like

temperament, Francesco Miani, gave himself to a life of apostolic

poverty, penitential discipline, hospital service and public

preaching. The name Jesuati was given to Colombini and his

disciples from the habit of calling loudly on the name of Jesus at

the beginning and end of tlieir ecstatic sermons. The senate

banished Colombini from Siena for imparting foolish ideas to the

yoimg men of the city, and he continued his mission in Arezzo

and other places, only to be honourably recalled home on the

outbreak of a devastating pestilence. He went out to meet

Urban V. on his return from Avignon to Rome in 1367, and craved

his sanction for the new order and a distinctive habit. Before

this wasg^ranted Colombini had to clear the movement of a sus-

picion that it was connected with the heretical sect of Fraticelli,

and he died on the 31st of July 1367, soon after the papal approval

bad been given. The guidance of the new order, whose members

(all lay brothers) gave themselves entirely to works of mercy.
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devolved upon Miani. Their rule of life, originally a compound
of Benedictine and Franciscan elements, was later m^ified
on Augustinian lines, but traces of the early f^tential idea

persisted, s.g. the wearing of sandals and a daily flagellation.

Paul V. in 1606arranged for a small proportion of clericalmembers,
and later in the 17th century the Jesuati became so secularized

that the members were known as the Aquavitae Fathers, and the

order was dissolved by Clement IX. in 1668. The female branch

of the order, the Jesuati sisters, founded by Caterina Colombini

(d. 1387) in Siena, and thence widely dispersed, more consistently

maintained the primitive strictness of the society and survived

the male branch by 200 years, existing until 1872 in small com-
munities in Italy.

JESUITS, the name generally given to the members of the

Society of Jesus, a religious order in the Roman Catholic Church,

founded in 1539. This Society may be defined, in its ori|;inal

conception and well-avowed object, as a body of highly

trained religious men of various degrees, bound by the three

personal vows of poverty, chastity and obedience, together with,

in some cases, a special vow to the pope’s service, with the object

of labouring for the spiritual good of themselves and their

neighbours. They are declared to be mendicants and enjoy

all the privileges of the other mendicant orders. They are

governed and five by constitutions and rules, mostly drawn up

by their founder, St Ignatius of Loyola, and approved by the

popes. Their proper title is “ Clerks Regulars of the Society of

Jesus,” the word Societas being taken as synonymous with the

original Spanish term, Compania; perhaps the militaiy term

Cohars might more fully have expressed the original idea of a

band of spiritual soldiers living under martial law and discipline.

The ordinary term “ Jesuit ” was given to the Society by its

avowed opponents; it is first found in the writings of Calvin and

in the registers of the Parlement of Paris as early as 15$2.

Constitution and Character,—-Tht formation of the Society was

a masterpiece of genius on the part of a man (see Loyola) who
was quick to realize the necessity of the moment. Just before

Ignatius was experiencing the call to conversion, Luther had

begun his revolt against the Roman Church by burning the papal

bull of excommunication on the loth of December 1520. But

while Luther’s most formidable opponent was thus being

prepared in Spain, the actual formation of the Society was

not to take place for eighteen years. Its conception seems

to have developed very slowly in the mind of Ignatius.

It introduced a new idea into the Church. Hitherto all

regulars made a point of the choral% office in choir. But as

Ignatius conceived the Church to be in a state of war, what was

desirable in days of peace ceased when the life of the cloister

had to be exchanged for the discipline of the camp; so in the

sketch of the new society which he laid l^fore Paul III., Ignarius

laid down the principle that the obligation of the breviaiy

should be fulfilled privately and separately and not in choir.

The other orders, too, were bound by ^e id« of a constitu-

tional monarchy based on the democratic spirit. Not so with

the Society. The founder placed the general for life in an almost

uncontrolled position of authority, giving him the faculty of

dispensing mdividuals from the decrees of the highest legislative

body, the general congregations. Thus the principle of militaty

obedience was exalted to a degree higher than that existing in

the older orders, which preserved to their members certain

constitutionad rights.

The soldier-mind of Ignatius can be seen throughout the constitu-

tions. Even in the spiritual labours which the Society shares with

the other orders, its own ways of dealing with persons and things

result from the system of training which succeeds in forming men
to a type that is considered desirable. But it must not be thought

that in practice the rule of the Societyand the high degree of obedi-

ence demanded result in mere mechanism. By a B3rstem of check

and counter check devised in the constitutions the power of local

superiors is modified, so that in practice the working is smooth.

Ignatius knew that while a high ideal was necessary every

society, his followers were flesh and blood, not machines. He made
it clear from the first that the Society was everything and the

individual nothing, except so far as he might prove a usml instru-

ment for carrying out the Society’s objects. Ignatius said to his
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secro^ary Polanco that '' in those who oflered themselves he looked
less to pui’cly natural goodness than to hrmness oi character and
ability for business, for he was of opinion that those who were not
fit for public business were not adapted lor filling offices in the
Socierty/* Me farther declared that even exceptional qualities and
endowments in a candidate were valuable in his eyes only on the
condition of their being brought into play, or held in abeyance,
strictly at the command of a superior. Hence his teaching on
obcdlcnoe. His letter on this subject, addressed to the Jesuits of
Coimbra in 1553, is still one of the standard formularies of tiio

Society, ranking with those other products of his pen, the S^mtutU
Exercises and the ConsUtutions. In this letter Ignatius ciotnes the
general with the powers of a commandcr-in-chicf in time of war,
giving him the absolute disposal of all members of the Society in

every place and for every purpose. He pushes the claim even
further, requiring, besides entire outw^ard submission to command,
also the complete identification of tlic inferior's will with that of the
superior. He lays down tliat the superior is to be obeyed simply
as such and as standing in the place of God, without reference to nis

f>ersonal wisdom, piety or discretion; that any obedience which falls

short of making the superior's will one's own, in inward afiection as
well as in outward elit'cl, is lax and imperfect; that going beyond
the loiter of command, even in things ab.straclly good and praise-

worthy, is disobedience, and that the “ sacrifice of the intellect " is

the third and highest grade of obedience, well pleasing to God, when
the inferior not only wills what the superior wills, but thinks what
Ire thinks, submitting his judgment, so far as it is possible for the
will to influence and lead the judgment. Thi.s Letter on Obedience
was written for the guidance and formation of Ignatius's own
followers; it was an entirely domestic affair, lint when it became
known Ixjyond the Society the teaching met with great opposition,
especially from members of other orders whose' imrtitutes repre-

sented the normal days of peace rather than those of v.'ar. The
letter was condemned by the Inquisitions of Spain and Portugal;
and it task<‘d all the skill and learning of Bellarminc as Its apologist,

together with the whole influence of tli:i Society, to avert what seemed
to bo a probable condonination at Ronie.
The teaching of the LcHcv must be understood in the livint* spirit

of the Society. Ignatius Iiimsclf lays d(J^vn the rule that an inferior

is lx)und to make all necessary representations to his superior so as
to guide him in imposing a precept of obedience. When a superior
kirows the views of im inferior and slili cumman<ls, it is Ik cause be
i.s aware of other sides of the question which apiiear of greater
importance than those tliat the inferior has brought forward,
Ignatius distinctly excepts the case where obedience iii itself would
be sinful :

" in ail things except sin 1 ought to do the will of my
superior and not my own." ihoro may lie cases where an inferior

ju^cs that what is commanded ia sinful. What is to be done ?

Ignatius says :
" When it seems to me Uiat T am commanded by

my superior to do a thing against which my conscience revolts as

sinful and my superior judges otherwise, it is iny duty to yield my
doubts to him unless 1 am otherwise constrained by evident reasons.

... If submi.ssioxis do not appease conscience 1 must impart
my to two or three persons of discretion and abide by their

decisiW” I'rom this it is clear that only in doubtful cases concerning
sill should an inferior tr^^ to submit his judgment to tliat of his
superior, who exofpcio is held to be not only one who would not order
what is dearly sinful, but also a competent judge who knows and
understands, hotter than the inferior, the nature and aspect of the
command. As the Josnit obedience is based on the law of God, it is

clearly impossible tliat he should be bound to obey in what is directly

(^pos^ to the divine service. A Jesuit lives in obedience all his

lata, tliough the yoke is not galling nor always fell, ilc can accept
no dignity or oTicc which will make him iudependont of the Society;
and even if ordered by the pope to accept tlie canlinalale or the
episcopate, he is still bound, if not to obey, yet to listen to the
advice of thosewhom the general deputes to counsel him in important
matturs.
The Jesuits had to find their principal work in the w'orld and in

direct and irnmediatp contact with mankind. To sec'k spiritual
perfection in a retired life of contemplation and prayer did not seem
to Ignatius to be the best way of reforming the evils whk^ had
brought about the revolt from Home. He withdrew his folioweis
from this sort of retirement, except as a niert temporary preparation
for later activity; he made habitual intercouTSC with tnc worid a
prime duty; and to this end he rigidly suppressed all .such external
peculiarities of dress or rule as tended to put obstacles in the way of
hi.s followers acting freely as emissaries, agents or n4issionarie.s in
the most various places and circumstances. Another change he
inrioduced even more oompletdy than did the founders of thr
Friars. The Jesuit has no home : the whole woxld is his parish.
Mobility co.sraopolitamsm are of the very essence of the Society.
As Ignatius said, the ancient monastic communities w^crc the
infantry of the Churcli, whose duty was to stand firmly in one place
on the oattlefietd

;
the J esuits were to be her light horse, capable of

going anywhere at a momemUs notice, but especially apt and de-
signed for scouting and skirmishing. To caiTy out this view, it

was one of his plans to send foreigners as superiors or officers to the
Jesuit bouses in each country, requiring of tliese envoys, however,
invariably to use the language of their new j>lacc of residence and

to study it both in speaking and writing till entire mastery of it

had boon acquired—thus by de^ees making all the parts of his
system mutually interchangeable, and so largely increasing the
number of pers.ins eligible to fill any given post without reference
to locality. But subsequent experience has, in practice, modified
this interchange, as far as local government goes, though the central
goverument of tlio Society is always cosmopolitan.

Next we must consider the machinery by which the Society

is constiliited and governed so as to make its spirita living energy

tod not a mere abstract theory. The Society is distributed

into six grades : novices, scholastics, temporal coadjutors (lay

brothers^ spiritual coadjutors, professed of the three vows,
and protessed of the four vows. No one can become a postulant

for Emission to the Society until fourteen years old, unless

by special dispensation. The novice is classified according as his

destination is the priesthood or lay brotherhood, while a third

class of indifferents receives su^ as arc reserved for further

inquiry before a decision of thi:^. kind is made. The novice has
first to undergo a strict retreat, practically in solitary con-

finement, during which he receives from a director the S^itual
Exercises and makes a general confession of his whole life; after

which the first novitiate of two years’ duration begins. In this

period of trial tlie real character of tl'e man is discerned, his

weak points are noted and his will is tested. Prayer and the

practices of ascctici.sm, as means to an end, are the chief occu-

pations of the novice. He may leave or be dismissed at an>

time during the two years; but at the end of the period if he is

approved and destined for the priesthood, he is advanced to

the grade of scholastic and takes the following simple vows in the

presence of certain witnesses, but not to any person :

—

" Almighty Everlasting God, albeit everyway most unworthy in

Thy holy sight, yet relyuig on Thine infinite kindness and mercy
and impelled by tlie. desire of serving Thee, before the Most Holy
Virpn Mary and all Tliy heavenly host, I, .V., vow to Thy divine
Ma jesty Poverty, Chastity and Perpetual Obedience to the Society
of Jesus, and promise that 1 will enter the same Society to live in it

perpetually, understanding all things according Ui the Constitutions
of tlie Society. I humbly pray from Thine immense goodness and
clemency, through the Blood of Jesus Christ, that Tliou wilt deign
to accept tliis sacrifice in the odour of sweetness; and as Thou hast
grantea me to dcsirt' and to offer this, so wilt Thou bcatow abundant
grace to fulfil it."

The scholastic then follows the ordinary course of an under-

graduate at a university. After passing five years in arts he has,

while still keeping tip his own studies, to devote five or six years

more to teaching the junior classes in various Jesuit schools or

colleges. Al)out this period he takes his simple vows in the

following terms
" J, N., promise to Almighty God, before His Virgin Mother and

the whole heavenly host, and to thee, Reverend Father General
of the Society of J osus, holding the place of God, and to thy succes-

sors (or to thoc, Reverend Father M. in place of the General of the

Society of Jesus and his succea.sors holding the place of God), Pet

petual Poverty, Chastity and Obedience
;
anti according to it a pwnliar

care in the education of boys, according to the manner expressed in

the Apostolic Letter and Constitutions of the said Society."

Tlie lay brothers leave out the clause concerning education.

The scholastic does not begin the study of theology until he is

twenty-eight or thirty, and then pas.ses through a four or six

years’ course. Only when he is thirty-four or thirty-six can hr

be ordained a priest and enter on the grade of a spiritual co-

adjutor. A lay brother, before he can become a temporal

coadjutor for the discharge of domestic duties, must pass ten

years before he is admitted to vows. Sometimes after ordina-

tion the priest, in the midst of his work, is again called away

to a Uiird year’s novitiate, called the tertianship, as a prepara-

tion for his solemn profession of the three vows. His former

vows were simple and the Society was at liberty to dismiss him

for any canonical reason. The formula of the famous Jesuit

vow is as follows :

—

" I, N.y promise to Almighty God, before His Virgin Mother and
the whole heavenly host, and to all standing by ;

and to thee. Reverend
Father General of the Society of Jesus, holding the place of God,
and to thy successors (or to thee, Reverend Father Ad. in place ot

tlie General of the Society of Jesus and liis successors holding tbi*

place of God), Perpetual Poverty, Chastity and Obedience: and
according to it a peculiar care in the education of boys according to
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tho form of life contained in the Apostolic I«etters of the Society of

Jesus and in its Constitutions."

Immediately after the vows the Jesuit adds the foUowii^f

simple vows : (i) that he will never act nor consent that the

provisions in the constitutions concerning {>overty should be

changed; (a) that he will not directly nor indirectly procure

election or promotion for himself to any prelacy or dignity

in the Society; (3) that he will not accept or consent to his

election to any dignity or prelacy outside the Society unless

forced thereunto by otedience; (4) that if he knows of others

doing these things he will denounce them to the superiors;

(5) that if elected to a bishopric he will never refuse to hear

such advice as the general ma)' deign to send him and will

follow it if he judges it is better than his own opinion. The
professed is now eligible to certain offices in the Society, and he

may remain as a professed father of the three vows for the rest

of his life. The nighest class, who constitute the real core of the

Society, whence -all its chief officers are taken, are the professed

of the four vows. This grade can seldom ’i>e reached until

the candidate is in his forty-fifth year, which involves a proba-

tion of thirty -one years in case of those who have entered on

the novitiate at the earliest legal age. The number of these

select members is small in comparison with the whole Society

;

the exact proportion varies from time to time, the present ten-

dency being to increase the number. The vows of this grade

are the same as the last formula, with the addition of the follow-

ing important clause :

—

" Moreover I promise the special obedience to the Sovereign
Pontih oonceniing missions, as is contained in tl^c same Apostolic
Lettci and Constitutions.'*

These various members of the Society are distributed in its

novitiate houses, its colleges, its professed houses and its mis-

sion residences. The question has been hotly debated whether,

in addition to these six grades, there be not a seventh answering

in some degree to the tertiuries of the Franciscan and Dominican

orders, but secretly* affiliated to the Society and acting as its

emissaries in various lay positions. This class was styled in

France “Jesuits of the short robe,’^ and there is some evidence

in support of its actual existence under Louis XV. The Jesuits

themselves deny the existence of any such body, and are able to

adduce the negative disproof that no provision for it is to be

found in their constitutions. On the other hand there are

clauses therein which make the creation of such a class perfectly

feasible if thought expedient. An admitted instance is the case of

Francisco Borgia, who in 1548, while still duke of Gandia, was
received into the Society. What has given colour to the idea is

that ceilain persons have made vows of obedience to individual

Jesuits; as Thomas Worthington, rector of the Douai seminary,

to Father Robert Parsons; Ann Vaux to Fr. Henry Garnet,

who told her that he was not indeed allowed to receive her vows,

but that she might moke them if she wished and then receive his

direction. The archaeologist George Oliver of Exeter was,

according to Foley’s R^c^s of the Engluh Province, the last

of the secular priests of England who vowed obedience to the

Society before its suppression.

The general lives permanently at Rome and holds in his hands

the right to appoint, not only to the office of provincial over each

of the head districts into which the Society is mapped, but to

the offices of each house in particular. There is no standard of

electoral right in the Society except in the election of the general

himself. By a minute and frequent system of official and private

reports he is informed of the doings and progress of every

member of the Society and of everything that concerns it

throughout the world. Every Jesuit has not only the right

but the duty in certain cases of communicating, directly and

privately, with his general. While the general thm controls

everything, he himsdif is not exempt from superviskm on the

part of the Society. A cons^tativs council i& impo^ upon him

by the general congregation, cwsisting of the assis^ts of Ae
various nations, a socius, or adviser, to warn him of mist^es, and

a confessor. These he cannot remove nor seket ; and he is bound,

in certain circumstances, to listen to their advice, although

he b not obliged to follow it. Once elected the general may
not refuse the office, nor abdicate, nor accept any dignity

or office outside of the Society ;
on the otbo* hand, fer certain

definite reasons, he may be suspended or even deposed by the

authority of the Society, which can thus preserve itself from
destractioii. Ho such instance has occurred, although steps

Tfere once taken in thb direction in the case of a general who
had set himself against the current feeling.

I

It ig said that the general of the Jesuits is Independent of the

}

pope; and his popnlar name, " the black pope/* has gone to confirm
thu idea. But it is based on an entirely wrong conception of the
two offices. The suppression of the Society by Clement XIV. in

177^ was an object-lesson in the supremacy of the pope. Thf
Society became very numerous and, from time to time, received

extraordinary privileges from pope.*!, who were warranted by the
necessities of the times in granting them. A great number of

influential Iriends, also, gathered round the fathers who, naturaHy,
sought in cveory way to retain what had been granted. Popes who
thought it well to bring about certain changes, or to withdraw
privileges that were found to have passed their intentions or to

[

interfere unduly with the rights of other bodies, often met with
loyal resistance's gainst their proposed measures. Resistance up
to a certain point is lawful and is not disobedience, for every society

has the right of self-preservation. In cases where the popes insisted,

in spite of the representations of the Jesuits, their commands were
obt^yed. Many of the popes were dislinctly unfavourable to the

Society, while others were as friendly, and often what one pope did

against them the next pope withdrew. Whatever was done in times

M'hen strong divergence ol opinion existed, and whatever may have
been the actions of individuals who, even in so highly organiwd
a body as the Society of Jesus, cannot always be successfully

controlled by their superiors, yet the ultimate result on the part of

ll>e Society has always been obedience to the pope, who authorised,

protected and privileged them, and on whom they ultimately
depend for their ver^^ existence.

Thus constituted, witli a skilful union of strictness and

freedom, of complex organization with a minimum of friction

in working, the Society was admirably devbed for its purpose

of introducing a new^ power into the Churci* and the world.

Its immediate stsrvices to the Church were great. The Society

did much, single-handed, to roll back the tide of Protestant

advance when hali of Europe, which had not already sliaken

off its aHegiance to the papacy, was ihicatening to do so. The
honours of the reaction belong to the Jesuits, and the reactionary

spirit Eas become their tiadition. They had the wisdom to see

and to admit, in their correspondence with their superiors,

that the real cause of the Reformation was the ignorance,

neglect and vicious lives of so many priests. They recognized,

as most earnest men did, that the difficulty was in the higher

places, and that these could best be touched by indirect methods.

At a time when primary or even secondary education had in

most places become a mere effete and pedantic adherence to

obsolete methods, they were bold enough to innovate, both in

system and material. Putting fresh spirit and devotion into the

Wk, they not merely taught and catechized in a new, fresh

and attractive manner, bc.sides establishing free schools of

good quality, but provided new school books fw their pupils

which were an enormous advance on those they found in use;

so that for nearly three centuries the Jesuits were accounted

the best schoolmasters in Europe, as they were, till their forcible

suppression in 1901, confessedly the best in France, The Jesuit

teachers conciliated the goodwill of their pupils by mingled

firmness and gentleness. Although the method of the Ratio

Studivrvm has ceased to be acceptable, yet it played in its time as

serious a part in the intellectual development of Europe as did

method of Fre^ck the Great in modem wiirfare. Bacon

succinctly gives his opinion of the Jesuit teaching in these

words :
“ As for the p^agogical part, the shortest rule would

\)e, Consult the schools of the Jesuits; for nothing better has

been put in practice ” {Of AugmenUs, vl 4). In instruction

they were excklent; but in education, or formation of character,

de£k.ient. Again, when most of the continental clergy iMd

sunk, more or less, into the moral and intellectual slough whic h

is pictured for us in the writings of Erasmus and the Episioku

obsemorum virorum (see Hutten, Ulrich von), the Jesuits won
back respect for the clerical calling by their perso^ culture
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secro^ary Polanco that '' in those who oflered themselves he looked
less to pui’cly natural goodness than to hrmness oi character and
ability for business, for he was of opinion that those who were not
fit for public business were not adapted lor filling offices in the
Socierty/* Me farther declared that even exceptional qualities and
endowments in a candidate were valuable in his eyes only on the
condition of their being brought into play, or held in abeyance,
strictly at the command of a superior. Hence his teaching on
obcdlcnoe. His letter on this subject, addressed to the Jesuits of
Coimbra in 1553, is still one of the standard formularies of tiio

Society, ranking with those other products of his pen, the S^mtutU
Exercises and the ConsUtutions. In this letter Ignatius ciotnes the
general with the powers of a commandcr-in-chicf in time of war,
giving him the absolute disposal of all members of the Society in

every place and for every purpose. He pushes the claim even
further, requiring, besides entire outw^ard submission to command,
also the complete identification of tlic inferior's will with that of the
superior. He lays down tliat the superior is to be obeyed simply
as such and as standing in the place of God, without reference to nis

f>ersonal wisdom, piety or discretion; that any obedience which falls

short of making the superior's will one's own, in inward afiection as
well as in outward elit'cl, is lax and imperfect; that going beyond
the loiter of command, even in things ab.straclly good and praise-

worthy, is disobedience, and that the “ sacrifice of the intellect " is

the third and highest grade of obedience, well pleasing to God, when
the inferior not only wills what the superior wills, but thinks what
Ire thinks, submitting his judgment, so far as it is possible for the
will to influence and lead the judgment. Thi.s Letter on Obedience
was written for the guidance and formation of Ignatius's own
followers; it was an entirely domestic affair, lint when it became
known Ixjyond the Society the teaching met with great opposition,
especially from members of other orders whose' imrtitutes repre-

sented the normal days of peace rather than those of v.'ar. The
letter was condemned by the Inquisitions of Spain and Portugal;
and it task<‘d all the skill and learning of Bellarminc as Its apologist,

together with the whole influence of tli:i Society, to avert what seemed
to bo a probable condonination at Ronie.
The teaching of the LcHcv must be understood in the livint* spirit

of the Society. Ignatius Iiimsclf lays d(J^vn the rule that an inferior

is lx)und to make all necessary representations to his superior so as
to guide him in imposing a precept of obedience. When a superior
kirows the views of im inferior and slili cumman<ls, it is Ik cause be
i.s aware of other sides of the question which apiiear of greater
importance than those tliat the inferior has brought forward,
Ignatius distinctly excepts the case where obedience iii itself would
be sinful :

" in ail things except sin 1 ought to do the will of my
superior and not my own." ihoro may lie cases where an inferior

ju^cs that what is commanded ia sinful. What is to be done ?

Ignatius says :
" When it seems to me Uiat T am commanded by

my superior to do a thing against which my conscience revolts as

sinful and my superior judges otherwise, it is iny duty to yield my
doubts to him unless 1 am otherwise constrained by evident reasons.

... If submi.ssioxis do not appease conscience 1 must impart
my to two or three persons of discretion and abide by their

decisiW” I'rom this it is clear that only in doubtful cases concerning
sill should an inferior tr^^ to submit his judgment to tliat of his
superior, who exofpcio is held to be not only one who would not order
what is dearly sinful, but also a competent judge who knows and
understands, hotter than the inferior, the nature and aspect of the
command. As the Josnit obedience is based on the law of God, it is

clearly impossible tliat he should be bound to obey in what is directly

(^pos^ to the divine service. A Jesuit lives in obedience all his

lata, tliough the yoke is not galling nor always fell, ilc can accept
no dignity or oTicc which will make him iudependont of the Society;
and even if ordered by the pope to accept tlie canlinalale or the
episcopate, he is still bound, if not to obey, yet to listen to the
advice of thosewhom the general deputes to counsel him in important
matturs.
The Jesuits had to find their principal work in the w'orld and in

direct and irnmediatp contact with mankind. To sec'k spiritual
perfection in a retired life of contemplation and prayer did not seem
to Ignatius to be the best way of reforming the evils whk^ had
brought about the revolt from Home. He withdrew his folioweis
from this sort of retirement, except as a niert temporary preparation
for later activity; he made habitual intercouTSC with tnc worid a
prime duty; and to this end he rigidly suppressed all .such external
peculiarities of dress or rule as tended to put obstacles in the way of
hi.s followers acting freely as emissaries, agents or n4issionarie.s in
the most various places and circumstances. Another change he
inrioduced even more oompletdy than did the founders of thr
Friars. The Jesuit has no home : the whole woxld is his parish.
Mobility co.sraopolitamsm are of the very essence of the Society.
As Ignatius said, the ancient monastic communities w^crc the
infantry of the Churcli, whose duty was to stand firmly in one place
on the oattlefietd

;
the J esuits were to be her light horse, capable of

going anywhere at a momemUs notice, but especially apt and de-
signed for scouting and skirmishing. To caiTy out this view, it

was one of his plans to send foreigners as superiors or officers to the
Jesuit bouses in each country, requiring of tliese envoys, however,
invariably to use the language of their new j>lacc of residence and

to study it both in speaking and writing till entire mastery of it

had boon acquired—thus by de^ees making all the parts of his
system mutually interchangeable, and so largely increasing the
number of pers.ins eligible to fill any given post without reference
to locality. But subsequent experience has, in practice, modified
this interchange, as far as local government goes, though the central
goverument of tlio Society is always cosmopolitan.

Next we must consider the machinery by which the Society

is constiliited and governed so as to make its spirita living energy

tod not a mere abstract theory. The Society is distributed

into six grades : novices, scholastics, temporal coadjutors (lay

brothers^ spiritual coadjutors, professed of the three vows,
and protessed of the four vows. No one can become a postulant

for Emission to the Society until fourteen years old, unless

by special dispensation. The novice is classified according as his

destination is the priesthood or lay brotherhood, while a third

class of indifferents receives su^ as arc reserved for further

inquiry before a decision of thi:^. kind is made. The novice has
first to undergo a strict retreat, practically in solitary con-

finement, during which he receives from a director the S^itual
Exercises and makes a general confession of his whole life; after

which the first novitiate of two years’ duration begins. In this

period of trial tlie real character of tl'e man is discerned, his

weak points are noted and his will is tested. Prayer and the

practices of ascctici.sm, as means to an end, are the chief occu-

pations of the novice. He may leave or be dismissed at an>

time during the two years; but at the end of the period if he is

approved and destined for the priesthood, he is advanced to

the grade of scholastic and takes the following simple vows in the

presence of certain witnesses, but not to any person :

—

" Almighty Everlasting God, albeit everyway most unworthy in

Thy holy sight, yet relyuig on Thine infinite kindness and mercy
and impelled by tlie. desire of serving Thee, before the Most Holy
Virpn Mary and all Tliy heavenly host, I, .V., vow to Thy divine
Ma jesty Poverty, Chastity and Perpetual Obedience to the Society
of Jesus, and promise that 1 will enter the same Society to live in it

perpetually, understanding all things according Ui the Constitutions
of tlie Society. I humbly pray from Thine immense goodness and
clemency, through the Blood of Jesus Christ, that Tliou wilt deign
to accept tliis sacrifice in the odour of sweetness; and as Thou hast
grantea me to dcsirt' and to offer this, so wilt Thou bcatow abundant
grace to fulfil it."

The scholastic then follows the ordinary course of an under-

graduate at a university. After passing five years in arts he has,

while still keeping tip his own studies, to devote five or six years

more to teaching the junior classes in various Jesuit schools or

colleges. Al)out this period he takes his simple vows in the

following terms
" J, N., promise to Almighty God, before His Virgin Mother and

the whole heavenly host, and to thee, Reverend Father General
of the Society of J osus, holding the place of God, and to thy succes-

sors (or to thoc, Reverend Father M. in place of the General of the

Society of Jesus and his succea.sors holding the place of God), Pet

petual Poverty, Chastity and Obedience
;
anti according to it a pwnliar

care in the education of boys, according to the manner expressed in

the Apostolic Letter and Constitutions of the said Society."

Tlie lay brothers leave out the clause concerning education.

The scholastic does not begin the study of theology until he is

twenty-eight or thirty, and then pas.ses through a four or six

years’ course. Only when he is thirty-four or thirty-six can hr

be ordained a priest and enter on the grade of a spiritual co-

adjutor. A lay brother, before he can become a temporal

coadjutor for the discharge of domestic duties, must pass ten

years before he is admitted to vows. Sometimes after ordina-

tion the priest, in the midst of his work, is again called away

to a Uiird year’s novitiate, called the tertianship, as a prepara-

tion for his solemn profession of the three vows. His former

vows were simple and the Society was at liberty to dismiss him

for any canonical reason. The formula of the famous Jesuit

vow is as follows :

—

" I, N.y promise to Almighty God, before His Virgin Mother and
the whole heavenly host, and to all standing by ;

and to thee. Reverend
Father General of the Society of Jesus, holding the place of God,
and to thy successors (or to thee, Reverend Father Ad. in place ot

tlie General of the Society of Jesus and liis successors holding tbi*

place of God), Perpetual Poverty, Chastity and Obedience: and
according to it a peculiar care in the education of boys according to
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Jesuit moral theologians have again and again been condemned
by the poj:^ and declared untenable. of these can be
found in Viva*s Condemned Propositions. As early as 1554 the

Jesuits were censured by the Sorbonne, chiefly at the instance

of Eustache de Bellay^ bishop of Paris^ as being dangerous in

matters of faith. Melchor Cano, a Dominican, one of the ablest

divines of the i6th century, never ceased to lift up his testimony

against them, from their hrst beginnings till his own death in

X560; and, unmollified by the bribe of the bishopric of the

Canaries, which their interest procured for him, he succeeded

in banishing them from the university of Salamanca. Carlo

Borromeo, to whose original advocacy they owed much, especially

in the council of Trent, found himself attacked in his own cathe-

dral pulpit and interfered with in his jurisdiction. He withdrew

his protection and expelled them from his colleges and churches;

and he was followed in 1604 in this policy by his cousin and
successor Cardinal Federigo Borromeo. St Theresa learnt,

in after years, to mistrust their methods, although she was grate-

ful to them for much assistance in the first years of her work.

The credit of the Society was seriously damaged by the publica-

tion, at Cracow, in 1612, of the Monita Secreta. This book,

which is undoubtedly a forgery, professes to contain the authori-

tative secret instructions drawn up by the general Acquaviva and
given by the superiors of the Society to its various officers and
members. A bold caricature of Jesuit methods, the book has

been ascribed to John Zaorowsky or to Cambilone and Schloss,

all ex-Jesuits, and it is stated to have been discovered in manu-
script by Christian of Brunswick in the Jesuit college at Prague.

It consists of suggestions and methods for extending the influence

of the Jesuits in various ways, for securing a fooling in fresh

places, for acquiring wealth, for creeping into households and
leading silly rich widows captive and so forth, all marked with

ambition, craft and unscrupulousness. It had a wide success

and popularity, passing through several editions, and even to

this day it is used by controversialists as unscrupulous as t3ie

original wTiters. It may, perhaps, represent the actions of some
individuals who allowed their zeal to outrun their discretion,

but surely no society which exi.sts for good and is marked by so

many worthy men could systematically have conducted its

operations in such a manner. Later on a formidable assault

was made on Jesuit moral theology in the famous Provincial

Letters of Blaise Pascal (q.v), eighteen in number, issued under

the pen-name of Louis de Montalte, from January 1656 to March

1657. Tlieir wit, irony, eloquence and finished style have kept

them alive as one of the great French classics—a destiny more
fortunate than that of the kindred works by Antoine Arnauld,

Thiologie morale des Jesuites, consisting of extracts from writings

of members of the Society, and Morale pratique des Jhuiies,

made up of narratives professing to set forth the manner in

w'hich they carried out their own maxims. But, like most

controversial writers, the authors were not scrupulous in their

quotations, and by giving passages divorced from their contexts

often entjrelj^ misrepresented their opponents. The immediate

reply on the part of the Jesuits, The Discourses of Cleander and

Eudoxus by P^re Daniel, could not compete with Pascal’s work

in brilliancy, wit or style
;
moreover, it was unfortunate enough

to be put upon the Index of prohibited books in 1701. The
reply on behalf of the Society to Pascal’s charges of lax

morality, apart from mere general denials, is broadly as follows :

—

(l) St Ignatius himself, the founder of the Socie^, had a special

aversion from untruthfulness in all its forms, from quibbling,

equivocation or even studied obscurity of language, and it would be
contrary to the spirit of conformity wiffi his example and institutions

for his followers to think and act otherwise. Hence, any who
practised equivocation were, so far, unfaithful to the Society.

(2) Several of the caaes cited by Pascal are mere abstract hypotheses,

many of them now obsolete, argued simply as intellectual exercises,

but having no practical bearing whatever. (3) Even such as do
belong to the sphere of actual life are of the nature of counsel to

spiritual physicians, how to deal witli exceptional maladies; and
were never mteuded to fix the standard of moral obligation for the

general public. (4) The theory that they were intended for this

latter purpose and dd represent the normal teaching of the Society

becomes more untenable in exact proportion as this immorality

is insisted on, because it is a matter of notoriety that the Jesuits

themselves have been singularly free from personal, as distinguislied
from corporate, evil repute; and no one pretends that the large num-
ber of Jay-folk whom they have educated or influenced exhibit
greater moral inferiority than others.

The third of these replies is the most cogent as regards Pakali
but the real weakness of his attack lies in that nervous dread of

appeal to first principles and their lomcal result which has been
the besetting snare of Gallicanism. Pascal, at his best, has mis-
taken the part for the whole; he charges to the Society w^t,
at the most, are the doings of individuals; and from these he
asserts the degeneration of the body from its qri^pnal standard;
whereas the stronger the life and the more extensive the natural
development, side by side will exist marks of degeneration

;
and a

society like the Jesuits has no difficulty in asserting its life inde-

pendently of such excrescences or, in time, in freeing itself from
them.

A charge persistently made against the Society is that it teaches
that the end justifies the means. And the words of Busembaum,
whose Medulla theologiae has gone through more than fifty editions,
are quoted in proof. True it is that Busembaum uses these words

:

Cut heitus est finis etiam Itcent media. But on turning to his work
(ed. Paris 1729, p. 584, or Lib. vi. Tract vi. cap. ii., De sacramentts,
dubium ii.) it will be found that the author is making no universal
application of an old legal maxim * but is treating of a particular
subject (concerning certain lawful liberties in the marital relation)

beyond which hib words cannot be forced. The sense in which other
Jesuit theologians

—

e.g. Paul Laymann (1575-1635), in his Theologia
moralis (Munich, 1625), and Ludwig Wagemann (1713-1792), in

his Syftopsis theologiae moralis (Innsbruck, 1762)—quote the axiom
is an equally harmless piece of common sense. For instance, if it

is lawful to go on a journey by railway it is lawful to take a ticket.

No one who put forth that proposition would be thought to mean
that it is lawful to defraud the company by stealing a ticket; for

the proviso Is always to be understood, that the means employed
should, in themselves, not be bad but good or at least indinercni.
So when Wagemann says tersely Finis determinal probitatem actus

he is clearly referring to acts which in themselves are indifferent,

i.e. indeterminate. For instance: shooting is an indifferent act,

neither good nor bad in itself. The morality of any specified

shooting depend.s upon what is shot, and the circumstances attending
that act : shooting a man in self-defence is, as a moral act, on an
entirely different plane to shooting a man in murder. It has never
been proved, and never can be proved, although the attempt'has
frequently been made, that the Jesuits ever taught the nefarious
proposition ascribed to them, which would be entirely subversive of

all morality. A|[(ain, the doctrine of probabilism is utterly mis-
understood. It IS based on an accurate conception of law. Law
to bind must be clear and definite

;
if it be not so, its obligation ceases

and liberty of action remains. No probable opinion can stand
against a clear and definite law; but when a law is doubtful in

its application, in certain circumstances, so is the obligation of

obedience : and as a doubtful law is, for practical purposes, no law
at all, so it superinduces no obligation Hence a probable opinion
is one, foundca on reason and held on serious grounds, that the law
does not apply to certain specified cases; and that the law-giver
therefore dicfnot intend to bind . 1 1 is the principle of equity applied
to law. In moral matters a probable opinion, that is one held on
no trivial grounds but by unprejudiced and solid Blinkers, has no
place where the voice of conscience is clear, distinct and formed.

Two causes have been at work to produce the universal

failure of the great Society in all its plans and efforts. First

stands its lack of really great intellects. It has had its golden

age. No society can keep up to its highest level. Nothing can

be wider of the truth than the popular conception of the ordinary

Jesuit as a being of almost superhuman abilities and universal

knowledge. The Society, numbering as it docs so many thou-

sands, and with abundant means of devoting men to special

branches of study, has, without doubt, produced men of great

intelligence and solid learning. The average member, too, on
account of liis long and systematic training, is always equal

and often superior to the average member of any other equally

large body, besides being disciplined by a far more perfect drill.

But it takes great men to carry out great plans; and of really

great men, as the outside world knows and judges, the Society

has been markedly barren from almost the first. Apart from
its founder and his early companion, St Francis Xavier, there is

none who stands in the very first rank. Laynez and Acquaviva
were able administrators and politicians; the Bollandists (q.v.)

were industrious workers and have developed a critical spirit

from which much good can be expected; Francisco Suarez,
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Leonhard J^ssius and Cardinal Franzclin were some of the leading

Jesuit theologians; Cornelius a L^ide (1567-1637) remsents

their old school of scriptural studies, while their German

writers are the most advanced of all orthodox higher critics;

the French Louis Bourdalouc {q.v.\ the ItaKan Paolo Scgncri

(1624-1694), and the Portuguese Antonio Vieyra (1608-1697)

represent their best pulpit orators
;
while of the many mathema-

ticians and astronomers produced by the Socirty An^b Secchi,

Ruggiero Giuseppe Boscovich and G. B. Beccaria are conspicuous,

and in modern times Stephen Joseph Perr)’ (1833-1889), director

of the Stonyhurst College observatory, took a high rank among

men of science. Their boldest and most original thinker
,
Dmis

Petau, so many years ne^ected, is now, by inspiring Cardinal

Newman's Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine, pro-

ducing a permanent influence over the current of human thought.

The Jesuits have produced no Aquinas, no Anselm, no Bacon,

no Richelieu. Men whom they trained, and who broke loose

from their teaching, Pascal, IJescartes, Voltaire, have power-

fully affected the philosophical and religious l^liefs of great

masses of mankind; but respectable mediocrity is the brand on

the long list of Jesuit names in the catalogues of Alcgambe and

De Backer. This is doubtless due in great measure to the destruc-

tive process of scooping out the will of the Jesuit novice, to replace

it with that of his superior (as a watchmaker might fit a new

movement into a case), and thereby tending, in most ca^s, to

annihilate those subtle qualities of individualitjr and originality

which are essential to genius. Men of the higher stamp will

either refuse to submit to llie process and leave the Society, or

run the danger of coming forth from the mill with their finest

qualities pulverized and useless. In accordance with the spirit

of its founder, who wislied to secure uniformity in the judgment

of his followers even in points left open by the Church Let us

all think the same way, let us all speak in the same manner if

possible "X Society has shown itself to be impatient of those

who think or write in a way different from what is current in its

ranks.

Nor is tliis all Tha iRatio Studiorum, devised by Acquaviva a,nd

still obligatory in the colleges of the Society, lays down rules v\'hich

are incompatible with all breadth and progress in the higher forms

of education. True to the anti-speculative and traditional side of

the founder's mind, it prescribes that, even wlnYC religious topics are

not in question, the teacher is not to permit any novel opinions or

discussions to be mooted; nor to cite or allow others to cite the

opinions of an author not of known repute
;
nor to teach or suffer

to be tau^t anything contrary to the prevalent opinions of acknow-

ledgeWoctors current in the schools. Obsolete and false opinions

arc not be mentioned at all, even for refutation, nor are objections

to received teaching to be dwell on at any length. The result is

that the Jesuit emerges from his schools without any real knowledge

of any other method of thought than that which his professors have

instilled into him. The piofcssf)r of Biblical Literature is always to

support and defend the Vulgate and can never prefer the marginal

readings from the Hebrew and Greek. The Septuagint, as far as it

is incorrupt, is to be held not less authentic than the Vulgate. In

philosophy Aristotle is always to be followed, and St 'Ihomas

Aquinas generally, care being taken to speak respectfully of him

even when abandoning his opinions, though now it is customary

for the Jesuit teachers to explain him in their own sense. De vera

menu D. Thomas is no unfamiliar expression in their books. It is

not wonderful, iiiidor such a method of training, fixed as it ha.s boon

in minute detail for more tlian three hundred years, that highly

cultivated commonplaces should be the inevitable average result;

and that in pro^xjrtion as Jesuit pmver has become dominant in

Christendom, esMCially in eccleaiaatical circles, the same doom of

intellectual sterility and consequent loss of influence with llic lurfiar

and thoughtful classes, has separated the part from the whole. The
initial mistake in the formation ot character is that the Jesuits have

aimed at educating lay boys in the same mannCT as they consider

advisable for their own rio\'ice8, for whom obedience and direction

is the one thing necessary; whereas for lay people the right use of

hbwty and initiative are,to be desired.

The second cause which has blighted the efforts of the Society

is the lesson, too faithfully learnt and practised, of making its

roTfiorate interests the first object at all times and in all places.

Men were quick to see that Jesuits did not aim at co-operation

with the other members of the Church but directly or indirectly

at mastery . The most brilliant exception to this rule is found in

some of the missions of the Society and notably in that of St

Francis Xavier iq*v,). But he quitted Europe in 1541 before the

new society, especially under Laynez, had hardened into its final

noouid; and he never returned. His work, so far as can be

gathered from contemporary accounts, was not done on ^ue

Jesuit lines as they afterwards developed, though the Society

has reaped ail the credit; and it is even possible that, had he

succeeded the founder as general, the institute might not have

received that political and self-seeking turn which Laynee, as

second general, gave at the critical moment.

It would almost seem that careful selection was made of the men
of the greatest piety and enthusiasm, whose uiiworldliness made
them less apt for dij^matic intrigues, to break new ground in the

various missions where their success would throw lustre on the

Society and their scruples need never come into play. But such

men arc not to he found easily
;
and, as they died off, the tendency

was to fill thek places with more ordinary characters, whose aim was
to tncreaae the power and resources of the body. Hence the oonde-

sceusion to heathen ntes in Hindustan and China, and the aliempted
subjugation of the English Catholic clergy. The first successes of

the Indian mission were entirely among the lower classes; but when
in Madura, in 1606, RoYjort de Nobili, a ne^ew of BoUamine, to

win the Brahmins, adopted their dress ana mode of life—ii step

sanctioned by Gregory XV. in 1623 and by Clement XL in 1707—the
fathers who followed his example pushed the new caste-feeling so far

a.s ab.solutcly to refuse the ministrations and sacraments to the

|>ariahs, lest the Brahmin converts should take offence—an attempt

which was reported to Rome and was vainly censured by the breves

of Innocent X. in 1645, CJemenl IX. in 1669, Clement XII. in 1734
and 1739, and Benedict XTV. in 1745. The Cliinese rites, assailed

with equal unsuccess by one pope after another, were not finally

put down until 1744 by a bull of Benedict XIV. For Japan, where

their side of the story is that best known, we have a remarkable

letter, printed by Lucas Wadding in tlic Annales mtnot'um, addressed

to Pam V. by Soleto, a Franciscan missionary, who was martyred

in 1624, in which he complains to the pope that the Jesuits system-

atically postponed the spiritual welfare of the native Christians to

their own convenience and advantage
;
while as regards the test of

martyrdom, no such result had followed on their teaching, but only

on that of tht‘ other ordcr.s who had undertaken missionary work
in Japan. Yet soon many Jesuit mirtyrs in japan were to shed a

new glory on the Society (sec Japan : Femgn Intercourse). A^»nin,

even in I»araguay, the most promising of all Jesuit undertakings,

the evidence shows that the fatliers, though civilizing the Guarani

population just siilhcienUv to make them useful and docile servants,

happier no cloubl than they were before or after, stopped there.

While the mission was begun on tlie rational principle of governing

races still in their childhood by methods adapted to that stage in

their mental development, yet for otto hundred and fifty years the
“ reductions ” were conducted in the same manner, and when the

hour of trial came the Jesuit civilisation fell like a house of cards.

These examples are sufficient to explain the final collapse of so

many promising efforts. The individual Jesuit might be, and

often was, a hero, saint and martyr, but the system which he

was obliged to administer was foredoomed to failure; and the

suppression which came in 1773 was the natural result of forces

and elements they had set in antagonism without the power of

controlling.

The influence of the Society since its restoration in i8n has

not been marked with greater nurcess than in its previous history.

It was natural after the restoration that an attempt should be

made to pick up again the threads that were dropped; but soon

they came to realize the truth of the saying of St Ignatius

:

“ The Society shall adapt itself to the times and not the times

to the Society." The political conditions of Europe have com-

pletely changed, and constitutionalism is unfavourable to that

personal influence which, in former times, the Jesuits were able

to bring to bear upon the heads of stotes. In Europe they

confine themselves mainly to educational and ecclesiastical

politics, although both Germany and France have followed the

example of Portugal and refuse, on political grounds, to allow

them to be in these countries. It would appear as though

some of the Jesuits had not, even yet, learnt the lesson that

meddling with politics has always been their ruin. The main

cause of any difficulty that may exist to-day with the Society is

that the Jesuits are true to the teaching of that remarkable

panegyric, the Imago primi saeculi Socieiatis (probably written

by John Tollenariu.s in 1640), by identifying the Church with their

own body, and being intolerant of all who will not share tins view.

Thi^ power is still large in certain sections of the ecclesiastical
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world, but in secular affairs it is small. Moreover within the

church itself there is a strong and growing feeling that the

interests of Catholicism may necessitate a second and final

suppression of the Society* Cardinal Manning, a keen observer

of times and influences, was wont to say : The work of 1773

was the work of God : and there is another 1773 cominff.’*

But, if this come, it will be due not to the pressure of secular

governments, as in the iSth century, but to the action of the

Church itself. The veiy nations which have cast out the Society

have ^own no disposition to accept its own estimate and identify

it with the Church; while the Church itself is not conscious of

depending upon the Society. To the Church the Jesuits have

been what the Janissaries were to the Ottoman Empire, at first

its defenders and its champions, but in the end its taskmasters.

History.—^The separate article on Loyola tells of his early

years, his conversion, and his first gathering of companions. It

was not until November 1537, when all hope of going to the Holy

Land was given up, that any outward steps were taken to form

these companions into an organized body. It was on the eve

of their going to Rome, for the second time, that the fathers

met Ignatius at Vicenza and it was determined to adopt a com-

mon rule and, at the suggestion of Ignatius, the name of the

Company of Jesus. Whatever may have been his private hopes

and intentions, it was not until he, Laynez and Faber (Pierre

Lefevre), in the name of their rortipanions, were sent to lay their

services at the feet of the pope that the history of the Society

really begins.

On their arrival at Rome the three Jesuits were favourably re-

ceived by Paul 111 ., who at once appointed Faber to the chair of

scripture and Laynez to that of acholastir tlieology in the university

of the Sapienza. Dui they encountered much opposition and were

even charged with heresy
;
when this accusation had been disposed

of, there were still difficulties in the way of starting any new order.

Despite the approval of Cardinal Conta’rini and the goodwill of the

pope (who is said to have exclaimed on perusing the scheme i>f

Ignatius, “ The finger of God is here there was a strong and
genei^ feeling that the regular system had broken doi^ and could

not bo wisely developed farther. Cardinal Guidicoioni, one of the

commission of three appointed to examine the draft constitution,

was known to advocate the abolition of all existing orders, save four

which were to be remodelled and put under strict control. That

very year, 1538, a commission ol cardinals, including Keginald

Pole, Contarini, Sadolet, Caraifa (afterwards Paul IV.k Fregoso

and others, had reported that the conventual orders, which they had

to deal with, had drifted into such a state that they should all be

abolished. Not only so, but, when greater strictness of rule and of

enclosure seemed the most needful reforms in communities that had

become too secular in tone, the proposal of Ignatius, to make it a

hrst principle that the members of lus institute should mix freely in

the world and be as little marked oS as possible externally from secu-

lar clerical life and usages, ran counter to all tradition and prejudice,

save that C^rafla's then recent order of Theatines, which had some-

analogy with the proposed Society, had taken some ste^ in the same
direction.

Ignatius and his companions, however, had but little doubt of

ultimate success, and so bound themselves, on the 15th of April 1539,

to obey any su^rior chosen from amongst their body, and added

on the 4th of May certain other rules, the most irnportant of which

was a vow of special allegiance to the pope for mission purposes to

be taken by ail the members of the .society. But Guidiccioni, on a

careful study of the papers, changed his mind
;
it is supposed that the

cause of this change was in large measure the strong interest in the

new scheme exhibited by lohn III., king of Portugal, who instructed

his ambassador to press it on the pope and to ask Ignatius to send

some priests of his Society for mission work in I^jrtugal and its

Indian possessions. Francis Xa\der and Simon Rodngnez were

sent to the king in March 1540. Obstacles being cleared away,

Paul III., on the 27th of September 1540, issued his buU Regimini

militantis fiul§siac, by whichW confirmed the new Society (the term
" order ” does not belong to it), but limited the members to sixty,

a restriction which was removed by the same pope in the bull

InjufictufH nobis of the 14th of March 1543 ' 1** former bull,

the pope gives ihe text of the formula submitted by Ignatius as the

scheme of the proposed society, and in it we got the founder’s

own ideas: . Tliis Society, instituted to this special end,

namely, to offer spiritual consolation for the advancement of souls

in life and Christian doctrine, for the propagation of the faith by

public preaching and the ministry of the word of God, spiritual

exercises and works of charity and. especially, by the instruction

of children and ignorant people in Christianity, and by the spiritual

consolation of the faithful in Christ in hearing confessions. . . .

In this original scheme it is clearly marked out “ that this entire

Society asid all its members fight for God under fihe faithful obedience

of the most sacred lord, the pope, and the other Roman pontifis his

successors : and Ignatius mahes particular mention that each mem-
ber should " be bound by a speciid vow," beyond that formal

obligation under which all Christiuis are of obeyInf| the pOM, so

that whataoever the present and other Roman ixmttfls form time

beii^ ahfl.li mdain, pertaining to the advancement of souls and the

pro^gation of the faith, to whatever provinces he shall resolve to

send us, we are straightway bound to obey, as far as in us lies, without

any tergiversation or excuse, wither he send us among the Turks
or to any other unbelievers in being, even fx> those parts caUsd India,

or to any heretics or schismatics or likewise to any believers."

Obedience to the general is enjoined " in all things pertaining to the

institute of the ^ciety . * . and in him they shall acknowledge
Christ as though present, and as far as is becoming shall venerate

him "
j
poverty is enjoined, and this rule affects not only the indi-

\*idttai but the common sustcntatlon or care of the Society, except

that in the case of colleges revenues arc allowed to be appUed to

the wants and necessities of the students and the private recita-

tion of the Office is distinctly mentioned. On the other hand, the

perpetuity of the gcncrars office during his life was no part of the

original scheme.

On the 7th of April 1541;, Ignatius was unanimously chosen

general. His refusal of this post was overruled, so he entered

on his office on the 13th of April; and two days ^ter, the newly

constituted Society took its form^ corporate vows in the basilica

of San Paolo fuori le mma. Scarcely was the Society laundied

when its members dispersed in various directions to their new
tasks. Alfonso Salmeron and Pasquier-Brouet, as papal dele-

gates, were sent on a secret mission to Ireland to encourage the

native clergy and people to resist the religious changes introduced

by Henry VJJl.; Nicholas Bobadilla went to Naples: Faber, first

to the diet of Worms and then to Spain ; Laynez and Claude le Jay
to Germany, while Ignatius busied himself at Roine in good works

and in drawing up the constitutions and completing the S^ritual

Exercises. Success crowned these first efforts; and tlie Society

be^an to win golden opinions. The first college was founded at

Coimbra in 1545 by John III. of Portugal and put under the

rectorship of Rodriguez. It was designed os a training school to

feed the Indian mi-ssion of which Francis Xavier had already

taken the oversight, while a seminary at Goa was the second

institution founded outside Rome in connexion with the Society.

Both from tlie original scheme and from the foundation at

Coimbra it is clear tlial the original idea of the collies was to

provide for tlie education of future Jesuits. In Spain, national

pride in the founder aided the Society’s cause almost as much as

royal patronage did in Portugal ;
and the third house was opened

in Gandia under the protection of its duke, Francisco Borgia,

a grandson of Alexander VI. In Qerm ny, the Jesuits were

eagerly welcomed as the only persons able to meet the Lutherans

on equal terms. Only in France, ami ng the countries which

still were united with the Roman Churcli, was their advance

checked, owing to jwlitical distrust of their Spanish origin, to-

gether with the hostility of the Sorbonne and the bishop of Paris.

However, after many difficulties, they succeeded in getting a

footing through the help of Guillaume du Prat, bishop of

Clermont (d. 1560), who founded a college for them in 1545 in the

town of Billom, besides making over to them his house at Paris,

the hotel de Clermont, which became the nucleus of the idter-

wards famous college of Louis-le-Grand, while a formal legaliza-

tion was granted to them by the states-general at Poissy in 1561.

In Rome, Paul IIl.’s favour did not lessen. He bestowed on

them the church of St Andrea and conferred at Uie same time

the valuable privilege of making and altering their own statutes

;

besides the other points, in 1546, which Ignatius bad still more at

heart, as touching the very essence of his institute, namely,

exemption from ecclesiastical offices and dignities and from t^
task of acting as directors and confessors to convents of women.

The former of these measures effectually stopped any drain of

the best members away from the society and limited Iheir hopes

within its bounds, by putting them more freely at the general’s

disposal, especially as it was provided that the final vows could

not be annulled, nor could a professed member be dismissed, save

by the joint action of the general and the pope. The regulation

as to convents seems partly due to a desire to avoid the worry

and expenditure of time involved in the discharge of such offices
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and partly to a conviction that penitents living in enclosure, as

all religious persons then were, would be of no effective use to the

Society
; whereas the founder, against the wishes of several of his

companions, laid much stress on the duty of accepting the post

of confessor to kings, queens and women of high rank when
opportunity presented itself. And the year 1546 is notable in

the annals of the Society as that in which it embarked on its

great educational career, especially by the annexation of free

day-schools to all its colleges.

The council of Trent, in its first period, seemed to increase the
reputation of the Society; for the pope chose Laynez, Faber and
Salmeron to act as his theologians in that assembly, and in this

capacity they had no little influence in framing its decrees. When
the council reassembled under Pius IV., Laynez and Salmeron again
attended in the same capacity. It is sometimes said that the council

formally approved of tiie Society. This is impossible; for as the
Society had received the papal approval, tliat of the council would
have been impertinent as well as unnecessary. St Charles Borromeo
wrote to the presiding cardinals, on the i ith of May I5(>2, saying that,

as France was disaffected to the Jesuits whom the pope wished to
see established in every country, Pius IV. desired, when the council
was occupying itself about regulars, that it should make some
honourable mention of the Society in order to recommend it. This
was done in the twenty-fifth session (cap. XVI., d.r.) when the
decree was passed that at the end of the time of probation no-dees
should either be professed or dismissed

;
and the words of the council

are :
“ By these things, however, the Synod does not intend to make

any innovation or prohibition, so as to hinder the religious order of
Clerks of the Society of Jesus from being able to serve God and His
Church, in accordance with their pious institute approved of by the
Holy Apostolic See.*'

In 1548 the Society received a valuable recruit in the person of

Francisco Borgia, duke of Gandia, afterwards thrice general,

while two important events marked 1 550-- the foundation of the

Collegio Romano and a fresh confirmation of the Society by
Julius III. The German college, for the children of poor nobles,

was founded in 1552 ;
and in the same year Ignatius firmly settled

the discipline of the Society by putting down, with promptness

and severity, some attempts at independent action on the part

of Rodriguez at Coimbra—this being the occasion of the famous
letter on obedience; while 1553 saw the despatch of a mission to

Abyssinia with one of the fathers as patriarch, and the first rift

within the lute when the pope thought that the Spanish Jesuits

were taking part with the emperor against the Holy See.

Paul IV. (whose election alarmed the Jesuits, for they had not

found him very friendly as cardinal) was for a time managed
with^pneme tact by Ignatius, whom he respected personally.

In the founder died and left the Society consisting of forty-

five professed lathers and two thousand ordinary members,
distributed over twelve provinces, with more than a hundred
colleges and houses.

After the death of the first general there was an interregnum of

two years, wdth Laynez as vicar. During this long period he occu-
pied himself with completing the constitutions by incorporating
certain declarations, said to be Tgnatian, which explained and
sometimes completely altered the meaning of the original text,

laynez was an a.stute politician and saw the vast capabilitie.s of

the Society over a far wider field than the founder contemplated;
and he prepared to give it the direction that it has since followed.

In some senses, this learned and consummately clever man may be
looked upon as the real founder of the Society as history knows it.

Having carefully prepared the way, he summoned the general
congregation from which he emerged as s(‘cond general in 1556.
As soon as Ignatius had died Paul IV. announced his intention of in-

stituting reforms in the Society, especially in two points: the public
recitation of the office in choir and the limitation of the general's

office to a term of three years. Despite alt the protests and nego-
tiations of Laynez, the pope remained obstinate; and theie was
nothing but to submit. On the 8th of September 1558, two points
were added to the constitutions : that the generalship should be
triennial and not perpetual, although after the three years the general
might b<.' confirmed; and "'that the canonical hours should be observed
in choir after the manner of the other orders, but with that modera-
tion which should seem expedient to the general. Taking advantage
of this last clause, Laynez applied the new law to two houses only,

namely, Rome and Lial)on, thfe other houses contenting themselves
with singing vespers on feast days; and as soon as Paul IV. died,

lAvnez, acting on advice, quietly ignored for the future the orders
of the late pope. He also succeeded in increasing further the already
enormous powers of the general, Laynez took a leading part in the
colloquy of Poisay in 1561 between the Catholics and Huguenots;

and obtained a legal footing from tlte states-general for colleges

of the Society in France. He died in 1564, leaving the Society
increased to eighteen provinces with a hundred and thirty colleges,

and was succeeded by Francisco Borgia. During the third general-
ate, Pius V. confirms all the former privileges, and in the amplest
form extended to the Society, as being a mendicant institute, all

favours that had been or might afterwards be granted to such mendi-
cant bodies. It was a trifling set-off that in 1567 the pope again
enjoined the fathers to keep choir and to admit only the professed
to priests* orders, especially as Gregory XI 11. rescinded both these
injunctions in 1573; and indeed, as regards the hours, all that
Pius V. was able to obtain was the nominal concession that the bre-
viary should be recited in choir in the professed houses only, and
that not of necessity by more than two persons at a time. Everard
Mercurian, a Fleming, and a subject of Spain, succeeded Borgia in

i573» being forced on the Society by the pope, in preference to

Polanco, Ignatius's secretary and the vicar general, who was re-

jected partly as a Spaniard and still more because he wa.s a “ New
Christian " of Jewish origin and therefore objected to in Spain
itself. During his term of office there took place tlie troubles in

Rome concerning the English college and the subsequent Jesuit
rule over that institution; and in 1580 the first Jesuit mission,
headed by the redoubtable Robert Parsons and the saintly Edmund
Campion, set out for England. This mission, on one side, carried

on an active propaganda against Elizabeth in favour of Spain
;
and

on the other, among the true missionaries, was marked with devoted
zeal and heroism even to the ghastly death of traitors. Claude
Acquaviva, the fifth general, held office front 1581 to 1615, a lime
almost coinciding with the high tide of the successful reaction, chiefly

due to the Jesuits. He was an able, strong-willed man, and crushed
what was tantamount to a relnslhon in Spain. It was during this

struggle that Mariana, the historian and the author of the famous
De rege in which he defends tyrannicide, wrote his treatise On the

Defects in the Government cj the Society. He confessed freely that the
Society had faults and that there was a great deal of unrest among
the members; and he mentioned among the various points calling

for reform the education of the novices and students; the state of

the lay brother and the possessions of the Society
;
the spying .system,

which he declared to be carried so far that, if the general's archives
at Rome should be searched, not one Jesuit's character would be
found to escape

;
the monopoly of the higher offices by a small clique

;

and the absence of all encouragement and recompense for the best
men of the Society.

It was chiefly during the generalship of Acquaviva that the

Society began to gain an evil reputation which eclipsed its good
report. In France the Jesuits joined, if they did not originate,

the league against Henry of Navarre. Absolution was refused

by them to those who would not join in the Guise rebellion, and
Acquaviva is said to have tried to stop them, but in vain. The
assassination of Henry III. in the interests of the league and the

wounding of Henry IV. in 1594 by Chastel, a pupil of theirs,

revealed the danger that the whole Society was running by the

intrigues of a few men. The Jesuits were banished from France
in 1594, but were allowed to return by Henry IV. under condi-

tions; as Sully has recorded, the king declared his only motive
to be the expediency of not driving them into a comer mih
possible disastrous results to his life, and because his only hope of

tranquillity lay in appeasing them and their powerful friends.

In England the political schemings of Parsons were no small

factor.s in the odium which fell on the Society at large; and his

determination to rapture the English Catholics as an apanage
of the Society, to the exclusion of all else, was an object-lesson to

the rest of Europe of a restless ambition and lust of domination
which were to find many imitators. The political turn which
was being given by some to the Society, to the detriment of its

real spiritual work, evoked the fears of the wiser heads of the

body; and in the fifth general congregation held in 1593-1594 it

was decreed : Whereas in these times of difficulty and danger
it has happened through the fault of certain individuals, through

ambition and intemperate zeal, that our institute has been ill

spoken of in divers places and before divers sovereigns . . .

it is severely and strictly forbidden to all members of the Society

to interfere in any manner whatever in public affairs even though

they be thereto invited; or to deviate from the institute through

entreaty, persuasion or any other motive whatever.” It v’ould

have been well had Acquaviva enforced this decree; but Parsons
was allowed to keep on with his work, and other Jesuits in

France for many years after directed, to the loss of religion,

affairs of state. In 1605 took place in England the Gunpowder
Plot, in which Henry Garnet, the superior of the Society in
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England, was implicated. That the Jesuits were the instigators

of the plot there is no evidence, but they were in close touch with

the conspirators, of whose designs Garnet had a general know-

ledge. Thm is now no reasonable doubt that he and other

Jesuits were legally accessories, and that the condemnation of

Garnet as a traitor was substantially just (see Garnet, Henry).

It was during Acquaviva's generalship that Philip 11 . of Spain

complained bitterly of the Society to Sixtus V., and encouraged him
in those plans of reform (even to changing the name) which were

only cut short by the pope's death in 1590, and also that the long

protracted discussions on grace, wherein the Dominicans contended

against the Jesuits, were carried on at Rome with little practical

result, by the Congregation de atudliis^ which sat from y98 till 1607.

The Ratio Studiorumtoclk its shape during this time. The Jesuit in-

fluence at Rome was supported by the Spanish ambassador * but when
Henry IV. “ went to Mass," the balance inclined to the side of

France, and the Spanish monopoly became a thing of the past.

Acquaviva saw the expulsion of the Jesuits from Venice in 1606

for siding with Paul V. when he placed the republic under interdict,

but did not live to see their recall, which took place at the inter-

cevssion of Louis XIV. in i6.'57. He also had to banish Parsons from
Rome, by order of Clement VIII., who was wearied with the per-

petual complaints made against that intriguer. Gregory XIV., by
the bull Ecclesiae Christi (July 28, 1591), again confirmed the

Society, and granted that Jesuits might, for true cause, be expelled

from the body without any form of trial or even documentary pro-

cedure, besides denouncing excommunications against every one,

save the pope or his legates, who directly or indirectly infringed the

constitutions of the Society or attempted io bring about any change
therein.

Under Vitelleschi, the next general, the Society celebrated its

first centenary on the 25th of September 1039, the hundredth anni-

versary of the verbal approbation given to the scheme by Paul III.

During this hundred years the Society had grown to thirty-six

provinces, with eight hundred houses containing some fifteen

thousand members. In 1640 broke out the great Jansenist contro-

versy, in which the Society took the leading part on one side

and finally secured the victory. In this same year, considering

themselves ill-used by Olivarez, prime minister of Philip IV. of

Spain, the Jesuits powerfully aideef the revolution which placed the

duke of Braganza on the throne of Portugal
;
and their service.^ were

rewarded for nearly one hundred years with the practical control

of ecclesiastical and almost of civil aflairs in that kingdom.
The Society also gained ground steadily in France; for, though

held in check by Richelieu and little more favoured by Mazarin,

yet from the moment that Lt>uis XTV. took the reins, their star

was in the ascendant, and Jesuit confessors, the most celebrated of

whom were Francois de La Chaise (^.v.) and Michel Le Tellier (16^3-

1719), guided the policy of the king, not hesitating to take his side

in his quarrel with the Holy See, which nearly resulted in a schism,

nor to sign the Gallican articles. Their hostility to the Huguenots
forced on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in and then-

war against their Jansenist opponents did not cease till the very

walls of Port Royal were demolished in 1710, even to the very abbey

church itself, and the bodies of the dead taken with every mark of

insult from their graves and literally flung to the dogs to devour.

But while thus gaining power in one direction, the Society was losing

it in another. The Japanese mission had vanished in blood in 1651

;

and though many Jesuits died with their converts bravely as martyrs

lor the faith, yet it is impossible to acquit them of a large share in the

causes of that overthrow. It was also about this same period that

the grave scandal of the Chinese and Malabar rites began to attract

attention in Europe, and to make thinking men ask seriously

whether the Jesuit missionaries in those parts taught anything which

could fairly be called Christianity at all. When it was remembered,

too, that they had decided, at a council held at Lima, that it was
inexpedient to impose any act of Christian devotion except baptism

on the South American converts, without the greatest precautions,

on the ground of intellectual difficulties, it is not wonderful that this

doubt was not sati-sfactorily cleared up, notably in face of the

charges brought against the Society by Bcrnardin de Cardonas,

bishop of Paraguay, and the saintly Juan de Palafox (^.w.), bishop

of AngdopoUs in Mexico.
, ^ ^ ^

Bui " the terrible power in the universal church, the great riches

and the extraordinary prestige " of the Society, which Palafox

complained had raised it " above all dignities, laws, councils and
apostolic constitutions," carried with them the seeds of rapid and
inevitable decay. A succession of devout but incapable generals,

after the death of Acquaviva, saw the gradual secularization of tone

by the flocking in of reemits of rank and wealth desirous to share in

the glories and influence of the Society, but not well adapted to in-

crease them. The general's supremacy received a shock when the

eleventh general congregation appointed Oliva as vicar, with the

right of succession and powers that practically superseded those of

the general Goswin Nickel, whose infirmities, it is said, did not permit

him to govern with the necessary application and vigour; and an

attemptwas made to depose Tirso Gonzalez, the thirteenth general,

whose views on probabilism diverged from those favoured by the rest

of the J osuits. Though the political weight of the Society continued
to increase in the cabinets of Europe, it was being steadily weakened
internally. The Jesuits abandoned the system of free education
which ^d won them so much influence and honour; by attaching
themselves exclusively to the interests of courts, they lost favdur
with the middle and lower classes; and above all, their monopoly
of power and patronage in France, with the fatal use they had mado of

it, drew down the bitterest hostility upon them. 1 1 was to their credit,

indeed, that the encyclopaedists attacked them as the foremost

representatives of Christianity, but they are accountable in no small

degree in France, as in England, for alienating the minds of men
from the religion for which they professed to work.

But the most fatal part of the policy of tl^e Society was its

activity, wealth and importance as a great trading firm w^th

branch houses scattered over the richest countries of the world;

Its founder, with a wise instinct, had forbidden the accumulation

of wealth; its own constitutions, as revised in the 84th decree of

the sixth general congregation, had forbidden all pursuits of a

commercial nature, as also had various popes; but nevertheless

the trade went on unceasingly, necessarily with the full know-

ledge of the general, unless it be pleaded that the system of

obligatory espionage had completely broken down. The first

muttering of the storm which was soon to break was heard in a

breve issued in 1741 by Benedict XIV., wherein he denounced

the Jesuit offenders as “ disobedient, contumacious, captious and

reprobate persons,” and enacted many stringent regulations for

their better government. The first serious attack came from a

country where they had been long dominant. In 1753 Spain

and Portugal exchanged certain American provinces with each

other, which involved a transfer of sovereign rights over Para-

guay; but it was also provided that the populations should

severally migrate also, that the subjects of each crown might

remain the same as before. The inhabitants of the “ reductions,”

whom the Jesuits had trained in the use of European arms and

discipline, naturally rose in defence of their homes, and attacked

the troops and authorities. Their previous docility and their

entire submission to the Jesuits left no possible doubt as to the

source of the rebellion, and gave the enemies of the Jesuits a

handle against them that was not forgotten. In 1757 (Carvalho,

marquis of Pombal, prime minister of Joseph I. of Portugal, and

an old pupil of the Je.suits at Coimbra, dismissed the three Jesuit

chaplains of the king and named three secular priests in their

stead. 'He next complained to Benedict XIV, that the trad^
operations of the Society hampered the commercial prosperity

of the nation, and asked for remedial measures. The pope, who
knew the situation, committed a visitation of the Society to

Cardinal Saldanha, an intimate friend ^f Pombal, who issued a

severe decree against the Jesuits and ordered the confiscation

of all their merchandise. But at this juncture Benedict XIV.,

the most learned and able pope of the period, was succeeded by

a pope strongly in favour of the Jesuits, Clement XIII. Pombal,

finding no help from Rome, adopted other means. The king was

fired at and wounded on returning from a visit to his mistress

on the 3rd of September 1758. The duke of Aveiro and other

high personages were tried and executed for conspiracy
;
while

some of the Jesuits, who had undoubtedly been in communica-

tion with them, were charged, on doubtful evidence, with

complicity in the attempted assassination. Pombal charged the

whole Society with the possible guilt of a few, and, unwilling to

wait the dubious issue of an application to the pope for licence

to try them in the civil courts, whence they were exempt, issued

on the 1st of September 1759 a decree ordering the immediate

deportation of every Jesuit from Portugal and all its dependencies

and their suppression by the bishops in the schools and universi-

ties. Those in Portugal were at once shipped, in great misery, to

the papal states, and were soon followed by those in the colonies.

In France, Madame de Pompadour was their enemy because they

had refused her absolution while she remained the king’s mistress

;

but the immediate cause of their ruin was the bai^ruptcy ol

Father Lavalette, the Jesuit superior in Martinique, a daring

speculator, who failed, after trading for some years, for 2,400,000

francs and brought ruin upon some French commercial houses

of note. Lorenzo Ricci, then general of the Society, repudiated

the debt, alleging lack of authority on Lavalette’s part to pledge
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tlic credit of the Society, and he was sued by the creditors. loosing

his cause, he appealed to the parlement of Paris, and it, to

decide the issue raised by Ricci, required the constitutions of the

Jesuits to be produced in evidence, and affirmed the judgment of

the courts below . But the publicity given to a document scarcely

known till then raised the utmost indignation against the Society.

A royal commission, appointed by the due de Choiseul to examine

the conslitutioni, convoked a private assembly of fifty-one arch-

bishops and bishops under the presidency of Cardinal de Luynes,

all of whom except six voted that the unlimited authority of the

general was incompatible with the laws of France, and that the

appointment of a resident vicar, subject to those laws, was the

only solution of the question fair on all sides. Ricci replied with

the historical answer, Stni ut suntj aui non sint
;
and after some

further delay, during which much interest was exerted in their

favour, the Jesuits were suppressed by an edict in November

1764, but suffered to remain on the footing of sjt ular priests,

a grace withdrawn in 1767, when they were expelled from the

kingdom. In the very same year, Charles 111 . of Spain, a

monarch known for personal devoutness, convinced, on evidence

not now forthcoming, tiiat the Jesuits were plotting against his

authority, prepared, through his minister D’Aranda, a decree

suppressing the Society in every part of hi.s dominions. Sealed

despatches were sent to every Spanish colony, to be opened on

the same day, the 2nd of April 1767, when the measure was to

take effect in Spain itself, and the expulsion was relentlessly

ciirried out, nearly six thousand priests being deported from

Spain alone, and sent to the Italian coast, whence, however, they

were repelled by the orders of the pope and Ricci himself, finding

a refuge at Corte in Corsica, after some months’ suffering in over-

crowded vessels at sea. The general’s object may probably have

been to accentuate the harshness with which the fathers had been

treated, and so to increase public sympathy, but the actual result

of his policy was blame for the cruelty with which he enhanced

their misfortunes, for the poverty of Corsica made even a bare

subsistence scarcely procurable for them there. The Bourbon

courts of Naples and Parma followed the example of France and

Spain; Clement XIll. retorted with a bull launched at the

weakest adversary, and declaring the rank and title of the duke

of Parma forfeit. The Bourbon sovereigns threatened to make
war on the pope in return (Frunce, indeed, seizing on the county

of Avignon), and a joint note demanding a retractation, and the

abolition of the Jesuits, wa:5 presented by the French amlmssador

at on the loth of December 176H in the name of France,

Spamwnd the two Sicilies. The pope, a man of eighty-two, died

of apoplexy, brought on by the shock, early in 1769. Cardinal

Lorenzo Gangin'^lli, a conventual Franciscan, was chosen to

succeed him, and took the nime of Clement XIV. He endea-

voured to avert the decision forc ed upon him, but, as Portugal

joined the Bourbon league, and Maria 'I'hercsa with her son the

emperor Joseph 11 . ceased to protect the Jesuits, there remained

only the petty kingdom of Sardinia in their favour, though the fall

of Choiseul in Fran :e raised the hope5» of the Society for a time.

The pope began with some preliminary measures, permitting

first the renewal of lawsuits against the Society, which had been

suspended by papal authority, and which, indeed, had in no case

been ever successful at Rome. He then closed the Collegio

Romano, on the plea of its insolvency, seized the houses at

Frascati and Tivoli, and broke up the e,stablishments in Bologna

and the Legations. Finally on the 21st of July 1773 the famous

breve Dominus ac Redemptor appeared, suppressing the Society of

Jesus. This remarkable document opens by citing a long series

of precedents for the suppression of religious orders by the Holy

See, amongst v/hich occurs the ill-omened instance of the

Templars. It then Iwiefly sketches the objects and history of

the Jesuits themselves. It speaks of their defiance of their own
constitution, expressly revived by Paul V., forbidding them to

meddle in politics; of the great ruin to souls caused by their

quarrels with loot] ordinaries and the other religious orders, their

condescension toheathen usages in the Fust, and the disturbances,

resulting in persecutkms of the Church, which they had stirred

up even in Catholic countries, so that several popes had been

obliged to punish them. Seeing then that the Catholic sove-

reigns had been forced to expel them,that many bishops and other

eminent persons demanded their extinction, and that the Society

had ceased to fulfil the intention of its institute, the pope declares

it necessary for the peace of the Church that it should be sup-

pressed, extinguished, abolished and abrogated tor ever, with

all its houses, colleges, schools and hospitals; transfers all the

authority of its general or officers to the lcK*al ordinaries; forbids

the reception of any more novices, directing that such as were

actually in probation should be dismissed, and declaring that

profession in the Society should not serve as a title to holy orders.

Priests of the Society are given the option of cither joining other

orders or remaining as seculai clergy, under obedience to the

ordinaries, who are empowered to grant or withhold from them
licences to hear confessions. Such of the fathers as are engaged

in the work of education arc permitted to continue, on condition

of abstaining from lax and questionable doctrines apt to cause

strife and trouble. The question of missions is reserved, and the

relaxations granted to the Society in such matters as fasting,

reciting the iKrurs and reading heretical books, are withdrawn

;

while die breve ends with clauses carefully drawn to bar any

legal exceptions that might be taken against its full validity and
obligation. It has been necessary to cite these heads of the bre^T

because the apologists of the Society allege that no motive

influenced the pope save the desire of peace at any price, and that

he did not believe in ttic culpability of the fathers. The catego-

rical charges made in the document rebut this plea. The pope

followed up this breve by appointing a congregation of cardinals

to take possession of the temporalities of the Society, and armed
it with summary powers against all who should attempt to

retain or conceal any of the property. He also tlirew Lorenzo

Ricci, the general, into prison, first in the English college and

then in the castle of St Angelo, where he died in 1775, under the

pontificate of Pius VI., who, though not unfavourable to the

Society, and owing his own advancement to it, dared not release

him, probably because his continiK^l imprisonment was made a

condition by the powers who enjoyed a right of veto in papal

elections. In September 1774 Clement XIV. died after much
suffering, and the question ha.s been hotly debated ever since

whether poison was the cause of his death. But the latest re-

searches have shown that there is no evidence to support liic

theory of poi-son. Salicetti, the pope’s physician, denied that

the body showed signs of poisoning, and Tanucci, Neapolitan

ambassador at Rome, who had a large share in procuring

the breve of suppression, entirely acquits the Jesuits, while

F. Thcincr, no friend to the Society, does the like.

At the date of this suppression, the Society had 41 provinces

and 22.5S9 members, of whom 11,295 priests. Far from

submitting to the papal breve, the ex-Jesuits, after some in-

effectual attempts at direct resistance, withdrew into the terri-

tories of the free-tliinking sovereigns of Russia and I^russia,

Frederick II. and (’iitherine IL, who became their active friends

and protectors
;
and the fathers alleged as a principle, in so far as

their theology is concerned, that no papal bull is binding in a

state whose sovereign has not approved and authorized its publi-

cation and execution. Rus.sia formed the headquarters of the

Society, and two forged breves were speedily circulated, being

dated June 9 and June 29, 1774, approving their establishment

in Russia, and implying the repeal of the breve of suppression.

But these are contradicted by the tenor of five genuine breves

issued in September 1774 to the archbishop of Gnesen, and making

certain assurances to the ex-Jesuits, on condition of their complete

obedience to the injunctions already laid on them. The Jesuits

also pleaded a verbal approbation by Pius VI., technically known
as an Oraculum vivae vocia, but this is invalid for purposes of law

unless reduced to writing and duly authenticated.

They elected three Poles successively as generals, taking, how-
ever, only the title of vicars, till on the 7th of March 1801 Pius

VII. granted them liberty to reconstitute themselves in north

Russia, and permitted Kareu, then vicar, to exercise full authority

as general. On the 30th of July 1804 a similar breve restored the

Jesuits in the Two Sicilies, at the express desire of Ferdinand IV.,
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the pope thus anticipating the further action of 1S14, when, by
the constitution Sollicitido omnium Ecclesiarumf he revoked the

action of Gement XIV., and formally restored the Society to

corporate legal existence, yet not only omitted any censure of his

predecessor’s conduct, but all vindication of the Jesuits from the

heavy charges in the breve Dominus ac Redemptor, In France,

even after their expulsion in 1765, they had maintained a pre-

carious footing in the country under the partial disguise and

names of “ Fatliers of the Faith ” or “ Clerks of the Sacred Heart,”

but were obliged by Napoleon 1 . to retire in 1804. They re-

appeared under their true name in 1814, and obtained formal

licence in 1822, but became the objects of so much hostility

that Charles X. deprived them l>y ordinance of the right of in-

struction, and obliged all applicants for licences as teachers to

nmke oath that they did not belong to any community unrecog-

nized by the laws. They were dispersed again by the revolution of

July 1830, but soon reappeared and, though put to much incon-

venience during the latter years of Louis Philippe’s reign,motably

in 1845, maintained their footing, recovered the right to teach

freely after the revolution of 1848, and gradually became the

leading educational and ecclesiastical power in France, notably

under the Second Empire, till they were once more expelled by

the Ferry laws of 1880, though they quietly returned since the

execution of those measures. They were agam expelled by the

Law of Associations of 1901. In Spain they came back with

Ferdinand VII., but were expelled at the constitutional rising in

1820, returning in 1823, when the duke ol Angoulcme’s army

replaced Ferdinand on his throne; they were driven out once

more by Espartero in 1835, and have had no legal position since,

though their presence is openly tolerated. In JVtugal, ranging

themselves on the side of Dam Miguel, they fell with his cause,

and were exiled in 1834. There are some to this day in Lisbon

under the name of “ Fathers of the P'aith.” Russia, which had

been their warmest patron, drove them from St Petersburg and

Moscow in 1813, and from the whole empire in 1820, mainly

on the plea of attempted proselytizing in the imperial army.

Holland drove them out in 1816, and, by giving them thus a

valid excuse for aiding the Belgian revolution of 1830, secured

them the strong position they have ever since held in Belgium;

but they have succeeded in returning to Holland. They were

expelled from Switzerland in 1847-J848 for the part they were

charged with in exciting the wiir of tlie Sonderbund. In south

Germany, inclusive of Austria and Bavaria, their annals since

their restoration have been uneventful
;
but in north Germany,

owing to the footing Frederick 11 . had given them in Prussia,

they became very powerful, especially in the Rhine provinces,

and, gradually moulding the younger’ generation of clergy after

the close of the War of Liberation, sua eeded in spreading Ultra-

montane views amongst them, and so leading up to the difficul-

ties with the civil government which issued in the Falk laws,

and their own expulsion by decree of the Grermon parliament

(June 19, 1872). Since then many attempts have been made to

procure the recall of the Society to the German Empire, but

without success, although as individuals they are now allowed in

the country. In Great Britain, whither they began to straggle

over during the revolutionary troubles at the close of the 18th

century, and where, practically unaffected by the clause directed

against them in the Emancipation Act of 18*9, their chief settle-

ment has been at Stonyhurst in Lancashire, an estate conferred

on them by Thomas Weld in 1795, they have been unraolest^;

but there has been little affinity to the order in the British

temperament, aad the English province has consequently never

risen to numerical or intellectual importance in the Society. In

Rome itself, its progress after the restoration was at first slow, and

it was not till the reign of Leo XIL (1823-1829) that it recovered

its place as the chief educational body there. It advanced

steadily under Gregory XVL, and, though it was at f^rst shunned

by Pius. IX,, it secured his entire confidence after liis return

from Gacta in 1849, and obtained from him a special breve erect-

ing the staff of its literary journal, the CivUtd Cattolica, into a

perpetual college under the general of the Jesuits, for the purpose

of teaching and propagating the faith in its pages. How, with

this pope’s support throughout his long reign, the gradual filling

of nearly all the sees of Latin Christen^m with bishops of their

own section, and their practical capture, directly or mdirectiy,

of the education of the clergy in seminaries, they contrived to

stamp out the last remains of independence eveiywhere, and to

crown the Ultramontane triumph with the Vatican Decrees, is

matter of familiar knowledge. Leo XIII., while favouring them
somewhat, never gave them his full confidence; and by his

adhesion to the Thomist philosophy and theology, and his active

work for the regeneration and progress of the older orders, he

made another suppression possible by destroying much of their

prestige. But tlic usual sequence has been observed under

Pius X., who ^q^peared to be greatly in favour of the Society and
to rely upon them for many of the measures of his pontificate.

The Society has been ruled by twenty-five generals and four

vicars from its foundation to the present day (1910). Of all the

various nationalities represented in the Society, neither France,

its original cradle, nor England, has ever given it a head, while

Spain, Italy, Holland, Belgium, Germany and Poland, were all

represented. The numbers of the Society are not accurately

known, but are estimated at about 20,000 in all parts of the

world; and of these the English, Irish and American Jesuits are

under 3000.

The generalH of the Jesuits have been as follow :

—

1. Ignatius de Loyola (Spaniard) 1541-1556
2. Diego Laynez (Spaniard) 155®-*5^5
3. Francisco Borgia (Spaniard) 1565-1572
4. Everard Mercurian (Belgian) 15^-1580
5. Claudio Aenuaviva (Neapolitan) 1581-1615
6. Mutio Vilelleschi (Roman) 1615-1645
7. Vincenzio (Gratia (Neapolitan) 164^x649
8. Francesco Piccolomini (Florentine) 1649-1651
q. Alessandro Gottofredi (Roman) 1652

10. Goswin Nickel (GL*mian) 1652-1664
11. Giovanni Paolo Oliva (Genoese) vicar-general and

coadjutor. i66i
;
general 1664-1681

12. Charles dc Noyclle (Belgian) 1682-1686
13. Tirso Gonzalez (^aniard) 1687-1705
14. Michele Angelo Tamburini (Modenese) 1706-1730
15. Franz Retz (Bohemian) 1730-1730
16. Ignazio Visconti (Milanese) I75i-i755

17. Alessandro Centurioni (Genoese). . ... I755“i757
18. Lorenzo Ricci (Florentine) 1758 -1775

a> Stanislaus Czemiewicz (Pole), vicar-gcneral . 1782-1785
b. Gabriel Lienkiewicz (Pole), „ . 1785-1798
c. Franciscus Xavier Karen (Pole), (general in

Russia, 7th March I Sox) 1799-1802

d. Gabriel Gruber (German) 1802-1805

19. Thaddien.s Brzorow.ski (Pole) 1805-1820
20. Aloysio Fortis (Veronese). . . . 182^1829
21. Johannes Roolhaan (Dutchman) 1829-1853
22. Peter Johannes Beckx (Belgian) 1853-1884
23. Antoine Andcrledy (Swiss) 1884-1892

24. I.uis Martin (Spanish) iSgz-iQofj

25. Francis Xavier Wemz (Gorman) 1906-

The bibliography of Jesuitism is of enormous extent, and it is Im-

practicable to cite more than a few of the most important works.

Thej^ are as follow.: Instifutum Societatis Jesu (7 vols., Avignon,

1830-1838); Orlandini, Historio Soci$UUis Jssh (Antwwp, 1620);

imago ptimi saeculi Societatis Jesu (Antwerp, 1640); Nierembei^,

Vida de San Ignacio de Loyola (9 vols,, fol., Madrid, 1645-1736);
Genelli, Life 0] St Ignatius of Loyola (London, 1872); Backer,

Bibtiothique des dcfivams de la Compagnie de (7 vols., Paris,

1853-1861) ;
Cr^tineau Joly, Histoire de la Compagnie de jisus (6 vols.,

Park 1844) ;
Guettie, Histoire des Jisuites (3 vols.. Peris, 1858-1859)

;

Wolft, Aligememe Geschiclite dev Jesuiten (4 vols., Zurich, 1789-1792);
Oloberti, II Gesuita modema (Lausanne, 1845) ;

P. Parkman, Pioneers

of France in the A'w World and The Jesuits in North America
(Boston, 1868); Letires ddifiantes et curieuses^ icrites des missions

itrangires^ avec les Annates de la propagation de la foi /40 vols.,

Lyons, 1819-1854) ;
Saint-Priest, Histoire de la chute des Jesuites au

XVTIP SUcle (Paris, 1844) ;
Ranke, Rdmische Pdpste (3 vols., Berlin,

1838) ;
E. Taunton, History of the Jesuits in England (London, 1901);

Thomas Hughes, S. J., History of the Society of Jesm in Nortih America
(London and New York, 1907) ; R. G. Thwaites, Jesuit Relations

and Allied Documents (73 vols., Cleveland, 1896-1901).
(R. F. L.; E. Tn.)

JfiSUP» MOBRIS KETCHUM (1830-1908), American banker

and philemthropist, was bom at Westport, Connecticut, on the

2ist of June 1830. In 1842 he went to New York where

after some experience in business he established a banking house
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in 1852. In 1856 he organized the banking firm of M. K. ]esup

& Company, which after two reorganizations became Cuyler,

Morgan & Jesup He became widely known as a financier,

retiring from active business in 1884. He was best known,
however, as a munificent patron of scientific research, a large

contributor to the needs of education, and a public-spirited

citizen of wide interests, who did much for the betterment of

social conditions in New' York. He contributed largely to the

funds for the Arctic expeditions of Commander Robert E. Peary,

becoming president of the Peary Arctic (.1ub in 1899. To the

American museum of natural history, in New York City, he gave

large sums in his lifetime and bequeathed ijir,000,000. He
was president of the New' York chamber of commerce from 1899
until 1907, and was the largest subscriber to its new building.

To his native town he gave a fine public library. He died in

New York City on the 22nd of January 1908.

JESUS CHRIST. To w'rite a summary account of the life

of Christ, though always involving a grave responsibility, was
until recent years a comparatively straightforward task

;
for it

was assumed that all that was needed, or could be offered, was a

chronological outline based on a harmony of the four canonical

Gospels. But to-day history is not satisfied by this simple pro-

cedure. Literary criticism has analysed the documents, and has

already established some important results
;
and many questions

arc still in debate, the answers to which must affect our judg-

ment of the historical value of the existing narratives. It seems

therefore consonant alike with prudence and reverence to re-

frain from attempting to combme afresh into a single picture

the materials derivable from the various documents, and to

endeavour instead to describe the main contents of the sources

from w'hich our knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ as an

historical personage is ultimately drawn, and to observe the

picture of Him w'hich each writer in turn has offered to us.

The chief elements of the evidence w’ith which wc shall deal arc
the following :

—

1. First, because earliest in point of time, the references to the
Lord Jesus Christ in the earliest Epistles of St Paul.

2 . The Gospel according to St Mark.
3. A document, no longer extant, which was partially incorporated

into the Gospels of St Matthew and St Luke.
.4. Further information added by St Matthew's Gospel.

5. Further information added by St Luke’s Gospel.
(k The Gospel according to St John.

With rop^ard to traditional sayings or doings of our Lord, which were
onl3®|||rntten down at a later period, it will suffice to say that those
which have any claim to be genuine are very scanty, and that their

genuineness has to be lestctl by their correspondence with the great
bulk of information which is derived from the sources already
enumerated. The fictitious literature of the second and third

centuries, known as the Apocryphal Gospels, offers no direct evidence
of any historical value at all ; it is chiefly valuable for the contrast
which it presents to the grave simplicity of the canonical Gospels,

and as showing how incapable a later age was of adding anything to
the Gospel history which was not palpably absurd.

1. Letters af St Paid ,—In the order of chronology we must give

the first place to the earliest letters of St Paul. The first piece

of Christian literature which has an independent existence and
to which we can fix a date is St Paul’s first Epistle to the Thessa-

lonians. Lightfoot dates it in 52 or 53; Hamack places it

five years earlier. We may .say, then, that it was written .some

twenty years after the Crucifixion. St Paul is not an historian;

he is not attempting to describe what Jesus Christ said or did.

He is writing a letter to encourage a little Christian society which
hr, a Jew, had founded in a di.stant Greek city; and he reminds

liis readers of many thing.s which he had told them when he was
with them. The evidence to be collected from his epistles

generally must not detain us here, but wc may glance for a
moment at this one letter, because it contains what appears to be

the first mention of Jesus Christ in the literature of the world.

Those who would get a true history cannot afford to neglect their

curliest documents. Now the opening sentence of this letter is

a,s follows :

**
Paul and Silvaniis and Timothy to the Church of

the Tliessalonians in God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ

:

Grace to you, and peace.” Three men with Greek or Latin

names are writing to some kind of assembly in a city of Mace-

CHRIST
donia. The writers are Jews, to judge by their salutation of

“ peace/' and by their mention of God the Father/' and of the

assembly or society as being “ in ” Him. But what is this new
name which is placed side by side with the Divine Name~-“ in

God the Father and the Lcrd Jesus Christ ” ? An educated
Greek, who knew something (as many at that time did) of the

Greek translation of the ancient Hebrev/ Scriptures, if he had
picked up this letter before he had ever heard the name of Jesu.s

Christ, would have been deeply interested in these opening

words. He would have known that “ Jesus ” was the Greek
form of Joshua; that “Christ” was the Greek rendering of

Messiah, or Anointed, the title of the grciu King for whom the

Jews were looking; he might further have remembered that
“ the Lord ” is the exprcs.sion which the Greek Old Testament
constantly uses instead of the ineffable name of God, which we
now call “ Jehovah ” (o.v,). Who, then, he might well ask,

is this Jesus Christ who is lifted to this unexampled height ?

For it in pla.n tba!: Jesus Clirist stands in some close relation to
“ God the Fi ther,” and that on the ground of that relation a

society has been built up, apparently by Jews, in a Greek city

far distant from Palestine. He would learn something as he

read on ;
for the letter makes a passing reference to the founda-

tion of the society, and to the expansion of its influence in other

parts of Greece
;
to the conversion of its members from heatlien-

ism, and lo the consequent .sufferings at the hands of their

heathen neighbours. The writers speak of themselves as
** apostles,” or messengers, of Christ; they refer to .similar

societies “ in Christ Jesus,” which they call “ churches of God,”
in Judaea, and they say that these also suffer from the Jews
there, who had “ killed the Lord Jesus ” some time before.

But they further speak of Jesus as “ raised from the dead,”

and they refer to the belief which they had led the .society to

entertain, that He would come ;.gain “ from heaven to deliver

them from the coming w’ath.” Moreover, they urge them
not to grieve for certain members of the society who have

already died, saying that, “ if we believe that Jesus died and

rose again,” we may also be assured that “ the dead n (‘hrisi

will rise ” and will live for ever with Him. Thus che letter

assumes that its readers already have considerable knowledge

as to “ the Lord Jesus Christ,” and as to His relation to “ God
the Father/’ a knowledge derived from teaching given in person

on a fonner visit. The purpose of the letter is not to give in-

formation as to the past, but to stimulate its readers to perse-

verance by giving fresh teaching as to the future. Historically

it is of great value as showing how widely within twenty or

twenty-five years of the Crucifixion a religion which proclaimed

developed theological teaching as to “ the Lord Jesus Christ
”

had spread in the Roman Empire. We may draw a further con-

clusion from this and other letters of St Paul before we go on.

St Paul’s missionary work must have created a demand. Those

who had heard him and read his letters would want to know
more than he had told them of the earthly life of the Lord

Jesus. They would wish to be able to picture Him to their

minds; and especially to understand what could have led to

HiS being put to death by the Romans at the requi.sition of the

Jews. St Paul had not been one of his personal disciples in

Galilee or Jerusalem; he had no memories to relate of His

miracles and teaching. Some written account of these was an

obvious need. And we may be sure that any such narrative

concerning One who was so deeply reverenced would be most

carefully scrutinized at a time when many were still living whose

memories went back to the period of Our Lord’s public ministry.

One such narrative we now proceed to describe.

2. St Mark's The Gospel according to St Mark was

written within fifteen years of the first letter of St Paul to the

Thessalonians— about 65. It seems designed to meet the

requirements of Christians living far away from Palestine. The
author was not an eyewitness of w^hat he relates, but he writes

with the firm security of a man who has the best authority

behind him. The characteristics of his work confirm the early

belief that St Mark wrote this Gospel for the Christians of Rome
under the guidance of St Peter. It is of the first importance that
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we should endeavour to see this book as a whole; to gain the total

impression which it makes on the mind ; to look at the picture of

Jesus Christ which it offers. That picture must inevitably be
an incomplete representation of Him; it will need to be supple-

mented by other pictures which other writers have drawn.
But it is important to consider it by itself, as showing us what
impress the Master had made on the memory of one disciple

who had been almost constantly by His side.

The book opens thus: ** The beginning of the Gospel of

Jesus Christ.” This “ beginning ” is shown to be itself rooted

Btgtnmtttg past. Hebrew prophets had foretold that

otcbHMt*a God would send a “messenger”; that a voice
Miaaion. would be heard saying, “ Prepare the way of the

Lord.” And so, in fact, John came, baptizing in the wilderness

and turning the heart of the nation back to God. But John was
onh’ a forerunner. He was himself a prophet, and his prophecy
was this, “ He that is stronger than I am is coming after me.”
Then, we read, “ Jesus came.” St Mark introduces Him quite

abruptly, just as he had introduced John; for he is writing

for those who already know the outlines of the story. “ Jesus
came from Nazareth of Galilee.” He was baptized by John, and
as He came out of the water He had a vision of the opened
heavens and the Holy Spirit, like a dove, descending upon
Him; and He heard a Voice saying, “ Thou art My Son, the

Beloved ; in Thee 1 am well pleased.” He then passed away
ink) the wilderness, where He was tempted by Satan and fed

by angels. Then He begins His work; and from the very

first we feel that He fulfils John’s sign : He is strong. His first

words are words of strength
;

‘‘ the time is fulfilled ’’—that is to

say, all the past has been leading up to this great moment;
“ the kingdom of God is at hand "—that is to say all your

best hopes are on the point of being fulfilled
;

“ repent, and

believe the Gospel ”—that is to say, turn from your sins and
accept the tidings which I bring you. It is but a brief summary
of what He must have said; but we feel its strength. He does

not hesitate to fix all eyes upon Himself. Then we see Him call

two brothers who are fishermen. “ Come after Me,” He says,

“ and I will make you fishers of men.” They dropped their nets

and went after Him, and so did two other brothers, their partners;

for they all felt the power of this Master of men : He was strong.

He began to teach in the .synagogue
;
they were a.«tonished at His

teaching, for he spoke with authority. He was interrupted

by a demoniac, but He quelled th(‘ evil spirit by a word; He was
stronger than the power of evil. When the sun set the Sabbath

was at an end, and the people could carry out their sick into

th(’ street where He was ; and He came forth and healed them
nil. The demoniacs show'ed a strange faculty of recognition,

and cried that He was “ the hol>^ one of God,” and “ the Christ,”

but He silenced them ai once. The next morning He was

gone. He had sought a quiet spot for prayer. Peter, one of

those fishermen whom He had called, whose wife’s mother had

been healed the day before, found Him and tried to bring

Him back. “ All men are seeking Thee,” he pleaded. “ Let

iis go elsewhere” was the quiet reply of one who could not

be moved by popular enthusiasm., Once again, we observe, He
fulfils John’s sign ; He is .strong. This is our first sight of

Jesus Christ. The next shows us that this great strength is

united to a most tender .sympathy. To touch a leper was

forbidden, and the offence involved ceremonial defilement. Yet

when a leper declared that Jesus could heal him, if only He
would, “ He put forth His hand and touched him.” The act

perfected the leper's faith, and he was healed immediately.

Hut he disobeyed the command to be silent about the matter,

and the result was that Jesus could not openly enter into the

toM'n, but remained outside in the country. It is the first shadow

that falls across His path; His power finds a check in human
wilfulness. Presently He is in Capernaum again. He heals a

paralysed man, but not until He has come into touch, as we
say, with him also, by reaching his deepest need and declaring the

forgiveness of his sins. This declaration disturbs the rabbis,

w'ho regard it as a blasphemous usurpation of Divine authority.

But He claims that “ the Son of Man hath authority on earth to
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forgive sins.” The title which He thus adopts must be con-
sidered later.

We may note, as wt pass on, that He has again, in the
exercise of His power and His sympathy, come into conflict

with the established religious tradition. This free-

dom from the trammels of convention appears yet towm4a
again when He claims as a new disciple a publican, a
man whose calling as a tax-gatherer for the Roman
government made him odious to every patriotic Jew. Publicans

were classed with open sinners; and when Jesus went to this

man’s house and met a company of his fellows the rabbis were
scandalized :

“ Why eateth your Master with publicans and
sinners ?” The gentle answer of Jesus showed His sympathy even
with those w^ho opposed Him :

“ The doctor,” He said, “ must go
to the sick.” And again, when they challenged His disciples for

nor observing the regular fasts, He gently reminded them that
they themselves relaxed the discipline of fasting for a bride-

groom’s friends. And He added, in picturesque and pregnant
sayings, that an old garment could not bear a new patch, and
that old wine-skins could not take new wine. Such language was
at once gentle and strong; without condemning the old, it

claimed liberty for the new. To what lengths would this

liberty go ? The sacred badge of the Jews’ religion, which
marked them off from other men all the world over, was their

observance of the Sabbath, It was a national emblem, the test

of religion and patriotism. The rabbis had fenced the Sabbath
round with minute commands, lest any Jew should e\^en seem
to work on the Sabbath day. Thus, plucking and rubbing the

ears of com was counted a form of reaping and threshing. The
hungry disciples had so transgressed as tney walked through the

fields of ripe cum. Jesus defended them by the example of

David, who had eaten the shewbread, which only priests might
eat, and had given it to his hungry men. Necessity absolves

from ritual restrictions. And he went farther, and proclaimed
a principle :

“ The Sabbath was made for man, and not man
for the Sabbath, so that the Son of Man is lord even of the

Sabbath.” For a second time, in justifying His position, He
used the expression “ the Son of Man.” The words might sound
to Jewish ears merely as a synonym for “ man,” For Himself,

and po{?sibly for some others, they involved a reference, as

appears later, to the “ one like to a son of man ” in Daniel's

prophecy of the coming kingdom. They emphasized His relation

to humanity as a whole, in contrast to such narrower titles as
“ Son of Abraham ” or “ Son of David.” They were fitted to

express a wider mission than that of a merely Jewish Messiah:

He stood and spoke for mankind. The controversy was renewed
when a man with a withered hand appeared in the synagogue
on the Sabbath, and the rabbis watched to see whether Jesus

would heal him. For the first time, we read that Je.sus was
angry. They were wilfully blind, and they would rather not

see good done than see it done in a way that contradicted their

teachings and undermined their influence. After a sharp remon-

strance, He healed the man by a mere word. And they went

out to make a compact with the followers of the worldly Herod

to kill Him, and so to stave off a religious revolution which

might easily have been followed by political trouble.

Up to this point what have we seen ? On the stage of Palestine,

an outlying district of the Roman Empire, the home of the

Jewish nation, now subject but still fired with the RwmpUtf
hope of freedom and even of universal domination

under the leadership of a divinely anointed King, a new figure

has appeared. His appearance has been announced by a
reforming prophet, who has summoned the nation to return

to its God, and promised that a stronger than himself is to

follow. In fulfilment of this promise, who is it that has come ?

Not a rough prophet in the desert like John, not a leader striking

for political freedom, not a pretender aiming at the petty throne

of the Herods, not even a great rabbi, building on the patriotic

foundation of the Pharisees who had secured the national life

by a new devotion to the ancient law. None of these, but, on the

contrary, an unknown figure from the remote hills of Galilee,

standing on the populous shores of its lake, proclaiming as
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in 1852. In 1856 he organized the banking firm of M. K. ]esup

& Company, which after two reorganizations became Cuyler,

Morgan & Jesup He became widely known as a financier,

retiring from active business in 1884. He was best known,
however, as a munificent patron of scientific research, a large

contributor to the needs of education, and a public-spirited

citizen of wide interests, who did much for the betterment of

social conditions in New' York. He contributed largely to the

funds for the Arctic expeditions of Commander Robert E. Peary,

becoming president of the Peary Arctic (.1ub in 1899. To the

American museum of natural history, in New York City, he gave

large sums in his lifetime and bequeathed ijir,000,000. He
was president of the New' York chamber of commerce from 1899
until 1907, and was the largest subscriber to its new building.

To his native town he gave a fine public library. He died in

New York City on the 22nd of January 1908.

JESUS CHRIST. To w'rite a summary account of the life

of Christ, though always involving a grave responsibility, was
until recent years a comparatively straightforward task

;
for it

was assumed that all that was needed, or could be offered, was a

chronological outline based on a harmony of the four canonical

Gospels. But to-day history is not satisfied by this simple pro-

cedure. Literary criticism has analysed the documents, and has

already established some important results
;
and many questions

arc still in debate, the answers to which must affect our judg-

ment of the historical value of the existing narratives. It seems

therefore consonant alike with prudence and reverence to re-

frain from attempting to combme afresh into a single picture

the materials derivable from the various documents, and to

endeavour instead to describe the main contents of the sources

from w'hich our knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ as an

historical personage is ultimately drawn, and to observe the

picture of Him w'hich each writer in turn has offered to us.

The chief elements of the evidence w’ith which wc shall deal arc
the following :

—

1. First, because earliest in point of time, the references to the
Lord Jesus Christ in the earliest Epistles of St Paul.

2 . The Gospel according to St Mark.
3. A document, no longer extant, which was partially incorporated

into the Gospels of St Matthew and St Luke.
.4. Further information added by St Matthew's Gospel.

5. Further information added by St Luke’s Gospel.
(k The Gospel according to St John.

With rop^ard to traditional sayings or doings of our Lord, which were
onl3®|||rntten down at a later period, it will suffice to say that those
which have any claim to be genuine are very scanty, and that their

genuineness has to be lestctl by their correspondence with the great
bulk of information which is derived from the sources already
enumerated. The fictitious literature of the second and third

centuries, known as the Apocryphal Gospels, offers no direct evidence
of any historical value at all ; it is chiefly valuable for the contrast
which it presents to the grave simplicity of the canonical Gospels,

and as showing how incapable a later age was of adding anything to
the Gospel history which was not palpably absurd.

1. Letters af St Paid ,—In the order of chronology we must give

the first place to the earliest letters of St Paul. The first piece

of Christian literature which has an independent existence and
to which we can fix a date is St Paul’s first Epistle to the Thessa-

lonians. Lightfoot dates it in 52 or 53; Hamack places it

five years earlier. We may .say, then, that it was written .some

twenty years after the Crucifixion. St Paul is not an historian;

he is not attempting to describe what Jesus Christ said or did.

He is writing a letter to encourage a little Christian society which
hr, a Jew, had founded in a di.stant Greek city; and he reminds

liis readers of many thing.s which he had told them when he was
with them. The evidence to be collected from his epistles

generally must not detain us here, but wc may glance for a
moment at this one letter, because it contains what appears to be

the first mention of Jesus Christ in the literature of the world.

Those who would get a true history cannot afford to neglect their

curliest documents. Now the opening sentence of this letter is

a,s follows :

**
Paul and Silvaniis and Timothy to the Church of

the Tliessalonians in God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ

:

Grace to you, and peace.” Three men with Greek or Latin

names are writing to some kind of assembly in a city of Mace-
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donia. The writers are Jews, to judge by their salutation of

“ peace/' and by their mention of God the Father/' and of the

assembly or society as being “ in ” Him. But what is this new
name which is placed side by side with the Divine Name~-“ in

God the Father and the Lcrd Jesus Christ ” ? An educated
Greek, who knew something (as many at that time did) of the

Greek translation of the ancient Hebrev/ Scriptures, if he had
picked up this letter before he had ever heard the name of Jesu.s

Christ, would have been deeply interested in these opening

words. He would have known that “ Jesus ” was the Greek
form of Joshua; that “Christ” was the Greek rendering of

Messiah, or Anointed, the title of the grciu King for whom the

Jews were looking; he might further have remembered that
“ the Lord ” is the exprcs.sion which the Greek Old Testament
constantly uses instead of the ineffable name of God, which we
now call “ Jehovah ” (o.v,). Who, then, he might well ask,

is this Jesus Christ who is lifted to this unexampled height ?

For it in pla.n tba!: Jesus Clirist stands in some close relation to
“ God the Fi ther,” and that on the ground of that relation a

society has been built up, apparently by Jews, in a Greek city

far distant from Palestine. He would learn something as he

read on ;
for the letter makes a passing reference to the founda-

tion of the society, and to the expansion of its influence in other

parts of Greece
;
to the conversion of its members from heatlien-

ism, and lo the consequent .sufferings at the hands of their

heathen neighbours. The writers speak of themselves as
** apostles,” or messengers, of Christ; they refer to .similar

societies “ in Christ Jesus,” which they call “ churches of God,”
in Judaea, and they say that these also suffer from the Jews
there, who had “ killed the Lord Jesus ” some time before.

But they further speak of Jesus as “ raised from the dead,”

and they refer to the belief which they had led the .society to

entertain, that He would come ;.gain “ from heaven to deliver

them from the coming w’ath.” Moreover, they urge them
not to grieve for certain members of the society who have

already died, saying that, “ if we believe that Jesus died and

rose again,” we may also be assured that “ the dead n (‘hrisi

will rise ” and will live for ever with Him. Thus che letter

assumes that its readers already have considerable knowledge

as to “ the Lord Jesus Christ,” and as to His relation to “ God
the Father/’ a knowledge derived from teaching given in person

on a fonner visit. The purpose of the letter is not to give in-

formation as to the past, but to stimulate its readers to perse-

verance by giving fresh teaching as to the future. Historically

it is of great value as showing how widely within twenty or

twenty-five years of the Crucifixion a religion which proclaimed

developed theological teaching as to “ the Lord Jesus Christ
”

had spread in the Roman Empire. We may draw a further con-

clusion from this and other letters of St Paul before we go on.

St Paul’s missionary work must have created a demand. Those

who had heard him and read his letters would want to know
more than he had told them of the earthly life of the Lord

Jesus. They would wish to be able to picture Him to their

minds; and especially to understand what could have led to

HiS being put to death by the Romans at the requi.sition of the

Jews. St Paul had not been one of his personal disciples in

Galilee or Jerusalem; he had no memories to relate of His

miracles and teaching. Some written account of these was an

obvious need. And we may be sure that any such narrative

concerning One who was so deeply reverenced would be most

carefully scrutinized at a time when many were still living whose

memories went back to the period of Our Lord’s public ministry.

One such narrative we now proceed to describe.

2. St Mark's The Gospel according to St Mark was

written within fifteen years of the first letter of St Paul to the

Thessalonians— about 65. It seems designed to meet the

requirements of Christians living far away from Palestine. The
author was not an eyewitness of w^hat he relates, but he writes

with the firm security of a man who has the best authority

behind him. The characteristics of his work confirm the early

belief that St Mark wrote this Gospel for the Christians of Rome
under the guidance of St Peter. It is of the first importance that
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thought him Elijah or one of the ancient prophets returned to

earth—a suggestion based on popular tradition; others said He
was John Sie Baptist risen from the dead—^the superstition

of Herod who had put him to death. When the disciples

returned, Jesus took them apart for rest; but the crowds re-

assembled when they found Him agmn near the lake, and
yearning compassion for these sheph^dless sheep led Him to give

them an impressive sign that He had indeed come to supply all

human needs. Hitherto His power had gone forth to individuals,

but now He fed five thousand men from the scanty stock of five

loaves and two fishes. That night He came to His disciples

walking upon the waters, and in the period which immediately

followed there was once more a great manifestation of healing

power.

We have heard nothing for some time of any opposition; but

now a fresh conflict arose with certain scribes who had come down

OppoMitlon Jerusalem, and who complained that the dis-

o# ciples • neglected the ceremonial washing of their
scrifM, hands before meah. Jesus replied with a stern re-

buke, addressing the questioners as hypocrites, and exposing the

falsity of a system which allowed the breach of fundamental

commandments in order that traditional regulations might be

observed. He then turned from them to the multitude, and
uttered a saying which in effect annulled the Jewish distinction

between clean and unclean meats. This was a direct attack on

tlie whole Pharisaic position. Ihc controversy was plainly

irreconcilable, and Jesus withdrew to the north, actually passing

outside the limits of the Holy JL^d. He desired to remain

unknown, and not to extend His mission to the heathen popula-

tion, hut the extraordinary faith and the modest importunity of

a Syrophenician woman induced Him to heal her daughter.

Then He returned by a circuitous route to the Sea of Galilee.

His return was marked by another miraculous feeding of the

multitude, and also by two healing miracles which present

unusual features. In both the patient was withdrawn from the

multitude and the cure was wrought with the accompaniment of

symbolic actions. Moreover, in one case Jesus is described as

groaning before He spoke
;
in the other the cure was at first in-

complete
;
and both of the men were strictly charged to observe

silence afterwards. It cannot be a mere coincidence that these

are the last cures which St Mark records as performed in Galilee.

In fact the Galilean ministr)^ is now closed. Jesus retires

northwards to Caesarea Philippi, and appears henceforth to

devote Himself entirely to the instruction ol his dis-

TemchiJiif. ciples, who needed to be prepared for the fata? issue

which could not long be delayed. He begins by asking them
the popular opinion as to Hi? Person. The suggestions are

still the same—John the Baptist, or Elijah, or some other of

the prophets. But, when He asked their own belief, Peter

replied, “ Thou art the Christ.” He warned them not to make
tills known; and He proceeded to give them the wholly new
teaching that the Son of Man must suffer and be killed, adding

that after three days He must rise again. Peter took Him aside

and urged Him not to speak so. But He turned to the other

disciples and openly rebuked Peter. And then, addressing a yet

wider circle. He demanded of those who should follow Him a

self-sacrifice like His own. He even used the metaphor of the

cross which was carried by the sufferer to the place of execution.

Life, he declared, could only be saved by voluntary death. He
went on to demand an unswerving loyalty to Himself and His

teaching in the face of a threatening world ; and then He promised

that some of those who were present should not die before they

had seen the coming of the kingdom of God. We have had no

hint of such teaching as this in the whole of the Galilean ministry.

Jesus had stood forth as the strong healer and helper of men; it

was bewildering to hear Him speak of dying. He had promised

to fulfil men's highest expectations, ii only they would not

doubt His willingness and power. He had been enthusiastically

reverenced by the common people,though suspected and attacked

by the religious leaders. He had spoken of “ the will of God ”

as supreme, and had set aside ceremonial traditions. He had

announced the nearness of the kingdom of God, but had

described it only in parables from nature. He hod adopted the

va^e title of the '' Son of Man,” but had refrained from pro-

claiming Himself as the expected Messiah. At last the disciples

had expressed their conviction that He was the Christ, and imihe-

diately He tells them that He goes to meet humilia^n and death

as the necessary steps to a resurrection and a coming of the Son
of Man in the glory of His Father. It was an amazing announce-

ment, and He plainly added that their path like His own lay

through deatii to life. The dark shadows of this picture of the

future abne could impress their minds, but a week later three of

them were allowed a momentary vision of the light which should

overcome the darkness. They saw Jesus transfigured in a

radiance of glory : Elijah appeared with Moses, imd they talked

with Jesus. A cloud (»me over them, and a Voice, like that of

the Baptism, proclaimed “ This is My Son, the Beloved : hear

ye Him.” They were bidden to keep the vision secret till the

Son of Man should have risen from the dead. It was in itself a

foretaste of resurrection, and the puzzled disciples remembered

that the scribes declared that before the resurrection Elijah

would appear. Their minds were confused as to what resurrec-

tion was meant. Jesus told them that Elijah had in fact come;

and He also said that the Scriptures foretold the sufferings of

the Son of Man. But the situation was wholly beyond their

grasp, and the very langut^e of St Mark at this point seems to

reflect the confusion of their minds.

The other disciples, in the meantime, had been vainly en-

deavouring to cure a peculiarly violent case of demoniacal

possession. Jesus Himself cast out the demon, but not before

the suffering child had been rendered seemingly lifeless by a

final assault. Then they journeyed secretly through Galilee

towards Judaea and the eastern side of the Jordan. On the way
Jesus reinforced the new lesson of self-renunciation. He offered

the little children as the type of those to whom the kingdom of

God belonged; and He disappointed a young and wealthy aspi-

rant to His favour, amazing His disciples by saying that the

kingdom of God could hardly be entered by the rich; he who
forsook all should have all, and more than all; the world's

estimates were to be reversed—^the first should be last and tlie

last first. They were now journeying towards Jerusalem, and

the prediction of the Passion was repeated. James and John,

who ha'd witnessed the Transfiguration, and who were confident

of the coming glory, asked for the places nearest to their Master,

and professed their readiness to share His sufferings. When
the other ten were aggrieved Jesus declared that greatness was

measured by service, not by rank; and^that the Son of Man had

come not to be served, but to serve, and to give His life to

ransom many other lives. As they came up from the Jordan

valley and passed through Jericho, an incident occurred which

signalized the beginning of the final period. A blind man
appealed to Jesus as ” the Son of David,” and was answered

by the restoration of his sight; and when, a little later, Jesus

fulfilled an ancient prophecy by mounting an ass and riding into

Jerusalem, the multitudes shouted their welcome to the returning

“kingdom of David.” Hitherto He had not permitted any

public recognition of His Messiahship, but now He entered

David's city in lowly but significant pomp as David’s promised

heir.

Two incidents illustrate the spirit of judgment with which He
approached the splendid but apostate city. On His arrival He
had carefully observed the condition ot the Temple, Bmiryimf

and had retired to sleep outside the city. On the JotmIwb.

following morning, finding no fruit on a fig-tree in full leaf,

He .said, ” Let no man eat fruit of thee henceforth for ever.” It

was a parable of impending doom. Then, when He entered

the Temple, He swept away with a fiery zeal the merchants and

merchandise which had turned God’s House into a robbas’

den.” The act was at once an assertion of commanding

authority and an open condemnation of the religious rulers who
had permitted the desecration. Its immediate effect was to

make new and powerful enemies; for the chief priests, as well as

their rivals the scribes, were now inffamed against Him. At the

moment they could do nothing, but the next day they fcwmally
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demanded whence He derived His right so to act. When they

retused to answer His question as to the authority of John the

Baptist He in turn refused to tell them His own. But He
uttered a parable which more than answered them. 'I'he owner

of the vineyard, who had sent his servants and last of all his only

son, would visit their rejection and murder on the wicked

husbandmen. He added a reminder that the stone which the

builders refused was, after all, the Divine choice. They were

restrained from arresting Him by fear of the people, to whom
the meaning of the parable was plain. They therefore sent a

joint deputation of Pharisees and Herodians to entrap Him
w ith a question as to the Roman tribute, in answering which He
must either lose Ills influence with the people or else lay Him-
self open to a charge of treasoti. When they were baffled, the

Sadducees, to who.se party the chief priests belonged, sought in

vain to pose Him with a problem as to the resurrection of the

dead; and after that a more honest scribe confes.scd the truth

t»f His teaching as to the supremacy of love to God and man over

all the sacrificial worship of the Temple, and was told in reply

that he was not far from the kingdom of God. Jesus Himself

now put a question as to the teaching of the .scribes which

identified the Mes.siah with “the Son of David”; and then

He denounced those scribes whose pride and extortion and
hypocrisy were preparing for them a terrible doom. Before He
left the Temple, never to return, one incident gave Him pure

satisfaction. His own teaching that all must be given for God
was illustrated by the devotion of a pt)or widow who cast into

the treasury the two tiny coins whi(‘h w'ert- all that she had.

As He passed out He foretold, in word.s which corre.sponded to

the doom of the fig-tree, the utter demolition of the imposmg
but profitless Temple; and presently He opened up to four of

His disciples a vi.sion of the future, warning them against false

riirists, bidding them expect great sorrows, national and
personal, declaring that the gospel must be proclaimed to all

the nalions, and that after a great tribulation the Son of Man
should appear, “ coming with the clouds of heaven.” The day

and the hour none knew, neither the angels nor the Son, but

only the Father : it was the duty of all to watch.

We now come to the final scenes. 'Ihe Pas.sover was approach-

ing, and plots were being laid for His destruction. He Himself

PiaaJ spoke mysteriously of His burial, when a woman
So0m03, poured a vase of costly ointment upon His head.

To some this seemed a wasteful act; but He accepted it as

a TOcen of the love which gave all that was in its power, and
He promised that it should never cease to illustrate His Go.spel.

1’wo of the disciples were sent into Jerusalem to prepare the

Passover meal. During the meal Jesus declared that He should

[>e betrayed by one of their number. Later in the evening He
gave them bread and wine,procliiiming that these were His body
and His blood—the tokens of His giving Himself to them, and
of a new covenant with God through His death. As they with-

drew to the Mount of Olives He foretold their general flight, but

promised that when He was risen He would go before them into

Galilee. Peter protested faithfulness unto death, !)ut was told

that he would deny his Master three times that very night.

Then coming to a place called Gethsemane, He bade the disciples

wait while He should pray
;
and taking the three who had been

with Him at the Transfiguration He told them to tarry near

Him and to watch. He went forward, and fell on the ground,

praying that “ the cup might be taken away ” from Him, but

resigning Himself to His Father’s will. Presently Judas arrived

w'ith a hand of armed men, and greeted his Master with a kiss —
the signal for His arrest. The disciples fled in panic, after one
of them had wounded the high priest's servant. Only a nameless

young man tried to follow, but he loo fled w'hen hands were laid

upon him. Before the high priest Jesus was charged, among
other accusations, with threatening to destroy the Temple; but

the matter was brought to an issue when He was plainly asked
if He were “ the Christ, the Son of the Blessed One.” He
answered that He was, and He predicted that they should sec

the fulfilm^’nt of Daniel’s vision of the Son of Man sitting on the

right hand of powder. Thereupon he was condemned to death

for manifest blasphemy, and a scene of cruel mockery followed.

Meanwhile Peter in the court below had been sitting with the

servants, and in his anxiety to escape recognition had thrice

declared that he did not know Jesus. Thus the night passed,

and in the morning Jesus was taken to Pilate, for the Jewish
council had no power to execute their decree of death. Pilate’s

question, “Art Thou the King of the Jews? ” shows the nature

of the accusation which was thought likely to tell with the

Roman governor. He had already in bonds one leader of

revolution, whose hands were stained with blood—a striking

contrast to the calm and silent figure who stood before him. At
this moment a crowd came up to ask the fulfilment of his annual

act of grace, the pardon of a prisoner at the Passover. Pilate,

discerning that it was the envy of the rulers which sought to

destroy an inconvenient rival, offered “ the King of the Jews
”

as the prisoner to be released. But the chief priests succeeded

in making the people ask for Barabbas and demand the cruci-

fixion of Jesus. Pilate fulfilled his pledge by giving them the

man of their choice, and Jesus, whom he had vainly hoped to

release on a satisfactory pretext, he now condemned to the

shameful punishments of scourging and crucifixion; for the

cross, as Jesus had foreseen, was the inevitable fate of a Jewisli

pretender to soN'ereigniy. The Roman soldiers mocked “ the

King of the Jews ” with a purple robe and a crown of thorns.

As they led Him out they forced the cross, which the sufferer

commonly carried, upon the shoulders of one Simon of Gyrene,

whose sons Alexander and Rufus arc here mentioned—probabh'

as being known to Si Mark’s readers; at any rate, it is interesting

to note that, in writing to the Christians at Rome, St Paul a

few years earlier had sent a greeting to “ Rufus and his mother.”

Over the cross, whic h .stood between two others, was the con-

demnatory inscription, “ The King of the Jews.” This was the

Roman designation of Him whom the Jewish rulers tauntingly

addressed as “ the King of Israel.” The same revilers, with a

deeper truth than they knew, summed up the mystery of Hi.s

life and death when they said, “ He saved others. Himself He
cannot save.”

A great darkness shrouded the scene for three hours, and then,

in His native Aramaic, Jesus cried in the words of the Psalm,
“ My God, My God, why hast Thou forsaken Me ? ” One other

cry He uttered, and the end came, and at that moment the veil

of the Temple was rent from lop to bottom—an omen of fearful

import to those who had mocked Him, even on the cross, as the

destroyer of the Temple, who in three days should build it anew.

The disciples of Jesus do not appear as spectators of the end, hut

only a group of women who bad ministered to His needs iii

Galilee, and had followed Him up to Jenisalem. These women
watched His burial, which w'as performed by a Jewish councillor,

to whom Pilate had granted the body after the centurion had

certified the reality of the unexpectedly early death. The body

was placed in a rock-hewm tomb, and a great stone was rolled

against the entrance. Sunset brought on the Jewish sabbath,

but the next evening the women brought spices to anoint the

body, and at sunrise on the third day they arrived at the tomb,

and .saw that the stone was rolled away. They entered and

found a young man in a white robe, who said, “ He is ri.sen, He
is not here,” and bade them say to His disciples and Peter, “ He
goeth before you into Galilee; there ye shall see Him, as He .said

unto you.” In terror they fled from the tomb, “ and they said

nothing to any man, for they feared ...”
So with a broken sentence the narrative ends. The document

is imperfect, owing probably to the accidental loss of its last

leaf. In very early times attempts were made to furnish it with

a fitting close; but neither of the supplements which we find in

manuscripts can be regarded as coming from the original writer.

If we ask what must, on grounds of literar>^ probability, have

been added before the record was closed, we may content our-

selves here with saying that some incident must certainly have

been narrated which should have realized the twice-repeated

promise that Jesus would be seen by His disciples in Galilee.

3. Document used by St Matthew afd St Luke .—We pass on now
to compare with this narrative of‘SL Mark another very early
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document which no longer exists in an independent form> but

which can be partially reconstructed from the portions of it

which have been embodied in the Gospels of St Matthew and
I

St Luke.

When we review St Mark’s narrative as a whole we are struck,

first of all, with its directness and simplicity. It moves straight*

forward upon a well-defined path. It shows us the Lord Jesus

entering on the mission predicted by the Baptist without de*
j

Glaring Himself to be the Messiah; attracting the multitudes
|

in Galilee by His healing power and His unbounded sympathy,

and at the same time awakening the envy and suspicion of the

leaders of religion; training a lew disciples till they reach the

conviction that He is the Christ, and then, but not till then,

admitting them into the secret of His coming sufferings, and
preparing them for a mission in which they also must sacrifice

themselves; then journeying to Jerusalem to fulfil the destiny

which He foresaw, accepting the responsibility of the Messianic

title, only to be condemned by the religious authorities as a

blasphemer and handed over to the Roman power as a pretender

to the Jewish throne. That is the story in its barest outline.

It is adequate to its presumed purpose of offering to distant

Gentile converts a clear account of their Master’s earthly work,

and of the causes which led to His rejection by His own people

and to His death by Roman crucifixion. The writer makes no

comment on the wonderful story which he tells. Allusions to

Jewish customs are, indeed, explained as they occur, but apart

from this the narrative appears to be a mere transcript of

remembered facts. The actors arc never characterized; their

actions are simply noted down
;
there is no praise and no blame.

To this simplicity and directness of narrative we may in large

measure attribute the fact that when two later evangelists

desired to give fuller accounts of our Lord’s life they both

made this early book the basis of their work. In those days

there was no sense of unfairness in using up existing materiajs

in order to make a more complete treatise. Accordingly so

much of St Mark’s Gospel has been taken over word for word in

the Gospels of St Luke and St Matthew that, if evcr>^ copy of it

had perished, we could still reconstnict large portions ^ it by

carefully comparing their narratives. I’hey did not hesitate,

however, to alter St Mark's language where it seemed to them
rough or obscure, for each of them had a distinctive style of his

own, and St Luke was a literary artist of a high order. Moreover,

though they both accepted the general scheme of St Mark’s

narrative, each of them was obliged to omit many incidents in

order to find room for other material which was at their disposal,

by which they were able to supplement the deficiencies of the

earlier book. The most conspicuous deficiency was in regard

to our Lord’s teaching, of which, as we have seen, St Mark had
given surprisingly little. Here they were happily in a position

to make a very important contribution.

For side by side with St Mark’s Gospel there was current in

the earliest times another account of the doings and sayings of

Jesus Christ. Our knowledge of it to-day is entirely derived

from n comparison of the two later evangelists who embodied

large portions of it, working it in and out of the general scheme

which they derived from St Mark, according as each of them
thought most appropriate. St Luke appears to have taken it

over in sections for the most part without much modification;

but in St Matthew’s Gospel its incidents seldom find an indepen-

dent place ; the sayings to which they gave rise are often detached

from their context and grouped with sayings of a similar character

so as to form considerable discourses, or else they are linked on

to sayings which were uttered on other occasions recorded by

St Mark. It is probable that many passages of St Luke’s Gospel

which have no parallel in St Matthew were also derived from

this early source; but this is not easily capable of distinct proof;

and, therefore, in order to gain a secure conception of the docu-

ment we must confine ourselves at first to those parts of it which

were borrowed by both writers. We shall, however, look to

St Luke in the main as preserving for us the more nearly its

original form.

We proceed now to give an outline of the contents of this
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document. To begin with, it contained a fuller account of the

teaching of John the Baptist. St Mark tells us only his message
of hope; but here we r^ the severer language with which he
called men to repentance. We hear his warning of “ the coming
wrath ”

: his mighty Successor will baptize with fire; the fruitless

tree will be cast into the fire; the chaff will be separated from riie

wheat and burned with unquenchable fire; the claim to be

children of Abraham will not avail, for God can raise up other

children to Abraham, if it be from the stones of the desert.

Next, we have a narrative of the Temptation, of which St Mark
had but recorded the bare fact. It was

,
founded on the

Divine sonship, which we already know was proclaimed at the

Baptism. In a threefold vision Jesus is invited to enter upon
His inheritance at once ;

to satisfy His own needs, to accept of

earthly dominion, to presume on the Divine protection. The
passage stands almost alone as a revelation of inner conflict in a

life which outwardly was marked by unusual calm.

Not far from the beginning of the document there stood a

remarkablf" discourse delivered among the hills above the lake.

It opens with a startling reversal of the common esti- xbe Stmoa
mates of happiness and miser)\ In the light of the m
coming kingdom it proclaims the blessedness of the

poor, the hungry, the sad and the maligned ;
and the wofulness

of the rich, the full, the merry and the popular. It goes on to

reverse the ordinary maxims of conduct. Enemies are to be

loved, helped, blessed, prayed for. No blow is to be returned;

every demand, just or unjust, is to be granted : in short, “ as

ye desire that men should do to you, do in like manner to them.”

Then the motive and the model of this conduct are adduced

:

“ Love your enemies . . . and yc shall be sons of the Highest;

for He is kind to the thankless and wicked. Be mercitul, as

your Father is merciful; and judge not, and ye shall not be

judged.” We note in passing that this is the first introduction

of our Lord’s teaching of the fatherhood of God. God is your

Father, He says in effect; you will be His sons if like Him you
will refuse to make distinctions, loving without looking for a

return, sure that in the end love will not be wholly lost. Then
follow grave warnings—generous towards others, you must be

strict with yourselves; only the good can truly do good; hearers

of these words must be doers also, if they would build on the

rock aVid not on the sand. So, with the parable of the two
builders, the discourse reached its formal close.

It was followed b>^ the entr}* of Jesus into Capernaum, where

He was asked to heal the servant of a Roman officer. This

man’s unusual faith, based on his soldierly sen.se of discipline,

surprised the Lord, who declared that it had no equal in Israel

itself. Somewhat later messengers arrived from the imprisoned

Baptist, who asked if Jesus were indeed “the coming One”
of whom he had spoken. Jesus pointed to His acts of healing

the sick, raising the dead and proclaiming good news for the poor;

thereby suggesting to those who could understand that He ful-

filled the ancient prophecy of the Messiah. He then declared

the greatness of John in exalted terms, adding, however, that the

least in the kingdom of God was John’s superior. Then He
complained of the unreasonableness of an age which refused

John as too austere and Himself as too lax and as being “ the

friend of publicans and sinners.” This narrative clearly pre-

supposes a series of miracles already performed, and also such a

conflict with the Pharisees as we have seen recorded by St Mark.

I

Presently we find an offer of disdpleship met by the warning

that “ the Son of Man "
is a homeless wanderer; and then the

stem refusal of a request for leave to perform a father’s funeral

rites.

Close upon these incidents follows a special mission of disciples,

introduced by the saying :
“ The harvest is great, but the

labourers are few.” The disciples as they journey otk^r

are to take no provisions, but to throw themselves sayiagt of

on the bounty of their hearers
;
they arc to heal the

sick and to proclaim the nearness of the kingdom of God.

The city that rejects them shall have a less lenient judgincmt

than Sodom
; IVre and Sidon shall be better ofi than cities

like Chorazin and Bethsaida which have seen His miracles;

XV. 12
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demanded whence He derived His right so to act. When they

retused to answer His question as to the authority of John the

Baptist He in turn refused to tell them His own. But He
uttered a parable which more than answered them. 'I'he owner

of the vineyard, who had sent his servants and last of all his only

son, would visit their rejection and murder on the wicked

husbandmen. He added a reminder that the stone which the

builders refused was, after all, the Divine choice. They were

restrained from arresting Him by fear of the people, to whom
the meaning of the parable was plain. They therefore sent a

joint deputation of Pharisees and Herodians to entrap Him
w ith a question as to the Roman tribute, in answering which He
must either lose Ills influence with the people or else lay Him-
self open to a charge of treasoti. When they were baffled, the

Sadducees, to who.se party the chief priests belonged, sought in

vain to pose Him with a problem as to the resurrection of the

dead; and after that a more honest scribe confes.scd the truth

t»f His teaching as to the supremacy of love to God and man over

all the sacrificial worship of the Temple, and was told in reply

that he was not far from the kingdom of God. Jesus Himself

now put a question as to the teaching of the .scribes which

identified the Mes.siah with “the Son of David”; and then

He denounced those scribes whose pride and extortion and
hypocrisy were preparing for them a terrible doom. Before He
left the Temple, never to return, one incident gave Him pure

satisfaction. His own teaching that all must be given for God
was illustrated by the devotion of a pt)or widow who cast into

the treasury the two tiny coins whi(‘h w'ert- all that she had.

As He passed out He foretold, in word.s which corre.sponded to

the doom of the fig-tree, the utter demolition of the imposmg
but profitless Temple; and presently He opened up to four of

His disciples a vi.sion of the future, warning them against false

riirists, bidding them expect great sorrows, national and
personal, declaring that the gospel must be proclaimed to all

the nalions, and that after a great tribulation the Son of Man
should appear, “ coming with the clouds of heaven.” The day

and the hour none knew, neither the angels nor the Son, but

only the Father : it was the duty of all to watch.

We now come to the final scenes. 'Ihe Pas.sover was approach-

ing, and plots were being laid for His destruction. He Himself

PiaaJ spoke mysteriously of His burial, when a woman
So0m03, poured a vase of costly ointment upon His head.

To some this seemed a wasteful act; but He accepted it as

a TOcen of the love which gave all that was in its power, and
He promised that it should never cease to illustrate His Go.spel.

1’wo of the disciples were sent into Jerusalem to prepare the

Passover meal. During the meal Jesus declared that He should

[>e betrayed by one of their number. Later in the evening He
gave them bread and wine,procliiiming that these were His body
and His blood—the tokens of His giving Himself to them, and
of a new covenant with God through His death. As they with-

drew to the Mount of Olives He foretold their general flight, but

promised that when He was risen He would go before them into

Galilee. Peter protested faithfulness unto death, !)ut was told

that he would deny his Master three times that very night.

Then coming to a place called Gethsemane, He bade the disciples

wait while He should pray
;
and taking the three who had been

with Him at the Transfiguration He told them to tarry near

Him and to watch. He went forward, and fell on the ground,

praying that “ the cup might be taken away ” from Him, but

resigning Himself to His Father’s will. Presently Judas arrived

w'ith a hand of armed men, and greeted his Master with a kiss —
the signal for His arrest. The disciples fled in panic, after one
of them had wounded the high priest's servant. Only a nameless

young man tried to follow, but he loo fled w'hen hands were laid

upon him. Before the high priest Jesus was charged, among
other accusations, with threatening to destroy the Temple; but

the matter was brought to an issue when He was plainly asked
if He were “ the Christ, the Son of the Blessed One.” He
answered that He was, and He predicted that they should sec

the fulfilm^’nt of Daniel’s vision of the Son of Man sitting on the

right hand of powder. Thereupon he was condemned to death

for manifest blasphemy, and a scene of cruel mockery followed.

Meanwhile Peter in the court below had been sitting with the

servants, and in his anxiety to escape recognition had thrice

declared that he did not know Jesus. Thus the night passed,

and in the morning Jesus was taken to Pilate, for the Jewish
council had no power to execute their decree of death. Pilate’s

question, “Art Thou the King of the Jews? ” shows the nature

of the accusation which was thought likely to tell with the

Roman governor. He had already in bonds one leader of

revolution, whose hands were stained with blood—a striking

contrast to the calm and silent figure who stood before him. At
this moment a crowd came up to ask the fulfilment of his annual

act of grace, the pardon of a prisoner at the Passover. Pilate,

discerning that it was the envy of the rulers which sought to

destroy an inconvenient rival, offered “ the King of the Jews
”

as the prisoner to be released. But the chief priests succeeded

in making the people ask for Barabbas and demand the cruci-

fixion of Jesus. Pilate fulfilled his pledge by giving them the

man of their choice, and Jesus, whom he had vainly hoped to

release on a satisfactory pretext, he now condemned to the

shameful punishments of scourging and crucifixion; for the

cross, as Jesus had foreseen, was the inevitable fate of a Jewisli

pretender to soN'ereigniy. The Roman soldiers mocked “ the

King of the Jews ” with a purple robe and a crown of thorns.

As they led Him out they forced the cross, which the sufferer

commonly carried, upon the shoulders of one Simon of Gyrene,

whose sons Alexander and Rufus arc here mentioned—probabh'

as being known to Si Mark’s readers; at any rate, it is interesting

to note that, in writing to the Christians at Rome, St Paul a

few years earlier had sent a greeting to “ Rufus and his mother.”

Over the cross, whic h .stood between two others, was the con-

demnatory inscription, “ The King of the Jews.” This was the

Roman designation of Him whom the Jewish rulers tauntingly

addressed as “ the King of Israel.” The same revilers, with a

deeper truth than they knew, summed up the mystery of Hi.s

life and death when they said, “ He saved others. Himself He
cannot save.”

A great darkness shrouded the scene for three hours, and then,

in His native Aramaic, Jesus cried in the words of the Psalm,
“ My God, My God, why hast Thou forsaken Me ? ” One other

cry He uttered, and the end came, and at that moment the veil

of the Temple was rent from lop to bottom—an omen of fearful

import to those who had mocked Him, even on the cross, as the

destroyer of the Temple, who in three days should build it anew.

The disciples of Jesus do not appear as spectators of the end, hut

only a group of women who bad ministered to His needs iii

Galilee, and had followed Him up to Jenisalem. These women
watched His burial, which w'as performed by a Jewish councillor,

to whom Pilate had granted the body after the centurion had

certified the reality of the unexpectedly early death. The body

was placed in a rock-hewm tomb, and a great stone was rolled

against the entrance. Sunset brought on the Jewish sabbath,

but the next evening the women brought spices to anoint the

body, and at sunrise on the third day they arrived at the tomb,

and .saw that the stone was rolled away. They entered and

found a young man in a white robe, who said, “ He is ri.sen, He
is not here,” and bade them say to His disciples and Peter, “ He
goeth before you into Galilee; there ye shall see Him, as He .said

unto you.” In terror they fled from the tomb, “ and they said

nothing to any man, for they feared ...”
So with a broken sentence the narrative ends. The document

is imperfect, owing probably to the accidental loss of its last

leaf. In very early times attempts were made to furnish it with

a fitting close; but neither of the supplements which we find in

manuscripts can be regarded as coming from the original writer.

If we ask what must, on grounds of literar>^ probability, have

been added before the record was closed, we may content our-

selves here with saying that some incident must certainly have

been narrated which should have realized the twice-repeated

promise that Jesus would be seen by His disciples in Galilee.

3. Document used by St Matthew afd St Luke .—We pass on now
to compare with this narrative of‘SL Mark another very early
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somevvhat different forms. There is the same use of parables

from nature^ the same indsivepess of speech and employment of

paradox, the same deipapd to sacarihee all tp Him and for His
cause, the same importunate claim made by Him on the human
soul.

But the contrast between the two writers is even more impor-
tant for our purpose. No one can read through the passages to

which we have pointed without feeling the solemn
sternness of the great Teacher, a sternness which can
indeed be traced here and there in St Mark, but which

does not give its tone to the whole of his picture. Here
we sec Chnst standing forth in solitary grandeur, looking

with tlie eyes of another world on a society which is blindly

hastening to its dissolution. It may be that if this document
had come down to us in its entirety, we should have gathered

from it an exaggerated idea of the severity of our Lord’s char-

acter. Certain it is that as we read over these fragments we are

somewhat startled by the predonunance of the element of warn-

ing, and by the assertion of rules of conduct which seem almost

inconsistent with a normal condition of settled social life. The
warning to the nation sounded by the Baptist, that God could

raise up a new family lor Abraham, is heard again and again in

our Lord’s teaching. Gentile faith puis Israel to shame. The
sons of the kingdom will he left outside, while strangers feast

with Abraliam. Capernaum shall go to perdition; Jerusalem

shall be a desolate ruin. The doom of the nation is pronounced

;

its fate is imminent; there is no ray of hope for the existing con-

stitution of religion and society. As to individuals within the

nation, the despised publicans and sinners will find God’s favour

before the self-siitisfied representatives of the national religion.

In such a condition of affairs it is hardly surprising to find that

tixe great and stern Teacher congratulates the poor and

nothing but pity for the rich; that He has no interest at all in

comfort or jKoperty . If a man asks you for anything, give it hini

;

if he takes it without asking, do not seek to recover it. Nothing

material is worth a thought
;
anxiety is folly ; your Father, who

feeds His birds and clothes His flowers, will feed and clothe you.

Rise to the height of your sonship to God
;
love your enemies even

as God loves His; and if they kill you, God will care for you still;

fear them not, fear only Him who loves you all.

Here is a uew philosophy of life, offering solid consolation

amid the ruin of a world. We have no idea who the disciple

may have been who thus seized upon the sadder elements of

the teac’hing of Jesus; but we may well think of him as cme of

those who were living in Palestine in the dark and threatening

years of internecine strife, when the Roman eagles were gathering

round their prey, and tliC first thunder was muttering of the

storm which was to leave Jerusalem a heap of stones. At such a

moment the warnings of our Lord would claim a large place in a

record of His teaching, and the strange comfort which He had

offered would be the only hope which it would seem possible to

entertain.

4. Additions by the Gospel according to St Matthew ,—We have

now examined in turn the two earliest pictures which have been

preserved to us of the life of Jesus Christ. The first

TjieBMrihr pyy^rays Him chiefly by a record of His actions,
mrra ve*.

illustrates His Strength, His sympathy, and

freedom from conventional restraints. It shows the disturbing

forces of these characteristics, which aroused the envy and appre-

hension of the leaders of reli^on. The first bright <^ys of wel-

come and popularity are soon clouded : the storm begins to lower.

More and more the Master devotes Himself to the little circle

of His disciples, who are taught that they, aa well as He, can only

triumph throu^ defeat, succeed by failure, and find their life in

giving it away. At len^h, in fear of religious innovations and

pretending that He i&a^political usurper, the Jews deliver Him
up to die CMD a Rocnan cross. The last |atge of ^he ^tory is tom
away, j.ust ;at tkeipoint when it has declai!^ that He is

alive again and about to show Himself to His disdples. The

second |}iotore has somewhat different tone. It ;is mainb^ a

record 5 tcachirog, and the teachSng is for the most part stem

and paradoxical it might be described as revolutionary. It iis
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good tidings to the poor : it sets no store on propertyand material

pomfort: it pities^ wealthy and congratulates the needy. It

reverses ordinary judgments and oonventional maxims of coz^

duct. It proclaims the downfall of institutions, andcompares the
present blind security 10 the days of Noah and of Lot ; a few only

shall escape the coming overthrow. Yet even in this sterner

setting the figure portrayed is unmistakably the same. There is

the same strength, the same tender empathy, the same freedom

from convention : there is the same promise to fulfil the highest

hopes, the same surrender of life, and the same imperious demand
on the lives of others. No thoughtful man who examines and
compares these pictures can doubt that they are genuine historical

portraits of a figure wholly different from any which had hitherto

appeared on the world’s stage. Theyw beyond the power

of human invention. They are drawn with a simplicity wluch is

their own guarantee. If we had these, and these only, we should

have an adequate explanation of the beginnings of Christianity.

There would still be a great gap to be filled before we reached the

earliest letters of St Paul; but yet we should know what the

Apostle meant when he wrote to “ the Church of the Thessalo-

nians in God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ,” and reminded

them how they had “ turned from idols to serve the living and
true God, and to wait for His Son from heaven, whom He raised

from the dead, even Jesus who delivcreth us from the wrath to

come.”
If these two narratives served the first needs of Christian

believers, it is easy to see that they would presently stimulate

further activity in the same direction. For, to begin with, they

were obviously incomplete r many incidents and teachings known
to the earliest disciples found no place in them; and they con-

tained DO account of the life of Jesus Christ before His public

ministry, no record of His pedigree, His birth or His childhood.

Secondly, their form left much to be desired; for one of them at

least was rude in style, sometimes needlessly repetitive and some-

times brief to obscurity. Moreover, the very fact that there were

two challenged a new and combined work which perhaps should

supersede both.

Accordingly, some years after the fall of Jerusalem—we
cannot tell the exact date or the author’s name—the book
which we call the Gospel according to St Matthew the Qoapei
was written to give the Palestinian Christians a otst

full account of Jesus Christ, which should present

Him as the promised Messiah, fulfilling the ancient Hebrew
prophecies, proclaiming the kingdom of heaven, and founding

the Christian society. The writer % takes St Mark as his

basis, but he incorporates into the story large portions of

the teaching which he has found in the other document. He
groups his materials with small regard to chronological order;

and he fashions out of the many scattered sayings of our Lord

continuous discourses, everywhere bringing like to like, with

considerable literary art. A wide knowledge of the Old Testament

supplies him with a text to illustrate one incident after another;

and so deeply is he impressed with the correspondence between

the life of Christ and the words of ancient prophecy, that he does

not hesitate to introduce his quotations by tto formula that it

might be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet.”

His Hebrew instinct leads him to begin with a table of genea-

logy, artificially constructed in groups of fourteen gen^ations

—

from Abraham to David, from David to the Captivity, and from

the r.aptivity to the Christ. The royal descent of the Messiah is

thus declared, and f'om the outset His figure is set against the

background at the Old Testament. He then proceeds to show
that, though His lineage is traced through Joseph’s ancestors,

He was but the adopted son of Joseph, and he tells the stoiy jof

theATirgin^birth. The coining of the (^d draws Eastern sages

to his cradle and fills the court nf Herod with suspicious fears.

The cruel tyrant kills the babes of Bethlehem, but the Child has

been withdrawn by a secxetfiii^t into Egypt, s^ence be presently

returns to the la^y home at Nazaie^ in Galilee. All this is

necessarily firesh material, lor the other records had desdt only

with the period of public ministxy . We have no knowledge of

source fi>om>whkhit was drawn. Ecoan the historical standpoint
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Its ^'alue must be appraised by the estimate which is formed of

the writer’s general trustworthiness as a narrator, and by the

extent to which the incidents receive confirmation from other

quarters. The central fact of the Virgin-birth, as we shall

presently see, has high attestation from another early writer.

The next addition which St Matthew's Gospel makes to our

knowledge is of a different kind. It consists of various important

Dtaeoanea sayings of our I.ord, which are combined with dis-

courses found in the second document and are worked
PmrabhM, yp the great utterance which we call the Sermon
on the Mount. Such grouping of materials is a feature of this

Gospel, and was possibly designed for purposes of public in-

struction ; .so that continuous passages might be read aloud in the

services of the Church, just as passages from the Old Testament

were read in the Jewish synagogues. This motive would account

not only for the arrangement of the material, but also for certain

changes in the language which seem intended to remove difficul-

ties, and to interpret what is ambiguous or obscure, An example

of such interpretation meets us at the outset. The startling saying,
“ Blessed are yc poor,” followed by the woe pronounced upon the

ri(‘h, might seem like a condemnation of the verj^ principle of

property
;
and when the Christian Church had come to be organ-

ized as a society containing rich and poor, the heart of the saying

was felt to be more truly and clearly expressed in the words,
“ Blessed are the poor in spirit.” 'I'his interpretative process

may be traced again and again in this Gospel, which frequently

seems to reflect the definite tradition of a settled Church.

Apart from the important parables of the tares, the pearl and
the net, the writer adds little to his sources until we come to the

remarkable passage in ch. xvi., in which Peter the Rock is

declared to be the foundation of the future Church, and is en-

tru.sted with the keys of the kingdom of heaven. The function

of “ binding and loosing,” here assigned to him, is in identi-

cal terms assigned to the disciple.s generally in a passage in ;

ch. xviii. in which for the second time we meet with the word
“ Church ” ~a word not found elsewhere in the Gospels, There

is no sufficient ground for denying that these sayings were uttered

by our I>ord, but the fact that they were now first placed upon
record harmonizes with what has been said already as to the

more settled condition ol the Christian society which this Go.spel

appears to reflect.

The parables of the two debtors, the labourers in the vineyard,

the two.4ons, the ten virgins, the sheep and goats, are recorded

onl>*^ this evangelist. But by way of incident he has almost

nothing to add till we come to the closing scenes. The earth-

quake at the moment of our Lord’s death and the subsequent

appearance of departed saints are strange traditions unattested

by other writers. The .same is to be said of the soldiers placed to

guard the tomb, and of the stoiy that they had been bribed to

say that the sacred body had been stolen while the}' slept. On
the other hand, the appearance of the risen Christ to the women
may have been taken from the lost pages of St Mark, being the

sequel to the narrative which is broken off abruptly in his Gospel

:

and it is not improbable that St Mark's Gospel was the source

of the great commission to preach and baptize with which

St Matthew closes, though the wording of it has probably

been modified in accordance with a settled tradition.

The work which the writer of this Gospel thus performed

received the immediate sanction of a wide acceptance. It met

a definite spiritual need. It presented the Gospel in a suitable

form for the edification of the Church
;
and it confirmed its truth

by constant appeals to the Old Testament scriptures, thus mani-

festing its intimate relation with the past as the outcome of a

long preparation and the fulfilment of a Divine purpose. No
Gospel is so frequently quoted by the early post-apostolic writers

:

none has exercised a greater influence upon Christianity, and

con.sequently upon the history of the world.

Yet from the purely historical point of view its evidential

value is not the same as that of St Mark. Its facts for the most
part are simply taken over from the earlier evangelist, and the

historian must obviously prefer the primary source. Its true

importance lies in its attestation of the genuineness of the earlier

portraits to which it has so httle to add, in its recognition of the

relation of Christ to the whole purpose of God as revealed in the

Old Testament, and in its interpretation of the Gospel message
in its bearing on the living Church of the primitive days.

5. Additions by St Luke .—While the needs of Jewish be-

lievers were amply met by St Matthew’s Go.spel, a like service

was rendered to Gentile converts by a very different writer.

St Luke was a physician who had accompanied St Paul on his

missionaiy journeys. He undertook a history of the beginnings

of Christianity, two volumes of which have come down to us,

entitled the Gospel and the Acts of the Apostles. His Gospel,

like St Matthew’s, is founded on St Mark, with the incorporation

of large portions of the second document of which we have
spoken above. But the way in which the two writers have used

the same materials is strikingly different. In St Matthew’s
Gospel the original sources are frt?quently blended : the incidents

of St Mark are rearranged and often grouped afresh according

to subject matter: harsh and ambiguous sentences of both
documents are toned down or interpreted. St Luke, on the

contrary, chooses between parallel stories of his two sources,

preferring neither to duplicate nor to combine : he incorporates

St Mark in continuous sections, following him alone for a time,

then leaving him entirely, and then returning to introduce a new
block of his narrative. He modifies St Mark’s style very freely,

but he makes less change in the recorded words of our I.,ord, and
he adheres more closely to the original language of the second

document.

In his first two chapters he give'; an account of the birth and
childhood of St John the Baptist and of our Lord Himself,

gathered perhaps directly from the traditions of the Holy Family,

and written in dose imitation of the sacred stories of the Old

Testament which were familiar to him in their Greek translation.

The whole series of incidents differ from that which wc find in

St Matthew’s Gospel, but there is no direct variance between

them. The two narratives are in agreement as to the central fad

of the Virgin-birth. St Luke gives a table of genealogy which is

irreconcilable with the artificial table of St Matthew’s Gospel,

and which traces our Lord’s ancestry up to Adam, “which was
the son of God ”

The opening scene of the Galilean ministry is the discourse at

Nazareth, in which uur Lord claims to fulfil Isaiah’s prophecy

of the proclamation of good tidings to the poor. The same
prophecy is alluded to in His reply to the Baptist’s messenger.^

which is incorporated subsequently from the second document.

The scene ends with the rejection of Christ by His own townsfolk,

as in the parallel story of St Mark which St Luke does not give.

It is probable that St Luke found this narrative in the second

document, and chose it after his manner in preference to the less

instructive story in St Mark. He similarly omits the Marcan
account of the call of the fishermen, substituting the story of the

miraculous draught. After that he follows St Mark alone, until

he introduces after the call of the twelve apostles the sermon

which begins with the beatitudes and woes. This is from the

second document, which he continues to use, and that without

interruption (if we may venture to as.sign to it the raising of the

widow’s son at Nain and the anointing by the sinful woman in

the Pharisee’s house), until he returns to incorporate another

section from St Mark.

This in turn is followed by the most characteristic section of

his Gospel (ix. 51-xviii. 14), a long series of incidents wholly

independent of St Mark, and introduced as belonging cbmeter-
to the period of the final journey from Galilee to laHc section

Jerusalem. Much of thi.s material is demonstrably otstLtik§*M

derived from the second document; and it is quite

possible that the whole of it may come from that source.

There are special reasons for thinking so in regard to certain

passages, as for example the mission of the seventy disciples

and the parable of the good Samaritan, although they are nol

contained in St Matthew’s Gospel.

For the closing scenes at Jerusalem St Luke makes considerable

additions to St Mark’s narrative : he gives a different account of

the Last Supper, and he adds the trial before Herod and the
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incident of the penitent robber. He appears to have had no
information as to the appearance of the risen Lord in Galilee,

and he accordingly omits from his reproduction of St Mark’s

narrative the twice-repeated promise of a meeting with the

disciples there. He supplies, however, an account of the

appearance to the two disciples at Emmaus and to the whole

body of the apostles in J erusalem.

St Luke’s use of his two main sources has preserved the

characteristics of both of them . The sternness of certain passages,

which has led some critics to imagine that he was an Ebionite,

is mainly, if not entirely, due to his faithful reproducti^ of the

language of the second document. The key-note of his Gospel

is universality : the mission of the Christ embraces the poor, the

weak, the despised, the heretic and the sinful : it is good tidings

to all mankind. He tells of the devotion of Mary and Martha,

and of the band of women who ministered to our Lord’s needs

and followed Him to Jerusalem : he tells also of His kindness to

more than one sinful woman. Zacchaeus the publican and the

grateful Samaritan leper further illustrate this characteristic.

Writing as he does for Gentile believers he omits many details

which from their strongly Jewish cast might be unintelligible or

uninteresting. He also modifies the harshness of St Mark’s

style, and frequently recasts his language in reference to diseases.

Erom an historical point of view his Gospel is of high value.

The proved accuracy of detail elsewhere, as in his narration of

events which he witnessed in company with St Papl, enhances

our general estimation of his work. A trustworthy observerand a

literary artist, the one non-Jewish evangelist has given us—to use

M. Renan’s words—“ the most beautiful book in the world,”

6. Additions by St John.--We come lastly to consider what

addition to our knowledge of Christ’s life and work is made by

the Fourth Gospel, St Mark’s narrative of our Lord’s ministry

and passion is so simple and straightforward that it satisfies our

historical sense. We trace a natural development in it : we sew
to see why with such power and such sympathy He necessarily

came into conflict with the religious leaders of the people,

who were jealous of the influence which He gained and were scan-

dalized by His refusal to be hindered in His mission of mercy

by rules and conventions to which they attached the highest

importance. The issue is fought out in Galilee, and when our Lord

finally journeys to Jerusalem He knows that He goes there to

die. The story is so plain and convincing in itself that it gives

at first sight an impression of completeness. This impression

is confirmed by the Gospels of St Matthew and St Luke, which

though they add much fresh material do not disturb the general

scheme presented by St Mark. But on reflection we are led to

question the sufficiency of the account thus offered to us. Is it

probable, wc ask, that our Lord should have neglected the sacred

custom in accordance with which the pious Jew visited Jerusalem

several times each year for the observance of the divinely

appointed feasts ? It is true that St Mark does not break his

narrative of the Galilean ministry to record such visits : but this

does not prove that such visits were not made. Again, is it

probable that He should have so far neglected Jerusalem as to

give it no opportunity of seeing Him and hearing His message

until the last week of His life ? If the writers of the other two

Gospels had no means at their disposal for enlarging the narrow

framework of St Mark’s narrative by recording definite visits to

Jerusalem, at least they preserve to us words from the second

document which seem to imply such visits : for how else are we

to explain the pathetic complaint, ” Jerusalem, Jerusalein, how

often would I have gathered thee, as a hen gathereth her chickens

under her wings; but ye would not ” ?

St John’s Gospel meets our questionings by a wholly new

series of incidents and by an account of a ministry which is con-

cerned mainly not with Galileans but with Judaeans, and which

centres in Jerusalem. It is carried on to a large extent con-

currently with the Galilean ministry : it is not continuous, but is

taken up from feast to feast as our Lord visits the sacred city

at the times of its greatest religious activity. It differs in

character from the Galilean ministry : for among the simple,

unsophisticated folk of Galilee Jesus presents Himself as a healer
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and helper and teacher, keeping in the background as far ^
possible His claim to be the Messiah; whereas in Jerusalem His

authority is challenged at His first appearance, the element of

controversy is never absent. His relation to God is from the out-

set the vital issue, and consequently His Divine claim is of neces-

sity made explicit. Time after time His life is threatened before

the feast is ended, and when the last passover has come we can

well understand, what was not made .sufficiently clear in the

brief Marcan narrative, why Jerusalem proved sq fatally hostile

to His Messianic claim.

The Fourth Gospel thus offers us a most important supplement

to the limited sketch of our Lord’s life which we find in the

Synoptic Gospels. Yet this was not the purpose which Purpowe

led to its composition. That purpose is plainly stated o/St Joha

by the author himself: “These things have been

written that ye may believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of

God, and that believing ye may have life in His name.” His

avowed aim is, not to write history, but to produce conviction.

He desires to interpret the coming of Jesus Christ into the world,

to declare whence and why He came, and to explain how His

coming, as light in the midst of darkness, brought a crisis into

the lives of all with whom He came in contact. The issue of this

crisis in His rejection by the Jews at Jerusalem is the main theme

of the book.

St John’s prologue prepares us to find that he is not writing

for persons who require a succinct narrative of facts, but for

those who having such already in familiar use are asking deep

questions as to our Lord’s mission. It goes back far behind

human birth or lines of ancestry. It begins, like the sacred story

of creation, “ In the beginning.” The Book of Genesis had told

how all things were called into existence by a Divine utterance

:

“ God said, Let there be . . . and there was.” The creative

Word had been long personified by Jewush thought, especially

in connexion with the prophets to whom “ the Word of the Lord
”

came. “ In the beginning,” then, St John tells us, the Word
was—was with God—yea, was God. He was the medium of

creation, the source of its light and its life—especially of that

higher life which finds its manifestation in men. So He was in

the world, and the world was made by Him, and yet the world

knew ,Him not. At length He came, came to the home which

had been prepared for Him, but His own people rejected Him.

But such as did receive Him found a new birth, beyond their

birth of flesh and blood : they became children of God, were

born of God. In order thus to manifest Himself He had under-

gone a human birth : “the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among
us, and we beheld His glory ’’—the glory, as the evangelist has

learned to see, of the Father’s only-begotten Son, who has

come into the world to reveal to men that God whom no man
hath ever seen.” In these opening words we arc invited to study

the life of Christ from a new point of view, to observe His self-

manifestation and its issue. The evangelist looks back across

a period of half a century, and writes of Christ not merely as he

saw Him in those far-off days, but as he has come by long experi-

ence to think and speak of Him. The past is now filled with a

glory which could not be so fully perceived at the time, but

which, as St John tells, it was the function of the Holy Spirit to

reveal to Chnst’s disciples.

The first name which occurs in this Goi^el is that of John the

Baptist. He is even introduced into the prologue which sketches

in general terms the manifestation of the Divine Word :
“ There

was a man sent from God, whose name was John : he came for

witness, to witness to the Light, that through him all might

believe.” This witness of John holds a position of high impor-

tance in this Gospel. His mission is described as runnmg on for

a while concurrently with that of our Lord, whereas in the other

Gospels we have no record of our Lord’s work until John is cast

into prison. It is among the disciples of the Baptist on the

banks of the Jordan that Jesus finds His first disciples. The
Baptist has pointed Him out to them in striking language, which

recalls at once the symbolic ritual of the law and the spiritual

lessons of the prophets :
“ Behold, the Lamb of God, which taketh

away the sin of the world.”
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Soon afterwards at Cana of Galilee Jesus gives His first “ sign/^

as the evangelist calls it, in the change oif water into wine to

supply the deficiency at a marriage feast. Tliis scene has all the

happy brightness of the early Galilean ministry which St Mark
records. It stands in sharp contrast with the subsequent appear-

ance of Jesus in Jerusalem at the Passover, when his first act is

to drive the traders from the Temple courts. In this He seems

to be carrying the Baptistes stern mission of purification from the

desert into the heart of the sacred city, and so fulfilling, perhaps

consciously, the solemn prophecy of Malachi which opens with

the words : Behold, I will send My Messenger, and He shall

prepare the way before Me; and the Lord whom ye seek shall

suddenly come to His Temple” (Mai. iii. 1-5). This significant

action provokes a challenge of His authority, which is answered

by a mysterious say'm^t, not understood at the time, but interpreted

afterwards as referring to the Resurrection. After this our Lord
was visited secretly by a Pharisee named Nicodemus, whose
advances were severely met by the words, ” Except a man be

born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.” When Nico-

demus objected that this was to demand a physical impossibility,

he was answered that the new birth was ” of water and spirit
”

—

words which doubtless contained a reference to the mission of the

Baptist and to his prophecy of One who should baptize with the

Holy Spirit. Towards the end of this conversation the evangelist

passes imperceptibly from reporting the words of the Ix)rd into

an interpretation or amplification of them, and in language which

recalls the prologue he unfolds the meaning of Christas mission

and indicates the crisis of self-judgment which necessarily ac-

companies the manifestation of the Light to each individual.

When he resumes his narrative the Lord has left Jerusalem, and
is found baptizing disciples, in even greater numbers than the

Baptist himself. Though Jesus did not personally perform the

rite, it is plain once again that in this early period He closely

linked His o^^^l mission with that of John the Baptist. When
men hinted at a rivalry between them, John plainly declared
“ He must increase, and I must decrease and the reply of Jesus

was lo leave Judaea for Galilee.

Away from the atmosphere of contention we find Him mani-
festing the same broad .sympathy and freedom from convention

which we have noted in the other Gospels, especially in that of

St Luke. He converses with a woman, with a woman moreover
who is a Samaritan, and who is of unchaste life. He offers her

the water ” which shall supply all her needs : she readily

acceJRiiim as the expected Messiah, and He receives a welcome
from the Samaritans. He passes on to Galilee, where also He
is w^elcomed, and where He performs His second ” sign," healing

the son of one of Herod’s courtiers.

But St John’s interest does not lie in Galilee, and he soon brings

our Lord back to Jerusalem on the occasion of a feast. The

The MiaiS' Baptist’s work is now ended; and, though Jesus still

trymt appeals to the testimony of John, the new conflict
JeruMMUm, Jewish authorities .shows that He is moving
now on His own independent and characteristic lines. In

cleansing the Temple He had given offence by what might seem
an excess of rigour : now, by healing a sick man and bidding him
carry his bed on the Sabbath, He offended by His laxity. He
answered His accusers by the brief but pregnant sentence :

“ My
Father worketh even until now, and I work.” They at once

understood that He thus claimed a unique relation to God, and
their antagonism became the more intense :

“ the Jews therefore

sought the more td kill Him, because He had not only broken the

Sabbath, but had also said that God was His own Father, making
Himself equal to God.” Hi.s first reply is then expanded to

cover the whole regioff of life. The Son beholds the Father at

work, and works concurrently, doing nothing of Himself. He
does the Father’s will. The very principle of life is entrusted to

Him. He quickens, and He judges. As Son of Man He judges
man.
The next incident is the feeding of the five thousand, which

belongs to the Galilean ministry and is recorded by the tihree

other evangelists. St John’s purpose in introducing it is not his-

torical but didactic. It is made the occasion of instruction as to

die heavenly food> the flesh and blood of Him who came down
from heaven. This teadiing leads to a conflict with certain

Judaeans who seem to have come from Jerusalem, and it proves

a severe test even to the faith of disciples.

The feast of tabernacles brings fresh disputes in Jerusalem,

and an attempt is made to arrest Jesus. A climax of indignation

is reached when a blind man is healed at the pool of Siloam on the

sabbath day. At the feast of the dedication a fresh effort at

arrest was made, and Jesus then withdrew beyond the Jordan.

Here He learned of the sickness of l^zarus, and presently He
returned and came to Bethany to raise him from the dead. The
excitement produced by this miracle led to yet another attack,

destined this time to be successful, on the life of Jesus. The
Passover was at hand, and the last supper of our Lord with His

disciples on the evening before the Passover lamb was killed is

made the occasion of the most inspiring consolations. Our Lord
interp*-et8 His relation to the disciples by the figure of a tree and
its branches^—He is the whole of which they are the parts; He
pomises the mission of the Holy Spirit to continue His work
in the world; and He solemnly commends to His Father the dis-

ciples whom He is about to leave.

The account of the trial and the crucifixion differs considerably

from the accounts given in the other Goiipels. St John’s narra-

tives are in large part personal memories, and in more than one

incident he himself figures as the unnamed disciple ** whom Jesus

loved.” In the Resurrection scenes he also gives incidents in

which he has played a part; and the appearances of the risen

Lord are not confined either to Jerusalem or to Galilee, but occur

in both localities.

If we ask what is the special contribution to histor>^ apart

from theology, which St John’s Gospel makes, the answer would
seem to be this—that be.side the Galilean ministry reported by
St Mark there was a ministry to “ Jews ” (Judaeans) in Jeru-
salem, not continuous, but occasional, taken up from time to time
as the great feasts came round; that its teaching was widely

different from that which was given to Galileans, and that the

situation created was wholly unlike that which arose nut of the

Galilean ministry. The Galilean mini.slry opens vfiih enthu-

.siasm, ripening into a popularity which even endangers a satis-

factory result. Where opposition manifests ilself, it is not

native opposition, but comes from religious teachers who are

parts ol a system which centres in Jerusalem, and who are some-
times expre.s.sly noted as having come from Jerusalem. The
Jerusalem ministry on the contrary is never welcomed with

enthusiasm. It has to do with those who challenge it from the

first. There is no atmosphere ol simplicity and teachableness

which rejoices in the manife.station of power and sympathy and
liberty. It is a witne.5s delivered to a hostile audience, whether
they will hear or no. Ultimate issues are quickly raised : keen
critics see at once the claims which underlie deeds and words,

and the claims in consequence become explicit : the relation of

the teacher to God Himself is the vital interest. The conflict

which thu.s arose explains what St Mark’s succinct narrative had
left unexplained—the fatal hostility of Jerusalem. It may have
been a part of St John’s purpose to give Ihi.s explanation, and to

make other supplements or corrections where earlier narratives

appeared to him incomplete or misleading. But he says nothing

to indicate this, while on the other hand he distinctly proclaims

that his purpose is to produce and confirm conviction of the divine

claims of Jesus Christ.

For bibliography see Bible; Christianity; Church History; and
the articles on the separate Gospels. (J. A. R.)

JET (Fr. jais, Ger. Ga^at), a substance which seems to be
a peculiar kind of lignite or anthracite; often cut and polished

for ornaments. The word jet ” probably comes, through 0 . Fr

.

jaiety from the classical gagates, a word which was derived,

according to Pliny, from Gagas, in Lycia, where jet, or a similar

substance, was originally found. Jet was used in Britain in

prehistoric times; many round barrows of the Bronze age have
yielded jet beads, buttons, rings, armlets and other ornaments.
The abundance of jet in Britain is Alluded to by Caius Julius
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Solinus (/!. 3rd ccnturj')Mid jet ornaments are found with Roman
relics in Britain. Probably the supply was obtained from the

coast of Yorkshire, especially near Whitby, where nodules of jet

were formerly picked up on the shore. Caedmon refers to this

jet, and at a later date it was used for rosary beads by the monks
of Whitby Abbey.

The Whitby jet occurs in irregular masses, often of lenticular

shape, embedded in hard shales known as jet-rock. The jet-rock

aeries belongs to that division of the Upper Lias which is termed
the aonc of Ammonites serpentinus. Microscopic examination of

jet occasionally leveals the structure of coniferous wood, which
A. C. Seward has shown to be araucarian. Probably masses of

wood were brought down by a river, and drifted out to sea, where
becoming water-logged they sank, and became gradually buried in

a deposit of fine mud, which eventually hardened into shale. Under
pressure, perhaps assisted by heat, and with exclusion of air, the

wood suficred a p' culiar kind of decomposition, probably modified

by the presence of salt water, as suggested by Percy E. Spielmann.
Scales of fish and other fossils of the iet-rock are frequently impreg'

nated with l^tuminous products, which may replace the original

tissues. Drops ol liquid bitumen occur in the cavities of some
fossils, whilst inflammable gas is not uncommon in the jet-workings,

and petroleum may be detected by its smell. Iron p^^tes is often

associated with th ^ jet.

Formerly sufficient jet was found in loose pieces on the shore, set

free by the disintegration of the cliffs, or washed up from a submarine
source. When this supply became insufficien t, the rock was attacked

by the jet-workers; ultimately tlie workings took the form of true

mines, levels being driven into the shales, not only at their outcrop

in the clifis but in some of the inland dales of the Yorkshire moor-
lands, such as Eskdale. The best jet has a uniform black colour,

and is hard, compact and homogeneous in texture, breaking with a
conchoidal fracture. It must be tough enouah to be readily carved

or turned on the lathe, and sufficiently compact in texture to receive

a hit?h polish. The final polish was formerly given by means of
1

rouge, wliioh produces a beautiful velvety surface, but rotten-stone

and lampblack are often employed instead. The softer kinds, not

capable of being freely worked, are known as bastard jet. A soft

jet is obtained from the. estuarine series of the Lower Oolites of

Yorkshire.
Much jet is imported from Spain, but il is generally less hard and

lustrous than true Whitby jcl. In Spain the chief locality is

Villavicio.sa, in the province of Asturias. France furnishes jet,

especially in the department of the Aude. Much jet, too, occurs in

the Lias of Wurttemberg, and works have been established for its

u^ization. In the United States jet is known at many localities

but is not systematically worked. Pennsylvanian anthracite,

however, has been occasionally employed as a substitute. In like

manner Scotch cannci coal has been sometimes used at Whitby.

Imitations of jet, or su’ stitutes for it, are furnished by vulcanite,

class, black obsidian and black onyx, or stained clialccdony. Jet

IS sometimes improperly termed black amber, because like amber,

though in less degree, it becomes electric by friction.

See P. E. Spielmann, *' On the Origin of Jet," Chemical News
(Dec. 14, 1900); C. Fox-Strangways, "The Jurassic Rocks of:

Britain, Vol. 1 . Yorkshire," Mem, GeoL Surv. (1892); j. A. Bower,
I

" Whitby Jet and its Manufacture," Journ. Soc, Arts (1874, vol.

xxii. p. 80).

JETHRO (or Jether, Exod. iv. 18), the priest of Midian, in the

Bible, whose daughter Zipporah became the wife of Moses. He is

known as Hobab the son of Reuel the Kenite (Num. x. 79; Judg.

iv. T T ), and once as Reuel (Exod. ii. 18); and if Zipporah is the wife

of Moses referred to in Num. xii. 1, the family could be regarded

as Cushite (see Cush). Jethro was the priest of Yahweh, and

resided at the sacred mountain where the deity commissioned

Moses to deliver the Israelites from Egypt. Subsequently

Jethro came to Moses (probably at Kadesh), a great samficial

feast was held, and the priest instructed Moses in legislative

procedure; Exod. xviii. 27 (see Exodus) and Num. x. 30 imply

that the scene was not Sinai. Jethro was invited to accompany

the people into the promised land, and later, we find his clan

settling in the south of Judah (Judg. i. 16); see Kenitbs. The

traditions a^ee m representing the kin of Moses as related to

the mbeed tribes of the south of Palestine (see Edom) and in

ascribing to the family an important share in the early develop-

ment of the wonhip of .Yahweh. Cheyne suggests that the

names of Hobab and of Jonadab the fatto of the Rcchabites

were originally identical (Ency. Bib, ii. col. aioi).

JUTY. The term jetty, derived from Fr. jetie, and therefore

signifying something thrown out, ” is applied to a variety of

structuves employed in river, dock and maritime works, which
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are generaHy carried outin pairs from river banks,or in continua-

tion of river channels at their outlets into deep water; or out into

docks, and outside their entrances; or for forming basins along
the s6a*coast for ports in tideless seas. The forms and construc-

tion of these jetties are as varied as their uses
; for though they

invariably extend out into water, and serve either for dmecting

a current or for accommodating vessels, they are sometimes

formed of high open timber-work, sometimes of low solid pro-

jections, and occasionally only difier from breakwaters in their

object.

Jetties for regulating RtVtfrx.-—Formerly jetties of timber-work were
very commonly exteodod out, opposite one another, from each bank
of a river, «t fntervals, to contract a wide channel, and by concentra:
tion of the current to produce a deepening of the central channel

;
or

sometimes mounds of rubble stone, stretching down the foreshore

from each bank, served the same pnipose. As, however, this 5y.stem
occasioned a greater scour between the ends of the jetties than in

the intervening channels, and consequently produced on irregular

depth, it has to a great extent been svqperseded by lajigitudinal

training works, or by dipping cross dikes pointing somewhat up-
stream (sec River EimiarcsRiMG).

Jetties at Docks.^Where docks are given sloping sides, openwork
timber jetties are ||;eneraUy carried across the lio^ at tfie ends of
which vessels can lie in deep v/ater (fig. i); or more solid structures

are erected over the slope for supporting coal-tips. Pilcwork jetties

are also constructed in the water outside the entrances to docks on

each side, so as to form an enlarging trumpet-shaped channel

between the entrance, lock or tidal basin and the approach channel,

in order to guide vessel.s in entering o» leaving the docks. Solid

jetties, moreover, lined with quay walls, arc sometimes carried out

into a wide dock, at right angles to the line of quays at the side, to

enlarge the accommodation
;
and they also serve, when extended on

a large scale from the coast of a tidcless sea under shelter of an out-

lying breakwater, to form the basins in which vessels lie when
discharging and taking in cargoes in such a port as Marseilles (see

Dock) .

Jetties at Entrances to Jetty Harbours.—The approach channel to

some ports situated on sandy coasts is guided and protected across

the beach by parallel jetties, made solid up to a little above low water

of neap tides, on which open timber-work is erected, provided with

a planked platform at the top raised above the highest tides. The
channel between the jetties was originally maintained by tidal scour

from low-lying areas close to the coast, and subsequently by the

current from sluicing tasins; but it Is now often considerably

deepened by sand-pump dredging. It is protected to some extent

by the soUdf portion of the jetties from the itiroad of aand from the

adjacent beach, and from the levelling action of the waves; whilst

the upper open portion serves to indicate the channel, and to guide

the vessels if necessary (see Harbour). The bottom part of

older jetties, in such long-established jetty ports as Calais, Dunkitk

and Ostend, was composed of clay or rubble stone, covered on the

top by fascine-work or pitching; but the deepening of the jetty

channel by dredging, and the need which arose for its enlargement,

led to the reconstruction of the jetties at these ports. The new
jetties at Dunkirk were founded in the sandy beara, by the aid of

compressed air, at a depth of 22f ft. bellow low water of spring

tides; and their solid masonry portion, on a concrete foundation,

was laiscd 5^ ft. above low water of neap tides (fig. ^).

Jetties at Lagoon Outlets.—A small tidal rise spreading tidal water

over a large expanse of lagoon or inland back-water causes the influx

and efflux of the tide to maintain a deep channel through a narrow

outlet; but the issuing current on emerging from the outlet, being
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no longer confined by a bank on each side, becomes dispersed, and
owing to the reduction of its scouring force, is no longer able at a

moderate distance from the shore
effectually to resist the action of

the waves and littoral currents
tending to form a continuoui beach
in front of the outlet. Hence a
bar is produced which diminishes
the available depth in the ap-
proach channel. By carrying out
a solid jetty over the bar, however,
on each side of the outlet, the tidal

currents are concentrated in the
channel across the bar, and lower it

by scour. Thus the available depth
of the approach channels to Venice
through the Malamocco and Lido
outlets from the Venetian lagoon
have been deepened several feet

over their bars by jetties of rubble
stone surmounted by a small super-
structure (fig. 3), carried out across

the foreshore into deep water on
both sides of the channel. Other examples are provided by the long

jetties extond'-d into the sea in front of the entrance to Charleston

harbour, formerly constructed of fascines, weighted with stone and

shifting outlet of the river Yare to the south of Yarmouth, and has

I

also been successfully employed for fixing the wandering mouth of

I
the Adur near Shoreham, and of the Adour flowing into the Bay of

I

Biscay below Bayonne. When a new channel was cut across the
I Hook of Holland to provide a straightcr and deeper outlet channel
for the river Maas, forming the approach channel to Rotterdam, low,
broad, parallel jetties, composed of fascine mattresses weighted with
stone {fig. 5), were carried across the foreshore into the sea on cither
side of the new mouth of the river, to protect the jetty channel from
littoral drift, and cause the discharge of the river to maintain it

out to deep water (see River Engineering). The channel, also,

beyond the outlet of Uio river Nervion into the Bay of Biscay has

Scale
Fig. 2.—Dunkirk East Jetty.
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1*IG. 3.—Lido Outlet Jetty, Venice.

logs, but subsequently of rubble .stone, and by the two converging
rubble jettio.s carried out from each shore of Dublin bay for deepening
the approach to Dublin harbour.

Jeific'i at the Outlet of Ttdeless

Rivers, Jetties have been con-
structed on each side of the outlet

of some of the rivers ftowing into

the Baltic, with the objects of

prolonging the .scour of the river

and protecting the channel from
being shoaled by the littoral drift

along the shore. The most inter,

esting application of parallel

jetties w in lowering the bar in

fronj^lOnc of the mouths of a
deltaic flowing into a tide-

less sea, by extending the scour
of the river out to Bie bar by
a virtual prolongation of its

banks. Jetties prolonging the
Sulina branch of the Danube
into the Black Sea, and the
south pass of the Mississippi

into the Gulf of Mexico (fig. 4),

Scale aoo.

Fig. 5.—River Maas Outlet, North Jetty

been regulated by jetties; and by extending the south-west jetty

out for nearly half a mile with a curve concave towards the channel
the outlet has not only been protected to some extent from the
easterly drift, but the bar in front has been lowered by the scour
produced by the di.scharge of the river following the concave bend
of the south-west jetty. As the outer portion of this jetty was
exposed to westerly storms from the Bay of Bi.scay before the outer
harbour was constructed, it has been given the form and strength
of a breakwater situated in shallow water (fig. (>), (L. E'. V.-H.)

Scale aoo.

Fig. f>.—River Nervion Outlet, Western Jetty.

Rivta. 5ea .

ITg. 4 .—^Mississippi South Pass

formed of rubble stone
and concrete blocks, and
fascine mattresses weighted
with stone and surmounted
with large concrete blocks
respectively, have enabled the
dlscliarge of these rivers to
scour away the bars ob-
structing the access to them

;

and they have also carried

the sediment-bearing waters
sufficiently far out to come
under the influence of littoral

by conveying away some of the sediment, post-

L tormation of a fresh bar farther out (see River
currents, which, h]

pone the eventual
Engineering).

Jetties at the Mouth of Tidal Rivers.^-Wticrc a river is narrow near
its mouth, and its discharge is generally feeble, the sea is liable on
an exposed coast, when the tidal range is small, to block up its outlet

during severe storms. The river is thus forced to seek another exit

at a weak «)ot of the beach, which along a low coast may be at some
distance on; and this new outlet in its turn may be blocked up, so

that the river from time to time shifts the position of its mouth.
I'his inconvenient cycle of changes may be stopped by fixing the
outlet of the river at a suitable site, by carrying a jetty on eadi side

of this outlet across the beach, thereby concentrating its discharge
in a definite channel and protecting the mouth from being blocked
up by littoral drift. This 8)rslem was long ago appUA to the

JEVER, a town of Germany, in the grand-duchy of Oldenburg,

13 m. by rail N.W. of Wilhelmshaven, and connected with the

North Sea by a navigable canal. Pop. (1901), 5486. The chief

industries are weaving, spinning, dyeing, brewing and milling;

there is also a trade in horses and cattle. The fathers {Die

Geireuen) of the town used to send an annual birthday present

of 101 plovers’ eggs to Bismarck, with a dedication in verse.

The castle of Jever was built by Prince Edo Wiemken (d. 1410),

the ruler of Jeverland, a populous district which in 1575 came
under the rule of the dukes of Oldenburg. In 1603 it passed to

the house of Anhalt and was later the property of the empress

Catherine II. of Russia, a member of this family. In 1814 it came
again into the possession of Oldenburg.

See D. Hohnhol*, Aus Jevers Voreangenheit (Jever, 1886)
;
Hagena,

Jeverland bis turn Jahr isoo (Oldenburg, 1902) ;
and F. W. Riemann,

Geschichte des Jevertandes (Jever, 1896).

JEVEROS (Jeberos, Jibaros, Jivaros or Givaros), a tribe of

South American Indians on the upper Maranon, Peru, where

they wander in the forests. The tribe has many branches and
there are frequent tribal wars, but they have always united

against a common enemy. Juan de Velasco declares them to be

faithful, noble and amiable. They are brave and warlike, and
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though upon the conquest of Peru they temporarily submitted,

a general insurrection in 1599 won them back their liberty.

Curious dried human heads, supposed to have been objects of

worship, have been found among the Jeveros (see Ethnol, Soc.

Trans.i 1S62, W. Bollaert).

JEVONS, WILLIAM STANLEY (i835->i882), English econo
mist and logician, was born at Liverpool on the ist of September

1835. His father, Thomas Jevons, a man of strong scientific

tastes and a writer on legal and economic subjects, was an iron

merchant. His mother was the daughter of William Rostoe. At

the age of fifteen he was sent to London to attend University

('ollege school. He appears at this time to have already fonned

the belief that important achievements as a thinker were possible

to him, and at more than one critical period in his career this

belief was the decisive factor in determining his conduct. To-

wards the end of 1853, after having spent two years at University

College, where his favourite subjects were Q'hemistry and botany,

he unexpectedly, received the offer of the assayership to the new

mint in Australia. The idea of leaving England was distasteful,

but pecuniary considerations had, in consequence of the failure

of his father's firm in 1847, become of vital importance, and he

accepted the post. He left England for Sydney in June 1854,

and remained there for five years. At the end of that period he

resigned his appointment, and in the autumn of 1859 entered

again as a student at University College, London, proceeding in

due course to the B.A. and M.A. degrees of the university of

lx)ndon. He now gave his principal attention to the moral

sciences, but his interest in natural science was by no means

exhausted : throughout his life he continued to write occasional

papers on scientific subjects, and his intimate knowledge of the

physical sciences greatly contributed to the success of his chief

logical work, The Principles of Science, Not long after taking

his M.A. degree Jevons obtained a post as tutor at Owens College,

Manchester. In 1 866 he was elected professor of logic and mental

and moral philosophy and Cobden professor of political economy

in Owens college. Next year he married Harriet Ann Taylor,

whose father had been the founder and proprietor of the Man-

chester Guardian, Jevons suffered a good deal from ill health

and sleeplessness, and found the deliveiy of lectures covering
|

so wide a lange of subjects very burdensome. In 1876 he was

glad to exchange the Owens professorship for the professorship

of political economy in University College, London. Travelling

and music were the principal recreations of his life
;
but his health

continued bad, and he suffered from depression. He found his

professorial duties increasingly irksome, and feeling that the

pressure of literary work left him no spare energy, he decided in

1880 to resign the post. On the 13th of August 1882 he was

drowned whilst bathing near Hastings. Throughout his life he

liad pursued with devotion and industry the ideals with which

he had set out, and his journal and letters display a noble sim-

plicity of disposition and an unswerving honesty of purpose.

He was a prolific writer, and at the time of his death he occupied

the foremost position in England both as a logician and as ^
economist. Professor Marshall has said of his work in economics

that it “ will probably be found to have more constructive force

than any, save that of Ricardo, that has been done durmg the

last hundred years." At the time of his death he was engaged

upon an economic work that promised to be at least as important

as any that he had previously undertaken. It would be difficult

to exaggerate the loss which logic and political economy sustained

through the accident by which his life was prematurely cut short.

Jevons arrived quite early in his career at the doctrines that

constituted his most characteristic and original contributions to

economics and logic. The theory of utility, which became the

key-note of his general theory of political economy, was practi-

cally formulated in a letter \mtten in i860 ;
and the germ of his

logical principle of the substitution of similars may be found in

the view which he propounded in another letter writteivin 186 r,

that “philosophy would be found to consist solely in pointing

out the likeness of things." The theory of utility above referred

to, namely, that the degree of utility of a commodity is some

continuous mathematical function of the quantity of the com-
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modity available, together with the implied doctrine that

economics is essentially a mathematical science, took more

definite form in a paper on “A General Mathematical Theory of

Political Economy," written for the Briti.sh Association in 1862.

This paper docs not appear to have attracted much attention

either in 1862 or on its publication four years later in the Journal

of the Statistical Society ; and it was not till 1871, when the Tluory

of Political Economy appeared, that Jevons set forth his do^ines

in a fully developed form. It was not till after the publication

of this work that Jevons became acquainted with the applications

of mathematics to political economy made by earlier writers,

notably Antoine Augustin Cournot and H. H. Gossen. The

theory of utility was about 1870 being independently developed

on somewhat similar lines by Carl Menger in Austria and M. E. L.

Walras in Switzerland. As regards the discovery of the con-

nexion between value in exchange and final (or marginal) utility,

the prioiity belongs to Gossen, but this in no way detracts from

the great importance of the service w^hich Jevons rendered to

English economics by his fresh discovery of the principle, and

by the way in which he ultimately forced it into notice. In his

reaction from the prevailing view he sometimes expressed himself

without due qualification : the declaration, for instance, made
at the commencement of the Theory of Political Economy

^

that

“ value depends entirely upon utility," lent itself to misinter-

pretation. But a certain exaggeration of emphasis may be

pardoned in a writer seeking to attract the attention of an in-

different public. It was not, however, as a theorist dealing with

the fundamental data of economic science, but as a brilliant

writer on practical economic questions, that Jevons first received

general recognition. A Serious Fall in the Value of Gekf(1863) and

The Coal Question (1865) placed him in the front rank as a writer

on applied economics and statistics ; and he would be remembered

as one of the leading economists of the 19th century even had

his Theory of Politi^ Economy never been written. Amongst

his economic works may be mentioned Money and the Mechanism

of Exchange (1875), written in a popular style, and de^ptive
rather than theoretical, but wonderfully fresh and original in

treatment and full of suggestiveness, a Primer on Political

Economy (1878), The State in Felation to Labour (1882), and two

works published after his death, namely, Methods of Social Reform

and Investigations inCurrency and containing papers that

had appeared separately during his lifetime. The last-named

volume contains Jevons’s interesting speculations on the con-

nexion between commercial crises and sun-spots. He was

engaged at the time of his death upon^the preparation of a large

treatise on economics and had drawn up a table of contents and

completed some chapters and parts of chapters. This fragment

was published in 1905 under the title of The Principles of Eco-

nomics: a Fragment of a Treatise on the Industrial Mechanism of

Societyy
and other Papers,

Jevons's work in logic went on pari passu with his work

in political economy. In 1864 he published a small volume,

entitled Pure Logic: or, the Logic of Quality apart from Quantity

y

which was based on Boole's system of logic, but freed from what

he considered the false mathematical dress of that system. In

the years immediately following he devoted considerable atten-

tion to the construction of a logical machine, exhibited before the

Royal Society in 1870, by means of which the conclusion deriv-

able from any given .set of premisses could be mechanically

obtained. In 1866 what he regarded as the great and universal

principle of all rea.soning dawned upon him; and in 1869 he

published a sketch of this fundamental doctrine under the title

of The Substitution of Similars, He expressed the principle in its

simplest form as follows :
“ Whatever is true of a thing is true of

its like," and he worked out in detail its various applications.

In the following year appeared the Elementary Lessons on Logic,

which soon became the most widely read elementaiy textbook

on logic in the English language. In the meantime he was

engaged upon a much more important logical treatise, which

appeared in 1874 under the title of The Principles of Science,

In this work Jevons embodied the substance of his earlier works

on pure logic and the substitution of similars ;
he also enunciated

XV. 12 a
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and developed tlie view that induction is simply an itivem

employment of deduction; he treated in a luminous manner the

f^eneral theory of probability, and the relation between proba-

bility and induction ;
and his knowledge of the various natural

sciences enabled him throughout to relieve the abstract character

of logical doctrine by concrete scientific illustrations, often

Nvork^ out in great detail. J evons’s general theory of induction

was a revival of the theory laid down by Wliewell and criticired

by Min ; but it was put in a new form, and v^as free from some
of the non-essential adjuncts which rendered Whewell’s exposi-

tion open to attack. The work as a whole was one of the most
notable contributions to logical doctrine that appeared in Great

Britain in the 19th century. His Studies in Deductive Lope,

consi.sting mainly of exercises and problems for the use -of

students, was published in 1880. In 1877 *ind the following years

Jevens contributed to the Contemporary Review some articles

on J. S. Mill, which he had intended to supplement by further

articles, and eventually publish in a volume as a criticism of

Miir.s philosophy. These articles and one other were republislied

after J evons’s death, together with his (rarlier logical treatises, in

a volume, entitled Pure Logic, and other Minor Works, The criti-

cisms on Mill contain much that is ingenious and much that is

forcible, but on the whole tlrey ciinnot be regarded us taking rank

with Jevons’s other work. His strength lay in his power as an
original thinker rather than as a critic

; and he will be remembered
by his constructive work as logician, economist and statistician.

Sec Letters and Journal of W. Stanley Jettotis, edited by his wife
(188O). Tills work contains a bibliography of Jevona’s writings.

i>cc also Logic : History. (J. N. K.)

JEW, THE WANDERIMG, a legenda^^ Jew (see Jews) doomed
to wander till the second coming of Christ because he had taunted

Jesus as he jiassed bearing the cross, saying, “Go on quicker.’’

Jesus is said to have replied, “I go, but thiou shalt wait till 1

retuim.” The legend b this form first appeared in a pamphlet
of four leaves alleged to have been printed at Leiden in 1602.

This pamplilet relates that Paulus von Eizen (d. 1598), bishop

of Schleswig, had met at Hamburg in 1542 a Jew named Ahas-

uerus (Ahasverus), who declai'ed he was “ eternal ” and was the

same who had been punislied m the above-mentioned manner by

Jesus at the time of the crudtixion. The |jamphlet is supposed

to have been written by Chrysostomus Dudulaeus of Westphalia

and printed by one Christoff Crutzer, but as no such author or

printer 4s known at this time—the latter name indeed refers

direq||y‘'to the lej^nd—it has been conjectured that the whole
story is"** myth invented to support the Protestant contention

of a continuous witness to the truth of Holy Writ in tlic person

of this “ eternal “ Jew; he was to form, m his way, a counterpart

to tlie apo.stolic tradition of the Catholic Ch\u’ch.

The story met with ready acceptance and popularity. Eight

editions of the pamphlet appeared in 1602, and the fortieth

edition before the end of the followmg century. It was translated

into Dutch and Flemish with almost equal success. The first

French edition appeared in i6oq, and the story was known in

England before 1625, when a parody was produced. Denmark
and Sweden followed suit with translations, and the expression
“ eternal Jew ” passed as a current term into Czech. In other

words, the story in its usual fbrrn .spread wherever there was a
tincture of Protestantism. In southern Europe little is heard
of it in this version, though Rudolph Botoreus, parliamentary

advocate of Paris {Comm, histor., 1604), writing in Paris two
years after its first appearance, speaks contemptuously of the

popular belief in the Wandering Jew in Germany, Spain and
Italy.

The popularity of tfie pamphlet and its translations soon led

to reports of the appeEtrance of this mysterious being in almost
all parts of the civilized world. Besides the original meeting of

the bishop and Ahasuerus in 1542 and others referred back to

1575 m Spain and 1599 at Vienna, the Wandering Jew was stated

to have appeaased at Prague (1602), at Liibeck (1605), in Bavaria

(1604), at Yprea (1623), Brussels (164a), Leipzig (1642), Paris

(1644, by the " Turkish Spy ”), Stamford (1658), Astrakhan

^1672), and Frankenstein (1678). In the next century the

Wandering Jew was seen at Munich (1721), Altbach (1766),

Brussels (1774), Newcastle (1790, see Brand, Pop, Antiquities,

s,v,), and on the streets of I^ndon between 1818 and 1830 (see

Athenaeum, x866, ii, 561). So far as can be ascertain^, the

latest report of his appearance was in the neighbourhood of Salt

Lake City in 1868, w^n he is said to have made himself known
to a Mormon named O’Grady. It is difiicult to tell in any one

of these cases how far the story is an entire fiction and how far

some mgenious impostor took advantage of the existence of the

myth.
The reiterated reports of the actual existence of a wandering

bemg, who retained m bis memory the details of the crucifixion,

show how the idea had fixed itsdf in popular imagination and
found it.s way into the igth-centurycollections of Geiman legends.

The two ideas combined in the story of the restless fugitive akin

to C.am and w^anderixig for ever are separately represented in the

current names given to this figure m difierent countries. In

most Teutonic languages the Stress ia laid on the perpetual

character of his punishment and he is knmvn as the “ e\'erlast-

ing ” or “ eternal ’’Jew (Ger. “ Ewige Jude *’). In the lands

speaking a Romance tongue, the usual form has reference to the

wanderings (Fr. “ le Juif errant The English form follows

the Romance analogy, possibly because derived directly from
France. The actual name given to the mysterious Jew varies

in the different versions : the original pamphlet calls him Ahasver,

and this has been followed in most of the literary versions,

though it is difficult to imagine any Jew being called by the name
of the typical anti-Semitic king of tlie Book of Estlier. In one of

his appearances at Brussels his name is given as Isaac Laque-
dem, implying an imperfect knowledge of Hebrew in an attempt

to represent Isaac “ from of old.” Alexandre Dumas also made
use of this title. In the Turkish Spy the Wandering Jew is called

Paul Marrane and is supposed to have suffered persecution at the

hands of the Inquisition, which was mainly occupied in dealing

with the Marranos, i,e, the secret Jews of the Iberian peninsula.

In the few references to the legend in Spanish wTitmgR the

Wandering Jew is called Juan Espera en Dios, which gives a

more hopeful turn to the legend.

Under other names, a story very similar to that given in the

pamphlet of 1602 occurs nearly 400 years earlier on English soil.

According to Roger of Wendover in his Flores historiarum under

the year 1228, an Armenian archbishop, then visiting England,

was asked by the monks of St Albans about the well-known

Joseph of Anmathaea, who had spoken to Jesus and was said to

be still alive. The archbishop claimed to have seen him in

Armenia under the name of Carthaphilus or Cartaphilus, who had
confessed that he had taunted Jesus in the manner above related.

This Cartliaphilus had afterwards l:»een baptized by the name of

Joseph. Matthew Paris, in repeating the passage from Roger of

Wendover, reported that other Armenians hajd confirmed the

story on visiting St Albans in 1252, and regarded it as a great

proof of the Christian religion. A similar account is given in the

chronicles of Phihppe Mousk^s (d. 1243). A variant of the same
story was known to Guido Bonati, an astronomer quoted by
Dante, who calls his hero or villain Butta Deus because he struck

Jesus. Under this name he is said to have appeared at Mugello

in 1413 and at Bologna in 1415 (in the garb of a Franciscan of the

third order).

The source cf all these reports of an ever-living witness of the

crucifixion is probably Matthew xvi. 28 :
“ There be some of

them that stand here which shall in no wise taste of death till

they see the Son of Man coming in his kingdom.” As the

kingdom had not come, it was assumed that there must be

persons living who had been present at the crucifixion
;
the .same

reasoning is at the root of the Anglo-Israel belief. Tl^se words
are indeed quoted in the pamphlet of 1602. .^ain, a legend wa.s

based on John xxi. 20 that the beloved disciple would not die

before the second coming; while another legend (current in the

i6th century) condemned Malchus, whose ear Peter cut off in the

garden of Gethsemane (John xvii. 10), to wander perpetua%
rill the second coming. The legend alleges that he had been so

condemned for having scoffed at Jesus. These legends and the
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Utterance of Matt. xvi. 28 became contaminated tw the

legend of St Joseph of Arimatbaea and the Holy Grail, and t0(&
f(^ given in Roger of Wendover and Mathew Paris. But

there b nothing to show the spread of thb story tnumg the people
before the pamphlet of 1602, and it k dififcult to see how this

Carthaphihis could have given rise to the legend of the Wander-
.since he is not a Jew nor does he wander. The author

at lioz was probably acquainted either directly or indirectly

with the story as given by Matthew Paris, since he gives almost

the same account. But he gives a new name to Ins hero and
directly connects his fate with Matt..xvi.^ 2S.

Moncure D. Conway (Enty. BhL, 9th ed., xiii. 673) attempted
to connect the legend of the Wandering Jew with a whole series

of myths relating to never-dying h^oes hke King Arthur,

Frederick Barbarossa, the Seven Sleepers, and Thomas the

Rhymer, not to speak of Rip Van Winkle. He goes even farther

and connects our legend with mortals visiting earth, as the Yima
In Parsism, and the Ancient of Days ’’ in the Books of Daniel

and Enoch, and further connects the legend witih the whole
medieval tendency to regard the Jew as something uncanny and
mysterious. But all these mythological explanations are super-

erogatory, since the actual legend in question can be definitely

traced to the pamphlet of 1602. The same remark applies to

the identification with the Mahommedan legend of the ** eternal
”

Chadhir proposed by M. Lidzbarski (Zrii. /. vii. 116) and
I. Friedlander (Arch. /. Religionswiss. xiii. no).

'lliis combination of etemsHpunishment with restlesswandering
has attracted the imagination of innumerable writers in almost

all Eurqiean tongues. The Wandering Jew has been regarded

as a symbolic figure representing the wandering and sufferings

of his race. The Germans have been especially attracted by
the legend, which has been made the subject of poems by

Schubart, Schreiber, W. Muller, Lenau, Chamisso, Schlegel,

Mosen and Koehler, from which enumeration it will be seen that

it was a particularly favourite subject with the Romantic school.

They were perhaps infiuencod by the example of Goethe, who
in his Auiobiogrwphy describes, at considerable length, the plan of

a poem he ha4 designed on the Wandering Jew. More recent^

poems have been composed on the subject m German by Adolf

Wilbrandt, Fritz Lienhard and others; in English by Robert

iiuehanan
,
and in Dutch by 1

1

. Heijermai&s. German novels also

exist on the subject, by Franz Horn, Oeklers, Laun and Schuck-

ing, tragedic.s by Kiinemann, Haushofer and Zedlitz. Sigismund

Heller wrote three carrtos on tlic wanderings of Ahasuerus, while

T-lans Andersen made of him an “ Angel of Doubt.” Robert

ITamerling even identifies Nero willi the Wandering jew. In

France, E. Quinet published a prose epic on the subject in 1833,

and Eugene Sue, in his Dost-known work, Le Juif ermw/ (1844),

introduces the Wandering Jew in the prologues of its different

sections and associates him with the legend of Heredias. In

modem times the subject has been made still more popular by

Gustave Dore’s elaborate designs (1856), containing some his

most striking and imaginative work. Thus, probably, he sug-

gested Grenier’s poem on the subject (1857).

In England, besides the ballads in Percy’s Reliques, William

Godwin introduced the idea of an eternal witness of the course

of civilization in his St Leon (1799), and his son-in-law Shelley

introduces Ahasuerus in his Queen Mob. It is doubtful how far

Swift derived his idea of the immortal Struldbrugs from the notion

of the Wandering Jew. George Croly’s 5aiafkf>/, which appeared

anonymously in 1828, gave a highly ekborate turn to the legend

;

this has been re-published under the title Tarry Thou Till I Come.

Bibijography.—J. G. Th. Graeaae, Die Sage vom ewigen Juden

(1844); F. Helbig, Dxe S^e vom ewigen Juden (1874); G. Pam, Le

Juif errant (1881); M. D. Conway, 7 he Wandering Jew (1881);

S. Morpugo, L’ Ebreo errimie in Italia (1891); L. Neubaur, Die

Sage vom ewigen JudeH'{2nd ed., 1893) • The recent literary handling

of the subject has been dealt with by J. Prost, Die Sage vom ewigen

Juden in dor neueren deutsohen Lxtevatur (1905) J
T. Kappstein,

Ahasver in der Weltpoesie (i9«5)* (J- J^ )

JEWEL, JOHN (1522-1571), bishop of Salisbury, son of John

Jewel of Buden, Devonshire, was born on the 24th of May 1522,

and educated under his uncle John Bellamy, rector of Hampton,

andi other private tutora nntil his matricukibff at Hfietlon

College, Oxiord, in July 1535, There he was taught by* John
PaclBhurst, afterwards bishq> of Nerwkfaf but on the X9& of

AttgviBt 1539 he was elected schodar of Corpue C^sti
He graduated B.A. in 754)6) and in 1545, havihg been
elected fellow of his college in 154a. He made some mark as
a teacher at Oxford, and became after 1547 one of the chief

disdptes of Peter Martyr. He graduated B.D. in x 552, and was
made vicar of Sunniti;^!!, and public orator of the univeistty,

in which capacity he had to compose a congratuhtoiy epistle to

Mary on her accession. In April 1554 he acted m ndtaty to
Cranmar and Ridley at their disputation, but^ in the autumn be
signed a series of ^thohe articles. He was, nevertheless, sna^

pected^ fled to London,^ and thence to Frankfort, which he
reached in March 1555. There he sided with Coxe against

Knox, but soon join^ Martyr at Strassbnig^ oeexanpanied him
to Zurich, and then paid a visit to Padua.
Upon Elizabeth’s succession herewtened to England, andmade

earnest efforts to secure what would now be caM^ a low-church

settlement of religion. Indeed, his attitude was hardly dia-

tinguishaibts from that of the Bliz^dwthan Puritaas, but he
gre^ally modified it under the stress of office axtd responsibility.

He was one of the disputants selected to confute Ibe Romanists
at the conference of Westminster after Easter 1559; be was select

preaicher at St Paul’s cross on the 15th of June; and in the

autumn was engaged as one of the royal vkitort of the western

countie.s. His conge d’ ilirt as bishop of Salisbury had been made
out on the 27th of July, but he was not eonaecriited until the

2 1 St of January 1560. He now constituted himself the literary

apologist of the Elizabethan settlement. He had on the 26th of

November 1559) in a sermon at St Paul’s Cross, challenged aU
comers to prove the Roman case out of the Scriptures,, or the

councils or Fathers for the first six hundred years after Christ.

He repeated his challenge in 7560, and Dr Henry Cole took it up;.

The chief result was Jewel’s Apologia eccksiae AngRcamu,
published in 1562, which in Bish^ Cr^hton’s words is ** the

first methodical statement of the position of the Chtneh of:

England against the Church of Rome, and fomis the gromiid^

work' of all subsequent controversy.” A more fonnidabib

antagonist thanCole now enteredthe lists in the^son ofThomas
Harding, an Oxford contemporary whom jewel had deprirved of

his prebend in Salisbury Cathedral for recusancy. He published

an elaborate and bitter Answer in 1564, to which Jewel issued a
Reply in 1565. Harding followed with a Confutation, and Jewel

with a Defence, of the Apology in 1566 and 1567 ;
the combatants

ranged over the whole field of the Anglb-Roman controversy, and
jewel’s theology was officially enjoined upon the Chur^ by
Archbishop Bancroft in the reign of James I. Latterly Jewel

had been confronted with criticism from a different quarter.

The arguments that had weaned him from his ZwingKati sim-

plicity did not satisfy his unpromoted brethren, and Jewel had
to refuse admis.sion to a benefice to his friend laurence Humphrey
(q.i>.)y who would not wear a surplice. He was consulted a good

deal by the government on such questions as England’s attitude

towards the council of Trent, and political considerations made
him more and more hostile to Puritan demands with which he

had previously sympathized. He wrote an attack on Cart-

wright, which was published after his death by Whitgift. He
died on the 23rd of September 1571, and was buried in Salisbury

Cathedral, where he had built a library. Hooker, who speaks

of Jewel as ” the worthiest divine that Christendom hath bred

for some hundreds of years,” was one of the boys whom Jewel

prepared in his house for the university; and his Ecclesiastical

Polity owes much to Jewel’s training.

Jewels works were published in a folio in 1809 under the direction *

of Bancroft, who ordered the Apology to be placed in churches, in

some of wluch it may still be seen chained to the lectern * other

editions appeared at Oxford (184^ 8 vols.) and Cambridge (Parker

Soc., 4 vols.). See also Gough’s index to Parker Soc. Publ.
;
Strype’s

Worffe (General* Ibdex^* Aete of Privy Conmii ; CMmimre^ of

DomeoHe and^ SpeHieh^ State Pwpere \ Dteon’s' and) Frvre’s Ckurck
fntstoneo] and! DMionary of NhHonal Biography (art. by Bishop
Creighton). (Ai F. P.)
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JEWELRY (0 . Fr. jouel, Fr. joyau, perhaps from joie, joy;

Lat. gaudium

;

retranslated into Low Lat. focale, a toy, from

/ocuSf by misapprehension of the origin of the word), a collective

term for jewels, or the art connected with them—jewels being

personal ornaments, usually made of gems, precious stones, &c.,

with a setting of precious metal ;
in a restricted sense it is also

common to speak of a gem-stone itself as a jewel, when utilized

in this way. Personal ornaments appear to have been among
the very first objects on which the invention and ingenuity of

man were exercised; and there is no record of any people so rude
as not to employ some kind of personal decoration. Natural

objects, such as small shells, dried berries, small perforated

stones, feathers of variegated colours, were combined by stringing

or tying together to ornament the head, neck, arms and legs, the

fingers, and even the toes, whilst the cartilages of the nose and
ears were frequently perforated for the more ready suspension

of suitable ornamenls.

Amongst modern Oriental nations wc find almost every kind

of personal decoration, from the simple caste mark on the fore-

head of the Hindu to the gorgeous examples of beaten gold and
silver work of the various cities and provinces of India. Nor
are such decorations more ornaments without use or meaning.
The hook with its corresponding perforation or eye, the clasp,

the buckle, the button, grew step by step into a special ornament,

according to the rank, means, taste and wants of the wearer, or

became an evidence of the dignity of office. Nor was the jewel

deemed to have served its purpose mth the death of its owner,

for it is to the tombs of ancient peoples that we must look for

evideni^e of the early existence of the jeweller’s art.

The jewelrj' of the ancient Egy ptians has been preserved for

us in their tombs, sometimes in, and sometimes near the sarco-

phagi which contained the embalmed bodies of the wearers.

An amazing series of finds of the intact jewels of five princesses

of the Xllth Dynasty {c. 2400 b.c.) was the result of the excava-

tions of J. de Morgan at Dahshur in 1894-1805, I’he treasure

of Princess Hathor-Set contained jewels with the names of

Senwosri (Usertesen) II. and III., one of whom was probably her

father. The treasure of Princess Merit contained the names of

the same two monarchs, and also that of Amenemhe III., to

whose family Princess Nebhotp may have belonged. The two
remaining princesses were Ita and Khnumil,

The art of the nameless Memphite jewellers of the Xllth Dynasty
is marked by perfect accuracy of execution, by sureness of intention,

by decorative instinct and sobriety in design, and by the service*

able nature of the jewels for actual wear. All forms of work are

represented—including chiselling, soldering, inlaying with coloured
stones, moulding and working with twisted wires and filigree.

Here also occurs the earliest instance of granulated work, with small
grains of gold, soldered on a flat surface (fig. x). The principal

items in this daxziing group are the following : Three gold pectorals
(fig. 2 and Plate 1 . ngs. 35, 36) worked A jour (with the interstices

lext open)
;
on the front side they arc inlaid with coloured stones, the

fine cioisons being the only portion of the gold that is visible, on the
back, the gold surfaces are most delicately carved, in low relief.

Two gold crowns (Plate I. figs, 32, 34). found together, are curiously
contrasted in character. The one (fig. 32) is of a formal design, of

gold, inlaid (the plume, Plate 1 . fig. 33, was attached to it)
;
the other

(fig. 34) has a multitude of star-like flowers, embodied in a filigree

of daintily twisted wires. A dagger with inlaid patterns on the
handle shows extraordinary perfection of finish.

Fig. 2.

Nearly a thousand years later we have another remarkable
collectiomof Egyptian art in the jewelry taken from the coffin of

Queen Aah-hotp, discovered in 1859 by Marieltc in the entrance

to the valley of the tombs of the kings and now preserved in

the Cairo museum. Compared with the Dahshur treasure the

jewelry of Aah-hotp is in parts rough and coar.se, but none the

less it is marked by the ingenuity and mastery of the materials

that characterize all the work of the Egyptians. Hammered
work, incised and chased work, the evidence of soldering, the

combinations of layers of gold plate.s, together with coloured

stones, are all present, and the handicraft is complete in every

respect.

A diadem of gold and
enamel, found at the back
of the head of the mummy
of the queen (fig. 3), was
fixed in the back hair, show-
ing the cartouche in front.

The box holding this car-

touche has on the upper
surface the titles of the
king, “ the son of the sun,

Aahmes, living for ever and
ever," in gold on a ground
of lapis lazuli, with a
chequered ornament in blue
and red pastes, and a sphinx
couchont on each side. A
necklace with three pendant flies (fig. 4) is entirely of gold, having
a hook and loop to fasten it round the neck. Fig. 5 is a gold drop,
inlaid with turquoise or blue paste, in the shape of a fig. A gold

Fig. 4. j Fig. 5.
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Utterance of Matt. xvi. 28 became contaminated tw the

legend of St Joseph of Arimatbaea and the Holy Grail, and t0(&
f(^ given in Roger of Wendover and Mathew Paris. But

there b nothing to show the spread of thb story tnumg the people
before the pamphlet of 1602, and it k dififcult to see how this

Carthaphihis could have given rise to the legend of the Wander-
.since he is not a Jew nor does he wander. The author

at lioz was probably acquainted either directly or indirectly

with the story as given by Matthew Paris, since he gives almost

the same account. But he gives a new name to Ins hero and
directly connects his fate with Matt..xvi.^ 2S.

Moncure D. Conway (Enty. BhL, 9th ed., xiii. 673) attempted
to connect the legend of the Wandering Jew with a whole series

of myths relating to never-dying h^oes hke King Arthur,

Frederick Barbarossa, the Seven Sleepers, and Thomas the

Rhymer, not to speak of Rip Van Winkle. He goes even farther

and connects our legend with mortals visiting earth, as the Yima
In Parsism, and the Ancient of Days ’’ in the Books of Daniel

and Enoch, and further connects the legend witih the whole
medieval tendency to regard the Jew as something uncanny and
mysterious. But all these mythological explanations are super-

erogatory, since the actual legend in question can be definitely

traced to the pamphlet of 1602. The same remark applies to

the identification with the Mahommedan legend of the ** eternal
”

Chadhir proposed by M. Lidzbarski (Zrii. /. vii. 116) and
I. Friedlander (Arch. /. Religionswiss. xiii. no).

'lliis combination of etemsHpunishment with restlesswandering
has attracted the imagination of innumerable writers in almost

all Eurqiean tongues. The Wandering Jew has been regarded

as a symbolic figure representing the wandering and sufferings

of his race. The Germans have been especially attracted by
the legend, which has been made the subject of poems by

Schubart, Schreiber, W. Muller, Lenau, Chamisso, Schlegel,

Mosen and Koehler, from which enumeration it will be seen that

it was a particularly favourite subject with the Romantic school.

They were perhaps infiuencod by the example of Goethe, who
in his Auiobiogrwphy describes, at considerable length, the plan of

a poem he ha4 designed on the Wandering Jew. More recent^

poems have been composed on the subject m German by Adolf

Wilbrandt, Fritz Lienhard and others; in English by Robert

iiuehanan
,
and in Dutch by 1

1

. Heijermai&s. German novels also

exist on the subject, by Franz Horn, Oeklers, Laun and Schuck-

ing, tragedic.s by Kiinemann, Haushofer and Zedlitz. Sigismund

Heller wrote three carrtos on tlic wanderings of Ahasuerus, while

T-lans Andersen made of him an “ Angel of Doubt.” Robert

ITamerling even identifies Nero willi the Wandering jew. In

France, E. Quinet published a prose epic on the subject in 1833,

and Eugene Sue, in his Dost-known work, Le Juif ermw/ (1844),

introduces the Wandering Jew in the prologues of its different

sections and associates him with the legend of Heredias. In

modem times the subject has been made still more popular by

Gustave Dore’s elaborate designs (1856), containing some his

most striking and imaginative work. Thus, probably, he sug-

gested Grenier’s poem on the subject (1857).

In England, besides the ballads in Percy’s Reliques, William

Godwin introduced the idea of an eternal witness of the course

of civilization in his St Leon (1799), and his son-in-law Shelley

introduces Ahasuerus in his Queen Mob. It is doubtful how far

Swift derived his idea of the immortal Struldbrugs from the notion

of the Wandering Jew. George Croly’s 5aiafkf>/, which appeared

anonymously in 1828, gave a highly ekborate turn to the legend

;

this has been re-published under the title Tarry Thou Till I Come.

Bibijography.—J. G. Th. Graeaae, Die Sage vom ewigen Juden

(1844); F. Helbig, Dxe S^e vom ewigen Juden (1874); G. Pam, Le

Juif errant (1881); M. D. Conway, 7 he Wandering Jew (1881);

S. Morpugo, L’ Ebreo errimie in Italia (1891); L. Neubaur, Die

Sage vom ewigen JudeH'{2nd ed., 1893) • The recent literary handling

of the subject has been dealt with by J. Prost, Die Sage vom ewigen

Juden in dor neueren deutsohen Lxtevatur (1905) J
T. Kappstein,

Ahasver in der Weltpoesie (i9«5)* (J- J^ )

JEWEL, JOHN (1522-1571), bishop of Salisbury, son of John

Jewel of Buden, Devonshire, was born on the 24th of May 1522,

and educated under his uncle John Bellamy, rector of Hampton,

andi other private tutora nntil his matricukibff at Hfietlon

College, Oxiord, in July 1535, There he was taught by* John
PaclBhurst, afterwards bishq> of Nerwkfaf but on the X9& of

AttgviBt 1539 he was elected schodar of Corpue C^sti
He graduated B.A. in 754)6) and in 1545, havihg been
elected fellow of his college in 154a. He made some mark as
a teacher at Oxford, and became after 1547 one of the chief

disdptes of Peter Martyr. He graduated B.D. in x 552, and was
made vicar of Sunniti;^!!, and public orator of the univeistty,

in which capacity he had to compose a congratuhtoiy epistle to

Mary on her accession. In April 1554 he acted m ndtaty to
Cranmar and Ridley at their disputation, but^ in the autumn be
signed a series of ^thohe articles. He was, nevertheless, sna^

pected^ fled to London,^ and thence to Frankfort, which he
reached in March 1555. There he sided with Coxe against

Knox, but soon join^ Martyr at Strassbnig^ oeexanpanied him
to Zurich, and then paid a visit to Padua.
Upon Elizabeth’s succession herewtened to England, andmade

earnest efforts to secure what would now be caM^ a low-church

settlement of religion. Indeed, his attitude was hardly dia-

tinguishaibts from that of the Bliz^dwthan Puritaas, but he
gre^ally modified it under the stress of office axtd responsibility.

He was one of the disputants selected to confute Ibe Romanists
at the conference of Westminster after Easter 1559; be was select

preaicher at St Paul’s cross on the 15th of June; and in the

autumn was engaged as one of the royal vkitort of the western

countie.s. His conge d’ ilirt as bishop of Salisbury had been made
out on the 27th of July, but he was not eonaecriited until the

2 1 St of January 1560. He now constituted himself the literary

apologist of the Elizabethan settlement. He had on the 26th of

November 1559) in a sermon at St Paul’s Cross, challenged aU
comers to prove the Roman case out of the Scriptures,, or the

councils or Fathers for the first six hundred years after Christ.

He repeated his challenge in 7560, and Dr Henry Cole took it up;.

The chief result was Jewel’s Apologia eccksiae AngRcamu,
published in 1562, which in Bish^ Cr^hton’s words is ** the

first methodical statement of the position of the Chtneh of:

England against the Church of Rome, and fomis the gromiid^

work' of all subsequent controversy.” A more fonnidabib

antagonist thanCole now enteredthe lists in the^son ofThomas
Harding, an Oxford contemporary whom jewel had deprirved of

his prebend in Salisbury Cathedral for recusancy. He published

an elaborate and bitter Answer in 1564, to which Jewel issued a
Reply in 1565. Harding followed with a Confutation, and Jewel

with a Defence, of the Apology in 1566 and 1567 ;
the combatants

ranged over the whole field of the Anglb-Roman controversy, and
jewel’s theology was officially enjoined upon the Chur^ by
Archbishop Bancroft in the reign of James I. Latterly Jewel

had been confronted with criticism from a different quarter.

The arguments that had weaned him from his ZwingKati sim-

plicity did not satisfy his unpromoted brethren, and Jewel had
to refuse admis.sion to a benefice to his friend laurence Humphrey
(q.i>.)y who would not wear a surplice. He was consulted a good

deal by the government on such questions as England’s attitude

towards the council of Trent, and political considerations made
him more and more hostile to Puritan demands with which he

had previously sympathized. He wrote an attack on Cart-

wright, which was published after his death by Whitgift. He
died on the 23rd of September 1571, and was buried in Salisbury

Cathedral, where he had built a library. Hooker, who speaks

of Jewel as ” the worthiest divine that Christendom hath bred

for some hundreds of years,” was one of the boys whom Jewel

prepared in his house for the university; and his Ecclesiastical

Polity owes much to Jewel’s training.

Jewels works were published in a folio in 1809 under the direction *

of Bancroft, who ordered the Apology to be placed in churches, in

some of wluch it may still be seen chained to the lectern * other

editions appeared at Oxford (184^ 8 vols.) and Cambridge (Parker

Soc., 4 vols.). See also Gough’s index to Parker Soc. Publ.
;
Strype’s

Worffe (General* Ibdex^* Aete of Privy Conmii ; CMmimre^ of

DomeoHe and^ SpeHieh^ State Pwpere \ Dteon’s' and) Frvre’s Ckurck
fntstoneo] and! DMionary of NhHonal Biography (art. by Bishop
Creighton). (Ai F. P.)
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m§. ft (Pifttoi.)

with loimla of twiKiod wire, or emaJl tofettos, with jn

stones in the centres. The twisted wire onwments w«o evidently

portions of necklaces. A circular plaque decorated with a rosette

.5*

5^

Fig. 15.

(h) is very similar to those found at Mycenae, and a conventionalized

caele (k) is characteristic of much of the detail found at that place

as well as at HissarUk. They were all of pure gold, and thej^
must have been drawn through a plate of harder metal—probably

bronze. The principal ornaments differing from those found at

Mycenae are diadems or head fillets of pure hammered gold (6)

cut into thin plates, attached to rings by double gold xmes, and

fastened together at the l^ck with thin twisted wire. To these

pendants (of which those at the two ends arc nearly three times the

length of those forming the central portions) are attached smaU

figures, probably of idols. It has been assumed that th^ were

swm across the forehead by women, the long pendants falling on

each side of the face.

The jewelry of the close of the Mycenaemi period is best

represented by the rich finds of the cemetery of Enkomi near

SaWis, in Cyprus. This field was excavated by the British 1

Museum in 1896, and a considerable portion of the finds is
i

now at Btoomsbury. It was rich in all forms of jewelry, but

,

especially in pins, rings and diadems with patterns in relief. In
;

its geometric patterns the art of Enkomi is entirely Mycenacm,
j

but special stress is laid on the mythical forms that were in- !

Greek art, sudt as the sphinx and tire gryphon.
j

Fies ^-*8 (Plate I.) are examples of the late Mycenaean
;

® ^ ’ treasures from Enkomi.
Ear-rings.

Diadem, to be tied on the forehead. The
impressed figure of a sphinx is repeated

twelve times.

Ear-rings, originally in bull's head form

(fig. 40). Later, the same general form

is retained, but decorative i^tterns (fig.s.

41 , 46) take the place of the bull's head.

I in, probably connected by a chain with a

fellow, to be used as a cloak fastening.

Pomegranate pendant, with fine initiated
work.

Pins as No. 42. The heads arc of vitreous

paste.

(See above.) ...
Pendant ornament, in lotus-form, of a

pectoral, inlaid with coloured pastes.

48 „ Small slate cylinder, sot in filigree.

Another find of importance was that of a flection of ^old

ornaments from one of the Greek islands (said to be Aegina)

which also found its way to the British Museum. Here we

find the themes of ardhnic Greek art, such as a %ure holding up

two water-birds, in immediate connexion with Mycenaean gold

patterns.

Figs, jp-53 (Plate 1 .) are specimens from this treasm-e.

40 „ Plate with rejpoassfiortmmiotiforscwwig on
” a dross.

40 V. Pendant. Figure with two wateribwdo, on

a lotus base, and having ^erpwrtsissuiiit

from near his middle, modified firom

Egvptioa forms.

Ring, with «ut blue gloss-pastas in the

grooves.
,

Pendant ornament, rmatmt, and originsJly

iniairi with pieces of cut glass-paste.

Pendant ornament, with dogs and apes,

modified from* Egyptian 'forms.

For the beginnings of

Greek art proper, the

most striking series of

personal jewels is the

great deposit of orna-

ments which was found

in 1905 by D. G. Hogarth

in tte soil beneath the

c«itral basis of the a^
chaic temple of Artemis

at Ephesus. The gold

ornaments in question

(amounting in all to about

1000 pieces) were mingled

with the closely packed

earth, and must neces-

sarily, it would seem, have

been in the nature of vo-

live offerings, made at the end of the 7th or the beginning of the

6th century b.c. The hoard was rich in pins, brooches, beads and

stamped disks of gold. The greater part of the find is at Con-

stantinople, but a portion was assigned to the British Museum,

which had undert^en the excavations.

Fies. S4-58 (Plate II.) Examples of the Ephesus hoard.

,, 54 „ Electrum pin, with pomegranate head.

55 ,,
Hawk ornamont,

56 „ Electrum pin.

57,58 „ Electrum ornaments for sewing on drapeiy.

file cemeteries of Cyprus have yielded a rich harvest of

i jewelry of Graeco-Phoenician style of the 7th and following

' centuries B.c. Figs. 16 and 1 7 at® typical examples of a ring and

ear-ring from Cyprus.

37, 38

39

40, 41, 46

42

43

*14,

Fig. i6. Eig. 17.

Greek, Etruscan and Roman ornaments partoke of very

similar diaracteristdcs. Of course there is variety in design and

sometimes in treatment, but ft does not rise to any special

individuality. Fretwork is a distinguishing feature of all,

together with the wave ornament, the guilloche, and the

occasional use of the human figure. Tlie workmanship is often

of a character which modem gold-workers can only rival with

theit best skill, and can never surpass.

4.->

46
47

Fio. tS.







The Gseek jewelry of the best period is of

delicacy and btmty. Fine esuHhiples are shorn *m the Britisl

Museum from Melos and dsewhere. Undoubtedly^ hbiyever, tli(e

most brilliant colleotion of such ornaments is that of the Hermi-
tage, which was derived from the tombs of Kerch and the Crimea.

It contains examples of the purest Greek work^ together with

objects which must have been of local origin, as is shown the

themes whkh the artist has chosen for his rdiefs. Fig. 28

illustrates the jewelry of the Hermitage (see also Ear-ringI
As further exatn^es of Greek jewelry see the pendant oblong

ornament for containmg a scroll

59-60

61
02 63

64

05

(>6

07‘-68

09

Flo. 19. Fig. 20. Ftc. 21.

The ear-rings (figs. 20, 21) are ai.so characteristic.

Figs. 50-70 (Plate II.) Exai^les of hnc Greek jrivclry, in the
British Museum.

Pair of ear-riugs, from a grave at Cynic in

Aeolis, with filigree work and pendant
Erote.*i.

Small bracelet. g
Small gold reel with repouss^ figures of

Nereid with helmet of Achilles, and Eros.

From Cameiros (Rhodes).

Filigree ornament (ear-ring?) with Eros
in centre. From Syria.

Medallion ornament with rejx>uss6 head of

Dionysos and filigree work. (Blacas

coll.)"

Stud, with filigree work.
Pair of ear-rings, of ^old, with filigrc'c and
enamel, from Erctiia.

Diadem, with filigree, and enamel scales,

from Tarquinii.

„ 70 „ Necklace pendants.

Etruscan jewelry at its best is not easily distinguished from

the Greek, out it tends in its later forms to become florid

and diffuse, without precision of design. The granulation of

surfaces practised with the highest degree of refinement by the

Etruscans was long a puzzle and a probh m to the modem
jeweller, until Castellani of Rome discovered gold-workers in

the Abnizzi to whom the method had de.sccnded through many
generations. He induced ,somo of these men to go to Naples,

and so revived the art, of which he contributed examples to the

l^ndon Exhibition of 1872 (see Filigree),

Figs. 71-77 (Plate 11 .) are well-marked examples of Etruscan
work, in the British Museum.

Pair of sirens, repousse, iorm^ a hook
and eye fastemag. From Chitnd (?).

Early fibula. Horse and chunaera. (Blacas

coU.)

Medamon-shaped fibula, of fine granulated

work, with figures of sirens in relief, and
set with dark blue pastes. (Bale coll.)

Pair of late Etruscan ear-rings.

Pair of late Etruscan ear-rings, in the

florid sr^le.

The jewels cyf the Roman empire are marked by a greater use

of large cut stones m combination with the gold, and by larger

surfaces of plain and undecorated metal. The adaptation of

imperial gold coins to the purposes of the jeweller is also not

uncommon
Figs. 78-Ba (Platen.) t-atc Roman imperial jewelry, in the

Rri’tihfh Museum.
Uoga pendant ear-ring, set with stones

and pearls. From Tunis, 4th centn^.
Pierced-work pendant, set with a coin of

the emperor Philip.

71

7^

74

75, 75
76, 77

78

79

80

82

'Sar-ring,' roughly set with garnets,

Bmoelet, with a winged cornucopia as
oaatsal oraament, set with plaimae, and
with filigree and leaf work.

Bracelet, roughly set with pearls and
atones. From Tunis, 4th century.

Gf theRo^
ixurbariah tribefl> a hew Teutomc Jlylh wag 4mlope4t An
important exan^ of this style is the- renaarkaMOig^
dneovered at Petrossa in the Tran^lvanian Alps in x8^|| 1^
now preserved, as far as it survives, in the museum of Buc&re^.
A runic inscription shows it bdooged to the Goths.^ Its

style is in part Che classical’ tradirion, d^sed and ipodiied; in

part it is a singularly rude smd vigorous form of barbaric art.

Its chief characteristics are a free use of strongly: conventicmal-

ized .animal forms, such as great bird-shaped 'Jbuke, and ^
ornamentation consisting of pierced gold work, combined with

a free use of stone.s cut to special shapes, and inlaid either

cioisonn^fashion or in a perforated gold plate. This part of the

hoard has its affinities in objects found over a w‘de field from

Siberia to Spain. Its rudest and most naturalistic forms occur

in the East in uncouth objects from Siberian
.
tombs, whose

lineage however has been traced to Persepolis, Assyria and
Egypt. In its later and more refined forms the style is known
by the name, now somewhat out of favour (except as applied to

a limited number of finds), of Merovingian.

The so-called Merovingian jewelry of the 5ih centuty, and the

Anglo-Saxon of a later date, have as their distinctive feature

thin plates of gold, decorated with thin slabs of garnet, set in

walls of gold solder^ vertically like the lines of cloisonn6 enamel,

with the addition of very decorative details of filigree work,

beading and tv/isted gold. The typical groitp are the contents

of the tomb of King Childeric (a.d. 481) now in the Bibliothdque

Nationale at Paris. In Figs. 22 and 23 we have examples of

Anglo-Saxon fibulae, the first being decorated with a specie.s

Fig. 22. Fig. 24. Fig. 34.

of doisonn^, in which garnets are inserted, while the other is in

hammered work in relief. A pendant (fig. 24) is also )9et with

garnets. The buckles (figs. 25, 26, 27) are Temarkably charac-

teristic examples, and very elegant in design. A girdle ornament

in gold, set with garnets (fig. 28), is an example of Carolingian

design of a hiA class. Another remarkable _
groQp of barbanc jewelry, dated by coins as of

the beginning of the 7thccntury,wase«:avated '

at Castel Trosino near the Picenian Ascoli, and

is attributed to the Lombards. See Mmumenti
antichi {Aecadtmia dti Linm)^ xii. 145.

We turn now to the Celtic group of jcwdlted

ornaments, which has an equally a^inde-
pendent line of descent. The characteristic

Celtic ornaments are of hammered work with jkou al.
details in repoussd, having filCngs-in of vitreous

paste, coloured enamds, amber, and in the later examples took

crystal wi^ a smooth rounded surface cat m adkukm. The
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whole group is a special development within the British Isles

of the art of the mid-European Early Iron age, which in its

turn had been considerably influenced by early Mediterranean

culture. In its early stages its special marks are combinations

of curves, with peculiar central thickenings which give a quasi-

naturalistic effect; a skilful use of inlaid enamels, and the

chased line. After the introduction of Chri.stianity, a con-

tinuous tradition combined the old system with the interlaced

winding scrolls and other new forms of decoration, and so led

up to the extreme complexity of early Irish illumination and
metal work.

A remarkable group of gold ornaments of the pre-Christian

time (probably of the i.st century) wa.s discovered about 1896,

in the north-west of Ireland, and acquired by the British Museum.
It was subsequently claimed by the Crown as trea.sure trove, and
after litigation was transferred to Dublin (see Archaeologia, Iv.,

pi. 22).

Figs. 29 and 30 are illustrations of two brooches of the latest

Fici. 29.

period in this clas.s of work. J'he first is 13th centurv
;
the latter

is probably 12th century, and is set with paste, amber and
blue.

Rings arc the chief specimen.^ now seen of medieval jewelry

from the loth to the 13th century. They are generally massive

and simple. Through the i6th centurj- a variety of changes
arose

;
in the traditions and designs of tJic dnqufcento we have

plenty of evidence that the worknien used their own designs,

and the results culminated in the triumphs of Albert Diirer,

B^emito Cellini and Hans Holbein. The goldsmiths of the

Fig. 30.

Italian republics must have produced works of surpa.ssing

excellence in workmanship, and reaching the highest point in

design as applied to handicrafts of any kind. The use of
enamels, precious stones, niello work and engraving, in combina-
tion with skilful execution of the human figure and animal life,

produced effects which modem art in this direction is not likely

to ai^roach, still less to rival.

Tnfi^3i illustrations are' given of various characteristic specimeuR
of the Renaissance and later forms of jewelry. A crystal cross set
in enamelled gold (a) is German work of the ibth century. The
pendant reliquary (6), enamelled and jewelled, is of i6th century
Italian work, and sojwobably is the jewel (c) of gold set with dia-
monds and rubies. The Darnley or Lennox jewel (<i), now in the
possession of the king, was made about 1576-1577 for Lady Margaret

Douglas, countess of Lennox, the mother of Henry Darnley. It is

a pendant golden heart set with a heart-shaped sapphire, richly
jewelled and enamelled with emblematic figures and devices. 11,

also has Scottish mottoes around and within it. The ear-ring (e) of
gold, enamelled, hung with small pearls, is an example of Z7th cen-
tury Ru.ssian work, and another (/) is Italian of the same period,
being of gold and filigree with enamel, also with pendant pearls.
A Spanish car-ring, of i8th century work (g), is a combination of
ribbon, cord and filigree in gold; and another {h) is Flemish, of
probably the same period

;
it is of gold open work set with diamonds

m projecting collets. The old French-Normandy pendant cross and
locket (/) presents a characteristic example of peasant jewelry; it is

of branched open work set with bosses and ridged ornaments of
crystal. The ear-ring (;) is French of 17th century, also ol gold open
work set with cry.stals. A small pendant locket (A) is of rock
crystal, with the cross of Santiago in gold and translucent crimson
enamel; it is i6th or 17th century Spanish work. A pretty ear-ring
of gold open scroll work (m), set with minute diamonds and three
pendant pearls, is Portuguese of 17th century, and another ear-ring
(n) of gold circulur open work, set also with minute diamonds, is

Portuguese work of i8th century. These examples fairly illustrate
the gen»*ral features of the most characteristic jewelry of the dates
quoted.

During the 17th and i8th centuries we see only a mechanical
kind of excellence, the result.s of the mere tradition of the work-
shop—the lingering of the power which when wisely directed

ha(L done so much and so well, but now simply living on tra-

ditional forms, often combined in a most incongruous fashion.

Gorgeous effects were aimed at by massing the gold, and intro-

ducing stones elaborately cut in themselves or clustered in

groups. Thus diamonds were clustered in rosettes and bou-
quets; rubies, pearls, emeralds and other coloured special stones

were brought together for little other purpose than to get them
into a given space in conjunction with a certain quantity of gold.

The question was not of design in its relation to use as personal

decoration, but of the value which could be got into a given space

to produce the most striking effect.

The traditions of Oriental design as they had come down
ihrough the various periods quoted, were comparatively lost

in the wretched results of the rococo of Louis XIV. and the

inanities of what modern revivalists of the Anglo-Dutch call

“Queen Anne.’’ In the London exhibition of 1851, the ex-

travagances of modern jewelry had to stand compari.son with
the Oriental examples contributed from India. Since then we
have learnt more about these works, and have been compelled
to acknowledge, in spite of w^hat is sometimes called inferiority

of workmanship, how completely the Oriental jeweller under-
stood his work, and with what singular simplicity of method
he carried it out. The combinations arc always harmonious,
the result aimed at is always achieved; and if in attempting
to work to European ideas the jeweller failed, this was rather

the fault of the forms he had to follow, than due to any want
of skill in making the most of a subject in which half the thought
and the intended use were foreign to his experience.

A collection of peasant jewelry got together by Castellani for

the Paris exhibition of 1867, and now in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, illustrates in an admirable manner the traditional

jewelry and personal ornaments of a wide range of peoples in

Europe. This collection, and the additions made to it since

its acquisition by the nation, show the forms in which these

objects existed over several generations among the peasantry
of France (chiefly Normandy), Spain, Portugal, Holland, Den-
mark, Germany and Switzerland, and also show how the forms
popular in one country are followed and adopted in another,

almost invariably because of their perfect adaptation to the

purpose for which they were designed.

Apart from these humbler branches of the subject, in the
middle of the 19th century the production of jewelry, regarded
as a personal art, and not as a commercial and anonymous
industry, was almost extinct. Its revival must be associated

with the artistic movement which marked the close of that
century, and which found emphatic expression in the Paris

international exhibition of rqoo. For many years before 1895
this industry, though prosperous from the commercial point of

view, and always remarkable from that of technical finish,

remained stationary as an art. iFrcnch jewelry rested on its
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reputation. The traditions were maintained of either the 17th

and 18th centuries or the style affected at the close of the second

empire—light pierced work and design borrowed from natural

ffowers. The last type^ introduced by Massing had exercised^

indeed; a revolutionary influence on the treatment of jewelry.

This clever artist; not less skilful as a craftsman, product a new
genre by copying the grace and lightness of living blossoms, thus

introducing a perfectly fresh element into the limited variety of

traditional style, and by the use of filigree gold work altering

its character and giving it ^eater elegance. Massin still held

the first rank in the exhibition of 1878; he had a marked
influence on his contemporaries, and his name will be remem-
bered in the history of the goldsmith’s art to designate a style

further confirmed in his remarkable position by the exhibition of

What specially stamps the works of Lalique is tbeir

striking originality^ His work may be considered from the point

of view of design and from that of execution. As,an artist he
has completely reconstructed from the foundation the scheme
of design which had fed the poverty-stricken imagination of the

last generation of goldsmiths. He had recourse to the art of

the past; but to the spirit rather than the letter, and to nature

for many new elements of design—free double curves, suave or

soft
; opalescent harmonies of colouring

; reminiscences, with quite

a new feeling, of Egypt, Chaldea, Greece and the East, or of the

art of the Renaissance; and infinite variety of floral forms even

of the humblest. He introduces also the female nude in the

Fig. 31.

and a period. Throughout these years the craft was exclusively

devoted to perfection of workmanship. The utmost finish was

aimed at in the mounting and setting of gems; jeweliy was, in

fact, not so much an art as a high-class industry; individual

effort and purpose were absent.'

Up to that time precious stones had been of such intrinsic

value that the jeweller’s chief skill lay in displaying these costly

stones to the best advantage; the mounting was a seconda^

consideration. The settings were seldom long preserved in

their original condition, but in the case of family jewels were

renewed with each generation and each change of fashion, a

state of things which could not be favourable to any truly artistic

development of taste, since the work was doomed, sooner or

later, to destruction. However, the evil led to its own remedy.

As soon as diamonds fell in value they lost at the same time

their overwhelming prestige, and refined taste could give a

preference to trinkets which derived their value and character

from artistic design. This revolutionized the jeweller’s craft,

and revived the simple ornament of gold or silver, which came

f<ffward but timidly at first, till, in the Solon of 1895, it burst

upon the world in the exhibits of Reu6 Lalique, an artist who was

! form of sirens and sphinxes. As a craftsman he has effected a

{

radical change, breaking through old routine, combining all

I

the processes of the goldsmith, the chaser, the enaineller and Ae
I gem-setter, and freeing himself from the narrow lines in which

the art had been confined. He ignores the hierarchy of gems,

caring no more on occasion for a diamond than for a flint, since,

in his view, no stone, whatever its original estimation, has any

value beyond the characteristic expression he lends it as a means
to his end. Thus, while he sometimes uses diamonds, rubies,

sapphires or emeralds as a background, he will, on the other

hand, give a conspicuous position to common stones—camelian,

agate, malachite, jasper, coral, and even materials of no intrinsic

value, such as horn. One of his favourite stones is the opal,

which lends itself to his arrangements of colour, and which has

in consequence become a fashionable stone in French jeweliy.

In criticism of the art of Lalique and his school it should be

observed that the works of the school are apt to be unsuited to the

wear and tear of actual use, and inconvemently eccentric in their

details. Moreover, the preciouiness of the material is an almost

inevitable consideration in the jeweller’s craft, and cannot be set

at naught by the artist without violating the canons of his art.
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The movement which took its rise in France spread in due

course to other oountries. In England the movement con-

veniently described as the arts and crafts movement affected

the des^n of jewelry. A group of designers has aimed at purg-

ing the jeweller’s craft of its character of mere gem-mounting in

conventional forms (of which the more unimaginative^ represent-

ing starS; bows, flowers and the like, are varied by such absurdi-

ties as insects, birds, animals, figures of men and objects made
up simply of stones clustered together). Their work is often

excellently and fancifully design^, but it lacks that exquisite

perfection of execution achieved by the incomparable craftsmen

of France. At the same time English sculptor-decorators—

such as Alfred fjilbert, R.A., and George J. Frampton, A.R.A.~
have produced objects of a still higher class, but it is usually the

work of the goldsmith rather than of the jeweller. Examples
may be seen in the badge executed by Gilbert for the president

of the Institute of Painters in Water Colours and in the mayoral
chain for Preston. Symbolism here enters into the design,

which has not only an ornamental but a didactic purpose.

The movement was represented in other countries also. In
the United States it was led by L. C. Tiffany, in Belgium by
Philip}>e W offers, who occupies in Belgium the position which in

France is held by Rene Labque, If his design is a little heavier,

it is not less beautiful in imagination or less masterly in execu-

tion. Graceful, ingenious, fanciful, elegant, fantastic by turns,

his objects of jewelry and goldsmithery have a solid claim to

be considered creations d'art. It has also been felt in Germany,
Austria, Russia and Switzerland. It must be admitted that many
of the best artists who have devoted themselves to jewelry have
been more successful in design than in securing the lightness

and strength which are required by the wearer, and which were a
characteristic in the works of the Italian craftsmen of the Renais-

sance. For this reason many of their masterpieces are more
beautiful in the case than upon the person,

Modern Jewelry .—So far we have gone over the progress and
results of the jeweller’s art. We have now to speak of the pro-

duction of jewelry as a modern art industry, in which large

numbers of men and women are employed in the larger cities

of Europe. Paris, Vienna, London and Birmingham are the

most important centres. An illustration of the manufacture as

carried on in London and Birmingham will be sufficient to give

an insight into the technique and artistic manipulation of this

branchrirf art industry; but, by way of contrast, it may be inter-

estiflytpgive in the first place a descrif>tion of the native working

jeweller of Hindustan.

He travels very much after the fashion of a tinker in England;
his budget contains tools, materials, fire pots, and all the requisites

of his handicraft. The gold to be used is generally supplied by
the patron or employer, and is frequently in gold coin, which the
travelling jeweller undertakes to convert into the ornaments required.

He squats down in the corner of a courtyard, or under cover of a
veranda, lights his fire, cuts up the gold pieces entrusted to him,
hammers, cuts, shapes, drills, solders with the blow-pipe, hies,

scrapes and burnishes until he has produced the desired effect.

If lie has stones to set or coloured enamels to introduce, he never
seems to make a mistake; his instinct for harmony of colour, like

that of his brother craftsman the weaver, is as unerring as that of

the bird in the construction of its nest. Whether the materials
arecommon or rich and rare, he invariably does the very best possible

with them, according to native ideas ol beauty in design and com-
bination. It is only when he is interfered with by European
dictation that he ever vulgarizes his art or makes a mistake. The
result may appeu rude in its finifdi, but the design and the thought
are invanably right. We thus see how a trade in the working of

which the " plant " is so simple and wants arc so readily met could
^read itself, as iL years past it did at Cletkenwell and at Birmingham
before gigantic metories were invented for producing everything
nnder the sun. •

,

It is impossible to find any date at which the systematic pro-

daction of jewelry was introduced into England. Probably

the Clcrkcnwell trade dates its origin from the revocation of the

edict of Nantes, as the skilled artisans in the jewelry, clock

and watch, and trinket trades appear to have been descendants

of the emigrant Huguenots. The Birmingham trade would
appear to have had Its origin in the skill to which the workers

in fine steel had attained towards the middle and end of the iSth

eentuiy, a branch of industry which collapsed after the French
Revohirion.

Modem jewelry may be classified under three heads : (i) objects
in which gems and stones form the principal portions, and in
which the work in silver, platinum or gold is really only a means
for carrying out ttie design by fixing the gems or stones in the
position arranged by the deagnor, the metal enipla3red being
visible only as a setting

; (2) when gold work plays an important pari
in the development 01 the design, being itself ornamented by en-
gra\'ing (now rarely used) or enamellii^ or both, the stones and
gems being arranged in subordination to the gold work in such
positions as to give a decorative effect to the whole: (3) whim gold
or other metal is alone used, the design being wrought out by ham^
mcring in repouss6, casting, engraving, cha^g or by the addition
of filigree work (see Filigree), or when the surfaces are left abao-
lutelv plain but polished and highly finished.

Of course the most ancient and primitive methods arc those
wholly dependent upon the craft of the workman; but gradually
various ingenious processes were invented, by which greater accuracy
in the portions to be repeated in a desi^ "could be produced with
certainty and economy : henc c the various methods of stamping
used in production of hand-made jevvcli y, which are in themselves
as much mechanical in relation to ^e end in view as ii the whole
object were stamped out at a blow, twisted into its proper position
as regards the detail, or the vatious stamped portions fitted into
each other for the mechanical completion of the work. It is there-

fore rather difficult to draw an absolute line between hand-made
and machine-made jewelry, except in extreme cases of hand-made,
when everything is worked^, so to speak, from the solid, or of machine-
made, when the hand lias only to give the ornament a few touches
of a tool, or fit the parts together if of more than one piec»‘.

The best and most costly hand-made jewelry produced in England,
whethei as regards gold work, gems, enamelling or engraving, is

made in London, and cliicffy at Clcrkcnwell. A design is first made
with pencil, sepia or water colour, and when needful with separate
enlargement of details, everything in short to make the drawing
thoroughly intelligible to the working jeweller. According to the
nature and purpose of the design, he cuts out, hammers, files and
brings into shape the constructive portions of the work as a basis.

Upon this, as each detail is wrought out, he .solders, or (more rarely)

fixes by rivets, Ac., the ornamentation necessary to the effect.

The human figure, representations of animal life, leaves, fruit, &c.,

are modelled in wax, moulded and cast in gold, to be chased up ancl

finished. As the hammering goes on the metal becomes brittle

and hard, and then it is passed through the fire to anneal or soften

it. In the case of elaborate examples of repouss^, after the general
forms are beaten up, the interior is filled with a resinous compound,
pitch mixed with fire-brick dust; and thi.s, forming a solid but
pliable body underneath the metal, allows of the finished details

being wrought out on the front of the design, and being finally

completed by chasing. When stones are to be set, or when they
form the principal portions of the design, the gold or other metal
has to be wrought by band so as to receive them in little cup-like

orifices, these walls of gold enclosing the stone and allowing the
edges to be bent over to secure it. Setting is never effected i>y

cement in well-made jewelry. Machine-made settings have in

recent years been made, but these are simply cheap imitations of

the true hand-made setting. Even strips of gold have been used,

serrated at the edges to allow of being easily bent over, for the

retention of the stones, true or false.

Great skill and experience arc necessary in the proper setting

of stones and gems of high value, in order to bring out the greatest

amount of brilliancy and colour, and tlic angle at which a diamond
(say) shall be set, in order that the light shall penetrate at the proper
point to bring out the " spark " or flash, is a subject of grave
consideration to the setter. Stones set in a haphazard, slovenly

manner, however brilliant in themselves, win look commonplace
by the side of skiliuUy set gems of much 1^ fine quality and water.
Etiamelltng <see Enamel) has of late years largely taken the place
of " paste " or false stones.

Engraving is a simple process in itself, and diversity of effect

can be produced by skilful manipulation. An interesting variety

in the effect of a ringle ornament may be produced by the combina-
tion of coloured gold of various tints. This colouring is a process

requiring skill and experience in the manipulatioa of the materials

accord!^ to the quality of the gold and the amount of silver alloy

in it. The objects to be coloured are dipped in a boiling mixture
of salt, alum and saltpetre. Of general colouring it may be said

that riie object aimed at is .to enhance the appearance of the gold

by removing the particles of alloy on the surface, and thus aUowing
the pure gold only to remain visible to the eye. The process has,

however, gone much out of fashion. It is apt to rot the solder,

and repmrs to gold work can be better finishM by electro-gilding.

The application of mochbiery to the economical pvoductioo of

certain twses of jewelry, not necessarily imitatioas, but as much
real gold ” work, to use a trade phrase, os the best hand -made, has

been on the increase for many years. Neatly every Mnd of gdld

chain now made is manufactured by fiiachinerj^ and nethiBg IHie
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the beauty ot tlcsicn or pedection oi 'wrorkittanship could be obtaiiiid
by hapd at, proibs^y^ any cost. Tho question tnen^re in relation
to chains is not the mode of maBufacture, but the qualityoi the metal.
Eighteen carat gold is of course preferred by those vrho wear chains,
but this b only gold in^ proportion of 16 to 24, pure gold being
i^csentod by 24. The ooui of the realm is 22 carat; that b,
it contains one-twelfth alloy to harden it to stand wear and tear.
Thus 18 carat gold has onc-fourth of alloy, and so on with lower
?[ualltieB down to 12, which is in reality only gold by courtesy,
t must bo remembered that the alloys are made by wdght, and as

gold is neariy twice as heavy as the metal it is mixed with, it only
forms a third of the bulk of a X2 carat mixture.
The application of machinery to the production of personal

ornaments in gold and afiver can only be economic^^y and success-
fully carried on when there is a large demand for simUar objects,

that b to say, objects of precisely the saiae design and decoration
throughout. In machiuc-niade jewelry everything is stereotyped,
so to speak, and the only work required for the hand is to ht the parts
together—^in some instances scarcely that. A dcs^n is made, and
from it steel dies are sunk for stamping out as ra^dly as pofMible
from a plate of rolled metal the portion represented by each die.

11 is in these steel dies that the skul of the artist die-sinker is mani-
fested. Brooches, ear-rmgs, pinheads, bracelets, lockets, pendants,
&c., arc struck out by the gross. This is more especiafly the case
in silver and in plated work—that is, imitation jewelry—the base
of which is an aUoy, afterwards gilt by clectfo-plating. With these
ornaments imitation stones in paste and glass, pearls, Ac., are used,
and it U remarkable that of late years some of the best designs, the
most simple, appropriate and artistic, have appeared in imitation
jewelry. It is only just to those engaged in this manufacture to
state distinctly that their work is never sold wholesale for anything
else tliao what it is. The worker in gold only makes gold or road

iewolry, and he only makes of a quality well known to his customers.
The producer of silver work only manufactures silver ornaments,
and so on throughout the whole class of plated goods.

It is the retailer who, if he is unprincipled, takes advantage of the
ignorance of the buyer and sells for gold that which is in reality an
imitation, and whi^ he bought as such. The imitations of old

styles of jewelry which arc largely sold in curiosity shops at foreign

places of fa.shionable resort aresaid to bemade inGermany, especially

at Munich.
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JEWETT, SARAH ORRE (1S49-1909), American novelist,

was bom in Soiith Berwick, Maine, on the 3rd of September 1B49.

She was a daughter of the physician Theodore H, Jewett (1815-

1878); by whom she was greatly influenced, and ^om she has

drawn in A Country Dw/er {1884). She studied at the Berwidc

Academy, and began her literary career in 1869, when she con-

tributed her first story to the AfkinHc Monthly, Her best work
consists of '^lort stories and sketches, such as those in The

Country of (he pointed Firs (1896). The peoj^e of Maine, with

their characteristic speech, manners and traditions, she desCTibes

with peculiar charm and realism, often recalling the work of

Hawthorne. She died at South Berwick, Maine, on the *4th of

June 1909.

Among her publieattoos are
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JEWS (Heb, Ydmdi, man of Judah; Gr. lovSouaj Lat
Judaei), the general name for the Semitic peoplewbidi ftifaabitiod

Paiestxne from early times, and is known mvariooi ooiuMseions

as the Hebrews,” “ the Jew^” and “Israel” ^seeg 5 bdoNr).

Their liistory may be divid^ into three great penods : ^1) That
covered by the Old Te.stament to the foundation of Judaism in

the Persian age, (2) that of the Greek and Roman domination
to the destruction of Jerusalem, and (3) that of the Diaspora or

Dispersion to the present day,

I.—Old Testament History

z. The Land and the People .—^For the first two periods the

history of the Jews is mainly tliat of Palestine. It begins among
those peoples which occupied the area lying between the Nile

on the one side and the T^is aad the Euphrates on the other.

Surrounded by ancient seats of culture in Egypt and Baby-
lonia, by the mysterious deserts of Arabia, and by the hi|^lands

of Asia Minor, Palestine, with Syria on the north, was the

high road of civilization, trade and warlike enterprise, and
the meeting-place of religions. 'Its small principalities were
entirely dominated by the great Powers, wlwse weakness or

acquiescence alone enabled them to rise above dependence or

vassalage. The land was traversed hy old-established trade

routes and possessed important harbours on the Gulf of 'Akaba
and on the Mediterranean coast, the latter exposing it to the

influence of the Levantine culture. It was “ the physical centre

of those movements of history from which the world has

grown.” The portion of this district abutting upon tlie Mediter-

ranean may be divided into two main parts : Syria (from the

Taurus to Hermon) and Pale.stinc (southward to the desert

bordering upon Egypt). The latter is about 150 m. from
north to south (the prtiverbial Dan to Beersheba ”), with a
breadth varying from 25 to 80 m., i.e, about 6040 sq. m.
This excludes the land east of the Jordan, on which see

Palestine.

From time to time streams of migration swept into Palestine

and Syrian Semitic tribes wandered northwards from their home
in Arabia to seek sustenance in its more fertile fields, to plunder,

or to escape the praumre of tribes in the rear. The course kads
naturdUy into eidier Patestine or Babylonia, and, foUowing the

Euphrates, northern Syria is eventually reached. Tribes also

moved down from the north : nomads, or ofishoots from the

powerful states which stretch into Asia Minor. Such freq^uently

recurring movements introduced blood. Tribes, chiefly ot

pastoral habits, settled down among others who were so nearly

of their own type that a complete amalgamation could be

efiected, and this without any marked reification of the

general characteristics of the earlier inhabitants. It is ironi

such a fusion as this that the ancestors of the Jews were

descended, and both the history and the genius of this people

can be properly understood oedy by taki^ into account the

physiod features' of their land and the characteristics of the

Semitic races in general (see Palestine, Semitic Languaces).

2. Satiety and Rdigian.—The similarity uniting the peoples

of the East in respect of racial and social characteristics is

accompanied by a striking similarity of mentd outlook which

has survh^ to modem times. Palestine, in spite of' the numer-

ous vicissitudes to which it has been subjected, has not lost

its fimdomentai characteristics. The political changes involved

in the Babylonian, Assyrian, Egyptian or Persian conquests

surely ofleeW it os little as the subsequent waves of (keek,

Roman and other European mvasictis. Even during the tem-

porary Hellenization in the second great period the character

of the people as a whole was untoucM by the vaxsous external

influences which produced so great an effect on the upper classes,

^en the forei^ civilization perished, the old culture once more

came to the surface. Hence it is possible, by a con^hoisnrc
comparative stwdy of Eastern peoples, in both ancient and
modem times, to supplement and illustrate within certain

limits our dir^t knowled^ 0! the early Jewish and

thus to understand more cTeaily those characteristics which were
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peculiar to them, in relation to those which they shared with

other Oriental peoples.

Even before authentic history begins, the elements of religion

and society had already crystallized into a solid coherent struc-

ture which was to persist without essential modification. Reli-

gion was inseparable from ordinary life, and, like that of all

peoples who are dependent on the fruits of the earth, was a

nature-worship. The tie between deities and worshippers

was regarded as physical and entailed mutual obligations. The
study of the clan-group as an organization is as instructive

here as in other fields. The members of each group lived on
terms of equality, the families forming a society of worship

the rites of which were conducted by the head. Such groups

(each with its locol deity) would combine for definite purposes

under the impulse external needs, but owing to inevitable

internal jealousies and the incessant feuds among a people

averse from discipline and authority, the unions were not

necessarily lasting. The elders of these groups possessed some
influence, and tended to form an aristocracy, which took the

lead in social life, although their authority generally depended
merely upon custom. Individual leaders in times of stre.ss

acquired a recognized supremacy, and, once a tribe out.stripped

the rest, the opportunities for continued advance gave further

scope to their authority. “ The interminable feuds of tribes,

conducted on the theory of blood-revenge, . . . can seldom

be durably healed without the intervention of a third party

who is called in as arbiter, and in this way an impartial and
wise power acquires of necessity a great and beneficent influence

over all around it ” (W. R. Smith). In time, notwithstanding a
certain inherent individualism and impatience of control, veri-

table despotisms arose in the Semitic world, although such

organizations were invariably liable to sudden collapse as the old

forms of life broke down with changing conditions.^

3. Early History !^—Already in the 15th century B.r. Palestine

was inhabited by a settled people whose language, thought and
religion were not radically different several hundred years later.

Small native princes ruled as vassals of Egypt which, after

expelling the Hyksos from its borders, had entered upon a series

of conquests as far as the Euphrates. Some centuries pre-

viously, however, Babylonia had laid claim to the western states,

and the Babylonian {i.e. Assyrian) script and language were now
used, not merely in the diplomatic correspondence between
Egy^t md Asia, but also for matters of private and everyday

life Ifcong the Palestinian princes themselves. To what extent

specific feubylonian influence showed itself in other directions

is not completely known. Canaan (Palestine and the south

Phoenician coast-land) and Amor (Lebanon district and beyond)

were under the constant supervision of Egypt, and Egyptian

officials journeyed round to collect tribute, to attend to com-
plaints, and to assure themselves of the allegiance of the vassals.

The Amama tablets and those more recently found at Taannek
(bibl. Taanach), together with the contemporary archaeological

evidence (from I^hish, Gezer, Megiddo, Jericho, &c.), represent

advanced conditions of life and culture, the precise chronological

limits of which cannot be determined with certainty. This

age, with its regular maritime intercourse between the Aegean
settlements, Phoenicia and the Delta, and with lines of caravans

connecting Babylonia, North Syria, Arabia and Egypt, presents

a remarkable picture of life and activity, in the centre of which
lies Palestine, with here and there Egyptian colonies and some
traces of Egyptian culls. The history of this, the “ Amama”
age, reveals a state of anarchy in Palestine for which the weak-
ness of Egypt and the downward pressure of north Syrian

^ On tlic homogeneity of the population, see further, W. R. Smith,
Rtiigion of the Semites (2nd ed., chaps, i.-iii.); T. Nfildeke, Sketches

from Eastern History

^

pp. 1-20 (on " Some Characteristics of the
Semitic Race ")

;
and especially E. Meyer, Gesch. d. Altertums (2nd ed.,

i- S§ 33O1 the relation between the geographical character-
istics and the political history, see G. A. Smith, Historical Geography
of the Holy Land.

2 For fuller information on this section see Palbstine : History^
and the related portions of Babylonia and Assyria, Egypt,
HrmTES, Syi<ia.

peoples were responsible. Subdivided into a number of little

local principalities, Palestine was suffering both from internal

intrigues and from the designs of this northern power. It is

now that we find the restless Qabiru, a name which is commonly
identified with that of the “ Hebrews ” i^ihrim). They offer

themselves where necessary to either party, and some at least

perhaps belonged to the settled population. The growing
prominence of the new northern group of “ Hittite ” states con-

tinued to occupy the energies of E^ypt, and when again we have
more external light upon Palestinian history, the Hittites {q>v.)

are found strongl)^ entrenched in the land. But by the end of

the first quarter of the 13th century b.c. Egypt had recovered its

province (precise boundary uncertain), leaving its rivals in pos-

session of Syria. Towards the close of the 13th century the

Egyptian king Merneptah (Mineptah) records a successful cam-
paign in Palestine, and alludes to the defeat of Canaan, Ascalon,

Gezer, Yenuam (in Lebanon) and (the people or tribe) Israel.*

Bodies of aliens from the Levantine coast had previously

threatened Egypt anu Syria, and at the beginning of the izth

century they formed a coalition on land and sea which taxed

all the resources of Rameses HI. In the Purasati, apparently

the most influential of these peoples, may be recognized the origin

of the name “ Philistine.” The Hittite power became weaker,

and the invaders, in spite of defeat, appear to have succeeded

in maintaining themselves on the sea coast. External history,

however, is very fragmentary just at the age when its evidence

would be most welcome. For a time the fate of Syria and Pales-

tine seems to have been no longer controlled by the great powers.

When the curtain rises again we enter upon the historical

traditions of the Old Testament.

4. Biblical History .—For the rest of the first period the Old
Testament forms the main source. It contains in fact the

history itself in two forms
:

(a) from the creation of man to

the fall of Judah (Genesis-2 Kings), which is supplemented and
continued further—(/>) to the foundation of Judaism in the

5th century b.c. (Chronicles—Ezra-Nehemiah). In the light of

contemporary monuments, archaeological evidence, the progress

of scientific knowledge and the recognized methods of modern
historical criticism, the repre.sentation of the origin of mankind
and of the history of the Jews in the Old Testament can no longer

be implicitly accepted. Written by an Oriental people and
clothed in an Oriental dress, the Old Testament does not contain

objective records, but subjective history written and incorporated

for specific purposes. Like many Oriental works it is a compila-

tion, as may be illustrated from a comparison of Chronicles with

Samuel-King.s, and the representation of the past in the light of

the present (as exemplified in Chronicles) i.s a frequently recur-

ring phenomenon. The critical examination of the nature and
growth of this compilation has removed much that had formerly

caused insuperable difficulties and had quite unnecessarily been

made an integral or a relevant part of practical religion. On
the other hand, criticism has given a deeper meaning to the Old

Testament history, and has brought mto relief the central

truths which really arc vital; it may be said to have replaced

a divine account of man by man’s account of the divine.

Scholars are now almost unanimously agreed that the internal

features are best explained by the Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis.

This involves the view that the historical traditions are mainly

due to two characteristic though very complicated recensions,

one under the influence of the teaching of Deuteronomy (Joshua

to Kings, see S 20), the other, of a more priestly character

(akin to Leviticus), of somewhat later date (Genesis to Joshua,

with traces in Judges to Kings, see § 23). There are, of course,

numerous problems relating to the nature, limits and dates

of the two recensions, of the incorporated sources, and of other

sources (whether early or late) of independent origin; and here

there is naturally room for much divergence of opinion. Older

material (often of composite origin) has been used, not so much
for the purpose of providing historical information, as with

the object of showing the religious significance of past history;

^ Or land Israel, W. Spiegelberg, Orient. Lit, Zeit. xi. (1908), cols.

40J-405.
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and the series Joshua-Kings is actually included among the

“ prophets
**

in Jewish reckoning (see Midrash). In g^eneral,

one may often observe that freedom which is characteristic of

early and unscientific historians. Thus one may note the

reshaping of older material to agree with later bought, the

buildmg up of past periods from the records of other periods,

and a frequent loss of perspective. The historical traditions

are to be supplemented by the great body of prophetic, legal

and poetic literature which reveal contemporary conditions in

various internal literary, theological or sociological features.

The investigation of their true historical background and of the

trustworthiness of their external setting (e.g, titles of psalms,

dates and headings of prophecies) involves a criticism of the

historical traditions themselves, and thus the two major classes

of material must be constantly examined both separately ^d in

tlieir bearing on one another. In a word, the study of biblical

history^, which is dependent in the first instance upon the written

sources, demands constant attention to the text (which has

had an interesting history) and to the literarj' features ; and it

requires a sympathetic acquaintance with Oriental life and

thought, both ancient and modern, an appreciation of the neces-

sity of employing the methods of scientific research, and (from

the theological side) a reasoned estimate of the dependence of

individual religious convictions upon the letter of the Old

Testament.'

In view of the numerous articles in tliis work dealing with biblical

subjects,2 the present sketch is limited to the outlines of the tra-

ditional history; tlie religious aspect in its bearing upon biblical

theology (which is closely bound up with the traditons) is

bandit separately under Hebrew Religion. The related litera-

ture is enormous (see the bibliographies to the special articles)
;

it

is indexed annually in OriintcUische Biblioevaphie (Berlin), and is

usefully summarized in the Thiolocische Jahresberichi (Berlin). On
the development of the study of biblical history sec C. A. Briggs,

Study of Holy Scripture (1890), especially ch. xx. The firsl scientific

historical work was by H. Ewala, Gesch. d. Volkes Israel {1843; 3rd

ed., 1864-1868; Eng. trans., 1869-1883), popularized by Arttur

Penrbyn Stanley in his Hist, of the Jewish Church (1863-1879). The

works of J. Wellhausen (especially Prolegomena to the Hist, of Israel^

Eng. trans., 1885, also the brilliant article “ Israel " in the 9th of

the Ency. Brit.y 1879) were epoch-making; his position was inter-

of T. K. Cheync, li, Graetz, H. Guthc, F. C. Kent, A. Kittel, W. H
Rosters, A. Kuenen, C. Piepenbring, and especially B. Stade, al-

though varying greatly in standpoint, arc among the most valuable

by recent scholars; H. P. Smith’s Old Test. Hist,
(

International

Theological Library,” Edinburgh, 1903) is in many respects the

most serviceable and complete study; a modem and more critical

Ewald ” is a desideratum. For the works of numerous other

scholars who have furthered Old Testament research in the past it

must sufilce to refer to the annotated list by J. M. I*. Smith, Books

for O.T. Study (Chicago, 1908). ^ -
For the external history, E. Schrader, Cuneiform Inscr. and the

Old Testament (Eng. trans. by O. C. Whitehouse, 1885-1888) is still

helpful; among the less technical works are J. F. McCurdy, History

^

Prophecy and the Monuments', B. Paton, Syria and Palestine {1902))

G. Maspero, Hist, ancienne (6th ed.,1904); A. Jeremias, Alte Test, tm

Lichte d. Alten Orients (2nd ed., T90O); and especi&Wy A It^iental.

Texte u. Bilder sum AUen Test., ed. by H. Gressman, with A. Ungnad

and H Ranke (1909). The most complete is that of Ed. Meyer,

Gesch. d. Alterihums (2nd ed., 1907 sqq-)- That of Jeremias foUows

upon the lines of H. Winckler, whose works depart from the some-

wW narrow limits of purely ” Israelite histones, emphasize the

necessity of observing the characteristics of Oriental thought and

policy, and are invaluable for discriminating students. Winckler s

own views are condensed in the 3rd edition—a re-writing—of

Schrader's Work {Keilinschr. u. d, Alte Testament, 1903), and, with an

instructive account of the history of ” ancient nearer Asia, in

H. F. Helmolt'.s World*s History, iii. 1-252 (1903)- All modem

» It is useful to compare the critical study of the Koran (?;»•),

where however, the investigation of its various ” revelations is

simpler than that of the bibUcal ” prophecies” on account of the

greater wealth of independent historical tradition. See sM G. B.

Gray, Contemporary Review (July 1907); A. A. Bevan, Cambridge

BihHcal Essays (ed. Swete, iw), pp. i-iQ.
. , ^

* See primarily Bible i Old Testament*, the articles on the con-

tents and literary structure of the several books; ^e various bio-

Kxaphical, topographical and ethnical articles, and the separate

teeatment of the more important subjects {e.g. Lbvites, Prophet,

Sacrifice).
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histories of any value are necessarily compromises between the

biblical traditions and the results of recent investigation, and those

•studies which appear to depart most widely from the bibucnl or

canonical representation often do greater justice to the evideno^
a whole than the slighter or more conservative and apologatic

reconstructions.* Scientific biblical totorical study, ncyeitheleas,

is still in a relativ^ backward condition; and although the labonm

of scholars since Ewald constitute a distinct epoch, the trend of

research points to the recognition of the fact that the purely

tive literary material requires a more historical treatment m the light

of our increasing knowledge of external and internal conditions m
the oPd Oriental world. But an inductive and deductive treatment,

both comprehensive and in due proportion, does not as yet {1910)

exist, and awaits fuller external evidence.*

5. Traditions of Or/gm.—The Old Testament preserves the

remains of an extensive literature, representing different stand-

points, which passed through several hands before it reached its

present form. Surrounded by ancient civilizations where writing

had long been known, and enjoying, as excavation has proved, a

considerable amount of material culture, Palestine could look

back upon a lengthy and stirring liistory which, however, has

rarely left its mark upon our records. Whatever ancient sources

may have been accessible, whatever tnistworthy traditions were

in circulation, and whatever a knowledge of the ancient Oriental

world might lead one to expect, one is naturally restricted in

the first instanc'e to those undated records which have survived

in the form which the last editors gave to them. The critical

investigation of these records is the indispensable prelude to

all serious biblical study, and hasty or sweeping deductions

from monumental or archaeological evidence, or ypions com-

piled promiscuously from materials of distinct origin, are alike

hazardous. A glimpse at Palestine in the latter half of the

second millennium B.c.
(^ 3) prepares us for busy scenes and

active intercourse, but it is not a histoiy of this kind which the

biblical historians themselves transmit. At an age when-~-on

literary-critical grounds—the Old Testament writings were

assuming their present form, it w’as possible to divide the im-

mediately preceding centuries into three distinct periods. (a)Tlu*

first, that of the two rival kingdoms : Israel (Ephraim or Samaria)

in the northern half of Palestine, and Judah in the south. Then

\b) the former lost its independence towards the close of the 8th

century B.c., when a number of its inhabitants were carried

away
;
and the latter shared the fate of exile at the beginning of

the 6th, but succeeded in making a fresh reconstruction some fifty

or sixty years later. Finally ic\ m the so-called ‘‘ post-exilic

period, religion and life were reorganized under the influence of a

new spirit ;
relations with Samaria were broken off, and J udaisni

took its definite character, perhaps nbout the middle or close

of the 5th century. Throughout these vicissitudes there were

important political and religious changes which render the study

of the composite sources a work of unique diflfiiculty . In addition

to this it should be noticed that the term “ Jew (originally

Yehudi), in spite of its wider application, means properly man

of Judah,*' i.e. of that small district which, with Jerusalem as

its capital, became the centre of Judaism. The favourite name
“ Israel ” with all its religious and national associations is some-

what ambiguou.s in an historical sketch, since, although it is used

as opp)osed to Judah {a), it ultimately came to desiraate the true

nucleus of the worshippers of the national god Yahweh as op-

posed to the Samaritans,the later inhabitants of Israelite territory

(c). A more general term is ” Hebrew ” (seeHebrew LakguageV

which, whether originally identical with the ^abiru or not (§ 3),

is used in contrast to foreigners, and this non-committal ethnic

> On the bearing of external evidence upon the internal biblical

records, see especfidly S. R. Driver's essay in Hogarth’s Authority

and Archaeology ; cf. also A. A. Bevan, Critical Review (1897), P. 45<>

sqq., 1898, pp. 131 sqq.); G. B. Gray, ExposUor, May 1898; W. G.

lOTdan, Bib. Crit. and Modern Thought (1909), PP. 4^^ sqq.

* For the sections which follow the present writer 'may be per-

mitted to refer to his introductory contributions in the Expositor

[June, 1906; "The Criticism of the O.T.''): tiie Jewish Qua^ly
Review (July 1905-January 1907 = Critical Hotes on O.T. fitstory>,
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deserves preference where precise distinction is unnecessary or

impossible.

'^e traditions which pevailed among the Hebrews concerning

their origin belong to a time when Judah and Israel were regarded

as a unit. Twelve divisions or tribes, of which Judah was one,

held together by a traditional sentiment, were traced back to

the sons of Jacob (otherwise known as Israel), the son of Isaac

grandson of Abraham. Their names vary in origin and
probably also in point of age, and where they represent fixed

territorial limits, the districts so described were in some cases

certainly peopled by groups of non-Israelite ancestry. But as

tribal names they invited explanation, and of the many character-

istic traditions which were doubtless current a number have

been preserved, though not in any very early dress. Close

relationship was recognized with the Aramaeans, with Edom,
Moab and Ammon. This is characteristically expressed when
Esau, the ancestor of Edom, is represented as the brother of

Jacob, or when Moab and Ammon arc the children of Lot, Abra-

ham’s nephew (sec Genealogy: Bibluaiy Abraliam, it was
believed, came from Harran(Carrliac), primarily from Babylonia,

and Jacob re-enter.s from Gilead in the north-east with his

Aramaean wives and concubines and their families (Benjamin

excepted). It is on this occasion that Jacob’s name is changed

to Israel. These traditions of migration and kinship are in them-

selves entirely credible, but the detailed accounts of the ancestors

.\braham, Isaac and Jacob, as given in Genesis, are inherently

doubtful as regards both the internal conditions, which the (kite)

chronological scheme ascribes to the first half of the second

millennium b.c., and the general circumstances of the life of these

strangers in a foreign land. From a variety of independent

reasons one is forced to conclude that, whatever historical

elements they may contain, the stories of this remote past

represent the form which tiadition had taken in a very much
later age.

Opinion is at variance regarding the patriarchal narratives as a
whole. To deny their historical character is to reject them as
trustworthy accounts of the to which they are ascribed, and
even those scholars who claim that they are essentially historical

already go so far as to concede idealization and the possibility or
probability of later revision. The failure to apprehend historical

method has often led to the fallacious argument that the trust-

worthiness of individual features justifies our accepting the whole,
or that the elimination of unhistorical elements will leave an liistorical

residuiun. Here and frequently elsewhere in biblical history it is

necggaifir to allow that a genuine historical tradition may bo clothed
in •unhistorical dress, but since many diverse motives are often

concoitbatcd upon one narrative {e.g. Gt*n. xxxii. 22-^2, xxxiv.,
xxxviii ), the work of inten^al historical criticism (in view of the
scantiness of the evidence) can rarely claim finality. The patriarchal

narratives themselves belong to the popular stock of tradition of

which only a portion has been preserved. Many of tlie elements lie

outside questions of time and place and arc almost immemorial.
Some appeiir written for the first time in the book of Jubilees, in
“ the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs " (Ixith perhaps 2nd
century n.c.) and in later sources; and although in Genesis the
stories are now in a post-exiLic setting (a stage earlier tlian Jubilees),

the older portions may well bclouR to the 7tli or 6th cent. This
question, however, will rest upon those criteria alone which are of

true chronological validity (see further Genesis).

Tlie story of the settlement of the national and tribal ancestors

in Palestine is interrupted by an account of the southward move-
ment of Jacob (or Israel) and his sons into a district under the

immediate influence of the k*ngs of Egypt, After an interval

of uncertain duration we find in Exodus a numerous people

.subjected to rigorous oppression. No longer individual sons of

Jacob or Israel, united tribes were led out by Moses and Aaron;
and, after a series of incidents extending over forty years, the

children of Israel invaded the land in which their ancestors

had lived. The traditions embodied in the books Exodus-

Joshua are considerably later than the apparent date of the

events themselves, and amid the diverse and often conflicting

data it is possible to recognise distinct groups due to some extent

to distinct histoncal conditions. The story of the “ exodus ” is

that of the religious hirUx of Israel,” joined by covenant with
the national gc^ Yahweh^ whose aid in times of peril and need

‘ On the name see Jehovah, Tetragrammaton.

proved his supremacy. In Moses {q.v.) was seen the fouj^ler of

Israel’s rehgion and laws ; in Aaron (^.v.) the prototype of the

Israelite priesthood. Althougli it is difficult to determine the

true historical kernel, two features are most prominent in the

narratives which the post-exilic compiler has incorporated : the
revelation of Yahweh, and the movement into Palestine. Yahwch
had admittedly been the God of Israel’s ancestors, but his name
was only now made known (Exod. iii, 13 sqq., vi, 2 seq.), and this

conception of a new era in Yahweh’s relations with the people

is as.sociated with the family of Moses and with small groups
from the south of Palestine which reappear in religious move-
ments in liiter history (see Kenites). Amid a great variety of

motives the prominence of Kadesh in south Palestine is to be

recognized, but it is uncertain what clans or tribes were at

Kadi^h, and it is possible that traditions, originally confined to

those with whom the new conception of Yahweh is connected,

were subsequently adopted by others who came to regard them-
selves as the worshippers of the only true Yahweh. At all

events, two quite distinct views seem to underlie the opening

boQk.s of the Old I'estament. The one associates itself with the

ancestors of the H^rews and has an ethnic character. The
other, part of the religbus history of “ Israel,” is essentially

bound up with the religious genius of the people, and is partly

connected with clans from the south of Palestine whose influence

appears in later times. Other factors in the literary growth of

the present narratives are not excluded (see further § 8, and
Exodus, The).^

6. The Monarchy oj Israel.— book of Joshua continues the

fortune.s of the “ children ot Israel ” and describes a successful

occupation of Palestine by the united tribes. This stands in

striking contrast to other records of the partial successes of

individual groups (Judg. i.). The former, however, is based

upon the account of victories by the Ephraimite Joshua over

confederations of petty kings to the south and north of central

Palestine, apparently the specific traditions of the people of

Ephraim describing from their standpoint the entire conquest

of Palestine.® The book of Judges represents a period of unrest

after the settlement of the people. External oppression and
internal rivalries rent the I.iraelites, and in the religious philo-

sophy of a later (I)euteronomic)age the period is represented as

one of alternate apostasy from and of penitent return to the

Yahweh of the “ exodus.” Some vague recollection of known
historical events 3 end) might be claimed among the traditions

ascribed to the closing centuries of the second millennium, but

the view that the prelude to the monarchy was an era when
individual leaders “ judged ” all Israel finds no support in the

older narratives, where the heroes of the age (whose correct

sequence is uncertain) enjoy only a local fame. The best

hi.storical narratives belong to Israel and Gilead
;
Judah scarcely

appears, and in a relatively old poetical account of a great fight

of the united tribes against a northern adversary lies outside the

writer’s horizon or interest (Judg. v., see Deborah). Stories

of successful warfare and of temporary leaders (see Abimelech
;

Ehud; Gideon; Jephthah) form an introduction to the institu-

tion of the Israelite monarchy, an epoch of supreme importance
in biblical histor)\ The Ixcroic figure who stands at the head
is Saul (" asked ”), and two accounts of his rise are recorded,

(i) 'The Philistines, a foreign people whose presence in Palestine

® The story of Joseph has distinctive internal features of its own,
and appears to be from an independent which has been used
to form a connecting hnk l>ct\s^een the Settlement sund the Exodus;
see also Ed. Meyer, Die Israeliten «. ihre NachbmstAmme (1906),

pp. 228, 433; B. Luther, ibid. pp. 108 seq., 142 sqq. Neither of the
poems in Dcut. xxxii. stq. alludes to an escape from Egypt; Israel

IS merely a desert tribe inured to settle in FWestine. Apparently
even the older accounts of the exodus are not of very great anti-

quity; according to Jeremiah ii. 2, 7 (cf. Hos. ii. 15) some tradition.H

of the wildemess must have represented Ismel in a very favourable
light; for the ** canonical " view, see Ezekiel x\d., xx., xxiii.

* The capture of central Palestine itself is not recorded; ac-

cording to its own traditions the district had been seized by Jacob
(Gen. xlviii. 22 ;

cf. the late form of the tradition in Jubilees xxxiv.).

This conception of a conquering hero is entirely (Wtinct from the
narratives of the descent of Jacob into Egypt, dec. (see Meyer and
Luther, op. cit. pp. no, 227 seq., 41 5," 433)-
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has already been noticed^ had oppressed Israel (cf . Samsok) until

a briRiant victory was gained by the prophet Samuel^ some
account of whose early history is recorded. He hhnself held

supreme sway over all Israel as the last of the judges *’ until

compelled to accede to the popular demand for a king. The
young Saul was chosen by lot and gained unanimous recognition

by delivering Jabesh in Gilead from the Ammonites, (a) But
other traditions represent the people scattered and in luding;

Israel is groaning under the Fhilistme yoke^ and the unknown
Saul is raised up by Yahweh to save his people. This he accom-
plishes with the help of his son Jonathan. The first account,

although now essential to the canonical history, dearly gives

a less authentic account of the change frcmi the “ judges to the

monarchy, while the second is fragmentary and can hardly be

fitted into the present historical thread (see Saul). At all events

the first of a series cf annalistic notices of the kings of Israel

ascribes to Saul conquests over the surrounding peoples to an
extent which implies that the dbtrict of Judah formed part of

his kingdom (i Sam. xiv. 47 seq.). His might is attested also by
the fine elegy (2 Sam. i. 19 sqq.) over the death of two great

Israelite heroes, Saul and J onathan, knit together by mutual love,

inseparable in life and death, whose unhappy end after a career

of success was a national misfortune. Disaster had come upon
the north, and the plain of Jezreel saw the total defeat of the

king and the rout of his army. The court wa5 hastily removed
across the Jordan to Mahanaim, where Saul’s son Ishbaal

(Ish-bosheth), thanks to his general Abner, recovered some of the

lost prestige. In circumstances which are not detailed, the

kingdom seems to have regained its strength, and Ishbaal is

credited with a reign of two years over Israel and Gilead {2 Sam.
ii. 8- 10 ;

contrast v. 1
1
), But at this point the scanty annals are

su^nded and the history of the age is given in more popular

sources. Both Israel and Judah had their own annals, brief

excerpts from which appear in the books of Samuel, Kings and
Chronicles, and they are supplemented by fuller narratives of dis-

tinct and more popular origin. The writings are the result of a

continued literary process, and the Israelite national history has

comedown tons through Judaean hands, with the result that much
of it has been coloured by late Judaean feeling. It is precisely

in Saul’s time that the account of the Judaean monarchy, or

perhaps of the monarchy from the Judaean standpoint, now
begins.

7. The Monarchy of Judah .—Certain traditions of Judah and
Jerusalem appear to have looked back upon a movement from

the south, traces of which underlie the present account of the
“ exodus.” The land was full of ” sons of Anak,” giants who had
terrified the scouts sent from Kadesh. Caleb alone had
distinguished himself by his fearlessness, and the clan Caleb

drove them out from Hebron in south Judah (Josh. xv. 14 sqq.;

( f. also xi. 21 seq.). David and his followers ai*e found in the

south of Hebron, and as they advanced northwards they en-

countered wondrous heroes between Gath and Jerusalem (2 Sam.

xxi. 15 sqq.
;
xxiii. 8 sqq.). After strenuous fighting the district

was cleared, and Jerusalem, taken by the .sword, became the

(’apital. History saw in David the head of a lengthy line of

kings, the founder of the Judaean monarchy, the psalmist and

the priest-king who inaugurated religious institutions now
recognized to be of a distinctly later character. As a result of

this backward projection of later conceptions, the recovery of

the true historical nucleus is difficult. The prominence of J^-
salem, the centre of post-exilic Judaism, necessarily invited

reflection. Israelite tradition had ascribed the conquest of

Jw^saiem, Hebron and other cities of Judah to the Ep^aimite

Joshua; Judaean tradition, on the other hand, relates the capture

of the sacred city from a strange and hostile people (2 Sam. v.).

The famous city, within easy reach of the southern desert and

central Palestine (to Hebron and to Samaria the distances are

about18 and 3^ miles respectively), had alreadyentered into Pales-

tinian histonry m the “ Amama age 3). Anathoth, a few miles

to the north-east, points to the cult of the goddess Anath, the

near-lying Nob has suggested the name of the Babylonian Nebo,

and the neighbouring, though unidentified, Beth-Ninib of the
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Amam* tablets may indicate the worship of a Bai^lonkn war

and astral god (d. the solar name Betb-Shemesh). I^ch was iAm

religious environment of the ancient city which was destined to

become the centre of Judaism. Judaew tnulition dated the

sanctity oi Jerusalem the installatioin of tbe ark, a sacred

movable object which symbolised the presence of Yafaweb. It

is associated with the hali-nomad clans in the south of Palestine,

or with the wanderings of David and his own priest Abiathor;

it is ultimately placed within the newly captured dty. Quite

another body of tradition associates it with tbe invasion of all

the tribes of Israel from beyond the Jordan (see Ark). To
combine the heterogeneous narratives and isolated statements

into a consecutive account is impossible; to ignore those which

conflict with the now predominating views would be unmetho-

dical. When the narratives describe tbe life of the young David

at the court of the first king of the northern kingdom, when tbe

scenes cover the district which he took with tbe sword, and when
the brave Saul is represented in an unfavourable light, one must
allow for the popular tendency to idealize great fi^i^ and for

the Judaean origin of the compilation* To David is ascribed

the sovereignty over a united peof^. But the stages m his

progress are not clear. After being the popular favourite of

Israel in the little district of Benjamin, he was driven away by
the jealousy and animosi^ of ^ul. Gradually strengthening

his position by alliance with Judaean clans, he became king at

Hebron at the time when Israel sufllered def^t in the north.

His subsequent advance to the kingship over Judah and Israel

at Jerusalem is represented as due to the wi^ condition of

Israel, facilitated by the compliance of Abner; partly, also, to

the long-expressed wish of the Israelites that their old hero slxmld

reign over them. Yet again, Saul had been chosen by Yahweh
to free his people from the Pliilistines; he had been rejected for

his sins, and had suffered continuously from this enemy ; Israel

at his death was left in the unhappy state in which he had found

it; it was the Judaean David, the faithful servant of Yahweh,
who was now chosen to deliver Israel, and to the last the people

gratefully remembered their debt. David accomplislsed the

conquests of Saul but on a grander scale; Saul hath slain his

tliousands and David his tens of thousands” is the popular

couplet comparing the relative merits of the rival dynasts. A
series' of campaigns against Edom, Moab, Ammon and the

Aramaean states, friendly relations with Hiram of Tyre, and

the recognition of his sovereignty by the king of Hiunath

on the Chontes, combine to portray a monarchy which was the

ideal. »

But in passing from the books of Samuel, with their many rich

and vivid narratives, to tlxe books of Kings, we enter upon

another phase of literature ; it is a different atmosphere, due to

the character of the material and the aims of other compilers

(see g 9 beginning). David, the conqueror, was followed by his

son Solomon, famous for his wealth, wisdom and piety, above all

for the magnificent Temple which he built at Jerusalem. Phoe-

nician artificers were enlisted for the purpose, and with Phoenician

sailors successful tradmg-joumeys were regularly undertake*

Commercial intercourse with Asia Minor, Arabia, Tarsia^

(probably in Spain) and Ophir (g^v.) filled his coffers, and his

realm extended from the Euphrates to the border of Egypt.

Tradition depicts him as a w’orthy successor to his father, and

represents a state of luxuty and riches impressive to all who were

familiar with the great Oriental courts. The commercial activity

of the king and tie picture of intercourse and wealth are quite

in accordance with what is known of the ancient monarchies,

and could already be illustrated from the Amama age. Judah
and Israel dwelt at ease, or held the superior position of xmlitary

I

officials, while the earlier inhabitants of the land were put to

I

forced labour. But another side of the picture shows the

;

domestic intrigues which darkened the last days of David. The

accession of Sdomon had not been without bloodied, and

Judah, together with David’s old general Joab and his faithful

priest Abmther, were opposed to the son o^ a woman who hod
been the wife of a Hittite warrior. The era of the Temple of

Jerusalem starts with a new regime, another captam of the army
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and another priest. Nevertheless, the enmity of Judah is passed

over, and when the kingdom is divided for administrative pur-

poses into twelve districts, which ignore the tribal divisions,

the centre of David's early power is exempt from the duty

of providing supplies (x Kings iv.). Yet again, the approach of

the divided monarchy is foreshadowed. The employment of

Judaeans and Israelites for Solomon’s palatial buildings, and the

heavy taxation for the upkeep of a court which was the wonder

of the world, caused grave internal discontent. External rela-

tions, too, were unsatisfactory. The Edomites, who had been

almost extirpated by David in the valley of Salt, south of the Dead
Sea, were now strong enough to seek revenge

j
and the powerful

kingdom of Damascus, whose foundation is ascribed to this

period, began to threaten Israel on the north and north-east.

These troubles, wc learn, had affected all Solomon's reign, and

even Hiram appears to have acquired a portion of Galilee. In

the approaching disruption writers .saw the punishment for the
:

king’s apostasy, and they condemn the sanctuaries in Jerusalem

which he erected to the gods of his heathen wives. Nevertheless,

these places of cult remained some 300 years until almost the

close of the monarchy, when their destruction is attributed to

Josiah (ii 16). When at length Solomon died the opportunity

was at once seized to request from his son Rehoboam a more
generous treatment. The reply is memorable :

“ My little finger

is thicker than my father’s loins; my father cha.stised you with

whips, but I will chastise you with scorpions.” These words were

calculated to inflame a people whom history proves to have been

haughty and high-spirited, and the great Israel renounced its

union with the small district of Judah. J eroboam {q,v.)y once one

of Solomon’s officers, became king over the north, and thus the

history of the divided monarchy begins (about 930 B,c.)with the

Israelite power on both sides of the Jordan and with Judah
extending southwards from a point a few miles north of Jerusalem.

8. Problems of the Earliest flistory.— Biblical history previous to

the separation of J udah and Israel holds a prominent place in current
ideas, since over two-fifths of the entire Old Testament deals with
those early age.s. The historical sources for the crucial period, from
the separation to the fall of Jeru.salem (580 u.c.), occupy only about
one- twelfth, and even of tins about one-third is spread over some
fifteen years (see below, §11). From the flourishing days of the later

monarchy and onwards, different writers handled the early history

of their land from different standpoints. The feeling of nationjd

unity between north and south would require historical treatment,
the ex^tence of rival monarchies would demand an explanation.

Bul^di^ surviving material is extremely uneven; vital events in

thesRaaturies are treated with a slightness in striking contrast to

the relatively detailed evidence for the preceding period—evidence,
however, which is far from being contemporary. Where the
material is fuller, serious discrepancies are found

;
and where external

evidence is fortunately available, the independent character of the
biblical history is vividly illustrated. The varied traditions up to

this stage cannot be regarded as objective liistory. It is naturally

impossible to treat them from any modern standpoint as fiction

;

they arc honest even where they are most untrustworthy. But the
recovery of successive historical nuclei does not furnish a continuous
tliread, and if one is to be guided by the historical context of events
the true backhand to each nucleus must be sought. The northern
kingdom cherished the institution oi a monarchy, and in this, as in

all great political events, the prophets took part. The precise part
these figures play is often idealized and expresses the later views of

their prominence. It was only after a bitter experience that the
idngsnip was no longer regarded as a divine gift, and traditions have
been revised in order to illustrate the opposition to secular authority.

In this and in many other respects the records of the first monarchy
have been elaborated and now reveal traces of differing conceptions
of the events (see Dan; David; Eli; Samuel; Saul; Solomon).
The oldest narratives are not in their original contexts, and they
contain features which render it questionable whether a very trust-

worthy recollection of the period was retained. Although the rise

of the Hebrew state, at an age when the great powers were quiescent
and when such a people as the Philistines is known to have appeared
upon the scene, is entirely intelligible, it is not improbable that
legends of Saul and David, the heroic founders of the two kingdoms,
liave been put in a historical setting with the help of later liistorical

tradition. It is at least necessary to distinguish provisionally
between a possibly historical framework and narratives which may
be of later growth—^between the general outlines which only external
evidence can teat and details wliich cannot be tested and appear
isolated without any cause or devoid of any effect.

Many attempts have been made to present a satisfactory sketch
of the early history and to do justice to (a) the patriarclial narratives,
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(6) the exodus from Egypt and the Israelite invasion, and (c) the
rise of the monarchy. As regards (6), external evidence has already
suggested to scholars that there were Israelites in Palestine before
the invasion

;
internal historical criticism is against the view that all

the tribes entered under Joshua; and in (a) there are traces of an
actual settlement in the land, entirely distinct firom the cycle of
narratives which prepare the way for (6). The various reconstruc-
tions and compromises by modem a^logetic and critical writers
alixe involve without exception an extremely free treatment of the
biblical sources and the rejection of many important and circum-
stantial data.’ On the one hand, a sweeping invasion of all the
tribes of Israel moved by a common zeal may, like the conquests of
Islam, have produced pennanent results. According to this view
the enervating luxury of Palestinian culture almost destroyed
the lofty ideal monotheism inculcated in the desert, and after the
fall of {he northern tribes (latter part of the 8th cent.) Judah is

naturally regarded as the sole heir. But such a conquest, and all

that it signifies, conflict both with external evidence"(f .g. the results

of excavation), and with any careful inspection of the narratives
themselves. On the other hand, the reconstructions which allow a
gradual settlement (perhaps of distinct groups), and an intermingling
with the earlier inhabitants, certainly find support in biblical

evidence, and they have been ingeniously built up with the help of

tribal and other data Gen. xxxiv., xxxviii.; Judg. i. ix.). But
they imply political, sociological and religious developments which
do not do justice either to ihe biblical evidence as a whole or to a
comprehensive survey of coiiLi.mpqrary conditions.’^ Thus, one of
the important questions is the relation between those who had taken
part in the exodus and the invasion and those who had not. This
inquiry is further complicated by (c), where the history of Israel and
Judah, as related in Judges and i Samuel, has caused endless
perplexity. The traditions of the Ephraimile Joshua and of Saul
the first king of (north) Israel virtually treat Judah as part of

Israel and are related to the underlying representations in («). But
the specific independent Judaeau standpoint treats the unification
of the two divisions as the work of David who leaves the heritage
to Solomon. The varied narratives, now due to Judaean editors,

preserve distinct points of view, and it is extremely difficult to

unravel the threads and to determine their relative position in the
history. Finally, the consciousness that the people as a religious

body owed everything to the desert clans (6) (see § 5) subsequently
leaves its mark upon (north) Israelite history (§14), but has not the
profound significance which it has in the records of Judah and
Jerusalem. Without sufficient external and independent evidence
wherewith to interpret in the light of history the internal features

of the intricate narratives, any reconstruction would naturally be
hazardous, and all attempts must invariably be considered in the
light of the biblical evidence itself, the date of the Israelite exodus,
and the external conditions. Biblical criticism is concerned with a
compo.site (Judaean) hi.story liased upon other histories (partly of

non-Judaean origin), and the relation between native written
sources and external contemporary evidence (monumental and
archaeological) distinctly forbids any haphazard selection from
accesssible sources. Th<^ true nature of this relation can be readily
observed in other fields (ancient Britain, Greece, Egypt, &c.j,

where, however, the native documents and sources have not that
complexity which characterizes the composite biblical history. (For
the period under review, as it appears in the light of existing external
evidence, see Palestine : History)

9. The Rival Kingdoms ,—The Palestine of the Hebrews was
but part of a great area breathing the same atmosphere, and there

was little to distinguish Judah from Israel except when they were
distinct political entities. The history of the two kingdoms is

contained in Kings and the later and relatively less trustworthy

Chronicles, which deals with Judah alone. In the former a
separate history of the northern kingdom has been combined
with Judaean history by means of synchronisms in accordance

with a definite scheme. The 480 years from the foundation of the

temple of Jerusalem back to the date of the exodus (i Kings vi. 1)

corresponds to the period forward to the return from the exile

(§ 20). This falls into three equal divisions, of which the first

ends with Jehoash’s temple-reforms and the second with Heze-

kiah’s death. The kingdom of Israel lasts exactly half the time.

1 This is especially true of the various ingenious attempts to com-
bine the invasion of the Israelites with the movements of the Habiru
in the Amarna period (§ 3)

.

^ Cf. Wincklor, Keil: u. das Alte Test. p. 212 seq.
;
also his ** Der altc

Orient und die Geschichtsforschung " in Mitteilungen der Vorderasiat.

Gesellschaft (Berlin, 1906) and Religionsgeschichtlicher u.jeseh. Orient
(Leipzig, 1906); A. jeremias, AUe Test. (p. 464 seq.); B. Baentsch,
Altorient. u. israel. Monotheismus (pp. 53, 79, X05, &c.); also Theohg.
Lit. Blatt (1907), No. 19. On the reconstructions of the tribal

history, see espwially T. K. Cheyne, Ency. Bib. art. " Tribes.” The
most suggestive study of the pre-monarchical narratives is that of

E. Meyer and B. Luther (above; see the former's criticisms on the
reconstructions, pp. 50, 251 sqq., 422, n. i and passim).
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Of the 240 years from Jeroboam (i), 80 elapse before the Syrian
wars in Ahab's reign, these cover another 80; the famous king
Jeroboam (2) reigns 40 years, and 40 years of decline bring the
kingdom to an end. These figures speak for themselves, and the
present chronology can be accepted only where it is indepen-
dently proved to be trustworthy (see further W. R. Smith,
Prophets of Israel, pp. .144-149). Next, the Judaean compiler
regularly finds in Israels troubles the punishment for its schis-

matic idolatry ; nor does he spare Judah, but judges its kings by
a standard which agrees with the standpoint of Deuteronomy
and is scarcely earlier than the end of the 7th century b.c.

(^ 16, 20). But the history of (north) Israel had naturally its

own independent political backgrounds and the literary sources
contain the same internal features as the annals and prophetic
narratives which are already met with in i Samuel. Similarly
the thread of the Judaean annals in Kings is also found in

2 Samuel, although the supplementary narratives in Kings are not
so rich or varied as the more popular records in the preceding
books. The striking differences between Samuel and Kings are

due to differences in the writing of the history; independent
Israelite records having been incorporated with those of Tudah
and supplemented (with revision) from the Judaean stanapoint
(see Chronicles; Kings; Samuel).
The Judaean compiler, with his history of the two kingdoms,

looks back upon the time when each laid the foundation of its

subsequent fortunes. His small kingdom of Judah enjoyed an
unbroken dynasty which survived the most serious crises, a
temple which grew in splendour and wealth under royal patron-
age, and a legitimate priesthood which owed its origin to

Zadok, the successful rival of David’s priest Abiathar. Israel,

on the other hand, had signed its death-warrant by the institu-

tion of calf-cult, a cult which, however, was scarcely recognized

as contrary to the worship of Yahweh before the denundatioas
of Hosea. The scantiness of political information and the dis-

tinctive arrangement of material preclude the attempt to trace

the relative position of the two rivals. Judah had natural

connexions with Edom and southern Palestine; Israel was more
closely associated with Gilead and the Aramaeans of the north.

That Israel was the stronger may be suggested by the acquies-

cence of Judah in the new situation. A diversion was caused
by Shishak^s invasion, but of this reappearance of Egypt after

nearly three centuries of inactivity little is preserved in biblical

history. Only the Temple records recall the spoliation of the

sanctuary of Jerusalem, and traditions of Jeroboam (i) show
that Shishak’s prominence was well known. ^ Although both
kingdoms suffered, common misfortune did not throw them
together. On the contrary, the statement that there was con-

tinual warfare is supplemented in Chronicles by the story of a
victory over Israel by Abijah the son of Rehoboam, Jeroboam's
son Nadab perished iii a conspiracy whilst besieging the Philistine

city of Gibbethon, and Baasha of (north) Israel seized the throne.

His reign is noteworthy for the entrance of Damascus into

Palestinian politics. Its natural fertility and its commanding
position at the meeting-place of trade-routes from every quarter

made it a dominant factor until its overthrow. In the absence

of its native records its relations with Palestine are not always

clear, but it may be supposed that amid varying political changes

it was able to play a double game. According to the annals,

incessant war prevailed between Baasha and Abijah’s successor,

Asa. It is understood that the former was in league with

Damascus, which had once been hostile to Solomon (i Kings

xi. 24 seq.)—it is not stated upon whom Asa could rely. How-
ever, Baasha at length seized Ramah about five miles north of

Jerusalem, and the very existence of Judah was threatened. Asa
utilized the treasure of the Temple and palace to induce the

Syrians to break off their relations with Baasha. These sent

troops to harry north Israel, and Baasha was compelled to retire.

Asa, it is evident, was too weak to achieve the remarkable victory

ascribed to him in 2 Chron. xiv. (see Asa). As for Baasha, his

1 2 Chron. xii. 8, which is independent of the chronicler's artificial

treatment of his material, apparently points to some tradition of

Egyptian suzerainty.

I hort-lived dynasty resembles that of his predecessors. His son

.!)lah had reined only two years (like Ishbaal and Nadab) when
le was slain in the midst of a drunken carousal by fads obtain
^imn. Meanwhile the Israelite army was again besieging the
Philistines at Gibbethon, and the recurrence of these coi^icts

joints to a critical situation in a Danite locality in which Judah
(self (although ignored by the writers) must have been vitally

oncerned. The army preferred their general Omri, and march-

ng upon Zimri at Tirzah burnt the palace over his head. A
resh rival immediately appeared, the otherwise unknown Tibni,

bn of Ginath. Israel was divided into two camps, until, on the

leath of Tibni and his brother Joram, Omri b^iime solo king
{r. 887 B.C.). The scanty details of these important events

sust naturally be contrasted with the comparatively full

^counts of earlier Philistine wars and internal conflicts in

nrratives which date from this or even a later age.

10. The Dynasty of Omri .—Omri (q.v.), the founder of one of

he greatest dynasties of Israel, was contemporary with the

evival of Tyre under Ithobaal, and the relationship between

he states is seen in the marriage of Omri’s son Ahab to Jezebel,

he priest-king’s daughter. His most notable recorded achievc-

nent was the subjugation of Moab and the seizure of part of its

tirritory. The discovery of the inscription of a later king of

^oab (q.v.) has proved that the cast-Jordanic tribes were no
mcivilized or barbaric folk; material wealth, a consideraWc

Bligious and political organization, and the cultivation of

Itters (as exemplified in the style of the inscription) portray

onditions which allow us to form some conception of life in

irael itself. Moreover, Judah (now under Jehoshaphat) enjoyed

iitimate relations with Israel during Omri’s dynasty, and the

taditions of intermarriage, and of co-operation in commerce and
vox, imply what was practically a united Palestine. Alliance

vith Phoenicia gave the impulse to extended intercourse; trading

eipeditions were undertaken from the Gulf of Akaba, and Ahab
bilt himself a palace decorated with ivory. The cult of the Baal

d Tyre followed Jezebel to the royal city Samaria and even found

iti way into Jerusalem. This, the natural result of matrimonial

aid political alliance, already met with under Solomon, receives

tie usual denunciation. The conflict between Yahweh and Baal

aid tlje defeat of the latter are the characteristic notes of the

rdigious history of the period, and they leave their impression

loon the records, which are now more abundant. Although

lijtle is preserved of Omri’s history, the fact that the northern

khgdom long continued to be called by the Assyrians after his

nane is a significant indication of his great reputation. Assyria *

ms now making itself felt in the west for the first time since the

diys of Tiglath-Pileser I. (r. 1 100 B.c.), and external sources come
t# our aid. Assur-nazir-pal III. had exacted tribute from north

SvTia (/:. 870 B.C.), and his successor Shalmaneser II., in the

course of a series of expeditions, succeeded in gaining the greater

part of that land. A defensive coalition was formed in which

the kings of Cilicia, Hamath, the Phoenician coast, Damascus

and Ammon, the Arabs of the Syrian desert, and “Ababbu
Sirlai ” were concerned. In the last, we must recognize the

Israelite Ahab. His own contribution of 10,000 men and 12,000

chariots perhaps included levies from Judah and Moab (cf . for the

number i Kings x. 26). In 854 the allies at least maintained

themselves at the battle of Karkar (perhaps Apamea to the north

of Hamath). In 849 and 846 other indecisive battles were fought,

but the precise constitution of the coalition is not recorded. In

842 Shalmaneser records a campaign against Hazael of Dama.scus

;

no coalition is mentioned, although a battle was fought at Sanir

(Hermon, Deut. iii. 9), and the cities of Hauran to file south of

Damascus were spoiled. Tribute was received from Tyrt and
Sidon; and Jehu, who was now king of Israel, sent his gifts of*

gold, silver, &c., to the conqueror. The Assyrian inscription

(the so-called “ Black Obelisk ” now in the British Museum),

which records the submission of the petty kings, gives an inter-

esting representation of the humble Israelite emissaries with

their long fringed robes and strongly marked physiognomy (see

Costume, fig. 9). Yet another expedition in 839 woifid seem to

* See for chronology, Babylonia and Assyria, |8 v. and viii
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and another priest. Nevertheless, the enmity of Judah is passed

over, and when the kingdom is divided for administrative pur-

poses into twelve districts, which ignore the tribal divisions,

the centre of David's early power is exempt from the duty

of providing supplies (x Kings iv.). Yet again, the approach of

the divided monarchy is foreshadowed. The employment of

Judaeans and Israelites for Solomon’s palatial buildings, and the

heavy taxation for the upkeep of a court which was the wonder

of the world, caused grave internal discontent. External rela-

tions, too, were unsatisfactory. The Edomites, who had been

almost extirpated by David in the valley of Salt, south of the Dead
Sea, were now strong enough to seek revenge

j
and the powerful

kingdom of Damascus, whose foundation is ascribed to this

period, began to threaten Israel on the north and north-east.

These troubles, wc learn, had affected all Solomon's reign, and

even Hiram appears to have acquired a portion of Galilee. In

the approaching disruption writers .saw the punishment for the
:

king’s apostasy, and they condemn the sanctuaries in Jerusalem

which he erected to the gods of his heathen wives. Nevertheless,

these places of cult remained some 300 years until almost the

close of the monarchy, when their destruction is attributed to

Josiah (ii 16). When at length Solomon died the opportunity

was at once seized to request from his son Rehoboam a more
generous treatment. The reply is memorable :

“ My little finger

is thicker than my father’s loins; my father cha.stised you with

whips, but I will chastise you with scorpions.” These words were

calculated to inflame a people whom history proves to have been

haughty and high-spirited, and the great Israel renounced its

union with the small district of Judah. J eroboam {q,v.)y once one

of Solomon’s officers, became king over the north, and thus the

history of the divided monarchy begins (about 930 B,c.)with the

Israelite power on both sides of the Jordan and with Judah
extending southwards from a point a few miles north of Jerusalem.

8. Problems of the Earliest flistory.— Biblical history previous to

the separation of J udah and Israel holds a prominent place in current
ideas, since over two-fifths of the entire Old Testament deals with
those early age.s. The historical sources for the crucial period, from
the separation to the fall of Jeru.salem (580 u.c.), occupy only about
one- twelfth, and even of tins about one-third is spread over some
fifteen years (see below, §11). From the flourishing days of the later

monarchy and onwards, different writers handled the early history

of their land from different standpoints. The feeling of nationjd

unity between north and south would require historical treatment,
the ex^tence of rival monarchies would demand an explanation.

Bul^di^ surviving material is extremely uneven; vital events in

thesRaaturies are treated with a slightness in striking contrast to

the relatively detailed evidence for the preceding period—evidence,
however, which is far from being contemporary. Where the
material is fuller, serious discrepancies are found

;
and where external

evidence is fortunately available, the independent character of the
biblical history is vividly illustrated. The varied traditions up to

this stage cannot be regarded as objective liistory. It is naturally

impossible to treat them from any modern standpoint as fiction

;

they arc honest even where they are most untrustworthy. But the
recovery of successive historical nuclei does not furnish a continuous
tliread, and if one is to be guided by the historical context of events
the true backhand to each nucleus must be sought. The northern
kingdom cherished the institution oi a monarchy, and in this, as in

all great political events, the prophets took part. The precise part
these figures play is often idealized and expresses the later views of

their prominence. It was only after a bitter experience that the
idngsnip was no longer regarded as a divine gift, and traditions have
been revised in order to illustrate the opposition to secular authority.

In this and in many other respects the records of the first monarchy
have been elaborated and now reveal traces of differing conceptions
of the events (see Dan; David; Eli; Samuel; Saul; Solomon).
The oldest narratives are not in their original contexts, and they
contain features which render it questionable whether a very trust-

worthy recollection of the period was retained. Although the rise

of the Hebrew state, at an age when the great powers were quiescent
and when such a people as the Philistines is known to have appeared
upon the scene, is entirely intelligible, it is not improbable that
legends of Saul and David, the heroic founders of the two kingdoms,
liave been put in a historical setting with the help of later liistorical

tradition. It is at least necessary to distinguish provisionally
between a possibly historical framework and narratives which may
be of later growth—^between the general outlines which only external
evidence can teat and details wliich cannot be tested and appear
isolated without any cause or devoid of any effect.

Many attempts have been made to present a satisfactory sketch
of the early history and to do justice to (a) the patriarclial narratives,
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(6) the exodus from Egypt and the Israelite invasion, and (c) the
rise of the monarchy. As regards (6), external evidence has already
suggested to scholars that there were Israelites in Palestine before
the invasion

;
internal historical criticism is against the view that all

the tribes entered under Joshua; and in (a) there are traces of an
actual settlement in the land, entirely distinct firom the cycle of
narratives which prepare the way for (6). The various reconstruc-
tions and compromises by modem a^logetic and critical writers
alixe involve without exception an extremely free treatment of the
biblical sources and the rejection of many important and circum-
stantial data.’ On the one hand, a sweeping invasion of all the
tribes of Israel moved by a common zeal may, like the conquests of
Islam, have produced pennanent results. According to this view
the enervating luxury of Palestinian culture almost destroyed
the lofty ideal monotheism inculcated in the desert, and after the
fall of {he northern tribes (latter part of the 8th cent.) Judah is

naturally regarded as the sole heir. But such a conquest, and all

that it signifies, conflict both with external evidence"(f .g. the results

of excavation), and with any careful inspection of the narratives
themselves. On the other hand, the reconstructions which allow a
gradual settlement (perhaps of distinct groups), and an intermingling
with the earlier inhabitants, certainly find support in biblical

evidence, and they have been ingeniously built up with the help of

tribal and other data Gen. xxxiv., xxxviii.; Judg. i. ix.). But
they imply political, sociological and religious developments which
do not do justice either to ihe biblical evidence as a whole or to a
comprehensive survey of coiiLi.mpqrary conditions.’^ Thus, one of
the important questions is the relation between those who had taken
part in the exodus and the invasion and those who had not. This
inquiry is further complicated by (c), where the history of Israel and
Judah, as related in Judges and i Samuel, has caused endless
perplexity. The traditions of the Ephraimile Joshua and of Saul
the first king of (north) Israel virtually treat Judah as part of

Israel and are related to the underlying representations in («). But
the specific independent Judaeau standpoint treats the unification
of the two divisions as the work of David who leaves the heritage
to Solomon. The varied narratives, now due to Judaean editors,

preserve distinct points of view, and it is extremely difficult to

unravel the threads and to determine their relative position in the
history. Finally, the consciousness that the people as a religious

body owed everything to the desert clans (6) (see § 5) subsequently
leaves its mark upon (north) Israelite history (§14), but has not the
profound significance which it has in the records of Judah and
Jerusalem. Without sufficient external and independent evidence
wherewith to interpret in the light of history the internal features

of the intricate narratives, any reconstruction would naturally be
hazardous, and all attempts must invariably be considered in the
light of the biblical evidence itself, the date of the Israelite exodus,
and the external conditions. Biblical criticism is concerned with a
compo.site (Judaean) hi.story liased upon other histories (partly of

non-Judaean origin), and the relation between native written
sources and external contemporary evidence (monumental and
archaeological) distinctly forbids any haphazard selection from
accesssible sources. Th<^ true nature of this relation can be readily
observed in other fields (ancient Britain, Greece, Egypt, &c.j,

where, however, the native documents and sources have not that
complexity which characterizes the composite biblical history. (For
the period under review, as it appears in the light of existing external
evidence, see Palestine : History)

9. The Rival Kingdoms ,—The Palestine of the Hebrews was
but part of a great area breathing the same atmosphere, and there

was little to distinguish Judah from Israel except when they were
distinct political entities. The history of the two kingdoms is

contained in Kings and the later and relatively less trustworthy

Chronicles, which deals with Judah alone. In the former a
separate history of the northern kingdom has been combined
with Judaean history by means of synchronisms in accordance

with a definite scheme. The 480 years from the foundation of the

temple of Jerusalem back to the date of the exodus (i Kings vi. 1)

corresponds to the period forward to the return from the exile

(§ 20). This falls into three equal divisions, of which the first

ends with Jehoash’s temple-reforms and the second with Heze-

kiah’s death. The kingdom of Israel lasts exactly half the time.

1 This is especially true of the various ingenious attempts to com-
bine the invasion of the Israelites with the movements of the Habiru
in the Amarna period (§ 3)

.

^ Cf. Wincklor, Keil: u. das Alte Test. p. 212 seq.
;
also his ** Der altc

Orient und die Geschichtsforschung " in Mitteilungen der Vorderasiat.

Gesellschaft (Berlin, 1906) and Religionsgeschichtlicher u.jeseh. Orient
(Leipzig, 1906); A. jeremias, AUe Test. (p. 464 seq.); B. Baentsch,
Altorient. u. israel. Monotheismus (pp. 53, 79, X05, &c.); also Theohg.
Lit. Blatt (1907), No. 19. On the reconstructions of the tribal

history, see espwially T. K. Cheyne, Ency. Bib. art. " Tribes.” The
most suggestive study of the pre-monarchical narratives is that of

E. Meyer and B. Luther (above; see the former's criticisms on the
reconstructions, pp. 50, 251 sqq., 422, n. i and passim).
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as trustworthy as those in Kings.^ In the ptesont instanoe ^
novel details cannot be lightly tirushed asiae. The position of

Judah at this period must be estimated (a) from the preceding
years of intimate relationship with Israel to the acces^on of Jehu, and
{b) from the calamity about half a century later when Terusaiem
was sacked by Israel. The Tudaean narranves do not al^w us to
fiU the gap or to determine whether Judaean policy undei' the regent
Jehoiada would be friendly or hostile to Israel, or whether Judaean
nobles may have severed the earlier bond of union. If the latter

actually occurred, the hostility of the Israelite prophets is only to be
expected. But it is to be presumed that the puniwment came from
Israeh—the use of Syrian mesreenaries not exauded—and if, insi^ad
of using bis treasure to ward oQ. the invasion of Syria, Jehoash bribed
Damascus to break of! relations with Israel, an mternative explana-
tion of the origin of the Aramaean wars may be found.'*

12. The Aramaean Wars.—li the records leave it uncertain {a)

whether Jehu (like Tyre ahd Sidon) sent tribute to Shalmaneser

as a sign of submission or, while severing relations with Hazael,

sought the favour of Assyria, and (f>) whether Judah only

escaped Hazael’s vengeance by a timely bribe or, in freeing itself

from Israel, had bribed Hazael to create a diversion, it appears

that the southern kingdom suffered little in the disastrous wars

between Damascus and Israel. There were, indeed, internal

troubles, and Jehoash perished in a conspiracy. His son

Amaziah had some difficultjr in fining the kingdom and showed
unwonted leniency in sparing the children of his father's mur-

derers. This was a departure from the customs of the age, and
was perhaps influenced less by generosity than by expediency.

Israel, on the other hand, was almost annihilated. The Syrians

.seized Gilead, crossed over into Palestine, and occupied the land.

Jehu’s son Jehoahaz saw his army made like the dust in thresh-

ing,” and the desperate condition of the country recalls the

straits in the time of Saul (i Sam. xiii. 6, 7, uy-22), and the days

before the great overthrow of the northern power as described

ii Judges V. 6~8. The impression left by the horrors of the

age is clear from the allusions to the barbarities committed by
Damascus and its Ammonite allies upon Gilead (Amos i. 3, 13),

and in the account of the interview between Elisha and Hazael

(2 Kings viii. 12). Several of the situations can be more vividly

realized from the narratives of Syrian wars ascribed to the time

of Omri’s dynasty, even if these did not originally refer to the

later period. Under Joash, son of Jehoahaz, the tide turned.

Elisha was apparently the champion, and posterity told of his

exploits when Samaria was visited with the sword. Thrice

joash smote the Syrians—in accordance with the last words of

the dying prophet—and Aphek in the Sharon plain, famous in

history for Israel’s disasters, now witnessed three victories.

The enemy under Hazael’s son Bcn-hadad (property Bar-hadad)

was driven out and Joash regained the territory which his father

had lost (2 Kings xiii. 25); it may reasonably be supposed that a

treaty was conr uded (cf. i Kings xx. 34). But the peace docs

not seem to have been popular. The story of the last scene in

Elisha’s life implies in Joash an easily contented disposition

which hindered him from completing his successes. Syria

had not been crushed, and the failure to utilize the opportunity

was an act of impolitic leniency for which Israel was bound to

suffer (2 Kings xiii. 19). Elisha’s indignation can be illustrated

by the denunciation passed upon an anonymous king by the

prophetic party on a similar occasion (i King.s xx. 35-43)-

At this stage it is necessary to notice the fresh invasion of Syria

by Hadad (Adad)-nirari, who besieged Mari, king of Damascus,

and exacted a heavy tribute (c. 800 b.c.). A diversion of this

kind may explain the Israelite victories
;
the subsequent with-

drawal of Assyria may have afforded the occasion for retaliation.

Those in Israel who remembered the previous war between

^ Careful examination shows that no a priori distinction can

be drawn between trustworthy ” books of Ringi and " untrust-

worthy books ” of Chronicles. Although the latter have special late

and unreliable features, they agree with^the former in prMentmg the

same general trend of past history. The “ canonical histo^ in

Kings is further embellished in Chronicles, but the gulf between them

is not BO profound as that between the former and the under-

lying and half-suppressed historical traditions which can still be

recogttiwBd. («ee aWo Pai.estine : Hi&tory.)
^ ^ ^ _

« For the former (2 Kings xU. 17 seq.) cf. Hweldah and Sen-

nacherib (xvui. 13-15), and for the latter, cf. Asa and Baasha

(I Kings XV. 18-20; above).

Assyria and Damascus would realize the recuperaHva power of

the letter, aad would perceive the danger of the short-s^hted
pol^ of Joash. It is interesting to And that Hedad-tiirari

claims tribute from Tyre, Sidon and Beth-Omri (Lsrael), also

from Edom and PelaStu (Philistw). There ore no signs of an
extensive ooalitimt as in the days of Shalmaneser; Ammon is

probably included under Damascus; the position of Moab

—

which had freed itself from Jehoram of Israel—can hardly be
calculated. But the absence of Judrii is surprising. Both
Jehoash (of Judah) and his son Amaziah left behind them a great
name; and the latter was comparable only tp David (z Kings
xtv. 3). He defeated Edom in the Valley of Sah, and hence it

is conceivable that Amaziah’s kingdom extended over both Edom
and Philistia. A vaunting challenge to Joash (of Xsmel) gave
rise to one of the two fables that are preserved in the Okl Testa-

ment (Judg. ix. 8 sqq.; see ABiifELKcn). It was followed by
a battle at Beth-shemesh; the scene would suggest that Philistia

abo was involved. The result was the rout of Judah, the capture
of Amaziah, the destruction of the northern widlof Jerusalem, the
sacking of the Temple and palace, and the removal of hostages to

Samaria (2 Kings xiv. 12 sqq,). Only a few words are preserved,
but the details,when carriulty weighed, arc extreroriy significant.

This momentous event for the southern kingdom was scarcely

the outcome of a challenge to a trial of strength
;
it was rather the

sequel to a period of smouldering jealousy and hostility.

The Judaean records have obscured the history since the <layB of
Omri's dynasty, when Israel and Judah were as one, when they
were moved by common aims and by a single reforming zeal, and
only Israel's vengeance gives the measure of the uijuries she had
received. That the Judaean compiler Yias not given luller informa-
tion is not surprising; the wonder is that he should have given so
much. It is one of those epoch-making facts in the light of which
the course of the history of the preceding and foUowing yeans
must be e5tinu).tcd. It is taken, stiangcly enough, from an Israelite

source, but the tone of the whole is quite mspassionate and objective.
It needs little reflection to perceive that the position of Jerusalem
and Judah was now hardly one of independence, and the conflicting
chronological notices betray tlieattempt to maintain intact the thread
of Judaean history. So, on the one hand, the year of the disaster
sees the death of the Israelite king, and Amaziah survives for fifteen

years, while, on the other, twenty-seven years elapse between the
battle ana the accession of Uzziah, the next king of Judah.^
The importance of the historical questions regarding relationn

between Damascus, Israel and Judah Is clear. The defeat of Syria
by joash (of Israel) was not final. The decisive victories we^«^
gained by Jeroboam (2). He saved Israel from being blotted out,
and through his successes " the children of Israel dwelt in their tents
as of old (2 Kings xiii. 5, xiv. 26 seq.). Syria must have resumed
warfare with redoubled energy, and a state of affairs is presup
posed ubich can be pictured with the 'help of naiTatives that deal
wdth similar historical siluations. In particular, the overthrow
of Israel as foreshadowed in 1 Kings xxii. implies on Aramaean
invasion (cf. w. 17, 25), after a treaty (xx. 35 sqq.), although this

can scaredy be justified by the events which followed the death of

Aliab, in whose time they are now placed.

For the understanding of these great wars between Syria and
Israel (which the traditional chronology spreads over eighty years),

for the significance of the crushing defeats and inspiring victories,

and for the alternations of despair and hope, a careful study of all

the records of relations between Israel and the north is at least

instructive, and it is important to remember that, although the
present historical outlines are scanty and incomplete, some—if not
all—of the analogous descriptions in their present form are certainly

later than the second half of the 9th century b.c., the period in which
these great events fall.^

13. Political Development.—'VoAtr Jeroboam (2) the borders

of Israel were restored, and in this political revival the prophets

again took part*^ The defeat of Ben-hadad by the king of

^ It is possible that Hadad-nirari's inscription refers to conditions

in the latter part of his reign (812-783 b.c.), when Judah apparently
was no longer Independent and when Jeroboam II. was king of
Israel. The accession of the latter has b^n placed between 785 and
782. It is now known, also, that Ben-hadad and a small coalition

were defeated by the king of Hamath
;
but the bearing of this upon

Israelite history is uncertain.
* Cf. generally, t Sam. iv., xxxi.; 2 Sam. ii. 8; t Kings xx., xxii.;

a Kings vi. 8-vii. 20; also Judges v. (.see Deborait).
* Special mootictt is mode of Jomah, a ^phet of Zebulun in

(northl Israel (2 Kings xiv. 25). Nothing is known of him, unless
the very late prophetical wri^g with the account of hiS visit to
Ninevrti rests upon some oM tradition, which, however, caai soarcely

be recovered see Jonah).
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Hamath and the quiescence of Assyria may have encouraged

Israelite ambitions, but until more is known of the campaigns
of Hadad-nirari <and of Shalmaneser III. (against Damascus,

773 B.c.) the situation cannot be safely gauged. Moab was
probably tributary ;

the position of Judah and Edom is involved

with the chronological problems. According to the Judaean
annals, the “ people of Judah ” set Azariah (Uzziah) upon his

father’s throne; and to his long reign of fifty-two years are

ascribed conquests over Philislia and Edom, the fortification 01

Jerusalem and the reorganization of the army. As the relation.?

with Israel are not specified, the sequel to Amaziah’s defeat is a

matter for conjecture
;
although, when at the death of Jeroboam

Israel hastened to its end amid anarchy and dissension, it is

hardly likely that the southern kingdom was unmoved. All

that can be recognized from the biblical records, however, is

the period of internal prosperity which Israel and Judah enjoyed

under Jeroboam and Uzziah (qq.v.) respectively.

It is difficult to trace the biblical history century by century

as it reaches these last years of bitter conflict and of renewed

prosperity. The northern kingdom at the height of its power
included Judah, it extended its territory east of the Jordan
towards the north and the south, iind maintained close relations

with Phoenicia and the Aramaean states. It had a national

historj" which left its impress upon the popular imagination,

and sundry fragments of tradition reveal the pride which the

patriot felt in the past. An original close connexion is felt with

the cast of the Jordan and with Gilead; stories of invasion and
conquest express themselves in varied forms. In .so far as

internal wealth and luxury presuppose the control of the trade-

routes, periodical alliances are implied in which Judah, willingly

or unwillingly, was included. But the Judaean records do not

allow us to trace its independent history wuth confidence, and
our estimate can scarcely base itself solely upon the accidental

fulness or scantiness of political details. In the subsequent

disasters of Israel (Ji 15) we may perceive the growing supremacy
of Judah, and the Assyrian inscriptions clearly indicate the

dependence of Judaean politics upon its relations with Edom and

Arab tribes on the south-east and with Philistia on the west.

Whatever had been the effect of the movement of the Purasati

some centuries previously, the Philistines {i.e. the people of

Philistia) are now found in possession of a mature organization,

and the Assyrian evidence is of considerable value for an estimate

of^mories of conflict and covenant, of hostility and friendship,

wh^i were current in south Palestine. The exten.sion of the

term Judah ” (cf. that of “ Israel ” and “ Samaria ”) is in-

volved with the incorporation of non-Judaean elements. The
country for ten miles north of Jerusalem was the exposed and
highly debateable district ascribed to the young tribe of Benjamin

(the favourite “brother” of both Judah and Joseph; Gen.

xxxvii., xxxix. sqq.); the border-line between the rival kingdoms
oscillated, and consequently the political position of the smaller

and half-desert Judaean slate depended upon the attitude of its

neighbours. It is possible that tradition is right in supposing

that “ Judah went down from his brethren ” (Gen. xxxviii. 1;

cf. Judg. i. 3). Its monarchy traced its origin to Hebron in

the south, and its growth is ('ontemporary with a decline in

Israel (IJ 7). It is at least probable that when Israel was supreme

an independent Judah would centre around a more southerly

site than Jerusalem. It is naturally uncertain how far the

traditions of David can be utilized
;
but they illustrate Judaean

situations when they depict intrigues with Israelite officials,

vassalage under Philistia, and friendly relations with Moab, or

when they suggest how enmity between Israel and Ammon
could be turned to^ useful account. Tradition, in fact, is

concentrated upon the rise of the Judaean dynasty under David,

but there are significant periods before the rise of both Jehoash

and Uzziah upon which .the historical records maintain a

perplexing silence.

The Hebrews of Israel and Judah were, political history apart,

men of the same general stamp, with the same cult and custom;

for the study of religion and social usages, therefore, they can

be treated as a single people. The institution of the monarchy

was opposed to the simpler local forms of government, and a

military regime had distinct disadvantages (cf. i Sam. viii. 1 1-18).

The king stood at the head, as the court of final appeal, and upon
him and his officers depended the people's welfare. A more in-

tricate social organization caused internal weaknes j, and Eastern

history shows with what rapidity peoples who have become
strong by discipline and moderation pass from the height of

their glory into extreme corruption and disintegration.^ This

was Israel’s fate. Opposition to social abuses and enmity

towards religious innovations are regarded as the factors which

led to the overthrow of Omri’s dynasty by Jehu, and when
Lsrael seemed to be at the height of its glory under Jeroboam (2)

warning voices again made themselves heard. The two factors

arc inseparable, for in ancient times no sharp dividing-line was
drawn between religious and civic duties; righteousness and
equity, religious duty and national custom were one.

Elaborate legal enactments codified in Babylonia by the 2oth
century b.c. find striking parallels in Hebrew, late Jewish (Talmudic),
Syrian and Mahommedan law, or in the unwritten usages of all ages;

for even where there were neither written laws nor duly instituted

lawgivers, there was no lawlessness, since custom and belief were,
and still are, almost inflexible. Various collections are preserved
in the Old Testament; they are attributed to the time of Moses the
lawgiver, who stands at the beginning of Israelite national and
religious history. But many of the laws were quite unsuitable
for the circumstances of his age, and the belief that a body of intricate

and even contradictory legislation was imposed suddenly upon a
people newly emerged from bondage in Egypt raises insurmountable
objections, and under estimates th(' fact that legal usnge existed in

the earliest stages of .society, and therefore in prc-Mosaic times.

The more important question is the date of the laws in their present
form and content. Collections of laws are found in Deuteronomy
and in exilic and post-exilic writings; groups of a relatively earlier

type are preserved in Exod. xxxiv. 14-20, xx. 23-xxiii., ana (of an-

other stamp) in Lev. xvii.-xxvi. (now in post-exilic form) . For a useful

conspectus of details, see J. E. Carpenter and G. Harford-Battersby.
7 he Hexateuch (vol. i., appendix); C. F. Kent, IsraeVs Laws and
Legal Enactments (1907) ;

and in general 1 . Benzinger, articles

“Government," " Family ” and " Law and Justice," Ency. lUb,, and
G. B. Gray, " Law Literature," ib. (the lilera^ growth of legislation).

Reference may also be made, for illustrative material, to W. R.

Smith, Kinship and Marriage, Religion of the Semites
;
to E. Day,

Social Life of the Hebrews
;
and, for some comparison of customary

usage in the Semitic field, to S. A. Cook, Laws of Moses and Code of

Hammurabi,

14. Religion and the Prophets .—The elements of the thought

and religion of the Hebrews do not sever them from their

neighbours; similar features of cult are met with elsewhere

under different name.s. Hebrew religious institutions can be

understood from the biblical evidence studied in the light of

comparative religion; and without going afield to Babylonia,

Assyria or Egypt, valuable data are furnished by the cults of

Phoenicia, Syria and Arabia, and these in turn can be illustrated

from excavation and from modern custom. Every religion has

its customary cult and ritual, its recognized times, places and

persons for the observance. Worship is simpler at the smaller

shrines than at the more famous temples; and, as the rulers are

the patrons of the religion and are brought into contact with

the religious personnel, the character of the social organization

leaves its mark upon those who hold religious and judicial func-

tions alike. The Hebrews shared the paradoxes of Orientals,

and religious enthusiasm and ecstasy were prominent features.

Seers and prophets of all kinds ranged from those who were

consulted for daily mundane affairs to those who revealed the

oracles in times of stress, from those who haunted local holy

sites to those high in royal favour, from the quiet domestic

communities to the austere mountain recluse. Among these

were to be found the most sordid opportunism and the most

heroic self-effacement, the crassest supernaturalism and—the
loftiest conceptions of practical morality. A development of

ideals and a growth of spirituality can be traced which render

the biblical writings with their series of prophecies a unique

1 This is philosophically handled by the Arabian historian Ibn
Khaldun, whose Prolegomena is well worthy of attention; see De
Slane, Not. et extraits, vols. xix.-xxi., with Von Kremer’s criticisms

in the Sitz. d, Kais. Akad. of Vienna (vol. xciii., 1879); cf. also

R. Flint, History of the Philosophy of History
y

i. 157 sqq.
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phenomenon.^ The prophets taught that the national exis-

tence of the people was bound up with religious and social con-
ditions; they were in a sense the politicians of the age^ and to

regard them simply as foretellers of the future is to limit their

sphere unduly. They took a keen interest in all the political

vicissitudes of the Oriental worlds Men of all standards of

integrity, they were exposed to external influences, but whether
divided among themselves in their adherence to conflicting

parties, or isolated in their flerce denunciation of contemporary
abuses, they shared alike in the worship of Yahweh whose inspira-

tion they claimed. A recollection of the manifold forms which
religious life and thought have taken in Christendom or in Islam,

and the passions which are so easily engendered among opposing

sects, will prevent a one-sided estimate of the religious, stand-

points which the writings betray; and to the recognition that

they represent lofty ideals it must be added that the great

prophets, like all great thinkers, were in advance of their age.

The prophets are thoroughly Oriental figures, and the inter-

pretation of their profound religious experiences requires a
particular sympathy which is not inherent in Western minds.

Their writings are to be understood in the light of their age and of

the conditions which gave birth to them. With few exceptions

they are preserved in fragmentary form, with additions and ad-

justments which were necessary in order to make them applicable

to later conditions. When, as often, the great figures have been

made the spokesmen of the thought of subsequent generations,

the historical criticism of the prophecies becomes one of peculiar

difficulty.- According to the historical traditions it is precisely

in the age of Jeroboam (2) and Uzziah that the first of the

extant prophecies begin (see Amos and HoseaJ. Here it is

enough to observe that the highly advanced doctnnes of the dis-

tinctive character of Yahweh, as ascribed to the 8th century b.c.,

presuppose a foundation and development. But the evidence

does not allow us to trace the earlier progress of the ideas.

Yahwism presents itself under a variety of aspects, and the

history of Israel’s relations to the God Yahweh (whose name is

not necessarily of Israelite origin) can hardly be disentangled

amid the complicated threads of the earlier history. Tlie view

that the seeds of Yahwism were planted in the young Israelite

nation in the days of the “ exodus ” conflicts with the belief that

the worship of Yahweh began in the pre-Mosaic age. Neverthe-

less, it implies that religion passed into a new stage through

the influence of Moses, and to this we find a relatively less com-

plete analogy in the specific north Israelite traditions of the

age of Jehu. The change from the dynasty of Omri to that of

Jehu has been treated by several hands, and the writers, in their

recognition of the introduction of a new tendency, have obscured

the fact that the cult of Yahweh had flourished even under such

a king as Ahab. While the influence of the great prophets

Elijah and Elisha is clearly visible, it is instructive to find that

the south, too, has its share in the inauguration of the new era.

At Horeb, the mount of God, was located the dramatic theophany

which hefalded to Elijah the advent of the sword, and Jehu’s

supporter in his sanguinary measures belongs to the Rechabites,

a sect which felt itself to be the true worshipping community

of Yahweh and is closely associated with the Kenites, the kin

of Moses. It was at the holy well of Kadesh, in the sacred

mounts of Sinai and Horeb, and in the field of Edom that the

* Cf. J.G. Frazer, Adonis, Attis, Osiris (1907), p. 67 :
" Prophecy

of the Hebrew type has not been limited to Israel
;

it is indeed a
phenomenon of mmost world-wide occurrence; in many lands and
m many ages the wild, whirling words of frenzied men and women
have been accepted as the utterances of an in-dwelling deity. What
does distinguish Hebrew prophecy from all others is that the genius

of a few membffs of the proxession wrested this vulgar but powerful

instrument from baser uses, and by wielding it in the interest of a
high morality rendered a service of incalculable value to humanity.

That is indeed the glory of Israel. ...”
« The use which was made in Apocalyptic literature of the tradi-

tions of Moses, Isaiah and others finds its analogy within the Old
Testament its^

;
cf . the relation between the present late prophecies

of Jonah and the unknown prophet of the time of Jeroboam (a)

see § X 3, iu>te 5) . To condemn re-^ping or adaptation of this nature

rom a modem Western standpoint is to misunderstand entirely

the Oriental xnind and Oriental usage.

Yahweh of Moses was found, and scattered traces survive, of a

definite belief in the entrance into Palestine of a movement
uncompromisingly devoted to the purer worship of Yahweh.
The course of the dynasty of Jehu—the reforms, the disastrous

Aramaean wars, and, at length, Yahweh’s ** arrow of victory
”

—constituted an epoch in the Israelite history, and it is regarded

as such.^

The problem of the history of Yahwism depends essentially upon
the view adopted as to the date and origin of the biblical details

and their validity for the various historic^ and religious conditions
they presuppose. Yahwism is a religion which appears upon a soil

saturated with ideas and usages which find their parallel in extra-
biblical sources and in neighbouring lands. The problem cannot
be approached from modern preconceptions because there was much,
associated with the worship of Yahweh which only gradually came
to be recognized as repugnant, and there was much in earlier ages
and in other lands which reflects an elevated and even complex
religious philosophy . In the south of the Sinaitic peninsula, remains
have been found of an elaborate haif-£g3q>tian, half'Semitic cultus
(Petrie, Researches in Sinai, xiii,), and not only does Edom possess
some reputation for " wisdom,” but, where this district is concerned,
the old Arabian religion (whose historical connexion with Palestine
is still imperfectly known) claims some attention. The character-
Lstic denunciations ot corruption and lifeless ritual in the writings
of the prophets and the emphasis which is laid upon purity and
simplicity of religious life are suggestive of the influence of the
nomadic spirit rather than of an internal evolution on Palestinian

soil. Desert pastoral life does not necessarily imply any intellectual

inferiority, and its religious conceptions, though susceptible of modi-
fication, are not artificially moulded through the influence of other
civilizations. Nomadic life is recognized by Arabian writers them-
selves as possessing a relative superiority, and its characteristic

purity of manner and its reaction against corruption and luxur>*

are not incompatible with a warlike spirit. If nomadism may be
recognized as one of the factors in the growth of Yahwism, there is

something to be said for the hypothesis which associates it with the
clans connected with the Levites (see E. Meyer, Israeliten, pp. 82

sqq.; B. Luther, ib. 138). It is, however, ODvious that the influ-

ence due to immigrant could be, and doubtless was, exerted at

more than one period (see §§ 18, 20 ;
also Hebrew Kbligion

;
Priest) .

15. The FaU of the Israelite Monarchy.—^The prosperity of

Israel was its undoing. The disorders that hastened its end And
an analogy in the events of the more obscure period after the

death of the earlier Jeroboam. Only the briefest details are

given. Zechariah was slain after six months by Shallum ben

Jabeshjn Ibleam
;
but the usurper fell a month later to Menahem

(y.v.), who only after much bloodshed established his posi-

tion. Assyria again appeared upon the scene under Tiglath-

pileser IV. (745-728 b.c.).’^ His approach was the signal for the

formation of a coalition, which was overthrown in 738. Among
those who paid tribute were Rasuxt (the biblical Rezin) of

Damascus, Menahem of Samaria, the kings of Tyre, Byblos and
Hamath, and the queen of Aribi (Arabia, the Syrian de.scrt).

Israel was once more in league with Damascus and Phoenicia,

and the biblical records must be read in the light of political

history. Judah was probably holding aloof. Its king, Uzziah,

was a leper in his latter days, and his son and regent, Jotham,
claims notice for the circumstantial reference (2 Chrwi. xxvii. ; cf.

xxvi.8)tohis subjugation of Ammon—thenatural allies of Damas-
cus—for three years. Scarcely had Assyria withdrawn before

Menahem lost his life in a conspiracy, and Pekah with the help

of Gilead made himself king. The new movement was evidently

anti-Assyrian, and strenuous endeavours were made to present

a united front. It is suggestive to find Judah the centre

of attack.^ Rasun and Pekah directed their blows from the

north. Philistia threatened the west flank, and the Edomites

who drove out the Judaeans from Elath (on the Gulf of *Akaba)

were no doubt only taking their part in the concerted action.

A more critical situation could scarcely be imagined. The throne

of David was then occupied by the young Ahaz, Jotham’s son.

^ The condemnation passed upon the impetuous and fiery zeal

of the adherenta of the new movement (cf. Hos. i. 4), like the remark-
able vicissitudes in the traditions of Moses, Aaron and the Levites

{qq-v.), represents changing situations of real significance, whose true

place in the history can with difficulty be recovered.
* Formerly thou^t to be the third of the name.
* Perhaps Judah had come to an understanding with Tiglath-

pileser (H. M. Haydn, Journ. Bib. Lit. xxvlii. 1009, 182-199) r

see Uzziah.
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In this crisis we meet with Isaiah

Hebrew prophets. Thti disorganized state of Egypt and the un-

certain allegiance of the desert tribes left Judaii without direct

aid; on the other hand, opposition to Assyria among the con-

flicting interests of Palestine and Syria was rarely unanimous.

Either in the natural course of events—to preserve the unity of

liis empire—or influenced by the rich presents of gold and silver

with which Ahaz accompanied his lippeal for help, Tiglath-

pileser intervened with campaigns against Philistia (734 b.c.) and

Damascus (733“732>. Israel was punished by the ravaging

of the northern districts, and tlie king claims to have carried

away the people of “ the house of Omri.” Pekah was slain and

one Hoshea {q.v,) was recognized as his successor. Assyrian

officers were placed in the land and Judah thus gamed its

deliverance at the expense of Israel. But the proud Israelites

did not remain submissive for lung
;
Damascus had indeed

fallen, but neither Philistia nor Edom had yet been crushed.

At this stage a new problem becomes urgent. A number of

petty peoples, of whom little definite is known, fringed Palestine

from the south of Judah and the Delta to the Syrian desert.

They belong to an area which merges itself in the west into Egypt,

and Egypt in fact had a hereditary claim upon it. Continued

intercourse between Egypt, Gaza and north Arabia is natural

in view of the trade-routes which connected them, and on several

occasions joint action on the part of Edomites (with allied

tribes) and the Philistines is recorded, or may be inferred. The

part played by Egypt proper in the ensuing anti-Assyrian

combinations is not clearly known; with a number of petty

dynasts fomenting discontent and revolt, there was an absence

of cohesion in that ancient empire previous to the rise of the

Ethiopian dynasty. Consequently the references to “ Egypt
”

(Heb. Misrayim, Ass. Mus/i) sometimes suggest that the geo-

graphical term was really extended beyond the bounds of Egypt

proper towards those districts where Egyptian influence or domi-

nation was or had been recognized (see further Mizraim).

When Israel began to recover its prosperity and regained

confidence, its policy halted between obedience to Assyria and

reliance upon this ambiguous “ Egypt.” 'Fhe situation is illus-

trated in the writings of Hosea (g-v ), When at length Tiglath-

pileser died, in 727, the slumbering revolt became general; Israel

refused the usual tribute to its overlord, and definitely threw in

its lot with “ Egypt.” In due course Samaria was besieged

for thii^ years by Shalmaneser IV. The alliance with So

(Seiik, Sibi) of “ Egypt,” upon whom hopes had been placed,

proved futile, and the forebodings of keen-sighted prophets were

justified. Altlmugh no evidence is at hand, it is probable that

Ahaz of Judah rendered service to Assyria by keeping the allies

in check; possible, also, that the former enemies of Jerusalem

had now been induced to turn against Samaria, The actual

capture of the Israelite capital is claimed by Sargon (722), who
remot'ed 27,290 of its inhabitants and fifty chariots. Other

peoples were introduced, officers were placed in charge, and the

usual tribute re-imp>osed. Another revolt was planned in 730 in

which the province of Samaria joined with Hamath and Damas-

cus, with the Phoenician Arpad and Simura, and with Gaza and
“ Egypt.” Two battles, one at Karkar in the north, another at

Rapib (Kaphia) on the border of Egypt, sufficed to quell the

disturbance. The desert, peoples who paid tribute on this

occasion still continued restless, and in 715 Sargon removed men
of Tamud, Ibadid, Marsiman, Hayapa, “ the remote Arabs of

the desert,” and placed them in the land of Beth-Omri. Sar-

gon's statement is significant for the internal history; but

unfortunately the biblical historians lake no further interest

in the fortunes of the nprthern kingdom after the fall of Samaria,

and see in Judah the sole survivor of the Israelite tribes (see

3 Kings xvii. 7“23). Yet the situation in this neglected district

must continue to provoke inquiry.

t6. Judah and Assyria .—Amid these changes Judah was inti-

malely connected with the south Palestinian peoples (see further

Philistines). Abaz had recognized the sovereignty of Assyria

and visited Tiglath-pteser at Damascus. The Temple records

describe the innovations he introduced on his return. Under his

son Hezekiah there were fresh disturbances in the southern statesi

and anti-Assyrian intrigues began to take a more definite shape

among the Philistine cities. Ashdod openly revolted and found

support in Moab, Edom, Judah,and the still ambiguous ” Egypt.”

This step may possibty be connected with the attempt of Marduk
(MerocUGh)-l^iadan in south Babylonia to form a league against

Assyria (cf. 2 Kings xx. 12) ;
at all events Ashdod fell after a three

years’ siege (711) and for a time there was peace. But with the

death of Sargon in 705 there was another great outburst;

practically the whole of Palestine and Syria was m arms, and

the integrity of Sennacherib’s empire was threatened. In both

Judah and Philistia the anti-Assyrian party was not without

opposition, and those who adhered or favoured adherence to

the great power were justified by the result. The inevitable

lack of cohesion among the petty states weakened the national

cause. At Sennacherib’s approach, Ashdod, Ammon, Moab and

Edom submitted; Ekron, Ak*alon, Lachish and Jerusalem held

out strenuously. The southern allies (with “ Egypt ”) were

defeated at Eltdceh (Josh. xix. 44). Hezekiah was besieged

and compelled to submit (701). The small kings who had

remained faithful were rewarded by an extension of their terri-

tories, and Ashdod, Ekron and Gaza were enriched at Judah’s

expense. These events are related m Sennacherib’s inscription;

the biblical records preserve their own traditions (see Hezekiah).

If the impression left upon current thought can be estimated

from certain of the utterances of the court-prophet Isaiah and

the Judaean countryman Micah (q*v.\ the light which these

throw upon internal conditions must also be used to gauge the

real extent of the religious changes ascribed to Hezekiah. A
brazen serpent, whose institution w^as attributed to Moses, had

not hitherto been considered out of place in the cult
;
its destruc-

tion was perhaps the king’s most notable reform.

In the long reign of his son Manasseh later writers saw the

death-blow' to the Judaean kingdom. Much is related of his

wickedness and enmity to the followers of Yahweh, but few

political details have come down. It is uncertain whether

Sennacherib invaded Judah again shortly before his death, never-

theless the land was practically under the control of Assyria.

Both Esar-haddon (681-66B) and Assur-bani-pal (668-r. 626)

number among their tributaries Tyre, Ammon, Moab, Edom,
Ascalon, Gaza and Manasseh himself, ‘ and cuneiform dockets

unearthed at Gezer suggest the presence of Assyrian garrisons

there (and no doubt also elsewhere) to ensure allegiance. The

situation was conducive to the spread of foreign customs, and

the condemnation passed upon Manasseh thus perhaps becomes

more significant. Precisely what form his worship took is a

matter of conjecture; but it is possible that the religion must

not be judged too strictly from the standpoint of the late com-

piler, and that Manasseh merely assimilated the older Yahweh-

worship to new Assyrian forms.’-^ Politics and religion, how-

ever, were inseparable, and the supremacy of Assyria meant the

supremacy of the Assyrian pantheon.

If Judah was compelled to take part in the Assyrian campaigns

against Egypt, Arabia (the Syrian desert) and Tyre, this would

only be in accordance with a vassal’s duty. But when tradition

preserves some recollection of an offence for which Manasseh was

taken to Babylon to explain his conduct (3 Chron. xxxiii.), also

of the settling of foreign colonists in Samaria by Esar-haddon

(Ezra iv. 2), there is just a possibility that Judah made some

attempt to gain independence. According to Assur-bani-pal all

the western lands were inflamed by the revolt of his brother

Samas-sum-ukin. What part Judah took in the Transjordanic

disturbances, in which Moab fought invading Arabian tribes on

behalf of Assyria, is unknown (see Moab). Manasseh’s son Amon
fell in a court intngue and “ the people of the land,” after avenging

the murder, set up in his place the infant Josiah (637).

circumstances imply a regency, but the records ore silent upon
» The fact that these lists are of the kings ot the '' land Hatti

would suggest that the term *' Hittite
** had been extended to

Palestine,
» So K. Budde, 0/ Jsww/ to Exile, pp. X65-167. For an

attempt to recover the character of the .cults, see W, Erbt, Hebfdsr

(Leipzig, 1906), pp. 150 sqq.
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the oatk)ok. The assumption that the decay of Assyria awoke
the national fechng of independence is perhaps justified by those

events which made the greatest impression upon the compileTi

and an account is given of Josiah’s religious reforms, based upon
a source apparently identical with that which described the work
of Jehoash. In an age when the oppression and corruption of the

ruling classes had been such that those who cherished the old

worship of Yahweh dared not confide in their most intimate com-
panions (Mic. vii. 5, 6), no social reform was possible; but now
the young Josiah, the popular choke, was upon the tlnone. A
roll, it is said, was fouxvd in the Temple, its contents struck

terror into the hearts of the priests and king, and it led to a
solemn covenant before Yahweh to observe the provisions of the

law-book which had been so opportunely recovered.

That thic writer (2 Kings xxii. seq.) meant to describe the discovery
ol Deuteronomy is evident Uom the events which iullowed

;
an^ this

identification of the roll, already made by Jerome, Chrysostom
and others, has been substantiated by modem literary criticism

since De Wette (1805). (See Deuteronomy; Josiah.) Some very
interesting parallels have been cited from Eg^tiaai and Assyrian
records where religious texts, said tg have been found in temples,
or oracles from the distant past, have come to light at the very time
when ‘‘the days were full. ^ There is, however, no real proof for

the traditional antiquity of Deuteronomy. The book forms a very
distinctive landmark in the religious history by reason of its attitude

to cult and ritual (see Hebrew Religion
, § 7). In particular

it is aimed against the worship at the numerous minor sanctuaries

and inculcates the sole pre-eminence of the one great sanctuary—^the

Temple of Jerusalem. This centralization involved the removal of

the local priests and a modification of ritual and legal observance.
The fall of Samaria, Sennacherib’s devastation of Judah, and the
growth of Jerusalem as the capital, had tended to raise the position
of the Temple, although Israel itself, as also judah, had famous
sanctuaries of its own. From the standpoint of tne popular religion,

the removal of the local altars, like Hezeldah's destruction of the
brazen serpent, would be an act of desecration, an iconoclasm which
cun be partly appreciated from the sentiments of 2 Kings xviii. 22,

and partly also from the modern Wahhabite reformation (of the 19th
emtury). Ihtt the details and success of the reforms, when view^
in the light of the testimony of contemporary prophets, are unccr>

tain. The book of Deuteronomy crystallizes a doctrine; it is the
codificatioa of teaching which presupposes a carefully prepared soil.

The account of Josiah's work, like that of Hczckiali, is written by one
of the Deuteixmomic school : that is to say, the writer describe the
promulgation of the teaching under which he lives. It is part of

the scheme which runs through the book of Kings, and its apparent
object is to show that the Teniple planned by David and founded by
Solomon ultimately gained its true position as the only sanctuary

of Yahweh to which his worshippers should repair. Accordingly,

in handling Josiah 's successors the writer no longer refers to the
high places. But if Josiah carried out the reforms ascribed to him
they were of no lasting effect. This is conclusively shown by the

writings of Jeremiah (xxv. 5-7, xxxvi. 2 seq.) and Ezekiel. Josiah
himsefi is prai.scd for his justice, but faithless ludah is insincere

(jer. iii. 10), and those who claim to possess Yahweh's law are

denounced (viii. 8). If Israel could appear to be better than Judah
(iil 11; Ezok. xvi., xxiii.), the religious revival was a practical failure,

and it was not until a century later that the opportunity again came
to put any new teaching into effect (§ 20). On the other hand,
the book of Deuteronomy has a chamcteristic social-religious side;

its humanity, philanthropy and charity are the distinctive jfeatures

of its laws, and Josiah ’s reputation (Jor. xxii. 15 aeq.) and tho

circumstances in which he was chosen king may suggest that

he, like Jehoash (2 Kings xi. 17; cf. xxiii. 3), had entered into a
reciprocal covenant with a people.who, as Micah’s writings would
indicate, had suffered grievous oppression and misery.®

17. The Fan of the Judaean Monarchy,—In Josiah's reign a
new era was beginning in the history of the world. Assyria was

rapidly decaying and Egypt had recovered from the blown of

Assur-bani-pal (to which Ae Hebrew prophet Nahum alludes,

iii. 8-10). Fsaonmetichus (Psamtek) I., one of the ablest of

Egyptian rulers for many centuries, threw off the Assyrian yoke

1 See G. Maspero, Gesch. d. morgenldnd. Vdlker (1877), p. 446;
E, Navillc, Pfoc, Soc, Bibl. Archaeol. (1907), pp. 23* sqq., and T. K,
Cheyne^ Dsdine mid Fall of Judah <1900), p. 13, with references.

[The genuineness of such discoveries is naturally a sxiatter for his-

torical critieiBm to decide. Thus the discovery of Ntima's laws in

Rome (Livy xl. 29), upon which undtie weight has sometimes been
laid (see ¥lo9lxiwaan, Der FenlaUuc^ 1906, pp. 155 qq )i not
accepted os genuine by the senate (who had tho laws destroyed),

and probably not by Pliny himself. Only the later antiquaries

dhing to the tMiU«f in their trqst>wortWineB8.---(Co>woiMo^s<»d.)l
® Both icingB came to the throne after a eenumbra^ aimed at

existing abuses, and other parallels can be found (see kings).
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with the help of troops from Ask Mmor and employed these to

guard hie eastern frontiers at Defneh. He ako revived the old

trading-connexions between Egypt and Phoenicku A Chaldean
prince, Nabopokssar, set hkn^f up in Babylonia, and Assyria
was compelled to invoke the aid of the Askuza. It was perhaps
after this that an inroad of Scythians (y.o.) occurred (c, 6a6®.c.y;

if it did not actually touch Judah, the advent of the people ^
the north aproars to have caused great alarm (Jer. iv.-^i.:

Zephaniah). ^thshean in Samaria has perhaps preserved in its

later (though temporary)name Scythopolis an echo of the inva-

sion.^ Later, Necho, son of Psammetichus,
.

proposed to add
to Egypt some of the Assyrian provinces, and marched through
Palestine. J osiah at once interposed ; it is uncertain whether, in

spite of the power of Egypt, he had hopes of exliendmg his king-

dom, or whether the famous reformer was, like Manasseh, a vassal

of Assyria. The book of Kings gives the standpoint of a later

Judaean writer, but Josiah*s authority over a much larger area

than Judah alone is suggested by xxiii. 19 (part of an addition),

and by the references to the border at Riblah in Ezek. vi. 14,

xi. 10 seq. He was slain at Megiddo in 608, and E^pt, as in the

long-distant past, again held Palestine and Syria. The Judaeans
made J ehoahaz (or Shallum) their king, but the Pharaoh banished
him to Egypt three months later and appointed his brother

Jehoiakim. Shortly afterwards Nineveh fell, and with it the

empire which had dominated the fortunes of Palestine for over

two centuries (see § lo). Nabonidus (Nabunaid) king of Baby-
lonia (556 B.c.) saw in the disaster the vengeance of the gods for

the sacrilege of Sennacherib; the Hebrew prophets, for their

part, exulted over Yahweh’s far-reaching judgment. The newly
formed Chaldean power at once recognized m Necho a dangerous
rival and Nabopolassar sent his son Nebuchadrezzar, who over-

threw the Egyptian forces at Carchemish (605). The battle was
the turning-point of the age, and with it the succession of the new
Chaldean or Babylonian kingdom was assured. But the relations

between Egypt and Judah were not broken off. The course

of events is not clear, but Jehoiakim ((^.w.) at all events was in-

clined to rely upon Egypt. He died just as Nebuchadrezzar,

seeing his warnings disregarded, was preparing to lay siege to

Jerusakm. His young son Jehoiachin surrendered after a
three months’ reign, with his mother and the court; they were
taken away to Babylonia, together with a number of the artisan

class (596). Jehoiakim’s brother, Mattaniah or Zedekiah, was
set in his place under an oath of allegiance, which he broke, pre-

ferring Hophra the new king of Egypt. A few years later the

second siege took place. It began on the tenth day of the tenth

month, January 587. The looked-for intervention of Egypt was
unavailing, although a temporary raising of the siege inspir^ wild

hopes. Desertion, pestilence and famine added to the usual

horrors of a siege, and at length on the ninth day of the fourth

month 586, a breach was made in the walls. Zedekiah fled

towards the Jordan valley but was seized and taken to Nebuchad-
rezzar at Riblah (45 m. south of Hamath). His sons were slain

before his eyes, and he himself was blinded and carried off to

Babylon after a reign of eleven years. The Babylonian Nebuzar-

adan was sent to take vengeance upon the rebellious city, and
on the seventh day of the fifth month 586 e.c. Jerusalem was
destroyed. The Temple, palace and city buildup were burned,

the walls broken down, the chief priest Seraiah, the second priest

Zephaniah, and other I^ders were put to death, and a large body
of people was again carried away. The disaster became tlie

great epoch-making event for Jewish history and litcratwe.

Throughout these stormy years the prophet Jeremiah (fv.)had
realized that Judah’s only hope lay in submission to Bahyloiua.

Stigmatized asa traitor, toorned and even imprisoned, hehad not

ceased to utter his warnings to deaf ears, although Zedekiah

himself was perhaps open to persuasion, the penalty had

been paid, and the Babylonians, whose policy waz less destructive

than that of Assyria, contented themselves with appointing at

governor a certain (Maliah. The new centre wat Mizpah, a
commanding eminence and sanctuary, about 5, m. N.W. of

Jerusalem;; and here Gedaliah issued an appeal to the people to

’ But see N. Sbhmidt, Emicy, PA., ** Scythfana/* § 1.
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be loyal to Babylonia and to resume their former peaceful occu-

pations. The land had not been devastated^ and many gladly

returned from their hiding-places in Moab, Edom and Ammon.
But discontented survivors of the royal family under Ishmael

intrigued with Baalism king of Ammon. The plot resulted in

the murder of Gedaliah and an unsuccessful attempt to carry off

various princesses and officials who had been left in the governor’s

care. This new confusion and a natural fear of Babylonia’s

vengeance led many to feel that their only safety lay in flight to

Egypt, and, although warned by jeremiah that even there the

sword would find them, they fled south and took refuge in

Tahpanhes (Daphnae, q.v.)y afterwards forming small settle-

ments in other parts of Egypt. But the thread of the history

is broken, and apart from an allusion to the favour shown to

the captive Jehoiachin (with which the books of Jeremiah and
Kings conclude), there is a gap in the records, and subsequent

events are viewed from a new standpoint 20).

The last few years of the Judaean kingdom present several difficult

problems.

() That there was some fluctuation of tradition is evident in the
case of Jehoiakim, with whose quiet enci (2 Kings xxiv. 6 [see also

Lucian]; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 8 [Soptuagint]) contrast the fate fore-

shadowed in Jer. xxii. 18 seq., xxxvi. 30 (cf. Jos. x. 0, 2 seq.).

The tradition of his captivity (2 Chron. xxxvi. 6; Dan. i. 2) has
apparently confused him with jehoiachin, and the latter's reign is

80 brief that some overlapping is conceivable. Moreover, the
prophecy in Jcr. xxxiv. 5 that Zedekiah would die in peace is not
Dom3 out by the history, nor does Josiah’s fate agree with the
promise in 2 Kings xxii. 20. There is also an evident relation between
the pairs: Jehoahaz and Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin and Zedekiah
(e.g. length of reigns), and the difficulty felt in regard to the second
and third is obvious in the attempts of the Jewish historian Josephus
to provide a compromise. The contemporary prophecies asenbed
to Jeremiah and Ezekiel require careful examination in this con-

nexion, partly as regards their traditional background (especially

the headings and setting), and partly for their contents, the details of

which sometimes do not admit of a literal interpretation in accor-

dance with our present historical material (cf. Ezek. xix. 3-9, where
the two brothers carried off to Egypt and Babylon respectively would
seem to be Jehoahaz and his nephew Jeho.achin).

() Some ffuctuation is obvious in the number, dates and extent
of the deportations. Jer. lii. 28-30 gives a total of 4600 persons,

in contrast to 2 Kings xxiv. 14, 16 (the numbers are not inclusive),

and reckons three deportations in the 7th (? 17th), i8th and 23rd
years of Nebuchadrezzar. Only the second is specifically said to" be
from Jerusalem (the remaining are of Judaeans), and Uie last has
been plausibly connected with the murder of Gedaliah, an inter\"al

of five years being assumed. For this twenty third year Josephus

7) gives an invasion of Egypt and an attack upon Ammon,
MoOT^md Palestine (see Nebuchadrezzar).

(i:) That the exile lasted seventy years (? from 586 B.c. to the com-

f

fletion of the second temple) is the view of the canonical history
2 Chron. xxxvi. 21; Jcr. xxv. ii, xxix. 10; Zech. i. 12; cf. Tyre,

Isa. xxiii. 15), but it is usually reckoned from the first deportation,
which was looked upon as of greater significance than the second
(Jer. xxiv. xxix.), and it may be around number. Another difficulty

is the hiterpretation of the 40 years in Ezek. iv. 0 (cf. Eg5rpt, xxix. iij,

and the 390 in v. 5 (Septuagint 150 or 190; 130 in Jos. x. 9, 7 end).

A period of fifty years is allowed by the chronological scheme
(1 I^gs vi. I

;
cf. Jos. c. Ap, i. 21), and the late book of Baruch (vi. 3)

even speaks of seven generations. Varying chronological schemes
may have been current and some weight must be laid upon the

remarkable vagueness of the historical information in later

writings (see Daniel).
{d) The attitude of the neighbouringpeoples constitutes another seri-

ous problem (cf. 2 Kings xxiv. 2 and 2 Chron. xxxvi. 5, where Lucian's
recension and the Septuagint respectively add the Samaritans i), in

view of the circumstances of Gecfaliah's appointment (Jer. xl, ii, see
above) as contrasted with the frequent prophecies arainst Ammon,
Moab and Edom which seem to be contemporary (see Edom ; Moab).

(e) Finally, the recurrence of similar historical situations in Judaean
history must be considered. The period under review, with its rcla-

tion.s between Judah and Egypt, can be illustrated by prophecies
ascribed to a similar situation in the time of Hezekian. But the
destruction of Jerusalem is not quite unique, and somewhat later

we meet with indirect evidence for at least one similar disaster upon
which the records are silent. There arc a number of apparently
related passages which, however, on internal grounds, are unsuitable
to the present period, and when they show independent signs of a
later date (in their present form), there is a very strong probability
that they refer to such subsequent disasters. The scantiness of
historical tradition makes a final solution impossible, but the study
of these years has kn important bearing on the history of the later

Judaean state, which has been characteristically treated from the
standpoint of exiles who returned from Bab^donia and regard them-

selves as the kernel of " Israel." From this point of view, the
desire to intensify the denudation of Jrklestine and the fate of its

remnant, and to look to the Babylonian exiles for t^ future, can
probably be recognized in the writings attributed to contemporary
prophets.^

18. Iniernal Conditions and the Exile .—Many of the exiles

accepted their lot and settled down in Babylonia (cf. Jer. xxix.

4~7); Jewish colonies, too, were being founded in Egypt. The
agriculturists and herdsmen who had been left in Palestine

formed, as always, the staple population, and it is impossible to

imagine either Judah or Israel as denuded of its inhabitants.

The down-trodden peasants were left in peace to divide the land
among them, and new conditions arose as they took over the

ownerless estates. But the old continuity was not entirely

broken; there was a return to earlier conditions, and life moved
more freely in its wonted channels. The fall of the monarchy
involved a reversion to a pre-monarchical state. It had scarcely

been otherwise in Israel. The Israelites who had been carried

off by the Assyrians were also removed from the cult of the land
(cf. I Sam. xxvi.19; Euth i. 15 seq.). It is possible that some had
escaped by taking timely refuge among their brethren in Judah;
indeed, if national tradition availed, there were doubtless times

when Judah cast its eye upon the land with which it had been
so intimately connected. It would certainly be unwise to draw a
sharp boundary line between the two districts; kings of Judah
could be tempted to restore the kingdom of their traditional

founder, or Assyria might be complaisant towards a faithful

Judaean vassal. The chameter of the Assyrian domination over

Israel must not be misunderstood; the regular payment of

tribute and the provision of troops were the main requirements,

and the position of the masses underwent little change if an
Assyrian governor took the place of an unpopular native ruler.

The two sections of the Hebrews who had had so much in

common were scarcely severed by a border-line only a few miles

to the north of Jerusalem. But Israel after the fall of Samaria
is artificially excluded from the Judaean horizon, and lies as a

foreign land, although Judah itself had suffered from the intru-

sion of foreigners in the preceding centuries of war and turmoil,

and strangers had settled in her midst, had formed part of the

royal guard, or had even served as janissaries (S 15, end).

Samaria had experienced several changes in its original

population,2 and an instructive story tells how the colonists,

in their ignorance of the religion of their new home, incurred the

divine wrath. Cujus regio ejus religio—settlement upon a new
soil involved dependence upon its god, and accordingly priests

were sent to instruct the Samaritans in the fear of Yahweh.
Thenceforth they continued the worship of the Israelite Yahweh
along with their own native cults (2 Kings xvii. 24-28, 33).
Their descendants claimed participation in the privileges of

the Judaeans (cf
.
Jer. xli. 5), and must have identified themselves

with the old stock (Ezra iv. 2). Whatever recollection they
preserved of their origin and of the circumstances of their entry
would be retold from a new standpoint; the ethnological tradi-

tions would gain a new meaning; the assimilation would in

time become complete. In view of subsequent events it would
be difficult to find a more interesting subject of inquiry than
the internal religious and sociological conditions in Samaria al

this age.

To the prophets the religious position was lower in Judah
than in Samaria, whose iniquities were less grievous (Jer. iii.

II seq., xxiii. ii sqq.; Ezek. xvi. 51). The greater prevalence

of heathen elements in Jerusalem, as detailed in the reforms of

Josiah or in the writings of the prophets (cf. Ezek. viii.), would
* So also one can now compare the estimate taken of the Jews in

Egypt in Jer. xliv. with the actual religious conditions wmch are
known to have prevailed later at Elephantine, where a small Jewish
colony worshipped Yahu (Yahweh) at their own temple (see E,
Sachau, " Drei aram. Papyrusurkunde," in the Abhandlungen of
the Prussian Academy, BerUn, 1907).

^ Sargon had removed Babylonians into the land of Hatti (Syria
and Palestine), and in 715 n.c. among the colonists wore tribes appar-
ently of desert origin (Tamud, Hayapa, &c.)

;
other settlements are

asenbed to Esar^haddon and perhaps Assur-bani -pal (Ezraiv.2, zo).

See for the evidence, A. E. Cowley, Enev. Bib, col. 4257; J. A.
Montgomery, The Samaritans, pp, 4&-57 (Philadelphia, 1907).
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at least suggest that the destruction of the state was not entirely

a disaster » To this catastrophe may be due the fragmentary
character of old Judaean historical traditions. Moreover, the

land was purified when it became divorced from the practices

of a luxurious court and lost many of its worst inhabitants.

In Israel as in Judah the political disasters not only meant
a shifting of population, they also brought into prominence
the old popular and non-official religion, the character

of which IS not to be condemned because of the attitude of

lofty prophets in advance of their age. When there were sects

like the Rechabites (Jer. xxxv.), when the Judaean fields could

produce a Micah or a Zephaniah, and when Israel no doubt
had men who inherited the spirit of a Hosea, the nature of the

underlying conditions can be more justly appreciated. The
writings of the prophets were cherished, not only in the un-

favourable atmosphere of courts (see Jer. xxxvi., 21 sqq.), but

also in the circles of their followers (Isa. viii. 16). In the quiet

smaller sanctuaries the old-time beliefs were maintained, and the

priests, often perhaps of the older native stock (cf. 2 Kings
xvii. 28 and above), were the recognized guardians of the reli-

gious cults. The old stories of earlier days encircle places which,

though denounced for their corruption, were not regarded as

illegitimate, and in the form in which the dim traditions of the

past are now preserved they reveal an attempt to purify popular

belief and thought. In the domestic circles of prophetic

communities the part played by their great heads in histor>^

did not suffer in the telling, and it is probable that some part

at least of the extant history of the Israelite kingdom passed

through the hands of men whose interest lay in the pre-eminence

of their seers and their beneficent deeds on behalf of these small

communities. This interest and the popular tone of the history

may be combined with the fact that the literature does not take

us into the midst of that world of activity in which the events

unfolded themselves.

Although the records preserve complete silence upon the period

now under review, it is necessary to free oneself from the narrow out-

look of the later Judaean compilers. It is a gratuitous assumption
that the history of (north) Israel ceased with the fall of Samaria or

that Judah then took over Israelite literature and inherited the old

Israehtp spirit : the question of the preservation of earlier writings

is of historical importance. It is true that the situation in Israel

or Samaria continues obscure, but a careful study of literary pro-

ductions, evidently not earlier than the 7th century b.c,, reveals a

jjarticular loftinc.ss of conception and a tendency which finds its

jja’allels in Hosca and approximates the peculiar characteristics

of the Deuteronomic school of thought. But the history wliich the

judaean writers have handed down is influenced by the later hostility

between Judah and Samaria. The traditional bond between the

north and south which nothing could efface (cf. Jos. Ant. xi. 8, 6) has
been carried back to the earliest ages; yet the present period, after

the age of rival kingdoms, Judah and Israel, and before the founda-

tion of Judaism, is that in which the historical background for the

inclusion of Judali among the “sons" of Israel is equally suit-

able (§§ 5, 20, end). The circumstances favoured a closer alliance

between the people of Palestine, and a greater prominence of the

old holy places (Hebron, Bethel, Shechem, &c.), of which the ruined

Jerusalem would not be one, and the existing condition of Judah
and Israel from internal and non-political points of view—^nol their

condition in the prc-monarchical ages—is the more crucial problem

in biblical history.'

iq. Persian The course of events from the middle

of the 6th century b.c. to the close of the Persian period is

lamentably obscure, although much indirect evidence indicates

that this age holds the key to the growth of written biblical

history. It was an age of literary activity which manifested

itself, not in contemporary historical records—only a few of

which have survived—but rather in the special treatment of

previously existing sources. The problems are of unusual

1 The growing recognition that the land was not depopulated after

586 is of fundamental significance for the cnticism of " exilic
"

and " post-exilic " history. G. A. Smith thus sums up a dis-

cussion of the extent of the deportations :
“

. . . A large majority

of the Jewish people remained on the land. This conclusion may
startle us with our generally received notions of the whole nation as

exiled. But there are facts which support it " {Jerusalem, li. 268).
“ On the place of Palestine in Persian history see Pbrsia : History,

ancient, especially § 5 ii.
; also Artaxbrxes ; Cambysbs ; Cyrus ;

Darius, &c.

intricacy and additional light is needed from external evidence.

It. will be convenient to turn to this first. Scarcely 40 years

after the destruction of Jerusalem, a new power appeared in the

east in the person of Cyrus the Great. Babylon speedily fell

(539 B-c.) and a fresh era opened . To the petty states this meant
only a change of masters

;
they now became part of one of the

largest empires of antiquity. The prophets who had marked
in the past the advent of Assyrians and Chaldeans now fixed

their eyes upon the advance of Cyrus, confident that the fall

of Babylon would bring the restoration of their fortunes. Cyrus

was hailed as the divinely appointed saviour, the anointed one
of Yahweh. The poetic imagery in which the prophets clothed

the doom of Babylon, like the romantic account of Herodotus

(i. 191), falls short of the simple contemporary account of Cyrus

himself. He did not fulfil the detailed predictions, and the

events did not reach the ideals of Hebrew writers; but these

anticipations may have influenced the form which the Jewish
traditions subsequently took. Nevertheless, if Cyrus was not

originally a Persian and was not a worshipper of Yahweh
(Isa. xli. 25), he was at least tolerant towards subject races and
their religions, and the persistent traditions unmistakably point

to the honour in which his memory was held. Throughout the

Persian supremacy Palestine was necessarily influenced by
the course of events in Phoenicia and Egypt (with which

intercourse was continual), and .some light may thus be in-

directly thrown on its otherwise obscure political history. Thus,

when Cambyses, the son of Cyrus, made his great expedition

against Egypt, with the fleets of Phoenicia and Cyprus and

with the camels of the Arabians, it is highly probable that

Palestine itself was roncerned. Also, the revolt which broke

out in the Persian provinces at this juncture may have extended

to Palestine; although the usurper Darius encountered his most

serious opposition in the north and north-east of his empire. An
outburst of Jewish religious feeling is dated in the second year

of Darius (520), but whether Judah was making a bold bid for

independence or had received special favour for abstaining

from the above revolts, external evidence alone can decide.

Towards the close of the reign of Darius there was a fresh revolt

in Egypt; it was quelled by Xerxes (485^465), who did not

imitate the religious tolerance of his predec.e.ssors. Artaxerxes I.

Longimanus (465“425), attracts attention because the famous

Jewish reformers Ezra and Nehemiah flourished under a king

of this name. Other revolts occurred in Egypt, and for these

and also for the rebellion of the Persian .satrap Megabyzos

(c, 448'"447), independent evidence for^the position of Judah is

needed, since a catastrophe apparently befell the unfortunate

stale before Nehemiah appears upon the scene. Little is known

of the mild and indolent Artaxerxes 11 . Mnemon (404-359)*

With the growing weakness of the Persian empire Egypt reas-

serted its independence for a time. In the reign of Artaxerxes III.

Ochus (359-338), Egypt, Phoenicia and Cyprus were in revolt;

the rising was quelled without mercy, and the details of

the vengeance are valuable for the possible fate of Palestine

itself. The Jewish historian Josephus (Ant, xi. 7) records

the enslavement of the Jews, the pollution of the Temple by a

certain Bagoses (see Bagoas), and a seven years’ punishment.

Other late sources narrate the destruction of Jericho and a

deportation of the Jews to Babylonia and to Hyrcania (on the

Caspian Sea). The evidence for the catastrophes under

Artaxerxes I. and III. (see Artaxerxes), exclusively contained

in biblical and in external tradition respectively, is of particular

importance, since several biblical passages refer to disasters

similar to those of 586 but presuppose different conditions and are

apparently of later origin.^ The murder of Artaxerxes III. by

* The evidence for Artaxerxes III., accepted by Ewald and others

(see W. R. Smith, Old Testament in Jewish Church, p. 438 9«q*; W.
Judeich, Kleinasiat. Stud., p. 170; T. K. Cheyne, Ency. Bib. col.

2202; F. C. Kent, Hist. [1899], pp. 230 sqq.), has however been ques-

tioned ^ Willrich, Judaica, 35*39 (sec Cheyne, Ency. Bib. col.

3941). The account of Josephus (above) raises several difficulties,

especially the identity of mgoses. It has been supposed that he has

placed the record too late, and that this Bagoses is the Judaean
governor who flourished about 408 b.c. (See p. 386, n. 3.)
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be loyal to Babylonia and to resume their former peaceful occu-

pations. The land had not been devastated^ and many gladly

returned from their hiding-places in Moab, Edom and Ammon.
But discontented survivors of the royal family under Ishmael

intrigued with Baalism king of Ammon. The plot resulted in

the murder of Gedaliah and an unsuccessful attempt to carry off

various princesses and officials who had been left in the governor’s

care. This new confusion and a natural fear of Babylonia’s

vengeance led many to feel that their only safety lay in flight to

Egypt, and, although warned by jeremiah that even there the

sword would find them, they fled south and took refuge in

Tahpanhes (Daphnae, q.v.)y afterwards forming small settle-

ments in other parts of Egypt. But the thread of the history

is broken, and apart from an allusion to the favour shown to

the captive Jehoiachin (with which the books of Jeremiah and
Kings conclude), there is a gap in the records, and subsequent

events are viewed from a new standpoint 20).

The last few years of the Judaean kingdom present several difficult

problems.

() That there was some fluctuation of tradition is evident in the
case of Jehoiakim, with whose quiet enci (2 Kings xxiv. 6 [see also

Lucian]; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 8 [Soptuagint]) contrast the fate fore-

shadowed in Jer. xxii. 18 seq., xxxvi. 30 (cf. Jos. x. 0, 2 seq.).

The tradition of his captivity (2 Chron. xxxvi. 6; Dan. i. 2) has
apparently confused him with jehoiachin, and the latter's reign is

80 brief that some overlapping is conceivable. Moreover, the
prophecy in Jcr. xxxiv. 5 that Zedekiah would die in peace is not
Dom3 out by the history, nor does Josiah’s fate agree with the
promise in 2 Kings xxii. 20. There is also an evident relation between
the pairs: Jehoahaz and Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin and Zedekiah
(e.g. length of reigns), and the difficulty felt in regard to the second
and third is obvious in the attempts of the Jewish historian Josephus
to provide a compromise. The contemporary prophecies asenbed
to Jeremiah and Ezekiel require careful examination in this con-

nexion, partly as regards their traditional background (especially

the headings and setting), and partly for their contents, the details of

which sometimes do not admit of a literal interpretation in accor-

dance with our present historical material (cf. Ezek. xix. 3-9, where
the two brothers carried off to Egypt and Babylon respectively would
seem to be Jehoahaz and his nephew Jeho.achin).

() Some ffuctuation is obvious in the number, dates and extent
of the deportations. Jer. lii. 28-30 gives a total of 4600 persons,

in contrast to 2 Kings xxiv. 14, 16 (the numbers are not inclusive),

and reckons three deportations in the 7th (? 17th), i8th and 23rd
years of Nebuchadrezzar. Only the second is specifically said to" be
from Jerusalem (the remaining are of Judaeans), and Uie last has
been plausibly connected with the murder of Gedaliah, an inter\"al

of five years being assumed. For this twenty third year Josephus

7) gives an invasion of Egypt and an attack upon Ammon,
MoOT^md Palestine (see Nebuchadrezzar).

(i:) That the exile lasted seventy years (? from 586 B.c. to the com-

f

fletion of the second temple) is the view of the canonical history
2 Chron. xxxvi. 21; Jcr. xxv. ii, xxix. 10; Zech. i. 12; cf. Tyre,

Isa. xxiii. 15), but it is usually reckoned from the first deportation,
which was looked upon as of greater significance than the second
(Jer. xxiv. xxix.), and it may be around number. Another difficulty

is the hiterpretation of the 40 years in Ezek. iv. 0 (cf. Eg5rpt, xxix. iij,

and the 390 in v. 5 (Septuagint 150 or 190; 130 in Jos. x. 9, 7 end).

A period of fifty years is allowed by the chronological scheme
(1 I^gs vi. I

;
cf. Jos. c. Ap, i. 21), and the late book of Baruch (vi. 3)

even speaks of seven generations. Varying chronological schemes
may have been current and some weight must be laid upon the

remarkable vagueness of the historical information in later

writings (see Daniel).
{d) The attitude of the neighbouringpeoples constitutes another seri-

ous problem (cf. 2 Kings xxiv. 2 and 2 Chron. xxxvi. 5, where Lucian's
recension and the Septuagint respectively add the Samaritans i), in

view of the circumstances of Gecfaliah's appointment (Jer. xl, ii, see
above) as contrasted with the frequent prophecies arainst Ammon,
Moab and Edom which seem to be contemporary (see Edom ; Moab).

(e) Finally, the recurrence of similar historical situations in Judaean
history must be considered. The period under review, with its rcla-

tion.s between Judah and Egypt, can be illustrated by prophecies
ascribed to a similar situation in the time of Hezekian. But the
destruction of Jerusalem is not quite unique, and somewhat later

we meet with indirect evidence for at least one similar disaster upon
which the records are silent. There arc a number of apparently
related passages which, however, on internal grounds, are unsuitable
to the present period, and when they show independent signs of a
later date (in their present form), there is a very strong probability
that they refer to such subsequent disasters. The scantiness of
historical tradition makes a final solution impossible, but the study
of these years has kn important bearing on the history of the later

Judaean state, which has been characteristically treated from the
standpoint of exiles who returned from Bab^donia and regard them-

selves as the kernel of " Israel." From this point of view, the
desire to intensify the denudation of Jrklestine and the fate of its

remnant, and to look to the Babylonian exiles for t^ future, can
probably be recognized in the writings attributed to contemporary
prophets.^

18. Iniernal Conditions and the Exile .—Many of the exiles

accepted their lot and settled down in Babylonia (cf. Jer. xxix.

4~7); Jewish colonies, too, were being founded in Egypt. The
agriculturists and herdsmen who had been left in Palestine

formed, as always, the staple population, and it is impossible to

imagine either Judah or Israel as denuded of its inhabitants.

The down-trodden peasants were left in peace to divide the land
among them, and new conditions arose as they took over the

ownerless estates. But the old continuity was not entirely

broken; there was a return to earlier conditions, and life moved
more freely in its wonted channels. The fall of the monarchy
involved a reversion to a pre-monarchical state. It had scarcely

been otherwise in Israel. The Israelites who had been carried

off by the Assyrians were also removed from the cult of the land
(cf. I Sam. xxvi.19; Euth i. 15 seq.). It is possible that some had
escaped by taking timely refuge among their brethren in Judah;
indeed, if national tradition availed, there were doubtless times

when Judah cast its eye upon the land with which it had been
so intimately connected. It would certainly be unwise to draw a
sharp boundary line between the two districts; kings of Judah
could be tempted to restore the kingdom of their traditional

founder, or Assyria might be complaisant towards a faithful

Judaean vassal. The chameter of the Assyrian domination over

Israel must not be misunderstood; the regular payment of

tribute and the provision of troops were the main requirements,

and the position of the masses underwent little change if an
Assyrian governor took the place of an unpopular native ruler.

The two sections of the Hebrews who had had so much in

common were scarcely severed by a border-line only a few miles

to the north of Jerusalem. But Israel after the fall of Samaria
is artificially excluded from the Judaean horizon, and lies as a

foreign land, although Judah itself had suffered from the intru-

sion of foreigners in the preceding centuries of war and turmoil,

and strangers had settled in her midst, had formed part of the

royal guard, or had even served as janissaries (S 15, end).

Samaria had experienced several changes in its original

population,2 and an instructive story tells how the colonists,

in their ignorance of the religion of their new home, incurred the

divine wrath. Cujus regio ejus religio—settlement upon a new
soil involved dependence upon its god, and accordingly priests

were sent to instruct the Samaritans in the fear of Yahweh.
Thenceforth they continued the worship of the Israelite Yahweh
along with their own native cults (2 Kings xvii. 24-28, 33).
Their descendants claimed participation in the privileges of

the Judaeans (cf
.
Jer. xli. 5), and must have identified themselves

with the old stock (Ezra iv. 2). Whatever recollection they
preserved of their origin and of the circumstances of their entry
would be retold from a new standpoint; the ethnological tradi-

tions would gain a new meaning; the assimilation would in

time become complete. In view of subsequent events it would
be difficult to find a more interesting subject of inquiry than
the internal religious and sociological conditions in Samaria al

this age.

To the prophets the religious position was lower in Judah
than in Samaria, whose iniquities were less grievous (Jer. iii.

II seq., xxiii. ii sqq.; Ezek. xvi. 51). The greater prevalence

of heathen elements in Jerusalem, as detailed in the reforms of

Josiah or in the writings of the prophets (cf. Ezek. viii.), would
* So also one can now compare the estimate taken of the Jews in

Egypt in Jer. xliv. with the actual religious conditions wmch are
known to have prevailed later at Elephantine, where a small Jewish
colony worshipped Yahu (Yahweh) at their own temple (see E,
Sachau, " Drei aram. Papyrusurkunde," in the Abhandlungen of
the Prussian Academy, BerUn, 1907).

^ Sargon had removed Babylonians into the land of Hatti (Syria
and Palestine), and in 715 n.c. among the colonists wore tribes appar-
ently of desert origin (Tamud, Hayapa, &c.)

;
other settlements are

asenbed to Esar^haddon and perhaps Assur-bani -pal (Ezraiv.2, zo).

See for the evidence, A. E. Cowley, Enev. Bib, col. 4257; J. A.
Montgomery, The Samaritans, pp, 4&-57 (Philadelphia, 1907).
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ideal kingdom, trusted and highly favoured minister who was
the signet*ring upon Yahweh’s hand (contrast Hag. ii. 24 with Jer.

jcxH. 23). Zechariah, in his turn, prodaims tl^ overtbrow of

all difficulties in the path of the new king, who shall rule in

glo^ ^pported by the priest (Zech. vi.). What pohtical

aspirations were revived, what other writers were inspired by
these momentous events are questions of inference.

A work which inculcates tlic dependence of the state upon the
purity of its ruler is the tmfinishca book of Kings with its histod^
of the Davidic dynasty and the Temple. Its ideals culmihate in

Jonah (§ 16, end), and there is a strong presumption that it is

intended to impress upon the new era the lessons drawn from the
past. Its treatment pf the monarchy is only part of a great and now
highly complicated literary undertaking (traceable in the books
Joshua to Kings), inspire with the thought and coloured by
language oharacterisiic of Deuteronomy (especially the secondary
portions), which forms the necessary introduction. Whatever
reforms Josiah actually accomplished, the restoration afforded the
opportunity of bringing the Dculeronomic teaching into action;
though it is more probable that Deuteronomy itself in the main is

not much earlier than the second half of the Otli century b.c.^ It

shows a strong nationalist feeling which is not restricted to Judah
alone, but comprises a greater Israel from Kadesh in Naphtali in

the north to Hebron in the .south, and even extends beyond the
Jordan. Distinctive non-Judaean features are included, as in the
Samaritan liturgical office (Deut. xxvii. 14-26), and the evidencf! for

the conclusion that traditions originally of (north) Israehtc interest

were taken over and adapted to the later standpoint of Judah and

J erusalcm (viz. in the Dcuteronomic book of Kings) independently
confirms the inferences drawn from Deuteronomy itself. The ab-
sence of direct testim my can be partially supplied by later events
which presuppose the break-up of no inconsiderable state, and imply
relations with Samaria which had boon by no means so unfriendly
as the historians represent. A common ground for Judaism ana
Samaritanism is obvious, and it is in tliis oKscure age iliat it is to be
sought. Hut the curtain is raised for too brief an interval to allow
of more than a passing glimpse at the restoration of Judaean for-

tunes; not until the time of Nehcmiah, about 140 years after the
fall of Jcru.salem, docs the historical material become less imperfect.

Upon this blank period before the foundation of Judaism (§§ 21,..

23) much light is also thrown by another body of evidence. It has
long been recognized that 1 Chron. ii. and iv. represent a Judah
composed mainly of groups which had moved up from the south
(Hebron) to the vicinity of Jerusalem. It includes Caleb and Jerah-
meel, Kcnite or Rechabite families, scribes, Ac., and these, as
" sons of Hezron, claim some relationship with Gilead. The names
point generally to an affinity with south Palestine and north Arabia
(Edom, Midian, I’tc.; see especially the lists in Gen. xxxvi.), and
suggest that certain members of a closely related collection of

groups had separated from the main Ixidy and were ultimately
enroUed as Israelites, it is also recognized by many scholars that

in the present account of the exodus there are indications of the
original prominence of traditions of Kadesh, and also of a journey
northwards in which Caleb, Kenites and others took part

(§ 5). On
these and on other grounds besides, it has long been felt that south
Palestine, with its north Arabian connexions, is of real importance in

biblical research, and for many years efforts have .been made to

determine the true signiheaner of the evidence. The usual tendency
has been to regard it in the light of the criticism of early Israelite

history, which demands some recon.struction (§ 8), and to discern

distinct tribal movements previous to the union of Judah and Israel

under David. On the other hand, the elaborate theory of T. K.
Cheyne involves the view that a history dealing with the south
actually underUcs our sources and can be recovered by emendation
of the text. Against the former is the fact that although certain

groups are ultimately found in Judah (Judg. i.), the evidence for

the movement—a conquest north of' Kadesh, almost at the gate of

the promised land—explicitly mentions Israel
;
and against the latter

the evidence again shows that this representation has been deliber-

ately subordinated to the entrance of Israel from beyond the Jordan.®

> The view that Deuteronomy is later than the 7th century has
been suggested by M. Vemes, Nouvellc hypoihise sur la comp, ei

Vofiginc dtt Deut. (1887); Havet, Christian, et ses origines (187S);

Horst, in Hev. d$ Vhist. des relig., 1888
;
and more recently by E. Day,

Jowrn. Bib. Lit. (1^2)) pp. 202 sqq.; and R. H. Kennett, Journ.
Tkeol. Stud. (xqo6), pp, 486 sqq. The strongest counter-argiiments

(see W. E. Addis, Doc. of Hexai. ii. 2-q) rely upon the historical

trustworthiness of % Kings xxii. seq. Weighty reasons are brought
^80 by conservative writess against the theory that Deuteronomy
dates from or about the age of Josiah, and their objections to the
" discovery " of a new law-roll apply equally to the " re*discovery

”

and ptomulAtioB of an old and au^entic code.
* for Cheyne's view, his Decline and Fall ofJudah : Introduction

(1908). The former tendency has many sup]^rters; see, among
recent writers, N. Schmidt, Hibhert Journal (1908), pp. 322 sew. ; C. F.

Burney, Joum. Theol. Stud. (1908), pp. 321 sqq.; O. A. Toffteen,

In either case the history of separate sections of people may have
been extended to Israel as a M^hole, but there is no evidence tor tuny
adequate reconstruction. Yet the presence of distinct represonta*
tions of the hiftory may be recognised, and since the Judaean
comptiers of the Old Testament have incorporated non-Judaean
sources (e.g. the history of the nordiem monarchy), it is obvious
that, apart from indigenous Judaean tradition, the southern eppoups
which were ultimately enroUed in Judah would possess theSr own
stock of oral and written lore. Hence it is noteworthy that the late
editor of Judges has given the first place to Othniel, a Knniszite,
and therefore of Edomite affinity, tnough subsequently reckoned
as a Judaean (Judg. i. 13, iii. 9; cf. Gen. xxxvi. it ; i Chron. iv. 13).
Of Kenite interest is the position of Cain, ancestor of heroes of culture
and of the worship of YahwCh (Gen. iv. 17 sqq.). .One fragmentary
source alludes to a journey to the Midianite or Kenite iather-inolaw
of Moses with the Ark (^.v.)

;

another knows of its movements with
David and the priest Abiathar (a name closely related to Jethbr or
Jethro; cf. also i Cliron. iv. 17). Distinctively Calebite Gure the
stories of the eponym who, fearless of the *' giants " of Palestine,
gained striking aivine promises (Num. xiv. ti-24)

;
Caleb's overthrow

of the Hebronite giants finds a parallel in David's conflicts before
the capture of J erusalem, and may be associated with the belief that
these primitive giants once filled the land (Josh. xi. 21 seq.; see § 7,
anti David; Samuel, Books ok). Calebite, too, are Hebron and its

patron Abraham, and both increase in prominence in the patriarchal
narratives, where, moreover, an important body of tradition can have
emanated only from outside Israel and Judah (see Genesis).
Although Judah was always closely connected with the south, those
" southern " features (once clearly more extensive and complete)
are found in the Deuteronomic and priestly compilations, and their
presence in the historical records can hardly be severed from the
prominence of " southern " families in tlio vicinity of Jerusalem,
some time after the fall of J crusalera. The background in i Chron. ii.

presupposes the desolation after that disa.ster, and some traces of
Ihcse families arc found in Nchemiah's time; and while the traditions
know of a separation from Edom (viz. stories of Jacob and his
" brother " Esau), elsewhere Edom is frequently denounced for
unbrotheriy conduct in connexion with some disaster which befell

Jerusalem,* apparently long after 586 b.c. (see § 22).* The true
inwardness of this movement, its extent and its history, can harffiy
be recovered at pre.sent, but it is noteworthy that the evidence
generally involves the Lovites, an ecclesiastical body which under-
went an extremely intricate development. To a certain extent it

would seem that even as Chronicles ((?.v.) has passed through the
hands of one who was keenly interested in the Temple service, so
the other historical books have been shaped not only by the latfs

priestly writers (symbolized in literary critidfon by P), but also by
rather earlier writers, also o^riestly sympathies, but of " southern
or half-Edomite affinity. Tjii.s is independently suggested by the
contents and vicissitudes of the purely ecclesiastical traditions.*

Recent criticism go€!9 to show that there is a very considerable
body of biblical material, more important for its attitude to the
history than for its historical accuracy, the true mtsaning of which
cannot as yet be clearly perceived. It rai.ses many serious problems
which concentrate upon that age which is of the greatest importance
for the biblical and theological student. ^ The perplexing relation
between the admittedly late compilations and the actual course
of the early history becomes still more iutracate when one
observes such a feature as the laic interest in the Israelite tribes. No
doubt there is much that is purely artificial and untrustworthy in

the late (post-exilic) representations of these divisions, but it is

sdmost incredible that tho historical foundation for their early
career is severed from the written sources by centuries of warfare,
immigration and other disturbing factors. On the one hand,
conservative scholars insist upon the close material relation between
the constituent sources; critical scholars, on the other hand, while
recognizing much that is relatively untrustworthy, refrain from
departing from the general outlines of the canonical hiatoay more
th^ is absolutely necessary. Hence the various reconstxiKtions
of the earlier history, with all their inherent weaknesses. But

Tfte Historic Exod%^ {^9^)} PP* 120 sqq.; especially Meyer and
Luther, Die Israeliten, pp. 442-446, &c. For the early recognition of
the evidence in quesbon, see J. Wcllhausen, De gentibus el familiis
Judaeis (Gdttingen, 1870); Prolegomena (Eng. trans.), pp. 216 sqq,,

342 sqq., and 441-443 (from art. " Israel," § 2, Emy. Brit. 9th ed.);

also A. Kuenen, Relig. of Israel (i. 135 seq., 176-182); W. R. Smith,
Prophets of Israel, pp. 28 seq., 379.

® For the prominence of the "southern " element in Judah see
E. Meyer, Entstekung d, Judenthums (1896), pp. 119, 147, 167, 177,
183 n. i; Israeliten, pp. 352 n. 5, 402, 429 seq.

* Sec § 23 end, and Lbvitbs. When ^om is renowned for wis-

dom and a small Judaean family boasts of sages whose names have
south Palestinian affinity (i Chron. ii. 6), and when such names as

Korah, Heman, Ethan and Obed-edom, are associated with psalmody,
there is no inherent improbability in the conjecture that the " south-
ern " families settled around Jerusalem may have left their mark in

other parts of the Old Testament. It is another question whether
such literature can be identified (for Cheyne's views, see Ency. Bib.
" Prophetic Literature," " Psalms," and his recent studies).
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historical criticism is faced with the established literary conclusions

which, it should be noticed, place the Deuteronomic and priestly

compilations posterior to the great changes at and after the fall of

the northern monarchy, and, to some extent, contemporary with
the equally serious cliangcs in Judah. There were catastrophes

detrimental to the preservation of older literary records, and vicis-

situdes which, if they have not left their mark on contemporaiy'

history—which is singularly blank—may be traced on the represen-

tations of the past. There are external historical circumstances

and internal literary features which unite to show that the application

of the literary hy^potheses of the Old Testament to the course of

Israelite history is still incomplete, and they warn us that the

intrinsic value of religious and didactic writings should not depend
upon the accuracy of their history.^ Future research may not be
able to solve the problems which arise in the study of the period now'

under discussion
;

it is the more necessary, therefore, that all efforts

should be tested in the light of purely external evidence (see further

§ 24 ; and FALESTTiVE : History),

21. Nehemiah and Ezra.—There is another remarkable gap in

the historical traditions between the time of Zerubbabel and
the reign of Artaxerxes I. In obscure circumstances the

enthusiastic hopes have melted away, the Davidic scion has dis-

appeared, and Jerusalem has been the victim of another disaster.

'I'he country is under Persian officials, the nobles and priests form

the local government, and the ground is being prepared for the

erection of a hierocracy. It is the work of rebuilding and re-

organization, of social and of religious reforms, which we en-

counter in the last pages of biblical history, and in the records of

Ezra and Nehemiah we stand in Jerusalem in the very centre of

epoch-making events. Nehemiah, the cup-bearer of Artaxerxes

at Susa, plunged in grief at the news of the desolation of Jerusalem,

obtained permission from the king to rebuild the ruins. Provided

with an escort and with the right to obtain supplies of wood for

the buildings, he returned to the city of his fathers' sepulchres

(the allusion may .suggest his royal ancestry). His zeal is repre-

sented in a twofold aspect. Ilaving satisfied himself of the

extent of the ruins, he aroused the people to the necessity 01

fortifying and repopulating the city, and a vivid account is given

in his name of the many dangers which beset the rebuilding of

the walls. Sanballat of Horon, Tobiah the Ammonite, and

Gashmu the Arabian (? Edomite) unceasingly opposed him.

Tobiah and his son Johanan were related by marriage to Judaean
secular and priestly families, and active intrigues resulted, in

which r\obles and prophets took their part. It was insinuated

that Nehemiah had his prophets to proclaim that J udah had again

its own king
j
it was even suggested that he was intending to rebel

ag£^fTersia ! Nehemiah naturally gives us only his version,

and the attitude of Haggai and Zerhariah to Zerubbabel may
illustrate the feeling of his partisans, Put Tobiah and Johanan
themselves w'crc worshippers of Yahw'eh (as their names also

show), and consequently, with prophets taking different sides

and with the Samaritan claims summarily repudiated (Neh. ii.

20; cf. Ezra iv. 3), all the facts cannot be gathered from the

narratives. Nevertheless the undaunted Judaean pressed on
unmoved by the threatening letters which were sent around,

and succeeded in completing the walls within fifty-two days.-

In the next place, Nehemiah appears as governor of the small

district of Judah and Benjamin. Famine, the avarice of the rich,

and the necessity of providing tribute had brought the humbler
classes to the lowest straits. Some had mortgaged their houses,

fields and vineyards to buy com
;
others had borrowed to pay

the taxes, and had sold their children to their richer brethren to

repay the debt. Nehemiah was faced with old abuses, and
vehemently contrasted the harshness of the nobles with the

generosity of the exiles who would redeem their poor countrymen
from slavery. He himself had always refrained from exacting

the usual provision which other governors had claimed
;
mdeed,

he had readily entertained over 1 50 officials and dependants at

his table, apart from casual refugees (Neh. v.). We hear some-

* One may recall, in this connexion, Caxton's very interesting
prologue to Malory’s Morte d*Arthur and his remarks on the per-
manent value of ilu* " histories " of this British hero. [Cf. also
Horace, Ep. i. ii. and K. Browning, " Development."]

- It is noteworthy that Josephus, who has his own representation
of the post-exilic age, allows two years and four months for the
work {Ant. xi. 5, 8).

thing of a twelve-years’ governorship and of a second visit, but

the evidence does not enable us to determine the sequence (xiii. 6)«

Neh. v. is placed in the middle of the building of the walls in

fifty-two days; the other reforms during the second visit are

closely connected with the dedication of the walls and with the

events which immediately follow his first arrival when he had
come to rebuild the city. Nehemiah also turns his attention to

religious abuses. The sabbath, once a festival, had become
more strictly observed, and when he found the busy agriculturists

and traders (some of them from Tyre) pursuing their usual

labours on that day, he pointed to the disasters which had
resulted in the past from such profanation, and immediately took

measures to put down the evil (Neh. xiii. 18 ;
cf. Jer. xvii. 20 sqq.

;

Ezek. XX. 1 3-24 ;
Isa. Ivi. 2, 6 ;

Iviii. 1 3). Moreover, the mainten-

ance of the Temple servants called for supervision
;
the customary

allowances had not been paid to the Levites who had come to

Jerusalem after the smaller shrines had been put down, and they

had now forsaken the city . His last acts were the most conspicu-

ous of all. Some of the Jews had married women of Ashdod,

Amn>on and Moab, and the impetuous governor indignantly

adjured them to desist from a practice which was the historic

cause of national sin. Even members of the priestly families had
intermarried with Tobiah and Sanballat

;
the former had his own

chamber in the precincts of the Temple, the daughter of the latter

was the wife of a son of Joiada the son of the high priest Eliashib.

Again Nehemiah’s wrath was kindled. Tobiah was cast out, the

offending priest expelled, and a general purging followed, in

which all the foreign element was removed . With this Nehemiah
brings the account of his reforms to a conclusion, and the words
“ Remember me, 0 my God, for good ” (xiii. 31) are not meaning-

less. 'I’he incidents can be supplemented from Josephus.

According to this writer (Ant. xi. 7, 2), a certain Manasseh, the

brother of Jaddua and grandson of Joiada, refused to divorce his

wife, the daughter of Sanballat. For this he was driven out,

and, taking refuge with the Samaritans, founded a rival temple

and priesthood upon Mt Gerizim, to which repaired other

priests and Levites who had been guilty of mixed marriages.

There is little doubt that Josephus refers to the same events;

but there is considerable confusion in his history of the

Persian age, and when he places the schism and the founda-

tion of the new Temple in the time of Alexander the Great (alter

the obscure disasters of the reign of Artaxerxes III.), it is

usually supposed that he is a century too late.*' At all events,

there is now a complete rupture with Samaria, and thus, in the

concluding chapter of the last of the historical books of the Old

Testament, Judah maintains its claim to the heritage of Israel

and rejects the right of the Samaritans to the title ^ (see 5).

In this separation of the Judaeans from religious and social

intercourse with their neighbours, the work of Ezra {q.v.) re-

quires notice. The story of this scribe (now combined with the

memoirs of Nehemiah) crystallizes the new movement inaugu-

rated after a return of exiles from Babylonia. The age can also

be illustrated from Isa. Ivi.-lxvi. and Malachi {q.v.). There was

a poor and weakJerusalem, its Temple stood in need of renovation,

its temple-service was mean, its priests unworthy of their office.

On the one side was the grinding poverty of the poor; on the

other the abuses of the governors. There were two leading

religious parties : one of oppressive formalists, exclusive, strict

'* The papyri from Elephantine (p. 384, n. 1, above) mention as

contemporaries the Jerusalem priest Johanan (cf. the son of Joiada
and father of Jaddua, Neh. xii. 22), Bagohi (Bagoas), governor of

Judah, and Delaiah and Shelemiah sons of Sanballat (408-407 b.c.)

They ignore any strained relations between Samaria and Judah,
and Delaiah and Bagohi unite in granting permission to the Jewish
colony to rebuild their place of worship. If this fixes the date-of

Sanballat and Nehemian in the time of the first Artaxerxes, the

probability of confusion in the later written sources is enhanced
by the recurrence of identical names of kings, priests, &c.. in the
history.

The Samaritans, for their part, claimed the traditions of their

land and called themselves the posterity of Joseph, Ephraim and
Manasseh. But they were ready to deny their kinship with the

jews when the latter were in adversity, and could have replied to the

tradition that they were foreigners with a tu quoque (Josephus, Ant.

ix. 14, 3 ; xi. 8, 6 ; xii. 5, 5) (see Samaritans).
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and ritualistic; the other, more cosmopolitan, extended a freer

welcome to strangers, and tolerated the popular elements and
the superstitious cults which are vividly depicted (Isa. Ixv. seq.).

But the former gained the day, and, realizing that the only hope
of maintaining a pure worship of Yahweh lay in a forcible isolation

from foreign influence, its adherents were prepared to take

measures to ensure the religious independence of their assembly.

It is related that Ezra, the scribe and priest, returned to Jerusalem

with priests and Levites, lay exiles, and a store of vessels for the

Temple. He was commissioned to inquire into the religious con-

dition of the land and to disseminate the teaching of the Law to

which he had devoted himself (Ezra vii.). On his arrival the

people were gathered together, and in due course he read the
“ book of the Law of Moses ” daily for seven days (Neh. viii.).

They entered into an agreement to obey its teaching, undertaking

in particular to avoid marriages with foreigners (x. 28 sqq.). A
special account is given of this reform (Ezra ix. seq.), and the

description of Ezra’s horror at the prevalence of intermarriage,

which threatened to destroy the distinctive character of the

community, sufficiently indicates the attitude of the stricter

party. The true seed of Israel separated themselves from all

foreigners (not, however, without some opposition) and formed

an exclusively religious body or “ congregation.” Dreams of

political freedom gave place to hopes of religious independence,

and “ Israel ” became a church, the foundation of which it sought

in the desert of Sinai a thousand years before.

22. Post-exilic History .—The biblical history for the period in

the Ixxjks of Ezra and Nehemiah is exceptionally obscure, and it

is doubtful how far the traditions can be tnistcd before we reach
the reign of Artaxerxes (Ezra vii. sqq., Neh.). 'I hc records belonging

to this reign represent four different stages : (a) The Samaritans re-

ported that the Jews who had returned from the king to Jerusalem
were rebuilding the city and completing its walls, an act calculated

to endanger the integrity of the province. Artaxerxes accordingly
instructed them to stop the work until he should give the necessary-
decree, and this was done by force (Ezraiv. 7-23, undated; i Esdras
ii i(» sqq. mentions a building of the Temple 1 ). {h) It was in the

7th year (t.c. 458 B.c.) that Ezra returned with a small body of exiles

to promulgate the new laws he had brought and to set the Temple
service in order.* Fortified with remarkable powers, some of

which far exceed the known tolerance of Persian kings, he began
wide-sweeping marriage reforms; but the record ceases abruptly
(vii.-x.). (c) In the 20th year (445 n.c.) Nehemiah returned with
permission to rebuild the walls, the citadel and the governor's house
(Neh. ii. 5, 8; see § 21 above). But (4), whilst as governor he
accomplishes various needed reforms, there is much confusion in

the present narratives, due partly to the resumption of Ezra's lalxiurs

after an interval of twelve years, and partly to the closely related

events of Nehemiah's activity in which room must be found for

his twelve-years' governorship and a second visit. The internal

literary and historical questions arc extremely intricate, and the
necessity for some reconstruction is very generally felt (for prelimi-

nary details, see Ezra and Nehemiah). The disaster which aroused
Nehemiah's grief was scarcely the fall of Jerusalem in 580 b.c.,

but a more recent one, and it has been conjectured that it followed

the work of Ezra (in h above). On the other hand, a place can
hardly be found for the history of Ezra before the appearance of

Nehemiah; he moves in a settled and peaceful community such as

Nehemiah had helped to form, his reforms appear to be more mature
and schematic than those of Nehemiah

;
and, whilst Josephus handles

the two separately, giving Ezra the priority, many recent scholars

incline to place Nehemiah's first vim before the arrival of Ezra.^

That later tradition should give the pre-eminence to the priestly

reforms of Ezra is in eve^ way natural, but it has been found
extremely difficult to combine the two in any reconstruction of the
period. Next, since there arc three distinct sources, for (a) above,

and for the work of Nehemiah and of Ezra, implicit reliance cannot
be placed upon the present sequence of narratives. Thus (a), with
its allusion to a further decree, forms a plausible prelude to the return

of either Ezra (vii. J3) or Nehemiah (i. 3, ii. 3) ;
and if it is surprising

that the Samaritatis and other opponents, who had previously

waited to address Artaxerxes (Ezra iv. 14 sqq., v. 5, 17), should now
interfere when Nehemiah was armed with a royal mandate (Neh.

ii- 7“9). it is very difficult not to conclude that the royal permits,

as now detailed, have been coloured by Jewish patriotism and
the history by enmity to Samaria. Finally, the situation in the

1 The statement that the king desired to avoid the divine wrath
may possibly have some deeper meaning {e.g, some recent revolt,

Ezra vii. 23).

It must suffice to refer to the opinions of Bertbolet, Buhl,

Cheyne, Guthe, Van Hoonacker, John, Kennett, Kent, Kosters,

Marquart, Torrey and Wildcboer.

independent and undated record (a) points to a return, a rebuilding
(apparently after some previous destruction), and some interference.

This agrees substantially with the independent records of Nehemiah,
and unless we assume two disasters not widely separated in date—^viz. those presupposed in {a) and (c)—the record m (a) may refer

to that stage in the history where the other source describes the
intrigues of the Samaritans and the letters sent by Tobiah (cf.

Tab^l in Ezra iv. 7) to frighten Nehemiah (Neh. vi. 19).** Their
insinuations that Nehemiah was seeking to be ruler and their repre-

sentations to Artaxerxes would be enough to alarm the king (cf.

Neh. vi. 5-9, 19, and Ezra iv. 15 seq., 20 seq.), and it may possibly be
gathered that Nehemiah at once departed to justify himself (Neh.
vii. 2, xiii. 4, 6). Nevertheless, since the narratives are no lon^r in

their original form or sequence, it is impossible to trace the successive
steps of the sequel; although if the royal favour was endorsed
(cf. the account ascribed to the time of Darius, Ezra v. seq.), Nche-
miah's position as a reformer would be more secure.

Although there was a stock of tradition for the post-exilic age
(cf. Danid, Esther, i Esdras, Josephus), the historical narratives
are of the scantiest and vaguest until the time of Artaxerxes, when
the account of a return (Ezra iv. 12), which otherwise is quite i^ored,
appears to have been used for the times of Darius (i Ewras iv. seq.)

and subsequently of Cyrus (Ezra i.~iii.) . Moreover, although general
opinion identifies our Artaxerxes with the first of that name, certain
features suggest that there has been some confusion with the
traditions of the time of Artaxerxes II. and 111 . (§ 19). But the
problems are admittedly complicated, and since one is necessarily
dependent upon scanty narratives arranged and rearranged by later

hands in accordance with their own historical theories, it is difficult

lo lay stress upon internal evidence w^hich appears to be conclusive
for or that reconstruction.^ The main facts, however, are clear.

Jerusalem had suffered .some serious catastrophe before Nehemiah’s
return; a body of exiles returned, and in spite of interference the
work of rebuilding was completed; through their influence the
Judaean community underwent reorganization, and separated itself

from its so-called heathen neighbours. How many years elapsed
from beginning to end can hardly be said. Tradition concentrated
upon Ezra and his age many events and changes of fundamental
importance. The canonical history has allowed only one great
cle.struction of Jerusalem, and the disaster of 586 b.c.* became the
type for similar disasters, but how many there were criticism can
scarcely decide.® Allusions to Judah's sufferings at the hands of
Edom, Moab and Ammon often imply conditions which are not
applicable to 586. A definite series knows of an invasion and occu-
pation by Edom (q.v. end), a people with whom Judah, as the genea-
logies show, had once been intimately connect^. I'hc unfriendli-

ness of the " brother ” people, which added so much to the bitterness

of Judah, although associated with the events of 580 (so especially

I Esdras iv. 45) ,
probably belongs to a mucli later date.® The tradition

that Edomites burned the Temple and occupied part of Judah (lb.

w. 45, 50) is partially confirmed by Ezek. xxxv. 5, 10, xxxvi. 5:

Ps. cxxxvii. 7 ;
but the assumption that Darius, as in i Esdras, helped

the Jews against them can with difficulty be maintained. The in-

teresting conjecture that the second Temple suffered another disaster

in the obscure gap which follows the time of Zerubbabcl has been
urged, after Isa. Ixiii. 7-lxiv. 12, by Kueneh (afterwards withdrawn)
and by Sellin, and can be independently confirmed. In the records
of Nehemiah the ruins of the city are extensive (ii. 8, 17, iii.; cf.

Ecclus. xlix.13), and the tradition that Nehemiah rebuilt this Temple
(Jos. Ant, xi. 5, (>; 2 Macc. i. 18) is supported (a) by the explicit

C. F. Kent, Israel’s Hist, and Biog, Narratives (1905), p. 358 seq.

The objections against this very probable view undervalue Ezra iv.

7-23 and overlook the serious intricacies in the book of Nehemiah.
•‘ There are three. inquiries

:
(a) the critical value of i Esdras,

(h) the character of the different representations of post-exilic inter-

nal and external history, and (c) the recovery of the liistorical facts.

To start witli the last before considering (a) and (ft) would be futile.

® For example, to the sufferings under Artaxerxes HI. (§ 19) have
been ascribed such passages as Isa. Ixiii. 7-lxiv. 12; Ps. xliv., ixxiv.,

Ixxix., Ixxx., Ixxxiii. (see also Lamentations). In their present
form they arc not of the beginning of the 6th century and, if the
evidence for Artaxerxes III. proves too doubtful, they may belong
to the history preceding Nehemiah’s return, provided the internal

features do not stand in the way (e.g. prior or posterior to the forma-
tion of the exclusive Judaean communi^", &c.). Since the book of

Baruch (named after Jeremiah’s scribe) is now recognized to be con-
siderably later (probably after the destruction of Jerusalem a.d 70),
it will be seen that the recurrence of similar causes leads to a sirnffar-

ity in the contemporary literary productions (with a reshaping of

earlier tradition), the precise date of which depends upon aelicatc

points of detail and not upon the apparently obvious historical

elements.
® See H. Wincklcr, Keil. u, Alie Test.^ 295, and Kennett, Joum.

Theol, Stud. (1906), p- 487 ;
Camb. Bib. Essays^ p. 117. The Chaldeans

alone destroyed jerusalem (2 Kings xxv.); Edom was friendly

or at least neutral (Jer, xxvii. 3, xl. ii seq.). The proposal to read
“ Edomites ” for “ Syrians " in the list 01 bands which troubled

Jehoialrim (2 Kings xxiv. 2) is not supported by the contemporary
reference, Jer. xxxv. n.
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reiereaces to the rebuilding of the Temple in the reign of Artaxerxet
(i Esdrash. 18, not in Ezra iv. 12 ;

but both in a context relating to
the history of the Temple), and {b) by the otherwise inaccurate state-

ment that the Temple was linished according to the decree of “ Cyrus,
Darius and Artaxerxos king of Persia " (Ezra vi. 14).
The untrustworthy account of the return in the time of Cyrus (Ezra

i. s^q.) or Darius (i Esdras iv. soq.
;
probably the older form) is

curiously indebted to tnatorial which seems to have belonged to the
history of the work of Nehemiah (cl. Ezra ii. with Neh. vii.), and
the important return in the reign of Artaxerxes (Ezra iv. 12) seems
to be connected with other references to some new settlement (Neh.
xi. 20, 23, 25, especially xii. 29). The independent testimony of the
names in Neh. iii. is against any previous large return from Babylon,
and clearly illustrates the strength ol the groups of “ southern

*’

origin whose presence is only to be expected (p. 285b Moreover,
the late compiler of i Chronicles distinguishes a Judah composed
almost wholly of “ southern " groups (i Chron. ii. and iv.) from a

subsequent stage whqti the first inhabitants of Jerusalem correspond
in the main to the new population after Nehemiah had repaired the
ruins (i Chron. ix. and Neh. xi.). Consequent! Vi underlying the
canonical form of post-exilic history, one may perhaps recognize
some fresh disaster, after the completion ol Zerubbabcl's temple,
when Judah suffered grievously at the hands of its Edomite brethren
(in Malachi, date uncertain, vengeance has at last been taken);
Nehemiah restored the city, and the traditions of the exiles who
returned at this period have iWen thrown back and focussed upon tlic

work of Zenihbabel. The criticism of the history of Nehemiah,
which leads to this conjecture, suggests also that it Nehemiah repulsed
the Samaritan claims (li. 20 ; cf. Ezra iv. 3, where the building of the
Temple is concerned) and refused a compromise (vi. 2), it is extremely
unlikely tiiat Samaria had hitherto been seriously hostile; see also
C. C. Torrey, Kgra Studies, pn. 321 333.

Biblical history ends with tne triumph of the Judaean community,
the true *' Israel,” the right to which title is found in the distant
past. The Judaean view pervades the present sources, and whilst
its David and Solomon ruled over a united land, the separation
under Jeroboam is viewed as one of calf-worshipping northern tribes

from Jerusalem with its one central temple ami the legitimate
priesthood of the Zadokites. Jt is from this nanower .standpoint of
an exclusive and confined J udah (and Benjamin) that the traditions
as incorporated in the late recensions gain fresh force, and in Israel's

renunciation of the Judaean yoke the later hostility between the
two may be read between the lines. The history in Kings was not
filially settled untU a very late date, as i.s evident from the important
variations m the Septuagint, and it is especially in the description
of the time of Solomon and the disruption tliat there continued to
be considerable fluctuations.^ The book has no finale and the sudden
break may not be accidental. It is replaced by Chronicles, which,
confining itself to Judaean history from a later standpoint (after

the Persian age), includes new characteristic traditions wherein some
recollection of more recent events may be recognized. Thus, the
south Judaean or south Padostinian element shows itself in Judaean
genealogies and lists; there are circumstantial stories of the rehabili

tatm^ m the Tomple and the reorganization of cultus
;
there are

fuller tmditions ol inroads upon J udah by southern peoples and
their allies. There is also a more definite sulxirdination of the royal
authority to the priesthood (so too in the writings of Ezekiel, q.v.)\

and the stories of punishment inflicted upon kings who dared to
contend against the priests (Jehoash, Uzziah) point to a conflict of
authority, a hint of which is* already fouud in the reconciliation of
Zerubbabel and the priest Joshua in a passage ascribed to Zeehariah
(ch. vi.).

23. Post-exilic Judaism,-—Wilh Nehemiah and Ezra we enter

upon the era in which a new impulse gave to Jewish life and
thought that form which became the characteristic orthodox

Judaism. It was not a new religion that took root; older ten-

dencies were diverted into new paths, the existing material was
shaped to new ends. Judah was now a religious community
whose representative was the high priest of Jerusalem. Instead

of sacerdotal kings, there were royal priests, anointed with oil,

arrayed with kingly insignia, claiming the usual royal dues in

addition to the customary rights of the priests. With his prie.sts

and Levites, and with the chiefs and nobles of the Jewish
families, the high priest directs this small state, and his death

marks un epoch as truly did that of the monarchs in the past.

This hierarchical go^mment, which can find no founda-

tion in the Hebrew monarchy, is the forerunner of the Sanhe-

drin ;
it i.s an institution which, however inaugurated, set

its stamp upon the narratives which have survived. Laws were

' It is at least a coincidence that the prophet who took the part
of Tobiah and Sanballat against Nohomian (vi. 10 scq.) boars tie same
name as the one who advised Rehoboam to acquiesce in the disrup-
tion (I Kings. XU. 21-24), or announced the divine selection of Jero-
boam (ib. V, 24, Septuagint only).

recast in accordance with the requirements of the time, with the

re^lt that, by the side of usages evidently of veiy great anti-

quity, details now appear which were previously unknown or

wholly unsuitable. The age, which the scanty historical tra-

ditions themselves represent as one of supreme importance for

the history of the Jews, once seemed devoid of interest, and it

is entirely through the laborious scholarship of the iqth century
that it now begins to reveal its profound significance. The
Gnif-Wellhausen hypothesis, that the hierarchical law in its

complete form in the Pentateuch .stands at the close and not at

the beginning of biblical history, that this mature Judaism
was the fruit of the 5th century b.c. and not a divinely appointed
institution at the exodus (nearly ten centuries previously), has
won the recognition of almost all Old Testament scholars. It

has been substantiated by numerous subsidiary investigations

in diverse departments, from dificrent standpoints, and under
various aspects, and can be replaced only by one which shall

more adequately explain the literary and historical evidence

(see further, p. 289).

The post-exilic priestly spirit represents a tendency which is

absent from the Judaean Deuteronomic book of Kings but is

fully mature in the later, and to some extent parallel, book
ol Chronicles (y.i;.). The “ priestly ” traditions of the creation

and of the patriarchs mark a very distinct advance upon the

earlier narratives, and appear in a further developed form in

the still later book of Jubilees, or “ Little Genesis,’* where they
are used to demonstrate the pre-Mosaic antiquity of the priestly

or Levitical institutions. There is also an unmistakable de-

velopment in tlic laws
;
and the priestly legislation, though ahead

of both Ezekiel and Deuteronomy, not to mention still earlier

usage, not only continues to undergo continual internal modi-
fication, but finds a further distinct development, in the way of

definition and interpretation, outside the Old Testament—in
the Talmud (q.v,). Upon the characteristics of the po.5t-exilic

priestly writings we need not dwell.** Though one may often be
repelled by their lifelessness, tlieir lack of spontaneity and the

externalization of the ritual, it must be recognized that they
placed a strict monotheism upon a legal basis. “It wa.s a
necessity that Judaism .should incrust itself in this manner;
without those hard and ossified forms the preservation of its

essential elements would have proved impossible. At a time
when all nationalities, and at the same time all bonds of religion

and national customs, were beginning to be broken up in the

seeming cosmos and real chaos of the Graeco-Roinan Empire,
the Jews stood out like a rock in the midst of the ocean.

When the natural conditions of independent nationality all

failed them, they nevertheless artificially maintained it with an
energy truly marvellous, and thereby preserved for themselves,

and at the same time for the whole world, an eternal good.” ®

If one is apt to acquire too narrow a view of Jewish legalism,

the whole experience of subsequent history, through the heroic

age of the Maccabees (q,v,) and onwards, only proves that the

minuteness of ritual procedure could not cramp the heart.

Besides, this was only one of the aspects of Jewish literary

activity. The work represented in Nehemiah and Ezra, and put
into action by the supporters of an exclusive Judaism, certainly

won the day, and their hands have left their impress upon the
historical traditions. But Yahwism, like Islam, had its sects

and tendencies, and the opponents to the .stricter ritualism always
had followers. Whatever the predominant party might think

of foreign marrif^s, the tradition of the l^lf-Moabite origin

of David serves, in the beautiful idyll of Ruth to suggest

the debt which Judah and Jerusalem owed to one at least

of its neighbours. Again, although some may have desired

a self-contained community opposed to the heathen neigh-

bours of Jerusalem, the story of Jonah implicitly contends

against the attempt of Judaism to close its doors. The conflict-

ing tendencies were incompatible, but Judaism retained the

See Herrkw Religion, § 8 seq., and the relevant portions of the
histories of Israel.

*
J.

Wcllhausen, art. ” lanid,” Ency.^it, 9th od., vol. xiii, p. 419;
or his Prolegomena^ pp. 497 seq.
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and ritualistic; the other, more cosmopolitan, extended a freer

welcome to strangers, and tolerated the popular elements and
the superstitious cults which are vividly depicted (Isa. Ixv. seq.).

But the former gained the day, and, realizing that the only hope
of maintaining a pure worship of Yahweh lay in a forcible isolation

from foreign influence, its adherents were prepared to take

measures to ensure the religious independence of their assembly.

It is related that Ezra, the scribe and priest, returned to Jerusalem

with priests and Levites, lay exiles, and a store of vessels for the

Temple. He was commissioned to inquire into the religious con-

dition of the land and to disseminate the teaching of the Law to

which he had devoted himself (Ezra vii.). On his arrival the

people were gathered together, and in due course he read the
“ book of the Law of Moses ” daily for seven days (Neh. viii.).

They entered into an agreement to obey its teaching, undertaking

in particular to avoid marriages with foreigners (x. 28 sqq.). A
special account is given of this reform (Ezra ix. seq.), and the

description of Ezra’s horror at the prevalence of intermarriage,

which threatened to destroy the distinctive character of the

community, sufficiently indicates the attitude of the stricter

party. The true seed of Israel separated themselves from all

foreigners (not, however, without some opposition) and formed

an exclusively religious body or “ congregation.” Dreams of

political freedom gave place to hopes of religious independence,

and “ Israel ” became a church, the foundation of which it sought

in the desert of Sinai a thousand years before.

22. Post-exilic History .—The biblical history for the period in

the Ixxjks of Ezra and Nehemiah is exceptionally obscure, and it

is doubtful how far the traditions can be tnistcd before we reach
the reign of Artaxerxes (Ezra vii. sqq., Neh.). 'I hc records belonging

to this reign represent four different stages : (a) The Samaritans re-

ported that the Jews who had returned from the king to Jerusalem
were rebuilding the city and completing its walls, an act calculated

to endanger the integrity of the province. Artaxerxes accordingly
instructed them to stop the work until he should give the necessary-
decree, and this was done by force (Ezraiv. 7-23, undated; i Esdras
ii i(» sqq. mentions a building of the Temple 1 ). {h) It was in the

7th year (t.c. 458 B.c.) that Ezra returned with a small body of exiles

to promulgate the new laws he had brought and to set the Temple
service in order.* Fortified with remarkable powers, some of

which far exceed the known tolerance of Persian kings, he began
wide-sweeping marriage reforms; but the record ceases abruptly
(vii.-x.). (c) In the 20th year (445 n.c.) Nehemiah returned with
permission to rebuild the walls, the citadel and the governor's house
(Neh. ii. 5, 8; see § 21 above). But (4), whilst as governor he
accomplishes various needed reforms, there is much confusion in

the present narratives, due partly to the resumption of Ezra's lalxiurs

after an interval of twelve years, and partly to the closely related

events of Nehemiah's activity in which room must be found for

his twelve-years' governorship and a second visit. The internal

literary and historical questions arc extremely intricate, and the
necessity for some reconstruction is very generally felt (for prelimi-

nary details, see Ezra and Nehemiah). The disaster which aroused
Nehemiah's grief was scarcely the fall of Jerusalem in 580 b.c.,

but a more recent one, and it has been conjectured that it followed

the work of Ezra (in h above). On the other hand, a place can
hardly be found for the history of Ezra before the appearance of

Nehemiah; he moves in a settled and peaceful community such as

Nehemiah had helped to form, his reforms appear to be more mature
and schematic than those of Nehemiah

;
and, whilst Josephus handles

the two separately, giving Ezra the priority, many recent scholars

incline to place Nehemiah's first vim before the arrival of Ezra.^

That later tradition should give the pre-eminence to the priestly

reforms of Ezra is in eve^ way natural, but it has been found
extremely difficult to combine the two in any reconstruction of the
period. Next, since there arc three distinct sources, for (a) above,

and for the work of Nehemiah and of Ezra, implicit reliance cannot
be placed upon the present sequence of narratives. Thus (a), with
its allusion to a further decree, forms a plausible prelude to the return

of either Ezra (vii. J3) or Nehemiah (i. 3, ii. 3) ;
and if it is surprising

that the Samaritatis and other opponents, who had previously

waited to address Artaxerxes (Ezra iv. 14 sqq., v. 5, 17), should now
interfere when Nehemiah was armed with a royal mandate (Neh.

ii- 7“9). it is very difficult not to conclude that the royal permits,

as now detailed, have been coloured by Jewish patriotism and
the history by enmity to Samaria. Finally, the situation in the

1 The statement that the king desired to avoid the divine wrath
may possibly have some deeper meaning {e.g, some recent revolt,

Ezra vii. 23).

It must suffice to refer to the opinions of Bertbolet, Buhl,

Cheyne, Guthe, Van Hoonacker, John, Kennett, Kent, Kosters,

Marquart, Torrey and Wildcboer.

independent and undated record (a) points to a return, a rebuilding
(apparently after some previous destruction), and some interference.

This agrees substantially with the independent records of Nehemiah,
and unless we assume two disasters not widely separated in date—^viz. those presupposed in {a) and (c)—the record m (a) may refer

to that stage in the history where the other source describes the
intrigues of the Samaritans and the letters sent by Tobiah (cf.

Tab^l in Ezra iv. 7) to frighten Nehemiah (Neh. vi. 19).** Their
insinuations that Nehemiah was seeking to be ruler and their repre-

sentations to Artaxerxes would be enough to alarm the king (cf.

Neh. vi. 5-9, 19, and Ezra iv. 15 seq., 20 seq.), and it may possibly be
gathered that Nehemiah at once departed to justify himself (Neh.
vii. 2, xiii. 4, 6). Nevertheless, since the narratives are no lon^r in

their original form or sequence, it is impossible to trace the successive
steps of the sequel; although if the royal favour was endorsed
(cf. the account ascribed to the time of Darius, Ezra v. seq.), Nche-
miah's position as a reformer would be more secure.

Although there was a stock of tradition for the post-exilic age
(cf. Danid, Esther, i Esdras, Josephus), the historical narratives
are of the scantiest and vaguest until the time of Artaxerxes, when
the account of a return (Ezra iv. 12), which otherwise is quite i^ored,
appears to have been used for the times of Darius (i Ewras iv. seq.)

and subsequently of Cyrus (Ezra i.~iii.) . Moreover, although general
opinion identifies our Artaxerxes with the first of that name, certain
features suggest that there has been some confusion with the
traditions of the time of Artaxerxes II. and 111 . (§ 19). But the
problems are admittedly complicated, and since one is necessarily
dependent upon scanty narratives arranged and rearranged by later

hands in accordance with their own historical theories, it is difficult

lo lay stress upon internal evidence w^hich appears to be conclusive
for or that reconstruction.^ The main facts, however, are clear.

Jerusalem had suffered .some serious catastrophe before Nehemiah’s
return; a body of exiles returned, and in spite of interference the
work of rebuilding was completed; through their influence the
Judaean community underwent reorganization, and separated itself

from its so-called heathen neighbours. How many years elapsed
from beginning to end can hardly be said. Tradition concentrated
upon Ezra and his age many events and changes of fundamental
importance. The canonical history has allowed only one great
cle.struction of Jerusalem, and the disaster of 586 b.c.* became the
type for similar disasters, but how many there were criticism can
scarcely decide.® Allusions to Judah's sufferings at the hands of
Edom, Moab and Ammon often imply conditions which are not
applicable to 586. A definite series knows of an invasion and occu-
pation by Edom (q.v. end), a people with whom Judah, as the genea-
logies show, had once been intimately connect^. I'hc unfriendli-

ness of the " brother ” people, which added so much to the bitterness

of Judah, although associated with the events of 580 (so especially

I Esdras iv. 45) ,
probably belongs to a mucli later date.® The tradition

that Edomites burned the Temple and occupied part of Judah (lb.

w. 45, 50) is partially confirmed by Ezek. xxxv. 5, 10, xxxvi. 5:

Ps. cxxxvii. 7 ;
but the assumption that Darius, as in i Esdras, helped

the Jews against them can with difficulty be maintained. The in-

teresting conjecture that the second Temple suffered another disaster

in the obscure gap which follows the time of Zerubbabcl has been
urged, after Isa. Ixiii. 7-lxiv. 12, by Kueneh (afterwards withdrawn)
and by Sellin, and can be independently confirmed. In the records
of Nehemiah the ruins of the city are extensive (ii. 8, 17, iii.; cf.

Ecclus. xlix.13), and the tradition that Nehemiah rebuilt this Temple
(Jos. Ant, xi. 5, (>; 2 Macc. i. 18) is supported (a) by the explicit

C. F. Kent, Israel’s Hist, and Biog, Narratives (1905), p. 358 seq.

The objections against this very probable view undervalue Ezra iv.

7-23 and overlook the serious intricacies in the book of Nehemiah.
•‘ There are three. inquiries

:
(a) the critical value of i Esdras,

(h) the character of the different representations of post-exilic inter-

nal and external history, and (c) the recovery of the liistorical facts.

To start witli the last before considering (a) and (ft) would be futile.

® For example, to the sufferings under Artaxerxes HI. (§ 19) have
been ascribed such passages as Isa. Ixiii. 7-lxiv. 12; Ps. xliv., ixxiv.,

Ixxix., Ixxx., Ixxxiii. (see also Lamentations). In their present
form they arc not of the beginning of the 6th century and, if the
evidence for Artaxerxes III. proves too doubtful, they may belong
to the history preceding Nehemiah’s return, provided the internal

features do not stand in the way (e.g. prior or posterior to the forma-
tion of the exclusive Judaean communi^", &c.). Since the book of

Baruch (named after Jeremiah’s scribe) is now recognized to be con-
siderably later (probably after the destruction of Jerusalem a.d 70),
it will be seen that the recurrence of similar causes leads to a sirnffar-

ity in the contemporary literary productions (with a reshaping of

earlier tradition), the precise date of which depends upon aelicatc

points of detail and not upon the apparently obvious historical

elements.
® See H. Wincklcr, Keil. u, Alie Test.^ 295, and Kennett, Joum.

Theol, Stud. (1906), p- 487 ;
Camb. Bib. Essays^ p. 117. The Chaldeans

alone destroyed jerusalem (2 Kings xxv.); Edom was friendly

or at least neutral (Jer, xxvii. 3, xl. ii seq.). The proposal to read
“ Edomites ” for “ Syrians " in the list 01 bands which troubled

Jehoialrim (2 Kings xxiv. 2) is not supported by the contemporary
reference, Jer. xxxv. n.
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Jeroboam), Midian {e.g. Moses, Jethro), &c., likf the intimate
relationship between Israel and surrounding lands, have a significance

in the light of recent research. Israel can no longer be isolated from
the politics, culture, folk-lore, thought and religion of western Asia
and Egypt. Biblical, or rather Palestinian

,
thought has been brought

into the world of ancient Oriental life, and this life, in spite of the
various forms in which it has from time to time been shaped, still

rules in the East. This has far-rcaching consequences for the

traditional attitude to Israelite history and religion. Research is

seriously compUcated by the growing stores of material, which
unfortunately are often utilized without attention to the principles

of the various departments of knowledge or aspects of study. The
complexit>^ of modern knowledge and the interrelation of its different

brauch(‘S are often insufficii*ntly realized, and that by writers who
diftcr widely in tlic appheatiou of such material as they use to

their particular views 01 the manifold problems of the Old Testament.
It has been easy to confuse the stuefy of the Old Testament in its

relation to modern religious needs with the technical scientific

study of the much edited remains of the literature of a small part
of the ancient East. If there was once a tendency to isolate the
Old Testament and ignore comparative research, it is now sometimes
found possible to exaggerate its general agreement with Oriental
history, life and thought. Difficulties have been found in the super-
natural or marvellous stories which would be taken as a matter of

course by contemporary readers, and efforts arc often made to
recover historical facts or to adapt the records to modern theology
without sufficient attention to llie historical data as a whole or
to their religious environment. The preliminary preparation for

research of any value b<.*comes yearly mr>re exacting.
Many traces of myth, legend and “primitive" thought survive in

the Old Testament, and on the most cautious estimate they pre-
suppose a vitality which is not a little astonishing. But they are
now softened and often bereft of their earlier significance, anef it is

this and their divergence from common Oriental tliuught which make
Old Testament thought .so profound and unique. The process finds

its normal development in later and iion-bililical literature; but one
can recognize earlier, crudei* and less distinctive stages, and, as
.surely as writings reflect the mentality ol an author or of his age, the
peculiar characteristics of tlie extant sources, viewed in the light of

a comprehensive survey of Palestinian and surrounding culture,

demand a reasonable explanation. The differences betMeeii the
form of the written history and the conditions which prevailed have
impressed themselves variously upon modern writers, and eflorts

have been made to recover from the Old Testament earlier forms
more in accordance with the external evidence. It may be doubted,
however, whether the material i.s sufficient for such restoration or
reconstruction.^ In the Old Testament we have the outcome of

specific developments, and the stage at which we sec each elememt
of tradition or belief is not always isolated or final (cf. Kings and
Chronicles). The early myiiis, legends and traditions which can be
traced difler profoundly from the canonical history, and the gap is

wider than that between the latter and the subsequent apocalyptical
andpiipdepigraphical literature.

||pcrc it is po.ssible to make legitimate and unambiguous com-
parisoBi, the ethical and spiritual superiority of Old Testament
thought has been convincingly demonstrated, and to the re-shaping
and re-writing of the older history and the older traditions the Old
Te.stament owes its permanent value. While the history of the great
area between the Nile and the Tigris irresistibly emphasizes the
insignificance ol Palestine, this land's achievements for humanity
grow the more remarkable as research tells more of its environ-
ment. Although the light thrown upon ancient conditions of life

and thought iias destroyed much that sometimes seems vital for

the Old Testament, it has brought into relief a more permanent and
indisputable appreciation of its significance, and it is gradually
dispelling that pseudo-scientific literalism which would fetter the
greatest of ancient Oriental writings with an in.sislence upon the
verity of historical facts. Not internal criticism, but the incontest-

able results of objective observation have shown once and for

all that the relationship between the biblical account of the earliest

history (Gen. i. xi.) and its value cither as an authentic record
(which requires unprejudiced examination) or as a religious document
(which remains untouclied) is typical. If, as seems probable, the
continued methodical investigation, which is demanded by the
advance of modern knowledge, becomes more drastic in its results,

it will recognize ever more clearly that there were certain unique
influences in tlic history of Palestine which cannot be explained by
purely historical research. The change from Palestinian polytheism
to the pre-eminence. pf Yahweh and the gradual development of
ctliical monotheism are fac4s which cxtcnuil evidence continues to

emphasize, which biblical criticism must investigate as completely
as possible. And if the work of criticism has brought a fuller

appreciation of the value of these facts, the debt which is owed to
the Jews is enhanced when one proceeds to realize the immense
difficulties against which those who transmitted the Old Testament
had to contend in the period of Greek domination. The growth of

^ Reference may be made to H. Winckler, Gesek. Israels^ ii. (1900)'
W. Erbt, Lde Hehr&er (1906); and T. K. Cheyne, Traditions ana
Beliefs of Ancient Israel (1907)-

the Old Testament into its present form, and its preservation despite

hostile forces, are the two remarkable phenomena which most arrest

the attention of the historian; it is for the theologian to interpret
their bearing upon the history of religious thought. (S. A. C.)

II.—Greek Domination

25. Alexander the Greai .—The second great period of the

history of the Jews begins with the conquest of Asia by Alexander
the Great, disciple of Aristotle, king of Macedon and captain-

general of the Greeks. It ends with the destruction of Jeru-

salem by the armies of the Roman Empire, which was, like

Alexander, at once the masterful pupil and the docile patron

of Hellenism. The destruction of Jerusalem might be regarded

as an event of merely domestic importance; for the Roman
cosmopolitan it was only the removal of the titular metropolis

of a national and an Oriental religion. But, since a derivative

of that religion has come to be a power in the world at large, this

event has to be regarded in a different light. The destruction

of Jerusalem in a.d. 70 concludes the period of four centuries,

during which the Jews as a nation were in contact with the

Greeks and exposed to the influence of Hellenism, not wholly of

their own will nor yet against it. Whether the master of the

provinces, in which there were Jews, be an Alexander, a Ptolemy,
a Seleucid or a Roman, the force by which he rules is the force

of Greek culture. These four centuries are the Greek period of

Jewish history.

The ancient historians, who together cover this period, are

strangely indifferent to the importance of the Jews, upon which

Josephus is at pains to insist. When Alexander invaded the

interior of the Eastern world, which had hitherto remained
inviolable, he came as the champion of Hellenism. His death

prevented the achievement of his designs; but he had broken

down the barrier, he had planted the seed of the Greek’s influ-

ence in the four quarters of the Persian Empire. His successors,

the Diadochi, carried on his work, but Antiochus Epiphanes was
the first who deliberately took in hand to deal with the Jews.

Daniel (viii. 8) describes the interval between Alexander and
Antiochus thus :

“ The he-goat (the king of Greece) did very

greatly : and when he was strong the great horn (Alexander) was
broken; and instead of it came up four other ones—four king-

doms shall stand up out of his nation but not with his power.

And out of one of them came forth a little horn (Antiochus

Epiphanes) which waxed exceeding great towards the south

(Egypt) and towards the East (Babylon) and towards the

beauteous land (the land of Israel).” The insignificance of the

Jewish community in Palestine was their salvation. I'he re-

forms of Nehemiah were directed towards the establishment of

a religious community at Jerusalem, in which the rigour of the

law should be observed. As a part of the Persian Empire the

community was obscure and unimportant. But the race whose
chief sanctuary it guarded and maintained was the heir of great

traditions and ideals. In Egypt, moreover, in Babylon and in

Persia individual Jews had re.sponded to the influences of their

environment and won the respect of the aliens whom they

despised. The law which they cherished as their .standard and
guide kept them united and conscious of their unity. And the

individuals, who acquired power or wisdom among those outside

Palestine shed a reflected glory upon the nation and its Temple.

In connexion with Alexander's march through Palestine Josephus
gives a tradition of his visit to Jerusalem. In Arrian’s narrative

of Alexander's exploits, whose fame had already faded before the

greater glory of Rome, there is no mention of the visit or the city or

the Jews. Only Tyre and Gaza barred the way to Egypt. He
took, presumably, the coast-road in order to establish and retain

his command of the sea. The rest of Palestine, which is called

Coele-Syria, made its .submission and furnished supplies. Seven
days after the capture of Gaza Alexander was at Pclusium.

According to the tradition which Josephus has preserved the higli

priest refused to transfer his allegiance, and Alexander marched
against Jerusalem after the capture of Gaza. The high priest

dressed in his robes went out to meet him, and at the sight Alexander
remembered a dream, in which such a man had appeared to him
as the appointed leader of his expedition. So the danger was
averted : Alexander offered sacrifice and was shown the prophecy
of Daniel, which spoke of him. It is alleged, further, that at this

time certain Jews who could not refrain from intermarriage with
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and ritualistic; the other, more cosmopolitan, extended a freer

welcome to strangers, and tolerated the popular elements and
the superstitious cults which are vividly depicted (Isa. Ixv. seq.).

But the former gained the day, and, realizing that the only hope
of maintaining a pure worship of Yahweh lay in a forcible isolation

from foreign influence, its adherents were prepared to take

measures to ensure the religious independence of their assembly.

It is related that Ezra, the scribe and priest, returned to Jerusalem

with priests and Levites, lay exiles, and a store of vessels for the

Temple. He was commissioned to inquire into the religious con-

dition of the land and to disseminate the teaching of the Law to

which he had devoted himself (Ezra vii.). On his arrival the

people were gathered together, and in due course he read the
“ book of the Law of Moses ” daily for seven days (Neh. viii.).

They entered into an agreement to obey its teaching, undertaking

in particular to avoid marriages with foreigners (x. 28 sqq.). A
special account is given of this reform (Ezra ix. seq.), and the

description of Ezra’s horror at the prevalence of intermarriage,

which threatened to destroy the distinctive character of the

community, sufficiently indicates the attitude of the stricter

party. The true seed of Israel separated themselves from all

foreigners (not, however, without some opposition) and formed

an exclusively religious body or “ congregation.” Dreams of

political freedom gave place to hopes of religious independence,

and “ Israel ” became a church, the foundation of which it sought

in the desert of Sinai a thousand years before.

22. Post-exilic History .—The biblical history for the period in

the Ixxjks of Ezra and Nehemiah is exceptionally obscure, and it

is doubtful how far the traditions can be tnistcd before we reach
the reign of Artaxerxes (Ezra vii. sqq., Neh.). 'I hc records belonging

to this reign represent four different stages : (a) The Samaritans re-

ported that the Jews who had returned from the king to Jerusalem
were rebuilding the city and completing its walls, an act calculated

to endanger the integrity of the province. Artaxerxes accordingly
instructed them to stop the work until he should give the necessary-
decree, and this was done by force (Ezraiv. 7-23, undated; i Esdras
ii i(» sqq. mentions a building of the Temple 1 ). {h) It was in the

7th year (t.c. 458 B.c.) that Ezra returned with a small body of exiles

to promulgate the new laws he had brought and to set the Temple
service in order.* Fortified with remarkable powers, some of

which far exceed the known tolerance of Persian kings, he began
wide-sweeping marriage reforms; but the record ceases abruptly
(vii.-x.). (c) In the 20th year (445 n.c.) Nehemiah returned with
permission to rebuild the walls, the citadel and the governor's house
(Neh. ii. 5, 8; see § 21 above). But (4), whilst as governor he
accomplishes various needed reforms, there is much confusion in

the present narratives, due partly to the resumption of Ezra's lalxiurs

after an interval of twelve years, and partly to the closely related

events of Nehemiah's activity in which room must be found for

his twelve-years' governorship and a second visit. The internal

literary and historical questions arc extremely intricate, and the
necessity for some reconstruction is very generally felt (for prelimi-

nary details, see Ezra and Nehemiah). The disaster which aroused
Nehemiah's grief was scarcely the fall of Jerusalem in 580 b.c.,

but a more recent one, and it has been conjectured that it followed

the work of Ezra (in h above). On the other hand, a place can
hardly be found for the history of Ezra before the appearance of

Nehemiah; he moves in a settled and peaceful community such as

Nehemiah had helped to form, his reforms appear to be more mature
and schematic than those of Nehemiah

;
and, whilst Josephus handles

the two separately, giving Ezra the priority, many recent scholars

incline to place Nehemiah's first vim before the arrival of Ezra.^

That later tradition should give the pre-eminence to the priestly

reforms of Ezra is in eve^ way natural, but it has been found
extremely difficult to combine the two in any reconstruction of the
period. Next, since there arc three distinct sources, for (a) above,

and for the work of Nehemiah and of Ezra, implicit reliance cannot
be placed upon the present sequence of narratives. Thus (a), with
its allusion to a further decree, forms a plausible prelude to the return

of either Ezra (vii. J3) or Nehemiah (i. 3, ii. 3) ;
and if it is surprising

that the Samaritatis and other opponents, who had previously

waited to address Artaxerxes (Ezra iv. 14 sqq., v. 5, 17), should now
interfere when Nehemiah was armed with a royal mandate (Neh.

ii- 7“9). it is very difficult not to conclude that the royal permits,

as now detailed, have been coloured by Jewish patriotism and
the history by enmity to Samaria. Finally, the situation in the

1 The statement that the king desired to avoid the divine wrath
may possibly have some deeper meaning {e.g, some recent revolt,

Ezra vii. 23).

It must suffice to refer to the opinions of Bertbolet, Buhl,

Cheyne, Guthe, Van Hoonacker, John, Kennett, Kent, Kosters,

Marquart, Torrey and Wildcboer.

independent and undated record (a) points to a return, a rebuilding
(apparently after some previous destruction), and some interference.

This agrees substantially with the independent records of Nehemiah,
and unless we assume two disasters not widely separated in date—^viz. those presupposed in {a) and (c)—the record m (a) may refer

to that stage in the history where the other source describes the
intrigues of the Samaritans and the letters sent by Tobiah (cf.

Tab^l in Ezra iv. 7) to frighten Nehemiah (Neh. vi. 19).** Their
insinuations that Nehemiah was seeking to be ruler and their repre-

sentations to Artaxerxes would be enough to alarm the king (cf.

Neh. vi. 5-9, 19, and Ezra iv. 15 seq., 20 seq.), and it may possibly be
gathered that Nehemiah at once departed to justify himself (Neh.
vii. 2, xiii. 4, 6). Nevertheless, since the narratives are no lon^r in

their original form or sequence, it is impossible to trace the successive
steps of the sequel; although if the royal favour was endorsed
(cf. the account ascribed to the time of Darius, Ezra v. seq.), Nche-
miah's position as a reformer would be more secure.

Although there was a stock of tradition for the post-exilic age
(cf. Danid, Esther, i Esdras, Josephus), the historical narratives
are of the scantiest and vaguest until the time of Artaxerxes, when
the account of a return (Ezra iv. 12), which otherwise is quite i^ored,
appears to have been used for the times of Darius (i Ewras iv. seq.)

and subsequently of Cyrus (Ezra i.~iii.) . Moreover, although general
opinion identifies our Artaxerxes with the first of that name, certain
features suggest that there has been some confusion with the
traditions of the time of Artaxerxes II. and 111 . (§ 19). But the
problems are admittedly complicated, and since one is necessarily
dependent upon scanty narratives arranged and rearranged by later

hands in accordance with their own historical theories, it is difficult

lo lay stress upon internal evidence w^hich appears to be conclusive
for or that reconstruction.^ The main facts, however, are clear.

Jerusalem had suffered .some serious catastrophe before Nehemiah’s
return; a body of exiles returned, and in spite of interference the
work of rebuilding was completed; through their influence the
Judaean community underwent reorganization, and separated itself

from its so-called heathen neighbours. How many years elapsed
from beginning to end can hardly be said. Tradition concentrated
upon Ezra and his age many events and changes of fundamental
importance. The canonical history has allowed only one great
cle.struction of Jerusalem, and the disaster of 586 b.c.* became the
type for similar disasters, but how many there were criticism can
scarcely decide.® Allusions to Judah's sufferings at the hands of
Edom, Moab and Ammon often imply conditions which are not
applicable to 586. A definite series knows of an invasion and occu-
pation by Edom (q.v. end), a people with whom Judah, as the genea-
logies show, had once been intimately connect^. I'hc unfriendli-

ness of the " brother ” people, which added so much to the bitterness

of Judah, although associated with the events of 580 (so especially

I Esdras iv. 45) ,
probably belongs to a mucli later date.® The tradition

that Edomites burned the Temple and occupied part of Judah (lb.

w. 45, 50) is partially confirmed by Ezek. xxxv. 5, 10, xxxvi. 5:

Ps. cxxxvii. 7 ;
but the assumption that Darius, as in i Esdras, helped

the Jews against them can with difficulty be maintained. The in-

teresting conjecture that the second Temple suffered another disaster

in the obscure gap which follows the time of Zerubbabcl has been
urged, after Isa. Ixiii. 7-lxiv. 12, by Kueneh (afterwards withdrawn)
and by Sellin, and can be independently confirmed. In the records
of Nehemiah the ruins of the city are extensive (ii. 8, 17, iii.; cf.

Ecclus. xlix.13), and the tradition that Nehemiah rebuilt this Temple
(Jos. Ant, xi. 5, (>; 2 Macc. i. 18) is supported (a) by the explicit

C. F. Kent, Israel’s Hist, and Biog, Narratives (1905), p. 358 seq.

The objections against this very probable view undervalue Ezra iv.

7-23 and overlook the serious intricacies in the book of Nehemiah.
•‘ There are three. inquiries

:
(a) the critical value of i Esdras,

(h) the character of the different representations of post-exilic inter-

nal and external history, and (c) the recovery of the liistorical facts.

To start witli the last before considering (a) and (ft) would be futile.

® For example, to the sufferings under Artaxerxes HI. (§ 19) have
been ascribed such passages as Isa. Ixiii. 7-lxiv. 12; Ps. xliv., ixxiv.,

Ixxix., Ixxx., Ixxxiii. (see also Lamentations). In their present
form they arc not of the beginning of the 6th century and, if the
evidence for Artaxerxes III. proves too doubtful, they may belong
to the history preceding Nehemiah’s return, provided the internal

features do not stand in the way (e.g. prior or posterior to the forma-
tion of the exclusive Judaean communi^", &c.). Since the book of

Baruch (named after Jeremiah’s scribe) is now recognized to be con-
siderably later (probably after the destruction of Jerusalem a.d 70),
it will be seen that the recurrence of similar causes leads to a sirnffar-

ity in the contemporary literary productions (with a reshaping of

earlier tradition), the precise date of which depends upon aelicatc

points of detail and not upon the apparently obvious historical

elements.
® See H. Wincklcr, Keil. u, Alie Test.^ 295, and Kennett, Joum.

Theol, Stud. (1906), p- 487 ;
Camb. Bib. Essays^ p. 117. The Chaldeans

alone destroyed jerusalem (2 Kings xxv.); Edom was friendly

or at least neutral (Jer, xxvii. 3, xl. ii seq.). The proposal to read
“ Edomites ” for “ Syrians " in the list 01 bands which troubled

Jehoialrim (2 Kings xxiv. 2) is not supported by the contemporary
reference, Jer. xxxv. n.
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back secretly “ to seize the kin/?dom by guile ” (Dan. xi. 21 seq.).

On his accession he appointed Jesus, the brother of Onias, to the

iiigh-priesthood, and sanctioned his proposals for the conversion

of Jerusalem into a Greek city* The high priest changed his

name to Jason and made a gymnasium near the citadel. The
principle of separation was abandoned. The priests deserted

i he Temple for the palaestra and the young nobles wore the Greek

cap. The Jews of Jerusalem were enrolled as citizens of Antioch.

Jason sent money for a sacrifice to Heracles at Tyre; and the

only recorded opposition to his policy came from his envoys, i

who pleaded that tlie money might be applied to naval expen-

diture. Thus Jason stripped the high-priesthood of its .sacred

character and did what he could to stamp out Judaism.

Menelaus supplanted Ja.son, obtaining his appointment from

the king by the promise of a larger contribution. In order to

secure his position, he contrived the murder of Onias, who had
i

taken sanctuary at Daphne. This outrage, coupled with his

appropriation of temple vessels, which he used as bribes, raised

against Menelaus the senate and the people of Jerusalem. His

brother and deputy was killed in a rtcrious riot, luid an accusation

was laid against Menelaus before Antiochus. At the inquiry

he bought his acquittal from a courtier and his accusers were

executed. Antiochus required peace in Jerusalem and probably

regarded Onias as the representative of the pro-Egyptian faction,

the allies of his enemy.

During his second Egyptian campaign a rumour came that

Antiochus was dead, and Jason made a raid upon Jerusalem.

Menelaus held the citadel and Jason was unable to establish

him.seU in the city. The people were presumably out of sym-

pathy with hellenizers, whether they belonged to the house of

Onias or that of Tobiah. When Antiochus finally evacuated

Eg>"pt in obedience to the decree of Rome, he thought that

Judaea was in revolt. Though Jason had fled, it was necessary

to storm the city
;
the drastic measures which Menelaus advised

seem to indicate that the poorer classes had been roused to

defend the Temple from further sacrilege. A massacre took place,

and Antiochus braved the anger of Yahweh by entering and
pillaging the Temple with impunity. The author of 2 Maccabees
infers from his success that the nation had forfeited all right to

divine protection for the time (2 Macc. v, 18-20).

The policy which Antiochus thus inaugurated he carried on
rigorously and systematically. His whole kingdom was to be
unifiedjr/Judaism was an eccentricity and as such doomed to

extSfctiun. The Temple of Jerusalem was made over to Zeus
Olyrapius : the temple of Gerizim to Zeus Xenius. All the

religious rites of Judaism were proscribed and the neighbouring
Greek cities were requested to enforce the prohibition upon their

Jewish citizens. Jerusalem was occupied by an army which
took advantage of the Sabbath and proceeded to suppress its

observance. An Athenian came to be the mi.ssionary of Hellen-

ism and to direct its ceremonies, which were established by force

up and down the country.

28. The Maccabees .—Jerusalem and Gerizim were purged and
i

converted to the state religion with some ease. Elsewhere, a.s

there, some conformed and some became martyrs for the faith.

And the passive resistance of those who refused to conform at
length gave rise to active opposition. “ The king’s officers

who were enforcing the apostasy came into the city of Modcin
to sacrifice, and many of Israel went over to them, but Matta-
ihias . . . slew a Jew who came to sacrifice and the king’s

officer and pulled down the altar ” (i Macc. ii, 15 sqq.). Whether
led by this Mattathias or not, certain Jews fled into the wilder-

ness and found a leader in Judas Maccabaeus his reputed son,

the first of the five Asmonean (Hasmonean) brethren. The
warfare which followed was like that which Saul and David
waged against the Philistines. Antiochus was oc>cupied with
l)is Parthian campaign and trusted that the hctlenized Jews
would maintain their ascendancy with the aid of the provincial
troops. In his last illness he wrote to express his confidence in
their loyalty. But the rebels collected adherents from the
villages; and, when they resolved to violate the sabbath to the
extoit of resisting attack, they were joined by the company ^

the Assideans (Hasidim). Such a breach of the sabbath was

necessary if the whole Law was to survive at all in Palestine.

But the transgression is enough to explain the disfavour into

which the Maccabees seem to fall in the judgment of later

Judaism, as, in that judgment, it is enough to account for the

Instability of their dynasty. Unstable as it was, their dynasty

was soon established. In the country-side of Judaea, Judai.sm

—and no longer Hellenism—was propagated by force. Apollo-

nius, the commander of the Syrian garrison in Jerusalem, and
Seron the commander of the army in Syria, came in turn against

Judas and his bands and were defeated. The revolt thus became
important enough to engage the attention of the governor of

Coele-Syria and Phoenicia, if not of Lysias the regent himself.

Nicanor was despatched with a large army to put down the

rebels and to pay the tribute due to Rome by selling them as

slaves. Judas was at Emmaus; the men of the citadel”

guided a detachment of the Syrian troops to hLs encampment by
night. The rebels escaped in time, but not into the hills, as

their enemies surmised. At dawn they made an unexpected

attack upon tlie main body and routed it. Next year (165 B.c.)

Lysias himself entered the Idumaean country and laid siege

to the fortress of Bethsura. Judas gathered what men he could

and joined battle. The siege was raised, more probably in

consequence of the death of Antiochus Epiphanes Ilian because

Judas had gained any real victor5^ The proscription of the

Jewish religion was withdrawn and the Temple restored to them.

But it was Menelaus who was .sent by the king “ to encourage
”

(2 Macc. xi. 32) the Jews, and in the official letters no reference

is made to Judas. Such hints as these indicate the impossibility

of recovering a complete picture of the Jews during the sove-

reignty of the Greeks, which the Talmudists regard as the dark

age, best left in oblivion.

Judas entered Jerusalem, the citadel of which was still occupied

by a Syriiui garrison, and the Temple was re-dedicated on the

25th of Kislcv (164 B.C.). So “ the Pious ” achieved the object

for which presumably they took up arms. The re-establishment

of Judaism, which alone of current religions was intolerant of

a rival, seems to have excited the jealousy of their neighbours

who had embraced the Greek way of life. I'he hellenizers had
not lost all hope of converting the nation and were indi.sposcd

to acquiesce in the concordat. Judas and his zealots were thus

able to maintain their prominence and gradually to increase

their power. At Joppa, for example, the Jewish settlers—two
hundred in all—“ were invited to go into boats provided in ac-

cordance with the common decree of the city.” They accepted
the in^’itation and were drowned. Judas avenged them by
burning the harbour and the shipping, and set to work to bring

into Judaea all such communities of Jews who had kept them-
selves .separate from their heathen neighbours. In this way he
became strong enough to deal with the apostates of Judaea,

In 163 Lysias led another expedition against these disturbers

of the king’s peace and defeated Judas at Bethzachariah. But
while the forces were besieging Bethzur and the fortress on

Mount Zion, a pretender arose in Antioch, and Lysias was com-
pelled to come to terms—and now with Judas. The Jewish
refugees had turned the balance, and so Judas became strategus

of Judaea, whilst Menelaus was put to death.

In 1O2 Demetrius escaped from Rome and got possession of

the kingdom of Syria. Jakim, whose name outside religion was
Alcimus, waited upon the new king on behalf of the loyal Jews
who had hellenizcd. He himself was qualified to be the legiti-

mate head of a united state, for he was of the tribe of Aaron.

Judas and the Asmoneans were usurpers, who owed their title

to Lysias. So Alcimus-Jakim was made high prie.st and Baochides

brought an army to install him in his office. The Assideans

made their submission at once. Judas had won for them
religious freedom : but the Temple required a descendant of

Aaron for priest and he was come. But his first act was to seize

and slay sixty of them ; so it was clear to Judas at any rate, if

not also to the Assideans who survived, that political inde-

pendence was necessaiy if the religion was to be secure. In

face of his active opposition Alcimus could not maintain himself
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and ritualistic; the other, more cosmopolitan, extended a freer

welcome to strangers, and tolerated the popular elements and
the superstitious cults which are vividly depicted (Isa. Ixv. seq.).

But the former gained the day, and, realizing that the only hope
of maintaining a pure worship of Yahweh lay in a forcible isolation

from foreign influence, its adherents were prepared to take

measures to ensure the religious independence of their assembly.

It is related that Ezra, the scribe and priest, returned to Jerusalem

with priests and Levites, lay exiles, and a store of vessels for the

Temple. He was commissioned to inquire into the religious con-

dition of the land and to disseminate the teaching of the Law to

which he had devoted himself (Ezra vii.). On his arrival the

people were gathered together, and in due course he read the
“ book of the Law of Moses ” daily for seven days (Neh. viii.).

They entered into an agreement to obey its teaching, undertaking

in particular to avoid marriages with foreigners (x. 28 sqq.). A
special account is given of this reform (Ezra ix. seq.), and the

description of Ezra’s horror at the prevalence of intermarriage,

which threatened to destroy the distinctive character of the

community, sufficiently indicates the attitude of the stricter

party. The true seed of Israel separated themselves from all

foreigners (not, however, without some opposition) and formed

an exclusively religious body or “ congregation.” Dreams of

political freedom gave place to hopes of religious independence,

and “ Israel ” became a church, the foundation of which it sought

in the desert of Sinai a thousand years before.

22. Post-exilic History .—The biblical history for the period in

the Ixxjks of Ezra and Nehemiah is exceptionally obscure, and it

is doubtful how far the traditions can be tnistcd before we reach
the reign of Artaxerxes (Ezra vii. sqq., Neh.). 'I hc records belonging

to this reign represent four different stages : (a) The Samaritans re-

ported that the Jews who had returned from the king to Jerusalem
were rebuilding the city and completing its walls, an act calculated

to endanger the integrity of the province. Artaxerxes accordingly
instructed them to stop the work until he should give the necessary-
decree, and this was done by force (Ezraiv. 7-23, undated; i Esdras
ii i(» sqq. mentions a building of the Temple 1 ). {h) It was in the

7th year (t.c. 458 B.c.) that Ezra returned with a small body of exiles

to promulgate the new laws he had brought and to set the Temple
service in order.* Fortified with remarkable powers, some of

which far exceed the known tolerance of Persian kings, he began
wide-sweeping marriage reforms; but the record ceases abruptly
(vii.-x.). (c) In the 20th year (445 n.c.) Nehemiah returned with
permission to rebuild the walls, the citadel and the governor's house
(Neh. ii. 5, 8; see § 21 above). But (4), whilst as governor he
accomplishes various needed reforms, there is much confusion in

the present narratives, due partly to the resumption of Ezra's lalxiurs

after an interval of twelve years, and partly to the closely related

events of Nehemiah's activity in which room must be found for

his twelve-years' governorship and a second visit. The internal

literary and historical questions arc extremely intricate, and the
necessity for some reconstruction is very generally felt (for prelimi-

nary details, see Ezra and Nehemiah). The disaster which aroused
Nehemiah's grief was scarcely the fall of Jerusalem in 580 b.c.,

but a more recent one, and it has been conjectured that it followed

the work of Ezra (in h above). On the other hand, a place can
hardly be found for the history of Ezra before the appearance of

Nehemiah; he moves in a settled and peaceful community such as

Nehemiah had helped to form, his reforms appear to be more mature
and schematic than those of Nehemiah

;
and, whilst Josephus handles

the two separately, giving Ezra the priority, many recent scholars

incline to place Nehemiah's first vim before the arrival of Ezra.^

That later tradition should give the pre-eminence to the priestly

reforms of Ezra is in eve^ way natural, but it has been found
extremely difficult to combine the two in any reconstruction of the
period. Next, since there arc three distinct sources, for (a) above,

and for the work of Nehemiah and of Ezra, implicit reliance cannot
be placed upon the present sequence of narratives. Thus (a), with
its allusion to a further decree, forms a plausible prelude to the return

of either Ezra (vii. J3) or Nehemiah (i. 3, ii. 3) ;
and if it is surprising

that the Samaritatis and other opponents, who had previously

waited to address Artaxerxes (Ezra iv. 14 sqq., v. 5, 17), should now
interfere when Nehemiah was armed with a royal mandate (Neh.

ii- 7“9). it is very difficult not to conclude that the royal permits,

as now detailed, have been coloured by Jewish patriotism and
the history by enmity to Samaria. Finally, the situation in the

1 The statement that the king desired to avoid the divine wrath
may possibly have some deeper meaning {e.g, some recent revolt,

Ezra vii. 23).

It must suffice to refer to the opinions of Bertbolet, Buhl,

Cheyne, Guthe, Van Hoonacker, John, Kennett, Kent, Kosters,

Marquart, Torrey and Wildcboer.

independent and undated record (a) points to a return, a rebuilding
(apparently after some previous destruction), and some interference.

This agrees substantially with the independent records of Nehemiah,
and unless we assume two disasters not widely separated in date—^viz. those presupposed in {a) and (c)—the record m (a) may refer

to that stage in the history where the other source describes the
intrigues of the Samaritans and the letters sent by Tobiah (cf.

Tab^l in Ezra iv. 7) to frighten Nehemiah (Neh. vi. 19).** Their
insinuations that Nehemiah was seeking to be ruler and their repre-

sentations to Artaxerxes would be enough to alarm the king (cf.

Neh. vi. 5-9, 19, and Ezra iv. 15 seq., 20 seq.), and it may possibly be
gathered that Nehemiah at once departed to justify himself (Neh.
vii. 2, xiii. 4, 6). Nevertheless, since the narratives are no lon^r in

their original form or sequence, it is impossible to trace the successive
steps of the sequel; although if the royal favour was endorsed
(cf. the account ascribed to the time of Darius, Ezra v. seq.), Nche-
miah's position as a reformer would be more secure.

Although there was a stock of tradition for the post-exilic age
(cf. Danid, Esther, i Esdras, Josephus), the historical narratives
are of the scantiest and vaguest until the time of Artaxerxes, when
the account of a return (Ezra iv. 12), which otherwise is quite i^ored,
appears to have been used for the times of Darius (i Ewras iv. seq.)

and subsequently of Cyrus (Ezra i.~iii.) . Moreover, although general
opinion identifies our Artaxerxes with the first of that name, certain
features suggest that there has been some confusion with the
traditions of the time of Artaxerxes II. and 111 . (§ 19). But the
problems are admittedly complicated, and since one is necessarily
dependent upon scanty narratives arranged and rearranged by later

hands in accordance with their own historical theories, it is difficult

lo lay stress upon internal evidence w^hich appears to be conclusive
for or that reconstruction.^ The main facts, however, are clear.

Jerusalem had suffered .some serious catastrophe before Nehemiah’s
return; a body of exiles returned, and in spite of interference the
work of rebuilding was completed; through their influence the
Judaean community underwent reorganization, and separated itself

from its so-called heathen neighbours. How many years elapsed
from beginning to end can hardly be said. Tradition concentrated
upon Ezra and his age many events and changes of fundamental
importance. The canonical history has allowed only one great
cle.struction of Jerusalem, and the disaster of 586 b.c.* became the
type for similar disasters, but how many there were criticism can
scarcely decide.® Allusions to Judah's sufferings at the hands of
Edom, Moab and Ammon often imply conditions which are not
applicable to 586. A definite series knows of an invasion and occu-
pation by Edom (q.v. end), a people with whom Judah, as the genea-
logies show, had once been intimately connect^. I'hc unfriendli-

ness of the " brother ” people, which added so much to the bitterness

of Judah, although associated with the events of 580 (so especially

I Esdras iv. 45) ,
probably belongs to a mucli later date.® The tradition

that Edomites burned the Temple and occupied part of Judah (lb.

w. 45, 50) is partially confirmed by Ezek. xxxv. 5, 10, xxxvi. 5:

Ps. cxxxvii. 7 ;
but the assumption that Darius, as in i Esdras, helped

the Jews against them can with difficulty be maintained. The in-

teresting conjecture that the second Temple suffered another disaster

in the obscure gap which follows the time of Zerubbabcl has been
urged, after Isa. Ixiii. 7-lxiv. 12, by Kueneh (afterwards withdrawn)
and by Sellin, and can be independently confirmed. In the records
of Nehemiah the ruins of the city are extensive (ii. 8, 17, iii.; cf.

Ecclus. xlix.13), and the tradition that Nehemiah rebuilt this Temple
(Jos. Ant, xi. 5, (>; 2 Macc. i. 18) is supported (a) by the explicit

C. F. Kent, Israel’s Hist, and Biog, Narratives (1905), p. 358 seq.

The objections against this very probable view undervalue Ezra iv.

7-23 and overlook the serious intricacies in the book of Nehemiah.
•‘ There are three. inquiries

:
(a) the critical value of i Esdras,

(h) the character of the different representations of post-exilic inter-

nal and external history, and (c) the recovery of the liistorical facts.

To start witli the last before considering (a) and (ft) would be futile.

® For example, to the sufferings under Artaxerxes HI. (§ 19) have
been ascribed such passages as Isa. Ixiii. 7-lxiv. 12; Ps. xliv., ixxiv.,

Ixxix., Ixxx., Ixxxiii. (see also Lamentations). In their present
form they arc not of the beginning of the 6th century and, if the
evidence for Artaxerxes III. proves too doubtful, they may belong
to the history preceding Nehemiah’s return, provided the internal

features do not stand in the way (e.g. prior or posterior to the forma-
tion of the exclusive Judaean communi^", &c.). Since the book of

Baruch (named after Jeremiah’s scribe) is now recognized to be con-
siderably later (probably after the destruction of Jerusalem a.d 70),
it will be seen that the recurrence of similar causes leads to a sirnffar-

ity in the contemporary literary productions (with a reshaping of

earlier tradition), the precise date of which depends upon aelicatc

points of detail and not upon the apparently obvious historical

elements.
® See H. Wincklcr, Keil. u, Alie Test.^ 295, and Kennett, Joum.

Theol, Stud. (1906), p- 487 ;
Camb. Bib. Essays^ p. 117. The Chaldeans

alone destroyed jerusalem (2 Kings xxv.); Edom was friendly

or at least neutral (Jer, xxvii. 3, xl. ii seq.). The proposal to read
“ Edomites ” for “ Syrians " in the list 01 bands which troubled

Jehoialrim (2 Kings xxiv. 2) is not supported by the contemporary
reference, Jer. xxxv. n.
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for help against her son. The result of this double-dealing was I

that his army was destroyed by Ptolemy, who advanced into a

Egypt leaving Palestine at the mercy of Cleopatra, But Cleo- r

patra’s generals were Jews and by their protests prevented her t

from annexing it. Being thus freed from fear on the side of J

Ptolemy, Alexander continued his desultory campaigns across c

tlie Jordan and on the coast without any apparent policy and \

with indifferent success. Finally, when he officiated as high 1

priest at the feast of tabernacles he roused the fury of the f

people by a derisive breach of the Pharisaic ritual. They cried

out that he was unworthy of his office, and pelted him with the (

citrons which they were carrying as the Law prescribed. Alex-
,

ander summoned his mercenaries, and 6000 Jews were killed .

before he set out on his disastrous campaign against an Arabian i

king. He return' ;d a fugitive to find the nation in armed

rebellion. After six years of civil war he appealed to them to i

state the conditions under which they would lay aside their 1

hostility. 'Fhev replied by demanding his death and called m
the Syrians. But when the Syrians chased him irito the moun- <

tains 6000 Jews went over to him and, with their aid, he put

down the rebellion. Eight hundred Jews who had held a fortress

against him were crucified; 8000 Pharisees fled to Egypt and

remained there. Offering an ineffectual resistance to the passage

of the Syrian troops, Alexander was driven back by Aretas,

king of Arabia, against whom they had marched. His later

years brought him small victories over isolated cities.

On his deiUh-bed it is said that Alexander advised his wife

to reverse this policy and rely upon the I'harisees. According

to the Talmud, he warned her “ to fear neither the Pharisees

nor their opponents but the hypocrites who do the deed of Zimr.

and claim the reward of Phinehas:” the warning indicates his

justification of his policy in the matter of the crucifixions. In

any case the Pharisees wore predominant under Alexandra

,

who became queen (78-69) under her husband’s lull. Hyreanus

her elder son was only high priest, as the stricter Pharisees

required. All the I’harisaic ordinances which Hyreanus had

aboli.shed were reaffirmed as binding, Simon ben Shatacli

stood beside the queen : the exiles were restored and among

them his great colleague Jehudah ben Tahai. The great saying

of each of these rabbis is concemed with the duties of a judge;

the selection does justice to the importance of the Sanhedrm,

which w.as filled with Pharisees. The legal reforms which thev

intiMiuced tended for the most part to merry, but the Talmud

ref^ "to one case which is an exception : false witnesses were

condemned to suffer the penalty due to their victim, even if he

escaped. This ruling may be interpreted as part of a campaign
j

directed against the counsellors of Alexander or as an instance

of their general principle that intention is equivalent to commis-

sion in the eye of the Law. The ciueen interposed to prevent

the execution of those who had counselled the crucifixion of the

rebels and permitted them to withdraw with her younger son

Aristobulus to the fortresses outside ]eru.salem. Against their

natural desire for revenge may be set the fact that the Phansecs

did much to improve the status of women among the Jews.

On the death of Alexandra (69 B.c.) Aristobulus disputed the

succession of Hyreanus. When their forces met at Jencho,

Hyreanus, finding that the bulk of his following deserted to

Aristobulus, fled with those who remained to the tower Antonia

and seized Aristobulus’s wife and children as hostages for his

own safety. Having this advantage, he was able to abdicate

in favour of Aristobulus and to retire into private life. But he

was not able to save his friends, who were also the enemies of

the reigning king. In fear of reprisals Anttpas (or Antipater),

the Idumaean, his counsellor, played on the fears of Hyreanus

and persuaded him to buy the aid of the Nabataean Arabs with

promises. Aristobulus could not withstand the army of Aretas :

he was driven back upon Jerusalem and there besieged. The

Jews deserted to the victorious Hyreanus : only the priests

remained loyal to their accepted king; many fled to Egypt.

30. The Romans and the Idumaeans.—At this point the power

of Rome appeared upon the scene in the person of M. Aemilius

Scaurus (stepson of Sulla) who had been sent into Syria by

Pompey (65 b.c.). Both brothers appealed to this new tribunal

and Aristobulus bought a verdict in his favour. The siege was

raised. Aretas retired from Judaea; and Aristobulus pursued

the retreating army. But, when Pompey himself arrived at

Damascus, Antipater, who pulled the strings and exploited the

claims of Hyreanus, realized that Rome and not the Arabs, who

were cowed by the threats of Scaurus, was the ruler of the East.

To Rome, therefore, he must pay his court. Others shared this

conviction : Stral:>o speaks of embassies from Egypt and Judaea

bearing presents—one deposited in the temple of Jupiter

Capitolinus bore the inscription of Alexander, the king of the

Jews. From Judaea there were three embassies pleading, for

Aristobulus, for Hyreanus, and for the nation, who would have

no king at all but their God. ,1., • • j
Pompey deferred his decision until he should have mquired

into the state of the Nabataeans, who had shown themselves

10 be capable of dominating the Jews in the absence of the

Roman army. In the interval Aristobulus provoked him by

display of a certain impatience. The people had no responsible

head, of whom Rome could take cognisance : so Pompey decided

in favour of Hyreanus and humoured the people by recognizing

him, not as king, but as high priest. Antipater remained secure,

in power if not in place. The Roman supremacy was established :

the Jews were once more one of the subject states of Syria, now

a Roman province. Their national aspirations had received

a contemptuous acknowledgment, when their Temple had been

desecrated by the entry of a foreign conqueror.

Aristobulus himself had less resolution than his partisans.

When he repented of his attempted resistance and treated with

Pompey for peace, his followers threw themselves into Jeru-

salem, and, when the faction of Hyreanus resolved to open the

gates, into the Temple. There they held out for three months,

succumbing finally because in obedience to the 1.aw (as inter-

preted since the time of Antiochus Epiphancs) they >^ould onl)'

defend themselves from actual assault upon the sabbath da>

.

The Romans profited by this inaction to push on the siege-

works, without provoking resistance by actual assaults until the

very end. Pompey finally took the stronghold by choosing

the day of the fast, when the Jews abstain from all work, that is

the sabbath (Strabo). Dio Classius calls it the day of Cronos.

On this bloody sabbath the priests showed a devotion to their

worship which matched the inaction of the fighting men. Tffiough

i they saw the enemy advancing upon them sword in hand they

: remained at worship untroubled and were slaughtered a.s they

• poured libation and burned incense, for they put their own

i safety second to the service of God. And there were Jews among

* the murderers of the 12,000 Jews who fell.

The Jews of Palestine thus became once more a subject state,

I stripped of their conquests and confined to their own borders.

? Aristobulus and his children were conveyed to Rome to grace

\ their conqueror's triumphal procession. But his son Alexander

r escaped during the journey, gathered some force, and overran

? Judaea. The Pharisees decided that they could not take action

on either side, since the elder son of Alexandra w^ directed

; by the Idumaean Antipater; and the people had an affection for

such Asmonean princes as dared to challenge the Roman domina-

> tion of their ancestral kingdom. The civil war was renewed;

I but Aulus Gabinius, the proconsul, soon crushed the pretender

s and set up an aristocracy in Judaea with Hyreanus as guardian

B of the Temple. The country was divided into five districts with

e five synods; and Josephus asserts that the people welcomed

f the change from the monarchy. In spite of this, Aristobulus

) («;6 B.c.) and Alexander (55 b.c.) found loyalists to follow them

s in their successive raids. But Antipater found supplies for the

h army of Gabinius, who, despite Egyptian and Parthian distrac-

: tions, restored order according to the will of Antipater. .

e Crassus, who succeeded him, plundered the Temple of its gold

and the treasure (54 B.c.) which the Jews of the dispersion had

contributed for its maintenance. It is said that Eleazar, the

sr priest who guarded the treasure, offered Crassus the golden

IS beam as ransom for the whole, knowing, what no one else knew,

y that it was mainly comfiosed of wood. So Crassus departed to
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Parthia and died. When the Parthians, elated by their victory

over Crassus (53 b.c.) advanced upon Syria, Cassius opposed
them. Some of the Jews, presumably the partisans of Aristo-

bulus, were ready to co-operate with the Parthians. At any rate

Antipater was ready to aid Cassius with advice; Taricheae was
taken and 30,000 Jews were sold into slavery (51 B.c.). In
spite of this vigorous coercion Cassius came to terms with
Alexander, before he returned to the Euphrates to hold it

against the Parthians.

Two years later Julius Caesar made himself master of Rome
and despatched the captive Aristobulus with two legions to

win Judaea (49 B.c.). But Pompey’s partisans were beforehand
with him : he was taken off by poison and got not so much as a
burial in his fatherland. At the same time his son Alexander
was beheaded at Antioch by Pompey’s order as an enemy of

Rome. After the defeat and death of Pompey (48 B.c.) Antipater
transferred his allegiance to Caesar and demonstrated its value
during Caesar’s Ej^ptian campaign. He carried with him the
Arabs and the princes of Syria, and through Hyrcanus he was
able to transform the hostility of the Egyptian Jews into active

friendliness. These services, which incidentally illustrate the
solidarity and unity of the Jewish nation and the respect of the
communities of the dispersion for the metropolis, were recog-

nized and rewarded. Before his assassination in 44 B.c. Julius

Caesar had confirmed Hyrcanus in the high-priesthood and added
the title of cthnarch. Antipater had been made a Roman
citizen and procurator of the reunited Judaea. Further, as

confederates of the senate and people of Rome, the Jews had
received accession of territory, including the port of Joppa and,
with other material privileges, the right of observing their

religious customs not only in Palestine but also in Alexandria
and elsewhere. Idumaean or Philistine of Ascalon, Antipater
had di.splayed the capacity of his adoptive or adopted nation for

his own profit and theirs. And when Cae.sar died Suetonius
notes that he was mourned by foreign nations, especially by the

Jews {Caes, 84).

In the midst of all this civil strife the Pharisees and all who
were preoccupied with religion found it almost impossible to

di.scem what they should do to please God. The people whom
they directed were called out to fight, at the bidding of an alien,

for this and that foreigner who seemed most powerful and most
likely to succeed. In Palestine few could command leisure for

meditation; as for opportunities of effective intervention in

affairs, they had none, it would seem, once Alexander was
dead.

There is a story of a priest named Onias preserv'ed both by
Josephus and in the Talmud, which throws some light upon the in-
decision of the religious in the period just reviewed. When Aretas
intervened in the interest of Hyrcanus and defeated Aristobulus,
the usurper of his brother's inheritance, the people accepted the
verdict of battle, sided with the victor’s client, and joined in the
siege of Jerusalem. The most reputable of the Jews fled to Eg3rpt;
but Onias, a righteous man and dear to God, who had liidden himself,
was discovered by the besiegers. He had a name for power in prayer

;

for once in a drought he prayed for rain and God had heard his prayer.
His captors now reo^uired of him that he should put a curse upon
Aristobulus and his taction. On convulsion he stood in their midst
and said :

” O God, king of the universe, since these who stand with
me arc thy people and the besieged are thy priests, I pray thee that
thou hearken not to those against these, nor accomplish what
these entreat against those," ^ he prayed—and the wicked Jews
stoned him.

Unrighteous Jews were in the ascendant. There were only
Asmonean princes, degenerate and barely titular sons of Levi, to
serve as judges of Israel—and they were at feud and both rdied upon
foreign aid. The righteous could only flee or hide, and so wait
dreaming of the mercy of God past and to come. As yet our authori-
ties do not permit us to follow them to Egypt with any certainty,
but the Psalms of Solomon express the mind of one who survived
to see Pompey the Great brought low. Although Pompey had
spared the tmple treasure, he was the embodiment of the power of
Rome, which was not always so considerately exercised. And so
the psalmlirt exults in his death and dishonour (Ps. it.) : he prayed
that the pride of the dragon might be humbled and God showed him
the dead body lying mwn the waves—and there was none to bury it.

As one of those who ioar the Lord in truth and in patience, he looks
forward to the puniriunent of all sinners who oppress^ righteous
and profane the sanctuary. For the sins of the rulers God had

rejected his people : but the remnantcould not but inheritthepromises,
which belong to the chosen people. For the Lord is faithful unto
those who walk in the righteousness of his commandments ixiv. x)

:

in the exercise of their freewill and with God’s help they wiU attain
salvation. As God's servant, Pompey destroyed their rulers and every
wise councillor : soon the righteous and sinless kin|; of David's house
shall reign over them and over all the nations (xvii.).

31. H^od the Great .—^After the departure of Caesar, Antipater

warned the adherents of Hyrcanus against taking part in any
revolutionary attempts, and his son Herod, who, in spite of his

youth, had been appomted governor of Galilee, dealt summarily
with Hezekiah, the robber captain who was overrunning the

adjacent part of Syria. The gratitude of the Syrians brought
him to the knowledge of Sextus Caesar the governor of Syria;

but his action inspired the chief men of the Jews with appre-

hension. Complaint was made to Hyrcanus that Herod had
violated the law which prohibited the execution of even an evil

man, unless he had been first condemned to death by the San-
hedrin. At the same time the mothers of the murdered men
came to the Temple to demand vengeance. So Herod was
summoned to stand his trial. He came in answer to the summons
—but attended by a bodyguard and protected by the word of

Sextus. Of all the Sanhedrin only Sameas “ a righteous man
and therefore superior to fear

’

’ dared to speak. Being a Pharisee
he faced the facts of Herod’s power and warned the tribunal

of the event, just as later he counselled the people to receive

him, saying that for their sins they could not escape him. Herod
put his own profit above the Law, acting after his kind, and he
also was God’s instrument. The effect of the speech was to

goad the Sanhedrin into condemning Herod : Hyrcanus post-

poned their decision and persuaded him to flee. Sextus Caesar

made him lieutenant-governor of Coele Syria, and only his

father restrained him from returning to wre^ his revenge

upon Hyrcanus.

Tt is to be remembered that, in this and all narratives of the life

of Herod, losephns was dependent upon the history of Herod's
client, Nicolaus of Damascus, and was himself a supporter of law and
order. The action of the Sanhedrin and the presence of the women
suppliants in the Temple suggest, if they do not prove, that this

Hezekiah who harassed the Syrians was a Jewish patriot, who could
not acquiesce and wait with Sameas.

Malichus also, the murderer or reputed murderer of Anti-

pater, appears to have been a partisan of Hyrcanus, who had
a zeal for Judaism. When Cassius demanded a tribute of

700 talents from Palestine, Antipater set Herod, Phasael and
this Malichus, his enemy, to collect it.^ Herod thought it im-

prudent to secure the favour of Rome by the sufferings of others.

But some cities defaulted, and they were apparently among those

assigned to Malichus. If he had been lenient for their sakes or

in the hope of damaging Antipater, he was disappointed; for

Cassius sold four cities into slavery and Hyrcanus made up the

deficit. Soon after this (43 b.c.) Malichus succeeded, it is

said, in poisoning Antipater as he dined with Hyrcanus, and
was assassinated by Herod’s bravoes.

After the departure of Cassius, Antipater being dead, there

was confurion in Judaea. Antigonus, the son of Aristobulus,

made a raid and was with difficulty repulsed by Herod.' The
prince of Tyre occupied part of Galilee. When Antony assumed
the dominion of the East after the defeat of Cassius at Philippi,

an embassy of the Jews, amongst other enib^ies, approadied

him in Bithynia and accused the sons of Antipater as usurpers

of the power which rightly belonged to Hyrcanus, Another

approached him at Antioch. But Hyrcanus was well content

to forgo the title to political power, which he could not exercise

in practice, and Antony had been a friend of Antipater. So

Herod and Phasael continued to be virtually kings of the Jews

:

Antony’s court required large remittances and Palestine was not

exempt.

In 40 B.c. Antony was absent in Egypt or Italy; and the

Parthians swept down upon Syria with Antigonus in their train,

Hyrcanus and Phasael wa^e trapped : Herod fled by way of

Egypt to Rome. Hyrcanus, who was Antigonus’ only rival, was
mutilated and carried to Parthia. So he could no more be
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high priest, and his life was spared only at the intercession of

the Parthian Jews, who had a regard for the Asmonean prince.

Thus Antigonus succeeded his uncle as
**
King Antigonus ” in

the Greek and Mattathiah the high priest ” in the Hebrew by
grace of the Parthians.

The senate of Rome under the influence of Antony and

Octavian ratified the claims of Herod, and after some delay lent

him the armed force necessary to make them good. In the hope

of healing the Iwrcadi, which hi.s success could only aggravate,

and for love, he took to wife Mariamne, grandniece of Hyreanus.

Galilee was pacified, Jerusalem taken and Antigonus beheaded

by the Romans. From this point to the end of the period the

Jews were dependants of Rome, free to attend to their own
affairs, so long as tiiey paid taxes to the subordinate rulers,

llerodian or Roman, whom they detested equally. If some
from time to time dared to hope for political independence their

futility was demonstrated. One by one the descendants of the

Asmonaans were removed* The national hope was relegated to

an indefinite future and to another sphere. At any rate the

Jews were free to worship their God and to study his law : their

religion was recognized by the state and indeed established.

This development of Judaism was eminently to the mind of

the rulers; and Herod did much to encourage it. More and
more it became identified with the synagogue, in which the

Law was expounded : more and more it became a matter for

the individual and his private life. This was so even in Palestine

—the land which the Jews hoped to possess—and in Jerusalem
itself, the holy city, in which the Temple stood. Herod had
put down Jewish rebels and Herod appointed the high priests.

In his appointments he w'as careful to avoid or to suppress

any person who, being popular, might legitimize a rebellion by

heading il, The Pharisees, who regarded his rule as an inevitable

penalty for the sins of the people, he encouraged. Pollio the

Pharisee and Samcas his disciple were in special honour with

him, Josephus says, when he re-entered Jerusalem and put to

death the leaders of the faction of Antigonus. How well their

teaching served his purpose is shown by the sayings of tw'o

rabbis who, if not identical with these Pharisees, belong to their

period and their party, Shemaiah said, “ Jjove work and hate

lordship and make not thyself known to the government.”

Abtalion said. ” Yc wise, be guarded in your words
:
perchance

ye may incur the debt of exile,” Precepts such as these could

ha|||^ 'fail to effect some modification of the reckless zeal of

theOttlileans in the pupils of the synagogue. Many if not all

of the professed rabbis had travelled outside Palestine : some
were even members of the dispersion, like Hillel the Babylonian,

who with Shammai forms the second of the pairs. Through
them the experience of the dispersion was brought to bear upon
the Palestinian Jews. Herod's nominees were not the men to

extend the prestige of the high-priesthood at the expense of

these rabbis ; even in Jerusalem the synagogue became of more
importance than the I'emple, Hillcl also inculcated the duty of

making converts to Judai.sm. He said, “ Be of the disciples of

Aaron, loving p<»ce, and pursuing peace, loving mankind and
bringing them nigh to the Law.^' But even he reckoned the

books of Daniel and Esther as canonical, and these were
dangerous food for men who did not realize the full power of

Rome.
So long as Herod lived there was no insurrection. Formally

he was an orthodox Jew and set his face against intermarriage

with the uncircuracised. He was also ready and able to protect

the Jews of the dispersion. But thkt ability was largely due to

his whole-hearted Hellenism, which was shown by the Greek
cities which he foundM in Palestine and the buildings he erected

in Jerusalem. In its material embodiments Greek civilization

becfune as much a part of Jewish life in Palestine as it was in

Alexandria or Antioch; and herein the rabbis could not follow

him.

When all the Jewish people swore to be loyal to Caesar and
the king’s policy, the Pharisees—<ibove 6000—refused to swear.

The king imposed a fine upon them, and the wife of Pheroras—
Kerod’ii brother—paid it on their behalf. In return fot her

kindness, being entrusted with fordcnowledge by the visitation

of God, tdiey prophesied that God had decre^ an end of rule for

Herod and his line and that the sovereignty devolved upon her
and Pheroras and their children.

From the sequel it appears that the prophecy was uttered by
one Pharisee o^y, and that it was in no way endorsed by the
party. When it came to the ears of the king he slew the most
responsible of the Pharisees and evety member of his household
who accepted what the Pharisee said. An explanation of thi.s

unwarrantable generalization may be found in the fact that the
incident is derived from a source which was unfavourable to the
Pharisees : they are described as a Jewish section of men who
pretend to set great store by the exactitude of the ancestral

tradition and the laws in which the deity delights—as dominant
over women-folk—and as sodden and quick in quarrel.

Towards the end of Herod’s life two rabbis attempted to up-
hold by physical force the cardinal dogma of Judaism, which
prohibited the use of images. Their action is intelligible enough.
Herod was stricken with an incurable disease. He had sinned
against the Law; and at last God liad punished him. At last

the law-abiding Jews might and must assert the majesty of the
outraged Law. The most conspicuous of the many symbols and
signs of his transgression was the golden eagle which he had
placed over the great gate of the Temple

;
its destruction was

the obvious means to adopt for the quickening and assertion

of Jewish principles.

By their labours in the education of the youth of the nation,

these rabbis, Judas and Matthias, had endeared themselves to

the populace imd had gained influence over their disciples. A
repiort that Herod was dead co-operated with their exhortations
to send the iconoclasts to their appointed work. And so they
went to earn the rewards of their practical piety from the Law.
If they died, death was inevitable, the rabbis said, and no better

death would they ever find. Moreover, their children and kindre 1

would benefit by the good name and fame belonging to those wlv •

died for the Law. Such is the account which Josephus gives

in the Antiquities; in the Jewish War he represents the rabbis
and their disciples as looking forward to greater happiness for

themselves after such a death. But Herod was not dead yet, and
the instigators and the agents of this sacrilege were burned
alive.

32. The Setilement of A ugustus.—On the death of Herod in 4 b.c.

Archclaus kept open house for mourners as the Jewish custom,
which reduced many Jews to beggary, prescribed. The people
petitioned for the punishment of those who w^re responsible for

the execution of Matthias and his associates and for the removal of

the high priest. Archelaus temporized
;
the loyalty of the people

no longer constituted a valid title to the throne; his succession

must first be sanctioned by Augustus. Before he departed to

Rome on this errand, which was itself an insult to the nation,
there were riots in Jeru.salem at the I'assover which he needed
all his soldiery to put down. When he presented himself before

the emperor—-apart from rival claimants of his own family-
there was an embassy from the Jewish people who prayed to

be rid of a monarchy and rulers such as Herod. As part of

the Homan province of Syria and under its governors they
would prove that they were not really disaffected and rebellious.

During the absence of Archelaas, who would—the Jews feared

—

prove his legitimacy by emulating his father’s ferocity, and to
whom their ambassadors preferred Antipas, the Jews of Palestine
gave the lie to their protestations of loyalty and peaceableness. At
the Passover the pilgrims attacked the Roman troops. After
hard fighting the procurator, whose cruelty provoked the attack,

captured Temple and robbed the treasury. On. this the
insurgents were joined by some of Herod’s army and besieged the

Romans in Herod’s palace. Elsewhere the occasion tempted
n^y to play at being king—Judas, son of Hezekiah, in Galilee;

Simon, one of the king’s slaves, in Pferaca. Most notable of all

perhaps was the shepherd Athronras, who assumed the pomp of

royalty and employed his four brothers as captains and satraps in

the war which he waged upon Romans mid king^s men alike—not
even Jews escaped him unless they brought him contrftmtions.
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Order was restored by Vartrs the governor of Syria in a campaign
which Josephus describes as the most important war between that

of Pompcy and that of Vespasian.

At length Augustus summoned the representatives ofthe nation

and Nicholaus of Damascus, who spoke for Archelaus, to plead

before him in the temple of Apollo. Augustus apportioned

Herod’s dominions among his sons in accordance with the pro-

visions of his latest will. Archelaup received the lion’s share :

for ten years he was ethnarch of Idumaea, Judaea and Samaria,

with a yearly revenue of 600 talents. Antipas became tetrarch

of Galilee and Peraea, with a revenue of 200 talents. Philip,

who had been left in charge of Palestine pending the decision
|

and had won the respect of Varus, became tetrarch of Batanaea,

Trachonitis and Auranitis, with 100 talents. His subjects

included only a sprinkling of Jews. Up to his death (aj). 34) he

did nothing to forfeit the favour of Rome. His coins bore the

heads of Augustus and Tiberius, and his government was worthy

of the best Roman traditions—he succeeded where proconsuls

had failed. His capital was Caesarea Philippi, where Pan had

been worshipped from ancient times, and where Augustus had a

temple built by Herod the Great.

33. Auhelaus.—^Augustus had counselled Archelaus to deal

gently with his subjects. But there was an outstanding feud

between him and them; and his first act as ethnarch was to

remove the high priest on the ground of his sympathy with the

rebels. In violation of the Law he married a brother’s widow,

who had already borne children, and in general he showed himself

so fierce and tyrannical that the Jews joined with the Samaritans

to accuse him before the emperor. Archelaus was summoned
to Rome and banished to Gaul

;
his territory was entrusted to a

series of procurators (a.d. 6 41), among whom was an apostate

Jew’, but none with any pretension even to a semi-legitimate

authority. Each procurator represented not David but Caesar^

The Sanhedrin had its police and powers to safeguard the JewisK

religion
;

but the procurator had the appointment of the high

priests, and no capital sentence could be executed without his

sanction.

34. The Procurators .—So the Jews of Judaea obtained the

settlement for which they had pleaded at the death of Herod;

and some of them began to regret it at once. The first pro-

curator Coponius was accompanied by P, Sulpicius Quirinius,

legate of Syria, who came to organize the new Roman province.

As a necessary preliminary a census (a.d. 6-7) was taken after

the Roman method, which did not conform to the Jewish Law.

The people were affronted, but for the most part acquiesced,

under the influence of Joazar the high priest. But Judas the

Galilean, with a Pharisee named Sadduc (Sadduk), endeavoured

to incite them to rebellion in the name of religion. The result of

this alliance between a revolutionary and a Pharisee was the

formation of the party of Zealots, whose influence—according

to Josephus—brought about the great revolt and so led to the

destruction of Jerusalem in 70. So far as this influence ex-

tended, the Jewish community was threatened with the danger

of suicide, and the distinction drawn by Josephus between the

Pharisees and the Zealots is a valid one. Not all Pharisees were

prepared to take such action, in order that Israel might

“ tread on the neck of the eagle ” (as is said in The Assumption of

Moses). So long as the Law was not deliberately outraged and

so long as the worship was established, most of the religious

leaders of the Jews were content to wait.

It seems that the Zealots made more headway in Galilee than

in Judaea—so mhch so that the terms Galilean and Zealot are

practically interchangeable. In Galilee the Jews predominated

over the heathen and their ruler Herod Antipas had some sort

of claim upon their allegiance. His marriage with the daughter

of the Arabian king Aretas (which was at any rate in accordance

with the general policy of Augustus) seems to have preserved his

territory from the meursions of her people, so long as he remained

faithful to her. tie conciliated his subjects by hfe deference

to the observances of Judaism, and—the case is iprobably

typical oi his poh^—^he joined in protesting, When rflate set

up a votive shield in the palace of Iterod within the sacred city.

He seems to have served Tiberius as an official scrutineer of

the imperial officials and he commemoratied his devotion

the foundation of the city of Tiberias. But he repudiated the

daughter of Aretas in order to marry Herodias and so set the

Arabians against him. Disaster overtook h» forces (a.d. 36)
and Tiberius, his patron, died before the Roman power was
brought in full strength to his aid. Caligula was not predisposed

to favour the favourites of Tiberius; and Antipas, having

petitioned him for the title of king at the instigation of Hero-

dias, was banished from his tetrarchy and (apparently) was

put to death in 39.

Antipas is chiefly known to history in connexion with John the

Baptist, who reproached him publicly for his marriage with

Herodias. According to the earliest authority, he seems to

have imprisoned John to save him from the vengeance of

Herodias. But—whatever his motive—^Antipas certamly con-

sented to John’s death. If the Fourth Gosptl is to be

trusted, John had already recognized and acclaimed Jesus of

Nazareth as the Messiah for whom the Jews were looking. By
common consent of Christendom, John was the forerunner of the

founder of the Christian Church. It was, therefore, during the

reign of Antipas, and partly if not wholly within his temtory,

that the Gospel was first preached by the rabbi or prophetwhom
Christendom came to regard as the one true Christ, the Messiah

of the Jews. Jos^hus* history of the Jews contains accounts

of John the Baptist and Jesus, the authenticity of which has

been called in question for plausible but not entirely convincing

rcEtsons. However this may be, the Jews who believed Jesus to

be the Christ play no great part in the history of the Jews before

70, as we know it. Many religious teachers and many revolu-

tionaries were crucified within this period; and the early

Christians were outwardly distinguished from other Jews only

by their scrupulous observance of religious duties.

The crucifixion of Jesus was sanctioned by Pontius Pikte,

who was procurator of Judaea a.d. 26-36. Of the Jews under

his predecessors little enouj^h is known. Spwking generally,

they seem to have avoided giving offence to their subjects. But
Pilate so conducted affairs as to attract the attention not only

of Josephus but also of Philo, who represents for us the Jewish

community of Alexandria. Pilate inaugurated his term of

office by ordering his troops to enter Jerusalem at night and to

take their standards with them. There were standards and

standards in the Roman armies : those which bore the image of

the emperor, and therefore constituted a breach of the Jewish

Law, had hitherto been kept aloof from the holy city. On
learning of this, the Jews repaired to Caesarea and besought

Pilate to remove these offensive images. Pilate refused; and,

when they persisted in their petition for six days, he surrounded

them with soldiers and threatened them with instant death.

They protested that they would rather die than dare to transgress

the wisdom of the laws; and Pilate yielded. But he proceeded

to expend the temple treasure upon an aqueduct for Jerusalem

;

and some of the Jews regarded the devotion of sacred money to

the service of man as a desecration. Pilate came up to Jerusateni

and dispersed the petitioners by means of disguised sokJierb

armed with clubs. So the revolt was put down, but the exces-

sive zeal of the soldiers and Pilate’s obstinate adherOTce to his

policy widened the breach between Rome and the stricter Jews.

But the death of Sejanus in 31 set Tiberius free from prejudice

gainst the Jews; and, when Pilate put up the votive shields in

Herod’s palace at Jerusalem, the four sons of Herod came forward

in defence of Jewish ptinciplfes and he was ordered to remove

them. In 35 he dispersed a number of Samaritans, who had

assembled near Mt Gerizim at the bidding of an ioipostor, in

order to see the temple vessels buried there by Moses. Coraplemt

was made to Vitellms, then legate of S^ia, and Pilate was sent

to Rome to ahswet for his shedding of innocent blood. At the

pasaover of 36 VitelHus cahie to Jerusalem and pacified the Jews

by two concessions : he remitted the tax^ on fruit sold in tihe

city, and he restored to their chStody the high prieSt s vestments,

which Hetbd Jyrfchtelaus and the Romans had kept m the to^r

Antonia. The v^stMetts had been stored them since the time
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of the first high priest named Hyrcanus, and Herod had taken

them over along with the tower^ thinking that his possession of

them would deter the Jews from rebellion against his rule. At
the same time Vitellius vindicated the Roman supremacy by
degrading Caiaphas from the high-priesthood, and appointing a

son of Annas in his place. The motive for this change does not

appear, and we arc equally ignorant of the cause which prompted

his transference of the priesthood from his nominee to another

son of Annas in 37. But it is quite clear that Vitellius was con-

cerned to reconcile the Jews to the authority of Rome. When
he marched against Aretas, his army with their standards did

not enter Judaea at all; but he himself went up to Jerusalem for

the feast and, on receipt of the news that Tiberius was dead,

administered to the Jews the oath of allegiance to Caligula.

35. Caligula ami Agrippa 1 .—The accession of Caligula (a.d.

37 -41) was hailed by his subjects generally as the beginning of

the Golden Age. The Jews in particular had a friend at court.

Agrippa, the grandson of Herod the Great, was an avowed
partisan of the new emperor and had paid penalty for a prema-

ture avowal of his preference. But Caligula’s favour, though

lavished upon Agrippa, was not available for pious Jews. His

foible was omnipotence, and he aped the gods of Greece in turn.

In the provinces and even in Italy his subjects were ready to

acknowledge his divinity—with the sole exception of the Jews.

So we learn something of the Palestinian Jews and more of the

Jewish community in Alexandria. The great world (as we know
It) took small note of Judaism even when Jews converted its

women to their faith; but now the Jews as a nation refused to

bow before the present god of the civilized world. The new
Catholicism was promulgated by authority and accepted with

deference. Only the Jews protested : they had a notion of the

deity which Caligula at all events did not fulfil.

The people of Alexandria seized the opportunity for an attack

upon the Jews. Images of Caligula were set up in the syna-

gogues, an edict deprived the Jews of their rights as citizens,

and finally the governor authorized the mob to sack the Jewish

quarter, as if it had been a conquered city (38). Jewesses were

forced to eat pork and the elders were scourged in the theatre.

But Agrippa had influence with the emperor and secured the

degradation of the governor. The people and the Jews re-

mained in a state of civil war, until each side sent an embassy

(40) to, wait upon the emperor. The Jewish embassy was

hcadid by Philo, who has described its fortunes in a tract dealing

with the divine puni.shment of the persecutors. Their opponents

also had secured a friend at court and seem to have prevented any
effective measure of redress. While the matter was still pending,

news arrived that the emperor had commanded Publius Petronius,

the governor of Syria, to set up his statue in the temple of Jeru-

salem. On the intervention of Agrippa the order was counter-

manded, and the assassination of the emperor (41) effectually

stopped the desecration.

36. Claudius and the Procurators.—Claudius, the new emperor,

restored the civic rights of the Alexandrian Jews and made
Agrippa I. king over all the territories of Herod the Great. So
there was once more a king of Judaea, and a king who observed
the tradition of the Pharisees and protected the Jewish religion.

There is a tradition in the Talmud which illustrates his popularity.

As he was reading the Law at the feast of tabernacles he burst

into tears at the words “ Thou mayest not set a stranger over

thee which is not thy brother ”
;
and the people cried out,

Fear not, Agrippa; thou art our brother.” The fact that he
began to build a wall round Jerusalem may be taken as further

proof of his patriotiaqi. But the fact that he summoned five

vassal-kings of the empire to a conference at Tiberias suggests

rather a policy of self-aggrandisement. Both projects were
prohibited by the emperor on the intervention of the legate.

In he died. The Christiim records treat his death as an act
of divine vengeance upon the persecutor of the Christian Church.
The Jews prayed for his recovery and lamented him. The
Gentile soldiers exulted in the downfall of his dynasty, which
they signalized after their own fashion. Clau^us mtended that
Agrippa's young son should succeed to the kingdom; but he was

overruled by his advisers, and Judaea was taken over once more
by Roman procurators. The success of Agrippa^s brief reign

had revived the hopes of the Jewish nationalists, and concessions

only retarded the inevitable insurrection.

Cuspius Fadus, the first of these procurators, purged the

land of bandits. He also attempted to regain for the Romans
the custody of the high priest’s vestments; but the Jews appealed

to the emperor against the revival of this advertisement of their

servitude. The emperor granted the petition, which indeed the

procurator had permitted them to make, and further transferred

the nomination of the high priest and the supervision of the

temple from the procurator to Agrippa’ s brother, Herod of

Chalcis. But these concessions did not satisfy the hopes of the

people. During the government of Fadus, Theudas, who claimed

to be a prophet and whom Josephus describes as a wizard, per-

suaded a large number to take up their possessions and follow him
10 the Jordan, saying that he would cleave the river asunder

with a word of command and so provide them with an easy

crossing. A squadron of cavalry despatched by Fadus took them
alive, cut off the head of Theudas and brought it 10 Jerusalem.

Under the second procurator Tiberius Alexander, an apostate

Jew of Alexandria, nephew of Philo, the Jews suffered from a
great famine and were relieved by the queen of Adiabene, a
proselyte to Judaism, who purchased com from Egypt. The
famine was perhaps interpreted by the Zealots as a punishment
for their acquiescence in the rule of an apostate. At any rate

Alexander crucified two sons of Simon the Galilean, who had
headed a revolt in the time of the census. They had presumably
followed the example of their father.

Under Ventidius Cumanus (48-52) the mutual hatred of Jews
and Romans, Samaritans and Jews, found vent in insults and
bloodshed. At the passover, on the fourth day of the feast, a

soldier mounting guard at the porches of the Temple provoked an
uproar, which ended in a massacre, by indecent exposure of his

person. Some of the rebels intercepted a slave of the emperor

on the high-road near the city and robbed him of his possessions.

Troops were sent to pacify the country, and in one village a

soldier found a copy of Moses’ laws and tore it up in public with

jeers and blasphemies. At this the Jews flocked to Caesarea,

and were only restrained from a second outbreak by the execution

of the soldier. Finally, the Samaritans attacked certain Gali-

leans who were (as the custom was) travelling through Samaria
to Jeru.salem for the passover. Cumanus was bribed and refused

to avenge the death of the Jews who were killed. So the Gali-

leans with some of the lower classes of “ the Jews ” allied them-
selves with a “ robber ” and burned some of the Samaritan

villages. Cumanus armed the Samaritans, and, with them and
his own troops, defeated these Jewish marauders. The leading

men of Jerusalem prevailed upon the rebels who survived the

defeat to disperse. But the quarrel was referred first to the

legate of Syria and then to the emperor. The emperor was still

disposed to conciliate the Jews; and, at the instance of Agrippa,

son of Agrippa I., Cumanus was bwiished.

37.

Felix and the Revolutionaries.—Under Antonius Felix

(52-60) the revolutionary movement grew and spread. The
country, Josephus says, was full of “ robbers” and “ wizards.”

The high priest was murdered in the Temple by pilgrims who
carried daggers under their cloaks. Wizards and impostors per-

suaded the multitude to follow them into the desert, and an
Egyptian, claiming to be a prophet, led his followers to the Mount
of Olives to see the walls of Jerusalem fall at his command. Such

deceivers, according to Josephus, did no less than the murderers

to destroy the happiness of the city. Their hands were cleaner

but their thoughts were more impious, for they pretended to

divine inspiration.

Felix the procurator—-a king, as Tacitus says, in power and

in mind a slave—tried in vain to put down the revolutionaries.

The “ chief-robber” Eleazar, who had plundered the country for

twenty years, was caught and sent to Rome; countless robbers of

less note were crucified. But this severity cemented the alliance

of religious fanatics with the physieal-force party and induced

the oi^inary citizens to join them, in spite of the punishments
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which they received when captured. Agvippa II. received a
kingdom—first Chalcis, and then the tetrarchics of Philip and
Lysania^but, though he had the oversight of the Temple and
the nomination of the high priest, and enjoyed a reputation for

knowledge of Jewish customs and questions, he was unable to

check the growing power of the Zealots. His sister Drusilla had
broken the Law by her marriage with Felix

; and his own notorious

relations with his sister Berenice, and his coins which bore the

images of the emperors, were an open affront to the conscience

of Judaism. When Felix was recalled by Nero in 6o the nation
was divided against itself, the Gentiles within its gates were
watching for their opportunity, and the chief priests robbed the

lower priests with a iugh hand.

In Caesarea there had been for some time trouble between the

Jewish and the Syrian inhabitants. The Jews claimed that the

city was theirs, because Kin^ Herod had founded it. The Syrians
admitted the fact, but insisted that it was a city for Greeks,

as its temples and statues proved. Their rivalry led to street-

fighting : the Jews had the advantage in respect of wealth and
bodily strength, but the Greek party had the assistance of the

soldiers who were stationed there. On one occasion Felix sent

troops against the victorious Jews ; but neither this nor the scourge

and the prison, to which the leaders of both factions had been
consigned, deterred them. The quarrel was therefore referred to

the emperor Nero, who finally gave his decision in favour of the

Syrians or Greeks. The result of this decision was that the

synagogue at Caesarea was insulted on a Sabbath and the Jews
left the city taking their books of the Law with them. So

—

Josephus says— the war began in the twelfth year of the reign of

Nero (a.d. 66).

38. Festus^ Albinus and Flonis .—Meanwhile the procurators

who succeeded Felix—Porcius Festus (60-62), Albinus (62-64)
and Gessius Florus (64-66)^had in their several ways brought
the bulk of the nation into line with the more violent of the Jews
of Caesarea. Festus found Judaea infested with robbers and
the sicarii, who mingled with the crowds at the feasts and
stabbed their enemies with the daggers {sicae) from which their

name was derived. He also had to deal with a wizard, who de-

ceived many by promising them salvation and release from evils,

if they would follow him into the desert. His attempts to crush
all such disturbers of the peace were cut short by his death in

his second year of office.

In the interval which elapsed before the arrival of Albinus,

Ananus son of Annas was made high priest by Agrippa. With
the apparent intention of restoring order in Jerusalem, he
assembled the Sanhedrin, and being, as a Sadducee, cruel in the

matter of penalties, secured the condemnation of certain law-

breakers to death by stoning. For this he was deposed by
Agrippa. Albinus fostered and turned to his profit the struggles

of priests with priests and of Zealots with their enemies. The
general release of prisoners, with which he celebrated his impend-
ing recall, is typical of his policy. Meanwhile Agrippa gave the

Levites the right to wear the linen robe of the priests and sanc-

tioned the use of the temple treasure to provide work—the paving

of the city with white stones—for the workmen who had finished

the Temple (64) and now stood idle. But everything pointed to

the destruction of the city, which one Jesus had prophesied at

the feast of tabernacles in 62. The 2^alots’ zeal for the Law and
the Temple was flouted by their pro-Roman king.

By comparison with Florus, Albinus was, in the opinion of

Josephus, a benefactor. When the news of the troubles at

Caesarea reached Jerusalem, it became known also that Florus

had seized seventeen talents of the temple treasure (66). At this

the patience of the Jews was exhausted. The sacrilege, as they

considered it, may have been an attempt to recover arrears of

tribute; but they were convinced that Flonis was providing for

himself and not for Caesar. The revolutionaries went about
among the excited people with baskets, begging coppers for their

destitute and miserable governor. Stung by this insult, he
neglected the fire of war which had been lighted at Caesarea, and
hastened to Jerusalem. His soldiers sacked the upper city and
killed 630 persons—men, women and children. Berenice, who

401
was fulfilling a Nazarite vow, interposed in vain. Florus
actually dar^ to scourge and crucify Jews who belonged to the
Roman order of knights. For the moment the Jews were cowed,
and next day they went submissively to greet the troops coming
from Caesarea. Their greetings were unanswered, and they cri^
out against Florus. On this the soldiers drew their swords and
drove the people into the city; but, once inside the dty, the
people stood at bay and succeeded in establishing themselves
upon the temple-hill. Florus withdrew with all his troops,

except one cohort, to Caesarea. The Jews laid complaint against

him, and he complained against the Jews before the governor
of Syria, Cestius Gallus, who sent an officer to inquire into the
matter. Apippa, who had hurried from Alexandria, entered

Jerusalem with the governor’s emissary. So long as he counselled

submission to the overwhelming power of Rome the people

complied, but when he spoke of obedience to Florus he was com-
pelled to fly. The rulers, who desired peace, and upon whom
Florus had laid the duty of restoring peace, asked him for troops;

but the civil war ended in their complete discomfiture. The
rebels abode by their decision to stop the daily sacrifice for the

emperor; Agrippa’s troops capitulated and marched out unhurt;
and the Romans, who surrendered on the same condition and
laid down their arms, were massacred. As if to emphasize the
spirit and purpose of the rebellion, one and only one of the

Roman soldiers was spared, because he promised to become a

Jew even to the extent of circumcision.

39. Jostphus and the Zealots .—Simultaneously with this

massacre the citizens of Caesarea slaughtered the Jews who still

remained there; and throughout Syria Jews effected—and
suffered—reprisals. At length the governor of Syria approached
the centre of the disturbance in Jerusalem, but retreated after

burning down a suburb. In the course of his retreat he was
attacked by the Jews and fled to Antioch, leaving them his

engines of war. Some prominent Jews fled from Jerusalem—as
from a sinking ship—to join him and carried the news to the
emperor. The rest of the pro-Roman party were forced or

persuaded to join the rebels and prepared for war on a grander
scale. Generals were selected by the Sanhedrin from the aristo-

cracy, who had tried to keep the peace and still hoped to make
terms with Rome. Ananus the high priest, their leader, re-

mained in command at Jerusalem; Galilee, where the first attack
was to be expected, was entrusted to Josephus, the historian

of the war. The revolutionary leaders, who had already taken

the field, were superseded.

Josephus set lumself to make an army of the inhabitants of

Galilee, many of whom had no wish to fight, and to strengthen

the strongholds. His organization of local government and his

efforts to maintain law and order brought him into collision

with the Zealots and especially with John of Giscala, one of their

leaders. The people, whom he had tried to conciliate, were

roused against him; John sent assassins and finally procured an
order from Jerusalem for his recall. In spite of all this Josephus
held his ground and by force or craft put down those who resisted

his authority.

In the spring of 67 Vespasian, who had been appointed by
Nero to crush the rebellion, advanced from his winter quarters

at Antioch. The inhabitants of Sepphoris—whom Josephus
had judged to be so eager for the war that he left them to build

their wall for themselves—received a Roman garrison at their

own request. Joined by Titus, Vespasian advanced into Galilee

with three legions and the auxiliary troops supplied by Agrippa

and other petty kings. Before his advance the army of Josephus
fled. Josephus with a few stalwarts took refuge in Tiberias, and
sent a letter to Jerusalem asking that he should be relieved of his

command or supplied with an adequate force to continue the war.

Hearing that Vespasian was preparing to besiege Jotapata,

a strong fortress in the hills, which was held by other fugitives,

Josephus entered it just before the road approaching it was made
passable for the Roman horse and foot. A deserter announced
his arrival to Vespasian, who rejoiced (Josephus says) that the

cleverest of his enemies had thus voluntarily imprisoned him-

self. After some six weeks’ siege the place was stormed, and its
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exhausted garrison were killed or enslaved. Josephus, wh^c
pretences had postponed the final assault, hid in a cave with

forty men. His companions refused to permit him to surrender

and were resolved to die. At his suggestion they cast lots, and

the first man was killed by the second and so on, until all were

dead except Josephus and (perhaps) one other. So Josephus

saved them from the sin of suicide and gave himself up to the

Romans. He had prophesied that the place would be taken-nas

it was—on the forty-seventh day, and now he prcmhesied that

both Vespasian and his son Titus would reign over all mankind.

The prophecy saved his life, though many desired his death, and

the rumour of it produced general mourning in Jerusalem. Jly

the end of the year (67) Galilee was in the hands of Vespasian,

and John of Giscala had fled. Agrippa celebrated the conquest

at Caesarea Philippi with festivities which lasted twenty days.

In accordance with ancient custom Jerusalem welcomed the

fugitive Zealots. The result was rivil war and famine. Ananus
incited the people against these robbers, who arrested, imprisoned

and murdered prominent friends of Rome, and arrogated to them-

selves the right of selecting the high priest by lot. The Zealots

took refuge in the Temple and summoned the Idumaeans to their

aid. Under cover of a storm, they opened the city-gates to their

allies and proceeded to murder Ananus the high priest, and,

against the verdict of a formal tribunal, Zacharias the son of

Baruch in the midst of the Temple. The Idumaeans left, but

John of Giscala remained master of jeru.salem.

40. The Fall oj Jerusalem .—Vespasian left the rivals to consume
one another and occupied his army with the subjugation of the

country. When he had isolated the capital and was preparing

to besiege it, the news of Nero’s death reached him at Caesarea.

For u year (June 68 -June 6g) he held his hand and watched

events, until the robber-bands of Simon Bar-Giora (son of the

proselyte) required his attention. But, before Vespiisian took

action to stop his raids, Simon had been invited to Jerusalem in

the hope that he would act as a counterpoise to the tyrant John.

And so, when \ espasian was proc’laimed emperor in fulfilment of

Josephus’ prophecy, and deputed the command to Titus, there

were three rivals at war in Jerusalem—Eleazar, Simon and John.

The temple sacrifices were still offered and worshippers were

admitted; but John’s catapults were busy, and priest and
worshippers at the altar were killed, because Eleazar’s party

occupied the inner courts of the Temple. A few days before the

passQ^^^bf 70 Titus advanced upon Jerusalem, but the civil

war went on. When Eleazar opened the temple-gates to admit
those who wished to worship God, John of Giscala introduced

some of his own men, fully armed under their garments, and so

got possession of the Temple. Titus pressed the attack, and the

two factions joined hands at last to repel it. In spite of their

desperate sallies, Jerusalem was surrounded by a wall, and its

people, whose numbers were increased by those who had come up
for the passover, were hemmed in to starve. The famine affected

all alike—the populace, who desired peace, and the Zealots, who
were determined to fight to the end. At last John of Giscala por-

tioned out the sacred wine and oil, saying that they who fought

for the Temple might fearlessly use its stores for their sustenance.

Steadily the Romans forced their way through wall after wall,

until the Jews were driven back to the I'etnple and the daily

sacrifices came to an end on the 17th of July for lack of men.
Once more Josephus appealed in vain to John and his follower.s to

cease from desecrating and endangering the Temple. The siege

proceeded and the temple-gates were burned. According to

Josephus, Titus decided to spare the Temple, but—whether
this was so or not—on the loth of August it was fired by a

soldier after a sortie of the Jews had been repelled. The legions

set up their standards in the temple-court and hailed Titus as

imperator.

Some of the Zealots escaped with John and Simon to the

upper city and held it for another month. But Titus had already

earned the triumph which he celebrated at Rome in 71. The
Jews, wherever they might be, continued to pay the tesnple-tax;

but now it was ^voted to Jupiter CapitoKnus. The Romans had
taken their holy place, and the Law was all that was left to them.

41. From A.D. 70 io a.d. 135.—The destruction of the Temple
ctMTied with it the destruction of the priesthood aiid all its power.
The priests existed to offer sacrifices, and by the Law no sacrifice

could be offered except at the Tomple of Ierusalem. Thenceforward
the remnant of the Jews who survived the fiery ordeal formed a
church rather than a nation or a state, and the Fhariseos exercised

an unchallenged supremacy. With the Temple and its Sadducean
high priests perished the Sanhedrin in which the Sadducees had
competed with the Pharisees for predominance. The Sicaril or

Zealots who had appealed to the arm of fle.sh were exterminated.

Only the teachers of the Law survived to direct the nation and to

teach those who remained loyal Jews, how they should render to

Caesar wliat belonged to Caesar, and to God what belonged to God.
Here and there hot-headed Zealots rose up to repeat the errors and
the disasters of their predecessors. But their fate only served to

deepen the impression already stamped upon the general mind of

the nation. Tne Temple was gone, but they had the Law. Already
the Jews of the Dispersion had learned to supplement the Temple by
the synagogue, ana even the Jews of Jerusalem had not been free

to spend their lives in the worship of the Temple. There were still,

as always, rites which wore independent of tlic place and of the
riest; there liad been a time when the Temple did not exist. So
udaism survived once more the destruction 01 its central sanctuary.

When Jerusalem was taken, the Sicarii still continued to hold
three strongholds ; one—Masada—for three years, But the com-
mander of Masada realized at length that there was no hope of

escaping captivity except by death, and urged his comrades to

anticipate tneir fate. Each man slew his wife and children; ten
men were selected by lot to slay the rest; one man slew the nine
executioners, fired the palace and feU upon his sword When the
place was stormed the garrison consisted of two old women and five

children who had concealed themselves in caves. So Vespasian
obtained possession of Palestine—the country which Nero had given

him—and for a lime it was purged of revolutionaries. Early
Christian writers assert that he proceeded to search out and to

execute all descendants of Davia who might conceivably come
forward as claimants of the vacant throne.

In Egypt and in Cyrene fugitive Zealots endeavoured to continue
their reb^on against the emperor, but tlierc also with disastrous

results. The doors of the Temple in Egypt were closed, and its .sacri-

fices which had been offered lor 243 years were prohibited. Soon
afterwards this temple also was destroyed. Apart from these local

outbreaks, the Jev's throughout the empire remained loyal citizens

and were not molested. The general hope of the nation was not
necessarily bound up with the house of David, and its realization

was not incompatible with the yoke of Rome, 'fhey still looked for

a true prophet, and meanwhile they had their rabhis.

Under Johanan ben ZacGsd (g.v.\ the Phairifiees established them-
selves at J amnia. A new Sanhedrin was formed there under the
presidency of a ruler, who received yearly dues from all Jewiah
communities. The scribes through the .synagogues preserved the
national spirit and directed it towards the religious hfc which was
prescribed by Scripture. The traditions of the elders were tested

and gradually harmonized in their essentials. The canon of Scrip-

ture was decided in accordance with the touchstone of the Penta
teuch. Israel had retired to their tents to study their Bible.

Under Vespasian and Titus the lews enjoyed freedom of con-
science and equal political rights with non-Jewish subjects of Rome.
But Domitian, according to pagan historians, bore hardly on them.
The temple-tax was strictly exacted; Jews who lived the Jewish hfc
without openly confessing their religion and Jews who concealed
their nationality were brought before the magistrates. Proselytes
to Judaism wore oondemned either to death or to forfeiture of
their property. Indeed it would seem that Domitian instituted a
persecution of the Jews, to which Nerva his successor put an end.
Towards the end of Trajan's reign (114-117) the Jews of Egypt and
C3Tene rose against their Greek neighbours and set up a king. The
rebellion spread to Cyprus

;
and when Trajan advanced from

Mesopotamia into Parthia the Jews of Mesopotamia revolted.
The massacres they perpetrated were avenged in kind and all the
insurrections wore quelled when Hadrian succeeded Trajan.

In 132 the Jews of Palestine rebelled again. Hadrian had for-
bidden circumcision as illegal mutikitlon : he had also replaced
Jerusalem by a city of hia own, Aeha Capitolum, and the tem^ of
Yahweh by a temple of Jupiter. Apart from these bitter provoca-
tions—the prohibition of the sign of the covenant and the desecration
of the sacred place—the Jews had a leader who was recognized as
Messiah by the rabbi Aqiba. Though the majority of the rabbis
looked for no such deliverer and refused to admit his chums, Borcochc-
bas drew the people after him to struggle for their national
independence. For three years and a half he held his own and issued
coins in the name of Simon, which commemorate the liberation of
Jerusalem. Some attempt was apparently made to rebuild the
Temple; and the Jews of the Dispersioii, who had perhaps beoi
won over by Aqiba, supported the rebellion. Indeed even Gentiles
helped them, so that the whole world pio Cassius says) was stirred.
Hadrian sent his best generals against the rebels, and at length they
were driven from Jerusalem to Bethar (133). The Jews were for-

bidden to enter the now city of Jerusalem on pain of death.
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Bi&tioaRAi>Bnr.-<^The mo&toomprdbiensiveofiivdctembookB^BalB^
with the period is Emil Schurcsr, GescHichte jUdisohsn Votim
im Zeiialtey Jesu CHristi (3 vols., Leipzig, 1901 toll.). Exception
has been taken to a certain lack of synmathy with the Tews, espe-
cially tlic rabbie, which has been detectea in author, mt at least
the book vemains an indispensable storehouM of refesosceato ancient
and modern aulhoritiesv An earlier edition was translated into
English under the title History of the Jewish People (Edinburgh,
1890, 1891). 01 shorter histories, D. A. Schlatter’s Gesehichte
Israel's von Alexander dem Grossm bis Hadrian (2nd ed., rgo6)
is perhaps the least dependent upon Schutier and attempts^ more
than others to interpret the fragmentary evidence available. Dr
R. H. Charles has clone much by his editions to restore to their
proper prominence in connexion with Jewish history the Testaments
of tki: Twelve Pattfiarcks, The Booh of Jnbilees, Enoch, dec. But
Schurer gives a complete bibliography to which it mnst sufiice to
refer. For the Sanhedrin sec Syneorium. (J. H. A. H.)

Ill,

—

From the Dispersion to Modern Times

42. The Later Empire .—With the failure in 135 of the attempt
led by Barcochebas to free Judaea from Roman domination a new
era begins in the history of the Jews. The direct consequence of

the faSure was the annihilation of political nationality. Large

numbers fell in the actual %hting. Dio Cassius piit.s the total at

the incredible figure of 580,000, Insides the incalculable number
who succumbed to famine, disease and fire (Dio-Xiphilin Ixix.

11-15). Jerusalem was rebuilt by Hadrian, orders to this effect

being given during the emperor’s first journey through Syria in

13©, the date of his foundations at Gaza, Tiberias and Petra

(Reinach, Textes relatijs au Juddisme, p. 198). The new city

was named Aelia Capitolina, and on the site of the temple of

Jehovah there arose another temple dedicated to Jupiter. To
KuscImus the erection of a temple of Venus over the sepulchre

of Christ was an act of mockery against the Christian religion.

Rome had been roused to unwonted fury, and the truculence of

the rebels was matched by the cruelty of their masters. The
holy city was barred against the Jews; they were excluded,

under pain of death, from approaching within view of the

walls. Hadrian’s policy in this respect was matched later on
by the edict of the caliph Omar {c. 638), who, like his Roman
prototj'pe, prevented the Jews from settling in the capital of

their ancient country. The death of Hadrian and the accession

of Antoninus Pius (138), however, gave the dispersed people

of Palestine a breathing-space. Roman law was by no means
intolerant to the Jews. Under the constitution of Caracalla

( 198-217) all inhabitants of the Roman empire enjoyed the civil

rights of the Gives Romani (Scherer, Die Reckisverhaltnisse der

Juden, p. jo).

Moreover, a spiritual revival mitigated the crushing effects of

material ruin. 'I'he synagogue had become a firmly established

institution, and the personal and social life of the mas.ses

had come under the control of communal law. I’hc dialectic

of the school proved stronger to preserve than the edge of the

sword to destroy. Pharisaic Judaism, put to the severest test

to which a religious system has ever been subject, showed itself

able to control and idealize life in all its phases. Whatever
question may be possible as to the force or character of Phari-

saism in the time of Christ, there can be no doubt that it

became both all-pervading and ennobling among the successors of

A(iiba (q.v.), himself one of the martyrs to Hadrian’s severity.

Little more than half a century after the overthrow of the Jewish
nationality, the Mishnah was practically completed, and by this

code of rabbinic law—and law is here a term which indudes

the social, moral and religious as well as the ritual and legal

phases of human activity—the Jewish people were organized

into a community, living more or less autonomously under the

Sanhedrin cur Syn^ium (qjv.) and its officials.

Judah the prince, the patriarch or nasi who edited the Mishnah,

di^ early in the 3rd century. With him the importance of

the Palestinian patriarchate attained its zenith, (^maliel 11 .

of Jamnia (Jabne Ycbneh) bad been raised to this dignity a

century before, amd, as members of the house of HiUel and thus

descendants of David, the patriarchs enjoyed almost royal

authority. Their functions were political rather than rdi-

gious, though their influence was by no means purely secular.
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They were often on terms of intimate friendships with the

emperors, wbo^ scarcely interfered wirii their jurisdiotien.

As late as Theodosiue I. (379^5) the mtemol affairs of the

Jews were formally committed to the paftriairchs, and Honorius

(404) authorized the eoBection of the patriorch^s tax (aurum
eopomarium), by which a revenue was raised from the Jews of the

dmspora. Under Theodosius M. (408-450) the patriarchate

was finally aboltahed after a regime of tfnee centuries and a half

(Graetz, History of the Jews, Eng. trans. vol. h. ch, xxii.), though

ironically enough the last holder of the office had been for a time

elevated by the emperor to the rank of prriect. The real

turning-point had been reached earlier, when Christianity became
the state religion under Constantine 1 . in $12,

Religion under the Christian emperors became a significant source

of discriminatiofl in legal status, and non-conformity might reach
so far as to podnee complete loss of rights. The liBwa oonnerving
the Jews haa a repressive and preventive object : the repression ol

Judaism and th^revention of inroads of Jewish influences into the
state relirion. TTic Jews were thrust into a position of isolation,

and the Code of Theodosius and other authorities characterize the

Jews as a lower order of depraved beings {infertwes sastd perversi),

their community as a godless, dangerous sect {secta nefariay feraiis),

their religion a superstition, tlieir assemblies for religious worship a
blasphemy {sacrilegi coetus) and a contagion (Scherer, op. cit. pp.
11-12). Yet Judaism under Roman CImstian law was a lawful
religion (rcligio licUa), Valentiaian I. (364-375) forbade the quarter-
ing of soldiers in the synagogues, TheodoBHU 1. prohibited inter-

ference witli the synagogue worsh^ (“ Judacorum sectam nulla l^e
proliibitam satis constat "), and in 412 a special edict of protection
was issued. But the admission of Christians into the Jewish fold

was punauhed by confiscatioa of goods (357y, the erection of new
synagogues was arrested by Tlieodosius II. (4^9) under penalty of a
heavy fine, Jews were fiirbidden to hold Christian slaves under pain
of death (423). A similar penalty attached to intermarriage between
Jews and Christians, and an attempt was made to nulfify all Jewish
marriages which were not cetebxated in accordance with Roman law.

But Justinian (537*-5(>5) was the first to interfere directly in the
religious institutions of the Jewish people. In 553 he interdicted

the use of the Talmud (which had then not long been completed),
and the Byzantine emperors of the 8th and gwi centuries passra
even more intolerant regulations. As regards civil law, Jews were
at first allowed to settle disputes between Jew and Jew before their

own courts, but Justinian oenied to them and to heretics the right
to appear as witnesses in the public courts against orthodox Chris-
tians, To Constantine V. (91 1-959) goes back the JewWi form of

oath ^yhidi in its later development reqinred the Jew to gird him-
self with thorns : stand in water ; aiud, hedding the scroll of the
Torah in his hand, invoke upon his person the Iroroey of Naaman,
the curse of Eli and the fate of Korah's sons should ne perjure himself.

This was the original of all the medieval forms of oath more judaico,

which still prevailed in many European lands till the 19th century,
and arc even now maintained by some of the Rumaniaa courts.

Jews were by the law of Honorius excluded from the army, from
public offices and dignities (418), from acting as advocates (423);
only the curial offices were open to them. Justinian gave the
finishing touch by proclaiming in 557 the Jews absolutely ineligible

for any honour whatsoever (‘'honore fniantur null© ”).

43. Judaism in Babylonia .
—^The Jews themselves were during

this period engaged in building up a system of isolation on their

own side, but they treated Roman law with greater hospitality

than it meted out to them. The Talmud shows the influence of

that law in many points, and may justly be compared to it as a
monument of codification based on great principles. The Pales-

tinian Talmud was completed in the 4th century, but the better

known and more influential version was compiled in Baby-
lonia about 500. The knd which, a millennium before, had been
a prison for the Jewish exiles was now their asylum of refuge.

For a long time it formed their second fatherland. Here, far

more than on Palestinian soil, was built the enduring edific'C of

rabbinism. The population of the southern part of Mesopotamia
—the strip of land enclosed between the Tigris and the Euphrates
—was, according to Graetz, mainly Jewish

;
while the district

extending for about 70 m. on the east of the Euphrates, from

Nchardea in the north to Sura in the south, became a new
Palestine with Nehardea for its Jerusalem. The Babylonian

Jews were practically independent, and the exilarch {resh-

galutha) or prince of the captivity was an official who ruled

the community as a vassal o< the Persian throne. The exilarch

claimed, like the Palestinian patriarch, descent from the royal

house of David, and exercised most of the functions of
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exhausted garrison were killed or enslaved. Josephus, wh^c
pretences had postponed the final assault, hid in a cave with

forty men. His companions refused to permit him to surrender

and were resolved to die. At his suggestion they cast lots, and

the first man was killed by the second and so on, until all were

dead except Josephus and (perhaps) one other. So Josephus

saved them from the sin of suicide and gave himself up to the

Romans. He had prophesied that the place would be taken-nas

it was—on the forty-seventh day, and now he prcmhesied that

both Vespasian and his son Titus would reign over all mankind.

The prophecy saved his life, though many desired his death, and

the rumour of it produced general mourning in Jerusalem. Jly

the end of the year (67) Galilee was in the hands of Vespasian,

and John of Giscala had fled. Agrippa celebrated the conquest

at Caesarea Philippi with festivities which lasted twenty days.

In accordance with ancient custom Jerusalem welcomed the

fugitive Zealots. The result was rivil war and famine. Ananus
incited the people against these robbers, who arrested, imprisoned

and murdered prominent friends of Rome, and arrogated to them-

selves the right of selecting the high priest by lot. The Zealots

took refuge in the Temple and summoned the Idumaeans to their

aid. Under cover of a storm, they opened the city-gates to their

allies and proceeded to murder Ananus the high priest, and,

against the verdict of a formal tribunal, Zacharias the son of

Baruch in the midst of the Temple. The Idumaeans left, but

John of Giscala remained master of jeru.salem.

40. The Fall oj Jerusalem .—Vespasian left the rivals to consume
one another and occupied his army with the subjugation of the

country. When he had isolated the capital and was preparing

to besiege it, the news of Nero’s death reached him at Caesarea.

For u year (June 68 -June 6g) he held his hand and watched

events, until the robber-bands of Simon Bar-Giora (son of the

proselyte) required his attention. But, before Vespiisian took

action to stop his raids, Simon had been invited to Jerusalem in

the hope that he would act as a counterpoise to the tyrant John.

And so, when \ espasian was proc’laimed emperor in fulfilment of

Josephus’ prophecy, and deputed the command to Titus, there

were three rivals at war in Jerusalem—Eleazar, Simon and John.

The temple sacrifices were still offered and worshippers were

admitted; but John’s catapults were busy, and priest and
worshippers at the altar were killed, because Eleazar’s party

occupied the inner courts of the Temple. A few days before the

passQ^^^bf 70 Titus advanced upon Jerusalem, but the civil

war went on. When Eleazar opened the temple-gates to admit
those who wished to worship God, John of Giscala introduced

some of his own men, fully armed under their garments, and so

got possession of the Temple. Titus pressed the attack, and the

two factions joined hands at last to repel it. In spite of their

desperate sallies, Jerusalem was surrounded by a wall, and its

people, whose numbers were increased by those who had come up
for the passover, were hemmed in to starve. The famine affected

all alike—the populace, who desired peace, and the Zealots, who
were determined to fight to the end. At last John of Giscala por-

tioned out the sacred wine and oil, saying that they who fought

for the Temple might fearlessly use its stores for their sustenance.

Steadily the Romans forced their way through wall after wall,

until the Jews were driven back to the I'etnple and the daily

sacrifices came to an end on the 17th of July for lack of men.
Once more Josephus appealed in vain to John and his follower.s to

cease from desecrating and endangering the Temple. The siege

proceeded and the temple-gates were burned. According to

Josephus, Titus decided to spare the Temple, but—whether
this was so or not—on the loth of August it was fired by a

soldier after a sortie of the Jews had been repelled. The legions

set up their standards in the temple-court and hailed Titus as

imperator.

Some of the Zealots escaped with John and Simon to the

upper city and held it for another month. But Titus had already

earned the triumph which he celebrated at Rome in 71. The
Jews, wherever they might be, continued to pay the tesnple-tax;

but now it was ^voted to Jupiter CapitoKnus. The Romans had
taken their holy place, and the Law was all that was left to them.

41. From A.D. 70 io a.d. 135.—The destruction of the Temple
ctMTied with it the destruction of the priesthood aiid all its power.
The priests existed to offer sacrifices, and by the Law no sacrifice

could be offered except at the Tomple of Ierusalem. Thenceforward
the remnant of the Jews who survived the fiery ordeal formed a
church rather than a nation or a state, and the Fhariseos exercised

an unchallenged supremacy. With the Temple and its Sadducean
high priests perished the Sanhedrin in which the Sadducees had
competed with the Pharisees for predominance. The Sicaril or

Zealots who had appealed to the arm of fle.sh were exterminated.

Only the teachers of the Law survived to direct the nation and to

teach those who remained loyal Jews, how they should render to

Caesar wliat belonged to Caesar, and to God what belonged to God.
Here and there hot-headed Zealots rose up to repeat the errors and
the disasters of their predecessors. But their fate only served to

deepen the impression already stamped upon the general mind of

the nation. Tne Temple was gone, but they had the Law. Already
the Jews of the Dispersion had learned to supplement the Temple by
the synagogue, ana even the Jews of Jerusalem had not been free

to spend their lives in the worship of the Temple. There were still,

as always, rites which wore independent of tlic place and of the
riest; there liad been a time when the Temple did not exist. So
udaism survived once more the destruction 01 its central sanctuary.

When Jerusalem was taken, the Sicarii still continued to hold
three strongholds ; one—Masada—for three years, But the com-
mander of Masada realized at length that there was no hope of

escaping captivity except by death, and urged his comrades to

anticipate tneir fate. Each man slew his wife and children; ten
men were selected by lot to slay the rest; one man slew the nine
executioners, fired the palace and feU upon his sword When the
place was stormed the garrison consisted of two old women and five

children who had concealed themselves in caves. So Vespasian
obtained possession of Palestine—the country which Nero had given

him—and for a lime it was purged of revolutionaries. Early
Christian writers assert that he proceeded to search out and to

execute all descendants of Davia who might conceivably come
forward as claimants of the vacant throne.

In Egypt and in Cyrene fugitive Zealots endeavoured to continue
their reb^on against the emperor, but tlierc also with disastrous

results. The doors of the Temple in Egypt were closed, and its .sacri-

fices which had been offered lor 243 years were prohibited. Soon
afterwards this temple also was destroyed. Apart from these local

outbreaks, the Jev's throughout the empire remained loyal citizens

and were not molested. The general hope of the nation was not
necessarily bound up with the house of David, and its realization

was not incompatible with the yoke of Rome, 'fhey still looked for

a true prophet, and meanwhile they had their rabhis.

Under Johanan ben ZacGsd (g.v.\ the Phairifiees established them-
selves at J amnia. A new Sanhedrin was formed there under the
presidency of a ruler, who received yearly dues from all Jewiah
communities. The scribes through the .synagogues preserved the
national spirit and directed it towards the religious hfc which was
prescribed by Scripture. The traditions of the elders were tested

and gradually harmonized in their essentials. The canon of Scrip-

ture was decided in accordance with the touchstone of the Penta
teuch. Israel had retired to their tents to study their Bible.

Under Vespasian and Titus the lews enjoyed freedom of con-
science and equal political rights with non-Jewish subjects of Rome.
But Domitian, according to pagan historians, bore hardly on them.
The temple-tax was strictly exacted; Jews who lived the Jewish hfc
without openly confessing their religion and Jews who concealed
their nationality were brought before the magistrates. Proselytes
to Judaism wore oondemned either to death or to forfeiture of
their property. Indeed it would seem that Domitian instituted a
persecution of the Jews, to which Nerva his successor put an end.
Towards the end of Trajan's reign (114-117) the Jews of Egypt and
C3Tene rose against their Greek neighbours and set up a king. The
rebellion spread to Cyprus

;
and when Trajan advanced from

Mesopotamia into Parthia the Jews of Mesopotamia revolted.
The massacres they perpetrated were avenged in kind and all the
insurrections wore quelled when Hadrian succeeded Trajan.

In 132 the Jews of Palestine rebelled again. Hadrian had for-
bidden circumcision as illegal mutikitlon : he had also replaced
Jerusalem by a city of hia own, Aeha Capitolum, and the tem^ of
Yahweh by a temple of Jupiter. Apart from these bitter provoca-
tions—the prohibition of the sign of the covenant and the desecration
of the sacred place—the Jews had a leader who was recognized as
Messiah by the rabbi Aqiba. Though the majority of the rabbis
looked for no such deliverer and refused to admit his chums, Borcochc-
bas drew the people after him to struggle for their national
independence. For three years and a half he held his own and issued
coins in the name of Simon, which commemorate the liberation of
Jerusalem. Some attempt was apparently made to rebuild the
Temple; and the Jews of the Dispersioii, who had perhaps beoi
won over by Aqiba, supported the rebellion. Indeed even Gentiles
helped them, so that the whole world pio Cassius says) was stirred.
Hadrian sent his best generals against the rebels, and at length they
were driven from Jerusalem to Bethar (133). The Jews were for-

bidden to enter the now city of Jerusalem on pain of death.
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Bi&tioaRAi>Bnr.-<^The mo&toomprdbiensiveofiivdctembookB^BalB^
with the period is Emil Schurcsr, GescHichte jUdisohsn Votim
im Zeiialtey Jesu CHristi (3 vols., Leipzig, 1901 toll.). Exception
has been taken to a certain lack of synmathy with the Tews, espe-
cially tlic rabbie, which has been detectea in author, mt at least
the book vemains an indispensable storehouM of refesosceato ancient
and modern aulhoritiesv An earlier edition was translated into
English under the title History of the Jewish People (Edinburgh,
1890, 1891). 01 shorter histories, D. A. Schlatter’s Gesehichte
Israel's von Alexander dem Grossm bis Hadrian (2nd ed., rgo6)
is perhaps the least dependent upon Schutier and attempts^ more
than others to interpret the fragmentary evidence available. Dr
R. H. Charles has clone much by his editions to restore to their
proper prominence in connexion with Jewish history the Testaments
of tki: Twelve Pattfiarcks, The Booh of Jnbilees, Enoch, dec. But
Schurer gives a complete bibliography to which it mnst sufiice to
refer. For the Sanhedrin sec Syneorium. (J. H. A. H.)

Ill,
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From the Dispersion to Modern Times

42. The Later Empire .—With the failure in 135 of the attempt
led by Barcochebas to free Judaea from Roman domination a new
era begins in the history of the Jews. The direct consequence of

the faSure was the annihilation of political nationality. Large

numbers fell in the actual %hting. Dio Cassius piit.s the total at

the incredible figure of 580,000, Insides the incalculable number
who succumbed to famine, disease and fire (Dio-Xiphilin Ixix.

11-15). Jerusalem was rebuilt by Hadrian, orders to this effect

being given during the emperor’s first journey through Syria in

13©, the date of his foundations at Gaza, Tiberias and Petra

(Reinach, Textes relatijs au Juddisme, p. 198). The new city

was named Aelia Capitolina, and on the site of the temple of

Jehovah there arose another temple dedicated to Jupiter. To
KuscImus the erection of a temple of Venus over the sepulchre

of Christ was an act of mockery against the Christian religion.

Rome had been roused to unwonted fury, and the truculence of

the rebels was matched by the cruelty of their masters. The
holy city was barred against the Jews; they were excluded,

under pain of death, from approaching within view of the

walls. Hadrian’s policy in this respect was matched later on
by the edict of the caliph Omar {c. 638), who, like his Roman
prototj'pe, prevented the Jews from settling in the capital of

their ancient country. The death of Hadrian and the accession

of Antoninus Pius (138), however, gave the dispersed people

of Palestine a breathing-space. Roman law was by no means
intolerant to the Jews. Under the constitution of Caracalla

( 198-217) all inhabitants of the Roman empire enjoyed the civil

rights of the Gives Romani (Scherer, Die Reckisverhaltnisse der

Juden, p. jo).

Moreover, a spiritual revival mitigated the crushing effects of

material ruin. 'I'he synagogue had become a firmly established

institution, and the personal and social life of the mas.ses

had come under the control of communal law. I’hc dialectic

of the school proved stronger to preserve than the edge of the

sword to destroy. Pharisaic Judaism, put to the severest test

to which a religious system has ever been subject, showed itself

able to control and idealize life in all its phases. Whatever
question may be possible as to the force or character of Phari-

saism in the time of Christ, there can be no doubt that it

became both all-pervading and ennobling among the successors of

A(iiba (q.v.), himself one of the martyrs to Hadrian’s severity.

Little more than half a century after the overthrow of the Jewish
nationality, the Mishnah was practically completed, and by this

code of rabbinic law—and law is here a term which indudes

the social, moral and religious as well as the ritual and legal

phases of human activity—the Jewish people were organized

into a community, living more or less autonomously under the

Sanhedrin cur Syn^ium (qjv.) and its officials.

Judah the prince, the patriarch or nasi who edited the Mishnah,

di^ early in the 3rd century. With him the importance of

the Palestinian patriarchate attained its zenith, (^maliel 11 .

of Jamnia (Jabne Ycbneh) bad been raised to this dignity a

century before, amd, as members of the house of HiUel and thus

descendants of David, the patriarchs enjoyed almost royal

authority. Their functions were political rather than rdi-

gious, though their influence was by no means purely secular.
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They were often on terms of intimate friendships with the

emperors, wbo^ scarcely interfered wirii their jurisdiotien.

As late as Theodosiue I. (379^5) the mtemol affairs of the

Jews were formally committed to the paftriairchs, and Honorius

(404) authorized the eoBection of the patriorch^s tax (aurum
eopomarium), by which a revenue was raised from the Jews of the

dmspora. Under Theodosius M. (408-450) the patriarchate

was finally aboltahed after a regime of tfnee centuries and a half

(Graetz, History of the Jews, Eng. trans. vol. h. ch, xxii.), though

ironically enough the last holder of the office had been for a time

elevated by the emperor to the rank of prriect. The real

turning-point had been reached earlier, when Christianity became
the state religion under Constantine 1 . in $12,

Religion under the Christian emperors became a significant source

of discriminatiofl in legal status, and non-conformity might reach
so far as to podnee complete loss of rights. The liBwa oonnerving
the Jews haa a repressive and preventive object : the repression ol

Judaism and th^revention of inroads of Jewish influences into the
state relirion. TTic Jews were thrust into a position of isolation,

and the Code of Theodosius and other authorities characterize the

Jews as a lower order of depraved beings {infertwes sastd perversi),

their community as a godless, dangerous sect {secta nefariay feraiis),

their religion a superstition, tlieir assemblies for religious worship a
blasphemy {sacrilegi coetus) and a contagion (Scherer, op. cit. pp.
11-12). Yet Judaism under Roman CImstian law was a lawful
religion (rcligio licUa), Valentiaian I. (364-375) forbade the quarter-
ing of soldiers in the synagogues, TheodoBHU 1. prohibited inter-

ference witli the synagogue worsh^ (“ Judacorum sectam nulla l^e
proliibitam satis constat "), and in 412 a special edict of protection
was issued. But the admission of Christians into the Jewish fold

was punauhed by confiscatioa of goods (357y, the erection of new
synagogues was arrested by Tlieodosius II. (4^9) under penalty of a
heavy fine, Jews were fiirbidden to hold Christian slaves under pain
of death (423). A similar penalty attached to intermarriage between
Jews and Christians, and an attempt was made to nulfify all Jewish
marriages which were not cetebxated in accordance with Roman law.

But Justinian (537*-5(>5) was the first to interfere directly in the
religious institutions of the Jewish people. In 553 he interdicted

the use of the Talmud (which had then not long been completed),
and the Byzantine emperors of the 8th and gwi centuries passra
even more intolerant regulations. As regards civil law, Jews were
at first allowed to settle disputes between Jew and Jew before their

own courts, but Justinian oenied to them and to heretics the right
to appear as witnesses in the public courts against orthodox Chris-
tians, To Constantine V. (91 1-959) goes back the JewWi form of

oath ^yhidi in its later development reqinred the Jew to gird him-
self with thorns : stand in water ; aiud, hedding the scroll of the
Torah in his hand, invoke upon his person the Iroroey of Naaman,
the curse of Eli and the fate of Korah's sons should ne perjure himself.

This was the original of all the medieval forms of oath more judaico,

which still prevailed in many European lands till the 19th century,
and arc even now maintained by some of the Rumaniaa courts.

Jews were by the law of Honorius excluded from the army, from
public offices and dignities (418), from acting as advocates (423);
only the curial offices were open to them. Justinian gave the
finishing touch by proclaiming in 557 the Jews absolutely ineligible

for any honour whatsoever (‘'honore fniantur null© ”).

43. Judaism in Babylonia .
—^The Jews themselves were during

this period engaged in building up a system of isolation on their

own side, but they treated Roman law with greater hospitality

than it meted out to them. The Talmud shows the influence of

that law in many points, and may justly be compared to it as a
monument of codification based on great principles. The Pales-

tinian Talmud was completed in the 4th century, but the better

known and more influential version was compiled in Baby-
lonia about 500. The knd which, a millennium before, had been
a prison for the Jewish exiles was now their asylum of refuge.

For a long time it formed their second fatherland. Here, far

more than on Palestinian soil, was built the enduring edific'C of

rabbinism. The population of the southern part of Mesopotamia
—the strip of land enclosed between the Tigris and the Euphrates
—was, according to Graetz, mainly Jewish

;
while the district

extending for about 70 m. on the east of the Euphrates, from

Nchardea in the north to Sura in the south, became a new
Palestine with Nehardea for its Jerusalem. The Babylonian

Jews were practically independent, and the exilarch {resh-

galutha) or prince of the captivity was an official who ruled

the community as a vassal o< the Persian throne. The exilarch

claimed, like the Palestinian patriarch, descent from the royal

house of David, and exercised most of the functions of
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exhausted garrison were killed or enslaved. Josephus, wh^c
pretences had postponed the final assault, hid in a cave with

forty men. His companions refused to permit him to surrender

and were resolved to die. At his suggestion they cast lots, and

the first man was killed by the second and so on, until all were

dead except Josephus and (perhaps) one other. So Josephus

saved them from the sin of suicide and gave himself up to the

Romans. He had prophesied that the place would be taken-nas

it was—on the forty-seventh day, and now he prcmhesied that

both Vespasian and his son Titus would reign over all mankind.

The prophecy saved his life, though many desired his death, and

the rumour of it produced general mourning in Jerusalem. Jly

the end of the year (67) Galilee was in the hands of Vespasian,

and John of Giscala had fled. Agrippa celebrated the conquest

at Caesarea Philippi with festivities which lasted twenty days.

In accordance with ancient custom Jerusalem welcomed the

fugitive Zealots. The result was rivil war and famine. Ananus
incited the people against these robbers, who arrested, imprisoned

and murdered prominent friends of Rome, and arrogated to them-

selves the right of selecting the high priest by lot. The Zealots

took refuge in the Temple and summoned the Idumaeans to their

aid. Under cover of a storm, they opened the city-gates to their

allies and proceeded to murder Ananus the high priest, and,

against the verdict of a formal tribunal, Zacharias the son of

Baruch in the midst of the Temple. The Idumaeans left, but

John of Giscala remained master of jeru.salem.

40. The Fall oj Jerusalem .—Vespasian left the rivals to consume
one another and occupied his army with the subjugation of the

country. When he had isolated the capital and was preparing

to besiege it, the news of Nero’s death reached him at Caesarea.

For u year (June 68 -June 6g) he held his hand and watched

events, until the robber-bands of Simon Bar-Giora (son of the

proselyte) required his attention. But, before Vespiisian took

action to stop his raids, Simon had been invited to Jerusalem in

the hope that he would act as a counterpoise to the tyrant John.

And so, when \ espasian was proc’laimed emperor in fulfilment of

Josephus’ prophecy, and deputed the command to Titus, there

were three rivals at war in Jerusalem—Eleazar, Simon and John.

The temple sacrifices were still offered and worshippers were

admitted; but John’s catapults were busy, and priest and
worshippers at the altar were killed, because Eleazar’s party

occupied the inner courts of the Temple. A few days before the

passQ^^^bf 70 Titus advanced upon Jerusalem, but the civil

war went on. When Eleazar opened the temple-gates to admit
those who wished to worship God, John of Giscala introduced

some of his own men, fully armed under their garments, and so

got possession of the Temple. Titus pressed the attack, and the

two factions joined hands at last to repel it. In spite of their

desperate sallies, Jerusalem was surrounded by a wall, and its

people, whose numbers were increased by those who had come up
for the passover, were hemmed in to starve. The famine affected

all alike—the populace, who desired peace, and the Zealots, who
were determined to fight to the end. At last John of Giscala por-

tioned out the sacred wine and oil, saying that they who fought

for the Temple might fearlessly use its stores for their sustenance.

Steadily the Romans forced their way through wall after wall,

until the Jews were driven back to the I'etnple and the daily

sacrifices came to an end on the 17th of July for lack of men.
Once more Josephus appealed in vain to John and his follower.s to

cease from desecrating and endangering the Temple. The siege

proceeded and the temple-gates were burned. According to

Josephus, Titus decided to spare the Temple, but—whether
this was so or not—on the loth of August it was fired by a

soldier after a sortie of the Jews had been repelled. The legions

set up their standards in the temple-court and hailed Titus as

imperator.

Some of the Zealots escaped with John and Simon to the

upper city and held it for another month. But Titus had already

earned the triumph which he celebrated at Rome in 71. The
Jews, wherever they might be, continued to pay the tesnple-tax;

but now it was ^voted to Jupiter CapitoKnus. The Romans had
taken their holy place, and the Law was all that was left to them.

41. From A.D. 70 io a.d. 135.—The destruction of the Temple
ctMTied with it the destruction of the priesthood aiid all its power.
The priests existed to offer sacrifices, and by the Law no sacrifice

could be offered except at the Tomple of Ierusalem. Thenceforward
the remnant of the Jews who survived the fiery ordeal formed a
church rather than a nation or a state, and the Fhariseos exercised

an unchallenged supremacy. With the Temple and its Sadducean
high priests perished the Sanhedrin in which the Sadducees had
competed with the Pharisees for predominance. The Sicaril or

Zealots who had appealed to the arm of fle.sh were exterminated.

Only the teachers of the Law survived to direct the nation and to

teach those who remained loyal Jews, how they should render to

Caesar wliat belonged to Caesar, and to God what belonged to God.
Here and there hot-headed Zealots rose up to repeat the errors and
the disasters of their predecessors. But their fate only served to

deepen the impression already stamped upon the general mind of

the nation. Tne Temple was gone, but they had the Law. Already
the Jews of the Dispersion had learned to supplement the Temple by
the synagogue, ana even the Jews of Jerusalem had not been free

to spend their lives in the worship of the Temple. There were still,

as always, rites which wore independent of tlic place and of the
riest; there liad been a time when the Temple did not exist. So
udaism survived once more the destruction 01 its central sanctuary.

When Jerusalem was taken, the Sicarii still continued to hold
three strongholds ; one—Masada—for three years, But the com-
mander of Masada realized at length that there was no hope of

escaping captivity except by death, and urged his comrades to

anticipate tneir fate. Each man slew his wife and children; ten
men were selected by lot to slay the rest; one man slew the nine
executioners, fired the palace and feU upon his sword When the
place was stormed the garrison consisted of two old women and five

children who had concealed themselves in caves. So Vespasian
obtained possession of Palestine—the country which Nero had given

him—and for a lime it was purged of revolutionaries. Early
Christian writers assert that he proceeded to search out and to

execute all descendants of Davia who might conceivably come
forward as claimants of the vacant throne.

In Egypt and in Cyrene fugitive Zealots endeavoured to continue
their reb^on against the emperor, but tlierc also with disastrous

results. The doors of the Temple in Egypt were closed, and its .sacri-

fices which had been offered lor 243 years were prohibited. Soon
afterwards this temple also was destroyed. Apart from these local

outbreaks, the Jev's throughout the empire remained loyal citizens

and were not molested. The general hope of the nation was not
necessarily bound up with the house of David, and its realization

was not incompatible with the yoke of Rome, 'fhey still looked for

a true prophet, and meanwhile they had their rabhis.

Under Johanan ben ZacGsd (g.v.\ the Phairifiees established them-
selves at J amnia. A new Sanhedrin was formed there under the
presidency of a ruler, who received yearly dues from all Jewiah
communities. The scribes through the .synagogues preserved the
national spirit and directed it towards the religious hfc which was
prescribed by Scripture. The traditions of the elders were tested

and gradually harmonized in their essentials. The canon of Scrip-

ture was decided in accordance with the touchstone of the Penta
teuch. Israel had retired to their tents to study their Bible.

Under Vespasian and Titus the lews enjoyed freedom of con-
science and equal political rights with non-Jewish subjects of Rome.
But Domitian, according to pagan historians, bore hardly on them.
The temple-tax was strictly exacted; Jews who lived the Jewish hfc
without openly confessing their religion and Jews who concealed
their nationality were brought before the magistrates. Proselytes
to Judaism wore oondemned either to death or to forfeiture of
their property. Indeed it would seem that Domitian instituted a
persecution of the Jews, to which Nerva his successor put an end.
Towards the end of Trajan's reign (114-117) the Jews of Egypt and
C3Tene rose against their Greek neighbours and set up a king. The
rebellion spread to Cyprus

;
and when Trajan advanced from

Mesopotamia into Parthia the Jews of Mesopotamia revolted.
The massacres they perpetrated were avenged in kind and all the
insurrections wore quelled when Hadrian succeeded Trajan.

In 132 the Jews of Palestine rebelled again. Hadrian had for-
bidden circumcision as illegal mutikitlon : he had also replaced
Jerusalem by a city of hia own, Aeha Capitolum, and the tem^ of
Yahweh by a temple of Jupiter. Apart from these bitter provoca-
tions—the prohibition of the sign of the covenant and the desecration
of the sacred place—the Jews had a leader who was recognized as
Messiah by the rabbi Aqiba. Though the majority of the rabbis
looked for no such deliverer and refused to admit his chums, Borcochc-
bas drew the people after him to struggle for their national
independence. For three years and a half he held his own and issued
coins in the name of Simon, which commemorate the liberation of
Jerusalem. Some attempt was apparently made to rebuild the
Temple; and the Jews of the Dispersioii, who had perhaps beoi
won over by Aqiba, supported the rebellion. Indeed even Gentiles
helped them, so that the whole world pio Cassius says) was stirred.
Hadrian sent his best generals against the rebels, and at length they
were driven from Jerusalem to Bethar (133). The Jews were for-

bidden to enter the now city of Jerusalem on pain of death.
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to be avoided. The Leibzoll (body-tax) was also abolished^ in

addition to the special law-taxes^ the passport-duty, the night-

duty and all similar imposts which had stamped the Jews
as outcast, for they were now (Dec. 19) to have equal
rights with the Christian inhabitants.*' The Jews were not,

indeed, granted complete citizenship, and their residence and
public worship in Vienna and other Austrian cities were circum-

scribed and even penalized. " But Joseph II. annulled a number
of vexatious, restrictive regulations, such as the compulsory
wearing of beards, the prohibition against going out in the

forenoon on Sundays or holidays, or frequenting public pleasure

resorts. The emperor even permitted Jewish wholesale mer-
chants, notables and their sons, to wear swords (January 2,

1782), and especially insisted that Christians should behave in a
friendly manner towards jews.”

48.

The Mendelssohn Movement.—This notable beginning to

the removal of “ the ignominy of a thousand years ” was
causally connect^ with the career of Moses Mendclssolm (1729-
1786

;
q.v.). He found on both sides an unreadiness for approxi-

mation : the Jews had sunk into apathy and degeneration, the

Christians were still moved by hereditary antipathy. The
failure of the liopes entertained of Sabbatai Zebi {q.v.) had
plunged the Jewries of the world into despair. This Smyman
pretender not only proclaimed himself Messiah {c. 1650) but he
w’as accepted in that role by vast numbers of his brethren. At
the moment when Spinoza was publishing a sy.stem which is

still a dominating note of modem philosophy, this other .son of

Israel was capturing the very heart of Jewry. His miracles

were reported and eagerly believed everywhere; “ from Poland,

Hamburg and Amsterdam treasures poured into his court
;
in the

Levant young men and maidens prophesied before him; the

Persian Jews refused to till the fields. ‘ We shall pay no more
taxes,* they said, ‘ our Messiah is come.* ” The expectation

that he would lead Israel in triumph to the Holy Land wars

doomed to end in disappointment. Sabbatai lacked one quality

without which enthusiasm is ineffective ; he failed to believe in

himself. At the critical moment he embraced Islam to escape

death; and though he was still believed in by many—it was not
Sabbatai himself but a phantom resemblance that had assumed
the turban !—^his meteoric career did but colour the sky of the

Jews with deeper blackness. Despite all thi.s, one must not fall

into the ea.sv error of exaggerating the degeneration into which
the Jewries of the world fell from the middle of the 17th till the

middle of the i8th century. For Judaism had organized itself;

the Sktdfyan ari*ch of Joseph Qaro {q.v.), printed in 1564 witliin

a decade of its completion, though not accepted without demur,
was nevertheless widely admitted as the code of Jewish life. If

in more recent times progress in Judaism ha.s implied more or

less of revolt against the rigors and fetters of Qaro’s code, yet

for 250 years it was a powerful safeguard against demoralization

and stagnation. No community living in full accordance with

that code could fail to reach a high moral and intellectual level.

It is truer to say that on the whole the Jews began at this period

to abandon as hopeless the attempt to find a place for themselves

in the general life of their countjy. Perliaps they even ceased

to desire it. Thtir children were taught without any regard to

outside conditions, they spoke and wrote a jargon, and their

whole training, both by what it included and by what it excluded,

tended to produce isolation from their neighbours. Moses

Mendelssohn, both by his career and by his propaganda, for

ever put an end to these conditions
;
he more than any other man.

Bom in the ghetto of Dessau, he was not of the ghetto. At the

age of fourteen he found his way to Berlin, where Frederick the

Great, inspired by the spirit of Voltaire, held the maxim that
“ to oppress the Jews never brought prosperity to any govem-
ment.” Mendelssohn became a warm friend of Lessing, the

hero of whosedrama Na^n the Wise was drawn from the Dessau

Jew. Mendelssohn's Pkaedo, on the immortality of the soul,

brought the author ipXo immediate fame, and the simple home
of the Jewish Plato ” was sought by many of the leaders of

Gentile society in Berlin. Mendelssohn’s translation of the

Pentateuch into German with a new commentary by himself

and others introduced the Jews to more modem ways of thinking.

Two results emanated from Mendelssohn’s work. A new school

of scientific study of Judaism emerged, to be dignified by the
names of Leopold Zunz {g^v.), H. Graetz {q.v.) and many
others. On the other hand Mendelssohn by his pragmatic
conception of reli^on (specially in his Jerusalem) weakened the
belief of certain minds in the absolute truth of Judaism, and thus
his own grandchildren (including the famous musician Felix

Mendels.sohn-Bartholdy),a5 well as later Heine, Bd]me, Gans and
Neander, embraced Christianity. Within Judaism itself two
parties were formed, the Liberals and the Conservatives, and as
thne went on these tendencies definitely organized themselves.

Holdheim {q.v.) and Geiger {q.v.) led the reform movement in

Germany and at the present day the effects of the movement are

widely felt in America on the Liberal side and on the opposite
side in the work of the neo-orthodox school founded by S. R.
Hirsch {q.v.). Modem seminaries were established first in

Brplau by Zacharias Frankel {q.v.) and later in other cities.

Brilliant results acemed from all this participation in the general
life of Germany. Jews, engaged in all the professions and pur-

suits of the age, came to the front in many branches of public
life, claiming such names as Riesser (d. 1863) and Lasl^ in

politics, Auerbach in literature, Rubenstein and Joachim in

music, Traube in medicine, and Lazarus in psychology. !^pe-
cially famous have been the J ewish linguists, pre-eminent among
them Theodor Bcnfey (1809-1881), the pioneer of modern
comparative philology ; and the Greek scholar and critic Jakob
Bemays (1824-1881).

49. Effect 0/ the French Revolution.—In close relation to the
German progress in Mendelssohn's age, events had been pro-
gressing in France, where the Revolution did much to improve
the Jewisli condition, thanks largely to the influence of Mirabeau.
In 1807 Napoleon convoked a Jewish assembly in Paris. Though
the decisions of this body had no binding force on the Jews
generally, yet in some important particulars its decrees represent

principles widely adopted by the Jewish community. They
proclaim the acceptance of the spirit of Mendelssohn's recon-

ciliation of the Jews to modem life. They assert the citizen-

ship and patriotism of Jews, their determination to accommodate
themsef\"es to the present as far as they could while retaining

loyalty to the past. They declare their readiness to adapt the

law of the synagogue to the law of the land, as for instance in

the question of marriage and divorce. No Jew, they decided,

may perform the ceremony of marriage unless civil formalities

have been fulfilled
;
and divorce is allowed to the Jews only if and

so far as it is confirmatory of a legal divorce pronounced by the

civil law of the land. The French assembly did not succeed in

obtaining formal assent to these decisions (except from Frankfort

and Holland), but they gained the practical adhesion of tiie

majority of Western and American Jews. Napoleon, after the

report of the assembly, established the consistorial system which
remained in force, with its central consistory in the capital,

until the recent separation of church and state. Many French

Jews acquired fame, amo^g them the ministers Cr^mieux (1796-

1879), Fould, Gondchaux and Raynal; the archaeologists and
philologians Oppert, Hal6vy, Munk, the Derenbourgs, Darme-
steters and Reinachs; the musicians Hal6vy, Waldteufel and
Meyerbeer; the auiliors and dramatists, CatuUe Mend^ and
A. d'Ennery, and many others, among them several distinguished

occupants of civil and military offices.

50. Modern Italy.—Similar developments occurred in other

countries, though it becomes impossible to treat the history of

the Jews, from this time onwards, in general outline. We must
direct our attention to the most important countries in such

detail as space permits. And first as to Italy, where the Jews
in a special degree have identified themselves with the national

life. The revolutions of 1848, which greatly affected the posi-

tbn of the Jews in several parts of Europe, Ivought considerable

gain to the Jews of Italy. During the war against Austria in

the year named, Isaac Pesaro Marogonato was finance minister

in Venice. Previously to this date the Jews were still confined

to the ghetto, but in 1859, in the Italy united under Victor
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Emmanuel II., the Jews obtained complete rights, a privilege

which was extended also to Rome itself in 1870. The Italian

Jews devoted themselves with ardour to the service of the state.

Isaac Artom was (favour’s secretary, L’ Olper a counsellor of

Mazzini. “ The names of the Jewish soldiers who died in the

cause of Italian liberty were placed along with those of their

Christian fellow soldiers on the monuments erected in their

honour ” {Jewish Encyclopedia

,

vii. 10). More recently men
like Woliemberg, Otlolenghi and Luzzatti rose to high positions

as ministers of state. Most noted of recent Jewish scliolars in

Italy was S. D. Luzzatto {q,v.)

51. Austria.—From Italy we may turn Ic the country which
so much influenced Italian politics, Austria, which had founded

the system of “Court Jews” in 1518, had expelled the Jews
from Vienna as late as 1670, when the synagogue of that city

was converted into a church. But economic laws are often too

strong for civil vagaries or sectarian fanaticism, and as the

commerce of Austria suffered by the absence of the Jews, it was
impossible to exclude the latter from the fairs in the provinces

or from the markets of the capital. As has been pointed out

above, certain protected Jews were permitted to reside in places

where the expulsion of the Jews had been decreed. But Maria

'Fheresa (1740-1780) was distinguished for her enmity to the

Jews, and in 1744 made a futile attempt to secure their expulsion

from Bohemia. “ In 1 760 she issued an order that all unbearded

Jews should wear a yellow badge on their left arm ” {Jewtsh

Encyclopedia, ii. 330). The most petty limitations of Jewish

commercial activity continued; thus at about this period the

community of Prague, in a petition, “ complain that they arc

not permitted to buy victuals in the market before a certain

hour, vegetables not liefore q and cattle not before ii o^'lock;

to buy fish is sometimes altogether prohibited; Jewish drug-

gists are not permitted to buy victuals at the same time with

Christians ’’ {op. cit). So, too, with taxation. It was exorbi-

tant and vexatious. To pay for rendering inoperative the

banishment edict of 1744, the Jews were taxed 3,000,000 florins

annually for ten years. In the same year it was decreed that

the Jews should pay “ a special tax of 40,000 florins for the right

to import their citrons for the feast of booths.” Nevertheless,

Joseph IT. (1780-1790) inaugurated a new era for the Jews of

his empire. Soon after his accession he abolished the distinctive

Jewish dress, abrogated the poll-tax, admitted the Jews to

mililHy service and their children to the public schools, and in

general Opened the era of emancipation by the Toleranzpaient

of 1782. This enlightened policy was not continued by the
successors of Joseph II, Under Francis II. (1792-1835) eco-

nomic’ and social restrictions were numerous. Agriculture was
again barred; indeed the Vienna congress of 1815 practically

restored the old discriminations against the Jews. As time
went on, a more progressive policy intervened, the special form
of Jewish oath was abolished in 1846, and in 1848, as a result

of the revolutionary movement in which Jews played an active

part, legislation took a more liberal turn. Francis Joseph I,

asc'ended the throne in that year, and though the constitution

of 1849 recognized the principle of religious liberty, an era of

reaction supervened, especially when “ the concordat of 1855
delivered Austria altogether into the hands of the clericals.”

But the day of medieval intolerance had passed, and in 1867 the
new constitution “ abolished all disabilities on the ground of

religious differences,” though anti-Semitic manipulation of the
law by administrative authority has led to many instances of

intolerance. Many Jews have been members of the Reichsrath,
some have risen to the^-ank of general in the army, and Au.strian

Jews have contributed their quota to learning, the arts and
literature. lilw, Jellinek, Kaufmann, as scholars in the Jewish
field; as poets and novelists, Kompert, Franzos, L. A. Frankl;
the pianist Moscheles, the dramatist Mosenthal and the actor
Sonnenthal, the mathematician Spitzer, and the chess-player
Steinitz are some of the most prominent names. The law of

1890 makes it “ compulsory for eveiy’^ Jew to be a member of
the congregation of the district in which he reside.s, and so gives
to ever>^ congregation the right to tax the individual members ”

{op, ciL). A .similar obligation prevails in parts of Germany.
A Jew can avoid the communal tax only by formally declaring

himself as outside the Jewish community. The Jews of Hungar>’

shared with their brethren in Austria the same alternations of

expulsion and recall. By the law “ De Judaeis ” passed by the

Diet in 1791 the Jews were accorded protection, but half a century

passed before their tolerated condition was regularized. The
“ toleration-tax ” was abolished in 1846. During the revolu-

tionary outbreak of 1848, the Jews suffered severely in Hungary,
but as many as 20,000 Jews are said to have joined the army.

Kossuth succeeded in granting them temporary emancipation,

but the suppression of the War of Independence led to an era of

royal autocracy which, while it advanced Jewish culture by

enforcing the establishment of modern schools, retarded the

obtaining of civic and political rights. As in Austria, so in

Hungary, these rights were granted by the constitution of 1867.

But one .step remained. The Hungarian Jews did not consider

themselves fully emancipated until the Synagogue was “ duly

recognized as one of the legally acknowledged religions of the

country.” This recognition was granted by the law of 1895-1896.

In the words of Biichlcr {Jeivish Encyclopedia, vi. 503) :
“ Since

their emancipation the Jews have taken an active part in the

political, industrial, scientific and artistic life of Hungary. In

all these fields they have achieved prominence. They have also

founded great religious institutions. Their progress has not been

arrested even by anti-Semitism, which first developed in 1883 at

the time of the Tisza-Eslar accusation of ritual murder.”

52. Other European Countries.—^According to M. ('aimi the

present Jewish communities of Greece are divisible into five

groups :‘(i) Arta (Epirus); (2) Chalcis (Euboea); (3) Athens
(Attica); (4) Volo, Larissa and Trikala (Thessaly); and (5) Corfu

and Zante (Ionian Islands). The Greek constitution admits no
religious disabilities, but anti-Semitic riots in Corfu and Zante in

1891 caused much distress and emigration. In Spain there has

been of late a more liberal attitude towards the Jews, and there

is a small congregation (without a public synagogue) in Madrid.

In 1858 the edict of expulsion was repealed, i^ortugal, on the

other hand, having abolished the Inquisition in 1821, has since

1826 allowed Jews freedom of religion, and there are .synagogues

in Lisbon and Faro. In Holland the Jew^s were cadmitted to

political liberty in 1796. At present more than half of the Dutch

Jews are concentrated in Amsterdam, being largely engaged in

the diamond and tobacco trades. Among famous names of

recent times foremost stands that of the artist Josef Israels. In

1675 was consecrated in Amsterdam the synagogue which is still

the most noted Jewish edifice in Europe. Belgium granted full

freedom to the jews in 1815, and the community has since 1808

been organized on the state consistorial system, which till

recently also prevailed in France. It was not till 1874 that full

religious equality was granted to the Jews of Switzerland. But
there has been considerable interference (ostensibly on humani-

tarian grounds) with the Jewish method of slaughtering animals

for food {Shehitah) and the method was prohibited by a refer-

endum in 1893. In the same year a similar enactment was
passed in Saxony, and the subject is a favourite one with anti-

Semites, who have enlisted on their side some scientific authori-

ties, though the bulk of expert opinion is in favour of Shehitah

(see Dembo, Das Schlachten, 1894). In Sweden the Jews have all

the rights which are open to non-Lutherans; they cannot become
members of the council of state. In Norway there is a small

Jewish settlement (especially in Christiania) who are engaged

in industrial pursuits and enjoy complete liberty. Denmark
has for long been distinguished for its liberal policy towards the

Jews. Since 1814 the latter have been eligible as magistrates,

and in 1849 full equality was formally ratified. Many Copen-

hagen Jews achieved distinction as manufacturers, merchants

and bankers, and among famous Jewish men of letters may be
.specially named Georg Brandes.

The story of the Jews in Russia and Rumania remains a black

spot on the European record. In Russia the Jews are more
numerous and more harshly treated -than in any other part of

the world. In the remotest past Jews were settled in much of
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the territory now included in Russia, but they are still treated

as aliens. They are restricted to the pale of settlement which

was first established in 1791. The pale now includes fifteen

governments, and under the May laws of 1892 the congestion of

the Jewish population, the denial of free movement, and the

exclusion from the general rights of citizens were rendered more

oppressive than ever before. The right to leave the pale is indeed

granted to merchants of the first gild, to those possessed of

certain educational diplomas, to veteran soldiers and to certain

classes of skilled artisans. But these concessions areunfavour-

ably interpreted and much extortion results. Despite a huge

emigration of Jews from Russia, the congestion within the pale

is the cause of terrible destitution and misery . Fierce m^sacres

occurred in Nizhniy-Novgorod in 1882, and in Kishinev in 1903.

Many other pogroms have occurred, and the condition of the

Jews has been reduced to one of abject poverty and despair.

Much was hoped from the duma, but this body has proved

bitterly opposed to the Jewish claim for liberty. Yet in spite

of these disabilities there are amongst the Russian Jews many

enterprising contractors, skilful doctors, and successful lawyers

and scientists. In Rumania, despite the Berlin Treaty, the Jews

are treated as aliens, and but a small number have been natural-

ized. They are excluded from most of the professions and are

hampered in every direction.

53. Oriental Countries .—In the Orient the condition of the

Jews has been much improved by the activity of Western

organizations, of which something is said in a later paragraph.

Modem schools have been set up in many places, and Palestine

has been the scene of a notable educational and agricultural

revival, while technical schools—such as the agricultural college

near Jaffa and the schools of the alliance and the more recent

Bezalel in Jerusalem—have been established. Turkey has always

on the whole tolerated the Jews, and much is hoped from the

new regime. In Morocco the Jews, who until late in the i9tlr

centur>^ were often persecuted, are still confined to a mcUah

(separate quarter), but at the coast-towns there are prosperous

Jewish communities mostly engaged in commerce. In other

parts of the same continent, in Egypt and in South Africa, many

Jews have settled, participating in all industrial and financial

pursuits. Recently a mission has been sent to the Falashas of

Abyssinia, and much interest has been felt in such outlying

branches of the Jewish people as the Black Jews of Cochin and

the Bene Israel community of Bombay. In Persia Jews are

often the victims of popular outbursts as well as of official extor-

tion, but there are fairly prosperous communities at Bushire,

Isfahan, Teheran and Kashan (in Shiraz they are in low estate).

The recent advent of constitutional government may improve

the condition of the Jew.s.

54. The United Kingdom.—Tht general course of Jewish

history in England has been indicated above. The Jews came

to England at least as early as the Norman Conquest ;
they were

expelled from Bury St Edmunds in 1190, after the massacres at

the coronation of Richard I.; they were required to wear badges

in 1218. At the end of the 12th century was established the

“ exchequer of the Jews,” which chiefly dealt with suits concern-

ing money-lending, and arranged a “ continual flow of money

from the Jews to the royal treasury,” and a so-called “ parlia-

ment of the Jews ” was summoned in 1241 ;
in 1275 was enacted

the statute de Judaismo which, among other things, permitted

the Jews to hold land. But this concession was illusory, and as

the statute prevented Jews from engaging in finance—the only

occupation which .had been open to them—it was a prelude to

their expulsion in 1290. There were few Jews in England from

that date till the Commonwealth, but Jews settled in the American

colonies earlier in the 17th century, and rendered considerable

services in the advancement of English commerce. The White-

hall conference of 1655 marks a change in the status of the Jews

in England itself, for though no definite results emerged it was

clearly defined by the judges that there was no legal obstacle to

the return of the Jews. Charles II. in 1664 continued Cromweirs

tolerant policy. No serious attempt towards the emancipation

of the Jews was made till the Naturalization Act of 1753, which
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was, however, immediately repealed. Jews no longer attached

to the Synagogue, such as the Herschels and Disraelis, attained

to fame. In 1830 the first Jewish emancipation bill was brought

in by Robert Grant, but it was not till the legislation of 1858^

i860 that Jews obtained full parliamentary rights. In other

directions progress was more rapid. The office of sheriff was

thrown open to Jews in 1835 (Moses Montefiore, sheriff of London

was knighted in 1837); Sir I. L. Goldsmid was made a baronet

in 1841, Baron Lionel de Rothschild was elected to Parliament in

1847 (though he was unable to take his seat), Alderman (Sir

David) Salomons became lord mayor of London in 1855, and

Francis Goldsmid was made a Q.C. in 1858. In 1873 Sir George

Jessel was made a judge, and Lord Rothschild took his seat in the

House of Lords as the first Jewish peer in 1886. A fair propor-

tion of Jews have been elected to the House of Commons, and

Mr Herbert Samuel rose to cabinet rank in 1909. Sir Matthew

Nathan has been governor of Hong-Kong and Natal, and among

Jewish statesmen in the colonies Sir Julius Vogel and V. L.

Solomon have been prime ministers (Hyamson : A History oj the

Jews in England, p. 342). It is unnecessary to remark that in

the British colonies the Jews everywhere enjoy full citizenship.

In fact, the colonies emancipated the Jews earlier than did the

mother country. Jews were settled in Canada from the time

of Wolfe, and a congregation was founded at Montreal in 1768,

and since 1832 Jews have been entitled to sit in the Canadi^

parliament. 'Fhere are some thriving Jewish agricultural colonies

in the same dominion. In Australia the Jews from the fir.st were

welcomed on perfectly equal terms. The oldest congregation

is that of Sydney (1817); the Melbourne community dates from

1844. Reverting to incidents in England itself, in 1870 the

abolition of university tests removed all restrictions on Jews at

Oxford and Cambridge, and both universities have since elected

Jews to professorships and other posts of honour. The communal

organization of English Jewry is somewhat inchoate. In 1841

an independent reform congregation was founded, and the

Spanish and Portuguese Jews have always maintained their

separate existence with a ^aham as the ecclesiastical head. In

1870 was founded the United Synagogue, which is a metropolitan

organization, and the same remark applies to the more recent

Federation of Synagogues. The chief rabbi, who is the ecclesi-

astical head of the United Synagogue, has also a certain amount

of authority over the provincial and colonial Jewries, but this

is nominal rather than real. The provincial Jewries, however,

participate in the election of the chief rabbi. At the end of 1909

was held the first conference of Jewish ministers in London, and

from this is expected some more syste^tic organization of

scattered communities. Anglo-Jew^ is rich, however, in chari-

table, educational and literary institutions; chief among these

respectively may be named the Jewish board of guardians

(1859), the Jews’ college (1855), and the Jewish historical society

(1893). Beside.s the distinctions already noted, English Jews

have risen to note jn theology (C. G. Montefiore), in literature

(Israel Zangwill and Alfred Sutro), in art (S. Hart, R.A., and

S. J. Solomon, R.A.), in music (Julius Benedict and Frederick

Hymen Cowen). More than 1000 English and colonial Jews

participated as active combatants in the South African War.

The immigration of Jews from Russia was mainly responsible

for the ineffective yet oppressive Aliens. Act of 1905. (Full

accounts of Anglo-Jewish institutions are given in the Jewish

Year-Book published annually since 1895.)

55. The American Continent.—C\o?e\y parallel with the progress

of \he Jews in England has been their steady advancement in

America. Jews made their way to America early in the i6th

century, settling in Brazil prior to the Dutch occupation. Under

Dutch rule they enjoyed full civil rights. In Mexico and Peru

they fell under the ban of the Inquisition. In Surinam the Jews

were treated as British subjects; in Barbadoes, Jamaica and New

York they are found as early as the first half of the 17th century.

During the War of Independence the Jews of America took a

prominent part on both sides, for under the British rule many

had risen towealth and high social position. After the Declaration

of Independence, Jews are found all over America, where they
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have long enjoyed complete emancipation, and have enormously

increased in numbers, owing particularly to immigration from

Russia. The American Jews tore their share in the Civil War

(7038 Jews were in the two armies), and have always identified

themselves closely with national movements such as the eman-

cipation of Cuba. They have attained to high rank in all

branches of the public service, and have shown most splendid

instances of far-sighted and generous philmtliropy. Within the

Synagogue the reform movement began in 1825, and soon won

many successes, the central conference of American rabbis and

Union College (1875) at Cincinnati being the instruments of this

progress. At the present time orthodox Judaism is also again

acquiring its due position and the Jewish theological seminary

of America was founded for this purpose. In 1908 an organiza-

tion, inclusive of various religious sections, was founded under

the description “ the Jewish community of New York."’ There

havT been four Jewish members of the United States senate, and

about 30 of the nationiil house of representatives. Besides

filling many diplomatic offices, a Jew (0 , S. Straus) has been a

member of the cabinet. Many Jews have filled profcs.sorial

chairs at the universities, others have been judges, and in art,

literature (there is a notable Jewish publication society), industry

and commerce have render^ considerable services to national

culture and prosperity. American universities have owed much
to Jewish generosity, a foremost benefactor of these (as of many
other American institutions) being Jacob Schiff. Such institu-

tions as the Gratz and Dropsie colleges are further indications

of the splendid activity of American Jews in the educational

field. I'he Jews of America have also taken a foremost place

in the succour of their oppressed brethren in Russia and other

parts of the world. (Full accounts of American Jewish institu-

tions are given in the American Jewish Year-Book, published

annually since 18^.)
56. Anti-Semitism.-At is saddening to be oompelkd to close

this record with the statement that the progress of the European

Jews received a serious check by the ri.se of modern anti-Semi-

tism in the last quarter of the 19th century. While in Russia

this took the form of actual massacre, in Germany and Au.stria

it assumed the shape of social and civic ostracism. In Germany
Jews are still rarely admitted to the rank of officers in the army,

university posts are very difficult of access, Judaism and its

doctrines are denounced in medieval language, and a tone of

hostility prevails in many public utterances. In Austria, as in

Oerir/Ry,anti-Semitism is a factor in the parliamentary elections.

The legend of ritual murder {q.v.) has been revived, and every

obstacle is placed in the way of the free intercourse of Jews with

their Christian fellow-citizens. In France Edouard Adolphe

Drumont led the way to a similar animosity, and the popular

iury was fanned by the Dreyfus case. It is generally felt, how-

ever. that this recrudescence of anti-Semitism is a passing phase

in the hi.story of culture (see At^ti-Semitism).

57. The Zionist Movement.—The Zionist movement (see

Zionism), founded in 1895 Theodor Herzl (^.v.),was in a sense

the outcome of anti-Semitism. Its object was the foundation

of a Jewish state in Palestine, but though it aroused much
interc.st it failed to attract the majority of the emancipated Jews,

and the movement has of late been transforming itself into a
mere effort at colonization. Most Jews not only confidently be-

lieve that their own future lies in progressive development witliin

the various nationalities of the world, but they also hope that

a similar consummation is in store for the as yet unemancipated

branches of Israel. Hence the Jews are in no sense internation-

ally organized. The influence of the happier communities has

been exercised on behalf-*of those in a worse position by indivi-

duals such as Sir Moses Montefiore (q.v.) rather than by societies

or leagues. From time to time incidents arise which appeal to

the Jewish sympathies everywhere and joint action ensues.

Such incidents were the Dama.scus charge of ritual murder ( 1840),

the forcible baptism of the Italian child Mortara (1858), and the

Russian pogroms at various dates. But all attempts at an
international union of Jews, even in view of such cmergendes

as these, have failed. Each country has its own local organiza-

tion for dealing with Jewish questions. In France the Alliai^

Israelite (founded in i860), m England the Anglo-Jewish Associa-

tion (founded in 1871), in Germany the Hilfsverein derdeutschen

Juden, and in Austria the Israelitische Allianz zu Wien (founded

i872),inAmerica the American Jewish Committee (founded 1906),

and similar organizations in other countries deal only incidentally

with political affairs. They are concerned mainly with the

education of Jews in the Orient, and the establishment of colonies

and technical institutions. Baron Hirsch (q.v.) founded the

Jewish colonial ass^xnatkm, which has undertaken vast colonizing

and educational enterprises, especially in Ai^entina, and more

recently the Jewish territorial organization has been started to

found a home for the oppressed Jews of Russia. All these

institutions arc performing a great regenerative work, and the

tribulations and disappointments of the last decades of the 19th

century were not all loss. The gain consisted in the rousing of

the Jewish consciousness to more virile efforts towards a double

end, to succour the persecuted and ennoble the ideals of the

emancipated.

58. Statistics.—Owing to the absence of a religious census in

several important countries, the Jewish population of the world can
only be given by inferential estimate. The fi^lowing approximate
hgurea are taken from ibii American Jewish Year-Jiook for 1909-1910
and arc based on similar estimates in the English Jewish Year-Book^

the Jewish Encyclopedia, Noasig’s Jiidische Statisitk and tlic Reports

of the Alliance Israelite L'nivcrscllc. According to these estimates

the total Jewish population of the world in the year named was
^proximatcly 11,500,000. Of this total there were in the British

Empire about 380,000 jews (British Isles 240,000, London accounts

for 150,000 of" these; Canada and British Columbia 60,000; India

18,000; South Africa 40,000). The largest Jewish populations were
those of Russia (5,215,000), Austria-Hungary (2,084,000), United

States of America (1,777,000), Germany (607,000, of whom 409,000
were in Prussia), Turkey (463,000, of whom some 78,000 resided in

Palestine), Rumania (250,000), Morocco (109,000) and Holland
(loO.ooo). Others of the more important totals are : France 95,000
(besides Algeria 63,000 and Tunis 62,000); Italy 52,000; Persia

49,000; Egypt 39,000; Bulgaria 36,000; Argentine Republic 30,000;

Tripoli 19,000; Turkestan and Afglianistaa 14,000; Switzerland and
Belgium each 12,000: Mexico 9000; Greece 8000; Servia Oi^o;

Sweden and Cuba each 4000; Denmark 3500; Brazil and Abys.sinia

(Falashas) each 3000; Spain and Portugal 2500; China and Japan
2000. There are also Jews in Cura^oa, Surinam, Luxemburg,
Norway, Peru, CTetc and Venezuela; but in none of these does the

Jewish population much exceed 1000.

Bibliography.—H. Graetz, Geschichte der Juden (11 vols., 1853-

1873; several subsequent editions of separate volumes; Eng. trans.

5 voIb., 1891-1692); the works of L. Zunz; Jewish^ Encyclopedia

passim; publications of Jewish societies, such as Etudes Jmves,
Jewish historical socictias of England and America, German histori-

cal commission, ] ulius Barasch society (Rumania), Socictas Idtteraria
Hungarico-Judaica, the Viennese communal publications, and many
others to whicli may be added the 20 vols. of the Jewish Quarterly

Review; Sclmmc, RecMsverhdltnissc der Juden {1901); M. Giidemann
Geschichte des Erziehungswesens und der Cultur der Juden (1880, &c.)

;

A. Loroy-BeauUeu, Israel among the Nations (1895); I. Abrahams,
Jewish Life in the Middle Ages (1896); G. F. Abbott, Israel in Europe

(1905) ;
G. Caro, Wirischafisgeschichie der Juden (1908) ; M. Piiilippson,

Neueste Geschichte des judischen Volkes (1907, Ac
) ;

Nossig, Juaische

Staiistik (1903) ;
and such special works as H. Gross, Gallia Judaica

(1897), &C. (I. A.)

JEWSBURY, GERALDINE ENDSOR (1812-1880), English

writer, daught€r of Thomas Jewsbu^>^ a Manchester merchant,

was bom in 1 8i 2 at Measham, Derbyshire. Her first novel, Zoe :

the History of Tivo Lives, was published in 1845, was followed

by The Half Sisters (1848), Marian Withers (1851), Constance

Herbert (1855), The Sorrows of Gentility (1856), or Wrong

(1859). In 1850 she was invited by Charles Dickens to write

ioT Household Words; for many years she was a frequent con-

tributor to the Athenaeum and other journals and magazines.

It is, however, mainly on account of her friendship with Thomas
Carlyle and his wife that her name is remembered. Carlyle

described her, after their first meeting in 1841, as **oneof the most

interesting young women I have seen for years; clear delicate

sense and courage looking out of her small sylph-like figure."

From this time till Mrs Carlyle’s death in 1866, Geraldine Jews-

bury was the most intimate of her friends. The selections from

Geraldine Jewsbury’s letters to Jane Welsh Carlyle (1892, ed. Mrs

Alexander Ireland) prove how confidential were the relations
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between the two women for a quarter of a century. In 1854
Miss Jewsbuiy removed from Manchester to London to be near

her friend. To her Carlyle turned for sympathy when his wife

died; and at his request she wrote down some biographical

anecdotes ” of Mrs Carlyle’s childhood and early married life.

Carlyle’s comment was that “ few or none of these narratives are

correct in details^ but there is a certain mythical truth in all or

most of them;” and he added, “the Geraldine accounts of

her (Mrs Carlyle’s) childhood ore substantially correcti” He
accepted them as the groundwork for his own essay on “ Jane
Welsh Carlyle,” with which they were therefore incorporated by

Froude when editing Carlyle’s Reminiscences. Miss Jewsbury

was consulted by Froude when he was preparing Carlyle’s

biography, and her recollection of her friend’s confidences con-

firmed the suspicion that Carlyle had on one occasion used

physical violence towards his wife. Miss Jewsbury further

informed Froude that the secret of the domestic troubles of the

Carlyles lay in the fact that Carlyle had been “ one of those

persons who ought never to have married,” and that Mrs Carlyle

had at one time contemplated having her marriage legally an-

nulled (see My Relations with Carlyle^ by James Anthony Froude,

1903). The endeavour has been made to discredit Mias Jews-

bury in relation to this matter^ but there seems to be no sufficient

ground for doubting that she accurately repeated what she hud

learnt from Mrs Carlyle’s own lips. Miss Jewsbury died in

London on the 23rd of September 1880.

JEW'S EARS, the popular name of a fungus, known botani-

cally as Hirneola auticula-judae, so called from its shape, which

somewhat resembles a human ear. It is very thin, flexible, flesh-

coloured to dark brown, and one to three inches broad. It is

common on branches of elder, which it often kills, and is also

found on elm, willow, oak and other trees. It was formerly

prescribed as a remedy for dropsy.

JEW’S HARP, or Jew’s Trump (Fr. guimhctrdef 0 . Fr. tramped

grofide'y Ger. Mundharmonica, MauUrommel, Brummeisen; Ital.

scaccia-pensieri or spnssa-pensiero), a small musical instrument

of percussion, known for centuries all over Europe. “ Jew’s

trump ” is the older name, and “ trump ” is still used in parts

of Great Britain. Attempts have been made to derive “ Jew’s
”

from “ jaws ” or Fr. feu, but, though there is no apparent reason

for associating the instrument with the Jews, it is certain that

“ Jew’.s ” is the original form (see the New EngUsk Dictionary and

C. B. Mount in Notes and Queries (Oct. 23, 1897, p. 332).

The instrument consists of a slender tongue of steel riveted at

one end to the base of a pear-shaped steel loop
;
the other end of

the tongue, left free and passing out between the two branches

of the frame, terminates in a sharp bend at right angles, to enable

the player to depress it by an elastic blow and thus set it vibrating

while firmly pressing the branches of the frame against his teeth.

The vibrations of the steel tongue produce a compound sound

composed of a fundamental and its harmonics. using the

cavity of the mouth as a resonator, each harmonic in succession

can be isolated and remforced, giving the instrument the

compass shown. The lower harmonics of the series cannot be
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obtained, owing fo the limited capacity of the resonating cavity.

The black notes on the stave show the scale which may be

produced by using two harps, one tuned a fourth above the

other. The player on- the Jew’s harp, in order to isolate the

harmonics, frames his mouth as though intending to pronounce
the various vowels. At the beginning of the igth century,

when much energy and ingenuity were being expended m all

countries upon the invention of new musical instruments, the

Maidtrmmely re-christened Mundharmonica (the most rational

of all its names), attracted attention in Germany. Heinnch
Scheibler devised an ingenious holder with a handle, to contain

five Jew’s harps, all tuned to different notes; by holding one in

each hand, a large compass, with duplicate notes, became avail-

able; he csdled this complex Jew’s ha^ Aura ^ and with it played
tliemes with variations, marches, Scotch reels. Sic. Other
virtuosi, such as Eulenstein, a native of Wiirttemberg, achieved

the same result by placing toe variously tuned Jew’s harps upon
the table in front of him, taking them up and setting them down
as required. Eulenstein creat^ a sensation in London in 1827

by playing on no fewer than sixteen Jew’s harps. In 1828

Sir Charles Wheatstone published an essay on the technique of

the instrument in the Quarterly Journal of Science. (K. s.)

JEZEBEL (Heb. hzehdy perha;;^ an artificial form to suggest
“ un-exalted,” a divine name or its equivalent would naturally

be expected instead of the first syllable), wife of Ahab, king of

Israel (1 Kings xvi. 31), and mother of Athahah, in the Bible.

Her father Eth-baal (Ithobal, Jos., contra Ap. i. 18) was king of

Tyre and priest of the goddess Astarte. He had usurped the

throne and was the first important Phoenician king after Hiram
(see Phoenicia). Jezebel, a true daughter of a priest of Astarte,

showed herself hostile to the worship of Yahweh, and to his

prophets, whom she relentlessly pursued (i Kings xviil. 4-13; see

Elijah). She is represented as a woman of virile character, and
became notorious for the part she took in the matter of Naboth’s
vineyard. When the Jezreclite* sheikh refused to sell the

family inheritance to the king, Jezebel treacherously caused him
to be arrested on a charge of treason, and with the help of false

witnesses he was found guilty and condemned to death. For
this the prophet Elijah pronounced a solemn curse upon Ahab
and jezebel, which was fulfilled when Jehu, who was anointed

king at Elisha’s instigation, killed the son Jehoram, massacred
all the family, and had Jezebel destroyed (i Kings xxi.

;
2 Kings

ix. 11-28). What is told of her comes from sources written

under the influence of strong religious bias; among the exagger-

ations must be reckoned i Kings xviii. 13, which is inconsistent

with xix. 18 and xxii. 6. A literal interpretation of the reference

to Jezebel’s idolatry (2 Kings ix. 22) has made her name a by-
word for a false prophetess in Rev. ii. 30. Her name is often

u.sed in modem English as a synonym for an abandoned woman
or one who paints her face. (S. A. C.)

JEZREEL (Heb. “ God sows ”), the capital of the Israelite

monarchy under Ahab, and the scene of stirring Biblical events

(i Sam. xxix. i
;
t Kings xxi. ; 2 Kings ix. 21-37). The name was

also applied to the great plain (Esdraelon) dominated by the

city (“ the valley of Jezreel,” Josh. xvii. 16, &c.), Tlic site has
never been lost, and the present village Zercin retains the name
radically unchanged. In Greek (e.g. Judith) the name appears

under the form *Eo8parf\d; it is Strc^ela in the Bordeaux Pilgrim

y

and to the Crusaders the place was known as Parvwn Gerinum,
The modem stone village stands on a bare rocky knoll, 500 ft.

above the broad northern valley, at the north extremity of a
long ledge, terminating in steep clifis, forming part of the chain

of Mt Gilboa. The buildings are modem, but some scanty

remains of rock-hewn wine presses and a few scattered sarcophagi

mark the antiquity of the site. The view over the plains is fine

and extensive. It is vain now to look for Ahab’s palace or

Naboth’s vineyard. The fountain mentioned in i Sam. xxix. i

is perhaps the fine spring 'Ain el Meiyyitay north of the village,

a shallow pool of gooc) water full of small fish, rising between
black basalt boulders : or more probably the copious 'Ain Jalud.

A second city named Jezreel lay in the hill country of Judah,
somewhere near Hebron (Josh. xv. 56). This was the native

place of David’s wife Abinoam (1 Sam. xxv. 43).

See, for an excellent description of the scenery and history of the
Israelite Jezreel, G. A. Smith, Hist. CfOog, xix.

JHABUA, a native state of Central India, in the Bhopawar
agency. Area, with the dependency of Rutonmal, 1336 sq. m.

1 See Allg, musift. Zig, (Leipzig, t8i6), p. 506, and Beilage 5,
where the construction of the instruments is described and illus-

trated and the system of notation shown in various pieces of music.
^ According to another tradition Naboth lived at Samaria (xxi. 1

[LXX], 18 seq.; cf. xxii. 38). A similar confusion regarding the

king’s home app^rs in 2 Kmgs x. 11 compared with w. 1, 17.
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Pop. (1901), 80,889. More than half the inhabitants belong to

the aboriginal Bhils. Estimated revenue, £7000; tribute,

liooo. Manganese and opium are exported. The chief, whose
title is raja, is a Rajput of the Rathor clan, descended from a

branch of the Jodhpur family. Raja Udai Singh was invested

in 1898 with the powers of administration.

The town of Jhabua (pop. 3.^54) stands on the bank of a lake,

and is surrounded by a mud wall. A dispensary and a guest-

house were constructed to commemorate Queen Victoria’s

Diamond Jubilee in 1897.

JHALAWAR, a native stale of India, in the Rajputana agency,

pop. (1901), 90,175; estimated revenue, £26,000; tribute, £2000.

Area, 8ro sq. m. The ruling family of Jhalawar belongs to the

Jhala clan of Rajputs, and their ancestors were petty chiefs

of Halwad in the district of Jhalawar, in Kathiawar. About

1709 one of the younger sons of the head of the clan left his

country with his son to try his fortunes at Delhi. At Kotah
he left his son Madhu Singh, who soon became a favourite with

the maharaja, and received from him an important post, which

became hereditary. On the death of one of the Kotah rajas

(1771), the country was left to the charge of Zalim Singh, a

descendant of Madhu Singh. From that time Zalim Singh was
the real ruler of Kotah, He brought it to a wonderful state of

prosperity, and under his administration, which lasted over

forty-five years, the Kotah territory was respec ted by all parties.

In 1838 it was resolved, with the consent of the chief of Kotah,

to dismember the state, and to create the new principality of

Jhalawar as a separate provision for the descendants of Zalim

.Singh. The districts then severed from Kotah were considered

to represent one-third (£120,000) of tlic income of Kotah; by
treaty they acknowledged the supremacy of the British, and

agreed to pay an annual tribute of £8000. Madan Singh rece'ived

the title (j) maharaja rana, and was placed on the same footing as

the other chiefs m Riijputana. He died in 1845. adopted son

of his successor took the name of Zalim Singh in 1875 on becom-

ing chief of Jhalawar. He was a minor and was not invested

with governing powers till 1884, Owing to his maladminis-

tration, his relations with the British government became
strained, and he was finally deposed in 1896, “ on account of

persistent misgovernment and proved unfitness for the powers

of a ruling chief.” He went to live at Benares, on a pension of

£2000; and the administration was placed in the hands of the

Briti|ij|. resident. After much consideration, the government

resol'^in 1897 to break up the state, restoring the greater part

to Kotah, but forming the two districts of Shahabad and the

Chaumahla into a new state, which came into existence in 1899,

and of which Kunwar Bhawani Singh, a descendant of the

original Zalim Singh, was appointed chief.

The chieftown is Patan, or Jhalrapatan(pop. 7955), founded

close to an old site by Zalim Singh in 1796, by the side of

an artificial lake. It is the centre of trade, the chief exports

of the state being opium, oil-seeds and cotton. The palace is

at the cantonment or chhaoni, 4 m. north. The ancient site

near the town was occupied by the city of C'handrawati, said to

have been destroyed in the time of Aurangzeb. 'J'he finest

feature of its remains is the temple of Si I aleswar Mahadeva
(r. 600).

JHANG, a town and district of British India, in the Multan

division of the Punjab. The town, which forms one municipality

with the newer and now' more important quarter of Maghiana,

is about 3 m. from the right bank of the river Chenab, Founded
by Mai Khan, a Sial chieftain, in 1462, it long formed the

capital of a Mahommedan state. Pop. (1901), 24,382. Maghiana

has manufactures of lea'ther, soap and metal w^are.

The District of Jhang extends along both sides of the

Chenab, inrluding its confluences with the Jhelum and the

Ravi. Area, 3726 sq. m. Pop. (1901), 378,695, showing an
apparent decrease ol 13 % in the decade, due to the creation of

the district of Lyallpur in 1904. But actually the population

increased by 132 % on the old area, owing to the opening of the

("henab canail and the colonization of the tract irrigated by it.

Within jh.ang many thousands of acres of government waste

have been allotted to colonists, w^ho are reported to be flourishing.

A branch of the North-Western railway enters the district in

this quarter, extending throughout its entire length. The
Southern Jech Doab railway serves the south. The principal

industries are the ginning, pressing and weaving of cotton.

Jhang contain.^ the ruins of Shorkot, identified with one of

the towns taken by Alexander. In modem times the history of

Jhang centres in the famous clan of Sials, who exercised an
extensive sway over a large tract between Shahpur and Multan,

with little dependence on the imperial court at Delhi, until they

finally fell before the all-absorbing power of Ranjit Singh. The
Sials of Jhang are Mahommedans of Rajput descent, whose
ancestor, Rai Shankar of Daranagar, emigrated early in the

13th century from the Gangetic Doab. In the beginning of the

19th centuty Maharaja Ranjit Singh invaded Jhang, and cap-

tured the Sial chieftain’s territory. The latter recovered a small

portion afterwards, which he was allowed to retain on payment
of a yearly tribute. In 1847, the establishment of the

British agency at Lahore, the district came under the charge of

the British government; and in 1848 Ismail Khan, the Sial

leader, rendered important services against the rebel chiefs, for

which he received a pension. During the Mutiny of 1857 the

Sial leader again proved his loyalty by serving in person on the

British side. His pension was afterwards increased, and he

obtained the title of khan bahadur, with a small jagir for life.

JHANSI, a city and district of British India, in the Allahabad

division of the United Provinces. The city is the centre of the

Indian Midland railway .system, whence four lines diverge to

Agra, Cawnpore, Allahabad and Bhopal. Pop. (1901), 55,724.

A stone fort crowns a neighbouring rock. Formerly the capital

of a Mahratta principality, which lapsed to the British in 1853,

It was during the Mutiny the scene of disaffection and massacre.

It was then made over to Gwalior, but has been taken back in

exchange for other territory. Even when the city was within

Gwalior, the civil headquarters and the cantonment were at

Jhansi Naoabad, under its walls. Jhaasi is the principal centre

for the agricultural trade of the district, but its manufactures

are small.

The District of Jhansi was enlarged in 1891 by the incor-

poration of the former district of Lalitpur, which extends

farther into the hill country, almost entirely surrounded by

native states. Combined area, 3628 sq. m. Pop. (1901), 616,759

showing a decrease of 10 % in the decade, due to the results of

famine. The main line and branches of the Indian Midland rail-

way serve the district, which forms a portion of the hill country

of Bundelkhand, sloping down from the outliers of the Vindhyan
range on the south to the tributaries of the Jumna on the north.

I’hc extreme south is composed of parallel rows of long and

narrow-ridged hills. Through the intervening valleys the rivers

flow down impetuously over ledges of granite or quartz. North

of the hilly region, the rocky granite chains gradually lose them-

selves in clusters of smaller hills. The northern portion consists

of the level plain of Bundelkhand, distinguished for its deep black

soil, known as mar, and admirably adapted for the cultivation of

cotton. The district is intersected or bounded by three principal

rivers—the Pahuj, Betwa and Dhasan. The district is much cut

up, and portions of it are insulated by the surrounding native

states, 'rhe principal crops are millets, cotton, oil-seeds, pulses,

wheat, gram and barley. The destructive kans grass has proved

as great a pest here as elsewhere in Bundelkhand. Jhansi

is especially exposed to blights, droughts, floods, liailstorms,

epidemics, and their natural consequence—famine.

Nothing is known with certainty as to the history of this

district before the period of Chandel rule, about the iith century

of our era. To this epoch must be referred the artificial reser-

voirs and architectural remains of the hilly region. The Chandels

were succeeded by their servants the Khangars, who built the

fort of Karar, lying just outside the British border. About
the 14th century the Bundelas poured down upon the plains,

and gradually spread themselves over the whole region which

now bears their name. The Mahommedan governors were

constantly making irruptions into the Bundela country; and in
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1732 Chhatar Sal, the Bundela chieftain, called in the aid of the

Mahrattas. They came to his assistance with their accustomed

promptitude, and were rewarded on the rajahs death in 1734,

by the bequest of one*third of his dominions. Their general

founded the city of Jhansi, and peopled it with inhabitants

from Orchha state. In 1806 British protection was promised

to the Mahratta chief, and in 1817 the peshwa ceded to the

East India Company all his rights over Bundelkhand. In 1853
the raja died childless, and his territories lapsed to the British.

The Jhansi state and the Jalaun and Chanderi districts were

then formed into a superintendency. The widow of the raja

considered herself aggrieved because she was not allowed to

adopt an heir, and because the slaughter of cattle was permitted

in the Jhansi territory. Reports were spread which excited

the religious prejudices of the Hindus. The events of 1857

accordingly found Jhansi ripe for mutiny. In June a few men
of the 12th native infantry seized the fort containing the treasure

and magazine, arid massacred the European officers of the

garrison. Everywhere the usual anarchic quarrels rose among
the rebels, and the country was plundered mercilessly. The
rani put herself at the head of the rebels, and died bravely in

battle. It was not till November 1858, after a .series of sharp

contests with various guerrilla leaders, that the work of reorgan-

ization was fairly set on foot.

JHELUM, or Jehlam {Hydaspes of the Greeks), a river of

northern India. It is the most westerly of the “ five rivers ” of

the Punjab. It rises in the north-east of the Kashmir state,

flows through the city of Srinagar and the Wular lake, issues

through the Pir Panjal range by the narrow pass of Baramula,

and enters British territory in the Jhelum district. Thence it

flows through the plains of the Punjab, forming the boundary

between the Jech Doab and the Sind Sagar Doab, and finally

joins the Chenab at Timmu after a course of 450 miles. The

Jhelum colony, in the Shahpur district of the Punjab, formed on'

the example of the Chenab colony in 1901, is designed to contain

a total irrigable area of 1,130,000 acres. The Jhelum canal is a

smaller work than the Chenab canal, but its silt is noted foi

its fertilizing qualities. Both projects have brought great

prosperity to the cultivators.

JHELUM, or Jehlam, a tora and district of British India,

in the Rawalpindi division of the Punjab. The town is situated

on the right bank of the river Jhelum, here crossed by a bridge

of the North-Western railway, 103 m. N. of Lahore. Pop. (1901),

14,951. It is a modern town with river and railway trade

(principally in timber from Kashmir), boat-building and canton-

ments for a cavalry and four infantry regiments.

The District of Jhelum stretches from the river Jhelum
almost to the Indus. Area, 2813 sq. m. Pop. (1901), 501,424,

showing a decrease of 2 % in the decade. Salt is quarried at the

Mayo mine in the Salt Range. There are two coal-mines, the

only ones worked in the province, from which the North-Western

railway obtains part of its supply of coal. The chief centre of

the salt trade is Pind Dadan Khan (pop. 13,770). The district

is crossed by the main line of the North-Western railway, and

also traversed along the south by a branch line. The river

Jhelum is navigable throughout the district, which forms the

south-eastern portion of a rugged Himalayan spur, extending

between the Indus and Jhelum to the borders of the Sind Sagar

Doab. Its scenery is very picturesque, although not of so wild

a character as the mountain region of Rawalpindi to the north,

and is lighted up in places by smiling patches of cultivated valley.

The backbone of the district is formed by the Salt Range, a

treble line of parallel hills running in three long forks from ea.st

to west throughout its whole breadth. The range rises in bold

precipices, broken by gorges, clothed with brushwood and tra-

versed by streams which are at first pure, but soon become

impregnated with the saline matter over which they pass.

Between' the line of hills lies a picturesque table-land, in which

the beautiful little lake of Kallar Kahar nestles amongst the

minor ridges. North of the Salt Range, the country extends

upwards in an elevated plateau, diversified by countless ravines

and fissures, until it loses itself in tangled masses of Rawalpindi
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mountains. In this nigged tract cultivation is rare and difficult,

the soil being choked with saline matter. At the foot of the

Salt Range, however, a small strip of level soil lies along the
b^ks of the Jhelum, and is thickly dotted with prosperous
villages. The drainage of the district is determined by a low
central watershed running north and south at right angles to

the Salt Range. The waters of the western portion find their

way into the Sohan, and finally into the Indus; those of the

opposite slope collect themselves into small torrents, and empty
themselves into the Jhelum.
The history of the district dates back to the semi-mythical

period of the Mahdbhdrata. Hindu tradition represents the

Salt Range as the refuge of the five Pandava brethren during

the period of their exile, and every salient point in its scenery is

connected with some legend of the national heroes. Modem
research has fixed the site of the conflict between Alexander
and Porus as within Jhelum district, although the exact point

at which Alexander effected the passage of the Jhelum (or

Hydaspes) is disputed. After this event, we have little infor-

mation with regard to the condition of the district until the

Mahommedan conquest brought back literature and history

to Upper India. The Janjuahs and Jats, who now hold the

Salt Range and its northern plateau respectively, appear to

have been the earliest inhabitants. The Ghakkars seem to

represent an early wave of conquest from the east, and they still

inhabit the whole eastern slope of the district
;
while the Awans,

who now cluster in the western plain, are apparently later

invaders from the opposite quarter. The Ghakkars were the

dominant race at the period of the first Mahommedan incursions,

and long continued to retain their independence. During the

flourishing period of the Mogul dynasty, the Ghakkar chieftains

were prosperous and loyal vassals of the house of Baber; but after

the collapse of the Delhi Empire Jhelum fell, like its neighbours,

under the sway of the Sikhs. In 1765 Gujar Singh defeated the

last independent Ghakkar prince, and reduced the wild moun-
taineers to subjection. His son succeeded to his dominions,

until 1810, when he fell before the irresistible power of Ranjit

Singh. In 1849 district passed, with the rest of the Sikh

territories, into the hands of the British.

JHERJNG, RUDOLF VON (1818-1892), German jurist, wa.s

bom on the 22nd of August 1818 at Aurich in East Friesland,

where his father practised as a lawyer. Young Jhering entered

the university of Heidelberg in 1836 and, after the fashion of

German students, visited successively Gottingen and Berlin.

G. F. Puchta, the author of Geschichte dei Rechts bei dem romischen

Volkcy alone of all his teachers appears to have gained his admir-

ation and influenced the bent of his mind. After graduating

doctor jurisy Jhering established himself in 1844 at Berlin as

privatdozent for Roman law, and delivered public lectures on

the Geist des romischen RecktSy the theme which may be said to

have constituted his life’s work. In 1845 became an ordinary

profes.sor at Basel,.in 1846 at Rostock, in 1849 at Kiel, and in

1851 at Giessen. Upon all these seats of learning he left his

mark; beyond any other of his contemporaries he animated the

dry bones of Roman law. The German juristic world was still

under the dominating influence of the Savigny cult, and the older

school looked askance at the daring of the young professor, who
essayed to adapt the old to new exigencies and to build up a

system of natural jurisprudence. This is the key-note of his

famous work, Geist des romischen Rechts auf den verschiedeneti

Stufen seiner Entwickelung (1852-1865), which for originality of

conception and lucidity of scientific reasoning placed its author

in the forefront of modem Roman jurists. It is no exaggeration

to say that in the second half of the 19th century the reputation

of Jhering was as high as that of Savigny in the first. Their

methods were almost diametrically opposed. Savigny and his

school represented the conservative, historical tendency. In

Jhering the philosophical conception of jurisprudence, as a

science to be utilized for the further advancement of the moral

and social interests of mankind, was predominant. In 1868

Jhering accepted the chair of Roman Law at Vienna, where his

lecture-room was crowded, not only with regular students but
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with men of all professions and even of the highest ranks in the

official world. He became one of the lions of society, the

Austrian emperor conferring upon him in 1872 a title of hereditary

nobihty. But to a mind constituted like his, the social functions

of the Austrian metropolis became wearisome, and he gladly

exchanged its brilliant circles for the repose of Gdttingen, where

he became professor in 1872. In this year he had read at Vienna

before an admiring audience a lecture, published under the title

of Der Kampf urn's Recht (1872; Eng. trans., Battle fof Right,

1884). Its success was extraordinar>\ Within two years it

attained twelve editions, and it has been translated into twenty-

six languages. This was followed a few years later by Der Zweek

im Recht (2 vols., 1877-1885). In these tv/o works is clearly

seen Jhering’s individuality. The Kampf urn’s Recht shows the

firmness of his character, the strength of his sense of justice, and
his juristic method and bgic ; to assert his rights is the duty

that every responsible person owes to himself.” In the Zweek
im Recht is perceived the bent of the author’s intellect. But
perhaps the happiest combination of all his distinctive charac-

teristics is to be found in his Jurisprudenz des tdglichen Lebens

(1870; Eng. trans., 1904). A great feature of his lectures was
his so-called Praktika, problems in Roman law, and a collection

of these with hints for solution was published as early as

1847 under the title Civilrechisfdlle ohne Entsrheidungen. In

Gottingen he continued to work until his death on the 17th of

September 1892. A short time previously he had been the centre

of a devoted crowd of friends and former pupils, assembled at

Wilhelmshohe near Cassel to celebrate the jubilee of his doc-

torate. Almost all countries were worthily represented, and
this pilgrimage affords an excellent illustration of the extra-

ordinary fascination and enduring influence that Jhering

conrunanded. In appearance he was of middle stature, his face

clean-shaven and of classical mould, lit up with vivacity and
beaming with good nature. He was perhaps seen at his best

when dispensing hospitality in his own house. With him died

the best beloved and the most talented of Koman-law professors

of modern times. It was said of him by Professor Adolf Merkel

in a memorial address, R. v. Jhering (1^5), that he belonged to

the happy class of persons to whom Goethe’s lines are applicable

:

“Was ich in dcr Jugend gewunscht, das halie ich im Alter die

Ffilie,” and this may justly be said of him, though he did not

live to ownplete his Geisi des rbmischen Rechts and his Rechts-

gesclKh/Ue. For this work the span of a single life would have

been insWficient, but what he has left to the world is a monument
of vigorous intellectual power and stamps Jhering as on original

thinker and unrivalled exponent (in his peculiar interpretation)

of the spirit of Roman law.

Among others of his works, all of them characteristic of the author
and sparkling with wit, may be mentioned the following ; Beitrdge

zur Lehre von Besitz, first published in the Jahrbucher fur die Dogmatik
des heutigm romtschen und deiUschen Privat^reehts, and tlicn separ-

ately; Der BesitzwiUe, and an article entitled
**
Besitz in the

Handwdrterbuck der Staatswissenschaften (1891), which aroused at
the time much controversy, particularly on account of the opposition
manifested to Savignys conception of the subject. See also Scherz

und Ernst in der Jurisprudenz (1885) ;
Das Schuldmoment im romischen

Privai-recht (18O7); Das Trinkgela (1882)* and among the papers he
left behind him his Vorgeschichte der Inaoeuropder

,

a fragment, has
been published by v. Ehrenberg (1694). Inr an account of his

life also M. dc Jonge, Rudolf v. Jhering (1888); and A. Merkel,
Rudolf von Jhering (1893). (P. A. A.)

JIBITOS, a tribe of South American Indians, first met with

by the Franciscans in 1676 in the forest near the Huallaga

river, in the Peruvian province of Loreto. After their con-

version they settled in villages on the western bank of the

river.

JIBUTI (Djibouti), the chief port and capital of French

Somaliland, in n' 35' N., 43" lo' E. Jibuti is situated at the

entrance to and on the southern shore of the Gulf of Tajura

about 150 m. S.W. of Aden. The town is built on a horseshoe-

shaped peninsula partly consisting of mud flats, which are

spanned by causeways. The chief buildings are the governor’s

palace, customs-house, post office, and the termini station

of the railway to Abyssinia. The houses in the Europesm

quarter are built of stone, are fiat-roofed and provided with

verandas. There is a good water supply, drawn from a reser-

voir about 2} m. distant. The harbour is land-locked and
capacious. Ocean steamers are able to enter it at all states of

wind and tide. Adjoining the mainland is the native town,

consisting mostly of roughly made wooden houses with well

thatched roofs. In it is held a large market, chiefiy for the

disposal of livestock, camels, cattle, &c. The port is a regular

calling-place and also a coaling station for the steamers of die

Messageries Maritimes, and there is a local servioe to Aden.
Trade is confined to coaling passing ships and to importing goods
for and exporting goods from southern Abyssinia via Harrar,

there being no local industries. (For statistics see Somalii.and,

French.) The inhabitants are of many races—Somali, Danakil,

Gallas, Armenians, Jews, Arabs, Indians, besides Greeks, Italians,

Frcndi and other Europeans. The population, which in 1900
when the railway was building was about 15,000, had fallen in

1907 tu some 5000 or 6000, including 300 Europeans.

Jibuti was founded by the French in 1888 in consequence of its

superiority to Obok both in respect to harbour accommodation
and in nearness to Harrar. It has been the seat of the governor

of the colony since May 1896. Order is maintained by a purely

native police force. The port is not fortified.

JICARILLA, a tribe of North American Indians of Athapascan
stock. Their former range was in New Mexico, about the head-

waters of the Rio Grande and the Pecos, and they are now settled

in a reservation on the northern border of New Mexico. Origin-

ally a scourge of the district, they are now subdued, but remain
uncivilized. They number some 800 and arc steadily decreasing.

The name is said to be from the Spanish ficara, a basket tray, in

reference to their excellent basket-work.

JIDDA (also written Jeddah, Djiddaii, Djeddeh), a town in

Arabia on the Red Sea coast in 21*^ 28' N. and 39^” 10' E. it is of

importance mainly as the principal landing-place of pilgrims to

Mecca, from which it is about 46 m. distant. It is situated in a

low sandy plain backed by a range of hills 10 m. to the east, with

higher mountains behind. The town extends along the beach for

about a mile, and is enclosed by a wall with towers at intervals, the

seaward angles being commanded by two forts, in the northern

of which are the prison and other public buildings. There are

three gates, the Medina gate on the north, the Mecca gate

on the east, and the Yemen gate (rarely opened) on the south

;

there are also three small posterns on the west side, the centre

one leading to the quay. In front of the Mecca gate is a rambling

suburb with shops, coffee houses, and an open market-place;

before the Medina gate are the Turkish barracks, and beyond
them the holy place of Jidda, the tomb of “ our mother Eve,”

surrounded by the principal cemetery.

The tomb is a walled enclosure said to represent the dimensions
of the body, about 200 paces long and 15 ft. broad. At the head is

a small erection where gifts arc deposited, and rather more than
lialf-way down a whitewashed dome encloses a small dark chapel
within which is the black stone known as El Surrah, the navel.

The grave of Eve is mentioned by Edrisi, but except the black
stone nothing bears any aspect of antiquity (sec Burton^a Pilgrimage^
voi ii.).

I'he sea face is the best part of the town; the houses there are

lofty and well built of the rough coral that crops out all along

the shore. The streets are narrow’ and winding. There are

two mosques of considerable size and a number of smaller ones.

The outer suburbs arc merely collections of brushwood huts.

The bazaars are well supplied with food-stuffs imported by sea,

and fruit and vegetables from Taif and Wadi Fatima. The water
supply is limited and brackish; there are, however, two sweet

wells and a spring 7i m. from the town, and most of the houses

have cisterns for storing rain-water. The climate is hot and
damp, but fever is not so prevalent as at Mecca. The harbour

though inconvenient of access is well protected by coral reefs;

there are, however, no wharves or other dock facilities and cargo

is landed in small Arab boats, sambuks.

The governor is a, Turkish kaimakam under the vali of Hejaz,

and there is a large Turkish garriacm; the sharif of Mecca,

however, through his agent at Jidda exercises an authcarity
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practicaHy superior to that of the sultan’s officials. Consulates

are maintain^ by Great Britain, BVancc, Austria, Russia,

Holland, Belgium and Persia. The permanent population

is estimated at 20,000, of which less than half are Arabs, and of

these a large number are foreigners from Yemen and Ha^amut,
the remainder are negroes ai^ Somali with a few Indian and
Greek traders.

Jidda is said to have been founded by Persian merchants in the

caliphate of Othman, but its great commercial prosperity dates

from the beginning of the 15th century when it b^me the centre

of trade between Egypt and India. Down to the time of

Burckhardt (1815) Suez ships went no farther than Jidda,

where they were met by Indian vessels. The introduction of

steamers deprived Jidda of its place as an emporium, not only

for Indian goods but for the products of the Red Sea, which

formerly were collected here, but are now largely exported

direct by steamer from Hodeda, Suakin, Jibuti and Aden.

At the same time* it gave a great impulse to the pilgrim traffic

which is now regarded as the annual harvest of Jidda. The
average number of pilgrims arriving by sea exceeds 50,000, and in

1903-1904 the total came to 74,600. The changed status of the

port is shown in its trade returns, for while its exports decreased

from £250,000 in 1880 to £25,000 in 1904, its imports in the

latter year amounted to over £1400,000. The adverse balance

of trade is paid by a very large export of specie, collected from

the pilgrims during their stay in the country.

JIG, a brisk lively dance, the quick and irregular steps of

wliich have varied at different times and in the various countries

in which it has been danced (see Dance). The music of the

“ jig,” or such as is written in its rhythm, is in various times and

has been used frequently to finish a suite, e.g. by Bach and

Handel. The word lias usually been derived from or con-

nected with Fr. gigue, Ital. giga, Ger. Geige, a fiddle. I’hc French

and Italian words are now chiefly used of the dance or dance-

rhytlim, and in this sense have been taken by etymologists as

adapted from the English “ jig,” which may have been originally

an onomatopoeic word, 'i'he idea of jumping, jerking move-

ment has given rise to many applications of “ jig ” and its

derivative ” jigger ” to mechanical and other devices, such as

the machine used for separating the heavier metal-bearing por-

tions from the lighter parts in ore-dressing, or a tackle consisting

of a double and single block and fall, iki:. The word ” jigger,”

a corruption of the West Indian chigoe, is also used as the name
of a species of flea, the Sarcopsylla penetrans, which burrows and
lays its eggs in the human foot, generally under the toe nails,

and causes great swelling and irritation (see Flea).

JIHAD (also written Jehad, Jahad, Djehad), an Arabic word
of which the literal meaning is an effort or a contest. It is used

to designate the religious duty inculcated in the Koran on the

followers of Mahomet to wage war upon those who do not accept

the doctrines of Islam. This duty is laid down in five suras

—

all of these suras belonging to the period after Mahomet had

established his power. Cwquered peoples who will neither

embrace Islam nor pay a poll-tax {jizya) are to be put to

the sword. (See further Mahommedan Institutions.) By
Mabommedan commentators the commands in the Koran are

not interpreted as a general injunction on all Moslems constantly

to make war on the infidels. It is generally supposed that the

order for a general war can only be given by the caliph (an

office now c&imed by the sultans of Turkey). Mahommedans
who do not acknowledge the spiritual authority of the Ottoman

sultan, such as the Persians and Moors, look to their own rulers

for the proclamation of a jihad; there has been in fact no

universal warfare by Moslems on unbelievers since the early days

of Mahommedanism.
.
Jihads are generally proclaimed by all

persons who claim to be mahdis, f.g. Mahommed Ahmad (the

Sudanese mahdi) proclaimed a jihad in 1882. In the belief of

Moslems every one of their number slain in a jihad is taken

straight to paradise.

JliraiES (or XiMBNSs) DE CISNEROS, FRANCISCO (1436-

1517), Spanish cardinal and statesman, was bom in 1436 at

Torrelaguna in Castile, of good but poor family. He studied at
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AlcaM de Henares and afterwards at Salamanca; and in i459^

having entered holy orders, he went to Rome. Returning to

Spain in 1465, he brought with him an “ expective ” letter mm
the pope, in virtue of which he took possession of the archpriest*-

ship of Uzeda in the diocese of Toledo in 1473*, Carillo, arch-

bishop of Toledo, opposed him, and on his obstinate refusal to

give way threw him into prison. For six years Jlmenes held

out, and at length in 1480 Carillo restored him to his benefice.

This Jimenes exchanged almost at once for a chaplaincy at

Siguenza, under Cardmal Mendoza, bishop of Siguenza, who
shortly appointed him vicar-general of his dioce^. In that posi-

tion Jimenes won golden opinions from ecclesiastic and layman;
and he seemed to be on the sure road to distinction among the

secular clergy, when he abruptly resolved to become a monk.
Throwing up all his benefices, and changing his baptismal name
Gonzales for that of Francisco, he entered the Franciscan

monastery of San Juan de los Reyes, recently founded by Fer-

dinand and Isabella at Toledo. Not content with the ordinary

severities of the noviciate, he added voluntary austerities. He
slept on the bare ^ound, wore a hair-shirt, doubled his fasts,

and scourged himself with much fervour; indeed throughout his

whole life, even when at the acme of his greatness, his private life

was most rigorously ascetic. The report of his sanctity brought
crowds to confess to him; but from them he retired to the loneljr

monastery of Our Lady of Castanar; and he even built with his

own hands a rude hut in the neighbouring woods, in which he

lived at times as an anchorite. He was akerwards guardian of

a monastery at Salzeda. Meanwhile Mendoza (now archbishop

of Toledo) had not forgotten him ; and in 1492 he recommended
him to Isabella as her confessor. The queen sent for Jimenes,

was pleased with him, and to his great reluctance forced the

office upon him. The post was politically important, for

Isabella submitted to the judgment of her father-confessor not

only her private affairs but also matters of state. Jimenes’s

severe sanctity soon won him considerable influence over Isabella;

and thus it was tliat he first emerged into political life. In

1494 the queen’s confessor was appointed provincial of the order

of St Francis, and at once set about reducing the laxity of the

conventual to the strictness of the observantine Franciscans.

Intense ^opposition was continued even after Jimenes became
archbishop of Toledo. The general of tl>e order hunself came from

Rome to interfere with the archbishop’s measures of reform,

but the stem inflexibility of Jimenes, backed by the influence of

the queen, subdued every obstacle. Cardinal Mendoza had died

in 1495, and Isabella had secretly procured a papal bull nominat-

ing her confessor to his diocese of Toledo, the richest and most
powerful in Spain, secondperhaps to no other dignity ofIheRoman
Church save the papacy. Long and sincerely Jimenes strove to

evade the honour; but his nolo eptscopa/ri was after six months

overcome by a second bull ordering him to accept consecration.

With the primacy of Spain was associated the lofty dignity

of high ch^cellor of Castile; but Jimenes still maintained his

lowly life; and, although a message from Rome required him

to live in a style befitting his rank, the outward pomp only

concealed his private asceticism. In 1499 Jiu>enes accompanied

the court to Granada, and there eagerly joined the mild and
pious Archbishop Talavera in his efforts to convert the Moors,

Talavera had begun with gentle measures, but Jimenes preferred

to proceed by haranguing the fakihs, or doctors of religion, and

loading them with gifts. Outwardly the latter method was

successful; in two months the converts were so numerous that

they had to be baptized by aspersion. The indignation of the

unconverted Moors swelM into open revolt. Jimenes was

besieged in his house, and the utmost difficulty was found in

quieting the city. Baptism or exile was offered to the Moors

as a punishment for rebellion. The majority accepted baptism

;

and Isabella, who had been momentarily annoyed at her arch-

bishop’s imprudence, was satisfied that he had done good

service to Christianity.

On the 24th of November 1504 Isabella died. F^dinand at

once resigned the title of king of Castile in favour of his daughter

Joan and her husband the archduke Philip, asajoroing instead
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with men of all professions and even of the highest ranks in the

official world. He became one of the lions of society, the

Austrian emperor conferring upon him in 1872 a title of hereditary

nobihty. But to a mind constituted like his, the social functions

of the Austrian metropolis became wearisome, and he gladly

exchanged its brilliant circles for the repose of Gdttingen, where

he became professor in 1872. In this year he had read at Vienna

before an admiring audience a lecture, published under the title

of Der Kampf urn's Recht (1872; Eng. trans., Battle fof Right,

1884). Its success was extraordinar>\ Within two years it

attained twelve editions, and it has been translated into twenty-

six languages. This was followed a few years later by Der Zweek

im Recht (2 vols., 1877-1885). In these tv/o works is clearly

seen Jhering’s individuality. The Kampf urn’s Recht shows the

firmness of his character, the strength of his sense of justice, and
his juristic method and bgic ; to assert his rights is the duty

that every responsible person owes to himself.” In the Zweek
im Recht is perceived the bent of the author’s intellect. But
perhaps the happiest combination of all his distinctive charac-

teristics is to be found in his Jurisprudenz des tdglichen Lebens

(1870; Eng. trans., 1904). A great feature of his lectures was
his so-called Praktika, problems in Roman law, and a collection

of these with hints for solution was published as early as

1847 under the title Civilrechisfdlle ohne Entsrheidungen. In

Gottingen he continued to work until his death on the 17th of

September 1892. A short time previously he had been the centre

of a devoted crowd of friends and former pupils, assembled at

Wilhelmshohe near Cassel to celebrate the jubilee of his doc-

torate. Almost all countries were worthily represented, and
this pilgrimage affords an excellent illustration of the extra-

ordinary fascination and enduring influence that Jhering

conrunanded. In appearance he was of middle stature, his face

clean-shaven and of classical mould, lit up with vivacity and
beaming with good nature. He was perhaps seen at his best

when dispensing hospitality in his own house. With him died

the best beloved and the most talented of Koman-law professors

of modern times. It was said of him by Professor Adolf Merkel

in a memorial address, R. v. Jhering (1^5), that he belonged to

the happy class of persons to whom Goethe’s lines are applicable

:

“Was ich in dcr Jugend gewunscht, das halie ich im Alter die

Ffilie,” and this may justly be said of him, though he did not

live to ownplete his Geisi des rbmischen Rechts and his Rechts-

gesclKh/Ue. For this work the span of a single life would have

been insWficient, but what he has left to the world is a monument
of vigorous intellectual power and stamps Jhering as on original

thinker and unrivalled exponent (in his peculiar interpretation)

of the spirit of Roman law.

Among others of his works, all of them characteristic of the author
and sparkling with wit, may be mentioned the following ; Beitrdge

zur Lehre von Besitz, first published in the Jahrbucher fur die Dogmatik
des heutigm romtschen und deiUschen Privat^reehts, and tlicn separ-

ately; Der BesitzwiUe, and an article entitled
**
Besitz in the

Handwdrterbuck der Staatswissenschaften (1891), which aroused at
the time much controversy, particularly on account of the opposition
manifested to Savignys conception of the subject. See also Scherz

und Ernst in der Jurisprudenz (1885) ;
Das Schuldmoment im romischen

Privai-recht (18O7); Das Trinkgela (1882)* and among the papers he
left behind him his Vorgeschichte der Inaoeuropder

,

a fragment, has
been published by v. Ehrenberg (1694). Inr an account of his

life also M. dc Jonge, Rudolf v. Jhering (1888); and A. Merkel,
Rudolf von Jhering (1893). (P. A. A.)

JIBITOS, a tribe of South American Indians, first met with

by the Franciscans in 1676 in the forest near the Huallaga

river, in the Peruvian province of Loreto. After their con-

version they settled in villages on the western bank of the

river.

JIBUTI (Djibouti), the chief port and capital of French

Somaliland, in n' 35' N., 43" lo' E. Jibuti is situated at the

entrance to and on the southern shore of the Gulf of Tajura

about 150 m. S.W. of Aden. The town is built on a horseshoe-

shaped peninsula partly consisting of mud flats, which are

spanned by causeways. The chief buildings are the governor’s

palace, customs-house, post office, and the termini station

of the railway to Abyssinia. The houses in the Europesm

quarter are built of stone, are fiat-roofed and provided with

verandas. There is a good water supply, drawn from a reser-

voir about 2} m. distant. The harbour is land-locked and
capacious. Ocean steamers are able to enter it at all states of

wind and tide. Adjoining the mainland is the native town,

consisting mostly of roughly made wooden houses with well

thatched roofs. In it is held a large market, chiefiy for the

disposal of livestock, camels, cattle, &c. The port is a regular

calling-place and also a coaling station for the steamers of die

Messageries Maritimes, and there is a local servioe to Aden.
Trade is confined to coaling passing ships and to importing goods
for and exporting goods from southern Abyssinia via Harrar,

there being no local industries. (For statistics see Somalii.and,

French.) The inhabitants are of many races—Somali, Danakil,

Gallas, Armenians, Jews, Arabs, Indians, besides Greeks, Italians,

Frcndi and other Europeans. The population, which in 1900
when the railway was building was about 15,000, had fallen in

1907 tu some 5000 or 6000, including 300 Europeans.

Jibuti was founded by the French in 1888 in consequence of its

superiority to Obok both in respect to harbour accommodation
and in nearness to Harrar. It has been the seat of the governor

of the colony since May 1896. Order is maintained by a purely

native police force. The port is not fortified.

JICARILLA, a tribe of North American Indians of Athapascan
stock. Their former range was in New Mexico, about the head-

waters of the Rio Grande and the Pecos, and they are now settled

in a reservation on the northern border of New Mexico. Origin-

ally a scourge of the district, they are now subdued, but remain
uncivilized. They number some 800 and arc steadily decreasing.

The name is said to be from the Spanish ficara, a basket tray, in

reference to their excellent basket-work.

JIDDA (also written Jeddah, Djiddaii, Djeddeh), a town in

Arabia on the Red Sea coast in 21*^ 28' N. and 39^” 10' E. it is of

importance mainly as the principal landing-place of pilgrims to

Mecca, from which it is about 46 m. distant. It is situated in a

low sandy plain backed by a range of hills 10 m. to the east, with

higher mountains behind. The town extends along the beach for

about a mile, and is enclosed by a wall with towers at intervals, the

seaward angles being commanded by two forts, in the northern

of which are the prison and other public buildings. There are

three gates, the Medina gate on the north, the Mecca gate

on the east, and the Yemen gate (rarely opened) on the south

;

there are also three small posterns on the west side, the centre

one leading to the quay. In front of the Mecca gate is a rambling

suburb with shops, coffee houses, and an open market-place;

before the Medina gate are the Turkish barracks, and beyond
them the holy place of Jidda, the tomb of “ our mother Eve,”

surrounded by the principal cemetery.

The tomb is a walled enclosure said to represent the dimensions
of the body, about 200 paces long and 15 ft. broad. At the head is

a small erection where gifts arc deposited, and rather more than
lialf-way down a whitewashed dome encloses a small dark chapel
within which is the black stone known as El Surrah, the navel.

The grave of Eve is mentioned by Edrisi, but except the black
stone nothing bears any aspect of antiquity (sec Burton^a Pilgrimage^
voi ii.).

I'he sea face is the best part of the town; the houses there are

lofty and well built of the rough coral that crops out all along

the shore. The streets are narrow’ and winding. There are

two mosques of considerable size and a number of smaller ones.

The outer suburbs arc merely collections of brushwood huts.

The bazaars are well supplied with food-stuffs imported by sea,

and fruit and vegetables from Taif and Wadi Fatima. The water
supply is limited and brackish; there are, however, two sweet

wells and a spring 7i m. from the town, and most of the houses

have cisterns for storing rain-water. The climate is hot and
damp, but fever is not so prevalent as at Mecca. The harbour

though inconvenient of access is well protected by coral reefs;

there are, however, no wharves or other dock facilities and cargo

is landed in small Arab boats, sambuks.

The governor is a, Turkish kaimakam under the vali of Hejaz,

and there is a large Turkish garriacm; the sharif of Mecca,

however, through his agent at Jidda exercises an authcarity
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practicaHy superior to that of the sultan’s officials. Consulates

are maintain^ by Great Britain, BVancc, Austria, Russia,

Holland, Belgium and Persia. The permanent population

is estimated at 20,000, of which less than half are Arabs, and of

these a large number are foreigners from Yemen and Ha^amut,
the remainder are negroes ai^ Somali with a few Indian and
Greek traders.

Jidda is said to have been founded by Persian merchants in the

caliphate of Othman, but its great commercial prosperity dates

from the beginning of the 15th century when it b^me the centre

of trade between Egypt and India. Down to the time of

Burckhardt (1815) Suez ships went no farther than Jidda,

where they were met by Indian vessels. The introduction of

steamers deprived Jidda of its place as an emporium, not only

for Indian goods but for the products of the Red Sea, which

formerly were collected here, but are now largely exported

direct by steamer from Hodeda, Suakin, Jibuti and Aden.

At the same time* it gave a great impulse to the pilgrim traffic

which is now regarded as the annual harvest of Jidda. The
average number of pilgrims arriving by sea exceeds 50,000, and in

1903-1904 the total came to 74,600. The changed status of the

port is shown in its trade returns, for while its exports decreased

from £250,000 in 1880 to £25,000 in 1904, its imports in the

latter year amounted to over £1400,000. The adverse balance

of trade is paid by a very large export of specie, collected from

the pilgrims during their stay in the country.

JIG, a brisk lively dance, the quick and irregular steps of

wliich have varied at different times and in the various countries

in which it has been danced (see Dance). The music of the

“ jig,” or such as is written in its rhythm, is in various times and

has been used frequently to finish a suite, e.g. by Bach and

Handel. The word lias usually been derived from or con-

nected with Fr. gigue, Ital. giga, Ger. Geige, a fiddle. I’hc French

and Italian words are now chiefly used of the dance or dance-

rhytlim, and in this sense have been taken by etymologists as

adapted from the English “ jig,” which may have been originally

an onomatopoeic word, 'i'he idea of jumping, jerking move-

ment has given rise to many applications of “ jig ” and its

derivative ” jigger ” to mechanical and other devices, such as

the machine used for separating the heavier metal-bearing por-

tions from the lighter parts in ore-dressing, or a tackle consisting

of a double and single block and fall, iki:. The word ” jigger,”

a corruption of the West Indian chigoe, is also used as the name
of a species of flea, the Sarcopsylla penetrans, which burrows and
lays its eggs in the human foot, generally under the toe nails,

and causes great swelling and irritation (see Flea).

JIHAD (also written Jehad, Jahad, Djehad), an Arabic word
of which the literal meaning is an effort or a contest. It is used

to designate the religious duty inculcated in the Koran on the

followers of Mahomet to wage war upon those who do not accept

the doctrines of Islam. This duty is laid down in five suras

—

all of these suras belonging to the period after Mahomet had

established his power. Cwquered peoples who will neither

embrace Islam nor pay a poll-tax {jizya) are to be put to

the sword. (See further Mahommedan Institutions.) By
Mabommedan commentators the commands in the Koran are

not interpreted as a general injunction on all Moslems constantly

to make war on the infidels. It is generally supposed that the

order for a general war can only be given by the caliph (an

office now c&imed by the sultans of Turkey). Mahommedans
who do not acknowledge the spiritual authority of the Ottoman

sultan, such as the Persians and Moors, look to their own rulers

for the proclamation of a jihad; there has been in fact no

universal warfare by Moslems on unbelievers since the early days

of Mahommedanism.
.
Jihads are generally proclaimed by all

persons who claim to be mahdis, f.g. Mahommed Ahmad (the

Sudanese mahdi) proclaimed a jihad in 1882. In the belief of

Moslems every one of their number slain in a jihad is taken

straight to paradise.

JliraiES (or XiMBNSs) DE CISNEROS, FRANCISCO (1436-

1517), Spanish cardinal and statesman, was bom in 1436 at

Torrelaguna in Castile, of good but poor family. He studied at
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AlcaM de Henares and afterwards at Salamanca; and in i459^

having entered holy orders, he went to Rome. Returning to

Spain in 1465, he brought with him an “ expective ” letter mm
the pope, in virtue of which he took possession of the archpriest*-

ship of Uzeda in the diocese of Toledo in 1473*, Carillo, arch-

bishop of Toledo, opposed him, and on his obstinate refusal to

give way threw him into prison. For six years Jlmenes held

out, and at length in 1480 Carillo restored him to his benefice.

This Jimenes exchanged almost at once for a chaplaincy at

Siguenza, under Cardmal Mendoza, bishop of Siguenza, who
shortly appointed him vicar-general of his dioce^. In that posi-

tion Jimenes won golden opinions from ecclesiastic and layman;
and he seemed to be on the sure road to distinction among the

secular clergy, when he abruptly resolved to become a monk.
Throwing up all his benefices, and changing his baptismal name
Gonzales for that of Francisco, he entered the Franciscan

monastery of San Juan de los Reyes, recently founded by Fer-

dinand and Isabella at Toledo. Not content with the ordinary

severities of the noviciate, he added voluntary austerities. He
slept on the bare ^ound, wore a hair-shirt, doubled his fasts,

and scourged himself with much fervour; indeed throughout his

whole life, even when at the acme of his greatness, his private life

was most rigorously ascetic. The report of his sanctity brought
crowds to confess to him; but from them he retired to the loneljr

monastery of Our Lady of Castanar; and he even built with his

own hands a rude hut in the neighbouring woods, in which he

lived at times as an anchorite. He was akerwards guardian of

a monastery at Salzeda. Meanwhile Mendoza (now archbishop

of Toledo) had not forgotten him ; and in 1492 he recommended
him to Isabella as her confessor. The queen sent for Jimenes,

was pleased with him, and to his great reluctance forced the

office upon him. The post was politically important, for

Isabella submitted to the judgment of her father-confessor not

only her private affairs but also matters of state. Jimenes’s

severe sanctity soon won him considerable influence over Isabella;

and thus it was tliat he first emerged into political life. In

1494 the queen’s confessor was appointed provincial of the order

of St Francis, and at once set about reducing the laxity of the

conventual to the strictness of the observantine Franciscans.

Intense ^opposition was continued even after Jimenes became
archbishop of Toledo. The general of tl>e order hunself came from

Rome to interfere with the archbishop’s measures of reform,

but the stem inflexibility of Jimenes, backed by the influence of

the queen, subdued every obstacle. Cardinal Mendoza had died

in 1495, and Isabella had secretly procured a papal bull nominat-

ing her confessor to his diocese of Toledo, the richest and most
powerful in Spain, secondperhaps to no other dignity ofIheRoman
Church save the papacy. Long and sincerely Jimenes strove to

evade the honour; but his nolo eptscopa/ri was after six months

overcome by a second bull ordering him to accept consecration.

With the primacy of Spain was associated the lofty dignity

of high ch^cellor of Castile; but Jimenes still maintained his

lowly life; and, although a message from Rome required him

to live in a style befitting his rank, the outward pomp only

concealed his private asceticism. In 1499 Jiu>enes accompanied

the court to Granada, and there eagerly joined the mild and
pious Archbishop Talavera in his efforts to convert the Moors,

Talavera had begun with gentle measures, but Jimenes preferred

to proceed by haranguing the fakihs, or doctors of religion, and

loading them with gifts. Outwardly the latter method was

successful; in two months the converts were so numerous that

they had to be baptized by aspersion. The indignation of the

unconverted Moors swelM into open revolt. Jimenes was

besieged in his house, and the utmost difficulty was found in

quieting the city. Baptism or exile was offered to the Moors

as a punishment for rebellion. The majority accepted baptism

;

and Isabella, who had been momentarily annoyed at her arch-

bishop’s imprudence, was satisfied that he had done good

service to Christianity.

On the 24th of November 1504 Isabella died. F^dinand at

once resigned the title of king of Castile in favour of his daughter

Joan and her husband the archduke Philip, asajoroing instead
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JOACHIM L
oriticism of the Trinitaarian I^ory ot Peter Lombard. Tbisooimcil,

though condemAiBg tbe book, refiaioed from coBdemning tho

author, .and approved the order of FJcris. Nevertheleas, the monk^
continued to be subjected to insults as followers of a heretic, until

they cabinedirom Honorius 111 . in 12*0 a bull formally eecognizing

Joachim at orthodox ami forbidding any one to injure his disciples.

It is impossible to enumerate all the works attributed to

Joachim. Some served their avowed object with groat success,

^ing powerful inatrumcjnls in the anti-papal polemic and sustaining

the revolted Franciscans in their hope of an approaching triutuph.

Among the most widely circulated wore the commentaries on

Jcrcimah, Isaiah and Eiekiel, the Vaitetnia powtifUum and the

iXi &H$ribiis eccIesMc. Of bis authentic works the doctrinal essential

is very simple. Joachim divides the history ol humanity, past,

present and future, into three periods, which, in hi.s Expositw in

Apacalypsm (bk. i. ch, .5), he defines as the age of the Law, or of the

i'dther; the age of the Gospel, or of the Son
;
and the age of tlie Spirit,

which will bring the a^os to an end. liefore each of these ages there

is a period of meubution, or initiation : the hr.st age begins with

Abraham, but the period of initiation with the first man Adam.
The initiatiou period of the third age begins witli St Benedict, while

the actual age of the Spirit is not to begiu until 1260, the Church --

muhsr amictu sate (Rev. xii. i)—^remaining hidden in the \vildernoss

izOo days. We cannot hero enter into the infinite details of the

other subdivisions imagined by Joachim, or into his system of

piirpetual concordaiic»js between the New and the Old Testaments,

which, according to him, furnish the preiiguratioii of tlie thii’d age.

J'ar more interesting as explaining the diffusion and tlie religious and
social importance of his doctrmc is his conception of the second

and third age.s. The first age was the ago of the Letter, tlie second

was intermediary between the Letter and tlie Spirit, and the tliird

was to be the a^e of tlie Spirit. The age of the Son is the period

of study and wisdom, tlie period of striving towards mystic know-
ledge. in the age of the Father ail that was necessary was obedience

;

in tlie age of the Son reading is enjoined- but tlic age of the Spirit

was to be devoted to prayer aud song. The third is the age ol the

plena spirUu& libcfta^, the age of coiilemplatiou, the monastic age

par excellence

^

the age of a monachism wholly directed towards

ecstasy, moic Oriental than Benedictine. Joachim docs not

conceal his sympathies with the ideal of Basilian monachism. In

his opinion - which is, in form at least, perfectly orthodox—the

church of iVler will be, not aboli.died, but purified; actually,

the hierarchy ettaces itself 111 the third age before the order of the

monks, the viri spirituales. The entire world will become a vast

monastery in tlial day, which will be the resting-season, the sabbath

of humanity. In various passages in Joachim's writings the

clerical hierarchy is represented by Rachel and the contemplative

order by her son Joseph, and Rachel is d.'stined to efface herself

before her son. Similarly, the teaching of Christ and the Apostles

on the sacraments is considered, implicitly and explicitly, a.s transi-

tory, as rcpjcsonting that passage from the significantia to tho

sigfupcata which Joachim signalizes at every stage of his demonstca-
tion, Joachim w'as not disturbed during hia lifetime. In 1200 he
subniUt|^ all his writmgs to the judgment of the Holy See, and
uiire^P^eflly affirmed hi« orlluxloxy; the Lateran council, w^hich

condemned his criticism of Peter Lombard, made no allusion to

his eschatological temerities; and the bull of 1220 was a formal

C'*rtiffcate of his orthodoxy.
The Joachimite ideas soon spread into Italy and France, and

especially after a division had been produced in the Franciscan

order, llie rigorists, who soon became known as “ Spirituals,’*

represented St Francis as the initiator of Joachim's thipl age.

Certain convents became centres of Joachimism. Around the

hermit of Hy^res, Hugh of Digue, was formed a group of Franciscatu

who expected from the adveut of the third age the tiiumph of their

ascetic ideas. The Joachiraites even obtained a majority in the

general chapter of 1247, and elected John of Parma, one of their

number, genenil of the order. Pope Alexa«der IV., however,

compelled Jotin of Parma to renounce his dignity, and the Joachimite
opposition becanio more and more vehement. Pseudo-Joachimite
treatises .sprang up on every hand, and, finally, in 1254, there

appeared m P^s the Lihw iniroductorius ad evangeltum aetemumf
the work of a Spiritual Frauckcan, Gherando da Borgo San Donnino,

Tbit book was published witli, and as an introchiction to, the three

principal works ofJoachim, in which the Spirituals had made some
interpolations.^ Gherardo, however, did not say, as has been
supposed, that Joachim^s tiooks were the new gospel, but merely
that the Calabrian abbot liad supplied the key to Holy Writ, and
that with the help of that inielhgentia my^ica it would be possible

to extract from the Old nnd Nmy Testaments the eternal mining,
the gospel according to the Spirit a gospel which would uevea: be
written.; as for this eternal sense, it had been entrusted to &n order

set apact, to the Franciscan order announced b3^oachim, and in

this order the ideal of the tliirdAge was realized. These affirmations

provolmd very keen protests in tho ecclesiastical world, Ths
secular masters of ilic university of Paris denounced the work to

Po|>c Innocent IV., and the bishop of Paris sent it to the pope. It

’ Preger Is the ouly writer who has maintained that the three

books in their primitive form date from 1251.

was Innocent’s successor, Alexander IV.^ who appmnted a commis-
sioD to examine it; and as a result of this commission, which sat at

Anagni, the destruction of the Liber iniroductorius was lOrdered by a
papd breve dated the 23rd of October 1255. In 1260% eotmcfl hrid

at Aries condemned lotichim’s writings and his snpporten, who
were very nuinoroua m that region. The Joachiaaute ideas were
equally persistent among the Spirituals, and acquired nfcw strength

with the publication of the cominentary on the Apoealypse. 1 his

book, pfcmaWy published after the death of its author and probably
mterpolated by his di8Ci|)les, contains, besides joachimite pnndpkss,
an amrmation even clearer than that of Gherardo da Borgo <A the

fleet cliaraclcr of the Franciscan order, as well as extremely violent

attacks on tho papacy. The Joachimite literature is extremely

From the 14th century fc the middle of the rOth, iJbertiii

of Casale (in hin Arbor vitae crucipaae)^ Bartholomiaw of Pisa (author

of the JJber oonformitatum)^ Bi© Calabrian hermit Telosphonis,

John of La liochetailladc, Serapliin of Fermo, Johannes Annins of

Viterbo, Coelius Pannonius, and a host of other writers, repeated or

complicated ad infinitum the exegesis of Abbot Joachim. A treatise

etitmod De uUima artate ecclesiae, which appeared in 1356, has been
attributed to Wycliffc, but is undoubtedly from the pen of an
anonymous Joachimite F'ranciscan. The heterodox movements in

Italy in the 1 jth and lath centuries, such as those oi tlic Scgarellists,

Dolcinists, atid Fraticelli of every description, were penetrated with

Joachiuilsm; while sucli independent spirits as Roger Bacon,

Arnaldus de Villa Nova and Bernard Dritcieux often comforied

themselvc-s with the thought of the era of justice and peace promised

by joacliim. Dante held Joachim in great reverence, and has

placed liim in Paradise {Par. xii. 140 14I).

See Acta sanetntum, Bolt. (May), vii. W. Preger in

Ahhandl. der kgl. Akad. tier U’issenscha/len, hist, sect., vol. xii.,

pt. 3 (Munich, 1874); idem, Gesch. d. deutschen MysHh wi MiUei-

alter, vol. i. (Leipzig, 1874); L. Renan, " Joachim de Flore et

riivangile ttcrnol ” in Nouvelles Studes d*kistotre religieuse (Paris,

1884) ;
F. Totco, V Eresia net medto evo (Florence, 1884) ;

h. Ik-niflc,

“ Das Evaiigelium acternum und die Commission zu Anagni " in

Archtv fitr Ltierafur- und KirchengeseJt. des Mittelalters, vol. i. ;
Paul

I^'ournier, “ Joachim dc Flore, scs doctrines, son iiiliueiice " in

llvvue des questions historiques, t. i. H. C. Lea, History of

the Inquisition of the Middle Ages, vol iii. ch. i. (London, 1888);

F. Ehrle's article *' Joachim " in^’etzer and Welte’s Kirchenlexikon.

On Joachimism sec E. Gebhardt, “ Kecherches nouvelles sur

rhistbire du Toachimisme in iievue hiUonque, vol. xxxi. (i88'»);

H. Haupt, *' 2ur Gtfecli. des loachimismus " in Briegers Zeitsihnft

flir Ktrehengesek.^ vol. vii. (1805). (P. A.)

JOACHIM L (1484-1535), sunmmed Nestor, elector of Branden-

burg, elder son of John Cicero, elector of Brandenburg, was born

on the 2ist of February 1484. He received an cxceUcnt educa-

tion, became elector of Brandenburg on his rather\s death in

January 1499, and soon afterwards married Elizabeth, daughter

of John, king ot Denmark. He took some part in tnc political

complications of the Scandinavian kingdoms, but the early years

of his reign were mainly spent in the administration of his elector-

ate, where In- stern and cruel measures he succeeded in restoring

some degree of order (sec Brandenburg). He also improved the

administration of justice, aided the development of commerce,

and was a friend to the tow’ns. On the approach of the imperial

election of 1519, Joachim \s vote was eagerly solicited by tlie

partisans of Francis L, king of France, and by those of Charles,

afterwards the emperor Charles V. Having treated with, and

received lavish promises from, both parties, he appears to have

hoped for the dignity for him.sclf
;
but when the election came he

turned to the winning side and voted for Charles. In spite of

this step, however, the relations between the emperor and the

elector were not friendly, and during the next few years Joachim
was frequently in communication with the enemies of Charles.

Joachim is best known as « pugnapous adherent of Catholic

orthodoxy. He was one of the prmces who urged upon the

emperor the necessity of enforcing the Edict of Won»s, and at

several diets was prominent among theenemies of thellefonners.

He was among those who met at Dessau in July 1525, And was

a member of the league established at Halle in November 1533.

But his wife adopted the reformed feith, and in 1528 fled

for safety to Saxony; and he had the mortification of seeing

these doctrines also favoured by other members of his family.

Joachim, who was a patron of learning, established the uni-

versity of Frankfort-on-the-Odcr in 1506. He died at Stendal

on the nth of July 1535.

See T. von Buttlar, Der Kampf Joachims L von Brandet^kurggegen
den Adel (1889); J. G. Droysen, Geschichte der pretusdschen PoUtik

(i855“1886).



JOACHIM II.^JOAOHIM, JOSEPH
JDACffiM (1505-1571% mmuami Hector, elector of BmA-

teburg, the elder son of Jofu^an 1 ., jEdector of Braodenburg^

WM horn on the 15th of Jonviarf Having passed some
time ftt the conrt A the emperor Masdmiliaji I., he aMnidd in

15124 a daughter of George, duke of SaMony. In X53» he kd a
contiiigent of the impenal army .00 a campaign against the

Turks; and soon afterwards, having lost his dShst wife, married

Hedwig, daughter of Sigismund I., king of Boland. He becasne

ekotor ii Brandenburg on his father’s death in July 1535, and
undertook the government of the cdd and midcBe marks, whik
the new mark passed to his brother Jiohn. Joachim took a
prominent part in imperial politics as an advocate of peace,

though with a due regard lor the interests of the house of Eabs*
burg. He attempted to make peace between the Protestants

and the emperor Charles V. at Frankfort in 1539, and subse-

quentty at otiher places; but jni54a he kd the German forces on

an unsuocessful campaign against the Turks. When the war
broke out between' Charles and the league of Schmallmlidca in

1546 the deotor at hist remained neutral
;
but he afterwards sent

some troops to serve under the emperor. With Maurke, eleetw

of Saxony, he persuaded Philip, landgrave of Hesse, to surrender

to Charles after the imperial victory at lAuhlberg in April 1547,
and pledged his word that the landgrave would be pardoned.

But, although he fdt aggrieved when the emperor declined to

be bound by this promise, he refused to join Maui’ice in his attack

on Charles, He supported the Interim, which was issued from

Augsburg in May 1548, and took part in the negotiations that

resulted in the treaty of Passau (1552), and the religious peace

of Augsburg (1555). In domestic politics he sought to consoli-

date and strengthen the power of his house by treaties with

neighbouring prmces, and succeeded in sccularking the bishoprics

of Brandenburg, Havelberg and Lebus. Although brought up
as a strict adherent of the older religion, he showed signs of

wavering soon after his accession, and in 1539 allowed free

entrance to the reformed teaching in the electorate. He took

the communion himself in both kinds, and established a new
ecclesiastical organization in Brandenburg, but retained much
of the ceremonial of the Church of Rome. His position was not

unlike that of Henry Vlll. in England, and may be partly ex-

plained by a desire to replenish his impoverished exchequer with

the wealth of the Church (see Bkanuenburg). After the peace

of Augsburg the elector mainly confined his attention to Bran-

denburg, where he showed a keener desire to further the principles

of the ^information. By his luxurious habits and his lavish

expenditure 00 public buildings he piled up a great accumulation

of debt, which was partly discharged by the estates of the fend

in return for important concessions. He cast covetous eyes

upon the archbishopric of Magdeburg and the bishopric of

Halberstadt, both of which he secured for hk son Frederick in

1551. When Frederick died in the following yoar, the elector’s

son Sigismund obtained the two sees; and on Sigismund’s death in

1566 Magdcbui^ was secured by his nephew, Joachim Frederick,

afterwards elector of Brandenburg. Joachim, who was a prince

of generous and cultured tastes, died at Kopenick on the 3rd of

January 1571, and was succeeded by his son, John George. In

1880 a statue was erected to his memory at ^«mdau.

See SteinmOller, Einiukrung der RefermeHon tn die Kyrmmk
B^emdenUtrgdnfch Joadkim II. (19^) ;

Isaacsohn, ^ Bio Fjoaiueo

loadums II." in the Zeitsehrift JUr ProissiscAe Gesekuktg and Landes-
hunds t)[804-1883); ]. G. Proysen, Gsichichie der Pfeuseischen

PolUih (1855-1886).

JOAGHM, JOSEra (1831-1907), German vioknist and com-

poser, was b^ at kittsee, near Pns8sbiii|:, on the 28th of June

1831, the son of Jewish parents. His farndy moved to

when he was two years old, and he studied there under

zyi^i, who brought him out at a concert when he was only eight

years sAd. Aftemords he learnt from the elder HeOmeab^ger

and Jose|fh Bdhm in Vdernia, the latter instructing him in the

management of the bow. iin 1843 he went to Leipzig to enter

the newly founded conseryatorium. Mendelssohn, after te&tiuf

his musical powers, pronounced that the regular training of a

music school was not needed, but recommended that he &ould

moeive a thorQu||h general eduoation in musk ixom Ferdinand
David and Montz muptmann. In <1844 lie visited England,
and made his first appearance at Druiy LaneTheatre, where hl8
playing of Ernst’s fantasia on OteUo made a great sensation; he
also played Beethoven’s concerto at a Philharmonic concert

conducted by Mendelssohn. In i847'-x849 and 1832 he revisited

En^and, and after the foundation of the popular concerts in

1839, up to 1899, he played there regularly in the latter part of

the season. On Xaszt’s invitation he accepted the post of

Kmsertmeisier at Weimar, and was there from *850 to 1853.
This brought Joachim into close contact with the advanc^
school of German musicians, headed by Li$zt; and he was
strongly tempted to give his allegiance to what was beginning
to be called the “ music of the future but his artistic convic-

tioas forced him to separate himself from the movement, and the

tact and good taste he displayed in the difficult moment of ex^

plaining his position to Liszt ^ord one of the finest iUustratioas

of his character.

His acceptance of a similar post at Hanover brourfit him into

a different atmospliere, and bis playing at the Diissemorf festival

of 1853 procured him the intimate friendship of Robert Schu-
mann. His introduction of the young Brahms to SohiuaoMi is

a famous incident of this time. Schumann and Brahms col-

kburated with Albert Dietrich in a joint sonata for violin and
piano, as a welcome on bis arrival in Diisseldorf. At Hanover
he was ktmtglicher Komertdirekiar from ^853 to 1868, when he
made Berlin his home. He ntarried in 1863 mezzo-soprano
singer, Amalie Weiss, who died in 1899. In 1869 Joachim was
appointed head of the newly founded kdnigliche Ha^bschtUe fUr
Musik in Berlin. The famous “ Joachim quartet ” was started

in the Sing-Akademie in the following year. Of his later life,

continually occupied with public performances, there is Jittk to

say except that he remained, even in a period which saw the rise

of numerous violinists of the finest tedhmque,the acknowledged
master of all. He died on the 15th of August 1907.

Besides the consummate manual skin which helped to make
him famous in his youth, Joacliim was gifted with the power of

interpreting the greatest music in absolute perfection ; while

Bach, Mozart, Biectlioven and Brahms were masters, whose
works he played with a degree of insight that has never been
approached, h/t was no kss supreme in toe music of Mendelssohn
and Schumaxm; in short, llie whole of toe classical repertory

has become identified with his playing. No survey of Joachim’s
artistic career would be complete whidh omitted mention of his

absolute freedom from tricks or manner!^, his dignified bearing,

and his unselfish character. His devotion to the highest ideals,

combinecl with a certain austerity and massivity of styk, brought
against him an accusation of coldness from admirers a ntore

efiusive temperament. But toe answer to this is given by the

depth and variety of expression which his mastery of tlie re-

sources of his instrument put at his command. Hb biographer

(1898), Andreas Moser, e?^ressed his esseottial characteristic in

the wc^s, He plays the violin, not for its uwn sake, hut in the

service of an ideal.”

As a composer Joadaim did but little in his later years, and the

works of his earlier life never attained toe puhke success which,

in the opinko of many, they deserve <see Music). Hiey un-
doubtadiy have a certain austerity of charactor wmch 60^ not

appeal to every bearer, but they are full of beauty of a grave

and dignified kind; and in sudi things as his ” Himgarian con-

certo ” for his own instrument toe utmost degree of difficulty

is comhmed with great diarm of melodic treatment. The
Bonanoe ” ki B flat for viofin and toe variations ter vtbltb and

nrdkestra are among has finest things, and toe ndble overtore in

memory of Kkist, as well as toe soena for meszo-B^nuto from

fiduBer’s Demetrius, show a wonderfuldegree of skiBin orchestra-

tion as well as arigixiality of thought. Jonohim’s fdace in musical

Instory as a con^oser can only be pr<merly appreciated in the

fi^t of his int^te rekitions with with whexu he

studknidy regained from putting honself into independent

rivalry, and to whose work as a composer Ite gave toe co-opera-

tion of one who himseB have ranked as a master.



420 JOAN—JOAN OF ARC
There are admirable portraits of Joachim by G. h. Watts (i8^

and by J. S. Sargent (190^1), the latter presented to him on the 16th

of May 1904, at the celebration of the sixtieth anniversary of his

first appearance in England.

JOAN, a mythical female pope, who is usuaUy placed between

Leo IV, (847-855) and benedict III. (855-858). One account

has it that she was born in England, another in Germany of

English parents. After an education at Cologne, she fell in

love with a Benedictine monk and fled with him to Athens

disguised as a man. On his death she went to Rome under the

alias of Joannes Anglicus (John of England), and entered the

priesthood, eventually receiving a cardinal’s hat. She was

elected pope under the title of John Vlli., and died in child-

birth during a papal procession.

A French Domiiacan, Steven of Bourbon (d, c. 1261) gives the

legend in his Seven Csifts of the Holy Shirit. He is believed to have

derived it from an earlier writer. More than a hundred authors

between the 13th and 17th centuries gave circulation to the myth.

Tts explosion was first seriously undertaken by David Blondel, a

i'rench Calvinist, in his l^clairciosement de la question si une femme
a StS assise au siige papal de Rome (1047) ;

and De Joanna Papissa

(1657). The refutation was completed by Johann DoUinger in his

Papstfabeln des Mittelaliers (1863; Eng. trails. 1872).

JOAN OF ARC, more properly Jeanneton Darc, afterwpds

known in France as Jeanne d’Arc ^ (1411-1431), the “Maid of

Orleans,” was born between 1410 and 1412, the daughter of

Jacques Darc, peasant proprietor, of Domremy, a small village

in the Vosges, partly in Champagne and partly in Lorraine, £md

of his wife Isabcau, of the village of Vouthon, who from having

made a pilgrimage to Rome had received the usual surname of

Kom6e. Although her parents were in ea.sy circumstances, Joan

never learned to read or write, and received her sole religious

instruction from her mother, who taught her to recite the Pater

Noster, Ave Maria, and Credo. She sometimes guarded her

father’s flocks, but at her trial in 1431 she strongly resented being

referred to us a shepherd girl. In all household work she was

specially proficient, her skill in the use of the needle not being

excelled (she .said) by that of any matron even of Rouen. In her

childhood she was noted for her abounding physical energy ; but

her vivacity, so far from being tainted by any coarse or un-

feminine trait, was the direct outcome of an abnormally sensitive

nervous temperament. Towards her parents her conduct was

uniformly exemplary, and the charm of her unselfish kindness

made her a favourite in the village. As she grew^ to womanhood

she beotme inclined to silence, and spent much of her time in

solitSle and prayer. She repelled all attempts of the young

men of her acquainlanre to win her favour; and while active in

the performance of her duties, and apparently finding her life

quite congenial, inwardly she was engrossed with thoughts

reaching far beyond the circle of her daily concerns.

At this time, through the allianre and support of Philip of

Burgundy, the English had extended their conquest over the

whole of France north of the Loire in addition to their possession

of Guienne; and whilethe infant Henry VI. of Englandhad in 14^
been proclaimed king of France at his father’s grave at St Denis,

Charles the dauphin (still uncrowned) was forced to watch the

slow dismemberment of his kingdom. Isabella, the dauphin’s

mother, had favoured Henry V. of England, the husband of her

daughter Catherine; and under Charles VI. a visionary named

Marie d’Avignon declared that France was being ruined by a

woman and would be restored by an armed virgin from the

marches of Lorraine. To what extent this idea worked in Joan’s

mind is doubtful. In Geoffrey of Monmouth’s tract, De pro-

phetiis Merlini, there is a reference to an ancient prophecy of the

enchanter Merlin concerning a virgin ex nemore canutOf and it

appears that this nemm canutum had been identified in folk-lore

with the oak wood of Domremy. Joan’s knowledge of the

prophecy does not, however, appear till 1429; and already before

that, from 1424, according to her account at her trial, she

^ In the act of ennoblement the name is spelt Day, due probably

to the peculiar pronunciation. It has been disputed whether the

name was written originally d'Arc or Darc. It is beyond doubt
iiiat the father of Joan was not of noble origin, but Bouteiller

suggests that at that period the apostrophe did not indicate nobility.

H-t mother, it may be noted, is called " de Vouthon.”

had become imbued with a sense of having a mission to free

France from the English. She heard the voices of St Michael,

St Catherine and St Margaret urging her on. In May 1428 she

tried to obtain from Robert de Baudricourt, governor of Vaucou-

leurs, an introduction to the dauphin, saying that God would send

him aid, but she was rebuffed. When, however, in September the

English (under the earl of Salisbury) invested Orleans, the key

to the south of France, she renewed her efforts with Baudricourt,

her mission being to relieve Orleans and crown the dauphin at

Reims. By persistent importunity, the effect of which was m-

creased by the simplicity of her demeanour and her calm assur-

ance of success, she at last prevailed on the governor to grant her

request; and in February 1429, accompanied by six men-at-arms,

she set out on her perilous journey to the court of the dauphin

at Chinon. At first Charles refused to see her, but popular feel-

ing in her favour induced his advisers to persuade him after three

days to grant her an interview. She is said to have persuaded

him of the divine character of her commission by discovering

him though disguised in the crowd of his courtiers, and by

reassuring him regarding his secret doubts as to his legitimacy.

And Charles was impressed by her knowledge of a secret prayer,

which (he told Dunois) could only be known to God and himself.

Accordingly, after a commission of doctors had reported that

they had found in her nothing of evil or contrary to the Catholic

faith, and a council of matrons had reported on her chastity, she

was permitted to set forth with an army of 4000 or 5000 men

designed for the relief of Orleans. At the head of the army she

rode clothed in a coat of mail, armed with an ancient sword, said

to be that with which Charles Martel had vanquished the Sara-

cen.s, the hiding-place of which, under the altar of the parish

church of the village of Ste Catherine de Fierbois, the “ voices
”

had revealed to her; she carried a white standard of her own

design embroidered with lilies, and having on the one side the

image of God seated on the clouds and holding the world in His

hand, and on the other a representation of the Annunciation.

Joan succeeded in entering Orleans on the 29th of April 1429,

and through the vigorous and unremitting sallies of the French

the English gradually became so discouraged that on the 8th of

May they raised the siege. It is admitted that her extraordinar>^

pluck and sense of leadership were responsible for this result.

In a single week (June 12 to 19), by the capture of Jargeau and

Beaugency, followed by the great victory of Patay
,
where Tal^t

was taken prisoner, the English were driven beyond the Loire.

With some difficulty the dauphin was then persuaded to set out

towards Reims, which he entered with an army of j 2,000 men

on the i6th of July, Troyes having yielded on the way. On the

following day, holding the sacred banner, Joan stood beside

Charles at his coronation in the cathedral.

The king then entered into negotiations with a view to detach-

ing Burgundy from the English cause. Joan, at liis importunity,

remained with the army, but the king played her false when .she

attempted the capture of Paris; and after a failure on the 8th of

September, when Joan was wounded,’^ his troops were disbande^

Joan went into Normandy to assist the duke of Alen^on, but in

December returned to the court, and on the 29th she and her

family were ennobled with the surname of du Lis. Unconsoled

by such honours, she rode away from the court in March, to assist

in the defence of Compi^gne against the duke of Burgundy; and

on the 24th of May she led an unsuccessful sortie against the

besiegers, when she was surrounded and taken prisoner. Charles,

partly perhaps on account of his natural indolence, partly on

account of the intrigues at the court, made no effort to effect

her ransom, and never showed any sign of interest in her fate.

By means of negotiations instigated pd prosecuted with great

perseverance by the university of Paris and the Inquisition, and

through the persistent scheming of Pierre Cauchon, the bishop

of Beauvais—a Burgundian partisan, who, chased from his own

see, hoped to obtain the archbishopric of Rouen—she was sold

in November by John of Luxemburg and Burgundy to the

English, who on the 3rd of January 1431, at the instance of the

» The Porte St Honorfe where Joan was wounded stood where the

Com6die Franvaise now stands.



JOANES—JOANNA I. OF NAPLES
university of Paris, delivered her over to the Inquisition for trial.

After a public examination, begun on the 9th of January and
lasting six days, and another conducted in the prison, she was,
on the 20th of March, publicly accused as a heretic and witch,
and, being in the end found guilty, she made her submission at
the scaffold on the 24th of May, and received pardon. She was
still, however, the prisoner of the English, and, having been in-
duced by those who had her in charge to resume her male clothes,
she was on this account judged to have relapsed, was sentenced
to death, and burned at the stake on the streets of Rouen on the
30th of May 1431. In 1436 an impostor appeared, professing
to be Joan of Arc escaped from the flames, who succeeded in
inducing many people to believe in her statement, but afterwards
confessed her imposture. The sentence passed on Joan of Arc
was revoked by the pope on the 7th of July 1456, and since then
It has been the custom of Catholic writers to uphold the reality
of her divine inspiration.

During the latter part of the 19th centuiy a popular cult of the
Maid of Orleans sprang up in France, being greatly stimulated
by the clerical party, which derired to advertise, in the person
of this national heroine, the intimate union between patriotism
and the Catholic faith, and for this purpose ardently desired her
enrolment among the Saints. On the 27th of January 1894
solemn approval was given by Pope Leo XIII., and in February
1903 a formal proposal was entered for her canonization. The
Feast of the Epiphany (Jan. 6) 1904 was made the occasion for
a public declaration by Pope Pius X. that she was entitled to the
designation Venerable. On the 13th of December 1908 the
decree of beatification was published in the Consistory Hall of
the Vatican.

As an historical figure, it is impossible to dogmatize concerning
the personality of Joan of Arc. The modem clerical view has
to some extent provoked what appears, in Anatole France's
learned account, ably presented as it is, to be a retaliation, in-
regarding her as a clerical tool in her own day , But her character
was in any case exceptional. She undoubtedly nerved the
French at a critical time, and inspired an army of la^ards and
pillagers with a fanatical enthusiasm, comparable ^h that of
Cromweirs Puritans. Moreover, as regards her genuine military
qualities we have the testimony of Dunois and d'Alenfon; and
Captain Marin, in his Jeanne d!Arc, iacticien et straUgisie (1891),
takes a high view of her achievements. The nobility of her
purpose and the genuineness of her belief in her mission, combined
with her purity of character and simple patriotism, stand clear.

As to her “ supranormal ” faculties, a matter concerning which
belief krgely depends on the point of view, it is to be remarked
that Quicherat, a freethinker wholly devoid of clerical influences,
admits them (Aper^us nouveaux, 1850), saying that the evidence
is as good as lor any facts in her history. See also A. Lang on
“ the voices ” in Proc, Sac. Psychical Research, vol. xi.

Authorities.—For bibliography see LeLivre d'orde Jeanne d’Arc
(1894), A. Molinier, Sources de Vhistoire de France (1904). Until
the 19th century the history of Joan of Arc was almost entirely
neglected; Voltaire's scurrilous satire La Pucelle, while indicative
of the attitude of his time, may be compared wi^ the very fair
praises in the Encyclopedie, The first attempt at a study of the
sources was that of LAverdy in 1790, published in the third volume
of Mimoires of the Academy of Inscriptions, which served as the
base for all lives until J. Quicherat's great work, Le Prods de Jeanne
d*Arc (1841-1849), a collection of the texts so full and so vivid that
they reveal the character and life of the heroine with great dis-
tinctness. Michelet's sketch of her work in his Histoire ae France,
one of the best sections of the history, is hardly more vivid than these
sources, upon which all the later biographies (notably that of H. A.
Wallon. i860) are based. See also A. Marty, VHistoire de Jeanne
d'Arc d apris des documtfUs originaux, with introduction by M. Sepet
(1907) ;

P. H. Dunand, Jeanne d’Arc et Viglise (1908) ;
and especially

Andrew Lang, The Mend ofFrance (1908). The Vie de Jeanne d*Afc,
by Anatole France (2 vols., 1908L is brilliant and erudite, but in
some respects open to charges of inaccuracy and prejudice in its
handling of the sources (see the criticism by Andrew Lang in The
Times, tit. Suppl., May 28, 1908). The attempt to establish the
reality of the " revelations ** and consequently to obtain lie canoni-
sation of Joan of Arc led the Catholic party in France to publish
lives (such as Sepet’s, 1869) in support of their claims. ExceUent
works worth special mention are : Sim6on Luce, Jeanne d*Arc h
Damremy, L. Jarry, UArmSe anglaise au ei^ge d*Orleans (1892);

Miracles de Madame Sainte Kathirine de Fierbois
(I8j58, trans. by A. I-ang)

;
Boucher de Molandon and A* de Beau-

wrps, LAmUe anglaise vaincue par Jeanne d‘Arc (1892); R. P.
Agroles, S.J., La Vraie Jeanne dArc. For the " false PuceUe " see
A. Lang.s article in his Valet*s Tragedy (1903). Of the numerouil
dramas and poems of which Joan of Arc has been the subject,
mention can only be made of Die Jungfrau von Orleans of Schuler,
and of the Joan of Arc of Southey. A drama in verse by Jules
Barbier was set to music by C. Gounod (1873) . (J. T. S.*

; H. Ch.)

JOANES (or Tuanes), VICENTE (1506-1579), head of the
Valencian school of painters, and often called “the Spanish
Raphael," was bom at Fuente de la Higuera in the province of
Valencia in 1506. He is said to have studied his art for some
time in Rome, with which school his affinities are closest, but
the greater part of his professional life was spent in the city of
Valencia, where most of the extant examples of his work are
now to 1^ found. All relate to religious subjects, and are
characterized by dignity of conception, accuracy of drawing,
truth and beauty of colour, and minuteness of finish. He died
at Bocairente (near Jativa) while engaged upon an altarpiecc in
the church there, on the 21st of December 1579.
JOANNA (i479~I555 )> t:alled the Mad {laLoca),qvLttnoi Castile

and mother of the emperor Charles V., was the second daughter
of Ferdinand and Isabella, king and queen of Spain, and was
t»m at Toledo on the 6th of November 1479. Her youngest
sister was Catherine of Aragon, the first wife of Henry VIIL
In 1496 at Lille she was married to the archduke Philip the Hand-
some, son of the German King Maximilian L, and at Ghent, in
February 1500, she gave birth to the future emperor. The death
of her only brother John, of her eldest sister Isabella, queen of
Portugal, and then of the latter’s infant son Miguel, made Joanna
heiress of the Spanish kingdoms, and in 1502 the cortes of Gkstile

I

and of Aragon recognized her and her husband as their future
sovereigns. Soon after this Joanna's reason began to give way.
She mourned in an extravagant fashion for her absent husband,
whom at length she joined in Flanders; in this country her pas-
sionate jealousy, although justified by Philip's conduct, led to
deplorable scenes. In November 1504 her mother's death left

Jo^na queen of Castile, but as she was obviously incapable o'f

ruling, the duties of government were undertaken by her father,
and tiien for a short time by her husband. The queen was with
Philip when he was wrecked on the English coast and became
the guest of Henry VII, at Windsor; soon after this event, in

September 1506, he died and Joanna’s mind became completely
deranged, it being almost impossible to get her away from the
dead body of her husband. The remaining years of her miserable
existence were spent at Tordesillas, whwe she died on the nth
of April 1555. In spite of her afflictions the queen was sought
in marriage by Henry VII. just before his death. Nominally
Joanna remained queen of (kstile until her death, her name being
joined with that of Charles in all public documents, but of
necessity she took no part in the business of state. In addition
to Charles she had a son Ferdinand, afterwards the emperor
Ferdinand L, wd four dau^ters, among them being Maria
(15^5^1 55^)^ wife of Louis IL, king of Hungary, afterwards
governor-general of the Netherlands.

See R. Villa, La Reina dofia Juana la Loca (Madrid, 1892) ;
Kdblor,

Johanna die Wahnsinnige (Vienna, 1890) ;
W. H. Prescott, Hist, of Fer-

dinand and Isabella (1854); and H. Tighc, A Queen of Unrest (1907).

JOANNA 1. {c. 1327-1382), queen of Naples, was the daughter
of Charles duke of Calabria (d. 1328), and became sovereign of

Naples in succession to her grandfather King Robert in 1343.
Her first husband was Andrew, son of Charles Robert, king of
Hungwy, who like the queen herself was a member of the house
of Anjou. In 1345 Andrew was assassinated at Aversa, possibly
with his vrife's connivance, and at once Joanna married Louis,
son of Philip prince of Taranto. King^Louis of Hungary then
came to Naples to avenge his brother's death, and the queen took
refuge in Provence--which came under her rule at the same time
as Naples—purchasing pardon from Pope Clement VI. by selling

to him the town of Avignon, then part of her dominions. Having
returned to Nwles in 1352 after the departure of Louis, Joanna
lost her second husband in 1362, and married James, king of
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Majorca (d. 1375), and later Otto of Brunswick, prince of Tarantoi

Tlie queen lutd no sons, and as both her daughters were dead she

made Louis 1* duke of Anjou, brother of Ouu'leB V, of France,

her heir. This proceeding so angered Charles, duke of Duraizo,

who regarded himself scs the future king of Naples, that he seized

the city, Joanna was captured and was put to death at Aversa
on the zand of May 1382. The queen was a woman of intel-

lectual tastes, and was acquainted with some of the poets and

scholars of her time, including Petrarch and Boccaccio.

See CriveUi, Della prima e della seconda Giovanna, regine dt Napoli

(1832); G. liattagli^ Ciovanna regina di Napoli (1835); W.
St C. Baddeley, Queen Joanna 1 . of Naples (1803) ;

Scarpetta,

Ciovanna I. di Napoli (1903) ; and Francesca M. Steele, The BeatUiful

Queen Joanna T. of Naple& (1910),

JOANNA n. (1371-1435), queen of Naples, was descended from

Charles 11 . of AnjOti through his son John of Durarzo. She had

been married to William, son of Leopold III. of Austria, and at

the death of her brother King Ladislans in 1414 she succeeded

to the Neapolitan crown , Her life had always been verj^ dissolute,

and although now a widow of forty-five, she chose as her lover

Piindolfo Alopo, a youth of twenty-six, whom she made seneschal

of the kingdom. He and the constable Miizio Attendolo Sforza

completely dominated her, and the turbulent barons wished to

provide her with a husband who would be strong enough to

break her favourites yet not make himself king. The choice

fell on James of Bourbon, a relative of the king of France, and

the marriage took place in 1415. But James at once declared

himself king, had Alopo killed and Sforza iinprisonecl, and kept

his wife in a state of semi-confiiiemcnt ;
this led to a countcr-

agitotion on the part of the baron.^, who forced James to liberate

Sforza, renounce his kingship, and eventually to quit the country

.

The queen now sent Sforza to re-establish her authority in Rome,

whence the Neapolitans had been expelled after the death of

Ladislaus; Sforza entered the city and obliged the condotfiere

Braccio da Montone, who was defending it in the pope’s name, to

depart (1416). But when Oddo Colonna was elerted pope as

Martin V., he allied himseM wdth Joanna, who promised to give

up Rome, while Sforza returned to Naples. The latter found,

however, that he had lost all influence mth the queen, who was

completely dominated by her new' lovw Giovanni (Sergianni)

Caracciolo. Hoping to re-establish his position and crush

Caraccioio, Sforza favoured the pretensions of Louis IIL of

Anjou, wijp wished to obtain the succession of Naples at Joanna’s

deatbut ^rse which met with the approval of the pope, Joanna

refused f6 adopt Louis owing to the influence of Caracciolo, who
hated Sforza; she appealed for help instead to Alphonso of

Aragon, promising to make him her heir. War broke out be-

tween Joanna and the Aragonese on one side and Louis and

Sforza, supported by the pope, on the other. After much fight-

ing by land and sea, Alphonso entered Naples, and in 1422 peace

was made. But dissensions broke out between the Aragoi^
and Catalans and the Neapolitans, and Alphonso had Caracciolo

arrested; whereupon Joanna, fearing for her own safely, invoked

the aid df ^ofza, who with difficulty carried her off to Aversa.

There she was joined by Louis whom she adopted as her successor

instead of the ungrateful Alphonso. Sforza was accidentally

drowned, but when Alphonso returned to Spain, leaving only a

small force in Naples, the Angevins with the help of a Genoese

fleet recaptured the city. For a few years there was p^ce in

the kingdom, but in 1432 Caracciolo, having quarrelled with the

queen, was seized and murdered by his enemies. Internal

disorders broke out, and Gian Antonio Orsini, prince of Taranto,

led a revolt against Joanna in Apulia; Louis of Anjou died while

conducting a campaign ^•gainst the rebels (i434)> wid Joanna

herself died on the nth Of February 1435, after havii^ appointed

his soft Ren^ hei- successor. Weidc, foolish and dissolute, she

made hefir reign one long scandal, which reduced the kingdom

to tlie lowest depths of degradation. Her perpetual intrigues

and her politidaJ incapaci^ made Naples a prey to anarchy and

foreign invasiofif, destroying all scn.se of patriotism and loyalty

both in the barons aftd the people.

AtTTnoaiTiEs.—A. von Flaten, Storia del reame di Napoli dal 1414

ai J4gj (1864). C. CipoUa, Stofia deUa aagnoria ItaUana (1882), where

the original authorities are quoted. (Soe also Naplgs
;
Sforza.)

JOAffl, or Jehoash (Heb. *'Yahweh is strong, or hath given

the name of two kings of Palestine in the Bible.

1. Son of Ahaziah (see JehoraM, 2) and king of Judah. He
obtained the throne by means of a revolt in which Athaliah (q.v.)

perislicd, and his accession was marked by a solemn covenant,

and by the overthrow of the temple of Baal and of its priest

Mattan(-Baal). In this the priest Jehoiada (who must haVe

contmued to act as regent) took the leading part. The account

of Joash’s reign is not from a contemporary source (2 Kings xi. 4
-xli. 16), and 2 Chronicles adds several new details, including

a tradition of a conflict between the king and priests after the

dea^ of Jehoiada (xxii. ii ; xxiv. 3, 15 sqq.).^ At an unstated

period, the Aramaeans under Hazael captured Gath, and Jeru-

.salem only escaped by buying off the enemy (2 Kings xii. 17 sqq.).

This may perhaps be associated with the i^amaean attacks upon

Israel (2 below), but the tradition recorded in 2 Chron.xxiv. 23 seq.

differs widely and cannot be wholly rejected. The king perished

in a conspiracy, the origin of wLich is not clear
;
it may have been

for his attack upon the priests, it was scarcely for the course he

took to save Jerusalem. He was succeeded by his son Amaziah,

whose moderation in avenging his father’s death receives special

mention. After defeating the Edomites, Amaziah turned his

attention to Israel.

2. Son of Jehoahaz and king of Israel. Like his grandfather

ieliu, he enjoyed the favour of the prophet Elisha, who promised

him a triple defeat of theAramaeans atAphek (3 Kings xiii. j 4 sqq.

22 25). The cities which had been taken from liis father by

Hazael the father of Ben-hadad were recovered (cf. i Kings xx.

34, time of Ahab) and the relief gained by Israel from the previous

Wows of Syria prepared the way for its speedy extension of

pov/er. When challenged by Amaziah of Judah, Joash uttered

the famous fable of the thistle and cedar (for another example

see Judg. ix. 8-15; see also Abimelecii), and a battle was

fought at Beth-shemesh, in which Israel was completely success-

ful. An obscure statement in 2 Chron. xxv. 13 would show

that this was not the only conflict; at all events, Amaziah was

captured, the fortifications of Jerusalem were partially destroyed,

the treasures of the Temple and palace were looted, and hostages

were carried away to Samaria. According to one statement,

Amaziah survived the disaster fifteen years, and lost his life in

a conspiracy ; but there is a gap in the history of Judah which

the narratives do not enable us to fill (i Kings xv. i; see

xiv. 17, 23). See further Uzziah; Jeroboam (2); and Jews.
(S. A. C.)

JOB. The book ofJob (Heb. *Jyyob, Gr. T(u^), in the Bible,

the mo.st splendid creation of Hebrew poetry, is so called from the

name of the man whose history and afflictions and sayings form

the theme of it.

Contents.—As it now lies befere us it consists of fire parts, i. The
prologue, in prose, cks. describes in rapid and dramatic steps

the hist^ of tide man, his prouperity and greatness corresponding

txi his godliness; then how his iNe'is dtown in under the operation ot

the sifting providence of God, through the suspicion suggested by
the Satan, the minister of th» aspect of God's providesice, that bit

gf^Iiness is and only the natural retutn for unexampled
prosperity, and the insinuation that if stripped of his prosperity

ht will curse God to His face. These suspicions bring down two
severe calamities on Job, one deprivinghim of children and possessions

alike, and the othei’ thtow'ing the man himself under a painful

malady. In spite of these afflictions Job retains his Integrity and
ascribes no wrong to God. Ihen is described the advent of Job's

three friends—Eliphaz the Temanite, Bildad the Shuhile, and
Zoj^ar the Naamathite—vrho, having hoard of Job's ^lamities,

come to Condole with him. 2. The body of the book, in poetry,

c!hB.iH.-xxxi., contains a series of speeches in whkli the problem
of job's auctions and the relation of external evil to the

righteousness of God and the conduct of men are briUlantlv dis-

cussed. This part, after Job's passkmate outburst in ch. ih., is

divided into three cycles, each containing six speeches, one by each
of ttje friends, and three by J6b, one in reply to each of theirs

tehi.iv.-xiv.; xv.-xxi.; xxii.-xxxl.). although in the last cycle the

^ That the murder of Zechariah the son of Jehoiada (a Chron.

is xefdtred to in Matt, xxiii* 35 >
Luke xi. 31 m commonly hold; but

see Choyne, Ency. Bib^ c<d. 5373.
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thinl wpmkJBt Zophar iails to answor (unless his answer is to be fotmd
in ch. xxvii.). Job, having driven his opponents from the field,

carries his thson^ a series of discourses in which he dwelis in
paihetic words upon his early prosperity, contcastiag with it his
present humiUatiott, and ends with a solemn repudiatum of all the
ofiences that night be suggested against him, and a challenge to
God to appear and put His htmd tom charge which He had agaxnst
him and iot which He addicted hiiti» ^hu, the representative
of a younger generation, who.has been r, silent observer of the debate,
intervenes to express his dissatisfaction with the maimer in which
both Job and has friends conducted the cause, and offers what is

in some respects a new solution of the question (xxxii.-xxxvii.).

4. In answer to Job's repeated demands that God would appear and
solve the riddle of his life, the Lord answers Job out of the whirlwind.
The divine speaker does not condescend to refer to Job's individual
problem, but in a series of ironical interrogations asks him, as he
thinks himself capable of fathoming all things, to expound the
mysteries of the origin and subsistence of the world, the phenomena
of ihe atmosphere^ the instincts of the creatures that inhabit the
desert, and, as he judges God's conduct of the world amiss, invites

him to seize the reins, gird himself with the thunder and quell the
rebellions forces of evi' in the universe (xxxviii.-xlii. 6). Job
is humhlad and abashed, lays his hand upon his mouth, and repents
his hasty words in dust and ashes. No solution of his problem is

vouchsafed; but God Himself effects that which neither the man's
own thoughts of God nor tlie representations of the friends could
accomplish : he had heard of him with the bearing of tlic car without
effect, but now-liis eye sees Him. This is the profoundest religious

deep in the book. 5. The epilogue, in prose, xlii. 7-17, describes

Job's restoration to a prosperity double that of his former eritate,

his family felicity and long life.

Design ,
—^With the exception of the episode of Elihu, the con-

nexion of which with the original form of the poem may be doubt-
ful, all five parts of the book are essential elements of the work
as it came from the hand of the first author, altliougb some parts

of the second and fourth divisioni> may have been expanded by
later writers. The idea of the composition is to be derived not

from any single clement of the book, but from the teaching and
movement of the whole piece. Job is unquestionably the hero

of the work, and in his ideas and his history combined wc may
assume that we find the author himself speaking and teaching.

The discussion between Job and his friends of the problem of

suffering occupies two-thirds of the book, or, if the space occupied

by Klihu be not considered, nearly three-fourths, and in the direc-

tion which the author causes this discussion to take we may see

revealed the main didactic purpose of the book. When the three

friends, the representatives of former theories of providence, are

reduced to silence, we may be certain that it was the author's

purpose to discredit the ideas which they represent. Job himself

offers no positive contribution to the doctrine of evil
;
his position

is negative, merely antag:onistic to that of the friends. But this

negative position victonously maintained by him has the effect

of clearing the ground, and the author himself supplies in the

prologue the positive truth, when he communicates the real

explanation of his hero's calamities, and leaches that they were

a trial of liis righteousness. It was therefore the author's main
purpose in his work to widen men's views of the providence of

(kxl and set before them a new view of suffering. This purpose,

however, was in all probability subordinate to some wider

practical design. No Hebrew writer is merely a poet or a

thinker. He is always a teacher. He has men before him in

their relatioai to God,^ and usually not men in their individual

relations, but members of the family of Israel, the people of

God. It is consequently scarcely to be doubted that the

book has a national scope. The author considered his new
truth regarding the meaning of affliction as of national interest,

and as the truth then needful for the heart of his people. But
the teaching of the book is only half its contents. It contains

also a history—deep and inexplicable affliction, a great moral

struggle, and a victory. The author meant hu new truth to

insure new conduct, new faith, and new hopes. In Job’s suffer-

ings, undeserved and inexplicable to him, yet capable of an

explanation most consistent with the goodness and faithfulness

of God, and casting honour upon his faithful serv^ts; in his

despair bordering on unbelief, at last overcome ; and in the happy

^ Bxcnitio&s must be made in the cases of Esther and the Song of

Soags, which do not mention God, and the original writei* in Ecclm-
astes who is a philosopher.

Issue of his affiictions^-in all this Israel may see itself, and from
the si^t take courage, and forecast its own I^tory. Job, how-
ever, IS not to be considered Israel, the righteous servant of the
Lord,ixndera feigned name; he is nomereparablej(thottgh sucha
view is found as earty as the Talmud); he and his history have
both elements of r^^ty in them. It is these elements of reality

common to him with Israel in affliction, common even to him
with humanity as a whole, confined within the straitened limits

set by its own ignorance, wounded to death by the mysterious

sorrows of life, tortured by the uncertr.inty whether its ciy finds

an entrance into God's ear, alarmed and paralysed by the irre-

concilable discrepancies which it seems to discover between its

necessary thoughts of Him and its experience of Him in His provi-

dence, and faint with longing that it might come into His place,

and behold him, not girt with His majesty, but in human form,

as one looketh upon lus fellow—^it is these elements of truth that

make the history of Job instructive to Israel in the times of

aflftiction when it was set before them, and to men of all races in

all ages. It would probably be a mistake, however, to imagine
that the author consciously stepp^ outside the limits of his

nation and assumed a human position antagonistic to it. The
chords he touches vibrate through all humanity—but this is

because Israel is the religious kernel of humanity, and because

from Israel's heart tlie deepest religious music of mankind is

heard, whether of pathos or of joy.

Two threads r^uiring to be followed, therefore, ran through the
hook—one the di^ussion of the problem of evii between Job and
his friends, and the otlicr the varying attitude of Job's mind towards
God, the ilrst being subordinate to the second. Both job and his
friends advance to the discussion of his sufferings and of tlie problem
of evil, ignorant of the tnie cause of his calamities—Job strong in
bis sense of inaocence, and the friends armed with their theory
of the righteousness of God, who ^veth to every man according to

his woris. With fine psychological instinct the poet lets job
altogether lose his self-control first when his three friends came to
visit him. His bereavements and his malady he bore with a steady
courage, and his wife's direct instigations to godlessness he repelled
with severity and resignation. But when lus equals and the old
associates of his happiness came to see him, and when he read in their

looks and in their seven days' silence the depth of his own misery,’

his self-command deserted him, and he broke out into a cry of

despair, cursii^; his day and crying for death (iii.). Job had
somew'hat misinterpreted the demeanour of his friends. It was not
ail pity that it expressed. Along with their pity they h^ also
brought their theology, and they trusted to heal Job's malady with
this. Till a few days before, Job would have agreed with them on
the sovereign virtues of this lemc^. But he had learned through
a higher teaching, the events of God's providence, that it was no
longer a specific in bis case. His violent imj^tience, however,
under his afflictions and his covert attacks bpon the divine rectitude
only served to confirm the view of his sufferings which thoir Iheory
of evil had already suggested to his friends. And thus commences
the high debate wnicb continues through twenty-nine chapters.

The three friends of Job came to the consideration of his history
with the principle that calamity is the result of evil-doing, as prosper-
ity is the reward of righteousnessu Suffering is not an accioont or a
spontaneous growth of the soil

;
man is bom unto trouble as the sparks

fly upwards; there is in human life a tendency to do evil which araws
down upon men the chastisement of God (v. 5). The principle
is thus enunciated by Eliphaz, from whom the other speakers ti^
their cue : where there is suffering there has been sin in the sufferer.

Not suffering in itself, but the effect of it on the sufferer is what gives

m^ht into his true character. Suffering is not always punitive;
it is sometimes disciplinary, designed to wean the good man from his

sin. If he sees in his suffering monition of God and turns from
bis evU, his future shall be rich in peace and happiness, and his< latter

estate more prosperous than his first If he murmurs or resists,

he can only perish under the multiplyii^ chastisements which his

impenitence will provoke. Now this principle is far from being a
peculiar crotchet of the friends : its truth is undeniable, though they
erred in supposing that it would cover the wide providence of Goa.
The principle is the fundamental idea of moral government, the ex-

pression 01 the natural conscience, a principle common more or less

to all peoples, though perhaps more prominent in the Semitic mind,
because an religious ideas are more prominent and simple there

—

not suggested to Israel first by the law, but found and adopted by the

law, though it may be sha^cned by it. It is the fundamental
principle of prophecy no less than of me law, and, if possible, of the

wisdom or philosophy of the Hebrews more than of either. Specula-
tion among the Hebrews had a simmer task before it than It had in

the West or in the farther East, 'llie Greek philosopher bc^an his

operations upon the sum of things; he threw the umve^ into his

crucible at oocet His object was to effect some analyiia of it, so
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that he could call one element cause and another eficct. Or, to vary

the figure, his endeavour was to pursue the streams of tendency

which he could observe till he reached at last the central spring which

sent them all forth. God, a single cause and explanation, was the

object of his search. But to the Hebrew of the later time this was
already found. The analysis resulting in the distinction of God and
the world had been effected for him so long ago that the history and
circumstances of the process had been forgotten, and only the

unchallengeable result remained. His philosophy was not a quest

of God whom he did not know, but a recognition on all hands of

God whom he knew. The great primary idea to his mind was that

of God, a Being wholly just, doing all. And the world was little

more than the phenomena that revealed the mind and the presence

and the operations of God. Consequently the nature of God as

known to him and the course of events formed a perfect equation.

The idea of what God was in Himself was in complete harmony
with His manifestation of Himself in providence, in the events of

individual human lives, and in the history of nations. The philosophy
of the wise did not go behind the origin of sin, or referred it to the

freedom of man; but, sin existing, and God being in immediate
personal contact with the world, every event was a direct expression

of His moral will and energy
;
calamity fell on wickedness, anci success

attended right-doing. This view of the moral harmony between tlie

nature of God and the events of providence in the fortunes of men
and nation.s i.s the view of the Hebrew wisdom in its oldest form,

during what might be called the period of principles, to which belong

Prov. X. seq.; and this is the position maintained by Job's three

friends. And the significance of the book of Job in the history of

Hebrew thought arises in that it marks the point when such a view
was definitely overcome, closing the long period when this principle

was merely .subjected to questionings, and makes a new positive

addition to the doctrine of evil.

Job agreed that afflictions came directly from the hand of God,
and also that God afflicted those whom He held guilty of sins.

But his conscience denied the imputation of gudt, whether insinu*

ated by his friend.s or implied in God's chastisement of him. Hence he
was driven to conclude that God was unjust. The position of Job
appeared to his friends nothing else but impiety; wmle theirs was
to him mere falsehood and the special j^leading of sycophants on
behalf of God because He was the stronger. Within these two iron

wfidls the debate moves, making little progre.ss, but with much
brilliancy, if not of argument, of illustration. A certain advance
indeed is perceptible. In the first series of speeches (iv.-xiv.),

the key-note of which is struck by Eliphaz, the oldest and most
considerate of the three, the position is that affliction is caused by
sin, and is chastisement designed for the sinner's good; and the moral
is that Job should recognize it and use it for the purpose for which
it was sent. In the second (xv.-xxi.) the terrible fate of the sinner

is emphasized, and those brilliant pictures of a restored future,

thrown in by all the speakers in the first series, are absent. Job’s

demeanour under the consolations offered him afforded little hope
of his repentance. In the tliird scries (xxii. seq.) the friends cast

off all disguise, and openly charge Job wnth a course of evil life.

That their armoury was now exhau-sted is shown by the brevity of

the sfi^nd speaker, and the failure of the third (at least in the present

text) to'wiswef in any form. In reply .Job disdain.s for a time to

touch wliat he well knew lay under all their exhortations; he laments
with touching pathos the defection of his friends, who were like the

winter torrents looked for in vain by the perisWng caravan ih the

summer heat; he meets with bitter scorn their constant cry that

God w'ill not cast off the righteous man, by asking : How can one
be righteous with God ? what can human weakness, however
innocent, do against infinite might and subtlety? they are righteous

whom an omnipotent and perverse will thinks fit to consider so;

he falls into a hopeless wail over the universal misery of man, who
has a weary campaign of life appointed him; then, rising np in the

.strength of his conscience, he upbraids the Almighty with His mis-

use of His power and His indiscriminate tyranny—righteous and
innocent He destroys alike—and challenges Him to lay aside His

majesty and meet His creature as a man, and then he would not

fear Him. Even in the second series Job can hardly bring himself

to face the personal issue raised by the friends. Hi.s relations to

God absorb him almost wholly—^his pitiable isolation, the indignities

showered on his once honoured head, the loathsome spectacle of

his body
;
abandoned by all, he turns for pity from God to men and

from men to God. Only in the third senes of debates does he put

out his hand and grasp firmly the theory of his friends, and their
' defences of mud " fall to dust in his hands. Instead of that roseate

moral order on which thiy arc never weary of insisting, he finds only

disorder and moral confuyon. When he thinks of it, trembling takes

hold of him. It is not the righteous but the wicked that live,

grow old, yea, wax mighty in strength, that send forth their children

like a flock and establish them in their sight. Before the logic of

fects the theory of the friends goes down; and with this nc^tivc
result, which the author skilfully reaches through the debate, has

to be combined his own positive doctrine of the uses of adversity

advanced in the prologue.

To a modern reader it appears strange that both parties were so

entangled in the meshes of their preconceptions regarding God as to

be unable to break through to Jjroader views. The friends, while

maintaining that injustice on the part of God is inconceivable,

might have given due weight to the persistent testimony of Job's
conscience as that behind which it is impossible to go, and mund
refuge in the reflection that there might be something inexplicable

in the wa3r8 of God, and that affliction might have some other mean-
ing than to punish the sinner or even to wean him from his sin.

And Job, while maintaining his innocence from overt sins, might
have confessed that there was such sinfulness in every human life as

was sufficient to account for the severest chastisement from heaven,
or at least he might have stopped short of charging God foolishly.

Such a position would certainly be taken up by an afflicted saint now,
and such an explanation of his sufferings would suggest itself to the
sufferer, even though it might be in truth a false explanation.

Perhaps here, where an artistic fault might seem to be committed,
the art of the writer, or hLs truth to nature, and the extraordinary

freedom with which he moves among his materials, as well as the

power and individuality of his dramatic creations, are most remark-
able. The role which the author reserved for himself was to teach

the truth on the question in dispute, and he accomplishes this by
allowing his performers to push their false principles to their proper
extreme. There is nothing about which men are usually so sure as

the character of God. They are ever ready to take Him in their

own hand, to interpret His providence in tiieir own sense, to say

what things ore consistent or not with His cliaracter and word,
and beat down the oppoi^g consciences of other men by His
so-called authority, which is nothing but their own. The friends

of Job were religious Orientals, men to whom God was a bring

in immediate contact with the world and life, to whom the idea

of second causes was unknown, on whom science had not yet begun
to dawn, nor the conception of a divine scheme pursuing a distant

end by complicated means, in which the individual’s interest may
suffer for the larger good. The broad sympathies of the author and
his sense of the truth Ijring in the theory of the friends are seen in the

scope which he allows them, in the richness of the thought and the

splendid luxuriance of the imagery—drawn from the immemorial
moral consent of mankind, the testimony of the living conscience,

and the observation of life—^with which he makes them clothe

their views. He remembered the elentents of truth in the theory

from which he was departing, that it was a national heritage, which
he himself perhaps had been constrained not without a struggle to

abandon; and, wnile showing its insufficiency, he sets it forth in its

most brilliant form.

'J‘he extravagance of Job’s assertions was occasioned greatly

by the extreme position of his friends, which left no room for his

conscious innocence along with the rectitude of God. Again, the

poet's purpose, as the prologue shows, was to teach that afflictions

may fall on a man out of all connexion with any offence of his own,
and merely as the trial of his righteousness; and hence he allows

Job, as by a true instinct of the nature of his sufferings, to repudiate

all connexion between them and sin in himself. And further, the

terrible conflict into which the suspicions of the Satan brought

Job could not be exhibited without pushing him to the verge of

ungodliness. These arc all elements of the poet's art: but art and
nature are one. In ancient Hebrew life the sense ot sin was less

deep than it is now. In the desert, too, men speak boldly of God.
Nothing IS more false than to judge the poet's creation from our

later point of view, and construct a theory of the book according

to a more developed sense of sin and a deeper reverence for God
than belonged to antiquity. In complete contradiction to the testi-

mony of the book itself, some critics, as Hengstenberg and Budde,
have assumed that Job's spiritual pride was the cause of his afflic-

tions, lliat this was llie root of bitterness in him which must be killed

down ere he could become a true saint. The fundamental position

of the book is that Job was already a true saint; this is testified

by God Himself, is the radical idea of the author in the .prologue,

and the very hypotliesis of the drama. We might be ready to think

that Job's afflictions did not befall him out of ail connexion with his

own condition of mind, and we might be disposed to find a vindica-

tion of God's ways in this. There is no cviaence that such an idea

was shared by the author of the book. It is remarkable that tlio

attitude which we imagine it would have been so easy for Job to

assume, namely, while holding fast his integrity, to fall back upon the

inexplicableness of providence, of which there are such imposing

descriptions in his speeches, is just the attitude which is taken up in

cb. xxviii. It is far from certain, however, that this chapter is an

integral part of the ordinal book.

Tlic other line running through the book, the varying attitude of

Job's mind towards God, exhibits dramatic action and tragic

interest of the highest kind, though the movement Is internal.

That the exhibition of this struggle in Job's mind was a main point

in the author's purpose is seen from the fact that at the end of each

of his great trials he notes that Job sinned not, nor ascribed wrong
to God (i. 22 ]

ii. lo), and from the effect which the divine voice

from the whirlwind is made to produce upon him (xl. 3). In

the first cycle of debate (iv.-xiv.) Job's mind reaches the deepest

limit of estrangement. 'There he not merely charges God with
injustice, but, unable to reconcile His former goodness with His

present enmity, he regards the latter as the true expression of

God's attitude towards His creatures, and the former, comprising

all his infinite creative skill in weaving the delicate organism of
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human nature and the rich endowments oi His providence, only as
the means of exercising His mad and immoral cruelty in the time to
come. When the Semitic skin of Job is scratched, we find a modem
jMBsimist beneath. Others in later da3r8 have broi^^ht the keen
sensibility of the human frame and the torture whiw it endures
toffethor, and asked with job to whom at last all this has to be
referred. Towards the end of the cycle a star of heavenly light seems
to rise on the horizon * the thought seizes the sufferer's mmd that man
might have another life, that God's anger pursuing him to the grave
might be sated, and that He might call him out of it to Himsdi
agra (xiv. 13). This idea of a resurrection, unfamiliar to Job
at first, is one which he is allowed to reach out of the necessities of
the moral complications around him, but from the author's manner
of using the idea we may judge that it was familiar to himself.

In the second cycle the thought of a future reconciliation with God
is more firmly grasped. That satisfaction or at least composure
which, when we observe calamities that wc cannot morally account
for, we reach by considering that providence is a great scheme
moving according to general laws, and that it docs not always truly
reflect the relation of God to the individual. Job reached in the only
way possible to a Semitic mind. He drew a distinction between
an outer God whom 'events obey, pursuing him in HLs auger, and an
inner God whose heart was with him, who was aware of his innocence

;

and he appeals from God to God, and beseeches God to pledge
Himself that he shall receive justice from God (xvi. 19; xvii. 3).

And so high at last does this consciousness that God is at one with
him rise that he avows lus assurance that Ho will yet appear to do
him justice before men, and that he shall sec Him with his'own eyes,

no more estranged but on his side, and for this moment he faints

with longing (xix. 25 seq.).^

After this expression of faith Job's mind remains calm, though
he ends by firmly charging God witlj^erverting his right, and demand-
ing to know the cause of his afflictions (xxvii. 2 .seq.; xxxi. 35,
where render :

“ Oh, that I had the indictment which mine adversary
has written ! "). In answer to this demand the Divine voice answers

Job out of the tempest :
" Who is this that darkeneth counsel by

words without knowledge?" The word "counsel" intimates to

Job that God does not act without a design, large and beyond the

comprehension of man; and to impress this is the purpose of the

Divine speeches. The speaker does not enter into Job’s psjticular

cause; there is not a word tending to unravel hia riddle; his mind
is drawn away to the wisdom and majesty of God Himself. His
own words and those of his friends are but rc-cchoed, but it is God
Himself who now utters them. Job is in immediate neariijss to the

majesty of heaven, wise, unfathomable, ironical over the littleness

of man, and he is abased
;
God Himself effects what neither the man's

1 This remarkable passage reads thus : But I know that my
redeemer liveth, and afterwards he shall arise upon the dust, and after

my skin, even this body, is destroyed, without my fUsh shall I see God ;

whom I shall see for myself, and mine eyes shall Mold, and not as a

stranger; my reins within me are consumed with longing." The
redeemer who liveth and shall arise or stand upon the earth is God
whom he shall sec with his own eyes, on his side. The course of

exegesis was greatly influenced by the translation of Jerome, who,
departing from the Itala, rendered :

" In novissimo die de terra

surrecturas sum . . . et rursum circumdabor pello mea et in came
mea videbo deum meum." The only point now in question is

whether : (a) Job looks for this manifestation of God to him while he

is still alive, or (b) after death, and therefore in the sense of a spiritual

vision and union with God in another life; that is, whether the

words " destroyed " and " without my flesh " are to be taken

relatively only, of the extremest effects of his disease upon him, or

literally, of the separation of the body in death. A third view which

assumes that the words rendered " without my flesh," which run

literally, " out of my flesh," mean looking out from my flesh,

that is, clothed with a new body, and finds the idea of resurrection

repeated, perhaps imports more into the language than it will

fairly bear. In favour of (b) may be' adduced the persistent refusal

of fob throughout to entertain the idea of a restoration in this life;

the word " afterwards "; and perhaps the analogy of other passages

where the same situation appears, as Ps. xlix, and Ixxiii., although

the actual denouement of the tragedy supports {aV The difference

between the two senses is not important, when the Old Testament

view of immortality is considered. To the Hebrew the life beyond

was not what it is to us, a freedom from sin tmd sorrow and admission

to an immediate divine fellowship not attainable here. To him the

life beyond was at best a prolongation of the life here; all he desired

was that his fellowship with God here should not be interrupted

in death, and riiat Sheol, the place into which deceased persons

descended and where they remained, cut off from all life with God,

might ^ overleapt. On this account the theory of Ewald, which

throws ihe centre of gravity of the book into this passage in ch. xix.,

considering its purpose to be to teach that the riddles of this life

shall bo solved and its inequalities corrected in a future life, appears

one-sided. The point of the passage does not lie in any distinction

which it draws between this life and a future life; it lies in the assur-

ance which Job expresses that God, who even now knows his inno-

cence, win vindicate It in the future, and that, though estranged

now, Me will at last take him to His heart.

own thoughts of God nor the representations of his friends could
accomplish, though by the same means. The religious insight of

the writer sounds here the profoundest deeps of truth.

Integrity,—Doubts whether particular portions of the present

book ti^longed to the original form of it have been raised by many.
M. L. De Wette expressed himself as follows : It appears to

us that the present book of Job has not all flowed from one pen.

As many books of the Old Testament have been several times

written over^ so has this also ” (Ersch and Gruber, Ency,, sect,

ii. vol. viii.). The judgment formed by De Wette has been

adhered to more or less by most of those who have studied the

book. Questions regarding the unity of such books as this are

difficult to settle; there is not unanimity among scholars re-

garding the idea of the book, and consequently th^ differ as to

what parts are in harmony or conflict with uni^; and it is

dangerous to apply modem ideas of literary composition and
artistic unity to the works of antiquity and of the East. The
problem raised in the book of Job has certainly received frequent

treatment in the Old Testament; and there is no likelihood that

all efforts in this direction have been preserved to us. It is

probable that the book of Job was but a great effort amidst

or after many smaller. It is scarcely to be supposed that one

with such poetic and literary power as the author of chap, iii.-

xxxi., xxxviii.-xli. would embody the work of any other writer

in his own. If there be elements in the book which must be

pronounced foreign, they liave been inserted in the work of the

author by a later h^d. It is not unlikely that our present book

may, in addition to the great work of the original author, contain

some fragments of the thoughts of other religious minds upon
the same question, and that these, instead of being loosely

appended, have been fitted into the mechanism of the first workx

Some of these fragments may have originated at first quite in-

dependently of our book, while others may be expansions and

insertions that never existed separately. At the same time it is

scarcely safe to throw out any portion of the book merely because

it seems to us out of harmony with the unity of the mam part of

the poem, or unless several distinct lines of consideration conspire

to point it out as an extraneous element.

The argumeutb against the originality of the prologue—as,

tliat it is written in prose, that the name Yahwch appears in it, that

sacrifice is referred to, and that there are inconsistencies between it

and the body of the book—are of little weight. There must have
been some introduction to the poem explaining the circumstances

of Job, otherwise the poetical dispute would have been unintelligible,

for it is improbable thr.t the story of Job was so familiar that a TOem
in which he and his friends figured as they do here would havedjeen

understood. And there is no trace of any other protogue or intro-

duction having ever existed. The prologue, too, is an essential

elemcmt of the work, containing the author’s positive contribution

to the doctnne oi suffering, for which the discussion in ffie poem
prepares the way. The intermixture of prose and poetry is common
m Uriental works containing similar discussions; the reference to

sacrifice is to primitive not to Mosaic sacrifice; and the author,

while using the name Yahweh freely himself, puts the patriarchal

Divine names into the mouth of Job and his friends because he
regards them as belonging to the patriarchal age and to a county
outside of Israel. That the observance of this rule had a certain

awkwardness for the writer appears perhaps from his allowing the

name Yahweh to slip in once or twice fxii. 9, cf. xxviii. 28) in familiar

phrases in the body of the poem. The discrepancies, such as Job’s

references to his children as still alive (xix. 17, the interpretation is

doubtful), and to his servants, are trivial, and even if real iniply

nothing in a book admittedly poetical and' not historical. The
objections to the epilogue are equally unimportant—as that the

Satan is not mentioned in it, and tnat Job's restoration is in conflict

with the main idea of the poem—that earthly felicity does not

follow righteousness. The epilogue confirms tne teaching of the

poem when It gives the divine sanction to Job’s doctrine regarding

God in opposition to that of the friends (xlii. 7). And it is certainly

not the intention of the poem to teach that earthly felicity dw not

follow righteouanMS
;

its puroosc is to correct the exclusiveness

with which the friends of ]ob maintained that principle. The

Satan is introduced in the prologue, exercising his function as minis-

ter of God in heaven; but it is to misinterpret wholly the doctrine

of evil in the Old Testament to assign to the Satan any such personal

impoi^nce or independence of power as that he should be called

l^mre the curtain to receive the hisses that accompany his own
discomfiture. The Satan, though he here appears with the begin-

nings of a malevolent will of his own, is but the instrument of the

sifting providence of God. His work was to try; that done he

XV. 14 «
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that he could call one element cause and another eficct. Or, to vary

the figure, his endeavour was to pursue the streams of tendency

which he could observe till he reached at last the central spring which

sent them all forth. God, a single cause and explanation, was the

object of his search. But to the Hebrew of the later time this was
already found. The analysis resulting in the distinction of God and
the world had been effected for him so long ago that the history and
circumstances of the process had been forgotten, and only the

unchallengeable result remained. His philosophy was not a quest

of God whom he did not know, but a recognition on all hands of

God whom he knew. The great primary idea to his mind was that

of God, a Being wholly just, doing all. And the world was little

more than the phenomena that revealed the mind and the presence

and the operations of God. Consequently the nature of God as

known to him and the course of events formed a perfect equation.

The idea of what God was in Himself was in complete harmony
with His manifestation of Himself in providence, in the events of

individual human lives, and in the history of nations. The philosophy
of the wise did not go behind the origin of sin, or referred it to the

freedom of man; but, sin existing, and God being in immediate
personal contact with the world, every event was a direct expression

of His moral will and energy
;
calamity fell on wickedness, anci success

attended right-doing. This view of the moral harmony between tlie

nature of God and the events of providence in the fortunes of men
and nation.s i.s the view of the Hebrew wisdom in its oldest form,

during what might be called the period of principles, to which belong

Prov. X. seq.; and this is the position maintained by Job's three

friends. And the significance of the book of Job in the history of

Hebrew thought arises in that it marks the point when such a view
was definitely overcome, closing the long period when this principle

was merely .subjected to questionings, and makes a new positive

addition to the doctrine of evil.

Job agreed that afflictions came directly from the hand of God,
and also that God afflicted those whom He held guilty of sins.

But his conscience denied the imputation of gudt, whether insinu*

ated by his friend.s or implied in God's chastisement of him. Hence he
was driven to conclude that God was unjust. The position of Job
appeared to his friends nothing else but impiety; wmle theirs was
to him mere falsehood and the special j^leading of sycophants on
behalf of God because He was the stronger. Within these two iron

wfidls the debate moves, making little progre.ss, but with much
brilliancy, if not of argument, of illustration. A certain advance
indeed is perceptible. In the first series of speeches (iv.-xiv.),

the key-note of which is struck by Eliphaz, the oldest and most
considerate of the three, the position is that affliction is caused by
sin, and is chastisement designed for the sinner's good; and the moral
is that Job should recognize it and use it for the purpose for which
it was sent. In the second (xv.-xxi.) the terrible fate of the sinner

is emphasized, and those brilliant pictures of a restored future,

thrown in by all the speakers in the first series, are absent. Job’s

demeanour under the consolations offered him afforded little hope
of his repentance. In the tliird scries (xxii. seq.) the friends cast

off all disguise, and openly charge Job wnth a course of evil life.

That their armoury was now exhau-sted is shown by the brevity of

the sfi^nd speaker, and the failure of the third (at least in the present

text) to'wiswef in any form. In reply .Job disdain.s for a time to

touch wliat he well knew lay under all their exhortations; he laments
with touching pathos the defection of his friends, who were like the

winter torrents looked for in vain by the perisWng caravan ih the

summer heat; he meets with bitter scorn their constant cry that

God w'ill not cast off the righteous man, by asking : How can one
be righteous with God ? what can human weakness, however
innocent, do against infinite might and subtlety? they are righteous

whom an omnipotent and perverse will thinks fit to consider so;

he falls into a hopeless wail over the universal misery of man, who
has a weary campaign of life appointed him; then, rising np in the

.strength of his conscience, he upbraids the Almighty with His mis-

use of His power and His indiscriminate tyranny—righteous and
innocent He destroys alike—and challenges Him to lay aside His

majesty and meet His creature as a man, and then he would not

fear Him. Even in the second series Job can hardly bring himself

to face the personal issue raised by the friends. Hi.s relations to

God absorb him almost wholly—^his pitiable isolation, the indignities

showered on his once honoured head, the loathsome spectacle of

his body
;
abandoned by all, he turns for pity from God to men and

from men to God. Only in the third senes of debates does he put

out his hand and grasp firmly the theory of his friends, and their
' defences of mud " fall to dust in his hands. Instead of that roseate

moral order on which thiy arc never weary of insisting, he finds only

disorder and moral confuyon. When he thinks of it, trembling takes

hold of him. It is not the righteous but the wicked that live,

grow old, yea, wax mighty in strength, that send forth their children

like a flock and establish them in their sight. Before the logic of

fects the theory of the friends goes down; and with this nc^tivc
result, which the author skilfully reaches through the debate, has

to be combined his own positive doctrine of the uses of adversity

advanced in the prologue.

To a modern reader it appears strange that both parties were so

entangled in the meshes of their preconceptions regarding God as to

be unable to break through to Jjroader views. The friends, while

maintaining that injustice on the part of God is inconceivable,

might have given due weight to the persistent testimony of Job's
conscience as that behind which it is impossible to go, and mund
refuge in the reflection that there might be something inexplicable

in the wa3r8 of God, and that affliction might have some other mean-
ing than to punish the sinner or even to wean him from his sin.

And Job, while maintaining his innocence from overt sins, might
have confessed that there was such sinfulness in every human life as

was sufficient to account for the severest chastisement from heaven,
or at least he might have stopped short of charging God foolishly.

Such a position would certainly be taken up by an afflicted saint now,
and such an explanation of his sufferings would suggest itself to the
sufferer, even though it might be in truth a false explanation.

Perhaps here, where an artistic fault might seem to be committed,
the art of the writer, or hLs truth to nature, and the extraordinary

freedom with which he moves among his materials, as well as the

power and individuality of his dramatic creations, are most remark-
able. The role which the author reserved for himself was to teach

the truth on the question in dispute, and he accomplishes this by
allowing his performers to push their false principles to their proper
extreme. There is nothing about which men are usually so sure as

the character of God. They are ever ready to take Him in their

own hand, to interpret His providence in tiieir own sense, to say

what things ore consistent or not with His cliaracter and word,
and beat down the oppoi^g consciences of other men by His
so-called authority, which is nothing but their own. The friends

of Job were religious Orientals, men to whom God was a bring

in immediate contact with the world and life, to whom the idea

of second causes was unknown, on whom science had not yet begun
to dawn, nor the conception of a divine scheme pursuing a distant

end by complicated means, in which the individual’s interest may
suffer for the larger good. The broad sympathies of the author and
his sense of the truth Ijring in the theory of the friends are seen in the

scope which he allows them, in the richness of the thought and the

splendid luxuriance of the imagery—drawn from the immemorial
moral consent of mankind, the testimony of the living conscience,

and the observation of life—^with which he makes them clothe

their views. He remembered the elentents of truth in the theory

from which he was departing, that it was a national heritage, which
he himself perhaps had been constrained not without a struggle to

abandon; and, wnile showing its insufficiency, he sets it forth in its

most brilliant form.

'J‘he extravagance of Job’s assertions was occasioned greatly

by the extreme position of his friends, which left no room for his

conscious innocence along with the rectitude of God. Again, the

poet's purpose, as the prologue shows, was to teach that afflictions

may fall on a man out of all connexion with any offence of his own,
and merely as the trial of his righteousness; and hence he allows

Job, as by a true instinct of the nature of his sufferings, to repudiate

all connexion between them and sin in himself. And further, the

terrible conflict into which the suspicions of the Satan brought

Job could not be exhibited without pushing him to the verge of

ungodliness. These arc all elements of the poet's art: but art and
nature are one. In ancient Hebrew life the sense ot sin was less

deep than it is now. In the desert, too, men speak boldly of God.
Nothing IS more false than to judge the poet's creation from our

later point of view, and construct a theory of the book according

to a more developed sense of sin and a deeper reverence for God
than belonged to antiquity. In complete contradiction to the testi-

mony of the book itself, some critics, as Hengstenberg and Budde,
have assumed that Job's spiritual pride was the cause of his afflic-

tions, lliat this was llie root of bitterness in him which must be killed

down ere he could become a true saint. The fundamental position

of the book is that Job was already a true saint; this is testified

by God Himself, is the radical idea of the author in the .prologue,

and the very hypotliesis of the drama. We might be ready to think

that Job's afflictions did not befall him out of ail connexion with his

own condition of mind, and we might be disposed to find a vindica-

tion of God's ways in this. There is no cviaence that such an idea

was shared by the author of the book. It is remarkable that tlio

attitude which we imagine it would have been so easy for Job to

assume, namely, while holding fast his integrity, to fall back upon the

inexplicableness of providence, of which there are such imposing

descriptions in his speeches, is just the attitude which is taken up in

cb. xxviii. It is far from certain, however, that this chapter is an

integral part of the ordinal book.

Tlic other line running through the book, the varying attitude of

Job's mind towards God, exhibits dramatic action and tragic

interest of the highest kind, though the movement Is internal.

That the exhibition of this struggle in Job's mind was a main point

in the author's purpose is seen from the fact that at the end of each

of his great trials he notes that Job sinned not, nor ascribed wrong
to God (i. 22 ]

ii. lo), and from the effect which the divine voice

from the whirlwind is made to produce upon him (xl. 3). In

the first cycle of debate (iv.-xiv.) Job's mind reaches the deepest

limit of estrangement. 'There he not merely charges God with
injustice, but, unable to reconcile His former goodness with His

present enmity, he regards the latter as the true expression of

God's attitude towards His creatures, and the former, comprising

all his infinite creative skill in weaving the delicate organism of
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foi* his intimate acquaintance with the desert. Ewald considers

that he belonged to the exile ki figypt* on acooimt d his minute
ncqomntanoe with that country. But all these coniectures

localise an atithor whose IcnowMge was not confined to any
locality^ who was a true child of the East and famihar with
fifo and nature in every country there^ who was at the same time
a true Ismelite and fdt that the earth was the Lord’s and the

fullness thereof^ and whose sympathies and thought took in all

God’s works.
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JOBST, or JoDorus (c. i35o-t4ii), margrave of Maravia,

was a son of John Henry of Luxemburg, margrave of Moravia,
and grandson of John, the blind king of Bohemia. He becaeme

margrave of Moravia on his father’s death in 1375, and his clever

and unscrupulous character enabled him to amass a considerable

amount of wealth, while his ambition kd him into constant

quarrels with his brother Procop, his cousins, the German king

Wenceelaus and Sigismund, mar^ave of Brandenburg, and
others. By taking advantage of their difficulties he won consider-^

able power, and the record of his life is one of warfare and
treachery, followed by broken promises and transitory recon-

cihations. In 1385 and 1388 he purchased Brandenburg from
Sigismund, and the duchy of Luxemburg from Wonceslaus; and
m 1397 he also became possessed of upper and lower Lusatia.

For some time he had entertained hopes of the German throne

and hod negotiated with Wenceslaus and others to this end.

When, however, King Rupert died in 1410 he maintained at

first that there was no vacancy, as Wenceslaus, who hod been

deposed in 1400, was still king; but changing his attitude, he

was chosen German king at Fraiokfort on the 1st of October

X410 in opposition to Sigismund, who had been elected a few days
previously. Jobst however was never crowned, and his death

on the 17th of January 1411 prevented hostilities between the

rival kings.

See F. M. Pclzcl, Lebenbgeschichte des rbmiuhin und hbhmischm
Kdnigs Wenoeslaus (1788-1790); Heidcmann, Di> Metrk Branden-
burg unity Jobst von Mdhren (x88x); J. Asclib^h, Geschiehte Kaiser
Sigmunds (18.38-1845); F. Palacky, Geschiehte von Bbhmen, iii.

(18O4-1874); and T/Lindner, Geschiehte des Deutschen Reiches vom
Ende des 14 Jahrhunderts bis eur Reformation, i. (1875-1880).

JOB^S TEARS, in botany, the jmpular name for Coix Lachtymor

Jobi, a species of grass, of the tribe maydeae, which also includes

the maize (see Grasses). The seeds, or properly fruits, are con-

tained singly in a stony involucre or bract, which does not open

until the enclosed seed germinates. The young involucre sur-

rounds the female flower and the stalk supporting the spike of

male flowers, and when ripe has the appcai^ce of Wui^*white

porcelain. Being shaped somewhat like a large drop of fluid, the

form has suggested the name. The fruits are esculent, but the

involucres are the part chiefly used, for making necki^s and
other omameiits. The plant is a native of India, but is now
widely spread throughout the tropical zone. It grows in marshy

places; and is cultivated in China, the fruit having a supposed

value as a dxuretk and anti-phthisic. It was cultivated by John
Gerard, author of the famous HcrbaB, at the end of the i6tk

century as a tender annual.

JOCASTAy or Iocasta (loKao-ny; in Homer, 'Eirw<a<m;i\ in

Greek legend, wife of Laius, mother (afterwards wife) of Oempus

(fa.), daughter of Menoeceus, sister (or dav^tcr) of Cnm.
Acconiittg to Homer {Od. xi. ^71) and Sophocles {Otd. Tyr. rflf4f ),

on learn^ that Oedmus was her son^ immediate^ hanged

herself; in Euripides (Pboenissae, X455) she sta^ herself

over the bodies of her ions Eteocles and Polyniees, who had elotn

each other in single combat before the walls of Tliebes.

JOCKEY^ a professional rider of race-horses, nOw the eunrent

usage (see I^rsb-rAcikg). The word k by origih a dimimitive
of “ Jock,” the Northern or Scots colloquial equivalent ef thd.

name “ John ” (cf. Jacx). A famihar instance of the use the

word as a name k m ” Jockey of Norfolk ” in Sl^eipeaj^’s
Riehard IIL v. 3, 304. In the i6th and Z7th centuries the word
was sq^plied to horse^ealers, postilions, ignorant inmetrels and
wgabonds, and thus frequently bore tl^ meaning of a cunning
trickster, a “ sharp,” whence ** to jockey, to obtwit^ Or “ do

”

a person out of something'. The current usage is fou^ in John
Evelyn’s Diary

^

1670, when it was clearly well Itiiown. G^i|;e
Borrow’s attempt to derive the word from the gipsy ehukm, a
heavy whip used by horse-dealk^ gipsies, has no foundation.

JODELLE, EnmiNE, seigneur de Limodin (1532-1573),
French dramatist and poet, was horn in Paris of a noble family*

He attached himself to the poetic circle of the PMiode (see

Daurat) and proceeded to app^r the principlesof the reformers

to dramatic composition. Jodelle aimed at creating a classical

drama that shoidd be in every respect different from the

moralities and soties that then occupied the French stage.

His first play, Cleopdtre captive, was represented before the court

at Reims in 1552. Joddle hlmsdf took the title-role, and the
cast included Ls friends Remy Belleau and Jean de k Peruse.

In honour of the play’s success the friends organised a little

f8te at Arcueil when a goat garlanded with flowers was led in

procession and presented to the author—a ceremony exaggerated

by the enemies of the Ronsardists into a renewal of the pagan
rites of the warship of Bacchus. Jodelle wrote two other pkys.
Eugene, a comedy satirizing the superior clergy, had less success

than it deserved. Its preface poured scorn on Jodelle’s pre-

dooessors in comedy, but in reality his own methods wre not so

very different from theirs. Didbn se saorifiaM, a tragedy wliich

follows Virgil’s narrative, appears never to ikve been represented.

Jodelle di^ in poverty in July 1573. His works were collected

year after his death by Charles de la Mothe. They include

a quantity of miscellaneous verse dating chkfly from Jodelle’s

youth. The intrinsic value of his tragemes is small. CUopatre’

is lyric rather than dramatic. Tluroughout the five acts of the

piece nothing actually happens. The death of Antony is an-

nounced by his ghost in the first act; the story of Cleopatra’s

suicide is related, but not represented, in the fifth. Each act

is terminated by a chorus winch moralizes on such subjects as

the iiKonstancy of fortune and the judgments of heaven on
human pride; But the play was the startipg-point of French
classical tragedy, and was soon followed by the MSdie (1553) of

Jean de la P6ruse and the Aman (1561) of Andr4 de Rivaudeau.

Jodelle was a rapid worker, but i^ and loxMf of dissipation.

His friend Ronsard said that his published poems gave no

adequate idea of his powers.

Jodellc’s works are collected (1868) in the PMnie frmi$nis4 of

Charles Marty-Laveaux. Tno prefatory notide gives lull informa-
tion of the sources of Jodelle 's biography, and La Mothe's criticism

is reprinted in its entirety.

JODHPIfR, or Marwar, a native state of India, in the

Rajputana agency. Area, 34^963 sq. m. Pop. (1901), 1 .935.5^.
showing a debase of 23 % in the decade, due to the results of

famine. Estimated revenue, £373,600; tribute, £1:49000. The
l^neral aspect of the country is that of a sandy plain, divided

into two unequal parts by the river Liini, and dotted wkh pic-

turesque conical hills, attaining isi places an elevation of 3000 ft.

The river Luni is the principal feature in the physical aspects of

Jodhpur. One of its headstreams riaes in the sacred lake of

Pushkar in Ajmere, and the ntain river flows through Jodhpur
in a south-westerly direction till it is finally lost in the marshy

ground at the head of the Runn of Cutch. It is fed by numerous

tributaries and occasionally overflows ks banks, fine crops

of wheat and barley being grown on the saturate soil. Its

water is, as a rule, saiine or bracktah, but comparatively sweet

water is obtained from wells sunk at a distance of 20 cur jo yds.

from the river bank. The famous salt-lake of Sambhar is situ-

ated m the borders of Jodhpur and Jaipar, and two smaller

lakes of the same description lb within the Hants of the stale,
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from which large quantities of salt are extracted. Marble

is mined in the north of the state and along the south-east

border.

The population consists of Rathor Rajputs (who form the

ruling class)^ Br&hmans^ Charans, Bli&ts, Mahajans or traders, and

J
ats. Tbe Charans, a sacred race, hold large religious grants of

ind, and enjoy peculiar immunities as traders in local produce.

The Bhats are by profession genealogists, but also engage in

trade. Mirwari traders are an enterprising class to be found

throughout the length and breadth of India.

The principal crops are millets and pulses, but wheat and

barley are largely produced in the fertile tract watered by the

Luni river. The manufactures comprise leather boxes and

brass utensils; and turbans and scarfs and a description of em-

broidered silk knotted thread are specialities of the country.

The Mah&rajfi belongs to the Rathor clan of Rajputs. The
family chronicles relate that after the downfall of the Rathor

dynasty of Kanauj in 1194, SivajI, the grandson of Chind,

the last king of Kanauj, entered Mfirwar on a pilpimage to

Dwarka, and on halting at the town of Pali he and his followers

settled there to protect the Brahman community from the con-

stant raids of marauding bands. The Rathor chief thus laid the

foundation of the state, but it was not till the time of Rfio Chanda,

the tenth in succession from SivajT, that Marwar was actually

conquered. His grandson Jodha founded the city of Jodhpur,

which he made his capital. In 1561 the country was invaded

by Akbar, and the chief was forced to submit, and to send his

son as a mark of homage to take service under the Mogul emperor.

When this son Udai Singh succeeded to the chiefship, he gave

his sister Jodhbai in marriage to Akbar, and was rewarded by the

restoration of most of his former possessions. Udai Singh^s son,

Gaj Singh, held high service under Akbar, and conducted success-

ful expeditions in Gujarat and the Deccan. The bigoted and

intolerant Aurangzeb invaded Marwar m 1670, plundered Jodh-

pur, sacked all the large towns, and commanded the conversion

of the Rathors to Mahommedanism. This cemented all the

Rajput clans into a bond of union, and a triple alliance was

formed by the three states of Jodhpur, Udaipur and Jaipur, to

throw off the Mahommedan yoke. One of the conditions of

this alliance was that the chiefs of Jodhpur and Jaipur should

regain the privilege of marriage with the Udaipur family, which

they forfeited by contracting alliances with the Mogul em-

perup,* on the understanding that the offspring of Udaipur

princesses should succeed to tlie state in preferpee to all other

children. The quarrels arising from this stipulation lasted

through many generations, and led to the invitation of Mahratta

help from the rival aspirants to power, and finally to the sub-

jection of all the Rajput states to the Mohrattas. Jodhpur was

conquered by Sindhia, who levied a tribute of £60,000, and took

from it the fort and town of Ajmerc. Internecine disputes and

succession wars disturbed the peace of the early years of the

century, until in January 1818 Jodhpur was taken under British

protection. In 1839 the misgovernment of the raja led to an

insurrection which compelled the interference of the British.

In 1843, the chief having died without a son, and without having

adopted an heir, the nobles and state officials were left to select

a successor from the nearest of kin. Their choice fell upon Raja

Takht Sinh, chief of Ahmednagar. This chief, who did good

service during the Mutiny, died in 1873. Maharaja Jaswant

Singh, who died in 1896, was a very enlightened ruler. His

brother, Sir Pertab Singh {q,v.), conducted the administration

until his nephew, Sardar Singh, came of age in 1898. The

imperial service cavalry formed part of the reserve brigade

during the Tirah cam{)aign.

The state maintains a railway running to Bikanir, and there

is also a branch railway into Sind. Gold, silver and copper

money is coined. The state emblems are a jhar or sprig of seven

branches and a khanda or sword. Jodhpur practically escaped

the plague, but it suffered more severely than any other part of

Rajputana from the famine of 1899-1900. In February 1900

more than 110,000 persons were in receipt of famine reli^.

The city of Jodhpur is 64 m. by rail N.W, of Mflrwar junction,

on the Rajputana railway. Pop. (1901X 60437. It was built

by R^o ]o^ in 1459, and from tlmt time has been the seat of

government. It is surrounded by a strong wall nearly 6 m. in

extent, with seventy gates. The fort, which stands on an iso-

lated rock, contains the mah&raj&’s palace, a large and handsome
building, completely covering the crest of the hill on which it

stands, and overlooking the city, which lies several hundred feet

below. The city contains palaces of the mah&rftja, and town
residences of the tkdkurs or nobles, besides numerous hne temples

and tanks. Building stone is plentiful and close at hand, and
the architecture is solid and h^dsome. Three miles north of

Jodhpur are the ruins of Mandor, the site of the ancient capital

of the Parihar princes of Mftrwfir, before its conquest by the

Rathors. Mills for grinding flour and crushing grain have been

constructed for the imperial service troops. The Jaswant
college is affiliated to the B.A. standard of the Allahabad univer-

sity. To the Hewson hospital a wing for eye diseases was added
in x8q8, and the Jaswant hospital for women is under an English

lady doctor.

JOEL. The second book among the minor prophets in the

Bible is entitled The word of Yahweh that came to Joel the son 0)

Pethuely or, as the Septuagint, Latin, Syriac and other versions

read, BethtteL Nothing is recorded as to the date or occasion

of the prophecy. Most Hebrew prophecies contain pointed

references to the foreign politics and social relations of the nation

at the time. In the book of Joel there are only scanty allusions

to Phoenicians, Philistines, Egypt and Edom, couched in terms

applicable to very different ages, while the prophet’s own people

are exhorted to repentance without specific reference to any of

those national sins of which other prophets speak. The oc casion

of the prophecy, described with great force of rhetoric, is no
known historical event, but a plague of locusts, perhaps repeated

in successive seasons; and even here there are features in the

description which have led many expositors to seek an allegorical

interpretation. The most remarkable part of the book is the

eschatological picture with which it closes
;
and the way in which

the plague of locusts appears to be taken as foreshadowing the

final judgment—the great day or assize of Yahweh, in which
Israel’s enemies are de-itroyed— is so unique as greatly to com-
plicate the exegetical problem. It is not therefore surprising

that the most various views are still held as to the date and mean-
ing of the book. Allegorists and literalists still contend over the

first and still more over the second chapter, and, while the largest

number of recent interpreters accept Credner’s view that the

prophecy was written in the reign of Joash of Judah (835-

796 B.c. ?), a powerful school of critics (including A. B. Davidson)

follow the view suggested by Vatke (Bib. Theol. p. 462 seq.),

and. reckon Joel among the post-exile prophets. Other scholars

give yet other dates : see the particulars in the elaborate work
of Merx. The followers of Credner are literalists ; the opposite

school of modems includes some literalists (as Duhm), while

others (like Hilgenfeld, and in a modified sense Merx) adopt

the old allegorical interpretation which treats the locusts as a

figure for the enemies of Jerusalem.

There are cogent reasons for placing Joel either earlier or later

than the great series ot prophets extending from the time when
Amos first proclaimed the approach of the Assyrian down to the
Babylonian exile. In Joel tne enemies of Israel are the nation.s

collectively, and among those specified by name neither Ass>Tia nor
Chaldaea finds a place! This cnxumstance might, if it stood alone,

be explained by placing Joel with Zephaniah in the brief interval

between the declme of the empire of Nineveh and the advance ol

the Babylonians. But it is further obvious that Joel has no part

in the internal struggle between spiritual Yahweh-worship and iaola-

try which occupied all the prophets irom Amos to the captivity.

He presupposes a nation 01 Yahweh-worshippers, whose religion

has Its centre in the temple and priesthood of ^ion, which is indeed
conscious of sin, and needs forgiveness and an outpouring of the

Spirit, but is not visibly divid^, as the kingdom of Jut^h was,
between the adherents of spiritual prophecy and a party whose
national worship of Yahweh involved for them no lunaamental
separation from the surrounding nations. The book, therefore,

must have been written before the ethico-spiritual and the popular
conceptions of Yahweh came into conscious antagonism, or else

after the fall of the state and the reatoration of the community
of Jerusalem to religious rather than political existence had decided



the contest in iavour oi the prophets, and oi the Law in which their

teaching was ultimately c^stalhzed.
The con8idera.tions which Lave given cvirrency to an early date

for Joel are of various kinds. The absence of all mention of one great
oppressing world-power seems most natural before the westward
march of Assyria involved Israel in the general politics of Asia.
The purity of the style is also urged, and a comparison of Amos i, 2,
loel iii. x6 (Heb. iv. 16), and Amos ix. 13, Joel iii. 18 (iv. 18), has
been taken as proving that Amos knew our lx)ok. The last argument
might be inverted with much greater probabilitv, and numerous
points of contact between Joel and other parts of the Old Testament
\e,g. Joel ii. 2, Exod. x. 14; Joel ii. 3, £zek, xxxvi. ^5; Joel iii. 10,
Mic. iv. 3) make it not incredible that the purity of his style—which
is rather elegant than original and strongly marked—^is in large

measure the fruit of literary culture. The absence of allusion to a
hostile or oppressing empire may be fairly taken in connexion with
the fact that the prophecy gives no indication of political life at
Jerusalem. When the wbiole people is mustered in ch. i., the elders

or sheikhs of the mumcipality and the priests of the temple are the
most prominent figures. The king is not mentioned—which on
Credner's view is explained by assumix^^ that the plague fell in the
minority of Joash, when the priest Jehoiada held the reins of power

—

and the princes, councillors and warriors necessary to an independent
state, and so often referred to by the prophets before the exile,

arc altogether lacking. The nation has only a municipal organiza-
tion with a priestly aristocracy, precisely the state of things that
prevailed unaer the Persian empire. That the Persians do not appear
as enemies of Ys^weh and his people is perfectly natural. They were
hard masters but not invaders, and under them the enemies of the
Jews were their neighbours, just as appears in Joel.* Those, however,
who place our prophet in the minority of King Joash draw a special

argument from the mention of Phoenicians, Philistines and Edomites
(iii. 4 seq., 19), pointing to the revolt of Edom under ]oram (2 Kings
viii. 20) and the incursion of the Philistines in the same reign

(2 Chron. xxi. iC, xxii. i). These were recent events in the time of

Joa.sh, and in like manner the Phoenician slave trade in Jewish
children is carried back to an early date by the reference in Amos i. 9.

This argument is rather specious than sound. Edom's hostility to

Judah was incessant, but the feud reached its full intensity only
after the time of Deuteronomy (xxiii. 7), when the Edomites joined

the Chaldaeans, drew profit from the overthrow of the Jews, whose
land they partly occupied, and exercised barbarous crudty towards
the fugitives of Jerusalem (Obad. passim

;
Mai. i. 2 seq.; Isa. ixiii.).

The offence of shedding innocent blood charged on tnem by Jo^
is natural after these events, but hardly so in connexion with the
revolt against loram.
As regards the Philistines, it is impossible to lay much weight on

the statement of Chronicles, unsupported as it is by the older history,

and in Joel the Philistines plainly stand in one category with the
Phoenicians, as slave dealers, not as armed foes. Gaza in fact was a
slave emporium a.s early as the time of Amos (i. 6), and continued so

til) Homan times.

Thus, if any inference as to date can be drawn from ch. iii., it

must rest on special features of the trade in slaves, which was ^ways
an important part of the commerce of the Levant. In the time of

Amos the slaves collected by Philistines and Tyrians were sold cn
masse to Edom, and presumably went to £g3q)t or Arabia. Joel
complains that they were sold to the Grecians (Javan, lonians).*^

It is probable that some Hebrew and Syrian slaves were exported
to the Mediterranean coasts from a very early date, and Isa, xi. ii

already raeaks of Israelites captive in these districts as well as in

Egypt, Ethiopia and the East. But the traffic in this direction

hardly became extensive till a later date. In Dcut. xxviii, 68,

Egypt is still the chief goal of the maritimi* .slave trade, and in

Ezek. xxvii. 13 Javan exports slaves to Tyre, not conversely. Thus
the allusion to Javan in Joel better suits a later date, when S3ri2m
slaves were in special request in Greece.** And the name of Javan is

not found in any part of the Old Testament certainly older than
Ezekiel. In Joel it seems to stand ks a general representative of

the distant countries reached by the M^itcrranean (in contrast

with the southern Arabians, Sabaeans, ch. iii. 8), the farthest nation

reached by the fleets of the Rod Sea. This is precisely the geographi-

cal standpoint of the post-exile author of Gen. x. 4, where (oMuming
that Elisnah = Carthage and Tarshish = Tartessus) Javan includes

Carthage and Tartessus.

Finally, the allusion to Egypt in Joel iii. 19 must on Credner’s

theory & explained of the invasion of Shishak a century before

1 In the A.V. of ii. 17 it appears that subjection to a foreign power
is not a present fact but a tning feared. But the paralldism and
v. 19 jusmy the rendering in margin of R.V. “ use a b3rword against

them."
“ The hi^thesis of an Arabian Javan, applied to Joel iii. 6 by

Credner, Hnzig, and others, may be viewed as exploded (see Stade,

DasVolli Javan,"x8^ reprinted in hisAkad.Redm u.Abhandlungan,

1899, pp. 123-142). The question, however, has tobe re-examined;

later interpreters, s.g. the LXX translators, may have misunder-

st^. The text of the passages has to be critically treated anew.

S6e f^eyne, Traditions and Beliefs of Ancient Israel (on Gen. x. 2).

® Compare Movers, Phdnisisches Alterlhum, iii. i. 70 seq.
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Joash. From this time down to the last period of the Hebrew
monarchy Egypt was not the enemy of Judah.

If the arguments chiefly relied on for an early date are so pre-
carious or can even be riimed ap^ainst their inventors, there ore
others of an unambi^ous kind which make for a date in the Persian'
period. It appears&om ch. iii. 1, 2, that Joel wrote after the exile.
The phrase to bring again the captivity would not alone suffice
to prove this, for it is used in a wide sense, and perhaps means
rather to " reverse the ’calamity/’ * but the dispersion of Israel
among the nations, and the allotment of the Holy l^d to new occu-
pants, cannot fairly be referred to any calamity less that oi the
captivity. With this the whole standpoint ox the prophecy agrees.
To Joel Judah and the people of Yahwch are synonyms; northern
Israel has disappeared. Now it is true that those who take their
view of the history from Chronicles, where the Icuigdom of Ephraim
is always treated as a sect outside the true religion, can reconcile
this fact with an early date. But in ancient times it wiaa not so;
and under loash, the* contemporary of Elisha, such a limitation
of the people of Yahweh is wholly inconceivable. The earliest
prophetic books have a quite difierent standpoint; otherwise indeed
theIxmks of northern prophets and historians could never have been
admitted into the Jewish canon. Again, the significant fact that
there is no mention of a king and princes, but only of sheikhs and
priests, has a force not to be invalidated by the ingenious reference
of the book to the time of Joash's minority and the supposed
regency of Jehoiada.^ And the assumption that there was a period
before the prophetic conflicts of the 8th century b.c. when spiritual
prophecy had unchallenged sway, when there was no gross idolatry
or superstition, when the priests of Jerusalem, acting in accord with
prophets like Joel, held tne same place as heads of a pure worship
which they occupied after the exile (cf. Ewald, Propheten, i.

is not consistent with history. It rests on the old theory of the
antiquity of the Lcvitical legislation, so that in fact all who place
^at legislation later than Ezekiel are a^eed that the book of Joel
is also late. In this connexion one pomt deserves special notice.
The religious significance of the plague of drought and locusts is

e^ressed in ch. 1. 9 in the observation that the da]fiy meat and drink
oficring are cut ofi, and the token of new blessing is the restoration
of this service, ch. ii. 14. In other words, the daily oflering is the
continual symbol of gracious intercourse between ’Yahweh and his
people and the main office of religion. This conception, which
mids its parallel in Dan. viii. ii, xi. 31, xil. ii, is quitem accordance
with the later law. But under the monarchy the daily oblation was
the king’s private oflering, and not till Ezra’s reformation did it

become the aflair of the community and the central act of national
worship (Neh. x. 33 scq.).« That Joel wrote not only after the exile,

but after the work of Ezra and Nchemiah may be viewed as confirmed
by the allusions to the walls of Jerusalem in ch. ii. 7, 9. Such is

the historical basis which we seem to be able to lay for. the study of
the cxegetical problems of the book.

The style of Joel is clear (which hardly favours an early date),

and his language presents peculiarities which are evidences of a
late origin. But the structure of the book^ the symbolism and
the connexion of the prophet’s thoughts have given rise to much
controversy. It seems safest to start trom the fact that the

prophecy is divided into two well-marked sections by ch. ii. 18,

19a. According to the Massoretic vocalization, which is in

harmony with the most ancient exegetical tradition as contained

in the LXX, these words are historical :
“ Then the Lord was

jealous, . . . and answered and said unto his people, Behold,'’

&c. Such is the natural meaning of the words as pointed.

Thus the book falls into two parts. In the first the prophet

sp>eaks in his own name, addressing himself to the p^pie in a

lively description of a present calamity caused by a terrible plague

of locusts which threatens the entire destruction of the country,

and appears to be the vehicle of a final consuming judgment
(the day of Yahweh). There is no hope save in repentance and
prayer; and in ch. ii. 12 the prophet, speaking now for the first

time in Yahweh’s name, calls the people to a solemn fast at the

sanctuary, and iD\^tes the intercession of the priests. The
calamity is described in the strongest colours of Hebrew hyper-

bole, and it seems arbitrary to seek too literal an interpretation

of details, e.g. to lay weight on the four names of locusts, or to

take ch. i. so of a conflagration produced by drought, when it

appears from ii, 3 that the ravages of the locusts themselves are

compared to those of Are. But when due allowance is made for

* See Ewald on Ter. xlviii. 57, Kuenen, Theol, Tij^chrift (1873),

p. 519; Schwolly, Z.A.T.W,^ viii. 200, and Briggs on Ps. xiv. 7.
* StMe not unreasonably questions whether 2 Kings xu, 1-3

implies the paramount pohticu influence of Jehoiada.
* See 'Welihausen, Geschichte Israels, p. 78 seq.; Prolegomena sur

Gesck, Israels (1883), p. 82 soq.
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Eastern rhetoric, there is no occasion to seek in this section

anything else than literal locusts. Nay, the allegorical interpre-

tation, which takes the locujits to be hostile invaders, breaks

through the laws of all reasonable writing; for the poetical hyper-

l)ole which compares the invading swarms to an army (ii. 4 seq.)

would be inconceivably lame if a literal army was already con-

cealed under the figure of the locusts. Nor could the prophet so

far forget himself in his allegory as to sp^ of a victorious host

as entc?ring the conquered city like a thief (ii. 9). The second

part of the book is Yahweh's answer to the people’s prayer.

The answer begins with a promise of deliverance from famine,

and of fruitful seasons compensating for the ravages of tlie locusts.

In the new prosperity (»f the land the union of Yahweh and his

people shall be sealed anew, and so the Lord will proceed to

pour down further and higher blessings. The aspiration of

Moses (Num. xi. ?o) and the hope of earlier prophets (Isa. xxxii.

15, lix. 21
;
Jer. xxxi. 35) shall be fully realized in the outpouring

of the Spirit on all ihe Jews and even upon their servants (Isa.

Ixi. 5 with Ivi. 6, 7); and then the great day of judgment, which

had seemed to overshadow Jerusalem in the now averted plague,

shall draw near with awful tokens of blood and fire and darkness.

But the terrors of that day are not for the Jews but for their

enemies. The worshippers of Yahweh on Zion shall be delivered

(cf. Obad. V. 17, whose words Joel expressly quotes in ch. ii. 32),

and it is their heathen enemies, assembled before Jerusalem

to war against Yahweh, who shall be mowed down in the valley

of Tehoshaphat (“ Yahweh judgoth ”) by no human arm, but

by heavenly warriors. Thus definitively freed from the profane

foot of the stranger (fsa. lii. i), Jerusalem shall abide a holy city

for ever. The fertility of the land shall be such as was long ago

predicted in Amos ix. 13, and streams issuing from the Temple,

as Ezekiel had described in his picture of the restored Jerusalem

(Ezek. xlvii.), shall fertilize the barren Wadi of Acacias. Egypt

and Edom, on the other hand, shall be desolate, because they

havii shed the blood of Yahweh 's innocents. Compare the

similar predictions against Edom, Isa. xxxiv. 9 seq. (Mai. i. 3),

and against Egypt, Isa. xix. 5 seq., Ezek. xxix. Joel’s escliato-

logicai picture appears indeed to be largely a combination of

elements from older unfulfilled prophecies. Its central feature,

the assembling of the nations to judgment, U already found in

Zeph. iii. 8, and in Ezekiel’s prophecy concerning Go^ and Magog,

where the wonders of fire and blood named in Joel ii. 30 are also

mentioQid (Ezek. xxxviii. 22). The other physical features of the

greaWay, the darkening of the lights; of heaven, are a standing

figure ot the prophets from Amos v. 6, viii. 9, downwards. It i.s

characteristic of the prophetic eschatology that images suggested

by one prophet are adopted by his successors, and gradually

become part of the permanent scenery of the last times
;
and it is

a proof of the late date of Joel that almost his whole picture is

made up of such features. In this respect there is a close paral-

lelism, extending to minor details, between Joel and the last

chapters of Zechariah.

That Joel's delineation of the final deliverance and glory

attaches itself directly to the deliverance of the nation from a

present calamity is quite in the manner of the so-called prophetic

perspective. But the fact that the calamity which bulks so

largely is natural and not political is characteristic of the post-

exile period. Other prophets of the same age speak much of

dearth and failure of crops, which in Palestine then as now were

aggravated by bad government, and were far more serious to

a small and isolated community than tliey could ever have been

to the old kingdom. It was indeed by no means impossible

that Jerusalem might have been altogether undone by the famine

caused by the locusts ;v^nd so the conception of these visitants

os the destroying army, executing Yabweh’s final judgment,

is really much more natural than appears to us at first sight, and

does not need to be explained away by allegoiy. The chief

argument reHed upon by thoit who still find allegory at least in

ch. ii. is the expression hassephdnl, “ the northerner ''
^ [if this

rendering is correct], in ii. 20. In view of the other points of

1 Ithaabeensuggeetod that which ia often rather trouble-

some if rendered '~the north," may be a weakened form of a

affinity between Joel and ^ekkl, this word inevitably suggests

Gog and Magog, and it is difficult to see how a swarm of locusts

could receive such a name, or if they came from the north could

perish, as the verse puts it, in the desert between the Mediter-

ranean and the Dead Sea. I’hc vctsc remains a erm interpnium,

and no exegesis hitherto given can be deemed thorouglily satis-

factory; but the interpretation of the whole book must not be

ma^ to hinge on a single word in a verse which might be alto-

gether removed without affecting the general course of the

prophet’s argument.

The whole verse is perhaps the addition of an allegorizing

glossator. The prediction in v, 19, that the seasons shall hence-

forth be fruitful, is given after Yahweh lias shown his zeal and

pity for Israel, not of course by mere words, but by acts, as

appears in verses 20, 21, where the verbs are properly perfects

recording that Yahweh hath already done great thmgs, and that

vegetation has already revived. In other words, the mercy
already experienced in the removal of the plague is taken as a

pledge of future grace not to stop short till all God’s old promises

are fulfilled. In this context t/. 20 is out of place. Observe

also that in t;. 25 the locusts are spoken of in the plain language

of chap. i.

See the separate commentaries on Joel by Credner (1831), Wimsebe
(1872), Merx (1879). The last-named gives an elaborate history of

interpretation from the Septuagint down to Calvin, and appends
tlie Ethiopic text edited by Diilmann. Nowack and Marti should also

be consulted (see their respective series of commentaries)
;
also G. A.

Smith, in Thi Book of tht Twelve Prophets, vol, i. (1896), and S. R.
Driver, Joil and A mos (1897) . On the language of J oel, sec llolzingcr,

Z.A.T. (1889), pp. 89-131. Of older commentaries the most
valuable is Pocock's (Oxford, 1691). Bochart's Hterozoicm may
also be consulted. (W. R. S.; T. K. C.)

JOEL, MANUEL (1826-1800), Jewish philosopherand preacher.

After leaching for several years at the Breslau rabbinical semi-

nary, founded by Z. Frankel, he became the successor of Abraham
Geiger in tlic rabbinate of Breslau. He made important con-

tributions to the history of the school of Aqiba {q.v) as well as

to the history of Jewish philosophy, his c.ssays on Ibn Gabirol

and Maimonides being of permanent worth, But his mo.st

influential work was connected with the relations between

Jewish philosophy and the medieval scholasticism. He showed

how Albertus Magnus derived .some of his ideas from Maimonides

and how Spinoza was indebted to the same writer, as well as to

Hasdai Crescas. These essays were collected in two volumes

of Beitrdge zur Geschichte dcr Philosophie (1876), while another

two volumes of Blicke in die Religionsgescjiichte (1880-1883)

threw much light on the development of religious thought in the

cariy centuries of the Christian era. Equally renowned were

Joel's pulpit addresses. Though he was no orator, his appeal to

the reason was effective, and m their published form his three

volumes of PredigUn (issued posthumously) have found many
readers. (1. A.)

JOFFRIN, JULES FRANfOIS ALEXANDRE (1846-1890),

French politician, was bom at Troyes on the 16th of March 846.

He served in the Franco-German War, was involved in the

Commune, and spent eleven years in England as a political exile,

He attached himself to the " possibilist ” group of the socialist

party, the section opposed to the root-and branch measures of

Jules Guesde. He became a member of the municipal council

of Paris in 1882, and vice-president in 1888-1889. Violently

attacked by the Boulangist organs, UIntransigeant and La
France, he won a suit against them for libel, and in 1889 he con-

tested tlie i8th arrondissexnent of Paris with General Boulanger,

who obtained a majority of over 2000 votes, but was declared

ineligible. Joffrin was only admitted to the Chamber after a

heat^ discussion, and continued to be attacked by the nation-

alists. He died in Paris on the 17th of September 1890.

current popular corruption of s/u'w‘oii=l8limacl. In Ezek. xxxviii.

15 it is distinctly said that Gog is to come from the recesses of

JyiphOn. " Martiech " and " Tnbal " are no hindrance to this view,

if the names of the so-called " sons of Japheth " are ciiticaUv exam-
ined. For they, too, as well as $aphon. can be plausibly snown to

represent regions of^rtb Arabia, w C^yne, Traditions and
of Anc. Israel, on Gen. x. 2-4.
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JOGUBS« ISAAC (1607-1646), French missionary in North

America, was bom at Orleans on the loth of January 1607.

He entered the Society of Jesus at Rouen in 1604, and in 1636
was ordained and sent, by his own wish, to the Huron mission.

In 1639 he went among the Tobacco Nation, and in 1641 jour-

neyed to Sault Sainte Marie, where he preached to the Algon-

quins. Returning from an expedition to Three Rivers he was

capered by Mohawks, who tortured him and kept him as a slave

until the summer of 1643, when, aided by some Dutchmen, he

escaped to the manor of Rensselaerwyck and thence to New
Amsterdam. After a brief visit to France, where he was treated

with high honour, he returned to the Mohawk country in May
1646 and ratified a treaty between that tribe and the Canadian

government. Working among them as the founder of the

Mission of the Martyrs, he incurred their enmity, was tortured as

a sorcerer, and finally killed at Ossemenon, near Auriesville, N.Y.

See Parkman, TAe Jesuits in North America (1898).

JOHANAH BEN ZACGAI, Palestinian rabbi, contemporary

of the Apostles. He was a disciple of Hillel (q-v,), and after

the destruction of the Temple of Jerusalem by Titus was the main
instrument in the preservation of tlie Jewish religion. During
the last decades of the Temple Johanan was a member of the

Sanhedrin and a skilled controversialist against the Sadducees.

He is also reported to have been head of a great school in the

capital. In the war with Rome he belonged to the peace party,

and finding that the Zealots were resolved on carrying their

revolt to its inevitable sequel, Jo^anan had himself conveyed
out of Jerusalem in a coffin. In the Roman camp the rabbi

was courteously received, and Vespasian (whose future elevation

to the imperial dignity Johanan, like Josephus, is said to have
foretold) agreed to grant him any boon he desired. Jol.\anan

obtivined permission to found a college at Jamnia (Jabneh),

which became the centre of Jewish culture. It practically

exercised the judicial functions of the Sanhedrin (see Jews, Ji 40
ad fin,). That chief literary expression of Pharisaism, the

Mishnah, was the outcome of the work begun at Jamnia.

Johanan solaced his disciples on the fall of the Temple by the

double thought that charity could replace sacrifice, and that a

life devoted to the religious law could form a fitting continuation

of the old theocratic state. Johanan felt the fall of his people

more deeply than any one else, but—and in this lies his lustorical

importance—he did more than any one else to prepare the way
for Israel to rise again (Bacher).

See Graetz, History of the Jews (Eng. trans.), vol, ii. ch. xiii.

;

Wdss, Dor dor ve doreshav^ ii. 36; Bacher, Die Agada dev Jannaiten^
vol. i. ch. iii. (1 . A.)

JOHANNESBURG, a city of the Transvaal and the centre of

the Rand gold-mining industry. It is the most populous city

and the commercial capital of South Africa. It is built on the

southern slopes of the Witwatersrand in 26 ' ii' S., 28'' 2' E., a1

an elevation of 5764 ft. above the sea. The distances by rail

from Johannesburg to the following seaports are : Louren90

Marques, 364 m.; Durban, 483 m.; East London, 659 m,; Port

Elizabeth, 714 m.j Cape Town, 957 m. Pretoria is, by rail, 46 m.

N. by E.

The town lies immediately north of the central part of the main

gold reef. The streets run in straight lines east and west or

north and south. The chief open spaces are Market Square in

the west and’ Government Square in the south of the town.

Park railway station lies north of the business quarter, and

farther north are- the Wanderers* athletic sports ground and

Joubert*s Park, the chief business streets, such as Commis-

sioner Street, Market Street, President Street and Pritchard

Street, run east and west. In these thoroughfares and in

several of the streets which intersect them are the offices of the

mining companies, the banks, clubs, newspaper offices, hotels

and stops; the majority being handsome stone or brick buildings,

while the survival of some wooden shanties and corrugated iron

buildings recalls the early character of the town.

BuMings, In the centre of Market Square are the

market buildings, and at its east end the post and telegraph
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offices, a handfXHne bkx^ of buildings with a fagade aoo it. long

and a tower xo6 ft. high. The square itself, a quarter of a mile

long, is the hugest in Africa. The offices of the Witwaters-

rand chamber of mines face the meuket buildings. The stock

exchange is m Marshall Square. The telephone exchange is in

the centre of the city, in Von Brandis Square. The law courts

are m the centre of Government ^uare. The Transvaal

university college is in Plein Square, a littJb south of Park station.

In the vicinity is St Maary’s (Anglican) parish hall (r905“i907 )»

the first portion of a large building planned to take the place of

“ Old ** St Mar>'*B Church, the “ mother ” church of the Rand,
built in 3887. The chief Jewish synagogue is in the same neigh-

bourhood. In Kerk Street, on the outskirts of central Johannes-

burg, is the Roman Catholic Church of the Immaculate Con-
ception, the headquarters of the vicar apostolic of the Transvaal.

North of Joubert’s Park is the general hospital, and beyond,
near the crest of the hills, commanding the town aiKl the road
to Pretoria, is a fort built by the Boer government and now
used as a gaol. On the hills, some 3 m. E.N.E. of the town, is

the observatory, built in 1903. Johannesburg has several

theatres and buildings adapted for public meetings. There is

a race-course 2 m. south of the town under the control of the
Johannesburg Turf Club.

Thi Suburbs,—North, east and west of the city proper are

suburbs, laid out on the same rectangular plan. The most
fashionable are to the east and north—Jeppestown, Belgravia,

Doomfontein, the Berea, Hillbrow, Parktown, Yeoville and Belle-

vue. Braamfontein (with a large cemetery) lies north-west and
Fordsburg due west of the city. At Fordsburg are the gas and
electric light and power works, and north of Doornfontein there

is a large reservoir. There are also on the Rand, and dependent
on the gold-mining, three towns possessing separate municipali-

ties—Germiston and lioksburg (q.v.), respectively 9 m. and 15 m.
E. of Johannesburg, and Krugersdorp {q,v.), 21 m. W.

The Mines and other Industries.—South, east and west of the

city are the gold mines, indicated by tall chimneys, battery

houses and the compounds of the labourers, llie bare veld

is dotted with these unsightly buildings for a distance of over

fifty miles. The mines are worked on the most scientific lines.

Characteristic of the Rand is the fine white dust arising from the

crushing of the ore, and, close to the batteries, the incessant din

caused by the stamps employed in that operation. I’he com-
pounds in general, especially those originally made for Chinese

labourers, are well built, comfortable, and fulfil every hygienic

requirement. Besides the buildings, the compounds include

wide stretches of veld. To enter and remain in the district,

Kaffirs require a monthly pass for which the employer pays 2s.

(For details of gold-mining, see Gold.) A railway traverses

the Rand, going westward past Krugersdorp to Kkrksdorp and
thence to Kimbwlcy, and eastward past Springs to Delagoa Bay.

From Springs, 25 m. E. of Johannesburg, is obtained much of

the coal used in the Rand mines.

The mines within the municipal area produce nearly half the

total gold output of the Trsuisvaal. The other industries of

Johannesbui^ include brewing, jM-inting and bookbinding,

timber sawing, Hour milling, iron and brass founding, brick

making and the manufacture of tobacco.

Health, Educatum and Social CondiUans.r-The elevation of

Johannesburg makes it, despite its nearness to the tropics, a

healthy place for European habitation. Built on open undu-

lating ground, the town is, however, subject to frequent dust

storms and to considerable variations in the temp^ature. The
nights ill winter are frosty and snow falls occasionally. The
average day temperature in winter is 53“ F., in summer 75
the average annusd rainfall is 28 in. The death-rate among white

intobitants averages about 17 per thousand. The principal

causes of death, both among the white and coloured inhabitants,

are diseases of the lunga-4ncluding miners* phthisis and pneu-

monia-~diarrhoea, dysentery and enteric. The death-rate

among young children is v^ high.

Education is provided in prima^ and secondary schools

maintained by the state. In the primary schools education is
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free but not compulsory. The Transvaal university coll^,

founded in 1904 as the technical institute (the change of title

beins made in 1906), provides full courses in science, mining,

engineering and law. In 1906 Alfred Beit (q.v.) bequeathed

£200,000 towards the cost of erecting and equipping university

ufsocial life Johannesburg differs widely from (^pe To^
and Durban. The white population is not only far larger but

more cosmopolitan, less stationary and more dependent on a

single industry ; it has few links with the past, and both city and

citizens bear the marks of youth. The cost of living is much

higher than in London or New York. House rent, provisions,

clothing, are all very dear, and more than counterbalance the

lowness of rates. The customary unit of expenditure is the

threepenny-bit or “ tickey.*’
t. r 4. -

Sanitary and other There is an ample supply of water
j

to the town and mines, under a water board representmg all the

Rand municipalities and the mining companies. A water-

borne sewerage system began to be introduced in 1^6. Tne

general illummant is electricity, and both electrical and gas

services are owned by the municipality. The tramway service,

opened in 1891, was taken over by the municipality in 1904.

Up to 1906 the trams were horse-drawn; in that year electric

cars began running. Rickshaws are also a favourite means of

conveyance. The police force is controlled by the government.

Area, Government and Rateable Value.—Tht city proper covers

about 6 sq. m. The municipal boundary extends in every

direction some 5 m. from Market Square, encloses about 82 sq. m.

and includes several of the largest mines. The local government

is carried on by an elected municipal council, the franchise

being restricted to white British subjects (men and women)

rent or own property of a certain value. In 1908 the rateable

value of the municipality was £36,466,644, the rate zjd. in the£,

and the town debt £SiS^o,ooo.

Population.—In 1887 the population was about 3000. By

the beginning of 1890 it had increased to over 25,000. A census

taken in July 1896 showed a population within a radius of

3 m. from Market Square of 102,078, of whom 50,907 were

whites. At the census of April 1904 the inhabitants of the aty

proper numbered 99,022, the population within the municipal

area being 155,642, of whom 83,363 were whites. Of the while

inhabiUnts,‘35 % were of British origin, 51,629 were males,

and 2̂ 1^ females. Of persons aged sixteen or over, the number

ofm*B was almost double the number of females. The coloured

population included about 7000 British Indians chiefly small

traders. A municipal census taken in August 1908 gave the

following result: whites 95,162; natives and coloured 78,781;

Asiatics 678a—'total 180,687.

History .—Johannesburg owes its existence to the discovery

of gold in the Witwatersrand reefs. The town, named after

Johannes Rissik, then surveyor-general of the Transvaal, was

founded in September 1886, the first buildings being erected on

the part of the reef where are now the Ferreira and Wemmer

mines. These buildings were found to cover valuable ore, and

in December following the Boer government marked out the site

of the city proper, and possession of the plots was given to pur-

chasers on the ist of January 1887. The exploitation of the

mines led to a rapid development of the town during the next

three years. The year 1890 was one of great depression

following the exhaustion of the surface ore, but the provision of

better machinery and cheaper coal led to a revival in 1891. By

1892 the leading mines had proved their dividend-earning capa-

city, and in 1895 there was a great “ boom ’’ in the shares of the

mining companies. The linking of the town to the seaports by

railways during 1892-189
j
gave considerable impetus to the gold-

mining industry. Material prosperity was accompanied, how-

ever, by political, educational and other disadvantages, and the

desire of the Johannesburgers—^most of whom were foreigners

or “ Uitlanders ”—to remedy the grievances under which they

suffered led, in January 1896, to an abortive rising against the

Boer government (see Transvaal : History). One result of this

movement was a slight advance in municipal self-government.

Since 1887 the management of the town had been entrusted to

a nominated sanitary board, under the chairmwship of the

mining commissioner appointed by the South Afric^ Republic.

In 1890 elected members had been admitted to this board, but

at the end of 1897 an elective stadsraad (town council) was

constituted, though its functions were stpctly limited. There

was a great development in the mining industry during 1897-

1898 and 1899, the value of the gold extracted in 1898

exceeding £15,000,000, but the political situation grew worse,

and in September 1899, owing to the imminence of war between

the Transvaal and Great Britain, the majority of the Uitlanders

fled from the city. Between October 1899, when war broke out,

and the 31st of May 1900, when the city was taken by the British,

the Boer government worked certain mines for their own benefit.

After a period of military administration and of government by a

nominated town council, an ordinance was passed in June 1903

providing for elective municipal councils, and in December

following the first election to the new council took place. In 1905

the town was divided into wards. In that year the number of

municipal voters was 23,338. In 1909 the proportional repre-

sentation system was adopted in the election of town councillors.

During 1901-1903, while the war was still in progress or but

recently concluded, the gold output was comparatively slight.

The difficulty in obtaining sufficient labour for the mines led to

a successful agitation for the importation of coolies from China

(see Transvaal: History). During 1904-1906 over 50,000

coolies were brought to the mines, a greatly increased output

being the result, the value of the gold extracted in 1 905 exceeding

£20,000,000. Notwithstanding the increased production of

gold, Johannesburg during 1905-1Q07 passed through a period

of severe commercial depression, the result in part of the un-

settled political situation. In June 1907 the repatriation of the

Chinese coolies began; it was completed in February 1910.

An excellent compilation, entitled Johannesburg Statistics, dealing

with almost every phase of the city's life, is issued monthly ^ince

lanuary 1905) by the town council. See also the Post Office Direc^

tory. Transvaal (Johannesburg, annually), which contains .specially

prepared maps, and the annual reports of the Johannesburg chamber

of aimmorce For the political history of Johannesburg, sec the

bibliography under Transvaal.

JOHANNISBERG, a village of Germany, in the Prussian

province of Hesse-Nassau, in the Rheingau, on the right bank

of the Rhine, 6 m. S. of Rudesheim by railway. The place is

mainly celebrated for the beautiful Schloss which crowns a hill

overlooking the Rhine valley, and is surrounded by vineyards

yielding the famous Johannisberger wine. The Schloss, built in

t757“‘t759 by the abbots of hulda on the site of a Benedictine

monastery founded in 1090, was bestowed, in 1807, by Napoleon

upon Marshal Kellermann. In 1814 it was given by Francis,

emperor of Austria, to Prince Mettemich, in whose family it

still remains.
. ,

JOHN (Hcb. 1^), YoMnan, “ Yahweh has been gracious,

Gr. ’Wrnjs, Lai’ Joannes, Ital. Giovanni, Span. Juan, Port.

JoHo, Fr. Jean, Ger. Johannes, Johann [abhr. Hans], Gael. Ian,

Pol. and Czech Jan, Hung. Jdnos), a masculine proper name

common in all diristian countries, its populpty being due to

its having been borne by the '* Beloved Disciple * of Christ, St

John the Evangelist, and by the forerunner of Christ, St John the

Baptist. It has been the name of twenty-two popes—the style

of Popes John XXII. and XXIII. being due to an error in the

number assumed by John XXI. (?.«.)—and of many soverei^,

princes, &c. The order followed in the biographical notices

below is as follows
: (1) the Apostle, (*) the Baptist, (3) popes,

(4) Roman emperors, (5) kings; John of England first, the rest

in the alphabetical order of their countries, (6) other sovereign

princes, (7) non-sovereign princes, (8) saints, (9) theologian,

chroniclers, &c. Those princes who are known by a name in

addition to John (John Albert, &c.) will be found after the

article John, Gospel or.

JOHN, THE Apostle, in the Bible, was the son of Zebedee, a

Galilean fisherman, and Salome. It i« probable that he was b^m

at Bethsaida, where along with his ^ther James he followed



JOHN THE BAPTIST
his father^s occupation. The family appears to have been in

e^y circumstances; at least we find that Zebedee onployed
hired servants, and that Salome was among those women who
contributed to the maintenance of Jesus (Mark i. 20, xv. 40, 41,
xvi. i). John’s “ call ” to follow our Lord occurred simulta-
neously with that addressed to his brother^ and shortly after

that addressed to the brothers Andrew and Simon Peter (Mark i.

^9} 20). John speedily took his place among the twelve apostles,

sharing with Tames the title of Boanerges (“ sons of thunder,”
perhaps strictly ‘‘ sons of anger,” t.e. men readily angered), and
became a member of that inner circle to which, in addition to
his brother, Peter alone belonged (Mark v. 37, ix. 2, xiv. 33),
John appears throughout the synoptic record as a zealous, fiery

Jew-Christian. It is he who indignantly complains to Jesus,
“ We saw one casting out devils in Thy name, and he foUoweth
not us,” and tells Him, ” We forbade him ” for that reason
(Mark ix. 38); and who with his brother, when a Samaritan
village will not receive Jesus, asks Him, **

Wilt thou that we
comm^d fire to come down from heaven and consume them ?

”

(Luke ix. 54). The book of Acts confirms this tradition. After
the departure of Jesus, John appears as present in Jerusalem
with Peter and the other apostles (i. 13); is next to Peter the
most prominent among those who bear testimony to the fact of

the resurrection (iii. 12-26, iv. 13, 19-22); and is sent with Peter

to Samaria, to confirm the newly converted Christians there

(viii. 14, 25). St Paul tells us similarly that when, on his second
visit to Jerusalem, ” James,” the Lord’s brother, and Cephas
and John, who were considered pillars, perceived the grace that
was given unto me, they gave to me and Barnabas the right

hand of fellowship, that we should go unto the Theathen, and
they unto the circumcision ” (Gal. ii. 9). John thus belonged
in 46-47 to the Jewish-Christian school; but we do not know
whether to the stricter group of James or to the milder group
of Peter (ibid. ii. 11-14).

The subsequent history of the apostle is obscure. Polycrates,

bishop of Ephesus (in Euseb., H. E, iii. 31 ;
v. 24), attests in 196

that John ” who lay on the bosom of the Lord rests at Ephesus ”

;

but previously in this very sentence he has declared that “ Philip

one of the twelve apostles rests in Hierapolis,” although Eusebius
(doubtless rightly) identifies this Philip not with the apostle but
with the deacon-evangelist of Acts xxi. 8. Polycrates also

declares that John was a priest wearing the ireVoXov (gold

plate) that distinguished the high-priestly mitre. Irenaeus in

various passages of his wo^ks, 181-191, holds a similar tradition.

He says that John lived up to the time of Trajan and published

his gospel in Ephesus, and identifies the apostle with John the

disciple of the Lord, who wrote the Apocalypse under Domitian,

whom Irenaeus’s teacher Polycaip had known personally and of

whom Polycarp had much to tell. These traditions are accepted

and enlarged by later authors, Tertullian adding that John was
banished to Patmos after he had miraculously survived the

punishment of immersion in burning oil. As it is evident that

legend was busy with John as early as the time of Polycrates,

the real worth of these traditions requires to be tested by exami-

nation of their ultimate source. This inquiry has been pressed

upon scholars since the apostolic authorship of the Apocalypse

or of the Fourth Gospel, or of both these works, has b^
disputed. (See John, Gospel of, and Revelation, Book or.)

The question has not been strictly one between advanced and
conservative criticism, for the Tubingen school recognized the

Apocalypse as apostolic, and found in it a confirmation of John’s

residence in Ephesus. On the other hand, Liitzelberger (1840),

Th. Keim (Jesus ». Naz., vol, i., 1867), J, H. Scholtcn (1872),

H. J. Holtzmann (esp. m Eitd, in d. N. T., 3rd ed., 1902), and
other recent writers, wholly reject the tradition, It has had

able defenders in Steitz (Stud. u. Krit., 1868), Hilgenfeld (Einl.,

1875) and Lightfoot (Essays on Supernatural Religion^ collected

1889). W. ^nday (Criticism of Fourth Gospel, 2905) makes
passing admissions eloquent as to the strength of the negative

position; whilst amongst Roman Catholic scholars, A. Loisy

(L$ 4Me, Ev., 1903) stands with Holtzmann, and Th. Calmes

(Ev. sdon S. Jean, 1904, 1906) and L. Duchesne (HisU anc. de

VEgl., 1906) exhibit, with papal approbation, the inconclusive-

ness of the conservative arguments.

Tte opponents of the tnulition lay weight on the absence of

positive evidence before the latter part of the 2nd century,
especially in Papias and in the epistles of Ignatius and of

Irenaeus’s authority. Polycarp. They find it necessary to

assume that Irenaeus mistook Polycarp; but this is not a difficult

task, since already Eusebius (c. 310-313) is compelled to point

out that Papias testifies to two Johns, the Apostle and a
presbyter, and that Irenaeus is mmaken in identifying those
two Johns, and in holding that Papias bad* seen John the
Apostle (H.E. iii. 39. 5, 2). Irenaeus tells us, doubtless

correctly, that Papias was ” the companion of Polycarp ”
: this

fact alone would suffice, given his two mistakes concerning

Papias, to make Irenaeus decide that Polycarp had seen John
the Apostle. The chronicler George the Monk (Hamartolus) in

the 9th century, and an epitome dating from the 7th or 8th
century but probably based on the Chronicle of Phffip of Side
(c. 430), declare, on the authority of the second book of Papias,

that John the 2^bedean was killed by Jews (presumably in

60-70). Adolf Hamack, Chron. d. altchr. Liii. (1897), pp. 656-
680), rejects the assertion; but the number of scholars who
accept it as correct is distinctly on the increase. (F. v. H.)

JOHN THE BAPTIST, in the Bible, the ” forerunner ” of Jesus
Christ in the Gospel story. By his preaching and teaching he
evidently made a great impression upon his contemporaries

(cf. Josephus, Ant. xviii., § 5). According to the birth-narrative

embodied in Luke i. and ii., he was born in “ a city of Judah
”

in ” the hill country ” (possibly Hebron ^) of priestly parentage.

His father Zacharias was a priest ” of the course of Abijah,” and
his mother Elizabeth, who was also of priestly descent, was
related to Mary, the mother of Jesus, whose senior John was by
six months. This narrative of the Baptist’s birth seems to

embody some very primitive features, Hebraic and Palestinian

in character, and possibly at one time independent of the

Christian tradition. In the apocryphal gospels John is some-
times made the subject of special miraculous experiences (e.g. in

the Proievangelium Jacobi, ch. xxii., where Elizabeth fleeing from
Herod’s assassins cried : Mount of God, receive a mother with

her child,” and suddenly the mountain was divided and received

her).

In his 30th year (15th year of the emperor Tiberius, ? a.d.

25-26) John began his public life in the “ wilderness of Judaea,”
the wild district that lies between the Kedron and the Dead Sea,

and particularly in the neighbourhood of the Jordan, where
multitudes were attracted by his eloquence. The central theme
of his preaching was, according to the Synoptic Gospels, the

nearness of the coming of the Messianic kingdom, and the

consequent urgency for preparation by repentance. John was
evidently convinced that he himself had received the divine

commission to bring to a close and complete the prophetic

period, by inaugurating the Messianic age. He identified him-

self with the
**
voice ” of Isa. xl. 3. Noteworthy features of his

preaching were its original and prophetic character, and its high

ethical tone, as shown e.g. in its anti-Pharisaic denunciation of

trust in mere racial privilege (Matt. iii. 9). Herein also lay,

probably, the true import of the baptism which he administer^
to those who accepted his message and confessed their sins. It

was an act symbolizing moral purification (cf. Ezek. xxxvi. 25

;

2^h. xiii. i) by way of preparation for the coming ” kingdom

of heaven,” and implied that the Jew so baptized no longer

rested in his privileged position as a child of Abraham. John’s

appearance, costume and habits of life, together with the tone

of his preaching, all suggest the prophetic character. He was
popularly regaled as a prophet, more especially as a second

Elijah. His preaching awoke a great popular response, particu-

larly among the masses of the people, ” the people of the land.”

He had disciples who fasted (Mark ii. x8, &c,), who visited him

^ There is no reason to suppose that Tutta is intended by the wixtt

*ioilSa of Luke i. 39 : the tradition wmch makes 'Ain Karim, near
Tenisalem, the birthplace of the Baptist only dates from thecrusad-
ing perk>d.
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regularly in prison (Matt. xi. 2, xiv. 12), and to whom he taught

special forms of prayer (Luke v. 33, xi. i). Some of these

afterwards became followers of Christ (John i.
37J,

John's

activity indeed had far-reaching ejects. It profoundly influenced

the Mesidanicmovement depicted in the Gospels. The preaching

of Jesus shows traces of this, and the Fourth Gospel (as well as

the SynoptisLs) displays a marked interest in connecting the

Johannine movement witli the beginnings of Christianity. The

fact that after the lapse of a quarter of a century there were

Christians in Ephesus who accepted John’s baptism (Acts xviii.

25, xix. 3) k highly significant. This influence also persisted

in later times. Christ’s estimate of John (Matt. xi. 7 seq.) was

a very high one. He also pointedly alludes to Jolm’s work and

the people’s relation to it, m many sayings and parables (some-

times in a tone of irony). The duration of John’s ministry

cannot be determined with certainty : it terminated in his

imprisonment in the fortress of Machaerus, to which he had been

committed by Herod Antipas, whose incestuous marriage with

Herodias the Baptist had sternly rebuked. His execution

cannot with safety be placed later than a.d. 28.

In the church calendar this event is commemorated on the

29th of August. According to tradition he was buried at

Samaria (Theodoret, H.E. iii. 3). (G. H. Bo.)

JOHN L| pope from 523 to 526, was a Tuscan by birth, and

was consecrated pope on the death of Hormisdas. In 525 he

was sent by Theodoric at the head of an embassy to Constanti-

nople to obtain from the emperor Justin toleration for the

Arians; but he succeeded so imperfectly in his mission that

Theodoric on his return, suspecting that he had acted only half-

heartedly, threw him into prison, where he shortly afterwards

died, Felix IV. succeeding him. He was enrolled among the

mart)rrs, his day being May 27.

JOHN IL, pope from 533 to 535, also named Mercurius, wa.s

elevated to the papal cliair on the death of Boniface II. During

his pontificate a decree against simony was engraven on marble

and placed before tiie altar of St Peter’s. At the instance of the

emperor Justinian he adopted the proposition unus de TrinitcUe

passus est in came as a test of the orthodoxy of certain Scythian

monks accused of Nestorian tendencies. He was succ'eeded by

Agapetus 1 .

JOHN III., pope from 561 to 574, successor to Pelagius, wa.s

descended from a noble Roman family. He is said to have been

successfukan preventing an invasion of Italy by tlic recall of the

depolfc exarch Narses, but the Lombards still continued their

incursions, and, especially during the pontificate of his successor

Benedict 1 ., infected great miseries on the province.

JOHN IV., pope from 640 to 642, was a Dalmatian by birth,

and succeeded Severinus after the papal chair had been vacant

four months. While he adhered to tlie repudiation of the

Monothelitic doctrine by Severinus, he endeavoured to explain

away the connexion of Honorius I. with the heresy. His

successor was Theodorus 1 .

JOHN V^popc from 685 to 686, was a Syrian by birth, and on

account of his knowledge of Greek had in 680 been nam^ papal

legate to the sixth ecumenical council at Constantinople. He
was the successor of Benedict IL, and after a pontificate of

little more than a year, passed chiefly in lied, was followed by

Coiion.

JOHN VI., pope from 701 to 705, was a native of Greece, and

succeeded to the papal chair two months after the death of

Sergius I. He assisted the exarch Theophylact, who had been

sent into Italy by the emperor Justinian II., and prevented him

from using violence against the Romans. Partly by persuasion

and partly by means •of a bribe, John succeeded in inducing

Gisulf, duke of Benevento, to withdraw from the territories of

the empire.

JOHN VIL, pope from 705 to 707, successor of John VI., was

also of Greek nationality. He seems to have acceded to the

request of the emperor Justinian II. that he should give his

sanction to the decrees of the Quinisext or TruIIan council of

692. There, are several monuments of John in the church of

St Maria Antiqua at the foot of the Palatine hill; others were

formerly in the chapel of the Virgin, built b> him in the basilica

of St Peter. He was succeeded by Sisinnius.

JOHN VIIL, pope from 872 to 882, successor of Adrian IL,

was a Roman by birth. His chief aim during his pontificate

was to defend the'Roman state and the authority of the Holy

See at Rome from the Saracens, and from the nascent feudalism

which was represented outside by the dukes of Spolcto and the

marquises of Tuscany and within by a party of Roman nobles.

Events, however, were so fatally oppos^ to his designs that no

.sooner did one of his schemes begin to realize itself in fact than

it was shattered by an unlooked-for cliance. To obtain an

influential alliance against his enemies, he agreed in 875, after

death had deprived him of his natural protector, the emperor

Louis II., to l«stow the imperial crown on Charles the Bald ; but

that monarch was too much occupied in France to grant him

much effectual aid, and about the time of the death of Charles

he found it necessary to come to terms with the Saracens, who

were only prevented from entering Rome by the promise of m
annual tribute. Carloman, the opponent of Charles’s son Louis,

soon after invaded northern Italy, and, securing ihe support of

the bishops and counts, demanded from the pope the imperial

(nrown. John attempted to temporize, but Lambert, duke of

Spoleto, a partisan of Carloman, whom sickness had recalled to

Germany, entered Rome in 878 with an overwhelming force,

and for thirty days virtually held John a prisoner in St Peter’s.

Lambert was, however, unsuccessful in winning an> concession

from the pope, who after his withdrawal carri^ out a previous

purpose of going to France. There he presided at the council

of Troyes, which promulgated a ban of excommunication against

the supporters of Carloman—amongst others Adalbert of

Tuscany, Lambert of Spoleto, and Formosus, bishop of Porto,

who was afterwards elevated to the papal chair. In 879 John

returned to Italy accompanied by Boso, duke of Provence,

whom he adopted as his son, and made an unsuccessful attempt

to get recognized as king of Italy, in the same year he was

compelled to give a promise of his sanction to the claims of

Charles the Fat, who received from him the imperial crown in

881 . Before this, in order to secure the aid of the Greek emperor

against the Saracens, he had agreed to sanction the restoration

of 1‘hotius to the see of Constantinople, and had withdrawn his

consent on finding that he reaped from the concession no

substantial benefit. Charles the Fat, partly from unwillingness,

partly from natural inability, gave him also no effectual aid, and

the last years of John VIIL were spent chiefly in hurling vain

anathemas against his various political enemies. According to

the annalist of Fulda, he was murdered by members of his

household. His successor was Marinus.

JOHN IX., pope from 898 to 900, not only confirmed the

judgment of his predecessor Theodore II. in granting Christian

burial to Formosus, but at a council held at Ravenna decreed

that the records of the synod which had condemned him should

be burned. Finding, however, that it was advisable to cement

the ties between the empire and the papacy, John gave unhesi-

tating support to Lambert in preference to Amulf, and also

induced the council to determine that henceforth the consecra-

tion of the popes should take place only in the presence of the

impierial legates. The sudden death of Laxnbert shattered

the hopes which this alliance seemed to promise. John was

succeeded by Benedict IV.

JOHN X., pope from 914 to 928, was deacon at Bologna when

he attracted the attention of Theodora, the wife of Theophylact,

the most powerful noble in Rome, through whose influence he was

elevated first to the see of Bologna and feen to the archbishopric

of Ravenna. In direct opposjition to a decree of council, he ww
also at the instigation of Theodora promoted to the papal chair

as the successor of Lando. Like John IX. he endeavoured to

secure himself against his temporal enemies through a close

alliance with Theophylact and Alberic, marquis of Camerino,

then governor of the duchy of Spoleto. In December ^15 he

granted the imperial crown to Bcrengar, and with the assistance

of the forces of all the princes of the Italian peninsula he took

the field in person against the Saracens, over whom he gained a
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gi^t victory on the hank3 of the Gerijgliuno. The defeat and

death of Berengar through the combination of the Italian princes^

again frustrated the hopes of a united Italy, and after witnessing

several years of anarchy and confusion John perished through

the intrigues of Maroxia, daughter of Theodora. His successor

was Leo VI.

JOHN XL| pope from to 935, was the son of Maroria and

the reputed son of Sergius III. Through the influence of his

mother he was chosen ti> succeed Stephen VII. at the early age

of twenty-one. He was the mere e^onent.of the purposes of

his mother, until her son Alberic succeeded in 933 m over-

throwing their authority. The pope was k<^t a virtual prisoner

in the Lateran, where he is said to have died in 935, in which

year Leo VIL was consecrated his successor.

JOHN X1I.» pope from 955 to 964, was the son of Alberic,

whom he succeeded as patrician of Rome in 954, being then only

sixteen years of age. His original name was Octavian, but

when he assumed the papal tiara as successor to Agapetus XL, he

adopted tihe apostolic name of John, the first example, it is said,

of the custom of altering the surname in connexion with elevaticm

to the papal chair. As a temporal ruler John was devoid of the

vigour and firmness of his father, and his union of tl^e papal

office—which through his scandalous private life he made a by-

word of reproach--4vith his civil dignities proved n source of

weakness rather than of strength. In order to protect himself

against the intrigues in Rome and the power of Berengar 11 . of

Italy, he called to his aid Otto the Great of Germany, to whom
he granted the imperial crown in 962. Even before Otto left

Rome the pope had, however, repented of his recognition of a

power which threatened altogether to overshadow his authority,

and had begun to conspire against the new emperor. His

intrigues were discovered by Otto, who, after he had defeated

and taken prisoner Berengar, returned to Rome and summoned

a council whicii deposed John, who was in hiding in the moun-
tains of Campania, and elected Leo VIII. in his stead. An
attempt at an insurrection was made by tlie inhabitants of

Rome even before Otto left the city, and on his departure John

returned at Uie head of a formidable company of friends and

retainers, and caused Leo to seek safety in immediate flight.

Otto determined to make an effort in support of Leo, but before

he reached the city Jolin had died, in what manner is uncertain,

and Benedict V. had mounted the papal chair.

JOHN XIII., pope from 965 to 972, was descended from a

noble Roman family, and at the time of his election os successor

to Leo VIII. was bishop of Narni. He had been somewhat

inconsistent in his relations with his predecessor Leo, but his

election was confirmed by the emperor Otto, and his submissive

attitude towards the imperial power was so distasteful to the

Romans that they expelled him from the city. On account of

the threateniixg procedure of Otto, they permitted him shortly

afterwards to return, upon which, with the sanction of Otto, he

took savage vengeance on those who had formerly opposed him.

Shortly after holding a council along with the emperor at

Ravenna in 967, he gave the imperial crown to Otto 11 . at

Rome in assurance of to succession to his father; and in 972 he

also crowned Theophano as empress immediately before her

marriage. On to death in the same year he was followed by

Benedict VI.

JOHN XIV„ pope from 983 to 984, successor to Benedict VIL,

was bom at Pavia, and before his elevation to the papal chair

was imperial chancellor of Otto II. Otto died shortly after to

election, when Boniface VIL, on the strength of the popular

feeling against to new pope, returned from Constantinople and

placed John in prison, where he died either by starvation or

poison,
. ,

JOHN XV., pope fiofti 985 to 996, generally recognized as to
successor of Boniface VIL, to pope John who was said to have

ruled for four months after Jcim XIV., being now omitted by

the best authorities. John XV. was the .son of Leo, a Roman
presbyter. At the time he mounted the papal chair Crescentius

was patrician of Rome, but, although his influence was on this

account very much hampered, the presence of the empress

Theophano inRome from 989 to 992 restrained alao the ambition

of Cmsccntius. On her departure the pope, whose venoiif^

and n^tkon had mads him vety unpopular with the dUzei^
died of fever before to arrival oi Otto ILL, who elevated Ins

own kinsman Bruno to the papal (hgnity under the name oi

Gregory V.

JOHN XVL, pope or antipope from 997 to 998, was a Calabrian

Greek by birth, and a favourite of to empress '[^eophmio, from

whom be had received the bishopric of Placentia. His original

name was Philagathus. In 995 he was sent by Otto 111 . on an

embassy to Coostaatinc^le to negotiate a miffiriage with a Grade

princess. On his way back he either accidentally or at to
special request of Crescentius visited Rome. A little before

this Gregory V., at the end of 996, had been compelled to flee

from the city; and the wily and ambitious Greek had now no

scruple in accepting the papal tiara from the hands of Crescentius.

The arrival of Otto at Rome in to spring of 998 put a sudden

end to the teacherous compact. John sought safety in flight,

but was discovered in to place of hidi^ and brought back to

Rome, where after enduring cruel and ignominious tortures he

was immured in a dungeon.

JOHN XVIL, whose original name was Sacco, succeeded

Silvester II. as pope in June 1003, but died less than five months

afterwards.

JOHN XVIIL, pope from 1003 to 1009, was, during to whole

pontificate, the mere creature of tlie patrician Jolm Crescentius,

and ultimately he abdicated and retired to a monastery, where

he died shortly afterwards. His successor was Sergius IV.

JOHN XIX., pope from 1024 to 1033, succeeded to brother

Benedict VIII., both being members of the powerful house of

Tusculum. He m»ely took orders to enable him to ascend to
papal chair, having previously been a consul and senator. He
displayed his freedom from ecclesiastica} prejudices, if also his

utter ignorance of ecclesiastical history, by agreeing, on the pay-

ment of a large bribe, to grant to the patrianffi of Constantinople

the title of an ecumenical bishop, but Uie general indignation

which the proposal excited througliout to church compelled

him almost immediately to withdraw from his agreement. On
the death of the emperor Hemy II. in 1024 he gave his support

to Conrad II., who along with his consort was crowned with

great pomp at St Peter’s in Easter of 1027. John died in 1033,

in the full possession of his dignities. A successor was found for

him in to nephew Benedict IX., a boy of only twelve years of qje.

JOHN XXL (Pedro Giuliano-Rebulo), pope from the 8th of

September 1276 to the 20th of May 1277 (should be named

John XX., but there is an error in the reckoning through to
insertion of an antipope), a native of Portugfal, educated for the

church, became archdeacon and then archbishop of Braga, and

so ingratiated himself with Gregory X. at the council of Lyons

(1274} that he was taken to Rome as cardinal-bishop of Frascati,

and succeeded Gregory after an interregnum of twenty days.

As pope he excommunicated Alphonso III. of Portugal for

interfering with episcopal elections and .sent legates to to
Great Khan. He was devoted to secuto science, and his sn^
afiection for the monks awakened the distrust of a large portion

of the clergy. His life was brought to a premature close through

the fall of the roof in the palace he had built at Vitetbo. His

successor was Nicholas III.

John XXI. has been identified since to 14th century, most

probably correctly, with Petrus Hispanus, a celebrated Portu-

guese physician and pliilosopher, author of sev^al medical

works—notably the curious Liher dc ocido, trans. into German

and well edited by A. M. Berger (Munich, 1^9), and of a popular

textbook in logic, the Summulae lagicalcs, John >pCL is

constantly referred to as a magician by ignorant chroniclers.

See Les Rigisfr$s de GrSgoir^ X. Jeon XXJ., published by

T. Gttiraad and E. Cadier in des ieoles /reupmsss d Amemt
ti de Rome (Paris, i8g8)

;
A. Pottliast, Regesia pontif. Roman,, vol. 2

(Berlin, 1875): F. Gregorovius, Rome in the Middle Ages, vol. v.,

trans. by MreG.W. Hamilton (London, 1900-X002) ;
R. Stapwsr, Pi^st

Johann XXI. (Munster. 1898); J. T. KOhler, VollstdnAife Na^kt
wm Paptt Johann XXl. (C»6ttingen, 17O0), (C. H, Ha.)
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JOHN XXll., pope from 1316 to 1334^ was born at Cahors,

France, in 1249, His original name was Jacques Duise, and he

came either of a family of petty nobility or else of well-to-do

middle-class parents, and was not, as has been popularly

supposed, the son of a shoemaker* He began his education

with the Dominicans at Cahors, subsequently studied law at

Montpellier, and law and medicine in Paris, and finally taught

at Cahors and Toulouse. At Toulouse he became intimate with

the bishop Louis, son of Charles II., king of Naples. In 1300 he

was elevated to the episcopal see of Frdjus by Pope Boniface

VIII. at the instance of the king of Naples, and in 1308 was
made chancellor of Naples by Charles, retaining this office under

Charles’s successor, Robert of Anjou. In 1310 Pop|e Clement V.

summoned Jacques to Avignon and instructed him to advise

upon the affair of the Templars and also upon the question of

condemning the memory of Boniface VIII. Jacques decided

on the legality of suppressing the order of the Templars, holding

that the pope would be serving the best interests of the church

by pronouncing its suppression
;
but he rejected the condemnation

of Boniface as a sacrilegious affront to the church and a mon-
strous abuse of the lay power. On the 23rd of December 1312

Clement appointed him cardinal-bishop of Porto, and it was
while cardinal of Porto that he was elected pope, on the 7th of

August 1316. Clement had died in April 1314, but the cardinals

assembled at Carpentras were unable to agree as to his successor.

As the two-thirds majority requisite for an election could not

be obtained, the cardinals separated, and it was not until the

28th of June 1316 that they reassembled in the cloister of the

Dominicans at Lyons, and then only in deference to the pressure

exerted upon them by Philip V. of France. After deliberating

for more than a month they elected Robert of Anjou’s candidate,

Jacques Du^se, who was crowned on the 5th of September, and

on the 2nd of October arrived at Avignon, where he remained

for the rest of his life.

More jurist than theologian, John defended the rights of the

papacy with rigorous zeal and as rigorous logic. For the

restoration of the papacy to its old independence, which had
been so gravely compromised under his immediate predecessors,

and for the execution of the vast enterprises which the papacy

deemed useful for its prestige and for Christendom, considerable

sums were required; and to raise the necessary money John
burdened Christian Europe with new taxc.s and a complicated

fisca^3>lftem, which was fraught with serious consequences.

For * personal use, however, he retained but a very small

fraction of the sums thus acquired, and at his death his private

fortune amounted to scarce a million florins. The essentially

practical character of his administration has led many historians

to tax him with avarice, but later research on the fiscal system

of the papacy of the period,particularly the joint work of Samaran
and Mollat, enables us very sensibly to modify the severe judg-

ment passed on John by Gregorovius and others.

John’s pontificate was continually disturbed by his conflict

with Louis of Bavaria and by the theological revolt of the

Spiritual Franciscans. In October 1314 Louis of Bavaria and
Frederick of Austria had each been elected German king by the

divided electors. I^uis was gradually recognized by the whole

of Germany, especially after his victory at Miihldorf (1322), and
gained numerous adherents in Italy, where he supported the

Visconti, who had been condemned as heretics by the pope.

John affected to ignore the successes of Louis, and on the 8th

of October 1323 forbade his recognition as king of the Romans.
After demanding a respite, Louis abruptly appealed at Nurem-
berg from the future sentence of the pope to a general council

(December 8, 1323). 'The conflict then assumed a grave

doctrinal character. The doctrine of the rights of the lay

monarchy sustained by Occam and John of Paris, by Marsilius

of Padua, John of Jandun and Leopold of Bamberg, was affirmed

by the jurists and theologians, penetrated into the parlements

and the universities, and was combated by the upholders of

papal absolutism, such as Alvaro Pelayo and Alonzo Trionfo.

Excommunicated on the sist of March 1324, Louis retorted by
appealing for a second time to a general council, which was held

on the 22nd of May 1324, and accused John of being an enemy
to the peace and the law, stigmatizing him as a heretic on the

ground that he opposed the principle of evangelical poverty as

professed by the strict Franciscans. From this moment Louis

appeared in the character of the natural ally and even the

protector of the Spirituals against the persecution of the pope.

On the nth of July 1324 the pope laid under an interdict the

places where Louis or his adherents resided, but this bull had
no effect in Germany. Equally futile was John’s declaration

(April 3, 1327) that Louis had forfeited his crown and abetted

heresy by granting protection to Marsilius of Padua. Having
reconciled himself with Frederick of Austria, Louis penetrated

into Italy and seized Rome on the 7th of January 1328, with

the help of the Roman Ghibellines led by Sciarra Colonna. After

installing himself in the Vatican, Louis got himself crowned by
the deputies of the Roman people; instituted proceedings for

the deposition of John, whom the Roman people, displeased by
the spectacle of the papacy abandoning Rome, declared to have

forfeited the pontificate (April 18, 1328); and finally caused

a Minorite friar, Pietro Rainolucci da Corvara, to be elected

pope under the name of Nicholas V. John preached a platonic

crusade against Louis, who burned the pope’s effigy at Pisa and
in Amelia. Soon, however, Louis felt his power waning, and
quitted Rome and Italy (1329). Incapable of independent

action, the antipope was abandoned by the Romans and handed

over to John, who forced him to make a solemn submission

with a halter round his neck (August 15, 1330). Nicholas was
condemned to perpetual imprisonment, and died in obscurity

at Avignon
;
while the Roman people submitted to King Robert,

who governed the church through his vicars. In 1317, m execu-

tion of a bull of Clement V., the royal vicariate in Italy had been

conferred by John on Robert of Anjou, and this appointment

was renewed in 1322 and 1324, with threats of excommunication

against any one who should seize the vicariate of Italy without

the authorization of the pope. One of John’s last acts was

his decision to separate Italy from the Empire, but this bull was

of no avail and fell into oblivion. After his death, however, the

interdict was not removed from Germany, and the resistance of

Louis and his theologians continued.

A violent manifestation of this resistance took place in

connexion with the accusation of heresy brought against the

pope. On the third Sunday in Advent 1 329, and afterwards in

public consistory, John had preached that the souls of those

who have died in a state of grace go into Abraham’s bosom,

sub altari Dei, and do not enjoy the beatific vision {vUio facie ad

facim) of the Ixird until after the Last Judgment and the

Resurrection; and he had even in.structed a Minorite friar,

Gauthier of Dijon, to collect the passages in the Fathers which

were in favour of this doctrine. On the 27tli of December 1331

a Dominican, 1'homas of England, preached against this doctrine

at Avignon itself and was thrown into,prison. When news of

this affair had reached Paris, the pope sent the general of the

Minorites, Gerard Odonis, accompanied by a Dominican, to

sustain his doctrine in that city, but King Philip VI., perhaps at

the instigation of the refugee Spirituals in Paris, referred the

question to the faculty of theology, which, on the 2nd of January

1333, declared that the souls of the blessed were elevated to the

beatific vision immediately after death; the faculty, nevertheless,

were of opinion that the pope should have propounded his

erroneous doctrine only “ recitando” and not “ determinate,

asserendo, seu etiam opinandoJ^ The king notified this decision

to the pope, who assembled his consistory in November 1333,

and gave a haughty reply. The theologians in Louis’s following

who were opposed to papal absolutism already spoke of “ the

new heretic, Jacques de Cahors,” and reiterated with increasing

insistency their demands for the convocation of a general

council to try the pope. John appears to have retracted shortly

before his death, which occurred on the 4th of December 1334.^

1 On the 29th of January 1336 Pope Benedict XII. pronounced a

long judgment on ihis point ox doctrine, a judgment which he de-

clared had been included by John in a buU which death had prevented

him from sealing.
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John had kindled very keen animosity^ not only among the

upholders of the independence of the lay power^ but also among
the upholders of absolute religious poverty

,
the exalted Francis-

cans. Gement V., at the council of Vienne, had attempted to

bring back the Spirituals to the common rule by concessions;

John, on the other hand, in the bull Quorundam exigit ^April

13, 1317), adopted an uncompromising and absolute attitude,

and by the bull Glariosam eedesiam (January 23, 1318) con-

demned the pretests which had been raised against the bull

Qiwrundam by a group of seventy-four Spirituals and conveyed

to Avignon by the monk Bernard D^licieux, Shortly afterguards

four Spirituais were burned at Marseilles. These were imme-
diately hailed as martyrs, and in the eyes of the exalted

Franciscans at Naples and in Sicily and the south of France the

pope was regarded as antichrist. In the bull Sancta Romana
et universa ecclesia (December 28, 1318) John definitively

excommunicated them and condemned their principal book,

the Postil (commentary) on the Apocalypse (February 8,

1326). The bull Quia nonnunquam (March 26, 1322) defined

the derogations from the rule punished by the pope, and the

bull Cum inter nonnullos (November 12, 1323) condemned the

proposition which had been admitted at the general chapter of

the Franciscans held at Perugia in 1322, according to which

Christ and the Apostles were represented as possessing no

property, either personal or common. The minister general,

Michael of Cesena, though opposed to the exaggerations of the

Spirituals, joined with them in protesting against the condemna-
tion of the fundamental principle of evangelical poverty, and
the agitation gradually gained ground. The pope, by the bull

Quia quorundam (November lo, 1324), cited Michael to appear

at Avignon at the same time as Occam and Bonagratia.

All tliree fled to the court of Louis of Bavaria (May 26, 1328),

while the majority of the Franciscans made submission and
elected a general entirely devoted to the pope. But the resist-*"

ance, aided by Louis and merged as it now was in the cause

sustained by Marsilius of Padua and John of Jandun, became
daily bolder. Treatises on poverty appeared on every side

;
the

party of Occam clamoured with increasing imperiousness for the

condemnation of John by a general council; and the Spirituals,

•confounded in the persecution with the Beghards and with

Fraticelli of every de.scTiption, maintained themselves in the

south of France in spite of the reign of terror instituted in that

region by the Inquisition.

See M. Souchon, Die Papstwahlen von Bonifas VIll. bis Urban VI,
(Brunswick, 1888); Abhb Albc, Auiouv de Jean XXII, (Rome, 1004);
K. MiiUer, Der Kampf Ludwigs des Bayern mii dev Curie (Tubingen,
T879 seq.H W. l^egor, " Mtoioires sur la lutte entrejean XXU. et

LouLs de in Abhandl. des hayr. Akad.^ hist, sec., xv., xvi,,

xvii.
;
S. Riezlcr, Die liiterar. Widersacher der Pdpste zur Zeit Ludwigs

des Baiers (Leipzig, 1874); F. Ehrle, Die Spmtualen " in Archiv

fiir Litteratur- und Kivchengeschichte des MiUelalters (vols. i. and ii.)

;

C. Samaran and G. Mollat, La FiscalUi pontificate en France au xiv'

Slide (Paris, 1905) ;
A. tk)ulon and G. MoUat, Leitres secretes et

curiales de Jean XXII, se rappovtani d la France (Paris, iSqcj,

seq.l. (P.A.)’

JOHN XXIII. (Baldassare Cossa), pope, or rather antipope

from 1410 to 1415, was bom of a good Neapolitan family, and

began by leading the life of a corsair before entering the ser\dce

of the Church under the pontificate of Boniface IX, His

abilities, which were mainly of an administrative and military

order, were soon rewarded by the cardinal’s hat and the legation

of Bologna. On the 29th of June 1408 he and seven of his

colleagues broke away from Gregory XII., and together with six

cardinals of the obedience of Avignon, who had in like manner
separated from Benedict XIII., they agreed to aim at the assem-

bling of a general council, setting aside the two rival pontiffs,

an expedient which they considered would put an end to the

great schism of the Western Church, but which resulted in the

election pf yet a third pope. This act was none the less decisive

for Baldassare Cossa’s future. Alexander V., the first pope

elected at Pisa, was not perhaps, as has been maintained, merely

a man of straw put forward b)** the ambitious cardinal of

Bologna; but he reigned only ten months, and on his death,

which happened rather suddenly on the 4th of May 1410,

Baldassare Cossa succeeded him. Whether the latter had bought
his electors by money and prombes, or owed his success to his

dominant i^sition in Bolo^, and to the support of Florence
and of Louis 11 . of Anjou, he seems to have received the unani-
mous vote of all the sevente^ cardinals gathered together at

Bologna (May 17). He took the name of John XXllI., and
France, Engird, and part of Italy and Germany recognized him
os head of the Catholic church.

The struggle in which he and Louis XL of Anjou engined with

Ladislaus of Durazzo, king of Sicily, and Gregory Xll.’s chief

protector in Italy, at first went in John’s favour. After the

brilliant victory of Roccasecca (May 19, 1411) he had the

satisfaction of lagging the standards of Pope Gre^xy and King
Ladislaus through the streets of Rome. But the dispersion of

Louis of Anjou’s troops and his carelessness, together with the lack

of success which attended the preaching of a crusade in Germany,
France and England, finally decided John ^UCllI. to abandon
the French claimant to the throne of Sicily; he recognized

ladislaus, his former enemy, as king of Naples, and Ladislaus

did not fail to salute John XXIII. as pope, abandoning Gregor}'

XII. (June 15, 1412). This was a fa^ step
:
John XXIII.

was trusting in a dishonest and insatiable prince; he would have
acted more wisely in remaining the ally of the weak but loyal

Louis of Anjou. However, it seemed desirable that the reforms

announced by the council of Pisa, which the popes set up by
this synod seemed in no hurry to cany into effect, should

be further discussed in the new council which it had been

agreed should be summoned about the spring of 1412. But

John was anxious that this council should be held in Rome,
a city where he alone was master; the few prelates and ambassa-

dors who very slowly gathered there held only a small number
of sessions, in which John again condemned the writings of

Wycliffe, John was attacked by the representatives of the

various nations and reprimanded even for his private conduct,

but endeavoured to extricate himself from thu uncomfortable

position by gratifying their desires, if not by reforming abuses.

It is, however, only fair to add that he took various half-

measures and gave many promises which, if they had been put

into execution, would have confirmed or completed the reforms

inaugurated at Pisa. But on the 3rd of March 1413 John ad-

journed the council of Rome till December, without even fixing

the place where the next session should be held. It was held

at Constance in Germany, and John could only have resigned

himself to accepting such an uncertain meeting-place because

he was forced by distress, isolation add fear to turn towards

the head of the empire. Less than a year after the treaty con-

cluded with Ladislaus of Durazzo, the latter forced his way into

Rome (June 8, 2413), which he sacked, expelling John, to whom
even the Florentines did not dare to throw open their gates

for fear of the king of Sicily. Sigismund, king of the Romans,
not only extorted, it is said, a sum of 50,000 florins from the

pontiff ill his extremit}', but insisted upon his summoning the

council at Constance (December 9). It was in vain that,

on the death of Ladislaus, which took place unexpectedly

(August 6, 1414), John was inspired with the idea of breaking

his compact with Sigismund and returning to Rome, at the

same time appealing to Louis of Anjou. It was too late. The
cardinals forced him towards Germany by the most direct

road, without allowing him to go by way of Avignon as he had

projected, in order to make plans with the princes of France,

On the 5th of November 1414 John opened the council of

Constance, where, on Christmas Day, he received the homage of

the head of the empire, but where his lack of prestige, the defec-

tion of his allies, the fury of his adversaries, and the general

sense of the necessity for union soon showed only too clearly

how small was the chance of his retaining the tiara. He had to

take a solemn oath to abdicate if his two rivals would do the

same, and this concession, which was not very sincere, gained

him for the last time the honour of seeing Sigismund prostrate at

his feet (March 2, 1415). But on the night of the toth-aist

of March, having dormed the garments of a la^man^ with a

cross-bow slung at his side, he succeeded in making his escape
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from Constance^ oxxompanicd only by a servant, and took

refugee fhist in the castle of Schaffhausen, then in that of Lauien-

burg, then at Freiburg im Bveisgau, and finally at Brisach^

whefice he hoped to reach Alsace^ and doubtless ultimately

Avignon, under the protection of an escort sent by the duke

of Burgundy. The news of the pope’s escape was received at

Constance with an extraordinaary outburst of rage, and led to the

subversive decrees of the 4th and 5lh sessions, which proclaimed

the superiority of the council over the pope. Duke Frederick of

Austria had hitherto sheltered John’s flight; but, laid under

the ban of the empire, attacked by powerful armies, and feeling

that he was cwnrting ruin, lie preferred to give up the potitin

who had trusted to him. John was brought back to Freiburg

(April 37), and there in vain attempted to appease the

wrath which he had aroused by more or less vague promises

of resignation. His trial, however, was already beginning.

The three cardinals whom he charged with his defence hastily

declined this compromising task. Seventy-four charges were

drawn up, only twenty of which were set aside after the wit-

nesses had been heard. The accusation of having poisoned

Alexander V. and his doctor at Bologna was not maintained.

But enough deeds of immorality, tyranny, ambition and simony

were found proved to justify severest judgtnent. He was

suspended from his functions as pope on the 14th of May 1415,

and deposed on the following 19th ^ May.

However irregular this sentence may have been from the

canonical point of view (for tfst accusers do not seem to have

actually proved the crime of heresy, which was necessary,

according to most scholars of the period, to justify the deposi-

tion of a .sovereign pontiff), the condemned pope was not kmg
in confirming it, Baldassarc Cossa, now as humble and re-

signed as he had before been energetic and tenacims, on his

transference to the castle of Kudolfaell admitted the wrong which

he had done by his flight, refused to bring forward anything in

his defence, acquiesced entirely in the judgment of the council

which he ^ckred to be mfailible, and Anally, as an extreme

precaution, ratified motu praprio the sentence of deposition,

declaring that he freely and willingly renounced any rights

which he might still have in the papacy. This fact has subse-

quently been often quoted against those who have appealed to

the events of 1415 to maintain that a council can depose a pope

who is Ha^aliza$9r ecclesiae.

Cq^p is^t his word never to appeal against the sentence which

stripped Ilim of the pontificate. He was held prisoner for three

years in Germany, but in the end bought his liberty from the

count palatine. He used this liberty only to go to Fiorensce,

in 1419, and throw himself on the mercy of the legitimate pope.

Martin V. appointed him cardinaNbishc^ of Tuscuhim, a dignity

which Cossa only enjoyed for a few months. He died on the

2and of December 1419, and all visitors to the liaptistery at

Florence may admire, under its boldacchiiio, the sombre

figure Bcui^ptured by Donatello of the dethroned pontiff, who had

at least the merit of bowing his head under his clkstisement,.and

of contributing by his passive resignation to the extinction of the

series d popes which sprang from the council of PisB.. (N. V.)

JOHN I. (935 -976), samamedTzwfflaces, EastRoman emperor,

was bom of a distinguished Cappadocian famafy. After helping

his uncle Nirephorus Phocas (q.v.) to obtaiij the throne and to

restore the empire’s eastern provinces he was deprived of his

command by an intrigue, upon which he retaliated by conspiring

with Nicepboru.s’ wife Theophama to anoessinate him. Elected

ruler in his stead, John proceeded to justify his usurpation by
the energ)' with whiih he repdled the foreign invaders of the

empire. In a scries of 'campa^s against the newly cstaldished

Russian power (970-973) he drove the enemy out of Thrace,

cTOBsed Mt Ilaemus and besieged the fortress of Dorystdon on

the Danube. In several hard-fought battles be broke the

strength ol the Russians so completely that they left him master

of eastern Btrlgaria, He furdier secured his northern frontier by
transplanting to Thrace some colonics of Ponltcians whom he

fmspected of sympathising with therr Saracen neighbours m the

east III 974 he turned against the Abassid empire and easily

recovered the inland parts of Syria and the middle reaches of

the Euphrates. He died suddenly in 976 on his return from his

second campaign against the Saracens. John’s sutname was
apparently derived from the Armenian tshmshkik (red boot).

Sec E. Gibbon, The Decline and Fall of Roman Bmpite, vol. vi.

(ed. Bury, 1896) ;
G. Finlay, History of Greece^ il. 334-3O0 (ed. 1877)

;

G. Schlumberger, L'Bpopie ByxunHnOt i. 1-326 (189^.

JOHN H. (To$8-ti43), sumamed Comnenus and also Kdo-
joannes (John the Good), East Roman emperor, was the eldest son

of the East Roman efflf^ror Alexius, whom he succeeded in 1118.

On account of his mildand just reign he hasbeen called the Byzan-

tine Marcus Aurelius. Dy the personal purity of his character

he effected a notable improvement in the manners of his age,

but he disj^rlayed little vigour in internal administration or in

extirpating the long-standing corruptions of the gen^emment.
Nor did his various successes against the Hungarians, Servians

and Seljuk Turks, whom he pressfed hard in Asia Minor and pro-

posed to expel from Jerusalem, add much to the stability of his

empire He was accidentally killed during a wild-boar hunt on
Mt Taurus, on the 8th of April 1143.

Sec £. Gibbon, The Decline and Fall of the Rotnan Empire, v. 228
aeq. (etl. Bury, 1890).

JOHN in. (1193-1254), surnamed Vatatzes and also Ducas»,

East Roman emperor, earned for himself such distinction as

a soldier that in 1222 he was chosen to succeed his father-

in-law Theodore 1 . Lascaris. He reorganized the remnant
of the East Roman empire, and by his administrative skill

made it the strongest and richest principality in the Levant.

Having secured his eastern frontier by an agreement with

the Turks, he set hi]n.sclf to recover the European posses-

sions of bb predecessors. While his fleet liarassed the Latins

in the Aegean Sea and extended his realm to Rhodes, his

army, reinforced by Frankish mcr(*enaries, defeated the Latin

emperor’s force.s in the open field. ’I'hough unsuccessful in a

siege of Constantinople, whic h he undertook in concert with the

Bulgarians (1235), he obtained supremacy over the despotals of

Thessalonica and Epirus. The ultimate recovery of Constanti-

nople by the Rhomaic emperors b chiefly due to his exertions.

S€5C E. Gibbon, The Decline and Foil of the Homan Empire, vi.

431-462 (ed. Bury, 1890); G. Finlay, History of Greece, iii. 196-320
(cd. 1877); A. Meliarakes, *ltrropla rov HaoriXc/oi; tfjs NwalaJ koI nw
Aporifurdrov rijs 'Hircj/jou, pp. 155-421 (1898).

JOHN IV. (c. 1250-r. 1300), sumamed Lascaris, East Roman
emperor, son of Theodore If. Hrs father dying in 1258, Michael

Palaeologus conspired shortly after to inalce himself regent, and
in 1 261 dethroned and blinded the boy monarch, and imprisoned

him in a remote ca.stle, where he died a long time after.

See E. Gibbooa, The- Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, vi. 459-
406 (cd. Bury, 189O) ; A. Mcliarakes, rov BcuriM/tu rns Nttr^air

(Athens, i8<)8), pp. 491-528,

JOHN V. or VI. (1332-1391), surnamed Palaeologus, East

Roman emperor, was the son of Andronicus III., whom he

succeeded in 1341. At first he shared his soverei^ty with his

father’s friend John Cantacuzene, and after a quarrel with the

latter was practically superseded by him for a number of years

(1347-1355). His reign was marked by the gradual dissolution

of the imperial power through the rebellion of hLs son Andronicus

and by the encroachments of the Ottomans, to whom in 1381

John acicnowledged himself tributary, after a vain attempt to

secure the help of the popes by submitting to the supremacy of

theRoman Church.

See £. Gibbon, The Decline amt Fall of the Roman Empire, vi. 495
seq., vii. 38 aeq. (ed. Bury, 1896); E, Pears, The Destruction of the

Greeh Empire, pp. 70-96 {1903).

JOHN VL or V. (r. 1292-1383), iturnamed Cantacuzene, East

Roman emperor, was born at ConstaiUtinople, Connected with

the house of Palaeologus on his mother’s side, on the accession of

Andronicus III. (1328) he was entrusted with the supreme
administration of affairs. On the death of the emperor in 1341,

Cantacuzene was left regent, and guardian of his son J<te
Palaeologus, who was but nine years of age. Being suspected
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by the empress and opposed by a powerful pasty at courts he
rebelled, and got himsdf crowned emperor at Didymoteichos in

"rhrace, while John Palaeologus and his supporters maintained
themselves at Constantin(^le. The civil war which easaed
lasted SIX years, during width the rival parties called in the aid

of the Servians and Turks, and engaged mercenaries of every

description. It was only t^ the aid of the Turks, ^th whom
be made a disgraceful baiigain, that Cantacuzene brought the

war to a termination favourable to himself. In 1 347 he ^tered
Constantinople in triumph, and forced his opponents to an
arrangement by which he became joint emp^or with John
Palaeologus and sole administrator during the minority of his

colleague. During this period, the empire, already broken up
and reduced to the narrowest limits, was assailed on every side.

There were wars with the Genoese, who had a colony at Galata

and had money transactions with the court; and with the

Servians, who were at that time establishing an extensive empire

on the north-western frontiers; and there was a hazardous

alliance with the Turks, who made their first permanent settle-

ment in Europe, at Callipolis in Thrace, towards the end of the

reign (1354). Cantacuzene was far too ready to invoke the aid

of foreigners in his £ur(^>ean quarrels; and as he had no money
to pay them, this gave them a ready pretext for seizing upon a
European town. The financial burdens imposed by him had
long been displeasing to his subjects, and a strong party had
always favoured John Palaeologus. Hence, when the latter

entered Constantinople at the end of 1354, his success was easy.

Cantacuzene retired to a monastery (where he assumed the name
of Joasaph Christodulus) and occupied himself in litera^ labours,

lie died in the Peloponnese and was buried by his .sons at

Mysithra in Laconia. His History in four books deals with the

years r32o-i356. Really an apologia for his own actions, it

needs to be read with caution
;
fortunately it can be supplemented

and corrected by the work of a contemporary, Nicephorus*>

Gregoras. It posses.ses the merit of being well arranpd and
homogeneous, the incidents being grouped round the chief actor

in the person of the author, but the information is defective on

matters with which he is not directly concerned.

Cantacuzene was also the author of a commentan^ on the first

five books of Aristotle's Ethics^ and of several controversial theologi-

cal treatises, one of which {Against Mohammtdanism) Is printed in

Mignc {Patrologia Gtaeca^ cliv.). History

^

ed. pr. by J. Pontanus
(1603)

;
in Bonn, Corpus scriptorum hist. Bys.f by J.

Schopen (1828-

1832) and Mignc, cliii,, cliv. See also Val Pansot, Cantacuzine,
homms d*Stat et historian (1843): E. Gibbon, Decline and Fall, ch.

Ixiii.; and C. Krumbacher, Gesckichte dcr byzmHnischen LiUarcUwr

(1897).

JOHN ?L or VII. (1390-1448), surnamed Palaeologus, East

Roman emperor, son of Manuel II., succeeded to the throne in

1425. To secure protection against the Turks he visited the

pope and consented to the union of the Greek and Roman
ChurchcB, which was ratified at Florence in 1439. The union

failed of its purpose, but by his prudent conduct towards the

Ottomans he succeeded in holding possession of Constantinople,

and in 1432 withstood a siege by Sultan Murad I.

Sec Turkty : History, and also EJ. Gibbon, The Decline and Fall

of the Roman Empire, vi. 97-107 (®d- Bury, 1896) ;
E. Pears, The

J^structian of the Greek Empire, pp. 11 5-1 30 (1903)*

JOHN (ii67-'i2ifi), king of England, the youngest son of

Henry II. by Eleanor of Aquitaine, was bom at Oxford on the

24th of December 1167. He was given at an early age the nick-

name of Lackland because, unlike his elder brothers, he received

no apanage in the continental provinces. But his future was a

.subject of anxioutl thought to Henry IT. When only five years

old John was betrothed (1x73) to the heiress of Maurienne and

Savoy, a principality which, as dominating the chief routes from

France and Burgundy to Italy, enjoyed a consequence out of all

proportion to its area. Later, when this plan had fallen through,

he was endowed vrith castles, revenues and lands on both sides

of the chwmel; the vacant earfdom of Cornwall was reserved for

him (rr75); he was betrothed to Isabella the hdress of the earl-

dom of GlMCCSter (1176); and he was granted the lordship of

Ireland with the homage of the Anglo-Irish baronage (1177)^

Henry II. even provoked a civil war by attempting to tiuitfcr

the duchy of Aquitaine from the hands oi Ridic^ Coeur de lion

to those of John(ziB3). In spite of the incapacxiy which he dis-

played in this war, John was sent a little kter to govern Irdand
(1x85); but he returned in a few months covcj^ with disgrace,

having alienated the loyal chiefs by his childidi insolence and
entirely failed to defend the settles from the hostile septs.

Remaining henceforth at his father’s side he was treated with

the utmost indulgence. But he joined with his brother Richard

and the French king Philip Augustus in the great conspiracy of

1189, and the discovery of his treason broke the beast of the

king (see Hbkrv II.).

Richard on his accession confirmed John’s existingpossessions

;

married him to Isabella of Gloucester; and gave him, besides

other grants, the entire revenues of she English shires; but ex-

cluded him from any share in the regency which was appointed

to govern England during the third crusade; and only allowed

him to live in the kingdom because urged to this concession by
their mother. Soon after the king’s departure for tlie Holy

Land it became known that he had designated his nephew,

the young Arthur of Brittany, as his successor. John at

once began to intrigue against the regents with the atm of

securing England for himself. He picked a quarrel with the un-

popular chancellor William Longchamp (^.v.), and succeeded,

ny the help of the barons and tl^ Londoners, in expelling this

minister, whose chief fault was that of fiddity to the absent

Richard. Not being permitted to succeed Longchmp as tlte

head of the administration, John next turned to I^lip Augustus

for help. A bargain was struck
;
and when Richard was captured

by Leopold, duke of Austria (December 1x9a), the dlies en-

deavoured to prevent his release, and planned a peutition of his

dominions. They were, however, unable to win either English

or Norman support and their schemes collapsed with Richard’s

return (March 1194). He magnanimously pardoned his brother,

and they lived on not unfriendly terms for the next five years.

On his death-bed Richard, reversing his former arrangements,

caused his barons to swear fealty to John (1199), although the

hereditary’ claim of Arthur was by the law of primogeniture

undoubtedly superior.

England and Normandy, after some hesitatiotl, recognized

John’s title; the attempt of Anjou and Brittany to assert the

rights of Arthur ended disastrously by the capture of the young

prince at Mirebeau in Poitou (1202). But there was no part of his

dominions in which John inspired personal devotion. Originally

accepted as a political necessity, he soon come to be detested by

the people as a tyrant and despised by the nobks fox bis cowardice

and sloth. He inherited great difficulties—the feud with France,

the dissensions of the continental provinces, the growing indiffer-

ence of England to foreign conquests, the discontent of all his

subjects with a strict executive and severe taxation. But he

cannot be acquitted of persona! responsibility for his misfortunes.

Astute in small matters, he had no breadth of view or foresight;

his policy was contihually warped by his passions or prices; he

flaunted >ices of the most sordid kind with a cynical indifference

to public opinion, and shocked an age which was far from tender-

hearted by his ferocity to vanquished enemies. He treated his

most respectable supporters with base ingratitude, reserved his

favour for unscrupulous adventurers, and gave a free rein to the

licence of his mercenaries. While possessing considerable gifts

of mind and a latent fund of energy, he seldom acted or reflected

until the fa\^urable moment had passed. Each of his great

humiliations followed as the natural result of crimes or blunders.

By his divorce from Isabella of Gloucester he offended the

English baronage (1200); by his marriage with Isabella of

Angoul6me, the betroth^ of Hugh of Lusigmui, he gave an

opportunit)' to the discontented Poitevins for invoking Fren^
assistance and to Philip Augustus for pconounctng against him

a sentence of forfeiture. The murder of Arthur (1203) ruined kis

cause in Normandy and Anjou; the story that the court of the

peers of France condemned him for the murder is a fable, but no

1^^ process was needed to convince men of his goilL In the

later quarrel with Innocent 111 .
(1207-^x013; see LAKOtoir,
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Stephen) he prejudiced his case by proposing a worthless

favourite for the primacy and by plundering those of the clergy

who bowed to the pope’s sentences. Threatened with the

desertion of his barons he drove all whom he suspected to despera-

tion by his terrible severity towards the Braosc family (1210);

and by his continued misgovemment irrevocably estranged the

lower classes. When submission to Rome had somewhat im-

proved his position he squandered his last resources in a new and
unsuccessful war with France (1214), and enraged the feudal

classes by new claims for military service and scutages. The
barons were consequently able to exact, in Magna Carta (June

1215), much more than the redress of legitimate grievances; and
the people allowed the crown to be placed under the control of

an oligarchical committee. When once the sovereign power had
been thus divided, the natural consequence was civil war and the

intervention of the f' rench king, who had long watched for some
such opportunity

. ] ohn’s struggle against the barons and Prince

Louis (1216), afterwards King Louis VIIL, was the most credit-

able episode of his career. But the calamitous situation of

England at the moment of his death, on the 19th of October 1216,

was in the main his work
;
and wliile he lived a national reaction

in favour of the dynasty was out of the question.

John’s second wife, Isabella of Angouleme (d. 1246), who
married her former lover, Hugh of l.usignan, after the

English king’s death, bore the king two sons, Henry HI. and
Richard, earl of Cornwall; and three daughters, Joan (1210-1238),

w ife of Alexander II., king of Scotland, Isabella (d. 1241), wife of

the emperor Frederick II., and Eleanor (d. 1274), wife of William
Marshal, earl of Pembroke, and then of Simon de Montfort, earl

of l^eicester. John had also two illegitimate sons, Richard
and Oliver, and a daughter, Joan or Joanna, who married

Llewelyn I. ab lorwerth, prince of North Wales, and who died

in 1236 or 1237.

Authorities.—The chief chronicles for the reign arc Gervaae of
Canterbury's Gesta regum^ Ralf of Coggeshall's Chronicon^ Walter
of Coventry's Memorialed Roger of Wendover's Flores historiarumd
the Annals of Burton, Dunstaplc and Margan—all these in the Rolls
Series. The French chronicle of the so-called " Anonyme de B§-
thune (Bouquet, Recueil des historiens des Gaules et de la Frcmced
vol. xxiv.)

,
the Histoire des dues de Normandie et des rois d’Aneleterre

(cd. F, Michel, I ’aris, 1840) and the metrical biography ol William
the Marshal {Histoire de Guillaume le MarJchal, ed. Paul Meyer,

3 vols., Paris, i8qi, See.) throw valuable light on certain episodes.

H. S. Sweetman's Calendar of Documents relating to Ireland, vol, i.

(Holh^wles)
;
V/. H. Bliss's Calendar of Entries in the Papal Registers,

vol. ^fltolls Series)
;
Potthast's Regesta pontificum, vol. i. (Berlin,

1874); SfrT. D. Hardy’s Rotuli litterarum clausarum (Rcc, Commis-
sion, 1835) and Rotuli litterarum patentium (Rec. Commission, 1835)
and L. Deltsle's Catalogue des acies de Philippe A uguste (Paris, 1856)
(ire the most important guides to the documents. Of modern works
W. Stuhhs's Constitutional History, vol. i. (Oxford, 1897); the same
writer's preface to Walter of Coventry, vol. li, (Rolls Series) t Miss K.
Norgate s John Lackland (London, 1902) ;

C. Petit-Dutailfis' itude
sur la vie' et le rigne de Louis VIIJ, (Paris, 1894), and W. S.

McKechnic's Magna Carta (Glasgow, 1905) are among the most
useful (11. W. C. D.)

JOHN I. (1350-1395), king of Aragon, was the son of Peter IV.

and his third wife Eleanor of Sicily. He was bom on the

27th of December 1350, and died by a fall from his horse, like

his namesake, cousin and contemporar}' of Castile. He was a
man of insignificant character, with a taste for artificial verse.

JOHN II, (1397-1479), king of Aragon, son of Ferdinand I. and
of his wife Eleanor of Albuquerque, bom on the 29th of June

1397, was one of the most stirring and most unscrupulous kings

of the 15th century. In his youth he was one. of the infantes

(princes) of Aragon who took part in tiie dissensions of Castile

during the minority and reign of John II. Till middle life he was
also lieutenant-generalAn Aragon for his brother and predecessor

Alphonso V., whose reign was mainly spent in Italy. In his old

age he was engaged in incessant conflicts with his Aragonese and
Catalan subjects, with LouisXL of France, and in preparing the

way for the marriage of his son Ferdinand with Isabella of Castile,

which brought about the union of the crowns. His troubles

with his subjectswere closely connected with the tragic dissensions

in his own family. John was first married to Blanche of Navarre,
of the house of Evreux. By right of Blanche he became king
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of Navarre, and on her death in 1441 he was left in possession

of the kingdom for his life. But a son Charles, called, as heir of

Navarre, prince of Viana, had been bom of the marriage. John
from the first regarded his son with jealousy, which after his

second ina^iage with Joan Henriquez, and under her influence,

grew into absolute hatred. He endeavoured to deprive his son

of his constitutional right to act as lieutenant-general of Aragon
during his father'si absence. The cause of the son W'as taken up
by the Aragonese, and the king’s attempt to join his second wife

in the lieutenant^generalship was set aside. There followed a
long conflict, with alternations of success and defeat, which was
not terminated till the death of the prince of Viana, perhaps by
poison given him by his stepmother, in 1461. The Catalans,

who had adopted the cause of Charles and who had grievances of

their own, called in a succession of foreign pretenders. In conflict

with these the last years of King John were spent. He was
forced to pawn Rousillon, his possession on the north-east of the

Pyrenees, to Louis XL, who refused to part with it. In his old

age he was blinded by cataract, but recovered his eyesight by the

Operation of couching. The Catalan revolt was pacified in 1472,
but John had war, in which he was generally unfortunate, with
his neighbour the French king till his death on the 20th of

January 1479. He was succeeded by Ferdinand, his son by his

second marriage, who was already associated with his wife Isabella

as joint sovereign of Castile.

For the history, see Rivadeneyra, Cronic&s de los reyes de
Castilla," Biblioteca de autores espaHoles, vols. Ixvi, Ixviii (Madrid,
1845, &c.); G. y.vLvitA, Anales de Aragon (Saragossa, 1610). The
reign of John II. of Aragon is largely dealt with in W. H. Prescott's
History of the Reign of Ferdinand arid Isabella (1854).

JOHN (1296-1346), king of Bohemia, was a son of the emperor
Henry VIL by his wife Margaret, daughter of John L, duke of

Brabant, and was a member of the family of Luxemburg. Bora
on the loth of August 1296, he became count of Luxemburg in

1309, and about the same time was offered the crown of Bohemia,
which, after the death of Wenceslas III., the last king of the

Premyslides dynasty in 1306, had passed to Henry, duke of

Carinthia, under whose weak rule the country was in a verj^

disturbed condition. The emperor accepted this offer on behalf
of his son, who married Elizabeth (d. 1330), a sister of Wenceslas,
and after Henry’s departure for Italy, John was crowned king
of Bohemia at Prague in Februar>^ 1311. Henry of Carinthia
was driven from the land, where a certain measure of order was
restored, and Moravia was again united with Bohemia. As
imperial vicar John represented his father at the diet of Nurem-
berg in January 1313, and was leading an army to his assistance

in Italy when he heard of the emperor’s death, which took place
in August 1313. John was now a candidate for the imperial
throne; but, on account of his youth, his claim was not regarded
seriously, and he was persuaded to give his support to Louis,

duke of Upper Bavaria, afterwards the emperor Louis the
Bavarian. At Esslingen and elsewhere he aided Louis in his

struggle with Frederick the Fair, duke of Austria, who also

claimed the Empire; but his time was mainly passed in quelling

disturbances in Bohemia, where his German followers were
greatly disliked and where he himself soon became unpopular,
especially among the nobles; or in Luxemburg, the borders of

which county he was constantly and successfully striving to
extend. Restless, adventurous and warlike, John ^d soon
tired of governing his kingdom, and even discussed exchanging
it with the emperor Louis for the Palatinate; and while Bohemia
was again relapsing into a stale of anarchy, her king was winning
fame as a warrior in almost every part of Europe. He fought
against the citizens of Metz and against his kinsman, John III.,

duke of Brabant; he led the knights of the Teutonic Order against

tlie heathen in Lithuania and Pomerania and promised Pope
John XXII. to head a emsade

; and claiming to be king of Poland
he attacked the Poles and brought Silesia under his mle. He
obtained Tirol by marrying his son, John Henry, to Margaret
Maultasch, the heiress of the county, assisted the emperor to

defeat and capture Frederick the Fair at the battle of Miihldorf

in 1322, and was alternately at peaceland at war with the dukes
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of Austria and with his former foe, Henry of Carinthia. He was

a frequent and welcome visitor to France, in which country he

had a personal and hereditary interest; and on several occasions

his prowesswas serviceable to hisbrother-in-law King Charles IV.,

and to Charles’s successor Philip VI., whose son John, afterwards

King John IL, married a daughter of the Bohemian king. Soon

after the battle of Miihldorf, the relations between John and the

emperor became somewhat strained, partly owing to the king’s

growing friendship with the Papacy and with France, and partly

owing to territorial disputes. An agreement, however, was con-

cluded, and John undertook his invasion of Italy, which was

perhaps the most dazzling of his exploits. Invited by the

citizens of Brescia, he crossed the Alps with a meagre following

in 1331, quickly received the homage of many of the cities of

northern Italy, and soon found himself the ruler of a great part

of the peninsula. But his soldiers were few and his enemies were

many, and a second invasion of Italy in 1333 was followed by the

dissipation of his dreams of making himself king of Lombardy
and Tuscany, and even of supplanting Louis on the imperial

throne. The fresh trouble between king and emperor, caused by

this enterprise, was intensified by a quarrel over the lands left

by Henry of Carinthia, and still later by the interference of Louis

in Tirol; and with bewildering rapidity John was allying himself

with the kings of Hungary and Poland, fighting against the

emperor and his Austrian allies, defending Bohemia, governing

Luxemburg, visiting France and negotiating with the pope.

About 1340 the king was overtaken by blindness, but he con-

tinued to lead an active life, successfully resisting the attacks of

Louis and his^allies, and campaigning in Lithuania. In 1346 he

made a decisive move against the emperor. Acting in union with

Pope Clement VI. he secured the formal deposition of Louis and

the election of his own son Charles, mar^avc of Moravia, as

German king, or king of the Romans, in July 1346. Then
journeying to help Philip of France against the English, he-

fought at the battle of Cr6cy, where his heroic death on the 26th

of August 1346 was a fitting conclusion to his adventurous

life.

John was a chivalrous and romantic personage, who enjoyed a

great reputation for valour both before and after his death; but

as a ruler he was careless and extravagant, interested only in

his kingdom when seeking relief from his constant pecuniaty

embarrassments. After the death of his first wife, who bore him

two sons, Charles, afterwards the emperor Charles IV., and John

Henry (d. 1375X and who had been separated from her husband

for some years, the king married Beatrice (d. 1383), daughter of

Louis I., duke of Bourbon, by whom he had a son, Wenceslas

(d. 1383). According to Camden the crest or badge of three

ostrich feathers, with the motto Ich dim, borne by the prince of

Wales was originally that of John of Bohemia and was first

assumed by Edward the Black Prince after the battle of Cr6cy.

There is no proof, however, that this badge was ever worn by

John—-it certainly was not his crest—and its origin must be

sought elsewhere.

Sec J. Schdtter, Johann, Graf von Luxemburg and Koni^ von

Bdhmen (Luxemburg, 1865); F. von Wcech, Kaiser Ludmg der

Bayer und Kdnig Johann von Bdhmen (Munich, i860), and U.

Chevalier, RSperioire des sources historiques, tome v. (Pans, 1905).

JOHN L (1358^1390), king of Castile, was the son of Henry IL,

and of his wife Joan, daughter of John Manuel of Villena, head

of a younger branch of the royal house of Castile, In the be-

ginning of his reign he had to contend with the hostility of John

of Gaunt, who claimed the crown by right of his wife Constance,

daughter of Peter the Cruel. The king of Castile finally bought

off the claim of his English competitor by arranging a marriage

between his son Henry .aod Catherine, daughter of John of Gaunt,

in 1387 . Before this date he had been engaged in hostilities with

Portugal which was in alliance with John of Gaunt. His first

quarrel with Portugal was settled by his marriage, in 1382, with

Beatrix, daughter of the Portuguese king Ferdinand. On the

death of his father-in-law in 1383, John endeavoured to enforce

the claims of his wife, Ferdinand’s only child, to the crown of

Portugal. He was resisted by the national sentiment of the
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people, and was utterly d^eated at the battle of Aljubarrota,
on the 14th of August 1385. King Tohn was killed at AlcaUL on
the 9th of October 1390 by the fall of bis horse, while he was
riding in a fantasia with some of the light horsemen known as the
farfanes, who were mounted and equi{^>ed in the Arab style.

JOHN H. (1405-1454), king of Castile, was bom on the 6th of

March 1405, the son of Henry HI. of Castile and of his wife

Catherine, daughter of John of Gaunt. He succeeded his father

on the 25th of December at the age of a year and ten months.
It was one of the many misfortunes of Castile that the long reign

of John II.—forty-nine years— should havebeei^ Ranted to one
of the most incapable of her kings. John was amiable, weak and
dependent on those about him. lie had no taste except for

ornament, and no serious interest except in amusements, verse-

making, hunting and tournaments. He was entirely under the
influence of his favourite, Alvaro de Luna, till his second wife,

Isabella of Portugal, obtained control of his feeble will. At her
instigation he threw over his faithful and able favourite, a mean-
ness which is said to have caused him well-deserved remorse. He
died on the 20th of July 1454 at Valladolid. By his second
marriage he was the father of Isabella “ the Catholic."

JOHN 1. (b. and d. 1316), king of France, son of Louis X. and
Gemence, daughter of Charles Martel, who claimed to be king
of Hungary, was bom, after his father’s death, on the 15th of

November 1316, and only lived seven days. His uncle, after-

wards Philip V. has been accused of having caused his death, or

of having substituted a dead child in his place; but nothing was
ever proved. An impostor calhng himself John I., appeal in

Provence, in the reign of John II., but he was captured and died

in prison.

JOHN IL (1319-1 364), sumamed the Good, king of France, son

of Philip VI. and Jeanne of Burgundy, succeeded his father in

1350. At the age of 13 he married Bona of Luxemburg, dat^hter

of John> king of Bohemia. His early exploits against the English

were failures and revealed in the you^ prince both avarice and
stubborn persistence in projects obviously ill-advised. It was
especially the latter quality which brought about his ruin. His
first act upon becoming king was to order the execution of the

constable, Raoul de Brienne. The reasons for this are unknown,
but from the secrecy with which it was carried out and the readi-

ness witVi which the honour was transferred to the kixig’s close

friend Charles of La Cerda, it has been attributed to the influence

and ambition of the latter. John surrounded himself with evil

counsellors, Simon de Buci, Robert de Lorris, Nicolas Braque,

men of low origin who robbed the treasury and oppressed the

people, while the king gave himself up to tournaments and
festivities. In imitation of the English order of the Garter, he
established the knightly order of the Star, and celebrated its

festivals with great display. Raids of the Black Prince in Langue-

doc led to the states-general of 1355, which readily voted money,
but sanctioned the right of resistance against all kinds of pillage

—a distinct commentary on the incompetence of the king. In

September 1356 John gathered the flower of his chivalry and
attacked the Black Prince at Poitiers. The utter defeat of the

French was made the more humiliating by the capture of their

king, who had bravely led the third line of battle. Taken to

England to await ransom, John was at first installed in the Savoy
Palace, then at Windsor, Hertford, Somerton, and at last in

the Tower. He was granted royal state ^th his captive com-
panions, made a guest at tournaments, and supplied with

luxuries imported by him from France. The treaty of Britigny

(1360), which fixed his ransom at 3,000,000 crowns, enabled him
to return to France, but although he married his daughter

Isabella to Gian Galeazzo Visconti of Milan, for a gift of 600,000

golden crowns, imposed a heavy feudal " aid " on merchandise^

and various other taxes, John was unable to pay more than

400,000 crowns to Edward III. His son Louis of Anjou, who had

been left as hostage, escaped from Calais in the summer of 1363,

and John, far in arrears in the payments of the ransom, sur-

rendered himself again " to maintain his royal honour which his

son had sullied." He landed in England in January 1364 and was
received with great honour, lodged again in the Savoy, and was a
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frequent guest of Edward at Westminster. He died on the 8th of

April, and the bo(fy was sent back to Francse with royal honours.

Fpoiiwarfs Chronicles
;
Due d'Aumale, NoOn et documents

relahfs h lem,roide FrancOyet h $a 0QpUvit6 (1^56); A. Coville, in

Lavissc’s Hisioire- de Frimce^ vol. iv., and authorities cited there.

JOHN (Zapolva) (1487-1540), king of Hungary, was the

son of the palatine Stephen Zapolya and tl>e princess Hedwig of

Teschen, and was bom at the castle of SzepesvAr. He began his

public career at the famous Rdkos diet of 1505, when, on his

motion, the assembly decided that after the death of the reigning

king, Wladislaus li., no foreign prince shcrald be elected king

of Hungary. Henceforth he became the national candidate for

the throne, which his family had Jong coveted. As far back as

1491 hLs mother had proposed to the sick king that his daughter

Anne should be ct^mmitted tn her care in order, subsequently,

to be married to her son; but Wladislaus frustrated this project

by contracting a matrimonial alliance with the Habsbairgs.

In 1510 Zapolya sued in person for the hand of the Princess

Anne in vain, and his appointment to the voivody of Tr^-

sylvania (1511) was with the evident intention of removing

him far from court. In 3513, after a successful raid in Turkish

territory, he hastened to Buda at the head of 1000 horsemen and

renewed his suit, which was again rejected. In 1514 stamped

out the dangerous peasant rising under Doz.sa (q.v.), and the

infernal torments by means of which the rebel leader was

slowly done to death were the invention of Zapolya. With the

gentry, whose hideous oppression had moved the peasantry to

revolt, he was now more than ever popular, and, on the death of

Wladislaus II., the second diet of RAkos (1516) appointed him

the governor of the infant king Louis II. lie now aimed at the

dignity of palatine also, but the council of state and the court

party comoined against him and appointed Istv6n BAthory

instead (1519). The strife of factions now burnt more fiercely

than ever at the very time when the pressure of the Turk de-

manded the combination of all the national forces against a

common danger. It was entirely due to the dilatoriness and

dissensions of 2^polya and BAthory that the great fortress of

Belgrade was captured in 1521, a loss which really sealed the

fate of Hungary. In 1522 the diet would have appointed both

Zapolya and BAthory captains-gcncral of the realm, but the

court set Zapolya aside and chose BAthory only. At the diets

of HAtvan and RAkos in 1522, Zapolya placed himself at the head

of a^flfddcration to denose the palatine and the other great
[

officeS^rf state, but the attempt failed. In the following year,

however, the revolutionary HAtvan diet drove out all the members

of tl»e council of state and made Istv^An Verbdezy, the great

jurist, and a friend of 2^polya, palatine. In the midst of this

hopeless anarchy, Suleiman I., the Magnificent, invaded Hungary

with a countless army, and the youi^ lung perished on the field of

MohAcs in a vain attempt to stay his progress, the contindictory

orders of Louis II. preventing Zapolya from arriving in time to

turn the fortunes of the day. The court party accused him of

deliberate treachery on this occasion; but the charge must be

pronounced groundless. His younger brother George was killed

at Mbhacs, where he was second commander-in-chief. Zapolya

was elected king of Hungary at the subsequent diet of Tokaj

(Oct. 14), the election was confirmed by the diet of SzAkes-

fehirvAr (November xo), and he was cro^imed on the following

day with the holy crown.

A struggle with the rival Candidate, the German king Ferdi-

nand L, at once ensued (see Hungary: History) and it was only

with the aid of the Turks that king John was able to exhaust his

opponent and compel him to come to terms. Finally, in 1538,

by the compact of NagyvAcad, Ferdinand recognized Johnas king

of Hungary, but seaxred the right of succession on his death.

Neverthele'is John broke the compact by bequeathing the king-

dom to his infant son John Sigismund undfsr Turkish protection.

John was the last national king of Hungary. His m^it, as a

statesman, lies in his stout vindication of the national indepen-

dence, though without the assistance of his great minister Gyoigy

Utiesencjvich, better known as “ Frater George*^ (Cardinal

MartinuEzi, q.v.), this would have been impossible. Indirectly

he contributed to the sidisequent conquest of Hungary by

admitting the Turk as a friend.

See Vltraos Fraknoi, Ungam vor Her Schlachi hei Mohdes (Buda-

pest, t886); L. Kupelwiesor, Die Kdmpfe Ungarns mit den Osmanen
bis xur SehlacMbei Mohucs (Vienna, ilfes); ignaez AciAdy, History

of the Hungarian Realms vol. i. (Hung.) (Budapest, 1902-1904).

JOHN or BRIBN!fB(r. ii48he 237 );
king of Jerusalem and

Latin emperor of Constantinople, was a man of sixty y^ars of

age before he began to pky any considerable part in history.

Destined orighmlly for the Church, he had jM'eferred to become a

knight, and in forty years of tournaments and fights he had

won himself a considerable reputation, when in 1208 envoys

came from the Holy Land to ask Philip Auguf?tus, king of

France, to select one of his barons as husband to the heiress,

and ruler of the king<fcm, of Jerusalem. Mlip selected John

of Brienne, and promised to support him in his new dignity.

In 1210 John married the heiress Mary (daughter of Isabella and

Conrad of Montferrat), assuming the title of king in right of his

wife. In T2IT, after some dcsultoiy operations, he concluded

a six years* truce with Malik-el-Adil; in 1212 he lost his wife,

who left him a daughter, Isabella; soon afterwards he married

an Armenian princess. In the fifth crusade (1218-1221) he was

a prominent figure. The legate Pelagius, however, claimed the

I

command; and insisting on the advance from Dainietta, in

spite of the warnings of King John, he refused to accept the

favourable terms of the sultan, as the king advised, until it was

too late After the failure of the crusade, King John came to

the West to obtain help for his kingdom. In 1223 he met

Honoriiis 1 1

1

. and the emperor Frederick II. at Ferentino, where,

in order that he might be connected more closely with the Holy

I-»and, Fiederick was betrothed to John’s daughter Isabella,

now heiress of the kingdom. After the meeting at Ferentino,

John went to Franc?e and England, finding little consolation;

and thence he travelled to Compostella, where he married a

new wife, Berengaria of Castile. After a visit to Germany he

returned to Rome (1225). Here he received a demand from

Frederick II. (who had now married Isabella) that he should

abandon his title and dimity of king, which—so Frederick

claimed—had passed to himself along with the heiress of the

kingdom. John was now a septuagenarian “ king in exile,” but

lie was still vigorous enough to revenge himself on Frederick,

by commanding the papa! troops which attacked southern Italy

during the emperor’s absence on the sixth crusade. (1228-1229),

In 1229 John, now eighty years of age, was invited by the barons

of the Latin empire of Constantinople to become emperor, on

condition that Baldwin of Courtenay should marry his second

daughter and succeed him. For nine years he ruled in Constan ti-

nopfe, and in 1235, with a few troops, he repelled a peat siege

of the city by Vataces of Nicaea and Azen of Bulgaria. After

this last feat of arms, which has perhaps been exaggerated by

the Latin chroniclers, who compare him to Hector and the

Maccabees, John died in the habit of a Franciscan friar. An
aged paladin, somewhat uxorious and always penniless, he was a

typical knight errant, whose wanderings led him all over Europe,

and planted him successively on the thrones of Jerusalem and

Constantinople.

The story of John's career must be sought partly in histories of

the kingdo.n of Jerusalem and of the Latin Empire of the East,

partly in monograi^. Among these, of which R. RShricht gives a

list {GeschicMt des Kbnigreichs Jerusalem, p. 699, n. 3), see especially

that of E. de Montcarraet, Vn chevalier du temps passi (Limoges,

1876 and 1881).

JOHN III. (SoBiESKi) (1624-1696), king of Poland, was the

eldest son of James Bobieski, castellan of Cracow, and Theofila

Danillowiczowna, grand-daughter of the great Hetman Zol-

kiewski. After teing educated at Cracow, he made the grand

tour with his brother Mark and returned to Poland in 1648,

He served against Chmiefaiicki and the Cossacks and was present

at the battles of Beresteezko (1651) and Batoka (1652), but

was one of the first to desert his unhappy country when invaded

by the Swedes in 1654, and actually asristed them to conaup the

Prussian provmces in 1655. He r^urned to his lawful allegiance
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k the fo4k)wmg fiiut md atsiited Csainiecki in his diffiouit

task of expehing Qiairles X. of Sweden from the central PoJi^
provinces. Fbr his subsequent services to J^kg John Casimir^

especially m the Ukraine against the Tatars and Cossacks^

he received the grand b&ton of the crown, or comiaandeiihip^
iEHchief (i66d). He had already (1665) succeeded Czamiem
as acting carnmandor-in-chief. Sobieskl had wdl earned

these distinctions by his extraordinary military capacity, but
he was now to exhibit a less pleasing side of his character. . He
was in fact a typical representative of the unscrupulous self-

seeking Polish magnates of the 17th century who were always
ready to sacrifice everything, their country included, to thai*

own private ambition. At the election diet of 1669 he accepted

large bribes from Louis XIV. to support one of the French candi-

dates; after the election of Michael Wisniowiccki (June 19,

1669) he openly conspired, again in the French interest, against

his lawful sovereign, and that too at the very time when
the Turk was ravaging the southern frontier of the republic.

Michael was the feeblest monarch the Poles could have placed

upon the tlirone, and Sobieski deliberately attempted to make
government of any kind impossible. He formed a league with

the primate Prazraowski and other traitors to dethrone the

king; when (1670) the plot was discovered and paiticipation

in it repudiated by Louis XIV., the traitors sought the help of

the elc(*tor of Brandenburg against their own justly indignant

countrymen. Two years later the same traitors again conspired

against the king, at the very time when the 'lurks had defeated

Sobieski \s unsupported lieutenant) Luzecki, at Czertwerty-

worska and captured the fortress of Kamienicc (Kamenetz-

Podolskiy), the key of south-eastern Poland, while Lemberg was
only saved by the valour of Elias Lancki. The unhappy king

did the only thing possible in the circumstiuices. He summoned
the hiszenia pospolite

y

or national armed assembly ; but it failed

to assemble in time, whereupon Michael was constrained to

sign the disgraceful peace of Buezaez (Oct. 17, 1672) whereby

Poland ceded to the Porte the whole of the Ukraine with Podolia

and Kamieniec. Aroused to duty by a series of disasters for

v/hich he himself was primarily responsible, Sobieski now
hastened to the frontier, and won four victories in ten days.

But he could not recover Kaanieniec, and wheji the iuimenia pos-

polite met «t Golenba and ordered an inquiry into the conduct

of Stsbieski and his accomplices lie frustrated all their efforts by

summoning a counter confederation to meet at Szczebrzeszyn.

Powerless to oppose a rebel who was at the same time com-

mander-in-chief ,
both the king and the diet had to give way, and

a ccenpromise was come to whereby the peace of Buezaez was

repudiated and Sobieski was given a chance of rehabilitaiting

himself, which he did by his brilliant victory over an imme^
Turkish host at Khotin (>Jov. 10, 1673). The same day King

Michael died and Sobieski, determined to secure the Uirone

for himself, hastened- to the capital, though Tatar bands were

swarming over the frontier and the whole situation was acutely

perilous. Appearing at the elective diet of 1674 at the head

of 6000 veterans he overawed every other competitor, and

despite the persistent (position of fhe Lithuanians was elected

king on the list of May. By this time, however, tl^ state of

things in the Ukraine was so alarming that the new king had to

hasten to the front. Assisted by French diplomacy at the Porte

(Louis XIV. desiring to employ Poland against Austria), and his

own skilful negotiations with the Tatar khan, John III. now

tried to follow the example of WMislaus IV. by leaving the

guardianship of the Ukraine entirely in the hands of the Cossacks,

while he aKendoled as many regulars and militiamen as possible

at Lemberg, wlrwice he might hasten with adequate forces to

defend whi<iiever of the provinces of the Republic might be in

most danger. But the Appeal of the king was like the voice of

one cry in the wilderness, and not one gentleman ina hundred

hastened to the assistance ot the fatherland. Even at the end

of August Sobieski had but 3000 men at hk disposal to oppose to

60,000 Tewka Only hk superb strategy and the heroic devo-

tion of his hemteniiftts—notably the converted Jew, Jan Samuel

Chrzanioivski^ who held the Ottoman army at bay for eleven days
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behind the waffs of Treiiitowla--enabled the king to teroove

the pagan yoke from our shoulders and he corned to he
crown^ at Cucow on the 14th oi Febniary 167^ In October

1676, in his entrenched camp at Zaravno, he with 13,000 men
withstood 80,000 Turks for three weeks, asid recovered by special

treaty two-thirds of the Ukraine, but without Kamieniec (treaty

of Zaravno, Oct. t6, 1676).

Having now secured peace abroad Sobieski was derirous of

strengthening Poland at home by establishing ttbsaiute mon-
archy; but Louis XIV. looked coldly on the project, and from
this time forth the old familiar relations between tterepabdic
and the French mcmarchy were strained to breaking point,

though the final rupture did not come till 1682 on the arrival

of tlw Austrian minister, Zerowski, at Warsaw. After resisting

every attempt of the French court to draw him into the «iti-

Habfiburg league, Sobieski signed the famous treaty of alliance

with the emperor Leopold against the Turks (March 31, 1683),
which was the prelude to the roost glorious episode of his fife,

the relief of Vienna and the liberation of Hungary from the

Ottoman yoke. The epoch-making victory of the 12th of Sep-

tember 1683 was ultimately decided by the charge of the Polish

cavalry led by Sobic^i in person. Unfortunately Poland
profited little or nothing by this great triumph, and now that

she had broken the back of the enemy she was left to fight

the common enemy in the Ukraine with whatever assistance

she could obtain from the unwilling and unready Muscovites.

The last twelve years of the reign of John III. were a period of

unmitigated humiliation and disaster. He now reaped to the

full the harvest of treason and rebellion which he himself had
sown so abundantly during the first forty years oi his life. A
treasonable senate secretly plotting his dethronement, a mutinous

diet rejecting tine most necessary reforms for fear of “ absolu-

tism,” ungrateful allies who profited exclusively by his victories

'—••these were his inseparable companions during the remainder of

his life. Nay, at last liis evil destiny pursued him to the battle-

field and his own home. His last campaign (in 1690) was an
utter failure, and the last years of his life were embittered -

by the violence and the intrigues of his dotingly beloved wife,

Mar>’a Kazimiera d’Arquien, by whom he had three sons,

James, Alexander and Constantine. He died on the 17th of

June 1696, a disillusioned and broken-hearted old man.
See Tadeusz Korzon, Fortunes and Misfortunes of John Sobieski

(Pol.) (Cracow, 1898); £. H. R. Tatbam, John Sobteski (Oxford,

1881); Kazimierz Wauszewski, Archives of French Foreim Affairs,
ify/d-^T6g6,y. (Cracow, 1881); Ludwik Piotr Leliwa, John S^eskt
dna His Times (Pol.) (Cracow, i882-t883); ^Kaannierz Walbcewski,
Marysienka Quean of Poland (London, X898)

;
Georg Hieder, Jdhmm

Sobieski in fVien (Vienna, 1862). (R. N. B.)

JfHIN 1. (1357-1433), king of Portugal, the natural son of

Pedro I. (el Justicieiro), was born at Lisboa on the 22nd of

April 1357, and in 1364 was created grand-master of Aviz. Oa
the death of his lawful brother Ferdinand L, without male issue,

in October 1383, strenuous effects were made to secure the

succession for Beatrice, the only child of Ferdinand I., who as

heiress-apparent had married to John 1 . of Castile (Spain),

but the popular voice declared against an arrai^ement by whk^
Portugal would virtually have become a Spanish province, and

John was after violent tumults proclaimed protector and regent

m the following December. In April 13S5 ^ was vnanimously
chosen king by the estates of the realm at Coimbra. The king of

Castile invaded Portugal, but his army was compelled by
pestilence to withdraw, and subsequently by the decisive

battle of Aljubarrota (Aug. 14, 1385) the stability of John’s

throne was permanently secured. Hostilities continued inter-

mittently until John of Castile died, without leaving issue by
Beatrice, in 1390. Meanwhile the king of Portugal went on
consolidating the power of the crown at home and the influence

of the nation abroad. In 1415 Ceuta was taken from the Moors

by his sons who had been bom to him by bis wife Philippa,

d^ghter of John, duke of Lancaster; specially distinguished

in the siege was I^ince Henry (qjv,) afterwards generally known
03 the Navigator.” John I,, sometimes sunmmed the

Great,” and sometimes “ father of his country,” ^Sed on die
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nth of August 1433, in the forty-eighth year of a reign which

had been characterized by great prudence^ ability and success;

he was succeeded by his son Edward or Duarte^ so named out of

compliment to Edward 111 . of England.

See J, P. Oliveira Martins, Os filkos de D, Jo&o /. and A vida de

Nun' Alvates (Lisbon, 2nd ed., 1894).

JOHN 11. (1455-1495), the Perfect, king of Portugal, succeeded

his father, Alphonso V., in August 1481. His first business

was to curtail the overgrown power of his aristocracy; note-

worthy incidents in the contest were the execution (1483) of

the duke of Bragonza for correspondence with Castile, and the

murder, by the king’s own hand, of the youthful duke of Viscu

for conspiracy. This reign was signalized by Bartholomeu

Diaz’s discovery of the Cape of Good Hope in 1488. Maritime

rivalry led to disputes between Portugal and Castile until

their claims were adjusted by the famous treaty of Tordesillas

(June 7, 1494). John 11 . died, without leaving male issue, in

October 1495, and was succeeded by his brother-in-law

Emmanuel (Manoel) I.

Sec J. P. Oliveira Martins, 0 prinetpe perfeilo (Lisbon, 1895).

JOHN III. (1502-1557), king of Portugal, was bom at Lisbon,

on the 6th of June 1 502, and ascended the throne as successor of

his father Emmanuel 1 . in December 1521. In 1524 he married

Catherine, sister to the Emperor Charles V., who shortly after-

wards married the infanta Isabella, John’s sister. Succeeding

to the crown at a lime when Portugal was at the height of its

political power, and Lisbon in a position of commercial impor-

tance previously unknown, John III., unfortunately for his

dominions, became subservient to the clerical party among
his subjects, with disastrous consequences to the commercial

and social prosperity of his kingdom. He died of apoplexy on

the 6th of June 1557, and was succeeded by his grandson

Sebastian, then a child of only three years.

JOHN IV. (1603-1656), the Fortunate, king of Portugal, was

bom at Villavicio.sa in March 1603, succeeded to the dukedom
of Braganza in 1630, and married T.uisa de Guzman, eldest

daughter of the duke of Medina Sidonia, in 1633. By the

unanimous voice of the people he was raised to the throne of

Portugal (of which he was held to be the legitimate heir) at the

revolution effected in December 1640 against the Spanish king.

Philip IV, His accession led to a protracted war with Spain,

which only ended with the recognition of Portuguese indc-

pendcBOe in a subsequent reign (1668). He died on the 6th of

NoHinber 1656, and was succeeded by his .son Alphonso VI.

JOHN V. (1689-1750), king of Portugal, was bom at Lisbon

on the 22nd of October 1689, and succeeded his father Pedro II.

in December 1706, being proclaimed on the ist of January 1707.

One of his first acts was to intimate his adherence to the Grand

Alliance, which his father had joined in T703. Accordingly lii.s

general Das Minas, along with Lord Galway, advanced into

Castile, but sustained the defeat of Almanza (April 14). In

October 1708 he married Maria Anna, daughter of I^opold I.,

thus strengthening the alliance with Austria; the series of un-

successful campaigns which ensued ultimately terminated in a

favourable peace with France in 1713 and with Spain in 1715.

The rest of his long reign was characterized by royal subsemence

to the clergy, the kingdom being administered by ecclesiastical

persons and for ecclesiastical objects to an extent that gave

him the best of rights to the title “Most Faithful King,”

bestowed upon him and his successors by a bull of Pope Bene-

dict XIV. in 1748. John V. died on the 31st of July 1750, and

was succeeded by his son Joseph.

JOHN VI* (17^1826), king of Portugal, was born at Lisbon

on the 13th of May. 1769, and received the title of prince of

Brazil in 1788. In 1792 he assumed the reins of government

in name of his mother Queen Mary I., who had become insane.

He had been brought up in an ecclesiastical atmosphere, and,

being naturally of a somewhat weak and helpless character,

was but ill adapted for the* responsibilities he was thus called

on to undertake. In 1799 he assumed the title of regent, which

he retained until his mother’s death in 1816. (For the

political history of his regency, see Portugal.) In 1816 he was

recognized as king of Portugal but he continued to reside in

Brazil; the consequent spread of dissatisfaction resulted in

the peaceful revolution of 1820, and the proclamation of a

constitutional government, to which he swore fidelity on his

return to Portugal in 1822. In the same year, and agam in

1823, he had to suppress a rebellion led by his son Dorn Miguel,

whom he ultimately was compelled to banish in 1824. He died

at Lisbon on the 26th of March 1826, and was succeeded by

Pedro IV.

JOHN (1801-1873), king of Saxony, son of Prince Maxi-

milian of Saxony and his wife Caroline of Parma (d. 1804), was

bom at Dresden on the 12th of December 1801. a boy he

took a keen interest in literature and art (also in history, law,

and political science), and studied with the greatest ardour

classical and German literature (Herder, Schiller, Goethe).

He soon began to compose poetry himself, and drew great

inspiration from a journey in Italy (1821-1822), the pleasure

of which was however darkened by the death of his brother

Qemens. In Pavia the prince met with Biagioli’s edition of

Dantt, and this gave rise to his lifelong and fruitful studies of

Dante. The first part of his German translation of Dante was

published m 1828, and in 1833 appeared the complete work,

with a valuable commentary, which met with a great success.

Several new editions appeared under his constant supervision,

and he collected a complete library of works on D^te.
On his return from Italy he was betrothed to Princess Amalia

of Bavaria, daughter of King Maximilian Joseph. He thus

became the brother-in-law of Frederick William IV., king of

Prussia, with whom he had a deep and lasting friendship.

His wife Amalia died on the 8th of November 1877, having

borne him nine children, two of whom, Albert and George,

later became kings of Saxony.

On his return to Dresden, John was called in 1822 to the privy

board of finance {Geheimes Finanzkollegimt) and in 1825 became

its vice-president. Under the leadership of the president,

Freiherr von Manteuffel, he acquired a thorough knowledge of

administration and of political economy, and laid the founda-

tions of that conservatism which he retained throughout life.

These new activities did not, however, interrupt his literary" and

artistic studies. He came into still closer relations with politics

and government after his entry into the privy council in 1830.

During the revolution in Saxony he helped in the pacification of

the country, became commandant of the new national guard,

the political tendencies of which he tried to check, and took

an exceptionally active part in the organization of the con-

stitution of the 4th of September 1831 and especially in the

deliberations of the upper chamber, where he worked with uii-

ftagging energy and great ability. Following the example of his

father, he taught his children in person, and had a great influence

on their education. On the 12th of August 1845, during a stay

at Leipzig, the prince was the object of hostile public demon-

strations, the people holding him to be the head of an alleged

ultramontane party at court, and the revolution of 1848 com-

pelled him to interrupt his activities in the upper chamber.

Immediately after the suppression of the revolution he resumed

his place and took part chiefly in the discussion of legal questions.

He was also interested in the amalgamation of the German his-

torical and archaeological societies. On the death of his brother

Frederick Augustus IL, John became, on the 9th of Au^st 1854,

king of Saxony. As king he soon won great popularity owing

to his simplicity, graciousness and increasingly evident know-

ledge of affairs. In his policy as regards the German confedera-

tion he was entirely on the side of Austria. Though not opposed

to a reform of the federal constitution, he held that its main-

tenance under the presidency of Austria was essential. This

view he supported at the assembly of princes at Frankfort in

August and September 1863. He was unable to uphold his

views against Prussia, and in the war of 1866 fought on the side

of Austria. It was with difficulty that, on the conclusion of

peace, Austrian diplomacy succeeded in enabling the king to

retain his crown. After 1866 King John gradually became recon-

ciled to the new state of affairs. He entered the North German
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confederation^ and in the war of 1870-7 x with France his troops

fought with conspicuous courage. He died at Dresden on the

a9th of October 1873.

See ]. Petzholdt, **Zar Litteratur des KOnigs Johann/* N$i40r

AnzeigkfUrBibliographie (1858, 1^9, 1871, 1873, 1874) ;
“Aphorismen

uber unsem KOnig J
./* Botf von Gtising (x866>x869)

;
Das BUchlein

vom Kdnig Johann (Leipz^i 1867); H. v. Treitsdike^ Prenssische

JahrbUcher 23 (1869); A, Rcumont, " Elogio di Giovanni, Rft di

Sassonia,*' Dagli Atti della Aecademia della Crusca (Florence, 1874);

J. P. von Winterstein, Johann, Kdnig von Sachsen (Dresden, 1878),

and in Allgemeine deutsche Biographie (1881) ;
H. Ermiach, Die Wet-

finer und die Landesgeschichte (Leipzig, ) 902J ;
O, Kaemmel, Sdchsische

Geschichte (Leipzig, 1899, Sammlung GOachen). (J. Hn.)

JOHN 1. (d. 1294), duke of Brabant and Lorraine^ siirnamed

the Victorious, one of the most gifted and chivalrous princes of

liis time, was the second son of Duke Henry III. and Aleidis of

Burgundy. In 1267 his elder brother Henry, being infirm of

mind and body, was deposed in his favour. In 1271 John

married Margaret, daughter of Louis IX. of France, and on her

death in childbirth he took as his second wife (1273) Margaret of

Flanders, daughter of Guy de Dampierre. His sister Marie was

espoused in 1275 to Philip III. (the Bold) of France, and during

the reign of Philip and his son Philip IV. there were close rela-

tions of friendship and alliance between Brabant and France.

In 1285 John accompanied Philip III. in his expedition against

Peter III., king of Aragon, but the duchy of Limburg was the

scene of his chief activity and greatest successes. After the

death of Waleran IV. in 1279 the succession to this duchy was

disputed. His heiress, Ermengarde, had married Reinald I.

count of Gelderland. She died childless, but her husband con-

tinued to rule in Limburg, although his rights were disputed

b)' Count Adolph of Berg, nephew to Waleran IV. (see Limburg).

Not being strong enough to eject his rival, Adolph sold his

rights to John of Brabant, and hostilities broke out in 1283.

Harassed by desultory warfare and endless negotiations, and

seeing no prospect of holding his own against the powerful duke

of Brabant, Reinald made over his rights to Henry III. count of

Luxemburg, who was a descendant of Waleran TIL of Limburg.

Henry IIL was sustained by the archbishop of Cologne and other

allies, as well as by Reinald of Gelderland. The duke of Brabant

at once invaded the Rhineland and laid siege to the castle of

Wocringen near Bonn. Here he was attacked by the forces

of the confederacy on the 5th of June 1288. After a bloody

struggle John of Brabant, though at the head of far inferior

numbers, was completely victorious. Limburg was henceforth

attached to the duchy of Brabant, John consolidated his

conquest by giving his daughter in marriage to Henry of Luxem-

burg (1291). John the Victorious was a perfect model of a

feudal prince in the days of chivalry, brave, adventurous, ex-

celling in every form of active exercise, fond of display, generous

in temper. He delighted in tournaments, and was always eager

personally to take part in jousts. On the 3rd of May 1294, on

the occasion of some marriage festivities at Bar, he was wounded

in the arm in on encounter by Pierre de Bausner, and died from

the effects of the hurt.

Bibliography.—H. Barlandus, Rerum gesiarum a Brahantiae

ducihus historia usque in annum 1326 fi^uvain, 1566) ;
G. C. van der

Berghc, fean ie Viciorieux, due de Brabant {123(^12^4) (Louvain,

1857) ;
R. F. Stallaert, Gesch, v. Jan T. van Brahand en sijne tijdvak

(BrusseU, i86i); A. Wauters, Le Due Jean v*' et le Brabant sousle

r^gne de ce prince (Brussels, 1859).

JOHN, or Hans (1513-1571), margrave of Brandenburg-

Custrin, was the younger son of Joachim I., elector of Branden-

burg, and was bom. at Tangermunde on the 3rd of August 1513.

In spite of the dispositio Achillea which decreed the indivisi-

bility of the electorate, John inherited the new mark of Branden-

burg on his father’s death in July 1535. He had been brought up

as a strict Catholic, but soon wavered in his allegiance, and in

1538 ranged himself definitely on the side of the Reformers.

About the same time he joined the league of Schmalkalden;

but before the war broke out between the league and the em-

peror Charles V. the promises of the emperor had won him over

to the imperial side. After the conclusion of the war, the rela-

tions between John and Charles became somewhat strained.
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The margrave opposed the Interim, issued from Augsburg in

May 1548; and he was the leader of the princes who formed a
league for the defence of the Lutheran doctrines in February

1550. The alliance of these princes, however, with Henry H.,
king of France, does not appear to have commended itself to

him, and after some differences of opinion with Maurice, elector

of Saxony, he returned to the emperor’s side. His remaining

years were mainly spent in the new mark, which he ruled care-

fully and economically. He added to its extent by the purchase

of Beeskow and Storkow, and fortified the towns of Ciistrin and
Peitz. He died at Ciistrin on the 13th of January 1571. His
wife Catherine was a daughter of Henry II., duke of Brunswick,

and as he left no sons the new mark passed on his death to his

nephew John George, elector of Brandenburg.

See Berg, Beitrdge eur Geschichte des Marhgrafen Johann von
Kuslrin (Landsberg, 1903).

JOHN (1371-1419), called the Fearless {Sans Peur), duke of

Burgundy, son of Philip the Bold, duke of Burgundy, and Mar-
garet of Flanders, was bom at Dijon on the 28th of May 1371.

On the death of his maternal grandfather in 1384 he received the

title of count of Nevers, which he bore until his father’s death.

Though originally destined to be the husband of Catherine,

sister of Charles VI. of France, he married in 1385 Margaret,

daughter of Duke Albert of Bavaria, an alliance which con-

solidated his position in the Netherlands. In the spring of

1396 he took arms for Hungary against the Turks, and on the

28th of September was taken prisoner by the Sultan Bayezid 1 .

at the bloody battle of Nicopolis, where he earned his surname
of the Fearless.” He did not recover his liberty until 1397,

and then only by paying an enormous ransom. He succeeded

his father in 1404, and immediately found himself in conflict

with Louis of Orleans, the young brother of Charles VI. The
history of the following years is filled with the struggles between

these two princes and with their attempts to seize the authority

in the name of tlie demented king. John endeavoured to

strengthen his position by marrying his daughter Margaret to

the dauphin I^uis, and by betrothing his son Philip to a*

daughter of Charles VL Like his father, he looked for support

to the popular party, to the tradesmen, particularly the powerful

gild of th^ butchers, and also to the university of Paris. In 1405

he opposed in the royal council a scheme of taxation proposed

by the duke of Orleans, which was nevertheless adopted.

Louis retaliated by refusing to sanction the duke of Burgundy’s

projected expedition against Calais, whereupon Jolin quitted

the court in chagrin on the pretext of taking up his mother’s

heritage. He was, however, called back to the council to find

that the duke of Orleans and the queen had carried off the

dauphin. John succeeded in bringing back tlie dauphin to

Paris, and open war seemed imminent l^tween the two princes.

But an arrangement was effected in October 1405, and in 1406

John was made by royal decree guardian of the dauphin and the

king’s children.

The struggle, however, soon revived with increased force.

Hostilities had been resumed with England; the duke of Orleans

had squandered the money raised for John’s expedition against

^ais; and the two rivals broke out into open threats. On the

20th of November 1407 their uncle, the duke of Berry, brought

about a solemn reconciliation, but three dgys later Louis was

assassinated by John’s orders in the Rue Barbette, Paris. John

at first sought to conceal his share in the murder, but ultimately

decided to confess to his uncles, and abruptly left Paris. His

vassals, however, showed themselves determined to support him

in his struggle against the avengers of the duke of Orleans.

The court decided to negotiate, and called upon the duke to

return. John entered Paris in triumph, and instructed the

Franciscan theologian Jean Petit (d. 1411) to pronounce an

apology for the murder. But he was soon called back to his

estates by a rising of the people of Li^ge against his brother-in-law,

the bishop of that town. The queen and the Orleans party took

every advantage of his absence and had Petit’s discourse solemnly

refuted. John’s victory over the Li6geois at Hasbain on the

23rd of September 1408, enabled him to return to Paris, where he
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w«s reinstated in his ancient jiriviJeges. By the peace of

C'hartres (Mardi 9, 1409) the king absolved him from the

crime, and Valentina Visconti, the widow of the murdered duke,

and her children pledged tiiemselves to a recjondliotion ;
while an

edict of the 27th of December 1409 gave John the guandian^p

erf the dauphin. Nevertheless, a new league was formed against

the duke of Burgundy in the following year, principal at the

mstance of Bernard, count of Armagnac, from whom Ihc party

opposed to the Burgundians took its name. The peace erf

Bic^tre <Nov. 2, 1410) prevented the outbreak of hostilities,

inasmuch as the parties were enjoined by its terms to return

to their estates; Inrt in 1411, in consequence of ravages com-

mitted by the Armagnac^, in the environs of Pads, the duke of

Burgundy was called back to Paris. He relied more than ever

on the support oF the popular party, which then obtained the

reffjrming Ordonnance Cahochienne (so called from Simon

Caborhe, a prominent meml)er of the gild of the butchers).

But the bloodthirsty exces.ses of the populace brought a change.

Jolin was forced to withdraw to Burgundy (August I4i 3)»

and the university of Paris and John Gerson once more cen-

.sured Petit’s propositions, which, but for the lavish bribes of

money and wunes offered by John to the prelates, would have

been solemnly condemned at the council ot Constance. John s

attitude was undecided; he negotiated with the court and also

with the Knglish, who had just renewed hostilities with France.

Although he talked of helping Ids sovereign, his troops took no

part in the battle of Aginrourt (14^5)5 where, however, two of

his brothers, Anthony, duke of Brabant, and Philip, count of

Nevers, fell fighting lor France.

In 14T7 John made an attack on Paris, wiiich failed through

his loitering at Lagny ;
^ but on the 30lh of May 1418 a traitor,

one Perrinet Leclerc, opened the gates of Paris to the Burgund’an

captain, Villiers de I’lsle Adam. The dauphin, afterwards King

Charles VI., fled from the town, and John betook himself to the

king, who promised to forget the past. Jolin, however, aid

nothing to prevent the surrender of Kouen, which had been

be.sieged by the English, and on which the fate of the kingdom

.seemed to depend ;
and the town was taken in 1419. The

dauphin then decided on a reconciliation, and on the irth of

July the two princes swore peace on the bridge of Pouilly, near

Mclun. On the ground that peace was not sufficiently assured

by the Pouilly meeting, a fresh interview was proposed by the

dauaj^’and took place on the loth of September 1419 on the

bridp^of Montereau, when the duke of Burgundy wns hlltd

with an axe by Tanneguy du Chastel, one of the dauphin’s

companions, and done to death by the other members of the

dauphin's escort. His body was first buried at Montereau and

afterwards removed to the Chartreuse of Dijon and placed in

a magnificent tomb sculptured by Juan de la Huerta; the tomb

was afterwards transferred to the museum in the hotel deville.

By his wife, Margaret of Bavaria, he had one son, Philip the

Good, who succeeded him; and .seven daughters—Margaret,

who married in 1404 l^uis, son of Charles VI., and in 1423

Arthur, earl of Richmond and afterwards duke of Brittany;

Mary, wife of Adolph of Qeves; Catherine, promised in 1410

to a son of Louis of Anjou
;
Isabella, wife of Olivier deChatillon,

count of Penthi6vre; Joanna, who died young; Anne, who mar-

ried John, duke of Bedford, in 1423; and Agnes, who married

Charles I., duke of Bourbon, in 1425.

See A. G. P. Baron fle Barante, Histoive des dues de Bourgogne,

(Brussels, f«35-'i836‘).; B. Zdler, Louis de Franco ot Jean sans Four

(Paris,1886) ;
imd E. Petit, JUniraife de ^ihppe le Hardi et de Jean

sans Pear (Paris, i88«). (R. Po )

aOHR (1468-1532); ^called the Steadfast, elector of Saxony,

fourth son of the elertor Ernest, was bom on the 30th of June

1468. In 1486, when his eldest brother became elector as

Frederick III., John received a part of the paternal irtheritana

and afterwards assisted his kinsman, the German king Maici-

milmn I., in several campaigns. He was an early adherent of

Luther, and, becoming elector of Saxony by his tffother’a death

' This incident earned for him am<mg the Parisians the con-

temptuous nickname of John of Lagny, who does not hurry.'*

in Mafy 1525, was soon prominent anoong the Reformers. Having

assisted to suppress the rising kd by Thomas Munner in 1525,

he helped Philip, landgrave of Hesse, to found the league 4>f

Gotha, formed in 1526 ior tlie protection of the Reformers. He
was active at the diet of Spires in 1526, and the “ recess ” of this

diet gave him an cyportunity to reform the church m Saxony,

where a plan for divine service was drawn up by Luther. The

assertioas of Otto vgn Pack that a league had been formed

against the elector and his friends induced John to ally himself

again with Philip of 'Hesse in March J528, but he restrained

Philip from making an immediate attack upon their opponents,

lie si^ed the protest against the “ recess of the diet of Spires

in 1529, being thus one of the original Protestants, and was

actively hostile to Charles V. at the diet of Augsburg in 1530.

Having signed the confession of Augsburg, he was alone among

the electors in objecting to the election of Ferdinand, afterwards

the emperor Ferdinand I., as king of the Romans. He was

among the first members of the league of Schmalkalden, assented

to the religious peace of Nuremberg in 1532, and died at Sehweid-

nitz on the i6th of August 1532. John was twice married and

left two sons and two daughters. His elder son, John Frederick,

succeeded him as elector, and his younger son was John Ernest

(d. 1553). He rendered great services to the Protestant cause

in its infancy, but as a Lutheran resolutely refused to come to

any understanding with other opponents of the older faith.

See
I

. Becker, Kur/urst Johann von Sachsen und seine Bmehungen
zu Lufhir (Leipzig, 1890);* J. Janssen, History of the German People

(English translation), vol. v. (Tendon, 1003); L. von Ranke, Deutsche

Oeschichte im Zeitalter Uer Beformotion (Leipzig, 1882).

JOHN, DON (1545-1578), of Austria, was the natural .son of

the emperor Charles V. by Barbara Blombcrg, the daughter of

an opulent citizen of Regensburg. He was bom in that free

imperial city on the 24th of February 1545, Ihc anniversary of

his father's birth and coronation and of the battle of Pavia,

and was at first confided under the name of Geronimo to foster

parents of humble birth, living at a village near Madrid; but in

1554 he was transferred to the charge of Madalcna da Ulloa,

the wife of Dun Luis de Quijada, and was brought up in ignorance

of his parentage at Quijada's castle of Villagarria not far from

Valladolid. Charles V. in a codicil of his will recognized Gero-

nimo as his son, and recommended him to the rare of his successor.

In September 1559 Philip 11 . of Spain publicly recognized the

boy as a member of the royal family, and he was knuvm at court

as Don Juan dc Austria. For three years he was rclucated at

Alcala, and had as school companions his nephews, the infante

Don Carlos and Alexander Farnese, prince of Parma. With

Don Carlos his relations were especially friendly. It had been

Philip’s intention that Don John should become a monk, but he

showed a strong inclination for a soldier’s career and the king

yielded. In 1568 Don John was appointed to the command of

a squadron of 33 galley.s, and his first operations were against the

Algerian pirate.s. His next services were (1569-70) against the

rebel Moriseos in Granada. In 1571 a nobler field of action was

opened to him. The conquest of Cyprus by the Turks had led

the Christian powers of the Mediterranean to fear for the safety

of the Adriatic. A league Ijetwccn Spain a^ Venice was

effected by the efforts of Pope Pius V. to resist the Turkish

advance to the w^est, and Don John was named admiral in chief

of the combined fleets. At the head of 208 galleys, 6 galleasses

and a number of smaller craft, Don John encountered the

Turkish fleet at Lepanto on the 7th 'of October 1571, and gained

a complete victory. Only forty Turkish vessels eiffectsd their

escape, and it was computed that 35*000 of their men were slain

or captured, while 15,000 Christian galley slavM were released.

Unfortunately, through divisions and jealousies ber^een

allies, the Iruits of one of the most decisK^e naval victories in

history were to a great extent lost.

This great triumph aroused Bon John’s ambition and ifilled

his imagination with sdwmes of personal aggrandiaemont.

He thought of erecting first a principality in Albania and the

Morea, and then a kingdom in Tunis. But the conclusion by

Venice of a separate peace with the sultan put an end to the
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confederation^ and in the war of 1870-7 x with France his troops

fought with conspicuous courage. He died at Dresden on the

a9th of October 1873.

See ]. Petzholdt, **Zar Litteratur des KOnigs Johann/* N$i40r

AnzeigkfUrBibliographie (1858, 1^9, 1871, 1873, 1874) ;
“Aphorismen

uber unsem KOnig J
./* Botf von Gtising (x866>x869)

;
Das BUchlein

vom Kdnig Johann (Leipz^i 1867); H. v. Treitsdike^ Prenssische

JahrbUcher 23 (1869); A, Rcumont, " Elogio di Giovanni, Rft di

Sassonia,*' Dagli Atti della Aecademia della Crusca (Florence, 1874);

J. P. von Winterstein, Johann, Kdnig von Sachsen (Dresden, 1878),

and in Allgemeine deutsche Biographie (1881) ;
H. Ermiach, Die Wet-

finer und die Landesgeschichte (Leipzig, ) 902J ;
O, Kaemmel, Sdchsische

Geschichte (Leipzig, 1899, Sammlung GOachen). (J. Hn.)

JOHN 1. (d. 1294), duke of Brabant and Lorraine^ siirnamed

the Victorious, one of the most gifted and chivalrous princes of

liis time, was the second son of Duke Henry III. and Aleidis of

Burgundy. In 1267 his elder brother Henry, being infirm of

mind and body, was deposed in his favour. In 1271 John

married Margaret, daughter of Louis IX. of France, and on her

death in childbirth he took as his second wife (1273) Margaret of

Flanders, daughter of Guy de Dampierre. His sister Marie was

espoused in 1275 to Philip III. (the Bold) of France, and during

the reign of Philip and his son Philip IV. there were close rela-

tions of friendship and alliance between Brabant and France.

In 1285 John accompanied Philip III. in his expedition against

Peter III., king of Aragon, but the duchy of Limburg was the

scene of his chief activity and greatest successes. After the

death of Waleran IV. in 1279 the succession to this duchy was

disputed. His heiress, Ermengarde, had married Reinald I.

count of Gelderland. She died childless, but her husband con-

tinued to rule in Limburg, although his rights were disputed

b)' Count Adolph of Berg, nephew to Waleran IV. (see Limburg).

Not being strong enough to eject his rival, Adolph sold his

rights to John of Brabant, and hostilities broke out in 1283.

Harassed by desultory warfare and endless negotiations, and

seeing no prospect of holding his own against the powerful duke

of Brabant, Reinald made over his rights to Henry III. count of

Luxemburg, who was a descendant of Waleran TIL of Limburg.

Henry IIL was sustained by the archbishop of Cologne and other

allies, as well as by Reinald of Gelderland. The duke of Brabant

at once invaded the Rhineland and laid siege to the castle of

Wocringen near Bonn. Here he was attacked by the forces

of the confederacy on the 5th of June 1288. After a bloody

struggle John of Brabant, though at the head of far inferior

numbers, was completely victorious. Limburg was henceforth

attached to the duchy of Brabant, John consolidated his

conquest by giving his daughter in marriage to Henry of Luxem-

burg (1291). John the Victorious was a perfect model of a

feudal prince in the days of chivalry, brave, adventurous, ex-

celling in every form of active exercise, fond of display, generous

in temper. He delighted in tournaments, and was always eager

personally to take part in jousts. On the 3rd of May 1294, on

the occasion of some marriage festivities at Bar, he was wounded

in the arm in on encounter by Pierre de Bausner, and died from

the effects of the hurt.

Bibliography.—H. Barlandus, Rerum gesiarum a Brahantiae

ducihus historia usque in annum 1326 fi^uvain, 1566) ;
G. C. van der

Berghc, fean ie Viciorieux, due de Brabant {123(^12^4) (Louvain,

1857) ;
R. F. Stallaert, Gesch, v. Jan T. van Brahand en sijne tijdvak

(BrusseU, i86i); A. Wauters, Le Due Jean v*' et le Brabant sousle

r^gne de ce prince (Brussels, 1859).

JOHN, or Hans (1513-1571), margrave of Brandenburg-

Custrin, was the younger son of Joachim I., elector of Branden-

burg, and was bom. at Tangermunde on the 3rd of August 1513.

In spite of the dispositio Achillea which decreed the indivisi-

bility of the electorate, John inherited the new mark of Branden-

burg on his father’s death in July 1535. He had been brought up

as a strict Catholic, but soon wavered in his allegiance, and in

1538 ranged himself definitely on the side of the Reformers.

About the same time he joined the league of Schmalkalden;

but before the war broke out between the league and the em-

peror Charles V. the promises of the emperor had won him over

to the imperial side. After the conclusion of the war, the rela-

tions between John and Charles became somewhat strained.
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The margrave opposed the Interim, issued from Augsburg in

May 1548; and he was the leader of the princes who formed a
league for the defence of the Lutheran doctrines in February

1550. The alliance of these princes, however, with Henry H.,
king of France, does not appear to have commended itself to

him, and after some differences of opinion with Maurice, elector

of Saxony, he returned to the emperor’s side. His remaining

years were mainly spent in the new mark, which he ruled care-

fully and economically. He added to its extent by the purchase

of Beeskow and Storkow, and fortified the towns of Ciistrin and
Peitz. He died at Ciistrin on the 13th of January 1571. His
wife Catherine was a daughter of Henry II., duke of Brunswick,

and as he left no sons the new mark passed on his death to his

nephew John George, elector of Brandenburg.

See Berg, Beitrdge eur Geschichte des Marhgrafen Johann von
Kuslrin (Landsberg, 1903).

JOHN (1371-1419), called the Fearless {Sans Peur), duke of

Burgundy, son of Philip the Bold, duke of Burgundy, and Mar-
garet of Flanders, was bom at Dijon on the 28th of May 1371.

On the death of his maternal grandfather in 1384 he received the

title of count of Nevers, which he bore until his father’s death.

Though originally destined to be the husband of Catherine,

sister of Charles VI. of France, he married in 1385 Margaret,

daughter of Duke Albert of Bavaria, an alliance which con-

solidated his position in the Netherlands. In the spring of

1396 he took arms for Hungary against the Turks, and on the

28th of September was taken prisoner by the Sultan Bayezid 1 .

at the bloody battle of Nicopolis, where he earned his surname
of the Fearless.” He did not recover his liberty until 1397,

and then only by paying an enormous ransom. He succeeded

his father in 1404, and immediately found himself in conflict

with Louis of Orleans, the young brother of Charles VI. The
history of the following years is filled with the struggles between

these two princes and with their attempts to seize the authority

in the name of tlie demented king. John endeavoured to

strengthen his position by marrying his daughter Margaret to

the dauphin I^uis, and by betrothing his son Philip to a*

daughter of Charles VL Like his father, he looked for support

to the popular party, to the tradesmen, particularly the powerful

gild of th^ butchers, and also to the university of Paris. In 1405

he opposed in the royal council a scheme of taxation proposed

by the duke of Orleans, which was nevertheless adopted.

Louis retaliated by refusing to sanction the duke of Burgundy’s

projected expedition against Calais, whereupon Jolin quitted

the court in chagrin on the pretext of taking up his mother’s

heritage. He was, however, called back to the council to find

that the duke of Orleans and the queen had carried off the

dauphin. John succeeded in bringing back tlie dauphin to

Paris, and open war seemed imminent l^tween the two princes.

But an arrangement was effected in October 1405, and in 1406

John was made by royal decree guardian of the dauphin and the

king’s children.

The struggle, however, soon revived with increased force.

Hostilities had been resumed with England; the duke of Orleans

had squandered the money raised for John’s expedition against

^ais; and the two rivals broke out into open threats. On the

20th of November 1407 their uncle, the duke of Berry, brought

about a solemn reconciliation, but three dgys later Louis was

assassinated by John’s orders in the Rue Barbette, Paris. John

at first sought to conceal his share in the murder, but ultimately

decided to confess to his uncles, and abruptly left Paris. His

vassals, however, showed themselves determined to support him

in his struggle against the avengers of the duke of Orleans.

The court decided to negotiate, and called upon the duke to

return. John entered Paris in triumph, and instructed the

Franciscan theologian Jean Petit (d. 1411) to pronounce an

apology for the murder. But he was soon called back to his

estates by a rising of the people of Li^ge against his brother-in-law,

the bishop of that town. The queen and the Orleans party took

every advantage of his absence and had Petit’s discourse solemnly

refuted. John’s victory over the Li6geois at Hasbain on the

23rd of September 1408, enabled him to return to Paris, where he
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Broken by persecution, he was sent to the monastery of U^da,

where he died in 1591; his Obras espirituales were published

posthumously in 1618. He was beatified in 1674 ®^d canonized

on the ayth of December 1 726. The lofty symbolism of his prose

is frequently obscure, but his lyrical verses are distinguished for

their rapturous ecstasy and beauty of expression.

Some of his poems have been translated with great success by

Arthur Symons in of Good atid Evil\ the most convenient

edition of his works, which have been frequently reprinted, is that

contained in vol. xvi, of the Bibliotei^a de autores espaiioles.

JOHN OF ASIA (or of Ephesus), a leader of the Monophysite

Syriac-speaking Qiurch in the 6th century, and one of the earliest

and most important of Syriac historians. Bomat Amid(Diarbekr)

about 505, he wafj there ordained as a deacon in 529* but in 534

we find him in Palestine, and in 535 he passed to Constantinople.

The cause of his leaving Amid was probably either tlie great

pestilence which broke out there in 554 or the furious persecution

directed against the Monophysites by Ephraim (patriarch of

Antioch 529-544) and Abraham (bishop of Amid c. 520-541).

In Constantinople he seems to have early won the notice of

Justinian, one of the main objects of whose policy was the con-

solidation of Eastern Christianity as a bulwark against the

heathen power of Persia. John is said by Barhebraeus {Chron.

eccl. i. 195) to have succeeded Anthimus as Monophy.site bishop

of Constantinople, but this is probably a mistake.^ Anyhow he

enjoyed the emperor’s favour until the death of the latter in 565

and (as he himself tells us) was entrusted with the administration

of the entire revenues of the Monoph)\site Church. He was also

sent, with the rank of bishop, on a mis,sion for tlie conversion of

such heathen as remained in Asia Minor, and informs us that the

number of those whom he baptized amounted to 70,000. He also

built a large monastery at Tralles on the hills skirting the valley

of the Meander, and more than 90 other monasteries. Of the

mission to the Nubians which he promoted, though he did not

himself visit their country, an interesting account is given in

the 4th book of the 3rd part of his History} In 546 the emperor

entrusted him with the task of rooUng out the secret practice of

idolatry^ in Constantinople and its neighbourhood. But his

fortunes changed soon after the accession of Justin II. About

571 Paul of Asia, the orthodox or Chalcedonian patriarch, began

(with the sanction of the emperor) a rigorous persecution of the

Monophysite Church leaders, and John was among those who

suffered most. He gives us a detailed account of his sufferings

in flilspn, his loss of civil rights, &c., in the third part of his

History, The latest events recorded are of ihe date 585, and the

author cannot have lived much longer; but of the circumstances

of his death nothing is known.

John's main work was his Ecclesiastical Historyy which covei^

more than six centuries, from the tinic of Julius Caesar to ^5.
It was composed in three parts, each containing six books. The

first part seems to have whoU)^ perished. The second, which

extended from Theodosius II. to the 0th or 7th year of Justin 11 .,

was (as F. Nau has recently proved *) reproduced in full or almost in

full, in John's own words, in the third part of the Chronicle which was

till lately attributed to tlie patriarch Dionysius Tclmaharcnsis, but

is really the work of an unknown compiler. Of this second division

of lohn's History, in which he had probably incorporated the so-

called Chronicle of Joshua the Styfite, considerable portions are

found in the British Museum MSS. Add. 14647 and 14650, and these

have been published in the second volume of h&nd s Anecdota

Syriaca, But the whole is more completely presented m the Vatican

MS (clxii.), which contains the third part of the Chronicle of

pseudo-Dionysius. The third part of John's histo^, which is a

detailed account of the ecclesiastical events which happened^ in

*71-581:, as well as of some earlier occurrences, survives m a fairly

bomplete state in Add. 14640, a British Mui^um MS. of the 7th

century. It forms a contemporary record of great to the

historian. Its somewhat disordered state, the want of chronological

> See Land, Joannes Bischof von Ephesos, pp. 57 seq.

• Cf. Land's Appendix {op, cit. 1 72-193).

» See Bulletin entique, 1 5th .June and 25th Aug. 1896,and 25th Jan.

1807: foumal 9th series, vol. viii. (18^) pp. 346 sqq. and

vol. ix. (1897) p, 529 ;
aiao Bevue de VOrient chvHien, Suppl. tnmistnel

(18071 DP 41-54, 455-493; and compare Noldekc in

;o«nia/ (i'896), pp. l6o sqq. The facts are briefly stated in Duval's

Litihaiure syriaque, p. 192. A full analysis of this second part of

John's histofy^ been given by M. Nau.

arrangement, and the occasional repetition of accounts of the same

events are due, as the author himself informs us (ii. 50), to the work

being almost entirely composed during the times 01 persecution.

The same cause may account for the somewhat slovenly Syriac style.

The writer claims to have treated his subject impartially, and though

written from the narrow point of view of one to whom Monophysite

orthodoxy " was all-important, it is evidently a faithful reproduc-

tion of events as they occurred. This third part was edited by

Cureton (Oxford, 1853), and was translated into English by R. Payne-

Smith (Oxford, i860) and into German by J. M. Schfinfelder (Munich,

1862).
, . j r-

Joto's other known work was a series of Biographies of Eastern

Saints, compiled about 569. These have been edited by Land in

Anecdota Synaca, ii. 1-288, and translated into Latin by Douwen
and Land (Amsterdam, 1889). An interesting estimate of John

as an ecclesiastic and author was given by the Abb6 Duchesne in a

memoir read before the five French Academies on the 25th of

October 1892.

JOHN OF DAMASCUS (Johannes Damascenus) (d. before

754), an eminent theologian of the Eastern Church, derives his

surname from Damascus, where he was born about the close of

the 7th century. His Arabic name was Mansur (the victor), and

he received the epithet Chrysorrhoas (gold-pouring) on account

of his eloquence. The principal account of his hfe is contained

in a narrative of the loth century, much of which is obviously

legendary, llis father Sergius was a Christian, but notwithstand-

ing held a high office under the Saracen caliph, in which he was

succeeded by his son. John is said to have owed his education

in philosophy, mathematics and theology to an luilian monk

named Cosmas, whom wSergius had redeemed from a band of

captive slaves. About the year 730 he wrote several treatises

in defence of image-worship,which the emperor, Leo the Isaurian,

was making strenuous efforts to suppress.

Various pieces of evidence go to show that it was shortly after

this date that he resolved to forsake the world, divided his fortune

among his friends and the poor, and betook himself to the monas-

tery of St Sabas, near Jerusalem, where he spent the rest of his

life. After the customary probation he was ordained priest by

the patriarch of Jenusalcm. In liLs last years he travelled

through Syria contending against the iconoclasts, and in the same

cause he visited Constantinople at the imminent risk of his life

during the reign of Constantine Copronymus. With him the

“mysteries,” the entire ritual, are an integral part of the Orthodox

system, and all dogma culminates in image-worship. The date

of his death is uncertain; il is probably about 752. John Damas*

cenus is a saint both in the Greek and in the Latin Churches,

his festival being observed in the former on the 29th of November

and on the 4th of December, and in the latter on the 6th of May.

The works of Damascenus give him a foremost place among the

theologians of the early Eastern Church, and, according to Dorner,

he “ remains in later times the highest authority in the theological

literature of the Greeks." This is not because he is an original

thinker but because he compiled into systematic form the scattered

teaching of his theological predecessors. Several treatises attributed

to him are probably spurious, but his undoubted works are numerous

and embrace a wide range. The most important contains three parts

under the gcnei^ title IlTiylj yi'ctortwr (^‘The Fountain of Knowledge' ).

The first part, entitled ^i\offo<t>utdy is an exposition and appli-

cation to tlicology of Aristotle's Dialectic, The second, entitled Ilepl

tup^aecfy (“Of Heresie.s"), is a reproduction of the earlierwork of Epiph-

anius, with a continuation giving an account of the heresies that

arose after the time of that writer. The third part, entitled •'EkSoo’is

iKpi0hf rria dpOoSSiov wlirrtws (“An Accurate Expsitionof the Orthodox

Faith"), is much the most important, containmg as it does a complete

system of theology founded on the teaching of the fathers and church

councils, from the 4th to the 7th century. It thus embodies the

finished result of the theological thought of the early Greek Church.

Through a Latin translation made by Burgundio of Pisa in the 12th

century, it was well known to Peter Lombard and Aquinas, and in

this way it influenced the scholastic theology of the West. Another

well-known work is the Sacra parallela, a coUection of biblical passages

foUowed by illustrations drawn from other scriptural sources and

from the fathers. There is much merit in his hymns and “ canons "

one of the latter is very familiar as the hymn " The Day of Resurrec-

tion, Earth tell it out abroad." John of Damascus has sometimes

been called the " Father of Scholasticism/' and the “ Lombard of the

Greeks," but these epithets are appropriate only in a limited sense.

The Christological position of John may be summed up in the

following description :* “He tries to secure the unity of the two

* G. P. Fisher, Hist, of Ckr. Doctrine, 159 soq. More fully in R. L*

Ottley, The Doctrine of the IncamaHoHy ii, 138-146,
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confederation^ and in the war of 1870-7 x with France his troops

fought with conspicuous courage. He died at Dresden on the

a9th of October 1873.
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Sassonia,*' Dagli Atti della Aecademia della Crusca (Florence, 1874);

J. P. von Winterstein, Johann, Kdnig von Sachsen (Dresden, 1878),

and in Allgemeine deutsche Biographie (1881) ;
H. Ermiach, Die Wet-

finer und die Landesgeschichte (Leipzig, ) 902J ;
O, Kaemmel, Sdchsische

Geschichte (Leipzig, 1899, Sammlung GOachen). (J. Hn.)

JOHN 1. (d. 1294), duke of Brabant and Lorraine^ siirnamed

the Victorious, one of the most gifted and chivalrous princes of

liis time, was the second son of Duke Henry III. and Aleidis of

Burgundy. In 1267 his elder brother Henry, being infirm of

mind and body, was deposed in his favour. In 1271 John

married Margaret, daughter of Louis IX. of France, and on her

death in childbirth he took as his second wife (1273) Margaret of

Flanders, daughter of Guy de Dampierre. His sister Marie was

espoused in 1275 to Philip III. (the Bold) of France, and during

the reign of Philip and his son Philip IV. there were close rela-

tions of friendship and alliance between Brabant and France.

In 1285 John accompanied Philip III. in his expedition against

Peter III., king of Aragon, but the duchy of Limburg was the

scene of his chief activity and greatest successes. After the

death of Waleran IV. in 1279 the succession to this duchy was

disputed. His heiress, Ermengarde, had married Reinald I.

count of Gelderland. She died childless, but her husband con-

tinued to rule in Limburg, although his rights were disputed

b)' Count Adolph of Berg, nephew to Waleran IV. (see Limburg).

Not being strong enough to eject his rival, Adolph sold his

rights to John of Brabant, and hostilities broke out in 1283.

Harassed by desultory warfare and endless negotiations, and

seeing no prospect of holding his own against the powerful duke

of Brabant, Reinald made over his rights to Henry III. count of

Luxemburg, who was a descendant of Waleran TIL of Limburg.

Henry IIL was sustained by the archbishop of Cologne and other

allies, as well as by Reinald of Gelderland. The duke of Brabant

at once invaded the Rhineland and laid siege to the castle of

Wocringen near Bonn. Here he was attacked by the forces

of the confederacy on the 5th of June 1288. After a bloody

struggle John of Brabant, though at the head of far inferior

numbers, was completely victorious. Limburg was henceforth

attached to the duchy of Brabant, John consolidated his

conquest by giving his daughter in marriage to Henry of Luxem-

burg (1291). John the Victorious was a perfect model of a

feudal prince in the days of chivalry, brave, adventurous, ex-

celling in every form of active exercise, fond of display, generous

in temper. He delighted in tournaments, and was always eager

personally to take part in jousts. On the 3rd of May 1294, on

the occasion of some marriage festivities at Bar, he was wounded

in the arm in on encounter by Pierre de Bausner, and died from

the effects of the hurt.

Bibliography.—H. Barlandus, Rerum gesiarum a Brahantiae

ducihus historia usque in annum 1326 fi^uvain, 1566) ;
G. C. van der

Berghc, fean ie Viciorieux, due de Brabant {123(^12^4) (Louvain,

1857) ;
R. F. Stallaert, Gesch, v. Jan T. van Brahand en sijne tijdvak

(BrusseU, i86i); A. Wauters, Le Due Jean v*' et le Brabant sousle

r^gne de ce prince (Brussels, 1859).

JOHN, or Hans (1513-1571), margrave of Brandenburg-

Custrin, was the younger son of Joachim I., elector of Branden-

burg, and was bom. at Tangermunde on the 3rd of August 1513.

In spite of the dispositio Achillea which decreed the indivisi-

bility of the electorate, John inherited the new mark of Branden-

burg on his father’s death in July 1535. He had been brought up

as a strict Catholic, but soon wavered in his allegiance, and in

1538 ranged himself definitely on the side of the Reformers.

About the same time he joined the league of Schmalkalden;

but before the war broke out between the league and the em-

peror Charles V. the promises of the emperor had won him over

to the imperial side. After the conclusion of the war, the rela-

tions between John and Charles became somewhat strained.
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The margrave opposed the Interim, issued from Augsburg in

May 1548; and he was the leader of the princes who formed a
league for the defence of the Lutheran doctrines in February

1550. The alliance of these princes, however, with Henry H.,
king of France, does not appear to have commended itself to

him, and after some differences of opinion with Maurice, elector

of Saxony, he returned to the emperor’s side. His remaining

years were mainly spent in the new mark, which he ruled care-

fully and economically. He added to its extent by the purchase

of Beeskow and Storkow, and fortified the towns of Ciistrin and
Peitz. He died at Ciistrin on the 13th of January 1571. His
wife Catherine was a daughter of Henry II., duke of Brunswick,

and as he left no sons the new mark passed on his death to his

nephew John George, elector of Brandenburg.

See Berg, Beitrdge eur Geschichte des Marhgrafen Johann von
Kuslrin (Landsberg, 1903).

JOHN (1371-1419), called the Fearless {Sans Peur), duke of

Burgundy, son of Philip the Bold, duke of Burgundy, and Mar-
garet of Flanders, was bom at Dijon on the 28th of May 1371.

On the death of his maternal grandfather in 1384 he received the

title of count of Nevers, which he bore until his father’s death.

Though originally destined to be the husband of Catherine,

sister of Charles VI. of France, he married in 1385 Margaret,

daughter of Duke Albert of Bavaria, an alliance which con-

solidated his position in the Netherlands. In the spring of

1396 he took arms for Hungary against the Turks, and on the

28th of September was taken prisoner by the Sultan Bayezid 1 .

at the bloody battle of Nicopolis, where he earned his surname
of the Fearless.” He did not recover his liberty until 1397,

and then only by paying an enormous ransom. He succeeded

his father in 1404, and immediately found himself in conflict

with Louis of Orleans, the young brother of Charles VI. The
history of the following years is filled with the struggles between

these two princes and with their attempts to seize the authority

in the name of tlie demented king. John endeavoured to

strengthen his position by marrying his daughter Margaret to

the dauphin I^uis, and by betrothing his son Philip to a*

daughter of Charles VL Like his father, he looked for support

to the popular party, to the tradesmen, particularly the powerful

gild of th^ butchers, and also to the university of Paris. In 1405

he opposed in the royal council a scheme of taxation proposed

by the duke of Orleans, which was nevertheless adopted.

Louis retaliated by refusing to sanction the duke of Burgundy’s

projected expedition against Calais, whereupon Jolin quitted

the court in chagrin on the pretext of taking up his mother’s

heritage. He was, however, called back to the council to find

that the duke of Orleans and the queen had carried off the

dauphin. John succeeded in bringing back tlie dauphin to

Paris, and open war seemed imminent l^tween the two princes.

But an arrangement was effected in October 1405, and in 1406

John was made by royal decree guardian of the dauphin and the

king’s children.

The struggle, however, soon revived with increased force.

Hostilities had been resumed with England; the duke of Orleans

had squandered the money raised for John’s expedition against

^ais; and the two rivals broke out into open threats. On the

20th of November 1407 their uncle, the duke of Berry, brought

about a solemn reconciliation, but three dgys later Louis was

assassinated by John’s orders in the Rue Barbette, Paris. John

at first sought to conceal his share in the murder, but ultimately

decided to confess to his uncles, and abruptly left Paris. His

vassals, however, showed themselves determined to support him

in his struggle against the avengers of the duke of Orleans.

The court decided to negotiate, and called upon the duke to

return. John entered Paris in triumph, and instructed the

Franciscan theologian Jean Petit (d. 1411) to pronounce an

apology for the murder. But he was soon called back to his

estates by a rising of the people of Li^ge against his brother-in-law,

the bishop of that town. The queen and the Orleans party took

every advantage of his absence and had Petit’s discourse solemnly

refuted. John’s victory over the Li6geois at Hasbain on the

23rd of September 1408, enabled him to return to Paris, where he
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Moutiers la Celle in the diocese of Troyes, with his friend Peter

of Celle. He was present at the council of Reims, presided over

by Pope Eug(»iiub 111 ., and was probably presented by Bernard

of Clairvaux to Theobald, archbishop of Canterbury, at whose
court he settled, probably about 1150. Appointed secretary to

Theobald, he was frequently sent on missions to the papal see.

During this time he composed his greatest works, published

almost certainly in 1159, the Policraticus, sive de nugis curutUum

it de vestigiis pkilosophortm and the Metdogicus, writings

invaluable as storehouses of information regarding the matter

and form of scholastic education, and remarkable for their

cultivated st>^le and humanist tendency. After the death of

Theobald in 1161, John continued as secretary to Thomas
Becket, and took an active part in the long disputes between

that primate and his sovereign, Henry II. His letters throw

light on the constitutional struggle then agitating the English

world. With Becket he withdrew to France during the king’s

displeasure; he returned with him in 1170, and was present at

his assassination. In the following years, during which he

continued in an influential situation in Canterbur)*, but at what
precise date is unknown, he drew up the Life of Thomas Becket.

In 1176 he was made bishop of Chartres, where he passed

the remainder of his bfe. In 1179 he took an active part in the

council of the Lateran. He died at or near Chartres on the

25th of October rr8o.

John’s writings enable ua to understand with much completeness
the literary and scientific position of the 12th century. His views

imply a cultivated intelligence well versed in practical affairs,

opp'ising to the extremes of both nominalism and realism a practical

common sense. His doctrine is a kind oi utilitaridnism, with a

strong leaning on the speculative side to the modified literary

scepticism of Cicero, for w'hom he had unbounded admiration.

He was a humanist before the Henatssance, .^irpas.sing all other

repre^sentatives of the school of Chartres in his hnowlcdgo of the
Latin classics, as in the purity of his style, which was evidently

moulded on that of Cictsro. Of Greek writers he appears to have
known nothing at first hand, and very little m translations. The
'fimaeus of Plato in the Latin lersion of Chalcidius was known to

hhn as to his contemporaries and predcccss irs, and probably he
had access to translations of the Pnaedo and Meno. Of Aristotle

he possessed the whole of the Organon in Latm; he is, indeed, the

first of the medieval writers of note to whom (he whole was known.
Of other Aristotelian writings he appears to have known nothing.

'rhe collected editions of the worto are by J. A. Giles (5 vols.,

Oxford, 1848), and by Migne, in the Patrohpae vol. 199

:

neither accurate. The PoUcrattcus was edited with notes and
introE^l^ons by C. C. 1. Webb, loannis Saresbenensis episcopi

Car^mmis Policratici (Oxford, 1909), 2 vols. The most complete

study of John of Salisbury is the monograph by C. Schaarschmidt,

Johannes Sartsheriensis nach Lelwn und Studte.n, Schriften und
Philosophie, t 8()2, which is a model of accurate and complete work-
manship. Sec also the article in the Diet. Nat. Btog.

JOHN (i29o-’r. 1320), surnamed the Parricide, and called also

John of Swabia, was a son of Rudolph II. count of Habsburg

and Agnes daughter of Ottakar 11 . king of Bohemia, and

consequently a grandson of the German king Rudolph 1 . Having

passed his early days at the Bohemian court, when he came of

age he demanded a portion of the family estates from his uncle,

the German king Albert I. His wishes were not gratified, and

with three companions he formed a plan to murder the king.

On the I St of May 1308 Albert in crossing the river Reuss at

Windisch became separated from his attendants, and was at

once attacked and killed by the four conspirators. John

escaped the vengeance of Albert’s sons, and was afterwards

found in a monastery at Pisa, where in 1313 he is said to have

lieen visited by the emperor Henry VII., who had placed him

under the ban. From this time he vanishes from history.

The character of Johniis used by Schiller in his play Wilhelm

Tell.

JOHN, THE EPISTLES OF. The so-called epistles of John,

in the Bible, are not epistles in the strict sense of the term, for

the first is a homily, an encyclical or pastoral (as has been recog-

nized since the days of Bretschneider and Michaelis), while

the other two arelhlrief notes or letters. Nor are they John’s,

if John meansthe son otf 21ebedee. The latter conclusion depends

upon the particular hypothesis adopted with regard to the

general Johannine problem, yet ewn w^hen it is held that John
the apostle {q.v.) sur\dved to old age in EpheSus, the second

and tlilrd epistles may be fairly ascribed (with Erasmus, Grotius,

Credner, Brctschnedder, Reuss, &c.) to John the presbyter,^ as

several circles in the early church held (“ Opinio a plerisque

tradita,” Jerome : De vir. ill. 18). An apostle indeed might

call himself a presbyter (cf. i Pet. v, i). But these notes imply

no apostolic claim on the part of the author, and, although their

author is anonymous, the likelihood is that their composition

by the great Asiatic presbyter John led afterwards to their

incorporation in the “ instrumentum ” of John the apostle’s

writings, when the prestige of the latter had obscured the

former. All hypotheses as to their pseudonyniity or composition

by different hands may be di.smissed. They would never have

floated down the stream of iradition except on the support of

some primitive authority. D this was not connected with John
the apostle the only feasible ahemative is to think of John the

presbyter, for Papias refers to the latter in precisely this fashion

(Euseb. ff.E. hi. 39, 15; nal rotVo 6 r. lAeyf).

The period of all three lie: somewhere within the last decade

of the ist century and the first decade of the 2nd. No evidence

is available to determine in what precise order they were writ' en,

hut it will be convenient to take the two smaller notes before

the larger. The so-called Second Epistle of John is one of

the excommunicating notes occasionally despatched by early

Christian leaders to a community (cf . 2 Cor. v. 9), The presbyter

or elder warns a Christian community, figuratively addressed

as the elect lady ” (cf. 13 with i Pet. i. i
;
v, 13 ;

also the plural

of 6, 8, 10 and 13), against some itinerant (cf. Didache xi. r-a)

teachers who were promulgating advanced Docetic views (7)

upon the person of Christ. The note is merely designed to

serve (12) until the writer arrives in person. He sends greetings

to his correspondents from some community in which he is

residing at pivsent (13), and with which they had evidently

some connexion.

The note was familiar to Irenaeus,’ who twice (i. 16, 3, iii. t6, 8)

cites lo-ii, once quoting it from the first epistle by mistake,

but no tradition has preserved the name of the community in

question, and all opinions on the matter are guess-work. The

reference to “ all who know the truth ” (vet. 1 ) is, of course, to

be taken relatively (cf. Rev. ii. 23); it does not necessarily imply

a centre like Antioch or Rome (Chapman). Whiston thought

of Philadelphia, and probably it must have been one of the

Asiatic churches.

The so-called Third Epistle of John belongs to the ^loroXat

mHTTaTLKai (2 Cor. iii. 1) of the early church, like Rom. xvi. It

is a private note addressed by the presbyter to a certain Gains,

a member of the same community or house-church (9) as that

to which 2 John is written. A local errorist, Diotrephes (9-10)

had repudiated the authority of the writer and his party,

threatening even to excommunicate Gaius and others from

the church (cf. Abbott’s Diatessarica, § 2258). With this

opponent the writer promises (10) to deal sharply in person

before very long. Meantime (14) he despatches the present

note, in hearty appreciation of his correspondent’s attitude

and character.

The allusion in 9 (hfpa^a) refers in all likelihood to the

“ second ” epistle (so Ewald, Wolf, Salmon, &c.). In order to

avoid the suggestion that it implied a lost epistle, fir was inserted

at an early stage in the textual history of the note. If

could be read in 12, Demetrius would be a jwesbyter; in any

case, he is not to be identified with Demas (Chapman), nor is

> So Selwyn, Christian Prophets (pp. i33-i45)» Harnack, Heinrici

{Das Urchristenthum, 1902, pp. 129 seq.),and von Soden {History of

Early Christian Literature, pp. 445-440), after Renan {VEglisc

chritienne, pp. 78 seq.). Von Dobschutz (Christian Life in the

Primitive Church, pp. 218 seq.) and R. Knopf {Das nachaposi.

Zeitalter, 1905, pn. 32 seq., &c.) are among the most recent critics

who ascribe an three epistles to the presbyter.

^ On the earl? allusions to these brief notes, cf. Gregory : The

Canon and Text of the New Testament (1907). pp. 131. ipo
»
West-

cott's Canon ofihe New Testament, pp. 218 seq., 355 . 357 . 3^6, &c.,

and Leipoldt’s Geschichte d. neut. Kanons (1907). vol. i. pp. 66 seq.,

78 seq., 99 seq., 151 seq., 19a seq., 232 seq.
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there any reason to suppose (with Harnack) ^ that the note of 9
was written to, and suppressed by, him. What the presbyter

k afraid of is not so much that his note would not be read

(Ewald, Harnack), as that it would not be acted upon.

These notes, written originally on small sheets of papyrus,
reveal the anonymous presbyter travelling (so Clem. Alex. Quis

dives salv. xlii.) in lus circuit or diocese of churches, and writing

occasional pastoral letters, in which he speaks not only in his

own name but in that of a coterie of like-minded Christians.*

It is otherwise with the brochure or manifesto known as the
‘‘

first epistle.” This was written neither at the request of its

readers nor to meet any definite local emergency, but on the

initiative of its author (i. 4) who was evidently concerned about

the effect produced upon the Church in general by certain

contemporary phases of semi-gnostic teaching. The polemic is

directed against a dualism which developed theoretically mto
docetic views of Christ’s person (ii. 22, iv. 2, &c.), and practically

into libertinism (ii.'4, &c.).* It is natural to think, primarily,

of the churches in Asia Minor as the circle addressed, but all

indications of date or place are absent, except those which may
be inferred from its inner connexion with the Fourth Gospel.

The plan of the brochure is unstudied and unpremeditated,

resembling a scries of variations upon one or two favourite

themes rather than a cxurefully constructed melody. Fellowship

(Koti^oii/m) with God and man is its dominant note. After

defining the essence of Christian Koivtavia (i. 1-3),“* the writer

passes on to its conditions (i. 5~u, 17), under the antithesis of

light and darkness. These conditions are twofold : {a) a sense

of sin, which leads Cliristians to a sense of forgiveness through

Jesus Christ, {h) and obedience to the supreme law of brotherly

love (cf. Ignat, Ad Smyrn, 6), If these conditions are unfulfilled,

moral darkness is the issue, a darkness which spells ruin to the

soul. This prompts the writer to explain the dangers of Kotvwta

(ii. iB-29), under the antithesis of truth and falsehood, the

immediate peril being a novel heretical view of the person of

* In his ingenious study {TeAie und Uniersuckungeny'xv. 3), -whose

main contention is adopted by von Dobschiitz and Knopf. On this

view (lor criticism see Belsor in the TUlnng. Quaytalschnft, 1897,

pp. 150 seq., Kriiger in Zeitsohnft jUv die wiss. Theologies 18^, pp.
307-311, and Hilgcnfeld: ibid. 31O-320), Diotrephes ^vas voicing a
successful protest of the local monarchical bisliops against the
older itinerant authorities (cf. Schmiedel, Ency. Bib. 3x46-3147).

As Wilamowitz-Moellendorf {hermeSf 1898, pp. 519 soq.) points out,

there is a close connexion between ver. Ii and ver. 10. 'fhe same
writer argues that, as the substitution of ryair^oy for Ararat

(ver. i)
*' ist Sch6nrednerei und nicht vom beaten Gcschxnacke," the

writer adds ^7^1 ajtarv iv aKyifhl^.

This is the force o£ tire if/n€is in 3 John 9-10 (cf. 1 John iv. 6, 14).
" The truth (3 John 3-5) seems to mean a life answering to the
apostolic standard thus enforced and exemplified.

* ^veral of these traits were reproduced ia the teaching of Corin-

thus, others may have been directly Jewish os Jewisli Christiaa.

The opposition to the Messianic role of Jesus had varied adherehts.

The denial of the Virgin-birth, which also formed part of the

system of Ccrinthus, was met by anticipation in the stories of

Matthew and Luke, which pushed back the reception of the spirit

from the baptism o the birth, but the Johannine school evidently

preferred to answer this heresy by developing the theory of the

Logos, with its implicate of pre-existence.
^ On the vexed question whether the language of this pari^raph

is purely spiritual or includes a realistic reference, cf. G. E. Findlay
{ExpoextOYf 1893, pp. 97 Hr E. A. Abbott’s recent study in

Dicdessaricas §§ 1613-1620. The writer is controverting the Docetic

heresy, and at the ^me lime keeping up the line of communications
with the apostolic base.

® The universal range (ii. 2) ascribed to the redeeming work of

Christ is directed against Gnostic dualism and the Ebionitic nearrow-

ing of salvation to ‘Israel; only t/urfj here denotes Christiains In

general, not Jewiilh Christians. On the answer to the Onoetk
pride of perfectionism (i, 8), cf. Epict. iv. 12, 19. The emphasis on
" you alP' (ii. 20) hipts at the Gnostic aristocratic system of degrees

among believers, w^h naturally tended to break up tomCherly love

(cf. t 0>r. viii. x seq.). The Gnostics also held that a mlritual seed

(cf. iii. 9) was implanted in man, as the germ of his higlxor develop-

ment into 'the divme life; for the Valentinian Idea cf. Iren. Aav.
Haer. i. $4, and Tertull. De anima, ri [haeretkjfj '* neecio quod
spirihde semen ittfulchxnt animae." Cf. the general diaeus^ns
by Htbtng In The&hgisehe Abhiendlungen C. Von WitisAckier.jumidieut

(1892), pp. t88 seq., and Zahn in wandmmgen durch^ Sekriff u.

Geschieh$e (xSga), pp. 3-^74 -

Chriot. The characteristics of the fdlowship are then developed

(iii.- «« sinlessness and brotherly love, under the antitfa^is

of children of God (cf. ii. 29, '' born of Him ”) and children df

the devil. This brotherly love bulks so largely in the writer’s

mind that he proceeds to enlarge upon its main elements of

confidence towards God (iii. 13-24), moral discernment (iv. i-6),

and assurance of union with God (iv. 7-2 1)> all these being bound
up with a true faith in Jesus as the Christ (v. 1-12).^ A brief

epilogue gives what is for the most part a summary (v. 13-21) of

the leading ideas of the homily.*^

Disjointed as the cause of the argument may seem, a close

scrutiny of the context often reveals a subtle connexion between
paragraphs Which at first sight appear unlinked. Thus the idea

of KotTfM^ passing away (ii. 17) suggests the following sen-

tences upon the nearness of tl^ iropoihia (ii. 18 seq.), whose signs

are carefully noted in order to reassure believers, and whose
moral demands are underlined (ii. 28, iii. 3). Within this

paragmph'* even the abrupt mention of the

genctical place (ii. 20). The heretical dmxPMrriu, it is implied,

have no xpto'fta God; Christians have (note the emphasis on

vfuh), owing to their union with the true XpCirroq. Again, the

genetic relation of iii. 4 seq. to what precedes becomes evident

when we consider that the norm of Christian purity (iii. 3) is

the keeping of the divine commandments, or conduct resembhng
Christ’s on earth (iii. 3-ii, 4-6), so that the Gnostic* breach of

this law not only puts a man out of touch with Christ (iii. 6 ^eq.),

but defeats the very end of Christ’s work, i,e. the abolition of

sin (iii. 8), Thus iii. 7-10 resumes and completes the idea of

ii. 29; the Gnostic is shown to be out of touch with the righteous

God, partly because he will not Share the brotherly love which
is the expression of that righteousness, and partly because his

claims to sinlessness render God’s righteous forgiveness (i. 9)
superfluous. Similarly the mention of the Spirit (iii. 24) opens

-naturally into a discussion of the decisive test for the false

claims of the heretics or gnostic illwmmii to spiritual powers
and gifts (iv. 1 seq.); and, as this test of the genuine Spirit of God
is the confession of Jesus Christ as really human and incarnate,

'

the writer, on returning (in iv. 17 seq.) to his cardinal idea of

brotherly love, expresses it in view of the incarnate Son (iv. 9),

® Cf. t>ehney, The Death of Christ (1902) , pp. ^69-281 . The polemi-
cal reference to Cerinthus is specially dear at this point. The death
of Jesus was not that of a phantom, nor -was his ministry from the
baptism to the crucifixion that of a heavenly aeon which suflered

nothing : such is the writer's contentioii. " In every case the his-

torical is asserted, but care is taken that it Phall not be material-

ized : a primacy is given to the spiritual. . . . Except through the
historical, there is no Christianity at aH, but neither is there any
Christianity till the kistorieal has been ^irituhlly comprehended.*'
The -well-knoww iixterpotation of the three boavemy witnesses (v. 7)
has n'>w been pravta by Karl Kfinstfe (Das CoftMia Johamtsim,
1965) to ha-vc originally come from the pen Of the 4th century
Spaniard, PrisciUiah, Who himself denied wl dlStisctions of person
in the Godhead.

’ On the " sin to death " (y. 16) cf. Jubilees xxi. 22, xxvi. 34 with
Karl’s Johann. Studien (1898), i. 97 seq. and M. Goguel's La
Notion johannifue de Vesprit (1902), pp. i47-^53 »

for the general

theology of the epistle. The conceptions of light and life are best

handled by Grill in his Uniersuehungen Mer die Entstehung des vidrten

Evpiums (1902), pp. 301 seq., 312 seq.

" In Preuschen's Zeitschrift fUr die neufesf. IVissenschaft (1907),

pp. 1-8, von Dobschiitz tries to show that the present text of it. 28-
iii. 12 indicates a revision or rearrangement - of an earlier text.

Cludius (l/ransichien des Chrislentnms, Altona, x8o8) had already

conjectnred that a Gnostic editor must have worked over a Jewish
Christian document.

Dr Alois Wurm’s attempt (Die Irriehrer im erstar fohannesbrisfey

1903) to read the references to errorists soleW in the light of Jewish
Christianity igxmres or underrates several of the data. He xs sup-

ported on tlm whole by Clemen, in Pt^uachen’s Zeitschrift (1905),

pp. 271-281. There is certainly an anti-Jowish touch, e.g. in the

efidm of hi. i (note the emphatic when one recollects the

saying of Aqiba (Aboth in. xa) and Pbuo’s rematk, kuI ybp ri

Xnarot neSUi pefUCesUtt ytydvagfv, toi rsf clvdr'ir a^«v,

kiyav rntl (MO yhp •wW X^r 6 vseaBhmos (De conf. limg.

28). But the antithesis of John asxd Cerintthua, unlike that of

Paul and Cerinthus (l^iph. Aasr. xxviii.), m too well based in the

tracHtion of the eaiiy Church to be dismimed os a later dogmatic
reflection, and the httecnal evidence of this nmndicsto corroborates

it clearly.
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whose mission furnishes the proof of God’s love as well as the

example and the energy of man’s (iv, lo seq.). The same concep-

tion of the real humanity of Jesus Christ as essential to faith’s

being and well-being is worked out in the following paragraph

(v. 1^12), while the allusion to eternal life (v. 11-12) le^s to

the closing recapitulation (v. 13-21) of the homily’s leading

ideas under this special categor>\

The curious idea, mentioned by Augustine (Quaest evan%, ii.

39), that the writing was addressed ad Parihos, has been literally

taken by several Latin fathers and later writers (e.g. Grotius,

Paulus, Hammond), but this title probably was a corruption of ad

sparSOS (Wetstein, Wegschneider) or of rrpot; rrap$€vov% (Whiston

:

the Christiana addressed as virgin, i,e, free from heresy), if

not of vapOivo^, Qr> apphed in early tradition to John the apostle.

Tlie circle for which the homily was meant was probably, in the

first instance, that of the Fourth Gospel, but it is impossible to

determine whether the epistle preceded or followed the larger

treatise. The division of opinion on this point (of. J. Moffat,

Historical New Testament, iqot, p. 534) is serious, but the

evidence for either position is purely subjective. There are

sufficient peculiarities of style and conception ^ to justify

provisionally some hesitation on the matter of the authorship.

'I'he epistle may have been written by a different author, or,

from a more popular standpoint, by tlie author of the gospel,

possibly (as some critics hold) by the author of John xxi. But
res lubrica, opinio incerta.

It is unsafe to lay much stress upon the apparent reminiscence

of iv. 2-3 (or of 2 John 7) in Polycarp, ad Phil. 7 reading i\rf\v$6Ta

instead of cA.i7Xii6icVai), though, if a hterary iUiation is assumed,

the probability is that Polycarp is quoting from the epistle, not

vice versa (as Volkmar contends, in his Ursprung d, unseren

Evglien 47 secj.). But Papias is said by Eusebius {H. E. iii. 39) to

have used v Ttuawov rrporipa
(
—

17
Toxjwov vpumjf V. 8 ?), i.e, the

anonymous tract, which, by the time of Eusebius, had come to

be known as 1 John, and we have no reason to suspect or reject

this statement, particularly as Justin Martyr, another Asiatic

writer, furnishes clear echoes of the epistle {Dial. 123), The
tract must have been in circulation throughout Asia Minor at

any rate before the end of the first quarter of the 2nd century.-*

The terminus a quo is approximately the period of the Fourth

Gospel’s composition, but there is no valid evidence to indicate

the priority of either, even upon the hypothesis that both came
fronj the same pen. The aim of each is too special to warrant

thUbnclusion that the epistle was intended to accompany or to

introduce the gospel.

Lxteraturk.—

T

he most adequate modem editions of the three

^istles are by Westcolt (3rd ed., 1892), H. J. Holtzmann {Hand-
Cummentarzum N. T.^rd m., 1908), B. Weiss (in Meyer, 6th ed.ftgoo),

Baljon (1904) and J. E. Belser (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1906). Briefer

English notes are furnished by W. Alexander (Speaker's Commentary,
1881), W. H. Bennett {Century Bible, 1901) and H. P. Forbes {InSemat.
Handbooks to New Testament, vol. iv., 1907)1 while Plummer has
a concise edition of the Greek text (in The Cambridge Greek Testament,

1886). Huther's edition (in Meyer, 1880) has been translated into

English (Edinburgh, 1882), like Rothe's (1878) invaluable commen-
tary on the first epistle (cf. Expository Times, vols. iii. v.). Otto
Baumgarten's popular edition in Die Schriften des N.T. (1907) is,

like t^t of Forbes, written from practically the same standpoint
as Holtzmann's. The earlier commentaries of Alford (2nd ed.,

^ “ The style is not flowing and articulated
;
tlic sentences come like

minute-guns, as they would drop from a natural Hebrew. The
writer moves, indeed, amidst that order of religious ideas which
meets us in the Fourth Gospel, and which was that of the Greek
world wherein he found himselt. He moves amongst these new
ideas, however, not with the practised felicity of the evangelist,

but with something of helplessness, although the depth and serene
beauty of his spirit give to all he says an infinite impressiveness and
charm " {M. Arnold. God and the Bible, ch. vi.).

* By the end of the 2nd century it appears to have been fairly

well known, to judge from Origen, Trenaeus (iii. 16, 8), and Clement of
Alexandria {Stran. ii. 15, 66). In the Muratorian canon, which
mentions two epistles of John, it seems to be reckoned (cf. Kuhn,
Das Murat. Fragment, pp. 58 seq.) as an appendix or sequel to the
Fourth Gospd. The aj^parent traces of its use in Ignatius (cf.

Smvm. vi. 2 = i John iii. 37; 5?»Mvr«. John iii. 14, and Eph.
xviii. =: 1 John v. ^ seem too insecure, of themselves, to warrant any
hypothesis of filiation.

1862), C. A. Wolf (2nd ed., 1885), Ewald {Die Jok. Briefc Uhersetzt und
erklaert, Gottingen. 1861-X8O2), and Liicke (3rd ed., revised by
Bertheau, 1856) still repay the reader, and among previous editions

those of W. Whiston {Comm, on St John's Three Catholic Epistles,

1719) and de Wette (1837, &c.) contain material of real exegetical

interest. Special editions of the first epistle have been published by
John Cotton (London, 1655), Neander (1851 ;

Eng. trans. New York,

1853), E. Haupt (1869; Eng. trans. 1879), Lias (1887) and C. Watson
(1801, expository) among others. Spwial studies by F. H. Kem
{De epistolae Joh, consilio, Tubingen, 1830), Erdmann {Primae Jok.
epist^ae argumentum, nexus et consilium, Berlin, 1855), C. £. Lu-
tnardt (De primae Joannis epistolae compositione, i860), J. Stock-
meyer {Die Structur des ersten Joh. Briefes, Basel, 1873) and, most
elaborately, by H. J. Holtzmann {Jahrb. fiir protest. Theologie, 1881,

pp. 090 seq.
;
1882, pp. 128 seq.,316 seq., 4O0 seq.). To the monographs

already noted in the course of this article may be added the essays by
Wiesinger {Studien und Kritiken, pp. 575 se^.) and Wohlenbcrg
(‘'Glossen zum ersten Johannisbrief," Neue Kirchliche Zeitschrift,

1902, pp. 233 seq., 632 seq.). On 2 John there are special comment-
aries and studies by Ritmeier {De electa domina, 1706), C. A. Kriegcle
{De icvpla Johannis, 1758), Ca^zov {Theolog. exeeetua, pp. 105-208),
11 . G. B. Muller {Comment, in secundum eptstolam Joannis, 1783),
C. Klug {De authentia, <fec., 1823), J. Rendel Harris (Expositor, 6th
series, 1901, pp. 194 seq.), W. M. Ramsay (ibid., pp. 354 seq.) and
GibbuiS (ibid., 1902, pp. 228-236), while, in addition to Hermann's
Comment, tn Joan. ep. III. (1778), P. L. Gachon {Authenticity de la

deuxitme et troisihne ypitres de Jean, 1851), Poggd {Der zweite und
driite Briefe d. Apostel Johannis, 1896), and Chapman {Journal of

Theological Studies, 1904, “ The Historical Setting of the Second and
the Third Epistles of St John ") have discussed both of the minor
epistiea togetoer. General studies of all three arc furnished by 11 . J

,

Holtzmann in Schenkcl's Bibd-Lexicon , iii. 342-352, Sabatier {Ency^
clop, des sciences rehpeuses, v'i. 177 sot^.), S. Cox {The Priuate Letters

of St Paul and St John, 1867), Farrar [Early Days of Christianity, clis.

xxxi., xxxiv. seq.), Gloag {Introduction to Catholic Epistles, 1887, pp.
256-350), S. D. I*'. Salmoml in Hastings's Diet. Bible (vol. ii.),G. H.
Chlbert {The First Interpreters of Jesus, 1901, pp. 301-332), and V.
Bartlet {The Apostolic Age, 1900, pp. 418 seq.)

; trom a more advanced
critical position by Cone (TAf? Gospel and its Earliest Interpretations,

1893, pp. 320-327), F. W. Schmiedel {Ency, Btb., 2556-2562, also in a
pamphlet, Evangeltum, Briefe, und Offenbarune des Johannes, 1906;
ling, trans., 1908), J. R6viUc {Le Quatvitme Evangile, 1901, pp. 49
seq.) and l^eiderer {Das Urchristentum, 2nd ed., 1902, pp. 390 seq.).

The problem of the f^i.stUs is discussed incidentally by many writer.s

on the Fourth Gospel, as well as by writers on New Testament
introduction like Zahn, Jacquier, Barth and Belser, on the Conserva-
tive side, and Hilgcnfcld, J iilicher and von Soden on the Liberal. On
the older Syriac version of 2 and 3 John, see Gwynn's article in

Hermathena (1890), pp. 281 «eq. On the general reception of the
three epistles in the early Church, Zahn's paragraphs (in his

Oeschichte d. N. T. Kanons, i. 209 seq., 374 seq., 905 seq,; ii. 48 seq,,

88 seq.) are the most adccpiate. (J. Mr.)

JOHN, GOSPEL OF ST, the fourth and latest of the Gospels,

in the Bible, and, next to that of St Mark, the shortest. The
present article will first describe its general structure and more

obvious contents; compare it with the Synoptic Go.spels; and

draw out its leading characteristics and final object. It will

then apply the tests thus gained to the narratives special to this

Gospel
;
and point out the book’s special difficulties and limits,

and its abiding appeal and greatness. And it will finally con-

sider the questions of its origin and authorship.

Analysis of Contents book's chief break is at xiil. i, the

solemn introduction to the feet-washing : all up to here reports Jesus’

signs and apologetic or polemical discourses to the outer world
;
hence

onwards it pictures tne manifestation of His glory to the inner

circle of His disciples. These two parts contain three sections each.

I, (i.) Introduces the whole work (i. i-ii. ii). (a) The prologue,

i. 1-18. The Logos existed before creation and time
;
was with the very

God and was God; and all things were made through Him. I'or

in this Logos is Life, and this Life is a T-ight which, though shining

in darkness, cannot be suppressed by it. This true Light became
flesh and tabernacled amongst us; and wc beheld His glory, as of an
Only-Begotten from the Father, full of grace and truth. John the

Baptist testified concerning Him, the I^gos-Light and Logos-Life

incarnate; but this Logos alone, who is in the bosom of the Father,

hath declared the very God. (It) The four days’ work (i. 19-50 -

On the first three days John declares that he is not the Christ,

proclaims Jesus to be the Christ, and sends his own disciples away to

Jesus. On the fourth day, Jesus Himself calls Philip and Nathanael,

(c) The seventh day’s first manifestation of the Incarnate Light's

glory (ii. i-ii); Jesus at Cana turns water into wine.

(ii.) Records the manifestations of the Light's and Life’s glory

and power to friend and foe (ii. 22-vi. 71). {d} Solemn inauguration

of the Messianic ministry (ii. 12-iii. 21) ; cleansing of the Temple and
prophecy of His resurrection; discourse to Nicod^us on baptismal

regeneration, (e) Three scenes in Juidea, Samaria, Galilee respec-

tively (iii. 3a-iv. 54); the Baptist's second testimony; Jesus’ discours
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with the woman at the well concerning the spiritual, universal
character of the new religion

;
and cure of the ruler's son, the reward

of faith in the simple word of Jesus. (/) Manifestation of Jesus as
the vivifying Life-Logos and its contradiction in Judea, v. : the
paralytic's cure, (g) Manifestation of Jesus as the heaven-descended
living Bread and its contradiction in Galilee, vi. ; multiplication of

the loaves; walking on the waters; and His discourse on the holy
Eucharist.

(iii.) Acute conflict between the New Light and the old darkness
(vii.-xii). (A) Self-manifestation of the Logos-Light in the Temple
(vii. i-x. 39). Journey to the feast of tabernacles; invitation to the
soul athirst to come to Him (the fountain of Life) and drink, and
proclamation of Himself as the Light of the world: cure of the man
born blind

;
allegory of the good shepherd. The allegory continued

at the feast of the dedication. They strive to stone or to take Him.
(i) The Logos-Life brings Lazarus to life; cfiects of the act (x. 40-xii.

50). Jesus withdraws beyond Jordan, and then comes to Bethany,
his friend Lazarus being buried three days; proclaims Himself the

Besurrection and the Life
;
and calls Lazarus baxdc to life. Some who

saw it report the act to the Pharisees
;
the Sanhedrim meets, Caiaphas

declares that one man must die for the people, and henceforward they
ceaselessly plan HiS' death, Jesus withdraws to the Judaean desert,

but soon returns, six days before Passover, to Bethany; Mary
anoints Him, a crowd comes to see Him and Lazarus, and the hier-

archs then plan the killing of Lazarus also. Next morning He rides

into Jerusalem on an ass's colt. Certain Greeks desire to see Him :

He declares the hour of His glorification to have come :
' Now My

soul is troubled. , , . Father, save Me from this hour. But for

this have 1 come unto this hour : Father, glorify Thy Name.*' A
voice answers, " I have glorified it and will glorify it again "

: some
think that an angol spoke; but Jesus explains that this voice was
not for His sake but for theirs. When lifted up from earth, He will

draw all men to Himself; they are to believe in Him, the Light.

The writer's concluding reflection . the small success of Jesus' activity

among the Jews. Once again He cries :
" 1 am come a Light into

tlic world, that whoso believeth in Me should not abide in darkness."

2. The Logos-Christ’s manifestation of His life and love to His
disciples, during the last supper, the passion, the ri.sen life (xiii.-xx.).

(iv.) The Last Supper (xiii.-xvii.). (/) Solemn washing of the dis-

ciples^ feet; the beloved disciple; designates the traitor; Judas goes
forth, it is night (xiii. 1-30). (/t) Last discourses, first series (xiii.

3i“Xiv, 31) : the new commandment, the otlier helper
;

‘ Arise, IcL
us go hence." Second series (xv. i-xvi. 33) ; allegory of the true
vine; " Greater love than this hath no man, that he lav dowm his

life for his friend "
;
the world's hatred

;
the spirit of truth shall lead

them into all truth; 1 came forth from the Father and am come
into the world, again I leave the world and go to the Father
" Be of good cheer, I have overcome the world." (/) The high-
priestly prayer (xvii). " Father, glorify Thy Son . . . with the
glory which I had with Thee before the world was . . . that to as
many as Thou hast given Him, He should give eternal life." " I

pray for them, I pray not for the world. 1 pray also for them that
shall believe in Me through their word, that they may be all one, as
Thou Father art in Me, and I in Thee."

(v.) The Passion (xviii. xix.). (m) In the garden: the Roman soldiers

come to apprehend Him, fall back upon the ground at His declara-
tion " I am He." Peter and Malchus. (n) Before Annas at night
and Caiaphas at dawn; Peter's denials (xviii. 12-27). (^) Before
Pilate (xviii. 28-40). Jesus declares, " My kingdom is not of this

world. I have come into the world that I may bear witness to the
truth : every one that is of the truth, heareth My voice "

;
Pilate asks

sceptically " What is truth ?
" and the crowd prefers Barabbas,

(p) The true king presented to the people as a mock-king; His
rejection by the Jews and abandonment to them (xix. 1-16). (q)

Jesus carries His cross to Golgotha, and is crucified there between two
others; the cross's title and Pilate’s refusal to alter it

( xix. 17-22).

(y) The soldiers cast lots upon His garments and seamless tunic;
His mother with two faithful women and the beloved disciple at
the cross’s fool

;
His commendation of His mother and the disciple

to each other; His last two sayings in deliberate accomplishment
of scripture " 1 thirst," "It is accomplished.'* He gives up the
spirit

;
His bones remain unbroken

;
and from His spear-lanced side

blood and water issue (xix, 23-37). (s) The two nobles, Joseph of

Arimathaca and Nicodemus, bind the dead body in a winding
sheet with one hundred pounds of precious spices, and place it in a
new monument in a near garden, since the sabbath is at hand.

(vi.) The risen Jesus, Lord and God (xx.). (<) At earlydawn on the
first day of the wedk, Mary Magdalen, finding the stone rolled away
from the monument, runs to tell Peter and the beloved disciple that
the Lord's body has been removed. Peter and the other disciple
run to the grave; the latter, arriving first, enters only after Peter
has gone in and noted the empty grave-clothes—enters and believes,
.After their departure, Mary sees two angels where His body liad lain

and turning away beholds Jesus standing, yet recognizes Him only
when He addresses her. He bids her " Do not touch Me, for I have
not yet ascended but to tell His brethren " I ascend to My Falher
and to your Father, to My God and to your God." And she does so.

(w) Second ajmarition (xx. 19-23). Later on the same day, the doors
lieing shut, Jesus appears amongst His disciples, shows ^em His
(pierced) hands ancf side, and solemnly commissions and endows

them for the apostolate by the words, *' As the Father hath sent
Me. so I send you," and by breathing upon them saying " Receive the
Holy Spirit : whose sins ye remit, they are remitted to them; whose
sins ye retain, they are retained.*" (v) Third apparition and culminat-
ing saying; conclusion of entire book (xx. 24-31). Thomas, who had
been absent, doubts the resurrection

;
Jesus comes and submits to the

doubter’s tests. Thomas exclaims, "My Lord and my God";
but Jesus declares " Blessed are they that have not seen and yet
have believed." *' Now Jesus," concludes the writer, " did many
other signs, . . . but these are written, that ye may believe that
lesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that believing ye may have
ufe in His name."
The above analysis is rough, since even distantly placed sections,

indeed the two parts themselves, are interrelated -by delicate com-
plex references on and back. And it omits the account of the
adulteress (vii. 53-viii. 11): (a valuable report of an actuid occuaence
which probably belonged to some primitive document otherwise
incorporated by the Sjmoptists), because it is quite ua-Johannine
in vocabulary, style and character, intercepts the Gospd's thread
wherever plac^, and is absent from its best MSS. It also omits xxi.
This chapter’s first two stages contain an important early historical
document of S^optic tyj^

;
Jesus' apparition to seven disciples

by the Lake of Galilee and the miraculous draught of fishes; and
Peter's threefold confession and Jesus* threefold commission to
him. And its third stage, Jesus' prophecies to Peter and to the
beloved disciple concerning tneir future, and the declaration " This
is the disciple who testifies to these things and who has written them,
and we know that his testimony is true," is doubBess written by the
redactor of the previous two stages. This writer imitates, but is

different from, the great author of the first twenty chapters.

Comparison with the Synohtists.—The following are the most
obvious diflerences between tnc original book and the Synoptists.

John has a metaphysical prologue; Matthew and Luke have historical

prologues; and Mark is without any prologue. The earthly scene
IS here Judea, indeed Jerusalem, with out five breaks (vi. i-vii. xo)

is the only long one; whilst over two-thirds of each Synoptist deal
with Galilee or Samaria. The ministry here lasts about three and a
half years (it begins some months before the first Passover, ii. 13;
the feast of v. X is probably a second

;
the third occurs vi. 4 ;

and on
the fourth, xi. 55, He dies) : whilst the Synoptists have but the one
Passover of His death, after barely a year ofministry. Here Jesus*
teaching contains no parables and but three allegories, the Synop-
tists present it as parabolic through and through. Here not one
exorcism occurs; in the Synoptists the exorcisms are as prominent
as the cures and the preaching. John has, besides the passion, seven
accounts in common with the Synoptists : the Baptist and Jesus,
(i. X9-34)

;
cleansing of the Temple (ii. 13-X6)

;
euro of the centurion’s

(ruler's) servant (son) (iv. 46-54); multiplication of the loaves (vi.

1-13); walking u^n the %vatcr (vi, x6-2i); anointing at Bethany,
(xii. 1-8),; entry into Jerusalem (xii. 12-16) : all unique occurrences.

In the first, John describes how the Baptist, on Tesus^ approach, cries
" Behold the Lamb of God, which takeui away the sins of the world "

;

and how he says " I saw the spirit descending i^n Him, and I bore
witness that this is the Son of God." But the Synoptists, especially

Mark, give the slow steps in even the apostles’ realization of Jesus'
Messianic character

;
only at Caesarea Philippi Simon alone, for the

first time, clearly discerns it, Jesus declaring that His Father has
revealed it to Him, and yet Simon is still scandalized at the thought
of a suffering Messiah (Mark viii. 28-34). some two weeks
before the end is He proclaimed Messiah at Jericho (x. 46-48); then
in Jerusalem, five days before dying for this upon the cross (xi. i-io,

XV. 37). As to the Baptist, in all three Synoptists, he baptizes Jesus,

and in Mark i. 10, ii it is Jesus who sees the Spirit descending upon
Himself on His emerging from beneath the water, and it is to
Himself that God's .voice is addressed; in John, Jesus’ baptism is

ignored, only the Spirit remains hovering above Him, as a sign for

the Baptist's instruction. And in Matt. xi. 2-6, the Baptist, several

months after the Jordan scene, sends from his prison to ascertain if

Jesus is indeed the Messiah; in John, the Baptist remains at large

so as again (iii. 22-3O) to proclaim Jesus' heavenly provenance.
The cleansing of the Temple occurs in the Synoptists four days
before His death, and instantly determines the hierarchs to seek His
destruction (Mark xi. T5-18); John puts it three years back, as an
appropriate irontispiece to His complete claims and work.

ihe passion-narratives reveal the following main differences.

John omits, at the last supper, its central point, the great historic

act of the holy eucharist, carefully given by the Synoptists and
St Paul, having provided a highly doctrinal equivalent in the discourse

on the living bread, here spoken by Jesus in Capemaum over a year
before the passion (vi. 4), the day after the multiplication of the
loaves. 'This transference is doubtless connected with the change in

the relations between the time of the Passover meal and that of His
death : in the Synoptists, the Thursday evening's supper is a true

Passover meal, the lamb had been slain that afternoon and Jesus dies

some twenty-four hours later; in John, the supper is not a Passover-

mcal, the Passover is celebrated on Friday, and Jesus, proclaimed
here from the first, the Lamb of God, dies whilst the paschal lambs,
His prototypes, are bdng slain. The scene in the garden is without
the agony ot Gethsemane

;
a faintecho of this historic anguish appears

in the scene with the Greeks four days earlier, and even that peaceful
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to, and answer of, l/ather occurs only fpr His ioUowers'

saaqs. In the garden Jesns here Himaolt goes iorth to meet His
captorii, and theee iajlhack in>on tho ground, on His revealing Him-
self a« Jesus of Naaareth. Ttie long scenes with Pilate culminate
in the gi'eat sayings concerning His kingdom not being of this world
and the object of this His coming being to bear witness to tho truth,

thus explaining how, though atiirming kingship (Mark xv. 2) He
could be itmocent. in John He does not declare HimBcU Messiah

before the Jowisli Sanhedrin (Mark xiv. (Ji) but declares Himself

supermundane regal witness to the truth before the Roman governor.

The scene on Calvary difieta 4s follows: In the Syno^ists the

soldiers divide His garments among them, casting lota (Mark xv.

l
in John they nrake four of them and cast lots concerning

His Boamlo&s tunic, thus fulfilling tlie text, " They divided My gar-

ments among thorn ami upon My vesture they cast the

paraUqUsm of Hebrew jKH^try, which twice describes one fact,

being taken as witnessing tu two, and the tunic doubtless symbol-
iiing the unity of tho Church, os in Philo the high priest's seapaloas

robe symbolizes the indivisible unity of tho universe, ej^prosaive of

Um Logos {De ebnetatet xxi.). In the Synopilsts, of His followers

only women—the caroful, seemingly exhaustive lists do not include

His mother—^remain, looking on ‘ from afar" (Mai*k xv. 40); in

John, His mother stand.s with the two other Marys and the beloved
disciple beneath the cross, and " from that hour the disciple took her

unto his own (house),” while in the older literature His mother docs
not appear m Jerusalem till just before I'ontecost, and with " His
brethren" (Acts i. 14). Aud John alone tells how the bones of the
dead body roiiiained unbroken, fuUiUing the ordinance as to the
paschal lamb (Kxod. xii. 4<:>) and how blood and water flow from His
spear-pierced side : thus the Lamb " Uketh away the sins of the

world " by shedding His blood w inch ' cleansolh us from every sin

and " He cometh by water and blood," Instorically at Mis baptism
and crucifixion, and mystically to uaeh faitlilul soul in baptism and
the eucharisl. The story of the risen Christ (xx.) shows dependence
on and contra.st to tho Synoptic accounts. Its two halves liave each
a negative and a positive scene. The empty grave (i~io) and the
apparition to tho Magdalen (ii-iS) together correspond to the mes-
sage brought by the women (Matt, xxvm i-io)

;
and the apparition

to the ten joyously believing apostles (19--23) and tlien to the sadly

doubting Thomas (24-29) together correspond to Luke xxiv. .V>-45»

whore the eleven apostles jointly receive one visit from the risen

One, and both iloubt and believe, mourn ami rejoice.

The Jolvannine discourses reveal difterences from the Synoptists
so profound as to be admitted by all. Here Jesus, the Baptist and
the writer speak so much alike that it is sometimes impossible to

.say where each speaker begins and ends : e.g. in lii. 27-30, 3r--3().

The speeches dwell upon Jesus' person and work, as wc shall hnd,

with a didactic directness, philosophical terminology aud denuncia-
tory exclusiveness unmatched in the bynoptist sayings. " This is

eternal life, that they may know Thee the only true Ciod and Jesus
Christ whom Thou htast sent " (xvii. 3), is pai l of tho high-priestly

prayer
;
yet V6re Calmes, with the papal censor's approbation, says,

^ It seom^to us jmpos.sible not to admit that we have here dogmatic
tlevol^nfmts explicable rather by the evangelist's habits of miad
tlian actual words of Jesus." " 1 have told you of earthly

things and you believe not; how sliall ye believe if I tell you of

heavenly things ? " (iii. 12), and " Ye arc from beneath, I am from
above" (viii. 23), give us a Plato- (Philo-) like upper, " true" world,

and a lower, delusive world. " Ye .shall die in your .sins ” (viii, ai)

;

ye are from your father the devil " (viii. 44) ;

" T am the door of

the alioop, all they that came before Me are thieves and robbers,"

(x. 7, 8);
" they have no excuse for their sin" (xv. 22)-~contra8t

strongly with the yearning over Jerusalem :
" The blood of Abel the

just " and " the blood of Zacbarias son of Barachias " (Matt, xxiii-

35-57; and " Father, forgive them : for they know not what they do
"

Luko xxiU. 34) . And whilst the Synoptist speeches and actions stand

in loose and natural relation to each other, the Johannine deeds so

closely illustrate the sayings tliat each set everywhere suppleuwnta
the other : the history itself here tends to become one long alleg^.
So with the woman at the well and " the living water "

;
the multipli-

cation of the loaves and " the living Bread "
;

“ I ant the Light of the

world " and. tlie blind man’s cure; " I am the Resurrection and the
Life " and the raising of Lazarus; indeed even with the Temple-
clean.s'ing and the propiiecy as to Hi.s resurrection, Nicodemus's
night visit and " men loved the darkness ratlior than the light,"

the cure of tlio inoperative paralytic and " My l''ather and 1 work
hitherto," tlie walking phwitom-like uppu the waters (John vi.

15-21; Mark vi. 49), and the df?claration concerning the eucharist,

"the spirit it is lliat quickeneth" (John vi. 63). Only some six-

teen Synoptic sayings re^pear here
;
but w’e are given some great

new sayings full of the Synoptic spirit.

Charactmstifs and Object ,—The Ixiok’.s character results from

the eemtinuous operation of four great tendencies. There is

everywhere a readiness to handle traditional, largely historical,

materials with a sovereign freedom, controlled and limited by
doctrinal convictions and devotional experiences alone. There

is everywhere the mystic’s d(?ep love for double, even treble

I

meanings : the “ again ” in. iii. 2, means, literally, from
the beginning.” to be physically born again; morally, to become
as a little child ; mystically, ” from heaven, God/’ to be spiritu-

ally renewed. ” Judgment ” in the popular sense,

condemnation, a future act
;
in the mystical sense, discrimination,

a present fact. There is everywhere the influence of certain

central ideas, partly identical with, but largely developments

of, those less reflectively operative in the Synoptists. Thus six

great terms are characteristic of, or even special to, this Gospel.

The Only-Begotten ” is most nearly reached by St Paul’s

term ** Ilis own Son.” The ** Wprd,” or ” Logos,” is a term

dea'ived from Heracleitus of Ephesus and the Stoics, through

the Alexandrian Jew Philo, but conceived here throughout as

definitely personal. ” The Light of the World ” the Jesus-

Logos here proclaims Himself to be ; in the Synoptists He only

declares His disciples to he such, “ The Paraclete,” as in

Phib, is a “helper,” “intercessor”; but in Philo he is the

intelligible universe, whilst here He is a self-conscious Spirit.

“ Truth,” “ the truth,” “ to know,” have here a prominence

and .significance far beyond their Synoptic or even their Pauline

use. And above all stand the uses of “ Life,” “ Eternal Life.”

The living ever-working Father (vi. 57; v. 17) has a Logos in

whom is Life (i. 4), an ever-working Son (v. 17), who declare.^

IIim.self “ the living Bread,” “the Resurrection and the Life.”

“ the Way, the Truth and the Life ” (vi. 51 ;
xi. 25 ;

xiv. 16) : so

that Father and Son quicken whom they will (v. 21); the Father’s

commandment is life everlasting, and Jesus’ words are spirit

and life (xii, 50; vi. 63, 68). The term, already Synoptic, takes

over here most of the connotations of the “ Kingdom of God,”

the standing Synoptic expression, which appears here only in

iii. 3-5; xviii. 36. Note that the term “ the Logos ” is peculiar

to the Apocalypse (xix. 13), and the prologue here; but that, as

Light and Life, the Ixigos-conccption is present throughout the

book. And ihu.s there is everywhere a striving to coniettiplate

history sub specie aeternitatis and to englobe the successiveness

of man in the simultaneity of God.

Narratives Peculiar to John.—Of his seven great symbolical,

doctrinally interpreted “ signs,” John shares three, the cure of

the ruler’s son, the multiplication of the loaves, the walking on
the waters, with the Synoptists

:
yet here the first is transformed

almost beyond recognition; and the two others only typify and
prepare the eucharistic discourse. Of the four purely Johanninp
signs, two—the cures of the paralytic (v, 1-16), and of the m^m
born blind (ix. 1-34)—are, admittedly, profoundly symbolical.

In the first case, the man’s physical and spiritual letliargy are

closely interconnected and strongly contrasted with the ever-

artive God and His Logos. In the second case there is also the

closest parallel between physical blindness cured, and spiritual

darkness dispelled, by the Logos-Light as described in the

accompanying discourse. Both narratives are doubtless based

upon actual occurrences—the cures narrated in Mark ii., iii., viii.,

X. and scenes witnessed by the writer in later times; yet here

they do but picture our Lord’s spiritual work in the human soul

achieved throughout Christian history. We cannot well claim

more than these three kinds of reality for the first and the last

signs, the miracle at Cana and the resurrection of La?arus,

For the marriage-feast sign yields throughout an aljegorical

meaning. Water stands in this Gospel for what is still but

symbol; thus the water-pots serve here the external Jewish

ablutions—old bottles which the “ new wine ” of the Gospel 13

to burst (Mark ii. 22). Wine is the blood of the new covenant,

and He will drink the fruit of the vine new in the Kingdom of

God (Mark xiv. 23-25); the vineyard where He Himself is the

true Vine (Mark xii. i; John xv. i). And ” the kingdom of

heaven is like to a marriage-feast ” (Matt. xxii. 2); Jesus is the

Bridegroom (Mark ii. 19);
” the marr^e of the Lamb has

come ” (Rev. xix. 7).
” They have no wine ”

: the hopelessness

of the old conditions is announced here by the true Israel, the

Messiah’s spiritual mother, theawe “ woman ” who in Rev. xii.

2, 5
“ brought forth a man-ohiki who was to rule all nations.”

Cardinal Newman admits that the latter woman represents

the church, this is the real or direct sense ”
;
yet as her man-child
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b certainly the Memiah, this church must be the faithful Jewish
dmrch. Thus also the ** woman at the wedding and beneath

the cross stands primarily for the faithful oSd Testament
community^ corresponding to the beloved disciple^ the typical

New Testament follower of her Son, the Messiah : in each case

the devotional accommodation to His earthly mother is equally

ancient and legitimate. He answers her My hour is not yet

come/' i,e, in the symbolic story, the moment for working the

miracle; in the symbolieed reality, liie hour of His death,, con-

dition for the spirit's advent; and “what is there between Me
and thee ? '' i.e. “ My motives spring no more from the old

religion," words devoid of difficulty, if spoken thus by the

Eternal Logos to the passing Jewish church . The transformation

is soon afterwards accomplished, but in symbol only; the “ hour
"

of the full sense is still over three years off. Already Philo says
“ the Logos is the master of the spiritual drinking-feast," and
“ let Melchisedeck "—the Logos—" in lieu of water offer wine to

souls and inebriate them " (De sotnn. ii. 37 ; Legg. all, hi. i6).

But in John this symbolism figures a great historic fact, the

joyous freshness of Jesus’ ministerial beginnings, as indicated

in the sayings of the Bridegroom and of the new wine, a fresh-

ness typical of Jesus’ ceaseless renovation of souls.

The raising of Lazarus, in appearance a massive, definitely

localized historical fact, requires a similar interpretation, unless

we would, in favour of the direct historicity of a story peculiar

to a profoundly allegorical treatise, ruin the historical trust-

worthiness of the largely historical Synoptists in precisely their

most complete and verisimilar part. For especially in Mark,
the passing through Jericho, the entry into Jerusalem, the

Temple-cleansing and its immediate effect upon the hierarchs,

their next day’s interrogatory, " By what authority doest thou

these things ? " i.e. the cleansing (x. 46-xi. 33), are all closely

interdependent and lead at once to His discussions with llis

Jerusalem opponents (xii. xiii.), and to the anointing, last

supper, and passion (xiv. xv.). John’s last and greatest symbolic

sign replaces those historic motives, since here it is the raising

of Lazarus which determines the hierarchs to kill Jesus (xi. 46-

52), and occasions the crowds which accompany and meet Him
on His entry (xii. 9-19). The intrinsic improbabilities of the

narrative, if taken as direct historj^, are also great
:

Jesus’

deliberate delay of two days to secure His friend’s dying, and
His rejoicing at the death, since thus He can revivify His friend

and bring His disciples to believe in Himself as the Life; His

deliberate weeping over the death which He has thus let happen,

yet His anger at the similar tears of Lazarus’s other friends; and
His praying, as He tells the Father in the prayer itself, simply

to edify the bystanders : all point to a doctrinal allegory.

Indeed the climax of the whole account is already reach^ in

Jesus’ great saying: “ I am the Resurrection and the Life; he
that believeth in Me . . . shall not die for ever," and in Martha’s

answer :
“ I believe that Thou art the Christ, the Son of God,

who hast come into the world" (xi. 26, 27); the sign which
follows is but the pictorial representation of this abiding truth.

The materials for the allegory will have been certain Old Testa-

ment narratives, but especially the* Synoptic accounts of Jesus’

raisings of Jairus’s daughter and of the widow’s son (Marie v.;

Luke vii.). Mary and Martha are admittedly identical with the

sisters in Luke x. 38-42 ;
and already some Greek fathers connect

the Lazarus of this allegory with the Lazarus of the parable

(Luke xvi. 19-^31). In the parable Lazarus returns not to earth,

since Abraham foresees that the rich man’s brethren would
disbelieve even if one rose from the dead; in the corresponding

allegory, Lazarus does actually return to fife, and the Jews
believe so little as to determine upon killing the very Life

Himself.

Special Difficulties and Special Greatness. difficulties,

limitations and temporary means special to the book are

closely connected with its ready appeal and abiding power; let

us tajce both sets of things together, in three couples of inter-

related price and gift.

The book’s method and form are p^adingly allegorical
;
its

instinct and aim are profoundly mystical. Now from Philo to

Origen we have a long Helleiiistic, Jewirii and’ Christian app^-
tion of that albembracing altegonSsm, where one ^ing kands
for another and where no factual details resist resohition into a
symbol of religious ideas and forces. Thus Philo had, in bis

life of Moses, allegorized the Pentateuchal narratives so as to
represent him as mediator, saviour, intercessor of his people,

the one great organ of revelation, and the soul’s guide from the
false lower worid into the upper true one. The Fourth Go^ef
is the noblest instance of this kind of bterature, of which the
truth depends not on the factual accuracy of the symbolizing
appearances but on the truth of the ideas and ezpenences thus
symboliaed. And Origen is still full of spontaneous sympathy
with its pervading allcgorism. But this method has lost its

attraction
;
the Synoptists, with their rarer and r>light!erpragmatic

rearrangements and their greater closeness to our Lofd’s ac^al
words, deeds, experiences, environment, now come home to us
as indefinitely richer in content and stimulative appeal. Yet
mysticism persists, as the intuitive and emotional apprehension
of the most specifically religious of all truths, viz. the alrea<^

full, operative existence of eternal beauty, truth and goodness,

of infinite Personality and Spirit independently of our action,

and not, as in ethics, the simple possibility and obligation for

ourselves to produce such-like things. And of this elemental

mode of apprehension and root-truth, the Johannine Gospel is

the greatest literary document and incentive extant : its ulti-

mate aim and deepest content retain ail their potency.

The l^ok contains an intellectualist, static, determmist,
abstractive trend. In Luke x. 25-28, eternal life depends upon
loving God and man; here it consists in knowing the one true

God and Christ whom He has sent. In the Synoptists, Jesus
“grows in favour with God and man," passes through true

human experiences and trials, prays alone on the mountain-side,

and dies with a cry of desolation; here the Logos’ watchword is

“ I am/’ He has deliberately to stir up emotion in Himself,

never prays for Himself, and in the garden and on the cross

shows but power and self-possession. Here we find “ ye cannot
hear, cannot believe, because ye are not from God, not of My-
sheep " (viii. 47, x. 26); “ the world cannot receive the spirit

of truth " (xiv. 17). Yet the ethical current appears here also

strongly ;
“ he who doeth the truth, cometh to the light

’’

(iii. 21),
“ if you love Me, keep My commandments " (xiv. 15).

Libertarianism is here :
“ the light came, but men loved the

darkness better than the light," “ ye will ndt come to Me "

(iii. 19, V. 40); hence the appeal “ abide in Me "—the branch
can cease to be in Him the Vine (xv. 4,*2). Indeed even those

first currents stand here for the deepest religious truths, the

prevenience of God and man’s affinity to Him. “ Not we bred
God (first), but He (first) loved us “ let us love Him, because

He first loved us" (i John iv. 10, 19); “no man can come to

Me, unless the Father draw him " (vi. 44), a drawing which
effects a hunger and thirst for Christ and God (iv. 14, vi. 35).

Thus man’s .spirit,, ever largely but potential, can respond

actively to the historic Jesus, because already touched and made
hungry by the all-actual Spirit-God who made that soul akin

unto Himself.

The book has an outer protective shell of acutely polemical

and exclusive moods and insistences, whilst certain splendid

Synoptic breadths and reconciliations are npwhere reached; but
this IS primarily because it is fighting, more consciously than

they, for that inalienable ideal of all deepest religion, unity, even

external and corporate, amongst alt believers. The “ Pneu-

matic " Gospel comes thus specially to emphasize certain central

historical facts; and, the most explicitly institutional and
sacramental of the four, to proclaim the mo.st universalistic and
developmental of all Biblical sayings. Here indeed Jesus will

not pray for the world (xvii. 9); “ ye shall die in your sms," He
insists to His opponents (viii. 44, 24); it is the Jews generally

who appear throughout as such; nowhere is there a word as to

forgiving our enemies; and the commandment of love is desig-

nated 1^ Jesus as His, as new, and as binding the disciples to
“ love one another ” within the community to which He gives

His "example " (xv. 12, xiii. 34, 15). In the Synoptists, the
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to, and answer of, l/ather occurs only fpr His ioUowers'

saaqs. In the garden Jesns here Himaolt goes iorth to meet His
captorii, and theee iajlhack in>on tho ground, on His revealing Him-
self a« Jesus of Naaareth. Ttie long scenes with Pilate culminate
in the gi'eat sayings concerning His kingdom not being of this world
and the object of this His coming being to bear witness to tho truth,

thus explaining how, though atiirming kingship (Mark xv. 2) He
could be itmocent. in John He does not declare HimBcU Messiah

before the Jowisli Sanhedrin (Mark xiv. (Ji) but declares Himself

supermundane regal witness to the truth before the Roman governor.

The scene on Calvary difieta 4s follows: In the Syno^ists the

soldiers divide His garments among them, casting lota (Mark xv.

l
in John they nrake four of them and cast lots concerning

His Boamlo&s tunic, thus fulfilling tlie text, " They divided My gar-

ments among thorn ami upon My vesture they cast the

paraUqUsm of Hebrew jKH^try, which twice describes one fact,

being taken as witnessing tu two, and the tunic doubtless symbol-
iiing the unity of tho Church, os in Philo the high priest's seapaloas

robe symbolizes the indivisible unity of tho universe, ej^prosaive of

Um Logos {De ebnetatet xxi.). In the Synopilsts, of His followers

only women—the caroful, seemingly exhaustive lists do not include

His mother—^remain, looking on ‘ from afar" (Mai*k xv. 40); in

John, His mother stand.s with the two other Marys and the beloved
disciple beneath the cross, and " from that hour the disciple took her

unto his own (house),” while in the older literature His mother docs
not appear m Jerusalem till just before I'ontecost, and with " His
brethren" (Acts i. 14). Aud John alone tells how the bones of the
dead body roiiiained unbroken, fuUiUing the ordinance as to the
paschal lamb (Kxod. xii. 4<:>) and how blood and water flow from His
spear-pierced side : thus the Lamb " Uketh away the sins of the

world " by shedding His blood w inch ' cleansolh us from every sin

and " He cometh by water and blood," Instorically at Mis baptism
and crucifixion, and mystically to uaeh faitlilul soul in baptism and
the eucharisl. The story of the risen Christ (xx.) shows dependence
on and contra.st to tho Synoptic accounts. Its two halves liave each
a negative and a positive scene. The empty grave (i~io) and the
apparition to tho Magdalen (ii-iS) together correspond to the mes-
sage brought by the women (Matt, xxvm i-io)

;
and the apparition

to the ten joyously believing apostles (19--23) and tlien to the sadly

doubting Thomas (24-29) together correspond to Luke xxiv. .V>-45»

whore the eleven apostles jointly receive one visit from the risen

One, and both iloubt and believe, mourn ami rejoice.

The Jolvannine discourses reveal difterences from the Synoptists
so profound as to be admitted by all. Here Jesus, the Baptist and
the writer speak so much alike that it is sometimes impossible to

.say where each speaker begins and ends : e.g. in lii. 27-30, 3r--3().

The speeches dwell upon Jesus' person and work, as wc shall hnd,

with a didactic directness, philosophical terminology aud denuncia-
tory exclusiveness unmatched in the bynoptist sayings. " This is

eternal life, that they may know Thee the only true Ciod and Jesus
Christ whom Thou htast sent " (xvii. 3), is pai l of tho high-priestly

prayer
;
yet V6re Calmes, with the papal censor's approbation, says,

^ It seom^to us jmpos.sible not to admit that we have here dogmatic
tlevol^nfmts explicable rather by the evangelist's habits of miad
tlian actual words of Jesus." " 1 have told you of earthly

things and you believe not; how sliall ye believe if I tell you of

heavenly things ? " (iii. 12), and " Ye arc from beneath, I am from
above" (viii. 23), give us a Plato- (Philo-) like upper, " true" world,

and a lower, delusive world. " Ye .shall die in your .sins ” (viii, ai)

;

ye are from your father the devil " (viii. 44) ;

" T am the door of

the alioop, all they that came before Me are thieves and robbers,"

(x. 7, 8);
" they have no excuse for their sin" (xv. 22)-~contra8t

strongly with the yearning over Jerusalem :
" The blood of Abel the

just " and " the blood of Zacbarias son of Barachias " (Matt, xxiii-

35-57; and " Father, forgive them : for they know not what they do
"

Luko xxiU. 34) . And whilst the Synoptist speeches and actions stand

in loose and natural relation to each other, the Johannine deeds so

closely illustrate the sayings tliat each set everywhere suppleuwnta
the other : the history itself here tends to become one long alleg^.
So with the woman at the well and " the living water "

;
the multipli-

cation of the loaves and " the living Bread "
;

“ I ant the Light of the

world " and. tlie blind man’s cure; " I am the Resurrection and the
Life " and the raising of Lazarus; indeed even with the Temple-
clean.s'ing and the propiiecy as to Hi.s resurrection, Nicodemus's
night visit and " men loved the darkness ratlior than the light,"

the cure of tlio inoperative paralytic and " My l''ather and 1 work
hitherto," tlie walking phwitom-like uppu the waters (John vi.

15-21; Mark vi. 49), and the df?claration concerning the eucharist,

"the spirit it is lliat quickeneth" (John vi. 63). Only some six-

teen Synoptic sayings re^pear here
;
but w’e are given some great

new sayings full of the Synoptic spirit.

Charactmstifs and Object ,—The Ixiok’.s character results from

the eemtinuous operation of four great tendencies. There is

everywhere a readiness to handle traditional, largely historical,

materials with a sovereign freedom, controlled and limited by
doctrinal convictions and devotional experiences alone. There

is everywhere the mystic’s d(?ep love for double, even treble

I

meanings : the “ again ” in. iii. 2, means, literally, from
the beginning.” to be physically born again; morally, to become
as a little child ; mystically, ” from heaven, God/’ to be spiritu-

ally renewed. ” Judgment ” in the popular sense,

condemnation, a future act
;
in the mystical sense, discrimination,

a present fact. There is everywhere the influence of certain

central ideas, partly identical with, but largely developments

of, those less reflectively operative in the Synoptists. Thus six

great terms are characteristic of, or even special to, this Gospel.

The Only-Begotten ” is most nearly reached by St Paul’s

term ** Ilis own Son.” The ** Wprd,” or ” Logos,” is a term

dea'ived from Heracleitus of Ephesus and the Stoics, through

the Alexandrian Jew Philo, but conceived here throughout as

definitely personal. ” The Light of the World ” the Jesus-

Logos here proclaims Himself to be ; in the Synoptists He only

declares His disciples to he such, “ The Paraclete,” as in

Phib, is a “helper,” “intercessor”; but in Philo he is the

intelligible universe, whilst here He is a self-conscious Spirit.

“ Truth,” “ the truth,” “ to know,” have here a prominence

and .significance far beyond their Synoptic or even their Pauline

use. And above all stand the uses of “ Life,” “ Eternal Life.”

The living ever-working Father (vi. 57; v. 17) has a Logos in

whom is Life (i. 4), an ever-working Son (v. 17), who declare.^

IIim.self “ the living Bread,” “the Resurrection and the Life.”

“ the Way, the Truth and the Life ” (vi. 51 ;
xi. 25 ;

xiv. 16) : so

that Father and Son quicken whom they will (v. 21); the Father’s

commandment is life everlasting, and Jesus’ words are spirit

and life (xii, 50; vi. 63, 68). The term, already Synoptic, takes

over here most of the connotations of the “ Kingdom of God,”

the standing Synoptic expression, which appears here only in

iii. 3-5; xviii. 36. Note that the term “ the Logos ” is peculiar

to the Apocalypse (xix. 13), and the prologue here; but that, as

Light and Life, the Ixigos-conccption is present throughout the

book. And ihu.s there is everywhere a striving to coniettiplate

history sub specie aeternitatis and to englobe the successiveness

of man in the simultaneity of God.

Narratives Peculiar to John.—Of his seven great symbolical,

doctrinally interpreted “ signs,” John shares three, the cure of

the ruler’s son, the multiplication of the loaves, the walking on
the waters, with the Synoptists

:
yet here the first is transformed

almost beyond recognition; and the two others only typify and
prepare the eucharistic discourse. Of the four purely Johanninp
signs, two—the cures of the paralytic (v, 1-16), and of the m^m
born blind (ix. 1-34)—are, admittedly, profoundly symbolical.

In the first case, the man’s physical and spiritual letliargy are

closely interconnected and strongly contrasted with the ever-

artive God and His Logos. In the second case there is also the

closest parallel between physical blindness cured, and spiritual

darkness dispelled, by the Logos-Light as described in the

accompanying discourse. Both narratives are doubtless based

upon actual occurrences—the cures narrated in Mark ii., iii., viii.,

X. and scenes witnessed by the writer in later times; yet here

they do but picture our Lord’s spiritual work in the human soul

achieved throughout Christian history. We cannot well claim

more than these three kinds of reality for the first and the last

signs, the miracle at Cana and the resurrection of La?arus,

For the marriage-feast sign yields throughout an aljegorical

meaning. Water stands in this Gospel for what is still but

symbol; thus the water-pots serve here the external Jewish

ablutions—old bottles which the “ new wine ” of the Gospel 13

to burst (Mark ii. 22). Wine is the blood of the new covenant,

and He will drink the fruit of the vine new in the Kingdom of

God (Mark xiv. 23-25); the vineyard where He Himself is the

true Vine (Mark xii. i; John xv. i). And ” the kingdom of

heaven is like to a marriage-feast ” (Matt. xxii. 2); Jesus is the

Bridegroom (Mark ii. 19);
” the marr^e of the Lamb has

come ” (Rev. xix. 7).
” They have no wine ”

: the hopelessness

of the old conditions is announced here by the true Israel, the

Messiah’s spiritual mother, theawe “ woman ” who in Rev. xii.

2, 5
“ brought forth a man-ohiki who was to rule all nations.”

Cardinal Newman admits that the latter woman represents

the church, this is the real or direct sense ”
;
yet as her man-child
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the very real and important presbyter is completely unknown to

IrenaeuSj and his conclusion as to the book’s authorship resulted

apparently from a comparison of its contents with Polycarp’s

teaching. If the presbyter wrote Revelation and was Polycarp’s

master, such a mistake could easily arise. Certainly Polycrates,

bishop of Ephesus, made a precisely similar mistake when about

190 he described the Philip “ who rests in Hierapolis ” as “ one

of the twelve apostles,” since Eusebius rightly identifies this

Philip with the deacon of Acts xxi. A positive testimony for

the critical conclusion is derived from the existence of a group
of Asia Minor Christians who about 165 rejected the Gospel as

not by John but by Cerinthus. The attribution is doubtless

mistaken. But could Christians sufficiently numerous to

deserve a long discussion by St Epiphanius in 374-377, who
upheld the Synoptists, stoutly opposed the Gnostics and Mon-
tanists, and had escaped every special designation till the

bishop nicknamed them the “ Alogoi ” (irrational rejectors of

the Logos-Gospel), dare, in such a time and country, to hold

such views, had the apostolic origin been incontestable ? Surely

not. The Alexandrian Clement, Tertullian, Origen, Eusebius,

Jerome and Augustine only tell of the Zcbedean what is trace-

able to stories told by Papias of others, to passages of Revelation

and the Gospel, or to the assured fact of the long-lived Asian

presbyter.

As to the internal evidence, if the Gospel typifies various im-

perfect or sinful attitudes in Nicodemus, the Samaritan woman
and Thomas; if even the mother appears to symbolize faithful

Israel : then, profoundly spiritual and forward-looking as it is,

a type of the perfect disciple, not all unlike Clement’s perfect
“ Gnostic,” could hardly be omitted by it

;
and the precise details

of this figure may well be only ideally, mystically true. The
original work nowhere identifies this disciple with any particular

historic figure. “ He who saw ” the lance-thrust ” hath borne

witness, and his witness is true,” is asserted (xix. 35) of the

disciple. Yet “ to see ” is said also of intuitive faith, whoso

hath seen Me, hath seen the Father” (xiv. 9); and true
”

appears also in “ the true Light,” the true Bread from heaven,”

as characterizing the realities of the upper, alone fully true

world, and equals heavenly ” (iii. 12); thus a ” true wit-

ness ” testifies to some heavenly reality, and appeals to the

reader’s ” pneumatic,” i.e. allegorical, understanding.

Only in the appendix do we find any deliberate identification

with a particular historic person :
” this is the disciple who

witnessed to and who wrote these things ” (24) refers doubtless

to the whole previous work and to ” the disciple whom Jesus

loved,” identified here with an unnamed historic personage

whose recent death had created a shock, evidently because

he was the last of that apostolic generation which had so keenly

expected the second coming ( 18-23). This man was so great that

the writer strives to win his authority for this Gospel; and

yet this man was not John the Zebedean, else why, now he is

dead and gone, not proclaim the fact ? If the dead man was

John the presbyter—if this John had in youth ju.st seen Jesus

and the Zebedean, and in extreme old age had still seen and

approved the Gospel—to attribute this Gospel to him, as is done

here, would not violate the literary ethics of those times. Thus

the heathen philosopher lamblichus (d. c. 330) declares ;
“ this

was admirable ” amongst the Neo-Pythagoreans ** that they

asCTibed everything to Pythagoras; but few of them acknowledge

their own works as their own ” {de Pythag. vita, 198). And as to

Christians, Tertullian about 210 tells how the presbyter who,

in proconsular Asia, had composed the Acts of Paul and

Theda ” was convicted and depos^, for how could it be credible

that Paul should confer upon women the power to “ teach and
baptize ’ as these Acts averred ? The attribution as such, then,

not condemned.
The facts of the problem would all appear covered by the

hypothesis that John the presbyter, the eleven being all dead,

wrote the book of Revelation (its more ancient Christian por-

tions) say in 69, and died at Ephesus say in 100; that the author

of the Gospel wrote the first draft, here, say in 97 ; that tWs

book, expanded by him, first circulated within a select Ephesian
]
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Christian circle; and that the Ephesian church officials added
to it the appendix and published it in 110-120. But however
different or more complicated may have been the actual origins;

three points remain certain. The real situation that confronts us

is not an unbroken tradition of apostolic eyewitnesses, in-

capable of re-statement with any hope of ecclesiastical accep-

tance, except by another apostolic eyewitness. On one side

indeed there was the record, underlying the Synoptists, of at

least two eyewitnesses, and the necessity of its preservation

and transmission; but on the other side a profound double
change had come over the Christian outlook anil requirements.

St Paul’s heroic labours (30-64) had gradually gained full

recognition and separate organization for the universalist

strain in our Lord’s teaching; and he who had never seen the

earthly Jesus, but only the heavenly Christ, could even declare

that Christ ” though from the Jewish fathers according to the

flesh ” had died, ” so that henceforth, even if we have known
Christ according to the flesh, now we no further know Him
thus,” the Lord is the Spirit,” and where the Spirit of the

Lord is, there is liberty.” And the Jewish church, within which
Christianity had first lived and moved, ceased to have a visible

centre. Thus a super-spatial and super-temporal interpretation

of that first markedly Jewish setting and apprehension of the

Christian truUi became as necessary as the attachment to the

original contingencies. The Fourth Gospel, inexplicable without

St Paul and the fall of Jerusalem, is fully understandable with

them. The attribution of the book to an eyewitness nowhere
resolves, it everywhere increases, the real difficulties; and by
insisting upon having history in the same degree and way in

John as in the Synoptists, we cease to get it sufficiently anywhere
at all. And the Fourth Gospel’s true greatness lies well within

the range of this its special character. In character it is pro-

foundly "pneumatic”; Paul’s super-earthly Spirit-Christ here

breathes and speaks, and invites a corresponding spiritual

comprehension. And its greatness appears in its inexhaustibly

deep teachings concerning Christ’s sheep and fold
;
the Father’s,

drawing of souls to Christ; the dependence. of knowledge as to

Christ’s doctrine upon the doing of God’s will; the fulfilling of

the commandment of love, as the test of true discipleship;

eternal life, begun even here and now ; and God a Spirit, to be

served in spirit and in truth.

Bibliography.— See also the independent discussion, under
Revelation, Book op, of the authorship of that work. Among the
immense literature of the subject, the follq^ing books will be found
especially instructive by the classically trained reader ; Origen^s
commentary, finished (only to John xiii. 33) in 235-237 (best ed. by
Prcuschen, 1903). St Augustine's Tractatus in Joannis Ev. et Ep.,

about 416. The Spanish Jesuit Juan Maldonatus' Latin com-
mentary, published 1596 (critical reprint, edited by Raich, 187.^), a
pathfinder on many obscure points, is still a model for tenacious

penetration of Johannine ideas. Bretschneider's short Probabtlia

de Evangelii . . . Joannis Apostoli indole et origine (1820), the first

systematic assault on the traditional attribution, remains unrefuted

in its main contention. The best summing up and ripest fruit of

the critical labour since then are Professor H. J. Holtzmann's Hanrf-

kommentar (2nd ed., 1893) and the respective sections in his Einleu

tung in d. N. T. {3rd ed., 1892) and his Lehrbuch der N. T. Theologie

(1897), vol. 2. Professor C. E. Luthardt's Si John, Author of the Fourth

Gospel (Eng. trans., with admirable bibliography by C. R. Gregory,

1875), still remains the best conservative statement. Among the

few critically satisfactory French books, Abb^ Loisy’s Le Quatriime

dvangile (1903) stands pre-eminent for delicate psychological analysis

and continuoijs sense of the book's closely knit unity
;
whilst Pdre

Th. Calmes' Evangile selon S. Jean (1904) indicates how numerous

are the admissions as to the book's character and the evidences for

its authorship, made by intelligent Roman Catholic apologists with

Rome's explicit approbation. In England a considerably 1^ docile

conservatism has been predominant. Bp Lightfoot's Essays on . .

.

Supernatural Religion (1874-1877; collected 1889) are often masterly

conservative interpretations of the external evidence; but they leave

this evidence still inconclusive, and the formidable contrary internal

evidence remains practically untouched. Much the same applies

to Bp Westcott’s Gospel according to St John (1882), dcvotionaily so

attractive, and in textual criticism excellent. Dr James Drummond's
Inquiry into the Character and Authorship of the Fourth Gospel (igp^)

does not, by its valuable survey of the external evidence, succeed in

giving credibility to the eyewitness origin of such a book as this is

admitted to be. Professor W. Sanday's slierhter Criticism of the Fourth

Gospel (1905) is in a similar position. Professor P. W. Schmiedel's

XV. i5<i
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article “John s. of Zebcdec “ in tlic Ency. Bib. (1901) is the work of

a German of the advanced loll. Dr E, A. Abbott's laborious I'rom

Letter to Spirit (1903), Joannine Vocabulary (1904) and Grammar
(1906) overilow with statistic 1 details and ever acute, often fanciful,

oontecture. Professor J‘\ C liurkitt’s 7 he Gospel History (i90f>) vigor-

ously sketches the book’s dominant characteristics and true function.

E. F. Lott's The J'ourth Gospel (1906) Rives a lucid, critical and
reliRimjsly tempered account of the GospeFs ideas, aims, affinities,

dif^ulties and abiding signihcance. (F. v. H.)

JOHN ALBERT (1459-1501), king of Poland, third son of

Casirair IV. king of Poland and Elizabeth of Austria. As

crown prince he distinguished himself by his brilliant victor>'

over the Tatars at Kopersztyn in 1487. He succeeded his father

in 149c. The loss of revenue consequent upon the secession of

Lithuania placed John Albert at the mercy of the Polish Sejmiki
j

or local diets, when the szlachia, or country gentry, made their

subsidies dependent upon the king’s subservience. Primarily a

warrior with a strong taste for heroic adventure, John Albert

desired to pose as the champion of Christendom against the

Turks. Circumstances seemed, moreover, to favour him. In

his brother Wladislaus, who as king of Hungary and Bohemia
possessed a dominant influence in Central Europe, he found a
counterpoise to the machinations of the emperor Maximilian,

who in 1492 had concluded an alliance against liim with Ivan III.

of Muscov)% while, as suzerain of Moldavia, John Albert was

favourably situated for attacking the Turks. At the conference

of Leutschau in 1494 the details of the expedition were arranged

between the kings of Poland and Hungary and the elector

Frederick of Brandenburg, with the co-operation 0/ Stephen,

hospodar of Moldavia, who had appealed to John Albert tor

assistance. In the course of 14^) John Albert with great

difficulty collected an army of 80,000 men in Poland, but the

crusade was deflected from its proper course by the sudden

invasion of Galicia by the hospodar, who apparently—for the

whole subject Is still very obscure -liad been misled by reports

from Hungary that John Albert was bent upon placing his

younger brother Sigismund on the throne of Moldavia. Be
that as it may, the Poles entered Moldavia not as friends, but

as foe.s, and, after the abortive siege of Suezawa, were compelled

to retreat through the Bukowina to Snktyn, harassed all the

way by the forces of the hospodar. The insubordination of

the szlachia seems to have been one cause of this disgraceful

collap.se, for John Albert confiscated hundreds of their estates

after in spite of which, to the end of his life he

retained his extraordinaiy^ popularity. V’hen the new grand
master of the Teutonic order, Frederic of Saxony, refused to

render homage to the Polish crown, John Albert compelled

him to do so. Ilis intention of still further humiliating the

Teutonic order was frustrated by his sudden death in 1501. A
valiant soldier and a man of much enlightenment, John Albert

was a poor politician, recklessly sacrificing the future to the

present.

Sot* V. Czerny, The Reigns of John Albert and Alexander Jagielio
(Pol.) (Cracow, 1882).

JOHN ANGELUS (d. 1244), emperor of Thes.salonica. In
1232 he received the throne from his father Theodore, who,
after a petiod of exile, had re-established his authority, but
owing to his lo.ss of eyesight resolved to make John the nominal
sovereign. His reign is chiefly marked by the aggressions of the
rival emperor of Nicaea, John Vatatzes, who laid siege to

Thessalonica in 1243 withdrew upon John Angelas con-

senting to exchange the title “ emperor ” for the subordinate
one of “ detpot.”

Sfif G. Finlay, History'af Greece, vol, iii. (1877).

40HN FREDERICK 1. (1503-1554), called the Magnanimous,
elector of Stixony, was the elder son of the elector, John the
Steadfast, and belonged to the Ernestine branch of the Wettin
family. Bom at Torgau on Urc 30th of June 1503 and educated
as a Lutheran, he took some part in imperial politics and in the
business of the league of Schmalkalden before he became
elector by his lather’s deith in August 1532. His lands com-
prised the western part of Saxony, and included Thuringia, but

in 1542 Coburg was surrendered to form an apanage for his

brother, John Ernest (d. 1553). John Frederick, wLo was an

ardent Lutheran and had a high regard for Luther, continued

the religious policy of his father. In 1534 he assisted to make
peace between the German king Feidinand I. and Ulrich,

duke of Wiirttemberg, but his general attitude was one of

vacillation between the emperor and his own impetuous col-

league in the league of Schmalkalden, Philip, landgrave of

Hesse. He was often at variance with Philip, whose bigamy he

disliked, and his belief in the pacific intentions of Charles V.

and his loyalty to the Em.piie prevented him from pursuing any

definite policy for the defence of Protestantism. In 1541 his

kinsman Maurice became duke of Saxony, and cast covetous

eyes upon the electoral dignity. A cause of quarrel soon arose.

In 1541 John Frederick forced Nicholas Amsdorf into the see of

Naumburg in spite of the chapter, who had elected a Roman
Catliolic, Julius von Pflug; and about the same time he seized

Wurzen, the property of the bisliop of Meissen, whose see was

under the joint protection of electoral and ducal Saxony.

Maurice took up arms, and war was only averted by the efforts of

Philip of Hesse and Luther. In 1 542 the elector assisted to drive

Henry, duke of Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel, from his duchy, but in

spite of this his relations with Charles V. at the diet of Spires In

1544 were very amicable. This was, however, only a lull in the

storm, and the emperor soqn began to make preparations for

attacking the league of Schmalkalden, and especially John
Frederick and Philip of Hesse. The support, or at least the

neutrality, of Maurice was won by the hope of the electoral

dignity, and in July 1546 war broke out between Charles and

the league. In Septeniber John Frederick w’as placed under the

imperial ban, and in November Maurice invaded the electorate.

Hastening from southern Germany the elector drove Maurice from

the land, took his ally, Albert Alcibiades, prince of Bayreuth,

prisoner at Rochlitz, and overran ducal Saxony. His progress,

however, was checked by the advance of Charles V. Notwith-

standing his valour he was wounded and taken prisoner at

MuhJberg on the 24th of April 1547, and was condemned to death

in order to induce Wittenberg to surrender. The sentence was

not carried out, but by the capitulation of Wittenberg (May

1547) he renounced the electoral dignity and a part of his

lands in favour of Maurice, steadfastly refusing however to

make any conccsbljns on religious matters, and remained in

captivity until May 1552, when he returned to the Thuringian

lands w'hich bis sens had been allowed to retain, his reluni

being hailed with wild enthusiasm. During his iiiiprisonment

he had refused to accept the Interim, issued from Augsburg

in May 1548, and had urged his sons to make no peace with

Maurice. After hi.s release the eii.peror had restored hi.s

dignities to him, and his assumption of tlie electoral arms and

title prevented any arrangement with Maurice. However, after

the death of this prince in July 1553, a treaty was made at

Naumburg in February 1554 with his successor Augustus. John
Frederick consented to the transfer of the electoral dignity, hut

retained for himself the title of “born elector,” and received some
lands and a sura of money. He was thus the last Ernestine

elector of Saxony. He died at Weimar on the 3rd of March

1554, having had three sons by his wife, Sibylla (d. 1554),

daughter of John III., duke of Clevcs, whom he liad married in

1527, and was succeeded by his eldest son, John Frederick. The
elector was a great hunter and a hard drinker, whose brave and

dignified bearing in a time of misfortune won for him his surname

of Magnanimous, and drew eulogies from Roger Ascharn and

Melanchthon. He founded the university of Jena and was a

benefactor to that of Leipzig.

See Mentz, yoAaiut Friedrich der GfOssmtUigB (Jena, 1903); Ko^e,
Johann Friedrich der GrossmUtige (Halle, 1902); and L. von Ranke,
Dmtsche Geschichte im ZeitaXter der BefornuUion (Leipzig, 1882).

JOHN FREOERIOK (1529-1595)1 called der Mittlere, duke of

Saxony, was the eldest son of John Frederick, who had been

deprived of the Saxon electorate by the emperor Charles V. in

1547. Bom at Torgau on the flth of January 1539, he received

a good education, and when his father was unprisoned in 1547
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undertook the govenunent of the remnant of electoral Saxony
which the emperor allowed the Ernestine branch of the Wettin
family to keep. Released in 1552 John Frederick the elder

died two years later, and his three sons ruled Ernestine Saxony
together until 1557, when John Frederick was made sole ruleri

’Fhis arrangement lasted until 1565, when John Frederick shared
his lands with his surviving brotlrer, John William (1530-1573),
retaining for himself Gotha and Weimar. The duke was a strong
even a fanatical, Lutheran, but his religious views were gradually

subordinated to the one idea of regaining the electoral dignity

then held by Augustus I. To attain this end he lent a willing

ear to the schemes of Wilhelm von Gnimbach, who came to his

court about 1557 and offered to regain the electoral dignity and
even to acquire the Empire for his patron. In spite of repeated

warnings from the emperor Ferdinand I., John Frederick con-

tinued to protect Grumbach, and in 1566 his obstinacy caused
him to be placed under the imperial ban. Its execution was
entrusted to Augustus who, aided by the duke’s brother, John
William, marched against Gotha with a strong force. In conse-

quence of a mutiny the town surrendered in April 1567, and
John Frederick was delivered to the emperor Maximilian IT.

He was imprisoned in Vienna, his lands were given to his

brother, and he remained in captivity until his death at Steyer
on the 6th of May 1595. These years were mainly occupied
with studying theology and in correspondence. John Frederick

married firstly Agnes (d. 1555) daughter of Philip, landgrave of

Hesse, and widow of Maurice, elector of Saxony, and secondly

Elizabeth (d. 1594) daughter of Frederick 111 ., elector palatine

of the Rhine, by whom he left two sons, John Casimir (1564-

1633) John Ernest (1566-1638). Elizabeth shared her

husband’s imprisonment for twenty-two years.

Sec A. Beck, Johann Friedrich der Mittlere, Herzog zu .Sachsen
(Vieuiia, 1858}; ami E. Ortloti, Geschichte der Grutnbachischen
Hdndel (Jena, 1868-1870).

JOHN GEORGE I. (1585^^656), elector of Saxony, second son

of the elector Christian I., was born on the 5th of March 1585,
.succeeding to the electorate in June 1611 on the death of his

elder brother, Christian II. The geographical position of

electoral Saxony hardly less than her high standing among the

German Protestants gave her ruler much importance during

the Thirty Years’ War. At the beginning of his reign, however,
the new elector took up a somewhat detached position. His
personal allegiance to Lutheranism was sound, but he liked

neither the growing strength of Brandenburg nor the increasing

prestige of the Palatinate; the adherence of the other branches

of the Saxon ruling house to Prote.stantism seemed to him to

suggest that the head of electoral Saxony should throw his weight

into the other scale, and he was prepared to favour the advances

of the Habsburgs and the Roman Catholic party. Thus he was
easily induced to vote for the election of Ferdinand, archduke
of Styria, ns emperor in August 1619, an action which nullified

the anticipated opposition of the Protestant electors. The new
emperor secured the help of John George for the impending

campaign in Bohemia by promising that he should be undisturbed

in his possession of certain ecclesiastical lands. Carrying out

his share of the bargain by occupying Silesia and Lusatia, where
he di.splayed much clemency, the Saxon elector had thus some
part in driving Frederick V., elector palatine of the Rhine, from

Bohemia and in crushing Protestantism in that country, the

crown of which he himself had previously refused. Gradually,

however, he was made uneasy by the obvious trend of the im-

perial policy towards the annihiktion of Protestantism, and by
a dread lest the ecclesiastical lands should be taken from him;

and the issue of the edict of restitution in March 1629 put the

coping-stone to his fears. Still, although clamouring vainly

for the exeipption of the electorate from the area covered by the

edict, Jplm George took no decided measures to break his

^%nce with the emperor. He did, indeed, in Februaty 1631

c?dl a meetiijg of Protestant princes at Leipzig, but in spite

of the appeals of the preacher Matthias Hoc von Hohenegg

(1580-1645) he contented himself with a formal protest. Mean-

while Gustavus Adplphus had landed in Germany, and the elector

had refused to allow him to cross the Elbe at Wittenberg, thus
hindering his attepipt to relieve Magdeburg. But John Gebrge’s
reluctance to join the Protestants disappeared when the imperial
troops under Tilly began to ravage ^ony, and in September
1631 he concluded an alliance with the Swedish king, the
Saxon troops were present at the battle of Breitenfcld, but wer^
routed by the imperialists, the elector himself seeking safety in

flight. Nevertheless he soon took the offensive. Marching into

Bohemia the Saxons occupied Prague, but John George soon
began to negotiate for peace ana consequently his soldiers

offered little resistance to Wallenstein, who drove them back
into Saxony. However, for the present the efforts of Gustavus
Adolphus prevented the elector from deserting him, but the

position was changed by the death of the king at Ldtzen fin 1632,
and the refusal of Saxony to join the Protestant league under
Swedish leadership. Still letting his troops fight in a desultory

fashion against the imperialists, John George again negotiated
for peace, and in May 1635 he concluded the important treaty

of Prague with Ferdinand II. His reward was Lusatia and
certain other additions of territory; the retention by his son
Augustus of the archbishopric of Magdeburg; and some conces-

sions with regard to the edict of restitution. Almost at once he
declared war upon the Swedes, but in October 1636 he was beaten
at Wittstock; and Saxony, ravaged impartially by both sides,

was soon in a deplorable condition. At length in September

1645 the elector was compelled to agree to a truce with the

Swedes, who, however, retained Leipzig; and as far as Saxony
was concerned this ended the Thirty Years’ War. After the

peace of Westphalia, which with regard to Saxony did little

more than confirm the treaty of Prague, John George died

on the 8th of October 1656. Although not without political

acumen, he was not a great niler; his character appears to

have been harsh and unlovely, and he was addicted to drink.

•"He was twice married, and in addition to his successor John
George 11 . he left three sons, Augustus (1614-1680), Christian

(d. 1691) and Maurice (d. 1681), who were all endowed with

lands in Saxony, and who founded cadet branches of the Saxoh'

house.

John George il. (1613-1680), elector of Saxony, was bom
on the 3i^t of May 1613. In 1657, just after his accession, he
made an arrangement with his three brothers with the object of

preventing disputes over their separate territories, and in 1664 he

entered into friendly relation.^ with Louis XIV. He received

money from the French king, but the existence of a strong nnti-

French party in Saxony induced him occasionally to respond
to the overtures of the emperor Leopold 1. The elector’s

primary interests were not in politics, but in music and art.

lie adorned Dresden, which under him became the musical centre

of Germany; welcoming foreign musicians and others he

gathered around him a large and splendid court, and his capital

was the constant scene of musical and other festivals. His
enormous expenditure compelled him in 1661 to grant greater

control over monetary matters to the estates, a step which
laid the foundation of the later system of finance in Saxony.

John George died at Freiberg on the 22nd of August 1680.

John George III. (1647-1691), elector of Saxony, the

only son of John George IL, was born on the 20th of June 1647.

He forsook the vacillating foreign policy of his father and in

June 1683 joined an alliance against France. Having raised the

first standing army in the electorate he helped to drive the Turks

from Vienna in September 1680, leading his men with great

gallantry; but disgusted with the attitude of the emperor
Leopold I. after the victory, he returned at once to Saxony.
However, he sent aid to Leopold in 1685. When Louis XIV. 's

armies invaded Germany in September 1688 John George was one

of the first to take up arms against the French, and after sharing

in the capture of Mainz he was appointed commander-in-chief

of the imperial forces. He had not, however, met with any
notable success when he died at Tubingen on the 1 2th of Septem-
ber 1691. Like his father, he was very fond of music, but he

appears to have been less extrayagant than John George IL
His wife was Anna Sophia, daughter of Frederick HI. king of
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Denmark, and both his sons, John George and Frederick

Augustus, became electors of Saxony, the latter also becoming

king of Poland as Augustus II.

John George IV. (i^>8~i694), elector of Saxony, was bom on

the i8th of October 1668. At the beginning of his reign his

chief adviser was Hans Adam von Schoning (1641-1696), who
counselled a union between Saxony and Brandenburg and a more

independent attitude towards the emperor. In accordance

with this advice certain proposals were put before Leopold 1 .

to which he refused to agree; and consequently the Saxon troops

withdrew from the imperial army, a proceeding which led the

chagrined emperor to seize and imprison Schoning in July 1692.

Although John George was unable to procure his minister’s

release, Leopold managed to allay the elector’s anger, and early

in 1693 the Saxon soldiers rejoined the imperialists. This

elector is chiefly celebrated for his pa.ssion for Magdalene Sibylle

von Neidschiitz (d. 1694), created in 1693 countess of Rochlitz,

whom on his accession he publicly established as his mistress.

John George left no legitimate issue when he died on the 27th

of April 1694.

JOHN 1 MAURICE OF NASSAU (1604-1679), sumamed the

Brazilian, was the son of John the Younger, count of Nassau-

Sicgen-Dillenburg, and the grandson of John, the elder brother

of William the Silent and the chief author of the Union of

ijtrccht. He distinguished himself in the campaigns of his

cousin, the stadtholder Frederick Henr>' of Orange, and was by
him recommended to the directors of the Dutch West India

company in 1 636 to be governor-general of the new dominion in

Brazil recently conquered by the company. He landed at the

Recife, the port of Pernambuco, and the chief stronghold of the

Dutch, in January 1637. By a .series of successful expeditions

he gradually extended the Dutch possessions from Sergippe on

the south to S, Luis dc Maranham in the north. He likewise

conquered the Portuguese posscs.sions of St George del Mina and
St Tliomas on the wc.st coa.st of Africa. With the assistance of

the famous architect, Pieter Post of Haarlem, he transformed the

Recife by building a new town adorned with .splendid public

edifices and gardens, which was called after his name Mauritstad.

By his statesmanlike policy he brought the colony into a most
flourishing condition and succeeded even in reconciling the

Portuguese settlers to submit quietly to Dutch rule. His large

schemes and lavish expenditure alarmed however the parsi-

monic®^ directors of the West India Company, but John Maurice

refused to retain his post unlc.ss he was given a free liand, and he

returned to F.uropc in July 1644. He was shortly afterwards

appointed by 1^’rcderick Henry to the command of the cavalr)*^

in the States army , and he took part in the ( ampaign.s of 1645 and
1646, When the war was ended by the peace of Munster in

January 1648, he accepted from the elector of Brandenburg the

post of governor of Cleves, Mark and Ravensberg, and later also

of Minden. His success in the Rhineland was as great as it had
been in Brazil, and he proved himself a most able and wise ruler.

At the end of 1652 he was appointed head of the order of St John
and made a prince of the Empire. In 1664 he came back to

Holland; when the war broke out wdth England supported by
an invasion from the bishop of Munster, he was appointed com-
mandcr-in-chief of the Dutch forces on land. Though hampered
in his command by the restrictions of the states-general, he

repelled the invasion, and the bishop, Christoph von Galen, was
forced to conclude peace. His campaigning was not yet at an

end, for in 1673 he was appointed by the stadtholder William III.

lo command the forces in Friesland and Groningen, and to defend

the eastern frontier of t^e Provinces. In 1675 his health com-
pelled him to give up active military service, and he .spent his

last years in his beloved Cleves, where he died on the 20th

of December 1679. The house which he built at the Hague,
named after him the Maurits-huis, now contains the splendid

collections of pictures so well known to all admirers of Dutch
art.

^ This name is usually written Joan, the form used by the
man hims U m his signature—see the facsimile in Netscher's Les
llollaftdais en Msil.

BintioGRAPHY.—Caspar Barlacus, Rerum per octennium irt Brasilia
et alibi nuper gestarum htsioria, sub praefectura illustrtssimi comitis

J. Mauritii Nassoviae (Amsterdam, 1647)! L. Driesaen, Leben des

Fursten Johann Moritz von hiassau (Berlin, 1849); D. Veegens,
Leven van Jaan Maurits, Graaf van Nassau-Stegen (Haarlem,
1840).

JOHN 0’ GROAT’S HOUSE, a spot on the north coast of Caith-

ness, Scotland, 14 m. N. of Wick and if m. W. of Duncansby
Head. It is the mythical site of an octagonal house said to have
been erected early in the i6th century by one John Groot, a

Dutchman who had migrated to the north of Scotland by per-

mission of James TV. According to the legend, other membens
of the Groot family followed John, and acquired lands around

Duncansby. When there were eight Groot families, disputes

began to arise as to precedence at annual feasts. These squabbles

John Groot is said to have settled by building an octagonal house

which had eight entrances and eight tables, so that the head of

each family could enter by his own door and sit at the head of his

own table. Being but a few miles south of Dunnet Head, John
o’ Groai 's is a colloquial term for the most northerly point of

Scotland. The site of the traditional building is marked by an

outline traced in turf. Descendants of the Groot family, now
Groat, still live in the neighbourhood. The cowry-shell, Cypraea

europaea^ is locally known as “ John o’ Groat’s bucky.”

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, an American educational

in.stitution at Baltimore, Maiydand, U.S.A. Its trustees, chosen

by Johns Hopkins (1794-1873), a successful Baltimore merchant,

were incorporated on the 24th of August 1867 under a general

act “ for the promotion of education in the state of Mary-
land.” But nothing w'as actually done until after the death of

Johns Hopkins (Dec. 24, 1873), when his fortune of Jir 7,000,000

was equally divided between the projected university and a

hospital, also to bear his name, and intended lo be an auxiliarj'

to the medical school of the university. The trustees of the

university consulted with many prominent educationi.sls,

notably Charles W. Eliot of Harvard, Andrev/ D. White of

Cornell, and James B. Angcll of the university of Michigan; on

the 30th of December 1874 they elected Daniel Coit Gilman (q.p,)

president. The university was formally opened on tbe 3rd of

October 1876, when an address was delivered by T. H. Huxley.

The first year was largely given up to consultation among the

newly chosen professors, among whom were— in Greek, B. L.

Gildcrslceve; in mathematics, J. J. Sylvester; in chemistry, Ira

Remsen; in biology, Henry Newell Marlin (1848-1896); in

zoology, William Keith Brooks (1848-1908); and in physics,

Henry Augustus Rowland (1848-1901). Prominent among later

teachers were Arthur Cayley in mathematics, the Semitic scholar

Paul Haupt (b. 1858), Granville Stanley Hall in psy^holog)^

Maurice Bloomfield in Sanskrit and comparative philologj^ James
Rendel Harris in Biblical philology, James \Vilson Bright in

English philology, Herbert B. Adams in history, and Richard

T. Ely (b. 1854) in economics. The university at once became
a pioneer in the United States in teaching by means of seminary

courses and laboratories, and it has been eminently successful

in encouraging l esearch, in scientific production, and in preparing

its students to become instructors in other colleges and univer-

sities. It includes a college in which each of five parallel courses

leads to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, but its reputation has been

established chiefly by its other two departments, the graduate

school and the medical school. The graduate .school offers

cour.ses in philosophy and psychology, physics, chemistr}- and

biology, historical and economic science, language and literature,

and confers the degree of Doctor of Philosophy after at least three

years’ residence. From its foundation the university had novel

features and a liberal administration. Twenty annual fellow-

ships of $500 each were opened to the graduates of any college.

Petrography and laboratory psychology were among the new
sciences fostered by the new university. Such eminent out-

siders were secured for brief residence and lecture courses as

J. R. Lowell, F. J. Child, Simon Newcomb, H. E. von Holst,

F. A. Walker, William James, Sidney Lanier, James Bryce,

E. A. Freeman, W. W, Goodwin, and Alfred Russel Wallace.

President Gilman gave up his presidential duties on the ist of
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September 1901, Ira Remsen^ succeeding him in the office.

The medical department, inaugurated in 1893, is closely affiliated

with the excellently equipped Johns Hopkins Hospital (opened
in 1S89), and is actuaUy a graduate school, as it admits only

students holding the bachelor’s degree or its equivalent. The
degree of Doctor of Medicine is conferred after four years of

successful study, and advanced courses are ofiered. The depart-

ment’s greatest teachers have been William Osier (b. 1849)
William Henry Welch (b.

1850J.
The buildings of the university were in 1901 an unpretentious

group on crowded ground near the business centre of the city.

In 1902 a new site was secured, containing about 125 acres amid
pleasant surroundi^s in the northern suburbs, and new build-

ings were designed in accordance with a plan formed with a view

to secure harmony and symmetry. In 1907 the library contained

more than 133,000 bound volumes. Among the numerous
publications issued by the university press are : American
Journal of Mathematics, Studies in Historical and Political

Science, Reprint of Economic Tracts, American Journal of PhilO’

logy, Contributions to Assyriology and Semitic Philology, Modern
Language Notes, American Chemical Journal, American Journal

of Insanity, Terrestrial Magnetism and Atmospheric Electricity,

Reports of the Maryland Geological Survey, and Reports of the

Maryland Weather Service. The institution is maintained

chiefly with the proceeds of the endowment fund. It also receives

aid from the state, and charges tuition fees. Its government is

entrusted to a board of trustees, while the direction of affairs of

a strictly academic nature is delegated to an academic council

and to department boards. In 1907-1908 the regular faculty

numbered 175, and there was an enrolment of 683 students, of

whom 518 were in post-graduate courses.

On the history of the university see Daniel C. Gilman, The Launch-
ing of a University (New York, 190O), and the annual reports of the

president.

JOHNSON, ANDREW (1808-1875), seventeenth president of

the United States, was born at Raleigh, North Carolina, on the

29th of December 1808. His parents were poor, and his father

died when Andrew was four years old. At the age of ten he was

apprenticed to a tailor, his spare hours being spent in acquiring

the rudiments of an education. He learned to read from a book

which contained selected orations of great British and American

statesmen. The young tailor went to Laurens Court House,

South Carolina, in 1824, to work at his trade, but returned to

Raleigh in 1826 and soon afterward removed to Greeneville in

the eastern part of Tennessee. He married during the same year

Eliza McCardle (1810-1876), much his superior by birth and

education, who taught him the common school branches of

learning and was of great assistance in his later career. In East

Tennessee most of the people were small farmers, while West

Tennessee was a land of great slave plantations. Johnson began

in politics to oppose the aristocratic element and became the

spokesman and champion of the poorer and labouring classes.

In 1828 he was elected an alderman of Greeneville and in 1830-

1834 was mayor. In 1834, in the Tennessee constitutional con-

vention he endeavoured to limit the influence of the slaveholders

by basing representation in the state legislature on the white

population alone. In 1835-1837 and 1839-1841 Johnson was

a democratic member of the state house of representatives, and

in 1841-1843 of the state senate; in both houses he uniformly

upheld the cause of the “ common people,” and, in addition,

opposed legislation for “ internal improvements.” He soon

was recognized as the political champion of East Tennessee.

Though his favourite leaders became Whigs, Johnson remained

a Democrat, and in 1840 canvassed the state for Van Buren for

president.

' Ira Remsen was bonl in New York City on the 10th of February

1840, graduated at the college of the City of New York in 1865,

.•rtudied at the New York college of physicians and surgeons and at

the university of Gdttingen, was professor of chemistry at Williams

College in 1872-1876, and in 1876 became professor of chemistry

at Johns Hopkins University. He published many textbooks of

chemistry, organic and inorganic, which wore republished in England

and were translated abroad. In 1879 he founded the American

Chemical Journal.

In 1843 elected to the national house of representatives

and. there remained for ten years until his district was gerry-

mandered by the Whigs and he lost his seat. But he at once
offered himself as a candidate for governor and was elected and
re-elected, and was then sent to the United States Senate, serving

from 1857 to 1862. As governor (1853-1857) he proved to be able

and non-partisan. He championed popular education and recom-

mended the homestead policy to the national government, and
from his sympathy with the working classes and his oft-avowed

pride in his former calling he became known a.s the mechanic
governor.” In Congress he proved to be a tireless, advocate of

the claims of the poorer whites and an opponent of the aristo-

cracy. He favoured the annexation of Texas, supported the

Polk administration on the issues of the Mexican War and the

Oregon boundary controversy, and though voting for the admis-
sion of free California demanded national protection for slavery.

He also advocated the homestead law and low tariffs, opposed
the policy of “ internal improvements,” and was a zealous worker
for budget economies. Though opposed to a monopoly of politi-

cal power in the South by the great slaveholders, he deprecated

anti-slavery agitation feven favouring denial of tlie right of

petition on that subject) as threatening abolition or the dissolu-

tion of the Union, and went with his sectional leaders so far as to

demand freedom of choice for the territories, and protection

for slavery where it existed—^this even so late as i860. He
supported in i860 the ultra-democratic ticket of Breckinridge

and Lane, but he did not identify the election of Lincoln with

the ruin of the South, though he thought the North should give

renewed guarantees to slavery. But he followed Jackson
rather than Calhoun, and above everything else set his love of

the Union, though believing the South to be grievously wronged.

He was the only Southern member of Congress who opposed

secession and refused to “go with his state ” when it withdrew

..from the Union in 1861. In the judgment of a leading opponent

(0 . P. Morton) “ perhaps no man in Congress exerted the same
influence on the public sentiment of the North at the beginning

of the war ” as Johnson. During the war he suffered much for

his loyalty to the Union. In March 1862 Lincoln made him
military governor of the part of Tennessee captured from the

Confederates, and after two years of autocratic rule (with much
danger to himself) he succeeded in organizing a Union govern-

ment for the state. In 1864, to secure the votes of the war

democrats and to please the border states that had remained

in the Union, Johnson was nominated for vice-president on the

ticket with Lincoln. ^

A month after the inauguration the murder of Lincoln left

him president, with the great problem to solve of reconstruction

of the Union. All his past career and utterances seemed to

indicate that he would favour the harshest measures toward ex-

Confederates, hence his acceptability to the most radical republi-

cans. But, whether because he drew k distinction between the

treason of individuals and of states, or was influenced by Seward,

or simply, once in responsible position, separated republican

party politics from the question of constitutional interpretation,

at lea.st he speedily showed that he would be influenced by

no acrimony, and adopted the lenient reconstruction policy of

Lincoln. In this he had for some time the cordial support of

his cabinet. During the summer of 1865 he set up provisional

civil governments in all the seceded states except Texas, and

within a few months all those states were reorganized and

applying for readmission to the Union. The radical congress

(republican by a large majority) sharply opposed this plan

of restoration, as they had op^sed Lincoln’s plan; first,

because the members of Congress from the Southern States

(when readmitted) would almost certainly vote with the Demo-
crats; secondly, because relatively few of the Confederates

were punished; and thirdly, because the newly organized

Southern States did not give political rights to the negroes.

The question of the status of the negro proved the crax of the

issue. Johnson was opposed to general or immediate negro

suffrage. A bitter contest began m Feb. 1866, ^tween the presi-

dent and the Congress, which refused to adroit representatives
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from the South and during 1866 passed over his veto a

number of iinportant measures, such as the Freedmen’s Bureau

Act and the Civil Rights Act, and submitted to the States the

Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution. Johnson took a

prominent and undigniticd part in the congressional campaign

of 1866, in which his policies were voted down by the North.

In 1867 Congress threw aside hi.s work of restoration and pro-

ceeded with its own plan, the main features of which were the

disfranchisement of cx-Confederates and the enfranchisement of

negroes. On the 2nd of March 1867 Congress passed over the

president’s veto the Tenure of Office Act, prohibiting the presi-

dent from dismissing from office without the ccjnsenl of the

Senate any officer appointed by and with the advice and consent

of that body, and in addition a section was inserted in the army
appropriation bill of this session designed to subordinate the

president to the Senate and the general-in-chief of the army in

militaiy matters. The president was thus deprived of practi-

cally ail power. Stanton and other members of his cabinet and

General Grant became hostile to him, the president attempted

to remove Stanton without regard to the Tenure of Office Ai't,

and, finally, to get rid of the president, Congress in 1868 (Feb-

ruary-May) made an attempt to impeach and remove him, his

disregard of the Tenure of Office Act being the principal charge

against him. The charges ‘ were in part quite trivial, and the

evidence was ridiculously inadequate for the graver charges.

A two-thirds majority was necessary for conviction; and the

votes being 35 to 19 (7 republicans and 12 democrats voting in his

favour on the crucial clauses) he was acquitted. The misguided

animus of the impeachment as a piece of partisan politics was

soon very generally admitted
;
and the importance of its failure,

in securing the continued power and independence of the presi-

dential element in the constitutional system, can hardly be

over-estimated. I'lic rest of his term as president was compara-

tively quiet and uneventful. In 1869 he retired into private life

in Tennessee, and after several unsuccessful efforts was elected

to the United States Senate, free of party trammels, in 1875, but

died at Carter’.^ Station, Tenn., on the 3Tst of July 1875. The
only speech he made was a skilful and temperate arraignment of

President Grant’s policy towards the South.

^ The charges centred in the president's removal of Secretary
Stanton, his ad interim appointment of Lorenzo Thomas, his cani-

paigti speeches in 1800, and the relation of these three things to the

Tehuiaipf Office Act. Of the eleven charges of impeachment
the first was that Stanton's removal was contrary to the Tenure
of Office Act; the .second, that tlie appointment of Thomas was a
violation of the same law; the third, that the appointment violated

the Constitution; the fourth, that Johnson conspired with Thomas
" to hinder and prevent Edwin M. Stanton . . . from holding . . . office

of secretary lor the department of war "
;
the fifth, that Johnson had

conspired with Thomas to " preve U and hinder the exeaition " of

the Tenure of Office Act; the sixth, that he had conspired with
TlioraaB " to seize, take and possess the property of the United
States in the department of war," in violation of the Tenure of Office

Act; the seventh, that this action wa.s "a high misdemeanour";
the eighth, that the appointment of Thomas was " with inlcnl

unlawfully to control the disbursements of the moneys appropriated
for the militarv service and for the department of war the ninth,

that he had instructed Major-General Emor}% in command of llie

department of Washington, that an act of i8()7 appropriating money
for the army was unconstitutional; the tenth, that his speeches in

1 Hhh constituted " a hi^jh misdemeanour in office ”
;
and the eleventh,

the " omnibus " article, that he had committed high misdemeanours
in saying that the 39th Congress was not an authorized Congress,
that its legislation was not binding upon him, and that it was
incapable of proposing amendments. The actual trial began on the
^oih of Marcn (from the 5th of March it was adjourned to the 23rd,
and on the 24th of March to the 30th). On the i6th of May, after
sessions in which the Sco^le repeatedly reversed the rulings of the
chief justice as to the admission of evidence, in which the prcsidcnl’.s

counsel showed that theii case was excellently prepared and the
prosecutinp; counsel appealed in general to political passions rather
than to judicial impartiality, the eleventh article was voted on and
impeachment failed by a single vote (35 to tq; 7 republicans and 12
democrats voting " Not guilty ") of the necessary two-thirds.
After ten days' interval, during which B. F. Butler of the prosecuting
counsel attempted to prove that corruption had been practised on
some of those votiifg *’'Not guilty, on the a6th of May a vote was
taken on the second and' third articles with the same result as on
the eleventh article. There no vote on the other articles.

-JOHNSON, R.

President Johnson’s leading political principles were a rever-

ence of Andrew Jackson, unlimited confidence in the people, and
an intense veneration for the constitution. Throughout his life

he remained in some respects a “ backwoodsman.” He lacked

the finish of systematic education. But his whole career suffi-

ciently proves him to have been a man of extraordinary^ qualities.

He did not rise above untoward circumstances by favour, nor

—

until after his election as senator—by fortunate and fortuitous

connexion with great events, but by strength of native talents,

persistent purpose, and an iron will. He had strong, rugged
powers, was a close reasoner and a forcible speaker. Unfor-

tunately his extemporaneous speeches were commonplace, in very

bad taste, fervently intemperate and denunciator; and though
this was probably due largely to temperament and habits of

stump-speaking formed in early life, it w’as attributed by his

enemies to drink. Resorting to stimulants after illness, his

marked excess in this respect on the occasion of his inauguration

as vice-president undoubtedly did him harm with the public.

Faults of personality were his great handicap. Though approach-

able and not without kindliness of manner, he seemed hard and
inflexible; and while president, physical pain and domestic

anxieties, added to the struggles of public life, combined to accen-

tuate a naturally somewhat severe temperament. A lifelong

Southern democrat, he was forced to lead (nominally at least) a

party of Northern republicans, with whom he had no bond of

sympathy save a common opposition to secession; and his

ardent, aggressive convictions and chanicter, above all his

complete lack of tact, unfitted him to deal successfully with the

passionate partisanship of Congress. The absolute integrity

and unflinching courage that marked his career were always

ungrudgingly admitted by his greatest enemies.

See L. Foster, The Life and Speeches of Andrew Johnson (i 856);
1>. M.De Witl, The Impeachment and Trial of Andrew Johnson (1903);
C. E. Chudscy, Struggle between President Johnson and Congress
over Reconstruction (i8c)()); and W. A. Dunning, Essays on the Civtl

War and Reconstruction (1898). Also see W, A. Dunning's pai>cr
" More laght on Andrew Johnson" (in the American Historical Review,
April 1900), in which apparently conclusive vidence is presented
to prove tliat Johnson's hrst inaugural, a notable state paper, was
written by the historian George Bancroft.

JOHNSON, BENJAMIN (c. 1665-1742), English actor, was first

a scene painter, then acted in the provinces, tmd appeared in

London in 1695 at Drury Lane after Betterton’s defection. He
was the original Captain Driver in Oronooko (1696), Captain

Fireball in Farejahar’s Sir Harry Wildair Sable in Steele’s

Funeral {1^02), &c.; as the First Gravedigger in Hamlet and
in several characters in the plays of Ben Jonson he was particu-

larly good. He succeeded, also, to Thomas Doggett’s roles.

JOHNSON, EASTMAN (1824-1906), American artist, wa.s born

at Lovell, Maine, on the 29th of July 1824. He studied at

Diisseldorf, Paris, Rome and the Hague, the last city being his

home for four years. In i860 he was elected to the National

Academy of Design, New Vork. A distinguished portrait and
genre painter, be made distinctively American themes his own,
depicting the negro, fisherfolk and farm life with unusual interest,

Such pictures as “Old Kentucky Home” (1867), “Husking
Bee ” (1876), “ Cranberry Harvest, Nantucket ” (1880), and his

portrait group “ The Funding Bill ” (1881) achieved a national

reputation. Among his sitters were many prominent men,
including Daniel Webster; Presidents Hayes, Arthur, Cleveland

and Harrison; William M. Evarts, Charles J. Folger; Emerson,
I.ongfellow, Hawthorne, James McCosh, Noah Porter and Sir

Edward Archbald. He died in New York City on the 5th of

April 1906.

JOHNSON, REVERDY (1796-1876), American political leader

and jurist, was bom at Annapolis, Maryland, on the 2jst of May
1796. His father John Johnson (1770-1824) was a distinguished

lawyer, who served in both houses of the Maryland general

assembly, as attorney-general of the state (1806-181 1), as a judge
of the court of appeals (1811-1821), and as a chancellor of his

state (1821-1824). R^verdy graduated from St John’s college in

t8i2. He then studied law m his ffitker^s office, was admhted
to the bar in 1815 and began to practise in Upper Marlborough,
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Prince C#eot^’8 county. In 1817 he removed to Baltimore,

where he became the professional associate of Luther Martin,

William Pinlmey and Roger B. llaney; with Thomas Harris he

reported the decisions of the court of appeals in Harris and
Johnson^s Reports (i8ao-i8«7); and in 1818 he was appointed

diicf commissioner of insolvent debtors. From 1821 to 1825

he was a state senator; from 1825 to 1845 devoted hiimeH to

liis practice; from 1845 to 1849, as a Whig, he was a member of

the United States Senate; and from Match 1849 July 1850
he was attorney-general of the United States. In 1856 he became
identified with the conservative wing of the Democratic party,

and four years later supported Stephen A. Douglas lor the

presidency. In 1861 he was a delegate from Maryland to the

peace convention at Washington; in 1861-1862 he was a member
o[ the Maryland house of delegates. After the capture of New
Orleans he was commissioned by Lincoln to revise the decisions

of the military commandant, General B. F. Butler, in regard

to foreign governments, and reversed all those decisions to the

entire satisfaction of the administration. In 1863 he again

took his seat in the United States Senate. In 1868 he was
appointed minister to Great Britain and soon after his arrival

in England negotiated the Johnson-CIarcndon treaty for the

settlement of disputes ari.sing out of the Civil War; this, however,
the Senate refused to ratify, and he returned home on tJie acces-

sion of General U, S. Grant to the presidency. Again resuming

ins practice he was engaged by the government in the pro.secu-

tion of Ku-Klujt cases. He died on the 10th of February
1876 at Annapolis. He repudiated the doctrine of secession,

and pleaded for compromise and conciliation. Opposed to the

reconstruction measures, he voted for them on the ground that

it was better to accept than reject them, since they were probably

the best that could be obtained. As a lawyer he was engaged
during his later years in most of the especially important cases

m the Supreme Cburt of the United States and in the courts oL
Maryland.

iOHNSON, RICHARD (i573-' i659 ?), English romance writer,

was baptized in London on the 24th of May 1573. His most
famous romance is The Famous Hisiorie oj the Seaven Champions

of Christendom (1596 ?). The success of this book was so great

that the author added a second and a third part in 1608 and 1616.

His other stories include : The Nine Worthies of London
ThePleasttniM'alks of Moorefields The Pleasant Conceites

of Old Hobson (1607), the hero being a well-known haberdasher
in the Poultry

;
The Most Pleasant History of Tam a Lincolne

(1607); A Remembrance of , Robert Earle of Salisbury (1612);
Looke on Me, London (1613); The History of Tom Thumbe (1621).
2'ke Crown Garland of (i olden. Roses ... set forth in Many
Pleasant new Songs and Sonnets (1612) was reprinted for the

Percy Society (1842 and 1845).

JOHNSON, RICHARD MENTOR (1781-1850), ninth vice-

president of the United States, was born at Bryant’s Station.

Kentucky, on the 17th of Oclobt’- 1781. He was admitted to

the bar in 1800, and soon became prominent as a lawyer and
democratic politician, serving in the House of Representativesand
in the Senate for many years. Ffom 1837 to 1841 he was vice-

president of the United States, to which position he was elected

over Francis Granger, by the Senate, none of the four candidates
for the vice-presidency having received a majority of the elec-

toral votes. The opposition to Johnson within the party greatly

increased during his term, and the democratic national conven-
tion of 1840 adopted the unprecedented course of refusing to

nominate any one for the vice-presidency. In the ensuing elec-

tion Johnson received most of the democratic electoral votes,

but was defeated by the whig candidate, John Tyler. He died
in Frankfort, Kentucky, on the 19th of Novemb^ 1850.

JOHNSON, SAMUEL (1709-1784), English writer and lexico-

grapher, was the son of Michael johnson (1656-17 31 )« bookseller

and magistrate of Lichfield, who married in i7<^ Sarah Ford
(1669-1759). Michael’s abilities and attainments seem to have
been considerable. He was so well acquainted with the con-
tents of the volumes which he exposed for sale that the country

rectors of Staffordshire and Wotreestershire thought him an

oracle on points of learning. Between him and the dergy,

indeed, there was a strong religious and pohtical sympathy. He
was a zealous churchman, and, though he had qualified ^msdf
for municipal office by taking the oaths to sovereigns in

possession, was to the lost a Jaicobite in htan. The social

position of Samuel’s paternal grandfather, William Johnson,

remains obscure
;
his mother was the daughter of Comehus Ford,

“ a little Warwickshire Gent.”

At a house (now the Johnson Museum) in the Market Square,

Lichfield, Samuel Johnson was bom on the i8th of September

1709 and baptized on the same day at St Mary’s, LicMield. in

the child the physical, intellectual and moral peculiarities v^ich

afterwards distinguished the man were plainly discernible:

great muscular strength accompanied by much awkwardness and

many infirmities; great quickness of parts, with a morbid pro-

pensity to sloth and procrastination
;
a kind and geiierous iioart,

with a gloomy and irritable temper. He had inherited from his

ancestors a scrofulous taint, and his parents were weak enough
to believe that the royal touch would cure him. In his third

year he was taken up to London, inspected by the court surgeon

prayed over by the court chaplains and stroked and presented

with e piece of gold by Queen Anne. Her hand was applied (in

vain. The boy’s features, which were originally noble and not

irregular, were distorted by his malady. His cheeks were

deeply scarred. He lost for a time the si^t of one eye; and he

saw but very imperfectly with the other. But the force of his

mind overcame every impediment. Indolent as he was, he
acquired knowledge with such ease and rapidity that at everj^

school (such as those at Lichfield and Stourbridge) to which he

was sent he was soon the best schc^ar. From sixteen to eighteen

he resided at home, and was left to his own devices. He learned

much at this time, though his studies were without guidance and
without plan. He ransacked his father’s shelves, dipped into a
multitude of books, read what was interesting, and passed over

what was dull. An ordinary lad would have acquired littk or

no useful knowledge in such a way
;
but much that was ^11 to

ordinary lads was interesting to Samuel. He read little Greek;
for his proficiency in that language was not such that he could

take much pleasure in the masters of Attic poetry and eloquence.

But he had left school a good Latinist, and he soon acquired an
extensive knowledge of Latin literature. He was peculiarly

attracted by the works of the great restorers of learning. Once,
while searching for some apples, he found a huge folio volume of

Petrarch’s works. 'J'he name excited his curiosity, and he eagerly

devoured hundreds of pages. Indeed^ the diction and ^'ersifi-

cation of his own Latin compositions show that he had paid at
least as much attention to modem copies from the antique as to

the original models.

While he was thus irregularly educating himself, his family was
sinking into bopekss poverty. Old Michael Johnson was much
better qualified to pore over books, and to talk about them, than
to trade in them. His business declined; his debts increased;

it was with difficulty that the diuly expenses of his household
were defrayed. It was out of his power to support his son at

either university; but a wealthy neighbour offered assistance;

and, in reliance on promises which proved to be of very little

value, Samuel was entered at Pembroke College, Oxford. When
the young scholar presented himself to the rulers of that society,

they were amazed not more by his ungainly figure and eccentric

manners than by the quantity of extensive and curious inform-

ation which he had picked up during many months of desultory

but not unprofitable study. On the first day of his residence he
surprised his teachers by quoting Macrobius; and one of the most
learned among them declared that he had never known a fresh-

man of equal aUainments.

At Oxford Johnson resided barely over two years, possibly

less. He was poor, even to raggedness; and his appearance

excited a mirth and a pity which were equally intolerable to his

haughty spirit He was driven from the quadrangle of Chrbt
Church by the sneering looks which the members of that aristo-

crati'^al society cast at the holes in his shoes. Some charital^

person placed a new pair at his dwr; but he spumed them away
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in a fury. Distress made him, not servile, but reckless and un-

governable. No opulent gentleman commoner, panting for one-

and-twenty, could have treated the academical authorities with

more gross disrespect. The needy scholar was generally to

seen under the gate of Pembroke, a gate now adorned with his

effigy, haranguing a circle of lads, over whom, in spite of his

tattered gown and dirty linen, his wit and audacity gave him an

undisputed ascendancy. In every mutiny against the discipline

of the college he was the ringleader. Much was pardoned, how-

ever, to a youth so highly distinguished by abilities and acquire-

ments. He had early made himself known by turning Pope’s

Messiah ” into Latin verse. The style and rhythm, indeed, were

not exactly Virgilian; but the translation found many admirers,

and was read with pleasure by Pope himself.

The time drew near at which Johnson would, in the ordinary

course of things, have become a Bachelor of Arts; but he was at

the end of his resources. Those promises of support on which he

had relied had not been kept. His family could do nothing

for him. His debts to Oxford tradesmen were small indeed, yet

larger than he could pay. In the autumn of 1731 he was under

the necessity of quitting the university without a degree. In

the following winter his father died. The old man left but a

pittance; and of that pittance almost the whole was appro-

priated to the support of his widow. The property to which

Samuel succeeded amounted to no more than twenty pounds.

His life, during the thirty years which followed, was one hard

struggle with poverty, 'fhe misery of that struggle needed no

aggravation, but was aggravated by the suffeiings of an unsound

body and an unsound mind. Before the young man left the

university, his hereditary malady had broken forth in a singu-

larly cruel form. He had become an incurable hypochondriac.

He said long after that he had been mad all his life, or at least

not perfectly sane; and, in truth, eccentricities less strange than

his have often been thought ground sufficient for absolving

felons and for setting aside wills. His grimaces, his gestures,

his mutterings, sometimes diverted and sometimes terrified

people who did not know him. At a dinner table he would, in a

fit of absence, stoop down and twitch off a lady’s shoe. He would

amaze a drawing-room by suddenly ejaculating a clause of the

Lord's Prayer. He would conceive an unintelligible aversion to

a particular alley, and perform a great circuit rather than see

the hateful place. He would set his heart on touching every post

in the street* through which he walked. If by any chance he

missed i^ost, he would go back a hundred yards and repair the

omission. Under the influence of his disease, his senses became

morbidly torpid, and his imagination morbidly active. At one

time he would stand poring on the town clock without being able

to tell the hour. At another he would distinctly hear his mother,

who was many miles off, calling him by his name. But this was not

the worst. A deep melancholy took possession of him, and gave

a dark tinge to all his views of human nature and of human des-

tiny. Such wretchedness as he endured has driven many men to

shoot themselves or drown themselves. But he was under no

temptation to commit suicide. He was sick of life; but he was

afraid of death; and he shuddered at every sight or sound which

reminded him of the inevitable hour. In religion he found but

little comfort during his long and frequent fits of dejection; for

his religion partook of his own character. The light from heaven

shone on him indeed, but not in a direct line, or with its own pure

splendour. The rays had to struggle through a disturbing

medium; they reached him refracted, dulled and discoloured by

the thick gloom which had settled on his soul, and, though they

might be sufficiently clear to guide him, were too dim to cheer

him.

With such infirmities of body and of mind, he was left, at two-

and-twenty, to fight his way through the world. He remained

during about five years in the midland counties. At Lichfield,

his birthplace and his early home, he had inherited some friends

and acquired others. He was kindly noticed by Henry Hervey,

a gay officer of noble family, who happened to be quarter^

there. Gilbert Walmesley, registrar of the ecclesiastical court

of the diocese, a man of distinguished parts, learning and know-
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ledge of the world, did himself honour by patronizing the young
adventurer, whose repulsive person, unpolished manners and
squalid garb moved many of the petty aristocracy of the

neighbourhood to laughter or disgust. At Lichfield, however,

Johnson could find no way of earning a livelihood. He became
usher of a grammar school in Leicestershire; he resided as a

humble companion in the house of a country gentleman; but a

life of dependence was insupportable to his haughty spirit.

He repaired to Birmingham, and there earned a few guineas by
literary drudgery. In that town he printed a translation, little

noticed at the time, and long forgotten, of a Latin book about
Abyssinia. He then put forth proposals for publishing by sub-

scription the poems of Politian, with notes containing a history

of modern Latin verse; but subscriptions did not come in, and
the volume never appeared.

While leading this vagrant and miserable life, Johnson fell in

love. The object of his passion was Mrs Elizabeth Porter ( 1 688-

1752), widow of Harry Porter (d. 1734), whose daughter Lucy
was born only six years after Johnson himself. To ordinary

spectator? the lady appeared to be a short, fat, coarse woman,
painted half an inch thick, dressed in gaudy colours, and fond

of exhibiting provincial airs and graces which were not exactly

those of the Queensberrys and Lepels. To Johnson, however,

whose passions were strong, whose eyesight was too weak to

distinguish rouge from natural bloom, and who had seldom or

never been in the same room with a woman of real fashion, his

Tetty, as he called her, was the most beautiful, graceful and ac-

complished of her sex. That his admiration was unfeigned cannot

be doubted; she had, however, a jointure of £600 and perhaps a

little more; she came of a good family, and her son Jervis

(d. 1763) commanded H.M.S. “ Hercules.” The marriage, in spite

of occasional wranglings, proved happier than might have been

expected. The lover continued to be under the illusions of the

wedding-day (July 9, 1735) till the lady died in her sixty-fourth

year. On her monument at Bromley he placed an inscription

extolling the charms of her person and of her manners; and

when, long after her decease, he had occasion to mention her, he

exclaimed with a tenderness half ludicrous, half pathetic, “Pretty

creature I

”

His marriage made it necessary for him to exert himself more

strenuously than he had hitherto done. He took a house at

Edial near Lichfield and advertised for pupils. But eighteen

months passed away, and only three pupils came to his academy.

The “ faces ” that Johnson habitually made (probably nervous

contortions due to his disorder) may well have alarmed parents.

Good scholar though he was, these twitchings had lost him usher-

ships in 1735 and 1736. David Garrick, who was one of the

pupils, used, many years later, to throw the best company of

London into convulsions of laughter by mimicking the master

and his lady.

At length Johnson, in the twenty-eighth year of his age,

determined to seek his fortune in London as a literary adventurer.

He set out with a few guineas, three acts of his tragedy of Irene

I
in manuscript, and two or three letters of introduction from his

friend Walmesley. Never since literature became a calling in

England had it been a less gainful calling than at the time when

Johnson took up his residence in London. In the preceding

generation a writer of eminent merit was sure to be mun'ficently

rewarded by the government. The least that he could expect

was a pension or a sinecure place; and, if he showed any apti-

tude for politics, he might hope to be a member of parliament, a

lord of the treasury, an ambassador, a secretary of state. But

literature had ceased to flourish under the patronage of the great,

and had not yet begun to flourish under the patronage of the

public. One man of letters, indeed, Pope, had acquired by his

pen what was then considered as a handsome fortune, and lived

on a footing of equality with nobles and ministers of state. But

this was a solitary exception. Even an author whose reputation

was established, and whose works were popular—such an author

Thomson, whose Seastms was in every library, such an author

as Fielding, whose Pasquin had had a greater run than any drama

since The Beggar's Opera— sometimes glad to obtain, by
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Prince C#eot^’8 county. In 1817 he removed to Baltimore,

where he became the professional associate of Luther Martin,

William Pinlmey and Roger B. llaney; with Thomas Harris he

reported the decisions of the court of appeals in Harris and
Johnson^s Reports (i8ao-i8«7); and in 1818 he was appointed

diicf commissioner of insolvent debtors. From 1821 to 1825

he was a state senator; from 1825 to 1845 devoted hiimeH to

liis practice; from 1845 to 1849, as a Whig, he was a member of

the United States Senate; and from Match 1849 July 1850
he was attorney-general of the United States. In 1856 he became
identified with the conservative wing of the Democratic party,

and four years later supported Stephen A. Douglas lor the

presidency. In 1861 he was a delegate from Maryland to the

peace convention at Washington; in 1861-1862 he was a member
o[ the Maryland house of delegates. After the capture of New
Orleans he was commissioned by Lincoln to revise the decisions

of the military commandant, General B. F. Butler, in regard

to foreign governments, and reversed all those decisions to the

entire satisfaction of the administration. In 1863 he again

took his seat in the United States Senate. In 1868 he was
appointed minister to Great Britain and soon after his arrival

in England negotiated the Johnson-CIarcndon treaty for the

settlement of disputes ari.sing out of the Civil War; this, however,
the Senate refused to ratify, and he returned home on tJie acces-

sion of General U, S. Grant to the presidency. Again resuming

ins practice he was engaged by the government in the pro.secu-

tion of Ku-Klujt cases. He died on the 10th of February
1876 at Annapolis. He repudiated the doctrine of secession,

and pleaded for compromise and conciliation. Opposed to the

reconstruction measures, he voted for them on the ground that

it was better to accept than reject them, since they were probably

the best that could be obtained. As a lawyer he was engaged
during his later years in most of the especially important cases

m the Supreme Cburt of the United States and in the courts oL
Maryland.

iOHNSON, RICHARD (i573-' i659 ?), English romance writer,

was baptized in London on the 24th of May 1573. His most
famous romance is The Famous Hisiorie oj the Seaven Champions

of Christendom (1596 ?). The success of this book was so great

that the author added a second and a third part in 1608 and 1616.

His other stories include : The Nine Worthies of London
ThePleasttniM'alks of Moorefields The Pleasant Conceites

of Old Hobson (1607), the hero being a well-known haberdasher
in the Poultry

;
The Most Pleasant History of Tam a Lincolne

(1607); A Remembrance of , Robert Earle of Salisbury (1612);
Looke on Me, London (1613); The History of Tom Thumbe (1621).
2'ke Crown Garland of (i olden. Roses ... set forth in Many
Pleasant new Songs and Sonnets (1612) was reprinted for the

Percy Society (1842 and 1845).

JOHNSON, RICHARD MENTOR (1781-1850), ninth vice-

president of the United States, was born at Bryant’s Station.

Kentucky, on the 17th of Oclobt’- 1781. He was admitted to

the bar in 1800, and soon became prominent as a lawyer and
democratic politician, serving in the House of Representativesand
in the Senate for many years. Ffom 1837 to 1841 he was vice-

president of the United States, to which position he was elected

over Francis Granger, by the Senate, none of the four candidates
for the vice-presidency having received a majority of the elec-

toral votes. The opposition to Johnson within the party greatly

increased during his term, and the democratic national conven-
tion of 1840 adopted the unprecedented course of refusing to

nominate any one for the vice-presidency. In the ensuing elec-

tion Johnson received most of the democratic electoral votes,

but was defeated by the whig candidate, John Tyler. He died
in Frankfort, Kentucky, on the 19th of Novemb^ 1850.

JOHNSON, SAMUEL (1709-1784), English writer and lexico-

grapher, was the son of Michael johnson (1656-17 31 )« bookseller

and magistrate of Lichfield, who married in i7<^ Sarah Ford
(1669-1759). Michael’s abilities and attainments seem to have
been considerable. He was so well acquainted with the con-
tents of the volumes which he exposed for sale that the country

rectors of Staffordshire and Wotreestershire thought him an

oracle on points of learning. Between him and the dergy,

indeed, there was a strong religious and pohtical sympathy. He
was a zealous churchman, and, though he had qualified ^msdf
for municipal office by taking the oaths to sovereigns in

possession, was to the lost a Jaicobite in htan. The social

position of Samuel’s paternal grandfather, William Johnson,

remains obscure
;
his mother was the daughter of Comehus Ford,

“ a little Warwickshire Gent.”

At a house (now the Johnson Museum) in the Market Square,

Lichfield, Samuel Johnson was bom on the i8th of September

1709 and baptized on the same day at St Mary’s, LicMield. in

the child the physical, intellectual and moral peculiarities v^ich

afterwards distinguished the man were plainly discernible:

great muscular strength accompanied by much awkwardness and

many infirmities; great quickness of parts, with a morbid pro-

pensity to sloth and procrastination
;
a kind and geiierous iioart,

with a gloomy and irritable temper. He had inherited from his

ancestors a scrofulous taint, and his parents were weak enough
to believe that the royal touch would cure him. In his third

year he was taken up to London, inspected by the court surgeon

prayed over by the court chaplains and stroked and presented

with e piece of gold by Queen Anne. Her hand was applied (in

vain. The boy’s features, which were originally noble and not

irregular, were distorted by his malady. His cheeks were

deeply scarred. He lost for a time the si^t of one eye; and he

saw but very imperfectly with the other. But the force of his

mind overcame every impediment. Indolent as he was, he
acquired knowledge with such ease and rapidity that at everj^

school (such as those at Lichfield and Stourbridge) to which he

was sent he was soon the best schc^ar. From sixteen to eighteen

he resided at home, and was left to his own devices. He learned

much at this time, though his studies were without guidance and
without plan. He ransacked his father’s shelves, dipped into a
multitude of books, read what was interesting, and passed over

what was dull. An ordinary lad would have acquired littk or

no useful knowledge in such a way
;
but much that was ^11 to

ordinary lads was interesting to Samuel. He read little Greek;
for his proficiency in that language was not such that he could

take much pleasure in the masters of Attic poetry and eloquence.

But he had left school a good Latinist, and he soon acquired an
extensive knowledge of Latin literature. He was peculiarly

attracted by the works of the great restorers of learning. Once,
while searching for some apples, he found a huge folio volume of

Petrarch’s works. 'J'he name excited his curiosity, and he eagerly

devoured hundreds of pages. Indeed^ the diction and ^'ersifi-

cation of his own Latin compositions show that he had paid at
least as much attention to modem copies from the antique as to

the original models.

While he was thus irregularly educating himself, his family was
sinking into bopekss poverty. Old Michael Johnson was much
better qualified to pore over books, and to talk about them, than
to trade in them. His business declined; his debts increased;

it was with difficulty that the diuly expenses of his household
were defrayed. It was out of his power to support his son at

either university; but a wealthy neighbour offered assistance;

and, in reliance on promises which proved to be of very little

value, Samuel was entered at Pembroke College, Oxford. When
the young scholar presented himself to the rulers of that society,

they were amazed not more by his ungainly figure and eccentric

manners than by the quantity of extensive and curious inform-

ation which he had picked up during many months of desultory

but not unprofitable study. On the first day of his residence he
surprised his teachers by quoting Macrobius; and one of the most
learned among them declared that he had never known a fresh-

man of equal aUainments.

At Oxford Johnson resided barely over two years, possibly

less. He was poor, even to raggedness; and his appearance

excited a mirth and a pity which were equally intolerable to his

haughty spirit He was driven from the quadrangle of Chrbt
Church by the sneering looks which the members of that aristo-

crati'^al society cast at the holes in his shoes. Some charital^

person placed a new pair at his dwr; but he spumed them away
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who had seen life in all its forms, who had feasted among blue

ribands in St James’s Square, and had lain with fifty pounds

weight of irons on his legs in the condemned ward of Newgate.

This man had, after many vicissitudes of fortune, sunk at last

into abject and hopeless poverty. His pen had failed him.

His patrons had been taken away by death, or estranged by the

riotous profusion with which he squandered their bounty, and

the ungrateful insolence with which he rejected their advice.

He now lived by begging. He dined on venison and champagne
whenever he had been so fortunate as to borrow a guinea. If

his questing had been unsuccessful, he appeased the rage of

hunger with some scraps of broken meat, and lay down to rest

under the piazza of Covent Garden in warm weather, and, in

cold weather, as near as he could get to the furnace of a glass

house. Yet in his misery he was still an agreeable companicn.

He had an inexhaustible store of anecdotes about that gay and
Iwillianl world from which he was now an outcast. He had

observed the great men of both parties in hours of careless

relaxation, had seen the leaders of opposition without the mask
of patriotism, and had heard the prime minister roar with

laughter iind tell stories not over-decent. During some months
Savage lived in the closest familiarity with Johnson; and then

the friends parted, not without tears. Job.nson remained in

London to drudge for (!ave. Savage went to the west of Eng-
land, lived there as he had lived everywhere, and in 1743 died,

penniless and heartbroken, in Hristol Gaol.

Soon after his death, while the public curiosity was strongly

excited about his extraordinary character and his not loss extra-

ordinary adventures, a life of him appeared widely different from

the catchpenny lives of eminent men which were then a staple

article of manufacture in Grub Street. The style was indeed

deficient in ease and variety
;
and the writer was evidently too

partial to the Latin element of our language. But the little work,

with all its faults, was a masterpiece. No finer specimen of

literary biography existed in any language, living or dead ; and a

discerning critic might have confidently predicted that the

author was destined to be the founder of a new school of English

eloquence.

The Life of Savage was anonymous
;
but it was well known in

literary circles that Johnson was the writer. During the three

years which followed, he produced no important work
;
but he

was not, and indeed could not he, idle. The fame of his abiUties

and legniiifg continued to grow. Warburton pronounced him a

man ol^rts and genius; and the praise of Warburton was then

no light thing. Such was Johnson’s reputation that, in 1747,
several eminent booksellers combined to employ him in the

arduou.s work of preparing a Dictionary of ike English Language,

in two folio volumes, 'fhe sum which they agreed to pay him
was only fifteen hundred guineas; and out of this sum he had to

pay several poor men of letters who assisted him in the humbler
parts of his task.

The prospectus of the Dictionary he addressed to the earl of

Chesterfield. Chesterfield had long been celebrated for the

politeness of his manners, the brilKancv of his wit, and the delicacy

of his last e. He was acknowledged to be the finest speaker in the

House of I .ords. He had recently governed 1 reland, at a momen-
tous conjuncture, with eminent firmness, wisdom and humanity;
and he had since become secretary of state. He received John-
son’s homage with the most winning affability, and requited it

with a few guineas, bestowed doubtless in a very graceful manner,

but was by no means desirous to see all his carpets blackened with

the London mud, and his soups and wines thrown to right and
left over the gowns of fine ladies and the waistcoats of fine gentle-

men, by an absent, awkward scholar, who gave strange starts and
uttered strange growls, who dressed like a scarecrow and ate like

a cortnorant. During some time Johnson continued to call on
his patron, but, after being repeatedly told by the porter that

his lordship Was not at home, took the hint, and ceased to present

himself at the inhospitable door.

Johnson had flattered himself that he should have completed

his Dietionary by the erid of 1750 ; but it was not till 1755 that he
at length gave Wb huge volumes to the World. Duringrthc seven

years which he passed in the drudgery^ of penning definitions

and marking quotations for transcription, he sought for relaxa-

tion in literary labour of a more agreeable kind. In January 1 749
he published The Vanity of Human Wishes, an excellent imitation
of the tenth satire of Juvenal, for which he received fifteen

guineas.

A few days after the publication of this poem, his tragedy of

Irene, begun many years before, was brought on the stage by his

old pupil, David Garrick, now manager of Drury Lane Theatre.
The relation between him and his old preceptor was of a very
singular kind. They repelled each other strongly, and yet attracted

each other strongly. Nature had made them of very different

clay; and circumstances had fully brought out the natural

peculiarities of both. .Sudden prosperity had turned Garrick’s

head. Continued adversity had soured Johnson’s temper.

Johnson saw with more envy than became so great a man the
villa, the plate, the china, the Brussels carpet, which the littk*

mimic had got by repeating, with grimaces and ge.sticulations,

what wiser men had written ; and the exquisitely sensitive vanity

of Garrick was galled by the thought that, while all the rest of the

world was applauding him, he could obtain from one morose
cynic, whose opinion it was impossible to despise, scarcely any
compliment not acidulated with scorn. Yet the two Lichfield

men had so many early recollections in common, and sympathized
with each other on so many points on which they sympathized
with nobody else in the vast population of the capital, that,

though the master was often provoked by the monkey-like
impertinence of the pupil, and the pupil by the bearish rudeness

of the master, they remained friends till they were parted b)'

death. Garrick now brought Irene out, with alterations sufficient

to displease the author, yet not sufficient to make the piece

pleasing to the audience. After nine representations the play

was withdrawn. The poet however cleared by his benefit nights,

and by the sale of the copyright of his tragedy, about three

hundred pounds, then a great sum in his estimation.

About a year after the representation of Irene, he began to

publish a series of short essays on morals, manners and literature.

I'bis species of composition had been brought into fashion by the

success of the Taller, and by the still more brilliant success of the

Spectator, A crowd of small writers had vainly attemptod to rival

Addison. The Lay Monastery, the Cetisor, the Freethinker, the

Plain Dealer, the Champion, and other works of the same kind

had had their short day. At length Johnson undertook the

adventure in which so many aspirants had failed. In the thirty-

sixth year after the appearance of the last number of the Spectator

appeared the first number of the Rambler. From March 1750
to March 1752 this paper continued to come out every Tuesda>

and .Saturday,

From the first the Rambler was enthusiastically admired by a

few eminent men. Richardson, when only five numbers had
appeared, pronounced it equal if not superior to the Spectator.

Young and Hartley expressed their approbation not less warmly.
In consequence probably of the good offices of Biibb Dodington,

who was then the confidential adviser of Prince Frederick, two
of his royal highness’s gentlemen carried a gracious message to

the printing office, and ordered seven copies for Leicester House.
But Johnson had had enough of the patronage of the great to last

him all his life, and was not disposed to haunt any other door as

he had haunted the door of Chesterfield.

By the public the Rambler was at first very coldly received.

Though the price of a number was only twopence, tlie sale did

not amount to five hundred. The profits were therefore very

small. But as soon as the flying leaves were collected and re-

printed they became popular. The author lived to see thirteen

thousand copies spread over England alone. Separate editions

were published for the Scotch and Irish markets. A large party

pronounced the style perfect, so absolutely perfect that in some
essays it would be impossible for the writer himself to alter a
single word for the better. Another party, not less numerous,
vehemently accused him of having corrupted the purity of the

English tongue. The best critics admitt^ that his diction was
too monotonous, too obviously artificial,'and now and then turgid
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Prince C#eot^’8 county. In 1817 he removed to Baltimore,

where he became the professional associate of Luther Martin,

William Pinlmey and Roger B. llaney; with Thomas Harris he

reported the decisions of the court of appeals in Harris and
Johnson^s Reports (i8ao-i8«7); and in 1818 he was appointed

diicf commissioner of insolvent debtors. From 1821 to 1825

he was a state senator; from 1825 to 1845 devoted hiimeH to

liis practice; from 1845 to 1849, as a Whig, he was a member of

the United States Senate; and from Match 1849 July 1850
he was attorney-general of the United States. In 1856 he became
identified with the conservative wing of the Democratic party,

and four years later supported Stephen A. Douglas lor the

presidency. In 1861 he was a delegate from Maryland to the

peace convention at Washington; in 1861-1862 he was a member
o[ the Maryland house of delegates. After the capture of New
Orleans he was commissioned by Lincoln to revise the decisions

of the military commandant, General B. F. Butler, in regard

to foreign governments, and reversed all those decisions to the

entire satisfaction of the administration. In 1863 he again

took his seat in the United States Senate. In 1868 he was
appointed minister to Great Britain and soon after his arrival

in England negotiated the Johnson-CIarcndon treaty for the

settlement of disputes ari.sing out of the Civil War; this, however,
the Senate refused to ratify, and he returned home on tJie acces-

sion of General U, S. Grant to the presidency. Again resuming

ins practice he was engaged by the government in the pro.secu-

tion of Ku-Klujt cases. He died on the 10th of February
1876 at Annapolis. He repudiated the doctrine of secession,

and pleaded for compromise and conciliation. Opposed to the

reconstruction measures, he voted for them on the ground that

it was better to accept than reject them, since they were probably

the best that could be obtained. As a lawyer he was engaged
during his later years in most of the especially important cases

m the Supreme Cburt of the United States and in the courts oL
Maryland.

iOHNSON, RICHARD (i573-' i659 ?), English romance writer,

was baptized in London on the 24th of May 1573. His most
famous romance is The Famous Hisiorie oj the Seaven Champions

of Christendom (1596 ?). The success of this book was so great

that the author added a second and a third part in 1608 and 1616.

His other stories include : The Nine Worthies of London
ThePleasttniM'alks of Moorefields The Pleasant Conceites

of Old Hobson (1607), the hero being a well-known haberdasher
in the Poultry

;
The Most Pleasant History of Tam a Lincolne

(1607); A Remembrance of , Robert Earle of Salisbury (1612);
Looke on Me, London (1613); The History of Tom Thumbe (1621).
2'ke Crown Garland of (i olden. Roses ... set forth in Many
Pleasant new Songs and Sonnets (1612) was reprinted for the

Percy Society (1842 and 1845).

JOHNSON, RICHARD MENTOR (1781-1850), ninth vice-

president of the United States, was born at Bryant’s Station.

Kentucky, on the 17th of Oclobt’- 1781. He was admitted to

the bar in 1800, and soon became prominent as a lawyer and
democratic politician, serving in the House of Representativesand
in the Senate for many years. Ffom 1837 to 1841 he was vice-

president of the United States, to which position he was elected

over Francis Granger, by the Senate, none of the four candidates
for the vice-presidency having received a majority of the elec-

toral votes. The opposition to Johnson within the party greatly

increased during his term, and the democratic national conven-
tion of 1840 adopted the unprecedented course of refusing to

nominate any one for the vice-presidency. In the ensuing elec-

tion Johnson received most of the democratic electoral votes,

but was defeated by the whig candidate, John Tyler. He died
in Frankfort, Kentucky, on the 19th of Novemb^ 1850.

JOHNSON, SAMUEL (1709-1784), English writer and lexico-

grapher, was the son of Michael johnson (1656-17 31 )« bookseller

and magistrate of Lichfield, who married in i7<^ Sarah Ford
(1669-1759). Michael’s abilities and attainments seem to have
been considerable. He was so well acquainted with the con-
tents of the volumes which he exposed for sale that the country

rectors of Staffordshire and Wotreestershire thought him an

oracle on points of learning. Between him and the dergy,

indeed, there was a strong religious and pohtical sympathy. He
was a zealous churchman, and, though he had qualified ^msdf
for municipal office by taking the oaths to sovereigns in

possession, was to the lost a Jaicobite in htan. The social

position of Samuel’s paternal grandfather, William Johnson,

remains obscure
;
his mother was the daughter of Comehus Ford,

“ a little Warwickshire Gent.”

At a house (now the Johnson Museum) in the Market Square,

Lichfield, Samuel Johnson was bom on the i8th of September

1709 and baptized on the same day at St Mary’s, LicMield. in

the child the physical, intellectual and moral peculiarities v^ich

afterwards distinguished the man were plainly discernible:

great muscular strength accompanied by much awkwardness and

many infirmities; great quickness of parts, with a morbid pro-

pensity to sloth and procrastination
;
a kind and geiierous iioart,

with a gloomy and irritable temper. He had inherited from his

ancestors a scrofulous taint, and his parents were weak enough
to believe that the royal touch would cure him. In his third

year he was taken up to London, inspected by the court surgeon

prayed over by the court chaplains and stroked and presented

with e piece of gold by Queen Anne. Her hand was applied (in

vain. The boy’s features, which were originally noble and not

irregular, were distorted by his malady. His cheeks were

deeply scarred. He lost for a time the si^t of one eye; and he

saw but very imperfectly with the other. But the force of his

mind overcame every impediment. Indolent as he was, he
acquired knowledge with such ease and rapidity that at everj^

school (such as those at Lichfield and Stourbridge) to which he

was sent he was soon the best schc^ar. From sixteen to eighteen

he resided at home, and was left to his own devices. He learned

much at this time, though his studies were without guidance and
without plan. He ransacked his father’s shelves, dipped into a
multitude of books, read what was interesting, and passed over

what was dull. An ordinary lad would have acquired littk or

no useful knowledge in such a way
;
but much that was ^11 to

ordinary lads was interesting to Samuel. He read little Greek;
for his proficiency in that language was not such that he could

take much pleasure in the masters of Attic poetry and eloquence.

But he had left school a good Latinist, and he soon acquired an
extensive knowledge of Latin literature. He was peculiarly

attracted by the works of the great restorers of learning. Once,
while searching for some apples, he found a huge folio volume of

Petrarch’s works. 'J'he name excited his curiosity, and he eagerly

devoured hundreds of pages. Indeed^ the diction and ^'ersifi-

cation of his own Latin compositions show that he had paid at
least as much attention to modem copies from the antique as to

the original models.

While he was thus irregularly educating himself, his family was
sinking into bopekss poverty. Old Michael Johnson was much
better qualified to pore over books, and to talk about them, than
to trade in them. His business declined; his debts increased;

it was with difficulty that the diuly expenses of his household
were defrayed. It was out of his power to support his son at

either university; but a wealthy neighbour offered assistance;

and, in reliance on promises which proved to be of very little

value, Samuel was entered at Pembroke College, Oxford. When
the young scholar presented himself to the rulers of that society,

they were amazed not more by his ungainly figure and eccentric

manners than by the quantity of extensive and curious inform-

ation which he had picked up during many months of desultory

but not unprofitable study. On the first day of his residence he
surprised his teachers by quoting Macrobius; and one of the most
learned among them declared that he had never known a fresh-

man of equal aUainments.

At Oxford Johnson resided barely over two years, possibly

less. He was poor, even to raggedness; and his appearance

excited a mirth and a pity which were equally intolerable to his

haughty spirit He was driven from the quadrangle of Chrbt
Church by the sneering looks which the members of that aristo-

crati'^al society cast at the holes in his shoes. Some charital^

person placed a new pair at his dwr; but he spumed them away
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seemed unlikely that the author of these definitions would him-

self be pensioned. But that was a time of wonders. George III.

had ascended the throne, and had, in the course of a few months,

disgusted many of the old friends, and conciliated many of the old

enemies of his house. The city was becoming mutinous
;
Oxford

was becoming loyal. Cavendishes and Bentincks were murmur-

ing
^
Somersets and Wyndhams were hastening to kiss hands.

The head of the treasury was now l^rd Bute, who was a Tory,

and could have no objection to Johnson's Toryism. Bute wished

to be thought a patron of men of letters ;
and Johnson was one of

the most eminent and one of the most needy men of letters in

Europe. A pension of three hundred a year was graciously

offered, and with very little hesitation accepted.

This event produced a change in Johnson’s whole way of life.

For the first time since his boyhood he no longer felt the daily

goad urging him to tlie daily toil. He was at liberty, after thirty

years of anxiety and drudgery, to indulge his constitutional

indolence, to lie in bod till two in the afternoon, and to sit up

talking till four in the morning, without fearing either the

printer’s devil or the sheriff’s officer.

One laborious task indeed he had bound himself to perform.

He had received large subscriptions for his promised edition of

Shakespeare; he had lived on those subscriptions during some

years; and he could not without disgrace omit to perform his

part of the contract. His friends repeatedly exhorted him to

make an effort, and he repeatedly resolved to do so. But, not-

withstandng their exhortations and his resolutions, month

followed month, year followed year, and nothing was done.

He prayed fervently against his idleness; he determined, as often

as he received the sacrament, that he would no longer doze away

and trifle away his time; but the spell under which he lay re.sisted

prayer and sacrament. Happily for his honour, the charm which

held him captive was at length broken by no gentle or friendly

hand. He bad been weak enough to pay serious attention to a

story about a ghost which haunted a house in Cock l.*ane, and had

actually gone himself, with some of his friends, at one in the

morning, to St John’s Church,Clerkenwell, in the hope of receiving

a communication from the perturbed spirit. But the spirit,

though adjured with all solemnity, remained obstinately silent;

and it soon appeared that a naughty girl of eleven had been amus-

ing herself by making fools of so many philosophers. Churchill,

who, confident in his powers, drunk with popularity, and burning

with party spirit, was looking for some man of established fame

and T^ politics to insult, celebrated the Cock Lane ghost in

three cantos, nicknamed Johnson Pomposo, asked where the book

was which had been so long promised and so liberally paid for,

and directly accused the great moralist of cheating. This terrible

word proved effectual, and in October 1765 appeared, after a

delay of nine years, the new edition of Shake.speare.

This publication saved Johnson’s character for honesty, but

added nothing to the fame of his abilities and learning. The

Preface, though it contains some good passages, is not in his best

manner. The most valuable notes are those in which he had an

opportunity of showing how attentively he had during many
years observed human life and human nature. The best speci-

men is the note on the character of l^olonius. Nothing so good

is to be found even in Wilhelm Meisier’s admirable examination

of Hamlet, But here praise must end. It would be difficult to

name a more slovenly, a more worthless edition of any great

classic.^ Johnson had, in his prospectus, told the world that he

was peculiarly fitted for the task which he had undertaken, be-

cause he had, as a lexicographer, been under the necessity of

taking a wider view of the English language than any of his pre-

decessors. But, unfortunately, he had altogether neglected that

very part of our literaturt with which it is especially desirable

that an editor of Shakesreare should be conversant. In the two

folio volumes of the English Dictumary there is not a single

1 This famous dictum of Macaulay, though endorsed by I/)rd

Krsebery, has been energetically rebutted by F»rofessor W. Raleigh
and others, who recognize both sagacity and scholarship in Johnson's
Fh-eface and Notes. Johnson's wide grasp of the discourse and
knowlef'ge of human nature enable him in a hundred entangled
passages to go straight to the dramatist's meaning.— (T. Sr )
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passage quoted from any dramatist of the Elizabethan age except

Shakespeare and Ben Jonson. Even from Ben the quotations

are few, Johnson might easily in a few months have made him-

self well acquainted with every old play that was extant. But

it never seems to have occurred to him that this was a necessary

preparation for the work which he had undertaken. He would

doubtless have admitted that it would be the height of absurdity

in a man who was not familiar with the works of Aeschylus and

Euripides to publish an edition of Sophocles. Yet he ventured

to publish an edition of Shakespeare, without having ever in his

life, as far as can be discovered, read a single scene of Massinger,

Ford, Dekker, Webster, Marlow, Beaumont or Fletcher. His

detractors were noisy and scurrilous. He had, however, acquitted

himself of a debt which had long lain heavy on his conscience, and

he sank back into the repose from which the sting of satire had

roused him. He long continued to live upon the fame which he

had already won. He was honoured by the university of Oxford

with a doctor’s degree, by the Royal Academy with a professor-

ship, and by the king with an interview, in which his majesty

most graciously expressed a hope that so excellent a writer would

not cease to write. In the interval between t765 and 1775

Johnson published only two or three political tracts.

But, though his pen was now idle, his tongue was active. The
influence exercised by his conversation, directly upon those with

whom he lived, and indirectly on the whole literary world, was

altogether without a parallel. His colloquial talents were indeed

of the highest order. He had strong sense, quick discernment,

wit, humour, immense knowledge of literature and of life, and an

infinite store of curious anecdotes. As respected style, he spokt'

far better than he wrote. Every sentence which dropped from

his lips was as correct in structure as the most nicely balanced

period of the Rambler. But in his talk there were no pompous

triads, and little more than a fair proportion of words in ’Osiiy

and ’ation. All was simplicity, ease and vigour. He uttered

his short, weighty, and pointed sentences with a power of voire,

and a justness and energy of emphasis, of which the effect was

rather increased than diminished by the rollings of his huge form,

and by the asthmatic gaspings and puffings in which the peals of

his eloquence generally ended. Nor did the laziness which made
him unwilling to sit down to his desk prevent him from giving in-

struction or entertainment orally. To discuss que.stions of taste,

of learning, of casuistry, in language .so exact and so forcible that

it might have been printed without the alteration of a word, wa.s

to him no exertion, but a pleasure. He loved, as he said, to fold

his legs and have his talk out. He was ready to bestow the over-

flowings of his full mind on anybody who would start a subject

:

on a fellow-passenger in a stage coach, or on the person who sat

at the same table with him in an eating-house. But his conversa-

tion w'as nowhere so brilliant and striking as W'hen he w^as sur-

rounded by a few friends, whose abilities and knowledge enabled

them, as he once expressed it, to send him back every ball that

he threw. Some of these, in 1764, formed themselves into a club,

which gradually became a formidable power in the common-
wealth of letters. The verdicts pronounced by this conclave on

new books were speedily known over all London, and were suffi-

cient to sell off a whole edition in a day, or to condemn the sheet .s

to the .service of the trunkmaker and the pastrycook. Gold-

smith was the representative of poetry and light literature,

Reynolds of the arts, Burke of political eloquence and political

philosophy. There, too, were Gibbon the greatest historian

and Sir William Jones the greatest linguist of the age. Garrick

brought to the meetings his inexhaustible pleasantry, his incom-

parable mimicry, and his consummate knowledge of stage effect.

Among the most constant attendants were two high-born and

high-bred gentlemen, closely bound together by friendship, but

of widely different characters and habits—Bennet Langton,

distinguished by his skill in Greek literature, by the orthodoxy

of his opinions, and by the sanctity of his life, and Topham
Beauclerk, renowned for his amours, his knowledge of the gay

world, his fastidious taste and his sarcastic wit.

Among the members of this celebrated body was one to whom
it has owed the greater part of its celebrity, yet who was
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Prince C#eot^’8 county. In 1817 he removed to Baltimore,

where he became the professional associate of Luther Martin,

William Pinlmey and Roger B. llaney; with Thomas Harris he

reported the decisions of the court of appeals in Harris and
Johnson^s Reports (i8ao-i8«7); and in 1818 he was appointed

diicf commissioner of insolvent debtors. From 1821 to 1825

he was a state senator; from 1825 to 1845 devoted hiimeH to

liis practice; from 1845 to 1849, as a Whig, he was a member of

the United States Senate; and from Match 1849 July 1850
he was attorney-general of the United States. In 1856 he became
identified with the conservative wing of the Democratic party,

and four years later supported Stephen A. Douglas lor the

presidency. In 1861 he was a delegate from Maryland to the

peace convention at Washington; in 1861-1862 he was a member
o[ the Maryland house of delegates. After the capture of New
Orleans he was commissioned by Lincoln to revise the decisions

of the military commandant, General B. F. Butler, in regard

to foreign governments, and reversed all those decisions to the

entire satisfaction of the administration. In 1863 he again

took his seat in the United States Senate. In 1868 he was
appointed minister to Great Britain and soon after his arrival

in England negotiated the Johnson-CIarcndon treaty for the

settlement of disputes ari.sing out of the Civil War; this, however,
the Senate refused to ratify, and he returned home on tJie acces-

sion of General U, S. Grant to the presidency. Again resuming

ins practice he was engaged by the government in the pro.secu-

tion of Ku-Klujt cases. He died on the 10th of February
1876 at Annapolis. He repudiated the doctrine of secession,

and pleaded for compromise and conciliation. Opposed to the

reconstruction measures, he voted for them on the ground that

it was better to accept than reject them, since they were probably

the best that could be obtained. As a lawyer he was engaged
during his later years in most of the especially important cases

m the Supreme Cburt of the United States and in the courts oL
Maryland.

iOHNSON, RICHARD (i573-' i659 ?), English romance writer,

was baptized in London on the 24th of May 1573. His most
famous romance is The Famous Hisiorie oj the Seaven Champions

of Christendom (1596 ?). The success of this book was so great

that the author added a second and a third part in 1608 and 1616.

His other stories include : The Nine Worthies of London
ThePleasttniM'alks of Moorefields The Pleasant Conceites

of Old Hobson (1607), the hero being a well-known haberdasher
in the Poultry

;
The Most Pleasant History of Tam a Lincolne

(1607); A Remembrance of , Robert Earle of Salisbury (1612);
Looke on Me, London (1613); The History of Tom Thumbe (1621).
2'ke Crown Garland of (i olden. Roses ... set forth in Many
Pleasant new Songs and Sonnets (1612) was reprinted for the

Percy Society (1842 and 1845).

JOHNSON, RICHARD MENTOR (1781-1850), ninth vice-

president of the United States, was born at Bryant’s Station.

Kentucky, on the 17th of Oclobt’- 1781. He was admitted to

the bar in 1800, and soon became prominent as a lawyer and
democratic politician, serving in the House of Representativesand
in the Senate for many years. Ffom 1837 to 1841 he was vice-

president of the United States, to which position he was elected

over Francis Granger, by the Senate, none of the four candidates
for the vice-presidency having received a majority of the elec-

toral votes. The opposition to Johnson within the party greatly

increased during his term, and the democratic national conven-
tion of 1840 adopted the unprecedented course of refusing to

nominate any one for the vice-presidency. In the ensuing elec-

tion Johnson received most of the democratic electoral votes,

but was defeated by the whig candidate, John Tyler. He died
in Frankfort, Kentucky, on the 19th of Novemb^ 1850.

JOHNSON, SAMUEL (1709-1784), English writer and lexico-

grapher, was the son of Michael johnson (1656-17 31 )« bookseller

and magistrate of Lichfield, who married in i7<^ Sarah Ford
(1669-1759). Michael’s abilities and attainments seem to have
been considerable. He was so well acquainted with the con-
tents of the volumes which he exposed for sale that the country

rectors of Staffordshire and Wotreestershire thought him an

oracle on points of learning. Between him and the dergy,

indeed, there was a strong religious and pohtical sympathy. He
was a zealous churchman, and, though he had qualified ^msdf
for municipal office by taking the oaths to sovereigns in

possession, was to the lost a Jaicobite in htan. The social

position of Samuel’s paternal grandfather, William Johnson,

remains obscure
;
his mother was the daughter of Comehus Ford,

“ a little Warwickshire Gent.”

At a house (now the Johnson Museum) in the Market Square,

Lichfield, Samuel Johnson was bom on the i8th of September

1709 and baptized on the same day at St Mary’s, LicMield. in

the child the physical, intellectual and moral peculiarities v^ich

afterwards distinguished the man were plainly discernible:

great muscular strength accompanied by much awkwardness and

many infirmities; great quickness of parts, with a morbid pro-

pensity to sloth and procrastination
;
a kind and geiierous iioart,

with a gloomy and irritable temper. He had inherited from his

ancestors a scrofulous taint, and his parents were weak enough
to believe that the royal touch would cure him. In his third

year he was taken up to London, inspected by the court surgeon

prayed over by the court chaplains and stroked and presented

with e piece of gold by Queen Anne. Her hand was applied (in

vain. The boy’s features, which were originally noble and not

irregular, were distorted by his malady. His cheeks were

deeply scarred. He lost for a time the si^t of one eye; and he

saw but very imperfectly with the other. But the force of his

mind overcame every impediment. Indolent as he was, he
acquired knowledge with such ease and rapidity that at everj^

school (such as those at Lichfield and Stourbridge) to which he

was sent he was soon the best schc^ar. From sixteen to eighteen

he resided at home, and was left to his own devices. He learned

much at this time, though his studies were without guidance and
without plan. He ransacked his father’s shelves, dipped into a
multitude of books, read what was interesting, and passed over

what was dull. An ordinary lad would have acquired littk or

no useful knowledge in such a way
;
but much that was ^11 to

ordinary lads was interesting to Samuel. He read little Greek;
for his proficiency in that language was not such that he could

take much pleasure in the masters of Attic poetry and eloquence.

But he had left school a good Latinist, and he soon acquired an
extensive knowledge of Latin literature. He was peculiarly

attracted by the works of the great restorers of learning. Once,
while searching for some apples, he found a huge folio volume of

Petrarch’s works. 'J'he name excited his curiosity, and he eagerly

devoured hundreds of pages. Indeed^ the diction and ^'ersifi-

cation of his own Latin compositions show that he had paid at
least as much attention to modem copies from the antique as to

the original models.

While he was thus irregularly educating himself, his family was
sinking into bopekss poverty. Old Michael Johnson was much
better qualified to pore over books, and to talk about them, than
to trade in them. His business declined; his debts increased;

it was with difficulty that the diuly expenses of his household
were defrayed. It was out of his power to support his son at

either university; but a wealthy neighbour offered assistance;

and, in reliance on promises which proved to be of very little

value, Samuel was entered at Pembroke College, Oxford. When
the young scholar presented himself to the rulers of that society,

they were amazed not more by his ungainly figure and eccentric

manners than by the quantity of extensive and curious inform-

ation which he had picked up during many months of desultory

but not unprofitable study. On the first day of his residence he
surprised his teachers by quoting Macrobius; and one of the most
learned among them declared that he had never known a fresh-

man of equal aUainments.

At Oxford Johnson resided barely over two years, possibly

less. He was poor, even to raggedness; and his appearance

excited a mirth and a pity which were equally intolerable to his

haughty spirit He was driven from the quadrangle of Chrbt
Church by the sneering looks which the members of that aristo-

crati'^al society cast at the holes in his shoes. Some charital^

person placed a new pair at his dwr; but he spumed them away
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Of other assailants Johnson took no notice whatever. He

had early resolved never to be drawn into controversy ; and he
adliered to his resolution with a steadfastness which is the more
extraordinary because he was, both intellectually and morally,

of the stuff of which controversialists are made. In conversation

he was a singularly eager, acute and pertinacious disputant.

When at a loss for good reasons, he had recourse to sophistry

;

and when heated by altercation, he made unsparing use of sar-

casm and invective. But when he took his pen in his hand, his

whole character seemed to be changed. A hundred bad writers

misrepresented him and reviled him
j
but not one of the hundred

could boast of having been thought by him worthy of a refuta-

tion, or even of a retort. One Scotsman, bent on vindicating

the fame of Scots learning, defied him to the combat in a detest-

able Latin hexameter :

—

“Maximo, si tu vis, cupio contendcro tecum."

But Johnson took no notice of the challenge. He always main-
tained that fame was a shuttlecock wliich could be kept up only

by being beaten back as well as beaten forward, and which would
soon fall if there were only one battledore. No saying was
oftener in his mouth than that fine apophthegm of Bentley, tliat

no man was ever written down hut by himself.

Unhappily, a few months after the appearance of the Journey
to the Helmdes, Johnson did what none of his envious assailants

could have done, and to a certain extent succeeded in writing

himself down. The disputes between England and her American
colonies had reached a point at which no amicable adjustment
was possible. War was evidently impending; and the ministers

seem to have thought that the eloquence of Johnson might with

advantage be employed to inflame the nation against the opposi-

tion at home, and against the rebels beyond the Atlantic. He
had already written two or three tracts in defence of the foreign

and domestic policy of the government
;
and those tracts, thoqgh

hardly worthy of him, were much superior to the crowd of

pamphlets which lay on the counters of Almon and Stockdale.

But his Taxation no Tyranny was a pitiable f?iilurc. Even
Boswell was forced to own that in this unfortunate piece he could

detect no trace of liis master’s power.s. The general opinion was
that the strong faculties which had produced the DManary and
the Rambler were beginning to fed the eflect of lime and of

disease, and that tlie old man would best consult his credit by
writing no more. But this >vas a great mistake. Johnson had
failed, because his mind was less vigorous than when he

wTote ^si^das in the evenings of a week, but because he had
foolishly chosen, or suffered others to choo.se for him, a subject

such as he would at no time have been compctenl to treat. He
was in no sense a statesman. lie never willingly read or thought
or talked about affairs of state. He loved biography, literary

history, the liistury of manners; but political history was po.si-

tively distasteful to him. The question at issue between the

colonies and the mother countrv' was a question about which he
had really nothing to say. Happily, Johnson soon had an
opportunity of proving most signally that his failure was not to

be ascribed to intellectual decay.

On Easter Eve 1 777 some persons, deputed by a meeting which
consisted of forty of the first booksellers in London, called upon
him, Though he had some scruples about doing business at that

season, he received his visitors with much civility. They came
to inform him that a new edition of the English poets, from
Cowley downwards, was in contemplation, and to ask him to

furnish short biographical prefaces. He readily undertook the

task for which he was pre-eminently qualified. His knowledge
of the literary history of England since the Restoration was
unrivalled. That knowledge he had derived partly from books,

and partly from sources whicli had long been closed : from old

Grub Street traditions; from the talk of forgotten poetasters

and pamphleteers, who had long been lying in parish vaults;

from the recollections of such men as Gilbert Walmesley, who
had conversed with the wits of Button, Cibber, who had
mutilated the plays of two generations of dramatists, Orrery,

who had been admitted to the society of Swift and Savage, who

had rendered services of no very honourable kind to Pope. The
biographer therefore sat down to his task with a mind full of

matter. He had at first intended to give only a paragraph to
every minor poet, and only four or five pages to the greatest name.
But the flood of anecdote and criticism overflowed the narrow
channel. The work, which was originally meant to consist only
of a few sheets, swelled into ten volumes—small volumes, it is true,

and not closely printed. The first four appeared in 1779, fh®

remaining six in 1781.

'Hie Lives of the Poets are, on the whole, the best of Johnson’s
works. The narratives ar^ as entertaining as any novel. The
remarks on life and on human nature are eminently shrewd and
profound. The criticisms are often excellent, and, even when
gro>ssly and provokingly unjust, well deserve to be studied.

Savage's Life Johnson reprinted nearly as it had appeared in 1 744.
Whoever, after reading that life, will turn to the other lives will

be struck by the difference of style. Since Johnson had been at

ea.se in his circumstances he had written little and had talked

much. When therefore he, after the lapse of years, resumed his

pen, the mannerism which he had contracted while he was in the

constant habit of elaborate composition was less perceptible than
formerly, and his diction frequently had a colloquial case which
it had formerly wanted. The improvement may be di.sccrncd

by a skilful critic in the Journey to the Hebrides, and in the Lives

of the Poets is so obvious that it cannot escape the notice of the

most careless reader. Among the Lives the best arc perhaps
those of Cowley, Dryden and Pope. The very worst is, beyond all

doubt, that of Gray
;
the most controverted that of Milton.

This great work at once became popular. There was, indeed,

much just and much unjust censure; but even tho.se who were

loudest in blame were attracted by the book in spite of them-
selves. Malone computed the gains of the publishers at five or

six thou.sand pounds. But the writer was very poorly remuner-

ated. Intending at first to write very short prefaces, he had
stipulated for only two hundred guineas. The booksellers, when
they saw how far his performance had surpassed his promise,

added only another hundred. Indeed Johnson, though he did

not despise or affect to despise money, and though his strong

sense and long experience ought to have qualified him to protect

his own interests, seems to have been singularly unskilful and
unlucky in his literary bargains. He was generally reputed the

first English writer of his time. Yet several writers of his time

sold their copyrights for sums such as he never ventured to ask.

To give a single instance, Robertson received £4500 for the

History of Charles V

.

Johnson was now in his seventy-second year. The infirmities

of age were coming fast upon him. That inevitable event of

which he never thought without horror was brought near to him

;

and his whole life was darkened by the shadow of death. The
strange dependants to whom he had given shelter, and to whom,
in spite of their faults, he was strongly attached by habit,

dropped off one by one; and, in the silence of his home, he re-

gretted even the noise of their scolding matches. The kind and
generous Thralc was no more; and it was soon plain that the old

Streatham intimacy could not be maintained upon the same foot-

ing. Mrs Thrale herself confessed that without her husband’s

assistance she did not feel able to entertain Johnson as a constant

inmate of her house. Free from the yoke of the brewer, she fell

in love with a music-master, high in his profession, from Brescia,

named Gabriel Piozzi, in whom nobody but herself could discover

anything to admire. The secret of this attachment was soon

discovered by Fanny Burney, but Johnson at most only sus-

pected it.

In September 1782 the place at Streatham was from motives

of economy let to Lord Shelburne, and Mrs Tlirale took a house

at Brighton, whither Johnson accompanied her; they remained

for six weeks on the old familiar footing. In March 1783 Boswell

was glad to discover Johnson well looked after and staying with

Mrs Thrale in Argyll Street, but in a bad state of health. Im-
patience of Johnson’s criticisms and infirmities had been steadily

growing with Mrs Thrale since 1774. She now went to Bath
with her daughters, partly to escape his^supervision. Johnson
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was very ill m his lodgings during the summer, but he still corre-

sponded affectionately with his “ mistress ” and received many
favours from her. He retained the fuU use of his senses during

the paralytic attack, and in July he was sufficiently recovered

to i^new his old club life and to meditate further journeys. In

June 1784 he went with Boswell to Oxford for the last time, in

September he was in Lichfield. On his return his health was
rather worse; but he would submit to no dietary regime. His

asthma tormented him day and night, and dropsical symptoms
made their appearance. His wrath was e^ccitod in no measured
terms against the re-manriage of his old friend Mrs Thraje, the

news of which he heard this summer. The whole dispute seems,

to-day, entirely uncalled-for, but the marriage aroused some of

Johnson's strongest prejudices. He wrote inconsiderately on

the subject, but we must remember that he was at the time

afflicted in body and mentally haunted by dread of impending

change. Throughout all his troubles he had clung vehemently
to life. The feeling described in that fine but gloomy paper

which closes the series of his Idlers .seemed to grow stronger in

him as his last hour drew near. He fancied that he should be

able to draw his breath more easily in a southern climate, and
would probably have set out for Rome and Naples but for his

fear of the expease of the journey. That expense, indeed, he

had the means of defraying; for he had laid up about two thou- I

sand pounds, the fruit of labours which had made the fortune of
I

several publishers. But he was unwilling to break in upon this
|

hoard, and he seems to have wished even to keep its existence
j

a secret. Some of his friends hoped that the Government might
be induced to increase his pension to six hundred pounds a year,

but this hope was disappointed, and he resolved to stand one

lilnglish winter more.

That winter wa.s his last. His legs grew weaker; his breath

grew shorter; the fatal water gathered fast, in spite of incisions

which he, courageous against pain but timid against death, urged*

his surgeons to make deeper and deeper. Though the tender

rare which had mitigated his sufferings during months of sickness

at Slreatham was withdrawn, and though Boswell was absent,

he was not left desolate. The ablest phy.sicians and surgeons

attended him, and refused to accept fees from him. Burke
parted from him with deep emotion. Windham sat much in the

sick-room. Francc.s Burney, whom the old man had cherished
|

with fatherly kindness, .stfmd weeping at the door; while Langton, !

whose piety eminently qualified him to be an adviser and com-
forter at such a time, received the last pressure of his friend’s

hand within. When at length the moment, dreaded through

so many years, came close, the dark cloud passed away from

Johnson’s mind. Windliam’s servant, who sat up with him
during his last night, declared that “ no man could appear more
collected, more devout or less terrified at the thoughts of the

approaching minute.” At hour intervals, often of much pain,

he was moved in bed and addressed himself vehemently to

prayer. In the morning he wa.s still able to give his blessing,

but in the afternoon he became drowsy, and at a quarter past

seven in the eveningon the i^tn of December 1784, in his seventy-

sixth year, he passed away. He was laid, a week later, in West-

minster Abbey, among the eminent men of whom he had been
the historian—Cowley and Denham, Dryden and Congreve,

Gay, Prior and Addison. (M.)

BibliogrAPTiY.~-The splendid example of his style which Macaulay
contributed in the article on Johnson to the 7th edition of this ency-
clopaedia has become classic, and has therefore been retained above !

with a few trifling modifications in those places in which his invincible
I

love of the picture^ue has drawn him demonstrably aside from the
|

dull line of veracity. Macaulay, it must be noted, exaggerated
persistently the poverty of Johnson's pedigree, the squalor of his

curly married life, tlie grotesquencss of fiis entourage in Fleet Street,
|

the decline and f^l from' complete virtue of Mrs Thrale, the novelty
and success of the Dictionary

^
the complete failure of the Shakespeare

and the political tracts. Yet this contribution is far more mellow
than the article contributed on Johnson twenty-five years before
to the Edinburgh Review in correction of Croker. Matthew Arnold,
who edited six selected Lives of the poets, regarded it as one ol

Macaulay's happiest and ripest efforts. It was written out of friend-

ship forAdam Black, and " payment was not so much as mentioned.

"

The big reviews, especially the quarterlies, have alwaya been Ibe

natural home of Jofinmaian study. Sit Walter Hay-
ward, Macaul^, Thomas Carlyle (whose famous Fraser mrticle was
reprinted in 1^3) and Whitwell Blwin have done as much as any-
body pc rhaps to sustain the aest for Johnsonian studios. Macaulay/s
prediction that the interest in the man would sqpersctde that m" Works " seemed and seems likely enough to justify itself • but
his theory that the man alone mattered and that a portrait painted
by the hand of an inspired idiot was a true measure of the man has
not worn bettor than the common run of literary propositions.
Johnson’s prose is not extensivfdy read. But this sam? ^ tyiie of
nearly afl the great prose masters of the i8th pentury. As in the
case of all great men. Johnson has suffered a good deaf at the liands
of his imitators ana admirers. His prose, though not nearly so
uniformly monotonous or polysyllabic as the parodists usould nave
us believe, was at one time greatly overpraised. Hfom tye " Life
of Savage " to the " Life of Popp " it develoned a great and |n
the main improved. To the last he sacrificed expression rather too
much to style, and he was perhaps over conscious of the balanced

ithet. But he contributed both dignity and dialectical force to
e prose movement of his period.
The best edition of his works is still the Oxford edition of 1825 in

0 vols. At the present day, however, his periodical writings arc
neglected, and au that c^n be said to excite interest are, first the
Lives of ike Poets (best edition by Birkbeck Hill and H. S. Scott, 3 vols.,

T905), and then the Letters^ the Prayers and Meditations^ and the
Poems, to which may doubtfully be aaded the once idolized Rasselas.
The Poems and Rasselas have been reprinted times without number.
The others have been re-edited with scrupulous care for the Oxford
Lniversity Press by the pious diligence of that most enthusiastic oi

all Johnsonians, Dr Birkbeck Hill. But the tendency at the present
day IS undoubtedly to prize Jofinson's personality and sayings more
than any of his works. These are i)rcscrved to us in a body of

biographical writing, the efficiency of which is unequalled in the
whole range of literature. The cliicf constituents are Johnson's
own Letters and Account of bis Life from kis Birth to BUnphlh
Year (1805), a fragment saved from papers burned in 1784 and not
seen by Boswell

;
the life by his old but not very sympathetic friend

and dub-leilow, Sir John Hawkins (1787); Mrs Thrale-Piozzi's

Anecdotes (X785) and Letters', the Dietry and LetUrB of Fanny
Burney (DArblay) (1841); the shorter Lives of Arthur Murphy,
T. Tyers, &c.; far above all, of course, the qnique Life by lames
Boswell, first published in T791, and subsequently enc usteo with*
vast masses of Johnsoniana in the .successive editions of Maloue,
Croker, Napier, Fitzgerald, Mowbray Morris (Globe), Birrell, In^pen
(copiously illustrated) and Dr Birkbeck Hill (the most exhaustive).
The sayings and Johnsoniana have been reprinted in very many

and various forms. "Valuable work has been done in Johnsonian
genealogy and topography by Aleyn Lycll Readc in his Johnso ion
Gleanings, &c., and in the Memorials of Old Staffordshire (ed. W.
Beresford). The most excellent short Lives arc those by F. Grant
(Eng. Writers) and Sir I-eslie Stephen (Eng. Men of Letter^), Pro-
fessor W. Raleigh's essay (Stephen Lecture), Lord Rosebery's
estimate (1900), and Sir Leslie Stephen^s article in the Dictionary of

National Biography, with bibliography and list of portraits, should
be consulted. Johnson's " Club " (" The Club ") still exi ts, ami
has contained ever since his time a large prt^rtion of Ihc public
celebrities of it.s day. A " Johnson Club,” which has included many
johnson scholars and has published papers, was founded in 1885.

Lichfield has laken an active part in the commemoration of Johnson
since 1 88 7, wlien Johnson's birthplace was secured as a municipal
museum, and Lichfield was the chief scene of the Bicentenary
Celebrations of September 1909 (fully descrih.ed in A. M. Broadloy’^s

Dr Johnson and Mrs Thrale, 1909), containing, together with new
materials and portraits, an essay dealing with Macaulay's treatment
of the Johnson-Thrale episodes by T. Seccombe). Statues both of

(ohnson and Boswell arc in the market-place al Lichfield. A statue

was erected in St Paul’s in 1825, and there are commemorative
tablets in Lichfield Cathedral, St Nicholas (Brip,hton), Utto'eter,

St Clement Dane.s (London), Gwaynynog and elsewhere. (T. Se.)

JOHNSON, SIR THOMAS (1664-1729), English merchant, was

bom in Liverpool in November 1664. He succeeded his father

in 1689 as bailiff and in 1695 as mayor. From 1701 to 1723 he

represented Live’^pool in parliament, and he was knighted by

Queen Anne in 1708. He effected the separation of Liverpool

from the parish of Walton-on-the-Hill
;
from the Crown he

obtained the grant to the corporation of the site of the old castle

where he planned the town market ;
while the construction of the

first floating dock (1708) and the building of St Peter's and St

George’s chmrches were due in great measure to his efforts. He
was interested in the tobacco trade; in 1715 he conveyed 130

Jacobite prisoners to the American plantations . In 1 7 2 3, having

lost in speculation the fortune which he had inherited from his

father, he went himself to Virginia as collector of customs on

Hie Rappahannock river. He died in Jfimaica in 1729. A
Liverpool street is named Sir Thomas Buildings after him.
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JOHNSON^ THOMAS^ English iSth-century wood-carver and

furniture designer. Of exceLent repute as a craftsman and

an artist in wood, his original conceptions and his adaptations

of other men's ideas were remarkable for their extreme flam-

boyance, and for the merciless manner in which he overloaded

them with thin and meretricious ornament. Perhaps his most

inept design is that for a table in which a duck or goose is dis-

placing water that falls upon a mandarin, seated, with his head on

one side, upon the rail below. No local school of Italian rococo

ever produced more extravagant absurdities. His clocks bore

scythes and hour-glasses and flashing sunbeams, together with

whirls and convolutions and floriated adornments without end.

On the other hand, he occasionally produced a mirror frame or

a mantelpiece which was simple and dignified. The art of

artistic plagiarism has never been so well understood or so

dexterously practised as by the 18th-century designers of English

furniture, and Johnson appears to have so far exceeded his

contemporaries that he must be called a barefaced thief. The

three leading “ motives " of the time—Chinese, Gothic and Louis

Quatorze—were mixed up in his work in the most amazing

manner; and he was exceedingly fond of introducing human

figures, animals, birds and fishes in highly incongruous places.

He appears to have defended his enormities on the ground that

“ all men vary in opinion, and a fault in the eye of one may be

a beauty in that of another; 'tis a duty incumbent on an author

to endeavour at pleasing every taste,” Johnson, who was in

business at the “ Golden Boy ” in Grafton Street, Westminster,

published a folio volume of Designs for Picture FramesyCandelabra,

Ceilings, 6*r. (1758); and One Hundred and Fifty New Designs

(1761).

JOHNSON, SIR WILLIAM (1715-1774); British soldier and

American pioneer, was born in Smithtown, Co. Meath, Ireland,

in 1715, the son of Christopher Johnson, a country gentleman.

As a boy he was educated for a commercial career, but in

1738 he removed to America for the purpose of managing a

tract of land in the Mohawk Valley, New York, belonging to his

uncle, Admiral Sir Peter Warren (1703-1752). He established

himself on the south bank of the Mohawk river, about 25 m.

W. of Schenectady. Before 1743 he removed to the north side

of the river. The new settlement prospered from the start, and

a valuable trade was built up with the Indians, over whom
Johnson exercised an immense influence, I'hc Mohawks

adopted him ^d elected him a sachem. In 1744 he was ap-

pointedNIy Governor George Clinton (d. 1761) superintendent

of the aflairs of the Six Nations (Iroquois). In 1746 he was made

commissary of the province for Indian affairs, and was influential

in enlisting and equipping the Six Nations for participation in

the warfare with French Canada, two years later (1748) being

placed in command of a line of outposts on the New York

frontier. The peace of Aix-la-Chapellc put a stop to offensive

operations, which he had begun. In May 1 750 by royal appoint-

ment he became a member for life of the governor’s council, and

in the same year he resigned the post of superintendent of

Indian affairs. In 1754 he was one of the New York delegates

to the inter-colonial convention at Albany, N.Y. In 1755 General

Edward Braddock, the commander of the British forces in

America, commissioned him major-general, in which capacity he

directed the expedition against Crown Point, and in September

defeated the French and Indians under Baron Ludwig A.

Dieskau {1701-1767) at the battle of I^ke George, where he

himself was wounded. For this success he received the thanks

of parliament, and was created a baronet (November 1755).

From July 1756 until his death he was “ sole superintendent of

the Six Nations and other-Northem Indians.” He took part in

General James Abercrombie’s disastrous campaign against Ticon-

deroga (1758), and in 1759 he was second in command in General

John Prideaux’c expedition agaipst Fort Niagara, succeeding to

the chief command on that officer’s death, and capturing the fort.

In 1760 he was with General Jeffrey Amherst (i7i7-i797)at the

capture of Montreal. As a reward for his services the king granted

him a tract of 100,000 acres of land north of the Mohawk river.

It was due to his influence that the Iroquois refused to join

Pontiac in his conspiracy, and he was instrumental in arranging

the treaty of Fort Stanwix in 1768. After the war Sir William

retired to his estates, where, on the site of the present Johnstown,

he built his residence, Johnson Hall, and lived in all the stylo of

an English baron. He devoted himself to colonizing his exten-

sive lands, and is said to have been the first to introduce sheep

and blood horses into the province. He died at Johnstown,

N.Y., on the nth of July 1774. In 1739 Johnson had married

Catherine Wisenberg, by whom he had three children. After

her death he had various mistresses, including a niece of the

Indian chief Hendrick, and Molly Brant, a sister of the famous

chief Joseph Brant.

His son. Sir John Johnson (1742-1830), who was knighted

in 1765 and succeeded to the baronetcy on his father’s death,

took part in the French and Indian War and in the border warfare

during the War of Independence, organizing a loyalist regiment

known as the Queen’s Royal Greens,” which he led at the battle

of Oriskany and in the raids (1778 and 1780) on Cherry Valley

and in the Mohawk Valley. He was also one of the officers of

the force defeated by General John Sullivan in the engagement

at Newtown (Elmira), N.Y., on the 29th of August 1 7 79. He was

made brigadier-general of provincial troops in 1782. His estates

had been confiscated, and after the war he lived in Canada, where

he held from 1791 until his death the office of superintendent-

general of Indian affairs for British North America. He received

;f45,ooo from the British government for his losses.

Sir William’s nephew, Guy Johnson (1740-1788), succeeded

his uncle as superintendent of Indian affairs in 1774, and served

in the French and Indian War and, on the British side, in the

War of Independence.

See W. L. Stone, Life of Sir William Johnson (2 vols., 1865)

;

W. E. Griffis, Sir Wilham Johnson and the Six Nations (1891)

in "Makers of America Scries"; Augustus C. Buell, Sir William

Johnson (1903) in " Historic Lives Series"; and J. Watts DePeyster,
*“ The Life of Sir John Johnson, Bart," in The Orderly Book of Sir

ohn Johnson during the Oriskany Campaign, tjjO-iyjj, annotated

y William L. Stone (1882).

JOHNSTON, ALBERT SIDNEY (1803-1862), American Con-

federate general in the Civil War, was bom at Washington,

Mason county, Kentucky, on the 3rd of February 1803. He
graduated from West Point in 1826, and served for eight years

in the U.S. infantry as a company officer, adjutant, and staff

officer. In 1834 he resigned his commission, emigrated in 1836

to Texas,then u republic, and joined its army as a private. His rise

was very rapid, and before long he was serving as commander-
in-chief in preference to General Felix Houston, with whom he

fought a duel. From 1838 to 1840 he was Texan secretary for war,

and in 1839 he led a successful expedition against the Cherokee

Indians. From 1840 to the outbreak of the Mexican War he lived

in retirement on his farm, but in 1846 he led a regiment of Texan
volunteers in the field, and at Monterey, as a staff officer, he had

three horses shot under him. In 1849 he returned to the United

States army as major and paymaster, and in 1855 became colonel

of the 2nd U.S. Cavalry (afterwards 5th), in which his lieut.-

colonel was Robert Lee, and his majors were Hardee and Thomas.

In 1857 he commanded the expedition sent against the Mormons,

and performed his difficult and dangerous mission so successfully

that the objects of the expedition were attained without blood-

shed. He was rewarded with the brevet of brigadier-general.

At the outbreak of the Civil War in 1861 Johnston, then in

command of the Pacific department, resigned his commission and

made his way to Richmond, where Pres. Jefferson Davis, whom
he had known at West Point, at once made him a full general in

the Confederate army and assigned him to command the depart-

ment of Kentucky. Here he had to guard a long and weak line

from the Mississippi to the Alleghany Mountains, which was

dangerously advanced on account of the political necessity of

covering friendly country. The first serious advance of the

Federals forced him back at once, and he was freely criticized

and denounced for what, in ignorance of the facts, the Southern

press and people regarded as a weak and irresolute defence.

Johnston himself, who had entered upon the Civil War with the

reputation of being the foremost soldier oh either side, bore with
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fortitude the reproaches of his countrymen, and Davis loyally

supported his old friend. Johnston then marched to join

Beauregard at Corinth, Miss., and with the united forces took

the offensive against Grant’s army at Pittsburg Landing. The
battle of Shiloh (qj),) took place on the 6th of April 1862. The
Federals were completely surprised, and Johnston was in the full

tide of success when he fell mortally wounded. He died a few

minutes afterwards. President Davis said, in his message to the

Confederate congress, “ Without doing injustice to the living, it

may safely be said that our loss is irreparable,” and the subse-

quent history of the war in the west went far to prove the truth

of his eulogy.

His son, William Preston Johnston (1831-^1899), who
served on the staff of General Johnston and subsequently on that

of President Davis, was a distinguished professor and president

of Tulane University. His chief work is the Lije of General

Albert Sidney Johnston (1878), a most valuable and exhaustive

biography.

JOHNSTON, ALEXANDER (1849-1889), American historian,

was bom in Brooklyn, New York, on the 29th of April 1849. He
studied at the Polytechnic institute of Brooklyn, graduated at

Rutgers College in 1870, and was admitted to the bar in 1875

New Brunswick, New Jersey, where he taught in the Rutgers

College grammar school from 1876 to 1879. He was principal

of the Latin school of Norwalk, Connecticut, in 1879-1883, and

was professor of jurisprudence and political economy in the

college of New Jersey (Princeton University) from 1884 until

his death in Princeton, N.J., on the 21st of July 1889. He
wrote A History of American Politics The Genesis of

a New England State—Connecticut (1883), in “ Johns Hopkins

University Studies A History of the United States for Schools

(1886); Connecticut (1887) in the “ American Commonwealths

Series the article on the history of the United States for the

9th edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, reprinted as The^

United States : Its History and Constitution (1887); a chapter

on the history of American political parties in the seventh

volume of Winsor’s Narrative and Critical History of America

^

and many articles on the history of American politics in Lalor’s

Cyclopaedia of Political Science^ Political Economyy
and Political

History of ike United States (1881-1884). These last articles,

which like his other writings represent much original research

and are excellent examples of Johnston’s rare talent for terse

narrative and keen analysis and interpretation of facts,^ were

republished in two volumes entitled American Political History,

1763-1876 (1905-1906), edited by Professor J. A. Woodbura.

JOHNSTON, ALEXANDER KEITH (1804-1871), Scottish

geographer, was bom at Kirkhill near Edinburgh on the 28th

of December 1804. After an education at the high school and the

university of Edinburgh he was apprenticed to an engraver;

and in 1826 joined his brother (afterwards Sir William Johnston,

lord provost of Edinburgh) in a printing and engraving business,

the well-known cartographical firm of W. and A. K. Johnston.

His interest in geography had early developed, and his first

important work w^as the National Atlas of general geography,

which gained for him in 1843 appointment of Geographer-

Royal for Scotland. Johnston was the fir.st to bring the stud^

of physical geography into competent notice in England. His

attention had been called to the subject by Humboldt ; and after

years of labour he published his magnificent Physical Atlas in

1^8, followed by a second and enlarged edition in 1856, This,

by means of maps with descriptive letterpress, illustrates the

geolog>% hydrography, meteorology, botany, zoology, and

ethnology of the globe. The rest of Johnston’s life was devoted

to geography, his lateryears to its educational aspects especially.

His services were recognized by the leading scientific societies of

Europe and America. He died at Ben Rhydding, Yorksltirc,

on the 9th of July 1871. Johnston published a Dictionary of

Geography in 1850, with many later editions ;
The Royal Atlas of

Modern Geography, begun in 1855 ;
an atlas of military geography

to accompany Alison’s History of Europe in 1848 seq.; and a

variety of other atlases and maps for educational or scientific

purposes. His son of the same name (1844-1879) was also the

author of various geographical works and papers; in 1873-1875

he. was geographer to a commission for the survey of Paraguay

;

and he di^ in Africii w'hile leading the Royal Geographical

Society’s expedition to Lake Nyasa.

JOHNSTON, ARTHUR (1587-1641), Scottish physician and
writer of Latin verse, was the son of an Aberdeenshire laird

Johnston of Johnston and Caskieben, and on his mother’s side

a grandson of the seventh Lord Forbes. It is probable that he

began his university studies at one, or bgth, of the colleges at

Aberdeen, but in 1608 he proceeded to Italy and graduated

M.D. at Padua in 1610. Tliereafter he resided at Sedan, in

the company of the exiled Andrew Melville (q.v,), and in 1619

was in practice in Paris. He appears to have returned to

England about the time of James l.’s death and to have been

in Aberdeen about 1628. He met Laud in Edinburgh at the

time of Charles L’s Scottish coronation (1633) and was en-

couraged by him in his literary efforts, partly, it i.s said, for the

undoing of Buchanan’s reputation as a Latin poet. He was

appointed rector of King’s College, Aberdeen, in June 1637.

Four years later he died at Oxford, on his way to London,

whither Laud had invited him.

Johnston left more than ten works, all in T-atin. On two of

these, published in the same year, his reputation entirely rests

;

(a) his version of the Psalms {Psalmorum Davidis paraphrasis poetica

et caniicorum evangelicorum, Aberdeen, 1637), and (6) his anthology
of contemporary Latin verse by Scottish poets {Deliciae poetarum
scotorum hujus aevi illustrium, Amsterdam, 1637) . He had published

in 1633 a volume entitled Canttci Salomonis paraphrasis poetica,

which, dedicated to Charles I., had brought him to the notice of Laud.
The full version of the Psaln^ was the result of Laud's encourage-
ment. The book was for some time a strong rival of Buchanan's
work, though its good Latinity was not superior to that of the latter.

The Deliciae, in two small thick volumes of 699 and 575 pages, was a
patriotic effort in imitation of the various volumes (under a similar

title) which had been popular on the Continent during the second
decade of the century. The volumes arc dedicated by Johnston
to John Scot of Scotstarvet, at whose expense the collected work^
were published after Johnston's death, at Middelburg (1642). Selec*

tions from his own poems occupy pages 439->647 of the first volume,

divided into three sections, Parerga, Epigrammata and Musai
Aulicae. He published a volume of epigrams at Aberdeen in 163^.

In ^ese pieces he shows himself at nis best. His sacred poems,
which had appeared in the Opera (1O42), were reprinted by Lauder
in bis Poetarum Scotorum musae sacrae (1739). The earUeat lives

are by Lauder {u.s.) and Benson (in Psalmi Davidici, 1741). . Ruddi-
man's Vindication of Mr George Buchanan’s Paraphrase (1745) began
a pamphlet controversy regarding the merits of the rival poets.

JOHNSTON, SIR HENRY HAMILTON (1858- ),
British

administrator and explorer, was bom 01^the lath of June 1858 at

Kennington, London, and educated at Stockwell grammar school

and King’s College, London. He was a student for four years in

the painting schools of the Royal Academy. At the age of

eighteen he began a series of travels in Europe and North Africa,

chiefly as a student of painting, architecture and languajges.

In 1879-1880 he visited line then little known interior of Tunisia.

He had also a strong bent towards zoology and comparative

anatomy, and carried on work of this description at the Royal

College of Surgeons, of whose Hunterian Collection he afterwards

became one of the trustees. In 1882 he joined the earl of Mayo
in an expedition to the southern part of Angola, a district then

much traversed by Transvaal Boers. In 1883 Johnston visited

H. M. Stanley on the Congo, and was enabled by that explorer to

visit the river above Stanley Pool at a time when it was scarcely

known to other Europeans than Stanley and De Brazza. These

journeys attracted the attention of the Royal Geographical

Society and the British Association, and the last-named in con-

cert with the Royal Society conferred on Johnston the leadership

of the scientific expedition to Mount Kilimanjaro which started

from Zanzibar in April 1884. Johnston’s work in this region

was also under the direction of Sir John Kirk, British consul

at Zanzibar. While in the Kilimanjaro district Johnston con-

cluded treaties with the chiefs of Moshi and Taveta (Taveita).

These treaties or concessions were transferred to the merchants

who founded the British East Africa Company, and in the final

agreement with Germany Taveta fell to Great Britain. In

October 1885 Johnston was appointed British vice-consul in
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Cwacnoon and in the Niger delta, and he became in 1887 acting

consul for that region. A British protectorate over the Niger

delta had been notified in June 1885, and between the date of

his appointment and 1888, together with the consul E. H.

Hewett, Johnston laid the foundations of the British administra-

tion in that part of the delta not reserved for the Royal Niger

Company. His action in removing the turbulent chief Ja-ja (an

ex-slave who had risen to considerable power in the palm-oil

trade) occasioned considerable criticism but was approved by the

Foreign Office. It led to the complete pacification of a region long

disturbed by trade disputes. During these three years of resi-

dence in the Gulf of Guinea Johnston ascended the Cameroon
Mountain, and made large collections of the flora and fauna of

Cameroon for the British Museum.
In the spring of 1889 he was sent to Lisbon to negotiate an

arrangement for the (Iclimitation of the British and Portuguese

spheres of influenc.e in South-East Africa, but the scheme drawn
up, though very like the later arrangement of those regions,

was not given effect to at the time. On his return from Lisbon

he was despatched to Mozambique as consul for Portuguese East

Africa, and was further charged with a mission to Lake Nyasa to

pacify that region, then in a disturbed state owing to the attack^

of slave-trading Arabs on the stations of the African Lakes

Trading Company—an unofficial war, in which Captain (after-

wards Colonel Sir Prederick) Lugard and Mr (afterwards

Sir Alfred) Sharpe distinguished themselves. Owing to the

unexpected arrival on the scene of Major Scipa Pinto, Johnston

was compelled tq declare a British protectorate over the

Nyasa region, being assisted in this work by John Buchanan
(vice-consul), Sir Alfred Sharpe, Alfred Swann and others.

A truce was arranged with the Arabs on Lake Nyasa, and

within twelve months the British flag, by agreement with

the natives, had been hoisted over a very large region which

extended north of Lake Tanganyika to the vicinity of Uganda,
to Katanga in the Congo Free State, the Shir^ Highlands

and the central Zambezi. Johnston’s scheme, in fact, was that

known as the “ Cape-to-Cairo,” a phrase which he liad brought

into use in an article in The Times in August 1888. According

to his arrangement there would have been an all-British route

from Alexandria to Cape Town. But by the Anglo-German
agreement of the ist of July 1890 the British .sphere north of

'l^nganyika was abandoned to Germany, and the Cape-to-Cairo

route broken by a wedge of German territory. Johnston
returnedjo British Central Africa as commissioner and consul-

general 1111891, and retained that post till 1896, in which year

he was made a K.C.B. His health having suffered much from
African fever, he was transferred to Tunis as consul-general

(1897). In the autumn of 1899 Sir Harry Johnston was
despatched to Uganda as special commissioner to reorganize

the administration of that protectorate after the suppression of

the mutiny of the Sudanese soldiers and the long war with
Unyoro. His two years’ work in Uganda and a portion of what
is now British East Africa were rewarded at the close of 1901 by
a G.C.M.G. In the spring of the following year he retired from

the consular service. After 1904 he interested himself greatly

in the affairs of the Liberian republic, and negotiated various

arrangements with that negro state by which order was brought
into its finances, the frontier with France was delimited, and the

development of the interior by means of roads was commenced.
In 1903 he was defeated as Liberal candidate for parliament

at a by-election at Rochester. He met with no better success at

West Marylebone at the general election of 1906.

For his services to zoology he was awarded the gold medal
of the Zoological Society in 1902, and in the same year was
made an honorary doctor dl science at Cambridge. He received

the gold medal of the Royal Geographical and the Royal Scottish

Geographical societies, and other medals for his artistic work
from South Kensington and the Soriety of Arts. His pictures,

chiefly dealing with African subjects, were frequently exhibited

at the Royal Academy. He was the author of numerous books on
Africa, including British Central Africa (1897); The Colonization

of Africa (1899); The Uganda Protectorate (1902); Liberia (1906);

George Grenfell and the Congo (1908). During his travels in

the north-eastern part of the Congo Free State in 1900 be was
instrumental in discovering and naming the okapi, a mamtnail

nearly allied to the gira^. His name has been connected

with many other discoveries in the African fauna and flora,

JOHN8TOM, JOSEPH EGGLESTON (1807-1891), American
Confederate general in the Civil War, was born near Farmville,

Prince Edward county, Viiginia, on the 3rd of February 1807.

His father, Peter Johnston (1763-1841), a Virginian of Scottish

descent, served in the War of Independence, and afterwards

became a distinguished jurist ; his mother wa« a niece of Patrick

Henry. He graduated at West Point, in the same class with

Robert E. Lee, and was made brevet second lieutenant, 4th

Artillery, in 1829. He served in the Black Hawk and Seminole

wars, left the army in 1837 to become a civil engineer, but

a year afterwards he was reappointed to the army as first

lieutenant, Topographical Engineers, and breveted captain for his

conduct in the Seminole war. During the Mexican war he was

twice severely wounded in a reconnaissance at Cerro Gordo, 1847.

was engaged in the siege of Vera Cruz, the battles of Contreras,

Churulw.sro, and Molino del Key, the storming of Chapulteper,

and the assault on the city of Mexico, and received three brevets

for gallant and meritorious service. From 1853 to 1855 he was
employed on Western river improvements, and in 1855 he

became lieut.-cobnel of the ist U.S. Cavalry. In i860 he

was made quartermaster-general, with the rank of brigadier-

general. In April 1861 he resigned from the United States

army and entered the Confederate service. He was commis-

sioned major-general of volunteers in the army of Virginia, and

assisted in organizing the volunteers. He was later appointed a

general officer of the Confederacy, and assigned to the command
of the army of the Shenandoah, being opposed by the Federal

army under Patterson. When McDowell advanced upon the

Confederate forces under Beauregard at Manassas, Johnston

moved from the Shenandoah Valley with great rapidity to

Beauregard's assistance. As senior officer he took command on

the field, and at Bull Run (Manassas) (^.7'.) won the first impor-

tant Confederate victory. In August 1861 he was made one of

the five full generals of the Confederacy, remaining in command
of the main army in Virginia. He commanded in the battle

of Fair Oaks (May 31, 1862), and was so severely wounded as

to be incapacitated for several months. In March 1863,

still troubled by his wound, he was assigned to the command of

the south-west, and in May was ordered to take immediate

command of all the Confederate forces in Mississippi, then

threatened by Grant’s movement on Vicksburg. When Pember-

ton’s army was besieged in Vicksburg by Grant, Johnston used

every effort to relieve it, but his force was inadequate. Lkter

in 1863, when the battle of Chattanooga brought the Federals

to the borders of Georgia, Johnston was assigned to command
the Army of Tenne.s5ee at Dalton, and in the early days of May
1864 the combined armies of the North under Sherman advanced

against his lines. For the main outlines of the famous campaign

between Sherman and Johnston see American Civil War (§ 29).

From the 9th of May to the 17th of July there were skirmishes,

actions and combats almost daily. The great numerical superi-

ority of the Federals enabled Sherman to press back the Con-

federates without a pitched battle, but the severity of the

skirmishing may be judged from the casualties of the two

armies (Sherman’s about z6,ooo men, Johnston’s over x 0,000),

and the obstinate steadiness of Johnston by the fact that his

opponent hardly progressed more than one mile a day. But

a Fabian policy is never acceptable to an eager people, and when

Johnston had been driven back to Atlanta he was superseded

by Hood with orders to fight a battle. The wisdom of John-

ston’s plan was soon abundantly clear, and the Confederate

cause was already lost when Lee reinstated him on the 23rd of

February 1865. With a handful of men he opposed Sherman’s

march through the Carolinas, and at Bentonville, N.C., fought

and almost won a most gallant and skilful battle against heavy

odds. But the Union troops steadily advanced, growing in

strength as they went, and a few days after Lee’s surrender at
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Appomattox Johnston advised President Davis that it was in

'

his opinion wrong and useless to continue the conflict^ and he was

auithorized to nu^ tenns with Sherman* The tenns entered

into between these generals, on the i8th of April, having been

rejected by the United States government, another a^eement
was signed on the fl6th of April, the new terms being smular to

those of the surrender of Lee. After the close of the war

Johnston engaged in civil pursuits. In 1874 he published a

Narrative of Military Operations during the Civil War. In 1877

he was elected to represent tlie Richmond district of Virginia in

congress. In 1887 he was appointed by President Cleveland

U.S. commissioner of railroads. Johnston was married in

early Hfe to Louisa (d. 1886), daughter of Louis M*Lane. He
died at Washington, D.C., on the 31st of March 1891, leaving no

children.

It was not the good fortune of Johnston to acquire tlw prestige

which so much assisted Lee and Jackson, nor indeed did he pos-

sess the power of enforcing his will on ot^rs in the same degree,

but his methods were exact, his strategy calm and balanced, and,

if he showed himself less daring than his comrades, he was un-

surpassed in steadiness. The duel of Shernaan and Johnston

is almost as personal a contest between two great captains as

were the campaigns of Turenne and Montecucculi. I'o Monte-

cucculi, indeed, both in his mihtary character and in the incidents

of his career, Joseph Johnston bears a striking resemblance.

See Hughes, General Johnston

^

in “ Great Commanders Scries
"

JOHNSTONE, a police burgh of Renfrewshire, Scotland, on

the Black Cart, ii m. W. of Glasgow by the Glasj^w & South-

Western railway. Pop. (1901), 10,503. The leading industries

include flax-spinning, cotton manufactures (with the introduction

of which in 1781 the pro.spcrity of the town began),paper-making,

shoe-lace making, iron and brass foundries and engineering

v/orks. There are also coal mines and oil works in the vicinity.

Elderslie, 1 m. E., is the reputed birthplace of Sir William

Wallace, but it is doubtful if Wallace’s Yew,” though of

great age, and “ Wallace’s Oak,” a fine old tree that perished

in a .storm in 1856, and the smalt castellated building (tradi-

tionally his housej which preceded the present mansion in the

west end of the village, existed in his day,

JOHNSTOWN, a city and the county-seat of Fulton county,

New York, U.S.A., on C^yadutta creek, about 4 m. N. of the

Mohawk river and about 48 m. N.W. of Albany. Pop. (1890)?

7768; (1900), 10,130, of whom 1633 were foreign-bom; (1905,

state census), 9765. It is served by the Fonda, Johnstown &
Gloversville railroad, and by an electric line to Schenectady.

The city has a Federal building, a Y.M.C.A. building, a city

hall , and a Carnegie library ( 1902 ). The most interesting building

is Johnson Hall, a fine old baronial mansion, built by Sir William

Johnson in 1762 and his home until his death; his grave is just

outside the present St John’s episcopal church. Originally

the hall was flanked by two stone forts, one of which is still

standing. In 1907 the hall was bought by the state and was

placed in the custody of the Johnstown Historical Society,

w^hich maintains a museum here. In the hall Johnson estab-

lished in 1766 a Masonic lodge, one of the oldest in the United

States. Other buildings of historical interest are the Dmmm
House and the Fulton county court house, built by Sir William

Johnson in 1763 and 1772 respectively, and the gaol (1773), at first

used for all New York west of Schenectady county, and during

the War of Independence as a civil and a military prison. The

court house is said to be the oldest in the United Stetes. Three

miles south of the dity is the Butler House, built in 1742 by

Colonel John Butler (d. 1794), a prominent Tory leader during the

War of Independence. A free school, said to have been the fir^t

in New York state, was established at Johnstown by Sir William

Johnson in 1764. The city is (after Gloversville, 3 m. distant)

the principal glove-making centre in the United States, the

product being valued at $2,581,274 in 1905 and being 14*6 %
of the total value of this industry in the United States. The

manufacture of gloves in commercial quantities was introduced

into United States and Johnstown in 1809 by Talmadge
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Edwards, who was buried there in the colonial cemahery. The
value of the total iactory product in 1905 was
decrease nf ri'3% since 1900). Johnstown was sfsttled about
1760 by a colony of Scots brought to America by Sir WiUiam
Johnson, within whose extensive grant it was situat^^ and in

whose honour, in 1771, it was named. A number oi important
conferences between the colonial authorities and the Iroquois

Indians were held here, and on the a8th of October 1781, during
the War of Independence, Colonel Marinus Willett (.1740-J830)

defeated here a force of British and Indians, wlwse leader,

Walter Butler, a son of Colonel John Butler, and, with him, a
participant in the Wyoming massacres, was mortally wounded
near West Canada creek during the pursuit. Johnstown was
incorporated as a village in 1808, and was chartered as a city

in 1895.

JOHNSTOWN, a city of Cambria county, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.,
at the confluence of the Conemaugh river and Stony creek, about

75 m. E. by S. of Pittsburg. Pop. (1890), 21,805; (1900), 3S»936,
of whom 7318 were foreign^bom, 3017 being Hungarians,

1663 .Germans, and 923 Austrians; (1910, cepus), 55,482.

It is served by the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio

railways. The city lies about 1170 ft. above the sea, on level

ground extending for some distance along the river, and nearly

enclosed by high and precipitous hills. Among the public

buildings and institutions are the Cambria free Hbrary (containing

about 14,000 volumes in 1908), the city hall, a fine high school,

and the Conemaugh Valley memorial hospital. Roxbury Park,

about 3 m. from the city, is reached by electric lines. Coal,

iron ore, fire clay and limestone abound in the vicinity, and the

city has large plants for the manufacture of iron and steeln

The total value of the factor)^ product in 1905 was $28,891,806,

an increase of 35*2 % since 1900. A settlement was established

here in 1791 by Joseph Jahns, in whose honour it was named,

and the place was soon laid out as a town, but it was not incor-

porated as a city until 1889, the year of the disastrous Johnstown

flood. In 185a a dam (700 ft. long and loo ft. high), intended

to provide a storage reservoir for the Pennsylvania canal, had

be^ built across the South Fork, a branch of the Conemaugh
river, 12 m. above the city, but the Pennsylvania canal was
subs^uei\tly abandoned, and in 1888 the dam was bought and
repaired by the South Fork hunting and fishing club, and Cone-

maugh lake was formed. On the 31st of May 1889, during a

heavy rainfall, the dam gave way and a mass of water 20 ft. or

more in height at its head swept over Johnstown at a speed of

about 20 m. an hour, almost completely destroying the city.

The Pennsylvania railroad bridge withstood the strain, and

against it the flood piled up a mass of wrecki^ many feet in

height and several acres in area. On or in this confused moss

many of the inhabitants were saved from drowning, only to be

burned alive when it caught fire. Seven other towns and

villages in the valley were also swept away, and the total loss

of lives was 2000 or more. A relief fund of nearly $3,000,000

was raised, and the city was quickly rebuilt.

JOHOR (Johore is the local official, but incorrect spelling),

an independent Malayan state at the southern end of the

peninsula, stretching from 2” 40' S. to Cape Rom^ia (Rammya.),

the most southerly point on the nuunland of Asia, and inclu^ng

all the small islands adjacent to the coast which lie to the south

of parallel 2" 40' 5 . It Is bounded N. by the protected native

state of Pahang, N.W. by the Negri Setnbilpi and the territory

of Malacca, S. by the strait which divides Singapore island from

the mainland, £. by the China Sea, and W. by the Straits of

Malacca. The province of Mfiar was placed under the admin-

istration of Johor by the British jjovemment as a temporary

measure in 1877, and was still a portion of the sultan's dominions

in 1910. The coasMine measures id>out 250 m. The greatest

length from N.W. to S.E. is 165 m.; the greatest breadth from

£. to W. xoo m. The area is estimated at about 9000 sq.

The principal rivers are the Muar, the most important waterway

in the south of the peninsula; the Johor, up which river the old

capital of the state was situated; the Endau, which -inairks the

j

boundary with Pahang; and the Bfitu Pfthat and SBcttli, of
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comparative unimportance. Johor is less mountainous than

any other state in the peninsula. The highest peak is Gunong
Ledang, called Mt Ophir by Europeans, which measures some
4000 ft. in height. Like the rest of the peninsula, Johor is

covered from end to end by one vast spread of forest, only

broken here and there by clearings and settlements of insig-

nificant area. The capital is Johor Bharu (pop. about 20,000),

situated at the nearest point on the mainland to the island of

Singapore. The fine palace built by the sultan Abubakar is

the principal feature of the town. It is a kind of Oriental

Monte Carlo, and is much resorted to from Singapore. The
capital of the province of Muar is Bandar Maharani, named after

the wife of the sultan before he had assumed his final title.

The climate of Johor is healthy and equable for a country situ-

ated so near to the equator; it is cooler than that of Singapore.

The shade temperature varies from 98*5'’ F. to 68*2“ F. The
rainfall averages 97*28 in. per annum. No exact figures can

be obtained as to the population of Johor, but the best estimates

place it at about 200,000, of whom 150,000 are Chinese, 35,000

Malays, 15,000 Javanese. We are thus presented with the

<‘urious spectacle of a country under Malay rule in which the

(Chinese outnumber the people of the land by more than four

to one. It is not possible to obtain any exact data on the subject

of the revenue and expenditure of the state. The revenue,

however, is probably about 750,000 dollars, and the expenditure

under public service is comparatively small. The revenue is

chiefly derived from the revenue farms for opium, spirits,

gambling, &c., and from duty on pepper and gambier exported

by the Chinese. The cultivation of these products forms the

principal industry. Areca-nuts and copra are also exported in

some quantities, more especially from Muar. There is little

mineral wealth of proved value.

History.—It is claimed that the Mahommedan empire of

Johor was founded by the sultan of Malacca after his expulsion

from his kingdom by the Portuguese in 1511. It is certain that

Johor took an active part, only second to that of Achin, in the

protracted war between the Portuguese and the Dutch for the

possession of Malacca. Later we find Johor ruled by an officer

of the sultan of Riouw (Riau), bearing the title of Tumfinggong,

and owing feudal allegiance to his master in common with the

B^ndah&ra of Pahang. In 1812, however, this officer seems to

have thrown off the control of Riouw, and to have assumed the

title of sul^n, for one of his descendants, Sultan Husain, ceded

the island of Singapore to the East India Company in 1819. In

1855 the then sultan, Ali, was deposed, and his principal ^ief,

the TumSnggong, was given the supreme rule by the British.

His son TumSnggong Abubakar proved to be a man of excep-

tional intelligence. He made numerous visits to Europe, took

considerable interest in the government and development of his

country, and was given by Queen Victoria the title of maharaja
in 1879. On one of his visits to England he was made the

defendant in a suit for breach of promise of marriage, but the

plaintiff was non-suited, since it was decided that no action lay

against a foreign sovereign in the English law courts. In 1885

he entered into a new agreement with the British government,

and was allowed to assume the title of sultan of the state and
territory of Johor. He was succeeded in 1895 son

Sultan Ibrahim. The government of Johor has been compara-

tively so free from abuses under its native rulers that it has

never been found necessary to place it under the residential

system in force in the other native slates of the peninsula which

are under British control, and on several occasions Abubakar
used his influence with good effect on the side of law and order.

The close proximity of Johor to Singapore has constantly

subjected the rulers of the former state to the influence of

European public opinion. None the less, the Malay is by nature

but ill fitted for the drudgery which is necessary if proper

attention is to be paid to the dull details whereby government
is rendered good and efficient. Abubakar’s principal adviser,

the Dato ’MSntri, was a worthy servant of his able master.

Subsequently, however, the reins of government came chiefly

into the hands of a set of young men who lacked either experience

JOINERY
or the serious devotion to dull duties which is the distinguishing

mark of the English civil service. Muar, in imitation of the

British system, is ruled by a raja of the house of Johor, who
bears the title of resident. (H. Cl.)

JOIGNY» a town of central France, capital of an arrondisse-

ment in the department of Yonne, 18 m. N.N.W. of Auxerre

by the Paris-Lyon-Mdditerran6e railway. Pop. (1906), 4888.

It is situated on the flank of the hill known as the Cote St

Jacques on the right bank of the Yonne. Its streets are steep

and narrow, and old houses with carved wooden facades are

numerous. The church of St Jean (16th century), which once

stood within the enceinte of the old castle, contains a represen-

tation (15th century) of the Holy Sepulchre in white marble.

Other interesting buildings are the church of St Andre (12th,

16th and 17th centuries), of which the best feature is the

Renaissance portal with its fine bas-reliefs; and the church of

St Thibault (r6th century), in which the stone crown suspended
from the choir vaulting is chiefly noticeable. The Porte du
Bois, a gateway with two massive flanking towers, is a relic of

the loth century ca.stle; there is also a castle of the 16th and
17th centuries, in part demolished. The hotel de ville (i8th

century) shelters the library
;
the law-court contains the sepul-

chral chapel of the Ferrands (i6th century). The town is the

seat of a sub-prefect and has tribunals of first instance and of

commerce, and a communal college for boy.s. It is industrially

unimportant, but the wme of the C6te St Jacques is much
esteemed.

Joigny {Joviniacum) was probably of Roman origin. In the

10th century it became the .seat of a countship dependent on

that of Champagne, which after passing through several hands

came in the 18th century into the possession of the family of

Villeroi. A fragment of a ladder preserved in the church of St

Andr6 commemorates the successful resistance offered by the

town to the English in 1429.

JOINDER, in English law, a term used in several connexions.

Joinder of causes of action is the uniting in the .same action

several causes of action. Save in actions for the recovery of

land and in actions by a trustee in bankruptcy a plaintiff may
without leave join in one action, not several actions, but several
“ causes of action.^’ Claims by or against husband and wife

may be joined with claims by or against either of them separatel)'.

Claims by or against an executor or administrator as such may
be joined with claims by or against him personally, provided

such claims are alleged to arise with reference to the estate of

which the plaintiff or defendant sues or is sued as executor or

administrator. Claims by plaintiffs jointly may be joined with

claims by them or any of them separately against the same
defendant.

Joinder in pleading is the joining by the parties on the point

of matter issuing out of the allegations and pleas of the plaintiff

and the defendant in a cause and the putting the cause upon
trial.

Joinder of parties.—Where parties may jointly, severally or

in the alternative bring separate actions in respect of or arising

out of the same transaction or series of transactions they may,
by Order XVJ. of the rules of the supreme court, be joined in

one action as plaintiffs.

JOINERY, one of the useful arts which contribute to the

comfort and convenience of man. As the arts of joinery and
carpentry are often followed by the same individual, it appears

natural to conclude that the same principles are common to

both, but a closer examination leads to a different conclusion.

The art of carpentry is directed almost wholly to the support of

weight or pressure, and therefore its principles must be sought

in the mechanical sciences. In a building it includes all the

rough timber work necessary for support, division or connexion,

and its proper object is to give firmness and stability. The art

of joinery has for its object the addition in a building of all the

fixed woodwork necessary for convenience or ornament. The
joiner’s works are in many cases of a complicated nature, and often

require to be executed in an expensive material, therefore joinery

requires much skill in that part of geometrical science which
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treats of the projection and description of lines^ surfaces and
solids^ as well as an intimate knowledge of the structure and
nature of wood. A man may be a good carpenter without being

a joiner at all^ but he cannot be a joiner without being competent^

at least, to supervise all the operations required in carpentry.

The rough labour of the carpenter renders him in some degree

unfit to produce that accurate and neat workmanship which is

expected from a modern joiner, but it is no less true that the

habit of neatness and the great precision of the joiner make him
a much slower workman than the man practised in works of

carpentry. In carpentry framing owes its strength mainly to

the form and position of its parts, but in joinery the strength of

a frame depends to a larger extent upon the strength of the

joinings. The importance of fitting the joints together as

accurately as possible is therefore obvious. It is very desirable

that a joiner shall be a quick workman, but it is still more so

that he shall be a good one, and that he should join his materials

with firmness and accutacy. It is also of the greatest importance

that the work when thus put together shall be constructed of

such sound and dry materials, and on such principles, that the

whole shall bear the various changes of temperature and of

moisture and dryness, so that the least possible shrinkage or

swelling shall take place; but provision must be made so that,

if swelling or shrinking does occur, no damage shall be done to

the work.

In early times every part was rude, and jointed in the most
artless manner. The first dawnings of the art of modem
joinery appear in the thrones, stalls, pulpits and screens of early

Gothic cathedrals and churches, but even in these it is indebted

to the carver for everything that is worthy of regard. With the

revival of classic art, however, great changes took place in every

sort of construction. Forms began to be introduced in architec-

ture which could not be executed at a moderate expense without

the aid of new principles, and these principles were discovered*

and published by practical joiners. These authors, with their

scanty geometrical knowledge, had but confused notions of

these principles, and accordingly their descriptions are often

obscure, and sometimes erroneous. The framed wainscot of

small panels gave way to the large bolection moulded panelling.

Doors which were formerly heavily framed and hung on massive

posts or in jambs of cut stone, were now framed in light panels

and hung in moulded dressings of wood. The scarcity of oak

timber, and the expense of working it, subsequently led to

the importation of fir timber from northern Europe, and

this gradually superseded all other material save for special

work.

Tools and Materials ,—The joiner operates with saws, planes,

chisels, gouges, hatchet, adze, gimlets and other boring instru-

ments (aided and directed by chalked lines), gauges, squares,

hammers, wallets, floor cramps and a great many other tools.

His operations consist principally of sawing and planing in all

their varieties, and of setting out and making joints of all

kinds. There is likewise a great range of other operations

—

such as paring, gluing up, wedging, pinning, fixing, fitting

and hanging—and many which depend on nailing and screwing,

such as laying floors, boarding ceilings, wainscoting walls,

bracketing, cradling, firring, and the like. In addition to the

wood on which the joiner works, he requires also glue, white

lead, nails, brads, screws and hinges, and accessorily he applies

bolts, locks, bars and other fastenings, together with pulleys,

lines, weights, holdfasts, wall hooks, &c. The joiner’s work for

a house is for the most part prepared at the shop, where there

should be convenience for doing everything in the best and
readiest manner, so that little remains when the carcase is ready

and the floors laid but to fit, fix and hang. The sashes, frames,

doors, shutters, linings and soffits are all framed and put together,

i,€, wedged up and cleaned ofl at the shop; the flooring is planed

and prepared with rebated or grooved edges ready for laying,

and the moulded work—the picture and dodo roils, architraves,

skirtings and panelling—is all got out at the shop. On a new
building the joiner fits up a temporary workshop with benches,

sawing stools and a stove for his glue pot. Here he adjusts the

work for fitting up and makes any small portions that may still

be required.

The preparation of joinery entirely by hand is now the excep-
tion—a fact due to the ever-increasing use of machines, which
have remarkably shortened the time required to execute the

ordinary operations. Various machines rapidly and perfectly

execute planing and surfacing, mortising and moulding, leaving

the craftsman merely to fit and glue up. Large quantities of

machine-made flooring, window-frames and doors are now
imported into England from Canada and the continent of Europe.

The timber is grown near the place of manufacture, and this,

coupled with the fact that labour at a low rate of wages is easily

obtainable on the Continent, enables the cost of production to

be kept very low.

The structure and properties of wood should be thoroughly

understood by every joiner. Tlie man who has made the nature

of timber his study has always a decided advantage over those

who have neglected this. Timber shrinks considerably in the

width, but not appreciably in the length. Owing to this shrink-

age certain joints and details, hereinafter described and illus-

trated, are in common use for the purpose of counteracting the

bad effect this movement would otherwise have upon all joinery

work.

The kinds of wood commonly employed in joinery are the different

species of North European and North American pine, oak, teak and
mahogany (see Timber). The greater part of English joiners' work
is executed in the northern pine exported from the Baltic countries.

Hence the joiner obtains the planks, deals, battens and strips from
which he shapes his work. The timber reaches the workman from
the sawmills in a size convenient for the use he intends, considerable
time and labour being saved in this way.
A log of timber sawn to a square section is termed a balk. In

section it may range from i to ft. square. Flanks are formed ^
sawing the balk into sections from ix to j 8 in. wide and 3 to 6 in,

thick, and the term deal is applied to sawn stuff 9 in. wide and 2 to

4I in. thick. Battens are boards running not more than 3 in. thick
and 4 to 7 in. wide. A strip is not thicker than in., the width
being about 4 in.

Joints.—Side joints (fig. x) are used for joining boards together
edge to edge, and are widely employed in flooring. In the square

joint the edges of the boards are carefully shot, the two edges to be
joined brought together with glue applied hot, and the boards
tightly clamped and left to diy,

when thd surface is cleaned off with
the smoothing plane. A joint in

general use for joining up boards
for fascias, panels, linings, window-
boards, and other work of a like

nature is formed in a similar manner
to the above, but with a cross-

grained tongue inserted, thereby
greatly strengthening the work at

an otherwise naturally weak point.

This is termed a cross-ioupded and
glued joint. The dowellea joint is

a square glued joint strengthened
with hard wood or iron dowels
inserted in the edge of each
board to a depth of about f in.

and placed about 18 in. apart.

The matched joint is shown in

two forms, beaded and jointed.

Matched boarding is frequently

used as a less expensive substitute

for panelled framing. Although of course in appearance it cannot

compare with the latter, it has a somewhat ornamental appearance,

and the moulded joints allow shrinkage to take place mtxmut detn-

ment to the appearance of the work. The rebated joint is used in

the meeting styles of casements and folding doors, and it is useful in

excluding draughts and preventing observation through the joint.

Of the angle joints (fig. 2) in common use by the joiner the following

are the most important. The mitre is shown in the drawing, and is

so well known as to need little description. Although simply it

needs a practised and accurate hand for its proper execution. Ihe
common mitre is essentially weak unless reinforced with blocks glued

into the angle at Ihe back of it, and is therefore often strengthened

with a feather ofwood or iron. Other variations of the mitre are the

mitre and butt, used where the pieces connected are of unequal thick-

ness; mitre and rotate, with a square section which facilitates

nailing or screwing; the mitre rebate and feather, similar to the latter,

with a fearer giving additional strength to the joint; and .the mitre

groove and tongue, having a tongue worked on the material itself in

place of the feather of the last-named joint. The last two methods

Matctrad St Violated

Fig. I.
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are ueed in the best work, and, carefully worked and glued, with
the assistance uf angle blocks glue.l at the back, obviate the neces-

sity of face screws or nails. The keyed mttre consists ol a simple
initrc joint, which after being glued up ha.s a number of pairs of

saw cuts made across the angle,

into which are fitted and glued
thin triangular slips of hard wood,
or as an alternative, pieces of brass
or other metal. Other forms of

angle joints are based on the
rebate with a bead worked on in

such a position as to hide any
bad effects caused by the joint

opening by shrinkage. They may
be secured cither by nailing or

screwing, or by glued angle blocks.

Tlic dovetail is a most important
joint; its most usual forms are
illustrated in fig. 3. The mitfe
dovetail is used m the best work.
It will be seen that the dovetaU
is a tenon, shaped as a wedge, and it

is this distinguishing feature* which
, , ^ gives it great strength irrespec-

^ screws, It is invalu-
able in framing together joiners'

fittings; its use in drawers espe-
cially provides a good example of
its purpose and structure.

Wayping in Wide Boards .—It is

necessary to prevent the tendency
to warp, twist and split, which
boards of great width, or several

boards glued together edge to edge, naturally possess. On the otho-
hand, swelling and shrinking due to changes in the humidity of the
atmosphere must not be checked, or the result will be disastrous.
To effect this end various simple devices are available. The direction

MJtr* fraov«d
ft tongued

mttra

Fig. 2.

Conunon dovetail. Lapped dovetell.
Seeret'dt^Irt.n.

Fig. 3 —Dovetails.

of the annular rings in alternate boards may be reversed, and when
the boar^tlMve been carefully jointed with tongues or dowels and
glued u^l hard-wood tapering key, dovetail in section, may be let

into a wide doVetail at the back (fig. 4) . It must bo accurately fitted

and driven tightly home, but,
L

TamtIdc Hardwood botiMi
key. wnft(e6MMM<(t4iiPU

of course, not glu^. Battens
uf hard wood may be used for

the same purpose, fixed either

with hard-wood buttons or by
means of brass slots and
screws, the slots allowing for

any alight movement thaf
may take place. With boards
of a substantial thickness light

iron rods may be used, holes
being bored through the thick-
ness of the boards and rods
passed through

;
the edges arc

then gluc^ up. This method

suital^ when a smooth surface is desired on both sides of the work.
Mouldings are used in joinery to relieve plain surfaces by the

contrasts of light and shade formed by thdr members, and to orna-
ment or accentuate those particular portions wfiicb the designer may
wish to bring into prominence. Great skill and discrimnsation arc
required in designing and applying mouldings, but that matter falls

to the qualified designer andi^ts perhaps outside tlie province of the
practical workman, whose work is to eairy out in an accurate
and finished manner the ideas of the draughtsman. The character
of a moulding is greatlv affected bv the nature and appearance of^
wood in trhfira it is worked. A section suitable for a hard regularly
grained wood, snch ais mahogany, would probably look insignificant
if worked in a softer wood with jpronofinced markings. Mouldings
worked onwoods of tlffi^former tv^ may consist ai small and delicate
members

;
woods ot tlM fatter class require bold treatment.

The mouldings of joinery, as wall as of all other moulded work
used in connexion with a building, are usually worked in accordance

JPfeSI
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with full-siied detr»il drawings prepared by the architect, and arc
designed by him to conform with the style and class of bunding.
There are, however, a number of moulded forms in common use
which have particular names; sectljus are s'lown of many of these
in fig. 5. Most of them occur i \ the class.c architecture of both
Greeks and Homans. A
striking distinction, how-
ever, existed in the mould-
ings uf tliese two pe^les

;

the curves of the Greek
mouldings were either de-
rived from conic sections
or drawn in freehand,
while in typical Roman
work the curved compo-
nents were segments of a
circle. Numerous exam-
ples of the use of these
forms occur in ordinary
joinery work, and may
be rcscogtiised on refer-

ence to the iilnstratkms,
which will bo easily un-
derstood without further xa %a-

description. 3 -Mouldmgs.

Mouldings may be either stuck or planted on. A stuck moulding
is worked directly on to the framing it is used to ornament; a planted
moulding is separately worked and fixed m position with nails or
screws. Beads and other small mouldings should always be stuck

;

larger ones are usually planted on. In the case of mouldings planted
on panelled work, the nails .should be driven through the moulding
into the style or rail of the framing, and on no account into the panel.
By adopting the former method the panel is free to shrink—as it

undoubtedly will do—without altering the good appearance of the
work, but should the moulding be fixed to the panel it will, whefi the
latter shrinks, be pulled out of place, leaving an unsightly gap
between it and the framing.

h'loonng .—When the bricklayer, mason and carpenter have
prepared the carcase of a building for the joiner, one of the first

operations is that of laying the floor boards. They should have been
stacked under cover on the site for some considerable time, in order
to be thoroughly well seasoned when the time to use tiiem arrives.
The work of laymg should take place in warm dry weather. The
joints of flooring laid in winter time or during wet weather are
sure to open in the following summer, however tightly they may be
cramped up during the process of laying. An additional expense
will men be incurred by the necessity of filling in the opened joints
with wood slips glued and driven into place, B^rds of narrow width
are better and more expensive than wide ones. They may be of
various woods, the kinds generally preferred, on account of their
low comparative cost and ease of working, l^ng yellow deal and
white deal. White deal or spruce is an inferior wood, but is fre-

quently naed with good results for the floors of less important apart
ments. A better floor is obtained with yellow deal, which, when of

g
ood quality and well seasoned, is lasting and wears well. For
oors where a fine appearance is desired, or which will be subjected

to heavy wear, some harder and tougher material, such as pitch
pine, oak, ash, maple or teak, should be laid. These woods are
capable of taking a fine polish and, finished in this way, form a
beautiful as well as a durable floor.

Many of the side joints illustrated in fig. i arc applied to flooring

boards, which, however, ate not usually gined up. The heart side
of the board should be placed downwards so that in drymg the ten-
dency will be for the edges to press more tightly to the joists instead
of curling upwards. The square joint should be used only on ground
floors; if it is used for the upper rooms, dust and water will drop
through the crevices and damage the ceiling beneath. Dowelled
joints are open to the same objection. One of the best and most econo-
mical methods is the plou^h^ and tongued joint. The tongue may
be of hard wood or iron, preferably the latter, which is stronger and
occupies very narrow grooves. The tongue should be placed as
near the bottom of the board as is practicable, leaving as much
wearing material as possible. Two varieties of secret joints arc
shown in fig. i—the splayed^ rebated, grooved and tongued, and the
rebated, grooved and tongued. Owing to the waste of material in

forming these joints and the extra labour involved in laying the boards,

Ihcy are costly and arc only u.sed when it is required that no heads
of nails or screws should appear on the surface. The heading joints

of flooring are often spocifled to be splayed or bevelled, but it is

far better to rebate them.
Wood block floors are much used, and are exceedingly solid. The

blocks arc laid directly on a smoothed concrete bed or floor In a
damp-proof mastic having bitumen as its base; this fulfils the double
purpose of preventing the wood from rotting, and securing the blocks
m their places. To check any inclination to warp and rise, however,
the edges of the blocks in the better class of floors are connected by
dowels of wood or metal, or by a tongued joint. The felbcks may be
from t to 3 in. thick, and are uatMlly q or 12 in. kmg by 3 to. wide.

Partfuet floors are made of hard woods oTvarions ksnds, laid in
patterns on a deal sub-floor, and may be of any thickness from i to



li in. Great t»re should be taken in laying the sub-floor, especially

for the thinner parquet. The ooards should be in narrow widths

of well-seasoned stun and well nailed, for any xuovemeut in the sub-

floor due to warping or shrinking may have disastrous results on the

parquet which is laid upon it. Plated parguei consists of selected

hard woods flrmly flxeu on a framed deal backing. It is made
in sections for easy transport, and these are fitted together in the

apartment for which they are intended, When secured to the joists

these form a perfect floor.

Shiriinge.-^ln joinery, the skirting is a board fixed around the

base of internal walls to form an ornamental base for the wall

(see fig. 7). It also covers the joint between the flooring and the

wall, and protects the base of the wall from injury.

Skirtings may be placed in two classes—^thosc

formed from a plain board with its upper edge
either left square or moulded, and those formed of

two or more separate members and termed a
built-up skirting (fig. 0). Small angle fillets or

mouldings are often used as skirtings. The skirt-

ing should be worked so as to allow it to be fixed

with the heart side of the wood outwards
;
any ten-

dency to warp will then only serve to press the teq)

edge more closely to the wall. In good work a
groove should be formed in the floor and the skirt-

ing tongued into it so that an open joint is avoided

should shrinkage occur. The skirting should be
nailed only near the top to wood grounds fixed to

wood plugs in the joints of the brickwork. These
grounds are about f to i in. thick, i.e. the same

thickness as the plaster, and are generally splayed or grooved on
the edge to form a key for the plaster. A rough coat of plaster

should always be laid on the waU behind the skirting in order to

prevent the space becoming a harbourage for vermin.

Dados ,—A dado, like a skirtmg, is useful both in a decorative

Fig. 0.-—Built-
up Skirting
tongued
floor.

to
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and a protective sense. It is flUed in to ornament and protect ^t
portion of the wall l^tween the chatr or dam rati and the skirtixig.

It may be of hoiisontal boards battened at the back and witu cipss

tongued und glued joints,jpresenting a perfectly smooth surfaces or

of matched boarding fixe^ vertically, or of panelled framing. The
last method is of course the most ornate and admits of great varietv

of de ign. The work is fixed to rough framed wood grounds which
are nailed to plugs driven mto the joints of the bric^ork. Fig. 7
shows an example of a panelled dado with capping moulding and
skirting. A picture rail mso is shown

;
it is a small moulding with the

top edge grooved to take the metal hooks from whid;t pictures are

hung.
Walls are sometimes entirely sheathed with panelling, and very

fine effects arc obtained in this way. The fixing is eflected to rough
grounds in a manner similar to that adopted in the case of dados. In

England the architects of the Tudor period made great use of oak
framing, panelled and richly carved, as a wall covering and decora-

tion, and many beautiful examples may be seen in the remaining

buildings of that period.

Windows .—The parts of a window sa^ are distin^ished by the

same terms as arc applied to similar portions of ordinary framing,

being formed of rails and styles, with sash bars rebated for glazing.

The upright sides are styles; the horizontal ones, which are tenoned
into the styles, are rails (fig. 7).

Sashes hung by one of their vertical edges are called casements

(fig. 8) . They arc really a kind of glazed door and sometimes indeed
are used as such, as for example French casements (fig. 9). They may
be made to open either outwards or inwards. It is very difficult

with the latter to form perfectly water-tight joints
;
with those opening

outwards the trouble does not exist to so great an extent. This

form of window, though almost supersede in England by the

case frame with hung sashes, is in almost universal use on the

Continent. Yorkshire sliding sashes move in a horizontal direction

! upon grooved runners with the meeting styles vertical. They art
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little used, and are apt to admit draughts and wet unless efficient

checks are worked upon the sashes and Irames.
Lights 'in a position difficult of access are often hung on centre

pivots. An example of tins method is shown in fig. 8 ;
metal pivots

arc fixed to the frame and the sockets in which these pivots work
are screwed to the sash. Movement is effected by means of a cord

Half plan through Half plan through
caaement. centre hung aaah.

Fig. 8.—Casement window fitted with shutters.

fixed so that a slight pull opens or closes the window to the desired
extent, and the cord is then held by being tied to, or twisted round,
a small metal button or clip, or a geared fanlight opener may be
used. For the side sashes of lantern lights and for stables and
factories this form of window is in general use.

In the British Isles and in America the most usual form of window
is the cased frame with double hung sliding sashes. This style has
many advantages. It is efficient in excluding wet and draughts,
ventilation may be easily regulated and the sashes can be lowered
and raised with case without interference with any blinds, curtains
or other fittings, that may be applied to the windows. In the
ordinary window of this style, however, difficulty is experienced
in cleaning the external glass without assuming a dangerous position
on the sill, but there are many excellent inventions now’ on the market
which obyiiUe this difficulty by allowing*—usually on the removal
of a smgUfthumb-screw—the reversal of the sash on a pivot or hinge.

Section. OetsiU of A. Detaile of B.

Fig, q .—Details of I'rencli Casement to ojicn inwards.

For a small extra cost these arrangements may be provided
;
they

will be greatly appreciated by those who clean the windows. The
cased frames are in the form of boxes to enclose the iron or lead
weights which balance the sa.*ihes (fig. 7), and consist of a pulley style—which takes the wear of the sashes and is often of hard wood on
this account—an inside lining, and an outside lining; these three
members are continued to form the head of the frame. The sashes are
connected with the weights by flax linos working over metal pulleys
fixed in the pulley styles. For heavy sashes with plate glass, chains
arc sometimes used instead of lines. Access to the weights for the
purpose of fitting new cords is obtained by removing the pocket
piece. A thin back lining is provided to the sides only and is not
required in the head. The sill is of oak weathered to throw off
the wati-r. A parting boW .separates the sashes, and the inside
bead keeps them in position. A parting slip hung from the head
inside the cased frame s^rates the balancing weights and ensures
their smooth working. The inside lining is usually grooved to take
ihe elbow and soffit linings, and -the window board is fitted into a
groove formed in the sill. The example shown in fig. 7 has^n extra
deep bottom rail and bead

;
this enables the lower sash to be raised

so as to permit of ventilation between the meeting rails, without
causing a draught at the bottom of the .sash. This is a considerable
improvement upon the ordinary form, and the cost of constructing
the sashes in this manner is scarcely greater.

Bay windows with cased frames and double hung sashes often
require the exercise of considerable ingenuity in their construction
in order that the mullions shall be so small as not to intercept more
light than necessary* at the same time the sashes must work easily
and the whole framing be stable and strong. The sills should be
mitred and tongued at the angles and secured by a hand-rail bolt.

Frequently it is not desired to hang all the sa.shes of a bay window,
the side lights being fixed. To enable smaller angle roullions
to be obtained, the cords of the front windows may be taken by
means of pulleys over the heads of the side lights and attached tb
counter-balance weights working in casings at the junction of the
window with the wall. This enables solid angle mullions to be
employed. If all the lights are required to be hung the difficulty

may be surmounted by hanging two sashes to one weight. Lead
weights take up less space than iron, andare used for heavy 8ashe.s.

In framing and fixing skylights and lantern lights also great care
is necessary to ensure the result being capable of resisting rough
weather and standing firm in high winds. Glue should not be used in

any of the joints, as it would attract moisture from the atmosphere
and set up decay. Provision must be made lor the escape of the
water which condenses on and runs down the under side of the glass,

by means of a lead-lined channelled moulding, provided with zinc
or copper pipe outlets. The skylight stands on a curb raised at
least (> in. to allow of the exclusion of rain by proper flashing. The
sashes of the lantern usually take the form of fixed or hung casements
fitted to solid mullions and angle posts which are framed into and
support a solid head. The glazed framing of the roof is made up
of moulded sash bars framed to hips and ridges of stronger section,

these rest on the head, projecting well beyond it in order to throw
off the water.

Shutters for domestic windows have practically fallen into disuse,
but a reference to the different forms they may take is perhaps neces-
sary. They may be divided into two classes— those fixed to the
outside of the window and those fixed inside. I'hcy may l>e battened,
panelled or formed with louvres, the latter form admitting air and a
little hght. External shutteis are generally hung by means of
hinges to the frame of the window ; when the window is set in a
reveal these hinges are necessarily of special shape, being of large
projection to enable the shutters to fold back against the face of the
wall. Internally fixed shutters may be hinged or may slide either
vertically or horizontally. Hinged folding boxed shutters are shown
in the illustration of a casement window (fig. 8), where the method
of working is clearly indicated

;
they are usually held in position by

means of a hinged iron bar secured with a special catch. Lifting
shutters are usually fitted in a casing formed in the window back,
and the window board is hinged to lift up, to allow the shutters to be
raised by means of rings fixed in their upper edges. The shutters
are balanced by weights enclosed with casings in the manner de-
scribed for double hung sashes. The panels are of course filled in
with wood and not glazed. The shutters are fixed by means of a
thumb-screw through the meeting rails, the lower sash being sup-
orted on the window board which is closed down when the sashes
ave been lifted out. Shutters sliding horizontally are also used in

some cases, but they are not so convenient as the forms described
above.

Shop-fronts .—The forming of shop-fronts may almost be considered
a separate branch of joiner’s work. The design and construction
are attended by many minor difficulties, and, the requirements
greatly varying with almost every trade, careful study and close
attention to detail are necessary. In the erection of shop-fronts,
in order to allow the maximum width of glass with the minimum
amount of obstruction, many special sections of sash bars and
stanchions are used, the former often being reinforced by cast iron
or steel of suitable form. For those reasons the construction of
shop-fronts and fittings has been specialized by makers having a
knowledge of the requirements of different trades and with facilities

for making the special wood and metal fittings and casings necessary.
Fig. 10 shows an example of a simple shop-front in Spanish mahogany
with rolling shutters and spring roller blind

;
it indicates the t)rpic?il

construction of a front, and reference to it will inform the reader on
many points which need no further description. The London Build-
ing Act 189-1 requires the following regulations to be complied
with in shop fronts

:
(t) In streets of a width not greater than 30 ft.

a shop-front may project 5 in. beyond the external wall of Bie build-
ing to which it belongs, and the cornice may project 13 in. (2) In
streets of a width greater than 30 ft., the projections of the shop
front may be 10 in. and of the comice 18 in. beyond the building
line. No woodwork of any shop-front shall be fixed higher than 25 ft,

above the level of the public pavement. No woodwork shall be
fixed nearer than 4 in. to the centre of the party wall. The pier of
brick or stone must project at least an inch in front of the woodwork.
These by-laws will be made clear on reference to fig. 10, which is of
a shop-front designed to face on to a road more than 30 ft. wide.

Rolling shutters for shop-fronts are made by a number of firms,
and are usually the suWeet of a separate estimate, being fixed by the
makers themselves. The shutter consists of a number of narrow
strips of wood, connected witli each other by steel bands hinged at
every joint, or it may be formed in iron or steel. This construction
allowB it to be coiled upon a cylinder contafriing a strong spring and
usually fixed on strong brackets behind the fascia. The shutter
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is guided into position by the edges working in metal grooves a little

under an inch wide. When the width of the opening to be closed

renders it necessary to divide the shutters into more than one portion,

grooved movable pilasters are used, and when the shutters have to be
lowered these are fixed in position with bolts, the shutter working
on the grooved edges of the pilasters. Spring roller canvas blinds

work on a similar principle. The wrought-iron blind arms are

capable, when the blind is extended, of being pushed up by means of

a sliding arrangement, and fixed with a pin at a level high enough to

allow foot passengers to pass along the pavement under them.

The latter would need to be worked and framed in the shop and fixed

entire. Polished hard wood architraves may be secretly fixed, i.«.

without the heads of nails or screvrs showing on the face, by putting

screws into the grounds with their heads slightly projecting[, and hang.*

ing themoulding on them bymeans of kcyholesfotsform^ in the back.

Doors may be made in a variety or ways. The simpiest form,

the common ledged door, consists of vertical boards with plain or

matehed joints nailed to horizontal battens which correspond to the

rails in framed doors. For openings over 2 ft, 3 in. wide, the doors

should be furnished with braces. Ledged and braced doors are

Plan above Stallboard.
Fig. 10.—Shop-front.

Doors .—^External doors arc usually hung to solid frames placed

in the reveals of the brick or stone wall. The frames are rebated for

the door and ornamented by mouldings either stuck or planted on.

The jambs or posts are tenoned, wedged and glued to the head, and
the feet secured to ^e sill by stub tenons or dowels of iron. Solid

window frames are of similar construction and are used chiefly for

casements and sashes hun^; on centres as already described. Internal

doors are hung to jamb linings (fig. 7). They are usually about in.

thick and rented for the door. When the width of jamb allows it,

panelling may be introduced as in the example shown. The linings

are nailed or screwed to rough framed grounds 1 in. in thickness

plugged or nailed to the wall or partition. Architraves are the

borders or 'finishing mouldings fixed around a window or door
opening, and screwed or nailed to wood grounds. They are variously

moulded according to the fanev of the designer. The ordinary form
of architrave is shown in the illustration of a cased window frame
(fig. 8), and a variation appears in the combined architrave and over
door frieze and capping fitted around the 8ix*panelied door (fig. 7).

similar, but have, in addition to the ledges at the back, oblique
braces which prevent any tendency of the door to drop. The upper
end of the brace is birdsmouthed into the under side of the rail near

^

the lock edge of the door and crosses the door in an oblique direction

I

to be birdsmouthed into the upper edge of the rail below, near the
' hanging edge of the door. This is done between each pair of rails.

: Framed ledged and braced doors are a further development of this form
of door. The framing consists of lock and hanging s^les, top, middle
and bottom rails, with oblique braces between the raw. These mem-
bers are tenoned together and the door sheathed with boarding.
The top rail and styles are the full thickness of the door, the braces
and middle and bottom rails being less by the thickness of the
sheathing boards, which are tongued into the top rail and styles and

,
carried down over the other members to the bottom of the door,

j

The three forms of door described above are used mainly for tem-
i
poraiy purposes, and stables, farm buildings and onthouses of all

I

descriptions. They are usually hung by wrought-iron cross garnet
' or strap hinges fixed with screws or through bolts and nuts.
' XV. 16
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B$ad flush

Mtiuldsd A flat ^

Buleotion moulded A flat

Moulded A raind-

The doors in dwelling-houses and other buildings of a like character

are commonly framed and panelled in one of the many ways possible,

rhe framing consists of stylos, rails and muntins or mountings,

and these members are grooved to receive and hold the panels, which

are inserted previously to the door being glued and wedged up.

The common forms are doors in four or six rectangular panels, and
although they may be made with any form and
number of panels, the principles of construction

remain the same. The example .shown in fig. 7
ir

is of a six-panel door, with bolcction tnoiiided
“ raised panels on one side, and moulded and flai

panels on the other (fig. 11).

A clear idea of the method of jointing the

variou.s members may be obtained from fig. 12.

The tongues of raised panels should be of

parallel thickness, the bevels being stopped at

the, moulding. The projecting ends or horns of

the styles are cut ofi after the door has been

|.IG. ji.—Forms glued and wedged, as they prevent the ends

of Panelling. of the styles being damaged by the wedging
process.

Where there is a great deal of traffic in both directions swing ^rs^
either single or double, are used. To open them it is necessary simply

to push, the inconvenience of turning a handle and shutting the door

after passing through being avoided, as a spring causes the door to

return to its original position without noise. They are usually

glazed and should be of substantial con*

struction. The door is hinged at the top on
a steel pivot; the bottom part fits into a inclal

shoe connected with the spring, which is placed

in a box fixed below the floor.

For large entrances, notably for hotels and
banks, a form of door working on the turnstile

principle is frequently adopted. It is formed
of four leaves fixed in the shape of a cros.s

and working on top and l»ottoni central ball-

bearing steel pivots, in a circular framing
which forms a kind of vestibule. The leaves

of the door are fitted with slips of india-rubber

;it their edgc.s which, fitting close to the circular

framing, prevent draughts.

"When an elegant appearance is desired, and
It is at the same time neces.sary to keep the

cost of production as low as possible, doors of

pine or other soft wood arc sometimes covered

with a veneer or thin layer of hard wood, such

as oak, mahogany or teak, giving the appear-

ance of a solid door of the better material.

Made in the ordinary way, however, the

shrinkage or warping of the soft wood is very
liable to cause the veneer to buckle and peel

oft. Veneered doors made on an improved
method obviating this difficulty have been

placed on the market by a Canadian company.
The core is made up of strips of pine with the

grain reversed, dried at a temperature of 200'

5'., and glued up under pressure. Doth the

core and the hard wood veneer are grooved

over their surfaces, and a sptxial damp-resist

ing glue is applied; the two portions are

then welded together under hydraulic pressure,

liy reason of their construction these doors

possess the advantag<‘S of freedom from
shrinking, warping and splitting, defects

which are all too common in the ordinary

veneered and solid hard wood doors.

The best glue for internal woodwork is that

made in Scotland. Ordinary animal glue

should not be used in Avork exposed to the

Joint of

muntin & mil

Fit;. 12.—Joints.

weather as it absorbs damp and thus hastens decay; in its place a

compound termed heaumoninjuc^ composed of white lead, linseed

oil and litharge, should be employed.
Church Work .—Joinery work in connection with the fittmg up of

church interiors must be regarded as a separate branch of the miner's

art. Pitchpine is often u.sed, but the best work is executed in English

oak; and when the screens, stalls and seating are well designed and

made in this material, a distinction and dighit>' of effect arc added

to the interior (ff the church which cannot be obtained in any other

medium. The work is often of the richest character, and frequently

enriched with elaborate cafving (fig. 13). Many beautiful spccimenR

of early work are to be seen in the English Gothic cathedrals ^d
churches ;

good work of a later date will be found in many churches

and public buildings erected in more recent years. Fine e3campl«

of Old English joinery exist at Hampton Court Palace, the Temple

Church in London, tlie Qiapcl of Henr>^ VI 1 . in Westminster Abbey,

and Haddon HaJu. Specimens of modern work arc to be seen m
Beverley Minster in Yorkshire, the Church of St Etheldreda in Ely

Place, fjondon, and the. W3rcliffc Hall Chapel at Oxford. Other

examples both ancient 4nd modern abouncf in the country.

Carving it? a trade apart from ordinary joinery, and requires a

special ability and some artistic feeling for its successful execution.

But even in this work machinery haa found a place, and carved
ornaments of all descriptions are rapidly wrought with its aid.

Small carved mouklmgs especially are evolved in this manner, and,
being incomparably cheaper than those -worked by manual labour,
arc used freely where a rich effect is desired. Elaborately carved
panels also are made by machines and a result almost equal to work
done entirely by hand is obtained if, after machinery has done all in

its power, the hand worker with his chisels and gouges puts the
finishing touches to the work.

Ironmongery .—In regard to the finishing of a building, no detail

calls for greater consideration than the selection and accurate
fixing of suitable iionmongery, which includes the hinges, bolts,

locks, door and window fittings, and the many varieties of metal
finishings required for the completion of a buildinjg. The task of the
selection belongs to the employer or the architect; the fixing is

performed by the joiner.

Fig. 13,

Of hinges, the variety tf*rint;d butts are in general use for hanging

doors, and are so caUed lroin being fitted lo the butt edge of the door.

They should lx* of wrought iron, east-iron butts being liable to .snap

should they sustain a shod: . Lifting butts arc made with a removable

pin to enable the door to be removed and replaced without unscrew-

ing. Rising butts have oblique joints which cause the door to rise

and clear a thick carpet and yet make a close joint with the

when shut. Hinges of brass or gun-metal are used in special cir

cumstances. Common forms of hinges used on lodged doors are the

cross garnet and the strap. There are many varieties of spring

hinges designed to bring the door automatically to a desired position.

With such hinges a rubber stop should be fixed on the floor 01 other

convenient place to prevent undue strain through the door being

forced back. ... j
Among locks and fastenings the ordinary barrel or tower bolt n^s

no de.scription. The flush barrel is a bolt let in flush with the face

of a door. Tlie espagnolette is a development of the tower bolt ^d
extends the whole height of the door; a handle at a convenient

height, when turned, shooting bolts at the top and bottom simuF

tanwmsly. Their cliief use is for French casements. Jh^adloek

is used to secure doors by means of a steple and eye. The sfocA

lock is a large rim lock with hard wood casing and is used for stames,

church doors, &c . ;
it is in the form of a dead lock opened only ^a

key and is often used in conjunction with a Norfolk latch. The

metal cased rim lock is a cheap form for domestic and general use.

The use of a rim lock obviates the necessity of forming a mortice

in the thickness of the door which is required when a mortice lock

is used. Finger plates add greatly to the good apprarance of a door.
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is guided into position by the edges working in metal grooves a little

under an inch wide. When the width of the opening to be closed

renders it necessary to divide the shutters into more than one portion,

grooved movable pilasters are used, and when the shutters have to be
lowered these are fixed in position with bolts, the shutter working
on the grooved edges of the pilasters. Spring roller canvas blinds

work on a similar principle. The wrought-iron blind arms are

capable, when the blind is extended, of being pushed up by means of

a sliding arrangement, and fixed with a pin at a level high enough to

allow foot passengers to pass along the pavement under them.

The latter would need to be worked and framed in the shop and fixed

entire. Polished hard wood architraves may be secretly fixed, i.«.

without the heads of nails or screvrs showing on the face, by putting

screws into the grounds with their heads slightly projecting[, and hang.*

ing themoulding on them bymeans of kcyholesfotsform^ in the back.

Doors may be made in a variety or ways. The simpiest form,

the common ledged door, consists of vertical boards with plain or

matehed joints nailed to horizontal battens which correspond to the

rails in framed doors. For openings over 2 ft, 3 in. wide, the doors

should be furnished with braces. Ledged and braced doors are

Plan above Stallboard.
Fig. 10.—Shop-front.

Doors .—^External doors arc usually hung to solid frames placed

in the reveals of the brick or stone wall. The frames are rebated for

the door and ornamented by mouldings either stuck or planted on.

The jambs or posts are tenoned, wedged and glued to the head, and
the feet secured to ^e sill by stub tenons or dowels of iron. Solid

window frames are of similar construction and are used chiefly for

casements and sashes hun^; on centres as already described. Internal

doors are hung to jamb linings (fig. 7). They are usually about in.

thick and rented for the door. When the width of jamb allows it,

panelling may be introduced as in the example shown. The linings

are nailed or screwed to rough framed grounds 1 in. in thickness

plugged or nailed to the wall or partition. Architraves are the

borders or 'finishing mouldings fixed around a window or door
opening, and screwed or nailed to wood grounds. They are variously

moulded according to the fanev of the designer. The ordinary form
of architrave is shown in the illustration of a cased window frame
(fig. 8), and a variation appears in the combined architrave and over
door frieze and capping fitted around the 8ix*panelied door (fig. 7).

similar, but have, in addition to the ledges at the back, oblique
braces which prevent any tendency of the door to drop. The upper
end of the brace is birdsmouthed into the under side of the rail near

^

the lock edge of the door and crosses the door in an oblique direction

I

to be birdsmouthed into the upper edge of the rail below, near the
' hanging edge of the door. This is done between each pair of rails.

: Framed ledged and braced doors are a further development of this form
of door. The framing consists of lock and hanging s^les, top, middle
and bottom rails, with oblique braces between the raw. These mem-
bers are tenoned together and the door sheathed with boarding.
The top rail and styles are the full thickness of the door, the braces
and middle and bottom rails being less by the thickness of the
sheathing boards, which are tongued into the top rail and styles and

,
carried down over the other members to the bottom of the door,

j

The three forms of door described above are used mainly for tem-
i
poraiy purposes, and stables, farm buildings and onthouses of all

I

descriptions. They are usually hung by wrought-iron cross garnet
' or strap hinges fixed with screws or through bolts and nuts.
' XV. 16
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subject determine its shape. As an example of this it has been found
that the mobility of the mctacarpu-phalangeal joint of the thumb
in a large number of working men is less than it is in a large number
of women who use needles and thread, or in a large number of

medical students who use pens and scalpels, and that the slightly

movable thumb has quite a difiercntly shaped articular surface from
the freely movable one (see J. Anat. and Pliys. xxix. 446). R. Pick,

too, hais demonstrated that the concavity or convexity of the joint

surface depends on the position of the chief muscles which move
the joint, and has enunciated tlie law that when the chief muscle
or muscles are attached close to the articular end of the skeletal

element that end becomes concave, wdiile, when they are attached 1

jfar off or are not attached at all, as in the case of the phalanges, the
articular end is a>nvex. His mechanical explanation is ingenious
and to the present writer convincing (see Bandbuch der Gelenke,

by K. Pick, Jena, 1904), Bemays, however, pointed out that the

articular ends were moulded before the muscular tissue was differen- !

tiated {Morph. Jahrh. iv. 403), but to this Pick replies by pointing 1

out that muscular laovements begin before the muscle fiWes arc
|

formed, and may be seen in the chick as early as the second day of '

incubation.

The freely mo\'able joints (true diarthrosis) arc classified as
|

follows :

—

(1) Gliding joints {Arthrodia)

^

in which the articular surfaces are
flat, as in the carpal and tarsal bones.

(2) Hinge joints (Crjng/ytMM.s), such as the elbow and iiiterplialangcal

joints.

(3) Condyloid joints {Condylarthrosis), allowing flexion and exten-
sion as well as lateral movement, but no rotation. The metacarpo-
phalan|[cal and wrist joints arc examples of this,

(4) i>addle-shaped joints {Articulus sellaris), allowing the same
movements as the last with greater strength. The carpo-mclacarpr.

I

joint of the thumb is an example.

(5) Ball and socket joints {Enarthvosis)

,

allowing free movement in

any direction, as in the shoulder and hip.

(6) Pivot-joint {Trochoides)t allowing only rotation round a longitu-
dinal axis, as in tnc radio-ulnar joints.

Embryology,

joints are developed in the mesenchyme, or that part of the

mesoderm which is not concerned in the formation of the serous

cavities. The synarthroses may he looked upon merely as a

delay in development, because, as the embryonic tissue of the

mesenchyme passes from a fibrous to a bony stale, the fibrous

ti.ssuc may remain along a certain line and so form a suture, or,

when chondrification has preceded ossification, the cartilage may
remain at a certain place and so form a synchondro.sis. The
diarthroses represent an arrest of de\'elopmcnt at an earlier stage,

for a part of the original ombrj^onic tissue remains as a plate of

round celk^ while the neighbouring two rods chondrify and ossify.

This may become ( onverted into fibro-cartilage, in which
case an aifiphiarthrodial joint results, or it may become absorbed

in the centre to fonn a joint eavity, or, if this absorption occurs

in two places, two joint cavities with an intervening meniscus

may result. Although, ontogenetically, there is little doubt that

menisci arise in the way just mentioned, the teaching of com-
parative anatomy suggests that, phylogenetically, they originate

as an ingrowth from the capsule pushing the synovial membrane
in front of them. The subject will be returned to when the

comparative anatomy of the individual joints is reviewed. In

the human foetus the joint cavities arc all formed by the tenth

week of intra-uterine life.

Anatomy

Joints oj the Axial Skeleton,

The bodie.s of the vertebrae except those of the sacrum and
coccyx are separated, and at the same time connected, by the

intervertebral disks. These are formed of alternating concentric

rings of fibrous tissue and fibro-cartilage, with an elastic mass in

the centre known as the nucleus ptdposus. The bodies are also

bound together by anterior and posterior common ligaments.

The odontoid process of the axis fits into a pivot joint formed by
the anterior arch of the atlas in front and the transverse ligament

behind; it is attached to ttie basioccipital bone by two strong

lateral check ligaments, and, in the mid line, by a feebler middle

check ligament which is regarded morphologically as containing

the remains of the notochord. This atlanto-axial joint is the

one which allows the head to be shaken from side to side. Nod-
ding the head occurs at the ocdpito-allantal joints which consists

of the two occipital condyles received into the cup-shaped

articular facets on the atlas and surrounded by capsular liga-

ments. The neural arches of the vertebrae articulate one with

another by the articular facets, each of which has a capsular

ligament. In addition to these the laminae are connected by
the very elastic ligamenia subflava. The spinous processes are

joined by inierspinous ligaments, and their tips by a supraspinous

ligament, which in the neck is continued from the spine of the

seventh cervical vertebra to the external occipital crest and
protuberance as the ligamentum nuchae, a thin, fibrous, median
septum between the muscles of the back of the neck.

The combined effect of all these joints and ligaments is to

allow the spinal column to be bent in any direction or to be
rotated, though only a small amount of movement occurs

between any two vertebrae.

The heads of the ribs articulate with the bodies of two con-

tiguous thoracic vertebrae and the disk between. The liga-

ments which connect them are called costo-ceniral, and are two
in number. The anterior of these is the stellate ligament, which
has three bands radiating from the head of the rib to the two
vertebrae and the intervening disk. The other one is the inter-

. articular ligament, which connects the ridge, dividing the two

I

articular cavities on the head of the rib, to the disk; it is absent

in the first and three lowest ribs.

,

The costo-transverse ligaments bind the ribs to the transverse
' processes of the thoracic vertebrae. The superior costo-tians-

' verse ligament binds the neck of the rib to the tran.sv'ersfe process

of the vertebra above; the middle or interosseous connects the

;
back of the neck to the front of its own transverse process; while

. the posterior runs from the tip of the transverse process to the

I

outer part of the tubercle of the rib. The inner and lower part

of each tubercle forms a diarthrodial joint with the upper and
fore part of its own transverse process, except in the eleventh

and twelfth ribs. At the junction of the ribs with their cartilages

no diarthrodial joint is formed
;
the periosteum simply becomes

perichondrium and binds the two structures together. Where
the cartilages, however, join the sternum, or where they join one

another, diarthrodial joints with synovial cavities are estab-

lished. In the rase of the second rib this is double, and in that

of the first usually wanting. The mesosternal joint, between tlie

pre- and mesosternum, has already been given as an example
of a symphysis.

Comparative Anatomy.—For the convexity or concavity of the
; vertebral centra in different classes o£ vertebrates, see Skeleton ;

I

Axial. The intervertebral di.sks first appear in the Crocodifia, the

j

highest existing order of rcptilia. In many Mammals the middle
I
fasciculus of the stellate ligament is continued right across the
ventral surface of the disk into the ligament of the opposite side,

j

and is probably serially homologou.s with the ventral arch of the

!
atlas. A similar ligament joins the heads of the ribs dorsal to the

j

disk. To these bands the names of anterior (ventral) and posterior

;

(dorsal) conjugal ligaments have been given, and they may be demon-

j

strated in a seven months' human foetus (see B. Sutton, Ligaments,
London, 1902). The ligamentum nuchae is a strong elastic band in

I

the Ungulata w'hich supports the w'cighl of the head. In the
Carnivora it only reaches as far forward as the spine of the axis.

The JAW JOINT, or ternparo-mandibular articulation, occurs

1

between the sigmoid cavity of the temporal bone and the

I

condyle of the jaw. Between the two there is an interarticular

fibro-cartilage or meniscus, and the joint is surrounded by a

capsule of which the outer part is the thickest. On first opening

the mouth, the joint acts as a hinge, but verj'^ soon the condyle

begins to glide forward on to the eminentia articularis (see Skull)
and takes the meniscus with it. This gliding movement between
the meniscus and temporal bone may be Separately brought

about by protruding the lower teeth in front of the upper, or, on
one side only, by moving the jaw across to the opposite side.

Comparative Anatomy,—The joint between the temporal and mandi-
bular tones is only found in Mammals; in the lower vertebrates the
jaw opens between the quadrate and articular bones. In the
Carnivora it is a perfect hinge; in many Rodents only the antero-
posterior gliding movement is present; w|^e in the Ruminants the
iateralizing movement is the chief one Sometimes, as in the
Omithorhynchus, the meniscus is absent.
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Joints of the Upper Extremity,

The sternO’Clavicular artictdation, between the prestemuxn and
clavicle^ is a gliding joints and allows slight upward and down-
ward and forward and backward movements. The two bony
surfaces are separated by a meniscus, the vertical movements
taking place outside and the antero-posterior inside this. There
is a well-marked capsule, of which the anterior part is strongest.

The two clavicles are joined across the top of the prestemum by
an interclavicular ligament.

The acromio-clavicidar articulation is also a gliding joint, but
allows a swinging or pendulum movement of the scapula on the
clavicle. The upper part of the capsule is strongest, and from
it hangs down a partial meniscus into the cavity.

Comparative /I no/omy.—Bland Sutton regards the inter-clavicular
ligament as a vestige of the interclavicle of Reptiles and Monotremes.
The menisci are only found in the Primates, but it must be borne in
mind that many Mammals have no clavicle, or a very rudimentary
one. By some the meniscus of the stemo-clavicular joint is regarded
as the homologue of the lateral part of the interclavicle, biit the fact
that it only occurs in the Primates where movements in diherent
planes arc fairly free is suggestive of a physiological rather than a
morphological origin for it.

rhe SHOULDER JOINT is a good example of the ball and socket

or cnarthrodial variety. Its most striking characteristic is

mobility at the expense of strength. The small size of the

glenoid cavity in comparison with the head of the humerus, and
the great laxity of the capsule, favour this, although the glenoid

cavity is slightly deepened by a fibrous lip, called the glenoid

ligament^ round its margin. The presence of the coracoid and
acromial processes of the scapula, with the coraco-acromial liga-

mefU between them, serves as an overhanging protection to the

joint, while the biceps tendon runs over the head of the humerus,
inside the capsule, though surrounded by a sheath of synovial

membrane. Were it not for these two extra safeguards the

shoulder would be even more liable to dislocation than it is.

The upper part of the capsule, which is attached to the base of

the coracoid process, is thickened, and known as the coraco-

humeral ligament, while inside the front of the capsule are three

folds of synovial membrane, called gleno-humeral folds.

Comparative Anatomy.—In the lower Vertebrates the shoulder
IS adapted to support rather than prehension and is not so freely

movable as in the Primates. The tendon of the biceps has evidently
sunk through the capsule into the joint, and even when it is intra-

capsular there is u.sually a double fold connecting its shea^ of

synovial membrane with that lining the capsule. In Man this has
been broken through, but remains of it persist in the superior gleno-

humeral fold. The middle gleno-humeral fold is the vestige of a strong
ligament which steadies and limits the range of movement of the
joint in many lower Mammals.

The ELBOW JOINT is an excellent example of the ginglymus or

hinge, though its transverse axis of movement is not quite at

right angles to the central axis of the limb, but is lower internally

than externally. This tends to bring the forearm towards the

body when the elbow is bent. The elbow is a great contrast to

the shoulder, as the trochlea and wpitellum of the humerus are

closely adapted to the sigmoid cavity of the ulna and head of the

radius (see Skeleton : appendicular); consequently movement
in one plane only is allowed, and the joint is a strong one. The
capsule is divided into anterior, posterior, and two lateral liga-

ments, though these are all really continuous. The joint cavity

communicates freely with that of the superior radio-ulnar

articulation. .

The radio-ulnar joints are three : the upper one is an example
of a pivot joint, apd in it the disk-shaped head of the radius

rotates in a circle formed by the lesser sigmoid cavity of the ulna

internally and the orbicular ligament in the other three quarters.

The middle radio-ulnar artictdation is simply an interosseous

membrane, the fibres of which run downward and inward from

the radius to the ulna.

The inferior radio-ulnar joint is formed by the disk-shaped

lower end of the ulna fitting into the slightly concave sigmoid

cavity of the radius. Below, the cavity of this joint is shut off

from that of the wrist by a triangular fihro-cartilage. The move-
ments allowed at these three articulations are called pronation

and supination of the radius. The head of that bone twists,

in the orbicular ligament, round its central vertical axis for about
half a circle. Below, however, the whole lower end of the radius

circles round the lower end of the ulna, the centre of rotation'

being close to the styloid process of the ulna. The radius, there-

fore, in its pronation, describes half a cone, the base of which is

below, and the hand follows the radius.

Comparative Anatomy.—In pronograde Mammals the forearm is

usually permanently pronated, and the head of the radius, instead
of being circular and at the side of the upper end of the ulna, is

transversely oval and in front of that bone, occupying the same place
that the coronoid process of the ulna docs in Man. This ty^ of
elbow, which is adapted simply to support and progression, is best
seen in the Ungulate; in them both lateral ligaments are attached
to the head of the radius, and there is no orbicular ligament, since
the shape of the head of the radius docs not allow of anj^ supination.
The olecranon process of the ulna forms merely a posterior guide or
guard to the joint, but transmits no weight. No better example
of the maximum changes which the uses of support and prehension
bring about can be found than in contrasting the elbow of the Sheep
or other Ungulate witti that of Man. Towards one or otlier of these
types the elbows of all Mammals tend. It may be roughly stated
that, when pronation and supination to the extent of a quarter of a
circle are possible, an orbicular ligament appears.

The WRIST JOINT, or radio-carpal artictdation, lies between the

radius and triangular fibro-cartilage above, and the scaphoid,

semilunar, and cuneiform bones below. It is a condyloid joint

albwing flexion and extension round one axis, and slight lateral

movement (abduction and adduction) round the other. There

is a well-marked capsule, divided into anterior, posterior, and
lateral ligaments. The joint cavity is shut off from the inferior

radio-ulnar joint above, and the intercarpal joints below.

The intercarpal joints are gliding articulations, the various

bones being connected by palmar, dorsal, and a few interosseous

ligaments, but only those connecting the first row of bones are

complete, and so isolate one joint cavity from another. That
“part of the intercarpal joints which lies between the first and
second rows of carpal bones is called the transverse carpal joint,

and at this a good deal of the movement which seems to take

place at the wrist really occurs.

The carpo-metacarpal articulations are, with the exception of

that of the thumb, gliding joints, and continuous with the great

intercarpal joint cavity. The carpo-metacarpal joint of the

thumb is the best example of a saddle-shaped joint in Man. It

allows forward and backward and lateral movement, and is vciy^

strong.

'Fhe metacarpo-phalangeal joints are condyloid joints like the

wrist, and are remarkable for the great thickness of the palmar
ligaments of their capsules. In the four inner fingers these

glenoid ligaments, as they are called, are joined together by the

transverse metacarpal ligament.

The interphalangeal artietdations are simple hinges surrounded

by a capsule, of which the dorsal part is very thin.

Comparative Anatmny.—^The wrist joint of the lower Mammals
allows less lateral moyement than does that of Man, while the lower
end of the ulna is better developed and is received into a cup-shaped
socket formed by the cuneiform and pisiform bones. At the same
time, unless there is pretty free pronation and supination, the triangu-

lar fibro-cartilage is only represented by an interosseous ligament,

which may be continuous above with the interosseous membrane
between the radius and ulna, and suggests the possibility that the
fibro-cartilage is largely a derivative of this membrane. In most
Mammals the wrist is divided into two lateral pfxts, as it is in the
human foetus, but free pronation and supination seem to cause
the disappearance of the septum.

Joints of the Lower Extremity,

The sacro-innominaie artictdation consists of the sacro-iliac

joint and the sacro-sciatic ligaments. The former is one of the

amphiarthroses or half-joints by which the sacrum is bound to

the ilium. The mechanism of the human sacrum is that of a

suspension bridge slung between the two pillars or ilia by the

very strong posterior sacro-iliac ligaments which represent the

chains. The axis of the joint passes through the second sacral

vertebra, but the sacrum is so nearly horizontal that the weight

of the body, which is transmitted to the first sacral vertebra,

tends to tilt that part down. This tendency is corrected by the
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great and small sacro^sciatic li^amerfh, which fasten the lower

part of the sacrum to th? tuberosity and spine of the ischium

respectively, so that, although the sacrum is a su^ension bridge

when looked at from behind, it is a lever of the first kind when

seen from the side or in sagittal section.

The pubic symphysis is the union between the two pubic bones.

It has all the characteristics of a symphysis, already described,

and may have a small median cavit^'.

The HIP JOINT, like the shoulder, is a ball and socket, but does

not allow such free movement; this is due to the fact that the

socket or acetabulum is deeper than the glenoid cavity and that

the capsule is not so lax. At the same time the loss of mobility

is made up for by increased strength. The capsule has three

(Fiom DaviU Jlepbum, Canritn;;}um‘s 7\ vttnwk a/ AnaUym.')

6.—^Dissection of the lltp Joint from the front.

thickened bands, of which the most important is the ilio-fmoral
or Y-shaped ligament of Bigelow. The stalk of the Y is attached

to the anterior inferior spine of the ilium, while the two limbs arc

fastened to the upper and lower parts of the spiral line of the

femur. The ligament is so strong that it hardly ever ruptures

in a dislocation of the hip. As a plumb-line, dropped from the

centre of gravity of the body, passes behind the centre of the hip

joint, this ligament, lying as it does in front of the joint, takes the

strain in Man's erect position. The other two thickened parts

of the capsule ore known as pubo-femoral and ischio~fmorale from
their attachments. Inside the capsule, and deepening the margin
of the acetabulum, i.s a fibrous rim known as the cotyloid ligament,

which grips the spherical head of the femur and is continued

across the cotyloid notch as the transverse ligament. The floor

of the acetabulum has a horseshoe-^shaped surface of articular

cartilage, concave downward, and, occupying the
**
frog ” of the

horse’s hoof, is a mass of fat called the Hauersian pad. Attached

to the inner margin of the horseshoe, and to the transverse liga<

ment where that is deficient, is a reflexion of synovial membrane
which forms a covering ^or the pad and is continued as a tube

to the depression on the head of the femur called the fossa. capitis.

This reflexion carries blood-vessels and nerves to the femur, and
also contains fibrous tissue from outside the joint. It is known
as the Ugamentum teres.

Compatative AnaUmy.—lUand Sutton regards the ilio-femoral

ligament as an altered mosole, the scansorius, though against this

is the frvet that, in those cases in which a scansoiius is present in

Man, die ligament is as strong as usunt, .lud indeed, if it were not

there in these cases, the orect position would be diflicuU to maintain.

He also looks upon the ligamenium teres as the divorced tendon nt

the pcctineus muscle. The subject requires much more investiga-

tion, but there is every reason to believe that it is a tendon which has
sunk into the joint, though whether that oi tiie pectmeus is doubtful,
since the inira-capsular tendon comes from the ischium in Reptiles.

In many Mammals, and among them the Orang, there is no ligamen-
tum teres. In others^ such as the* Armadillo, uie structure has not
sunk right into the joint, but is connected with the pubo*femoral
part ol the capsule.

The KNEE JOINT IS a hinge formed by the condyles and troclilea

of the femur, the patella, and the head of the tibia. The capsule

is formed in front by the ligamentum patellae, and on each side

special bands form the lateral ligaments. On the outer side there

are tw 0 of these : the anterior or long external lateral ligament is a

round cord running from the external condyle to the head of the

fibula, while the posterior is slighter and passes from the same
place to the styloid process of the fibula. The internal lateral

ligament is a fiat band which runs from the inner condyle of the

femur to the internal surface of the tibia some two inches below

the level of the knee joint. The posterior part of the capsule is

strengthened by an oblique bundle of fibres running upward and
outward from the semimembranosus tendon, and called the

posterior ligament of Winslow.

The intra-articular structures are numerous and interesting.

Passing from the head of the tibia, in front and behind the spine,

are the anterior and posterior crucial ligaments
]
the former Ls

attached to the outer side of the intercondylar notch above, and
the latter to the inner side. These two ligaments cross like an X.
The semilunar fibro-cartilages—external and internal—are partial

menisci, each of which has an anterior and a posterior cornu by
which they are attached to the head of the tibia in front and
behind the spine. They are also attached round the margin of

tlie tibial head by a coronary ligament, but the external one is

more movable than the internal, and this perhaps accounts for

its coronary ligament being less often ruptured and the cartilage

displaced than the inner one is. In addition to tbc.se the external

cartilage has a fibrous band, called the ligament of Wrisberg,

which runs up to the femur just behind the posterior crucial liga-

ment. The external cartilage is broader, and forms more of a

circle than the internal. The .synovial cavity of the knee rim.s

up, deep to the extensor muscles of the thigh, for about two inches

above the top of the patella, forming the bursa suprapaiellaris.

At the lower part of the patella it rovers a pad of fat, which lies

between the ligamentum patellae and the front of the head of the

tibia, and is carried up as a narrow tube to the lower margin of

the trochlear surface of the femur. This prolongation is known
as the ligamentum mucosum, and from the sides of its base spring

two lateral folds called the Ugamenta alaria. The tendon of the

popliteus muscle is an intracapsulor structure, and is therefore

covered with a synovial sheath. There are a large number of

bursae near the knee joint, one of which, common to the inner

head of the gastrocnemius and the semimembranosus, often

communicates with the joint. The hinge movement of the knee

is accompanied by a small amount of external rotation at the end

of extension, and a compensatory internal rotation during flexion.

This slight twist is enough to tighten up almost all the %aments
so that they may take a share in resisting over-extension, because,

in the erect position, a vertical line from the centre of gravity of

the body passes in front of the knee.

Comparative Anatomy.—In some Mammals, e.g. Bradypus and
Omithorhyrehus, the knee is divided into three parts, two cxindylo-

tibial and one trochleo-patellar, by synovial folds which in Man arc

represented by the ligameniiim mucosum. In a typical Mammal the
exiomal semilunar cartilage is attached by its posterior horn to the
internal condyle of the femur only, and this explains the ligament

of Wrisherg already mentioned. In the Monkeys and anthropoid
Apes this cartil^e is circular. The semilunar cartilages first appear
in the Amphibia, and, according to B. Sutton, are derived from
muscles which arc drawn into the joint. When only one kind of

movement (hinge) is allowed, as in the fruit bat, the cartilages

are not found. In most Mammals the superior tibio-fibulsr joint

communicates with the knee.

The tibiO'fibular articukstions resemble the ra4io-ulnax in position

but are much less movable. The superior in Man is usually cut oft

from the knee and is a gliding joint; the middle is the interosseous
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membrane, while the lower has been already used as an example
of a syndesmosis or fibrous half joint.

The ANKLE JOINT is a hinge, the astragalus being received into

a lateral arch formed by the lower ends of the tibia and fibula.

Backward dislocation is prevented by the articular surface of the

astragalus being broader in front than behind. The anterior

and posterior parts of the cKpsuIe are feeble, but the lateral liga-

ments are very strong, the external consisting of three separate

fasciculi whiclr bind the fibula to the astragalus and calcaneum.

To avoid confusion it is best to speak of the movements of the

ankle as dorsal and plantar fiexion.

The tarsal joinis resemble the carpal in being gliding articula-

tions. There are two between the astragalus and calcaneum, and

at these inversion and eversion of the foot largely occur. The
inner arch of the foot is maintained by a very important ligament

called the calcaneo-naviciUar or spring ligament
i

it connects the

sustentaculum tali of the calcaneum with the navicular, and

upon it the head of the astragalus rests. When it becomes

stretched, flat-foot results. The tarsal bones are connected by

dorsal, plantar and
interosseous liga-

ments. The long
and short calcaveo-

ctihoid are plantar

ligaments of special

importance, and
maintain the outer

arch of the foot.

The tarso - meta-

tarsal^ metatarso-
phalangeal and in-

terphalangtal joints

closely resemble

tliose of the hand,

except that the
tarso-met a tarsal

joint of the great

toe is not saddle-

shaped.

Comparative Ana-
tomy —The anterior

fasciculus of the ex-

ternal lateral liga-

ment of the ankle is

only found in Man,
and is probably an
adaptation to the
erect position. In
animals with a long
f 00 t, such as the
Ungulates and the
Kangaroo, the lateral

1 iga ments of the
ankle are in the form of an X, to give greater protection against

lateral movement. In certain marsupials a fibro-cartiiage» developed
between the external malleolus and the astragalus, and its origin

from the deeper fibres of the external lateral li^mont of the ankle
can be traced. Tliese animals have ‘a rotatoiy movement of the
fibulaon its long axis, in addition to the hinge movement of the ankle.

For further details of joints sec K. Fick, Handbuch der Gelenke

(Jena,1904); H. Morris, Anatomy of the Joints (London, 1879);
gain's, Gray's and Cunningham's Textbooks of .^nafomy; J. Blanc
Sutton, Ligaments^ theif NaUere and Morphology (London, 1902):
F. G. Parsons, Hunterian Lectures on the Joints of Mammals,'^
Journ. Anat. <&* PAys., xxxiv. 41 and 301. (F.G. P.)

Diseases and Injttries of Joints

The aflection of the joints of the human body by specific

diseases is dealt with tmder various headings (Rheumatism, i&c.);

in the present article the more direct forms of ailment are dis-

cussed. In most joint-diseases the trouble starts either in the

synovial lining or in the bone—^rarely in the articular cartilage

or ligaments. As a rgle, the disease begins after an injury.

There are three principal types of injury
:

(i) sprain or strain,

in which the ligamentous and tendinous structures are stretched

or lacerated; (2) contusion, in which the opposing bones are

Imprvssion of externa) Kmi-_
lunar cartilage

External tibial surface of

femitt

External lateral ligament-

Cut tendon of biceps flexor_'

cruriii muscle

Anterior superior tibio-ftbular

ligament

External lateral ligament

Opetting in mterosieuus
menibraiie for anterior tibial

vessel

(From David Hepburn, Cunniiifd>am’s Textbeek 0/ Anatffn^.)

Fig. 7.—^Dissection of the Knee-joint from the front: Patella thrown down.

driven forcibly together; (3) dislocation, in which the articular

surfaces are separated from one another.

A sprain or strain of a joint means that as the result of violence the.
ligaments holding the bones together have been suddenly stretch^
or even torn. (3n the inner aspect the ligaments are lined by a
synovial membrane, so when the ligaments are stretched the syno-
vial membrane is necessarily- damaged. Small blood-vessels are
also tom, and bleeding occurs into the joint, which may become full

and distended. If, however, bleeding docs not take pmoa, the swelF
ing is not immediate, but synovitis having been set up, serous eflu-

sion comes on sooner or later. There is often a ^ooa deal of heat
of the surrounding skin and of pain accompanymg the synovitis.
In the case of a headtiiy individual the efiects of a sprain may (quickly

pass ofi, but in a rheumatic or gouty person chronic synovitis may
obstinately remain. In a person with a tuberculous history, or ui

tuberculous descent, a sprain is apt to be the beginning of serious

disease oi the joint, and it should, therefore, be treated with continu-
ous rest and prolonged supervision. In a person of health and
vigour, a sprained joint should be at once bandaged. This may be
the only treatment needed. It gives support and comfort, and the
even pressure around the joint checks efiusion into it. Wide pieces
of adhesive strapping, layer on layer, form a still more useful support,
and with the joint so treated the person may be able at once to use

. the limb. If strap-
PxuHxr surface of femur ping is not employed

,

the l)andage may be
taken ofi from time
to time in order that
the limb and the
joint may be mas-
saged. If the i^rain
is followed by much
synovitis a plaster of
Paris or leatner splint
may be applied, com-
plete rest being se-

cured for the Umb.
Later on, blistering
or even " firing

"

may be found advis-
able.

Synovitis,—When
a joint has bf»en in-

jured, infiammatiou
occursin thedamaged •

tissue; that is inevit-

able. But sometimes
tbe attack of inflam-
mation is so slight

and transitory as to
be scarcely notice-

able. This is specially

likely to occur if the
joint-tissues were in

a state of perfect
nutrition at the time
of the hurt. But if the
individualorthejoint
were at that time in

a state of imperfect
nutrition, the effects

are likely to be more
serious. Aaarale,itis

Sentilunar facet lor patella

Internal tibial lurface of

femur
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Tranivarse ligament
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the synovial membrane lining the fibrous capsule of the joint which
first and chiefly suffers: the condition is termed synovitis. Syno-
vitis may, however, be due to other causes than mechanical injury,

as when the interior of the joint is attacked by the micro-organisms
of pyaemia (blood-poisoning), typhoid fever, pneumonia, rheuma-
tism, gonorrhoea or syphilis. Under judicious treatment the
synovitis generally clears up, but it may linger on and cause the
formation of adhesions which may temporarily stiflen the joint;

or it may, especially in tuberculous, septic or pysmic infections,

invidve the cmiilages, ligaments and bones in such serious changes
as to destroy the joint, and possibly call for resection or amputation.
The symptoms of synovitis include stifiness and tenderness in

the joint. The patient notices that movements cause pain. £flu-

sion of fluid takes place, and there is marked fullness in the neigh-
bourhood. If the inflammation is advancing, the skin over the joint

may be flushed, and if the hand is placed on the skin it feels hot.

Especially is this the case if the joint is near the surface, as at the
knee, wrist or ankle.

The treatment of an inflamed joint demands rest. This may
be conveniently obtained by the use of a light wooden splint,

padding and bandies. Slight compression of the joint by a
bandage is useful in promo^g absorption of the fluid. If the
inflamed joint is in the lower extremity, the patient had ^best

remain in bed, or on the sofa; if in the upjper extremity, he should
wear arm in a slmg. The muscles acting on the joint must be
kept in complete cootsol. If the inflammation is extremely acute,
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a ^c^v leeches, iuUowed by a fomentation, will give relief; or an ice-

bag or an evaporating lotion may, by causing constriction of the
blood-vessels, lessen the congestion of the part and the associated
pain. As the inflammation is passing ofl, massage of the limb
and of the joint will prove useful. If the inflammation is long
continued, the limb must still be kept at rest. Hy this time it may
be found that some other material for the retentive apparatus is

more convenient and- comfortable, as, for instance, undressed
leather which has l>Gen moulded on wet and allowed to dry and
liarden

;
poro-plastic felt, which has lieon softened heat and

applied limp, or house-flannel which has been dipped in a creamy
mixure of plastor-of-Paris and water, and secured by a bandage.

Chronic Disease of a Joint may be the tailing off of an acute
aflection, and under the influence of alternate douchiiigs of hot and
cold water, of counter-irritation by blistering or “firing,*’* and of
massage, it may evontuaUv clear up, especially if the general health
of the individual is looked after. But if chronic disease lingers in

the joint of a child or young person, the probability of its being under
the influence of tubercubus infection must be considered. In such
a case prolonged and absolute rest is the one tiling necessary. If

the di.sease bo in the hip, knee, ankle or foot, the patient may be
fitted with an appropriate Thomas's splint and allowed to walk
about, for it is highly important to have these patients out in the
fresh air. If the disesLse^ in the shoulder, elbow, wrist or hand,
a leather or poro-j^stic splint should be moulded on, and the arm
worn in a sling. There must be no hurry; convalescence will needs
be slow. And if the child can be sent to a bracing sea-side place it

^^'ill be much in his favour.
As the disease clears up, the surface heal, the pains and the tender-

ness having disappeared, and the joint having so dimmi.shcd in sise
as to be scarcely larger than its fellow—though the wasting of the
muscles of the limb may cause it still to appear considerably en-
larged —the splint may be gradually left ofL This rcmi.ssion may
he for an hour or two every other day; then every other night;
then every other day, and so on, the freedom being gained little by
lilllo, and the surgeon watching the case carefully. On the slightest
indication of return of trouble, the former restrictive measures
must be again resorted to. Massagt^ and gentle exercises may be
given day by day, but there mu.sl be no thought of “ breaking down
the stiffness.’' Many a joint has in such circumstances been wrecked
by the manipulations of a “ bone-setter."
Permanent Stiffness.—During the treatment of a case of chronic

disease of a joint, the question naturally arises as to whether the joint
will be left permanently stifl. f’eople have the idea that if an in-
flamed joint is kept long on n splint, it may eventually be found
permanently stiff. And this is quite correct. But it should be
clearly understood that it is not the test ol the inflamed joint which
causes the stiffness. The matter should be put thus ; In tuber-
culous and other forms of chronic disease stiffness may ensue in
spite of long-continued rest. It is the di'stnictivc disease, not Die
enforced rest which causes it; for inflammalion of a joint rest is

absolutely necessary.

The Causes of Permanent Stiffness arc the destructive changes
wrought by the inflammation. In one case it may be that the
synovial membrane is so far destroyed by the tuberculous or septic
invasumHIiat its future usefulness is lo.st, and the joint ever aiter-
wardM-^ks at its work and easily becomes tired and painful. Thus
the joint: crippled but not destroyed. In another case the liga-

ments and the cartilages are implicated as well as the synovial
membrane, and when the disease clears up. the bones are more or
less locked, only a small range of motion being left, which forcible
flexion and other methods of vigorous treatment are unable materi-
ally to improve. In another set of cases the inflammatory germs
quickly destroy the sott tis.sues of the joint, and then invade the
bones, and, the disease having at last come to an end, the softened
ends of the bones solidly join together like the broken fragments in
simple fracture. As a result, osseous solidification of the joint
(5ynosfa^i>) ensues without, of course, the possibility of any move-
ment. And, inasmuch as the surgeon cannot tell in any case whether
the disease may not advance in this direction, he is careful to place
the limb in that position in which it will be most useful if the bony
union should occur. Thus, the leg is kept straight, and the elbow
bent.

In the course of a tuberculous or other chronic disease of a joint,

the germs of septic disease may find access to the inflamed area,
through a wound or ulceration into the joint, or by the germs being
carried thither by the blood-stream. A joinUahscess results, which
has to be treated oy incision and fomentations. If chronic suppura-
tion continues, it may become necessary to scrape out or to excise
the joint, or even to amputate the limb. And if tuberculous disease
of the joint is steadily progressing in raito of treatment, vigorous
measures may be needed to prevent the fluid from quietly ulcerating
its way out and thus inviting the entrance of septic germs. The
fluid may need to be drawn off by aspiration, and direct treatment of
the diseased sjmovial membrane may be undertaken by injections
of chloride of fine or some other reagent. Or the joint may need
scraping out with a sharp spoon with the view of getting rid of the
tuberculous material. Later, excision may be deemed necessary,
or in extreme cases, amputation. But before these measures are

|

considered, A. C.G . Bier's method of treatment by passive congestion,

and the treatment by serum injection, will probably have been
tried. If a joint is left permanently stifi in an awkward and useless
TOsition, the limb may be greatly improved by excision of the joint.

^UB, if the knee is left bent and the joint is excised a useful, straight
limb may be obtained, somewhat shortened, and, of course, per-
manently stifl. If after disease of the hip-joint the tliigh remains
fixed in a faulty position, it may be brought down straight by divid-
ing the bone n^r the upper end. A stifl shoulder or elbow may be
converted into a useful, movable joint by excision of the articular
fmds ol the bones.

A stiff joint may remain as the result of long continued inflamma-
tion; the unused muscles are wasted and the joint in consequence
looks large. Careful measurement, however, may show that it is

not materially larger than its fellow. And though all tenderness
may have passed away, and though the neighbouring skin is no
longer hot, still the joint remains stifl and useless. No progress
being made under the influence of massage, or of gentle exercises,

the surgeon may advise that the lingering adhesion be broken down
under an anaesthetic, after which me function of the joint may
quickly return.

These are the cases over which the “ bone-setter " secures his
greatest triumphs. A qualified practitioner may have been for
months judiciously treating an inflamed joint by rest, and then feels

a hesitation with regard to suddenly flexing the stiffened limb.
The “ bone-setter," however, has no such qualms, and when the
case passes out of the hands of the perhaps over-careful surgeon, the
unqualified practitioner (because he, from a scientific point of view,
knows nothing) fears notliing, and, breaking down inflammatory
adhesions, sets the joint free. And his manipulations prove triumph-
antly successful. Hut, knowing nothing and fearing nothing, he is

apt to do grievous harm in carrying out his rough treatment in other
cases. Malignant disease at the end of a bone (sarcoma), tuber-
culosis of a joint, and a joint stiffened by old inflammation are
to him the same thing. “ A small bone is out of place," or, " The
bone is out of its socket; it has never been put in,’* and a breaking
down of everything that resists his force is the result of the case
being taken to him. For the “ bone-setter " has only one line of

treatment. Of the improvement which he often effects as if by magic
the public are told much. Of the cases over which the doctor has
been too lung devoting skill and care, and which are set free by the
“ bone-setter," everylwdy hears—and sometimes to the discomfiture
of the medical man. But of the cases in which irreparable damage
follows his vigorous manipulation nothing is said—of his rough
u.sagc of a tuberculous hip, or of a sarcomatous shoulder*joint,
and of the inevitable disaster and disappointment, those most con-
curnud arc least inclined to talk ! A practical surgeon with common-
sense has nothing to learn from the " bone-setter."

Rheumatoid Arthritis^ or chronic Osteo-arthritis^ is generally found
in persons beyond middle age; but it is not rare in' young people,
though with them it need not be the progressive disease which it

too often is in their elders. It is an obscure affection of the cartilage

covering the joint surfaces of the bones, and it eventually in\ olves
the bones and the ligaments. A favourite joint for it is the knee
or hip, and when one large joint is thus affected the other joints may
escape. But when the hands or feet arc implicated pretty nearly
all the small joints arc apt to suffer. Whether the joint is large or
small, the cartilages wear away and new boni' is developed about the
ends of the bones, so that the joint is large and misshapen, the
fingers being knotted and Ihe hands deformed. When the spine
is affected it becomes bowed and stiff. Tliis is the disease which
has crippled the old people in the workhouses and almshouses,
and witii them it is steadily progressive. Its early signs arc stiffness

and croaking or cracking in the joints, with discomfort and pain
after exercise, and with a little effusion into the capsule of the joint.

As regards treatment

^

medicines arc of no great value. Wet, cold and
damp being bad for the patient, he should be, if possible, got into

a dry, bright, sunny place, and he should dress warmly. Perhaps
there is no better place for him in the winter than Assuan. Cairo
is not so suitable as it used to be before the dam was made, when
its climate was drier. For the spring and summer certain British and
Continental watering-places serve well. But if this luxury cannot
be afforded, the patient must make himself as happy os he can with
such hot douchings and massage as he can obtain, keeping himself
vrarm, and his joints covered by flannel bandages and rubbed with
stimulating liniments. In people advanced or advancing in years,

the disease, as a rule, gets slowly worse, sometimes very slowly,

but sometimes rapidly, especially when it makes its appearance in

the hip, shoulder or knee as the result of an injury. In young people,
however, its course may be cut short by attention being given to the
principles stated above.

Charcot's Disease resembles osteo-arthritis in that it causes destruc-
tion of a joint and greatly deforms it. The deformity, however,
comes on rapidly and without pain or tenderness. It is usually
associated with the symptoms of locomotor ataxy, and depends upon
disease of the nerves which preside over the nutrition of the joints.

It is incurable.

A Loose Cartilage, or a Displaced Cartilage in the Knee-joint is apt to
become caught in the hinge between the thigh bone and the leg bone,
and by causing a sudden stretching of the ligaments of the joint to
give rise to intense pain. When this happens the individual ii
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membrane, while the lower has been already used as an example
of a syndesmosis or fibrous half joint.

The ANKLE JOINT is a hinge, the astragalus being received into

a lateral arch formed by the lower ends of the tibia and fibula.

Backward dislocation is prevented by the articular surface of the

astragalus being broader in front than behind. The anterior

and posterior parts of the cKpsuIe are feeble, but the lateral liga-

ments are very strong, the external consisting of three separate

fasciculi whiclr bind the fibula to the astragalus and calcaneum.

To avoid confusion it is best to speak of the movements of the

ankle as dorsal and plantar fiexion.

The tarsal joinis resemble the carpal in being gliding articula-

tions. There are two between the astragalus and calcaneum, and

at these inversion and eversion of the foot largely occur. The
inner arch of the foot is maintained by a very important ligament

called the calcaneo-naviciUar or spring ligament
i

it connects the

sustentaculum tali of the calcaneum with the navicular, and

upon it the head of the astragalus rests. When it becomes

stretched, flat-foot results. The tarsal bones are connected by

dorsal, plantar and
interosseous liga-

ments. The long
and short calcaveo-

ctihoid are plantar

ligaments of special

importance, and
maintain the outer

arch of the foot.

The tarso - meta-

tarsal^ metatarso-
phalangeal and in-

terphalangtal joints

closely resemble

tliose of the hand,

except that the
tarso-met a tarsal

joint of the great

toe is not saddle-

shaped.

Comparative Ana-
tomy —The anterior

fasciculus of the ex-

ternal lateral liga-

ment of the ankle is

only found in Man,
and is probably an
adaptation to the
erect position. In
animals with a long
f 00 t, such as the
Ungulates and the
Kangaroo, the lateral

1 iga ments of the
ankle are in the form of an X, to give greater protection against

lateral movement. In certain marsupials a fibro-cartiiage» developed
between the external malleolus and the astragalus, and its origin

from the deeper fibres of the external lateral li^mont of the ankle
can be traced. Tliese animals have ‘a rotatoiy movement of the
fibulaon its long axis, in addition to the hinge movement of the ankle.

For further details of joints sec K. Fick, Handbuch der Gelenke

(Jena,1904); H. Morris, Anatomy of the Joints (London, 1879);
gain's, Gray's and Cunningham's Textbooks of .^nafomy; J. Blanc
Sutton, Ligaments^ theif NaUere and Morphology (London, 1902):
F. G. Parsons, Hunterian Lectures on the Joints of Mammals,'^
Journ. Anat. <&* PAys., xxxiv. 41 and 301. (F.G. P.)

Diseases and Injttries of Joints

The aflection of the joints of the human body by specific

diseases is dealt with tmder various headings (Rheumatism, i&c.);

in the present article the more direct forms of ailment are dis-

cussed. In most joint-diseases the trouble starts either in the

synovial lining or in the bone—^rarely in the articular cartilage

or ligaments. As a rgle, the disease begins after an injury.

There are three principal types of injury
:

(i) sprain or strain,

in which the ligamentous and tendinous structures are stretched

or lacerated; (2) contusion, in which the opposing bones are
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(From David Hepburn, Cunniiifd>am’s Textbeek 0/ Anatffn^.)

Fig. 7.—^Dissection of the Knee-joint from the front: Patella thrown down.

driven forcibly together; (3) dislocation, in which the articular

surfaces are separated from one another.

A sprain or strain of a joint means that as the result of violence the.
ligaments holding the bones together have been suddenly stretch^
or even torn. (3n the inner aspect the ligaments are lined by a
synovial membrane, so when the ligaments are stretched the syno-
vial membrane is necessarily- damaged. Small blood-vessels are
also tom, and bleeding occurs into the joint, which may become full

and distended. If, however, bleeding docs not take pmoa, the swelF
ing is not immediate, but synovitis having been set up, serous eflu-

sion comes on sooner or later. There is often a ^ooa deal of heat
of the surrounding skin and of pain accompanymg the synovitis.
In the case of a headtiiy individual the efiects of a sprain may (quickly

pass ofi, but in a rheumatic or gouty person chronic synovitis may
obstinately remain. In a person with a tuberculous history, or ui

tuberculous descent, a sprain is apt to be the beginning of serious

disease oi the joint, and it should, therefore, be treated with continu-
ous rest and prolonged supervision. In a person of health and
vigour, a sprained joint should be at once bandaged. This may be
the only treatment needed. It gives support and comfort, and the
even pressure around the joint checks efiusion into it. Wide pieces
of adhesive strapping, layer on layer, form a still more useful support,
and with the joint so treated the person may be able at once to use

. the limb. If strap-
PxuHxr surface of femur ping is not employed

,

the l)andage may be
taken ofi from time
to time in order that
the limb and the
joint may be mas-
saged. If the i^rain
is followed by much
synovitis a plaster of
Paris or leatner splint
may be applied, com-
plete rest being se-

cured for the Umb.
Later on, blistering
or even " firing

"

may be found advis-
able.

Synovitis,—When
a joint has bf»en in-

jured, infiammatiou
occursin thedamaged •

tissue; that is inevit-

able. But sometimes
tbe attack of inflam-
mation is so slight

and transitory as to
be scarcely notice-

able. This is specially

likely to occur if the
joint-tissues were in

a state of perfect
nutrition at the time
of the hurt. But if the
individualorthejoint
were at that time in

a state of imperfect
nutrition, the effects

are likely to be more
serious. Aaarale,itis
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the synovial membrane lining the fibrous capsule of the joint which
first and chiefly suffers: the condition is termed synovitis. Syno-
vitis may, however, be due to other causes than mechanical injury,

as when the interior of the joint is attacked by the micro-organisms
of pyaemia (blood-poisoning), typhoid fever, pneumonia, rheuma-
tism, gonorrhoea or syphilis. Under judicious treatment the
synovitis generally clears up, but it may linger on and cause the
formation of adhesions which may temporarily stiflen the joint;

or it may, especially in tuberculous, septic or pysmic infections,

invidve the cmiilages, ligaments and bones in such serious changes
as to destroy the joint, and possibly call for resection or amputation.
The symptoms of synovitis include stifiness and tenderness in

the joint. The patient notices that movements cause pain. £flu-

sion of fluid takes place, and there is marked fullness in the neigh-
bourhood. If the inflammation is advancing, the skin over the joint

may be flushed, and if the hand is placed on the skin it feels hot.

Especially is this the case if the joint is near the surface, as at the
knee, wrist or ankle.

The treatment of an inflamed joint demands rest. This may
be conveniently obtained by the use of a light wooden splint,

padding and bandies. Slight compression of the joint by a
bandage is useful in promo^g absorption of the fluid. If the
inflamed joint is in the lower extremity, the patient had ^best

remain in bed, or on the sofa; if in the upjper extremity, he should
wear arm in a slmg. The muscles acting on the joint must be
kept in complete cootsol. If the inflammation is extremely acute,
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high degrees the quahties desirable in sybstances out of whi^
joints are to be made.’ The joint ends of metal pieces can easily

he fashioned to any advantageous form and size without waste

of material. Also these metals ofier peculiar facilities for the
|

cutting of their surfaces at aoomparativelysmall costso smoothly

and evenly as to ensure the dose contact over their whole areas

of surfaces placed against each other. This is of the highest

importance^ especially in joints designed to transmit force.

Wrought iron and mild steel are above all other metals suitable

for tension joints where there is not continuous rapid motion.

Where such motion occurs, a layer, or, as it is technically term^,
a bush/’ of brass is inserted underneatli the iron. The joint

then possesses the high strength of a wrought-iron one and at the

same time the good frictional qualities of a brass surface. Leak-

age past moving metal joints can be prevented by cutting the

surfaces very accurately to fit each other. Steam-engine slide-

valves and their scafii, and piston packing-rings ” and the

cylinders they work to and fro in, may be cited as examples.

A subsidiary compressible “ packing ” is in other situations em**

ployed, an instance of which may be seen in tlie ‘'stufiing boxes’*

which prevent the escape of steam from steam-engine cylinders

through the piston-rod hole in the cylinder cover. Pixed metal

joints are made fluid tight—

(

a) by caulking a riveted joint, i.e.

by hammering in the edge of the metal with a square-edged chisel

(the tighter the joint requires to be against leakage closer

must be the spacing of the rivets—compare the rivet-spacipg in

bridge, ship and boSei-pIate joints); {b) by the insertion between

the surfaces of a layer of one or other of various kinds of cement,

the layer being thidc. or thin according to circumstances; (^) by
the insertion of a layer of soft solid substance called “ pacing ’’

or “ insertion.”

Apart from cemented and glued joints, most joints are formed

by cutting one or more hoks in the ends of the pieces to be joined,

and inserting in these holes a corresponding number of pins.

The word “ pin ” is technically restricted to mean a cylindrical

pin in u movable joint. The word ” bolt ” is used when the

cylindrical pin is screwed up tight with a nut so as to be im-

movable. When the pin is not scTewed, but is fastened by being

beaten down on either end, it is called a rivet.” The pin is

sometime.s rectangular in section, and tapered or parallel length-

wise. “ Gibs ” and “ cottars ” are examples of the latter. It

is very rarely the case that fixed juint.s have their pins subject

to simple compression in the direction of their length, though

they ore frequently subject to simple tension in that direction.

A flfOQj^^fcmplc is the joint between a steam cylinder and its

cover, whefe the bolts have to resist the whole thrust of the

steam, and at the same time to keep the joint sleam-tighL

JOIKTS, in geology. All rocks are traversed more or less

completely by vertic^ or highly inclined divisional planes tenned
joinU. Soft rocks, indeed, such as loose sand and uncompacted
clay, do not show these planes; but even a soft loam after stand-

ing for some time, consolidated by its own weight, will usually

be found to have acquired them. Joints vary in sharpness of

definition, in the regularity of their perpendicular or horizontal

course, in their lateral persistence, in number and in the direc-

tions of their intensections. As a rule, they are most siiarply

defined in proportion to the fineness of grain of the rock. They
arc often quite invisible, being merely planes of potential weak-
ness, until revealed by the slow disintegrating effects of the

weather, which induces fracture along their planes in preference

to other directions in the rock; it is along the same planes that

a rock breaks most readily under the blow of a hunmer. In

coarse-textured rocks, on the other hand^ joints are apt to show
them.scives as irregular rents along which the rock lias been
shattered, so lhat tlicy present an uneven sinuous course, branch-

ing off in different dirk:tions. In many rocks Uiey descend

vertically at not very unequal distances, so that the spaces

between them are marked off into so many wall-like masses.

But this symmetry often gives place to a more or less tortuous

cource with latend joints in various apparently random direc-

tions, more especially where in stratified rocks the beds have
diverse lithological dmracters. A single joint may be traced

soanedmei formany yards or even for several tmies, mcu^eparticu-

hcriy when the rock is fine-grained and fairly as in fime-

.stone. Where the texture is coarse and unequal^ the joints,

though abundant^ run into each other in such a way tlunt no one

m particalar can be identified for so great a distance. The
number of joints in a mass of rock varies within wide limits.

Among roclu which have undergone little disturbance the joints

may be separated from each other by intervals of several yards.

In other cases where the terrestrial movement appears to have

been considerable, the rocks are so jointed as to have acquired

therefrom a fissile character that has lUmust obliterated their

tendency to split along the lines of bedding.

The Cause oj Jointing in Rocks.—^Thc continual state of movement
in the crust of the earth is the primary cause of the majoritjr of

joints. It is to the outermost layers of the Uthosnhere that joints

are confined; in what Van Hisc has described as the ’’zone ox frac-

ture/’ which he estimates may extend to a depth of 12,000 metres
in fhe case of rigid rocks. Below Uu* zone of fracture, joints cannot
be formed, for there the rocks tend to flow rather than break. The
rocky crust, as it slowly accommodalee itself to the shrinking interior

of the earth, is subjected unceasingly to stresses which induce
jointing by tension, compression and torsion. Thus joints are
produi^ during the slow cyclical movements of elevation and de-
pression as well as by the more vigorous movements of earthquakes.
Tension-joints are the most widely wread

;
they are naturally most

numerous over areas of upheaval. (Impression-Joints are generally
associated with the more intense movements which have mvulved
shearing, minor-faulting and slaty cleavage. A minor cause of
tension-join ting is shrinkage, due either to cooling or to desiccation.

The most stril&g type of jointihg is that produced by the cooling
of Igneous rocks, wherebya regularly columnar sttneiure is developed,
often called basaltic structure such as is found at the Giant’s Cause-
way. This structure is described in coimexion with modern volcanic
rocks, but it is met with in igneous rocks of all ages. It is a.s well

displayed among the felsites of the Lower Old Red Sandstone, and
the basalts of Carlx>mferous Limestone age as among the Tertiary
lavas of Auvergne and Vivarais. This type of jointing may cause
the rock to split up into roughly hexagonm prisms no thicker than a
lead pencil; on the other h^d, in many dolerites and diorltcs the
prisms arc much coarser, having a diameter of 5 ft. or more, and they
arc more irrogulai' in form; they may be so long as to extend up the
face of a cM for 300 or ^00 ft. A columnar jomtii^ has often been
superinduced upon Etratmed rocks by contact with intrusive igneous
masses. Sandstones, shales and coal may bo observed in this condi-
tion. The columns ^verge perpendicularly from the surface of the
injected altering substance, so that when the latter is vertical, the
columns arehomontal; or when it undulates tlie columns follow its

curvatures. Beautiful examples of tliis cliaracter occur among the
coal-seama of A3n:sliirc. Occasionally a jurismatic form of jointingmay
be observed in unaltered strata; in this ccusc it is usually among those
which have been chemically formed, as in gypsum, whiac, as noticed
by lukius in the Paris Basin, some beds are divided from top lu

bottom by vertical hexagonal prisms. Desiccation, as shown by the
cracks formed in mud when it dries, has probably been instrumental
hi cauang jointing in a limited number of cases among stratiileil

rocks.

Movement along Joint Planes.—In some conglomerates the joints

may be seen traversing the enclosed pebUes as well as the surround-
ing matrix; large blocks of hard quartz are cut through by them os
sharply as if had been diced by a lapidary's machine. A
simum phenomenon may be observed in flints as H^y Ue embedded
in the chalk, and the same joints may be traced continuou.sly through
many yards of rock. Such facts show that the agency to whicli

riie jomting of rocks was due must have operated with considcr-

aUe force. Further indication of movement is supplied by the
rubbed and striated surfaces of some joints. These surfaces, tenned
dickensideSf have evidently been ground against each other.

Influence of Joints on Water -flow and Scenery.—Joints form natural
paths for the passage downward and upw'ard of subterranean water
and have an important bearing upon water supply. Water obtained
directly from highly jointed rock is more liable to become contami-
nated by surface impurities than that from a more compact rock
through which it has liad to soak its way

;
for this reason many lime-

stones are objected to as sources of potable water. On exposed
surfruies joints have great influence in actermining the rate and type
of weathering. They furnish an cflectivc lodgment for surface water,
which, frozen by lowering of temperature, expends into ice and
wedges ofl blocks of the rock; and tlie more numerous the joints the
more rapimy does the action proceed. As they serve, in conjunction
with biding, to divide stratified rocks into large quadzans^fiar
blocks, their effect on cliffs and other exposed places is seen in the
splintered and dislocated aspect ap familiar in mountain scene^.
Not infrequently, by directing the initial activity of weathering
agents, jomts liave been responsible for the course taken by large
streams as well as for the of scenery on their bsmks. In lime-
stones, which succumb readily to the solvent action, of water, the
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membrane, while the lower has been already used as an example
of a syndesmosis or fibrous half joint.

The ANKLE JOINT is a hinge, the astragalus being received into

a lateral arch formed by the lower ends of the tibia and fibula.

Backward dislocation is prevented by the articular surface of the

astragalus being broader in front than behind. The anterior

and posterior parts of the cKpsuIe are feeble, but the lateral liga-

ments are very strong, the external consisting of three separate

fasciculi whiclr bind the fibula to the astragalus and calcaneum.

To avoid confusion it is best to speak of the movements of the

ankle as dorsal and plantar fiexion.

The tarsal joinis resemble the carpal in being gliding articula-

tions. There are two between the astragalus and calcaneum, and

at these inversion and eversion of the foot largely occur. The
inner arch of the foot is maintained by a very important ligament

called the calcaneo-naviciUar or spring ligament
i

it connects the

sustentaculum tali of the calcaneum with the navicular, and

upon it the head of the astragalus rests. When it becomes

stretched, flat-foot results. The tarsal bones are connected by

dorsal, plantar and
interosseous liga-

ments. The long
and short calcaveo-

ctihoid are plantar

ligaments of special

importance, and
maintain the outer

arch of the foot.

The tarso - meta-

tarsal^ metatarso-
phalangeal and in-

terphalangtal joints

closely resemble

tliose of the hand,

except that the
tarso-met a tarsal

joint of the great

toe is not saddle-

shaped.

Comparative Ana-
tomy —The anterior

fasciculus of the ex-

ternal lateral liga-

ment of the ankle is

only found in Man,
and is probably an
adaptation to the
erect position. In
animals with a long
f 00 t, such as the
Ungulates and the
Kangaroo, the lateral

1 iga ments of the
ankle are in the form of an X, to give greater protection against

lateral movement. In certain marsupials a fibro-cartiiage» developed
between the external malleolus and the astragalus, and its origin

from the deeper fibres of the external lateral li^mont of the ankle
can be traced. Tliese animals have ‘a rotatoiy movement of the
fibulaon its long axis, in addition to the hinge movement of the ankle.

For further details of joints sec K. Fick, Handbuch der Gelenke

(Jena,1904); H. Morris, Anatomy of the Joints (London, 1879);
gain's, Gray's and Cunningham's Textbooks of .^nafomy; J. Blanc
Sutton, Ligaments^ theif NaUere and Morphology (London, 1902):
F. G. Parsons, Hunterian Lectures on the Joints of Mammals,'^
Journ. Anat. <&* PAys., xxxiv. 41 and 301. (F.G. P.)

Diseases and Injttries of Joints

The aflection of the joints of the human body by specific

diseases is dealt with tmder various headings (Rheumatism, i&c.);

in the present article the more direct forms of ailment are dis-

cussed. In most joint-diseases the trouble starts either in the

synovial lining or in the bone—^rarely in the articular cartilage

or ligaments. As a rgle, the disease begins after an injury.

There are three principal types of injury
:

(i) sprain or strain,

in which the ligamentous and tendinous structures are stretched

or lacerated; (2) contusion, in which the opposing bones are
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(From David Hepburn, Cunniiifd>am’s Textbeek 0/ Anatffn^.)

Fig. 7.—^Dissection of the Knee-joint from the front: Patella thrown down.

driven forcibly together; (3) dislocation, in which the articular

surfaces are separated from one another.

A sprain or strain of a joint means that as the result of violence the.
ligaments holding the bones together have been suddenly stretch^
or even torn. (3n the inner aspect the ligaments are lined by a
synovial membrane, so when the ligaments are stretched the syno-
vial membrane is necessarily- damaged. Small blood-vessels are
also tom, and bleeding occurs into the joint, which may become full

and distended. If, however, bleeding docs not take pmoa, the swelF
ing is not immediate, but synovitis having been set up, serous eflu-

sion comes on sooner or later. There is often a ^ooa deal of heat
of the surrounding skin and of pain accompanymg the synovitis.
In the case of a headtiiy individual the efiects of a sprain may (quickly

pass ofi, but in a rheumatic or gouty person chronic synovitis may
obstinately remain. In a person with a tuberculous history, or ui

tuberculous descent, a sprain is apt to be the beginning of serious

disease oi the joint, and it should, therefore, be treated with continu-
ous rest and prolonged supervision. In a person of health and
vigour, a sprained joint should be at once bandaged. This may be
the only treatment needed. It gives support and comfort, and the
even pressure around the joint checks efiusion into it. Wide pieces
of adhesive strapping, layer on layer, form a still more useful support,
and with the joint so treated the person may be able at once to use

. the limb. If strap-
PxuHxr surface of femur ping is not employed

,

the l)andage may be
taken ofi from time
to time in order that
the limb and the
joint may be mas-
saged. If the i^rain
is followed by much
synovitis a plaster of
Paris or leatner splint
may be applied, com-
plete rest being se-

cured for the Umb.
Later on, blistering
or even " firing

"

may be found advis-
able.

Synovitis,—When
a joint has bf»en in-

jured, infiammatiou
occursin thedamaged •

tissue; that is inevit-

able. But sometimes
tbe attack of inflam-
mation is so slight

and transitory as to
be scarcely notice-

able. This is specially

likely to occur if the
joint-tissues were in

a state of perfect
nutrition at the time
of the hurt. But if the
individualorthejoint
were at that time in

a state of imperfect
nutrition, the effects

are likely to be more
serious. Aaarale,itis
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the synovial membrane lining the fibrous capsule of the joint which
first and chiefly suffers: the condition is termed synovitis. Syno-
vitis may, however, be due to other causes than mechanical injury,

as when the interior of the joint is attacked by the micro-organisms
of pyaemia (blood-poisoning), typhoid fever, pneumonia, rheuma-
tism, gonorrhoea or syphilis. Under judicious treatment the
synovitis generally clears up, but it may linger on and cause the
formation of adhesions which may temporarily stiflen the joint;

or it may, especially in tuberculous, septic or pysmic infections,

invidve the cmiilages, ligaments and bones in such serious changes
as to destroy the joint, and possibly call for resection or amputation.
The symptoms of synovitis include stifiness and tenderness in

the joint. The patient notices that movements cause pain. £flu-

sion of fluid takes place, and there is marked fullness in the neigh-
bourhood. If the inflammation is advancing, the skin over the joint

may be flushed, and if the hand is placed on the skin it feels hot.

Especially is this the case if the joint is near the surface, as at the
knee, wrist or ankle.

The treatment of an inflamed joint demands rest. This may
be conveniently obtained by the use of a light wooden splint,

padding and bandies. Slight compression of the joint by a
bandage is useful in promo^g absorption of the fluid. If the
inflamed joint is in the lower extremity, the patient had ^best

remain in bed, or on the sofa; if in the upjper extremity, he should
wear arm in a slmg. The muscles acting on the joint must be
kept in complete cootsol. If the inflammation is extremely acute,
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not take his seat until the latter had been'chosen president of the

provincial republic. His deafness prevented him from making
any figure in the assembly> and he resigned his seat in 1876. In

1886 the provisions of the law against pretenders to the throne

deprived him of his rank as vice-admiral, but he continued to live

in France, and died in Paris on the i6th of June 1900. He had
married in 1843 princess Francisca, sister of Pedro II.,

emperor of Brazil, and had a son, the due de Penthidvre (bom in

1845), brought up to the navy, and a daughter Fran^oise

(1844- )
who married the due de Chartres in 186^.

The prince de Joinville was the author of several essays andShlets on naval affairs and other matters of public interest,

were originally published for the most part either unsigned
or pscudon3rmousiy, and subsequently republished under his own
name after the fall of the empire. They include Essats sur la marine
frangaise (1853); Ettides sur la marine (1859 and 1870); La Guerre
d’Antique, campagne du Poiomat (1862 and 1872); Encore un mot
sur Sadowa (Brussels, 1S68); and Vieux souvenirs (1894).

lOmVILLE, JEAN, Sire DE (1224-1319), was the second

great writer of histor) in Old French, and in a manner occupies

the interval between Villehardouin and Froissart. Numerous
minor chroniclers fill up the gaps, but no one of them has the

idiosyncrasy which distinguishes these three, writers, who illus-

trate the three periods of the middle ages—adolescence, complete

manhood, and decadence. Joinville was the head of a noble

family of the province of Champagne (see Joinville, above).

The provincial court of the counts of Champagne had long been

a distinguished one, and the action of Thibaut the poet, together

with the proximity of the district to Paris, made the province

less rebellious than most of the great feudal divisions of France

to the royal authority
.

Joinville’ s first appearance at the king's

court was in 1241, on the occasion of the knighting of Louis IX. 's

younger brother Alphonse. Seven years iifterwards he took the

cross, thereby giving St Louis a valuable follower, and supplying

himself with the occasion of an eternal memory . The crusade,

in which he distinguished himself equally by wisdom and prowess,

taught his practical spirit several lessons. He returned with

the king in 1254. But, though his reverence for the personal

character of his prince seems to have known no bounds^ he had

probably gaugea the .strategic faculties of the saintly king, and
he certainly had imbibed the spirit of the dictum that a man’s
first duties ore those to his own house. He was in the intervals

of residence on his own fief a constant attendant on the court,

but he declined to accompany the king on his last and fatal

expedition^ In 1282 he was one of the witnesses whose testimony

was foipffly given at St Denis in the matter of the canonization

of Louis, me! in 1298 he was present at the exhumation of the

saint’s body. It was not till even later that lie began his literary

work, the occasion being a request from Jeanne of Navarre, the

wife of Philippe le Bel and the mother of Louis le Hutin. The
great* interval between his experiences and the period of the

composition of his history is important for the due comprehen-

sion of the latter. Some years passed before the task was com-
pleted, on its own showing, in October 1309. Jeanne was by
this time dead, and Joinville presented his book to her son Louis

the Quarreller, This original manuscript is now lost, whereby

hangs a tale. Great as was his age, Joinville had not ceased to

be actively loyal, and in 1315 he complied with the royal sum-

mons to bear arms against the Flemings. He was at Joinville

a{;ain in 1317, and on the nth of July 1319 he died at the age of

mnety-five, leaving his possessions and his position as seneschal

of Champagne to his second son Anselm. He was buried in the

neighbouring church of St Laurent, where during the Revolution

his bones underwent profanation. Besides his Histoire de Saint

Louis and his Credo or ** Confession of Faith ” written much
earlier, a ( onsiderable nurpber, relatively speaking, of letters and

business documents concefning the fief of Joinville and so forth

are extant. These have an importance which we shall consider

further on; but Joinville owes his place in general estimation

only to his history of his crusading experiences and of the subse-

quent fate of St Louis.

Of the famous French history books of the middle ages

Joinville’s bears the most vivid impress of the personal character-

istics of its composer. It does not, like Villehardouin, give us

a picture of the temper and habits of a whole order or cast of

men during a heroic period of human histoiy; it falls far short

of Froissart in vivid portraying of the picturesque and external

aspects of social life; but it is a more personal book than either.

The age and circumstances of the writer must not be forgotten

in i^ing it. He is a very old man telling of circumstances

which occurred in his youth. He evidently thinks that the times

have not changed for the better—what with the frequency with

which the devil is invoked in modem France, and the sinful

expenditure common in the matter of embroidered silk coats.

But his laudation of times past concentrates itself almost wholly

on the person of the sainted king whom, while with feudal inde-

pendence he had declined to swear fealty to him, because I was
not his man,” he evidently regarded with an unlimited reverence.

His age, too, while garrulous to a degree, seems to have been free

from the slightest taint of boasting. No one perhaps ever took

less trouble to make himself out a hero than Joinville. He is

constantly admitting that on such and such an occasion he was
terribly afraid ; he confesses without the least shame that, when
one of his followers suggested defiance of the Saracens and
voluntary death, he (Jomville) paid not the least attention t©

him
;
nor does he attempt to gloss in any way his refusal to ac-

company St Louis on liis unlucky second crusade, or his invin-

cible conviction that it was better to be in mortal sin than to have
the leprosy, or his decided preference for wine as little watered

as might be, or any other weakness. Yet he was a sincerely

religious man, as the curious Credo, written at Acre and forming a

kind of anticipatory appendix to the history, sufficiently shows.

He presents himself as an altogether human person, brave enough
in the field, and, at least when young, capable of extravagant

devotion to an ideal, provided the ideal was fashionable, but

having at bottom a sufficient respect for his own skin and a full

consciousness of the side on which his bread is buttered. Nor
can he be said to be in all respects an intelligent traveller. There

were in him what may be called glimmerings of deliberate litera-

ture, but they were hardly more than glimmerings. His famous

description of Greek fire has a most provoking mixture of circum-

stantial detail with absence of verifying particulars. It k as

matter-of-fact and comparative as Dante, without a touch of

Dante’s genius. “ The fashion of Greek fire was such that it

came to us as great as a tun of verjuice, and the fiery tail of it wa.s

as big as a mighty lance; it made such noise in the coming that

it seemed like the thunder from heaven, and looked like a dragon

flying through the air
;
so great a light did it throw that through-

out the host men saw as though it were day for the light it threw.”

Certainly the excellent seneschal has not stinted himself of com-

parisons here, yet they can hardly be said to be luminous. That

the thing made a great flame, a great noise, and struck terror

into the beholder is about the sum of it all. Every now and then

indeed a striking circumstance, strikingly told, occurs in Joinville,

such as the famous incident of the woman who carried in one

hand a chafing dish of fire, in the other a phial of water, that she

might bum heaven and quench hell, lest in future any man should

serve God merely for hope of the one or fear of the other. But
in these cases the author only repeats what he has heard from

others. On his own account he is much more interested in small

personal details than in greater things. How the Saracens, when
they took him prisoner, he being half dead with a complication

of diseases, kindly left him un mien couverture d’6carlate
”

which his mother had given him, and which he put over him,

having made a hole therein and bound it round him with a cord

;

how when he came to Acre in a pitiable condition an old

servant of his house presented himself, and brought me clean

white hoods and combed my hair most comfortably ”
; how he

bought a hundred tuns of wine and served it—the best first,

according to high authority—well-watered to his private soldiers^

somewhat less watered to the squires, and to the knights neat,

but with a suggestive phial of the weaker liquid to mix si

comme ils vouloient ’’-^these are the details in which he seems

to t^e greatest pleasure, and for readers six hundred years after

date perhaps they are not the least interesting details.
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It would, however, be a mistake to im^ne that Jomvale’s

book is exclusively or even mainly a chronicle of small beer. II

he is not a Villeh^ouin or a Carlyle, his battlepieces are ^dvid

and truthful, and he has occasional passages of no simall q^isodk

importance, such as that dealing with the Old Man of the Moun-
tain. But, above all, the central figure of his book redeems it

from the possibility of the charge of being commonplace or

ignoble. To St Louis Joinville is a nobler Boswell; and hero-

worshipper, hero, and Woic ideal all have something of the

sublime about them. The very pettiness of the details m ^hich

the good seneschal indulges as to his own weaknesses only serves

to enhance the sublime unworldliness of the king. Joinville is

a better warrior than Louis, but, while the former frankly prays

for his own safety, the latter only thinks of his army’s vdien they

have escaped from the hands of the aliens. One of the king’s

knights boasts that ten thousand pieces have been “ forcont^s
”

(counted short) to the Saracens; and it is with the utmost trouble

that Joinville and the rest can persuade the king that this is a

joke, and that the’ Saracens are much more likely to have got

the advantage. He warns Joinville against wine-bibbing,

against bad language, against all manner of foibles small and

great ;
and the pupil acknowledges that this physician at any rate

Irnd healed himself in these respects. It is true tloat he is severe

towards infidels; and his approval of the knight who, finding a

Jew likely to get the better of a theological argument, resorted to

the baculine variety of logic, does not meet the views of the 2Dtb

century. But Louis was not of the aoth century but of the 13th,

and after his kind he certainly deserved Joinville’s admiration.

Side by side with his indignation at the idea of cheating his

Saracen enemies may be mentioned his answer to those who after

.Taillebourg complained that he had let off Henry III. too easily.

“ He is my man now, and he was not before,” said the king, a

most unpractical person certainly, and in some ways a sore saint

for France. But it is easy to understand the ludf-despairing

adoration with which a shrewd and somewhat prosaic person like

Joinville must have regarded this flower of chivalry born out of

due time. He has had his reward, for assuredly the portrait of

St Louis, from the early collection of anecdotes to the last hearsay

sketch of tlie woful end at Tunis, with the famous ensei^^ment

which is still the best summary of the theoretical duties of a

Christian king in medieval times, is such as to t^e away all

charge of vulgarity or mere comnterage from Joinville, a charge

to which otherwise he might perhaps have been exposed.

The arrangement of the book is, considering its circumstances

and the date of its composition, sufficiently methodical. Accord-

ing to its own account it is divided into three parts—the first

dealing generally with the character and conduct of the hero;

the second with his acts and deeds in Egypt, Palestine, &c., as

joinville knewthem; the third with hissubsequent life a^d death.

Of these the last is very brief, the first not long; the middle con-

stitutes the bulk of the work. The contents of the first part are,

as might be expected, miscellaneous enough, and consist chiefly

of stories chosen to show the valour of Louis, his piety, his justice,

his personal temperance, and so forth. The second part entm
upon the history of the crusade itself, and tells how Joinville

pledged all his land save so much as would bring in a thousand

livres a year, and started with a brave retinue of nine knights

(two of whom besides himself wore bannerets), md shar^ a ship

with the sire d’Aspremont, leaving Joinville without raising his

eyes, ” pour ce que le cuer ne me attendrisist du biau chastel que

je Icssoie ct demes deux enfans ”; how they could not got out of

si^t of a hig^ mountainous island (Lamikdusa or Fantellaria)

till they had znada« procession round the masts in honour of the

Virgin ;
how they r«(ached first Cyprus and then Egypt ;

how'they

took Damietta, and then entangled themselves in the Delta.

Bad generalship, whkh is sufficiently obvious, unwholescmie

ioodr-rit was Lent, and 'diey ate the Nile fish which had beoi

feasting on tibt carcases of slain—and Greek fire did the rest,

and personal valour was of little avail,not merelyagainst supenor

nuinWsand better generals, but against dysentery and a certain

malrde^rost ” which attacked the mouth and the legs, a curious

of a weU-known bestial malady. Aiter ransom

Acre was the chief scene of Louis s stay in uw; cuna imv
Joinville lived in some stato, and saw not a few interesting things,

hearing besides much gossip as to the interior affairs of Asia from

ambassadors, merchants and others. At last they journeyed

back again to France, not without considerable experiences 0!

the perils of the deep, which Joinville tells with a good deal of

^irit. The remainder of the book is very brief. Some anec^tes

of the king’s “ justice,” his favourite and distinguishing attribute

during the sixteen years which intervened between the two

crusades, arc given; then comes the story of JoujyiUe’s own

refusal to join the second expedition, a r^sal f/hich bluntly

alleged the harm done by the king’s men who ithyed at home to

the vassals of those who went abroad as the reason of Joinville’s

resolution to remain behind. The death of the king^ at Turns,

his mseignement to his son, and the story of his canonization

complete the work.

The book in which thi interesting story is told has had a literary

history which less affects ita matter than the viciasitudea to which
Froissart has been subjected, but which is hardly less cimoui in its

way. There is no reason for supposing that JoinviUe indulged in

various editions, such as those wn&h have given Kervyn de Letten-

hove and Simton Luce so much trouble, and which make so vast a
difference between the first and the last redaction of the chronicler

of the Hundred Years' War. Indeed the great age of the aeneschal

of Champagne, and his intimate first-hand acquaintance with his

subject, made such variations extremdy improbable. But, Whereas

there i.s no great difficulty (though much labour) in aseei^inmg the

original and all subsesquent texts of Froissart, the original text of

Joinville was until recently unknown, and even now may be said

to be in the state of a conj^tural restoration. It has been said

that the book was presented to Louis le Hutin. Now we have a
catalogue of Louis le Hutin's library, and, strange to say, Joinville

does not figure in it. His book seems to have undergone very much
the same late as that which befell the original.sof the first twovolumes
of the Poston Letters which Sir John Fenn presented to George the

Third. Several royal library catalogues of the 14th century jire

known, but in none of these does the Histoire de St Louis appear.

It does appear in that of Charles V. but apparenfiy no
copy even of this survives. As everybody knows, however, books

could be and were multiplied by the process of copying tolerably

freely, and a copy at first or second hand which belonged to the fiddler

king Renfe of Provence in the 15th century was used for the first

printed edition in 1 547. Other editions were printed from other

versions, all evidently posterior to the original. But in 1741 tlie

well-known medievalist La Cume de St Palaye found at Lucca a

manuscript of the lOth century, evidently representing an older

text than* any yet printed. Three years later a I4th-centuiy cemy

was found at Brussels, and this is the standard manuscript authority

for the text of Joinville, Those who prefer to rest on MS. authority

will probably hold to this text, which appears in the well-known

collection of Michaud and Poujoulat as well as that of Buchon^ and
in a careful and useful separate edition by Francisque Michel.

The modem science of critical editing, hdwever, which applies to

medieval texts the principles long recognized in editing the classics,

: has discovered in the ifith century manuscript, and stm more in the

I original miscellaneous works of Joinville, the letters, deeds, &c.,

I already alluded to, the materials lor what we have already callod a

I conjectural restoration, which is not without its interest, though
i perhaps it is possible for that interest to be exaggerated.

For merely general readers Buchon's or Michaud's editions of

I

Joinville will amply suffice. Both include translations into modem
French, which, however, are hardly necessary, for the language is

very easy. Natalis de WaiUy's editions of 1808 and narticttlarly

1S74 are critical editions, embodying the modem research qoil&ccted

with the text, the value of which is conuderable, but ooutettshle.

They are accompanied by ample annotations and appendices, with

illustrations of great merit and value. Much valuable information

appeared for the first time in the edition of F. MichCl (x8^). To
these may be added A. F. Didot% sur J^noi^ (*870) and
H. F. Dotaborde's Jean do JoinvilU (tSqs). A good sketch of the

whole subject will be found in Aubertin's Histoiro d$ Uk laufuo tt

de la literature franpaises au moyen dge, ii. ipfi-zzi
;
see also Gaston

Paris, Lift, franpaise au moyen dje (1893), and A. Debidour^ Lee

Chrenigueure (zS88). 'fhere are Enj^lsh translations by T. JottfUss

(r8o7), J. Hutton (x868). Ethel Wed^n't^ood (1906), aoid (more liter-

ally) Sir F. T. Marrials r Everyman’s Library.^’ zgo8). (G* Sa.)
,

JOIST, in buildi&g, one of a row or tier of beam set edgewise

from one wall or potion to another and carding the flooring

boards on the uplteredge and the laths of the on thelom.
In double ffooriag there are three series oi ImU,binding,

and criZpif joists. The binding joists are the real sup^Mrtof the

floor, running from wall to walli and carrying the bridging

joists above and the ceffinjf joists below (see



+9+ J6KAI-
The Mid. Eng. form of the word was gisU or gysti, and was
adapted from O. Fr. giste^ modem gfte, a beam supporting the

platform of a gun. By origin the wo^ meant that on which

anything lies or rests (gesir, to He ; l4it. jacm).

The i^Ush word '' gist/’ in such phrases as “ the gist of the

matter,”^ main or central point in an aigument, is a doublet

of ^0t< According to Skeat, the origin of this meanmg is an

0 . Fr. proverbial expression, Je sftty bSm oii gist k know
well where the hare lies, I know the real point of the matter.

J6KAI» MAURUS (1825-1904), Hungarian novelist, was bom
at R^-Kom&rom on the 19th of Febmary 1825. His father,

ah, was a member of the Asva branch of the ancient J6kay

/; his mother was a scion of the noble Pulays. The lad

was timid and delicate, and therefore educated at home till his

tenth year, when he was sent to Pressburg, subsequently com-
pleting his education at the Calvinist college at where he

first met Petofi, Alexander Koama, and several other brilliant

young men who subsequently became famous. His family had
meant him to follow the law, hh father's profession, and accord-

i^ly the youib, always sipgularly assiduous, plodded conscien-

tiously through the usual curriculum at Kecskemet and Pest,

and as a full-blown advocate actually succeeded in winning his

first case. But the drudgery of a lawyer's office was uncon-

genial to the ardently poetical youth, and, encouraged by the

encomiums pronounced by the Hungarian Academy upon his

first play, ^i6 fiu (“ The Jew Boy ”), he flitted, when barely

twenty, to Pest in 1845 ^ romance in his pocket; he

was introduced by Petdfi to the literary notabilities of the Hun-
garian capital, and the same year his first notable romance
Hitkosnapok (“ Working Days ”), appeared, first in the columns
of the Pesti Zheeerrtap, and subsequently, in 1846, in book form.

Hiikdznapok, despite its manifest crudities and extravagances,

was instantly recognized by all tlie leading critics as a work of

original geniu^ and in the following year Jokai was appointed

the editor of EUlHpek, the leading Hungarian literary journal,

and gathered round him all the rising talent of the country. On
the outbreak of the revolution of 1848 the young editor enthusi-

astically adopted the national ca\]se, and served it with both pen

and sword. Now, as ever, he wa.s a moderate Liberal, setting his

face steadily against all excesses; but, carried away by the

Hungarian triumphs of April and May 1849, he supported

Kossuth's fatal blunder of deposing the Hapsburg dynasty, and
though, after the war was over, his life was saved by an ingenious

stratagem^f his wife, the great tragic actress, Roza Benkc
Lahon||4|i^hom he had married on the 29th of August 1848,

he live^oaihe next fourteen years the life of a politick suspect.

Yet this was perhaps the most glorious period of his existence,

for during it he devoted himself to the rehabilitatbn of the pro-

scribed and humiliated Magyar language, composing in it no
fewer than thirty great romances, besides innumeiable volumes of

tales, essays, criticisms and facetiae. This was the period ofsuch
mastezpieces as ErdUly Arany Kard (“ The Golden A« of Tran-

sylvania ”), with its sequel Tdrokvildg Magyarorszigm The
Turks in Hungary”), EgyMagyar Ndbob(^'

A

HungarianNwob”),
Karpdihf Zolidn, Janicidrak vSgnapjai (” The Last Days of the

i
anissanes ”), StamonSt napok Sad Days ”). On the re-cstab-

shment of the Hungarian constitution by the Composition of

X867, Jdkai took an active part in politics. As a constant sup-

porter of the Tisza administration, not only in parliament,

where he sat continuously for more than twienty years, but also

as the editor of the government organ, Hon, founded by him in

1863, he became a power in the state, and, though he never took

office himself, frequently extricated the government from difikult

places. In 1897 the emperor appointed' him a member el the

upper house. As a suave, practical and witty debater he was
paxtfcnlarly tucoesshil. Yet it was to literature that he oon-

ttaued to devote most of his time, and his productivenees after

1S70wae stupendous, amounting to some hundreds of vohixnes.

Stranger stili> riqne of this work is slipshod, and the best of it

deserves to entan; Amongst the finest of his later works may
be mentioned the mkpm and incomparable Aa mmry mrkrr

A‘ Manof Qotd 'V^^nslated into English under the title of

-JOLIET
Timur's Two Worlds-^tid A idngmmU kdgy {** Eyes like the
Sea ”), the latter of which won the Academy's prise in 18^.
He di^ at Budapest on the 5th of May 1904; his wife having
predeceased him in t886. J6kai was an arch-romantic, with a
perfea^ Oriental imagination, and humour of the purest, rarest

description. If one can imagine a combination, in almost equal

parts, of Walter Scott, William Beckford, Dumas pk^e, and
Charles Dickens, together with the native originality of an
ardent Magyar, one may perhaps form a fair idea of the great

Hungarian romancer’s indisputable genius.

See NSvy Ldfirid, J6km M6r
;
Hegeclisis S&ndor, J6hai M6rf6l\

H. W. Temperley, " Maurus Jokai and the Histoncal Novel," Con-
ismporary Ktinow {July r9o4).

JOKJAKARTA^or Jokjokarta {more correctly Joryakarta ;

Du. Dfokjakarta), a residency of the island of Java, Dutch East
Indies, bounded N. by Kedu and Surakarta, £. by Surakarta,
S. by the Indian Ocean, W. by Dagelen. Pop. (1897), 858,59s.

The country is mountainous with the exertion of a wedge-like

strip in the middle between the rivers Progo and Upak. In the

north-west are the southern slopes of the volcano Merapi, and
in the east the Kidul hills and the plateau of Sewj. 1'he last-

named is an arid and scantily populated chalk range, with numer-
ous small summits, whence it is also known as the Thou.sand

Hills. The remainder of the residency is well-watered and fer-

tile, important irrigation works having been carried out. Sugar,

rice and indigo are cultivaeed; salt-making is practised on the

coast. The minerals include coal-beds in the Kidul hills and near

Nangulan, marble and gold in the neij^bourhood of Kalasan.

ITie natives are poor, owing chiefly to maladministration, the

use of opium and the usury practised by foreigners (Chinese,

Arabs, &c.). The principality is divided between the sultan

(vMsal of the Dutch government) and the so-called independent
prince Paku Akm ; Ngawen and Imogiri are enclaves of Sura-

karta. There are good roads, and railways connect the chief

town with Batavia, Samarang, Surakarta, &c. The town of

Jokjakarta (see Java) is the seat of the resident, the sultan and
the Paku Alam princes

;
its most remarkable section is the krattm

or citadel of the sultan. Imogiri, S.W. of the capital, the burial-

place of the prmce.s of Sur^arta and Jokjakarta, is guarded
by priests and officials. Seiitolo, Nangulan. Lrosot, Kalasan,
Tempcl, Wonosari are considerable villages. I'herc are numerous
remains of Hindu temples, particularly in the neighbourhood of

Kalasan near the border of Surakarta and Prambanan, which is

just across it. Remarkable sacred grottoes are found on the

coast, namely, the so-called Nyabi Kidul and Rongkob, and at

Selarong, south-east of Jokjakarta.

JOLIOT, a city and the county-seat of Will County, Illinois.

U.S.A., in the township of Joliet, in the N.E. part of the stale,

on the Des Plaines River, 40 m. S.W. of Chicago. Pop. (1890),

25,264; (1900), 29,355, of whom 8536 were foreign-bom, 1880
being G^man, 1579 Austrian, 1206 Irish, and 951 Swedish;
(census, 2910), 54,670. In addition there is a lar^e population

irn the immediate suburbs : tihat of the township mduding the

city was 27,458 in 1890, and 4o,if57 in 1900. Joliet is served b>'

the Atchison Topeka & Santa F6, the Chic^ 6t Alton, the

Clncago Rock Island & Pacific, the Midden Central, the

Illinois Iowa & Minnesota, and the Elgin Joliet & Eastern

failwayx, by interurban electric lines, and is on the Illinois A
Michi^ canal and the Chicago Sanitary (ship) canal The
city is situated in a narrow valley, on both sicks oi the river. It

is the seat cd the northern Illinois penitentiary, and has a public

library (in front of which is a statue, Ic^ S. Asbjomsen, of Louis

Joliet, the township high school, two hospitab, two Catholic

academies andacluMmuse, erected by the IBinoiaSteel Conpanv
for the use of its employees. There are two mumtcipat parks,

West Pork and Highland Faiic; Dellwood Park is anammement
lesoii^ owned by the ChicagoA Jdiet EtedarkRailwayCompany .

In the vicinity are large deposits of cateareons building stxme,

cement and fireclay, a^ there ore coal mines to m. distant.

Moteral resources wateivpoirer have facrlitated tiiedevelei|h

mentof moimiactiim. The factory products i905Wia valued

at $55)788,700 (29^5% more thanin spaa), a large part of wfaidi
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Mas represented by iron and Mel goods. There are large

industtio! estabhshnients )t»t outside^ etty limits.

settlement on the site of Joliet (ZS33) was oaUed Juliet, m
honour of the daughterof Tames B. Gannett, one of the seitlete.

The present name was adopted in 1845, in mamoiy of louis

Jofiet (r64j-ir70o), the French Gonodiaii e5^plorer of ld» Ifiwis-

Bippi, and m *85* a city charter was secured.

lOLLY (from 0 . Fr. iclif) FV. j(di, the French word is obscure

m origin; it may be from kte Lat. gaudivus, from gamine,

to rejoice, the dutnge of d to I being paralleled by eigaiA

and or from O. Norse jd, Eng. **
yule,” the north^

festival of midwinter), an adjective meaning gay, cheerful, jovial,

high-spirited. The colloquial use of the term os an intensive

adverb, meaning extremely, very, was m early us«^ quite

literary; thus John IVapp (1601-1669), CoMftmiafits m ^Nm Tesiument, MatHkew <r647), writes, All was jolly quiet

at F4>hesuB before St Paul came hither.” In the n^al navy
jolly ” used as a substantive, is the slang name for a mork^.

|

To •* jolly ” is a slang synonym for '' chaff.” The word ” jolly-
j

boat,” the name of a ship’s small broad boat, usually cliidcer-

built, is of doubtful etymology. It occurs m English in the

18th century, and is usually connected with Dan. or Swed.

idlf, Dutch jol, a small ship’s boat; these words are property

represented in English by ** ^wl ” originally a ship’s small boat,

now chiefly used of a rig of sailing vessels, with a cutter-rigged

foremast and a small miezen stepped far aft, with a spanker

sail (see Rtogwo). A connexion has been suggested with a
word of much earlier appearance in English, jotywedi or gdtywaUe.

\

Tins occurs at the end of the 15th century and is us^ of a smaller I

type of ship’s boat. This is supposed to be a corruption of i

the French gdiote at Dutch gdjo&t, galliot (see Galley). The
galliot was, however, a large vessel. i

JOLY DE LOTBDfffiRE, SIR HENRI GUSTAVE (1899-1908),

Canadian politician, was bom at Epemay in France on the 5th
1

of December 1829. His father, Gaspard Pierre Gustave Joty,^

the owner of famous vineyards at Epemay, was of Huguenot
descent, and married Julie Christine, grand-daughter of Eustache

Gaspard Michel Chartier de Lotbiniere, marquis de ixjtbini^re

(one of Montcalm’s engineers at Quebec); he thus became
seigneur de Lotbiniere. Henri Gustave adopted the name of de

lx)tbin!^ in 1888, tinder a statute of the province of Quebec.

He was educated in Paris, and called to the bar of Lower Canada
in 1858. On the 6th of May 1856 he married Margaretta Jose;^ !

(d. 1904), daughter of Hammond Gowen, of Quebec. At the

general election of 1861 he was elected to the House of Assembly
of the province of Canada as Liberal member for the county erf i

I^tbmiire, and from 1867 to 1874 he represented the same
county in the House of Commons, Ottawa, and in the Le^iislative

Assembly, (Juebec. Joty was opposed to confedemtion and
!

support!^ Dorion in the stand which he took on this question.

In 1878 he was called by Luc Letellier de St Just, lieutenant-

governor of Quebec, to form an administration, which was de-

feated in 1879, and until 1883 he was leader of the opfx>sitk>n.

During his bi^ administration he adopted a poHcy iA retrasdi-

ment, and endeavoured to abolish the legislative council. In

1885, as a protest against the at]titude of his party towards
l.ouis Riel, who was tried and executed for hi^ treason, he
retired from public life. Eaiiy in ttieyear 1895 was induced
again to take an active port in the campmgn of hk party, and at

the general election of 1896 he was tefBoakd as membo fenr the
county of Portnenf. He had already In 1895 been created

K.C.M.G. Oh the tomatioa of Sir Wilfrid Laurier’s odmiins-

trationheaceetlted'thaofifeeofconttOllarctf inland reveniie, and
a yuBT later he bodoihe a privy councillor, bs miniBter of iidand

revenue, Ftonr tqeo to 19^ he was lieotenant^govemornf the

province of Britirii He twice declined a seat in the
senate, but rendered exhinent service to Oanoda by promotiiig

the mtexOst of ogricoltaio^ horticulture and of lore^. He
dkri^ rile 17th Of November 1908. 4A, o. d:)

MRdl^ AltTOnin HVilll, Baron (1779-1^), geniral in

tha ttvagbrond ofteniiiairis in the Russian service, one d
tkOtnosborietoatod writm^onriioait of war, was bemon

6ih of March 1779 atPayeraie in the cantonol Vond, Switaerloiid,

where ^s fat^ was qmdic. Em youthful peefereaoe for a
military life was dissppokited by the dissolutioii of the Bwies
reghiMts of Franoe at the Revfdutkm, For some time he was a
dknh ki a Paris boisdikig-hDUee, until the outbreak of the Swiss

revolatkm. At the age of nnieteen he was oppomted to a poet
on the Swiss headqnoitm euH, and when scarcely twenty-one to

the oommand.of a baltalkm. At the peace of Ltm^ville in 1801

he returned to business life m Paris, but devoted himself chiefly

to prepot^ the celebrated TikkU d^s grund§s opSraU$Hs mdli-

iaimy which was published ki 1804-2805. Introdum to Maishal
Ney, he served in the campaign of Austerlihi^ os a vohmteer
aide^e-comp on Key’s pe^nol staR. In December
Napoleon, beingmuch impressed bya chapter in Jbmkp’e treatise,

made him a cornel m the French service. Key theeeuxm made
him hk principal aide-de-camp. In 1806 Jomkllpushed his

views as to the conduct of the impending war with Prussia, and
this,akmgwith his knowledge of Fiederich the Qreat’scOmpiMgxas,

which he had described in the Traite,M Napoleon toattoch hka
to his own headquarters. He was present with Napoleon at

the battle of Jena, and at Eylau won the crow of the legioa of

Honour. After the peace of Tilsit he was made chief of ttacfl

to Key, and creat^ a baron. In the Spaxuih campaign of

1808 his advice was often of the highest vsdne to the marshal,

but Jomini quarrelled with his chief, and was left almost at the

mercy of his numerousenemies, espedatiy Beithier, theemperor’s

chief of staff. Overtures had bm made to him, aa early as

1807, to enter the Russian service, but Napoleon, hearizig ^ his

intention to leave the French army, compelled him to remain tn

the service with the rank of general of brigade. For some years

thereafter Jomini held both a French and a Russian commissbn,
with the consent of both sovereigns. But when wax between
France and Russia broke out, he was in a difficult position,

which he ended by taking a command on the line of communica-
tion. He was thus engaged when the retreat from Moscow and
the uprising of Prussia transferred the seat of war to oeotral

Germai^. He promptly rejoined Ney, took part in the battle

of Lfltzen and, as chief of the stafl of Key’s group of corps,

rendered distinguished services before and at the battle of HMit-
zen, and was recommended for the rank of general of division.

Berthier. however, not only erased Joxnim’s name from the list,

but put mm under arrest and censured him in army carders for

faihng to supply certain returns tliat hod been called for. How
far Jomini was held responsible for certain misunderstandmgs
whi^ prevented the attainment of all the resiilts hoped for from
Key’s attack (see BAxmsN) there is no means of kaiming. But
the pretext for censure was trivial and baseless, and during the

armistice Jomini did as he had intended to do in iSop-iSso,

and went into the Russian service* As things then were, this

was tantamount to deserting to the enemy, and so it was
regarded by Napoleon and by the French army, and
not a few of his new comrades. It must be observed, in

Jondni’s defence, that ' he had for yearn held a doamt
commission in the'Russiaa army, that he had dfsclioed to

tidee part in the invasion of Russia in 182a, and that heivas n
Swiss and not a Frenchman. His patriotisia was indeed un-

questioned, and he withdrew from the Allied Amay in iai4srhen

he found that ha could not firevent the violataon of Swim neu*
trality. Apart from love ai his own comitry, the desire tost«^,
to teach and to practise the art of war was hb ruling motive.

At the critical moment of the battle of £3dBn be exchunied,

1 were the Russian commander for two hours 1” On
joimng thB Alkes he received the rank of lieuteiiaxrt-geiiendand
the appointment of atde-de-camp from the tsw, and sendeied

xmporMt aasistaaee during the German campaign, though the

chi^ that he betrayed the numbers, poatma tad mtendoBS
of tImFMch totlM enemywa^ ktwiKskncriidntlgedh^^

to be without foundation. He declined ae a mrim patriot and
as a Fmch officer to take post in the ftaisage of thejiMpnt
Basel and the suhaeqWBt mvasion of ^ '

In 2815 he was whh the enmtor Alexander ip , Forie, and
attempted in Vain to save the hfe of his oldooROMuder Ney.
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This almost cost him his position in the Russian service, but
he succeeded in making head against his enemies, and took part
in the congress of Vienna. Resuming, after a period of several
years of retirement and literary- work, his post in the Russian
army, he was about 1823 made a full general, and thenceforward
until his retirement in 1829 he was principally employed in the
militpy education of the tsarevich Nicholas (afterwards emperor)
and in the organization of the Russian staff college, which was
opened in 1832 and still bears its original name of the Nicholas
Academy. In 1828 he was employed in the field in the Russo-
Tiirkish War, and at the siege of Varna he was given the grand
cordon of the Alexander order. This was his last active service.

In 1829 he settled at Brussels where he chiefly lived for the next
thirty years. In 1853, after trying without success to bring
about a political understanding between France and Russia,
Jomini was called to St Petersburg to act as a military adviser
to the tsar during the Crimean War. He returned to Brussels
on the conclusion of peace in 1856 and some years afterwards
settled at Passy near Paris. He was busily employed up to the
end of his life in writing treatises, pamphlets and open letters

on subjects of military art and history, and in 1859 he was asked
by Napoleon III. to furnish a plan of campaign in the Italian

War. One of his last essays dealt with the war of 1866 and the
influence of the breech-loading rifle, and he died at Passy on
the 24th of March 1869 only a year before the Franco-German
War. Thus one of the earliest of the great military theorists

lived to speculate on the tactics of the present day.

Amongst his numerous works the principal, l>esides the Traiid^
arc ; Histoire critique et militaire dec campagnes de la Rivolution
(1806, new ed. 1819-1824); Vie politique et mihtaire de NapoUon
racontSe par lui-mifne (1827) and, perhaps the best known of all his
publications, the theoretical Pricis de Pari de la guerre (1836).

See Ferdinand Lecomte, Le Gindral Jomini, sa vie e* ses icrits

(1801; new ed. 1888); C. A. Saintc-Beuve, Le Giniral Jomini (i86g);
A. Pascal, Observations htstoriqves sur la vie, &c,,du g^nSral lomini
(1842).

JOMMELLI, NICCOLA (1714-1774), Italian composer, v/as

bom at Aversa near Naples on the loth of September 1714.
He received his musical education at two of the famous music
schools of that capital, being a pupil of the Conservatorio de*

poveri di Gesh Cristo under Feo, and also of the Conservatorio

della pietk dei Turchini under Prota, Mancini and Leo, His
first opera, VErrore amorosoy was successfully produced at

Naples (under a pseudonym) when Jommclli was only twenty-
three. Three years afterwards he went to Rome to bring out
two new ofMiras, and thence to Bologna, where he profited by the

advice Padre Martini, the greatest contrapuntist of his age.

in the meantime Jommelli’s fame began to spread beyond the
limits of his country, and in 1748 he went for the first time to

Vienna, where one of his finest operas, Didonty was produced.
Three years later he returned to Italy, and in 1753 he obtained
the post of chapel-master to the duke of Wurttemberg at Stutt-

gart, which city he made his home for a number of years, in
the same year he had ten commissions to write operas for princely

courts. In Stuttgart he permitted no operas but his own to be
produced, and he modified his style in accordance with German
taste, so much that, when after an absence of fifteen years he
returned to Naples, his countrymen hissed two of his operas off

the stage. He retired in consequence to his native village, and
only occasionally emerged from his solitude to take part in the

musical life of the capital. His death took place on the 25th of

August 1774, his last composition being the celebrated Miserere

,

a setting for two female voices of Saverio Mattei’s Italian para-

phrase of Psalm li. Jommelli is the most representative com-
poser of the generation following Leo and Durante. He ap-
proaches very closely to Mozart in his style, and is important as

one of the composers who, by welding together German and
Italm characteristics, helped to form the musical language of

the great composers of the classical period of Vienna.

JONAH, in the Bible, a prophet bom at Gatb-hepher in

Zcbulun, perhaps ulHter Jeroboam (2) (781-741 B.c. ?), who fore^

told the deliverance Of ]fsrael from the Aramaeans (2 Kings xiv.

25). This prophet may also be the hero of the much later book of

Jonah, but how different a man is he I It is, however, the later

Jonah who chiefly interests us. New problems have arisen out
of the book which relates to him, but here we can only attempt
to consider what, in a certain sense, may be called the surface
meaning of the text.

This, then, is what we appear to be told. The prophet Jonah
is summoned to go to Nineveh, a great and wicked city (cf. 4
Esdras ii. 8, 9), and prophesy agamst it. Jonah, however, is

afraid (iv. 2) that the Ninevites may repent, so, instead of going
to Nineveh, he proceeds to Joppa, and takes his passage in a
ship l>ound for Tarshish. But soon a storm arises, and, suppli-
cation to the gods failing, the smlors cast lots to discover the
guilty man who has brought this great trouble. The lot falls

I

on Jonah, who has been roughly awakened by the captain, and
when questioned frankly owns that he is a Hebrew and a wor-
shipper of the divine creator Yahweh, from whom he has sought
to flee (as if He were only the god of Canaan). Jonah advises
the sailors to throw him into the sea. This, after praying to
Yahweh, they actually do; at once the sea becomes calm and
they sacrifice to Yahweh. Meantime God has “ appointed a
great fish ” which swallows up Jonah. Three days and three
nights he is in the fish’s belly, till, at a word from Yahweh,
it vomits Jonah on to the dry ground. Again Jonah receives
the divine call. This time he obeys. After delivering his

message to Nineveh he makes himself a booth outside the walls
and waits in vain for the destruction of the city (probably iv.

5 is misplaced and should stand after iii. 4). Thereupon Jonah
beseeches Yahweh to take away his worthless life. As an
answer Yahweh “ appoints ” a small quickly growing tree with
large leaves (the castor-oil plant) to come up over the angry
prophet and shelter him from the sun. But the next day the
bpeficent tree perishes by God’s “ appointment ” from a worai-
bite. Once more God appoints ” something ; ii is the east

wind, w^hich, together with the fierce heat, brings Jonah again to

dpperation. The close is fine, and reminds us of Job. God
himself gives short-sighted man a lesson. Jonah has pitied the
tree, and should not God have pity on so great a city ?

Two results of criticism are widely accepted. One relates to

the psalm in ch. ii., which has been transferred from some other
place

;
it is in fact an anticipatory thanksgiving for the deliverance

of Israel, mostly composed of phrases from other psalms. I'he

other is that the narrative before us is not historical but an
imaginative story (such as was called a mid^ash) based upon
biblical data and tending to edification. It is, however, a story

of a high type. The narrator considered that Israel had to be
a prophet to the nations ” at large, that Israel had, like Jonah,
neglected its duty and for its punishment was swallowed up ”

in foreign lands. God had watched over His people and prepared
its choicer members to fulfil His purpose. Iliis company of

faithful but not always sufficiently charitable men represented

their people, so that it might be said that Israel itself (the second
Isaiah’s “ Servant of Yahweh ”—see Isaiah) had taken up its

duty, but in an ungenial spirit which grieved the All-merciful

One. The book, which is post-exilic, may therefore be grouped
with anoth^ midrash, the book of Ruth, which also appears to

represent a current of thought opposed to the exclusive spirit

of Jewish legalism.

^me critics, however, think that the key of symbolism needs
to be supplemented by that of mythology. The great fish

’’

especially has a very mythological appearance. The Babylonian
dragon myth (see Cosmogony) is often alluded to in the Old
Testament, e.g. in Jer. li. 44, which, as the present writer long

since pointed out, may supply the missing link between Jonah 1.

17 and the origmol myth. For the great fish is ultimately

Ti&mat, the dragon of chaos, represented historically by Nebu-
chadrezzar, by whom for a time God permitted or appointed

”

Israel to be swallowed up.

For further details see T. K. Cheyne, Eney, Bib.,
'*
Jonah

and his article Jonah, a Study in Jewish Folklore and Keli^uMi,
Theological Review <1877), pp. 2Zi-2Z9« K5nig, HgstingsVi Diet.

BiWO' Jonah,*' is full bufnot lucid; C. H. H. WriRtot, miical
Studies (1886) argues ably for the e3rnibolic theory. Ajgahist Cheyne,
see Marti's work on tiie Minor Prophete (1894); great fish"
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Mas represented by iron and Mel goods. There are large

industtio! estabhshnients )t»t outside^ etty limits.

settlement on the site of Joliet (ZS33) was oaUed Juliet, m
honour of the daughterof Tames B. Gannett, one of the seitlete.

The present name was adopted in 1845, in mamoiy of louis

Jofiet (r64j-ir70o), the French Gonodiaii e5^plorer of ld» Ifiwis-

Bippi, and m *85* a city charter was secured.

lOLLY (from 0 . Fr. iclif) FV. j(di, the French word is obscure

m origin; it may be from kte Lat. gaudivus, from gamine,

to rejoice, the dutnge of d to I being paralleled by eigaiA

and or from O. Norse jd, Eng. **
yule,” the north^

festival of midwinter), an adjective meaning gay, cheerful, jovial,

high-spirited. The colloquial use of the term os an intensive

adverb, meaning extremely, very, was m early us«^ quite

literary; thus John IVapp (1601-1669), CoMftmiafits m ^Nm Tesiument, MatHkew <r647), writes, All was jolly quiet

at F4>hesuB before St Paul came hither.” In the n^al navy
jolly ” used as a substantive, is the slang name for a mork^.

|

To •* jolly ” is a slang synonym for '' chaff.” The word ” jolly-
j

boat,” the name of a ship’s small broad boat, usually cliidcer-

built, is of doubtful etymology. It occurs m English in the

18th century, and is usually connected with Dan. or Swed.

idlf, Dutch jol, a small ship’s boat; these words are property

represented in English by ** ^wl ” originally a ship’s small boat,

now chiefly used of a rig of sailing vessels, with a cutter-rigged

foremast and a small miezen stepped far aft, with a spanker

sail (see Rtogwo). A connexion has been suggested with a
word of much earlier appearance in English, jotywedi or gdtywaUe.

\

Tins occurs at the end of the 15th century and is us^ of a smaller I

type of ship’s boat. This is supposed to be a corruption of i

the French gdiote at Dutch gdjo&t, galliot (see Galley). The
galliot was, however, a large vessel. i

JOLY DE LOTBDfffiRE, SIR HENRI GUSTAVE (1899-1908),

Canadian politician, was bom at Epemay in France on the 5th
1

of December 1829. His father, Gaspard Pierre Gustave Joty,^

the owner of famous vineyards at Epemay, was of Huguenot
descent, and married Julie Christine, grand-daughter of Eustache

Gaspard Michel Chartier de Lotbiniere, marquis de ixjtbini^re

(one of Montcalm’s engineers at Quebec); he thus became
seigneur de Lotbiniere. Henri Gustave adopted the name of de

lx)tbin!^ in 1888, tinder a statute of the province of Quebec.

He was educated in Paris, and called to the bar of Lower Canada
in 1858. On the 6th of May 1856 he married Margaretta Jose;^ !

(d. 1904), daughter of Hammond Gowen, of Quebec. At the

general election of 1861 he was elected to the House of Assembly
of the province of Canada as Liberal member for the county erf i

I^tbmiire, and from 1867 to 1874 he represented the same
county in the House of Commons, Ottawa, and in the Le^iislative

Assembly, (Juebec. Joty was opposed to confedemtion and
!

support!^ Dorion in the stand which he took on this question.

In 1878 he was called by Luc Letellier de St Just, lieutenant-

governor of Quebec, to form an administration, which was de-

feated in 1879, and until 1883 he was leader of the opfx>sitk>n.

During his bi^ administration he adopted a poHcy iA retrasdi-

ment, and endeavoured to abolish the legislative council. In

1885, as a protest against the at]titude of his party towards
l.ouis Riel, who was tried and executed for hi^ treason, he
retired from public life. Eaiiy in ttieyear 1895 was induced
again to take an active port in the campmgn of hk party, and at

the general election of 1896 he was tefBoakd as membo fenr the
county of Portnenf. He had already In 1895 been created

K.C.M.G. Oh the tomatioa of Sir Wilfrid Laurier’s odmiins-

trationheaceetlted'thaofifeeofconttOllarctf inland reveniie, and
a yuBT later he bodoihe a privy councillor, bs miniBter of iidand

revenue, Ftonr tqeo to 19^ he was lieotenant^govemornf the

province of Britirii He twice declined a seat in the
senate, but rendered exhinent service to Oanoda by promotiiig

the mtexOst of ogricoltaio^ horticulture and of lore^. He
dkri^ rile 17th Of November 1908. 4A, o. d:)

MRdl^ AltTOnin HVilll, Baron (1779-1^), geniral in

tha ttvagbrond ofteniiiairis in the Russian service, one d
tkOtnosborietoatod writm^onriioait of war, was bemon

6ih of March 1779 atPayeraie in the cantonol Vond, Switaerloiid,

where ^s fat^ was qmdic. Em youthful peefereaoe for a
military life was dissppokited by the dissolutioii of the Bwies
reghiMts of Franoe at the Revfdutkm, For some time he was a
dknh ki a Paris boisdikig-hDUee, until the outbreak of the Swiss

revolatkm. At the age of nnieteen he was oppomted to a poet
on the Swiss headqnoitm euH, and when scarcely twenty-one to

the oommand.of a baltalkm. At the peace of Ltm^ville in 1801

he returned to business life m Paris, but devoted himself chiefly

to prepot^ the celebrated TikkU d^s grund§s opSraU$Hs mdli-

iaimy which was published ki 1804-2805. Introdum to Maishal
Ney, he served in the campaign of Austerlihi^ os a vohmteer
aide^e-comp on Key’s pe^nol staR. In December
Napoleon, beingmuch impressed bya chapter in Jbmkp’e treatise,

made him a cornel m the French service. Key theeeuxm made
him hk principal aide-de-camp. In 1806 Jomkllpushed his

views as to the conduct of the impending war with Prussia, and
this,akmgwith his knowledge of Fiederich the Qreat’scOmpiMgxas,

which he had described in the Traite,M Napoleon toattoch hka
to his own headquarters. He was present with Napoleon at

the battle of Jena, and at Eylau won the crow of the legioa of

Honour. After the peace of Tilsit he was made chief of ttacfl

to Key, and creat^ a baron. In the Spaxuih campaign of

1808 his advice was often of the highest vsdne to the marshal,

but Jomini quarrelled with his chief, and was left almost at the

mercy of his numerousenemies, espedatiy Beithier, theemperor’s

chief of staff. Overtures had bm made to him, aa early as

1807, to enter the Russian service, but Napoleon, hearizig ^ his

intention to leave the French army, compelled him to remain tn

the service with the rank of general of brigade. For some years

thereafter Jomini held both a French and a Russian commissbn,
with the consent of both sovereigns. But when wax between
France and Russia broke out, he was in a difficult position,

which he ended by taking a command on the line of communica-
tion. He was thus engaged when the retreat from Moscow and
the uprising of Prussia transferred the seat of war to oeotral

Germai^. He promptly rejoined Ney, took part in the battle

of Lfltzen and, as chief of the stafl of Key’s group of corps,

rendered distinguished services before and at the battle of HMit-
zen, and was recommended for the rank of general of division.

Berthier. however, not only erased Joxnim’s name from the list,

but put mm under arrest and censured him in army carders for

faihng to supply certain returns tliat hod been called for. How
far Jomini was held responsible for certain misunderstandmgs
whi^ prevented the attainment of all the resiilts hoped for from
Key’s attack (see BAxmsN) there is no means of kaiming. But
the pretext for censure was trivial and baseless, and during the

armistice Jomini did as he had intended to do in iSop-iSso,

and went into the Russian service* As things then were, this

was tantamount to deserting to the enemy, and so it was
regarded by Napoleon and by the French army, and
not a few of his new comrades. It must be observed, in

Jondni’s defence, that ' he had for yearn held a doamt
commission in the'Russiaa army, that he had dfsclioed to

tidee part in the invasion of Russia in 182a, and that heivas n
Swiss and not a Frenchman. His patriotisia was indeed un-

questioned, and he withdrew from the Allied Amay in iai4srhen

he found that ha could not firevent the violataon of Swim neu*
trality. Apart from love ai his own comitry, the desire tost«^,
to teach and to practise the art of war was hb ruling motive.

At the critical moment of the battle of £3dBn be exchunied,

1 were the Russian commander for two hours 1” On
joimng thB Alkes he received the rank of lieuteiiaxrt-geiiendand
the appointment of atde-de-camp from the tsw, and sendeied

xmporMt aasistaaee during the German campaign, though the

chi^ that he betrayed the numbers, poatma tad mtendoBS
of tImFMch totlM enemywa^ ktwiKskncriidntlgedh^^

to be without foundation. He declined ae a mrim patriot and
as a Fmch officer to take post in the ftaisage of thejiMpnt
Basel and the suhaeqWBt mvasion of ^ '

In 2815 he was whh the enmtor Alexander ip , Forie, and
attempted in Vain to save the hfe of his oldooROMuder Ney.
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for a few monthg in 187Swm minister of militia under the Liberal

government. Largely owing to his mfiuence the Liberal party

refused in 1878 to abandon its Free 7'rade policy^ an obstinacy

which led to its defeat in that year. In 1900 he was appointed

lieutenant-governor of his native provmcei and held this portion

till his death on the 15th of March 1906.

JOHISy SIR ALFRED LEWIS (z845-i909)> British shipowner^

was bom in Carmarthenshire^ in 1845. At the i^e of twelve he

was apprenticed to the managers of the African Steamship

(ompany at Liverpool, making several voyages to the West
Coast of Africa. By tte time he was twenty-six he had risen

to be manager of the business. Not finding sufficient scope in

this post, Iw borrowed money to purchase two or tliree small

sailing vessels, and started in the shipping business on his own
account. The venture succeeded, and he made additions to his

fleet, but after a few^years’ successful trading, realizing that

sailing ships were about to be superseded by steamors, he sold

his vessels. About this time (1891) Messrs Elder, Dempster

& Co., who purchased the business of the old African Steamship

Company, offered him a managerial post. This offer he accepted,

subject to Messrs Elder, Dempster selling him a number of their

sham, and he thus acquired an interest in the business, and
subsequently, by further share purchases, its control. (See

further Stsamshtp Lines.) In 1901 he was knighted. Sir

Alfred Jones took a keen interest in imperial affairs, and was
instrumental in founding the Liverpool School of Tropical

Medicine. He acquired considerable territorial interests in

West Africa, and financial interests in many of the companies

engaged in opening up and developing that part of the world.

He also took the leading part in opening up a new line of com-

munication with the West Indies, and stimulating the Jamaica

fruit trade and tourist traffic. He died on the 13th of Dwembtr
1909, leaving large charitable bequests.

JONES, EBEI&ZER (1820-1860), British poet, was bom in

Islington, London, on the 20th of Januaiy 1820. His father,

who was of Welsh extraction, wa,s a strict Calvinist, and Ebenezer

was educated at a dull middle-class school. The death of his

father obliged him to become a clerk in the office of a tea

merchant. Shelley and Carlyle were his spiritual masters, and

he spent all his spare time in reading and writing; but he

developed an exaggerated style of thought and expression, due

partly to a defective education. The unkind reception of his

Studies dj Smsation and Event (1843) seemed to be the last drop

in his bitHf cup of life. Baffled and disheartened, he destroyed

his mdRli^ipts. He earned his living as an accountant and by
literary h&tSc work, and it was not until he was rapidly dying of

consumption that he wrote his three remarkable poems, Winter

Hymn to the &iow,” ** When the World is Burning " and " To
Death.” llie fame that these and some of the pieces m the

early volume brought to their author came too late. He died

on the 14th of September x86o.

It waft not till 1870 that Dante Gabriel Rossetti paised his work
in Notes and Queries, Rossetti's example was followed by W. B.
Scott, T^dote Watts-Dunton, who contributed some papers

on tlie AUbjeet to the Atkiuseim f^tember and October 1878),

and R. H. SheppaixL who edited Studies of Sensation 'and Event
in 1B79,

JONES, ERNEST CHAELES (1819-1869), English Chartist,

ivas bom at Berim on the 25th of January 1819, and educated

in Germany, His father, an officer in the Mtish army, was^en
equerry to the duke ofCumberland—afterwards kingjof Hanover.

In 1838 Jones came to England, and in 1841jpubfisbed anony-

mously Tke Wood Spirit
y
a romantic nov^l. This was followed

by some sort« and poems. In 1844 he was called to the bar at

riie Middle Templle. In*484$ he joined the Chartist agitation,

ejuidety becoming ha most prominent figure, and vigorouidy

carrying tm the party’s cam^lgn on the platform and in the

press. teeeches, in which he rpenly advocated physical

force, led to his^'|^secution, and he was sentenced in 1848 to

two years' fan^tisbifebnt for sedition. While in prison he wrote,

it Is said in hh own fllbpd on leaves tom from a Brayer-book,

Tht Rmlt of HinSostan, oxt epic poem. On his release he again
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became the leader of what remained of the Chartist party and
editor of its Organ. But he was almost its only public speaker :

he was out of sympathy wMi the other leading Chartists, and
soon joined the advanced Radical part)'. Thenceforward be

devoiki himself to law and literature, writing novels, tales and
political songs. He made several unsuccessful attempts to

enter parliament, and was about to contest Manchester, with

the certainty of being returned, when he died there on the 26th

of January 1869. He is believed to have sacriiic^ a consider-

able fortune rather than abandon his Chartist principles. His

wife was Jane Atherley ; and his son, Llewellyn Atherley-Jones,

ILC. (b, 1851), became a well-known barmter and Liberal

r^^mhftr of parliament.

JONES, HENRY (1831-2899), English author, well known as a

writer on whist under his nom de guerre ” Cave^ish,” was born

in London on the 2nd of Novembp 1831, being the eldpt son of

Henry D. Jones, a medical practitioner. He adopted his father’s

professbn, estal^bed him^lf in 1852 and continued for sixteen

years in practice in London. The father was a keen devotee of

whist, and under his eye the son became early in lifeagood playen
He was a member of several whist clubs, among them the *^Caven^

dish,” and in 1662 a{^[>eared his PrindpUs of Whist, stated and

explained by Cavendish,'* which was destined to become the

leading authority as to the practice of the game. This work

was foUowed by treatises on the laws of piquet and 6cart6.
** Cavendish ” also wrote on billiards, lawn tennis and croquet,

and contributed articles on whist and other games to the ninth

edition of the Encyclopaedia Briiamica,
** ^ Cavendish ’ was not

a law-maker, but he codified and commented upon the laws which

had been made during many generations of card-playing.” One
of the most noteworthy points in his character was the manner
in which he kept himself abreast of improvements in his favourite

game. He died on the loth of February 1899.

JONES, HENRY ARTHUR (1851- )> English dramatist,

was bom at Grandborough, Buckinghamshire, on the 28th of

September 1851, the son of Silvanus Jones, a farmer. He began

to earn living early, his spare time being given to literar)'

pursuits. He was twenty-seven before his first piece, Only

Round the Corner, was produced at the Exeter Ihcatre, but within

foul- years of his d6but as a dramatist he scored a great success by

The Silver King (NervemheT 1882), writtei. with Henry Herman, a

melodrama produced by Wilson Barrett at the Princess’s Theatre,

Its financial success enabled the author to write a play '' to

please himself.” Saints and Sinners (1S84), which ran for two

hundred nights, placed on the stage a picture of middle-class life

and religion ‘m a countiy' town, and the introduction of the

religious element raised considerable outcry. The author de-

fended himself in on article published in the Nineteenth Century

(January 1885), taking for starting-point a quotation from

the pre^e to Molbre’s Torture, His next serious piece was

The Middleman (1889), followed by Judah (1890), both power-

ful plays, which established his reputation. Later plays were

The Daneing Girl (1891), The Crusaders (1891), The Bauble Shap

The TempUr (*893), The Masqueraders (1894), The Case oj

Rebellious Susan (1894), The Triumph of the Philistines (1895),

Michael and bis Lost Angel (1896), The Rogue's Comedy (2896), The

Phydeian (2897), Tlte Liars (i897)> Comae Sohdh (18^), The

MamBuons of Jane {1899), The Lackeys' Carnival Mrs
Donees Defence (1900), The PrincessesNose ijqot), ChancemlM
(1902), Whitewashing Julia (1903), Joseph Entangled (1904), Tke

Chevalier {1^0^, &c. A unifonn edition of his jjlays. began to be

issued in 1891 ; and his own views of dramatic art have been

expressed from time to time in lectures and essays, collected in

1895 as The Renascence of the English Dnma,
JONES, INIOO (1573-1651), English architect, sometimes

called the English Palladio,” the son of a doth-worker, wa^

bom in Loxtdoh on the r5th of July T573. It is stated ttiatwe

was apprenticed to a joiner, but at any rate his talent for dritwinte

atMd^ed the attention of Ttorns Howard, eari of Artmdd
(some say WiHiiim, 3x1! ear! of Pembroke), through whose help he

went to study lanAicope-painting in Itafy. His preference soon

transferred Itself to archrlecture, and, fonowitigdfil^fly the style
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of PaUadio, ^ atquked at Vonicesudi a reputation that m 1604

he was invited by Christian iV. Im> Detimark> where he is said to

have designed two great royal fialaoes of Roeei^ioii; and

Frederiksborg, In the following yea^ he accompanied Anne of

Deninai'k to the court of James 1 . of Ea^aad, where, besides

being appointed architect to the qwsen and Prince Henry, he was

employed in supplying the designs and decorations of tte court

masques. After a second visit to Italy in i6is, Jones was ap-

pointed surveyor-general of royal buildings by Ji^es L, and was

engaged to prepare designs foranewpalace at Whitehall. In x6jo

he was employed by the king to investigate the origin of Stone-

henge, when he came to the absurd conclusion that it had been a
Roman temple. Shortly afterwards he was appointed one of

the coRimissionerB for the repair of St Paul's, but the work was

not l^gun till X655. Under Charles L he enjoyed the same offices

as under his predecessor, and in the capacity of designer of the

masques he came into collision with Ben Jonson, who frequently

made him the butt of his satire. After the Civil War Jones was

forced to pay heavy' fines as a courtier and malignant. He died

in poverty on the 5th of July 1651.

A list of the principal buildings designed by. Jones is nven in

Dallaway'a «bdition of Walpole's Aiuedotes of l^atnHng^ and for as
estimate of him as an architect see Fergusson's Htsioiy of Modem
ArchiMure, The Archiiecture of Palladio

^

is ioux books, by Inigo

Jones, appeared in 1715; The Most Notable Antiquity of Great Britain,

callt^d Stonehenge, restored by Inigo Jones, in 1655 (ed. with memoir,

1725); the Designs of Imgo Jones, by W. Kent, m X727; ajid The

Designs of Inigo Jones, by J. Ware, in 1757* See also G. H. Birch,

Lonaon Churches of the JtVlIth and XVlIItk Centuries (1896);

W.
I

. Loftie, Inigo Jones and Wren, or the Pise and Decline of Modem
Architecture in England (1893)*

JONES, JOHN (f. 1800-1882), English art collector, was born

about 1800 in or near London. He was apprenticed to a tailor,

and about 1825 opened a shop of his own in the west end of

London. In 1850 he was able to retire from active management

w ith a large fortune. When quite a young man he had begun to

collect articles of vertu. Tlic rooms over his shop in which he

at first lived were soon crowded, and even the bedrooms of his

new house in Piccadilly were filled with art treasures. His

collection was valued at ajmroximately £250,000. Jones died

in London on the 7th of January 1882, leaving his pictures,

furniture and objects of art to the South Kensington Museum.

A Catalogue of the Jones Bequest was published by the Museum in

i8fa2, and a Handbooh, with memoir, in 1883.

JONES, JOHN PAUL (1747-1792), American naval oflSc^,

was bom on the 6th of July 1747, on the estate of Arbigland, in

the parish of Kirkbean and the stewartry of Kirkcudbri^t,

Scotland. His father, John Poi^ was gardener to Robert Craik,

;

a member of parliament
;
and his mother, Jean Macduff, was the

daughter of a Highlander. Young John Paul, at the age of

twelve, became slupmaster’s apprentice to a merchant of white-

haven, named Younger. At seventeen he shipped as second
1

mate and in the next year as first mate in one of his niter's

vessels; on being released from his indentures, he acquired an

interest in a ^ip, and as first mate made two voyages t^em
Jamaica and the Guinea coast, trading in slaves. Becomix^ dis-

satisfied with this kind of employment, he sold his share in the

ship and embarked for England. During the voyage both the

captain and the mate died of fever, and John Paul took command

and brought the ship safe^ to port. The owners gave him and

the crew 10% of the curgo; afte 1768, as captain oi one of their

merdwmtmen, -John Paul made several voyaros to America;

but for unsown reasons he suddenly gave up ms command to

live in America in poverty md obscurity until 1775. During

this period he assumed the name of Jones, appi^t^ of

leScr of North CaxolmA, who ^d befriendeSjSm PaSTin his

dapof poverty.

WlM was beeko out between Eoglaiid and her AAierkan

eakodtitihf Jokn Paul
j
[ones was oommisiioaed aa afintNeutenaat

^ tbeOwitmMstal QongreM,eii the aand of December 1775. in

1776 bepartk^led in tbe xinseeceesful attack on^^the iiMnd.cf

New .Psovldencn,and fiiet of tbe *^i^ovidanDe ^’

and then of rite “Alfred he cruised b^isecn Benmidn^and
Nova Scotia, iniiictiiig much damage on British shqifian^.and

fisheries. On the leth of October 1776 heieas promoted captain.

On the 1st of November 1777 he sailed in the rioop-efi(war.

“ Ranger “ for Fnmce with rhapatches for the AmerioBSi eom-

mtssioners, announcing the surnender of Burgoyiie and asking

that Jones should be supplied with a swift fri^te for harai^
the coasts of Enghuxd. Failing to tecuie a Jones sailed

from Brest in the “ iCanger “ on the 10th ofA^ 1778. A few

days later he surprised tl^ garrisons of the two forts cqmmanding
the harbour of Whitehaven, a port with which he was familiar

from boyhood,spil^ the guns and made an unshocessiulattempt

to fire the shying. Four days thereafter he enoountered the

British sloop-of-war “Drake,“ a vessel slightly superior to his in

fighting capacity, and after an hour’s engagement the British

ship struck her colours and was taken to Brest. By tto exploit

Jones became a great hero in the eyes of the French, just begin-

ning a war with Great Britain, With the rank of commodore he

was nowput at the head of a squadron of fiyeships. His flagship,

the “ Duras,” a re-fitted East Indiaman, was re-named by hun

the “ Bonhomme Richard,” as acomidim^ to Benjamin FraidL-

lin, whose Poor Rickard*s Almanac was then popular in France.

On the 14th of August the five ships sailed from L’Orient, accom-

panied by two French privateers. Several of the French com-

manders under Jones proved insubordinate, and^ privateers

and three of the men-of-war soon deserted him. With the others

,

however, he continued to take prizes, and even planned to attack

the port of Leith, but was prevented by unfavourable winds. On
the evening of the 23rcl of September the three men-of-war

sighted two Britiahmen-of-war,thc “ Serapis ” ax^ the “ G^tess
of Scarbrough,” ofl Flamborough He^* Tlw “ Altiance,”

commanded by Captain Landais, made ofi, leaving the “ Bon-

homme Richard ” and the “ Pallas ” to eug^e the Englishmen.

Jones engaged the greatly superior “ Serapis,” and after a des-

p^ate battle of three and a half hours compelled the English ship

to surrender. The “ Countess of Scarbrough ” had mcamwiiile

struck to the more formidable “ Pallas.” Jones transferred hk
men and supplies to the “ Serapis,” and the next day the “ Be®-

'

homme Richwrd ” sank.

During the following year Jones spent much of his time

in Paris,, Louis XVI. gave him a gold-hilted sword and

the royal ordei- of military merit, and made him chevedim' of

France. Early in 1781 Jones returned to America to secure

a new command. Congress offered him the command of the

“ America,” a frigate then building, but the vessel wee shortly

afterwards given to France. In November 1783 he wee sent to

Paris as i^ent for the prizes captured in European waters under

his own command, and although he gave much attention to

social affairs and engaged in several private buuness enter-

prises, he was very successful in colkrang the pme money.

Early in 1787 he returned to ^erica and received a gold

medal from Congress in recognition of his serrices.

In 178S Jones entered the service of the empress Catherine of

Russia, avowing his intention, however, “ to preserve tlw con-

dition of an American citizen and officer.” Asa rear-admiral he

took part in the naval campaign in the Liman (an arm of the

Black Sea, into which flow the Bug and Dnieper rivers) Ugainst

the Turks, but the jealous intrigues of Russna efficemjQimBed

him to be recalled to St Petersburg for the pretended purpeseof

being transfored to a command in the North Sea. he was

compelled to remain in idleness, wl^ rival offioers plotted

against him and even malidouBly assailed has private tchamctcr.

la August 1789 he left St Petersburg a bitterly djeappoinled

man. In May 1790 he arrived in Paris, where he remained in

retirement during the rest of his life, although he made^aeneral

efforts to reenter the Russian service.

Undue enerrionand mcposqie had wasted his etreqgth hefere

he readied the prune eJ ife, and after an allneas, m which he

was attended hy the queen’s physioiani he died on ihe sSlh of

My 1792. His body was totemed in the St Leufe oemeteiy

lor foreign Protestints^ the funeral exp^s baji^jmid feom

the private.purse ef JSinwt ;Frim9^ Skaiatm^Mf ftte-mswi's
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commissary. In the confusion during the following years the

burial-place of Paul Jones was forgotten; but in June 1S99

General Horace Porter, American ambassador to France,

began a systematic search for the body, and after excavations on
the site of the old Protestant cemetery, now covered with houses,

a leaden coffin was discovered, which contained the body in a
remarkable, state of preservation. In July 1905 a fleet of

American war-ships carried the body to Aimapolis, where it

now rests in one of the buildings of the naval academy.

Jones was a seaman of great braver>' and technical ability,

but over-jealous of his reputation and inclined to be querulous

and boastful. The charges by the English that he was a pirate

were particularly galling to him. Although of unprepossessing

app)earance, 5 ft. 7 in. in height and slightly round-shouldered,

he was noted for his pleasant manners and was welcomed into

the most brilliant courts of Europe.

Romance has played with the memory of Paul Jones to such an
extent that few accounts of his life are correct. Of the eaiiy bio-

graphies the best are Sherburne's (London, 182O, chiefly a collection
of Jones's correspondence; the Janette-Tuylor Collection (New York,
1850), containing numerous extracts from his letters and journals;
and the life by A. S. MacKenxie (2 vols.. New York,

1846J,
In

recent years a number of new biographies have appeared, including
C. Buell's (2 vols., 1900), the trustworthiness of which has been

discredited, and Hutchms Hapgtxid’s in the Riverside Biographical
Series (1901). The life by Cyrus Townsend Brady in the “Great
Commanders Series" (1900) is perhaps the best.

JONES, MICHAEL (d. 1649), British soldier. His father was
bishop of Killaloe in Ireland. At the outbreak of the English

Civil War he was studying law, but he soon took service in

the army of the king in Ireland. He was present with Ormonde’s
army in many of the expeditions and combats of the devastating

Irish War, but upon the conclusion of the “ Irish Cessation
”

(see Ormonde, James Butler, Duke of) he resolved to leave

the king’s service for that of the parliament, in which he soon

distinguished himself by his activity and skill. In the Welsh
War, and especially at the last great victory at Rowton Heath,

Jones’s cavalry was always far superior to that of the Royalists,

and in reward for his services he was made governor of Chester

when that city fell into the hands of the parliament. Soon
afterwards Jones was sent again to the Irish War, in the capacity

of commander-in-chief. He began his work by reorganizing

the army in the neighbourhood of Dublin, and for some time he

carried on a desultory war of posts, necessarily more concerned

for his .supplies than for a victory. But at Dungan Hill he

obtained i^^complete success over the army of General Preston,

and tlw|n the war was by no means ended, Jones was able to

hold a laiKe tract of country for the parliament. But on the

exeaition of Charles L, the war entered upon a new phase, and
garrison after garrison fell to Ormonde’s Royalists. Soon Jones

was shut up in Dublin, and then followed a siege which was
regarded both in England and Ireland with the most intense

interest. On the 2nd of August 1649 the Dublin garrison

relieved itself by the brilliant action of Rathmines, in which
the royal army was practically destroyed. A fortnight later

Cromwell landed with heavy reinforcements from England.

Jones, his lieutenant-general, took the field; but on the 19th

of December 1649 he died, worn out by the fatigues of the

campaign.

JOinis» OWEN (1741-1814), Welsh antiquary, was bom
on the 3rd of September 1741 at Llanvihangel Glyn y Myv3n- in

Denbighshire. In 1760 he entered the service of a London
firm of furriers, to whose business he ultimately succeeded.

He had from boyhood studied Welsh literature, and later

devoted time and money to its collection. Assisted by Edward
William of Glamorgan (Iok> Morganwg) and Dr. Owen Pughe, he

published, at a cost of more than £1000, the well-known Myvyrian
Afchaiology of Wales (1801-1807), a collection of pieces dating

from tkft 6th to the 14th century. The manuscripts which he
had bttmi^t together are deposited in the British Museum;
the matenal utiliz^ in the Myoyrian Arcktdology amounts
to 100 volumes, containing 16,000 pages of verse and i5>300

pages of prose. Jottes was the founder of the Gwyneddigion

Sowty (1772) in l^don for the encouragement of Welsh

studies and ligature; and he began in 1805 aiiniscellany—the

Gredl—oi which only one volume appear^. An edition of

the poems of Danyydd ab Gwilym was also issued at his expense.

He died on the a6tb of December 1814 at his business premises in

Upper lliames Street, London.
JONES, OWEN (1809-1874), British architect and art decora-

tor, son of Owen Jones, a Wdsh antiquary, was bom in London.
After an apprenticeship of six years in an architect’s office,

he travelled for four yeare in Italy, Greece, Turkey, Egypt
and Spain, making a special study of the Alhambra. On his

return to England in 1836 he busied himself in his professional

work. His forte was interior decoration, for which his formula

was ; Form without colour is like a body without a soul.”

He was one of the superintendents of works for the Exhibi-

tion of 1851 and was responsible lor the general decoration of

the Cryst^ Palace at Sydenham. Along with.Digby Wyatt,
Jones collected the casts of works of art with which the

palace was filled. He died in London on the 19th of April

1874.

Owen Jones was described in the htUlder for 1874 as " tlie most
potent apostle of colour that architectural England has had in

these daj^." His range of activity is to be traced in his works :

Plans, Elevations and Details of the Alhambra (i835-r843), in which he
was assisted by MM. Goury and Gayangos; Designs for Mosaic and
Tesselated Pavements (1842) ;

Polychromatic Ornament of Italy (1845)

;

An Attempt to Define the Principles which regulate the Employment of

Colour in Decorative Arts (1852}; Handbook to the Alhambra Court

(1854); Grammar of Ornament (1836), a very important work; One
Thousand and One Initial Letters (18&4); Seven Hundred and Two
Monograms (1864); and Examples of Chinese Ornament (18O7).

JONES, RICHARD (1790-1855), English economist, was
born at Tunbridge Wells. The son of a solicitor, he was intended

for the legal profession, and was educated at Caius College,

Cambridge. Owing to ill-health, he abandoned the idea of the

law and took orders soon after leaving Cambridge. For several

years he held curacies in Sussex and Kent. In 1833 he was
appointed professor of political economy at King’s College,

London, resigning this post in 1835 to succeed T. R. Malthus in

the chair of political economj^ and history at the East India

College at Haileybury. He took an active part in the commuta-
tion of tithes in 1836 and showed great ability as a tithe

commissioner, an office which he filled till 1851. He was for some
time, also, a charity commissioner. He died at Haileybury,

shortly after he had resigned his professorship, on the 26th of

January 1855. In 1831 Jones published his Essay on the Distri-

bution of Wealth and on the Sources of Taxation, his most important
work. In it he showed himself a thorough-going critic of the

Ricardian system.

Jones’s method is inductive; his conclusions are founded on a wide
observation of contemporary facts, aided by the study of histo^.
The world he professed to study was not an imaginary world, in-

habited by abstract " economic men," but the real world with the
diflerent forms which the ownership and cultivation of land, and, in

general, the conditions of production and distribution, assume at

diflerent times and places. His recognition of such diflerent

systems of life in communities occupying diflerent stages in the
progress of civilization led to his proposal of what he called a
" political economy of nations." This was a protrot against the
practice of taking the exceptional state of facts which exists, and
is indeed only p^tially realized, in a small comer of our planet
as representing the uniform type of human societies, and ignoring

the efiects of the early history and special development of each
community as influencing its economic phenomena. Jones is re-

markable for his freedom from exaggeration and one-sidea statement

;

thus, whilst bolding Malthus in, perhaps, undue esteem, he declines

to accept the proposition that an increase of the means ox subsistence

is necessarily followed by an increase of population; and he main-
tains what is undoubtedly true, that with the growth of population,

in all well-governed and prosperous states, the command over food,

instead of diminishing, increases.

A collected edition of Jones's works, with a preface by W. Whewell,
was published in 1859.

JONES, THOMAS RUPERT (1819— ), English geolo^
and palaeontologist, was bom in Lt^on on the ist of October

18x9. While at a private school at Ilminster, his attention was
attracted to geolo{^' by the fossils that are so abundant in the

Lias quarries. In 1835 he was apprenticed to a surgeon at

Taunton, and he completed his af^nentaceship in 1842 at
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Newbury in Berkshire. He was then engaged m practice maiilfy

in London, till in 1849 he was appoint^ assistant secretaiy

to the Geological Society of Lond<m. In z86e he was made
professor of gecdogy at die Royal Military College, Sandhurst.

Having devo^ his especial attention to fossil microsoa, he now
became the highest authority in England on the Foraminifera

and £ntc«nostraca. He edited Ibe 2nd edition of Mantell’s

Medals ef Creation (1854), the 3rd edition of Mantell’s Geological

Excursions round the Isle of Wight (1854), and the 7th edition

of Manteirs Wonders of Geology (1857); he also edited the and

edition of Dixon’s Geology of Sussex (1878). He was elected

F.R.S. in 1872 and was awarded the Lyell m^al by the Geologi-

cal Society in 1890, For many years he was specially interested

in the geology of South Africa.

His publications include A Monograph of the Entomostraca of the

Cretaceous Formation of England (Psdaeontograph. Soc., 1849);
A Monograph of the Tertiary Entomostraca of England (ibid. 1857)

;

A Monograph of the Fossil Estheriae (ibid. 1862): A Monograph of

the Foraminifera of the Crag (ibid. 1866, &c., with H. B. Brady);
and numerous articles in the Annals and Magazine of Natural
History, the Geological Magazine, the Proceedings of the Geologists*

Association, and other journals.

JONES, WILLIAM (1726-1800), English divine, was bom at

Lowick, in Northamptonshire, on the 30th of July 1726. He was

descended from an old Welsh family and one of his progenitors

was Colonel John Jones, brother-in-law of Cromwell. He was :

educated at Charterhouse School, and at University College,
j

Oxford. There a kindred taste for music, as well as a similarity
|

in regard to other points of character, led to his close intimacy

with George Home afterwards bishop of Norwich,

whom he induced to study Hutchinsonian doctrines. After

obtaining his bachelor’s degree in 1749, Jones held various

preferments. In 1777 he obtained the perpetual curacy of

Nayland, Suffolk, and on Horne’s appointnient to Norwich

became his chaplain, afterwards writing his life. His vicarage

became the centre of a High Church coterie, and Jones himself

was a link between the non-jurors and the Oxford movement.

He could write intelligibly on abstruse topics. He died on the

6th of January 1800.

In 1756 Jones published his tractate On the Catholic Doctrine of the

Trinity, a statement of the doctrine from the Hutchinsonian point

of view, with a succinct and able summary of biblical proofs. This

was followed in 1762 by an Essay on the First Principles of Natural

Philosophy, in which he maintained the theories of Hutchinson in

opposition to those of Sir Isaac Newton, and in 1781 he dealt with

the same subject in Physiological Disquisitions. Jones was also the

originator of the British Critic (May 1793)- His collected works,

with a life by William Stevens, appeared in 1801, in 12 vols., and
were condensed into 6 vols, in 1810. A life of Jon^, forming pt. 5
of tlie Biography of English Divines, was published in 1849.

JONES, SIR WILLIAM (1746-1794), British Orientalist and

jurist, was bom in London on the 28th of September 1746.

He distinguished himself at Harrow, and during his last three

years there applied himself to the study of Oriental languages,

teaching himself the rudiments of Arabic, and reading Hebrew

with tolerable ease. In his vacations he improved his acquain-

tance with French and Italian. In 1764 Jones entered Uni-

versity College, Oxford, where he continued to study Oriental

literature, and perfected himself in Persian and Arabic by the aid

of a Syrian Mirza, whom he had discovered and brought from

London. He added to his knowledge ojf Hebrew and made

considerable progress in Italian, Spanish and Portuguese.

He began the study of Chinese, and made himself master of

the radical characters of that language. During five years he

partly supported himself by acting as tutor to Lord Althorpe,

afterwards the 2nd Earl Spencer, and in 1766 he obtained a

fellowship. Though'but twenty-two years of age, he was already

becoming famous as an Orientalist, and when Christian VII. of

Denmark visited England in 1768, bringing with him a life of

Nadir Shah in Persian, Jones was requested to translate the

MS. into French. The translation appeared in 1770, with an

introduction containing a description of Asia and a short

history of Persia. This was followed in the same year by a Traiti

sur la poisie hrienUde, and a French metrical translation of

the odes of Hs^z. In 1771 he published a Dissertatim sur la

Uuirature arientak, defending Oxford sdiolars agiunst the

criticisms made by Anquetil Du Perron in iSat introduction to his

translation of the Zend-Avesta* In the same year appeared liis

Grammar ef the Persian Language. In 1772 jemes pubHihed a
volume of Poems, Chiefly Translations from AsiaHck Languages,

together with Two Esftays on the Poetry of Eastern Nations and
on the Arts commonly called Imitative, and in 1774 a treatise

entitled Poeseos Asiaticae commentalorium Ubri sex, which defi-

nitely confirmed his authority as an Oriental scholar.

Finding that some more financially profitable occupation was
necessary, Jones devoted himself with his customary enennr

to tibe study of the law, and was called to the bar at the MiddSe

Temple in 1774. He studied not merely the technicalitiw, but

the philosophy, of law, and within two years bad aO^ired so

considerable a reputation that he was in 1776 appointed commis-

sioner in bankruptcy. Besides writing an Essay on the Law of

Bailments, which enjoyed a high reputation both in England and
America, Jones translated, in 1778, the speeches of Isaeus on the

Athenian right of inheritance. In 1780 he was a parliamentary

candidate for the university of Oxford, but withdrew from

the contest before the day of election, as he found he had no
chance of success owing to his Liberal opinions, especially on
the questions of the American War and of the slave trade.

In 1783 was published his translation of the seven ancient

Arabic poems called Moallakdt. In the same year he was ap-

pointed judge of the supreme court of judicature at Calcutta,

then “Fort William,” and was knighted. Shortly after his arrival

in India he founded, in January 1784, the Bengal Asiatic Society,

of which he remained president till his death. Convinced as he

was of the great importance of consulting the Hindu legal

authorities in the original, he at once began the study of Sanskrit,

and undertook, in 1788, the colossal task of compiling a digest

of Hindu and Mahommedan law. This he did not live to com-

plete, but he published the admirable beginnings of it in his

''Institutes of Hindu Law, or the Ordinances of Manu his

Mohammedan Law of Succession to Property of Intestates ; and his

Mohammedan Law of Inheritance (1792). In 1789 Jones had

completed his translation of Kftlidftsa’s most famous drama/
Sakuntald. He also translated the collection of fables entitled

the Hitopadesa, the Gltagomnda, and considerable portions ofthe

Vedas, besides editing the text of K&lidllsa’s poem Ritusatnhara,

He was a large contributor also to his society’s volumes of

Asiatic Researches.

His unremitting literary labours, together with his hcaiy

judicial work, told on his health after a ten years’ residence in

Bengal; and he died at Calcutta on the of April 1794. An
extraordinary linguist, knowing thirteen languages wcU, and
having a moderate acquaintance with twenty-eight others, his

range of knowledge was enormous. As a pioneer in Sanskrit

learning and as founder of the Asiatic Society he rendered the

language and literature of the ancient Hindus accessible to

European scholars, and thus became the indirect cause of later

achievements in the field of Sanskrit and comparative philology.

A monument to his memory was erected by the Eiast India

Company in St Paul’s, London, and a statue in Calcutta.

See the Memoir (1804) by Lord Tcignmonth, published in the

collected edition of Sir W. Jones's works.

JONKOPING, a town of Sweden, capital of the district (Uiw) of

Jdnkoping, 230 m. S.W. of Stockholm by .rail. Pop. (f^),
23,143. It occupies a beautiful but somewhiait unhealthy position

between the southern end of Lake Vetter and two small lakes,

Roksjfi and Munksjo. Two quarters of the town, Svenska Mad
and lyska Mad, recall the time when the site was a marsh {mai),

and buildings were constructed on piles. The reskiefttial

suburbs among the hills, especially Dunkehallar, are attractive

and healthier than the town. The church of St Kristine

(c. 1650), the court-houses, town-hall, government buildings, and

high school, are notewortiiy. The town one of the leadiii iii^

dustrial centres in Sweden. The match manufacture, for whidi

it is principally famous, was founded by Johan Edvard Lund-
strom in 1844. 'Hie well-known brand of sMkerhets-tdndstickor

I

(safety-matches) was introduced later. There are also textile
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nwnufactures; ^^apar^Jactories (on Munksjo), and mechanical
works. There is a la2]ge hre-arm$ factory at Huskvama, 5 m. £.
Water-power is supplied here by a fine series of falls. The hill

Taberg, S m. is a mass of magnetic iron ore, rising 410 It above
the surrounding country, 2950 ft. long and 1475 broad, but
the percentage of iron is low as compared with the rich ores of

other parts, and the deposit is little worked. Jdnkoping is the

seat of one of the three courts of af^eal in Sweden.

Jonkoping received the earliest extant Swedish charter in 1284
fromMa^us 1 . The castle ismentioned in 1263, when Waldemar
liirgersson married the Danish princess Sophia. Jonkoping was
afterwards the scene of many events of moment in Scandinavian
history—of parliaments in 1357, 1439, and 1599; of the meeting
of the Danish and Swedish pimipotentiaries in 1448; and of the

death of Stea Sture, the elder, in 1503. In 1612 Gustavus
Adolphus caused the inhabitants to destroy their town lest it

should fall into the hai^s of the Danes
; but it was rebuilt soon

af^r, and in 1620 received special privileges from the king. At
this period a textile industry was started here, the first of any
importance in Sweden. It was from the Dutch and German
worsen, introduced at this time, that the quarter Tyska Mad
received its name. On the 10th of December 1809 the pleni-

potentiaries of Sweden and Denmark concluded peace in the

town.

JONSON, BEN ' (1573-1637)^ English dramatist, was born,

probably in Westminster, in the beginning of the year 1573 (or

possibly, if he reckoned by the unadopted modem calendar,

157a; see Castelain, p. 4, note i). By the poet’s account his

grandfather had been a gentleman who “ came from ’ Carlisle,

and originally, tlie grandson thought, from Annandale. His
arms, “ three spindles or rbombi,” are the family device of the

Jolmstones of Annandale, a fact which confirms his assertion of

Border descent. Ben Jonson further related that he was bom
u month after the death of his father, who, after sufiering in

estate and person under Queen Mary, had in the end turned
minister.” Two years after the birth of her son the widow
married again; she may be supposed to have loved him in a

passionate way peculiar to herself, since on one occasion we
find her revealing an almost ferocious determination to save bis

honour at the cost of both his life and her own. Jonson’s
stepfather was a master bricklayer, living in Hartshorn Lane,
near Charing Cross, who provided liis stepson with the founda-
tions of a good education. After attending a private school in

St Martinis Lane, the boy was sent to Westminster School at

the it is said, of William Camden. Jonson’s gratitude

for an^wnntion to whkh in truth he owed an almost inestimable

debt concentrated itself upon the “ most reverend head ” of

his benefactor, then second and afterwards head master of the
famous school, and the firm friend of his pupil in later life.

After reaching the highest form at Westminster, Jonson is

stated, but on unsatisf^tory evidence, to have proceeded to

Cambridge—according to Fuller, to St John’s College. (For
reasons in support of the tradition that he was a member of

St John’s College, see J. B. Mullinger, the Eagle, No. xxv.) He
says, however, himself that he studied at neitto university, but
was put to a trade immediately on leaving school. He soon had
enough of the trade, which was no doubt his father’s bricklaying,

for ^nslowe in writing to Edward Alloyne of his affair with
Gabriel Spenser calls him bergemen (jir] Jonson, bricklayer.”

Esther before or after his marriage—more probably before, as

Sir EVancis Vere’s tluree English regiments were not removed
from the Low ^untries till 1592—he spent some time in that

cx)untry soldiering, much to his own subsequent satisfaction

when the days of self-conscious retrospect arrived, but to no
further purpose beyond that of seeing something of the world.

Ben Jonson married Hot later than 159a. The registers of

St Martin’s ChurcL state that his eldest daughter Maria died in

November 1593 when she was, Jonson telS us (epigram 22),

only six mont^ old. Hi«( eldest son Benjamin died of the plague

* His Christian name of Benjamin uas usually abbreviated by
hhnself and his eonteiftporaries

;
and thus, in accordance with hi

famous epitaph, it wEl always continue to be abbreviated.

ten years later (Epigram 45)< (A youngtf Benjamin died in

1^35 *) His wite Jonson cfaaracterued to Drummond as ”a
shrew, but honest and for a period (undated) of five years he
preferred to live wiUiout her, enjoying the hospitality of Lord
Aubigny (afterwards duke of Long burnings of oil

among hk books, and long spells of recreation at the tavern,

such as Jonson loved, are not the most favoured accompaniments
of family life. But Jonson was no stranger to the tenderest of

affections : two at least of the several children whom his wife

bore to him he commemorated in touching liule tributes of verse;

nor in speaking of hk lost ekkst daughter did he forget ” her

mother’s tears.” By the middle of j597 we come across further

documentary evi^nce of him at hoi^ in Loudon in the shape
of an entry in Philip Henslowe’s diary (July 28) of 3s. 6d.

ceived of Bengemenes Johnsones share.” He was therefore by
this time—whim Shakespeare, hk senior by nearly nine years, was
already in prosperous circumstances and good esteem—at least

a regular member of the acting profession, with a fixed engage-

ment in the lord admiral’s company, then performing under
Hsnslowe s management at the Rote. Perhaps he had previously

acted at the Curtain (a former house of the lord admiral’s men),
and taken mad Jeronimo’s part ” on a play-wagon in the high-

wa,y . llus latter appearance, if it ever took place, would, as wsa
pointed out by Gifford, probably have been in Thomas Kyd’s
Spanish Tragedy, since in The First Part ofJeronimo Jonson would
liave had, most inappropriately, to dwell on the **

smallness ” of

his “ bulk.” He was at a subsequent date (i6di) employed
by Henslowe to write up The Spanish Tragedy, and this ket
may have given rise to Wood’s *tory of his performance as a
stroller (see, however, Fleay, The English Drama, ii, 29, 30V
Jonson’s additions, which w«e not the first changes made in

the play, are usually supposed to be those printed with The
Spanish Tragedy in the edition of 1602; Charles Lamb’s doubts

on the subject, which were shared by Coleridge, seem an instance

of that subjective kind of criticism which it is unsafe to follow

when the external evidence to the contrary is so strong.

According to Aubrey, whose statement must be taken for

what it is v/orth, ” Jonson was never a good actor, but an ex-

cellent instructor.” His physique was certainly not well adapted
to the histrionic conditions of his—perhaps of any—day; but,

in any case, it was not long before he found his place in the

organism of his company. In 1597, as we know from Henslowe,

Jonson undertook to write a play for the lord admirars men;
and in the following year he was mentioned by Mer^s in his

PaJladis Tamia as one of ** the best for tragedy,” without any
reference to a connexion on his part with the other branch of the

drama. Whether thk was a criticism based on material evidence

or an unconscious slip, Ben Jonson in the same year 1598 pro-

duced one of the most famous of English comedies, Ever^f Man in

his Humour, which was first acted—probably in the earlier part

of September—by the lord chamberlain’s company at the

Curtain. Shakespeare was one of the actors in jonsem’s comedy,
and it is in the character of Old Knowell in thk very play that,

according to a bold but ingenious guess, lie is represented in the

half-length portrait of him in the folio of 1623, beneath which

were printed Jonson’s lines concerning the pi^ure. Every Man
in kis Humour was published in z601 ;

the critical prologue first

appears in the folio of 1616, and there are other diveigenoes (see

Castelain, appendix A). After the Restoration the play was
revived in 1751 by Garrick (v»ho acted Kitely) with alterations,

and long continu^ to be known on the stage. It was followed

in the same year by The Cast is Altered, acted by the children of

the queen’s revels, which contains a satirical attack upon the

pageant poet, Anthony Munday. This comedy, which was not

included in the folio editiws, k one of intrigue rather than of

character; it contains obvious reminiscences of Shylock and his

daughter. The earlier of these two comedies w'as indkputably

successful.

Before the year 1598 was out, however, Jonson found himself

in prison and in danger of the g^lows. In a duel, fought on the

22nd of September in Hogsden Fields, he had killed an actor of

Henslowe’s company named Gabriel Spenser. Tim quarrel with
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Hcfifliow^ icoiiieqiieiit cn thia event may accoimt for the produc-

tion of Emry iieii m his Humour the ompany. In

prtsozi JonsoR was visited by a Roman Catholie priest^ and the

result (certainly strange, if Jonson’s parentage is Qoiisideied)was

his conversion to the Churcii of Rome, to ii^ch he adhered

for twdve years. Jonson was aftemai^ a diHgeat student of

diYinity; but, though his mind was r^igkms, it is not piobaUe
that its natural bias much, inclined it to dwell upon creeds and

their controversies. He pleaded guilty to the charge brought

against him, as the rolls of Middlesex sessions show; but, after

a short imprisonment, he was released by benefit of clergy,

forfeiting his '' goods and chattels,’* and being branckd on his h^t

thumb. The iSair does notseem to have afi^led his replication;

in 1599he is found back again atwork for Henslowe, receiving to-

gether with Dekker, Cbettle and “ another gentleman,” eajmest-

money lor a trage^ (undiscovered) called R^ijert Jl., King of

Soots, In the same year he brought out through the lord

chamberlain’s company (possibly already at the Globe, then

n«wly built or building) the elabmte comedy of Eotry Man out

of his Humour (quarto idooj ful. i6i6)--a play subsequently pre-

sented before Queen Elizabeth. The sunshine of court favour,

rarely diffused during her reign in rays otherwise than figuratively

golden, was not to bring any material comfort to the most

learned of her dramatists, before there was laid upon her the

inevitable hand of which his courtly epil^e bad besought death 1

to forget the use. Indeed, of his Cynthia's Rovils, perfoimed by
1

the chapel children in 1600 and printed with the first title of TJu \

Fountain of Sdf-Love in 1601, though it was no doubt primcffily

designed as a compliment to the <^ueen, the most marked result

had been to ofiend two playwrights of note—^Dekker, with

whom he had formerly worked in company, and who had a

healthy if rough grip of Ids own; and Marston, who was perhaps

less dangerous by his strength than by his versatility. Accord-

ing to Jonson, lus quarrel with Marston had begun by the latter

attacking his morals, and in the cemrse of it they came to blows,

and might have come to worse. In Cynthia's ReoalSf Dekker is

generally held to be satirized as Hedon, and Mai’ston as Anaides

(Fleay, however, thinks Anaides is Dekker, and Hedon Daniel),

while the character of Crites most assuredly has some feat^es

of Jonson hims^. Learning the mention of the two writers

whom he had satirized, or at all events of Dekker, to wreak

literary vengeance upon him, be anticipated them mTfte PoetasUr

(1601), again played by the children oi the queen s chapel at the

Blackfriars and printed in 1602; Marston and Dekker are here

ridiculed relatively as the aristocratic Crispinus and the vulgar

Demetrius. The play was completed fifteen weeks after its plot

was first conceived. It is not certam to what the proceedings

ugairujt author and play before the lord chief justice, referred to

in the dedication of the editiem of 1616, had reference, or wlien

they were instituted. Fleay’s supposition that the “ purge,”

said in the Returns from Parnassus (Ft. 11 . act iv. sc. iii.) to

have been administered by Shakespeare to Jonson in return for

Horace’s pill to the poets ” in this piece, consisted of 2'roilus

and Cressidd is supremely ingenious, but cannot be examined

here. As for Dekker, he retaliated cm Tfu Poetaster by the

Satiromastix, or The Untrussing of the Humorous Poet (ifioa).

Some more last words were md^ attempted on Joi^on’s

but in the Apologetie Dioloiue added to ThePoetaster in the edition

of 1616, though excluded from that of 1602, he says he intends to

turn his attention to tragedy. This intention he apparently

carried out immediately, for m 1602 he received £10 from

Henslowe for a play, entitled Richard Crookbacke, now lost—

unfortunately so, for purposes of comparison in pa^cular, even

if it was only, as Flieay conjectures,
** an alteration of Marlowe’s

play.” According to a statement by Overbury, early in 1603,

Ben Johnson, the poet, now lives upon one Townesend,”

supposed to have be^ the poet and masque-writer Ayrdian

Towashend, at one time steward to the ist earl of Salisbury,

jcomes the world.” To his other early patron, Lord

Aubigny^ Jonson dedicated the first of his two extant tragedi^,

Sefanus^ produced by the king’s servants at the Globe wte in

X603, Shake^ieaie once more taking a part in the performance.

Bither on its perfetmaaoe or m its appwiQg m print m
Jonson was called befose the privy, council by the earl of Kc^ntbr

ampton. But it is open to question vdiether this was the opca-

sum on whkh, aeoordipg to Jonaon’s sMxssmxA toDrununopdl,

Northampton '' accused him both of popery and treason ” ((see

Castelain, Appendix C). Thou£h> rmium or another,

unsuccessful at first, the endurance of its reputation is attested

hs performance, in a Geiman version by an ^gUshman,
John Michael Girish, at the court of the grandson of James 1 . at

Heidelberg.

When reigaof James 1 . opened in England and an adula*

tory loyalty seemed intent on chawing that it hadnot exhausted
it8<^ at the feet of Gloriana, Jonson’s well-stored brain andready
pen had their share in devising and executing u^enmuserariations

on the theme Welcome—since we cannot do without thee I

”

Withextcaordina^ promptitude his genius, whidi, farfrom beipg
'' ponderous ” in its operations, was singularly swift and flexible

in adapting itself to the demands made up^ it, met the new
taste for masques and entertainmentsr-noew of ^rse in degree

rather than in kind—introduced with the new reign ai^ fostered

by both the kipg and his consort. The pageant which on the

7th of May 1603 bade the king welcome to a capital dissolved in

joy was p^y of Jonson’s, p^y of Dekkeris, devising; and he

was able to deepen and ^versify the impressian by the com-

position of masques presented to James 1 . when entertained at

houses of the nobility. The Saiyr \ 1603)was produced onone of

these occasions, Queen Anne’s sojourn at Althorpe, the seat

of Sir Robert Spencer, afterwards Lord Althorpe, seems

to have previously bestowed Some patronage upon him. The

Penates followed on May-day 1604 at the house of Sir Williw
Cornwallis at Highgate, md the queen herself with her ladies

played his Masque of Blackness at Whitehall in 1605, He w^
soon occasionally employed by the court itself—aUeady in i6o6 in

conjunction with Inigo Jones, as responsible for the painting

and carpentry ”—and thus speedily showed himself master in a
species of composition lor which, more than any other Enjglish

poet before Milton, he secured an enduring pla(^ in the ^ionai
poetic literature. Personally, no doubt, he derived considwabk

material benefit from the new fashion—more especial^ if his

statement to Drummond was anything like correct, that osut of

his plays,(whicli may be presumed to mean his original plays) he

had never gained a couple of bundled pounds.

Good humour seems to have come hack with good fortune,

joint employment in The King's Entertainment (1604) had recon-

ciled liim with Dekker; and with Marston also, who in X604

dedicated to him bis Makowlent, he was aaam on pleasant terms.

When, therefore, in 1604 Marston and Chapman (who, Jonson

told Drummond, was loved of him, and wh^ he had probably

honoured as Virgil ” in The Poetaster, and who has, tnoi^ on

doubtful grounds, been supposed to have coUaborated in the

original Sejanus) produced the excellent comedy of Eastward Ho,

it appears to have contained some contributions by Jonson. At
all events, when the.authors were arrested on account of one or

more passages in the play which were deemed insulting to the

Salts, he “ voluntarily imprisoned himi^f ” with them. Th^
were soon released, and a banquet at his expense, attended by

Camden and Seldcn, terminated the incident. If Jonson is to

be believed, there had been a report the pnsoners were

to have their ears and noses cut, and, with reference apparently

to this peril, at the midst of the feast his old mother drank to

him, and showed him a paper which she had intended (if the

sentence had taken execution) to have mixed in the prison among
his drink, which was full of lusty strong poison; and that she was

no churl, she told him, she minded first to have drunk of it her-

self.” Strange to say, in 1605 Jonson find Chapman, though the

former, as he averred, had so attempered ” his style as to have

“ given no cause to any ^d man of grief,” were again m prison

on account of ” a play but they appear to have been once

more speedily set free, in consequence of a very manly and
dignified letter address^ by Jonson to the earl of S^bmy. As

to the relations between CKapman and Jonson, illiistrated fay

I

newly discovered letters, see Bertram Dobell in the Athenaeum
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No. 3831 (March 30, 1901), and the comments of Castelain. He
thinks that the play in question, in which both Chapman and

Tonson took part, wu Sir Gyles GoosecappBy and that the last

imprisonment of the two poets was shortly after the discovery

of the Gunpowder Plot. In the mysterious history of the Gun-

powder Plot Jonson certainly had some obscure part. On the

7th of November, very soon after the discovery of the conspiracy,

the council appears to have sent for him and to have asked him,

as a loyal Roman Catholic, to use his good offices in inducing

the priests to do something required by the council-one hardly

likes to conjecture it to have been some tampering with the

secrets of confession. In any case, the negotiations fell through,

because the priests declined to come forth out of their hiding-

places to be negotiated with—greatly to the wrath of Ben Jonson,

who declares in a letter to Lord Salisbury that they are all so

enweaved in it that it will make 500 gentlemen less of the reli-

gion within this week, if they carry their understanding about

them.” Jonson himself, however, did not declare his separation

from the Church of Rome for five years longer, however much
it might have been to his advantage to do so.

His powers as a dramatist were at their height during the

earlier half of the reign of James I.
;
and by the year 1616 he Imd

produced nearly all the plays which are worthy of his genius.

They include the tragedy of Catiline (acted and printed 161 r),

which achieved only a doubtful success, and the comedies of

Volpone^ or /hf Feijc (acted 1605 and printed in 1607 with a dedi-

cation “ from my house in the Blackfriars ”), Epicoene, or tke

Silent Woman (1609; entered in the Stationers’ Register 1610),

the Alchemist {1610
;
printed in 1610), Bartholomew Fair and The

Devil is an Ass (acted respectively in 1614 and 1616). During

the same period he produced several masques, usually in con-

nexion with Inigo Jones, with whom, however, he seems to have

quarrelled already in this reign, though it is very doubtful

whether the architect is really intended to be ridiculed in

Bartholomeiv Fair under the character of Lanthom Leatherhead.

Littlewit, according to Flcay, is Daniel. Among the most

attractive of his masques may be mentioned the Masque of Black*

ness (1606), the Masque of Beauty (1608), and the Masque of

Queens (1609), described by Swinburne as “ the most splendid

of all masques ” and as “ one of the typically splendid monu-
ments or trophies of English literature.” In 1616 a modest

pension of 100 marks a year was conferred upon him; and possi-

bly this sign of royal favour may have encouraged him to the

publicatioii^f the first volume of the folio collected edition of

his wof^(i6i6), though there are indications that he had con-

templatcatts production, an exceptional task for a playwright

of his times to take in hand, as early as 1612.

He had other patrons more bountiful than the Crown, and for

a brief space of time (in 1613) had travelled to France as governor

(without apparently much moral authority) to the eldest son of

Sir Walter Raleigh, then a state prisoner in the Tower, for whose

societ}" Jonson may have gained a liking at the Mermaid Tavern

in Cheapsidc, but for whose personal character he, like so many
of his contemporaries, seems to have had but small esteem. By
the year 1616 Jonson seems to have made up his mind to cease

writing for the stage, where neither his success nor his profits had

equalled his merits and expectations. He continued to produce

masques and entertainments when called upon; but he was

attracted by many other literary pursuits, and had already

accomplished enough to furnish plentiful materials for retro-

spective discourse over pipe or cup. He was already entitled to

lord it at the Mermaid, where his quick antagonist in wlier

wit-combats (if Fuller’s famous description be authentic) no

longer appeared even on a visit from his comfortable retreat at

Stratford. That on the other hand Ben carried his wicked town

habits into Warwickshire, and there, together with Drayton,

made Shakespeare drink so hard with them as to bring upon him-

self the fatal fever which ended his days, is a scandal with which

we may fairly refuse to load Johson’s memory. That he had a
share in the preparing for the press of the first folio of Shake-

speare, or in the composition of its preface, is of course a mere

conjecture.

It was in the year 1618 that, like Dr Samuel Johnson a century

and a half afterwards, Ben resolved to have a real holiday for

once, and about midsummer started for his ancestral coun^,
Scotland. He had (very heroically for a man of his habits)

determined to make the journey on foot; and he was speedily

followed by John Taylor, the water-poet, who still farther handi-

capped himself by the condition that he would accomplish the

pilgrimage without a penny in his pocket. Jonson, who put

money in his good friend's purse when he came up with him at

Leith, spent more than a year and a half in the hospitable Low-
lands, being solemnly elected a burgess of Edinburgh, and on

another occasion entertained at a public banquet there. But

the best-remembered hospitality which he enjoyed was that of

the learned Scottish poet, William Drummond of Hawthomden,
to whidi we owe the so-called Conversations, In these famous

jottings, the work of no extenuating hand, Jonson lives for

us to this day, delivering his censures, terse as they are, in an

expansive mood whether of praise or of blame; nor is he at all

generously described in the postscript added by his fatigued and

at times irritated host as “ a great lover and praiscr of himself,

a contemner and scomer of others.” A poetical account oi this

journey, “ with all the adventures,” was burnt with Jonson’s

library.

After his return to England Jonson appears to have resumed

his former course of life. Among his noble patrons and patron-

esses were the countess of Rutland (Sidney’s daughter) and

her cousin Lady Wroth; and in 1619 his visits to the country

seats of the nobility were varied by a sojourn at Oxford with

Richard Corbet, the poet, at Christ Church, on which occasion he

took up the master’s degree granted to him by the university;

whether he actually proceeded to the same degree granted to him
at Cambridge seems unknown. He confessed about this time

that he was or seemed growing “ restive,” i.e, lazy, though it

was not long before he returned to the occasional composition of

masques. The extremely spirited Gipsies Metamorphosed (1621)

was thrice presented before the king, who was so pleased with it

as to grant to the poet the reversion of the office of master of the

revels, besides proposing to confer upon him the honour of knight-

hood. This honour Jonson (hardly in deference to the memory
of feir Petronel Flash) declmed; but there was no reason why he

should not gratefully accept the increase of his pension in the

same year (1621) to £200—a temporary increase only, inasmuch

as it still stood at 100 marks when afterwards augmented by

, Charles I.

Theclose of KingJames I.’s reign found the foremost of itspoets

in anything but a prosperous condition. It would be unjust

to hold the Sun, the Dog, the Triple Tun, or the Old Devil with

its Apollo club-room, where Ben’s supremacy mu.st by this time

have become established, responsible for this result; taverns

were the clubs of that day, and a man of letters is not considered

lost in our own because he haunts a smc^cing-room in Pall Mall.

I

Disease had weakened the poet’s strength, and the burning of his

i

library, as his Execration upon Vulcan sufficiently shows, must

I

have b^n no mere transitory trouble to a poor poet and scholar.

Moreover he cannot but have felt, from the time of the accession

of Charles I. early in 1625 onwards, that the royal patronagewould

no longer be due in part to anything like intellectual sympathy.

He thus thought it best to recur to the surer way of writing for

the stage, and in 1625 produced, with no faint heart, but with

a very clear anticipation of the comments which would be made
upon the reappearance of the ** huge, overgrown play-maker,”

TheStaple of NewSy sl comedy excellent in some respects, but little

calculated to become popular. It was not printed till 1631.

Jonson, whose habit of body was not more conducive than were

his ways of life to a healthy old age, had a paralytic stroke in

1626, and a second in 1628. In the latter year, on the death of

Middleton, the appointment of city chronologer, with a salary

of 100 nobles a year, was bestowed upon him. He appears to

have considered the duties of this office as purely ornamental;

but in 1631 his salary was suspended until he should have pre-

sented some fruits of his labours in his place, or-~as he more

succinctly phrased it— yesterday the barbarous court of
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aldermen have witiidrawn their chandlerly pension for verjuice

and mustard, £33, 6s.8d/* After being in 1628 arrested by mistake

on the utterly false charge of havii^ written certain verses in

approval of the assassination of Buckingham, he was soon allowed

to return to Westminster, where it would appear from a letter of

his “ son and contiguous neighbour,” James Howell, hewas living

in 1629, and about this time narrowly escaped another conflagra-

tion. In the same year (1629) he once more essayed the stage

with the comedy of The New Inn, which was actually, and on its

own merits not unjustly, damned on the first performance. It

was printed in 1631, as it was never acted but most negligently

played ”
;
and Jonson defended himself against his critics in his

spirited Ode to Himself. The epilogue to The New Inn having

dwelt not without dignity upon the neglect which the poet had

experienced at the hands of
**
king and queen,” King Charl^

immediately sent the unlucky author a gift of £100, and in

response to a further appeal increased his standing salary to

the same sum, with the addition of an annual tierce of c^ary
—the poet-laureate's customary royal gift, though this designa-

tion of an office, of which Jonson discharged some of what became

the ordinary functions, is not mentioned in the warrant dated

the 26th of March 1630. In 1634, by the king’s desire, Jonson’s

salary as chronologer to the city was again paid. To his later

years belong the comedies. The Magnetic Lady (1632) and The Tale

of a Tub (1633), both printed in 1640, and some masques, none of

which met with great success. The patronage of liberal-minded

men, such as the earl, afterwards duke, of Newcastle—by whom
he must have been commissioned to write his last two masques

Lovers Welcome at Welbeck (1633) and Love's Welcome at Bolsover

(i634>—and Viscount Falkland, was not wanting, and his wa.s

hardly an instance in which the fickleness of time and taste could

have allowed a literary veteran to end his career in neglect. He
was the acknowledged chief of the English world of letters, both at

the festive meetings where he ruled the roast among the younger

authors whose pride it was to be ” sealed of the tribe of Ben,” and

by the avowal of grave writers, old or young, not one of whom
would have ventured to dispute his titular pre-eminence. Nor
was he to the last unconscious of the claims upon him which his

position brought with it. When, nearly two years after he had

lost his surviving son, death came upon the sick old man on the

6th of August 1637, he left behind him an unfinished work of

great beauty, the pastoral drama of The Sad Shepherd (printed in

1641). For forty years, he said in the prologue, he had feasted

the public; at first he could scarce hit its taste, but patience had

at last enabled it to identify itself with the working of his pen.

We are so accustomed to think of Ben Jonson presiding,

attentive to his own applause, over a circle of younger followers

and admirers that we are apt to forget the hard struggle which

he had passed through before gaining the crown now universally

acknowledged to be his. Howell records, in the year before Ben’s

death, that a solemn supper at the poet’s own house, where the

host had almost spoiled the relish of the feast by vilifying others

and magnifying himself, ” T. Ca.” (Thomas Carew) buzzed in the

writer’s ear ” that, though Ben had barrelled up a gr^t deal of

knowledge,yet it seemed he had not read the^fAfri', which,among
other precepts of morality, forbid self-commendation.” Self-

reliance is but too frequently coupled with self-consciousness, and
for good and for evil self-confidence was no doubt the most pro-

minent feature in the character of Ben Jonson. Hence the com-
bativeness which involved him in so many quarrels in his earlier

days, and which jarred so harshly upon the less militant and in

some respects more pedantic nature of Drummond. But his

quarrels do not appear to have entered deeply into his soul, or

indeed usually to haVe lasted long.^ He was too exuberant in his

vituperations to be bitter, and too outspoken to be malicious.

He loved of all things to called ” honest,” and there is every

reason to suppose that he deserved the epithet. The old super-

^ W^‘th Inigo Jones, however, in quarrellinR with whom, as Howell
remands Jonson, the poet was virtually quarrelling with his bread
and butter, he seems to have found it impossible tolive permanently
at peace; his satirical Expost%Uation against the architect was pub-
lislm as late as 1635. chapman's satire against his old associate,

perhaps due to this quarrel, was left unfinished and unpublished.

stition that Jonson was filled with malignant envy of the greatest

of his fellow-dramatists, and lost no opportunity of giving

expression to it, hardly needs notice. Those who consider that

Shakespeare was beyond criticism may find blasphemy in the

saying of Jonson that Shakespeare wanted art.” Occasional

jesting allusions to particular plays of Shakespeare may be found

in Jonson, among which should hardly be included the sneer at
” mouldy ” Pericles in his Ode to Himself. But these amount to

nothing collectively, and to very little individually; and against

them Imve to be set, not only the many pleasant traditions con-

cerning the long intimacy between the pair, but also the lines,

prefixed to the first Shakespeare folio, as noble as they are

judicious, dedicated by the .survivor to the star of poets,” and
the adaptation, clearly sympathetic notwithstanding ail its buts,

de Shakespeare nostrai. in the Discoveries. But if Gifford had
rendered no other service to Jonson’s fame he must be allowed to

have once for all vindicated it from the cruellest aspersion

which has ever been cast upon it. That in general Ben Jonson
was a man of strong likes and dislikes, and was wont to manifest

the latter as vehemently as the former, it would be idle to deny.

He was at least impartial in his censures, dealing them out freely

to Puritan poets like Wither and (supposing him not to have
exaggerated his free^svpokenness) to princes of his Church like

Cardinal du Perron. And, if sensitive to attack, he seems to

have been impervious to flattery—to judge from the candour

with which he condemned the foibles even of so enthusiastic an

admirer as Beaumont. The personage that he disliked the most,

and openly abused in the roundest terms, was unfortunately one

with many heads and a tongue to hiss in each—^no other than

that ” general public ” which it was the fundamental mistake of

his life to fancy he could “ rail into approbation ” before he had
effectively secured its goodwill. And upon the whole it may be

said that the admiration of the few, rather than the favour of the

many, has kept green the fame of the most independent among
-all the masters of an art which, in more senses than one, must
please to live.

Jonson’s learning and industry, which were alike exceptional,

by no means exhausted themselves in furnishing and elal^rating*

the materials of his dramatic works. His enemies sneered at him
as a translator—^a title which the preceding generation was
inclined Ip esteem the most honourable in literature. But his

classical scholarship shows itself in other directions besides his

translations from the Latin poets (the^^rj poetica in particular), in

addition to which he appears to have written a version of Barclay’s

Argenis'y it was likewise the basis of his English Grammar

^

of

which nothing but the rough draft remains (the MS. itself having

perished in the fire in his library), ahd in connexion with the sub-

ject of which he appears to have pursued other linguistic studies

(Howell in 1629 was trying to procure him a Welsh grammar).

And its effects are very visible in some of the most pleasing of

his non-dramatic pc^ms, which often display that combination

of polish and simplicity hardly to be reached—or even to be

appreciated—without some measure of classical training.

Exclusively of the few lyrics in Jonson’s dramas (which, with

the exception of the stately choruses in Catiline

,

charm, and

perhaps may surprise, by their lightness of touch), his non-

dramatic works are comprised in the following collections. The

book of Epigrams (published in the first folio of 1616) contained,

in the jKjet’s own words, the ” ripest of his studies.” His notion

of an epigram was the ancient, not the restricted modem one

—

still less that of the critic (R. C., the author of The Times* Whistle)

in whose language, according to Jonson, ” witty ” was ” obscene.”

On the whole, these epigrams excel more in encomiastic than in

satiric touches, while the pathos of one or two epitaphs in the

collection is of the truest kind. In the lyrics and epistles con-

tained in the Forest (also in the first folio), Jonson shows ^eater

variety in the poetic styles adopted by him; but the subject of

love, which Dryden considered conspicuous by its absence in the

author’s dramas, is similarly eschewed here. The Underwoods

(not published collectively till the second and surreptitious folio)

are a miscellaneous series, comprising, together with a few

religious and a few amatory poems, a Iwge number of epigramSi
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epitaphs^ elegies and “ odes/’ inrluding both the tributes to

Shakespeare and several to royal and other patrons and fnends,

besides the Execfdtion upon Vulcan, and the characteristic ode

addressed by the poet to himself. To these pieces in verse should

be added the Disameries’-Tiinher, or Discoveries made upon Men

and Matters, avowedly a commonplace book of aphorisms noted

by the poet in his daily readings—thoughts adopted and adapted

in more tranquil and perhaps more sober moods than those which

gave rise to the outpourings of the Conversaiians at Hawthorndm,

As to the critical value of these Corwersations it is far from being

cmly negative; he knew how to admire as well as how to disdain.

For these thoughts, though abounding with biographical as well

as general interest, Jonson was almost entirely indebted to

ancient writers, or (as has been shown by Professor Spingarn and

by Percy Simpson) indebted to the humanists of the Renaissance

(see Modem Languaf^e Review, ii. 3, April i<>o7).

The extant dramatic works of Ben Jonson fall into three or^

if his fragmentary pastoral drama be considered to stand by

itself, into four distinct divisions. The tragedies are only two in

number— his Fall and Catiline his Conspiracy} Of these

the earlier, as is worth noting, was produced at Shakespeare’s

theatre, in all probability before the first of Shakespeare’s Roman

dramas, and still contains a considerable admixture of rhyme in

the dialogue. Though perhaps less carefully elaborated in diction

than its successor, Sejanus is at least equally impressive as a

highly wrought dramatic treatment of a comply historic theme.

'I'he character ofTiberius adds an element of (’urious psychological

interest on which speculation has never quite exhausted itself

and which, in J onson’s day at least, was wanting to the figures

of Catiline and his associates. But in both plays the action is

powerfully conducted, and the rare bestowed by the dramatist

upon the great variety of characters introduced cannot, as in

some of his comedies, be said to distrac t the interest of the reader.

Both these tragedies are noble works, though the relative popu-

larity of the subject (for conspiracies are in the long run more

interesting than camarillas) has perhaps secured the preference

to Catiline. Yet this play and its predecessor were alike too

manifestly intended by their author to court the goodwill of

what he calls the " extraordinary ” reader. It is difficult to

imagine that (with the aid of judicious shortenings) either could

altogether miss its effect on the stage; but, while Shakespeare

causes us to forget, Jonson seems to wish us to remember, his

authorities. The half is often greater than the whole ;
and Jcinson,

like aljjfwnatists and, it might be added, all novelists in similar

cases,"lb had to pay the penalty incurred by too obvious a

desire to underline the leamiryj; of the author.

Perversity—or would-be originality—alone couki declare

Ifonson’s tragedy preferable to his comeciy . Even if the revolution

which he created in the comic branch of the drama had been mis-

taken in its principles or unsatisfactory in its results, it would be

clear that the strength of his dramatic genius lay in the power of

depicting a great variety of characters, and that in comedy alone

he succeeded in finding a wide field for the exercise of this power.

There may have been no very original or very profound discovery

in the idea which he illustrate in Every Man in his Humour, and,

as it were, technically elaborated in Ever\> Man out of his Humour

—that in many men one quality is observ'able which so possesses

them as to dra^v the whole of their individualities one way, and

that this phenomenon may be truly said to be a humour*

The idea of the master quality or tendency was, as has been well

observed, a very considerable one for dramatist or novelist. Nor

did Jonson (happily) attempt to work out this idea with any

exressive scientific consistency as a comic dramatist. But, by

refusing to apply the term humour
”

to a mere peculiarity

or affectation of manners, and restricting its use to actual or

implied differences or distinctions of character, he broadened the

whole basis of English comedy after his fashion, as Moli^rc at a

‘ Of The Fall of Mortimer Jongon left only a few lin^ behind him ;

but as he ali) left the arpument of the play, factious ingenuity

contrived to fiitbWi iip the reKc into a libel against Queen Carohne

and Sir Robert Watoolc in 1751, and to revive the contrivance by

way erf an insult to the princess dowager of Wales and Lora liute in

1762.

later date, keeping in closer touch with the common experience

of human life, with a lighter hand broadened the basis of French

and of modem Western comedy at large. It does not of course

follow that Jonson’s disciples, the Bromes and the Cartwrights,

always adequately reproduced the master’s conception of

“ humorous ” comedy. Jonson’s wide and various reading

helped him to diversify the application of his theory, while perhaps

at times it led him into too remote illustrations of it. Still,

C^tain Bobadil and Captain Tucca, Madlente and Fungoso,

Volpone and Mosca, and a goodly number of other characters im-

press themselves permanently upon the memory of those vdmsc

attention they have as a matter of course commanded. It is a

very futile criticism to condemn Jonson’.s characters as a mere

series of types of general ideas; on the other hand, it is a very

sound criticism to object, with Barry Cornwall, to the “ multi-

tude of characters who throw no light upon the story, and lend

no interest to it, occupying space that had better have been

bestowed upon the principal agents of the plot.”

In the construction of plots, as in most other respects, Jonson’s

at once conscientious and vigorous mind led him in the direction

of originality; he depended to a far less degree than the greater

part of his contemporaries (Shakespeare with the rest) upon

borrowed plots. But either his inventive diameter was

occasionally at fault in this respect, or his devotion to his

characters often diverted his attention from a brisk conduct

of his plot. Barry Cornwall has directed attention to

essential likeness in the plot of two of jonson’s best comedies.

Volpone and The Alchemist', and another critic, W. Bodham

Jlonne, has dwelt on the difficulty w’hich, in The Popster and

elsewhere, Ben Jonson seems to experience in sustaining the

promise of his actions. The Poetaster is, however, a play sui

generis, in which the real business can hardly be said to begin

till the last act.

Dryden, when cTiticizing Ben Jonson’s comedies, thought fit.

while allowing the old master humour and mcontestable “ plea-

santness,” to deny him wit and those ornaments thereof which

Quintilian reckons up under the terms urbana, salsa, faceta and

so forth. Such wit as Dryden has in view is the mere outwaid

fashion or style of the day, the euphuism or ” shcerwit ’’ or chic

which is the creed of the Fastidious Brisks and of their astute

purveyors at any given moment. In this Ben Jonson was no

doubt defective; but it would be an error to suppose him, as a

comic dramatist, to have maintained towards the world around

him the attitude of a philosopher, careless of mere transient

extemalisms. It is said that the scene of his Every Man in his

was originally laid near Florence; and his J olpone, which

is perhaps the darkest social picture ever drawn by him, plays at

Venice. Neither locality was ill-chosen, but the real atmosph^e

of his comedies is that of the native surroundings amidst which

they were produced; and Ben Jonson’s times live for us in his

men and women, his country gulls and town gulls, his alchemists

and exorcists, his ” skeldring ” capUins and whining Puritans,

and the whole ragamuffin rout of his Bartkdomew Fair, the

comedy par excellence of Elizabethan low life. After he had

described the pastimes, fashionable and unfashionable, of his

age, ks feeble superstitions and its flaunting mightinesses,

its vapouring affectations and its lying effronteries, with an

odour as of divine tabacco ” pervi^ing the whole; little might

seem to be left to describe for his “ sons ” and successors.

Enough, however, remained; only that his followers speedily

again threw manners and ” humours ” into an undistinguishable

"^hTgift which both in his art and in his life Jonson lacked

was that of exercising the influence or creating the effects which

he wished to exercise or create without the appearance of

consciousness. Concealment never crept over his efforts, and

he scorned insinuation. Instead of this, influenced no doubt

by the example of the free relations between author and public

permitted by Attic comedy, he resorted again and again,,from

Every Man out ofhisHumour to The Magnetic Lady, to inductions

and commentatory intermezzos and appendices, which, though

occasionally effective by the excellence of their execution, are
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to be regrel^ as introducing into his dramas «n «xotic and
often vexatious element. A man of letters to the very core,

he never quite understood that there is and ought to be a wide
difference of methods between the world of letters and the world
of the theatre.

The richness and versatility of Tonson’s genius will never be
fully appreciated by those who fail to acquaint themselves with

what is preserved to us of his " masques and cognate enter-

tainmcnts. He was conscious enough of his success in this

direction—** next himself/’ he said, “ only Fletcher and Chap-
mun could write a masque.” He introduced, or at least estab-

lished, the ingenious innovation of the anti-masque, which
Schlegel has described as a species of “ parody added by the

poet to his device, and usually prefixed to the serious entry,”

and which accordingly supplies a grotesque antidote to the often

extravagantly imaginative main conception. Jonson’s learning,

creative power and humorous ingenuity—combined, it shouW
not be forgotten, with a genuine lyrical gift—all found abundant
opportunities for displaying themselves in these productions,

'fhough a growth of foreign origin, the masque was by him
thoroughly domesticated in the high places of English literature.

lived long enough to see the species produce its poetic

masterpiece in Cimus,
The Sad Shepfierd, of which Jonson left behind him three acts

and a prologue, is distinguished among English pastoral dramas
by its freshness of tone; it breathes something of the spirit of

the greenwood, and is not unnatural even in its supernatural

element. While this piece, with its charming love-scenes

between Robin Hood and Maid Marian, remains a fragment,

anothe’- pastoral by Jonson, the May Lord (which F. G. Fleay

and J. A. Symonds sought to identify with The Sad Shepherd
; see,

however, W, W. Greg in introduction to the Louvain reprint),

has been lost, and a tlxird, of which Loch Lomond was intended

to be the scene, probably remained unwritten.

Though Ben Jonson never altogether recognized the truth of

the maxim that the dramatic art has properly speaking no
didacttic purpose, his long and laborious life was not wasted

upon a barren endeavour. In tragedy he added two works of

uncommon merit to our dramatic literature. In comedy his

aim was higher, his effort more sustained, and his success more
solid than were those of any of his fellows. In the subsidiary

and hybrid species of the masque, he helped to open a new and

attractive though undoubtedly devious path in the field of

dramatic literature. His intellectual endowments surpassed

those of most of the great English dramatists in richness and
breadth ; and in energy of application he probably left them all

behind. Inferior to more than one of his fellow-dramatists in

the power of imaginative sympathy, he was first among the

Elizabethans in the power of obsei^^ution
;
and there is point in

Barrett Wendell’s paradox, that as a dramatist he was not

really a poet but a painter. Yet it is less by these gifts, or even

by hiB unexcelled capacity for hard work, than by the true ring

of manliness that he will always remain distinguished among
his peers.

Jonson was buried on the north side of the nave in West-

minster Abbey, and the inscription, ** 0 Rare Ben Jonson,” was

cut in the slab over iiis grave. In the beginning of the i8th

century a portrait bust was put up to his memory in the Poets'

Comer by Harley, earl of Oieford. Of Honthorst’s portrait of

Jonson at Knole Park there is a copy in the National Portrait

Gallery; another was engraved by W. Marshall for the 1640

edition of his Poems,

Bibliography.—The date of the first folio volume of Jonaon’s

Works (of which title his novel but characteristic use in applying
it to plays was at the time much ridiculed) has already been men-
tioned as 1616; the second, professedly published in 1640, is de-

scribed by Gifiord as ** a wretched continuation of the first, printed

from MSS. aurreptitiously obtained during his life, or ignorantly

hurried through the press after his death, and bearing a variety of

dates from -1631 to 1641 inclusive." The works were reprinted in

a single folio volume in 1692, in which The New Inn and The Cnee is

Altered were included for the first time, and again in <6 voU. Svo in

1 715. Peter Whalloy's editkm in 7 voLs., with a life, appeared in 1756,

but was superseded in 1816 by William Gifford’s, in 9 vols. (of which

the first includes a biogxaphicaX memoir, and the fammia essay on
the " Pioo6» of Ben Jonsop's Malignity, from the Commentators
on Shakespwe "). A new edition of Gifiord’s was published in

9 vols. in XB75 by Colonel F. Cunningham, as well as a cheap neprint
in 3 vols. in 1870. Both contain the Conversations with Drummond, <

which were first printed in full by David Laing in the Simketpmre
Society's Pubhoaiions (1843) and the Jonsonus Vt/bius, a cxOlection
(unppalleled in number and variety of authors) oi poetical tributes,

published about six months after Jenson's death by his friends and
admirers. There is also a single-volume edition, with a very readable
memoir, by Barry Cornwall (1838). An edition of Ben Jonson's
works from the original texts was recently undertaken by C. H.
Herford and Percy Simpson. A selection from his plays, edited for the
Mermaid " beries in 1893-1895 by B. Nicholson,with an introduction

by C. H. Herford, was reissue in 1904. W. W. Batfg in his Materi-

alien sur Kunde des alten engiischen Dramas has reprinted from the
folio of 1616 those of Ben Jonson's plays which are contained in it

(Louvain, 1905-1906). Every Man in his Humour and Every Man out

of his Humour have been edited for the same series (16 and 17, 1905
and 1907) by W. W. Bangand W. W. Greg. Every Man in his Humour
has also bMn edited, with a brief biogttmhical as well as special
introduction, to whi^ the present sketch owes some details, by
11 . B. Wheatley (1877). Some valuable editions of plays by Ben
Jonson have been recently published by American scholars in the
Yale Studies in English, edited by A, S. Cook

—

The Poetaster, etl.

H. S. Mallory (1905); The Alchemist, ed. C. M. Hathaway (1903);
The Devil is an Ass, ed. W. S. Johnson (1905) ;

The Staple of News,
cd. De Winter (1905); The New Inn, ed. by G. Bremner (1908) ;

The Sad Shepherd (with Waldron's continuation) has been edited by
W. W. Greg for Bang's Materialien sur Kunde des alten engiischen
Dramas (Louvain, 1905).
The criticiams of Ben Jonson are too numerous for cataloguing

here
;
among those by eminent Englishmen should be i^ecially men-

tioned John Dryden's, particularly those in his Essay on Dramatic
Poesy (i667-i()68‘ revised 1684), and in the preface to An Evening's
Love, or the Mock Astrologer (i(>68), and A. C. Swinburne's Study ofBen
Jonson (1889), in which, however, the significance of the Discoveries
IS misapprehended. See also F. G. Fleay, Biographical Chronicle of

the English Drama (1891), i. 311-387, ii. 1-18; C. H. Herford, " Ben
Jonson” (art. in Diet,' Nat. Biog

,

vol. xxx., 1802); A. W. Ward,
History of English Dramatic Literature, 2nd ed. (18^), ii. 296-

407 ;
and for a list of early impressions, W. W. Greg, List of English

\Plays written before J64J and printed before ijoo (Bibliographical

Society, 1900), pp. 55-58 and supplement ix-15. An important
French work on Ben Jonson, both biographical and critical, and
containing, besides many translations of scenes and passages,
some valuable appendices, to more than one of which reference '

has been made al^ve, is Maurice Castelain's Ben Jonson, Vhomme at

Vaeuvre (1907). Among treatises or essays on particular aspects
of his literary work may be mentioned Emil Koeppel's Quellensiudien
m den Dramen Ben Jonsons, &c. (1895); the same vmter’s Ben
Jonsons Wirkung auf zeitgcnfisBische Dramatiker,” Sac., in Angli-
cistische Forschungen, ao (1906) ;

F. E. Schelling's Ben Jonson and
the Classical School (1898} ‘ and as to his masques, A. i^ergel, Die
engiischen Maskenspiele (1882) and J. Schmidt, Dber Ben Jonsons
Maskcnspiele,” in Herrig’s Archiv, &c., xxvii. 51-91, See also

H. Reinsch, *‘Ben Jonsons Poelik und^seine Beziuhungen zu
Horaz," in Munchener Beitrdge, 16 (1899). (A. W. W.)

JOPLIN, a city of Jasper county, Missouri, U.S.A., on Joplin

creek, about 140 m. S. of Kansas City. Pop. (1890), 9943;

(1900), 26,023, of whom 893 were foreign-born and 773 were

negroes; (1910, census), 32,073. It is served by the Missouri

Pacific, the St Louis k San Francisco, the Missouri Kansas

k Texas, and the Kansas City Southern railways, and by
intcnirban electric lines. The city has a fine court-house, a

United States government building, a Carnegie library and a

large auditorium. Joplin k the trade centre of a rich agricul-

tural and fruit-growing district, but its growth has been diiefly

due to its situation in one of the most productive zinc and lead

regions in the country, for which it is the commercial centre.

In 1906 the value of zinc-ore shipments from this Missouri-

Kansas (or Joplin) district was $12,074,101;, and of shipments

of lead ore, $3,048,558. The value of Joplin’s factoty product

in 1905 was $3,006,203, an increase of 29-3% sin^ 1900.

Natural gas, piped from the Kansas fields, is used for light and
power, and electricity for commercial lighting and power is

derived from plants on Spring River, near Vark, Kons^ and on

Shoal creek. The mumpipality owns its electric-lighting plant;

the water-works are under private ownership. The first settle-

ment in the neighbourhood was made in 1838. In 1871 jD|din

was laid out and incorporated as a town; in 1872 it and a mal
town on the other side of Joplin creek were united under the

name Union City; in 1873 Union City was chattered as a city
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under the name Joplin; and in 1888 Joplin was chartered as a

city of the third class. The city derives its name from the

creek, which was named in honour of the Rev. Harris G. Joplin

{c. 1810-1847), ^ native of Tennessee.

lOPPA, less correctly Jaffa (Arab. Ydfd), a seaport on the

coast of Palestine. It. is of great antiquity, being mentioned

in the tribute lists of Tethmosis (Thothmes) III.; but as it never

was in the territory of the pre-exilic Israelites it was to them a

place of no importance. Its ascription to the tribe of Dan
(Josh. xix. 46) is purely theoretical. According to the authors

of Chronicles (2 Chron. ii. 16), Ezra (iii. 7) and Jonah (i. 3) it

was a seaport for importation of the Lebanon timber floated

down the coasts or for ships plying even to distant Tarshish.

About 148 B.c. it was captured from the Syrians by Jonathan

Maccabaeus (i Macc. x. 75) and later it was retaken and garri-

soned by Simon his brother (xii. 33, xiii. 11). It was restored

to the Syrians by Pompey (Jos., Ant, xiv, 4, 4) but again given

back to the Jews (ib. xiv. 10, 6) with an exemption from tax.

St Peter for a while lodged at Joppa, where he restored the

iMinevolent widow Tabitha to life, and had the vision which

taught him the universality of the plan of Christianity.

According to Strabo (xvi. ii.), who makes the strange

mistake of saying that Jerusalem is visible from Joppa, the

place was a resort of pirates. It was destroyed by Vespasian

in the Jewish War (68). Tradition connects the story of

.\ndromeda and the sea-monster with the sca-coast of Joppa,

and in early time.s her chains were shown as well as the skeleton

of the monster itself (Jos., Wars, iii. q, 3). 'I'hc site .seems to

have been shown even to some medieval pilgrims, and curious

traces of it have been detected in modern Moslem legends.

In the sth and nth centuries we hear from time to time of

bishops of Joppa, under the metropolitan of Jerusalem. In

1126 the district was captured by tlie knights of St John, but

lost to Saladin in 1187.' Richard Cxrur de Lion retook it in

T191, but it was finally retaken by Malek cl *Adil in 1196. It

languished for a time; in the i6th century it was an almost

uninhabited ruin; but towards the end of the 17th century it

began anew to develop as a seaport. In 1799 it was stormed

by Napoleon; the fortifications were repaired and strengthened

by the British.

The modem town of Joppa derives its importance, first, as a

seaport for Jerusalem and the whole of southern Palestine, and

secondly as a centre of the fruit-growing industry. During the

latter part of the 19th century it greatly increased in size. The

old cit^wllls have been entirely removed. Its population is

about^oeo (Moslems 23,000, Chri.stians 5000, Jews 7000; with

the Christians are included the “ Templars,'' a semi-religious,

semi-agricultural German colony of about 320 souls). The town,

which rises over a rounded hillock on the coast, about 100 ft.

high, has a very picturesque appearance from the sea. The
harbour (so-called) is one of the worst existing, being simply a
natural breakwater formed by a ledge of reefs, safe enough for

small Oriental craft, but very dangerous for large vessels, which

(^an only make use of the seaport in calm weather; these never

come nearer than about a mile from the shore. A railway and

a bad carriage-road connect Joppa with Jerusalem, The water

of the town is derived from wells, many of which have a

brackish taste. The export trade of the town consists of soap

of olive oil, sesame, barley, water melons, wine and especially

oranges (commonly known as Jaffa orai^es), grown in the

famous and ever-increasing gardens that lie north and east of

the town. The chief imports arc timber, cotton and other

textile goods, tiles, iron, rice, coffee, su^ar and petroleum. The
value of the exports in 1900 was estimated at £264,950, the

imports £382,405. Over 10,000 pilgrims, chiefly Russians, and

some three or four thousand tourists land annually at Joppa.

The town is the seat of a kaimakam or lieutenant-governor,

subordinate to the governor of Jerusalem, and contains vice-

consulates of Great Britain, France, Germany, America and

other powers. There are Latin, Greek, Armenian and Coptic

monasteries; and hospitals and schools under British, French

and German auspices. (R. A. S. M.)

JORDAEKS, JACOB (1593-1678), Flemish painter, was born
and died at Antwerp. He studied, like Rubens, under Adam
van Noort, and his marriage with his master’s daughter in 1616,

the year after his admission to the gild of painters, prevented
him from visiting Rome. He was forced to content himself

with studying such examples of the Italian masters as he found
at home; but a far more potent influence was exerted upon his

style by Rubens, who employed him sometimes to reproduce
pnall sketchy in large. Jordaens is second to Rubens alone

in their special department of the Flemish school. In both
there is the same warmth of colour, truth to nature, mastery of

chiaroscuro and energy of expression; but Jordaens is wanting
in dignity of conception, and is inferior in choice of forms, in

the cWacter of his heads, and in correctness of drawing. Not
seldom he sins against good taste, and in some of his humorous
pieces the coarseness is only atoned for by the animation. Of
these last he seems in some cases to have painted several replicas.

He employed his pencil also in biblical, mythological, historical

and allegorical subjects, and is well-known as a portrait painter.

He also etched some plates.

Sec elaborate work on the painter, by Max Kooscs (1908).

JORDAN, CAMILLE (1771-1821), French politician, was bom
in Lyons on the iith of January 1771 of a well-to-do mercantile

family. He was educated in Lyons, and from an early age was
imbued with Royalist principles. He actively supported by
voice, pen and musket his native town in its resistance to the

Convention; and when Lyons fell, in October 1793, Jordan fled.

From Switzerland he passed in six months to England, where hr

formed acquaintances with other French exiles and with pro-

minent British statesmen, and imbibed a lasting admiration for

the English Constitution. In 1796 he returned to France, and
next year he was sent by Lyons as a deputy to the ( ouncil of

bive Hundred. There his eloquence won him consideration.

>le earnestly supported what he felt to be true freedom, especially

m matters of religious worship, though the energetic appeal on
behalf of church bells in his Rapport sur la liberie des culies

procured him the sobriquet of Jordan-Cloche. Proscribed at

the coup d^etat of the r8th Fructidor (4th of September 1797) he
escaped to Basel. Thence he went to Germany, where he met
Goethe. Back again in France by 1800, he boldly published in

1802 his Vrai sens du vote national pour le consulat d vie, in which

he exposed the ambitious schemes of Bonaparte. He was unmo-
lested, however, and during the First Empire lived in literary

retirement at Lyons with his wife and family, producing for the

Lyons Academy occasional papers on the Influence reciproque de

reloquence sur la Revolution et de la Revolution sur Veloquence ;

Rtudes sur Klopstock, &c. At the Restoration in 1814 he again

emerged into public life. By Louis XVIIL he was ennobled

and named a councillor of state; and from 1816 he sat in the

chamber of deputies as representative of Ain. At first he sup-

ported the ministry, but when they began to show signs of re-

action he separated from them, and gradually came to be at

the head of the constitutional opposition. His speeches in the

chamber were always eloquent and powerful. Though warned

by failing health to resign, Camille Jordan remained at his post

till his death at Paris, on the 19th of May 1821.

To his pen we owe Lettre a M. Lamourette (1791); Histoire de la

conversion d'une dame parisienne (1792); La Lot et la religion vengSes

(1792); Adresse d ses commettants sur la revolution du 4 Septembre

7797 (1797); ^ur les troubles de Lyon (1818); La Session de iSiy

(1818). His Discours were collected in 1818, The “ Fragments
choisis,*’ and translations from the German, were published in

VAbeille francaise. Besides the various histories of the time, see

further details vol. x. of the Revue encyclopidique\ a paper on
Jordan and Madame do Sta8l, by C. A. Sainto-Beuve, in the Revue
des deux mondes for March 1868 and R. Boubdc, “Camille Jordan
i Weimar," in the Correspondant (1901), ccv. 718-738 and 948-970.

JORDAN, DOROTHEA (1762-1816), Irish actress, was bom
near Waterford, Ireland, in 1762. Her mother, Grace Phillips,

at one time known a.s Mrs Frances, was a Dublin actress. Her
father, whose name was Bland, was according to one account an
army captain, but more probably a stage hand. Dorothy
Jordan made her first appearance on the stage in 1777 in Dublin
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as Phoebe in As You Like It After acting elsewhere in Ireland

she appeared in 1782 at Leeds, and subsequently at other

Yorkshire towns, in a variety of parts, including Lady Teazle.

It was at this time that she began calling herself Mrs Jordan.

In 1785 she made her first London appearance at Drury Lane as

Peggy in A Country Girl, Before the end of her firet ^ason she

had become an established public favourite, her acting in comedy

being declared second only to that of Kitty Clive. Her engage-

ment at Drury Lane lasted till 1809, and she played a large

variety of parts. But gradually it came to be recognized that

her special talent lay in comedy, her Lady Teazle, Rosalind and

Imogen being specially liked, and such “ breeches ” parts as

William in Rosina, During the rebuilding of Druty L^e she

played at the Haymarket; she transferred her services in 18 ii

to Covent Garden. Here, in 1814, she made her last appearance

on the London stage, and the following year, at Margate, retired

altogether. Mrs Jordan’s private life was one of the scandals

of the period. She had a daughter by her first manager, in Ire-

land, and four children by Sir Richard Ford, whose name she

bore for some years. In 1790 she became the mistress of the

duke of Clarence (afterwards William IV.), and bore him ten

children, who were ennobled under the name of FitzClarence, the

eldest being created earl of Munster. In 1811 they separated

by mutual consent, Mrs Jordan being granted a liberal allowance.

In 1815 she went abroad. According to one story she was in

danger of imprisonment for debt. If so, the debt must have been

incurred on behalf of others—probably her relations, who appear

to have been continually borrowing from her—for her own per-

sonal debts were very much more than covered by her savings.

She is generally understood to have died at St Cloud, near Paris,

on the 3rd of July 1816, but the story that under an assumed

name she lived for seven years after that date in England finds

some credence.

Sec James 13oadcn, Life of Mrs Jordan (18.^1) ;
The Great Illegiti-

mates (i8.^o); John Genest, Account of the Stage; Tate Wilkinson,

I he Wandering Patentee
;
Memoirs and Amorous Adventures by Sea

and Land of King Wtlltam IV, (1830) ;
The Georgian Era (1838).

JORDAN, THOMAS (1612 ?-i685), English poet and pam-
phleteer, was bom in lx)ndon and started life as an actor at the

Red Bull theatre in Clerkenwell. He published in 1637 his first

volume of poems, entitled Poeticall Varieties

y

and in the same year
appeared A Pill to Purge Melancholy. In 1639 he recited one of

his poems before King Charles I., and from this time forward

Jordan’s output in verse and prose was continuous and prolific.

He freely borrowed from other authors, and frequently re-issued

his own writings under new names. During the troubles between

the king and the parliament he wrote a number of Royalist

pamphlets, the first of which, A Medicine for the Times
y
or an

Antidote against Faction

y

appeared in 1641. Dedications, occa-

sional verses, prologues and epilogues to plays poured from his

pen. Many volumes of his poems bear no date, and they were

probably written during the Commonwealth. At the Restoration

he eulogized Monk, pr^uced a masque at the entertainment of

the general in the city of London and wrote pamphlets in his

.support. He then for some years devoted his chief attention to

writing plays, in at least one of which*, Money is an Ass, he himself

played a part when it was produced in 1^8. In 1671 he was
appointed laureate to the city of London; from this date till

his death in 1685 he annually composed a panegyric on the lord

mayor, and arranged the pageantry of the lord mayors’ shows,

which he celebrated in verse under such titles as London
Triumphant

y
or the City in Jollity and Splendour (1672), or

London in Lustery‘ Projecting many Bright Beams of Triumph

(1679). Many volumes of these curious productions are pre-

served in the British Museum.

In addition to his numerous printed works, of which perhaps
A Royal Arbour of LoyaU Poesie (1664) and A Nursery of Novelties in
Variety of Poetry are moat deserving of mention, several volumes of

his poems exist in manuscript. W. C. Hazlitt and other 19th-century
critics found more merit m Jordan's writings than was allowed
by his contemporaries, w^o for the most part scornfully referred to

his voluminous productions as commonpl8u:e and dull.

See Gerard Lan^baine, Account of the English Dramatic Poets

(1691); David Erskine Baker, Biographia Dramatica (4 vols., 1812);
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W. C. Hazlitt, Handbook to ike Populary Poetical and Dramatic Literor

ture of Great Britain (18O7); F. W. Fairholt, Lord Mayors* PageanU
(Percy Society. 1843), containing a memoir of Thomas Jordan;-

John Gough Nichols, London Pageants (1831).

JORDAN, WILHBLM (1819-1904), German poet and novelist,

was bom at Insterburg in E^t Prussia on the 8th of February

1819. He studied, first theology and then philosophy and

natural science, at the universities of Konigsberg and Berlin.

He settled in Leipzig as a journalist; but the democratic views

esqu^essed in some essays and the volumes of poems, Glocke und

Kanone (1481) and Irdische Phaniasien (1842) led to his expulsion

from Saxony in 1846. He next engaged in littery emd tutorial

work in Bremen, and on the outbreak of the revolution, in Feb-

ruary 1848, was sent to Paris, as correspondent of the Bremer

Zeitung. He almost immediately, however, returned to Ger-

many and, throwing himself into the political fray in Berlin,

was elected member for Freienwaldc, in the first Germ^ parlia-

ment at Frankfort-on-Main. For a short while he sided with

the Left, but soon joined the party of von Gagem. On a vote

having been passed for the establishment of a German navy, he

was appointed secretarj^ of the committee to d^l with the whole

question, and was subsequently made ministerial councillor

(Minisierialrat) in the naval department of the government.

The naval project was abandoned, Jordan was pensioned and

afterwards resided at Frankfort-on-Main until his death on the

25th of June 1904, devoting himself to literary work, acting as

his own publisher, and producing numerous poems, novels,

dramas aj^ translations.

Among his best known works are : Demiurgos (3 vols., 1852“! 854),
a '* Mystcrium,” in which he attempted to deal with the problems
of human existence, but the work found little favour; Nibetunge, an
epic poem in tdliterative verse, in two parts, (i) Sigfriedsage (18167-

1868; 13th ed. 1889) and (2) Hildebrants Heimkehr (1874; loth

1892)— the first part he is regarded as having been remarkably
successful; a tragedy, Die Witwe des Agis (1858); the comedies,

^Die Liehesteugner (1855) and Durchs Ohr (1870; 6th ed. 1885);
and the novels Die Sebalds (1885) and Zwei Wiegen (1887). Jordan
also published numerous translations, notably Homers Odyssee

(1876; 2nd ed. 1889) and Homers Ilias (x88i; 2nd ed. 1894); Die
Edda (1889). He was also distinguished as a reciter, and on a visit*

to the United States in 1871 read extracts from his works before large

audiences.

JORDAN (the down-comer; Arab. esh-SherVay the watering-

place), the only river of Palestine and one of the most remark-

able in the world. It flows from north to south in a deep

trough-like valley, the Aulon of the Greeks and Gh6r of the

Arabs, which is usually believed to follow the line of a fault or

fracture of the earth s crust. Most geolo^sts hold that the valley

is part of an old sea-bed, traces of which remain in numerous
shingle-banks and beach-levels. This, they say, once extended

to the Red Sea and even over N.E. Africa. Shrinkage caused

the pelagic limestone bottom to be upheaved in two ridges,

between which occurred a long fracture, which can now be traced

from Coelesyria down the Wadi Arabia to the Gulf of Akaba.

The Jordan valley in its lower part keeps about the old level

of the sea-bottom and is therefore a remnant of the Miocene

world. This theoiy, however, is not universally accepted, some
authorities preferring to assume a succession of more strictly

local elevations and depressions, connected with the recent

volcanic activity of the Jaulan and Lija districts on the east

bank, which brought the contours finally to their actual form.

In any case the number of distinct sea-beaches seems to imply

a succession of convulsive changes, more recent than the great

Miocene upheaval, which are responsible for the shrinkage of

the water into the three isolated pans now found. For more
than two-thirds of its course the Jordan lies below the level of

the sea. It has never been navigable, no important town has

ever been built on its banks, and it runs into an inland sea which

has no port and is destitute of aquatic life. Throughout history

it has exerted a separatist influence, roughly dividing the settled

from the nomadic populations; and the crossing of Jordan, one

way or the other, was always an event in the history of Israel.

In Hebrew times its valley was regarded as a “ wilderness ” and,

except in the Roman era, seems always to have been as sparsely

inhabited as now. From its sources to the Dead Sea it rushes
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down a continuous inclined plane, broken here and there by

rapids and small falls; between the Sea of Galilee and the Dead
Sea its sinuosity is so great that in a direct distance of 65 m.

it traverses at least 200 m. 'I'he mean fall is about 9 ft. in the

mile. The Jordan has two pjeat sources, one in Tell el-Kadi

(Dan) whence springs the Nahr Lcddan, a stream 12 ft. broad

at its birth; the other at Banks (anr. Ikneiis, Caesarea-Philippi),

some 4 m. N., where the Nahr Banias issues from a cave, about

30 ft. broad. But two longer streams with less water contest

their claim, the Nahr Barrighit from Coelesyria, which rises

near the springs of the Litany, and the Nahr Hasbany from

Hcrmon, The four streams unite below the fortress of Banks,

which once held the gate of the vallej^, and flow into a marshy

tract now called Hulch (Semechonitis, and perhaps Merom of

Joshua. There the Jordan begins to fall below' sea-level, rushing

down 680 ft. in 9 m. to a delta, which opens into the Sea of

Galilee. Thereafter it follows a valley which is usually not above

4 m. broad, but opens out twice into the small plains of Bethshan

and Jericho. The river actually flows in a depression, the Zor,

from a quarter to 2 m. wide, which it has hollowed out for

itself in the bed of the Ghor. During the rainy season (January

and February), w'hen the Jordan overflows its banks, the Zor

is flooded, but w'hen the water falls it produces rich crops. The
floor of the Ghor falls gently to the Zor, and is intersected by
deep channels, which have been cut by the small streams and
winter torrents that tra^Trse it on their w'av to the Jordan. As
far south as Kurn Surtabeh most of the valley is fertile, and even

between that point and the Dead Sea there are several well-

watered oases. In summer the heat in the Ghor is intense,

no*' F, in the shade, but in winter the temperature falls to 40",

and sometime.s to 32” at night. During the seasons of rain and

melting snow the river is very full, and Ikble to freshets. After

tw'elve hours’ rain it has been known to rise from 4 to 5 ft.,

and to fall as rapidly. In 1257 the Jordan was dammed up
for several hours by a landslip, probably due to heavy rain. On
leaving the Sea of Galilee the water is quite clear, but it soon

assumes a tawny colour from tlic soft marl which it washes awa>'

from its banks and deposits in the Dead Sea. On the whole it is

an unpleasant foul stream running between poisonous banks,

and as such it seems to have been regarded by the Jews and other

Syrians. The Hebrew poets did not sing its praises, and others

compared it unfavourably with the clear rivers of Damascus.

The clay of the valley was used for brickmaking, and Solomon

establishai brassfoundries there. From crusading times to this

day grown sugar-cane. In Roman times it had extensive

palm-grovfes and some small towns (c.g. Livias or Julias opposite

Jericho) and villages. The Jordan is crossed by two stone

bridges—one north of Lake Huleh, the other between that lake

and the Sea of Galilee -and by a wooden bridge on the road

from Jerusalem to Gilead and Moab. During the Roman
period, and almost to the end of the Arab supremacy, there were

bridges on all the great lines of communication between eastern

and western Palestine, and ferries at other places. The depth of

water varies greatly with the season. When not in flood the

river is often fordable, and between the Sea of Galilee and the

Dead Sea there arc then more than fifty fords—some of them of

historic interest. The only difficulty is occasioned by the erratic

zigzag current. The natural products of the Jordan valley

—a tropical oasis sunk in the temperate zone, and overhung by

Alpine Hcrmon—are unique. Papyrus grows in Lake Huleh,

and rice and cereals thrive on its shores, whilst below the Sea of

Galilee the vegetation is almost tropical. The flora and fauna

present a large infusion of Ethiopian types; and the fish, with

which the river is abundantly stocked, have a great affinity with

those of the rivers anddakes of East Africa. Ere the Jordan

enters the Dead Sea its valley has become very barren and for-

bidding. It reaches the lake at a minus level of 1290 ft., the

depression continuing downwards to twice that depth in the

bed of the Dead Sea. It receives two affluents, with perennial

waters, on the left, the Yarmuk (Hieromax) which flows in from

the volcanic Jaulan a Kttle south of the Sea of Galilee, and the

Zerka (Jabbcic) which comes from the Belka district to a point

more than half-way down the lower c»urse. On the right the

Jalud descends from the plain of Esdraelon to near Beisan,

and the Far’a from near Nablus. Various salt springs rise in

the lower valley. The rest of the tributaries are wadis, dry

except after rains.

Such human life as may be found in the valley now is mainly

migratory. The Samaritan villagers use it in winter as pasture-

ground, and, with the Circassians and Arabs of the east bank,

cultivate plots here and there. They retire on the approach of

summer, Jericho is the only considerable settlement in the

lower valley, and it lies some distance west of the stream on
the lower slopes of the Judaean heights.

See W. F. Lynch, Narrative of the U.S, Expedition, Ac. (1840);
li.B. Tristram, Larid of Israel (1865); J.Macgregor, Rob Roy mi the

Jordan (1870); A. Neubaucr, La CSographie du Talmud (1868);
E. Robinson, Physical Geography of the Holy Land (1865) ;

E. Hull,

Mount Seir, &c. (1885), and Memoir on theOeology of Arabia Petraea,
Ac. (1880); G. A. Smith, Hist. Geography of the Holy Land (1894);
\V. Libboy and F. E. l-ir>skins, The Jordan Valley, Ac. (1905). Sfi*

also Pai.kstine. (C. W. W.; D. G. H.)

JORDAKES,^ the historkn 'of the Gothic nation, flourished

about the middle of the 6th century. All that we certainly know
about his life is contained in three sentences of his history of the

Goths (cap. 50), from which, among other particulars as to the

history of his family, we learn that his grandfather Paria was
notary to Candac, the chief of a confederation of Alans and other

tribes settled during the latter half of the 5th century on the south

of the Danube in the provinces which are now Bulgaria and the

Dobrudscha. Jordanes himself was the notary of Gandac’s

nephew, the Gothic chief Gunthigis, until he took the vows of a

monk. This, according to the manner of speaking of that day,

is the meaning of his words ante co}we.rsiimem 7neam, though it is

quite possible that he may at the same time have renounced

the Arian creed of his forefathers, which it is clear that he no

longer held when he wrote his Gothic history. The Getica of

Jordanes shows Gothic sympathies; but these are probably due
to an imitation of the tone of Cassiodorus, from whom he draws

practically all his material. He was not himself a Goth, belong-

ing to a confederation of Germanic tribe.s, embracing Alans and

Seyrkns, which had come under the influence of the Ostrogoths

settled on the lower Danube; and his own sympathies are those

of a member of this confederation. He is accordingly friendly to

the Goths, even apart from the influence of Cassiodorus
;
but he is

also prepossessed in favour of the eastern emperors in whose terri-

tories this confederation lived and whose subject he himself was.

This makes him an impartial authority on the last days of the

O.strogoths. At the same time, living in Moesia, he is restricted

in his outlook to Danubian affairs. He has little to say of the

inner history and policy pf the kingdom of Theodoric : hi.s inter-

ests lie, as Mommsen says, within a triangle of which the three

points are Sirmium, Larissa and Constantinople. Finally, con-

nected as he was with the Alans, he shows himself friendly to

them, whenever they enter into his narrative.

We pass from the extremely shadowy personality of Jordanes

to the more intcrcjiting question of his works.

1. The Romana, or, as he himself calls it, De summa iemporum

vel origine aciibusque geniis Romanorum. was composed in 551.

It was begun before, but published after, the Getica, It is a

sketch of the history of the world from the creation, based on

Jerome, the epitome of Floras, Orosius and the ecclesiastical

history of Socrates. There is a curious reference to lamblichus,

apparently the Neoplatonist philosopher, whose name Jordanes,

bein^, as he says himself, agrammatus, inserts by way of a

flourish. The work is only of any value for the century 450’

550, when Jordanes is dealing with recent history. It is merely

a hasty compilation intended to stand side by side with the

Getica.''

2. The other work of Jordanes commonly called De ttbus

Geticis or Getica, was styled by himself De origine acHbusgue
* The evidence of MSS. is overwhelming against the form Jor-

nandes. Tlie MSS. exhibit JordaniB or Jordannis; but these are only
Vulgar-Latin spellings of Jordanes.

“ The terms of the dedication of this book to a certain Vigilius

make it impossible that the pope (538-5^5) of that name is m^nt.
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Gtiarum, and waa also written in 551. He informs us that wl^
he was engaged upon ^e Romma a friend named Castalius

invited him to compress into one small treatise the twelve books

—now lost—of the senator Cassiodorus, on The Origin and Actions

of the Goths. Jordanes professes to have had the work of Cassio>

dorus in his hands for but three days, and to reproduce the sense

not the words; but his book, short as it is, evidently contains

long verbatim extracts from the earlier author, and it may be

suspected that the story of the triduana lectio and the apology

quamvis verba non recolo, possibly even the friendly invitation

of Castalius, are mere blinds to cover his own entire want of

originality. This suspicion is strengthened by the fact (dis-

covered by von Sybel) that even the very preface to his book is

taken almost word for word from Ruhnus’s translation of Origen’s

commentary on the epistle to the Romans. There is no doubt,

even on Jordanes’ own statements, that his work is based upon

that of Cassiodorus, and that any historical worth which it

po.ssesses is due to that fact. Ca.ssiodorus was one ol the very

few men who, Roman by birth and sympathies, could yet

appreciate the greatnc.ss of the barbarians by whom the empire

was overthrown. The chief adviser of Theodoric, the East

Gothic king in Italy, he accepted with ardour that monarch’s

great scheme, if indeed, he did not himself originally suggest

it, of welding Roman and Goth together into one harmonious

state which should preserve the social refinement and the

intellectual culture of the Latin-speaking races without losing

the hardy virtues of their Teutonic conquerors. To this aim

everything in the political life of Cassiodorus was subservient,

and this aim he evidently kept before him in his Gothic history.

But in writing that history Cassiodorus was himself indebted

to the work of a certain Ablabius. 1 1 was Ablabius, apparently

,

who had first used the Gothic sagas (prisca cartnina); it was he

who had constructed the stem of the Amals. Whether he was a

Greek, a Roman or a Goth we do not know ;
nor can we say when

he wrote, though his work may be dated conjecturally in the

early part of the reign of Theodoric the Great. We c^n only

say that he wrote on the origin and history of the Goths, using

both Gothic saga and Greek sources; and that if Jordanes used

Cassiodorus, Cassiodorus used, if to a less extent, the work of

Ablabius.

Cassiodorus begim his work, at the request of Theodoric, and

therefore before 526 : it was finished by 533. At the root of

the work lies a theory, whencesoever derived, which identified

the Goths with the Scythians, whose country Darius Hystaspes

invaded, and with the Getae of Dacia, whom Trajan conquered.

This double identification enabled Cassiodorus to bring the

favoured race into line with the peoples of classical antiquity, to

interweave with their history stories about Hercules and the

Amazon.s, to make them invade Egypt, to claim for them a share

in the wisdom of the semi-mythical Scythian philosopher

Zamolxis. He was thus able with some show of plausibility

to represent the Goths as “ wiser than all the other barbarians

and almost like the Greeks ” (Jord., De reb. Get., cap. v.), and

to send a son of the Gothic king Tclephus to fight at the siege of

Troy, with the ancestors of the Romans, All this we esm now

perceive to have no relation to history, but at the time it may
have made the subjugation of the Roman less bitter toM that

he was not after all bowing down before a race of barbarian up-

starts, but tlrnt his Amal sovereign was as firmly rooted in classi-

cal antiquity as any Julius or Claudius who ever wore the purple.

In the eighteen years which elapsed between 533 and the com-

position^ the Gciica of Jordanes, great events, most disastrous for

the R omano-Gothic monarchy of Theodoric, had t^en place. It

was no longer possible to write as if the whole civilization of the

Western world would sit down contentedly under the shadow of

East Gothic dominion and Amal sovereignty. And, moreover,

the instincts of Jordanes, as a subject of tlie Eastern Empire, pre-

disposed him to flatter the sacred majesty of Justinian, by whose

victorious' anna the overthrow of the barbarian kingdom in

Italy had been effected. Hence we perceive two currents of

tendei^ in the Getica: On the one hand, as a transcriber of

the philo-Gofii Cassiodorus, he magnifies the race of Alaric and

Theodoric, and claims for them their full share, perhaps more

than their full share, of ^lory in the past. On the other hand he

speto of the great anti-Teuton emperor Justiman, and of his

reversal of the German conquests of the 5th century, in language

which would certainly have grated on the ears of Totila and his

heroes. When Ravenna is taken, and Vitigis carried into cap-

tivity, Jordanes almost exults in the fact that the nobility of

the Amals and the illustrious offspring of so many mighty men
have surrendered to a yet more illustrious prince and a yet

mightier general, whose fame shall not grow dim through all the

centuries.” (Getica, lx. § 315.)

This laudation, both of the Goths and of their Byzantine

conquerors, may perhaps help us to understand the motive

with which the Getica was written. In the year 551 Germanus,

nephew of Justinian, accompanied by his bride, Matasuntha,

grand-daughter of Theodoric, set forth to reconquer Italy for

the empire. His early death prevented any schemes for a re-

vived Romano-Gothic kingdom which may have been based on

his personality. His widow, however, bore a posthumous child,

also named Germanus, of whom Jordanes speaks (cap. 60) as

“ blending the blood of the Anicii and the Amals, and furnishing

a hope under the divine blessing of one day uniting their glories.”

This younger Germanus did nothing in after life to realize these

anticipations; but the somewhat pointed way in which his name
and his mother’s name are mentioned by Jordanes lends some

probability to the view that he hoped for the child’s succession

to the Eastern Empire, and the final reconciliation of the Goths

and Romans in the person of a Gotho-Roman emperor.

The De rebus geticis falls naturally into four parts, llie first

(chs. i.-'Xiii.) commences with a geographical description of the three

quarters of the world, and in more detail of Britain and Scanzia

(Sweden), from which the Goths under their king Berig migratesd to

the southern coast of the Baltic. Their migration across what has

since been called Lithuania to the shores of the Euxine, and their

differentiation into Visigoths and Ostrogoths, arc next described.
' Chapters v.-xiii. contain an account of the intrusive Geto-Scythian

element before alluded to.

The second section (chs. xiv.-xxiv.) returns to the true history of

the (iothic nation, sets forth the genealogy of the Amal kings, and.

describes the inroads of the Goths into the Roman Empire in the

3rd century, with the foundation and the overthrow of the great

but somewhat shadowy kingdom of Hermanric.
The third section (chs. xxv.-xlvii.) traces the history of the West

Goths fro\n the Hunnish invasion to the downfall of the Gothk.
kingdom in Gaul under Alaric II. (37(>~507)- The best part of this

section, and indeed of the whole book, is the seven chapters devoted

to Attila’s invasion of Gaul and the battle of the Mauriac plains.

Here wc have in all probability a verbatim extract from Cassiodorus,

who (possibly resting on Ablabius) interwove with his narrative

large portions of the Ciothic sagas. The celebrated expression

certamtnis f^audia assuredly came at first neither from the suave

minister Cassiodorus nor from the small-souled notary Jordanes,

but is the translation of some thought which first found utterance

through the lips of a (Gothic minstr®.

The fourth section (chs. xlviii.-lx.) traces the history of the East

Goths from the same Hunnish invasion to the first overthrow of the

Gothic monarchy in Italy (37C^-539). In this fourth section arc

in.serted, somewhat out 01 their proper place, some valuable detafls

as to the Gotki minores, " an immense people dwelling in the region

of Nicopohs, with their high priest and primate Vulfilsw, who is

said also to have taught them Iclters,” The book doses with the

allusion to Germanus and the panegyric on Justiman as the con-

queror of the Goths referred to above.

Jordanes refers in the Getica to a number of authors besides

Cassiodorus; but he owes his knowledge of them to Cassiodorus.

It is perhaps only when he is using Orosins that we can hold Jordanes

to have borrowed directly. Otherwise, as Mommsen says, the

Getica is a mera epitome, laxata ea et perversa, historiae gothicae

cassiodofianae

.

As to the style and literary cliaracter of Jordanes, every author

who has used him speaks in terms of severe censure. When he

is left to himself and not merely transcribing, he is sometimes scarcely

grammatical. There are awkward gaps in his narrative and state-

ments inconsistent with each other. He quotes, as if he were

familiarly acquainted with their writings, a number of Greek and

Roman writers, of whom it is almost coiam that he had not read

more one or two. At the same time he does not quote the

chronicler Marcellintfs, frem whom he has copied verbatim the

history of the deposition of Augustnlus. All these faults make
him a peculiaiiy imaatiBlactory authority where we cannot check

his statements by those of other authors. It nuiy, however, be
pleaded in exteouation that he is professedly a transcriber, and, if
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his story be correct, a transcriber in peculiarly unfavouraWt*

circumstances. He has also himself suffered much from the in-

accuracy of copyists. But nothing has really been more unfortunate
for the reputation of Jordanes as a writer than the extreme prccious-

ness of the information which he has preserved to us. The Teutonic
tribes whose dim origins he records nave in the course of centuries

attained to world-wide dominion. The battle in the Mauriac plains

of which he is really the sole historian, is now seen to have had
important liearings on the destinies of the world. And thus the

hasty pamphlet of a half-educated Gothic monk has been forced

into prominence, almost into rivalry with the finished productions
of the great writers of classical antiquity. No wonder that it

stands the comparison badly; but with all its faults the Getic.a of

Jordanes will probably ever retain its place side by side with the

De movibus Germanorum of Tacitus a.s a chief source of information

respecting the history, institutions and modes of thought of our

Teutonic forefathers.

Editions.—The classical edition is that of Mommsen (in Mon,
Germ, hist. auct. antxq.^ v., ii.), which supersedes the older editions,

such as that in the first volume of Muratori's Script, rer. Hal. The
best MS. is the Heidelberg MS., written in Germany, probably in

the 8th century; but this perished in the iire at Mommsen's house.

Tho next of the MSS in value arc the Vaiicanus Palatinus of the

lolh century, and the Valenciennes MS. of the qtli.

Authorities.—Von Sybel’s es.say, De fontibus Jordanis (1838);

Schirren's De ratione quae inter Jordanem et Cassiodorum intercedat

commentatio (Dorpat, 1858); Kopke's Die Anfdnge des Kbnigihunis

hei den Gothen (Berlin, 1859) ;
Dahn's Die Kunige der Germanen, vol. ii.

(Munich, 1861) ;
Ebert’s Geschichte der Christlich-Lateinischen Litera-

tur (Lcipsic, 1874); Wattenbach's Deutschlands Geschichtsquellen im
Mittelalter (Fterlin, 1877); and the introduction of Mommsen to his

ctlition. (T. H.;E. Br.)

JORDANUS (Jordan Caiai.ani) (;?. 1321-1330), French

Dominican missionar)^ and explorer in Asia, was perhaps bom
at S6verac in Aveyron, north-east of Toulouse. In 1302 he

may have accompanied the famous Thomas of Tolentino, via

Negropont, to the East; but it is only in 1321 that we definitely

discover him in western India, in the company of the same

Thomas and certain other Franciscan missionaries on their

way to China. Ill-luck detained them at Tana in Salsette Island,

near Bombay; and here Jordanus’ companions (“the four

martyrs of Tma. ”) fell victims to Moslem fanaticism (April 7,

1321). Jordanus, escaping, worked some time at Baruch in

Gujarat, near the Nerbudda estuary, and at Suali (?) near Surat;

to his fellow-Dominicans in north Persia he wrote two letters

—the first from Gogo in Gujarat (October 12, 1321), the second

from Tana (January* 24, 1323/4)—describing the progress of

this new mission. From these letters we learn that Roman
attention had already been directed, not only to the Bombay
region^biil also to the extreme south of the Indian Peninsula,

especiiSy to “ Columbum,” Quilon. or Kulam in Travancore;

Jordanus' words may imply that he had already started a

mission there before October 1321. From Catholic traders he

had learnt that Ethiopia {i.e. Abyssinia and Nubia) was

accessible to Western Europeans; at this very time, as we
know from other sources, the earliest Latin missionaries pene-

trated thither. Finally, the Epistles of Jordanus, like the con-

temporary Secreta of Marino Sanuto (1306-1321), urge the

pope to establish a Christian fleet upon the Indian seas.

Jordanus, between 1324 and 1328 (if not earlier), probably

visited Kulam and selected it as the best centre for his future

work; it would also appear that he revisited Europe about 1328,

passing through Persia, and perhaps touching at the great

Crimean port of Soldaia or Sudak. He was appointed a bishop

in 1328 and nominated by Pope John XXII. to the see of

Columbum in 1330. Together with the new bishop of Samar-

kand, Thomas of Mancasola, Jordanus was commissioned to

take the pall to John de Cora, archbishop of Sultaniyah in

Persia, within whose province Kulam was reckoned; he was

also commended to the Christians of south India, both east

and west of Cape Comorin, by Pope John. Either before

going out to Malabar as bishop, or during a later visit to

the west, Jordanus probably wrote his Mirabilia, which from

internal ei^dence can only be fixed within the period 1329-

1338; in this work he furnished the best account of Indian

regions, products, climate, manners, customs, fauna and flora

given by any European in the Middle Ages—superior even to

Marco Polo’s. In his triple division of the Indies, India Major

comprises the shorelands from Malabar to Cochin China; while

India Minor stretches from Sind (or perhaps from Baluchistan)

to Malabar; and India Tertia (evidently dominated by African

conceptions in his mind) includes a vast undefined coast-region

west of Baluchistan, reaching into the neighbourhood of, but

not including, Ethiopia and Pre.ster John’s domain. Jordanus'

Mirahilia contains the earliest clear African identification of

Prester John, and what is perhaps the first notice of the Black

Sea under that name; it refers to the author’s residence in

India Major and especially at Kulam, as well as to his travels in

Armenia, north-west Persia, the Lake Van region, and Chaldaea;

and it supplies excellent descriptions of Parsce doctrines

and burial customs, of Hindu ox-worship, idol-ritual, and

suttee, and of Indian fruits, birds, animals and insects. After

the 8th of April 1330 we liave no more knowledge of Bishop

Jordanus.

Of Jordanus' Epistles there is only one MS., viz. Paris, National
Library, 5006 Lat., fol. 182, r. and v.

;
of the Mirabilia also one M.S.

only, viz, London, British Museum, Additional MSS., 19,513, fols.

3, r.-i2 r. The text of the Epistles is in Qu^tif and Ecliard, Scrip-

iores ordmis praedicatorum, i. 549^550 (Epistle I.)
;
and in Wadding,

Annales minorum, vi. 359-361 (Epistle II.)
;
the text of the Mirabilia

in the Paris Geog. Soc.'s liecueil de voyages, iv. 1-68 (1839). The
Papal letters referring to Jordanus are in l^ynaldus, Annales
ecchsiastici, rsso, §§ Iv. and fvii (April 8; Feb. 14). See also Sir H.
Yule's Jordanus, a version of the Mirabilia with a commentary
(Hakluyt Soc., 1803) and the same editor's Cathay, giving a version

of the Epistles, with a commentary, &c. (Hak. Soc., 1866) pp. 184-185,

192-196, 225-230; F. Kunstmann, " Die Mission in Meliapor und
Tana" and " Die Mission in Columbo " in the Historisch-poHHsche

Blatter of Phillips and Gorres, xxxvii 2^5 -38, 135-1^52 (Munich, 1856),

&c.; C. K. Bcazley, Dawn of Modern Geography, iii. 215-235.
(C.R.B.)

JORIS, DAVID, the common name of Jan Jorisz or Joriszoon

{c. 1 501-1 556), Anabaptist heresiarch who called himself later Jan
VAN Brugge; was bom in 1501 or 1502, probably in Flanders,

at Ghent or Bruges. His father, Georgius Joris de Koman, other-

wise Joris van Amersfoordt, probably a native of Bruges, was a

shopkeeper and amateur actor at Delft
;
from the circumstance

that he played the part of King David, his son received the name
of David, but probably not in baptism. His mother was Marytje,

daughter of Jan de Gorter, of a good famil}^ in Delft. As a child

he was clever and delicate. He seems then or later to have

acquired some tincture of learning. His first known occupation

was that of a glass-painter; in 1522 he painted windows for the

church at Enkhuizen, North Holland (the birthplace of Paul

Potter). In pursuit of his art he travelled, and is said to have

reached England; ill-health drove him homewards in 1524, in

which year he married Dirckgen Willems at Delft. In the

same year the Lutheran reformation took hold of him, and he

began to issue appeals in prose and verse against the Mass and

against the pope as antichrist. On Ascension Day 1528 he

committed an outrage on the sacrament carried in procession
;

he was placed in the pillory, had his tongue bored, and was

banished from Delft for three years. He turned to the Ana-

baptists, was rebaptized in 1533, and for some years led a

wandering life. He came into relations with John k Lasco, and

with Menno Simons, Much influenced by Melchior Hofman,

he had no sympathy with the fanatic violence of the Munster

faction. At the Buckholdt conference in August 1536 he played

a mediating part. His mother, in 1537, suffered martyrdom as

an Anabaptist. Soon after he took up a role of his own, having

visions and a gift of prophecy. He adapted in his own interest

the theory (constantly recurrent among mystics and innovators,

from the time of Abbot Joachim to the present day) of three dis-

pensations, the old, with its revelation of the Father, the newer

with its revelation of the Son, and the final or era of the Spirit.

Of this newest revelation Christus David was the mouthpiece,

supervening on Christus Jesus. From the ist of April 1544,

bnnging with him some of his followers, he took up his abode in

Basel, which was to be the New Jerusalem. Here he styled his

himself Jan van Brugge. His identity was unknown to the

authorities of Basel, who had no suspicion of his heresies. By
his writings he maintained his hold on his numerous followers

in Holland and Friesland. These monotonous writings, all in
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Dutch, flowed in a continual stream from 1524 (though none is

extant before 1529) and amounted to over 200 in number. His

magnum opus was T Wonder Boeck {nJ, 1542, divided into

two parts; 1551, handsomely reprinted, divided into four parts;

both editions anonymous). Its chief claim to recognition is its

use, in the latter part, of the phrase Restitutio Christie which
apparently suggested to Servetus his title Ckristianismi restitutio

(1553)* ^ edition is a figure of the
“ new man,’* signed

with the author’s monogram, and probably drawn as a likeness of

himself; it fairly corresponds with the alleged portrait, engraved

in 1607, reproduced in the appendix toA. Ross’s Pansebeia (16^5),

and idealized by P. Burckhardt in 1900. Another work, Ver-

klaringe der Scheppenissen (1553) treats mystically the bwk of

Genesis, a favourite theme with Boehme, Swedenborg and others.

His remaining writings exhibit all that easy dribble of triumph-

ant muddiness which disciples take as depth. His wife died on

the 22nd of August, and his own death followed on the 25th of

August 1556. He was buried, with all religious honours, in the

church of St Leonard, Basel. Three years later, Nicolas Blesdijk,

who had married his eldest daughter Jannecke (Susanna),

but had lost confidence in Jorisz some time before his death,
|

denounced the dead man to the authorities of Basel. An inves-

tigation was begun in March 1559, and as the result of a convic-

tion for heresy the exhumed b^y of Jorisz was burned, together

with his portrait, on the 13th of May 1559. Blesdijk’s Historia

(not printed till 1642) accuses Jorisz of having plures uxores. Of

this there is no confirmation. Theoretically Jorisz regarded

polygamy as lawful; there is no proof that his theory affected

his own practice.

The first attempt at a true account of Jorisz was by Gottfried

Arnold, in his anonymous Historia (1713), pursued witli much fuller

materia in his Kitchen und Ketzer Historie (best ed. 1740--1742).

See also F. Nippold, in Zeitschtift fUr die hisiorische Theologie (1^3,
1864, 1808); A. van der Linde, in Allgemeine deiUsche Biomphie
(1881) ;

P. Burckhardt, Baster Biographien (1900) *, Heglcr, in Hauck's
Eealencyklopadte (1901), and the bibliography by A. van der Linde,

1807, supplemented by E. Weller, 1869. (A. Go.*)

JORTIN, JOHN (1698-1770), English theologian, the son of a

Protestant refugee from Brittany, was bom in London on the

23rd of October 1698. He went to Charterhouse School, and in

1715 became a pensioner of Jesus College, Cambridge, where his

reputation as a Greek scholar led to his being selected to translate

certain passages from Eustathius for the notes to Pope’s Homer,

In 1722 he published a small volume of Latin verse entitled Lusus

poeticL Having taken orders in 1724, he was in 1726 pre.sented

by his college to the vicarage of Swavesey in Cambridgeshire,

which he resigned in 1730 to become preacher at a chapel-of-ease

in New Street, London. In 1731, along with some friends, he

began a publication entitled Miscellaneous Observations on Authors

Ancient and Modern, which appeared at intervals during two

years. He was Boyle lecturer in 1749. Shortly after becoming

chaplain to the bishop of London in 1762 he was appointed to

a prebendal stall of St Paul’s and to the vicarage of Kensing-

ton, and in 1764 he was made archdeacon of London. He died

at Kensington on the 5th of September 1770.

The principal works of Jortin are : Discussions Concerning the Truth

of the Christian Religion (1746); Remarks on Ecclesiastical History

(3 vols. 1 75 1-2-4); Life of Erasmus (2 vols. 1750, 1760) founded on
the Life by Jean Le Clerc; and Tracts Phttolopcal, Critical and
Miscellaneous (17Q0). A collection of his Various Works appeared in

1805-1810. All his writings display wide learning and acuteness.

He 'writes on theological subjects with the detachment of a thought-

ful layman, and is witty without being flippant. See John Disney's

Life of Jortin (1792).

JOSEPH, in the Old Testament, the son of the patriarch Jacob

by Rachel; the name of a tribe of Israel. Two explanations

of the name are given by the biblical narrator (Gen. xxx. 23 [E],

*4 IJ])^ ^ third, He (G9d) increases,” seems preferable. Un-
like the other ** sons ” of Jacob, Joseph is usually reckoned as two

tribes (viz. his sons ” Ephraim and Manasseh), and closely asso-

ciated with it is the small tribe of Benjamin {(f.v,), which lay

immediately to the south. These three constituted the “ sons
”

of Rachel (the ewe), and with the **sons” of Leah (the

antelope ?) are thus on a higher level than the
**
sons ” of
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Jacob’s concubines. The ** house of Joseph ” and its offshoots

occupied the centre of Palestine from the plain of Esdraelon to

the mountain country of Benjamin, with dependencies in Bashan
and northern Gilead (see Manasseh). Practically it comprised
the northern kingdom, and the name is used in this sense in

2 Sam. xix. 20; Amos v. 6; vi. 6 (note the prominence of

Joseph in the blessings of Jacob and Moses, Gen. xlix.; Deut.

xxxiii.). Originally, however, “ Joseph ” was more restricted,

possibly to the immediate neighbourhood of Shechem, its

later extension being parallel to the development of the name
Jacob. The dramatic story of the tribal ancestor is recounted

in Gen. xxxvii.-l. (see Genesis). Joseph, the younger and
envied son, is seized by his brothers at Dothan, north of Shechem,

and is sold to a party of Ishmaelites or Midianites, whoscarry him
down to Egypt. After various vicissitudes he gains the favour

of the king of Egypt by the interpretation of a dream,and obtains

a high place in the kingdom.^ Forced by a famine his brothers

come to buy food, and in the incidents that follow Joseph shows
his preference for his young brother Benjamin (cf. the tribal

data above). His father Jacob is invited to come to Goshen,

where a settlement is provided for the family and their flocks.

This is followed many years later by the exodus, the conquest

of Palestine, and the burial of Joseph’s body in the grave at

Shechem which his father had ^ught.
The history of Joseph in Egypt displays some familiarity with the

circumstances and usages of tnat country; see Driver (Hastings's

D.B.) and Cheyne {Ehcy. Bib., col. 2589 aeq.); although Abrech
(xli. 43), possibfy the Eg5rptian ib rk (Crum, in Hastings’s D.B., i.

665), has been otherwise connected with the Assyrian abarakku
(a liigh oflicor). An interesting parallel to the stoiy of Joseph in

Gen. xxxix. is found in the Egyptian tale of The Two Brothers (Petrie,

Eg. Tales, 2nd series, p. 36 seej.
,
1 895) ,

which dates fromabout 1500 b.c. ,

but the differences are not inconsiderable compared with the points
of resemblance, and the talc has features which arc almost universal

(Frazer, Golden Bough, 2nd ed., vol. iii. pp.351 aeq.) . On the theory that
the historical elements of Joseph’s history refer to an official (Yan-
diamu) of the time of Amenophis III. and IV., see Cheyne, op. cit.,

and Hibbert Journal, October 1903. That the present form of the
narrative has been influenced by current mythological lore is not
improbable; on this question see (with caution) Winckler, Gesch.

Israels, ii. 67-77 ;
A. Jeremias, AUe Test., pp. 383 sqq. (1906).

’

It may be auded that the Egyptian names in the story of Joseph
are characteristic of the XXII. and subsequent dynasties. See, also,

Meyer and Luther, Die Israeliten (1906), Index, a.v. (S. A. C.)

JOSEPH^ in the New Testament, the husband of Mary, the

mother of Jesus. He is represented as a descendant of the

house of David, and his genealogy appears in two divergent

forms in Matt. i. 1-17 and Luke iii. 23-^38. The latter is pro-

bably much more complete and accurate in details. The former,

obviously artificial in structure (notice 3 x 14 generations), traces

the Davidic descent through kings, and is governed by an apolo-

getic purpose. Of Joseph’s personal history practically nothing

i.s recorded in the Bible. The facts concerning him common to

the two birth-narratives (Matt, i.-ii.; Luke i.-ii.) are : (a) that

he was a descendant of David, (b) that Mary was already

betrothed to him when she was found with child of the Holy

Ghost, and (i:) that he lived at Nazai*eth after the birth of

Christ; but these facts are handled differently in each case. It

is noticeable that, in Matthew, Joseph is prominent {e.g. he

receives an annunciation from an angel), while in Luke’s narra-

tive he is completely subordinated. Bp Gore (The Incarnation

,

Bampton lecture for 1891, p. 78) points out that Matthew
narrates everything from Joseph’s side, Luke from Mary’s,

and infers that the narrative of the former may ultimately be

based on Joseph’s account, that of the latter on Mary’s. The
narratives seem to have been current (in a poetical form)

among the early Jewish-Christian community of Palestine. At
Nazareth Joseph followed the trade of a carpenter (Matt. xiii.

55). It is probable that he had died before the public ministr^^

of Christ; for no mention is made of him in passages relating

to this period where the mother and brethren of Jesus are

1 Joseph's marriage with the daughter of the priest of On might
show that the tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh were believed to be
half-Egyptian by descent, but it is notoriously difficult to detennine
how much is of ethnolofric^ value and how much belongs to romance
(viz. that of the individual Joseph).
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introduced; and from John xix. 26 it is clear that he was not

alive at^the time of the Crucifixion.

Joseph was the father of several children (Matt, xiii. 55),

but according to ecclesiastical tradition ly a former marriage.

The reading of Matt. i. i6, in the Sinaitic Palimpsest {Joseph

.... begat Jesutf who ts called the Chrici) also makes

him the natural father of Jesus, and this was the view of certain

ioarly iheretical sects, but it seems never to have been held in

orthodox .Christian, circles. According to various apocryphal

gospels (conveniently colkctedin B. H. Cowpcr’s TAtf Apocryphal

Gospels when Tnarried to Mary he was a widower already I

do years of age, and the father of four sons and two daughters;
|

his .first wife’s name was Salome and she was a connexion of
j

the family of John the Baptist.
j

In the Roman Catholic Church the iQth of March has since

1:642 been a feast in Joseph’s honour. Two other festivals in his

honour have also been established (the Patronage of St Joseph,

3rd Sunday after Easter, and the Betrcfthal of Mary and Joseph,

23rd of January). In December 1870 St Joseph was proclaimed

Patron of the whole Church. (G. H. Bo.)

JOSEPH ;OF ARIMATHAEA,^ in tlie New Testament, a

wealthy Jew who had been converted by Jesus Christ. He is men-

'tioned by the Four Evangelists, who arem substantial agreement

concerning him : after the Crucifixion he went to Pilate and

asked for the body of Jesus, subsequently prepared it for burial

and laid it in a tomb. 'I'here are, however, minor differences

in the accounts, which have given rise to controversy. Matthew

(xxvii, 60) says that the tomb was Joseph’s own; Mark (xv. 43

seq.X Luke (xxiii. 50 seq.) say nothing of this, while John (xix.

41) simply says that the body was laid in a sepulchre “ nigh at

hand.” Both Mark and Luke say that Joseph was a ” council-

lor ” (tvaxn^ Mark xv. 43), and the Gospel of

Peter describes him as a ” friend of Pilate and of the Lord.”

This last statement is probably a late invention, and there is

considerable difficulty as to “ councillor.” That Joseph was a

member of the Sanhedrin is improbable. Luke indeed, regarding

him as such, says tliat he “ had not consented to their counsel

and deed,” but Mark (xiv. 64) says that all the Sanhedrin

condemned him to be worthy of death.” Perhaps the phra.se

” noble councillor ” is intended to imply merely a man of wealth

and position. Again Matthew says that Joseph was a disciple,

While Mark implies that he was not yet among the definite

adherents of Christ, and John describes him as an adherent

” secrctJjjj^for fear of the Jews.” Most likely he was a disciple,

but bUpnged only to the wider circle of adherents. The account

given in^e Fourth Gospel suggests that the writer, faced with

these various difficulties, assumed a double tradition ;
(i) that

Joseph of Arimathaea, a wealthy disciple, buried the body of

Christ; (2) that the person in question was Joseph of Arimathaea

a councillor,” and solved the problem by substituting Nicode-

mus as the councillor; hence he describes both Joseph and

Nicodemus (xix. 39) as co-operating in the burial. Some critics

(f.g. Strauss, New Life of Jesus, ch. 96) have thrown doubt upon

the story, regarding some of the details as invented to suit the

prophecy in Isa. liii. 9,
” they made his grave with the wicked,

and with the rich in hLs death ” (for various translations, see

Hastings’s Diet. Bible, ii. 778). But in the absence of any

reference to this prophecy in the Gospels, this view is uncon-

vincing, though the correspondence is remarkable.

The striking character of this single appearance of Joseph of

Arimathaea led to the rise of numerous legends. Thus William

of Malmesbury says that he was sent to Britain by St Philip,

and, having received a small island in Somersetshire, there

constructed ” with twisted twigs ” the first Christian church in

Britain—afterwards to.^come the Abbey of Glastonbury. The
legend says that his staff, planted in the ground, became a thorn

flowering twice a year (see Glastonbury). This tradition

—

which is given only as such by Malmesbury him.self—is not

confirmed, and there is no mention of it in ei^er.Gildas or Bede.

1 C^erally idetttifitd with Ramathaim-Zophim, the city of

•Elkanah in the hilly dintriot of Kphraim (1 Sam. i. 1), near Diospohs
(Lydda). See Euseb., Onomashcon, 225. 12.

Joseph «l8o plays a la^ part in the various versions of the

Legend of the 'Holy Grail (see Grail, The Holy).

40ff£Pii L (1:678-^1711), Roman emperor, was the Older son

of the emperor Iroopold 1 . andihis third wife, Elcanora, countess

palatine, daughter of Philip William of Neuburg. iBom in

Vienna on the 26th of July 167S, he was eiiucated strictly by

Brince Dietrich Otto von Salm, and become a good linguist,

III 1687 he received the crown of Hungary, and he was elected

king of the Romans in 1690. In 1699 he married Wilhelmina

Amalia, daughter of Duke Frederick Of Brunsw!<ik-iLuneburg,

by whom he had two daughters. In 1702, on the outbreak of

the War of the Spanish Succession, he saw his only military

service. He joined the imperial general Louis of Baden in the

siege of Landau. It is said that when he was advised not to go

into a place of danger he replied that those who were afraid

might 'retire. He succeeded his father as emperor in 1705, and

it was his good fortune to govern the Austrian ‘dGmimon.s, and

to be head of the empire during the years in which his trusted

general Prince Eug^§nc. either acting alone in Italy or with the

duke of Marlborough in Germany and Flanders, was beating

the armies of Louis XIV. During the whole of his reign

Hungary was disturbed by the conflict with Francis Rdekdezy II.,

who CfVfcntually took refuge in France. The emperor did not

himself take the field against the rebels, but he is entitled to a

large share of the credit for the restoration of his authority . He
reversed many of the pedantically authoritative measures of his

father, thus placating all opponents who could be pacified, and

he fought stoutly for what he believed to be his rights. Joseph

showed himself very independent towards the pope, and hostile

to the Jesuits, l^y whom his father had been mucii influenced.

He had the tastes for art and music which were almost hereditary

in his family, and wns an active hunter. He began the attempts

to settle the cjuestion of the Austrian inheritance by a pragmatic

sanction, which were continued by his brother Charles VI.

Joseph died in Vienna on the lyth of April 1711, of small-pox.

See I'. Krones von Marchland» Grundriss der Oesterreichischen

Geschtchte (1882); F. Wagaer, ifirtona jesepht Cmsaris (i74<^);

J. C. Herchenhahn, Geschichte der Regierwtg Kaim Josephs J.

(1786-1780); C. van Noorden, Eurapaische Geschichte im Jahr
hundert (1870 1882).

JOSEPH IL (1741-1790), Roman emperor, eldest son of the

empress Maria Theresa and her husband Francis L, was bom on

the 13th of March 1741, in the first stress of the War of the

Austrian Succession. Maria Theresa gave orders that he was

only to be taught as if he were amusing himself; the result was

that he acquired a habit of trude and superficial study. His

real education was given him by the writings of Voltaire and

the encyclopaedists, and by the example of Frederick the Great.

His useful training was conferred by government officials, who

were directed to instruct him in the mechanical details of the

administration of the numerou.s states composing the Austrian

dominions and the empire. In J761 he was made a meiiiber of

the newly constituted council of state (Staatsrath) and began to

draw up minutes, to which he gave the name of ” reveries,” for

liis mother to read. These papers contain the germs of his later

policy, and of all the disasters which finally overtook him. He
was a friend to religious toleration, anxious to reduce the power

of the Church, to ^ievc the peasantry of feudal burdens, and

to remove restrictions on trade and on knowledge. So far he

did not differ from Frederiok, Catherine of Russia or his own

brother and successor Leopold II., all enlightened rulers of the

18th-century stamp. Where Joseph differed trom great con-

temporary rulers, and where >he was very close akin to .the

Jacohms, was in the fanatical intensity of hisbeliief in the power

of the state when directed by reason, ofrhis right to speak for

the state uncontrolled by laws, and of the r^sonablenie.'^s of

his own treasons. Also he had inherited from his mother all the

belief of the house of Austria in its ” august ” quality, ood its

claim to acquire whatever it found desirable for its power ^or its

profit. He was unable to luiu^stand ithat his philosophical

plans for the moulding of maifckind :«aiiuldrineet with pard^blc
opposition. The:oveiweening dmract^^fiihen^
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t6 Fredemk, wfeo, after their ^rst ifltervicw in 1769, described

him as ambitious, and as capable Of setting the work! on drc.

The French minister Vergenws, -Who met ^Jose^h* when he was
travelling: incognito in *1777, judged him to be “ ambitious and
despotic.”

Until the death of his mother in 1780 Joseph was never quite

free to follow his own instincts. After the death Of his iather

in 1765 he became ompetor ^nd was made co-regent by his

modaer in the Austrian dominions. As emperor he had no real

pewer, and his mother was resolved that neither husband nor
son^should ever deprive her of sovereign control in her hereditary

dominions. Joseph, by threatening to resi^ his place as

co-regent, could induce his mother to abate her dislike to

religious toleration. He could, and he did, place a great strain

on her patience and temper, as in the case of the first partition

of Poland and the Bavarian War of 1778, but in the last resort

the empress spoke the final word. During these wars Joseph
travel!^ much. He met Frederick the Great privately at

Neisse in r769, and again at Mahrisch-^Neustadt in 1770. Chi

the second occasion he was accompanied by Prince Kaunite,

whose conversation with Frederick may be said to mark the

starting-point of the first partition of Poland. To this and to

every other measure which promised to extend the dominions
of his house Joseph gave hear^ approval. Thus he was eager

to enforce its claim on Bavaria upon the death of the elector

Maximilian Joseph in 1777. In April of that year he paid a
visit to his sister the queen of France (see Marie Antoinette),
travelling under the name of Count Falkenstein. He was well

received, and much flattered by the encyclopaedists, but his

observations led him to predict the approaching downfall of

the French monarchy, and he was not impressed favourably by
the army or navy. In 1778 he commanded the troops collected

to oppose Frederick, who supported the rival claimant to

Bavaria. Real fighting was averted by the unwillingness of

Frederick to embark on a new war and by Maria Theresa^s

determination to maintain peace. In April 1780 he paid a visit

to Catherine of Russia, against the wish of his mother.

The death of Maria Theresa on the 27th of November 1780

left Joseph free. He immediately directed his goveminent on a

new course, full ^ed ahead. He proceeded to attempt to

realize his ideal of a wise despotism acting on a definite system

for the good of all. The measures of emancipation of the

peasantry which his mother had begun were carried on by him
with feverish activity. The spread of education, the seculariza-

tion of church lands, the reduction of the rdigious orders and
the clergy in general to complete submission to the lay state,

the promotion of unity Ity the compulsory use of the German
language, everything which from the point of view of 18th-

century philosophy appeared ” reasonable was undertaken

at once. He strove for administrative unity with characteristic

haste to reach results without preparation. His anti-clerical

innovations induced Pope Pius VI. to pay him a visit in July

1782. (Joseph received the pope politely, and showed himself a

good Catholic, but refused to be influenced. So many inter-

ferences with old customs began to produce unrest in all parts

of his dominions. Meanwhile he threw himself into a succession

of foreign policies all aimed at aggrandisement, and all equally

caicuiated to offend his neighbours—all taken up with zeal, and
dropped in discouragement. He endeavoured to get rid of

the Barrier Treaty, whidi debarred his Flemish rsubjects from

-the navigation of the Scheldt; when he was opposed byFrance

he itum^ to other schemes of alliance with Russia for the

•partition of Turke^^^aad Venice. They also had to be given qp
in the face of thetopiiosition of neighl^urs, and in particular of

France. Then the xnsiKned his attempts to obtain Bavaria

—

this time by exchangkiglt for Belgium-'and only provoked the

fonttation of the organktd by the king of Prussia.

Fimlly he jomed Russia in an attempt to pillage Turkey, ilt

ihsgantoniHisifMurt ^fe^ an unsuccessful and diacreditabk attempt

)to jnseprise Belgrade rin time of peaice, and was followed i>y the'

illfanansg^ campaign of 178B. )He accompanied his army,.but

showed no capacity for war. In November he retuened to

Vienna with ruined health, and during 1789 was a dying man.
The concentration of his ti^s^in the east gave the

oflEelgium an opportunity to revolt. In Hungary thewoibles

were but in open rebellion, and in his otlier states >there

were peasant risings, and a revival jofipaa^cularist sentiments.

Joseph was left entirely aliooEie. His • minister Raunitz refused

to visit his sick^rcxim, .and* did not see- him for two years. His

brother Leopold remained at Florence. At last Joseph, worn
out and brolren-hearted, recognised that his servants could not,

or woUldmot, carry out his plans. On' the ^oth of tjanuaiy 1 790
he formally withdrew all his reforms, and he died on the 20th
of February.

Joseph II. was twice married, first to Isabella, daughter of

Philip, duke of Parma, to whom he was attached. \Mter her

death on the 27th of November 1763, a. political marriage was
arranged with Josepha (d. 1767), daughter of Charles Albert,

elector of Bavaria (the emperor Charles VIL). It proved
extremely unhappy. Joseph left no children, and was succeeded

by his brother Leopold II.

Many volumes of the emperor’s coTTtspondence hove bem pub-
lished. Among them are Maria Tker^isia nmd Josrph II. Ihre
Korretpondenz samt Briefen Josephs an seinen Brudor Leopold
(1867-1868); Joseph II. find Leopold uon Toshana. Ihv Briefwechsel
i78i^t*fgo (ifr/i): Joseph II. und Katharina von Russhind. Ihr
Briefweeksel (1869); aridMaria AntotneUe, Josephll.vmd Leopold II.

Ihr Briefwechsel (i860); all edited by A. Ritter von Arneth.
Other collections are: Jos^h IL^ Leopold II. und Kaunitz. Ihr
Briefwechsel

y

edited by A. Beer (1873); Correspondances intimes de
Vempereur Joseph II. avec son ami, le comte de Cobenzl et son premier
mmisfrey le prv^ de Kaunitz, editod by S. Bruimor (1871) * Joseph ll.

und Graf Ludwig Cobenzl. Ihr Briefwechsel, edited by A. Beer and

J. von Fiedler (1901); and the Ceheime Korrespondenz Josephs II.

mit seinem Minister tn den Oesterreichischen Nieaerlanden, Ferdinand
Graf Trauttmannsdorff edited by H. Schlitter (1902).

Among the lives of Joseph may be mentioned : A. J. Gross-Hoffinger,

Geschtehte Josephs 'll. (1847); C. Paganel, Histoire de Joseph II.

(1843; German translation by F. Kolder, 1844); H. Meynert, Kaiser
'Joseph II. (1862); A. Beer, Joseph II. (1882); A. jager, Kaiser
Joseph II. und Leopold II. (1867) • A. Fournier, Joseph II. (1885)!
and J. Wendrinski, Kaiser Joseph dl. (r88o). There is a uselul

small volume on the emperor by J. Franok Bright (1897). Other,
books which may .be consulted are : G. Wolf, Das Unterrichtswesen in

Oesterreich unter Joseph II. (1880), and Oesterreich und Preussen
1780-iygo (1880), A. wolf and H. von Zwiedeneck-Stidenhorst, Oesiet-

retch tenter Maria Theresia, Joseph II. und Leopold Z/.^ (1882-1884);
H. SHihtter, Die Regierung Josephs II. in den Oesterreichischen

Niederlanden (1900)’ and Pius VI. und Joseph H. 1782-1784 (1894):
O. Lorenz, Joseph TI. und die Belgische Revolution (1862); and
L. Delplace, Joseph JI. et'la r&oolution brabanfonne (1890).

JOSEPH, FATHER (FRAN901S LsgtERC du TitEitBLAY)

(15177-1638), French Capuchin monk, the confidant of Richelieu,

was the eldest son of Jean Leclerc du Tremblay, president of

the chamber of requests of the parlement of Paris, and of Marie

Motier de Lafayette. As a boy he received a careful classical

trainiDg, and in 1595 made on extended journey through Italy,

returning to take up the career of arms. He served at the siege

of Amiens in 1597, and then accompanied a special embassy to

l/>ndon. In 1599 Baron de Mafflier, by which name he was

known at court, renounced the world and enter^ the Capuchin

monastery of Orleans. He embraced the religious life with

great ardour, and became a notable preacher and reformer.

In 1606 he aided Antoinette d’Orl4ans, a nun of Fontevrault, to

found the reformed order of the Filles du Calvaire, and wrote a

manual of devotion for the nuns. His proselytizing zeal led him
to send missionaries throughout the Huguenot centres—he had

become provincial of Touraine in 1613. He entered politics at

the conferences of Loudun, when, as the confidant of the queen

and the paped envoy, he opposed the Gallican clatihs advanced

by the parlement, which the princes were upholding, and auc-

oeeded m convincing them of the schismatic tendency of Galli-

canism. In 1612 he began those personal relations with

Richdku which have indissolubly joined in history and legend

the cardinal and the “ Eminence grise,'’ relations which^reseiutli

has not raltQgether made dear. In 1637 the monk aatisted at

the of La Rochelle. A purely reli^ous reason also made
htm Richelieu’s aJty against the Hal^burgs. He bad a dream of

arousing Europe to another crusade against the Turks, and
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believed that the house of Austria was the obstacle to that

universal European peace which would make this possible. As
Richelieu's agent, therefore, this modem Peter the Hermit

manoeuvred at the diet of Regensburg (1630) to thwart the aggres-

sion of the emperor, .and then advised the intervention of

Gustavus Adolphus, reconciling himself to the use of Protestant

armies by the theory that one poison would counteract another.

Thus the monk became a war minister, and, though maintaining

a personal austerity of life, gave himself up to diplomacy and
politics. He died in 1638, just as the cardinalate was to be
conferred upon him. The stor>^ that Richelieu visited him
when on his death-bed and roused the dying man by the words,
“ Courage, Father Joseph, we have won Breisach,” is apocryphal.

See Fagniez, Le Pire Joseph et JHchelieu (1894), work based
largely on original and unpublished sources. Father Joseph,
according to this biography, would seem not to have lectured

Richelieu in the fashion of the legends, whatever his moral influence

may have been in strenglhoning Richelieu's hands,

JOSEPHINE (Marie Rose Josephine Tascher de la
Pagerie) (1763-1814), empress of the French, was bom in

the island of Martinique on the 23rd of June 1763, being the

eldest of three daughters of Joseph Tascher de la Pagerie,

lieutenant of artillery. Her beauty and grace, though of a
languid Creole style, won the affections of the young officer the

vicomte de Beauharnais, and, after some family complications,

she was married to him. Their married life was not w’holly

happy, the frivolity of Josephine occasioning her husband
anxiety and jealousy. Two children, Eug6ne and Hortense,

were the fruit of the union. During Josephine’s second residence

in Martinique, whither she proceeded to tend her mother,

occurred the first troubles with the slaves, which resulted from

the precipitate action of the constituent assembly in emancipat-

ing them. She returned to her husband, who at that time

entered into political life at Paris. Her beauty and vivacity

won her many admirers in the salons of the capital, As the

Revolution ran its course her husband, as an ex-noble, incurred

the suspicion and hostility of the Jac’obins; and his ill-success

at the head of a French army on the Rhine led to his arrest and
execution. Thereafter Josephine was in a position of much
perplexity and some hardship, but the friendship of Barras and
of Madame Tallien, to both of whom she was then much attached,

brought her into notice, and she was one of the queens of

Parisiaiy[ociety in the year 1795, when Napoleon Bonaparte's

serving to the French convention in scattering the malcontents

of the capital (13 Vend^miaire, or October 5, 1795) brought

him to the front. There is a story that she became known to

Napoleon through a visit paid to him by her son Eugene in order

to beg his help in procuring the restoration of his father’s sword,

but it rests on slender foundations. In any case, it is certain

that Bonaparte, however he came to know her, was speedily

captivated by her charms. She, on her side, lelt very little

afiection for the thin, impecunious and irrepressible suitor; but
by degrees she came to acquiesce in the thought of marriage,

her hesitations, it is said, being removed by the influence of

Barras and by the nomination of Bonaparte to the command
of the army of Italy. I'he civil marriage took place on the

Qth of March 1796, two days before the bridegroom set out for

his command. He failed to induce her to go with him to Nice
and Italy.

Bonaparte’s letters to Josephine during the campaign reveal

the ardour of his love, while she rarely answered them. As he
came to realize her shallowness and frivolity his passion cooled;

but at the time when he resided at Montebello (near Milan) in

1797 he still showed gyeat regard for her. During his absence
in Egypt in 1798-1799, her relations to an officer, M. Charles,

were most compromising; and Bonaparte on his return thought
of divorcing her. Her tears and the entreaties of Eugene and
Hortense availed to bring about a reconciliation; and during
the period of the consulate (1799-1804) their relations were on
the whole happy, though Napoleon’s conduct now gave his

consort grave cause for concern. His brothers and sisters more
than once begged him to divorce Josephine, and it is known that,

from the time when he became first consul for life (August 1802)
with large powers over the choice of a successor, he kept open
the alternative of a divorce. Josephine’s anxieties increased

on the proclamation of the Empire (May 18, 1804); and on
the ist of December 1804, the eve of the coronation at Notre
Dame, she gained her wish that she should be married anew to

Napoleon with religious rites. Despite her care, the emperor
procured the omission of one formality, the presence of the
parish priest; but at the coronation scene Josephine appeared
radiant with triumph over her envious relatives. The august
marriages contracted by her children Eugene and Hortense
seemed to establish her position

;
but her ceaseless extravagance

and, above all, the impossibility that she should bear a son
strained the relations between Napoleon and Josephine. She
complained of his infidelities and growing callousness. The end
came in sight after the campaign of 1809, when Napoleon caused
the announcement to be made to her that reasons of state

compelled him to divorce her. Despite all her pleadings he
held to his resolve. The most was made of the slight tecl&iical

irregularity at the marriage ceremony of the 1st of December
1804; the marriage was declared null and void.

At her private retreat, La Malmaison, near Paris, which she

had beautified with curios and rare plants and flowers, Josephine
dosed her life in dignified retirement. Napoleon more than oner
came to consult her upon matters in which he valued her tact

and good sense. Her health declined early in 1814, and after

his first abdication (April 11, 1814) it was dear that her end
was not far off. The emperor Alexander of Russia and Frederick
William III. of Prussia, then in Paris, requested an interview'

with her. She died on the 24th of May 1814. Her friends,

Mme de R4musat and others, pointed out that Napoleon’s
good fortune deserted him after the divorce; and it is certain

that the Austrian marriage clogged him in several ways.
Josephine’s influence was used on behalf of peace and moderation
both in internal and in foreign affairs. Thus she begged Napoleon
not to execute the due d'Enghien and not to embroil himself in

Spanish affairs in 1 808.

See M. A. Le Normand, Mdmoires historiques $t secrets de Josephine
(2 vols., 1820) ;

Lettres de Napoleon ii Josephine (1833)
; J. A. Aiibcnas,

Hist, de I’im^rairice Josephine (2 vols., 1858-1859)*; J. Turquan,
VJmpiratrice Josephine (2 vols., 1895-1 89(9 ;

F. Masson,
(3 vols., 1899 1902); Napoleon’s Letters to Josephine
translated and edited by H. F. Hall (1903). Also the Memoirs ol
Mmc de R6musat and of Bausset, and P. W. Sergeant, The Empress
Josephine (1908}. (J. Hl. R.)

JOSEPHUS, FLAVIUS (c. 37-c. 95 ?), Jewish historian and
military commander, was bom in the first year of Caligula

(37‘“38). His father belonged to one of the noblest priestly

families, and through his mother he claimed descent from the

Asmonaean high priest Jonathan. A precocious student of the

Law, he made trial of the three sects of Judaism—Pharisees,

Sadducees and Essenes—before he reached the age of nineteen.

Then, having spent three years in the desert with the hermit
Banus, who was presumably an Essene, he became a Pharisee.

In 64 he went to Rome to intercede on behalf of some priests,

his friends, whom the procurator Felix had sent to render account
to Caesar for some insignificant offence. Making friends with
Alityrus, a Jewish actor, who was a favourite of Nero, Josephus
obtained an introduction to the empress Poppaea and effected

his purpose by her help. His visit to Rome enabled him to

speak from personal experience of the power of the Empire,
when he expostulated with the revolutionary Jews on his return

to Palestine. But they refused to listen; and he, with all the

Jews who did not fly the country, was dragged into the great

rebellion of 66. In company with two other priests, Josephus
was sent to Galilee under orders (he says) to persuade the ill-

affected to lay down their arms and return to the Roman
allegiance, which the Jewish aristocracy had not yet renounced.

Having sent his two companions back to Jerusalem, he organized

the forces at his disposal, and made arrangements for the

government of his province. Hi.s obvious desire to preserve

law and order excited the hostility of John of Giscala, who
endeavoured vainly to remove him as a traitor to the national
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cause by inciting the Galileans to kill him and by persuading

the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem to recall him.

In the spring of 67 the Jewish troops, whom Josephus had
drilled so sedulously, fled before the Roman forces of Vespasian

and Titus. He sent to Jerusalem for reinforcements, but none
came. With the stragglers who remained, he held a stronghold

against the Romans by dint of his native cunning, and Anally,

when the place was taken, persuaded forty men, who shared

his hiding-place, to kill one another in turn rather than commit
suicide. They ^ecd to cast lots, on the understanding that the

second should kill the Arst and so on. Josephus providentially

drew the last lot and prevailed upon his destined victim to Ave.

Their companions were all dead in accordance with the compact;

but Josephus at any rate survived and surrendered. Being led

before Vespasian, he was inspired to prophesy that Vespasian

would become emperor. In consequence of the prophecy his

life was spared, but he was kept close prisoner for two years.

When his prophecy was fulfilled he was liberated, assumed the

name of Flavius, the family name of Vespasian, and accom-

panied his patron to Alexandria. There he took another wife,

as the Jewess allotted him by Vespasian after the fall of Caesarea

bad forsaken him, and returned to attend Titus and to act as

intermediary between him and the Jews who still held Jerusalem.

His efforts in this capacity failed; but when the city was
stormed (70) Titus granted him whatever boon he might ask.

So he secured the lives of some free men who had been taken

and (by the gift of Titus) certain sacred books. After this he

repaired to Rome and received one of the pensions, which
Vespasian (according to Suetonius) was the Arst to bestow upon
Latin and Greek writers. He was also made a Roman citizen

and received an estate in Judaea. Thenceforward he devoted

himself to literary work under the patronage of Vespasian, Titus

and Domitian. As he mentions the death of Agrippa II. it is

probable that he lived into the 2nd century; but the date of

Agrippa’s death has been challenged and, if his patron Epaphro-

ditus may be identiAed with Nero’s freedman, it is possible that

Josephus may have been involved in his fall and perished under

Domitian in 95.

Works.—i. The Jewish IVar (TItplrov'lou8a’iKo0iro\^iuov),ihcoldest

of Josephus' extant writings, was written towards the end of Vespa-
sian’s reign (69-79). The Aramaic original has not been preserved;

but the Greek version was prepared byJosephus himself in conjunc-

tion with competent Greek scholars. Its purpose in all probability

was, in the first instance, to exhibit to the Babylonian Jews the

overwhelming power of Rome and so to deter them from repeating

the futile revolt of the Jews of Palestine. Of its seven books, the

first two survey the history of the Tews from the capture of Jeru-

salem by Antiochua Epiphanes to tne outbreak of war in 67, and
here Josephus relies upon some such general history as that of

Nicolaus of Damascus. The rest deals with the events of the war
(V>7-73) which fell more or less within hisovm knowledge. Ves^ian,
Titus and Agrippa 11 . testified (he tells us) to his accuracy. Repre-

sentatives of the Zealots would probably have protested against his

pro-Roman prejudices.

2. The Jewish Antiquities {*lovSaXtch *Apx(**o\oyia) covers in twenty
books the history of the Jews from the creation of the world to the

outbreak of the war with Rome. It was finished in the thirteenth

year of Domitian (93). Its purpose was to glorify the Jewish nation

in the eyes of the Roman world. In the part covered by the books

of the Bible Josephus follows them, and that mainly, if not entirely,

as they are translated into Greek by the Seventy (the Septuagint

version). Being a Pharisee, he sometimes introduces traditions

of the Elders, which are cither inferences from, or embroideries of,

the biblical narrative. Sometimes, also, he ^ves proof of some
knowledge of Hebrew and supplements his scriptural authorities,

which include i Esdras, from general Greek histories. For the later

period he uses the Greek Esther, with its additions, i Maccabees,

Rilybius, Stralx> and Nicolaus of Damascus. But towards the end

he confesses that he has grown weary of his task, and his history

becomes meagre. The work contains accounts of John the Baptist

and Jesus, which may account for the fact that Josephus* writings

were rescued from oblivion by the Christians, But the description

of Jesus as a wise man, indeed one should call him a man,'^ can

hardly be genuine, and the assertion ** this was the Christ " is equally

doubtful, unless it be assumed that the Greek word Christos had be-

come technical in the sense of false-Christ or false-prophct among
non-Christian Jews.

3. Josephus wrote a nariutive of his own Life in order to defend

himself against the accusation brought by his enemy Justus of

Tib€iria,s to the efiect that he had really been the cause of the Jewish

rebellion. In his defence Josephus departs from theifacts aa narxmted
in the Jewish War and represents himself as a partisan of Rome and,
therefore, as a traitor to nis own people from riie beginning.

4. The two books Against Apion are a defence or apology directed
against current misrepresentationB of the Jews. E^lier titles are.
Concerning the Antiquity of the Jews or Against the Greeks. Affion was
the leader of the Alexandrine embassy which opposed Philo and his
companions when they appeared in behalf of the Alexandrine Jews
before Caligula. The defence which Josephns puts forward has a
perman^t value and shows him at his best.

The Greek text of Jo^hus* works has been edited with full collec-

tion of difierent readings by B. Niose (Berlin, 1887-^895^ The
Teubner text by Naber is based on this. The translatum into English
of W. Whiston has been (superficially) revised by A. R. Shuleto
(1889-1890). Schiirer {Histo^ of the Jewish Petrie) gives a full

bibliography. (J. H. A. H.)

JOSHEKAN, a small province of Persia covering about 1000

sq. m. Pop. about 5000. It has a yearly revenue of about

£1200, and is held in Aef by the family of Bahram Mirza, Muizz

ed Dowleh (d. 1882). Its chief town and the residence of the

governor used to be Joshekan-Kali, a large village with Ane
gardens, formerly famous for its carpets {kali), but now the chief

place is Maimeh, a little city with a population of 2500, situated

at an elevation of 6670 ft., about 63 m. from Isfahan in a north-

westerly direction and 13 m. south-west of Joshekan-Kali.

JOSHUA, BOOK OF, the sixth book of the Old Testament,

and the Arst of the group known as the “ Former Prophets.”

It takes its name from Joshua^ the son of Nun, an Ephraimite

who, on the death of Moses, assumed the leadership to which he

had previously been designated by his chief (Deut. xxxi. 14 seq.,

23), and proceeded to the conquest of the land of Canaap. The
hook differs from the Pentateuch or Torah in the absence of

legal matter, and in its intimate connexion with the narrative

in the books which follow. It is, however, the proper sequel

to the origins of the people as related in Genesis, to the exodus

of the Israelite tribes from Egypt, and their joumeyings in the

wilderness. On these and also on literary grounds it is often

“convenient to class the Arst six books of the Bible as a unit

under the term “ Hexateuch.” For an exhaustive detailed

study has revealed many signs of diversity of authorship which

combine to show that the book is due to the incorporation cf

'

older material in two main redactions ;
one deeply imbued with

the language and thought of Deuteronomy itself (D), the other

of the post-exilic priestly circle (P) which gave the Pentateuch

its present form. That the older sources (which often prove

to be composite) are actually identical with the Yahwist or

Judaean (J) and the Elohist or Ephraimite (E) narratives (on

which see Genesis) is not improbable, though, especially as

regards the former, still very uncertain. 'In general the literary

problems are exceedingly intricate, and no attempt can be made
here to deal with them as fully as they deserve.

The Invasion.—^The book falls naturally into two main parts,

of which the Arst, the crossmg of the Jordan and the conquest

of Palestine (i.-xii.) is mainly due to Deuteronomic compilers-

It opens with the preparations for the crossing of the Jordan and
the capture of the powerful city Jericho. Ai, near Bethel, is

taken after a temporary repulse, and Joshua proceeds to erect

an altar upon Mt Ebal (north of Shechem). For the fullness

with which the events are recorded the writers were probably

indebted to local stories.

The Israelites are at Abel-Shittim (already reached in Num. xxv. i).

Moses is dead, and Joshua enters upon his task with the help of

the Transjordanic tribes who have already received their territory (i).

The narrative is of the later prophetic stamp (D; cf. Deut. iii.

1 8-22, xi. 24, where Moses is the speaker; xxxi. 1-8), but may be
based upon an earlier and shorter record (E; w. 1 seq., 10, iia).

> Heb. later Jishua\ Gr. whence ** Jesus
”

in the A.V. of Heb. iv. 8; another form of the name is Hoshea
(Num. xiii. 8, 16). The name may mean ** Yah(weh) is wealth, or

is (our) war-cry, or saves.** The only extra-bibheal notice of

Joshua is the inscription of more than doubtful genuineness given

by Procopius {Vand. ii. 20), and mentioned also by Moses of Chorene

{Hist. Arm. i. 18). It is said to have stood at Tingis in Mauretania,

and to have borne that those who erected it had fled before *lfiaroQs

6 kvorfis. For the medieval Samaritan Book of Jo^ua, see

T. Juynboll, Chronicnm samaritanum (1846); J. A. Montgomery,
The SamaHtans (1907), pp. 301 sqq.
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Of the misBiott of the spies to Jericho, two vereiojis: were current
(duplicates ii. 3, iZy 18; v. 15 .seq. breaks ttie connexion between 1/1;%

I j and i8» bat is resumed in w. 22-24; addition is to be recog-
nised in ii, 9^zx« The mcident occupies at least ionr days, but the
raahi. narrative reckons three days between i. 11 and .iii. 2, Next
follow the .passage of the Jordan •(oommemorated by the erection of

twelve stones), the encanxpment at Giigal, and the observance of the
nte of ctocumdsion and of the paasover (iii.-v.). The compticatod
narrative in iil-iv. is of composite origin (contrast iti, 17 with iv,

10 seq., 19; iv. 3, 8 within;. 9, :20; and cx. iii. 12 with the superfluous
IV. 2, (icc.j. As in ii., D has ampMed (iii. 46, 7, 10b, iv. 9^100^ 12,

14; mure prominently in iv. 21-v. 1, v. 4'r8), and subsequently P (or

a hand aknrto P) has worked over the whole (tii. 4, note the number
and the prohibition, cf.Nuoi. 1. 51; iii. 8, 15 seq.; iv. 13, 19; v. 10-12).
CircmnciBion, already fanriUar from-Exod. iv. 26, Dent x. iO,is here
regarded as a new hte (v. 2, 9, supplemented by vv. 1, 4-8), but
the conflicting views havebeen harmonizedby the words ** theeecqnd
time " (v. 2). Gilgal is thus named from the “ rolling away of

the “ reproach of Egypt '' (e. 9), but iv. 20 suggests a diit^nt
origin, viz. the saerod stone-circle (cf. Judges iii. 19, R.V. marg.).

An older account of tlieidivine commission to Joshua appears in the
archaic passage v. 13-15 (ci. Moses in £xod. in.). Fusion of sources
IS obvious in tlve .story of the fall of Jericho (contrast vi. 5 and v.

10, tw, 21 and 24, w. 22 and 25) ;
according to one (E ?) the people

march seven times round the city on one day, the ark and the priests

occupying a prominent position (vi. 4-6, 7^, 12 seq., i6ei, 20 [part],

22-24); ^t in the other they march every day for .seven days.
Both here and in the preceding chapters the Septuagint has several

variations and omissions, due either to an (unsuccessful) attest
to sirnplify the present difficulties, or to the use of another recension.

The curse pronounced by Joshua upon the destroyed city of Jericiho

(vi. 26) should be associated with an incident in the reign of Ahab
which is acquainted with the story (i Kings xvi. 34) ;

the city, how-
ever, reappears in Joshua xviii. 21; 2 Sam. x. 5. Aclian’s sacrilege,

the cause of the repulse at Ai and of the naming of the valley of

Achor (vii.), is introduced by vi. 18 seq., 240, and, as its spirit shows,
is 01 relatively later date. It contains some probable traces of D
(in vii. 5, 7, II seq., 15,25) and P (in w. i, 18, 24 seq.). The capture
of Ai has marks of the same dual origin as tlie preceding chapters
(cf. viii. 3a with 10, and contrast viii. 3-9 witli v, 12; w. 5-7 with

18, 26; V. ig with 28). The gi^eral resemblance between chs.

vii.-viii. and the war with Benjamin (Judges xx.) should be noticed.

Cinigufish in Palestine.—The erection of the altar, not at the

scene of battle (cf. i Sam. xiv. 35) but on Mt Ebal (viii. 30-35,

D), presupposes the conquest of central Palestine and the

removal of the ark from Gilgal. These, however, are not

narrated, and, unless some account of them has been replaced by
the present pas.S‘age, this portion of the conquest was ignored.

Possibly the passage is not in its original position : in the

Septuagint it appears after ix. 2, while Josephus {Ant. v. i, 19)

and the Samaritan book of Joshua read it before ch. xiii.;

Dillmann^iiowcver, would place it after xi. 23. The capture

of JeiUho and Ai is followed by the successful stratagem ol

the Gibeoriites to make peace with Israel (ix.). This involves

them in a war with the southern Canaanites
;
Joshua intervenes

and obtain.s a crowning victory (x,). The camp is still at Gilgal.

A similar conquest of the northern Canaanites follows (xi.), and
the first part of the book concludes with a .summary of the

results of the Israelite invasion (xii.).

No satisfactory explanation of viii. 30-35 has been found, yet ix. i

seq. seems to show that it was the prelude to the Canaanite ware.

In contra.st to the absence of any reference to the occupation of

central Palestine, the conquest of the south was current in several

divergent traditions. Two records are blended in ix. ; . one narrates

the covenant with the Gibeonites, the other that with the Hivites
(properly Hivvites)

;
and in the latter Joshua has no place {vv. 4 seq.,

ivi, 7, ii“T4, &c.). The former has additions by D (w. 96, 10, 24
seq.) and by P (v. 15 last clause, 17-21); the latter,, in accordance
with the legislation of its day (post^or to Ezek. xliv. 6 aqq.), does
not allow the Gibeonites to minister to the temple or altar, butmerely
to the " congregation," a characteristic postMsxilic term (contrast

vv. 21 and 23; and on 27 see Sept, and commentaries). The story
oi the covenant conflicts with the notice that Gibeon was still an
ind(*peiRlont Canaanite city in David’s time (2 Sam. xxi. 2), The
defeat of the southern coalition is based, as the doublets show, upon
two sources; the war aris8b from two causes (vcngoance upon the
Gibeonites, and the attempt to overthrow Israel),and ooncludeswith
a twofbld victory: in x. if>-24 the kings are pursued to Makkedah
and slain, in 1;. ii thev are smitten by a great hailstorm in. their

flight to Asekah (of. i Ham. vii. 10, xiv. 15, in the same district).

Rfriactlonal links havo^ been added, apparently by D, to whom is

possibly due the stansa quoted from the book of Jashar {v, 12 seq.),

a poetical address to tSie sun and moon, of the nature of a prayer
or spell for their aid (cf. Judges v. 20, and sec Ecclua. xlvi, 4). The

literal iaterpretatlon of this picturesque quotatioaEas been influenced
bv the prosaic comments at the end of v. 13 and beginning of v, 14.

Verse 15, which closes the account, anticipates v. 43; the Septuagint
omits both. Thegeneralizing narrative (x, 28^45), which is due to
D in. its present itorm, is partly based upon olcT matter (rg; the
capture of Makkedah), but is inconsislient with what precedes
(v. 37, see V. 23 sqa.) and follows (capture of Debir, v. 38 seq., see
XV. 1 5

;
Jud^es i. 1 1 f. The description of the conquest^)! the northern

Ganaanit.es is very similar to that of the south. The mato part is

from an older source (xi. i, 4-9; see DxitORAH), the amphtotkins
{v. 2 seq,) . arc due to I), as alw> are the summary {yv. 10-23, m. ctyje
of X. 28-43), enumeration of the total results of the invasion
(xiL), wmen includes names not previously mentioned.

Division of the Land. result of the events narrated in the

first part of the book is to. ascribe the entire subjugation of Canaan
to Joshua, whose centre was at Gilgal (x. 15, 43). He is now
old and advanced in years,” and althiough much outlying land

remained to be possessed, he is instructed to divide the con-

^[uered districts among the western tribes (xiii. i sqq.). This

is detailed at length in the second part of the book. With the

completion of tl^ division his mission is accomplished. The
main body of this part (xiii. 15-xiv. 5; xv.-xvii.; xviii. ii-xxi.

42; xxii. 7-34) is in its present form almost entirely due to P.

In regard to details, xiii. 2-f> (now D) expresses the view that tlio

conquest was incomplete, and numbers districts chiefly in the
south-west and in the Lebanon. Two .sonrccR^eal with the inherit-

ance of the east Jordan tribes in terms which am

—

(a) general (xiti.

8-12, D), and '(4 precise (uv. Z5-32»B). The latter stands between
the duplicate passages xiii. 14 and 32 seq. (see Ihc Sept:), With
the interest taken in these rtibes, cf. for (a) i. 12-18; Dcut. iii. 12-22,
and the sequel in Joshua xxii.

;
and for (6) xxii. 9 seq.

;
Num. xxxii.

P's account of the division opens iwith an introductory notice of the
manner in which Eleazar the priest and Joshua (note the order)
prepare to complete the work which Moses had begun (xiv. 1-5).
it opens with Judah, its Ixirders (xv. 1-12) and cities (vv. 20 62),
and continues with the two Joseph trib^, Rphraiin (xvi. 4-9,
contrast details in w. 1-3) and Manassch (xvii. i-io, cf. Num.
xxvi. 30-32, xxvii. i-n; P). Thoie is now a break in the narrative
(xviii. 2-10, sourct*. uncertain)’ seven tribes have not yet received
an inheritance, and Joshua (alone) encourages them to send three
men from each tribe to walk through the land—excluding the terri-

tory of Judah and Joseph—and to bring a description of it to him,
after which he divides it among them by lot. now resumcvS
with an account cf the borders and cite of Benjamin (xviii. 11-28),
Simeon, Zebulun, Issachar, Asher, Naphtali and Dan (xix.

;
on v. 47,

see below); and, after the snbscription (xix. 51), concludes with the
institution of the cities of refuge {xx., cl. Num. xxxv.), and of the
Levitical cities (xxi., contrast the earlier brief notice, xiii. 14, 33).
Chapter xx., belonging to tlioP redaction,has certain points of -contact
with Deut. xix. wlucli, it is very important to observe, are wanting
in the Septuagint; and xxi. 43-45 closes D's account of the division,
and in the Septuagint contains matter most of which is now given
byP in xix. 49 seq. Two narratives describe tlie dismissal of the tnins-
lordanic tribes alter their co-operation in the oonquest, viz. xxii. i-t)

(D), and xxii. 9 seq, (P)
;
cf. above, on xiii. 8 seq^ P, with the descrip-

tion of the erection of the altar (v. 34, Gilead ? ;
cf. Gen. xxxi. 47 seq.),

is apparently a late ro-writing of some now obscure incident to
emphasize the umty of worship. P's account of Uie distribution oi
land among the nine and a half tribes by Eleazar and Joshua (from
xiv. 1-5 to xix. 51) appears to have been on the lines laid down in

Num. xxxiv. jP). The scene, according to xviii. i, is Shiloh, and
this verae, which does not belong to the context, should apparently
precede P's narrative in xiv. i. But of the occupation of ShUoli,
the famous Ephiaimite sanctuary and the seat of the ark, we have
no information. The older source, however, presupposes that
Judah and the two Joseph tribes l^ve acquired their territory;
the remaining seven are blamed for their mditforonce (xviii. 2-10,
see above), and receive their lot conioinily at the camp at Shiloh.
But if the location is an attempt to harmonize with xviii. 1, Gilgal
.should probably be restored. The section xviii. 2-10 is followed
by xxi. 43 soq. (above), and may liove been preceded originally by
xiii. 1, 7 (where read : inheritance for the seven tribes)

;
in its present

form it appears to be due to D. Another account of the exploits
of Judah and Joseph can be traced here and there; e.g. in xiv. 6-15
(whore Caleb roceives Hebron as his inheritance and the " land
had rest from war "), and xvii. 14-18 (w’here Joseph receives an
additional lot); but where these traditions have not been worked
into later narratives, they exist only in fragmentary form and arc
chiefly recognizable by &eir standpoint. They are chaxacterized
by the view that the conquest was only,a partial ono, and one wtooh
was neither the work of a single man nor at his instigation,, but, due

^ Traces of composite material may be recognized—(a) where, in

place of boundaries, P has given lists of cities which appear to be
taken.from other sources (cz. the instructions in xviii. gy, and (fi) in

the double headings (see Addis, The Hexaieuch, i. 230, note 1, and the
commentaries).
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entirety to i individual^, oy^ tribal achievements* Thit. vkm cani be
tsaced^in xiii 13^ xv..Cr3i(cf* theipaxalkl Jadgee t; ai in contrast to
V. 8),.xvi. xo

(
Judges k 29Lxvii;.xi-*L3 (judmiLa^aeq^^andin.the

references to. sepafaite tribal or family exploits ; xv..i3-*i9,jdx* 47
(cf. J.iidges i. 34iaeq.yXvni.).

Two dosing.address^ are ascribed to Joslma, one an exhorta-
tion.similarto )the homUies in aecondaiy, portions of Deuteronomy
(xxiii*; of. Moses in Dent. 3«viii. seq., andSamud’s last address
in I Sam. xii.), which virtually excludes the other (xxiv.)' where
Joshua assembles the tribes at Shechem (Shiloh, in the Septua-
gint) and passes under review the history of Israel from the

days of heathenism (before Abraham was brought into ^CauMwi)
down through the oppression in Egypt, the exodus, the conquest
in East Jordan and the occupation of Canaan. A few otherwise

unknown details are to be found' (xxiv. 2, 11 seq. 14). The
address (which is extremely importsmt for its^ representation of

the reii^ous conditions) > is made the occasion for* a solemn
covenant whereby the people agree to cleave tb Yahweh alone.

This is commemorated by the erection of a stone undferthe oak
by the sanctuaary of Yahweh (for the tree with its sacred pillar,

see Gen^ xxxv. 4; Judges ixi 6). The people are then dismissed,

and the book closes in ordinary, narrative style with the death of

Joshua and his burial in his inheritance at Tbnnath-semh in

Mt Ephmim (cf. xix. 49 seq.)] the burial of Joseph in Shechem;
and the death and burial of Eleazar the son of Aaron in the

hill of Phinehas.”

Chapter xxiv. presupposes the complete subjection of theCanaan-
ites and is of a late prophetic stamp. Some signs of amplification

{0.g. w. lib, 13, 32) suggest that it was insorted by a Dcuteranomio
liand, evidently distinct from the author of xxiii. But edsewhere
there are traces of secondary Deuteronomic expansion and of internal
incongruities in Deuteronomic narratives; contrast xiv. 6-15 with
Joshua's extenninatlon of the " Anakim " in xi. 21 seq.

;
the use of

this name with the " Philistines of xiii. 2 (sec Philistines)* or the
conquests in xi. 16-22 with the names in x. 36-43, All these
passages are now due to D; but not only is Deuteronomy itself

composite, a twofold redaction can be tracecl in Judges, Samuel and
Kings, thus involving the deeper literary problems of Joshua witli

the historical books generally.^ Both Jomua xxiii. and xxiv. are
closely connected with the very oompneated introduction to the
era of the *' judges " in Judges li. 6 sqq., and ii. 0-9 actually resume
Joshua xxiv. 28 sqq., while the Septuagint appends to the close of

Joshua the beginning of the story ofEhud (Judges hi. 12 seq.). Both
Judges i.-ii.5 and^chap. xvii.~xxl. are of post-Deuteronomic insertion,

and they represent conditions analogous to the older notices imbedded
in the later work of P (Judges i. 21, xix. lo-iz, cf. Joshua xv. 63;
sec Judges ad fin.). Moreover, I* in its turn shows elsewhere
definite indications of different periods and standpoints, and the fluid

state of the book at a late age is shown by the presence of Doutero-
nomic elements in Joshua xx., not found in the Si^tuagint, and by the
numerous and often striking readings which the latter recension
presents.

Value of the Book,—The value of the book of Joshua is

primarily religious; its fervency, its conviction of the destiny of

Israel and its inculcation of the unity and greatness of the God
of Israel give expression to the philosophy of Israelite historians.

As an historical record its value must depend upon a careful

criticism of its contents in the light of biblical history and

external information. Its description of the conquest of Canawa

comes from an age when the event was a shadow of the pastv

It is an ideal view of the manner in'which a. divinely a^winted
leader guided a united people into the promised land 0^ their

ancestors, and, after a few toief w^ars of extermination (x.-xiL),

died leaving the people in quiet possession of theirnew inherit-

unce (xi. 23; ^1. 44 seq.; xxiii. i).''^ On the other hand, the

earlier inhabit^ts were not finally subjugated until Solomon’s

reign ;()! EJngs ix. ao); Jerusalem was taken by David from the

Jebusites (a Sam. v^); and several sites in its neighbourhood,

together with important fortresses like Gezer, Megiddo and

Taanach^were not held by Israel at the first, lliere are traces

' The close relation between what may be called the Deuterontwnic

hiiuboFy (jmflnia-l^gs) and its introduction (the legal book of

DeuteiDnoiBy) independently show the diflleulty of supporting the

traditional date ascribed to the latter.

» G. F. Moore (EfKy. Bibi, col. 2608, note 2) draws attentwn to

the instructive parallel turitisbed by the Greek legends ofthe Dorian
invasion of tiir Pek>ponnesu». (Ihe *' return;'* ai;^the Heractoidae,

the partition of the land by lot, &c.).

of other conihetiag traditions represeoting independeiitl tribal:

efforts which were^not sncoesshil, and thsiscMlftte&'Ere eir«raaid
to:live in.thfiimiidst xid CanuniteB,
astopting their cult (Judges: ir-iiL 6).. Ftom<ajctereful ooasidei^

.

ation'oi alltthe evideni», berth, inteiiial arid: raitoiial, biilirtioBl

sdKklarsarenow alinost unanimouathartthe moreffniBhedpicturB
of the Israelite invasion! andt settbmenb canoot be axxeptedtas’

a hktorioali reccKti for the age. It acoordl with this'that the
ekbomter tribal-hsts boundaries prove to be of gieater

value £or the geography than lor the hitory of’Palastme, and)
the attempts to use them as evidence for the eariy histc^ of

Israel have involved numerous addirional > difficalties and
confusion;^

The book of Joshua has ascribed to one man conquests whkh
are not confirmed by subsequent history.. The oaptUre of

Bethel; implied^rather than described inJoshua)viii., is ^wheee'
the: oftheJoseph tribes (Judges i. sasqq., cf. futures inithe

conquest of Jericho, Joshua vi. 25). Jmhna’s victory intnoithi

Palestine has its parallel in Judges iv. att another period (see

Deborah), and Adoni-zedek of Jerusalem (Joshua xi) oan
scarcely be severed from the Adoni-betek taken by the trfijes of

Judah and:Sinieon:(Judges i. 5-7). Theprominence ofJtaehua as
military and:reh^[iou3 leader,.and especial^ his oonnexion-^with
Shechem and Shiloh, have suggested that he was a bero of the

Joseph tribes of central Palestine i(viz^ Ephraim and Manasseh).

Moreover, the traditions in Joshua viii; ^o^ik, 2,and Deut;.xx^.
i^S'seem to place the arrival at Mt Ebal imm^ately after the

crossing of the Jordan. This impliot that Israel (like Jacob im
Gen. xxxii.) crossed by the Jabbuk,and in fact the: Wadi Farilfi.

provides an easy road to Shechem, to the sovith’^east of which
lies Juleijil; and while this is the Gilgal of Deut. xi*. 30*

the battles at Jericho and Ai (Joshua ii; seq.) occur naturally

after the encampment at the southern Gilgal (near Jericho)* Tlx
alternative view (see especially Stade, ^sc/i. Isti, i* 133 sqq.)

"connects itself partly with the ancestor of all the tribes (jheirt),

i,e. Israel), and partly with the eponym of the Joseph tribes

whose early days were spent around Shechem, the removal of

whose bones from Egypt must have found a prominent place in
’

the traditions of the tribes concerned (Gen. 1 . 25; Exod. xiii. 19']

Joshua xxiv. 32). According to one view (Stade, Wellhausen,
Guthe, &6.) only the Joseph tribes were in Egypt, and separate

tribal movements (see Judah) have been incorporated in the

growth of the tradition; the probability that the .specific tradi-

tions of the Joseph tribes have been excised or subordinated finds

support in the manner in which the Judaean P'has abridged and
confused the tribal lists of Ephraim and Manasseh.
The serious character of the problems of early Israelite history

can be perceived from the renewed endeavours to present an
adequate outline of the course of events; for a critici,sm of the

most promment hypotheses see Cheyne, Ency. Biff, art. Tribes
”

(col. 5209 seq.); a new theory has been more recently advanced
by E. Meyer {Die Israeliten u, ihre Nachbarstdmme, 1906). But
Joshua as a tribal hero does not belong to the earliest phase in

the surviving traditiomi. He has no place in the oldest

surviving narratives of the exodus (Wellhausen, Steuemagel);

and only later sources add him to Caleb (Num. xiv. 30; the

reference in Deut. i. 38 is part of an insertion), or regard him as

the leader of all the tribes (Deut. iii. 21, 28). As an attend^ of

Moses at the tent of meeting he appears in <piite secondary

passages (Exod. xxxiii. 7-11 ;
Num. xi. 28). His defeat of the

Amalekites is in a narrative (Exod.xvii. 8-16) which belbngs more

The historical problems are noticed in all biblical kistxniea.and
in the commentaries on Joshua and Judges. Against Bie ordmary
icritical view, see J. Orr, Ptoldem of the O.T. {tgo^ypp. 240 goq.
This writer (on whom see A. S. Peake, The IfUe¥pfetef\ 19^, pp. 252
seq.) takes the book as a whole* allowance bring made <l6r ** tne
generaliring tendency peculiar to all surnmarim.^^ His argument'
that' '* the oireiinurtarntiality» local knowledge and^ evidently fall

recotlectionxifi^ namtiveB (in Joshua) give Confidence' in the*trutb'
of their- statements **' is one whteh histmeal criticism in aoifirid
would regard as conclusive, and his contention that a redactor
would han^. inootporate conflietsng- traditiona in* hia^ narrative

I

" if he beliesred thisyj contradicted it
** bep> the queatioa and

I

ignores Oriental literature
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naturally to the wilderness of Shur, and it associates him with

traditions of a movement direct into south Palestine which finds

its counterpart when the clan Caleb is artificially treated as

possessing its seats with Joshua’s permission. But points of

resemblance between Joshua the invader and Saul the founder

of the (north) Israelite monarchy gain in weight when the tradi-

tions of both recognize the inclusion or possession of Judah, and
thus stand upon quite another plane as compared with those of

David the founder of the Judaean dynasty. Instead of rejecting

the older stories of Joshua’s conquests it may be preferable to

infer that there were radical divergences in the historical views

of the past, Consequently, the parallels between Joshua and

Jacob (see Steuernagel’s Commentary, p. 150) are more signifi-

cant when the occupation of central Palestine, already implied

in the book of Joshua, is viewed in the light of Gen. xlviii. 22,

where Jacob as confjueror (cf. the very late form of the tradition

in Jubilees xxxiv.; ap'ees with features in the patriarchal

narratives which, in implying a settlement in Palestine, are

entirely distinct from those which belong to the descent into

Egypt (see especially, Meyer, op. cii. pp. 227 seq., 414 seq., 433;
Luther, ib. 108 seq.). The elaborate account of the exodus
gives the prevailing views which supersede other traditions of

the origin both of the Israelites and of the worship of Yahweh
(Gen. iv. 26). Several motives have influenced its growth.^ and
the kernel—the revelation of Yahweh to Moses—has been

developed until all the tribes of Israel are included and their

history as a people now begins. The old traditions of conquest

in central Palestine have similarly been extended, and have been
adapted to the now familiar view of Israelite origins. It is

this subordination of earlier tradition to other and more predom-
inating representations which probably explains the intricacy

of a book whose present text may not have been finally fixed

until, as Dillmann held, as late as about 200 b.c.

BiBLioGkAi*HY.- See the commentaries of Dillmann, Steuernagel
Holzinger (German), or the concise edition by H. W. Robinson in

the Century Bible
;
also articles on “ Jo.«ihua '' by G. A. Smith,

Hastings'.s 2>. R., and G. F. Moore, Ency. Bib.] Kittcl in Hist, of the

Hebrews, i. 262 sqq.
;
W. 11. Bennett, in Haunt's Sacred Books of

the Old Testament] Canienter and Harford-Battersby, Comp, of
Hexaieuch, ch. xvii.

;
S. K. Driver, Lit, of the O.T. (8th ed., 1909).

These give further bibliographical information, for which see also the
articles on the books of the Pentateuch. (S. A. C.)

JOSHUA THE STYLITE, the reputed author of a chronicle

which narrates the history of the war between the Greeks and
Persians ia,502-506, and which is one of the earliest and best

historimJ oocuments preserved to us in Syriac. The work owes
its preservation to having l)een incorporated in the third part

of the history of pseudo-Dionysiu.s of Tell-Mahre, and may
probably have had a place in the second part of the Ecclesiastical

History of John of Asia, from whom (as Nau has shown) pseudo-

Dionysius copied all or most of the matter contained in his third

part. The chronicle in question is anonymous, and Nau has

shown that the note of a copyist, which was thought to assign

it to the monk Joshua of Zuknm near Amid, more probably
refers to the compiler of the whole work in which it was incor-

porated. Anyhow the author was an eyewitness of many of

the events which he describes, and must have been living at

Edessa during the years when it suffered so severely from the

Persian War. His view of events is everywhere characterized

by his belief in overrulinij Providence; and as he eulogizes

Flavian II., the Chalcedonian patriarch of Antioch, in warmer
terms than those in which he praises his great Monophysite
contemporaries, Jacob of SSrugh and Philoxenus of MabbSg, he
was probably an orthodox Catholic.

The chronicle was first made known by Assemani’s abridged
Latin version (R. 0. i. 26ot^;283) and was edited in 187O by the abb6
Martin and (with an English translation) byW . Wright in 1 882. After
an elaborate dedication to a friend—the " priest and abbot ” Ser-
gius—a brief recapitulation of events from the death of Julian in

303 and a fuller account of the reigns of the Persian kings P€rdz
(457-484) and BalAsh {484-488),’ the writer enters upon his main

' E.ff. the vicissitudes of Levitical families, other migrations into
Palestine, ftc. The story of Joseph has probably been used as a
link (see Luther, op. cit. pp. 142 seq.).

theme—the history of the disturbed relations between the Persian
and Greek Empires from the beginning of the reign of Kawad I.

(489-531), which culminated in the great war of 502-506. From
October 494 to the conclusion of peace near the end of 506, the
author gives an annalistic account, with careful specification of dates,
of the main events in Mesopotamia, the theatre of conflict—such as
the siege and capture of Amid by the Persians (502-503), their unsuc-
cessful siege of Edessa (503), and the abortive attempt of the Greeks
to recover Amid (504-505). The work was probably written a few
years after the conclusion of the war. The style is graphic and
straightforward, and the author was evidently a man of good
education and of a simple, honest mind. (N. M.)

JOSIAH (Heb. yo ’shiyydhii, perhaps “ Yah[weh] supports ”),

in the Bible, the grandson of Manasseh, and king of Judah. He
came to the throne at the age of eight, after the murder of his

predecessor Amon. The circumstances of his minority are not

recorded, nor is anything related of the Scythian inroads which
occurred in the latter half of the 7th century b.c,, although
some passages in the books of Jeremiah and Zephaniah are

supposed to refer to the events. The storm which shook the

external states was favourable to the peace of Judah; the

Assyrian power was practically broken, and that of the Chaldeans
had scarcely developed into an aggressive form. Samaria thus lay

within the grasp of Josiah, who may have entertained hopes
of forming an independent power of his own. Otherwise, it is

not clear why we find him opposing himself to the Egyptian king

Necho, since the assumption that he fought as an Assyrian

vassal scarcely agrees with the profound reforming policy

ascribed to him. At all events, at the battle of Megiddo - he
lost both his kingdom and his life (608 b.c.), and for a few
years Judah was in the hands of Egj^pt (2 Kings xxiii, 29 seq.).

The chronicler gives a rather different account of the battle,

and his allusion to the dirge uttered by Jeremiah over his

death (2 Chron. xxxv. 20-25; i Esd. i. 32) represents the

tradition which makes this prophet the author of the book of

Lamentations.

The reign of Josiah is important for the biblical account of

the great religious reforms which began in his eighteenth year,

when he manifested interest in the repair of the Temple at

Jerusalem. In the course of this work the high priest Hilkiah

discovered a ** law-book ” which gave rise to the livelie.st

concern. The reasons for believing that this roll was substan-

tially identical with the book of Deuteronomy were already

appreciated by Jerome, Chrysostom, Theodoret and others,®

and a careful examination shows that the character of the refor-

mation which followed agrees in all its e.ssential features with

the prescriptions and exhortations of that book. (See Deutero-
nomy.) But the detailed records in 2 Kings xxii. seq. are

evidently written under the influence of the reforms themselves,

and are not contemporary (see Kings, Hook of). They are

further expanded, to agree with still later ideals, in 2 Chron.

xxxiv. seq. The original roll was short enough to be read at

least twice in a day (xxii. 8, 10), and hence only some portions

of Deuteronomy (or of an allied production) may be intended.

Although the character of the reforms throws remarkable light

upon the condition of religion in Judah in the time of Josiah, it

is to be observed that the writings of the contemporary prophets

(Jeremiah, Ezekiel) make it very questionable whether the

narratives are thoroughly trustworthy for the history of the

king’s measures. (See further Jews, S 16.) (B. A, C.)

JdSIKA, MIKLOS
I
NICHOLAS], Baron (1794-1865), Hun-

garian novelist, was bom on the 28th of April 1794 at Torda in

Transylvania, of aristocratic and wealthy parents. After finish-

ing the usual course of legal studies at Kolozsvir (Klausenburg),

he in 1811 entered the army, joining a cavalry regiment, with

which he subsequently took part in the Italian campaign. On
the battlefield of Mincio (February 8, 1814) he was promoted
to the grade of lieutenant. He served in the campaign against

Napoleon, and was present at the entry of the Allied Troops

into Paris (March 31, 1814). In 1818 J6sika resigned his

* Or ** Magdolos" (Herod, ii. 159), i.e. lume " Migdal " (tower)

of Judaea, not the Migdol of Exod. xiv. 2; Jcr. xliv. i.

» See Zeit.f. Alttest. Wissenschaft (1902), pp. 170 seq., 312 seq.;

Joum. Bib. Lit. (1903), p. 50,
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commission, returned to Hunga^, and married his first wife

Elizabeth Kallai. The union proving an unhaf^ one, J6sika

parted from his wife, settled on his estate at Szurdok in Transyl-

vania, and devoted himself to agricultural and literary pursuits*

Drawn into the sphere of politics, he took part in the memorable

Transylvanian diet of 1834. About this time J6sika first be^n to

attract attention as a writer of fiction. In 1836 his Abafi laid the

foundation of his literaiy reputation. This novel gives a vivid

picture of Transylvania in the time of Sigismund BAtori. Jdsika

was soon afterwards elected member of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences and of the Kisfaludy Society

;
of the latter he became,

in 1841, director, and in 1842 vice-president. In 1847 he appeared

at the Transylvanian diet as second deputy for the county of

Szolnok, and zealously supported the movement for the union of

Transylvania with Hungary proper. In the same year he was

converted to Protestantism, was formally divorced from his wife,

and married Baroness Julia Podmaniczky, herself a writer of

considerable merit, with whom he lived happily until his death.

So great was J6sika'’s literary activity that by the time of the

revolution (1848) he had already produced about sixty volumes of

romances and novels, besides numerous contributions to perio-

dicals. Both as magnate of the upper house of the Hungarian

diet and by his writings J6sika aided the revolutionary move-

ment, with which he was soon personally identified, being chosen

one of the members of the committee of national defence. Con-

seqiasptly, after the capitulation at VilAgos (Aug. 13, 1849)

he found it necessary to flee the country, and settled first at

Dresden and then, in 1850, at Brussels, where he resumed his

literary pursuits anonymously. In 1864 he removed to Dresden,
|

in which city he died on the 27th of February 1865. The

romances of Jdsika, written somewhat after the style of Sir

Walter Scott, are chiefly of an historical and social-political

character, his materials being drawn almost entirely from the

annals of his own country. Among his more important works

may be specially mentioned, besides Ahafi—The Poet Zrinyi

(1843); The Last ofthe Bdtoris (1837); The Bohemians in Hungary

(1839); Esiher{i^^z))FrancisRdkdczyIL{mi)\Bii^A Vegvdr-

iakf a tale of the time of the Transylvanian pnnee Bethlen GAbor,

1864. Many of J6sika’s novels have been translated into

German.

See K. Moenich and S. Vutkovich, Magyar Irdk Nivtdra (1876)

;

M. I6kai, " J6sika Mikl6s Eml6kczete,’* A Ktsfaludy-Tdrsasdg Ev-

lapiai, Cj folyam, vol. iii. (1869) ;
G. W. Steinacker, Ungarische

Lyriker (1874). Cf. also J6sika's autobiography— vol. xv.

(1865).

JOSIPPON. the name usually given to a popular chronicle of

Jewish history from Adam to the age of Titus, attributed to an

author Josippon or Joseph ben Gorion.^ The name, though at

one time identified with that of the historian Josephus, is perhaps

a corruption of Hegesippus, from whom (according to Trieber)

the author derived much of his material. The chronicle was

probably compiled in Hebrew early in the loth century, by a

Jewish native of south Italy. The first edition was printed in

Mantua in 1476. Josippon subsequently appeared in many

forms, one of the most popular being in Yiddish (Judaeo-

German), with quaint illustrations., Though the chronicle is

more legendary than historical, it is not unlikely that some

good and even ancient sources were used by the first com-

piler, the Josippon knowm to us having pwsed through the

hands of many interpolators. The book enjoyed much vogue

in England. Peter Morvyn in 1558 translated an abbreviated

version into English, and edition after edition was called

for. Lucien Wolf has shown that the English translations

of the Bible aroused so much interest in the Jews that there

was a widespread desire to know more about them. This led

to the circulation of many editions of Josippon, which thus

formed a link in the chain of events which culminated in

the readmission of the Jews to England by Cromwell, (i. A.)

J088p in*the pidgin-EngUsh of the Chinese seaports, the name

given to idols and deities. It is used adjectivally in regard to

1 A prefect of Jerusalem of this name is mentioned by Josephus,

Beil, Jud. iL 20. 5.

52*

many things connected with religioui rites, such as
**
joss-house,’’

a temple; joss-stick,” a stick which when burned gives forth

a fragrant odour and is used as incense; ” joss-paper,’^paper cut

to resemble money (and sometimes with prayers written upon it)

.

burned in funeral and other ceremonies. ” Joss ” is not a

Chinese word, and is probably a corruption of PcMrt. deos, god,

applied by Portuguese navigators in the i6th century to the idols

worshipp^ in the East Indies. The Dutch form is foosge

(diminutive of joos), whence the Javanese dejos, and the English

yoss, later joss. The word seems to have been carried to China

by English seamen from Batavia.

J08T, ISAAK MARKUS (1793-1860), Jewish historical writer,

was bom on the 22nd of February 1793 Bemburg, ^d studied

at the universities of Gottingen and Berlin. In Berlin iie began

to teach, and in 1835 received the appointment of tipper master

in the Jewish commercial school (called the Philan&ropin) at

Frankfort-on-the-Main. Here he remained until his death, on

the 22nd of November i860. The work by which he is chiefly

known is Geschichte der Israeliten seii der Zeit der Maccahder,

in 9 vols. (1820-1829), which was afterwards supplemented by

Neuere Geschichte der Israeliten von (1846-1847), and

Geschichte des Judenthums und seiner Sekten (1857-1859). He^so
published an abridgment under the title AUgemeine Geschichte

des israelitischen Volkes (1831-1832), and an edition of the Mishna

with a German translation and notes (6 vols., 1832-1834). The

Israelitische Annalen were edited by him from 1839 to 1841, and

he contributed extensively to periodicals.

See Zirndorf, Isaak Markus Jost und seine Freunde fCincinnati,

1886).

JOTUNHEIM, or Jotun Fjelde, a mountainous region of

southern Norway, lying between Gudbrandsdal on the east and

Jostedalsbrae and the head of the Sogne fjord on the west.

Within an area of about 950 sq. m. it contains the highest moun-

•tain in the Scandinavian Peninsula-y-Galdh6piggen (8399 ft.)

—and several others but little inferior. Sueix are Glittertind

or Glitretind (8380), and Memurutind <7966), which face

Galdhopiggen across the northward-sloping Visdal; Knutshuls-'

tind (7812) and several other peaks exceeding 7000 ft., to the

south, between lakes Gjende and Bygdin, and Skagastblstind

(7723) in ,the west of the region, above the Utladal, the chief

summit of the magnificent Horunger. The upper parts of the

main valleys are of characteristic form, not endmg in lofty

mountain-walls but comparatively low and level, and bearing

lakes. The name Jotunheim (giants’ home) is a modern

memorial of the mountain-dwelling giants of Norse fable; the

alternative name Jotun Fjelde was the first bestowed on the

region, when it was explored in 1820 by the geologist Balthasar

Matthias Keilhau (1797-1858)- In modern times the region

has attracted mountaineers and many visitors accustomed to

rough lodging and difficult travelling.

JOUBERT, BARTH£LEMY CATHERIMB (1769-1799), Freiwh

general, the son of an advocate, was bom at Pont de Vaux (Ain)

on the 14th of April 1769. In 1784 he ran away from school to

enlist in the artillery, but was brought back and sent to study

law at Lyons and Dijon. In 1791 he joined the volunteers of

the Ain, and was elected by his comrades successively corporal

and sergeant. In January 1792 he became sub-lieutenwt, and

in November lieutenant, having in the meantime made his first

campaign with the army of Italy. In 1793 he distinguished

himself by the brilliant defence of a redoubt at the Col di Tenda,

with only thirty men against a battalion of the enemy. Wounded

and made prisoner in this affair, Joubert was released on parole

by the Austrian commander-in-chief, Devins, soon afterwards.

In 1794 he was again actively engaged, and in 1795 he rendered

such conspicuous service as to be made general of brigade. In

the campaign of 1796 the young general commanded a brigade

under Augercau, and soon attracted the special attention of

Bonaparte, who caused him to be made a general of division in

December, and repeatedly selected him for the command of

important detechments. Thus he was in charge of ^e retaining

force at the battle of Rivoli, and in the campaign of 1799

XV, IT a
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invasion of Austria) he commanded the detached left wing of

Bonaparte's army in Tirol, and fought hi* way through the

mountains to rejoin his chief in Styria. He suh^uently held

various commands in Holland^ on the Rhine and m Italy, where

up to January 1799 he commanded in chief. Residing the post

in conM()uenre of a dispute with the civil authorities, Joubert

returned to France and married (June) Mile de Montholon.

But he was almost immediately summoned to the held again.

He took over the command in Italy from Moreau about the

middle of July, but he persuaded his predccesiior to remain at the

front and was largely guided by his advice. The odds against

the French troopsm the disastrous campaign of 1 799 (see French
Revolutionary Wars) were too heavy. Joubert and Moreau

were quickly compelled to give battle their great antagonist

Suvorov. The battle of Novi was disastrous to the French arms,

not merely bemuse itwas a defeat, but above all because Joubert

himself was amongst the first to fall (Aug. 15, 1799). Joubert

died before it could be shown whether his genius was of the first

rank, but he was at any rate marked out as a future great captain

by the greatest captain of all ages, and his countrymen intui-

tively associated him with Hoche and Marceau as a great leader

whose early death disappointed their highest hopes. After the

battle his remains were brought to Toulon and buried in F^ort

La Malgue, and the revolutionary government paid tribute

to his memory by a ceremony of public mourning (Sept. 16).

A monument to Joubert at Bourg was razed by order of

Louis XVIII., but another memorial was afterwards erected

at Pont de Vaux.

Sec Guilbcrl, Notice sur la vie de B. C. Joubert ;
Chevrier, I.e

Gi^fUval Joubert d'apn^s sa correapondance (ind ed., 1884).

JOUBERT, JOSSFH (1754-1824), French moralist, was born

at Montignac (Correze
)
on the 6th of May 1754. After completing

his studies at Toulouse he spent some years there as a teacher.

His delicate health proved unequal to the task, and after two
years spent at home in study Joubert went to Paris at die be-

ginning of 1778. He allied himself with the chiefs of the philo-

sophic party, especially with Diderot, of whom he was in some
sort a disciple, but his closest frienckhip was with the abbe de

Fontanes. In 1700 be was recalled to his native place to act

as juge de paixy and carried out the duties of his office with great

fidelity. He had made the acquaintance of Mme de Beaumont
in a Burgundian cottag^e where she had taken refuge from the

Terror, mijd it was under her inspiration that Joubert's genius

was best. The atmosphere of serenity and affection with

which she surrounded him seemed necessary to the devel(^>ment

of what Sainte-Beuve calls his esprit aile, ami du ciel ct des

hauteurs." Her death in 1803 was a great blow to him, and his

literary activity, never great, declined from that time. In 1809,

at the aolidtation of Joseph de Bonald, he was made an inspector-

general of education, and his professional duties practically

absorbed his interests during the rest of his hfe. He ffied on the

3rd of May 1824. His manuscripts were entrusted by his widow
U> Chateaubriand, who published a selection of Pmsees from

them in 1638 for private dreuktion. A more complete edition

was published by Joubert’s nephew, Paul de Raynai, under the

titk Pensies, tssedSj maximes et carrespondance (2 vols., 1842).

A selection of letters addressed to Joubert was published in 1883.

Joubert constantly strove after periection, and the small quantity

^ his work was partly due to bis desire to find adequate and
luminous expressKm for his discriminating criticism of literature

and morals.

If Joubert's readers in England are not numerous, he is well

known at second hand through the sympathetic essay devoted to

him in Matthew Arnold’s Ess^s in Criticism (ist aeries). Sec
Sainte-Benve, Causeries dh lundi, vol. i.: Portraits litUraires^ vol. ii.;

and a notice by Paul de Raynai, prefixed to the edition of 1842.

JOUBtm, PETRUB JACOBUS (1834-1900), commandant-
general of the South African Republic from to 1900, was
bom at Cango, in the district of Oudtshoom, Cape Colony, on

the 20th of Januaiy 1834, a descendant of a French Huguenot
who fled to South Africa soon afterthe revocation of the l^ct of

Nantes by Louis XJV. Left an orphan at on early age, Joubert

migrated to the Transvaal, where he settled in the WakkeT'

stroom district near Laing's Nek and the north-east angle of

Natal. There he not only farmed with great success, but turned

his attention to the study of the law. The esteem in which his

shrewdness in both farming and legal affairs was held led to his

election to the Volksraad as meml^r for Wakkerstroom'early in

the sixties, Marthinus Pretorius being then m his second term of

office as president. In 1870 Joubert was again elected, and the

use to wffich he put his slender stock of legal knowledge secured

him the appointment of attorney-general of the republic, while

in 1875 acted as president dtmng the absence of T. F. Burgers

in Europe. During the first British annexation of the Transvaal,

Joubert earned for hrmseif the reputation of a consistent irrecon-

cilable by refusing to hold office under the government, as Paul

Kruger and other prominent Boers were doing. Instead of

accepting the lucrative post offered him, he took a leading part

in creating and directing the agitation which led to the war of

1880-1881, eventually becoming, as comnuindant-gener^ of the

Boer forces, a membw of the triumvirate that administered the

provisional Boer government set up in December tH8o at

Heidelberg. He was in command of the Boer forces at Laing’s

Nek, Ingogo, and Majuba Hill, subsequently conducting the

earlier peace negotiations that led to the conclusion of the

Pretoria Convention. In 1883 he was a candidate for the pre-

.sidency of the Transvaal, but received only 1171 votes as a^nst
3431 cast for Kruger. Im893 be again opposed Kru|rer m the

contest for the presidency, standing as the representative of the

comparatively progressive section of the Boers, who wished in

some measure to redress the grievances of the Uitlander popuk-

tion which had grown up on the Rand. The poll (thouf^ there

is good reason for believing that the voting lists had been mani-

pulated by Kruger's agents) was declared to have resulted in

7911 votes being cast for Kruger and 7246 for Joubert. After

a protest Joubert acquiesced in Kruger's continued presidency.

He stood again in 1898, but the Jameson raid had occurred mean-

time and the voting was 12,858 for Kruger and 2001 for Joubert.

I

Joubert's position had then become mudi wei^ened by accusa-

I

tions of treachery and of sympathy with the Uitknder agitation.

He took little part in the negotiations that culminated in the

ultimatum sent to Great Britain by Kruger in 1899, and though

he immediately assumed nommal cotnmaad of the operations

on the outbreak of hostilities, he gave up to others the chief share

in the direction of the war, through his inability or neglect to

impose upon them his own will. His cautious nature, which had

in early life gained him the sobriquet of “ Slim Piet," joined to

a lack of determination and assertiveness that characterized his

whole career, led him to act mainly on the defensive; and the

strategically offensive movements of the Boer forces, such as

Elandslaagte and Willow Grange, appear to have been neither

planned nor executed by him. As the war went on, physical

weakness led to Joubert’s virtual retirement, and, though two
days earlier he was still reported as being in supreme command,
he died at Pretoria from peritonitis on the 28th of March 1900.

Sir George White, the defender of Ladysmith, summed up

Joubert’s character when he called him ** a soldier and a gentle-

man, and a brave and honourable opponent."

JOUFFROY, lEAM (c. 1412-1473), French prekte and diplo-

matist, was bom at Luxeuil (Haute-Saone). After entering

the Benedictine order and teaching at the university of Paris

from 1435 to 1438, he became almoner to Philip the <^d, duke
of Burgundy, who entrusted him with diplomatic missions in

France, Italy, Portugal and Castile. Jouffroy was appointed

abbot of Luxeuil (1451 ?), bishop of Arras (1453)^ P«^pal

legate (1459). At the French court his diplomatic duties

brought him to the notice of the dauphin (afterwards Louis XL).

Touf&oy entered Louis's service, and obtained a cardinal's hat

(1461), the bishopric of Albi(i4^), and the abbacy of St Denis

(1464). On several occasions he was sent to Rome to negotiate

the abolition of the Pragmatic Sanction and to ^fend the

interests of the Angevins at Naples. Attached by Ki^g Louis

to the sieur de Beaujeu in the expedition against. John V., count
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of Armognac^ Jovfivo^ vrts acouied of ttleiiig tbe town of

Lectoure by treachery^ and of being a party to the murder of

the count of Armagnac (1473). ^ Ren^y the tame
year.

See C. ITiefrille, Le OMriinmt Jmn ton Umps (>//jr*-/-#r7^)

<Coiltanacea, Buis, x£74).

wmnm, TH«Ofil0ttEraM)]l <1796-1841); French pMlo-
sQpiher; wot born at fontets; near Motithe; department of Doubt.
In his tenth year, hit father^ a tax-gatiierer; s^t him to an uncle

at IPontadier; under Whom he commenced his classtoal aludies.

At Dijon his compositions attracted the attentionof anim^dor,
who ^ him placed (1814) in the normal school^ Paris. He
there come imder the infhience of Victor Cousi»; and in 1817 he
was appointed assistant {n^olessor of philosophy at the normid
and Bourbon schools. Three years later, being thrown upon hit

own resources, he began a course of lectures in his own house,

and formed literary connexions with Le Counritr fran^aie^ he
Ghhe, LEn^clopi(keinoderne,md La Hevuie eufo^enne. The
variety of his pursuits at this time oarried hkn over the whole
field of ancient and modem literature. But he was chiefiy

attracted to the philosophical system represented by Reid and
Stewart. The application of “ oommon sense ” to the problem
of substance suppled a more satisfactory analytic for him than
the soepticisra of Hume which reached him thtough a study of

Kant. He thus threw in his lot with the Scottish philosophy,

and his first dissertations are, in their leading position, adsqsta^

tions from Reid’s Inquiry. In i8a6 he wroite a preface to a
translation of the Moral Philosophy of Stewart, demonstrating
the possibility of a scientific statement of the laws of conscious-

ness; in 1828 he began a translation of the works of Reid, and in

his preface estimated the influence of Scottish criticism upon
philosophy, giving a biographical account of the movement from

Hutcheson onwards. Next year he was returned to parlement

by the arrondissement of Pontarlier; but the work of legislation

was ill-suited to him. Yet he attended to his duties conscien-

tiously, and ultimately broke his health in their disciiarge. In

1833 he Was appointed professor of Greek and Roman philosophy

at the college of France and a member of the Academy of

Sciences; he then published the MUemges pkilosephiques{^Xh ed.,

1866; ICng. trans. G. Ripley, Boston, 1835 and 1838), a cdlection

of fugitive papers in criticism and philosophy and history. In

them is foreshadowed all that he aftem^rds worked out in

metaphysics, psychology, ethics and aesthetia;. He had already

demonstrated in his prefaces the possibility of a psychology apart

from physiology, of the science of the phenomena of conscious-

ness distinct from the perceptions of sense. He now classified

the mental faculties, premish^ that they must not be confounded

with capacities or properties of mind. They were, according to

his analysis, personal will, primitive instincts, voluntary move-
ment, natural and artificial signs, sensibility and the faculties

of intellect; on this analytic he founded hisscheme of the universe.

In 1835 he published a Cours de diroii naturel <4th ed., 1866),

which, for precision of statement and k^cai coherence, is the

most important of his works. From the conception of a universal

order in the universe he reasons to a Supreme Being, who has

created it and who has conferred upon every man in harmony
with it the aim of his existence, leading to his highest good.

Good, he says, is the fulfilment of man’s destiny, evil the thwart-

ing of it. Every man being organised in a pa^cular way has,

of necessity, an aim, the fuSlment of which » good; and he hat

faculties for accompli3hil^! it, directed reason. The aim is

good, however, only when mson guides it for the benefit of the

majority, but that-iis not ibsohite good. When reason rises to

the conception of universal order, when actions are submitted,

by theexerciae of asjmapathy working necessarily and intuitively

to the idea of the unive^. order, the good has been readied, the

truegood^ good in itMil, nbsohite good^ But he does not follow

his idea mto the details of human t^y, thou^ he passes in

reniaw fatdim, myeticum, pentheism, scepticism, egotism,

sentimentalisin and rarioiu^sm. In 1835 Jouffroy’s health

faM^ and.he went to Italy, where he eontiniied to transkte

the Scottish phtbsophers. On im fetum he became Ubcarian

to the onivenity, and took tbe chair of loceiit phdeioid^ at

the facahy of ktlm He died da Paids on the 4th^ Febraary
After his death were publiahed Nameam

fhiiasopkiques ed, s^e) and d'esthiHque (yd ed.,.

^75). The former contributed nothing new to the ^atem
exoe^ a more emphatic etatamont of the distinotion between
pi^chology and physiology. The latter formulated his theory

^ beauty.

Jooffroy’s daiin .to distinction rests upon his abikfy as an
ei^sitor of other men’a ideas. He founded tie system ; he con-

tributed xioth^ of importance to philosophical science; he
mitiated nothing whidi has survived him. Bdt bis enthusiaam
for niental science, and hiscommand over the langua^e^f popular
expesition, made hhn a great international medium ior the

transfusion of ideas. He stood between Scotland and France
and Germany and France; and, though his exposirions are

vitiated by loose reading of the philoso^ers he interpreted, he

did serviceable, even memorable work.

Sese L. lAvy Bnihl, History of Modern Philos, in Prance

PP* 349-357; G. 1 . Tissot, Th. jem^oy : sa vse et ses deriu <^87^;
J. P. Daj^on, Lssai sur Vhistosre de la pkilos. en Prance au xtx*

siicle ><1846).

JOW8» JuQGS, or }0G0S (O. Fr. feug, from Lat. fugum^ a
yoke), an instrument of punishment formerly in use ki Scotland,

Holk^ and possibly other countries. It was On tren collar

fastened by a jdiert chain to a wad, often of the parish church,

or to a tree. The collar was placed round the (lender’s neck

and fastened by a padlock. The jougs was practically a pillory,

it was used for ecdesuistical as well as civil oflences. Examples

j

may still be seen in Scotland.

JOULB, JAMBS PRBSCOTT <1818-^1889), English physicist,

I

was bom on the 24th of December 1818, at Sali^rd, near Man-

I

Chester. Although he received some instruction from John
Dalton in chemistry, most of his scientific knowledge was self-

i

‘taught, and this was especially the case with refatd to electricity

and electro-cnagnetism, the subjects iki which his earliest

researches were oarried out. From the first he appreciated the

importance of accurate measurement, and all through his life

the attainment of exact quantitative data was one his chief

considerations. At the age of nineteen he invented, an electro-

magnetic engine, and in the course of examining its performance

dissatisfaction vague and arbitrary methods of ^sedifying

electrical quantities caused him to adopt a convenient and
scientific unit, which he took to be the amount of electricity

required to decompose nine grains of water in one hour, bi 1640

he was thus enabled to give a quantitati'i^e statement of the law

according to Which heat is ptoduced in a conductor by the

passive an electric current, and m succeeding years he pub<-

lished a series of valuable researches on the agemy^ of electricity

in transformations of energy. One of these contained the first

intimation of the achievement with which his name is most
widely associated, for it was in a paper read before the British

Association at Cork in 1843, and entided ** the Calorific Effects

of Mapieto-electricity and the Mechanical Value of Heat,” that

he eiqiressed the convictioa that whenever mechanical force is

expelled an exact equivalent of heat is always obtained. By
rotating a small electro-magnet in water, between the poles of

another magnet, and then measuring the heat developed in the

water and other parts of the machme, the current induced in

the Qoils, and the energy required to maintain rotation, he

calculated that the quantity of heat capable of warming one
pound of water one degree F. was equivalent to the mechaaiad
force which could raise 838 lb throuj^ the distance of one loot.

At the same time he brought forward another detecm»iatkm

[

based on the hearii^ effects observable when water is loured

through capillary tubes; the number obtained in this way was

I

770. A thm method, (^lending on the observation: of the heat

I

evolved by the mechanical compression of air, was employed a

I

year or two later,and yielded the number 798 ;
and a foiwtfa^he

wdl-known frictionalqne of stinixig water with a sort of paddle-

wheel—yielded the result 890 (isee Bril. Aasae^ Bnfartj 1845),

though 81*5 was obtaikied hy subsequent repetitions of toe
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experiment. In 1849 lie presented to the Royal Society a

memoir which, together with a history of the subject, contained

details of a long series of determinations, the result of which was

772. A good many years later he was entrusted by the com-

mittee of the British Association on standards of electric resist-

ance with the task of deducing the mechanical equivalent of heat

from the thermal effects of electric currents. This inquiry

yielded (in 1867) the result 783, and this Joule himself was in-

clined to regard as more accurate than his old determination by

the frictional method; the latter, however, was repeated with

every precaution, and again indicated 772*55 foot-pounds as the

quantity of work that must be expended at sea-level in the

latitude of Greenwich in order to raise the temperature of one

pound of water, weighed in vacuo

y

from 60" to 61“ F. Ultimately

the discrepancy wa.^ traced to an error which, not by Joule^s

fault, vitiated the determination by the electrical method, for

it was found that the standard ohm, as actually defined by the

British Association committee and as used by him, was slightly

smaller than was intended; when the necessary corrections were

made the results of the two methods were almost precisely con-

gruent, and thus the figure 772*55 was vindicated. In addition,

numerous other researches stand to Joule’s credit—the work done

in compressing gases and the thermal changes they undergo when
forced underpressure through small apertures(with Lord Kelvin),

the change of volume on solution, the change of temperature

produced by the longitudinal extension and compression of solids,

&c. It was during the experiments involved by the first of these

inquiries that Joule was incidentally led to appreciate the value

of surface condensation in increasing the efficiency of the steam

engine. A new form of condenser was tested on the small engine

employed, and the results it yielded formed the starting-point

of a series of investigations which were aided by a special grant

from the Royal Society, and were described in an elaborate

memoir presented to it (m the 13th of December i860. His

results, according to Kelvin, led directly and speedily to the

present practical method of surface-condensation, one of the

most important improvements of the steam engine, especially

for marine use, since the days of James Watt. Joule died at

Sale on the nth of October 1889.

IUs scientific papers were collected and published by the Physical

Society of London : the first vohime, which appeared in 1884,
contained the researches for which he was alone responsible, and the
second, dated 1887, those which he carried out in association with
other wo|^ers.

JoflIUDAN, JEAN BAPTISTE, Count (1762-1833), marshal of

France, was born at Limoges on the 29th of April 1762, and in his

boyhood was apprenticed to a silk merchant of Lyons. In 1776
he enlisted in a French regiment to serve in the American War
of Independence, and after being invalided in 1784 he married

and set up in business at Limoges. At the outbreak of the

revolutionary wars he volunteered, and as a subaltern took part

in the first campaigns in the north of France. His rise was even

more rapid than that of Hoche and Marceau. By 1793 he had
become a general of division, and was selected by Carnot to

succeed Houchard as commander-in-chief of the Army of the

North
;
and on the i5th-i6th of October 1793 he won the brilliant

and important victory of Wattignies (see French Revolu-
tionary Wars). Soon afterwards he became a “ suspect,*’ the

moderation of his political opinions and his misgivings as to the

future conduct of the war being equally distasteful to the trucu-

lent and enthusiastic Committee of Public Safety. Warned
in time by his friend Carnot and by Bar^re, he avoided arrest and
resumed his business as a silk-mercer in Limoges. He was soon

reinstated, and early in 1794 was appointed commander-in-chief

of the Army of Sambr©»et-Meu.se. After repeated attempts to

force the passage of the Sambre had failed and several severe

general actions had been fought without result, Jourdan and his

army were discouraged, but Carnot and the civil commissioners

urged the genml, even with threats, to a last effort, and this

time he was successful not only in crossing the Sambre but in

winning a brilliant victory at Fleurus (June 26, 1794), the
consequence nf which was the extension of the French sphere

of influence to the Rhine, on which river he waged an indecisive

campaign in 1795.

In 1796 hb army formed the left wing of the advance into

Bavaria. The whole of the French forces were ordered to

advance on Vienna, Jourdan on the extreme left and Moreau in

the centre by the Danube valley, Bonaparte on the right by Italy

and Styria. The campaign began brilliantly, the Austrians

under the Archduke Charles being driven back by Moreau and
Jourdan almost to the Austrian frontier. But the archduke,

slipping away from Moreau, threw his whole weight on Jourdan,
who was defeated at Amberg and Wurzburg, and forced over the

Rhine after a severe rearguard action, which cost the life of

Marceau. Moreau had to fall back in turn, and, apart from
Bonaparte's marvellous campaign in Italy, the operations of the

year were disastrous. 'Fhe chief cause of failure was the vicious

plan of campaign imposed upon the generals by their government.

Jourdan was nevertheless made the scapegoat of the govern-

ment’s mistakes and was not employed for two years. In those

years he became prominent as a politician and above all as the

framer of the famous conscription law of 1798. When the war
was renewed in 1799 Jourdan was placed at the head of the army
on the Rhine, but again underwent defeat at the hands of the

archduke Charles at Stockach (March 25), and, disappointed and
broken in health, handed over the command to Mass6na. He
at once resumed his political duties, and was a prominent oppo-

nent of the coup d'etat of 18 Brumaire, after which he was expelled

from the Council of the Five Hundred. Soon, however, he

became formally reconciled to the new regime, and accepted

from Napoleon fresh military and civil employment. In 1800

he became inspector-general of cavalry and infantry and repre-

sentative of French interests in the Cisalpine Republic, and in

1804 he was made a marshal of France. He remained in the

new kingdom of Italy until 1806, when Joseph Bonaparte, whom
his brother made king of Naples in that year, selected Jourdan
as his military adviser. He followed Joseph into Spain in the

same capacity in 1808. But Joseph’s throne had to be main-

tained by the French army, and throughout the Peninsular War
the other marshals, who depended directly upon Napoleon, paid

little heed either to Joseph or to Jourdan. After the battle of

Vitoria he held no important command up to the fall of the

Empire. Jourdan gave in his adhesion to the restoration

government of 1814, and though he rejoined Napoleon in the

Hundred Days and commanded a minor army, he submitted

to the Bourbons again after Waterloo. He refused, however,

to be a member of the court which tried Marshal Ney. He was
made a count, a peer of France (1819), and governor of Grenoble

(1816). In politics he was a prominent opponent of the royalist

reactionaries and supported the revolution of 1830. After this

event he held the portfolio of foreign affairs for a few days, and
then became governor of the Invalides, where his last years were

spent. Marshal Jourdan died on the 23rd of November 1833,

and was buried in the Invalides.

He wrote Opirations de Varmie du Danube (1799) ;
Mimoires pour

servir 4 Vkistotre sur la eampagne de 1796 (1819) ;
and unpublished

personal memoirs.

JOURNAL (through Fr. from late Lat. diurnalis, daily), a daily

record of events or business. A private journal is usually an

elaborated diary. When applied to a newspaper or other

periodical the word is strictly used of one published each day

;

but any publication issued at stated intervals, such as a magazine

or the record of the transactions of a learned society, is commonly
called a journal. The word journalist ” for one whose business

is writing for the public press (see Newspapers) seems to be as

old as the end of the 17th century.

“ Journal ” is particularly applied to the record, day by day,

of the business and proceedings of a public body. The journals

of the British houses of parliament contain an official record of

the business transacted day by day in either house. The record

does not take note of speeches, though some of the earlier

volumes contain references to them. The journals are a length-

ened account written from the
**
votes and proceedings ” (in the

House of Lords called “ minutes of the proceedings ”), made day
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by day by the assistant clerks^ and printed on the responsi-

bility of the clerk to the house, after submission to the “ sub-

committee on the journals.” In the Commons the journal is

passed by the Speaker before publication. The journals of the

House of Commons begin in the first year of the reign of Edward
VI. (1547), and are complete, except for a short interval under
Elizabeth. Those of the House of Lords date from the first year

of Henry VIII. (1509). Before that date the proceedings in

parliament were entered in the rolls of parliament, which extend
from I *78 to 1503. The journals of the Lords are “ records

”

in the judicial sense, those of the Commons are not (see Erskine

May, Parliamentary Practice^ 1906, pp. 201-202)^

The term ” journal ” is used, in business, for a book in which
an account of transactions is kept previous to a transfer to the

ledger (see Book-keeping), and also as an equivalent to a ship’s

log, as a record of the daily run, observations, weather changes,

Sic. In mining, a journal is a record describing the various

strata passed through in sinking a shaft. A particular use of the

word is that, in machinery, for the parts of a shaft which are in

contact with the bearings; the origin of this meaning, which is

firmly established, has not been explained.

JOURNEY (through O. Fr. jornee or journee, mod. Fr. joumee,
from mcd. Lat. diumaia, Lat. diumusj of or belonging to dies,

day), properly that which occupies a day in its performance, and
so a day’s work, particularly a day’s travel, and the distance

covered by such, usually reckoned in the middle ages as twenty

miles. The word is now used of travel covering a certain amount
of distance or lasting a certain amount of time, frequently defined

by qualifying words. “ Journey ” is usually applied to travel by
land, as opposed to ” voyage,” travel by sea. The early use of

” journey ” for a day’s work, or the amount produced by a day’s

work, is still found in glassmaking, and also at the British Mint,

where a “ journey ” is taken as equivalent to the coinage of

15 H) of standard gold, 701 sovereigns, and of 60 Ih of silver

The term ” journeyman ” also preserves the original signi-

ficance of the word. It distinguishes a qualified workman or

mechanic from an ” apprentice ” on the one hand and a
” master ” on the other, and is applied to one who is employed
by another person to work at his trade or occupation at a day’s

wage.

JOUVENBT, JEAN (1647-1717), French painter, bom at

Rouen, came of a family of artists, one of whom had taught

Poussin. He early showed remarkable aptitude for his profes-

sion, and, on arriving in Paris, attracted the attention of Le Brun,

by whom he was employed at Versailles, and under whose
auspices, in 1675, became a member of the Academic Royale,

of which he was elected professor in 1681, and one of the four

perpetual rectors in 1707, The great mass of works that he

executed, chiefly in Paris, many of which, including his celebrated

Miraculous Draught of Fishes (engraved by Audran ;
also Landon,

Annales, i. 42), are now in the Louvre, show his fertility in

invention and execution, and also that he possessed in a high

degree that general dignity of arrangement and style which dis-

tinguished the school of Le Brun. Jouvenet died on the 5th of

April 1717, having been forced by paralysis during the last four

years of his life to work with his left hand.

See M6m, irUd. acad, toy, de p. et de sc., 1854, and D’Argenville,

Vies des peintres,

JOUY, VICTOR JOSEPH fiTIBNNE DE (1764-1846), French

dramatist, was bom at Jouy, near Versailles, on the 12th of

September 1764. At the age of eighteen he received a commis-

sion in the army, and sailed for South America in the company
of the governor of Guiana. He returned almost immediately to

France to complete his studies, and re-entered the service two
years later. He was sent to India, where he met with many
romairtic adventures which were afterwards turned to literary

account. On the outbreak of the Revolution he returned to

France and served with distinction in the early cami^igns,

attaining the rank of adjutant-general. He drew suspicion on

hims^, however, by refusing to honour the toast of Marat, and
had to fly for his life. At the fall of the Terror he resumed his

commission but again fell under suspicion, being accused of

treasonable correspondence with the English envoy, James
Hams, ist earl of Malmesbury who had been sent to France to

negotiate terms of peace. He was acc^uitted of this charge, hut,,

weary of repeated attacks, resigned his position on the pretext

of his numerous wounds. Jouy now turned his attention to
literature, and produced in 1807 with immense success his opera

La vestale (music by Spontini). The piece ran for a hundred
nights, and was characterized by the Institute of France as the

best lyric drama of the day. Other operas followed,^ but none
obtained so great a success. He published in the GoMette de

France a senes of satirical sketches of Parisian life, collected

under the title of VErmiie de la ChaussSe d^AtUin, ou eiservatums

sur les mceurs et les usages franfois au commencement du xisd

siecle (1812-1814, 5 vols.), which was warmly received. In 1821

his tragedy of Sylla gained a triumph due in part to the genius

of Talma, who had studied the title-rdle from Napoleon. Under
the $.estoration Jouy consistently fought for the cause of freedom,

and if his work was overrated by his contemporaries, they were

probably influenced by their respect for the author himself. He
died in rooms set apart for his use in the palace of St Germain-en-

Laye on the 4th of September 1846.

Out of the long list of his operas, tragedies and miscellaneous
writings may be mentioned, Fernand Cortes (1809), opm, in col-

laboration with J. E. Esmtoard, music by Spontini; Tippo SaU>,

tragedy (1813); BJlisairet tragedy (x8i8); Les Hermites en prison

(1823), written in collaboration with Antoine like himself a
political prisoner; Guillaume Tell (1829), with Hippolyte Bis, for

the music of Rossini. Jouy was also one of the founders of the
Biographie nouvelle des contemporains.

JOVELLANOS (or Jove Llanos), CASPAR MELCHOR DE
(1744-1812), Spwish statesman and author, was bom at Gijon

in Asturias, Spain, on the 5th of January 1744. Selecting law

as his profession, he studied at Oviedo, Avila, and Alcald, and
-in 1767 became criminal judge at Seville. His integrity and
ability were rewarded in 1778 by a judgeship in Madrid, and in

1780 by appointment to the council of military orders. In the

capital Jovellanos took a good place in the literary and scientific'

societies; for the society of friends of the country he wrote in

1787 his most valuable work, Informs sobre un proyecto de ley

agraria.
^
Involved in the disgrace of his friend, Fran9ois

Cabarrus, Jovellanos spent the years 1790 to 1797 in a sort of

banishment at Gijon, engaged in literary work and in foimding

the Asturian institution for agricultural, industrial, social and
educational reform throughout his native province. This

institution continued his darling projeebup to the latest hours

of his life. Summoned again to public life in 1797, Jovellanos

refused the post of ambassador to Russia, but accepted that of

minister of grece and justice, under ” the prince of the peace,”

whose attention had been directed to him by Cabarrus, then a
favourite of Godoy. Displeased with Godoy’s policy and conduct

Jovellanos combined with his colleague Saavedra to procure his

dismissal. Godoy returned to power in 1798; Jovellanos was
again sent to Gijon, but in 1801 was thrown into prison in

Majorca. The revolution of 1808, and the advance of the

French into Spain, set him once more at liberty. Joseph Bona-
parte, on mounting the Spanish throne, made Jovellanos the

most brilliant offers; but the latter, sternly refusing them all,

joined the patriotic party, b^me a member of the central junta,

and contributed to reorganize the cortes. This accomplished,

the junta at once fell under suspicion, and Jovellanos was in-

volved in its fall. To expose the conduct of the cortes, and to

defend the junta and himself were the last labours of his pen. In
181 1 he was enthusiastically welcomed to Gijon

;
but the approach

of the French drove him forth again. The vessel in which he

sailed was compelled by stress of weather to put in at Vega in

Asturias, and there he died on the 27th of November 1811.

The poetical works of lovellanot comprise a tri^edy El pelayo, the
comedy El delincuente honradOf satires, and miscellaneous pieces,

including a translation of the first book of Paradise Lost. His
prose works, especially those on political and legislative economy,
constitute his real title to literary fame. In them de|^ of thought
and clear-sighted sagacity are couched in a certain Ckeronhui
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okegiiAco and classical, purity of st^de. Bosidos the Ley apmie^ he
wrote Elogios ‘ vacioua political and other eesaya

;
and Memonas

poitticas (1801)^ suj^ressed in Spain, and translated into French,
1825. An edition of his complete works was published at Madrid
(1831-1832) in 7 vols., and another at Barcelona (1839).
Soe Naticias histoncas de Don C. M. d$ Joveilanos (1822), and

Memoruee pftra la v^da del Senior . . . Jonellanos, by J, A. C. Ber>
mudez (18x4),

JOVELLAR Y SOLER, JOAQUUi (1810-1892), captain-

general of Spain, was bom at Palma de Mallorca, on the ikh
of December 1819. At the close of his studies at the military

academy he was appointed sub-lieutenant, went to Cuba as

captain in 1842, returned to the War Office in 1851, was promoted
major in 1853, and went to Morocco as private secretary to

Marshal O'Donnell, who made him colonel in i860 after Jovellar

had been wounded at the battle of Wad e] Ras. In 1863 Jovellar

became a brigadier-general, in 1864 under-secretary for war; he

was severely wounded in fighting the insurgents in the streets

of Madrid, and rose to the rank of general of division in 1866.

Jovellar adhered to the revolution, and King Amadeus made
him a lieutenant-general in 1872. He absented himself from

Spain when the federal republic was proclaimed, and returned

in the autumn of 1873, when Castelar sent him to Cuba as

governor-general. In 1874 Jovellar came back to the Peninsula,

and was m command of the Army of the Centre against the

Carlists when Marshal Campos went to Sagunto to proclaim

Alfonso XII. General Jovellar became war minister in the first

cabinet of the restoration under Canovas, who sent him to Cuba
again as governor-general, where he remained until the i8th of

June 1878, when the ten years’ insurrection closed with the peace

of Zaujon. Alfonso XII. made him a captain-general, presi-

dent of the council, life-senator, and governor-general of the

Philippines. Jovellar died in Madrid on the 17th of April

1892.

JOVIAN (Flavius Jovianus) (c. 332-364), Roman emperor

from June 363 to February 364, was bom at Singidunum inMoesia
about 332. As captain of the imperial bodyguard he accom-

panied Julian in his Persian expedition
;
and on the day after

that emperor’s death, when the aged Sallust, prefect of the East,

declined the purple, the choice of the army fell upon Jordan.

His election caused considerable surprise, and it is suggested by
Ammianus Marcellinus that he was wrongly identified with

another Jovian, chief notary, whose name also had been put

forward, or that, during the acclamations, the soldiers mistook

the name Jjpvianus for Jnlianus, and imagined that the latter

had reRRrered from his illness. Jovian at once continued the

retreat bt$(un by Julian, and, continually harassed by the

Persians, succeeded in reaching the banks of the Tigris, where a

humiliating treaty was concluded with the Persian king, Shapur

II. Five provinces which had been conquered by Galerius

in 298 were surrendered, together with Nisibis and other cities.

The Romans also gave up all their interests in the kingdom of

Armenia, and abandoned its Christian prince Arsaces to the

Persians. During his return to Constantinople Jovian was found

dead in his bed at Dadastana, half-way between Anryra and
Nica^. A surfeit of mushrooms or the fumes of a charcoal fire

have been assigned as the cause of death. Under Jovian,

Christianity was established as the state religion, and the

Labarum of Constantine again became the standard of the army.

The statement that he issued an edict of toleration, to the effect

that, while the exercise of magical rites would be severely

punished, his subjects should enjoy full liberty of conscience,

re.sts on insufficient evidence. Jovian entertained a great regard

for Athanasius, whom he reinstated on the archiepiscopal thfone,

desiring him to draw up a statement of the Catholic faith. In
^riac literature Jovian b^ame the hero of a Christian romance

(G. Hoffmann, Jultanus d'er Abtriinnige, 1880).

See Ammianus Marcellinus, xxv. 5-10; J. P. de la Bieterie, His-
ioife de Jovien (1740); Gibbon, Decline and Fa//, chs. xxiv., xxv.;

J. Wordsworth in Smith and Wace’s DitHonmy of CkrisHan
Biography

;
H. SchUlgr, der rdmischen Kaisetzeitf vol. ii.

(1887) ;
A. de Broglie, t^Egllise et Vempire romain an iff siide (4th ed.,

1882). For the relations pf Rome and Persia see Pbxsia : Ancient
History,

JOVINIAIIUS^ or Jovianvs, a Roman monk of heterodox
views, who flourished during the butter half of the 4th> century.

All onr knowledge of him is derived from a passionately hostile

polemic of Jerome' {Adv, Jomniamimi Libri i/.), written at

Bethlehem in 393, and without any peraonal acquaintance with
themn assailed. According to this authority Jovinian in 388
was living at Rome the oehbate life of an ascetic monk, possessed

a good acquaintance with the Bible, and wias the author of.several

minor works, but, undei|(oing an hereticai change of view, after-

wards became a self-indulgent Epicurean^and unrefined sensualist

The views which excited this denunciation were mainly these :

(1) Jovinian held that in point of merit, so far as their domestic
state was concerned, viigins, widows and married persons who
had been baptized into Christ were on a precisely equal footing;

(2) those who with full faith have been regenerated in baptism
cannot be overthrown (or, according to another reading, tempted)
of the devil; (3) to abstain from meats is not more praiseworthy
than thankfully to enjoy them; (4) aH who have preserved their

baptismal grace shall receive the same reward in the kingdom of

heaven. ^ Jovinian thus indicates a natural and vigorous reaction

again.st the exaggerated asceticism of the 4lh century, a protest

shared by Helvidius and Vigilantius. He was condemned by
a Roman synod under Bishop Siricius in 390, and afterwards

excommunicated by another at Milan under the presidency of

Ambrose. I’he year of his death is unknown, but he is referred

to as no longer alive in Jerome’s Contra Vigilantium (406).

JOVIUS, PAULUS) or Paolo Giovio (1483-1552), Italian

historian and biographer, was bom of an ancient and noble family

at Como'on the 19th of April 1483. His father died when he was
a child, and Giovio owed his education to his brother Benedetto.

After studying the humanities, he applied himself to medicine
and philo.sophy at his brother’s request. He was Pomponazzi’s
pupil at Padua; and afterwards he took a medical degree in the

umversity of Pavia. He exercised the medical profession in

Rome, but the attraction of literature proved irre.sistiblc for

Giovio, and he was bent upon becoming the historian of his age.

He presented a portion of his history to l,oo X., who read the

MS., and pronounced it superior in elegance to anything since

Livy. Thus encouraged, Giovio took up his resident'e in Rome,
and attached himself to Cardinal Giulio de’ Medici, the pope’s

nephew. The next pope, Adrian VI., gave him a canonry in

Como, on the condition, it is said, that Giovio sliould mention
liim with honour in his history. This patronage from a pontiff

who was averse from the current tone of Italian humanism
proves that Giovio at this period passed for a man of sound learn-

ing and sober manners. After Adrian’s death, Giulio dc’ Medici

became pope as Clement VIL and assigned him chambers in the

Vatican, with maintenance for servants befitting a courtier of

rank. In addition to other benefices, he finally, in 1528, bestowed
on him the bishopric of Noccra. Giovio had now become in a

special sense dependent on the Medici. He was employed by
that family on several misAions—-as when he accompanied
Ippolito to Bologna on the occasion of Charles V.’s coronation,

and Caterina to MarseiHes before her marriage to the duke of

Orleans. During the siege of Rome in 1 527 he attended Clement
in his flight from the Vatican. While crossing the bridge which
connected the palace with the castle of S. Angelo, Giovio threw
his mantle over the pope’s shoulders in order to disguise his

master.

In the sack he suffered a serious pecuniary and literary loss, if we
may credit his own statement. The story runs that he deposited
the MS. of his history, together with some silver, in a box at S.

Maria Sopra Minerva for s^ty. This box was discovered by two
Spaniards, one of whom secured the silver, while the other, named
Herrera, knowing who (Movio was, preferred to hold the MSS. for

ransom. Herrera was so caMless, however, as to throw away the
sheets he found in p^er, reserving only that porffon of. the woik
which was transcribed on parchraent. This he sub8equea%, sold

to Giovio in exdiange for a benefice at Cordova, which Qcment VII.
conceded to the Spaniard. Six books of the history were lost in

this transaction. Gfovio contented himself with indkafing their

substance in a summaiy. PorlMtpa he was not nnwilU&g mt has

work should reaemUo that of Uvy, even in ita imperfection. But

* See, more fully, Harnack, DogmOf v. 57,
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doubt mts the whole ot thia etorv, Apostolo JEeae*

tliai in the middk the last centuw three ol the missing books
turned among family papers in the possession ot Count Giov.
Batt. Giovio, who wrote a paneg3rric on his ancestor. Tt is therefore
not imprebahle that Olovio posseMed his hietory intact, but pe-
fedrred to withhold from pubiication those pertioDs whkh might
have itivoived him in di&cultioa w’ith Jiving persons at imprtance.
The omissions were afterwards made good by Curtio MimneSo in
the Italian edition, published at Venice in 1581. But whether
Marinello was the authmr of these addiftona is not known.

After Clement’s death Giovio found himself out of favour with

the next pope^ Paul III. The failure of his career is usually

ascribed to the irregularity of the life he led in the literary society

of Rome. We may also remember that Paul had special causes

for animosity against the Medici, whose servant Giovio had been.

Despairing of a cardinal’s hat, Giovio retired to his villa on the

lake of Como, where he spent the wealth he had acquired from
donations and benefices in adorning his villa with curiosities,

antiquities and pictures, including a very important collection

of portraits of famous soldiers and men of letters, now almost

entirely dispersed. He died upon a visit to Florence in 1552.

Giovio's principal work was tlie History of His Own Times^ from the
invasion of Chancs VIII. to the year 1547. It was divided into
two parts, containing altogether forty-five books. Of these, books
v.-xi. of part 1. were said by him to have been lost in the sack of
Rome, while books xix.-xxiv. of part ii., which should have embraced
the period from the dcatli of Leu to the sack, were never written.
Giovio supplied the want of the latter six books by his lives of Leo,
Adrian, Alphonso I. of Ferrara, and several other personages of

importance. But he alleged that the history of that period was
too painful to be written in full. His first published work, printed
in L524 at Rome, was a treatise De piscibus romanis, Auer his

retirement to Como he produced a valuable series of biographies,
entitled Elogia virorum illustrium. They commemorate men dis-

tinguished for letters and arms, selected from all periods, and are
said to have been written in illustration of portraits collect^ by him
for the museum of his villa at Como. Besides these books, wc may
mention a biographical history of the Visconti, lords of Milan; an
essay on mottoes and badges; a dissertation on the state of Turkey;
a large collection of familiar epistles; together with descriptions of
Britain, Muscovy, the Lake of Como and Giovio's own villa. The
titlas of thase miscellanias will be found in the bibliographical note
appended to this article,

Giovio preferred Latin in the composition of his more im-

portant works. Though contemporary with Machiavelli, Guicci-

urdini and Varchi, he adhered to humanistic usages, and cared

more for the Latinity than for the matter of his Stories. His

style is fluent and sonorous rather than pointed (x grave.

Partly owing to the rhetorical defects inherent in this choice of

Latin, when Italian had gained the day, but more to his own
untrustworthy and shallow character, Giovio takes a lower rank
as historian than the bulk and prestige orf his writings would
seem to warrant. He professed himself a flatterer and a lam-

pooner, writing fulsome eulo^es on the princes who paid him
w^ell, while he ignored or criticized those who proved less gener-

ous. The old story that he said he kept a golden and an iron

pen, to use according as people paid him, condenses the truth in

epigram. His private morsls were of a dubious character, and
as a writer he had the faults of the elder humanists, in combina-

tion with that literary cynicism which reached its height in

Aretino; and therefore his histories apd biographical essays are

not to be used as authorities, without corioboration. Yet
Giovio’s works, taken in their entirety and with proper reserva-

tion, have real value. To the student of Italy they yield a lively

picture of the manners and the feeling of the times in which he

lived, and in which he played no obscure,part. They abound
in vivid sketches, telling anecdotes, fugitive comments, which

unite a certain chaxm of autabiographical romance with the

worldly wisdom ofan ex;perienced courtier. A flavour of person-

ality makes them not unpleasant reading. While we learn to

despise and,mistrust ttminaxiin Giovio, we appreciate the author.

It would noK he too to^fatchefl to describe him asa sort of 16th-

century Horace Walpole.

Bmuocaaiuiy.^T^ fouKoes of Giovio's biography are; hit own
works: Tiraboaohi’t History of Italian LiUratnreii Litta'a Gtneahgy of

XUustrtons Italian Families ;< and Giov. Batt. Giovlo’t Vomini iutistri

Mia iUoitati Comojta, Modena (1784Y. Cieogna, in hit Belle inseriti-

em* Vemokme ^aacatta (Venice, xBjo), gives a list of Giovio’s works,

frooL which the follow^ notices are extracted* : x. Workrin iatin
M Panti Jovii Mstoriarum sui temporis. ab anno a4 aw.
(Fldrenoe i55o>i ^52), the same translated into Italian by L. Dbtneni*
chi, and hrvt puc^tied at Florence alterwanla at Teniae:
(2) Lssfiis X., Jhadeiani VL^Fompeii Columnar Caad,,vitm (Floretasa,’

1^48)1, translated by Domenichi (Fisxemce, X349).: (3) Vitae XII.
vicecomitum Mediolani principum (Paris, 1549), translatedby Dome-
nichi (Venice, 1549); (4) Vita SforHaa etariss. duds (Rome, 1549).
translated by Domenichi (Florence, 1549); (5 )

Vita Ff. feed. bSM
(Floreace, 1549), translated by Domenichi (ibid. X55Xf; (6) Vita
MagMi Consalvi (ibid. 1549); translated by Domenklu (ibid. 15S^;
(7) Alfonsi Atestensi, &c. (ibid. 1550), Italian tranalatian by Giov.
Batt. Gelli (Florence, 1553) ; (8) EIom virorum belKcavitiutai/lustriitm
(ibid. 1551), translated by DomfenicM (ibid. 1554) ;

(W. Eiofia tOaromm
virorum^ ftc. (Veniee, 1540^ (these are hiogra^es 01 men of katets),
translated by Hi][mlito Onooi Ferrara (Florence, 1554; (10) Libelius
de legatione Basilti Magni prindpis Moscoviae (Rom& i)2;5j

; (i x)

Descriptio Larii Lacus (Venice, X559)
; (12) Descripiio Britanntaef &c.

(Venice, X548); (X3) De piscibus romanis (Rome, 1524); (^14) Deserip-
Hones auotquot eaiant regi&num atque locorum {Baad, 1571V 2. Works
in Italian

; (i) Dialog delle imprsse mititad et amoross (Rome,
1555) *• (2) Commentari delle cose dei Turchi (Venice, x 541); (3) Lettere
volgari (Venice, 1560). Some minor works and numerous reprints
of those cited have lx?en omitted from this list

;
and it should 1^

be mentioned that some of tlie lives with additional matter, are
included in tlie Vitae illustrium vtrorum (Basel, 157O). (J. A. S.)

The best and most complete edition of Ciovio^s works is that of
Basel (1678) . For his life sec Giuseppe Sanesi, ‘

‘ Akuni oaservaadoni e

notizie intorno a tre storici minori del ciiiqueoento—Giovio; Nerli,
Segni" (in Arckwio Storico Jtaliano, 5th series, vol. xxiii.); Eug.
Miintz, Sul museodi ritratti composioda Paolo Giovio (ibid, vol xix.).

JOWSTT, BRHJAMIN (1817-1893), English schekr and
theologian, master of Balliol College, Oxford, was born in Cam-
berwell on the X5th of April 1817. His father was one of a
VorkEhire family who, for three generations, had been supporters

of the Evangelical movement in the Church of England. His
mother was a Langhome, in some way related to poet and
translator of Plutarch. At twelve the boy was placed on the

foundation of St Paul’s School(then in St Paul’s Churchyard),and
in his nineteenth year he obtained an open scholarshipat Balliol.

In 1838 he gained a felbwship, and graduated with first-daas

honours in 1839. Brought up amongst pious Evangelicals, he
came to Oxford at the height of the Tractarian movement, and
through the friendship of W. G. Ward was drawn for a time in

the direction of High Anglicanism; but a stronger and more
lasting influence was that of the Arnold school, represented by
A. P. Stanley. Jowett was thus led to concentrate his attention

on theology, and in the summers of 1845 and 1846, spent in

Germany with Stanley, he became an eager student of German
criticbm and speculation. Amongst the writings of that period

he was most impressed by those of F. C^Baur. But he never
ceased to exercise an independent judgment, and hb work on
St Paul, which appeared in 1855, was the result Of much ordinal
reflection and inquiry. He was appointed to the Greek professor-

ship in the autumn oi that year. He had been a tutor of Balliol

and a clergyman since 1842, and had devoted himself to the work
of tuition with unexampled zeal. Hb pupils became hb friends

for life. He discerned their capabilities, studied their characters,

and sought to remedy their defects by frank and searching

criticism. Like anoth^ Socrates, he taught them to know theo^
selves;, repressh^ vanity, encoura^ng the despondent, and
attadxing ail alike by his unobtrusive sympathy. Thb work
gradually made a strong impression, and those who cared for

Oxford began to speak of him as ’’ the great tutor.” As early

as 1839 Stanley had joined with Tait, tlw .future archbishopv in

advocating certain university reforms. From 1846 onwards
Jowett thr^ himself into thb movement, which in 1848 became
|fsnml amongst the younger and more thoughtful fellows, unttil

It took effect in the commission of 1850 and the act of 1854.
Another eduoattonai reiocm, the opening of the Indian cbril

service to competition, toede place at the same time, and Jowett
was one of the commbsion. He had two brothers, who served

and died in India, and he never ceased to take a deepand praotacal

interest in Indian affairs. A great disappointment, his repi^
ftr the mastership of Balliol, also in 118(54, appears to have imntd
him into the coi^letion of hb book on The EpistUs of Si Paul.

Thb work, described bygone of his friends as a miracledf bold-

ness,” b full df originality:and suggestiveness^but itspiubli^
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awakened against him a storm of theological prejudice, which

followed him more or less through life. Instead of yielding to

this, he joined with Henry Bristowe Wilson and Rowland
Williams, who had been similarly attacked, in the production

of the volume known as Essays and Reviews. This appeared in

i860 and gave rise to a strange outbreak of fanaticism. Jowett^s

loyalty to those who were prosecuted on this account was no less

characteristic than his persistent silence while the augmentation

of his salary as Greek professor was withheld. This petty perse-

cution was continued until 1865, when E. A. Freeman and Charles

Elton discovered by historical research that a breach of the con-

ditions of the professorship had occurred, and Christ Church

raised the endowment from £40 a year to £500. Meanwhile

Jowett's influence at Oxford had steadily increased. It culmi-

nated in 1864, when the country clergy, provoked by the final

acquittal of the essayists, had voted in convocation against the

endowment of the Greek chair. Jowett’s pupils, who were now
drawn from the university at large, supported him with the

enthusiasm which young men feel for the victim of injustice.

In the midst of other labours Jowett had been quietly exerting

his influence so as to conciliate all shades of liberal opinion, and
bring them to bear upon the abolition of the theological test,

which was still required for the M.A. and other degrees, and for

university and college offices. He spoke at an important meeting

upon this question in London on the loth of June 1864, which laid

the ground for the University Tests Act of 1871. In connexion

with the Greek professorship Jowett had undertaken a work

on Plato which grew into a complete translation of the Dialogues^

with introductory essays. At this he laboured in vacation time

for at least ten years. But his interest in theology had not

abated, and bis thoughts found an outlet in occasional preaching.

The university pulpit, indeed, was closed to him, but several

congregations in London delighted in his sermons, and from 1866

until the year of his death he preached annually in Westminster

Abbey, where Stanley had become dean in 1863. Three volumes

of selected sermons have been published since his death. The
years 1865-1870 were occupied with assiduous labour. Amongst
his pupils at Balliol were men destined to high positions in the

state, whose parents had thus shown their confidence in the

supposed heretic, and gratitude on this account was added to

other motives for his unsparing efforts in tuition. In 1870, by

an arrangement which he attributed to his friend Robert Lowe,

afterwards Lord Sherbrooke (at that time a member of Glad-

stonc’^rtlftistry), Scott was promoted to the deanery of Rochester

and jWefct was elected to the vacant mastership by the fellows

of Balliol. From the vantage-ground of this long-coveted

position the Plato was published in 1871. It had a great and
well-deserved success. While scholars criticized particular

renderings (and there were many small errors to be removed
in subsequent editions), it was generally agreed that he had
succeeded in making Plato an English classic.

If ever there was a beneficent despotism, it was Jowett’s rule

as master. Since 1866 his authority in Balliol had been really

paramount, and various reforms in college had been due to his

initiative. The opposing minority were now powerless, and the

younger fellows who had been his pupils were more inclined to

follow him than others would have been. There was no obstacle

to the continued exercise of his firm and reasonable will. He still

knew the undergraduates individually, and watched their pro-

gress with a vigilant eye. His influence in the university was
less assured. TTic pulpit of St Mary’s was no longer closed to

him, but the success of Balliol in the schools gave rise to jealousy

in other colleges, and old prejudices did not suddenly give way

;

while a new movement in favour of “ the endowment of research
”

ran counter to his immediate purposes. Meanwhile, the tutor-

ships in other colleges, and some of the headships also, were being

filled wi^ Balliol men, and Jowett’s former pupils were promi-

nent in both houses of parliament and at the W. He continued

the practice, which he had commenced in 1848, of taking with
him a small party of undergraduates in vacation time, and work-
ing with them in one of his favourite haunts, at Askrigg in

Wensleydale, or Tuminel Bridge, or later at West Malvern. The

new hall (1876), the organ there, entirely his gift (1885), and the

cricket ground (1889), remain as external monuments of the

master’s activity. Neither business nor the many claims of

friendship interrupted literary work. The six or seven weeks
of the long vacation, during which he had pupils with him, were

mainly employed in writing. The translation of Aristotle’s

PoLiiicSy the revision of Plato, and, above all, the translation of

Thucydides many times revised, occupied several years. The
edition of the Republic

^

undertaken in 1856, remained unfinished,

but was continued with the help of Professor Lewis Campbell.

Other literary schemes of larger scope and deeper interest were

long in contemplation, but were not destined to take effect—an
Essay on the Religions of the World, a, Commentary on the Gospels,

a Life of Christ, a volume on Moral Ideas, Such plans were

frustrated, not only by his practical avocations, but by his

determination to finish what he had begun, and the fastidious

self-criticism which it took so long to satisfy. The book on
Morals might, however, have been written but for the heavy
burden of the vice-chancellorship, which he was induced to

accept in 1882, by the hope, only partially fulfilled, of securing

many improvements for the university. The vice-chancellor

was ex o^io a delegate of the press, where he hoped to effect

much; and a plan for draining the Thames Valley, which he had
now the power of initiating, was one on which his mind had dwelt

for many years. The exhausting labours of the vice-chancellor-

ship were followed by an illness (1887); and after this he relin-

quished the hope of producing any great original writing. His

literary industry was thenceforth confined to his commentary
on the Republic of Plato, and some essays on Aristotle which were
to have formed a companion volume to the translation of the

Politics. The essays which should have accompanied the trans-

lation of Thucydides were never written. Jowett, who never

married, died on the ist of October 1893. The funeral was one

of the most impressive ever seen in Oxford. The pall-bearers

were seven heads of colleges and the provost of Eton, all old

pupils.

Theologian, tutor, university reformer, a great master of a

college, Jowett’s best claim to the remembrance of succeeding

generations was his greatness as a moral teacher. Many of the

most prominent Englishmen of the day were his pupils and owed
much of what they were to his prec^t and example, his pene-

trative sympathy, his insistent criticism, and his unwearying

friendship. Seldom have ideal aims been so steadily pursued

with so clear a recognition of practical limitations. Jowett’s

theological work was transitional, and yet has an element of

permanence. As has been said of another thinker, he was “ one

of those deeply religious men who, when crude theological

notions are being revised and called in question seek to put new
life into theology by wider and more humane ideas.” In earlier

life he had been a zealous student of Kant and Hegel, and to the

end he never ceased to cultivate the philosophic spirit; but he

had little confidence in metaphysical systems, and sought rather

to translate philosophy into the wisdom of life. As a classical

scholar, his scorn of littlenesses sometimes led him into the

neglect of minutiae, but he had the higher merit of interpreting

ideas. His place in literature rests really on the essays in his

Plato. When their merits are fully recognized, it will be found

that his worth, as a teacher of his countrymen, extends far

beyond his own generation.

See The Life and Letters of Benjamin Jowett, by E. A. Abbott and
Lewis Campbell (1897); Benjamin Jowett, by Lionel Tollemache

(189.5). (L. C.)

JOYEUSE, a small town in the department of Ard^che, France,

situated on the Baume, a tributary of the Ard^che, is historically

important as having been the seat of a noble French family

which derived its name from it. The lordship of Joycuse came,

in the 13th century, into the possession of the house of (Mteau-
neuf-R^don, and was made into a viscountship in 1432.

Guillaume, viscount of Joyeuse, was bishop 0^ Alet, but after-

wards left the church, and became a marshal of France; he died

in 1592. His eldest son Anne de Joyeuse (1561-1587) was one

of the favourites of Henry III. of France, who created him duke
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doubt mts the whole ot thia etorv, Apostolo JEeae*

tliai in the middk the last centuw three ol the missing books
turned among family papers in the possession ot Count Giov.
Batt. Giovio, who wrote a paneg3rric on his ancestor. Tt is therefore
not imprebahle that Olovio posseMed his hietory intact, but pe-
fedrred to withhold from pubiication those pertioDs whkh might
have itivoived him in di&cultioa w’ith Jiving persons at imprtance.
The omissions were afterwards made good by Curtio MimneSo in
the Italian edition, published at Venice in 1581. But whether
Marinello was the authmr of these addiftona is not known.

After Clement’s death Giovio found himself out of favour with

the next pope^ Paul III. The failure of his career is usually

ascribed to the irregularity of the life he led in the literary society

of Rome. We may also remember that Paul had special causes

for animosity against the Medici, whose servant Giovio had been.

Despairing of a cardinal’s hat, Giovio retired to his villa on the

lake of Como, where he spent the wealth he had acquired from
donations and benefices in adorning his villa with curiosities,

antiquities and pictures, including a very important collection

of portraits of famous soldiers and men of letters, now almost

entirely dispersed. He died upon a visit to Florence in 1552.

Giovio's principal work was tlie History of His Own Times^ from the
invasion of Chancs VIII. to the year 1547. It was divided into
two parts, containing altogether forty-five books. Of these, books
v.-xi. of part 1. were said by him to have been lost in the sack of
Rome, while books xix.-xxiv. of part ii., which should have embraced
the period from the dcatli of Leu to the sack, were never written.
Giovio supplied the want of the latter six books by his lives of Leo,
Adrian, Alphonso I. of Ferrara, and several other personages of

importance. But he alleged that the history of that period was
too painful to be written in full. His first published work, printed
in L524 at Rome, was a treatise De piscibus romanis, Auer his

retirement to Como he produced a valuable series of biographies,
entitled Elogia virorum illustrium. They commemorate men dis-

tinguished for letters and arms, selected from all periods, and are
said to have been written in illustration of portraits collect^ by him
for the museum of his villa at Como. Besides these books, wc may
mention a biographical history of the Visconti, lords of Milan; an
essay on mottoes and badges; a dissertation on the state of Turkey;
a large collection of familiar epistles; together with descriptions of
Britain, Muscovy, the Lake of Como and Giovio's own villa. The
titlas of thase miscellanias will be found in the bibliographical note
appended to this article,

Giovio preferred Latin in the composition of his more im-

portant works. Though contemporary with Machiavelli, Guicci-

urdini and Varchi, he adhered to humanistic usages, and cared

more for the Latinity than for the matter of his Stories. His

style is fluent and sonorous rather than pointed (x grave.

Partly owing to the rhetorical defects inherent in this choice of

Latin, when Italian had gained the day, but more to his own
untrustworthy and shallow character, Giovio takes a lower rank
as historian than the bulk and prestige orf his writings would
seem to warrant. He professed himself a flatterer and a lam-

pooner, writing fulsome eulo^es on the princes who paid him
w^ell, while he ignored or criticized those who proved less gener-

ous. The old story that he said he kept a golden and an iron

pen, to use according as people paid him, condenses the truth in

epigram. His private morsls were of a dubious character, and
as a writer he had the faults of the elder humanists, in combina-

tion with that literary cynicism which reached its height in

Aretino; and therefore his histories apd biographical essays are

not to be used as authorities, without corioboration. Yet
Giovio’s works, taken in their entirety and with proper reserva-

tion, have real value. To the student of Italy they yield a lively

picture of the manners and the feeling of the times in which he

lived, and in which he played no obscure,part. They abound
in vivid sketches, telling anecdotes, fugitive comments, which

unite a certain chaxm of autabiographical romance with the

worldly wisdom ofan ex;perienced courtier. A flavour of person-

ality makes them not unpleasant reading. While we learn to

despise and,mistrust ttminaxiin Giovio, we appreciate the author.

It would noK he too to^fatchefl to describe him asa sort of 16th-

century Horace Walpole.

Bmuocaaiuiy.^T^ fouKoes of Giovio's biography are; hit own
works: Tiraboaohi’t History of Italian LiUratnreii Litta'a Gtneahgy of

XUustrtons Italian Families ;< and Giov. Batt. Giovlo’t Vomini iutistri

Mia iUoitati Comojta, Modena (1784Y. Cieogna, in hit Belle inseriti-

em* Vemokme ^aacatta (Venice, xBjo), gives a list of Giovio’s works,

frooL which the follow^ notices are extracted* : x. Workrin iatin
M Panti Jovii Mstoriarum sui temporis. ab anno a4 aw.
(Fldrenoe i55o>i ^52), the same translated into Italian by L. Dbtneni*
chi, and hrvt puc^tied at Florence alterwanla at Teniae:
(2) Lssfiis X., Jhadeiani VL^Fompeii Columnar Caad,,vitm (Floretasa,’

1^48)1, translated by Domenichi (Fisxemce, X349).: (3) Vitae XII.
vicecomitum Mediolani principum (Paris, 1549), translatedby Dome-
nichi (Venice, 1549); (4) Vita SforHaa etariss. duds (Rome, 1549).
translated by Domenichi (Florence, 1549); (5 )

Vita Ff. feed. bSM
(Floreace, 1549), translated by Domenichi (ibid. X55Xf; (6) Vita
MagMi Consalvi (ibid. 1549); translated by Domenklu (ibid. 15S^;
(7) Alfonsi Atestensi, &c. (ibid. 1550), Italian tranalatian by Giov.
Batt. Gelli (Florence, 1553) ; (8) EIom virorum belKcavitiutai/lustriitm
(ibid. 1551), translated by DomfenicM (ibid. 1554) ;

(W. Eiofia tOaromm
virorum^ ftc. (Veniee, 1540^ (these are hiogra^es 01 men of katets),
translated by Hi][mlito Onooi Ferrara (Florence, 1554; (10) Libelius
de legatione Basilti Magni prindpis Moscoviae (Rom& i)2;5j

; (i x)

Descriptio Larii Lacus (Venice, X559)
; (12) Descripiio Britanntaef &c.

(Venice, X548); (X3) De piscibus romanis (Rome, 1524); (^14) Deserip-
Hones auotquot eaiant regi&num atque locorum {Baad, 1571V 2. Works
in Italian

; (i) Dialog delle imprsse mititad et amoross (Rome,
1555) *• (2) Commentari delle cose dei Turchi (Venice, x 541); (3) Lettere
volgari (Venice, 1560). Some minor works and numerous reprints
of those cited have lx?en omitted from this list

;
and it should 1^

be mentioned that some of tlie lives with additional matter, are
included in tlie Vitae illustrium vtrorum (Basel, 157O). (J. A. S.)

The best and most complete edition of Ciovio^s works is that of
Basel (1678) . For his life sec Giuseppe Sanesi, ‘

‘ Akuni oaservaadoni e

notizie intorno a tre storici minori del ciiiqueoento—Giovio; Nerli,
Segni" (in Arckwio Storico Jtaliano, 5th series, vol. xxiii.); Eug.
Miintz, Sul museodi ritratti composioda Paolo Giovio (ibid, vol xix.).

JOWSTT, BRHJAMIN (1817-1893), English schekr and
theologian, master of Balliol College, Oxford, was born in Cam-
berwell on the X5th of April 1817. His father was one of a
VorkEhire family who, for three generations, had been supporters

of the Evangelical movement in the Church of England. His
mother was a Langhome, in some way related to poet and
translator of Plutarch. At twelve the boy was placed on the

foundation of St Paul’s School(then in St Paul’s Churchyard),and
in his nineteenth year he obtained an open scholarshipat Balliol.

In 1838 he gained a felbwship, and graduated with first-daas

honours in 1839. Brought up amongst pious Evangelicals, he
came to Oxford at the height of the Tractarian movement, and
through the friendship of W. G. Ward was drawn for a time in

the direction of High Anglicanism; but a stronger and more
lasting influence was that of the Arnold school, represented by
A. P. Stanley. Jowett was thus led to concentrate his attention

on theology, and in the summers of 1845 and 1846, spent in

Germany with Stanley, he became an eager student of German
criticbm and speculation. Amongst the writings of that period

he was most impressed by those of F. C^Baur. But he never
ceased to exercise an independent judgment, and hb work on
St Paul, which appeared in 1855, was the result Of much ordinal
reflection and inquiry. He was appointed to the Greek professor-

ship in the autumn oi that year. He had been a tutor of Balliol

and a clergyman since 1842, and had devoted himself to the work
of tuition with unexampled zeal. Hb pupils became hb friends

for life. He discerned their capabilities, studied their characters,

and sought to remedy their defects by frank and searching

criticism. Like anoth^ Socrates, he taught them to know theo^
selves;, repressh^ vanity, encoura^ng the despondent, and
attadxing ail alike by his unobtrusive sympathy. Thb work
gradually made a strong impression, and those who cared for

Oxford began to speak of him as ’’ the great tutor.” As early

as 1839 Stanley had joined with Tait, tlw .future archbishopv in

advocating certain university reforms. From 1846 onwards
Jowett thr^ himself into thb movement, which in 1848 became
|fsnml amongst the younger and more thoughtful fellows, unttil

It took effect in the commission of 1850 and the act of 1854.
Another eduoattonai reiocm, the opening of the Indian cbril

service to competition, toede place at the same time, and Jowett
was one of the commbsion. He had two brothers, who served

and died in India, and he never ceased to take a deepand praotacal

interest in Indian affairs. A great disappointment, his repi^
ftr the mastership of Balliol, also in 118(54, appears to have imntd
him into the coi^letion of hb book on The EpistUs of Si Paul.

Thb work, described bygone of his friends as a miracledf bold-

ness,” b full df originality:and suggestiveness^but itspiubli^



JUAN MANUEL-—JUAREZ
JUAN MANUBLp DON (1382-1349), infante of Castile, son of

the infante Don Mamiel and Beatrix of Savoy, and grandson of

St Ferdinand, was bom at Escalona on the 5th of May 1282.

His father died in 1284, and the young pince was ^ucated
at the court of his cousin, Sancho IV., with whom his peco-

cious abilUy made him a favourite. In 1394 he was appointed

adeUmiado of Murcia and in his fourteenth year served against

the Moors at Granada. In 1304 he was entrusted by the queen-

mother, Doha Maria de Molina, to conduct political negotiations

with James II. of Aragon on ^haJf of her son, Ferdinand IV.,

then under age. His diplomacy was successful and his marriage

to James II.’s daughter, Constantina, added to his prestige.

On the death of Ferdinand IV. and of the regents who governed

in the name of Alphonso XI., Don Juan Manuel acted as guardian

of the king who was proclaimed of age in 1325. His ambitious

design of continuing to exercise the royal power was defeated by

Alphonso XI., who married the ex-regent’s daughter Constanza,

and removed hb fatber-in-iaw from the scene by nominating him
adelaniado mayor de la frmtera, Alphonso XI.’s repudiation

of Constanza, whom he imprisoned at Toro, drove Don Juan
Manuel into opposition, and a long p^iod of civil war followed.

On the death of his wife Constantina in 1327, Don Juan Manuel

strengthened his position by marrying Dona Blanca de la Cerda;

he secured the support of Juan Nunez, aljhez of Castile, by

arranging a marriage between him and Maria, daughter of Don
Juan el Tuerto; he won over Portugal by promising the liand

of his daughter, the ex-queen ('onstanza, to the infante of that

kingdom, and he entered into alliance with Mahomet III.

of Granada. This formidable coalition compelled Alphonso XI.

to sue for terms, which he accepted in 1328 without any

serious intention ^ complying with them; but he was com-

pelled to release Doha Constanza. War speedily broke out

anew, and lasted till 1331 when Alphonso XL invited Juan
Manuel and Juan Nunez to a banquet at Villahumbrales with

the intention, it was believed, of assassinating them
;
the plot

failed, and Don Juan Manuel joined forces with Peter IV. of

Aragon. He was besieged by Alphonso XI. at Garci-Nuhez,

whence he escaped on the 30th of July 1336, fled into exile,

and kept the rebellion alive till 1338, when he made his peace

with the king. He proved his loyalty by serving in further

expeditions against the Moors of Granada and Africa, and died

a tranquil death in the first half of 1349.

Distinguished as an astute politician, Don Juan Manuel is

an authoTMM the highest emmence, and, considering the cir-

cumataffih^, of his stormy life, his voluminousness is remarkai^e.

The Libfo ae los sabios, a treatise called Engenos de Guerra and
the Libra de cantores, a collection of verses, were composed
between 1320 and 1327; but they have disappeared together

with the Libra de la eaballeria (written during the winter of 1326)

and the Reglas coma se dAe trovar, a metrical treatise assigned to

1338-1334. Of his surviving writings, Juan Manuel’s Crdnica

abreviada was compiled between 1319 and 1335, while the Libra

deU caza must have been written between 1320 and 1329; and
during this period of nine years the Crdnica de Espaiiaf the

Crdnica camplida, and the Tratado sabre las armas were pro-

duced. The Libra del caballero et del escudero was flnished before

the end of 1326; the first book of the Libro de los estadas was
finished on the 22nd of May 1330, while the second was begun
five days later

;
the first book of El Conde Lueanor was written in

1338, the second in 1330, and the fourth is dgted 12th of June

1335* We are unable to assign to any precise date the devout

Tractado on the Virgin, dedicated to the prior of the monastery
at Penafiel, to which Don Juan Manuel bequeathed his manu-
scripts; but it seems probable that the Libro de las frailes

predicadares is slightly later than the Libro de los estadas; that

the Libro de los casHgos (left unfinished, and therefore known by
the alternative title of Libro infmda) was written not later

than 1333, and that the treatise De Las mamras de amof was
compel between 1334 and 1337.

The historical summaricB, pious dissertations and miscel-

laneous writings are of secondary interest. The JJbro del cabal*

lero et del escudero is on another plane ;
it is no doubt suggested by

Lull’s Libre del orde ie cavedleria, but the points of resemUance
have been exaggerated ; the morbid mystiemn of Lull is rejected,

and the casefully finished style justifies the ^cial pride which
the author took in this perfonaance. The Muence of Lull’s

Blanquerna is Hkewiae visible in the Libra de los estader; but
there are marked dsvergences of substance go to prove
Don Juan Manuel's acquaintance with some versioa (not yet

identified) of the Bark^ and Josaphat legend. Nothing is

more striking than the curious and vaned erudition of the turbu-

lent prince ^0 weaves his personal ei^riences with htttorical

or legendary incidents, with remdniscences of Aesop and
Phaedrus, with the Disciplina eUriealis^ with KalUah and Dim*
nak, with countless Oriental traditions, and with all the materiail

of anecdotic literature which he embodies in the Libro de

patronioy best known by the title ofMConde Lucanor (the name
Lucanor being taken from the prose Trisian\ This work (also

entitled the Libro de cnxemplas) was first printed by Gonzalo
Argote de Molina at Seville in 1575, and it revealed Don Juan
Manuel as a master in the art of prose composition, and as the

predecessor of Boccaccio in the province of romantic narrative,

'fhe Cmtu novelle antiche are earlier in date, but these anonymous
tales, derived from popular stories diffused throughout the

world, lack the personal character which Don Juan lends to all

he touches. They are simple, unadorned variants of folk-lore

items; El Conde Lucanor is essentially the production of a
conscious artist, deliberative and selective in his methods.
Don Juan Manuel has not Boccaccio’s festive fancy nor his

constructive skill; he is too persistently didactic and concerned

to point a moral ; but he excels in knov. ledge of human nature,

m die faculty of ironical presentation, in tolerant wisdom and im

luminous conciseness. He naturalizes the Eastern apologue

in Spain, and by the laconic picturesqueness of his expression

imports a new quality into Spanish prose which attains its

fuU development in the hands of Juan de Valdes and Cervantes.

Some of his themes are utilized for dramatic purposes by Lope
de Vega in La Pobreza estimada, by Ruiz de Alarcon in La
I^rueba de las promesas

y

by Calderdn in La Vida es suenoy and by
Canizares in Don Juan de Espina en Mildn : there is an evident,

though remote, relation between the tale of the mancebo que caso

con una mujer tmy juerte y vmy brava and The Taming of the

Shrew
;
and a more dvect connexion exists between some of Don

Juan Manuel’s enxemplos and some of Andersen’s fairy tales.

Bibliography.—ObraSy edited by P. dc Gayangjos in the Biblioteca
de autores espailoleSyVol. li.; El Cond eLneanor {Leipzig, 1900), edited
by H. Knust and A. Hirschfeld; Libro de la caza (Halle, 1880), edited
by G. Baist

;
El Libro del caballero et del escudero, edited by S, Grkfen-

bCTg in Romamsche Forschungen, vol vi.; La Crdnica complida,
edited by G. Baist in Romanische Forschungen, vol. vi.

;
G. Baist,

Alter und Teaieruebertieferungder Seknfien Don Juan Manuels (Halle,

1880)
;

F. Hanssen, Notas A la oersipcacibn de D, Juan Manuel
(Santiago de Chile, 1902). The Conde Lucanor has been translated
by J. Eichendorff into German (1840), by A. I^uibusqne into French
(1854) and by J. YoA into English (1868). (J. F.-K.)

JUAREZ, BENITO PABLO (1806-1872), president of Mexico,

wag born near IxUan, in the state of Oajaca, Mexico, on the

2ist of March 1806, of full Indian blood. Early left in poverty

by the death of his father, he received from a charitable friar

a good general education, and afterwards the means of studying

law. Beginning to practise in 1834, Juarez speedily rose to

professional distinction, and in the stormy polkical me of his

time took a prominent part as an exponent of liberal views.

In 1833 he sat in the state legislature; in 1846 he was one of a
legislative triumvirate for his native state and a deputy to the

republican congress, and from 1847 to 1852 he was governor

of Oajaca. Banish^ in 1853 by Santa Anna, he returned

to Mexico in 1855, and joined Alvarez, who, after Santa Anna’s

defeat, made him minister of justice. Under Comonfort, who
then succeeded Alvarez, Juarez was governor of Oajaca (1855),

and in 1857 chief justice and secretary of the interior; and,

when Comonfort was unconstitutionally replaced by Zulogga
in 1858, the chief justice, m virtue of his office, claimed to be
legal president of the republic. It was not, however, till the

beginning of 1861 that he succeeded in finally defeating the
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unconstitatioaal fxuty and in being dnly eleeCed president by
Congress. His decree of July 1861^ suspending for two years sk

payments on* pubHe debts of every kmd^ led to the temling in

Mexico ol English, Spanish and French troops. The first two
powers were soen induced to withdraw their forces; but the

French remained, declared war in 1862, placed MaximiHan upon
the throne as emperor, and drove Juarez and his adherents to

the northern limits of the repubfic. Juarez maintair^ an
obstinate resistance, which resulted m final success. In 1867

Maximilian was takra at Queritaro, and shot ; and in August

Jaurez was once more elected president. His term of office was

far from tranquil ;
discontented generals stirred up ceaseless

revolts and insurrectkms; and, though he was re-elected in 1871,

his popularity seemed to be on the wane. He died of apoplexy

in the city of Mexico on the i8th of July 1872. He was a

statesman of integrity, ability and determination, whose good

qualities are too apt to be overlooked in consequence of his

connexion with the unhappy fate of Maximilian.

JUBA, the name of two kings of Numidia.

JiTBA I. (ist century B.C.), son and successor of Hiempsal,

king of Numidia. During the civil wars at Rome he sided with

Pompey, partly from gratitude because he had reinstated his

father on his throne (Appian, B.C. i. 80), and partly from enmity

to Caesar, who had insulted him at Rome by pulling his beard

(Suet., Caesar, 71). Further, C. Scribonius Curio, Caesar’s general

in Africa, had openly proposed, 50 B.c., when tribune of the

plebs, that Numidia should be sold to colonists, and the king

reduced to a private station. In 49 Juba inflicted on the

Caesarean army a crushii^ defeat, in which Curio was slain (Veil.

Pat. ii, 54 ;
Caesar, B. C. ii. 40). Juba’s attention was distracted

by a counter invasion of his terntories by Bocchus the younger

and Sittius; but, finding that his lieutenant Sabura was able to

defend his interests, he rejoined the Pompeians with a large

force, and shared the defeat at Thapsus. Fleeing from the field

with the Roman general M. Petreius, he wandered about as a fugi-

tive. At length, in despair, Juba killed Petreius, and sou^
the aid of a slave in despatching himself (46). Juba was a

thorough savage; brave, treacherous, insolent and cruel. (See

NtrMIDIA.)

Juba II., son of the above. On the death of his father in

46 B.c. he was carried to Rome to grace Caesar’s triumph.

He seems to have received a good education under the ^re of

Augustus who, in 29, after Mark Antony’s death, gave him the

hand of Cleopatra Selene, daughter of Antony and Geopatra,

and placed him on his father's throne. In 25, however, he trans-

ferred him from Numidia to Mauretania, to which was added a

part of Gaetulia (see Numuma). Juba seems to have reigned in

considerable prosperity, though in a.d. 6 the Gaetulians rose in

a revolt of sufficient importance to afford the surname Gaetulicus

to Cornelius Lentulus Cossus, the Roman general who helped to

suppress it. The date of Juba’s death is by no means certain;

it has been put between a.d. 19 and 24 (Strabo, xvii. 828;

Dio Cassius, li. 15; liii. 26; Plutarch, Ant. Caesar, 55).

Juba, according to Pliny, who constantly refers to him, is mainly

memorable for his writings. He has been called the African

Varro.

He wrote many historical and geographical works, of which some
seem to have been voluminous and of considerable value on account

of the sources to which th«r auffior had access ; (1) :

(2) 'AtrevpicuU: ($) Ai/SueJ: (4) Di Arabia mue De expedihaae arabieai

(5) Phymhg0 \
(fi) Da Euphorbia herba; (7) TUpl (SJ

(9) Ihtarptic^ lernpia : (lo) *Qiuu6rnru \ (ll)

Fragments and li» in MhUer, Frag. kist. graec., vol. iii.; see also

Sevin, Mim. de Vaead. das imeripHont, vol. iv.
;
HuUemaim, De viia el

ecripbie Jnbae (184^). For the denarii of Juba 11 . found in 1908 at

^ ICm on the coast, of Morocco see Dieudonn^ in Revue numism.
(tgoS), pp. 3^0 seq. Tlicy are interesting mainly as throwing Ught

on the chmnrdogy of the reign.

JUBA^ or JuB, B river of East Africa, exceedii^ rooo m. in« risiii£ on the S.E. border of the Abyssinian highlands

wiitg S. across the GaUa and Somali countries to the sea.

Dt is foamed by the junction of three stoeams, aU hav^ thrir

source in the mountain range N.E. of Lake Rudolf which is the

wafter^pco*^ between the Nile basin and the rivers flowing to

the. Indian Ocean;

Of the thieo headstzeams, the Web, the Canaleand .<the

Ganalc (or Oanana) is the central river and the true u^r course of
the Juba. Ithastwoehief branches, the Blackand the Great
The last-named, the most remote somxe of the river, rises in 7^ 30'

N., 38^ £. at an altttude of about 7500 ft.,«thfi crest of the mountsnis
reaching another 2500 ft. In its upper course it flows over a rocky
bed with a swift cuirent and many rapids. The banks are clothed
with dense junrie and the hills beyond with thom-buSli. Lower down
the river has ^med a narrow valley, 1500 to aooo ft. bekwr the
general level of the country. Xicaving the higher moaoitaans in
about s'"

13' N., 40" £., the Ganale enters a large riightly undolatiog
grass plain which extends south of the valley of the Daua and occu-
pies all the country eastward to the junction of the two rivers. In
thU plain the Ganale makes a semicircular sweep noTffivrmrd before
resuming its general S.-E. course. East of 42** E. in 4" iz' N. it is

oined by the Web on the left or extern l^nk, and about 10 m*
ower down the Daua enters on the right bank.
The Web rises in the mountain chain a little S. and £. of the

sources of the Ganale, and some 40 m. from its source passes, first,

through a caiion 500 lit. deep, and then througha series of remarkable
under^ound caves hollowed out of a quartz mountain and, with
their arches and white columns, presenting the appearance of a
pillared temple. The Daua (or Dawa) is formed by the mountain
torrents which have their rise S. and W. of the Ganale and is of
similar character to that river. It has tew feeders and none of any
size. The descent to the open country is somewhait abrupt. In. iis

middle course theDaua hascut adeep narrow valley throughthe plain

;

lower down it bends N.E. to its junction with the Ganatc. The river

is not deep and can be forded in many places; the banks aire fringed

wiffi thick bush and doum-palms. At the junction of ttm Ganale and
the Web the river is swift-flowing and 85 yards across

;
just below the

Daua confluence it is 200 yds. wide, the altitude here—300 m. m a
direct line from the source of the Ganale—being only 390 ft.

Below the Daua the river, now known as the Juba, receives no
tributary of importance. It first flows in a valley bounded, espe-

cially towards the west, by the escanpments of a high plateau, and
containing the towns of Lugh (in 3** So'^N., the centre of active trade),

Bardera, 387 m. above the mouth, and Saranli—^the last two on
opposite sides of the stream, in 2” 20' N., a crossing-place for caravans
^yond I* 45' N. the coun^ becomes more levri and the course of

the rivei' very tortuous. On the west a series of amall lakes and
backwaters receives water from the Juba during the rains. Just

south of the equator channels from the long, branching Lake*
Deshekwama or Hardinge, fed by the Lakdera nver, enter from the

west, and in o" 15^ S. the Juba enters the sea across a dangerout baa,

which has only one fathom of water at high tide.

From its mouth to 20 m. above Bardera, where at 2* 35' N.

rapids occur, the Juba is navigable by shallow-draught steamers,

Imving a general depth of from 4 to 12 ft., though shallower in

places. Just above its mouth it is a fine stream 250 yds. wide,

with a current of 2} knots. Below IheMnountainous region of

the headstreams the Juba and its tributaries flow through a

country generally arid away from the banks of the streams.

The soil is sandy, covered either with thorn-scrub or rank grass,

which in the rainy season affords herbage for the herds of cattle,

sheep and camels owned by the Boran Gallas and theSomah who
inhabit the district. But by the banks of the lower river

character of the country changes. In this district, known as

Grosha, are considerable tracts of forest, and the level of flood

water is higher than much of the surrounding land. This low>-

lying fertile belt stretches along the river for about 300 m., but

is not more than a mile or two wide. In the river valley maize,

rice, cotton and other crops are cultivated* From Go^wen, a

trading settlement about 3 m. above the mourii of the Juba, a

road runs S.W. to the seaport of Kismayu, ro m. distant.

The lower Juba was ascended in 1865 ki a steaz^ by Baron

Karl von der Decken, who was murdered by Somali at Bardera,

but the river system remained otherwisre almost ufficnown

until after 1890. In *891 a survey of its lower course was exe-

cuted Captain F. G. Dundas of the British natvy, while in

1892-1893 its headstreams were colored by the Italian officers,

Captains Vittorio, Bottego and Grixoni, the former of whom dis-

proved the supposed connexion of the Omo (ace Rudolf, Laics)

with the JVba system. It has since been further exjfloreiii

Prince Eugenio Ruspofi, by Bott^go’s second expedition (1895),

by Donaldson Smith, A. E. Butter, Captein P: Mlrad of the

Britiish army, and athfku; The river, from its mouth 10 the con-

fluence of the Daua «9fd Ganale, forms the frontier between the
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British East Africa protectorate and Italian Somaliland; and

from that point to about 4“ 20' N. the Daua is the boundary

between British and Abyssinian territory,

JUBBULPORE, or Jabalpur^ a city, district, and division of

British India in the Central Provinces. The city is 616 m. N.E.

of Bombay* by rail, and 220 m. S.W. of Allahab^, Pop. (1901),

90,316. The numerous gorges in the neighbouri^ rocks have

been taken advantage of to surround the city with a series of

lakes, which, shaded by fine trees and bordered by fantastic

crags, add much beauty to the suburbs. The city itself is modern,

and is laid out in wide and regular streets. A streamlet separ-

ates the civil station and cantonment from the native quarter;

but, though the climate is mild, a swampy hollow beneath

renders the site unhealthy for Europeans. Formerly the capital

of the Saugor and Nerbudda territories, Jubbulpore is now the

headquarters of a brig^e in the jth division of the southern

army. It is also one of the most important railway centres in

India, being the junction of the Great Indian Peninsula and the

East Indian systems. It has a steam cotton-mill. The govern-

ment college educates for the science course of the Allahabad

University, and also contains law and engineering classes; there

are three aided high schools, a law class, an engineering class and

normal schools for male and female teachers. A native associa-

tion, established in 1869, supports an orphanage, with help from

government. A zenana mission manages 13 schools for girls.

Waterworks were constructed in 1882.

The District of Jubbulpore lies on the watershed between

the Nerbudda and the Son, but mostly within the valley of the

former river, which here runs through the famous gorge known
as the Marble rocks, and falls 30 ft. over a rocky ledge (the Dhuan
dkar, or misty shoot). Area, 3912 sq, m. It consists of a long

narrow plain running north-east and south-west, and shut in

on all sides by highlands. This plain, which forms an off-

shoot from the great valley of the Nerbudda, is covered in its

western and southern portions by a rich alluvial deposit of black

cotton-soil. At Jubbulpore city the soil is sandy, and water

plentiful near the surface. The north and east belong to the

Ganges and Jumna basins, the south and west to the Nerbudda

basin. In 1901 the population was 660,585, showing a decrease

of 9% since 1891, due to the results of famine. The principal

crops are wheat, rice, pulse and oil-seeds. A good deal of iron-

smelting with charcod is carried on in the forests, manganese ore

is found, and limestone is extensively quarried. The district is

travers^BJ* the main railway from Bombay to Calcutta, and

by new ranches of two other lines which meet at Katni junc-

tion. Jubbulpore suffered severely in the famine of 189^1897,
the distress being aggravated by immigration from the adjoining

native states. Fortunately the famine of 1900 was less severely

felt.

The eaily history of Jubbulpore is unknown
;
but inscriptions record

the existence during the iiui and 12th centuries of a local line of

princes of that Haihai race which is closely connected with the history

of Gondwana. In the i&th century the Gond raja of Garha Mandla
extended his power over fifty-two districts, including the present

Jubbulpore. During the minority of his grandson, Asai Khan, the

viceroy of Kara Manikpur, conquered the Garha principality and held

it at first as an independent chief. Eventually he submitted to the
emperor Akbar. The Delhi power, however, enjoyed little more
than a nominal supremacy; and the princes of Garha Mandla main-
tained a practical independence until their subjugation by the
Mahratta governors of Sau^r in 1781. In 1798 the pishwa granted
the Nerbudda valley to the Hhonsla princes of Nagpur, who continued
to hold the district until the British occupied it in 1818.

The Division of Jubbulpore lies mainly among the Vindhyan
and Satpura hill systems. It comprises the five following

districts
:

Jubbulpore, S^augor, Damoh, Seoni and Mandla.

Area, 18,950 sq. m.; pop. (1901), 2,081,499.

lUWt, the French architectural term (taken from the impera-

tive of Lat. jubere, to order) for the chancel or choir screen,

which in Engird is known as the rood-screen (see Rood).
Above the screen ivas a gallery or loft, from which the words

Jube Domine beneeffeere were spoken by the deacon before

the reading of the Gospel, and hence probably the name. One of

the finest jubis in Frcuice is that of the church of the Madeleine

at Troyes, in rich flamboyant Gothic. A later example, of the

Renaissance period, c, 16^, is in the church of St £tienne du
Mont, Paris. In the Low Countries there are many fine exam-
ples in marble, of which one of the most perfect from Bois-le-

Duc is now in the Victoria and Albert Museum.
JUBILEE (or Jubile),YEAR OF, in the Bible, the name applied

in the Holiness section of the Priestly Code of the Hexateuch
(Lev. XXV.) to the observance of every 50th year, determined by
the lapse of seven seven-year periods as a year of perfect rest,

when there was to be no sowing, nor even gathering of the

natural products of the field and the vine. At the beginning of

the jubilee-year the liberation of all Israelitish slaves and the

restoration of ancestral possessions was to be proclaimed. As
regards the meaning of the name “ jubilee ” (Heb. ydbel) modem
scholars are agreed that it signifies “ ram ” or “ ram's horn.”

Year of jubilee ” would then mean the year that is inaugurated

by the blowing of the ram's horn (Lev. xxv. 9).

According to Lev. xxv. 8-12, at the completion of seven

sabbaths of years (i.e. 7x7 49 years) the trumpet of the

jubilee is to be sounded “ throughout the land ” on the loth day
of the .seventh month (Tisri 10), the great Day of Atonement.
The 50th year thus announced is to be “ hallowed,” t.e. liberty ^

is to be proclaimed everywhere to everyone, and the people are

to return “ every man unto his possession and unto his family.”

As in the sabbatical year, there is to be no .sowing, nor reaping

that which grows of itself, nor gathering of grapes.

As regards real property (Lev. xxv. 13-34) the law is that if

any Hebrew under pressure of necessity shall alienate his pro-

perty he is to get for it a sum of money reckoned according to the

number of harvests to be reaped between the date of alienation

and the first jubilee-year : should he or any relation desire to

redeem the property before the jubilee this can always be done

by repaying the value of the harvests between the redemption

and the jubilee.

This legal enactment, though it i.s not found (nor anything like

it) in the earlier collections of laws, is evidently based on (or

modified from) an ancient custom which conferred on a near

kinsman the right of pre-emption as well us of buying back

(cf. Jer. xxxii. 6 sqq.). The tendency to impose checks upon the

alienation of landed property was exceptionally strong in Israel.

The fundamental principle is that the land is a sacred po.ssession

belonging to Yahweh. As such it is not to be alienated from

Yahweh’s people, to whom it was originally assigned. In Eze-

kiel’s restoration programme ” crown lands presented by the

‘ prince ' to any of his officials revert to the crown in tlie year of

liberty (? jubilee year)”; only to his sons may any portion of

his inheritance be alienated in perpetuity (Ezek. xlvi. 16-18;

cf. Code of Hammurabi, g 38 seq.).

The same rule applies to dwelling-houses of unwalled villages;

the case is different, however, as regards dwelling-houses in

walled cities. These may be redeemed within a year after trans-

fer, but if not redeemed within that period they continue per-

manently in possession of the purchaser, and this may well be an

echo of ancient practice. An exception to this last rule is made
for the houses of the Levites in the Levitical cities.

As regards property in slaves (Lev. xxv. 35-55) the Hebrew
whom necessity has compelled to sell himself into the service of

his brother Hebrew is to be treated as a hired seirant and

sojourner, and to be released absolutely at the jubilee; non-

Hebrew bondmen, on the other hand, are to be bondmen for

ever. But the Hebrew who has sold himself to a stranger or

sojourner is entitled to freedom at the year of jubilee, and

further is at any time redeemable by any of his kindred—the

redemption price being regulated by the number of years to run

between the redemption and the jubilee, according to the ordinary

wage of hired servants. Such were the enactments of the Priestly

Code—which, of course, represents the latest legislation of the

Pentateuch /post-exilic). These enactments, in order to be

understood rightly, must be viewed in relation to the earlier

1 Heb. dir^. The same word {dur&ru) is used in the Code of

Hammurabi in the similar enactment that wife, 9on ot daughter

sold into slavery for diebt are to be restored to iioetiy in the fourth

year (§ 1x7).
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similar provisions in connexion with the sabbatical (seventh)

year. The foundations of Lev. xxv. are laid in the ancient

provisions of the Book of the Covenant (Exod. xxi. 2 seq.; xxiii.

10 seq.) and in Deuteronomy (xv.). The Book of the Covenant
enjoined that the land should lie fallow and Hebrew slaves be
liberated in the seventh year; Deuteronomy required in addition

the remission of debts (Benzinger). Deuteronomy, it wBl be

noticed, in accordance with its humanitarian tendency, not only

liberates the slave but remits the debt. It is evident that these

enactments proved impracticable in real life (cf. Jer. xxxiv. 8
seq.), and so it became necessary in the later legislation of P,

represented in the present form of Lev. xxv., to relegate them
to the 50th year, the year of jubilee. The latter, however, was
a purely theoretic development of the Sabbath idea, which
could never have been reduced to practice (its actual observance

would have necessitated that for two consecutive years—the

4qth and 50th—absolutely nothing could be reaped, while in

the 51st only summer fruits could be obtained, sowing being

prohibited in the 50th year). That in practice the enactments
for the jubilee-year were disregarded is evidenced by the fact

that, according to the unanimous testimony of the Talmudists

and Rabbins, although the jubilee-years were “ reckoned
”

they were not observed.

The conjecture of Kuenen, supported by Wellhausen, that

originally I^v. xxv. 8 seq. had reference to the seventh year is a
highly probable one. This may be the case also with Ezek. xlvi.

1^18 (cf. Jer. xxxiv. 14). A later Rabbinical device for evading

the provisions of the law was the prosbul (ascribed to Hillel)—i.e, a condition made in the presence of the judge securing to

the creditor the right of demanding repayment at any time,

irrespective of the year of remi.ssion. Further enactments
regarding the jubilee are found in Lev. xxvii. 17-25 and
Num. xxxvi. 4. (W. R. S.

;
G. H. Bo.)

JUBILEES, BOOK OF, an apocryphal work of the Old Testa-

ment. The Book of Jubilees is the most advanced pre-Christian

representative of the Midrashic tendency, which had already been

at work in the Old Testament Chronicles. As the chronicler

had rewritten the history of Israel and Judah from the stand-

point of the Priests’ Code, so our author re-edited from the

Pharisaic standpoint of his time the history of the world from the

creation to the publication of the Law on Sinai. His work
constitutes the oldest commentary in the world on Qenesis and

part of Exodus, an enlarged Targum on these books, in which

difficulties in the biblical narration are solved, gaps supplied,

dogmatically offensive elements removed and the genuine spirit

of later Judaism infused into the primitive history of the world.

Titles of the Booh ,—The book is variously entitled. First, it is

known as ra *l<o/3ijX.alaj ol To)j8i;Xatoi, Heb. D''lQTn. This

name is admirably adapted to our b^k, as it divides into

jubilee periods of forty-nine years each the history of the world

from the creation to the legislation on Sinai, Secondly, it is

frequently designated “ The Little Genesis,” y Xeirrij reVew or y
MiKpoycVco-i?, Heb. This title may have arisen

from its dealing more fully with details and minutiae than the

biblical work. For the other names by which it is referred to,

such as The Apocalypse of Moses, The Testament of Moses, The
Book of Adam's Daughters and the Life of Adam, the reader may
consult Charles’s The Book of Jubilees, pp. xvii.-xx.

Object ,—The object of our author was the defence and expo-

sition of Judaism from the Pharisaic standpoint of the 2nd

century b.c. against the disintegrating effects of Hellenism. In

hb elaborate defence of Judaism our author glorifies circumcision

and the sabbath, the bulwarks of Judaism, as heavenly ordi-

nances, the sphere of which was so far extended as to embrace
Israel on earth. The Law, as a whole, was to our author the

realization in time of what was in a sense timeless and eternal.

Though revealed in time it was superior to time. Before ft had

been made known in sundry portions to the fathers, it had been

kept in h^ven by the ai^els, and to its observance there was
no limit in time or in eternity. Our author next defends Judaism

his glorification of Israel. Whereas the various nations of the

Gentiles were subject to angels, Israel was subject to God alone.

Israel was God’s son, and not 0^ did the nation stand in tids

relation to God, but also its individual members. Israel received
circumcision as a sign that they were the Lord’s, and this privi-

lege of cvcomcision they enjoy^ in common with thetwo highest
orders of angels. Hence Israel was to unite with God and these
two orders in the observance of the sabbath. Finally the des-
tinies of the world were bound up with Israel. The world was
renewed in the creation of the true man Jacob, and its final

renewal was to synchronize with the setting-up of God’s sanc-

tuary in Zion and the establishment of the Messianic kingdom*
In this kingdom the Gentiles had neither part, nor lot.

Versions : Greek, Syriac, Ethiopic and Lofiii.—Nttmerous frag-
ments of the Greek Version have come down to us in Justin Martyr,
Origen, Diodorus of Antioch, Isidore of Alexandria, Spiphanius,
John of Malala, Syncellus and others. This version was the parent
of the Ethiopic and Latin. The Ethiopic Version is most accurate
and trustworthy, and indeed, as a rule, slavishly literal. It has
naturally sufiered from the corruptions incident to transmission
through MSS. Thus dittographies are fr^uent and lacunae of
occasional occurrence, but the version is singularly free from the
glosses and corrections of unscrupulous scribes. The Latin Version,
of which about one-fourth has been preserved, is where it exists
of almost equal value with the Ethiopic. It has, however, suffered
more at the hands of correctors. Notwithstanding, it attests a long
array of passages in which it preserves die true text over against
corruptions or omissions in the Ethiopic Version. Finally, as re-
gards the Syriac Version, the evidence for its existence is not con-
clusive. It is based on the fact that a British Museum MS. contains
a Syriac fragment entitled " Names of the wives of the Patriarchs
according to the Hebrew Book of Jubilees.”

The Ethiopic and Latin Versions : Transtafions from the Greek .
—^Thc

Ethiopic Version is translated from the Greek, for Greek words such
asBpDf, $i\arot, x(4, &c., are transliterated in the Greek. Secondly,
many passages must be retranslated into Greek before we can dis-
cover the source of the various corruptions. And finally, proper
names are transliterated as they appear in Greek and not in Hebrew.
That the Latin is also a translation from the Greek is no less obvious.
Thus in xxxix. 12 timoris = corrupt for doi/Xfiar

;
in xxxviii.

13 honorem = but should here have been rendered by
trib%Uum, as the Ethiopic and the context require; in xxxii. 26,
celauit = corrupt for typu\p§ (so Ethiopic).

The Greek a Translation from the Hebrew .—^Tne early date of our
book—the 2nd century b.c.—and its place of composition sp^k for

a Semitic original, and the evidence bearing on tnis subject is con-
clusive. But the question at once arises, was the original Aramaic
or Hebrew ? Certain proper names in the Latin Version ending
in -in seem to bespeak an Aramaic original, as Getting Filistin, &c.
But sincef in all these cases the Ethiopic transliterations end in -m
and not in -x, it is not improbable that the Aramaism in the Latin
Version is due to the translator, who, it has been concluded on other
grounds, was a Palestinian Jcw.^ The grounds, on the other hand,
for a Hebrew original are weighty and numerous, (i) A work which
claims to be from the hand of Moses woul4 naturally be in Hebrew,
for Hebrew according to our author was the sacred and national
language. (2) The revival of the national spirit of a nation is

univer^ly, so far as we know, accompanied by a revivid of the
national language. (3) The text must be retranslated into Hebrew
in order to explain unintelligible expressions and restore the true
text. One instance will sufficiently illustrate this statement. In
xliii. II a certain Ethiopic expression = 4r 4/iot, which is a mis-
translation of for ^2 in this context, as we know from the
parallel passage in Gen. xliv. 18, which our text reproduces almost
verbally, = 8/o/tai. We might observe here that our text attests

the presence of dittographies already existing in the Hebrew text.

(4) Hebraisms survive in the Ethiopic and Latin Versions. In the

former nfi^a in iv. 4, is a corrupt transliteration of In the
Latin eligere tn te in xxii. 10 is a reproduction of mns and im

qua in ipsa in xix. 8 = n3 . . . Ityx. This idiom could, of

course, be explained on the hypothesis of an Aramaic original. (5)

Many paronomasiae discover themselves on retranslation into

Hebrew.
Textual AMnities ,—^A minute study of the text shows that it

attests an independent form of the Hebrew text of the Pentateuch.

Thus it agrees at times with the Samaritan, or SeptuaginL or Syriac,

or Vulgate, or even with Onkelos against all the rest. To be more
exact, our book represents some form of the Hebrew text of the

Pentateuch midway between the forms presupposed by the Septua-

gint and the Syriac
;
for it agrees more frequently with the Septuagint,

or with combinations into which the Septuagint enters, than with

1 In the Ethiopic Version in xxi. 12 it should be observed that in

the list of thatwelve trees suitable for burning on the altar several are

transliterated Aramaic names of trees. But in a late Hebrew work
(2nd century b.c.) the popular names of such olnects would natnially

be used. In certain cases the Hebrew may nave been forgotteo,

or. where the tree was of late introduction, been non-existent.
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any other single authority, or with any Gombinatioti exchidiiig the
Septuagint. Next to the Soptuagint it agrees most often with the
Syriac co: with combinations into which the Syriac enters. On the
otlier hand, its independence of the Septuagint is ahown in a large

numiier of paesagea, where it has the support of the Samaritan and
Mamoretic, or of these with varions combinations of the Syriac
Vulgate Onkelos. From these and other considerations we
may conclude that the textual evidence points to the composition
of our bciok at some period between 250 u.c. and a.d. 100, and at a
tuns nearer the earlier date than the later.

The book "Was written between 135 b.c. and the year of

Hyrranus’s breach with the Pharisees. This condition is drawn
from the foillowing facts: {1) The book was written during

the ponti&oate of the Maccah^ family, and not earlier than

135 B*c. For in xxxii. i Levi is called a “ priest of the Most
High God.^' Now the only high priests who bore this title were

the Maccabean, who appear to have assumed it as reviving the

order of Melchixedek when they displaced the Zadokite order of

Aaron. Jewish tradition ascribes the assumption of this title

to John Hyreanus. It was retained by his successors down to

Hyreanus II. (2) It was written before 96 B.C. or some years

earlier in the reign of John Hyreanus; for since our author is of

the strictest sect a Pharisee and at the same time an upholder

of the Maccabean pontificate, Jubilees cannot have been written

i after 96 when the Pharisees and Alexander Jannaeus came to

open strife. Nay more, it cannot have been written after the

0^ brendi between Hyreanus and the Pharisees, when the

former joined the Sadducean party.

The above conclusions are confirmed by a large mass of other

evidence postulating the same date. We may, however, observe

that our book points to the period already past—of stress and
persebution that preceded the recovery of national independence

under the Maccabees, and presupposes as its historical back-

ground the most dourkhing period of the Maccabean hegemony.
Author.—Our author was a Pharisee of the straitest sect. He

maintained the cveria.sting validity of the law, he held the

.strictest views on circumcision, the sabbath, and the duty of shun-

ning all intercourse with theGentDes; he believed in angels and
in a blessed immortality. In the next place he was an upholder

of the Maccabean pontificate. He gtorifie.s Levi’s successors as

high priests and civil rulers, and applies to them the title assumed
by Maccabean princes, though he does not, like the author of

the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, expect the Messiah

to come forth from among them. He may have been a

priest.

TheVimmt theAuthor onihs MessianicKingdom and theFuture

Life.—iMuiding to our author the Messianic kingdom was to be
brought abbtlt gradually by the progressive spiritual develop-

ment of man and a correspondii^ transformation of nature.

Its members were to reach the limit of 1000 years in happiness

and peace. During its continuance the powers of evil were to

be restrained, and the last judgment was apparently to take

place at its clo.se. As regards the doctrine of a future life, our

author adapts a position novel for a Palestinian writer. He
abandons the hope of a resurrection of the body. The souls of

the righteous are to enjoy a blessed immortality after death.

This is the earliest attested instance of this expectation in the

last two centuries B.c.

Literature.—Ethiopic Text and Translations: This text was first

edited by Dillmann from two MSS. in 1B59, and in 1893 by R. H.
Charles from four {The Etkiopie Version of the Hebrew Book of
Jubilees . . . with the Hebrew

^
Syriac^ Greek and Latin Fragmentd^.

in the latter edition, the Greek and Latin fragments are printed
together with the Ethiopic. The book was translated into German by
DiUmann from one MS. in Ewakl's JahrbOcher, vols. is. and iii. (1850,
1851), and by Littmann (in Kautzsch's Apok. und Pseud, ii. 59-119)
from ChaTie.s's Ethiopic text; into English by Schodde {Bill. Sacr.
T883) trom DiUmann 's text, and by Charles {Jewish Quarterly Heoiew,
vote. V., vi., vii. (i893-.i895)r^roin the text afterwards publuhed m
1895, and hnallv in his commentary. The Book of JsAilees (1902).
Critical inqutttei.

'

Dillmann, “Das Buch der Jubil&en*' (Ewald’s
JahrbUcher sUthiil. Wtssensch. (1851), iii. 72-96); “ Pseudepig. des
Alien TestaonWitiL^" Herzog s Realencyk.* xii. 564-363

;

“ Beitrfigeaus
dem Bttcheder JaciUlen zur Kritik des Pentateuch Textes "(SjitewiigZ'

benehte der KgL preuetiechen Akad,, 18B5)
;
Beer, Das Buch der Jubi’

ld§n.{i&$b); Rdnsch, Zhis Buokder lubilAeniJhj^); Singer, DocRucA
derfmtii^ien{iBgS); Bohn, ^^JDiaBedoutung desBuches^r Jubil&en

"

{TheoL Stud, und Kritikm (1900), pp. 167-184). A full bibliography

will ba found in Schurer or in R-. H. Charles's commentary, The
Book of Jubilees or the Little Genesis 4(1902), which deals exfaausuvely
with all the questions treated in this article. fR. H. C.)

JUBILEE YEAR* an institution in the Roman Catholic

Church, observed every twenty-fifth year, from Christmaa to
Christmas. During its continuance plenary indulgence is

obtaizuible by all the faithful, on condirion of their penitent^
confessing their sins wd visitin^g certain churches a stated

number ^ times, or doing an equivalent amount of meritorioas

work. The institution diates from the time of Boniface VXIL,
whose bull Antiguorum kabei fidem is dated the 22nd of February
1300. The circumstances in which itwas promulgated are related

by a contemporary aul^rity, Jacobus ^jeUmus, according to

whose account Relatio de centesimo s. jubilaeo anno ” in the

Bibliotheca Pairum) a rumour ^ead through Rome at the close

of 1299 that ev^ one visiting St Peter’s on the ut of January
1300would receive full absolution. The result was an enormous
influx of pilgrims to Rome, which stirred the pope’s attention.

Nothing was found in the archives, but an old peasant 107 years

of age avowed that his father had been similarly benefited a
centmy previously. The bull was then issued, and the pilgrims

became even more numerous, to the profit of b(kh cleigy and citi-

zens. Originally the churches of St Peter and St Paul in Rome
were the only jubilee churches, but the privilege was afterwards

extended to the Lateran Church and that of Sta Maria M^giore,
and it is now shared also for the year immediately following that

of the Roman jubilee by anumber of specified provincial churches.

At the request of the Roman people, which was supported by
St Bridget of Sweden and by Petrarch, Clement VI. in 1343
^pointed, by the bull Unigenitus Dei filius, that the jubilee

should recur every fifty years instead of every hundred years a.s

had been originally contemplated in the constitution of Boniface;

Urban VI., who was badly m need of money, by the bull Salvator

noster in 1389 reduced tlie interval stiU further to thirty-three

years (the supposed duration of the earthly life of Christ); and
Paul IL by the bull IneffabUis (April 19, 1470) finally fixed it at

twenty-five years. Paul II. also permitted foreigners to substi-

tute for the pilgrimage to Rome a visit to some specified church

in* their own country and a contribution towarik the expenses

of the Holy Wars. According to the special ritual prepared by
Alexander VI. in 1500, the pope on the Christmas Eve with

which the jubilee begins goes in solemn procession to a particular

walled-up ^oor (“ porta aurea ”) of St Peter’s and knocks three

times, usipg at the same time the words of Ps. cxviii. 19 {Aperiie

mihi porlas justitiae). The doors are then opened and ^rinkled

with holy wateE, and the pope passes through. A similar cere-

mony is conducted by cardinah at the other jubilee cliurches

of the city. At the close of the jubilee, the special doorway is

again built up with appropriate solemnities.

The last ordinary jubilee was observed in 1900. " Extraordinary “

jubilees are sometimes appointed on special occasions, e.g. the acces-
sion of a new pope, or that proclainuki by Pope Leo Xlll. for the
12^ of March 1881, “ in order to obtain from the mercy of Almighty
God help and succour in the weighty necessities of the Church, and
comfort and strength in the battie against her numerous and mighty
foes." These are not so much jubilees in the ordinary sense as
special grants of plenary indulgences for particnlar purposes {Indut^

geniiae plenariae in forma fubilaei),

JOcAR, a river of eastern Spain. It rises in the north of the

province of Cuenca, at the foot of the Cerro de San Felipe

(5906 ft.), and flows south past Cuenca to the borders of Albacete;

here it bends towards the east, and maintains this direction for

the greater part of its remaining course. On the right it is

connected with the city of Albacete by the Maria Cristina canal.

After entering Valencia, it receives on the left its chief tributary

the Gabriel, which also rises near the Cerro de San Felipe, in the

Montes Universales. Near Alcira the Jficar turns south-east-

ward, and then sharply north, curving agmn to the south-east

before it enters the Sfediterranean Sea at Culiera, after a total

course of 314 m. Its estuary forms the harbour of Culiera, and
its lower waters are freely utilized for purposes of irrigation.

JU0, LEO (1482-1542), known to his contemporaries as

Meister Leu, Swiss reformer, was bom in- Alsace and educated
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al Basely where after acounein mediciiie he turned to the sttn!^

of theol^. Thii change wta due to tbe kifluenoe of Zwingii

whose ce^eague atZimch became altersemng to four 3reiyr6

(i5iS>r58si) as {Mistor of Emsiedeln. Hts chief activity was as

a transkator; he was ibt leadtog spirit in the transktkm of the

Zurich Bible and also made a Latin version ofthe Ok) Testament
He died at Zurich on the i>9th of June 154J.

See Xi/f' fay C. Pestoozd <1660) ;
art. in Heraog-Haock's fieaf-

sn^kiopidie^ voi. ix. (1901).

iUDABA* the name given to the southern of Palestine as

occuped by the Jewish community in post«exilic days under

Persian, Greek and Roman overlordship. In Luke and Acts the

term is sometimes used loosely to denote the whole of western

Palestine. Tl» limits of Judaea were never very precisely

defined and—especially on the northern frontier—^varied fnmi

time to time. After the death of Herod, Archelaus became
ethnarch of Samaria, Idumea and Judaea, and when he was
deposed Judaea was merged in Syria, being governed by a pro-

curator whose headquarters were in Caesarea.

For « descri^tioa of the natural features of the country see

Palestine; for its history see Jews and Judah. Cf. T. Mommsen,
Tike Ffommees of ike Roman ch. xi.

JUDAH, a district of ancient Palestine, to the south of the

kingdom of Israel, between the Dead Sm and the Philistine

pilain. It falls physically into three parts : the hill-countiy

from Hebron northwards through Jerusalem; the lowland (Heb.

Shephelah) on the west; and the steppes or dry land ” (Heb.

Negeb) on the south. The district is one of striking contrasts,

wiA a lofty and stony table-land in the centre (which reaches

a height of 3300 ft. just north of Hebron), with a strategically

important valley dividing the central mountains from the low-

land, and with the most desolate of tracts to the east (by the

Dead Sea) and south. Some parts, especially around Hebron,

are extremely fertile, but the land as a whole has the character-

istics of the southern wilderness—^the so-called “ desert
”

is

not a sterile Sahara—and was more fitted for pastoral occupa-

tions
;
see further G. A. Smith, Hist, Geog, Hdy Landy chs. x.~xv.

life iu ancient Judah is frequently depicted in the Bible, but

much of the Judaean history is obscure. In the days of the

old Hebrew monarchy there were p^iods of conflict and rivalry

between Judah and Israel—even times when the latter incor-

porated, or at least claimed supremacy over, the former. Later,

from the 5th century b.c, there was a breach between the Jews

(the name is derived from Judah) and the Samaritans (q.v,).

The intervening years after the fall of Samaria ^722 B.c ), and

after the destruction of Jerusalem (586 b.c.), were probably

marked by closer intercourse, similar to the period of union in

the popular traditions relating to the pre-monarchical age.

rhe course of Judaean history was conditioned, also, by the

proximity of the Philistines in the west, Moab in the east, and

by Edom and other southern peoples cxtendii^ from North

Arabia to the delta of the Nile. Judah’s stormy history, con-

tinued under Greek and Roman domixmtion, reaped its climax

in the birth of Christianity, and ended with the fall of Jerusalem

in A.D. 70 (see Jews; Palestine).

In oonfedrnuty with ancient methods of genealogy (y.v.), Jodah
is traced back to a son of Jacob or Israel by Leah and along with
other *' tribes ” (Dan, Levi, Simeon, &c.) is included under the

collective term Israel. Thus it shares the general traditions of the

Israelites, although Judah appears aa an individual in the story of

his “ brother ** Jos^ (oo ch. xxxvii. seq,, see Genesis). Its

boundaries in Joshua xv. are manifestly artificial or imaginary;

they include the Philistines and number places which are etowhere
ascribed to Simeon or Dan. The origin of the name (

Yihitdah) is

quite uncertain: the. interpretation “ praised " is suggested in Gen.

xxix. 35 (cf. idix. S seq.), but some ronnexion with allied names,

as Yehfld (Yahtldlya, E. of JaffaO, or Ehftd (a Benjamite clan) seems

more probable. That Judah, ^i^teyer its ori^nal connotation,

underwent development through the incorporation of other clans

appears from 1 ChiM. U., iv., where it is found to contain a
large diement of non-Israetite population whose names tod analogies

or pandleUrin Simeonite, Edomile and other southern. Usts.^ Indm,

i See eroedally Wellhausen, be gentihue ef famtHis Judaeoeuin

(Ototliigen, the articles on the relative proper names 4n the

aHty, Bih.y and e. Meyer, Bit ftradHem x. tkH Nad^mtUdmmty
pp. 299-471 (much valuable matter).

uaderlyingtiie aecountof ehe laraelite sooBdus iqjt.) these are tsacesof

aaeparate movement of certain dans—apart from the Israelite inva-

non of Palestine—who ate ultimately found in the south of Judah:
and the tractions in Ckrbnicles fhemeelves allow the view tiurt

tbeiacorporatBin of these demeslslmgas under David, when Jndab
.first occupies a prominent position in biblical history (cf. Cheyae,
Enoy, Bib,y col. 2618 scq., and see Caleb; Jerahmebl; Kenitbs).
But such movements were not necessarily Umited to one single period,

and the evidence connecting (a) the non-Isroeliteukais of Judah with
Levites, and (6) both with the sosith, is tomd in Tuenntivet reiemng
to sevcEral/ daflerent ages and might to an unceasing relationship
with the south. On the other hand, clans, which in thotiraditious of

David's time were in the south of Judah, about five hundred years
later fin tiie exSe) are found near Jerusalem (t.g. OHsb), sothat either

these survived me strenuous vidsaitudes of half a TaUlmninm or
all pangicctive ol their early hisffeery has been lost. In Gen. xxxviii. .

a curious narrative points to the separation of Judah**" from bis

brethren*” and his marriage with Snua the Canaahfte; two sons

Er and Onan perish and the third Shdah survives. F^om Judah and
fir's widow Tamar are derived Perer and Zerah, and them with
Shriah appear in post-exilic times as tbe three representative families

of Judah (Neh. xi. 4-6 ;
1 Chron. ii^. 4-6) . This stoi^, amid anumber

of other motives, appears to reflect the growth of me tribe of Judah
and its fluctuations, but that the roferonce is to any very early

period is unlikely, partly because the mterest of the story ism post-

exilic famities, and partiy because the scenes (AduUam, Cherfb aad
Timnah) overlap with David's own fights between Hebron and
Jerusalem (2 Sam. xxi. xxiii.

;
see David, ad kn.)y Even David's

conquest of Jerusalem (2 Sam. v.) conflicts both with the statement
of its capture by Judah many years prevtously (Jndg. i. 8), and
with the traditions of the Israelite heroes Joshua and Saul. Conse-

quently, the few surviving data are too vneertain lor any decitive

conclusions regarding the origin of the tribe tii Judah. Judah as a
kingdom may have taken its name tium aTintited district, in whkfr
case its grov^ finds a parallel in the extension of the name gamaria
from the city to the province. The location of Yehftd and Ehfid in

the light of i Kings iv. 8-19 (perhaps the subdivisions of the Israelite ,

kingdom, see Solomon), would necessitate the assumption b£ a
violent separation from the nortli ;

this, however, is quite conceivable

(sec Jews, §§ 11-13). On the bearing of South Judah imon the

historical criticism of tbe Old Testament, see especially N. Schmidt,
Hibbeti Journal <1908), PP- 3**-*34a> “The Jerahmeel Theory and
the Historic Importanoeol the Negeb, witiheome account oi personal

exploration of the country "
;
also Jews, 8 20. (S. A. Cf)

JUDAS ISOAfilOT ('Wfias Tmcopa^i^s or in the

Bible^ the son of ^on Iscariot (John vi 71^ xiit. 26), and one

the twelve apostles. He is always enumerated hist with the

special mention of the fact that he was the betrayer of jesns.

If the generally accepted explanation of his surname (*' man of

Kerioth ”
; see Josh. xv. 25) be correct, he was the only origiaal

member of the apostolic tond who was not a GaHlenn. The

circumstances which led to his admission into the apostolic

circle am not stated ;
while the motives by which he was actuated

in enabling the Jewish authorities to arrest Jesus without tumult

have been variously analysed by scholars. Aocordiqg to aome
(as De Quincey in his famous Essay) the sole object of Judas was

to place Jesus in a position in which He should be compelled to

make what had seemed to His followers the too tardy display of

His Messianic power ; according to others (and this view seems

more in harmony with the Gospel narratives) Judas was an

avaricious and di^n^st man, who had already abused the con-

fidence placed in him (John xii. 6), and who was now concerned

only with furthering his own ends.

As regards the ^ects of his subsequent remorse and the use

to which his ill-gotten gains were put, the strikingly apparent

discrepancies between the narratives of Matt, xxvii. 3, 10 and

Acts i\i8, 19 have attracted tbe attention of biblical scholars,

ever since Papia^ in his fourth book, of which a fragment has

been preserved, discussed the subject The simplest explanation

is that they represent different traditions, the Goipel BOTative

being composed with more special reference to prophetic ivifil-

ments, and being probably nearer the truth tbim the short

explanatory note mserted by the author of the Acts (see Bernard,

Expository June 1904, p. 42 a seq.). In ecclesiastical legend and

3 For the principle of the Levirate illustrated in Gen. xxxviil,

Me Ruth, ^gardc {OritnUdia^ ii.) Ingeniously conjectured that

tbe ebap^ typued the anpprestton of PhoenidaiL (viz. Tbemt, the

date-palm) and the okl Canaanite elements (Zerah « imdignm) bsr

the younger Israelite invaders (Perez = " breach "). fior other

discussionB, ap^ from eommentories on Geaesis, eee B. Luther

in Meyer, op, ri/., pp. 200 sqq.
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in sacred art Judas Iscariot is generally treated as the very in-

carnation of treachery
j
ingratitude and impiety. The middle

ages, after their fashion, supplied the lacunae in what they

deemed his too meagre biography. According to the common
form of their story, he belonged to the tribe of Reuben.^ Before

he was bom his mother Cyborea had a dream that he was destined

to murder his father, commit incest with his mother, and sell his

God. The attempts made by her and her husband to avert this

curse simply led to its accomplishment. At his birth Judas was

enclosed in a chest and flung into the sea; picked up on a forei^

shore, he was educated at the court until a murder committed in

a moment of passion compelled his flight. Coming to Judaea, he

entered the service of Pontius Pilate as page, and during this

period committed the first two of the enmes which had been

expressly foretold. I.earning the secret of his birth, he, full of

remorse, sought the prophet who, he had heard, had power on

earth to forgive sins. He was accepted as a disciple and pro-

moted to a position of trust, where avarice, the only vice in which

he had hitherto been unpractised, gradually took possession of

his soul, and led to the complete fulfilment of his evil destiny.

This Judas legend, as given by Jacobus de Voragine, obtained no

small popularity; and it is to be found in various shapes in

every important literature of Europe.

For the history of its genesis and its diffusion the reader may
consult D*Ancona, La Leggenda di Vetgogna e la leggenda di Giuda

(1869), and papers by Vv. Creizenach in Paul and Braune's Beitr.

iwr Gtsck, der deuischen Spvache und Literature vol. ii. (1875),

and Victor Diedcrich in Revue russe (1880). Cholevius, in his

Geschichte der deutschen Poesie nach ihren antiken Etementen (1854),

pointed out the connexion of the legend with the Oedipus story.

According to Daub {Judas Jsekariot, oder Betrachtungen iiber das

B 6se im Vtrhaltniss sum Guten, 1816, 1818) Judas was “ an incarna-

tion of the devil," to whom " mercy and blessedness are alike

impossible."

The popular hatred of Judas has found strange symbolical

expression in various parts of Christendom. In Corfu, for instance,

the people at a given signal on Easter Eve throw vast quantities

of crockery from their windows and roofs into the streets, and thus

execute an imaginary stoning of Judas (see Kirkwall, Ionian Islands^

ii. 47). At one time (according to Mustoxidi, Delle Cose corciresi)

the tradition prevailed that the traitor's house and country villa

existed in the island, and that his descendants were to be found

among the local Jews.
Details in regard to some Judas legends and superstitions are given

in Notes and Queries, 2nd series, v., vi. and vii.
;

3rd series, vii.j

4th scries, i.
;
5th series, vi. See also a paper by Professor Rendel

Harris entitled " Did Judas really commit suicide ? " in the American

Journal of ^ilology (July 1900). Matthew' Arnold’s poem "St
Brandai^lmes fine expression to the old story that, on account of

an act o^Mrity done to a leper at Joppa, Judas was allowed an
hour's respite from hell once a year. (G. Mi.)

JUDAS-TREEt the Cercis siliquastrum of botanists, belonging

to the section Caesalpineae of the natural order Leguminosae. It

is a native of the south of France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece

and Asia Minor, and forms a handsome low tree with a flat spread-

ing head. In spring it is covered with a profusion of purplish-

pink flowers, which appear before the leaves. The flowers have

an agreeable acid taste, and are eaten mixed with salad or made

into fritters. The tree was frequently figured by the older

herbalists. One woodcut by Castor Durante has the figure of

Judas Iscariot suspended from one of the branches, illustrating

the popular tradition regarding this tree. A second species,

C, canadensis, is common in North America from Canada to

Alabama and eastern Texas, and differs from the European

species in its smaller size and pointed leaves. The flowers are

also used in salads and for making pickles, while the branches

are used to dye wool a nankeen colour.

JUDD, SYLVESTER (i&i 3-1853) American Unitarian clergy-

man and author, was bom in Westhampton, Massachusetts,

on the 23rd of July 1813. ‘^He bore the same names as his father

and grandfather; the former (1789-1860) made an especial

study of local history of the towns of the Connecticut valley,

and wrote a History of Hadley (1863). The son lived in North-

ampton after his tenth year, was converted in a revival there

in i8a6, graduated from Yale in 1836, and taught in 1836 at

1 Other forms make him a Danite, and consider the passage in

Genesis (xlix. 17) a prophecy of the traitor.

Templeton, Mass., where he first met Unitarians and soon found

the solution of his theological difficulties in their views. He
entered the Harvard divinity school, from which he graduated

in 1840. In the same year he was ordained pastor of the

Unitarian church of Augusta, Maine, where he died on the 26th

of January 1853. His widest reputation was as the author of

Margaret, a Tale of the Real and the Ideal, including Sketches of a

Place not before described, called Mens Ckristi (1845 ;
revised 1851 ),

written to exhibit the errors of Calvinistic and all Trinitarian

theology, and the evils of war, intemperance, capital punish-

ment, the prison system of the time, and the national

treatment of the Indians. This story, published anonymously,

attracted much attention by its true descriptions of New England

life and scenery as well as by its author’s earnest purpose.

Richard Edney and the Governor's Family (1850) is in much the

same vein as Margaret, A poem entitled Philo, an Evangeliad

(1850) is a versified defence of Unitarianism. He published,

besides, The Church, in a Series of Discourses (1854). As a preacher

and pastor he urged the desirability of infant baptism. He
lectured frequently on international peace and opposed slavery.

See Arethusa Hall, Life and Character of the Rev, Sylvester Judd
(Boston, 1857) published anonymously.

JUDE, THE GENERAL EPISTLE OF, a book of the New
Testament. As with the epistle of James, the problems of the

writing centre upon the superscription, which addresses in

Pauline phraseology (i Thess. i. 4; 2 Thess. ii. 13; Rom. i. 7;

1 Cor. i. 2) the Christian world in general in the name of “ Jude,

the brother of James” (Matt. xiii. 55; Mark vi. 3). The
historical situation depict^ must then fall within the lifetime

of this Judas, whose two grandchildren Zoker and James
(Hegesippus ap. Phil. Sidetes) by their testimony before the

authorities brought to an end the (Palestinian) persecution of

Domitian (Hegesippus ap, Eus. H, E. iii. 20, 7). These tw'o

grandsons of Judas thereafter “ lived until the time of Trajan,”

ruling the churches “ because they had (thus) been witnesses

(martyrs) and were also relatives of the Lord.” But in that

case we must either reject the testimony of the same Hegesippus

that up to their death, and that of Symeon son of Clopas,

successor in the Jerusalem see of James the Lord’s brother,

” who suffered martyrdom at the age of one hundred and twenty

years while Trajan was emperor and Atticus governor,” ” the

church (universal) had remained a pure and uncorrupted

virgin ” free from ” the folly of heretical teachers ”; or else we

must reject the superscription, which presents the grandfather

in vehement conflict with the very heresies in question. For

the testimony of Hegesippus is explicit that at the time of the

arrest of Zoker and James they were all who survived of the

kindred of the Lord. True, there is confusion in the narrative

of Hegesippus, and even a probability that the martyrdom of

Symeon dated under Trajan really took place in the persecution

of Domitian, before the arrest of the grandsons of Jude, for apart

from the alleged age of Symeon (the traditional Jewish limit of

human life, Gen. vi. 3, Deut. xxxiv. 7), the cause of his appre-

hension “ on the ground that he was a descendant of David and

a Christian ” (Hegesippus ap, Eus. H, E. iii. 32, 3) is inconsistent

with both the previous statements regarding the ” martyrdom ”

of Zoker and Tames, that they were cited as the only surviving

Christian Davididae, and that the persecution on this ground

collapsed through the manifest absurdity of the accusation.

But even if we date the rise of heresies in the reign of Domitian

instead of Trajan, 2 the attributing of this epistle against

3 On this point (date of the outbreak of heresy) there is some
inconsistency In the reported fragments of Hegesippus. In that

quoted below from Eus. H,E, iii. 3** 7 seq., it is expressly dated after

me martyrdom of Symeon and death of tne grandsons of Jude under

Trajan. In iii. 19 the " ancient tradition " attributing the denun-

ciation of these to " some of the heretics " is perhaps not from

Hegesippus; but in iv. 22 the beginning of heresy is traced to a cer-

tain Tnebuthis, a candidate for the bishopric after the death of

James, as rival to Symeon. The same figure of the Church as a pure

virgin is also used as in iii. 32. But as it is only the envious feeling

of Thebuthis which is traced to this early date, Hegesippus doubtless

means to place the outbreak later. -
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corrupting heresy to ** Jude the brother of James ” will still be

incompatible with the statements of Hegesippus, our only

informant regarding his later history.

The Greek of Jude is also such as to exclude the idea of

authorship in Palestine by an unschooled Galilean, at an early

date in church history. As F, H. Chase has pointed out
:
(i) the

terms Kkrjroi, cruyn;pta, rrurri^, have attained their later technical

sense; (2)
“ the writer is ste^d in the language of the LXX.,”

employing its phraseology independently of other N.T. writers,

and not that of the canonical books alone, but of the broader

non-Palestinian canon; (3) he has at his command a large

stock of stately, sonorous, sometimes poetical words,” proving

him a “ man of some culture, and, as it would seem, not without

acquaintance with Greek writers.”

If the superscription be not from the hand of the actual

brother of Jesus, the question may well be asked why some
apostolic name was not chosen which might convey greater

authority ? The answer is to be found in the direction toward

which the principal defenders of orthodoxy in 100-150 turned

for “ the deposit of the faith ” (Jude 3) in its purity. The
Pastoral Epistles point to “ the pattern of sound words, even

the sayings of our Lord Jesus Christ ” (i Tim. vi. 3, &c.), as the

arsenal of orthodoxy against the same foe (with i Tim. vi, 3-10;

cf. Jude 4, 1 1, 16, 18 seq.). Ignatius’s motto is to “ be inseparable

from Jesus Christ and from your bishop ” {ad Trail, vii.),

Polycarp’s, to “ turn unto the word delivered unto us from the

beginning ” (cf. Jude 3; i John ii. 7, iii. 23, iv. 21), the oracles

of the L^rd,” which the false teachers “ pervert to their own
lusts.” Papias, his ^raipw (Irenaeus), turns in fact from “the

vain talk of the many,” and from the ” alien commandments ”

to such as were “ delivered by the Lord to the faith,” offering

to the Christian world his Interpretation of the Lord's Oracles

based upon personal inquiry from those who ” came his way,”

who could testify as to apostolic tradition. Hegesippus, after

a journey to all the principal seats of Christian tradition, testifies

that all are holding to the true doctrine as transmitted at the

original seat, where it was witnessed first by the apostles and

afterwards by the kindred of the Lord and “ witnesses ” of the

first generation. All these writers in one form or other revert

to the historic tradition against the licence of innovators.

Hegesippus indicates plainly the seat of its authority. For the

period before the adoption of a wTitten standard the resort was

not so much to “ apostles ” as to ** disciples ” and “ witnesses.”

The appeal was to “ those who from the beginning had been eye-

witnesses and ministers of the word ” (Luke i, 2); and these were

to be found primarily (until the complete destruction of that

church during the revolt of Barcochebas and its suppression by

Hadrian) in the mother community in Jerusalem (cf. Acts xv. 2).

Its life is the measure of the period of oral tradition, whose

requiem is sung by Papias. Hegesippus {ap, Eus. H. E. iii. 32,

7 seq.) looks back to it as the safe guardian of the deposit “of the

faith ” against all the depredations of heresy which “ when the

sacred college of apostles had suffered death in various forms,

and the generation of those that had been deemed worthy to hear

the inspired wisdom with their own ears had passed away ...
attempted thenceforth with a bold face, to proclaim, in opposition

to the preaching of the truth, * the knowledge which is falsely

so-called (i/rcv8uiw/Ao$ yvoicrw).’ ” For an appeal like that of our

epistle to the authonty of the past against the moral laxity

and antinomian teaching of degenerate Pauline churches in the

Greek world, the natural resort after Paul himself (Pastoral

Epp.) would be the “ kindred of the Lord ” who were the

“ leaders and witnesses in every church ” in Palestine. Doubtless

the framer of Jude i would have preferred the aegis of “ James
the Lord’s brother,” if this, like that of Paul, had not been

already appropriate. Failing this, the next most imposing

was “ Judas, the brother of James.”

The superscription in the case of Jude, unlike that of James,

takes hold of the substance of the book. Vers^e 3 and the farewell

(v. 24 seq.) show that Jude was composed from the start as an
“ epistle.” If this appearance be not fallacious, the obvious

relation between the two superscriptions will be best explained

by the sup|>osition that the author of Jude gave currency

to the existing homily (James) before composing under the

pseudonym of Jude. On the mterconnexion of the two see

Siefiert, s.v. “ Judasbrid ” in Hauck, Realencykl, vol. ixw

Judas is conceived as cherishing the intention of discussing

for the benefit of the Christian world (for no mere local church

is addressed) the subject of “ our common salvation ” (the much
desiderated authoritative definition of the orthodox faith), but

diverted from this pu^ose by the growth of here^.

Few writings of this compass afford more copious evidence

of date in their literary affinities. The references to Enoch
(principally v. 14 seq. = £/^. En. i. 9, but cf. F; H. Chase, s,v.

“ Jude ” in Hastings's Diet. Bible) and the Assumption of Moses

(v. 9) have more a geographical than a chronological bearing,

the stricter canon of Palestine excluding these i^iocryphal

books of 90 B.c. to A.D. 40; but the Pauline writings are freely

employed, especially i Cor. x, 1-13, Rom. xvi. 25 seq., and
probably Eph. and Col. Moreover, the author explicitly refers to

the apostolic age as already past, and to the fulfilment of the

Pauline prediction (i Tim. iv. i .sqq.) of the advent of heresy

(v. 17 seq.). The Pauline doctrine of “ grace ” has been perverted

to lasciviousness, as by the heretics whom Poivcarp opposes

(Ep. Polyc. vii.), and this doctrine is taught for ‘^hire ” (w. xi,

12, 16 j cf. I Tim. vi. 5). The unworthy “ shepherds ” (v. 12;

cf. Ezek. xxxiv. 8; John x. 12 seq.) live at the expense of their

flocks, polluting the “ love-feasts,” corrupting the true disciple^

According to Clement of Alexandria this was written propheti-

cally to apply to the Carpocratians, an antinomian Gnostic sect

of c. 150; but hyper-Paulinists had given occasion to similar

complaints already in Rev. ii. 14, 20 (95). Thus Paulinism and
,

its perversion alike are in the past. As regards the undeniable

contact of Didacke ii. 7 with Jude 22 seq. (cf. Didacke, iv. i,

Jude 8) priority cannot be determined; and the use of i John

lii. 12 in Jude ii is doubtful.
* On the other hand, practically the whole of Jude is ti^en up
into 2 Pet., the author merely avoiding, so far as he discovers

them, the quotations from apocryphal writings, and prefixing

and aJ9ixing sections of his own to refute the heretical eschatology.
'

On the priority of Jude see especially against Spitta ZurGesch. u.

Liu, d. Urckrisientkums, ii. 409-411, F. H. Chase, loc.^cU. p. 803.

(On 2 Pet.^ee Peter, Epistles of.) Unfortunately, the date of

2 Pet. cannot be determined as earlier than late in the second

century, so that we are thrown back upon internal evidence for

the inferior limit.

The treatment of the heresy as the anti-Christ who precedes
“ the last hour” (a. 18), reminds us of 'x John ii, 18, but it

is indicative of conditions somewhat less advanced that the

heretics have not yet “ gone out from ” the church. The treat-

ment of the apostolic age as past, and the deposit of the faith

as a regula fidei (cf. Ign. ad TraU. ix.), the presence of anti-

nomian Gnosticism, denying the doctrine of lordship and
“ glories ” {v. 8), with “ discriminations ” between “ psychic

”

and “ pneumatic ” (p. 19), strongly oppose a date earlier than

ICO.

Sieffert, on account of the superscription, would date as early

as 70-80, but acknowledges the hyper-Pauline affinity of the

heresy, its propagation as a doctrine, and close relation to the

Nicolaitan of Rev, ii. 14. To these phenomena he gives accord-

ingly a correspondingly early date. The nature of the heresy,

opposed, however, and the resort to the authority of Jude “ the

brother of James” against it, favour rather the j>eriod of

Polycarp and Papias (i 17-150).

The history of the reception of the epistle into church canons

is similar to that of James, beginning with a quotation of it as

the work of Jude by Clement of Alexandria {Paed. iii. 8), a

reference by Tertullian {De cult. fern. i. 3), and a more or less

hesitant endorsement by Origen (“if one might adduce the

epistle of Jude,” In Matt. tom. xvii. 30) and by the Muratorianum

{c. 200), which excepts Jude and 2 and 3 John from its condem-

nation of apocryphal literature, placing it on a par with the

Wisdom of Solomon “ which was written by friends of hi# in

his honour,” llie use of apocryphal literature in Jude itself
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may account for much of the critical disposition toward it of

many subsequent writers. Eusebius classed it among the
“ disputed ” books, declaring that as with James “ not many of

the ancients-have mentioned it ” (//; £. ii. 23, 25).

The InifoH: to the New Test, by HoltEmann, Julicher, Weiss,
?lahn, Davidson, Salmon, Bacon and the standard Commentaries
oi Meyer and Holtzmann, the International (Bigg) and other series,

contain discussions of authorship and date. The articles s.v. in

Hastings's Diet. Bible (Cha.se) and the Ency. Bib. (Cone) are full and
scholarly. In addition the nistOries of the Apoiiolic Age^ by Haus-
rath, Weizs&cker, McGiliert, Bartlet, Rc^es and others, and the
kindred works of Baur, Scfawcglor and P^ciderer should bo consulted.
Moffat's Historical New Testament, 2nd cd., p. 580, contains a con-
venient summary of the evidence with copious bibliography. One
of the most- thorough of conservative treatments is the Commerstavy
on Jude and Second Peter by j. B. Mayor (1907). (B. W. B.)

JUDGE (Lat, jttdex; Fr. in the widest legal sens© an
officer appointed by the iiovereign power in a state to administer
the law; in English practice, however, justices of the peace and
magistrates are not usually regarded as “ judges ” in the titular

sense. The duties of the judge, whether in a civil or a criminal

matter, are to hear the statements on both sides in open court,

to arrive at a conclusion as to the truth of the facts submitted
to him or, when a jury is engaged, to direct the jury to find such
a conclusion, to apply to the facts so found the appropriate rules

of law, and to certify by his judgment- the relief to which the

parties are entitled or the obligations or penalties which they

have incurred! With the judgment the office of the judge is

at an end, but the judgment sets in motion the executive forces

of the state, whose duly it is to carry it into execution.

Such is the type of a judicial officer recognised by mature
systems of law, but it is not to be accepted as the universal

type, and the following qualifying circumstances should be
noticed: (i) in primitive systems of law the judicial is not
separated from the legislative and other governing functions;

(2) although the judge is assumed to take the law from the

legislative authority, yet, as the existing law never at any time
contains provision for all case.s, the judge may be obliged to

invent or create principles applicable to the case—this is called

by Bentham and the English jurists judge-made and judiciary

law; (3) the separation of the function of judge and jury, amd
the exclusive charge of questions of law given to the judge, are

more particularly characteristic of the English judicial system.

During a considerable period in the history of Roman law an
entirely different distribution of parts was observed. The
adjudicjgidR of a case was divided between the magistratus and
the juaex^ neither of whom corresponds to the English judge.

The former was a public officer charged with the execution of

the law; the latter was an arbitrator whom the magistrates

commissioned to hear and report upon a particular case.

The following are points more specially characteristic of the

English system and its kindred judicial systems: (i) Judges are

absolutely protected from action for anything that they may do
in the discharge of their judicial duties. This is true in the
fullest sense of judges of the supreme courts. “ It is a principle

of English law that no action will lie against a judge of one of

the superior courts for a judicial act, though it be alleged to have
been done maliciously and corruptly.” Other judicial officers

are aRo protected, though not to the same extent, again.st

actions. (2) The highest class of judges are irremovable except
b>' what is in effect a special act of parliament, viz. a resolution

passed by both houses and assented to by the sovereign. The
inferior judges and magistrates are removable for misconduct
by the lord chancellor. (3) The judiciary in England is not a
separate profession. The judges are chosen from the class of

advocates, and almost entirely according to their eminence at

the bar. (4) Judges are England appointed for the most part

by the Crown. In a few cases municipal corporations may
appoint' their own judicial officer.

See also Bokd High CUancullor; LoruChhep Justice; Master
OP THE RoLUSi &/D., <kc., and the accounts of judioud systems under
country headings;

JUDGB-ADVOCiKTMnEffERAL^ an officer appointed^ in

England to assist the Crown: with advices in matters relating

ta^znilitary kw, and more particularly as to courts-martial.. In
thearmy the aiteinistratiem of justice as pertaining to discipline
is earned out in accordance with. the: piravasions of militacry law;,
and it. is the function of the judge^dvocatesgeneral to ensure
tlmt these disdplinoiy powers are exercisediin.storkt cemfornrity.

with that law, Down to 1793 the judge-advocate*gcneral acted]
as secretary and legal adviser to the board of general, officers,

but on the reconstitution of the oSasat of command^fin-chief:
in that year he ceased to perform secretarial duties, but remained
chief, legal adviser4 He retained his seat: in parliament^ and in
1806 ho was mode a member of the government, and ai privy
councillor. The office ceased to be political < in 1892, on the
recommendation of. the select committee of 188& on
estimates, and was conferred on Sir R Jeune (afterwards Lord
St Heher). There was no. sakry attached to the office whan
held by Lord St Heiier; and the duties were for the most part
performed by. deputy. On. his death im 1905, Thmiwa Milvain,
K.C., wasappointed, and the terms and i conditions of i the post
vv'ere rearranged as folbws

:
(i) A. salary of £2000 a year;

(2) the holtkrto devote his whole time to the duties of ithe post;

(3) the rcientitm of the post until the age of sevent>’, subject to

continued efficienry-^hut with, claim to gratuity or pension on
retirement. The holder was to be subor^ate to the secretary^

of st^e for war, without direct access to the sovereign. The
appointment is conferred by letters-patent, vdiich define the
exact ^ctions attaching to the office, which practically are the
reviewing of the proce^ir^s of all field-general, general and
district courts-martial held in the United-Kingdom, and advising
the sovereign as to the confirmation of the finding and sentence.
The deputy judge-advocate is a sakried official in the department
of the judge-advocate-general and acts under his letters-patent;

A sepamte judge-advocate-generars department is maintained
in India, where at one time deputy judge-advocates were
attached to every important command. All general courtsr

martial held in the United Kingdom are sent to the judge-
advocate-generai, to be by him submitted to the sovereign for

confirmation; and all district courts-martial, after having been
confirmed and promul^ted, are sent to >his office for examination
and custody. The judge-advocaie-general and his deputy,
being judges in the last resort of the validity of the proceedings
of courts-martial, take no part in their conduct; but the deputy
judge-advocates frame and revise charges and attend at courts-

martial, swear the court, advise both sides on law, look after the
interests of the prisoner and record the proceedings. In the
Imgiish navy there is an official whose functions are somewhat
simikr to those of the judge-advocate-gencral. He is caUed
counsel and judge-advocate of the fleet.

In the United States there Is also a judge-odvocate-gerjeral^s

department. In addition to being a bureau of military justice,

and keeping the records of oourts-martkl, courts of inquiry and
military commissions, it has the custody of all papers relating

to the title of lands under the control of the war department.
The officers of the department, in addition to acting as prose-

cutors in all military triak, sometimes represent the government
when cases affecting the army come up in civil courts.

See further Military Law, and ccmsult C. M. Clode, Administra^
tion of Jissiice mtder Military and Martial Law (1872) ;

Military Farces
of the Crown (2 voIb,, 1869),

JUDGES, THE BOOK OF, in the Bible. This book of the
Old 'Testament, which, as we now read it, constitutes a sequel

to the book of Joshua, covering the period of history between
the death of this conqueror and the birth of Samuel; is so called

because it contains the history of the Israelites before the

establishment of the monarchy, when the government was in

the hands of certain leaders who appear to have formed a con-

tinuous succession, although the office was not hereditwy*

The only other biblical source ascribed to this period istRbth,

whose present position as an appendix to Judges is not original

(see Bible and Ruth).
Structure .—It is now generally agreed thatthe present adjust-

ment of the older historical books of the Old Testtonont to form la

continuous record of events from the Cr«tion to theBabyloniwi
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exile is dtie to an editor^ or rather to successive redactorSj.wlM^

pieced td^her and reduced to a certain unity older memoirs

of very dmereot dates; and closer examinatioa shows that the

continuity of many parts of the narrative is more apparent than

real. This is very deafly t^e case in the book of Judges* It

consists of three main portions : (i) an introduction, presenting

one view of the occupation of Palatine by the Israidites (L 1-

its); (a) the history of the several judges (ii. 6-xYi.); and. (3) an

appendix containing two narratives of the period;

1, The first section, relates events which are said to have taken

place after the death of Joshua, but in reality it covers the same
ground with the book of Joshua, giving a brief account of the

occupation of Canaan, which in. some particulars repeats the

statements of the previous book, while in others it is quite

ind^endent (see Joshua). It is impossible to regard the war-

like expeditions described in this section as supplement^y

campaigns undertaken after Joshua’s death; they are plainly

represented as the first efiorts of the Israelites to gain a firm

footing in the land (at Hebron, Debir, Bethd), in the very dties

which Joshua is related to have subdued (Josh. x. 39).^ Here

then we have an, account of the settlement of Israel west of the

Jordan which is paralld to the book of Joshua, but makes no

mention of Joshua himself, and places the tribe of Judah in the

front. The author of the diapter cannot have had Joshua or

his histoiy^ in his eye at all, and the words
**

and it came to pass

after the death of Joshua ” in Judg. i. 1 are from the liand of

tlie last editor, who desired to make the whole book of Judges,

including ch, i., read continuously with that which now pre-

cedes it in the canon of tlic earlier prophets.-

2, The second and main section (ii. 6-xyi.) stands on quite

another footing. According to Josh. xxiv. 31 the people
“ served Yahweh ” during the lifetime of the great conqueror and

his contemporaries. In Judg. ii. 7 this statement is repeated,

and the writer proceeds to explain that subsequent generations

fell away from the faith, and served the gods of the nations

iuneng wliich they dwelt (ii. 6-iii. 6). The worship of other

gods Is represented, not as something which went on side by

side with Yahweh-worship (cf. x. 6), but as a revolt against

Yahweh, periodically repeated and regularly chastised by

foreign invasion. The history, therefore, falls into recurring

cycles, each of which begins with religious corruption, followed

by chastisement, which continues until Yahweh, in answer to

tlie groans of his oppressed people, raises up a “ judge ” to deliver I

Israel, and recall them to the true faith. On the death of

the “ judge,” if not sooner, the corruption spreads anew and

the same vicissitudes follow. This religious explanation of the

course of tlie history, formally expounded at the outset and

repeated in more or less detail from chapter to chapter (espe-

cially vi. i-io, X. 6-18), determines the form of whole

narrative. It is in general agreement with the spirit as also

with the language of Deuteronomy, and on this account this

section may be conveniently called “ the Deuteronomic Book of

Judges.” But the main religious ideas are not so late and arc

rather akin to those of Josh, xxiv.; in particular the worship

of the high places is not condemned, nor is. it excused as in

I Kings iii. 2. The sources of the narrative are obviously olckr

than the theological exposition of its lessons, and herein lies

the value and interest of Judges. The importance of such docu-

ments for the scientific historian lies not so much in the events

they record asin the unconscious witness they bear to.the state of

.society in which/the narrator or poet lived; From this point of

view the parts of the book are by no means all of equal value;

critical analysis shows that often, parallel or distinct narratives

have been fused togethari and that, whilst the older stories gave

more prominence to ordinary human motives and combinations,

^ This - is confirmed by the circumstance that in Judg. fit i the

angel of Yahweh," who, according to Exod. xiv. 2.^ xxiii. 20,

xxaoii. 34^ xxxiti. 2,, 7 seq.. must be viewed as having hit Ideal’ maai-
fe8tatiQn»at'thf headquartem of the host of Israel, is still ioundrat
Gilgal.and notat Shilohi

» The chapter was written after Israel had become strong enough
to make the Canaanite cities tributary (v. 28), that is, a^tcr the

establishment of the^ monarchy (See x Kings i». 20-21);

tha latnr aia ooloured 1:^ religious refieetkm and ahow the

characteristic tendency of the Old Testament to re^teli tihe

fortunes of Ikael in a form that lays everfincreasing^^ wqiglit

on the WQiikof Vahwek for his people. That the pre-Deutero« •

nomio sources are to be identified- with the Judaean (J, or

Yahwisb) and E)phraiinite (E, or Etohist) strands of the Hexa-

teuch is, however, not certain.

To the unity of reiigkms pragmatisia in the main st^
cA the book d Jndgo& corresponds a unity of chronological

scheme. The “ judgei;”^ in spite^ of the fact that most of them
had dearly no more t^n a local influence, are afi represented

as successive rulers in Israel, and the history is dated by the

years, of each judgeship and those of the intervening periods of

oppression. But it is impossible to reconcile the nunfters with

the statement elsewhere that the fourth year of Solomon was the

480th from the exodus (1 Kings vi* ir). See. Bible : Ckfonelqgy.

The general introduction (ii. G.-iii. 6) is a blend of Deuteronomic
and other sources. The intimate relation between it and the simaxate

narratives (Josh. xxiv. 1-27, a lato [Ephraimite] record inserted by
a second Deuteronomic hand, and xxiit., D) app^s both from their

contents and from the fact that Judg. U. 6-10 is almost identical

with the narrative appended to Jo^ua^s address (Josh. xxiv. 28-51).

lUdg. i.-ii. 5, however, is not touched by D, and hence was probably
inserted in its present position at a later date. According, to the
highly intricate introduction the Hebrews were oppressed: (a) to

familiarize them with warfare—it is assumed that they had mter-

married with the Canaanites and worshipped their gods (iii. 2, 0) ;.

(6) to test their loyalty to Yahweh (ii. 22 ;
lii. x)

;
or (<;) to punish them

for their marriage with the heathen and their apostasy (D in«U. Z2

;

cf. Josh, xxiii., and ibid. v. 12).

To this succeeds a noteworthy example of the Deuteronomic
treatment of tradition in the achievement of Othniel .(^.t/.) the only

Judaean " judge," The bareness of detail, not to speak of the »

improbability of the situation, renders its genuineness doubtful, and
the passage is one of the indications of a secondary Deuteronomic
redaction. The case, however, is exceptional

;
the stories of the other

great " judges " were not rewritten or to any great extent revised

J>y the Deuteronomic redactor, and his hand appears chiefly in the

framework.'*^ Thus, in the story of Ehud and the defeat of Moab
only iii. 12-15, 29-30 are Deuteronomic. Hut the rest is not homo-
geneous, vv. T9 and 20 appear to be variants, and the mention of

Israel (u. 276) is characteristic of the tendency to treat local troubles •

as national oppressions,whereas other records represent litHe national

unity at this period (i., v.). See further Ehud.
According to the Septuagint addition to Josh. xxiv. 33, Moab was

the first of^ Israel's oppressors. The brief notice of Shamgar^ who
delivered Israel from the Philistines (iii. 31), is one of the later inser-

tions, and in some MSS. of the I.XX it stands after xvi. 31 . The sto^
of the defeat of Sisera appears m two distinct forms, an earlier, in

poetical form (v.), and a later, in prose (iv.). D's framework is to

be recognized in iv. 1-4, 23 s^,, v, i (probably), 31 (last clause}; see

further Deuokah. The Midianite oppression (vi.-viii.) is contained

in the usual frame (vi. 1-6
;
viii. 27 seq.) , but is not homogeneous, tunce

viiL 4„the pursuit of the kings, cannot be the sequel of viii., 3 (where

they have been slain), and viii. 33-35 ignores ix. The structure of

vi. i-viii. 3 is particularly intricate : vi. 25-32 does not continue

vi. 11-24 (there arc two accounts of Gideonfs introduction and diver-

gent representations of Yahwch-worship)
;
vi. 34 forms the sequel of

the latter, and vi. 36-40 (with " God ") is strange after the desenption

of the miracle in w, 21 seq. (with " Yahweh"). Further, there are

difficulties in vi. 34, vii. 23 seq., viii. i, when compartd with vii. 2-8,

and in vii. 16-22 two s'ri'atagems are combined. There are two
sequels: vii. 23 seq. and viii. 4; with the former contrast vi, 35;
with viii. 1-3 cf. xii. 1-6, and see below. Chapter viii. 22 seq. comes
unexpectedly, and the refusal of the offer of the king$htp reflects

later ideas (cf. i Sam. viii. 7; x. 19; xii. 12, 17). The conclusion,

however, shows that Jerubbaal had only a local reputation. Finally,

the condemnation of the ephod as part of the worship of Yahweh
(viii. 27) agrees with the thought in vi. 25-32 as against that in vi.

11-24. (See Ephod; Gideon.) Chapter ix. (see Abimelecu],appears
to have been wanting, in the Deuteronomic book of Judges, but
inaerti^ later perhaps by means of the introduction,^ viii. 3(0-32

(post-exilic), it has two accounts of the attack upon Shechero

(lx. 26-41 and 42-49).
Aftex a. brief notice of two "minor judges" (sec below)

1
follows

the story of Jjephthah. It concludes with the usual Deuteronomic

Hence, it is to be inferred that the reviser had older uriUm
rocords before him. Had these been in* the oral* stara he would
scarcely iooorpcMrate' traditions which did not agree wirii his vierwa^

at all events they would hardly have been, writton dowsi by him in

the foaem in. which they, have anrvived. The narrstivesi of' the

zzuBiaxchy wbkh.m pioeasrvefl only in Chronicles, cm Hktt other

hand, illnrtrate the manner- in which tnxhtiamwai reshaped and
rewritten under the influence of a later religion* standpoint.
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iormula (xii, 7), but is prefaced by a detailed introduction to the

oppression of Israel (x. 0 sqq.). Ify the inclusion of the Philistines

among the oppressors, and of Judah, Benjamin and Ephraim
among the oppressed (x. 7, 9), it appears to have in view not merely
the story of Samson, a hero of local interest, but the early chapters

in I Samuel. This introduction is of composite origin (as alk) ii. 6-2 z

;

Josh, xxiii.-xxiv. 25), but a satisfactory analysis seems impossible.

As it stands, it has literary connexions with the late narrative in

I Sam. (vii. seq., xii.), and appears to form the preface to that

period of history which ended with Samuel's great victory and the

institution of the monarchy. But this belongs to a later scheme (see

Samuel), and the introduction in its earlier form must have been the

prelude to earlier narratives.^ The story of jephthah's fight witli

Ammon is linked to the preceding introduction by x. 17 seq.
;
for the

framework see x. G (above), xii. 7 . Chapter xi. 12-28 (cf . Num. xx. seq.)

IS applicable only to Moab, vv. 29 and 32 arc variants, and Jeph-
thah^s home is placed variously in Tob. (xi. 3) and Mizpeh (1/. 34).

In xi. i-io the outlaw stipulates that he shall be chief of Gilead
if successful, but in vr . 12-28 a ruler speaks on behalf of Israel.

Both Moab and Ammon 'had good reason to be hostile to Gilead

(Num. xxi.), but the scene of the victory points rather to the former
(t/. 33, possibly conflate). There is a general resemblance between
the victories of Gideon and Jephthah, which is emphasized by the

close relation betwi^en vi’i. 1-3 and xii. i-G, the explanation of which
in its present context is ditVicult. Sec further Jeimitiiah.

The old stories of Samson the Danitc have been scarcely touched
by the redaction (xiii. i

;
xv. 20; xvi. 31^;, where he is a '’^judge'*);

only xiii. appears to be rather later (v. 5 f "presents him as a fore-

runner of Samuel and Saul), and gives a raiiier different impression
of the hero of the folk-tales. The cycle illustrates some interesting

custom.s and is in every way valuable as a specimen of popular
narrative. See Sam.son.
Grouped among these narratives arc the five so-called " minor

judges * (x. 1-5 ; joi. 8-15). By the addition of Shamgar (in. 31)
the number is made to agree with the six more important names.
They are not repre.sented as having any immediate religious impor-
tance

;
they really lie outside of the chronological scheme, and tlicir

history is plainly not related from such lively and detailed remi-
niscence as gives charm to the longer episodes of the book. The
notices arc drawn up in set phraseology, and .some of the names,
in harmony with a characteristic feature of early Hebrew history,

are those of personified families of communities rather than of

lamilies.-

3. The third and la.st section of the book embraces chapters

xvii.-xxi., and consists of two narratives independent of one

another and of the main stock of the book, with which they

are not brought into any chronological connexion. They appear

to owe their position to tlie latest redactor (akin to the latest

stratum in the Hexateuch) who has heavily worked over xix.-

xxi., and put the book into its present form by the addition

of i.-ii. 5, ix. and possibly of v.^

The first MUrrative, that of Micah and the Danites, is of the highest

interest With as a record of the state of religion and for the picture

It gives of the way in which one clan passed from the condition of an
invading band into settled pos.se.ssicm of land and city. Its interest

(xvii. seq.) lies in the foundation of the Ephraimite sanctuary by
Micah as also in that of Dan. Tlicrc arc some repetitions in the
account, but there is not enough evidence to restore two complete
stories. The history of the Levite and the Benjamites is of quite
another character, and presupposes a de^ee of unity of feeling and
action among the tribes of Israel which it is not easy to reconcile with
the rest of the book. In its present form this episode appears to be
not very ancient; it resembles Ruth in giving a good deal of curious
archaeological detail (the feast at Shiloh) in a form which suggests
that the usages referr^ to were already obsolete when the narrative
was composed. It appears to consist of an old stoiy which has been
heavily revised to form an edifying piece of exposition. The older
parts are preserved in xix. : the account of the Levite of Mt Ephraim
whose concubine from Bethlehem in Judah was outraged, not by
the non-Israelite Jebusites of Jerusalem, but by the Benjamites of

Gibeah; there are traces of another source in w. 6-8, 10, 13, 15.

The older portions of xx. seq. include : the vengeance taken by Israel

(e.g, XX. 3-8, 14, 19, 29, 36-41, 47), and the reconstruction of the
tribe by intermarriage with the women of Shiloh, (xxi. i, 15, 17-19,
21 23). The post-cxilic expansions (found chiefly in xx., xxi. 2-14,

* It may be conjectured that the introduction originally formed
the prelude to the rise of Saiiul : the intervening narratives, though
not necessarily of late origin themselves, having been subsequenuy
inserted. See S. A. Cook, Crit. Notes O. T. 127 seq.

® Tola and Puah (x. i) are clans of Issachar (Gen. xlvi. 13), for

air (v. 3), see Num. xxxii 41, and for Elon (xii. ii), see Gen. xlvi. 14.
ee Genealogy; BiblicaL

To the same post-exilic hand may also be ascribed the introduc-
tion of the “ minor judges (so sevex^ critics), and smaller additions
here and there (ch. 1. z openiiig words, w. 4, 8 seq. [contrast 21] 18

;

viii. 30-32 ; xi. 2, See.).

16, 24 seq.) describe the punishment of Benjamin by tlie religious

assembly and the massacre of Jabesh-Gilead for its refusal to join

Israel, four hundred virgins of the Gileadites being saved for Ben-
jamin. How much old tradition underlies these stories is question-
able. It is very doubtful whether Hosea's allusion to the depravity
of Gibeah (ix. 9 ;

x. 9) is to be referred hither, but it is noteworthy
that whilst Gibeah and Jabesh-Gilead, which appear here in a
bad light, are known to be associated with Saul, the sufferer is a
Levite of Bethlehem, the traditional home of David. The account
of the great fight in xx. is reminiscent of Joshua's battle at Ai
(Josh, vii.-viii.).

Historical Value,
—^Thebook of Judges consists of a number of

narratives collected by Dcuteronomic editors; to the same circles

are due accounts of the invasions of Palestine and settlement in

Joshua, and of the foundation of the monarchy in i Samuel.

The connexion has been broken by the later insertion of matter

(not necessarily of late date itself), and the whole was finally

formed into a distinct book by a post-exilic hand. The dates

of the older stories preserved in ii. 6-xvi. 6 are quite unknown.
If they arc trustworthy for the period to which they are rele-

gated (approximately I4th-i2th cent. B.c.) they are presumably
of very great antiquity, but if they belong to the sources J and
E of the Hexateuch (at least some four or five centuries later)

their value is seriously weakened. On the other hand, the belief

that the monarchy had been preceded by national “ judges
”

may have led to the formation of the collection. It is evident that

there was more than one period in Israelite history in which one

or other of these stories of local heroes would be equally suitable.

They reflect tribal rivalry and jealousy (cf. Isa. ix. 21, and the

successors of Jeroboam 2), attacks by nomads and wars with

Ammon and Moab
;
conflicts between newly settled Israelites and

indigenous Canaanites have been suspected in the story of Abime-
Icch, and it is not impossible that the post-Deuteronomic writer

who inserted ch. ix. so understood the record. A striking

exception to the lack of unity among the tribes is afforded by the

account of the defeat of Sisera, and here the old poem represent.^

a combined effort to throw off the yoke of a foreign oppressor,

while the later prose version approximates the standpoint of

Josh. xi. 1-15, with its defeat of the Canaanites. The general

stand-point of the stories (esp. Judg. v.) is that of central Pales-

tine: the exceptions are Othniel and Samson—the latter inter-

rupting the introduction in x., and its sequel, the former now
entirely due to the Dcuteronomic editor. Of the narratives

which precede and follow, ch. i. represents central Pale.stine

separated by Canaanite cities from tribes to the south and north;

it is the situation recognized in Judg. xix. 10-12, as well as in

passages imbedded in the latest portions of the book of Joshua,

though it is in contradiction to the older traditions of Joshua
himself. Chapters xvii. seq. (like the preceding story of Samson)
deal with Danites, but the migration can hardly be earlier

than David’s time; and xix.-xxi., by describing the extermina-

tion of Benjamin, form a link between the presence of the tribe

in the late narratives of the exodus and its new prominence in the

traditions of Saul {q>v.). As an historical source, therefore, the

value of Judges will depend largely upon the question whether

the Dcuteronomic editor (about 600 B.c. at the earliest) would

have access to trustworthy documents relating to a period

some six or seven centuries previously. See further Jews,

§§ 6, 8; and Samuel, Books of.

I4TERATURE.—Biblical scholars are in agreement regarding the
preliminary literary questions of the book, but there is divergence
of opinion on points of detail, and on the precise growth of the
book {e,e, the twofold Deutoronomic redaction). See further W. R.
Smith, Ency. Brit. 9th ed. (upon which the present article is based)

;

G. F. Moore, International Critical Comm. (1895) ;
Ency, Bib.t art.

"Judges"; K. Budde, Kureer Handcommentar (1897); Tagran^,
Ltvres des juges (1903) ;

G. W. Thatcher {Century Bible); also S. K.
Driver, Lit. of Old Testament (1909); Moore, in the Sacred Books
of Old Testament (Z898); C. F. Kent, The Student's Old Testament^
vol. i. (Z904). (S. A. C.)

JUDGMENT^ in law, a term used to describe ( 1 ) the adjudica-

tion by a court of justice upon a controversy submitted to it

inter partes {post litem contestatam) and determining the rights

of the parties and the relief to be awarded by the court as

between them; (2) the formal documentissuing from the court
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in which that adjudication is expressed; (3) the opinions of the

judges expressed in a review of the facts and law applicable to

the controversy leading up to the adjudication expressed in

the formal document. When the judgment has been passed and

entered and recorded it binds the parties ; the controversy comes

to an end (transit in rem judicatatn), and the person in whose

favour the judgment is entered is entitled to enforce it by the

appropriate method of “execution.” There has been much
controversy among lawyers as to the meaning of the expressions

“final” and “interlocutory” as applied to judgments, and as

to the distinction between a “ judgment,” a “ decree,” and an
“ order,” These disputes arise upon the wording of statutes

or rules of court and with reference to the appropriate times or

modes of appeal or of execution.

The judgments of one country are not as a rule directly

enforceable in another country. In Europe, by treaty or

arrangement, foreign judgments are in certain cases and on

compliance with certain formalities made executory in various

states. A similar provision is made as between England,

Scotland and Ireland, for the registry and execution in each

country of certain classes of judgments given in the others.

But as regards the rest of the king’s dominions and foreign states,

a “ foreign ” judgment is in England recognized only as consti-

tuting a cause of action which may be sued upon in England. If

given by a court of competent jurisdiction it is treated as creating

a legal obligation to pay the sum adjudged to be due. Summary
judgment may be entered in an English action based on a foreign

judgment unless the defendant can show that the foreign court

had not jurisdiction over the parties or the subject matter of the

action, or that there was fraud on the part of the foreign court

or the successful party, or that the forei^ proceedings were

contrary to natural justice, e.g. concluded without due notice to

the parties affected. English courts will not enforce foreign

judgments as to foreign criminal or penal or revenue laws.

JUDGMENT DEBTOR, in English law, a person against

whom a judgment ordering him to pay a sum of money has been

obtained and remains unsatisfied. Such a person may be

examined as to whether any and what debts are owing to him,

and if the judgment debt is of the necessary amount he may
be made bankrupt if he fails to comply with a bankruptcy

notice served on him by the judgment creditors, or he may be

committed to prison or have a receiving order made against him

in a judgment summons under the Debtors Act 1869.

JUDGMENT SUMMONS, in English law, a summons issued

under the Debtors Act 1869, on the application of a creditor

who has obtained a judgment for the payment of a sum of money

by instalment.s or otherwise, where the order for payment has

not been complied with. The judgment summons cites the

defendant to appear personally in court, and be examined

on oath as to the means he has, or has had, since the date of the

order or judgment made against him, to pay the same, and to

show cause why he should not be committed to prison for his

default. An order of commitment obtained in a judgment

summons remains in force for a year only, and the extreme term

of imprisonment is six weeks, dating from the time of lodging in

prison. When a debtor has once be^n imprisoned, although for

a period of less than six weeks, no second order of commitment

can be made against him in respect of the same debt. But if the

judgment be for payment by instalments a power of committal

arises on default of payment for each instalment. If an order of

commitment has never been executed, or becomes inoperative

through lapse of time, a fresh commitment may be made. Im-

prisonment does not operate as a satisfaction or extinguishment

of a debt, or deprive a. person of a right of execution against the

land or goods of the person imprisoned.in the same manner as if

there had been no imprisonment.

JUDICATURE AOTI, an important series of English statutes

having for. their object the simplification of the system of

judicature in its higher branches. They are the Supreme Court

of Judicature Act 1873 (36 & 37 Viet. c. 66) and the Supreme

Court of Judicature Act 1875 (38 & 39 Viet. c. 77), with various

amgmdtng acts, the twelfth of these being in 1899. By the act of

1873 the court of chancery, the court of queen’s (king’s) bench,

the court of common pleas, the court of exchequer, the high court

of admiralty, the court of probate and the court of divorce and
matrimonial causes were consolidated into one Supreme ^ Court

of Judicature (sec. 3), divided into two permanent divisions,

called “ the high court,” with (speaking broadly) original juris-

diction, and “ the court of apped ” (sec. 4). The objects of the

act were threefold—^first, to reduce the historically indepen-

dent courts of common law and equity into one supreme

court; secondly, to establish for all divisions of the court a uni-

form system of pleading and procedure; and thirdly, to provide

for the enforcement of the same rule of law in those cases where

chancery and common law recognized different rules. It can

be seen at once how bold and revolutionary was this liew enact-

ment. By one section the august king’s bench, the common
pleas, in which serjeants only hiS formerly the right of audience,

and the exchequer, which had ite origin in the reign of Henry I.,

and all their jurisdiction, criminal, legal and equitable, were

vested in the new court. It must be understood, however, that

law and equity were not fused in the sense in which that phrase

has generally been employed. The chancery division still

remains distinct from the common law division, having a certain

range of legal questions under its exclusive control, and possess-

ing to a certain extent a peculiar machinery of its own for

carrying its decrees into execution. But all actions may now be

brought in the high court of justice, and, subject to such special

assignments of business as that alluded to, may be tried in any

division thereof.

There were originally three common law divisions of the High

Court corresponding with the three former courts of common »

law. But after the death of Lord Chief Baron Kelly on the 17th

of September 1880, and of Lord Chief Justice Cockbum on the

20th of November 1880, the common pleas and exchequer divi-

sions were (by order in council, loth December 1880) consolidated

with the king’s bench division into one division under the

presidency of the lord chief justice of England, to whom, by

the 25th section of the Judicature Act 1881, all the statutOr>',

jurisdiction of the chief baron and the chief justice of the common
pleas was transferred. The high court, therefore, now consists of

the chancery division, the common law division, under the name

of the king’s bench division; and the probate, divorce and

admiralty division. To the king’s bench division is also attached,

by order of the lord chancellor (Jan. i, 1884), the business of

the London court of bankruptcy.

For a more detailed account of the coiuposition of the various

courts, see Chancery
;
King's Bench

;
and Probate, Divorce and

Admiralty Court.

'The keystone of the structure created by the Judicature Acts

was a strong court of appeal. The House of Lords remained the

last court of appeal, as before the acts, but its judicial functions

were virtually transferred to an appeal committee, consisting of

the lord chancellor and other peers who have held high judicial

office, and certain lords of appeal in ordinary created by the act

of 1873 (see Appeal).

The practice and procedure of the Supreme Court arc regulated

by rules made by a committee of judges, to which have been add^
the president of the incorporated law society and a practising barris-

ter and one other person nominated by the lord chancellor. The
rules now in force are those of 1883, with some subsequent amend-

ments. With the appendices they fill a moderate-sized volume.

Complaints are made that they go into too much detail, and place

a burden on the time and temper of the busy practitioner which he

can ill afford to bear. It is possible that the authors of the rules

attempted too much, and it might have been better to provide a

simpler and more elastic code of procedure. Rules have sometimes

been made to meet individual cases of hardship, and rules of pro-

cedure have been piled up from time to time, sometimes embodying

a new experiment, and not always consistent with former rules,

1 The comte de Franqueville in his interesting work, Le Systime

judiciaire de la Grande Bretapie, criticizes the use of the word
'* supreme " as a designation of this court, inasmuch as its judmmts
are subject to appeal to the House of Lords, but in the act off 1873

the aiypeal to the House of Lords was abolished. He is atso severe

on the mogical use of the words “ division ** and " court " in many
different senses (1. t8o-x8c).
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The most important matter dealt with by the rntea is the mode

of pleauling. The authors oi the
j
udicatuie Act had before them two

systems oi pleadix^, both ul wtuch were open to criticism. The
common law pleadings (it was said) did not state the facts on which
the pleader Twied, but only the legal aspect of the facts or the infer-

ences from l^em, while the chancoty pleadings were lengthy, tedions,

and to.ia herga extent irrelevant and useless. There was some
exaggeration in both statements. In pursuing the fusion of law and
equity which was the dominant legal idea ol law reformers of that

period, the framers of the first set of rules devised a s^^stem which
they thought would meet the defects of both systems, and be appro-

priate ior both Urc common law and tiie chancery divisions. In a
normal case, tlie plaintiff delivered lus statement of claim, in which
he was to set forth concisely the facts on which he relied, and the

relict which he asked. The defendant then delivered his statement
of defence, in which he was to say whether he admitted or dcniecl

the plaintiff^B facts (every averment not traversed being taken to be
admitted), and any odditiouai facts and legal defences on which he
relied. The plaintiff might then reply, and the defendant rejoin, and
BO on until the pleaders had exhausted themselves. This system
of pleading was not a bad one if accompanied by the right of cither

pa^ to demur to his opponent’s pleading, i.e. to say, “ admitting
aU your avermeuts ui fact to be true, you still have no oausc of

action," or " defence " (as the case may be). It may he, however,
that the authors of the new system were too intent on uniformity

when they abKihshed the common-law pleading, which, shorn of its

abuiCB fas it had been by "the Common Law Procedure Acts), was
an admirable instrument for defining tJic issue between the pai tics

though unsuited for the more complicated cases which arc tricvl

in chancery, and it might po.ssibly have been better to try the new
system in the first instance in the chancery division only. It shoul<!

be added that the rules contain provisions for actions being tried

without pleadings if the defendant does not require a statement of

claim, and for the plaintiff in an action of debt obtaining immediate
judgment unless tlie defendant gets leave to defend. In the

chancery division there are of course no pleadings in those matters

which by the rules can be disposed of by summons in chambers
instead of by ordinary suit as formerly.

The judges seem to have been dissatisfied with the effect of their

former rules, for in 1883 they issued a h"esh set of con.solidatcd rules,

which, with subsequrat amendments, are those now in force.

By those niles a further attempt was made to prune the exuberance

of pleading. Concise forms of statement of claim and defeocc

were given in the appendix for adoption by the plead<ir. 1 1 is true

that these forms do not display a high standard of excellence in

draftsmanship, and it was said that many of them were undoubtedly
demurrable, but tiiat was not of much importance. Demurrers
were abolished, and instead thereof it was provided that any point

of law raised by the pleadings should be disposed of at or after the

trial, provided that by consent or order of the court the same
might be set down and disposed of before the trial (Order xxv.

rules 1,2). This, in the opinion of Lord Davoy in 1902 (£ncy. lint.,

loth od., XXX. 146), was a disastrous cbazige. The right of either

party to ^lallenge Ws opponent i» limine, either where the ques-

tion. bSl^een them was purely one of law, or where even the view

of the fadts taken and alleged by his opponent did not constitute

a cause of action or defenci-, was a most valuable one, and tended

to the curtailment of both the delay and tlie expense of litigation.

Any possibility of abuse by frivolous or technical demurrers (a.s

undoubtedly was formerly the case) had been met by powers of

amendment and the infliction of costs. Many of the most im-

portant questions of law had been decided on demurrer both in

common law and chancery. Lord Davey considored that demurrer
was a iLseful and satisfactory mode of trying question.s in chan-

cery (on bill and demurrer), and it was frequently adopted in

preference to a special case, which requires the statement of facts

to be agreed to by both partie.s and wa.s consequently more difficult

and expensive. It is obvious that a rule which makes the normal
time for decision of questions at law tlie trial or subsequently, and
a preliminary decision the exception, and sucli exception dependent
on the consent of both parties or an order of the court, is a poor
substituto for a demurrer as of right, and it has proved so in practice.

The editors of the Yearly Practice ior igoi (Muir Mackenzie, Lushing-

ton and Fbx) said (p. 272) :
" l^into of law rawed by the pleadings

are usually disposed oi at the trial or cm further oonBideratiQn after the

trial of the issues of fact," that is to say, after the delay, worry and
expense ol a trial of disputed ^estions of.fact which after all may
turn <mt to be unnecessary. The abolition of demurrers has also

(it is b^ieved) had a prejudicial effect on the atandard of loml
accurat.y and knowledgoirequirod in practitioners. Formerly uic

pleader had the fear of a demurrer before him. Nowadays he aced
not stop to think whether his cause of action or defence will hold

water or not, and anything which is not obviously frivolous or

vexatious will do by way of pleading tor the .purpose of the trial

and im getting the opposite party into the box.

Another ohangewas made by the rules of 1^83, which was regarded
rby some common law .lawyers as revolutionary. Formerly every
issue of fact in a oommon law action, inching the amount of

damage, had to be decided by the verdict of a jury. *' The effect

of the rules of 1883," said Lord Lindley, who was a member of the

rule committee, " was :to make trial without a jury the normal
mode of trial, excrat wliere trial with a jury is ordered under rules 0
or 7a, or may be had without an order under rule 2 " (Timson v.

Wilson, 38 Ch.-D. 72, at p. 76). 'fhe effect of the rdlw may be
'ttius summarized : (t) In the Chancery division 'no trial by jury
unless ordered by the judge, (z) GmiBcaily the judge may omer
trial without a jury of any cause or issue, which before Judicature
Act might have been so tried without consent of parties, or which
involves prolonged investigation of documents or accounts, or
scientific or local investigation. (3) Either party has a rig^t to a
jury -in .actions of slander, libel,' false imprisonment, malicioos
prosecution, seduction or breach of promise of marriage, upon
notice without order

j (4) or in any btlier action, by order. U)
Subject as above, actions are to be tried without a jury unless fhe
judge, of his own motion, otherwise orders.

Further steps have been taken with a view to .simplification of

procedure. By Order xxx. rulcri (asamended in.id97),aisummoi^,
called a summons for directions, has to be taken out by a plaintiff

immediately after the appearance of the defendant, ana upon such
summons an order is to be made respecting pleadings, and a number
of interlocutory proceedings. To make such.an order at that early

stage would seem to demand a prescieace and intelligent anticipa-

tion of future events which can hardly be expected of a master, or

even a judge in chambers, except in simple cases, involvii^^ a single

issue of law or fact which the parties are agreed in presenting to the

court. The effect of the rule is that the plaintiff joannot deliver his

statement of claim, or take any step in the .action, witliout the leave
ui the judge. In chancery cases the order usually made is that the
plaintiff deliver his statement of claim, and the rest of the summons
stand over, and the practical effect is merely to add a few pounds to

the costs. It may be doubted whether, as applied to the majority
of actions, the rule does not proceed on wrong, lines, and whetner it

would not be better to leave the parties, who know the exigencies

of their case better even than a judge in chambers, to proceed in their

own way, subject to stringent provisions for immediate payment of

the costs ocoasioned by unni*ces8ary, vexatious, or dilatory .proceed-

ii^s. The order does not apply to admiralty cases or to proceedings
under the order next mentioned.
The Supreme Court of Judicature Act (Ireland) 1877 follows

the same lines as English acts. The pre-existing courts were
consolidated into a supreme court of judicature, consisting of a
high court of justice and a court of appeal. The judicature acts

did not affect Scottish judicature, but the Appellate Jurisdiction
Act included the court of session among the courts from which an
appeal lies to the House of Lords.

JUDITH^ THE BOOK OF, one of the apocrj'phal books of the

Old Testament. It takes its name from the heroine Judith

*lov^6, i.e. nnrn, Jewess), to whom the last nine of

its sixteen chapters relate. In the Septuagint and Vulgate

it immediately precedes Esther, and along with lobit comes
after Nehemiah; in the English Apocrypha it is placed between

Tobit and the apocryphal additiems to Esther.

Argument .— the twelfth year of his reign Nebuchadrezzar,

who is described as king of Assyria, having his capital in Nineveh,

makes war against Arphaxad, king of Media, and overcomes

him in his seventeenth year. He then despatches his chief

general Holofemes to take vengeance on the nations of the

west who had withheld their assistance. This expedition has

already succeeded in its main objects when Holofemes proceeds

to attack Judaea. The children of Israel, who are described

as having newly returned from captivity, are apprehensive of a

desecration of their sanctuary, and resolve on resistance to the

uttermost. The inhabitants of BethuHa (Betylua) and Betomes-

tham in particular (neither place can be identified), directed

by Joachim the high priest, guard the mountain passes near

Dothaim, and place themselves under God’s protection. Holo-

femes now inquires of the chiefs who are with him about the

Israelites, and is answered by Achior the leader of the Ammonites,

who enters upon a long historical narrative showing the Israelites

to be invincible except when they have offended God. For this

Achior is punished by being handed over to the Israelites, who
lead him to the governor of Bethulia. Next day the siege

begins, and after forty days the famished inhabitants urge the

governor Ozias to surrender, which he consents to do unless

relieved in five days. Judith, a beautiful and pious widow
of the tribe of Shneon, now appears on the scene with a plan

6f deliverance. Wearing her rich attire, and accompanied by

her maid, who carries a bag of provisions, she goes over to the

hostile camp, where she is at once conducted to the general,

whose suspicions are disarmed by the tales she invents. After

four days Holofemes, smitten with her^arms, at the close of a
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sumptuous entertainment mvitefs her to remain within his

tent over night. No sooner is he overcome with sleep 'than

Tudith, seising this sword, strikes off his head and 'gives it to

her maid
;
both now leave the camp (as they had previously been

accustomed to do, ostensibly for prayer) and 'retumito Bethuha,
where the trophy is displayed amid great rejoici^s and -thanks-

givings. Achior now publicly professes Judaism, and at the

instance of Judith the Israelites make a sudden victorious

onslaught on the enemy. Judith now sings a song of praise,

and all go up to Jerusalem to worship with sacrifice rejoicing.

The book concludes with a brief notice of the closing years

of the heroine.

Versions .—Judith was written originally in Hebrew. This is

shown not only by the numerous Hebraisms, but alao'by mistransla-

tkms of the Greek translation, as in ii. -2, iii, g, and other pass^as
(see Fritzsche and Ball in isc,), despite the statement of Origen
[J£p. ad Afric. 13) that the booirwas not received by the Jews among
thoir apocryphal writinjSB. In his preface to Judith, Jerome says

that ho based his Latin version on ’ the Chaldee, which the Jews
reckoned among their Hagiographa. Ball [Speuher^s Apocrypha,
i. 243) holds that the Chaldee text used by Jerome was a free transla-

tion or adaptation of the Hebrew. The book exists in two forms

:

the shorter, which is preserved only in Hebrew (see under Hebrew
Midrashtm below), is, according to Scholz, Lipsius, Ball and Gaster,

the older
;
the loi^^ form is that contained in the versions.

Greek Kcrsiow.—This is found in three recensions : (1) in A B, X;

(2) in codices ly, 108 (Lucian's text)
; (3) in codex 58, tne source of

the old Latin and Syriac.

Syriac and Latin Versions.—Two Syriac versions were made
from tile Greek—the first, that of the Peshit^ and the second, that

of Paul of Telia, the so-called Hexa.plaric. The Old Latin was de-

rived from the Greek, as we have remarked above, and Jerome's
from the Old Latin, under the control of a Chaldee version.

Laier Hebrew Midrashim.—Thc.se are .printed in Jellinek's Bet

ha-Midra$ch, i. 130-1 31; ii. 12-22; and by Gaster in Proceedings

of the Society of BtbhctU Archaology (1894), pp. 13(3-163.

Date,—The book in its fuller form was most probably written

in the and century b.c. The writer places his romance two
centuries earlier, in the time of Ochus, as we may reasonably

infer from the attaok made by 'Holofernes and .Bagoas on

Judaea ;
for Artaxerxes Ochus made an expedition against

Plioenicia and Egypt in 350 B.c., in which his chief generals

were Hulofemes and Bagoas.

Recent LiterATUttE.—-Ball, Speaker's Apocrypha (1888), on ex-

cellent piece of work; Scholz, Das Buck Jtuitih (1896) : L6hr, Apok.
und Psend. (1900), ii. 147-164; Porter in Hastings's Diet. Bihte^ ii.

822-824; Gaster, Eney, Bib,^ ii. 2642-2646. See Ball, pp. 260-261,

and Schttrer m loc., for a full bibliography. (K. H. C.)

JUDSON, ADONIRAM (1788-1850), American missionary, was

born at Malden, Massachusetts, on the 9th of August 1788,

the son of a Congregational minister. He graduated at Brown
University in 1807,was successively a school teacher and an actor,

completed a course at the Andover Theological Seminary in

September 1810, and was at once licensed to preach as a Congre-

gational clergyman. In the summer of 1810 he with several of

his fellow students at Andover had petitioned the-general associa-

tion of ministers to be sent to Asiatic missionary 'fields. This

application resulted in the establishment of the American Board

6f Commissioners for Foreign Missions, which sent Judson to

England to secure, if possible, the co-operation of the London

Missionary Society. His Ship fell into the hands of a French

privateer and he was for some time a prisoner in France, but

finally proceeded to London, Where hi« proposal was considered

without anything being decided. He then returned to America,

Where he found the board ready to act independently. His

appointment to Burma followed, and in 1812, accompanied by

his wife, Ann Hausseltine Judson (1789-18^^), he went to

Calcutta. On the voyage both became advocates of baptism

by immersion, and b^g thus cut off from Congregationalism

they tjegam independent work. In 1814 they began to receive

support from the American Baptist Missionary Union, which^had

been founded with the primary object of keeping them in the

field. Mter k fisw months at Madras, they settled at 'Rangoon.

There Judson mastered Burmese, into which he translated 'part

6f ‘tiie^spels With his- wife’s help. In 1824 he removed to

Ava,Where during^the war between the East In'^aCon^ny and

Burmtihewfte'imprisoRed foralmost two years. After'peace'had
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been brought about (largely, it is said, through his exertions)

Mrs Judson died. In 1837 JudsonTemovtd his headquarters to

Maulnmin, where school buildings and a church were erected,

and where in 1834 he married Sarah’Hall Boardman ^1803-11845).

In 1833 he completed his translation of theBibie; >in succeed^
years he compiled a Burmese grammar, a Burmese 'dictionary,

and a Pali dictionary. In '1845'his wife’s failing heakh decid^
Judson to return to America, but she died during the voyage,

and was buried at St Helena. In^the United States Judson
married Emily Chubbuck (18x7-1854), welhknoi^ as a poet

and novelist under 'the name of “ Fanny Forrttter,” who was
one of the earliest advocates in America of the higher education

of women. She returned with him in 1846 to Buniia, where
the rest of his life was devoted largely to the rewriting of his

Burmese dictionary. He died at sea on the istk of April 1850,

while on his way •to Martinique, in search of health. Jud^
was perhaps the greatest, as he was practically the first, of the

many missionaries sent from the United States tinto foreign

fields; his fervour, bis devotion to duty, and his fortitude in

the face of danger mark him as the prototype of the American
missionary.

The Judson ‘Memorial, an in.stitutional church, was erected on
Washington Square South, New York City, largely through the
exertions of his son, Rev. Edward JudionJb. 184A who.became its

pastor and director, and who prepared a. life of .Dr Judson <(x883;
new ed. 1898). Another biography is by Francis Wayland (a vols.,

1854). See also Robert T. Middleditch^s Life of Adoniram Judson,
Bnrmah's Great Missionary (New Yoiric, 1839). For the thrw Mrs.

Judsons, see Knowles, Life of Ann HaaselHne Judson (1829); Emi^
C. Judson, Life of Sarah Hall Boardman Judson (18^); Asabel C.

Kendrick, Lxfe and Letters of Emily Chubbuck Judson .(iSOt).

JUEL, JENS (1631-1700), Danish statesman, bom on the 15th

of July 1631, began his diplomatic career in the suite of Count
Christian Rantzau, whom he accompanied to Viemiaand Regens-

iiurg in 1653. In August 1657 Juel was accredited to the court

of Poland, and though he failed to prevent King John Carimir

from negotiating separately with Sweden he was made a privy

councillor on his return home. But it was the reconciliation *

of Juel’s uncle Hannibal Sehested with King Frederick III. which

secured Juel’s future. As 5?ehestcd’s representative, he con-

cluded the peace of Copenhagen with Charles X., and after the

Danish reVolution of 1660 was appointed Danish ^minister at

Stocitholm, where he remained for eight years. Subsequently the

chancellor Griffenfeldt, who had become warmlyattached to him,

sent him in 1672, and again in 1674, as ambassador extraordinary

to Sweden, ostens.^bly to bring about a closer union between the

two northern kingdoms, but really to give ^time to consolidate

Griffenfeldt’s far-reaching system of alliances. Juel completriy

.sympathized with Griffenfeldt’s Scandinavian policy, which

aimed at weakening Sweden sufficiently to re-establish some-

thing like an equilibrium between the two states. Like Griffen-

feldt, Juel also feared, above all things, a Swedo-Danish war.

After the unlucky Scanian War of 1675- 79, Juel was one of the

Danish plenipotentiaries Who negotiated the peace of Lund.

Even then he was for an alliance with Sweden “ till we can do

better.’" This policy he consistently followed, and was larg^
instrumental in bringing about the mairiage of Oiartes-XI. with

Christian V.^s daughter Ulrica Leonora. But for the d^h of

the dike-minded Swedish statesman Johan Gyilenstjema in June

1680, Juel’s “Scandinavian ” policy might have succeeded, to

the infinite advantage of both kingdoms. He represented

Denmark at the coronation of Charles XII. (December 1697),

when he concluded a new treaty of alliance with.Sweden. &
died in 1700.

Juel, a man of very few words and a sworn enemy of phrase-

making, was perhaps the shrewdest and most cynical diplomatist

of his day. His motto was :
“ We should wish for what wc can

get.” Throughout life he regarded the political situation of

Denmark with absolute pessimism. She was, he often said,the

cat’s-paw of the Great Powers. WhilesOriffenfdUit would have

obviated this danger by an elastic political system, ttdaptaibk

to idl circumstances, Juel preferred seizing whatever he could

get in favourable oOnjuiictures. In domestic affairB Juel waaan
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adherent of the mercantile system, and laboured vigorously for

the industrial development of Denmark and Norway. For an
aristocrat of the old school he was liberally inclined, but only

favoured petty reforms, especially in agriculture, while he re-

garded emancipation of the serfs as quite impracticable. Juel

made no secret of his preference for absolutism, and was one of

the, few patricians who accepted the title of baron. He saw some
military service during the Scanian War, distinguishing himself

at the siege of Venersborg, and by his swift decision at the

critical moment materially contributing to his brother Niels’s

naval victory in the Bay of Kjoge. To his great honour he re-

mained faithful to Griffenfeldt after his fall, enabled his daughter

to marry handsomely, and did his utmost, though in vain, to

obtain the ex-chancellor’s release from his dungeon.

See Carl Frederik Uricka, Dansk biop^afisk lex., art. “ Jud** (i887>

&c.); Adolf Ditlev Jdrgensen, P. Schumacher Griffenfeldt (1893-
1894)^ (H. N. B.)

JUEL, NIELS (1629-1697), Danish admiral, brother of the

preceding, was bom on the 8th of May 1629, at Christiania. He
served his naval apprenticeship under Van Tromp and De Ruyter,

taking part in all the chief engagements of the war of 1652-54
between England and Holland. During a long indisposition

at Amsterdam in 1655-1656 he acquired a thorough knowledge
of ship-building, and returned to Denmark in 1656 a thoroughly

equipped seaman. He served with distinction during the Swedo-
Danish wars of 1658-60 and took a prominent part in the defence

of Copenhagen against Charles X. During fifteen years of peace,

Juel, as admiral of the fleet, laboured assiduously to develop

and improve the Danish navy, though he bitterly resented the

setting over his head in 1 663 of Cort Adelaar on his return from

the Turkish wars. In 1661 Juel married Margrethc Ulfeldt. On
the outbreak of the Scanian War he served at first under Adelaar,

but on the death of the latter in November 1675 he was appointed

to the supreme command. He then won a European reputation,

and raised Danish sea-power to unprecedented eminence, by the

system of naval tactics, afterwards perfected by Nelson, which
consists in cutting off a part of the enemy’s force and concen-

trating the whole attack on it. He first employed this manoeuvre
at the battle of Jasmund off Riigcn (May 25, 1676) when he

broke through the enemy’s line in close column and cut off five

of their ships, which, however, nightfall prevented him from
pursuing. Juel’s operations were considerably hampered at this

period b)fc^e overbearing conduct of his Dutch auxiliary, Philip

Almoflie, who falsely accused the Danish admiral of cowardice.

A few days after the battle of Jasmund, Cornelius Van lYomp the

younger, with 17 fresh Danish and Dutch ships of the line, super-

seded Juel in the supreme command. Juel took a leading part

in Van Tromp’s great victory off Oland (June 1, 1676), which
enabled the Danes to invade Scania unopposed. On the ist of

June 1677 Juel defeated the Swedish admiral Sjoblad off Moen;
on the 30th of June 1677 he won his greatest victory, in the Bay
of Kjoge, where, with 25 ships of the line and 1267 guns, he

routed the Swedish admiral Evert Horn with 36 ships of the line

and 1800 guns. For this great triumph, the just reward of

superior seamanship and strategy—at an early stage of the

engagement Juel’s experienced eye told him that the wind in

the course of the day would shift from S.W. to W. and he

took extraordinary risks accordingly—he was made lieutenant

admiral general and a privy councillor. This victory, besides

permanently crippling the Swedish navy, gave the Danes a self-

confidence which enabled them to keep their Dutch allies in their

proper place. In the following year Van Tromp, whose high-

handedness hud become unbearable, was discharged by Chris-

tian V., who gave the supreme command to Juel. In the spring

of 1678 Juel put to sea with 84 ships carrying 2400 cannon, but
as the Swedes were no longer strong enough to encounter such

a formidable armament on the open sea, his operations were
limited to blockading the Swedish ports and transporting troops
to Rugen. After the peace of Lund Juel showed himself an
administrator and reformer of the first order, and under his

energetic supervision the Danish navy ultimately reached impos-

ing dimensions, especially after Juel became chief of the admiralty

in 1683. Personally Juel was the noblest and most amiable of

men, equally beloved and respected by his sailors, simple, straight-

forward and unpretentious in all his ways. During his latter

years he was popularly known in Copenhagen as “ the good old
knight.” He died on the 8th of April 1697.

See Garde, NUU Juel (1842), and Den dansk. norske Sdmagts His-
torie, t<3S-i700 (1861). (R. jS. B.)

JUG, a vessel for holding liquid, usually with one handle and
a lip, made of earthenware, glass or metal. The origin of the
word in this sense is uncertain, but it is probably identical with
a shortened form of the feminine name Joan or Joanna; cf. the

similar use of Jack and Jill or Gill for a drinking-vessel or a
liquor measure. It has also been used as a common expression

for a homely woman, a servant-girl, a sweetheart, sometimes in a
sense of disparagement. In slang, ” jug ” or “ stone-jug ” is

used to denote a prison; this may possibly be an adaptation of

Fr. joug^ yoke; Lat. jugum. The word "jug” is probably onomato-
poeic when used to represent a particular note of the nightin-

gale’s song, or applied locally to various small birds, as the

hedge-jug, &c.

The British Museum contains a remarkable bronze jug which
was found at Kumasi during the Ashanti Expedition of 1896. It

dates from the reign of Richard II., and is decorated in relief with

the arms of England and the badge of the king. It has a lid,

spout and handle, which ends in a quatrefoil. Aji inscription, on
three raised bands round the body of the vessel, modernized runs

:

" He that will not spare when he may shall not spend when he
would. Deem the best in every doubt till the truth be tried

out.” The British Museum Guide to the Medieval Room contains

an illustration of this vessel.

A particular form of jug is the " ewer,” the precursor of the

ordinary bedroom jug (an adaptation of 0 . Fr. ewaire; Med. Lat.

aquaria, water-pitcher, from aqua, water). The ewer was a jug

with a wide spout, and was principally used at table for pouring

water over the hands after eating, a matter of some necessity

before the introduction of forks. Early ewers are sometimes
mounted on three feet, and bear inscriptions such as Venez laver,

A basin of similar material and design accompanied the ewer.

In the 13th and 14th centuries a special type of metal ewer takes

the form of animals, men on horseback, &c.
;
these are generally

known as aquamaniles, from Med. Lat. aqua mantle or agua
manale {aqua, water, and manare, to trickle, pour, drip). The
British Museum contains several examples.

In the i8th and early 19th centuries were made the drinking-

vessels of pottery known as " Toby jugs,” properly Toby Fillpots

or Philpots. These take the form of a stout old man, sometimes
seated, with a three-cornered hat, the comers of which act as

spouts. Similar drinking-vessels were also made representing

characters popular at the time, such as " Nelson jugs,” &c.

JUGE, BOFFILLE DE (d. 1502), Frcnch-ltalian adventurer

and statesman, belonged to the family of del Giudice, which
came from Amalfi, and followed the fortunes of the Angevin
dynasty . When J ohn of Anjou, duke of Calabria, was conquered

in Italy (1461) and fled to Provence, Bofiille followed him. He
was given by Duke John and his father, King Ren6, the charge of

upholding by force of arms their claims on Catalonia. Louis XL,
who had joined his troops to those of the princes of Anjou,

attached Boffille to his own person, made him his chamberlain

and conferred on him the vice-royalty of Roussillon and Cerdagne

(1471), together with certain important lordships, among others

the countship of Caslres, confiscated from James of Anhagnac,
duke of Nemours (1476), and the temporalities of the bishopric

of Caslres, confiscated from John of Armagnac. He also entrusted

him with diplomatic negotiations with Flanders and England.

In 1480 Boffille married Marie d’Albret, sister of Alain the Great,

thus confirming the feudal position which the king had given

him in the south. He was appointed as one of the judges in the

trial of Ren6 of Alengon, and showed such zeal in the discharge

of his functions that Louis XL rewaided him by fresh gifts.

However, the bishop of Castres recovered his diocese (1483),

and the heirs of the duke of Nemours took legal proceedings for
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the recovery of the countship of Cftstres. BoffiUe, with the

object of escaping from his enemies, applied for the command of

the armies of the republic of Venice. His application was re-

fused, and he further bst the viceroyalty of Roussillon (i49i)«

His daughter Louise married against his will a gentleman of no

rank, and this led to terrible family dissensions. In order to

disinherit his own family, BoffiUe de juge gave up the countship

of Castres to his brother-in-law, Alain d’Albret (1494). He died

in 1 502.

See P. M. Ferret, BoffiUe de Juge^ comte de Castres^ et la rSpublique

de Venise (1891); F. Paaquier, Inventaire des documents concernant

BoffiUe de Juge (1903). (M. P.*)

JUGGERNAUT* a corruption of Sans. Jagannatha, “ Lord

of the World,’’ the name under which the Hindu god Vishnu is

worshipped at Puri in Orissa. The legend rtms that the sacred

blue-stone image of Jagannatha was worshipped in the solitude

of the jungle by an outcast, a Savara mountaineer, called Basu.

The king of MaJwa, Ihdradyumna, had despatched Brahmans to

all quarters of the peninsula, Euid at last discovered Basu.

Thereafter the image was taken to Puri, and a temple, begun in

1174, was completed fourteen years later at a cost of upwards

of half a million sterling. The site had been associated for

centuries before and after the Christian era with Buddhism,

and the famous Car festival is probably based on the Tooth

festival of the Buddhists, of which the Chinese pilgrim Fa-Hien

gives an account. The present temple is a pyramidal build-

ing, 192 ft. high, crowned with the mystic wheel and flag of

Vishnu. Its inner enclosure, nearly 400 ft. by 300 ft., contains

a number of small temples and shrines. The main temple

has four main rooms—the hall of offerings, the dancing hall,

the audience chamber, and the shrine itself—the two latter being

each 80 ft. square. The three principal images are those of

Vishnu, his brother and his sister, grotesque wooden figures

roughly hewn. Elaborate services are daily celebrated all the

year round, the images are dressed and redressed, and four

meals a day are served to them. The attendants on the god

are divided into 36 orders and 97 classes. Special servants are

assigned the tasks of putting the god to bed, of dressing and

bathing him. The annual rent-roll of the temple was put

at ^68,000 by Sir W. W. Hunter; but the pilgrims’ offerings,

which form the bulk of the income, are quite unknown and have

been said to reach as much as £100^00 in one year. Ranjit

Singh bequeathed the Koh-i-nor to Jagannath. There are four

chief festivals, of which the famous Car festival is the most

important.

The terrible stories of pilgrims crushed to death in the god's honour
have made the phrase “ Car of Juggernaut " synonymous with the

mercile.ss sacrihcc of human lives, but these have been shown to be

baseless calumnies. The worship of Vishnu is innocent of all

bloody rites, and a drop of blood even accidentally spilt in the

god's presence is held to pollute the oificiating priests, the people,

and the consecrated food. The Car festival takes place in June
or July, and the feature of its celebration is the drawing of the

god from the temple to his " country-house," a distance of less

than a mile. The car is 45 ft. in height and 35 ft. square, and is

supported on 16 wheels of 7 ft. in diameter. Vishnu's brother

and sister have separate cars, slightly sztialler. To these cars ropes

are attached, and thousands of eager pilgrims vie with each other

to have the honour of dragging the god. Though the distance

is so short the journey lasts several days, owing to the deep sand
in which the wheels sink. During the festival serious accidents

have often happened. Sir W. W. Hunter in the GaxeUeer of India
writes :

" In a closely packed, eager throng of a hundred thousand
men and women under the blazing tropical sun, deaths must occa-

sionally occur. 'There have doubtless been instances of pilgrims

throwing themselves under the wheels in a frenzy of religious

excitement, but such instances have always been rare, and are now
unknown. The few suicides that did occur were, for the moat part,

cases of diseased and miserable objects who took this means to put
themselves out of pain. The official returns now place this beyond
doubt. Nothing could be more opposed to the spirit of Vishnu-

worship than 8e&-immolation. Accidental death within the temple
renders the whole place unclean. According to Chaitanya, the

apostle of lagannath, the destruction of the least of God's creatures

is a sin agmnst the Creator.'"

See also Sir W. W. Hunter's Orissa (1872) ; and District Gasetteer

of Puri (1908).

JUGGLER (Lat jocuUUar, jester), in the modem sense a
former of sleight-of-liand tricks and dexterous feats of skill in

tossing balls, plates, knives, &c. The term is practically synony-

mous with conjurer (see Conjuring). The joctdcUores were

mimes of the middle ages (see Drama); the French use of the

word jongleurs (an erroneous form of jougleur) included the

singers k^wn as trouvires ; and the humbler English minstrels

of the same type gradually passed into the strolling jugglers,

from whose exhibitions the term came to cover looi^ any

acrobatic, pantomimic and sleight-of-hand performances. In

ancient Rome various names were given to what we call jugglers,

tf.g. ventUatores (knife-throwers), and pilarii (ball-players).

JUGURTHA (Gr. *loy6p$a%), king of Numidia, an lU^timate
son of Mastanabal, and grandson of Massinissa., .^ter his

father’s death he was brought up his uncle Micipsa together

with his cousins Adherbal and Hiempsal. Jugurtha grew up
strong, handsome and intelligent, a skilful rider, and an adept in

warlike exercises. He inherited much of Massinissa’s political

ability. Micipsa, naturally afraid of him, sent him to Spain

(134 B.c.) in command of a Numidian force, to serve under

P. Cornelius Scipio Africanus Minor. He became a favourite

with Scipio and the Roman nobles, some of whom put into his

head the idea of making himself sole king of Numidia, with

the help of Roman money.
In 1 18 B.c. Micipsa died. By his will, Jugurtha was associated

with Adherbal and Hiempsal in the government of Numidia.

Scipio had written to Micipsa a strong letter of recominendation

in favour of Jugurtha; and to Scipio, accordingly, Micipsa en-

trusted the execution of his will. None the less, his testamentary

arrangements utterly failed. The princes soon quarrelled, and

Jugurtha claimed the entire kingdom. Hiempsal he contrived

to have assassinated
;
Adherbal he quickly drove out of Numidia.

He then sent envoys to Rome to defend his usurpation on the

ground that he was the injured party. The senate decided that

Numidia was to be divided, and gave the western, the richer and

more populous half, to Jugurtha, while the sands and deserts of

the eastern half were left to Adherbal. Jugurtha’s envoys

appear to have found several of the Roman nobles and senators

accessible to bribery. Having secured the best of the bargain,

Jugurtha at once began to provoke Adherbal to a war of self-

defence. He completely defeated him near the modem Philippe-

villc, and Adherbal sought safety in the fortress of Cirta (Con-

stantine). Here he was besieged by Jugurtha, who, notwith-

standing the interposition of a Roman embassy, forced the place

to capitulate, and treacherously massacred all the inhabitants,

among them his cousin Adherbal and a number of Italian

merchants resident in the town. There was great wrath at Rome
and throughout Italy ; and the senate, a majority of which still

clung to Jugurtha, were persuaded in the same year (iii) to

declare war. An army was despatched to Africa under the consul

L. Calpurnius Bestia, several of the Numidian towns voluntarily

surrendered,and Bocchus,the king of Mauretania, and Jugurtha’s

father-in-law, offered the Romans his alliance. Jugurtha was

alarmed, but having at his command the accumulated treasures

of Massinissa, he was successful in arranging with the Roman
general a peace which left him in possession of the whole of

Numidia. When the facts were known at Rome, the tribune

Memmius insisted that Jugurtha should appear in person and be

questioned as to the negotiations. Jugurtha appeared under a

safe conduct, but he had partisans, such as the tribune C.

Baebius, who took care that his moutb should be closed. Soon

afterwards he caused his cousin Massiva, then resident at Rome
and a claimant to the throne of Numidia, to be assassinated.

The treaty was thereupon set aside, and Jugurtha was ordered to

quit Rome. On this occasion he uttered the well-known words,

“ A city for sale, and doomed to perish as soon as it finds a

purchaser 1 ” (Livy, Epit, 64). The war was renewed, and the

consul Spurius Albinus entrusted with the command. The

Roman army in Africa was thoroughly demorabzed,i^ An un-

successful attempt was made on a fortified town, Suthul,m which

the royal treasures were deposited. The army was surprised

by the enemy in a night attack, and the camp was taken and
XV 18
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plundered. Every Roman was driven mit of Numidii., and a

disgraceful peace was concluded (ioq).

^ this time the feehng at Rome and in Itaty agaimt the

corruption and incapacity of the nobles had become so strong

that a number of senators were prosecuted and Bestia and

Albinos B«>tent^d to exile. The war was now entrusted to

Quintus Metellus, an able soldier and stem disciplinarian, wad

from the year 109 to its close in 106 the contest was carried on

with credit to the Roman arms. Jugurtha wa.s defeated on the

river Muthul, after an obstinate and skilful resistance. Once

again, however, he succeeded in surprising the Roman corop and

forcing Metellus into winter quarters. There were fresh nego-

tiations, but Metellus insisted on the surrender of the king’s

person, and this Jugurtha refused. Numidia on the whole

seemed disposed to assert its independence, and Rome had b^ore

her the prospect of a troublesome guerrilla war. Negotiations,

reflecting little credit on the Romans, were set on f(wt with

Ikicchus {q.v.) who for a time played fast and loose with both

parties. In 106, Marius was called on by the vote of the Roman
people to supersede Metellus, but it was through the perfidy

of Bocchus and the diplomacy of L. Cornelius Sulla, Marius’s

quaestor, that the war was ended. ] ugurtha fell into an ambush,

and was conveyed a prisoner to Rome. Two years afterwards, in

j 04, he figured with his two sons in Marius’s triumph, and in the

subterranean prison beneath the Capitol
—

“ the bath of ice,” as

he called it—he was cither strangled or starved to death.

Though doubtless for a time regarded by his countiymen as

their deliverer from the yoke of Rome, Jugurtha mainly owes his

historical importance to the full and minute account of him

which we have from tlte hand of Sallust, himself afterwards

governor of Numidia.

See A. H. J. Greenidgc, Hist, of Rome (1^4); T. Mommsen, Hist,

of Rome, book iv. ch. v.
;
the chief ancient authorities (besides

^llust) are Livy, Epit. Ixii.-lxvii.
;

Plutarch, Marius and Hutlai

Velkms Paterculus, ii.; T>iocl, Sic,, Eacerpia, xxxri'.; Floraai ui. i.

(See also Marius
;
Suila; Numidia.)

JUJU, a West African word held by some authorities to be a

corruption of Mandingo grw-grw, a charm. It is more generaUy

believed to have been adapted the Mandingos dire^y from

Fr. joujou, a toy or plaything, rhe word, as used b^*^ Europeims

on the Guinea coast, was originally applied to the objects which

it was supposed the negroes worshipped, and was transferred

from the objects themselves to the spirit? or gods who dwelt in

them, M<i»^nally to the whole religious beliefs of the West

Africa!^ It is currently used in each of these senses, and more

loosely to indicate all the manners and customs of the negroes of

the Guinea coast, particularly the power of interdiction exercif?ed

in the name of .spirits. (See Fetishism and Taboo.)

JUJUBE. Under this name the fruits of at least two species

of ZnypfiHS are usually described, namely, Z. vulgaris and

Z. Jujuba} The genus is a member of the natural order Ana-

cardiaceae. The species are small trees or shrubs, armed with

sharp, straight, or hooked spines, having alternate leaves, and

fruits which are in most of the species edible, and have an

agreeable acid taste
;
this is especially the case with those of the

two species mentioned above.

Z. vulgaris is a tree about 20 feet high, extensively cultivated

in many parts of Southern Europe, also in Western A.sia, China

and Japan. In India it extends from the Punjab to Che north-

western frontier, ascending in the Punjab Himalaya to a heig(ht

of 6500 feet, and is found both in the wild and cultivated state.

The plant is grown almost exclusively for the sake of its fruit,

which both in si*e and shape resembles a moderate-sixed plum

;

at first the fruits are green, but as they ripen they become of a

reddish-brown ctJour on'the outside and yellow within. They
ripen in September, when they are gathered and preserved by

storing in a dry placer after a time the pulp becomes much
softer andilwecter than when fresh. Jujube fruits when carefully

dried will keep for a long time, and retain their refreshing acid

flavour, on accountof which they are much valued in the countries

of the Mediterranean region as a winter dessert fruit; and,

^ The med. Le.t. jujuba is a much altered form of the Gr. {t(v^ov.

besides^ they are nutritive and demulcent. At one time a

decoction was prepared from them and recommended m pectoral

complaints. A kind of thick paste, known as Jujube paste,

was also made of a composition of gum arabic and sugar dis-

solved in a decoction of jujube fruit evaporated to the proper

consistency.

Z. Jftjuha is a tree averaging from 30 to 50 ft. high, found

both wild and cultivated in Giina, the Malay Archipelago,

Ceylon, India, tropical Africa and Australia. Many varieties

are cultivated by the Clunese, who distinguish them by the shape

and siae of their fruits, which are not only much valued as dessert

fruit in China, but are also occasionally exported to England.

As seen in commerce jujube fruits are about the size of a small

filbert, having a reddish-brown, shining, somewhat wrinkled

exterior, and a yellow or gingerbread coloured pulp enclosing a

hard elongated stone.

The fruits of Zhypkus do not enter into the composition of

the lozen^s now known as jujubes which arc usually made of

gum-arabic, gelatm, &c., and variously flavoured.

JU-JUTSU, or Jru-JiTSU (a Chino-Japanese term, meaning

muscle-science), the Japanese method of offence and defence

without weapons in personal encounter, upon which is founded

the system of physical culture universal in Japan. Some
histonans assert that it was founded by a Japanese physician

who learned its rjdiments while studjnng in China, but most

writers maintain that ju jutso was in common use in Japan

centuries earlier, and that it was known in the 7th rentuiy b.c.

Originally it was an art practised solely by the nobility, and

particularly by the samurai who, posse.ssmg the right, denied to

commoners, of carrying swords, were thus enabled to show their

superiority over common people even when without weapons.

It was a secret art, jealously guarded from those not privileged

to use it, until the feudal system was abandoned in Japan, and

now ju-jutsu is taught in the schools, as well as in public and

private gymnasia. In the army, naw and police it receives

particular attention. About the beginning of the 20th century,

masters of the art began to attract attention in Europe and

America, and schools were established in Great Britain and the

United States, as well as on the continent of Europe.

Ju-jutsu may be briefly defined as *‘an application of anatomi-

cal knowledge to the purpose of offence and defence. It differs

from wrestling in that it does not depend upon muscular strength.

It differs from the other forms of attack in that it uses no

weapon. Its feat consists in clutching or striking such part

of an enemy’s body as will make him numb and incapable of

resistance. Its object is not to kill, but to incapacitate one for

action for tlie time being ” (Inazo Nitobe, Bushido : the Soul of

Japan),

Many writers translate the term ju-jutsu ” to conquer by

yielding ” (Jap. ju, pliant), and this phrase well expresses a

salient characteristic of the art, since the weight and strength of

the opponent are employed to his own undoing. When, for

example, a big man rushes at a .smaller opponent, the smaller

man, instead of seeking to oppose strength to strength, falls

backwards or sidewise, pulling his heavy adversary after him amd

taking advantage of his loss of balance to gain some lock or hold

known to tl^c science. This element of yielding in order to

conquer is thus referred to in Lafeadio Hearn’s Out of ike EaU :

“ In jiu-jitso there is a sort of counter for every twist, widnch,

pull, push or bend : onV the jitt-jitsu expert does not oppose

such movements. No; he yields to them. But he does much
more than thed.. He aids them with a wicked sleight that

causes the assailant to put emt his own shoulder, to fracture his

own arm, or, in a desperate case, even to break his own neck pt

back.”

The knowledge oi anatomy mentioned by Nitolie is acquired

in order that the combatlant may know the weak parts of h«

adversary’s body and attack them. Several of these sel*Sitfve

places, for instance the partially exposed nerve in the elbow

popularly known as the “ funny-bone ” and the complex of

nerves over the stomach called the solar plexus, are* fanntiar to

the European, but the ju-jutsu expert is acquainted' with many
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odiers which, when Gompresscd, struck, or pinched, cause tem-

porary paralysis of a more or less oomplete nature. Such places

ore the arm^pit, the ankle and wrist bones, the tendon nmning
downward from the ear, the Adam’s apple,” and the nerves of

the upper aim. In serious fighting almost any hold ur attack is

resorted to, and a broken or faetdly sprained limb is the least that

can befall the victim
;
but in the practice of the art as a means of

physical culture the knowledge of the different grips is assumed

on both sides, as well as the danger of resisting too bng. For

this reason the combatant, when he feels himself on the point of

being disabled, is instructed to signal liis acknowledgment of

defeat by striking the floor with hand or foot. The bout then

ends and both combatants rise and begin afresh. It will be

seen that a victory in ju-jutsu does not mean that the opponent

shall be placed in some particular position, as in wrestling, but in

any position in whicH his judgment or knowledge tells him that,

unless ho yields, he will suffer a disabling injury. This different

existed b^ween the wrestling and the pmcraiium of the Olympic

games. In the pmcraiium the fight went on until one comtetant

acknowledged diefeat, but, although many a man aUowed himseH

to be beaten into insensibility rather than suffer this humiliation,

it was nevertheless held to be a disgrace to kill an opponent.

A modem bout at )u-jutsu usuidly begms by the combatants

t^ing hold with both hands upon the collars of each other’s

jackets or kimonos, after which, upon the word to start being

given, the manceuvring for an advantageous grip begins by

pushes, pulls, jearks, falb, grips or other movements. Once the

wrist, ankle, neck, arm or 1^ of an assailant is firmly grasped so

that added force will dislocate it, there is nothing for the seized

man to do, in case he is still on his feet, but go to the floor, of^
being thrown clean over his opponent’s head. A fall of this kind

does not necessturily mean defeat, for the struggle proceeds iifxm

the floor, where indeed most of the combat tt&es place, and the

ju-jutsu expert receives a king training in the art of falling with-

out injury. Blows are delivered, not with the fist, but w^ the

open hand, the exterior edge of which is hardened by exercises.

The physical training necessary to produce expertness is the

most valuable feature of ju-jutsu. The system includes a light

and nourishing diet, plenty of sleep, deep-breathing exercises, an

abundance of fresh air and general moderation in habits, in

addition to the actual gymnastic exercises for the purpwe of

muscle-building and the cultivation of agiKty of eye and mind as
j

well Hs of body. It is practised by both sexes in Japan.

Many attempts have been made in England and America to

match ju-jutsu experts against wrestlers, mostly of the catch-

as-catchcan*' school, but these trials have, almost without

exception, proved unsatisfactory, since nrony of the most effi-

cacious tricks of ju-jutsu, such as the strangle holds and twists

of wrists and ankles, are accounted foul in wrestling. Never-

theless the Japanese athletes, even when obliged to forgo these,

have usually proved more than a match for European wrestlers of

their own weight.

See H. Irving Hancock's Japanese Physical rraining {1904) \

Physical Training for Women by Japanese Methods (i9C>4)
;
The Com-

phte Koho Jiu-tiisn (Jiudo) (1905); M. Ohashi, Japanese Physical

Ctdture (1904); K. Saito, Jiu-Jitsu Trich^ (1905)-

JUJVY, a northern province of the Argentine Repifljlic,

bounded N. and N.W. by Bolivia, N.E., E., S. and S.W. by

Salta, and W. by the Los Andes territory. Pop. (1895),

49,713; (*905 «?timate), SSASO, including many mestizos.

Area, 18,977 greater part being mounuinous. The

province is traversed from N. to S. by three distinct ranges

belonging to the gredt central Andean plateau : the Sierra de

Santa Catalina, the Sierra de Humahuaca, and the Siema dc

Zenta and Santa Victoria. In the S.E. angle of the province are

the'lc^,isolateditmgeiof AlumbreamdSantaBaa^ Betwn
the more eastern of these ranges are valleys ef surpassing fertility,

watered by the Rio Grande de Jujuy, a large tribotaiy of the

Benttejo. The western pert, however, is a high plateau ^arts

of Whi6h are tt,5oo ft. abdve sea-levdl), whose general character-

istics are those of the puna regions farther west. The surfare

of tWd 1^ ^cao is broken, semi-orid and flesctele, having a

very scanty population and no important indostiy beyond the

breod^ ofafew goatsandthofur-bearing chinohiibL There are

two. large sahne lagoons : Toro, or FQaie)os,in N.^amlCaML-
bindo, or Guayatayoc, in the S. The cHmate is co^, dry and

'

healthy, with violet tempsits m the summer season. (For a

vivid description of this mteresting region, see F. O’Dimcoll,
“ A Journey to the North of tkm Aigentine Republic,” jCesgr.

Jour. xxiv. 1904.) The agr^ltural pmduotions of Jujuy. in-,

dude sugar cane, wheat, Indian com, alfalfaand 'grapes^ The
breeding of cattle and mules for the Bolivian and Oiilekn maskets

is an old industry. . Coffee liaa been grown in the^department of

Ledesma, but only to a limited-extent. There are also valuable

forest areas and undeveloped mineral deposilss. Large borax

deposits are worked in the northern part of the province, the out-

put in 7901 having been dooo txms. The province is traversed

Irom S. to N. by the Central Northern railway, a national govern-

ment line, whi^ has boea extended to the Bolivian frontier. It

passes through the capital and up the picturesipie Humahuaca
valley, and promises, under capable managemezU, to be an
important international line, affording an outlet for southern

Bolivia. The climate of the lower agricuHspil districts is tropical,

and irrigation is employed in some places in the dry season.

The capital, Jujuy (estimated pop. 1905, 5000), is situated on

the Rio Grande at the lower end of the Humahuaca valley, 94a m.

from Buenos Aires by rail. It was founded in 1593 and is 4035 iu

above sea-level. It has a mild, temperate climate and pictur-

esc{ue natural surroundings, and is situated on the old route

between Bolivia and Tucuman, but its growth has been slow.

JUKES, JCMEra EEETB (iflix~i8(^), Bngliih geologist, was
bom at Summer Hill, near Birmingham, on the zoth of October

i3ii. He look his degree at Cambridge in 1836. He began

the study of geology under Sedgwidc, and in 1&39 was appoimbed

geologic^ surveyor of Newfoundland. He returned to England

at the end of 1840, and in 1842 sailed as naturalist on board

H.M.S. “ Hy,” despatched to survey Torres Strait, New Guinta,

and the east coast of Austmlia. Jukes landed in Engbrnd again

in June 1846, and in August reoaived an appointment on the

geotegical survey of Great Britain. The district to which he was

first sent was North Wales. In 1847 ^ commenced the survey

of the South StaffordshiTe coal-field and cantimied this work

during successive years after the close of field-work in Wales. The

results were published in his Geology of the South Staffordshire

Coal-field (1R53 : 2nd ed., 1859), a work remarkable for its accu-

racy and philosophic treatment. In 1850 he accepted the post

of local director of the geological survey of Ireland. The

exhausting nature of this work slowly but surely wore out even

his robust con.stitution end on the a9th of July 1869 he died.

For many years he lectured as professor of geology, tet at the

Royal Dublin Society’s Museum of Irish Industry, and afterwards

at the Hoy’til College of Science in Dublin. He was an admirable

teacher, and bis Siudenfs Manual was the favoured textbook

of British students for many years. During his residence in

Ireland he wrote an article ** On the Mode of Fonnation of some

of the River-valleys in the South of Ireland ” (Quarterly Joum,

Ged. Soc., 1862), and in this now cteadc essay he first dearly

sketched the origin and development of rivets. In later years

he devoted much attentitm to tlic rdatioiis beitwoen the Devonian

system and the Carboniferous rocks aind Old Red Sandstone.

Jukes wrote many papers that were printed in the London and

Dublin geological jouriHus and other penodiGals. Ha^dltrd, and in

great iMBanre wrote, forty-two memotw eapkwatoflfy of the maps of

the south, cost and west of Ireland, and pr^iared a geologicalmp of

IreUnd on a scale of 8 m. to an inch. He was also the author of

Excursions in and about Newfoundland {2 vota., r842); Jj^arraHee of

the Surveying Voyage of H.M.S. ’’Fly <2 voIb., 1847) ; A muckof the

Physical Struclt^re of Australia (1850); Popular Physical Geylogy

(1853) : Studem's Manual of Geolof^ 2nd .fd., *862* a later

edition was revised by A. 6eikie, 1872) * the article ^
the Ency. Brit. 8th od. (1858) and Sehod Manual of Geohgy\Mi).
See Letters, 6'C., of J. Beete fakes, edited, wi^ Correcting Memorial

Notes, hy his Sester (C. A. »iow«e)i( iSysb to which is oOdfd a

chfoadagioai Hstof Jukes’e wtitiilfS.

JUUM <5Uviu)! CUUBIUS JwtUKOs) capiqnly

called Julian the Apostate, Roman eo^peror^ was pocn in
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Constantinople in 331/ the son of Julius Constantins and his

wife Basilina, and nephew of Constantine the Great. He was

thus a member of the dynasty imder whose auspices Christianity

became the established religion of Rome. The name Flavius

he inherited from his paternal grandfather Constantins Chlonis;

Julianus came from his maternal grandfather
;

Claudius had

been assumed by Constantine’s family in order to assert a

connexion with Claudius Gothicus.

Julian lost his mother not many months after he was bom.
He was only six when his imperial uncle died; and one of his

earliest memories must have been the fearful massacre of his

father and kinsfolk, in the interest and more or less at the insti-

gation of the sons of Constantine. Only Julian and his elder

half-brother Callus were spared, Callus being too ill and Julian too

young to excite the few: or justify the cruelty of the murderers.

Callus was banished, but Julian was allowed to remain in Con-

stantinople, where he was carefully educated under the super-

vision of the family eunuch Mardonius, and of Eusebius, bishop

of Nicomedia. About 344 Callus was recalled, and the two
brothers were removed to Macellum, a remote and lonely castle

in Cappadocia. Julian was trained to the profession of the

Christian religion; but he became early attracted to the old

faith, or rather to the idealized amalgam of paganism and philo-

sophy which was current among his teachers, the rhetoricians.

Cut off from all s)’mpathy with the reigning belief by the terrible

fate of his family, and with no prospect of a public career, he

turned with all the eagerness of an enthusiastic temperament to

the literary and philosophic studies of the time. The old

Hellenic world had an irresistible attraction for him. Love for

its culture was in Julian’s mind intimately associated with

loyalty to its religion.

In the meantime the course of events had left as sole autocrat

of the Roman Empire his cousin Constantius, who, feeling himself

unequal to the enormous task, called Julian’s brother Callus to

a share of power, and in March 351 appointed him Caesar. At
the same time Julian was permitted to return to Constantinople,

where he studied grammar under Nicocles and rhetoric under

the Christian sophist Hecebolius. After a short stay in the capi-

tal Julian was ordered to remove to Nicomedia, where he made
the accpiaintance of some of the most eminent rhetoricians of the

time, and became confirmed in his secret devotion to the pagan

faith. He promised not to attend the lectures of Libanius, but

bought aid read them. But his definite conversion to paganism

was atli^uted to the neoplatonist Maximus of Ephesus, who may
have visited him at Nicomedia. The downfall of Callus (354),

who had been appointed governor of the East, again exposed

Julian to the greatest danger. By his rash and headstrong

conduct Callus had incurred the enmity of Constantius and the

eunuchs, his confidential ministers, and was put to death.

Julian fell under a like suspicion, and narrowly escaped the same
fate. For some months he was confined at Milan {Mediolanum)

till at the intercession of the empress Eusebia, who always felt

kindly towards him, permission was given him to retire to a small

property in Bithynia. While he was on his way, Constantius

recalled him, but allowed—^r rather ordered—him to take up
his residence at Athens. The few months he spent there (July-

October 355) were probably the happiest of his life.

The emperor Constantius and Julian were now the sole sur-

viving male members of the family of Constantine; and, as the

emperor again felt himself oppressed by the cares of government,

there was no alternative but to call Julian to his assistance.

At the instance of the empress he was summoned to Milan,

where Constantius bestowed upon him the hand of his sister

Helena, together with the title of Caesar and the government of

Gaul.

A task of extreme difficulty awaited him beyond the Alps.

During recent troubles the Alamanni and other German tribes

had crossed the Rhine
;
they had burned many fiourishing cities,

' For the date of Julian's birth see Gibbon’s Decline and Fall (ed.

Bury), ii. 247, xkote iz. The choice seems to lie between May 551
and May 332. If the former be adopted, Julian must have died
in the thirty-third, not the thirty-second, year of his age (as stated in

Ammianns Maroellhuis, xxv. 3, 23).

Bsxd extended their ravages for into the interior of Gaul. The
internal government of the province had also fallen into great

confusion. In spite of his inexperience, Julian quickly brought
affairs into order. He completely overtlurew the Alamanni in

the great battle of Strossburg (August 357). The Frankish
tribes which had settled on the western bank of the lower Rhine
were reduced to submission, in Caul he rebuilt the cities which
had been laid waste, re-established the administration on a just

and secure footing, and as far as possible lightened the taxes,

which weighed so heavily on the poor provincials. Paris was
the usual residence of Julian during his government of Gaul,

and his name has become inseparably associated with the early

history of the city.

Julian’s reputation was now established. He was general of a

victorious army enthusiastically attached to him and governor
of a province which he had saved from rliin; but he had also

become an object of fear and jealousy at the imperial court.

Constantius accordingly resolved to weaken his power. A
threatened invasion of the Persians was made an excuse for with-

drawing some of the best legions from the Gallic army. Julian

recognized the covert purpose of this, yet proceeded to fuffil the

commands of the emperor. A sudden movement of the legions

themselves decided otherwise. At Paris, on the night of the

parting banquet, they forced their way into Julian’s tent, and,

proclaiming him emperor, offered him the altemati^ e either of

accepting the lofty title 01 of an instant death. Julian accepted

the empire, and sent an embassy with a deferential message to

Constantius. The message being contemptuously disregarded,

both sides prepared for a decisive struggle. After a march of

unexampled rapidity through the Black Forest and down the

Danube, Julian reached Sirmium, and was on the way to Con-

stantinople, when he received news of the death of Constantius,

who had set out from Syria to meet him, at Mopsucrenc
in Cilicia (Nov. 3, 361). Without further trouble Julian found

himself everywhere acknowledged the sole ruler of the Roman
Empire; it is even asserted that Constantius himself on his

deatli-bed had designated him his successor. Julian entered

Constantinople on the iith of December 361.

Julian had already made a public avowal of paganism, of

which he had been a secret adherent from the age of twenty. It

was no ordinary profession, but the expression of a strong and

even enthusiastic conviction; the restoration of the pagan wor-

ship was to be the great aim and controlling principle of his

government. His reign was too short to show wliat precise

form the pagan revival might ultimately have taken, how far

his feelings might have become embittered by his conflict with the

Christian faith, whether persecution, violence and civil war might

not have taken the place of the moral suasion which was the

method he originally affected. He issued an edict of universal

toleration
;
but in many respects he used his imperial influence

unfairly to advance the work of restoration. In order to deprive

the Christians of the advantages of culture, and discredit them
as an ignorant sect, he forbade them to teach rhetoric. The
symbols of paganism and of the imperial dignity were so artfully

interwoven on the standards of the legions that they could not

pay the usual homage to the emperor without seeming to offer

worship to the gods; and, when the soldiers came forward to

receive the customary donative, they were required to throw a

handful of incense on the altar. Without directly excluding

Christians from the high offices of state, he held that the wor-

shippers of the gods ought to have the preference. In short,

though there was no direct persecution, he exerted much more
than a moral pressure to restore the power and prestige of the

old faith.

Having spent the winter of 361-362 at Constantinople, Julian

proceeded to Antioch to prepare for his great expedition against

Persia. His stay there was a curious episode in his life. It is

doubtful whether his pagan convictions or his ascetic life, after

the fashion of an antique philosopher, gave most offence to the

so-called Christians of the dissolute city. They soon grew

heartily tired of each other, and Julian took up his winter quar-

ters at Tarsus, from which in early spring he marched agmnst
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Persia. At the head of a powerful and well-appointed army he
advanced through Mesopotamia and Assyria as far as Ctesiphon,

near which he crossed the Tigris, in face of a Persian army
which he defeated. Misled by the treacherous advice of a
Persian nobleman, he desisted from the siege, and set out to seek

the main army of the enemy under Shapur II. (q.v.). After a
long, useless march he was forced to retreat, and found himself

enveloped by the whole Persian army, in a waterless and desolate

couutiy
,
at the hottest season of the year. The S omans repulsed

the enemy in many an obstinate battle, but on the 26th of June

363 Julian, who was ever in the front, was mortally wounded.
The same nig;ht he died in his tent. In the most authentic

historian of ms reign, Ammianus Marcellinus, we find a noble

speech, which he is said to have addressed to his afflicted officers.

Soon after his death the rumour spread that the fatal wound
had been inflicted by a Christian in the Roman army. The
well-known statement, first found in Theodoret (fi. 5th century),

that Julian tlurew his blood towards heaven, exclaiming, Thou
hast conquered, 0 Galilean !

” is probably a development of the

account of his death in the poems of Ephraem Syrus.

From Julian’s unique position as the last champion of a

dying polytheism, his character has always excited interest.

Authors such as Gregory of Nozianzus have heaped the fiercest

anathemas upon him; but a just and sympathetic criticism finds

m&uiy noble qualities in his character. In childhood and youth

he had learned to regard Christianity as a persecuting force.

The only sympathetic friends he met were among the pagan
rhetoricians and philosophers; and he found a suitable outlet

for his restless and inquiring mind only in the studies of

ancient Greece. In this way he was attracted to the old pagan-

ism; but it was a paganism idealized by the philosophy of the

time.

In other respects Julian was no unworthy successor of the

Antonines. Though brought up in a studious and pedantic

solitude, he was no sooner called to the government of Gaul than

he displayed all the energy, the hardihood and the practical

sagacity of an old Roman. In temperance, self-control and zeal

for the public good, as he understood it, he was unsurpassed.

To these Roman qualities he added the culture, literary instincts

and speculative curiosity of a Greek. One of the most remark-

able features of his public life was the perfect ease and mastery

with which he associated the cares of war and statesman-

ship with the assiduous cultivation of literature and philo-

sophy. Yet even his devotion to culture was not free from

pedantry and dilettantism. His contemporaries observed in

him a want of naturalness. He had not the moral health or

the composed and reticent manhood of a Roman, or the spon-

taneity of a Greek. He was never at rest; in the rapid torrent

of his conversation he was apt to run himself out of breath; his

manner was jerky and spasmodic. He showed quite a deferen-

tial regard for the sophists and rhetoricians of the time, and
advanced them to high offices of state; there was real cause for

fear that he would introduce the government of pedants in the

Roman empire. Last of all, his love for the old philosophy was
sadly disfigured by his devotion to the old superstitions. He was

greatly given to divination; he was noted for the number of his

sacrificid victims. Wits applied to him the joke that had been

passed on Marcus Aurelius :

** The white cattle to Marcus Caesar,

greeting. If you conquer, there is an end of us.”

Bibliography.—The works of Julian, of which there are complete
editions by £. Spanheim (Leipzig, 1696) and F. C. Hertlein (Teubner
series, 1875-1876), consist of the following

:
(x) LeUetSf of which more

than eignty have been preserved und^ nb name, although the
genuineness of severalhas been disputed. For his views on religious

toleration and his attitude towards Christians and Jews the most
imixsrtant are 25-27, 51, 52, and the fragment in Hertlein, i. 371,
The letter of Gallus to Jiilian, warning him against reverting to

heathenism, is probably a Christian forgery. Six new letters were
discovered in 1884 by A. Papadopulos Kerameus in a monastery
on the island of Chucis nearConstantinople (see Rkeinisches Museum,
xlxi., 1887). Separate edition of the letters by L. H. Heyler (1828)

;

see J. Bidez and F. Cuxnont, Recherches sur la tradition Ma.
des lettres de Fempereur Tullen ** in Mimoires ccurmn4s . . . publiSs

par Vacad. reyale de Belgique, Ivii. (1898), and F. Cumont, Swr
VauthauUem de queiques lettres de Julien (1889) . (2) Orations, eight in

numbex*—two panegyrics on Constantins,one on the empress Eusebia,
two theosophibd declamations on King Helios and the Mother of
the Gods, two essays on true and false cynicism, and a consolatory
address to himself on the departure of his friend Salustius to the East.

(3) Caesares or Symposium, a satirical compoBition after the manner .

of Seneca's Apocolocyntosis, in which the deified Caesars appear in
succession at a banquet given in Olympus, to be censured for their
vices and crimes by old Silenus. (4) Misopogon (the beard-hater),
written at Antioch, a satire on the licentiousness of its inhabitants:
while at the same time his own person and manner of life are treated
in a whimsical spirit, It also contains a charming descr^tmn of

Lutetia (Paris). It owes its name to the ridicule heaped upon his
beard by the Antiocheans, who were in the habit of shaving. (5) Five
epigrams, two of which {Anth, Pal. ix. 365, 368) are of some interest.

(6) Kot^ XpurruatAv ^advers%ts chrislianos) in three books, an attack
on Christianity written during the Persian campaign, is lost.

Theodosius 11 . ordered all copies of it to be destroys, and our
knowledge of its contents is derived almost entirely from the
JtUianum of Cyril, bishop of Alexandria, written sixty years later

(see Juliani librorum contra Christianas quae supersunt, ed. C. J.
Neumaxm, x88o). English Translations: Select works by J. Dun-
combe (1784) containing all except the first seven orations (viii.

and the fable from vii. are included) : the theosophical addresses
to King Helios and the Mother of the Gods by Thomas Taylor

(1793) &nd C. W. King in Bohn's Classical Library (1888) ;
the publm

letters, by E. J. Chinnock (1901).
Authorities.

—

x. Ancient : (a) Pagan writers. Of these the
most trustworthy and impartial is the historian Ammianus Mar-
cellinus (xv. 8-xxv.), a contempora^ and in part an eyewitness of
the events he describes (other historians are Zosimus and Eutropius) *

the sophist Libanius, who in speaking of his imperial iriend

shows himself creditably free from exaggeration and servility:

Eunapius (in his lives of Maximus, Oribasius, the physician and
friend of Julian, and Prohaeresius) and Claudius Mamertinus, the
panegymt, are less trustworthy. (6) Christian writers. Gregory
of Nazianzus, the author of two violent invectives against Julian;
Rufinus; Socrates; Sozomen; Theodoret; Philostorgius; the poems
of Ephraem Syrus written in 363; Zonaras; Cedrenus; ana later

Byzantine chronographers. The impression which Julian produced
on the Chiistians of the East is reflected in two Syriac romances
published by ]. G. E. Hoffmann, Julianus der Abtrunnige (1880;
see also Th. Koldeke in Zeitschrift dev deutscf*en morgenldndischen
Qesellschaft [1874], xxviii. 263).

2. Modem. For works before 1878 see R. Engclmann, Scriptores

graeei (8th ed., by E. Preuss, i%So). Of later works the most
important are G. H. Rendall, The Emperor Julian, Paganism and
Christianity (1879) ;

Alice Gardner, Jstlian, Philosopher and Emperor •

(1895); G. Negri, Julian the Apostate (Eng. trans., 1905); E. Muller,
Kaiser Flavius Claudius Julianus (1901) ;

P. AUai’d, Julien Vapostat
(1900-Z903); G. Mau, Eeligionsphilosophie Kaiser Julians tn
seinen Re^n auf Kdnig Helios und die Gdttermutter (1907); J.

E.
Sandys, Hist, of Classical Scholarship (1906), p. 35O; W. Christ,

Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur (X898), § 603 ;
T. Geffcken, ''Kaiser

Julianus und die Streitschriften seiner Gegner,'* in Neue Jahrb. f.

dcLs klassische Altertum (1908), pp. 161-195. The sketch by Gibbon
{Decline and Fall, chs. xix., xxii.-xxiv.) and the articles by J. Words-
worth in Smitli's Dictionary of Christian Biography and A. Hamack
in Herzog-Hauck's Realtncyklopddie fur protestauHsche Theologie
ix. (1901) are valuable, the last especially far the bibliography.

(T, K.
; J, H. F.)

JOLICH (Fr. Jidiers), a town of Germany, in the Prussian

Rhine province, on the right bank of the Roer, 16 m. N.E. of

Aix-la-Chapelle. Pop. (1900), 5459, It contains an Evangelical

and two Roman Catholic churches, a gymnasium, a school for

non-commissioned officers, which occupies the former ducal

palace, and a museum of local antiquities. Its manufactures

include sugar, leather and paper. Julich (formerly also Gfilch,

Guliche), the capital of the former duchy of that name, is the

Juliacum of the Antonini itinerarium

;

some have attributed its

origin to Julius Caesar. It became a fortress in the 17th cen-

tury, and was captured by the archduke Leopold in 1609, by
the Dutch under Maurice of Orange in 1610, and by the Spaniards

in 1622. In 1794 it was taken by the French, who held it until

the peace of Paris in 1814. Till i860, when its works were

demolished, Julich ranked as a fortress of the second class.

JtfLicai, or JuuERS, Duchy of. In the 9th century a certain

Matfried was count of Julich (pagus Juliacensis), and towards

the end of the iith century one Gerhard held this dignity.

This Gerhard founded a family of hereditaxy counts, who held

Julich as immediate vassals of the emperor, and in 1356 the

county was raised to the rank of a duchy. The older and
reigning branch of the family died in 1423, when Jiilxch passed

to Adolph, duke of Berg (d. 1437), who l^longed to ft younger
branch, and who had obtwed Berg by virtue of the matriage
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Constantinople in 331/ the son of Julius Constantins and his

wife Basilina, and nephew of Constantine the Great. He was

thus a member of the dynasty imder whose auspices Christianity

became the established religion of Rome. The name Flavius

he inherited from his paternal grandfather Constantins Chlonis;

Julianus came from his maternal grandfather
;

Claudius had

been assumed by Constantine’s family in order to assert a

connexion with Claudius Gothicus.

Julian lost his mother not many months after he was bom.
He was only six when his imperial uncle died; and one of his

earliest memories must have been the fearful massacre of his

father and kinsfolk, in the interest and more or less at the insti-

gation of the sons of Constantine. Only Julian and his elder

half-brother Callus were spared, Callus being too ill and Julian too

young to excite the few: or justify the cruelty of the murderers.

Callus was banished, but Julian was allowed to remain in Con-

stantinople, where he was carefully educated under the super-

vision of the family eunuch Mardonius, and of Eusebius, bishop

of Nicomedia. About 344 Callus was recalled, and the two
brothers were removed to Macellum, a remote and lonely castle

in Cappadocia. Julian was trained to the profession of the

Christian religion; but he became early attracted to the old

faith, or rather to the idealized amalgam of paganism and philo-

sophy which was current among his teachers, the rhetoricians.

Cut off from all s)’mpathy with the reigning belief by the terrible

fate of his family, and with no prospect of a public career, he

turned with all the eagerness of an enthusiastic temperament to

the literary and philosophic studies of the time. The old

Hellenic world had an irresistible attraction for him. Love for

its culture was in Julian’s mind intimately associated with

loyalty to its religion.

In the meantime the course of events had left as sole autocrat

of the Roman Empire his cousin Constantius, who, feeling himself

unequal to the enormous task, called Julian’s brother Callus to

a share of power, and in March 351 appointed him Caesar. At
the same time Julian was permitted to return to Constantinople,

where he studied grammar under Nicocles and rhetoric under

the Christian sophist Hecebolius. After a short stay in the capi-

tal Julian was ordered to remove to Nicomedia, where he made
the accpiaintance of some of the most eminent rhetoricians of the

time, and became confirmed in his secret devotion to the pagan

faith. He promised not to attend the lectures of Libanius, but

bought aid read them. But his definite conversion to paganism

was atli^uted to the neoplatonist Maximus of Ephesus, who may
have visited him at Nicomedia. The downfall of Callus (354),

who had been appointed governor of the East, again exposed

Julian to the greatest danger. By his rash and headstrong

conduct Callus had incurred the enmity of Constantius and the

eunuchs, his confidential ministers, and was put to death.

Julian fell under a like suspicion, and narrowly escaped the same
fate. For some months he was confined at Milan {Mediolanum)

till at the intercession of the empress Eusebia, who always felt

kindly towards him, permission was given him to retire to a small

property in Bithynia. While he was on his way, Constantius

recalled him, but allowed—^r rather ordered—him to take up
his residence at Athens. The few months he spent there (July-

October 355) were probably the happiest of his life.

The emperor Constantius and Julian were now the sole sur-

viving male members of the family of Constantine; and, as the

emperor again felt himself oppressed by the cares of government,

there was no alternative but to call Julian to his assistance.

At the instance of the empress he was summoned to Milan,

where Constantius bestowed upon him the hand of his sister

Helena, together with the title of Caesar and the government of

Gaul.

A task of extreme difficulty awaited him beyond the Alps.

During recent troubles the Alamanni and other German tribes

had crossed the Rhine
;
they had burned many fiourishing cities,

' For the date of Julian's birth see Gibbon’s Decline and Fall (ed.

Bury), ii. 247, xkote iz. The choice seems to lie between May 551
and May 332. If the former be adopted, Julian must have died
in the thirty-third, not the thirty-second, year of his age (as stated in

Ammianns Maroellhuis, xxv. 3, 23).

Bsxd extended their ravages for into the interior of Gaul. The
internal government of the province had also fallen into great

confusion. In spite of his inexperience, Julian quickly brought
affairs into order. He completely overtlurew the Alamanni in

the great battle of Strossburg (August 357). The Frankish
tribes which had settled on the western bank of the lower Rhine
were reduced to submission, in Caul he rebuilt the cities which
had been laid waste, re-established the administration on a just

and secure footing, and as far as possible lightened the taxes,

which weighed so heavily on the poor provincials. Paris was
the usual residence of Julian during his government of Gaul,

and his name has become inseparably associated with the early

history of the city.

Julian’s reputation was now established. He was general of a

victorious army enthusiastically attached to him and governor
of a province which he had saved from rliin; but he had also

become an object of fear and jealousy at the imperial court.

Constantius accordingly resolved to weaken his power. A
threatened invasion of the Persians was made an excuse for with-

drawing some of the best legions from the Gallic army. Julian

recognized the covert purpose of this, yet proceeded to fuffil the

commands of the emperor. A sudden movement of the legions

themselves decided otherwise. At Paris, on the night of the

parting banquet, they forced their way into Julian’s tent, and,

proclaiming him emperor, offered him the altemati^ e either of

accepting the lofty title 01 of an instant death. Julian accepted

the empire, and sent an embassy with a deferential message to

Constantius. The message being contemptuously disregarded,

both sides prepared for a decisive struggle. After a march of

unexampled rapidity through the Black Forest and down the

Danube, Julian reached Sirmium, and was on the way to Con-

stantinople, when he received news of the death of Constantius,

who had set out from Syria to meet him, at Mopsucrenc
in Cilicia (Nov. 3, 361). Without further trouble Julian found

himself everywhere acknowledged the sole ruler of the Roman
Empire; it is even asserted that Constantius himself on his

deatli-bed had designated him his successor. Julian entered

Constantinople on the iith of December 361.

Julian had already made a public avowal of paganism, of

which he had been a secret adherent from the age of twenty. It

was no ordinary profession, but the expression of a strong and

even enthusiastic conviction; the restoration of the pagan wor-

ship was to be the great aim and controlling principle of his

government. His reign was too short to show wliat precise

form the pagan revival might ultimately have taken, how far

his feelings might have become embittered by his conflict with the

Christian faith, whether persecution, violence and civil war might

not have taken the place of the moral suasion which was the

method he originally affected. He issued an edict of universal

toleration
;
but in many respects he used his imperial influence

unfairly to advance the work of restoration. In order to deprive

the Christians of the advantages of culture, and discredit them
as an ignorant sect, he forbade them to teach rhetoric. The
symbols of paganism and of the imperial dignity were so artfully

interwoven on the standards of the legions that they could not

pay the usual homage to the emperor without seeming to offer

worship to the gods; and, when the soldiers came forward to

receive the customary donative, they were required to throw a

handful of incense on the altar. Without directly excluding

Christians from the high offices of state, he held that the wor-

shippers of the gods ought to have the preference. In short,

though there was no direct persecution, he exerted much more
than a moral pressure to restore the power and prestige of the

old faith.

Having spent the winter of 361-362 at Constantinople, Julian

proceeded to Antioch to prepare for his great expedition against

Persia. His stay there was a curious episode in his life. It is

doubtful whether his pagan convictions or his ascetic life, after

the fashion of an antique philosopher, gave most offence to the

so-called Christians of the dissolute city. They soon grew

heartily tired of each other, and Julian took up his winter quar-

ters at Tarsus, from which in early spring he marched agmnst
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and the transoriptieni in Chtaesttt^ wrdi and proper

names^ be began the study of Sanskrit, and in 16^3 brou^t out

bit Vvyaget du pdthin Mvmen4smgy which is vegi^ed by some
critics as his most yaiuabte wiork. Six years inter he published

La AvaddnaSy conia et apfildgues indiens ino&nfms jusqu'd ce

j{mr, sums de poisies tt demomtHes rkimises. For the beike&t of

future students he disckised his i^stem of deciphering Sanskrit

words'occurring in Chinese tbooks in his Methode ftmr decki^rttr et

trmsenre ia noms ^anscfits qui se rencontrmit dans Uslittra chmois

(i96i)« Tins work, ediich contains much of interest and impor<

tance, falls short of the value which its author was accustomed
to attach to it. It had escaped his observation that, since the

trandattons of Sanskrit woiiu into Chinese were undertaken in

different parts of the empire, the same Sanskrit words were of

necessity difterently represented in Chiilese cliaracters In aconr-

dance with the dialectical vanations. No hard and fast rule can
therefore possibly be laid down for the decipherment of Chinese

transcriptions of Sianskrit words, and the elfect of this iinpossi-

hilhy W4IS felt though not recogniBed by Juhen, who in order to

make good his rule was 'occasionally obliged to suppose that

wrong characters had by mistake been introduced into the texts.

His Indian studies led to n oontroversy with Josqih Toussaint

Reinaud, which was certainly not free from the gall of bitterness.

Among many subjects to ahich he turned 1^ attention were
the native mdfuatries of China, and his work on the Mdstoire et

fabruatttm de la poredaine Mmise is likely to remain a standard
work on the subject. In another volume he also published

an arxiount of the Industries anciennes €t modemes de Vempire
diinois (illdg), translated from native authorities. In the mter-
vah of more serious undertakings he translated the San iseu

King {Le Liwe da trm nw/r); Thsim iseu wen (Le Lwre de miUe
mats); Lee Deux oaudna; Nauvelles Mnodses] the Pingdumixng
yen (La Deux jeuncs fiUes lettries); and the Dialoghi Cinesiy fi-

tch*ang k*eourt*eou-hoa. His last work of importance was Syntaxe
nouveUf de la longue chinoise (1S69), in wht^ he gave the result

of his study of the language, and (Elected a vast array of facts

and of idiomatic expressions. A more scientific arrangement
and treatment of his subject would have added much to the value
of this work, which, however, contains a mine of material viiiich

amply repays exploration. One great secret by which Jrdieti

acquired his gmsp ofCfimese was, as we have said, his methodical
collection of phrases and idiomatic expressions. Whenever in

the coui .se of his reading he met with a new phrase or expression,

he entered it on a card which took its place in regular order in

a long series of boxes. At his death, which took place on the
14th of February 1875, he left, it is said, 250,000 of such cards,

about the fate of which, however, little seems to be known. In
politics Julien was imperialist, and in 1863 he was made a com-
mander of the legion of honour in recognition of the services he
had rendered to literature during the Second Empire,

Sfje notice and bibliography by WaUon. Mim. de VAcad, des
Inscr. (1884^, xxxi. 4^45^^ (K* K. <U.)

JULIUS, the name of three popes.

Jutlua I., pope from 337 to 352, was chosen as successor of

Marcus after the Roman see had been vacant four months. He
is chiefly known by the part which* he took in the Arian con-
trove^s)^ After the Eusebians had, at a synod held in Antioch,
renewed their deposition of Athanasius they resolved to send
delegates to Constans, mperor of the West, and also to Julius,

setting forth the grounds on wludi they had proceeded. The
latter, after eMpressing an opinion favourable to Athanasius,
adroitly invited both parties to lay the case before a synod to be
prided over by hiznself. This proposal, however, the Eastern
bishops declined to accept. On his second banishment from
Alexandria, AthaiMUlius name to Rome^ and was reoogniaed as a
regular bishop by the synod held in 340. It was through the
tnftisetioe ef JuHus that, at a later date, the oouncil of Sardica in

ill3rria was held, which was^attended only by seventy-six RASSeiin
bishops, who apedd% withdrew to Philippopolis and deposed
JuHus, along with Athanpsius and others. The Western bishops
who inmaiit^ tohfimied ihoe pnsvious deciaiaitt of the RoMti
synod; end by its 3rd, 4th and 5th decrees rektiiig to the rights

(POPES) 551
of revisioa, the couAcil of Sanhoa endeavourod to settle the
procedure of ecclesiastical a|(peals. JuHus on his death in April

35a was succeeded by Liberiua. (L.

Julius II. (Giuiiano ddk Rovere), pope from tlM i/st of

November 1503 to the sist of February 1513, was bom at Savona
in X443. He was at fiiet intended for a commercial camr, but
later was sent by his unde, aubsequently Sixtus IV,, to be edu-

cated among the Franciscans, although he does not appear to

have jofiied that order. He was loaded with favours during

his unde’s pemtifioate, being made bislx>p of Carpentras, bishop

of Bologna, bishop of Verc^i, archbishop of Avigmm, oaidinal-

pricst of S. Pietro in Vinooli and of Sti Biodici Ap^oli, and car-

dinad^bishop of Sabina, of P'rascati, and fiiudly of Ostia and
Velletri. In 1480 he was made legate to France, mainly to settle

the question of the Burgundian ii^eritance, and acquitted him-

self with such abiHty during his two years’ stay that he acquired

an tsnlueace in the college ^ cardinals which became paramount
durii^ the pontiheate of Innocent VIII. A rivalry, however,
growing up between hkii and Roderigo Borgia, he Unde refuge

at 'Ostia after the latter’s election as ^exander VL, and in 1494
went to France, where he incited f'harles Vlil. to undertake t^
conquest of Nia;;dG5. He accompanied the young king on his

campaign, and sought to convoke a uouactl to mapiire into the

conduct of the pope with a view to bis deposition, but w«is

defeated in this trough Alexander’s machinations. During the
reim^der of that pontificate Della Kovere remained in France,
nominally in support of the pope, for whom he negotiated the
treaty of 1498 with Lours XII., but in reality bitterly hostile

to him. On the death of Alexander (1503^ he retamed to Italy

and Supported the election of Pius Hi,, wno was then suffering
,

from an incurable malady, of which he dl^ shortly afterwards.

Della Rovere then won the siq^ort of Cesare Borgia and was
unanimously elected pope. Julius 11 . from the beginning
repudiated the system of nepotism which had flourished under
"Sixuis IV., Innocent VIII. and Alexander VI., and set himself

witii courage and determination to restore, comolklate and
extend the temporal poBsessions of the Church, dcxterou.s

diplomacy he flrst succeeded (1504) in rendering it impossible'

for Cesare Borgia to remain in Italy. He then padiied Rome
and the sunounding country by reconciling the powerful houses
of Ur.sini and Colonna and by winning the other nobles to his own
cause. In 1504 he arbitrate on the differences between France
and Germany, and concluded an alliaiice with them in order to

oust the Venetians from Faenm, Rimini and other towns which
they occupied. The alliance at first resulted only in oompeliitig

the surrender of a few unimportant fortresses in the Romagna;
but Julius freed Perugia and Bologna in the brilliaint campaign
of 1506. In T508 he concluded against Venice lihe famous
league of Cambray with the emperor Maximilian, Louis XII.
of France and Ferdinand of Aragon, and in the following year
placed the dty of Venice under an interdict. By the single

battle of Agnadelio the Italiim dominion of Venice was practi-

cally lost; but as the lUlies were not satisfied with merely effect-

ing hk purposes, the pope entered into a oombmatum with the

i
Venetians against those who immediately before had been

I

engaged in his behalf. Heabsolved the Venetians in the beginning
of 2510, and shortly afterwards placed the ban on France. At
a synod convened by Louts Xli. at Tours in September, the
French bishops wttnounced riieir withdrawal from the paipai

obedience and res^ved, with Maximiliaii’s co-operation, to seek

the deposition of Julius. In November 1511 a council actually

met at Pisa for this object, but its eflbrts were fruitless. Jribils

forthwithformed the Holy League with Ferdinand of Aragonand
with Venice against France, in whidi borii Henry Vlit. and the
emperor uMmately joined. The Fi enoh were drivenuut of Italy

in 1512 and papal authority was once more securely established in

the atates immediately around Rome. Julius had already issued,

on the 18th of July 1511, the suinmom for a general counefl to

deid with France, with the reform of the Church, and with a war
against the Turks. This cemheib which is known as the Fifdi

Lateraa, assembled on the 3rd of 1512^ (Xiihlemned the

celebrated pragmatic sanction of the French Church, and was
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Constantinople in 331/ the son of Julius Constantins and his

wife Basilina, and nephew of Constantine the Great. He was

thus a member of the dynasty imder whose auspices Christianity

became the established religion of Rome. The name Flavius

he inherited from his paternal grandfather Constantins Chlonis;

Julianus came from his maternal grandfather
;

Claudius had

been assumed by Constantine’s family in order to assert a

connexion with Claudius Gothicus.

Julian lost his mother not many months after he was bom.
He was only six when his imperial uncle died; and one of his

earliest memories must have been the fearful massacre of his

father and kinsfolk, in the interest and more or less at the insti-

gation of the sons of Constantine. Only Julian and his elder

half-brother Callus were spared, Callus being too ill and Julian too

young to excite the few: or justify the cruelty of the murderers.

Callus was banished, but Julian was allowed to remain in Con-

stantinople, where he was carefully educated under the super-

vision of the family eunuch Mardonius, and of Eusebius, bishop

of Nicomedia. About 344 Callus was recalled, and the two
brothers were removed to Macellum, a remote and lonely castle

in Cappadocia. Julian was trained to the profession of the

Christian religion; but he became early attracted to the old

faith, or rather to the idealized amalgam of paganism and philo-

sophy which was current among his teachers, the rhetoricians.

Cut off from all s)’mpathy with the reigning belief by the terrible

fate of his family, and with no prospect of a public career, he

turned with all the eagerness of an enthusiastic temperament to

the literary and philosophic studies of the time. The old

Hellenic world had an irresistible attraction for him. Love for

its culture was in Julian’s mind intimately associated with

loyalty to its religion.

In the meantime the course of events had left as sole autocrat

of the Roman Empire his cousin Constantius, who, feeling himself

unequal to the enormous task, called Julian’s brother Callus to

a share of power, and in March 351 appointed him Caesar. At
the same time Julian was permitted to return to Constantinople,

where he studied grammar under Nicocles and rhetoric under

the Christian sophist Hecebolius. After a short stay in the capi-

tal Julian was ordered to remove to Nicomedia, where he made
the accpiaintance of some of the most eminent rhetoricians of the

time, and became confirmed in his secret devotion to the pagan

faith. He promised not to attend the lectures of Libanius, but

bought aid read them. But his definite conversion to paganism

was atli^uted to the neoplatonist Maximus of Ephesus, who may
have visited him at Nicomedia. The downfall of Callus (354),

who had been appointed governor of the East, again exposed

Julian to the greatest danger. By his rash and headstrong

conduct Callus had incurred the enmity of Constantius and the

eunuchs, his confidential ministers, and was put to death.

Julian fell under a like suspicion, and narrowly escaped the same
fate. For some months he was confined at Milan {Mediolanum)

till at the intercession of the empress Eusebia, who always felt

kindly towards him, permission was given him to retire to a small

property in Bithynia. While he was on his way, Constantius

recalled him, but allowed—^r rather ordered—him to take up
his residence at Athens. The few months he spent there (July-

October 355) were probably the happiest of his life.

The emperor Constantius and Julian were now the sole sur-

viving male members of the family of Constantine; and, as the

emperor again felt himself oppressed by the cares of government,

there was no alternative but to call Julian to his assistance.

At the instance of the empress he was summoned to Milan,

where Constantius bestowed upon him the hand of his sister

Helena, together with the title of Caesar and the government of

Gaul.

A task of extreme difficulty awaited him beyond the Alps.

During recent troubles the Alamanni and other German tribes

had crossed the Rhine
;
they had burned many fiourishing cities,

' For the date of Julian's birth see Gibbon’s Decline and Fall (ed.

Bury), ii. 247, xkote iz. The choice seems to lie between May 551
and May 332. If the former be adopted, Julian must have died
in the thirty-third, not the thirty-second, year of his age (as stated in

Ammianns Maroellhuis, xxv. 3, 23).

Bsxd extended their ravages for into the interior of Gaul. The
internal government of the province had also fallen into great

confusion. In spite of his inexperience, Julian quickly brought
affairs into order. He completely overtlurew the Alamanni in

the great battle of Strossburg (August 357). The Frankish
tribes which had settled on the western bank of the lower Rhine
were reduced to submission, in Caul he rebuilt the cities which
had been laid waste, re-established the administration on a just

and secure footing, and as far as possible lightened the taxes,

which weighed so heavily on the poor provincials. Paris was
the usual residence of Julian during his government of Gaul,

and his name has become inseparably associated with the early

history of the city.

Julian’s reputation was now established. He was general of a

victorious army enthusiastically attached to him and governor
of a province which he had saved from rliin; but he had also

become an object of fear and jealousy at the imperial court.

Constantius accordingly resolved to weaken his power. A
threatened invasion of the Persians was made an excuse for with-

drawing some of the best legions from the Gallic army. Julian

recognized the covert purpose of this, yet proceeded to fuffil the

commands of the emperor. A sudden movement of the legions

themselves decided otherwise. At Paris, on the night of the

parting banquet, they forced their way into Julian’s tent, and,

proclaiming him emperor, offered him the altemati^ e either of

accepting the lofty title 01 of an instant death. Julian accepted

the empire, and sent an embassy with a deferential message to

Constantius. The message being contemptuously disregarded,

both sides prepared for a decisive struggle. After a march of

unexampled rapidity through the Black Forest and down the

Danube, Julian reached Sirmium, and was on the way to Con-

stantinople, when he received news of the death of Constantius,

who had set out from Syria to meet him, at Mopsucrenc
in Cilicia (Nov. 3, 361). Without further trouble Julian found

himself everywhere acknowledged the sole ruler of the Roman
Empire; it is even asserted that Constantius himself on his

deatli-bed had designated him his successor. Julian entered

Constantinople on the iith of December 361.

Julian had already made a public avowal of paganism, of

which he had been a secret adherent from the age of twenty. It

was no ordinary profession, but the expression of a strong and

even enthusiastic conviction; the restoration of the pagan wor-

ship was to be the great aim and controlling principle of his

government. His reign was too short to show wliat precise

form the pagan revival might ultimately have taken, how far

his feelings might have become embittered by his conflict with the

Christian faith, whether persecution, violence and civil war might

not have taken the place of the moral suasion which was the

method he originally affected. He issued an edict of universal

toleration
;
but in many respects he used his imperial influence

unfairly to advance the work of restoration. In order to deprive

the Christians of the advantages of culture, and discredit them
as an ignorant sect, he forbade them to teach rhetoric. The
symbols of paganism and of the imperial dignity were so artfully

interwoven on the standards of the legions that they could not

pay the usual homage to the emperor without seeming to offer

worship to the gods; and, when the soldiers came forward to

receive the customary donative, they were required to throw a

handful of incense on the altar. Without directly excluding

Christians from the high offices of state, he held that the wor-

shippers of the gods ought to have the preference. In short,

though there was no direct persecution, he exerted much more
than a moral pressure to restore the power and prestige of the

old faith.

Having spent the winter of 361-362 at Constantinople, Julian

proceeded to Antioch to prepare for his great expedition against

Persia. His stay there was a curious episode in his life. It is

doubtful whether his pagan convictions or his ascetic life, after

the fashion of an antique philosopher, gave most offence to the

so-called Christians of the dissolute city. They soon grew

heartily tired of each other, and Julian took up his winter quar-

ters at Tarsus, from which in early spring he marched agmnst



JUMI£GES—JUMPING
a divine being. In the runes Ukko, the grandfather, the sender

of the thunder, takes the place of Jumak.
J0MltoES» a village of north-western France, in the depart-

ment of Seine-Inf^rieure, 17 m. W. of Rouen by road, on a
peninsula formed by a bend of the Seine. Pop. (1906), 244.

Jumi^ges is famous for the imposing ruins of its abbey, one of

the great establishments of the Benedictine order. The principal

remains are those of the abbey-church, built from 1040 to 1067

;

these comprise the fa9ade with two towers, the walls of the nave,

a wall and sustaining arch of the great central tower and debris

of the choir (restored in the 13th century). Among the minor

relics, preserved in a small museum in a building of the 14th

century, are the stone which once covered the grave of Agnes

Sorel, and two recumbent figures of the 13th centur>s commonly
known as the ^nerves, and representing, according to one legend,

|

two sons of Clovis 11 ., who, as a punishment for revolt against

their father, had the tendons of their arms and legs cut, and were

set adrift in a boat on the Seine. Another tradition states that

the statues represent Thassilo, duke of Bavaria, and Theodo

his son, relegated to Jumidges by Charlemagne. The church

of St Pierre, which adjoins the south side of the abbey-church,

was built in the 14th century as a continuation of a previous

church of the time of Charlemagne, of which a fragment still

survives. Among the other ruins, those of the chapter-house

(13th century) and refectory (12th and 15th centuries) also

survive.

The abbey of Jumi^ges was founded about the middle of the

7th century by St Philibert, whose name is still to be read on

gold and silver coins obtained from the site. The abbey was

destroyed by the Normans, but was rebuilt in 928 by William

Longsword, duke of Normandy, and continued to exist till 1790.

Charles Vll. often resided there with Agnes Sorel, who had a

manor at Mesnil-sous-Jumi6ges in the neighbourhood, and died

in the monastery in 1450.

JUMILLA, a town of eastern Spain, in the province of Murcia,

40 m. N. by W. of Murcia by road, on the right bank of the

Arroyo del Jua, a left-bank tributary of the Segura. Pop.

(1900), 16,446. Jumilla occupies part of a narrow valley,

enclosed by mountains. An ancient citadel, several churches,

a Franciscan convent, and a hospital are the principal buildings.

'I’he church of Santiago is noteworthy for its fine paintings and

frescoes, some of which have been attributed, though on doubtful

authority, to Peter Paul Rubens and other illustrious artists,

'riie local trade is chiefly in coarse cloth, c.sparto fabrics, wine

and farm produce.

JUMNA, or Jamuna, a river of northern India, Rising in

the Himalayas in Tehri state, about 5 m. N. of the Jamnotri

hot springs, in 31" 3' N. and 78" 30' E., the stream fir.st flows

S. for 7 m., then S.W. for 32 m., and afterwards due $. for 26 m.,

receiving several small tributaries in its course. It afterwards

turns sharply to the W. for 14 m., when it is joined by the large

river Tons from the north. The Jumna here emerges from the

Himalayas into the valley of the Dun, and flows in a S.W.

direction for 22 m., dividing the Kiarda Dun on the W. from the

Dehra Dun on the E. It then, at the 95th mile of its course,

forces its way through the Siwalik hills, and debouches upon the

plains of India at Fyzabad in Saharanpur district. By this

time a krge river, it gives off, near Fyzabad, the eastern and

western Jumna canals. From Fyzabad the river flows for

65 m. in a S.S.W. direction, receiving the Maskarra stream from

the east. Near Bidhauli, in Muz^amagar district, it turns

due S. for 80 m. to Delhi city, thence S.E. for 27 m. to near

Dankaur, receiving .the waters of the Hindan river on the east.

From Dankaur it resumes its southerly course for 100 m. to

Mahaban near Muttra, where it turns E. for nearly 200 m.,

passing the towns of Agra, Ferozabad and Etawah, receiving

on its left bank the Karwan-nadi, and on its right the Banganga

(Utanghan), From Etawah it flows 140 m. S.E. to Hamirpur,

being joined by the Sengar on its north bank, and on the south

by the great river Chambal from the west, and by the Sind.

From Hamirpur, the Jumna flows nearly due E., until it enten

Allahabad district and passes Alkhabad city, below which it
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falls into the Ganges in 25*’ 25' N. and 81*^ 55' E. In this kst
part of its course it receives the waters of the Betwa and the Ken.
Where the Jumna and the Ganges unite is the prayag, or place

of pilgrimage, where devout Hindus resort in thousands to wash,
and be sanctified.

The Jumna, after issuing from the hills, has a longer course

through the United Provinces than the Ganges, but is not so

krge nor so important a river
;
and above Agra in the hot season

it dwindles to a small stream. This is no doubt partly caused

by the eastern and western Jumna canals, of which the former,

constructed in 1823-1830, irrigates 300,000 acres in the districts

of Saharanpur, Muzaffarnagar and Meerut, in the United
Provinces

;
while the latter, consisting of the reopened channels

of two canals dating from about 1350 and 1628 respectively,

extends through the districts of Umbalk, Kamal, Hissar,

Rohtak and Delhi, and the native states of Patiala and Jind
in the Punjab, irrigating 600,000 acres. The headworks of the

two canals are situated near the point where the river issues

from the Siwaiiks.

The traffic on the Jumna is not very considerable; in its upper
portion timber, and in the lower stone, grain and cotton are

the chief articles of commerce, carried in the clumsy barges

which navigate its stream. Its waters are clear and blue, while

those of the Ganges are yellow and muddy; the difference

between the streams can be discerned for some distance below

the point at which they unite. Its banks are high and rugged,

often attaining the proportions of cliffs, and the ravines which

run into it are deeper and larger than those of the Ganges. It

traverses the extreme edge of the alluvial plain of Hindustan,

and in the latter part of its course it almost touches the Bundel-
,

khand offshoots of the Vindhya range of mountains. Its passage

i.s therefore more tortuous, and the scenery along its banks more
varied and pleasing, than is the c-ase with the Ganges.

The Jumna at its source near Jamnotri is 10,849 ft. above the

'Sea-level; at Kotnur, 16 m. lower, it is only 5036 ft.; so that,

between these two places, it falls at the rate of 314 ft. in a

mile. At its junction with the Tons it is 1686 ft. above the

sea; at its junction with the Asan, 1470 ft.; and at the point'

where it issues from the Siwalik hills into the plains, 1276 ft.

The catchment area of the river is 118,000 sq. m,; its flood

discharge % at Alkhabad is estimated at 1,333,000 cub. ft. per

second. The Jumna is crossed by railway bridges at Delhi,

Muttra, Agra and Alkhabad, while bridges of boats are stationed

at many pkce.s.

JUMPING,^ a branch of athletics which has been cultivated

from the earliest times (see Athletic Shorts). Leaping com-
petitions formed a part of the pentathlon^ or quintuple games,

of the Olympian festivals, and Greek chronicles record that the

athlete Phayllus jumped a distance of 55 Olympian, or more

than 30 English, feet. Such a leap could not have been made
without weights carried in the hands and thrown backwards at

the moment of springing. These were in fact employed by Greek

jumpers and were called haUeres. They were masses of stone

or metal, nearly semicircular, according to Pausanias, and the

fingers grasped them like the handles of a shield. Halteres

were also used for general exercise, like modem dumb-bells. The

Olympian jumping took place to the music of lutes.

Jumping has always been pooukr with British athletes, and

tradition has handed down the record of certain leaps that border

on the incredible. Two forms of jumping are included in modern

athletic contests, the running long jump and the runni^ high

jump; but the same jumps, made from a standing position, are

also common forms of competition, as well as the hop step and

jump, two hops and jump, two jumps, three jumps, five jumps

and ten jumps, either with a run or from a standing position.

These events are again divided into two categories by the use

of weights, which are not allowed in championship contests.

* The verb “ to jump only dates from the beginning of the i6th

century. The New English Dictionary takes it to be of onomatopoeic
origin and does not consider a connexion with Dan. pimpe, Icel.

go^a, &c., possible. The earlier English word is “leap*’ (O.E.

hliapan^ to run, jump; cf. Ger. laufen).
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In the running long jump anything over i8 ft. was once

considered good> while Peter O’Clonnor’s world’s record (1901)

is £4 ft. Ti{ m. The jump is made, after a short fast run on a

cinder path, from a joist sunk into the ground flush with the

path, the jumper landing in a pit filled with ioo.se earth, ks

level a few inches below that of the path. The joist, called the
“ take-off,” is painted white, and all jumps are measured from

its edge to the nearest mark made by any part of the jumper’s

person in landing.

In the standing long jump, well spiked shoes should be worn,

for it is in reality nothing but a push against the ground, and a

perfect purchase is of the greatest importance. Weights held

in the hands of course greatly aid the jumper. Without weights

T. Darby (professional) jiimpcd la ft. ij in. and R. ('. Ewry
(American amateur) 1 1 ft. 4J in. With weights J. Darby covered

14 ft. 9 in. at Liverpool in 1890, while the amateur record is

12 ft. i)l in., made by j. Chandler and G. L. Hellwig (U.S.A,).

The standing two, three, five and ten jumps arc merely repetitions

of the single jump, care being taken to land with the proper

balance to begin the next leap. 1’he record for two jumps
without weights is 22 ft. 2i in., made by H. M. Johnson (U.S.A.);

1

for three jumps without weights, K. Ewry, 35 ft. 7J in.; with i

weights J. Darby, 41 ft. 7 in.
|

I'he hop step and jump is popular in Ireland and often included
j

in the programmes of minor meetings, and so is the two hops

and a jump. The record for the first, made by W. McManus,
|

is 49 ft. 2i in. with a run and without v/eights; for the latter,

also with a run and without weights, 49 ft. t in., made by J.
B.

|

Conolly. I

In the running high jump also the standard has improved.
!

In 1864 a jump of 5 ft. 6 in. was considered excellent. The
|

Scotch professional Donald Dinnie, on hearing that M. J. Brooks

of Oxford had jumped 6 ft. aj in. in T876, wrote to the news-

papers to show that upon a priori grounds such an achievement

was impossible. Since then many jumpers who can clear over

it has no affinity, ^is remarkable rodent approximates iti the

structure of its skull to the porcupine-group, near which it is

placed by some naturalists, although others consider tbiBt its

true position is with the African scaly-taikd flying squirrels

{Anontaluridae). The colour of the creature is bright rufous

kwn
;
the eyes are large

;
and the bristles round the muzzle very

long, the former having a fringe of long hairs. The front limbs

are s^ort, and the hind ones very long; and although the fore-feet

have five toes, those of the hind-feet are reduced to four* The
bones of the lower part of the hind leg (tibia and fibula) are

united for a great part of their length. There are four pairs of

chedt-teeth in each jaw, which do not develop roots. The jumj)-

ing-hare i.s found in open or mountainous districts, and has habits

very like a jerboa. It is nocturnal, and dwells in composite

burrows excavated and tenanted by sevemi families. When
feeding it progresses on all four legs, but if frightened takes

gigantic leaps on the lund-pair alone; the length of such leaps

frequently reaches twenty feet, or even more. The young are

generally tliree or four in number, and are bom in the .summer.

A second smaller species has been named. (See Rouentia.)

JUMTUfO-MOUSB, the name of a North American mouse-

like rodent, Zapus hudsonius, belonging to Ike family Jam-
lidae (Dipoaidac), and the other members of the same genus.

Although mouse-like in general appearance, these rodents arc

distinguished by their elongated hind limbs, and, typically,

by the presence of four pairs of cheek-teeth in each jaw. There

are five toes to all the feet, but the first in the fore-feet i.s

rudimentary, and furnished with a fiat naO. The checks arc

provided with pouches. Jumping-mice were long supposed to

be confined to North America, but a species Is now known from

N.W. China. It is noteworthy that whereas E. Coues in 1877

recognized but a single representative of this genus, ranging over

a large area in North America, A. Preble distinguishes no fewer

than twenty Ncu th American species and sub-species, in addition

to the one from Szechuen. Among these, it may be noted that

6 ft. have apjieared. In 1895 M. F. Sweeney of New York acrom- ! Z. insignis differs from the typical Z. hudsonius by tlxe loss of

plished a jump of 6 ft. in. Ireland has produced many first-
|

the premolar, and has accordmgly been referred to a sub-genus

clas.s high jumpers, nearly all tall men, P. Leahy winning the

British amateur record in Dublin in 1898 with a jump of 6 ft.

4I in. The American A, Bhd Page, however, although only

5 ft. 6} in. in height, jumped 6 ft. 4 in. High jumping i.s done
over a light staff or lath resting upon pins fixed in two upriglits

upon which a scale i.s marked. The “ take-off,” or ground
irnmedi|itotf in front of the uprights from which the spring is

made, iWbually gra.ss in Great Britain and cinders in America.

Some jumpers run straight at the bar and clear it with body
facing forward, the knees being drawn up almost to the chin as

the body clears the bar ; others run and spring sideways, the feet

being thrown upwards and over the bar first, to act as a kind
of lever in getting the Ixidy over. There should be a shallow

pit of loose earth or a mattres.s to break the fall.

The standing high jump is rarely seen in regular athletic

meetings. The jumper stands sideways to the bar with his arms
extended upwards. He then swings his arms down slowly,

bending his knees at the same time, and, giving his arms a
violent upward swing, springs from the ground. As the body
rises the arms are brought down, one leg is thrown over the bar,

and the other pulled, almost jerked, after it. The record for

the standing high jump without weights is 6 ft., by J. Darby in

1892.

By the use of a spring-board many extraordmarj^ jumps have
been made, but this kind of leaping is done only by circus

gymnasts and is not recognized by athletic authorities.

For pole-jumping see Polic-vaulting.

See Encyclopaedia of Spodt\ M. W. Ford, “ Running High Jump/’
vol. xvUi.; Running Broad Jump,” Outing, vol. xix.;

” Standing Jumping,” Outing, vol. xix.; ” Miscellaneous Jumping,”
Outing, vol. XX. Also Sporting and Athletic Register (annual).

aUMPDIG-HABi; the English equivalent of springhaas, the

Boer name of a lafgse leaping south and east African rodent
nwimmal, Pedetes typifying a family by itself, the

Pedetidae. Originally classed with the jerboas, to which

apart. Moreover, the Szechuen jumping-mouse differs from

the typical Zapus by the closer enamel-folds of the molars, the

shorter ears, and the white tail-tip, and is therefore made the

type of another sub-genus. In America these rodents inhabit

forest, pasture, cultivated fields or swamps, but are nowhere

numerous. Wlien disturbed, they start off with enormous
bounds of eight or ten feet in length, which soon diminish to

three or four
;
and in leaping the feer scarcely seem to touch the

^•ound. The nest i.s placed in clefts of rocks, among timber or

m hollow trees, and there arc generally three litters in a season.

(See Rodentia.)
JUMPING-SHREW, a popular name for any of the terrestrial

insectivora of the African family Macrosedididae. of w'hich there

are a number of species ranging over the African continent,

represenling the tree-shrews of Asia, They are small long-

snouted gerbil-iike animals, mainly nocturnal, feeding on insects,

and characterized by the ^eat length of the metatarsal bones,

which have been modified in accordance with their leaping mode
of progression. In some (constituting the genus Rhynchocyon)
the muzzle is so much prolonged as to re.^^emble a proboscis,

whence the name elephant-shrews is sometimes applied to the

members of the family.

JUNAGARH,or Junagadh, a native state of India, within the

Gujarat division of Bombay, extending inland from the southern

coast of the peninsula of Kathiawar. Area, 3284 sq. m,; pop.

(1901), 395,428, showing a decrease of 19% in the decade,

owing to famine
;
estimate gross revenue, jfi 74,000; tribute to

the British government and the gaekwor of Baroda, £4*00;

a considerable sum is also received as tribute from minor stotes

in Kathiawar. The state is traversed by a railway from Rajkot,

to the seaport of Verawal. It includes the sacred mountain of

Gimar and the ruined temple of Somnath, and also the forest

of Ghr, the only place in India where the lion survives. Junagarh

ranks as affrst-dass sute among the many chiefships of Kathiar

war, and its ruler first entered into engag^mienits witii the British
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in 1807. Sir Rasul Khanji; K.C.SJ., iras bom in 1858
and succeeded bis brother in 1892.

The modem town of Junagaxh (^^051)1 60 m. by rail 5 . of

Rajkot^ is handsomely built and biM out. hi November 1897
the foundation-stones of a hospital, library and museum were
laid, and an arts college has recently been opened.

lONCACEAB (rush family), in botany, a natural order of

flowering belongmg to the series Liliidorae of the class

Monoootyledoiis, containing about two hundred species in

seven genera, widely distributed in temperate and cold regions.

It is well represent^ in Britain by the two genera which com-
prise nearly the wbde order*-yiok;u^, rush, and Luzuia, wood-

rush. They are generally perennial herbs with a creeping under-

ground stem and erect, unbranched, aerial steins, bearing slender

Juncus effusuSy common rush.

1. Plant nat. size. 4. Flower, enlarged.

2. Inflorescence, nat. size. 5. Fruit, enlarged.

3. End of branch of inflorescence, 0. Seed, nat. size.

slightly enlarged. 7. Seed, much enlarged.

leaves which are grass-like or cylindrical or reduced to mem-
branous sheaths. The small inconspicuous flowers are generally

more or less crowded in terminal dr lateral clusters, the form of

the inflorescence varying widely according to the manner of

branching and the length of the pedicels. The flowers are

hermaphrodite and regular, with the same number and arrange-

ment of parts as in the order Liliaoeae, from which they differ in

the inconspicuous membranous character of the perianth, the

absence of honey or imcll, and the brushlike stigmas wi^ long

papillae'radaptations to wind-pollination as contrasted with the

methods of poltination by insect agency, which characterize

the Liliaceae. Juncaceae are, in fact, a less elaborated group

of ibe same senes aa Liliaceae, but adapted to a simpler and

more umiatm environment than that larger and much more

higl^ dev^oped family.

jracnOli OITY^ a dty and the county-seat of Geary county,

Kansas, U.8.A., between Smoky Hill and Republican rivers,

about $ m. above their confluence to form the Kaneae, and 7a m.
by rail W. of Topdm. Fop. (1900), 4695, of whom 545 were

foidgn-boni and 293 were negroes; <190$, state census)^ 5494.
junetkm Qty is starved by the Umon Pacific and lim Mmmai,
Kansas & Texas railways. It is the amuBeroxal centre a
region in wha« fertile va^s great qinmtities of wheat, Indian
com, oats and hay are groan and live stock is raised, and
whose uplands contain extensive beds of limestone, which is

quarried for building pui|>0Be8. Excellent water-power is

available and is partly utilized by flour miOs. The musika-

paiity owns and operates the waterworks. At die confluence laf

Smo^ HiM and Republican rivers aad connected with the city

by an electric railway is Fort Riley, a U.S. miUtory post^ wbkh
was established in 1853 as Gimp Centre but wa^ renamed in the

same year in honour of General Bennett Riley (if87<-x853); in
,

1887 the mounted service school of the U.S. army was estabhihed
here. Northward from the post is a rugged country over which

extends a military reservation of about 19,000 acres. Adjoining

the reservation and about 5 m. N.£. of Junction City is the site

of the short-lived settlement of Pawnee, where from the and
to the 6th of July 1855 the first Kansas legislature met, ina build-

ing the ruins of which still remain; the establishment of Pawnee
(in December 1B54) was a spec^tive pro-slavery enterprise

conducted by the commandant of Fort Riley, other army officers

and certain territorial officials, and when a government survey

showed that the site lay within the Fort Riley reservation, the

settlers were ordered (August 1855) to leave, and the com-
mtmdant of Fort Ril^ was dismissed from the army ; one of the

charges brought against Governor A. H. Reeder was that be had
favoured tlie enterprise. Junction City was founded in 1:857

and was chartered as a city in 1859.

JUNE, the sixth month in the Christian calendar, consisting,

of thirty clays. Ovid (^FasH, vi. 25) makes Juno assert that the

name was expressly given in her honour. Elsewhere (Tasti,

vi. 87) he gives the derivation a jumariius, as May hod been

deriv^ from majores^ which may be explained as in allusiofi

either to the two months being dedicated respectively to youth
and age in general, or to the seniors and juniors of the government

of Rome, the senate and the comitia curiaia in particular. Others

connect the term with the gentile name Junius, or with the

consulate of Junius Brutus. Probably, however, it originally

denoted the month in which crops grow to ripenesSi In fiic old

Latin calendar June was the fourth month, and in the sp-called

year of Romulus it is said to have had thirty days; but at the

time of the Julian reform of the calendar its days were only

twenty-nine. To these Caesar added the thirtieth. The
Anglo-Saxons called June ** the dry month," midsummer
month," and, in contradistinction to 'July, " the earlier mild

month." The summer solstice occurs in June, Principal

festival days in this month: nth June, St Barnabas; 24th

June, Midsummer Day (Nativity of St John the Baptist); 29th

June, St Peter.

JUNEAU, formerly Harrisburg, a mming and trading

town picturesquely situated at the mouth of Gold Creek on the

continental shore of .Gastineau channel, south-east Alaska, and

the capital of Alaska. Pop. (1900;, 1864, including 450
Indians. It has a United Sutes custom-house and court-

house. The city has Ashing, manufacturing and trading int^ests,

but its prosperity is chiefly due to the gold mines in the adjacent

Silver Bow basin, the source of Gold Creek, and the »te of the

great Perseverance mine, and to those on the Treadwell lode on

Douglas Island, 2 m. from Juneau. Placer gold was found at

the mouth of the creek in 1879, and the city was settled in 18^
by two prospectors named Joseph Juneau and Richard Harris.

The district was called Juneau and the camp Harrisburg by the

first settlers
;
exploring naval officers named the can^ Rockwell,

in honour of Commander Charles Henry Rockwefl, U.S.N.

(b. 1840). A town meeting then ai^tcd the name of

Juneau. The town was incorporated in 1900. In October

1906 the seat of government of Alaska was removed from Sitka

to Juneau.

JUNG, JOHAim HEQUmW <i74o<s8iA best known by his

assumed name of HBwavm Stuxino, Cernm author, was

born in the viUgge of Grund near Hilchenbagh in Westphalia on
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the i2th of September 1740. His father, Wilhelm Jung, school-

master and teilor, was the son of Eberhard Jung, charcoal-

burner, and his mother was Dortchen Moritz, daughter of a poor

clerg/man. Jung became, by his father’s desire, schoolmaster

and tailor, but found both pursuits equally wearisome. After

various teaching appointments he went in 1768 with “half a

French dollar ” to study medicine at the university of Strassburg.

There he met Goethe, who introduced him to Herder. The
acquaintance with Goethe ripened into friendship; and it was

by his influence that Jung’s first and best work, Heinrich

Stillings Jugendy was written. In 1772 he settled at Elberfcld

as physician and oculist, and soon became celebrated for

operations in cases of cataract. Surgery, however, was not

much more to his taste than tailoring or teaching; and in 1778

he was glad to accept the appointment of lecturer on ‘‘ agriculture,

technology, commerce and the veterinary art ” in the newly

established Kameralschule at Kaiserslautern, a post which he

continued to hold when the .school was absorbed in the university

of Heidelberg. In 1787 he was appointed professor of economi-

cal, financial and statistical science in the university of Marburg.

In 1803 he resigned his professorship and returned to Heidelberg,

where he remained until 1806, when he received a pension

from the grand-duke Charles Frederick of Baden, and

removed to Karlsruhe, where he remained until his death

on the 2nd of April 1817. He was married three times, and

left a numerous family. Of his works his autobiography

Heinrich Stillings Leben, from which he came to be known as

Stilling, is the only one now of any interest, and is the chief

authority for his life. His early novels reflect the piety of his

early surroundings.

A complete edition of hi .«5 numerous works, in 14 vols. 8vo, was
published at Stuttgart in 1 835-1 838. There are English translations

by Sam. Jackson of the Leben (1835) and of the Theorie dev Geister-

kunde (London, 1834, and New York, 1851)
;
and of Theobald, or the

/•'anaiiCy a religious romance, by the Rev. Sam. Schaeffer (184O).

Sec biographies by F. W, Bodemann (18O8), {. \. Ewald (1817),

Peterson (1890).

JUMG BAHADUR, SIR, Maharaja (1816-1877), prime

minister of Nepal, was a grand-nephew of Bhim sena Thapa

(Bhim sen 'Fhappa), the famous military minister of Nepal,

who from 1804 to 1839 was de facto ruler of the state under the

rani Tripuri and her successor. Bhimsena’s supremacy was

threatenecM^^ the Kala Pandp-, and many of his relations,

includinWung Bahadur, went into exile in 1838, thus escaping

the cruciate which overtook Bhimsena in the following year.

The Pandry leaders, who then reverted to power, were in turn

assassinated in 1843, and Malabar Singh, uncle of Jung Bahadur,

was created prime minister. He appointed his nephew general

and chief judge, but shortly afterwards he was himself put to

death. Fateh Jung thereon formed a ministry, of which Jung

Bahadur was made military member. In the following year,

1846, a quarrel was fomented, in which Fateh Jung and thirty-

two other chiefs were assassinated, and the ram appointed Jung

Bahadur sole minister. Tlie rani quickly changed her mind,

and planned the death of her new minister, who at once appealed

to the maharaja. But the plot failed. The raja and the rani

wisely sought safety in India, and Jung Bahadur firmly e,stab-

Ushed his own position by the removal of all dangerous rivals.

He succeeded so well that in January 1850 he was able to leave

for a visit to England, from which he did not return to Nepal

until the 6th of February 1851. On his return, and frequently

on subsequent dates, he frustrated conspira^ues for his assassina-

tion. The reform of the penal code, and a desultory war with

Tibet, occupied his attention until news of the Indian Mutiny

reached Nepal. Jung Bahadur resisted all overtures from the

rebels, and sent a column to Gorakpur in July 1857. In Decem-

ber he furnished a force of 8000 Gurkhas, which reached Lucknow

on the nth of March 1858, and took part in the siege. The

moral support of the Nepalese was more valuable even than tlie

militar)^ services render^ by them. Jung Bahadur was made

a G.C.B., and a tract of coun^ annexed in 1815 wa.s restored

to Nepal. Various frontier disputes were settled, and in 1875

Sir Jung Bahadur was on his way to England when he had a

fall from his horse in Bombay and returned home. He received

a visit from the Prince of Wales in 1876. On the a5th of

February 1877 he died, having reached the age of sixtyK)ne.

Three of h^ widows immolated themselves on his funeral

pyre. (W. L.-W.)

JUNG-BUNZLAU (Czech, Mladd Boleslav), a town of Bohemia,

44 m. N.N.E. of Prague by rail. Pop.
(1900J, 13479, mostly

Czech. The town contains several old buildings of historical

interest, notably the castle, built towards the end of the loth

century, and now used as barracks. There are several old

churches. In that of St Maria the celebrated bishop of the

Bohemian brethren, Johann August, was buried in 1595; but

his tomb was destroyed in 1621. The church of St Bonaventura

with the convent, originally belonging to the friars minor and

later to the Bohemian brethren, is now a Piaristic college. The

church of St Wenceslaus, once a convent of the brotherhood, is

now used for military stores. Jung-Bunzlau was built in 995,

under Boleslaus II., as the seat of a gaugraf or royal count.

Early in the 13th century it was given the privileges of a town

and pledged to the lords of Michalovic. In the Hussite wars

Jung-Bunzlau adhered to the Taborites and became later the

metropolis of the Bohemian Brethren. In 1595 Bohuslav of

Lobkovic sold his rights as over-lord to the town, which was

made a royal city by Rudolf II. During the Thirty Years’ War
it was twice burned, in 1631 by the imperialists, and in 1640

by the Swedes.

JUNGFRAU, a well-known Swiss mountain (13,669 ft.),

admirably seen from Interlaken. It rises on the frontier

between the cantons of Bern and of the Valais, and is reckoned

among the peaks of the Bernese Oberland, two of which (the

Finsteraarhorn, 14,026 ft., and the Aletschhom, 13,721 ft.)

surpass it in height. It was first ascended in 1811 by the

brothers Meyer, and again in 1812 by Gottlieb Meyer (son of

J, R. Meyer), in both cases by the eastern or Valais side, the

foot of which (the final ascent being made by the 181J-1812

route) wa.c reached in 1828 over the Monchjoch by six peasants

from Grindelwald. In 1841 Principal j. D. Forbes, with

Agassiz, Desor and Du Ch&telier, made the fourth ascent by

the 1812 route. It was not till 1865 that Sir George Young
and the Rev. H. B. George succeeded in making the first ascent

from the west or Interlaken side. This is a far more difficult

route than that from the east, the latter being now frequently

taken in the course of the summer. (W. A. B. C.)

JUNGLE (Sans, jangala), an Anglo-Indian term for a forest,

a thicket, a tangled wilderness. The Hindustani word means

strictly waste, uncultivated ground; then such ground covered

with trees or long grass; and thence again the Anglo-Indian

application is to forest or other wild growth, rather than to the

fact that it is not cultivated.

JUNIN, an interior department of central Peru, bounded N.

by Huanuco, E. by Loreto and Cuzco, S. by Huancavelica, and

W. by Lima and Ancachs. Pop, (1906 estimate), 305,700. It

lies wholly within the Andean zone and has an area of 23,353

sq. m. It is rich in minerals, including silver, copper, mercury,

bismuth, molybdenum, lead and coal. The Huallaga and Man-

taro rivers have their sources in this department, the latter in

Lake Junin, or Chanchaycocha, 13,230 ft. above sea-level. The

capital of Junin is Cerro de Pasco, and its two principal towns

are Jauja and Tarma (pop., 1906, about 12,000 and 5000

respectively).

JUNIPER. The junipers, of which there are twent;^-five or

more species, are evergreen bushy shrubs or low columnar trees,

with a more or less aromatic odour, inhabiting the whole of the

cold and temperate northern hemisphere, but attaining their

maximum development in the Meditmanean region, the North

Atlantic islands, and the eastern United States. The leaves ore

usually articulated at the base, spreading, sharp-pointed and

needle-like in form, destitute of oil-glands, and arranged in

alternating whorls of three; but in some the leaves are minute

and scede-like, closely adhering to the branches, the apex only

being free, and furnished with an oiKgiand on the back.
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Sometimes thesame plant produces both kinds of leaves on differ-

ent branches, or the young plants produce acicular leaves, while

those of the older pl^ts are squainiform. The male and female

flowers are usually produced on separate plants. The male

flowers are developed at the ends of short lateral branches, arc

rotmded or oblong in form, and consist of several antheriferous

scales in two or three rows, each scale bearing three or six almost

spherical pollen-sacs on its under side. The female flower is a

small bud-like cone situated at the apex of a small branch, and

consists of two or three whorls of two or three scales. The scales

of the upper or middle series each bear one or two erect ovules.

The mature cone is fleshy, with the succulent scales fused

together and forming the fruit-like structure kno^ to the

older botanists as the gaUndus, or berry of the juniper. The

berries are red or purple in colour, varying in size from that of

a pea to a nut. They thus differ considerably from the cones

of other members of the order Coniferae, of Gymtiosperms

to which the junipers belong. The seeds are usually

three in number, sometimes fewer (i), rarely more (8), fimd

have the surface near the middle or base marked with

large glands containing oil. The genus occurs in a fossil

state, four species having been described from rocks of

Tertiary age.

The genus is divided into three sections, Sabina, Oxycedrus

and Caryocedrus, Juniperus Sabina is the savin, abundant on

the mountains of central Europe, an irregularly spreading much-

branched shrub with scale-like glandular leaves, and emitting

a disagreeable odour when bruised. The plant is poisonous,

acting as a powerful local and general stimulant, diaphoretic,

emmenagogue and anthelmintic; it was fomerly employed both

intemally and externally. The oil of savin is now occasionally

used criminally as an abortifacient. /. bermudiana, a tree about

40 or 50 ft. in height, yields a fragrant red wood, which was

used for the manufacture of “ cedar pencils. The tree is now
very scarce in Bermuda, and the “ red cedar,*^ /. virpniana, of

North America is employed instead for pencils and cigar-boxes.

The red cedar is abundant in some parts of the United States

and in Virginia is a tree 50 ft. in height. It is very widely

distributed from the Great Lakes to Florida and round the Gulf

of Mexico, and extends as far west as the Rocky Mountains and

beyond to Vancouver Island. The wood is applied to many
uses in the United States. The fine red fragrant heart-wood

takes a high polish, and is much used in cabinet-work and

inlaying, but the small size of the planks prevents its more

extended use. The galls produced at the ends of the branches

have been used in medicine, and the wood yields cedar-camphor

and oil of cedar-wood. J. thurifera is the incense juniper of

Spain and Portugal, and /. phoenicea (/. lycia) from the

Mediterranean district is stated by Loudon to be burned as

incense.

/. communis, the common juniper (see fig.), and severed other

species, belong to the section Oxycedrus. The common juniper

is a very widely distributed plant, occurring in the whole of

northern Europe, central and northern Asia to Kamchatka, and

east and west North America. It ^ows at considerable eleva-

tions in southern Europe, in the Alps, Apennines, Pyrenees and

Sierra Nevada (4000 to 8000 ft.). It also grows in Asia Minor,

Persia, and at great elevations on the Himalayas. In Great

Britain it is usually a shrub with spreading branches, less

frequently a low tree. In former times the juniper seems to

have been a very well-known plant, the name occurring almost

unaltered in many languages. The Lat. juniperus, probably

formed from juni—^de form of juvenis, fresh, young,and parere,

to produce, is represented by Fr. genihre, enebro, Ital. gine-

pito, &c. The dialectical names, chiefly in European languages,

were collect fay Mnce L. L. Bonaparte, and published

in the Academy (Jufy 17, t88o, No. 428, p. 45). The common
juniper is jofficial in the British pharmacopoeia and in that of

the United States, yielding the oil of juniper, a powerful diuretic,

disiSBed from the unripe fruits. Tto oil is closely allied in

composition to oil of turpentine and is given in doses of a half

to three minims. Tlie Spiritus juniperi of the British pharma-

copoeia is given in doses up to one drachm. Mudh safer and

more pow^l diuretics are now in use. The wood k very

aromatic and is used for ornamental purposes. In Lapland

the bark is made into ropes. The fruits are used for flavouring

gin (a name derived from juniper, through Fr. geniivre); and in

some parts of France a kind of beer calM genhretie was made
from them by the peasants. /. Oxycedrus, from the Mediter-

ranean district and Madeira, yields cedar-oil which is official

in most of the European pharmacopoeias, but not in that of

Britain. This oil is largely used by microscopists in vffiat is

known as the “ oil-immersion lens.**

The third section, Caryocedrus, consists of a single species,

/. drupacea of Asia Minor. The fruits are large and ^ble ;
they

are known in the East by the name habhd.

(I^rom Bantley and TrunenV Medicinal by permission of J. & A. Churdifli.)

juniper {Juniperus communis) half nat. size.

1. Vertical section of fruit.

2, Male catkin.

JUNIUS, the pseudonym of a writer who contributed a series of

letters to the London Public Advertiser, from the 21st of January

1769 to the 2ist of January 1772. The signature had been already

used by him in a letter of the 21st of November 1768, which he

did not include in his collection of the Letters of Junius published

in 1772. The name was chosen in all probability because he

had already signed “ Lucius ” and “ Brutus,*' and wished to

exhaust the name of Lucius Junius Brutus the Roman patriot.

Whoever the writer was, he wrote under other pseudonyms

before, during and after the period betweeii January 1769 and

January 1772. He acknowledged that he had written as

Philo-Junius,*’ and there is evidence that he was identical

with “ Veteran,** “ Nemesis ** and other anonymous corresp^-

dents of the PtAlic Advertiser. There is a marked distinction

between the “ letters of Junius *’ and his so-called miscellaneous

letters. The second deal with a variety of subjects, some of a

purely personal character, as for instance the alleged injustice

of Viscount Barrington the secretary at war to the officials of

his department. But the “ letters of Junius ** had a definite

object—to discredit the ministry of the duke of Grafton. This

administration had been formed in October 1768, wheii the earl

of Chatham was compelled by ill health to retire from office,

and was a reconstruction of cabiiiet of July 1766. Jumus
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fougbt for the return to power of Qiatham, who had recovered

and was not on good terms with his successors. He communi*
Gated with rbatihami with George Grenvttie^ with Wilkes^ all

enemies of the duke of Grafton^ and also witJi Henry Sampson
Woodfall, printer and part owner of the PuHic Advertiser. This

private correi^ndence has been preser^'ed. It is written in

the diflDuised band used by Junius.

The letters are of interest on three grounds—tlieir political

sigiiLificance, their style^ and the mystery which long surrounded

their authorship. As political writings they possess no intrinsic

value. Junius was wholly destitute of insight, and of the power

to disentangle, dehne and advocate principles. The matter of

his letters i.s always invective. He began by a general attack

on the ministry for their personal immorality or meanness. An
ill-judged defence of one^of the body—the marquess of Granby,

commander-in-rhief— volunteered by Sir William Draper, gave

h’m an easy victory over a vulnerable opponent. He then went
on to pour acrimonious abuse on Grafton, on the duke of Bedford,

on King George III. himself in the letter of the iglh of December

1769, and ended with a most malignant and ignorant assault

on i.ord Chief Justice Mansfield. Several of his accusations

were shown to be unfounded. The practical effect of the letters

was insignificant. They were noticed and talked about. They
provoked anger and retorts. But the letter to the king arou.sed

indignation, and though Grafton’s administration fell in January
177a, it was succeeded by the long-lived cabinet of I^rd North.

Junius confessed himself l^eaten, in his private letter to Woodfall

of the 19th of January 1773. He had materially contributed

to his own defeat by his hmtel violence. He sinned indeed in

a large company. The employment of pergonal abuse had been

habitual in English political controiwsy for generations, and
in the i8th century there was a strong taste for satire. l.»atin

literature, which was not only studied but imitated, supplied

the inspiration and the models, in the satires of Juvenal, and
the speeches of Cicero against Verres and Catiline.

If, however, Junius w'as doing what others did, he did it

better thtti anybody else—a fact which sufficiently explains his

rapid popularity. His superiority lay in his style. Here also

he was by no means original^ and he was unequal. There are

passages in his writings which can be best described in the

words which Burke applied to another writer :
“ A mere

mixture of vinegar and water, at once vapid and sour.” But
at his best lunius attains to a high degree of artificial elegance

and vig^ij^He shows the influence of Bolingbroke, of Swift,

and above aH of Tacitus, who appears to have been his favourite

author. The imitation is never slavish. Junius adapts, and
does not only repeat. The white heat of his malignity animates

the whole. No single sentence will show the quality of a style

which produces its effect by persistence and repetition, but such

a typical passage as follows displays at once the method and the

spirit. It is taken from Letter XLIX. to the duke of Grafton,

June 22, 1771 ;

—

“ The profound respect I bear to the gracious prince who governs
this country with no leie honour to himself than satisfaction to his

subfects, and who restores you to your rank under his standard, will

save you from a multitude of reproaches. The attention I should
have paid to your failings is involuntarily attracted to the hand
which rewards them

;
and though 1 am not so partial to the royal

judgment as to affirm that the favour of a king can remove moun-
taiua of infamy, it servos to lessen at least, for undoubtedly it

divides, the burden. While I remember how much is due to his

sacred character, 1 cannot, with any decent appearance of propriety,
call yon the meanest and the basest fellow in the kingdom. 1

protest, my Lord, I do not think you so. You will have a dangerous
rival in tliat kitid of fame to which you have hitherto so happily
directed yoor ambition, as long as tlierc is one man living who
thinks you worthy of his confidence, and fit to be trusted wmi any
iffinre in his government. . . . With any other prince, the shameful
doMrtlbii of l&im in the midst of that distress, which you alone had
crented, bl^ the very crisis of danger, when he fancied he saw the

|

throne already atti;rounded by men of virtue and abilities, would
have outweighed the memory of your former services. But his
tnajesty Is full of justice, and undcirstands the doctrine of compen-
sations; he remembers with gratitude how soon you had aceommo-
datsd your morals to the naeenitles of hia service, how cheei'folly you
had abandoned thc^engagamants of private iriendahip, and renounced

the most solemn piofessions to the public. The sacrifice of Lord
Chatham was not lost on him. Even the cowardice and perfidy of
deserting him may have done you no disservice in his esteem. The
instance was painful, but the prfeiciple might pleaso.”

What is artificial and stilted in this style did not offend the
woidd-be classic taste of the i8th century, and does not now
conceal the fact that the laboriously arranged words, and art-

fully counterbalanced clauses, convey a venomous hate and scorn.

The pre-established harmony between Junius and his readers

accounts for the rapidity of his success, and for the importance
attributed to him by Burke and Johnson, far better writers than
himself. Before 1772 tliere appeared at least twelve un-
authorized republications of lus letters, made by speculative

printers. In that year he revised the collection named Junius

:

Stai nominis umbra” with a dedication to the Englisl) people

and a preface. Other independent editions followed in quick

succession. In 1801 one was published with annotationa by
Robert Heron. In 1806 another appeared with notes by John
Almoo. Tiie first new edition of real importance was issued by
the Woodfall family in 1812, It contained the correspondence

of Junius with H. S. Woodfall, a scdection of the misedOLaneous

letters attributed to Junius, facsimiles of his handwriting, and
notes by Dr Mason Good. Curiosity as to the mystery of the

authorship began to replace political and literary interest in the

writings. Junius himself had been early aware of the advantage
he secured by concealment The mystery of Junius increases

his importance ” is his confession in a letter to Wilkes dated
the 18th of September 1771. The calculation was a sound one.

For two generations after the appearance of the letter of the

21st of January 1769, speculations as to the authorship of

Junius were rife, and discussion had hardly ceased in 1910.

Joseph Parkes, author wHh Herman Merivale of the Memoirs

of Sir Plulip Francis (1867), gives a list of more than forty

person.^ wlio had been supposed to be Junius. They are

:

Edmund Burke, Lord George Sackville, Lord Chatham, Colonel

Barrd, Hugh Macaulay Boyd, Dr Butler, John Wilkes, Lord
Chesterfield, Henry Flood, William Burke, Gibbon, W. E.
Hamilton, Cliarles Lloyd, Clmrlcs Lee (generd in the American
War of Independence), John Roberts, George Grenville,

James Grenville, Lord Temple, Duke of Portland, William

Greatrakes, Richard Glover, Sir William Jones, James Hollis,

Laughlin Maclean, Philip Rosenhagen, Home Tooke, John Kent,
Henry Grattan, Daniel Wray, Horace Walpole, Alexander
Wedderburn (Lord Loughborough), Dunning (Lord Ashburton).

Licut.-General Sir R. Ricii, Dr Philip Francis, a “ junto ” or

committee of writers who used a common name, De Lolme.
Mrs Macaulay, Daniel Wray, Sir Philip Francis, Lord Littleton,

Wolfram Cornwall and Gov. Thomas Powmall. In the great

majority of cases the attribution is based on nothing more than
a vague guess. Edmund Burke denied that he could have
written the letters of Junius if he would, or would have written

them if he could. Grattan pointed out that he was young
when they appeared. More plausible claims, such as those

made for Lord Temple and Lord George Sackville, could not

stand the test of examination. Indeed after 1816 the question

was not so much “ Who wrote Junius ? ” as “ Was Junius Sir

Philip Francis, or some undiscoverable man ? In tliat year

John Taylor was led by a careful study of Woodfall’s edition of

1812 to publish The identity of Junius with a distinguished living

character established, in which he claimed the letters for Sir

Philip Francis. He had at first been inclined to attribute them
to Sir Philip’s father, Dr Francis, the author of translations of

Horace and Demosthenes. Taylor c^plied to Sir Philip, who
did not die till 1818, for leave to publish, and received from him
answers which to an unwary person might appear to constitute

denials of the author^ip, but were in evasions.

The reasons for believing? that Sir Phi% Francis was
Junius arc very strong. His evasions were only to be expected.

Several of the men he attacked lived nearly as long as himself,

the sons of others were conspicuous in society, and George
III. survived him. Sir P^lip, who had held ofice, who had been
decorated, and who in his later years was ambitious to obtain
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the governor-generalship of lndia> dared not confess that be

was Junius. The atmili^ity of bus handwriting to the disguised

hand used by the writer of the letters is very close. If Sir

Philip Francis did, as his family maintain, address a copy of

verses to a Miss Giles in the bandwriting of Junius (and the

evidence that he did is weighty) there can be no further (question

as to the identity of the two. The similarity of Junms and

Francis in regard to their opinions, their likes and dislikes, their

knowledge and their known movements^ amount, apart from

the handwriting, almost to proof. It is certoin ^t many
felons have been condemned on circumstantial evidence less

complete. The opposition to his claim is based on such asser-

tions as that his known handwriting was inferior to the feigned

hand of Junius,, and that no man can make a disguised hand

better than his own. But the first assertion is unfounded, and

the second is a mere expression of opinion. It is also said that

Francis must have been guilty of baseness if he wrote Junius,

but if that explains why he did not avow the authorship it can

be shown to constitute a moral impossibility only by an examina-

tion of his life.

Authorities.—The beat edition of the Letters of Junius^ woperly

so called, with the MisoeUoKeous LeUers, is that o£ J. Ward (1854).

The most valuable contributions to the controversy as to the

authorship are : The Handwriting of Junius investigated by Charles

Chabot, expert
y
with preface and collateral evidence by ike Hon. E.

Twisleton (1871); Memoias of Sir Philip Praneis, K.C.B.y by Parkes

and Merivalc (1867) ;
Junius Revealed by his Surviving Grandson, by

H. K. Francis (1894) ;
Th£ Francis Letters,, edited by Beata Francis

and Eliza Keary, with a note on the Junius controversy by C. F.

Keary (1901) ;
and " Francis, Sir Philip," by Sir Leslie Stephen, in

Diet, of Nat. Biog. The case for those who decline to accept the

claim of Sir FhiUp Francis ie stated by C. W. Dilke, Papers of a Critic

(1875), and Abraham Ha3rward, More about Junius, Franciscan

Theory Unsound (1868). (D. H.)

JUNIUS, FBANZ (in French, Francois du Jon), the name of

two Huguenot scholars.

(i) Franz Junius (1545-1602) was born at Bourges in France

on the ist of May 1545. He had studied kw for two years

under Hugo Donellus (1527-1591) when be was given a place

in the retinue of the French ambassador to Constantinople, but

before he reached Lyons the ambassador had departed. Junius

found ample consolation in the opportunities for study at the

gymnasium at Lyons. A religious tumult warned him back to

Bourges, where he was cured of certain rationalktic principles

that he had imbabed at Lyons, and he determined to enter the

reformed church. He went in 1562 to study at ^neva, where

he was reduced to the direst pjoverty by the failure of remit-

tances from home, owing to civil war in France. He would

accept only the barest sustenance from a humblciriend who had

himself been a prot6g^ of Junius’s family at Bourges, and his

health was permanently injured. The long-expected remittance

from, home was closely followed by the news of the brutal

murder of his father by a Catholic fanatic at Issoudun; and

Junius resolved to remain at Geneva, where his reputation

enabled him to live by teaching. In 1565, however, he was

appointed minister of the Walloon church at Antwerp. His

foreign birth excluded him from tlie privileges of the native

reformed pastors, and exposed him to persecution, ^eral
times he barely escaped arrest, aend finally, after spendii^ six

months in preaching at Limburg, he was forced to retire to

Heidelberg in 1567. There he was welcomed by the elector

Frederick IL, and temporarily settled in charge of the Walkxm

church at Schonau ;
but in 1568 his patron sent him as ch^lom

with Prince William of Orai^ in his unfortunate expedition to

the Netherlands, JuniuB escaped as soon as he could from that

post, and returning to his church remained there till 1575, From

1573 till 1578 he vrafi aft Heidelberg, assisting Emmanael Treroeli-

hus (xgio-^igSo), whose dhu^ter he married, m his Lotm versiiQn

of the Old TestanieDt (Frankfort, 1579);» ^ I*® was appointed

to the diair of divinity at Heidelberg. Thence he was taken

to France by the duke of Bouillon, and after an mterview with

Henry IV. was sent again to Germany on a mtsiion. As he was

returning toi France he was named professor of theology at

Leiden, where he died on the of October z6oa«
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He was a volumittcnis writer on theological subfecta, and tranelated

and cQimposed many exegeiical works. He is best known horn his

own edition of the Latin Old Testament, slightly altered from the

former joint edition, and with a version of the New Testament
added (Geneva, 1590; Hanover, 1624). The Opera iheedagiea

Praneisci Junie biturigis were published at Geneva (a v^., 16x3),

to which is predxed his autbbiogriwny, written about 1^92 (new ed.,

edited by Abraham Kuypers, 1882 s^.). The autobiopaphy had
been published at Leiden (1595), and is reprinted m the Miscellanea

groningana, vol. i., along with a list of the author's other writings,

(2) Franz Junius (1589-1677), son of the above, was bom
at Heidelberg, and brought up at Leiden. His attention was

diverted from military to theological studies the peace of

1609 between Spain and the Netherlands. In ,1617 he became

pastor at Hillegondsbcr^but in 1620 went to England, where

he became librarian to^omas Howard, earl of AFundel> «md

tutor to his son. He remained in England thirty years, devoting

himself to the study of Anglo-Saxon, and aftemards of the

cognate old Teutonic languages. His work, intrinsically valu-

able, is important as having aroused interest in a frequently

neglected subject. In 1651 he returned to Holland; and for

two years lived in Friesland in order to study the old dialect.

In 1675 he returned to England, and during the next yew
resided in Oxford; in 1677 he went to Five at Windsor with his

nephew, Isaac Vossius, in whose house he died on the 19th of

November 1677. He was buried at Windsor in St George’s

Chapel.

He was pre-eminently a stwient. He publi^ed De pictma

veterunt (1637) (»n English by the author, 1638; enlarged and im-

proved edition, edited by J. G. Graevius, Who prefixed a liifo

Junius, with a catalogue of architects, pamters, and their

works, Rotterdam, 1694); in Willarami Abbaiis
,

francicam paraphrasin eantici canticorum (Amsterdam, 1655);

AnnotuHones in harmoniam latino-francicam quafuor evangelis-

tartem, laHne a Taiiano eonfeetam (Amsterdam, 1653); Caedmonis

numaehi paraphrasis poetiem geneseos (Amsterdam, 1635) (see

criticism under CabdmonJ ;
Quatuor D.N.I.C. evemgeherusn versianes

perantiquae duae, gothica scilicet et anglo-saxamca (Dort, 2 vols.,

1665) (the Gothic version in this book Junius transcribed from the

Silver Codex of Ulfilas; the Anglo-Saxon version is from an edition

by Thomas Marshall, whose notes to both versions aare given, and a.

Gothic glossary by Junius); EtymoJoeieum anglicanum, edited hy
Edward Lye, and preceded by a life 01 Junius and George Hickesi^

Anglo-Saxon grammar (Oxford, 1743) (its results require careful

venfication in the hght of modern research). His rich collection

of ancient' MSS., edited and annotated by Wm, Jumus bequeathed

to the university of Oxford. Graevius gives a list of them ; tbs most

important are a version of the Ormulutn, the version of Caedmon,

and 9 volumes containing Ghssarium v. Unguarum septentrionaUum.

lUNK. (i) (Through Port, junco, adapted from Jiavattesc

djmg^ or Makyan adjong, ship), the name of the i»tivc tailing

vessel, c(iimmton to the iii eastern seas, and especially used by

the Chinese and Javanese. It is a flat-bottomed, high-sterned

vessel with square bows and masts carrying kig-wik, often made

of matting. (2) A nautical term for aii^ pieces of disured

rope or cable, cut up to make fenders, oakum, &e., hence applied

colloquially by sailors to the salt beef and pork used on board

ship. The word is of doubtful origin, but may be connected

with “ junk ” (Lat. jumus), a reed, or inwh. This word is now

obsolete except at applied to a form of surgical appliance, used

as a support in cases of fracture where immediate setting is

impossible, and consisting of a shaped pillow or cushion stuffed

with straw or horsehair, formerly with rushes or reeds.

JUNKSIL WIUIBLM German explorer of Africa,

was bom at Moscow on the 6tb of April 1840. He studied medi-

cine at Dorpat, Gottingen, Berlin and Prague, but did not

practise for long. After a scries of short journeys to Icekoui,

Tunis and Lower Egypt, he remained almost, continuously in

eastern Equatorial Africa from 1875 to x886, making first

Khartum and afterwards Lado the base of hk expeditioiis,

Junker was a lekurely traveller and a careful observer; hkmain

ob^t was to stud^ the peoples with whom he came into contact,

and to collect specimens of fdants and animals, and the result

of hts investigatiocks in these particulars is givm in hts Maismin

Affika (3 vok., Vienna, ^
Engkrii* trandatkm by A. H. Kem was published 011x890-1892.

Perhaps the greatest service he rendered to geographical scieaoe
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was his investigation of the Nile-Congo watershed, when he suc-

cessfully combated Georg Schweinfurth^s hydrographical theories

and established the identity of the Welle and Ubangi. The Mah-

dist rising prevented his return to Europe through the Sudan, as

he had planned to do, in 1884, and an expedition, fitted out in

1885 ^ Ws brother in St Petersburg, failed to reach him. Junker

then determined to go south. Leaving Wadelai on the 2nd of

January 1886 he travelled by way of Uganda and Tabora and

reached Zanzibar in December 1886. In 1887 he received the

gold medal of the Royal Geographical Society. As an explorer

Junker is entitled to high rank, his ethnographical observations

in the Niam-Niam (Azandeh) country being especially valuable.

He died at St Petersburg on the 13th of February 1892.

See the biographical notice by E. G. Ravenstcin in Proceedings of

the Royal Geographical Society (1892), pp. 185-187.

JUNKET, a dish of milk curdled by rennet, served with

clotted cream and flavoured with nutmeg, which is particularly

associated in England with Devonshire and Cornwall. The

word is of somewhat obscure history. It appears to come

through 0 . Fr. jonquettc, a rushrbasket, from Lat. juncuSy rush.

In Norman dialect this word is u.sed of a cream cheese. The

commonly accepted origin is that it refers to the rush-basket on

which such cream cheeses or curds were served. Juncade

appears in Rabelais, and is explained by Cotgnive as “ spoon-

meat, rose-water and sugar.” Nicholas Udall (in his translation

of Era.smus’s Apophthegms, 1542) speaks of marchepaines or

wafers with other like junkerie.” 'Fhe word “ junket ” is also

u.sed for a festivity or picnic.

JUNO, the chief Roman and Latin goddess, and the special

object of worship by women at all the critical moments of life.

The etymology of the name is not certain, but it is usually taken

as a shorten^ form of Jovim, answering to Jms, from a root

divy shining. Under Greek influence Juno was early identified

with the Greek Hera, with whose cult and characteristics she has

much in common; thus the Juno with whom we are familiar

in Latin literature is not the true Roman deity. In the Acneid,

for example, her policy is antagonistic to the plans of Jupiter

for the conquest of Latium and the future greatness of Rome; I

though in the fourth Eclogue

y

as Lucina, .she appears in her proper

role as assisting at childbirth. It was under Greek influence

again that she became the wife of Jupiter, the mother of Mars;

the true Roman had no such personal interest in his deities as to

invent family relations for them.

Thalj|Lf!fb was especially a deity of women, and represents in

a sense tndlemale principle of life, is seen in the fact that as every

man had his genius, so every woman had her Juno; and the

goddess herself may have been a development of this conception.

The various forms of her cult all show her in close connexion

with women. As Juno Lucina she was invoked in childbirth,

and on the ist of March, the old Roman New Year’s day, the

matrons met and made offerings at her temple in a grove on

the Esquiline
;
hence the day was known as the (7. A.s

Caprotina she was especially worshipped by female slaves on

the 7th of July (NonaeCaproiinae); as Sospita she was invoked

all over I-atium as the saviour of women in their perils, and

later as the saviour of the state; and under a number of other

titles, Cinxia, Unxia, Pronuha, &c., we find her taking a leading

part in the ritual of marriage. Her real or supposed connexion

with the mcon is explained by the alleged influence of the moon
on the lives of women

;
thus she became the deity of the Kalends,

or day of the new moon, when the regina sacrorum offered a lamb

to her in the regiay and her husband the made known to the

people the day on which the Nones would fall. Thus she i.s

brought into close relation with Janus, who also was worshipped

on the Kalends by the rek sacrorum, and it may be that in the

oldest Roman religion these two were more closely connected

than Juno and Jupiter. But in historical times she was asso-

ciated with Jupiter in the great* temple on the Capitoline hill as

Juno Reginay the queen of all Junones or queen of heaven, as

Jupiter diere was Optimus Maximus (see Jupiter), and under

the same title she was enticed from Veii after its capture in

392 BX., and settled in a temple on the Aventine. Thus exalted

above all other female deities, she was prepared for that identi-

fication with Hera which was alluded to above. That she was in

some sense a deity of light seems certain ; as Lucina, e.g., she

introduced new-born infants “ in luminis oras.”

See Roscher's article *' Juno in his Lexicon of M3rthology, and
his earlier treatise on Juno and Hera; Wissowa, Religion und Kultus

d$r Rdmer, 113 foil.; also a fresh discussion by Walter Otto in

Philologus for 1905 (p. 161 foil.). (W. W. F.*)

JUNOT, ANDOCHE, Duke of Ahrantes (1771-1813), French

general, was bom at Bussy-le-Grand (Cdte d’Or), on the 23rd

of October 1771. He went to school at Chatillon, and was known
among his comrades as a blustering but lovable creature, with a

pugnacious disposition. He was studying law in Paris at the

outbreak of the Revolution and Joined a volunteer battalion.

He distinguished himself by his valour in the first year of the

Revolutionary wars, and came under the special notice of

Napoleon Bonaparte during the siege of Toulon, while serving

as his secretary. It is related that as he was taking down a

despatch, a shell burst hard by and covered the paper with sand,

whereupon he exclaimed, “ Bien ! nous n’avions pas de sable

pour secher Tencre ! en voici 1
” He remained the faithful

companion of his chief during the latter’s temporal disgrace,

and went with him to Italy as aide-de-camp. He distinguished

himself so much at the battle of Millesimo that he was selected

to carry back the captured cdours to Paris
;
returning to Italy

he went through the campaign with honour, but was badljr

wounded in the head at Lonato. Many rash incidents in his

career may be traced to this wound, from which he never com-

pletely recovered. During the expedition to Egypt he became

a general of brigade. His devotion to Bonaparte involved him

in a duel with General Lannsse, in which he was again wounded.

He had to be left in Egypt to recover, and in crossing to France

was captured by English cruisers. On his return to France he

was made commandant of Paris, and afterwards promoted

general of division. It was at this time that he married Laure

Permon (see Junot, Laure). He next served at Arras in com-

mand of the grenadiers of the army destined for the invasion of

England, and made .some alterations in the equipment of the

troops which received the praise of the emperor. It was,

however, a bitter mortification that he was not appointed a

marshal of France when he received the grand cross of the

legion of honour. He was made colonel-general of hussars

instead and sent as ambassador to Lisbon, his entry into which

city resembled a royal progress. But he was so restless and dis-

satisfied in the Portuguese capital that he set out, without leave,

for the army of Napoleon, with which he took part in the battle

of Austerlitz, behaving with his usual courage and zeal. But

he soon gave fresh offence. Although his early devotion was

never forgotten by the emperor, his uncertain temper and want of

self-control made it dangerous to employ him at court or head-

quarters, and he was sent to Parma to put down an insurrection

and to be out of the way. In 1806 he was recalled and became

governor of Paris. His extravagance and prodigality shocked

the government, and some rumours of an intrigue with a lady

of the imperial family—it is said Pauline Bonaparte—made it

desirable again to send him away. He was therefore appointed

to lead an invading force into Portugal. For the first time

Junot had a great tusk to perform, and only hi.s own resources to

fall back upon for its achievement. Early in November 1807

he set out from Salamanca, crossed the mount^s of Beira,

rallied his wearied forces at Abrantes, and, with 1500 men,

dashed upon Lisbon, in order, if possible, to seize the Portuguese

fleet, which had, however, just sailed away with the regent and

court to Brazil. Tlie whole movement only took a month;

it was undoubtedly bold and well-conducted, and Junot was

made duke of Abrantes and invested with the governorship

of Portugal. But administration was his weak point. He was

not a civil governor, but a sabreufy brave, truculent, and also

dissipated and rapacious, though in the last respect he was far

from being the worst offender aitiongst the French generals in

Spain. His hold on Portugal was never supported by a really

adequate force, and his own conduct, which resembled that of
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an eastern monarchy did nothing to con^lidate his conquest.

After Wellesley encountered him at Vimiera (see Pbkinsular

War) he was obliged to conclude the so-called convention of

Cintra, and to withdraw from Portugal with all his forces.

Napol^n was furious^ but, as he said, was spared the necessity

of sending his old friend before a court martial by the fact that

the English put their own generals on their trial. Junot was

sent back to Spain, where, in 1810-1811, acting under Mass6na,

he was once more seriously wounded. His last campaign was

made in Russia, and he received more than a just share of

discredit for it. Napoleon next appointed him to govern

Illyria. But Junot’s mind had become deranged under the

weight of his misfortunes, and on the 29th of July 1813, at

Montbard, he threw himself from a window in a fit of insanity.

JUNOT, LAURE, Duchess of Abrantes (1738-1834), wife of

the preceding, was bom at Montpellier. She was the daughter

of Mme Pennon, to whom during her widowhood the young

Bonaparte made an offer of marriage—such at least is the version

presented by the daughter in her celebrated Memoirs, The

Permon family, after various vicissitudes, settled at Paris, and

Bonaparte certainly frequented their house a good deal after

the downfall of the Jacobin party in Thcrmidor 1794. Mile

Permon was married to Junot early in the consulate, and at

once entered eagerly into all the gaieties of Paris, and became

noted for her beauty, her caustic wit, and her extravagance.

The first consul nicknamed her petite peste, but treated her aiid

Junot with the utmost generosity, a fact which did not restrain

her sarcasms and slanders in her portrayal of him in her Memoirs,

During Junot’s diplomatic mission to Lisbon, his wife displayed

her prodigality so that on his return to Paris in 1806 he was

burdened with debts, which his own intrigues did not lessen.

She joined him again at Lisbon after he had entered that city

as conqueror at the close of 1807 ;
but even the presents and spoils

won at Lisbon did not satisfy her demands; she accompanied

Junot through part of the Peninsular War. On her return

to France she displeased the emperor by her vivacious remarks

and by receiving guests whom he disliked. The mental malady

of Junot thereafter threatened her with ruin; this perhaps

explains why she took some part in the intrigues for bringing

back the Bourbons in 1814. She did not side with Napoleon

during the Hundred Days. After 1815 she spent most of her

time at Rome amidst artistic society, which she enlivened with

her sprightly converse. She also compiled her spirited but

somewhat spiteful Memoirs, which were published at Paris in

1831-1834 in 18 volumes. Many editions have since appeared.

Of her other books the most noteworthy arc Histoires contempo-

taines (2 vols., 1835); Seines de la vie espapioU (2 vols., 1836);

Histoive des salons de Pans (6 vols., 1837-1838); Souvenirs d’une

ambassade et d’un sijour en Espagne et en Portugal, de 1808 d i8ij

(2 vols., 1837). (J. Hl. R.)

JUNTA (from junior, to join), a Spanish word meaning

(i) any meeting for a common purpose; (2) a committee
; (3) an

administrative council or board. The original meaning is

now rather lost in the two derivative significations. Tlie

Spaniards have even begun to make use of the barbarism

metin, corrupted from the English “ meeting.” The word junta

has always been and still is used in the other senses. Some

of the boards by which the Spanish administration was conducted

under the Habsburg and the earlier Bourbon kings were styled

juntas. The superior governing body of the Inquisition was the

junta suprema. The provincial committees formed to organize

resistance to Napoleon’s invasion in 1808 were so called, and so

was the general conlmittee chosen from among them to represent

the nation. In the War of Independence (1808-1814), and in all

subsequent civil wars or revolutionary disturbances in Spain or

Spanish America, the local executive bodies, elected, or in some

cases self-choBcn, to appoint officers, raise money and soldiers,

look after the wounded, and discharge the functions of an

administration, have been known as juntas.

The form ” Junto,” a,corruption due to other Spanish words

ending in -c, came into use in English in the 17th c^tury, often

in a disparaging sense, of a party united for a political purpose,

a faction or cabal; it was particularly applied to the advisers 0!

Charles I., to the Rump under Cromwell, and to the leading

memtbers of the great Whig houses who controlled the govern-

ment in the reigns of William III. and Anne.

JUPITER, the chief deity of the Roman state. The great smd

constantly growing influence exerted from a very early period

on Rome by the superior civilization of Greece not only caused

a modification of the Roman god on the analogy of i^us, the

supreme deity of the Greeks, but led the Latin witers to identify

the one with the other, and to attribute to Jupiter myths and

family relations which were purely Greek and never belonged to

the real Roman religion. The Jupiter of actual worship was a

Roman god; the Jupiter of Latin literature was more than half

Greek. This identification was facilitated by the comittunity of

character which really belonged to Jupiter and Zeus as the Roman
and Greek developments of a common original conception of

the god of the light and the heaven.

That this was the original idea of Jupiter, not only in Rome,

but among all Italian peoples, admits of no doubt. The earli^t

form of his name was Diovis pater, or Diespiter, and his special

priest was the flamen dialis; all these words point to a root div,

shining, and the connexion with dies, day, is obvious (cf. Juno).

i One of his most ancient epithets is Lucetius, the light-tffinger

;

and later literature has preserved the same idea in such phrases as

sub Jove, under the open sky. All days of the full moon {idus)

were sacred to him; all emanations from the sky were due to him

and in the oldest form of religious thought were probably

believed to be manifestations of the god himself. As Jupiter

Elicius he was propitiated, with a peculiar ritual, to send ram in

time of drought ;
as Jupiter Fulgur he had an altar in the Ccunpus

Martius, and all places struck by lightning were made his pro-

perty and guarded from the profane by a circular wall. The

vintage, which needs especially the light and heat of the stm,

was under his particular care, and in the festivals connected

with it (Vinalia urbana) and Meditrinalia, he was the deity

invoked, and his flamen the priest employed. Throughout It^y

we find him worshipped on the summits of hills, where nothing

intervened between earth and heaven, and where all the pheno-

mena of the sky could be conveniently observed. Thus on the

Alban hill south of Rome was an ancient seat of his worship as

Jupiter Latiaris, which was the centre of the league of thirty

Latin cities of which Rome was originally an ordinary member.

At Rome itself it is on the Capitoline hill that we find his oldest

temple, described by Livy (i. 10); here we have a tradition of

his sacred tree, the oak, common to the worship both of Zeus

and Jupiter, and here too was kept the' lapis silex, perhaps a

celt, ‘believed to liave been a thunderbolt, which was used

symbolically by the fetiales when officially declaring war and

making treaties on behalf of the Roman state. Hmce the

curious form of oath, Jovem lapidem jurare, used both in public

and private life at Rome.
In this oldest Jupiter of the Latins and Romans, the god of

the light and the heavep, and the god invoked in taking the most

solemn oaths, v/e may undoubtedly see not only the great

protecting deity of the race, but one, and perhaps the only one,

whose worship embodies a distinct moral conception, He is

specially concerned with oaths, treaties and leagues, and it was in

the presence of his priest that the most ancient and saewd fomi

of marriage, confarreaiio, took place. The lesser deities, Dius

Fidius and Fidcs, were probably origmally identital with him,

and only gained a separate existence in course of time by a process

familiar to students of ancient religion. This connexion with

the conscience, with the sense of obligation and right dealine,

was never quite lost throughout Roman history. In VirgiPs

great poem, though Jupiter is in many ways as much Greek as

Roman, he is still the great protecting deity who keeps the hero in

the path of duty {pietas) towards gods, state and family.

But this asp^ of Jupiter gain^ a new force and meaning at

the close of the mimarchy with the building of the famous temple

on the Capitol, of whi<i the foundations are still to be seen.

It was dedicated to Jupiter Optimus Maximus, the best

and greatest of aU the Jupiters, and with him were associated
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]uno and Minerva, in a fa^on which clearly indicates a

Graeco-Etnisean origin; for the combination of three deities

in one temple was foreign to the ancient Roman religion, while

it is found both in Greece and Etruria, lliis temple was built

on a scale of magnificence quite unknown to primitive Rome,

and was beyond doubt the work of Etruscan architects employed,

we may presume, by the Tarquinii. Its tlirec cellae contained

the statues of the three deities, with Jupiter in the middle

holding his thunderbolt. Henceforward it was the c^tre of

the religious life of the state, and symbolized its unity and

strength. Its dedication festival fell on the 13th of September,

on which day the consuls originally succeeded to office
;
accom-

panied by the senate and other magistrates and priests, and in

fulfilment of a vow made by their predecessors, they offered

to the great god a white heifer, his favourite sacrifice, and

after rendering thanks for the preservation of the state during

the past year, made the same vow as the.t by which they them-

selves had been bound. Then followed the epulum Jovis or

feast of Jupiter, in which the three deities seem to liave been

visibly present in the form of their statues, Jupiter having a

couch and each goddess a May and shared the meal with senate

and magistrates. In later times this day became the central

point of the great Roman games (ludi Roniani), originally

games vowed in honour of the god if he brought a war to a

successful issue. When a victorious army returned home,

it was to this tcmpylc that the triumphal procession passed,

and the triumph of which we hear so often in Roman history may
be taken as a religious ceremonial in honour of Jupiter. Tlie

general was dressed and painted to resemble the statue of Jupiter

himself, and was drawn on a gilded chariot by four white horses
1

through the Porta 'Inumphalis to the Capitol, where he offered

a solemn sacrifice to the god, and laid on his knees the victor’s

laurels (see Triumph).

Throughout the period of the Republic the great god oi the

Capital in his temple looking down on the Fonim continued

to overshadow all other worships as the one in whicli the whole

state w&s concerned, in all its length and breadth, rather than

any one gens or family. Under Augustus and the new monarchy
it is sometimes said that the Capitoline worship suffered to some

extent an eclipse (
J . H. Carter, The Religion oj Numa, p. 1 60 seq.)

;

and it is true that as it was the policy of Augustus to identify

the state with the interests of his own family, he did what was

feasible to direct the attention of the people to the worships

in which ka and his family were .specially c-oiicemed ; thus his

templet Apcllo on the Palatine, and that fjf Mars Ultor in the

Forum August!, took over a few of the prerogatives of the cult

on the Capitol. Hut Augustus was far too shrewd to attempt

to oust Jupiter Optimus Maximus from his paramount position;

and he became the protecting deity of the reigning emperor as

representing the state, as he had been the protecting deity of

the free republic. His worship spret«d over the whole empire:

it is probable that every city had its temple to the three deities

of the Roman Capitol, and the fact that the Romans chose the

name of Jupiter in almost every case, by which to indicate the
j

chief deity of the subject peoples, proves that they continued

to regard him, so long as his worship existed at all, as the god

whom they themselves looked upon as greatest.

See Zeus, Roman Religion. Excellent account?-, of Jupiter may
bt: found ui Roachcr's Mythological Lexicon^ and in Wissowa's
Religiim unii KuUus dev Romev (p. 100 seq.).

(W. M. Ra.; W. W. F.*)

JfJPlTER, in astronomy, the largest planet of the solar system;
hi.s size is so great that it exceeds the collective mass of all the

others in the proportion of 5 to 2. He travels in his orbit at a
mean distance from the sim exceeding that of the earth 5*2 times,

car 483,000,000 miles. The eccentricity of this orbit is consider-

able, amounting to 0*048, so that his maximum and minimum
distances are 504,000.000 and .462,000,000 miles respectively.

When in opposition and at his mean distance, he is situat^

390,000,000 miles from the earth. His orbit is inclined about

i" 18 40'' to the ecliptic. His sidereal revolution is completed

in 433**585 days or 11 years 314-9 days, and his synodical
;

period, or the mean interval separating his returns to opposition,

amounts to 398-87 days. His real pdai* aad equatorial diameters

measure 84,570 and 90,190 miles respectively, so that the mean is

87,380 miles;. His apparent diameter (^uatorial) as seen from
the earth varies from about 32", when in conjunction whih the

sun, to 50" in opposition to that luminary. The oblateness, or

compression, of his globe amounts to about his volume
exc^s that of the earth 1390 times, while his mass is about 300

times greater. These values are believed to be as accurate as

the best modern determinations allow, but there are some differ-

ences amongst various observers and absolute exactness cannot

be obtained.

The discovery of telescopic construction early in the 17th

century and the practical use of the telescope by GaHleo and others

greatly enriched our knowledge oi Jupiter and his system. Four

of the satellites were detect^ in 1610, but the dark bands or

belts on the globe of the planet do not appear to have been

noticed until twenty years later. Though Galileo first sighted

the satellites and pcrscvcringly studied the Jovian orb, he failed

to distinguish the belts, and we have to conclude either that these

features were unusually faint at the period of hLs observations,

or that liis telescopes were insufficiently powerful to render them
visible. The belts were first recsjgnized by Nicolas Zucchi and

Daniel Bartoli on the 17th of May 1630. They were seen also b>'

Francesco Fontana in tlic same and immediately succeeding years,

and by other observers of about the same period, including Zuppi,

Giovanni Battista Riccioli and Francesco Maria Grimaldi.

Improvements in telescopes were quickly introduced, and be-

tween 1655 and 1666 C. Huygens, R. Hooke and J. D. Cassini

made more effective observations. Hooke discovered a large

dark spot in the planet’s southern hemisphere on the igth of

May 1664, and from this object Cassini determined the rotation

period, in 1665 and later years, as 9 hours 56 minutes.

The belts, spots and irregular markings on Jupiter have now
been assiduously studied during nearly three centuries. These

markings are extremely variable in their tones, tints and relative

velocities, and there is little reason to doubt that they are atmo-

spheric formations floating above the surface of the planet in a

series of different currents. Certain of the markir^s appear to

be fairly durable, though their rates of motion exhibit consider-

able anomalies and prove that they must be quite detached from

the actual sphere of Jupiter. At various times determinations

of the rotation period were made as follows

Date. Observer. Period.

1O72 J. D. Cassini 9h. 55 m. 50 s.

I (>92 9I1. 50 m.
1708 ]. P. Maraldi 9h. 55 ni. 48 s.

1773 J. Sylvabellc 9h. 56 ni.

1788 J. H. Schrolcr 9h. 55m. 33*6 s.

1788 9h. 55 m. I7'6a.

1^35 J. II. M&dler gh. 55 m. 2()’5 s.

i »35 G. H. Airy gh. 55m. ai'3S.

Place of Spoi,

I.at. 16” S.

Equator.
S. tropical zone.

Lat. jz” N.
Lat. 20" S.

Lat. 5'’ N

.

N . tropical zone

A great number of Jovian features have been traced in more

recent \'ears and their rotation periods ascertained. Acceding

to the researches of Stanley Williams the rates of motion for

different latitudes of the planet are approximately as under

Latitude.

85'' to -t zS**

J 2*8'’ to ;
24"

4 24* to f
20“

4- 20“ to + lo"

't
10” to -12''

- 12" to -18"

-18" to -37”

- 37” to -55
'*

Rotation Period.

9h. 55 m. 37-58.

9 h. 54i m. to 9 h. sOj m.

9 h. 48 m. to 9 h. 49^ m.
oh. 55 ro. 53’9».

9h. 50111. 20 s.

9h. 55 m. 40 s.

9h. 55111. 18’ I s.

W. F. Denning gives the following relative periods for the years

1898 to 1905 :

—

Latitude. Rotation Period.

N.N. temperate
N. temperate
N. tropical

Equatorial
S. temperate
S.S. temperate

9h. 55 m. 4r3 8.

9 E 55 m. 53*8 6.

9 h. 55 m. 30 B.

9 h. 50 m. 27 B.

9h. 53 m. 19^5 s»

9 h. 55 m. 7
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Fig. I.—Inverted disk
of Jupiter> showing the
different currents and
their rates of rotation.

The above are the mean periods derived from a iarge number
of markings. The bay or hollow in

the great southern equatorial belt

north of the red spot has perhaps been
ob.served for a longer period than any
other feature on Jupiter except the red

spot itself. H. Schwabe saw the

hollow in the belt on the 5th of

September 1831 and on many subse-

quent dates. The rotation period of

this object during the seventy years

to the 5th of September 1901 was

9 h. 55 m. 36 s. from 61,813 rotations.

Since 1901 the mean period has been

9 h. 55 m. 40 s., but it has fluctuated

between 9 h- 55 m. 38 s. and 9 h. 55 m. 42 s. The motion of

the various features is not therefore dependent upon theirlatitude,

though at the equator the rate seems swifter as a rule than in

other zones. But exceptions occur, for in 1880 some spots

appeared in about 23" N. which rotated in 9 h. 48 m. though in

the region immediately N. of this the spot motion is ordinarily

the slowest of all and averages 9 h. 55 m. 53*8 s. (from twenty

determinations). These diflerences of speed remind us of the

sun-spots and their proper motions. The solar envelope, how-

ever, appears to show a pretty regular retardation towards the

poles, for according to Gustav Sporer’s formula, while the equa-

torial period is 25 d. 2 h. 15 m. the latitudes 46“ N. and S. give

a period of 28 d. 15 b. 0 m.
The Jovian currents flow in a due east and west direction as

though mainly influenced by the swift rotatoip^ movement of

the globe, and exhibit little sign of deviation either to N. or S.

These currents do not blend and pass gradually into each other,

but seem to be definitely hounded and controlled by separate

phenomena well capable of preserving their individuality.

Occasionally, it is true, there have been slanting belts on Jupiter

(a prominent example occurred in the spring of i86i), as though

the materials were evolved with some force in a polar direction,

but these oblique formations have usually spread out in longitude

and ultimately formed bands parallel with the equator. The longi^

tudinal currents do not individually present us with an equable

rate of motion. In fact they display some curious irregularities,

the spots carried along in them apparently oscillating to and fro

without any reference to fixed periods or cyclical variations.

Thus the equatorial current in x88o moved at the rate of 9 h. 50 m.

6 8. whereas in 1905 it was 9 h. 50 m. 33 s. The red spot in the

S. tropical zone gave 9 h. 55 m. 34s. in 1879-1880, whereas during

1900-1908 it has varied a little on either aide of 9 h. 55 m. 40'(^ «•

Clearly therefore no fixed period of rotation can be applied for any

spot since it is subject to drifts E. or W. and these drifts

sometimes come into operation suddenly, and may be either

temporary or durable. Between 1878 and 1900 the red spot in

the planet’s S. hemisphere showed a continuous retardation of

speed.

It must be remembered that in speaking of the rotation of '

these markings, we are simply alluding to the irregularities in
‘

the vaporous envelope of Jupiter. The rotation of the planet

itself is another matter and its value is not yet exactly known,

though it is probably little different from that of the markings,

and especially from those of the most duiable character, which
;

indicate a period of about 9 h, 56 m. We never discern the
‘

actual landscape of Jupiter or any of the individual forms really

diversifying it.

Possibly the red spot which became so striking an object in

1878, and which still remains faintly visible on the planet, is the

lame feature as that discovered by R. Hooke in 1664 and watched

by Cassini in following years. It was situated in approximately

the same latitude of the planet and appears to have been hidden

temporariij: during several periods up to 1713. But the lack of

fairly Gonunuous obBer\^ations of this particular marking makes

its identity with the present spot extremely doubtful. The

latter was seen by W. R. Dawes in 1857, by Sir W. Huggins in

1858, by }. Baxendell in i^S9» by Lord Rosse and R. Copeland

in 1873, by H. C. Russell in 2876-1877, and in later years tihas

form^ an object of general obwrvation. In fact it may aafely

be said that no planetary marking has ever aroused such wide-

spread interest and attracted sucli frequent observatiem as the

great red on Jupiter.

The slight mclixiation of the equator of this fflanet to the plane

of his orbit suggests that he experiences few seasonal chimges.

From the conditions we are, in fact, led to expect a prevailing

calm in his atmosphere, the more so from the circumstance that

the amount of the sun’s heat poured upon each square mile of

it is (on the average) less than the 27th part of that received by
each square mile of the earth’s surface. Moreover, the seasons

of Jupiter have nearly twelve times the duration of ours, so

that it would be naturally expected that changes in Ms atmo-
sphere produced by solar action take place with extreme slowness.

But this is very far from being the case. Telescopes reveal the

indications of rapid changes and extensive distuxbances in the

aspect and material forming the belts. New spots covering large

areas frequently appear and as frequently decay and vani&,

imptying an agitated condition of the Jovian atmo^here, and
leading us to admit the operation of causes much more active

than the heating influence of the sun.

When we institute a comparison between Jupiter and the earth

on the basis that the atmosphere of the former planet bears the

same relation to his mass as the atmosphere of the earth bears

to her mass, we find that a state of things must prevail on Jupiter

very dissimilar to that affecting our own globe. The density of

the Jovian atmosphere we should expect to be fully six times as

great as the density of our air at sea-leyel, white it would be

comparatively shallow. But the telescopic aspect of Jupiter

apparently negatives the latter supposition. The belts and spots

grow faint as they iq^roach the limb, and disappear as they near

the edge of the disk, thus indicating a dense and deep atmosphere.

R. A. Proctor considered that the observed features suggested

inherent heat, and adopted this conclusion as best explaining

the surface phenomena of the planet. He regarded Jupiter as

belonging, on account of his immense size, to a different class of

bodies from the earth, and was led to believe that there existed

greater anak^ between Jupiter and the svm than between

Jupiter and the earth. Thus the density ol tlw sun, tike that of

Jupiter, is small compared with the earth’s; in fact, the mean

density of the sun is almost identical with that of Jupiter, and

the belts of the latter planet may be much more aptly c(nnpared

with the spot zones of the sun than with the trade zones of the

earth.

In support of the theory ol inherent heat on Jupiter it has been

said that his albedo (or light reflected from his surface) is much
greater than the amount would be were his surface similar to

that of the moon, Mtfcury or Mars, and the reasoning has been

applied to the large outer planets, Saturxx, Uramifi and Neptune,

as as to Jupiter. The average reflecting capacity of the

moon and five outer plaxiets would seem to be(oB the assuix^tion

that they possess no inherent light) as foUows

Jupiter . 06338 Uranut . 06400
Saturn . 0*4981 Neptune . 0*4848

Moon . . 0*1736
Mara . . 0*2672
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These values were considered to support the view that the four

larger and more distant orbs shine partly by inherent lustre,
|

and the more so as spectroscopic analysis indicates that they
|

are each involved in a deep vapour-laden atmosphere. But

certain observations furnish a contradiction to Proctor’s views.

The absolute extinction of the satellites, even in the most power-

ful telescopes, while in the shadow of Jupiter, shows that they

cannot receive sufficient light from their primary to render them

visible, and the darkness of the shadows of the satellites when

projected on the planet’s disk proves that the latter cannot be
;

self-luminous except in an insensible degree. It is also to be

remarked that, were it only moderately self-luminous, the colour

of the light which it sends to us would be red, such light being

that first emitted from a heated body when its temperature is

raised. Possibly, h(iwever, the great red spot, when the colouring

was intense in 1878 and several following years, may have repre-

sented an opening in the Jovian atmosphere, and the ruddy

belts may be extensive rifts in the same envelope. If Jupiter’s

actual globe emitted a good deal of heat and light we should

probably distinguish little of it, owing to the obscuring ^'apours

floating above the surface. Venus reflects relatively more light

than Jupiter, and there is little doubt that the albedo of a planet

is dependent upon atmospheric characteristics, and is in no case

a direct indication of inherent light and heat.

The colouring of the belts appears to be due to sea.sonal

variations, for Stanley Williams has shown that their changes

have a cycle of twelve years, and correspond as nearly as possible

with a sidereal revolution of Jupiter. The variations are of
,

such character that the two great equatorial belts are alter-
j

nately affected; when the S. equatorial belt displays maximum
redness the N. equatorial is at a minimum and vice versa.

The most plausible hypothesis with regard to the red spot is

that it is of the nature of an island floating upon a liquid surface,

Under good conditions and sufficient telescopic power the

satellites are visible as disks, and not mere points of light.

Measures of the apparent diameter of objects so faint ai*e, how-

ever, difficult and uncertain. The results for the Galilean

satellites range between o''‘9 and corresponding to dia-

meters of between 3000 and 5000 kilometres. The smallest is

therefore about the size of our moon. Satellite I. has been found

to exhibit marked variations in its brightness and aspect, but

the law governing them has not been satisfactorily worked out.

It seems probable that one hemisphere of this satellite is brighter

than the other, or that there is a large dark region upon it. A
revolution on its axis corresponding with that of the orbital

revolution around the planet has also been suspected, but is not

yet established. Variations of light somewhat similar, but less

in amount, have been noticed in the second and third satellites.

The most interesting and easily observed phenomena of these

bodies are their eclipses and their transits across the disk of

Jupiter. The four inner satellites pass through the shadow of

Jupiter at every superior conjunction, and across his' disk at

every inferior conjunction. The outer Galilean satellite does

the same when the conjunctions arc not too near the line of

nodes of the satellites’ orbit. When most distant from the

nodes, the satellites pass above or below the shadow and below

or above the disk. These phenomena for the four Galilean

satellites are predicted in the nautical almanacs.

When one of the four Galilean satellites is in transit across

the disk of Jupiter it can generally be seen projected on the

face of the planet. It is commonly brighter than Jupiter when
it first enters upon the limb but sometimes darker near the

centre of the disk. This is owing to the fact that the planet is

much darker at the limb. During these transits the shadow of

the satellites can also be seen projected on the planet as a dark

point.

though its great duration does not favour this idea. But it is

an open question whether the belts of Jupiter indicate a liquid

or gaseous condition of the visible surface. The difficulty in

the way of the liquid hypothesis is the great difference in the

times of rotation between the equatorial portions of the planet

and the spots in temperate latitudes. The latter usually rotate

in periods between 9 h. 55 m. and 9 h. 56 m., while the equatorial

markings make a revolution in about five minutes less, 9 h. 50 m.

to 9 h. 51 m. The difference amounts to 7*5^' in a terrestrial

day and proves that an equatorial spot will circulate right round

the enormeus sphere of Jupiter (circumference 283,000 m.) in

48 da* The motion is equivalent to about 6000 m. per day

and 250 m. per hour. (W. F. D.)

Satellites of Jupiter,

Jupiter is attended by eight known satellites, resolvable as re-

gards their visibility into two widely different classes. Four satel-

lites were discovered by Galileo and were the only ones known
until 1892. In September of that year E. E. Barnard, at the

Lick Observatory, discovered a fifth extremely faint satellite, per-

forming a revolution in somewhat less than twelve hours. In 1904

two yet fainter satellites, far outside the other five, were photo-

graphically discovered by C. D. Perrine at the Lick Observatoiy.

The eighth satellite was discovered by P. J. Melotte of Greenwich

on the 28th of Februar)' 1908. It is of the T7th magnitude and
appears to be very distant from Jupiter; a re-observation on

the i6th of January 1909 proved it to be retrograde, and to have

a very eccentric orbit. These bodies are usually numbered in

the order of their discovery, the nearest to the sun being V. In

apparent brightness each of the four Galilean .satellites may
be roughly classed as of the sixth magnitude;

they would therefore be visible to a keen eye Satellite

if the brilliancy of the p&net did not obscure

them. Some observers profess to have seen •.

•

one or more of these bodies with the naked
Distence.

eye notwithstanding this drawback, but the Mass Mass of ji

evidence can scarcely be regarded as con- Stellar Mag.

elusive. It does not however seem unlikely

that the third, which is the brightest, might be Aflsible when in

conjunction with one of the others.

The theories of the motion of these bodies form one of the more
interesting problems of celestial meclianics. Owing to the great

ellipticity of Jupiter, growing out of his rapid rotation, the influence

of this eUipticity upon the motions of tlie live imier satellites is much

f
reater than that of the sun, or of the satellites on each other.

he inclination of the orbits to the equator of Jupiter is quite small

and almost constant, and the motion of each node is nearly uniform
around the plane of the planet's equator.

The most marked feature of these bodies is a relation betiveen

the mean longitudes of Satellites 1 ., II. and III. The mean longitude

of I. plus twice that of III. minus tlircc times that of 11 . is constantly

near to iHo". It follows that the same relations subsist among the

mean motions. The cause of this was pointed out by Laplace.

If we put L, Lo and L^ for the mean longitudes, and define an angle

U as follows :

—

IJ ~ L] -f 2Lj,,

it was shown mathematically by Laplace that if the longitudes

and mean motions were such that tne angle U diftered a little

from iBo'\ there was a minute residual force arising from the

mutual actions of the several bodies tending to bring this angle

towards the value I8o^ Consequently, if the mean motions were
such that this angle increased only with great slowness, it would
after a certain period tend back toward the value iso'll and then
beyond it, exaefly as a pendulum drawn out of the perpendicular

oscillates towards and beyond it. Thus an oscillation would be
engendered in virtue of vrhich the angle would oscillate very
slowly on each side of the central value. Computation of the

mean longitude from observations has indicated that the angle

does differ from i8o“, but it is not certain whether this deviation

is greater than the possible result of the errors of observation. How^-

cver this may be, the existence of the libration, and its period

if it does exist, are still unknown.
The following are the principal elements of the orbits of the five

inner satellites, arranged in the order of distance from Jupiter.

The mean longitudes are for 1891, 20th of October, G.M.T., and are

referred to the equinox of the epoch, 1891, 2nd of October ;

—

Satellite V. I. TI. III. JV.

Mean Long . . .

Synodic Period .

Mean Distance. .

Mass -rMass of Jup.
Stellar Mag. . .

264‘'‘29

XI h. 58 m.
100,400 m.

h
1.1

3 * 3
^
71^3

I d. x8h. 48
260,000 m.
*00002831

i

39-1187
3d. I3h. -30

414,000 m.
•00002324

1

I7i”-2448

7d. 3h. gg
661,000 m.
00008125

5'0

62*''2000

i6d. 18m. -09

1,162,000 m.
‘00002 149

6*6

The following numbers relating to the planet itself have been

supplied mostly by Professor Hermann Struve :

—
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Filar Mic. Heliom.

Equatorial diameter of Jupiter (Dist. 5 2028) , .
38''*50 37"‘5o

Polar diameter of Jupiter 36'’02 35''*23
EUipticity 1 + 15*5 i + *6*5

Theoretical ellipticity from motion of 900** in the poricentre

of Sat. V i-fi5'3
Centrifugal force f gravi^ at equator o'ogoo
Mass of Jupiter 4 Mass of Sun, now used in tables . . 141047*34
Inclination of planet's equator* to ecliptic . . 2" 9' o74 o oo6f

» >. ..
orbit . . .

3''4''8o
Long, of Node of equator on eclijitjc . . 336" 2i''47 + o'-762<

„ „ „ „ orbit . . . i35"25'-8i + o-72srf
The longitudes are referred to the mean terrestrial equinox, and

t is the time in years from 1900.0.
For the elements of Jupiter’s orbit, see Solar System

;
and for

physical constants, see Planet. (S.-N.)

JUR (Diur), the Dinka name for a tribe of negroes of the

upper Nile valley, whose real name is Luoh, or Lwo. They
appear to be immigrants, and tradition places their home in

the south; they now, occupy a district of the Bahr-el-Ghazal

between the Bongo and Dinka tribes. Of a reddish black

colour, fairer than the Dinka, they are well proportioned, with

the hair short. Tattooing is not common, but when found is

similar to that of the Dinka
;
they pierce the ears and nose, and

in addition to the ornaments found among the Dinka
wear a series of iron rings on the forearm covering it from

wrist to elbow. They are mainl}* agricultural, but hunt and fish

to a considerable extent
;
they are also skilful smiths, smelting

their own iron, of which they supply quantities to the Dinka.

They are a prosperous tribe and in consequence spinsters

are unknown among them* Their chief currency is spears and

hoe-blades, and cowrie shells are used in the purchase of wives.

Their chief weapons are spears and bows.

See G. Schweinfurth, The Heart of Africa : Travels /S6S-/S^/,

trans. G. E. E. Prewer (2nd cd., 1874) ;
W. Junker, Travels in Africa

(Eng. eel., 1890-'! 892).

JURA, a department of France, on the eastern frontier,

formed from the southern portion of the old province of Franche-

Comtd. It is bounded N. by the department of Haute-Saone,

N.E. by Doubs, E. by Switzerland, S. by Ain, and W. by Saone-

et-Loire and Cote d’Or. Pop. (1906), 257,725. Area, 1951 sq. m.

Jura comprises four distinct zones with a general direction from
I

north to south. In the S.E. lie high eastern chains of the central

Jura, containing the Cr6t Pela (4915 ft.), the highest point in

the department. More to the west there is a chain of forest-

clad plateaus bordered on the E. by the river Ain. Westward

of these runs a range of hills, the slopes of which are covered

with vineyards. The north-west region of the department is

occupied by a plain which includes the fertile Finage, the north-

ern portion of the Bresse, and is traversed by the Doubs and

its left affluent the Loue, between which lies the fine forest of

Chaux, 76 sq. m. in area. Jura falls almost wholly within the

basin of the Rhone. Besides those mentioned, the cfiief rivers

are the Valouze and the Bienne, which water the south of the

department. There are several lakes, the largest of which is

that of Chalin, about 12 m. E. of Lons-le-Saunier. The climate

is, on the whole, cold; the temperature is subject to sudden and

violent changes, and among the mountains winter sometimes

lingers for eight months. The rainfall is much above the average

of France.

Jura is an agricultural department : wheat, oats, maize and

barley are the chief cereals, the culture of potatoes and rape being

also of importance. Vines are grown mainly in the cantons of

Arbois, Poligny, Salips and Voiteur. Woodlands occupy about

a fifth of the area : the oak, hornbeam and beech, and, in the

mountains, the spruce and fir, are the principal varieties. Natural

pasture is abundant on the mountains. Forests, gorges, torrents

and cascades are characteristic features of the scenery. Its

minerals include iron and salt and there are stone-quarries.

Peat is also ^worked. Lons-le-Saunier and Salins have mineral

springs. Industries include the manufacture of Gruy^re, Sept-

moncel and other cheeses (made in co-operative cheese factories

or fruiHires), metal founding and for^ng, saw-milling) flour-

miHing, the cutting of precious stones (at Septmoncel and else-
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where), the manufacture of nails, tools and other iron goods,

paper, leather, brier-pi|:^s, toys and fancy wooden-ware and
basket-work. The making of clocks, watches, spectacles and
measures, which are largely exported, employs much labour in

and around Morez, Imports consist of grain, cattle, wine, leaf-

copper, horn, ivory, fancy-wood; exports of manufactured

articles, wine, cheese, stone, timber and salt. The department

is served chiefly by the Paris-Lyon-M^diterran^e railway, the

main line from Paris to Neuchatel traversing its northern region.

The canal from the Rhone to the Rhine, which utilizes the ch^el
of the Doubs over portions of its course, traverses it for 25 m.
Lons-le-Saunier is the chief town of Jura, which embraces four

arrondissements named after the towns of Lons-le-Saunier, Dole,

Poligny and St Claude, with 32 cantons and 584 communes.

The department forms the diocese of St Claude and part of the

ecclesiastical province of Besan9on; it comes within the region

of the Vllth army corps and the educational circumscription

(academic) o^ Besangon, where is its court of appeal. Lons-le-

Saunier, Dole, Arbois, Poligny, St Claude and Salins, the more
noteworthy towns, receive separate notices. At Baume-les-

Messieurs, 8 m. N.E. of I^ns-le-Saunier, there is an ancient

abbey with a fine church of the 12th century.

JURA (“ deer island ’’), an island of the mner Hebrides, the

fourth largest of the group, on the west coast of Argyllshire,

Scotland. Pop. (1901), 560. On the N. it is separated from

the island of Scarba by the whirlpool of Corrievreckan, caused

by the rush of the tides, often running over 13 m. an hour,

and sometimes accelerated by gales, on the E. from the main-

land by the sound of Jura, and on the S. and S.W. from Islay

by the sound of Islay. At Kinuachdrach there is a ferry to

Aird in Lome, in Argyllshire, and at Faolin there is a ferry to

Port Askaig in Islay. Its area is about 160 sq. m., the greatest

length is aSjiit 27 m., and the breadth varies from 2 m. to 8 m.

The surface is mountainous and the island is the most rugged

of the Hebrides. A chain of hills culminating in the Paps of

Jura—Beinn-an-Oir (2571 ft.) and Beinn Chaolais (2407 ft.>~

runs the whole length of the island, interrupted only by Tarbert

loch, an arm of the sea, which forms an indentation nearly 6 m.

deep and almost cuts the island in two. Jura derived its name
from the red deei which once abounded on it. Cattle and sheep

are raised; oats, barley and potatoes are cultivated along the

eastern shore, and there is some fishing. Granite is quarried

and silicious sand, employed in glass-making, is found. The

parish of Jura comprises the islands of Balnahua, Fladda,

Garvelloch, Jura, Lunga, Scarba and Skeavuile.

JURA, a range which may be roughly described as the block

of mountains rising between the Rhine and the Rhone, and form-

ing the frontier between France and Switzerland. The gorges

by which these two rivers force their way to the plains cut off

the Jura from the Swabian and Franconian ranges to the north

and those of Dauphine to the south. But in very early days,

before these gorges had been carved out, there were no openings

in the Jura at all, and even now its three chief rivers—the Doubs,

the Loue and the Ain—flow down the western slope, whi(^h is

both much longer and but half as steep as the eastern. Some

geographers extend the name Jura to the Swabian and Fran-

conian ranges between the Danube ^d the Neckar and the Main;

but, though these are similar in point of composition and direc-

tion to the range to the south, it is most convenient to limit the

name to the mountain ridges lying between France and Switzer-

land, and this narrower sense will be adopted here.

The Jura has been aptly described as a huge plateau about

156 m. long and 38 m. broad, hewn into an oblong shape, and

raised by internal forces to an average height of from 19J0 to

2600 ft. above the surrounding plains. The shock by which it

was raised and the vibration caused by the elevation of the great

chain of the Alps, produced many transverse gorges or “ eJuses,”

while on the plateaus between these subacrial agencies have

exercised their ordinary influence.

Greologically the Jura Mountains belong to the Alpine system;

and the same forces which crumpled and tore the strata of the

one produced the folds and faults in the other. Both chains
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owe their origin to the mass of crystalline and unyielding rock

which forms the central plateau of France, the Vosges arid the

Black Forest, and which, between the Vosges and the central

plateau, lies at no great depth beneath the surface. Against

this mass the more yielding strata which lay to the south and
west were crushed and folded, and the Alps and the Jura were

carved from the ridges which were raised. But the folding

decreases in intensity towards the north; the folding in the Alps

is much more violent than the folding in the Jura, and in the

Jura itself the folding is most marked along its southern flanks.

The Jura is composed chiefly of Jurassic rocks—it is from this

chain that the Jurassic system derives its name—but Triassic,

Cretaceous and Tertiary beds take part in its formation. It may
be divided into three zones which run parallel to tlie length of

the chain and differ from one another in their structure. The
innermost zone, which rises directly from the plain of Switzer-

land, is the folded ]ura{}uta fdisse, Kellenjuto), formed of narrow
parallel undulations which diminish in intensity towards tlie

Frencli border. This is followed by the Jura plaleau {Jura (abtt-

laire^ Tafeljura), in which the beds are approximately horizontal

but are bioken up into blocks by fractures or faults. Finally,

along its western face there is a zone of numerous dislocations,

and the range descends abruptly to the plain of the Saone.

This is the Region du vignoble and is well shown at Arbois.

Owing to the convei^cnce of the faults which bound it, the

plateau zone decreases in width towards the south, while towards

the north it forms a large proportion of the chain. The folded

zone is more constant. Along its inner margin the folds are

frequently overthrown, leaning towards France, but elsewhere

they are simple anticlinals and synclinals, parallel to the length

of the chain, and as a rule there is a remarkable freedom from
dislocations of any importance, except towards Neuchktel and
Bienne.

I'he countless bh^ks of gneiss, granite and other crystalline

formations which are found in such numbers on the slopes of the

Jura, and go by the name of “ erratic blocks (of which the best

known instance--the l^ierrc k Bot—is 40 ft. in dkmeter, and
rests on the side of a hill 800 ft. above the I^kc of Neuchatcl),

have been transported thither from the Alps by ancient glaciers,

which have left their mark on the Jura range itself in the shape

of striations and moraines.

The general direction of the cliain is from north-east to south-

west, but a careful study reveals the fact that there were in

reality^wlHnain lines of upheaval, viz. north to south and east

to we*the former be.st seen in the southern part of the range

and the latter in the northern
; and it was by the imion of these

two forces that the line.s north-east to south-west (seen in the

greate/ part of the chain), and north-west to south-east (seen in

the Villebois range at the south-west extremity of the chain),

were produced. This is best realized if we take Besanpon as a
centre

; to the north the ridges run east and west, to the south,

north and south, while to the east the direction is north-east to

south-west.

Before considering the topography of the interior of the Jura, it

may be convenient to take a brief survey of its outer slopes,

1 I'he ntyrthern face dominates on one side the famous “ Trou6e
”

(or Trench) of Belfort, one of the great geographical centres of
Europe, whence routes run north do^vn the Rhine to the Morth Sen,
south-east to the Danube basin and Black Sea, and south-west into
France, and so to the Mediterranean basin. It is now so strongly
fortified that it becomes a question of great strategical importance
to prevent its being turned by means of the great central plateau of

the Jura, u'hich, as wc shall sec, is a network of roads and railways.
On the other side it oveyrhangs the " Trou6e"' of the Black Forest
towns on the Rhine (Rheinfeldcn, Sadangen, Laufeaburg and
Waidshut), through which the central plain of Switzerland is easily
gained. On this north slppe two openings offer routes into the
interior of the chain—the vallev of the Doubs belonging to France,
and the valley of the Birsc belonging to Switzerland. Belfort is

the jnilitary, Mulhausen the industrial, and Basel the commercial
centre of this slope.

2 The eastern and western faces offer many striking parallels.

The plains through which flow the Aar and the Saone have each been
the bed of an ancient lake, traces of which remain in the lakes of
Neuchfltel, Bienne and Morat. The west face runs mainly north
and south like its great river, and for a similar reason the east face
runs north-east to south-west. Again, both slopes are pierced by

many transverse gorges or ** cluses (due to fracture and not to

erosion), by which access is gained to the great central plateau of

Fontarlier, though these are seen mmre plainly on the east face than
on the west; thus the gorges at the exit from which Lons-le-Saunier,
Poligny, Aroois and Salins are built balance those of the Suze, of

the Vai de Ruz, of the Val de Travers, and of the Val d’Orbe, though
on the east tace there is but one city which commands sdl these
important routes—Neuchdtel. This town is thus marked out by
nature as a great military and industrial centre, just as is Besancou
on the west, which has besides to defend the route from Beliort

down the Doubs. These easy means of communicating with the
Free County of Burgundy or Franche-Comt6 account for the fact

that the dialect cif I^euch&tel is Burgundian, and that it was held
generally by Burgundian nobles, though most of the country near
It was in the hands of the house of Savoy until gradually annexed
by Bern. The Chasseron (5286 ft.) is the central point of the eastern
face, commanding the two great railways which join Neuchfltel and
Pontarlier. This ridge is in a certain sense parallel to the valley

of the Louc on the west face, which flows into the Doubs a little to

the south of D6le, the only important town of the central portion
of the Saone basin, 'fh© Chameron is wholly Swiss, as are the lower
summits of tlic Chassoral (5279 ft ), the Mont Suchet (5220 ft.),

the Aiguille de Bauimes (5128 ft.), the Dent de Vaulion (4879 ft.),

the Weissenstein (422^ ft.), and the Qiaumont (3845 ft.), the two
last-named points being probably the best-known points in the

Jura, as they are accessible by carriage road from Solcure and
Neuchatel respectively. South of the Orbe valley tiic east face

becomes a rocky wall which is crowned by all the mghest summits
(the first and second Swiss, the rest French) of the chain—the Mont
Tendre (5512 ft), the D61e (^505 ft.), the Reculet (5643 ft.), the
Crtit de la Neige (5653 ft.) ana the Grand Cr6do (5328 ft.), the uni
formity of level being as striking as on the west edge of the

Jura, though there tlie absolute height is fai* less. Tlie pi^ition of

the Dole is similar to that of the Chasseron, as along the sides of it

run the great roads of the Col de St Cer^ues (3973 it.\ and the Col
de la Faucille (4341 ft.), the latter leading through the VaU^-e des
Dappes, which was divided in 1862 between France and Switzer

<

land, after many negotiations. The height of these roads shows tliat

they are passages across the chain, ratlicr tlian through natural
depressions.

3. The southern face is supported by two great pillars—on the
cast by the Grand Cr6do and on the west by the ridge of Revermont
(2529 ft.) above Bourg on Hresse; between these a huge bastion
(the district of Bugey) stretches away to the south, forcing the
Rhone to make a long d6tonr. On the two .sides of this bastion the
plains in which Amb^ieu and Cuioz stand balance one another, and
arc the meeting points of the routes which cut through the bastion
by means of deep gorges. On the eastern side this great wedge is

steep and rugged, ending in the Grand C-olombicr (5033 ft.) above
Cuioz, and it sinks on the western side to the valley of the Ain, the
district of Bresse, and the plateau of Dombes. The junction of the
Ain ajid the Surand at Pont d'Ain on the west balances that of the
Va].serine and the Rhone at Bellegarde on the east.

The jura thus dominates on the north one of the great highways
of Europe, on the east and west divides the valleys of the Sa6ne and
the Aar, and Btretclies out to the south so aa nearly to join hands
with the great mass of the Dauphin^ Alps. It therefore commands
the routes from Franco into Gcnnany, Switzerland and Italy, and
hence its enormous liistorical importance.

Let UR now examine the topography of the interior of the range.

This naturally falls into three divisions, each traversed by one
of the three ^oat rivers of the j ura—the Doubs, the Louc and the
Ain.

I. the northern division it is the east and west line which
prevallr. ' the Lomont, the Mont Terrible, the defile of the Doubs
from St Ursanne to St Hippolyte, and the " Trou6e " of the Black
Forest towns. It thus bars access to the central plateau from the
north, and this natural wall does away with the necessity of artificial

fortifications. This division falls again into two distinct portions.

{a) The first is the part east of the deep gorge of the Doubs after it

turns .south at St Hip^lyte; it is thus quite cut off on this side, and
is naturally Swiss territory. It includes the basin of tike river

Birsc, and tlic great plateau between the Doubs and the Aar, on
which, at an a<^eragc iicight of 2600 ft., are situated a number of
towns, one of the most striking features of the Jura. These include
Le Lode {q.v.) and La Chaux de Fonds {q.v.), and are mainly occupied
with watch-making, an industry which does not require bulky
machinery, and ia therefore well fitted for a mountain district.

(b) The part west of the cluse” of the Doubs] of this, the
district east of the river Dessoubre, isolated in the interior of the
range (unlike the Le Lode plateau), is called the Haute Montagne,
and is given up to cheese-making, curing of hams, saw-mills, &c.
But litric watch-making is carri^ on there, Besan^on bring the
chief French centre of this industry, and ^ing connected with
Geneva by a chain of places simflarly oocupied, which fringe the
west plateau of the Jura. The part west 01 the Dessoubre. or the
Moyenne Montagne, a huge plateau north of the Lone, is more
esp^ially devoted to agriculture, while along its north metal-
working and manufacture of hardware aqs eorriod Plb portteolarly
at Besan9on and Audincourl.
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2. The tmtrttl divisim is remarkable ior boing witiiout the deep

gorges which are found so frequently in other wts of the range.

It consists of the basin of which Pontarlier is the centre, through
notdhes in the rim of which routes converge from every direction;

this is the great characteristic of the middle region of the Jura.
Hence its immense stratemcal and commercial importance. On the
north-east roads run to Morteau and Lo Lode, on the north-west to

Besan^on, on the west to Salins, on the south-west to Dole and
Lons-le-Saunier, on the east to the Swiss plain. The I'ontarlier

plateau is nearly horizontal, the slight indentations in it being due
to erosion, «.g. by the river Drugeon. The keys to this important
plateau are to the oast the Fort de Joux, under the walls of which
meet the two hues of railway from Neuch&tel, and to the west
Salins, the meeting place of the routes from the Col dc la Faucillc,

from Besan^on, and from the French plain.

The Ain rises on the south edge of this platoau, and on a lower
shelf or stop, which it waters, arc situated two points of great

military importance—Nozeroy and Ciiampagnole. The latter is

specially important, since the road leading thence to Geneva
traverses one after another, not far from their head, the chief valleys

which run down into the South jura, and thus commands the

southern routes as well as those by St Ccrgucs and the Col de la

FaucilU* from the Geneva region, and a branch route along the Orbe
river from jougne. The fort of Lcs Rousses, near the foot of tlie

Dole, serves as an advanced post to Champagnolc, just as the Fort
doJoux docs to Pontarlier.

j he above sketch will serve to show the chariictef of tlie central

Jura as the mooting place of routes from all sides, and the importance
to France of its being strongly fortified, lest an enemy approaching
from the north-east should try to turn the fortresses of the ' Trou6e
de Belfort/’ It is in the western part of the central Jura that the
north and south lines first appear strongly marked. There are said

to be in this district no less than fifteen ridges running parallel to

each other, and it is these which force the Loue to the north, and
thereby occasion its very eccentric course. The cultivation of

wormwood wherewith to make the tonic “ absinthe " has its head-
quarters at PontarHcr.

3. The southfrn division is by far the most complicated and
entangled part of the Jura. The lofty ridge which bounds it to the

east forces all its drainage to the west, and the result is a number of

valleys of erosion (of which that of the Atn is the chief instance),

quite di.Htincl from the natural “ cluses ” or fissures of those of the
Doubs and of tlie I^oue. Another point of interest is the number
of roads which intersect it, despite its extreme i^regularit3^ This
is due to the great " cluscs " of Nantua and Virieu, which traverse

it from east to west. The north and south line is very clearly seen

in the eastern part of this division; the north-east and south-west

is entirely wanting, but in the Villebois range south of Amb^rieu
we have the principal example of the north-west to south-east line.

The plateaus west of the Ain ar<; cut through by the valleys of the

Valousc and of the Suraiid, and like all the lowest terraces on the

west slope do not possess any considerable towns. The Ain receives

three tributaries from the east ;

—

() The Bienne, which flov's from the fort of Les Kousscs by
St Claude, the industrial centre of the south Jura, famous for the
manufacture of wooden toys, owing to the large quantity of box-
wood in the neighbourhood. Scptmoncel is busied with cutting of

gems, and Morez with watch and spectacle making. Cut off to the

east by the great chain, the industrial prosperity of this valley is of

recent origin.

() The Oignin, which flows from south to north. It receives the

drainage of the lake of Nantua, a town noted for combs and silk

weaving, and which communicates by the ” cluse of the Lac de
Silan with the Valserine valley, and so with the Rhone at Bellegarde,

and again with the various routes which meet under the walls of the

fort of Les Rousses, while by the Val Romey and the S6rau Culoz is

easily gained.

(c) The Albarine, connected with Culoz by the " cluse " of Virieu,

and by the Furan flowing south with Belley, the capital of the

district of Bugey (the old name for the South Jura).

The " cluses *' of Nantua and Virieu are now both traversed by
important railways; and it is even truer than of old that the keys
of the south Jura are Lyons and" Geneva. But of course the

strategic Importance of these gorges is less than app«»rs at first

sight, because they can be turned by following the Rhone in its

great bend to the south.

The range is mentioned by Caesar {Bell. GaU. i. 2- 3, 6(1), and

8 (i)), Stihbo(iv, 3, 4, and 6, ii), Pliny (iii. 31; iv. 105; xvi. 197)

and Ptolemy (ii. ix. 5), its name being a word which appears

under many forms {e.g. Joux, Jorat, Jorasse, Juriens), and is a

synonym for a wood or forest. The German name is Leberberg,

Leber being provincial word for a hill.

PoHtkaHy the Jura is French (departments of the Doubs, Jura

and Am) and Swiss '(parts of the cantons of Geneva, Vaud,

Neuchft^, Bern, Soleure and Basel); but at its north extremity

it t^s in a small bit of Alsace (Phrt or Ferrette). In the middle

ages the southern, western and northiini skifts were parcelled out
into a number of districts, all of which were graduidly a^orbed
by the French crown, va., Gex, Val Romey, Bresse and Bugey
(exchanged in 1601 by Savoy for the mairquisate of Saluatn)),

Franche-Comt6, or the Free G>unty of Bui^ndy, an imperial

fief till annexed in 1674, the county of MontbSiard{Mompelgard)
acquired in 1793, and the county U Ferrette (P'rench 164S-1871).

The nordiern part of the eastern side was held till 1792 (part till

1797) by the bisliup of Basel as a fief of the empire, and then
belonged to France till 1814, but was given to Bexn in 1815 (as

a recompense for its loss of Vaud), and now foin>s the Bernese

Jura, a French-speaking district. 'The centre of the eastern

slope formed the principality of Neuchutel (y.v.) and the county
of Valangin, which were generally held Burgundian nobles,

came by succession to the kings of Prussia in 1707, and were
fc)i*med into a Swiss canton in 1815, though they did not become
free from formal Prussian claims until 1857, The southern part
oi the eastern slope originally belonged to the house of Savoy,
but was conquered bit by bit by Bern, which was forced in 1815
to accept its subject district Vaud as a colleague and equal in

the S\v'iss Confederation. It was Charles the Bold’s defeats at

Grandson and Morat which led to the annexation by the con-

federates of these portions of Savoyard territor>\

Autiioritiks.—E. F. Berlioux, LeJura (Paris, ia8o)
;
F. Machacek,

Ver Schweisef Jura (Gotha, 1005); A. Magnin, Les lacs du Jura
(Paris, 1895); J. Zimmerli, “ Die Sprachgrenze im Jura" (vol. i. of

his Die Deutsch-fransiisische Sprachgrenze in der Schweiz (Basel,

1891). For the French slope see Joanne’s large Itiniraire to

the Jura, and the smaller volumes relating to the departments of

the Ain, Doubs and Jura, in his Giographxes dipartementales. I'or

the Swiss slope see 3 vols. in the series of the Guides Mo'iod
(Geneva)

;
A. Monnier, La Chaux de Ponds et le Haul-Jura Neuchdte-

lots; J, Monod,Lf Jura Bcrnois; and E. J. P. dc la llaxpc, Le Jura
Baudots. (W. A. B. C.)

^ JUBASSIC, in geology, the middle period of the Mesozoic era,

that is to say, succeeding the Triassic and preceding the Creta-

c'cous periods. T he name Jurassic (French furassigue; German
Juraformation or Jura) was first employed by A. Brongniart and
A. von Humboldt for the rocks of this age in the western Jura

mountains of Switzerland, where they are well developed. It

w as in England, however, that they were first studied by William

Smith, in whose hands they were made to lay the foundation.s

of stratigraphical geology. The names adopted by him for the

subdivisions he traced aaoas the countiy have passed into

universal use, and though some of them are uncouth English

provincial names, they are as familiar to the geologists of France,

Switzerland and Germany as to those of England. During the

following tiiree decades Smith’.s work was elaborated by W. D,

( onybeore and W. Phillips. The Jurassic rocks of fossils of the

European continent were described by d^Orbigny, 1840-1846;

by L. von Buch, 1839; by F. A. Qiienstedt, 1843-1888; by

A. Oppiel, 1B56-1858; and since then by many ether workers

:

E. Bcnecke, E. H<^bert, W. Waagen, and others. The study of

Jurassic rocks has continued to attract the attention of geolo-

gists, partly because the bedding is so well defined and rc^lar

—

the strata are little disturbed anywhere outside the Swiss Jura

and the Alps—and partly because the fossils arc numerous and
usuaUy well-preserved. The result has been that no other

system of rocks has been so carefully examined throughout its

entire thickness ; many “ zones ” have been established bymeans
of the fossils—^principally by ammonites—and these zones are

not restricted to limited districts, but many of them hold good

over wide areas. Qppel distinguished no fewer than thirty-^iree

zonal horizons, and since then many more sub-zonal divisione

have been noted locally.

The existence of faunal regions in Jurassic times was first

pointed out by J. Marcou; later M. Neumayr greatly extended

observations in this direction. According to Neumayr, three

distinct geographical regions of deposit con be made out among
the Jurassic rodcs of Europe ;

(i) The Mediterranean province,

enlacing tbe Pyrenee8> Alps «nd Carpathians, with all the

tracts lying to the soutiiL One of the biological charaicters of

this area was the great abundance of ammonites belonging to
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the groups of HeterophyUi {Phylloceras)Qnd Fimbriati {Lytocef<^).

(2) The central European province, comprising the tracts lying

to the north of the Alpine ridge, and marked by the comparative

rarity of the ammonites just mentioned, which are replaced by

others of the groups Inflati (Aspidoceras) and OppiliUf and by

abundant reefs and masses of coral. (3) The boreal or Russian

province, comprising the middle and north of Russia, Spitzbergen

and Greenland. The life in this area was much less varied than

in the others, showing that in Jurassic times there was a per-

ceptible diminution of temperature towards the north. The

ammonites of the more southern tracts here disappear, together

with the corals.

The cause of these faunal regions Neumayr attributed to

climatic belts—such as exist to-day—and in part, at least, he

was probably correct. It should be borne in mind, however,

that although Neumayr was able to trace a broad, warm belt,

some 60" in width, right round the earth, with a narrower mild

belt to the north and an arctic or boreal belt beyond, and certain

indications of a repetition of the climatic zones on the southern

side of the thermal equator, more recent discoveries of fossils

seem to .show that other influences must have been at work in

determining their distribution; in short, the identity of the

Neum|j||™h climatic boundaries becomes increa.singly obscured

by the advance of our knowledge.

The Jurassic period was marked by a great extension of the

sea, which commenced after the close of the Trias and reached

its maximum during the Callovian and Oxfordian stages
;
conse-

quently, the Middle Jurassic rocks are much more widely spread

than the Lias. In Europe and elsewhere Triassic beds pass

gradually up inti) the Jurassic, so that there is difficulty some-
times in agreement as to the best line for the base of the latter;

similarly at the top of the system there is a passage from the

Jurassic to the Cretaceous rocks (Alps),

Towards the close of the period elevation began in certain

regions; thus, in America, the Sierras, Cascade Mountains,
Klamath Mountains, and Humboldt Range probably began to

emerge. In England the estuarine Portlandian resulted partly

from elevation, but in the Alps marine conditions steadily per-

sisted (in the Tithonian stage). There appears to have been
very little crustal disturbance or volcanic activity; tuffs are

known in Argentina and California; volcanic rocks of this age
occur also in Skye and Mull.

The rocks of the Jur^ic system present great petrological

diversity. In England the name Oolites ” was given to the

middle and higher members of the system on account of the

prevalence of oolitic structure in the limestones and ironstones

;

the same character is a common feature in the rocks of northern
Europe and elsewhere, but it must not be overlooked that clays

and sandstones together bulk more largely in the aggregate than
the oolites. The thiejeness of Jurassic rocks in England is

4000 to 5000 ft., and in Germany 2000 to 3000 ft. Most of the

rocks represent the deposits of shallow seas, but estuarine con-

ditions and land deposits occur as in the Purbeck beds of Dorset

and the coals of Yorkshire. Coal is a very iniportant feature

among Jurassic rocks, particularly in the Liassic division; it is

found in Hungary, where there are twenty-five workable beds;

in Persia, Turkestan, Caucasus, south Siberia, China, Japan,

further India, New Zealand, and in many of the Pacific

Islands.

Being shallow water formations, petrological changes come in

rapidly as many of the beds are traced out
;
sandstones pass

laterally into clays, and the latter into limestones, and so on,

but a reliable guide to the classification and correlation is found

;

in the fossil contents of the rocks. In the accompanying table

i a list is given of some of the zonal fossils which regularly occur

in the order indicated; other forms are known that are equally

useful. It will be noticed that while there is general agreement

as to the order in which the zonal forms occur, the line of divi.sion

between one formation and another is liable io vary according

to factors in the personal equation of the authors.

The Jurassic formations stretch across England in a varying

band from the mouth of the Tees to the coast of Dorsetshire.

They consist of harder sandstones and limestones interstratified

with softer clays and shales. Hence they give rise to a character-

istic type of scenery^—the more durable beds standing out as

long ridges, sometimes even with low cliffs, while the clays under-

lie the level spaces between.

Jurassic rocks cover a vast area iti Central Europe. They rise

from under the Cretaceous formations in tlie north-eaat of France,
whence they range southwards down the valleys of the Saone and
Rhone to the Mediterranean. They appear as a broken l>order

round the old crystalline nucleus of Auvergne. Eastwards they
range through the Jura Mountains up to the high grounds of

Bohemia. They appear in the outer chains of the Alps on both
sides, and on the .south they rise along the centre of the Apennines,
and here and there over the Spanish Peninsula. Covered by more
recent formations they underlie the groat plain of northern Germany,
whence they range eastwards and occupy large tracts in central

and eastern Russia.

Lower Jurassic rocks are absent from much of northern Russia,

the stages represented being the Callovian, Oxfordian and Volgian
(of Professor S. Wikitin); the fauna differs considerably from that of

weatem Europe, and the marine equivalents of the Purbeck beds
are found in this region. In south Russia, tlie Crimea and Caucasus,
Lias aud Lower Jurassic rocks are present. In the Alps, the Lower
Jurassic rocks arc intimately associated with the underlying Triassic

formations, and resemble them in consisting largely of reddish
limastones and marbles; the ammonite.s in this region differ in

certain respects from those of western and central Europe. The
Oxfordian, Callovian, Corallian and Astartian stages are also

present. 'Ihe Upper Jurassic is mainly represented by a uniform
scries of limc.stones, with a peculiar and characteristic fauna, to

which gave the name Tithonian." This includes most of

the horizons from Kimeridgian to Cretaceous
;
it is developed on the

southern flanks of the Alps, Carpathians, Apennines, as well as in

south France and other parts of the Mediterranean basin. A
characteristic formation on this horizon is the " Diphya limestone,”
so called from the fossil Tetebratula diphya {Pygope janitor) seen
in the well-known escarpments {Hochgebtrge Kalk). Above the
Diphya limestone comes the Stramberg limestone (Stramberg in

Moravia), with ” Aptychus ” beds and coral reefs. The rocks of

the Mediterranean basin are on the whole more calcareous than
those of corresponding age in north-west Europe; thus the Lias is

represented by 1500 ft. of white ciystalline limestone in Calabria
and a .similar rock occurs in Sicily, Bosnia, Epirus, Corfu

;
in Spain

the Liassic strata are frequently dolomitic; in the Apennines they
are variegated limestones and marls. The Higher Jurassic beds of
Portugal show traces of the proximity of land in the abundant plant
remains that are found in them. In Scania the Lias succeeds the
Rhaetic beds in a regular manner, and Jurassic rocks have been
traced northward well within the polar circle; they are known in

the Lofoten Isles, Spitzbergen, east Greenland, King Charle.s's

Island, Cape Stewart in Scoresby Sound, Grinnell Land, Prince
Patrick Land, Bathurst and Exmouth Island; in many cases the
fossils denote a climate considerably milder Iban now obtains in
these latitudes.

In the American continent Jurassic rocks are not well developed.
Marine Lower and Middle Jurassic beds occur on the Pacific coast
(California and Oregon), and in Wyoming, the Dakotas, Colorado, cast
Mexico and Texas. Al^ve the marine beds in the interior are brack-
ish and fresh-water deposits, the Morrison and Como beds (Atlanto-
saurus and Baptanodon beds of Marsh). later Jurassic rodks are
found in northern British Columbia and ^rhaps in Alaska, Wyoming,
Utah, Montana, Colorado, the Dakotas, ftc.' In California some of the
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gold-bearing metamorphic slatee ore of fhis age. Marine Jurassic

rocks have not been clearly identified on the Atlantic side of

America. The Patuxent and Arundel formations ^on-marine) are

doubtfully referred to this period. Lower and Middle Jurassic

formations occur in Argentina and Bolivia. Jurassic rocks have
been recognized in Aria, including India, Afghanistan, Persia,

Kurdistan, Asia Minor, Uie Caspian region, Japan and Borneo.
The best marine development is in Cutch, where the following groups

series Bathonian. In the western half of the Salt Range and the

Himalayas, Spiti shales are the equivalents of the European Callovian

and Kimeridgian. The upper part of the Gondwana series is not

improbably Jurassic. On xhe African continent, Liassk strata are

found in Algeria, and Bathonian formations occur in Abyssinia/
Somaliland, Cape Colony and western Madagascar. In Australia

the Permo-Carboniferous formations are succeeded in Queensland
and Western Austndia by what may be termed tiie Jura-Trias,
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are distinguished from above downwards : the Umia series = Port-

landian and Tithonian of south Europe, passing upwards into the

Neocomian
;
the Katrol series = Oxfordian (parQ and Kimeridgian

;

the Chari series s; Callbviaii and part of the Oxfordian; the Patcham

1 Purbechian from the Isle of Pqrbeck. Aqmkmien from
Aquilo (Nord). Bonom'sn . from Bononia (Boulogne). Virgulien

fmm Ejfogyra mrgtdia. Ptfraceran from Pferoceras oceam. AstafUan
from Astaiie supracofullina, Bauracitn from Rauracia (Jura).

Argavtm from Argovie (Switzerland). N^wiximi from Neuvizy
^dennes). Divesten from Dives (Calvados). Buthonien from
^th (Bng^d). Bajodtn from Bayeux (Calvados). Toarcim
from Toarclnm (Tours). Clnurmouthien from Charmoutn (England).

Sinemourien from Sinemumm, Semur (Cdte d*Or). Hittangitn from
Hettange (Lorraine).

which include the coal-bearing " Ipswich ” and " Burrum forma-

tions of Queensland. In New Zealand there is a thick series of

marine bcas with terrestrial plants, the Mataura series in the upper
part of Hutton's Hokanui system. Sir J. Hector included also the

^takaka series (as Middle Jurassic) and the Flag series with the

Catlin's River and Bastion series below. Jurassic rocks have been

recorded from New Guinea and New Caledonia.

Life in the Jurassic Pdfiod.—The expansion of the sea during this

period, with formation of broad sheets of shallow and probably

warmish water, appears to have been favourable to many forms of

marine life. Under these conditions several groups of organisms
developed rapidly along new directions, so that the Jurassic period

as a whole came to have a fauna difiering clearly and distinctly from
the preceding Palaeozoic or zucceeding Tertiary fauniia. In the

teas, all the groupe were represented as they ere to-day.
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(^wib wer« abuadaikt, uid in Ifttor portioBa of tiie period covered
lu-ge areaa in Ewrope; the modern t3me of oor«d became dominaot;
basidei roef-biiiidii:^ lorme euoh as Tkamnastreat JsastfMt Theoos-

there were nimeroua single iorms like MonHvaltia^ Crinoids

existed in groat numbers in some ot the shallow seas; compared with
Palaeozoic forms there is a marked reduction in the size of the

calyx with a great extension in the number of arms and pinnules;

PentofifiimSf Eugeniucvrnus, Apiocrinus are all well known; Antedott

was a stalkless genus. Echinoids (urchins) were gradually develop-

ing the so-called " irregular '' type, Echinolmssust Holeciypus,

Collyrties, Clypcus^ but the “ regular " forms prevailed, Citfnm,
Hemicidaris, AcrosaUma. Spon^ were important rock-bmiders
in U^pper Jurassic times {Spongiten Kalk)\ they include lithistids

such as Cnemediastrunr, Hyalotragus, Peronidella', hexactinellids,

TremadictyoHy Craiiculana; and horny sponges have been found 111

the Lias and Middle Jurassic.

Polyzoa are found abundantly in some of the beds, Siomatopora,
Berenicia, &c. Brachiopods were represented principally by
terebratulicls [Tefdbfutulay Waldheimiay Megerlaa), and by rhyn-
chonelllds; Thecae^ Ltngula and Crania were also present, the
Palaeozoic sp^rihrids and atliyricls still lingered into the Lias.

More important than the brachiopods were the pelccypods- Ostrea,

Exogyniy Grypkaea wert very abunaant (Gryphitc linicstonc, Gryphiie
gnt); the genus Trigoma, now restricted to Australian waters, was
present in great variety; Aucellay Lima, Pecten, Pieudomonotis
Gervillta, Astarie, iHceras, Jsocarliia, Pleuromya may be mentioned
out of many others. Amongst the gasteropods the Ptvurotomariidac
and Turbinidae reached tlieir maximum dcvclopmcut

;
tlio Palaeo-

zoic Cimularia Bved to see the beginning of this period {PU'urotornariat

NerineUy Pteroceraiy C»rithiumy Turutella).

Cephalojxids flourished everywhere; first in importance were the
ammonilcs; the Triassic genera Phylloxeras and Lytoceras were still

found in the Jurassic waters, but all the other numerous genera
were new, and their shells are found with every variation of size

and ornamentation. Some are characteristic of the older Jurassic
rocks, ArietiteSy AegoceraSy AmalthenSy Harpocerasy Oxynoticerasy

Siepheocerasy and the two genera mentioned above; in the middle
stages are found CasmoceraSy Perisphinciesy CardioceraSy Kepplerites

Aspidoceras'y in the upper stages O^flostephanus, Pertspknictesy

Reineckitty Oppeha, So regularly do certain forms characlenze
definite horizons in the rocks that some thirty zones have been
distinguished in Europe, and many of them can be traced even as
far as India. Another cephalopod group, the bclemnites, that had
been dimly outlined In the preceding Trias, now advanced rapidly
in numbers and in variety of foim, and they, like the ammonites,
have proved of great value as zone-indicators. The Sepioids or
cuttlefish made their hist appearance in this jXTiod {BeloteuthiSy

GeoteuthiSy) and their ink-bags can still be traced in examples from
the Lias and lithographic lime.stone. Nautiloids existed but they
were somewhat rare.

A great change had come over the cruslacf*ans
;
m place of the

J Palaeozoic trilobites ^\e find long-tailed lobster- like forms, Penaensy
EfyoHy MagilPy and the broad crab-like type hrst appeared in Pro-
sopon. Isopods were represented by Arckaeaniscus and othcr.’-i.

Inscct^hd^llm left fairly abundant remain.s in the Lia.s of England,
Scham"«yL^ (Switzerland) and Dobbeitin (Mecklenburg), and also

in the English Purbeck. Neuroplerous forms predominate, but
hemiplera occur from the Lias upwards; the earliest known flics

(Diptcra) and ants (Hymenoptera) appeared; orthoptera, cock-
roaches, crickets, Ijcctles, «S:c., arc found m the Lias, Stonesfield

slate and Purbeck beds.

I'ishes were approaching the modern forms during this period,
hcleroccrcal ganoids becoming scarce (the Coelacanthidac reached
their maximum development), while tne homoqercal forms were
abundant {GyroduSy Microdxniy Lepidosteusy Lepidoias, Dapedius).
The Chimacridae, sea-cats, made their appearance {Squaloraja).
The ancestors of the modern sturgeons, garpikes and selachians,

HyboduSy Acrodus were numerous. Bony-Ssh were represented by
the small Leptoiepis.

So important a place was occupied by reptiles during this period
that it has been well described as the "age of reptiles." Jn the
seas the fish-shaped Ichthyosaurs and long-necked Plesiosaurs
dwelt in great numbers and reached their maximum development;
the latter ranged in size from 6 to ft. in length. The Ptemsaurs,
v/ith bat-like wings and pneumatic bones and keeled breast-bone,
flew over the land

;
Phroaaetyl with short tail and Rktmpherhynctts

with long tail are the beet known. Curiously modified crocodilians
speared late in the period {Mythiosanrusy ^^saimesy Shneosaurus,
Teleesaierue). But even more striking than any of the above were
the I>mo9a«n»; these ranged in sice from a creature no larger
than a rabbit up to the gigantie Aihntosaumsy 100 ft. long, in the
Jurassic of Wyoming. J^th herbivorous and carnivorous forms
were present; BronhsaumSy MejgedosauruSy Stegosaurusy CeHosattrusy
D4pl(khtu^f Ceratosawus and Cmnpsognaihns are a few of the
genera. Biy comparison with the Dinosaurs the mammals took a
very subordinatb position In Jurassic times; only a few jaws have
been found, belongif^p to quite small creatures; they appear to have
been marsuplalt mSi were probably msectivorons {PUigiaulax
B6loion

y Triconodon, P^asdoMherium ,
l^lacodxm) . Ofgmt mterest

are the reauriht of riie earnest known bird {Anhawptervff) from the

Sufopbofow slaites of Bavaria. Although this was it great advaaoe
beyond tiie Pterodactyls in avian cliaracters, yet many reptilian

foatures wore retained.

Comparatively little change took place in the vegetation in the
time that elapsed between the close ot the Triassic and the middle of
the Jurassic periods. Cyoads, Z^miUSy Podommites, &c., appeased
to reach their maximum; Equisetums were still found growing to
a great size and Gin^os occupied a prominent place; l^ns were
common; so too were pines, yews, cypresses and other conifers, which
while they outwardly resembled their modern representatives, were
quite distinct in species. No flowering plants had yet appeared,
iilthough a primitive form of angiosperm has been reported from the
Upper Jurassic of Portugal.
The economic products of the Jurassic system are of considerable

importance; the valuable coals have already been noticed; the weh-
knowui iron ores of the CleveltUMl district in Yorkshire and those of

the Northampton sands occur respectively in the Lias and Inferior

Oolites. Oil shales arc found in Germany, and several of the Jurassic
formations m England contain some petroleum. Building stones
of great value are obtUBcd fn>ra the Great Oeflite, the Portlandian
and the Inferior Oolite; large quantities of nydrauUc cement and
liirn? have been made from the Lias. The celebrated lithographic

Slone of Solenhofcn in Bavaria bakmgs to the upper portion of this

system.

See D'Orbigny, PalSortiologie francaiscy Terrain Jurassigue (1840,
184^6); L. von Buch, " tjber den Jura in Deutschland " {Abhand. d.

Berlin Akad.y 1839) ;
F. A. Quenstedt, Flbtzgebirge Wiirftembei'gs

(1843) and other papers, also Der Jura (1883-1888); A. Oppel, Die
Juraformaiion Englands, Pranhrelch and s.w, Beuiscklanas (1856-
1858). For a good general account of the formations with many
references to original papers, see A. de Lapparent, TrailS de gdologicy

vol. ii. 5th ed. (1906). The standaid work for Great JBritam is the
series of Memoirs of the Geolo^cat Survey entitled The Jurassic Rocks
of Britainy 1 . and ii. " Yorkshire " (1892); iii. " The Lias of England
and Wales” (1893); iv. " The Lower Oolite Rocks of England (York-
shire excepted) ” (1894); v. ” The Middle and Upper Oolitic Rocks
of England (Yorkshire excepted) " (1895). The map is after tliatof

M. Ncumayr, “Die geograpmsche Verbreitung der jurafonnation,"
Denkschr. a, k. Akad. d. Wiss.y Wien, Math, u. Naiurwiss.y cl, L.,

Abth. i., Karte i. (1885). (J. A. H.)

JURAT (tlirough Fr. from med. Lut. juratm, one sworn, Lat.

furaye, to swear), a name given to the sworn holders of certain

offices. Under the ancien regime in France, in several towns, of

the south-west, such as Kochelie and Bordeaux, the jurats were

member.s of the municipal body. The title was also borne

officials, corresponding to aldermen, in the Cinque Ports, but is

now chiefly used as a title of office in the Channel Islands. There

are two bodies, consisting each of twelve jurats, for Jersey and
the bailiwick of Guernsey respectively. 7'hey are elected for

life, in Jersey by the ratepayers, in Guernsey by the elective

states. They form, with the bailiff as presiding judge, the royal

court of justice, and are a constituent part of the legislative

bodies. In English law the word jurat (juratum) is applied to

that part of an affidavit which contains the names of the parties

.swearing the affidavit and the person before whom it wa.s sworn,

the date, place and other necessary particulars.

JURIEN DE LA ORAVIERB, JEAN BAPTISTE EDMOND
(1812-1892), French admiral, son of Admiral Jurien, who served

through the Revolutionary iuid Napoleonic w'ars and was a peer

of France under Louis Philippe, was born on the 19th of Novem-
ber 1812. He entered the navy in 1828, was made a commander
in 1841, and captain in 185a. During the Russian War he com-

manded a ship in the Black Sea. He was promoted to be rear-

admiral on the 1st of December 1855, and appointed to the

command of a squadron in the Adriatic in 1859, when he abso-

lutely sealed the Austrian ports with a close blockade. In

October 1861 he was appointed to command the squadron in

the Gulf of Mexico, and two months later the expedition against

Mexico. On the of January 1862 he was promoted to be

vice-admiral. During the Franco-Gennan War of 1870 he had
command of the Frendi Mediterranean fleet, aaid in 1871 he was
appointed “ director of charts.” As having command^ in chief

before the enemy, the age-limit was waived in his favour, and he

was continued on the active list. Jurten died on the 4th cd

March 1892. He was a vohiminous author of works on naval

history and biography, most of first appeared m the Revue

des deux monies. Among the most noteworthy of these are

Gwrres mariUtnes sous la tipubUque et Vempire, which was tcans-

I

iatedbyIxndDun8anymulerthetitieof.iS^»foiber^fAeI.^fNiwa/

I

War (1848) ;
Souvenirs d*un amiral (1866), that is, of his father,
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Admiral Jiuriea; La Manne (i86s}rlargely auto]^
graphical; and La Marined^au^ami^ui (187*^ 1*1 1^86 he was

elected a member ^o{ tine Academy.
AnUSQ»fl&UUE<(x^37-i7i^ Fr^ch Protestant 4iviiie^ was

Ayom at in OH^anaisj where his lather was a Protestant

nastor . He studied al Saumur and Sedan wader his grandliUher,

mrre Dumoulin^ and under Leblanc de Beaulieu. After com-

pleting his studies in Holland md England; Junkn receiv^

Anglican ordination ; returning to France he was ordained agjain

and succeeded his lather os pastor of the church at Mer. Soon

after this he published his hrst work, Examm df Uvre de la

reunion du Chri&iianisme (1671). In 1674 his Traiti de la ditto-

Hon led to his appointment as ^ofessor of theology and Hebrew

at Sedan, where he soon became also pastor. A year iater he

published his Apolope pour la morale de$ Riformis, He obtained

a high reputation, but his work was impaired by his controver-

sial temper, which frequently developed into an irritated fanati-

cism, thou^ he WM always entirely sincere. He was called

by his adversaries “ the Goliath of the Protestants.’* On the

suppression of the academy of Sedan in 1681, Jurieu received cm

invitation to a church at Rouen, but, afraid to remain in Fmnoe
on account of his forthcomirg work, La Politique du clerge de

France, he went to Holland and was pastor of the Walloon

church of Rotterdam tiU his dpath on the iiih of January 1713.

He was also profesaor at the Ecole illustre. Jurieu did much to

help those who suili^od by the revocation of the Edict of Nantes

(1685). He himself turned for consolation to the Apocalypse,

wad succeeded in persuading himself (Accomplissemeni des pro-

phelieSy 1686) that the overthrow of Antichrist (i.r. the p^l
church) would tidce place in X689. H. M. Baird says tbac this

persuasion, howe\’er fanciful the grounds on which it was based,

exercised no small induence in forwarding the success of the

designs oi William of Orange in the invation of Engla^.”

Jurieu defended the doctrines of Pi-otestantism with great ability

against the attacks of Antoine Arnauld, Pierre Nicole and
Bossuet, but was equally ready to enter into dilute with his

fellow Protestant divines (with Louis Du Moulin md Claude

Payon, for instance) when their opinions differed from his own
even on minor matters. The bitterness and persistency of his

attacks on his colleague Pierre Bayle led to the latter being

deprived of his chair in 1693.

One of jurieu 'g chief works is LeUres pastoredes adressies aux
pdeies de France (3 rols., Rotterdam, Eag. trans.,

which, notwithstanding the vigilance of the ^hce, found its way
into Prance and proceed a deep impression on the Protestant

population. His fast important work was the Histoire critique des

dtigwes M des cuUes (1704; Eng. trans., I7»5)- He wrote a gmt
nnmtoer of controversial works.

See. the article in Herzog-Hauck, Jiealencykiopddie; also H. Bf.

Baird, The Huguenots and thi Revocaiim of the Edyci of Nantes (1895).

JURIS^ a tribe of South American Indians, formerly occupying

the country between the rivers 19a (lower Putumayo)and Japura,

north-Avestem Brazil. In ancient days they were the most

powerful tribe of the district, but in 1800 their numbers did not

exceed eooo. Owing to inteaxnarrying, the Jttris are believed

to have been extinct for half a century. They were closely

related to the Passesj, and were like them a fcair-^iimed, fhnely

built people with quite European features.

JURlCraCTlON, in genera^ exercise of lawful authority,

esjpeciaUy by a court or a judge; and so the extent or limits

witltin which such iauthoriitjr is exercisable. Thus each court

has its appropnate jurtsdictioii; in the High Courtof Justice in

England admiaistratkm actions are brought in the chancery

divWn, salvage actfenain the admiralty, 81c. The juriedfetioa of

apartw^ court iadfteti limited by istatute, as that of a c^ty
court, which is loosl ond in also limited in amount. In inter-

nalfei^ law jurfedielioa has a widfer meaning, namely, tibe tighte

eamrefeabfe by astetewithinihebo^sof ag^ven^paw. This

is freqiMntiy mferrod to as the territorial the^ of funsdictioii.

(See International Law; International Law, Private.)

^intllMinNDMCB <Lat. jmisfrmdenUuy knowledge of law,

right, nnd prwiimtia, from pramere, to forese^ the

general terin for the looaal science oi positive law ^ (T. E,

EteUand); see Law. The eaaeritial ptmo^plcs invblvad are dis-

eusaed below and in JuRiaPEtiOBNCB, Gomraratiw; the dete^

of particular laws or aorte of law (Goktract, ai^ of in-

dftudualsmtional symeons of law (Enouoh Law, Ac.) beingdealt

with in separate articles.

The human race may be conceived ae paroelkd out into a
number of distinot groups m societies, differing greatly in size

and tircumstanoee, in physical and moral chai^teristics of aU

kinds. But they aesesable each >otheir in that th^ reveal an

eacaminatfen certain rules of conduct in accardanoe with which

the relations of the members irUer se are governed. Each sodety
has its own system of laws, and all the systems; so far as they

are known, ocostitute the approprmto sul^ject matter of jurie-

prudence. The jurist may deal with it in the foifewing ways.

He may first of all examme the leading conospitions common
to all the systems, or intotber words define the l^og terms

common to them aU, Such are the terms few itself, Hgil, duly,

property, crime, and so forth, which, or their equivalents, may,
BotwithstondiiBg delicate differences of coonota(^, be reiorded

as common terms in all systems. That kind ot inquiry is known
in England as analytical jurfeprudenee. It regards the concep-

tions with which it deals as fixed or stationary^ and aims at

oxpresaing them distinctly and exhibiting their logical relations

with each other. What is really meant by a rig^bt and by a duty,

and what is the true connexion bet\mn a right^ a duty,

types of the questions fsroper to this inquiry. Shifting our point

of view, but still regarding systems of law in the mass, we may
consider them, not as stationary, but as changeable and chang-

ing, we may otic what gimerai features are exhibited by the

record ©f the change. This, somewhat crudely put, may serve

to indicate the field of historical or comparative jurisprudence.

In its ideal condition it would r^uire an accurate record of the

history of all fe|pd sysbeois as its material, ^t whether the

material be abundant or scanty the method is same. It

the explanation of institutions and le^ principles in the

facts of history. Its okn is to show how a given rule caine to be

what it is. The legitiaiive source—the emanation of the

from a sovereign o^bority—is of no importance here; what is

important is the moral source—the ooanex^ of tiie rule with

the id^ prevalent during contemporary periods. This method,

it is evident, involves not only a companson of successive stages

in the history of the same system, but a comparwqn of different

systems, of the Roman with the Engfeih, of the Hindu with the

Irish, and so on. The historical method as applied to law may
be regarded as a special example of the paethod of compari^.

The comparative method is rea% employed in aU generalizations

about law; for, although the analysis of legal terms might be

conducted with exclusive reference to one system, the advantage

of testing the result by reference to otiter systems is obvious.

But, besides the use of comparison for purposes of analysis and

in tracing thephenomena of the growth of laws, it k evideat that

for the purposes of practical legislation the oomparison of differ-

ent systems may y^d important results. Lows are contrivances

to bringing about certain definite ends, the larger of which are

ktoticol in all systems. The oomparison of these contrivaimes

not only scarves to bnag their real object, often obscured as it is

in deioik, into dlearer view, but enables fegisfators to see

where the contrivaaices arc deficieat, and how they may be

improved.

The science of few/' as the expresato is generally used,

nMans the examination of fews in general in one or other of

ways juBt indited. It means an investigatioa of laws which

exfet or have existed in some given ooeiety in fact-^ c4her

words, positive lawn; aadfemeanson examinattOR nothatited to

toeexpreitionofpaxtictafereystoM. Analytical juiisprudeBce is

in E^landaesodated chiefiy with thename of John Auiiam (g.a.).

whose Pfmme of Jwisprioiemce Dotemmad systematised apd

completed the woik begun in fifegkmd by fiobbes^ond continued

at a later dateond irDmia efifferent pofet of view by Banthanu

ibustin's first position is todifttegufeh between fewsepo^to^y

00 called end tosesntaiopeely eo eaffeti. lu any oim older

writeri eci kw^ wbifisd the votioiis smses in which the word fe
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used grouped together as variations of one common meaning.

Thus Blackstone advances to his proper subject, municipal

kws, through (i) the laws of inanimate matter, (2) the laws

of animal nutrition, digestion, &c., (3) the laws of nature,

which are rules imposed by God on men and discoverable

by reason alone, and (4) the revealed or divine law which
is part of the law of nature directly expounded by God. All

of these are connected by this common element that they are
** rules of action dictated by some superior being.” And some
such generalisation as this is to be found at the basis of most
treatises on jurisprudence which have not been composed under
the influence of the analytical school. Austin disposes of it by
the distinction that some of those laws are commands, while

others are not commands. The so-called laws of nature are not
commands; they are uniformities which resemble commands
only in so far as they may be supposed to have been ordered by
some intelligent bcmg. But they are not commands in the only

proper sense of that word—^they are not addressed to reasonable

beings, who may or may not will obedience to them. Laws of

nature are not addressed to anybody, and there is no possible

question of obedience or disobedience to them. Austin accord-

ingly pronounces them laws improperly so called, and confines

his attention to laws properly so called, which are commands
addressed by a human superior to a human inferior.

Tliis distinction seems so simple and obvious that the energy

and even bitterness with which Austin insists upon it now seem
superfluous. But the indiscriminate identification of everything

to which common speech gives the name of a law was, and still

is, a fruitful source of confusion. Blackstone’s statement that

when God ” put matter into motion He established certain laws

of motion, to which all movable matter must conform,” and that

in those creatures that have neither the power to think nor to

will such law'S must be invariably obeyed, so long as the creature

itself subsists, for its existence depends on that obedience, im-

putes to the law of gravitation in respect of both its origin and
its execution the qualities of an act of parliament. . On the other

hand the qualities of the law of gravitation are imputed to certain

legal principles which, under the name of the law of nature, are

asserted to be binding all over the globe, so that no human laws

are of any validity if contrary to this.” Austin never fails to

stigmatize the use of “ natural laws ” in the sense of scientific

facts as improper, or as metaphorical.

Having eliminated metaphorical or figurative laws, we restrict

ourselves t84hose laws which are commands. This word is the

key to Wk analysis of law, and accordingly a large portion of

Austin’s worit is occupied with the determination of its meaning.

A command is an order issued by a superior to an inferior. It

is a signification of desire distinguished by this peculiarity that
” the party to whom it is directed is liable to evil from the other,

in case he comply not with the desire.” ” If you are able and
willing to harm me in case I comply not with your wish, the

expression of your wish amounts to a command.” Being liable

to evil in case I comply not with the wish which you signify, I

am bound or obliged by it, or I lie under a duty to obey it. The
evil is called a. sanction^ and the command or duty is said to be

sanctioned by the chance of incurring the evil. The three terms

conmandj duty and sanction are thus inseparably connected. As
Austin expresses it in the language of formal logic,

**
each of the

three terms signifies the same notion, but each denotes a different

part of that notion, and connotes the residue.”

All commands, however, are not laws. That term is reserved

for those commands which oblige generally to the performance
oC acts of a class, A command to your servant to rise at such an
hour on such a morning is a particular command, but not a law

or rule
;
a command to rise>always at that hour is a law or rule.

Of this distinction it is sufficient to say in the meantime that it

involves, when wc come to deal with positive laws, the rejection

of particular enactments to which by inveterate usage the term
law would certainly be applied. On the other hand it is not,

according to Austin, necesMry that a true law should bind
persons as a class. OUigations imposed on the grantee of an
office specially created 1^ parliament would imply a law; a

general order to go into mourning addressed to the whole nation
for a particular occasion would not be a law.

So far we have arrived at a definition of laws properly so called.
Austin holds superiority and inferiority to be necessarily implied
in command, and such statements as that “ laws emanate from
superiors ” to be the merest tautology and trifling. Elsewhere
he Bums up the characteristics of true laws as ascertained by the
analysis thus

: (i) laws, being commands, emanate from a
determinate source; (2) every sanction is an evil annexed to a
command; and (3) every duty implies a command, and chiefly

means obnoxiousness to the evils annexed to commands.
Of true laws, those only are the subject of jurisprudence which

are laws strictly so called, or positive laws. Austin accordingly
proceeds to distinguish positive from other true laws, which are
either laVrs set by God to men or laws set by men to men, not,
however, as political superiors nor in pursuance of a legal right.

The discussion of the first of these true but not positive laws leads
Austin to his celebrated discussion of the utilitarian theory. The
laws set by God are either revealed or unrevealed, i.e. either ex-
pressed in direct command, or made known to men in one or other
of the ways denoted by such phrases as the ** light of nature,”
” natural reason,” “ dictates of nature,” and so forth. Austin
maintains that the principle of general utility, based ultimately
on the assumed benevolence of God, is the true index to such of

His commands as Ho has not chosen to reveal. Austin’.s exposi-
tion of the meaning of the principle is a most valuable contribu-
tion to moral science, though he rests its claims ultimately on
a basis which many of its supporters would disavow. And the
whole discussion is now generally condemned as lying outside
the proper scope of the treatise, although the reason for so con-
demning it is not always correctly stated. It is found in such
assumptions of fact as that there is a God, that He has issued

commands to men in what Austin calls the ” truths of revela-

tion,” that He designs the happiness of all His creatures, that
there is a predominance of good in the order of the world—which
do not now command universal assent. It is impossible to place
these propositions on the same scientific footing as the assump-
tions of fact with reference to human society on which juris-

prudence rests. If the “ divine laws ” were facts like acts of

parliament, it is conceived that the discussion of their character-

istics would not be out of place in a scheme of jurisprudence.

The second set of laws properly so called, which are not positive

laws, consists of three classes : (i) those which are set by men
living in a state of nature; (2) those which are set by sovereigns

but not as political superiors, e.g. when one sovereign commands
another to act according to a principle of international law; and

(3) those set by subjects but not in pursuance of legal rights.

This group, to which Austin gives the name of positive morality,

helps to explain his conception of positive law. Men are living

in a state of nature, or a state of anarchy, when they are not living

in a state of government or as mem^rs of a political society.
” Political society ” thus becomes the central fact of the theory,
and some of the objections that have been urged against it arise

from its being applied to conditions of life in which Austin would
not have admitted the existence of a political society. Again,
the third set in the group is intimately connected with positive

laws on the one hand and rules of positive morality whjch are not
even laws properly so called on the other. Thus laws set by
subjects in consequence of a legal right are clothed with legal

sanctions, and are laws positive. A law set by guardian to ward,
in pursuance of a right which the guardian is bound to exercise,

is a positive law pure and simple ; a law set by master to slave, in

pursuance of a legal right which he is not bound to exercise, is,

in Austin’s phraseology, to be regarded both as a positive moral
rule and as a positive law.^ On the other hand the rules set by
a club or society, and enforced upon its members by exclusion

from the society, but not in pursuance of any legal right, ore laws,

but not positive laws. They are imperative and proceed from

^ This appears to be an unnecessary complication. The aovereign
has authorized the master to set the law, although not compelling
him to do so, and enforces the law when set. There seems no good
reason why ffie law should be called a rule of^sitive.mom^ty at all.
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a determinate source^ but l^ey have no legal or political sanction.

Closely connected with this positive morality, consisting of true

but not positive laws, is the positive morality whose rules are

not laws properly so called at all, though they are generally

denominated laws. Such are the laws of honour, the laws of

fashion, and, most important of all, intemationai law.

Nowhere does Austin’s phraseolo^ come more bluntly into

conflict with common usage than m pronouncing the law of

nations (whichin substance is a compact body of well-defined rales

resembling nothing so much as the ordinary rules of law) to be

not laws at all, even in the wider sense of the term. That the

rules of a private club should be law properly so called, while the

whole mass of international jurisprudence is mere opinion, shocks

our sense of the proprieties of expression. Yet no man was more
careful than Austin to observe these properties. He recognizes

fully the futility of definitions which involve a painful straggle

with the current of ordinary speech. But in the present instance

the apparent paralogism cannot be avoided if we accept the

limitation of laws properly so called to commands proceeding

from a determinate source. And that limitation is so generally

present in our conception of law that to ignore it would be a worse

anomaly than this. No one finds fault with the statement that

the so-called code of honour or the dictates of fashion are not,

properly speaking, laws. We repel the same statement applied

to the law of nature, because it resembles in so many of its most

striking features—in the certainty of a large portion of it, in its

terminology, in its substantial principles—the most universal

elements of actual systems of law, and because, moreover, the

assumption that brought it into existence was nothing else than

this, that it consisted of those abiding portions of legal systems

which prevail everywhere by their own authority. But, though
“ positive morality ’’ may not be the best phrase to describe

such a code of rules, the distinction insisted on by Austin is

unimpeachable.

The elimination of those laws properly and improperly so called

which are not positive laws brings us to the definition of positive

law, which is the keystone of the system. Every positive law

is “ set by a sovereign person, or sovereign body of persons, to a

member or members of the independent political society wherein

that person or body is sovereign or superior.” Though pos-

sibly sprung directly from another source, it is a positive law, by
the institution of that present sovereign in the character of a

political superior. The question is not as to the historical origin

of the principle, but as to its present authority. “ The legislator

is he, not by whose authority the law was first made, but by

whose authority it continues to be law.” This definition in-

volves the analysis of the connected expressions sovereignty,

subjection and independent political society, and of determinate

body—which last analysis Austin performs in connexion with

that of commands. These are all excellent examples of the

logical method of which he was so great a master. The broad

results alone need be noticed here. In order that a given society

may form a society political and independent, the generality or

hulk of its members must be in a habit of obedience to a certain

and common superior; whilst that certain person or body of

persons must not be habitually obedient to a certain person or

body. All the iulicized words point to circumstances in

which it might be difficult to say whether a given society is

political and independent or not. Several of t£e8e Austin has

discu8sed~-«.g. the state of things in which a political society

yields obedience which may or may not be called habitual to

some external power, and the state of things in which a political

society is divided between contending clfumants for sovereign

power, and it is uncertain which shall prevail, and over how
much of the society. So long as that uncertainty remains we
have a state of ane»ehy. Euruier, an independent society to be

political must notM below a number Which can only be called

con^erable. Neither then in a state of anarchy, nor in inctm-

siderable communities, nor among men livi^ in a state of nature,

have we tiie proper phenomena of a politick society. Tte last

fimitatkm goes some way to mieet most serious criticism to

Austin*8 system has been exposed, and it ought to be

stated in his own words. He supposes a society which may be
styled independent, which is considerable m numbers, and which
is m a savage or extremely barbarous condition. In a
society, the bulk of its members is not in the habit of obedience

‘

to one and the same superior. For the purpose of attaching an
external enemy, or for the purpose of repelling an attack, the
bulk of its members who are capable of b^ing arms submits to

one leader or one body of leaders. But as soon as that emergenq^
passes the transient submission ceases, and the society reverts

to the state which may be deemed its ordinary stat^. The bulk
of each of the families which compose the mven society renders
habitual obedience to its own peculiar chief, but those domestic
societies are themselves independent societies, or are not united

and compacted into one political society by habitual and graeral

obedience to one common superior, and there is no law (simply

or strictly so styled) which can be called the law of that society.

The so-callcd laws which are common to the bulk of the com-
munity are purely and properly customary laws—that is to say,

laws which are set or imposed by the general opinion of the com-
munity, but are not enforced by legal or political sanctions.”

Such, he says, are the savage societies of hunters and fishers in

North America, and such were the Germans as described by
Tacitus. He takes no account of societies in an intermediate

stage between this and the condition which constitutes political

society.

We need not follow the analysis in detail. Much ingenuity

is displayed in grouping the various* kinds of government, in

detecting the sovereign authority under the disguises which it

wears in the complicated state system of the United States or

under the fictions of English law, in elucidating the precise mean- *

ing of abstract political terms. Incidentally the source of many
celebrated fallacies in political thought is laid bare. That the

question who is sovereign in a given state is a question of fact and
not of law or morals or religion, that the sovereign is incapable

of legal limitation, that law is such by the sovereign’s command,
that no real or assumed compact can limit his action—are posi-

tions which Austin has been accused of enforcing with needless '

iteration. He cleared them, however, from the air of paradox
with which they had been previously encumbered, and his influ-

ence was in no direction more widely felt than in making them
the commonplaces of educated opinion in this generation.

Passing from these, we may now consider what has been said

against the theory, which may be summed up in the following

terms. Laws, no matter in what form they be expressed, are in

the last resort reducible to commands set ^by the person or body
of persons who are in fact sovereigns in any independent politick

society. The sovereign is the person or persons whose commands
arc habitually obeyed by the great bulk of the community; and
by an independent society we mean that such sovereign head is

not himself habitually orient to any other determinate body
of persons. The society must be sufficiently numerous to

considerable before we can speak of it as r political society.

From command, with its inseparable incident of sanction, come
the duties and rights in terms of which laws are for the most part

expressed. Duty means that the person of whom it is predicated

is liable to the sanction in case he fails to obey the command,
^ght means that the person of whom it is predicated may set

the sanction in operation in case the command be disobeyed.

We may here interpolate a doubt whether the condition of inde-

pendence on the murt of the head of a community is essential to the

legal analysis. It seems to us that we have all the elements of a
true law present when we point to a community habitually obedient

to the aumority of a person or determinate body of persons, nomatter
what the relations ofthat superior may be to any external or superior

power. Provided that in tact the commands of the lawgiver are

those beyond which the community never looks, it seems immaterial
to inquire whether this lawgiver in turn takes his orders from some-

body else or is habituaUy oWlient to such orders when given. One
may imagine a community governed by a dependent legislatorial

body or person, while the supreme sovereign whose representative

and nomuee such body or person may be never directly addresses

the commuxiity at all. We do not see that in such a case anything
is gained ln dearness by representing the law of the community as

set <by the Busetain, titter ttan the dmndent legislator. Nor is

the ascertainment of the ultimate seat of power necessary to define
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litioal fiocietie8. That we get when wc anpiwae a comnnuti^ to

in the habit of obodieaoe to a single person oi* to a determinate

combination of persons.
the use of the word command is not unKlcely to lead to a

misconeeptian Of Austin's meaning. When wc sty that a Taw is

a command of the soveredga, we are apt to thiiik of the sovereign as

eninciatiiig the rule in question for the hrst time. Many laws are

not traneable to the sovereign at all in this sense. Some are based

upon immemorial practices, some can be traced to tne influeticc of

private citizens, whether prnctising lawyers or writers on law, and

m most countries a vast body of law owes its amstenoe as such to

the fact that it has been observed as law in some other society. The
great bulk of modern law owes its existence and its shape ultimately

to the labours of the Roman lawyers of the empire. Austin s

definition has nothing to do with this, the historical origin of laws.

Most books dealing with law in the abstract generalize the modes
in which laws may lie origmated under the name of tlie " sources

"

of law, and one ot these it legislation, or the direct command of the

sovereign body. The connexion of laws with each other as principles

is properly the sul^t mhtter of historical jurisprudence, the ideal

perfection of which would be the establishment of the general laws

go\'cnui)g the evolution of law in the technical sense. Austin's

definition looks, not to the authorship of the law as a principle, not

to its inventor or originator, but to the person or persons who in

the last resort cause it to be obeyed. If a given rule is enforced

fcy the 9o\"erelgn it is a law.

It may be con\'ettifmt to notice here what is usually sadd about
the eovurces of law, as the expression sometimes moves a stumbling'

block to the appreciation of Austin's system. In the corpus juris

of any given country only a portion of the laws is traccawe to tte

direct expression of his commands by the .sovereign. Legislation

is one, but only one, of the sources of law. Other portions of the

law may be traceable to oUier sources, which may vary in effect in

different systems. The list given in the Institutes of Justinian of

the w^ays in which law may be m&dc-~te:v, plebisciium, principis

plaoita^ edteta magistratuutn, and so on—is a list of sources. Among
the sources of law other than legislation which are most commonly
exemplified are the laws made by judges in the course of judicial

decisions, and law originating as custom. The source Of the law

in the one case is the judicial decision, in the other the custom. In

consequence of the decisions and in consequcttce of the custom tho

rule has prevailed. English law' is largely made up of principles

derived in each of those ways, while it is deficient in principles

derived from the writings of independent teachers, .such as have m
other systems exorcised a powerful inflncncc on the development

of law. The response pvndentum, the opink>n& of learned men,

fMiblisbod a? such, did umloubtedly originaite an immense portion of

Roman law. No such infiuonce has affected English law to any
appreciable extent—a result owing to the activity of the courts of

tne legislature. This difference has profoundly affected the form
of English law as compared with that of systems which have l)een

devek^aed by the play of free discussion. These are the most
definite of the influences to which the beginning of law's may be

traced. Thi^w once established, no matter how, is nevertheless law

in the ^ Austin's dcfinilion. It is enforced by the sovereign

authDi*lty. was originated by something very different. But
when wc speak of it as a command we think only of the way in

which it is to-day presented to the subject. The newest order of

an act of parliament is not more positively presented to the people

as a command to be obeyed than are the elementary rules of the

common law for which no legislative origin can be traced. It is

not oven necenary to resort to the figure of speech by which alone,

according to Sir Henry Maine {Early History of Institutions, p. 314),

the common law can be re^^ded as the commands of the govern-

ment. " The common law',‘‘ he says, “ consists of their commands
b^ause they can repeal or alter or restate it art pleasure." " They
command because, being by the assumption possessed of nnoontrof-

lable force, they could innovate without limit at any moment"
On the contrary, it may be said that they command because they

do as a matter of fact enforce the rules laid down in the common
law. It is not because they could innovate If they pleased in tlw

common law that they ave mid to commaod it, box because it is

known that they will enforce it as it stands.

The criticism of Austin’s analysis revived itself into two

different sets of objections. One relates to the theory of sove-

reignty which underties it; the other to its alleged failure to

include rules which in common parlance are laws, and which it

is felt ought to be inchideji in any satisfactory definition of law.

As the latter is to some extent anticipated and admitted by

Austin himself, we may deal with it first.

Frederic Harrison (Fomigk^ Review, vols, xxx., xxxi.) was

at great pails to collect a number of laws or rules of tew winch do

not square with the Austinian definition of law as a command
creating rights aaid duties. Take the rule that every will must
be in writing.’* It is a very circuitous way of loohu^ at thh^
according to Hfirrison, io say that such a rule creates a specific

rigi^ in any determinate person of a definite desor^rtaon, So^

again, the rule that ’’ a Isgacy to the wdtdtiBSs of a is void/’

i^ch a rule is not desig^ to give nny one ony rights, bu/t

simply to protect the public apinst wills made mdoir undue
influence.” Amn, the technical rule ki Shelley’s case that a

to A for life, followed by a gift to the heirs of A, is a gift to A in

fee sinqile, is pronovn^ to be inconsistent wil^ thedednition.

It is an idle waste of ingenuity to knree aay of these mles into a
form in which they might be said to create righto.

This would be a pedeedy correct description of any attenq)t

to take any of these roles separately and analyse it into a com-
pliste conunand creating spmfic rights and cities. But diere

ISno occasion for doinj^ anything of ^e kind. It is not contended

that every grammatically complete smtence io a textbook or

a statute is^ a oomniand creatingrights and duties. A tew,

like any other command, must be expressed in weeds, and will

require the use of the usual aids to expression. The gist of it

may be expressed in a sentence which, staxiding by its^^ k not

intelligible; other sentences locally separate from the principal

one ma^' contain the exceptions and the modifications and the

interpretations to which that is subject. In no one of these taken

by itself, but in the substance of them all taken together, is the

true laxv, in Austin’s sense, to be found. Thus the rule that every

will must be in writing is a mere fragment—only the limb of a

law. It belongs to the rule which, fixes the rights of ^visees or

legatees under a will. That rule in whatever form it may be

expressed is, without any .straining of language, a command of

the legislator. That “ every person named by a testator m his

test v^l and testament shall be entitled to the property thereby

given him ” is surely a command creating rights and duties.

After testament add “ expressed in writing ”; it is still a com-

mand. Add further, “ provided he be not one of the witnesses

to the will,” aoid the command, with its product of rights and

duties, is still there. Each of the additions limits the operation

ot the command stated imperatively in the first sentence. So

with the rule in Shelley’s case. It is resolvable into the rule that

every person to whom an estate is given by a conveyance ex-

pressed in such and such a way shall take such and such rights.

To take another example from later legislation. An English

statute passed in 1881 enacts nothing more than this, that an act

of a previous session shall be construed as if “ tliat ” meant “ this.”

It would be futile indeed to force this into conformity with

Austin’s definition by treating it os a command addressed to the

judges, and as indirectly creating rights to have such a construc-

tion respected. As it happens, the section of the previous act

referred to (the Burials Art 1880) was an undeniable command
addre.sscd to tiie clergy, and imposed upon them a specific duty*

The true command—the law—is to be found in the two sections

taken together.

Ail this confusion arises from the fact that tews are not habitu-

ally expressed in imperative terms. Even in a mature ^'Stem

like tiiat of England the great bulk of legal rules is hidden under

forms which disguise their imperative quality. They appear

as principles, maxims, propositions of fact, geaeralteations, points

of pleading and procedure, and so forth. Even in the statutes

the imperative form is not uniformly observed. It might be said

that the more mature a legal system k the less do its individual

rules tidte the form of commands. The greater portion of

Roman law k expressed in terms which would not misbecome

scientific or speculative treatises. The mstitutionol works

abound in propositions which have no legal signiikance at idl,

but which are not distinguished from the true tew in which they

are embedded by any difference in the forms of expression.

Assertions about matters of htetory, dubious speculations in

phitelogy, and reflections on human Conductare mixed up m the

same na^ative with genuine ruka of law. Words of desenptiem

are used, not words of command, and rules ol tew assimitete

diemselveB in form to the extraneous matter with whkh they are

mixed up.

It teas been said that Austin himself admitted to some extent

the toree of these objoctions. He indodes ornoog laws wlndu

are Hot fimperativo ” declasatory laswiy Or laws OaepkiAing dm
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inmrt «infting positive law, and tows abrogating or repealing

existing positive tow." He tiHss aaaoctotes them with miss <»f

positive moraility and with tows which are anlf metaphorically

so called. This collocation is unfortunate and tout <yf keeping

with Austin's method. Dectomt^ and fiepealing tows ate as

oompletefy unliire positive morality and metaphorical laws as

are the tows which he describes as preperiy so called. And if we
avoid the error of treating eiu^ seperaite proposition emmeiated

by the lawgiver as a law, the cases in question need give us no
trouble. Read the declaratory and the repealing statutes along

with the principal laws which they affect, and the result is per-

fectly consistent with the proposition that all law is to be resolved

into a species of command. In the one case we have in the

principal taken together with the interpretative statute a tow,

and whether it differs or not from the tow as it existed before the

interpretative statute was passed makes no difference to the true

character of the totter. It contributes along with the former

to the expression of a.command which is a true law. In the same
way repealing statutes are to be taken together with the tows

which they repeal—the result being that there is no law. no

command, at all. It is wholly unnecessary to class them as laws

which are not truly imperative, or as exceptions to the rule that

laws are a species of commands. The combination of the two
sentences in which the lawgiver has expressed himself, yields the

result of silence—absence of law—which is in no way incompet-

ible with the assertion that a law, when it exists, is a kind of

command. Austin's theory does not logically require us to treat

every act of parliament as being a complete tow in itself, and

therefore to set aside a certain number of acts of parliament as

being exceptions to the great generalization which is the basis

of tlw wlwle system.

Rules of procedure again have been alleged to constitute

another exception. They cannot, it is said, be regarded as

commands involving punishment if they be disobeyed. Nor is

anything gained by considering them as commands addressed to

the judge and other ministers of the law. There may be no

doubt in the law of procedure a great deal that is resolvable into

law in this sense, but the great bulk of it is to be regarded like

the rules of interpretation as entering into the substantive com-

mands which are laws. They are descriptions of the sanction

and its mode of working. The bare prohibition of murder with-

out any penalty to enforce it would not be a tow. To prohibit

it under penalty of death implies a reference to the whole

machinery of criminal justice by which the penalty is enforced.

Taken by themselves, the ntles of procedure are not, any more

than canons of interpretation, complete laws in Austin's sense

of the term. But th^ form part of the complete expression of

true laws. They imply a command, and they describe the

sanction and the mode in which it operates.

A more formidable criticism of Austin's position is that which

attacks the definition of sovereignty. There arc countries, it is

said, where the sovereign authority cannot by any stretch of

language be said to command the laws, and yet where law mani-

festly exists. The ablest and the most moderate statement of

this view is given by Sir Henry Maine in Ear^y Hist&ry df

InstiUitims, p. 380

'' It Is from no special love of Indian emumpUiS that I take one

from India, but because it happens to be the moat modem precedent

in point. My instance it the Indian province called the Pnnjaub,

the country of the Five Rivers, in the state in which it was for about

a quarter of a Century before its annexation to the British Indian

Kmpire. After passing through every conceivable phase of anamhy
and dormant anardiy, it fell under the totoramy consolidated

dominion of a hah-miUtary half-reUgiouB oligarchy known as the

Sikhs. The Sikhs themselves were afterwards reduced to subiection

by a single chieftain bclon^ng to their order, Runjest Singh, At
hrst there could be no more perfect embodiment thon Rmifeet

Sln^h 6! sovmlgutv at tonceivad by Austin. He was absohitdy

deipi^. fifcne^obcaSioMlly on his wild froxitior he kept tha most
perfect order: He could have commanded anything; the smallest

disob^iehce to tiis cOxtUnands would have bedn followed by death

or mutflatlon; and^ wan perfectly weR known to fkb enormous
maiomy Of hto tubiatts. Yet I doubt wheitter once in all his life

he itsuM a oomsnaxld which Austin would catt a tow.

his revenue a prodigious share of the produce 01 the soil. He harried

vdtoma which lecafcitrated at his •xarttota, and torwsecutod Artat
numbess of asen, He levied great amues; he had aU matfwal of
power, and he exorcised it in various ways. But he never .made a
law. The rules which regelated the hves of his sub(sdts Were,
derived from their immemorial usages, and those ruledWwe actodn^
ktered by dOnuaitie trilninals n funRieB or villas nomsumittos

—

that is, in groups no larger or little larger than dme to which the
application of Austin’s principles eaxmot he esktted on bis own
admission without absurolty.”

So far as the mere size of the community is cotxdeiiKsd, there is

no d^cuhy in applying the Austinton the6r>\ In postdtoti^
a oonsiderably numerous community Austih WaS thhikihg

evidently of small isolated groups whiem tould not without pro-

voking a sense of the ridiculous be termed natiotts. • 'two or

three families, let us suppose, oecupying a sma# ismttd, totally

disconnected with any great power, would not ctoihi to be and
would not be treated as an independent political dommuhity.
But it does not follow that Austin woula have regarded the

village communities spoken of by Maine in the same light. Here
we have a great community, consisting of a vast humber of small

communities, each independent of the other, and disconnected

with an the others, so far as the administration of anything Ske
law is concerned. Suppose in each case that the headman or

council takes his orders from Runjeet Singh, and enforces them,

each in hi.s own sphere, relying as the last resort on the force at

the disposal of the suzerain. The mere size of the separate

communities would make no sort of difference to Austin*s theoty.

He would probably regard the empire of RunjeetSingh as divided

into small districts— an assumption which inverts no doubt the

true historical order, the singer ^oup being generally more
^

ancient than the larger. But provided toat the other conditions

prevail, the mere fact that the tow to administered by local

tribunals for minute areas should make no difference to the

theory. The case described by Maine is that of the undoubted
possession of supreme p<.>wer by a sovereign, coupled with the

total absence of any attempt on his part to m§imUe a law. That
no doubt is, as we arc told by the same authority, “ the fype of

all Oriental communities in their native state during their rare
'

intervals of peace and order." The empire was in the main in

each case a tax-gathering empire. The unaltemble law of the

Medes and,Persians was not a law at all but an occasicfna! com-

mand. So again Maine puts bis position clearly m the following

sentences ;

'' The Athenian assembly made true laws for resi-

dents on Attic territory, but the dominion of Achens over her

subject cities and islands was clearly a tax-taking as distinguished

from a legislating empire." Maine^ it wiIPbe observed, does not

say that the sovereign assembly did not command the laws in

the subject islands—only that it did not Jegistote.

In the same category may be placed without much substantial

difference all the societies that have ever existed on the face of

the earth previous to the point at which legislation bkomes
active. Maine is undoubtedly right in connecting the theories

of Bentharti and Austin with the overwhelming activity of

legislatures in modem times. And formal legislation, as he else-

where shows, comes late in the history of most 1^;^ systems.

Law is generated in other ways, which seem irreconcilable with

anythii^ like legislation. Not only the tax-gatherh^ emperors

of the East, iiuStferent to the condition of thehr subjects, but

even actively benevoleat governments have up to a certain point

left the tow to grow by other means than formal enactments.

What is ex facie more opposed to the idea of a sovereign's com-

mands than the conception of schools of tow ? Does it not
" sting us with a sense of the ridiculous " to hear principles which

are the outcome of lohg debates between Proculiahs and Sabi-

ntons described ajtcommands of the emperor ? How is tectorian-

ism in law possible if the sovereign’s command is tealfy all that

is meant by a tow ? No mental atrituda to more eotompn than

that whidi regards law as a haturkl product—discoverable by a

diligent invesngator. much in the lame way ks the facts of science

or the principles pi mathematics. The introductory portions

of Justinian’s InsiUutes are certainly written from this point of

view, which mSy.also be dtoCribed without much untamess
the point of view of Gerixtoh jurisprudence. Andyet the EngKsh
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jurist who accepts Austin’s postulate as true for the English

system of our own day would have no difficulty in applying it to

German or Roman law generated under the influence of such

ideas as these.

Again, referring to the instance of Runjeet Singh, Sir H. Maine

says no doubt rightly that “ he never did or could have dreamed
of changing the civil rules under which his subjects lived. Prob-

ably he was as strong a believer in the independent obligatory

force of such rules as the elders themselves who applied them.’’

That too might be said with truth of states to which the applica-

tion of Austin’s system would be far from difficult. The sovereign

body or person enforcing the rules by. all the ordinary methods
of justice might conceivably believe that the rules which he

enforced had an obligatory authority of their own, just as most
lawyers at one time, and possibly some lawyers now, believe in

the natural obligatoriness, independently of courts or parlia-

ments, of portions of the law of England. But nevertheless,

whatever ideas the sovereign or liis delegates might entertain as

to “ the independent obligatory force ” of the rules which they

enforce, the fact that they do enforce them distinguishes them
from all other rules. Austin seizes upon this peculiarity and
fixes it as the determining characteristic of positive law. When
the rule is enforced by a .sovereign authority as he defines it, it is

his command, even if he should never so regard it himself, or

should suppose himself to be unable to alter it in a single

particular.

It may bo instructive to add to these examples of dubious cases

one taken from what is called ecclesiastical law. in so far as tliis

lias not been adopted and enforced by the state, it would, on
Austin's theory, be, not positive law, but either positive morality
or possibly a portion of the Divine law. No jurist would deny that

there is an essential difference between so much of ecclesiastical law
as is adopted by the state and all the rest of it, and that for scientific

purposes this distinction ought to be recognized. How near this

kind of law approaches to Hie positive or political law may be seen
from the sanctions on which it depended. “ The theory of peniten-

tial discipline was this : that the church was an organized body
with an outward and visible form of government; that all who were
outside her boundaries were outside the m^aiis of divine grace; that
she had a command laid upon her, and authority given to her, to

gather men into her fellowship by the ceremony of baptism, but, as

some of those who were admitted proved unworthy of their calling,

she also had the right by the power of the key.s to deprive them
temporarily or absolutely of the privilege of comraunion with her,

and on their amendment to restore them once more to church
membership. On this power of exclusion and restoration was
founded t|j^ system of ecclesiastical discipline. It was a purely

spiritu^lliuTiadLiCtion. It obtained its bold over the minds of men
from tS^bihef, universal in the Catholic church of the early ages,

that he who was expelled from her pale was expelled also from the
way of salvation, and that the sentence which was pronounced by
God's church on earth was ratified by Him in heaven." (Smithes

Dictionary of Christian Antiquities^ art. " Penitence," p. 1587,)
These laws are not the laws of the jurists, though they resemble

them closely in many points—^indeed in all points except that of the
sanction by which they are enforced. It is a spiritual not a political

sanction. The force which lies behind thorn is not that of the
Bovereign or the state. When physical foxcc is used to compel
obedience to the laws of the church they become positive laws.

But so lon^ as the belief in future punishments or the fear of the
purely spintual punishments of the church is sufficient to procure
obedience to them, they are to be rej^arded as commands, not by
the state, but by the church. That difference Austin makes essen-
tial. In rejectmg spiritual laws from the field of positive law
his example would be followed by jurists who would nevertheless
include other laws, not ecclesiastical in purpose, but enforced by
very similar methods.

Austin’s theory in the end comes to this, that true laws are in

all cases obeyed in consequence of the application of regulated

physical force by some portion of the community. That is a

fair paraphrase of the position that laws are the commands
of the sovereign, and is pdthaps less objectionable inasmuch as it

does not imply or suggest anything about the forms in which laws

are enunciated. All rules, customs, practices and laws—or by
whatever name these uniformities of human conduct may be
called—have either this kind of force at their back or they have
not. Ts it worth lyhile to make this difference the basis of a
scientific system or not ? Apparently it is. If it were a question

of distinguishing between the law of the law courts and the laws

of fashion no one would hesitate. Why should laws or rules

having no support from any political authority be termed laws

positive meredy because there are no other rules in the society

having such support ?

The question may perhaps be summed up as follows. Austin’s

definitions are in strict accordance with the facts of government
in civilized states; and, as it is put by Maine, certain assumptions
or postulates having l^en made, the great majority of Austin’s

positions follow as of course or by ordinary logical process. But
at the other extreme end of the scale of civilization are societies

to which Austin himself refuses to apply his system, and where, it

would be conceded on all sides, there is neither political commu-
nity nor sovereign nor law—^none of the facts which jurisprudence

assumes to exist. There is an intermediate stage of society in

which, while the rules of conduct might and generally would be

spoken of as laws, it is difficult to trace the connexion between
them and the sovereign authority whose existence is necessarj^

to Austin’s system. Are such societies to be thrown out of

account in analytical jurisprudence, or is Austin’s system to be

regarded as only a partial explanation of the field of true law, and
his definitions good only for the laws of a portion of the world ?

The true answer to this question appears to be that when the rules

in any given case are habitually enforced by physical penalties,

administered by a determinate person or portion of the com-
munity, they should be regarded as positive laws and the ap-

propriate subject matter of jurisprudence. Rules which are not

so enforced, but are enforced in any other way, whether by what
is called public opinion, or spiritual apprehensions, or natural

instinct, are rightly excluded from that subject matter. In all

stages of society, savage or civilized, a large body of rules of

conduct, habitually obeyed, are nevertheless not enforced by
any state sanction of any kind. Austin’s method assimilates

such rules in primitive society, where they subserve the same
purpose as positive laws in an advanced society, not to the

positive laws which they resemble in purpose but to the

moral or other rules which they resemble in operation. If

we refuse to accept this position we must abandon the attempt

to frame a general definition of law and its dependent terms, or

we must content ourseWes with saying that law is one thing in

one state of society and another thing in another. On the

ground of clearness and convenience Austin’s method is, we be-

lieve, substantially right, but none the less should the student of

jurisprudence be on his guard against such assumptions as that

legislation is a universal phenomenon, or that the relation of

sovereign and subject is descemible in all states of human society.

And a careful examination of Maine’s criticism will show that it

is devoted not so much to a rectification of Austin’s position as to

correction of the misconceptions into which some of his disciples

may have fallen. It is a misconception of the analysis to suppose

that it involves a difference in juridical cliaracter between custom

not yet recognized by any judicial decision and custom after such

recognition. There is no such difference except in the case of

what is properly called “ judicial legislation ’'-—wherein an abso-

lutely new rule is added for the first time to the law. The
recognition of a custom or law is not necessarily the beginning

of the custom or law. Where a custom possesses the marks by
which its legality is determined according to well understood

principles, the courts pronounce it to have been law at the time

of the happening of the facts as to which their jurisdiction is

invoked. The fact that no previous instance of its recognition

by a court of justice can be produced is not material. A lawyer

before any such decision was given would nevertheless pronounce

the custom to be law—^with more or less hesitation according

as the marks of a legal custom were obvious or not. The char-

acter of the custom is not changed when it is for the first time

enforced by a court of justice, and hence the language used by
Maine must be understood in a veiy limited sense. Until

customs are enforced by courts of justice so he puts the posi-

tion of Austin—they are merely “ positive morality,” rules en-

forced by opinion; but as soon as courts of justice enforce them
they become commands of the sovereign, conveyed through the

juices who are his delegates or deputies. This proposition, on
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Austin’s theory, would only be true of customs as to which these

marks were absent. It is of course true that when a rule enforced

only by opinion becomes for the first time enforceable by a court

of justice—which is the same thing as the first time of its being

actually enforced—its juridical character is changed. It was
positive morality; it is now law^ So it is when that which was
before the opinion of the judge only becomes by his decision a

rule enforceable by courts of justice* It was not even positive

morality but the opinion of an individual; it is now law.

The most difficult of the common terms of law to define is

right
;
and, as right rather than duty is the basis of classification,

it is a point of some importance. Assuming the truth of the

analysis above discussed, we may go on to say that in the notion

of law is involved an obligation on the part of some one, or on the

part of every one, to do or forbear from doing. . That obligation

IS duty
;
what is right ? Dropping the negative of forbearance,

and taking duty to mean an obligation to do something, with the

alternative of punishment in default, we find that duties are of

two kinds. The thing to be done may have exclusive reference

to a determinate person or class of persons, on whose motion or

complaint the sovereign power will execute the punishment or

sanction on delinquents; or it may have no such reference, the

thing being commanded, and the punishment following on dis-

obedience, without reference to the wish or complaint of indi-

viduals. The last are absolute duties, and the omission to do,

or forbear from doing, the thing specified in the command is in

general what is meant by a crime. The others are relative

duties, each of them implying and relating to a right in some one

else. A person has a right who may in this way set in operation

the sanction provided by the state. In common thought and
.speech, however, right appears as something a good deal more
positive and definite than this—as a power or faculty residing

in individuals, and suggesting not so much the relative obligation

as the advantage or enjoyment secured thereby to the person

having the right. J. S. Mill, in a valuable criticism of Austin,

suggests tliat the definition should be so modified as to introduce

the element of “ advantage to the person exercising the right.”

But it is exceedingly difficult to frame a positive definition t)f

right which shall not introduce some term at least as ambiguous
as the word to be defined. T. E. Holland defines right in general

as a man’s “ capacity of influencing the acts of another by means,

not of his own stren^h, but of the opinion or the force of society.”

Direct influence exercised by virtue of one’s own strength, physical

or otherwise, over another’s acts, is “ might ” as distinguished

from right. When the indirect influence is the opinion of

society, we have a “ moral right.” When it is the force

exercised by the sovereign, we have a legal right. It would

be more easy, no doubt, to pick holes in this definition than to

frame a better one.^

The distinction between rights available against determinate

persons and rights available against all the world, jura in per-

sanam and jura in rem^ is of fundamental importance. The
phrases are borrowed from the classical jurists, who used them
originally to distinguish actions according as they were brought

to enforce a personal obligation or to vindicate rights of property.

The owner of property has a right to the exclusive enjoyment

thereof , which avails against all and sundry, but not against one

person more than another. The parties to a contract have rights

available against each other, and against no other persons. The
in rem is the Imdge of property ;

the jus in personam is a mere

personal claim.

> In English speech another ambiguity is happily wanting which
in many languages besets the phrase expressing a right. The
Latin “ jus/' the German " Recht," the Italian diritto," and the

French droit ” express, not only a right, but also law in the

abstract. To indicate the distinction between " law " and a

right ” the Germans are therefore obliged to resort to such phrases

as " obj^tives ” and subjectives Recht," meanins: by the former

law in the abstract, and by the latter a concrete rii;ht. And
Blaclmtone, pacaphraaing the distinction drawn by Roman law
between the ** jus quod .ad res " and the " jus quod od personas

atrinet,” devotes the first two volumes of his Commintarhs to the
" Rights of Persons and the Rights of Things." See Holland's

Eierrmh of Jurisprudence, loth ed., 78 seq.

That distinction in rights which appears in the^Mlion of law
into’the law of persons and the law of things is'&us stated
Austin. There are certain rights and duties, with certain capa-
cities and incapacities,bywhich persons are deternuned to various •

classes. The rights, duties, &c., are the condition or status of

the person
; and one person may be invested with many status or

conditions. The law of persons consists of the rights, duties, &c.,

constituting conditions or status; the rest of the law is the law of

things. The separation is a mere matter of convenience, but of

convenience so great that the distinction is universd* Thus any
given right may be exercised by persons belongipg toinnumerable
classes. The person who has the right may under twenty-one
years of age, may have been bom in a foreign state, may have bem
convicted of crime, may be a native of a particular county, or a
member of a particular profession or trade, &c. ;

and it might very
well happen, with reference to any given right, that, while persons
in general, under the circumstances of the case, would enjoy it m
the same way, a person belonging to any one of these classes

would not. If belonging to any one of those classes makes a
difference not to one right merely but to many, the class may
conveniently be abstracted, and the variations in rights and
duties dependent thereon may be separately treated under the
law of persons. The personality recognized in the law of persons

is such as modifies indefinitely the legal relations into wmch the

individual clothed with the personality may enter.

T. E, Holland difsapproves of the prominence given by Austin

to this distinction, instead of that between public and private law.

This, according to Holland, is based on the public or private

character of the persons with whom the right is connected,

public persons being the state or its delegates. Austin, holding t

that the state cannot be said to have legal rights or duties, recog-

nizes no such distinction. The term “ public law ” he confines

strictly to that portion of the law which is concerned with political

conditions, and which ought not to be opposed to the rest of the

law, but ** ought to be inserted in the law of persons as one of the

limbs or members of that supplemental department.”

Lastly, following Austin, the main division of the law of things

is into (i) primary rights with primary relative duties, (2) sanc-

tioning rights with sanctioning duties (relative or absolute).

The former exist, as it has been put, for their own sake, the latter

for the sake of the former. Rights and duties arise from facts

and events; and facts or events which are violations of rights.and
duties are delicts or injuries. Rights and duties which arise from

delicts arc remedial or sanctioning, their object being to prevent

the violation of rights which do not arise fjom delicts.

There is much to be said for Frederic Harrison’s view (first

expressed in the Fortnightly Review, vol. xxxi.), that the re-

arrangement of English law on the basis of a scientific classifi-

cation, whether Austin’s or any other, would not result in

advantages at all compensating for its difficulties. If anything

like a real code were to be attempted, the scientific classification

would be the best; but in the absence of that, and indeed

in the absence of any habit on the part of English lawyers

of studying the system as a whole, the arrangement of facts

does not very much matter. It is essential, however, to the

abstract study of the principles of law. Scientific arrangement
might also be observed with advantage in treatises affecting

to give a view of the whole law, especially those which are

meant for educational rather than professional uses. As an

example of the practical application of a scientific system of

classification to a complete body of law, we may point to W. A.

Hunter’s elaborate Exposition of Roman Law (1876).

It is impossible to present the conclusions of historical juris-

prudence in anything like the same shape as those which we have
been discussing. Under the heading Jurisprudence. Compara-
tive, an account will be found of the method and results of what

is practically a new science. The inquiry is in that stage which

is indicated in one way by describing it as a philosophy. It

resembles^ and is indeed only part of, the study which is desmbed
as the philosophy of history. Its chief interest has been in the

light which it has thrown upon rules of law and legal u^tution.s

which had been and are generally contemplated as positive facts

xy. 19
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mtrfiiy, withoittt^ference to their history ,

or have been associated

histnrically with principles and institutions not really connected

\rith them.

The historical treatment of law displaces some very remarkable

misconceptions. Peculiarities and anomalies aboimd in every

legal S3rstem ;
and, as soon as laws become the special study of a

professional class, some mode of explaining or reconciling them

will be resorted to. One of the prehistorical ways ef philoso-

phizing about law was to account for what wanted explanation

by some theory about the origin of technical v/ords. This implied

some previous study of words and their history
,
and is un instance

of the deep-seated and persistent tendency of the human mind

to identify names with tie things they represent. The Jnsiitutes

of Justinian aboimd in explanations, founded on a supposed

derivation of some leading term. Testammtumf we arc told, aic

eo appdlatuf quod iesfttiio mentis est. A testament was no doubt,

in effect, a declaration of intention on the part of the testator

when this was written. But the 'fnenHm is a mere termination,

and has nothingto do with mens at all. The history of testaments^

which, it ma>’ be noted incidentally, has been developed with

conspicuous success, gT‘;es a tetally different meaning to the

institution from that which was expressed by this fanciful deriva-

tion. So the perplexing subject of possessio was supposed in

some way to be explained by the derivation from pono and sedeo

—quasi sedibns positio. Posthumi wa;s supposed to be a com-

pound of post and fiumus. These examples belong to the class

of rationalizing derivations with which students of philosophy arc

familiar, 'rheir characteristic is that they are suggested by
some prominent feature of the thing as it then appeared to

observers—^A^'hich feature thereupon becomes identified with the

essence of the thing at all times and places.

Another prehistorical mode of explaining law may be described

as metaphysical. It conceives of a rule or principle of law as

existing by virtue of some more general rule or principle in the

nature of tilings. Thus, in the English law of inheritance, imtil

the passing of the Inheritance Act 1833, an estate belonging to

a deceased intestate would pass to his unde or aunt, to the

exclusion of his father or other lineal ance.stor. This anomaly

from an early time excited the curiosity of lawyers, and the
|

explanation accepted in the time of Bracton was that it was an
j

example of the general law of nature :
“ Descendit itaque jus

quasi pondcrosum quid cadens deorsum recta linea vel trans-
|

versali, et^unquam reascendit ea via qua dcs'^endit.” It has
j

been suf(||e3fcd that the rule really results from the associations

involved irt'the word descent/’ It seems more likely, however,

that these associations explained rather than that they suggested

the rule—that the omission of the lineal ancestor existed in

custom before it was discovered to be in harmony with the law

of nature. It would imply more influence than the reasoning

of lawyers is likely to have exercised over the development of

Jaw at that time to believe that a purely artificial inference of

this kind should have established so very remarkable a rule.

However that may be, the explanation is typical of a way of

looking at law which was common enough before the dawn of

the historical method Minds capable of reasoning in this way
were, if possible, farther removed from the conceptions implied

in the reasoning of the analytical jurists than they were from

tlie historical method itself. In this connexion it may be noticed

that the great work of Blackstone marks an era in the develop-

ment of legal ideas in England. It was not merely the first, as

it still remains the only, adequate attempt to expound the leading

principles of the whole body of law,, but it was mstinetjy inspired

by a rationalizing method. Blackstone tried not merely to

express but to illustrate l^al rules, and he had a keen sense of

the value of historical illustrations. He worked of course with

the materials at his command. His manner and his work are

cfbnoxions ^ike to the modern jurist and to the modem historian.

He is accused by the one ot perverting history, and by the other

of confusing the law. But his scheme is a great advance cn

anything that had been. attempted before; and, if his work has

been prolific in populw fallacies, at all events it enriched English

literature by a conspectus of the law, in which the logical

conoexion of its principles mttr se^ and its relations to historical

facts, were distinctly if erroneously recognized.

While the iristorical method has sup^seded the verbal and
metaphysical explanation of Icg^ principles, it has apparently,

in some cases, come into conflicst with the conclusions of the

analytical school. The difference between the two systems comes
out most conspicuouaiy in relation to customs. There is an

unavoidable break in the analytical method between societies

in which rules are backed by regulated physical force and those

m which no such force exists. At what point in its develop-

ment a given sciciety passes into the condition of an independent

political society it may not be easy to determine, for the

evidence is obscure and conflicting. To the historical jurist

there is no sudi breach. The rule ^ch in one stage of society

is a law, in another merely a rule of positive morality,” is the

same thing to him throughout. By the Irish Land Act i88i the

Ulster custom of tenant-right and other analogous customs were
legalized. For the purposes of analytical jurisprudence tiierc is

no need to go beyund the act of parliament. The laws known as

the Ulster custom are laws solely in virtue of the sovereign

goveminefft. Between the law as it now is and the custom as it

existed before the act there is all the difierence in the world.

To the historical jurist no such separation is poss&le. His

account of the law would notonly be incomplete without embrac-

ing the precedent custom, birt the act which made the custom
law is only one of the facts, and by no means the most significant

or important, in the history of its development. An exactly

parallel case is the legalization in England of that customarj^

tenant-right knrywn as copyhold. It is to the historical jurist

exactly the same thing as the legalization of the Ulstcar tenant

right. In the one c».«e a practice was made law by formal legis-

lation, and in the other without formal legisktitm. ^nd there

can be ver}'’ little doubt that in an earlier stage of society, when
formal legislation had not become the rule, the custom would
have been legalized relatively much sooner than it actually was.

Customs then are the same thing as laws to tlie historical

jurist, and his business is to trace the influences under which they

have grown up, flourished and decayed, their dependence on

the intellectual and moral conditions of society at different

times, and their reaction upon them. The recognized science

—and such it may now be considered to be—with which historical,

or more properly comparative, jurisprudence has most analog)^ is

the science of language. Laws and customs are to the one what
words arc to the other, and each separate municipal system has

its anabgue in a lan^age. I^gal systems are related together

like languages and dialects, and the investigation in both cases

brings ns back at last to the meagre and obscure records of

savage custom and speech. A great master of the science of

language (Max Muller) has indeed distinguished it from juris-

prudence, as belonging to a totally different class of sciences.

“ It is perfectly true,” he says, that if language be the work of

man in the same sense in which a statue, or a temple, or a poem,
or a lav/ are properly called the works of man, the science of

language would have to be classed as an historical science. We
should have a history of language as we have a history of art, of

poetry and of jurisprudence; but we could not clarai for it a
place side by side with the various branches of natural history.”

Whatever be the proper position of either philology or juris-

prudence in relation to the natural sciences, it would not be

difficult to show that laws and customs on the whole are equally

independent of the efforts of individual human wills—whidh

appears to be what is meant by language not being the work of

man. The most cwnplete acceptance of Austin’s theory tliat

law everywhere and always is the command of the sovereign does

not involve any withdrawal of laws frexn the domain of natural

science, does not in the least interfere with the scientific study

of their affinities and relationships. Max Muller elsewhere

illustrates his conception of the different relation of words and
laws to the individual will by the story of the emperor Tiberius,

who was x^roved for a ^gammatical mistake by Matcellus,

whereupon (^pitq, ajoother grammarian, observed that, if what
the emperor said was not good Latin; it would soon be so.
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‘'Capito/’ said MttPeellus/Ms a liar; for^ Caesar, thou canst give
[

altogether from the character of the Am pdmripieS;. Such,
the koman dtkcnship to men, but not to woi^s.” The mere for mstance^ is Savigny’s famous examina^On of the kw of

impulse of a single mind, even that of a Roman emperor, how- possesision.

ever, probably counts for little more in kw than it does in There is only one other system of law whioh is worthy o£ tieing

language. Even in langimge one powerful intelleot or one inAu- placed by the side of Roman kw> and that is the law (4 England,
ential academy may, by its own dewee, give a bent to modes of No other European system can be compared with that wmeh is

speech which they would not otherwise have Ukea* But whether the origin and substratum of them all
;
but England, as it hai^ns,

law or language be conventional or natural is really an obsolete is isolated in jurisprudence. She has solved her legal problems
questbn, and the difference between historical and natural for herself. Whatever element of Roman law may exist the

sciences in the last result is one of names. English system has come in, whether by conscious f^<kptation or

The application of the historicolmethod to law has not resulted
j

otherwise, ab extra; it is not of the essence of ,^e system^ nor
in anything like the discoveries which have made comparative

j

does it form a large portion of the system. And* while English
philology a science. There is no Grimm’s law for jurisprudence; : law is thus historically independent of Roman law, it is in all

but something has been done in that direction by the discovery
|

respects worthy of being associated with it pn its ,pwh merits,

of the analogous processes and principles which underlie legal
|

Its originality, or, if the phrase be preferred, its peculiarity, is

systems having no external resemblance to each other. But
i
not more remarkable than the intellectual qualities which ^ve

the historical method has been applied with special success to a gone to its formation—the ingenuity, the. rigid logic, the reason-
single system—the Roman law. 'the Roman law presents itself ' abkness, of the generations of lawyers and judges who have
to the historical student in two different aspects. It is, regarded

;
built it up. 'Hus may seem extravagsmt praise for a legal system,

as the law of the Roman Republic and Empire, a system whose
J
the faults of which are and always have been matter of daily

historj^ (2an be traced throughout a great part of its duration
j

complaint, but it would be endorsed by all unprejudiced students,

with certainty, and in parts with great detail. It is, moreover, What men complain of. is the practical hardship and inconve-

a body of rationalized legal principles which may be considered
|

nience of some rule or process of law. They know, for example,
apart from the state system in which they were developed, and : that the law of real property is exceedingly complicated, and
which have, in fact, entered into the jurisprudence of the whole of

j

that, among other things, it makes the conveyance of land ex-

modern Europe on the strength of their own abstract authority
|
pensive. But the technical law of real property, which rests to

-80 much so that the continued existence of the civil law, after
|

this day on ideas that liave been buried for centuries, has never-

ihe fall of the Empire, is entitled to be considered one of the first
j

theless the qualities we have named. So too with the law of

discoveries of the historical method. Alike, therefore, in its procedure as it existed under the “ science ” of special pleading,

original history, as the law of the Koman state, and as the souree
j

The greatest practical law reformer, and the severest critic of

from which tiie fundamental principles of modern laws have
| existing systems that has ever appeared in any age or country,

been taken, the Roman law presented the most obvioits and
|

Jeremy Bentham, has admitted this :
“ Confused, indetermi-

attractive subject of historical study. An immense impulse ; nate, inadequate, ill-adapted, and inconsistent as to a vast

was given to the history of Roman law by the discovery of the
|

extent the provision or no provision would be found to be that

Institutes of Gains in i8 i6 . A complete view of Roman law, • has been made by it for the various cases that have happened
us it existed three centuries and a half before Justinian, was

\

to present themselves for decision, yet in the character of a

then obtained, and as the later Institutes were, in point of form, I repository of such cases it affords, for the manufactory of real

a recension of those of Gaius, the comparison of the two stages
,
law, a stock of materials which is beyond all price. Traverse

in legal history was at once easy and fruitful. Moreover, Gaius the whole continent of Europe, ransack all the libraries belonging

dealt with antiquities of tlie law which had become obsolete in the ; to all the jurisprudential systems of the several political states,

lime of Justinian, and were passed over by him without notice, add the contents together, you would not be able to compose a

Nowhere did Roman law in its modern aspect give a .'stronger collection of erases equal in variety, in amplitude, in clearness of

impulse to the study of legal history than in Germany, The . statement—in a word, aD points talien together, in constructive-

historical school of German jurists W the reaction of national i ncs.s—to tlmt wEich may be seen to be afforded by the collection

sentiment against the proposals for a general code made by

Thibaut. They w^ere accused by their opponents of setting up
the law of past times as intrinsically cntitM to be observed, and

they were no doubt strongly inspired by reverence for customs

and traditions. Through the examination of their own custom-

ary laws, and through the elimination and separate study of the
|

Roman element therein, they were led to form general views of

the history of legal principles, In the hands of Savigny, the

greatest master of the school, the historical theory wafi developed

into a universal philosophy of law, covering the ground which

we should assign separately to jurisprudence, analytical and his-

torical, and to theories of legislation.' There is not in Savig^’s
system the faintest approach to the Austinian analysis. The
range, of it is not the analysis of law as a command, but that of a

Re^ieverfiHUniss or legal relation. Far from regarding law as

the creation of the will of individuals, he maintains it to be the

natural outcome of the consciousness of the people, like their

social habits or their language. And he assimilates changes in

law to chaoges in language. “ As in the life of individual men
no moment of complete is experienced, but a constant

orgamc develoj^ent^ such also is the case in the life of nations,

and in every individual element in which this collective life

uonskts ; sowe find inkngua^ a constant formation and develop*
meat, and in the aame way in kw.” German jurisprudence is

darkened by metaphysical thought, and weaken^, as we believe,

by defective analysis of* positive law. But its conception of

lows is exceedingly favourable to the growth of a historijcal

phiksophy, the results of which have a value of their own, apart

uf English reports of adjudged cases” (Benjham’s Works

^

iv, 460).

On the other hand, the fortunes of English jurisprudence are

not unworthy of comparison even with the Catholic position of

Roman law. In the United States of America, in India, and in

the vast Colonial Empire, the common law of England constitutes

most of the legal system in actual use, or is gradually being super-

imposed upon it. It would hardly be too much to say that

English law of indigenous growth, and Roman law, between

them govern the legal relations of the whole civilized world.

Nor has the influence of the former on the intellecluaJ habits

and the ideas of men been much if at all inferior. Those who
set any store by the analytical jurisprudence of the school of

Austin will be glad to acknowledge that it is pure outcome of

English law. Sir Henry Maine associated its rise with the

activity of modem legislatures, which is of course a characteristic

of the societies in which English laws prevail. And it would

not be difixcult to show that the germs of Austin’s principles are

to he found in legal writers who never dreamed of analysing a

law. It is certainly remarkable, at all events, that the accep-

tance of Austin’s system is as yet confined strictly to the doniain

of English law, l^ine found no trac e of its being even jjenown

to the jurists of the Continent, and it would appear that it has

been equally without influence in ScoMand, which, like the con-

tinent of Europe, is essentially Roman in the fundamental

elements of its jurisprudence.

The 'suhftt&fice of the above article U repeated from Pvalenor E.
Robertson's (Lord Lochee's) article “ Law," in the 9th ed. of tks
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AmoiiK numerous English textbooks, those specially worth men-

tion are: T. E. Holland, The Elements of Jurisprudence (1880;

loth cd., 1906)
; J. Austin, Lectures on Jurisprudence (4th cd., 1873I

;

W. Jethro Brown, The Austinian Theory of Law (i9«b)
;
Sir F. Pollock,

A First Book on Jurisprudence (1896; 2nd ed., 1904).

JURISPRUDENCE, COMPARATIVE. The object of this
j

article is to give a general survey of the study of the evolution

of law. It is not concerned with analytical jurisprudence as a

theor>' of legal thought, or an encyclopaedic introduction to
|

legal teaching. Jurisprudence in such a philosophic or peda-
j

gogical sense has certainly to reckon with the methods and
!

results of a comparative study of law, but its aims are distinct
|

from those of the latter ; it deals with more general problems.

On the other hand, the comparative study of law may itself be

treated in two different ways : it may be directed to a comparison

of existing systems of legislation and law, with a view to tracing

analogies and contrasts in the treatment of practical problems

and taking note of expedients and of possible solutions. Or else

it may aim at discovering the principles reflating the develop-

ment of legal systems, with a view to explain the origin of insti-

tutions and to study the conditions of their life. In the first

sense, comparative jurisprudence resolves itself into a study of

home and foreign law (cf. Hofmann in the Zeitschrift fur das

privat und offentUche Rechi der Gegemvart, 1878). In tbe second

sense, comparative jurisprudence is one of the aspects of so-

called sociology, being the study of social evolution in the

special domain of law. From this point of view it is, in substance,

immaterial whether the legal phenomena subjected to investi-

gation are ancient or modern, are drawn from civilized or from

primitive communities. The fact that they arc being observed

and explained as features of social evolution characterizes the

inquiry and forms the distinctive attribute separating these

studies from kindred subjects. It is only natural, however,

that early periods and primitive conditions have attracted

investigators in this field more than recent developments. The

interest of students seems to have stood in inverse ratio to

the chronological vicinity of the facts under consideration—the

farther from the oUserver, the more suggestive and worthy of

attention the facts were found to be. This peculiarity is easily

explained if we take into account the tendency of all evolution-

ary investigations to obtain a view of origins in order to follow

up the threads of development from their initial starting-point.

Besides, it has been urged over and over again that the simpler

phenomena of ancient and primitive society afford more con-

venieni^jnaScrial for generalizations as to legal evolution than

the extremely complex legal institutions of civilized nations.

But there is no determined line of division between ancient and

modern comparative jurisprudence in so far as both are aiming

at the study of legal development. The law of l.slam or, for

that matter, the German civil code, may be taken up as a subject

of study quite as much as the code of Hammurabi or the marriage

customs of Australian tribes.

The fact that the comparati\T .study of legal evolution is

chiefly represented by investigations of early institutions is

therefore a characteristic, but not a necessary feature in the

treatment of the subject. But it is essential to this treatment

that it should be historical and comparative. Historical, because

it is only as history, i.c. a sequence of stages and events, that

development can be thought of. Comparative, because it is

n(it the casual notices about one or the other chain of historical

facts that can supply the basis for any scientific induction.

Comparisons of kindred processes have to be made in order to

arrive at any conception of their general meaning and scientific

regularity. As linguistic .science differs from philology in so

far as it treats of the general evolution of language and not of

particular languages, even so comparative jurisprudence differs

from the histor>^ of law as a study of general legal evolution

distinct from the development of one or the other national

branch of legal enactment. Nfeedless to say that there are in-

termediate shades between these groups, but it is not to these

shades we have to attend, but to the main distinctions and
divisions.

I. The idea that the legal enactments and customs of different

countries should be compared for the pu^se of deducing

general principles from them is as old as political science itself.

It was realized with especial vividness in epochs when a con-

siderable material of observations was gathered from different

sources and in various forms. The wealth of varieties and the

recurrence of certain leading views in them led to comparison

and to generalizations based on comparison. Aristotle, who
lived at the close of a period marked by the growth of free

Greek cities, summarized, as it were, their political experience

in his Constitutions and Politics; students of these know that

the Greek philosopher had to deal with not only public law and

political institutions, but also to some extent private, criminal

law, equity, the relations between law and morals, &c.

Another great attempt at comparative observation was made
at the close of the pre-revolutionary period of modem Europe.

Montesquieu took stock of the analogies and contrasts of law in

the commonwealths of his time and tried to show to what

extent particular enactments and rales were dependent on certain

general currents in the life of societies—on forms of government,

on moral conditions corresponding to these, and ultimately on

the geographical facts with which various nationalities and states

have to reckon in their development.

These were, however, only slight beginnings, general forecasts

of a coming line of thought, and Montesquieu’s remarks on laws

and legal customs read now almost as if they were meant to

serve as materials for social utopias, although they were by no

means conceived in this sense. At this distance of time we
cannot help perceiving how fragmentary, incomplete and un-

critical his notions of the facts of legal history were, and how
strongly his thought was biased by didactic considerations, by

the wish to teach his contemporaries what politics and law'

should be.

It was reserved for the 19th century to come forward with

connected and far-reaching investigations in this field as in

many others. We are not deceived by proximity and self-

consciousness when we affirm that comparative jurisprudence,

as understood in these introductory remarks, dates from the

19th century and especially from its second half.

There were many reasons for such a new departure : iw'o of

these reasons have been especially manifest and decisive. The

19th century was an eminently historical and an eminently

scientific age. In the domain of history it may be .said that it

opened an entirely new vista. While, speaking roughly, before

that time history was conceived as a narrative of memorable

events, more or less skilful, more or less sensational, but appealing

primarily to the literary sense of the reader, it became in the

course of the 19th-century an encyclopaedia of reasoned know'-

ledge, a means of understanding social life by observing its

phenomena in the past. The immense growth of historical

scholarship in that sense, and the transformation of its aims,

can hardly be denied.

Apart from the personal efforts of eminent writers, a great

and general movement has to be taken into account in order

to explain this remarkable stage of human thought. The

histone bent of mind of 19th-century thinkers was to a great

extent the result of heightened political and cultural self-con-

sciousness. It was the reflection in the world of letters of the

tremendous upheaval in the states of Europe and America

which took place from the close of the i8th century onwards.

As one of the greatest leaders of the movement, Niebuhr,

pointed out, the fact of being a witness of such struggles and

catastrophes as the American Revolution, the French Revolu-

tion. the Napoleonic Empire and the national reaction against it,

I

taught every one to think historically, to appreciate the impor-

tance of historical factors, to measure the force not only of

logical argument and moral impulse, but also of instinctive

I habits and traditional customs. It is not a matter of chance

I

that the historical school of jurisprudence, Savigny’s doctrine

of the organic growth of law, was formed and matured while

Europe collected its forces after the most violent revolutionary

crisis it had ever experienced, and in most intimate con-

nexion with the romantic movement, atiovement animated by
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enthusiastic belief in the historical^ traditional life of social

groups as opposed to the intellectual conceptions of indi-

vidualistic radicalism.

On the other hand^ the 19th century was a scientific age and
especi^y an age of biological science. Former periods—the

16th arid 17th centuries especially—had bequeathed to it high
standards of scientific investigation, an ever-increasing weight
of authority in the direction of an exact study of natural phe-
nomena and a conception of the world as ruled by laws and not

by capricious interference. But these scientific views had been
c^efly applied in the domain of mathematics, astronomy and
physics; although great discoveries had already been made in

physiology and other, branches of biology, yet the achievements
of 19th-century students in this respect far surpassed those of

the preceding period. And the doctrine of transformation

which came to occupy the central place in scientific thought was
eminently fitted to co-ordinate and suggest investigations of

social facts. As F. York Powell put it, Darwin is the greatest

historian of modern times, and certainly an historian not in the

sense of a reader of annals, but in that of a guide in the under-
standing of organic evolution. Though much is expressed in

the one name of Darwin, it is perhaps even more momentous as a
symbol of the tendency of a great age than as a mark of personal

work. To this tendency we arc indebted for the rise of anthro-

pology and of sociology, of the scientific study of man and of the

scientific study of society. Of course it ought not to be di.sre-

garded that the application of scientific principles and methods
to human and social facts was made possible by the growth of

knowledge in regard to savage and half-civilized nations called

forth by the increased activity of European and American
business men, administrators and explorers. Ethnography and
ethnology have brought some order into the wealth of materials

accumulated by generations of workers in this direction, and it

is with their help that the far-reaching generalizations of modern
inquirers as to man and society have been achieved.

2. It is not difficult to see tliat the comparative study of

legal evolution finds its definite place in a scientific scheme
elaborated from such points of view. Let us see how, as a

matter of fact, the study in question arose and what its progress

has been. The immediate incitement for the formation of com-
parative jurisprudence was given by the great discoveries of

comparative philology. When the labours of Franz Bopp,
August Schleicher, Max Muller, W. D. Whitney and others

revealed the profound connexion between the different branches

of the Indo-European race in regard to their languages, and
showed that the development of these languages proceeded on
lines which might be studied in a strictly scientific manner, on
the basis of comparative observation and with the object of

tracing the uniformities of the process, it was natural that

students of religion, of folk-lore and of legal institutions took

up the same method and tried to win similar results (Sir H.
Maine, Rede lecture in Village Communities

^

3rd ed.).

It is interesting to note that one of the leading scholars of the

Germanistic revival in the beginning of the 19th century, Jacob
Grimm, a compeer of Savigny in his own line, took up with

fervent zeal arid remarkable results not only the scientific study

of the German language, but also that of Germanic mythology
and popular law. His Reehtsalterthumer are still unrivcdled as a
collection of data as to the legal lore of Teutonic tribes. Their

basis is undoubtedly a narrow one : they treat of the varieties of

legal custom among the continental Germans, the Scandinavians

and the Germanic tribes of Great Britain, but the method of

treatment is already a comparative one. Grimm takes up the

different subjects—property, contract, procedure, succession,

crime, &c.—and examines them in the light of national, provin-

cial and bcal customs, sometimes noticing expressly amities
with Roman and Greek law (e,g, the subject of imprisonment for

debt, Reckisalterikumer, 4th ed., vol. ii. p. 165).

A broader basis was taken up by a linguist who tried to trace

the primitive institutions and customs of the early Aryans before

their separation into divers branches. Adolphe Pictet (Les

Origines ineUheuropienneSf i. 1859; ii. 1863) halid to touch con-
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stantly on questions of family law, marriage, proper^* public

authority, in his attempt to reconstruct the common dviliamtion

of the Aryan race, and he did so on the stren^h of a comparative
study of terms used in the different Indo-European languages.
He showed, for instance, how the idea of protection was the
predominant element in the position of the lather in the Aryan
household. The names pitar, paler, mLrqp, father, wmch
recur in most branches of the Aiyan race, go ba^ to a root pd-,

pointing to guardianship or protection. Thus we are led to

consider the patria potestas, so stringently formulated in Roman
law, as an expression of a common ^an notion, which was
already in existence before the Ar3ran tril^ parted company and
went their different ways. Descriptions of Aryan earl>| culture

have been given several times since in connexion with^lini^ustic

observations. An example is W« £. Hearn’s Ar^m Household

(1879). Fustel de Coul^ges’ famous volume on the ancient

city and Rudolf von Jhering’s studies of primitive Indo-Europ^i
institutions {Vofgeschichte der Indoeuropder) start from similar

observations, although the first of these scholars is chiefly

interested in tracing the influence of religion on the material

arrangements of life, while the latter draws largely on principles

of public and private law, studied more especMy in Roman
antiquity.

3. The chief work in that direction has been achieved in one
sense by a German scholar, B. W. Leist. His Graeco-Roman legal

history, his /us Gentium of Primitive Aryans, and his Jus Civile

of Primitive Aryans, form the most complete and learned attempt

not only to reconstitute the fundamental rules of common
Aryan law before the separation of tongues and nations, but also

to trace the influence of this original stock of juridical ideas in

the later development of different branches of the Aryan race.
*

These three books present three stages of comparison, marked
by a successive widening of the horizon^ He began his legal

history by putting together the data as to Roman and Greek
“legal origins; in the Alt-arisches Jus Gentium the material of

Hindu law is not only drawn into the range of observation, but

becomes its very centre; in the Alt-arisches Jus Civile the legal

customs of the 2^nd branch, of Celts, Germans and Slavs, are*

taken into account, although the most important part of the

inquiiy is still directed to the combination of Hindu^ Greek and
Roman law^ In this way Leist builds up his theories by the

comparative method, but he restricts its use consciously arid con-

sistently to a definite ranges He does not want to plunge into

haphazard analogies, but seeks common ground before all things

in order to be able to watch for the appearwce of ran^cations
and to explain them^ According to hi:^ view comparison is of

use only ^tween coherent
”

lines of facts. Common origin,

not similarity of features, appears to him as the fundamental

basis for fruitful comparison. It may be said that Leist’s work
is characterized by the attempt to draw up a continuous history

of a supposed archaic common law of the Aryan race rather

than to put different solutions of kindred legal problems by the

side of esich other. For him Aryan tribal organization with its

double-sided relationship—cognatic and agnatic—through men
and through women—is one, and although he does not draw its

picture as Fustel de Coulanges does by the help of traits taken in-

discriminately from Hindu, Roman and Greek material, although

ho notices divisions, degrees and variations, at bottom he writes

the history of one set of principles exemplified and modulated,

as it were, in the six or seven main varieties of the race. Even
so the nine rules of conduct prescribed by Hindu sacjal law

are, according to his view, the directing rules of Roman, Greek,

Germanic, Celtic, Slavonic legal custom—the duties in regard to

gods, parents and fatherland, guests, personal purity, the pro-

hibitions against homicide, adultery and theft—ore variations

of one and the same religious, moral and legal system, and their

original unity is reflected and proved by the unity of legal

terminology itself.

The same leading idea is embodied in the books of Otto

Schrader-^Urgeschichie und Sprachvergleichung (tst ed., 1883;

2nd ed., 1890) and ReaUexikon der indogermarUscftm Alter-

tumsliunde (1901). In this case we have to do not with a jurist
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but a Hncuirt and a student of cultural history. His

training inade him especially fit to trace the national affinities

in the data of language, and the sense of the intimate connexion

between the growth of institutions on one sidc» of words and

linguistic forms on the other, underlies aR his investigations.

But Schrader testifies also to another powerful influence—to that *

of Victor Hehn, the author of a remarkable book on early civili-

zation, KuLturpIlttnien und Haustkiertin ikrem Vhffffang tms Asien

in Europa (ist cd., 1870; 7th ed., 1902), dealing with the migra-

tions of tribes and their m^es of acquiring material civilization.

Although the linguistic and archaeological sides naturally pre-

dominate in Schrader’s work.s, he has constantly to consider

legal sub]crt.s, and he strives oortscientiously to obtain a clear and

common-sense view of the aariy legal notions of the Aryans,

Speaking of the ordeals,* the waging of God’s law,’’ for

example, he traces the ciistoms of purification by fire, water,

iron, &c., to the prartiee of oaths (Sans. afn\ Gr. O. Ital.

omr ^ first group; O. Ger. Ir. deih * second group; O.

Norse rata, Arm. erdnim-l swear third group). The central

idea of the ordeal is thus shown to be the imprecation*—’* Let

him be cursed whose assertion is false.”

The comparative study of the Aryan group assumed another

aspect in the works of Sir Henry Maine. He did not rely on

linguistic affinities, but made great use of another element of

investigation which plays hardly any part in the books of the

writers mentioned hitherto. His bc.sl personal preparation for

the task was that he had not only taught law in England, but

had come into contact with living legal customs in India. For

him the comparison between the legal lore of Rome and that of

India did not depend on linguistic roots or on the philological

study of the laws of Manu, but was the result of recognizing

again and again, in actual modem custom, the views, rules and
institutions of which he had read in Gaius or in the fragments

of the Twelve Tal)les. I'hc sense of historical analog)^ and evolu-

tion w'hich had shown itself already in the lectures on Ancient

Law, whi('h, after all, were mainly a presentment of Roman legal

history mapped out by a man of the world, avcr.se from pedantic

disquisitions. But what appears as the expression of Maine’s

personal aptitude and intelligent reading in Ancimi Law gets

to be the interpretation of popular legal principles by modem as

well as by ancient instances of their application in Village Cmn-
munitm, The Early Hhlary of Insiitutiofis, Early Lmv and Custom.

The evolution of property in land out of archaic collectivism,

ancienHoWns of contract and compulsion, nidimentary forms of

feudalOT.and the like, were treated in a new light in conse-

quence of ^stematir comparisons with the conditions not only

of India but of southern Slavonic nations, medieval celts and
Teutons. This breadth of view seemed startling when the

lectures appeared, and the original treatment of the subject

was hailed on all sides as a most welcome new departure in the

study of legal customs and institution.s. And yet Maine set

very definite boundaries to his comparative sur\'eys. He re-

nounced the chronological limitation confining such inquiries

to the domain of antiquaries, but he upheld the ethnographical

limitation confining th^ to laws of the same race. In his case

it wa.s the Aryan race, and in his Law and Custom he opposed in

a determined manner the attempts of more daring students to

extend to the Aryans generalizations drawn from the life of

savage tribes unconnected with the Aryans by blood.

Thus, notwithstanding all diversities in the treatment of

particular problems, one leading methodical principle runs

through the works of all the above-mentioned exponents of

comparative study. It was to proceed oh the basis of common
origin and on the assumption of a certain common stock of

language, religion, material culture, and law to start with.

What Pictet, Leist, Schrader and Maine were doing for the

Aryans, F. Hommel, Robertson Smith and others did in a lesser

degree for the Semitic race.

4. The liteta^ which started from the discoveries of

comparative phttofo^ and history was met On the way by what
may be called the e^^Olodcal school of inquirers. The original

impetus v^as given, in tWs case, by jurists and historians who

, COMPARATIVE
took up the stu^ in the field ancient history, but treated k
frt«n the begintting in suOh a way as to break «p the sutedivuiiatts

of historic races and to direct the inquiry to a state of otlhure best

illu.'itrated by savage customs. The first impulse may be said

to have come from J. ]. Bachofen (Mutterr§cht, 186*;
guariseke 1S80 ; Die Sage van Temaquii). All the repre-

S€fntalives of Aryan antiquities are at one in laying stress on the

patriarchal and agnatic system of the kindred in the difforctit

Aryan nations; even Leist, although dwelling on the importance
of cognatir tics, ioc4cs to agnatic relationship for the OKplana-
tion of military organization and political authority. And un-
doubtedly, if we ai^e from the predominant facts and from the

linguistic evidence of parallel terms, we are led to assume that

already before their separation the Aryans lived in a patriarchal

etate of society. Now, Bachofen dkeovered m the very tradition

of classical antiquity traces of a fundamentaJly different state

of things, the central conception of which was not patriarchal

power, but maternity, relationship being traced through mothers,

the wife presenting the constant and directing dement of the

household, while the husband (and perhaps several huslmnds)
joined her from time to time in more or less inconstant unions.

Such a state of society is definitely described by Herodotus in

the case of the Lycians, it is clearly noticeable even in later his-

torical times in Sparta; the passage from this matriarchal

conception to the recognition of the claims of the father is

reflected in poetical fiction in the famous Orestes myth, based

on the struggle between the moral incitement which prompted
the aon to avenge his father and the absolute reverence for the

mother required by ancient law. Although chiofly drawing his

materials frcm'i classical literature, Bachofen included in his

Antiquarian Letters an interesting study of the marriage cu.stom

and .systems of relationship of the Malabar Coast in India
;
they

attracted his attention by the contrasts between different layers

of legal tradition—the Brahmans living in patriarchal order,

while the cla.ss next to them, the Nayirs (Nairs), follow rules oi

matriarchy.

Similar ideas were put forward in a more comprehensive form
by J. F. McLennan. His early volume {Studies in Ancimt
History, 1876) contains several essays published some lime before

that date. He starts from the wide occurrence of marriage by
capture in primitive societies, and groups the tribes of which
we have definite knowledge into endogamous and exogamous
societies according as they take their wives from among the

kindred or outside it. Marriage by capture and by purchase
are signs of exogamy, connected with the custom in many tribes

of killing female offspring. The development ol marriage \yy

capture and purchase is a powerful agent in bringing about
patriarchal rule, agnatic relation.ship, and the formatiem of clans

or gentes, but the more primitive forms of relationship appear
as variations of systems based on mother-right. These views
are supported by (ethnological observations and u.sed as a due
to the histoT)^ of relationshfp and family law in ancient Greece.

In further contributions published after McLennan’s death
these researches are supplemented and developed in many ways.

I

The peculiarities of exogamous societies, for instance, are traced

back to the even more primitix^c practice of Totemism, the

grouping of men according to their conceptions of animal worship
and to thttr Symbols, Mclennan’s line of inquiry was taken up
in a x^ery effective manner not only by anthropologists like

E. B. Tylor or A. Lang, but also in a more Hpecial manner by
students of primitixre family tew. One of the most brilliant

monographs m this direction is Robertson Smith’s study of

Kimkip mi Marriage 4n AralAa.

But perhaps the most decisive influence was exercised on
the development of the ethnological study of tew by the dis-

coveries of an American, Lewis H. Morgan. In his epodh-

making works on Systems of ro«Jrtwg*««tfy(r869)and on Andeni
Society he drew attention to the remarkaMe fact that in

the case ofa number of tribes—the Red Indians of America, the

Australian blade tribes, some of polar races, and se^vwal

Asiatic tribes, iftoady of Turanian race-degrees of rdfttionship

are reckoned and distinguished by mmga, iwt as ties between
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kidmduidsy hot fts ties between enltife^nniper dasses oc genera-

tione. Insteitd €A a neother and a laiher aman speaks of fatbefs

and mothers; sdl the individuais of m certain group ore deemed

husbands or wires of oocresponding indiwidw^ of anoth^g*wp

;

sisters and brothers have to be sought in entire generations, and

not among the descendants of a definite and Qomnioit parent^ and

so forth. There are vamdonsr and types in tkeie forms of

organizatiani and intermediate links may be traced between

unkms of consanguine people—brothers and sisters of the s^e
blood—on the one Jh^, and the monogansic marriage prevailing

nowadays^ on the other ; but the central and most strikiflg faict

RPMR to be that in eaiily civiliaatiiQnfi, in conditkms whiSii we

should attribute to savage and barbarian life, marriage appears

as a tie, not between single pairs, liuit between daases,. aU the

men of a claas being regarded as potential or actual' husbands

of the women of a corresponding cla». Facts of this kind

produce very peediaa* atnd elaboraie systems of relationship,

which have been copiously illustrated by Morgan in his tables.

In his Ancient Society he attempted to reduce all the known

fonos and facts of marriage and kinship arcanigemefits to a

comprehensive view of evolution leading up to the Aryan,

Semitic and Urahan family, as exhibiting the most modem
type of mlationshipv

These abscrvations, in conjunction with Bfibchofen’s and

McLennan's teaching on mother-right, brought about a complete

ciiange of perspectrre in the comparative stuefy of man and

society. The rights of etboologists to have their say in regard

to legal, political and social development was forcibly illustrated

from both ends, as it were. On the one liand, clai^sical antiquity

itself proved to be a rather thin layer of human civiliaation

hardly suftident to conreal the long periods of b^barism and

primitive evolulion which had gone to its making. On the

other hand, unexpected combinations in regard to family,

property, sodal order, were discovered in every corner of the

inhabited world, and our trite notions as to the charwter of

laws and in-stitutions were reduced to the rank of variations on

themes which recur over and over again, but may be and have

been treated in very different ways.

There is no need to speak of the use made of ethnological

material in the wider range of anthropological and sociologies

studies --the works of Tyior, Lubbock, Lippert, Spencer are in

everybody’s haiidfr—but attention must be called to iheiurtter

influence of the ethnological point of view in comparative

jurisprudence. An interesting example of the passage from one

line of investigation to another, from the historical to the anthro-

pological line, if the expression may be used for the sake of

brevity, is presented in the works of one of the founders of thfC

ZeiUdirifi fiir vgl. Recktswissensckaft^-Fmciz Bemhoft. He

appears in his eariaer books as an exponent of the compwrative

study of Greek and Koman antiquities, more or less in the style

of Leist. Like the latter be was gradually incited to -draw India

into the range of his observations, but unlike Leist, he ended by

futty recogmaing the importance of ethnoingical evkien^, and

although he did not do much original research in that direction

hdinsclf, the influence of Bachofeo and of the etbsKdogists made

itself felt in Bemhdft'a treatment of ckssical antiquity itaelf

:

in his State and Law in Rome at the Time of the Kings he starts

from the, view that patricians and fflebeians represent two

ethnological layers of society—a patriarchal Aryan and a

matriarchal pre-Aryan one.

But, of course, the utmost use was made of ethnofogioal

evidence by writers who cut themselves entirely free from the

special stody of dawucal or European antiquities. The enthu-

.siasmofthe ej^ocers of new territory led them natur^y to

disregHEzd the peculiar ckums ol European development in the

history erf hi^erciwUmatian. They wanted material for a study

of the genus homo i» all its \'arietic8, and ^ey had no time to

fook after the minute questions of philological and aotiqiwrk®

ecseamh winch had so bng constituted the daily bfiead of

mqufrera into the hiotqry of laws. The ^st chari^eristic

repmsiAtative of the new methods of eactensive oompanson was

undoubted^A. H. Post

,
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in which he tuagges over the whole , domain of naaokindr^rO^fova^i

Maorisi Tuapisea, alternating m n kalridpsco^, iaahioa

wilh.Hindua« Teutons, Jews,. F^ptkms. The carder of his.

potitioas ki^stematic^iiot^^oz^Ogical or eveneUmc^putphical

.

m the sense of grogping kindred races together. He. takes qp
the different st£diyisions of. law and traces them through all

the various tribes which present any data in regard to thsin.

Bis method is not only hot bouxid by histoxy, it is opposed to <k.

He writes >-
" The method of ^mparative etikoelogy is dlfieroni, .hom the

historical method^ inasmuch as it collects me gfven. material from
an entirely distinct pomf of view. Historical mvfia^atlon tri^ to

get at the canseB of tne facts of ra^tfonal fife by observing fkiedhvelop-

ment erf these facts ibom such as preoedad themfwithin thatangerol

separate kindreds, tribes and peoples. The tnvesttg^tidh of

parative ctimology inquires after the causes of facts in national

life by collecting merifical or similar ethnological data wherever they

may be found in the wortd, and by drawing inferences from tbcw
materials to identiaal or similar causes. This method is themiose

qniisi wnhisxxmicetL It severs thii^ that have been hithcfto i«g^ded
as dosely joined and arranges these shreds into new combinations

**

{Gfundn&s^ i. 14).

This is not a mere paradox, but the necessary outcome^ of the

situation in respect of the material used. What being sought

is not common origin or a common stock of ideas, but recourse

to similar expedients in similar situationa, and it is one of the

most strikii^ results of ethnology that it can slww how |ieople»

entirely cut from each other and even placed in veiy d^crent

planes of development can resort to analogous solutions in

analogous emergencies. Is not the custom of the so-called

Comade—the pretended confinement of the husband when a

child is born to his wife—a most quaint and seemingly recondite

ceremony ? Yet we find it practised in the same way by Basques,

Cahfornian Indians, and some Siberian tribes. They have surely

not borrowed from each other, nor have they kept the ceremony

as a remnant of the time wh^ they form^ one race ; in cadi

xase, evidently the passage from a matriarchal state to a patri-

archal has suggested it, anda very appropriate metliod it seems to

establish the lact of fatherhood in a solenm and graphic though

artificial manner. Agava, an inscription from the Cretan town

'

of Gortyn, published in the American Journal of Archaeology

(and series, vol. i., 1897) by Haftrfierr, tells us that theweapons of

a warrior,, the wool of a woman, the plough of a peas«nL could

not be taken from them as pledges. We find a similar idea in

the prohibition to take from a knight his weapons, from a viliein

hi.s plough, in payment of fines, which obtained in medieval

England and was actually inserted in Magna Carta. Here also

the simikhrity extends to details, and is'^ certaioLy not derived

from direct borrowmg or common origin but from analogies of

situations translating themfielves into analogies of legal thought.

It may be said in a sense that for the ethnological school the less

relationship there is between the compared groups the more

instructive the comparison turns out to be.

The collection of ethnological pasallels for the use of sociology

and oemparative juri^rudence has proceeded in a most iru^ui

manner. By the side of special monographs about single tribes

or geographical groups of tribes, such as Kamilaroi and Kurnat^

by L. Fison & A. W. Howitt (iflSo), and The Native Tribes of

Australia, 1^ Baldwin Spencer '& F. G. Gillen (1899), the whole

range of ethnological jurisprudence was gone through by Wilken

in regard to the utivabitants of the Dutch possessions in Asia, by

M, M. Kovalevsky in regard to Caucasians, &c. As a rule the

special monographs turned out to he more successful than the

general surveys, but the interest of the special monographs

themselves depended partly on the fact tlwt people’s eyes had

been opened to theTecurrence of certain wide^ead phenomena

and types of development.

5, Ethnologists of Post's school have not had it entirely

their own way, however. Not only did their natural opponents,

the philolqgti^,. historians and jurists, reproach them with lack

of critical disenmination, with a tendency to disregjacd Cunda-

mental distinctkmB;, to wipeout characteristic features, to throw

the most ^spaarate ekmenta into the same pot, In their wn
ranks a number of conscientious and scientifically trained
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but a Hncuirt and a student of cultural history. His

training inade him especially fit to trace the national affinities

in the data of language, and the sense of the intimate connexion

between the growth of institutions on one sidc» of words and

linguistic forms on the other, underlies aR his investigations.

But Schrader testifies also to another powerful influence—to that *

of Victor Hehn, the author of a remarkable book on early civili-

zation, KuLturpIlttnien und Haustkiertin ikrem Vhffffang tms Asien

in Europa (ist cd., 1870; 7th ed., 1902), dealing with the migra-

tions of tribes and their m^es of acquiring material civilization.

Although the linguistic and archaeological sides naturally pre-

dominate in Schrader’s work.s, he has constantly to consider

legal sub]crt.s, and he strives oortscientiously to obtain a clear and

common-sense view of the aariy legal notions of the Aryans,

Speaking of the ordeals,* the waging of God’s law,’’ for

example, he traces the ciistoms of purification by fire, water,

iron, &c., to the prartiee of oaths (Sans. afn\ Gr. O. Ital.

omr ^ first group; O. Ger. Ir. deih * second group; O.

Norse rata, Arm. erdnim-l swear third group). The central

idea of the ordeal is thus shown to be the imprecation*—’* Let

him be cursed whose assertion is false.”

The comparative study of the Aryan group assumed another

aspect in the works of Sir Henry Maine. He did not rely on

linguistic affinities, but made great use of another element of

investigation which plays hardly any part in the books of the

writers mentioned hitherto. His bc.sl personal preparation for

the task was that he had not only taught law in England, but

had come into contact with living legal customs in India. For

him the comparison between the legal lore of Rome and that of

India did not depend on linguistic roots or on the philological

study of the laws of Manu, but was the result of recognizing

again and again, in actual modem custom, the views, rules and
institutions of which he had read in Gaius or in the fragments

of the Twelve Tal)les. I'hc sense of historical analog)^ and evolu-

tion w'hich had shown itself already in the lectures on Ancient

Law, whi('h, after all, were mainly a presentment of Roman legal

history mapped out by a man of the world, avcr.se from pedantic

disquisitions. But what appears as the expression of Maine’s

personal aptitude and intelligent reading in Ancimi Law gets

to be the interpretation of popular legal principles by modem as

well as by ancient instances of their application in Village Cmn-
munitm, The Early Hhlary of Insiitutiofis, Early Lmv and Custom.

The evolution of property in land out of archaic collectivism,

ancienHoWns of contract and compulsion, nidimentary forms of

feudalOT.and the like, were treated in a new light in conse-

quence of ^stematir comparisons with the conditions not only

of India but of southern Slavonic nations, medieval celts and
Teutons. This breadth of view seemed startling when the

lectures appeared, and the original treatment of the subject

was hailed on all sides as a most welcome new departure in the

study of legal customs and institution.s. And yet Maine set

very definite boundaries to his comparative sur\'eys. He re-

nounced the chronological limitation confining such inquiries

to the domain of antiquaries, but he upheld the ethnographical

limitation confining th^ to laws of the same race. In his case

it wa.s the Aryan race, and in his Law and Custom he opposed in

a determined manner the attempts of more daring students to

extend to the Aryans generalizations drawn from the life of

savage tribes unconnected with the Aryans by blood.

Thus, notwithstanding all diversities in the treatment of

particular problems, one leading methodical principle runs

through the works of all the above-mentioned exponents of

comparative study. It was to proceed oh the basis of common
origin and on the assumption of a certain common stock of

language, religion, material culture, and law to start with.

What Pictet, Leist, Schrader and Maine were doing for the

Aryans, F. Hommel, Robertson Smith and others did in a lesser

degree for the Semitic race.

4. The liteta^ which started from the discoveries of

comparative phttofo^ and history was met On the way by what
may be called the e^^Olodcal school of inquirers. The original

impetus v^as given, in tWs case, by jurists and historians who
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took up the stu^ in the field ancient history, but treated k
frt«n the begintting in suOh a way as to break «p the sutedivuiiatts

of historic races and to direct the inquiry to a state of otlhure best

illu.'itrated by savage customs. The first impulse may be said

to have come from J. ]. Bachofen (Mutterr§cht, 186*;
guariseke 1S80 ; Die Sage van Temaquii). All the repre-

S€fntalives of Aryan antiquities are at one in laying stress on the

patriarchal and agnatic system of the kindred in the difforctit

Aryan nations; even Leist, although dwelling on the importance
of cognatir tics, ioc4cs to agnatic relationship for the OKplana-
tion of military organization and political authority. And un-
doubtedly, if we ai^e from the predominant facts and from the

linguistic evidence of parallel terms, we are led to assume that

already before their separation the Aryans lived in a patriarchal

etate of society. Now, Bachofen dkeovered m the very tradition

of classical antiquity traces of a fundamentaJly different state

of things, the central conception of which was not patriarchal

power, but maternity, relationship being traced through mothers,

the wife presenting the constant and directing dement of the

household, while the husband (and perhaps several huslmnds)
joined her from time to time in more or less inconstant unions.

Such a state of society is definitely described by Herodotus in

the case of the Lycians, it is clearly noticeable even in later his-

torical times in Sparta; the passage from this matriarchal

conception to the recognition of the claims of the father is

reflected in poetical fiction in the famous Orestes myth, based

on the struggle between the moral incitement which prompted
the aon to avenge his father and the absolute reverence for the

mother required by ancient law. Although chiofly drawing his

materials frcm'i classical literature, Bachofen included in his

Antiquarian Letters an interesting study of the marriage cu.stom

and .systems of relationship of the Malabar Coast in India
;
they

attracted his attention by the contrasts between different layers

of legal tradition—the Brahmans living in patriarchal order,

while the cla.ss next to them, the Nayirs (Nairs), follow rules oi

matriarchy.

Similar ideas were put forward in a more comprehensive form
by J. F. McLennan. His early volume {Studies in Ancimt
History, 1876) contains several essays published some lime before

that date. He starts from the wide occurrence of marriage by
capture in primitive societies, and groups the tribes of which
we have definite knowledge into endogamous and exogamous
societies according as they take their wives from among the

kindred or outside it. Marriage by capture and by purchase
are signs of exogamy, connected with the custom in many tribes

of killing female offspring. The development ol marriage \yy

capture and purchase is a powerful agent in bringing about
patriarchal rule, agnatic relation.ship, and the formatiem of clans

or gentes, but the more primitive forms of relationship appear
as variations of systems based on mother-right. These views
are supported by (ethnological observations and u.sed as a due
to the histoT)^ of relationshfp and family law in ancient Greece.

In further contributions published after McLennan’s death
these researches are supplemented and developed in many ways.

I

The peculiarities of exogamous societies, for instance, are traced

back to the even more primitix^c practice of Totemism, the

grouping of men according to their conceptions of animal worship
and to thttr Symbols, Mclennan’s line of inquiry was taken up
in a x^ery effective manner not only by anthropologists like

E. B. Tylor or A. Lang, but also in a more Hpecial manner by
students of primitixre family tew. One of the most brilliant

monographs m this direction is Robertson Smith’s study of

Kimkip mi Marriage 4n AralAa.

But perhaps the most decisive influence was exercised on
the development of the ethnological study of tew by the dis-

coveries of an American, Lewis H. Morgan. In his epodh-

making works on Systems of ro«Jrtwg*««tfy(r869)and on Andeni
Society he drew attention to the remarkaMe fact that in

the case ofa number of tribes—the Red Indians of America, the

Australian blade tribes, some of polar races, and se^vwal

Asiatic tribes, iftoady of Turanian race-degrees of rdfttionship

are reckoned and distinguished by mmga, iwt as ties between
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to make the investigations undertaken in this line worthy of their

scientific aims. Until the latter has been done many students,

whose trend of thought would seem to lead them naturally into

this domain, may be repelled by the uncritical indistinctness

with which mere analogies are treated as elusive proofs by some
of the representatives of the comparative school. F. W. Mait-

land, for instance, was always kept back by such considerations.

7. It is desirable, in conclusion, to review the entire domain
of comparative jurisprudence, and to formulate the chief prin-

ciples of method which have to be taken into consideration in

the course of this study. It is evident, to begin with, that a
scientific comparison of facts must be directed towards two aims

—towards establishing and explaining similarity, and towards

enumerating and explaining deferences. As a matter of fact

the same material may be studied from both points of view,

though logically these are two distinct processes.

(a) Now at this initial stage we have already to meet a difil-

culty and to guard against a misconception : we have namely
to reckon with the plurality of causes, and are therefore debarred

from assuming that wherever similar phenomena are forth-

coming they are always produced by identical causes. Death
may be produced by various agents—by sickness, by poison, by
a blow. The habit of wearing mourning upon the death of a

relation is a widespread habit, and yet it is not always to be

ascribed to real or supposed grief and the wish to express it in

one’s outward get-up. Savage people are known to go into

mourning in order to conceal themselves from the terrible spirit

of the dead which would recognize them in their everyday cos-

tume
(
Jhering, iJer Zweck im Rechi, 2nd cd., 1884-1886). This is

certainly a momentous difficulty at the start, but it can be greatly

reduced and guarded against in actual investigation. In the

example taken we are led to suppose different origin because

we are informed as to the motives of the external ceremony, and
thus we are taught to look not only to bare facts, but to the

psychological environment in which they appear. And it is

evident that the greater the complexity of observed phenomena,

the more they are made up of different elements welded into one

sum, the less probability there is that we have to do with conse-

quences derived from different causes. The recurrence of group-

marriage in Australia and among the Red Indians of North
America can in no way be explained by the working of entirely

different agencies. And it may be added that in most cases of

an analysis of social institutions the limits of human probability

and reasonable assumption do not coincide with mathematical

possibility in any sense. When we register our facts and causes

in algebraic forms, marking the first with a, b, c, and the latter

with Xy y, Zy we are apt to demand a degree of precision which is

hardly ever to be met with in dealing with social facts and

causes. Let us rest content with reasonable inferences and

probable explanations.

(b) The easiest way of explaining a given similarity is by
attributing it to a direct loan. The process of reception, of the

borrowing of one people from the other, plays a most notable

part in Sie history of institutions and ideas. The Japanese

have in our days engrafted many European institutions on their

perfectly distinct civilization; the Germans liave used for cen-

turies what was termed euphemistically the Roman law of the

present time {heutiges romisches Recht); the Romans absorbed

an enormous amount of Greek and Oriental law in their famous

jurisprudence. .
A check upon explanation by direct loan will,

of course, lie in the fact that two societies are entirely discon-

nected, so that it comes to be very improbable that one drew its

laws from the other. Although migrations of words, legends,

beliefs, charms, have, been shown by Theodor Benfey and his

school to range over much wider areaa than might be supposed

on the face of it, still, in the case of law, in so far as it has to

regulate material conditions, the limits have perhaps to be drawn

rather narrowly. In any case we shall not look to India in order

to-explain the burning of widows among the negroes of Africa;

the suttee may be the example of this custom which happens

to be most familiar to u$, but it is certainly not the only root of

it on ^e surface of the earth*

It is much more difficult to make out the iffiare of direct

borrowing in the case of peoples who might conceivably have in-

ffuenced one another. A hard and fast rule cannot be laid down
in such cases, and everything depends on the weighing of evidence

and sometimes on almost mstmetive estimates. The use of a
wager for the benefit of the tribunal in the early procedure of the

Romans and Greeks,' the sacramentum and the irpyrayua, with

a similar growth of the sum laid down by the parties in proportion

to the interests at stake, has been explained b^ a direct borrow-

ing by the Romans from the Greeks at the time of the Twelve
Tables legislation. (Hofmann, Beiirage zur Geschichte des

griukischen und rbmischen Rechts). No direct proof is available

for this hypothesis, and the question in dispute' xni|;ht have
lain for ever between this explanation and that baMd on the

analogous development in the two closely related branches

of law. The further study of the legal antiquities of other

branches of the Aryan race leads one to suppose, however, that

we have actually to do with the latter and not with the former

eventuality. Why should the popular custom of the Vzddni in

Bohemia (Kapras, “Das Ffandrecht in altbdhmischen Land-
recht,” Z. fur v^L R. wissenschaft, xvii. 424 seq.), regulating the

wager of litigation in the case of two parties submitting their

dispute to the decision of a public tribunal, turn out to be so

similar to the Greek and the Roman process ? And the Teutonic

Wedde would further countenance the view that we have to

do in this case with analogous expediency or, possibly, common
origin, not loans. But while dwelling on considerations which

may disprove the assumption of direct loans, we must not omit to

mention circumstances that may render such an assumption the

best available explanation for certain points of similarity. We «

mean especially the recurrence of special secondary traits not

deducible from the nature of the relations compared. Termino-
logical parallels are especially convincing in such cases. An
example of most careful linguistic investigation attended by
important results is presented by W. Thomsen’s treatment of

the affinities between the languages and cultures of the peoples

of northern and eastern Europe. Taking the indications in.

regard to the influence of Germanic tribes on Finns and Lapps,

we find, for instance, that the Finnish race has stood for some
1500 or 2000 years under “the influence of several Germanic
language^partly of a more ancient form of Gothic than that

represented by Ulfilas, partly of a northern (Scandinavian)

tongue and even possibly of a common Gothic-northern one.’’

The importance of these linguistic investigations for our subject

becomes apparent when we find that a series of most important

legal and pohtical terms has been imported from Teutonic into

Finnish. For example, the Finnish Kuningas, “ king,” comes
from a Germanic root illustrated by 0 . Norse konung, 0 . H. Ger.

chuningyA.S. cyning, Goth, thiudans. The Finnishvo^a, “power,”

“authority,” is of Germanic origin, as shown by 0 . N. vald,

Goth, valdan. The Finnish kihlay a comp^ secured by solemn

promise, is akin with 0 . N. gisl, A.-S. gisel, 0 . H. Ger. gisat,

“ hostage.” The expiration for Finnish vuokra, “ interest,”

“usury, is to be found in Gothic vokrs,0 . N. okr, Ger. Wucher,^c,

(W. Thomsen, Ober den Einfiuss der germanischen Spracken auf

die Finnish-lappischen, trans. E. Sievers, 1870, p. 166 seq.;

cf . W. Thomsen, The Relations between Ancient Russia and Scan-

dinavia and the Origin of the Russian State, p. 127 seq. ; Miklosich,

“ Die Fremdworter in den slavischen Spradien,” Denkschriften

der Wiener Ahademie, Ph. hist. Klasse, XV.).

(c) The next group of analogies is formed by cases which

may be reduced to common orifin. In addition to what has

already been said on the subject m connexion with the literature

of the historical school, we must point out that in the case of

kindred peoples this form of derivation has, of course, to be

primarily considered. This is especially the case when we have

to deal with the original stock of cultu^ notions of a r^ce,

and when analogies m the framing and workii^ of institutioi^

and legal rules are suppe^ed by linguistic affinities. The testi-

mony of the Aryan wnguages in regard to terms denoti^

family organiaation and relationship can in no way ^ ffis-

regarded, whatever our view may be about the most primitive

XV. 19 a
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but a Hncuirt and a student of cultural history. His

training inade him especially fit to trace the national affinities

in the data of language, and the sense of the intimate connexion

between the growth of institutions on one sidc» of words and

linguistic forms on the other, underlies aR his investigations.

But Schrader testifies also to another powerful influence—to that *

of Victor Hehn, the author of a remarkable book on early civili-

zation, KuLturpIlttnien und Haustkiertin ikrem Vhffffang tms Asien

in Europa (ist cd., 1870; 7th ed., 1902), dealing with the migra-

tions of tribes and their m^es of acquiring material civilization.

Although the linguistic and archaeological sides naturally pre-

dominate in Schrader’s work.s, he has constantly to consider

legal sub]crt.s, and he strives oortscientiously to obtain a clear and

common-sense view of the aariy legal notions of the Aryans,

Speaking of the ordeals,* the waging of God’s law,’’ for

example, he traces the ciistoms of purification by fire, water,

iron, &c., to the prartiee of oaths (Sans. afn\ Gr. O. Ital.

omr ^ first group; O. Ger. Ir. deih * second group; O.

Norse rata, Arm. erdnim-l swear third group). The central

idea of the ordeal is thus shown to be the imprecation*—’* Let

him be cursed whose assertion is false.”

The comparative study of the Aryan group assumed another

aspect in the works of Sir Henry Maine. He did not rely on

linguistic affinities, but made great use of another element of

investigation which plays hardly any part in the books of the

writers mentioned hitherto. His bc.sl personal preparation for

the task was that he had not only taught law in England, but

had come into contact with living legal customs in India. For

him the comparison between the legal lore of Rome and that of

India did not depend on linguistic roots or on the philological

study of the laws of Manu, but was the result of recognizing

again and again, in actual modem custom, the views, rules and
institutions of which he had read in Gaius or in the fragments

of the Twelve Tal)les. I'hc sense of historical analog)^ and evolu-

tion w'hich had shown itself already in the lectures on Ancient

Law, whi('h, after all, were mainly a presentment of Roman legal

history mapped out by a man of the world, avcr.se from pedantic

disquisitions. But what appears as the expression of Maine’s

personal aptitude and intelligent reading in Ancimi Law gets

to be the interpretation of popular legal principles by modem as

well as by ancient instances of their application in Village Cmn-
munitm, The Early Hhlary of Insiitutiofis, Early Lmv and Custom.

The evolution of property in land out of archaic collectivism,

ancienHoWns of contract and compulsion, nidimentary forms of

feudalOT.and the like, were treated in a new light in conse-

quence of ^stematir comparisons with the conditions not only

of India but of southern Slavonic nations, medieval celts and
Teutons. This breadth of view seemed startling when the

lectures appeared, and the original treatment of the subject

was hailed on all sides as a most welcome new departure in the

study of legal customs and institution.s. And yet Maine set

very definite boundaries to his comparative sur\'eys. He re-

nounced the chronological limitation confining such inquiries

to the domain of antiquaries, but he upheld the ethnographical

limitation confining th^ to laws of the same race. In his case

it wa.s the Aryan race, and in his Law and Custom he opposed in

a determined manner the attempts of more daring students to

extend to the Aryans generalizations drawn from the life of

savage tribes unconnected with the Aryans by blood.

Thus, notwithstanding all diversities in the treatment of

particular problems, one leading methodical principle runs

through the works of all the above-mentioned exponents of

comparative study. It was to proceed oh the basis of common
origin and on the assumption of a certain common stock of

language, religion, material culture, and law to start with.

What Pictet, Leist, Schrader and Maine were doing for the

Aryans, F. Hommel, Robertson Smith and others did in a lesser

degree for the Semitic race.

4. The liteta^ which started from the discoveries of

comparative phttofo^ and history was met On the way by what
may be called the e^^Olodcal school of inquirers. The original

impetus v^as given, in tWs case, by jurists and historians who

, COMPARATIVE
took up the stu^ in the field ancient history, but treated k
frt«n the begintting in suOh a way as to break «p the sutedivuiiatts

of historic races and to direct the inquiry to a state of otlhure best

illu.'itrated by savage customs. The first impulse may be said

to have come from J. ]. Bachofen (Mutterr§cht, 186*;
guariseke 1S80 ; Die Sage van Temaquii). All the repre-

S€fntalives of Aryan antiquities are at one in laying stress on the

patriarchal and agnatic system of the kindred in the difforctit

Aryan nations; even Leist, although dwelling on the importance
of cognatir tics, ioc4cs to agnatic relationship for the OKplana-
tion of military organization and political authority. And un-
doubtedly, if we ai^e from the predominant facts and from the

linguistic evidence of parallel terms, we are led to assume that

already before their separation the Aryans lived in a patriarchal

etate of society. Now, Bachofen dkeovered m the very tradition

of classical antiquity traces of a fundamentaJly different state

of things, the central conception of which was not patriarchal

power, but maternity, relationship being traced through mothers,

the wife presenting the constant and directing dement of the

household, while the husband (and perhaps several huslmnds)
joined her from time to time in more or less inconstant unions.

Such a state of society is definitely described by Herodotus in

the case of the Lycians, it is clearly noticeable even in later his-

torical times in Sparta; the passage from this matriarchal

conception to the recognition of the claims of the father is

reflected in poetical fiction in the famous Orestes myth, based

on the struggle between the moral incitement which prompted
the aon to avenge his father and the absolute reverence for the

mother required by ancient law. Although chiofly drawing his

materials frcm'i classical literature, Bachofen included in his

Antiquarian Letters an interesting study of the marriage cu.stom

and .systems of relationship of the Malabar Coast in India
;
they

attracted his attention by the contrasts between different layers

of legal tradition—the Brahmans living in patriarchal order,

while the cla.ss next to them, the Nayirs (Nairs), follow rules oi

matriarchy.

Similar ideas were put forward in a more comprehensive form
by J. F. McLennan. His early volume {Studies in Ancimt
History, 1876) contains several essays published some lime before

that date. He starts from the wide occurrence of marriage by
capture in primitive societies, and groups the tribes of which
we have definite knowledge into endogamous and exogamous
societies according as they take their wives from among the

kindred or outside it. Marriage by capture and by purchase
are signs of exogamy, connected with the custom in many tribes

of killing female offspring. The development ol marriage \yy

capture and purchase is a powerful agent in bringing about
patriarchal rule, agnatic relation.ship, and the formatiem of clans

or gentes, but the more primitive forms of relationship appear
as variations of systems based on mother-right. These views
are supported by (ethnological observations and u.sed as a due
to the histoT)^ of relationshfp and family law in ancient Greece.

In further contributions published after McLennan’s death
these researches are supplemented and developed in many ways.

I

The peculiarities of exogamous societies, for instance, are traced

back to the even more primitix^c practice of Totemism, the

grouping of men according to their conceptions of animal worship
and to thttr Symbols, Mclennan’s line of inquiry was taken up
in a x^ery effective manner not only by anthropologists like

E. B. Tylor or A. Lang, but also in a more Hpecial manner by
students of primitixre family tew. One of the most brilliant

monographs m this direction is Robertson Smith’s study of

Kimkip mi Marriage 4n AralAa.

But perhaps the most decisive influence was exercised on
the development of the ethnological study of tew by the dis-

coveries of an American, Lewis H. Morgan. In his epodh-

making works on Systems of ro«Jrtwg*««tfy(r869)and on Andeni
Society he drew attention to the remarkaMe fact that in

the case ofa number of tribes—the Red Indians of America, the

Australian blade tribes, some of polar races, and se^vwal

Asiatic tribes, iftoady of Turanian race-degrees of rdfttionship

are reckoned and distinguished by mmga, iwt as ties between
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Structure and life of society. Undivided succession^ whether

{

in the form of primogeniture or in that of pnior ,right, sacrifices

;

equity and natural affection to the economicefficiency of estates, i

£qu£d-partition rules, like gavelkind or parage, lead in an exactly

opposite direction. And yet both sets of rides co-existed among
the agriculturists of feudal Expand; communities placed in

nearly identical historical positions followed one or the other

of these rules. The same may be said of types of dwelKng nnd
forms of settlement. In other words, it is not enough to start

from a given economic condition as if It were bound to r^ulate
with fatalistic precision all the incidents of legal custom and
social interccHirse. We have to start from actual facts as

complex results of many causes, and to txy to reduce as much as

we can of this material to the action of economic forces in a

particular stage or ty|)e of development.

(c) The psychological diversitie.s of mankind in dealing

wiUi the same or similar problems of food and property, of

procreation and marriage, of common defence and rektiouiship,

of intercourse and contrast, &c., open another possibility for

the grouping of facts and tlie explanation of their evolution.

It may be difficult or impossible to trace the r^ons and causes

of synthetic combinations in the histoty of society. That is, we
can hardly go beyond noting tliat certain disconnected featur^ of

social life appear together and react on each other. But it is

easier and more promising to approach the mass of our material

from the analytical side, taking hold of certain principles,

or rules, or institutioas, and tracing them to their natural

consequences either through a direct systematization of re-

corded facts or, when these fail, through logical infaences.

Some of the most brilliant and useful work in the historical

study of law has been effected on these lines. Mommsen’s
theory of Roman m^stracy, Jhering’s theory of the struggle

for right, Kohler’s view of Uie evolution of contract, &c., have

been evolved by such a process of legal analysis ; and, even when
such generalizations liave to be curtailed or complicated later

on, they serve their turn as a powerful means of organizing

evidence and suggesting reasonable explanations. The attribute

of “ reasonableness ” has to be reckoned witli largely in such

cases. Analytical eiqilanations are attractive to students

because they substitute logical ckainess for irrational accumula-

tion of traits and facts. They do so to a large extent through

appeals to the lugk and to the reason common to us and to

the people we are studying. This deductive element has to

Ik^ closely watched and tested from the side of a concrete study

of the evidence, but it seems destined to play a very prominent

part in Uic comparative history of law, because legal analysis

and construction have at all times striven to embody logic

and equity in the domain of actual interests and forces. And,

as we have seen in our survey of the literature of the subject,

recent comparative studies tend to make the share of juridical

analysis in given relative surroundings larger and larger. What
is so difficult of attainment to single workers— harmonious

appreciation of the combined influences of common origin, re-

ception of foi'cign custom, recurring psychological combinations,

the driving forces of economic culture and of the dialectical

process of thought, will be achieved, it may be hoped, hy
the enthusiastic and brotherly exertions of all the work(ffs in

the field.

BsabiooRATHY.-^ iAxe ]N:iadpal works of raserenoe may be

mimtianed : vetgleicJutnde H£(MswmenschaiU editira hy
B«mh6fit, Cohn .and Kohler (1878- Nonvette revue histgrigue de

droit fraH^ais ei ifranger^ edited by'Dareste, Esmei^ Appect, Eoumier,

Tardiff and fVwi (1^77- !): A. Pictet, Les Origineo irndo-eeavo

p6nm0B (i. 1^90 ,
Eustti de Goulaagos, La

W. £. Heani, TM Aryan Household (1^79) ;
R, v. Jherinfe Var-

geschichteder Jndoeuvqpder (189^^); B.W, Leist, Graehoitalische HecHts-

geschiauettW4),Att-arisdhesJas ffp«JMwi(T889), AH-aristhesJvs Civih

;
Hnaz% des 'grieohduhm und rdmisohm Famh

UatmMkiMs (1893).; O. Schrader, Urgeischichte und Sprmkmj^omkfmg
(zSqo), BeaUemkm das indo-gsrsnaniscMan AUertun^utnda <190*);

B. Belbriick Die indo-germantsehen Verwandischatswmen (1889),

Das Mutterreeht ifeiden fndogertnanen; Sfar H. S. Maine, Amdent law,
with notes by Sir F. Pollock (tgoO), Village Communities

Earh'Hiaorynf dnsUOoHoM Early Lem and CuUam <1883);

M. U. 4’Arbcls de JnbainviUe, Miudes de draU aUigm I

Jamille eeUigue (tgas); J. J. Bwchofen, Das UutUrracld
Atttiguarische Bnafe ftsSo): J. P. hieUennan, ^tudses in AnaiuiU
Hiaeary Pednarehat Theory (id85), Studiee in Aineieni HiHddy
(2nd series, 18^) ;

Giraud Teulon, Origines de la famineM du mmiage
h, H. Morgam, ''Systems of Conaaiigiiinity in the pahica*'

tioasof theSmithsonian Institution^ vol. xvii. '(i8^; Sooia^
(1077); E. B. fylor, Primitive Culture (*87*); lord Avebury (Sir

tobbodk), Origin Cioilitfaeion{tSyc)[ j. Lippert, KuUurgesckime
dor Mansekheit <18%; W. Robertson Snitii, Kinship and Marriage
in Arabia 4iiB&5)i ¥.^&QKahEEi,Staaennd Jtashtdarrdmtsehan Edtugseeie

im Verhdltnisa xu vermndten Reckten (1882): A. H* I'OBt, Aujlgaben

einer attgemeinen Reoktswissensohaft (1891), Die Anfdnge des stoats-

und ReehsUbans BausMne riner aUgemeinan SechMgesehkMe
aut ver^iskmd^noMtisoker Basis ^88c), UinUUmugindashtudsum
der ethnologimiken Jurtsprudena (2880). Grundlagen des Hechis und
Grundeilge seiner ErdwtckelungsgeschicMe (1882^, lur Raf-
wicftetungsgeschic/Ue des pamihenrectUs (1889), AfHhfniscke Juris-

prudens Crundriss der edmohpeeh&n JuHsp^ens (i8p4);

Wilken, Das Mairiarchat imaHsnArabian <1884! ;
M. M. Kovalevsl^.,

Coutume conUn^toraine et ioi ancienne <2893), Geeets und Gawohnkeii
m Kaukasus (i89C^, Tableau du diveloppemeni de la famiUe et de la

proprUU (18^); Dargun, "" Mutterreent und Kaubeho," in Otto
Gierke's ifrttefsu^hnnMn tnr deutacken SkuUs- und Recmsgesehickee

(1883); R. Hi3debtBXxa,Deu Problem einer aUgenteinen Entanekelimgs-
gesehiolde des Rechts und der :SiUe (1894), Keeht und Situ auf ien
verschiedenen" wirtschaftlioken Kulturstu{en (1896); £. Grosse, Die
Formen der Familie und der Wirtschaft

;
£. A. Westermarck,

History of Human Marriage (1894), Origin and DeneHopment of She
Moral Ideas (1906); C. N. Starcke, Dde primtUva Bamilie (2888)",

G. Tarde, Les Transformations du droit ifSnd ed., 2B94); Steininets,

Ethnolodischa Studien eur ersten Evimekdum der Strafe (f894);
J. Kohkr, Das Recht als Kulturerschetnung : EinUitung ti» die vtr-

ghichende Reehtswissenschaft (1885), Shakespeare vor dem Forum der

Jurisprudent <1884), '' Das chmestache Stswfrecht," Bettmg sur Vni-^

versalgeschichU des Strafreehts RechUvereUieksnde Studien iiber

islamuiscihes Recht, Recht der Berbern, chinesis(Mes Recht und Rechtmj
C^lon (1889), Altindisches Frozessrecht (1892), Zur UrgeschidUe der

Eht (1897), Kutturrtekte des Alien Amerihas, das Recht der Aztekm
<16921, Das Nagorreebt (1895) ;

Kohler and Peiiker, jIms dnnkabyUm-
tschen Rechtslelm (1890), Hammurubi's Gesets (i9CX|) ; A. Lang, The
Secret of But 2 otm (2905) ;

P. J. H. Grierson, The Silent Jrede (2903)

;

h G. Frare^ Lectures on the Early History of the Kingship (290^);
K. Dareste, Etudes d^kistaire de droit (1889), Nouveiks itudes d’histoire

de droit (2896) ;
Laittbert, La FoncHon du droit eUit compart

;

Frits Hommei, Somitiaehe AlUrthumskundo (Eng. trails., The
Ancient Hebrew Tradition as illmtrated by the MonnmenUy 2897! ;

.

H. C. Lea, Superstition and Force (1866): A. Hellwig, Das Asylrecht

der Naturvdlker (Berliner juristische Beitrftge, 1893); F. Seebohxn,
Tribal Custom in Anglo-Saxon Law itgoa). CF. Vi.)

JURJAKI, the name of two Arabic sdiolars.

I. Ann Bakr "Abihj-l-QAhir ibk 'Abdur-Ra^mXn ul-

{
urjanT (d. 1078), Arabian grammarian, belonged to the

'ersian school and wrote a famous grammar, the Kitdh td-

'AwdmU td-Mi^a or Kiidb Mi'at ’i4w<7, which was edited by
Erpenius (Leiden, 1617), by Baillie (Calcutta, 1803), and by
A. Lockett (Calcutta, 1814). Ten Arabic commentaries on this

work exist in M’S., also two Turkish. It has been versified five

times Mid translated into Persian. Another of his grammatical

works on which several commentaries have been written is the

Kitab Jumal fin-Nahtv.

For other works see C. Brochclmanu's Gesch. der Arabischen
Litteratur (i$9^), 1. 288..

2 . *AlI jbn MahoM'Mrb ui.-Jur.tXxI (1339
-2414), Arabian

encyclopaedic writ^, was bom near Astarilbad and became

professor in ShXiAz. When this cily was plundered Timur

(1387) he removed to Samarkand, butreturned to Shirftz in 1405,

and ramained there until his death. Of his thirty-one *6Xtant

works, maxiy being commentaries on other wdrks^ one of the^best

knowHcis Ihe Tdr^ (pefmitwm)i which wasredii^ by G. Plugel

(Leipzig, 1845), pubiuhed also in. Constantinople (2837), Cairo

(1666, &c.), and St Petersbm^ (G- w. T.)

ilXIRY, in English law, a body of laymen summoned and

sworn (furofO h> ascertain, under the guidance of a )udg(^« the

truth as to questions of fact raised in li^l ^proceedings whether

civil or criminal The develppment nf the .^atem trial by

jiury has been n^gaeded as one of the greatest achievemcj^ of

English jurisprudence; it i has even been said that the ultimate

aim of the English constitution is “ to get twelve good men into

a box.” ' In modem times the English system of trialhy fjury

1 Le, the jury-bbx, or enclosed space in Which the jvWoxs aft in

court
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has been adopted in many countries in which jury trial was not

native or had been strangled or imperfectly acvelopecl under

local conditions,

'Fhe origin of the system in England has been much investi-

gated by lawyers and historians. The result of these investiga-

tions is a fairly general agreement that the germ of jury trial

is to be found in the Frankish inquest {recognitio or inquisitio)

transplanted into England by the Norman kings. The essence

of this inquest was the summoning of a body of neighbours by a

public officer to give answer upon oath jecognoscere veritatem)

on some question of fact or law {ius\ or of mixed fact and law.

At the outset the object of the inquiry was usually to obtain

information for the king, e.g. to ascertain facts needed for

assessing taxation. Indeed Domesday Book appears to be made
up by recording the answers of inquests.

The origin of juries is very fully discussed in W. Forsyth’s

History oj Trial by /wry (1852), and the various theories advanced

are more concisely stated in W. Stubbs’s Consiituiional History

(vol. i.) and in E. A. Freeman’s Norman Conquest (vol. v.).

Until the modern examination of historical documents proved

the contrary, the jury system, like all other institutions, was

popularl}’ regarded as the work of a single legislator, and in

England it has been usually assigned to Alfred the Great. Tliis

supposition is without historical foundation, nor is it correct to

regard the jury as copied from this or that kindred institution

to be found in this or that German or Scandinavian land,” or

brought over ready made by Hengist or by William. 1 “ Many
writers of authority,” says Stubbs, “ have maintained that the

entire jurj^ system is indigenous in England, ^ome deriving it

from Celtic tradition based on the principles of Roman law, and

adopted by the Anglo-Saxons and Normans from the people

they had conquered. Others have regarded it as a product of

that legal genius of the Anglo-Saxons of which Alfred is the

mythical impersonation, or as derived by that nation from the

customs of primitive Germany or from their intercourse with

the Danes. Nor even when it is admitted that the system

of ‘ recognition ’ was introduced from Normandy have legal

writers agreed as to the source from which the Normans them-

.selves derived it. One scholar maintains that it was brought

by the Norsemen from Scandinavia; another that it was derived

from the processes of the canon law
;
another that it was developed

on Gallic soil from Roman principles; another that it came
from Asia. \|ihrough the crusades,” or was borrowed by the

Angles•id Saxons from their Slavonic neighbours in northern

Europe, ifbe true answer is that forms of trial resembling the

jury system in various particulars are to be found in the primitive

institutions of all nations. That which comes nearest in time

and character to trial by jury is the system of recognition by
sworn inquest, introduced into England by the Normans.
“ That inquest,” says Stubbs, “ is directly derived from the

Frank capitularies, into which it may have been adopted from

the fiscal regulations of the Theodosian code, and thus own some
distant relationship with the Roman jurisprudence.” However
that may be, the system of ‘‘ recognition ” consisted in questions

of fact, relating to fiscal or judicial business, being submitted

by the officers of the crown to sworn witnesses in the local

courts. Freeman points out that the Norman rulers of England
were obliged, more than native rulers would have been, to rely

on this system for accurate information. They needed to have

a clear and truthful account of disputed points set before them,

and such an account was sought for in the oaths of the recog-

nitors.- The Norman conquest, therefore, fostered the growth
of those native germs common to England with other countries

out of which the institution of juries grew. Recognition, as

introduced by the Normans, is only, in this point of view,

another form of the same principle which shows itself in the

compu^tors, in the friMorh ffrank-pledge), in every detail of

the action of the popular courts oefore the conquest. Admitting

* Freeman, Nomum Conquest, v. 451.
2 This fact would account for the remarkable development of the

system on English ground, as contrasted with its decay and extinction
in France.

with Stubbs that the Norman recognition was the instrument

which the lawyers in England ultimately shaped into trial by
jury, Freeman maintains none the less that the latter is dis-

tinctively English. Forsyth comes to substantially the same
conclusion. Noting the jury germs of the Anglo-Saxon period,

he shows how out of those elements, which continued in full

force under the Anglo-Normans, was produced at last the

institution of the jury. As yet it was only implied in the

requirement that disputed que.stions should be determined by
the voice of sworn witnesses taken from the neighbourhood, and
deposing to the truth of what they had seen or heard.” The
conclusions of Sir F. Pollock and F. W, Maitland, expressed in

their History of English Law^ and based on a closer study, are to

the same effect.

This inque.st then was a royal institution and not a survival

from Anglo-Saxon law or popular custom, under which com-
purgation and the ordeal were the accepted modes of trying

issues of fact.

The inquest by recognition, formerly an inquest of office, i,e. to

ascertain facts in the interests of the crown or the exchequer,

was gradually allowed between subjects as a mode of settling

disputes of fact. This extension began with the assize of novel

disseisin, whereby the king protected by royal writ and inquest

of neighbours every seisin of a freehold. This was followed by
the grand assize, applicable to questions affecting freehold or

status. A defendant in such an action was enabled by an

enactment of Henry 11 . to decline trial by combat and choose

trial by assize, which was conducted as follows. The sheriff

summoned four knights of the neighbourhood, who being sworn

chose the twelve lawful knights most cognisant of the facts, to

determine on their oaths which had the better right to the land.

If they all knew the facts and were agreed as to their verdict,

well and good
;
if some or all were ignorant, the fact was certified

in court, and new knights were named, until twelve were found

to be agreed. Tlie same course was followed when the twelve

were not unanimous. New knights were added until the twelve

were agreed. This was called afforcing the assize. At this

time the knowledge on which the jurors acted was their own
personal knowledge, acquired independently of the trial. “ So

entirely,” says Forsyth, “ did they proceed upon their own
previously formed view of the facts in dispute that they seem

to have considered themselves at liberty to pay no attention to

evidence offered in court, however clearly it might disprove the

case which they were prepared to support.” The use of recogni-

tion is prescribed by the constitutions of Clarendon (1166) for

ca.se.s of dispute as to lay or clerical tenure. See Forsyth, p. 131

;

Stubbs, i. 617.

This procedure by the assize was confined to real actions, and

while it preceded, it is not identical w'ith the modem jury trial

in civil cases, which was gradually introduced by consent of the

parties and on pressure from the jud^s. Jury trial proper

differs from the grand and petty assizes in that the assizes were

summoned at the same time as the defendant to answer a

question formulated in the writ; whereas in the ordinary jury

trial no order for a jury could be made till the parties by their

pleadings had come to an issue of fact and had put themselves

on the country, posuerunt se super patriam (Pollock and Mait-

land, i. 119-128; ii. 601, 615, 621).

The Grand Jury.—In An^lo-Saxon times there was an institu-

tion analogous to the grand jury in criminal cases, viz. the twelve

senior thegns, who, according to an ordinance of AEthelred II.,

were sworn in the county court that they would accuse no

innocent man and acquit no guilty one. The twelve thegns

were a jury of presentment or accusation, like the grand jury of

later times, and the absolute guilt or innocence of those accused

by them liad to be determined by subsequent proceedings—-by

compurgation or ordeal. Whether this is the actual origin of

the grand jury or not, the assizes of Clarendon (1166) and
Northampton (1176) establish the criminal jury on a definite

basis.

In the laws of Edward the Confessor and the earlier Anglo-

Saxon kings are found many traces of a public duty to bring
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offenders to justice, by hue and cry, or by action of the friths

bijrhy township, tithing or hundred. By the assize of Clarendon
it is directed that inquiry be made in each county and in each
hundred by twelve lawful (legaliores) men of the hundred, and
by four lawful men from each of the four vills nearest to the

scene of the alleged crime, on oath to tell the truth it" in the

hundred or vill there is any man accused {reitatus out publicatus)

as a robber or murderer or thief, or receiver of such. The assize

of Northampton added forgery of coin or charters (falsanaria)

and arson. The inquiry is to be held by the justices in eyre,

and by the sheriffs in their county courts. On a finding on the

oath aforesaid, the accused was to be taken and to go to the

ordeal By the articles of visitation of xi^, four ki^hts are

to be chosen from the county who by their oath shall choose

two lawful knights of each hundred or wapentake, or, if knights

be wanting, free and legal men, so that the twelve may answer
for all matters within the hundred, including, says Stubbs, “ all

the pleas of the crown, the trial of malefactors and their receivers,

as well as a vast amount of civil business.’’ The process thus

described is now regarded as an employment of the Frankish

inquest for the collection of fama publica. It was alternative to

the rights of a private accuser by appeal, and the inquest were

not exactly either accusers or witnesses, but gave voice to public

repute as to the criminality of the persons whom they presented.

From this form of inquest has developed the grand jury of pre-

sentment or accusation, and the coroner’s inquest, which works

partly as a grand jury as to homicide cases, and partly as an

inquest of office as to treasure trove, &c.

The number of the grand jury is fixed by usage at not less than

twelve nor more than twenty-three jurors. Unanimity is not

required, but twelve must concur in the presentment or indict-

ment.^ This jury retains so much of its ancient character that

it may present of its own knowledge or information, and is not

tied down by rules of evidence. After a general charge by the

judge as to the bills of indictment on the file of the court, the

grand jury considers the bills in private and hears upon oath in

the grand jury chamber some or all the witnesses called in support

of an indictment whose names are endorsed upon the bill. It

does not as a rule hear counsel or solicitors for the prosecution,

nor doe.s it see or hear the accused or his witnesses, and it is not

concerned with the nature of the defence, its functions being to

ascertain whether there is a prima facie case against the accused

justifying his trial. If it thinks that there is such a case, the

indictment is returned into court as a true bill; if it thinks that

there is not, the bill is ignored and returned into court torn up or

marked “ no bill,” or ignoramus'' Inasmuch as no man can

be put on trial for treason or felony, and few are tried for mis-

demeanour, without the intervention of the grand jury, the latter

has a kind of veto with respect to criminal prosecutions. The

grand jurors are described in the indictment as “ the jurors for

our lord the king.” As such prosecutions in respect of indictable

offences are now in almost all cases begun by a full preliminary

inquiry before justices, and inasmuch as cases rarely come before

a grand jury until after committal of the accused for trial, the

present utility of the grand jur>’ (Jepends very much on the

character of the justices’ courts. As a review of the discretion

of stipendiary magistrates in committing cases for trial, the

intervention of the grmd jury is in most cases superfluous; and

even when the committing justices are not lawyers, it is now a

common opinion that their views as to the existence of a case

to be submitted to a jury for trial should not be over-ridden by

a lay tribunal sitting in private, and in this opinion many grand

jurors concur. But' the abolition of the grand jury would involve

great changes in criminal procedure for which parliament seems

to have no appetite. Forsyth thinks that the grand jury will

often baffle the attempts of malevolence ” by ignoring a

i^icious and unfounded prosecution; but it may also defeat

the ends of justice by shielding a criminal with whom it has

iBlackstone puts the .principle as being , that no man shall be

convicted except by the nnanimous voice of twenty-four of his

equals or ne^h&>urs—twelve on the grand, and twelve on the petty

jur>'.

strong political or social sympathies. The qualification of the

grand jurymen is that they should be freeholders of the county

—

to what amount appears to be uncertain—and they are sum-
moned by riic sheriff, or failing him by the coroner.

The coroner's jury must by statute (1887) consist of not more
than twenty-three nor less than twelve jurors. It is summoned
by the coroner to hold an inquest super visum corporis in cases

of sudden or violent death, and of death in prisons or lunatic

asylums, and to deal with treasure trove, TIm qualification of

the coroner’s jurors does not depend on the Juries 1825 and

1870, and in practice they are drawn from householders in the

immediate vicinity of the place where the inquest is held.

Unanimity is not required of a coroner’s jury; but twelve must
concur in the verdict. If it charges any one with murder or

manslaughter, it is duly recorded and transmitted to a court of

assize, and has the same effect as an indictment by a grand

jury, i.e. it is accusatory only and is not conclusive, and is

traversable, and the issue of guilt or innocence is tried by a

petty jury.

The Petty Jury.—The ordeal by water or fire was used as the

final test of guilt or innocence until its abolition by decree of the

Lateran council (1219). On its abolition it became necessary

to devise a new mode of determining guiH as distinguished from
ill fame as charged by the grand jury. So early as 1221 accused

persons had begun to put themselves on the country, or to pay
to have a verdict for “ good or ill ”

; and the trial seems to have

been by calling for the opinions of the twelve men and the four

townships, who may have been regarded as a second body of

witnesses who could traverse the opinion of the hundred jury.

(See Pollock and Maitland, ii. 646.) The reference to judicium *

parium in Magna Carta is usually taken to refer to the jury, but

it is clear that what is now known as the petty jury was not

then developed in its present form. ” The history of that

-institution is still in manuscript,” says Maitland.

It is not at all clear that at the outset the trial by the country

(in pais ; in patria) was before another and different jury. The
earliest instances look as if the twelve men and the four vills*

were the patria and had to agree. But by the time of Edward 1 .

the accused seems to have been allowed to call in a second jury.

A person accused by the inquest of the hundred was allowed to

have the 'truth of the charge tried by another and different

jury .2 “ There is,” says Forsyth, “ no possibility of assigning

a date to this alteration.” “ In the time of Bracton (middle of

the 13th century) the usual mode of determining innocence or

guilt was by combat or appeal. But in most cases the appellant

had the option of either fighting ^ith his adversary or putting

himself on his country for trial
”—the exceptions being murder

by secret poisoning, and certain circumstances presumed by the

law to be conclusive of guilt.® But the separation must have

been complete by 1352, in which year it was enacted “ that no
indictor shall be put in inquests upon deliverance of the indictees

of felonies or trespass if he be challenged for that same cause

by the indictee.”

The jurors, whatever their origin, differed from the Saxon
doumsmen and the jurats of the Channel Islands in that they

adjudged nothing; and from compurgators or oath-helpers in

* The distinction between the functions of the grand juiy, which

g
resents or accuses criminals, and the potty jury, which tries them,
as suggested the theory tliat the system of compurgation is the

origin 01 the jury system—the first jury representing the compur-
gators of tlie accuser, the second the compurgators of the accused.

’ Forsyth, 206. The number of the jury (twelve) is responsible

for some unfounded theories of the origin of the system. Ibis' use
of twelve is not confined to England, nor in England or elsewhere to
judicial institutions. " Its general prevalence,** says Halhun (MidiUe
AgeSy ch. viii.),

** shows that in searching for the origin <Si' trial by
jury we cannot rely for a moment upon any analogy which the mere
number affords.** In a Omda to English Juries (1082), by a person
of quali^ (attributed to Lord Semets^^ the following passage
occurs :

^ In analogy of late the jury is rMuced to jbhe number of
twelve, Uke as the prephets were twelve to foretell the truth; the
apostles twelve to jpre^ the trulb; the discoverers twdve, sent
Into Canaan to seek and report ^e truth; and the stonas twtfve
riiat the heavenly Hiierusalem is built on.** Lord Coke indulged
in similar speculations.
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that they were not witnesses called by a litigant to support his

case (Pollock and Maitland, i. j t8). Once established, the jury

of trial whether of actions or indictments developed on the same
lines. But at the outset this jur}^ differed m one material

respect from the modem trial jury. The ancient trial jury

certify to the truth from their knowledge of the facts, however

accmired. In other words, they resemble witnesses or collectors

of local evidence or gossip rather than jurors. The complete

withdrawal of the witness character from the jurj’ is connected

by Forsyth with the ancient rules of law as to proof of written

instruments, and a peculiar mode of trial fer sectam. When a

deed is attested by witnesses, you have a difference between the

testimony of the witness, who deposes to the execution of the

deed, and the verdict of the jury as to the fact of execution. It

has been ( intended witli much plausibility that in such cases

the attesting witnesses formed part of the jury. Forsyth doubts

that conclusion, although he admits that, as the jurors themselves

were originally mere witnesses, there was no distinction in

principle between them and the attesting witnesses, and that

the attesting witnesses might be associated with the jur}^ in the

discharge of the function of giving a verdict. However that

may be, in the reign of Edward HI., although the witnesses are

spoken of “ as joined to the assize,*’ they are distinguished from

the jurors, 'fhe trial per seciam was used as an alternative to

the assize or jury, and resembled in principle the system of

compurgation. The claimant proved his case by vouching a

certain number of witnesses (secta), who had seen the transaction

in question, and the defendant rebutted the presumption thus

created by vouching a larger number of witnesses on his own
side. In cases in which this was allowed, the jury did not

interpose at all, but in course of time the practice arose of the

witnesses of the secta telling their storj^ to the jury. In these

two instances we have the jury as judges of the facts sharply

contrasted with the witnesses who testify to the facts; and, with

the increasing use of juries and the development of rules of

evidence, this was gradually established as the true principle

of the system. In the reign of Henry IV. we find the judges

declaring that the jury after they have been sworn should not sec

or take with them any other evidence than that which has been

offered in open court. But the personal knowledge of the

jurors was not as yet regarded as outside the evidence on which

they might found a verdict, and the stress laid upon the selection

of jurymeMirom the neighbourhood of the cause of the action

shows tWk this element was counted on, and, in fact, deemed
essential to h just ron.sidcration of the caSe. Other examples

of the same theor)^ of the duties of the jury may be found in the

language used by legal writers. Thus it has been said that the

jury may return a verdict although no evidence at all be offered,

and again, that the evidence given in court is not binding on

the jur}’, because they are assumed from their local connexion

to be sufficiently informed of tlie facts to give a verdict without

or in opposition to the oral evidence. A recorder of London,

temp. Edward VI:, says that, “ if the witnesses at a trial do not

agree with the jurors, the verdict of the twelve shall be taken

and the witnesses shall be rejected.” Forsyth suggests as a

reason for the continuance of this theor)’ that it allowed the jury

an escape from the attaint

,

by which pnmltie$ mighit be imposed

on them for delivering a false verdict in a civil case. They
could suggest that the verdict was according to the fact, though

not according to the evidence.

In England the trial jury (also called petty jury or traverse

jury) consists of twelve jurors, except in tfe^county court, where

the number is eight. Ih civil but not in criminal cases the trial

may by consent be by fewor than twelve jurors, and the verdict

may by consent be that of the majority. The rale requiring

a unanimous verdkt been vanously explained'. Forsyth

regards the rule as intimately, connected with the original

character of thoi jtury as a body of witnesses),, and with the

coi&ception ceaiouiB; in primitive society that safety is to be

ftmnd in the number of’ witnesses, rather than the character of

their testimony. The oftJ notion seems to have been that to

justify ah accusation, or to find a fact, twelve sworn men must

be agreed. The afforcing of the jury, already described, marks
an intermediate stage in the development. Where the juries

were not unanimous new jurors were added until twelve were

found to be of the same opinion. From the unanimous twelve

selected out of a large number to the unanimous twelve consti-

tuting the whole jury war. a natural step, which, however, was
not taken without hesitation. In some old cases the verdict

of eleven jurors out of twelve was accepted, but it was decided

in the rei^ of Edward III. that the verdict must be the unani-

mous opinion of the whole jury. Diversity of opinion was taken

to imply perversity of judgment, and the law’ sanctioned the

application of the harshest methods to produce unanimity.

The jurors w^hile considering their verdict were not allowed a

Are nor any refreshment, and it is said in some of the old books

that, if they failed to agree, they could be put in a cart and
drawn after the justices to the border of the county, and then

upset into a ditch. These rude modes of enforcing unanimity

have been softened in later practice, but in criminal cases the

rule of unanimity is still absolutely fixed.

In civil cases and in trials for misdemeanour, the jurors are

I

allowed to separate during adjournments and to return to their

homes; in trials for treason, treason-felony and murder, the

jurors, once sworn, must not separate until discharged. But
by an act of 1897 jurors on trials for other felonies may be

allowed by the court to separate in the some way as on trials

j

for misdemeanour.

These rules do not apply to a jury which has retired to

consider its verdict. During the penod of retirement it is under

the keeping of an officer of the court.

At common law aliens were entitled to be tried by a jury

de medieiate linguae- haM Englishmen, half foreigners, not neces-

sarily compatriots of the accused. This privilege was abolished

by the Naturalization Act 1870; but by the Juries Act 1870

aliens who have been domiciled in England or Wales for ten

years or upward.s, if in other respects duly qu^ified, are liable

to jury service as if they were natural-born subjects (s. 8).

A jury of matrons is occasionally summoned, viz. on a w'rit

de ventre inspiciendo, or where a female condemned to death

I
pleads pregnancy in stay of execution.

The jurors are selected from the inhabitants of the county,

borough or other area for which the court to which they are

summoned is commissioned to act. In criminal cases, owing to

the rules as to venue and that crime is to be tried in the neigh-

bourhood where it is committed, the mode of selection involves

a certain amount of independent local knowledge on the part

of the jurors. Where local prejudice has been aroused for or

against the accused, which is likely to affect the chance of a fair

trial, the proceedings may be removed to another jurisdiction,

and there are a good many offences in which by legislation the

accused may be tried where he is caught, irrespective of the

place where he is alleged to have broken the law. As regards

civO cases, a distinction was at an early date drawn between

local actions which must be tried in the district in which they

originated, and transitop^ actioas which could be tried in any

county.^ These distinctions are now of no importance, as the

place of trial of a civil action is derided as a matter of procedure

and convenience, and regard is not necessarily paid to the place

at which a wrong was done or a contract broken.

The qualifications for, and exemptions from, service as a petty

juror are in the main contained in the Juries Acts 1825 and r870j

tJiough a number of further exemptions are added by scattered

enactments. The exemptions include members of the legislature

and judges, ministers of various denominations, and practising

barristers and solicitors, redstered medical practitioners and
dentists, and officers and soldiers of the re^lar army. Persons

over sixty are exempt but not disqualified. Lists of the jurors

are prepared by the, overseers in rural parishes and by the tbwri

clerks in boroughs, and are sufemittea to justices fbr revrsion.

When juiwB are required for a or carunmal trial thegr are

summoned by the sheriff or, if he c«fmot!act; by the* cocUnen.

Special antCmmoH /bffry.—PorthriuirpoS^ (ff^ ^Ptriafyln
the superior courts there are two lists of jurors, special and
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common. The piuctiee of selecting special juvon to tiy impor-

tant civil cosen appears to have spiung without IqiisUmve

eiiactmeait> in the proceduve of the courts. Foroj^th says that

the fiffst statutory recognition of rt is so late as 5 Geo. XI. c. 35,

and that in the oldest book of practice in existence (PoweU's

Amtmeyh Academy, 1623) there is no allusion to two classes of

jorymen. The acts^ however, which regukte the practice allude

to it as wdl established. The Juries Act 1870 (33 & 3^4 Viet

c. 77) defines the class of persons entitled and liable to serve on
sp^al juries thus : Every man whose name shall be on the

jurors' book for any county, 6k:., and who shall be legalty

entitled to be called an e»^ire, or shdl be a person of hi^er
degree, or a banker or merchant,m who shall occupy a house ol

a certain raiteable value («.g. £too in a town of ooyooo inhabitants,

elsewhere), or a fami of £300 or other premises at £100.

A Special juryman receives a fee of a guinea for each cause.

Either party may obtain an order for a special jury, but must
pay the additional expenses created thereby unless the judge

certifies that it was a proper case to be so tried. For the

common jury any man is qualified and liable to serve who has

£10 by the year in land or tenements of freehold, copyhold or

customary tenure^ or I2Q on lands or tenement held by leaj^

for twenty-one years or longer, or who being a householder is

rated at £30 in the counties of London and Middlesex, or £20

in any other county. A special jury cannot be ordered in cases

of treason or felony, and may be ordered in cases of misdemeanour
only when the trial is in the king’s bench division of the High
Court, or the civil side at assizes.

Ch^enge .—It has always been permissible for the parties to

challenge the jurors summoned to consider indictments or to

try cases. Both in civil and criminal cases a chaiienge for

cau.se
”

is allowed; in criminal cases a peremptory challenge is

also allowed. Ch^lenge for cause ” may be ekher to the

array, i.e. to the whole number of jurors returned, or to the polis,

fu?. to the jurors individually. A challenge to the array is either

a principal challenge (on the ground that the sheriff is a party

to the cause, or related to one of the parties), or a challei^ for

favour ^cn the ground of circumstances implying at least a
probability of bias or favour in the sheriE A chaHenge to

the polls is an exception to one or more jurymen on either of

the following grounds : (x) propter honoris respectum, as when
a lord of parliament is summoned; (2) propier defechm„ for want
of qualification; (3) propter affecium, on suspicion of Idas or

partiality; and (4) propter delictum, when the juror has been

convicted of an infamous offence. The challenge proper

affectum is, like the challenge to the array, eitlxer principal

challenge or “ to the favour." In En^nd as a general ruk the

juror may be interrogated to show want of qualification; but in

other cases the person making the challenge must prove it

without questioning the juror, and the courts do not aHow the

protracted examination on the voir dire which precedes every

came cSlehre m the United States. On indictments lor treason

the accused has a right peremptorily to challenge thhty-ffve of

the jurors on the panel; Jn cases of felony the number is limited

to twenty, and in cases of misdeineaneur there is no right

of peremptory challenge. The Crown has not now the right of

S
iremptory challenge and may challenge only for cause certain

uries Act 1825, s. 29). In ike ease ol felony^ on the fir$t call

of the list jurorsob^t^ to by the Crown are asked tosUad by„

and the cause of challenge not be assigned by the Crown
until the whole list has been perused or gone threwgh, or uidess

there remain,no longer twelve jurors left to try the ca8e>exchisiye

of those: challenged. This, wrradsgemeiut practically amounts to

giving the Crown the benefit of a peremptory challenge.

FuncHm of jurors were br^pnalfy the mouthpiece

of local opinion on ^.quesdonasubmitted to them, or witi^e^es

to fact as to I such I questions, they have now becon^
judges ol" fket upmi the^ evidence laid before tomn. Their

proviitce is stricdjr to question? of facti and wdthin that

province jthey are still, hirthec restaivrt^ to matters hy
evidenee in the fxwm of the trial and in theory must not .

upon cMr otto* knowkdge end obiervatm

far as it peoceeds fma^mbaX is cailtd m** yam **
ofAbe snbtoot

matter of the litigation. Indeed it. is nout well estoblished tdiat

it a juror ia aequadnlnd with, facts mateml to the ento^tihe

should inform the court so that he may be dismissed feozn the'

^ry and called as ib witness;,pnd Lord EUenborough iqkd that

a judge would misdirect the jisiry if he told Ihem thto they migbt

reject the evidence and go by their own knowkdge. The old

deeoi^um assigns to jxi^ and jury their own independent

functions : Ad quaestimem iegie mtpimdent fiadkes .;
adi. qtmes^

Honem facti furatores (Pbwden^ rx4). But the jimpcadencn
of the jurors as to matters of fact was from, an early tisne

not abtoiute. In certain ovd cases a litigant diisatisM by
the verdict could adopt the pfroceduca by attaint, aad. if the

attaint jury of twenty-four found that the first ju^ had given, a

false verdict, they were fined and sofibred the villamous judg*

ment. Attaints fell into disuse on the introduction abotti 1665

of the practice of granting new trials when the juiy found against

tne weight of the e\adcnce, or upon a wrong direction as to the

law of the case.

In criminal cases the courts attempted to control the verdicts

by fining the jurors for reluming a verdict contra plenam et

marsifestam evtdenliam. But this practice was declared illegal

in Bosh^'s case (1670) ; and so far as criminal cases are c^sxcemed

the independence of the jury as sole judges of fact is almost

absolute. If they acquit, their action cannot be reviewed nor

punished, except on proof of wiEul and corrupt censent to

embracery " (Juries Act 1825, a. 61). If they convict no new
trial can be ordered except in the rare instances of misdemeanours

tried as civil cases in the High Court In trials for various forms

of libel during the 18th century, the judges restricted the powers

'

of juries by ruling that their functioii was limited to finding

whkher the Hbel had in fact been publiHied, and lhat it was for

the court to decide whether the words published constiUtted an
-ofience^i By Fox’s Libel Act 1792 the jurors in such cases

were expressly empowered to brii^ in a geneial verdict of libei

or no libel, Le. to deal with the a&ole question of the meaning
and extent of the incriminated publication. In other words;

they were given the same iiMkpcsadence in cases of libel os m
oth^ criminal eases. This independence has in tinm of publk
excitement operated as a kind of hKal option, against the existing

law and as an aid to procuring its amenfbnaent. • Junes in

Ireland in agrarian cases o^en acquit in the teeth of the evidence;

In England the independence of the juiy in criminal trials is

to some extent menaced by the proveions of the Criminal

Appeal Act 1907. '

While the jury is in legal theory absolute as to matters of fact,

st is in practice largely controlled by the judges. Not only does

the judge at the trial decide as to the rdevoncy of the evid^cc
tendered to the issues to be proved, and as to the admissibility

of questions put to a witness, hut be also advises the jury as to

the Iqgical baring of the ev^ence admitted upon tb» matters

to befound by the jury. The rules as to admissibility of evidence,

largely based upon silastic logic, sometimes difficult to apply,

and almost imlmown in continental jurisprudence, coupled with

the right of an English judge to sum up the evidence ^denied to

French judges) and to express his own opinnsi as to its value

(denied to Aiokeiican judges), fetter to some, extent the indepen-

dence or limit the chances of error ol the jury.
** The whole theory of the jurisdiction of tte oouirts to interfm

with the verdict of the constitutkaial tribuiml is that the court

is satisfied that toe jury have not acted xeasonably upon tor

evkknoe but havv been misledby prejudke cv pitodon

ilTafff(j905),.App« Cas. 118, per Lord Halsbiuy)^ InciW. cases

;

the verdict may be challcn|;ed on the ground that it is against the

i evidence oragainsttlmws^t oftoeevidwice; inr;unBi]^^

i any jamdmw. H: h said to be animat, the;^idbnes whm die

;

jta^ toOT com^rfatrily miaappieh^^ provedand have
drwwneat^inilereiieQtowvottgiatobe.mdmbaton^ Xhe
diteatiafiuu:ioubid the tilal judge, arpobtotlhitt

not oondhitm tleixient;tti datosevnung toto thap^^ a

vcediet,(bfltoMMtiQf Usiapecial ttppomnit^ oi nppnmhiag the
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evidence and the demeanour of the witnesses. But his opinion

is less regarded now that new trials are granted by the court of

appeal t^n under the old system when the new trial was sought

in the court of which he was a member.

The appellate court will not upset a verdict when there is

substantwl and conflicting evidence before the jury. In such

cases it is for the jury to say which side i i to be believed, and the

court will not interfere with the verdict. To upset a verdict

on the ground that there is no evidence to go to the jury implies

that the judge at the trial ought to have withdrawn the case

from the jury. Under modern procedure, in order to avoid the

risk of a new trial, it is not uncommon to take the verdict of a

jury on the hyf>othesis that therewas evidence for their considera-

tion, and to leave the unsuccessful party to apply for judgment

notwithstanding the vendict. The question whether there was

any evidence proper to be submitted to the jury arises oftenest

in cases involving an imputation of negligence -y-e.g. in an action

of damages against a railway company for injuries sustained in a

collision. Juries arc somewhat ready to infer negligence, and

the court has to say whether, on the facts proved, there was any

evidence of negligence by the defendant. This is by no means

the same thing as saying whether, in the opinion of the court,

there was negligence. The court may be of opinion that on the

facts there was none, yet the facts themselves may be of such a

nature as to be evidence of negligence to go before a jury. When
the facts proved are such that a reasonable man might have come

to the conclusion that there was negligence, then, although the

court would not have come to the same conclusion, it must admit

that there is evidence to go before the jury. This statement

indicates existing practice but scarcely determines what relation

between the facts proved and the conclusion to be established is

necessary to make the facts evidence from which a jury may infer

the conclusion. The true explanation is to be found in the prin-

ciple of relevancy Any fact which is relevant to the is.sue con-

stitutes evidence to go before the jury, and any fact, roughly

speaking, is relevant between which and the fact to be proved

there may be a connexion as cause and effect (see Evidence).

As regards damages the court has always had wide powers, as

damages are often a question of law. But when the amount of

the damages awarded by a jury is challenged as excessive or

inadequate, the appellate court, if it considers the amount un-

reasonably large or unreasonably small, must order a new trial

unless bot|i>^arties consent to a reduction or increase of the

damageiit) a figure fixed by the court; see Watt v. Watt (1905),

App. Cas. 1 15.

Value of Jury System ,—The value of the jury in past history

as a bulwark against aggression by the Crown or executive cannot

be over-rated, but the working of the institution has not escaped

criticism. Its use protracts civil trials The jurors are usually

unwilling and are insufficiently remunerated
;
and jury trials in

civil cases often drag out much longer and at greater expense

than trials by a judge alone, and the proceedings are occasionally

rendered ineffective by the failure of the jurors to agree.

There is much force in the arguments of Bentham and others

against the need of unanimity—the application of pressure to

force conviction on the minds of jurors, the indifference to veroci^

which the concurrence of unconvinced minds must produce in

the public mind, the probability that jurors will disagree and'

trials be rendered abortive, and the absence of any reasonable

security in the unanimous verdict that would not exist in the

verdict of a majority. All this is undeniably true, but dis^ee-

ments are happily not frequent, and whatever may happen in the

jur>^ room no compulsion is now used by the court to induce

agreement, -i

But, apart from any incidental defects, it may be doubted

vriiether, as an instrument for the investigation of truth, the

jury system deserves all the encomiums which have been passed

upon it. In criminal cases, especially of the graver kind, it is

perhaps the belt tribunal that could be devised. There the

element of moral detibt enters largely into the cons'deration of

the case, and that can best be measured hv a ponular tribunal.

Opinion in England has hitherto been against subjecting a man

to serious punishment as a result of conviction before a judge

sitting without a jury, and the judges themseives would the

first to deprecate so great a responsibility, and the Criminal

Appeal Act 1907, which constituted the court of criminal appeal,

recognized the responsibility by requiring a quorum of thrw
judges in order to constitute a couit. The same ac^ by permit-

ting an appeal to persons convicted on indictmenc both on

questions of fact and of law, removed to a great extent any

possibility of error by a jur}\ But in civil causes, where the

issue must be determined one way or the other on the balance

of probabilities, a single judge would probably be a better

tribunal than the present combination of judge and jury. Even

if it be assumed that he would on the whole come to the same

conclusion as a jury deliberating under his directions, he would

come to it more quickly. Time would be saved in taking

evidence, summing up would be unnecessary, and the addresses

of counsel would inevitably be shortened and concentrated on

the real points at issue. Modem legislation and practice in

England have very much reduced the use of the jury both in

civil and (Criminal cases.

In the county courts trial by jury is the exception and not the

rule. In the court of chancery and the admiralty court it was

never used. Under the Judicature Acts many cases which in

the courts of common law would have been tried with a jury are

now tried before a judge alone, or (rarely) with assessors, or

before an official referee. Indeed cynics say that a jury is in-

sisted on chiefly in cases when a jury, from prejudice or other

causes, is likely to be more favourable than a judge alone.

In criminal cases, by reason of the enormous number of

offences punishable on summary conviction and of the provi-

sions made for trying certain indictable offences summarily if

the offender is young or elects for summary trial, juries are less

called on in proportion to the number of offences committed

than was the practice in former years.

Scotland .—According to the Regiam Majesiatenty which is

identical with the treatise of Glanvifi on the law of England (but

whether the original or only a copy of that work is disputed), trial

by jury existed in Scotland for civil and criminal cases from as early

a date as in England, and there is reason to believe that at all events

the system became established at a very early date. Its histor>»

was verv different from that of the English jury system. There was
no grand jury under Scots law, but it was introduced in 1708 for the

purpose of high treason (7 Anne c. 21). For the trial of criminal

cases the petty jury is represented by the criminal " assize." This

jury has always consisted of fifteen persons and the jurors are chosen

by ballot by the clerk of the court from the list containing the names
of the special and common jurors, five from the special, ten from the

common. Prosecutor and accused each have five peremptory

challenges, of which two only may be directed against the special

jurors; but there is no limit to challenges for cause. The jury is

not secluded during the trial except in capital cases or on special

order of the court made proprio motu or on the application of

prosecutor or accused. The verdict need not be unanimous, nor is

enclosure a necessary preliminary to a majority verdict. It is

returned viva voce by the chancellor or foreman, and entered on the

record by the clerk of the court, and the entry read to the jury.

Besides the verdicts of " guilty " and " not guilty," a Scots jury

may return a verdict of " not proven," which has legally the same
effect as not guilty in releasing the accused from further proceedings

on the particular charge, but inflicts on him the stigma of moral

guUt.

Jury trial in civil cases was at one time in general if not prevailing

use, but was gradually superseded for most purposes on the institu-

tion of the Court of Session (x Mackay, Ct. Sess. Pr. 33). Tn this, as

in many other matters, Scots law and procedure tend to follow

continental rather than insular models. The civil jury was reintro-

duced in 1815 (55 Geo. III. c. 4a), mainly on account of the difficulties

experienced by the House of Lords in dealing with questions of fact

raised on Scottish appeals. At the outset a special court was insti-

tuted in the nature of a judicial commission to ascertain by means of

a jury facts deemed relevant to the issues in a cause and sent for

such determination at the discretion of the court in which the cause

was pending. The process was analogous to the sending of an issue

out of chancery for trial in a superior court of common law, or in a

court of assise. In 1830 the jury court ceased to exist as a separate

tribunal and was merged in the Court of Session. By legislation of

1810 and 1825 certain classes of cases were indicated as appropriate

to he tried bv a jury; but in 1850 the cases so to be tried were

limited to actions for defamation and nuisance, or properly and in

substance actions for damages, and under an act of 1866 even in

these fBtes the jury mav be dia:peismd withoy consent of parties.
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The civil jury consists as in England of twelve jurors chosen by

ballot from the names on the list of those summoned. There is a
right of peremptory challenge limited to four, and also a right

to challenge for cause. Unanimity was at first but is not now
required. The jury if unanimous may return a verdict immediately
on the close of the case. If they are not unanimous they are
enclosed and may at any time not less than three hours after oeing
enclosed return a verdict by a bare majority. If after six hours
they do not agr^ by the requisite majority, i.e. ate e<jually divided,

they must be discharged. It was stated ny Commissioner Adam,
under whom the Scots civil jury was originate, that in twenty, years
he knew of only one case in which the jury disagreed. Jury trial

in civil cases in Scotland has not flourished or given general satisfac*

tion, and is resorted to only in a smalt proTOrtion of cases. This Is

partly due to its being transplanted from England.
Ireland .

—^The jury laws of Ireland do not difier in substance from
those of England. The qualifications of jurors are regulated by
O'Hagan's Acts 1871 and 1872, and the Juries Acts 1878 and 1894.
In criminal cases much freer use is made than in England of the
rights of the accused to challenge, and of the Crown to order jurors

to stand by, and what is call^ jury-packing " seems to be the
object of both sides when some political or agrarian issue is involved

in the trial. Until the passing of the Irish Local Government Act
1898, the grand juiy, besides its functions as a jury of accusation,

had large duties with respect to local government wliich arc now
transferred to the county councils and other elective bodies.

British Empire .—In most parts of the British Empire the jury

system is in force as part of the original law of the colonists or under
the colonial charters of justice or by local legislation. The grand
jury is not in use in India; was introduced but later abolished in the

Cape Colony
;
and in Australia has been for most purposes superseded

by the public prosecutor. The ordinary trial jury for criminal cases

is twelve, but in India may be nine, seven, five or three, according

to certain provisions of the Criminal Pr^cdurc Code 1898. In

countries wnore the British Crown has foreign jurisdiction the jury

for criminal trials has in some cases been fixed at a less number than
twelve and the right of the Crown to fix the number is established

;

see ex p. Carew, 1097, A.C. 719. In civil cases the number of the jury

is reduced in some colonics, e.g. to seven in Tasmania and Trinidad.

European Countries .—In France there is no civil jury. In

criminal cases the place of the grand ju^ is taken by the chambre
des mises en accusation, and the more serious crimes are tried before

a jury of twelve which finds its verdict by a majority, the exact

number of which may not be disclosed. In Belgium, Spain, Italy

and Germany, certain classes of crime are tried with the aid of a
jury.

United States .—The English jury system was part of the law of

the American colonies before the declaration of mdependence; and
grand jury, coroner’s jur}' and petty jury continue in fuU use in the

United States. Under the Federal Constitution (Arts. iii. v. vf.)

there is a right to trial by jury in all criminal cases (except on
impeachment) and in all civil actions at common law in winch
the subject matter exceeds $20 in value (amendments vi. and vii.).

The trial Jury must be of twelve and its verdict must be unanimous;
see Cooley, Constitutional Limitations (6th ed.), 389. The respective

rovinces of judge and jury have been much discussed and there has

een a disposition to declare the jury supreme as to law as well as

fact. The whole subject is fully treated by reference to English

and American authorities, and the conflicting views are stated

in Sparf v. United States, 1895, 156 U.S. 61. The view of the

majority of the court in that case was that it is the duty of the jury

in a criminal case to receive the law from the court and to apply it

as laid down by the court, subject to the condition that in giving a

general verdict the jury may incidentally determine both law and
fact as compounded in the issues submitted to them in the particular

case. The power to give a general verdict renders the duty one of

imperfect obligation and enables the jury to take its own view of

the terms and merits of the law involved.

The extent to which the jury system is in force in tlie states of

the union depends on the constitution and legislation of each state.

In some ‘toe use of juries in civil and even in criminal cases is reduced

or made subject to the election of the accused. In others unanimous
verdicts are not reci^uired, while the constitutions of others require

the unanimous verdmt of toe common law dozen. (W. F. C.)

JUS PRIMAE Noons, or Droit du Sxigkeur, a custom

alleged to have existed in medieval Europe, giving the overlord

a right to the virginity of his vassals’ daughters on their wedding-

night. For the eidstence of the custom in a legalized form there

is no trustworthy That some such abuse of power may
have been occasionally exercised by brutal nobles in the lawless

days of the wly middle ages is only too likely, but the jus, it

seems, is 6. myth, invented no earlier than the i6th or zyth

century* There appears tso have been an entirely reHgions

custom established by ^e council of Cartha^ in 398, whereby

the Churdi r^ired from the faithful continence on the wedding-

night, and this mgy haVe been, and there is evidence that it was,

known as Droit du Seigneur, or
**
God’s right.” Later the

clerical admonition was extended to the first three days of

marriage. This religious abstention, added to the undoubted
fact tlmt the feudal lord extorted fines on the marriages of his

vassals and their children, doubtless gave rise to the that

the jus was once an established custom.

The whole subject has been exhaustively treated by Louis VeuiUot
in Le Droit du setgneur au moyen dge (1854).

JUS RELlCTABt in Scots law, the widow’s right in the movable

property of her deceased husband. The deceased must have
been domiciled in Scotland, but the right accrues from movable
property, wherever situated. The widow’s provision amounts
to one-third where there are children surviving, and tt> one-l.alf

where there are no surviving children. The widow’s right ves. s

by survivance, and is independent of the husband’s testamentary

provisions; it may however be renounced by contract, or be dis-

charged by satisfaction. It is subject to alienation of the

husb^d’s movable estate during his lifetime or by its conversion

into heritage. See alsoWill.

JUSSERAND, JEAN ADRIEN ANTOINE JULES (1855- h
French author and diplomatist, was born at Lyons on the i8th

of February 1855. Entering the diplomatic service in 1876, he

became in 1878 consul in L^don. After an interval spent in

Tunis he returned to London in 1887 as a member of the French

Embassy, in 1890 he became French minister at Copenhagen,

and in 1902 was transferred to Washington. A close student

of English literature, he produced some very lucid and vivacious

monographs on comparatively little-known subjects : Le 2 hedtre

en Angleterre depuis la conguete jusqu*aux predicesseurs immidiats
,

de Shakespeare (1878); Le Roman au temps de Shakespeare (1887;

Eng. trans. by Miss E. Lee, 1890); Les Anglais au moyen dge : la

vie nomade et les routes d^AngUierre au X1V‘ siecle (1884; Eng.

trans., English^ Wayfaring Life in the Middle Ages, by L. T. Smith,

^889); andL Epopiede Langland (1893 ; Eng. trans., Piers Plow-

man, by M. C. R., 1894). His Histoire littiraire du peuple a glais,

the first volume of which was published in 1895, was completed

in three volumes in 1909. In English he wrote A French'

Ambassador at the Court of Charles 11. (1892), from the un-

published papers of the count de Cominges. '

JUSSIEU, DE, the name of a French family which came into

prominent notice towards the close of the i6th century, and for a

century and a half was distinguished for the botanists it pro-

duced. The following are its more eminent members :

—

1. Antoine de Jussieu (1686-1758), bom at Lyons on the

6th of July 1686, was the son of ChrJfetophe de Jussieu (or

Dejussieu), an apothecary of some repute, who published a

Nouveau iraite de la theriaque (1708). Antoine studied at the

university of Montpellier, and travelled with his brother Bernard

through Spain, Portugal and southern France. He went to

Park in 1708, J. P. de Touraefort, whom he succeeded at the

Jardin des Plantes, dying in that year. His own original publica-

tions are not of marked importance, but he edited an edition of

Tournefort’s Insiitutiones ret herbariae (3 vols., 1719), and also a

posthumous work of Jacques Barrelier, Plantae per GaUiam,

Hispaniam, et Italiam observatae, &c. (i7i4)‘ He practised

medicine, chiefly devoting himself to the very poor. He died at

Paris on the aand of April 1758.

2. Bernard de Jussieu (1699-1777), a younger brother of

the above, was bora at Lyons on the 17th of August z6^. He
took a medical degree at Montpellier and began piacti^ in 1720,

but finding toe work uncongenial he gladly accepted brother’s

invitation to Paris in Z72a, when he succeeded ^bastien VaiUant

as sub demonstrator of plants in the Jardin du Roi. In 1735 he

brought out a new edition of Tournefort’s Histoire des plantes

qui naissent aux environs de Paris, a vols., which was afterwards

translated into English by John Martyn, the original work being

incomplete. In toe same year he was admitted into the pcad6-

mie des sciences, and communicated several papers to that bod^r.

Long before Abraham Trembley (Z700-Z784) published his

Histoire des polypes d^eau dauce, Jussieu maintained the doctrine

toat these orgamsms were,animals, and not the flowers of marine

plants, then thcxmrrent notion j
and to confirm his vi^s he made
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three journeys to the ooast of Normandy. Singularly modest

and retiring, he published very little, but in 1759 he arranged the

plants in the royail garden of the Trianon at Versailles, according

to liie own scheme of classification. This arrangement is printed

in his nephew's Genera, pp. lxiii.~lxx., and formed the basis of

that work. He cared little for the credit of enunciating new

discoveries, so long as the facts were made public. the

death of his brother Antoine, he could not be induced to succeed

him in his office, but prevailed upon L. G. Lemoraiier to assume

the higher positkm. He died at Paris on the 6th of November

^ 777 ‘

3. Joseph de Jussieu (1704-1779), brother of Antome and

Bernard, was bom at Lyons on the 3rd of September 1704.

Educated like the rest of the family for the medical fwofessfon,

he accompanied C. M, de la Condamine to Peru, in the expedition

for measuring on arc of meridian, and remmned in South America

for thirty-six years, returning to France in 1771. Amongst the

seeds he sent to his brother Bernard were those of Helioiroprum

peruvtanum, Linn., then hrst introduced into Europe. He died

at Paris on the nth of April 1779.

4. Antoine Laurent de Jussieu (1748-1836), nephe\y of the

three preceding, was bom at Lyons on the lath of April 1748.

Called to Paris by his uncle Bernard, and carefully trained by him

for the pursuits of medicine and botany
,
he largely profiled by the

opportunities afforded him. Gifted with a tenacious memory,

and the power of quickly grasping the salient points of subjects

under observation, he steadily worked at the improvement of

that system of plant arrangement which had been sketched out

by his uncle. In 1 789 was issued his Genera plantarum secundum

ordines nedurales disposiia, juxta methodum in horto repo Parisi-

ensi exaratam, anno mdcclxxiv. This volume formed the basis

of modem classification; more than this, it is certain that Cuvier

derived much help in his zoological classification from ks perusal.

Hardly had the last sheet passed through the press, when the

French Revolution broke out, and the author was installed in

charge of the hospitals of Paris. The museum d'histoire naturellc

was organized on its present fooling mainly by him in 1793, and

he selected for its Hbrary everything relating to natural history
!

from the vast materials obtained from the convents then broken

up. He continued as professoi' of botany there from 1770 to

1826, when his son Adrien succeeded him. Besides the Genera,

he produced nearly sixty memoirs on botanical topics. He died

at Paris^^Bie ryth of September 1836.

5. Aiflftnf Laurent Henri de Jussieu (1797-1853), son

of Antoine Laurent, was born at Paris on the 23rd of liecem-

ber 1797. He displayed the qualities of his family in his thesis

for the degree of M.D., De Euphorbiacearum generihus medieisque

eartmdem virtbus ientamen, Paris, 1824. He was also the author

,of valuable contributions to botanical literature on the Rutaceae,

Meliaceae and Malpighiaceae respectively, of “ Taxonomic '' in

the DicHonrtaxre universelle d'histoire naturelle, and of an intro-

ductor}^ work styled simply Bolanictte, which reached nine

editions, and was tran^ated into the principal languages of

Europe. He also edited his father’s Iniroduetio in histofitm

fdantarum, issued at Paris, without imprint or date, it being a

fragment of the intended second edition of the Genera, which

Antoine Laurent did not live to complete. He died at Paris on

the 29th of June 1853, leaving two daughters, but no son, so

that witfi him closed the brilliant botanical dynasty.

6. Laurent Pierre de Jussieu (1792-1866), miscellaneous

writer, nephew of Antoine Laurent, was born at Vifleurbanne

on the 7th of February 1792. His Simon ^tNontua, ou le mar-

chand forain (r8t8), reached fifteen editions, and was translated

into seven languages. He«lso wrot?e Simples notions die fdtyst^

et d^hisfoire natufeile
{
tS$q), and a few geological papers. He died

at Plassy on the 23rd of Februafy 1866.

JTOWE'(Lat. justiiia), a term used both in the abstract, for

the quality of being or doing what is just, i,e, right in law and

equity, and in concrete for an officer deputed by the sove-

rwgn to admiinster ftfsriefe, and do right by v/ay of judjgment.

It liaa long been the offiml title of the jud^ of two of the

Rngifeh sopeiior law, and it is now extended to

all the judges in the supreme court of judicature—a judge in the

High Court of Justice being styled Mr Justice, and in the court

of appeal Lord Justice. The president of the king’s bench
division of the High Court is styled Lord Chief Justice (9.V.).

The word is also applied, and perhaps more usually, to certain

subordinate magistrates who administer justice in minor matters,

and who are usually called justices of the peace {qjv,)>

JUSTlGiB OF THE PEAiCB» an inferior magistrate appointed in

England by special coiMnission under the Great Seal to keep the

peace within the jurisdiction for which he is appointed. The
title is commonly abbreviated to J.P. and is used after the name.
“ The whole Christian world,” said Coke, ” hath not the like

office as justice of the peace if duly executed.” Lord Cowper, on
the other hand, desenbed them as " men sometimes illiterate

and frequently bigoted and prejudiced.” The truth is that the

justices of peace perform without any other reward than

the consequence they acquire from their dfice a laige amount
of work indispensable to the admmistration of the law, and
(though usually not professional lawyers, and therefore apt to be

ill-informed in some of their decisions) for the most part they

discharge their duties with becoming good sense and impartiality.

For centuries they have necessarily been chosen mainly from

the landed class of country gentlemen, usually Conservative in

politics ; and in recent years the attempt has been made by the

Liberal party to reduce the bailee by appointing others than

those belonging to the landed gentry, such as tradesmen,

Nonconformist ministers, and working-men. But it has been

recognized that the appointment of justices according to their

political views is undesirable, and in T909 a royal commission

was appointed to consider and report whether any and what

steps should be taken to facilitate the selection of the most

suitable persons to be justices of the peace irrespective of creed

and political opinion. In great centres of population, when
the judicial business of justices is heavy, it has been found

necessary to appoint paid justices or stipendiary magistrates ’

to do the work, and an extension of the system to the country

districts has been often advocated.

The commission of the peace assigns to justices the duty of

keeping and causing to be kept all ord nances and statutes for

the good of the peace and for preservation of the same, and for

the quiet rule and government of the people, and further a.ssigns

” to you and every two or more of you (of whom any one of the

aforesaid A, B, C, D, &c., we will, shall be one) to inquire the

truth more fully by the oath of good and lawful men of the county

of all and all manner of felonies, poisonings, enchantments,

sorceries, arts, magic, trespasses, forestallings, regratings, en-

grossings, and extortions whatever.” This part of the commission

is the authority for the jurisdiction of the justices in sessions.

Justices named specially in the parenthetical clause are said^ to

be on the quorum. Justices for counties are appointed by the

Crown on the advice of the lord chancellor, and usually with the

recommendation of the lord lieutenant of the county. Justices

for boroughs having municipal corporations and separate com-
missions ot the peace are appointed by the Crown, the lord

chancellor either adopting the recommendation of the town coun-

cil or acting independently. Justices cannot act as such until

they have taken the oath of allegiance and the judicial oath. A
justice for a borough while acting as such must reside in*or within

seven miles of the borough or occupy a house, warehouse or

other property in the borough, but he need not be a burgess.

The mayor of a borough is ex officio a justice during his year of

office and the succeeding year. He takes precedence over all

borough justices, but not over justices acting in and for the

county in which the borough or any part thweof is situated,

unless when acting in relation to the bosineas of the borough.

I Where a borough council desire thcanpointment of a shpeadiary
magistrate they may present a petition for the same to the secretary

of state and it » thereupon lamul iot tte king to appoint to that
office a barrister of seven yean* standing. He is by virtue of his

office ajustteft foe tiie borough, and receives a yearly salary, miyiabte

in four equal quarterly instalments. On vocoucyf application
must again be inadn as for a first appointment. TljLere may ue more
than one it^ndiary magistrate for a borough.
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The chtatnmk of a ccuntgr couno^ is ix pfido a jtistice of the
peace for tJie county, ai«d the chairman of an urban or nrra!
district council for the county in which the district is situ-
ated. Justkes cannot act beyond the Ikmts of the judsdic-
rion for which they are appomM, find ths warsantof a justice
emmot be oeecuted out of hh jurisdiction unless it be backed,
that is, endorsed by a justice' of the jurisdiction in which it is to
be carried into execution. A justice improperlj^ refusing to act
on his office, or acting partiaffly and corrupt^, may boproceeded
against by a criminaT mformation, and a justice refusing to tect

may be eompefled to do so by the High Court of Justice. An
acrim will Ik against a justice for nny act dbnel^ him in excess
of his jurisdiction, and for any act within his jurisdiction which
has been done wrongfully and with malice, and without reason-
able or probable cause. But no action can be brought against a
justice for a wrongful conviction until it has been quashed. By
the Jnstices* Qualification Act 1744, every justice for a county
was required^ to have an estate of freehold, copyhold, or custo-
mary tenure in fee, for life or a given term, of the yearly vahie of
jfroo. By an act of 1875 the occupation of a house rated at £100
was madte a qualification. No such qualifications were ever
required for a borough justice, and it was not until 1906 that
county justices were put on the same footing in this respect.
The Justices of the Peace Act 1906 did away with all qualifica-
ti^

^

by estate. It ahro removed the necessity for residence
within the count>% permitting the same residential qualification
as for borough jusrices,

**
within seven miles thereof.’’ The same

act remov^ the disqualification of solicitors to be county justices
and assimilated to the existing power to remove other justices
from the commission of the peace the power to exclude ex officio

justices.

The justices for every petty sessional division of a county or
for a borough having a separate commission of the peace must
appoint a fit peraon to be Iheir salaried clerk. He must be either
a barrister of not less than fourteen years’ standing, or a solidtor
of the supreme court, or have served for not l^s than seven
years as a clerk a police or stipendiary magistrate or to a
metropolitan police court. An alderman or councillor of a
liorough must not be appoint?ed as cterk, nor can a clerk of the
peace for the borough or for the county in which the borough is

situated be appointed. A borough clerk is not allowed to
fwosecute. T^ salary of a justice’s clerk comes, in London,
out of the police fund; in counties out of the county fund; in
county borough's out of the borough fund, and in other boroughs
out of the county fund.

The vast and multifarious duties of the justices cover some
portkm of every important head of the criminal law, and extend
to a considerable number of matters relating to the civil law.

In the United States these officers are sometimes appointed by
the executive, sometimes elected. In some states, justices of the
peace have jurisdiction in civil cases given to them by local

regulations.

JTOTICHAR (Med. Lat. jusfkiarms or fustitiorius^ a judge), in

English history, the title of the chief ftiinistJer of the Norman and
earlier Angevin kings. The history of the title m this connota-
tion is somewhat obscure. Justmariits meant simply “ judge,”
and was originally applied; as Stubbs pomta out (Const. Hist
i 389> note), to ai^ officer of tile king^s court, to chief justice,

or in a very genml way to atl and sundry 'who posseseed courts

of their own or were qualified' to act as /Wfoey in the rilire^ourts^

even the style capitedis jttstkiaHus being used of judges of the
royal court otber tHan the chief. It was not tdl the reign of

'Henry H. that the title nwwmws or capiPatis fusvideiiins, or
jusHdesHus miiis was exclusively applied to the s

ddeif minister; ThetofSce, however^ eixisted before the st^e of

its holder waa^Bumd^ andi, whatever their oontemporstry

Custt^ writers refer to* them as /artfeionV, \tith

or without the prefix or capMis (ibid. p. 346). Thus
Ranudfflilambao^.tiM mmister of William 11 .^ wfe^ was probably
the first to exercise the powewoi a justroior^ n caUed

^ yittffik.
''

The orijfih of the justiciarship is thus given by Stubbs (ibid.

p.a76> Ihaihenfi”wa»tiherlBMgVt«pe^^
|ttdicMd,:imlitary and finamaalfo itihe atoe* . ^Bmvhiin^or.ffaan
theoourts of whfohi he wasthO|Mri«idisi|g.ofteer^appeal lay tp
king alone; but the king was lmm £^iand
not understiMd the.language his In his absence the
administiatioii waaentmM to wjnatiGia|e^a regentor heuteaane
of the kingdom and the convenience being once aseertokied . of
haying a miaistei! who could in. the whole kmgdomifepment
the king, as the sheriff did in.the rfure,,the justiciar

permantnt foncticoofy.”

The fact that the k.ngs weiwoften absent foom and
that the justiciorship was held by .nobieo (murclu^
made this office of an importoneei which at times ^b”**^**^ to
overshadow that of the Down, t It wostthfo latter circumstance
which ultimately led to' its . abolition. Huberts do k>Ufgh (p4fi}

waa the last of the great jiuaticuirs; after hk.falliCia^a) the jus-
tkiarship was not again committed to a great Imon, aiui the
chai^ellor soon took the position formerly occup^ by Uie
justiciar as second to the king in dignity, as os in power and
infiuen^. Finaily, under £dyard> I. and his successor, ki place
of the justiciar—who had presided over all causes: vice regif—
separate heads were established in the Uxree branches inlo which
the curia refcis as a judicial body bad been> divided ; justices of
common pleas, justices of the king’^ bench, and borons of the
exchequer.

Outside England the title justiciar was given under Henry II.

to the seneschal of Normandy* In Scotland the ritle of justiciar

was borne, under the earlier kings,, by two high officials, one
having his jurisdiction to the north, the other to the south of the
Forth. They were the king’s lieutenants for judicial and ad-
imnistrative purposes and ware'established m the lath century,
eitner by Akxander 1 . or by 'hifi successor David I. In the
i2th century a nm^ster jmSkiarius also appears in rite Norman
kingdom of Stdiy, title and office bemr probably borrowed
from Englemd

; he presided' over the roym court (Magna
pnd was, with his aesietants, empowered to deddh, imPtr aHa,
all cases reserved to the Grown (see Du Cai^; r.v. Magesivr
JustiHtmws).

Sec W. Stubbs, Const. IHst. of England: Do Cange, Gheearium
(Ntort, *88511 s.v.

JUSTICIARY, KfGH GOmiT l)P» in Sootkundt the supreme
criminftl court, consisting of five of the fords of session together
with the lord justice-general and the lord jueticw-c^rfc aapiwsident
and vice-president respectively. The eon^tution of the court
is settled by the Act 167^ c, rfi* loitte of juetkiary hold
circuits regularly twioe a year according to the ancient ptttctfoe,

which, however, had bem allowed to folilintodhmee until revived
in 1748. For circuit pnrpaes Scotland is divided into;northern,
southern and western districts (isee Gmcimr)^ Two judgses

generally go on a circuit, and w ©lasgow they are by special
statute authorized to sit in seporatai oourta. "By the Criminal
Procedure (Scotland) Act 1887 aU the senators of toe ooUege of

justice ore lords commissbners of justiciary. The high court,

sitt^ m Edinbi^hv has, in addkfoa tiOi its general juris-

diction, an exclusive jumfetion for districts not witihitt the
jurisdiction of the circuits—the three,Dothians, and Orkum and
Sl^tloncU The high^ court also takes up points, of'

arising before the special courts, like the ^court for crawa^cases
reserved in England. The. court of.justiciary has authority to

try all. crimes, unless when, its. jurisdiction has been excluded by
special enactment of the legislature. It is edso stated to have an
ixffierent jurisdiction to punish' criminal acts,, even if they
have never before been, treated >as crimes. Its judgments oip
believed,toibe not subject tpiony, appeal or review, but it majf; be
doubted whether an appeal on aimint of law would not lie to the
house of. fords., Thaiolfowing; crimesriuistlt^ptos^t^ in the
court of jjuBticiary treason,, wvrdkr, tobbeiy/ fire-raisfog,

deforceinent of mess^frs,,jn:eitoh,of dit^ by magi$tnd:mi,apd
all offences f(w wJi^,ch.ia.,statutQrynp^

imprisonment . ia imppsecL
, ,

:

r . .
,

,

JOST0lCUk’WOHriisI«vf^>tbea^ ^defpndsnhfc a spii
of sufficient reasonwhyhe did.wfaat;heiw»s,caBcd upon .to answer.
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For example^ in an action for assault and battery^ the defendant
may prove in justification that the prosecutor assaulted or beat

him first; and that he acted merely in self-defence. The word
is employed particularly in actions for defamation, and has in

this connexion a somewhat special meaning. When a libel

consists of a t pecific charge a plea of justification is a plea that the

words are true in substance and in fact (see Libel and Slander).
JDSTIN 1. (450-527), East Roman emperor (518-527), was bom

in 450 as a peasant in Asia, but enlisting under Leo 1 . he rose to be

commander of the imperial guards of Anastasius. (>1 the latter’s

death in 518 Justin used for his own election to the throne

money that he had received for the support of another candidate.

Being ignorant even of the rudiments of letters, Justin entrusted

the administration of .state to his wise and faithful quaestor

Proclus and to his nephew Justinian, though his own experience

dictated several improvements in military affairs. An orthodox
churchman himself, he effected in 519 a reconciliation of the

Eastern and Western Churches, after a schism of thirty-five

years (see Hormisdas). In 522 he entered upon a desultory war
with Persia, in which he co-operated with the Arabs. In 522 also

Justin ceded to Theodoric, the Gothic king of Italy, the right of

naming the consuls. On the ist of April 527 Justin, enfeebled

by an incurable wound, yielded to the request of the senate and
assumed Justinian as his colleague; on the ist of August he died.

Justin bestowed much care on the repairing of public buildings

throughout his empire, and contributed large sums to repair the

damage cau.sed by a destructive earthquake at Antioch.

See E. Gibbon, Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (eel. Bury,
1896), iv. 20(>-209.

JUSTIN 11. (d. 578), East Roman emperor (565-578), was the

nephew and successor of Justinian 1 . He availed himself of his

infiuence as master of the palace, and as husband of Sophia, the

niece of the late empress Theodora, to secure a peaceful election.

The first few days of his reign—when he paid his uncle’s debts,

administered justice in person, and proclaimed universal religious

toleration—gave bright promise, but in the face of the lawless

aristocracy and defiant governors of provinces he effected few
.subsequent reforms. The most important event of his reign

was the invasion of Italy by the Lombards {q.v,\ who, entering

in 568, under Alboin, in a few years made themselves masters of

nearly the entire country. Justin’s attention was distracted

from Italji^wards the N. and E. frontiers. After refusing to

pay thil^vars tribute, he fought several unsucce.ssfu] campaigns
against thte. In 572 his overtures to the Turks led to a war
with Persia. After two disastrous campaigns, in which Iiis

enemies overran Syria, Justin bought a precarious peace by pay-
ment of a yearly tribute. The temporary fits of insanity into

which he fell warned him to name a colleague. Passing over his

own relatives, he raised, on the advice of Sophia, the general

Tiberius {qx.) to be Caesar in December 574 and withdrew for his

remaining years into retirement.

See E. Gibbon, Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (ed. Bury,
1896), V. 2-17; G. Finlay, History of Greece (ed. 1877), i. 291-297;

J. Bury, The Later Roman Empire (1889), ii. O7-79. (M. O. B. C.)

JUSTIN (JUNIANUS JUSTINUS), Roman historian, probably
lived during the age of the Antonines. Of his personal history

nothing is known. He is the author of Historiarum Philippi-

carum libri XLlV.y a work described by himself in his preface

as a collection of the most important and interesting passages

from the voluminous Historiae philippicae et toHus mundi
aridities et terrae 5f/ttr,written in the time of Augustus by Pompeius
Trogus {qx). The work of Trogus is lost

; but the prolof*i or

arguments of the text ar^^reserveid by Pliny and other writers.

Although the main theme of Trogus was the rise and history of

the Macedonian monarchy, Justin yet permitted himself con-

siderable freedom of digression, and thus produced a capricious

anthology instead of a regular epitome of the work. As it stands,

however, the history contains much valuable information. The
style, though far from perfect, is clear and occasionally elegant.

The book was much used in the middle ages, when the author
was sometimes confounded with Justin Martyr.

Ed. pnncOTs (1470) ;
T. G. Graevius (1668) J. F. Gronovhis (1719)

;

C. H. hrotschor (1827-1830)
; J. Jeep (1859) ;

F, Ruhi (1886. with pro-
logues); see also T. F. Fischer, De eloctUtone Justini (1868): F. Ruhl,
Dte Verbreitune des^J. im Mittelalter (1871); O. Eichert, W&rterbuch
su f. {1881); Kbhler end Ruhl in Neue JahrbUcher fur Philologie,
xci., Cl., cxxxiii. There are translations in the chief European
langu^es; in English by A. Goldyng (1564); R. Codrington (1&2);
Brown-Dykes (1712); G. Turnbull (1746); J, Clarke 1790);
J. S. Watson (1853).

JUSTINIAN 1. (483-565). Flavius Anicius Justinianus, sur-
named the Great, the most famous of all the emperors of the

I

Eastern Roman Empire, was by birth a barbarian, native of a

I

place called Tauresium in the district of Dardania, a region of

Illyricum,! and was bom, most probably, on the nth of May 483.
His family has been variously conjectured, on the stren^h of

the proper names which its members are stated to have borne,
to iiave been Teutonic or Slavonic. The latter seems the more
probable view. His own name was.originally Uprauda.*^ Justini-

anus was a Roman name which he took from his uncle Justin 1 .,

who adopted him, and to whom his advancement in life was due.
Of his early life we know nothing except that he went to Con-
.stantinople while still a young man,and received there an excellent

education. Doubtless lie knew Latin before Greek; it is alleged

that he always spoke Greek with a barbarian accent. When
Justin ascended the throne in 518, Justinian became at once a

I

person of the first consequence, guiding, especially in church
matters, the policy of his aged, childless and ignorant uncle,

receiving high rank and office at his hands, and soon coming to

be regarded as his destined successor. On Justin’s death in 527.
having been a few months earlier associated with him as co-

emperor, Justinian succeeded without opposition to the throne.

About 523 he had married the famous Theodora (qx.), who, as

empress regnant, was closely associated in all liis actions tiU her
death in 547.

Justinian’s reign was filled with great events, both at home and
abroad, both in peace and in war. They may be clas.sed under
four heads

: (1) his legal reforms; (2) his administration of the

empire; (3) his ecclesiastical policy
;
and (4) his wars and foreign

policy generally.

I. It is as a legislator and codifier of the law that Justinian's

name is most familiar to the modem world
;
and it is therefore

this department of his action that requires to be most fully dealt

with here. He found the law of the Roman empire in a state of

great confusion. It consisted of two masses, which were usually

distinguished as old law {jus vetus) and new law {jus fwvumj.
The first of these comprised

:
(i.) all such of the statutes {leges)

passed under the republic and early empire as had not become
obsolete; (ii.) the decrees of the senate {senatus consulta) passed
at the end of the republic and during the first two centuries of the

empire; (iii.) the writings of the jurists of the later republic and
of the empire, and more particularly of those jurists to whom the

right of declaring the law with authority {jus respondendi) had
been committed by the emperors. As these jurists had in their

commentaries upon the leges, senatus considta and edicts of the

magistrates practically incorporated all that was of importance
in those documents, the books of the jurists may substantially

be taken as including (i.) and (ii.). These writings were of course

very numerous, and formed a vast mass of literature. Many of

them had become exceedingly scarce—many had been altogether

lost. Some were of doubtful authenticity. They were so costly

that no person of moderate means could hope to possess any large

number; even the public libraries had nothing approaching to a
complete collection. Moreover, as they proceeded from a large

number of independent authors, who wrote expressing their own
opinions, they contained many discrepancies and contradictions,

the dicta of one writer being controverted by another, while yet
both writers might enjoy the same formal authority. A rem^y
had been attempted to be applied to this evil by a law of the

^ It is commonly identified with the modem KftstendiL but
Uskfib (the ancient Skupi) has also been suggested. See Toser,
Highlands of European Turkey

,
ii. 370.

* The name Uprauda is said to be derived from the word prauda,
which in Old Slavic means jus, jusfitia. tfie prefix being simply a
breathing frequently attached to blavomc naiues.
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emperors Theodosius II» and Valentinian IIl.^ which gave special

weight to the writings of five eminent jurists (Papinian, Paulu8>

Ulpian^ Modestinus; Gaius); but it was very far from removing
it. As regards the jus veins, therefore, the judges and practi-

tioners of Justinian’s time had two terrible difnculties to contend
with—first, the bulk of the law, which made it impcssible for any
one to be sure that he possessed anything like the whole of the

authorities bearing on the point in question, so that hewas always

liable to find his opponent quoting against him some authority

for which he could not be prepared; and, secondly, the uncer-

tainty of the law, there bemg a great many important points on

which differing opinions of equal legal validity might be cited,

so that the practising counsel could not advise, nor the. judge

decide, with any confidence that he was right, or that a superior

court would uphold his view.

The new law (jus novum), which consisted of the ordinances of

the emperors promulgated during the middle and later empires

{edicta, rescripia, maMata, decreta, usually called by the general

name of constitutiones), was in a condition not much better.

These ordinances or constitutions were extremely numerous.

No complete collection of them existed, for although two collec-

tions {Codex gregorianus and Codex hermogetiianus) had been

made by two jurists in the 4th century, and a large supple-

.mentary collection published by the emperor Theodosius 11 . in

438 (Codex theodosianus), these collections did not include all

the constitutions ; there were others which it was necessary to ob-

tain separately, but many whereof it must have been impossible

for a private person to procure. In this branch too of the law

there existed some, though a less formidable, uncertainty
;
for

there were constitutions which practically, if not formally,

repealed or superseded others without expressly mentioning

them, so that a man who relied on one constitution might find

that it had been varied or abrogated by another he had never heard

of or on whose sense he had not put such a construction. It was

therefore clearly necessary with regard to both the older and the

newer law to take some steps to collect into one or more bodies or

masses so much of the law as was to be regarded as binding,

reducing it within a reasonable compass, and purging away the

contradictions or inconsistencies which it contained. The evil

had been long felt, and reforms apparently often proposed, but

nothing (except by the compilation of the Codex theodosianus)

had been done till Justinian’s time. Immediately after his

accession, in 528, he appointed a commission to deal with the

imperial constitutions (jus novum), this being the easier part of

the problem. The commissioners, ten in number, were directed

to go through all the constitutions of which copies existed, to

select such as were of practical value, to cut these down by

retrenching all unnecessary matter, and gather them, arranged

in order of date, into one volume, getting rid of any contradictions

by omitting one or other of the conflicting passages.^ These

statute law commissioners, as one may call them, set to work

forthwith, and completed their task in fourteen months, dis-

tributing the constitutions which they placed in the new collec-

tion into ten books, in general conformity with the order of the

Perpetual Edict as settled by Salvius Julianus and enacted by

Hadrian. By this means the bulk of the statute law was

immensely reduced, its obscurities and internal discrepancies in

great measure removed, its provisions adapted, by the abrogation

of what was obsolete, to the circumstances of Justinian’s own

time. This Codex constitutionum was formally promulgated and

enacted as one great consolidating statute in 529, all imperial

ordinances not included in it being repealed at one stroke.

The success of this first experiment encouraged the emperor

to attempt the more difficult enterprise of simplifying and

digesting the older law contained in the treatises of the jurists.

Before entering on this, however, he wisely took the preliminary

step of settling the more important of the legal questions as to

which the 6lder jurists had been divided in opinion, and which

had thw^ore remained sources of difficulty, a difficulty aggra-

‘ See. for an account of the instructions given to the coimnission,

the con^tution Haec quae, prefixed to the revised Codex m the

Corpus juris civilis.
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vated by the general decline, during the last two centuries, of the

level forensic and judicial leammg. This was accomplished

by a series of constitutions known as the ** Fifty Decisions
”

(Quinquaginta decisiones), along with vdiich there were published

other ormnances amending the law in a variety of points, in

which old and now inconvenient rules had been suffered to subsist.

Then in December 5^0 a new commission was appointed, con-

sisting of sixteen eminent lawyers, of whom the j^esident, the

famous Tribonian (who had already served on the previous com-

mission), was an exalted official (quaestor), four wei^ professors

of law, and the remaining eleven practising advodites. The
instructions given to them by the emperor were as follow : they

were to procure and peruse all the writings of all the. author-

ized jurists (those who had enjoyed the jus respondendi); were to

extract from these writings whatever was of most permanent
and substantial value, with power to change the expressions of

the author wherever conciseness or clearness would be ^ereb>"

promoted, or wherever such a change was needed in order to

adapt his language to the condition of the law as it stood in

Justinian’s time; were to avoid repetitions and contradictions by
giving only one statement of the law upon each point

;
were to

insert nothing at variance with any provision contained in the

Codex constitutionum’; and were to distribute the results of their

labours into fifty books, subdividing each book into titles, and
following generally the order of the Perpetual Edict

These directions were carried out with a speed which is surpr’s-

ing when we remember not only that the work was interrupted

by the terrible insurrection which broke out in Constantinople in

January 532, and which led to the temporary retirement from

office of Tribonian, but also that the mass of literature which had

to be read through consisted of no less than two thousand treat-

ises, comprising three millions of sentences. The commissioners,

who had for greater despatch divided themselves into several com-
mittees, presented their selection of extracts to the emperor in

533, and he published it as an imperial statute on December 16 h
of that year, with two prefatory constitutions (those known as

Omnem reipubltcae and Dedit nobis). It is the Latin volume
which we now call the Digest (Digesta) or Pandects (ffavSeicrai)

and which is by far the most precious monument of the legal

genius of tl^e Romans, and indeed, whether one regards the intrin-

sic merits of its substanceor the prodigious influence it has exerted

and still exerts, the most remarkable law-book that the world has

seen. The extracts comprised in it are 9123 in number, taken

from thirty-nine authors, and are of greatly varying length,

mostly only a few lines long. Alwut one-third (m quantity)

come from Ulpian, a very copious writer ;
Paulus stands next. To

each extract there is prefixed the name of the author, and of the

treatise whence it is taken.® The worst thing about the Digest

is its highly unscientific arrangement. The order of the Perpetual

Edict, which appears to have been taken as a sort of model for the

general scheme of books and titles, was doubtless convenient to

the Roman lawyers from their familiarity with it, but was in

itself rather accidental and historical than logical. The dis-

position of the extracts inside each title was still less rational;

It has been shown by a modem jurist to have been the result of

the way in which the committees of the commissioners worked

through the books they had to peruse.* In enacting the Digest

as a law book, Justinian repealed all the other law contained

in the treatises of the jurists (that jus veins which has been already

mentioned), and directed that those treatises should never be

cited in future even by way of illustration; and he of course at

the same time abrogated aU the older statutes; from the Twelve

Tables downwards, which had formed a part of the jus vetus. This

was a necessary incident of his scheme of reform. But he went

* See the constitution Deo auctore (Cod. i. 17, i).

* In the middle ages people used to cite passages by fihe initia;!

words; and the Gennans do so stiU, giving, however, the number of

the paragraph in the extract (if them are more paragraphs than one),

and appencung the number of the book and title. We in Britam
and America usually cite by the numbers of the bcx»k, ffie title and
the paragraph, wiwut reftfring to the initial words

* See Bluhme, Die Ordnung der Fragmente in dm ftolekten-
tlteln,” in Savigny's Zeiischr. f. gesch. Recktswissenschaff, vol. Iv.
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too fai, and indeed Attempted what was impossible^ when he
forbade all conxmeotaries upon the JJl^§£st, He was ob%ed to
allow a Greek ttianslation to be made of it, but dkected this

translation to be exactly litoral.

These two great enterprises had .substantially despaidted
Justinian’s work,; however, he^ or rather I’ribonian, who seems
to have acted both ^ his adviser and as his chid executive
o^er in all legal affairs, conceived that a third hook was needed,
viz, an elementary manual for bqjinners which should present
an outline of tlie law in a clear and simple form. The little work
of Gaius, most of which we now possess under the title cf Com-
nuntarii instituiumum, Iiad serv^ this purpose for nearly four
centuries; but much of it had, owing to chafes in the law, be-
come inapplicable, so that a new manual seemed to be rec^uired.

Justinian accordii^gly directed Trlbonian, with two coadjutors,
Theophilus, professor of law' in the university of (Constantinople,

and Dorotheus, professor in the great law school at Beyrout, to
prepare an element^ textbook on the lines of (Saius, This
they did while the Digestwa& in prqgress^ and produced the useful

little treatise which has over since been the book witli which
students commonly begin their studies of Roman law, the Jnsti-

tXiUs of Justinian. It v^as published as a statute with full legal

validity shortly before the Digest. Such merits as it possesses

—

simplicity of arrangement, clearness and conciseness of expres-
sion—belong less to Tribonian than to Gaius, who was closely

followed wherever the alterations in the law had not made him
obsolete. However, the .spirit of that great legal classic seems to
have in a measure dwelt with and inspired the inferior men who
were recasting his work; the Institutes is better both in Latinity
and in subsUmce than wc should have expected from the con-
dition of Latin letters at that epoch, better than liie other laws
w'hich emanate from Justinian.

In the four yearsand a half which elapsed between the publica-
tion of the Ciidex and that of fthe Digest, many important changes
had been made in the .law, notably by the publication of^e
“ Fifty Decisions,” which settled many questions that had exer-

cised legal mind and given occasion to intricate statutory

provisions. It was therefore natural that the idea should present
itself of revising the Codex, so its to introduce these changes
into it, for by so doing, not only would it be simplified, but the
one volume would t^ain be made to contain the whole statute
law, whereas now it was necessary to read along with it the
ordinances issued since its fmbUcation Accordingly another
coinmisrio»^).was appointed, consisting of Tribonian with four
other OT4j|ptors, full power being given them not only to
incorporate the new constitutions with the Codex and make in

it the requisite changes, but also to revise the Codex generally,

cutting down or filling in wherever they thought it necessary
to do so. This work was completed in a few months; and in

November 534 tlie revised Codex {Codex repetitae pradectionis)

promulgated with the force of law, prefaced by a con-
^tution {Cordi nobis) which sets forth its histoiy, and declares
it to be alone authoritative, .the former Codex being abrogated.
It is this revised Codex which lias come down to the modem
world, all copies of the earlier edition having dis^qpipeaxed.

The cooi^utione coatained is it aumber 46u, the earliest
dating from Hadrian, the latest being of course Justinian's own.
A few thus belong to the period to Ibe greater part of the
THfest belongs, i.e. the Bo^died'dasstcnl^sododof Koman kw down
to the time of Alertander Sevems ^(244) ; but rthe groat mafority are
later, and belong to oac vor other of the ifoar gnat eras of imperial
legislation, the emtt of Di^letiaUi Of Constantine, ol Theodosius 11 .,

and of Justinian hlmsdlf. Altlyiugh this Codex is said to ’have the
same general rnrder as that 6f <tne D^est, ord^>of the Per-
petual £dict, vffutoe are xuorisideQBblo diiffiseiiceB of aanmgeintat
hotween the two. It.k' divided into twelve books. Its .contents,
although of course of the utmost practical importance to the lawyers
of that time, and pf much value .atUl, historical as well as legal, axe
fax JleBa interestmg and .scientifically admiralde thgn the metsacts
preaervfd in the Digest. The difiarence is even greator than thaf
between .the iRngli^ reporte of caaea decided since the days of Lord
Holt and theJSnglkh acts of parliameatior the same two centuries.
Hio emperor'a was, now complete. All the Homan law

had been gathered tfo volumes 01 not excessive size, and a
satiatoctory manual foxjjjegianers added. But Justinian and Tribo-
nian hadgrown so|6nd of%islating that they found it hard to leave

off. Moreover, the very simplifications that had been so far effected
broug^ into view with more clearness such anomalies or pieces of
injustice as still continued todeform the law. Thus no sooner had
the work been rounded off than hreshexcresoeocos began to Ibe created
by the publicatioo of new laws. Between 534 and 5O5 Justinian
issued a great number of ordinances^ dealing with all sorts of sub>
jects and seriously altering the Jaw on many points—the majoxity
appearing before the death of Tribonian, which happened in 545,
Xheas ordinances am called, by way of distinction, new oonstito-
tions, Nomiim cmstiiuiumes post codicem Siwri^t), Noveis.
Although the empesror had stated in publishing the Codex that aU
further statutes rif any) would be ofnciaJly collected, this promise
does not seem to have been redeemed. The three collections of the
Ntmls which we poaseu are apparently private collections, nor do
we ei’^eii know how maiiy isuca constitutions were promulgated.
One of the three contains 16S (together v/ith 13 Edicts), but some
of these arc by the emperors Juatm ,11 . and Tiberius II. Another,
the so-caHed Epitome of Jxdian, contains ws Novdk in Latin*, and
the third, the Liber authenticarum or mdgaia vereio^ has 154, aiao
in lAtin. This last waa the ooUection first known and chi^y used
in the West during the middle ages-* and ol its 134 only • jia e been
written on by the ^ssaiores or medieval commentators- these there-
fore a’lone have been received as bhnfing in "ftose coun'^e'* which
recognize and obey the Homan law,^ according to ‘

: maxim
QmcfM non fkssa, ntc agnoscit mria. And, whereas
Tustmian's constitutions contained in the Codex were all issued in
I-atin, the rest of the book being in that tongue, these Nevcls were
nearly all published in Creek, Latin translations being of course
made for the use of the western provinces. They are very bulky,
and wi^ the exception of a few, particularly the jJhth and iibth,
which introduce the most sweeping and laudable reforms into the
law of intestate succession, are much more interesting, as supplying
matmals for the history of the time, social, economical and eede-
siustical, than in respect of any purely legal merits. They may be
found printed in edition of the Curpms ptris Giuilis.

This Corpus juris

^

which bears and immortalizes Justinian's name,
consists 01 the four books described above : (i) The authorized
collection of imperial ordinances {Codex constitufionum)

;

(2) the
authorized collection of extracts from the great jurists {LHgesta or
Pandestae); (3) the clcmcntaiy* handbook {ImsMutiones)) (4) the
unauthorized collection of constitutions subsequent to the Codex
{bJovellae).

From what has been already stated, llie reader will perceive
Uiat J u&tinian did not, according to a strict use of terms, codify
the Roman law. By a codification we understand the reduction
of the whole pre-existing body of law to a new form, the re-stating
it in a«ries of propositions, scientifically ordered, which may or
maiy not contain some new substance, but arc at any rate new in
form. If he had, so to speak, thrown into one furnace all the law
contained in the treatises of the jurists and in the imperial
ordinances, fused them down, .the gold of the one and the silver

of the other, and run them out into new moulds, this would have
been codification. What lie did do was something quite different.

It was not codification but consolidation, not remoulding but
abridging. He made extracts from tlie existing Jaw, preserving
the old words, and merely cutting: out repetitions, removing con-
tradictions, retrenching superfluities, so as immensely to reduce
the .bulk of the whole. And he made not one set of such extracts
but two, one for the jurist law, the other for the statute law. He
gave to posterity not one code but two digests or collections of

extracts, which are new ordy to this extent that they are arranged
in a new order, having been previously altogether unconnected
with one pother, and that here and there their words have been
modified in order to bring one extract into harmony with some
other. Except for this, the matter.is old in expression as well as
in substance.

Thus regarded, even without remarking that the Novels, never
having been officially coUecteclf much less incoipomted with the
Codex,max the symmetrynf the stracture, Justmian’s wock.may
appear .to entitlehim and Tribonian tomuch less credit than they
have usually received to But let it be observed, first, that to
reduce the huge and cesffused mass of .pre-existing law into the
compass of these two collections wasan immenseipractical benefit

to the empire; secondly, that, whereas the work which he vmder-
took was aooomplished in seven year^, .the infinitely more difficuk

taidc of codification might probablyrhave been leftun^'shcdat
Tribonian's death, or even at Juatinian’s own, and been aban-
doned by his successor ;

thirdly, that in the extracts preserved in

the Dif^st we have the colons of the greatest legal lummarto
given in their own admirably lucid, pWlosophical and concise
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language, ;wbile in ^he extracts of which the Codex is composed

we hnd mhiable histoncal ttvidence bearing on the admiiuatm-

tion and sooial condition d theiator Pagan and earlier dhriattan

empire.; fourthly, that ^ustinum’s age, that lis tx) say^tbe inteUect

of men whose sendees he commanded, was iqinte uneqiad to

so vast an undertaking as the fusing upon soientihe piitmiples

into ome new oaganic whole of the >ei!iitire .law of the empire. With

.sufficient time and fabonr the wodc might no doubt have been

done ; but what we possess of Juatmian’s own legislation, and

still move what we /know of the general condition of htesary and
Isgal'capacity in his time, anakes it certain that it would not hwve

been well deme, and that the result would have been not more
valuable to the Romans x£ that age, and ntisch less vahiade to

the modem world, than are the lesni^ preserved in thfeiD^ffsf

and the Codes^ of what he and Tcibonian actually did.

To the merits of the wockasactnalfy performed Bomefreferenoe

has already beenmade. The chief defect of the Digest is in point

of smentihe arrangement, a matter about whioh the Roman
lawyers, perhaps one may say the ancients generally, oar^ very

little. There are aome repetitians and some mconsistenoies, btrt

not more than may fairly be allowedior in a oompilatHui ofsuch

magmtude executed so rapidly. Trihonian has been biamed for

the insertioms the compilers made in the aenter^es of the old

jurists (the so-calkd£miiiemaia Tnbomam); but it wasa part of

Justinian’s plan that such insertions should be made, so as to

adapt those sentences to the law as settled hi the emperor’s

time. On Justiniain’s own kws, contained in the Codex and in

his NovelSy a somewhat less favourable judgment must be pro-

nounced. They, and especially the latter, are diffuse and often

lax in expression, needlessly prolix, and pc^pously rhetorical,

rhe policy of many, particaaiarly of those which deal with ecclesi-

asticai matters, may also be condemned; yet some gratitude is

due to the legislator who put the law of intestate succession on

that pkin and rational footing whereon it has ever ;sinoe con-

tinued to stand, it is somewhat remarkable that, although

Justinian is so much more familiar to us by his legislation than

by anything else, this sphere of his impcnol labour lis hardly

referred to by any of the contemporary historians, and then only

with censure, ftoropius complauis that he and 'Iribonian were

always repealing old laws and enacting new ones, and accuses

them of venal motives tor doing so.

The Corpus Juris of Justinian continued to be, with naturally u
few additions in the ordinanoes of sucoeeding eraperors, the chief

law-book of the ilcxnaa world till the time ofthe Macedonian dynasty

when, towards the and of the 9th century, a.new system was prepared

and issued by those sovereigns, which wc know as the Basilica. It

t« of course written in Greek, and consists of parts of the substance

of the Code^ and -the Digest, thrown together and often altered in

expresMion, together with sotne matter from the NQveis imd .imperial

ortliaances posterior to Justuiiau. Ju the western provincea wh^
had been wholly severed from the empire before the publication

of the Basilica, the law as settled by Justinian held its ground;

but copies of the Corpus Juris were extremely rare, nor did the

study of it revive untU the ood of the nth century.

The best edition ot the Digest is that of Mommsea (Berlin,

1868-1870), and of the Codex that cf Rruger (Berlin, 1875-1877),

2. In his financial administration of the -empire, Justinian is

represented to us as being at once ^pacic^ and extmxagasit

His 'tmwearied activity 'and mewdmate vanity led him to under*

take a great many costly pidolic works, many of then^ such as

the erection of paiaccs ind churches, unremunerative. The

money needed. for th«c, for his wars, and ior huymg off the

baitiaiians who threatened the frontiers, had to be obtoxntd by

incseating the burdens people. They sufieied, not osdy

ftorn the regular tones, wihkh ware seLdom remitted even alter

bad seasons, but^tiao Ivom Monopolies ; and fb-ocopiiis goes10^
asto aiiegetlH^ tiie emperorma^a practiceof lurtberTecriiitiiig

hit treasury -by stofediscatittg on slight -oc ffcetitioqs preteiMs tihe

pxoparty df peraons had diapfeased Ibeodona or bin^f.

Fiseti aevtritias weae no jdoubt one cause of the insunecfkms

wlttcb now nnd then bwka #ut, apod in the gravest lOf which,

(5 thirty thousand persons are said to have perishoi m the

eapitai 6>is not always easy to discover, putting togethertiie

tnistwoBthy eoideiice of lustixuan’s own Jaws and the angry

cooipkiints ^f Praoopiusi what was the nature <«nd. justifioation

of the ohaiiges moi^ rio the mil itigiuusti»itiaa» Rut the

genkal conolusiou mm b) be that these chao^ wore alwi^s

m the direction of MiitW €iimt»hzatio!\«.m the powor of ^

the dfl^l amnistiera and their office^ hripgug taU met directiy

under the contrd of the Crown, and in some oases Juaitipg

powem and appropriating -the funds of local muaic^ îtios*

Fauuieial fMcesstties coa^i^d retrenchment, so that a certam

number of offiees were suppressed altogether, much to the dis-

gust of theoffioe-holdi»g class, which was niKnes^QUMUild.jveal^
and hsdaknost come to lookon thedvUtorti((i|p»asito lieredita^

possession. The most remarkable .instan^ ol this policy waa
the (hscoatinuance of the conauls^p. This great omce hisd re-

mained a '^gnky voenturies after it hod oeas^ 1 be a-power;

but it was a very costly dig^iil^^ the bdldca' botog e]tpocted to

spend large suins<m publicdi^laye. As ithese sumswcxopioviM
by the state, Justioian saved eoxn0thh«>consideiable by sapping
the payment. He named no consul aiter Basilius, who was the

name-rgivii^ oofaeul lof 541.

In a buireauoratic despotism the^greatest merit of a sovereign

is to choose capable and honest mkusterE. Justinian’s selections

were ofually capable, but not so often hoimt; probably it was

hard toifind thoroughly upright offices jpossihily theywo^ not

have been most servioeabie in carryir^iout theimpexsal wiU, and

especially in replenishiAg the imperial treasuiy * l^en thegeeat

Tribonian laboure under the reproach of oom^iti^, white the

fact that Justinian axaintahied John of Cappadocia in power ioiy

after his greed, his unscnipidausness, and the excesses of has

private life had excited the lOnger of the whole empire, reflects

httle credit on his own iprtno^les of government and sense of

duty to his subjects. The department ot administration in

whi^ he seems to have felt moat personti viaterest was that of

public works. He spent immense sums on buUdai^ of oil sorts,

on quays and harbours, on fortifications^ repauiiag the walls of

cities and erecting castles in Thrace to check the imroads of the

barbarians, on aqueduots, on xnonastmies, above til, ppon

churches. Of these works only two remain peaifect, St Sophia in

.

(Constantinople, now a mosque, and one of the surchitectucal

wonders of the woidd, and thechurch of SSu Seqg^and Bacchus,

now commonly called Little St Sophia, which /Stands aJ^ut half

a ynile irom thegreat church,and is in its way a very delicate and

beautiful piece of woik. The church lef S. Vitale at Ravenna,

though built in Justinian’s reign, and containing mosaic pictunes

of him and Theodora, does not appear to have owed anything to

his mind or purse. ... *

5. Justinian’s ecdesiasticti policy was so compto and varying

that it is impossible within the limits of this article to do mme
than indicate its bare outlines. For many years before the

accession of his unde Justin, the Bastem world had been vexed

by the stni^les of the Monophysite party, who loccignized only

one nature in Christ, against the view whidi then and ever smee

has maintained itself as orthodox, that the divine and human
natures coexisted in Eim. The latter doctrine had triun^ed at

the councti of Clwlcedon, and was held by the whe^ Westocn

Church, but £^pt, great ipart of Syria and Asia iMinor, and a

considerable famoirity even in Constantinople tiung to ikstopl^Ly-

sitism. The emperors Zeno and Anastaaius had been strongly

suspected of it, and the Roman bishops had refused to ommnuBi-

cate with the pseriarchs of Constantineple tinoei4fl4,

had oondemned Acacius for accepting tlm fonnula ct concitiation

issuedby Zeno. One of Justmiaars flcstpubEcncu .was to put

an end to this schism by tnducuig Justin tomake the then paitet-

soch renounce this formula and ditolare his fuU adhesion to the

creedrof Chakedon. Wbea he himself. came to the ithrooe be

endeavoured to pers^e the Monophysites to oome toby sum-

moning fiome of thak leadens to a cooifertsice. This ftiltog, he

ejected suspected prelates, aiti oocaaiotntiy persecuted thea^

though v^ifar ieos severity than that appkedto the heretics of

a deeper dye,auch as Uontanists orevenAnans. Not k^gailer'

wards, his attention having .been called to the spread afOrigeii-

istic opiniortB in Syria, he issued an edict oondeiimtog.loiirteen

propotitions dtom bxim thewritiiigs^^^ the great .Almsandrian*
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and caused a synod to be held under the presidency of Hennas

(whonine nad named patriarchof ConstantmopleX which renewed

the condemnation Of the impugned doctrines and anathematized

Origen himself. Still later, he was induced by the machinations

of some of the prelates who haunted his court, and by the influence

of Theodora, herself much interested in theological questions,

and more than suspected of Monophysitism, to raise a needless,

mischievous, and protracted controversy. The Monophysites

sometimes alleged that they could not accept the decrees of the

council of Chalcedon because that council had not condemned,

but (as they argued) virtually approved, three writers tainted

with Nestorian principles, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret,

and Ibaff, bishop of Edessa. It was represented to the emperor,

who was still pursued by the desire to bring back the schismatics,

that a great step would have been taken towards reconciliation if

a condemnation of theseteachers, or rather of such of their books

as were complained of, could be brought about, since then the

C'halcedonian party would be purged from any appearance of

sympathy with the errors of Nestorius. Not stopping to reflect

that in the angry and suspicious state of men’s minds he was sure

to lose as much in one direction as he would gain in the other,

Justinian entered into the idea, and put forth an edict exposing

and denouncing the errors contained in the writings of Theodore

generally, in the treatise of Theodoret against Cyril of Al^andria,

and in a letter of Bishop Ibas (a letter whose authenticity was

doubted, but which passed under his name) to the Persian bishop

Maris. This edict was circulated through the Christian world to

be subscribed by the bishops. The four Eastern patriarchs, and

the great majority of the Eastern prelates generally, subscribed,

though reluctantly, for it was felt that a dangerous precedent

^vas being set when dead authors were anathematized, and that

this new movement could hardly fail to weaken the authority of

the council of Chalcedon. Among the Western bishops, who
were less disposed both to Monophysitism and to subservience,

and especially by those of Africa, the edict was earnestly resisted.

When it was found that Pope Vigilius did not forthwith comply,

he was summoned to Constantinople. Even there he resisted,

not so much, it would seem, from any scruples of his own, for he

was not a high-minded man, as because he knew that he dared

not return to Italy if he gave way. Long disputes and negotia-

tions followed, the end of which was that Justinian summoned
a general council of the church, that which we reckon the Fifth,

which condemned the impugned writing.^, and anathematized

several ig^^erctical authors. Its decrees were received in the

East bu"o«g contested in the Western Church, where a schism

arose that lasted for seventy years. This is the controversy

known as that of the Three Chapters(Trm capitula,TpLa Kc</^(fAaia),

apparently from the three propositions or condemnations con-

tained in Justinian’s original edict, one relating to Theodore’s

writings and person, the second to the incriminated treatise of

Theodoret (whose person was not attacked), the third to the

letter (if genuine) of Ibas (see Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, ii. 777).

At the very end of his long career of theological discussion,

Justinian himself lapsed into heresy, by accepting the doctrine

that the earthly body of Christ was incorruptible, insensible to

the weaknesses of the flesh, a doctrine which had been advanced

by Julian, bishop of Halicarnassus, and went by the name of

Aphthartodocetism. According to his usual practice, he issued

an edict enforcing this view, and requiring all patriarchs, metro-

politans, and bishops to subscribe to it. Some, who not un-

naturally held that it was rank Monophysitism, refused at once,

and were deprived of their sees, among them Eutychius the

eminent patriarch of Constantinople. Others sulmtted or

temporized; but before there had been time enough forthe matter
to be carried 'through, the%mpcror died, having tarnished if not

utterly forfeited by this last error the reputation won by a life

devot^ service of Orthodoxy.

As no piNMing sovereign had been so much interested in

church affairs, so none seems to have shown so much activity as a
persecutor both of Jw^ns and of heretics. He renewed with
additional stringency file laws against both these classes. The
former embraced a large part of the rural population in certain

secluded districts, such as parts of Asia Minor and Pelopon-
nesus

;
and we are told that the efforts directed against them

resulted in the forcible baptism of 70,000 persons in Asia
Minor alone. Paganism, however, survived; we find it in

Laconia in the end of the 9th century, and in northern Syria it

has lasted till our own times. There were also a good many
crypto-pagans among the educated population of the capital.

Procopius, for instance, if he was not actually a Pagan, was
certainly very little of a Christian. Inquiries made in the third

yearof Justinian’s reign drove nearly all of these persons into an
outward conformity, and their offspring seem to have become
ordinary Christians. At Athens, the phUosophers who taught in

the schools hallowed by memories of Plato still openly professed

what passed for Paganism, though it was really a body of moral
doctrine, strongly tinged with mysticism, in which there was far

more of Christianity and of the speculative metaphysics of the

East than of the old Olympian religion. Justinian, partly from
religious motives, partly because he discountenanced all rivals

to the imperial university of Constantinople, closed these

Athenian schools (529). The professors sought refuge at the

court of Chowroes, king of Persia, but were soon so much disgusted

by the ideas and practices of the fire-worshippers that they re-

turned to the empire, Chosroes having magnanimously obtained

from Justinian a promise that they should be suffered to pass

the rest of their days unmolested. Heresy proved more obstinate.

The severities directed against the Montanists of Phrygia led to a
furious war, in which most of the sectaries perished, while the

doctrine was not extinguished. Harsh laws provoked the

Samaritans to a revolt, from whose effects. Palestine had not
recovered when conquered by the Arabs in the following century.

The Nestorians and the Eutychian Monophysites were not threa-

tened with such severe civil penalties, although their worship

was interdicted, and their bishops were sometimes banished;

but this vexatious treatment was quite enough to keep them dis-

affected, and the rapidity of the Mahommedan conquests may be
partly traced to that alienation of the bulk of the Egyptian and
a large part of the Syrian population which dates from Justinian’s

perseGUtion.s.

4. Justinian was engaged in three great foreign wars, two of

them of his own seeking, the third a legacy which nearly every

emperor had come into for three centuries, the secular strife of

Rome and Persia. The Sassanid kings of Persia ruled a dominion
which extended from the confines of Syria to those of India, and
from the straits of Oman to the Caucasus. The martial char-

acter of their population made them formidable enemies to the

Romans, whose troops were at this epoch mainly barbarians,

the settled and civilized subjects of the empire being as a rule

averse from war. When Justinian came to the throne, his troops

were maintaining an unequal struggle on the Euphrates against

the armies of Kavadh L (^.v.). After some campaigns, in which
the skill of Belisarius obtained considerable successes, a peace
was concluded in 533 with Chosroes I. (qjv.). This lasted till

539, when Chosroes declared war, alleging that Justinian had
been secretly intriguing against him with the Hephthalite Huns,
and doubtless moved by alarm and envy at the victories which
the Romans had been gaining in Italy. The emperor was too

much occupied in the West to be able adequately to defend his

eastern frontier. Chosroes advanced into Syria with little

resistance, and in 540 captured Antioch, then the greatest city

in Asia, carrying off its inhabitants into captivity. The war
continued with varying fortunes for four years more in this

quarter; while in the meantime an even fiercer struggle had begun
in the mountainous region inhabited by the Lazi at the south-

eastern comer of the Black Sea (see Colchis). When after

two-and-twenty years of fighting no substantial advantage had
been gained by either party, Chosroes agreed in 562 to a peace

which left Lazica to the Romans, but under the dishonourable

ci^ition of their paying 30,000 pieces of gold annually to the

Persian king. Thus no re^t of permanent importance flowed

from these Persian wars, except that they greatly weakened the

Roman Empire, increase Justinian’s financial embarrassments,

and prevented him from prosecuting with sufikient vigour his
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enterprises in the West. (See further Persia : Ancient Hisicry,
‘‘ The Sassanid Dynasty/’)

These enterprises had Mgun in ^33 with an attack on the

Vandals^ who were then reigning m Africa. Belisarius, des-

patched from Constantinople with a large fleet and army, landed
without opposition, and destroyed the barbarian power in two
engagements. North Africa from beyond the straits of Gibraltar

to the Syrtes became again a Roman province, although the

Moorish tribes of the interior maintained a species of indepen-

dence; and part of southern Spain was also recovered for the

empire. The ease with which so important a conquest had been
eflected encouraged Justinian to attack the Ostrogoths of Italy,

whose kingdom, though vast in extent, for it included part of

south-eastern Gaul, Raetia, Dalmatia and part of Pannbma, as

well as Italy, Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica, had been grievously

weakened by the death first of the great Theodoric, and some
years later of his grandson Athalaric, so that the Gothic nation

was practically without a head, Justinian began the war in

535, taking as his pretext the murder of Queen Amalasuntha,
daughter of Theodoric, who had placed herself under his pro-

tection, and alleging that the Ostrogothic kingdom had always

owned a species of allegiance to the emperor at Constantinople.

There was some foundation for this claim, although of course it

could not have been made effective against Theodoric, who was
more powerful than his supposed suzerain. Belisarius, who had
been made commander of the Italian expedition, overran Sicily,

reduced southern Italy, and in 536 occupied Rome. Here he was
attacked in the following year by Vitiges, who had been chosen

king by the Goths, with a greatly superior force. After a siege

of over a year, the energy, skill, and courage of Belisarius, and the

sickness which was preying on the Gothic troops, obliged Vitiges

to retire. Belisarius pursued his diminished army northwards,

shut him up in Ravenna, and ultimately received the surrender

of that impregnable city. Vitiges was sent prisoner to Constanti-

nople, where Justinian treated him, as he had previously treated

the captive Vandal king, with clemency. The imperial adminis-

tration was established through Italy, but its rapacity soon began

to excite discontent, and the kernel of the Gothic nation had not

submitted. After two short and unfortunate reigns, the crown

hud been bestowed on Totila or Baduila, a warrior of distinguished

abilities,who by degrees drove the imperial generals and governors

out of Italy. Belisarius was sent against him, but with forces

too small for the gravity of the situation. He moved from place

to place during several years, but saw city after city captured

by or open its gates to Totila, till only Ravenna, Otranto and
Ancona remained. Justinian was occupied by the ecclesiastical

controversy of the Three Chapters, and had not the money to fit

out a proper army and fleet; mdeed, it may be doubted whether

he would ever have roused himself to the necessary exertions but

for the presence at Constantinople of a knot of Roman exiles,

who kept urging him to reconquer Italy, representing that with

their help arid the sympathy of the people it would not be a

difficult enterprise. The emperor at last complied, and in 552
a powerful army was despatched under Narses, an Armenian

eunuch now advanced in life, but reputed the most skilful general

of the age, as Belisarius was the hottest soldier. He marched
along the coast of the Gulf of Venice, and encountered the army
of Totila at Taginae not far from Cesena. Totila was slwn, and

the Gothic cause irretrievably lost. The valiant remains of the

nation made another stand under Teias on the Lactarian Hill in

Campania; after that they disappear from history. Italy was

recovered for the empire, but it was an Italy terribly impoverished

and depopulated, ^hose possession carried little strength with

it. Justinian’s policy both in the Vandalic and in the Gothic War
stands condemned by the result, Ihe resources of the state,

which might ^tter Imv^ been spent in defending the northern

frontier against Slavs and Huns and the eastern frontier against

Persians, were consumed in the conquest of two countries which

had suffered too much to be of any substantial value, and which,

sepam^ by language as well as by intervening seas, could

not be permanently retained. However, Justinian must have

be^ almost pretematurally wise to have foreseen this : his

conduct was in the circumstances only wbaf^ might have been
expected from an ambitious prince who perceived an ospportumty
of recovering territories that had formerly belongs to the

empire, and over which its rights were conceived to be only'

sounded.
Besides these three great foreign wars, Justinian’s reign was

troubled by a constant succession of bo^er inroads, especially

on the northern frontier, where the various Slavonicand Hunnish
tribes who were established along the lower Danube and on the

north coast of the Black Sea made frec|uent mara,uding expedi-

tions into Thrace and Macedonia,sconetimes pene^hting as far as

the walla of Constantinople in one direction and tim Isthmus of

Corinth in another. Immense damage was ii^ted^by these

marauders on the subjects of the empire, who jeem to have

been mostly too peaceable to defend themselves, and whom the

emperor could not spare troops enough to protect Fields were
laia waste, villages burnt, la^ nunmers of people carried into

captivity; and on one occasion the capital was itself in danger.

5. It only remains to say something regarding Justinian’s

personal character and capacities, with regard to which a mat
diversity of opinion has existed among historians. The civilians,

looking on him as a patriarch of their science, have as a rule

extolled his wisdom and virtues; while ecclesiastics of the

Roman Church, from Cardinal Baronius downwards, have been

offended by his arbitrary conduct towards the popw, and by
his last lapse into heresy, and have therefore been dispo^ to

accept the stories which ascribe to him pe^dy, cruelty, rapacity

and extravagance. The difficulty of arriving at a fair conclusion

i.s increased by the fact that Procopius, who is oUr chief authority

for the events of his reign, speaks with a very different voice »

in his secret memoirs (the Anecdota) from that which he has used

in his published history, and that some of the accusations con-

tained in the former work are so rancorous and improbable that a

certain measure of discredit attaches to everything which it con-

tains. The truth seems to be that Jifstinian was not a great

ruler in the higher sense of the word, that is to say, a man of

large views, deep insight, a capacity for forming just such plans

as the circumstances needed, and carrying them out by a skilful

adaptation of means to ends. But he was a man of considerable

abilities, wonderful activity of mind, and admirable industry.

He was interested in many things, and threw himself with ardour

into whatever he took up; he contrived schemes quickly, and

pushed them on with an energy which usually made them succeed

when no long time was needed, for, if a project was delayed, there

was a risk of his tiring of it and dropping^it. Although vain and
full of self-confidence, he was easily led by those who knew how
to get at him, and particularly By his wife. She exercised over

him that influence which a stronger character always exercises

over a weaker, whatever their respective positions; and unfortu-

nately it was seldom a good influence, for Th^ora (q.v.) seems

to have been a woman who, with all her brilliant gifts of intelli-

gence and manner, had no principles and no pity. Justinian was

rather quick than strong or profound; his policy does not strike

one as the result of deliberate and well-considered views, but

dictated by the hopes and fancies of the moment. His activity

was in so far a misfortune as it led him to attempt too many things

at once, and engage in undertakings so costly that oppression

became necessary to provide the funds for them. Even his

devotion to work, which excites our admiration, in the centre of a

luxurious court, was to a great extent unprofitable, for it was

mainly given to theological controversies which neither he nor

any one else could settle, Btill, after making all deductions, it is

plain that the man who accomplished so much, and kept tiie

whole world so occupied, as Justinian did during the tlurty^ight

3rears of his reign, must have possessed no common abilities. He
was affable and easy of approach to all his subjects, with a
pleasant address; nor does he seem to have been, like his wife,

either cruel or revengeful. We hear sev«cal times of his spiring

those who had conspired against him. But he was not scrupulous

in the means he employed, and he was willing to maintain inpower
detestable ministers if only they served him efficiently ana.filled

his coffers. His chief passion, after that for his own fsune and
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jflety, seems to have been for theology and religion; it was
in this field that hw fiterary powers exerted themselves (fot he

wrote controversial treatises and hymns), and his taste also, for

amonghis numerons buildings the churches are those on which he

spent most thought and money . Considering that his legalrefoms
are those by which his name is mainly Imown to posterity^ it is

curkiuathat we should have hardly any information as to his legal

knowledge, or the Share which he took in those reforms. In

penton he was somewhat above the middle height, well-sh^d,
with pIcBity of fresh colour in his cheeks, and an extraordinary

power of doing without food and sleep. He spent most of the

night in reading or writing, and would sometimes go for a day
wfth no food but a few green herbs. Two mosaic figures of him
exist at Ravenna, one in the apse of the church of S. Vitale, the

dther in the church of S. ApOllinate in Urbe; fmt of course one

cannot he sure how far in ««ch a material the portrait fairly repre-

sents the original. He had no chilcben by Ida marriage with

Theodora, and did not ntarr}’- alter her decease. On his death,

whkh took place on the 14th cf November 565, the crown passed

to his nephew Justin II.

AuTiiORiTiKS.—Tor the life of Justinian the chief authorities are
Ihrjcopins {fftstoriae, De aediftcits, Aneedetu) and (from 55?? a.d.)

the msiory enf Agathioa; the Cbronide of Johannes Malalas is also

of value. Occasional refcrenco must be made to the writings of

jordanes and MaarccUinus, and even to the late compilations of

Codrenus and Zoaaras. The Vita Ju&tiniani of Ludov/ig of Ludwig
(Halle, 1731), a woric of patient research, is ffctitienHy referred to

by Gibbon in his hnportaint chapters relating to the mign of JnsHdasian,

in the lyecHtue and Fail (see Bury's edition, 1^10). Si’C C.
DielU. /. el la QivUisaUion byxanUne (^901); also Hutton's Church
of the Sixth Centuyy (1897)

; J. B. Bury's Laier Roman Empire
frSag); Hodgkin's Italy ana her Invaders (1880). (J. Bn.)

JUSTWIAII IL, Khinotmetus (669-711), East Roman emperor

685-695 and 704-711, succeeded his father Constantine IV..

at llie age of sixteen. His reign was unhappy both at home and
abroad. After a succt^ful invasion he made .a truce with the

Arabs, which admitted them to the joint possession of Armenia,

Iberia and Cyprus, while by removing 12,000 Christian Maronites

from Ihek* native Lel)anon, he gave the Arabs a command over

Asia Minor of which they took advantage in 692 by conquering all

Armenia. Jn 688 Justinian decisively defeated the Bulgarians.

Meanwhile the bitter disstmsions caused in the Church by the

emperor, his bloody persecution of Uie Manichaeans, and the

rapacity with which, through his creatures Stephanus and
Tbeodatui^ie«cxtorted the means of gratifying his sumptuous
tastes anWna mania for erecting co^y buildings, drove his

subjw'Ts into rebellitm. In 695 they rose under Leontius,

and, after cutting off the emperor’s nose (whence bis surname),

banis^ied him to Cherson in Ute Crimea. Leontius, after a
reign of three years, was in cum dethrcaied and imprisoned

Ijy Tiberius AbsimariB, wki next assumed the purple. Jus-

tinian meanwhile had escaped from Cherson and married Theo-

dora, sister of Busirus, khan of the Khazars. Corapelled,

however, by the intrigues of Tiberius, to quit his new home, he

i8ed to Terl^lis, king the Bulgarians. With an army of 15,000

horsemen Ju.stmian suddenly pounced upon ConstanUnqple,

slew ills rivals Leontius and Tiberius, with thousands of their

partisans, and once more ascended the throne in 704. His
second reign was marksd by an uusuooessful war against Ter-

behs, by Arali victories in Asia Minor, by devastating expedi-

tions sent against his own cities of Kav^na and Cherson,

where he iniiicted horrible punishme&t upon the disaffected

nobles and refugees^ and the .same cruel rapacity towards
hts subjects. Conspiracies again laroke out ; Bardwes, sur-

astmed Philippious, assumed the purple, and Joistinian, the

last of the house of Heracliiss, was assassinated in Asia Minor,

December 711.

Sec E. Gibbon, Decline and Fall of the Roman Empira (od. Bury,
I>89^,v.i79-n63

; j. Bury, The Later Roman £ffe^iw(i 889)1,tik 3a©-35!0,

jmm MAftTYH, one of the earliest and ablest Christian

apdogsts, was bom albopt too at Fla'tna Neapolis (anc. Sickm),
now NteWus, in Palestinian Syria (Samaria). His parents,

according to hk own account, were Pagans (DM. c. l^yph* a8).

He describes the course of his religious development in the

introduction to the dialogue with the Jew Tiypho, in which
he relates how chance mtercaam with an aged stranger brought
him to know the truth. Tho^h this narrative is a rnktum of

truth and fiction, it may be said w^h certainty that a thorough
study of the pltilosophy of Peripatetics and Pythagoreans,

Stoics and Platofikts, brought home to Justin the conviction

that true knowledge was not to be found in them. On the other

hand, he came to look upon the Old Testament prophets as

approved by their antiqui^, sanctity, mystery and prophecies

to bt% interpreters of the truth. To this, as he tells us in another

place {Apk. ii, iti), must be added the impression pro-

I

duced upon him by the life and death of Christ. I&i eonversiem

apparently took place at Ephesus; there, at any rate, he places

I

his decisive interview with the old man, and there he had
those dkeuBsioae with Jews and eonverta to Judaism, the re-

sults of which be in later years' set down in hk IHakfue. After

his conversion he retained his philosophier’s cloak (Euseb.,

Hht. E€d. iv. 11. 8), the distinctive badge of the wandering pro-

feSvBYonall teacher ^ philosophy, and went about from place to

place discussing the truth? of Christianity m the hope of bringing

educated Pagans, as he himself had been brought, tlirough

l^loBophy to Chri.st. In Rome he made a fairly long stay,

giving lectures in a class-room of his own, though not without

opposition from bk fellow-teachers. Among his op^nents
was the Cynic Crescentius (Ap&l. h. 13). EuMbius (///jrt. Ecd.
iv. 16. 7-8) concludes somewhat hastily, from the statement

of Justin and his disciple Tatian (Oral. ^ Graec. 19), that the

accusation of Justin before the authorities, w^hich led to hk

j

death, was due to Crescentius. But know, from the un-

doubtedly genuine Aa& SS. JusHni at soturrum^ that Justin

suffered the death of a martyr under the prefect Rusticus

I

between 163 anrl 167.

I To form an opiniem of Justin as a Christian and theologian,

I

we must turn to hk Apology and to the Dialogue with the Jew

I

Trypho, for the authenticity of all other extant works attri-

I
buted to him k disputed with good reason. The Apology—it

: is more correct to speak of one Affology than of two, for the second

1
k only a continuation of the first, and dependent upon it—-was

I

written in Rome about 150. In the first part Justin defends his

I

fellow-believers against the charge of atheism and hostility to

: the state. He then draws a positive demonstration of the truth

of hk religion from the effects of the new faith, and especklly
from the excellence of its moral teaching, and concludes with a
comparison of Christian and Pagan ckx^trines, in which the

latter are set down with naive confidence as the work of demons.
As the main support of hk pro^ of the truth of Christianity

appears hk detailed demonstration tlmt the prophecies of the

old dkpensation, which are older than the Pagan p^ts and philo-

sophers, have found their fulfilment in Christianity. A third part

shows, from the practices of their religious worship, that the

Christians had in truth dedicated themselves to ^d. The
whole clo.sos with an appeal to the princes, with a reference

to the edict issued by Hadrian in favour of Ciirktians. In
rive so-ca:lted Seemd Apohgy, Justin takes occasion from the

trial of a Christian recently held in Rome to argue that the

innocence of the Christians was proved by the very persecutions.

Even as a Oiri^ian Justin always remained a phslosopher. By
hk conscious recognition of the Greek philosophy as a pre-

paration for the truths of the Christian religion, he appears
as the first and most distinguished in the long Ikt of those who
fmve endeavoured to reconette CMsttan with non-Christian

culture. Chrktianity consists for him in the doctrines, guaran-

teed the manifestation of the Logos in the person of Christ,

^ God, righteousness and immortality, truths which hat^e been

to a certain extent foreshadowed in the monotheistic nMtgkms
philosophies. In this jwocess the conviction of the retxm-

dhation of the sinner with God, of tftie salvation of the wot^
and the individual through Christ, fell into the background
before the vindication of supemattrral truths inteilectuaky

conceived. Thw Justin may give the impression of having
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mtioiiaHeed Chfistianity, and of not haviti|^ ^V6ti it iU
vahie as a million of ai^ation, ^ must not^ however^ be
forgotten that Jnsttn k hete tpeaking as the of Ciivisti-

asiity to an educated Pagitn public^ on \«hose pdbi^oeopbkal ’vdew

of d he had to baee hk arguments, and Irom ^hoaa ho could not
expect asn intimate compreheneion of the religious position of
Christians. That he himself bad a thorough comprehension of

it he showed in t he Dialogue with the Jew Tryjto. Here, where
he had to deal with the Judaism that believed in a Messiah, he
was far better able to do justice to Christianity as a revelation;

and so we find that the arguments of this work are muebmore
completely in harmony with primitive Christian theology than
those of the Apology. He also displays in this work a consider-

able knowledge of the Rabbinical writings and a skilfuJ polemkai
method which was surpassed by none of the later anti-Jewish
writers

.

Justin is a most valuable authority for the life of the Chiriistiati

Church in the middle of the 2nd century. While we have else-

where no Connected account of this, Justin’s containsa
few paragraphs {61 seq.), which give a vivid description of the
public worship of the Church and its method of celebrating

the sacraments (Baptism and the Eucharist). And firom this

it is clear that though, as a theologian, Justin wished to go his

own way, as a believing Christian he was ready to make his

standpoint that of the Church and its baptismal confession of

faith. Hi.s W'orks are also of great value for the history of the
New Testament writings. He knows of no canon of the New
Testament, i.e. nn fixed and inclusive collection of the apostolic

writingr. His source for the teachings of Jesus are the
“ Memoirs of the Apostles,” by which are probably to be under-

stood the Synoptic Gospels (without the Gospel according to

St John), which, according to his account, were read along

with the prophetic writings at the public service.*^. From
his writings we derive the impression of an amiable personality,

who is honf’Sily «at pains lo arrive at an understanding with his

opponents. As a theologian, he is of wide sympathies; as a

writer, he is often diffuse and somewhat dull. There are

not many truces of any particular literary influence of his

writings upon the Christian Church, and this need not surprise

us. 'Hie Church as a whole look but little interest in apolo-

getics and polemics, nay, had at times even an instinctive

feeling that in these controversies that which she held holy

nuglit easily suffer loss. Tlius Justin’s writings were not much
read, and at the present time both the Apology and the Dialogue

arc preserved in but a single MS. (cod. Paris, 450, a.d. 1364).

Bibliography.—The editions of Robert l^ticniic (Stephanas)

(1551), H. Sylburg (159'd, F. Morel (1615), Pnidentius Maranus
(1*742) are superseded by J. C. T. Otto, Justini phiheophi 41 marPyris
opera quae feruntur omnia (5rd ed., 5 vols., Jena, 187O-188X). This
edition contains besides the Apologiei* (vol. i.) and the Dialogue
(vol. ii.) the following writings : Speech to the Greeks {Oratto) ;

Address
to the Greeks [Cohortaiio) \ On the Monarchy of God\ Epistle to

Diognetus ; Fragments on the ResuirecHon and other Fragments
;

Exposition of the T^ue Faith
\
Epistle to ^enas and Serenusi Refutation

of ceriatn Doctrines of Aristotle'. Questions and Answers to the Orthodox\
Questions of Chrietiasts 4o Pagans; Questions of Paeans to Christians.

None of these writings, not even the Cohortatio, which former critics

ascribed to Justin, can be attributed to hhn. The authenticity of
the Dialogue has occasionally been disputed, but without reason.
For a handy edition of fSic Apology see G. Kruger, Die Apologien
Justins des Mdrtyrers (3rd ed., Tubingen, 1904). There is a good
Genmafi translation with a comprdhensive commentary by H. Veil

(189^. For English translations consult the '* Oxford Library of

the Fathers ” and the *' Ante-Nkene Library,’* Full information
about Justin’s history and views may be had from the following
moriographs : C. Sentisch, JusHn der MOrtyrer (2 vols., 1840-1842)

;

J. Donaldson, A Critical History of Christian Literature and Doctrine^

vol. a (1866); C. E, Freppel, St Justin (3rd ed., 1886); Moritz von
Engelhardt, Das ChristeniUm Justins des Mdrtyrers (1878); T. M.
Wenofer, Die Apologie fustins des Philosophen und Mdrtyrers in
lifferarhistorischer Beziekung sum ersten Male untersucht (1897)
xMfred Leohhard Feder, Justins des Mdrtyrers Lehre von Jesus
•^ hristus (1906). On the critical questions raised by the spurious
writings consult W. Gaul, Die Abfassungsverhdltnisse der pseudo-
justinischen Cohortaiio ad Graecos (1902); Adolf Harnack, Diodor
von Tarsus. Vier pseudo-justinische Schrifien als Eigentum Diodors
nachgewiesen (1901). (G. K.)

JUT8,« vwetable fibre now oOtstipying a poiitioix mldie mann-
facturing soaliiiiiferior oOtao^ TheJCernt jote
ifmun toiiave been^t^sei^iin T74d> wbanithe cafiitBia of tkt
W«ke noted In bis log that be ivuH sent on sheore 60 bales

^ guimey with all the jitte rope ” Smg. Dicti In X795
W. Roxburgh aent to.thedirectori at ttfae Saot Indht€0009101^a
bale of the &pe which he disscribed as tte iotejof thenatives.”
Importadofm of the aobatance had been made «t eariier thnes
tmder the name of pdf, an EastIndian native tertti by whkh
the fibre continued to be spdceti of in Engbuodtilitfie ea^years
of the X9th o&atuty, when it was suppbmtedby'the lunoee it tiow
bears. This modern name appears to be denved from fkot or
^tmt (Sans, jhat^ the vensacular name by w^ch lubnamkie
is ksne^ in the Cuttack district, wheorelhie East India Con^Muiy
had extensive mperies ndien Roxbiaiigh first usedthe terui.

Fig. I.—Capsules of Juto Plants. a^'^Corchorus capsularis;
b, C. ohtonus.

The fibre is obtained from two species of Corchorus (not. ord.

Tiliactae\ C. capsfdaris and C. aliihrms, the products of both
being so essentia^y alike that neither in commerce agricul-

ture is any distinction made between them. These and various

other species of Corchorus are natives of Bengal, where they have
lieen cultivated from very remote times fbr economic puiposes,

idthough there is reason to believe that the cultivation did not

originate in the northern parts of India. The two Species

cultivated for jute fibre are in all respects very similar to each
other, except in their fructification and the retetively greater

size attained bv C. capsularis. They are annual plants from

5 to to ft. high, with a cylindrical stalk as thick as a man’s
^gtr, and hardly branching except near the top. The light-

green leaves are from 4 to 5 in. long by in. broad above the

base, and taper upward into a fine point ; edges are serrated

;

the two lower teeth are drawn out into bristlellke points. The
small whitkh-yeHow flowers are produced in clusters of two or

three opposite the leaves.

The capsules or seed-pods in the case of C. capsularis are

globular, rough and wrinkled, while in C. olitorius th^ are

slender, quiU like cylinders ^atmt 2 in. long), a very msuked
distinction, as may be noted from fig. i. In imdi a and k show
the capsules of C. capsularis and C. sHterius respectively.

Fig. 2 represents a (lowering top of C. olitorius.

Both species are cultivated m India, not only on accomtt
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of their fibre^ but also for the sake of their leaves, which are there

extensively used as a pot-herb. ITie use of C. oUiorius for the

latter purpose dates from very ancient times, if it may be identi-

fied, as some suppose, with the mallows (I^Vd) mentioned in

Job XXX. 4j hence the name Jew’s mallow. It is certain that

the Greeks used this plant as a pot-herb; and by many other

nations around the shores of the Mediterranean this use of it

was, and is still, common. Throughout Bengal the name
by which the plants when used as edible vegetables are recog-

nized is nalitd; when on the other hand they are spoken of

as fibre-producers it is generally under the name pdi. The culti-

vation of C. capstdaris is most prevalent in central and eastern

Bengal, while in the neighbourhood of Calcutta, where, however,

the area under cultivation is limited, C. olitorius is principally

grown. The fibre known as China jute or Tien-tsin jute is the

product of another plant, Abuiilon Avicennae, a member of the

Mallow family.

Cultivation and Cropping.—Attempts have been made to grow
the jute plant in America, Egypt, Africa and other places, but
up to the present the fibre has proved much inferior to that

obtained from plants grown in India. Here the cultivation

of the plant extends from the Hugh through eastern and
northern Bengal. The successful cultivation of the plant

demands a hot, moist climate, with a fair amount of rain. Too
much rain at the beginning of the .season is detrimental to the

growth, while a very dry .season is disastrous. The climate of

eastern and northern Bengal appears to be ideal for the growth
of the plant.

The quality of the fibre and the produce per acre depend in a
measure on the preparation of the soil. The ground should be

ploughed about four times and all weeds removed. The .seed is

then sown broadcast as in the case of flax. It i.s only within

quite recent year.s that any attention has been paid to the

selection of the seed. The following extract from Capital
i

(Jan. 17, 1907) indicates the new interest taken in it:

—

for gathering when the flowers appear; if gathered before, the

fibre is we^, while if left until the seed is ripe, the fibre is

stronger, but is coarser and lacks the characteristic lustre.

The fibre is separated from the stalks by a process of retting

similar to that for flax and hemp. In certain districts of

Bengal it is the practice to stack the crop for a few days previous

to retting in order to allow the leaves to dry and to drop off the

stalks. It is stated that the colour of the fibre is darkened if the

leaves are allowed to remain on during the process of retting.

It is also thought that the dr>dng of the plants before retting

facilitates the separation of the fibre. Any simple operation

which improves the colour of the fibre or shortens the operation

of retting is worthy of consideration. The benefits to be derived

from the above process, however, cannot be great, for the bundles

are usually taken direct to the pools and streams. The period

necessary for the completion of the retting process varies

according to the temperature and to the properties of the water,

and may occupy from two days to a month. After the first few

days of immersion the stalks are examined daily to test the

progress of the retting. When the fibres are easily separated

from the stalk, the operation is complete and the bundles should

be withdrawn. The following description of the retting of

jute is taken from Royle’s Fibrous Plants of India : -

" The proper point being attained ^ the native operator, standing
up to his middle in water, takes as many of the sticks in his hands
as he can grasp, and removing a small portion of the bark from tlic

ends next the roots, and grasping them together, he strips off the
whole with a little management from end to end, without breaking
either stem or fibre. Having prepared a certain quantity into this

half state, he next proceeds to wash off : this is done by taking a

large handful; swinging it round his head he dashes it repeatedly
against the surface of the water, drawing it through towards him,
so as to wash off the impurities; then, with a dexterous throw he
fans it out on the surface of the water and carefully picks off all

remaining black spots. It is now wrung out so as to remove as

much water as possible, and then hung up on lines prepared on the
spot, to dry in the sun.”

“ Jute seed experiments* arc being continued and the report for
j

190O has been issued. The object of these experiments is, of course,
;

to obtain a better class of jute seed by growing plants, especially
;

for no other purpose than to obtain their seed. The agricultural
j

department na& about 300 maunds (25,000 Ih) of selected seed for
|

distribution this year. The selling price is to be Rs.io per maund. ’

The agricultural department of the govorninent of Bengal are now
fully anve to Uie importance of fostering the jute industry by showing

,

conclusi^y ttiat attention to scientific agriculture will make two !

maunds ^ni^te grow where only one maund grew before. Let them
j

go on (as tney will) till all the ryots are thoroughly indoctrinated 1

into the new system.”

The time of sowing extends from the middle of March tb the 1

middle of June, while the reaping, which depends upon the time
;

of sowing and upon the weather, is performed from the end of
j

June to the middle of October. The crop is .said to be ready
j

The separated fibre is then made up into bundles ready for

sending to one of the jute prcs.ses. The jute is carefully sorted

into different qualities, and then each lot is .subjected to an enor-

mous hydraulic pressure from which it emerges in the shape

of the well-known bales, each weighing 400 It).

The crop naturally depends upon the quality of the soil,

and upon the attention whidi the fibre has received in its

various stages; the yield per acre varies in different di.strict.«.

Three bales per acre, or 1200 Ih is termed a 100 % crop, bul the

usual quantity obtained is about 2*6 bales per acre. Sometimes

the crop is stated in lakhs of 100,000 bales each. The crop in

1906 reached nearly 9,000,000 bales, and in 1907 nearly

10,000,000 was reached. The following particulars were issued

on the 19th of September iqo6 by Messrs. W. F. Souter & Co.,

Dundee :

—

r Estimated yield
Estimated

total

crop.

Shipment to Europe. Shipment to America. Supplies to
Out-turn

total crop.
1

Year. Actual
acreage.

{^00 %
equal 3 bales Jute. Cuttings. Jute. Cuttings.

Indian mills

and local

per acre). Bales. Bales. Bales. Bales. Bales. consumption. Bales.

1

1901 ISt 2,216,500 94 % = 6,250,000

3,528,691 426,331Final 2,249,000 96 ? = 6,500,000 54.4*7 295,921 3,100,000 = 7,405,370 >

1902—ISt 2,200,000 80 % = 5,280,000
2 ,6oo,oqo = 5,851.054

11

Final 2,200,000 2° 5,280,000 2,773.6ai 39,0x9 230,4*5 207,999

1

1903—1st 2,100,000 85 % == 5,400,000
236,959! Final 2,250,000 6,500,000 3,ibi,79i 59,562 329,048 3,650,000 = 7,437.360

1

1 1904—ISt 2,700,000 7,100,000
290,854 3.475,782 =! Final 2,850,000

> 1?
7,400,000 2,939*940 44,002 253,882 7,004,460

]

I

1905—19!
I

3*1^3.500 8,250,000
Final 3.M5.000 87 % =

Outlying
8,200,000\
200,000 J

3.483.315 63,118 347,974 245 044 4,018,523] = 8 ,*33,358
1

Madras 75.384 1

1906—ISt 3,27T,4«o\ 8.713,000 1

Outlying 07,000 1 100,000
' 8,736,220

'

1

Final 3.336,400 i

1

(Outlying districts and Madras, say 250,000 bales 1

additional) 1

i !
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Estimated consumption of jut© 1906-1907.

In Europe— Bales per annum.
Scotland 1,250,000
England
Ireland
France
Belgium
Germany
Austria and Bohemia
Norway and Sweden
Russia
Holland
Spain
Italy

In America

In India

—

Mills

Local

20.000
25.000

475.000
120.000
750.000
262.000
62,500
180.000
25.000
90.000
160.000

3.419.500 bales
600.000

600,000 „

3,900,000
500.000

4,400,000 „

8,419,500 balcH

Statistics of consumption of jute, rejections and cuttings.

Consumption.
1894. 1904. 1906.

Bales. Bales. Bales.

United Kingdom 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,295,000
Continent 1,100,000 1,800,00a 2,124,500
America 500,000 500,000 1 600,000
Indian mills .... 1,500,000 2,900,000 3,900,000
Local Indian consumption . 500,000

j

500,000
1

500,000

Total jute crop consumption 4,800,000 ,
0,900,000

j

8,419,500

A number of experiments in jute cultivation were made
during 1906, and the report showed that very encouraging

results were obtained from land manured with cow-dung. If

more scientific attention be given to the cultivation it is quite

possible that what is now considered as 100 % yield may be

exceeded.

Characteristics,— characters by which qualities of jute are

judged are colour, lustre, softness, strength, length, firmness,

uniformity and ab.scnce of roots. The best qualities are of a

clear whitish-yellow colour, with a fine silky lustre, soft and

smooth to the touch, and fine, long and uniform in fibre.

When the fibre is intended for goods in the natural colour it is

essential that it should be of a light shade and uniform, but if

intended for yams which are to be dyed a dark shade, the colour

is not so important. The cultivated plant yields a fibre with a

length of from 6 to 10 ft., but in exceptional cases it has been

known to reach 14 qj* 15 ft. in length. The fibre is decidedly

inferior to flax and hemp in strength and tenacity
;
and, owing

to a peculiarity in its microscopic structure, by which the walfi

of the separate cells composing the fibre vary much in thickness

ut different points, the single strands of fibre are of unequal

strength. Recently prepared fibre is always stronger, more

lustrous, softer and whiter than such as has been stored for some

time—age and exposure rendering it brown in colour and harsh

and brittle in quality. Jute, indeed, is much more woody in

texture than either flax or hemp, a circumstance which may be

easily demonstrated by its behaviour under appropriate re-

agents; and to that fact is due the change in colour and character

it undergoes on exposure to the air. The fibre bleaches with

facility, up to a certain point, sufficient to enable it to take

brilliant and delicate shades of dye colour, but it is with peat

difficulty brought to a pure white by bleaching. A very striking

and remarkable fact, which has much practical interest, is its

highly hygroscopic nature. While in a dry position and atmo-

sphere it may not pmsess more than 6 % of moisture, under

damp conditions it will absorb as much as 23 %.
Sir G, Watt, in his Dictionary of the Ecoftomic Prodttcis of India,

mentions the following eleven vaxieties of iute fibre *. Seraiganji,

Narainganjl, Deai, Deora, Uttariya, Deswfil, Bftkrabadi, Bhatial,

Karirnginji. Mirganji and Junppuri. There are several other

varieties of minor importance. The first four form the four classes

into which the commercial fibre is divided, and th^ are 6ommonlv
known as Serajaunge, Naraingimge, Daisee and Dowrah. Seraf-

gnnge is a soft fibre, but it is supenor in colour, which ranges from

white to grey. Naratognnge is a strong fibre, posseaees good spinning
qualittes, and is very suitable for good warp yams. Its nolonr^
which is not so high as. Serajgunffe, begins with a cream shade and
approaches red at the roots. All the better class yams are spuh
from these two kinds. Daisee is similar to Serajgunge in softness,
is of good quality and of great length; its drawback is the low
colour, and hence it is not so suitable lot using in natural colour. It
is, however, a valuable fibre for carpet yams, especially for dark
yams. Dowrah is a strong, harsh and low qusiity fibre, and is

used principally for heavy wefts. Each class is subdi^ed according
to the quality and colour of the material, and each class receives a
distinctive mark called a baler's mark. Thus, the fittest fibres may
be divided as follows :

—

Superfine first marks.
Extra fine first marks ist, 2nd and 3rd numbers.
Superior first marks „ „ „
Standard ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

Good „ „ „ „ „
Ordinary „ „ „ „ „
Good second ,, ,, ,, ,,

Ordinary ,, „ ,, ,, „
The lower qualities arc, naturally, divided into fewer varieties.

Each baler has his own marks, tne fibres of whicn are guaranteed
equal in equality
to some standard
mark. It would
be impossible to

give a list of the
different marks,for
there are hun-
dreds, and new

^
marks are con-
stantly being
added. A list of

all ‘the principal

marks is issued in

book form by the
Calcutta Jute
Baler's association.

The relative
prices of the dif*

ferent classes de-
pend upon the
crop, upon the de-

mand and upon
the quality of the

fibre; in 1905 the
prices of Daisee
jute and First
Marks were prac-

tically the same,
although the for-

mer is always con-
sidered inferior to

the latter. It does
not follow that a
large crop of jute

will result in low
prices, for the year

1906-1907 was not
only a record one Fig. 2.—Ccf'cAerus olitorius,
for crops, but also

for prices. H. F. C. grade has been as high as £ao per ton, while its

lowest recorded price ;^i2. Similarly the price for First Marks
reached £21^, 13s. in 1906 as con^Nured with £9, w. pw ton in 1897.

The following table shows a few well-known grades with the average

prices during December for the years 1903, 1904, 1905 and 1906

Class. Dec. 1903. Dec. 1904, Dec. 1905. Dec. 1906.1

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ «• d.i

First marks . 12 15 0 lb 0 0 19 15 0 27 15 0

Black see . . . II 2 6 14 5 0 15 0 20 15 0!

Red S C C ... 12 0 0 14 17 0 16 15 0 23 15 0 1

Native rejections

.

8 2 6 — 14 xo 0 15 17 6|
S 4 group . . .

RF block D group
25 zo 0 38 0

30 0
“1

R F circle D group M 10 0 lO I.S 0 2T 10 0 —
1

R F D group . . 1
II 15 0 14 2 6 17 12 6 2^. 0

N B green D . , 1 14 5 0 — 21 0 0 0 o'

Heart T 4 . . • .

1

12 6
i

^7 10 0 12 10 0 34 0 0

,

HeartTs ....
1

*4 12 6 17 10 0 0 0 131 0 Oi

Daisee 2 . . . ^
1

17 6 1 — 18 15 0 ' 25 10 o;

Daisee assortment . 12 10 0 14 17 6 18 5 0 '

Mixed cuttings . .

Li 5 0
;

— xo 0 10 0 0 <

JuU Manufaetm.—^oDg before jute came to occupjr a

prominent place amongst ttw textile fibres of Europe, it formed
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tbft MLW material oi a large and important industry throughout

the regions of Eastern Bengal. Tlie Hindu population made the

material up into cordage, paper and cloth, the chief use of the

latter being in the manufacture-* of gunny bags. Indeed, up to

1830-1840 there was little ur no competition with hand labour for

this class Of material. The process of weaving gunnies for bags

and other coarse articles by these hand-loom weavers has been

described as follows ;

—

Seven sticks or chattee woaving-posta^ called iana para or warp>

are fixed upon the ground, occupying the length equal to the measure
of Itu- piece to be woven, and a sufhcienl number of twine or thread

ih wound on them as warp called land. The warp is taken up and
removed to the weaving machine. 'I'wo pieces of wood are placed

at two ends, wliich arc tied to the ohari and okher or roller
;
they arc

made fast to the khoti. The behU or treadle is put into the warp;
next to that is the jsarsa/; a thin piece of wood is laid u^n the

warp, called chupari or regidator. There is no sley used in this, nor

ih a shuttle necess*ai^; in the room of the latter a stick covered with

thread called singa is thrown into the warp as woof, which is beaten

in by a piece of plank called beyno, and as the cloth is woven it is

wound up to the roller. Next to this is a piece of wood called

kketone, which is used for smootliing and regulating the woof; a

stick i.s fastened to the warp to keep the woof straight.*’

Gunny cloth is woven of numerous qualities, according to the

purpose to which it is devoted. Some kinds are made close and

dense in texture, for carrying such aaed as pop{)y or rape and
|

.sugar; others less close arc used for rice, pulses, and seeds of like

size, and coarser and opener kinds again are woven for the outer

cover of packages and for the sails of country boats. There is

a thin close-woven cloth made and used a.s garments among the

females of the aboriginal tribes near the foot of the Himalayas,

and in various localities a cloth of pure jute or of jute iiuxed with

cotton is used aa a sheet to sleep on, as well as for wearing pur-

poses. To indicate the variety of uses to which jute is applied,

the following quotation may be cited from the otftrial report of

Horn Chunder Kerr us applying to Midnapur :
—

“ The articles manufactured from jute are principally (t) g^umy
bags; (2) string, rope and cord; (3) kampa, a netdike bag for carrying

wood or hay on bullocks; (4I chai, a strip of stuff for tying bulw of

cotton or cloth; (5) dola, a awing on which infants are rocked to

sUn’ji; (o) shikat a kind of baiiffing sheit fur little earthen pots, wcc.;

(7) clulina, a lloor-clotli
; (8) beera, a small circular stand for wooden

plates used particularly in poo/aAs ; (.j) painter’s brush and brutih for

while-washing I (10) ghumi, a waist-band worn next to the skin;

{11) gochh^artf a h^-band worn by women; (^12) mudbar, a net bag
used as muzzle for cattle; (13) parch ula, false liair worn by players

;

{14) rakki-handhan, a slender arm-band worn at the Kakhi-poornima

festival; and dhup, small incense* sticks burned at ptfajafis.*’

The fihimbegan to receive attention in Great Britain towards

the close of the 18th century, and early in the 19th century it was

spun into yarn and woven into cloth in the town of Abingdum

It is claimed that this was the first British town to manufacture

the material. For years small quantities of jute were imported

into Great Britain and other European countries and into

America, but it was not until the year 1832 that the fibie may
be said to have made any great impression in Great Britain.

The first really practical experiments with the fibre were made

in this year in Chapelshade Works, Dundee, and these experi-

ments proved to be the foundation of an enormous industry. It

is interesting to note that the site of Uhapelshadc Works was in

1907 cleared for the erection of a large new technical college.

In common with practically all new industries progress was

slow for a time, but once the value of the fibre and the cloth

produced from it had become known the development was more

rapid. The pioneers of the work were confronted with many
difficulties ;

most people condemned the fibre and the cloth, many
warps were discarded as unfit for weaving, and any attempt

to mix the fibre with flax, tow or hemp was considered a form of

deception. The real cause* pf most of these objections was the

fact that suitable machinery and methods of treatment had

not been developed for preparing yams from this useful fibre.

Warden in bis Linen Trade says :-7-

" For years afl®** its introduction the principal spinners refused

to have anything to do with jute, and clotn made of it long retainod

a tainted reputation. Indeed, it was not until Mr. Rowan got

the Dutch government, about 1838, to substitute jute yarns for

those made from flax in 19he manufacture of the coffee bagging for

their East Indian possessloniB, that the ]ute trade in Dundee got a

proper start. That fortunate circumstance gave4m impulse to the

spinning of the fibre which it nev«ir lost, and since linit period jcs

progress has been truly astonfs^ng
"'

The demand for this class of bagging, which is made from fine

hessian yams, is still great. These fine Rio hessian yams form

an important branch of the Dundee trade, and in some weeks

during 1906 as many as 1000 bales were despatched to Brazil,

besides numerous quantities to other parts of the world.

For many years Great Britain was the only European country

engaged in the manufacture of jute, the great seat being Dundee.

Gradually, hov^ever, the trade began to extend, and now almost

ever)' European country is partly engaged in the trade.

The success of the mechanical method of spinning and

weaving of jute in Dundee and* district led to tbe introduction

of textile machinery into and around Calcutta. The first mill

to be run there by power was started in 1854, while by 1872

three others had been established. In the next ten years no

fewer than .sixteen new mills were erected and equipped with

modern machinery from Great Britain, while in 1907 there were

thirty-nine mills engaged in the industry. The expansion of

the Indian power trade may be gathered from the following

particulars of the number of looms and spindles from 1892 to

1906. In one or two cases the number of spindles is obtained

approximately by reckoning twenty spindles per loom, which is

about the average for the Indian mills.

\ car. Looms. Spindles.

1892-3 8,479 177.732

1893-t 9,t>82 189,144
1S94-5 9,5^4 197.673
1895-6 10,071 212,595
1896-7 12,276 254,610

1897-8 12,737 S!7l.3.>3

1898-9 13,323 277,398
1899-1900

I

14,021 I 293,218
1900-01 i 15,242 315,264
1901-02

i

10,059 ' 329,3tK.>

hk>2 -o3 17.091 1
550,320

1904
^ 19,901 398,020^

1905 ^
i1

21,318 -1 26,360 2

1906 1 1 26,799 520,980*

The Calcutta looms are engaged for the most part with a few

varieties of the commoner classes of jute fabrics, but the success

in this direction ha.s been really remarkable. Dundee, on the

other hand, turns out not only the commoner clas.ses of fabrics,

but a very large variety of other fabrics. Amongst these may
be mentioned the following : Hessian, bagging, Uirpaulin.

sacking, scrims, Brussels carpets, Wilton carpets, imitation

Brussels, and several other types of carpets, rugs and matting,

in addition to a large variety of fabrics of which jute forms a part.

Calcutta has certainly ta.ken a large part of the tr^e which

Dundee held in its former days, but the continually increasing

demands for jute fabrics for new purposes have enabled Dundee
to enter new markets and so to take part in the prosperity of the

trade.

The development of the trade with countries outside India

from 1828 to 1906 may be seen by the folLwir^ figures of

exports :

—

Avciage per year from 1828 to 1832-33
1833-34 I)

1*837-38

1838*39 » i84»-43
X843-44 »» 1847-48
1848-49 „ *852-53
1853*54 1857-58
1858-59 ;»

1862-63
I8O3-64 „ 2867-68
1868-69 „ 1872-73
1^73-74 „ 1877-78
1878-79 „ i882-*83

1885-84 „ 2887-88
1888-89 „ 1892*93
1893-94 *897*^
1898-W « i9‘>a*P3

5963-04 » X905-06

if,Hoo cwt.

67,483 „
117,047 „
234,055 „
439,850 „
710,826

969,724 ,»

2,628,1*0 „
4,858,162 „
5,362,267 „
7,274,000 „
8,223,859 „

ro,372,991 H
12,084,202 „
11,959,1^ „
X3>o93,090 „

1 of oalendkr year, Ifh® remainder bein^ taken to the 3i8t of

March, the e«d of financial year.

8 Appmxhuate number of spindles.
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Estimated consumption of jut© 1906-1907.

In Europe— Bales per annum.
Scotland 1,250,000
England
Ireland
France
Belgium
Germany
Austria and Bohemia
Norway and Sweden
Russia
Holland
Spain
Italy

In America

In India

—

Mills

Local

20.000
25.000

475.000
120.000
750.000
262.000
62,500
180.000
25.000
90.000
160.000

3.419.500 bales
600.000

600,000 „

3,900,000
500.000

4,400,000 „

8,419,500 balcH

Statistics of consumption of jute, rejections and cuttings.

Consumption.
1894. 1904. 1906.

Bales. Bales. Bales.

United Kingdom 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,295,000
Continent 1,100,000 1,800,00a 2,124,500
America 500,000 500,000 1 600,000
Indian mills .... 1,500,000 2,900,000 3,900,000
Local Indian consumption . 500,000

j

500,000
1

500,000

Total jute crop consumption 4,800,000 ,
0,900,000

j

8,419,500

A number of experiments in jute cultivation were made
during 1906, and the report showed that very encouraging

results were obtained from land manured with cow-dung. If

more scientific attention be given to the cultivation it is quite

possible that what is now considered as 100 % yield may be

exceeded.

Characteristics,— characters by which qualities of jute are

judged are colour, lustre, softness, strength, length, firmness,

uniformity and ab.scnce of roots. The best qualities are of a

clear whitish-yellow colour, with a fine silky lustre, soft and

smooth to the touch, and fine, long and uniform in fibre.

When the fibre is intended for goods in the natural colour it is

essential that it should be of a light shade and uniform, but if

intended for yams which are to be dyed a dark shade, the colour

is not so important. The cultivated plant yields a fibre with a

length of from 6 to 10 ft., but in exceptional cases it has been

known to reach 14 qj* 15 ft. in length. The fibre is decidedly

inferior to flax and hemp in strength and tenacity
;
and, owing

to a peculiarity in its microscopic structure, by which the walfi

of the separate cells composing the fibre vary much in thickness

ut different points, the single strands of fibre are of unequal

strength. Recently prepared fibre is always stronger, more

lustrous, softer and whiter than such as has been stored for some

time—age and exposure rendering it brown in colour and harsh

and brittle in quality. Jute, indeed, is much more woody in

texture than either flax or hemp, a circumstance which may be

easily demonstrated by its behaviour under appropriate re-

agents; and to that fact is due the change in colour and character

it undergoes on exposure to the air. The fibre bleaches with

facility, up to a certain point, sufficient to enable it to take

brilliant and delicate shades of dye colour, but it is with peat

difficulty brought to a pure white by bleaching. A very striking

and remarkable fact, which has much practical interest, is its

highly hygroscopic nature. While in a dry position and atmo-

sphere it may not pmsess more than 6 % of moisture, under

damp conditions it will absorb as much as 23 %.
Sir G, Watt, in his Dictionary of the Ecoftomic Prodttcis of India,

mentions the following eleven vaxieties of iute fibre *. Seraiganji,

Narainganjl, Deai, Deora, Uttariya, Deswfil, Bftkrabadi, Bhatial,

Karirnginji. Mirganji and Junppuri. There are several other

varieties of minor importance. The first four form the four classes

into which the commercial fibre is divided, and th^ are 6ommonlv
known as Serajaunge, Naraingimge, Daisee and Dowrah. Seraf-

gnnge is a soft fibre, but it is supenor in colour, which ranges from

white to grey. Naratognnge is a strong fibre, posseaees good spinning
qualittes, and is very suitable for good warp yams. Its nolonr^
which is not so high as. Serajgunffe, begins with a cream shade and
approaches red at the roots. All the better class yams are spuh
from these two kinds. Daisee is similar to Serajgunge in softness,
is of good quality and of great length; its drawback is the low
colour, and hence it is not so suitable lot using in natural colour. It
is, however, a valuable fibre for carpet yams, especially for dark
yams. Dowrah is a strong, harsh and low qusiity fibre, and is

used principally for heavy wefts. Each class is subdi^ed according
to the quality and colour of the material, and each class receives a
distinctive mark called a baler's mark. Thus, the fittest fibres may
be divided as follows :

—

Superfine first marks.
Extra fine first marks ist, 2nd and 3rd numbers.
Superior first marks „ „ „
Standard ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

Good „ „ „ „ „
Ordinary „ „ „ „ „
Good second ,, ,, ,, ,,

Ordinary ,, „ ,, ,, „
The lower qualities arc, naturally, divided into fewer varieties.

Each baler has his own marks, tne fibres of whicn are guaranteed
equal in equality
to some standard
mark. It would
be impossible to

give a list of the
different marks,for
there are hun-
dreds, and new

^
marks are con-
stantly being
added. A list of

all ‘the principal

marks is issued in

book form by the
Calcutta Jute
Baler's association.

The relative
prices of the dif*

ferent classes de-
pend upon the
crop, upon the de-

mand and upon
the quality of the

fibre; in 1905 the
prices of Daisee
jute and First
Marks were prac-

tically the same,
although the for-

mer is always con-
sidered inferior to

the latter. It does
not follow that a
large crop of jute

will result in low
prices, for the year

1906-1907 was not
only a record one Fig. 2.—Ccf'cAerus olitorius,
for crops, but also

for prices. H. F. C. grade has been as high as £ao per ton, while its

lowest recorded price ;^i2. Similarly the price for First Marks
reached £21^, 13s. in 1906 as con^Nured with £9, w. pw ton in 1897.

The following table shows a few well-known grades with the average

prices during December for the years 1903, 1904, 1905 and 1906

Class. Dec. 1903. Dec. 1904, Dec. 1905. Dec. 1906.1

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ «• d.i

First marks . 12 15 0 lb 0 0 19 15 0 27 15 0

Black see . . . II 2 6 14 5 0 15 0 20 15 0!

Red S C C ... 12 0 0 14 17 0 16 15 0 23 15 0 1

Native rejections

.

8 2 6 — 14 xo 0 15 17 6|
S 4 group . . .

RF block D group
25 zo 0 38 0

30 0
“1

R F circle D group M 10 0 lO I.S 0 2T 10 0 —
1

R F D group . . 1
II 15 0 14 2 6 17 12 6 2^. 0

N B green D . , 1 14 5 0 — 21 0 0 0 o'

Heart T 4 . . • .

1

12 6
i

^7 10 0 12 10 0 34 0 0

,

HeartTs ....
1

*4 12 6 17 10 0 0 0 131 0 Oi

Daisee 2 . . . ^
1

17 6 1 — 18 15 0 ' 25 10 o;

Daisee assortment . 12 10 0 14 17 6 18 5 0 '

Mixed cuttings . .

Li 5 0
;

— xo 0 10 0 0 <

JuU Manufaetm.—^oDg before jute came to occupjr a

prominent place amongst ttw textile fibres of Europe, it formed
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large cylinder. This cylinder^ which has a high surface speed,

catrios part of the fibre towards the workers and strippers; the

surface speed ofithe workers being much slower than that of the

cylinder. The ptos in the two rollers oppose each other, those of

the workers bmng '* back'Sot,'* and this arrangement, combined

with the relative angle of the pins, and the difference in the surface

speeds ol two roUers, results in part of the fibre being broken and

carried tound by the Wv/rker towards the stripper. This, as its

name implies, strips the fibre off the worker, and carries it round to

the cylinder. The pins of the stripper and cylinder point in the

same direction, but since the surface speed of the cylinder is much
greater than the surface speed of the stripper, it follows that the

fibre is combed between the two, and that part is carried forward

by the cylinder to be reworked. The strippers and workers are in

pairs, of which there may be two or more. After passing the last

pair of workers and strippers the fibre is carried forward towards the

doffing roller, the pins of which arc back-set, and the fibre is removed
from the cylinder by the dofier, from which it passes between the

drawing and pressing roUers into the conductor, and finalW between
the delivery and pressing rollers into the sliver can. It may be
mentioned that more or less breaking takes place between each pair

of rollers, Ibe pins of which arc opposed, and that combing and
drawing out obtains between those rollers with pins minting in

the sp.me direction. The ratio of the surface speeds of tne drawing
roller and tlie feed roller is termed the draft ;

—

surface speed of drawing roller _

HH ’‘^'’‘Surface speed of feed roller
~

In this machte the draft is usually about thirteen.

The sliver from the can of the breaker card may be wound into

balls, or it may be taken direct to the finisher card. In the latter

method from eight to fifteen cans are placed behind the feed rollers,

and all the slivers from these cans are united before they emerge
from the machine. The main difference between a breaker card

and a finisher card is that the latter is fitted with finer pins, that it

contains two doffing roUers, and that it usuaUy possesses a greater

number of pairs of workers and strippers—a full circular finisher

card having four sets.

After the fibre has been thoroughly carded by the above machines,

the cans containing the sliver from the finisher card are taken to

the first drawing frame. A ve^ common method is to let four

slivers run into one sliver at the first drawing, then two sUvers from
the first drawing are run into one sUver at the second drawing frame.

There are several typ>es of drawing frames, e.g. push-bar or slide,

rotary, spiral, ring, open-link or chain, the spiral being generaUy
used for the second drawing. AU, however, perform the same
function, viz. combing out the fibres and thus laying them paraUcl,

and in addition drawing out the sliver. The designation of the

machine indicates the particular method in which the giU pins are

moved. These pins are much finer than those of the breaKer and
finisher cards, consequently the fibres are more thoroughly separated.

The draft in the first drawing varies from three to five, while that

in the second drawing is U8us|ly five to seven. It is easy to see that

a certain amount of draft, or drawing out of the sliver, is necessary,

o^ffierwisc the various doublings would cause the sliver to emerge
thicker and thicket from each machine. The doublings play a very

important patt in the appearance of the ultimate rove and yarn,

for the chm reason for doubling threads or sUvers is to minimize
irregularities of thickness and of colour in the material. In an
ordinary case, the terial doublings in j|ute from the breaker card to

tiie end of the aecem ^^tewing is ninety-six : 12 x 4 x a = 96 ;

afid if the slivers wete %iade thinner and more of them used the

ultiifiate result would natoiully be improved.

The final preparing process is that of roving. In this operation

there is no doubling of the slivers, but each sliver passes separately

through the machine, from the can to the spindle, is drawn out to

about eight times its length, and receives a small amount of twist

to stiengthon It, in order that it may be successfuUy wound upon
the roving bobbin by the flyer. The chief piece of mechanism in

the roving frame is the gearing known as the “ differential motion."

It works in conjunction with the disk and scroll, the cones, or the

expanding pulley, to impart an intermittingly variable speed to the

bobbin (each layer of the bobbin has its own particular speed which

is constant for the full traverse, but each change of direction of the

builder is accompanied by a quick change ol speed to the bobbin).

It 18 essential that the bobbin should have such a motion, because

the delivery of the sliver and the speed of the flyer are constant for

a given size of rove, whereas the layers of rove on the bobbin increase

in length as the bobbin fills. In the jute rovi^ frame the bobbin

is termed the " follower," because its revolutions per minute are

fewer than those of the flyer. Each layer of rove increases the

diameter of the material on the bobbin shank
;
hence, at the beginning

of each layer, the speed of the bobbin must be increased, and kept

at this increased speed for die whole traverse from top to bottom
or vice versa.

Let R = the revolutions per second of the flyer

;

r s the revolutions per second of the bobbin

;

d :u: the diameter of bobbin shaft plus the material;

L s the length of sliver delivered per second

;

then (R— r) d . ir = L.

In Uie above expression R, ir and L are constant, therefore as

d increases the term (R— r) must decrease
;
this can happen only

when r is increased, that is, when the bobbin revolves quicker. It

is easy to sec from the above expression that if the bobbin were the
" leader " its speed would have to decrease as it filled.

The builder, which receives its motion from the disk and scroll,

I

from the cones, or from the expanding pulley, has also an inter-

mittingly variable speed. It begins at a maximum speed when the

bobbin is empty, is constant for each layer, but decreases as the

bobbin fills.

The rove yarn is now ready for the spinning frame, where a further

draft of about eight is given. The principles of jute spinning are

similar to those of dry spinning for flax. Eor very heavy jute yarns

the spinning frame is not used—the desired amount of twist being

given at the roving frame.
The count of jute yarn is based upon the weight in pounds of

14,400 yds., such length receiving the name of " spyndle." The
finest yarns weigh 2^ lb to 3 lb per spyndle, but the commonest kinds

are 7 lb, 8 lb, 9 ft and 10 lb per sp3rnclle. The sizes rise in pounds up
to about 20 lb, then by 2 lb up to about 50 lb per spyndle, with much
larger jumps above this weignl. It is not uncommon to find 200 lb

to 300 lb rove yam, while the weight occasionally reaches 450 lb per

spyndle. The difloront sizes of yarn are extensively used in a large

variety of fabrics, sometimes alone, sometimes in conjunction with

other fibres, e.g. with worsted in the various kinds of carpets, with

cotton in tapc.stries and household cloths, with lino and tow yarns

for the same fabrics and for paddings, &c., and with wool for horse

clothing. The yarns are capable of being dyed brilliant colours,

but, unfortunately, the colours are not very fast to light. The fibre

can also be prepared to imitate human hair with remarkable close-

ness, and advantage ol this is laCrgely taken in making stage wigs.

For detailed information regarding jute, the cloths made from it

and the machinery used, sec the following works : Watts’s Dictionary

of the Economic Products of India ;
Koylc’s Fibrous Plants of India \

Sharp's Flax, 7'ow and Jute Spinning ; Leggatt's Jtde Spinning
;

Woodhouse and Milne’s Jute am Linen Weaving
;
and Woodhouse

and Milne’s Textile Desi^ : Pure and Applied. (T. Wo.)

J0TSRBOO, or GUterbog^ a town of Germany iivttie Prussian

province of Brandenburg, on the Nuthe, 39 m. S.W. of Berlin,

at the junction of the mam lines of railway from Berlin to Dresden

and Leipzig. Pop. (1900), 7407. The town is surrounded by
a medieval wall, with three gateways, and contains two Protes-

tant churches, of which that of St Nicholas (14th century) is

remarkable for its three fine aisles. There are also a Roman
Catholic church, an old town-hall and a modern school. Juter-

carries on weaving and spinning both of flax and wool, and

trades in the produce of those manufactures and in cattle.

Vines are cultivated in the neighbourhood. Jtiterbog belonged

in the later middle ages to the archbishopric of Magdeburg,

passing to electoral Saxony in 2648, ai^ to Prussia in 2815. It

was here that a treaty over the succession to the duchy of JUlich

was made in March 1611 between Saxony and Brandenburg,

and here in November 1644 the Swedes defeated the Imperialists.

Two miles south<west ol She town is the battlefleld of Denne-

wxtz, where the Prussians defeated the French on the 6th of

September 1813.
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Estimated consumption of jut© 1906-1907.

In Europe— Bales per annum.
Scotland 1,250,000
England
Ireland
France
Belgium
Germany
Austria and Bohemia
Norway and Sweden
Russia
Holland
Spain
Italy

In America

In India

—

Mills

Local

20.000
25.000

475.000
120.000
750.000
262.000
62,500
180.000
25.000
90.000
160.000

3.419.500 bales
600.000

600,000 „

3,900,000
500.000

4,400,000 „

8,419,500 balcH

Statistics of consumption of jute, rejections and cuttings.

Consumption.
1894. 1904. 1906.

Bales. Bales. Bales.

United Kingdom 1,200,000 1,200,000 1,295,000
Continent 1,100,000 1,800,00a 2,124,500
America 500,000 500,000 1 600,000
Indian mills .... 1,500,000 2,900,000 3,900,000
Local Indian consumption . 500,000

j

500,000
1

500,000

Total jute crop consumption 4,800,000 ,
0,900,000

j

8,419,500

A number of experiments in jute cultivation were made
during 1906, and the report showed that very encouraging

results were obtained from land manured with cow-dung. If

more scientific attention be given to the cultivation it is quite

possible that what is now considered as 100 % yield may be

exceeded.

Characteristics,— characters by which qualities of jute are

judged are colour, lustre, softness, strength, length, firmness,

uniformity and ab.scnce of roots. The best qualities are of a

clear whitish-yellow colour, with a fine silky lustre, soft and

smooth to the touch, and fine, long and uniform in fibre.

When the fibre is intended for goods in the natural colour it is

essential that it should be of a light shade and uniform, but if

intended for yams which are to be dyed a dark shade, the colour

is not so important. The cultivated plant yields a fibre with a

length of from 6 to 10 ft., but in exceptional cases it has been

known to reach 14 qj* 15 ft. in length. The fibre is decidedly

inferior to flax and hemp in strength and tenacity
;
and, owing

to a peculiarity in its microscopic structure, by which the walfi

of the separate cells composing the fibre vary much in thickness

ut different points, the single strands of fibre are of unequal

strength. Recently prepared fibre is always stronger, more

lustrous, softer and whiter than such as has been stored for some

time—age and exposure rendering it brown in colour and harsh

and brittle in quality. Jute, indeed, is much more woody in

texture than either flax or hemp, a circumstance which may be

easily demonstrated by its behaviour under appropriate re-

agents; and to that fact is due the change in colour and character

it undergoes on exposure to the air. The fibre bleaches with

facility, up to a certain point, sufficient to enable it to take

brilliant and delicate shades of dye colour, but it is with peat

difficulty brought to a pure white by bleaching. A very striking

and remarkable fact, which has much practical interest, is its

highly hygroscopic nature. While in a dry position and atmo-

sphere it may not pmsess more than 6 % of moisture, under

damp conditions it will absorb as much as 23 %.
Sir G, Watt, in his Dictionary of the Ecoftomic Prodttcis of India,

mentions the following eleven vaxieties of iute fibre *. Seraiganji,

Narainganjl, Deai, Deora, Uttariya, Deswfil, Bftkrabadi, Bhatial,

Karirnginji. Mirganji and Junppuri. There are several other

varieties of minor importance. The first four form the four classes

into which the commercial fibre is divided, and th^ are 6ommonlv
known as Serajaunge, Naraingimge, Daisee and Dowrah. Seraf-

gnnge is a soft fibre, but it is supenor in colour, which ranges from

white to grey. Naratognnge is a strong fibre, posseaees good spinning
qualittes, and is very suitable for good warp yams. Its nolonr^
which is not so high as. Serajgunffe, begins with a cream shade and
approaches red at the roots. All the better class yams are spuh
from these two kinds. Daisee is similar to Serajgunge in softness,
is of good quality and of great length; its drawback is the low
colour, and hence it is not so suitable lot using in natural colour. It
is, however, a valuable fibre for carpet yams, especially for dark
yams. Dowrah is a strong, harsh and low qusiity fibre, and is

used principally for heavy wefts. Each class is subdi^ed according
to the quality and colour of the material, and each class receives a
distinctive mark called a baler's mark. Thus, the fittest fibres may
be divided as follows :

—

Superfine first marks.
Extra fine first marks ist, 2nd and 3rd numbers.
Superior first marks „ „ „
Standard ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

Good „ „ „ „ „
Ordinary „ „ „ „ „
Good second ,, ,, ,, ,,

Ordinary ,, „ ,, ,, „
The lower qualities arc, naturally, divided into fewer varieties.

Each baler has his own marks, tne fibres of whicn are guaranteed
equal in equality
to some standard
mark. It would
be impossible to

give a list of the
different marks,for
there are hun-
dreds, and new

^
marks are con-
stantly being
added. A list of

all ‘the principal

marks is issued in

book form by the
Calcutta Jute
Baler's association.

The relative
prices of the dif*

ferent classes de-
pend upon the
crop, upon the de-

mand and upon
the quality of the

fibre; in 1905 the
prices of Daisee
jute and First
Marks were prac-

tically the same,
although the for-

mer is always con-
sidered inferior to

the latter. It does
not follow that a
large crop of jute

will result in low
prices, for the year

1906-1907 was not
only a record one Fig. 2.—Ccf'cAerus olitorius,
for crops, but also

for prices. H. F. C. grade has been as high as £ao per ton, while its

lowest recorded price ;^i2. Similarly the price for First Marks
reached £21^, 13s. in 1906 as con^Nured with £9, w. pw ton in 1897.

The following table shows a few well-known grades with the average

prices during December for the years 1903, 1904, 1905 and 1906

Class. Dec. 1903. Dec. 1904, Dec. 1905. Dec. 1906.1

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ «• d.i

First marks . 12 15 0 lb 0 0 19 15 0 27 15 0

Black see . . . II 2 6 14 5 0 15 0 20 15 0!

Red S C C ... 12 0 0 14 17 0 16 15 0 23 15 0 1

Native rejections

.

8 2 6 — 14 xo 0 15 17 6|
S 4 group . . .

RF block D group
25 zo 0 38 0

30 0
“1

R F circle D group M 10 0 lO I.S 0 2T 10 0 —
1

R F D group . . 1
II 15 0 14 2 6 17 12 6 2^. 0

N B green D . , 1 14 5 0 — 21 0 0 0 o'

Heart T 4 . . • .

1

12 6
i

^7 10 0 12 10 0 34 0 0

,

HeartTs ....
1

*4 12 6 17 10 0 0 0 131 0 Oi

Daisee 2 . . . ^
1

17 6 1 — 18 15 0 ' 25 10 o;

Daisee assortment . 12 10 0 14 17 6 18 5 0 '

Mixed cuttings . .

Li 5 0
;

— xo 0 10 0 0 <

JuU Manufaetm.—^oDg before jute came to occupjr a

prominent place amongst ttw textile fibres of Europe, it formed



JUVENAL6)r<D:

See Virgil, Asnsid, xii. 139 and Servius ad loc.; Ovid, Fash, ii.

593-610; Valehttfi Maximus i. 8. 1; L. Deubncr, “ Juturna und die
Ausgrabungen aui dem rdmischcn Forum/’ iu New Jahvb. f. das
klassische Attertum (1902), p. 370,

JUVfiHAli (DEaMUs Junius Juvenalis) (c, 60-140), Roman
poet, and satirist, was born at Aquinum. Brief accounts of his

life, varying considerably in details, are prefixed to different

M6&J of tlie works. But their common original cannot be traced

to any competent authority, and some of their statements

are intrinsically improbable. According to the version which
appears to be the earliest :

—

” Juvenal waR the son or ward of a wealthy freedman
;
he practised

declamation till middle age, not as a professional teacher, but as an
ama/teur, and made his first essay in satire by writing the lines on
Paris, tlifi actor and favourite of Domitian, now found in the seventh
satire (lines 90 seq.). Encouraged by their success, he devoted him-
self dihgcntly to this kind of composition, but refrained for a long
time from either publicly reciting or publishing his verses. When at
last he did come before the public, his recitations were attended by
groat crowds and reoeivod with the utmost favour. But the lines

originally written on Paris, having ,been inserted in one of his new
satires, excited the jealous anger of an actor of the time, who was a
favourite of the omperor, and procured the poet’s banishment under
the form of a military appointment to the extremity of £g3rpt.
Being then eighty years of age, he died shortly afterwards of grief

and vexation.^'

Some of these statements are so much in consonance with the

indirect evidence afforded by the satires that they may be a
series of conjectures based upon them. The rare passages in

which the poet speaks of his own position, as in satires xi. and
xiii., indicate that he, was in comfortable but moderate circum-

stances. We should infer also that he was not dependent on
any professional occupation, and that he was separated in

.social station, and probably too by tastes and manners, from the

higher class to which Tacitus and Pliny belonged, as he was by
character from the new men who rose to wealth by servility

under the empire. Juvenal is no organ of the pride and dignity,

still less of the urbanity, of the cultivated representatives of the

great families of the republic. He is the champion of the more
sober virtues and ideas, and perhaps the organ of the rancours

and detraction, of an educated but depressed and embittered

middle class. He lets us know that he has no leanings to

philosophy (xiii. 121) and pours contempt on the serious epic

writing of the day (i. 162). The statement that he was a trained

and practised'declaimer is confirmed both by his own words (i. 16)

and by tWx^ietorical mould in which his thoughts and illustia-

tions arc cast. The allusions which fix the dates when his

satires first appeared, and the large experience of life which they

imply, agree with the statement that he did not come before the

wijrld as a professed satirist till after middle age.

The statement that he continued to write satires long before

he gave them to the world accords well wth the nature of their

contents and the elaborate character of their composition, and
might almost be inferred from the emphatic but yet guarded

statement of Quintilian in his short summary of Roman litera-

ture. After speaking of the merits of Lucilius, Horace and Per-

sius as satirists, he adds, “ There are, too, in our own day, dis-

tinguished writers of satire whose names will be heard of here-

after {Inst, Or. X. I, 94). There is no Roman writer of satire

who could be mentioned along with those others by so judicious

a critic, except Juvenal, The motive which a writer of satire

must have had for secrecy undter Domitian is sufficiently obvious;

and the necessity of concealment and self-suppression thus im-

posed upon the writer may have permanently affected his whole
manner of composition.

So far the original of these lives follows a not improbable

tradition. But when we come to the story of the poet’s exile

the case is otherwise. The undoubted reference to Juvenal in

Sidonius Apollinaris as the tnetim of the rage of an actor only

proves that the original story from which all the varying versions

of the lives are derived was generally believed before the middle
of the 5th century of our era. If Juvenal was banished at the

age of eighty, the author of his banishment could not have been
the enraged actor ” in reference to whom the original lines

were written, as Pari.s was put to death in 83, and Juvenal was
oertainly writing satires long after 100. The satire in which the

lines now appear was probably first published soon after the
accession of Hadrian, when Juvenal was not an octogenarian
but in the maturity of his powers. The cause of the poet’s

banishment at that advanced age could not therefore have been
either the original composition or the first publication of the

lines.

An expression in xv. 45 is quoted as a proof that Juvenal had
visited Egypt. He may have done so as an exile or in a military

command; but it seems hardly consistent with the importance
which the emperors attached to Bie security of Egypt, or with
the concern which they took in the interests of the army, that

these conditions were combined at an age so unfit for military

employment. If any conjecture is warrantable on so obscure a
subject, it ismore likely that this temporary disgrace should have
been inflicted on the poet by Domitian. Among the many vic-

tims of Juvenal’s satire it is only against him and against one of

the vilest instruments of his court, the Egyptian Crispinus, that

the poet seems to be animated by personal hatred: A sense of

wrong suffered at their hands may perhaps have mingled with
the detestation which he felt towan^ them on public grounds.
But if he was banished under Domitian, it must have been
either before or after 93, at which time, as we learn from an
epigram of Martial, Juvenal was in Rome.
More ancient evidence is supplied by an inscription found at

Aquinum, recording, so far as it has been deciphered, the dedi-

cation of an altar to Ceres by a lunius luvenalis, tribune of the

first cohort of Dalmatians, duumvir quinquennalis, and ftamen
Divi Vespasiani, a provincial magistrate whose functions corre-

sponded to those of the censor at Rome. Tliis Juvenalis may
have been the poet, but he may equally well have been a relation.

’Fhe evidence of the satires does not point to a prolonged absence

from the metropolis. They are the product of immediate and
intimate familiarity with the life of the great city. An epigram
of Martial, written at the time when J uvenal was most vigorously

employed in their composition, speaks of him as settled in Home.
He himself hints (iii, 318) tliat he maintained his connexion with

Aquinum, and that he had some special interest in the worship
of the “ Helvinian Ceres.” Nor is the tribute to the national

religion implied by the dedication of the altar to Ceres incon-

sistent with the beliefs and feelings expressed in the satires.

While the fables of mythology are often treated contemptuously
or humorously by him, other passages in the satires clearly

imply a conformity to, and even a respect for, the observances of

the national religion. The evidence as to the military post filled

by Juvenal is curiou.s, when taken in connexion with the con-

fused tradition of his exile in a position of military importance.

But it cannot be said that the satires bear traces of military

experience; the life described in them is rather such as would
present itself to the eyes of a civilian.

The only other contemporary evidence which affords a glimpse

of Juvenal’s actual life is contained in three epigrams of Martial.

Two of these (vii. 24 and 91) were written in the time of Domitian,

the third (xii. j 8) early in the reign of Trajan, after Martial had
retired to his native Bilbilis. The first attests the strong regard

which Martial felt for him ; hut tlie subject of the epigram seems
to hint that Juvenal was not an easy person to get on with. In

the siecond, addressed to Juvenal himself, the epithet facundus

is applied to him, equally applicable to his ” eloquence as

satirist or liietorician. In the last Martial imagines his friend

wandering about discontentedly through the crowded streets of

Rome, and undergoing all the discomforts incident to attendance

on the lev6es of the great. Two lines in the poem suggest that

the satirist, who inveighed with just severity against the worst

corruptions of Roman morals, was not too rigid a censor of the

morals of his friend. Indeed, his intimacy with Martial is a
ground for not attributing to him exceptional strictness of life.

The additional information as to the poet’s life and circum-

stances derivable from the satires themselves is not important.

He had: enjoyed the training which all educated men received in

his day (i. 15); he speaks of his faian in the territory of Tibur
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(xi. 65), which furnished a young kid and mountain asparagus

for a homely dinner to which he invites a friend during the festival

of the Megalesia. From the satire in which* this invitation is

contained we are able to form an idea of the style in which he

habituahy lived^ and to think of hitn as enjoying a hale and
vigorous age (203), and also as a kindly master of a household

(159 seq.). The negative evidence afforded in the account of his

establishment suggests the inference that, like Lucirius and
Horace, Juvenal had no personal exf^rience of either the Cares

or the softening influence of family fife. A comparison of this

poem with the invitation of Horace to Torquatos (Ep, i. 5) brings

out strongly the differences not in urbanity only but in kindly

feeling between the two satirists. Gaston Boissier has drawn
from the indications afforded of the career and character of

the persons to whom the satires are addressed most unfavourable

conclusions as to the social circumstances and associations of

Juvenal. If wc beliWe that these were all real people, with whom
Juvenal lived in mrimacy, we should conclude that he was most
unfortunate in his associates, and that his own relations to them
were marked rather by outspoken frankness than civility. But
they seem to be more “ nominis umbrae ” than real men; they

serve the purpose of enabling the satirist to aim his blows at

one particular object instead of declaiming at large. They have

none of the individuality and traits of personal character dis-

cernible in the persom addressed by Horace in his Satires and
Epistles, It is noticeable that, while Juvenal writes of the poets

and men of letters of a somewhat earlier time as if they were still

living, he makes no reference to his friend Martial or the younger

Pliny and Tacitu.s, who wrote their works during the years of his

own literary actmty. It is equally noticeable tliat Juvenal’s

name does not appear in Pliny’s letters.

The times at which the satires were given to the world do not

in all cases coincide with those at which they were written and
to which they immediately refer. Thus the manners and per-

sonages of the age of Domitian often supply the material of satiric

representation, and are spoken of as if they belonged to the actual

life of the present,* while allusions even in the earliest show that,

as a finislied literary composition, it belongs to the age of Trajan.

The most probable explanation of these discrepancies is that in

their present form the satires are the work of the last thirty

years of the poet’s life, while the first nine at least may have pre-

served with little change passages written during his earlier

manhood. The combination of the impressions, and, perhaps

of the actual compositions, of different periods also explains a

certain want of unity and continuity found in some of them.

There i.s no reason to doubt that the sixteen satires which we
possess were given to the world in the order in which we find them,

and that they were divided, as they are referred to in the ancient

grammarians, into five books. Book L, embracing the first five

satires, was written in the freshest vigour of the author’s powers,

and is animated with the strongest hatred of Domitian. The
publication of this book belongs to the early years of Trajan.

.The mention of the exile Of Marius (49) shows that it wa.s not

published before 100. In the second satire, the lines 39 seq.,

**
Qualis erat Buper tragico poilutus adulter
Concubitu,'*

show that the memory of one of the foulest scandals of the reign

of Domitian was still fresh in the minds of men. The third satire,

imitated by Samuel Johnson in Hi^Londeftf presents such a picture

as Rome may have offered to the satirist at any time in the

ist century of our era;, but it was under the worst emperors, Nero

and Domitian, that th^ arts of flatterers and foreign adventurers

were most successful, and that such scenes of violence as that

described at 377 seq.wem Btmst Iflcely to occur mention

of Veiento (i^) as still enjoying Muence is a disdnet reference

to the court ^ Domitian. The fourth, which alone has any

politicaf significance, and reflects on the emperor as a friveflous

1 This is especially notJeeafife in the seventh satire, but it ap^es
also to il^ mendon of CrkyMans, Latimus, the elass of Ac.,

in the first, to the notice of v^tieato in the thnfd, oi RubeUaie Blandua
in the ^hth, oi Gallicus in the thirteenth, Ac,

^ Cf. Tacitus, Annals, xiii. 35.
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triffer rather than as a monster of lust and cruelty, is the itpfodtfe-
tion of a real or imaginaiy sdene from the reign of Domitra, afij

is animated by the profoundest scorn and loathing both of the

^ant himself and of the worst instruments of his

The fifth is a social picture df the degradation to which poor
guests were exposed at the banquets of the rich, but many of the

epigrams of Martial and the more sober evidence of one of Flhty’s

letters show that the picture painted by Juvettal, thotigh perhaps
exaggerated in colouring, was drawn from a state of society

prevalent during and immediatdy subsequent to the times of

Domitian.** Book II. consists of the most elaborate of the
satires, by many critics regarded as the poet^s masterpiece, the
famous sixth satire, directed against the whole female sex,

which shares with Domitian and his creatures the most dherfehed

place in the poet’s antipathies. It shows certainly no dhttimi-

tion of vigour either in its representation or its invective. The
time at which this satire was composed cannot be fixed with
certainty, but some allusions render it highly probable that it

was given to the world in the later years of Trajan, and before

the accession of Hadrian. The date of the publication of

Book III., containing the seventh, eighth and ninth satires, seems
to be fixed by its opening line to the first years after the accession

of Hadrian. In the eighth satire another reference is made (i3o)

to the misgovemment of Marius in Africa as a recent event,

and at line 51 there may be an aflusiort to the Eastern wars that

occupied the last years of Trajari’s reign. The ninth has fto

allusion to determine its date, but it is written with the same
outspoken freedom as the second and the sixth, and belongs to

^

the period when the poet’s power was most vigorous, and his

exposure of vice most uncompromising. In Book IV comprising

the famous tenth, the eleventh and the twelfth satires, the author

appears more as a moralist than as a pure satirist. In the tenth,

the theme of the vanity of human wishes ” is ilhislrated by
great historic instances, rather than by pictures of the men and
manners of the age; and, though the declamatory vigour aiifd

power of expression in it are occasionally as great as in the earlier

satires, and although touches of Juvenal’s saturnine humour,
and especially of his misogyny, appear in all the satires of this

book, yet their general tone shows that the white heat of his

indignation* is abated; and rtre fines of the eleventh, already

referred to (201 seq.),

Spectent juvenes quos clamor et audax
Sponsio, quos cultac ducef assedisse piieHae:

Nostra bibat vernum contracta cutleala solem,'*

leave no doubt that he was well advanced in years when they

were written.

Two important dates are found in Book V., comprising satires

xiii.-xvi. At xiii. 16 Juvenal speaks of Ids friend Calvinus as

now past sixty years of age, having been born in the consulship

of Fonteius. Now L. Fonteius Capito was consul in 67. Again
at XV. 27 an event is said to have happened in Egypt nuper

consule lunco.” There was a Li Aemilius luncus consul

suffectus in 127. The fifth book must therefore have been pub-

lished some time after this date. More than the fourth, this

book bears the marks of age, both in the milder tone of the seilCi-

ments expressed, and in the feebler power of composition exhi-

bited. The last satire is now imperfect, and the autlienticify

both of this and of the fifteenth has been questioned, though on

insufiicient grounds.

Thus the satires were published at different intervals, and for

the most part composed between 100 and 130, but the most
powerful in feeling and vivid in conception afnong thtni deal

with the experience and impression! of the reign of Domitian,

occasionally recall the memories or traditions of the time^ Of

Nero and Claudius, and reproduce at feast one startling page

from the annalls of Tiberius.^ The same ovefffiastfering feeling

which consti^ned Tacitus (Ap^ic. 3
, 3), when the time Of foflg

endurance and silence^ over, to recall the memory of the

» Pliny's remarks on the vulgarity w well as the ostentation of his

host imply that he regained’ sudh behaVioiTr as exceptional, at least

in the chcle in Which hC hUnaClf lived {Ep\ li. 6).
* X. 56-107.
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former oppression/^ acted upon Juvenal. There is no evidence

that these two great writers, wlio lived and wrote at the same
time, who were animated by the same hatred of the tyrant under

whom the best years of their manhood were spent, and who both

felt most deeply the degradation of their times, were even known
to one another. Tacitus belonged to the highest official and
senatorial class, Juvenal apparently to the middle class and to

that of the struggling men of letters; and this difference in posi-

tion had much influence in determining the different bent of their

genius, and in forming one to be a great national historian, the

other to be a great social satirist. If the view of the satirist is

owing to this circumstance more limited in some directions, and

his taste and temper less conformable to the best ancient stan-

dards of propriety, he is also saved by it from prejudices to which

tlie traditions of his class exposed the historian. But both

writers are thorough!}' national in sentiment, thoroughly mascu-
line in tone. No ancient authors express .so strong a hatred of

evil. The peculiar greatness and value of both Juvenal and
Tacitus is that they did not shut their eyes to the evil through

which they had lived, but deeply resented it—the one with a

vehement and burning passion, like the “ saeva indignatio ” of

Swift, the other with perhaps even deeper but more restrained

emotions of mingled scorn and sorrow, like the scorn and sorrow

of Milton when “ fallen on evil days and evil tongues.^’ In one

respect there is a difference. For Tacitu.s the prospect is not

wholly cheerless, the detested tyranny was at an end, and its

effects might disappear witli a more beneficent rule. But the

gloom of Juvenal’s pessimism is unlightcd by hope.

A. C. Swinburne has suggested that the secret of Juvenal’s

concentrated power consisted in this, that he knew what he

hated, and that what he did hate was despotism and democracy.

But it would be hardly true to say that the animating motive of

his satire was political. It is true that he finds the most typical

examples of lust, cruelty, levity and weakness in the emperors

and their wives—in Domitian, Otho, Nero, Claudius and Messa-

lina. It is true also that he shares in the traditional idolatry of

Brutus, that he strikes at Augustus in his mention of the “ three

disciples of Sulla,” and that he has no word of recognition for

what even Tacitus acknowledges as the beneficent rule of Trajan.

So too his scorn for the Roman populace of his time, who cared

only for their dole of bread and the public games, is unqualified.

But it is only in connexion with its indirect effects that he seems

to think of despotism ; and he has no thought of democracy at

all. It^not for the loss of liberty and of the senatorian rule

that he cliafes, but for the loss of the old national manliness and
sclf-respcct. This feeling explains his detestation of foreign

manners and supcr.stitions, his loathing not only of inhuman
crimes and cruelties but even of the lesser derelictions from self-

respect, his scorn of luxury and of art as ministering to luxury,

his mockery of the poetr}^ and of the stale and dilettante culture

of his time, and perhap.s, too, hi.s indifference to the schools of

philosophy and his readiness to identify all the professors of

stoicism with the reserved and close-cropped puritans, who
concealed the worst vices under an outward appearance of

austerity. The great fault of his character, as it appears in his

writings, is that he too exclusively indulged this mood. It is

much more difficult to find what he loved and admired than

what he hated. But it is characteristic of his strong nature that,

where he does betray any sign of human sympathy or tenderness,

it is for those who by their weakness and position arc dependent

on others for their protection—as for the peasant boy with the

little dog, his playfellow,” ^ or for “ the home-sick lad from the

Sabine highlands, who sighs for his mother whom he has not seen

lor a long time, and for^ little hut and the familiar kids.” ^

If Juvenal is to be ranked as a great moralist, it is not for his

greatness and consistency os a thinker on moral questions. In

the rhetorical exaggeration of the famous tenth satire, for in-

stance, the highest energies of patriotism—^the gallant and des-

perate defence of great causes, by sword or speech—are quoted

^ . . . . Melittsne hie rusticus infans

Cum matre et casoUs et conlusorc catello/’ &c.—ix. 6o.
• «. 152, 133.

as mere examples of disappointed ambition; and, in the indis-

criminate condemnition of the arts by which men sought to gain

a livelihood, he leaves no room for the legitimate pursuits of

industry. His services to morals do not consist in any positive

contributions to the notions of active duty, but in the strength

with which he has realized and expressed the restraining influ-

ence of the old Roman and Italian ideal of character, and also

of that religious conscience which was becoming a new power in

the world. Though he disclaims any debt to philosophy (xiii.

121), yet he reaRy owes more to the “ Stoica dogmata,” then

prevalent, than he is aware of. But his highest and rarest

literary quality is his power of painting characters, scenes,,

incidents and actions, whether from past history or from con-

temporary life. In this power, which is also the great power of

Tacitus, he has few equals and perhaps no superior among ancient

writers. The difference between Tacitus and Juvenal in power
of representation is that the prose historian is more of an imagi-

native poet, the satirist more of a realist and a grotesque humor-
ist. Juvenal can paint great historical pictures in all their

detail—as in the famous representation of the fall of Sejanus;

he can describe a character elaborately or hit it off with a single

stroke. The picture drawn may be a caricature, or a misrepre-

sentation of the fact—as that of the father of Demosthenes,
“ blear-eyed with the soot of the glowing mass,” &c.—^but it is,

with rare exceptions, realistically conceived, and it is brought

before us with the vivid touches of a Ddfoe or a Swift, or of the

great pictorial satiri.st of the i8th century, Hogarth. Yet even

in this, his most characteristic talent, his proneness to exaggera-

tion, the attraction which coarse and repulsive images have for

his mind, and the tendency to sacrifice general effect to minute-

ness of detail not infrequently mar his best effects.

'rhe difficulty is often felt of distinguishing between a powerful

rhetorician and a genuine poet, and it is felt particularly in the

case of Juvenal. He himself knew and has well described

(vii. 53 .seq.) the conditions under which a great poet could

flourish
;
and he felt that his own age was incapable of producing

one. He has little sense of beauty either in human life or nature.

Whenever such sense is evoked it is only as a momentary relief to

his prevailing sense of the hideousness of contemporary life, or in

protest against what he regarded as the enervating influences of

art. Even his references to the great poets of the past indicate

rather a blase sense of indifference and weariness than a fresh

enjoyment of them. Yet his power of touching the springs of

tragic awe and horror is a genuine poetical gift, of the same kind

as that which is displayed by some of the early English dramatists.

But he is, on the whole, more essentially a great rhetorician than

a great poet, llis training, the practical bent of his understand-

ing, his strong but moro.se character, the circumstances of his

time, and the materials available for his art, all fitted him to

rebuke his own age and all after-times in the tones of a powerful

preacher, rather than charm Uiem with the art of an accom-
plished poet. The composition of his various satires shows no
negligence, but rather excess of elaboration; but it produces

the impression of mechanical contrivance rather than of organic

growth. His movement is sustained and powerful, but there is

no rise and fall in it. The verse is most carefully constructed,

and is also most effective, but it is so with the rhetorical effec-

tiveness of Lucan, not with the musical charm of Virgil, The
diction is full, even to excess, of meaning, point and emphasis.

Few writers have added so much to the currency of quotation.

But his style altogether wants the charm of ease and simplicity.

It wearies by the constant strain after effect, its mock-heroics

and allusive periphrasis, and excites distrust by its want of

moderation.

On the whole no one of the ten or twelve really great writers

of ancient Rome leaves on the mind so mixed an impression,

both as a writer and as a man, as Juvenal. He has little, if

anything at all, of the high imaginative mood—the mood of

reverence and noble admiration—^which made Ennius, Lucretius

and Virgil the truest poetical representatives of the genius of

Rome. He has nothing of the wide humanity of Cicero, of the

urbanity of Horace, of the ease and grate of Catullus. Yet he
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represents another mood of ancient Rome^ the mood natural to

her before she was humanized by the lessons of Greek art and
thought. If we could imagine the elder Cato living under
Domitian, cut ofE from all share in public life, and finding no out-

let for his combative energy except in literature, we should per-

haps understand the motives of Juvenal’s satire and the place

wmch is his due as a representative of the genius of his country.

As a man he shows many of the strong qualities of the old Roman
plebeian—the ag^essive boldness, the intolerance of superiority

and privilege, which animated the tribunes in their opposition

to the senatorian rule. Even where we least like him we find

nothing small or mean to alienate our respect from him. Though
he loses no opportunity of being coarse, he is not licentious

;

though he is often truculent, he cannot be called malignant.

It is, indeed, impossible to say what motives of personal chagrin,

of love of detraction, of the mere literary passion for effective

writing, may have contributed to the indignation which inspired

his verse. But the prevailing impression we carry away after

reading him is that in all his early satires he was animated by a
sincere and manly detestation of the tyranny and cruelty, the

debauchery and luxury, the levity and effeminacy, the crimes

and frauds, which we know from other sources were then rife in

Rome, and that a more serene wisdom and a happier frame of

mind were attained by him when old age had somewhat allayed

the fierce rage which vexed his manhood.

Authorities.

—

The remarkable statements in a “ life " found
in a lute Italian MS. (llarbcrini, viii. i8), “ lunius luvenalis Aquinas
lunio luvonale pa ti e matre vero Septumuleia ex Aquinati municipki
Claudio JNet'one et L. Antistio consulibiis (55) natus eat, sororem
habuit Septumuleiam quae Fuscinu {ScU. xiv. i) uupsit," though not
necessarily false, cannot be accepted without confirmation.
The earliest evidence for the banishment of Juvenal is that of

Sidonius Apolhnaris {c^ 480), Carm. ix. 209, “Non qui tempore
Caesaris secundi

|

Aeterno coluit Tomos reatu
|

Nec qui consimili
dcinde casu 1 Ad vulgi tenuem strepentis auram

\
Irati fuit his-

trionis exul/ lines which by the exact parallel drawn between Ovid's
fate and Juvenal’s imply the belief that Juvenal died in exile. The
banishment is alsp mentioned by J. Malalas, a Greek historian

subsequent to Justinian, who gives the place as Pentapolis in Africa,

Chvon. X. 202, Dindorf. The inscription (on a stone now lost)

IS as follows, the words and letters in orackeis being the conjectural
restorations of scholars :— (Ccre]ri .sacrum

I
[D. lu]nius luvenalis

[

trib, coh. [1] Delmatarum
|

Uvir quinq. flamen
j

divi Vespasiani
|

vo-
vit dcdicavfit] que

|

sua pec.,“ Corp. tnscr. lai. X. 5382, xiii. 201
sqq. The best of the known manuscripts of Juvenal (P) is at
Montpellier (125); but there are several others which cannot be
neglected. Amongst these may be specially mentioned the Bodleian
MS. (Canon. Lat. 41), which contains a portion of Satire vi., the
existence of which was unknown until Jt. O. Winstedt published it in

the Classical Review (1899), pp. 201 scq. Another fragment in the
Bibliolh^que Nationale was described by C. E. Stuart in the Classical

Quarterly (Jan. 1909). Numerous scholia and glossaries attest the
mterest taken in Juvenal in post-classical times and the middle ages.

There are two classes of scholia— the older or “ Pithocana," first

published by P. Pithoeus, and the “ Cornutus scholia " of Icks

value, .specimens of wliich liavc been published by various scholars.

I'hc earliest edition which need now he mentioned is that of

P. Pithoeus, 1585, in which P was first used for the text. Amongst
later ones we may mention the commentaries of Kuperti (1819) and
C. F. Heinrich (1839, with the old scholi^, O. Jahn (1851 , critical with
the old scholia), A. Weiduer (1889), L. 'Friedlander (1895, with a full

verbal index) . The most useful English commentaries are those of

J. E. B. Mayor (a voluminous and learned commentary on thirteen
of the Satires

^

ii. vi. and ix. being omitted), J. D. Lewis (1882, with
a prose translatioid and J. D. Dufi (1898, expurgated, and ii. and ix.

being omitted). There are recent critical texts : conservative and
chiefly based on P, by F. Buecheler (1893, with selections from the
scholia) and S. G. Owen (in the Oxford Series of Texts)

;
on the other

side, by A. E. Housing (1905) and by the same, butwith fewer innova-
tions, in the new Corpus poetarum latinoruniy fasc. v. The two last-

named editors alone give the newly discovered lines of Satire vi.

There are no recent translations of Juvenal into English verse.

Dryden translated i., iii., vi., x. and xvi., the others being committed
to inferior hands. Other versions are Gifford's (i 802) ,

ofsome merit,

and C. Badham's (1814). Johnson’s imitations of Satires iii. and x.

are well known. For the numerous articles and contributions to*

the criticism and elucidation of the Satiresy reference should be made
to Teuffel’s Geschichie der rOmischen Litteratur (Eng. trans. by Warre),

S 331, and Sohanz, ditto (190I1 ii- § 2, § 420a). (W. Y. S.
; J. P. P.)

JUVBNOUSi. GAIUS VSTTIUS AQUILIHUS, Christian pc^t,

flourished during the reign of Constantine the Great, Nothing

613
is known of him except that he was a Spanish presbyter of dis-

tinguished family. About 330 he published his Libri evangelic

ofum IV.f each book containing about 800 hexameters. The
division into books is possibly a reminiscence of the number of
the Gospels. The work itself, written with the idea of ousting

the absurdities of Pagan mythology and replacing them by the
truths of Christianity, may be called the first Christian epic.

In the Praefatio the author expresses the hope that the sacred-

ness of his subject may procure him safety at. tlie final con-

flagration of the world and admission into heaven. The whole
is, m the main, a poetical version of the Gospel of Matthew, the
other evangelists only being used for supplementary details.

It is founded upon a pre-vulgate Latin translation, although
there is evidence that Juvencus also consulted the Greek. In
spite of metrical irregularities, the language and style are simple
and show good taste, being free from the artificiality of otb jr

Christian poets and prose writers, and the author has made
excellent use of Virgil (his chief modd) and other classical

writers. Juvencus set the fashion qf verse translation.^ of the
Bible, and the large number of MSS. of his poem mentioned in

lists and still extant are sufficient evidence of its great popularity.

According to Jerome, he was also the author of some poems on
the sacraments, but no trace of these has survived. The Latin
Heptateuch

y

a hexameter version of the first seven books of the

Old Testament, has been attributed to Juvencus amongst

j

others; but it is now generally supposed to be the work of a
,
certain Cyprianus, a Gaul who lived in the 6th century, possibly

I

a bishop of Toulon, author of the Life of Caesarius, bishop of

Arelate (Arles).
*

I

See M. Manitius, Geschichie der christlich-lateinischen Poesie (1891) ;

A. Ebcrty Allgemeine Geschichie der Literatur des Mittelalters, voLl.
. (1889); editions of Juvencus by C. Marold (1886) ; J. Humer in
^Corpus scriptorum ecclestasticortmi latinorum, vol. xxiv. (Vienna,
1891)

; J. T. Hatfield, A Study of Juvencus (1890), dealing with syntax,
metre and language; editions of the Heptateuch by J. E. B. Mayor

I

(1889; reviewed by W. Sanday in Classical Review
y
October 1889,

I

and by J. T. Hatfield in American Journal of Philology
y
vol. xi., 1890),*

I and K. Pciper, vol. xxiii. of the Vienna series above.

I

JUVENILE OFFENDERS. In modern social science the

I

question of the proper penal treatment of juvenile (i.e. non-
! adult) offenders has been increasingly discussed; and the

I reformatory principle, first applied in the case of children, has
even been extended to reclaimable adult offenders (juveniles in

crime, if not in age) in a way which brings them sufficiently

within the same category to be noticed'in this article. In the

I

old days the main idea in England was to use the same penal
methods for all criminals, young and old

;
when the child broke

the law he wa.s sent to prison like his elders. It was only in com-
paratively recent times that it was realized that child criminals

were too often the victims to circumstances beyond their own
control. They were cursed with inherited taint

;
they were

brought up among evil surroundings; they suffered from the

culpable neglect of vicious parents, and still more from bad
example and pernicious promptings. They were rather poten-

tial than actual criminals, calling for rescue and regeneration

rather than vindictive reprisals. Under the old system a
painstaking English gaol chaplain calculated that 58 % of

all criminals had made their first lapse . at fifteen. Boys
and girls laughed at imprisonment, Stnplings of thirteen and
fourteen had been committed ten, twelve, sixteen or seventeen

times. Religion and moral improvement were little regarded in

prisons, industrial and technical training were impossible. The
chief lesson learnt was an intimate and contemptuous acquain-

tance with the demoralizing interior of a gaol. There were at

one time in London 200 '' flash houses ” frequented by 6000
boys trained and proficient in thieving and depredation.

The substantial movement for reform dates from the protests

of Charles Dickens, who roused public opinion to such an extent

that the first Reformatory School Act was passed in 1854.
Sporadic efforts to meet the evil had indeed been made
earlier. In 1756 the Marine Society established a school for the
reception and reform of younger criminals; in 1788 the City of

London formed a similar institution, which grew much later into
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the farm school at Redhill. In 1838 an act of parliament

created an establishment at Purkhurst for the detention and

correction of juvenile offenders, to whom pardon was given

conditional on their entrance into some charitable institution.

Parkhurst was technically a prison, and the system combined

industrial training with religious and educational instruction.

These earlier efforts had, however, been quite insufficient to

meet the evils, for in the years immediately preceding 1854

crime was being .so constantly reinforced in its beginning.^,

under the existing penal system, that it threatened to

swamp the country. Unofficial, hut more or less accurate,

ffgurfls showed that betw'ccn 11,000 and 12,000 juveniles

passed annually through the prisons of England and Wales, a
third of the whole number being contributed by London alone.

iU 1854 the total reac hed 14,000. 'I’he ages of offenders ranged

fn'BQ less than twelve to seventeen; 60 of the wlade were

between fourteen and seventeen; 46 % had been committed

more than once; 18 % four times and more.

The Rctornaitory Scliool Act 1854, which was thrashed out

at conferences lield in Birmingham in 1851 and 1853, substituted

the school for the gaol, and all judicial benches w'ere empowered
to send delinciuents to schools when they had been guilty of

acts punishable by short imprisonment, the limit of which was

at first fourteen and became afterwards ten days. A serious

flaw in this act long survived; this was the provision that a

short period of imprisonmenl in gaol must precede reception

into tlie reformator)^
;

ii w'as upheld by welbmeaning but mis-

taken people as essential for deterrence. But more enlightened

opinion condemned the rule as inflicting an indelible prison

taint and breeding contamination, even with ample and effective

safeguards. Wiser legislation has followed, and an act of 1899

abolished preliminary imprisonment.

Existing reformatories, or “ senior home office schools ” as

they are officially styled, in England numbered 44 in 1907.

They receive all juvenile offenders, up to the age of sixteen, who
have been convicted of an offence punisliaJ>le with penal servi-

tude or imprisonment. The number of these during the years

between 1894 and 1906 constantly varied, but the figure of the

earliest date, 6604, was never exceeded, and in some years it

was .considerably Ic.ss, while in 1906 it was no more than 5586,

though the general population had increased by several millions

in the period. These figurc.s, in comparison with those of 1854,

must l^-dacmed highly satisfactory, even w'hcn we take into

accoum^bat the latter went up to the age of seventeen. Older

offenders, between sixteen and twenty-one, come within the

category of juvenile adults and are dealt with differently (see

Borstal Scheme hch)w).

Other schools must be classed with the reformatory, although

they have no connexion with pri.sons and deal with youths

who are only potential criminals. The first in importance are

the indusitrial schools. When the newly devised reformatories

were doing excellent service it was realized that many of the

rising generation might some day lapse into evil ways but were

still on the right side and might with proper precautions be kept

there, They wanled preventive, not punitive treatment, and
for them industrial schools were instituted. The germ of these

establishments existed in the Ragged Schools, “intended to

educate destitute children and .save them from vagrancy and
crime.” They had been invented by John Pounds (1766-1839),

a Portsmouth shoemaker, w;ho, early in the 19th centuiy,

was moved with sympathy iof 4;hese little outcasts and devoid
himself to this good work. The ragged school movement found

powerful support in active philanthropists when public atten-

tion was aroused to thf prevalence gf juvenile delinquency.

The first Industrial School Act was passed in 1856 and applied

only to Scotland. Next year its provisions were extended to

England, and their growth was rapid. There were 45 schools

in the beginning; in 1878 the number had more tlxan been
doubled; m 1907 there were 102 in England and Wales and 31

in Scotland-

The provisiens of the Education Acts 1871 and 1876 led to a
large increase in the number of children committed for breaches

of the law and to the establishment of two kinds of subsidiary

industrial schools, short detention or truant schools and day
industrial schools in which children do not reside but receive

their meals, their elementary education and a certain amount
of industrial training. The total admissions to truant schools

in J907 were 1368 boys, and the numbers actually in the schools

on the last day of that year were 1125 with 2568 on licence.

The average length of detention was fourteen weeks and three

days on first admission, seventeen weeks and five days on first

re-admission, and twenty-three weeks six days on second re-

admission. The total number of admissions into truant schools

from 1878 to the end of 1907 was 44,315, of whom just half had
been licensed and not returned, 11,339 had been licensed and
once re-admitted, 8900 had been re-admitled twice or oftener.

The day industrial schools owed their origin to another reason

than the enforcement of the Education Acts. It was found that

.some special treatment was required for large masses of youths

in large cities, who were in .such a neglected or degraded con-

dition that there was little hope of their growing into healthy

men ana vvomen or becoming good citizens. They were, left un-

clean, were ill-fed and insufficiently clothed, and were not use-

fully taught. The total number who attended these day schools

in 3907 was 1951 boys and 3232 girls.

The disciplinary system of the English schools is planned

upon the establishment or institution system, as opposed to

that of the “ family ” or “ boarding out ” systems adopted in

.some countries, and some controversy has been aroused as to

the comparative value of the methods. The British practice

has always favoured the well -governed school, with the proviso

that it is kept small so that the. head may know all of his charges.

But a compromise has been effected in large establishments by
dividing the boys into “ houses,” ca(‘h containing a small

manageable total as a family under an official father or head.

Under this system the idea of the home is maintained, wffiile

uniformity of treatment and discipline is secured by grouping

several houses together under one general authority. The p’an

of “ boarding out ” is not generally approved of in England
;
the

value of the domestic training is questionable and of uncertain

quality, depending entirely upon the character and fitness of

the foster-parents secured. Education must be less systematic

in the private home, industrial training is less easily carried out,

and there can be none of that esprit de corps that stimulates

effort in physical training as applied to athletics and the playing

of games. No very definite decision has been arrived at as to

the comparative merits of institution life and boarding cut.

Among the Latin races—France, Italy, Portugal and Spain

—

the former is as a rule preferred
;
also m Belgium

;
in Germany,

Holland and the United States placing out in private families

is very much the rule; in Austria-Hungary and Russia both
methods are in use.

The total admissions to English refarmatory schools from their
creation to the 31SI of December 1907 amounted to 76,455, or

64,031 boys and 12.424 girls, llie total discharges for the same
period were 70,890, or 59»o8? boys and 11,809 girls. The results

may be tested by the figures for those discharged in 1904, 1905
and 1906 ;

—

Boys.—3573 were placed out, of whom 66 bad died, leaving 3507;
of these it was found that 2735 (or about 78 %) were in regular
employment; 158 (or about 4 %) were in casual employment; 439
(or about 13 %) liad been convicted; and 175 for about 5 %) were
unknown.

Girls.—480, of whom ii had died, leaving 469; of these it was
found tha.t 384 (or about 82 %) were in regular employment; 28 (or

about 6 %) were in casual employment; 17 (or about 4 %) had boon
convicted, and 40 (or about 8 %) were unknown.
For industrial schools, including truant and day schools, the

total admissions, up to the 31st of Decombei’ 1907, were 153,893, or

120,955 boys and 32,938 girls. 'Ihe total discharges to the same date
Excluding transfers) were 136,961. or 108,398 boys and 28,563 girts.

The results as tested by those discharged in 1904, 1905 and 1906
were as follow ;

—

Boys,—8909 were placed out, of whom iiS had since died,

leaving 8791 to be reported on; of these it was found that 7547
(or about 86 %) were lu regular employment; 41.5 (or about 4 *7 ®/i)

were in casual employment: 419 (or about 4*7 %) convicted or

w-eommittod; and 410 <or about 4*6 Jinkaown.

2^05 placed out, of whom 59 Md died, teavixvg 2455; of
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represents another mood of ancient Rome^ the mood natural to

her before she was humanized by the lessons of Greek art and
thought. If we could imagine the elder Cato living under
Domitian, cut ofE from all share in public life, and finding no out-

let for his combative energy except in literature, we should per-

haps understand the motives of Juvenal’s satire and the place

wmch is his due as a representative of the genius of his country.

As a man he shows many of the strong qualities of the old Roman
plebeian—the ag^essive boldness, the intolerance of superiority

and privilege, which animated the tribunes in their opposition

to the senatorian rule. Even where we least like him we find

nothing small or mean to alienate our respect from him. Though
he loses no opportunity of being coarse, he is not licentious

;

though he is often truculent, he cannot be called malignant.

It is, indeed, impossible to say what motives of personal chagrin,

of love of detraction, of the mere literary passion for effective

writing, may have contributed to the indignation which inspired

his verse. But the prevailing impression we carry away after

reading him is that in all his early satires he was animated by a
sincere and manly detestation of the tyranny and cruelty, the

debauchery and luxury, the levity and effeminacy, the crimes

and frauds, which we know from other sources were then rife in

Rome, and that a more serene wisdom and a happier frame of

mind were attained by him when old age had somewhat allayed

the fierce rage which vexed his manhood.

Authorities.

—

The remarkable statements in a “ life " found
in a lute Italian MS. (llarbcrini, viii. i8), “ lunius luvenalis Aquinas
lunio luvonale pa ti e matre vero Septumuleia ex Aquinati municipki
Claudio JNet'one et L. Antistio consulibiis (55) natus eat, sororem
habuit Septumuleiam quae Fuscinu {ScU. xiv. i) uupsit," though not
necessarily false, cannot be accepted without confirmation.
The earliest evidence for the banishment of Juvenal is that of

Sidonius Apolhnaris {c^ 480), Carm. ix. 209, “Non qui tempore
Caesaris secundi

|

Aeterno coluit Tomos reatu
|

Nec qui consimili
dcinde casu 1 Ad vulgi tenuem strepentis auram

\
Irati fuit his-

trionis exul/ lines which by the exact parallel drawn between Ovid's
fate and Juvenal’s imply the belief that Juvenal died in exile. The
banishment is alsp mentioned by J. Malalas, a Greek historian

subsequent to Justinian, who gives the place as Pentapolis in Africa,

Chvon. X. 202, Dindorf. The inscription (on a stone now lost)

IS as follows, the words and letters in orackeis being the conjectural
restorations of scholars :— (Ccre]ri .sacrum

I
[D. lu]nius luvenalis

[

trib, coh. [1] Delmatarum
|

Uvir quinq. flamen
j

divi Vespasiani
|

vo-
vit dcdicavfit] que

|

sua pec.,“ Corp. tnscr. lai. X. 5382, xiii. 201
sqq. The best of the known manuscripts of Juvenal (P) is at
Montpellier (125); but there are several others which cannot be
neglected. Amongst these may be specially mentioned the Bodleian
MS. (Canon. Lat. 41), which contains a portion of Satire vi., the
existence of which was unknown until Jt. O. Winstedt published it in

the Classical Review (1899), pp. 201 scq. Another fragment in the
Bibliolh^que Nationale was described by C. E. Stuart in the Classical

Quarterly (Jan. 1909). Numerous scholia and glossaries attest the
mterest taken in Juvenal in post-classical times and the middle ages.

There are two classes of scholia— the older or “ Pithocana," first

published by P. Pithoeus, and the “ Cornutus scholia " of Icks

value, .specimens of wliich liavc been published by various scholars.

I'hc earliest edition which need now he mentioned is that of

P. Pithoeus, 1585, in which P was first used for the text. Amongst
later ones we may mention the commentaries of Kuperti (1819) and
C. F. Heinrich (1839, with the old scholi^, O. Jahn (1851 , critical with
the old scholia), A. Weiduer (1889), L. 'Friedlander (1895, with a full

verbal index) . The most useful English commentaries are those of

J. E. B. Mayor (a voluminous and learned commentary on thirteen
of the Satires

^

ii. vi. and ix. being omitted), J. D. Lewis (1882, with
a prose translatioid and J. D. Dufi (1898, expurgated, and ii. and ix.

being omitted). There are recent critical texts : conservative and
chiefly based on P, by F. Buecheler (1893, with selections from the
scholia) and S. G. Owen (in the Oxford Series of Texts)

;
on the other

side, by A. E. Housing (1905) and by the same, butwith fewer innova-
tions, in the new Corpus poetarum latinoruniy fasc. v. The two last-

named editors alone give the newly discovered lines of Satire vi.

There are no recent translations of Juvenal into English verse.

Dryden translated i., iii., vi., x. and xvi., the others being committed
to inferior hands. Other versions are Gifford's (i 802) ,

ofsome merit,

and C. Badham's (1814). Johnson’s imitations of Satires iii. and x.

are well known. For the numerous articles and contributions to*

the criticism and elucidation of the Satiresy reference should be made
to Teuffel’s Geschichie der rOmischen Litteratur (Eng. trans. by Warre),

S 331, and Sohanz, ditto (190I1 ii- § 2, § 420a). (W. Y. S.
; J. P. P.)

JUVBNOUSi. GAIUS VSTTIUS AQUILIHUS, Christian pc^t,

flourished during the reign of Constantine the Great, Nothing

613
is known of him except that he was a Spanish presbyter of dis-

tinguished family. About 330 he published his Libri evangelic

ofum IV.f each book containing about 800 hexameters. The
division into books is possibly a reminiscence of the number of
the Gospels. The work itself, written with the idea of ousting

the absurdities of Pagan mythology and replacing them by the
truths of Christianity, may be called the first Christian epic.

In the Praefatio the author expresses the hope that the sacred-

ness of his subject may procure him safety at. tlie final con-

flagration of the world and admission into heaven. The whole
is, m the main, a poetical version of the Gospel of Matthew, the
other evangelists only being used for supplementary details.

It is founded upon a pre-vulgate Latin translation, although
there is evidence that Juvencus also consulted the Greek. In
spite of metrical irregularities, the language and style are simple
and show good taste, being free from the artificiality of otb jr

Christian poets and prose writers, and the author has made
excellent use of Virgil (his chief modd) and other classical

writers. Juvencus set the fashion qf verse translation.^ of the
Bible, and the large number of MSS. of his poem mentioned in

lists and still extant are sufficient evidence of its great popularity.

According to Jerome, he was also the author of some poems on
the sacraments, but no trace of these has survived. The Latin
Heptateuch

y

a hexameter version of the first seven books of the

Old Testament, has been attributed to Juvencus amongst

j

others; but it is now generally supposed to be the work of a
,
certain Cyprianus, a Gaul who lived in the 6th century, possibly

I

a bishop of Toulon, author of the Life of Caesarius, bishop of

Arelate (Arles).
*

I

See M. Manitius, Geschichie der christlich-lateinischen Poesie (1891) ;

A. Ebcrty Allgemeine Geschichie der Literatur des Mittelalters, voLl.
. (1889); editions of Juvencus by C. Marold (1886) ; J. Humer in
^Corpus scriptorum ecclestasticortmi latinorum, vol. xxiv. (Vienna,
1891)

; J. T. Hatfield, A Study of Juvencus (1890), dealing with syntax,
metre and language; editions of the Heptateuch by J. E. B. Mayor

I

(1889; reviewed by W. Sanday in Classical Review
y
October 1889,

I

and by J. T. Hatfield in American Journal of Philology
y
vol. xi., 1890),*

I and K. Pciper, vol. xxiii. of the Vienna series above.

I

JUVENILE OFFENDERS. In modern social science the

I

question of the proper penal treatment of juvenile (i.e. non-
! adult) offenders has been increasingly discussed; and the

I reformatory principle, first applied in the case of children, has
even been extended to reclaimable adult offenders (juveniles in

crime, if not in age) in a way which brings them sufficiently

within the same category to be noticed'in this article. In the

I

old days the main idea in England was to use the same penal
methods for all criminals, young and old

;
when the child broke

the law he wa.s sent to prison like his elders. It was only in com-
paratively recent times that it was realized that child criminals

were too often the victims to circumstances beyond their own
control. They were cursed with inherited taint

;
they were

brought up among evil surroundings; they suffered from the

culpable neglect of vicious parents, and still more from bad
example and pernicious promptings. They were rather poten-

tial than actual criminals, calling for rescue and regeneration

rather than vindictive reprisals. Under the old system a
painstaking English gaol chaplain calculated that 58 % of

all criminals had made their first lapse . at fifteen. Boys
and girls laughed at imprisonment, Stnplings of thirteen and
fourteen had been committed ten, twelve, sixteen or seventeen

times. Religion and moral improvement were little regarded in

prisons, industrial and technical training were impossible. The
chief lesson learnt was an intimate and contemptuous acquain-

tance with the demoralizing interior of a gaol. There were at

one time in London 200 '' flash houses ” frequented by 6000
boys trained and proficient in thieving and depredation.

The substantial movement for reform dates from the protests

of Charles Dickens, who roused public opinion to such an extent

that the first Reformatory School Act was passed in 1854.
Sporadic efforts to meet the evil had indeed been made
earlier. In 1756 the Marine Society established a school for the
reception and reform of younger criminals; in 1788 the City of

London formed a similar institution, which grew much later into
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the French call it, boys are sent to a reformatory or preservative

school,” where they will be under stronger discipline. For the

lljird class, from fifteen to sixteen or eighteen, stricter measures

arc necessary, so as to dispose of them in specially selected penal

colonies, as has already been done at E.ysscs, where the discipline

is severe, while embodying technical and industrial instruction.

Germany.— most parts of the German Empire juvenile

di linquents and neglected youths are treated in the same estab-

lishments. No child of less than twelve years of age can be

proceeded against in a court of law, although in some German

states destitute or abandoned children have been taken at the

ages of six, five and even three years. Youths between twelve

and eighteen may be convicted, but their offences are passed

over if they are proved to have acted without discretion. There

are many kinds of correctional institutions and a number of

schools not of a correctional character. 'I'hcse last are generally

very small, the largest taking barely a hundred, but are very

numerous, Many private persons have devoted themselves to the

work. Count A. von der Recke-Volmerstcin (1791-1878) about

1821 founded a refuge for neglected children in Diisselthal,

between Diisseldorf and Elberstadt. Pastoi T. F, Flicdner

(1800-1864) built up a fine establishment at Kaiserswerth from

1833, in which was an infant school, a penitentiary and an

orphan asylum. Another famous name is that of W. von Turk

(1774-1846), who studied under Pcstalozzi in Switzerland.

A school which has largely influenced public opinion in Great

Britain, as in Germany, is the Rauhe Ilaus, near Hamburg,

founded b.y Dr Wickern in 1833. This began with a single

cottage hut had grown in twenty years to a hamlet of twenty

houses, with from twelve to sixteen inmates in ea(’h. The

establishment is a Lutheran one; both buys and girls are ad-

mitted, in separate houses, and a marked feature of the place

is the number of brothers,” young men of good character

qualifying lor rescue work as superintendents of homes, prison

officers and schoolmasters. They take part in the work and arc

in (‘onstant toiuh with the boys whom they closely supervise,

being bound to “ keep them in sight day and night, eat with them,

sleep in their dormitories, direct their labour, accompany them to

chapel, join in their recreatiems and sports.” These “ brothers
”

are honourably known throughout the w^orld and have per-

formed a large work in distant lands as missionaries, prison

offioers and schoolmasters, 'I’hc Rauhe Haus receives three

classes of juveniles : first, the boys, mostly street arabs; second,

girls o^#e same category; third, children taken as boarders

from private families, wdio confess their inability to manage

them. The instruction given is in trades, in farming operations,

gardening and fruit-raising. The pupils arc largely assisted on

release, through the good offices of the citizens of Hamburg.

Holland.— the Low Countries, refuges, called “ Gods-

huis,” WTre founded as early as the 14th century, intended for

the care and shelter of neglected youth and indigent old age.

In the 17th rentur)' people came from all parts of Europe to

learn from the Dutch how orphans and unfortunate children

could best be cared for. The Godshuis of Amsterdam was a vast

establishment, into which as many as 4000 juvenilp were some-

times crowded, with such disastrous effects that its name was

changed to that of pesthuis,” and the government in the begin-

ning of the present century ordered it to be emptied and closed.

Other reformatory institutions in Holland are the Netherlands

Mettray,the reform school of Zetten, near the Arnheim railway

station, for Protestant girls; and that of Alkmaar for boys;

the reformatory school of St Vincent de Paul at Amsterdam for

both .sexes; the Amsterdam reformatory for young vagabonds,

mah^ and female; the refoi^m school of Smallepod at Amsterdam.

The Netherlands Mettray, w'hich is about five hours’ journey

from Amsterdam on a farm called Rissjelt, near Zutphen, is

planned on the model of the French Mettray and was founded

about 1855 by M. Suringar, a veteran Dutch philanthropist, long

vice-president of the directors of prisons in Amsterdam.

Italy.—In Italy there is no distinction between the treatment

of the offending and the neglected or deserted in youth. There

are seventeen or more correctional establishments, eight of

which are state institutions and the rest founded by private

benevolence or by charitable associations or local communities.

None of these is exclusively agricultural; ten are industrial,

seven industrial and agricultural combined. In Italy the age

of responsibility is nine, below which no child can be charged

with an offence. The Italian schools are mostly planned on a

large scale. That of Marchiondi Spagliardi accommodates 550,

divided among three houses under one supreme head. The

Turazza institution at Treviso holds 380, and there are eight

others with from 200 to 300 inmates. I'he regime is ver>'

various; the larger number of schools are on the congregate

system, with daily labour in association and isolation by night.

The family ” method is also practised with small groups, divi-

sions or companies, into which the children are formed according

to age or conduct.

Sweden .—All children below the age of sixteen may be sent

to a correctional establishment or boarded out in respectable

families :

—

r . If they have committed acts punishable by law which indicate

moral perversity and it is deemed advisable to correct them.

2. If they are neglected, ill-used, or if their moral deterioration is

feared from the vicious life and character of parents or friends.

3. If their conduct at school or at home is such that a more sever

correctional treatment is necessary for their rescue.

Under this law the state is also to provide special schools to

take all above ten who have shown peculiar depravity; all

who have reached eighteen and who are not yet thought fit

for freedom; all who have relapsed after provisional release.

Sweden is rich in institutions devoted to the care of destitute and

deserted children, all due to the efforts of the charitable. I'he

largest correctional establishment is that founded at Hall,

near the town of Sodertclge on the siiores of the Baltic. This

admirable agrirultural colony, modelled on that of Mettray.

owes its existence to the “ 0.scar-Josephine society,” founded by

Queen Josephine, widow of Oscar I.

United Slates.—In the words of a report made in 1878 by

p'. B. Sanborn, secretary of the American Social Science Society,

“ America ran justly plume herself upon the work accom-

pH.shed by her juvenile reformatories since their inauguration

down to the present time.” The first in point of date and still

the most considerable of the reformatories in the United States

is that founded in 1825, thanks to the unwearied efforts of the

great American publicist and philanthropist Edward Livingston,

which now has its home on Randall’s Island near New York

City. In the following year a reformatory of the same class

was founded in Boston, and another in the year after in

Philadelphia. All were intended to receive criminal youth.

There arc state reformatories now in almost all the states of

the Union, and those for juvenile adults in New York and

Massachu.setts have attracted world-wide attention, aiming so

high and with such an elaboration of means that they deserve

pvarticular description.

The great state reformatory establishment of Elmira, New
York, called into existence in 1889 with the avowed aim of

compassing the reformation of the criminal by new processes,

partakes of the system involved in the treatment of juvenile

offenders. It was l>ased upon the principle that crime ought

to be attacked in its beginnings by other than ordinary punitive

and prison method.s. Under this view, the right of society to

defend itself by punishment was denied, and it was held that a

youthful offender was more sinned against than sinning. It was

urged that his crime, due largely to inherited defects, mental or

physical and vicious surroundings, was not his own fault,

and he had a paramount claim to be treated differently by the

state when in custody. The state was not justified in using powers

of repression to imprison him in the usual mechanical hard and

fast fashion and then return him to society, no better, possibly

worse, than before
;

it was bound to regenerate him, to change his

nature, improve his physique, and give him a new mental equip-

ment, so that when again at large he might be fitted to take his

place amongst honest citizens, to earn hi.s living by reputable

means and escape all temptation to drift' back into crime. This
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is the plausible explanation given *^or the state reformate^
movement, which led to the creation on such costly and extensive

lines of Elmira, and of Concord in Massachusetts, a cognate
establishment. There is very little penal about the treatment,

which is that of a boarding school; the education, thorough and
carried far, includes languages, music, science and industrial

art; diet is plentiful, even luxurious; amusements and varied

recreation are permitted; well stocked libraries are provided

with entertaining books; a prison newspaper is issued (edited

by an inmate). Physical development is sedulously cultivated

both by gymnastics and military exercises, and the whole course

is well adapted to change entirely the character of the individual

subjected to it. The trouble taken in the hope of transforming

erring youth into useful members of society goes still further.

The original sentence has been indefinite, and release on parole

will be granted -to inmates who pass through the various courses

with credit and are supposed to have satisfied the authorities

of their desire to amend. The limit of detention need not exceed
twelve months, after which parole is possible, although the

average period passed before it is granted is twenty-two months.
The hope of permanent amendment is further sought by the

fact that a situation, generally with good wages and congenial

work, provided by the authorities, awaits every inmate at the

time of his discharge. The inmates, selected from a very large

class, are first offenders, but guilty generally of criminal offences,

which include manslaughter, burglary, forgery, fraud, robbery

and receiving. The exact measure of reformation achieved

can never be exactly known, from the absence of authentic

statistics and the difficulty of following up the surveillance of

individuals when released on parole. Reports issued by the

manager of Elmira claim that 8i % of those paroled have done
well, but these results are not definitely authenticated. They
are based upon the ascertained good conduct during the term of

;

surveillance, six or twelve months only, during which time these”

|

subjects have not yet spent the gratuities earned and have prob-
|

ably still kept the situations found for them on discharge. I

No doubt the material treated at Elmira and Concord is of a

kind to encourage hope of reformation, as they are first offenders

and presumably not of the criminal classes. Although the

processes are op^ to criticism, the discipline enforced in these

state reformatories does not err in excessive leniency. They are

not ‘‘ hotels,” as has been sometimes said in ridicule, where

prisoners go to enjoy themselves, have a good time, study

IMato and conic sections, and pass out to an assured future.

There is plenty of hard work, mental and physical, and the
“ inmates ” rather envy their fellows in state prisons. A point

to which great attention is paid is that physical degeneracy lies

at the bottom of the criminal character, and great attention

is paid to the development of nervous energy and strengthening

by every means the normal and healthful functions of the

body. A leading feature in the treatment is the frequency and
perfection with which bathing is carried out. A series of

Turkish baths forms a part of the course of instruction ;
the baths

being fitted elaborately with all the adjuncts of shower bath,

cold douche, ending with gymnastic exercises.

A remarkable and unique institution is the state reformatory

for women at Sherborne, Massachusetts, for women with sen-

tences of more than a year, who in the opinion of the court

are fit subjects for reformatory treatment. The majority of

the inmates were convicted of drunkenness, an offence which

the law of Massachusetts visits with severity—a sentence of two

years being very common. This at once differentiates the

class of women from that in ordinary penal establishments.

At the same time we find that other women gmlty of serious

crime are sent by the. courts to this prison with a view to

their reform. Thus of 352 inmates, while no fewer than aoo were

convicted of drunkenness, there were also 63 cases of offences

against Chastity and 30 of larceny. The average age was

thirty-one and the average duration of sentence just over a

year. In appearance and in character it more resembles a

hospital or home for inebriates than a state convict prison. A
system of grades or divisions is relied upon as a stimulus to
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reform. The difference in grades is denoted by small and
scarcely perceptible variations of the little details of everyday

life, such as are supposed in a peculiar de^ee to affect the appre*

ciation of women, f.g. in the lowest division the women have
their meals off old and chipped china; in the next the china is

less chipped ;
in the highest there is no chipped china

;
in the

next prettily set out with tumblers, cruet-stands and a pepper

pot to each prisoner. The superintendent relies greatly also on
the moralizing iiffluence of animals and birds. Well-behaved

convicts arc allowed to tend sheep, calves, pigs, chickens,

canaries and parrots. This privilege is higWy esteemed and
productive, it is said, of the most softening influences.

The “ George Junior Republic ” is a remarkable institu-

tion established in 1895 at Freeville, near the centre of New
York State, by Mr William Reuben George. The original

features of the institution are that the motto ” Nothing without

labour ” is rigidly enforced, and that self-government is carried

to a point t£^t, with mere children, would appear whimsical

were it not a proved success. The place is, as the name implies,

a miniature ” republic ” with laws, legislature, courts and

administration of its own, all made and carried on by the
” citizens ” themselves. The tone and spirit of the place

appeared to be excellent and there is much evidence that in

many cases strong and independent character is developed in

children whose antecedents have been almost hopeless.

Borstal Scheme in England.—The American system of state

reformatories as above described has been sharply criticized, but

the principle that underlies it is recognized as, in a measure,

sound, and it has been adopted by the English authorities. Some,

time back the experiment of establishing a penal reformatory for

offenders above the age hitherto committed to reformatory

schools was resolved upon. This led to the foundation of the

Borstal scheme, which was first formally started in October

1902. The arguments which had led to it may be briefly stated

here. It had been conclusively shown that quite half the whole

number of professional criminals had been first convicted when
under twenty-one years of age, when still at a malleable period

of development, when in short the criminal habit had not yet

been definitely formed. Moreover these adolescents escaped

special reformatory treatment, for sixteen is in Great Britain the

age of criminal majority, after which no youthful offen^rs can

be committed to the state reformatory schools. But there was
always a formidable contingent of juvenile adults between
sixteen andtwenty-one, sent to penal servitude, and their numbers
although diminishing rose to an average total of 15,000. It was
accordingly decided to create a penal establishment under state

control, which sliould be a half-way house between the prison

and the reformatory school. A selection was made of juvenile

adults, sentenced to not less than six months and sent to Borstal

in 1902 to be treated under rules approved by the home secretary.

They were to be divided on arrival into three sepwate classes,

penal, ordinary and special, with promotion by industry and
good conduct from the lowest to the highest, in which they

enjoyed distinctive privileges. The general system, education^

and disciplinary, was intelligent and governed by common sense.

Instruction, both manual and educational, was well suited to

the recipients; the first embraced field work, market gardening,

and a knowledge of useful handicrafts; the second was elemen-

tary but sound, aided by well-chosen libraries and brightened

by the privilege of evening association to play harmless but

interesting games. Physic^ development was also guaran-

teed by gymnastics and regular exercises. The results were

distinctly encouraging. They arrived at Borstal "rough,
untrained cubs,” but rapidly improved in demeanour and inward

character, gaining self-reliance and self-respect, and left the

prison on the high road to regeneration. It was wisely remem-
bered that to secure lasting amendment it is not enough to

chasten the erring subject, to train his hands, to strengthen his

moral sense while still in durance; it is essential to assist him
on discharge by helping him to find work, and encourage him
by timely advice to keep him in the straight path. Too much
praise cannot be accorded to the agencies and associations
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which labour strenuously and unceasingly to this excellent end.

Especial good work has been done by the Borstal association,

founded under the patronage of the best known and most

distinguished persons in English public life—archbishops,

judges, cabinet minisLers and privy councillors—which receives

the juvenile adults on tlieir release and helps them to employ-

ment. Their lal^ours, backed by generous voluntary contribu-

tions, have produced very gratifying results. Although the

offenders originally selected to undergo the Borstal treatment

were those committed for a period of six months, it was recog-

nized that this limit was experimental, and that thoroughly

satisfactory results could only be obtained with sentences of

at least a year’s duration, so as to give the reforming agencies

ample time to operate. In tlic second year’s working of the

system it was formally applied to young convirt.s sentenced to

|>enal servitude between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one.

In the next year it was adopted for all offenders between, the

ages of sixteen and twenty-one committed to prison, as far as

the length of senlenct; would permit. The cnmmi.ssioners of

prisons, in their Report lor the year 1908 (('d. 4300) thus

expressed themselves on the woiking of the experiment :
—

*' Experience soon began to point to the probable success of this

general application of the principle, in spito of the fact that the

prevailing Bhortnes.s of sentences oj^ratecl against full benefii being

derived from reformatory effort. The success was most marked in

tfiose localities whore magistrate.*!, or other benevolent persons,

pMjrsonally co-operated in making the scheme a success. Local

liorstal committeeswore established at all pnsons,and itwasarranged

tliat those' incmlxsrs of the local committexift should become ex

officio honorary members of the Centrs.l Borstal Association, which
it was intended should become, whal it now is, the parent society

directing the general aid on discharge ol this category of young
prisoners."

In spite of the general adoption of the Borstal system, there

was a large class of young criminals who were outside its effects,

those who were sentenced to terms of ten days and under for

trifling offences. These juvenile adults, once having had the fear

of prison taken away by actual experience, were found to come
back again and again, lb remedy this state of affairs, a bill

was introduced in 11)07 to give effect to the principle of a long

lieriod of detention for all those showing a tendency to embark

on a criminal career. 'Fhe bill was, however, dropped, but a

somewhat similar bill was introduced the next year and became

law under the title of The Prevention of Oime Act 1908.

This measure introduces a new departure in the treatment of

professiona^rime by initiating a system of detention for habitual

criminals (setHR-EciDiviSM). The act attempts the reformation

of young offenders by giving the court power to pass sentence of

detention in a Borstal institution for a term of not less than one

year nor more than three on those between the ages of sixteen

and twenty-one who by reason of criminal habits or tendencies or

association with persons of bad character require such instruction

and discipline bls appear most conducive to their reformation.

'Phepower of detention applies also to reformatory school offences,

while such persons as arc already undergoing penal servitude or

imprisonment may be transferred to a Borstal institution if

detention would conduce to their advantage. The establish-

ment of other Borstal institutions is authorized by the act, while

a very useful provision is the power to release on licence if there

is a reasonable probability that the offender will abstain from

crime and lead a useful and industrious life. The licence is

issued on condition that he is placed under the supervision or

authority of some society or person willing to take charge of

him. Supervision is introduced after the ejqjiration of the term

of sentence, and power is given to transfer to prison incorrigiblcs

or those exercising a bad ir^fluence on the other inmates of a

Borstal institution. The act marks a noteworthy advance in

the endeavour to arrest the growing habit of crime.
(A.G.; T.A.l.)

JUVBNTAS (Latin for youth ”
: later Juventus\ in Roman

mythology, the tutelar goddess of young men. She was wor-

shipped at Rome from very early times. In the front court of

the temple of Minerva on the Capitol there was a chapel of

Juventas, in which a coin had to be deposited by each youth on

his assumption of the to^a viriliSf and sacrifices were offered

on behalf of the rising manhood of the state. In connexion with

this cJiapel it is related that, wlien the temple was in course of

erection, Terminus, the god of boundaries, and Juventas refused

j

to quit the sites they had already appn>priatcd as sacred to

themselves, which accordingly became part of the new sanctuary.

Tliis was interpreted as a sign of the immovable boundaries and

eternal youth of the Roman state. It should be observed that in

the oldest accounts there is no mention of Juventas, whose name
(with that of Mars) was added in support of the augural predic-

tion. After the Second Punic War Greek elements were intro-

duced into her cult. In 218 B.r., by order of the Sibylline books,

a lecHsiemium was prepared for Juventas and a public thanks-

giving to Hercules, an as.sociation which shows the influence of

the Greek Hebe, the wife of Heracles. In 207 Marcus Livius

Salinator, after the defeat of Hasdrubal at the battle of Sena,

vowed another temple to Juventas in the Circus Maximus,

which was dedicated in 191 by C. (or M.) Licinius Lucullus; it

was destroyed by fire in 16 B.c. and rebuilt by Augustus. In

imperial times, Juventas personified, not the youth of the Roman
state, but of the future emperor.

See Dion. Malic, iii. 69, iv. 15; Livy v. 54, xxi. 62, xxxvi. 36.

JUXON, WILLIAM (1582-1663), English prelate, was the

son of Robert Juxon and was I)otn probably at Chichester, being

educated at Merchant Taylors’ School, I^ndon,and at St John’.s

College, Oxford, where ho was elected to a scholarship in 1598.

He studied law at Oxford, but afterwards he took holy order.s,

and in 1609 became vicar of St Giles, Oxford, a living which he

retained until he became rector of Somerton, Oxfordshire, in

1615. In December 1621 he succeeded his friend, William

Laud, as president of St John’s College, and in 1626 and 1627

he was vice-chancellor of the university. Juxon soon obtained

other important positions, including that of rhaplain-in-ordinary

to Charles I. In 1627 iie was made dean of Worcester and in

1632 he was nominated to the bishopric of Hereford, an event

which led him to resign the presidency of St John’s in January

1633. However, he never took up his episcopal duties at Here-

ford, as in Octol/er 1633 he was consecrated bishop of London
in succession to J^ud. He appears to have been an excellent

bishop, and in March 1636 Charles I. entrusted him with impor-

tant secular duties by making him lord high treasurer of England

;

thus for the next five years he was dealing with the mrny
financial and other diflficulties which beset the king and his

advisers. He resigned the treasurership in May 1641. During

the Civil War the bishop, against whom no charges were brought

in parliament, lived undisturbed at Fulham Palace, and his

advice was often sought by the king, who had a very high

opinion of him, and who at his execution selected him to be with

him on the scaffold and to administer to him the last consola-

tions of religion. Juxon was deprived of his bishopric in 1649

and retired to Little Compton in Gloucestershire, where he had

bought an estate, and here he became famous as the owner of a

pack of hounds. At the restoration of Charles 11 . he became

archbishop of Canterbury and in his official capacity he took part

in the coronation of this king, but his health soon began to fail

and he died at Lambeth on the 4th of June 1663. By his will

the archbishop was a benefactor to St John’s College, where

he was buried; he also aided the work of restoring St Paul’s

Cathedral and rebuilt the great hall at Lambeth Palace.

See W. H. Marah, Memoirs of Archbishop Juxon and his Times

I

(1 Soq) ;
the best authority for the archbishop's life is the article by

I

W. H. Hutton in the Diet. Nat. Biog. (189a).
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K
The eleventh letter in the Phoenician alphabet and in its

descendant Greek, the tenth in Latin owing to the omis-
sion of Teth (see I), and once more the eleventh in the
alphabets of Western Europe owing to the insertion of J.

In its long history the shape of K has changed very littk. It

is on the inscription of the Moabite Stone (early 9th cent, b.c.)

in the form (written from right to left) of i and 4 . Similar forms
are also found in early Aramaic, but another form H or H, which
is found in the Phoenician of Cyprus in the gtli or 10th century
B.c. has had more effect upon the later development of the
Semitic forms. The length of the two back strokes and the
manner in which they join the upright are the only variations
in Greek. In various places the liack strokes, treated as an
angle <: , become more rounded ( ,

so that the letter appears as

< , a form which in Latin probably affected the development of

C (q.v.). In Oete it is elaborated into H and H. In Latin K,
which is found in the earliest inscriptions, was sorm replaced by
C, and survived only in the abbreviations for KaUndae and the
proper name Kaeso. The original name Kaph became in Greek
Kappa. The sound of K throughout has betn that of the un-
voiced guttural, varying to some extent in its pronunciation
according to the nature of the vowel sound which followed it.

In Anglo-Saxon C replaced K through Latin influence, writing
l^ing almost entirely in the hands of ecclesiastics. As the sound-
changes have been discussed under C it is necessary here only to

refer to the palatalization of K followed earlier by a final e as in

watch (Middle English wacche, Anglo-Saxon 7vaccv) by the side

of wake (M.E. waken

^

A.-S. vyacan)] batch, bake, &c. ^metimes
an older form of the substantive survives, as in the Elizabethan
and Northern make = mate alongside match, (P. Gi.)

KS, or Mt GODwm-AusTEX, the second highest mountain
in the world, ranking after Mt Everest. It is a peak of the
Karakoram extension of the Muztagh range dividing Kashmif
from Chinese Turkestan. The height of K.^ as at present deter-

mined by triangulation is 28,250 ft., but it is possible that an
ultimate revision of the values of refraction at high altitudes

may have the effect of lowering the height of Kj, while it wouM
elevate those of Everest and Kinchinjiinga. The latter moun-
tain would then rank second, and K., third,in the scale of altitude,

Everest always maintaining its ascendancy. K.> was ascended
for tlw first time by the duke of the Abruzzi in June 1909, being
the highest elevation on the earth’s sui^ace ever readied by man.
KA*BA» KAABA» or KaaBEH, the sacred shrine of Mahom-

medani.sm, containing the “ black stone,” in the middle of the

great mosque at Mecca (q.v.).

KABABDIA, a territory of S. Russia, now part of the province
of Terek. It is divided into Great and Little Kabardia by the
upper river Terek, and covers 37B0 sq. m. on the northern slopes

of the Caucasus range (from Mount Elbruz to Pasis-mta, or

Edena), including the Black Mountains (Kara-dagh) and the high
plains on their northern slope. Before the Russian conquest it

extended as far as the Sea of Azov. Its population is now about
70,000. One-fourth of the territory is owned by the aristocracy

and the remainder is divided among the aids or villages. A great

portion is under permanent pasture, part under forests, and some
under perpetual snow. Excellent ^eeds of horses are reared,

and the peasants own many cattle. The land is well cultivated

in the lower parts; the chief crops being millet, maize, wheat
and oats. Bee^ceepipg is extensively practised, and Kabardian
honey is in repute. Wood-cutting and the manufacture of

wooden wares, the making of burkas (felt and fur cloaks), and
saddlery are very general. Nalchik is the chief town.
The Kabardiafis are a branch of the Adyghi (Circassians).

The policy of Russiawas always to befriendly with the Kabardian
aristocracy, who were possessed of feudal rights over the Ossetes,

the Ingushes, the Abkhasians and the mountain Tatars, and had
command Of the roads leading into Transcaucasia. Ivan the

Tetrible took Kabardia under his protection in the itth century.

Later, Russian influence was counterbalanced by that ^ the
Crimean khans, but the Kabardian nobles nevertheless supported
Peter the Great during his Caucasian campaign in i7aB-s5, In

1739 Kabardia was recognized as being under the dosible pro-

tectorate of Russia and 1‘urkey, but thirty-five years later it was
definitively annexed to Russia, and risings of the population in

1804 and 1822 were cruelly suppressed. Kabardia is considered
as a school of good manners in Caucasia; the Kabardian dress
sets the fashion to all the mountaineers. Kabardians constitute

the best detachment of the personal Imperial Guards at St
Petersburg.

A short grammar of the Kabardian language and a Russian-
Kabaidian dictionary, by Lopatinsky, were published in Sbomik
Maierialov dla Optsamya Kavkaza (vol. xii., Tiflis, i8pi), Fimg-
ments of the poem “ Sosyruko," some Persian tales, and tn« tenets
of the Mussnhnan religion were printed in Kabardian in 1804. by
Kazi Atazhukin and ^ardanov. The common law of thie Itetmr-
dians has been studied by Maxim Kovalevsky and Vsevolod MiUcr.

KABBA» a province of the British protectorate of Northern
Nigeria, situated chiefly on the right bank of the Niger, between
7“ 5' and 8“ 45' N. and 5” 30' and y"* E. It has an area of 7800 sq.

m. and an estimated population of about 70,000. The province
consists of relatively healthy uplands interspersed with fertile

valleys. It formed part at one time of the Nupe emirate, and
under Fula rule the armies of Bida regularly raided for slaEves

and laid waste the country. Amongst the native inhabitants *

the Igbira are very industrious, and crops of tobacco, indigo, ail

the African grains, and a good quantity of cotton are already

f
rown. The sylvan products are valuable and include palm oil,

olas, shea and rubber. Lokoja, a town which up to 1902 was
the principal British station in the protectorate, is situated in

this province. The site of Lokoja, with a surrounding tract of

country at the junction of the Benue and the Niger, was ceded

.

to the British government in 1841 by the aitak of Idah, whose
dominions at that time extended to the right bank of the river.

The first British settlement was a failure. In 1854 MacGregor
Laird, whb had taken an active part in promoting the ex|^ni-
tion of the river, sent thither Dr W. B. Baikie, who was sucoess-

ful in dealing with the native.^ and in 1857 became the first

British consul in the interior. The town of Lokoja was founded
by him in i860. In i;868 the consulate ;was abolished and the

settlement was left wholly to commercial interests. In 1679
Sir George Goldie formed the Royal Niger Company, whidh
bought out its foreign rivals and acquir^ a charter iinm the
British government. In t886 the company made Lokoja iti

military centre, and on the transfer of the company’s territoriea

to the Crown it remained for a time the capital of Northern
Nigeria. In 1902 the political capital of the proteotonte was
shifted to Zungeru in the province of Zaria, but Lcdcoja remains

the commercial centre. The distance of Lokoja from the rea

at the Niger mouth is about 050 m.

In the absence of any central native authority the paovmct
is entirely depend^t for administration upon British initia^.
It has been divided into four administrative divisiofis. Britiah

and native courts of justice have been established. A British

station has been established at Kabba town, which is an adinir«-

able site some 50 m. W. by N. of Lokoja, about 1300 It above

the sea, and a good road has been made from Kab^ to Loltoja.

Roads have been opened through the province. i(See KflCftkiA.)

KABBABiSH (** goatherds ”
:
|ames Bruce denves the auoae

from ffebsh, sheep), a tribe of African nomads of Semitk^tmgui.

It is perhaps the largest “ Arab ** tribe in the Anglo*®gypthin

Sudan, and its many clans are scattered over the country extend-

ing S.W. from the province of Dongola to the confines (d Da^ur.
The Kabbabish speak Arabic, but their pronunciation difieri

much from that of the true Arabs. The Kabbabish htve a
tradition that they can» from Tunisia and are of Mogrebin or

western descent ; but while the chiefs look like Arabs, i|£a tribes-

men resemble the Beja family. They themselves dodare that
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one of their clans, Kawahla, is not of Kabbabish blood, but was

affiliated to them long ago. Kuwalila is a name of Arab forma-

tion, and J. L. Burckhardt spoke of the clan as a distinct one

living about Abu Haraz and on the Atbara. The Kabbabish

probably received Arab rulers, as did the Ababda. They are

chiefly employed in cattle, camel and sheep breeding, and before

the Sudan wars of 1883-99 they had a monopoly of all trans-

port from the Nile, north of Abu Gussi, to Kordofan, They also

cultivate the lowlands which border the Nile, where they have

permanent villages. They are of fine physique, dark with black

wiry hair, carefully arranged in tightly rolled curls which cling

to the head, with regular features and rather thick aquiline noses.

Some of the tribes wear large hats like those of the Kabyles of

Algeria and 1 unisia.

See lames Drucc, Travels to Discover the Source of the Nile (1790);

A. H. ‘Keane, Ethnolo(>v of Epptian Sudan (iW8/|); Anqlo-Egyptian

Sudan (edited by Count Gleicnen, 1905).

KABBALAH (late Hebrew kabbalah, qahhdlah), the technical

name for the system of Jewish theosophy which played an im-

portant part in the Christian Church in the middle ages. The

term primarily denotes “ reception ” and then “ doctrines

received by tradition.” In the older Jewish literature the name
is applied to the whole body of received religious doctrine with

the exception of the Pentateuch, thus including the Prophets and

Hagiographa as well as the oral traditions ultimately embodied

in the Mishnah.^ It is only since the nth or 12th century that

Kabbalah has become the exclusive appellation for the renowned

system of theosophy which claims to have been transmitted

uninterruptedly by the mouths of the patriarchs and prophets

ever since the creation of the first man.

The cardinal doctrines of the Kabbalah embrace the nature

of the Deity, the Divine emanations or Srphtfoth, the cosmogony,

Doctrine Creation of angels and man, their destiny, and

oftbe the import of the revealed law. According to this

Sephirotb, esoteric doctrine, God, who is boundless and above

everything, even above being and thinking, is called Eft Soph

(ttTTctpos); He is the space of the universe containing roirav,

but the univer.se is not his space. In this boundlessness

He could not be comprchended by the intellect or described in

words, and as such the En Soph was in a certain sense Ayht, non-

existent (Zdhar, iii. 283).'^ To make his existence known and

comprehensible, the En Soph had to become active and creative.

As creatioii^volve.s intention, desire, thought and work, and as

these aWproperties which imply limit and belong to a finite

being, and ihoreover as the imperfect and circumscribed nature

of thi.s creation precludes the idea of its being the direct work

of the infinite and perfect, the En S5ph had to become creative,

through the medium of ten Sephiroth or intelligences, which

emanated from him like rays proceeding from a luminary.

Now the wish to become manifest and known, and hence the

idea of creation, is co-etemal with the inscrutable Deity, and the

first manifestation of this primordial will is called the first

Sephirah or emanation. This first Sephirah, this spiritual pb-
stance which existed in the En Soph from all eternity, contained

nine other intelligences or Sephiroth, These again emanated

one from the other, the second from the first, the third from the

second, and so on up to ten.

The ten Sephiroth, which form among themselves and with the

En SOph a strict unity, and which simply represent different aspets

of one and the same being, are respectively denominated (i) the

Crown, (2) Wisdom, (3) Intelligence, (4) Love, (5) Justice, Beauty,

(7) Firmness, (8) Splendour, (9) Foundation, and (10) Kingdom.

Their evolution was as follows :
“ When the Holy Aged, the con-

cealed of all concealed, assumed a form, he produced everything in

the form of male and female, as things could not continue in

other form. Hence Wisdom, the second Sephirah, and the begiiming

of development, when it proceeded from the Holy Aged (another

name of the first Sephirah) emanated In male and female, for

Wisdom expanded, and Intelligence, the third Sephirah, proceeded

from it, and thus were obtained male and female, viz. Wisdom the

father and Intelligence the mother, from whose union the other

» C. Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers (1897), pp. 106 sqq.,

175 seq.; W. Bacher, Jew. Quart. Rev. xx. 572 sqq. (1908).
* On the Zbhar^ '* the Bible of the Kabbalists/' see below.

pairs of Sephiroth succcssivelv emanated ” {Zohav, iii. 290). These

two opposite potencies, viz. the mascuune Wisdom or Sephirah

No. 2 and the feminine Intelligence or Sephirah No. 3 are joined

together by the first potency, the Crown or Sephirah No. i
;
they

yield the first triad of the Sepniric decade, and constitute the divine

head of the archetypal man.
From the junction of Sephiroth Nos. 2 and 3 emanated the mascu-

line potency Love or Mercy (4) and the feniinino potency Justice

(5), and from the junction of the latter two emanated again the

uniting potenev Beauty (6). Beauty, the sixth Sephirah, consti-

tutes the chest in the archetypal man, and unites Love (4) and
Justice (5), which constitute the divine arms, thus yielding the

second triad of the Scphiric decade. From this second conjunction

emanated again the masculine potency Firmness (7) and the feminine

potency Splendour (8), which constitute the divine legs of the

archetypal man; and these sent forth Foundation (9), which is the

genital organ and medium of union between them, thus yielding the

third triad in the Sephiric decade. Kingdom (10) ,
which emanated

from the ninth Sephirah, encircles all the other nine, inasmuch as

it is the Shechinah, the divine halo, which encompasses the w^hole by
its all-glorioub presence.

In their totality and unity the ten Sephiroth are not only

denominated the World of Sephiroth, or the World of Emana-

tions, but, owing to the above representation, are called the

primordial or archetypal man ( ~ TTpeordyovos) and the heavenly

man. It is this form which, as we are assured, the prophet

Ezekiel saw in the mysterious chariot (Ezek. i. 1-28), and of

which the earthly man is a faint copy.

As the three triads respectively represent intellectual, moral

and physical qualities, the first is called the Intellectual, the

second the Moral or Sensuous, and the third the Material W^orld.

According to this theory of the archetypal man the three

^phiroth on the right-hand side are masc^uline and represent

the principle of rigour, the three on the left are feminine and

represent the principle of mercy, and the four central or uniting

Sephiroth represent the principle of mildness. Hence the right

is called “ the Pillar of Judgment,” the left ” the Pillar of Mercy,”

and the centre the Middle Pillar.” The middle Sephiroth are

synecdochically used to represent the worlds or triads of which

they are the uniting potencies. Hence the Crown, the first

Sephirah, wliich unites Wisdom and Intelligence to constitute

the first triad, is by itself denominated the Intellectual World.

So Beauty is by itself described as the Sensuous World, and in

this capacity is called the Sacred King or simply the King, whilst

Kingdom, the tenth Sephirah, which unites all the nine Sephiroth,

is used to denote the Material World, and as such is denominated

the Queen or the Matron. Thus a trinity of units, viz. the

Crown, Beauty and Kingdom, is obtained within the trinity of

triads. But further, each Sephirah is as it were a trinity in

itself. It (i) has its own absolute character, (2) receives from

above, and (3) communicates to what is below. “Just as the

Sacred Aged is represented by the number three, so are all the

other lights (Sephiroth) of a threefold nature ” {kohar, iii. 288).

In this all-important doctrine of the Sephiroth, the Kabbalah

insists upon the fact that these potencies are not creations of

the En Soph, which would be a diminution of stren^h
;
that they

form among themselves and with the En Soph a strict unity, and

simply represent different aspects of the same being, just as the

different rays which proceed from the light, and which appear

different things to the eye, are only different manifestations of

one and the same light ; that for this reason they all alike partake

of the perfections of the En Soph; and that as emanations from

the Infinite, the Sephiroth are infinite and p)erfect like the En
SOph, and yet constitute the first finite things. They are infinite

and perfect when the En S6ph imparts his fullness to them, and

finite and imperfect when that fullness is withdrawn from them.

The conjunction of the Sephiroth, or, according to the language

of the Kabbalah, the union of the crowned King and Queen, pro-

duced the universe in their own image. Worlds

came into existence before the En S5ph manifested cnivene,

himself in the human form of emanations, but they

could not continue, and necessarily perished because the con-

ditions of development which obtained with the sexual opposites

of the Sephiroth did not exist. These worlds which perished are

compared to sparks which fly out from a red-hot iron beaten by
a hammer, and which ore extinguished according to the distance
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they are removed from the burning mass. Creation is not ex
nihilo; it is simply a further expansion or evolution of the
Sephiroth.i The world reveals and makes visible the Boundless
and the concealed of the concealed. And^ though it exhibits
the Deity in less splendour than its Sephiric parents exhibit the
En Soph, because it is farther removed from the primordial
source of light than the Sephiroth, still, as it is God manifested,

all the multifarious forms in the world point out the unity which
they represent. Hence nothing in the whole universe can be
annihilated. Everything, spirit as well as body, must return
to the source whence it emanated (Zohar, ii. 218). The universe

consists of four different worlds, each of which forms a separate

Sephiric system of a decade of emanations.

They were evolved in the following order, (i) The World of
Emanations, also called the Image and the Heavenly or Archetypal
Man, is, as we have seen, a direct emanation from the En S5ph.
Hence it is most intimately allied to the Deity, and is perfect and
immutable. From the conjunction of the King and Queen {i.e. these
ten Sephiroth) is produced (2) the World of Creation, or tlie Briatic
world, also called " the Throne." Its ten Sephiroth, being farther
removed from the En Sfiph, are of a more linfited and circumscribed
potency, though the substances they comprise are of the purest
nature and without any admixture of matter. The angel Metatron
inhabits this world. He alone constitutes the world of pure spirit,

and is the garment of Shaddai, i,e. the visible manifestation of the
Deity. His name is numerically equivalent to that of the Lord
{Zohafy iii. 231). He governs the visible world, preserves the
harmony and guides the revolutions of all the ^heres, and is the
captain of all the myriads of angelic beings. This Briatic world
again gave rise to (3) the World of Formation, or Yetzi ratio World.
Us ten Sephiroth, being stiU farther removed from the Primordial
Source, are of a less refined substance. StiU they are yet without
matter. It is the abode of the angels, who are wrapped in luminous
garments, and who assume a sensuous form when they appear to
men. The myriads of the angelic hosts who people this world are
divided into ten ranks, answering to the ten Srahiroth, and each
one of these numerous angels is set over a different part of the
universe, and derives his name from the heavenly body or element
which he guards {Zokatf i. 42) . From this world finally emanated
(4) the World of Action, also called the World of Matter. Its ton
Sephiroth are made up of the grosser elements of the former three
worlds; they consist of material substance limited by space and
perceptible to the senses in a multiplicity of forms. This world is

subject to constant changes and corruption, and is the dwelling of
the evil spirits. These, the grossest and most deficient of all forms,
are also divided into ten degrees, each lower than the other. The
first two are nothing more than the absence of aU visible form and
organization

;
the third degree is the abode of darkness

;
whilst the

remaining seven are " the seven infernal haUs," occupied by the
demons, who are the incarnation of aU human vices. These seven
hells are subdivided into innumerable compartments corresponding
to every species of sin, where the demons torture the poor deluded
human bemgs who have suffered themselves to be led astray whilst
on earth. The prince of this region of darkness is SSm&el, the evil

spirit, the serpent who seduced Eve. His wife is the Harlot or the
woman of Wnoredom. The two are treated as one person, and are
called " the Beast " {Zohaty ii. 255-259, with i. 35).

The whole universe, however, was incomplete, and did not
receive its finishing stroke till man was formed, who is the

DocMae acme of the creation and the microcosm. “The
heavenly Adam (i.e, the ten Sephiroth) who eman-

ated from the highest primordial obscurity (i.e. the En S5ph)
created the earthly Adam ** (Zohar,' ii. 70).

“ Man is both the

import and the highest degree of creation, for which reason he
was formed on the sixth day. As soon as man was created

everything was complete, including the upper and nether worlds,

for everythmg is comprised in man. He unites in himself all

forms ” (Zohar
y

iii. 48). Each member of his body corresponds

to a part of the visible universe. “ Just as we see in the firma-

ment above, covering all things, different signs which are formed
of the stars and the planets, and which contain secret things and
profound mysteries studied by those who are wise and expert in

these things; so there arc in the skin, which is the cover of the

body of the son of man, and which is like the sky that covers all

things above, signs and features which are the stars and planets'

of the skin, indicating secret things and profound mysteries

whereby the wise are attracted who understand the reading of

' The view of a mediate creation, in the place of immediate
creation out of nothing, and that the mediate beings were emana>
tions, was much influenced by Solomon ibn Gabirof (1021-1070).

the mysteries in the human face ” (Zohar, ii, 76). The human form
is shaped after the four letters which constitute the Jewish
Tetragrammaton (q,v.\ see also Jehovah). The head is in the
shi^ of \ the arms and the shoulders are like n, the breast like

\ and the two legs with the back again resemble n (Zohar, ii. 72).
The souls of the whole human race pre-exist in the World of
Emanations, ^d are all destined to inhabit human bodies.

Like the Sephiroth from which it emanates, every soul has ten
potencies, consisting of a trinity of triads, (i) The Spirit

(nlishdm^), which is the highest degree of b^g, corresponds
to and is operated upon by the Crown, which is the h^best
triad in the Sephiroth, and is called the Intellectyal World;
(2) the Soul (riidh), which is the seat of the moral qualities,

corresponds to and is operated upon by Beauty, which is

the second triad in the Sephiroth, and is called the Moral
\Vorld; and (3) the Cruder Soul (nephesh), which is imme-
diately connected with the body, and is the cause of its lower
instincts and the animal life, corresponds to and is operated
upon by Foundation, the third triad in the Sephiroth, called

the Material World. Each soul prior to its entering into

this world consists of male and female united into one being.
When it descends on this earth the two parts are separated and
animate two different bodies. “ At the time of marriage the
Holy One, blessed be he, who knows all souls and spirits,.unites
them again as they were before

; and they again constitute one
body and one soul, forming as it were the right and the left of

the individual. . . . This union, however, is influenced by the
deeds of the man and by the ways in which he walks. If the
m^ is pure and his conduct is pleasing in the sight of God, he is

*

united with that female part of the soul which was his component
part prior to his birth (Zohar, i. 91). The soul’s destiny upon
earth is to develop those perfections the germs of which are eter-

nally implanted in it, and it ultimately must return to the infinite

source from which it emanated. Hence, if, after assuming a
body and sojourning upon earth, it becomes polluted by sin and
fails to acquire the experience for which it descends from heaven,
it must three times reinhabit a body, till it is able to ascend in a
purified state through repeated trials. If, after its third resi-

dence in a human body, it is still too weak to withstand the con-
tamination of sin, it is united with another soul, in order that by
their combined efforts it may resist the pollution which by itself

it was unable to conquer. When the whole pleroma of pre-

existent souls in the world of the Sephiroth shall have descended
and occupied human bodies and have*passed their period of

probation and have returned purified to the bosom of the infinite

Source, then the soul of Messiah will descend from the region of

souls; then the great Jubilee will commence. There shall be no
more sin, no more temptation, no more suffering. Universal
restoration will take place. Satan himself, “ the venomous
Beast,” will be restored to his angelic nature. Life will be an
everlasting feast, a Sabbath without end. All souls will be united
with the Highest Soul, and will supplement each other in the

Holy of Holies of the Seven Halls (Zohar, i. 45, 168; ii. 97).
According to the Kabbalah all these esoteric doctrines are

contained in the Hebrew Scriptures. The uninitiated cannot
perceive them; but they are plainly revealed to the Antiquity
spiritually minded, who discern the profound import mndta£>
of this theosophy beneath the surface of the letters

and words of Holy Writ, “ If the law simply con-

sists of ordinary expressions and narratives, such as the words

of Esau, H^ar, Laban, the ass of Balaam or Balaam himself,

why should it be called the law of truth, the perfect law, the true

witness of God ? Each word contains a sublime source, each

narrative points not only to the single instance in question, but

also to generals ” (Zohar, iii. 149, cf. 152).

To obtain these heavenly mysteries, which alone make the Torah
superior to profane codes, definite hermeneutical rules are employed,
of which the following are the most impoitant. (i) The words of
several verses in the Hebrew Scriptures which are regarded as
containing a recondite sense are {flaced over each other, and the
letters are formed into new words by reading them vertically. (2)

The words of the text are ranged in squares m such a manner as to

be read either vertically or Doustrophodon. (3) The words are
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joined together end redivided. (4) The initials and final letters of
several words arc formed into separate words. (5) Every letter of

a word is seduced to its numerical value, and tine word is'explained

by anotbor of the same quantity. (6) Every letter of a word is

t^en to be the initial or abbreviation of a word. (7) The twenty-
two letters of the alphabet are divided into two Irnlves; one half
is placed above the other; and the two letters which thus become
associated are interchanged. By this permutation, AUfk, the first

letter of the alphabet, becomes Lamed, the twelfth letter; Btih
becomes Mem, and so on. This cipher alphabet Is called Albam,
from the first interchangeable pairs. (8) The commutation o£ the
twenty-two letters Is effected by the la.st letter of the alpliabct
taking the place of the first, the last but one the place of the second,
and ao forth. This cipher is ciUlad Aibash, Tliesc hernMneutical
canons are much older than the Kabbalah. They obtained in the
synagogue from time immemorial, and were used by the Christian
fathers in the interpretation of Scripture.' Thus Canon V., accord-
ing to which a word is reduted to its numerical value and interpreted
by another word of tlit .same value, Is rccognirod in the New Te.sta-

ment (cf. Kcv. xiii. x8). Canon VI. is adopted by Irenacus, who
tells us that

,
according to the learned among the Hebrews, the name

JCHus oon tains two letters and a half, and signifies that Lord who
contains heaven and earth Hirt'] (Af*ainst Heresies,

ii. xxiv., i. 205, eel. Clark). The cipher Aibash (Canon VIII.) is

used in Jcremuili xxv. 26, li. 41, where Slioshach is written for

Babel. In Jer. li. 1, jjS, Leb-Kamai (" the heart of tliem Uiat
rise up against me "), is wiitten for DHC':), Chaldea, by the same
rule.

Exegesis of this sort is not the characteristic of any single circle,

people or centurj'; unscientific methods of biblical interpreta-

tion have prevailed from Philo’s treatment of the Pentateuch
to modern apologetic interpretations of (jcncsis, ch. i.- The
Kabbalah itself is but an extreme and remarkable develop-

ment of certain forms of thought which had never been absent

from Judaism; it is bound up with earlier tendencies to mysti-

cism, with man’s inherent striving to enter into communion with

the Deity. To seek its sources would be futile. The Pytha-
gorean theory of numbers, Neoplatonic ideas of emanation, the

Logos, the personified Wisdom, Gnosticism—these and many
other features combine to show the antiquity of tendencies which,

clad in other shapes, are already found in the old pre-Christian

Oriental religions.^ In its more mature form the Kabbalah
belongs to the period when medieval Christian mysticism was
beginning to manifest itself (viz. in Eckhart, towards end of

13th century); it is an age which also produced the rationalism

of Maimonides (q^v.). Although some of its foremost exponents

were famous Talmudists, it was a protest against excessive

intellectuaijiin and Aristotelian scholasticism. It laid stress,

not on^t^rnal authority, as did the Jewish law, but on in-

dividual experience and inward meditation. “ The mystics

accorded the first place to prayer, whicli was considered as a
mystical progress towards God, demanding a state of ecstasy.” **

As a result, some of the finest specimens of Jewish devotional

literature and some of the best types of Jewish individual

character have been Kabbalist.'’ On the other liand, the

Kabbalah has been condemned, and nowhere more strongly

than among the Jews themselves. Jewish orthodoxy found
itself attacked by the more revolutionary aspects of mysticism

and its tendencies to alter established customs. While the

medieval scholasticism denied the possibility of knowing
anything unattainable by reason, the spirit of the Kabbalah held

that the Deity could be realized, and it sought to bridge the gulf.

Thus it encouraged an unrestrained emotionalism, rank super-

atition, an unhealthy ascetici.sm, and the employment of artificial

means to induce the ecstatic state. That this brought moral
laxity was a stronger reason for condemning the Kabbalah,

* See I*\ Weber, Jikdische Theolof’it (1897}, PP-
'' SccC. A. Briggs, SUidy of kiaky Scripture (1899), pp. 427399., 570.
» Even the " ovor-Soul "^of the mystic Isaac Luria (1534-1572)

is a conception known in the 3rd century a.d. (Kabbi R6sh Lakish).
For the early stages of Kabbalistic theories, see K. Kohler; Jaw.
Efi^.iii. 457 Rcq., and L.Gmzberg,ibid. 459 seq.

;
and for examples

of the rdiationship between old> Oriental (especially Babylonian)
and Jmvish KabbalisUc teaching (early and late), see eraecially
A. Jeremias, Babyionisches in N. Test. (Leipzig, 1905) ;

E. Bischon,
Bab. Astrales im Welibildc des Tbalmud u. Midrasch (1907).

* L. Ginzberg, Jew. Bncy. iii. 4O5.
® See, especially, on the mystics of Safed in Upper Galilee, S.

Schechter, Studies (1908), pp. 202-^85.

the evil effects of nervous degeneration find a more recent

illustration in the mysticism of the Chasidim {Ifdsidimy “saints '),

a Jewish sect in eastern Europe which started from a movement
in the iSth century against the exaggerated casuistiy of con-
temporary rabbis, and combined much that was spiritual and
beautiful with extreme emotionalism and degradation,'^ The
appearance of the Kabbalah and of other forms of mysticism in

Judaism may seem contrary to ordinary and narrow concep-
tions orthodox Jewish legalism. Its interest lies, not in its

doctrines, which have often been absurdly over-estimated
(particularly among Christians), but in its contribution to the
study of human thought. It supplied a want which has always
been felt by certain types, and it became a movement which
had mischievous effect.s upon ill-balanced minds. As usual,

the excessive self-introspection was not checked by a rational

criticism
;
the individual was guided by his own reason, the

limitations of which he did not realize; and in becoming a
law unto himself he ignored the accumulated experiences of

civilized humanity."^

A feature of greater interest is the extraordinary part which
this theosophy played in the Christian Church, especially at the
time of the Renaissance. We have already seen that the Sephiric

decade or the archetypal man, like Christ, is considered to be of a
double nature, both infinite and finite, perfect and imperfect.

More distinct, however, is the doctrine of the Trinity. In

Deut. vi. 43, where Yahweh occurs first, then felohcnu, and then
again Yahweh, wc are told “ The voice though one, consists of

three elements, fire {i.e. warmth', air (Ctf. Ueath), and water
(i.c. humidity), yet all three are one in the mystery of the voice

and can only be one. Thus also Yahweh, Elohenu, Yahweh, con-

stitute one —three forms which are one ” (Zohar, ii. 43; compare
iii. 65). Discussing the thrice holy in Isaiah vi. 3, one codex ofthe
Znhar had the following remark :

“ The first holy denotes the

Holy Father, the second the Holy Son, and the third the Holy
Ghost” (cf. Galatinus, De arcanis cathoL lib. ii. c. 3, p, 31;
Wolf, Bibliotheca hebraica, i. 1136). Still more distinct is

the doctrine of the atonement. “ The Messiah invokes all the

sufferings, pain, and afflictions of Israel to come upon Him. Now
if He did not remove them thus and take them upon Himself,

no man could endure tire sufferings of Israel, due as their

punishment for transgressing the law; us it is written (Isa. liii. 4),

Surely He hath borne our griefs and carried our sorrows
”

(Zohar, ii. 12). These and similar statements favouring the

doctrines of the New Testament made many Kabbalists of the
highest position in the synagogue embrace the Christian faith

and write elaborate books to win their Jewish brethren over to

Christ. As early as 1450 a company of Jewish converts in Spain,

at the head of which were Paul de Heredia, Vidal de Saragossa

de Aragon, and Davila, published compilations of KabbalLstic

treatises to prove from them the doctrines of Christianity.

They were followed by Paul Rici, professor at Pavia, and physi-

cian to the emperor Maximilian 1 . Among the best-known
non-Jewish exponents of the Kabbalah were Uie Italian count
Pico di Mirandola (1463-1494), the renowned Johann Reucldin

(1455-1522), Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa of Nettesheira (1487-
i535)> Theophrastus Paracelsus (1493-1541), and, later, the

Englisliman Robert Fludd (1574-1637). Prominent among the
“ nine hundred theses ” which Mirandola had placarded in

Rome, and which he undertook to defend in the presence

of all European scholars, whom be invited to the Eternal

City, promising to defray their travelling expenses, was the

following : “No science yields greater proof of the divinity of

Qirist than magic and the Kabbalah.” Mkandola so convinced

Pope Sixtus of the paramount importance of the Kabbalah
as an auxiliary to Christianity that bis holiness exerted liimself

to have Kabbalistic writings translated into Latin for the use of

divinity students. With equal zeal did Reuchlin act as the

® See the instructive article by S. Schcchtcr, Studies in Judaism
(London, 1896), pp. 1-55.

7 See the discriminating estimates by S. A. Hirsch, Jew. Quart.
Rev. XX. 50-73; L Abrahams, Jew. Lit, (1906), ch. xvu.; Judaism
(1907), ch. VI.
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apostle of the Kabbalah. Hk treatises exercised an almost

magic influence upon the greatest thinkers of the time. Pope
Leo X. and the early Reformers were alike captivated by the

charms of the Kabbidah as propounded by Reuchlin^ and not

only divineS; but statesmen and warriors^ began to study the

Oriental languages in order to be able to fathom the mysteries

of Jewish theosophy. The Zohar that farrago of absurdity

and spiritual devotion, was the weapon with which these

Christians defended Jewish literature against hostile ecclesiastic

bodies (Abrahams, Jew. Lit. p. 106). Thus the Kabbalah
linked the old S 'hD.asunsm with the new and independent

inquiries n learning and philosophy after the Renaissance,

and although it had evolved a remarkably bizarre conception

of the universe, it partly anticipated, in its own the scientific

study of natural philosophy.^ Jewish theosophy, then, with its

good and evil tendencies, and with its varied results, may thus

claim to have played no unimportant part in the history of

European scholarship and thought.

The main sources to bo noticed arc :

—

I The Sepher Yislrah, or " book of creation," not the old

Uilkoth Y, ('^ rules o£‘ creation *'), which belongs to the Talmudic
eriod (on which see Kohler, Jaw. Isncy. xii. O02 seq.).

u1 a later treatise, a combination of medieval naturm
douives.

philosophy and mysticism. It has been variously
ascribed to the p.^triarch Abraham and to the illustrious rabm
'Aqiba; its essential elements, however, may be of the 3rd or 4th
century a.u., and it is apparently earlier than the 9th (soc L. Ginz-
berg, op, cit. (>03 sqq.). It has “ had a greater influence on the
development of the Jewish mind than almost any other book after

the completion of the Talmud ” (ibid.).

2. The liuhlf ("brilliant," Job. xxxvii. 21), though asexibod to
Nehunyah b. Haqqanah (w>t century a.d.), is first quoted by
Nalimanides, and is now attributed to his teacher Ezra or Azriel

(iTfio-1238). It shows the influence of the Sephev Ye^lrak, is

marked' by the teaching of a celestial Trinity, is a rough outline of

what the Zohar was destined to be, and gave the first opening to

a thorough study of metaphysics among the Jews. (Sec further
I. Broyd^*, few. Ency. ii. .seq.)

3. The Zohar (" shining," Dan. xii. '^) is a commentary on the
Pentateuch, according to its division into fifty-two hebdomadal
lessons. It begins with the exj^sition of Gen. i. a (" let there be
light ") and includes eleven dissertations

:
(i) Additions and

Supplements (2)
" The Mansions and Abodes," describing the

structure of paradise and hell
; (3)

" The Mysteries of the Pentateuch,"
describing the evolution of the Sephiroth, &c.; (4)

" The Hidden
Interpretation," deducing esoteric doctrine from the narratives in

the Pentateuch; (5)
" The Faithful Shepherd," recording discussions

between Moses the faithful shepherd, the prophet Elijah and R.
Simon b. Yohai, the reputed compiler of the Zohar

\ (6) ‘^Thc Secret

of Secrets," a treatise on physiognomy and psychology; (7) The
Aged," i.e. the prophet Elijah, discoursing wi& R. Simon on the
doctrine of transmigration as evolved from £xod. xxi. i~xxiv. z8;

(8)
" The Book of Secrets," discourses on cosmogony and demon-

ology; (<>) "llie Great Assembly," discourses of R. Simon to his

numerous assembly of disciples on the form of tlio Deity and on
pneumatology

; (10) " The Young Man," discourBcs by 3Wing men
of superhuman origin on the mysteries of ablations; and (11) " The
Small Assembly," containing the discourses on the Sephiroth which
R. Simon delivered to the small congregation of six surviving
disci tdes. The Zohar pretends to be a compilation made by Simon
b. Yohai (the second century a.d.) of doctrines which God com-
municated to A^am in Paradise, and which have been received

uninterruptedly from the mouths of the patriarchs and prophets.
It was discovered, so the story went', in a cavern in Galilee where it

had been hidden for a thousand years. Amoi^Jtst the many facts,

however, established by modem criticism which prove the Zohar
to be a compilation of the 13th century, are the foUowing : (1) the
Zohar itself praises most fulsomely R. Simon, its reputed author,
and exalts him above Moses

; (2) it mystically explains the Hebrew
vowel points, which did not obtain till 570; (3) the compiler borrows
two verses from the celebrated hymn called " The Ro^l Diadem,"
written by Ibn G'birol, who was bom about 1021; (4) ii mentions
the c^tUTo of Jenmlem by the crusaders and Ihe re-taking of the

Holy City by the Saracens
; (5) it speaks of the comet which appeared

at Rome, 15th July 1264, under the pontificate of Urban IV.; (6) by
a rfip the Zohar amgiis a reason why its contents were not revealed
before 5oGo>5n66 A.M., i.e. 1200-1306 a.d.; (7) the doctrme of the
£n Sfinh ani the Jk^hiroth was not known before the 13th century;
and (8*) the very existence of the Zohar itself was not known prior

'See, tf.g., G. Margoliouth, "The Doctrine of Ether in the

Kabbalah,^' Jew, Quart, Rev. xx. 828 snq. On the influence Of the

Kabbalah on the Reformation, see btdckl, Gesch, d. JHnlosophiie des

MiUelalters, ii. 232 -251.

to the 13th oentnry. Hence it is nver believed that Moses de Leon
{d. 1305J,

who first circulated and sold the Zohar as the production
of R. Simon, was hiipself the author or compiler. That eminent
scholars both in the synagogue and m the church should have beeh
induced to believe in its antiquity is owing to the fact that the
Zokar embodies many older c^mons and doctrines, and the un-
doubted antiquity of some of them has served as a lever in
minds of these scnolars to raise the late speculations about the fin

Sdph, the Sephiroth, &c,, to the same age.

LnsRATURU.—Hhe study of the whole subject being wrapped up
with Gnosticism and Oriental theosophy, the related literature is

immense. Among the more important works may be mentioned,
Baron von Rosenroth’s Kabbala Denudata (Snlzbach, 1677-1678;
Frankfort, 1684); A. Franck, La Kabbale (Paris, 2nd ea., 18^;
German by JeUinek, Leipzig, 1844); C. D. Ginsburg^ The Kdbbaiakf
its Doctrines^ Development and Literature (London, i86s) ; 1 . Meyer;
Qabbalah (Philadelphia, 1888)

;
Rubin, IMbala uiyt Agada (Vienna,

1895)1 Hetdentum wnd Kabbala (1893)* Karppe, origines

du Zohar (Paris, 1891) ;
A. E. Waite, Doctrine and Literature of the

Kabbalah (London, 1902); Flfigel, Philosophy
^
Kabbala, &c. (Balti-

more, 1902) ;
D. Neumarl^ Gesch. d, jiid. Philosophie d. MiUelalters

(Berlin, X907); also S. A. Binion, in C. D. Warner's World's Best
Literature, 8425 sqq. Sec further the very full articles in Jewish
Ency, by K. Konler and L. Ginzberg (" Cabbala **), I. Broyd6
(" Bahir," " Zohar "), with the references. (C. D. G.

;
S. A. C.)

KABINDA» a Portuguese possession on the west coast of

Africa north of the mouth of the Congo. Westwards it borders

the Atlantic, N. and N.E. French Congo, S. and S.E. Belgian

Congo. It has a coast-line of 93 m., extends inland, at its

greatest breadth, 70 m., and has an area of about 3000 sq. m.
in its physical features, flora, fauna and inhabitants, it resembles

the coa.st region of French Congo (.7.V.). I'he only considerable

river is the Chiloango, which in part forms the boundary between
Portuguese and Belgian territory, and in its lower course divides

Kabinda into two fairly even portions. The mouth of the
river is in f 12' S., 5' E. The chief town, named Kabinda,

is a seaport on the right bank of the small river Bele, in 5^ 33' S.,

12" 10' E.
;
pop. about 20,000. From the beauty of its situatkm,

and the fertility of the adjacent country, it has been called the

paradise of the coast. The harbour is sheltered and commo-
dious, with anchorage in four fathoms. Kabinda was formerly

a noted slave mart. Further north arc the ports of Landana and
Massabi. Between Kabinda and Landana is Mplembo at the

head a small bay of the same name. There is a considerable

trade in palm oil, ground nuts and other jungle produce, largely

in the hands of British and German firms.

The possession of tlie enclave of Kabinda by Portugal is a
result of the efforts made by that nation during the last quarter

of the rqth century to obtain sovereignty over both banks of

the lower Congo. Whilst Portugal succeeded in obtaining the

southern bank of the river to the limit of navigability from

the sea, the northern bank became part of the Congo Free State

(see Africa, § 5). Portuguese claims to the north of the river

were, however, to some extent met by the recognition of her

right to Kabinda. The southernmost part of Kabinda is

25 m. (following the coast-Jine) north of the mouth of the Congo.

This district as far north as the Chiloango river (and including

the adjacent territory of Belgian Congo) is sometimes spoken

of as Kacongo. The name Loango (qjv.) was abo applied to this

region as well as to the coast-lands immediately to the north.

Administratively Kabinda forms a division of the Congo db-
tricl of the province of Angola {q.n.). 'fhe inhabitants are Bantu

negroes who are called Kabindas. Th^ are an intelligent,

energetic and enterprising people, daring sailors and active

traders.

KABiR, the most notable of the Vaishnava reformers of

religion in northern India, who flourished during the first half

of the T5th century . He is counted as one of the twelve disciples

of R&mfinand, the great preacher in the north (about a.d. 1400)

of the doctrine of hhakd 4uidres8ed to Rfisna, which originated

with Rftmfinuja (12th century) in southern India. He himself

also mentions among his spiritual forerunners Jaideo and
N&md8o (or Nftmfi) tlM earliest MarAthI poet (both about 1250).

legend relates that Kabir was the son of a Brfthman widow, by

whom he was exposed^ and was found on a lotus in lahar Talfio,

a pond near BeWes, by a Musalmfin weaver named "All ^or
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who with his wife Niinft adopted him and brought him

up in their craft as a Musalman. He lived most of his life at

Benares, and afterwards removed to Mf^har (or Magahar), in

the present district of Basti, where he is said to have died in

1449. There appears to be no reason to doubt that he was

originally a Musalman and a weaver; his own name and that

of his son Kamal arc Mahommedan, not Hindu. His adhesion

to the doctrine of RamSnand is not a solitary instance of the

religious syncretism which prevailed at this time in northern

India. The religion of the earlier Sikh Gurus, which was largely

based upon his teaching, also aimed at the fusion of Hinduism

and Islam
;
and the example of Malik Muhammad,' the author

of the Padmawat, who lived a century later than Kabir, shows

that the relations between the two creeds were in some cases

extremely intimate. It is related that at Kabir’s death the

Hindus and Musalmans each claimed him as an adherent of

their faith, and that when his funeral issued forth from his house

at Maghar the contention was only assuaged by the appearance

of KabTr himself, who bade them look under the cloth which

covered the corpse, and immediately vanished. On raising the

cloth they found notlung hut a heap of flowers. This was

divided between the rival faiths, half being buried by the

Musalmans and the other half burned by the Hindus.*^

Kabir’s fame as a preacher of bhakti, or enthusiastic devotion

to a personal God, whom he preferred to call by the Hindu names

of Rfima and Hari, is greater than that of any other of the

Vaishnava spiritual leaders. His fervent conviction of the truth

and power of his doctrine, and the homely and searching expres-

sion given to it in his utterances, in the tongue of the people and

not in a learned language remote from their understanding, won
for him multitudes of adherents; and his sect, the Kabirpantkis,

is still one of the most numerous in northern India, its numbers

exceeding a million. Its headquarters are the Kabtr Chaura at

Benares, where are preserved the works attributed to Kabir

(called the Granth), the greater part of which, however, were

written by his immediate disciples and their followers in his

name.

Those works which seem to have the best claim to lx* considered

his own compositions arc the SHkhU, or stanzas, some 5000 in

number, whicn have a very wide currency even atnong those who
do not formally belong to the sect, and the Shabddwall, considing

of a thousan.l “ words " {shabd), or short doctrinal expositions.

Perhaps some of the Rekhtas, or odes (100 in number), and of the

Ramatnls-^iiiiel mystical poems in very obscure language—may
also be fVln his hand. Of these different forms specimens will be 1

found translated in Professor H. H. Wilson’s Sketch of the Relieious

Sects of the Hindus, i. 79-90. Besides the followers who call them-

selves by Kabir’s name, there may be reckoned to him many other

religious sects which bear that of some intermediate ^uru or master,

but substantially concur with Kabir in doctrine and practice.

Such, for instance, are the Ndnaksh&hls in the United Provinces,

the Central IVovinces, and Bombay, and the D3du~panthis, numerous
in Rajpdtftna (Wilson, loc, cit, pp. 103 sqq ) ;

the Sikhs, numbering two

and a half millions in the Panjftb.are also his spiritual descendants,

and their Granth or Scripture is largely stocked with texts drawn from

his works.

Kabir taught the life of bkakti (faith, or personal love wid

devotion), the object of which is a pmmal God, and not a philo-

sophical abstraction or an impersonal quality-less, all-pervading

spiritual substance (as in the Vedftnta of Sankaracharya). His

utterances do not, like those of TulsI D&s, dwell upon the inci-

dents of the human life of Rftma, whom he takes as his type of the

Supreme ;
nevertheless, it is the essence of his creed that God

became incarnate to bring salvation to His children, mankind,

and that the human mind of this incarnation still subsists in the

13ivine Person. He proclaims the unity of the Godhead,

vanity of idols, the powerlessness of brdhmans or midlds to guide

or help, and the divine origin of the human soul, divinae particula

aurae. All evil in the world is ascribed to Maya, illusion or false-

hood, and truth in thought, word and deed is enjoined as the

chief duty of man : “No act of devotion can equal truth; no

crime is so hcinoiis «s falsehood; In the heart where truth abides

1 See article Hindostani Literature.
* An exactly similar tale is told of Nknak, the first Guru of the

Sikhs, who died in 1538.

there is My abode.”® The distinctions of creeds are declared to

be of no importance in the presence of God ;
“ The city of Hara

is to the east, that of *AU ^
is to the west

;
but explore your own

heart, for there are both Rdtna and Karim
;

^ “ Behold but One
in all things : it is the second that leads you astray. Every man
and woman that has ever been bom is of the same nature os

yourself. He, whose is the world, and whose are the children of

*AU and Rama, He is my Guru, He is my He proclaims

the universal brotherhood of man, and the duty of kindness to

all living creatures. Life is the gift of God, and must not be

violated; the shedding of blood, whether of man or animals, is a

heinous crime. The followers of Kabir do not observe celibacy,

and live quiet unostentatious lives; Wilson (p. 97) compares

them to Quakers for their hatred of violence and unobtrusive

piety.

The resemblance of many of Kabir’s utterances to those of

Christ, and especially to the ideas set forth in St John’s gospel,

is very striking; still more so is the existence in the ritual of the

.sect of a sacramental meal, involving the eating of a consecrated

wafer and the drinking of water administered by the Mahani or

spiritual superior, wluch bears a remarkable likeness- to the

Eucharist. Yet, though the deities of Hinduism and the prophet

of Islam are frequently mentioned in his sayings, the name of

Jesus has nowhere been found in them. It is conjectured that

the doctrine of Ramanand, which came from southern India, has

been influenced by the Christian settlements in that region,

which go back to very early times. It is also possible that

Sufiism, the pietistic (as distinguished from the theosophic) form

of which seems to owe much to eastern Christianity, has contri-

buted some echo of the Gospel to Kabir’s teaching. A third

(but scarcely probable) hypothesis is that the sect has borrowed

both maxims and ritual, long after Kabir’s own time, from the

teaching of the Roman Catholic missionaries, who were estab-

lished at Agra from the reign of Akbar (1556-1605) onwards.

No critical edition of the writings current under the name of

Kabir has yet been published, though collections of his sayings

(chiefly the Sdkhis) are constantly appearing from Indian presses.

The reader is referred, for a summary account of his life and doctrine,

to 11 . H. Wilson's Sketch of the Religious Sects of the Hindus (Works,

i. 68 sqq,). Dr E. Trumpp's edition of the Adi Granth (Introduction,

pp. xc\?i. sqq.) may also be consulted. Recent publications dealing

with the subject are the Rev. G. H. Westcott's Kabtr and the Kabir

Panth (Cawnpore, 1908), and Mr M. A, Macauliffe's 1 he Sikh Religum

(Oxford, 1909), vi. 122-31O. (C. J. L.)

KABUL, the capital of Afghanistan, standing at an elevation

of 6900 ft. above the sea in 34" 32' N. and 69" 14' E. Estimated

pop. (1901), 140,000. Lying at the foot of the bare and roexy

mountains forming the western boundary of the Kabul valley,

just below the gorge made by the Kabul River, the city extends

a mile and a half east to west and one mile north to south.

Hemmed in by the mountains, there is no way of extending it,

except in a northerly direction towards the Sherpur cantonment.

As the key of northern India, Kabul has been a city of vast

importance for countless ages. It commands all the passes

which here debouch from the north through the Hindu Kush,

and from the west through Kandahar; and through it passed

successive invasions of India by Alexander the Great, Mahmud
of Ghazni, Jenghiz Khan, Baber, Nadir Shah and Ahmad Shah.

Indeed from the time of Baber to that of Nadir Shah (1526-1738)

Kabul was part of the empire of Delhi. It is now some 160 m.

from the British frontier post of Jamrud near Peshawar.

Kabul was formerly walled; the old wall had seven gates, of

which two alone remain, the Lahori and the Sird^. The city

itself is a huddle of narrow and dirty streets, with the Bala

Hissar or fort forming the south-east angle, and rising about

150 ft. above the plain. The Amir’s palace is situated outside

the town about midway between it and the Sherpur cantonment

which lies about a mile to the north-east. Formerly the greatest

» This and the following passages in quotation marks are from

1
Professor Wilson's translation (A 100 Sdkhis, pp. 83-90.

* Benares; Hara, a name of Siva,
II Mecca. t

" " The Bountiful," one of the Koranic ilkmes of God (Allah).
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ornament of the city was the arcaded and roofed baaaar called

Chihar ascribed to Ali Mardan Khanka noble of the 17th

century, who has left behind him many monuments of his munifi-

cent public spirit both in Kabul and in Hindustan. Its four

arms had an aggregate length of about 600 ft., with a breadth

of 30. The display of goods was remarkable, and in the evening

it was illuminated. This edifice was destroyed by Sir G. Pollock

on evacuating Kabul in 1842 as a record of the treachery of

the city.

The tomb of the Sultan Baber stands on a slope about a mile

to the west of the city in a charming spot. The grave is marked
by two erect slabs of white marble. Near him lie several of his

wives and children; the garden was formerly enclosed by a

marble wall; a clear stream waters the flower-beds. From the

hill that rises behind the tomb there is a noble prospect of his

beloved city, and of the all-fruitful plain stretching to the north

of it.

After the accession of Abdur Rahman in 1880 the city under-

went great changes. The Bala Hissar was destroyed and has

never since been entirely rebuilt, and a fortified cantonment at

Sherpur ^one side of which was represented by the historic

Bemaru ridge) had taken the place of the old earthworks of the

British occupation of 1842 which were constructed on nearly the

same site. The city streets were as narrow and evil-smelling, the

surrounding gardens as picturesque and attractive, and the wealth

of fruit was as great as they had been fifty years previously.

The amir, however, effected many improvements. Kabul is now
connected by well-planned and metalled roads with Afghan Turk-
estan on the west, with the Oxus and Bokhara on the north, and

with India on the east. The road to India was first made by

British and is now maintained by Afghan engineers. The road

southwards to Ghazni and Kandahar was always naturally ex-

('ellenl and has probably needed little engineering, but the general

principle of road-making in support of a military advance has^

always been consistently maintained, and the expeditions of

Kabul troops to Kafiristan have been supported by a very well

graded and substantially constructed road up the Kunar valley

from Jalalabad to Asmar, and onwards to the Bashgol valley of

Kafiristan. The city ways have been improved until it has be-

come possible for wheeled vehicles to pass, and the various roads

connecting the suburbs and the city are efficiently maintained.

A purely local railway has also been introduced, to assist in

transporting building material. The buildings erected by Abdur
Rahman were pretentious, but unmarked by any originality

in design and hardly worthy representation of the beauty and

dignity of Mahommedan architecture. They included a new
palace and a durbar hall, a bridge across the river and embank-

ment, a pavilion and garden laid out around the site of Baber’s

tomb overlooking the Chardeh valley
;
and many other buildings

of public utility connected with stud arrangements, the manu-

facture of small arms and ammunition, and the requirements

of what may be termed a wholesale shop under European direc-

tion, besides hospitals, dispensaries, bazaars, &c. The new
palace is within an entrenchment just outside the city. It is

enclosed in a fine garden, well planted with trees, where the harem

serai (or ladies’ apartments) occupies a considerable space. The
public portion of the buildings comprise an ornamental and lofty

pavilion with entrances on each side, and a high-domed octagonal

room in the centre, beautifully fitted and appointed, where public

receptions take place. The durbar hall, which is a separate build-

ing, is 60 yards long by 20 broad, with a painted roof supported

by two rows of pillars. But the arrangement of terraced gardens

and the lightly constructed pavilion which graces the western

slopes of the hills overlooking Chardeh are the most attractive

of these innovations. Here, on a summer’s day, with the scent

of roses pervading the heated air, the cool refreshment of the

passing breezes and of splashing fountains may be enjoyed by

the officials of the Kabul court, whilst they look across the beauty

of the thickly planted plains of Chardeh to the rugged outlines

of Paghman and the snows of the Hindu Kush. The artistic

taste of the landscape gardening is excellent, and the mountain

scenery is not unworthy of Kashmir. It is pleasant to record

that the graveyard of those officers who fell in the Kabul
campaign of 1879-1880, which lies at the northern end of the

Bemaru ridge, is not uncared for.

Kabul is beliovod to be the Ortospanim or Ortospana of the
geographies of Alexander’s march, a name conjectured to be a
corruption of UrddhaUhdna, ” high place." This is the meaning of
the name Bala Hissar. But the actual name is perhaps also found
as that of a people in this position (Ptolemy's Raboliiae)^ if not in

the name of a city apparently identical with Ortospana, Catura^
in some copies read Caoura, it was invaded by the Arabs as early

as the thirty-fifth year of the Hegira, but it was long before the
Mahommedans effected any lasting settlement. In the early
Mahommedan histories and geographies we find (according to a
favourite Arabic love of jingle) Kabul and Zdbui constantly asso-

ciated. Zfibul appears to have been the coun^ about Ghazni.
Kabul first became a capital when Baber made hiinself master of it

in 1504, and here he reigned for fifteen years before his invasion of

Hindustan. In modern times it became a capital again, under
Timur Shah (see Afghanistan), and so has continued both to the
end of the Durani dynasty, and under the Barakzais, who now reign.

It was occupied by Sir John Koano in 1839, General Pollock in

1842, and again by Sir Frederick, afterwards Lord Roberts, in 1879.
Kabul is also the name of the province including the city so called.

It may be considered to embrace the whole of the plains called

Koh Daman and Beghram, &c., to the Hindu Kush northward, with
the Kohistan or hill country adjoining. Eastward it extends to the
border of Jalalabad at Jagdalak; southward it includes the Logar
district, and extends to the border of Ghazni; north-westward it

includes the Pagliman hills, and the valley of the upper Kabul
River, and so to the Koh-i-Baba. Roughly it embraces a territory

of about TOO m. square, chiefly mountainous. Wheat and barley ar:

the staple products of the arable tracts. Artificial grasses are alsc

much cultivated, and fruits largely, especially in the Koh Daman.
A considerable part of the population spends the summer in tents.

The villages arc not enclosed by fortincations, but contain smalP
private castles or fortalices.

See C. Yate, Northern Afghanistan (1888) ; J. A. Gray, At the Court

of the Amir (1895); Sir T. H. H. Holdich, The Indian Borderland

(1901). (T, H. H.*)

KABUL RIVER, a river of Afghanistan, 300 m. in length. The
ELabul (ancient Kophes), which is the most important (although

not the largest) river in Afghanistan, rises at the foot of the Unai

pass leading over the Sanglakh range, an offshoot of the Hindu

Kush towards Bamian and Afghan Turkestan. Its basin forms

the province of Kabul, which includes all northern Afghanistan

between the Hindu Kush and the Safed Koh ranges. From its

source to the city of Kabul the course of the river is only 45 m.,

and this part of it is often exhausted in summer for purposes of

irrigation. Half a mile east of Kabul it is joined by the Logar,

a much larger river, which rises beyond Ghazni among the slopes

of the Gul Koh (14,200 ft.), and drains 'the rich and picturesque

valleys of Logar and Wardak. Below the confluence the Kabul

becomes a rapid stream with a great volume of water and gradu-

ally absorbs the whole drainage of the Hindu Kush. About 40 m.

below Kabul the Panjshir river joins it; 15 m. farther the Tagao

;

20 m. from the Tagao junction the united streams of Alingar and

Alishang (rivers of Kafiristan) ;
and 20 m. below that, at Balabagh,

the Surkhab from the, Safed Koh. Two or three miles below Jala-

labad it is joined by the Kunar, the river of Chitral. Thence-

forward it passes by deep gorges through the Mohmond hills,

curving northward until it emerges into the Peshawar plain at

Michni. Soon afterwards it receives the Swat River from the

north and the Bara River from the south, and after a further

course of 40 m. falls into the Indus at Attock. From Ja^labad

downwards river is navigable by boats or rafts of inflated

skins, and is considerably used for purposes of commerce.

KABYLES, or Kabail, a confederation of tribes in Algeria,

Tunisia, and a few oases of the Sahara, who form a branch

of the great Berber race. Their name is the Arabic g/obilat

(pi.
:
gabdil), and was at first indiscriminately applied by the

Arabs to all Berber peoples. The part of Algeria which they

inhabit is usually regarded as consisting of two divisions—Great

Kabyiia and Lesser Kabylia, the former being also known m
the Kabylia of the Juriura (also called Adrar Budfel, Mountain

of Snow ’’). Physically many Kabyles do not present mudi
contrast to the Arabs of Algeria. Both Kabyle and Arab an
white at birth, but rapidly grow brown throu^ exposure to air

and sunshine. Both We in general brown eyes and wavy hair
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of coarse quality, varyinj^ from dark brown to jet black. In

itature there is perhaps a little difference in favour of the Kabyle,

and he appears also to be of heavier build and more muscular.

Both axe clearly long-headed. Some, however, of the purer

type of Kabyles in Kabylia proper have fair skins, ruddy com-

plexions and blue or grey eyes. In fact there are two distinct

types of Kabyles : those which by much admixture hare

approximated to Arab and negroid types, and those which pre-

serve Libyan features. Active, energetic and enterprising, the

Kaliyle is to be found far from home—as a soldier in the French

army, a.s a workman in the towns, as a field labourer, or as a

pedlar or trader earning the means of purchasing his bit of ground

in his native village. The Kabyles are Mahommedans of the

Sunnite branch and the Malikite rite, looking to Morocco as the

nearer centre of their religion. Some of the Kabyles retain their

vernacular speech, wlule others have more or less completely

adopted Arabic. The best known of the Kabyle dialects is

the Zouave ‘ or Igaouaouen, those speaking it having been

settled on the northern s’dc of the Jurjura at least from the time

of Ibn Khaldun
;

it is the principal basis of Hanoteau’s Essai

de grammaire kabyle (ParLs, 1H58). Unlike their .southern

brethren, the Kabyles have no alphabet, and their literature is

still in the stage of oral transmission, for the most part by pro-

fessional reciters. Hanoteau's Poesies populaires de la Kahylie

du Jurjura (Paris, 1867) gives the text and translation of a

considerable number of historical pieces, proverbiaJ couplets and

quatrains, dancing songs, &c.

Consult General L. L. C. Faidherbe and Dr Paul Topinard, In&irttc-

nons &ur Vanthropolvgie de CAlgirie (Paris, 1874); Melchior Joseph
Eugene Daumas, Le Sahara alglrien (Paris, 1845) and Maurs et

coutumesde VAlgi-rieiiii^7)\ De Slant’s translation ol Ibn Khaldun's
Hui. des lierbens (Algiers, 1852); Aiicapitaino, Les Kabyles et la

cokmte de VAlgdrie (Paris, 18O4) and Les Bent M'zah (18O8)
;
L. j. A. C.

Hanoteau and A. Lctourneux, J.a Kahvhe et Ics couiutnes kabyloi

(Paris, 1893) ;
Cbarnietant,in Jahrbitcherder VerhreiHmg des Glaubens

(1874) ;
Masqueray, FormUidn des ciUs . de iAlgene (188O)

;
Dugas,

La Kahylie et le peuple kabyle (Paris, 1878)
;
R6coux, La Dimocraphte

de VAlg&fie (Paris, 1880);
J.

Liorcl, Races berbhes : les Kabyles

(Paris, 1893); Maciver and Wilkin, Libyan Notes (190T).

KACH GANDAVA, or Kachhi (Kach, Kej, Kiz), a low-lying

flat region in Baluchistan separating the Bugti hills from those

of Kalat. It is driven, like a wedge, into the frontier mountain

system and extends for 150 m. from Jacobabad to Sibi, with

nearly as gr^t a breadth at its base on the Sind frontier. Area,

531P sq,^.'; pop. (1901), 82,909. The Mula pass, which con-

nects it ^tkrthe l^iat lughlands, was once (when the ancient

city of Kandabel was the capital of Gandava) a much trodden

trade highway, and is still a practicable route though no longer

a popular one. The soil is fertile wherever it can be irrigated by

the floods brought down from the surrounding hills; but much
of the central portion is sandy waste. It is traversed by the

North-Western railway. The climate is unhealthy in summer,
when pestilential hot winds arc sometimes destructive to life.

The annual rainfall averages only 3 in. Kachhi, though subject

to the khan of Kalat, is administered under tlie tribal system.

There are no schools, dispensaries or gaols.

See Baluchistan District Gasetteer, vol. vi. (I3ombay, 1907).

KAGHIN HILLS, a mountainous tract in Upper Burma, in-

habited by the Kachin or Chingpaw, who are known on the

Assam frontier as Singphos. Owing to the great number of

tribes, sub-tribes and clans of the Kachins, the part of the Kachin

hills which has been taken under administration in the Myitkyina

and Bhamo districts was divided into 40 Kachin hill tracts

(recently reduced to five). Beyond these tracts there are many
Kachins in Katha, Mcing-Mit and the northern Shan States.

The country within the Kachin hill tracts is roughly estimated at

T9,r77 sq. m., and consists of a series of ranges, for the most part

running north and south, and intersected by valleys, all leading

towards the Irrawaddy, which drains the country. There were

64,405 Kachins (snumcrated at the census of 1901. Philological

investigations show that it is probable that the progenitors

' From the enlistment of Kabyles speakinK the Zouave dialect

the Zemave regimeftta of the French army came to be so called.

of the Kachins or Chingpaw were the Indo-Chinese race who,

before the beginnings of history, but after the Mon-Annam wave
had covered Indo-China, forsook their home in western China

to pour over the region where Tibet, Assam, Burma and China

ebnverge, and that Chingpaw are the residue left round the

headquarters of the Irrawaddy and the Chindwin after those

branches, destined to become the Tibetans, the Nagas, the Bur-

mans and the Kuki Chins, had gone westwards and southwards.

In the middle of the 19th century the southern limit of the

Kachins was 200 m. farther north than it is now. Since then

the race has been drifting steadily southward and eastward,

a vast aggregate of small independent clans united by no

common government, but all obeying a common impulse to

move outwards from their original seats along the line of least

resistance. Now the Kachins are on both sides of the border of

Upper Burma, and are a force to he reckoned with by frontier

administrators. According to the Kachin Hill Tribes Regula-

tion of 1895, administrative re-sponsibility is accepted by the

British government on the left bank of the Irrawaddy for the

country soutli of the Nmaikha, and on the right bank for the

country south of a line drawn from the confluence ot the Malikha

and Nmaikha through the northern limit of the Laban district

and including the jade mines. The tribes north of this line were

told that if they abstained from raiding to the south of it they

would not be interfered with. South of that line peace was to be

enforced and a small tribute exacted, with a minimum of inter-

ference in their private affairs. On the British side of the border

the chief objects have been the disarmanienl of the tribes and
the construction of frontier and internal roads. A light tribute

is exacted.

The Kachins have been the object of many police operations and
two i^egular expeditions: (i) Expedition of 1892-93. Bhamo was
occupied by the British on the 28th of December 1885, and almost
immediately trouble began . Constant punitive measures were carried

on by the military police; but in December 1892 a police column
proceeding to establish a post at Sima was heavily attacked, and
simultaneously the town of Myitkyina was raided by Kachins. A
force of 1200 troops was sent to put down the rising. The enemy
received their final blow at Palap, but not before three officers were
killed, three wounded, and 102 sepoys and followers killed and
wounded. (2) Expedition of 1895-90. The continued misconduct
of tile Sana Kachins from beyond the administrative border ren-

dered punitive measures necessary. They had remained unpunished
since the attack on Myitkyina in December 1892. Two columns were
sent up, one of 250 rifles from Myitkyina, the other of 200 rifles

from Mogaung, marching in December 1895. The resistance was
insignificant, and the operations were completely successful. A
strong force of military police is stationed at Myitkyina, with several

outposts in the Kachin liills, and the country is never wholly free

from crimes of violence committed by the Kachins.

KADURy a district of Mysore state, in southern India, with an

area of 2813 sq. m. Pop. (1901), 362,752, showing an increase

of 9 % in the decade. The larger portion of the district consists

of the Malnad or hill country, which contains some of the wildest

mountain scenery in southern India. The western frontier

formed by the chain of the Ghats, of which the highest peaks

are the Kudremukh (6215 ft.) and the Meruti Gudda (5451 ft.).

The centre is occupied by the horse-shoe range of the Baba

Budans, containing the loftiest mountain in Mysore, Mulaingiri

(6317 ft.). The Maidan or plain country lying beneath the

amphitheatre formed by the Baba Budan hills is a most fertile

region, well watered, and with the famous “ black cotton soil,”

The principal rivers are the Tunga and Bhadra, which rise near

each other in the Ghats, and unite to form the Tungabhadra, a

tributary of the Kistna. The eastern region is watered by the

Vedavati. At the point where this river leaves the Baba Budan

bills it is embanked to form two extensive tanks which irrigate

the lower valley. From all the rivers water is drawn off into

irrigation channels by means of anicuts or weirs. 'I'he chief

natural wealth of Kadur is in its forests, which contain inex-

haustible supplies of the-finest timber, especially teak, and also

furnish shelter or the coffee plantations. Iron is found and

smelted at the foot of the hills, and corundum exists in certain

localities. Wild beasts and game are numerous, and flsh are

abundant.
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The largest tcmiai is Tarikere (pop, 10^164); the headquarten

are at Chikmagalur (9515)^ The staple o'op is cice^ chi(t%

grown on the hill ::lopeS; where the natural rainfall is sufiicieni

or in the river valley
^
where the fields can be irrigated. Cofiee

cultivation is said to have been introduced by a Mahommedan
saint, Baba Budan, more than two centuries ago; but it first

attracted European capital in 1840. The district is served by

the Southern Mahratta railway.

KAEMPFSR^ ENGBLBRECHT (1651-1716), German traveller

and physician, was bom on the i6th of November 1651 at Lemgo
in Lippe-Detmold, Westphalia, where his father was a pastor.

He studied at Hameln, Liinebarg, Hamburg^ Liibeck and

Danzig, and after graduating PluD. at Cracow, spent four years

at Konigsberg in Prussia, study ing medicine and natural science.

In 1681 he visited Upsala in Sweden, where he was offered

inducements to settle; but his desire for foreign travel led him to

become secretary tp the embassy which Charles XI. sent through

Russia to Persia in 1683. reached Persia by way of Moscow,

Kazan and Astrakhan, landing at Nizabad in Daghestan after

a voyage in the Caspian; from Shemakha in Shirvan he made an

expedition to the Baku peninsula, being perhaps the first modem
scienlisl to visit these fields of “ eternal fiie.” In 1684 he

arrived in Isfahan, then the Persian capital. When after a sta}*

of more than a year the Swedish embassy prepared to return,

Kaempfer joined the fleet of the Dutch East India Company in

the Persian Gulf as chief surgeon, and in spite of fever caught

at Bander Abba.si he found opportunity to see something of

Arabia and of many of the western coast-lands of India. In

September 1689 he reached Batavia; spent the following winter

in studying Javanese natural history; and in May 1690 set out

for Japan as physician to the embassy sent yearly to that country

by the Dutch. The ship in which he sailed touched at Siam,

whose capital he visited; and in September 1690 he arrived at

Nagasaki, the only Japanese port then open to foreigners.

Kaempfer stayed two years in Japan, during which he tmcc
visited Tokyo, His adroitness, insinuating manners and medical

skill overcame the. habitual jealousy and reticence of the natives,

and enabled him to elicit mu^'h valuable information. In

November 1692 he left Japan for Java and Europe, and in

Odober 1693 he landed at Amsterdam. Receiving the degree

of M.D. at Leiden, he settled down in liis .native city, becom-

ing also physician to the count of LippK^ He died at Lemgo on

the 2nd of November 1716.

Tho only work Kaempfer lived to publish was Amoemt(Utm
exoHcafum politico-physico-medicarum fasciculi V. (Lemgo, 1712),

a selection from his papers giving results of his invaluable observa-

tions in Georgia, Persia and japan. At his death the unpublisliccl

manuscripts were purchased by Sir Hans Sloane, and convoyed to

England. Among them was a History of Japan, translated from the

manuscript into English by J . G. Scheuchzorand published at London,

in 2 vols., in 1727. The original German has never been published,

the extant German version being taken from the English. Besides

Japanese history, this book contains a description of tho political,

social and physical state of the country in tho r7th century. For
upwards of a hundred years it remained the chief source of informa-

tion for the general reader, and is still not wholly obsolete. A life

of the author is prefixed to the History.

KAFFA, a country of N.E. Africa, part of the Abyssinian

empire. Kaffa proper (formerly known also as Gomora) has

an area of little more than 5000 sq, m., but the name is used

in a general sense to include the neighbouring territories of

Gimirra, Jimnia, Ennarea, &c In this larger acceptation Kaffa

extends roughly from 6“ to 9" N. and from 35'' to 37!' E. It

forms the S.W. part of the great Abyssinian plateau and consists

of broken table-land deeply scored by mountain torrents and

densely wooded. The general elevation is about 8000 ft., while

several peaks are over io,ooo ft. From the western slopes of

the plateau descend headstreams of the Sobat. The principal

river however is the Omo, the chief feeder of Lake Rudolf.

Kaffa proper is believed to be the native home, of the coffee plsmt

(whence the name), which grows in j)rofbsion on the mountain

sides. The principal town was Bonga, 7J* N., 36' 12' E., a

great trading centre, but the Abyssinian headquarters are at

Anderacha, about 12 m. S.S.W. of Bonga. Jiren, the capital

of Jimma, 60 m. N.E. of Bonga^ is a still more unportaat town,

its’ weekly market being attended by some 20,000 persons.

A great variety of races inhabit these countries of southern

Ethiopia. The Kaficho (people of Kaffa proper) are said to be

of the same stock as the northern Abyssinians and to have been

separated from the rest of the country by the M^mmedan
invasion of the i6th century. Thus Jimma, immediately north

of Kfidfa proper, is peopled by ^mhpmmedan Gallas. The

Kaficho, though much mixed v;ith Galla blood, retained their

Christianity and a knowledge of Geez, the ecclesiastical tongue

of Abyssinia. The ordinary language of the Kaficho has no

outward resemblance to modem Abyssinian. Their speech was,

however, stated by Dr C. T. Beke (r. 1850) to be cd^te with

the Gonga tongue, spoken in a portion of Damot, on the northern

side of the Abai. Kaffa, after hr.ving been ruled by independent

sovereigns, who were also suzerairs of the neighbouring states,

was about 1895 conquered by the Abyssinians. The first

European explorer of Kaffa was Antoine d’Abbadie, who visited

it in 1843. Not until the early years of the 20th century was

the country accurately mapped.

KAFFIR BREAD, in botany, the popular name for a species

of Encepfudartos (E. caffra), one of the cycads, a native of South

Africa, so called from the farinaceous food-stuff which b found pt

the apex of the stem (Gr. ^v,in, head, and aproc, bread).

It is a tree reaching nearly 20 ft. in height, with very stiff,

spreading pinnate leaves 3 to 4 ft. long and recurving at the tip.

The species of Encepkalartos, which are natives of tropical and

South Africa, form handsome greenhouse and conservatory

plants; some species are effectively used in subtropical gardening,

in the summer months.

KAFFIRS (Arabic Kafir, an unbeliever), a name given by the

Arabs to the native races of the east coast of Africa. The teim

was current along the east coast at the arrival of the Portuguese,

and passed from them to the Dutch and English, and to the

natives themselves under the form of Kafula. There are no

general or collective national names for these peoples, and the

various tribal divisions are mostly designated by historical or

legendary chiefs, founders of dynasties or hereditary chief-

taincies. The term has no real ethnological value, for the Kaffirs

have no national unity. To-day it is used to describe that large

family of Bantu negroes inhabiting the greater port of the Cape,

the whole of Natal and Zululand, and the Portuguese dominions

on the east coast south of the Zambezi. 'Hie name is also loosely

applied to any negro inhabitant of Soutji Africa. For example,

the Bechuana of the Transvaal and Orange Free State are usually

called Kaffirs.

The Kaffirs are divisible into two great branches : the Ama-
Zulu with the Ama-Swazi and Ama-Tonga and the Kaffirs proper,

represented by the Ama-Xosa, the Tembu {g»v.) and the Pondo

(g,v.). Hence the compound term Zulu-Kafiir applied in a

collective sense to all the Kaffir peoples. Intermediate between

these two branches were several broken tribes now collectively

known as Ama-Fengu, t.e, “ wanderers ” or “ needy ” people,

from fengma, to seek service’ (see Fingo).

The ramifications of the Kaffirs proper cannot be understood

without reference to the national genealogies, most of the tribal

names, as already stated, being those of real or repute^l founders

of dynasties. Thus the term Ama-Xosa mcan^ simmy the ** prople

of Xosa," a somewhat mythical chief supposed to nave flaniiahed

about the year 1530. Ninth in descent from liis son Toguh was

Palo, who died about 178a, leaving two sons, Gcaleka and Rarabe

(pronounced Kha-Kha-b6), from whom came the Ama-Gcaleka,

Ama-Dhlambc (T'slambics) and the Ama-Ngquika (Gaika or

Sandili'B people). The Pondo do not descend from Xosa, bnt

probably from an elder brother, while the Tembu, though ajmarently

representing, a younger branch, are regarded by all the K^r tribw

as the royal race. Hence the Gcaleka chief, who is the head of all

1 The Ama-Fongu are regarded both by the Zulu and Ama-Xosa
as Blr.vos or out-castes, without any richt to the privileges of true-

born Kaffirs. Any tribes which ject' \e Tiroken and mixed would

probably be regarded as Ama-Fengu by the other Kaffirs. Hence
the multiplicity of clans, such as the Ama-Bele, Aba-Sembotweni,

Ama-Zizi, Araa-Kuze, Aba-Sekunene, Ama-Ntokaze, Alna^Tetveni,

Aba-Shwawa, ikt., aU of whom are collectively grouped aa Ama-
Fengu.
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the Ama-Xosa tribes, always takes his first or " great wife " from
the Tembu royal family, and her issue alone have any claim to

the succession. The subjoined genealogical tree will place Kafllr

relations in a clearer light ;

—

Zuide (1300 ?), reputed founder of the nation.

Tembu. Xosa (1530 ?). Mpondo.

\

Amii-Tcmbu Tognh.
1

1

'1

(Tambookies),
1

Palo {oh, 1780 ?),

Ama-Mponda, Ama-Mpondu-
'I’cmbnland between river misi.

and Emigrant loth in descent Umtala and
1

Tembiiland. from Xosa. Natal. Abelungu

1

ticaleka.

1
,

1

1

Rarabc
(Kliakhabe).

(dispersed?).

Klanta.
I

llinza.
1

Omlao. Mbalu. Ndhlambc
j

1

Kreli.
1

Ngipka. Ama-Mbalus. Ama-Ndnlambes— Ama-Gwali. or T'slambies,
Ama-Cicak'ka Macomo. Araa-Ntindc. between the

(Galeka)

,

1

Ama-Gqunuk- Keiskamma and
between tliu Tyali. webi. Great Kei rivers.
Bashec and Ama-Velelo.

Umiata rivers. Sandili. Ama-Baxa.
Imi-Dange.

Ama-Ngqika Imi-Dushanc.
(Gaika),

Aniatola higlilands.

Ama-Khakhabc. I

Ama-Xosa.

It will bo seen that, as representing the cider branch, the Gcaleka
stand apart from the rest of Xosa's descendants, whom they group
collectively as Ama-Rarabe (Ama-Khakhabc), and whose genealogies,

except in the case of the Gaikas and T’slambics, arc very confused.

Tht‘ Ama-Xosa country lies mainly between the Keiskama and
Umiata rivers.

The Zulu call themselves Abantu ba-Kwa-Zulu, i.e. people of

Zulu's land," or briefly liakwa-Zulu, from a legendary chief Zulu,
founder of the royal dynasty. They wore originally an obscure tribe

occupying the basin of the Umfolosi river, but rose suddenly to

wor under Chaka,^ who had been brought up among the neigh-

uring and powerful Umtelwas, and who succeeded the chiefs of

that tribe and of his own in the beginning of the 19th century.

But the tpic mother tribe seems to have been the extinct Ama-
Ntomt||j|, ’whence the Ama-Tcfulu, the U’ndwande, U'mlelas,

U'mtctwaa.and miiny others, all absorl>ed or claiming to be true

Zulus. But they are only so by political subjection, and the gradual
adoption of the Zulu dross, usages and speech. Hence in most cases

the term Zulu implies political rather than blood relationship.

This remark applies also to the followers of Mosilikatze (properly

Umsilikazi), who, after a fierce strugfjle with the Bechuana, founded
about 1820 a second Zulu .slate alxiut the Iiea<l waters of the Orange
river. In 1837 mo.st of them were driven northwards by the Boers
and are now known as Matabelo.

The origin of the Zulu-Kaffir race has given rise to much
controversy. It is obvious that they are not the aborigines

of their present domain^ whence in comparatively recent times

—

since the beginning of the 16th century—they have displaced

the Hottentots and Bushmen of fundamentally distinct stock.

They themselves are conscious of their foreign origin. Yet
they are closely allied in speech (see Bantu Languages) and
physique to the surrounding Basuto, Bechuana and other mem-
bers of the great South African Negroid family. Hence their

appearance in the south-east corner of the continent is sufficiently

explained by the gradual onward movement of the populations

pressing southward on the Hottentot and Bushman domain.
The specific differences ih speech and appearance by which they

are distinguished from the other branches of the family must
in the same way be explained by the altered conditions cf their

new habitat. Hence it is that the farther they have penetrated

southwards the farther have they become differentiated from
the pure Negro type. Thus the light and clear brown complexion

* Seventh in descent from Zulu, through Kumecle, Makeba,
Punga, Ndaba, Yama and Tezengakona or Senzangakona (Bleek,
Zulu Legends).

prevalent amongst the southern Tembu becomes gradually

darker as we proceed northwards,, passing at last to the blue-

black and sepia of the Ama-Swazi and Tekeza. Even many of

the mixed Fingo tribes are of a polished ebony colour, like that

of the Jolofs and other Senegambian negroes. The Kaffir hair

is uniformly of a woolly texture. The head is dolichocephalic,

but it is also high or long vertically,*-^ and it is in this feature of

hypsistenocephaly (height and len^h combined) that the Kaffir

presents the most striking contrast witli the pure Negro. But,

the nose being generally rather broad ^ and the lips thick, the

Kaffir face, though somewhat oval, is never regular in the

European sense, the deviations being normally in the direction

of the Negro, with which race the peculiar odour of the skin

again connects the Kaffirs. In stature they rank next to the

Patagonians, Polynesians and West Africans, averaging from

5 ft. 9 in. to 5 ft. II in., and even 6 ft.** They are slim, well-

proportioned and muscular. Owing to the hard life they lead,

the women are generally inferior in appearance to the men,
except amongst the Zulu, and especially the Tembu. Hence
in the matrimonial market, while the Ama-Xosa girl realizes no
more than ten or twelve head of cattle, the Tembu belle fetches

as many as forty, and if especially fine even eighty.

The more warlike tribes were usually arrayed in leopard or ox
skins, of late years generally replaced by European blankets, with
feather head-ares.ses, coral and metal ornameuts, l>ead armlets and
necklaces. The Makua and a few others practise tattooing, and the
Ama-Xo.sa are fond of painting or smearing their bodies with red
ochre. Their arms consist chiefly of ox-liide shields 4 to 0 ft. long,

the kerrie or club, and the assegai, of which there are two kinds,
one long, with Q-in. narrow blade, for throwing, the other short, with
broad blade 12 to 18 in. long, for stabbing. The dwellings are simple
conical huts grouped in Icraals or villages. Although cattle form their

chief wealth, and hunting and stock-breeding their main pursuits,

many have turned to husbandry. The Zulu raise regular crops of
'* mealies " (maize), and the Ponclo cultivate a species of millet,

tobacco, water melons, yams and other vcgctablc.s. Milk (never
taken fresh), millet and maize form the staples of food, and meat
is seldom eaten except in time of war.
A young Kaffir attains man's estate socially, not at puberty, but

upon his marriage. Polygyny is the rule and each wife is regarded
as adding dignity to the household. Marriage is by purchase, the
price being paid in cattle. Upon the husband's death family life

IS continued under the headship of the eldest son of the house, the
widows by virtue of levirate becoming the property of the uncle or
nearest males, not sons. A son inherits and honourably liquidates,

if he can, his father's debts.

Menially the Kaffirs are superior to the Negro. In their social

and political relations they display great tact and intelligence;

they are remarkably brave, warlike and hospitable, and were hone.st

and truthful until through contact with the whites they became
suspicious, revengeful and thievish, besides acquiring most European
vices. Of religion as ordinarily understood they have very little,

and have certainly never developed any mythologies or dogmatic
systems. It is more than doubtful whether they had originally

formed any notion of a Supreme Being. Some conception, however,
of a future state is implied by a strongly developed worship of
ancestry, and by a belief in spirits and ghosts to whom sacrifices are
made. There are no idols or priests, but belief in witchcraft formerly
gave the " witch doctor " or medicinc-man overwhelming power.
Circumcision and polygyny are universal

;
the former is sometimes

attributed to Mahommedan influences, but has really prevailed
almost everywhere in East Africa from the remotest time.

Dearer than anything else to the Kaffir are his cattle; and many
ceremonial observances in connexion with tliezn were once the rule.

Formerly ox-racing was a common sport, the oxen running, riderless,

over a ten-mile course. The owner of a champion racing ox was a
popular hero, and these racers were valued at hundreds of head of
cattle. Cattle are the currency of the Kafi&rs in their wild state.

Ten to twenty head are the price of a wife. When a girl marries,

® P. Tc^inard, Anthropology (1878), p. 274.
" This feature varies considerably, " in the T'slambie tribes being

broader and more of the Negro shape than in the Gaika or Gcaleka,
while among the Ama-Tembu and Ama-Mpondo it assumes more of

the European character. In ma^ of them the perfect Grecian and
Roman noses are discernible " (Fleming's Ka^raria^ p. 92).

-* Gustav Fritsch gives the mean of the Ama-Xosa as x 718 metres,
less than that of the Guinea Negro (x 724), but more than the English

(1708) and Scotch (1710).
* Since the early years of the 19th century Protestant and Roman

Catholic missions have gained hundreds of thousands of converts
among the Kaffirs. Purely native Christian churches have also

been organized.
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her father (i£ well ofi) presents her with a cow from his herd.
This animal is called ubuluneu or " doer of good ”

and is regarded as
sacred. It must never be killed nor may its descendants, as long
as it lives. A hair of its tail is tied round the neck of each chM
immediately after birth. In large kraals there is the ** dancing>ox,'‘
usually of red colour. Its boms are trained to peculiar shapes by
early mutilations. It figures in many ceremonies when it is paid
a kind of knee-worship.
The Kaffirs have three/ not four, seasons t

“ Green Heads,”
” Kindness” and ” Cutting the first and last referring to the
crops, the second to the ” warm weather.” Women and children
only eat after the men arc satisfied. A light beer made from
somhum is the national drink.

Of the few industries the chief are copper and iron smelting,
practised by the Tembu, Zulu and Swazi, w^ manufacture weapons,
spoons and agricultural implements both for their own use and for

trade. The Swazi display some taste in wood-carving, and otiiors

prepare a peculiar water-tight vessel of grass. Characteristic of this

race is their neglect of the art of navigation. Not the smallest
boats are ever made for crossing the rivers, much less for venturing
on the sea, except by the Makazana of Delagoa Bay and by Uie
Zambezi people, who have canoes and flat-bottomed boats made of
planks.
The Kaffir race had a distinct and apparently very old political

system, which may be described as a patriarchal monarchy limited
by a powerful aristocracy. Under British rule the tribal indepen-
dence of the Kaffirs has disappeared. Varying degrees of autonomy
have been granted, but the supreme powers of the chiefs have gone,
the Swazi being in 1904 the la.st to be brought to order. In the
Transkeian Territories tribal organization exists, but it is modified
by special legislation and the natives are under the control of
special magistrates, lo a considerable extent in Natal and tlirough-

out Zululand the Kaffirs are placed in reserves, where tribal

organization is kept up under European supervision. In Basuto-
land the tribal organization is very strong, and the power of chiefs
is upheld by the imperial government, which exercises general
supervision.

Sec Gustav Fritsch, Die Eingeborenen Sudafrikas, with atlas, 30
plates and 120 typical heads (Breslau, 1872); W. H. I. Bleek,
Comparative Grammar of the South African Languages (London and
Cape Town, pt. i., 1862; pt. ii., 1869): Theo. Iriahn, GrundzUge
einer Grammatik des Herero (Berlin, 1857); Dr Colenso, Grammar op.

the Zulu-Kafir Language (1855); Girard de Rialle, Les Peuples de
I'Afrique et de CAmiriaue (Paris, 1880); G. W. Stow, The Native
Races of South Africa (London, 1905); G. McC. Theal, History and>

Ethnography of South Africa^ ijoj to 7795 (3 vols., London, 1907-
1910) and History of South Africa since (5 vols., London, 1908),
specially valuable for ibcjxilitical history of the Kaffirs; Caesar C.

Henkel, The Native or Transkeian Territories (Hamburg, 1903);
The Natives of South Africa (1901), and its sequel, The South African

\

Natives (1908) ;
Dudley Kidd, The Essential Kafir (1904) and Kafir

\

Socialism. The last four books deal with the ma^ social and
I

economic questions raised by the contact of the Kaffir races with
Europeans.

KAFFRARIA, the descriptive name given to the S.E. part of

the Cape province, South Africa. Kaffraria, the land of the

Kaffirs (?.«.), is no longer an official designation. It used to com-
prise the districts now known as King William’s Town and
East London, which formed British Kaffraria, annexed to Cape
Colony in 1865, and the territory beyond the Kei River south of

the Drakensberg Mountains as far as the Natal frontier, known
as Kaffraria proper. As a geographical term it is still used to

indicate the Transkeian territories of the Cape provinces com-
prising the four administrative divisions of Transkei, Pondoland,

Tembuland and Griqualand East, incorporated into Cape
Colony at various periods between 1879 1^94 * They have a
total area of 18,310 sq. m., and a population (1904) of 834,644,
of whom 16,777 were whites. Excluding Pondoland—not
counted previously to 1904—the population had increased from

487,364 in 1891 to 631,887 in 1904,

Physical Features .
—^The physical characteristics of Kaffraria bear

a general resemblance to those of the Cape province proper. The
country rises from sea-level in a series of terraces to the rugged range
of the Drakensberg. Between that range and the coast-lands
are many subsidiary ranges with fertile valleys through whidi a
large number of rivers make their way to the Indian Ocean. These
rivers have very rapid falls in oompiudson to their length and when
less than 40 m. from the coast are still 2000 ft. above sea-level.

The chief, beginning at the south, are the Kei, the Bashee, the
Umtata, the St John's or Umzimvubu, and the Umtamvuna,
which separates Kafiraria from Natal. The St John's River rises

in die Drakensberg near the Basuto-Natal frontier. The river
valley has a length of 140 m., the river with its many twists being
double that lei^(th. It receives numerous tributaries, one, the

Tsitza, poss^ng a magnificent waterfall, the river leaping over an
almost vortical precipice of 375 ft. The St Jphn's reaches the
sea between precipitous clifis some 1200 ft. high and covered with
verdure. The mouth is obstructed by a sand bar over which there
is 24 ft. of water. None of the rivers of Kaffraria except the
St John's is navigable.

Kaffraria is one of the most fertile regions in South Africa. The
mountain gorges abound in fine trees, &ck forest and bush covm
the river l^nks, grass grows luxuriantly in the lower regions, and
the lowlands and vall^ are favourable to almost any kind of fruit,

field and garden cultivation. The coast districts are very hot in
summer, the temperature from October to April on an average
varying from 70" to 90“ F., while in winter the da5r temperature is

sddom below' 50'’, though the nights are very cold. But the varia-
tion in altitude places climates of all grades within eai^ reach,
from the burning coast to the often snow-clad mountain. 'Thunder-
storms are frequent in summer; the winters are generally dry.
On the whole the climate is extremely healthy. At St John’s are
sulphur springs.

A considerable area is devoted to the raising of wheat and other
cereals, especially in the northern district (Griqualand East)

,
where

In the higher vaUcys are many farms owned by Europeans. Large
quantities of stock arc raised. Most of the land is held by the
natives under tribal tenure, and the ease with which their wants are
supplied is detrimental to the full cultivation of the land. Kaffraria
is, however, one of the chief recruiting mounds for labour throughout
South Africa. Most of the white inhaoitants are engaged in trade.
Toums and Communication.—^Thc chief town is Kokstad (q.v.),

pop. (1904), 2903, the capital of Griqualand East. Umtata (2100 ft.

above the sea, ^p. 2342) on the river of the same name, capital of
Tembuland, is the residence of an assistant chief magistrate, head-
quarters of a division of the Cape Mounted Rifles, and seat of the
Anglican bisliopric of Kaffraria. The principal buildings are the
cathedral, a Gothic structure, built 1901-1906, and the town-hall,
a fine building in Renaissance style, erected 1907-1908. Port St John
is the chief town in Pondoland, and the only harbour of the country.
Butterworth is the chief town in Transkei. Cala (pop. about xooo)*
in the N.W. part of Tembuland, is the educational centre of Kaffraria.
A railway, 107 m. long, the first link in the direct Cape-Natal line,

runs from Indwe, 65 m. from Sterkstroom Junction on the main
line from East London to the Transvaal, to Maclear, an agricultural
centre in Griqualand East. Another railway parallel but south of
that described al.so traverses Kaffraria. Starting from Amalie,
a station on the main line from East London to tiie north, it goes
via Butterworth (132 m. from East London) to Umtata (234 m^.

Administration and Justice.—^The Cape administrative and judicial
.system is in force, save as modified by special enactments of the
Cape parliament. A " Native Territories Penal Code ” which came
into operation on the 1st of January 1887 governs the relations of
the natives, who are under the jurisdiction of a chief magistrate
(resident at Cape Town) with subordinate magistrates in the Terri-
tories. In civil affairs the tribal organization and native laws are
maintained. No chief, however, exercises crimtnaljurisdiction. Since
1898 certain provisions of the Glen Grey Act have been applied
to Kaffraria (see Glen Grey). The revenue is included in the ordi-
nary budget of the Cape province. Thtf expenditure on Kaffraria
considerably exceeds the revenue derived from it. The franchise
laws are the same as in the Cape proper. Though the Kaffirs out-
number the whites by fifty to one, white men form the bulk of the
electorate, which in 1904 numbered 4778.

Religion,—^Numbers of Protestant missionary societies have
churches and educational establishments in Kaffraria, but, except
in Fingoland, the bulk of the Kaffirs are heathen. The Griquas
profess Christianity and have their own churches and ministers.
The Anglican dioc^ of St John's, Kaffraria, was founded in 1873.

Annexation to the Cape .—The story of the conflicts between
the Kaffir tribes and the Cape colonists is told under Cape
Colony. As early as 1819 Kaffirland, or Kaffraria, was held

not to extend west beyond the Keiskamma River. The region

east of that river as far as the Kei River became in 1847 ^be

Crown colony of British Kaffraria, and was annexed to Cape
Colony in 1865. The Transkeian territories remained in nominal

independence until 1875, when the Tembu sought British pro-

tection. An inter-tribal war in 1877 between Fingo and Gcaleka

resulted in the territory of the Gcaleka chief Kreli beingoccupied

by the British. It was not, however, till 1879 that Fingoland

and the Idutywa R-eserve, together with the district then

commonly called Noman’s-land, w^e proclaimed an integral

part of the Cape. About this time most of the rest of

Kaffraria came under British control, but it was 188^ before

Gcalekaland, the coast region of Transkei, and the various dis-

tricts comprising Tembuland—Bomvanaland on the coast, Tem-
buland Proper and Emigrant Tembuland—were annexed to the

colony. By the annexation, the frontier of the colony was
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carried to the Umtata Tliver, so that by 1885 only Pondoland,

fronting on the Indian Ocean, separated the Cape from Natal.

In Pondoland, Port St John, proclaimed British territory in i88x,

was, along with the lower reaches of the St John’s River, incor-

porated with Cape Colony in 1884; in r886 the Xesibe country

(Mount Ayliff) was annexed to the Cape and added to Griqua-

land East; and in the following year Rhode Valley was included

within the l)oundaTy line. The rest of Pondoland, chiefly in virtue

of a British protectorate established over all the coast region

in 1885, was already more or less under British control, and in

1894 it was annexed to the Cape in its entirety. Thus the whole

of Kaffraria was incorporated in Cape Colony, with the exception

of some 1550 sq. m., then part of Noman’sdand, annexed by

Natal in i866 and named Alfred county. To the wise adminis-

tration of Major Sir TTeiiry G. Elliot, who served in Kaffraria in

various official rapacities from 1877 to 5903, the country owes

much of its prosperity

Particulars concerning each of the four divisions of Kaffraria

follow.

Grigualand East (area, 7594 sq. m.), so called to distinguish it

from Gnqualaud We.st, a district north of the Orange River, lies

lictwocn Basutoland (N.W.), Natal (N.K.)» Tembuland (S.W.)

and Pondoland (S.E.). It occupies the southern slopes of the
Drakensberg or the fertile valleys at their feet. It includes most of

the region formerly called Nonian’s-land, and afterwards named
Adam Kok's L.and from the Griqua chief who occupied it in 1862

witii the consent of the British autJiorities, and governed the

country till his death in 1876, establishing a volksraad on the Dutch
model. The Griquas arc still riilod by an officially appointed head-

man. 'Pho majority of the inhabitants are Basutos and Kaffirs

(fVmdomisi, Ama-Baka and other tribes). The Gnquas number
about ()Ooo. Since its annexation to Cape Colony Grujualand East

has made fairly rapid progress. The population rose from 121,000

in 1881 to 222,t»85 m 1904, of whom 5901 were whiles. Stock-breed-

ing on the uplands, tillage on the lower slopes of the Drakensberg,

are the chief industries. On these slopes and uplands the climate

is delightful and well suited to Europeans. There is considerable

trade witli Basutoland in gram and stock, and through Kok.stad

with Port St John and Port Shepstonc, Natal. Much of the best

agricultural land is owned by Europeans.
Tembidand (area, 4122 sq. m.), which hes S.W. of Griqualand East

and compri.ses the distnets of Tembuland Proper, Emigrant Terabu-

land and BomvanaUmd, takes its name from tlic Tembu nation,

called sometimes Tambookic.s, one of the most powerful of the

Kaffir groups. In the national genealogies the Tembu hold an
honourable position, being traditionally descended from Tembu,
elder brother of Xosa, from whom most of the other Kaffirs claim

descent, lie inhabitants increased from about 160,000 in 1881

to 23X,|p| in 1904, of whom 8056 were whites. The chief town is

Umtata. ‘
•

«

Tfanskei (area, 2552 sq. ra.) comprises the districts of Fingoland,

the Idutywa Reserve and Gcalekaland, this last being named from
the Gcaleka nation, who claim to be tlie senior branch of the Xosa
family, the principal royal line of the Kaffif tribes. They still form
the chief element of the population, which rose from 136,000 in

1B81 to 177,730 in 1904 (1707 whites). Here arc some prosperous

missionary stations, where the natives are taught agriculture,

mechanical industries and a knowledge of letters. The heroic

deeds of lliiiza, Krcli and other chiefs famou.s in the wars arc still

remembered
;
but witchcraft, rain-making and other pagan practices

seem to have died out. Even more advanced in all social respects

are the ITngo, who give their name to the district of Fingohtnd, and
also form the bulk of the population in the Tdutywa Reserve. They
wear European clothes, support their schools by voluntary contri-

butions, edit ncw.spapers, translate Elnglish poetry, set their national

songs to correct music, and the majority profess Christianity.

TTie industrial institution of Blyth.swood, about 20 m. N.W. of

Butterworth, is a branch of Lovedalc and is largely supported

by the Fmgo.
Pofidoland (area, 4040 sq. m.; pop. (1904)1 202,757 (including

II 13 whites), an estimated increase of 36,000 since 1891) is bounded
E. by the sea, N. by Natal, W. by Griqualand Ea.st, and S. by
Tembuland. In Pondoland the primitive organisation of the native.^

has been little altered and ^the influence of the cliiefs is very great.

Land is held almost wholly in tribal tenure, though a number of

whites possess farms acquired before the annexation of the country.

ITio Pntido have shown some appreciation of the benefits of educa-
tion.

See G. McCall Theal’s History of South Africa and other works
cited under Cape Colony; also TAf Native or Transkeian Territories^

by C. C. Henkel (Hamburg, 1903), a useful handbook by an ex-offtcial

In the Transkeian Territories.

KAFIS1STAN» a province of Afghanistan. Very little of this

country was known with accuracy and nothing at first hand until

General Sir W. (then Colonel) Lockhart headed a mission to

examine the passes of the Hindu Kush range in 1885-1886. He
penetrated into the upper part of the Ba^gal valley, but after

a few days he found himself compelled to return to Chitral.

Previously Major Tanner, R.A., had sought to enter Kafiristan

from Jalalabad, but sudden severe illness cut short his enterprise.

McNair, the famous explorer of the Indian Survey department,

believed that he had actually visited this little known land

during an adventurous journey which he made from India and
through Chitral in disguise; but the internal evidence of his

reports shows that he mistook the Kalash district of Chitral,

with its debased and idolatrous population, for the true Kafir-

istan of his hopes. In 1889 Mr G. S. Robertson (afterwards Sir

George Robertson, K.C.S.I.) was sent on a mission to Kafiristan.

He only remained a few days, but a year later he revisited

the country, staying amongst the Kafirs for nearly a year.

Altliough hi:: movements were hampered, his presence in the

country being regarded with suspicion, he wa.s able to study

the people, and, in spile of intertribal jealousy, to meet members
of many oi the tribes. The facts observed and the information

collected by him during his sojourn in eastern Kafiristan, and

during short expeditions to the inner valleys, are the most trust-

worthy foundations of our knowledge of this interesting country.

Kafiri.stan, which literally means “ the land of the infidel,” is

the name given to a tract of country enclo.sed between Chitral

and Afghan territory. It -was formerly peopled by pagan

mountaineers, who maintained a wild independence until 1895,

when they were finally subdued by Abdur Rahman, the amir of

Kabul, who also compelled them to accept the religion of Islam*

The territory thus ill named Is included between 34** 30' and

36“ N., and "from about 70“ to 71' 30' E. As the wesbern and

northern boundaries are imperfectly known, its size cannot be

estimated with any certainty. Its CTeatest extent is from east

to west at 35' 10' N.; its ^catest nreadth is probably about

71" E. The total area approximates to 5000 sq. m. Along the

N. the boundary is the province of Badakshan, on the N.E. the

Lutkho valley of Chitral. Chitral and lower Chitral enclose it

to the E., and the Kunar valley on the S.E. .A.fghanistan proper

supplies tlie S. limit. The ranges above the Nijrao and Pansher

valleys of Afghanistan wall it in upon the W. The northern

frontier is split Iv^ the narrow Minjan valley of Badakshan,

which seems to ri.';c in the very heart of Kafiristan.

Speaking generally, the country consists of an irregular scries of

main valleys, for the most part deep, narrow anrl tortuous, into which
a varying number of still deeper, narrower and more twisted valleys,

ravines and glens pour their torrent water. The mountain ranges

of Metamorphic rock, which separate the main drainage valleys, arc

ail of consiclarable aitUude, rugged and difficult, with the outline of

a chopx>v sea petrified. During the winter mouths, when the snow
lies deep, Kafiristan becomes a number of isolated communities,

with fer; ii any means of intercommunication. In the whole land

there is probably nothing in the shape of a plain. Much of the silent,

gigantic country wanns the heart os well as captivates the eye witli

its graLdour and varied beauty; mucli of it is the bare skeleton of

the world wasted by countless centuries of storms and frost, and
profoundly melancholy in its sempiternal min. Every variety of

mountain scenery can be found : silent peaks and hard, naked ridges,

snowfields and glaciers; mighty pine forests, wooded slopes and
grazing grounds; or wild vine and pomegranate thickets bordering

sparkling streams. At low elevations the hill-sides are covered with

the wild olive and evergreen oaks. Many kinds of fruit trees

—

walnuts, mulberries, apricots and apples—grow near the vUlages

or by the wayside, as well as splenmd horse-chestnuts and other

shade trees. Higher in elevation, and from -3000 to 8000 ft., are

the dense pine and cedar forests. Above this altitude the slopes

become dreary, the juniper, cedar and wild rhubarb gradually

giving place to scanty willow patches, tamarisk and stunted birches.

Over 13,000 ft. there arc merely mosses and rough grass. Familiar

wildflowcrs blossom at different heights. The rivers teem with fish.

Immense numbers of red-logged partridges live in tlie lower valleys,

as well as pigeons and doves. (R>rgeously plumaged pheasants ore

plentiful. Of wild animals the chief are the mavkhov (a goat) and
the oorial (a sheep) . In the winter the former are recklessly klaugli-

tered by hunters, being either brought to bay by trained hounds,

or trap^ in pits, or caught floundering in riie snow-drifts
;

but in the

Summer immense herds move on the higher slopes. The tbex is very

rare. Bears and leopards are fairly commoit, os well as the smaller

hill creatures.
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All the northern passes leading into Badakshan or into the Minjan

valley of Badahshan seem to be over 13^000 ft. in altitude. Of^ Mandal, the liamah (these two
alone have been explored by a European traveller), the
Kti, the Kulam and the Ramgal passes. Those to the

east, the Chitral passes, are somewhat lower, ranging from 12,000 to
14,000 ft., the Zidig, the Shui, the Shawal and the Parpit, while
the Patkun, which crosses one of the dwindled spurs near the Kunar
river, is only 8400 ft. high. Between ncighbottring valleys the
very numerous conunumcatiug footways must rarely be lower than
10,000, while thev sometimea exceed 14,000 ft. The western passes
arc unknow^n. All these toilsome paths are so faintly indicated,
oven when free from snow, that to adventure them without a local
guide is usually unsafe. Yet the light-framed cattle of t.heso tagged
mountains can be forced over many of the worst passes. Ordinarily
the herding tracks, near the crest of the ridges and high above the
white torrents, arc scarcely discoverable to untutored eyes. They
wind and waver, rise, drop and twist about the irregular semi-
precipitous slopes with baffling eccentricity and abruptness. Never-
theless the cattle nose their way along blunderingly but withouttheless the cattle nose their way along blunderingly but without
hurt. Of no less irajxjrtance in the open months, and the sole trade
routes during winter, are the lower paths by the river. An unguided
traveller is contmually at fault' upon these main lines of intercourse
and traihe.

All the rivers find their tumultuous way into the Kabul, either
directly, as the Alingar at Laghman, or after commingling with the

Riven Kunar at Arundu and at Chigar-Sorai. The Bashgal,
• draining the eastern portion of Uie country, empties

itself into the Kunar at Arundu. It draws its highest waters from
throe main sources at tlie head of the Bashgal valley. It glides
gently through a lake dose to this origin, and then through a smaller
tarn. The tot affluent of importance is the Skorigol, which joins
it above the village of Pshui. Next comes the noisier fcinangal water,
from the Shawal pass, which enters the main stream at Lutdeli or
Bragamatal, the chief settlement of the Bashgal branch of the Katir
tribe. By-and-by the main stream becomes, at tdie hamlet of
Sunra, u raging, bricking torrent in u dark narrow valley, its run
obstructed by giant boulders and great tree-trunks. Hacing past
Bagalgrom, the chief village of the Madugal Kafirs, the river clamours
round the great spur which, 1800 ft. higher up, gives space for the
terraces and houses of liamdcsh, the headejuarters of the Kam
people. The next important affluent is the river which drains the
Pittigal valley, its passes and branches. Also on the left bank, and
still lower down, is the loining-placc of the Gourdesh valley waters.
Finally it ends in the Kunar just above Arundu and, Birkot. The
middle part of Kahiistan, including the valleys occupied by the
Presun, Kti, Ashkun and Wai tribe.s, is drained by a river variously
called the Pcch, the Kamah, and the Presun or Viron River. It has
been only partially explored. Fed by the fountains and snows of
the upper fYesun valley, it is joined at the village of Shtevgrom by
the torrent from the Kamah pass. Thence it moves quietly past
mcadowland, formerly .set apart as holy ground, watering on its

way all the 1 ’re.sun villages. Below the lost of them, with an abrupt
bend, it hurries into the unexplored and rockbound Tsaru country,
where it absorbs on the right hand the Kti and the Ashkun and
on the left the Wai rivers, finally losing itself in the Kunar, close
to Chigar-Serai. Concerning the Alingar or Kao, which carries

the drainage of western K^ristan into the Kabul at Laghman, 1

there are no trustworthy detail.s. It is formed from the waters of
all the valleys inhabited by the Kamgal Kafirs, and by that small
branch of the Katirs known as the Kalam tribe.

The climate varies with the altitude, but m the summer-time it is

hot at all elevations. In the higher valleys the winter is rigorous.

cumaie Snow falls heavily everywhere over 4000 ft. above the
c.

sea-level. During the winter of iSpo-iSgi at Kamdesh
(elevation 6100 ft.) the thermometer never fell below 17'’ F. In I

many of the valleys the absence of wind is remarkable. Conso- i

quently a great deed of cold can be borne without discomfort. The
Kunar valley, which is wet and windy in winter, but where snow,
if it falls, molts quickly, gives a much greater sensation of oold than
the stilt Kafiristan v^loyu of much lower actual temperature. A
deficiency of rain necessitates the employment of a somewhat
elaborate system of iirigation, which in rts turn is dependent upon
the snowfall.

|

The present inhabitants are probably mainly descended from
the broken tribes of eastern Afghanistan, who, refusing to accept

The Kaffn
century), were driven away by the

fervid swordsmen of Mahomet. Descending upon
the feeble inhabitant of the trackless slopes and perilous valleys

of modem Kafiristan, themselves, most likely, refugees of an
earlier date, they subjugated and enslaved them and partially,

amalgamated with them. These ancient peoples seem to be
represented by the Presun tribe, by the slaves and by fragments
of lost pec^les, now known as the Jazhis and the Aroms. The
old division of the tribes into the Siah-Posh, or the black-robed

Kafirs, and the Safed-Posh, or the white-robed, was neither

scientific nor convenient, for while the Siah-Posh have much in

common in dress, language, customs and appeaiance, the Sa^-
Posh divisions were hot more dissimilar from the Siah-Posh
than they were from one another. Perhaps the best division

at present possible is into (i) Siah-Posh, (a) Waigulis, and

(3) Presungalis or Viron folk.

The black-robed Kafirs consist of one very large, widely spread
tribe, the Katirs, and four much smaller communities, the Kam,
the MadugaUs, the Kashtan or Kashtoz, and *
Gourdesh. Numerically, it is probable that the Katirs
are more important than all the remaining tribes put
together. They inhabit several valteys, each community being
independeni. of the others, but all acknowledging the sjsme origin
and a general relationship. The Katirs fall readily into the follouang
groups ^ (a) Those of the Bashgal valley, also called Kamos and
Lutdehchis, who occupy eleven villages between Badawan and
Sunra, the border hamlet of the Madugal country, namely, Ptsi^om,
Pshui or Pshowar, Apsai, Shidgal, Bragamatal (Lutdeh), Bajmdra,
Badamuk, Oulagal, Chabu, Baptok and Purstam; (6) the Kti or
Katwar Kafirs, who live in two settlements in the Kti valley; (6) the
Kulam people, who have four vil^es in the valley of the same
name; (a) the Kamgolis, or Gabariks, who are the most numerous,
and ^sscss the western part on the Afghan border. Of the
remaming tribes of the Siah-Posh, the chief is the Kam or Kamtoz,
who inhabit the. Bashgal valley, from the Madugal boundary to the
Knnar valley, and its lateral branches in seven chief settlementB,
namely, Lrmir, Kambrom or Kamdesh, Morgrom, Kamu, Sarat,
P'ittigal and Bazgal. The next Siah-Posh tribe in impo^nce is the
Muman or Madugal Kafirs, who have three villages in the short
tract between the Katirs and the Kam in the Bashgal valley. The
last Siah-Posh tribe is the Kashtan or Kashtoz, who in iSgx were
all located in one greatly overcrowded village, their outlying settle-

ment having been plundered by the Afghan tribes of the Kunar
valley. One colony of Siah-Posh Kafirs lives in the Gourdesh *

valley
;
but they differ from all the other tribes, and arc believed to be

descended, in great part, from the ancient people called the Aroms.
Our exact knowledge of the Waigulis is scanty. They seem to be

related in language and origin with a people fierce, shy and is^ated,
called the Ashkun, who are quite unknown. The Wai
speak a tongue altogether different from that spoken by
tne Siah-Posh and by the Presungalis. The names of
their ten chief villages are Runchi, Nishi, Jamma, Amzhi, Chimioa,
Kegili, Akun or Akum, Mildesh, Bargal axui Prainta. Of these*

Amzhi and Nishi are the best known.
The Presung^s, also called Viron, live in a high valley, In all

respects they differ from other Kafirs, in none more than in their

unwarlike dispoatkm. Simple, timid^ stolid-ieatured
and rathc^ clumsy, they are remarkable for their in-

dustry and powers of midurancc. They probably repre-
sent some of the earliest immigrants. Six large well-built villages

are occupied by them—Shtevgrom, Pontzgrom, Diogrom, Kstigi-

grom, Satsumgrora and Paskigiom.
The slaves are fairly nnmeroma. Their #rigin is probably partly

from the very ancient inhabitants and partly from war prisoners.

Coarse in feature and dark in tint, uxey cannot be --
distinguished from the lowest dase of freenioQ, while
their dress is indistinctive. They are of two classes—-household
slaves, who are treated not unkindly; and artisan slaves, who are
the skilled handicraftsmen—carvers, blacksmiths, beotmakers and
so forth; many of the musiciaas are also slaves. They live in a
particular portion of a village, and were oonstdered to a certain

extent unclean, and might not approach closely to certain sacred

spots. All slaves seem to wear the Siah-Bosh dress, even when they
own as masters the feeble Presongal folk.

Little respect is shown to women, except in particular cases to a
few of advanced years. Usually they are mistnesscs and daves,
saleable chattels and field-workers. Degraded, immoral, wamea
overworked and cardtessly fed, they are also, as a rule,

unpleasant to the sight. Little girls are sometimes quite beautiful,

but rough usage and exposure to all weathdrs soon make their

complexions coarse and dark. They axe invariably dirty and
uncombed. In comparison with the men they are somewhat short.

Physically they are capable of enormous iaboiir, and are very

enduring. All the field-work falls to them, as well as all kinds of

inferior occupations, such as looid-carrying. They have no rights os

against their husbands or, failing them, thdr male relaiioiis. They
cannot inherit or possess property.

There are certainly three tongues spoken, besides many dialects,

that used by ihe Siah-Poah being of course the most cotamon
;
and

although it has many dialects, the employers of one seem .

to understand all the others. It is a Ifrakritic language,

Of the remaining two, the Wai and the Presun have no similarity

;

they are also unlike the Siah-Posh. Kafirs themselves maintain
that very young children from any valley can meqaire the Wai
speech, but that only those born in the Prosungal can ever converse

in that language/ even roughly. To European ears it is disconcert-

ingly difficult, and it is perha^ impossible to leam.
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Beioru their conquest by Abdur Rahman all the Kafirs were

idolaters of a rather low type. There were lingering traces of

p nvtmn
ancestor-worship, and perhaps of fire-worship also. The

^ •
gods were numerous; tribal, family, household deities

had to be propitiated, and miseWevous spirits and fairies haunted
forests, rivers, vales and groat stones. Imra was the Creator, and
all the other supernatural powers were subordinate to him. Of the
inferior gods, Moni seemed to be the most ancient; but GLsh, the
war-god, was by far the most popular. It was his worship, doubt-

|

less, which kept the Kafirs so long independent. In life as a hero,

and after death as a god, he symbolir^ hatred to the religion of

Mahomet. Every village revered his shrine; some possess^ two.
Imra, Gish and Moni were honoured with separate little temples,
us was usually Diz&ni goddess; but three or four of the others would
share one between them, each looking out of a small separate square
window. The worshipped obfect was either a large fragment of
stone or an image of wood conventionally carved, with round white
stones for eyes. Dilferent animals were sacrificed at different

shrines : cows to Imra, male goats and bulls to Gish, shc^cp to the
god of wealth; but goats were generally acceptable, and were also

slain ceremonially to discover a complaisant god, to solemnize a vow,
to end a quarrel, to ratify brotherhood. The ministers of religion

were a hereditary priest, a well-born chanter of praise, and a buffoon’
of low station, who was supposed to become inspired at each sacrifice,

and to have the power of seeing fairies and other spirits whenever
they were near, also of understanding their wishes. The blood of

the offering, together with flour, wine and butter, was cast on the
shrine after the animal and the other gifts had been sanctified with
water s.prinkled by the officiating priests, while he cried " Sfich,

stich 1
*' (" Be pure 1

'*). Denso clouds of smoke from burning
juniper-cedar, which crackled and gave forth pungent incense, added
to the spectacle, which was dignified by the bearing of the officials

and solemnized by the devout responses of the congregation. There
w’as no human sacrifice except when a prisoner of war, after a

\

solemn service at a shrine, was taken away and stabbed before the
wooden tomb of some unavenged headman. Kafirs believed in a
kind of Hell where wicked people burned

;
but the Hereafter was an

|

underground region entered by a guarded aperture, and inhabited i

by the shapes wliich men see in dreams. Suicide was as unknown
|

as fear of dying. Melancholy afflicted only the sick and the be- '

reaved. Religious traditions, miracles and anecdotes were puerile, i

and pointed lio social lesson or any religious law. Music, dancing
|

and songs of praise were acceptable to the gods, and every village

(gfom) had its dancing platform and dancing hou.se {furom ma),
furnished with a simple altar. No prayers were offered, only
invocations, exhortative or remonstrant.
The great majority of the tribes were made up of clans. A

person's importance was derived chiefly from the wealth of his

family and the number of male adults which it contained.

OrrMttiMM-
power of a family, as shown by the number and

Jv*. ' quality of its fighting men as well as by the strength of

heavy doors fastened by a sliding wooden pin, are common.
The nature of the ground, its defensible character, the necessity
of not encroaching upon the scanty arable land, and such ^ .

considerations, determine the design of the villages. Speci-
mens of many varieties may be discovered. There is the
shockingly overcrowded oblong kind, fort-shaped, three storeys
high, and on a river's bank, which is pierced by an underground
way leading to the water. Here all rooms look on to the large
central courtyard

;
outwards are few or no windows. There is also

the tiny hamlet of a few piled-up hovels perched on the flattish top
of some huge rock, inaccessible when the ladder connecting it with
the neighbouring hill-side or leading to the ground is withdrawn.
Some villages on mounds are defended at the base by a circular wall
strengthened with an entanglement of branches. Others cling to
the knife-edged back of some difficult spur. Many are hidden away
up side ravines. A few boldly rely upon the numbers of their
fighting men, and are unprotected save by watch-towers. While
frequently very picturesque at a distance, all are dirty and grimed
with smoke; bones and horns of slaughtered animals litter the
ground. The ground floor of a house is usually a winter stable for
cows and the latrine, as well the manure store for the household

;

the middle part contains the family treasures; on the top is the
living-place. In cold valleys, such as the ITesungal, the houses are
often clustered upon a hillock, and penetrate into the soil to the
depth of two or more apartments. Notched poles are the universal
ladders and stairways.

In height Kafirs average about 5 ft. 6 in. They are lean; alway.s
in hard condition; active jumpers, untiring walkers, expert moun-
taineers; exceptionally they are tall and heavy. With
chests fairly deep, and muscular; springy legs, there is

some lightness and want of power about the shoulder
muscles, the arms and the hand-grasp. In complexion they arc
purely Eastern. Some tribes, notably the Wai, are fairer than
others, but the average colour is that of the natives 01 the Punjab.
Albinos, or red-haired people, number less than ^ % of the popula-
tion. As a rule, the futures are well-shaped, especially the. nose.
The glance i.s wild and bold, with the wide-lidded, restless gaze of

' quality of its fighting men as well as by the strength of
its followers, was the index of tliat family's influence.

Weak clans and detached families, or poor but free hou3ehold.s,
carried j^ir Independence modestly. The lowest clan above the
slaves sdni^t service with their wealthier tribesmen as henchmen
and armed shepherds. By intricate ceremonial, associated with
complicated duties, social and religious, which extended over two
years, punctuated at intervals by prodigious compulsory banquets,
rich men could become elders or jasl. Still further outlay and
ostentation enabled tho few who could sustain the cost to rank still

higher as chief or Mir. Theoretically, all the important and outside
affairs of the tribe were managed by the jast in council; actually
they were controlled by two or three of the most respected of that
class. Very serious questions which inflamed the minds of the people
would be debated in informal parliaments of the whole tribe. Kafirs
have a remarkable fondness for discussing in conclave. Orators,
consequently, are influential. The internal business of a tribe was
managed by an elected magistrate with twelve assistants. It was
their duty to see that the customs of the people were respected;
that the proper seasons for gathering fruit were rigidly observed.
They regulated the irrigation of the fields, moderating the incessant
quarrels which originated in the con^lition for the water; and they
kept the channels in good repair. Their chief, helped by contribu-
tions in kind from all householders, entertain^ tribal guests. He
also saw that the weekly Kafir Sabbath, from the sowing to the
carrying of tho crops, was carefully observed, the fires kept burning,
and the dancers collected and encouraged. Opposition to these
annual magistrates or infraction ol tril^l lau s was punished by fines,

which were the perquisites and the payment of those officials.

Serious offences against the^hole people were judged by the com-
munity itself; the sentences ranged as high as expulsion from the
settlement, accompanied with the burning of the culprit’s house
and the spbliation of his goods. In such cases, the family and the
dan refuring to intervene, the offender at once became cowed into
submission.

Habitations are generally strong, and built largely of wood.
They are frequently two or more storeys high, often with an open
gallery at the top. Wealthy owners were fond of elaborate carving
in simple design^ and devices. A room is sejuare, with a smoke-
hole when po^ifile; small windows, with shutters and bolts, and

tion. As a rule, the features are well-shaped, especially the. nose.
The glance is wild and bold, with the wide-lidded, restless gaze of

the hawk; or the exact converse—a shifty, furtive peer under
lowered brows. This look is rather common amongst the wealthier
families and the most famous tribesmen. The shape of a man’s
liead not uncommonly indicates his social rank. Several have the
brows of thinkers and men of affairs. The degraded forms are the
bird-of-prey type—low, hairy foreheads, hooked noses with receding
chin, or the thickened, coarse features of the darker slave class.

Intellectually they are of good average power. Their moral charac-
teristics are passionate covetousness, and jealousy so intense that
It smothers prudence. Before finally destroying, it constantly
endangered their wildly cherished independence. Revqngc, espe-
cially on neighbouring ’Kafirs, is obtained at any price. Kafirs are
subtle, crafty, q^uick in danger and resolute, as might be expected
of people who nave been plunderers and assassins for centuries,
whose lives wore the forfeit of a fault in unflinchingness or of a
moment's vacillation. Stealthy daring, born of wary and healthy
nerves and the training of generations, almost transformed into an
instinct, is the national characteristic. Ghastly shadoAvs, they
flitted in the precincts of hostile villages far distant from their own
valleys, living upon the poorest food carried in a fetid goatskin
bag; ever ready to stab in the darkness or to wriggle through aper-
tures, to slay as they slept men, women and babies. Then, with
clothing for prize, and human ears as a trophy, they sped, watchful
as hares, for their far-away hills, avenger Wtnans racing furiously
in their track. Kafirs, most faithful to one another, never aban-
doned a comrade. If he were killed, they sought to carry away his
head for funeral observances. As traders, though cunning enough,
they are no match for the Afghan. They were more successful as
brigands and blackmailers than as skilled thieves. In night robbery
and in pilfering they showed little ingenuity. Truth was considered
innately dangerous; but a Kafir is far more trustworthy than
his Madiommedan neighbours. Although hospitality is generally
viewed as a hopeful investment, it can be calculated on, and is

unstinted, Kafirs arc capable of strong friendship. They are not
cruel, being kind to children and to animals, and protective to the
weak and the old. Family ties and the claim of blood even triumph
over jealousy and covetousness.
The national attire of the men is a badly-cured -goatskin, confined

at the waist by a leather belt studded with nails, supporting the
1-hilted dagger, strong but clumsy, of slave manufacture,
sheathed in wood covered with iron or brass, and often
prettily ornamented. Women are dressed in a long,
very dark tunic of wool, ample below the shoulders, and

^

edged with red. This is fastened at the bosom by an iron pin, a
thorn, or a fibula

;
it is gathered round the bod]^ by a woven rand,

an inch ^idc, knotted in firont to dangle down in tassels. On this

girdle is carried a fantastically handled knife in a leather covering.
The woman's tunic is sometimes worn by men. As worn by women
its shape is something between a long frock-coat and an Inverness
cape. Its hue and me blackness of the hairy goatskin give the
name of Siah-Posh, " black-robed," to the majority of the clans.

The other tribes wear such articles of coiton attira as they can
obtain by barter, by theft, or by killing l^yond the border, for
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only woolLen cloth is made in t^e country. Of late years long robes
from ChiUal and Badakshan have been imported by the wealthy,
as well as the materisd for loose cotton trousers and wide shirts.

Clothing, always hard to obtain, is precious property. Formerly
little girls, the children of slaves, or else poor relations, used to be
sold m exchange for clothes and ammunition. Mahommedans
eagerly bought the children, which enabled them in one transaction
to acquire a female slave and to convert an infidel. Men go bajre>

headed, which wrinkles them prematurely, or they wear Chitral

caps. Certain priests, and others of like degree, wind a strip of
cotton cloth round their brows. Siah-Posh women wear curious
homed caps or a small square white head-dress upon informal
occasions. Females of other tribes bind their heads with turbans
ornamented with shells and other finery. Excellent snow gaiters

are made of goat’s hair for both sexes, and of woollen matei^ for

women. Boots, strongly sewn, of soft red leather cannot be used
in the snow or when it is wet, because they are imperfectly tanned.
For the ceremonial dances ail manner 01 gay-coloured articles of

attire, made of cheap silk, cotton velvet, and sham cloth-of-gold,

are displayed, and false jewelry and tawdry ornaments; but they
are not manufactured in the country, but brought from Peshawar
by pedlars. Woollen blankets and goat's-hair mats cover the bed-
steads—four-legged wooden frames laced across with string or
leather thongs. I-ow square stools, 18 in. broad, made upon the
same principle as the bedsteads, arc peculiar to the Kafirs and their

half-breed neighbours of the border. Iron tripod tables, singularly
Greek in design, are fashioned in Waigul. A warrior’s weapons arc
a matclilock (rarely a flintlock), a bow and arrows, a spear and tlic

dagger which he never puts aside day or night. The axes, often
cprried, arc light and weak, and cliicfly indicate rank. Clubs, care-

fully ornamented by carving, are of iittlc use in a quarrel; their

purpose is that of a walking-stick. As they are somewhat long,

these walking-clubs have been often suppos^ to be leaping-pqles.

Swords arc rarely seen, and shields, carried purely for ostentation,

seldom. Soft stone is quarried to make large utensils, and groat

grim chests of wood become grain boxes or coffins indifferently,

i^rcttily carved bowls with handles, or with dummy spouts, hold
milk, butter, water or small quantities of flour. Wine, giain,

everything else, is stored or carried in goatskin bags. Musical
instniments are represented by reed flageolets, small drums, primi-

tive fiddles, and a kind of h^.
Isolated and at the outskirts of every village is a house used by

women when menstruating and for lying-in. Children are named
as soon as born. The infant is given to the mother to

Hecuiiar
suckle, while a wise woman rapidly recites the family

LustQmti,
ancestral names; the name pronounced at the instant

the baby begin.s to feed is that by which it is thereafter known.
Everybody has a double name, the father's being prefixed to that
given at birth. Very often the two are the same. There is a special

day for the first head-shaving. No hair is allowed on a male’s
scalp, except from a 4-in. circle at the back of the head, whence long
locks hang down straight. Puberty is attained ceremoniously by
boys. Girls simply change a fillet for a cotton cap when nature
proclaims womanhood. Marriage is merely the purchase of a wife
through iiitcnnediaries, accompanied by feasting. Divorce is often
merely a sale or the sending away of a "wife to slave for her parents
in shame. Sexual morality is low. Public opinion applauds gal-

lantry, and looks upon adultery as hospitality, provia^ it is not
discovered by the husband. If found out, in flagrante delicto

y

there is a
fiscal fine in cows. There is much collusion to get this penalty paid
in poor households. Funeral rites are most elaborate, according tothe
rank and warrior fame of the deceased, if a male, and to the wealth
and standing of the family, if a woman. Children arc simply carried
to the cemetery in a blanket, followed by a string of women lamenting.
A really great man is mourned over for days with orations, dancing,
wine-drinking and food distribution. Gun-firing gives notice of

the procession. After two or three days the corpse is placed in the
coffin at a secluded spot, and the observances are continued with a
straw figure lashed upon a bed, to be danced about, lamented over,
and harangued as bciore. During regular intervals for business and
refreshment old women wail genealogies. A year later, with some-
what similar ritual, a wooden statue is inaugurated preliminary to
erection on the roadside or in the village Valhalla. The dead arc
not buried, but deposited in great boxes collected in an assigned
place. Finery is placed with the body, as well as vessels holding
water and food. Several corpses may be heaped in one receptacle,

which is, rarely, ornamented with flags
;
its li<f is kept from warping

by heavy stones. The wooden statues or effigies are at times
sacrificed to when there is sickness, and at one of the many annual
festivals food is set before them. Among the Presungal there are
none of these images. Blood-feuds within a tribe do not exist.

The slayer of his fellow, even by accident, has to pay a heavy
compensation or else become an outcast. Several hamlets and .at

least one' village are peopled W families who had thus been driven
forth from the community. The stigma attaches iiself to children

and their marriage connexions. Its ontward symbol is an inability

to look in the face any of the dead person’s family. This avoidance
is ceremonial. In private and after dark all may be good friends

after a decorous Interval. The compensation is seldom paid,

although payment carries with it much enhancement of family

di^ty. All the laws to punish theft, assault, adultery and othedT
injury are based on a system of compensation whenever possible,
and of enlisting the whole of the community in all acts 01 punish-
ment. Kafirs nave true conceptions of justice. Ihere is no death
penalty; a fighting male is too valuable a property of 'the whole
tribe to be so wasted. War begins honourably with proper notice,
as a rule, but the murder of an unsuspecting traveltor may be the
first intimation. Bullets or arrow-heads sent to a tribe or village
is the correct announcement of hostilities. The slaying of a tribes-
man need not in all cases cause a war. Sometimes it may be avoided
by the sinning tribe handing over a male to be killed by the injured
relations. Ambush, early morning attacks by large numbers, and
stealthy killing parries of two or three are the fiivourite tactics.
Peace IS made by the sacrifice of cows handed over by the weaker
tribe to be offered up to a special god of the stronger. When both
sides have shown equal force and address, the same number of
animals are exchanged. Field-work falls exclusively to the women.
It is poor. The ploughs are light and very shallow. A woman, who
only looks as if were yoked with the ox, keeps the beast in the
furrows, while a second holds the handle. All the operarions of
agriculture are done primitively. Grazing and dairy-farming are
the real trade of the Kafirs, the surplus produce being exchanged on
the frontier or sold for Kabul rupees. Herders wat(m their charges
fully armed against marauders.

History .
—^The histoty of Kafiristan has always been of the

floating legendary sort. At the present day there are men living

in Chitral and on other parts of the Kafiristan frontier who
are prepared to testify as eyewitnesses to marvels observed,

and also heard, by them, not only in the more remote valleys

but even in the Afghan borderland itself. It is not surprising

therefore that the earlier record.s arc to a great extent fairy tales

of a more or less imaginative kind and chiefly of value to those
interested in folk-lore. Sir Henry Yule, a scientific soldier, a
profound geographer and a careful student, as the result of his

researches thought that the present Kafiristan was part of that

pagan country stretching between Kashmir and Kabul which
medieval Asiatics referred to vaguely as Bilaur, a name to be
found in Marco Polo as Bolor. The first distinct mention of the

Kafirs as a separate people appears in the hi.story of Timur.
On his march to the mvasion of India the people at Andar&b
appealed to Timur for help against the Kator and the Siah-Posh

Kafirs. He responded and entered the country of those tribes

through the upper part of the Panjhir valley. It was in deep
winter weather and Timur had to be let down the snows by
glissade in a basket guided by ropes. A detachment of 10,000

horse which he speaks of as having been sent against the Siah-

Posh to his left, presumably therefore to the north, met with

disaster
;
but he himself claims to hava been victorious. Never-

theless he seems quickly to have evacuated the impracticable

mountain land, quitting the country at Khawak. He caused an
inscription to be carved in the defiles of Kator to commemorate
his invasion and to explain its route. Inside the Kafir country

on the Najil or Alishang River there is a fort still called Timur’.s

Castle, and in the Kalam fort there is said to be a stone engraved

to record that as the farthest point of his advance. In the

Memoirs of Baber* there is mention of the Kafirs raiding

into Panjhir and of their taste for drinking, every man having a

leathern wine-bottle .slung round his neck. The Ain-i-Akbari

makes occasional mention of the Kafirs, probably on the autho-

rity of the famous Memoirs] it also contains a passage which

may possibly have originated the widespread story that the

Kafirs were descendants of the Greeks. Yule however be-

lieved that this passage did not refer to the Kafirs at all, but

to the claims to descent from Alexander of the rulers in Swat

before the time of the Yusufzai. Many of the princelings

of the little Hindu-Kush states at the present day pride them-

selves on a similar origin, maintaining the founders of their

race to be Alexander, “ the two-horned,’’ and a princess sent

down miraculously from heaven to wed him.

Benedict Goes, travelling from Peshawar to Kabul in 1603,

heard of a place called Capperstamy where no Mahommedan
might enter on pain of death. Hindu traders were allowed to

visit the country, but not the temples, Benedict Goes tasted

the Kafir wine, and from all that he heard suspected

that the Kafirs might be Christians. Nothing more is heard of

the Kafirs until 1788, when Rennell’s Memoir of a Map of
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Hindostan was publish«d. Twenty-six years kter Elphinstone^s

Caubal was published. During the British occupation of

Kabul in 1839-1840 a deputation of Kafirs journeyed there to

invite a visit to their country fror; the Christians whom they

assumed to be their kindred. But the Afghans grew furiously

jealous, and the deputfition was sent coldly away.

After Six George Robertson's sojourn in the country and tlie

visit of several irlafirs to India with iiim in 1892 an increasing

intimacy continued, especially with the people of the eastern

valleys, until 1895, when by the terms of an agreement entered

into between the government of India and the ruler of Afghani-

stan the whole of the Kafir territory came nominally under tl^

sway of Kabul. The amir Abdur Rahman at once set about

enforcing his authoritv, and the curtain, partially lifted, fell

again heavily and in darkness. Nothing but rumours reached

tlie outside world, ruiiLours of successful invasions, of the

wholesale deportation of boys to Kabul for instruction in the

religion of Islam, of rebellions, of terrible repressions. Finally

even rumour ceased. A powerful Asiatic ruler has the means
of ensuring a silence which is absolute, and nothing is ever

known from Kabul except what the axnir wishes to be known.
Probably large numbers of the growing boys and young men (if

Kafiristan are fanatical Mahommedans, fanatical with the zcaJ

of tlic recent convert, while the older people and the majority

of the population cherish their ancient customs in secret and

their degraded religion in fear and trembling—waiting dumbly
for a sign.

See Sir G. S. Robertson, Kafirs of the Hindu-Kush (London,
189O). (G. S. K.)

KAOERA, a river of east equatorial Africa, the most remote

headsiream of the Nile. The sources of its principal upper

branch, the Nyavarongo, rise in the hill country immediately

east of Lake Kivu. After a course of over 400 m. the Kageni
enters Victoria Nyanza on its western shore in o'’ 58' S. It is

navigable by steamers for 70 m, from its mouth, being

obstructed by rapids above lhal point. The river was first

heard of by J. H. Speke in 1858, and was first seen (by white

men) by the same traveller
( an. 16, 1862) on his journey to

discover the Nile source. Speke was well aware that the Kagera
was the chid river emptying into the Victoi'ia Nyanzjt and in

tliat sense the hcadstrc.im of t’\e Nile. By him the stream was
called “ KitangOl^,” hof^era being given as equivalent to river.”

The expligatfe of the Kagera has been largely the work of

German m^ellers.

See Nilf; also Speke’.s IHscovery of the Sourcf of the Nile (Edin-
burgh, 1803); R. Kaiidt's Caput Nih (Berlin, 19^14) ;

and map by
P. Sprigadc and M. Moisei in Grosser deuHchcr Kvlonialatlas, No. lO
(Berlin, 1906).

KAHLUR, or Bilaspur, a native state of India, within the

Punjab. It is one of the hill states Uial came under British

protection after the first Sikh war in 1846. The Gurkhas
had overrun the country in the early part of the 19th century,

and expelled the raja, who was, however, reinstated by the

British in 1815. The state occupies part of the basin of the

Sutlej amid the lower slopes of the Himalaya. Area, 448 sq. m.
Pop. (3901), 90,873; estimated gross revenue, ,^10,000; tribute,

£530. TIh’ chief, whose title is raja, is a Chandel Rajput. The
town of Bilaspur is situfitted on the left bank of the Sutlej,

1465 ft. above sea-level; pop. (1901), 3192.

KAiBN. GUSTAVE (1S59- ), French poet, was born at

Utdtz on the 21st of Deceml^r 1859. He wias educated in Paris

at the Ecole des Cbartes and the £cole des langues orientates,

and began to contribute to obscure Paiisian reviews. After

four years spent in Africa * he returned to Paris in 1885, and
founded in i886 a weekly review. La Vogue, in which many of

his early poems appeared. In the autumn of the same year he

founded, with Jean Mor^as and Paul Adam, a short-lived periodi-

cal, Le SymMUie, in which they preac))cd the nebulous poetic

doctrine of St^pbane Mallarmd; and in 1888 he became one
of the editors of the Hevue ind^endante. He contributed

poetry and criticism to the Prench and Belgian reviev/s favour-

able to the eettreme symbolists, and, with Catulle Mend^s,

he founded at the Od6on, the Th6atre Antoine and the Th^toe

Sarah Bernhardt, matinees for the production of the plays of

the younger poets. He claimed to be the earliest writer of the

vers tibre, and explained his methods and the history of the move-

ment in a preface to his Premiers poemes (1897). Later books are

Le Livre damages (1897); Lrs Fleurs de la passion (1900); some

novels; and a valuable contribution to the history of modem
French verse in Symbolistes ei decadents (1902).

KASmS, KARL FRIEDRICH AUGUST (18x4-1888), German
Lutheran theologian, was bom xit Greizon the22n(l of December

1814. Tic studied at Halle, and in 1850 was appointed professor

ordinarius at Leipzig. Ten years later he was made canon of

Meissen. He retired in 1886, and died on the 20th of June

1888 at Leipzig. Kahnis was at first a neo-Lutheran, blessed

by E. W. Hengstenberg, and his pietisti(? friends. He then

attached himself to the Old Lutheran party
,
interpreting Luther-

anism in a brood and liberal spirit and showing some appre-

ciation of rationalism. His Luthertsch Deogmaiik, kisiartsch-

genetisch dargestelU (3 vols., 1861-1868; 2rid ed. in 2 vols.,

1874-1875), by making concessions to modern criticipn, by

spiritualizing and adapting the old dogmas, by attacking the

idea of an infallible canon of Scripture ancl the conventional

theory of inspiration, by laying stress on the human side of

Scripture and insisting on the progressive character of revelation,

brought him into conflict with his former friends. A. W.
DiekhofT, Franz Delitzsch {Fur und wider Kahnis, 1863) and
Hengstenberg {Evangeltsche Kirchcnzeitung, 1862) protested

loudly against the heresy, and Kalmis replied to Hengstenberg

in a vigorous pamphlet, Zeugniss fur die Grundwaftrheiten des

Protestaniismus gegen Dr Hengstenberg (1862).

Other work.s hy Kahnis are Lehre vom Abendmakl (1851), Uer
innere Gang des deutschen Protestaniismus seit MUte des voHgefi

Jakrkunderis (1854; 3rd nd. m 2 vols., 1874; Eng. trans., 1850);
Ckristmitum und i.ntkertum (1871); Geschichie der deutschen Reforma-
tion, vol. i. (1872) ;

Dcr Oangder Kirche in Lebenshildem (xH«i, ike,)
;

and Vber das Verhdltnisder alien Phitosophie zum Cfiristenlum

K’AI-FiNO FU, the capital of the province of Honan, China.

It is .situated in 34® 52' N., 114® 33' E., on a branch line of

the Peking-Hankow railway, and forms also the district city of

Siang-fu. A city on the present site was first built by Duke
Chwang (774-700 B.c.) to mark off {Eai) the boundary of ills

fief {jeng)\ hence its name. It has, however, passed under

several aliases in Chinese history. During the Chow, Suy and
Tang dynasties (557-907) it was known as P’ien'chow. During

the Wu-tai, or five dynasties (907-960), it was the Tung-king, or

eastern capital. Under the Sung and Kin dynasties (960-1260)

it was called P’ien-king. By the Yuan or Mongol dynasty

(1260-1368) its name was again changed to Fien-liang, and
on the return of the Chinese to power with the establishment of

the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), its original name was restored.

The city is situated at the point where the last spur of the

Kuen-lun mountain .system merges in the eastern plain, and. a

few miles south of the Hwang-ho. Its position, therefore, lays it

open to the destructive influences of this river. In 1642 it was
totally destroyed by a flood caused by the dikes bursting, and
on several prior and subsequent occasions it has suffered injury

from the same cause. I'be city is large and imposing, with

broad streets and handsome buildings, the most notable of

which are a twelve-storeyed pagoda 600 ft. high, and a watdi

tower from which, at a height of jsoo ft., tlie inhabitants are

able to observe the approach of the yellow waters of tlie

river in times of flood. The city wall forms a suhstantuil

protection and is pierced by five gates. The whole neighbour-

hood, wliich is the site of one of the earliest settlements of

the Chinese in Cihifia, is full of historical associations, and it

was in this city that the Jews who entered China in a.d. 1163

first established a colony. For many centuries these people

held themselves aloof from the natives, and practised the

rites of their religion in a temple built and supported by
themselves. At last, however, they fell upon evil tinaes, and
in 1851, out of the seventy families wteh constituted the

original colony, only seven remained. For fifty years no rabbi
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had miniatened to the wants of this reonnant. In 1^53 the

city was attacked by the T’ai-p’ing rebels, and, ihou^ At
the first assault its defenders successfully resisted the enemy,
it was subsequently taken. The captors looted and partially

destroyed the town. It has now little commerce, but <x)ntains

several schools on Western lines—including ,a government college

opened in 1902, and a military school near the railway station.

A mint was established in 1905, and there is a district branch

of the imperial post. The population—largely Mahommedan

—

was estimated (1908) at 200,000. Jews numbered about 400.

KAILAS, a mountain in Tibet. It is the highest peak of

the range of mountains lying to the north of lAke Manasora-

war, with an altitude of over 22,000 ft. It is famous in Sanskrit

literature as Siva’s paradise, and is a favourite place of pil-

grimage with Hindus, who regard it as the most sacred spot

on earth. A track encircles the base of llie mountain, and it

takes the pilgrirn three weeks to complete the round, pros-

trating himself all the way.

KAIN, the name of a sub-province and of a town o'* Kliorasan,

Persia. The sub-province extends about 300 m. N. to S., from

Kh^f to Seistan, and about 150 m. W. to E., from the hills of

Tun to the Afghan frontier, comprising the whole of south-

western Khorasan. It is very hilly, but contains many wide

plains and fertile villages at a mean elevation of 4000 ft. It has

a popuUition of about 150,000, rears great numbers of camels

and produces much grain, saffron, wool, silk and opium. The
chief manufactures arc tclts and other woollen fabrics, princi-

pally carpets, which have a world-wide reputation. The best

Kaini carpets are made at Darakhsh, a village in the ZTrkuh

district and 50 m. N.E. of Birjend. It is divided into eleven

administrative divisions :—Shahilbad (with the capital Birjend),

NaharjSn, Alghur, Taba.s sunnI Khaneh, Zirkuh, Shakluin, Kain,

Nimbuluk, Nehbandiin, Khu.sf, Arab Khaneh or Momcnabad.
The town of Kain, the capital of the sub-province until 1740,

when it was supplanted by Birjend, is situated 65 m. N. of

iiirjend on the eastern side of a broad valley, stretching from

N. to S., at the base of the mountain Abuzar, in 33'' 42' N. and
59'' 8' E., and at an elevation of 4500 ft. Its population is

barely 5000. It is surrounded by a mud wall and bastions,

and near it, on a hill rising 500 ft. above the plain, are the mins
of an ancient castle which, together with the old town, was
destroyed either by Shah Kukh (1404-1447), a son, or by
Baysunk ur (d. 1433). a grandson of Timur (Tamerlane), who
afterwards built a new town. After a time the Uzbegs took

po.s.session and held the town until Shah Abbas I. (1587-1629)
expelled them. In the i8th century it fell under the sway of the

Afghans and remained a dependency of Herat until 1851.

A large number of windmills are at work outside the town. The
great mosque, now in a ruinous state, was built a.h. 796 (a.d.

1394) by Karen b, Jamshid and repaired by Yusof Dowlatyftr.

KAIRA, or Kheda, a town and district of British India,

in the northern division of Bombay. The to\vn is 20 m. S.W.

of Ahmedabad and 7 m. from Mehmadabad railway station.

Pop. (1901), 10,392. Its antiquity is proved by the evidence of

copperplate grants to have been* known as early as the jth

century. Early in the 18th century it passed to the Babi family,

with whom it remained till 1763, when it was taken by the

Mahrattas; it w^as finally handed over to the British in 1803.

It was a large military station till 1830, when the cantonment
was removed to Deesa.

The District of Kaira has an area of 1595 sq. m.; pop.

(1901), 716,332, showing a decrease of 18% in the decade, due

to the results of famine, Except a small comer of hilly ground

near its northern boundary and in the south-east and south,

where the land along the Mahi is fun-owed into deep ravines,

the district forms one unbroken plain, sloping gently towards

thesouth:west. Thenorth and north-east portions aredottedwith

patches of rich rice-land, broken by untilled tracts of low brush-

wood, The centre of. ^e district is very fertile and highly

culrivAted; the luxuriant fields are surrounded by high hedges,

and the whole country is clothed with clusters of sl^ely trees.

To the west this belt of rich vegetation passes into a bare

though wdl-cultivated tract of rioe-land, apwiag more barren
and open till it reaches the maritiiDe belt, wl^ten^ by a sah-like

crust, along the Gulf of Cambay. The chief rivers are the
Mahi on the south-east and sou^, and the Sabaimati on tibe

western boundary. The Mahi, owing to its deeply cut bed and
sandbanks, is iminracticable for either navigation or irrigation

;

but the waters of the Sabarmati are largely utilized for the latter

purpose. A smaller stream, the Khari, also waters a consider-

able area by means of canals and sluices. The pirincipal crops

are cotton, millets, rice and pulse; the industries are calico-

prmting, dyeing, and the manufacture of soap and glass. The
chief centre of trade is Nadiad, on the railway, with a cotton-
mill. A special article of export is ghiy or clarified butter. The
Bomba)^ & Baroda railway runs through the district. The fiunine

of 1899-19^ was felt more severely here than in any other part
of the province, the loss of cattle being specially heavy.
KAlffiAWAN (Kerouai^), the “ sacred ” city of Tunisia, 36 m.

S. by W. by rail from Su.sa, and about 80 m. due S. from the
capital. IjiirAwan i.s built in an open plain a little west of a
stream which flows south to the Sidi-el-Hani lake. Of ti*e

luxuriant gardens and olive groves mentioned in the early Arabic
accounts of the place hardly a remnant is left. Kairawftn,
in shape an irregular oblong, is surrounded by a crenellated

brick wall with towers and iSistions and five gates. The city,

however, spreads beyond the walls, chiefly to the south and
west. Some of the finest treasures of Saracenic art in Tunisia

are in Kairawan; but the city suffered greatly from the vulgari-

zation which followed the Turkish conquest, and also from the

blundering attempts of the French to restore buildings falling

into ruin. The streets have been paved and planted wi^
trees, but the town retains much of its Oriental aspect. The
houses are built round a central courtyard, and present nothing

but bare walls to the street . The chief buildings are the mosques,
which are open to Christians, Kairawan being the only town in

Tunisia where this privilege is granted.

In the northern quarter stands the great mosqtic founded by
Sidi Okba ibn Nafi, and containing his shrine and the tombs of

many rulers of Tunisia. To the outside it presents a heavy
buttressed wall, with little of either grandeur or grace. It

consist^'of three parts : a cloistered court, from whicli rises the

massive and stately minaret, the maksura or mosque prop^, and
the vestibule. The maksura is a rectangular domed chamber
divided by 296 marble and porphyry columns into 17 aisles,

each aisle havii^ 8 mches, 'fjie central aisle is wider than the

others, the colunms being arranged by threes. All the columns
are Roman or Byzantine, and are the spoil of many ancient

cities. Access to the central aisle is gained through a door of

sculptured wood known as the Beautiful Gate. It has an in-

scription with the record of its construction. The walls are of

painted plaster-work; the mimbar or pulpit is of carved wood,
each panel bearing a different design. The court is surrounded

by a double arcade with coupled columns. In all the mosrjue

contains 439 columns, including two of alabaster given by one

of the Byzantine emperors. To the Mahommedan mind the

crownii^ distinction of the building is that through divine

inspiration the founder was enabled to f^t it absolutely true

to Mecca. The mosque of Sidi Cftba is the prototype of

many other notable mosques (see Mosque). Of greater external

beauty than that of Sidi Okba is the mosque of the Three Gates.

Cufic inscriptions on the fa9ade record its erection in the 9th and
its restoration in the i5tb century a.d. Internally the mosque
is a single chamber supported by sixteen Roman columns. Oxie

of the finest .specimens of Moorish architecture in Kairawftn is

the zauna of Sidi Ahid-el-Ghariani (d. c. a.d. 1400), one of the

Almoravides, in whose fam^y is the heredita^ governorship

of the city. The entrance, a door in a false airci^ of biladi

and white naarble, leads into a court whose arches support an

uppi^ colonnade^ The town contains many oithsr notablie

buddings, but none of such importance as the mosque of the

Companion (f.e. of the Prophet), outside the walls to the N.W.
This mosque is specially sacred as possessing what are said tp he
three hairs of the Prophet’s beard, buried with tihe saint, who
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Hindostan was publish«d. Twenty-six years kter Elphinstone^s

Caubal was published. During the British occupation of

Kabul in 1839-1840 a deputation of Kafirs journeyed there to

invite a visit to their country fror; the Christians whom they

assumed to be their kindred. But the Afghans grew furiously

jealous, and the deputfition was sent coldly away.

After Six George Robertson's sojourn in the country and tlie

visit of several irlafirs to India with iiim in 1892 an increasing

intimacy continued, especially with the people of the eastern

valleys, until 1895, when by the terms of an agreement entered

into between the government of India and the ruler of Afghani-

stan the whole of the Kafir territory came nominally under tl^

sway of Kabul. The amir Abdur Rahman at once set about

enforcing his authoritv, and the curtain, partially lifted, fell

again heavily and in darkness. Nothing but rumours reached

tlie outside world, ruiiLours of successful invasions, of the

wholesale deportation of boys to Kabul for instruction in the

religion of Islam, of rebellions, of terrible repressions. Finally

even rumour ceased. A powerful Asiatic ruler has the means
of ensuring a silence which is absolute, and nothing is ever

known from Kabul except what the axnir wishes to be known.
Probably large numbers of the growing boys and young men (if

Kafiristan are fanatical Mahommedans, fanatical with the zcaJ

of tlic recent convert, while the older people and the majority

of the population cherish their ancient customs in secret and

their degraded religion in fear and trembling—waiting dumbly
for a sign.

See Sir G. S. Robertson, Kafirs of the Hindu-Kush (London,
189O). (G. S. K.)

KAOERA, a river of east equatorial Africa, the most remote

headsiream of the Nile. The sources of its principal upper

branch, the Nyavarongo, rise in the hill country immediately

east of Lake Kivu. After a course of over 400 m. the Kageni
enters Victoria Nyanza on its western shore in o'’ 58' S. It is

navigable by steamers for 70 m, from its mouth, being

obstructed by rapids above lhal point. The river was first

heard of by J. H. Speke in 1858, and was first seen (by white

men) by the same traveller
( an. 16, 1862) on his journey to

discover the Nile source. Speke was well aware that the Kagera
was the chid river emptying into the Victoi'ia Nyanzjt and in

tliat sense the hcadstrc.im of t’\e Nile. By him the stream was
called “ KitangOl^,” hof^era being given as equivalent to river.”

The expligatfe of the Kagera has been largely the work of

German m^ellers.

See Nilf; also Speke’.s IHscovery of the Sourcf of the Nile (Edin-
burgh, 1803); R. Kaiidt's Caput Nih (Berlin, 19^14) ;

and map by
P. Sprigadc and M. Moisei in Grosser deuHchcr Kvlonialatlas, No. lO
(Berlin, 1906).

KAHLUR, or Bilaspur, a native state of India, within the

Punjab. It is one of the hill states Uial came under British

protection after the first Sikh war in 1846. The Gurkhas
had overrun the country in the early part of the 19th century,

and expelled the raja, who was, however, reinstated by the

British in 1815. The state occupies part of the basin of the

Sutlej amid the lower slopes of the Himalaya. Area, 448 sq. m.
Pop. (3901), 90,873; estimated gross revenue, ,^10,000; tribute,

£530. TIh’ chief, whose title is raja, is a Chandel Rajput. The
town of Bilaspur is situfitted on the left bank of the Sutlej,

1465 ft. above sea-level; pop. (1901), 3192.

KAiBN. GUSTAVE (1S59- ), French poet, was born at

Utdtz on the 21st of Deceml^r 1859. He wias educated in Paris

at the Ecole des Cbartes and the £cole des langues orientates,

and began to contribute to obscure Paiisian reviews. After

four years spent in Africa * he returned to Paris in 1885, and
founded in i886 a weekly review. La Vogue, in which many of

his early poems appeared. In the autumn of the same year he

founded, with Jean Mor^as and Paul Adam, a short-lived periodi-

cal, Le SymMUie, in which they preac))cd the nebulous poetic

doctrine of St^pbane Mallarmd; and in 1888 he became one
of the editors of the Hevue ind^endante. He contributed

poetry and criticism to the Prench and Belgian reviev/s favour-

able to the eettreme symbolists, and, with Catulle Mend^s,

he founded at the Od6on, the Th6atre Antoine and the Th^toe

Sarah Bernhardt, matinees for the production of the plays of

the younger poets. He claimed to be the earliest writer of the

vers tibre, and explained his methods and the history of the move-

ment in a preface to his Premiers poemes (1897). Later books are

Le Livre damages (1897); Lrs Fleurs de la passion (1900); some

novels; and a valuable contribution to the history of modem
French verse in Symbolistes ei decadents (1902).

KASmS, KARL FRIEDRICH AUGUST (18x4-1888), German
Lutheran theologian, was bom xit Greizon the22n(l of December

1814. Tic studied at Halle, and in 1850 was appointed professor

ordinarius at Leipzig. Ten years later he was made canon of

Meissen. He retired in 1886, and died on the 20th of June

1888 at Leipzig. Kahnis was at first a neo-Lutheran, blessed

by E. W. Hengstenberg, and his pietisti(? friends. He then

attached himself to the Old Lutheran party
,
interpreting Luther-

anism in a brood and liberal spirit and showing some appre-

ciation of rationalism. His Luthertsch Deogmaiik, kisiartsch-

genetisch dargestelU (3 vols., 1861-1868; 2rid ed. in 2 vols.,

1874-1875), by making concessions to modern criticipn, by

spiritualizing and adapting the old dogmas, by attacking the

idea of an infallible canon of Scripture ancl the conventional

theory of inspiration, by laying stress on the human side of

Scripture and insisting on the progressive character of revelation,

brought him into conflict with his former friends. A. W.
DiekhofT, Franz Delitzsch {Fur und wider Kahnis, 1863) and
Hengstenberg {Evangeltsche Kirchcnzeitung, 1862) protested

loudly against the heresy, and Kalmis replied to Hengstenberg

in a vigorous pamphlet, Zeugniss fur die Grundwaftrheiten des

Protestaniismus gegen Dr Hengstenberg (1862).

Other work.s hy Kahnis are Lehre vom Abendmakl (1851), Uer
innere Gang des deutschen Protestaniismus seit MUte des voHgefi

Jakrkunderis (1854; 3rd nd. m 2 vols., 1874; Eng. trans., 1850);
Ckristmitum und i.ntkertum (1871); Geschichie der deutschen Reforma-
tion, vol. i. (1872) ;

Dcr Oangder Kirche in Lebenshildem (xH«i, ike,)
;

and Vber das Verhdltnisder alien Phitosophie zum Cfiristenlum

K’AI-FiNO FU, the capital of the province of Honan, China.

It is .situated in 34® 52' N., 114® 33' E., on a branch line of

the Peking-Hankow railway, and forms also the district city of

Siang-fu. A city on the present site was first built by Duke
Chwang (774-700 B.c.) to mark off {Eai) the boundary of ills

fief {jeng)\ hence its name. It has, however, passed under

several aliases in Chinese history. During the Chow, Suy and
Tang dynasties (557-907) it was known as P’ien'chow. During

the Wu-tai, or five dynasties (907-960), it was the Tung-king, or

eastern capital. Under the Sung and Kin dynasties (960-1260)

it was called P’ien-king. By the Yuan or Mongol dynasty

(1260-1368) its name was again changed to Fien-liang, and
on the return of the Chinese to power with the establishment of

the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), its original name was restored.

The city is situated at the point where the last spur of the

Kuen-lun mountain .system merges in the eastern plain, and. a

few miles south of the Hwang-ho. Its position, therefore, lays it

open to the destructive influences of this river. In 1642 it was
totally destroyed by a flood caused by the dikes bursting, and
on several prior and subsequent occasions it has suffered injury

from the same cause. I'be city is large and imposing, with

broad streets and handsome buildings, the most notable of

which are a twelve-storeyed pagoda 600 ft. high, and a watdi

tower from which, at a height of jsoo ft., tlie inhabitants are

able to observe the approach of the yellow waters of tlie

river in times of flood. The city wall forms a suhstantuil

protection and is pierced by five gates. The whole neighbour-

hood, wliich is the site of one of the earliest settlements of

the Chinese in Cihifia, is full of historical associations, and it

was in this city that the Jews who entered China in a.d. 1163

first established a colony. For many centuries these people

held themselves aloof from the natives, and practised the

rites of their religion in a temple built and supported by
themselves. At last, however, they fell upon evil tinaes, and
in 1851, out of the seventy families wteh constituted the

original colony, only seven remained. For fifty years no rabbi
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but (writinpf in 1854) was then found only in the unsettled

districts.

The kakapo is about the size of a raven^ of a green or brownish-

green colour, thickly freckled and irr^ularly barred with dark

brown, and dashed here and there with longitudinal stripes of

light yellow. Examples are subject to much variation in colour

and shade, and in some the lower parts are deeply tinged with

yellow. Externally the most striking feature of the bird is its

head, armed with a powerful beak that it well knows how to use,

and its face clothed with hairs and elongated feathers that

sufficiently resemble the physiognomy of an owl to justify the

generic name bestowed upon it. Of its internal structure little

has been described, and that not always correctly. Its furcula

has been said {Proc. Zool. Society, 1874, p. 594) to be “ lost,''

whereas the clavicles, which in most birds unite to form that

bone, are present, though they do not meet, while in like manner
the bird has been declared (op. cit., 1867, p. 624, note) to furnish

among the Carindtae “ the only apparent exception to the pres-

ence of a keel ” to the sternum. The keel, however, is undoubt-

edly there, as remarked by Blanchard (Ann. Nat. Sc., Zoologie,

4th series, vol. xi. p. 83) and A. Milne Edwards (Ois. Foss, de la

France, ii. 516), and, though much reduced in size, is nearly a.s

much developed as in the Dodo and the Ocydrome. The aborted

condition of this process can hardly be regarded but in connexion

witli the incapacity of the bird for flight, and may very likely be

the result of disuse. There can be scarcely any doubt slr to the
|

propriety of considering this genus the type of a separate family

of Psittaci; but whether it stands alone or some other forms I

(Pezoporus or Geopsittacus, for example, which in coloration and

habits present .some curious analogies) should be placed with it,

must await future determination. In captivity the kakapo is

said to show much intelligence, as well a.s an affectionate and

playful disposition. Unfortunately it does not seem to share

the longevity characteristic of most parrots, and none that ha.^

been held in confinement appears to have long survived, while

many succuml> speedily.

For further details see Gould's Birds of Australia (ii. 247), and
Handbook (ii. 559) ;

Dr Finsch's Die Pa/)ag«<?« (i. 241), and Sir Walter
liullcr’s Birds of New Zealand especially. (A. N.)

KAKAR^ a Pathan tribe on the Zhob valley frontier of Balu-

chistan. The Kakars inhabit the back of the Suliman mountains

between Quetta and the Gomal River
;
they are a very ancient

race, and it is probable that they were in possession of these

slopes long before the advent of Afghan or Arab. They are

divided into many di.stinct tribes who have no connexion beyond

the common name of Kakar. Not only is there no chief of the

Kakars, or general jirgah (or council) of the whole tribe, but in

most cases there are no recognized heads of the different clans.

In 1901 they numbered 105444. During the second Afghan

War the Kakars cau.sed some annoyance on the British line of

communications; and the Kakars inhabiting the Zhob valley

were punished by the Zhob valley expedition of 1884.

KALA-AZAR, or Dum-Dum fever, a tropical disease, character-

ized by remittent fever, anaemia and enlargement of the spleen

(splenomegaly) and often of the liver. It is due to a protozoon

parasite (see Parasitic Diseases), discovered in 1900 by Leish-

man in the spleen, and is of a malarial type. The treatment is

similar to that for malaria. In Assam good results have been

obtained by segregation.

KALABA6H, a town of British India in the Mianwali district

of the Punjab. Pop. (1901), 5824. It is picturesquely situated

at the foot of thfe. Salt range, on the right hank of Indus,

opposite the railwajr station of Mari. The houses nestle against

the side of a precipitous hill of solid rock-salt, piled in successive

tiers, the roof of each tier forming the street which passes in front

of the row immediately above, and a cliff, also of pure rock-salt,

towers a^ve the town. The supply of salt, which is worked

from open quarries, is practically inexhaustible. Alum also

occurs in the neighbouring hills, and forms a considerable item

of local trade. Iron implements are manufactured.

KALACH« also known as Donskaya, a village of S.E.

Russia, in the territory of the Don Cossacks, and a nver port on
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the Don, 31 m. N.E. of Nizhne-Chirskaya, in 43" 30' E. and 48’

43' N. Its permanent population, onW about 1200, increases

greatly in summer. It is the teipinus of the railway (45 m.)

which connects tlie Don with Tsaritsyn on the Volga, and all the

goods (especially fish, petroleum, cereals and timber) brought

from the Caspian Sea up the Volga and destined for middle

Russia, or for export through the Sea of Azov, are unloaded at

Tsaritsyn and sent over to Kalach on the Don.

KALAHANDI (formerly Karond), a feudatory state of India,

which was transferred from the Central Provinces to the Orissa

division of Bengal in 1905. A range of the Eastern Ghats runs

from N.E. to S.W. through the state, with open undulating

country to the north. Area, 3745 sq. m.; pop. (1901), 350,5*9;

estimated revenue, ^£8000; tribute, £800. The inhabitants

mostly belong to the aboriginal race of Khonds. A murderous

outbreak against Hindu settlers called for armed intervention

in 1882. The diief, R^hu Kishor Deo, was murdered by a

servant in 1897, and during the minority of his son, Brij Mohan
Deo, the state was placed in charge of a British political agent.

The capital is Bhawani Patna.

KALAHARI DESERT, a region of South Africa, lying mainly

between 20** and 28" S. and 19
' and 24'' E., and covermg fully

120,000 sq. m. The greater part of this territory forms the

western portion of the (British) Bechuanaland protectorate, but

it extends south into that part of Bechuanaland annexed to the

Cape and west into German South-West Africa. The Orange

River marks its southern limit
;
westward it reaches to the foot of

the Nama and Damara hills, eastward to the cultivable parts

of Bechuanaland, northward and north-westward to the valley

of the Okavango and the bed of Lake Ngami. The Kalahari,

part of the immense inner table-land of South Africa, has an

average elevation of over 3000 ft. with a general slope from east

to west and a dip northward to Ngami. Described by Robert

Moffat as “ the southern Sahara,” the Kalahari resembles the

great desert of North Africa in being generally arid and in being

scored by the beds of dried-up rivers. It presents however

many points of difference from the Sahara. The surface soil

is mainly red sand, but in places lime.stone overlies shale and

conglomerates. The ground is undulating and its appearance

is comparable with that of the ocean at times of heavy swell.

The crests of the waves arc represented by sand dunes, rising

from 30 to 100 ft.; the troughs between the dunes vary greatly

in breadth. On the eastern border long tongues of sand project

into the veld, while the veld in places penetrates far into the

desert. There are also, and especially along the river beds,

extensive mud flats. After heavy rain these become pans or

lakes, and water is then also found in mud-bottomed pools along

the beds of the rivers. The water in the pans is often brackish,

and in some cases thickly encrusted with salt. Pans also occur

in crater-like depressions where rock rises above the desert sands.

A tough, sun-bleached grass, growing knee-high in tufts at

intervals of about .15 in., covers the dunes and gives the

general colour of the landscape. Considerable parts of the

Kalahari, chiefly in the west and north, are however covered

with dense scrub and there are occasional patches of forest.

Next to the lack of water the chief characteristics of the desert

arc the tuberous and herbaceous plants and the large numbers

of big game found in it. Of the plants the most remarkable is

the water-melon, of which both the bitter and sweet variety are

found, and which supplies both man and beast with water. The

game includes the lion, leopard, hippopotamus, rhinoceros,,

buffalo, zebra, quagga, many kinds of antelope (among them

the kudu and gnu), baboon and ostrich. The elephant, giraffe

and eland are also found. The hunting of these three last-named

animals is prohibited, and for all game there is a close time from

the beginnmg of September to the end of February.

The climate is hot, dry and healthy, save in the neighbourhood

of the large marshes in the north, where malarial fever is preva-

lent. In this region the drainage is N.E. to the great Makarikari

marsh and the Botletle, the river connecting the marsh with the

Ngami system. In the south the drainage is towards the Orange.

The Molopo and the Kuruman, which in their upper course in
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eastern 13echuanaland are perennial streams, lose their water

by evaporation and percolation on their way westward tlirough

the Kalahari. The Molopo, a very imposing river on the map,

is dry in its lower stretches. The annual rainfall does not

exceed 10 in. It occurs in the summer months, Sq^tember to

March, and chiefly in thunderstorms. The country is suffering

from progressive desiccMion, but there is good evidence of an

abundant .supply of water not far beneath the surface. In the

water-melon season a few white farmers living on the edge of

the de.sert send their herds thither to graze. Such few spots as

have been under cultivation by artificial irrigation yield excellent

returns to the farmer
;
but the clxief commercial products of the

desert are the skins of animals.

The Kalahari ib the home of wandering Bushmen [q.v.), who live

entirely by the chase, Idlliiig their prey with poisoned anows, of

Ba-Kalahaxi, and along the western border of riottentots, who are

both hunters and cattle-reajrers. The Ba-Kalahari (men of the

Kalahari), who constitute the majority of the inhabitants, appear

to belong to the Batau tribe of the Bochuanas, now no longer

having separate tribal existence, and traditionally reported to be

the oldest of the Bechuana tribes. Their features are markedly
negroid, though their skin is less black than that of many negro

peoples. They liave thin leg? and arms. The Tia-Kalahari are

saki to have posseased enormous herds of large ho^netl cattle until

deprived of them and driven into the desert by a fresh migration of

more powerful Bechuana tribes. Unlike the Buslmieii, and iu spite

of desert life, the Ba^Kalahari have a true passion for agriculture

and cattle-breeding. They carefully cultivate their gardens, though
in many cases all they can grow is a scanty supply of melons and
pumpkins, and they rear small herds of goats. They are also clever

hunters, and from the neighbouring Bechuana duels obtain spears,

knives, tobacco and dogs in exchange for the skins of the animals

they kill. In disposition they arc peaceful to timidity, grave and
almost morose. Livingstone stales that be never saw Ba-Kalahari

children at play. An ingenious method is employed to obtain water

whwc there is no open well or running stream. To one end of a reed

about 2 ft. long a bunch of grass is tied, and this end of the reed is

inserted in a hole dug at a spot wlicrc water is known to exist under-

ground, the wet sand being rammed down firmly round it An ostrich

egg-shell, the usual water vessel, is placed on the ground alongside

the reed. TIk) water-drawer, generally a woman, then sucks up the

water through the reed, dexterously squirtmg it into the adjacent

jgc-shcll. To aid her aim she places between her lips a straw, the

other end of which is inserted m the shell. The shells, when filled,

are buried, the object of the Ba- Kalahari being to preserve their

supplies from any sudden raid by Bushmen or oilier foe. Early
travellers stated that no amount of bullying or hunting in a Ba-
Kalahari village would result in a find of water

;
but that on friendly

relations being established the natives would bring a supply,

however arid we district. The British government has since sunk
wells in eSPor two districts. Though the Ba-Kalahari have no
rehgion in the strict sense of the word, tliey show traces of totemism,
and as Batau, t.e. " men of the Hon,^’ revere rather than fear that

iTcast.

The Kalahari was first crossed to Lake garni by David Living-

stone, accompanied William C. Oswell, in 1849. In 1878-1879 a

party of Boers, with about three hundretl wagons, trekked from the

Transvaal across the Kalahari to Ngami and thence to the hinterland

of Angola. Many of the party, men, women and children, perished

of thirst thiring the journey. Survivors stated that in all some
250 people and 9000 cattle died.

See Bbghuanaland. Dte Kalahari, by Dr Siegfried Passargo

(Berlin, 1904), is a valuable treatise on the geology, topography,

hydrography, climate and flora of the desert, wdth maps and biolio-

graphy. The author spont two years (1890-1898) in the Kalahari.

See also Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa, 6-c., by
David Livingstone (London, 1857).

KALAMATA (officially KoAa/aou, from an ancient town near

the site), chief town of the modem Greek nomarchy of Messenia

in the Morea, situated on the left bank of the Nedon, about

I m. from the sea. Pop. (1907), 13,123. There is a suburb on

the right bank of the stream. On a hill behind the town are the

ruins of a medieval rastk, but no ancient Greek remains have

been discovered, although Borne travellers have identified the

site with that of the classical Pharae or Pherae, It is the seat

of a court of justice and of an archbishop. During the middle

ages it was for a time a fief of the Villchardouins. In 1685

Kalamata was captured by the Venetians; in 1770, and again

in 182 1, it was the revolutionary headquarters in the Morea. In

t825 it was sacked by Ibrahim Pasha. Kalamata is situated in

a very fruitful district, of which it is the emporium. The harbour,

thougfh reoetitiy improved, offers little shelter to shipping.

Vessels bad and discharge by means of fighters, the outer

harbour having a depth at entrance of 24 ft. and inside of 14 ft.

The inner harbour has a depth of 15 ft. and is sheltered by a

breidcwater 1640 ft. in length; in the winter months the fishing

craft take shelter in the haven of Armyro. The silk industry,

formerly impcfftant, still employs about 300 women and girls

in four spinning establishments. Olive oil and silk are the chief

exports.

KALAMAZOO, a city and the county-seat of Kalamazoo
county, Michigan, U.S.A., on the W. bank of the Kalamazoo
River, about 49 m. S. of Grand Rapids and 144 m. W. of Detroit.

Pop. (1900), 24,404, of whom 4710 Were foreign-bom
;

(U.S.

census, 1910), 39,437. It is served by the Michigan Central, the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the Grand & Indiana,

the Kalamazoo Lake Shore & Chicago, and the CWce^o-

K

alama-

zoo & Saginaw railways, and by inter-urban electric lines. The
city has a pubhe library, and is the seat Of Kedamazoo College

(Baptist), whflteh grew out of the Kalamazoo literary institute

(1833) and was chartered under its present name in 1855; the

Michigan leinale seminary (Presbyterian), established in 1866;

the Western State normal school (1904); Nazareth Academy

(1897), for girls; Barbour Hall (1*899), ® school for boys; two
private schools for the feeMfe-minded ; and the Michigan asylum

for the insane, opened in 1859. The surrounding country is

famous for its celery, and the city is an important manufacturing

centre, ranking third among the cities^ of the state in the value

of its factory products in 1904. The value of the factory pro-

duct in 1904 was $13,141,767, an increase of 82*9 % since 1900.

The waterworks and electric-lighting plant are owned and

operated by the inimicipality. Kalamazoo was settled in 1829,

was known as Bronson (in honour of Titus Bronson, an earl)''

settler) until 1836,was incotporated as the village of Kalamazoo
in 1838, and in 1884 became a cRy under a charter grE.nted in

the preceding year.

KALAPUYA, or Cau.apooya, a tribe and stock of North

American Indians, whose former range was the valley of the

Willamette River, Oregon. They now number little more than

a hundred, on a reservation on Grande Ronde reservation,

Oregon.

KALAT» the capital of Baluchistan, situated in 29' 2' N. and
66" 35' E., about 6780 ft. above sea-level, 88 m. from Quetta.

The town gives its name also to a native state with an area, in-

cluding Makran and Kharan, of 71,593 m. and a population(1901)

of 470,336. The word Kalat is derived from kala—a. fortress

;

and Kalat is the most picturesque fortress in the Baluch high-

lands. It crowns a low hili, round the base of which clusters

the closely built mass of flat-roofed mud houses which form the

insignificant town. A miri or citadel, having an imposing ap-

pearance, dominates the town, and contains within its walls the

palace of the khan. It was m an upper room of this residence

that Mehrab Khan, ruler of Baluchistan, was killed during the

.storming of the town and citadel by the British troops at the

close of the first Afghan War in 1839. In 1901 it had a popu-

lation of only 2000. The valleys immediately surrounding the

fortress are well cultivated and thickly inhabited, in spite of

their elevation and the extremes of temperature to which they

are exposed. Recent surveys of Baluchistan have determined

the position of Hozdar or Khozdar (27" 48' N., 66" 38' E.) to

be about 50 m. S. of Kalat. Khozdar was the former capital

of Baluchistan, and is as directly connected with the southern

branches of the Mulla Pass as Kakt is with the northern, the

Mulla being the ancient trade route to Gandava (Kandahel) and

Sind. In spite of the rugged and barren nature of the mountain

districts of the Kalat highlands, the main routes through them

(concentrating on Khozdar rather than on Kalat) are compara-

tively easy. The old “ Pathan vat,” the trade highway between

Kalat and Karachi by the Hab valley, passes through Khozdar.

From Khozdar another route strikes a Kttlc west of south to

Wad, and then passes easily into Las Bela. This is the “ Kohan
vat.” A third route runs to Nal, and leads to the head of the

Kolwa valley (meeting with no great physical obstruction),

and then str^es into the open high road to Persia. Some of the
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valleys about Kaktt (Mastang, for instance) are wide and
full of thriving villages and strikingly picturesque; and m spke of

the great preponderance of mountam wilderness (a wilderness
which is, however, in many parts well adapted for the pasturage
of sheep) existing in the Sarawan lowlands almost equally with
the Jalawan highlands, it is not difficult to understand the impor-
tance which the province of Kalat, anciently called Turan (or

Tubaran), maintained in the eyes of medieval Arab geographers
(see Baluchistan). New light has been thrown on the history of

Kalat by the translation (rf an unpublished manuscript obtained
at Tatta by Mr Tate, of the Indian Survey Department, who has
added thereto notes from the Tufhat-ul-Kiram, for the use of

which he was indebted to Khan Sahib Rasul Baksh, mufchtiardar
of Tatta. According to these authorities, the family of the khans
of Kalat is of Arabic origin, and not, as is usu^ly stated, of

Brahuic extraction . Th^ belong to the Ahmadxai branch of tire

Mirwari clan, which originally emigrated from Oman to the
JColwa valley of M^kran . Thekhan of Kalat, Mir Mahmud Khan,
who succeeded his father in 1893, is the leading chieftain in the
Baluch Confederacy. The revenue of the khan is estimated at
nearly £60,000, including subsidies from the British government

;

and an accrued surplus of £240,000 has been invested in Indian
securities.

See G. P. Tate, Kalat (Calcutta, 1896); Baluchistan District
Gazetteer, vol. vi. (Bombay, 1007). (T. H. El.*)

KALAT-I-GHILZAI, a fort in Afghanistan. It is situated on
an isolated rocky eminence 5543 ft. above sea-level and 200 ft.

above the plain, on the right bank of the river Tamak, on the
road between Kabul and Kandaliar, 87 m. from Kandahar and
229 m. from Kabul. It is celebrat^ for its gallant defence by
Captain Craigie and a sepoy garrison against the Afghans in the

first Afghan War of 1842. In memory of this feat of arms, the

12th Pioneers still bear the name of ‘‘ The Kalat-i-Ghilzai I

Regiment,” and carry a special colour with the motto ” Invicta.”1

KALB, JOHANN (^‘ Baron de Kalb ”) (1721-1780), German
soldier in the American War of Independence, was bom in

Hiittcndorf, near Bayreuth, on tlie 29th of June 1721. He was of

peasiint parentage, and left home wh^ he was sixteen to become i

a butler
;

in 1743 he became a lieutenant in a German regiment
in the French service, calling himself at this time Jean de Kalb,

lie served with the French in the War of the Austrian Succes-

sion, becoming captain in 1747 and major in 1756; in the Seven
Years’ War he was in the corps of the comte de Broglie, render-

ing great assistance to the French after Rossbach (November

1757) and showing great bravery at Bergen (April 1759); and in

1763 he resigned his commission. As secret agent, appointed by
Choiseul, he visited America in 1768-1769 to inquire into the feel-

ing of the colonists toward Great Britain. From his retirement at

Milon la Chapelle, Kalb went to Metz for garrison duty under
de Broglie in 1775. Soon afterwards he received permission to

volunteer in the army of the American colonies, in which the

rank of major-general was promised to him by Silas Deane,
After many delays he sailed with eleven other officers on the ship

fitted out by Lafayette and arrived at Philadelphia in July 1777.
His commission from Deane was disdllowed, but the Continental

Congress granted him the rank of major-general (dating from the

15th of September 1777), and in October he joined the army,
where his growing admiration for Washington soon led' him to

view with disfavour de Broglie’s scheme for putting a European
officer in chief command. Early in 1778, as second in command
to Lafayette for the proposed expedition against Canada, he
accompanied Lafayette to Albany

;
but no adequate preparations

had been made, and the expedition was abandoned. In April

1780 he was sent from Morristown, New Jersey, with his division

of Maryland men, his Delaware regiment and the ist artillery, to

relieve Charleston, but on arriving at Petersburg, Virginia, he
learned that Charleston had already fallen. In his camp at

Buffalo Ford and Dteep River, General Horatio Gates joined him
on the 25th of July ; and next day Gates led thearmy by the short

and desolate road directly towards Camden. On the iith-ijth

of August, when Kalb advised an immediate"attank on Rawdon,
Gates hesitated and then marched to a position on the Salisbury-

Chai^lotte road which he had previous^ refused tov
14th Cornwallis had occupied Camden, and a battle

there on the i6th when, the other American troops Imvin^O
and fled, Kalb, unhorsed and fiercely at the head
right wing, was woonded eleven times. He was token prison^
ai^ died on the 19th of August 1780 in Camdenr Here in 1825
Lafayette laid the corner-stone of a monument to him.* In ^887
a statue of him by Ephraim Keyset was dedicated in Annapolis,

Maryland.

See Friedrich Kapp, Leben des amertkanischen Generals Johann
Kalb (Stuttgart, to&2\ English version, privately printed. New
York,^ 1870), which is summarised ia George W. Greeners The^
German dement in the Werr of Amerioan Independence' York,
1876).

KALCKREUTH (or Kalrrbuth), FRUDIIW ABOLT,
Count von (1737-1818), Prussian sokber, entered the regiment
of Gardes du Corps in 1752, and in 1758 was adjutant or aide-de-

camp to Frederick the Great’s brother. Prince Henry,.wkh>whom
he served throughout the later stages of the Seven Years’ War.
He won special distinction at the battle of Freiberg (Sept. 29,

1762), for which Frederick promoted him major. Person^
differences with Prince Henry severed their connexion in 1766,
and for many years Kalckrcuth lived in comparative retfeemeilkt.

But he made the campaign of the War of the Bavarian Succession

as a colonel, and on the accession of Frederick William 11 . was
restored to favour. He greatly distinguished himself osa major-
general in the invasion of Holland in 1787, and by 1792 had be-

come count and lieutenant-general. Under Brunswick he took
a conspicuous part in llie campaign of Vahny in 1792, the sicgei

and capture of Mainz in 1793, and the battle of Kaiserslautern in

1794. In the campaigns against Napoleon in 1806 he played a
marked part for good or evil, both at Auerstadt and in the miser-

able retreat of the beaten Prussians. In 1807 he defended Danzig
for 78 days against the French under Marshal Lefebvre, with far

greater skill and energy than he had shown in the previous year.

He was promoted field marshal soon afterwards, conducted
many of the negotiations at Tilsit. He died as governor of Berlin

in 1818.

The Dicfdes du FeldmarSchal Kalckreuth were published by his son
(Paris, 1844).

KALCKREUTH, LEOPOLD, Count von (1855- X German
painter, a direct descendant of the famous field marshal (see

above), was born at Diisseldorf, received his first tiaining at

Weimar from his father, the landscape painter Count Stanislaus

von Kalckreuth (1820-1894), and subsequently studied at the

academies of Weimar and Munich. Although he painted some
portraits remarkable for their power of expression, he devoted

himself principally to depicting with relentless realism the

monotonous life of the fishing folk on the sea-coast, and of the

peasants in the fields. His palette is joyless, and almost melan-
choly, and in his technique he is strongly influenced by the im-

pressionist.s. He was one of the founders of the secessionist

movement. From 1885 to 1890 Count von Kalckreuth was

professor at the Weimar art school. In 1890 he resigned his pro-

fessorship and retired to his estate of Hockricht in Silesia, where

he occupied himself in painting subjects drawn from the life of

the country-folk. In 1895 he became a professor at the art

school at Karlsruhe. The Munich Pinakothek has his “ Rain-

bow ” and the Dresden Gallery his “ Old Age.” Among his

chief' works are the “ Funeral at Dachau,” ” Homewards,”
“ Wedding Procession in the Carpathian Mountains,” “ The
Gleaners,” “ Old Age,” “ Before the Fish Auction,” ** Summer,”
and ” Going to School.”

See A. Ph. W. V. Kalckrcuth, Gesch. der Hetren, Freiherren und
Grafen von Kalckreuth (Potsdatn, 1904).

KALEIDOSCOPE (from Gr. koX^, beautiful, cT8ov, form, and

cTKOTTitv, to view). The article Reflection explains the sym-

metrical arrangement of images formed by two mirrors inclined at

an angle which is a sub-multiple of four right angl^. This is

the principle of the kalridoscope, an opti^l toy which received

its present form at the hands of Sir E)avid Brewster about the
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>615, and which at once became exceedingly popular owing

the beauty and variety of the images and the sudden and

unexpected clianges from one graceful form to another. A
hundred years earlier R. Bradley liad employed a similar arrange-

ment which seems to have passed into oblivion {New Improvements

of Planting and Gardening, 1710). The instrument has been

extensively used by designers. In its simplest form it consists

of a tube about twelve inches long containing two glass plates,

extending along its whole length and inclined at an angle of 60".

The eye-end of the tube is closed by a metal plate having a small

hole at its centre near the intersection of the glass plates. The

other end is closed by a plate of muffed glass at the distance of

distinct vision, and parallel to this is fixed a plate of clear glass.

In the intervening spac#* (the object-box) are conUiined a number

of fragments of brilliantly coloured glass, and as the tube is

turned round its axis ihese fragments alter their positions and

give rise to the various patterns. A third reflecting plate is

sometimes employed, the cross-section of the three forming an

equilateral triangle. Sir David Brewster modified his apparatus

by moving the object-box and closing the end of the tube by a

lens of short focus which forms images of distcant objects at the

distance of distinct vision. These images take the place of the

coloured fragments of glass, and they are symmetrically multi-

plied by the mirrors. In the polyangular kaleidoscope the angle

between the mirrors can be altered at pleasure. Such instruments

are occasionally found in old collections of philo.sophical appara-

tus and they have been used in order to explain to students the

formation of multiple images. (C. J. J.)

KALERGIS, DIMITRI (Demetrios) (1803-1867), Greek

statesman, was a Cretan by birth, studied medicine at Paris and

on the outbreak of the War of Greek Independence went to the

Morea and joined the insurgents. He fought under Karaiskakis,

was taken prisoner by the Turks before Athens and mulcted of

an car ;
later he acted as aide-de-camp to the French philhellene

(blimel Fabvier and to Count Capo dTstria, president of Greece.

In 1832 he was promoted lieutenant-colonel. In 1843, as com-

mander of a cavalry division, l^e was the prime mover in the

insurrection which forced Ring Otto to dismiss his Bavarian

ministers. He was appointed military commandant of Athens

and aide-de-camp to the king, but after the fall of the Mavro-

cordato ministry in 1845 was forced to go into exile, and spent

sc\'eral years in London, where he became an intimate of Prince

l.ouis Napoleon. In 1848 he made an abortive descent on the

Creek coiM, in the hope of revolutionizing the kingdom. He
was captured, but soon released and, after a stay in the island

of /.ante, went to Paris (1853). At the instance of the Western

Powers he was recalled on the outbreak of the Crimean War and

appointed minister of war in the reconstituted Mavrocordato

cabinet (1854). He was, however, disliked by King Otto and

his consort, and in October 1855 was forced to resign. In i86t

h(' was appointed minister plenipotentiary in Paris, in which

capacity he took an important part in the negotiations which

followed the fall of the Bavarian dynasty and led to the acce.ssion

of Prince George of Denmark to the Greek throne.

KALEWALA, or Kalevala, the name of the Finnish national

epos. It takes its name from the three sons of Kalewa (or

Finland), viz. the ancient Wiiinamdirien, the inventor of the

sacred harp Kantele; the cunning art-smith, Ilmarinen; and the

gallant Lemminkainen, who is a sort of Arctic Don Juan. The

adventures of these three heroes are wound about a plot for

securing in marriage the hand of the daughter of Louhi, a hero

from Pohjola, a land of the cold north. Ilmarinen is .set to

(‘(mslruct a magic mill, the Sanpo, which grinds out meal, salt

and gold, and as this has fallen into the hands of the folk of

Pohjola, it is needful to recover it. The poem actually opens,

however, with a very poetical theory of the origin of the world.

The virgin daughter of the atmosphere, Luonnotar, wanders for

seven hundred years in space, until she bethinks her to invoke

Ukko, the northern Zeus, who sends his eagle to her; this bird

makes its nest on the knees of Luonnotar and lays in it seven

eggs. Out of the substance of these eggs the visible world is

made. But it is empty and sterile until Wainiimdinen descends

upon it and woos the exquisite Aino. She disappears into space,

and it is to recover from his loss and to find another bride that

Wainamoinen makes his series of epical adventures in the dismal

country of Pohjola. Various episodes of great strangeness and

beauty accompany the lengthy recital of the struggle to acquire

the magical Sanpo, which gives prosperity to whoever possesses

it. In the midst of a battle the Sanpo is broken and falls into

the sea, but one fragment floats on the waves, and, being stranded

on the shores of Finland, secures eternal felicity for that country.

At the very close of the poem a virgin, Mariatta, brings forth a

king who drives Wainamoinen out of the country, and this is

understood to refer to the ultimate conquest of Paganism by

Christianity.

The KcUewala was probably composed at various times and by

various bards, but always in sympathy with the latent traditions

of the Finnish race, and with a mixture of symbolism and realism

exactly accordant with the instincts of that race. While in the

other antique epics of the world bloodshed takes a predominant

place, the Kalewala is characteristically gentle, lyrical and even

domestic, dwelling at great length on situations of moral beauty

and romantic pathos. It is entirely concerned with the folk-lore

and the traditions of the primeval Finnish race. The poem i.s

written in eight-syllabled trochaic verse, and an idea of its style

may be obtained from Longfellow’s Htawalha, which is a pretty

true imitation of the Finnish epic.

Until the 19th century the Kalewala existed only in fraprinonts in

the memories and on the* lips of the peasants. A collection of a few
of these scattercil songs was published in 1822 by Dr Zachanus
Topelius, but it was not until 1835 that anything like a complete
and systematically arranged collection was given to the world by
Dr Elias Lonnrot. For years Dr Lftnnrot wandered from place to

place in the most remote districts, living with the peasantry, and
taking down from their lips all that they knew of their popular songs,

Some of the most valuable were discovtued in the governments of

Archangel and Olonetz. After unwearied diligence Lonnrot was
successful in collecting 12,000 lines, These he arranged as methodi-
cally as he could into thirty-two runes or cantos, which he pnbhshi’d

exactly as he heard them sung or chanted. Continuing his re-

searches, Dr Lonnrot published in 1849 a new edition of 22,793
verses in fifty runes, A still more complete text was published by
A. V. Forsman in 1887, The importance of this indigenous epic

was at once recognized in Europe, and translations were made into

Swedish, German and I'Ycnch. Several translations into En;.',.ibh

exist, the fullest being that ^ J. M, Crawford in 1888. The best

foreign editions are those of C’^astren in Swedish (1844), Leouzon le

Due in French (1845 and 186b), Schiefner in German (1852). (E. G.)

KALGAN (Cuang-Chia K’ow), a city of China, in the pro-

vince of Chih-li, with a population estimated at from 70,000 to

100,000. It lies in the line of the Great Wall, 122 m. by rail N.W.
of Peking, commanding an important pas.s between China and

Mongolia. Its position is stated as in 40' 50' N. and 114 54' E.,

and its height above the sea as 2810 ft. The valley amid tlie

mountains in which it is situated is under excellent cultivation,

and thickly studded with villages. Kalgan consists of a walled

town or fortress and suburbs 3 m. long. The streets are wide,

and excellent shops are abundant ;
but the ordinary houses have

an unusual appearance, from the fact that they are mo.stly roofed

with earth and become covered with green-sward. Large

quantities of soda are manufactured ;
and the town is the scat

of a very extensive transit trade. In October lyog it was con-

nected by railway with Peking. In e^rly autumn long lines of

camels come in from all quarters for the conveyance of the tea-

chests from Kalgan to Kiakhta; and each caravan usually makes
three journeys in the winter. Some Russian merchants have

permanent residences and warehouses just outside the gate. On
the way to Peking the road passes over a beautiful bridge of seven

arches, ornamented with marble figures of animals. The name
Kalgan is Mongolian, and means a barrier or “ gate-beam.”

KALGOORLIE, a mining town of Western Australia, 24 m.

by rail E.N.E. of Coolgardie. Pop. (1901), 6652. It is a thriving

town with an electric tramway service, and is the junction of four

line.« of railway. The gold-field, discovered in 1893, is very

rich, supporting about 15,000 miners. The town is supplied

with water, like Coolgardie, from a source near Perth 360 m.

distant.
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KALI (black), or Kali Ma (the Black Mother), in Hindu

mythology, the goddess of destruction and death, the wife
of Siva. According to one theory, Calcutta owes its name to
her, being originally Kalighat, “ Kalins landing-place.^^ Siva's
consort 1^ many names (e.g. Durga, Bhawani, Parvati, &c.).
Her idol is black, with four arms, and red palms to the hands.
Her eyes are red, and her face and breasts are besmeared with
blood. Her hair is matted, and she has projecting fang-like teeth,
between which protrudes a tongue dripping with blood. She
wears a necklace of skulls, her earrings are dead bodies, and she
is girded with serpents. She stands on the body of Siva, to
account for which attitude there is an elaborate legend. She is

more worshipped in Gondwana and the forest tracts to the east
and south of it than in any other part of India. Formerly
human sacrifice was the essential of her ritual. The victim,

always a male, was taken to her temple after sunset and im-
prisoned there. When morning came he was dead : the priests

told the people that Kali had sucked his blood in the night. At
Dantewara in Bastar there is a famous shrine of Kali under the

name of Danteswari. Here many a human head has been
presented on her altar. About 1830 it is said that upwards of

twenty-five full-grown men were immolated at once by the raja.

Cutting their flesh and burning portions of their body were
among the acts of devotion of her worshippers. Kali is goddess

of small-pox and cholera. The Thugs murdered their victims

in her honour, and to her the sacred pickaxe, wherewith their

graves were dug, was consecrated.

The Hook-swinging Festival (Churruk or Churuck Puja),

one of the most notable celebrations in honour of the

goddess Kali, has now been prohibited in Briti.sh territory.

Those who had vowed themselves to self-torture submitted to

be swung in the air supported only by hooks pas.sed through the

muscles over the blade-bones. These hooks were hung from a.,

long crossbeam, which see-sawed upon a huge upright pole.

Hoisted into the air by men pulling down the other end of the

see-saw beam, the victim was then whirled round in a circle.

The torture usually lasted fifteen or twenty minutes.

See A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mythology (Strassburg, 1897).

KALIDASA, the most illustrious name among the writers of

the .second epoch of Sanskrit literature, which, as contrasted

with the age of the Vedic hymns, may be characterized as the

period of artificial poetry. Owing to the absence of the historical

sense in the Hindu race, it is impossible to fix with chronological

exactness the lifetime of either Kalidasa or any other Sanskrit

author. Native tradition places him in the 1st century b.c.;

but the evidence on which this belief rests is worthless. The
works of the poet contain no allusions by which their date can
be directly determined

;
yet the extremely corrupt form of the

Prakrit or popular dialects spoken by the women and the sub-

ordinate characters in his plays, as compared with the Prakrit

in inscriptions of ascertained age, led such authorities as Weber
and Lassen to agree in fixing on the 3rd century a.d. as the

approximate period to which the writings of Kalidasa should

be referred.

He was one of the " nine gems " at the court of King Vikra-

maditya or Vikrama, at Ujjain, and the tendency is now to

regard the latter as having flourished about a .d . 375; others,

however, place him as late as the 6th century. The richness of

his creative fancy, his delicacy of sentiment, and his keen appre-

ciation of the l^uties of nature, combined with remarkable

powers of descriptipn, place K&lidasa in the first rank of Oriental

poets. The effect, however, of his productions as a whole is

greatly marred by extreme artificiality of diction, which, though

to a less extent than in other Hindu poets, not unfrequentty

takes the form of puerile conceits and plays on words. In this

respect his writings contrast very unfavourably with the more
genuine poetty of the Vedas. Though a true poet, he is wanting

in that artistic sense of proportion so characteristic of the Greek

mind, which exactly adjusts the parts to the whole, and combines

form and matter into an in^parable poetic unity. K&lid&sa’s

fame rests chiefly on his dramas, but he is also distinguished as

an epic and a lyric poet.

He wrote three plays, the plots of which all bear aV
blance, inasmuch as they consist of love intrigues, wit
numerous and seomindy insurmountable impediments ontsf
nature, are ultimately brought to a successful conclusion.
Of these, Sakuntaid is that which has always justly enjoyed

greatest fame and p(^ularity. The unqualified praise bestowM
upon it by Goethe sufficiently guarantees its poetic merit. There
are two recensions of the text in India, the Bengali and the Devanft-
garl, the latter being general^ considered older and purer. Sakun-
tala was first translated into English by Sir William Jones (Calcutta,
1789), who used the Bengali recension. It was soon after translated
into German by G. Forster (1791; new ed., Leipzig, 1879). An
edition of the Sanskrit original, with French tran^&>n, was pub-
lished by A. L. Ch^zy at I^ris in 1830, This formed the basis of a
translation by B. Hirzel (Ziirich, 1830) ;

later trans. by L. Fritze
(Chemnitz, 1876). Other editions of the Bengali recension were
published by I^ema Chandra (Calcutta, x80o) for the use of European
students and by R. Pischel (2nd ed., Kiel, 1886). The Devanagarl
recension was first edited by O. Bdhtlingk (i^nn, 1842), with a
German translation. On this were based the successive Gcnrman
translations of £. Meier (Tubingen, 1851) and £. Lobedanz (8th
ed., Leipzig, 1892b The same recension has been edited by Dr C.
Burkhard with a Sanskrit-Latin vocabulary and short Prakrit gram-
mar (Breslau, 1872), and by Professor Monier Williams (Oxford, 2nd
ed., 1876), who also translated the drama (5th ed., 1887). There is

another translation by P. N. Patankar (Poona, i888~ ). There
are also a South Indian and a Cashmir recension.
The Vihramorvasl, or Ufvasi won by Valour, abounds with fine

lyrical passages, and is of all Indian dramas second onW to Sakuntaid
in poetic beauty. It was edited by R. Lenz (Berlin, 7833) and trans-
lated into German by C. G. A. H6fer (Berlin, 1837), by B. Hirzel

(1838}, by £. Lobedanz (Lemzig, 1861) and F. i^Uensen (Petersburg,

1845). There is also an English edition by Monier Williams, a
metrical and prose version by Professor H. H. Wilson, and a literal

prose translation by Professor E. B. Cowell (1851). The latest

editions are by S. P. Pandit (Bombay, 1879) and K. B. Paranjpe*
(ibid. 1898).
The third play, entitled Mdlavikdgnimitra, has considerable

poetical and dramatic merit, but is confessedly inferior to the other
two. It possesses the advantage, however, that its hero Agnimitra
and its heroine Mfilavik!l are more ordinary and human clmracters
than those of the other plays. It is edited by O. F. Tullberg
(Bonn, 1840), by Shankar P. Pandit, with English notes (1869), and
S. S. Ayyar (Poona, 1896); translated into German by A. Weber
(1856), and into English by C. H. Tawney (2nd ed. , Calcutta, 1898);
Two epic poems are also attributed to Kftlidftsa. The longer of

these is entitled Raghuvamsa, the subject of which is the same as
that of the Rdmayana, viz. the history of R&ma, but beginning witli

a long account of his ancestors, the ancient rulers of Ayodhya
(ed. by A. F. Stenzlcr, London, 1832; and with Eng. trans. and notes
by Gopal Raghunath Nandargikar, Poona, 1897; verse trans. by
P. de Lacy Johnstone, 1902). The other epic is the Kumdrasam-
bhava, the theme of which is the birth of KumAra, otherwise called
KArttikeya or Skanda, god of war (ed. by Stcnzler, London, 1838;
K. M. Banerjea, 3rd Calcutta, 1872;* Parvanikara and Par'ab,
Bombay, 1893; and M. K. Kale and S. R. Dharadhara, ibid. 1907;
Eng. trans. by R. T. Griffith, 1879). Though containing many fine

passages, it is tame as a whole.
His lyrical poems are the Meghaduia and the Ritusamhdra. The

Meghadutaj or the Cloud-Messenger, describes the complaint of an
exiled lover, and the message he sends to Ills wife by a cloud. It is

full of deep feeling, and abounds with fine descriptions of the
beauties of nature. It was edited with free English translation by
H. H. Wilson (Calcutta, 1813), and by J. Gildemeister (Bonn, 1841);
a German adulation by M. MiiUer appeared at Kdnigsberg (1847),
and one by C. Schiitz at Bielefeld (1859). It was edited by F.
Johnson, with vocabulary and Wilson's metrical translation (London,
id07); later cxlitions by K. P. Parab (Bombay, 1891) and K. B.
Pathak (Poona, 1894). The Ritusamhdra, or Collection of the
Seasons, is a short poem, of less importance, on the six seasons of
the year. There is an edition by P. von Bohlen, with prose Latin
and metrical German translation (Leipzig, 1840); Eng. trans. by
C. S. Sitaram Ayyar (Bombay, 1897).

Another poem, entitled the Naloaaya, or Rise of Nala, edited by
F. Benary (^rlin, 1830), W. Yates (Calcutta, 184^) and Vidyasagara
(Calcutta, 1873), is a treatment of the story of Nala and Damayanti,
but describes especially the restoration of Nala to prosperity and
power. It has been ascribed to the celebrated KAlidAsa, but was
probably written by another poet of the same name. It is full of
most absurd verbal conceits and metrical extravagances.
So many poems, partly of a very different stamp, are attributed

to KAlidAsa that it is scarcely possible to avoid the necessity of
assuming the existence of more authors than one of that name. It

is by no means improbable that there were three poets thus named;
indiMd modem native astronomers are so convinced of the existence
of a triad of authors of this name that they apply the term KAlidAsa
to designate the number three.

On KAlidAsa generally, see A. A. Macdonell's History of Semshrit
Literature (1900), and on his date G. Huth, Die Zeit des K. (Berlin,

1890) (A. A. M.)
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KALIMPONG—KALKBRENNER
ikALIMPONG, a village of British India^ in the Darjeeling

district of Bengal, 4000 ft. above sea-level; pop. (1901), 1069.

It is a frontier znarlut for the purchase of wool and mules from

Tibet, and an important agriculturaJ fair is held in November.
In 1900 Kalimpong was chosen by the Church of Scotland as the

site of cottage homes, known as St Andrew^s Colonial Homes,

for the education and training of poor European and Eurasian

children.

KALINOAi or Calinga, one of the nine kingdoms of southiem

India in ancient times. Its exact limits varied, btlt included

the eastern Madras coast from Pulicat to Chicacole, running

inland from the Bay of Bengal to the Eastern Ghats. The name
at one time had a wider and vaguer meaning, comprehending
Orissa, and possibly ex tending to the Ganges t'allcy . 'Hre Kalinga
of Phny certainly includiid Oris.sa, but latterly it seems to have
been confined to the Telugu-speaking country; and in Uie

time of Hsisan Tsang (630 a.d.) it was distinguished on the south
and west from Andhra, and on the north from Odra or Orissa.

Taranatha, the Tibetan historian, speaks of Kalinga as one
division of the country of Tclinga. Bsiian Tsang speaks of

Kalinga (“ Kie-Ung-kia ”) having its capital sut what has been
identified with the site either of Rajahmundry or Coringa.

Both these towns, as well' as Singapur, Calingapatam and Chica-

cole, share the honour of having been the chief cities of Kalinga
at different pertodfi; but inscriptions recently deciphered seem
to prove that the capital of the Ganga dynasty of Kalinga was
at Mukhalingam in the Ganjam district.

KAUNJAR, a town and hill fort of British India in the Banda
district of the United Provinces. Pop. (1901), 3015, The fort

stands on an isolated rock, the termination of the Vindhya
range, at an elevation of 1203 ft., overlooking the plains of

Bundelkhand. Kalinjar is the most characteristic specimen of

the hill-fortresses, originally hill-shrincs, of central India, its

antiquity is proved by its mention in the akdbh&rata. It was
besieged by Mahmud of Ghazni in 1023, and here the Afghan
emperor Sher Shah met his death in 1545, and Kalinjar played
a prominent part in history down to the time of the Mutiny in

1857, when it was held by a small British garrison. Both the

fort and the town, which stands at the foot of the hill, are of

interest to the antiquary on account of their remains of temples,

sculptures, inscriptions and caves.

KAJLIR [41AUR], ELBAZER, Hebrew liturgical poet, whose
hymns (pjyjitUfn) are found in profusion in the festival prayers

of the (RMnmi synagogaJ rite. The age in 'which he lived is

unknown. Some (basing the view on Saadiah’s 5kler ha-gakty)

place him as early as the 6th century, others regard him as

belonging to the loth century. Kalir’s style is powerful but
involved

;
he may be described as a Hebrew Browning.

Some beautiful renderingH of Kalir's poems may be found in the
volutneii of Davis & Adler's of the German Festival Prayers
entitled SBrtnri! of the Synagogue.

1CAL18CH» ISIDOR (1816-1886), Jewish divine, was born at

Krotoschin in Prussia on the 15th of November 1816, and was

educated at Berlin, Breslau and Prague. In 1848 he came to

London, but' passed on in 1849 to America, where he ministered

as rabbi in Cleveland, Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Detroit and Newark,

New Jersey. At Newark from 187.5 ^ himself entirely

to litwary work, and exercised a strong influence as leader of

the radical and reforming Jewi{?h party.

Among his works are Wegweisen' fiir raiwneUe Forachungm in den

bibliechen Schviften (1853); and translationa of NtUhan der Weise

(1869); Sepkep Jexifoh (1877); and Muna*s Mistmy of JPhikeeopkof

among the }ewi (iffBi). Me adra wrote- a good deal of German and
Hebrew v^e.

XALlBCH,MAHCtIS<or Maurice) (1828^1885), Jewish scholar,

was hom in Pomerania in i8a8, and died in England 1885.

He Wllff ewe of the pioneers of the critical study of the OW
'festarrtent hi England. At one time he was secretaiy to the

Chief Rabbi; in W53 he became tutor in the Rothschild family

and enjoyed leisure to produce his commentaries and other

WtirttS. The filTSt instataf^t of his commentary on the Penta-

tetiA wa^ Exoius this was followed by (Jwiwtr (1858) and

Lmticus in two parts (1867- 1872). Kalisch wrote before the

publication of Wdlhausen’s works, and anticipated him in some
important points. Besides these works, Kahsch published in

1877-1878 two volumes of Bible studies (on Balaam and Jonah).

He Was also author of a once popular Hebrew grammar in two
volumes {1862-1863). In 1880 he published Path and Goal, a
brilliant discussion of human destiny. His commentaries arc

of permanent value, not only because df the author’s ori^inl&lity,

but also because of his erudition. No Other works in English

contain such full citations erf earlier literature. (I. A.)

KAUSFEL, or Pend p’Oreille, a tribe of North American
Indians of Salishan stock. They formerly ranged the country

around Pend d’Oretlle Lake, Washin^on. They number some

600, and are settled on a reservation in Montana;
KAlrfSE^ a government of Russian Poleind, havhig Prussia on

the W.^ and the governments of Warsaw and Piotrkdw on the E.

Its area is 4390 sq. m. Its surface is a lowland, sloping towards
the west, land is drained by the Prosna and the Warta and their

tributaries, and also by the Bzura. It was formerly covered
with countless small lakes and thick forests; the latter are now
mostly destroyed, but many lakes and marshes exist still.

Pop. (1897), 844,358 of whom 427,978 were women, and 113,609
lived in towns; estimated pop. (1906), 983,200. They arc chiefly

Poles. Roman Catholics number 83 %; Jews and Protestants

each amount to 7 %. Agriciiltute is carried to perfection on
a number of estates, as also livestock breeding. The crops

principall}' raised are rye, v^heat, oats, barley and potatoes.

Various domestic trades, including the weaving of linen and wool,
are carried on in the villages. There arc .some factories, pro-

ducing chiefly cloth and cottons. The government is divided
into eight districts, the chief towns of which, with their popula-
tions in 1897, • Kalisz (21,680), Kolo (9400), Konin (8530),
Leezyea (88(>3). Slupec (3758), Sieradz (7019), Turek (8141)
and Wielun (7442).

KAJLlSiZ, the chief town, of the above government, situated m
51^ 46' N. and 18 E., 147 m, by rail \V.S.W. of Warsaw, on the

banks of the Prosna, which there forms the boundary of Prussia.

Pop. (1871), 18,088; (1897), 21,680, of whom 37 % were Jews.
It is one of the oldest and finest cities of l^oland, is the seal of a
Roman Catholic bishop, and possesses a castle, a teachers’ insti-

tute and a large public park. The industrial establishments

comprise a brewery, and factories for ribbons, cloth and sugar,

and tanneries.

Kalisz is kliuatihud with the Caln>^a ui Ptolemy, and its autiquity
is indicated by the abundance of coins and oilier objects of ancient
art which have been discovered on the site, as well as by tlie numerous
burial mounds existing in the vicinity. It was the scene of the
decisive victory of Augustus the Strong of Poland over the Swedes
on the 29tli of October 1706, of several minor confiicts in 1813, and
of the friendly meeting of the Russian and Prussuan troops in 1835,
in memoir of which an iron obelisk was erected in the town by
Nicholas i, in 1841. The treaty of 1813 between Russia and Prussia
was signed here.

KALK, a town in the Prussian Rhine province, on the right

bank of the Rhine, 2 m. E. of Cologne. Pbp. (1905), 25,478.

Kalk is an important junction of railway lines connecting Cologne

with places on the right bank of the river. It has various iron

and chemical industries, brickworks and breweries, and an
electric tramway joins it with Cologne.

KALKAS, or Khalkas, a Mongoloid people mainly concen-

trated in the northern steppes of Mongoha near their kinsmen,

the Buriats. According to Sir H. Howorth they derive their

name from the river Kalka, which runs into the Bnir lake. Of
all Mongolians they physically differ most from the true Mongol
type (see Monooi.s). Their colbtrr is a brown rather than a

yellow, and their eyes are open and not oblique. They have,

however, the broad flat face, high cheekbones and lank black

hair of their race. They number some 250,000, and their terri-

tory is divided into the four khanates of Toshetu (Tushiyetu),

Tsetien (Setzen), Sai*noi*m (Sain Noyin) and Jesaktu (
Jassarktu).

KALKBRERRER, FRIEBRICR WILHAM ^7$4-^ifl49).

German pianist and compoOT, son of Christian Kalkbrenner

(1755-1806), a Jewish musician of Cassel, was educated at the



KALLAY-
Paris Conservatoire, and soon began to play in public. From
1814 to 1823 he was well known as a brilliant performer and a
successful teacher in Ix>ndan, and then settled in Paris, dying at

Enghicn, near there, in 1849. He became a member of the Paris

piano-manufacturing firm of Pleycl & €0., and made a fortune

by iris business and his art combined. His numerous com-
positions are less remembered now than his instruction-book,

with studies,’^ which have had considerable vogue among
pianists*

KAlddlT, BEmAMIN VQM (1839-1903), Austro-Hungarian
statesman, was bean at Budapest on the asnd of December 1839.
His family derived their name from their estates at NAgy Kallo,

in Srabolcs, and claimed descent from the Balogh Semjen
tribe, which colonized the counties of Borsod, Szabolcs, and
Szatmdr, at the close of the 9th century, when the Magyars
conquered Hungary. They played a prominent part in Hun-
garian history as early as the reign of Koloman (1095-1114);
and from King Matthias Corviruis (1458-1490) they received

their estates at Mezo Tur, near Kecskemet, granted to Michael

Killay for his heroic defence of jajee in Bosnia, and still held by
his descendants. The father of Benjamin von KAllay, a superior

official of the Hungarian government, died in 1845, and his

widow, who survived until 1903, devoted herself to the education

of her son. At an early age ^llay manifested a deep interest

in politics, and especially in the Eastern Question. He travelled

in Russia, European Turkey and Asia Minor, gaining a thorough
knowledge of Greek, l^irkish and several Slavonic languages.

He became as proficient in Servian as in his native tongue. In

1867 he entered the Hungarian Diet as Conservative deputy for

Miihlbach (Szasy-Szebes)
; in 1B69 he was appointed consul-

general at Belgrade; and in 1872 he visited Bosnia for the first

time. Hls views on Balkan questions strongly influenced

Count Andrdssy, the Austro-Hungarian minister for foreign^

affairs. l;caving Belgrade in 1875, he resumed his seat in the~

Diet, and shortly afterwards founded the journal Kelet Nepe, or

Eastern FoLk^ in which he defended tlie vigorous policy of

Andrdssy. After the Russo-Turkish War of 1878 he went to

PhilippopoHs as Austro-Hungarian envoy extraordinary on the

International Eastern Ruraclian Ckimmission. In 1879 he became
second, and soon afterwards first, departmental chief at the

foreign office in Vienna. On the 4th of June 1882 he was
appointed imperial minister of finance and administrator of

Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the distinction with which he

filled this office, for a period of 21 year.s, i.s hi.s chief title to fame
(see Bosnia and IteuzKOoviNA). Kdllay was an honorary
member of the Budapest and Vienna academies of science, and
attained some eminence as a writer. He translated J. S. Mill’s

Liberty into Hungarian, adding an introductory critique; while

his version of Galatea^ a play by the Greek dramatist S. N.
Basiliades (1843-1874), proved successful on the Hungarian
stage. His monographs on Servian history (Ceschichte der

Serb^n) and isn the Oriental ambition of Russia {DitOfitnipoliiik

Russlands) were translated intx) German by J. H. Schwicker,

and published at Leipzig in 1878. But, in his own opinion, his

masterpiece was an academic orgition on the political and geo-

graphii^ position of Hungary as a link between East and West.

In 1873 K&llay married die countess Vihna Bethlen, who bore

him two daughters and a son. Hts popularity in i^sma was
partly due to the tact and personal charm of wife. He ffied

on the 13th of July 1903.

KALKAB (Calmar), a seaport of Sweden on the Baltic coast,

chief town of the district of Kahnar, 250 m. S.S.W. of

Stockholm by rail. Fop. (1900), 12,7x5. it hes opposite the

island of OUand, maiiil^ on two small islands, but partly on the

ntnnland, where 1hfeFe .iB a pleasant park. Use streets ore

regular, add most of the htuses are of wood. The foinGipal

p^ic edifices, however, are constructed of IsmoBtone from
Ulmid, kiclaiffing the loathedral, built by Nkodemxa Tessin azx!

bis son Kiioodemos ih .the second half of the 17th centnty..

Kalmar, a town of great antiquity, was foimeriy stroingly ftwti*

find, mid them Temains the island-fortmss of Katmdrnahos,

dating partly Irom^e zath 'Century, but mainly from the t6th

KALNdKY
and t7th. It contains die beauKiful chamber of Kin^
(d. 1577), an historical museum, and in the courtyarda ibh,.

weil-cover. This stronghold stood several sieges in the^
15th and i6th centuries, and the town gives name to d» tcekiy

(^hnar Union) by which Sweden, Norway and Denmark were

united into one kingdom in 1397. Kalmar has an artificial

harbour admitting vessels drawing 19 ft. There are a school of

navigation, and tobacco and match factories, the produce of

whi(ffi, together with timber and oats, is exported. Ship-

building is carried on.

KALMUCK, or Kalmyk Stepfc, a tenritoiy or reservation

belonging to the Kalmuck or Kalmyk Tatars, in the Russian

government of Astrakhan, bounded by the Volga on the N.E.,

the Manych on the S.W., the Caspian Sea on the E., and the

territory of the Don Cossacks on the N.W. Its area is 36,900
sq. m., to which has to be added a second reservation of 3045
sq, m. on the left bank of the lower Volga. According to L V.

Mushketov, the Kalmuck Steppe must be divided into two parts,

western and eastern. 'Hie former, occupied by tlie Ergeni hills,

is deeply trenched by ravines and riseis 300 and occasioiMffiy

630 ft. above the sea. It is built up of Tertiary deposits,

belonging to the Sarmatian division of the Miocene period and
covert with loess and black earth, and its escarpments repre-

sent the old shore-line of the Caspian. No Caspian ^porits

are found on or within the Ergeni hills. These hills erdiibit the

usual black earth flora, and they have a settled population. The
eastern part of the steppe is a plain, lying for the most part

30 to 40 ft. below the level of the sea, and sloping gently towards

the Volga. Post-Pliocene “ ArahCaspian deposits/* containing

the usual fossils (Hyirobiay Nmtina, eight species of

two of Dmssemf three of Ad>ama and Litbo^yphus caspius),

attain thicknesses varying fram Z05 ft. to 7 or 10 ft., and dis-

appear in places. Lacustrine and fluviatile deposits occur

intermingled with the above. Large areas of moving saAds

exist near Enotayevsk, where high dunes or barkhans have been

formed. A narrow tract of land along the coast of the Caspiar;,

knoivn as the “ hillocks of Baer,” is covered with hillocks

elongated from west to east, perpendicularly to the coast-line,

the apace.s between them being filled with water or overgrown

with thickets of reed, Salix^ VLmus campestris, almond trees,

&c. An archipelago of little islands is thus formed close to the

shore by these mounds, which are backed on the N. and N.W.
by strings of salt lakes, partly desiccated. Small streams

ordinate in the Ergenis, but are lost 04 soon as they reach the

lowlands, where water can only be obiamod from wells. The
scanty vegetation is a mixture of the flora of south-east Russia

and that of the deseiits of central Asia. The steppe has an

estimated population of 130,000 persans, living in over 27,700

kihitkasy or felt tents. Thewc are over 60 Buddhist monasteries.

Part of the Kahnuclcs are settled (chiefly in the hilty parts), the

remainder being nomads. They breed horses, cattle and sheep,

but suffer heavy losses from murrain. Some attempts at

agriculture and tree-planting are being made. The breeding of

livestock, fishing, and some domestic trades, chiefly carried on

by the women, ace the principal sources of maintenajiee.

See I. V. Misshketov, G90I. Reeeardhw in the KcUfkyk SUppe
i8»4-idSs PetewbuiK, 1B94, ha Rtwrian) ; Koeteilkov's works
(1868-1870)

;
and other works quoted in Semenov's Geaf^r. l>icU

and Russ. Encycl, Diet (P. A. K.
; J. T. Bn,)

KALHdKY^ClUSTAV SlBGliUilD,Count (3832-1898), Auatro-

Hungarian statestima, was bom at Lettowitz, in Moravia, on

the a9th of December 1832, of an old Transybranian family

which had held coufttly rar^ in Hungary from the ;i 7th oentuiy

.

After spendti^ sonteyears in ahmsar 3854 he

lihe diplomatic service without giving np hh 'OORReMioti with the

samy, in which he reached the rank of ^nctral ki 1879. He was

for the ten years i860 to 1870 secretaiyi lof tmhassy at Londoiv

and dicn, laiter serving at Rome and Gopmfiukgefi, was in

appointed amlmMador nt St Feteiebnvg. His snooe^ in Russia

procured far hini, on thedeatht)! Baoron v. Haymerle.fa j88z., the

appointment vof minister of! loreign aflairs for Austrin-Hungw,
a postwhichheheidfarfourtoeDtears^ HssetitioHyrn dipfamatkt,
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took little or no part in the vexed internal affairs of the

Dual Monarchy, and he came little before the public except at

the annual statement on foreign affairs before the Delegations.

His management of the affairs of his department was, however,

very succ^sful; he confirmed and maintained the alliance with

Germany, which had been formed by his predecessors, and co-

operated with Bismarck in the arrangements by which Italy

joined the alliance. Kalnoky’s special influence was seen in the

improvement of Austrian relations with Russia, following on

the meeting of the three emperors in September 1884 at Skier-

nevice, at which he was present. His Russophile policy caused

some adverse criticism in Hungary. His friendliness for Russia

did not, however, prevent him from strengthening the position

of Austria as against Russia in the Balkan Peninsula by the

establishment of a closer political and commercial understanding

with Servia and Rumania. In 1885 he interfered after the

battle of Slivnitza to arrest the advance of the Bulg^ans on

Belgrade, but he lost influence in Servia after the abdication of

King Milan. Though he kept aloof from the Clerical party,

Kalnoky was a strong Catholic; and his sympathy for the

difficulties of the Church caused adverse comment in Italy,

when, in 1891, he .stated in a speech before the Delegations that

the question of the position of the pope was still unsettled.

He subsequently explained that by this he did not refer to the

Roman question, which was permanently settled, but to the

possibility of the pope leaving Rome. The jealousy felt in

Hungary against the lUtramontanes led to his fall. In 1895 ^

case of cleric-al interference in the internal affairs of Hungary by

the nuncio Agliardi aroused a .strong protest in the Hungarian

parliament, and consequent differences between Banffy, the

Hungarian minister, and the minister for foreign affairs led to

Kalnoky ’s resignation. He died on the 13th of February i8q8

at Prodlitz in Moravia.

KALOCSA, a town of Hungary, in the county of Pest-Pilis-

Solt-Kis-Kun, 88 m. S. of Budapest by rail. Pop. (1900),

11,372. It is situated in a marshy but highly productive dis-

trict, near the left bank of the Danube, and was once of far

greater importance than at present. Kalocsa is the see of one

of the four Roman Catholic archbishops in Hungary, Amongst

its buildings are a fine cathedral, the archiepisropal palace, an

astronomical observatory, a seminary for priests, and colleges

for training of male and female teachers. The inhabitants of

Kalocsa and its wide-spreading communal lands are chiefly

employ^in the cultivation of the vine, fruit, ffp, hemp and

cereals, in the capture of water-fowl and in fishing. Kalocsa

is one of the oldest towns in Hungary. The present arch-

bishopric, founded about 1135, is a development of a bishopric

said to have been founded in the year 1000 by King Stephen the

Saint. It suffered much during the i6th century from the

hordes of Ottomans who then ravaged the country. A large

part of the town was destroyed by a fire in 1875.

KALPI, or Calpee, a town of British India, in the Jalaun

district of the United Provinces, on the right bank of the Jumna,

45 m. S.W. of Cawnpore. Pop. (1901), 10,139. It was founded,

according to tradition, by Vasudeva,at the end of the 4th century

A.D. In 1196 it fell to Kutab-ud-din, the viceroy of Mahommed
Ghori, and during the subsequent Mahommedan period it played

a large part in the annals of this part of India. About the

middle of the i8th century it passed into the hands of the Mah-

rattas. It was captured by the British in 1803, and since 1806

has remained in British possession. In May 1858 Sir Hugh
Rose (Lord Strathnaim) defeated here a force of about 10,000

rebels under the rani of Jhansi. Kalpi had a mint for copper

coinage in the reijm of Akbar; and the East India Company made
it one of their principal stations for providing the “ commercial

investment.” The old town, w'hich is beside the river, has ruins

of a fort, and several temples of interest, w'hile in the neighbour-

hood are many ancient tombs. There is a lofty modem tower

ornamented with representations of the battles of the Ramayana,
The new town lies away from the river to the south-east. Kalpi

is still a centre of local trade (principally in grain, gAi and cotton),

with a station on the Indian Midland railway from Jhansi to

-KALYAN
Cawnpore, which here crosses the Jumna. There are manufac-

tures of sugar and paper.

KALUGA, a government of middle Russia, surrounded by
those of Moscow, Smolensk, Orel and Tula, with an area of

11,943 sq. m. Its surface is an undulating plain, reaching 800

to 900 ft. in its highest parts, which lie in the S.W., and deeply

trenched by watercourses, especially in the N.E. The Oka, a

main tributary of the Volga, and its confluents (the Zhizdra and
Ugra) drain all but a strip of country in the west, which is

traversed by the Bolva, an affluent of the Dnieper. The govem-
ment is built up mainly of carboniferous deposits (coal-bearing),

with patches of the soft Jurassic clays and limestones which

formerly covered them. Cretaceous deposits occur in the S.W.,

and Devonian limestones and shales crop out in the S.E. The
government is covered with a thick layer of boulder clay in the

north, with vast ridges and fields of boulders brought during the

Glacial Period from Finland and the government of Olonets; large

areas in the middle are strewn with flint boulders and patches

of loess are seen farther south. The mean annual temperature Ls

41® F, Iron ores are the chief mineral wealth, nearly 40,000

persons being engaged in mining. Beds of coal occur in several

places, and some of them are worked. Fireclay, china-clay,

chalk, grindstone, pure quartz sand, phosphorite and copper are

also extracted. Forests cover 20 % of the surface, and occur

chiefly in the south. The soil is not very suitable for agriculture,

and owing to a rather dense population, considerable numbers of

the inhabitants And occupation in industry, or as carriers and
carpenters for one-half of the year at the Black Sea ports.

The population (1,025,705 in i860) was 1,176,353 in 1897,

nearly all Great Russians. There were 116 women to 100 men,
and out of the total population 94,853 lived in towns. The
estimated population in 1906 was 1,287,300. Of the total area

over 4,000,000 acres are owned by the peasant communities,

nearly 3,000,000 acres by private owners and some 250,000 by
the Crown. The principal crops are rye, oats, barley, buckwheat,

and potatoes. Hemp is grown for local use and export. Bees

are kept. The chief non-agricultural industries are distilleries,

iron-works, factories for cloth, cottons, paper, matches, leather

and china, flour-mills and oil works. Large quantities of wooden
wares are fabricated in the villages of the south. A considerable

trade is carried on in hemp, hempseed and hempseed oil, com
and hides; and iron, machinery, leather, glass, chemicals and
linen are exported. The government is divided into ii

districts, the chief towns of which, with their populations in

1897, are : Kaluga (49,728), Borovsk (8407), Kozelsk (5908),

Likhvin (1776), Maloyaroslavets (2500), Medyn (4392),
Meshchovsk (3667), Mosalsk (2652), Peremyshl (3956), Tarusa

(1989) and Zhizdra (5996). (P. A. K.; J. T. Be.)

KALUGA, the chief town of the above government, situated

on the left bank of the Oka, 117 m. S.W. of Moscow by rail,

in 54® 31' N. and 36® 6' E. Pop. (1870), 36,880; (1897) 49jafl«

It is the see of a Greek Orthodox bishop. The public buildings

include the cathedral of the Trinity (rebuilt in the 19th century

in place of an older edifice dating from 1687), two monastic

establishments, an ecclesiastical seminary, and a lunatic asylum.

The principal articles of industrial production are leather, oil,

bast mats, wax candles, starch and Kaluga cakes. The first

historical mention of Kaluga occurs in 1389; its incorporation

with the principality of Moscow took place in 1518. In 1607

it was held by the second false Demetrius and vainly besieged

for four months by the forces of Shuisky, who had ascended the

Russian throne as Basil IV. on the death of the first false

Demetrius. In 1619 Kaluga fell into the hands of the hetman

or chief of the Zaporozhian Cossacks. Later two-thirds of its

inhabitants were carried off by a plague; and in 1622 the whole

place was laid waste by a conflagration. It recovered, however,

in spite of several other conflagrations (especially in 1743 and

1754). On several occasions Kaluga was the residence of politi-

cal prisoners; among others Shamyl, the Lesghian chief, spent

his exile there (1859-1870).

KALYAN, a town of British India, in^the Thana district of

Bombay, situated 33 m. N.E. of Bombay city, where the two
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main lines of the Great Indian Peninsula railway diverge. Pop.

(1901)^ iO;749- There is a considerable industry of rice-husking.

Kalyan is known to have been the capital of a kingdom and a
centre of sea-borne commerce in the early centuries of the
Christian era. The oldest remains now existing are of Mahom-
medan times.

KABIA, or Kamadeva, in Hindu mythology, the god of love.

He is variously stated to have been the child of Brahma or

Dharma (virtue). In the Rig Veda, Kama (desire) is described

as the first movement that arose in the One after it had come
into life through the power of fervour or abstraction. In the

Atharva-Veda Kama does not mean sexual desire, but rather the

yearning after the good of all created things. Later Kama is

simply the Hindu Cupid. While attempting to lure Siva to

sin, he was destroyed by a fie^ glance of the goddess* third eye.

Thus in Hindu poetry Kama is known as Ananga, the bodiless

god.’* Kama’s wife Rati (voluptuousness) mourned him so

greatly that Siva‘ relented, and he was reborn as the child of

Krishna and Rukmini. The babe was called Fradyumna
(Cupid). He is represented armed with a bow of sugar-cane;

it is strung with bees, and its five arrows are tipped with flowers

which overcome the five senses. A fish adorns his flag, and he
rides a parrot or sparrow, emblematic of lubricity.

KAMALA, a red powder formerly used in medicine as an

anthelmintic and employed in India as a yeUow dye. It is

obtained from Mallotus philippinensis, Mull., a small euphor-

biaceous tree from 20 to 45 ft. in height, distributed from southern

Arabia in the west to north Australia and the Philippines in the

east. In India kamalu has several ancient Sanskrit names, one

of which, kapila, signifies dusky or tawny red. Under the name
of wars, kanbil, or qinbil, kamala appears to have been known to

the Arabian physicians as a remedy for tapeworm and skin

diseases as early as the 10th century, and indeed is mentioned

by Paulus .^gineta still earlier. The drug was formerly in the
British Pharmacopoeia, but is inferior to many other anthel-

mintics and is not now employed.

KAMCHATKA, a peninsula of N.-£. Siberia, stretching from

the land of the Chukchis S.S.W. for 750 m., with a width of from

80 to 300 m. (51“ to 62" N., and 156“ to 163" E.), between the Sea

of Okhotsk and Bering Sea. It forms part of the Ru.s.sian

Maritime Province. Area, 104,260 sq. m.

The isthmus which connects the peninsula with the mainland

is a flat tundra, sloping gently both ways. The mountain chain,

which Ditmar calls central, seems to he interrupted under

N. by a deep indentation corresponding to the valley of the

Tighil. There too the hydrographical network, as well as the

south-west to north-east strike of the clay-slates and metamor-
phic schists on Ditmar’s map, seem to indicate the existence

of two chains running south-west to north-east, parallel to the

volcanic chain of S.-E. Kamchatka, Glaciers were not known
till the year 1899, when they were discovered on the Byelaya

and Ushkinskaya (15,400 ft.) mountains. Thick Tertiary

deposits, probably Miocene, overlie the middle portions of the

west coast. The southern parts of the central range are com-

posed of granites, syenites, porphyries and crystalline slates,

while in the north of Ichinskaya volcano, which is the highest

summit of the peninsula (16,920 ft.), the mountains consist

chiefly of Tertiary sandstones and old volcanic rocks. Coal-

hearing clays containing fresh-water molluscs and dicotyledo-

nous plants, as also conglomerates, alternate with the sandstones

in these Tertiary deposits. Amber is found in them. Very
extensive layers- of melaphyre and andesite, as also of con-

glomerates and volcanic tuffs, cover the middle portions of the

peninsula. The south-eastern portion is occupied by a chain

of volcanoes, running along the indented coast, from Cape
Lopatka to Cape Kronotskiy (54" 25' N.), and separated from

tha rest of the peninsula by the valleys of the Bystraya (an

affluent of the ^Istraya, on the west coast) and Kamchatka
rivers. Another chain of volcanoes runs from Ichinskaya

(which burst into activity several times in the i8th and 19th

centuries) to Shivcluch, seemingly parallel to the above but

fartiier north. The two chains contain twelve active and twenty-

six extinct volcanoes, from 7000 to more than rv
The highest volcanoes are grouped under 56* N., ana^l(^
of them, Kluchevskaya (16,990 ft.), is in a state of

cessant activity (notableoutbreaks in 1729,1737,1841, i85jSm^
and 1896-1897), a flow of its lava having reached to Kamchati^
river in 1853. The active Shiveluch (9900 ft.) is the last voloaik)

of this chain. Several lakes and probably Avacha Bay are old

craters. Copper, mercury, and iron ores, as also pure copper,

ochre and sulphur, are found in the peninsula. The principal

river is the Kamchatka (32^ m. long), which flows first north-

eastwards in a fertile longitudinal valley, and then, bending
suddenly to the east, pierces the above-mentioned volcanic

chain. The other rivers are the Tighil ( 1 35 m.) and the Bolstraya

(120 m.), both flowing into the Sea of Okhotsk; and the Avacha,
flowing into the Pacific.

The floating ice which accumulates in the northern parts of

the Sea of Okhotsk and the cold current which flows along the

east coast of the peninsula render its summers chilly, but the

winter is relatively warm, and temperatures below —40" F. are

experienced only in the highlands of the interior and on the

Okhotsk littoral. The average temperatures at Petropavlovsk
(53'' N.) are

:
year 37" F., January 17“, July 58“; while in the

v^ley of the Kamchatka the average temperature ofthe winter is

i6“, and of the summer as high as 58" and 64”. Rain and snow
are copious, and dense fogs enshroud the coast in summer

;
conse-

quently the mountains are well clothed with timber and the

meadows with grass, except in the tundras of the north. The
natives eat extensively the bulbs of the Martagon lily, and weave
cloth out of the fibres of the Kamchatka nettle. Delphinopterus

leucus, the sea-lion (Otaria Stelleri), and walrus abound off the?

coasts. The sea-otter {Enhydris marina) has been destroyed.

The population (5846 in 1870) was 7270 in 1900. The
southern part of the peninsula is occupied by Kamchadales, who
exhibit many attributes of the Mongolian race, but are more
similar to the aborigines of N.E. Asia and N.W. America.

Fishing (quantities of salmon enter the rivers) and hunting arc

their chief occupations. Dog-sledges are principally used as

means of communication. The efforts of the government to

introduce cattle-breeding have failed. The Kamchadale lan-

guage c^tnnot be assigned to any known group
;

its vocabulary is

extremely poor. Tht purity of the tongue is best preserved

by the people of the Penzhinsk district on the W. coast. North
of 57" N. the peninsula is peopled with Koryaks, settled and
nomad, and Lamuts (Tunguses), who came from the W. coast of

the Sea of Okhotsk. The principal Russian settlements are

:

Petropavlovsk, on the E. coast, on Avacha Bay, with an ex-

cellent roadstead; Verkhne-Kamchatsk and Nizhne-Kamchatsk
in the valley of the Kamchatka river; Bolsheryetsk, on the

Bolshaya; and Tighil, on the W. coast.

The Russians made their first settlements in Kamchatka
in the end of the 17th century; in 1696 Atlasov founded

Verkhne-Kamchatsk, and in 1704 Robelev founded Bolsheryetsk.

In 1720 a survey of the peninsula was undertaken; in 1725-1730

it was visited by Bering’s expedition; and in 1733-1745 it was

the scene of the labours of the Krasheninnikov and Stellcr

expedition.

See G. A. Erman, ftrise um die Erde ili. (Berlin, 1848) ;
C. von

Ditmar, Reisen und Aufenthali in Kamchatka in den Jahren iSsr^

18^^ (1890-1900) ;
G. Kennan, Tent Life in Siberia (1870), and paper

in Jour, of American Geog. Soc. (1876); K. Diener, in Petermann's
Mxtteilungen (1891, vol. xxxvii.); V. A. Obruchev, in IzvesiiaoiXYit

East Siberian Geographical Society (xxiii. 4, 5; 1892); F. H. H.
Guillemard, Cruise of the " Marchesa ” (and ed., London, 1889) ;

and
G. E. H. Barrett-Hamilton in ScoU, Geog, Mag. (May, iBqg), with
bibliography. (P. A. K.; J. T. Be.)

KAME (a form of Scandinavian comb, hill), in physical

geography, a short ridge or bunched mound of gravel or sand,
** tumultuously stratified,” occurring in connexion with glacial

deposits, having been formed at the mouths of tunnels under the

ice. When the ice-sheet melts, these features, formerly con-

cealed by the glacier, are revealed. They are common in the

glaciated portions of the lower Scottish valleys. By some
authorities the term ”kame,” or specifically ** serpentine
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./is taken as Synonymous with “esker/' which however is

t<referably to be applied to the long mound deposited within the

icc-tunnel, not to bunched mound at its mouth.
KAMENETS PODOLSKIY* or Podolian Kambnets (Polish

K(mi6ni$c)j a town ot S.-W. Russia, chief town of the govern-

mnt of Podoha. It stands in 48" 40' N. and 26
'

30' £., on a
high, rocky bluff of the river Smotrich, a left-hand tributary of

the Dniester, and near the Austrian frontier. Pop. (1863),

120,690; (1900), 39,113, of whom 50% were Jews and 30%
Poles. Round the town lies a cluster of suburban villages,

l\jlish Folwark, Russian Folwork, Zinkovtsui, Karvasarui, &c.;

and on the opposite side of the river, accessible by a wooden
bridge, stands the castle which long frowned defiance across the

Dniester to Khotin in Bessarabia. Kamenels is the see of a
Roman Catholic and a Greek Orthodox bishop. The Roman
Ciitholic cathedral of St Peter and St Paul, built in 1361, is dis-

tinguished by a minaret, recalling the time when it was used as a
mosque the Turks ( j 672-1699). The Greek cathedral of John
the Baptist dates from the 16th century, but up to 1798 belonged

to the Basilian monastery. Other buildings are the Orthodox
Greek monastery of the Irinity, and the ('atholic Armenian
church (founded in 1398), possessing a 14th-century missal and an
image of the Virgin Maty that saw the Mongol invasion of 1239^

1242. The town contains Orthodox Greek and Roman Catholic

seminaries, Jewish colleges, and an archaeological museum for

church antiquities, founded in 1890. Kamenets was kid waste

by the Mongol leader Batu in 1240. In 1434 it was made the

chief town of the pro^dnee of Podolia. In tlie 1.5th and i6lh

centuries it suffered frequently from the invasions of Tatars,

Moldavians and Turks; and in 1672 the hetman of the Cossacks,

Doroshenko, assisted by Sultan Mahommed IV. of Turkey, made
himself master of the place. Restored to Poland by the peace

of Karlowitz (1699), it passed with Podolia to Russia in 1705.

Here the Turks were defeated by the Poles in 1633, and luere

twenty years later peace was concluded between Uie same
antagonists. Tlie fortifications were demolished in 181 3.

KAMENZ* a town in the kingdom of Saxony, on the Black
Elstcr, 21 m. N,E. of Dresden, on a branch line of railway

from Bischofswerda. Pop. (1900), 9726. It has four Evangeli-

cal churches, among them a Wendish one, and a handsome new
towm hall with a library. The hospital is dedicated to the

memoi*)’ of Lessing, who was born here. A colossal bust of the

poet was placed opposite the Wendish church in 1863, and a
monum|[g ^as raised to him on a neighbouring hill in 1864.

The indi^crios of Kamena include wool-spinning, and the manu-
facture of cloth, glass, crockery and stoneware. Built about

1200, Kamenz, was known b>' the name Dreikretcham until tlie

i6th century. In 1318 it passed to the mark of Brandenburg;
in 1319 to ilohemia; and in 1635, after suffering much in the

Hussite and Thirty Years’ wars, it came into the possession of

Saxony. In 1706 and 1842 it was almost entirely consumed
by fire.

Kamenz is also the name of a village in Prussia, not for from
Breslau

;
pop. 900. This is famous on acxxjunt of its Cistercian

monastety', founded in 1094. Of the house, which was closed in

1810, only a few buildings remain.

KAB^* HENRY HOME, Lord (1696-j 782), Scottish lawyer
and philosopher, son of George Home of Kaiiies, in Berwickshire,

where he was bom in 1696. After receiving a somewhat
imperfect education from a private tutor, he was in 1712 inden-

tured to a writer to the signet in Edinburgh, but an accidental

introduction to Sir Hew Dalrymple, then president of the court
of session, determined him to aspire to the position of advocate.
He accordingly set himself to studying various branches of

literature, speedy metaphysics and moral phikaophy. He was
called to the bar in January 1724, and, as he lacked those

brilliant qualities which sometiiiies command oniaediate success,

he emplp)^ his leisure in the ooropiktion of R^marhahit Deci-
sions in the Court of Senim from jyj6 io j';9^ This
work having attracted attention, his power of ingenious
reasoning and mastciy of law gradually gained him a leading

position at the bar. In 1752 he was appointed a judge in the

court of session under the title of Lord Karnes, and in 1763 he was
made one of the lords of justiciary. In 1741 he married Agatha

Drummond, through whom in 1761 he succeeded to the estate

of Blair Drummond, Perthshire. He continued to discl\arge liis

judicial duties till within a few days of his death at Edinburgh
on the 27th of December 1782.

L6rd Karnes took a special interest in agricultural and commercial
affairs. In 1755 he was appointed a member of the boaird of trustees

for encouragement of the lisberies, arts and manufactures of Scotland,

and about the same time he was named one of the commissioners
for the management of the forfeited estates annexed to the Crown.
On the subject of agriculture he wrote The Genthman Farmer {i77fi).

In 1765 he published a small pamphlet On the Flax Husbandry of

Scotland
I
and, besides availing himself of hk extensive acquaintance

with the proprietors of Scotland to recommend the introduction of

manufactures, he took a prominent part in furthering the project

of the Forth and Clyde Canal. He was also one of the founders of

the I'hysical and literary Society, afterwards the Koval Society of

Edinburgh. It is, however, as a writer on phllosopuy that Lord
Knmes i.s best known. In 1751 he published his Essays on the

Principles of Morality and Natural Beligion (Gcr. trans., Leipzig,

1772), in which he endeavoured to maintain the doctrine of innate

ideas, but conceded to man an apparent but only apparent freedom
of the will. His statement of the latter doctrine so aroused the
alarm of certain clergymen of the Church of Scotland that he found
it necessary to withdraw w-hat was regarded as a serious error, and
to attribute man’s dehistve sense of freedom, not to an innate
conviction implanted by God, but to the influence of the passions.

His other philoeophical works are An JnhoduQtion to ike Art of

Thinking (1761), Elements of Criticism (17O2), Sketches of the

History of Man (1774).
See Life of Lord Karnes, by A. F. Tytlcr, Lord Woodhouselee

j

(2 vols., 1807).

KAMMIN* OR Cammin, a town in the Prussian province of

Pomerania, 2} m. from the Baltic, on the Kamminsche Hodden,

a lake connected with the sea by the Dievenow. Pop. (1905),

5023. Among its four Evangelical churches, the cathedral

and the church of St Mary are noteworthy. Iron-founding and
brewing are carried on in the towm, w^hirh has also some fishing

and shipping. There is steamer communication with Stettin,

about 40 m. S.S.W. Kammin is of Wendish origin, and obtained

municipal privileges in 1274. From about 1200 till 1628 it was

the seat of a bishopric, which at the latter date became a secular

principality, being in 1648 incorporated with Brandenburg.

See Kuchen, Geschichfe der Sfadt Kammin (Kammin, 1885).

KAMPEN, a town in the province of Overysel, Holland, on

the left bank of the Vsel, 3i m. above its mou^, and a terminal

railway station 8 m. N.W. of Zwolle. It has regular steamboat

communication with Zwolle, Deventer, Amsterdam, and Enk-
huizen. Pop. ( 1900), 19,664. Kampen is surrounded by beauti-

ful gardens and promenades in the pkee of the old city walls,

and has a fine river front. The four turreted gateways furnish

excellent examples of i6th and 17th century architecture. Of
the churches the Bovenkerk (“ upper church ”), or church of St

Nicholas, ranks with the cathedral of Utrecht and the Janskerk

at 's Hcrtogenbosch as one of the three great medieval churches

in Holland. It was begun in 1369, and has double aisles,ambula-

tory and radiating chapels, and contains some finely carved

woodwork. Tlie Roman Catholic Buitenkerk (“ outer church ”)

is also a fine building of the 14th century, with good modern
pmselling. There are many other* though idighter, remains of

the ancient churches and monasteries of Kampen; but the most
remarkable building is the old town hall* which is unsurpassed in

Holland. It dates from the 14th century, but waspartly restored

after a fire in 1543. The exterior is adorned with niched statues

and beautiful iron trellis work round the windows. The old

council-chamber is wainecoted in black oak, and contains a
remarkable sculptured chimney-piece (1545) «nd fine wood
carving. The town hall contains the muiaicipai lihraiy, collec-

tions of tapestry, portraits and antiquities, and valuable archives

relatii^ to the town and province. Kampen is the seat of a
Chrisrian Reformed theokSgical school, a ^mnasium, a
but|d^ school, a municipa] school of design, and a large orplm-
age. Theee are lew or no local taxies, the^immicipal c^st being

filled by *the revenues derived from the fertile deltarland, the

Kampeneiland, whioh is always being built up at the mouth of
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the Ysel. There is a considerable trade in dairy prodooe; and
there are shipyards, rope-^alks, a tool factory, cigar factories,

paper mills, &c.

KAMPTBE, or Kamtri, a town of British India, in the Nagpur
district of the Central Provinces, just bebw the confluence of the

Kanhan with the rivers Pench and Kolar; xo m. N.K of Nagpur
by rail. Pop. (1901), 38,888, showing a continuous decrease since

i88t. Kamptee was founded in iBai, as a military cantonment
in the neighbourhood of the native capital of Nagpur, and became
an important centre of trade. Since the opening of the railway,

trade has largely been diverted to Nagpur, and the garrison h^
recently been reduced. The town is well laid out with wide
roads, gardens and tanks.

KAMRUP» a district of British India, in the Brahmaputra
valley division of Eastern Bengal and Assam. The headquarters

arc at Gauhati. Area, 38158 sq. m.; pop. (1901), 589,187,
showing a decrease of 7 % in the decade. In the imme^ate
neighbourhood of the Brahmaputra the land is low, and exposed

to annual inundation. In this marshy tract reeds and canes

flourish luxuriantly, and the only cultivation is that of rice. At
a comparatively short distance from the river banks the ground

begins to rise in undulating knolls towards the mountains of

Bhutan on the north, and towards the Khasi hills on the south.

The hills south of the Brahmaputra in some parts reach the

height of 800 ft. The Brahmaputra, which divides the district

into two nearly equal portions, is navigable by river steamers

throughout the year, and receives several tributaries navigable

by large native boats in the rainy season. The chief of these are

the Manas, Chaul Khoya and Barnadi on the north, and the

Kulsi and Dibru on the south bank. There is a government

forest preserve in the district and also a plantation where

seedlings of teak, sdl, sissu, sum, and nahor are reared, and
experiments are being made with the caoutchouc tree. The
population is entirely rural, the only town with upwards of 5000
inhabitants being Gauhati (11,661), The temples of Hajo and

Kamakhya attract many pilgrims from all quarters. The staple

crop of the district is rice, of which there are three crops. The
indigenous manufactures arc confined to the weaving of silk and
cotton cloths for home use, and to the making of brass cups and
plates. The cultivation and manufacture of tea by European
capital is not very prosperous. The chief exports arc rice, oil-

seeds, timber and cotton; the imports are fine rice, salt, piece

goods, sugar, betel nuts, coco-nuts and hardware. A section of

the Assam-Bengal railway starts from Gauhati, and a branch

of the Eastern Bengal railway has recently been opened to the

opposite bank of the river. A metalled road runs due south from

Gauhati to Shillong.

KAMTSHIK, a town of Russia, in the government of Saratov,

145 m. by river S.S.W. of the city of Saratov, on the right hank of

the Volga. Pop. (t86i), 8644 ;( 1897), 15,934. Being the terminus

of the railway to Taml^v, Moscow and the Baltic ports, it is an

important port for the export of cereals and salt from the Volga,

and it imp^ts timber and wooden wares. It is famous for its

water-melons. Peter the Great built here a fort, which was
known at first as Dmitrievsk, but acquired its present name
in T780.

KANAKA, a Polynesian word meaning “ man,** used by Poly-

nesians to describe themselves. Its ethnical value, never great,

has been entirety destroyed by its indiscriminate use by the

French to describe all ^ufh Sea islanders, whether black or

brown. The corrupt French fom emaque has been used by
some English writers. The term came into prominence m
1885 in connexion with the scandals arising over the Iridnap*-

ping of South Sea islanders for enforced labour on the sugar

plantations of north .Queensland.

KAlfARA, or CAKAitA, the name of two adjoining districts of

British India ; North Kanara in the presidency o! Bombay,
South ICanara in that of Madras. Both are on the western

•coast.

North Kahara IhsTRict forms part of the' southern division

of Bombay. The administrative headquarters are at Karwar,
which is also the chief seaport. Area, 3945 sq. m,

;
pop. (1901),
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454,^, showing an increase of 2 % nethe dlfeade.i The of

the mterioTy adneh used to p^s dowp. to the acapQitSrhat.ifaeien

largely divasted hy the opting of the Southern Malnwtta raB-

way . Along the coast rice is the dnel crop, and cooHitit. ptAns
are also important. In the upland there are valuable i^rdei^f
areca palms, cardamoms and pepp^ Kite and tunbiLl|pu

exported, and sandalwood-carvhig iuid salt manufacture ave

earned on. The main feature in the physical geogri^hy oC the

district is the range of the Western G^ts, which, running from

north to south, divides it into two parts, alowland or coast strip

(Payanghat), and an upland plateau (Balaghat). The ooast-lioe

is only tooken by the Karwar headland in the norths and by the

estuaries of four rivers and the mouths of many smaller streSiiiis,

through which the salt water finds an entrance into numerous
lagoons winding several miles inland. The breadth of the low-

lands varies from 5 to 15 miles. From this narrow belt rite a few
smooth, fiat-topped hills, from 200 to 300 k. high; and at places

it is crossed by lofty, rugged, densely wooded spurs, which, start-

ing from the main range, maintain almost to the coast a height of

not less than 1000 ft Among these bills lie well-tilled volleys of

garden and rice land. The plateau of the Balaghat is irregular,

varying from 1500 to 2000 ft. in height. Ih some parts the

eountry rises into well-wooded knolls, in others it is studded by
small, isolated, steep hills. Except on the banks of streams and
in the more open glades, the whole is one broad waste of wood-
land and forest. The open spaces are dotted with hamlets or

parcelled out into rice clwings. Of the rivers flowing eastward

from the watershed of the Sahyadri hills the only one of impor-

tance is the Wardha or Varada, a tributary of the Tungabhadra.
Of those that flow westwards, the four princi|»l ones, proceeding

from north to south, are the Kali, Gungawali, Tadri and Shara-

vati. The last of these forms the famous Gersoppa Fall& Exten-

sive forests clothe the hills, and are conserved under the rules

of the forest dq}artment.

South Kanaka District has its headquarters at Ma^alore.
Area, 4021 sq. m. Pop. (1901), 1,13^^713, showing an increase

of 7% in the decade. The district is intersected by rivers, none

of whidi exceeds 100 miles in length. They all take their rise

in the Western Ghats, and many are navigable during the fair

weather for from 15 to 25 miles from the coaist. The chief of

these streams are the Netravati, Gurpur and Chendragiri,

Numerous groves of coco-nut palms extend along the coast,

and green rice-fields are seen in every valley . TheWestem Ghats,

rising to a height of 3000 to 6000 ft., fringe the eastern boundary.

Forest land of great extent and value exists, but most of it is

private property. Jungle products (besides timber) consist of

bamboo,cardamoms, wiM arrowroot, gall-nuts, gambogeycatechu,

fibrous bark, cinnamon, gunts, resin, dyes, honey and beeswax.

The forests formerly abounded in game, whi^, however, is

rapidly decreasing under incessant shootmg. Th« staple crop

is rice. The chief articles of import are piece goods, cotton yarn,

oils and salt. Tiles are manufactured in sevurai places out of a

fine potter’s clay. The Azhikal-Mangolore line of the Madras

railway serves the district.

See So^/Uh Canara District Manual (2 vols., Madras, i894-x6o5)»

KANARESE, a language of the Dravidian family, spoken by
about ten millions of people in southern India, chiefly in Mysore,

Hyderabad, and the adjoining districts of Maidras and Bombay.
It has an ancient literature, written in an alphabet closely

resembling that employed for Telugu. Since the rith century

the Kanarese-speaking people have largely adopted the Lingayat

form of faith, which may be described as an fuiti-BmhmitiiGdl

sect of Siva worshippers (see Hinduism). Most of •ihem '^ate

agriculturists, but th^ also engage actively in trade.

KANARIS (or Canaris), (xMrANTHTB (t 790-r877)i Greek

patriot, belonged to the class coasting sailoTs who produced

if not the most honest, at leaOt the bravest, and the most success-

ful of the combatants in the cause of Greek mdependeneei : He
belonged by birth to the little i^nd o# ’Psara, to the

of Chio. He ftrtt became prominent as the efioctive leader of

the signal vengeaifee taken by the Greeks for llhe^iiiassacre at
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Chio in April 1822 by the Turkish Capitan Pasha. The com-
mander of the force of fifty small vessels and eight fireships sent

to assail the Turkish fleet was the navarch Miaoulis, but it was
Kanaris who executed the attack with the fireships on the flag-

ship of the Capitan Pasha on the night of the i8th of June 1822.

The Turks were celebrating the feast of Bahram at the end of the

Ramadan fast. Kanaris had two small brigs fitted as fireships,

and thirty-six men. He was allowed to come close to the

Turkish flagship, and succeeded in attaching his fireships to

her, setting them on fire, and escaping with his party. The
fire reached the powder and the flagship blew up, sending the
Capitan Pasha and 2000 Turks into the air. Kanaris was
undoubtedly aided by the almost incredible sloth and folly of

his opponents, but he chose his time well, and the service of the
fireships was always considered peculiarly dangerous. 'Chat

Kanaris could carry out the venture with a volunteer party not
belonging to a regularly disciplined service, not only proved him
to be a clever partisan fighter, but showed that he was a leader
of men. He repeated the feat at Tenedos in November of 1822,
and was then considered to have disposed of nearly 4000 Turks
in the two ’ventures. When his nativ’e island, Psara, was occu-
pied by the Turks he continued to serve under the command
of Miaoulis. He was no less distinguished in other attacks with
fireships at Siamos and Mytilene in 1824, which finally established

an utter panic in the Turkish navy. His effort.*; to destroy the
ships of Mehemet Ali at Alexandria in 1825 were defeated by
contrary winds. When the Greeks tried to organize a regular
navy he was appointed captain of the frigate “ Hellas ” in 1826.
In politics he was a follower of Capo d'Istria. He helped to upset
the government of King Otho and to establish his successor,
was prime minister in 1864-1865, came back from retirement to

preside over the ministry formed during the crisis of the Russo-
Turkish war, and died in office on the 15th of September 1877.
Kanaris is described as of small stature, simple in appearance,
somewhat shy and melancholy. He is justly remembered as the
most blameless of the popular heroes of the War of Independence.
He was almost the only one among them whom Dundonald, with
whom he served in a successful attack on an Egyptian war-ship
near Alexandria, exempts from the sweeping charges of cowardice
he brings against the Greeks. (D. H.)
KANAUJ, an ancient city of British India, in Karukhabad

district, United Provinces, near the left bank of the Ganges.
Pop. (1901), 18,552. Kanauj in early times lormed the capital of

a great kingdom. Its prosperity dates from a prehistoric

period, ana acems to have culminated about the 6th century
under Harsha. In 1019 f^H before Mahmud of Ghazni, and
again in 1194 before Mahommed Ghori, The existing ruins

extend over the lands of five \'illages, occupying a semicircle

fully 4 m. in diameter. No Hindu buildings remain intact; but
the great mosque, constructed by Ibrahim Shah of Jaunpur in

1406 out of Hindu temples, is still called by Hindus “ Sita’s

Kitchen.” Ksinauj, which is traditionally said to be derived
from Kanyakuhja ( = the crooked maiden), has given its name
to an important division of Brahmans in northern India. Hindu-
ism in Lower Bengal also dates its origin from a Brahman migra-
tion southwards from this city, about 800 or 900. Kanauj is

now noted for the distilling of scents.

KANDAHAR, the largest city in Afghanistan, situated in

31 ‘ 37' N. lat. and 65'' 43' E. long., 3400 ft. above the sea. It is

370 m. distant from Herat on the N.W., by Girishk and
Farah—Girishk being 75 m., and Farah 225 m. from Kandahar.
From Kabul, on the N.E.. it is distant 315 m., by Kalat-i-
Ghilzai and Ghazni—Kalat-i-Ghilzai being 85 m., and Ghazni
225 m. from Kandahar. To the Peshin valley the distance is

about 1 TO m., and from Peshm to India the three principal routes
measure approximately os fcfllows : by the Zhob valley to Dera
Ismail Khan, 300 m.

;
by the Bori valley to Dera Ghazi Khan,

275 m.; by Quetta and the Bolan to Dadar, 125 m.; and by
Chappar and Nari to Sibi, 120 m. The Indian railway sy.stem
extends to New Chaman, within some 80 m. of Kandahar. Im-
mediately round the city is a plain, highly cultivated and well
populated to the south and west; but on the north-west barren,

and bounded by a double line of hills, rising to about 1000 ft.

above its general level, and breaking its dull monotony with
irregular lines of scarped precipices, crowned with fantastic

pinnacles and peaks. To the north-west these hills form the
watershed between the valleys of the Arghandab and the Tamak,
until they are lost in the mountain masses of the Hazarajat—

a

wild region inhabited by tribes of Tatar origin, which effectually

shuts off Kandahar from communication with the north. On the
south-west they lose themselves in the sandy desert of Registan,
which wraps itself round the plain of Kandahar, and forms
another impassable barrier. But there is a break in these hills—

a

gate, as it were, to the great high road between Herat and India;
and it is this gate which the fortress of Kandahar so effectually

guards, and to which it owes its strategic importance. Other
routes there are, open to trade, between Herat and northern
India, either following the banks of the Hari Rud, or, more
circuitously, through the valley of the Helmund to Kabul

;
or the

line of hills between the Arghandab and the Tarnak may be
crossed close to Kalat-i-Ghilzai

;
but of the two former it may

be said that they are not ways open to the passage of Afghan
armies owing to the hereditary hostility existing between the
Aeimak and Hazara tribes and the Afghans generally, while the
latter is not beyond striking distance from Kandahar. The one
great high road from Herat and the Persian frontier to India is

that which passes by Farah and crosses the Helmund ai Girishk.

Between Kandahar and India the road is comparatively open,
would be available for railway communication but for the

jealous exclusiveness of the Afghans.
To the north-west, and parallel to tlie long ridges of the Tarnak

watershed, stretches the great road to Kabul, traversed by Nott
in 1842, and by Stewart and subsequently by Roberts in 1880.

Between this and the direct route to Peshin is a road which leads
through Maruf to the Kundar river and the Guleri pass into the
plains of Hindustan at Dera Ismail Khan. This is the most
direct route to northern India, but it involves the passage of

some rough country, across the great watershed between the
basins of the Helmund and the Indus. But the best known road
from Kandahar to India is that which stretches across the series

of open stony plains interspersed with rocky hills of irregular

1 formation leading to the foot of the Kwaja Amran (Khojak)
range, on the far side of which from Kandahar lies the valley of

Peshin. The passage of the Kwaja Amran involves a rise and
fall of some 2300 ft., but the range has been tunnelled and a
railway now connects the frontier post of New Chaman with
Quetta. Two lines of railway now connect Quetta with Sind,
the one known as the Hamai loop, the other as the Bolan or
Mashkaf line. They meet at Sibi (see Baluchistan). Several
roads to India have been developed through Baluchistan, but
they are all dominated from Kiindahar. Thus Kandahar l;e-

comes a sort of focus of all the direct routes converging from the
wide-stretching western frontier of India towards Herat and
Persia, and the fortress of Kandahar gives protection on the one
hand to trade between Hindustan and Herat, and on the other
it lends to Kabul security from invasion by way of Herat.
Kandahar is approximately a square-built city, surrounded

I

by a wall of about 3} m. circuit, and from 25 to 30 ft. high, with
an average breadth of 15 ft. Outside the wall is a ditch 10 ft.

I

deep. The city and its defences are entirely mud-built. There
are four main streets crossing each other nearly at right angles,

the central “ chouk ” being covered with a dome. These streets

are wide and bordered with trees, and are flanked by shops with
open fronts and verandas. There are no buildings of any great
pretension in Kandahar, a few of the more wealthy Hindus
occupying the best houses. The tomb of Ahmad Shah is the
only attempt at monumental architecture. This, with its rather

haiidsome cupola, and the twelve minor tombs of Ahmad Shah’s
children grouped around, contains a few good specimens of

fretwork and of inlaid inscriptions. The four streets of the city

divide it into convenient quarters for the accommodation of its

mixed population of Duranis, Ghilzais, Parsiwans and Kakars,
numbering in all some 30,000 souls. Of these the greater

proportion are the Parsiwans (chiefly Kizilbashes),
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It is reckoned that there are 1600 shops and 182 mosques in

the city. The mullahs of these mosques are generally men of

considerable power. The walls of the city are pierced by the

four principal gates of “ Kabul,” “ Shikarpur,” “ Herat ” and
the “ Idgah,” opposite the four main streets, with two minor
gates, called the Top Khana and the Bardurani respectively, in

the western half of the city. The Idgah gate passes through

the citadel, which is a square-built enclosure with sides of about

260 yds. in length. The flank defences of the main wall are

insufficient; indeed there is no pretence at scientific structure

about any part of the defences; but the site of the city is well

chosen for defence, and the water supply (drawn by canals from

the Arghandab or derived from wells) is good.

About 4 m. west of the present city, stretched along the slopes of

a rocky ridge, and extending into the plains at its foot, are the ruins
of the old city of Kandahar sacked and plundered by Nadir Shah
in 1738. From the top of the ridge a small citadel overlooks the
half-buried ruins. .On the north-east face of the hill forty steps,

cut out of solid limestone, lead upward to a small, dome-rooied
recess, which contains some interesting Persian inscriptions cut in

reUef on the rock, recording particulars of the history of Kandahar,
and defining the vast extent of the kingdom of the emperor Baber.
Popular belief ascribe.s the foundation of the old city to Alexander
the Great.

Although Kandahar has long ceased to be the seat of govern-
ment, it i.s nevertheless by far the most important trade centre in

Afghanistan, and the revenues of the Kandahar province assist

largely in sup^xirting the chief power at Kabul. There arc no
manufactures or industries of any importance peculiar to Kandaliar,
but the long lines of bazaars display goods from England, Russia,

Hindustan, Persia and Turkestan, embracing a trade area as large

prol>ably as that of any city m Asia. The customs and town dues
together amount to a sum equal to the land revenue of the Kandahar
province, whicli is of considerable extent, stretching to Pul-i-Sangin,

10 m. south of Kalat-i-Ghilzai on the Kabul side, to the llolmuncl

on the west, and to the Hazara country on the north. Although
Farah has l^n governed from Kandahar since 1863, its revenues

are not reckoned as a part of those of the province. The land ,

revenue proper is assessed in grain, the salaries of government
officials, pay of soldiers, &c., being disbursed by “ barats " or orders

for grain at rates fixed by government, usually about 20 % above

the city market prices. The greater part of the English goods sold

in Herat are imported by Karachi and Kandahar—a fact which
testifies to the great insecurity of trade between Meshed and Herat.

Some of the items included as town dues are curious. For instance,

the tariff on animals expowd for sale includes a charge of 5 % orf

valorcm on slave girls, besides a charge of i rupees per head. The
kidney fat of all sheep and the skins of all goats slaughtered in the

public yard are perquisites of government, the former being used for

the manufacture of soap, which, with .snuff, is a government mono-
poly. The imports consist chiefly of English goods, indigo, cloth,

l)00ts, leather, sugar, salt, iron and copper, from Hindustan, and of

shawls, carpets, “ barak " (native woollen cloth), postins (coats

made of skin.s), shoes, silks, opium and carpets from Me.shed, Herat

and Turkestan. The exports are wool, cotton, madder, cummin
seed, asafoetida, fruit, silk and horses. The system of coinage is

also curious : 105 English rupees are melted down, and the alloy

extracted, leaving 100 rupees' worth of silver; 295 more English

rupees are then melted, and the molten metal mixed with the 100

rupees silver; and out of this 808 Kandahari rupees are coined. As
the Kandahari rupee is worth about 8 annas (half an English rupee)

the government thus realizes a profit of 1 %. Government accounts

arc kept in " Kham " rupees, the “ Kham " being worth about

five-sixths of a Kandahari rupee; in other words, it about equals

the franc, or the Persian '* kran."

Immediately to the south and west of Kandahar is a stretch of

well-irrigated and highly cultivated country, but the valley of the

Arghandab is the most fertile in the district, and, from the luxuriant

abundance of its orchards and vineyards, offers the most striking

scenes of landscape beauty. The pomegranate fields form a striking

feature in the valley—^the pomegranates of Kandahar, with its

“ sirdar " melons and grapes, being unequalled in quality by any
in the East. The vines are grown on artificial banks, probably for

want of the necessary wood to trellis them—the grapes being largely

exported in a semi-dried state. Fruit, indeed, besides being largely

exported, forms the chief staple of the food supply of the inhabitants

throughout Afghanistan. The art of irrigation is so well understood

that the water supply is at times exhausted, no river water being

allowed to run to waste. The plains about Kandahar are chiefly

watered by cafials drawn from the Arghandab near Baba-wali, and
conducted ’through the same gap in the hills which admits the Herat

road. The amount of irrigation and the number of water channels

form a considerable impediment to the movements of troops, not

only immediately about Kandahar, but in all districts where the

mam rivers and streams are bordered by green bands of cultivation.

Irrigation by karez " is also largely resorted to. The karez is a
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system of underground channelling which usually taps a sub-surface
water supply at the foot of some 01 the many rugged and apparently
waterless hills which cover the face of the country. The water
not brought to the surface, but is carried over long distances by an
underground channel or drain, which is constructed by sinking
shafts at intervals along the required course and connecting the
shafts by tunnelling. The general agricultural products oT the
country are wheat, barley, pulse, fruit, madder, as^oetida, lucerne,

clover and tobacco.
Of the mineral resources of the Kandahar district not much is

known, but an abandoned gold-mine exists about 2 m. north of the

town. Some general idea of the resources of the Kandahar district

may be gathered from the fact that it supplied the British troops

with everything except luxuries during the entire period of occupa-
tion in 1879-81; ancf that, in spite of the great strain thrown on
those resources by the presence of the two armies of Ayub Kluin and
of General Roberts, and after the total failure of the autumn crops
and only a partial harvest the previous spring, the army was fed

without great difficulty until the final evacuation, at one-third of

the prices paid in Quetta for supplies drawn from India.

History ,—Kandahar has a stormy history. Sultan Mahmud of

Ghazni took it in the 1 1 th century from the Afghans who then hold
it. In the beginning of the 13th century it was taken by jenghiz
Khan, and in the 14th by Timur. In 1507 it was captured by the
emperor Baber, but shortly afterwards it fell again into Afghan
hands, to be retaken by Baber in 1521. Baber's son, Humayun,
agreed to cede Kandahar to Persia, but failed to keep his word, and
the Persians besieged the place unsuccessfully. Thus it remained
in the possession of the Moguls till 1625, when it was taken by Shah
Abbas. Aurangzeb tried to take it in 1649 with 5000 men, but
failed. Another attempt in 1652 was equally unsuccessful. It

remained in Persian possession till 1709, when it was taken by the

Afghans, but was retaken after a two-years' siege by Nadir Shah.
Nadir Shah was assassinated in 1749, and immediately on hearing
the news of his death Ahmad Shah (A bdali) seized Nadir Shah's
treasure at Kandahar, and proclaimed himself king, with the consent, \

not only of the Afghans, but, strange to say, of the Hazaras and
Baluchis as well, lie at once changed the site of the city to its

present position, and thus founded the Afghan kingdom, with
modern Kandahar as its csmital. Ahmad Shah died in 1773, and
was succeeded by his son Timur, who died in 1793, and left the
throne to his son Zaman Shah. This prince was deposed by his

half-brother Mahmud, who was in his turn deposed by Shah Shu}a,
the full brother of Zaman Shah. After a short reign Shah Shuja
was compelled to abdicate from his inability to repress the rising

power of Fateh Khan, a Barakzai chief, and he trok refuge first

with Ranjit Singh, who then ruled the Punjab, and finally secured
the protection of Briti.sh power. Afghanistan was now practically

dismembered. Mahmud was reinstated by Fateh Khan, whom he
appointed his vizier, and w^hose nephews, Dost Mahommed Khan
and Kohn dil Khan, he ifiaced resj^tively in the governments of

Kabul and Kandahar. Patch Khan was barbarously murdered by
Kamran (Mahmud's son) near Ghazni in 1818; and in retaliation

Mahmud himself w'as driven from power, and the Barakzai clan

secured the sovereignty of Afghanistan. ^ While Dost Mahommed
held Kabul, Kandahar became temporarily a sort of independent
chiefship under two or three of his brothers. In 1839 the cause of

Shah Shuja was actively supported by the British. Kandahar was
occupied, and Shah Shuja reinstated on the throne of his ancestors.

Dost Mahommed was defeated near Kabul, and after surrender to

the British force, was deported into Hindustan. The British army
of occupation in southern Afghanistan continued to occupy Kandahar
from 1839 till the autumn of 1842, when General Nott marched on
Kabul to meet Pollock's advance from Jalalabad. The cantonments
near the city, built by Nott's division, were repaired and again
occupied by the British army in 1879, when Shere Ali was driven
from power by the invasion of Afghanistan, nor were they finally

evacuated till the spring of 1881. Trade statistics of late years
show a gradual increase of exports to India from Kandahar and the
countries adjacent thereto, but a curious falling-off in imports. The
short-sighted policy of the amir Abdur Rahman in discouraging

imports doubtless affected the balance, nor did his affectation of

ignoring the railway between New Chaman and Kila Abdulla (on

the Peshin side of the Khojak) conduce to the improvement of

:

trade. (T. H. H.*)

KANDl, a town of British India; in Murshidabad district,

Bengal. Pop. (1901), 12,037. It is the residence of the rajas

of Paikpara, a wealthy and devout Hindu family. The founder

of this family was Ganga Govind Singh, the banyan or agent of

Warren Hastings, who wa.s bom at Kandi, and retired hither

i in his old age with an immense fortune. His name has acquired

celebrity for the most magnificent sraddha, or funeral obsequies,

ever performed in Bengal, celebrated in honour of his mothei;, at

a cost, it is said, of £200,000.

KANDY, a town near the centre of Ceylon, 75 m. from Colombo

by rail, formerly the capital of a kingdom of the same name,
XV. 2 ia
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situated towards the heart of the island, 1718 ft. above the sea.

It lies round the margin of an artificial lake constructed by the

last king of Kandy in 1806, and is beautifully surround^ by

hills. The most striking objects are the temples (of which twelve

are Buddhist and four Brahman), the tombs of the Kandian

kings, and the various buildings of the royal residence, partly

allowed to fall into disrepair, partly utilized by the government.

Of the temples the Dalada Malagawa is worthy of particular

mention ;
it claims, as the name indicates, to be in possession of a

Buddha tooth.

Kandy was occupied by the Portuguese in the 16th century and

by the Dutch in 1763; but in both instances the native kings

succeeded in shaking off the foreign yoke. The British got

possession of the place in 1803, hut the garrison afterwards

capitulated and were massacred, and it was not till 1814-15

that the king wiis defeated and dethroned. The British autho-

rity was formally established by the convention of March 2, 1815.

In 1848, owing to an attempt at rebellion, the town was for a

time under martial law. It has been greatly improv ed of recent

years. Sir William Gregory when governor did much to restore

the ancient Kandy decorations, while. the Victoria Jubilee

Commemoration Building, including “ Fergason Memorial Hall,”

and two fine hotels, add to the improvements. The Royal

Botanic Gardens are situated at Peradeniya, 3 m. distant.

Kandy is a uniquely beautiful, highland, tropical town, full of

interesting historical and Buddhistic associations. A water

supply and electric lighting have been inlrtiduced. Roman
Catholic missions are active in the work of education, for which

a large block of buildings has been erected. Church of England,

Wesleyan and Baptist missions are also at work. The population

of the town in 1 goo was 26,386 ;
of the district, 377,591 • Average

annual rainhdl, 8ii in. ;
average temperature, 75 -3. There is a

branch railway from Kandv, north to Matale, 17 m.

KANE, ELISHA KENT (1820-1857), American scientist and

explorer, was born in Philadelpliia on the 20th of February 1820,

the son of the jurist John Kintzing Kane (179.S-J858), a friend

and supporter of Andrew Jackson, attorney-general of Pennsyl-

vania in 1845-1846, U.S. judge of the Eastern District of Pennsyl-

vania after 1846, and president of the American Philosoohical

Society in 1856-1858. Young Kane entered the university of

Virginia and obtained the degree of M.D. in 1842, and in the

following year entered the t^S. navy as surgeon. He had

alread}’ ac<)uircd u considerable reputation in physiological

researclH^ The ship to which he was appointed was ordor^ to

China, and he found opportunities during the voyage for indulg-

ing his passion for exploration, making a journey from Rio

Janeiro to the base of the Andes, and another from Bombay
through India to Ceylon. On the arrival of the ship at its desti-

nation he provided a substitute for his post and crossed over

to the island of Luzon, which he explored. In 1844 he left

China, and, returning by India, Persia, Syria, Egypt, Greece,

Austria, Germany and Switzerland, reached America in 1846.

In that year he was ordered to the west coast of Africa, where he

visited Dahomey, and contracted fever, which told severely on

his constitution. On his return in 1847, exchanged the naval

for the military service, and was sent to join the U.S. army in

Mexico, where he had some extraordinarv' adventures, and where

he was again stricken with fever.

On the fitting out of the first Grinnell expedition, in 1850,

to search for Sir John Franklin, Kane was appointed .surgeon

and naturalist under Lieut, dc Haven, who commanded the

ships ” Advance ” and “ Resale.” The expedition, after an

absence of sixteen months, during nine of which the ships were

ire-bound, returned without having found any trace of the miss-

ing vessels. Kane was in feeble health, but worked on at his

narrative of the expedition, which was published in 1854, under

the title of The VS, Grinnell Expedition in Search of Sir John
Franklin. He was determined not to give up the search for

Franklin, and in spite of ill-health travelled through the States

lecturing to obtain funds, and gave up his pay for twenty

months. At length Henry Grinnell fitted out an expedition,

in the little brig Advance,” of which Kane was given the

command. She sailed in June 1853, and passing up Smith

Sound at the head of Baifin Bay advanced into the enclosed

sea which now bears the name of Kane Basin, thus establishing

the Polar route of many future Arctic expeditions. Here, off

the coast of Greenland, tiie expedition passed two winters,

accomplishing much useful geographical, as well as scientific,

work, including the attainment of what was to remain for sixteen

years the highe.st northern latitude, 80“ 35' N. (June 1854),

From this point a large area of opien water was seen which was

believed to be an open Polar Sea,” a chimera which played an

important and delusive role in subsequent explorations* After

enduring the greate.st hardships it was resolved to abandon the

ship. Upemj\'ik being reached on the 5th of August 1855,

whence a relief expedition brought the explorers home. Medals

were authorized by Congre.ss, and in the following year Dr Kane
received the founder’s medal of the Royal Geographical Society,

and, two years later, a gold medal from the Paris Geographical

Society. He published The Second Grinnell Expedition in 1856.

Dr Kane died at Havana on the i6th of February 1857, at the

age of thii ty-seven. Between his first and second arctic voyages

he made the acquaintance of the Fox family, the spiritualists.

With one of the daughters, Margaret, he carried on a long corre-

.spondence, which wok afterwards published by the lady, who
declared that they were privately married.

See liiograpliy of E, K, Kane, by William Elder (1858); Life of

£. A'. Kam and other American UxplorerSy by S. M. Smucker (1858);

The Love-Life of Dr Kane, containing the Correspondence and a History

of the Engagement and Secret Marriage between E. K. Kane and
Margaret rox (New York, “ Discoveries of Dr Kane/' in

/otir. of the Evv, Geog. Soc
,
vol. xxviii. (reprinted in R. G. 5 , Arctic

Papers of 1 875).

KANE, a borough of McKean county, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.,

about 90 m. E.S.E. of Erie. Pop. (1890), 2944; (1900), 5296,

of whom 971 were foreign-born. It is served by the Pennsyl-

vania, the Baltimore & Ohio, the Kane & Elk, and the Big Level

& Kinzuu railways. It is situated about 2015 ft. alx)ve the

sea in a region producing natural gas, oil, lumber and silica, and

has some reputation as a summer resort. The borough has

manufactories of window glass, plate glass and bottles, and

repair shops of the Pennsylvania railroad. Kane was settled

in 1859, and was incorporated as a borough in 1887. It was

named in honour of John Kintzing Kane, father of Elisha Kent

Kane, the Arctic explorer.

KANGAROO, the universally accepted, though not apparently

the native, designation of the more t.vpiral representatives of the

marsupial family Macropodidae (see Marsupiaua). Although

intimately connected with the cuscuses and phalangers by

means of the musk-kangaroo, the kangaroos and wallabies,

together with the rat-kangaroos, are easily distinguishable from

other diprotodont marsupials by their general conformation, and

by peculiarities in the structure of their limbs, teeth and other

organs. They vary in size from that of a sheep to a small rabbit.

The head, especially in the larger species, is small, compared with

the rest of the body, and tapers forward to the muzzle. The

shoulders and fore-limbs are feebly developed, and the hind-limbs

of disproportionate strength and magnitude, which give the

animals a peculiarly awkward appearance when moving about on

all-fours, as they occa.sionally do when feeding. Rapid progres-

sion is, however, performed only by the powerful hind-limbs, the

animals covering the ground by a series of immense bounds,

during which the fore part of the body is inclined forwards, and

balanced by the long, strong and tapering tail, which is carried

horizontaDy backwards. When not moving, they often assume

a perfectly upright position, the tail aiding the two hind-legs to

form a tripod, and the front-limbs dangling by the side of the

chest. This positiem gives full scope for the senses of sight,

hearing and smell to warn of the approach of enemies. The

fore-paws have five digits, each armed with a strong, curved

claw. The hind-foot is extremely long, narrow and (except in

the musk-kangaroo) without the first toe, It consists mainly

of one very large and strong toe, corresppndwg to the fourth of

the human foot, ending in a strong cu^ed aod pointed claw
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(fig. 2), Close to the outer side of this lies a smaller fifth digit,

and to the inner side two excessively slender toes (the second and
third), bound together cdmost to the extremity in a common

Fig. 1.—The Great Grey Kanfjaroo {Mucropus giganteus).

integument. The two little claws of these toes, projecting to-
.

gether from the skin, may be of use in scratching and cleaning
|

the fur of the animal, but the toes must have quite lost all con-

nexion with the functions of support or progression. This type

of foot-structure is termed syndactylous.

The dental formula, when completely de-

veloped, is incisors canines i, preniolars
[J,

molars
;{

on each side, giving a total of 34*

teeth. The three incisors of the upper jaw

are arranged in a continuous arched series,

and have crowns with broad cutting edges;

the first or middle incisor is often larger than

the others. Corresponding to these in the

lower jaw is but one tooth on each side, which

is of great size, directed horizontally forwards,

narrow, lanceolate and pointed with sharp

edges. Owing to the slight union of the two

halves of the lower jaw in front in many
species the two lower incisors work together

like the blades of a pair of scissors. The
canines are absent or rudimentary in the

lower, and often deciduous at an early age

in the upper jaw. The first two premolars

are compressed, with cutting longitudinal

edges, the anterior one is deciduous, being

lost about the time the second one replaces

the milk-molar, so that three premolars are

never found in place and use in the same indi-

vidual. The last
,

premolar and the molars

have quadrate crowns, provided with two

strong transverse ridges, or with four obtuse

cusps. In Macropus giganteus and its imme-

diate allies, the premolars and sometimes the

first molar are shed, so that in old examples

only the two posterior molars and the incisors

FiG.2.“Skcleton are found in place. The milk-dentition, a.s

of right hind- in‘ other marsupials, is confined to a single

foot of Kan- tooth on each side of each jaw, the other
garoo.

molars and incisors being never changed. The

dentition of the kangaroos, functionally considered, thus consists

of sharpnedged incisors, most developed near the median line of

the mouth, for the purpose of cropping herbage, and ridged or

tuberculated molars for crushing.

The number of vertebrae is— in the cervical region 7, dorsal

13, lumbar 6, sacral 2, caudal varying according to the length 6t

the tail, but generally from 2 1 to 25 . In the fore-limb the clavicle

and the radius and ulna are well developed, allowing of con-

651

siderabte freedom of motfon of the fore-paw. The pelvishw liirge

epipubic 6t
**
marsupial ” bones. The femur is short, Aiid the

tibia and fibula of great length, as is the foot, the whole of

which is applied to ground when the animal is at rest in the

upright position.

The stomach is large and very complex, i<s walls being

puckered by longitudinal muscular bands into a number of folds.

The alimentary canal is long, and the caecum well developed.

The young (which, as in other marsupials, leave tjie uterus in an

extremely small and imperfect condition) are placed in the pouch
as soon as they are bom; and to this they resort temporarily

for shelter for some time after they are able to run^ jump and
feed upon the herbage which forms the nourishment of the parent.

During the early period of their sojourn in the pouch, the blind,

naked, helpless young creatures (which in the great kangaroo

scarcely exceed an inch in length) are attached by their mouths
to the nipple of the mother, and arc fed by milk injected into

their stomach by the contraction of the muscle covering the

mammary gland. In this stage of existence the elongated upper

part of the larynx projects into the posterior nares, and so main-

tains a free communication between the lungs and the external

surface, independently of the mouth and gullet, thus avert-

ing danger of suffocation while the milk is pas.sing down the

gullet.

Kangaroos are vegetable-feeders, browsing on grass and

various kinds of herbage, but the smaller species also eat

Fig. 3.—Skull and teeth ol iSennett's Wallaby {Macropus rujicollis

hennetUi) : i\ i\ first, second and thVd upper incisors
;
pm,

second premolar (the first having been already ahedj
;
wS m®, m®, m\

last prcmolar and tliroe molars. The last, not fuUy developed, is

nearly concealed by the ascending part of the lower jaw.

roots. They are naturally timid and inoffensive, but the larger

kinds when hard pressed will ^rn and defend themselves,

sometimes killing a dog by grasping it in their fore-paHvs, and

mfiicting terrible wounds with the sharp claws of their powerful

hind-legs, supporting themselves meanwliile upon the tail.

The majority are inhabitants of Australia and Tasmania,

forming one of the most prominent and characteristic features

of the fauna of these lands, and performing the part of the deer

and antelopes of other parts of the world. They were important

sources Of fobd-Supply to the natives, and- are )\unted by the

colonists, both for sport and on account of the damage they do

in consuming grass required for cattle and sheep. A few species

are found in New Guinea, and the adjacent islands, which belong,

in the zoological Sense, to the Australian province, beyond the

bounds of which none occurs.

The more typical representatives of the group constitute the sub-

family Macropodinae, in which the cutting-edges of the upper

incisors are nearly level, or the first pair but slightty longer than the

others (fig. 3). The canines are rudimentary and often wanlang.

The molars are usUally not longer (from before backwards) than thfe

anterior prcmolars, and less compre^ed than in the next seeffon.

The crowns of the molars have tWo prominent tfansvArse ridges.

The fore-limbs arc small with subequal toes, armed with jltTotig,

moderately long, cutved Claws. Hirtd-lhnbe very long had srtro^fy

made. Head small, with ihore or less elongated muMe. Ears

generally rather long and ovate.
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The typical genus MacropuSy in which the muzzle is generally

naked, the ears large, the fur on the nape of the neck usually directed

backwards, the claw of the fourth hind-toc very large, and the tail

stout and tapering, includes a large number of species. Among
these, the great grey kangaroo (M. gtganteuSy fig. i) deserves special

mention on account of having been discovered during Captain
Cook’s first voyage in 1770. The great red kangaroo {M. rufus) is

about the same size, while other large species are M. antilopinus and
M. robustus. The larger wallabies or brush-kangaroos, such as the
rod-necked wallaby (M, ruficollts) y constitute a group of smallcr-

sized .species; while the smaller wallabies, such as the filander (^v.)

(M. muelleri) and M. thetidiSy constitute yet another section. The
gonu.s ranges from the eastern Austro-Malay islands to New Guinea.

Nearly allied are the rock-wallabies of Australia and Tasmania,
constituting the genus rrtropuiCy chiefly distinguished by ihe thinner
tail being more densely haired and terminating in a tulf. Well-
known species are P. pamciiiatUy P. xanthopus and P. lateralis. The
few spec les of nail-tailed wallabies, Onytko^alVy which are confined to

the Anslralian mainland, take their name from the presence of a
horny spur at the end of the tail, and arc further distinguished by
the liairy muzzle. O. unguifeVy O. fraenatus and O. lunatus repre-

sent the group. The hare-wallabies, such as Lagori hestes leporoideSy

L. hirsutus and L. consepiallatusy constitute a genus with the same
distribution as the last, and likewise with a hairy muzzle, but with
a rather short, evenly furred tail, devoid ol a spur. 'J'hey are great
leapers and swift runners, mostly frequenting open stony plains.

More distinct is the Papuan genus DorcopsiSy as typified by D.
muelleri

y

although it is to extent connected with Macropus
by D. tnacleyi. "riie muzzle is naked, the fur on the nape of the neck
directed more or less complelely forward, and the hind-Umbs arc
less disproportionately elongated. I^erhaps, however, the most

Fig. 4.—Skull and teeth of Lesueuir’s Kai -Kangaroo {IteMongia

lesuewri)—c, upper canine. Other letters as in lig. 3. 'Vhe anterior

premolar has slu'd.

distinctive feature of the genus is the great fore-and-aft length of

the peiifllhmate premolar in both jaws. Other species arc i>.

rufolateralis and D. auranhacus. in the tree-kangaroos, which
include the Papuan Dendrolagus innstus, 1 ). urstnus, JJ. dorianus, J).

benetianus and D. niaximusy and the North Queensland D. lum-
holtziy the reduction in the length of the hind-limbs is carried to a
still further degree, so that the proportions of the fore and hind
limbs arc almost normal. The genus agree.s with Dorcopsis in the
direction of the hair on the neck, but the muzzle is only partially

hairy, and the elongation of the penultimate premolar is less.

These kangaroos are largely arboreal in their habits, but they de.scend

to the ground to feed. Lastly, we have the banded wallaby, Lago-
strophus fasciatuSy of Western Australia, a small species character-
ized by its naked muzzle, the presence of long bristles on the hind-
feet which conceal the claws, and also of dark transverse bands
on the lower part of the back. The skull has a remarkably narrow
and pointed muzzle and much inflated auditory bullae; while the
two halves of the lower jaw are firmly welded together at their

mnetion, thus effectually preventing the scissor-like action of the
lower incisors distinctive of Macropus and its immediate allies.

As regards the teeth, canines are wanting, and the penultimate
upper premolar is short, from before backward.s, with a distinct

leclge on the inner side.

In the rat -kangaroos, or kangaroo-rats, as they are called in

Australia, constituting the sub-family Pntoroinae, the first upper
incisor is narrow’, curved, and much exceeds the others in length;
the upper canines arc persistent, flattened, blunt and slightly curved,
and the first two prcmolars of both jaws have large, simple, com-
pressed crowns, with a nearly straight or slightly concave free cut-
ting-edge, and Ixilh outer and inner surfaces usually marked by a
series of parallel, vertical grooves and ridges. Molars with quadrate
crowms and a blunt conical cusp at each coriior, the last notably
smaller than the rest, sometimes rudimentary or absent. Fore-
feet narrow

;
the three middle toes considerably exceeding the first

and fifth in length and their claw’s long, compressed and but
slightly curved. Hind-feet as in Macropus. Tail long, and some-
times partially prehensile when it is used for carrying bundles of

grass with which these animals build their neats. The group is

confined to Australia and Tasmania, and all the species are rela-

tively small.

In the members of the typical genus Potorous (formerly known as
Hypstprymnus) the head is long and slender, with the auditory
bullae somewhat swollen

;
while the ridges on the first two prcmolars

are few and perpendLcular, and there are large vacuities on the
palate. The tarsus is short and the muzzle naked. The genus
includes P. tridactylus, P. gitberti and P. flatyops. In Betiongia, on
the other hand, the head is shorter and wider, with smaller and more
rounded ears, and more swollen auditory bullae. The ridges on the
first two premolars are also more numerous and somewhat oblique

(fig. 4) ;
the tarsus is long and the tail is prehensile. The species

includt' P. lesueuiriy B. gaimardi and B. cunicuius. The i^uth
Australian Caloprymnus campestris represents a genus near akin
to the last, but with the edge of the hairy border ol the bare muzzle
less emargiiiatc in the middle line, still more swollen auditory bullae,

very large and postcrially expanded nasals and longer vacuities on
the fKilate. The list is completed by Aepyprymnus rufescens, which
differs from all the others by the hairy muzzle, and the absence
of inflation in the auditory bullae and of vacuities in the palates

l^crhaps, however, the most interesting member of the w^hole

group is the tiny musk-kangaroo {Hypsiprymnodon moscMus)
of nor(h-east Australia, which alone represents the sub-family
HypsiprymnodontmaCy characterized by the presence of an opposable
first toe on the hind-foot and the outward inclination of the penulti-

mate upper premolar, as well by the small and feeble claws. In
all these ieature.s the musk-kangaroo connects the Macropodtdac
with the Phalungeridae. The other teeth are like tho.se of the rat-

kangaroos. (W. H. F.; K.L.^)

' KANGAROO-RAT, a name applied in different parts of the

I

world to two widely different groups of mammals. In Australia

I

it is used to denote the small kangaroo-like marsupials terhni-

,

cally known us Polorooinae, which zoologists prefer to call

;

rat-kangaroos (see Marsupialia and Kangaroo). In North

j

America it is employed for certain small jumping rat-like rodents

I

nearly allied to the pocket-gophers and belonging to the family

I

Ceomyidae, Kangaroo-rats in this latter series are represented

by three Nortli American genera, of ^\i\c\iDipodomys philUpsi,

Cricelodipus agilis and Mirrodipodops megacephalus may respec-

tively be taken as examples. Resembling pocket-gophers in

the possession of cheek-pouches, kangaroo-rats, together with

!
pocket-mice, are distinguished by their elongated hind-limbs

! and tails, large eyes, well-developed ears and general jerboa-like

appearance and habits. The upper incisor teeth are also rela-

tively narrower, and there are important differences in the skull.

The cheek-teeth arc r()otle.ss in kangaroo-rats, but they develop

roots in the pocket-mice. The former inhabit open, sandy
districts, where they burrow beneath rocks or stones, and hop
about like jerboas; their food consisting of grasses and other

plants.

KANGAVAR, a small district of Persia, situated between
1 Hamadan and Kermanshah, and, being held in fief by the family

of a deceased court official, forming a separate government.

The district is very fertile and contains 30 villages. Its revenues

amount to about £500 per annum, and its chief place is the large

village of Kangavar, which has a population of about 2500 and
is 47 m. from Hamadan on the high road to Kermanshah.
KANGRA, a town and district of British India, in the Jullundur

division of the Punjab. The town, sometimes called Nagarkot,

is situated 2409 ft. above the sea. Pop, (1901), 4746, The
Katoch rajas had a stronghold here, with a fort and rich temples.

Mahmud of Ghazni took the fort in 1009 and from one of the

temples carried off a vast treasure. In 1360 Kangra was again

plundered, by Feroz Shah. The temple of Devi Bajreshri was
one of the oldest and wealthiest in northern India. It was de-

stroyed, together with the fort and the town, by an earthquake

on the 4th of April 1905, when 1339 lives w^re lost in this place

alone, and about 20,000 elsewhere. In 1855 the headquarters of

the di.strict were removed to the sanitarium of Dharm.sala.

The district of Kangra extends from the Jullundur Doab far

into the southern ranges of the Himalaya. Besides some Rajput
states, annexed after the Sikh wars, it includes Lahul, Spiti and
Kulu, which are essentially Tibetan. The Beas is the only

important river. Area, 9978 sq. m., of which Kangra proper has

only 2725. Pop. (1901), 768,124; average^density 77 persons per

sq. m., but with only one person per sq. m. in Spiti. Tea
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cultivation was introduced into Kangra about 1850. The
Palampur fair, established by government with a view to foster-

ing commerce with central Asia, attracts a small concourse of

Yarkandi merchants. The Lahulis carry on an enterprising

trade with Ladakh and countries beyond the frontier, by means
of pack sheep and goats. Rice, tea, potatoes, opium, spices,

wool and honey are the chief exports.

Sec Kangfa District Gazetteer (Lahore, 1906).

KANISHKA, king of Kabul, Kashmir, and north-western

India in the 2nd century a.d., was a Tatar of the Kushan tribe,

one of the five into which the Yue-chi Tatars were divided.

His dominions extended as far down into India as Madura, and

probably as far to the north-west as Bokhara. Private inscrip-

tions found in the Punjab and Sind, in the Yusufzai district and
at Madura, and referred by European scholars to his reign, are

dated in the years five to twenty-eight of an unknown era. It is

the references by Chinese historians to the Yue-chi tribes before

their incursion into India, together with conclusions drawn from

the history of art and literature in his reign, that render the date

given the most probable. Kanishka's predecessors on the throne

were Pagans; but shortly after his accession he professed himself,

probably from political reasons, a Buddhist. He spent vast sums

in the construction of Buddhist monuments; and under his

auspices the fourth Buddhist council, the council of Jalandhara

(
Jullunder) was convened under the presidency of Vasumitra. At
this council three treatises, commentaries on the Canon, one on

each of the three baskets into which it is divided, were composed.

King Kanishka had these treatises, when completed and revised

by Asvaghosha, written out on copper plates, and enclosed the

latter in stone boxes, which he placed in a memorial mound.

For some centuries afterwards these works survived in India;

but they exist now only in Chinese translations or adaptations.

We are not told in what language they were written. It was-

probably San.skrit (not Pali, the language of the Canon)-~just

as in Europe we have works of exegetical commentaiy^ composed,

in Latin, on the basis of the 'Festament and Septuagint in Greek.

This change of the language used as a medium of literary inter-

course was partly the cau.se, partly the effect, of a complete re-

vulsion in the intellectual life of India. The reign of Kanishka

was certainly the turning-point in this remarkable change. It

has been suggested, with great plausibility, that the wide extent

of his domains facilitated the incursion into India of Western

modes of thought
;
and thus led in the first place to the corruption

and gradual decline of Buddhism, and secondly to the gradual

rise of Hinduism. Only the publication of the books written

at the time will enable us to say whether this hypothesis—for at

present it is nothing more—is really a sufficient explanation of

the very important results of his reign. In any case it was a

migration of nomad hordes in Central Asia that led, in Europe,

to the downfall of the Roman civilization
;
and then, through the

conversion of the invaders, to medieval conditions of life and

thought. It was the very same migration of nomad hordes that

led, in India, to the downfall of the Buddhist civilization; and

subsequently, after the conversion of the Saka and Tatar

invaders, to medieval Hinduism. As India was nearer to the

starting-point of the migration, its results were felt there some-

what sooner.

Authorities.—Vincent A. Smith, The Early History of Jitdia

(Oxford, 1908) ;
“ The Kushan Period of Indian History/’ in J.E.A ,S.

(1903); M. Boyer, “L’Epoquc de Kaniska,’* in Journal Asiatiaue

(1900); T. Watters, On Yuan Chwang (London, 1904, 1905) ; J, Taka-

kusu, The Sarvfts'tivadin Abhidharma Books,” in Jour, of the Pali

Text Soc. (1905), esp. pp. 118-130; Rhys Davids, Buddhist India

(London, 1903), ch. xvi., ” Kanishka.” (T. W. R. D.)

KANKAKEE, a city and the county-seat of Kankakee county,

Illinois, U.S.A., in the N.E. part of the state, on the Kankakee

river, 56 m. S. of Chicago. Pop. (1900), i 3,595 >
whpm 3346

were foreign-born; (1910, census), 13,986. Kankakee is served

by the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St Louis, the Illinois

Central, and the Chicago, Indiana & Southern (controlled

by the New York Central) railways. It is the seat of the

Eastern Hospital for the Insane (1879), a state institution;

St. Josephus Seminary (Roman Catholic), and a Conservatory

of Music. At Bourbonnais Grove, 3 m. N. of Kankakee is St

Viateur’s College (founded 1868), a well-known Roman Catholic

divinity school, and Notre Dame Academy, another Catholic

institution. The city has a public library and four large parks;

in Court House Square there is a monument erected by popular

subscription in honour of the soldiers from Kankakee county

who died in the Civil War. There are rock quarries here, and

the city manufactures sewing machines, musical instruments,

especially pianos, foundry and machine shop products, agri-

cultural implements and furniture. The total value of the

factory product in 1905 was $2,089,143, an increase of 222 %
since 1900. Kankakee is also a shipping point for agricultural

products. It was first settled in 1832; was platted as the town

of Bourbonnais in 1853, when Kankakee county was first

organized; was chartered as the city of Kankakee in 1855, and

was re-chartered in 1892.

KANKER, a feudatory state of India, within the Central

Provinces; area, 1429 sq. m.; pop. (1901), 103,536; estimated

revenue, £10,000. It is a hilly tract, containing the headwaters

of the Mahanadi. The extensive fore.sts have recently been made
profitable by the opening of a branch railway. The residence

of the raja, who is of an old Rajput family though ruling over

Gonds, is at Ranker (pop. 3906).

KANO, one of the most important provinces of the British

protectorate of Northern Nigeria. It includes the ancient

emirates of Kano, KaUsena, Daura and Kazaure, and covers an

area of about 31,000 sq. m. The sub-province of Kalagum was
incorporated with Kano in 1905, and is included within this area.*

The population of the double province is estimated at about

2,250,000.

Kano was one of the original seven Hausa states. Written

annals carry the record of its kings back to about a.d. 900.

Legendary history goes back much further. It was conquered

by the Songhoi (Songhay) in the early port of the i6th century,

and more than once appears to have made at least partial sub.-

mission to Bornu. Mahommedanism was introduced at a period

which, according to the system adopted for the dating of the

annals, must be placed either in the 12th or the 14th century. The
Hausa system of government and taxation was adopted by the

Fula when in the early part of the 19thcentury thatMahommedan
people overran the Hausa states. It has been erroneously stated

that the Fula impo.sed Mahommedani.sm on the Hausa states.

The fact that they adopted the existing system of government

and taxation, which are based upon Koranic law, would in itself

be sufficient proof that this was not the case. But the annals of

Kano distinctly record the introduction and describe the develop-

ment of Mahommedanism at an early period of local history.

The capital is the city of Kano, situated in 12" N. and 8o"32'E.,

220 m. S.S.E. of Sokoto and 500 N.E. of Lagos. It is built on an

open plain, and is encompassed by a wall ii m. in perimeter and

pierced by thirteen gates. The wall is from 30 to 50 ft. high and

about 40 ft. thick at the base. Round the wall is a deep double

ditch, a dwarf wall running along its centre. The gates are

simply cow-hide, but are set in massive entrance towers. Onty
about a third of the area (7I sq. m.) enclosed by the walls is

inhabited nor was the whole space ever occupied by buildings,

the intention of the founders of the city being to wall in ground

sufficient to grow food for the inhabitants during a siege. The
arable land within the city is mainly on the west and north; only

to the south-east do the houses come right to the walls. Within

the walls are two steep hills, one, Dala, about 120 ft. high being

the most ancient quarter of the town. Dala lies north-west. To
its east is a great pond, the Jakara, iJ m. long, and by its north-

east shore is the market of the Arab mTerchants. Here also was the

slave market. The palace of the emir, in front of which is a large

m>en space, is in the Fula quarter in the south-east of the city,

l^e palace consists of a number of buildings covering 33 acres and
surrounded by a wall 20 to 30 ft. high. The architecture of the

city is not without merit. The houses are built of clay with

(generally) flat roofs impervious to fire. Traces of Moorish

influence are evident and the horseshoe arch is common. The
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audience ball of the emir's palace-~35 ft. sq. and 18 ft, high—is

decorated with designs in black, white, green and yellow, the

yellow designs (formed of micaceous sand) glistening like gold.

The dome-shaped roof is supported by twenty arches.

The city is divided into fourteen quarters, each presided over

by a headman, and inhabited by separate sections of the com-

munity. It is probably the greatest commercial city in the

central Sudan. Other towns, like Zaria, may do as much trade,

but Kano is pre-eminent as a manufacturing centre. The chief

industry i.s the weaving of doth from native grown cotton.

Leather goods of all kinds are also manufactured, and from Kano
come most of the “ morocco leather ” goods on the Eur^ean
markets. Dyeing is anotlier large trade, as is the preparation of

indigo. Of traders there are four distinct classes. They are

;

(1) Arabs fiom Tripoli, who export ostrich feathers, skins and

ivory, and bring in burnouses, scents, sweets, tea, sugar, &c.;

(2) Salaga merchants who import kola nuts from the hinterland

of the Guinea Coast, taking in exdiange doth and live stock and

leather and other goods; (3) the Asbenawa traders, who come

from the oases of Asben or Air with camels laden with salt ai>d

“ potash ” (t.e. sodium carbonates), and with herds of cattle and

sheep, receiving in return cotton and hardware and kolas;

(4) llie Hausa men^hants. This last class trades with the other

three and despatches caravans to lllorin and other places, where

the Kano goods, the “ potash ” and other merchandise are ex-

chiinged for kolas and European goods. 'J'hc “ potash ” finds

a ready sale among the Yorubas, being largely used for cooking

purposes. In Kano itself is a great market for livestock : camels,

liorses, oxen, asses and goats being on sale.

Besides Hausa, who represent the indigenous population,

there are large colonies of Kanuri (from Bornu) and Nupians

in Kano. The Fula form the aristocratic class. The population

is said to amount to 100,000. About a mile and a half east of

Kiinu is Nassarawa, formerly the emir’s suburban residence, but

since 1902 the British Residency and barracks.

T]»e city of Kauo appears on the map of the Arab geographer,

Idrisi, A.d. ii 45» ^*id the hiil of Dala is mentioned in the earliest

records as the original site of Kano. Barth, however, concluded that

the pres nt town docs not date earlier than tlie second half of the

lOth century, and that before the rise of the Tula power (c. 1800)

scarcely any great Arab merchant ever visited Kano. The present

town may be the successor of an older town occupying a position of

bimilar pre-eminence. Kano submitted to tlie Fiilu without much
resistance, jmd under them in the iirst half of the lyth century
flourishaigreally. It was vi.silcd by Hugh Clapperton, an English

ofiicer, in 1^24, and in it Barth lived some time in 1851 and again

in 1834. Barlh's descriptions ol tlio wealth and importancie of the

city attracted great attention in Eurup<‘, and Kano was subsequently
\isiled by 8e\eral travellers, missionaries, and students of Hausa,
but none was permitted to live permanently in the city. In the

closing years of the century, Kano became the centre of resistance

to liritish influence, and the emir, Alieu, wjis the most inveterate of

Fula slave raiders. In February 1903 the city was captured by a

British force under Colonel T. L. N. Morland, and a new emir,

Abbas, a brother of Alieu, in.stallcd.

After the occupation by the British in 1903 the province was
organized for administration on the same system as that adopted
throughout northern Nigeria. The emir on his installation takes

an oath of allegiance to the British Crown, and accepts the position

of a chief of the first class under British rule. A resident is placed

at his court, and assistant residents have the.ir headquarters in the

administrative districts of the province. British courts of justice

aie established side by side with the native courts throughout the

province. Taxation is assessed under British supervision ^d paid

into the native treasury. A fixed portion is paid by the emir to the

British government. The emir is not allowed to maintain a standing

army, and the city of Kano is the headquarters of the British garrison.

'I'he conditions of appointment of the emirs are fully laid down
ill the terms accepted at Sokoto on the close of the Sokoto-Kauo
campaign of 1903. Since, the introduction of British rule there

has been no serious trouble ifi tiic province. The emir Abbas worked
lo)raUy with the British and proved himself a ruler of remarkable

ability and iatolUgcnce. He was indefatigable in dispeiwing justice,

and hiniaelf presided over a native court in which he dispo«cd of

from fifty to a hundred cases a month. He also took an active

interest in the T^form and reorganization of the system of taxation,

and in tiie opening of the enunt^ to trade. He further showed him-
aelf helpftil in arranging difhcultn's which at times arose in connexion

with tlie Ic^cr chiafs of bi$ province.

The province of Kano is generally fertile. For a radius of 30 m.
ronr.d the capital the country^ is closcdv cultivated and densely

populated, with some 40 walled towns and with villages and hamlets
nardly half a mile apart. Kano district proper contains x 70 walled
towns and about 450 villages. There are many streams, but water
is chiefly obtained' from wells 15 to 40 ft. deep. The principal

crops are African grains, wheat, onions, cotton, tobacco, indigo, with
sugar-cane,

^
ca^va, ^c. The population is chiefly agricultural, but

also commercial and industrial. The chief industries are weaving,
leather- making, dyeing and working in iron and pottery. Cattle

are abundant. (See Nigeria: History; and Sokoto.)
Consult the Travels of Heinrich Barth (new ed., Xx>ndon, 1890)

;

Hausaian4 ,
by C. H. Robinson (London, 18901

;
“ Northern Nigeria,"

by Sir F. D. Lugard, in vol. xxii. Geographical Journal (l^ondon,

1904); A Tropical Dependency

^

by Lady Lugard (London, 1905); the
Colonoil Office Reports on Northern Nigeria from 1902 onward, and
other works cited under Nigeria. (F. L. L.)

KANSAS (knov/n as the “ Sunflower State ”), the central

commonwealth of the United States of America, lying between

and 40"' N. lat. and between 94" 38' and 102" i 34^ W. long.

(Le. 25' W. long, from Washington). H is bounded on the N.

by Nebraska, on the E. by Missouri, on the S. by Oklalioma, and
on the W. by Colorado. Tlie state is nearly rectangular in shape,

with a brewith of about 210 m. from N. to S. and a length of

about 410 m. from £. to \V. It contains an area of 82,158 sq. m.
(including 384 sq. m. of w'ater surface).

Physiography. ' Three physiographic regions may be di.stin-

guisUed within the state- the first, a small portion of the Ozark

uplift in the extreme south-east corner; the second, the Prairie

Plains, covering approximately the cast third of the state
;
the

third, the Great Plains, covering the remaining area. Between

the latter two there is only the most gradual transition. The
entire state is indeed practically an undulating plain, gently

sloping from west to east at an average of about 7 ft. per mile.

There is also an inclination in the eastern half from north to

south, as indicated by the course of the rivers, most of which

flow south-easterly (the Kansas, with it.s general easterly course,

Is the principal exception), the north-west comer being the

highest portion ol the state. The lowest point in the state in its

south-east part, in Montgomery county, is 725 ft. above soa-levcl.

The average elevation of the east boundary Ls about 850 ft., while

contour lines of 3500-3900 ft. run near the west border. Some-
what more than half the total area is below 2000 ft. The
gently rolling prairie surface is diversified by an endless suc-

cession of broad plains, isolated hills and ridges, and moderate

valleys. In places tlvereare terraced uplands, and in others the

undulating plain is cut by erosion into low escarpnnents. The
bluffs on the Missouri arc in places 200 ft. high, and the valley of

the Cimarron, in the south-west, has deep cuts, alrao.st gorges.

The west central portion has considerable irregularities ol

contour, and tlxc north-west is distinctively hilly. In the south

west, below the Arkansas river, is an area of sandhills, and tlie

Ozark Plateau region, as above stated, extends into the south-

east corner, though not there much elevated. The great central

valley is traversed by the Kansas (or Kaw) river, which, inclusive

of the Smoky Hill Branch, extends the entire length of the state,

with lateral valleys on the north. Another broad valley is formed

in the south half of the state by the Arkansas river, with lateral

valleys on the north and south. The south-east portion contains

the important Neosho and smaller valleys. In the extreme south-

west is the valley of the Cimarron, and along the south boundary
is a network of the south tributaries of the Arkansas. Numerous
smuD affluents of the Missouri enrich and diversify the north-cast

quarter. The streams of Kansas are usually fed by perennial

springs, and, as a rule, the east and middle portions of the state

are well watered. Most of the streams maintain a good flow of

water in the driest seasons, and in case of heavy rains many of

them “ underflow ” the adjacent bottom lands, saturating tl>e

permeable substratum of the country with the surplus water,

which in time drains out and feeds the subsiding streams. This

feature is particularly tmeof the Saline, Sc^omon and Smoky Hill

rivers. The west part is more elevated and water is less abundant.

Climate .—The climate of Kansas Is exceptionally sahihrious.
Extremes of heat and cold occuv, but as a rule the winters are dry
and mild, while the sunMner heats are iompterod by the perpetual
prairie breezes, and tho summer nights arejisucdly ooolraixl r^resh-
ing. The average annual temperature of the stajte for seventeen years
preceding X903 was 54*3* F., the warmest mean bhing 56*0“, tlic
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coldest 52*6°. The extreme variation oi yearlv means thrcraghout
the east, west and middle sectkms during the same period was
very slight, 51-6“ to 56 ’0°, and the greatest variation for any one
section was 37". The absolute extremes were 1 16” and — 34\ The
dryness of the air tempers exceedingly to the senses the cold of
winter and the heat of summer. The temperature over the state
is much more uniform than is the precipitation, which diminishes
somewhat regularly westward. In the above pericxl of seventeen
years the yearly means in the west section vau'ied from 11*93 to
2cj‘2i in. (av. 19*21), in the middle from x8’58 to 34 30 (av. 20*68),
in the east from 26*00 to 45*71 (av. 3478)* the mean for the state
ranging from 20 12 to 35*50 (av. 27*12).^ The precipitation in the
west is not sufficient for confident agriculture in any series of years,
since agriculture is practically dependent upon the 'mean fall; a fact

that lias been and is of profound importance in the history of the
state. The line of 20 in. fall (about tne limit of certain agriculture)

approximately bisects the state in dry years. The precipitation is

very largely in the growing season—at Dodge the fall between April
and October is 78 % of that for the year. Freshets and drougnts
at times work havoc. The former made notable 184^ and 1858; and
the latter t8(jo, 1874, and 1894. Tornadoes arc also a not infrequent
infliction, least common in the west. The years 1871, 1879, 1881 and
1892 were made memorable by paiticularly severe storms. There
are 150 to 175 " growing days " for crops between the frosts of spring
and autumn, and eight in ten days a.o bright with sunshine—hall

of them without a cloud. Winds are prevailingly from the south (in

the winter often from the north-west).

fauna and Flora .—The fauna and flora of the state are those which
are characteristic of the plain region generally of wluch Kansas
is a part. The state lies partly in the humid, or Carolinian, and
partly in the arid, or Upper Sonoran, area of the Upper Austral
life-zone; 100“ W. long, is approximately the dividing line between
these area.s. The bison and elk have di.sappearcd. A very great

variety of birds is found within the state, either as residents or as

visitants from the adjoining avifaunal regions—mountain, plain,

northern and southern. In 1886 Colonel N. S. Goss compiled a list of

335 species, of which 175 were known to breed in the state. The
wild turkey, once abundant, was near extermination in i886, and
prairie chickens (pinnated grouse) have also greatly diminished in

number. The jack-rabbit is characteristic of the prairie. Locusts
(" grasshoppers '* in local usage) have worked incalculable damage,
notably in 1854, 1866, and above all in 1874-1875. In thela&*ttwo

cases their ravages extended over a great portion of the state.

Kansas has no forests. Along the streams there is commonl^r a
fringe of timber, which in the cast is fairly heavy. There is an in-

crea.sing scarcity westward. With the advancing settlement of the

stale thill wind-break rows become a feature of the prairies. The
lessened ravages of prairie fires have facilitated artificial afloresting,

and many cities, m particular, are abundantly and beautifully

shaded. Oaks, elms, hickory, honey-locusts, white ash, sycamore
and willows, the rapid growing but miserable box-elder and cotton-

wood, are the most common trees. Black walnut was common in

the river valleys in Territorial days. The planting of tree reserves

by the UniM States government in the arid counties of this state

promises great success. A National Forest of 302,387 acres in

Finney, Kearney, Hamilton and Grant counties was set aside in

May 1908. Buffalo and bunch, and other short native prairie

grasses, very nutritious ranging food but unavailable as hay, once
covered the plains and pastured immense herds of buffalo and otlier

animals, but with increasing settlement they have given way gener-

ally to exotic bladed species, valuable alike for pasture and for hay,

except in the western regions. The hardy and ubiquitous sunflower

has been chosen as the state flower or floral emblem. Cactus and
yucca occur in the west.

The soil of the upland prairies is generally a deep rich clay loam
of a dark colour. The bottom lands near the streams are a black

sandy loam; and the intermediate lands, or second bottoms,"

show a rich and deep black loam, contwning very little sand. These

soils are all easily cultivated, free from stones, and exceedingly

productive. There arc exceptional spots on the upland prairies

composed of stiff clay, not as easily cultivated, but very productive

when properly managed and enriched. The serath-west section is

distinctively sandy.
Agriculture.^The United States Census of 1900 shows that of the

farming area of the state in 1900 (41.662,970 acres, 79 6 % of the

total area)* 6o*i % was '* improved." The value of all farm

property was 1864*100,286—of which land and improvements

(including buildings), livestock and implements and machinery

represented respectively 74*5t 3
'4 %- Almost nine-tenths

ox all farms derived their principal income from livestock or hay

and grain, these two sources being about equally important. Of the

total value of farm products in 1899 ($209,895,542). crops represented

537, animal products 45*9 knd forest product <mly 0*4 %. In

1899 the wheat crop was 38,778,430 bushels, being less than that of

Mhmesota, North Dakota, Ohio or South Dakota. According to

‘For the thirty years x$77-1906 tlvc mean rainfall for ten-year

periods was : at Dodge, 22‘8 in., 18*4 In; and 22*7 in.
;
and at Law-

rence, 35^ ill.. 39*2 in. and 36*7 in. for the first, second and third

'periods respectively.

the Kmt Book of the United States Department of Agricalture, the
crop in 1906 was 81,630,6x1 bushels, aunoBt oue-niam of tfatt'Crop

of the eotire country for that year, and much more than tins crop of
any other state. In 1909 it was 87,203,000 bushels (Less than the crops
of either Minnesota or North Dakota). Winter wheat constitutes
almost the entire output. The hard varieties raenk in the flour market
with the finest Minnesota wheat. The wheat belt crosses the state
from north to south in its central third. Greater even than wheat in
absolute output, though not relatively to the output of other states,

hi Indian corn. In 1906 the crop was 195,075,000 boahels, and in

1909 it was 154,225,000. The crop is very variably according to

seasons and pumpective markets; ranging s.g. in the decade
1901 from 42*6 (190X) to 225 I (1899) million bushels. The Inchan
00m belt is mainly in the eastern third of the state. In the five years
189(1-1900 the combined value of the crops of Indian con^uid wheat
exceeded the value of the same crops in any other state of the
Union (Illinois being a close second). In the western third irrigatioo

has been tried, in the earlier years unsuccessfully; in all Kansas, in

1899, there were 23,020 acres irrigated, of winch 8939 were in
Finney and 7071 in Kearney county. In this western third the
rainfall is insufficient for Indian corn

;
but Kafir com, an exceptional

drought-resisting cereal, has made extraordinary progress in this

region, and indeed generally over the state, since 1893, its acreage
increasing 416*1 % in the decade 1895-1904. With the saccharine
variety of sorghum, which increased greatiy in the same period, this

grain is replacing Indian corn. Oats are the third great cereal crop,
the ^eld being 24,780,000 bushels in 1906 and 27,185,000 in 1909.
Alfalfa showed an increased acreage in 1895-1904 of 310*8 %; it is

valuable in the west for the same qualities as the Kafir com. Th©
hay crop in 1909 was 2,652,000 tons. Alfalfa, the Japanese soy bean
and the wheat fields—which furnish the finest of pasture m the early
spring and ordinarily well into the winter season—-are the props of a
pro.sperous dairy industry. In the early 'eighties the organization
of creameries and cheese factories began in the county-seats; they
depended upon gathered cream. About 18H9 separators and the
whole-milk system were introduced, and about the same time began
the service of refrigerator cars on the railways; the hand separator
became common about iqoi. Western Kansas is the dairy country.
Its great ranges, whose insufficient rainfall makes impossible the
certain, and therefore the profitable, cultivation of cereals, or other
.settled agriculture, lend themselves with profit to stock and dairy
farming. Dairy products increased 60*6 % in value from 1895 to

1904, amounting in the latter year to $16,420,095. This value was
almost equalled by that of eggs and poultry (1x4,050,727), which
increased 79*7 % in the same decade. The livestock interest is'

stimulated by the enormous demand for beef-cattle at Kansas City,

Sugar-beet culture was tried in the years following 1890 with
indifferent success until the introduction of bounties in 1901. It

has extended along the Arkansas valley from tho Colorado beet
district and into the north-western counties. There is a largo beet-

sugar factory at Garden City, Finney county. Experiments have
been made unsuccessfully in sugar canc (1885) and silk culture

(1885 seq.). The bright climate and pure atmosphere are admirably
adapted to the growth of the apple, pear, peach, plum, grape and
cherry. The smaller fruits also, with scarce an exception, nourish
finely. The fruit product of Kansas ($2,431,773 in 18^) is not,

however, as yet particularly notable when compared with that of
various other states.

According to the estimates of the state depar^ent of agriculture,

of the total value of all agricultural products in the twenty years

1885-1904 ($31078,999,855), Indian corn and wheat together
represent^ more than two-fifths (821*3 518*1 million dollars

respectively), and livestock products nearly one-thud (1024*9
millions). 'The aggregato value of all agricultural products in 1903-
1904 was $754,954,208.

'

Minerals.—In the east portion of the state are immense beds of

bituminous coal, often at shallow depths or cropping out on the
surface. In 1907 more than 95 % of the coal came from Crawford,
Cherokee, Leavenworth and Osage counties, and about 91*5 % from
the first two. The total value of the production of coal in 1905
(6,423,979 tons) was $9»35o.542, and in 1908 (6,245, sovV tons)

$9,292,222. In the central portion, which belongs to the Triassic

formation, magnesian limestone, ferruginous sandstone and gypsum
are representative rocks. Gypsum (in beautiful crystalline torm) is

found in an almost continuous bed across the state running north-

east and south-west with three principal areas, the northem in

Marshall county, the central in Dickinson and Saline counties, and
the southern (the heaviest, being 3 'to 40 ft. thick) in Barber aad
Comanche counties. The product in 1908 was valued at $281,^339.

Magnesian limestone, or dolomite, is especially plentiful along the
Blue, Republkan and Neosho rivers and their tributaries. This
beautiful stone, resembling white, grey and cxeam^coloured marble,
is exceedingly useful for building purposes. It crops out in the
bluffs in endless quantities, and is easily worked. The stone
resources of the state are largely, but by no means exclusively,

confined to the central part. There are marbles in Osage and
other counties, shdl marble in Montgomery county, white Bmeatone
in Chase county, a valuable bandera flagstone and h^dtatffic cemtnt
rock near Fort Scott, &c. The limestones producM In 1908 were
valued at $403,176 and the sandstones at $67,950. In the central
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region salt is produced in immense quantities, witliin a groat north to

south belt about Hutchinson. Thu beds, which are exploited by the

brine method at Hutchin.son, at Ellsworth (Ellsworth county), at

Anthony (Harper county) and at Sterling (Kice county), lie from

400 to 1200 ft. underground, and arc* in places as much as 350 ft.

thick and 99 % pure. At Kanopolis in Ellsworth county, at Lyons
in Rice county and at Kingman, Kingman county, the salt is mined

and sold as rock-salt. In the south-west salt is found in bods and
dry incrustal ions, varying in thickness from a few inches to 2 ft. The
total product from 18H0-189Q was valued at l5 i.538 ,B55 ;

the product

of IQ08 (when Kansas ranked fourth among the states producing

.salt) was valued at $882,984. The development has been mainly

.since 1887 at Hutchinson and since about 1890 in the rock-salt

mines. In the west portion of the state, which belongs to the

Cretaceous formation, chalks and a species of native quicklime arc

very prominent in the river bluffs. Tlie white and cre^m-coloured

chalks are much used for building purposes, but the blue is usually

too soft for exposure to the weather. The quicklime as quarried

from the blulls slakes perlectly, and with sand makes a fairly good

mortar, without calcination or other previous preparation. The 1

lignite found near the Colorado line makes a valuable domestic l

fuel.
I

Natural gas, oil, zinc and lead have been discovered in south-east

Kansas and have gi\'eii that section an extraordinary growth and

prosperity. Indications of gas were found about the time of the

Civil War, but only in the early 'seventies were they recognized as

unmistakable, and* thev were not successfully doveioped until the

'eighties, lola, in Allen county, is the centre of the field, and the

gas yields heat, light, and a cheap fuel for smelt t^rs, cement-works

and other manufacturing plants throughout a laige region. The
pools he from 400 to 950 ft, below the surface

;
some wells have been

drilled 1500 ft. deep. The value of the natural gas produced in

the state was $13,87^ in r88q, .^2, 2(. 1,830 in 1905, and $7,091,587 in

IQ08, when there were 1917 producing wells, and Kansas ranked

fourth of the states of the United States in the value of the natural

gas product, being surpassed by I ‘ennsylvania, West Virginia and

Ohio. Petroleum was discovered about ‘i8t»5 in Miami and Bourbon

counties, and about 1892 at Neodesha, Wilson county. There was

only slight commercial exploitation lieforc 1900. The production

increased from 74,714 barrels in that year to 4,250,779 in 1904; in

1908 it was 1,801,781 barrels. Chanute has been the moat active

centre of production. The field was proBfiected here in llie 'nineties,

but developed only after 1900. In 1877 an immense deposit of
,

lead was discovered on land now within the limits of Galena. Rich
j

zinc blendes were at hrsl thrown away among the by-products of
!

the lead mines. After the discovery ol their true nature there was 1

a slow dcvelopmenf, and at tlie end* of the century a notable boom
in the fields. From 187b to 1897 the total value of the oulput of 1

the Galena field was between $25,<h)o,ooo and $20,ooo,ooo; but at
|

present Kansas is far more important as a smelter than as a miner ,

of zinc and lead, and in 1900 58 of all spelter produced in the
j

United States came from .smelters 111 Kansas. In 1908 the mines’

output waa^^*29^ tons of lead valued at $192,612 and 8628 tons

of zindiilalued at $811,032. Pottery, lire, ochre and brick clays

are abundnat, the first two mainly in the eastern part of the state. '

Coffeyville has large vitrified brick interests. In igo8 the total I

value of all the mineral products (incompletely reported) of Kansas

was $2(i,162,2TV
,

Industry and 7>arfe.—Manufactures are md characteristic of the
,

state. The rank of the state in manufactures in igoo was sixteeiiUi ,

and in farm products seventh in the Union. 1 he value of the
j

manufactured product in 1900, according to the Twelfth United 1

States Census, was $172,129,398, an increase of 56 2 % over the
;

output of T890; of this total value, Ihe part representing e.stablish-
;

ments under the “ factory system " was $154,008,544,^ and in 1905
1

the value of the factory product was $198,244,992, an increase of 1

2B7 %. Kansas City, Topeka, Wichita, Leavenworth and Atchison
|

were the only cities ‘which had manufactures whose gross product I

was valued in 1905 at more than $3,ck)o,ooo each; their joint pro-
|

duct was valued at* $126,515,804, and that of Kansas City alone was

$96,47^,050, almost half the output of the stale. The most impor-

tant manufactunng industry, l>oth in 1900 and in 1905, was slaugh-

tering and meat-packing—for wliich Kansas City is the second centre

of the country—with a product for the stale valued at $77,411,883

in 1900, and $9t>,375,(j39 in 1905; in both these years the value of

the product of Kansas was cxceetted only by that of Illinoi.s. The

flour and grist mill industry ranked next, with a product valued at

$21,328,747 in 1900 and nearly twice that amount, $42,034,019,

in 1905. In 1900 a quarter of the wheat crop was handled by the

mills of the state. Lesser manufacturing interests are railway shop

construction (value in 1905, $11,521,144) ;
zinc smelting and refining

(value in 1905, $10,999,468) ;
the manufacture of cheese, butter and

condensed milk (value in 1905, .$3,946,349); and of foundry and

machine shop products (value in 190.5, $ 3 ,75^,825 )-

' All subsequent figures m this paragraph for manufactures in

1900 arc given for establishments under the " factory system " only,

so as to be comparable with statistics for 1905, which do not include

minor estalilishments.

Communications,—Kansas is excellently provided with railways,

with an aggregate length in January 1909 of 891477 m. (in 1870,

1880, i8qo respectively, 1501, 3244 and 8710 m.). The most
important systems are the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fi, the
Missouri Pacific, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Union
Pacific, the Mi.ssouri, Kansas & Texas, the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, and the St Louis & San Francisco systems. The first train

entered Kansas on the Union Pacific in i860. During the following

decade the lines of the Missouri Pacific, the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas and the Santa F6 were well under construction. These roads
give excellent connexions w'ith Chicago, the Gulf and the Pacific.

Kansas has an eastern river front of 150 m. on the Mis.souri, which is

navigable for steamboats of good size. The internal rivers of the

slate arc not utilized for commercial purposes.

Population.—In population Kan.sas ranked in 1890 nineteenth

and in 1900 twenty-second in the Union. I'he decennial in-

creases of population from t86o to 1900 were 239*9, 173*4^ 43'

3

and 3*0 %, the population in 1900 being 1,470,495, or 18 to the

sq. Of this number 22*5 % lived in cities of 2500 or more
inliabitants. Nine cities numbered more than 10,000 inhabi-

tants : Kansas Cit>’ (51,418), Topeka—the state capital (33,608),

Wichita (24,671), Leavenworth (20,735), Atchi.son (15,722),

Lawrence—the seat of the state university (10,862), Fort Scott

(10,322), Galena (10,155) Pittsburg (10,112). The life of

all of these .save the la.5t two goes back to Territorial days; but

j

the importance of Fort Scott, like that of Galena and Pittsburg,

j

i.5 due to the development of tlie mineral counties in the south-

I

east. Other cities of above 5000 inhabitants were IIulchin.son

I

(d37Q), Kmporia (8223), Parsons (7682), Ottawa (6934), NewTon

1 (6208), Arkansas City (6140), Salma (6074), Argentine (5878)

and lola (5791). The number of negroes (3*5 %) is somewhat
I large for a northern and western stale. This is largely owing to

I
an exodus of coloured people from the South in 1878-1880, at a

I

time when their condition was an unusually hard one : an exodus

i turned mainly toward Kansas. The population is very largely

, American-born (91*4 in 1900; 47*1 % being nath^es of Kansas).

Germans, British, Scandinavians and Russians constitute the

bulk of the foreign-bom. The west third of the state is compara-

tively scantily populated, owing to its aridity . In the ’seventies,

after a succession of wet seasons, and again in the ’eighties,

settlement was pushed far westward, beyond the limits of safe

agriculture, but hundreds of settlers—and indeed many entire

communities—were literally starved out by the recurrence of

droughts. Irrigation has made a surer future for limited areas,

however, and the introduction of drought-resisting crops and the

substitution of dairy and livestock interests in the place of

agriculture have brightened the outlook in the western counties,

whose population increased rapidly after 1900. The early

'eighties were made notable by a tremendous “ boom ” in real

estate, rural and urban, throughout the commonwealth. As
regards the distribution of religious sects, in 1906 there were

458,190 communicants of all denominations, and of this number
121,208 were Methodists (108,097 being Methodist Episcopalians

of the Northern Church), 93,195 were Roman Catholics, 46,299

were Baptists (34,975 being members of the Northern Baptist

Convention and 10,011 of the National (Colored) Baptist Con-

vention), 40,765 were Presbyterians (33,465 being members of

the Northern Church) and 40,356 were Disciples of Christ. The
German-Russian Mennonites, whose immigration became notable

about 1874, furnished at first many examples of communal
economy, but these were later abandoned. In 1906 the total

number of Mennonitc.s was 7445, of whom 3581 were members

of the General Conference of Mennonites of North America, 1825

belonged to the Schellenberger Briider-gemeinde, and the others

were distributed among seven other sects.

® According to the state census Kansas had in 1905 a total

population of 1,544,968; nearly 28 % lived in cities of 2500 or more
inhabitants; 13 cities had more than 10,000 inhabitants : Kansas
City (67,614), Topeka (37,641), Wichita (31,110), Leavenworth

(20,934), Atchison (18,159), Pittsburg (15,012), Coffeyville (i 3 ,i9fi)»

Fort Scott (12,248), Parsons (11,720), I-awrencc (11,708), Hutchinson

(11,215), Independence (11,206) and lola (10,287). Other cities of

above 5000 inhabitants each were ; Chanute (9704), Emporia (8974),

Winfield (7845), Salina (7829), Ottawa (7727), Arkansas City (7O34),

Newton (66qx), Galena (6449), Argentine (O653), Junction City (5264)
and Chcrryvale (5089). The 1 910U.S, census gavea total of i ,690,949.
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GavernmefU,~-The constituti<Ma is that adopted at Wyandotte

on the a9th of July 1859 and ratified by the people on the 4th
ol October 1S59; it came into operation on the 29th of January
1861, and was amended in 1861, 1864, 1867, 1873, 1^75, 1876,
z88o^ 1888, 1900, 1902^ 1904 and 1906. An amendment may
be proposed by either branch of the legislature, and, if approved
by two-thirds of the members elected to each house as well

as by a majority of the electors voting on it at a general

election, it is adopted. A constitutional convention to revise or

amend the constitution may be called in the same manner.
Universal manhood suffrage is the rule, but women may vote in

school and municipal elections, Kansas being the first state to

grant women municipal suffrage as well as the right to hold
municipal offices (1887). General elections to state, county and
township offices are biennial, in even-numbered years, and take
place on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November.
The state executiv.e officers are a governor, lieutenant-governor,

secretary of state, auditor, treasurer, attorney-general and super-

intendent of public instruction, all elected for a term of two
years. The governor appoints, with the approval of the senate,

a board of public works and some other administrative boards,

and he may veto any bill from the legislature, which cannot
thereafter become a law unless again approved by two-thirds of

the members elected to each house.

The legislature, consisting of a Senate and a House of Repre-
sentatives, meets in regular session at Topeka, the capital, on
the second Tuesday of January in odd-numbered years. The
membership of the senate is limited to 40, and that of the house
of representatives to 125. Senators are elected for four years

and representatives for two years. In regular sessions not ex-

ceeding fifty days and in special sessions not exceeding thirty

days the members of both houses are paid three dollars a day
besides an allowance for travelling expenses, but they receive no.
compensation for the extra time of longer sessions. In 1908 a

direct primary law was pas.sed applicable to all nominations

except for presidential electors, school district officers and officers

in cities of less than 5000 inhabitants; like public elections the

primaries are made a public charge; nomination is by petition

signed by a certain percentage (for state office, at least i % ; for

district office, at least 2 %; for sub-district or county office, at

least 3 %) of the party vote; the direct nominating system

applies to the candidates for the United States Senate, the

nominee chosen by the direct primaries of each party being the

nominee of the party.

The judicial power is vested in one supreme court, thirty-eight

district courts, one probate court for each county, and two or more
justices of the peace for each township. All justices are elected :

those of the supreme court, seven in number, for six years, two or

three every two years; those of the di.strict courts for four years; and
those of the probate courts and the justices of the peace for two
years. The more important affairs of each county are managed by
a board of commissioners, who are elected by districts for four years,

but each county elects also a clerk, a treasurer, a probate judge, a
register of deeds, a sheriff, a coroner, an attorney, a clerk of the

district court, and a surveyor, and the district court for the county
appoints a county auditor. The township officers, all elected for

two years, are a trustee, a clerk, a treasurer, two or more justices of

the peace, two constables and one road overseer for each road
district. Cities arc governed under a general law, but by this law
they are divided into three classes according to size, and the govern-

ment is different for each class. Those having a population of more
than 15,000 constitute the first class, those having a population of

more th^ 2000 but not more than 15,000 constitute the second class,

and those having a population not exceeding 2000 constitute the

third dass. Municipal electionfi are far removed from those of the

state, being held in odd-numbered years in April. In cities of the

first class the state law requires the election of a mayor, city derk,

city treasurer, police judge and councilmen; in those of the second

class it requires the election of a mayor, police judge, city treasurer,

coundlmen, board of education, justices of the peace and constables;

and in ^se of the third dass it requires the election of a mayor,
police judge and councilmen. Several other offices provided for

in each dass are filled by the appointment of the mayor.
The principal grounds for a divorce in Kansas are adultery,

extreme cnidty, habitual drunkenness, abandonment for one 3^ear,

gross neglect of duty, and imprisonment in the penitentiary as a
felon subsequent to marriage, but th& applicant for a divorce must
have rcsidea in the state the entire year preceding the presentment

of. the petition. A married woman has the same rights to her
property after marriage as before marriage, except that she is not
permitted to bequeath away from her husband more than one-half
of it without his written consent, and no will made by the husband
can affect the right of the wife, if she survive him, to one-half of
the property of which he died seized. Whenever a husband dies
intestate, leaving a farm or a house and lot in a town or city which
was the residence of the family at his death, his widow, widow and
children, or children alone if there be no widow, may hold the same
as a homestead to the extent of 160 acres if it be a fariHf or one acre
if it be a town or city lot. A homestead of this size. Is exempt from
levy for the debts 01 the intestate except in case of an incumbrance
given by consent of both husband and wife, or of obligations for
urcha.se money, or of lions for making improvements, and the
omestoad of a family cannot be alienated without the joint consent

of husband and wife. The homestead status ceases, however,
whenever the widow marries again or when all the children arrive
at the age of majority. An eight-hour labour law was passed in
1891 and was upheld by the state supreme court. In 1909 a law was
passed for state regulation of fire insurance rates (except in the case
of farmers' mutuals insuring farm property only) and forbidding
local discrimination of rates witliin the state. In the same year a
law was passed requiring that any corporation acting as a common
carrier in the state must receive tlie j^mission of the state board
of railway commissioners for the issue of stocks, bonds or othev
evidences ol indebtedness.
The manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors except for

medical, scientific and mechanical purposes were prohibited by a
constitutional amendment adopted in 1880. The Murray liquor
law of 1881, providing for the enforcement of the amendment, was
declared constitutional by the state supreme court in 1883. At
many sessions of ilie legislature its enemies vainly attempt^ its

repeal. It was more seriously threatened in 1890 by the “ Original
Package Decision " of the United States Supreme Court, the
decision, namely, that the state law could not apply to liquor
introduced into Kansas from another state and sold from the*
original package, such inter-state commerce being within the exclu-
sive jurisdiction of Congress. That body thereupon gave Kansas
the power needed, and its action was upheld by the Federal Supreme
Court. The enforcement of the law has varied, however, enormously
according to the locality. In 1906-1907 a fresh crusade to e^orce
the law was begun by the attorney-general, who brought ouster
suits against the mayors oi Wichita, Junction City, Pittsburg and
Leavenworth for not enforcing the law and for replacing it witli
the " fine " system, which was merely an irregular licence. In 190;^
the attorney-general's office turned its attention to outside brewing
companies doing business in the state and secured injunctions against
such breweries doing business in the state and the appointment of
receivers ,of their property. The provision of the law permitting
the sale of whisky for medicinal, scientific or mechanical purposes
was repealed by a law of 1909 prohibiting the sale, manufacture or
barter of .spirituous, malt, vinous or any other intoxicating liquors
within the state. The .severity of this law was ascribed to efforts
of the liquor interests to render it objectionable.
The constitution forbids the contraction \)f a state debt exceeding

$1,000,000. The actual debt on the 30th of June 1908 was $605,000,
which was a peimanent school fund. Taxation is on the general-
property sywstem. The entire system has l>een—as in other states
where it prevails—extremely irregular and arbitrary as regards local
assessments, and very imperfect

;
and the figures of total valnation (in

1880 $160,570,761, in 1890 $347,717,218, in 1906 $408,329,749, and
in 1908, when it was supposed to be the actual valuation of ^1 taxable
pro^rty, $2,453,(>9r,859), though significant of taxation methods,
are not significant of the general condition or progress of the
state.

Education .—Of higher educational institutions, the state supports
the university of Kan.sas at Lawrence (1866), an agricultural college
at Manhattan (1863; aided by the United States government); a
normal school at Emporia (i8(>5), a western branch of the same at
Hays (1902) ;

a manual training normal school (1903) at Pittsburg,
western university (Quindaro) for negroes and the Topeka indus-
trial and educational institute (1896, reorganized on the plan of
Tuskegee institute in 1900) also for negroes. The university of
Kansas was organized in 1864 and opened in 1866. Its engineering
department was established in 1870, its normal department in 1676
(aTOlishcd 1885), its department of music in 1877, its department of
law in 1878, and the d^artment of pharmacy in 1885; in 1891 the
preparatory department was abolished and the university was re-

organized with " schools " in place of the former “ departments.**
In 1899 a school of medicine was established, in connexion with
which the Eleanor Taylor Bell memorial hospital was erected in

1905. In 1907-1908 we university had a i^culty of aix, an enrol-

ment of 2063 (Z3OZ men and 702 women); the university library
contained 60,000 volumes and 37,000 pamphlets. An efficient com-
pulsory education law was passed in 1903. Kansas ranks very high
among the states in its small percentage of illiteracy (inability to
write)—^in 1900 only 2*9 % of persons at least ten years of age:
figures for native whites, foreignwhitesand negroes being respectively
1*3, 8*5, 22*3. In addition to the state schools, various ffouris^g
private or denominational institutions are maintained, llie largest
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oi these are the Kansas Wedeyan University (Methodist Episcopal^

188b) at Salina and Baker University (Methodist Episcopal, 1858) at

Baldwin. Among the xnaiw smaller coli^eb are Washburn College

(Congregational, 18O9) at Topeka, the Southwest Kansas Collego

(Methodist Episcopal, opened z88b) at Winheld, the College of Em-
poria (i^esbyterian, 1883)' at Emporia, Bethany College (Lutheran,

1881) atLindsborg, Eairmount College (non-sectarian, 1895) at Wich-
ita, St Mary ’s College(Roman Catholic

,
1 809) at StMary 's,and Ottawa

University (Baptist, 1865) at Ottawa. At Topeka is the College

of the Sisters of Bethany (Protestant Episcopal, i8bi) for women.
There ore also various small professional schools and private normal
schools. An industrial school for Indian children ls maintained by
the United States near Lawrence (Haskell Institute, 1884). Among
the state charitable and reformatory institutions are state hospitals

for the insane at Topeka and Osawatomio and a hospital for epileptics

at Parsons
;
industrial reform schools for girls at I^oit, for boys at

Topeka, and for criminals under twenty-five at Hutchinson; a

penitentiary at Lansing; a soldiers' orphans' home at Atchison and
a soldiers' home at Dodge City; and schools lor feeble-minded youth
at Winheld, for the deaf at Olathe, and for the blind at iCansas

City. These institutions are under the supervision of a state board
of control. The state contributes also to many institutions on a
private imsis. Most of the counties maintain pour farms and
administer outdoor relief, and some care for insane piatieiits at the
cost ol the state.

History .—The territory now included in Kansas was first

visited by Europeans in 1541, when Francisco de Coronado led liis

Spaniards from New Mexico across the buffalo plains in search

of the wealth of “ Quivira,"' u region located by Bandelier and
other authorities in Kansas north-east of the Great Bend of the

Arkansas. Thereafter, save for a brief E*rench occupation, 1719-

1725, and possibly slight explorations equally inconsequential,

Kansas remained in undisturbed possession of the Indians until in

1803 it passed to the United States (all save the part west of 100'

long, and .south of the Arkansas river) as part of the Louisiana

Purchase. The explorations for the United States of Z. M. Pike

(1807) and S. H. Long (1819) tended to confirm old ideas of sandy

wastes west of the Mississippi. But with the establishment of

prairie commerce to Santa Fe (New Mexico), the waves of

emigration to the Mormon land and to California, the growth of

traffic to Salt Lake, and the explorations for a transcontinental

railway, Kansas became well known, and was taken out of that

mythical “ Great American Desert,” in which, thanks especially

to Pike and to Washington Irving, it had been supposed to lie.

Tlie trade with Santa began about 1804, although regular

caravans were begun only about 1825. This trade is one of the

most picturesque chapters in border history, and picturesque in

rctrospl#,,jtr)o, is the army of emigrants crossing the continent

in “ prairie schooners ” to California or Utah, of whom almost

all went through Kansas.

But this movement of hunters, trappers, traders, Mormons,
miners and homeseekers left nothing to show of settlement in

Kansas, for which, therefore, the succession of Territorial govern-

ments organized for the northern portion of the Louisiana

Purchase had no real significance. Before 1854 Kansas was an

Indian land, although on its Indian reservations (created in its

east part for eastern tribes removed thither after 1830) some
few whites resided: missionaries, blacksmiths, agents, farmers

supposed to teach the Indians agriculture, and land ” squatters,”

—possibly 800 in all. Fort Leavenworth was established in

1827, Fort Scott in 1842, Fort Riley in 1853. There were

Methodist (1629), Baptist, Quaker, Catholic and Presbyterian

missions active by 1837. Importunities to Congress to institute

a Territorial government began in 1852. This was realized by
the Kansas-Nebraska Bill of 1854.

By that Act Kansas (which from 1854 to 1861 included a large

part of Colorado) became, for almost a decade, the storm centre of

naticmal political passion; and her history of prime significance

in the unfolding prologue of the Gvil War. Despite the Mis-

souri Compromise, which had prohibited slavery in the Louisiana

Purchase N. of 36'' 30' N. lat. (except in Missouri), slaves were

living at the missions and elsewhere, among Indians and whites,

in 1854. The ” popular sovereignty ” principle of the Kansas-
Nebraska Bill invohied a sectional struggle for the new Territory.

Time showed that the winning of Kansas was a question of the

h^test-footed hhniigrant. Slaveholders were not footloose;

they had all to lose if they should cony their blacks into Kansas

and should nevertheless fail to make it a slave-state* Thus the

South had to establish slavery by other than actual slaveholders,

unless Missouri should act for her to establish it. But Missouri

did not move her slaves; while her vicinity pcouraged border

partisans to seek such establishment even without residence

—

by intimidation, election frauds and outrage. This determined

at once the nature of the Kansas struggle and its outcome;

and after the South had played and lost in Kansas, ” the war
for the Union caught up and naiionalized the verdict of the

Territorial broil.”

Jn the summer of 1854 Missouri ” squatters ” began to post

claims to border lands and warn away intending anti-slavery

settlers. The immigration of these from the North was fostered

in every way, notably through the New England Emigrant Aid

Company(see Lavvrknck, A.),whoseexample was widely imitated.

Little organized effort was made in the South to settle the Terri-

tory; Lawrence (Wakarusa) and Topeka, free-state centres, and

Leavenworth, Lecomptem and Atchison, pro-slavery towns,

were among those settled in 1854.

At the first election (Nov. 1854), held for a delegate to Con-

gress, some 17C0 armed Missourians invaded Kansas and stuffed

the ballot boxes
;
and this intimidation and fraud was practised

on a much larger scale in the election of a Territorial legislature

in March 1855. The resultant legislature (at Pawnee, later at

Shawnee Mission) adopted the laws of Missouri almost en bLoCy

made it a felony to utter a word against slavery, made extreme

pro-slavery views a qualification for office, declared death the

pentilty for aiding a slave to escape, and in general repudiated

liberty for its opponents. I’he radical free-.state men thereupon

began the importation of rifles. All criticism of this is incon-

sequent; ” fighting gear ” wa.s notoriously the only effective a.sset

of Missourians in Kansas, every Southern band in Kansas was
militarily organized and armed, and the free-state men armed
only under necessity. Furthermore, a free-state ” government

”

wa.s set up, the “ bogus ” legislature at Shawnee being ” repu-

diated.” Perfecting their organization in a series of popular

conventions, they adopted (Dec. 1855) the Topeka Constitution—^whirh declared the exclusion of negroes from Kansas—elected

state officials, and sent a contestant delegate to Congress.

The Topeka ” government ” was simply a craftily impressive

organization, a standing protest. It met now and then, and
directed sentiment, being twice dispersed by United States

troops; but it passed no laws, and did nothing that conflicted

with the Territorial government countenanced by Congress.

On the other hand, the laws of the “ bogus ” legislature were

generally ignored by the free-state partisans, except in cases

{e.g. the service of a writ) where that was impossible without

apparent actual rebellion against the authority of the legisla-

ture, and therefore of Congress.

Meanwhile the “ border war ” began. During the (almost

bloodless) ” Wakarusa War ” Lawrence was threatened by an
armed force from Missouri, but was saved by the intervention

of Governor Shannon. Up to this time the initiative and the

bulk of outrages ley assuredly heavily on the pro-slavery side;

hereafter they became increasingly common and more evenly

divided. In May 1856 another Missouri force entered Lawrence
without resistance, destroyed its printing offices, wrecked build-

ings and pillaged generally. This was the day before the assault

on Charles Sumner {q.v.) in the Senate of the United States.

These two outrages fired Northern passion and determination.

In Kansas they were a stimulus to the rriost radical elements.

Immediately after the sack of Lawrence, John Brown and a small

band murdered and mutilated five pro-slavery men, on Potta-

watomie Creek ; a horrible deed, showing a new spirit on the free-

state side, and of ghastly consequence—for it contributed power-

fully to widen further the licence of highway robbery, pillage and
arson, the ruin of homes, the driving off of settlers, marauding
e^editions, attacics on towns, outrages in short of every kind,

that made the following montha A welter of lawlessness and
crime, until Governor Geary— putting himself rtbove all

partisanship, repudiating Missouri, and using Federal troops—
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put an end to them late in 1856. (In the isolated south-eastern
counties they continued through 1856-185S, mainly to the
advantage of the “ jay-hawkers ” of free-state Kansas and to
the terror of Missouri.)

The struggle now passed into another phase, in which questions
of state predominated. But something may be remarked in
p^ing of the leaders in the period of turbulence. John Brown
wished to deal a blow against slavery, but did nothing to aid
any conservative political organization to that end. James H.
Lane was another radical, and always favoured force. He was
a political adventurer, an enthusiastic, energetic, ambitious, ill-

balanced man, shrewd and magnetic. He assuredly did much
for the free-state cause; meek politics were not alone sufficient

in those years in Kansas. The leader of the con.servative free-

soilers was Charles Robinson (1818-1894). He was bom in

Massachusetts, studied medicine at the Berkslure Medical
School, and had had political experience in California, whither
he had gone in 1849, and where in 1850-1852 he was a member of
the legislature and a successful anti-slavery leader. In 1854 he
had come to Kansas as an agent of the Emigrant Aid Company.
He was. the author of the Topeka government idea, or at least

was its moving spirit, serving throughout as the “ governor
”

under it; though averse to force, he would use it if necessary,
and was first in command in the “ Wakarusa War.” His par-
tisans say that he saved Kansas, and regard Lane as a fomenter
of trouble who accomplished nothing. Andrew H. Reeder
(1807-1864), who showed himself a pro-slavery sympathiser

^ first Territorial governor, was removed from office for favour-
ing the free-state party; he became a leader in the free-state

cause. Every governor who followed him was forced by the
logic of events and truth tacitly to acknowledge that right lay

with the free-state party. Reeder and Shannon fled the Terri-

tory in fear of assassination by the pro-slavery party, with which
at first they had had most sympathy. Among the pro-slavery
leaders David Rice Atchison (1807-1886), United States Senator
in 1843-1855, accompanied both expeditions against Lawrence;
but he urged moderation, as always, at the end ol what was a
legitimate result of his radical agitation.

In June 1857 delegates were elected to a constitutional con-
vention. The election Act did not provide for any popular vote
upon the constitution they should form, and was passed over
Governor John W. Geary's veto. A census, miserably deficient

(largely owing to free-state abstention and obstruction), was
the ba.sis of apportionment of delegates. The free-state party
demanded a popular vote on the constitution. On the justice of

this Governor Robert J. Walker and President Buchanan were at

first unequivocally agreed, and the governor promised fair play.

Nevertheless only pro-slavery men voted, and the convention
was thus pro-slavery. The document it framed is known as the

Lecompton Constitution. Before the convention met, the free-

state party, abandoning its policy of political inaction, captured
the Territorial legislature. On the constitutional convention

rested, then, all hope of saving Kansas for slavery; and that

would be impossible if they should submit their handiwork to

the people. The convention declared slave property to be
“ before and higher than any constitutional sanction ” and for-

bade amendments afiecting it| but it provided for a popular
vote on the alternatives, the " constitution with slavery

”
or

the constitution with no slavery.” If the latter should be
adopted, slavery should cease ” except ” that the right to pro-

perty in slaves in the Territory should not be interfered with.

The fm-state man regarded this as including the right to

property in ofispring of slaves, and therefore as pure fraud.

Governor Walker stood firmly against this iniquitous scheme;
he saw ^t slavery was, otherwise, doomed, l^t he thought
Kfltnsas could be saved to the Democratic party thou^ lost to

skvfiyw But President Buchanan, under Southern influence,

npuduited his burner assurances. There is reason to believe

tjbat thewhale scheme yras originated at Washington^ and diough
Buchfuian wiaaiiQtiuivy to it before the event, yet he adt^ted
It' fie abandoned Walker, who Icfo Kansas; and he dismissed

ActiogiGoBueinor jpredenck B* Staatonfor eonvoldiig the»(now

free-state) legislature. This body promptly ordered a vote on
the third alternative, “ Against the Constitution.”

The free-state men ignored the alternatives set by the Leooinp-
Um Convention; but &ey participated nevertheless in the pro-
visional election for officers under the Lecompton government,
^pturing all ofiices; and then, the same day, voted overwhelm-
ingly against the constitution

(Jan. 4, 1858).

Nevertheless, Buchanan, against the urgent counsel of Gover-
nor Denver, urged on Congras (Feb. 2) the admission of

Kansas under the I«ecompton Constitution. He was opposed by
Senator Stephen A. Douglas, the leader of the Northern Demo-
cracy. The senate upheld the President; the house of represen-
tatives voted down his policy

; and finally both houses accepted
the English Bill, by which Kansas was virtually offered some
millions of acres of public knds if she should accept the Lecomp-
ton Constitution.^ On the 21st of August 1858, by a vote of

X 1 ,3G^ to 1788, Kansas resisted this temptation. The plan of the
Administration thus effectually miscamed, and its final result

was a profound split in the Democratic party.

Tiie free-state men framed an excellent anti-slavery consti-

tution at Leavenworth in March-April 1858, but the origins

of the convention were illegal and their work was still-born.

On the 29th of July 1859 still another constitution was therefore

framed at Wyandotte, and on the 4lh of October it was ratified

by the people. Meanwhile the Topeka “ government ” dis-

appeared, and also, with its single purpose equally served, the

free-state party, most of it (once largely Democratic) passing

into the Republican party, now first organized in the Territory.

On the 29th of January 1861 Kansas was admitted to the Uniofi

under the Wyandotte Constitution. The United States Census
of i860 gave her a population of 107,204 inhabitants. The
struggle in Kansas, the first physical national struggle over
slavery, was of paramount importance in the breaking up
of the Whig party, the firm establishment of an uncompro-
misingly anti-slavery party, the sectionalization of the Demo-
cracy, and the general preparation of the country for the Civil

War.
Drought and famine came in i860, and then upon the impover-

ished state came the strain of the Civil War. Nevertheless Kansas
furnished proportionally a very large quota of men to the Union
armies. Military operations within her own borders were largely

confined to a guerrilla warfare, carrying on the bitter neighbour-
hood strife t^tween Kansas and Missouri. The Confederate
officers began by repressing predatory plundering from Missouri

;

but after James H. Lane, with an undisciplined b^ade, had
crossed the border, sacking, burning and killing in his progress,

Missouri bushrangers ” retaliated in kind. Freebooters trained

in Territorial licence had a free hand on both sides. Kansas bands
were long the more successful. But William C. Quantrell, after

sacking various small Kansas towns along the Missouri river

(i862-*63), in August 1863 took Lawrence (q.v.) aiiid put it

mercilessly to fire and sword—the most ghastly episode in border

history. In the autumn of 1864 the Confederate general.

Sterling Price, aiming to enter Kansas from Missouri but de-

fe ted by General Pleasanton’s cavalry, retreated southward, zig-

zagging on both sides of the Missouri-Kansas line. This ended
for Kansas the border raids and the war. Lane was probably

the first United States officer to enlist negroes as soldiers. Many
of them (and Indians too) fought bravely for the state. Indian

raids and wars troubled the state from 1864 to 1878. The tribes

domiciled in Kansas were rapidly moved to Indian Territory

after i868.

^ The lioglish Bill was not a bribe to the degree that it has usually
heexL considered to be, inasmuch as it reduced the grutt of land
demanded by the X^ecompton Ordinance from 23,500^000 acres to

3,500,000 acres, and offered only the normal cession to new states."

But this grant of 3,500,000 acres was conditioned on the acceptance
of the Lecompton OsoBtitutioa, and Congress made no pcoxaise of
any grant if that Constitution were not adopted. The bih was
introduced by William Hayden English (1822-1896), a Damoemtlc
representative in Congress in tSs^tSdt (see Frank H/. Htodder,
" Some Aspects of riie Bnghsli Buf for the Admisrion of' Koiism,^'
in Annual ctf tim AsMican MtsionaU AstaomMfu for the
year 1906, i. 201-2x0).
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After the Civil War the Republicans held uninterrupted

supremacy in national elections^ and almost as complete control

in the state government, until i8q2. From about 1870 onward,

however, elements of reform and of discontent were embodied
in a succession of radical parties of protest. J*rohibition arose

thus, was accepted by the Republicans, and passed into the con-

stitution. Woman suffrage became a vital political issue. Much
legislation has been passed to control the railways. General

control of the media of commerce, economic co-operation, tax

reform, banking reforms, legislation against monopolies, disposal

of state lands, legislation in aid of the farmer and labourer, have
been issues of one party or another. The movement of the

Patrons of Industry (1874), growing into the Grange, Farmers’

Alliance, and finally into the People’s (Populist) party (sec

Farmers’ Movement), was perhaps of greatest importance. In

conjunction with the Democrats the Populists controlled the

state government in 1892-1894 and 1896-1898, These two
parties decidedly outnumbered the Republicans at the polls from

1890-1898, but they could win only bv fusion. In 1892 -1893,

when the Populists elected the governor and the senate, and
the Republicans (as the courts eventually determined) the hou.se

of represe^tati^'es, political passion was so high <is to threaten

armed conflicts in the capital. The Australian ballot was
introduced in 1893. In the decade following 1880, struggles in

the western counties for the location of county seats (the bitter-

est local political fights known in western states) repeatedly led

to bloodshed and the interference of state militia.

Territorial Governors
Andrrw H. Reeder .... July 7, li

Wilson Shannon Sept. 7,

John W. Geary Sept. 9,
Robert 1 . Walker . . . May 27, if:obert 1 . Waik<
James W Denver
bamucl Medary .

Daniel Woodson 5
I'Yedcnck P. Sianton 2

James W. Denver 1

Hugh S. Walsh 4(5
George M. Beebe 2

:r . . .
. July 7, 1854-Aug. r6, 1855

. , . . Sept. 7, 1855-Aug. 18, 1856
. . . . Sept. 9, i85(>--Mar. 12, 1857

. . May 27, 1857-N0V. 16, 1857
. . May 12, 1858-Oct. 10, 1858
. . Dec- 18, 1858-Dec, 17, i860

Acting Governors ®

Aggregate

5 times (164 days) Apr. 17, 1855- Apr. 16,

2 „ { 7^ >* )
Apr. 16, i857-Dec.2i,

1 „ ( 23 „ )
I>ec. 21, 1857-May 12,

(177 If ) July 3, 1858 ~June 16, '60

(131 „ )
Sept. II, 1860-Feb. 9,

'61

State Governors
Charles Robinson Republican 1861-1863
ThomoaCarney M 1863-1865
Sai^el }. Crawford >> 1865-1869
N. Greta (to fill vacancy) 9 f 1869 (3 months)
James M. Harvey IV 1869-1873
Thomas A. Osborn II 1873-1877
George T. Anthony II 1877-1879
John P. St John II

Democrat
1879-1883

George W. Glick 1883-1885
John A. Martin Republican 1885-1889
Lyman U. Humphrey II

Populist
1889-1893

Lorenzo D. Leweliing 1893-1895
Edmund N. Morrill Republican 1895-1897
John W. Leedy ? 1897-1899
W. E. Stanley Republican 1899-1903
Willis J. Bailey 11 1903-1905
Edward W. Hoch ft X905~J909
Walter R. Stubbs It 1909-

Authorities. —Consult for physiographic descriptions general
works on the United States, exploration, surveys, &c., also papw by
George 1 . Adams in American GeograpUcal Society, Bulletin 34
(1902), pp. 89-104. On climate see U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Kansas Climate and Crop Service (monthly, since 1887). On soil and
agriculture, see Biennial Reports (Tc^ka, 1877 ) the States
Board of Agriculture; Experiment Station Bulletin of the Kansas
Agricultural College (Manhattan)

;
and statistics in the United States

Statistical Abstract (annual, Washington), and Federal Census
reports. On manufactures see Federal Census reports; Kansas
Bureau of Labour and Industry, Annual Report (1885 seq.)

;
Kansas

Inspector of Coal Mines, Annual Report (1887 seq.). On administra-
tion consult the State of Kansas Blue Book (Topeka, periodical), and

1 Terms of actual service in Kansas, not period of commissions.
The appointment was for four ^lears. Reeder was removed, all the
others resigned.

Secretanes of the Territory who served as governors in the
interims of gubematoriai terms or when the governor was absent
from the Territory. In the case of H. S. Walsh several dates cannot
be fixed with exactness.

reports of the various state officers (Treasurer, annual, then biennial
since 1877-1878

;
Board of Trustees of btate Charities and Corrections,

biennial, 1877-1878 seq.; State Board of Health, founded 1885,
annual, then biennial reports since 1901-1902; Bureau of Labor
Statistics, founded 1885, annual reports; Irrigation Commission,
organized 1895, annual reports, &c.). On taxation see Report and
Bill of the State Tax Commission, created jgoi (Topeka, 1901). On
the history of the State see A. T. Andreas, History of Kansas (Chicago,
1883; conipiled mainly by J. C. Hebbard) * D. W. Wilder's Annals of
Kansas (Topeka, 1875 and later), indispensable for reference;
L. W. Spring’s Kansas (Boston, 1885, in the American Common-
wealth Series)

;
Charles Robinson, The Kansas Conflict (New York,

1892); Ell Thayer, The Kansas CriMade (New York, 1889); the
Proceedings of thr Kansas State Historical bvciety (Topeka, 1891
seq.), full of the most valuable material; W. E. Connelley, Kansas
Territorial Governors (Topeka, 1900) ;

W. E. Miller, The Peopling of
Kansas (Columbus, O., 1906), a doctoral dissertation of Columbia
University; and for the controversy touching John Brown, G. W.
Brown 's jne Truth at Last, Reminiscences of Old John Brown (Rock-
ford, 111 ., 1880), and W. E. Connelley, An Appeal to the Record . . .

Refuting . . . Things Written for , \ . Charles Robinson and G. W.
Brown (Topeka, 1903). W. C. Webb's Rebuhlican Election Methods
in Kansas, General Election of iSgj, ana Legislative Investigations
(Topeka, 1893) may also be mentioned.

KANSAS CITY, a city and the county-seat of Wyandotte
county, Kansas, U.S.A., on the W\ bank of the Missouri river, at

the mouth of the Kansas, altitude about 800 ft. It i.s separated

from its greater neighbour, Kansas City, Missouri, only by the

state line, and is the largest city in the state. Pop. (1890),

38,315; (1900), 51,418, of whom 6377 were foreign-born and

6509 were negroes; (U.S. census, 1910), 82,331. It is served by
the Union Pacific, the Missouri Pacific, the Chicago Rock Island

& Pacific, and the Chicago Great Western railways, and by
electric lines connecting with Leavenworth and with Kansas
City, Mi.ssouri. There are several bridges across the Kansas
river. The city covers the low, level bottom-land at the junction

of the two rivers, and spreads over the surrounding highlands to

the west, the principal residential district. Its plan is regular.

The first effective steps toward a city park and boulevard system

were taken in 1907, when a board of park commissioners, consist-

ing of three members, was appointed by the mayor. The city

has been divided into the South Park District and the North
Park District, and at the close of 1908 there were 10 m. of

boulevards and parks aggregating 160 acres. A ma.ssi ve steel and
concrete toll viaduct, about i j m. in length, extends from the

bluffs of Kansas City, Kan., across the Kansas valley to the bluffs

of Kan.sas City, Mo., and is used by pedestrians, vehicles and
street cars. There is a fine public library building given by
Andrew Carnegie. The charities of the city are co-ordinated

through the associated charities. Among charitable state-aided

institutions are the St Margaret’s hospital (Roman Catholic),

Bethany hospital (Methodist), a children’s home (1893), and,

lor negroes, the Douglass hospital training school for nurses

(i898)~the last the largest private charity of the state. The
medical department of the Kansas state university, the other

departments of which are in Lawrence, is in Kansas City
;
and

among the other educational institutions of the city are the

Western university and industrial school (a co-educational school

for negroes), the Kansas City Baptist theological seminary

(1902), and the Kan.sas City university (Methodist Protestant,

1896),which had 454 students in i9o8-i909and comprises Mather
college (for liberal arts), Wilson high school (preparatory), a

.school of elocution and oratory (in ^nsas City, Mo.), a Normal
School, Kansas City Hahnemann Medical College (in Kansas

City, Mo.), and a school of theology. The city is the seat of the

Kansas (State) school for the blind. Kansas City is one of the

largest cities in the country without a drinking saloon. Indus-

trially thedty is important for its stockyards and its meat-packing

interests. With the exception of Chicago, it is the largest live-

stock market in the United States. The product-value of the

city's factories in 1905 was $96473,050; 93*5 % consisting of

the product of the wholesale slau^tering and meat-packing

houses. £sp>ecially in the Sourii-west markets Kansas Gty
has tm advantage over Chicago, St Louis, and other large pack-

ing centres (except St Joseph), not only, in fr^hts, but in its

situation aixKMig the com and beef ” states; it shares also the
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extraordinaiy railway facilities of Kansas City, Missouri. There
are various impoi'tant manufactures, such as soap and candles,
subsidiary to the packing industry

;
and the city has large flour

mills, railway and ma^ne shops, and foundries. A large

cotton-mill, producing coarse fabrics, was opened in 1907.
Natural gas derived from the Kansas fields became available for

lighting and heating, and crude oil for fuel, in 1906.

Kansas City was founded in 1886 by the*consolidation of “ old
”

Kansas City, Armourdale and Wyandotte (in which Armstrong
and Riverview were then included). Of these municipalities

Wyandotte, the oldest, was originally settled by the Wyandotte
Indians in 1843; was platted and settled by whites in 1857

;

and was incorporated as a town in 1858, and as a city in 1859. At
Wyandotte were made the first moves for the Territorial organi-

zation of Kansas and Nebraska. During the Kansas struggle

Wyandotte was a pro-slavery town, while Quindaro (1856),

a few miles up .the Missouri, was a free-state settlement and
Wyandotte’s commercial rival until after the Civil War. The
convention that framed the constitution, the Wyandotte Con-
stitution, under which Kansas was admitted to the Union,
met here in July 1859. “ Old ” Kansas City was surveyed in

1869 and was incorporated as a city in 1872. Armourdale was
laid out in 1880 and incorporated in 1882. The packing

interest was first established in 1 867 ;
the first large packing

plant was that of Armour & Co., which was removed to what is

now Kansas City in 1871. Kansas City adopted government by
commission in 1909.

KANSAS CITY, a city and port of entry of Jackson county,

Missouri, U.S.A., the second in size and importance in the state,

situated at the confluence of the Mi.ssouri and Kansas rivers,

adjoining Kansas City, Kansas, and 235 m. W. by N. of St

Louis. Pop. (1890), 132,716; (1900), 163,752, of whom 18,410

were foreign bom (German, 4816; Irish, 3507; Swedish, 1869;

English, 1863; English-Canadian, 1369; Italian, 1034), and

17,567 were negroes; (census, 1910), 248,381. Kansas City, the

gatew'ay to the South-west, is one of the leading railway centres

of the United States. It is served by the Union Pacific, the

Missouri Pacific, the ’Frisco System, the Chicago Burlington &
Quincy, the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago Great

Western, the Chicago Milwaukee & St Paul, the Chicago &
Alton, the Wabash, the Kansas City Southern, the Chicago

Rock Island & Pacific, the Missouri Kansas & Texas, the Leaven-

worth Kansas & Western, the Kansas City Mexico & Orient,

the St Louis Kansas City & Colorado, the Quincy Omaha &
Kansas City, and the St Joseph & Grand I land railways, and
by steamboat lines to numerous river ports.

The present retail, office, and wholesale sections were once high

bluffs and deep ravines, but through and across these well graded

streets were constructed. South and west of this highland,

along the Kansas river, is a low, level tract occupied chiefly by
railway yards, stock yards, wholesale houses and manufacturing

establishments; north and east of the highland is a flat section,

the Missouri river bottoms, occupied largely by manufactories,

railway yards, grain elevators and homes of employes. Much
high and dry “ made ” land has been reclaimed from the river

flood-plain. Two great railway bridges across the Missouri,

many smaller bridges across the Kansas, and a great inter-

state toll viaduct extending from bluff to bluff across the valley

of the latter river, lie within the metropolitan area of the two

cities. The streets of the Missouri city are generally wide

and excellently paved. The city-hall (18^1893), the court-

house (1888-1892), and the Federal Building (1892-1900) are

the most imposing of the public buildings. A convention

hall, 314 ft. long and 198 ft. wide, with a seating capacity of

about 15,000, is covered by a steel-frame roof without a column

for its support; the exterior of the walls is cut stone and brick.

The building was erected within three months, to replace one

destroyed by fire, for the National Democratic Convention

which met here on the 4th of July 1900. The Public Library,

with walls of white limestone and Texas granite, contained (1908)

95,000 volumes. The Congregational, the Calvary Baptist, the

Second Presbyterian, the Independence Avenue Christian, the

Independence Avenue Methodist, and the Second Christian

Science churches are the finest church buildings. The bofurd

of trade building, the building of the Star newspaper, and several

large office buildings (including the Scarritt, Long, and New
York Life Insurance buildings) are worthy of mention.

Kansas City has over 2000 acres in public parks; but Swope
Park, containing 1354 acres, lies south of the city limits. The
others are distributed with a design to give each section a recrea-

tion ground within easy walking distance, and all (including

Swope) are connected by parkways, boulevards and street-car

lines. The Paseo Parkway, 250 ft. wide, extends from N. to S.

through the centre of the city for a distance of 2} m«, and adjoin-

ing it near its middle is the Parade, or principal playground.

The city has eight cemeteries, the largest of which are Union,
Elmwood, Mt Washington, St Mary’s and Forest Hill. The
charitable institutions and professional schools included in 1908
about thirty hospitals, several children’s homes and homes for

the aged, an industrial home, the Kansas City school of law,

the University medical college, and the Scarritt training school.

The city has an excellent public school system. A Methodist

Episcopal institutional church, admirably equipped, was opened
in 1906. The city has a juvenile court, and maintains a free

employment bureau.

Kansas City is primarily a commercial centre, and its trade in

livestock, grain and agricultural implements is especially large.

The annual pure-bred livestock show is of national importance.

The city’s factory product increased from $23,588,653 in 1900

to $35,573,049 in 1905, or 50*8 %. Natural gas and crude

petroleum from Kansas fields became of industrial importance

about 1906. Natural gas is used to light the residence streets

and to heat many of the residences.

Kansas City is one of the few cities in the United States em-
powered to frame its own charter. The first was adopted in

1875 and the second in 1889. In 1905 a new charter, drawn on
the lines of the model “ municipal program ” advocated by the

National Municipal League, was submitted to popular vote, but

was defeated by the influence of the saloons and other special

interests. The charter of 1908 is a revision of this proposed

charter of 1905 with the objectionable features eliminated; it

was adopted by a large majority vote. Under the provisions

of the charter of 1908 the people elect a mayor, city treasurer,

city comptroller, and judges of the municipal court, each for a

term of two years. The legislative body is the common council

composed of two houses, each having as many members as there

are wards in the city—14 in 1908. The members of the lower

house are elected, one by each ward, in the spring of each even

numbered year. The upper house members are elected by the city

at large and serve four years. A board of public works, board

of park commissioners, board of fire and water commissioners,

board of civil service, a city counsellor, a city auditor, a city

assessor, a purchasing agent, and subordinate officers, are

appointed by the mayor, without confirmation by the common
council. A non-partisan board composed of citizens who must
not be physicians has general control of the city’s hospitals and

health department. A new hospital at a cost of half a million

dollars was completed in 1908, The charter provides for a

referendum vote on franchises, which may be ordered by the

council or by petition of the people, the signatures of 20 % of the

registered voters being sufficient to force such election. Public

work may be prevented by remonstrance of interested property

owners except in certain instances, when the city, by vote of the

people, may overrule all remonstrances. A civic league attempts

to give a non-partisan estimate of all municipal candidates.

The juvenile court, the arts and tenement commissions, the

municipal employment bureau, and a park board are provided

for by the charter. All the members of the city board of

election commissioners and a majority of the police board are

appointed by the governor of the state; and the police control

the grant of liquor licences. The city is supplied with water

drawn from the Missouri river above the mouth of the Kansas

or Kaw (which is used as a sewer by Kansas City, Kan.); the

main pumping station and settling basins being located at
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Quindaro, several miles up tlje river in Kansas

;
whence the water

is carried beneath the Kansas, through a tunnel, to a high-pres-

sure distributing station in the west bottoms. The waterworks

(direct pres.sure system) were acquired by the city in 1895, All

other public services are in private hands. The street-railway

service is based on a universal 5-cent transfer throughout the

metropolitan area. Some of the first overhead electric trolleys

used in the United States were used here in 1885.

The first permanent settlement within the present limits of

Kansas City, which took its name from Kansas river,^ was
established by French fur traders about 1821. Westport, a

little inland town—platted 183,-^, a city 1857, merged in

Kansas City in t899—now a fashionable residence district

of Kansas Cit)’—was a rival of Independence in the Santa

trade which she gained almost in toio in 7844 when the great

Missouri flood (the greatest the river has known) destroyed

the river landing utilized by Independence. Meanwhile, what
is now Kansas City, and w'as then Westport Landing, being on

the river where a swift current wore a rocky shore, steadily

increased in importance and overshadowed Westport. But in

1838 lots were surveyed and the name changed to the Town of

Kansas. It was officially organized in part in 1847, formally

incorporated as a town in 1850, chartered under its present name
in 1853, rechartered in 1875, in 1889 and in 1908. Before 1850

it was practically the exclusive eastern terminus on the river for

the Santa trade,*' and a great outfitting point for C^alifomian

emigrants. The history of this border trade is full of picturesque

colour. During the Civil War both Independenc e and Westport

were the scene of battle.s; Kansas City escaped, but her trade

went to Leavenworth, where it had the protection of an army
post and a quiet frontier. After the war the railways came,

taking away the traffic to Santa F6, and other cities farther up
thf' Missouri river took over the trade to its upper valley. In

1866 Kan.sas City was entered by the first railway from St Louis;

7867 saw the beginning of the pacldng industry ; in 1869 a railway

bridge across the Missouri assured it predominance over Leaven-

worth and St J(*seph ;
and since that time—save for a depression

shortly after 1890, following a real-estate boom—the material

progress of the city has been remarkable; the population in-

creased from 4418 in i860 to 32,260 in 1870. 55,785 in 1880, and

132,716 in 1890.

Sc*t» T. S. Case (eel.), Uisiovy of Kansas City, Missouri (Syracuse,

1 888) ;
\H|(iam Giilfilli, History of Kansas City (Kansas City, 1000)

;

for industriill (history, the Gmaitr Kansas City y'earbook (1907309.);
lor all features of municipal interest, the Kansas City Annual
(Kansas City, 1907 seq.), prepared for I lie Business Men's League.

KANSK, a town of eastern Siberia, in the government of

Yeniseisk, 151 m, by rail E. of Krasnoyarsk, on the Kan River,

a tributary of the Yenisei, and on the Siberian highway. Pop.

(1897), 7504* toy^n of a district in which gold

is found, but lies on low ground subject to inundation by the

river.

KAN-SUH, a north-western province of China, bounded N, by
Mongolia, E. by Shen-si, S. by Szech'uen, W. by Tibet and N.W.
by Turkestan. The boundary on the N. remains undefined, but

the province may be said to (K'.cupy the territory lying between

32“ 30' and 40" N., and 108“ and 98 20’ E., and to contain about

260,000 sq.m. The population is estimated at 9,800,000. Western

Kan-suh is mountainous, and largely a wilderness of sand and
snow, but east of the Hwang-ho the country is cultivated. The
principal river is the Hwang-ho, and in tj^ mountains to the

south of I-an-chow Fu rises the Wei-ho, which traverses Shen-si

and flows into the Hivang-ho at Tung-kwan. The chief products

» “ Kansas ”—in archaic variants of spelling and pronunciation,
“ Kansaw," and still called, locally and colloquially, the " Kaw."

“ Before Kan.sas City, first Old Franklin (opposite Boonville), then
Ft. Osage, Liberty, Sibley, Lexington, Independence and Westport
had successively been abandoned as terminals, as the transfer-

point from boat to prairie caravan was moved steadily up the
Missouri. Whisky, groceries, mints and notions were staples sent
to Santa F4

;
wool, Iwffalo robes and dried buffalo meat, Mexican

silver coin, gold and silver dust and ore came in return. In i860
ijie trade employed 3000 wagons and 7000 men, and amounted to
millions of dollars in value.

of Kan-suh are cloth, horse hides, a kind of curd Kke butter which
is known by the Mongols under the name of wuia, musk, plums,
onions, dates, sweet melons and medicines. (See China.)
KANT, IMMANUEL (1724-1804), German philosopher, was

bom at Konigsberg on the 22nd of April 1724. HLs grandfather

was an emigrant from Scotland, and the name Cant is not un-
common in the north of Scotland, whence the family is said to

have come. His father was a saddler in Konigsberg, then a
stronghold of Pietism, to the strong influence of which Kant was
subjected in his early years. In his tenth year he was entered

at the Collegium Frederirianum with the definite view of studying

theology. His inclination at this time was towards classics, and
he was recognized, with his school-fellow, David Ruhnken, as

among the most promising classical scholars of the college. His
ia.ste for the greater Latin authors, particularly Lucretius, was
never lost, and he acquired at school an unusual facility in Latin
comp(3sition. With Greek authors he does not appear to have
been equally familiar. During his university course, which

began in • 740, Kant was principally attracted towards mathe-
matics and physics. The lectures on classics do not seem to have
sati.sficd him, and, though he attended courses on theology, and
even preached on one or two occasions, he appears finally to have
given up the intention of entering the Church. The last years

of his university studies were much disturbed by poverty. His

father died in 1746, and ior nine years he was compelled to

earn his own living as a private tutor. Although he disliked

the life and was not specially qualified for it—as l^e used to say

regarding the excellent precepts of his Padagogik, he was never

able to apply them—yet he added to his other accomplishments

a grace and polish which he displayed ever afterwards to a

degree somewhat unusual in a philosopher by profession.

In 1755 Kant became tutor in the family of Count Kayserling.

By the kindnrs.s of a friend named Richter, he was enabled to

resume his university career, and in the autumn of that year he
graduated as doctor and qualified as privatdozent. For fifteen

years he continued to labour in this position, his fame as writer

and lecturer steadily increasing. Though twice he failed to

obtain a professorship at Konig.sberg, he steadily refused ap-

pointments elsewhere. The only academic preferment received

by him during the lengthy probation was the post of under-

librarian (1766). His lectures, at first mainly upon physics,

gradually expanded until nearly all descriptions of philosophy

were included under them.

In T770 he obtained the chair of logic and metaphysics at

Konigsberg, and delivered a.s his inaugural address the disserta-

tion Df mundi sensibilis et intelligibilis forma et privcipiis.

Eleven years later appeared the Kritik of Pure Reason, the work
towards which he had been steadily advancing, and of which all

his later writings are developments. In 1783 he published the

Prolegomena, intended as an introduction to the Kritik, which
had lien found to stand in need of some explanatory comment.
A second edition of the Kritik, with some modifications, appeared

in 7787, after which it remained unaltered.

In spite of its frequent obscurity, its novel terminology, and
its declared opposition to prevailing systems, the Kantian philo-

sophy made rapid progress in Germany. In the course of ten

or twelve years from the publication of the Kritik of Pure Reason,

it was expounded in all the leading universities, and it even

penetrated into the schools of the Church of Rome. Such men
as J. Schulz in Konigsberg, J. G. Kiesewetter in Berlin, Jakob
in Halle, Bom and A. L. Heydenreich in Leipzig, K. L. Reinhold
and E. Schmid in Jena, Buhle in Gottingen, Tcnnemann in

Marburg, and Snell m Giessen, with many others, made it the

basis of their philosophical teaching, while theologians like

Tieftrunk, Staudlin, and Ammon eagerly applied it to Christian

doctrine and morality. Young men flocked to Kdnigsberg as to

a shrine of philosophy. The Prussian Government even under-

took the expense of their support. Kant was hailed by some
as a second Messiah. He was consulted as an oracle on all

questions of casuistry—as, for example, on the lawfulness of

inoculation for the small-pox. This universal homage for a long

time left Kant unaffected
;
it was only in his later years that he
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extraordinaiy railway facilities of Kansas City, Missouri. There
are various impoi'tant manufactures, such as soap and candles,
subsidiary to the packing industry

;
and the city has large flour

mills, railway and ma^ne shops, and foundries. A large

cotton-mill, producing coarse fabrics, was opened in 1907.
Natural gas derived from the Kansas fields became available for

lighting and heating, and crude oil for fuel, in 1906.

Kansas City was founded in 1886 by the*consolidation of “ old
”

Kansas City, Armourdale and Wyandotte (in which Armstrong
and Riverview were then included). Of these municipalities

Wyandotte, the oldest, was originally settled by the Wyandotte
Indians in 1843; was platted and settled by whites in 1857

;

and was incorporated as a town in 1858, and as a city in 1859. At
Wyandotte were made the first moves for the Territorial organi-

zation of Kansas and Nebraska. During the Kansas struggle

Wyandotte was a pro-slavery town, while Quindaro (1856),

a few miles up .the Missouri, was a free-state settlement and
Wyandotte’s commercial rival until after the Civil War. The
convention that framed the constitution, the Wyandotte Con-
stitution, under which Kansas was admitted to the Union,
met here in July 1859. “ Old ” Kansas City was surveyed in

1869 and was incorporated as a city in 1872. Armourdale was
laid out in 1880 and incorporated in 1882. The packing

interest was first established in 1 867 ;
the first large packing

plant was that of Armour & Co., which was removed to what is

now Kansas City in 1871. Kansas City adopted government by
commission in 1909.

KANSAS CITY, a city and port of entry of Jackson county,

Missouri, U.S.A., the second in size and importance in the state,

situated at the confluence of the Mi.ssouri and Kansas rivers,

adjoining Kansas City, Kansas, and 235 m. W. by N. of St

Louis. Pop. (1890), 132,716; (1900), 163,752, of whom 18,410

were foreign bom (German, 4816; Irish, 3507; Swedish, 1869;

English, 1863; English-Canadian, 1369; Italian, 1034), and

17,567 were negroes; (census, 1910), 248,381. Kansas City, the

gatew'ay to the South-west, is one of the leading railway centres

of the United States. It is served by the Union Pacific, the

Missouri Pacific, the ’Frisco System, the Chicago Burlington &
Quincy, the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago Great

Western, the Chicago Milwaukee & St Paul, the Chicago &
Alton, the Wabash, the Kansas City Southern, the Chicago

Rock Island & Pacific, the Missouri Kansas & Texas, the Leaven-

worth Kansas & Western, the Kansas City Mexico & Orient,

the St Louis Kansas City & Colorado, the Quincy Omaha &
Kansas City, and the St Joseph & Grand I land railways, and
by steamboat lines to numerous river ports.

The present retail, office, and wholesale sections were once high

bluffs and deep ravines, but through and across these well graded

streets were constructed. South and west of this highland,

along the Kansas river, is a low, level tract occupied chiefly by
railway yards, stock yards, wholesale houses and manufacturing

establishments; north and east of the highland is a flat section,

the Missouri river bottoms, occupied largely by manufactories,

railway yards, grain elevators and homes of employes. Much
high and dry “ made ” land has been reclaimed from the river

flood-plain. Two great railway bridges across the Missouri,

many smaller bridges across the Kansas, and a great inter-

state toll viaduct extending from bluff to bluff across the valley

of the latter river, lie within the metropolitan area of the two

cities. The streets of the Missouri city are generally wide

and excellently paved. The city-hall (18^1893), the court-

house (1888-1892), and the Federal Building (1892-1900) are

the most imposing of the public buildings. A convention

hall, 314 ft. long and 198 ft. wide, with a seating capacity of

about 15,000, is covered by a steel-frame roof without a column

for its support; the exterior of the walls is cut stone and brick.

The building was erected within three months, to replace one

destroyed by fire, for the National Democratic Convention

which met here on the 4th of July 1900. The Public Library,

with walls of white limestone and Texas granite, contained (1908)

95,000 volumes. The Congregational, the Calvary Baptist, the

Second Presbyterian, the Independence Avenue Christian, the

Independence Avenue Methodist, and the Second Christian

Science churches are the finest church buildings. The bofurd

of trade building, the building of the Star newspaper, and several

large office buildings (including the Scarritt, Long, and New
York Life Insurance buildings) are worthy of mention.

Kansas City has over 2000 acres in public parks; but Swope
Park, containing 1354 acres, lies south of the city limits. The
others are distributed with a design to give each section a recrea-

tion ground within easy walking distance, and all (including

Swope) are connected by parkways, boulevards and street-car

lines. The Paseo Parkway, 250 ft. wide, extends from N. to S.

through the centre of the city for a distance of 2} m«, and adjoin-

ing it near its middle is the Parade, or principal playground.

The city has eight cemeteries, the largest of which are Union,
Elmwood, Mt Washington, St Mary’s and Forest Hill. The
charitable institutions and professional schools included in 1908
about thirty hospitals, several children’s homes and homes for

the aged, an industrial home, the Kansas City school of law,

the University medical college, and the Scarritt training school.

The city has an excellent public school system. A Methodist

Episcopal institutional church, admirably equipped, was opened
in 1906. The city has a juvenile court, and maintains a free

employment bureau.

Kansas City is primarily a commercial centre, and its trade in

livestock, grain and agricultural implements is especially large.

The annual pure-bred livestock show is of national importance.

The city’s factory product increased from $23,588,653 in 1900

to $35,573,049 in 1905, or 50*8 %. Natural gas and crude

petroleum from Kansas fields became of industrial importance

about 1906. Natural gas is used to light the residence streets

and to heat many of the residences.

Kansas City is one of the few cities in the United States em-
powered to frame its own charter. The first was adopted in

1875 and the second in 1889. In 1905 a new charter, drawn on
the lines of the model “ municipal program ” advocated by the

National Municipal League, was submitted to popular vote, but

was defeated by the influence of the saloons and other special

interests. The charter of 1908 is a revision of this proposed

charter of 1905 with the objectionable features eliminated; it

was adopted by a large majority vote. Under the provisions

of the charter of 1908 the people elect a mayor, city treasurer,

city comptroller, and judges of the municipal court, each for a

term of two years. The legislative body is the common council

composed of two houses, each having as many members as there

are wards in the city—14 in 1908. The members of the lower

house are elected, one by each ward, in the spring of each even

numbered year. The upper house members are elected by the city

at large and serve four years. A board of public works, board

of park commissioners, board of fire and water commissioners,

board of civil service, a city counsellor, a city auditor, a city

assessor, a purchasing agent, and subordinate officers, are

appointed by the mayor, without confirmation by the common
council. A non-partisan board composed of citizens who must
not be physicians has general control of the city’s hospitals and

health department. A new hospital at a cost of half a million

dollars was completed in 1908, The charter provides for a

referendum vote on franchises, which may be ordered by the

council or by petition of the people, the signatures of 20 % of the

registered voters being sufficient to force such election. Public

work may be prevented by remonstrance of interested property

owners except in certain instances, when the city, by vote of the

people, may overrule all remonstrances. A civic league attempts

to give a non-partisan estimate of all municipal candidates.

The juvenile court, the arts and tenement commissions, the

municipal employment bureau, and a park board are provided

for by the charter. All the members of the city board of

election commissioners and a majority of the police board are

appointed by the governor of the state; and the police control

the grant of liquor licences. The city is supplied with water

drawn from the Missouri river above the mouth of the Kansas

or Kaw (which is used as a sewer by Kansas City, Kan.); the

main pumping station and settling basins being located at
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of 191 ;

it supports the periodical Kantsiudien (founded 1896;

see Bibliography, ad init,).

The Writings of Kant

No otber thinker of modern times has been throughout his work

so penetrated with tiie fundamental conceptions of physical science;

no other has* been able to hold with such firmness the balance

between empirical and speculative ideas. Jfeyond all question much
of the influence which the critic^ philosophy has exercised and

continutis to exercise must be ascrib<*d to this characteristic feature

in the training of its great author.

'J'lie early writings of Kant are almost without exception on

questions of physical science. It was only by degrees that philo-

sophical problems began to engage his attention, and that the main

portion of his literary activity was turned towards them. The

following are the most important of the work.s which bear directly

on physical science.
,

1. Gedanken von (i*‘r wahven Schdtzung dev lehendtfien hrafte (1747)

;

an essay dealing with the famous dispute between the Cartc.sians

and Leibnitziaiis regarding the exjiressioii lor tf>e amount of a fitree,

Aecordiiig to the Caitesians, tliis quantity was directly proportional

to velocity; according to their opponents, it varied with the sciuaro

of the velocity. The dispute has now lost its interest, for physicists

have learned to distinguish accurately the two quantities which are

vaguely included under the expression amount of fofce^ and conse-

ipicntly have Iwen able to show in what each party was correct and

in what it was in error. Kant ’s essay, with some fallacious explana-

tions and divisions, criticizes acutely the arguments of the l^ib-

nitzians, and concludes with an attempt to show that both modes

of expre.ssion are correct when correctly limited and interpreted.

2. Whether the Earth in Us Revolution has experienced some Change

since the Earliest Times {1754; ed. and trans., W. Hastic, igoo,

Kant's Cosmogony; cf. Lord Kelvin in The Age of the Earthy 1807,

p. 7). In this brief essay Kant throws out a notion which has since

neon earned out, in ignorance of Kant’s priority, by Delaunay (i8t>5)

and Adams. He points out that the action of the moon in rai.sing

the waters of the earth must have a secondary effect in the slight

retardation of the earth's motion, and refers to a similar cause the

fact that the moon turns always the same lace to the earth.

3. Allgeineine Naturgeschichte und 7 heorie des Htmmels, published

anonymously in 1735 ('fH^ ^'^1
<

ropubli.shed H Ebert, 1890).

In this remarkable \vork Kant, procee<ling from the Newtonian

conception of the solar system, extends his consideration to the

entire sidereal system, points out how the whole may hi' mechanically

regarded, and throws out the important speculation which has since

received the title of the nebular hy}>oihesis. In some details, such

e.g. as the regarding of the motion of the entire solar system as

portion of the general tosmical mechanism, he had predecessors,

among others Thomas Wright of Durham, but the work as a whole

contains a wonderfully acute anticipation of much that was after-

wards carried out by Herschel and Laplace. '1 he hypothesis of the

original nebular condition ol the system, with the consequent

expli^tion of the great phenomena of planetary formations and

niovemontB of the satellites and rings, i.s unquestionably to be

assigned to Kant. (On this question see discussion in W. Hastie’s

Kant's Cosmogony

y

as above.)

4. Meditatiunum quarundam dv igne succincta dclincatio (17^5) :

an inaugural dissertation, containing little beyond the notion that

bodies operate on one another through the me<Hnm of a uniformly

diffused, clastic and subtle mattt*r (ether) wliich is the underlying

.substance of heat and light. Doth heat and light are regarded as

vibrations of this diffused ether.

5. On the Causes of Earthquakes (1735); Description of the Earth-

quake of lyjiJ (*75^’)i Consideration of some Recently Experienced

Earthquakes (i73<>)-
,

6. Explanatory Remarks on the Theory of the Winds (175b). In

this brief tract, Kant, apparently in entire ignorance of the explana-

tion given in 1735 bv Hadley, points out how the varying velocity of

rotation of the successive zones of the earth's surface furnishes a key

to the phenomena of periodic winds. His theory is in almost entire

agreement with that now received. See the parallel statements

from Kant's tract and Dove’s* c.ssav on the influence of the rotation

of the earth on the flow of its atmo.sphere {i835)» given in ZSllncr's

work, Ueber die Natur der Cometeny p]>. 477-482.

7. On the Different Races of Men (1775); Determination of the

Notion of a Human Race (i7«5); Conjectural Beginning of Human
History (178(1) : three tracts containing some points of interest as

regards the empirical grounds for Kant's doctrine of teleology.

Rcferimce will be made"* to them in the notice of the Kritik of

Judgment.
8. On the Volcanoes in the Moon (1785) ;

On the Influence of the Moon
on the Weathn (1794). The second of these contains a remarkable

discussion of the relation between the centre of the moon's figure and
its centre of gravity. From the difference between these Kant is

led to conjecture that the climatic conditions of the side of the moon
turned from us must be altogether unlike those of the face presented

to us. His views have been restated by Hansen.

9. Lectures on Physical Geography {ifii 2)
•. published from notes of

Kant's lectures, with the approval of the author.

Consideration of these works is sufficient to show that Kant's

mastery of the science ol his time was complete and thorough, and
that his pliilosophy is to be dealt with as having throughout a
reference to general scientific conceptions. For more detailed

treatment of his importance in science, reference may be made to

Zdllner’s essay on " Kanl and his Merits on Natural Science " con-

tained in the work on the Nature of Comets (pp. 42(>-484)
;
to Dietrich,

Kant and Newton
;

Schultze, Kant and Darwin
;
Reuschle's careful

analysis of the scientific works in the Deutsche Vierteljahrs-Schrtfi

(i8(>8); W. Hastie's introduction to Kant's Cosmogony (i9o«5)» which
summarizes criticism to that date; and articles in Kant-Studien

(189(1 foil.).

The notice of the philosopliical writings of Kant need not be more
than bibliographical, as in the account of his philosophy it will be

necessary to consider at some length the successive stages in the

development of his thought. Arranged chronologically these works

are as follow :

—

1755. Principiorum primorum cognitionis metaphysicae novae

dilucidatw.

1750, Metaphysicae cum geotnetria junctae usus in philosophia

naturall, cu^us specimen L cuntinct monadologiam physicam.

I7()2. hie falsche Spitzfindigkett der vier syllogistischen Figuren,
“
'The False Subtlety of the Four Syllogistic Figures " (trails. T. K.

Abbott. Kant's Introduction to Logic and his Essay on the Mistaken

Subtilty of the Figures, 1885).

1 703. Versuch den Begriff der negativen Grossen in die Weliweisheit

einzufilhren, “ Attempt to introduce the Notion of Negative Quan-
tities into Philosophy."

1763. Der einzig inoghche Beweisgrund zu einer Demonstration des

Dasetns Gottes,
" The only possible Foundation for a Demonstration

of the Existence; of God."
17{>4. Bevbachtungen itber das Gefiihl des Schdnen und Erhabenen

(Riga, 1771; Kbnig.slx‘rg, I77()).

T7(>4. J'ntersuchung liber die Deutlichkeit der Grundsciize der natiir

lichen Theologie und Moral,
“ Essay on the Evidence (Clcarnc.ss) of

the Fundamental Proix>sitions of Natural Theology and Ethics."

I70(). Traume eines Geistersehers, erlautert durch Treiume der

Metapkysik, ‘‘Dreams of a Ghost -seer (or Clairvoyant}, explained

by the Dreams of Metaphysic " (Eng. trans. E. F.’ Goerwitz, with

irilrod. by F. Sewall, 1900).

t7(>8. Von dem ersten Grunde des Unterschiedos der Gegenden im
Raum, " Foundation for the Distinction of Position.s in Space.”

The above may all be regarded as belonging to the nrecrilical

period of Kant’s development. Theiollowing introduce the notions

and principles characteristic of the critical philosophy.

1770. De mundi sensihilis et intelUgibUis forma et prmcipiis,

T781. Kritik der reinen Vernunft, " Kritik of Pure Rea.son

"

(revised ed. 1787; ed. Vaihmger, 1881 foil, and IJ. Erdmann, 1900;

Eng. trans., F. Max Muller, 189(1, 2nd ed. 1907, and J. M. 1).

Meiklejohn, 1854).

1783. Prolegomena zu einer -jeden kunffigen Metaphysik die ah
Wissenschaft wird auftreten ki'mnen,

"
I^rolegomena to all Future

Metaphysic which may present itself as Science" (ed. 13. Erdmann,
1878; Eng. trans. J. P. Mahatiy and J. H. Bernard, 2iid ed. i88g;

B<-lfort Bax, 1883, and Paul Cariis, 1902 ;
and cf. M. Apel, Kommentar

zu Kants Prolegomena, 1908).

1784. Idee zu einer allgemetnen GesrMchte im melthiirgerhckev

Absicht,
" Notion of a Universal History in a Cosmopolitan Sense.”

With this may lie couplwl the review of Herder in 1785.

1785. Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sitten, " Foundations of

the Melaphysic of Ethics " (see T. K. Abbott, Fundamental Principles

of the Metaphysic of Ethics, 3rd cd. 1907).

1786. Metapkysische Anfangsgrunde der Naiurwissenschafi, " Meta-
physical Elements of Natural Science " (ed. A. Hofler, 1900; trans.

Belfort Bax, Prolegomena and Metaphysical Foundations, 1883).

1788. Ueber den Gebrauch teleologischer Prinzipien in der

Philosopbie, " On the Employment of Teleological I’rinciples in

Philosophy."
1788. Kritik der praktischen Vernunft, " Kritik of Practical

Reason " (trans. T. K. Abbott, cd. i8q8),

1790. Kritik der Urtheilshraft, " Kritik of Judgment " (trans.

with notes J. H. Bernard, 1892).

1790. Ueber eine Enideckung, nach der alle neue Kritik der reinen

Vernunft durch eine dltere entbehrlich gemacht werden soil, " On a

Discovery by which all the recent Critique of Pure Reason is super-

seded by a more ancient" {i.e. by Leibnitz’s philosophy).

1791. Ueber die wirklichen Fortschritte der Metaphysik seit Leibnitz

und Wolff, " On the Real Advances of Metaphysics since Leibnitz

and WollT and Ueber das Misslingen alter philosophischen Versuche

in der Theodicee.

1793. Die Religion innerhalb der Grenzen der blossen Vernunfft
“ Religion witliin the Bounds of Reason only " (Eng. trans. J.

Semple, 1838). ^
1794. Ueber Philosophie uberhaupt. On Philosophy generally,

and Das Ende alter Dtnge.

1795. Zum ewigen Frieden (Eng. trans., M. Campbell Smith, 1903).

1797. Metaphysische Anfangsgrilnde der Rechtslehre (trans. W.
Hastie), and Metaphysische Anfangsgrilnde der Tugendlehre.

1798. Der Streit dev FdcuUdten, 0>nfbst of the Faculties.*'

1798. Anthropologie in pragmatiseker Hinsicht.
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Kanhan Philosophy. in th© attempt to carry it out eystematlcaUy, and thui to note with

Historians are accustomed to divide the general current of special problems presented to Kant at the outset of
speculahon into epochs or periods marked by the dominance of some ^i«^Pl“io«>phic reflections.
single philosopmc conception with its systematic evolution. Perhaps .

Considw, first, the application of the method on its psychologicalm no case IS the character of an ew)ch more clearly apparent appears in Locke. Starting with the assumption of

^ 0* fhe critical philosophy. The great work of Ksmt absolutely experience as the content or fllling-in of the individual
closed theses of speculation along which the philosophical Uteraturc » Locke proceeds to explain its genesis and nature by reference
of toe i8th century had proceeded, and substituted for them a new universe of things and its mechanical operation upon the
ana more comprehensive method of regarding the essential problems result of the interaction of mind, i.e. the inaividual
of thought, a method which has prescribed the course of philosophic system of things, is conscious experience, consisting
spMulation in the present age. The critical system has thus a two- which may be variously compounded, divided, compared,
fold aspect. It takes up into itself what had characterized the subjective faculties or powers wito which toe
previous efforts of modern thought, shows the imperfect nature of Mind, is supposed to be endowed. Matter of fact and matter
the fundamental notions therein employed, and offers a new solution

knowledge are thus at a stroke dissevered. The very notion of
of the problems to which these notions had been applied. It opens between mind and things leads at once to the counter notion
up a now series of questions upon which subsequent philosophic absolute restriction of mind to its own subjective nature,
reflection has been directed, and gives to them the form under Locke was unable to reconcile these opposed notions is not
which it is possible that they should be fruitfully regarded. A work that the difficulties and obscurities of the Essay arise
of this kincf is essentially epoch-making. impossibilitv of reconciling them is evident on the sli^test

In any complete account of the Kantian system it is therefore f Of these difficnlties
necessary that there should be constant reference, on the one hand, pl^osophies of Berkeley and Hume are systematic treatments,
to the peculiar character of the preceding 18th-century philosophy Berkeley we find the resoluto determination to accept only the
and, on the other hand, to the problems left for renewed treatment one notion, that of mind as restricted to its own conscious experience,
to more modern thought. Fortunately the development of the '>y this means to explain the nature of the external
Kantian system itself furnishes such treatment as is necessary of

^^^“ty to which obscure reference is made. Any success in the
the former reference. For the critical philosophy was a work of

®^ttempt is due only to the fact that Berkeley introduces alongside
slow growth. In the early writings of Kant we are able to trace „

individualist notion a totally new conception, that of mind
with great definiteness the successive stages through which he passed ^ same way one of the matters of conscious experi-
from the notions of the preceding philosophy to the new and com- ® as capable of reflection upon the whole of experience and
prehensive method which gives its special character to the critical

rewr^ce to tlie supreme mind as the ground of all reality. It is

work. Scarcely any great mind, it has been said with justice, ever we have definitely and completely the evolution
matured so slowly. In the early essays we find the principles of

individualist notion as groundwork of a theory of knowledge;
the current philosophies, those of Leibnitz and English empiricism, ^ hi® writings, therefore, that we may expect to find the
applied in various directions to those problems which serve as tests

fundamental difficulty of that notion clearly apparent. It is not a
of their truth and completeness; we note the appearance of the h™/®*?'®fhable that we should find in Huine, not only the sceptical »

difficulties or contradictions which manifest the one-sidedness or
ms*m^tion of all fixity of cognition, which is the inevitable result

imperfection of the principle applied; and we can trace the gradual individualist method, but also the clearest consciousness of
growth of the now conceptions which were destined, in the completed ^

^®*'y ^® The systematic application of the
.system, to take the place of the earlier method. To understand the conscious experience consists only of isolated objects
Kantian work it is indispensable to trace the history of its growth v

impressions or ideas, leads Hume to distinguish
in the mind of its author. -between truth.s reached by analysis and truths which involve real
Of the two preceding stages of modem philosophy only the

connexion of the objects of knowledge. The first he is willing to
second, that of Locke and Leibnitz, seems to have ’

influenced without further inquiry, though it is an error to suppose, as
practically the course of Kant'.s speculation. With the Cartesian seems to have supposed, that he regarded mathematical •

movement as a whole he shows little acquaintance and no sympathy propositions as coming under this head (see Hume)
;
with respect to

and his own philosophic conception is never brought into relation
second, he finds himself, and confesses that he finds himself,

with the systematic treatment of metaphysical problems chaiac- fault. No real connexions l^etween isolated objects
teristic of the Cartesian method. The fundamental question for

experience are perceived by us. No single matter of fact neces-
philosophic reflection presented itself to him in the form which it

i^pKes the existence of any other, in short, if the difficulty

had a.s.sumed in the hands of Locke and his successors in England .

ultimate form, no existence thought as a distinct
of Leibnitz and the Leibnitzian school in Germany. The transition

can transcend itself, or imply relation to any other
from the Cartesian movement to this second stage of modern thought ibe parts of conscious experience are regarded as so
had doubtless been natural and indeed necessary. Nevertheless the

things, there is no TOssibility of connecting them other
full bearings of the philosopliic question were somewhat olxscured by contingently, if at all. If the individual mind be really

the comparatively limited fashion in wliich it was then regained,
^bought as individual, it is impossible to explain how it should have

The tendency towards what may be technically called subjectivi.sm
knowledge or consciousness at all. " In short,” says Hume, ” there

a tendency which differentiates the modern from the ancient method principles which I cannot render consistent, nor is it in my
of speculation, is expressed in Locke and Leibnitz in a definite and renounce either of them, viz. that all our distinct perceptions

peculiar fashion. However widely the two systems differ in details,
distinct existences, and that the mind never perceives any real

they are at one in a certain fundamental conception which dominates among distinct existences. Did our perceptions either

the whole cour.se of their philosophic construction. They are through- *"bere m something simple or individual, or did the mind perceive
out individualist, i.e. they accept as given fact the existence of the connexion among them, there would be no difficulty in

concrete, thinking subject, and endeavour to show how this subject *be case (App. to Treatise of Human Nature),

as an individual conscious being, is related to the wider universe of
Thus, on the one hand, the individualist conception, when carried

which ho forms part. In dealing with such a problem, there are
extent, leads to the total negation of ail real cognition,

evidently two lines along which investigation may proceed. It may .system of things, to which conscious experience has
be asked how the individual mind comes to knew himself and the be regarded as standing in causal relation to this experience

system of things with which he is connected, how the varied contents * .® ®o*'®®»vable ground for the extension to reality of the

of his experience are to be accounted for, and what certainty Potions which somehow are involved in thought. The same; result

attaches to his subjective consciousness of things. Regarded from J* 8'PP®f®*'t» 0*1 "tbe other hand, When we consider the th^ry of

the individualist point of view, this Une of inquiry becomes purely knowledge implied in the Leibnitzian individir^ism. The meta-
psychological, and the answer may be presented, as it was presented physical conception of the monads, each of which is the universe

by Locke, in the. fashion of a natural history of the growtn of con- V* presents insuperable difficulties when the connexion or

scious experience in the mind of the subject. Or, it may be further interdependence of the monads is in question, and these difficulties

asked, how is the individual really connected witli the system of
pbtrude themselves when the attempt is made to work out a con-

things apparently disclosed to him in conscious experience ? what is
®j**®*it doctrine of cognition. For the whole in^ of cognisable fact,

the precise significance of the existence which he ascribes both to ^
mundus intelligibilis, is contained impUciter in each monad,

himself and to the objects of experience ? what is the nature of the ™ several modes of apprehension can only be regarded as so

relation between himself as one part of the system, and the system ®fa8®» hi the developing consciousness of the monad. Sense
as a whole ? This second. inquiry is specifically metaphysical in

understanding, real connexmn of facts and analysis of notions,

bearing, and the kind of answer furnished to it by Leibnitz on the
therefore, distinct m kind, but differ only in degree. The

one hand, by Berkley on the other, is in fact prescribed or deter- ,
same fundamental axioms, the logical principles of identity and

mined beforehand by the fundamental conception of the indivi-
sufficient reason, are apphcable in expUnation of all given proposi-

dualist method with which both begin their tovestigations. So soon “O®®- *^® l^ue that Leibnitz himself did not work out any com-
as we make clear to ourselves the essential nature of this method, I^®^ doctrine of knowledge, but in the hands of his successora the
we are able to discern the specific difficulties or perplexities arising theory took definite shape in the principle that the whole work of

^ 1—i : cognition is in essence analytical. The process of analyiais might
^ See furtiier Idbausm; Metaphysics; Logic, &c., where Kant^s be complete or incom|flete. For finite intelligences thM was an

relation to subsequent thought is discussed.
|

inevitable IncompleteitM so far as knowledge of matters of fact was
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.cpucenied. In respect to them, the final result was found in a seri^

of irreducible notions or categories, the pHma possvlAUa, the analysis

and elucidation of which was specifically the ouainess of philoaophy
or metaphyuoa.

It wiU be observed that, in the X^ibnitzian as in the empirical

individualism, the fundamental notion U still that of the abstract

separation of the thinking subject from the materials of conscious

experience, I'rum this separation arise all the di^culties in the

e£tort to develop the notion systematically, and in tracing the hts>

tury of Kant's philosopliical progress we are able to discern the

gradual perceptaon on lus part that here was to be found the ultimate
cause of the ^rplexities which became apparent in considering the
subordinate aoctxines of the system. The successive essays which
luLve already been enumerated as composing Kant’s precritical work
are nut to be regarded as so many imperfect sketches of the doctrines

of the Kntik, nor are we to look in them for aiiticipatioiis of the

critical view. They are essentially tentative, and exhibit with
uuubiial clearness the manner in which the diiiicuLties of a received
tlieory force on a wider .and more comprehensive view. There can lie

no doubt that some of the special leatures of the KnUk are to be
found m these precritical essays, e.g, the doctrine of the Ae&tkeiik

is certainly foreshadowed in the Dissertation of 1770; the Kritik,

however, is no patchwork, and what appears in the Dissertation

tokes an altogeUier new form when it is wrought mto the more
comprehensive conception of the later treatise.

The particular problem which gave the occasion to the first of

the precritical writings is, m an imperfect or particular fashion, the

fundamental question to which the Krttik is an answer. Wlrnt is

the nature of the distinction between knowledge gained by analysis

of notions and knowledge of matters of fact ? Kant seems never to

have been satisfied with the Wolhian idontiheation of logical axioms
and of the principle of sufficient reason. The tract on the Faise

Subihty of tm Four ^yllogistiQ Figures^ m which the view of thought
or reason as analytic is clearly expressed, closes with the significant

division of judgments into those which rest upon the logical axioms
of identity and contradiction and those for which no logical ground
can bo shown. Such immediate or indemonstrable judgments, it is

said, abound in our expeiientc. They are, in fact, aa Kant presently

perceived, the foundations for all judgments regarding real existence,

it was impossible that the question regarding tlieir nature and
legitiniacy and their distinction from analytic judgments should not
present *tself to him. The three tracts belonging to tlie years 1703-
17(^4 bring forward in the sharpest fashion the essential opposition

between the two classes of judgments. In tlie Essay on plegattw

Quantities, the fundamental thought is tlie total distinction in kind
between logical opposition (the contradictoriness of notions, which
Kant always view^ as formed, definite products of thought) and
real opposition. For the one adequate explanation is found m the
logical axiom of analytical thinking

;
for the other no such explanation

is to be had. Logical ground and real ground are totally distinct.

I can understand perlecUy well,” says Kant, " how a consequence
follows ,b:9m its reason according to the law of identity, since it is

discfl^rable by mere analysis of the notion contained in it. . . .

something follows from another thing and not according to

the law of identity, this i should gladly have made clear to me. . . .

How shall 1 comprehend that, since something is, something else

should be ? Real tilings, in short, are distinct existences, and, as
distinct, not necessarily or logically connected in thought. " 1 have,”
he proceeds, ” reflect^ on the nature of our knowl^go in relation

to our judgment of reason and consequent, and I intend to expound
fully the result of my rchections. It follows from them that the
relation of a real ground to that which is thereby posited or denied
cannot be expressed by a judgment but only by means of a notion,
which by analysis may certainly be reduced to yet simpler notions
of real grounds, but yet in such a way that the final resort of all our
cognition in this regard must be found in simple and irreducible

notions of real grpusids, the relation of which to their consequents
cannot be made clear.”

The striking similarity between Kant's expressions in this Essay
and the remarks with which Hume introduces bis analysis of the
notion of cause has led to the supposition that at this period of

bis philosophical career Kant was definitely under the infiuence

of the earlier empirical thinker. Consideration of the whole pas^ge
is quite su&cient to show the boundlessness of this suppositioa.

The difficulty with which Kant is presented was one arising inevi>

tably from reflection upon the Leilmitzian theory of knowledb*
the solution docs not in any way go beyond theory. It is a
solution, in fact, which must have been impossible had the purport
of Hume's empirical dbetnne been present to Kant's mind. He is

here at the point at which be remained for many years, accepting
without any criticism certain fundamental notions' as ranked for

r«al cognition. His ideal of metaphysic is still that of complete
analysis oi given notions. No glimmering of the further question,
Whence come these notions and with what right do we apply them
in cognitimi ? is yet apparent. Any dkect influence from Hume
must be referred' to a later period in his career.

The prize essay On the Principles of Natural Theology and Morals
brings forward the same fundamental opposition—though in a
8pec^ form. Here, for the first time, appears definitely the dis^

tinction between synthesis and analysis, and in the distinction is

found the reason for the superior certainty and clearness of mathe-
matics as opposed to philosophy. Mathematics, Kant thinks,

proceeds synthetically, for In it the notions are constructed. Meta^
physics, on the other hand, is analytical in method; in it the notions
are given, and by analysis they are cleared up. It is to be observed
that the description of mathematics as synthetic is not an anticipa>
tion of the critical doctrine on the same subject. Kant does not,

in thi*i place, raise the question as to the reason for assuming that
the arbitrary syntheses of mathematical construction have any
reference to reality. The deeper significance of synthesis has not
yet become apparent.

In the Only Possible Ground of Proof for the Existence of God^ the
argument, thoubi largely Leibnitzian, advances one st^ farther

towards the ultimate inquiry. For there Kant states as precisely

as in the critique of speculative theology his fundamental doctrine

that real existence is not a predicate to be added in thought to the

conception of a possible subject. So far as subjective thought is con-

cerned, possibility, not real existence, is contained in any judgment.
Tlic year 1765 was marked by the publication of Leibnitz's post-

humous Nouveaux Essais, in which his theory of knowledge is more
fully stated than in any of his previous tracts. In all probability

Kant gave some attention to this work, though no special reference

to it occuns in his writings, and it may have assisted to give addi-

tional precision to his doctrine. In the curious es.say, Dreams of a
Clairvoyant, published 1766, he emphasizes bis previously readied
conclusion that connexions oi real fact are mediated in our thought
by ultimate notions, but adds that the significance and warrant for

such notions can be furnished only by experience. He is inclined,

therefore, to regard as the function of metaphysics the complete
statement of these ultimate, indemonstrable notions, and therefore

the determination of the Mmits to knowledge by thek means. Even
at this point, where he approximates more closely to Hume than to

any other tliinker, the difficulty raised by Hume does not seem
to occui to him. He still appears to think that experience does
warrant the employment of such notions, and when there is taken
into account his correspondence with Lambert during the next few
years, one would be inclined to say that the Archttektonik of the
latter represents most completely Kant's Wca of philosophy.

On another side Kant liad been shaking himself free from the

principles of the Leibnitzian philosophy. According to Leibnitz,

space, the order of coexisting things, resulted from the relations of

monads to one another. But Kant began to see that such a con-

ception did not accord with the manner in which we determine
directions or positions in ^ace. In the curious little essay, On the

Ground of distinguishing Particular Divisions in Sface, he pointed

out that the idea of space as a whole is not deaucible from the

experience of particular ^aces, or particular relations of objects in

space, that we only cognise relations in space by reference to space

as a whole, and finally that definite positions involve reference to

space as a given whole.

The whole development of Kant’s thought up to this point is

intelligible when regarded from the Leibnitzian point of view, with

wWch he started. There appears no reason to conclude that Hume
at this time exercised any direct influence. One may go still

farther, and add that even in the Disseftation of 1770, generally

regarded as more than foreshadowing the Kritik, the really critical

question is not involved. A brief notice of the contents of this

tract will suffice to show how far removed Kant yet was from the

methods and principles of the critical or transcendental philosophy.

Sense and unaerstanding, according to the Dissertation, ore the two
sources of knowledge. The objects of the one are things of sense

or phenomena', the objects of the other are noumena. These are

absolutely distinct, and are not to be regarded as differing only in

degree, in phenomena we distinguish matter, which is given by
sense, and form, which is the law of the order of sensations. Such
form is twofold —the order of space idid time. Sensations formed
by space and time compose the world of appearance, and this when
treated by the understanding, according to logical rules, is experi-

ence. But the logical use of the understanding is not its only use.

Much more important is the real use, by which are produced the

pure notions whereby we think things as they are. These pure
notions are the laws of the operation of the intellect; they are

leges intellectus.

Apart, then, from the expanded treatment of space and time as

subjective forms, wc find In the Dissertation little more than the

very precise and definite formulation of the slowly growing opposi-

tion to the Leibnitzian doctrines. That Bie pure inteltectual

notions should be defended as springing from the nature of Intellect

is not out of harmony with me statement of the Trdume eines

Geistersehers, for there the pure noBons were allowed to exist, but
were not held to have validity for actual things except on grounds

of experience. Here they are supposed to exist, dissevered from
expenence, and are afiow^ validity as determinations of things in

themselves.
The stage which Kant had now reached in his philosophical

development was one of great sigmficance. The doctrine of know-
ledge expressed in the Disserfatim was the final form which the

Wolffian rationalism could assume torjhim. and* though many of

the elements of the Kritih are contained ther^, it was not really

in advance of the Wolffian theory. The doctrine of space and time
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Kanhan Philosophy. in th© attempt to carry it out eystematlcaUy, and thui to note with

Historians are accustomed to divide the general current of special problems presented to Kant at the outset of
speculahon into epochs or periods marked by the dominance of some ^i«^Pl“io«>phic reflections.
single philosopmc conception with its systematic evolution. Perhaps .

Considw, first, the application of the method on its psychologicalm no case IS the character of an ew)ch more clearly apparent appears in Locke. Starting with the assumption of

^ 0* fhe critical philosophy. The great work of Ksmt absolutely experience as the content or fllling-in of the individual
closed theses of speculation along which the philosophical Uteraturc » Locke proceeds to explain its genesis and nature by reference
of toe i8th century had proceeded, and substituted for them a new universe of things and its mechanical operation upon the
ana more comprehensive method of regarding the essential problems result of the interaction of mind, i.e. the inaividual
of thought, a method which has prescribed the course of philosophic system of things, is conscious experience, consisting
spMulation in the present age. The critical system has thus a two- which may be variously compounded, divided, compared,
fold aspect. It takes up into itself what had characterized the subjective faculties or powers wito which toe
previous efforts of modern thought, shows the imperfect nature of Mind, is supposed to be endowed. Matter of fact and matter
the fundamental notions therein employed, and offers a new solution

knowledge are thus at a stroke dissevered. The very notion of
of the problems to which these notions had been applied. It opens between mind and things leads at once to the counter notion
up a now series of questions upon which subsequent philosophic absolute restriction of mind to its own subjective nature,
reflection has been directed, and gives to them the form under Locke was unable to reconcile these opposed notions is not
which it is possible that they should be fruitfully regarded. A work that the difficulties and obscurities of the Essay arise
of this kincf is essentially epoch-making. impossibilitv of reconciling them is evident on the sli^test

In any complete account of the Kantian system it is therefore f Of these difficnlties
necessary that there should be constant reference, on the one hand, pl^osophies of Berkeley and Hume are systematic treatments,
to the peculiar character of the preceding 18th-century philosophy Berkeley we find the resoluto determination to accept only the
and, on the other hand, to the problems left for renewed treatment one notion, that of mind as restricted to its own conscious experience,
to more modern thought. Fortunately the development of the '>y this means to explain the nature of the external
Kantian system itself furnishes such treatment as is necessary of

^^^“ty to which obscure reference is made. Any success in the
the former reference. For the critical philosophy was a work of

®^ttempt is due only to the fact that Berkeley introduces alongside
slow growth. In the early writings of Kant we are able to trace „

individualist notion a totally new conception, that of mind
with great definiteness the successive stages through which he passed ^ same way one of the matters of conscious experi-
from the notions of the preceding philosophy to the new and com- ® as capable of reflection upon the whole of experience and
prehensive method which gives its special character to the critical

rewr^ce to tlie supreme mind as the ground of all reality. It is

work. Scarcely any great mind, it has been said with justice, ever we have definitely and completely the evolution
matured so slowly. In the early essays we find the principles of

individualist notion as groundwork of a theory of knowledge;
the current philosophies, those of Leibnitz and English empiricism, ^ hi® writings, therefore, that we may expect to find the
applied in various directions to those problems which serve as tests

fundamental difficulty of that notion clearly apparent. It is not a
of their truth and completeness; we note the appearance of the h™/®*?'®fhable that we should find in Huine, not only the sceptical »

difficulties or contradictions which manifest the one-sidedness or
ms*m^tion of all fixity of cognition, which is the inevitable result

imperfection of the principle applied; and we can trace the gradual individualist method, but also the clearest consciousness of
growth of the now conceptions which were destined, in the completed ^

^®*'y ^® The systematic application of the
.system, to take the place of the earlier method. To understand the conscious experience consists only of isolated objects
Kantian work it is indispensable to trace the history of its growth v

impressions or ideas, leads Hume to distinguish
in the mind of its author. -between truth.s reached by analysis and truths which involve real
Of the two preceding stages of modem philosophy only the

connexion of the objects of knowledge. The first he is willing to
second, that of Locke and Leibnitz, seems to have ’

influenced without further inquiry, though it is an error to suppose, as
practically the course of Kant'.s speculation. With the Cartesian seems to have supposed, that he regarded mathematical •

movement as a whole he shows little acquaintance and no sympathy propositions as coming under this head (see Hume)
;
with respect to

and his own philosophic conception is never brought into relation
second, he finds himself, and confesses that he finds himself,

with the systematic treatment of metaphysical problems chaiac- fault. No real connexions l^etween isolated objects
teristic of the Cartesian method. The fundamental question for

experience are perceived by us. No single matter of fact neces-
philosophic reflection presented itself to him in the form which it

i^pKes the existence of any other, in short, if the difficulty

had a.s.sumed in the hands of Locke and his successors in England .

ultimate form, no existence thought as a distinct
of Leibnitz and the Leibnitzian school in Germany. The transition

can transcend itself, or imply relation to any other
from the Cartesian movement to this second stage of modern thought ibe parts of conscious experience are regarded as so
had doubtless been natural and indeed necessary. Nevertheless the

things, there is no TOssibility of connecting them other
full bearings of the philosopliic question were somewhat olxscured by contingently, if at all. If the individual mind be really

the comparatively limited fashion in wliich it was then regained,
^bought as individual, it is impossible to explain how it should have

The tendency towards what may be technically called subjectivi.sm
knowledge or consciousness at all. " In short,” says Hume, ” there

a tendency which differentiates the modern from the ancient method principles which I cannot render consistent, nor is it in my
of speculation, is expressed in Locke and Leibnitz in a definite and renounce either of them, viz. that all our distinct perceptions

peculiar fashion. However widely the two systems differ in details,
distinct existences, and that the mind never perceives any real

they are at one in a certain fundamental conception which dominates among distinct existences. Did our perceptions either

the whole cour.se of their philosophic construction. They are through- *"bere m something simple or individual, or did the mind perceive
out individualist, i.e. they accept as given fact the existence of the connexion among them, there would be no difficulty in

concrete, thinking subject, and endeavour to show how this subject *be case (App. to Treatise of Human Nature),

as an individual conscious being, is related to the wider universe of
Thus, on the one hand, the individualist conception, when carried

which ho forms part. In dealing with such a problem, there are
extent, leads to the total negation of ail real cognition,

evidently two lines along which investigation may proceed. It may .system of things, to which conscious experience has
be asked how the individual mind comes to knew himself and the be regarded as standing in causal relation to this experience

system of things with which he is connected, how the varied contents * .® ®o*'®®»vable ground for the extension to reality of the

of his experience are to be accounted for, and what certainty Potions which somehow are involved in thought. The same; result

attaches to his subjective consciousness of things. Regarded from J* 8'PP®f®*'t» 0*1 "tbe other hand, When we consider the th^ry of

the individualist point of view, this Une of inquiry becomes purely knowledge implied in the Leibnitzian individir^ism. The meta-
psychological, and the answer may be presented, as it was presented physical conception of the monads, each of which is the universe

by Locke, in the. fashion of a natural history of the growtn of con- V* presents insuperable difficulties when the connexion or

scious experience in the mind of the subject. Or, it may be further interdependence of the monads is in question, and these difficulties

asked, how is the individual really connected witli the system of
pbtrude themselves when the attempt is made to work out a con-

things apparently disclosed to him in conscious experience ? what is
®j**®*it doctrine of cognition. For the whole in^ of cognisable fact,

the precise significance of the existence which he ascribes both to ^
mundus intelligibilis, is contained impUciter in each monad,

himself and to the objects of experience ? what is the nature of the ™ several modes of apprehension can only be regarded as so

relation between himself as one part of the system, and the system ®fa8®» hi the developing consciousness of the monad. Sense
as a whole ? This second. inquiry is specifically metaphysical in

understanding, real connexmn of facts and analysis of notions,

bearing, and the kind of answer furnished to it by Leibnitz on the
therefore, distinct m kind, but differ only in degree. The

one hand, by Berkley on the other, is in fact prescribed or deter- ,
same fundamental axioms, the logical principles of identity and

mined beforehand by the fundamental conception of the indivi-
sufficient reason, are apphcable in expUnation of all given proposi-

dualist method with which both begin their tovestigations. So soon “O®®- *^® l^ue that Leibnitz himself did not work out any com-
as we make clear to ourselves the essential nature of this method, I^®^ doctrine of knowledge, but in the hands of his successora the
we are able to discern the specific difficulties or perplexities arising theory took definite shape in the principle that the whole work of

^ 1—i : cognition is in essence analytical. The process of analyiais might
^ See furtiier Idbausm; Metaphysics; Logic, &c., where Kant^s be complete or incom|flete. For finite intelligences thM was an

relation to subsequent thought is discussed.
|

inevitable IncompleteitM so far as knowledge of matters of fact was
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of given material and synthetic combination. Form and matter Begriffet notions, and assigns to them certain characteristics of

may indeed be regarded separably and dealt with in isolation for notions. But it is readily seen, and in the Logtk Kant shows him-
pui^ses of critic^ inquiry, but in experience they are necessarily self fully aware of the fact, that these pure connective links of
and inseparably united. The problem of the Kriiik thus becomes experience, general aspects of objects of intelligible experience, do
for Kant the complete statement of the elements necessarily involved not resemble concepts formed by the so-called logical or elaborative
in synthesis, and of the subjective processes by which these elements processes from representations of completed objects. Nothing but
are realized in our individual consciousness. He is not asking, with harm can follow from any attempt to identify two products which
Locke, whence the details of experience arise; he is not attempting differ so entirely. So, again, the Aesthehk is rendered extremely
a natural history of the growth of experience in the individual mind; obscure and difficult by the prevalence of the view, already noted
but he is endeavouring to stale exhaustively what conditions are as obtaining in the Dtssertation, that sense is a faculty receiving
necessarily involved in any fact of knowledge, t.e. in any synthetic representations of objects. Kant was anxious to avoid the error of
combination of parts of experience by the conscious subject. Leibnitz, who had taken sense and understanding to differ in degree
So far as the mements necessarily involved in conscious experience only, not in kind; but in avoiding the one error he fell into another

are concerned, these may be enumerated briefly thu.s : given data of of no less importance.
sense, inner or outer; the forms of perception, i.e. space and time: The consideration of the several elements which in combination
the forms of thought, i.e. the categories; the ultimate condition oi make up the fact of cognition, or perception, as it may be called,

knowledge, the identity of the pure ego or self. The ego or self is contains little or nothing bearing on the origin and nature of the
the central unity in roference to which alone is any part of experience given data of sense, inner or outer. The manifold of sense, which
cognisable. But tin consciousness of self is the foundation of plays so important a part in the critical theory of knowledge, is left

knowledge only when related to given material. The ego has not in an obscure andj^rplexed position. So much is clear, however,
in itself the element of difference, and the essence of knowledge is that according to Kant sense is not to be regarded as receptive of
the consciousness of unity in difference. For knowledge, therefore, it representations of objects. The data of sense are mere stimuli, not
is necessary that difference should be given to the ego. The modes partial or confused representations. The sense-manifold is not to
under which it is po.ssible for such given difference to become portion Lie conceived as having, per se, any of the qualities of objects as
of the conscious experience of the ego, the inodes under which the actually cognized; its parts are not cognisable per se, nor can it

isolated data can l>e synthetically combined so as to form a cog- with propriety be said to be received successively or simultaneously,
nisable whole, make up the form of cognition, and upon this form When we apply predicates to the sense-manifold regarded in isola-

rests the possibility of any a priori or rational knowledge. tion, we make that which is only a factor in the experience of objects
The notion of the ego as a purely logical unity, containing in into a separate, independent object, and use our predicates trans-

itself no element of difference, and having only analytical identity, is cendcntly. Kant is not alwaysm his language faithful to liis view of
fundamental in the critical system, and lies at the root of all its the sense-manifold, but the theory as a whole, together with his own
difficulties and perplexities. To say that the ego as an individual express definitions, is unmistakable. On the origin of the data of
docs not produce the world of experience is by no means the .same as sense, Kant's remarks arc few and little satisfactory. He very
to say that the ego is pure unity without element of difference. In commonly employs the term a/jeetton of the faculty of sense as
the one case we are treating the ego as one of the objects of experience expressing the mode of origin, but offers no further explanation of
and denying of it productive efficacy

;
m the second case we are a term which has significance only when interpreted after a somewhat

dealing with the unily of the ego as a condition of knowledge, of mechanical fashion. Unquestionably certain of his remarks indicate
any experience whatsoever. In this second sense, it is wholly wrong the view that the origin is to be sought in things-in-themselvcs, but
to assert that the ego is pure identity, pure unity. The unity and against hasty misinterpretations oi such remarks there are certain
identity of the ego, so regarded, are taken in abstraction, i e. as (autions to W home in mind. The relation between phenomena
dissevered from the more complex whole of which they are necessary and noumena in the Kantian system does not in the least resemble
elements. When the ego is taken as a condition of knowledge, its ihat which plays so important a part in modem psychology

—

unity is not more important than the difference necessarily correlated Iwtween the subjective results of sense aflection and the character
with it, That tlie ego as a thing should not produce difference is of the objective conditions of such affection. Kant has pointedly
quite beside the mark. The consequences of the abstract sejiaration declared that it would be a gross absurdity to suppose that in his

which Kant so draws Indween the ego and the world of experience view separate, distinct things-iii-themselves existed corresponding
are apparent throughout his whole system. Assuming at the outset to the several objects of perception. And, finally, it is not at all

an opposition between the two, self and matter of knowledge, he difficult to understand why Kant should say that the aflection of
is driven by the exigencies of the problem of reconciliation to insert sense originated in the action of things-in-themselvcs, when we
term aftir term as means of bringing tlicm together, but never consider what was the tliing-indtself to which he was referring,
succeeds in attaining a junction which is more than mechanical. To The thing-in-itself to which the empirical order and relations of
the end, the ego remains, partly the pure logical ego, partly the sense-experience are referred is the divine order, which is not matter
concr^ 'tWdividual spirit, and no explanation is afforded of the of knowledge, but involved in our practical or moral beliefs. Critics
relatiW between them. 11 is for this rea.soii that the system of who limit tlieir view to the Kritik of Pure Reason, and there, in all

forms of perception and categories appears so contingeni and hap- probability, to the first or constructive portion of the work, must
hazard No atlempt is made to show how or why the difference necessarily fail to interpret the doctrines of the Kantian system,
supplied for the pure logical ego should present itself necessarily which di> not become clear or definite till the system has been
under these forms. They are regarded rather as portions of the developed. Reason was, for Kant, an organic whole; the speculative
subjective mechanism of the individual consciousne.ss. The mind and moral aspects are never severed; and the solution of problems
or self appears as though it were endowed with a complex machinerv which appear at first sight to belong solely to the region of speculative
by which alone it could act upon the material supplied to it. Such thought may be found ultimately to depend upon certain charac-
a crude conception is far, indeed, from doing justice to Kant's \iew, teristics of our nature as practical.
but it undoubtedly represents the underlying assumption of many of Data of sense-affection do not contain in themselves .synthetic
his cardinal doctrines. 'I'he philosophy of Fichte is historically combination. The first conditions of such combination are found
interesting as that in which the deficiencies of Kant's fundamental by Kant in the universal forms under which alone sense-phenomena
position were first discerned and the attempt made to remedy them. manifest themselves in experience. These universal forms of per-

Unfortunately for the consistency of liie Kritik, Kant does not ception, space and time, are necessary, a priori, and in character-
attempt to work out systematically the elements involved in istic features resembling intuitions, not notions. They occupy,
knowledge before considering the subjective processes by which therefore, a peculiar position, and one section of the Kritik, the
knowledge is realized in consciousness. Ik* mixes up the two Aesthetik, is entirely devoted to the consideration of them. It is

inquiries, and in the general division of his work depends rather important to observe that it is only through the a priori character
upon the results of previous psychology than iqion the lines pre- of these perceptive forms that rational science of nature is at all

scribed by his own new conception of experience. He treats the pos.sible. Kant is here able to resume, with fresh insight, his pre-
elements of cognition separately in connexion with the several sub- vious discussions regarding the synthetic character of mathematical
jeetive processes involved in knowledge, viz. sense and under- propositions. In his early essays he had rightly drawn the distinc-
standing. Great ambiguity is the natural result of this procedure, tion between mathematical demonstration and philosophic proof,
For it was not possible for Kant to avoid the misleading connotation referring the certainty of the first to the fact that the constructions
of the terms employed by him. In strictness, sense, understanding, were synthetic in character and entirely determined by the action
imaginntion and reason ought to have had their functions defined of constructive imagination. It had not then occurred to him to
in close relation to the elements of knowledge with which they are ask, With what right do we assume that the conclusions arrived at
severally connected, and as lhe.se elements have no existence as from arbitrary constructions in mathematical matter have applica-
separate facts, but only as factors in the complex organic whole, it bility to objects of experience ? Might not mathematics be a purely
might have Lieen possible to avoid the error of supposing that each imaginary science ? To this question he is now enabled to return an
subjective process furnished a distinct, separately cognisable portion answer. Space and time, the two essential conditions of sense-
of a mechanical whole. Hut the use of separate terms, such as perception, are not data given by things, but universal forms of
sense and understanding, almost unavoidably led to phraseology intellect into which all data of sense must be received. Hence,
onlydnterpretable as signifying that each furnished a specific kind whatever is true of space and time regarded by imagination as
of knowl^ge^ and all Kant's previous training contributed to objects, i,e, quantitative constructions, giust be true of the objects
strengthen this erroneous view. Especially noteworthy is this in making up our sense-experience. The same forms and the same
the case of fhe categories. Kant insists upon treating these as constructive activity of imagination arc involved in mathematical
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synthesis and in the constitution of objects of sense-experience. The
foundation for pure or rational mathematics, there being included
under this the pure science of movement, is thus laid in the critical
doctrine of space and time.
The Aesthetik isolates sense-perception, and considers its forms as

though it were an independent, complete faculty. A certain con-
fusion, arising from this, is noticeable in the Analytik when the
necessity for justifying the position of the categories is under dis-
cussion, but the real dlfhculty in which Kant was involved by Ms
doctrine of space and time has its roots even deeper than the
erroneous isolation of sensibility. He has not in any way *' de-
duced " space and time, but, proceeding from the ordinary current
view of sense-experience, has found these remaining as residuum
after analysis. The relation in which they stand to the categories
or pure notions is anibiguous; and, when Kant has to consider the
fashion in which category and data of sense are to be brought
together, he merely places side by side as a priori elements pure
coimective notions and the pure forms of perception, and finds it,

apparently, only a matter of contingent convenience that they
should harmonize with one another and so render cognition possible.
To this point also Fichte was the first to call attention.

Affection of sense, even when received into the pure forms of
perception, is not matter of knowledge. For cognition there is

requisite synthetic combination, and the intellectual function
through which such combination takes place; The forms of in-

tellectual function Kant proceeds to enumerate with the aid of the
commonly received logical doctrines. For this reference to logic
he has been severely blamed, but the precise nature of the debt due
to the commonly accepted logical classification is very generally
misconceived. Synthetic combination, Kant points out, is formally
expressed in a judgment, which is the act of uniting representations.
At the foundation of the judgments w'hich express the types of
synthetic combination, through which knowledge is possible, lie

the pure general notions, the abstract aspect of the conditions under
wliich objects are cognisable m experience. General logic has also
to deal with the union of representations, though its unity is analytic
merely, not synthetic. But the same intellectual function which
.serves to give unity in the analytic judgments of formal logic serves
to give unity to the synthethic combinations of real perception. It

appeared evident, then, to Kant that in the forms of judgment, as
they are stated in the common logic, there must oe found the
analogues of the types of judgment which are involved in transcen-
dental logic, or in the theory of real cognition. His view of the
ordinary logic was wide and comprehensive, though in his restriction

of the science to pure form one can trace the influence of his earlier

training, and it is no small part of the value of the critical philo.sophy

that it has revived the study of logic and prepared the way for a
more thorough consideration of logical doctrines. The position
assigned to logic by Kant is not, in all probability, one which can
be defended; indeed, it is hard to see how Kant himself, in consis-

tency with the critical doctrine of knowledge, could have retained

many of the older logical theorems, but the precision with which
the position was stated, and the sharpness with which loric was
marked off from cognate philosophic disciplines, prepared the way
for the more thoughtful treatment of the whole question.
Formal logic thus yields to Kant the list of the general notions,

pure intellectual predicates, or categories, through which alone
experience is possiole for a conscious subject. It has already been
noted how serious was the error involved in the description of

these as notions, without further attempt to clear up their precise

significance. Kant, indeed, was mainly infiuenced by his strong
opposition to the Leibnitzian rationalism, and therefore assigns the
categories to understanding, the logical faculty, without considera-

tion of the question,—which might liave been suggested by the
previous statements of the Dissertation ^

—^what relation these cate-

gories held to rile empirical notions formed by comparison, abstrac-

tion and generalization when directed upon representations of

objects. But wheiv the categories are described as notions, i.e,

formed products of thought, there rises of necessity the problem
which had presented itself to Kant at every stage of his pre-critical

thinidng,—^with what right can we assume that these no^ns apply
to objects of experience ? The answer which he proceeds to gjve

altogether explodes the definition of the categories as formed pro-

ducts of thought, and enables us to see more clearly the nature of

the new conception pf experience which lies in the background of

all the critical work.

The unity of the dgo, which has been already noted as an element
entering into the synthesis of cognition, is a unity of a quite distinct

and peculiar kind. That the ego to which difierent parts of expm-
ence are presented must be the same ego, if there is to be cognition

at all, is analytically evident; but the peculiarity is that the ego

must be conscious of its own unity and identity, and this unity of

self-consciousness is only possible in relation to difierence not-

contained in the ego but given to it. The unity of apperception,

then, as Kant calls it, is only possible in relation to synthetic unity

of experience itself, and the forms of this synthetic unity, the cate-

gories, are, ^erefore, on the one hand, necessary as forms in which
self-consciousness is realized, and, on the other hand, restricted in

their application and validity to the data of giyen sense, or the

particttlar dement of experience, Thus oiqierience presents itself

as the organic combination of the particular of sense with the
individual unity of the ego through the universal forms of the
categories. Reference of representations to the unity of the object,
syntnetic unity of apperception, and subsumption of data of sense
under the categories, are thus three aides or aspects of the one
fundamental fact.

In this deduction of the categories, as Kant calls it, there appears
for the first time an endeavour to connect together into one organic
whole the several elements entering into experience. It is evident,
however, that much was wanting l^fore this essential could be
regarded as complete. Kant has certainly brought together self-

consciousness, the system of the categories and data of sense. He
has shown that the conditions of self-consciousness are the conditions
of possible experience. But he has not shown, nor did he attempt
to show, how it was that the conditions of self-consciousness are
the very categories arrived at by consideration of the System of
logical judgments. He does endeavour to show, but with small
success, how the junction of category and data of sense is brought
about, for according to his scheme these stood, to a certain extent
at least, apart from and independent of one another. The failure
to effect an organic combination of the several elements was the
natural consequence of the false .start which had been made.
The mode in which Kant endeavours to show how the several

portions of cognition are subjectively realized brings into the clearest
light the inconsistencies and imperfections of his doctrine. Sense
had bc'cii assumed as furnishing the particular of knowledge, under-
standing as furnisliiug the universal; and it had been expressly
declared that the particular was cognisable only in and through the
universal. Still, each was conceived as somehow in itself complete
and finished. Sense and understanding had distinct functions, and
there was wanting some common term, some intermediary wliich
should bring them into conjunction. Data of sense as purely
particular could have nothing in common with the categories as
purely universal. But data of sense had at least one universal
aspect,—^their aspect as the particular of the general forms, space
and time. Categories were in themselves abstract and valueless,

*

serviceable only when restricted to possible objects of experience.
There was thus a common ground on which category and intuition
were united in one, and an intermediate process whereby the univer-
sal of the category might be so far individualized as to comprehend
the particular of sense. This intermediate process—which is really
the junction of understanding and sense—Kant calls juroductive
imagination, and it is only tMough productive imagination that
knowledge or experience is actually realized in our subjecrive
consciousness. Tne specific forms of productive imagination are*

called schemata^ and u^n the nature of the schema Kant gives much
that has proved of extreme value for subsequent thought.

Productive imagination is thus the concrete element of knowledge,
and its general modes are the abstract expression of the a, priori
laws of all possible experience. The categories are restricted in

their applicability to the schema, i.e. to the pure forms of conjunction
of the manifold in lime, and in the modes of combination of schemata
and categories we have the foundation for the rational sciences of
mathematics and physics. Perception or real cognition is thus
conceived as a complex fact, involving data of sense and pure
percepti^'e forms, determined by the category and resized through
productive imagination in the schema. The system of principles
which may be deduced from the consideration of the mode in which
understanding and sense are united by productive imagination is

the positive result of the critical theory of knowledge, and some of
its features are remarkable enough to deserve attention. According
to his usual plan, Kant arranges these principles in conformity with
the table of the categories, dividing the four classes, however, into
two main groups, the mathematical and the d3mamical. The
mathematical principles’are the abstract expression of the necessary
mode in which data of sense are determined by the category in the
form of intuitions or representations of objects; the d3mamical are
the abstract expression of the modes in which the existence of
objects of intuition is determined. The mathematical principles are
constitutive, i.e, express determinations of the objects themselves;
the dynamical are regulative, i.e. express the conditions under which
objects can form parts of real expenence. Und^r the mathematical
principles come tne general rules which furnish the ground for the
application of quantitative reasoning to real facts of experience. For
as data of sense are only possible objects when received in the forms
of space and time, and as space and time are only cognized when
determined in definite fashion by the understandhig through the
schema of numbej: (quantity) or degiee (quality), all intuitions are
extensive quantities and contain a real element, that of sense, VrfaJeh

has degree. Under the dynamical principles, the general modes in
which the existence of objects are determined, fall the analogies
of experience, or general rules according to which the mdstence of
objects in relation to one another can be determined, and the
postulates of experience, the general rules according to which the
existence of oMects for us or our own subjective existence can be
determined. Tne analogies of experience rest upon the order 6f
perceptions in time, ix. their permanence, succession or coexistence,
and fne princmles are respectively thqse of substance, causality and
reciprociw. It is to be observed that Kant in the expressdon of
these analogies reaches the final solution of the difficulty which had
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80 lonjf pressed upon him, the diffioiltv as to the relation of the pure
connective notions to experience. T^hese notions arc not directly

applicable to experience, nor do we find in experience anything
corresponding to the pure intellectual notions of substance, cause
and reciprocity. But experience is for ns the combination of data
of sen.se in the forms of productive imagination, forms determined
by the pure intellectual notions, and accordingly experience is

possible tor us only as in modes corresponding to the notions. The
permanent in time is substance in any possiole experience, and no
experience is possible save through the determination of all changes
as in relation to a permanent In time. Determined sequence is the

causal relation in any possible experience, and no experience is

possible save through the determination of perceived changes as in

relation to a determined order in time. 5io with coexistence and
re^rocity.
The postulates of experience are general expressions of the signifi-

cance of existence in the experience of a conscious subject. The
element of reality m inch experience must always be given by
intuition, and, so far as determination of existence is assumed,
external intuition is a neces.sary condition of inner intuition. The
existence of external things is as certain as the existence of the con-

crete subject, and the subject cannot cognise himself as existing

save in relation to the world of facts of external perception. Inner

and outer reality are strictly correlative elements in the experience

of the conscious subject.

Throughout the positive portion of his theory of cognition, Kant
has been beset by the doctrine that the categories, as finished, com-
plete notions, have an import or significance transcending the bounds
of possible experience. Morever, the manner in which space and
time had been treated made it possible for him to regard these* as

contingent forms, necessary for intelligences like ours, but not to be

viewed as absolutely necessary. The real meaning of these pecu-

liarities is hardly ever expressed by him, though it is clear that the

solution of the matter Is to t»e found in the inadequacy of the positive

theory to meet the demands of reason for completed explanation.

bJut the conclusion to which he was led was one of the greatest

importance for the after development of his sj^-stem. Cognition is

necessarily limited. The categories arc restricted in their applica-

tion to elements of possible experience to that which is presented

in intuition, and all intuition is for the ego contingent. But to assert

that cognition is limited and Its matter contingent is to form the idea

of an intelligence for whom cognition would not be limited and for

whom the data of intuition would not be !?ivcn, exmtingent facts, but
necessarily produced along with the pure categories. This Idea of

an intuitive understanding is the definite expression for the complete

explanation which reason demands, and it involves the conception

of a realm of objects for such an understanding, a realm of qbj^ts
which, in opposition to the phenomena of our relative and limited

experience, may be called noumena or things-in-themselves. The
noumenon, therefore, is in one way the object of a non-sensuous

intuition, but more correctly is the expression of the limited and
partial character of our knowledge. The idea of a noumenon is thus

a limiting^tion.
Assfl^dly, the difficult section of the Kritik, on the ground of the

dislinctidti between phenomena and noumena, would not have led

to so much misconception as it has done, had Kant then brought
forward what lies at the root of the distinction, his doctrine of reason

and its functions. Understanding, as has been .seen, is the faculty

of cognition strictly so called
;
and within its realm, that of space,

time and matter, positive knowledge is attainable. But the ultimate

conception of understanding, that of the world of objects, quantita-

tively determined, and standing in relation of mutual reciprocity

to one another, is not a final ground of explanation . We are still able

and necessitated to reffecl upon the whole world of phenomena as

thus cognized, and driven to inquire after its significance. In our

reflection we necessarily treat the objects, not as phenomena, as

matters of positive, scientific knowledge, but as things-in-themselves,

as noumena. The distinction between phenomena and noumena
is, therefore, nothing but the expression of the distinction between
understanding and reason, a distinction w’hich, according to Kant,
IS merely subjective.

The specific function of reason is the effort after completed ex-

planation of the experience presented in cognition. But in such

effort there are no notions to be employed other than the categories,

and these, as has already been seen, have validity only in reference

to objects of possible experience, We mflky expect, then, to find

the transcendent employment of the categories leading into various

difficulties and inconsistencies. The criticism of reason in its specific

aspect throws fresh ^ht-pn the limits to human knowledge and the

significance of experience.
Experience has presented itself as the complex result of relatioa

between the ego or subject and the world of phenomena. Reason
may therefore attempt a completed explanation either of the ep) or

of the world of phenomena or of the total relation between tnem.
The three inquiries correspond to the subjects of the three ancient

metaphysical sciences, rational psychology, rational cosmology,

mtioual theology. It is readily seen, in regard to the first of them,

fhat all attempts to determine the nature of the ego as a simple,

perdurable, . immaterial substance rest upon a confusion between
the ego as pure logic^ unity and the ego as object ol intuition, and
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involve a transcendent use of the categories of experietice. It

profits not to apply such categories to the soul, for no intuition

corresponding to them is or can be given. The idea of the soul

must ne regarded as transcendent. So too when wo endeavour,
with the hdp of the categories of quantity, quality, relation and
modality, to determine the nature and relation ot parts of the world,

we find that reason is landed in a peculiar difficulty. Any solution

that can be given is too narrow for the demands of reason and too

wide for tlte restrictions of understanding. The transcendent
employment of the categories leads to antinomy, or equally bahmeed
statements of apparentiy contradictory results. Due attention to

the rd^ion between understanding and reason enables us to solve

the antinomies and to discover their precise origin and significance.

Finally, the endeavour to find in the conception of G^, as the

supreme reality, the explanation of experience, is seen to lead to

no valid conclusion. There is not any intuition given whereby we
might show the reality ef our idea of a Supreme Being. So far as
knowledge is ooncerned, God remains a transcendental ideal.

The criticism of the transcendental ideas, which is also the
examinatiorn of the claims of metaphysic to rank as a science, yields

a definite and intelligihie result. These ideas, the expression of the

various modes in which unity of reason may be sought, have no
objects corresponding to them in the sphere of cognition. They
have not. therefore, like the categories, any consitttUtve value, and all

attempts at metaphysical construction trith the notions or categories

of science must be resigned as of necessity hopeless. But the ideas

are not, on that account, destitute of all value. They are supremely
significant, as indicating the very essence of the function of reason.

The limits of scientific cognition become intellimble, only when the

sphere of understanding is subjected to critical reflexion and com-
pared with the possible sphere of reason, that is, the sphere of

rationally complete cognition. The ideas, therefore, in relation to

knowledge strictly so called, have regulative value, for they furnish

the general precepts for extension and completion of knowledge,
and, at the same time, since they spring from reason itself, they
have a real value in relation to reason as the very inmost nature

of intelligence. Self-consciousness cannot be regarded as merely
a mechanically determined result. Free reflection upon tlie whole
system of knowledge is sufficient to indicate that the sphere of

intuition, witli its rational principles, does not exhaust conscious

experience. There still remains, over and above the realm of nature,

the realm of free, self-conscious spirit; and, within this sphere, it

may tie anticipated that the ideas will acquire a significance richer

and deeper than the merely regulative import which they possess

in reference to cognition.

Where, then, are we to look for this realm of free self-conscious-

ness ? Not in the sphere of cognition, where objects are mechani-
cally determined, but in that of will or of reason as practical. That
reason is practical or prescribes ends for itself is sufficiently manifest

from the mere fact of the existence of the conception of morality or

duty, a conception which can have no corresponding object within

the sphere of intuition, and which is theoretically, or in accordance

with the categories of understanding, incognizable. The presence

of this conception is the datum upon which may be founded a sp^ial
investigation of the conditions of reason as practical, a Kritik of

pure practical reason, and the analysis of it yields the statement of

the formal pre.scripts of morality.

The realization of duty is imjxissible for any being which is not

thought as free, i.e. capable of self-determination. Freedom, it is

true, is theoretically not an object of cognition, but its impossibility

is not thereby demonstrated. The theoretical proof rather serves

as useful aid towatds the more exact determination of the nature
and province of self-determination, and of its relation to the whole
concrete nature of humanity. For in man self-determination and
mechanical determination by empirical motives coexist, and only in

so far as he belongs and is conscious of belonging both to the sp^re
i
of sense and to the sphere of reason does moral obligation become

I

possible for him. Tne supreme end prescribed by reason in its

practical afrpect, namely, the complete subordination of theismpirlcal

side of nature to the prescripts of morality, demands, as conditions

of its possible realizanon, the permanence of etWe^ ^ogress in the
moral agent, the certainty of freedom in self-determination, and the

neceusary harmonizing of the spheres of sense and reason through
the intenigent author or ground of both. These conditions, the

postulates of practical reason, are the concrete expressions of the

three transcendental ideas, and in them we have the full sxgniflcance

of the ideas for reason, immortality of the soul, positive freedom
of win, and the existence of an intelfigent ground of things are

speculative ideas practically warranted, though theoretically neither

demonstriible nor conmrehensible.
Thus reason as scK-d^tcrmining supplies notions of freedom;

reason as determined supplies categories Of understanding, t'rrion

between the two spheres, which seem at first sight disparate, is

found in Ihe necessary poi^late thatreason shall be realized, for its

realization is only pojfeme in the sphere of sense. But such a union,

when regarded in obsitMto, rests upon, or invdlves, a notion quite

a new order, that of the adaptation of nature to reason, or, as ft

may be expressed, that of end in naitare. Understanding attd

reason thus coalesce in the faculty of fudgmifftt, whteh mediates
between, Or brings together, the universaa and pttrtkjflter dements
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in conicious experience. Judgment is here merely rt/leciive\ that
IS to say, the particular element is given, so determined as to be
possible material of knowledge, while the universal, not necessary
for cognition, is supplied by reason itself. The empirical details of
natirrc, which are not determined by the categories of understanding,
are jndgcxl as being arranged or ordered by intelligence, for in no
other fashion could nature, in its particular, contingent aspect, be
thought as forming a complete, consistent, intelhgible whole.
The investigation of the conditions under which adaptation of

nature to intelligence is conceivable and possible makes up the
subject of the Imrd great KriUk^ the Ktiitk df Judgmsntj a work
presenting unusual dUhculties to the interpreter of the Kantian
system. The general principle of the adaptation of nature to our
faculties of cognition has two spccihc appheations, with the second
of which it is more closely connected than with the ftrst. In the I

first place, the adaptation may- bo merely subfactive, when the
ompincal condition for the exercise of judgnaent is furnished by the
feeling of pleasure or pain; such adaptation is aesthetic. In the
second place, the adaptation may be objective or logical, when
empirical facts are given 6f sudh a kind that their possibility can
be conceived only through the notion of the end realised in them;
such adaptation is teleological, and the empirical facts in question
are organisms.

Aesthetics, or the scientific consideration of the judgments resting

on the feOlings of pleasure and pain arisnig from the harmony or
Want of hurmony between the particular of experience and the laws
of understanding, is the special subject of the Kriitk of Judgment^
but the doctrine of teleology there unfolded is the more important
for the complete view of the critical system. For the analysis of

the Ideological judgment and of the consequences fiowitig from it

leads to the final statement of the nature of experience os conceived

by Kant. The phonomona of organic production furnish data for a
special kind of judgment, which, however, involves or rests upon
a quite general principle, that of the contingency of the parlicufar

element in nature anci its subjectively necessary adaptation to our

faculty of cognition. The notion of contingency arises, according

to Kant, from the fact that understanding and sense are distinct,

that understanding does not determine the particular of sense, and,

consequently, that the principle of the adaptation of the particular

to our understanding in merely supplied by reason on account of the

peculiarity of limited character oi understanding. End in nature,

therefore, is a subjective or problematic conception, tttiplymg the

limits of understan^ng, and consequeatly resting upon the idea of

an understanding constituted unlike ours—of an intuitive under-

standing in which particular and universal should be given together.

The idea of such an understanding is, for cognitioii, transcendent,

for no corresponding fact of intuition is ftnrnished, but it is realised

with practical certainty in relation to reason as practical. For wc
are, from practical grounds, compelled with at least practical

neccssi^ to ascribe a certain aim or end to thi.s supr^e un^rstand-
ing. Tne moral law, or reason as practical, presoribes the realiza-

tion of the highest good, and such realization implies a higher order

than that of nature. We must, therefore, regard the supreme

cause as a moral cause, and nature as so ordered that realization of

the moral end is in it possible. The final conception of the Kantian

philosophy is, therefore, that of ethical teleology. A.s Kant expresses

it in a remarkable passage of the Kritrk,
"
I'he systematic unity of

ends in this world of intelligences, whic^ although as mere nature

it is to be called only the world of sense, can yet as a system of

freedom be called an intelhgible, moral world {regftum groHae),

leads inevitably to the teleological unity of ah things which consti-

tute tWs great whole according to universal natural laws, just as

the unity of the former fc according to universal and necessary mo^
laws, and unites the practical with the speculative reason. The

world must be represented as having originated from an idea, if it

is to liarmonize with that u.se of reason without which we should

^Id ourselves unworthy Of reason—-viz. the moral use, which

rests entirely on the idea of the supreme good. Hence all natural

research tends towards the form of a system of ends, and in its

highest development would be a physico-theology. But ritia, since

it arises from the moral order an a unity grounded in the ymty

essence erf freedom and not accidentally instituited by external

commands, cstaWiahes the teleology of natura on grouncta which,

a priori must be inseparably connected with the inner possibility of

things The teleology of nature is thus made to rest on a trafwcen-

den&l theolDgy, vvhfch takes the ideal of supreme ontolegicia per-

fection as a pStooipl^ of systematic unitv, a principle which connects

ah things according to universal and necessary natural Uws, .since

they aiVnave their origin in the absolute necessiiy of a single primal

Editions and works of reference are exceedingly

nomerdoa. Since tSgt am indifipansable guide is the pe^i^
review fWwnburg. and ^rlki,tW ywly), edited^
HflHM Vaihinger and Bruno Bauch, which contains admirable

5igin«l wtfcfes. and iwtfc®* rf aB important booto on

KMtianiam. It has Tepmaneod a nnisfcw ol Strlklflf wtratte «il

Kant hnoks up to 1887 see Erich Adiekes ini PMttBfihicai

iBoalton. 189a foH.h for 1890-1894 R. Reicke's Kpni

mWogfafMt (j895>- ^See in ceawanhe tetest edition of

Ueberweg^s Gfuttdfiss dev Gtscntchte dev PhtlosopHt$.

EmfioKS.-^^mpIete ecUttona of Kant^s storks are as follosrtr

(i) G. Hartenstein (Leipzig, 1^38-1859, xo vols.); (a) K. RosenkruAt
and F. W. Schubert (Leipzig, 1858-^1840, 12 vols., the 12th ooli*

taintng a history of the Kantian school)
; (3) G. HartenstaiD, in

chronological order " (Leipzig, 1867-18O9, 8 vols.); (4) Kirohmaiin
(in the " Philosophiecne Bibliothek," Berhn, 1808-^1873, 8 vote, and
supplement); (5) under the auspices of the Kdniglich Preussische

Akademie der Wissenschaften a new collected edition was begun
in 1900 (vdl. tt., 1906) in charge of a number of editors. It Was
planned in four sections : Works, Letters, MSS. Remados and
Vorldsungen. There are also useful editions of the three by
Kdirbach, and critical editions of the Prolegomena and firitik dor

reinen Vemunft by B. Erdmann (see also his Beit¥dge iur Geseftidhie

und Revision des Textes von Kants Krittk der reinen Vefnin^i (1906).

A useful selection (in English) is that of John Watson, Tkd'Phmeephy
of Kant (Glasgow, 1888).

Translations.—There are translations in all the principal

languages. The chief English translators are J. P. Mahaffy, W.
Hastie, T. K. Abbextt, J. H. Bernard and Belfort Bax. Their
verstons have been mentioned in the section on “ Works " above.
BioORAPnxcAL.—'Schubert in the ixth vol. of Roseukranz's

edition; Borowski, Darstellung des Lebens und Charakters Kants
(Konigsberg, 1804); Wasi?.nski, Kant in seinen letsUn Lehensjahren

(Kdnigsberg, 1804) ;
Stnekenberg, The Life of Immanuel Kant (1882)1

Rudolf Keicke, Kants Briefwechsil (1900). See also several of the

critical works below. On Kant’s ^rtraits see D. Minden, Ueber
Portraits und Abbildungen Imm, Kants (1868), and cf. frontispieces

of Kantstudten (as above)

.

Crttical (in alphabetical order 6f authors).—^R. Adamson,
Philosophy of Kant (1879*, Germ, trans., 1880); Felix Adter, A
Crihque of Kant's Eiktos (1908) ;

S. Aicher, Kants Btgnff der ErhennU
nis verglichen mit dem des Aristoteles (1907); M. Ap^, Immanuel
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Arnold t, Kritische

Exkurse im Gebiete der Kantforsekung (1894); C. Bache, Kants
Prinzip der A utonorfne im VefhdUnis xur Idee dee Reichs der Zwetke "

,

{Kantstudien, 1909); B. Bauch, Luther und Kant (1904); Paul
Boehm, Die vorkriiischen Schrifteu Kants (1906) ;

E. C^d,
Critical Philosophy of Kant (2 vols., i R89) ;

Chalybkus, Historische

Entwickelung der spekulattven Philosophie von Kant bis Hegel (5th

ed., i860); H. S. Chemberlaiii, Immanuel Kant {tgog); COuiin,

LeQons sur la philosophie de Kant (4th ed., 1804) ;
B. Erdmann,

Immanuel Kant^ Kants Krrtizssmus in der / und j Aufiage der “ Kritik

der reinen VernunfC* (1877) ;
O. Ewald, Kants kritischer Idealismus als

Grundlage von Brkenntnistheorie und Bthik (*908) and Kants Methodo-^

logie in ihren GtundzUgen (1906) ;
Kmo Fischer, Imrnanmt KwnA

Entwicklungsgangd.
Vernunft *(1895); A. Fouill6e, Le Maralisme de Kant et Vamoralisme
coniemporaine (1905); C. R. E. von Hartmann, Kants Erkenntnis-

theone und Meterphysih tn den vier Perioden phrer Entmchelung (1894).

;

A. Iloglcr, Die Psvchologie tn Kants Ethik (1891); G. D. Hicks, Die

Begriffe Phdnomenon und Noumenon in ihrem Vvrhdltniss zu einander

hei Kant (1897); G. Jacoby, Herders und^Kants Aesthetik (1907);

W. Kabitz, Studien zur Entwickelungsgesckichte der Pichtesehen

Wtssensohaftslehre aus der Kanttschev PktloSophie (190a)
I
M. Kelly,

Kant's Philosophy as rectified by Schopenhauer (1909); W. Koppel-

mann, I. Kant und die Grundlagen der christlichen Religion (1890)

;

M. Kronenberg, Kant : Sem Leben und seine Lehre (18^; 3td ed.,

1905) ;
E. Kfihnemann, Kants und Schillers Begriindung der Aesthetik

(1895) and Dxe Kantischen StuMen Schillers und dte KompositiOn des

Wiilenstem (i8Kg); H. Levy, Kants Lehre vom Schematismus der

reinen Verstandesbegrifje (1901); Arthur O. I-ovejoy, Kant and the

English Platonists (1908); J. P. Mahaffy, Kant’s Crihcal Philosophy

for English Readers (1872-T874) ;
W. Mengel, Kards Begriindung der

Religtem (1900); A. Messer, Kants Ethik (190.4); H. M^er-Benley,
Herder und Kant (1904) ;

Morris, Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason

(Chicago, 1882); C. Oesteireich, Kant und die Metaphysik (1906);

F. Paulsen, Kant : Sein Leben und seine Lifhre (fSgS; 4?tb ed., 1:904;

Eng. I9<w); Harold H. Prichard, Kanfs Theory of knowledge

(*909); A. Seth Pringle-Pattisoo, The Development f*om Kant
to Hegel (1882); and, on Kant’s phUoK^hy otf reUgioa,. in The
philosophic Radicals (1907); F. Rademaker, Kants Lehren vom innern

Sinn in der Kritik der reinen Vernunft (1908) ;
R. Rchiinger, Kants

Lehre vom inne¥en Sinn und seine Theorie der Erfaktue^
;

C.

der “ Kritik der VrieRskraft” (^1); Ca« Schmidt, BOitHlge M
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Ritschl (1889) ;
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(1881); A. Weir, A Student's Introduction to Critical Philosophy

(iQoO)
;
G. A. Wyneken, Hegels Kritik Kants (1898) ;

W. Windelband,
Kuno Fischer und sein Kant (1897).
On Kant's theory ol education, see E. F. liiichner, The Educational

Theory of Immanuel Kant (trans., ed-, intro., 1904); trans. of Ueber

Pddagogtk by Annette Churton (1899); J. Geluk, Kant (1883).
(R, Ad.; X.)

KANURI, or Beriberi, an African tribe of mixed origin, the

dominant race of Bornu. They are large-boned and coarse-

featured, but contain nevertheless a distinct strain of Fula

blood. Beriberi (or Berber!) is the name given them by the

Hausa (see Bornu).
KAOLIN, a pure white clay, known also as china-clay, since it

is an essential ingredient in the manufacture of china, or porce-

lain. The word Kaolin, formerly written by some authors

caulin, is said to be a corruption of the Chinese Kau-lingy meaning
“ High Ridge,” the name of a hill east of King-te-chen, whence
the earliest samples of the clay sent to Europe were obtained

by the P^re d’Entrecolles, a French Jesuit missionary in China

in the early part of the i8th century. His specimens, examined

in Paris by R. A. Reaumur, .showed that true porcelain, the

composition of which had not previously been known in Europe,

contained two essential ingredients, which came to be known
—though it now appears incorrectly—^as kaolin and petuntse,

corresponding respectively to our china-clay and china-stone.

The kaolin confers plasticity on the paste and secures retention

of form for the ware when exposed to the heat of the kiln, whilst

the petuntse gives the translucency so characteristic of porcelain.

Some of the earliest discoveries of kaolin in Europe were at

Aue, near Schneeberg in Saxony, and at St Yrieix, near Limoges

in France. In England it was discovered in Cornwall about

the year 1750 by William Cookworthy, of Plymouth; and in

1768 he took out his patent for making porcelain from moorstone

or growan (china-stone) and growan clay (kaolin), the latter

imparting “ whitene.ss and infu.sibility ” to the china. These

raw materials were found first at Tregonning Hill, near Brcage,

and afterwards at St Stephen’s in Brannel, near St Austell;

and their discovery led to the manufacture of hard paste, or true

porcelain, at Plymouth and subsequently at Bristol.

Kaolin is a hydrous aluminium silicate, having the formula

H4Al2Si.jOfl, or Al.,Si.i07.2H20, but in common clay this silicate

is largely mixed with impurities. Certain clays contain pearly

white hexagonal scales, usually microscopic, referable to the

monqi^ic system, and having the chemical composition of

kaolin. This crystalline substance was termed kaolinitc by
S. W. Johnson and J. M. Blake in 1867, and it is now regarded

as the basis of pure clay. The kaolinite of Amlwch in Anglesey

has been studied by Allan Dick. The origin of kaolin may be

traced to the alteration of certain aluminous silicates like feldspar,

scapolite, beryl and topaz; but all large deposits of china-clay

are due to the decomposition of feldspar, generally in granite, but

.sometimes in gneiss, pitchstone, &c. The turbidity of many
feldspars is the result of partial “ kaolinization,” or alteration

to kaolin. The china-clay rocks of Cornwall and Devon are

granites in which the orthoclase has become kaolinized. These

rocks are sometimes known as carclazite, a name proposed by

J. H. Collins from a typical locality, the Carclaze mine, near

St Austell. It has often been supposed that the alteration of

the granite has been effected mainly by meteoric agencies,

the carbonic acid having decomposed the alkaline silicate of the

feldspar, whilst the aluminous silicate assumes a hydrated con-

dition and forms kaolin. In many cases, however, it seems

likely that the change has been effected by subterranean agencies,

probably by heated vapours carr>unp fluorine and boron, since

minerals containing these elements, like tourmaline, often occur

in association with the china-clay. According to F. H. Butler

the kaolinization of the west of England granite may have been

effected by a solution of carbonic acid at a high temperature,

acting from below.

The china-stone, or petuntse, is a granitic rock which still

retains much of the unaltered feldspar, on which its fusibility

depends. In order to prepare kaolin for the market, the china-

clay is broken up, and the clay washed out by means of

KARACHI
water. The liquid containing the clay in mechanical suspension

is run into channel.s called “ drags ” where the coarser im-

purities subside, and whence it passes to another set of channels

known as ” micas,” where the finer materials settle down.

Thus purified, the clay-water is led into a series of pits or tanks,

in which the finely divided clay is slowly deposited; and, after

acquiring sufficient consistency, it is transferred to the drying-

house, or “ dry,” heated by flues, where the moisture is expelled,

and the kaolin obtained as a soft white earthy substance. The
clay has extensive application in the arts, being used not only

in ceramic manufacture but in paper-making, bleaching and

various chemical industries.

Under the species ‘‘ kaolinite ” may be included several

minerals which have received distinctive names, such as the

Saxon mineral called from its pearly lustre nacrite, a name
originally given by A, Brongniart to a nacreous mica; pholerite

found chiefly in cracks of ironstone and named by J. Guillemin

from the Greek a scale; and lithomarge, the old

German Steinmark, a compact clay-like body of white, yellow

or red colour. Dr C. Hintze has pointed out that the word

pholerite should properly be written pholidite (^oXA, ^oAiSos).

Closely related to kaolinite is the mineral called halloysite, a

name given to it by P. Berthier after his uncle Omalius

d’Halloy, the Belgian geologist. (F. W. R.*)

KAPUNDA, a municipal town of Light county, South Aus-

tralia, 48 m. by rail N.N.E. of Adelaide. Pop. (1901), 1805,

1 1 Ls the centre of a large wheat-growing district. The celebrated

copper mines discovered in 1843 were closed in 1879. There are

quarries near the town, in which is found fine marble of every

colour from dark blue to white. This marble was largely used

in the House.s of Parliament at Adelaide.

KAPURTHALA, a native state of India, within the Punjab,

Area, 652 sq. m.; pop. (1901), 3i4>34i> showing an increase of

5% in the decade; estimated gro.ss revenue, £178,000; tribute,

£8700. The Kapurthala family is descended from Jassa Singh,

a contemporar}' of Nadir Shah and Ahmad Shah, who by his

intelligence and hr&v&ry made himself the leading Sikh of his

day. At one time it held possessions on both sides of the Sutlej,

and also in the Bari Doab, The cis-Sutlej estates and scattered

tracts in the Bari Doab were forfeited owing to the hostility

of the chief in the first Sikh war; but the latter were afterwards

restored in recognition of the loyalty of Raja Randhir Singh

during the mutiny of 1857, when he led a contingent to Oudh
which did good service. He also received a grant of land in

Oudh, 700 sq. m. in extent, yielding a gross rental of £89,000.

In Oudh, however, he exercises no sovereign powers, occupying

only the status of a large landholder, with the title of Raja-i-

Rajagan. Raja Sir Jagatjit Singh, K.C.S.L, was bom in 1872,

.succeeded his fatlier in 1877, and attained his majority in 1890.

During the Tirah expedition of 1897-98 the Kapurthala imperial

service infantry took a prominent part. The territory is crossed

by the railway from Jullundur to Amritsar. The state has a

large export trade in wheat, sugar, tobacco and cotton. The
hand-painted cloths and metal-work of Phagwara are well

known. The town of Kapurthala is 11 miles from Jullundur;

pop. (1901), 18,519.

KARACHI, or Kurrachee, a seaport and district of British

India, in the Sind province of Bombay. The city is situated at

the extreme western end of the Indus delta, 500 m. by sea from

Bombay and 820 m. by rail from Lahore, being the maritime

terminus of the North-Western railway, and the main gateway

for the trade of the Punjab and part of central Asia. It is also

the capital of the province of Sind. Pop. (1881), 73,500 ;

(1891), 105,199; (1901), 115,407. Before 1725 no town appears

to have existed here
;
but about that time some little trade began

to centre upon the convenient harbour, and the silting up of

Shahbandar, the ancient port of Sind, shortly afterwards drove

much of its former trade and population to the rising village.

Under the Kalhora princes, the khan of Kalat obtained a grant

of the town, but in 1795 it was captured by the Talpur Mirs, who
built the fort at Manora, at the entrance to the harbour. They
also made considerable efforts to increase the trade of the port
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in conicious experience. Judgment is here merely rt/leciive\ that
IS to say, the particular element is given, so determined as to be
possible material of knowledge, while the universal, not necessary
for cognition, is supplied by reason itself. The empirical details of
natirrc, which are not determined by the categories of understanding,
are jndgcxl as being arranged or ordered by intelligence, for in no
other fashion could nature, in its particular, contingent aspect, be
thought as forming a complete, consistent, intelhgible whole.
The investigation of the conditions under which adaptation of

nature to intelligence is conceivable and possible makes up the
subject of the Imrd great KriUk^ the Ktiitk df Judgmsntj a work
presenting unusual dUhculties to the interpreter of the Kantian
system. The general principle of the adaptation of nature to our
faculties of cognition has two spccihc appheations, with the second
of which it is more closely connected than with the ftrst. In the I

first place, the adaptation may- bo merely subfactive, when the
ompincal condition for the exercise of judgnaent is furnished by the
feeling of pleasure or pain; such adaptation is aesthetic. In the
second place, the adaptation may be objective or logical, when
empirical facts are given 6f sudh a kind that their possibility can
be conceived only through the notion of the end realised in them;
such adaptation is teleological, and the empirical facts in question
are organisms.

Aesthetics, or the scientific consideration of the judgments resting

on the feOlings of pleasure and pain arisnig from the harmony or
Want of hurmony between the particular of experience and the laws
of understanding, is the special subject of the Kriitk of Judgment^
but the doctrine of teleology there unfolded is the more important
for the complete view of the critical system. For the analysis of

the Ideological judgment and of the consequences fiowitig from it

leads to the final statement of the nature of experience os conceived

by Kant. The phonomona of organic production furnish data for a
special kind of judgment, which, however, involves or rests upon
a quite general principle, that of the contingency of the parlicufar

element in nature anci its subjectively necessary adaptation to our

faculty of cognition. The notion of contingency arises, according

to Kant, from the fact that understanding and sense are distinct,

that understanding does not determine the particular of sense, and,

consequently, that the principle of the adaptation of the particular

to our understanding in merely supplied by reason on account of the

peculiarity of limited character oi understanding. End in nature,

therefore, is a subjective or problematic conception, tttiplymg the

limits of understan^ng, and consequeatly resting upon the idea of

an understanding constituted unlike ours—of an intuitive under-

standing in which particular and universal should be given together.

The idea of such an understanding is, for cognitioii, transcendent,

for no corresponding fact of intuition is ftnrnished, but it is realised

with practical certainty in relation to reason as practical. For wc
are, from practical grounds, compelled with at least practical

neccssi^ to ascribe a certain aim or end to thi.s supr^e un^rstand-
ing. Tne moral law, or reason as practical, presoribes the realiza-

tion of the highest good, and such realization implies a higher order

than that of nature. We must, therefore, regard the supreme

cause as a moral cause, and nature as so ordered that realization of

the moral end is in it possible. The final conception of the Kantian

philosophy is, therefore, that of ethical teleology. A.s Kant expresses

it in a remarkable passage of the Kritrk,
"
I'he systematic unity of

ends in this world of intelligences, whic^ although as mere nature

it is to be called only the world of sense, can yet as a system of

freedom be called an intelhgible, moral world {regftum groHae),

leads inevitably to the teleological unity of ah things which consti-

tute tWs great whole according to universal natural laws, just as

the unity of the former fc according to universal and necessary mo^
laws, and unites the practical with the speculative reason. The

world must be represented as having originated from an idea, if it

is to liarmonize with that u.se of reason without which we should

^Id ourselves unworthy Of reason—-viz. the moral use, which

rests entirely on the idea of the supreme good. Hence all natural

research tends towards the form of a system of ends, and in its

highest development would be a physico-theology. But ritia, since

it arises from the moral order an a unity grounded in the ymty

essence erf freedom and not accidentally instituited by external

commands, cstaWiahes the teleology of natura on grouncta which,

a priori must be inseparably connected with the inner possibility of

things The teleology of nature is thus made to rest on a trafwcen-

den&l theolDgy, vvhfch takes the ideal of supreme ontolegicia per-

fection as a pStooipl^ of systematic unitv, a principle which connects

ah things according to universal and necessary natural Uws, .since

they aiVnave their origin in the absolute necessiiy of a single primal

Editions and works of reference are exceedingly

nomerdoa. Since tSgt am indifipansable guide is the pe^i^
review fWwnburg. and ^rlki,tW ywly), edited^
HflHM Vaihinger and Bruno Bauch, which contains admirable

5igin«l wtfcfes. and iwtfc®* rf aB important booto on

KMtianiam. It has Tepmaneod a nnisfcw ol Strlklflf wtratte «il

Kant hnoks up to 1887 see Erich Adiekes ini PMttBfihicai
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(i) G. Hartenstein (Leipzig, 1^38-1859, xo vols.); (a) K. RosenkruAt
and F. W. Schubert (Leipzig, 1858-^1840, 12 vols., the 12th ooli*

taintng a history of the Kantian school)
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chronological order " (Leipzig, 1867-18O9, 8 vols.); (4) Kirohmaiin
(in the " Philosophiecne Bibliothek," Berhn, 1808-^1873, 8 vote, and
supplement); (5) under the auspices of the Kdniglich Preussische

Akademie der Wissenschaften a new collected edition was begun
in 1900 (vdl. tt., 1906) in charge of a number of editors. It Was
planned in four sections : Works, Letters, MSS. Remados and
Vorldsungen. There are also useful editions of the three by
Kdirbach, and critical editions of the Prolegomena and firitik dor

reinen Vemunft by B. Erdmann (see also his Beit¥dge iur Geseftidhie

und Revision des Textes von Kants Krittk der reinen Vefnin^i (1906).

A useful selection (in English) is that of John Watson, Tkd'Phmeephy
of Kant (Glasgow, 1888).

Translations.—There are translations in all the principal

languages. The chief English translators are J. P. Mahaffy, W.
Hastie, T. K. Abbextt, J. H. Bernard and Belfort Bax. Their
verstons have been mentioned in the section on “ Works " above.
BioORAPnxcAL.—'Schubert in the ixth vol. of Roseukranz's

edition; Borowski, Darstellung des Lebens und Charakters Kants
(Konigsberg, 1804); Wasi?.nski, Kant in seinen letsUn Lehensjahren

(Kdnigsberg, 1804) ;
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Rudolf Keicke, Kants Briefwechsil (1900). See also several of the

critical works below. On Kant’s ^rtraits see D. Minden, Ueber
Portraits und Abbildungen Imm, Kants (1868), and cf. frontispieces

of Kantstudten (as above)

.
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W. Kabitz, Studien zur Entwickelungsgesckichte der Pichtesehen

Wtssensohaftslehre aus der Kanttschev PktloSophie (190a)
I
M. Kelly,

Kant's Philosophy as rectified by Schopenhauer (1909); W. Koppel-

mann, I. Kant und die Grundlagen der christlichen Religion (1890)

;

M. Kronenberg, Kant : Sem Leben und seine Lehre (18^; 3td ed.,

1905) ;
E. Kfihnemann, Kants und Schillers Begriindung der Aesthetik

(1895) and Dxe Kantischen StuMen Schillers und dte KompositiOn des

Wiilenstem (i8Kg); H. Levy, Kants Lehre vom Schematismus der

reinen Verstandesbegrifje (1901); Arthur O. I-ovejoy, Kant and the

English Platonists (1908); J. P. Mahaffy, Kant’s Crihcal Philosophy

for English Readers (1872-T874) ;
W. Mengel, Kards Begriindung der

Religtem (1900); A. Messer, Kants Ethik (190.4); H. M^er-Benley,
Herder und Kant (1904) ;

Morris, Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason

(Chicago, 1882); C. Oesteireich, Kant und die Metaphysik (1906);

F. Paulsen, Kant : Sein Leben und seine Lifhre (fSgS; 4?tb ed., 1:904;

Eng. I9<w); Harold H. Prichard, Kanfs Theory of knowledge

(*909); A. Seth Pringle-Pattisoo, The Development f*om Kant
to Hegel (1882); and, on Kant’s phUoK^hy otf reUgioa,. in The
philosophic Radicals (1907); F. Rademaker, Kants Lehren vom innern

Sinn in der Kritik der reinen Vernunft (1908) ;
R. Rchiinger, Kants

Lehre vom inne¥en Sinn und seine Theorie der Erfaktue^
;

C.

der “ Kritik der VrieRskraft” (^1); Ca« Schmidt, BOitHlge M
BnMchektng detr KecnTschen Mthih {1900); A. Schweitser^ Dm

Ritschl (1889) ;
O. Thon, Die Grund^nzipien der KehtUsehen Mdeed^

^iloso^ie (fo9!9 ;
t. Vatentinor, Kemgrmd die ptat6meehe\ PhekUo-

phie I1904); C, yorlteidor, Kanti, Gorik# (;igo7).; G, C.

U^uesr Kant nnd sein Vorgdnger Jij^) ;
W. Wallace, AanMwis) *»

m; Wartenberg, Kants Theorie d$r KmMitAt (1899); l6hn Watttm.
^ilos^ky Of Kant Explained Kmt and his uiegiitk CriUca
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secretly left Russia and reappeared quite alone in Servia in

the neighbourhood of Semendria (Smederevo) on the Danube.

The motives and the object of his return are not clear. Some
believe that he was sent by the Hetacrists to raise up Servia to

a new war with Turkey and thereby facilitate the rising of the

(ireek people. It is generally assumed, however, that, having

beard that Servia, under the guidance of Milosh Obrenovich,

had obtained a certain measure of self-government, he desired

to put himself again at the head of the nation. This impression

seems to have b^n that of Milosh himself, who at once reported

to the Pasha of Belgi*adc the arrival of Karageorge. The pasha

demanded that Karageorge, alive or dead, should be delivered to

him immediately, and made Milosh personally responsible for

the execution of that order. Karageorge’s removal could not

unfortunately be separated from the personal interest of Milosh

;

already acknowledged os chief of the nation, Milosh did not like

to be displaced by his old chief, who in a critical moment had

left the country. Karageorge was killed (July 27, O.S., 1817)

while he was asleep, and his head was sent to the pasha for trans-

mission to Constantinople. It is impossible to exonerate Milosh

Obrenovich from responsibility for the murder, which became
the .starting-point for a series of tragedies in the modem history

of Ser^^a.

Karageorge was one of the most remarkable Servians of the

19th centur>\ No other man could have led the band.*? of

undisciplined and badly-armed Servian peasants to such decisive

victories against the 'I'lirks. Although he never assumed the

title of prince, he practically was the first chief and master
{gospodar) of the people of Servia, He succeeded, however, nut
because he was liked but because he was feared. His gloomy
silence, his easily aroused anger, hi.s habit of punishing without

hesitation the slightest transgressions by death, spread terror

among the people. He is bcheved to have killed his own father

in a fit of anger when the old man refused to follow him in his

flight to Hungary at the beginning of his career. In another
fit of rage at the report that his brother Marinko had assaulted

a girl, he ordered his men to seize his brother and to hang him
there and then in his presence, and he forbade his mother to go
into mourning for him. Even by his admirers he is admitted to

have killed by his own hand no fewer than 1 25 men who pro-

voked his anger. But in battles he is acknowledged to have
been always admirable, displaying marvellous energy and valour,

and g^ng 'proofs of a real milit^ genius. The Servians con-

sider Wia one of their greatest men. In grateful remembrance
of his service.^ to the national cause they elected his younger son,

Alexander, in 1842, to be the reigning prince of Servia, and
again in 1903 they chose his grandson, Peter Karageorgevich

(son of Alexander) to be the king of Servia.

See Servia; also Ranke, Die serbische RevoltUion; Stoyan Nova-
kovich, Vaskzhs srpshe drzhave (Belgrade, 1904) ;

M. G, Militycvich,

Karadyordye (Belgrade, 1904). (C. Mi.)

KARA-HISSAR (“ Black Castle ”)• (1) Afium Kara-
Hissar {g*v,), (2) IcHjE, or IscHA Kara-Hissar (anc. Doci-

miurn), a small village about 14 m. N.E. of No. i. Docimium
was a Macedonian cokniy established on an older site. It was

a .self-governing municipality, striking its own coins, and stood

on the Apamea-Syimada-Pessinus road, by which the cele-

brated marble called Synnadic, Docimian and Phrygian was

conveyed to the coast. The quarries are 2^ m. from the vill^e,

and the marble was carried thence direct to Synnada (Chifut

Kassaba). Some of the marble has the rich purple veias in

which poets saw the blood of Atys.

See W. M. Ramsay, Geog. of Asia Minor (London, 1890);

Murray, Hbk. to Asia Minor (1893).

KARA-RISSAR SHARKl \i.e. “eastern Kara-Hissar ”],

also called Shabin Karo-Hissor from the alum mines in its vicin-

ity, the chief town of a sanjak of the same name in the Sivas

vilayet of Asia Minor. Pop. about 12,000, two-thirds Mussul-

man. It is the Roman Cohnia, which gradually superseded

Pompey’s fotjudatwn, Nicopolis, whose mins lie at Purkh,

about 12 m- W. (hence KaiirHissar is called Nikopoh by the

Armenians). In later Byzantine times it was an important

frontier station, and did not pass into Ottoman hands till

twelve years sdter the capture of Constantinople. The town,

altitude 4860 ft., is built round the foot of a lofty rock, upon
which stand the ruins of the Byzantine castle, Maurocastron,

the Kara Hissar Daula of early Moslem chroniclers. It is

connected with its port, Kerosund, and with Sivas, Ei-zingan

and Erzenim, by carriage roads.

KARAIfiKAKlS, GEORGES (1782-1827), leader in the War
of Greek Independence, was bom at A^spha in 1782. During
the earlier stages of the war he served in the Morea, and had a

somewhat discreditable share in the intrigues which divided the

Greek leaders. But he showed a sense of the necessity for

providing the country with a government, and was a steady

supporter of Capo d’lfitria. His most honourable services were

performed in the middle and later stages of tlie war. He helped

to raise the first siege of Missolonghi in 1823, and did his best to

save the town in the second siege in 1826. In that year he

commanded the patriot forces in Rumelia, and though he failed

to co-oj>erate effectually with other diiefs, or with the foreign

sympathizers fighting for the Greeks, he gained some successes

against the Turks which were very welcome amid the disasters

of tl\e time. He took a share in the unsuccessful attempts to

raise the siege of Athens in 1827, and made an effort to prevent

the disastrous massacre of the Turkish garrison of fort St

Spiridion. He was shot in action on the 4th of May 18x7.

Finlay speaks of him as a capable partisan leader who had great

influence over his men, and describes him as of “ middle size,

thin, dark-complexioned, with a bright e3q)ressive animal eye

which indicated gipsy blood.”

Sec G. Finlay, History of the Greek Revolution (London, 1801).

KARAUCH, VUK STTEFAROVICH (3787-1864), the father of

modem Servian literature, was born on the 6th of November

1787 in the Servian village of 'fTshich, on the border between

Bosnia and Servia. Having learnt to read and write in the old

monastery Tronosha (near his native village), he was engaged

as writer and reader of letters to the commander of the insurgents

of his district at the beginning of the first Servian rising against

the Turks in 1804. Mostly in the position of a scribe to different

voyvodes, sometimes as school-teacher, he served his country

during the first revolution (1804-1813), at the collapse of which

he left Servia, but instead of following Karageorge and other

voyvodcs to Russia he went to Vienna. There he was introdut'ed

to the great Slavonic scholar Yerney Kopitar, who, having heard

him recite some Servian national ballads, encouraged him to

collect the poems and popular songs, write a grammar of the

Servian language, and, if possible, a dictionary. This programme
of literary work was adhered to by Karajich, who all his life

acknowledged hatefully what he owed to his learned teacher.

In the second half of the 18th and in the beginning of the 19th

century all Servian literary efforts were written in a language

which was not the Servian vernacular, but an artificial lan^age,

of which the foundation was the Old Slavonic in use m the

churches, but somewhat Russianized, and mixed with Servian

woids forced into Russian forms. That language, called by its

writers “ the Slavonic-Servian,” was neither Slavonic nor

Servian. It was written in Old Cyrillic letters, many of which

had no meaning in the Servian language, while there were several

sounds in that language which had no corresponding signs or

letters in the Old Slavonic alphabet. The Servian philosopher

Dositey Obradovich (who at the end of the 18th centuiy’ spent

some time in London teaching Greek) was the first Servian

authOT to proclaim the principle that the books for the Servian

people ought to be written in the language of the people. But
the great majority of his contemporaries were of opinion that

the language of Servian literature ought to be evolved out of

the dead OW Slavonic of the church books. The church natur-

ally decidedly supported this view. Karajich was the great

reformer who changed all this. Encoura^ by Kopitar, he

published in JS14 (and ed., 1815) in Vienna his first book, Malu
Prostmarodna Slaveno-Serbska PytmarUsa {" A small coWeetkm

of Slavonic-Servian songs of the common people ”), containing a
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hundred lyric songs, sung by the peasant women of Servia, and
six poems about heroes, or as the Servians call them Yunachke
pesme, which are generally recited by the blind bards or
peasants. From that time Karajich's literary activity moved
on two parallei Kiws : to give scientific justification and‘ founda-
tion to the adoption of the vernacular Servian as the literary

language; and, by collecting and publishing national songs,
folk-lore, proverbs, &c., to show the richness of the Servian
people's poetical and intellectual gifts, and the wealth and
beauty of the Servian language. By his reform of the Servian
alphabet and orthography, his Servian grammar and his

Servian dictionary, he established the fact that the Servian
language contains thirty distinct sounds, for six of- which the
OW Slavonic alphabet had no special letters. He introduced
new letters for those sp^ial sounds, at the same time throwing
out of the Old Slavonic alphabet eighteen letters for which
the Servian language had no use. This reform v as stren-

uoBsly opposed by the church and many conservative authors,
who iwnt so far as to induce the Servian government to
prohibit the printing of books m new letters, a prohibition
removed in 1859. Karajkh’s alphabet facilitated his reform of

orthogr^hy, his principle being : write as you speak, and read as

it is written / Hardly any other language in the civilized world
has such a simple, hii^al, scientific spelling system and ortho-

graphy ais the ^rvian has in Karajich’s s3rstem. His first gram-
matical essay was published in Vienna in 1814, Pismmitsa

I

Serbskega yetika po gotforu prostoga naroda (“ The grammar of
|

the Servian language as spoken by the common people ").

An improved editioii appeared in Vienna in 1818, together with
his great work Srpski Ryechnik (Lexicon Serbico-Germanico-
Latinum). This dklionary—containing 26,270 words—^was

full of important contributions to folk-lwe, as Karajich never
missed an opportunity to add to the meaning of die word the

description of the national customs or popular beliefs t'onnected

with it. A new edition of his dictionary, containing 46,270
words, was published at Vienna in 1852. Meanwhile he gave
liimself earnestly to the work of coifecting the creations of the
mind of the Servian common people/’ He travelled through
Servian countries (Servia, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Montwiegro,
Dalmatia, Syrmia, Croatia), and the resuh was shown in a
largely augmented edition of his Srpske Narodne Pyesme, of

which the first three volumes appeared at Leipzig in 1823 and
1S24, the ff>urth volume appearing at Vienna in 1833. Popular
Stones and Enigmas was published in 1821, and Servian Nationai
Proverbs in 1836. From 1826 to 1834 he was the editor of an
annual, called Danitsa (The Morning Star), which he filled with
important contributions txim'erning the ethnography and modern
history of the Servian people. In 1828 he published a historical

monograph, Miiosk Obrenovieh, Prinee of Servia; in 1837, in

German, Montenegro and Montenegrins
; in 1867, The Servian

Governing Council of State. He supplied Leopold Kanke with

the materials for his History of the Servian Revolutiofi. He also

traoaslated the New Testament into Servian, for the British and
Foreign Bible Society (Vienna, 1847). Karajich died in Vienna
on the 6th of February 1864; and his remains were transferred

to Belgrade in 1897 great solemnity and at the expense of

the government of Ser\da. (C. Mi.)

KABA-KAl^AKS (“ Black Caps ”), a Mongolo-Tatar people,

originally dominant along the east coast of the Aral Sea, where
they stiD number some thousands. They thus form geographi-

cally the transition between the northern Kirghiz and the

southern Turkomans. Once a powerful nation, they are

scattered for the most part in Astrakhan, Perm, Orenburg, in

the Caucasian province of Kuban, and in Tbhoisfc,

numbering m all about .50,000. These emigrants Imve crossed

much with the alien populationB among Whom they have settled

;

but the pure type on the Aral Sea are a tall powerful people,-

whli broad fiat faces, large eyes, short noses and heavy duns.
Their women ore the n^ost beautiful in Turkestan. The name
of Blaek Cops is given them in allusion to thdr high 'Sheep-

skin hats. They are a peaceful agricultural Idik, who have
suffered muchirom their fierce nomad neighbours.

HAHAKOMfll (Turkish, blacck stone dfbris ”), the name of

two cities in Mongolia. One of these, according to G. I^Q^tanin>

wasthecapitalof the Uighur kingdom in the 8th oentury, and the
other was in the X3th c^tury a capital of the steppe monarchy
of Mongolia. The same name seems also to have been applied to
the Khangai range at the headwaters of the Orkhon. (1) The
Uighur Karakorum, also named Mubahk bad town ”), was
situated on the left bank of the Orkhon, in the Talal-kliotn-daia

steppe, to the south-east of Ughei-nor. It was deikerted after

the fall of the Uighur kingdom, and in the soth century Abaki,
the founder of the Khitan kingdom, planted on its ruins a
stone bearing a description of his victories. (2) The Jtilongolian

Karakorum was founded at the birth of the Mongolian monarchy
established by Jenghk Khan. A palace for the khan was built

in it by Chinese architects in la^, and its wafls were erected in

1235. Carpini visited it in 1246, Rubruquis in 1253, and
Marco Polo in 1275. Later, the fourth Mongolian king, l^blai,
left Karakorum, in order to reside at Kai-pm-hi, near Peking.
When the khan Arik-bog declared himself and Karakorum inde-
pendent of Kublai-Khan, the latter besieged Karakorum, took
it by famine, and probably laid it waste so thoroughly that the
town was afterwards forgotten.

The exact sites of the two Mongolian capitals were only estab-

lished in 1889-1891. Sir H. Yule i^The Bo^ of Marco Poio, 1871)
was the first to distinguish two cities of this name. The Russian
traveller Paderin in 1871 visited the Uighur capital (see Turks),
named now by the Mongols Kara Balghasun (^^ black city ”) or
Khara-kherem (“ black wall ”), of which only the wall and a
tower are in existence, while the streets and ruins outside the »

wall are seen at a distance of ij m. Paderin’s belief that tins

was the old Mongol capwial has b^n shown to be incorrect. As to

the Mongolian Karakorum, it is identified by several authorities

^with a site on which towards the close of the i6th century the

Buddhist monastery of Erdeni Tsu was built. This monastery
lies about 25 m. south by east erf the Uighur capital. North
and north-east of the monastery are ruins of ancient bufldings.

.

Professor D. Pozdn^ev, who visited Erdeni Tsu for a second time
in 1892, stated that the earthen wall surrounding the monastery
mig^t well be part of the wall of the (rfd city. The proper posi-

tion of^ the two Karakorums was determin^ by axp^ition
of N. Yadrintsev in 1889, and the twooxpeditioiisof the ^smg-
fors Ugro-Finnish society (1890) and Russian aendemy of

fjcience, under Dr W, Radlov (1891), which were sent out to

study Yadrintsev’s diseovery.
^

See Works iTrudy) of ike Orkhon B^^podition (St Petersburg, 1892)

;

Yule's Maooo Pah), edition revised by Henri Coedier (of Pai^, V4d. L
ch. xlvi. (London, 1905). Cordier ounfiiws tha \m of Karakorum
to the Mougol capital; Puzdn^cv, Moneotia and tke Mongols, vel. i.

(St Petersburg, 1890) ;
C. W. Campbell, " Journeys in Mongolia,'*

Geog. Jtmvn. vol. xx. (1903), with map. CampbelPa report was
printed as a parliamentary paper {China No. /,

KARA-KUL, the name of two lakes Great ” and “ Lkde ”)

of Russian Turke.stan,. in the province of Fhighana, and on
the Pamir plateau. Great Kara->kul, 12 m. long and xo m.
wide (formerly much larger), is under 39® N., to the south of the

Trans-Alai range, and lies at an altitude of 13,200 ft.; it is sur-

rounded by hi^ mountains, and is reached fiom the north over
the Kyzyl-art pass (14,015 ft.). A peninsula projecting from
the south shore and an island off the north shore divide it into

two basins, a smaller eastern one which is shallow, 42 'to 63 ft,

and a kwger western one, which has depths of 726 to 756 ft
It has no drainage outlet. Little Kara^kul lies in the nortbt

east Pamir, or ^ikol, north-west lOf the Mmst^h-ata pf^b

(25,850 ft), at an altitude of 1 2,700 ft It varies in depth Inmi

79 ft. in the south to 50 to 70 it. in the middle, and looa ft. or

more in the north. It is a movaine take; and a stream of the

same tmm» flows through it, but is named Ghea iff lits farther

course towards Kashgar in East Turkestaxt

ICARiA>K0Mlt^ Black Sands ”), afiatdesert in Russian Central

Asia. It esfften^ to nearly 110,000 iq. m., and is bmiaded^on
the K.W. HUt-^urt plateau, Irntween the Sea of Axal and
the qn the K.&. hythB Aroo-daryai^em tlie Su by
theTurkomanoases, and tm the W#it neariy rencteidMCaspian
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Sea. Only part of this surface is covered with sand. There

are broad expanses {/iakyrs) of clay soil upon which water accu-

mulates in the spring; in the summer these are muddy, but later

quite dry, and merely a few Solanaceae and bushes grow on

them. There is also shor^ similar to the above but encrusted with

salt and g)>^psuin, and relieved only by Solanaceae along their

borders. The remainder is occupied with sand, which, accord-

ing to V. Mainov, assumes five different forms, (i) Barkhans,
chiefly in the east, which are mounds of loose sand, 15 to 35 ft.

high, hoof-shaped, having their gently sloping convex sides

turned towards the prevailing winds, and a concave side, 30" to

40 steep, on the opposite slope. They are disposed in groups

or chains, and the winds drive them at an average rate of 20 ft.

annually towards the south and south-east. Some grass (Stipa

pennata) and bushes of saksaul (Haloxylon ammodendron) and
other steppe bushes {e.g. Calligomum, Halimodendron and Aira-

phaxis) grow on them. (2) Mounds of sand, of about the same
size, but irregular in shape and of u slightly firmer consi.stence,

mostly bearing the same bushes, and also Artemisia and Tamarix;

they are chiefly met with in the east and .south. (3) A sandy
desert, .slightly undulating, and covered in spring with grass and
flowers (f.g. tulips, Rheum, various Umbelliferae), which are soon

])urned by the sun; they cover very large spaces in the south-

east. (4) Sands disposed in waves from 50 to 70 ft., and occa-

sionally up to 100 ft. high, at a distance of from 200 to 400 ft.

from each other; they cover the central portion, and their vege-

tation is pra( tically the same us in the preceding division. (5)
Dunes on the shores of tJic Caspian, composed of moving sands,

35 to 80 ft. high and devoid of vegetation.

A typical feature of the Kara-kum is the number of old

river beds,’’ which may Imve been cither channels of tributaries

of the Amu and other rivers or depressions which contained

elongated salt lakes. Water is only found in wells, 10 to 20 m.
apart —sometimes as mucli as 100 m.—which arc dug in the

takyrs and give .saline water, occasionally unfit to drink, and in

pools of rain-water retained in the lower parts of the takyrs.

'I'hc population of the Kara-kum, consisting of nomad Kirghiz

and Turkomans, is very small. The region in the north of the

province of Syr-darya, between Lake Aral and Lake Chalkar-

teuiz, is also called Kara-kum. (P. A. K.j j. T. Be.)

KARAMAN (anc. Laranda, a name still used by the Christian

inhabitants), a town in the Konia vilayet of Asia Minor, situated

in t^|Lplain north of Mount Taurus. Pop. 8000. It has few

mdustTMg and little trade, but the medieval walls, well preserved

castle and mosques are interesting, and the old Seljuk tnedresse,

or college, is a beautiful building. Karaman is connected with

Konia by railway, having a station on the first section of the

Bagdad railway. Little is known of its ancient history except

that it was de.stroyed by Perdicca.s about 322 b.c., and after-

w'ards became a seat of ] saurian pirates. It was occupied

by Frederick Barbarossa in 1190; in 3466 it was captured by
Mahommed 11 ., and in i486 by Bayezid II.

KARAMANIA, formerly an independent inland province in

the south of Asia Minor, named after Karaman, the son of an
Armenian convert to Islam, who married a daughter of Ala

ed-Din Kaikobad, the Seljuk sultan of Rum, and was granted

Laranda in fief, and made governor of Selefke, 1223-1245. The
name Karaman Is, however, Turkoman and that of a powerful

tribe, settled apparently near I.aranda. The Armenian convert

must have been adopted into this. On the collapse of the Seljuk

empire, Karaman’s grandson, Mahmud, 1279-1319, founded a

state, which included Pamphylia, Lycaonia and large parts of

Cilicia, Cappadocia and Phrygia. Its capital, Laranda, super-

seded Konia. This state was frequently at war with the kings

of Lesser Armenia, the Lusignan princes of Cyprus and the

knights of Rhodes. It was also engaged in a long struggle for

supremacy with the Osmanli Turks, which only ended in 1472,
when it was definitely annexed by Mahommed IL The Os-

maniis divided Karamania into Khari
j
north, and Ichili south, of

the Taurus, and restored Konia to its metropolitan position. The
name Karamania b now often given by geographers to Ichili

only; but sp far as it has had any exact significance in modem

-KARAMZIN
times, it has stood for the whole province of Konia. Before the

present provincial division was made (1864), Karamania was
the eyalet of which Konia was the capital, and it did not extend
to the sea, the whole littoral from Adalia esustw^ard being under
the pasha of Adana. Nevertheless, in l..evantine popular usage

at the present day, “ Karamania ” signifies the coast from
Adalia to Messina. (D. G. H.)

KARAHNASA, a river of northern India, tributary to the

Ganges on its right bank, forming the boundary between Bengal
and the United Provinces. I’he name means destroyer of

religious merit,” which is explained by more than one legend.

To this day all high-caste Hindus have to be carried over without

being defiled by the touch of its waters.

KARA MUSTAFA (d. 1^183), Turkish vizier, surnamed Mer-
zifunli,” was a son of Uruj Bey, a notable Sipahi of Merzifun
(Marsovan), and brother-in-law to Ahmed Kuprili, whom he
succeeded as grand vizier in 1676, after having for some years

held the ofl[ice of Kaimmakani or locum tenens. His greed and
ostentation were equalled by his incapacity, and he behaved
with characteristic insolence to the foreign ambassadors, from
whom he extorted large bribes. After conducting a campaign
in Poland which terminated unfortunately, he gave a ready

response to the appeal for aid made by the Hungarians under
Imre Thdkoly (q.v,) when they rose against Austria, his hope
being to form out of the Habsburg dominions a Mussulman em-
pire of the West, of which he should be the sultan. 'Fhe plan

was foiled in part by his own lack of military skill, but chiefly

through the heroic resistance of Vienna and its timely relief by

John Sobieski, king of Poland. Kara Mustafa paid for hb
defeat with his life; he was beheaded at Belgrade in 1683

his head was brought to the sultan on a silver dish.

Another Kara Mustafa Pasha (d. 1643), who figures in

Turkish history, was by birth a Hungarian, who was enrolled

in the Janissaries, rose to be Kapudan Pasha under Murad IV.,

and after the capture of Bagdad was made grand vizier. He
was severe, but just and impartial, and strove to effect necessary

reforms by reducing the numbers of the Janissaries, improving

the coinage, and checking the state expenditure. But the dis-

content of the Janissaries led to his dismbsal and death in 164^,

KARAMZIN, NIKOLAI MIKHAILOVICH (1765-1826), Rus-

sian historian, critic, novelist and poet, was born at the village of

Mikhailovka, in the government of Orenburg, and not at Sim-

birsk as many of lu.s English and German biographers incorrectly

state, on the ist of December (old style) 1765. His father was an
oflScer in the Russian army, of Tatar extraction. He was sent

to Moscow' to study under Professor Schaden, whence he after-

wards removed to St Petersburg, where he made the acquaint-

ance of Dmitriev, a Russian poet of some merit, and occupied

himself with translating essays by foreign writers into his native

language. After residing some time at St Petersburg, he went
to Simbirsk, where he lived in retirement till induced to revisit

Moscow. There, finding liimself in the midst of the society of

learned men, he again betook himself to literar>' work. In 1789
he resolved to travel, and visited Germany, France, Switzerland

and England. On his return he published his Letters of a Russian

Traveller, which met with great success. I’hcse letters were first

printed in the Moscow Journal, which he edited, but were after-

wards collected and issued in six volumes (1797-1801). In the

same periodical Karamzin also published translations of some of

the tales of Marmontel, and some original stories, among which

may be mentioned Poor Liza and Natalia the Boyar's Daughter.

In 1794 and 1795 Karamsin abandoned his literary journal, and
published a miscellany in two volumes, entitled Aglaia, in which

appeared, among other things, **The Island of Bornholm” and
Ilia Mourometz,” a story based upon the adventures of the well-

known hero of many a Russian legend. In 1797-1799 he issued

another imscellany or poetical almanac, The Aonides, in con-

junction with Derzhdvin and Dmitriev. In 1798 he compiled

The Pantheon, a collection of pieces from the works of the most
celebrated authors ancient and modem, translated into Russian.

Many of his lighter productions wer§ subsequently printed by
him in a volume entitledMy Trifles. In 1802 and 1803 Karamzin
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hundred lyric songs, sung by the peasant women of Servia, and
six poems about heroes, or as the Servians call them Yunachke
pesme, which are generally recited by the blind bards or
peasants. From that time Karajich's literary activity moved
on two parallei Kiws : to give scientific justification and‘ founda-
tion to the adoption of the vernacular Servian as the literary

language; and, by collecting and publishing national songs,
folk-lore, proverbs, &c., to show the richness of the Servian
people's poetical and intellectual gifts, and the wealth and
beauty of the Servian language. By his reform of the Servian
alphabet and orthography, his Servian grammar and his

Servian dictionary, he established the fact that the Servian
language contains thirty distinct sounds, for six of- which the
OW Slavonic alphabet had no special letters. He introduced
new letters for those sp^ial sounds, at the same time throwing
out of the Old Slavonic alphabet eighteen letters for which
the Servian language had no use. This reform v as stren-

uoBsly opposed by the church and many conservative authors,
who iwnt so far as to induce the Servian government to
prohibit the printing of books m new letters, a prohibition
removed in 1859. Karajkh’s alphabet facilitated his reform of

orthogr^hy, his principle being : write as you speak, and read as

it is written / Hardly any other language in the civilized world
has such a simple, hii^al, scientific spelling system and ortho-

graphy ais the ^rvian has in Karajich’s s3rstem. His first gram-
matical essay was published in Vienna in 1814, Pismmitsa

I

Serbskega yetika po gotforu prostoga naroda (“ The grammar of
|

the Servian language as spoken by the common people ").

An improved editioii appeared in Vienna in 1818, together with
his great work Srpski Ryechnik (Lexicon Serbico-Germanico-
Latinum). This dklionary—containing 26,270 words—^was

full of important contributions to folk-lwe, as Karajich never
missed an opportunity to add to the meaning of die word the

description of the national customs or popular beliefs t'onnected

with it. A new edition of his dictionary, containing 46,270
words, was published at Vienna in 1852. Meanwhile he gave
liimself earnestly to the work of coifecting the creations of the
mind of the Servian common people/’ He travelled through
Servian countries (Servia, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Montwiegro,
Dalmatia, Syrmia, Croatia), and the resuh was shown in a
largely augmented edition of his Srpske Narodne Pyesme, of

which the first three volumes appeared at Leipzig in 1823 and
1S24, the ff>urth volume appearing at Vienna in 1833. Popular
Stones and Enigmas was published in 1821, and Servian Nationai
Proverbs in 1836. From 1826 to 1834 he was the editor of an
annual, called Danitsa (The Morning Star), which he filled with
important contributions txim'erning the ethnography and modern
history of the Servian people. In 1828 he published a historical

monograph, Miiosk Obrenovieh, Prinee of Servia; in 1837, in

German, Montenegro and Montenegrins
; in 1867, The Servian

Governing Council of State. He supplied Leopold Kanke with

the materials for his History of the Servian Revolutiofi. He also

traoaslated the New Testament into Servian, for the British and
Foreign Bible Society (Vienna, 1847). Karajich died in Vienna
on the 6th of February 1864; and his remains were transferred

to Belgrade in 1897 great solemnity and at the expense of

the government of Ser\da. (C. Mi.)

KABA-KAl^AKS (“ Black Caps ”), a Mongolo-Tatar people,

originally dominant along the east coast of the Aral Sea, where
they stiD number some thousands. They thus form geographi-

cally the transition between the northern Kirghiz and the

southern Turkomans. Once a powerful nation, they are

scattered for the most part in Astrakhan, Perm, Orenburg, in

the Caucasian province of Kuban, and in Tbhoisfc,

numbering m all about .50,000. These emigrants Imve crossed

much with the alien populationB among Whom they have settled

;

but the pure type on the Aral Sea are a tall powerful people,-

whli broad fiat faces, large eyes, short noses and heavy duns.
Their women ore the n^ost beautiful in Turkestan. The name
of Blaek Cops is given them in allusion to thdr high 'Sheep-

skin hats. They are a peaceful agricultural Idik, who have
suffered muchirom their fierce nomad neighbours.

HAHAKOMfll (Turkish, blacck stone dfbris ”), the name of

two cities in Mongolia. One of these, according to G. I^Q^tanin>

wasthecapitalof the Uighur kingdom in the 8th oentury, and the
other was in the X3th c^tury a capital of the steppe monarchy
of Mongolia. The same name seems also to have been applied to
the Khangai range at the headwaters of the Orkhon. (1) The
Uighur Karakorum, also named Mubahk bad town ”), was
situated on the left bank of the Orkhon, in the Talal-kliotn-daia

steppe, to the south-east of Ughei-nor. It was deikerted after

the fall of the Uighur kingdom, and in the soth century Abaki,
the founder of the Khitan kingdom, planted on its ruins a
stone bearing a description of his victories. (2) The Jtilongolian

Karakorum was founded at the birth of the Mongolian monarchy
established by Jenghk Khan. A palace for the khan was built

in it by Chinese architects in la^, and its wafls were erected in

1235. Carpini visited it in 1246, Rubruquis in 1253, and
Marco Polo in 1275. Later, the fourth Mongolian king, l^blai,
left Karakorum, in order to reside at Kai-pm-hi, near Peking.
When the khan Arik-bog declared himself and Karakorum inde-
pendent of Kublai-Khan, the latter besieged Karakorum, took
it by famine, and probably laid it waste so thoroughly that the
town was afterwards forgotten.

The exact sites of the two Mongolian capitals were only estab-

lished in 1889-1891. Sir H. Yule i^The Bo^ of Marco Poio, 1871)
was the first to distinguish two cities of this name. The Russian
traveller Paderin in 1871 visited the Uighur capital (see Turks),
named now by the Mongols Kara Balghasun (^^ black city ”) or
Khara-kherem (“ black wall ”), of which only the wall and a
tower are in existence, while the streets and ruins outside the »

wall are seen at a distance of ij m. Paderin’s belief that tins

was the old Mongol capwial has b^n shown to be incorrect. As to

the Mongolian Karakorum, it is identified by several authorities

^with a site on which towards the close of the i6th century the

Buddhist monastery of Erdeni Tsu was built. This monastery
lies about 25 m. south by east erf the Uighur capital. North
and north-east of the monastery are ruins of ancient bufldings.

.

Professor D. Pozdn^ev, who visited Erdeni Tsu for a second time
in 1892, stated that the earthen wall surrounding the monastery
mig^t well be part of the wall of the (rfd city. The proper posi-

tion of^ the two Karakorums was determin^ by axp^ition
of N. Yadrintsev in 1889, and the twooxpeditioiisof the ^smg-
fors Ugro-Finnish society (1890) and Russian aendemy of

fjcience, under Dr W, Radlov (1891), which were sent out to

study Yadrintsev’s diseovery.
^

See Works iTrudy) of ike Orkhon B^^podition (St Petersburg, 1892)

;

Yule's Maooo Pah), edition revised by Henri Coedier (of Pai^, V4d. L
ch. xlvi. (London, 1905). Cordier ounfiiws tha \m of Karakorum
to the Mougol capital; Puzdn^cv, Moneotia and tke Mongols, vel. i.

(St Petersburg, 1890) ;
C. W. Campbell, " Journeys in Mongolia,'*

Geog. Jtmvn. vol. xx. (1903), with map. CampbelPa report was
printed as a parliamentary paper {China No. /,

KARA-KUL, the name of two lakes Great ” and “ Lkde ”)

of Russian Turke.stan,. in the province of Fhighana, and on
the Pamir plateau. Great Kara->kul, 12 m. long and xo m.
wide (formerly much larger), is under 39® N., to the south of the

Trans-Alai range, and lies at an altitude of 13,200 ft.; it is sur-

rounded by hi^ mountains, and is reached fiom the north over
the Kyzyl-art pass (14,015 ft.). A peninsula projecting from
the south shore and an island off the north shore divide it into

two basins, a smaller eastern one which is shallow, 42 'to 63 ft,

and a kwger western one, which has depths of 726 to 756 ft
It has no drainage outlet. Little Kara^kul lies in the nortbt

east Pamir, or ^ikol, north-west lOf the Mmst^h-ata pf^b

(25,850 ft), at an altitude of 1 2,700 ft It varies in depth Inmi

79 ft. in the south to 50 to 70 it. in the middle, and looa ft. or

more in the north. It is a movaine take; and a stream of the

same tmm» flows through it, but is named Ghea iff lits farther

course towards Kashgar in East Turkestaxt

ICARiA>K0Mlt^ Black Sands ”), afiatdesert in Russian Central

Asia. It esfften^ to nearly 110,000 iq. m., and is bmiaded^on
the K.W. HUt-^urt plateau, Irntween the Sea of Axal and
the qn the K.&. hythB Aroo-daryai^em tlie Su by
theTurkomanoases, and tm the W#it neariy rencteidMCaspian
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while 457,35$ «are returned as “ unspecified,” The %aw land

Pwo itfe conecdve^ known as the “ White £arens/’iuul<chiefiy

inhabit British territory . They .take their naiae irom the colot^

of their clothes. The Bghai, or Red Karens/' whoare supposed

by some to be an entirely distinct race, chiefly inhabit the

independent hill state of Karen-ni {gJV.). The Karen is td a

squarer build than the Burman
^
hh skm is fairer, and he has more

of the Mongolian obliquity of the eyes. In character also the

people differ from the Burmese. They are singularly devoid of

humour, thc^ are stolid and cautious, and lack altogether the

light gaiety and fascination of the Burmese. They arc noted for

truthfuhiesB and chastity, but are dirty and addicted to drink.

The White Karens furnish perhaps the most notable inst^ce

of conver^sion to Christianity of any iiativc race in the Britisli

empire. PrejMu-ed by prophecies current umon^ them, and by
curious traditions oi a biblical flavour, in addition to their an-

tagonism to the dominant Burmese, they embraced with fervour

the new creed brought to them by the missionaries, so that out

of the 147,525 Christians in Burma according to the census of

J901 upwards of a hundred thousand were Karens. The Red
Karens differ con8ideral% from the White Karens, They are

the wildest and most lawlessof the so-called Karen tribes. Every

male belonging to the chvn used to have the rising sun tattooed

in bright verndlion on his hack. The men are small and wizened,

but athletic, and have broad reddish-browm faces. Their dress

consists of a short pair of breeches, usually of a reddish colour,

with black and white stripes interwoven perpendicularly or like

a tartan, and a handkerchief is tied round the head. The Karen

language is tonal, and bebngh to tlie Siamesc-C'hinese branch of

the Indo-Chinese family.

See D. M. Smeaton, The Loyal Karens of Burma (*887) ; J. Kisbet,

Burma under British Rule (1901) ;
M. and 15 . Ferrars, Burma (1900)

;

and O^Connor Scott, The Silken East (1904). (J- C. Sc.)

KAREIf-NI, the country" of the Red Karens, a colleotkm of

small states, formerly independent, but now feudatory to Burma.

It Is .situated approximately between 18" 50' and 19“ 55' N. and
between 97'' 10' and 97" 50' E. The tract is bounded on the N.

by the Shan States of Mdng Pai, H.satung and Mawkmai'; on the

E. by Siam; on the S. by the Papun district of Lower Burma;
and on the W. a stretch of mountainous country, inhabited by

the Bre and various other .small tribes, formerly in a state of

independence, divides it from the districts of Toungoo -and

VametfilA. It Is divided in a general way into eastern and

weslilhSaren-ni ;
the former con.sisting of one state, Gantara-

wadi, wSh an approximate area of 2500 .sq. m.; the latter of

the four small states of Kyebogyi, area about 350 sq. m.
;
Baw-

lake, 200 sq. m.
;
Nammekon, 50 sq. m. ; and Naungpale, about

30 sq. m. The small states of western Karen-ni were formerly

subject to Bawlakc, but the subordination lias now ceased.

Karen-ni consists of two widely differing tracts of country, w'hioh

roughly mark now, and formerly actually did mark, the division

into east and west. Gantaraw’adi has, howe>'er, encroached

westwards beyond the boundaries which nature would assign to

k. The first of these two divisions is the southern portion of the

valley of the Hpilu, or Balu stream, an open, fair|y level plain,

W"ell watered and in some parts swampy. The second division

is a series of chains of hills, intersected by deep valleys, through

which run the two main rivers, the Salween and the Pawn, and

their feeder .streams. Many of the latter are dried up in the hot

season and only flow freely during the mins. The whole country

being hilly, the most conspicuous ridge is that lying between the

Pawn and the Salween, which has an average altitude of 5000 ft.

It is crossed by several tracks, passable for pack-animals, the

most in use l)eing the road between Sawlon, tl^e aqatal of-Gantara-

wadi and Man Mau. The princ4)al peak east of the Salween is

on Uie Loi Lan ridge, 7109 ft. above mean sea-lcvd. Parts of

this ridge form the boundary between eastern Karen-ni and
Mawkmai on the west and Siam on the east. It falls away
rapidly to the south, and at Pang Salang is crossed at a height

of 2200 ft. by the road from Ilsataw to Mehawnghsawn. West of

the Balu va^" the continuation of the eastern rim of the ll^ekl

fdateau rises in Loi Nangpa to about 5000 ft. The Nam. Pawn

ris a large >river^ with an average breadth of roo yds., but is

Mttnaavigable owing to its rocky bed. Even timber cannot be

floated downk without the assistance of elephants, TheSalween
throoghout Karen-ni is navigated by large native craft, Rs
tributary, the Me Pai, on the eastern bank, is navigable as fares

Mehawnghsawn in Siamese territory. The Balu tstream flows

out of the Inle lake, and is navigable from that point to close on
Lawpita, where it sinks into the ground in a marsh or succession

of funnel holes. Its breadth averages 50 yds., and its depth is

i'5 Jtt. in some places,

Tlie chief tribes are the Red Karens (24,043), Bres (3500), and
Padaui^s.(ii86^). Total revenue, Ks. 37,009. An ient of the

Britishgovernment^ with a guard, lof military polioc^, is posted at

the village of Loikaw. Little of the history of the Red Karens

is known; but it appears to be genei;nMy admitted that Bawlake

was originally the chief state of tlie whole country, east and west,

but eastern Karen-ni under Papaw-gyi early became the most

powerful. Slaving raids far into Ibe Shan states In^ought on

invasions from IBurma, which, boiwever, were not very suco^nl.
Eastern Karen-ni was never reduced until Sawlapaw, having

defied the British government, was overcome and deposed by
General Collett in the beginning of 1889. Sawlawi was then

appointed myoza, and received a sanad^ or patent of appoint-

ment, on the same terms as the chiefs of the Shan states. The

independence of the Western Karen-ni .states had been

guaranteed by the British government in a treaty with King

Mindon in 1875. They were, however, formally reoognized as

feudatories in 1892 and were presented with sanads on the 23rd

of January" of that year, Gantarawadi pays a regular tribute of

Rs. 5000 yearly, whereas tliese chieflets pay an annual kadaw,

(or nm&ur, of about Rs. 100. They are teibiddon to carry out

a sentence of death passed on a rriminal without the sanction of

the superintendent of the southern Shan states, but otherwise

retain nearly all their <'u.stomar)" law.

Till, or what is called tin, is worked in Bawlake. It appears,

however, to be very impure. It is worked intermittently by white
Karens on the upper w'aters of the Hkemap^ stream. Rubies,

spinels and other .stones are found in the upper Tu valley and in the

west of Nammekon state, but they are of inferior qualiW. Tliy

trade in teat is the thief or only source of wealth ia Karen-ni.

The largest and most important fdrests ore those on the left hank
of the Salween. Others lie on tx^th banks of the Nam Pawn, and
in western Karen-ni on the Nam Tu. The yearly out-turn Is

estimated at over 20,000 logs, and forest officers have estimated

that an annual out-turn of 9000 logs might be kepi up without

miuiy" to the forests. Some quantity of cutch is exported, as also

stbck-lac, whdeh tho Red Karens graft so as to foster the production.

Other valuable forest produce exists, but is not exported, Rice,

arcca-nuts, and betel-vine leaf are the chief agricultural products.

ITie Red Karen women weave their own and ttieir husbands'

clothing. A characteristic manufacture is the or Karon taotal

drum, wliich is made ar Ngwedaung. Those drums are from 2i to

^ ft. across the boss, with side."? of about the same drath. "Jbe sound
IS out of proportion to the metal a.sed, and is Inferfor to that of the

Shan and Burmese goitgs. It is thought that the population “ef

Karen-ni is steadily decreasing. The biiith-aate of the peqpho is

considered to exceed the death-rate by very Uttla, and the R4KI

Karen habit of life is most unwholesome. Numbers have enlist^

in the Burma police, but there are '"arious opinions as to thrir

value. (J- Sc.)

KARIXAL, a French settlement in India, situated on the

south-east coast, within the limits of Tanjore district, with an

areaaf 53 sq. m., and a population (1901) of 56,595. The site

was promised to the French by the Tanjore raja in 1738, in

return for services rendered, but was only obtained by them by

force in 1739. It was captured by the British in 1760, restored

in 1765, again taken in 1768, and finally restored in 1B17. The

town is neatly built on one of the mouths of the Caurery^ and

carries on abrisk trade with Ceylon, exporting rice and importing

chiefly European articles and timber. A chef de Vadministration,

subordinate to the government at Pondicherry, is in charge of

the settlement, and there is a tribunal of first instance.

KARU» a village of British India, in the Poona district pf the

Bombay presidency, famous for its rock caves. Pop. (i9oG»

903. The great cave of Karli is said by Feiigwsson to be without

exception the largest and finest chaitya cave in India; it was
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excavated at a time i^en the style was in its greatest purity,

and is apiendidly preserved. The great dmtym hall is 196 h.
long, 45 ft. 7 m, wide, and about 46 ft. high. A row cil nmaisental
columns rises on either side to the ribtxd teak roof, and at the

far end of the nava isa massive dagoba. Dating from the begin-

ning of the Chrirtian era or earlier, this cave has a wooden roof,

which repeats the pattern of the walls, and which Fergusson

considers to be part of the original design. Since wood rapidly

deteriorates in India owing to the climate and the ravages of

white ants, the state of preservation of this roof is remarl^le.
KARLOWITZ» or Caxiawiiz (Himgarian, Croatian,

Kmimrci), a city of Croatia^Siavonia, in the county of Syrmia;

on the ri^t bank of the Danube, and on the railway from Peter-

wordein, 6 m. N.W. to Belgrade. Pop. (1900), 5643. Kar-
lowite is the seat of an Orthodox metropolitan, and has several

churches and schools, and a hospital. The fruit-farms and
vineyards of the jFru&a Gora, a range of hills to the south, yield

excellent plum brandy and red wine. An obelisk at Slankamen,

13 m. £. by S., commemomtes the defeat of the Turks by Louis

of Baden, in 1691. The treaty of Karlowitz, between Austria,

Turkey, Poland and Venice, was concluded in 1699; in 1848-

1849 the city was the headquarters of Servian opposition to

Hungary. It was included, until 1681 , in the Military Frontier.

KARMKROIfA [Carlsckona], a seaport of Sweden, on the

Baltic coast, chief town of the district (Idn) of Blekinge, and head-

quarters of the Swedi^ na\7. Pop. (1900), 23,955. It is

pleasantly situated upon islands and the mai^and, 290 m. S.S.W.

of Stockholm by rail. The harbour is capacious and secure,

with a sufficient depth of water for the largest vessels. It has

three entrances; the principal, and the only one practicable for

large vessels, is to the south of the town, and is defended by two

strong forts, at Drottningskar on the island of Aspb, and on the

islet of Kungsholm. The dry docks, of great extent, are cut out

of the solid granite. There is slip-accommodation for large

vessels, Karlskrona is the seat of the Royal Naval Society, and

has a navy-arsenal and hospital, and naval and other schools.

Cliarles XI,, the founder of the town as naval headquarters

(1680), is commemorated by a bronze statue {1897). There arc

factories for naval equipments, galvanized metal goods, felt hats,

canvas, leather and rice, and breweries and granite quarries.

Exports are granite and timber; imports, coal, flour, provisions,

hides and machinery.

KARLSRUHE, or Carli^uki:, a city of Geri^y, capital of

the grand-duchy of Baden, 33 m. S.W. of Heidelbeig, on the

raflway Frankfort-on-Main-Basel, and 39 m. N.W. of Stuttgart.

Pop. (1895), 84,030; (1905), 111,200. It stands on an elevated

plain, 5 m. £. M the Rhine and on the fringe of the Hardtwald

forest. Karlsruhe takes its name from Karl Wilhelm, matgrave

of Baden, who, owing to disputes with the dtizens of Durlach,

erected here in 1715 a himtmg seat, around which the town has

been built. The city is surrounded by beautiful paries and

gardens. The palaoe (Schloss), built in 1751-1776 on the site

of the previoiss erection of 17x5, is a pkin building in the old

French style, compewed of a centre and two wings, presenting

nothing remarkable except the octagon tower (Bleitmm), from

the summit of which a splendid view of the dty and surromtding

country is obtained, and the marble Bakx)n, in which the meridian

of Cassini was fixed or drawn. In front of the palace is the

Great Circle, a semicircular line of buildings, containing the

govemmeat offices. From the pakce the principal stmts,

fourteen in number, radiate in the form of an expanded fan, in a

S.E., S. and S.W^ direction, and are again intersected by parallel

streets. This fan-like plan of the ol&r dty has, however, been

abandmied in the more modem extensions. Karlsruhe ha.s

several fine public squares, the principal of which are the

Schioi^late, with Schwanthaler’s statue of the gnuMl duke

Karl iiViedrich in the centre, and the market square (Markt-

plata), with a fountain and a statue of Louis, grand duke of

Baden. In the centre of the Rondelplatz is.an obelisk in honour

of tbe grandduke Karl Wilhelm. The flneststreet is the Kais^
stnwie^TQiimng from east to west aosd having a length of a mile

and a half and a uniform breadth of
. 72 ft. In it are several of

the chief public btxiklipgs, notably the tecbnicftl high achnol,

the arsenal and the post office. Among cither notable buikiings

are the town iull^ the theatre; the hall of representatives; Ike

mint; the joint museum of the gfand-duoel o^eo
tioBs (natural history, archaeology, ethnology, art and a hbony
of over 150,000 volumes); the palace of the h^-apparent, a kte
Renaissance building of x^i-1896; the imperial b^(i893); the
national induetrial with an exhibition ofmadimery ; thenew
laiw courts; and the hall of finearts, which shelteis^ gDodpktura
gallery. The dty has six Evangelical and fbucFLoman Catholic

Churches. The most noteworthy of these are the Evangelical

town church, the burial-place of the margraves of Baden; the

Christuskirche, and the Bemharduskirche. KarbriiiEie possesses

further the Z&luingen museum of curiosities, which is in the left

wing of the Schloss; an arohitecturai school (1891); industrial art

school and museum; cadet school (1892); botanic^ and eketto-

technical institutes ; and horticultural and x^icultural ichools.

Of its recent public monuments may be mentioned one to Joseph
Victor von ^heSel (1826-1886); a bronze equestrian statue of

the emperor WiUiam L (1896); and a memorial of the 1870-71
war. Karlsruhe is the headquarters of the XIV. German army
corps. Since 1870 the mdustry of the dty has grown rapidly,

as well as the dty itself. There are large railway workffiops;

and the principal branches of industry are the making of loco-

motives, carriages, tools and mach^ry, jewehy, furniture,

gloves, cement, carpets, perfumery, tobactx) and beer. There

is an important arms fi&ctory. Maxau, on the Rhine, serves as

the river port of Karlsruhe and is connected with it by a canal

finished in 1901. ,

See Fecht, Geschiehte der Haupt- «nd Residenzsiadt Koflsruhe
fKarlsruhe, 1887) ;

F. von Weech, Karlsruhe^ GeschichU dm Stadt
und %hrm VerwtUtung (Karlsruhe, 1893-1903) ;

Naeber, Die Umg§bmf!
dm Residenz Karlsruhe (Karlsruhe, 1888); and the annual Chtonik
der Haupt- und Residenzsiadt Karlsruhe.

KARLSTAD [Carjlstad], a town of Sweden, the capital of the

district {Im) of Vermland, on the island of TingvaBa under the

northern shore of Lake Vener, 205 m. W. of Stockholm by ihe

Christiania railway. Fop. (1900), 11,869. ^ River

here enters the lake, descending from the mountains of the fron-

tier. To the north-west lies the Fryksdal or valley of the Nors
River, containing three beautiful \akes and fancifully named the
** Swedish Switzerland.” In this and other parts of the district

are nummxis iron-works. Karlstad was founded in 1584. It

is the seat of a bishop and has a cathedral. Trade is carried on
by way of the lake and the Gota canal. There are mechanical
works, match factories and stockinet factories, and a mineral

spring rich in iron, the water of which is bottled for expert.

Under tlie constitution of united Sweden and Norway, in the

event of the necessity of electing a Regent and the disagree-

ment of the parliaments of the two countries, Karlstad was
indicated as the meeting-place of a delegacy lor the purpose.

Here, on the 3i$t of August 1905, the conference met to decide

upon the severance of the union between Sweden and Norway,
tltt delegates concluding their work on the 23rd of September.

KARLSTADTtor Carlstadt (Hun^rian,iC^riyvc^er; Croa-

tian, Kaiiovac), a royal free city, mumcipality and garrison town
in the county of Agram, Croatia-Slavonia; standing on hiHy

ground beside the river Kulpa, which here receives the Korana
and the Dobra. Pop. (1900), 7396. Karlstadt is on the railway

from Agram to Fiume. It consists of the fortress, now obsolete,

the inner town and the suburbs. B^es the Roman Catholic

and Orthodox churches, its chief buildings are the Franciscan

monastery, law-courts auxd several large schools, indudii^ one
for military cadets. Karlstadt has a considerable transit trade

.

in grain, wine, spirits and honey, and manufactures the liqueur

ca^d rosoglio*

KARMA, sometimes written Karman, a Sanscrit noun (tom
the root kfi, to do), meaning deed o^r action. In addition to this

simple meaning it has ato, both in the philosophical and the

Golioquioi fpee^ of India a technical meaning, denotii^ '' a
person’s de^s as determining his future lot.” This is not
merely in the vague sense that on the whole good yrill be rewarded
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and evil punished^ but that every single act must work out to

the uttermost its inevitable consequences, and receive its retribu-

tion, however many ages the process may require. Every part

of the material universe—^man, woman, insect, tree, stone, or

whatever it be—is the dwelling of an eternal spirit that is working
out its destiny, and while receiving reward and punishment for

the past is laying up reward and punishment for the future.

This view of existence as an endless and concomitant sowing and
reaping is accepted by learned and unlearned alike as accounting
for those inequalities in human life which might otherwise lead

men to doubt the justice of God. Every act of every person has

not only a moral value producing merit or demerit, but also an
inherent power which works out its fitting reward or punishment.

To the Hindu this does not make heaven and hell unnecessary.

These two exist in many forms more or less grotesque, and after

death the soul passes to one of them and there receives its due;

but that existence too is marked by desire and action, and is

therefore productive of merit or demerit, and as the soul is thus

still entangled in the meshes of karma it must again assume an
earthly garb and continue the strife. Salvation is to the Hindu
simply deliverance from the power of karma, and each of the

philosophic systems has its own method of obtaining it. The
last book of the Laws of Manu deals with karmaphalam^ the

fruit of karma,” and gives many curious details of the way in

which sin is punished and merit rewarded. The origin of the

doctrine cannot be traced with certainty, but there is little doubt
that it is post-vedic, and that it was readily accepted by Buddha
in the 6th century B.c. As he did not believe in the existence of

soul he had to modify the doctrine (sec Buddhism).
KARMAN, JbZSEF (1769-1795), Hungarian author, was

born at Losonez on the 14th of March 17^, the son of a Cal-

vinist pastor. He was educated at Lo.sonc2 and Pest, whence he

migrated to Vienna, There he made the acquaintance oi the

beautiful and eccentric Countess Markovics, who was for a time

his mistress, but she was not, as has often Ixien supposed, the

heroine of his famous novel Fanni Hagyomdnai (Fanny's testa-

ment). Subsequently he settled in Pest as a lawyer. His sensi-

bility, social charm, liberal ideas (he was one of the earliest of

the Magyar freemasons) and personal beauty, opened the doors

of the best houses to him. He was generally known as the

Pest Alcibiades, and was especially at home in the salons of the

Protestant magnates. In 1792, together with Count Raday, he
founded tlMi first theatrical society at Buda. He maintained that

Pest, ^ Pressburg, should be the literary centre of Hungary,
and in 1794 founded the first Hungarian quarterly, Urania,

hut it met with little support and ceased to exist in 1795, after

three volumes had appeared, K4rm4n, who had long been

suffering from an incurable disease, died in the same year.

The most important contribution to Urania was his sentimental

novel, Fanni Hagyomdnai, much in the style of La nouvelle

Heloise and Weriher, the most exquisite product of Hungarian
prose in the 18th century and one of the finest psychological

romances in the literature. K4rm4n also wrote two satires and
fragments of an historical novel, while his literary programme is

set forth in his dissertation Anefnzet csinosoddsa,

Karm&n's collected works were published in Abah's Nemuti
Kdnyvtdf (Pest, 1878), &c., preceded by a life of Karmen. See
I'. Bar4th, Joseph Kdrmdn (Hung., Vas, Ujs, 1874) ;

Zsolt Beothy,
article on Karm&n in Kipes JrodalonUdrtenet (Budapest, 1894).

(R. N. R.)

KARNAK, a village in Upper Egypt (pop, 1907, 12,585),

which has given its name to the northern half of the ruins of

Thebes on the east bank of the Nile, the southern being known
as Luxor {q.n.). The Kamak ruins comprise three great enclo-

sures built of crude brick. The northernmost and smallest of

these contained a temple of the god Mont, built by Amenophis
TIL, and restored by Rameses II. and the Ptolemies. Except
a well-preserved gateway dating from the reign of Ptolemy Euer-

getes I., little more than the plan of the foundations is traceable.

Its axis, the line of which is continued beyod the enclosure wall

by an avenue of sphinxes, pointed down-stream (N.E.). The
southern enclosure contained a temple of the goddess Mut, also

built by Amenophis TIL, and almost as ruinous as the last, but

on a much larger scale. At the back is the sacred lake in the

shape of a horse-shoe. Hie axis of the temple runs approxi-

mately northward, and is continued by a great avenue of rams
to the southern pylons of the central enclosure. This last is of

vast dimensions, forming approximately a square of 1500 ft.,

and it contains the greatest of all known temples, the Karnak
temple of Ammon (see Architecture, sect. ** Egyptian,” with

plan).

inside and outside each of these enclosures there were a number
of subsidiary temples and shrines, mostly erected by individual

kings to special deities. The triad of Thebes was formed by
Ammon, his wife Mut and their son Khons. The large temple

of Khons is in the enclosure of the Ammon temple, and the temple

of Mut, as already stated, is connected with the latter by the

avenue of rams. The Mont temple, on the other hand, is isolated

from the others and turned away from them; it is smaller than
that of Khons. Mont, however, may perhaps be considered a

special god of Thebes; he certainly was a great god from very

ancient times in the immediate neighbourhood, his seats being

about 4 m. N.E. at Medamot, the ancient Madu, and about 10 m.
S.W. on the west bank at Hermonthis.

It is probable that a temple of Ammon existed at Karnak
under the Old Kingdom, if not in the prehistoric age; but it

was unimportant, and no trace of it has been discovered. Slight

remains of a considerable temple of the Middle Kingdom survive

behind the shrine of the great temple, and numbers of fine

statues of the twelfth and later dynasties have been found
;
two

of these were placed against the later seventh pylon, while a

large number were buried in a great pit, in the area behind that

pylon, which has yielded an enormous number of valuable and

interesting monuments reaching to the age of the Ptolemies.

'I’hc axis of the early temple lay from E. to W., and was followed

by the main line of the later growth; but at the beginning of the

eighteenth dynasty, Amenophis I. built a temple south of the

west front of the old one, and at right angles to it, and thus

started a new axis which was later developed in the series of

pylons VII.-X., and the avenue to the temple of Mut. The
Vlllth pylon in particular was built by Hatshepsut, probably

as an approach to this temple of Amenophis, but eventually

'lethmosis III. cleared the latter away entirely. Thebes was

then the royal residence, and Ammon of Kamak was the great

god of the state. Telhmosis 1 . built a court round the temple

of the Middle Kingdom, entered through a pylon (No. V.), and
later added the pylon No. IV. with obelisks in front of it. Hat-

shepsut placed two splendid obelisks between the Pylons IV.

and V., and built a shrine in the court of Tethmosis I., in front

of the old temple. Tethmosis III., greatest of the Pharaohs,

remodelled the buildings about the obelisks of his unloved sister

with the deliberate intention of hiding them from view, and
laigely reconstructed the surroundings of the court* At a later

date, after his wars were over, he altered Hatshepsut’s sanctuary,

engraving on the walls about it a record of his campaigns; to

this time also is to be attributed the erection of a great festival

hall at the back of the temple. The small innermost pylon

(No. VI.) is likewise the work of Tethmosis III. Amenophis
III., though so great a builder at Thebes, seems to have contented

himself with erecting a great pylon (No. III.) at the west end.

The closely crowded succession of broad pylons here suggests

a want of space for westward expansion, and this is perhaps

explained by a trace of a quay found by Legrain in 1905 near the

southern line of pylons; a branch of the Nile or a large canal

may have limited the growth. As has been stated, Tethmosis

III. continued on the southern axis ; he destroyed the temple of

Amenophis I. and erected a larger pylon (No. VII.) to the north

of Hatshepsut’s No. VIII. To these Haremheb added two
great pylons and the long avenue of ram-figures, changing the

axis slightly so as to lead direct to the temple of Mut built

Amenophis III. All of these southern pylons are well spaced.

In the angle between these pylons and the main temple was

the great rectangular sacred lake. By this time the temple of

Kamak had attained to little more than half of its ultimate

length from east to west.
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With the XIXth Dynasty there is a notable change, perhaps

due to the filling of the hypothetical canal. No more was added
on the southm line of building, but westward Rameses I.

erected pylon No. 11 . at an ample distance from that of

Amenophis 111 ., and Seti 1 . and Rameses 11 . utilized the space
'

between for their immense Hall of Columns, one of the most
celebrated achievements of Egyptian architecture. The mate-
rials of which the pylon is composed bear witness to a temple
having stood near by of the heretic and unacknowledged kings
of the XVIIIth Dynasty. Haremheb^s pylon No. IX. was like-

wise constructed out of the ruins of a temple dedicated by
Amenophis IV. (Akhenaten) to the sun-god Harmakhis.
Rameses III, built a fine temple, still well preserved, to Ammon
at right angles to the axis westward of pylon No, II.; Sheshonk 1.

(Dynasty XXII.) commenced a great colonnaded court in front
of the pylon, enclosing part of this temple and a smaller triple

shrine built by Seti IL In the centre of the court Tirhaka
(Tirhaka, Dynasty XXV.) set up huge columns 64 ft. high,

rivalling those of the central aisle in the Hall of Columns, for

some building now destroyed. A vast unfinished pylon at the

west end (No. I.), 370 ft. wide and i42j[ ft. high, is of later date
than the court, and is usually attributed to &e Ptolemaic age.

It will be observed that the successive pylons diminish in size

from the outside inwards. Portions of the solid crude-brick

scaffolding are still seen banked against this pylon. About 100
metres west of it is a stone quay, on the platform of which stood

a pair of obelisks of Seti II.; numerous graffiti recording the

height of the Nile from the XXlst to the XXVIth Dynasties
are engraved on the quay.

Besides the kings named above, numbers of others contributed

in greater or less measure to the building or decoration of the

colossal temple. Alexander the Great restored a chamber in the

festival hall of Tethmosis III., and Ptolemy Soter built the central

shrine of granite in the name of Philip Arrhidaeus. The walls

throughout, as usually in Egyptian temples, are covered with

scenes and inscriptions, many of these, such as those which record

the annals of Tethmosis III., the campaign of Seti I. in Syria, the

exploit of Rameses II. at the battle of Kadesh and his treaty with

the Hittites,and the dedication of Sheshonk^s victories toAmmon,
are of great historical importance. Several large stelae with

interestmg inscriptions have been found in the ruins, and statues

of many ages of workmanship. In December 1903 M. Legrain,

wffio has been engaged for several years in clearing the temple

area systematically, first tapped an immense deposit of colossal

statues, stelae and other votive objects large and small in the

space between pylon No. VII. and the great hypostyle hall.

After three seasons’ work, much of it in deep water, 750 large

monuments have been extracted, while the small figures, &c,,

in bronze and other materials amount to nearly 20,000. The
value of the find, both from the artistic and historical stand-

points, is immense. The purpose of the deposit is still in

doubt; many of the objects are of the finest materials and
finest workmanship, and in perfect preservation : even precious

metals are not absent. Multitudes of objects in wood, ivory,

&c., have decayed beyond recovery. That all were waste pieces

seems incredible. They are found lying in the utmost confusion

;

in date they range from the Xllth Dynasty to the Ptolemaic

period.

The inundation annually reaches the floor of the temple, and

the saltpetre produced from the organic matter about the ruins,

atmually melting and crystallizing, has disintegrated the soft

sandstone in the'lower courses of the walls and the lower drums
and bases of the columns. There is moreover no solid foundation

in any part of the temple. Slight falls of masonry have taken

place from time to time, and the accumulation of rubbish was

the only ^mg that prevented a great disaster. Repairs, often

on a large scale, have therefore gone on side by side with the

clearance, especially since the fall of many columns in the great

hall in 1899. All the columns which fell in that year were

re-erected by 1908.

The temple of Khons, in the S.W. comer of the great enclosure,

is approached by an avenue of rams, and entered through a fine
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pylon erected by Euergetes 1. It was built by RAmeses HI.
and his successors of the XXth Dynasty, with Hrihdr of

Dynasty XXI. Excavations in the opposite S.£« comer l^ve
revved flint weapons and other sepulchral ronains of the
earliest periods, proving that the history of Thebes goes back
to a remote antiquity.

See Baedeker’s Handbook for Egypt; also DescHpHon de VigyptBy
Atlas, AnligmUs (tome ili.)

;
A. Marietta, KammhysMb i^pograpMgm

ei archiologique; L. Borchardt, Zur BaugBSchickiB dBS AmanstempBls
von Kamak; G. Legrain in RbcubH des iravauxfiUdifs dVareh* ^gypt-,
vol. xxvii. &c.

;
and reports in Annalts du sarvioB dBs aniiquiUs do

Vtgypu. (F. Ll. G.)

KARNAL, a town and district of British India, In the Delhi

division of the Punjab. The town is 7 m. from the right bank
of the Jumna, with a railway station 76 m. N. of Delhi. Pop.

(1901), 23,559. There arc manufactures of cotton cloth and
boots, besides considerable local trade and an annual horae

fair.

The District of Karnal stretches along the right bank

of the Jumna, north of Delhi. It is entirely an alluvial plain,

but is crossed by the low uplift of the watershed between the

Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal. Area, 3153 sq. m.; pop.

(1901), 883,225, showing an increase of nearly 3% in the decade.

The principal crops are millets, wheat, pul^, rice, cotton and
sugar-cane. There are several factories for ginning and pressing

cotton. The district is traversed by the Delhi-Umballa-Kalka

railway, and also by the Western Jumna canal. It suffered from
famine in 1896-1897, and again to some extent in 1899-1900.

No district of India can l^ast of a more ancient histoiy thap
Karnal, as almost every town or stream is connected with the

legends of the Mahabharata, The town of Karnal itself is said

to owe its foundation to Raja Kama, the mythical champion of

the Kauravas in the great war which forms the theme of the

national epic. Panipal, in the south of the district, is said to

have been one of the pledges demanded from Duryodhana by
Yudisthira as the price of peace in that famous conflict. In

historical times the plains of Panipat have three times proved

the theatre of battles which decided the fate of Upper India. It

was here that Ibrahim Lodi and his vast host were defeated in

1526 by the veteran army of Baber; in 1556 Akbar reass^ed the

claims of his family on the same battlefleld against the Hindu
general of the house of Adil Shah, which had driven the heirs

of Baber from the throne for a brief interval; and at Panipat

too, on the 7th of January 1761, the Mahratta confederation

was defeated by Ahmad Shah Duronl. During the troublous

period which then ensued the Sikhs managed to introduce them-
selves, and in 1767 one of their chieftains, Desu Singh, appro-

priated the fort of Kaithal, which had been built during the

reign of Akbar. His descendants, the bhais of Kaithal, were

reckoned amongst the most important Cis-Sutlej princes.

Different portions of this district have lapsed from time to time

into the hands of the British.

KAROLYI, ALOYS, Count (1825-1889), Austro-Hungarian

diplomatist, was bom in Vienna on the 8th of August 1825. The
greatness of the Hungarian family of K&rolyi dates from the

time of Alexander Kirolyi (1668-1743), one of the generals of

Francis RAk6czy II., who in 1711 negotiated the peace of

Szatmir between the insurgent Hungarians and the new king,

the emperor Charles VI., was made a count of the Empire in

171a, and subsequently ^came a field marshal in the imperial

army. Aloys Kirolyi entered the Austrian diplomatic service,

and was attached successively to embassies at various European

capitals. In 1858 he was sent to St Petersburg on a 8p«cial

m^sion to seek the suppoi^ of Russia against Ni^fmleoxi III.

He was ambassador at Berlin in 1866 at the tipie of the rupture

between Prussia and Austria, and after the Seven Weeks’ War
was charged with the negotiation of the preliminaries of peace

at Nikolsburg. He was again sent to Berlin in 1871, acted

as second plenipotentiary at the Berlin congress of 1878, and
was sent in the same year to London, where he represented

Austria for ten years^ He died on the snd of December 1889

at Tdtmegycr.

XV. 22 a
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KAROflS» a cloak made of sheepskin, or the hide of other

animals, with the hatr left on. It is properly confined to the

coat of skin without sleeves worn by the Hottentots and Bush'

men of South Africa. These karosses are now often rq»laGed

by a blanket. Their chiefs wore karosses of the skin of the wild

cat, leopard or caracal. The word is also loosely applied to the

cloaks of leopard-skin worn by the chiefs and principal men of

the Kaffir tribes. Kaross is probably either a genuine Hottentot

word, or else an adaptation of the Dutch kuras (Portuguese

coura^a). a cuirass. In a vocabulary dated 1673 karos is

described as a “ corrupt Dutch word.**

KARR» JEAN BAPTISTE ALPHONSE (1808-1890), French

critic and novelist, was bom in Paris, on the 24th of November

1808, and after being educated at the College Bourbon, became a

teadier there. In 1832 he published a novel, Sous les itUeulSf

dsaractenzed by an attractive originality and a delightful

freshness of personal sentiment. A second novel, Une heure trop

tardy followed next year, and was succeeded by many other

popular works. His Vmdredi soir (1835) and Le Chemin le plus

court (1836) continued the vein of autobiographical romance
with which he had made his first success. GSnctfieve (1838) is

one of his best stories, and his Voyage autour de mon jardin

1845) was deservedly popular. Others were Feu Brassier

1848), and Fort en thetne (1853), which had some influence in

stimulating educational reform. In 1839 Alphonse Karr, who
was essentially a brilliant journalist, became editor of Le Figaro

y

to which he had been a constant contributor ; and he also started

a monthly journal, Les Guepes, of a keenly satirical tone, a
publication which brought him the reputation of a somewhat
bitter wit. His epigrams were frequently quoted

;
e.g. ** plus

9a change, plus c*est la m^me chose,** and, on the proposal to

abolish capital punishment, “ je veux bien que messieurs les

assassins comment^nt.’* In 1848 he founded Journal, In

1855 he went to live at Nice, where he indulged hi.s predilcc^ns

for floriculture, and pve his name to more than one new variety.

Indeed he practkally founded the trade in cnit flowers on the

Kfvtera. He was also devoted to Ashing, and in Les Soirees de

SaifUe^Airesse (1853) and Au hard de la mer (i860) he made use

of bis experiences. His reminiscences, Lime de boriy were

published in 1879-1880, He died at St Raphael (Var) on the

29th of Sieptemba 1890.

KAHRBR, FEUX (1825-1903), Austrian geologist, was horn

in Venice OB the nth of March 1825. He was educated in

Vienna,Rkid served for a time in the war department, but he

retired fronf the public service at the age of thirty-two, and

devoted himself to science. He made especial studies of the

Tertiary formations and fossils of the Vienna Basin, and inv^-
gated the geological relations of the thermal and other spmgs
in that region. He became an authority on the foraminifera,

on which subject he published numerous papers. He wrote

also a little b^k entitled Der Boden der Haupstddte Europas

(1881). He died in Vienna on the 19th of April 1903.

KARROO, two extensive plateau.s in the Cape province.

South Africa, known respectively as the Great and Little Karroo.

Karroo is a comiption of Karusa, a Hottentot word meaning

dry, barren, and its use as a place-name indicates the character

of the plateaus so designated. They form the two intermediate
“ steps ** between the coast-lands and the inner plateau which

constitutes the largest part of South Africa. The Little (also

called Southern) Karroo is the table-land nearest the southern

coastline of the Cape, and is bounded north by the Zwaarteberg,

which separates it from the Great Karroo, From west to east

the little Karroo has a length of some 200 m., whilst its average

width is 30 m. West of ^the Zwaarteberg the Little Karroo

merges into the Great Karroo. Eastward it is limited by the

hills which almost reach the sea in the direction of St Francis

and Algoa Bays. The Great Karroo is of much larger extent.

Bounded south, as stated, by the Zwaarteberg, further east by
the Zuufberg (of the coast chiiin), its northern limit is the

mountain range which, under various names, such as Nieuwveld

and Sneeuwberg, forms the wall of the inner plateau. To
the south-west and west it is bounded by the Hex River Moun-

tains and the Cold BokkeveM, eastward by the Great Fish

River. West to east it extends fully 350 m. in a straight line,

varyi^ in breadth from more than 80 to less than 40 m. Whilst

the I.ittle Karroo is divided by a chain of hills which run across

it from east to west, and varies in attitude hrom xooo to 2000 ft,

the Great Karroo has more the aspect of a vast plain and has

a level of from 2000 to 3000 ft. The total area of the Karroo
plateaus is stated to be over ioo,oco sq. m. The plains are

dotted with low ranges of kopjes. The chief d^aotoristics of

the Karroo are the absence of running water during a great part

of the year and the consequent parched aspect of the country.

There is little vegetation save stunted shrubs, such as the

mimosa (which generally marks the river beds), wild pome-
granate, and wax heaths, known collectively as Karroo bush.

After the early rains the bush bursts into gorgeous purple and
yellow blossoms and vivid greens, affording striking evidence of

the fertility of the soil. Such parts of the Karroo as are

under perennial irrigation are among the most productive lands

in South Africa. Even the parcM bush provides sufficient

nourishment for minions of sheep and goats. There are also

numerous ostrich farms, in particular in the districts of

Oudtshoom and Ladismith in the little Karroo, where lucerne

grows with extraordinary luxuriance. The Karroo is admirably

adapted to sufferers from pulmonary complaints. The dryness

of the air tempers the heat of summer, which reaches in January

a mean maximum of 87" F., whilst July, the coldest month,
has a mean minimum of 36' F. A marked feature of tlie climate

is the great daily r^e (nearly 30“) in temperature; the Karroo

towns are also subject to violent dust storms. Game, formerly

plentiful, has been, with the exception of buck, almost exter-

minated. In a looser sense the term Karroo is also used of the

vast northern plains of the Cape which are part of the inner

table-land of the continent. (See Capi Colony.)

KARS, a pro\'ince of Russian Transcaucasia, havmg the

governments of Kutais and Tiflis on the N., those of Tiffis and
Erivan on the E., and Asiatic Turkey on the S, and W. Its

area amounts to 7410 sq. m. It is a mountainous, or rather a
highland, country, being in reality a plateau, with ranges of

mountains running across it. The northern border is formed

by the Arzyan range, a branch of the Ajari Mts., which attains

altitudes of over 9000 ft. In the south the Kara-dagb reach

10,270 ft. in Mount Ala-dagh, and the Agry-dagh 10,720 ft.

in Mount Ashakh; and in the middle Alliffi-akhbar rises to

10,215 passes which coxmect valley with valley often lie

at cozkiiderable altitudes, the average of those in the SJ). being

9000 ft. Chaldir-gol (altitude 6520 ft.) and one or two other

.smaller lakes lie towards the N.K.; the Chaldir-gol is overhung

on the S.W. by the Kysyr dagh (10,470 ft). The east side of

the province is throughout demarcated by the Arpa-^hai, which

receives from the right the Kars river, and as it leaves the

province at its S.E. comer joins the Aras. The Kura rises within

the province not far from the Kysyr-dagh and flows across it

westwards, then eastwards and north-eastwards, quitting it in

the north-cast. The winters are very severe. The towns of

Koghyshman (4620 ft.) and Si^kamish (7600 ft.) have a

winter temperature like that of FinLand, and at the latter place,

with an annual mean (35” F.) equal to that of Hammerfest in

the extreme north of Norway, the thermometer goes down in

winter to 40'’ below aero and rises in summer to 99% The annual

mean temperature at Kars is 40*5" and at Ardahan, farther

north, 37*. The Alpine meadows (yailas) reach up to loop ft.

and afford excellent pasturage in spring and summer. The
province is almost everywhere heavily forested. Firs and

birches flourish as high ea 7000 ft., and the vine up to above

3000 ft. Cereals ripen well, and bfurley and maixe grow up to

conriderable altitudes. Lai^ numbers of cattle and sheep are

bred. Extensive deposits of salt occur at Kaghyshman and
Olty. The population was 167,610 in 1883 and 292,66^ in 1897.

The estimated p<^ulation in 1906 was 340400. It is mixed.

In remote antiquity the province was inhabited by Armenians,

the ruins of whose capital, Ani, attest ths ancient prosperity of

the country. To the Armenians succeed the Turks, while
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With the XIXth Dynasty there is a notable change, perhaps

due to the filling of the hypothetical canal. No more was added
on the southm line of building, but westward Rameses I.

erected pylon No. 11 . at an ample distance from that of

Amenophis 111 ., and Seti 1 . and Rameses 11 . utilized the space
'

between for their immense Hall of Columns, one of the most
celebrated achievements of Egyptian architecture. The mate-
rials of which the pylon is composed bear witness to a temple
having stood near by of the heretic and unacknowledged kings
of the XVIIIth Dynasty. Haremheb^s pylon No. IX. was like-

wise constructed out of the ruins of a temple dedicated by
Amenophis IV. (Akhenaten) to the sun-god Harmakhis.
Rameses III, built a fine temple, still well preserved, to Ammon
at right angles to the axis westward of pylon No, II.; Sheshonk 1.

(Dynasty XXII.) commenced a great colonnaded court in front
of the pylon, enclosing part of this temple and a smaller triple

shrine built by Seti IL In the centre of the court Tirhaka
(Tirhaka, Dynasty XXV.) set up huge columns 64 ft. high,

rivalling those of the central aisle in the Hall of Columns, for

some building now destroyed. A vast unfinished pylon at the

west end (No. I.), 370 ft. wide and i42j[ ft. high, is of later date
than the court, and is usually attributed to &e Ptolemaic age.

It will be observed that the successive pylons diminish in size

from the outside inwards. Portions of the solid crude-brick

scaffolding are still seen banked against this pylon. About 100
metres west of it is a stone quay, on the platform of which stood

a pair of obelisks of Seti II.; numerous graffiti recording the

height of the Nile from the XXlst to the XXVIth Dynasties
are engraved on the quay.

Besides the kings named above, numbers of others contributed

in greater or less measure to the building or decoration of the

colossal temple. Alexander the Great restored a chamber in the

festival hall of Tethmosis III., and Ptolemy Soter built the central

shrine of granite in the name of Philip Arrhidaeus. The walls

throughout, as usually in Egyptian temples, are covered with

scenes and inscriptions, many of these, such as those which record

the annals of Tethmosis III., the campaign of Seti I. in Syria, the

exploit of Rameses II. at the battle of Kadesh and his treaty with

the Hittites,and the dedication of Sheshonk^s victories toAmmon,
are of great historical importance. Several large stelae with

interestmg inscriptions have been found in the ruins, and statues

of many ages of workmanship. In December 1903 M. Legrain,

wffio has been engaged for several years in clearing the temple

area systematically, first tapped an immense deposit of colossal

statues, stelae and other votive objects large and small in the

space between pylon No. VII. and the great hypostyle hall.

After three seasons’ work, much of it in deep water, 750 large

monuments have been extracted, while the small figures, &c,,

in bronze and other materials amount to nearly 20,000. The
value of the find, both from the artistic and historical stand-

points, is immense. The purpose of the deposit is still in

doubt; many of the objects are of the finest materials and
finest workmanship, and in perfect preservation : even precious

metals are not absent. Multitudes of objects in wood, ivory,

&c., have decayed beyond recovery. That all were waste pieces

seems incredible. They are found lying in the utmost confusion

;

in date they range from the Xllth Dynasty to the Ptolemaic

period.

The inundation annually reaches the floor of the temple, and

the saltpetre produced from the organic matter about the ruins,

atmually melting and crystallizing, has disintegrated the soft

sandstone in the'lower courses of the walls and the lower drums
and bases of the columns. There is moreover no solid foundation

in any part of the temple. Slight falls of masonry have taken

place from time to time, and the accumulation of rubbish was

the only ^mg that prevented a great disaster. Repairs, often

on a large scale, have therefore gone on side by side with the

clearance, especially since the fall of many columns in the great

hall in 1899. All the columns which fell in that year were

re-erected by 1908.

The temple of Khons, in the S.W. comer of the great enclosure,

is approached by an avenue of rams, and entered through a fine
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pylon erected by Euergetes 1. It was built by RAmeses HI.
and his successors of the XXth Dynasty, with Hrihdr of

Dynasty XXI. Excavations in the opposite S.£« comer l^ve
revved flint weapons and other sepulchral ronains of the
earliest periods, proving that the history of Thebes goes back
to a remote antiquity.

See Baedeker’s Handbook for Egypt; also DescHpHon de VigyptBy
Atlas, AnligmUs (tome ili.)

;
A. Marietta, KammhysMb i^pograpMgm

ei archiologique; L. Borchardt, Zur BaugBSchickiB dBS AmanstempBls
von Kamak; G. Legrain in RbcubH des iravauxfiUdifs dVareh* ^gypt-,
vol. xxvii. &c.

;
and reports in Annalts du sarvioB dBs aniiquiUs do

Vtgypu. (F. Ll. G.)

KARNAL, a town and district of British India, In the Delhi

division of the Punjab. The town is 7 m. from the right bank
of the Jumna, with a railway station 76 m. N. of Delhi. Pop.

(1901), 23,559. There arc manufactures of cotton cloth and
boots, besides considerable local trade and an annual horae

fair.

The District of Karnal stretches along the right bank

of the Jumna, north of Delhi. It is entirely an alluvial plain,

but is crossed by the low uplift of the watershed between the

Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal. Area, 3153 sq. m.; pop.

(1901), 883,225, showing an increase of nearly 3% in the decade.

The principal crops are millets, wheat, pul^, rice, cotton and
sugar-cane. There are several factories for ginning and pressing

cotton. The district is traversed by the Delhi-Umballa-Kalka

railway, and also by the Western Jumna canal. It suffered from
famine in 1896-1897, and again to some extent in 1899-1900.

No district of India can l^ast of a more ancient histoiy thap
Karnal, as almost every town or stream is connected with the

legends of the Mahabharata, The town of Karnal itself is said

to owe its foundation to Raja Kama, the mythical champion of

the Kauravas in the great war which forms the theme of the

national epic. Panipal, in the south of the district, is said to

have been one of the pledges demanded from Duryodhana by
Yudisthira as the price of peace in that famous conflict. In

historical times the plains of Panipat have three times proved

the theatre of battles which decided the fate of Upper India. It

was here that Ibrahim Lodi and his vast host were defeated in

1526 by the veteran army of Baber; in 1556 Akbar reass^ed the

claims of his family on the same battlefleld against the Hindu
general of the house of Adil Shah, which had driven the heirs

of Baber from the throne for a brief interval; and at Panipat

too, on the 7th of January 1761, the Mahratta confederation

was defeated by Ahmad Shah Duronl. During the troublous

period which then ensued the Sikhs managed to introduce them-
selves, and in 1767 one of their chieftains, Desu Singh, appro-

priated the fort of Kaithal, which had been built during the

reign of Akbar. His descendants, the bhais of Kaithal, were

reckoned amongst the most important Cis-Sutlej princes.

Different portions of this district have lapsed from time to time

into the hands of the British.

KAROLYI, ALOYS, Count (1825-1889), Austro-Hungarian

diplomatist, was bom in Vienna on the 8th of August 1825. The
greatness of the Hungarian family of K&rolyi dates from the

time of Alexander Kirolyi (1668-1743), one of the generals of

Francis RAk6czy II., who in 1711 negotiated the peace of

Szatmir between the insurgent Hungarians and the new king,

the emperor Charles VI., was made a count of the Empire in

171a, and subsequently ^came a field marshal in the imperial

army. Aloys Kirolyi entered the Austrian diplomatic service,

and was attached successively to embassies at various European

capitals. In 1858 he was sent to St Petersburg on a 8p«cial

m^sion to seek the suppoi^ of Russia against Ni^fmleoxi III.

He was ambassador at Berlin in 1866 at the tipie of the rupture

between Prussia and Austria, and after the Seven Weeks’ War
was charged with the negotiation of the preliminaries of peace

at Nikolsburg. He was again sent to Berlin in 1871, acted

as second plenipotentiary at the Berlin congress of 1878, and
was sent in the same year to London, where he represented

Austria for ten years^ He died on the snd of December 1889

at Tdtmegycr.
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city, the other the ” Shutait ” flowings west. These two branches,

which are navigable to within a few miles below Shushter, unite

after a run of about 50 m. at Band i Kir, 24 m, S, of Shushter,

and there also take up the Ab i Dias (river of Dizful). From
Band i Kir to a point two miles above Muhamrah the river is

called Karun (Rio Carom of the Portuguese writers of the i6th

and 17th centuries) and is navigable all the way with the

exception of about two miles at Ahvaz, where a series of cliffs

and rocky shelves cross the river and cause rapids. Between
Ahvaz and Band i Kir (46 m. by river, 24 m. by road) the river

has an average depth of about ao ft., but below Ahvaz down to

a few miles above Muhamrah it is in places very shallow, and
vessels with a draught exceeding 3 ft. are liable to ground.

About 12 m. above Muhamrah and branching off to the left

is a choked-up river bed called the “ blind Karun,” by which
the Karun found its way to the sea in former days. Ten miles

farther a part of the river branches off to the left and due S. by
a channel called Bahmashir (from Bahman-Ardashir, the name
of the district in the early middle ages) which is navigable to

the sea for vessels of little draught. The principal river, here

iibout a quarter of a mile broad and 20 to 30 ft. deep, now flows

west, and after passing Muhamrah enters into the Shatt el Arab
alK>ut 20 m. below Basra. This part of the river, from the

Bahmashir to the Shatt, is a little over three miles in length and,

as its name Hafar (‘‘ dug ”) implies, an artificial channel. It

was dug c, A.i>, 980 by Azud ed-Dowleh to facilitate communica-
tion by water between Basra and Ahvaz, as related by the Arab
geographer Mukaddasi a.d. 986. The total length of the river

is 460 to 470 m. while the distance from the .sources to its

junction with the Shatt el Arab is only 160 m. as the crow flies,

rhe Karun up to Ahvaz was opened to international navigation

on the 30th of October 1888, and Messrs Lynch of London
established a fortnightly steamer service on it immediately

after.

To increase the water supply of Isfahan Shah Tahmasp I.

(1524-1576) and some of his successors, notably Shah Abbas L
(1587-1629), undertook some works for diverting the Kurang
into a valley which drains into the Zayendeh-rud, the river of

Isfahan, by tunnelling, or cutting through a narrow rocky ridge

separating the two river systems. The result of many years*

work, a cleft 300 yds. long, 15 broad and 18 deep, cut into the

rock, probably amounting to no more than one-twentieth of the

necess^' *Wtork, can be seen at the junction of the two principal

source^fIfce Kurang.
On the upper Karun see Mrs Bishop, Jo%tmeys in Persia and

Kurdistan (London, 1891) ;
Lord Curion, Persia and the Persian

Question (l^ndon, 1892); Lieut.-Colonel H. A. Sa^^e^, The
Bakhtiari Mountains and upper Elam," Geag, Journal (Dec. 1894).

(A. H.-S.)

KARWAR, or Carwar, a seaport of British India, adminis-

trative headquarters of North Kanara district in the Bombay
presidency ; 295 m. S. of Bombay city. Pop. (1901), 16,847. hs
early as 1660 the East India Company had a factory here, with

a trade in muslin and pepper
;
but it suffered frequently from

Dutch, Portuguese and native attacks, and in 1752 the English

agent was withdrawn. Old Karwar fell into ruins, but a new
town grew up after the transfer of North Kanara to the Bombay
presidency. It is the only safe harbour all the year round

between Bombay and Cochin. In the bay i.s a cluster of islets

called the Oyster Rocks, on the largest of which is a lighthouse.

Two smaller islands in the bay afford good shelter to native

craft during the strong north-west winds that prevail from

February to April. The commercial importance of Karwar has

declined since the opening of the railway to Marmagao in

Portuguese territory.
"

KARWl, a town of British India, in the Banda district of the

United Provinces, on a branch of the Indian Midland railway;

pop. (1901), 7743. Before the Mutiny it was the residence of

a Mahratta noble, who lived, in great state, and whose accumu-
lations constitute the treasure afterwards famous as “ the

Kirwee and Banda Prize Money.”

KARYOGANY (Gr. jcapvov, nut or kernel, thus ** nucleus,**

and marriage), in biology: (i) the fusion of nuclei to

form a single nucleus in syngamic processes (see Rbproductiok) ;

(a) the process of pairing in Infusoria in which two migra-

tory nuclei are mterchanged and fuse with two stationa^
nuclei, while the cytoplasmic bodies of the two mates are in

intimate temporary union.

KASAI, or Cassai, a river of Africa, the chief southern

affluent of the Congo. It enters the main stream in 3*" 10' S.,

16" 16' £. after a course of over 800 m. from its source in the

highlands which form the south-western edge of the Congo
basin—separating the Congo and Zambezi systems. The Kasai

and its many tributaries cover a very large part of the Congo
basin. The Kasai rises in about 12* S., 19^^ E. and flows first in

a north-easterly direction. About ro^ 35' S., 22*' 15' E. it makes
a rectangular bend northwai'd and then takes a north-westerly

direction. Five rivers—the Luembo, Chiumbo, Luijimo or

Luashimo, Chikapa and Lovua or Lowo—^rise west of the

Kasai and run in parallel courses for a considerable distance,

falling successively into the parent stream (between 7“ and 6* S.)

as it bends westward in its northern course. The Luembo and
Chiumbo join and enter the Kasai as one river. A number of

rapids occur in these streams. A few' miles below the confluence

of the Lowo, the last of the five rivers named to join the Kasai,

the main stream is interrupted by the Wissmann Falls which,

though not very high, bar further navigation from the north.

Below this point the river receives several right-hand (eastern)

tributaries. These also have their source in the Zambezi-Congo
watershed, rising just north of 12“ S., flowing north in parallel

lines, and in their lower course bending west to join the Kasai.

The chief of these affluents are the Lulua and the Sonkuru, the

Lulua running between the Kasai and the Sankuru. The
Sankuru makes a bold curve westward on reaching 4“ S.,

following that parallel of latitude a considerable distance. Its

waters are of a bright yellow colour. After the junction of the

two rivers (in 4"“ 17' S., 20'’ 15' E.), the united stream of the Kasai
flows N.W. to the Congo. From the south it is joined by the

Loange and the Kwango. The Kwango is a large river rising

a little north of 12“ S., and west of the source of the Kasai.

Without any marked bends it flows north—is joined from the

east by the Juma, Wamba and other streams—and has a course

of 600 m. before joining the Kasai in 3"^ S., 18' E. The lower

reaches of the Kwango are navigable
;

the upper course is

interrupted by rapids. On the north (in 3'* 8' S., 17“ E.) the

lower Kasai is joined by the Lukenye or Ikatta. This river,

the most northerly affluent of the Kasai, rises between 24** and
25" E., and about 3'^ S. in swampy land through which the

liimami (another Congo affluent) flows northward. The
Lukenye has an east to west direction flowing across a level

country once occupied by a lake, of which Lake Leopold II.

connected with the lower course of the Lukenye, is the

scanty remnant. Below the lake the Lukenye is known as the

Mfmi. Near its mouth the Kasai, in its lower course generally

a broad stream strewn with islands, is narrowed to about half a

mile on passing through a gap in the inner line of the West African

highlands, by the cutting of which the old lake of the Kasai basin

must have been drained. The Kasai enters the Congo with a

minimum depth of 25 feet and a breadth of about 700 yards,

at a height of 942 ft. above the sea. The confluence is known
as the Kwa mouth, Kwa being an alternative name for the

lower Kasai. The volume of water entering the Coi^o averages

321,000 cub. ft. per second ; far the largest amount discharged by
any of the Congo affluents. In floodtime the current flows at the

rate of 5 or 6 m. an hour. The Kasai and its tributaries are

navigable for over 1500 m. by steamer.

The Kwango affluent of the XCasai was the first of the large

affluents of the Congo known to Europeans. It was reached bv
the Portuguese from their settlements on the west coast in the i6th
century. Of its lower course the^ wore ignorant. Portuguese
travellers in the i8th century are believed to have reached ihe upper
Kasai, but the first accurate knowledge of the river basin was
obtained by David Livingstone, who reached the upper Kasai from
the east and explored in part the upper Kwango (1854-1855).
V, L. Cameron and Paul Pogge crossed the upper Kasai in the early

seventies.” The Kwa mouth was seens by H. M. Stanli^ in his

journey down the Congo in 1877, and he rightly regarded it as the
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outlet of the Kwango, though not sunnising it was also the outlet
uf the Kasai. In 1882 Stanley' ascended the river to the Kwango-
Kasai confluence and thence proceeding up the Mfini discovered
Lake Leopold II. In 1884 George Grenfell journeyed up the river
beyond the Kwango confluence. The systematic expferation of
the main stream and its chief tributaries was, however, mainly the
work of Hermann von Wissmann, Ludwig Wolf, Paul Pogge and
other Germans during 1880-1887. (Sec Vvissmann's books, especi-
ally Im Innern Aftikas, Leipzig, 1888,) On his third journey, 1886,
Wissmann was accompanied by Grenfell. Major von Mechow, an
Austrian, explored the middle Kwango in 1880, and its lower course
was subsequently surveyed by Grenfell and Holman Bentley, a
Baptist missionary. In 2899-1900 a Belgian expedition under
Captain C. Lemaire traced the Congo-Zambezi watershed, obtaining
valuable information concerning the upper courses of the southern
Kasai tributaries. The upper Kasai basin and its peoples were
further investigated by a Hungarian traveller, E. Torday, in 1908-
1909. (See Torday's paper in Geog, Jour., 1910; also Congo and the
authorities there cited.)

KASBEK (Georgian, M/iin-vari; Ossetian, Ur.<!-kkokk), one
of the chief summits of the Caucasus, situated in 42" 42' N.

and 44^^ 30' E., 7 m. as the crow flies from a station of the same
name on the high road to Tiflis. Its altitude is 16,545 ft. It

rises on the range which runs north of the main range (main
water-parting), and which is pierced by the gorges of the Ardon
and the Terek. It represents an extinct volcano, built up of

trachyte and sheathed with lava, and has the shape of a double

cone, whose base lies at an altitude of 5800 ft. Owing to the

steepness of its slopes, its eight glaciers cover an aggregate surface

of not more than 8 sq. m., though one of them, Maliev, is 36 m.
long. The best-known glacier is the Dyevdorak, or Devdorak,
which creeps down the north-eastern slope into a gorge of the

.same name, reaching a level of 7530 ft. At its eastern foot runs

the Georgian militar>^ road through the pass of Darial (7805 ft.).

The summit was first climbed in 1868 by D, W. Freshfield,

•V. W. Moore, and C, Tucker, with a Swiss guide. Several

successful ascents have been made since, the most valuable m
scientific results being that of Pastukhov (1889) and that of

G. Mcrzbachcr and L, I’urtschcller in 1890. Kasbek has a
great literature, and has left a deep mark in Russian poetry.

See D. W. Freshfield in Proc. Geog. Soc. (November 1888) and The
Uxhloration of the Caucasus (2nd cd., 2 vols., 1902); Hatisian's
“Kazbek Glaciers" in Izvestia Russ. Geog. Soc. (xxiv., 1888);
Pastukhov in Izvestia of the Caucasus Branch of Russ. Geog. Soc.

(x. 1, 1891, with large-scale map).

KASHAN, a .small province of Persia, situated between
Isfahan and Kum. It is divided into the two districts germsir, the

warm,” and sardsir, the “ cold,” the former with the city of

Kashan in the plains, the latter in the hills. It has a population

of 75,000 to 80,000, and pays a yearly revenue of about £18,000,

Kashan (Cashan) is the provincial capital, in 34'’ o' N. and
5T 27' K., at an elevation of 3190 ft., 150 m. from Teheran ;

pop. 35,000, including a few hundred Jews occupied as silk-

winders, and a few Zoroastrians engaged in trade. Great
quantities of silk stuffs, from raw material imported from Gilan,

and copper utensils are manufactured at Kashan and sent to all

parts of Persia. Kashan also exports rose-water made in villages

in the hilly districts about 20 m. from the city, and is the

only place in Persia where cobalt can be obtained, from the

mine at Kamsar, 19 m. to the south. At the foot of the hills

4 m. W. of the city are the beautiful gardens of Fin, the

scene of the official murder, on the 9th of January 1852, of

Mirza Taki Khan, Amir Nizam, the grand vizier, one of the

ablest ministers that Persia has had in modem times.

KASHGAR, an important city of Chinese Turkestan, in

39'’ 24' 26" N. lat., 76“ 6' 47" E. long., 4043 ft. above .sea-level.

It consists of two towns, Kuhna Shahr or “ old city,” and Yangi
Shkhr or “ new city,” about five miles apart, and separated from
one another by the Kyzyl Su, a tributary of the Tarim river. It

is called Su-leh by the Chinese, which perhaps represents an
original Solek or Sorak. This name seems to be older than
Kashgar, which is said to mean “ variegated houses.” Situated

at the junction of routes from the valley of the Oxus, from
Khokand and Samarkand, Almati, Aksu, and Khotan, the last

two leading from China and India, Kashgar has been noted from

very early times as a political and commercial centre. Like all
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other cities of Central Asia, it has changed hands repeatedly, and
was from 1864-1877 the seat of government of the Amir Yakub
Beg, sumamed the Atalik Ghazi, who established and for a
brief period ruled with remarkable success a Mahommedan state

comprising the chief cities of the Tarim basin from Turfan
round along the skirt of the mountains to Khotan. But the

kingdom collapsed with his death and the Chinese retook the

countr>" in 1877 and have held it since.

Kuhna Shahr is a small fortified city on high ground over-

looking the river Tuman. Its walls are lofty and supported
by buttress bastions with loopholed turrets at intervals; the

fortifications, however, are but of hard clay and are much out
of repair. The city contains about 2500 houses. Beyond the
bridge, a little way off, are the ruins of ancient Kashgar,
which once covered a large extent of country on both sides of the

1 uman, and the walls of which even now are 12 feet wide at the

top and twice that in height. This city—Aski Shahr (Old Town)
as it is now called— was destroyed in 1514 by Mirza Ababakar
(Ahubekr) on the approach of Sultan Said Khan’s army. About
two miles to the north beyond the river is the shrine of Hazrat
Afak, the saint king of the country, who died and was buried here

in 1693. It is a handsome mausoleum faced with blue and white
glazed tiles, standing under the shade of some magnificent silver

poplars. About it Yakub Beg erected a commodious college,

mosque and monastery, the whole being surrounded by rich

orchards, fruit gardens and vineyards. The Yangi Shahr of

Kashgar is, as its name implies, modem, having been built in

1838. It is of oblong shape running north and south, and is

entered by a single gateway. The walls are lofty and massive
and topped by turrets, while on each side is a projecting bastion.

The whole is surrounded by a deep and wide ditch, which can be
filled from the river, at the risk, however, of bringing down the

whole structure, for the walls are of mud, and stand upon a

porous sandy soil. In the time of the Chinese, before Yakub
Beg’s sway, Yangi Shahr held a garrison of six thousand men,
and was the residence of the atnhan or governor. Yakub erected

his orda or palace on the site of the amban’s residence, and two
hundred ladies of his harem occupied a commodious enclosure

hard by. The population of Kashgar has been recetitly estimated
at 60,000 in the Kuhna Shahr and only 2000 in the Yangi
Shahr.

With the overthrow of the Chinese rule in 1865 the manu-
facturing industries of Kashgar declined. Silk culture and
carpet manufacture have flourished fo|- ages at Khotan, and the

products always find a ready sale at Kashgar. Other manu-
factures consist of a strong coarse cotton cloth called hham (which
forms the dress of the common people, and for winter wear is

padded with cotton and quilted), boots and shoes, saddlery, felts,

furs and sheepskins made up into cloaks, and various articles of

domestic use. A curious street sight in Kashgar is presented by
the hawkers of meat pies, pasti7 and sweetmeats, which they
trundle about on hand-barrows just as their counterparts do in

Europe
;
while the knife-grinder’s cart, and the vegetable seller

with his tray or basket on his head, recall exactly similar itinerant

traders further west.

The earliest authentic mention of Kashgar is during the second
period of ascendancy of the Han dynasty, when the Chinese con-
quered the Hiungnu, Yutien (Khotan), Sulei (Kashgar), and a group
of states in the Tarim basin ^most up to the foot of the Tian Shan
mountains. This happened in 76 b.c. Kashgar does not app>ear
to have been known in the West at tius time but Ptolemy spealcs of

Scythia beyond the Imaus, which is in a Kasia Regio, possibly ex-
hibiting the name whence Kashgar and Kashgaria (often applied to
the district) are formed. Next ensues a long epoch of obscurity.
The country was converted to Buddhism and probably ruled by
Indo-Scythian or Kushan kings. Hstian Tswang passed through
Kashgar (which he calls Ka-sha) on his return journey from India

I

to China. The Buddhist religion, then beginning to decay in India,

was working its way to a new growth in China, and contemporane-
' ously the Nestorian Christians were establishing bishoprics at Herat,
Merv and Samarkand, whence they subsequently proceeded to
Kashgar, and Anally to China itself. In the 8th century came the
Arab invasion from the west, and we And Kashgar and Turkestan
lending assistance to the reigning queen of Bokhara, to enable her
to repel the enemy. But although the Mahommedan religion from
the very commencement sustained checks, it nevertheless made its
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weight felt upon the independent states of Turkestan to the north
and east, and thus acquired a stt^adily growing inducnce. it was
nol, however, till the loth century tlial Islam was established at
Kashgar, under the Uighur kingdom (see Turks). 'The Uighurs
appear to have been the descendants of the yteople called 'lolas and
to nave been one of the many Turkish tribes who migrated westwards
from China. Boghra Khan, the most celebrated prince of this Une,

was converted to Mahommedaniam late m the loth century and the
Uighur kingdom lasted until T120 but was distracted by complicated
dynastic struggles. The Uighurs empk>yed an alphabet based upou
the S>aiac and borrowed from the Keslonan missionaries. Tney
spoke a dialect of rurkish preserved in the Kudatku liihk, a moral
treatise composed in io<>5. Their kuigdoin was destroyed by an
invasion of the Kara-Kitais, another 'lurkish tribe pressing wesf-
warils from the Chinese trontier, who in their turn were swept away
111 1219 by Jenghiz Khan. His invasion gave a decided check to the
progress ot the Mahominedan creed, but on lii.s deatli, and during
the rule of the Jagatai Kli^ns, w'ho became converts to that faith,

it began to reassert its ascendancy. Marco i’olo visited the city,

which he calls Cascar, about 1-275 and left stune notes on it.

In 1389-1390 Timur ravaged Kashgar, Andijan and the intervening
country. Kashgar passed through a troublous time, and in 151a, on
the invasion of the Khan Sultan Said, was destroyed by Mirza Aba-
bakar, who with the aid of ten thousand men built the new fort with
massive defences higher up on the banks ol the Tuman. 'J‘he dynasty
of the Jagatai Khans collapsed in 1572 by the dismemberihent of

the country between nval representatives; and soon after two power
ful Khoja factions, the White and Black Mountaineers (.,4/; and
Kara Taghluh), arose, whose dissensions and warfares, with the inter-

vention of the Kalmucks ot D/nngana, fill up the history till 1759,
when a Chinese army from Hi (Kulja) invaded the country, and,
after perpetrating wholesale massacres, finally consolidated their

authority by settling therein Chinese emigrants, together with a
Manchu garrison. The Chinese had thoughts of pushing their con-
quests towards western Turkestan and Samarkand, the chiefs of

which sent to ask assistance of the Afghan king Ahmed Shah. 'I'his

monarch despatcLied an embassy to Bekiiig to demand the restitution

of the Mahommedan states ol Central Asia, but the embassy was not
well received, and Ahmed Shah was too much engaged with the Sikhs
to attempt to enforce his demands by arms. The Chinese continued
to hokl Kashgar, with sundry interruptions from Mahommedan
revolts- -one ol the most serious occurring in t 82*/, when the territory

was invaded and the city taken by Jahaiighir Khoja, Chang-lung,
however, the Chinese general of Hi, recovered jio.ssession of Kashgar
and the other revolted cities in 1828. A levolt in 1829 under
MahomnuKl AH Khan and Yusul, brother of Jahanghir, was more
succe.sHful, and resulted in the conces.sion of several imiKjrtant trade
privileges to the Mahommedans of the district of Alty Shahr (the

six cities "), as it was then named. Until i8.}0 the country enjoyed
peace under the just and lilx*ral rule of Zahir-ud-din, the Chiiiese

governor, but in that year a fresh Khoja revolt under KathTora led

to his making himself master of the city, with circumstances ot

unbridled ligiace and uppressiioii. His reign was, however, brief,

for at th^mipd of seventy-m'e da)'^, on the approach of the Chinese*,

he fled ba^to Khokaml amid the jeers of the inhabitants. The last

of the Khoja revolts (1H57) was of al>out equal duration with the
previous one, and took place umler Waii-Khan, a degraded debauchee,
and the murderer of the lamented traveller Adolf J^hlagintweit.

The great Tungani (Dungani) revolt, or insurrection of the Chinese
Mahommedans, which brok'‘ oul in i8(>2in Kansuh, spread rapidly
to Dzungaria and through the line of towns in the Tarim basin. The
Tungani troojis in Yarkand rose, and (August 10, 181)3) massacred
some seven thousand Chinese, while the inhabitants of Kashgar,
rising in their turn afjainsf their masters, invoked the aid of Sadik
Beg, a Kirghiz chief, who was reinforced by Buziirg Khan, the heir

of jalianghir, and Yakub Beg, liis general, these being despatched
at Sadik 's request by the ruler of Khokaud to raise wliat troops tliey

could to aid his Mahommedan friends in Kashgar. Sadik Beg soon
repented of having asked for a Khoja, and eventually marchetl
against Kashgar, which by this time had succumbed to Buzurg Khan
anfl Yakub Beg, but was defeated and driven back to Khukand.
Buzurg Khan delivered himself up to indolence and debauchery, but
Yakub Beg, with singular energy and perseverance, made himself

master of Yangi Shahr, Yangi-Hissar, Yarkand and other towns, and
eventually became sole master of the country, Buzurg Khan proving
himself totally unfitted for the post of ruler. Kashgar and the other
cities of the Tarim basin remained under Yakub B^'s rule until

1877, when tlie Chinese regained jx.t.sHesRion of their ancient dominion.
(C. 1*. 1). B.; C. Ei.,)

KASHI, or Kasi, formerly the Persian word for all glazed

and enamelled potter}’' irrespectively
;
now the accepted term

for certain kinds of enamelled tile-work, including brick-work and
tile-mosaic work, manufactured in Persia and parts of Mahom-
medan India, chiefly daring the i6t.h and 17th centuries.^

Undoubtedly originating in the Semitic word for glass, kas,

^ KAshi, the Hindu name for the sacred city of Benares, has no
ceramic signifitance.

it is quite possible that the name kaski is immediately derived

from Kashan, a town in Persia noted for its faience. This ancient

potteiy site, in turn, probably receives its name from the old-

time industry
;

as a “ city of the plain ” it would obviously
have no claim to the farther-ea.Ktern sufl'ix shan, meaning a
mountain. Sir George Birdwood wusely considers that “ the
art of glazing earthenware has, in Persia, descended in an
almost unbroken tradition from the period of the greatness of

Chaldaea and Assyriu , . . the name kaSy by which it is known in

Arabic and Hebrew, carries us back to the manufacture of glass

and enamels for which great Sidon was already famous 1500
years before Christ . . . the dij.signs used in the decoration of Sind

and Punjab glazed pottery also go to prove how much these

Indian wares have been influenced by Persian examples and the

Persian tradition of the much earlier art of Nineveh and Baby-
lon ” {The Industrial Arts of India, i88n). The two native names
for glass, hanch and shisha, common to Persia and India, are,

seemingly, modifications of kasbi. The Indian tradition of

Chinese potters settling in bygone days at Lahore and llala

re.spectivei>
,

still lingers in the Punjab and Sind provinces,

and evidently travelled eastward from Persia with the Moguls.

Howbeit in Lahore the name Chini is sometimes wrongly applied

to kaslii w'ork
;
and the so-called Chini-ka-Raiiza mausoleum at

Agra is an instance of this misuse. It now seems an established

fact that a colony of Chinese ceramic expcrt.s migrated to

Isfahan during the i6th century (probably in the reign, and
at the invitation, of Shah Abbas L), and there helped to revive

the jaded potter}' industry of that district.

Kashi work consist eil of two kinds :
{a) Enamel-faced tiles and

bricks of strongly fired red earthenware, or terra-cotta; (6) Enamel-
faced tiles and tesserae of lightly fired ” lime-mortar,*' or sandstone.
Tile-mosaic work i.s described bv some authorities as the true kasht.

]‘rom examination of figured rile-mosaic patterns, it would appear
that, in some insiance.s, the shaped tesserae had been cut out of

enamelled slabs or tiles after firing; in other examples to have lieen

cut iulo shape before receiving their facing of coloureil enamel.
Mosaic panels in the fort at Lahore are described by

J.
L. Kipling

as " showing a gut dasta, or foliated pattern of a branching tree, each
leaf of which is a separate piece of |>otlerY." Conventional repre-

sentations of foliage, flowers and fruit, intricate geometrical figures,

interlacing arabesques, and decorative caHigrauliy—inscriptions in

Arabic and Persian—constitute the ordinary kashi designs. The
colours chiefly used were cobalt blue, copper blue (turquoise colour),

lead-aiitimoniate villow (mustard colour), manganese purple, iron

brown and tin while. A colour-scheme, popular with Mogul and
contemporaiy Persian kaskigars, was the design, in cot»alt blue and

3er blue, reserved on a ground of deep mustard yellow. Before
ying till* emamel colours, the rough face of the tile, or the tesserae,

received a thin coating of slip of variable composition. It is prob-
atily owing to some defect in this part of the process, or to imperfect
firing, that the enamelled tile surfaces on many old buildings,

particularly on the south side, have weathered and flaked away.
In India the finest examples of kashi woik are in the Punjab and

Sind provinces. At Lahore, amongst many beautiful atructurr.s.

the most notable are the mosque of Wazir Khan (a.d. 1O34) ^^d the
gateways of throe famous pleasure gardens, the Shalamar Bagli
(a.D. 1037), the Gulabi Dagh (a.d. 1640), and the Charburji (c, a.d.

16G5). At Tatta the Jami Masjid, built by Shah Jahan {c. a.d. 1O45),

is a splendid illustration
;
whilst in that " vast cemetery of six square

miles " on the adjacent Malki plateau, are numerous Mahommedan
tombs (A.D. 1570-1O40) with extraordinary kashi ornamentation.
Delhi, Multan, JuUuudur, Sliahdara, Lahore cantonment, Agra and
Hyderabad (Sind), all j^osscss excellent monuments of the best period

viz. those erected during the reigns of Akbar and Jahangir (a.d.

1550 2628).

in Persia, at Isfalian, Kashan, Me.shed and Kerman arc a few
buildings and ruin.s showing the old kashi work; the palace of Cht^el

Sitfin in Isfahan, built during the reign of Shall Abbas 1, {c. a.d.

1600), is a magnificent specimen of this art.

Occasional revivals of the manufacture have taken place both in

India and Persia. Mahommed Sharif, a potter of Juliundur in the

Punjab, reproduced tlie Mogul enamelled tik-work in 1885, and there

Is a manuscript record of a certain Ustad Ali Mahommed, of I.sfahan,

who revived the Persian processes in 1887. (W. B.*; C. S. C.)

KASHMIR, or Cashmere, a native state of India, including

much of the Himalayan mountain system to the nortfi of the

Punjab. It has been fabled in song for its beauty (e.g. in Moore’s

IMla Rookh), and is the chief health resort for Europeans in

India, while politically it is important a§ guarding one of th3

approaches to India on the north-west frontier. The proper
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lume of ths state is Jamma and Kashmir^ and it comprim in

aH an estimated area trf 80,9100 sq. m., with a poptrlatton f*9^)
of a,905L^^8, showing an increase of 14*21 % in the decade* It

is biHUidea on the north by some petty hiUs chiefshiiss and by
the Karakoram mountains; on the east by Tibet; and on the

sonth and west by the Punjab and North-West FVontier

provinces. The state is in direct political subordination to the

Government ol Indiai which is represented by a resident. Its

territories comprise the provinces of J[misunu (includi^ the

jam of Punch), Knslnnir, Ladakh, Baltiatan and Gilgit; the

Snm Slates of Yaghistan, of which the most important arc

Chilas, iWcl and Tangir, are nominally subordinate to it, and

tht two former pi^ a trihiite of gold dust. The following are

the statistics for the main divisions of the state

Area in Bq. xxl Pop. in 190X.

Jammu
Kashmir 7922 1,157,394

Fsentier Districts . . . 443 226,877

The remainder of the state consists of uninhabited mountains,

and its only really important possessions are the districts of

Jammu and Kashmir.

Physuci Conformation.—^The greater portion of the country

is mountainous, and with the exception of a strip of plain on the

south-west, which is continuous with the great I^el of tlie

Punjabi may be conveniently divided into the following regions

:

e
Xhe outer hills and the central mountains of Jammu district.

The valley of Kashmir.

The far side of the great central range, including Ladakh,

Baltistan and Gilgit,

The hills in the outer region of Jammu, adjoining the Punjab

plains, begin with a height of 100 to 200 ft., followed by a tract

of rugged country, including various riches running nearly

parallel, with long narrow valleys between. The average

height of these ridges is from 3000 to 4000 ft. The central

mountains are commonly 8000 to 10,000 ft., covered with

pasture or else with forest. Then follow the more lofty mountain

ranges, including the region of perpetual snow. A great chain

of snowy mountains branching off south-east and north-west

divides the drainage of the Chenab and the Jhelum rivers from

that of the higher branches of the Indus. It is within spurs

from this chain that the valley of Kashmir is enclosed amid

hills which rise from 14,000 to 15,000 ft., while the valley itself

forms a cup^like basin at an elevation of 5000 to 6000 ft. All

beyond that great range is a wide tract of mountainous country,

bordering the north-western part of Tibet and embracing

Ladakh, Baltistan and Gilgit.

The lesgth of the Kashmir valley, includm^ the inner dopes of

its surrounding hiUs, is about 120 m. from north-west to south-east

with a maximum width of about 75 m. The low and comparatively

level floor of the basin is 8i( m. long and 20 to 24 m. broad.

The forming the northern half-circuit ot the Kashmir valley,

and nmning beyond, kichidtt ma^ lol^ moun^n masses and
peaks, the hieit conspicuous of which, a little outside the oonflaes of

Kashmir, is Naoga Parbat, the fourth highest mountain in the world,

26,656 ft. abovew sea, with an extensive area of glacier on its eastern

face. The great ridge which is thrown off to the south-west by
Nanga BathatriMS,atadi$ta&o»of xi xn., toamotheranmitiit 00,740ft

in Sie^ht, ffrom which run south-weit and south-east the ridges

which are the nor^em watershed boundary of Kashmir. The
former range, after running 70 m. south-west, between the valleys

of the Klshenganga and the Kunhar or Nain-sukh, turns southwanl,

idosety pressing tee river Jhehtni; after it ba« received the Kiteen-

gangiti with k bsaafc a iew miles faarteer aouth whioh admite the

Kanhar. This xaiiwieptteentsfMiverBlpmminentsumxmia, the highest

two 16,487 and t5ji544 tt. above the sea. The range which runs

soute-easiteMn theJtwtiDnpeak above mentioned di\ddes the
of the KUhengatigamm that of the Astor and other tributaries of

the Ittihis. point on this lange, where ft ikirta Kaab-

mir. is »7,aot«|, above more thw 50 »• tw Naw
P^bat tn^ 9ip no glaciers on this range; thence eastward teey

hicte»; oite,Tiaa^tee^jt-lttpam, is only 10,850 ft. above the sea.

The teesjiitiigf^ tee aaiiend the valley, running riearty noriUi

asil eeiilli^ dtatetewriDdsilo.tee Jhshim, andon iheotberside to tee

Wm^Usan, a tributary, of the Chenab. The highest part of this

oaafwnbonadw is 14.700 ft. Th«e no are glaciers. ThehiAest
print on ihs »ij«i vange. tirfaich toms the south and south-west

beuniait, 18115.523 ate-

Tlsirivi^ Jhriuni (f.v.) ar Behat (Sanskrit Prissfa)—-tee llydaapes

of Greek historiaasand aeograpbese—dome nertliMivaetsterd
' tee middleottenivaUey. iitera slow atid wtedingoouieedt expaMS
about asm. below Sriaagw, overa sli^ deprsestoate thepUUm^aad
teas the Wular lake am ittanh, wlutk is about m. by 5 da.'la

eateat, and wsfoundad by the lofty mouataisM wMch tamm obor
tee north and mrth«east of tec valley. Leaving tet leka on tee

eouth-west ride, near the town of S^ur, the river pufeues its ringgisb

course sonte-weetward, ehoot 18 m. to the gorge at Bananutla.

h\om teie point the stream is more inpril terough tkenassow valley

white oonducts it westward 75 m. to MamriaxabaA where it tame
teaiply Bouth, joined by tee Kiehenganga. At Islsuwafaetd, about

40 IB. above ihmagar, the river is 5400 ft. above a«a4evel. and at

Srinagar 5235 ft. - it has teusa fall oiteDut4ftv per saiteia this part

of its course. For the next 24 m. to the Wriar laike, and Ibsnte to
BanuDalla,itBfallisoiilyaboQt2^ft. inteendle. Onthe'boin. of the
tivear in the flat valley between iBlamabad and SarottChtta, there ie

much boat tratac; but none below Baramulla, till the river emnes

out into the plains. *

On the north-eest side of this low narrow plain of tea Jhteiin is

a broad hilly tract between which and the liigtier bmmdapy range

runs the Kie^nganga River. Near teeeeat ead of teisintaiiorhiiw

tract, and connecited with the higher range, is one eummit 17,839 ft.

Around this peak and between the ridges white coa from ttam many
snudl glaciers. These heights look down on one side into the beaoti-

ful valley of the Sind River, and on another into theimfley of tee

lidar, which join tee Jtelum. Among the hills werth of manager
riacB one coab^uousmountain SBase, to,905 ft. in height, irom whioh

on its north side descend tributaries of tee Kishcmgaim, uad on the

south the Wangat River, which ftowu into tee Siad^. % these ripvem

and their numerous affluents the whole valley Oi Keahmir 4e watered

ebuntently.
Around tlie foot of many spurs of the hills white run down on the

Kashmir plain arc pieces of low table-land, called korSwA. These

terraces vary in height at differentparts of tee valley from roe to

300 ft. above the alluvial plain. Thoec which are near each other

I
arc mostly about tee eaiue level, and separated by deep ravmea
The level piain in the middle of the Kashmir valley consists of floe

clay and sand, with watcr-wom pebbles. The karewas con^t of

horizontal beds of clay and sand, the lacustrine nature of which is

s^wn by the shells which they contain.

Two peases lead noitewiard fioru the Kashmir valley, the Bursil

^13,500 ft.) and the Karari (14,050). The Burzil is the main pass

between Srinagar and Gilgit via Astor. It is usually practicable

only between the middle of July and the middle of September. The
road from Srinagar to Leh in Ladakh follows tee Sfnd valley to the

Zoji-la-pas6 <n ,300 ft.) Only a short piece of the road, where snow
accumulatea, prevents this pass being used all the year. At tee

south-^t end of the valley are three passes, the Margan (x 1,500 ft.},

the Hoksar (X3,315) and the Marbal (ii,soo), leading to tee valleys

of tee Chenab and the Ravi. Sonte of Islamabad, on the direct

route to Jammu and Sialkot, is the Batuhalposs (9x36 ft.). Furteer

west on the Panjal range is the Pir Panjal or piaochal pass (x x ,400 ft.),

with a second pass, the Rattan Pir (8200 ft.), across a second ridge

about 15 m. south-west of it Between tee two passes is the beauti-

fully situated fort of Baramgali. This place B in the domain of the

raja of Punch, cousin and tributary of the mahaiaju of Kashmir.
At Kajaori, south of these passes, the road dividse ; one line leads

to Bhimber and Gujrat, the other to Jammu and Stglkot by Akour.
South-west of Baramulla is the Pir pass (8500 ft.), Which
indicates the road to Punch. From Punch one road Iteds down to

the plains at the town of Jhelum, aarother caotwaxri teiovgh. tee

hiilB to tee Rattan Fir pass and RajaorL Lastly^ there is tea river

pass of tee Jhelum, which is tee easy route from the valto west-

ward, having two ways down to the plains, one by Muzaffarabad

and the Hazara vall^ to Hasan Abdal, tee othrif by the Britirii hfll

station of Murree to Rawalptodi.

Gerisgy.—^Tbe general striike^f the beds,and oi the foldeeriikh have

affected teem, is from K.W. to S.E., panOlel to the mountain taimes.

Along tee south-western border lies the zone of Tertiary beds wtoh
forms tee Sub-Himalayas. Kei:t to Bffs is a great bcM pf palaeozoic

rorin, teiottgh which rise tee gruAite, gUM amd echiit of tee

Zamsianreitd Dhariadhar ranges of the Pir Panjal. Initeetoidat

of tee PaJaeoaoic area lie the ailovium a^, Pleistocene depcaits .of

tee Srinagar vUUey, and the Mesozoic axvd Carbonif^ous basin dt tee

upper part of the Sind valley. Beyorid tee grrirt Pahteozo^ bell

is a cone oi lleeozote and Tertiary beds whkli commieaoiaat Khipga

and extends eoath fawtwird pact tee KBidwtolamiiflary toSpItiaiicl

bcQfond. PiaaUy, in Baltistanand tee Ladakhntoge te^is a broad

zone compoeed chiedy gneisa and aqhist oinnrient.date.

The oldest fossils found bekmg either to tee Ordaviaiapof .S^mdan

systama. it iaxtotuxite tee CaibonitoouaU roadbed ^ttottlh
iMcome »t aU *ba»d«it (,o £w m » yrt kno«B>. Vpwojfi
dmmiti bdong chwfly to tl?* Trias Jiwa.M Curfacaem^^
bswa Asm foand.Mai tha kaad liarw waDw. Tflwy
qtatam iaBUidw,sqpraMiria±^ of aU tbe pRnolpal diviauma naoogr

jin other parts oi

CtfaiBfa.—Ttaaiattg «£ Kaatmlr. -ahaHatad

aaonsoon by Bani^niag^ hajanotfi^saBodig^***^*
ItsaaiiAdliaiaeaiibMb.ffMKwat-wfbav^ Oca«^,aal
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stocmi in the monsoon pus over the crests of the Panjal and nve
heavy rain on the elevated plateaus on the Kashmir side. And
again clouds pass over the valley and are arrested by the higher hills

on the north-east side. Snow falls on the surronndmg hills at inter-

vals from October to March. In the valley the first snow generally

falls about the end of December, but never to any great amount.
The hottest months are J uly, August and the greater of Septem-
ber, during which the noon shade temperature varies from 85* to go**

and occasionally 95* at Srinagar, probably the hottest place in the

valley. The cmdest months are January and February, when for

several weeks the average minimum temperature is about 15** below
freezing. As a health resort the province, excluding Srinagar, which
is insanitary and relaxing, has no rival anywhere in the neighbour-

hood of India. Its climate is admirably wanted to the European
constitution, and in consequence of the variecf range of temperature
and the iacUity of moving about the visitor is enabled with ease to

select places at elevations most congenial to him. Formerly only

200 passes a year were issued by the government, but now no restric-

tion is placM on visitors, and their number increases annually.

European sportsmen and travellers, in addition to residents of India,

resort there freely. The railway to Rawalpindi, and a driving road
thence to Srinagar make the valley easy of access. When the

temperature in Srinagar rises at the beginning of June, there is a
general exodus to Gulmarg, which has become a fashionable hill-

station. This great influx of visitors has resulted in a corresponding
diminution of game. Special game preservation rules havebem intro-

duced, and nullahs arc let out for stated periods with a restriction

on the number of head to be shot. I'he wild animals of the country
include ibex, markhor, oorial, the Kashmir stag, and black and brown
bears. Many sportsmen now cross into Ladakh and the Pamirs.

People,—Tlie great majority of the inhabitants of Kashmir

are professedly Mahommedans, but their conversion to the faith

of Islam is comparatively recent and they are still strongly in-

fluenced by their ancient superstitions. At the census of 1901

out of a total population in the whole state of 2,905,578,

there were 2,154,695 Mahommedans, 689,073 Hindus, 35,047

Buddhists and 25,828 Sikhs. The Hindus are mostly found in

Jammu, and the Buddhists are confined to Ladakh. In Kashmir

proper the few Hindus (60,682) are almost all Brahmans, known
as Pundits. Superstition has made the Kashmiri timid ; tyranny

has made him a liar; while physical di.sasters have made him

selfish and pessimistic. Up to recent times the cultivator lived

under a system of Jegar
,
which entitled an official to take either

labour or commodities free of payment from the
^

villages.

Having no security of property, the people had no incentive

to effort, and with no security for life they lost the independence

of free men. But the land settlement of 1889 swept all these

abuses aw^. Restrictive monopolies, under which bricks,

lime, and certain other manufactures were closed to

privat^irtirprise, were abolished. The results of the settle-

ment are thus enumerated by Sir Walter Lawrence :
“ Little by

little, confidence has sprung up. Land which had no value in

1889 is now eagerly sought after by all classes. Cultivation has

extended and improved. Houses have been rebuilt and repaired.

Adds fenced in, orchards planted, vegetable gardens well stocked

and new mills constructed. Women no longer are seen toiling

in the fields, for their husbands are now at home to do the

work, and the long journeys to Gilgit arc a thing of the past.

When the harvest is ripe the peasant reaps it at his own good

time, end not a soldier ever enters the villages.” In consequence

of this improvement in their conditions of life and of the influx of

wealth into the country brought by visitors, the Kashmiri grows

every year in material prosperity and independence of character.

The Kashmir women have a reputation for beauty which is not

altogether deserved, but the children are always pretty.

The language spoken in Kashmir is akin to that of the Punjab,

though marked by many peculiarities. It possesses an ancient

literature, which is written in a special character (sec Kashmiri).

Natural Calamities.--The effect of physical calamities partly

incidental to the climate (ft Kashmir, upon the character of its in-

habitants has been referred to. The list includes fires, floods, earth-

qnakes, famines and cholera. The ravages of fire are chiefly felt in

brinagar, where the wood houses and ^eir thatched roofs fall an

easy pwy to the flames. The national habit of carrying a hangar,

or small warier, underneath the clothes for the purpose of warming
the body, is a fraitful cause of fires. Srinagar is said to have been

burnt down righteen times. Many disastrous floods are recorded,

the greatestb^g the terrible inundation which followed the slipping

of me Khadanyar mountain below Baramula in a.d. 879. The
channel oi the jhelnm River was blocked and a large part of the

valley submerged. In 1841 a serious flood cauied great damage to

tile and property; there wag another in 1893, when six out of the
even bridges in Siinagar were washed away, 25*426 acres under
crops were submerged and 2225 houses were wrecked

;
another flood

occurred in July 1903, when the bund between the Dri Lake and the
gave way, and the lake rose 10 ft. in half an hour. Between

two and three thousand bouses in and around Srinagar collapsed,

while over 40 miles of the tonga road were submerged. Since the 1^th
century rieven great earthquakes have occurred, all of long duration
and accompanied by great loss of life. During me T9tn century
there were four severe earthquakes, the last two ocemring in 1864
and 1885, when some 3500 people were killed. Native historians

record nineteen great urines, the last two occurring in 1831 and
1877. In 1878 it was reported that only two-fifths of the total

population of the valley survived. Daring the 19th century also

there were ten epidemics of cholera, all more or len disastrous, while

the worst (in 1892) was probably ^e last. During that year 5781
persons died in Srinagar and 5931 in the villages. The centre oi

infection is generally supposed to be the squalid capital of Srinagar,

and some efforts to improve its sanitation have beeii made of recent

years.

Crops .—The staple crop of the valley is rice, which forms the chief

food of the people. Indian com comes next; wheat, barley and
oats are also grown. Every kind of English vegetable thrives well,

especially asparagus, artichoke, seakale, broad beans, scarlet-

runners, beetroot, cauliflower and cabbage. Fruit trees are met
with all over the valley, wild but bearing fruit, and the cultivated

orchards yield pears, apples, peaches, cherries, &c., equal to the best

European produce. Tnc chief trees are deodar, firs and pines, chenar

or plane, maple, birch and walnut. There are state departments of

viticulture, hops, horticulture and sericulture. A complete list of the

flora and fauna of the valley will be found in Sir Walter Lawrence's

book on Kashmir.
Industries .—The chief industry of Srinagar was formerly the

weaving of the celebrated Kashmir shawl, wWch dates back to the

days of the emperor Baber. These shawls first became fashionable

in Europe in the reign of Napoleon, when they fetched from ;^io to

/loo
;
but the industry received a blow at the time of the Franco-

German War, and the famine of 1877 scattered the weavers. The
place of the Kashmir shawl has to some extent been taken bv the
Kftiahmtr carpot, but the most thriving industry now Is that of silk-

weaving. Srinagar is also celebrated for its silver-work, papier

m&ch^ and wood-carving. The minerals and metals of the Tammu
district are promising, and a company has been formed to worlc them.

Coal of fair quality has been found, but the difficulties of transport

interfere with its working.

Hfrfijfy.—The metrical chronicle of the kings of Kashmir,

called Rajatarangini, was pronounced by Professor H. H.

Wilson to be the only Sanskrit composition yet discovered to

which the title of history can with any propriety be applied.

It first became known to the Mahommedans when, on Akbar's

invasion of Kashmir in 1588, a copy was presented to the

emperor. A translation into Persian was made by his order,

and a summary of its contents, ^from this Persian translation,

is given by Abu’l Fazl in the A'ln-i-Akbari, The Rajatc^un-

gini, the first of a series of four Sanskrit histories, was written

about the middle of the 12th century by P. Kalhana. His

work, in six books, makes use of earlier writings now lost.

Commencing with traditional history of very early times, it

comes down to the reign of Sangrama Deva, 1006; the second

work, by Jonaraja, takes up the history in continuation of

Kidhana’s, and, entering the Mahommedon period, ^ves an

account of the reigns down to that of Zain-ul-ab-ad-dm, 1412.

P. Srivara carried on the record to the accession of Fah Shah,

i486. And the fourth work, called Rdjdvalipaiaka, by Prajnia

Bhatta, completes the history to the time of the incorporation

of Kashmir in the dominions of the Mogul emperor Akbar, 1588,

In the Rdjdtarangini it is stated that the valley of Kashmir

was formerly a lake, and that it was drained by the great rishi

or sage, Kasyapa, son of Marichi, son of Brahma, by cutting

the gap in the hills at Baramulla (Varaha-mula). When Kashmir

had been drained, he brought in the Brahmans to occupy it.

This is still the local tradition, and in the existing physical

condition of the country we may see some ground for the story

which has taken this fomu The name of Kasyapa is by history

and tradition connected with the draining of the lake, and the

chief town or collection of dwellings in the valley was called

Kasyapa-pur-—a name which has been plausibly identified

with the KocnroirwpM of Hecataeus (Steph. Byz,, s,v.) and

Kfiunrdrvpos of Herodotus (iii. 102, m.44). Kiuihmir is the

country meant also by T^olemy’s Katm^pta. The ancient
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name Kasyapa-pur was applied to the kingcknn of Kashmir
when it comprehended great part of the Punjab and extended
beyond the Indus. In the 7th century Kash^r is said by the

Chinese traveller Hsuan Tsa^ to have included Kabul and
the Punjab, and the hill region of Gandhara, the country of

the Gandarae of classical geography.

At an early date the Sanskrit name of the country became
Kdsmir, The earliest inhabitants, according to the RajiUaran-

gini, were the people caUed Nam,a word which signifies “snake.”
The history shows the prevalence in early times of tree and
serpent worship, of wluch some sculptured stones found in

Kashmir still retain the memorials. The town of Islamabad
is called also by its ancient name Anant-nag (“ eternal snake
The source of the Jheluro is at Vir-nag (the powerful snake),

&c. The other races mentioned as inhabiting this country and
the neighbouring hills are Gandhari, Khasa and Daradae. The
Khasa people are supposed to have given the name Kasmir.
Inthe Mahabharata the Kasmira andDaradae are named together

among the Kshattriya races of northern India. The question

whether, in the immigration of the Aryans, into India, Kashmir
was taken on the way, or entered afterwards by that people after

they had reached the Punjab from the north-west," appears to

require an answer in favour of the latter view (see vol. ii. of

Dr J. Muir’s Sanskrit Texts), The Aryan races of Kashmir and
surrounding hills, which ^ve at the present time separate

geographical distribution, are given by Mr Drew as Kashmiri

(mostly Mahommedan), in the Kashmir basin and a few scattered

places outside; Dard (mostly Mahommedan) in Gilgit and hills

north of Kashmir; Do^a (Hindu) in Jamma; Dogra (Mahom-
medan, called Ckibali) in Punch and hill country west of Kash-
mir; Pahdri or mountaineers (Hindu) in Kishtwar, east of

Kashmir, and hills about the valley of the Chenab.

In the time of Asoka, about 245 b.c., one of the Indian

Buddhist missions was sent to Kashmir and Gandhara. After

his death Brahmanism revived. Then in the time of the three

Kushan princes, Huvishka, Jushka and Kanishka, who ruled

over Kashmir al^ut the beginning of the Christian era, Buddhism
was to a great extent restored, though for several centuries the

two religions existed together in Kashmir, Hinduism pre-

dominating. Yet Kashmir, when Buddhism was gradually

losing its hold, continued to send Buddhist teachers to other

lands. In this Hindu-Buddhist period, and chiefly between

the 5th and loth centuries of the Christian era, were erected

the Hindu temples in Kashmir. In the 6th and 7th centuries

Kashmir was visited by some of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims

to India. The country is called Shie-mt in the narrative of To
Yeng and Sung Yun (578). One of the Chinese travellers of

the next century was for a time an elephant-tamer to the king

of Kashmir. Hsuan Tsang spent two years (631-633) in Kash-

mir (Kia-chi-mi-lo). He entered by Baramula and left by the

Pir Panjal pass. He describes the hill-girt valley, and the

abundance of flowers and fruits, and he mentions the tradition

about the lake. He found in lUshmir many Buddhists as well

as Hindus. In the following century the kings of Kashmir appear

to have paid homage and tribute to China, though this is not

alluded to in the K^hmir chronicle. Hindu kings continued to

reign till about 1294, when Udiana Deva was put to death by his

Mahommedan vizier, Amir Shah, who ascended the throne under

the name of Shams-ud-din.

Of the Mahommedan rulers mentioned in the Sanskrit chroni-

cles, one, who reigned about the close of the 14th century, has

made his name pi^inent by his active opposition to the Hindu
religion, and his destruction of temples. This was Sikandar,

known as BiU-shikan, or the “ idol-breaker.” It was in his time

that Ind^ was invaded by Timur, to whom Sikandar made sub-

mission and paid tribute. The country fell into the hands of

the Moguls in 1588. In the time of Alamgir it passed to Ahmad
Shah ^rani, on his third invasion of India (1756); and from

that time it remained in the hands of Afghans till it was wrested

from them by Ranjit Singh, the Sikh monarch of the Punjab,

in X819. E^ht Hindu and Sikh governors under Ranjit Singh

and his successors were followed by two Mahommedans similarly

appointed, the second of whom, Shekh Imam-uiMin, was in

charge when the battles of the first Sikh war 1846 brought about
new relations between the British Government and the Sikhs.

Gulab Singh, a Dogra Rajput, had from a humble position

been raised to high office by Ranjit Singh, who conferred on him
the small principality of Jammu. On the final defeat of the

Sikhs at Sobraon (February 1846), Gulab Singh was called to

take a leading part in arranging conditions of peace. The treaty

of Lahore (March 9, 1846) sets forth that, tl^ British Govern-
ment having demanded, in addition to a certain assignment of

territory, a payment of a crore and a half of rupees {li millions

sterling), and the Sikh government being unable to pay the whole,

the m^raja (Dhulip Singh) cedes, as equivalent for one crore,

the hill country belonging to the Punjab between the Bea.s

and the Indus, includii^ Kashmir and Hazara. The governor-

general.Sir Henry Hardinge,considered itexpedient to make over
Kashmir to the Jammu chief, securing his friendship while the

British government was administering the Punjab on behalf of

the young maharaja. Gulab Singh was well prepared to ih^e
up the payment m default of which Kashmir was ceded to

the British
;
and so, in consideration of his services in restoring

p^ce, his independent sovereignty of the country made over to

him was recognized, and he was admitted to a separate treaty.

Gulab Singh had already, after several extensions of territory

east and west of Jammu, conquered Ladakh (a Buddhist country,

and till then subject to Lha^), and had then annexed Skardo,

which was under independent Mahommedan rulers. He had
thus by degrees half encircled Kashmir, and by this last addition

his possessions attained nearly their present form and extenj.

Gulab Singh died in 1857, and was succeeded by his son, Ranbir
Singh, who died in 1885. The next ruler, Maharaja Partab Singh,

G.C.S.L (b. 1B50), immediately on his accession inaugurated

the settlement rearms already described. His rule was re-

markable for the reassertion of the Kashmir sovereignty over

Gilgit (q.v,). Kashmir imperial service troops participated in

the Black Mountain expedition of 1891, the Hunza Nagar
operations of 1891, and the Tirah campaign of X897-X898, The
total revenue of the state is about £666,000.

See Drew, Jammu and Kashmir (1^5) ;
M. A. Stein, Kalhana's

RaiaJtarangim (1900) ;
W. R. Lawrence, the Valley of Kashmir (1895);

Colonel A. Durand, The Making of a Frontier R. Lyaekker,
*' The Geology of the Kashmir and Chamba Territories, Records of

ike Geological Survey of India, vol. xxii. (1883); J. Duke, Kashmir
Handbook (1903.) (T. H. H.*)

KXSHBURI (properly Kdimtri), the name of the vernacular

language spoken in the valley of Kashdiir (properly Kasmir) and
in the hills adjoining. In the Indian census of 1901 the number
of speakers was returned at 1,007,957. By origin it is the most
southern member of the Dard group of the Piifftca languages (see

Indo-Aryan Languages). The other members of the ^up are

Shlnft, spoken to its north in the country round Gilgit, and
K5histftnT, spoken in the hill country on both sides of the river

Indus before it debouches on to the plains of India. The Pi^ca
languages also include KhOw&r, the vernacular of Chitral, and the

K&fir group of speeches, of which the most important is the

Bashgali of Kafinstan. Of all these forms of sp^h Kashmiri

is the only one which possesses a literature, or indeed an alphabet.

It is also the only one which has been dealt with in the census of

India, and it is therefore impossible to give even approximate

figures for the numbers of shakers of &e others. The whole

family occupies the three-sided tract of countty between the

Hindu-Kush and the north-western frontier of British India.

As explained in Indo-Aryan Languages, the Pi^ca lan-

guages are Aryan, but are neither Iranian nor Indo-Aryan. They
represent the speech of an independent j^yan migration over the

Hmdu-Kush directly into their present inhospitable seats, where

they have developed a phonetic system of their own, while they

have retained unchanged forms of extreme antiquity which

have long passed out of current use both in Persia and in India.

Their speakers appear to have left the main Aryan body after the

great fission whi^ resulted in the Indo-A^an mjgxution, but

before all the typkal peculiarities of Iranian speech had fully

developed. They are thus representatives of a stage of
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lin^istic process later than that of Sanskrit, and earlier than

that which we find recorded in the Iranian Avesta.

The immigrants into Kashmir must have been Shins, speaking

a language cloeely allied to the ancestor of the modern Shlha.

They appear to have dispossess^ and absorbed ati older non-

Aryan people, whom local tradition now classes as Nagas, or

Snake^gods, and, at an early period, to have come themselves

under the influence of Indo^Aryan immigrants from the south,

who entered the valley along the course of river Jhelam. The
language has therefore lost most of its original Pi.^aca character,

and is now a mixed one. Sanskrit has been actively studied for

many centuries, and the Kashmiri vocabulary, and even its

grammar, are now largely Indian. So much is this the case that,

for convenience’ sake, it is now frequently classed (see Indo-

Arvan Languages) as belonging to the north-western gio^ of

Indo-Aryan languages, instead of as belonging to the Piiaca

family as its origin demands. It cannot be said that either

classification is wrong.

Kashmiri has few dialects. In the valley there are slight

changes of idiom from place to plac.c, but the only important

variety is KishtwOrl, spoken in the hills south-west of Kashmir.
Smaller dialects, such as Pogul and RftmbanI of the hills south of

the Banihai pass, may also be mentioned. The language itself

is an oki one . Pure Kashm iri words are preserved in the Sanskrit

Rdfatatangini written by Kalhanain the 12th century a.d., and,

judging from these specimens, tiie language dees not appear to

have changed materially since his time.

General Character of the Language.—Kashmiri is a langu^e of

great philological interest. The two principal features which at

once strike the student ore the numerous epenthetic changes of

vowels and consonants and the employment of pronominal

suffixes. In both cases the phenomena ore perfectly plain, cause

and el¥cct being alike presented to the eye in the somewhat com-
plicated systems of declcn.sion and conjugation. The Indo-

Aryan languages proper have long ago passed through this stage,

and many of the phenomena now presented by them are due to

its influence, although all record of it has disappeared. In this

way a study of Kashmiri explains a number of difficulties found

by the student of Indo-Aryan vernaculars.'

In Hue folk)wing account the reader is presumed to be in posacssioii

of the facts recorded in the ai tides Tndo-Aryan Languages and
I*KAKRIT, and the following contractions will be employed : Ksh. sr

Kashmiri
;

Sanskrit
;

i-*.
|

Sh. -- Shiua.
A. Vq^uiary, The vocabulaiy of l\ashn<iri is, as has been

expLaineoTip^d. At its basis it has a large number of word.s which
are also found in the neighbouring Shinfi, and these are such as con-
note the most famUiar ideas and such as arc in most frequent uoe.

Thus, the personal nrannuns, the earlier numerals, the words for
*’ ^aUie^" mother,*' " fire," " the sun," are ail closely connected
with corresponding Shina words. There is also a Isuge Indian
element, consisting partly of words derived from Sanskrit vocables
introduced in ancient Umes, and partly of words borrowed in later

days from the vernaculars of the l^njab. Finally, there as a con-
sidenible Persian (including Arabic) element due to the long Mus-
sulman domination of the Happy Valley. Many of these have bC€®
camdderablv altered in accordance with Kashmiri phonetic rules,

so that ttiey sfnnetitnei appear in strange forms. Thus the Persian
fsgdm, a bridle, has become Idhmm, and the Arabic bdbat^ concemiac,
appears as bdpat. Ibe population speaking Kashmiri is mainiy
Mussulman, there being, roughly speaking, nine Mahomniedan
Kathmiris to less than one Hindu. This dmerenee of religion has
strongly IniAuonced the vocabulary. The Mussulmans use Persian
and Ambic wordswithgreat freedom, while the Hindus, or " Pandits

"

as they are called, coofxne their borrowings almost entirely to words
derived from Sanskrit. A.? the literary class is mostly Hindu, it

follows that Kashmiri literature, taken as a whole, while affording

most interestfeag asnd profitable study, hardly represents the actual
language spoken by themoasof the p^w^ile. There are^ faDwev^er, a few
gcK^ Kasiunirt works writtqp by Mussulmans m their own direct.

13. Written Characters. Minsulm^s and Christian missionaries etU'

plby an adaptation of the Persian character for their writings. This
ah^M is quite unsuited for representing the very compl^ Kadh-
nuri vowel system. Hindus ernfMoy the ^Aradfi alphabet, of Indian
origin and akin to the weU>lnipwn Kfigarl. Kashmiri vowel sounds
caj\ bo recorded very successfully in this character, but there is, unfor-

* Sec A. Gritetbn, On Pronomteal Suffices in the Kiemir!
Languages,'^ aad ** On the Radioai and Psrtkipital Teases ot the
Mo&m lndo‘Aryan lemgaages," in Jmernal of the iisfaftc Soaiety of
Bengal^ vol. Ixlv. j(iS95), pt* PP- 33^ 352*

tunately, no fixed system of spelling. The Nagari idphabet is also com-
ing into ttsein printed books, no ^adfi types bei^ yet in existence.

C. Phonetics, Comparing the Kashmin with the Suiskrit alpha-
bet {see SANSKHrr), we must first note a constderable extension
of the vowel system. Not only does Ksh. possess the vowels a, d,

f,
f
, M, fi,

fy
By aiy 0, aUy and tlie anundsiha or aasal symtx>l **

, but it

has also a flat d (like the a in " hat *") a flat i (like toes in " met "),

a short d (like the 0 in " hoi ") and a broad d (like the a in ** all *’).

It also has a series of what natives call " md^rd-vowels,*' which are
T^resented in the Roman character by small letters above.the line,

viz. **, \ Of theee, « is sin^y a very short indetensiioate
sound something lil.e that of the ilebrew mohile^ except that
it may sometimes be the only vowel in a word, as in thou.
The » is a hardly audible *, while * and ** are quite inaudible at the
end of a syllable. When or * is followed by a consonaat in the same
syllable

« generally and ^ always becomes a lull 1 or « respectively and
is BO pronounced. On the other hand, in similar urcumstanccs,
^ remains uaolianged in writing, but is pronounced like a short
German il. It should be observed that this * always represents an
older ly and is still considered to be a pailatat, not, like *, a labial
vowel. Although these mfitra-vowels are so slightly heard, they
exercise a great influence on the sound of a preceding syilable. We
may compaiie the sound of c in the English word mar." If we
add e to the end of this word we get " mare," in which the sound of
the a is altogether changed, although the e is not itself pronounced
in its proper place. The back-oetkm of thevo mktr&*voweis is

technically known as undaiU or " epautbesis," and is the most
striking feature of the Kashmiri language, the structure of which is

unintelligible without a thorough knowledge of the system. In the
following pages when a vowel is epenthetically afiected bv a
vowel the fact will be denoted by a dot placed under it, thus hqr**.

This is not the native system, according to which the change is

indicated sometimes by a diacritical mark and sometimes by writing
a different letter. Tiic changes of pronunciation effected by each
mfltr3.-v«.)wel are shown in the following table. If natives employ
a different letter to indicate the change the fact is mentioned. In
other cases they content themselves with diacritical marks, W'hen
no entry is made, it should be understood that the sound of the
vowel remains unaltered :

—

CdD
I

II

I

1 1

"

I

a mdtrd (

u I a 1a*
1
a'

moist) (some
! thing h]

Pronunciation when followed by

i-mdi/d

\ ft

nkf u

short Gcr
man b) I

/ (Agfl^r, i)r.

makei
one-eyed);
(like a long
trcnnnn cd

d' (German d;

m^r'y pr.

killed,

masc, phir.)

n-matra u mdtrd
1

j

jtf (as in Gur-
1 man: k^'y

1

pr.A/ir,made,

,
fern. s*ng.)

|

V pr.|

tniiTy killed, 1

fem. sing )

'

0 (like firsts in !

"promote'’:
kqr’^y pr. kor ,

'

1
made, masc,

:

d {mdr\ pr.
1

war, written,
wof"', killed,!

\ytl pr.

I
tyiiv, plas.

tm'cl . fem.
sing.)

g«Y', hor.ses)

PJ’ i

I

gii'r', cow-
herds)

? il^d*^y pr. 1

•—

lid^y be
low)

? {ph^'y pr.

and written
turned,

,

.masc, plur.)

u {hdkh'^ry nr.
|
d* {wf^tfe’y pr,

make arisen,

dry) I mate, plur.)— lu' (<mv, pr.

bu‘z‘, written

! biiz*y hestrd,

;

maec. phir.)

\'\u

j'pr. tiyilL
I squeezed,
fem. sing.)

I (/»A^^ pr.

pAtr, written,

pAtf^^UirDed,
fern, sing.)

il pr.

WOtky aiMWB,
fem. sU^.f
u pr,

buZy written,
heard,

fem. iimg.)

masc. sing.)

,yu {iiv**y pr.
j

j

lyuVy written
|

1 lyuv**, plas-

1

tcred, masc. 1

Bing.)
j

yu (wi/**, pr. i

nyiily written
nyiil**, blue,

;

masc. sing.)

yu ^t$flt”y pr
tsyuly wnt
tea tsyul**

squeezed
masc. ring.)

yH (pAfr^ pr
pkyiht, writ
tea pApiir*'

tumea»masc
sing.)

|e pr.

wteA, ariBen,

nwac.eing.)
u (boz**, pr.
buZy written

heard,
taaacriflfg^

ThetetteiB u and a, evenwhen not ta-mAtraor nften change
preceding long d to dy which is usually writtlm and^ tesptetivety

.

Thus Ydwukh, fficy have lost, is prouPtmeed ahd, in the
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name Kasyapa-pur was applied to the kingcknn of Kashmir
when it comprehended great part of the Punjab and extended
beyond the Indus. In the 7th century Kash^r is said by the

Chinese traveller Hsuan Tsa^ to have included Kabul and
the Punjab, and the hill region of Gandhara, the country of

the Gandarae of classical geography.

At an early date the Sanskrit name of the country became
Kdsmir, The earliest inhabitants, according to the RajiUaran-

gini, were the people caUed Nam,a word which signifies “snake.”
The history shows the prevalence in early times of tree and
serpent worship, of wluch some sculptured stones found in

Kashmir still retain the memorials. The town of Islamabad
is called also by its ancient name Anant-nag (“ eternal snake
The source of the Jheluro is at Vir-nag (the powerful snake),

&c. The other races mentioned as inhabiting this country and
the neighbouring hills are Gandhari, Khasa and Daradae. The
Khasa people are supposed to have given the name Kasmir.
Inthe Mahabharata the Kasmira andDaradae are named together

among the Kshattriya races of northern India. The question

whether, in the immigration of the Aryans, into India, Kashmir
was taken on the way, or entered afterwards by that people after

they had reached the Punjab from the north-west," appears to

require an answer in favour of the latter view (see vol. ii. of

Dr J. Muir’s Sanskrit Texts), The Aryan races of Kashmir and
surrounding hills, which ^ve at the present time separate

geographical distribution, are given by Mr Drew as Kashmiri

(mostly Mahommedan), in the Kashmir basin and a few scattered

places outside; Dard (mostly Mahommedan) in Gilgit and hills

north of Kashmir; Do^a (Hindu) in Jamma; Dogra (Mahom-
medan, called Ckibali) in Punch and hill country west of Kash-
mir; Pahdri or mountaineers (Hindu) in Kishtwar, east of

Kashmir, and hills about the valley of the Chenab.

In the time of Asoka, about 245 b.c., one of the Indian

Buddhist missions was sent to Kashmir and Gandhara. After

his death Brahmanism revived. Then in the time of the three

Kushan princes, Huvishka, Jushka and Kanishka, who ruled

over Kashmir al^ut the beginning of the Christian era, Buddhism
was to a great extent restored, though for several centuries the

two religions existed together in Kashmir, Hinduism pre-

dominating. Yet Kashmir, when Buddhism was gradually

losing its hold, continued to send Buddhist teachers to other

lands. In this Hindu-Buddhist period, and chiefly between

the 5th and loth centuries of the Christian era, were erected

the Hindu temples in Kashmir. In the 6th and 7th centuries

Kashmir was visited by some of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims

to India. The country is called Shie-mt in the narrative of To
Yeng and Sung Yun (578). One of the Chinese travellers of

the next century was for a time an elephant-tamer to the king

of Kashmir. Hsuan Tsang spent two years (631-633) in Kash-

mir (Kia-chi-mi-lo). He entered by Baramula and left by the

Pir Panjal pass. He describes the hill-girt valley, and the

abundance of flowers and fruits, and he mentions the tradition

about the lake. He found in lUshmir many Buddhists as well

as Hindus. In the following century the kings of Kashmir appear

to have paid homage and tribute to China, though this is not

alluded to in the K^hmir chronicle. Hindu kings continued to

reign till about 1294, when Udiana Deva was put to death by his

Mahommedan vizier, Amir Shah, who ascended the throne under

the name of Shams-ud-din.

Of the Mahommedan rulers mentioned in the Sanskrit chroni-

cles, one, who reigned about the close of the 14th century, has

made his name pi^inent by his active opposition to the Hindu
religion, and his destruction of temples. This was Sikandar,

known as BiU-shikan, or the “ idol-breaker.” It was in his time

that Ind^ was invaded by Timur, to whom Sikandar made sub-

mission and paid tribute. The country fell into the hands of

the Moguls in 1588. In the time of Alamgir it passed to Ahmad
Shah ^rani, on his third invasion of India (1756); and from

that time it remained in the hands of Afghans till it was wrested

from them by Ranjit Singh, the Sikh monarch of the Punjab,

in X819. E^ht Hindu and Sikh governors under Ranjit Singh

and his successors were followed by two Mahommedans similarly

appointed, the second of whom, Shekh Imam-uiMin, was in

charge when the battles of the first Sikh war 1846 brought about
new relations between the British Government and the Sikhs.

Gulab Singh, a Dogra Rajput, had from a humble position

been raised to high office by Ranjit Singh, who conferred on him
the small principality of Jammu. On the final defeat of the

Sikhs at Sobraon (February 1846), Gulab Singh was called to

take a leading part in arranging conditions of peace. The treaty

of Lahore (March 9, 1846) sets forth that, tl^ British Govern-
ment having demanded, in addition to a certain assignment of

territory, a payment of a crore and a half of rupees {li millions

sterling), and the Sikh government being unable to pay the whole,

the m^raja (Dhulip Singh) cedes, as equivalent for one crore,

the hill country belonging to the Punjab between the Bea.s

and the Indus, includii^ Kashmir and Hazara. The governor-

general.Sir Henry Hardinge,considered itexpedient to make over
Kashmir to the Jammu chief, securing his friendship while the

British government was administering the Punjab on behalf of

the young maharaja. Gulab Singh was well prepared to ih^e
up the payment m default of which Kashmir was ceded to

the British
;
and so, in consideration of his services in restoring

p^ce, his independent sovereignty of the country made over to

him was recognized, and he was admitted to a separate treaty.

Gulab Singh had already, after several extensions of territory

east and west of Jammu, conquered Ladakh (a Buddhist country,

and till then subject to Lha^), and had then annexed Skardo,

which was under independent Mahommedan rulers. He had
thus by degrees half encircled Kashmir, and by this last addition

his possessions attained nearly their present form and extenj.

Gulab Singh died in 1857, and was succeeded by his son, Ranbir
Singh, who died in 1885. The next ruler, Maharaja Partab Singh,

G.C.S.L (b. 1B50), immediately on his accession inaugurated

the settlement rearms already described. His rule was re-

markable for the reassertion of the Kashmir sovereignty over

Gilgit (q.v,). Kashmir imperial service troops participated in

the Black Mountain expedition of 1891, the Hunza Nagar
operations of 1891, and the Tirah campaign of X897-X898, The
total revenue of the state is about £666,000.

See Drew, Jammu and Kashmir (1^5) ;
M. A. Stein, Kalhana's

RaiaJtarangim (1900) ;
W. R. Lawrence, the Valley of Kashmir (1895);

Colonel A. Durand, The Making of a Frontier R. Lyaekker,
*' The Geology of the Kashmir and Chamba Territories, Records of

ike Geological Survey of India, vol. xxii. (1883); J. Duke, Kashmir
Handbook (1903.) (T. H. H.*)

KXSHBURI (properly Kdimtri), the name of the vernacular

language spoken in the valley of Kashdiir (properly Kasmir) and
in the hills adjoining. In the Indian census of 1901 the number
of speakers was returned at 1,007,957. By origin it is the most
southern member of the Dard group of the Piifftca languages (see

Indo-Aryan Languages). The other members of the ^up are

Shlnft, spoken to its north in the country round Gilgit, and
K5histftnT, spoken in the hill country on both sides of the river

Indus before it debouches on to the plains of India. The Pi^ca
languages also include KhOw&r, the vernacular of Chitral, and the

K&fir group of speeches, of which the most important is the

Bashgali of Kafinstan. Of all these forms of sp^h Kashmiri

is the only one which possesses a literature, or indeed an alphabet.

It is also the only one which has been dealt with in the census of

India, and it is therefore impossible to give even approximate

figures for the numbers of shakers of &e others. The whole

family occupies the three-sided tract of countty between the

Hindu-Kush and the north-western frontier of British India.

As explained in Indo-Aryan Languages, the Pi^ca lan-

guages are Aryan, but are neither Iranian nor Indo-Aryan. They
represent the speech of an independent j^yan migration over the

Hmdu-Kush directly into their present inhospitable seats, where

they have developed a phonetic system of their own, while they

have retained unchanged forms of extreme antiquity which

have long passed out of current use both in Persia and in India.

Their speakers appear to have left the main Aryan body after the

great fission whi^ resulted in the Indo-A^an mjgxution, but

before all the typkal peculiarities of Iranian speech had fully

developed. They are thus representatives of a stage of
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lin^istic process later than that of Sanskrit, and earlier than

that which we find recorded in the Iranian Avesta.

The immigrants into Kashmir must have been Shins, speaking

a language cloeely allied to the ancestor of the modern Shlha.

They appear to have dispossess^ and absorbed ati older non-

Aryan people, whom local tradition now classes as Nagas, or

Snake^gods, and, at an early period, to have come themselves

under the influence of Indo^Aryan immigrants from the south,

who entered the valley along the course of river Jhelam. The
language has therefore lost most of its original Pi.^aca character,

and is now a mixed one. Sanskrit has been actively studied for

many centuries, and the Kashmiri vocabulary, and even its

grammar, are now largely Indian. So much is this the case that,

for convenience’ sake, it is now frequently classed (see Indo-

Arvan Languages) as belonging to the north-western gio^ of

Indo-Aryan languages, instead of as belonging to the Piiaca

family as its origin demands. It cannot be said that either

classification is wrong.

Kashmiri has few dialects. In the valley there are slight

changes of idiom from place to plac.c, but the only important

variety is KishtwOrl, spoken in the hills south-west of Kashmir.
Smaller dialects, such as Pogul and RftmbanI of the hills south of

the Banihai pass, may also be mentioned. The language itself

is an oki one . Pure Kashm iri words are preserved in the Sanskrit

Rdfatatangini written by Kalhanain the 12th century a.d., and,

judging from these specimens, tiie language dees not appear to

have changed materially since his time.

General Character of the Language.—Kashmiri is a langu^e of

great philological interest. The two principal features which at

once strike the student ore the numerous epenthetic changes of

vowels and consonants and the employment of pronominal

suffixes. In both cases the phenomena ore perfectly plain, cause

and el¥cct being alike presented to the eye in the somewhat com-
plicated systems of declcn.sion and conjugation. The Indo-

Aryan languages proper have long ago passed through this stage,

and many of the phenomena now presented by them are due to

its influence, although all record of it has disappeared. In this

way a study of Kashmiri explains a number of difficulties found

by the student of Indo-Aryan vernaculars.'

In Hue folk)wing account the reader is presumed to be in posacssioii

of the facts recorded in the ai tides Tndo-Aryan Languages and
I*KAKRIT, and the following contractions will be employed : Ksh. sr

Kashmiri
;

Sanskrit
;

i-*.
|

Sh. -- Shiua.
A. Vq^uiary, The vocabulaiy of l\ashn<iri is, as has been

expLaineoTip^d. At its basis it has a large number of word.s which
are also found in the neighbouring Shinfi, and these are such as con-
note the most famUiar ideas and such as arc in most frequent uoe.

Thus, the personal nrannuns, the earlier numerals, the words for
*’ ^aUie^" mother,*' " fire," " the sun," are ail closely connected
with corresponding Shina words. There is also a Isuge Indian
element, consisting partly of words derived from Sanskrit vocables
introduced in ancient Umes, and partly of words borrowed in later

days from the vernaculars of the l^njab. Finally, there as a con-
sidenible Persian (including Arabic) element due to the long Mus-
sulman domination of the Happy Valley. Many of these have bC€®
camdderablv altered in accordance with Kashmiri phonetic rules,

so that ttiey sfnnetitnei appear in strange forms. Thus the Persian
fsgdm, a bridle, has become Idhmm, and the Arabic bdbat^ concemiac,
appears as bdpat. Ibe population speaking Kashmiri is mainiy
Mussulman, there being, roughly speaking, nine Mahomniedan
Kathmiris to less than one Hindu. This dmerenee of religion has
strongly IniAuonced the vocabulary. The Mussulmans use Persian
and Ambic wordswithgreat freedom, while the Hindus, or " Pandits

"

as they are called, coofxne their borrowings almost entirely to words
derived from Sanskrit. A.? the literary class is mostly Hindu, it

follows that Kashmiri literature, taken as a whole, while affording

most interestfeag asnd profitable study, hardly represents the actual
language spoken by themoasof the p^w^ile. There are^ faDwev^er, a few
gcK^ Kasiunirt works writtqp by Mussulmans m their own direct.

13. Written Characters. Minsulm^s and Christian missionaries etU'

plby an adaptation of the Persian character for their writings. This
ah^M is quite unsuited for representing the very compl^ Kadh-
nuri vowel system. Hindus ernfMoy the ^Aradfi alphabet, of Indian
origin and akin to the weU>lnipwn Kfigarl. Kashmiri vowel sounds
caj\ bo recorded very successfully in this character, but there is, unfor-

* Sec A. Gritetbn, On Pronomteal Suffices in the Kiemir!
Languages,'^ aad ** On the Radioai and Psrtkipital Teases ot the
Mo&m lndo‘Aryan lemgaages," in Jmernal of the iisfaftc Soaiety of
Bengal^ vol. Ixlv. j(iS95), pt* PP- 33^ 352*

tunately, no fixed system of spelling. The Nagari idphabet is also com-
ing into ttsein printed books, no ^adfi types bei^ yet in existence.

C. Phonetics, Comparing the Kashmin with the Suiskrit alpha-
bet {see SANSKHrr), we must first note a constderable extension
of the vowel system. Not only does Ksh. possess the vowels a, d,

f,
f
, M, fi,

fy
By aiy 0, aUy and tlie anundsiha or aasal symtx>l **

, but it

has also a flat d (like the a in " hat *") a flat i (like toes in " met "),

a short d (like the 0 in " hoi ") and a broad d (like the a in ** all *’).

It also has a series of what natives call " md^rd-vowels,*' which are
T^resented in the Roman character by small letters above.the line,

viz. **, \ Of theee, « is sin^y a very short indetensiioate
sound something lil.e that of the ilebrew mohile^ except that
it may sometimes be the only vowel in a word, as in thou.
The » is a hardly audible *, while * and ** are quite inaudible at the
end of a syllable. When or * is followed by a consonaat in the same
syllable

« generally and ^ always becomes a lull 1 or « respectively and
is BO pronounced. On the other hand, in similar urcumstanccs,
^ remains uaolianged in writing, but is pronounced like a short
German il. It should be observed that this * always represents an
older ly and is still considered to be a pailatat, not, like *, a labial
vowel. Although these mfitra-vowels are so slightly heard, they
exercise a great influence on the sound of a preceding syilable. We
may compaiie the sound of c in the English word mar." If we
add e to the end of this word we get " mare," in which the sound of
the a is altogether changed, although the e is not itself pronounced
in its proper place. The back-oetkm of thevo mktr&*voweis is

technically known as undaiU or " epautbesis," and is the most
striking feature of the Kashmiri language, the structure of which is

unintelligible without a thorough knowledge of the system. In the
following pages when a vowel is epenthetically afiected bv a
vowel the fact will be denoted by a dot placed under it, thus hqr**.

This is not the native system, according to which the change is

indicated sometimes by a diacritical mark and sometimes by writing
a different letter. Tiic changes of pronunciation effected by each
mfltr3.-v«.)wel are shown in the following table. If natives employ
a different letter to indicate the change the fact is mentioned. In
other cases they content themselves with diacritical marks, W'hen
no entry is made, it should be understood that the sound of the
vowel remains unaltered :

—

CdD
I

II

I

1 1

"

I

a mdtrd (

u I a 1a*
1
a'

moist) (some
! thing h]

Pronunciation when followed by

i-mdi/d

\ ft

nkf u

short Gcr
man b) I

/ (Agfl^r, i)r.

makei
one-eyed);
(like a long
trcnnnn cd

d' (German d;

m^r'y pr.

killed,

masc, phir.)

n-matra u mdtrd
1

j

jtf (as in Gur-
1 man: k^'y

1

pr.A/ir,made,

,
fern. s*ng.)

|

V pr.|

tniiTy killed, 1

fem. sing )

'

0 (like firsts in !

"promote'’:
kqr’^y pr. kor ,

'

1
made, masc,

:

d {mdr\ pr.
1

war, written,
wof"', killed,!

\ytl pr.

I
tyiiv, plas.

tm'cl . fem.
sing.)

g«Y', hor.ses)

PJ’ i

I

gii'r', cow-
herds)

? il^d*^y pr. 1

•—

lid^y be
low)

? {ph^'y pr.

and written
turned,

,

.masc, plur.)

u {hdkh'^ry nr.
|
d* {wf^tfe’y pr,

make arisen,

dry) I mate, plur.)— lu' (<mv, pr.

bu‘z‘, written

! biiz*y hestrd,

;

maec. phir.)

\'\u

j'pr. tiyilL
I squeezed,
fem. sing.)

I (/»A^^ pr.

pAtr, written,

pAtf^^UirDed,
fern, sing.)

il pr.

WOtky aiMWB,
fem. sU^.f
u pr,

buZy written,
heard,

fem. iimg.)

masc. sing.)

,yu {iiv**y pr.
j

j

lyuVy written
|

1 lyuv**, plas-

1

tcred, masc. 1

Bing.)
j

yu (wi/**, pr. i

nyiily written
nyiil**, blue,

;

masc. sing.)

yu ^t$flt”y pr
tsyuly wnt
tea tsyul**

squeezed
masc. ring.)

yH (pAfr^ pr
pkyiht, writ
tea pApiir*'

tumea»masc
sing.)

|e pr.

wteA, ariBen,

nwac.eing.)
u (boz**, pr.
buZy written

heard,
taaacriflfg^

ThetetteiB u and a, evenwhen not ta-mAtraor nften change
preceding long d to dy which is usually writtlm and^ tesptetivety

.

Thus Ydwukh, fficy have lost, is prouPtmeed ahd, in the



Authokities.—The scientific study of Kashmiri is of very recent

date. The only printed lexicographical work is a short vocabulary

by W. ]. Elmslie (London, 1872). K. F. Burkhard brought out a
grammar of the Mussulman dialect in the Proceedinp of the Royal

Bmarian Academy of Science for 1887-1889, of which a translation

bvG. A. Grierson appeared in the Indian Aniigimry of 1895 and the

following years (reprinted as a separate publication, Bombay, 1897).

T. R. Wade's Grammar (Xxmdon, 1888) is the merest sketch, and the

only attempt at a complete work of the kind in English is G. A.

Grierson's Essays on Kdpmlvl Grammar (London and Calcutta, 1899).

A valuable native grammar in Sanskrit, the Kasmiraiabddmfta of

Isvara Kaula, has been edited by the same writer (Calcutta, 1888).

For an examination of the origm of Kashmiri grammatical forn^

and the ^&ca question generally, sec G. A. Grierson's " On Certam
Suffixes in the Modern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars " in the Zeitschrifi

fUr vergleichende Sprachforschung auf dem Gehieie der indo-german-

tschen Sprachen for 1903 and ThePiidca Languages of North-Western

/ndta (London, 1906).

The only important text which has been published is Burkhard s

edition, with a partial translation, of MahmQd Gami's “ YQsuf and

Zulaikh& " in the Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenldndischen GeselU

schaft for 1895 and 1899. The text of the Siva Parinaya, edited by
G. A- Grierson, is in course of publication by the Asiatic Society of

Bengal.

KASHUBES (sing. Kaszub, plur. Kaszebe), a Slavonic people

numbering about aoo,ooo, and living on the borders of West

Prussia and Pomerania, along the Baltic coast between Danzig

and Lake Garden, and inland as far as Konitz. They have no

literature and no history, as they consist of peasants and fisher-

men, the educated classes being mostly Germans or Poles, Their

language has been held to be but a dialect of Polish, but it seems

better to separate it, as in some points it is quite independent,

in some it offers a resemblance to the language of the Polabs

This is most seen in the western dialect of the so-called Slovinci

(of whom there are about 250 left) and Kabatki, whereas the

eastern Kashube is more like Polish, which is encroaching upon

and assimilating it. Lorentz calls the western dialect a language,

and distinguishes 38 vowels. The chief points of Kashube as

against Polish are that all its vowels can be nasal instead of a

and e only, that it has preserved quantity and a free accent, has

developed several special vowels, e.g. 0, (*?, and has preserved

the original order, e,g. gard as against grod. The consonants

are very like Polish, (^e also Slavs.)

Authorities.—F. L.orcntz, SlovinzischeGrammatik (St Petersburg,

1903) and “Dio gegenzeitige Verhkltniss der sogen. Lechischen

Sprachen," in Arch. /. slav. Phil. xxiv. (1902); J* Baudouiii de

Courtenay, “Kurzes Resum6 der Kaachubiachen Frage, ibid,

xxvi. (1904'; G, Bronisch, Kaschubische Dialcktstudien (Leipzig,

1896-1898) ;S. Ramutt, Siownih jeryhapomorskiego czyli kaseubskiego^

i.c. "Dictionary of the Seacoast (Pomeranian) or Kashube I^guage
(Cracow, 1893). ^ ^

KASIMOV, a town of Russia, in the government of Ryazan,

on the Oka River, in 54° 56' N. and 41° 3' 75 E.N.E. of

Ryazan. Pop. (1897), 13,545, of whom about 1000 were Tatars.

It is famed for its tanneries and leather goods, sheepskins and

post-horse bells. Founded in 1152, it was formerly known as

Meshcherski Gorodets. In the 15th century it became the capital

of a Tatar khanate, subject to Moscow, and so remained until

1667. The town possesses a cathedral, and a mosque supposed

to have been built by Kasim, founder of the Tatar principality.

Near the mosque stands a mausoleum built by Shah-Ali in 1555.

Lying on the direct road from Astrakhan to Moscow and Nizhniy-

Novgorod, Kasimov is a place of some trade, and has a large

annual fair in July. The waiters in tlie best hotels of St Peters-

burg are mostly Kasimov Tatars.

See Veliaminov-Zemov, The Kasimov Tsars (St Petersburg,

1865-1866).

KA8SA (Germ. Kaschau; Lat. Cassovia), the capital of the

county of Abauj-Toma, in Hungary, 170 m. N.E. of Budapest by

rail. Pop. (1900), 35,856. Kassa is one of the oldest and hand-

somest towns of Hungary, and is pleasantly situated on the right

bank of'the Hemfid. It is surrounded on three sides by hills

covered with forests and vineyards, and opens to the S.E. to-

wards a pretty valley watered by the Hernfid and the Tareza.

Kassa consists of the inner town, which was the former old town

surround^ with walls, and of three suburbs separated from it by
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a broad glacis. The most remarlmble building, c^dered the

grandest masterpiece of architecture in Hungary, is the Gothic

cathedral of St Elizabeth. Begun about 1270 by Steph^ V.^it

was continued (1342-1382) by (^een Elizabeth, wife of Charles I.,

and her son Louis I., and finished about 1468, in the reign of

Matthias I. (Corvinus). The interior was transformed in the

i8th century to the Renaissance style, and the whole church

thoroughly restored in 1877-1896. The church of St Midiael

and the Franciscan or garrison church date from the r3th cen-

tury. The royal law academy, founded in i659,^end sanctioned

by golden bull of King Leopold I. in 1660, has an extensive

library; there are also a museum, a Roman Catholic upper

gymnasium and seminary for priests, and other Schools and

benevolent institutions. Kassa is the see of a Roman Catholic

bishopric. It is the chief political and commercial town of Upper

Hungary, and the principal entrepot for the commerce between

Hungary and Galicia. Its most important manufactures are

tobacco, machinery, iron, furniture, textiles and milling. About

3 m. N.W. of the town arc the baths of Bank6, with alkaline and

ferruginous springs, and about 12 m. N.E. lies Rdnk-Herlein, with

an intermittent chalybeate spring. About 20 m. W. of Kassa lies

the famous Premonstratensian abbey of Ja.sz6, founded in the

i2th century. The abbey contains a rich library and valuable

archives. In the neighbourhood is a fine stalactite grotto,

which often served as a place of refuge to the inhabitants in war

I

time.

Kassa was created a town and granted special privileges by

B61a IV. in 1235, and was raised to the rank of a royal free town

by Stephen V. in 1270. In 1290 it was surrounded with walliv

The subsequent history presents a long record of revolts, sieges

and disastrous conflagrations. In 143® plague carried off a

great number of the inhabitants. Tn 1458 the right of minting

money according to the pattern and value of the Buda coinage

was granted to the municipality by King Matthias I. The

bishopric was established in 1804. In the revolutionary war of

1848-49 the Hungarians were twice defeated before the walls of

Kassa by the Austrians under General Schlick, and the town was

held successivelv by the Austrians, Hungarians and Russians.

KASSALA, a'town and mudiria of the Anglo-E^ptian Sudan.

The town, a military station of some importance, lies on the river

Gash(Mareb)in 15" 28' N., 36" 24' E., 260 m. E.S.E. of Khartum

and 240 m. W. of Massawa, the nearest seaport. Pop. about

20,000. It is built on a plain, 1700 ft. above the sea, at the foot

of the Abvssinian highlands 15 m. W. of the frontier of the Italian

colony of Eritrea. Two dome-shaped mountains about 2600 ft.

high, jebels Mokram and Kossala, rise abruptly from the plain

some 3 m. to the east and south-east. These mountains and

the numerous gardens Kassala contains give to the place a

picturesque appearance. The chief buildings are of brick, but

most of the natives dwell in grws tukls. A short distonce from

the town is Khatmia, containing a tomb mosque with a high

tower, the headquarters of the Morgani family. The sheikhs El

Morgan! are the chiefs of a religious brotherhood widely spread

and of considerable influence in the eastern Sudan. The Morgani

family are of Afghan descent. Long settled in Jidda, the head

of the family removed to the Sudan about 1800 and founded the

Morgani sect. Kassala was founded by the Egyptians in 1840

as a fortified post from which to control their newly conquered

territory near the Abyssinian frontier. In a few years it grew

into a place of some importance. In November 1883 it was be-

sieged by the dervishes. The garrison held out till the 30th of July

1885 when owing to lack of food they capitulated. Kassala was

captured from the dervishes by an Italian force under Colonel

Baratieri on the 17th of July 1894 and by the Italians was handed

over on Christmas day 1897 to Egypt. The bulk of the inhabit-

ants are Hallenga “ Arabs.**

Kassala mudiria contains some of the most fertile land in the

Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. It corresponds roughly with the dis-

trict formerly known as Taka. It is a region of light and

cultivation depends chiefly on the Gash flood. The river is how-

ever absolutely dry from October to June. White durra of

excellent quality is raised.

KASHUBES—KASSALA
!
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KAfifiABfilN, ft village of Lower ERypt m. by rail W. of

Ismailia on the SueaCa^l. At this place^ on the aSih of August
and again on the 9th of September i8Sa the Btitish force opera^
tingft^inst Ambi Pasha was attacked by the Egyptians^lH>th
attacks being repulsed Eoyrr ; Military Operations),

KABSITBS^ an Elamite tribe who played an important part
in the history of Babylonia. They still inhabited the north-

western mountains of Elam, immedkteiy south of HolwaO) when
Sennacherib attacked them in 70s b.c. They are the Kossaeans
of Ptolemy, who divides Susiana between them and the Ely-
macans ; according to Strabo (xi. 1 3, 3, 6) they were the neighbours

of the Medes. Th, Ndldeke {GoU. G, G,, 1874, pp. 173 seq.) has

shown that they are the Kissians of the older Greek authors who
are identified with the Susians by Aeschylus (Choeph. 424, Fers,

1 7, 120) and Herodotua(v. 49, 52). We already hear of them as

attacking Babylonia in the year of Samsu-ilima the son of
Khammurabi, and about lyBo b.c. they overran Babylonia and
founded a dynasty there which lasted for 576 years and nine

months, in the course of centuries, however, they were absorbed

into the Babylonian population
;
the kings adopted Semitic names

and married into the royal family of Assyria. Like the other
languages of the non-Semitic tribes of Elam tliat of the Kossites

was agglutinative; a vore.bular>^ of it has been handed down in a
cuneiform tablet, as well as a list of Kassite names with their

Semitic equivalents. It has no connexion with Indo-European,
as has erroneously been supposed. Some of the Kass’te deities

were introduced into the Babylonian pantheon, and the Kassite

tribe of Khabira seems to have settled in the Babylonian plain.

Sec Fr. Delifzsch, Die Sprache det Koasdev (1884). (A. H. S.)

KASTAMUNL or KastambCl. (i) A vilayet of Asia Minor
which includes Paphlagonia and parts of Pontus and Gaktia.
It is divided into four sanjaks—’Kastsununi, Boli, Changra azul

Sinope-—is rich in mineral wealth, and has many mineral springs

and extensive forests, the timbw being used for charcoal a^
building and the bark for tanning. The products are chiefiy

cereals, fruits, opium, cotton, tobacco, wool, ordinary goat-hair

and mohair, in which there is a large trade. There are coal-mines
at and near Eregli (anc, Htradeia) which yield steam coal nearly

as good in quality as the English, but they are badly worked.
Its peculation comprises about 993,000 Moslems and 27,000
Christians. (2) The capital of the vilayet, the ancient Castamon,
aUitud^50»ft., situat^ in the narrow valley of the Geuk Innak

connected by a carriage road, 54 m., witli its port
Ineboli on the Black Sea. The town is noted for iu copper
utensils, but the famous copper mines about 36 m. N., worked
from ancient times to the iqth century, are now abwdonad.
There are over 30 mosques in the town, a dervish monastery, and
numerous theological coiiegei(m«(fre.fr^.v), and the Moslem inhabi-
tants have a reputation Tor b^otry . The climate though subject
to extremes of heat and cold is healthy

;
in wintenr the roods are

often closed by snow. The popuktion of x6,ooo includes about
2500 Ciirktians. Gastamon became an important city in kter
Byaantine times. It lay on the northern trunk-road to the
Euphrates and was built round a strong fortress whose rains

crown the rocky hill west of the town. It was taken by the
Danishmand Amirs of Sivas early in the 12th century, and pas^
to the Turks in 1393. {], q, q. a.)

KABTORIA (Turkish Kesrie), a city of Macedonk, European
Ti^key, in the vikyet of Monastir, 45 m. S. W. of Monastir
(Bitolia). Pop. (1905), about 10,000, one-^thid of whom are
Greeks, one-third Slavs, and the remainder Albanians or Turks.
Kastoria oci^pies part of a peninsula on the western shore of

I^e Kastoria, which herofceoeives from the north its afiluent the

^kva. The lake is fom^ in a deep hollow surroun^d by
limestone mountains, and is drained on the south by the Bis-

tritza^ a large river which flows S-E. nearty to the Greek frontier,

then sharply turns N.E., and finally enters the Gull of Salonica.

The lake has an area of 20 sq. m., and is 2850 ft. above sea-level.

Kastoria is the seat of an Ortlu^ox archbishop. It is usually
identified with, the mient Cdeirumy captured by the Romans
under Sulpicius, during the first Macedonian campaign, 8oo B,€.,

-KATANGA
and better known for the defence maintained by Bryennius
against Alexis I. in 1084, A Byzantine wall with round towers
runs across the peninsula.

KASUR, a town of British India, in the Ikhore district of the
Punjab, situated on the north bank of the old bed of the. river

Beas, 34 m. S.E. of Lahore. Pop. (1901), 22,022. A Rajput
colony seems to have occupied the present site before the earliest

Mahommedan invasion; but Kasur does not appear in history
until late in the Mussulman period, when it was settled by a
Pathan colony from b^ood the Indus. It has an export trade
in grain and cotton, and manufactures of cotton and leather

goods.

KATAGUMt the sub-province of the double province of Kano
in the British protectorate of Northern Nigeria. It lies approxi-
mately between ij“ and 13 N. and 8" 20' and ro’ 40' E. It is

bounded N. by the French Sudan, E. by Bomu, S. by Bau^i;
and W. by Kano. Katagum consists of several small but ancunt
Mahommedan emirates—Katagum, Messaq, Gummtl, Ha^iia,
Machena, with a fringe of Bedde pagans on its eastern frontier

towards Bomu, and other pagans on the south towards Bauchi.
The Waube flows from Kano through the province via Hadeija
and by Damjiri in Bornu to Lake Chad, affording a route for the
transport of goods brought by the Zungenr'Zaria-Kam) railway
to the headquarters of lUtagumand vy^estern Bomu. Katagum
is a fertile province inhabit^ by an industrious people whose
manufactures rival those of Kano.

In ancient times the province of Katagum formed the d^te-
able countiy between Bomu and the Hausa states. Though
Mahommedan it resisted the Fuk invasion. Its northern
emirates were for a long time subject to Bornu, and its customs
are nearly assimilated to those of Bomu . The province waa taken
under administrative control by the Brituii in October 1903. In

1904 the capitals of Gumme), Hadeija, Messau and Jemaari,
were brought into touch with the administration and native and
provincial courts established. At tl)e banning of 1905 Katagum
was incorporated as a sub-province with the province of Kano,
and the administrative organization of a ckubk province was
extended over the whole. Hadeija, which is a very wealthy
town and holds an important position both as a source of supplies

and a centre of trade, received a garrison of mounted infantry

and became the capital of the sub-province.

Hadeija was an old Habe town and its name, an evident cor-

ruption of Khadija, the name of the celebrated wife and first

convert of Mahomet, is a strong presumption of the incorrectness

of the Fuk okim to have introduced Iskm to its inhabitants.

The ruling dynasty of Hadeija was, however, overthrown by Fula
usurpation towards the end of the i8th century, and the Fula
ruler received a flag and a blessing from Dan Fodio at the ban-
ning of his sacred war in the opening years of the xqth century.

Nevertheless the habit of independence being strong in the town
of Hadeija the little emirate held its own against Sokoto, Bomu
and all comers. Though included nominally within the province
of Katagum it was the boast of Hadeija that it had never been
conquered. It had made nominal sutoission to the British in

1903 on the successful conclusion of the Kano-Sokoto campaign,
and in ic^5, as has been stated, was chosen as the capital of the

sub-province. The emir’s attitude became, however, in the

spring of 1906 openly antagonistic to the British and a military

expedition was sent against him. The emir with his disaffected

chiefs made a plucky stand but after five hours* street fighting

the town was reduced. The emir and three of his sons were killed,

a new emir, the rightful heir to the throne, who had shown
himself in favour of a peaceful policy, was appointed. The
offices of the war chiefs in Hadeija were abolished and 150 yards
of the town wall were broken down.
Skve dealing is at an end in Katagum. The military station

at Hadeija forms a link m the chain oi British forts which extends
along the northern frontier of the prcttectorate. (See Nigeria.)

(F. u L,)

KATAJIOIA, a dktriot of Belgian G>ngQ, fmrmipg the south-

eastern part of the colony. Area, approxijnately, jSojOoo sq. m.

;

estimated population, 1,000,000. The natives are members of
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the Luba^Liinda graap of Bantus. It is a hi^y ttineralked

region^ being spectaity rich in copper ore. Gold/Iron and tin

are also mined. Katanga is bounded S. and S.£. by Northern

Rhodesia^ and Britudi capital is lately interested in the dcvetep*

ment of its resources, the administration of the terrilary being

entrusted to a committee on which British members have seats.

Direct railway communication with Cape Town and Beira

established in 1909. There is also a rail and river service via

the Congo to the west coast. (See Congo Frbe State.)

KAm, HMMRY (1777-1635)) English physicist of German
descent, was bom at Bristol on the i&i of April 1777. At first

he purpMDsed to study law; but this he abandoned on his facer’s

death in 1794, and entered the army, obtaining a commission

in the xath regiment of foot, then stationed in Lsdia, wh^e he

rendered valuable assistance in the great trigonometrical survey.

Failing health obliged him to return to Ei^land; and in 1808,

being then a lieutenant, he entered on a distinguished student

career in the senior dq)artm6nt of the Royal Military College at

Sandhurst. Shortfy after he was promoted to the rank of

captain. In 1814 he retired on half-^y, and devoted the

remainder of his life to scientific research. He died at London

on the a6th of April 1835.

His first important contribution to scientific knowledge was

the comparison of the merits of the Cassegrainian and Gregorian

telescopes, from which {PkiL Trans 1813 and 1814) he d^oed
that the illuminating power of the former exceeded that of^
latter in the proportion of 5 : 2 . ITiis inferiority of die Gregorian

he explained as being probably due to the mutual interference

of the rays as they crossed at the principal focus before reflection

at the second mirror. His most valuable work was the determina-

tion of the length of the second's pendulum, first at London and

subsequently at various stations throughout the country {PkiL

Trans.y 1818, 1819). In these researches he skilfully took

advantage of the well-known property of reciprocity between the

centres of suspension and oscillation of an o^llating body, so

as to determine experimentally the precise position of the centre

of oscillation; the distance between these centres was then the

length of the ideal simple pendulum having the same time of

oscillatkm. As the inventor of the floating coUimetur, Kater

ren^red a great service to practical astromony {PkU, Trans.

,

1825, 1828). He also published memoirs {PkiL Trans., 1821,

r83i) on British standards of length and mass; and in 1832 he

published an account of his labours in verifying the Russian

standards of length. For his services to Ru.ssia in this respect

he received in 1814 the decoration of the order of St Anne ;
and

the same year he was elected a fellow of the Royal Society.

His attention was also turned to the subject of compass needles,

his Bakeiian lecture On the Best Kind of Steel and Form for a

Compass Needle*' {Phif. Trans,, iSsi) containing the results of many
experiments. The treatise on “Mechanics" in l.Ardner’s Cyclopoidta

was partly written by him; and his interest in more purely aatro-

nomf^l questions was evidenced by two communications to the

AstroDonucal Society's Jdemoirs for 1831-1833—the one on an ofaeer^

vation of Saturn's outer ring, the other on a method of determining

longitude by means of lunar eclipses.

KATHA, a district in the northern division of Upper Burma,

with an area of 6994 sq. m., 3730 of which consist of the former

separate staU of Wiintho. It is bounded N. by the Upper

Chindwin, Bhaino and Myitkyina districts, E. by the Kaukkwe

River as far as the Irrawaddy, thence east of the Irrawaddy by

the Shan State of Mdng Mit (Momeik), and by the Shweli River,

S. by the Ruby Mines district and Shwebo, and W. by the Upper

Chindwin district. Throe ranges of hills run through the district,

known as the Ifmwun, Gangaw and Mangin ranges. They

separate the three main rivers—the lnawaddy,the and the

Mu. llie Minwun range runs from north to south, and forms

for a considerable part of its length the dividing line between the

Katha (hstrict proper and what lormeriy was the Wuntho state.

Its average akitnde is between 1500 and fooo ft. The Gangaw

range runs from the. north of dst district for a considerable

portion «f its length dose to and down the ri^ bank of the

Irrawaddy os far as T^yaing, where the Myatheindw pagoda

ghws its name to the li^ point. Its highest point is 4400 ft.,

but the average is between 1500 and 2000 ft The Kathahraadi
ai the vaihuay crosses it at Fetsut, a vtUage 12 milas west of

Katha town. The Mangm rang^ nim thimgh Wuiitha<h^
peak, Maingthfin, 5450 ft).

Gold, copper, iron and lead are found in considerahle qosittittes

in the district. The Kyaukpazat gold-mines, worked by on

English company, gave good returns, but the quartz reef proved

to be a mere po^et and is new worieed out. The iron, copper

and lead are not now worked. Jade and soapstone fliBO> exist,

and salt is produced from brine wells. There are three forest

reserves in Katha, with a total area of 11x9 oq. m. The pepUla>-

tion in 1901 was 176,223, an increase of 32% in the decade..

The number of Sbans is simt half that of Burmese, and of Kodus
half that of Shans. The Shans are mostly ia^ Wuntho sub-

division. Rice is the chief crop iu the plains, tea, cotton,

sesamum and hill rice in the hills. The yahey of the

which is very malarious, was used as a convict sottiement under

Burmese rule. The district was first occupied by British troops

in 1886, but it was not finsdfy quieted till 2890, when theWun^
sawbwa was deposed and his state incorporated in Katha district.

Katha is headquarters of the district. The principal

means of communicatiori are the Irrawaddy Flotsda steamm,
which run between Mandalay and Bhaxno, and the railway which

communicates with Sagaing to the south and Myitkyina to the

north. A ferry-steamer plies between Katha and Bhamo.

KATHIAWAR, or KATTYW.iR, a peniiwla of India, wit^
the Gujarat division of Bombay, giving its name to a political

agency. ToUl area, about 23,400 sq. m. ;
pop. (1901), 2,645,805.

These figures include a portion of the British district of Akmei
dabad, a portion of the state of Baroda, and the small Portu^se
settlement of Diu. The peninsula is bounded N. by the Runn
of Cutch, E. by Ahmedab^ district and the Gulf of Cambay, and

S. and W. by the Arabian Sea. The extresne length is 220 m.;

the greatest breadth about 165 m. Generally speaking, the

surface is undulating, with low ranges running in various dic-
tions. With the exception of the Ts^ha kUin^v hills,

in the west of Jhalawar, and some unimportant hills in Hahaf,

the northern portion of the country is fiat; butm the south, from

near Gogo, the Gir range runs nearly parallel with the coas^ and

at a distance of about 20 m. from it, along the north of Bahnawmr

and Sorath, to the neighbourhood of Girnar. Oppoeite this latter

mountain is the solitary Osam hill, and then still fortheor west

is the Barada group, between Hallar and Barada, runmngi^ut
20 m. north and south from Gumli to Ranawao. The Girnar

group of mountains is an important granittc mass, the highest

peak of which rises to 3500 ft. The prmdgal river is die Bhadar,

whidi rises in the Mandav hills, and flowing 8.W. fadis into the

sea at Navi-Bandar; it is everywhere marked by highly culti-

vated lands adjoining its course of about 1 15 ra. Other rivers are

the Aji, Machhu and Satrunji—the last remarkable for romantic

scenery. Four of the old races, the Joitwaa, Churnsamas,

Solimkis and Walas, still exist as propnkors of ^ soil who
exercised sovereignty in the countiy ^or to the immigration

of the Jhalas, Jadejas, Purmars, Kathis, Gohels, Jats, Mahom-

medans and Mahrattas, between whom the country is now chiefly

portioned out. Kathiawar has many nomble antiquities, com-

prising a rook inscription of Asoka, Buddhist caves, and fine Jain

temples on the sacred hill of Giniar and at Palitana.

The political agency of Kathiawar has an surea of 20,882 aq. xn.

In 1901 the population was 2,329,196, showing a decrease of

15 % in the decade due to the resuhsof famine. The cstiinated

gross revenue of the several states is ^1,278,000; total tribute

(payable to the British, the gaekwar cl Baroda and the nawab
of Junogarh), £70^00. There areaitogether 193 states of voting
siae and importance, of which 14 exeroiae independent juria^-

tion, while the rest ore mere or less under Britirii admmistmtton,

The ei^t states of the first class are Junagaw, Nawwagar.,

Bhaunagar, Porbandar, Dhrangadr^ Mecvi, Gmidal oad Jaiaxffr

b^. l%e headquarters of the {nditical agent are at Ra}kot,. in

the centre of the peninsula, wbuae also is f^e Rajkuxnar oolite,

for the educarien of the sons of the (Ms. There is a sitnilar

school for girasias, or chiels of lower rank, at Gondal. Au



694 KASSASSIN-
KAfifiABfilN, ft village of Lower ERypt m. by rail W. of

Ismailia on the SueaCa^l. At this place^ on the aSih of August
and again on the 9th of September i8Sa the Btitish force opera^
tingft^inst Ambi Pasha was attacked by the Egyptians^lH>th
attacks being repulsed Eoyrr ; Military Operations),

KABSITBS^ an Elamite tribe who played an important part
in the history of Babylonia. They still inhabited the north-

western mountains of Elam, immedkteiy south of HolwaO) when
Sennacherib attacked them in 70s b.c. They are the Kossaeans
of Ptolemy, who divides Susiana between them and the Ely-
macans ; according to Strabo (xi. 1 3, 3, 6) they were the neighbours

of the Medes. Th, Ndldeke {GoU. G, G,, 1874, pp. 173 seq.) has

shown that they are the Kissians of the older Greek authors who
are identified with the Susians by Aeschylus (Choeph. 424, Fers,

1 7, 120) and Herodotua(v. 49, 52). We already hear of them as

attacking Babylonia in the year of Samsu-ilima the son of
Khammurabi, and about lyBo b.c. they overran Babylonia and
founded a dynasty there which lasted for 576 years and nine

months, in the course of centuries, however, they were absorbed

into the Babylonian population
;
the kings adopted Semitic names

and married into the royal family of Assyria. Like the other
languages of the non-Semitic tribes of Elam tliat of the Kossites

was agglutinative; a vore.bular>^ of it has been handed down in a
cuneiform tablet, as well as a list of Kassite names with their

Semitic equivalents. It has no connexion with Indo-European,
as has erroneously been supposed. Some of the Kass’te deities

were introduced into the Babylonian pantheon, and the Kassite

tribe of Khabira seems to have settled in the Babylonian plain.

Sec Fr. Delifzsch, Die Sprache det Koasdev (1884). (A. H. S.)

KASTAMUNL or KastambCl. (i) A vilayet of Asia Minor
which includes Paphlagonia and parts of Pontus and Gaktia.
It is divided into four sanjaks—’Kastsununi, Boli, Changra azul

Sinope-—is rich in mineral wealth, and has many mineral springs

and extensive forests, the timbw being used for charcoal a^
building and the bark for tanning. The products are chiefiy

cereals, fruits, opium, cotton, tobacco, wool, ordinary goat-hair

and mohair, in which there is a large trade. There are coal-mines
at and near Eregli (anc, Htradeia) which yield steam coal nearly

as good in quality as the English, but they are badly worked.
Its peculation comprises about 993,000 Moslems and 27,000
Christians. (2) The capital of the vilayet, the ancient Castamon,
aUitud^50»ft., situat^ in the narrow valley of the Geuk Innak

connected by a carriage road, 54 m., witli its port
Ineboli on the Black Sea. The town is noted for iu copper
utensils, but the famous copper mines about 36 m. N., worked
from ancient times to the iqth century, are now abwdonad.
There are over 30 mosques in the town, a dervish monastery, and
numerous theological coiiegei(m«(fre.fr^.v), and the Moslem inhabi-
tants have a reputation Tor b^otry . The climate though subject
to extremes of heat and cold is healthy

;
in wintenr the roods are

often closed by snow. The popuktion of x6,ooo includes about
2500 Ciirktians. Gastamon became an important city in kter
Byaantine times. It lay on the northern trunk-road to the
Euphrates and was built round a strong fortress whose rains

crown the rocky hill west of the town. It was taken by the
Danishmand Amirs of Sivas early in the 12th century, and pas^
to the Turks in 1393. {], q, q. a.)

KABTORIA (Turkish Kesrie), a city of Macedonk, European
Ti^key, in the vikyet of Monastir, 45 m. S. W. of Monastir
(Bitolia). Pop. (1905), about 10,000, one-^thid of whom are
Greeks, one-third Slavs, and the remainder Albanians or Turks.
Kastoria oci^pies part of a peninsula on the western shore of

I^e Kastoria, which herofceoeives from the north its afiluent the

^kva. The lake is fom^ in a deep hollow surroun^d by
limestone mountains, and is drained on the south by the Bis-

tritza^ a large river which flows S-E. nearty to the Greek frontier,

then sharply turns N.E., and finally enters the Gull of Salonica.

The lake has an area of 20 sq. m., and is 2850 ft. above sea-level.

Kastoria is the seat of an Ortlu^ox archbishop. It is usually
identified with, the mient Cdeirumy captured by the Romans
under Sulpicius, during the first Macedonian campaign, 8oo B,€.,

-KATANGA
and better known for the defence maintained by Bryennius
against Alexis I. in 1084, A Byzantine wall with round towers
runs across the peninsula.

KASUR, a town of British India, in the Ikhore district of the
Punjab, situated on the north bank of the old bed of the. river

Beas, 34 m. S.E. of Lahore. Pop. (1901), 22,022. A Rajput
colony seems to have occupied the present site before the earliest

Mahommedan invasion; but Kasur does not appear in history
until late in the Mussulman period, when it was settled by a
Pathan colony from b^ood the Indus. It has an export trade
in grain and cotton, and manufactures of cotton and leather

goods.

KATAGUMt the sub-province of the double province of Kano
in the British protectorate of Northern Nigeria. It lies approxi-
mately between ij“ and 13 N. and 8" 20' and ro’ 40' E. It is

bounded N. by the French Sudan, E. by Bomu, S. by Bau^i;
and W. by Kano. Katagum consists of several small but ancunt
Mahommedan emirates—Katagum, Messaq, Gummtl, Ha^iia,
Machena, with a fringe of Bedde pagans on its eastern frontier

towards Bomu, and other pagans on the south towards Bauchi.
The Waube flows from Kano through the province via Hadeija
and by Damjiri in Bornu to Lake Chad, affording a route for the
transport of goods brought by the Zungenr'Zaria-Kam) railway
to the headquarters of lUtagumand vy^estern Bomu. Katagum
is a fertile province inhabit^ by an industrious people whose
manufactures rival those of Kano.

In ancient times the province of Katagum formed the d^te-
able countiy between Bomu and the Hausa states. Though
Mahommedan it resisted the Fuk invasion. Its northern
emirates were for a long time subject to Bornu, and its customs
are nearly assimilated to those of Bomu . The province waa taken
under administrative control by the Brituii in October 1903. In

1904 the capitals of Gumme), Hadeija, Messau and Jemaari,
were brought into touch with the administration and native and
provincial courts established. At tl)e banning of 1905 Katagum
was incorporated as a sub-province with the province of Kano,
and the administrative organization of a ckubk province was
extended over the whole. Hadeija, which is a very wealthy
town and holds an important position both as a source of supplies

and a centre of trade, received a garrison of mounted infantry

and became the capital of the sub-province.

Hadeija was an old Habe town and its name, an evident cor-

ruption of Khadija, the name of the celebrated wife and first

convert of Mahomet, is a strong presumption of the incorrectness

of the Fuk okim to have introduced Iskm to its inhabitants.

The ruling dynasty of Hadeija was, however, overthrown by Fula
usurpation towards the end of the i8th century, and the Fula
ruler received a flag and a blessing from Dan Fodio at the ban-
ning of his sacred war in the opening years of the xqth century.

Nevertheless the habit of independence being strong in the town
of Hadeija the little emirate held its own against Sokoto, Bomu
and all comers. Though included nominally within the province
of Katagum it was the boast of Hadeija that it had never been
conquered. It had made nominal sutoission to the British in

1903 on the successful conclusion of the Kano-Sokoto campaign,
and in ic^5, as has been stated, was chosen as the capital of the

sub-province. The emir’s attitude became, however, in the

spring of 1906 openly antagonistic to the British and a military

expedition was sent against him. The emir with his disaffected

chiefs made a plucky stand but after five hours* street fighting

the town was reduced. The emir and three of his sons were killed,

a new emir, the rightful heir to the throne, who had shown
himself in favour of a peaceful policy, was appointed. The
offices of the war chiefs in Hadeija were abolished and 150 yards
of the town wall were broken down.
Skve dealing is at an end in Katagum. The military station

at Hadeija forms a link m the chain oi British forts which extends
along the northern frontier of the prcttectorate. (See Nigeria.)

(F. u L,)

KATAJIOIA, a dktriot of Belgian G>ngQ, fmrmipg the south-

eastern part of the colony. Area, approxijnately, jSojOoo sq. m.

;

estimated population, 1,000,000. The natives are members of



KATSURA—KAUFFMANN, ANGELICA
in December of the same year. Katsena is a rich and populous
district.

See the Travels of Heinrich Barth (new ed., London, 1890, chs.
xxiii. and xxiv.). Consult also the Annual Reports on Northern

]

Nigeria issued by the Colonial Ofi^ce, London, particularly the Report !

for 1902. <

Katsena is also the name of a town in the district of Katsena-
Allah, in the province of Muri, Northern Nigeria. This district

is watered by a river of the same name which takes its rise in the
mountains of the German colony of Cameroon, and flows into the

Benue at a point above Abinsi.

KATSURA, TARO, Marquess (1847- )> Japanese soldier

and statesman, was born in 1847 in Choshu. He commenced
his career by fighting under the imperial banner in the civil war
of the Restoration, and he displayed such talent that he was
twice sent at public expense to Germany (in 1870 and 1884) to

study strategy and tactics. In 1886 he was appiointed vice-

minister of war, and in 1891 the command of division devolved
on him. He led the left wing of the Japanese army in the

campaign 011894-95 against China,and made a memorable march
in the depth of winter from the north-east shore of the Yellow
Sea to Haicheng, finally occupying Niuchwang, and effecting a
junction with the second army corps which moved up the

Liaotung peninsula. For these services he received the title

of viscount. He held the portfolio of war from 1898 to 1901,

when he became premier and retained office for four and a half

years, a record in Japan. In 1902 his cabinet concluded the

first entente with England, which event procured for Katsura the

rank of count. He also directed state affairs throughout the war
with Russia, and concluded the offensive and defensive treaty

of 1905 with Great Britain, receiving from King Edward the

grand cross of the order of St Michael and St George, and being

raised by the mikado to the rank of marquess. He resigned the

premiership in 1905 to Marquess Saionji, but was again invited

to form a cabinet in 1908. Marquess Katsura might be con-

sidered the chief exponent of conservative views in Japan.
Adhering strictly to the doctrine that ministries were respon-

sible to the emperor alone and not at all to the diet, he stood

wholly aloof from political parties, only his remarkable gift of

tact and conciliation enabling him to govern on such principles.

KATTERFELTO (or Katerfelto), GUSTAVUS (d. 1799),

quack doctor and conjurer, was bom in Prussia. About 1782

he came to London, where his advertisements in the newspapers,

headed “ Wonders ! Wonders I Wonders ! enabled him to

trade most profitably upon the credulity of the public during the

widespread infiuenza epidemic of that year. His public enter-

tainment, which, besides conjuring, included electrical and
chemical experiments and demonstrations with the microscope,

extracted a flattering testimonial from the royal family, who
witnessed it in 1784. The poet William Cowper refers to

Katterfelto in The Task; he became notorious for a long tour

he undertook, exciting marvel by his conjuring performances.

KATTOWira, a town in the Prussian provmce of Silesia, on

the Rawa, near the Russian frontier, 5 m. S.E. from Beuthen by
rail. Pop. (1875), 11,352; (i905)» 35J72 - Thereare largeiron-

works, foundries and machine shops in the town, and near it

zinc and anthracite mines. The growth of Kattowitz, like that

of other places in the same district, has been very rapid, owing

to the development of the mineral resources of the neighbour-

hood. In 1815 it was a mere village, and became a town m 1867.

It has monuments to the emperors William 1 . and Frederick III.

See G. Hoffmann, Geschichte der Stadt (Kattowitz, 1895).

KATWA, or CuTWA, a town of British India, in Burdwan
district, Bengal, situated at the confluence of the Bhagirathi and

Ajai rivers. Pop. (1901), 7220. It was the residence of many
wealthy merchants, but its commercial importance has declined

as it is without railway communication and the difficulties of

the river navigation have increased. It was formerly regarded

as the key to Murshidabad. The old fort, of which scarcely a

vestige remains, is noted as the scene of the defeat of the

Mahrattas by Ali Vardi Khan.
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KATYDID, the name given to certain North American insects,

belonging to the family Locustidae, and related to the green or

tree grasshoppers of England. As in other members of the
family, the chirrup, alleged to resemble the words “ Katydid/*
is pr(^uced by the friction of a file on the underside of the left

forewing over a ridge on the upperside of the right. Several

species, belonging mostly to the genera Microcentonus and
Cyrtophallus, are known.
KAUFBEUREN, a town in the kingdom of Bavaria, on the

Wertach, 55 m. S.W. of Munich by rail. Ppp. (1905), 8955.
Kaufbeuren is still surrounded by its medieval walls and presents

a picturei^ue appearance. It has a handsome town hall with

fine paintings, an old tower (the Hexenturm, or witches* tower),

a museum and various educational institutions. The most
interesting of the ecclesiastical buildings is the chapel of St

Blasius, which was restored in 1896. The chief industries arc

cotton spinning, weaving, bleaching, dyeing, printing, machine
building and lithography, and there is an active trade in wine,

beer and cheese. Kauf^uren is said to have been founded in

842, and is first mentioned in chronicles of the year 1126. It

appears to have become a free imperial city about 1288, retain-

ing the dignity until 1803, when it passed to Bavaria. It was
formerly a resort of pilgrims, and Roman coins have been found

in the vicinity.

See F. Stieve, Die Reichsstadt Kaufbeuren und die bayrische Restaura-
tionspolitik (Munich, 1870); and Schroder, der Stadt und
katholischen Pfarrei Kaufbeuren (Augsburg, 1903).

KAUFFMANN,[MARU ANNA] ANGEUCA (1741-1807}, the

once popular artist and Royal Academician, was bom at Coire in

the Grisons, on the 30th of October 1741. Her father, John
Josef Kauffmann, was a poor man and mediocre painter, but
apparently very successful in teaching his precocious daughter.

She rapidly acquired several languages, read incessantly, and
showed marked talents as a musician. Her greatest progress,

however, was in painting ; and in her twelfth year she had become
a notability, with bishops and nobles for her sitters. In 1754
her father took her to Milan. Later visits to Italy of long dura-

tion appear to have succeeded this excursion; in 1763 she visited

Rome, returning to it again in 1764. From Rome she passed to

Bologna and Venice, being everywhere fited and caressed, as

much for her talents as for her personal charms. Writing from
Rome in August 1764 to his friend Franke, Winckelmann refers

to her exceptional popularity . She wasjthen painting his picture,

a half-length, of wliich she also made on etching. She spoke
Italian as well as German, he says; and she also expressed her-

self with facility in French and English—one result of the last-

named accomplishment being that she painted all the English

visitors to the Eternal City. “ She may be styled beautiful,**

he adds, “ and in singing may vie with our best virtuosi.’* While
at Venice, she was induced by Lady Wentworth, the wife of the

English ambassador , to accompany her to London, where she

appeared in 1766. One of her first works was a portrait of

Garrick, exhibited in the year of her arrival at “ Mr Moreing’s

great room in Maiden Lane.” The rank of Lady Wentworth
opened society to her, and she was everywhere well received, the

royal family especially showing her great favour.

Her firmest friend, however, was Sir Joshua Reynolds. In his

pocket-book her name as ” Miss Angelica ** or “ Miss Angel ”

appears frequently, and in 1766 he painted her, a compliment

wmch she returned by her “ Portrait of Sir Joshua Reynolds,**

aetat. 46. Another instance of her intimacy yntfh Reynolds is

to be found in the variation of Guercino*s
** £t in Arcadia ego **

produced by her at this date, a subject which Reynolds repeated

a few years later in his portrait of Mrs Bouverie and Mrs Crewe.

When, about November 1767, she was entrapped into a clandes-

tine marriage with an adventurer who passed for a Swedish count

(the Count de Horn) Reynolds befriended her, and it was doubt-

less owing to his good offices that her name is found among the

signatories to the famous petition to the king for the estaUish-

ment of the Royal Academy. In its first catalogue of 1769 she

appears with ** R.A.” after her name (an honour yAdth. she shared
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with another lady aixl compatriot, Mary Moser); and she con-

tributed the li&tei:viewcf Hector and Andromache/’ and three

ether dassical compositions. From this time until 178a she was
an annua! enhibitor, sending sometimes as many as seven

pictuieSj generally d^sic or uilqgoncal subjects. One of the

most notable of luer performances was the ‘‘ Leonardo escpiring

in the Arms of Francis the First/' which beloaigs to the year

1778. In 1773 she was appointed by the Academy with others

to decocate St Paul’i;, and it was she who, with Biagb Rebecca,
painted tiie Academy’s old lecture room at Somerset House. It

is probable that her popularity declined a little in consequence of

her ttnibrtunate marriage; but in 1781, alter her first husband’s

death (she had boen ikn^ separated from him), she married

Antonio Zucchi (f7«8^t795), a Venetian artist then resident in

England. Shortly afterwards she retired to Kome, where she
liv^ k)r twenty-^ve years with much of her old prestige, in

1783 she lost her father; and in 1795—the year in which she

painted the picture of Lady Hamilton—her husband. She
continued at intervals to omitribute to the Academy, her last

exhibit being ia 1797. Alter this she produced little, and in

November ito7 she died, being lionoured 1^ a splendid funeral

under the direction of CtmovA. The entire Academy of St Luke,
with Bumierous ecclesiastics and virtuosi, followed her to her

tomb in S. Andrea dclle Frattc, and, as at the burialof Raphael,
two of her best pictures were carried in procession.

The works of Angelica Kanfttnann have not retained their reputa-
tion. She had a certain ^ft of grace, and considerable skill in

Gompusilion. But her drawing is weak and faulty; her hgurcs lack
variety and exprcsidoa; and her tnioa ane masculine women. Her
colouring, however, in fairly enough dehned by Waagea's term
“ cbeerfuL'' Rooms decorated by her brush are still to be seen in
various quarters. At Hampton Court is a jKirtrait of the duchess
of Bnmswick; in the National Portrait <.5alk?ry, a portrait of herscM.
There are other pictures by her at Paris, at l^resden, in the Hermitage
at St Petersburg, and in the Alte Pinakotliek at Munich, llie
Munich example is another portrait of hersdf

;
and there is a third

in the UflCLzi at Florence. A few of her works in private collections
have been exhibited among the Old Ma.sters " at Burlington Hcmfie.

But slie Iswl^s best known by the numerous engravings from her
designs by Schiavonetti, Bartok>zzl and others. Those by Bartolosti
especially still And considerable favour with collectors. Her life

|

was written in i8io by Giovanni de Rossi. It has also been used
as the basts of a romance by fAon de WaiUy, 1838

;
and it prompted

Che charming novel contributed by Mrs Kiciu^nd Ritchie to the
ComhiU MMazins in 1875 under the title ol " Miss Angel."

^ (A. I>.)

KAUntAim, COMSTANTINfi PmiOVlQH (1818-1882),

Russian general, wa.s bom at Maidani on the 3rd of March 1818.

He enter^ the engineer branch in 1838, served in the canipaign.s

in tRe Caucasus, rose to be colonel, and commanded the sappers

and miners at the siege of Kars in 1855. On the capitulatson of

Kars he was deputed to setde the terms with General Sir W.
Fenwick Willjams. In iS6t he became director-general of

engineers at the War Office, assisting Genial Milutin in the

reorganization of the army. Promoted lieut.-general in 1864,

be was nominated aide-de-camp-general and governor of the

raditary conscription of Vilna. In 1867 he teoafne governor
ol Turkestan, and held the post until Ids death, making himself

a name in the expansion of the empdre in central Asia. He
accomplished a auccessfui campaign in 1868 against Bokhara,
capturing Samarkand and gradually subjugating the whole
conntry. In 1873 he attached Khiva, took the capital, and
forced the khan to become a vassal of Russia. Then followed

in 1875 the campaign against Khokand, in which Kaufmaim
defeated the khan, NasrHed-din. Khokand north of the Syr-
daria was annexed to Ri»sia, and the independence of the rest

«f the country became nierely nomind. Tliis rapid absorption

of the khanates brooght Russia into close proximity to Afghani-

stan, and the reception of Kaufmann’s emissaries by the Amir
was a bibin cause of the British war with Afghanistan in 1878.
Although Kattfmann was nnahk tu induce his government to

support dl his nndbitiouB schemes of further conquest, he sent

Skobeleff in 1880 and rSBt against the Akhal Ttkkes, and was
arranging to add Merv fo his annexations when he died suddenly
at TasU^nd on the r^th of May 1882.

P.—KAULBACH
XAUKAIINAt A city of Outagamie county, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

,

I

on the Fox River, 7 m. N.E. of Appleton and about 100 m. N, of

I

Milwaukee. Pop. (1900), 5115, of whom lo^ were foreign-

ixm (1905, state census) 4991. Kaukauna is served by the

I

Chicago & North-Western railway (which has car-shops here),

by inter-urban electric railway lines connecting with other cities

in the Fox River valley, and by river steamboats. It has a
Carnegie library, a hospital and manufactories of pu^, paper,

lumber and woodenware. Dams on the Fox River furnish a
good water-power. The city owns its water-works. A small
settlement of Indian traders was made here as early as i8bo;m
1830 a Presbyterian mission was established, but die mwth of

the place was slow, and the city was not chartered unttl 1885^

KAULBACH, WILflEUi WN (i8o5-i874)> German painter,

was bom in Westphalia on the 15th of October 1805. His father,

who was poor, combined painting with the goldsmith's trade,

but means were found to place Wilhelm, a youth of seventeen,

in the art academy of Diisseldort, then becoming renowned under
the directorship of Peter von Cornelius. Young Kaulboch con-

tended against hardships, even hunger. But 1«B courage never
failed; and, uniting genius with industry, he was ere i^g fore-

most among the young national party which sought to revive

the arts ot Germany. The ambitious work by which Louis 1 .

sought to transform Munich into a German Athens afforded the

young painter an appropriate sphere. Cornelius had been com-
missioned to execute the enormous frescoes in the Glyptothek,
and his custom was in the winters, with the aid of Kaulboch and
others, to complete the cartoons at Dasscldorf, and in the sum-
mers, accompanied by his best scholars, to carry out the designs

in colour on the museum walls in Munich. But in 1824 Cornelius

became director of the Bavarian academy. Kaulbach, not yet
twenty, followed, took up his permanent residence in Munich,
laboured hard on the public works, executed independent com-
missions, and in 1849, when Cornelius left for Berlin, succeeded
to the directorship of the academy, an office which he held till

his death on the 7tb of April 1874. His son Hermann (1846-

1909) also became a distinguished painter.

Kaulbach matured, after the example of the mobsters of the

middle ages, the practice of mural or monumental decoration

;

he once more conjoined painting with architecture, and displayed

a cresative fertility and readiness of resource scarcely found since

the era of Raphael and Michelangelo. Early in the series of his

multitudinous works came the famous Narrenhaus, die appalling

memories of a certain madhouse near Diisseldorf; the composi-

tion all the more deserves mention for points of contact with

Hogarth. Somewliat to the same category belong the illustra-

tions to Reintke Fuchs. These, together with occasional figures

or passages in complex pictorial dramas, show how dominant
and irrepressible were the artist's sense of satire and enjoyment
of fun; character in its breadth and sharpness is depicted with
keenest relish, and at times the sardonic smile hursts into the

loudest laugh. Thus occasionally the grotesque degenerates

into the vulgar, the grand into the ridiculous, as in the satire on

the Pigtail Age ” in a fresco outside the New Pinakothek. Yet
these exceptional extravagances came not of weakness but from

excess of '^wer. Kaulbach tried hard to become Grecian and
Italian; but he never reached Phidias or Raphael; in short the

blood of Dilrer, Holbein and Martin Schongouer ran strong in

his veitts. The art products in Munich during the middle of the

19th century were of a quantity to preclude first-rate quality,

and Kaulbach contracted a fatal faraity in covering wall and
canvas by the acre. He painted in the Hofgorten, the Odeon,

the Palace and on the external w^alls of the New Pinakothek.

His perspicuous and showy manner also gained him al)undant

occupation as a book illustrator : in the pages of the poets his

fancy revelled; he was glad to take inspiration from Wieland,

Goethe, even Klopstodc; among his engraved designs^ am the

Shakespeare gallery, the GoeHie gallery and a folio edition of

the Gospels. With regard bo tbeK examples of
**
the Munich

school,” it was asserted that Kaulbach had been unforiunate

alike in having found Cornelius for a master and King Louis for

a patron, that he attempted ‘‘ subjects far beyond him, believing
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that im admiration fm: them was the Btme as kupimtioA^^;
and mip^ied (he lach of real inu^ination by a coiiqjoimd of

intellect and fancy ”

Nevertheless in such compositions os the Destruction oi

Tenmfem and the Satde of the Huns Kamlbach shows creative
ma^matLon. As a dramatic poet he teUs the story^ depicts
character^ seises «ti action and situation, and thus ai it were
lahes the spectator by storm. The fnanner may be occaskmally
noisy and ranti^, but the a^ct after its kind b tremendotts.
The cartoon, which, as nsuai in modem Oerman art, is

to the nkhnate picture, was oxeeuted in the artist's prime at (lie

of thirty. At this period, as here seen, the knowledge was
little short of absolute; tubde is the sense df beauty; |^ful,
delioate, fem the ttiuch; the whole treatment artistic.

Ten or more years were devoted to what the Germans term a
“ cyclus "—a series of pictures depicting the Tower of Babel,
the Age of Homer, the Destruction of Jerusalem, the Battle of

the Huns, the Cratades and the Reformation. These major
tableatrx, severally 30 ft. long, and each comprising over one
hundred figures above life-size, are surrounded by minor com-
positions mafemg more than twenty in ail. The idea k to

oon^jate around the world’s historic dramas the prime agents
of ctviheation; thns here are assembled allegoric figures of Archi-
tecture and other arts, of Science and other kingdoms of kaerw-

ledgfc, together with lawgivers from the time of Moses, not for-

getting Frederick the Great. The chosen situation for this

imposing didactic and theatric display is the Treppenhaus or
grand staircase in the new museum, Berlin; the stuface is a
granulnt^, absorbent wall, specially prepared; the technical

method is that known as water-glass,” or “ liquid flint,” the
infusion of silica secwing permanence. The same medium was
adopted in the later wall«pictures m the Houses of Parliament,
Westminster.

'I'hc painter’s last period brings no new departure; his ultimate
works vstand conspicuous by exaggeratioiis of early character-

istics. The series of designs illustrative of Goethe, which had
an imracnoe^succeas, were melodramatic and paaadered to popular
taste. The vast canvas, more than 30 ft. long, the Sea Fight
at Salamis, painted for the Mixinulianeum, Munidh, evdnees

wonted imajgmarion and fadlity in composition; the handling
also retains its fargeness and vigwr

;
but in this astounding soenic

uproar moderation and the simplicity of nature «re thrown to

t)^ winds, and the whole atmosphere is hot and feverish.

Kaulbach's was a beauty-loving art. He is not 'supreme as a
colourist; he bdongs in fact to a school that holds couur in nib-
ordinaAion; bot Ihe lai^ in common with the great maatecs, the sure
foundation of iua art in form and composition. Indeed, the science
of composition has seldom if ever been so clearly understood or worked
out with equal complexity and exactitude; the constituent lines, 'fee

relation of the parts to the whole, are brought into absolute a^^-
ment; .in modem Germany prating and smte have trodden parallel

paths, and Kaulbach is musical in the melody and harmony of his
coinpositiens. His narrative too is lucid, and moves as a atately
marra or royal triumph; the sequence of the figures is unbroken

;
the

arrangement of the groups accords with even literary tform; fee
pictese tsMs into incKHnit, episode, dialogue, action, plot, aa a drama.
The atyle is ectoctic; in the Age^ the ty^ and the treat-

ment are derived from Creek marbles and vases; then in the Tower
of Babel the severity of the a-ntique gives place to the suav^ offee
Italian renaissMice

;
whSe in the ^asades the compo^tion is loose

into modens romanticism, and bo the mamier descends into the midst
of the 19th centory. And yet this scholastically compounded art
is so niedy adjusted and smoothlyblended that it casts oS all incon-
gruity and becomes homogeneous as the issue of one mind. But a
fickle pubfkcraved lor change

;
and so the great xnaHter in later yc^rs

waaed in iavwtir.,'Knd had to witness, not without inquietude, fee
rise of an 0|]p08ing pserty of naturalism and realism. (J . B. A.)

PxmcEvcar(K7ii-

1794), Austrian (Shancbllor and diplomatist, was bom at Vienna

on the and of Febniary 1711. His father, Max Ulrich, was fee

third oQQtit of iOauttiXx, and married on heiren, Maria Ensestine

Fronzifika vdn Riethurg. The family was ancient, and was
bdiievid to have been Si j^avmyic enrigin in Moravia. Wcnael
Anton, being a««tond son, was design^ Cor fee chusoh, but on
the deathof Ilia elder brother he was trained .for the law and for

diplomacy, at Vienna, Leipzig and Leiden, and by travel. Hss

honily hod served the fiabsburgs with Bome .and
JCani^ had no difikuhy in obtainmg eoipIvyendBL bi 1795
he was a itrichshofmik When fee Sinperor Chailea ¥L riwri

in 1740, he m said to have hesitated befme dedfeng to 8up|klit
Maria Theresa. S so, his hesitation did not iasth>ng> mut hit
no trace on his loyahy. From [740 to 1744. hewu noa&sterait
Turin, and in fee latter year was sent ns miraaterwith fee Arch'
duke Charles of Lorraine, fee governor of Belg^uiD. He was
therefore «n ^eudtness of fee campaigns .in iihichfilaaEfenlrSniie

overran Be^hsm. At feis tnne he wras entmiely difeonsaged^
and sought te his recah. But he had easkied tfab nppcovnliOf
Maria Theresa, who«e»t hkn as represeBtatsve of lAnstria to fee
peace congress «f Aiz-lanChapdle in 174B. fiis icenndty ntnl

dexterity established his imputation as a feplematiat. He> con-
firmed his bold on the regard and confidence of the empress by
the hue be took after the oonchis^of thepeace. In igSi^Karia
Therera appealed to all her oounseflors for advice ns to the policy
Austria ought to pursue in view of fee changed ‘Conditions pro-
duced by the rise of IPrussia. Hie great CMi|ority them,
inckidiiig her busband Francis I., were of qrinion that the (old

alliance with the sea powers, England and HoBand^ feould <be

maintained. Kauidtz, either because he was veally ipersaadtd
that fee old policy snust be given up, or becartiBe be saw feat fee
daminating idea in the mind 'Of Maria Thinna was itheTecoveiy

Silesia, gave it as his opimon that Frederick was now fee
“ most wicked and das^gerous enemy of Auslria,'^ feat .it was
hopeless to expect the support of Proteotaiat uatkiiM afpiaat
him, and feat fee only way of rerovering Silesia was by an
olUiaiice with Ruasia and Fnutoe. The enapMss .ungetly accepted
views which were akoady bur own, and entrusted fen adviser
with the execution of his own pbms. An ambaasador to Feance
from 1750 to 1752, and after 1753 as ” house, court idid atete
chanoediior,” Kauiutz laboured sncoesstelly to bring aboait fee
aHiance wliich led to the Seven Years’ War. It was «noniiderod

a great feat of dip^omac>% and established Kaiuiitz as fee reeng-
nized master of^ art. His triumph was won in spite of po*-

sonal ddfects and absurdities which would have ruined most
men. Kaunitz had manias rarely found in company ifrith

absolute sanity. He would not hear of destb, ntr approfiieh a
sick man. He refused to visit his dying iinastcr Joseph iX. for

two whole years. He would not breathe fresh On fee
wannest summer day he kept a haodkeichief over his moufe
when out of doors, and his Kjoly janeroise was riding under glato,

wluch he did ever>^ moenmg ior fee same number 4»f

mimites. He rela?^ from hh woilk re fee oonpany of ;a asnall

dependent society of syoephonite and ihuffoons. He ms Oon-
snined by a sotenai, gamiknis and pedantk vanity; Wkert in

^
1;^ he met Frededife the Great at Mahrisch'^NeustaKlt, he tcame
with a summary of po&tical principla, vdrich lie tnllnd a oate-

chfen, in his pofeet^nndassured fee kingfeat.he nmstbe aUoweri
to speak without interruption. When Frederick, whose interest

it was to humour him, promised to listen •quiddy, Kaunite rolM
his mind out for two hoim, and went away wkk firm con-

viction feat he had at last lenlightened the inferior intellect of

the king of Prussia as to what politics really were, Wtfein a
vary short time Fredessck had ooooptetely deoemd and oitt-

manoetrvTcd hinu With all h» pompority end oonoeit, :Kaumtz
was astute, he was laborious and oiderly; when his advice was
not taken he would cairy lOut fee wishesiof his fnasters, while no
defieat «ver damped his pertiam^.
To tell his history from 1750 till his retirement in 1791 Would

be toteU part of the inteixial history ot Anstria, and all feafeter-

national politics of uastetn and central Europe. His 4||ov«KnMg

princ^le was to forward the interests of ” fee august beiise wf

.

Austna,” a phrase sometimes repeated at every few lines^ his

despatches. In inteniBl affairs he in 1758 recommended, and
he^ed to promote, a aimplificatioii of fee cenfused and wli-
dmded Austrian ndmintstratioii. But hb main concern laias

always wife diplomacy and foreign policy. Here hestreve with
untiring eneqgy^ and no small measure of success, to outend fee
Anstrian doimions. After the Seven Years’ War he endea-
voured to avoid /great rkks, and eaught to secure his odds hy
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alliances, exchanges and claims professing to have a legal basis,

and justified at enormous length by arguments both pedantic

and hypocritical. The French Revolution had begun to alter

all the relations of the powers before his retirement. He never

understood its full meaning. Yet the circular despatch which

he addressed to the ambassadors of the emperor on the 17th of

July 1794 contains the first outlines of Mettemich’s policy of

“ legitimacy,” and the first proposal for the combined action of

the powers, based on the full recognition of one another’s rights,

to defend themselves against subversive principles. Kaunitz

died at his house, the Garten Palast, near Vienna, on the 27th

of June 1794. He married on the 6th of May 1736, Maria

Ernestine von Starhemberg. who died on the 6th of ^ptember

1754. Four sons were bora of the marriage.

See Hormayr, Oesterreichischer Plutarch (Vienna, for a

biographical sketch based on personal knowledge. Also see Brunner,
Joseph II, : Correspondance avec Cobenzl et Kaunitz (Mayence, 1871)

;

A. Beer, Joseph It,, Leopold II, und Kaunitz (Vienna, 1873).

KAUP, JOHANN JAKOB (1803-1873), German naturalist,

was bom at Darm.stadt on the loth of April 1803. After study-

ing at Gottingen and Heidelberg he spent two years at Leiden,

where his attention was specially devoted to the amphibians

and fishes. He then returned to Darmstadt as an assistant in

the grand ducal museum, of which in 1840 he became inspector.

In 1829 he published Skizze zur EtUwickelunf’Sgeschichte der

europdischen Thierwelt, in which he regarded the animal world

as developed from lower to higher forms, from the amphibians

through the birds to the beasts of prey; but subsequently he

repudiated this work as a youthful indiscretion, and on the

publication of Darwin’s Origin of Species he declared himself

against its doctrines. The extensive fossil deposits in the neigh-

bourhood of Darmstadt gave him ample opportunities for

palaeontological inquiries, and he gained considerable reputaticai

by his Beiltdge zur ndJieren Kenntniss der urweltlichen Sdugethiere

(1855-1862). He also wrote Classification der Sdugethiere und
Vogel (1844), and, with H. G. Brown (1800-1862) of Heidelberg,

Die Gavial-artigen Reste aus dent Lias (1842-1844). He died at

Darmstadt on the 4th of July 1873.

KAURI PINE, in botany, Agathis australis, a conifer native

of New Zealand where it is abundant in forests in the North
Island between the North Cape and 38’’ south latitude. The
forests are rapidly disappearing owing to use as timber and to

destruc^n by fires. It is a tall resiniferous tree, usually ranging

from 8(^^ioo ft. in height, with a trunk 4 to 10 ft. in diameter,

but reaching 150 ft., with a diameter of i5to22ft.; ithasastiaight

columnar trunk and a rounded bushy head. The thick resini-

ferous bark falls off in large flat flakes. The leaves, which per-

sist for several years, are very thick and leathery; on young trees

they are lance-shaped 2 to 4 in. long and i to } in. broad, Incom-

ing on mature trees linear-oblong or obovate-oblong and } to

in. long. The ripe cones are almost spherical, erect, and 2 to 3
in. in diameter ; the broad, flat, rather thin cone-scales fall from

the axis when ripe. Each scale bears a single compressed seed

with a membranous wing. The limber is remarkable for its

strength, durability and the ease with which it is worked. The
resin, kauri-gum, is an amber-like deposit dug in large quantities

from the sites of previous forests, in lump.s generally vary-

ing in size from that of a hen’s egg to that of a man’s head.

The colour is of a rich brown or amber yellow, or it may be

almost colourless and translucent. It is of value for varnish-

making.

KAVA (Cava or Ava), an intoxicating, but non-alcoholic

beverage, produced principally in the islands of the South

Pacific, from the roots or leaves of a variety of the pepper plant

{Piper methysticum). The method of preparation is somewhat
peculiar. The roots or leaves are first chewed by young girls or

boys, core being taken that only those possessing sound teeth

and excellent general health shall take part in this operation.

The chewed material is then placed in a bowl, and water or

coco-nut milk is poured over it, the whole is well stirred, and
subsequently the woody matter is removed by an ingenious but

simple mechanical manipulation. The resulting liquid, which

has a muddy or cafe-au-lait appearance, or is of a greenish hue if

made from leaves, is now ready for consumption. The taste of

the liquid is at first sweet, and then pungent and acrid. The
usual dose corresponds to about two mouthfuls of the root.

Intoxication (but this apparently only applies to those not

inured to the use of the liquor) follows in about twenty minutes.

The drunkenness produced by kava is of a melancholy, silent and

drowsy character. Excessive drinking is said to lead to skin

and other diseases, but per contra many medicinal virtues are

ascribed to the preparation. There appears to be little doubt

that the active principle in this bever^e is a poison of an alka-

loidal nature. It seems likely that this substance is not present

as such {i,e, as a free alkaloid) in the plant, but that it exists in

the form of a glucoside, and that by the process of chewing this

glucoside is split up by one of the ferments in the saliva into the

free alkaloid and sugar.

Sec Pharm. Jnurn. iii. 474; iv. 85; ix. 219; vii. 149; Comptes
rendus, I. 436, 598; lii. 20('>; Journ, de Pharm, (i860) 20; (1862) 218:

Seeman, Flora Vitiensis, 260; Beachy, Voyage of the " Blossom,

ii. 120.

KAVADH (Kabades, Kauades), a Persian name which occurs

first in the mythical history of the old Iranian kingdom as Kai

Kobadh (Kaikobad). It was borne by two kings of the Sassanid

dynasty.

I. Kavadh I., son of P^oz, crowned by the nobles in 488

in place of his uncle Balash, who was deposed and blinded. At
this time the empire was utterly disorganized by the invasion of

the Ephthalites or White Huns from the east. After one of

their victories against Peroz, Kavadh had been a hostage among
them during two years, pending the payment of a heavy ran-

som. In 484 Ptrbz had been defeated and slain with his whole

army. Balash was not able to restore the royal authority.

The hopes of the magnates and high priests that Kavadh would

suit their purpose were soon disappointed. Kavadh gave his

support to the communistic sect founded by Mazdak, son of

Bamdad, who demanded that the rich should divide their wives

and their wealth with the poor. His intention evidently was,

by adopting the doctrine of the Mazdakites, to break the influ-

ence of the magnates. But in 496 he was deposed and incar-

cerated in the “ Castle of Oblivion (Lethe) ” in Susiana, and his

brother Jamasp (Zamaspes) was raised to the throne. Kavadh,

however, escaped and found refuge with the Ephthalites, whose

king gave him his daughter in marriage and aided him to return

to Persia, In 499 he became king again and punished his oppo-

nents. He had to pay a tribute to the Ephthalites and applied

for subsidies to Rome, which had before supported the Persians.

But now the emperor ADasta.sius refused subsidies, expecting

that the two rival powers of the East would exhaust one another

in war. At the same time he intervened in the affairs of the

Persian part of Armenia. So Kavadh joined the Ephthalites

and began war against the Romans. In 502 he took Theodosio-

poUs in Armenia, in 503 Amida (Diarbekr) on the Tigris. In 505
an invasion of Armenia by the western Huns from the Caucasus

led to an armistice, during which the Romans paid subsidies to

the Persians for the maintenance of the fortifications on the

Caucasus. When Justin I. (518-527) came to the .throne the

conflict began anew. The Persian vassal, Mondhir of Hira,

laid waste Mesopotamia and slaughtered the monks and

nuns. In 531 Belisarius was beaten at Callinicum. Shortly

afterwards Kavadh died, at the age of eighty-two, in September

531. During his last years his favourite son Chosroes had had

great influence over him and had been proclaimed successor.

He also induced Kavadh to break with the Mazdakites, whose

doctrine had spread widely and caused great social confusion

throughout Persia. In 529 they were refuted in a theological

discussion held before the throne of the king by the orthodox

Magians, and were slaughtered and persecuted everywhere;

Mazdak himself was hanged. Kavadh evidently was, as Pro-

copius {Pers, i. 6) calls him, an unusually clear-sighted and ener-

getic ruler. Although he could not free himself from the yoke

of the Ephthalites, he succeeded in restoring order in the interior

and fought with success against the Romans. He built some
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to^^•ns which were named after him, and began to regulate the

taxation.
|

2. Kavadh II. Sheroe (Siroes^, son of Chosroes II., was raised

to the throne in opposition to his father in February 628, after

the great victories of the emperor Heraclius. He put his father

and eighteen brothers to death, began negotiations with Hera-

1

clius, but died after a reign of a few months. (Ed. M.)

KAVALA, or Cavalla, a walled town and seaport of European
'J urkey in the vilayet of Salonica, on the Bay of Kavala, an inlet

of the Aegean Sea. Pop. (1905), about 5000. Kavala is built

on a promontory stretching south into the bay, and opposite the

island of Thasos. There is a harbour on each side of the pro-

niontory . The resident population is increased in summer by an
influx of peasantry, of whom during the season 5000 to 6000 are

employed in curing tobacco and preparing it for export. The
finest Turkish tobacco is grown in the district, and shipped to
all parts of Europe and .^erica, to the annual value of about

£1,250,000. Mehemet Ali was bom here in 1769, and founded a

Turkish school which still exists. His birthplace, an unpreten-

tious little house in one of the tortuous older streets, can be dis-

tinguished by the tablet which the municipal authorities have
affixed to its front wall. Numerous Roman remains have been
found in the neighbourhood, of which the chief is the large

aqueduct on two tiers of arches which still serves to supply the

town and dilapidated citadel with water from Mount Pangeus.

Kavala has been identified with Neapolis, at which St Paul landed
on his way from Samothracc to Philippi (Acts xvi. 11). Neapolis
was the port of Philippi, as Kavala now is of Seres; in the bay
on which it stands tne fleet of Brutus and Cassius was stationed
during the battle of Philippi. Some authorities identify Neapolis
with Datum (Adrov), mentioned by Herodotus as famous for its

gold mines.

KAVANAGH, ARTHUR MACMORROUGH (i83i<^i889), Irish

politician, son of Thomas Kavanagh, M.P., who traced his

de.sccnt to the ancient kings of Leinster, >vas bom in Co. Carlow,

Ireland, on the 25th of March 1831. He had only the rudiments
of arms and legs, but in spite of these physical defects had a

remarkable career. He learnt to ride in the most fearless way,
strapped to a special saddle, and managing the horse with the

stumps of his arms; and also Ashed, shot, drew and wrote,

various mechanical contrivances being devised to supplement
lii.s limited physical capacities. He travelled extensively in

Egypt, Asia Minor, Persia and India between 1846 and 1853,

and after succeeding to the family estates in the latter year, he

married in 1855 his cousin, Miss Frances Mary Leathley. Assisted

by his wife, he was a most philanthropic landlord, and was an
active county magistrate and chairman of the board of guardians.

A Conservative and a Protestant, he .sat in Parliament for Co,

Wexford from 1866 to 1868, and for Co. Carlow from 1868 to

t88o. He was opposed to the disestablishment of the Irish

Church, but supported the Land Act of 1870, and sat on the

Bessborough Commission. In 1886 he was made a member of

the Privy Council in Ireland. He died of pneumonia on the

25th of December 1889, in London. It is supposed that his

extraordinary career suggested the idea of ** Lucas Malet’s
”

novel, Tke History of Sir Richard CdLmady,

KAVANAGH, JULIA (1824-1877), British novelist, was bom
at Thurles in Tipperary, Ireland, in 1824, She was the daughter

of Morgan Peter Kavanagh (d. 1874), author of various wor&Iess
philological works and some poems. Julia spent several years

of her early life with her parents in Normandy, laying there the

foundation of a mastery of the French language and insight into

French modes of thought, which was perfected by her later

frequent and long residences in France. Miss Kavanagh’s
literary career began with her arrival in London about 1844,
her uneventful life affords few incidents to the biographer. Her
first book was Thru Paths (1847), a story for the young; but her

first work to attract notice was Madeleine, a Tale of Auvergne

(1848). Other books followed : A Summer and Winter in the

Two Sicilies French Women of Letters (1862); En^ish
Women of Letters (1862); Woman in France during the i8th
Century (1850); and Women of Christianity The scenes

of her stones are almost always laid in France, and she handles

7.01

her French themes with fidelity and skill. Her style is simple

and pleasing rather than striking; and her characters are

interesting without being strongly individualized. Her mqst
popular novels were perhaps Adele (1857), Queen Mob (1863),
and John Dorrien (1875). On the outbreak of the Franco-

German War Julia i^vanagh removed with her mother from
Paris to Rouen. She died at Nice on the 28th of October

1877-

KAVASS, or Cavass (adapted from the Turkish qawwas, a

bow-maker; Arabic qaws, a bow), a Turkish name for an armed
police-officer; also for a courier such as it is usual to engage when
travelling in Turkey.

KAVIRONDO, a people of British East Africa, who dwell in

the valley of the Nzoia River, on the western slopes of Mount
Elgon, and along the north-east coast of Victoria Nyanza.
Kavirondo is the general name of two distinct groups of tribes,

one Bantu and the other Nilotic. Both groups are immigrants,

the Bantu from the south, the Nilotic from the north. The
Bantu appear to have been the first comers. The Nilotic tribes,

probably an offshoot of tlie Acholi (^.v.), appear to have crossed

the lake to reach their present home, the country around

Kavirondo Gulf. Of the two groups the Bantu now occupy a

more northerly position than their neighbours, and “ are

practically the most northerly representatives of that race*'

(Hobley). Their further progress north was stopped by the

southward movement of the Nilotic tribes, while the Nilotic

Kavirondo in their turn had their wanderings arrested by an
irruption of Elgumi people from the east. The Elgumi are

themselves probably of Nilotic origin. Both groups of Kavj-

rondo are physically fine, the Nilotic stock appewing more
virile than the Bantu. The Bantu Kavirondo are divided into

three principal types—the Awa-Rimi, the Awa-Ware and the

Awa-Kisii. By the Nilotic Kavirondo their Bantu neighbours

are known as Ja-Mwa. The generic name for the Nilotic tribes

is Ja-Luo. The Bantu Kavirondo call them Awa-Nyoro. The
two groups have many characteristics in common. A charac-

teristic feature of the people is their nakedness. Among the

Nilotic Kavirondo married men who are fathers wear a small

piece of goat-skin, which though practically useless as a covering

must be worn according to tribal etiquette. Even among men
who have adopted European clothing this goat-skin must still

be worn underneath. Contact with whites has led to the

adoption of European clothing by numbers of the men, but the

women, more conservative, prefer nudity or the scanty covering

which they wore before the advent of Europeans. Among the

Bantu Kavirondo married women wear a short fringe of black

string in front and a tassel of banana fibre suspended from a

girdle behind, this tassel having at a distance the appearance

of a tail. Hence the report of early travellers as to a tailed race

in Africa. The Nilotic Kavirondo women wear the tail, but

dispense with the fringe in front. For ” dandy " they wear a

goat-skin slung over the shoulders. Some of the Bantu tribes

practise circumcision, the Nilotic tribes do not. Patterns are

tattooed on chest and stomach for ornament. Men, even

husbands, are forbidden to touch the women's taik, which must

be worn even should any other clothing be wrapped round the

body. The Kavirondo are noted for their independent and

pu^acious nature, their honesty and their sexual morality,

traits particularly marked among the Bantu tribes. There are

more women than men, and thus the Kavirondo are naturally

inclined towards polygamy. Among the Bantu tribes a man
the refusal of all the younger sisters of his wife as they attain

puberty. Practically no woman lives unmarried all her life,

for if no suitor seeks her, she singles out a man and offers herself

to him at a “ reduced price,” an offer usually accepted, as the

women are excellent agricultural labourers. The Nilotic

Kavirondo incline to exogamy, endeavouri^ always to marry

outside their clan. Girls are betrothed at six or seven, and the

husband-elect continually makes small presents to his father-

in-law-elect till the bride reaches womanhood. It is regarded

as shameful if the girl be not found a virgin on her wedding day.

She is sent back to her parents, who have to return the maEriagt
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price, and pay a line. The wife's adultery was formerly

punished with death, tad the capital penalty was also inflicted

on young men and girls guilty of unchasdly . Among the Bantu

Kavirondo the usual minimum price for a wife is forty hoes,

twenty goals and one cow, paid in instalments. The Nilotic
i

Kavirondo pa\^ twenty sheep and two to six cows; the husband-

elect can daim his bride when he has made half payment. If

a woman dies without bearing children, the amount of her pur-

chase is returnable by her father, unless the widov^ or consents

to replace her by another sister. The women are prolific and

the birth of twins is common. This is considered a lucky event,

and is celebrated by feasting and dances. Among tlie Bantu

Kavirondo the mother of twins must remain in her hut for seven

(lays. Among the Nilotic Kaviremdo the parents and the

infants most stay in the hut for a who>e month. If a Bantu
mother has lost two children in succession the next child bom
is taken out at dawn axrd placed on the road, where it is left till

a neighbour, usually a woman friend who has gone that way on

purpose, picks it up. She takes it to its mether who gives a

goat in return. A somewhat similar custom prevails among the

Nilotic tribes. Names are not male and female, and a daughter

often bears her father’s name.

The Kavirondo Inaty their dead. Among one of the Bantu tribes,

the Awa-KLcsa, a chief is buried in the floor of his own hut in a
sittmg position, but at such a dcpili that the head protrudes. Over
the li^ari an cartlicnware jxjt is placed, and liis principal wives have
10 remain in the hiit tiH the flesh is eaten by ants or decomposes,

when the skull is removed and buried close to the hut. I.Ater the

skck’tun is unearthed, and reburied with much ceremony in the

sacred burial-place of the tribe. Married women of the.Bantu tribes

arc buried in tlieir hut lying on tlieir righl side with legs doubled

up, the hut being then deserted. Among the Nilotic tr}be,*r the

grave is dug t.)eneath the veranda of the hut. Men of the Bantu
tribes are b^ed in an open space in the midst of their huts

;
in the

Nilotic tribes, if the first wife of the dexieaaed Ixi alive he is buried

in her hut. if not, beneath the veranda of the hut in which he died.

A child is buried near the door of its mother’s hut. A sign of mouin-
mg is a cord of banana fibre worn round tfie neck as»d waist. A chief

chooses, sometimes years before hts death, one of liis sons to succeed

lum, often giving a braas bracelet as insignia. A man's property is

divided equwly among his children.

The Kavirondo are essentially an agricultural people : both men
and women work in the fields with lai^e iron hoes In addition to

soq^husiL, EUusine and maiie, txsbacco and hemp are both cultivated

and smoked. Both sexes smoke, but the use; of hemp is restricted

to men and unmarried women, as it is thought to injure child-bearing

women. Henm is smoked in a hubble-bubble. The Kavirondo
cirftivtttejieatfmum and- make an oil from its seeds wliich tliey burn

in little Theae lamps are of the ancient saucer type,

U)e pattera being, in Hobley’s opiuiou, introduced into the country
by the coast people. While some tribes live in isolated huts, those

in the north nave strongly walled villages The walls are of mud
and formerly, among the Nilotic tribes, occasionally of stone. Skice

the advent id the British the security of tlic count^ has induced the

Kavirondo to let the walls fall into disrepair. Their huts are circular

with conical thatched roof, and fairly broad veranda all round. A
portion of the hut is partitioned off as a .sleeping-placse for goats, and
the fowls (deep intoirs in a Wgc basket. Skins form tfie oidy b«d-

stsads. Ineach hut are two flrepiaoes, about which a rigid etiquette

prevails. Stmngare or distent relatives are not allowed to pass

beyond the first, which is near the door, and is used for cooking.

At the second, which is nearly in the middle of the Imt, sit the hut

owner, his wives, chiMren, brothers and sisters. Around this fire-

plMe the family sleep. Cooking pots, water pots and earthenware

^ain jars adre the only other furniture. The loocl is .served in small

baskets. Every full grown man has a hut to himself, and one for

each wife. The huts of the Masaba Kavirondo of west Elgon have

the apex of the mof surmounted by a carved pole which Sir H. H.

Tohnston saya is obviously a phallus. Among the Bastn Kaviremdo

a father does not eat with his sons, nor do brothers eat tc^ether.

Among the Nilotic tribes father and sons cat together, usually in a

separate hut with open sides. Women eat apart and only after the

men have finished. The Kavirondo keep cattle, sheep, goats, lerwls

and a few dogs. Women der not eat sfa^pv fowls or eggs, and are

not allowed to drink milk except'when mixed with otherthings. The
flesh^ the wilcl cat and leopard is esteemed by most of the tribes.

From Eleusine a beer is ma(ie. The Kavirondo are plucky hunters,

capturing the hippopotamus with ropes and traps, and attacking

^vith spears thakurgest elephants. Fish, of which tac^ are very fond,

are oaught by ttno«iad rod or in traps. Bee-keeping is common, and

where trees are scam the hives are placed on the roof of the hut.

Among the Bantu Kavirondo goats and sheep are suflocated, the

snout beingheldUntlltheaiiinml'dies. Though a peacefulpoople the

Havirando flgllk TMft waapons are spears with rather long

flat blades without blood-courses, and hsroad-bladed swords. Some
use slings, and most carry shields. Bows and arrows are also used;
firearms are however displacing other weapons. Kavirondo warfare
was mainly defensive and intertribal, this last a form of vendetta.
When a man had killed his enemy in battle he shaved his head on
his return and he was rubbed with ” medicine " (genera^ goat’s

dung), to defend him from the spirit of the dead man. This custom
the Awa-Wanga abandoned when they obtained firearms. Tlie

young warriors were made to stab the bodies of thetr slain enemies,
kavimndo^ industries are salt-making, effected by bumhig reedaand
water-plants and pas.snig water through the ashes; the smelting of
iron ore (confined to the ^ntu tribes)

;
pottery and basket-work.

The Kavirondo have many tribes, divided, Sir H. H. Johnston
suspects, totemirally . Their religion appears to be a vague ancestor-

worship, but the northern tribes have two gods, Awafwa and Ishis-

hemi, the spints of good and evil. To the former cattle and goats
are sacrifice. The Ivavirondo have ureat faith in divination from
the entrails of a sheep. Nearly everybo^and everything is to the

Kavirondo ominous of good or evil. 'They have few myths or

traditions; the ant-befH is the chief figure m their l^ast-kgends.
They believe in witchcraft and practiae trial by ordeal. As a race

the Kavirondo are on the increase. This is due to their fecundity

and morality. Those who live in the low-lying landfi suffer from a
mild malaria, while abroad they are subject to dysentery and pneu-
monia. Epidemics of 5«mall-p^ have occurred. Native medicine
is of the simplest. They dress wounds with butter and leaves, and
for infianunation oi the lungs or pleurisy pierce a hole in the chest.

There are no medicine-men—the women are the doctors. Cert^
of the incisor teeth are pulled out. Ha man retains these he will,

it is thought, be killed in warfare. Among certain tribes the women
also have incisor teeth extracted, otherwise misfortune would befall

their husbands. For the .same reason the wife scars the skin of her

forehead or stomach. A htevirondo husband, before starting on a
perilous journey, cuts scars on his w^e’s lx)dy to ensure him good
luck. Of dances the Kavirondo have four—Uie birth dance, the

death dance, that at initiation and one of a propitiatory kind in

seasons of drought. Their music is plaintive and sometimes pretty,

produced by a large lyi-e-shaped instrument. They use also various

drums.
The Ja-Luo women use for oar ooiamcnt.H small beads attached

to pieces of brass. Like the aggiy beads of West Africa these beads
are not of local manufacture nor of recent introduction. They are

ancient, in colour generally blue, (x:casionally yellow or green, and
arc picked up in certain districts after heavy rafn. By the natives

they are suppoficd to come down with the mn. They are identical

in .4iape anci colour with ancient Egyptian beads and other beads
obtained from ancient cities in Baluchistea.

Stc C. W. Hobley, Eastern Uganda^ an Ethnological Survey

(Anthrop. Inst., Occasional Papers, No. i, London, 1002); Sir H. H.
Johnston, Uganda Proteetorate figoa); J. E. Cunningham, Ugrnmla

and Its Peoples (aoos)
;
I*aul Kallmann, the Victoria Nyanea (i8w).

(T. A. J.)

KAW, or Kansa, a tribe of North American Indians of

Skman stock. They were originally an offshoot of the Osages.

Their early home was in Missouri, whence they were driven to

Kansas by the Dakotas. They were moved from one reservation

to another, til! in 1^73 they were settled in Indian Territory

;

they have since steadily decrea.sed, and now number some ^oo.

KAWARDHA, a feudatory state of India, within the Central

Provinces; area, 798 sq. m.; pop. ( 1901 ), 57474 ,
lowing a

decrease of 37 % in the decade, due to famine; estimated revenue,

£7000. HaH the state consists of hill and forest. The residence

of the chid, who is a Ttaj Gond, is at B^wardha (pop. 47 7*).

which is also the headquarters of the Kabirpanthi sect (see

Kabir).
KAY, AWW (1742-182^), Scottish caricaturist, was bom near

Dalkeith, where his father was a mason. At thirteen he was

apprenticed to a barber, whom he served for six years. He
then went to Edmburgh, where in 177 1 he obtained the freedom

of the city by joining the corporation of barber-imrgeons. In

1785, induced by the favour which greeted certain attempts of

his to etch in aquafortis, he took down his barber^s pole and

opened a small print shop in ParKament Square. There he

continued to flourish, painting miniatures, and publishing at

short intervals his sketches and caricatures of local celebrities

and odifities, who abounded at that period in Edinbui^ society.

He died on the 21st of February 1826.

Kay’s partraits were collected by Hu^h Patou and published

under the title A series af original portraits and caricature etchings

by tfte Me fohn Ray, vfith Uvgrapkical shafekes and' ittustraiive

aneodotes ^E(lin., a vote. 4t», 8vo td., # vote,, liq*; now ^to

ed., with additional platM, a vote., 1877)^ lonnitig a uniqite record
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to^^•ns which were named after him, and began to regulate the

taxation.
|

2. Kavadh II. Sheroe (Siroes^, son of Chosroes II., was raised

to the throne in opposition to his father in February 628, after

the great victories of the emperor Heraclius. He put his father

and eighteen brothers to death, began negotiations with Hera-

1

clius, but died after a reign of a few months. (Ed. M.)

KAVALA, or Cavalla, a walled town and seaport of European
'J urkey in the vilayet of Salonica, on the Bay of Kavala, an inlet

of the Aegean Sea. Pop. (1905), about 5000. Kavala is built

on a promontory stretching south into the bay, and opposite the

island of Thasos. There is a harbour on each side of the pro-

niontory . The resident population is increased in summer by an
influx of peasantry, of whom during the season 5000 to 6000 are

employed in curing tobacco and preparing it for export. The
finest Turkish tobacco is grown in the district, and shipped to
all parts of Europe and .^erica, to the annual value of about

£1,250,000. Mehemet Ali was bom here in 1769, and founded a

Turkish school which still exists. His birthplace, an unpreten-

tious little house in one of the tortuous older streets, can be dis-

tinguished by the tablet which the municipal authorities have
affixed to its front wall. Numerous Roman remains have been
found in the neighbourhood, of which the chief is the large

aqueduct on two tiers of arches which still serves to supply the

town and dilapidated citadel with water from Mount Pangeus.

Kavala has been identified with Neapolis, at which St Paul landed
on his way from Samothracc to Philippi (Acts xvi. 11). Neapolis
was the port of Philippi, as Kavala now is of Seres; in the bay
on which it stands tne fleet of Brutus and Cassius was stationed
during the battle of Philippi. Some authorities identify Neapolis
with Datum (Adrov), mentioned by Herodotus as famous for its

gold mines.

KAVANAGH, ARTHUR MACMORROUGH (i83i<^i889), Irish

politician, son of Thomas Kavanagh, M.P., who traced his

de.sccnt to the ancient kings of Leinster, >vas bom in Co. Carlow,

Ireland, on the 25th of March 1831. He had only the rudiments
of arms and legs, but in spite of these physical defects had a

remarkable career. He learnt to ride in the most fearless way,
strapped to a special saddle, and managing the horse with the

stumps of his arms; and also Ashed, shot, drew and wrote,

various mechanical contrivances being devised to supplement
lii.s limited physical capacities. He travelled extensively in

Egypt, Asia Minor, Persia and India between 1846 and 1853,

and after succeeding to the family estates in the latter year, he

married in 1855 his cousin, Miss Frances Mary Leathley. Assisted

by his wife, he was a most philanthropic landlord, and was an
active county magistrate and chairman of the board of guardians.

A Conservative and a Protestant, he .sat in Parliament for Co,

Wexford from 1866 to 1868, and for Co. Carlow from 1868 to

t88o. He was opposed to the disestablishment of the Irish

Church, but supported the Land Act of 1870, and sat on the

Bessborough Commission. In 1886 he was made a member of

the Privy Council in Ireland. He died of pneumonia on the

25th of December 1889, in London. It is supposed that his

extraordinary career suggested the idea of ** Lucas Malet’s
”

novel, Tke History of Sir Richard CdLmady,

KAVANAGH, JULIA (1824-1877), British novelist, was bom
at Thurles in Tipperary, Ireland, in 1824, She was the daughter

of Morgan Peter Kavanagh (d. 1874), author of various wor&Iess
philological works and some poems. Julia spent several years

of her early life with her parents in Normandy, laying there the

foundation of a mastery of the French language and insight into

French modes of thought, which was perfected by her later

frequent and long residences in France. Miss Kavanagh’s
literary career began with her arrival in London about 1844,
her uneventful life affords few incidents to the biographer. Her
first book was Thru Paths (1847), a story for the young; but her

first work to attract notice was Madeleine, a Tale of Auvergne

(1848). Other books followed : A Summer and Winter in the

Two Sicilies French Women of Letters (1862); En^ish
Women of Letters (1862); Woman in France during the i8th
Century (1850); and Women of Christianity The scenes

of her stones are almost always laid in France, and she handles
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her French themes with fidelity and skill. Her style is simple

and pleasing rather than striking; and her characters are

interesting without being strongly individualized. Her mqst
popular novels were perhaps Adele (1857), Queen Mob (1863),
and John Dorrien (1875). On the outbreak of the Franco-

German War Julia i^vanagh removed with her mother from
Paris to Rouen. She died at Nice on the 28th of October

1877-

KAVASS, or Cavass (adapted from the Turkish qawwas, a

bow-maker; Arabic qaws, a bow), a Turkish name for an armed
police-officer; also for a courier such as it is usual to engage when
travelling in Turkey.

KAVIRONDO, a people of British East Africa, who dwell in

the valley of the Nzoia River, on the western slopes of Mount
Elgon, and along the north-east coast of Victoria Nyanza.
Kavirondo is the general name of two distinct groups of tribes,

one Bantu and the other Nilotic. Both groups are immigrants,

the Bantu from the south, the Nilotic from the north. The
Bantu appear to have been the first comers. The Nilotic tribes,

probably an offshoot of tlie Acholi (^.v.), appear to have crossed

the lake to reach their present home, the country around

Kavirondo Gulf. Of the two groups the Bantu now occupy a

more northerly position than their neighbours, and “ are

practically the most northerly representatives of that race*'

(Hobley). Their further progress north was stopped by the

southward movement of the Nilotic tribes, while the Nilotic

Kavirondo in their turn had their wanderings arrested by an
irruption of Elgumi people from the east. The Elgumi are

themselves probably of Nilotic origin. Both groups of Kavj-

rondo are physically fine, the Nilotic stock appewing more
virile than the Bantu. The Bantu Kavirondo are divided into

three principal types—the Awa-Rimi, the Awa-Ware and the

Awa-Kisii. By the Nilotic Kavirondo their Bantu neighbours

are known as Ja-Mwa. The generic name for the Nilotic tribes

is Ja-Luo. The Bantu Kavirondo call them Awa-Nyoro. The
two groups have many characteristics in common. A charac-

teristic feature of the people is their nakedness. Among the

Nilotic Kavirondo married men who are fathers wear a small

piece of goat-skin, which though practically useless as a covering

must be worn according to tribal etiquette. Even among men
who have adopted European clothing this goat-skin must still

be worn underneath. Contact with whites has led to the

adoption of European clothing by numbers of the men, but the

women, more conservative, prefer nudity or the scanty covering

which they wore before the advent of Europeans. Among the

Bantu Kavirondo married women wear a short fringe of black

string in front and a tassel of banana fibre suspended from a

girdle behind, this tassel having at a distance the appearance

of a tail. Hence the report of early travellers as to a tailed race

in Africa. The Nilotic Kavirondo women wear the tail, but

dispense with the fringe in front. For ” dandy " they wear a

goat-skin slung over the shoulders. Some of the Bantu tribes

practise circumcision, the Nilotic tribes do not. Patterns are

tattooed on chest and stomach for ornament. Men, even

husbands, are forbidden to touch the women's taik, which must

be worn even should any other clothing be wrapped round the

body. The Kavirondo are noted for their independent and

pu^acious nature, their honesty and their sexual morality,

traits particularly marked among the Bantu tribes. There are

more women than men, and thus the Kavirondo are naturally

inclined towards polygamy. Among the Bantu tribes a man
the refusal of all the younger sisters of his wife as they attain

puberty. Practically no woman lives unmarried all her life,

for if no suitor seeks her, she singles out a man and offers herself

to him at a “ reduced price,” an offer usually accepted, as the

women are excellent agricultural labourers. The Nilotic

Kavirondo incline to exogamy, endeavouri^ always to marry

outside their clan. Girls are betrothed at six or seven, and the

husband-elect continually makes small presents to his father-

in-law-elect till the bride reaches womanhood. It is regarded

as shameful if the girl be not found a virgin on her wedding day.

She is sent back to her parents, who have to return the maEriagt
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appears in a small part of the Tetyushi district in the south; and

|

I'ertiary rocks stretch along the left bank of the Volga. Mineral
|

springs (iron, sulphur and petroleum) exist in several places.

The Volga is navigable throughout its cour.se of 200 m. tluough !

Kazan, as well as the Kama (120 m.); and the Vyatka, Kazanka,

Rutka, Tsivyl, Greater Kohshaga, Ilet, Vetluga and Mesha, are

not without valuers waterways. About four hundred small

lakes are enumerated within the government; the upper and

lower Kaban supply the city of Kazan with water.

The climate is severe, the annual mean temperature being

37*8° F. The rainfall amounts to 16 in. Agriculture is the

chief occupation, and 82 % of the population are peasants. Out

of 7,672,600 acres of arable land, 4,5 ^(>,5^ are under crops—

chiefly rye and oats, with some wheat, barley, buckwheat,

lentils, flux, hemp and potatoes. But there generally results

great scarcity, and even famine, in bad years. Livestock are

numerous. Forests cover 35 % of the total area. Bee-keeping

is an important industry. Factories employ about 10,000

persons and include flour-mills, distilleries, factories for soap,

candles and tallow, and tanneries. A great variety of petty

trades, especially those connected with wood, are carried on in

the villages, partly for export. The fairs are well attended,

i'here is considerable .shipping on the Volga, Kama, Vyatka and
their tributaries. Kazan is divided into twelve districts. The
chief town is Kazan (q-v.). The district capitals, with their

populations in 1897 are : Cheboksary (4568), Chistopol (20,161),

Kozmodemyansk (5212), Laishev (5439)^ Mamiidyzh (4213),

Spask (2779), Sviyazhsk (2363), Uetyushi (4754), Tsarevokok-

shaisk (1654), Tsivylsk (2337) and Yadrin (2467). Population

(1879), 1,872,437; (1897), 2,190,185, of whom i,U3,555 were

women, and 176,396 lived in towns. The e.stimaled population

in iqo6 was 2,504,400. It consists principally of Russians

and Tatars, with a variety of Finno-Turkish tribe.s; Chuvashes,

Cheremisscs, Mordvinians, Votyaks, Mescheryaks, and some

Jews and Poles. The Russians belong to the Orthodox Greek

Church or are Nonconformists; the Tatars are Mussulmans; and
The Finno-Turkish tribes are either pagans or belong officially to

the Orthodox Greek Church, the respective proportions being

(In 1897): Orthodox Greek, 69-4 % of the whole; Noncon-
lormisls, 1%; Mussulmans, 28*8 %. (P. A. K.; J. T. Bb.)

KAZAA (called by the Cheremisscs Ozott), a town of eastern

Russia, capital of the government of the same name, situated

in and 49° 26" E., oji the river Kazanka, 3 m. from

the Vfl^, which however reaches the city when it overflows its

banks every spring, Kazan lies 650 m. E. from Moscow by rail

and 253 E. of Nizhniy Novgorod by the Volga. Pop. (1883),

140,726; (1900), 143,707, all Russians except for some 20,000

'l otars. The most striking feature of the city is the kreml or

citadel, founded in 1437, which crowns a low hill on the N.W.
Within its wall, capped with five towers, it contains several

churches, amongst them the cathedral of the Annunciation,

founded in 1562 by Gury, the first archbishop of Kazan, Kazan
being an archi^iscopal see of the Orthodox Greek Church.

Other buildings in the kreml arc a magnificent monastery, built

in 1556; an arsenal; the modem castle in which the governor

resides; and the red-brick Suyumbeka tower, 246 ft. high, which

is an object of great veneration to the Tatars as the reputed

burial-place of one of their saints. A little east of the kreml is

the Bogoroditski convent, built in 1579, for the reception of the

Black Virgin of Kazan, a miracle-working image transferred to

Moscow in 1612, and in St Petersburg since 1710. Kazan is the

intellectual capital of eastern Russia, and an important seat of

Oriental scholarship. Its university, founded in 1804, is attended

by nearly 1000 students. Attached to it are an excellent

library of 220,000 vols., an astronomical observatory, a botanical

garden and various museums. The ecclesiastical academy,
founded in 1846, contains the old library of the Solovetsk

(Solovki) monaster>% which is of importance for the history of

Russian religious sects. The city is adorned with bronze

statues of Tsar Alexander II., set up facing the kreml in 1895,

and of the poet G. R. Derzhavin (1743-1816); also with a

monument commemorating the capture of Kazan by Ivan the

Terrible. The central parts of the city consist principally of

small one-storeyed houses, surrounded by gardens, and are

inhabited chiefly by Russians, while some 20,000 Tatars dwell

in the suburbs. Kazan is, further, the intellectual centre of

the Russian Mahommedans, who have here their more important

schools and their printing-presses. Between the city and the

Volga is the Admiralty suburb, where Peter the Great had his

Caspian fleet built for his campaigns against Persia. The more
important manufactures are leather goods, soap, wax candles,

sacred images, cloth, cottons, spirits and bells. A considerable

trade is carried on with eastern Russia, and with Turkestan and
Persia. Previous to the 13th century, the present government

of Kazan formed part of the territory of the Bulgarians, the ruins

of whose ancient capital, Bolgari or Bolgary, lie^ m. S. of Kazan.

The city of Kazan itself stood, down to the 13th century, 30 m.
to the N.E., where traces of it can still be seen. In 1438 Ulugh
Mahommed (or Ulu Makhmet), khan of the Golden Horde of

the Mongols, founded, on the ruins of the Bulgarian state, the

kingdom of Kazan, which in its turn was destroyed by Ivan the

Terrible of Russia in 1552 and its territory annexed to Russia.

In 1774 the city was laid waste by the rebel Pugachev. It has

suffered repeatedly from fires, especially in 1815 and 1825. The
Kazan Tatars, from having lived so long amongst Russians and

Finnish tribes, have lost a good many of the characteristic

features of their Tatar (Mongol) ancestry, and bear now the

stamp of a distinct ethnographic type. They are found also in

the neighbouring governments of Vyatka, Ufa, Orenburg,

Samara, Saratov, Simbirsk, Tambov and Nizhniy Novgorod.

They are intelligent and enterprising, and arc engaged princi-

pally in trade.

See Hneghin’s Kazafi Old and Nfiw (in Russian^
;
Velyaminov-

/.cmov^aKasimov Tsars{} vols., St Petersburg, 1863 -i8()6)
;
Zarinsky's

Sketches 0/ Old Kazan (Kazafi, 1877); Trofimov’s Sie^e of Kazafl in

/jjjt (Kazan, 1890); Fir.sov'h books on the history of the native

population (Kazafl, 1864 and 1869) ;
and Shpilevski, on the antiqui-

ties of the town and government, in Izvesim i Zapiski of the Kazan
University (1877). A bibliography of the Oriental books published

in the city is printed in Bulletins of the St Petersburg Academy
(1867), Compare also L. Leger’s “ Kazan ct les tartares.” in Bihl,

Univ. de Geneve {1874). (R A. K.; J. T. Be.)

KAZERfiN, a district and town of the province of Fars in

I’crsia. The district is situated between Shiraz and Bushire.

In its centre is the Kaj^erun Valley with a direction N.W. to

S.E., a fertile plain 30 m. long and 7 to 8 in. broad, bounded S.E.

by the Parishan Lake (8 m. long, 3 m. broad), N.W. by the

Boshavir River, with the ruins of the old city of Beh-Shahpur

(Besbiver, Boshavir, also, sliort, Shapur) and Sassanian bas-

reliefs on its banks. There also, in a cave, is a statue of Shapur.

The remainder of the district is mostly hilly country intersected

by numerous streams, plains and hills being covered with

zizyphus, wild almond and oak. The district is divided into

two divisions : town and villages, the latter being called Kuh i

Marreh and again subdivided into (1) Pusht i Kuh; (2) Yarruk;

(3) Shakan. It has forty-six villages and a population of about

15,000; it produces rice of excellent quality, cotton, tobacco and

opium, but very little com, and bread made of the flour of acorns

is a staple food in many villages. W41d almonds are exported.

Kazerun, the chief place of the district, is an unwalled town

situated in the midst of the central plain, in 29° 37' N., 51° 43' K.

at an elevation of 2800 ft., 70 m. from Shiraz, and 96 m. from

Bushire. It has a population of about 8000, and i.s divided

into four quarters separated by open spaces. Adjoining it on

the W. is the famous Nazar garden, with noble avenues of orange

trees planted by a former governor, Hajji Ali Kuli Khan, in

1767. A couple of miles N. of the city behind a low range of

hills are the imposing ruins of a marble building said to stand

over the grave of Sheik Amin ed din Mahommed b. Zia ed

din MasTid, who died a.h. 740 (a.d. 1339)* S.E. of the city

on a huge mound are ruins of buildings with underground

chambers, popularly known as Kal'eh i Gabr, castle of the

fire-worshippers.*’

KAZINCZY, FEBENCZ (1759-1831),..Hungarian author, the

most indefatigable agent in the regeneration of the Magyar
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language and literature at the end of the i8th and beginning of

the 19th century, was bom on the 27th of October 1759, at

£r-Semly6n, in the county of Bihar, Hungary. He studied law

at Kassa and Eperies, and in Pest, where he also obtained a

thorough knowledge of French and Carman literature, and made
the acquaintance of Gideon RAday, who allowed him the use of

his library. In 1784 Kaiinczy became subnotary for the county

of Abafij; end in 1786 he was nominated inspector of schools at

Kassa. There he began to devote himself to the restoration of

the Magyar language and literature translations from classical

foreign works, and by the augmentation of the native vocabulary

from ancient Magyar sources. In 1788, with the assistance of

Bar6ti Szab6 and John Bacsinyi, he started at Kassa the first

Magyar litCTaty magazine, Magyar Muzeum; the Orpheus

y

which

succeeded it in 1790, was his own creation. Although^ upon
the accession of Leopold II., Kazinczy, as a non-Catholic, was
obliged to resign his post at Kassa, lus literary activity in no
way decreased. He not only assisted Gideon R&day in the

establishment and direction of the first Magyar dramatic society,

but enriched the repertoire with several translations from foreign

authors. His Hafidety which first appeared at Kassa in 1790, is

a rendering from the German version of Schroder. Impli^ted
in the democratic conspiracy of the abbot Martinovics, Kazinczy

was arrested on the 14th of December 1794, and condemned to

death; but the sentence was commuted to imprisonment. He
was released in 1801, and shortly afterwards married Sophia

Tordk, daughter of his former patron, and retired to his small

estate at Sz^phalom or “ Fairhill,” near Sdtor-Ujhely, in the

county of Zempl^n. In 1828 he took an active part in the

conferences held for the establishment of the Hungarian academy

in the historical section of which he became the first correspond-

ing member. He died of Asiatic cholera, at Sz^phalom, on the

22nd of August 1831.

Kazinczy, although possessing great beauty of style, cannot be
regarded as a powerful and original thinker; his fame is chiefly due
to the felicity of his translations from the masterpieces of L^ing,
Goethe, Wieland, Kl^stock, Ossian, La Rochefoucauld, Marmontel,
Moliire, Metastasio, ^akespeare, Sterne, Cicero, Sallust, Anacreon,
and many others. He also edited the works of Bardezy (Pest, 1812,

8 vols.) and of the poet Zrin3ri (1817, 2 vols.), and the jxjems of

Dayka (181^, 3 vols.) and of John Kis, (1815, 3 vols.). A collective

edition of his works {Szip LitercUura), consisting for the most part of

tranriations, was published at Pest. 1814-181O, in 9 vols. His origin

nal productions [Eredeti Mufidi), largely made up of letters, were
edited by Joseph Bajza and Francis Toldy at Pest, 1836-1845, in

5 vols. Editions of lus poems appeared in 1858 and in 1863.

KAZVIN, a provmce and town of Persia. The province is

situated N.W. of Teheran and S. of Gilan. On the W. it is

bounded by Khamseh. It pays a yearly revenue of about

£22,000, and contains many rich villages which produce much
grain and fruit, great quantities of the latter being dried and

exported.

Kazvin, the capital of the province, is situated at an elevation

of 4165 ft., in 36“ 15' N. and 50“ E., and 92 m. by road from

Teheran. The city is said to have been founded in the 4th

century by the Sassanian king Shapur II
(309

“
379)- It has been

repeatedly damaged by earthquakes. Many of its streets and

most of the magnificent buildings seen there by Chardin in 1674

and other travellers during the 17th century are in ruins. The

most remarkable remains are the palace of the Safawid shahs and

the mosque with its large blue dome. In the i6th century Shah

Tahmasp I. (1524-1576) made Kazvin bis capital, and it re-

mained so till Shah Abbas I. {1587-1629) transferred the scat

of government to IsfahAn. The town still bears the title Dar cs

Salteneh, “ the seat of government.” Kazvin has many baths

and cisterns fed by underground canals. The system of irriga-

tion formerly carried on by these canals rendered the plain of

Kazvin one of the most fertile regions in Persia; now most of the

canals are choked up. The city has a population of about

50,000 and a thriving, transit trade, particulariy since 1899 when

the carriage road be^een Resht and Teheran with Kazvin as a

half-way stage was opened under the auspices of the Russian

“ Enzeli-Teheran Road Company.*^ Great quantities of rice,

fish and silk are brought to it from Gilan for distribution in

Persia and export to Turkey.

KBANf BDMUND (i787-1833), was born in London on the

17th of March ^ 1787. His father was |»robably Edmund Kean^
an architect’s clerk; and his mother was an actress, Ann Carey,

grand-daughter of Henry Carey. When in his fourth year

Kean made his first appearance on the sta^ge as Cupid in Noverre’s

ballet of Cymon. As a child his vivacity and cleverness, and

his ready Section for those who treat^ him with kindness,

made him a universal favourite, but the harsh drcumstances

of his lot, and the want of proper restraint, while they developed

strong self-reliance, fostered wayward tendencies. About 1794
a few benevolent persons provided the means of sending him to

school, where he mastered his tasks with remarkable ease and

rapidity; but finding the restraint intolerable, he shipped as a

cabin boy at Portsmouth. Discovering that he had only escaped

to a more rigorous bondage, he counterfeited both deafness and

lameness with a histrionic mastery which deceived even the

physicians at Madeira. On his return to England he soup;ht the

protection of his uncle Moses Kean, mimic, ventriloquist and

general entertainer, who, besides continuing his pantomimic

studies, introduced him to the study of Sh^espeare. At
same time Miss Tidswell, an actress who had been specially kind

to him from infancy, taught him the principles of actii^. On
the death of his uncle he was taken charge of by Miss Tidswell,

and under her direction he began the systematic study of the

principal Shakespearian characters, displaying the (peculiar

originality of his genius by interpretations entirely different

from those of Kemble. His talents and interesting countenance

induced a Mrs Clarke to adopt him, but the slight of a visitor so

wounded his pride that he suddenly left her house and went back

to his old surroundings. In his fourteenth year he obtained im

engagement to play leading characters for twenty nights in

York Theatre, appearing as Hamlet, Hastings and Cato. Shortly

afterwards, while he was in the strolling troupe belonging to

Richardson’s show, the rumour of his abilities reached George

III., who commanded him to recite at Windsor. He subse-

quently joined Saunders’s circus, where in the performance of an

equestrian feat he fell and broke his legs—the accident leaving

traces X)f swelling in his insteps throughout his life. About
this time he picked up music from Charles Incledon, dancing

from D’Egville, and fencing from Angelo. In 1807 he played

leading parts in the Belfast theatre with Mrs Srddons, who be^
by calling him a horrid little man ” gnd on further experience

of his ability said that he “ played very, very well,” but that

there was too little of him to m^e a great actor.” An engage-

ment in 1808 to play leading characters in Beverley’s provincial

troupe was brought to an abrupt close by his marriage

(July 17) with Miss Mary Chambers of Waterford, the leading

actress. For several years his prospects were very gloomy, but

in 1814 the committee of Drury Lane theatre, the fortunes of

which were then so low that bankruptcy seemed inevitable,

resolved to give him a chance among the ” experiments ” they

were making to win a return of popularity. When the expecta-

tion of his first appearance in London was close upon him he was

so feverish that he exclaimed ‘‘ If I succeed I shall go mad.”
His opening at Drury Lane on the 26th of January 18x4 as Shy-

lock roused the audience to almost uncontrollable enthusiasm.

Successive appearances in Richard III., Hamlet, Othello, Mac-

beth and Lear served to demonstrate his complete mastery of

the whole range of tragic emotion. His triumph was so great

that he himself said on one occasion, ” I could not feel the stage

under me.” On the 29th of November 1820 Kean appei^ed

for the first time in New York as Richard III. The success of his

visit to America was unequivocal, although he fell into a vexa-

tious dispute with the press. On the 4th of June 1821 he

returned to England.
> This date is apparently settled by a letter from Kean in 1829,

to Dr Gibson (see RoShesay Express for the 28th of June 1893,
where the letter is printed and vouched for), inviting him to dinner
on the 17th of March to celebrate Kean's birthday: various other
dates have been given in books of reference, the 4th of November
having been formerly accepted by this Encyclopaedia.
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Probably hia itregnbar habits were prejudicial to theirefinement

of his taste, and latterly they tended to ex^gcjatc hb special

defects and manneiisms. The odvierve decision iiL the dimce
case of Cox Kean on the 37th of January 1&25 caused:his wife

to leaire him, and aroused against him such bitter feding, shown
by toe almost liotous conduct of the audiences beftinr which he

appeared about this time, as nearly to compel him to rethe: per-

manently into private life. A second visit to America in £825

was^laigely a repetition of thu persecutinn which, in the name of

morality, he had suffered in England. Some cities showed him
a spirit (k charity; many audiences submitted him to the grossest

insults andendangered his life by the violence of their disappim^al.

In Quebec he was much impressed with the kindness <k some
Huron Indians who attended his:performances, and he was made
chief of toe tribe, receiving the name Alanienouidet. Kean’s last

appearance in New York was on the 5th of December 1826 in

Richard III., the role in which he was first seen in America; He
returned to England and was ultimately received with all the old

favour, but the contest had made him so dependent on the use of

stimulants that the gradual deterioration of his gifts was inevit-

able. Stall, even in their decay his great powers triumphediduiing

the moments of his inspiration over the absolute wreck of his

physical faculties, and compelled admiration after his gait had
degenerated into a weak hobble, and the lightning brilliancyof his

eyes had become dbll and bloodshot, and the tones of his match-
less voice marred by rough and grating hoarseness. His appear-

ance in Paris was a failure owing to a fit of drunkennesB, His
last appearance on the stage was at Covent Garden, on the 25th

of March 183^ when he pkiyed' Othello to the logo of his son

Charles. At the words " Villain, be sure,” in scene 3 of act iii.,

he suddenly broke down, and crying in a faltering voice

0 * God, I am dying. Speak to them, Charles,” fell insensible

into hk son’s arms. He died at Richmond on the 15th of

May 1833.

It was in the impersonation of the great erwrtions ol Shake-
sp>care’s genius that the varied beauty and grandeur of the acting

of Kean were displayed m their highest form, although probably

his most powerful character was Sir Giles Overreach in Massinger’s

A New Way to Pay Old Debts, the effect of his first impersonation

of which was such that the pit rosem masse, and even the actors

and actresses themselves were overcome by the terrific dramatic

ilhision. only personal disadvantage as an actor was his

smtir sljii^uri^. His countenance was strikingly interesting and
unusually tnobile; he had a matchless command of facial expres-

sion; his fine eyes scintillated with the* slightest shades of emo-
tion and thought; his voice, though weak and hasrsh in the upper
register, possessed in its lower range tones of penetrating and
resistless power, and a thrilling sweetness like the witchery of the

finest music
;
above all, in the grander moments of his passion,

his intellect and soul seemed to rise beyond material barriers

and to glorify physical defects with their own greatness. Kean
specially excelled as the exponent of passion. In Othello, lago,

Shylock and Richard III., characters utterly different from each

other, but in which the predominant element is some form of

passion, his identification with the personality, as he had con-

ceived it, was as nearly as possible perfect, and each isolated

phase and aspect of the plot was elaborated with the minutest

attention to details, and yet with an absolute subordination of

these to the distinct individuality he was endeavoufdng to portray.

Colericto said,
**
Seeing him act was like reading Shakespeare

by Hashes of limning.” H the range of character in which

Kean attained supreme excellence was narrow, no one except

Garrick has been so successful in so many great impersonations.

Unlike Garrick, he had nif true talent for comedy, but in tlie ex-

pression of biting and saturnine wit, of grim and ghos^
he was unsurpassed. His eccentricities at the height of bis fame

were numerous. Sometimes he would ride recklessty on his horse

Shylock toremghout the night. He was presented with a tame
Hon with which fet might be found playing in his drawing-room.

The prizefighters' liUnuQsa and Richmond the Black were among
hiSivwten. Giatlur was his devoted friend. In hisiearUer days
Talma said of him, ^ is a magnificent uncut gem; polish and

round him ofi and ha will be a perfect tragedian.’* Macready,
who was much impressed by Kean's Richard IXL aud met the

actor at supper, speaka* of his unassuming manner . . par-

taking in some degree of shyness ” andtof the ” toiiching,gi;aue
”

of his singing. Kean’s delivery of the three words ” I ansfwer

—

NO 1
” in the part of Sir Edward Mortimer in TJu Iron Chest,

cast Macready into an abyss of at sivaUiog him. in this

rdlev So full of dramatic interesit is the life of Edmund Kean
thatit formed the subject for a pla>' by theelder. Dumas> entitled

Kjea». me dtsordre et gmk, in w^ch Fredecick-Lemaltraaohieved

one of hisigreatest triumf^s.

See Francis Phippen, AsutHmtic Memoirs of Edmund Keem (18C4)

B. W. Hroctear (Barry Cornwaib, The Life of Eimmi (^1835)

;

F. W. Hawkiof, The Life of Edmund Kean USto)
: J. FiUaerud

MoUcy, The Life and Adventures of Edmund Kean (1888),; Edward
Stilting, Old Drury Lane (1887).

His son, John Kjean (181 1-1868), was bom at Water-
ford,, Ireland, on. the i8th of January l8ii. After preparatory

education at Worplesdon and at Greeuford,.near Harrow, he was
sent to Eton College, where he remained three years. In 1827
he was offered a cadetship in the East India Company’s service,

which he was prepared to accept if his father would settle an
income of ^^400 on iiis mother. The elder Kean refused to do
this, and his son determined to become an actor. He made his

first appearance at Drury Lane on the 1st of October 1827 as

NorvaJ in. Home’s Douglas, but his continued failure to achieve

popularity led him to leave London in the spring of 1828 for the

provinces. At Glasgow, on the 1st of October in tliis year,

father and son acted together in Arnold Bayne’s Brutus, tlic

elder Kean in the title-part and his son as Titus. After a visit

to>America in 1830, where he was received with much favour, he

appeared in 1833 at Covent Garden as Sir Edmund Mortimer in

Colman’s The Iron Chest, but his success was not pronounced

enough to encourage him to remain in London, especially as he

had Sready won a high position in the provinces. In January

1838, however, he returned to Drury Lane, and played Hamlet
with a success which gave him a place among the principal

tragedians of his time. He was married to toer actress Ellen

Tree (1805^1880) on the 29th of January 1842, and paid a

second visit to America with her ftron^ 1845 ^ ^*47 • Returning

to England, he entered on a successful engagement at the

Haymorket, and in 1850, with Robert Keel^, became lessee

of the Princess Theatre. The most notewortoy feature of his

management was a series of gorgeous Shakespearian, revivals.

Charles Kean was not a great tragic actor. He did‘ all that

could be done by the persevering cultivation of his powers,

and in many ways manifested tlie possession of high intelligenGe

and refined taste, but his defects of person and voice made it

impossible for him to give a representation at all adequate of

the varying and subtle emotions of pure tragedy. But in

melodramatic parts such as the king in Boucicault’s adaptation

of Casimir Dclavigne’s Louis XL, and Louis and Fabian dei

Franchi in Boucicault’s adaptation of . Dumas’s. The Corsican

Bfotkm, his success was complete. From his tour round

world ” Kean returned in 1866 in broken, health, and died in

London on the land of January 1868.

See The Life and Theatrical Times of Charles Kean, by John
William Ckde (1859).

KBAilEv JOiQI JOSEPS (1839- )> American Roman
Catihofe archbishop, was botn m BaUyshannonu Co, Dpnegal,

Ireland, on the 12th of Septembeo: 1839. His family settled in

America when he was seven years old. He was educated at

Saint Charles’s CoUeg^ EAlkott City, Maryland, ^d at Saint

Mary’s Seminary, BaStimore, and in r866 was ordained a priest

and made curate of St Patrick’s, Waahtn^ton, D.C. On ti^

25th of August 1878 he was coDseeratod Bishop of Riphtopn^s

to succeed James Gibbons, and he had established t^e Con-

fraternity of the Hofy Ghost in that diocese, aiod founded schools

and churches for negroes before hb appointment rector of the

Catholic University, Washington, DX,, in i88|S, and his^?poi^-

ment in 1888 to the see of Ajwo. lie; did much to upbuild

toe Catholic University, but his dcmocratijc wd Uberal poHcy
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language and literature at the end of the i8th and beginning of

the 19th century, was bom on the 27th of October 1759, at

£r-Semly6n, in the county of Bihar, Hungary. He studied law

at Kassa and Eperies, and in Pest, where he also obtained a

thorough knowledge of French and Carman literature, and made
the acquaintance of Gideon RAday, who allowed him the use of

his library. In 1784 Kaiinczy became subnotary for the county

of Abafij; end in 1786 he was nominated inspector of schools at

Kassa. There he began to devote himself to the restoration of

the Magyar language and literature translations from classical

foreign works, and by the augmentation of the native vocabulary

from ancient Magyar sources. In 1788, with the assistance of

Bar6ti Szab6 and John Bacsinyi, he started at Kassa the first

Magyar litCTaty magazine, Magyar Muzeum; the Orpheus

y

which

succeeded it in 1790, was his own creation. Although^ upon
the accession of Leopold II., Kazinczy, as a non-Catholic, was
obliged to resign his post at Kassa, lus literary activity in no
way decreased. He not only assisted Gideon R&day in the

establishment and direction of the first Magyar dramatic society,

but enriched the repertoire with several translations from foreign

authors. His Hafidety which first appeared at Kassa in 1790, is

a rendering from the German version of Schroder. Impli^ted
in the democratic conspiracy of the abbot Martinovics, Kazinczy

was arrested on the 14th of December 1794, and condemned to

death; but the sentence was commuted to imprisonment. He
was released in 1801, and shortly afterwards married Sophia

Tordk, daughter of his former patron, and retired to his small

estate at Sz^phalom or “ Fairhill,” near Sdtor-Ujhely, in the

county of Zempl^n. In 1828 he took an active part in the

conferences held for the establishment of the Hungarian academy

in the historical section of which he became the first correspond-

ing member. He died of Asiatic cholera, at Sz^phalom, on the

22nd of August 1831.

Kazinczy, although possessing great beauty of style, cannot be
regarded as a powerful and original thinker; his fame is chiefly due
to the felicity of his translations from the masterpieces of L^ing,
Goethe, Wieland, Kl^stock, Ossian, La Rochefoucauld, Marmontel,
Moliire, Metastasio, ^akespeare, Sterne, Cicero, Sallust, Anacreon,
and many others. He also edited the works of Bardezy (Pest, 1812,

8 vols.) and of the poet Zrin3ri (1817, 2 vols.), and the jxjems of

Dayka (181^, 3 vols.) and of John Kis, (1815, 3 vols.). A collective

edition of his works {Szip LitercUura), consisting for the most part of

tranriations, was published at Pest. 1814-181O, in 9 vols. His origin

nal productions [Eredeti Mufidi), largely made up of letters, were
edited by Joseph Bajza and Francis Toldy at Pest, 1836-1845, in

5 vols. Editions of lus poems appeared in 1858 and in 1863.

KAZVIN, a provmce and town of Persia. The province is

situated N.W. of Teheran and S. of Gilan. On the W. it is

bounded by Khamseh. It pays a yearly revenue of about

£22,000, and contains many rich villages which produce much
grain and fruit, great quantities of the latter being dried and

exported.

Kazvin, the capital of the province, is situated at an elevation

of 4165 ft., in 36“ 15' N. and 50“ E., and 92 m. by road from

Teheran. The city is said to have been founded in the 4th

century by the Sassanian king Shapur II
(309

“
379)- It has been

repeatedly damaged by earthquakes. Many of its streets and

most of the magnificent buildings seen there by Chardin in 1674

and other travellers during the 17th century are in ruins. The

most remarkable remains are the palace of the Safawid shahs and

the mosque with its large blue dome. In the i6th century Shah

Tahmasp I. (1524-1576) made Kazvin bis capital, and it re-

mained so till Shah Abbas I. {1587-1629) transferred the scat

of government to IsfahAn. The town still bears the title Dar cs

Salteneh, “ the seat of government.” Kazvin has many baths

and cisterns fed by underground canals. The system of irriga-

tion formerly carried on by these canals rendered the plain of

Kazvin one of the most fertile regions in Persia; now most of the

canals are choked up. The city has a population of about

50,000 and a thriving, transit trade, particulariy since 1899 when

the carriage road be^een Resht and Teheran with Kazvin as a

half-way stage was opened under the auspices of the Russian

“ Enzeli-Teheran Road Company.*^ Great quantities of rice,

fish and silk are brought to it from Gilan for distribution in

Persia and export to Turkey.

KBANf BDMUND (i787-1833), was born in London on the

17th of March ^ 1787. His father was |»robably Edmund Kean^
an architect’s clerk; and his mother was an actress, Ann Carey,

grand-daughter of Henry Carey. When in his fourth year

Kean made his first appearance on the sta^ge as Cupid in Noverre’s

ballet of Cymon. As a child his vivacity and cleverness, and

his ready Section for those who treat^ him with kindness,

made him a universal favourite, but the harsh drcumstances

of his lot, and the want of proper restraint, while they developed

strong self-reliance, fostered wayward tendencies. About 1794
a few benevolent persons provided the means of sending him to

school, where he mastered his tasks with remarkable ease and

rapidity; but finding the restraint intolerable, he shipped as a

cabin boy at Portsmouth. Discovering that he had only escaped

to a more rigorous bondage, he counterfeited both deafness and

lameness with a histrionic mastery which deceived even the

physicians at Madeira. On his return to England he soup;ht the

protection of his uncle Moses Kean, mimic, ventriloquist and

general entertainer, who, besides continuing his pantomimic

studies, introduced him to the study of Sh^espeare. At
same time Miss Tidswell, an actress who had been specially kind

to him from infancy, taught him the principles of actii^. On
the death of his uncle he was taken charge of by Miss Tidswell,

and under her direction he began the systematic study of the

principal Shakespearian characters, displaying the (peculiar

originality of his genius by interpretations entirely different

from those of Kemble. His talents and interesting countenance

induced a Mrs Clarke to adopt him, but the slight of a visitor so

wounded his pride that he suddenly left her house and went back

to his old surroundings. In his fourteenth year he obtained im

engagement to play leading characters for twenty nights in

York Theatre, appearing as Hamlet, Hastings and Cato. Shortly

afterwards, while he was in the strolling troupe belonging to

Richardson’s show, the rumour of his abilities reached George

III., who commanded him to recite at Windsor. He subse-

quently joined Saunders’s circus, where in the performance of an

equestrian feat he fell and broke his legs—the accident leaving

traces X)f swelling in his insteps throughout his life. About
this time he picked up music from Charles Incledon, dancing

from D’Egville, and fencing from Angelo. In 1807 he played

leading parts in the Belfast theatre with Mrs Srddons, who be^
by calling him a horrid little man ” gnd on further experience

of his ability said that he “ played very, very well,” but that

there was too little of him to m^e a great actor.” An engage-

ment in 1808 to play leading characters in Beverley’s provincial

troupe was brought to an abrupt close by his marriage

(July 17) with Miss Mary Chambers of Waterford, the leading

actress. For several years his prospects were very gloomy, but

in 1814 the committee of Drury Lane theatre, the fortunes of

which were then so low that bankruptcy seemed inevitable,

resolved to give him a chance among the ” experiments ” they

were making to win a return of popularity. When the expecta-

tion of his first appearance in London was close upon him he was

so feverish that he exclaimed ‘‘ If I succeed I shall go mad.”
His opening at Drury Lane on the 26th of January 18x4 as Shy-

lock roused the audience to almost uncontrollable enthusiasm.

Successive appearances in Richard III., Hamlet, Othello, Mac-

beth and Lear served to demonstrate his complete mastery of

the whole range of tragic emotion. His triumph was so great

that he himself said on one occasion, ” I could not feel the stage

under me.” On the 29th of November 1820 Kean appei^ed

for the first time in New York as Richard III. The success of his

visit to America was unequivocal, although he fell into a vexa-

tious dispute with the press. On the 4th of June 1821 he

returned to England.
> This date is apparently settled by a letter from Kean in 1829,

to Dr Gibson (see RoShesay Express for the 28th of June 1893,
where the letter is printed and vouched for), inviting him to dinner
on the 17th of March to celebrate Kean's birthday: various other
dates have been given in books of reference, the 4th of November
having been formerly accepted by this Encyclopaedia.
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KEATS, JOHN (1795-1821), English poet, was bom on the

29th or 31st of October 1795 at the sign of the Swan and Hoop,

24 The Pavement, Moorfields, I^ondon. He published his first

volume of verse in 1817, his second in the following year, his

third in i8ao, and died of consumption at Rome on the 23rd of

February 1821 in the fourth month of his twenty-sixth year.

(For the biographical facts see the later section of this article.)

In Keats's first book there was little foretaste of anything

greatly or even genuinely good; but between the marshy and
sandy flats of sterile or futile verse there were undoubtedly
some few purple patches of floral promise. The style was fre-

(juently detestable—a mixture of sham Spenserian and mock
Wordsworthian, alternately florid and arid. His second book,

Endymion^ rises in its best passages to the highest level of Barn-

field and of Lodge, the two previous poets with whom, had he

published nothing more, he might most properly have been

classed; and this, among minor minstrels, is no unenviable place.

His third book raised him at once to a foremost rank in the high-

est class of English poets. Shelley, up to twenty, had written

little or nothing that would have done credit to a boy of ten; and
of Keats also it may be said that the merit of his work at twenty-

five was hardly by comparison more wonderful than its demerit

at twenty-two. His first book fell as flat as it deserved to fall;

the reception of his second, though less considerate than on the

whole it deserved, was not more contemptuous than that of

immeasurably better books published about the same time

by Coleridge, Landor and Shelley. A critic of exceptional

carefulness and candour might have noted in the first book so

singular an example of a stork among the cranes as the famous
and notable sonnet on Chapman’s Homer

;
a just judge would

have indicated, a partial advocate might have exaggerated, the

value of such golden grain amid a garish harvest of tares as the

hymn to Pan and the translation into verse of Titian's Baccha-

nal which glorify the weedy wilderness of Endymion, But the

hardest thing said of that ^cm by the Quarterly reviewer was
unconsciously echoed by the future author of Adonais—that

it was all but absolutely impossible to read through; and the

obscener insolence of the “ Blackguard’s Magazine," as Landor
afterwards very justly labelled it, is explicable though certainly

not excusable if we glance back at .such a passage as that where
Endymion exchanges fulsome and liquorish endearments with

the “ known unknown from whom his being sips such darling (/)

essence "Stlch nauseous and pitiful phrases as these, and cer-

tain passages in his correspondence, make us understand the

source of the most offensive imputations or insinuations levelled

against the writer’s manhood
;
and, w'hile admitting that neither

his love-letters, nor the last piteous outcries of his wailing and
shrieking agony, would ever have been made public by merciful

or respectful ^itors, we must also admit that, if they ought
never to have been published, it is no less certain that they
ought never to have been written

;
that a manful kind of man or

even a manly sort of boy, in his love-making or in his suffering,

will not howl and snivel after such a lamentable fashion. One
thing hitherto inexplicable a very slight and rapid glance at his

amatory correspondence will amply suffice to explain : how it

came to pass that the woman so passionately beloved by so great

a poet should have thought it the hopeless attempt of a mistaken

kindness to revive the memory of a man for whom the best that

could be wished was complete and compassionate oblivion.

For the side of the man’s nature presented to her inspection, this

probably was all that charity or reason could have desired. But
that there was a finer side to the man, even if considered apart
from the poet, his correspondence with his friends and ^eir
general evidence to his character give more sufficient proof than
perhaps we might have derived from the general impression left

on US by his works; though indeed the preface to Endymion
itself, however illogical in its obviously implied suggestion that

the poem pubtished was undeniably unworthy of publication,

gave proof or hint at least that after all its author was something
of a man. And the eighteenth of his letters to Miss Brawne
stands out in bright and brave contrast with such as seem in-

compatible with the traditions of his character on its manlier

side. But if it must be said that he lived long enough only to

give promise of being a man, it must also be said that he lived

long enough to give assurance of being a poet who was not bom
to come short of the first rank. Not even a hint of such a prob-
ability could have been gathered from his first or even from his

second appearance; after the publication of his third volume it

was no longer a matter of possible debate among judges of

tolerable competence that this improbability had become a
certainty. Two or three phrases cancelled, two or three lines

erased, would have left us in Lamia one of the most faultless as

surely as one of the most glorious jewels in the crown of English

poetry. Isabella, feeble and awkward in narrative to a degree

almost incredible in a student of Dryden and a pupil of Leigh

Hunt, is overcharged with episodical effects of splendid and
pathetic expression beyond the reach of either. The Eve of

St Agnes, aiming at no doubtful success, succeeds in evading
all casual difficulty in the line of narrative; with no shadow of

pretence to such interest as may be derived from stress of inci-

dent or depth of sentiment, it stands out among all other famous

poems as a perfect and unsurpassable study in pure colour and
clear melody—^a study in which the figure of Madeline brings

back upon the mind’s eye, if only as moonlight recalls a sense 01

sunshine, the nuptial picture of Marlowe’s Hero and the sleeping

presence of Shakespeare's Imogen. Beside this poem should

always be placed the less famous but not less precious Eve of Si

Mark, a fragment unexcelled for the simple perfection of its

perfect simplicity, exquisite alike in suggestion and in accom-

plishment. The triumph of Hyperion is as nearly complete as

the failure of Endymion', yet Keats never gave such proof of a

manly devotion and rational sense of duty to his art as in his

resolution to leave this great poem unfinished; not, as w'e may
gather from his correspondence on the subject, for the pitiful

reason assigned by his publishers, that of discouragement at the

reception given to his former work, but on the solid and reason-

able ground that a Miltonic study had something in its very

scheme and nature too artificial, too studious of a foreign influ-

ence, tobe carried on and carried out at such length as was implied

by his original design. Fortified and purified as it had been on

a first revision, when much introductory allegory and mu(‘h

tentative effusion of sonorous and superfluous verse had been

rigorously clipped down or pruned away, it could not long have

retained spirit enough to support or inform the shadowy body of

a subject so little charged with tangible significance. The facult}'

of assimilation as distinguished from imitation, than which there

can be no surer or stronger sign of strong and sure original

genius, is not more evident in the most Miltonic passages of the

revised Hyperion than in the more Shakespearian passages of the

unrevised tragedy which no radical correction could have leftother

than radically incorrigible. It is no conventional exaggeration, no

hyperbolical phrase of flattery with more sound than sense in it,

to say that in this chaotic and puerile play of Otho the Great there

are such verses as Shakespeare might not without pride have

signed at the age when he wrote and even at the age when he

rewrote the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet, The dramatic frag-

ment of King Stephen shows far more power of hand and gives

far more promise of success than does that of Shelley’s Charles

the First. Yet we cannot say with any confidence that even tliis

far from extravagant promise would certainly or probably have

been kept; it is certain only that Keats in these attempts did at

least succeed in showing a possibility of future excellence as a

tragic or at least a romantic dramatist In every other line of

high and serious poetry his triumph was actual and consummate

;

here only was it no more than potential or incomplete. As a

ballad of the more lyrical order. La Belle dame sans merci is not

less absolutely excellent, less triumphantly perfect in force and
clearness of impression, than as a narrative poem is Lamia, In

his lines on Robin Hood, and in one or two other less noticeable

studies of the kind, he has shown thorough and easy mastery of

the beautiful metre inherited by Fletcher from Bamfield and
by Milton from Fletcher. The simple force of spirit and style

which distinguishes the genuine ballad qumner from all spurious

attempts at an artiflai^ simplicity was once more at least
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achieved in his verses on the crowning creation of ^ott’s

humaner and manlier genius—^Meg Merrilies. No little injustice

has been done to Keats by such devotees as fix their mind’s

only on the more salient and distinctive notes of a genius which

in fact was very much more various and tentative, less limited

and peculiar, than would be inferred from an exclusive study of

his more specially characteristic work. But within the limits

of that work must we look of course for the genuine credentials

of his fame; and highest among them we must rate his un-

equalled and unrivalled odes. Of these perhaps the two nearest

to absolute perfection, to the triumphant achievement and
accomplishment of the very utmost beauty possible to human
words, may be that to Autumn and that on a Grecian Urn; the

most radiant, fervent and musical is that to a Nightingale; the

most pictorial and perhaps the tenderest in its ardour of passion-

ate fancy is that to Psyche; the subtlest in sweetness of thought

and feeling is that on Melancholy. Greater lyrical poetry the

world may have seen than any that is in these; loveUer it

surely has never seen, nor ever can it possibly see. From the

divine fragment of an unfinished ode to Maia we can but guess

that if completed it would have beoi worthy of a place beside

the highest. His remaining lyrics have many beauties about

them, but none perhaps can be called thoroughly beautiful. He
has certainly left us one perfect sonnet of the first rank and as

certainly he has left us but one.

Keats has been promoted by modem criticism to a place beside

Shakespeare, The faultless force and the profound subtlety of

his deep and cunning instinct for the absolute expression of

absolute natural beauty can hardly be questioned or overlooked;

and this is doubtless the one main distinctive gift or power

which denotes him as a poet among all his equals, and gives him
a right to rank for ever beside Coleridge and Shelley. As a man,
the two admirers who did best service to his memory were Lord

Houghton and Matthew Arnold. These alone, among all of

their day who have written of him without the disadvantage or

advantage of a personal acquaintance, have clearly seen and

shown us the manhood of the man. That ridiculous and degrad-

ing legend which imposed so strangely on the generous tender-

ness of Shelley, v/hile evoking the very natural and allowable

laughter of Byron, fell to dust at once for ever on the appearance

of Lord Houghton’s bio^aphy, which gave perfect proof to all

time that
** men have died and worms have eaten them ” but

not for fear of critics or through suffering inflicted by reviews.

Somewhat too sensually sensitive Keats may have been in either

capacity, but the nature of the man was as far as was the quality

of the poet above the pitiful level of a creature whose soul could
“ let itself be snuffed out by an article ”

;
and, in fact, owing

doubtless to the accident of a death which followed so fast on

his early appearance and his dubious reception as a poet, the

insolence and injustice of his reviewers in general have been com-
paratively and even considerably exa^erated. Except from

the chief fountain-head of professional ribaldry then opm in the

world of literary journalism, no reek of personal insult arose to

offend his nostrils; and the tactics of such unwashed mali^iants

were inevitably suicidal; the references to his brief experiment

of apprenticeship to a surgeon which are quoted from Blackwood,

in the shorter as well as in the longer memoir by Lord Houghton,

could leave no bad odour behind them save what might hang

about men’s yet briefer recollection of his assailant’s unmemor-
able existence. The false Keats, therefore, whom Shelley pitied

and Byron despised would have been, had he ever existed, a

thing beneath compassion or contempt. That such a man could

have had such a genius is almost evidently impossible
; and yet

more evident is the p^f which remains on everlasting record

ti^t none was ever further from the chance of decline to such

degradation than the read and actual man who made that name
immortal. (A. C. 8.)

Subjoined are the chief particulars of Keats’s life.

He was the eldest of Thomas Keats and his wife Frances

Jenmngs, and was baptized at St Botolph’s, Bishq)8gate, on

the litti of December 1795. The entry of his baptism is supple-

mented by a marginal note stating that he was bom on the 31st
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of October. Thomas Keats was employed in the Swsm and
Hoop liv^ stables, Finsbury Pavement, London. He had
married his mastor’s daughter, and managed the business on
the retirement of his father-in-law. In April 1804 Thomas
Keats was killed by a fall from his horse, and within a year of

this event Mrs Keats married William Rawlings, a stable-

keeper. The marria^ proved an unhappy one, and in 1806 Mrs

Rawlings, with her children John, George, Thomas and Frances

Mary (afterwards Mrs Llanos, d. 1889), toiive at Edmonton
with her mother, who had inherited a considerable competence

from her husband. There is evidence that Keats’s parents were

by no means of the commonplace type that might be hastily

iziferred from these associations. They had deShred to send thar

sons to Harrow, but John Keats and his two brothers were even-

tually sent to a school kept John Claiice at Enfield, where

he l^came intimate with his master’s son, Giarles Cowdm
Clarke. His vivacity of temperament showed itsdf at school in

a love of fighting, but in the last year of his school life he

developed a great appetite for reading of all sorts. 1810 he

left school to be apprenticed to Mr Thomas Hammond, a surgeon

in Edmonton. He was still within easy reach of his old school,

where he frequently borrowed books, especially the works of

Spenser and the Elizabethans. With Hanraond he quarrelled

before the termination of his apprenticeship, and in 1814 the

connexion was broken by mutual consent. His mother had died

in 1810, and in 1814 Mrs Jennings. The children were left in the

care of two guardians, one of whom, Richard Abbey, seems to

have made himself solely responsible. John Keats went to

London to study at Guy’s and St Thomas’s hospitals, living at

first alone at S Dean Street, Borough, and later with two feUow

students in St Thomas’s Street. It does not appear that he

neglected his medical studies, but his chief interest was turned to

poetry. In March 1816 he became a dresser at Guy’s, but about

the same time his poetic gifts were stimulated by an acquaintance
formed with Leigh Hunt. His friendship with Benjamin

Haydon, the painter, dates from later in the same year. Hunt
introduced him to Shelley, who showed the younger poet a

constant kindness. In 1816 Keats moved to the Poultry to be

with his brothers George and Tom, the former of whom was then

employed m his guardian’s counting-house, but mudi of the

poet’s time was spent at Leigh Hunt’s cottage at Hampstead.

I

In t^e winter of 1816-1817 he definitely abandoned medicine, and

in the spring appeared Poems by John Keats dedicated to I^igh

Hunt, and published by Charles and James Ollier. On the 14th

of April he left London to find quiet for work. He spent some
time at Shanklin, Isle of Wight, then at Margate and Canterbury,

where he was joined by his brother Tom. In the summer the

tbree brothers took lodgings in Well Walk, Hampstead, where

Keats formed a fast friendship with Charles Wentworth Diike and

Charles Armitage Brown. In September of the same year (1817)

he paid a visit to his friend, Benjamin Bailey, at Oxford, and in

November he ffm%\itdEndymion at Burford Bridge,near Dorking.

His youngest brother had developed consumption, and in March

John went to Teignmouth to nurse him in place of his brother

George, who had decided to sail for Amenca with his newly

mamed wife, Georgiana Wylie. In May (i8z8) Keats returned

to London, and soon after a,ppeared Endymion: A Poetic

Romance ( 1818), bearing on the title-page as motto ^^The stretched

metre of an antique song.” Late in June Keats and his friend

Armitage Brown started on a walking tour in Scotland, vividfy

described in the poet’s lettere. The fatigue and har^hip

involved proved too great a strain for Keats, who was forbidden

by an Inverness doctor to continue his tour. He returned to

London by boat, arriving on the i8th of August. The autumn

was spent in constant attendance on his brother Tom,wrho died

at the beginning of December. There is no doubt that he

resent tSe attacks on him in Blackwood^s Magazine (August

1818) and the Quarteriy Review (April 1818, published oidy in

September), but his chi^ preoccupations were elsewhere. After

his brother’s death he went to live with his friend Brown^
^
He

had already made tl« acquaintance of Fanny Brawne,agiriof

seventeen, who lived with her mother close by. For her Keats
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KEATS, JOHN (1795-1821), English poet, was bom on the

29th or 31st of October 1795 at the sign of the Swan and Hoop,

24 The Pavement, Moorfields, I^ondon. He published his first

volume of verse in 1817, his second in the following year, his

third in i8ao, and died of consumption at Rome on the 23rd of

February 1821 in the fourth month of his twenty-sixth year.

(For the biographical facts see the later section of this article.)

In Keats's first book there was little foretaste of anything

greatly or even genuinely good; but between the marshy and
sandy flats of sterile or futile verse there were undoubtedly
some few purple patches of floral promise. The style was fre-

(juently detestable—a mixture of sham Spenserian and mock
Wordsworthian, alternately florid and arid. His second book,

Endymion^ rises in its best passages to the highest level of Barn-

field and of Lodge, the two previous poets with whom, had he

published nothing more, he might most properly have been

classed; and this, among minor minstrels, is no unenviable place.

His third book raised him at once to a foremost rank in the high-

est class of English poets. Shelley, up to twenty, had written

little or nothing that would have done credit to a boy of ten; and
of Keats also it may be said that the merit of his work at twenty-

five was hardly by comparison more wonderful than its demerit

at twenty-two. His first book fell as flat as it deserved to fall;

the reception of his second, though less considerate than on the

whole it deserved, was not more contemptuous than that of

immeasurably better books published about the same time

by Coleridge, Landor and Shelley. A critic of exceptional

carefulness and candour might have noted in the first book so

singular an example of a stork among the cranes as the famous
and notable sonnet on Chapman’s Homer

;
a just judge would

have indicated, a partial advocate might have exaggerated, the

value of such golden grain amid a garish harvest of tares as the

hymn to Pan and the translation into verse of Titian's Baccha-

nal which glorify the weedy wilderness of Endymion, But the

hardest thing said of that ^cm by the Quarterly reviewer was
unconsciously echoed by the future author of Adonais—that

it was all but absolutely impossible to read through; and the

obscener insolence of the “ Blackguard’s Magazine," as Landor
afterwards very justly labelled it, is explicable though certainly

not excusable if we glance back at .such a passage as that where
Endymion exchanges fulsome and liquorish endearments with

the “ known unknown from whom his being sips such darling (/)

essence "Stlch nauseous and pitiful phrases as these, and cer-

tain passages in his correspondence, make us understand the

source of the most offensive imputations or insinuations levelled

against the writer’s manhood
;
and, w'hile admitting that neither

his love-letters, nor the last piteous outcries of his wailing and
shrieking agony, would ever have been made public by merciful

or respectful ^itors, we must also admit that, if they ought
never to have been published, it is no less certain that they
ought never to have been written

;
that a manful kind of man or

even a manly sort of boy, in his love-making or in his suffering,

will not howl and snivel after such a lamentable fashion. One
thing hitherto inexplicable a very slight and rapid glance at his

amatory correspondence will amply suffice to explain : how it

came to pass that the woman so passionately beloved by so great

a poet should have thought it the hopeless attempt of a mistaken

kindness to revive the memory of a man for whom the best that

could be wished was complete and compassionate oblivion.

For the side of the man’s nature presented to her inspection, this

probably was all that charity or reason could have desired. But
that there was a finer side to the man, even if considered apart
from the poet, his correspondence with his friends and ^eir
general evidence to his character give more sufficient proof than
perhaps we might have derived from the general impression left

on US by his works; though indeed the preface to Endymion
itself, however illogical in its obviously implied suggestion that

the poem pubtished was undeniably unworthy of publication,

gave proof or hint at least that after all its author was something
of a man. And the eighteenth of his letters to Miss Brawne
stands out in bright and brave contrast with such as seem in-

compatible with the traditions of his character on its manlier

side. But if it must be said that he lived long enough only to

give promise of being a man, it must also be said that he lived

long enough to give assurance of being a poet who was not bom
to come short of the first rank. Not even a hint of such a prob-
ability could have been gathered from his first or even from his

second appearance; after the publication of his third volume it

was no longer a matter of possible debate among judges of

tolerable competence that this improbability had become a
certainty. Two or three phrases cancelled, two or three lines

erased, would have left us in Lamia one of the most faultless as

surely as one of the most glorious jewels in the crown of English

poetry. Isabella, feeble and awkward in narrative to a degree

almost incredible in a student of Dryden and a pupil of Leigh

Hunt, is overcharged with episodical effects of splendid and
pathetic expression beyond the reach of either. The Eve of

St Agnes, aiming at no doubtful success, succeeds in evading
all casual difficulty in the line of narrative; with no shadow of

pretence to such interest as may be derived from stress of inci-

dent or depth of sentiment, it stands out among all other famous

poems as a perfect and unsurpassable study in pure colour and
clear melody—^a study in which the figure of Madeline brings

back upon the mind’s eye, if only as moonlight recalls a sense 01

sunshine, the nuptial picture of Marlowe’s Hero and the sleeping

presence of Shakespeare's Imogen. Beside this poem should

always be placed the less famous but not less precious Eve of Si

Mark, a fragment unexcelled for the simple perfection of its

perfect simplicity, exquisite alike in suggestion and in accom-

plishment. The triumph of Hyperion is as nearly complete as

the failure of Endymion', yet Keats never gave such proof of a

manly devotion and rational sense of duty to his art as in his

resolution to leave this great poem unfinished; not, as w'e may
gather from his correspondence on the subject, for the pitiful

reason assigned by his publishers, that of discouragement at the

reception given to his former work, but on the solid and reason-

able ground that a Miltonic study had something in its very

scheme and nature too artificial, too studious of a foreign influ-

ence, tobe carried on and carried out at such length as was implied

by his original design. Fortified and purified as it had been on

a first revision, when much introductory allegory and mu(‘h

tentative effusion of sonorous and superfluous verse had been

rigorously clipped down or pruned away, it could not long have

retained spirit enough to support or inform the shadowy body of

a subject so little charged with tangible significance. The facult}'

of assimilation as distinguished from imitation, than which there

can be no surer or stronger sign of strong and sure original

genius, is not more evident in the most Miltonic passages of the

revised Hyperion than in the more Shakespearian passages of the

unrevised tragedy which no radical correction could have leftother

than radically incorrigible. It is no conventional exaggeration, no

hyperbolical phrase of flattery with more sound than sense in it,

to say that in this chaotic and puerile play of Otho the Great there

are such verses as Shakespeare might not without pride have

signed at the age when he wrote and even at the age when he

rewrote the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet, The dramatic frag-

ment of King Stephen shows far more power of hand and gives

far more promise of success than does that of Shelley’s Charles

the First. Yet we cannot say with any confidence that even tliis

far from extravagant promise would certainly or probably have

been kept; it is certain only that Keats in these attempts did at

least succeed in showing a possibility of future excellence as a

tragic or at least a romantic dramatist In every other line of

high and serious poetry his triumph was actual and consummate

;

here only was it no more than potential or incomplete. As a

ballad of the more lyrical order. La Belle dame sans merci is not

less absolutely excellent, less triumphantly perfect in force and
clearness of impression, than as a narrative poem is Lamia, In

his lines on Robin Hood, and in one or two other less noticeable

studies of the kind, he has shown thorough and easy mastery of

the beautiful metre inherited by Fletcher from Bamfield and
by Milton from Fletcher. The simple force of spirit and style

which distinguishes the genuine ballad qumner from all spurious

attempts at an artiflai^ simplicity was once more at least
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Cfitic in Scott, dud ^was more faU^^developed

in two vokimos^df ^PtaA^dti^es Amimieae,
Hia regular 'visste to Oitford leept him in imercourae urith 'His

old 'friend in <(!)riel ‘oommon room, ^amd made >him ’faniilnr with
the cuTventB Reeling 'o^hddh waTed the univeraft^. Cathidic

emaneipttlion aoid the^^orm^ill had deeply stirred, vnotioniy

the'pdlitiieal spirit df >Oxlord, but also the clrarch feeling which
had long^beenHitegRHnt. Cardinal-ftlwman iwrites, '' Onlanday
July ^4, ^1^$$, Mr ^eble preached the asske sermon m the
University pulpit. !t was published wider the title lOf Nattonal

Apostasy, i ^have ‘ever considered and kept She di^ osthe start

of the religious movement ^ 1S35.” The oGcasioa tof ithis

sermon was the suppression^ by ^arliGrey’s Reform ministiy, nf

ten Trish bishoprics. Against the spirit v^hioh would treat

the church as the mere creature Of the state Keble Ihad thing

chafed inwardly, and now he made hisioutward protest, asserting

the claim Of the church te« heavehly origin and adivinepvenDga-

tive. About 'the same time, and ^partly stimulated by iKnble*s

sermon, some leading ^spicits in lO^dord and elsewhere rbegan a

concerted and ^tematic course of action to revive High Church
principles and the andentpatristic theology, and by ^these means
both to defend the church against the assaults oi iits enemies,

and also to raise to a> ihigher tone the standard of Onistiaai life

m England. This design embodied itself in the Tractarian

movement, a name it received from the famous Wfoets for the

,
which were the vehicle forpromulgatingthc new doctrines.

If Keble is to be reckoned, as Newman would have it, ias die

primary author of die movement, it was from IPusey »that it

received one of its best known names, and in Newman that it

soon found its genuine leader. To the tracts Keble made only

lour contributions : No. 4, containing an argument, in the

manner of Bishop Butler, to show that adherence ito apostolical

succession is the safest course; No. 13, which explains the prin;:

ciple on which the Sunday 'lessons in the church service are

selected
;
No. 40, on marriage with one who is unbaptized; No.?8^,

on the mysticism attributed to the early fathers of the church.

Besides these contributions from his ownipen,ihe did much for

the series by suggesting subjects, by reviewing tracts written by

others, and by lending to their circulation the weight of ibis

personal influence.

In 1835 Keble 's father died at the age of ninety, eoid soon after

this his son married Miss Clarke, left Fakford, and setded at

Hursley vicarage in Hampshire, a living to which he :had been

presented by bis friend and attached pupil, Sir William -H®ath-

cote, and which continued to be Keble’s home and cure for Ike

remainder of his life.

In 1841 the tracts wove brought to an abrupt lermination by
thepublication of Newman’s tract No. 90. All thelhotestandan

of ‘feigland was 'in arms against the author Uf the obno!»Dus

•tract. Keble oame forward at the time, desirous to ishare the

responsibility and the blame, if there was any-; for he had seen

the tract before it was published, and approved it. The same

year in which burst this ecolesiastical storm saw the dose of

Kcble^s'tenure df theprofesrsDrship of poetry, and thenceforward

he was seen but rarely in Oxford. No other public event ever

affected Keble so deeply as the secession of Newman to the Church

of Rome in 1845. It was to him both a public and a private

sorrow, which nothin]^ could repair. But he did not lose heart;

at once he threw himself into the double dufy, which now
devolved on hknsalf and Pusey, of coonsdling tbc -majiy who
liad hitherto follpwedthe movement, and who,now in their per-

plexity, ini^ht be teippted to foHow their leader’a example, and

at 'the same time df maintaining the rights of the Church

what heWd to he the encroadhmenrts of the State, as aeen in

such acts as ‘fheKSwftiam judgment, and the decision on 'Essays

and Revistos. the ecclesiastical contests df the twenty

years whidh followed •184'5, Keble took a part,not loud or obtfu-

sivc, hut firm and Tcsolute, in-manttaining those Anglican

prihcipleswithwhich his'life hadheen'identified. Theseabsoih-

mg duties, added ‘to his 'parotihial wotk, left ^Kttle itime for

hterature. But in 1846 he pdfBlkhed the Lyra InntKeHttum ;

and in t863'he completed a1ifo of Bishop'Wilson.

In the brte4i{utumn of tthe latter year, iKebleiciftJIuiiatyfor

the of his wife^s hoailth, and ^sougltt the (foilderidm of

BoumenuMith. Thete ^heihad attiOttack jofpavaly^ tram atdndi
he died on the 39th of March r866. He waslbuiwdimihutjowii

Churci^rard 'flit ilursl^; and mhtide inme thanva
wife was laid by her husband’s side.

Keble also .published A MetnUal yorsioa of ih$ PsdUtv (1839)

»

Xyra tnnocenhum (1846), and a volume df porems was pjobUshtra^poat-

humouily. But it 'is ly the year that he Vroil^iibe^’<^
theirshgious world. Itwaaa ha^^ thimgfat rtfaatditttated tthe-itei
of .thebodk, tO'lurniiha meditati^ voUgiousIyxic lor eaqh.Sum^of
the year, and ifor each saint’aday and festival of the £i^[lbh Chuteb.
The subject of each poem is generally suggested by some pari the
lessons or 'the^gospm or the episOe for me day. One 'tnteg •Wlddi

gives thflfie poems 'theiristutt^y uniquoipowarda theawstiiaeat to
whioh they flfipeal, and tlm jmnt]yoharaGter^ the(|K>^ who makes
the appeal, illumining more or leas eveiy poem.
The intimacy with the Bible Which is maiiifest in the pf

the Christian Yeetr ; and the undhtrusive lelidtyv^ Whfolimteedl
sentiments and language are introduced have done much to aatdtaa

these ipoemfi to veU Bi^ readers. " TbeofKflDCtnaiB lof the pdeoemp-

tions m Palestine, which Keble had never \dsited, have been noted,

and .verified on the spot,’* byT)ean Stanley. He poirtisfo features

of the IsODe of Gennesaim, whidh were wet the
turn Year ; and heiObaerviB tfafld thranghimt theibeok Bihitaal

I

scenery isttseated grephicullyfas real scenery,, and theiBiblicaLhistDiiy

and poet^.as real -history and poetry.”
As to its Style, the Christian Year is calm and grave in tone, and

subdued in odlour, -as beseems Its subfeois and eenthnetits. The
contemporasy poets whom JDeble.inciBt axhnked were ;Sca9(±, Words-
worth<and Sioutbey; and of their iitfluence traces .are 'visible fo bis

diction. Yet he has a style of language and a cadence of his own,
which steal into the heart with strangely soothing power. !Sbme of

thepoems are faultless, aftertheir kind, flowingmm fhe^retiSta^A
to 'tne last, lucid in ithought, vivid in daition, rhBtmDitimM iinithoir

ptnsiive melody. In others them ate ieoperfoctionB ia rhythm,
conventionalities of language, obscurities or over-subtleties of

thought, which mar the reader's .enioyment. Yet even the most
defective poems commonly have, at least, a single verse,- expressing

some profound thought or tender shade of iewng, rior which 'the

sympathetic reader -willingly pardons artistic imperfsetionB in the

rest.

Keble's life w'as written by His life-long friend Mr Justice J. T.

Coleridge. The folknvmg is a complete Kst of his writmiffl :

—

Works published in Keblefs lifetsme: (Christian Year (tvs?).;

Psalter (1839) ;
PratJeotiones Aoademicae 1(1844) ;

Lyra. tlnnocentUm
(1S46) ; '5vrwoM5 Academioal Argument qgainst Repeal of

Marriage Law, and Sequel (1857); nueharisHcal Adoration (1B57);

Life of Bishop Wilton (r8<^); Sermons Occasioned and Porodhieil

(1667). a. Posthumous pubheations : Village Sermons an Ohe
Baptismal Service (x8fi6); Miscdlaneous Poems ,(1869)^; Letters v/
^j^riiual Counsel (1870); Sermons for the Christian Year, &c. (ij

vols., 1875-1880): Occasional Papers andReviews (1877); St^ia'Sacra

(1877) ;
Outlines of LnstrucHon or Mediation (tSfib).

KBCSKEMSOr» a town of Hungary, ki the county of iPest-

Pilis'Solt^Kiskun, 65 m. of Budapest by rail. Pop.

(1900), 56,786. iKec^em6t is>a poorly built and>stnig[^ing'town,

situated in the extensive Kecskemet plain. It contains monas-

teries belonging to the Piarist and FranciBcan orders, la Catholic

(founded in 1714), a Calvinistic and a Lutheran school. The

manufacture of ‘Soap and leather are the p^dipal ii^atrics.

Besides the. raising df cereala, fruit Is extensively cultivated -in

the -surrounding district; its apples and -apricots ^are lairgdy

exported, large -quantities of wine are produced, and cattfo-

rcaringconstitutes anothcrgreat'source of rervenue. Kfecskctn^

was the ’birthplace of the Hungarian draiTvatUt }6Bsef Katona

(1792-1830), author of the bistorioal 'drama, ifdaiiKBdx

(fSi's).

HEBDRH (from Hindu KheSna, to chatse), ‘the term .need

in India for the enclosure constructed 'to entrap ^eleplttoteft.

In^Ceyfon 'the word empic^ in the same meaning ie wnrfj
^KEBGEIfflEr (Hindostani, iihechri)^ an Indian ^commeuNd

dfboited'riceandvariouB’highly^flavouFed ingrediflnti. '£c4gteee

is -of two Icinds, ^te end ^llow. Ibe 'white ’k<mad« flrith

grain, onions, *gfhee (dariffed butter), cloves, ^pepper and tsalt.

Yellow ’kedgeree mchides eggs, and An coloured by tnnnedc.

Kedgeree is a fevourhe and umveFsal tiish in India; tamon^’tlie

poorer dasses 'ft is 'frequently made 'of rice and pulae enly, or

Tice and beans. In Europeaacookeiy kedgereeiBa'Stmilard^

•usually mede'with'fift^



KEEL—KEENE. C. S.

keel, the bottom timber or combination of plates of a ship

or boat, extending longitudinally from bow to stem, and sup-

porting the framework (see Ship-buildino). The origin of the

word been obscured by confusion of two words, the Old

Norwegian kjole (cf. Swedish kbl) and a Dutch and German kieL

The first had the meaning of the English “ keel,” the other of

ship, boat. The modern usage in Dutch and German has

approximated to the English, The word kiel is represented in

old English by ceol, a word applied to the long war galleys of

the Vikings, in which sense ^^keel ” or “ keele ” is still used by

archaeologists. On the Tyne “ keel ” is the name given to a

flat-bottomed vessel used to carry coals to the colliers. There

is another word keel,” meaning to cool, familiar in Shakespeare

{Love's Labour Lost, v, ii. 930),
“ while greasy Joan doth keel

the pot,” i.e, prevents a pot from boiling over by pouring in

cold water, &c., stirring or skimming. This is from the Old

English edan, to cool, a common Teutonic word, cf. German

kiiiden,

KEELEY,MARY AMNB (1806-1899), English actress, was born

at Ipswich on the a2nd of November 1805 or 1806. Her maiden

name was Goward, her father being a brazier and tinman. After

some experience in the provinces, she first appeared on the stage

in London on the 2nd of July 1825, in the opera Rosina. It was

not long before she gave up “ singing parts ” in favour of the

drama proper, where her powers of character-acting could have

scope. In June 1829 she married Robert Keeley (1793-1869),

an admirable comedian, with whom she had often appeared.

Between 1832 and 1842 they acted at Covent Garden, at the

Adclphi with Buckstone, at the Olympic with Charles Mathews,

and at Drury Lane with Macready . In 1836 they visited Ameri^.

In 1838 she made her first great success as Nydia, the blind girl,

in a dramatized version of Bulwer Lytton’s The Last Days of

Pompeii, and followed this with an equally striking impersoM-

tion of Smike in Nicholas Nicklehy, In 1839 came her decisive

triumph with her picturesque and spirited acting as the hero of a

play founded upon Harrison Ainsworth’s Jack Sheppard. So

dangerous was considered the popularity of the play, with its

glorification of the prison-breakmg felon, that the lord chamber-

lain ultimately forbade the performance of any piece upon the

subject. It is perhaps mainly as Jack Sheppard that Mrs Keeley

lived in the memory of playgoers, despite her long subsequent

career in plays more worthy of her remarkable gifts. Under

Macrettk^ management she played Nerissa in The Merchant

of FewS,*and Audrey in As You Like It. She managed the

Lyceum with her husband from 1844 to 1847 ;
acted with Webster

and Kean at the Haymarket; returned for five years to the

Adelphi; and made her last regular public appearance at the

Lyceum in 1859. A public reception was given her at this

theatre on her 90th birthday. She died on the 12th of March

1899.
See Walter Goodman, The Keeleye on the Stage and off (London,

1895).

KEELING ISLANDS (often called Cocx)s and Cocos-Kkeling

Islands), a group of coral islands in the Indian Ocean, between

12" 4' and 12“ 13' S., and 96® 49-57' E., but including a smaller

island in ii*" 50' N. and 96*" 50' E. The group furnished Charles

Darwin with the typical example of an atoll or lagoon island.

There ore altogether twenty-three small islands, 9! m. being the

greatest width of the whole atoll. The lagoon is very shallow

and the passages between many of the islands are fordable on

foot. An opening on the northern side of the reef permits the

entrance of vessels into the northern part of the lagoon, which

forms a good harbour known as Port Refuge or Port Albion. The

coco-nut (as the name Cctos Islands indicates) is the character-

istic product and is cultivated on all the islands. The flora is

scanty in species. One of the commonest living creatures is a

monstrous crab which lives on the coco-nuts
;
and in some places

also there are great colonies of.the pomegranate crab. The group

was visited by Dr H. O. Forbes in 1878, and later, at the expense

of Sir John Murray, by Dr Guppy, Mr Ridley and Dr Anchews.

Tlie object of their visits was the investigation of the fauna and

flora of the atoll, more especially of the formation of the coral

reefs. Dr Guppy was fortunate in reacl^ North Keeling Island,

where a landing is only possible duri^ the calmest weather.

The island he found to be about a mile long, with a shallow

enclosed lagoon, less than 3 ft. deep at ordinary low water, with

a single opening on its east or weather side. A dense vegetation

of iron-wood {Cordia) and other trees and shrubs, together with

a forest of coco^nut palms, covers its surface. It is tenanted by

myriads of sea-fowls, frigate-birds, boobies, and terns (Gygis

Candida), which find here an excellent nesting-plaw, for the

island is uninhabited, and is visited only once or twice a year.

The excrement from this large colony has changed the carbonate

of lime in the soil and the coral nodules on the surface into

phosphates, to the extent in some cases of 60-70 %, thus fonning

a valuable deposit, beneficial to the vegetation of the island

itself and promising commercial value. The lagoon is slowly

filling up and becoming cultivable land, but the rate of recovery

from the sea has been specially marked since the eruption of

Krakatoa, the pumice from which was washed on to it in

enormous quantity, so that the lagoon advanced its shores

from 20 to 30 yards. Forbeses and Guppy’s investigations go

to show that, contrary to Darwin’s belief, there is no evidence

of upheaval or of subsidence in either of the Keeling groups.

The atoll has an exceedingly healthy climate, and might well

be used as a sanatorium for phthisical patients, the temperature

never reaching extremes. The highest annual reading of the

thermometer hardly ever exceeds 89'’ F. or falls beneath 70".

The mean temperature for the year is 78*5“ F., and as the rainfall

rarely exceeds 40 in. the atmosphere never becomes unpleasantly

moists The south-east trade blows almost ceaselessly for ten

months of the year. Terrific storms sometimes break over the

island; and it has been more than once visited by earthquakes.

A profitable trade is done in coco-nuts, but there are few other

exports. The imports are almost entirely foodstuffs and other

necessaries for the inhabitants, who form a patriarchal colony

under a private proprietor.

The islands were discovered in i6o9by Captain William Keeling

on his voyage from Batavia to the Cape. In 1833 Alexander

Hare, an English adventurer, settled on the southernmost island

with a number of slaves. Some two or three years after, a

Scotchman, J. Ross, who had commanded a brig during the

English occupation of Java, settled with his family (who contmued

in the ownership) on Direction Island, and his little colony

was soon strengthened by Hare’s runaway slaves. The Dutch

government had in an informal way claimed the possession of the

islands since 1829; but they refused to allow Ross to hoist the

Dutch flag, and accordingly the group was taken under British

protection in 1856. In 1878 it was attached to the government

of Ceylon, and in 1882 placed under the authority of the governor

of the Straits Settlements. The ownership and superintendency

continued in the Ross family, of whom George Clunies Ross

died in 1910, and was succeeded by his son Sydney.

Sec C. Darwin, Journal of the Voyage of the ”BeagleJ* and Geolo-

gical Observations on Coral Reefs
;
also Henry O. Forbes, A Naturalist*

s

Wanderings in the Eastern Archipelago (London, 1884); H. B. Guppy,
" The Cocos-Keeling Islands,” Scottish Geographical Magazine (vol. v.,

1889).

KEED'MOULDING, in architecture, a round on which there is

a small fillet, somewhat like the keel of a ship. It is common in

the Early English and Decorated styles.

KEENE, CHARLES SAMUEL (1823^1891), English black-and-

white artist, the son of Samuel Browne Keene, a soliator, was

born at Hornsey on the loth of August 1823. Educated at the

Ipswich Grammar School until his sixteenth year, he early showed

artistic leanings. Two years after the death of his father he was

articled to a London solicitor, but, the occupation proving uncon-

genial, he was removed to the office of an architect, Mr Pilking-

ton. His spare time was now spent in drawing historical and

nautical subjects in water-colour. For these trifles his mother,

to whose energy and common sense be was greatly indebted, soon

found a purchaser, tluxiugh whom he was brought to the notice

of the Whympers, tixe wood-engravers^ This led to his being

bound to them as apprentice for five years. His earliest known



KEENE, L.—KEEP
design is the frontispiece^ signed “Chas. Keene/* to The Adven-
tures of Dick BMImo in Search of his Uncle, &c. (Darton & Co.^

1S42), His term of apprenticeship over, he hired as studio an
attic in the block of biddings standing, up to 1900, between the
Strand and Holywell Street, and was soon hard at work for the

Illustrated London News,
^
At this time he was a member of the

“ Artists* Society ** in Clipstone Street, afterwards removed to the

Langham studios. In December 1851 he made his first appear-

ance in Punch and, after nine years of steady work, was ^led
to a seat at the famous table. It was during this period of pro-

bation that he first gave evidence of those transcendent qualities

which make his work at once the joy and despair of his brother

craftsmen. On the starting of Once a Week, in 1859, Keene’s

services were requisitioned, his most notable series in this

periodical being ^e illustrations to Charles Reade’s A Good
Fight (afterwards rechristened The Cloister and the Hearth) and to

George Meredith’s'Ewan Harrington, There is a quality of conven-
tionality in the earlier of these which completely disappears in

the later. In 1858 Keene, who was endowed with a fine voice

and was an enthusiastic admirer of old-fashioned music, joined

the “ Jermyn Band,” afterwards better known as the “ Moray
Minstrels.” He was also for many years a member of Leslie’s

Choir, the Sacred Harmonic Society, the Catch, Glee and Canon
C!lub, and the Bach Choir. He was also an industrious performer

on the bagpipes, of which instrument he brought together a con-

siderable collection of specimens. About 1863 the Arts Club in

Hanover Square was started, with Keene as one of the original

members. In 1864 John Leech died, and Keene’s work in Punch
thenceforward found wider opportunities. It was about this time

that thegreatestofallmodern artistsof hiscla.s.s,Menzel,discovered

Keene’s existence, and became a subscriber to Punch solely for

the sake of enjoying week by week the work of his brother crafts-

man. In 1872 Keene, who, though fully possessed of the humor*.,

ous sense, was not within measurable distance of Iveech as a jester,

and whose drawings were consequently not sufficiently funny ”

to appeal to the laughter-loving public, was fortunate enough

to make the acquaintance of Mr Joseph Crawhall, who had been

in the habit for many years of jotting down any humorous
incidents he might hear of or observe, illustrating them at leisure

for his own amusement. These were placed unreservedly at

Keene’s disposal, and to their inspiration we owe at least 250 of

his most successful drawings in the last twenty years of his con-

nexion with Punch, A list of more than 200 of these subjects is

given at the end of The Life and Letters of Charles Keene of
“ Punch'" In 1 879 Keene removed to 239 King’s Road, Chelsea,

which he occupied until his last illness, walking daily to and from

his house, 112 Hammersmith Road. In 1881 a volume of his

Punch drawings was published by Messrs Bradbury & Agnew,
with the title Our People, In 1883 Keene, who had hitherto been

a strongman, developed symptoms of dyspepsia and rheumatism.

By 1889 these had increased to an alarming degree, and the last

two years of his life were passed in acute suffering borne with the

greatest courage. He died unmarried, after a singularly un-

eventful life, on the 4th of January 1891, and his body lies in

Hammersmith cemeter>'.

Keene, who never had any regular art training, was essentially

an artists* artist. He holds the foremost place amongst English
craftsmen in black and white, though his work has never been appre-

ciated at its real value by the general public. No doubt the main
reason for this lack of public recognition was his unconventionality.

He drew his models exactly os he saw them, not as he knew the world

wanted to see th^. He found enough beauty and romance in all

that was around him, and, in his Punch work, enough subtle humour
in nature seised at her most humorous moments to satisfy him. He
never required his models to grin through a horse collar, as Gillray

did, or to put on ffieir company manners, as was du Maurier's wont.

But Keene was not only a brilliant worker in pen and ink. As an
etc]^r he has also to be reckoned with, notwithstanding the fact that

his plates numbered not more than fifty at the outride. Impres-

sions of them are exceedingly rare, and hardly half a dosen 01 the

plates are now known to be in existence. He himself reeled them
only as experiments in a difficult but fascinating memum. But
in the oplnCon of the expert they suffice to place him among the best

etchers of the 19th century. Apart from the etched fronti^eces

to some of the Punch pocket-books, only three, and these by no

7*3
means the beet, have been pubhahed. Writing in VAriieU for May
1891 of a few which he had seen, Braoquemond says :

** By tlm
ffe^om, the largeness of their drawing and execution, these plates
must be classed amongst modem etchings of the first rank.** A few
impressions are in the British Museum, but in the main fhey were
given away to friends and he hidden in the albums of the oouector.

AuTuaRiTiBS.--G. S. l^iyard. Life and Letters of Charles Keene of
** Punch *'

;
The Work of Charles Keene, with an introduction and

notes by Joseph PenneU, and a bibliography Iw W. H. Chesson;
M. H. Spielmann, The History of “ PunA *

;
M. Gbupentier, La Vie

modems, No. 14 (1880); M. H. Spielmann, Magaeine of Art (March

1891); M. Braoquemond, VArtiste (May X891L G. S. layard,
Scribner's (AprU 1892) • Joseph Pennell, Century (Oct. 1897) ;

George
du Maurier, Harper's (March 1898). (G. S. L.)

KEENE, LAURA {c, 1820-1873), Anglo-American actre^

and manager, whose real name was Mary Moss, was bom in

England. In 1851, in London, she was playing Pauline in The

Lady of Lyons, She made her first appearance in New York
on the 2oth of September 1852, on her way to Australia. She

returned in 1855 and till 1863 managed Laura Keene’s theatre,

in which was produced, in 1858, Our American Cousin, It was

her company that was playing at Ford’s theatre, Washington,

on the night of Lincoln’s assassination. Miss Keene was a

successful melodramatic actress, and an admirable manager.

She died at Montclair, New Jersey, on the 4th of Novembci

iS73 -

See John Creahan's Life of Laura Keene (1897).

KEENE, a city and the county-seat of Cheshire county, New
Hampshire, U.S.A., on the Ashuelot River, about 45 m. S.W. of

Concord, N.H., and about 92 m. W.N.W. of Boston. Pop.

(1900), 9165, of whom 1255 were foreign-born; (1910, census))

10,068. Area, 36 5 sq. m. It is served by the Boston &
Maine railroad and by the Fitchburg railroad (leased by the

Boston & Maine). The site is level, but is surrounded by

ranges of lofty hills—Monadnock Mountain is about 10 m. S.E.

Most of the streets are plea.santly shaded. There are three

parks, with a total area of about 219 acres; and in Central

Square stands a soldiers’ and sailors* monument designed by

Martin Milmore and erected in 1871. The principal buildings

are the city hall, the county buildings and the city hospitol.

The Public Library had in 1908 about 16,300 volumes. There

are repair shops of the Boston & Maine railroad here, and

manufactures of boots and shoes, woollen goods, furniture

(especially chairs), pottery, &c. The value of the factory

product in 1905 was $2,690,967. The site of Keene was one of

the Massachusetts grants made in 1733, but Canadian Indians

made it untenable and it was abandoned from 1746 until 1750.

In 1753 it was incorporated and was named Keene, in honour

of Sir Benjamin Keene (1697-1757), the English diplomatist,

who as agent for the South Sea Company and Minister in

Madrid, and as responsible for the commercial treaty between

England and Spain in 1750, was in high reputation at the time;

it was chartered as a city in 1874.

KEEP, ROBERT PORTER (i844-i904)> American scholar,

i was bom in Farmington, Connecticut, on the 26th of April 1844.

He graduated at Yale in 1865, was instructor there for two

I

years, was United States consul at the Piraeus in Greece in

I

1869-1871, taught Greek in Williston Seminary, Easthampton,

I Massachusetts in 1876-1885, and was principal of Norwich Free

;

Academy, Norwich, Conn., from 1885 to 1903, the school

owing its prosperity to him hardly less than to its founders. In

1903 he took charge of Miss Porter’s school for girls at Farming-

ton, Conn., founded in 1844 and long controlled by his aunt,

Samh Porter. He died in Farmington on the 3rd of June

1904.

KEEP (corresponding to the French donjon), in architecture

the inmost and strongest part of a medieval castle, answering

to the citadel of modem times. The arrangement is said to

have originated with Gundulf, bishop of Rochester (d. 1108),

architect of the White Tower. The Norman keep is generally

a very massive square tower. There is generally a well in a

medieval keep, ingeniously concealed in the thickness of a wall

or in a pillar. The most celebrated keeps of Norman times in

England are the White Tower in London, those at Rochester
XV. 23 (Z



KEEWATIN—KEI ISLANDS714
Arandelind Nawcratte; Cast^ itedingham^ && Wbm tbe

kffep was circular, at Conisborough and Windsor, it was

called a shell^eep
'**

(see Castle). I'hc verb " to keep,”

from wbsch the noun with its particular meaning here treated

was foniMd, appears in 0.£. as of which the doriva*

tion is utffayown; no words related to it are fotmd in cognate

languages. The earliest meaning (c. iooo) appears to have

baen to lay hedd of, to seiae, from, which its common uses of

to guard, observe, retain possesstoir of, have developed.

KISBWATIN, a district of Canada, bounded E. by Committee

Bay^ Fox Channel, and Hudson and James bays, S. and S.W. by

the Albany and English rivers, Manitoba, Lake Winnipeg, and

Nf^son river, W. by the looth meridian, and N. by Simpson and

Rac straits and gulf and peninsula of Boothia; thus including

an area of 445,000 sq. m. Its surface is in general barren and

rocky, studded witb Twramerable lakes with intervening eleva-

tions, forest-dad below 60' N,, but usually bare or covered

with moss nr lichens, forming the so-called “ barren lands ” of

the north. With the exception of a strip of Silurian and

Devonian rocks, 40 to So m. wldev extending from the vidnity of

the Severn river to the Churchill, and several isolated areas of

Caimbrian and Hnronian, the distric't is occupied by Laurentian

rocks. The principal river is the Hdsoo, which, with its great

tributary, the Saskatchewan, is 1450 m. long; other tributaries

are the Berens, English, Winnipeg, Red and Asdniboinc. The
Hayes, Severn and Winisk also Bow from the south-west into

Hudstm Bay., and the Ekvmn, Attawapiskat and Albany, 500 m.
•kmg, into James Bay. The Cburchill, grs m., ThWliaea,
Maguse, amd Ferguson rivers diocharge into Hudson Bay on the

west si^; the Kazan, 500 m., ax^ Dubawnt, 660 m., into

Chesterfield Inlet; and Back's river, rising near Aylmer
Bows northeastwards 560 m . to the Arctic Ocean. 'I^e prindpail

lakes are St Joseph and Seul on tlie southeni boundary; noi^^
em part of Lake Winnipeg, 710 ft. above the sea; Island;

South Indian ; Etawney; Nueltin
;
Yathkyed, at an altitude

of 300 ft.; Maguse; Kaminuriak; Baker, 30 ft.; Aberdeen,

130 ft.; and Garry, The principal isloncb are Southampton,

area iy,8t>o sq. m.; Marble island, tlie usual wintering plane

for whaling vessels ; and' Bell and Coats Isknds, in Hnchttm

Bay
;
and Aldmiski, in James Bay.

A few smalt comnrotiities at the posts of the Hudson Bay
Company constitute practically the whole of the white popuia*^

tton; Jp ^1^7 there were850 Indians in the Churchill andKdson
rivers dSllict, but «e figures are avaBable for the district as a

whole. The principal posts in Keewaitin are Norway House,

near the out)^ of Lake Winnipeg; Oxford House, on the lake

of the same name; York Fact^, at the mouth of Hayes river;

and Forts Severn and Churchill, at Idie mouths df the Severn

and ChirrchiH rivers respoctivriy. In i?905 the district of

Keewatin was indhtded in the North-West Territories and the

whole placed under an adminiftrotor or acting governor. The
derivwtioii of the nsune is fuom the Cree—the ” north wind,”

XEF» snore correctly El-Kef (the Rock), a town of Tuniria,

105 m. by rail S.S.W. of capital, and 75 m. S.E, of Boeia

in Algeria. It occupies the site of the Roman colony of Sicca

Yeneria, and is built on the iiteep slope of a rock in a moim-
tainotts re^on through which flews the Mdlegoe, an oiliuent of

the Mejerda. Situated at the interscctien.of mam routes from

the west and south. Kef occupies a positum of irtswtegK inip^
tanee. Theu^ distant «ome ai m. from the Algeiaii fnontiEr

it was practioally a border post, and its wa)tls4aid citadel were

kept in a «tate of defence by the Tunisians. The touwn with its

half-dozen mosques and tortuous, dirty streets, is still pardy
walled. The southern ^t of the has however been
iltstroyed by the Freach, and the remainder is being feft to

decay. Beyond the part of the wall destroyed is the Franoh

quarter. 7^ hasMiy or citadel, occupies a rocky eraiiKixoe

on the weflft’ride of the town. It was built, or rebuilt, by the

Tuiks, the material being Roman, It has been restored

the French, who inamtaim a garrison here.

The R'oman remams include fragments of a kmge tempk
dedicated to Hercules, and the bi^hs. The andent cisterns

remain, but are empty, being used as part of theharracks^ Hit
town is however supplied by water from the same spring which
filled the castems. The Christian cemetery is on the site of a
basilica. Thereare ruins of another GsristtanbasBica, lexcavated

by the Fmench, the apse being mtact and thenasthex servmg aa a
chnrdi. Many stones with Roman inscriptions are built into

the Wilis of Arab houses. The modem town is much smaller

than the Roman odony. Pop. about 6000, induding about
Eoo Europeans (chiefly Maltese).

The Rbman colony of Sicca Veneria appears from the character
of itaworshiipof Venus (Val. Max. ii. 6, § 15) to 1iavel>een a Phoenwian
sftttiaBueat. It was aiterwafds a Kuttidian strongiw>ld, and under
the Caesars became a fashionable residential city and one of the
chief centres of Chxi.stianity in North Africa. The Christian apolo-
gist Atnobius the EMer livM here.

See H. Basih, DU K^isUnUinder Ak IilHUelmur$s (164^; Corpus
LiU^, voJi. vui.

;
SombruD inJhtil. db laisoc. degi^. ds Batwawe

I1S78). Also Cardinai Newman's CalUtia : u Sketch oj the Thifd
Century (1856), for a *' reconstruction

**
of the manner of life of the

eady Chrisdans and their oppressors.

KEHL, a town in the grand-duchy of Baden, on the right bank
of the Rhine, opposite Strassburg, with which it is connected

by a railway bridge and a bridge of boats. Fop, 4000. It has

a considerable river trade in timber, tobacco and coal, which has

been developed by the formatioii of a harbour with two basins.

The chief importance of Kehl is its connexion with the military

defence of Strassburg, to the stratt^ic area of which it belongs. It

Is encircled by the strong forts Bose, Bluraenthal and Kirchbach

of that system. In 1678 Keld was taken from the imperialists by
the French, and in 1683 a new fortress, built by Vauban, was

begun. In 1697 it was restored to the Empire and was given to

Baden, but in r703and again in 1733 it was taken by the French,

who didnot however retain it fiwr very long. In 1793 the French

again took the town, which was retaken by the Austrians and

was restored to Baden in 1803. In 1808 the French, again in

possession, restored the fortifications, but these were dismantled

in 1815, when Kehl was again restored to Baden. In August

1870, during the Franco-firman War, the French shelled the

defenceless town.

KEIGHLEY (locally Keithley), a municipal borough in

the Keighley parliamentary division of the West Riding of

Yorkshire, England, 17 m. W.N.W. of Leeds, on branches of

theiGreat Northerntmd Midland railways. Pop. (1902), 41,564.

It is beautifully situated in a deep valley near the junction of

the Worth with the Aire. A canal between Liverpool and Hull

aflords it water commumcation with both and east coasts.

The principal buildings are the parish ohurch of St Andrew
(dating from the itnne of Henry 1 ,, modenuEed in 1710, r^uilt

with Idle exception of the tower in 2805, and again rebuilt in

1878), and the handsome Gothic mechanics’ institute

school (2870). A grammar school was founded in

1733, the operations of whit^ have been exteiuied so as to

emtmee a trade schad (0871) for boys, and a grammar school

for girls. ISxe principal uidusitries are manufactures of woollen

goods, spinning, aewing^aod waohiiig machines, and tools. The
town was incorporated in 1882, and the corporation consists

of a mayor, 6 aldermen and 18 councillors.

KBI ISLAHDS Kuy fiec.; native, Ewab]y a group

in thc Dutch East Indies, in the residency of Amboyna, between

5* and 5' S. and 131“ 50^ and 133* 15' E., and consist^ of

fcur parts ; Ntdiu-Iut or Gimt Kei, Roa or Little Kei, tl^

Tayanda, and the Kur group. Great Kei differs ph)ri!icaily m
every respect from the other groups. It is of T^iary fonma-

tion (Miocene), and has a chain di volcanic elevations dong the

axis, reaching a heif^t of 0600 it. Its area is 290 sq. m#, the

total tend area of the group being 570 sqi m. All the other

islands are of post-Tertiary formation and trf 1^1 surface. The

group has submarine connexion, under rdatively shaflow sea,

with the Timorlaut group to the south-west and the chain of

islands extending north-west towards Ceram; deep water

separates it on the east from the Axu Ishmds and on the west

from the inner islands of the.Banda Sefi. Among the^products

ate-0000-mits, sago, £sh, trepang, timber, oopra, maize, yams



KEIM—KEITH
aai tolMGGo. The>popiilHlioii is about ajyfiooj of wtan >4^900

are pagans^ and ^300 Mahommedans.
ifie inhabitants are 'Of three typesv There lis the tme Kei

Islander, a PG^ynesieii by his height and blaok or brow^H' wavy
baur, with w ooittplexsoii between the Bapuan* black and the

Malay ydlow. There is the pm Papuan, whe has been Ihrgeiy

mec^ in the Kei ^pe; Ihintty, there are the iininigvant

Malays. These (^stinguished by the use of a special language

and by the ppo^ession of Mohammedanism) are descendants of

natives of the Banda islands who Aed eastward belore the

encroachments of the Dutch. The pagans have rude statuesof

deitiesand peaces of sacrifioe indicated by fiat-topped cairns. The

'

Kei Islanders are skilful in carving and celebrated bootrbailders.

;

See C. M. Kan, Onze geomphisohe kennis der Keff-Eilanden/**

!

in Tifdschrift AaYdvijhskimdig <ieno(Atdhap (*887); Martin, **Diei

Kei-meeln^i. ihr VerhAltniis zur Aiutsalisch-Asiatiachen Grcnalinic/'

ibid, part vii. (1890) ;
W. R. van Ho8veIl, De Kei-Eilanden," in

Tijdschr. Batavian: Gen, (1889);
“ Verslagen van de wetenschappelijke

>pnemingen en onderzoekingm op de Keij-Eilanden ** (1889-1890),

by Planten andWerthcim (1893), with map and ethnographical atlas 1

of the south-western and south-eastern islands by Heytc; Langen,
Die Key- Oder Kii-Inseln (Vienna, 1902).

KfilK4 KARL THE0DOR ‘(X825-1878), German Protestant

theologian, was bom at Stuttgart on the 17th of Becember 1825.

His father, Johann Christian Keim, was head master of a gym*-

nawum. Here Karl Theodor rcoeived his early education, and

then proceeded to the Stuttgart Obergymnasium. In ifi43 he

went to the university of Tttbingen, where he studied philosi^y
‘

under J. F. Reiff, a follower of Hegel, and Griental languages

under Heinrich Ewald and Heinrich Meier. F. C. Bawr, the

leader of the new Tiibingen school, was lecturing on the New
Testament and on the history of the church and of dogma^ and i

by him in particular Keim was gr^tly impressed. The special

bent of Keim’s mind is seen in his priae essay, Vtrkdhmss 4er

Christen irn dm erstm drei fahrhunderten bis Kenstanim mm
r'&rnischm Reiche (1847). His first published work wa® Die

Refermatitm der Reichstadt Vint (18511). In 1850 he visited die

university of Bonn, where he attended some of the lectijrcs of

Friedrich Bleek, Richard Rothe, C. M, Arndt and I«a«k Domer,

He taught at Tdbingen from June 1851 until 1^56, when, having

become a pastor, he wasmade deacon at Esshngen, Wurttembesg;

In 1859 he was appointed archdeacon^ but a few nmnlths later

he was called to the universffty of Zurich as professor otf theology

(1859-1873), where he produced his important works. Befeve

this he had written on church history (f.g. Schwdbische Refee-

matims^ckichte bis zwn Augsburger Reichstag, i855)‘

inaugural address at Zurich on the human development of Jesus,

Die mensMiche Entwicklung Jesu CJhristi (1861), and hii Die

geschichtUtihe Wurde Jesu (1864) were j^paratory to his chief

work, Die Geschkkte Jesuvm Nusara in ikrer Verk€ttung‘fmi4em

GesaneAdben seines Valkes{^vo\s., 1867-1872; Eng. trawis,, Jesus

ef Haeureth, and the Nafiwal Life ef Isead, 6 vols.), 1873^1881.

In 1873 Keim was appointed pro^or of theology at Giesae^

This post he resigned, through iM health, shor^ before his

death on the 17th of November 1878. He belonged to the

mediation ” school of theology.
‘

Chief works, besides the above : Reformatfonablditer der SMOke
siadt BsOingen (i8fto)

;
Ambeesms Blarer, der SctavatkuheJiBfwmaioe

(i86o){ Der UbererUt KtmstanUns d. Gr. turn Chniaidntkim. («86a)j

his .sermons, Freundeswoede zten Gemeinde {2 vols., 1861-1862),; and
Cehus* wahree Wort (1873). In 1881 H. Ziegler, publbhed' one of

Keim^s earliest works, Rom und das CHristenthum, witha bionapineai

sketch. SeealBo Zieg^erNi artkloiti Hefsog-Hauofc, kmtencyMopddui

KS1TH» the name of tor oW Scottish family wlii<* derived

its name from' the barony erf Keith in Ekst Lothian, to have

been granted by'lfalberfm H., king of Scotland, to n member

erf the house hrf* services against the Danes. The office of

great mrfrisbal of Stjotfemd; afterwards hereditaiy m ibe Keith

landly, may have been conferred at the same' time; fc» it whs

(ronfirmed, together witti possession of the lands of Ke^th, to

Sir Robert Keith by a charter of King Robert Bruce, and

appears to have been held as annexed to ^le land by. the tenuie

^grand serieanty. Sir Robert Keith commanded the Sco^
horse at Banndcibirm, and^was killed at the battle of Nevitle^e

7^5
Crass in. 1546. At the daae of the i4tb /csnM^ Sib

Keith> liy exchange of lands with Lord Liiuisay^.tdstoinfBd lie

cng'^ Diniiiottar in Kmoavdinesluiw^

of ihinsotter^ which ^ became th&atnmghohUot haadeacendantsu

lie (fied about 14074 In a latec Bir. W3Uain>K€kb was

created LonI Kmtb,.and a^iew years aftmrmdac^.wia^^
and these tides remained in the hunfly. WSILaih,

itniah(eaiimarisl»l(d^ i<58ir), was one oltha^iawHiliM t ofcMary

Qmn of Scots donog* her ninoxity^and: was wademiBer of .to

privy council on her return to Scotland. While refraining

from extreme fsartkanship, he was an, adher^ oT the Refor-

mation;. he retired inOo povote life at Duimoftar Caslileaboiit

1567, thereby gaining the sobriquet ^ WiHiam of to Towicx;’^

He was reputed to be die wealthiest man in ScDodand.. His

eldest davghter Anne mariied thoTegent Murray. iiis;giitiid^

son George^ 5th earl mariBhal'(e. 1553+^6x3),wasoneof .tomost
cultured men of his time. He was eduadwl at King^S' Godiege^

Aberdeen, where he becama a proficieiit dassioail scholar, after*

wards studying divinity under Theodore Besa at Geneva. He
was a film Protestant, and took an active part inthealfiairB of

the kirk. His high character and abilities procured him to
appointment of special ambassador to Deomavk to arrange the

marriage of James Vli with the Princess Anne. He wu isubv

sequently employed on a number of important commissions;

bi^ he pretoed literature to public offips, ond aboirt ifiaohe

retired to Dunnottar, where he died in 06x3. He is diid^
remembered as the founder in 1593 of the Marisdhal CoBege in

the umversky of Aberd^, which he richly endowed. Firo an

uncle he inherited the title of Lord Altrie about i-syo. WiDian^

7th earl .masisbal (r. 1617-1661), took .a poomineiit part in the

Civil War, being at first a leadfer of the covenanting party in

north-cast Scotknd, and the most powerful opponent of the

marquess of Huntly. He co-^BperatM with Montrose tn.Abtf-

and.neighbouring ootmtiea:agamst the Gordons^ With
Mom7Qse be eigned the Bond of Cumbernauld in August 1640,

but took no active steps against the popular party till

when he pmied todukevrfHamlltodiiitts invinon:orJBln|^d,

esoapinji; from the roist at Prestoik In adyo Charles IL was
entertained fay to iziarishad «t Dunnottar ; andin ^651 to
Scottish regalia wore left fur safe Jseeping in to ^castfe. Tabin
priBoner in the same year, he was coitanrbtcd to to TmucrnoMl

won-excluded from Cromwelt^s Act Gfaace* He was made a
councilior at the Restomtion' and died in x66c. feba

(d. 1714)^ brother erf the 7th inaritbal, wosy^ at the

Rostorarion, given the heredit«ry office of ki^lit mariibaij of

Soothusd, and in 1677 was created earl' of Kiiiitone, and Lord

Keith of Inverurie and Kevth^HaU, a reward for his tore in

preserving to regalia.of Boodaad^ which were secretly conveyed

from Dunnottar to another hidasgpla>tt, when to oasriewms

besieged by Cromweh^s troops, and which iSie John; perioimfy

to Inmsdf, swore he had carried tonad and delivcoodc to

Charles n., thus preventog further^^search; .From iihn are

descended the eads erf Kiatore.

Gikmob; loth earl marishal x^s-^-iyTiS),served under Mari*'

borough,andtoe his brother FianciS) MtehidKeith (yi ui),wa»
sealous Jacobite, taking part in to rising of 1715, after which

he escaped to the tmlimaitt. fn to fotowins year he was

atotoed,toeBtwte6 to tklesbeingforitoed49oto(>owii. ^
fived for many years in Bpain, vihere he osncenied hunsdtf’wilih

Jacobite mtrigues, but he toirft: no part ln torsbdlhoR df 1745;

pfoeeed^ about that year to Ptwssia, where he became; like

his brotor. intimate with Frederiek the toat. Ftederiok

emptoyedimrin several diplomatic posts, ond hris saidto have

omveTed voluahle informatiDa to to earl of CbttthnsR^ as a
reward for which he received a pardon from Geoige II., and
retained to Scotland in 1759. Hie heir mak) onwtiom, hut foe

the attaindef of 1716, to titles wwuM have devolved; ww
apparently his cousin Alexander Keith of Ravehto, to ritiom

to attainted eaii had sold the caade and lands of^fhouiottar

in 1766. From ^fiexander Keith was dcectoed, tocogh^'to
femak line; Sir Patrick Keith Murray ofiOehleri^; iwli5>sokl

to esMes of DhtmoUar and Ravektoa. Aftothe attaidder
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of 1716 the right of the Keiths of Ravelston to be recognized as

the representatives of the earls marishal was disputed by Robert

Keith (1681-1757), bishop of Fife, a member of another collateral

branch of the fai^y. The bishop was a writer of some repute,

his chief work. The History of the Affairs of the Church and State

of ScoUand (Edinburgh, X734), being of considerable value for

the reigns of James V., James VI., and Mary Queen of Scots. He
also published a Catalogue of the Bishops of Scotland (Edinburgh,

1755), and other less important historical and theological

works.

Robert Keith (d. 1774), descended from a younger son of the

2nd earl marishal, was British minuter in Vienna in 1 748, and

subsequently held other important diplomatic appointments,

being known to his numerous friends, among whom were the

leading men of letters of his time, as “ Ambassador Keith,”

His son. Sir Robert Murray Keith (1730-1705), was on Lord

George Sackville’s staff at the battle of Minden. He became
colonel of a regiment (the 87th foot) known as Keith's High-

landers, who won distinction in the continental wars, but were

disbanded in 1763 ;
he was then employed in the diplomatic

serv ice, in which he achieved considerable success by his

honesty, courage, and knowledge of languages. In 1781 he

became lieutenant-general
;

in 1789 he was made a privy

councillor.

From the Keith family through the female line was de-

scended George Keith Elphinstone, Baron Keith of Stonehaven,

Marishal and afterwards Viscount Keith (?.«/.), whose titles

became extinct at the death of his daughter Margaret, Baroness

Keith, in 1867.

See Calendar of Documents relating to Scotland^ edited by ]•

Bain (4 vols., Edinburgh, 1881-1888) -Peter Buchan, An Account of the

Ancient and Noble Family of Keith (Edinburgh, 1828) ;
Memoirs and

Correspondence of Sir Robert Murray Keith, edited by Mrs Gillespie

Smyth (London, 1849) ;
John Spalding, Memorialls of the Trubles in

Scotlana, i6s4-r64S (2 vols., Spalding Club Vubl. 2T, 23, Aberdeen,
1850-1851)

;
Sir Robert Douglas, The Peerage of Scotland (Edinburgh,

1813); G.E.C., Complete Peerage, vol. iv. (London, 1892). (R. J.M.)

KEITH, FRAHClS EDWARD JAMES (1696-1758), Scottish

soldier and Prussian held marshal, was the second son of W iliiam,

Qth earl marishal of Scotland, and was bom on the iith of June
1696 at the castle of Inverugie near Peterhead. Through his

careful education under Robert Keith, bishop of Fife, and sub-

sequently at Edinburgh University in preparation for the legal

profes^lm, he acquired that taste for literature which afterwards

securedmm the esteem of the most distinguished savants of

Europe ; but at an early period his preference for a soldier’s career

was decided. The rebellion of 1715, in which he displayed

qualities that gave some augury of his future eminence, com-
pelled him to seek safety on the Continent. After spending two
years in Paris, chiefly at the university, he in 1719 took part in

the ill-starred expedition of the Pretender to the Highlands of

Scotland. He then passed some time at Pari.s and Madrid in

obscurity and poverty, but eventually obtained a colonelc)^ in

the Spanish army, and, it is said, took part inthe siege of Gibraltar

(1726-27). Finding hi.s Protestantism a barrier to promotion,

he obtained from the king of Spain a recommendation to Peter

II. of Russia, from whom he received (1728) the command of a

regiment of the guards. He displayed in numerous campaigns

the C4ilm, intelligent and watchful valour which was his chief

characteristic, obtaining the rank of general of infantry and the

reputation of being one of the ablest oflficers in the Russian

service as well as a capable and liberal civil administrator.

Judging, however, that his rewards were not commensurate
wiih his merits, he in 1747 offered his services to Frederick IL
of Prussia, who at once gave him the rank of held marshal, in 1749
made him governor of Berlin, and soon came to cherish towards

him, as towards his brother, the loth earl marishal, a strong

personal regard. In 1756 the Seven Years’ War broke out.

Keith was employed in high command from the first, and added
to his Russian reputation on every occasion by resolution and
promptitude of action, not less than by care and skill. In 1756
he commanded the troops covering the investment of Pima,
and distinguished himself at Lobositz. In 1757 he commanded

at the siege of Prague; later in this same campaign he defended

Leipzig against a greatly superior force, was present at Rossbach,

and, while the king was fighting the campaign of Leuthen, con-

ducted a foray into Bohemia. In 1758 he took a prominent
part in the unsuccessful Moravian campaign, after which he

withdrew from the army to recruit his broken health. He
returned in time for the autumn campaign in the Lausitz, and
was killed on the 14th of October 1758 at the battle of Hoch-
kirch. His body was honourably buried on the field by Marshal
Daun and General Lacy, the son of his old commander in Russia,

and was shortly afterwards transferred by Frederick to the

garrison church of Berlin. Many memorials were erected to

him by the king, Prince Henry, and others. Keith died un-

married, but had several children by his mistress, Eva Mertens,

a Swedish prisoner captured by him in the war of 1741-43.
In 1889 the 1st Silesian infantry regiment No. 22 of the

German army received his name.

See K. A. Varnhagen von En%e, ^iomphische Denkmale, part 7
(1844); Fragment of a Memoir of Field Marshal James Keith, written

by himself (1714- 1734; edited Thomas Constable for the Spalding
Club, 1843); T. Carlyle, Frederick the Great, passim' V. Paezynaski-
Tenezyn, Leben des G. F, M, Jakob Keith (Berlin, 1889) ;

Peter Buchan,
Account of the Family of Keith (Edinburgh, 1878) ; Anon., Memoir
of Marshal Keith (Peterhead, 1809); I*auli, Leben grosser Helden,
part iv.

KEITH, GEORGE (c. i(>39-i7i6), British divine, was born at

Aberdeen about 1639 and was educated for the Presbyterian

ministry at Marischal College in his native city. In 1662 he
became a Quaker and worked with Robert Barclay (</.v.). After

being imprisoned for preaching in 1676 he went to Holland and
Germany on an evangelistic lour with George Fox and William

Penn. Two further terms of imprisonment in England induced

him (1684) to emigrate to America, where he was surveyor-general

in East New Jersey and then a schoolmaster at Philadelphia. He
travelled in New England defending Quakerism against the

attacks of Increase and Cotton Mather, but after a time fell out

with his own folk on the subject of the atonement, accused them
of deistic views, and started a community of his own called
“ Christian Quakers ” or Keithians,” He endeavoured to

advance his views in London, but the Yearly Meeting of 1694
disowned him, and he established a society at Turner’s Hall in

Philpot Lane, where he so far departed from Quaker usage as to

administer the two sacraments. In 1700 he conformed to the

Anglican Church, and from 1702 to 1704 was an agent of the

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in America. He died

on the 27th of March 1716 at Edburton in Sussex, of which parish

he was rector. Among his writings were The Deism of William

Penn and his Brethren (1699); The Standard of the Quakers

examined; or, an Answer to the Apology of Robert Barclay (1702);

A Journal of Travels (1706). Gilbert Burnet, bishop of Salisbury,

a fellow-Aberdonian, speaks of him as ” the most learned man
that ever was in that sect, and well versed in the Oriental tongues,

philosophy and mathematics.”

KEITH, GEORGE KEITH ELPHINSTONE, Viscount (1746-

1823), British admiral, fifth son of the loth Lord Elphinstone,

was bom in Elphinstone Tower, near Stirling, on the 7th of

January 1746. Two of his brothers went to sea, and he followed

their example by entering the navy in .1761, in the ‘‘ Gosport,”

then commanded by Captain Jervis, afterwards Earl St Vincent.

In 1767 he made a voyage to the East Indies in the Company’s
service, and put £2000 lent him by an uncle to such good purpose

in a private trading venture that he laid the foundation of a
handsome fortune. He became lieutenant in 1770, commander
in 1772, and post captain in 1775. during the war in America

he was employed agamst the privateers, and with a naval brigade

at the occupation of Charleston, S.C. In January 1781, when
in command of the “ Warwick ” (50), he captured a Dutch 50-

gun ship which had beaten oS an Engl^h vessel of equal strength

a few days before. After peace was signed he remained on shore

for ten years, serving in Parliament as member first for Dum-
bartonshire, and then for Stirlingshire. Whoi war broke out

again in 1793 he was appointed to the Robust ” (7A in which

he took part in the occupation of Toulon by Lord Hood. He
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particularly distinguished himself by beating a body of the

French ashore at the head of a naval brigade of English and
Spaniards. He was entrusted with the duty of embarking the

fugitives when the town was evacuated. In 1794 he was pro-

moted rear-admiral, and in 1795 he was sent to occupy the Dutch
colonies at the Cape of Good Hope and in India. He had a
large share in the capture of the Cape in 1795, and in August 1796

captured a whole Dutch squadron in S^danha Bay.
. In the

interval he had gone on to India, where his health suffered, and
the capture at ^Idanha was effected on his way home. When
the Mutiny at the Nore broke out in 1797 he was appointed to

the command, and was soon able to restore order. He was

equally successful at Plymouth, where the squadron was also

in a state of effervescence. At the close of 1798 he was sent as

second in command to St Vincent. It was for a long time a

thankless post, for St Vincent was at once half incapacitated

by ill health and' very arbitrary, while Nelson, who considered

that Keith's appointment was a personal slight to himself, was

peevish and insubordinate. The escape of a French squadron

which entered the Mediterranean from Brest in May 1799 was

mainly due to jarrings among the British naval commanders.

Keith followed the enemy to Brest on their retreat, but was

unable to bring them to action. He returned to the Mediter-

ranean in November as commander-in-chief. He co-operated

with the Austrians in the siege of Genoa, which surrendered on

the 4th of June 1800. It was however immediately afterwards

lost in consequence of the battle of Marengo, and the French

made their re-entry so rapidly that the admiral had considerable

difficulty in getting his ships out of the harbour. The close of

1801 and the beginning of the following year were spent in
|

transporting the army sent to recover Egypt from the French,
j

As the naval force of the enemy was completely driven into port,
j

the British admiral had no opportunity of an action at sea, but !

his management of the convoy carrying the troops, and of the

landing at Aboukir, was greatly admired. He was made a baron

of the United Kingdom—^an Irish barony having been conferred

on him in 1797. On the renewal of the war in 1803 he was

appointed commander-in-chief in the North Sea, which post he

held till 1807, In February 1812 he was appointed commander-

in-chief in the Channel, and in 1814 he was raised to a viscounty.

During his last two commands he was engaged first in over-

looking the measures taken to meet a threatened invasion, and

then in directing the movements of the numerous small squadrons

and private ships employed on the coasts of Spain and Portugal,

and m protecting trade. He was at Plymouth when Napoleon

surrendered and was brought to England in the “ Bellerophon
**

by Captain Maitland (1777-1839). The decisions of the British

government were expressed through him to the fallen Emperor.

Lord Keith refused to be led into disputes, and confined himself

to declaring steadily that he had his orders to obey. He was

not much impressed by the appearance of his illustrious charge,

and thought that the airs of Napoleon and his suite were ridicu-

lous. Lord Keith died on the 10th of March 1823 at Tullyallan,

his property in Scotland, and wa? buried in the parish church.

A portrait of him by Owen is in the Painted Hall in Greenwich.

He was twice married : in 1787 to Jane Mercer, daughter of

Colonel William Mercer of Aldie; and in 1808 to Hester Maria

Thrale, who is spoken of as Queenie ” in Boswell's Life of

Johnson and Mme D'Arblay’s Diary. He had a daughter by

each marriage, but no son. Thus the viscounty became extinct

on his death, but the English and Irish baronies descended to

his elder daughter Margaret (1788-1867), who married the Comte

de Flahault de la Billarderie, only to become extinct on her death.

There is a pancgyripal Life of Lord Keith by Alex. AUardyce

(Edinburgh, 1A2): and biographical notices will be found in lohn

Marshall'i Royal Nwal Biography, i. 43 (18*3-1835), and the Naval

Chronicle, x. i. (D. H.J

KBITH, a police burgh of Banffshire, Scotland, on the Isla,

53J m. N.W. of Aberdeen by the Great North of Scotland rail-

way, Pop. (1901), 4753. A branch of the Highland railway also

gives access to El^, and there is a line to Buckie and Pentessie on

the Moray Firth. The burgh includes Old Keith and New Keith

717

on the east bank of the Isla, and Fife-Keith on tlie west

Though Old Keith has a charter dating from William the Lm
it fell into gradual decay ;

New Keith, founded in the z8th centuiy

the second earl of S^eld, being better situated for the growth

of a town. Fife-Keith has sprung up since i8z6. The prmcipai

public buildings include the Turner memorial hospital, the Long-

more hall, and the Institute. In the Roman Catholic church

there is a painting of the ** Incredulity of St Thomgs,” presented

by Charles X. of France. The industries include itianufactures of

tweeds, blankets, agricultural implements, and boots and shoes

;

there are also distilleries, breweries, fiour mills, and lime and
manure works. But the main importance of Keith lies in the

fact that it is the centre of the agricultural trade of the sliire.

The “ Summer Eve l air *’ held in September is the largest cattle

and horse fair in the north of Scotland ; the town is also the head-

quarters of the dressed-meat trade in the north.

KEJ, or Kbch, the chief place in a district of the province of

Makran in Baluchistan, which has given its name to Kcj-Makran,

as distinguished from Persian Makran. There is no town, but

a number of small villages dominated by a fort built upon a rock,

cn the eastern bank of 3ie Kej River. This fort, like many others

similarly placed throughout the country, is supposed to be im-

pregnable, but is of no strength except against the matchlocks

of the surrounding tribes. Kej (or Kiz) was an important trade

centre in the days of Arab supremacy m Sind, and the rulers of

Kalat at various times marched armies into the province with a

view to maintaining their authority. At the beginning of ^
19th century it had the reputatiem of a commercial centre, trading

through Panjgur with Kandahar, with Karachi via Bela, and

with Muscat and the Persian Gulf by the seaport of Gwadar,

distant about 80 m. The present Khan of Kalat exercises but

a feeble sway over this portion of his dominion, although he

appoints a governor to the province. The principal tribe residing

around Kej is that of the Gichki, who claim to be of Rajput origin,

and to have settled in Makran during the 17th century, having

been driven out of Rajputana. The climate during summer is

too hot for Europeans. During winter, however, it is temperate.

The principal exports consist of dates, which are considered of the

finest qpalily. A local revolt against Kalat rendered an expedi-

tion against Kej necessary in 1898. Colonel Mayne reduced the

fortress and restored order in the surrounding districts.

KEKULE, FRIEDRICH AUGUST (1829-1896), German

chemist, was bom at Darmstadt on the 7th of September 18^.
While studying architecture at Giesseft he came under the in-

fluence of Liebig and was induced to take up chemistry. From
Giessen he went to Paris, and then, after a short sojourn in

Switzerland, he visited England. Both in Paris and in England

he enjoyed personal intercourse with the leading chemists of the

period. On his return to Germany he started a small chemical

Moratory at Heidelberg, where, with a very slender equipment,

he carried out several important researches. In 1858 he was

appointed professor of chemistry at Ghent, and in 1865 was calM
to Bonn to fill a similar position, which he held till his death in

that town on the 13th of June 1896. Kekul6's main importance

lies in the far-reaching contributions which he made to chemical

theory, especially in regard to the constitution of the carbon com-

pounds. The doctrine of atomicity had already been enunciated

by E. Frankland, when in 1858 KekuM published a paper in which,

after giving reasons for regarding carbon as a tetravaknt element,

he set forth the essential features of his famous doctrine of the

linking of atoms. He explained that in substances containing

several carbon atoms it must be assumed that some of the affinities

of each carboii atom are bound by the affinities of the atoms of

other elements contained in the substance, and some by an equal

number of the affinities of the other carbon atoms. The simpl^t

case is when two Carbon atoms are combined so that one affinity

of the one is tied to one afiBnity of the other ;
two, therefore, of the

affinities of the two atoms are occupaed in keeping the two atoms

together, and only the remaining six are available for atoms of

other elements. The next simpfest case consist in. the mutual

interchange of two affinity units, and so on. This conception led

KekuM to his **closed«chain” or ''ring” theory of the constitution
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of bcniene wMdi has been mQed the “ most brilliant p^*of

;

prediotion^toibe foundin the whole range of oegi^c chemistry

sad thii in lunt led. in pOTtiouUar to the elucidation of the consti*

tution of the ^aromatic compounds/’ and in genoral to new
methods’ of > chemical synthesis and decompositian, and to a
ckspar insight into the composition of mimtoleifi ovgaaak

and their mutual relations* Professor F. 11 . Japp, in

the Kekuld naemotial lecture he delivered before the Lco^n
CSiemical Society on the 15th of December 18^7, declared that

Ihreet'fanrths ofmodern orgmic dienustry is dire^y or inchcectly

the product of Kckui6’s benzene thecay, and that without its

guidance and inspiration the industries of the coal-tar colours

and artificial therapeutic agents in their present form and
eKtensiea would have been inconceivable.

'Many of Kektilf's papers appfeared in the Annalen dev Chemitt
of which he was odlter, and he also published an important work,
L$hvbuch der ovgfanisehen CAentit, of which the first three vcduoiesare
dated 1861, tSfiO and 1882, while of the fourth only one amallaectioii
was issued in 1887.

KELLBR^ AUnSMT ( 1S45- ); Oermsn painter, wasbom at
Gwis, in Switzerland; he studied at the Munich Ac^my under
Lcnbach and Romberg, and must be counted among the leading

colourists of the modem German school. Travels m htaly,

France/England and Holland, and a prolonged sojourn in Paris,

helped,to develop hisrstyde, which is marked a/sense of el^fance
ana refinement v^l too rare in German art. His scenes of society

hfe, 'Such as the famous ** Dinner ” ^1890), ore painted with
thoroughly Parisian esprit^ and bis portraits are marked 1^ the

same degant distinction. He is particularly sucoenful in the

rendering of nasthng sifk and satin dresses and draiperies. His
historical and imaginative works are as modern in spiritsmd as

unacademical as his portraits. At the Munich Pii^othek ie

bis ipamting Jairi T8oUterlein
**

(1886), whilst the KdnigsbBrg
Museum contains his Roman Bat^” and the Lidiieg^collection

in Reiehenbeig the Aodience with Louis XV./’ the first picture

that drew attention <to his talent. Among other importantmrks
he painted Faustina in the Temple of Juno it Praeneste/’

The Witches? Steep ” (1888), “ The Judgment of Paris/’ ** The
Happy Sister,*’ “ Temptation ” (189a), “ Autumn ” (1893), “ An
Adventure ”

(1896),
and The Crucifixion.”

KELLERy^ GOlTORtSD (i8t9-i89oX (German poet and nove-

hst, sras bdE^at Zdrich on the sgth of July 18x19, lather, a

xnasmrfiiner/ffyiiig while Gottfried was. young,. bis^ly edsma-
tion was. iteg^cted; he, however, was in 1835 npprei»tieed to a
landscape painter, and subseqmiuiy spent two years (1840-1841)
in Munich learning to paint. Interest in politics drew.him into

literature,And his talents were first disclosed in a voluaae of short

poems, Gidickte (1846). This obtained him recognUron from the
government of his native canton, Ecnd he was in 1848 enatibd to

take a short course of philosophical study at the university of
Heid^evg. From 1850 to x855:he lived inBerlin, whezwhewroke
htemost important novel, Dev %fime Heinrkh (S85S-1853

; orrteed

edition 1879-1880), remaorkable for its delicate autographic por-

traiture and the beautiful episodes interwoven with the action.

This was followed by Bit Lmte von Seldwyla (1856), studies of

Swiss provincial life, including in Romeo wid Jtdinauf dem Ehrfe
one of the most pa^rfol short stories in the German language,

and in Diedrei ^eeediden Kccmmmnehee, almost asgveatamaster'
piece of humewnis writinig. Return^ to his native^ with a
eonsiderable rep«ftation,iie received in s86« the appointment of

secretoiy to'the* eanfoiL For a time his creative ia^ty seemed
paralyiwd by hn pdblle duties, but in tSyt appeared Jsrfoa
lLe^enien,e^ in a second series of Die Leutenmn Sddmyla,
in b^k of which books he^fsjbfoyed no abatement of powerand
originality. He retired from the public service in 1876 and
enpfoyed his leisure in the production of liiriofmr Ncvdhn
(1878), Das SmigjBdicht, *, coHeotion of short stories (tSfit^and
a novel, MaoHft^JSaUmiev (Reriin; x866). He died on the i5tkof
July 18^ at HoUingen. Keller’s place among German novelists

IS very high. Fair Ikave ^ited such fancy and knogination to
such uncoRiprenitBing mlism,ior such tragic eamestnaa to auch
ahoundlaif fnambur . Asa lyriopoet, his genius is no less orighml;

he takes rank with the belt German' poets of thk class in the

eecond ihaif 0! the X9th centuiy.

Keller^8 Gesammelie Wevke were published in 10 vote. (1889-1890),
to 'which was added another volvme, I^achgelaseene Schriften emd
Dickfun^f containing the fragment of a tragedy (xhg.'i). In English
appeared, G. Keller : A Selecium of his Tales tvamleUd with a Memoir
by Kale Freiliifralh-Kroeker (1891). For a further estimate of

'XdUer*s life and works cf. O. Brahm (1883); E. Brenning, G. Keller

nock siinem Leben und Diehten (1892); P. mtdensperger. G, KeUer

:

envieetses oemmss (1893) ;
A. Frey, Ertnnesungen anGottftied Keller

(1893); J* Baechteld, Kmees Leben. Seine Briefs %md Tef^ebUcker
iBcrl^ 1894-1897); A. Kdster, G. Keller {1900; 2ad ed., 1907); and
tor his work as a painter, H. £. von Berle^h, Gottfried Keller als

Maler (1895).

KELLER, HELEN ADAMS <id8b-
),
American blind deaf-

mute, was bom at Ttxscumbia, Alabama,^m 1880. When barely

two years old she was deprived of o^ht/smell and hearing, by an
attack of scarlet fever. At the reqofot of her parents, who were
acquainted with the success, attained in the case of Laura Bridg-

man (q.v ), cne of the giradnaites of the Perkins Institution at

Boston, Miss Anne M. SulUvan, who was familiar with the teach-

ings of Dr S. G. Howe was aent to instruct her at home.
Unfortunately an exact record of the steps in her educatioiL was
not kept ; but from 1888 onwaods, at the Perkins Institution,

Boston, aixd under Miss Sar^ Full^ at the Horace Mann school

in New York, and at the Wright Humason school, she not only

Jeamt to read, write, and talk, but became proficient, to an
exceptional dc^ee, in the ordmary educational curricuium. In

1900 she entered Radclifie CoUege, and successfully passed the

examinations in matheanatics, &c. for her degree of A.B. in 1904,

Miss Sullivan, whose ability as a teacher must be considered

almost as marvellous as the talent of her pupil, was throughout

her devoted companion. The case of H^lcn i^ller is the most
extraordinax!>- ever known in the education el bhiMl deaf'^mutes

(sere Dbaf and Dumb ad fin.), heracquirements including several

languages and her general culture being exceptionally wide. She
wrote The Story of My Life (1902), and volumes on Optimism

(1903), and The World J Live in (1908), which, both in literary

style and in outlook on life are a striking revelation of the resuhs

of xnodemi methods of educating those who hove been so hancU^

capped by natural disabilities.

KEU.EMIAMN, FRAN^ UliRlSTOPHE HE (1735-1820),
duke of Valmy and marslial of France, came of a Saxon family,

kng settled in Strassburg and ennobled, and was bom these on
the 281th of May 1735. Ifo entered the French acmy as a volun-

teer, and serv^ed in the Seven Years’ War ami in Louis. XV.’s
Polish expedition of 1771, on returning teom which he waaimadb
a lieutenant-coioneL He became brigadier in 1784, and in the

folkming year mareekalde-eamp. In 1789 KeHermaim enthusi-

astically embraced the cause 0I tbe Revolution, and in 1791
became general of Ibe army in Alsace. In April 179Z he was
mode a lieutenant-general, and in August df^lbe same yearthere
came to him the ^portimky of hte hfetime. He rose to the

occasion, and his victory of Valmy (seeFnsaocH Rbvolutiosfary
Wars) over the Pmssiam, in Goeibe’s words, ’^-opened a new
era in the history of the world.” I'ransforred to the army on tbe
Moselle, Kellermann was accusedkyGeneral Custine of neglect-

ing^to snapport hisoperatioiison the Rhine; but he was acqmtted
at the bar of the Convention in Paris, and placed at the head of

army of the Alps and of Italy, in which position he showed
I himself a careful commander and excellent administrator.

Shortly afterwards he reoeived instnactions to reduce Lyons,
then in rervolt against the Convention, but riiortly afterthe sur-

render he was imprisoned tit Paris for thirteen months. Once
more honourably acquitted, he was reinstated in his command,
and did good zervioe inmaiiitaming the aouthHeastem bonder
against the AuBtrkms tmtil .his orsny was fnei^ into tlwt of

General Bonaparte in Italy. He was then sixty-two years of

age, stin .phytsicailly equal *tO(lxki work, but the young gtnaEuds

Who had come to the iront in these two yectfs represented the

new spirit and the new art ul war, ainil Kdlcrmann’k active

oareer came to an end. Butitbe hero ol Vabny wasnever for-

I

gdtten. When Napoleon come topowoF (Kcltermam was tmireed
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AUQoessiveiy sector Imoraiiy.oMarfihal of FnmcnfytSqs),
funA4ttke of Valmy <(3808). .He wa» irequesktly employed in the

AdniiiiatEatioaof the aartny> the eontnol of the liae of comoHmi-
catiofiA; ftad ihe icomiiifuid of reserve troops,,aad hie loi|g ond
wi<k eKpesience made Kkn one of Napoleon’s most valuable
assistants, in 38x4 he voted Iw the deposition of the .emperor

and became a peer under the r<^al governmenit. After the
“ Hundred ^Daya” he sat in tbe Chainber of Peers ami voted
with tlie liiberala. He died at Paris on the a3rd of Septei»i>er

x8eo.

Sm J. G. P. defialve^ FragmdmUJHStonqufis. sur M, k nuudohM de
K0lhfmmHn .(Paria» idQj), De Botidoux, EsgmsJ^ At la curnd^e
militaire di P. C. Kelhrmaim, due da VtUmy (Pans„ X817)..

His sen, EaA»fQis os Kbllskuaick, duke of Vakny
( 177^-^^835), FrenchvOavaliy generai^^waabcixai atMetzand served

for a abort time in father's regiment oi Hussars previous to

enterutg thediplomatic service in 179a. In 1793 he again joined

the axmy
,
serv^ chiefly under h» Cher’s command in theidps,

and rising in 3796 to dte rank of chtf dt hnpde» In the flatter

part of Bonaparte’s celebrated Italian campaign of I7i96<*97 the

younger KeUermann attracted the biture emperor’s notice by his

isrillknt conduct at Hte forcing of the Tagliacnento. He was
made general of heigade at once, and continuedin Italy after Use

peace of Caonpo Formio, being employed sucoessivdy m the

armies of Rome and Naples under Macdonaldand CharnpioiKMl:.

Id the campaign of iSoo he commanded a cavsdry brigade under
the First Com^ and at Marengo (jqjt.) he initiated and carded
out one ol thrmostiamous cavaliy charges of history,which,

Desaix’s infantry attack, regained the lost battle and deetd^ the

issue of the war. He was promoted general of division at once,

but as early as the evening of the l^tle he resented what he
thought to^be an attempt to belittle his exploit.. A heated con^

troversy foUowed as to the influence of Keflermann’s charge on^

the course of the battle, and in this controversy he displayed

neither tact nor forbearance. However, his merits wese too

great for his careerto bemined either by hisconduct in thadispiite

or by the frequent scandals, and even by the frauds, of hisprivwte

Hfe. Unlike his father's, his title to fame did not vest on one

fevtunate opportunity. Though not the most famous, he was
perhaps the ablest of all Napoleon’s cavalry leaders, and dis-

tinguished himself at Austerlitz in Portugal in^er Junot
(on this occasion asa Wilful diplomatist), at the brilliant cavahry

combat of Tarmes (Nov. s8, 1809), and on many other

occasions in the Peninsular War. His rapacity was more than

ever notorious in %>ain, yet Napoleon met his unconvincing

excuses with the words, “-General, whenever your name is

brought before me, I think of nothing but 'Marengo.” He wb
on sick leave during the Russian expedition of 1812, but in tSxg

and 1814 his skill and leading were as conspicuous as ever. -He

retainedbisrank under the first Restorerion, but joined Napoleon

during the Hundred Days, and commanded a cavalry oorpe in

the ^Waterloo campaign. At Quatre Bras he personaOy led bis

squadrons in the 'famous cavalry charge, and idmost lost his life

m the m8He,<Bnd at Waterloo he was again wounded. He was

^sgraced at the s3cond Restoraition, and, on isucceeding to his

falher^s title and seat m the Ouonber of Peers in iflfto, at once

to^ up and maiirtained llH the fall of Charles X. in 1850 an
attitmte of determined opposition to the Bourbons. He died tm

the ond of June 1835.

His son Faaapois CfcateroPRfi ED&ioim db KjfiLLEmiAaiK,

duke of Valmy (i8o«-«s868), was a dtstmgnahed statesmaii,

pefiticallitstefFiani^and diploinatist under the July Monarchy.

fBECLOSBlIrWEAll miRlR(i75i-^i795), Swedish poet and
critic, waabem at Flofcy in West Gothland, on the 1st of Decem-
ber 1753 . Me studied at the university of Abo, and had already

tome vepiiiMioiii 4HI a poet when in 1774 he there beoaxiie a
^doaeat ’^ in aesthetics. Threeyeam later heremoved toStock-

holm, where hi conjunction Assessor ^Gkrl Lcnngren be
began in xy/dtthe p«d>Mcation of the joumed StockhdSmgpig^, of

whitfh he was sdle editor from -1788 onwards. Kehp^ was
iibrarianko Gastavus i$l. from 2780, and from ’1785 hasprivaite

secrelaty. the institutioii 43i the Swediri^ Aead!^ m 1786

Iw was appokited DitefOf;ttei&m .Ba^diediatiBtook-

hbbnion the.soth of April Hia.iteottgeatingtender
him into vnumemus conteoveriios, theiduof ?thatiwjithithfe critic

Thomas Thorild, i^inst whom bedkected.l^aaitim
wherehe sneers at^^^ raving of Shfdcegpeare*

”

and ^ the oonvulsiQns of Goethe.” Hisriaoki ofimmM detracts

from the inlefcst of httjpoleiiikai writings. Hiis paetkalwocks
arepartly lyrical^ partly riraxnatk; of theplayuithe veroiieBtion

beloi^ to him, the plots being due to Gustevus iFH. The aongs

interspersed in tlw four opeiiwwhkh they psadu^tin

viM.^<iu9ktf Vasa^ Gusiaf Addlfiock Ekba Maffugo,

and Zhoffmag Kristma, are wholly the work HnUgren. From
about the year 1788 a higher and .graver lenHng porivades Kedl-

gren’^ verses, parUy owing tothe influenae ol ithetwooksof Lesatng

and-Goethe, ^t ,probal% more director due to hiaeontroven^
with Tlmrild. Of his misuor poeM written beforc that date tbie

xnosC important ace the lOhwming spring-song Vdntarm wMe
lyktar, and the sateical Mina.lojm and gger gfismUa for iet

man dr gdm. The best productions of what is oaUed, his later

period are the satire Ljmeds. /Smdrr, tire comk;poem
iefwrm, the wacmly patrioticiCaulaf d. i ^>^* ^789, the ode TiMl

KrisHna, the .fragment Sigwari.och tlte^beautihid song
Nya skapehetif hoth in thonight and iorm the finest ;o£^5 works.

Among his lyrics/are rthe choicest fruits of itheGustavianageof
Swedii^ letters. Hia earher dSocts, ind0ed,(express 4he tupevficral

doubt and pc^irivtilousnes cdiaiactexiatic of liisi tiine; but in

the wcuks of hisrriper yearsbe is no mere “jpoet of.pknsnre;” as

Thjriki contemptuously styled.him, but a werth|r«expox»ttt of

earnest mocal.iefilittgjand wise- human sympathies m iolicitn«is»

and melodioits 116256 .

His Sanikida akwtfkr (3vol6.,.i796; a later ediitiML,:x8a4^883) ware
revised by hmseH His corTtepondence with Itosensteia aiia with
Qewberg was edited by H. Schii^ {x886-i887.aAd 1S94). SeaWifssel-
gren, Sveriofis skdna Itlieraiur (x833-x849^,; Atteitiom, SbeaiAa tSare

vchdkaMerftS^r-^Sss) ;
C, W. Bdrogtetn TransmHom of 'Ote'

I

SwtMdh
Acadtmy^ xlv. T07 seq. (187^; and Cmtef ^Ljiuiggrea^ .KatUmmu^

Lafipotd^ack TAon^d^and.ais Stiansha^viUmAakm hdilder

JfELLOGe^ 'CLARA XOUIBB (11849- ^ Aanericant amger,

was bora at Snmterville, South Carolina,. in Joty jr84sv^and ms
educated in New York ienr themuricali prokssmi^aingaigifiist

in opera there in 1861. Her floe soprano 'VoioD land qactistic

gifts soon mode her famous, appearedvas puma, donna in

Italian opera in London, and at concerts, ih f86,7 and i868;.and

from that time till 1887 was one of the leadii^ jptil^ singers.

She appeared at intervals in London, bui wasprincipally engaged

in America. In 1874 she organized an opera coxnp^y which was

widely known in the United States, and her enteiprise andene^
in directing it were remarkable. In 1887 she married Cbtl

Strakosch,. and retired from the profession.

KSIIA»a xnarket town ol county Meath, Ireland,on the Black-

water, 9t m. N.W. of Navan on a branch of the Great 'Northern

railway. Pop. of urban district (3901), 24^8. The jKroeperity

of the town depends chiefly upon its antiquarian remains! Thie

most notable is St Cblumbkul^s house, origmalTy an. oratory,

but afterwards converted into a churchy the c^celof which

was in existence in 1752. The present ^urch is .moderxi. with

the exception of the bell-tower, rebuilt in 1578. Near the church

there is a fine though imperfect .specimen of the ancxerit round

tower, 99 R.ir hi^ht,vand.tfaereare several^aidait croaseif^lthe

finest l^ing that now elected :in Ibe mMkehpiaoci^ Kdkr was
originallyaroyal resideiioe, whence iteandeiit .iiamejCsiM^

meaning the Jnir or dicnlar Bordierxi fort, Jn wbiok Jlhek^
resided, and the initetmedmte jmme iiC«aZtt,.meait^

Here Cmn «f Ibe Hundred Fights resided in tbeisa^aeatiiry

;

ajidherew«a«priaceo£DeriiMg,ldngofl2dkn4m544^5fig^ 39te

other plaoss m Ireland named iKells ace prdnibfy riernr^ firom

CV^, signifying dmreh. in the 6th centoiy Xrils, (tt^asraaid,

was granted to St CokimUcille^ CM tlM^iDoinst^ ivhieh.lie^is

reported to have loimded there aremo jremain^ jusd. the Aown
owes its diiri occlesiaatical irafortanoe torthe hsdxopvitftomled

about iSof, and united to Meath in the 13th eeiUairy. >lfhe

eoclreiastk^esteWislu^ nOted>aaatseat ol kMningi'<teiidm

monument of tius ranams^ini the 'Aaft of
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copy of the Gospels in Latin, containing also local records, dating

from the 8th century, and preserved in the library of Trinity

College, Dublin. The illumination is executed with extraordinary

delicacy, and the work is asserted to be the finest extant example
of early Christian art of this kind. Neighbouring antiquities

are the church of Dulane, with a fine doorway, and the dun or

fortification of Dimor, the principal erection of a series of defences

on the hills about 6 m. W. of Kells. Among several seats in the

vicinity is that of the Marquess of Headfort. Kells returned two
members to the Irish parliament before the Union.

KELLY, EDWARD (1854-1880), Australian bushranger, was
born at Wallan Wallan, Victoria. His father was a transported

Belfast convict, and his mother’s family included several thieves.

As boys he and his brothers were constantly in trouble for horse-

stealing, and ** Ned ” served three years’ imprisonment for this

offence. In April 1878, an attempt was made to arrest his brother

Daniel on a similar charge. The whole Kelly family resisted this

and Ned wounded one of the constables. Mrs Kelly and some of

the others were captured, but Ned and Daniel escaped to the hills,

where they were joined by two other desperadoes, Byrne and
Hart. For two years, despite a reward of £^000 offered jointly

by the governments of Victoria and New South Wales for then-

arrest, the gang under the leadership of Kelly terrorized the

country on the borderland of Victoria and New South Wales,

holding up ” towns and plundering banks. Their intimate

knowledge of the district, full of convenient hiding-places, and
their elaborate system of well-paid spies, ensured the direct

pecuniary interest of many persons and contributed to their

long immunity from capture. They never ill-treated a woman,
nor preyed upon the poor, thus surrounding themselves with an

attractive atmosphere of romance. In Tune 1880, however,

they were at last tracked to a wooden shanty at Glenrowan,

near Benalla, which the police surrounded, riddled with bullets,

and finally set on fire. Kelly him.self, who was outside, could, he

claimed, easily have escaped had he not refused to desert his

companions, all of whom were killed. He was severely wounded,

captured and taken to Beechworth, where he was tried, con-

victed and hanged in October 1880. The total cost of the

capture of the Kelly gang was reckoned at £115,000.

See F. A. Hare, The Last of the Bushrangers (Ix)ndon, 1892).

KELLY, SIR FITZROY (1796- 1880), English judge, was born

in Londotf 'in October 1796, the son of a captain in the Royal

Nav>^J[|i 1824 he was called to the bar, where he gained a

reputation as a skilled pleader. In 1834 he was made a kind’s

counsel. A strong Tory, he was returned as member of parlia-

ment for Ipswich in 1835, but was unseated on petition. In 1837

however he again became member for that town. In 1843 sat

for Cambridge, and in 1852 was elected member for Harwich,

but, a vacancy suddenly occurring in East Suffolk, he preferred

to contest that seat and was elected. He was solicitor-general in

1845 (when he was knighted), and again in 1852. In 1858-1859

he was attorney-general in Lord Derby’s second administration.

In 1866 he was raised to the bench as chief baron of the exchequer

and made a member of the Privy Council. He died at Brighton

on the i8th of September 1880.

See E. Foss, Lives of the Judges (1870).

K£LLY» HUGH (1739-1777)} Dish dramatist and poet, son of

a Dublin publican, was bom in 1739 at Killarney, He was

apprenticed to a staymaker, and in 1760 went to London. Here

he worked at his trade for some time, and then became an

attorney’s clerk. He contributed to various newspapers, and

wrote pamphlets for the booksellers. In 1767 he published

Memoirs of a Magdden, or the History of Louisa Mildmay (a yols.),

a novel whichobtained considerable success. In 1 766 he published

anonymously Thespis ; or, A Critical Examination into ike Merits

of AU ike Principal Performers belonging to Drury Lane Theatre,

a poem in ^e heroic couplet containing violent attacks on the

principal contemporary actors and actresses. The poem opens

with a panegyric on David Garrick, however, and bestows

foolish praise on frmds of the writer. This satire was partly

inspired ChurchiU’s Rasdad, but its criticism is obviously

dictated chiefly by personal prejudice. In 1767 he produced a

second part, less scurrilous in tone, dealing with the Covent
Garden actors. His first comedy, False Delicacy, written in

prose, was produced by Garrick at Drury Lane on the a3rd of

January 1768, with the intention of rivalling Oliver Goldsmith’s

Good-Natured Man. It is a moral and sentimental comedy,
described by Garrick in the prologue as a sermon preached in acts.

Although Samuel Johnson described it as
**
totally void of char-

acter,” it was very popular and had a great sale. In French and
Portuguese versions it drew crowded houses in Paris and Lisbon.

Kelly was a journalist in the pay of Lord North, and therefore

hated by the party of John Wilkes, especially as being the editor

of the Public Ledger. His Thespis had also made him many
enemies; and Mrs Clive refused to act in his pieces. The pro-

duction of his second comedy, A Word to the Wise (Drury Lane,
3rd of March 1770), occasioned a riot in the theatre, repeated at

the second performance, and the piece had to be abandoned. His
other plays are : Clementina ((Movent Garden, 23rd of February

1 7 7 1), a blank verse tragedy, given out to be the work of a “ young
American Clergyman ” in order to escape the opposition of the

Wilkites; The School for Wives (Drury Lane, iith of December

1773)1 ^ prose comedy given out as the work of Major (afterwards

Sir William) Addington
;
a two-act piece, The Romance of an Hour

(Covent Garden, 2nd of December 1774), borrowed from Mar-
montel’s tale VAmitie d Vipreuve; and an unsuccessful comedy,
The Man of Reason (Covent Garden, 9th of February 1776).

He was called to the bar at the Middle Temple in 1774, and
determined to give up literature. He failed in his new profession

and died in poverty on the 3rd of February 1777.

Sec The Works of Hugh Kelly, to which is prefixed the Life of the

Author (1778) ;
Genest, History of the Stage (v. 163. 263-269, 308, 399,

457» 517)- Pamphlets in reply to Thespis are : Anti-Thespia '...**

(1767) ;
“The Kellyad . . . (1767), by Louis Stamma; and "The

Rescue or Thespian Scourge ..." (1767), by John Brown-Smith.

K£LLY» MICHAEL (1762-1826), British actor, singer and
composer, was the son of a Dublin wine-merchant and dancing-

master. He had a musical education at home and in Italy, and
for four years from 1783 was engaged to sing at the Court Theatre

at Vienna, where he became a friend of Mozart. In 1786 he sang

in the first performance of the Nozze di Figaro. Appearing in

London, at Drury Lane in 1787, he had a great success, and
thenceforth was the principal English tenor at that theatre. In

1793 he became acting-manager of the King’s Theatre, and he

was in great request at concerts. He wrote a number of songs

(including "The Woodpecker ”), and the music for many dramatic

pieces, now fallen into oblivion. In 1826 he published his enter-

taining Reminiscences, in writing which he was helped by Theodore

Hook. He combined his professional work with conducting

a music-shop and a wine-shop, but with disastrous financid

results. He died at Margate on the 9th of October 1826,

KELP (in M.E. culp or culpe, of unknown origin; the Fr.

equivalent is wirech), the ash produced by the incineration of

various kinds of sea-weed (Algae) obtainable in great abundance

on the west coasts of Ireland and Scotland, and the coast of

Brittany. It is prepared from the deep-sea tangle (Laminaria

digitcUa), sugar wrack (L. saccharina), knobbed wrack (Fucus
nodosus), black wrack ( F. serratus), and bladder wrack (F. vesicur

losus). The Laminarias )deld what is termed " drift-weed kelp,”

obtainable only when cast up on the coasts by storms or other

causes. The species of Fucus growing within the tidal range

are cut from the rocks at low water, and are therefore known as
" cut-weeds.” The weeds are first dried in the sun and are then

collected into shallow pits and burned till they form a fused

mass, which while still hot is sprinkled with water to break it up
into cemvenient pieces. A ton of kelp is obtained from 20 to 22

tons of wet sea-weed. The average composition may vary as

follows
:
potassium sulphate, 10 to x 2 %; potassium chloride,

20 to 25 %; sodium carbonate, 5 %; other sodium and mag-
nesium salts, 15 to 20 %; and insoluble ash from 40 to 50 %•
The relative richness in iodine of different samples varies

lAtgclyi good drift kelp yielding as much as 10 to 15 Rl per ton

of 32} cwts., whilst cut-weed kelp will not give more than 3 to
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4 The use of kelp in soap and glass manufacture has been

rendered obsolete by the modem process of obtaining carbonate

of soda cheaply from common salt (see Iodine).

KELSO, a police burgh and market town of Roxburghshire,

Scotland, on the left bank of the Tweed, 52 m. (43 m. by road)

S.E. of Edinburgh and loj m. N.E. of Jedburgh by the North
British railway. Pop. (1901 ), 4008. The name has been derived

from the Old Welsh edehj or Anglo-Saxon cedCf
**
chalk/* and

the Scots how, “ hollow,” a derivation more evident in the

earlier forms Calkon and Calchon, and illustrated in Chalkheugh,

the name of a locality in the town. The ruined abbey, dedicated

to the Virgin and St John the Evangelist, was founded in 1128

by David I. for monks from Tiron in Picardy, whom he trans-

feired hither from Selkirk, where they had been installed fifteen

years before. The abbey, the building of which was completed

towards the middle of the 13th century, became one of the

richest and most powerful establishments in Scotland, claiming

precedence over the other monasteries and disputing for a time

the supremacy with StAndrews . It suffered damage in numerous
English forays, wtis pillaged by the 4th earl of Shrewsbury in

1522, and was reduced to ruins in 1545 by the carl of Hertford

(afterwards the Protector Somerset). In 1602 the abbey lands

passed into the hands of Sir Robert Ker of Cessford, ist earl of

Roxburghe. The ruins were disfigured by an attempt to render

part of them available for public worship, and one vault was long

utilized as the town gaol. All excrescences, however, were
cleared away at the beginning of the 19th century, by the efforts

of the Duke of Roxburghe. The late Norman and Early Pointed

cruciform church has an unusual ground-plan, the west end of the

cross forming the nave and being shorter than the chancel. The
nave and transepts extend only 23 ft. from the central tower.

The remains include most of the tower, nearly the whole of the

walls of the south transept, less than half of the west front with-a

fragment of the richly moulded and deeply-set doorway, the

north and west sides of the north transept, and a remnant of the

chancel. The chancel alone had aisles, while its main circular

arches were surmounted by two tiers of triforium galleries. The
predominant feature is the great central tower, which, as seen

from a distance, suggests the keep of a Norman castle. It rested

on four Early Pointed arches, each 45 ft. high (of which the south

and west yet exist) supported by piers of clustered columns.

Over the Norman porch in the north transept is a small chamber
with an interlaced arcade surmounted by a network gable.

The Tweed is crossed at Kelso by a bridge of five arches con-

structed in 1803 by John Rennie. The public buildings include

a court house, the town hall, com exchange, high school and
grammar school (occupying the site of the school which Sir

Walter Scott attended in 1783). The public park lies in the east

of the town, and the race-course to the north of it. The leading

industries are the making of fishing tackle, agricultural machinery

and implements, and chemical manures, besides coach-building,

cabinet-making and upholstery, com and saw mills, iron found-

ing, &c. James and John Ballantyne, friends of Scott, set up a

press about the end of the i8th century, from which there issued,

in 1802, the first two volumes of the Minstrelsy of the Scottish

Border
;
but when the brothers transferred their business to

Edinburgh printing languished. The Kelso Mail, founded by
James Ballantyne in 1797, is now the oldest of the Border news-

papers. The town is an important agricultural centre, there

being weekly com and fortnightly cattle markets, and, every

September, a grefit sale of Border rams.

Kelso became a burgh of barony in Z634 and five years later

received the Covenanters, under Sir Alexander Leslie, on their way
to the encampment on puns Law. On the 24th of October 17x5 the
Old pretender was proclaimed James VIIL in the market square,
bnt in 1745 Prince Charles Edwarii found no active adherents m tiie

town. .

About z m. W. of Kelso is Floors or Fleurs Castle, the principal

seat of the duko of Roxburghe. The mansion as originally designed
by Sir John Vanbm^ in 1716 was severely plain, but in 1849
WilUam Henry Playfidr converted it into a magnificent structure in

the Tudor style.

On the peninsula formed by the junction of the Teviot and the
Tweed stood the formidable castle and flourishing town of Roxburgh,

721
from which the shire took its name. Ko txane exkts oi the town,
and of the castle all that is left are a ruins shaded by ancient aah
trees. The castle was built by the Northumbrians, who called it

Marchidum, or Marchmound, its present name apparently meaning
Rawic's burgh, after some forgotten chief. After ^e consolidatimi
of the kingdom of Scotland it became a favoured royal residence,
and a town azadually sprang up beneath its protection, which
reached its palmiest days under David I., and formed a member of
the Court ox Four Burghs with Edinburgh, Stirling and Berwick.
It possessed a church, court of justice, mint, miHs, and, what was
remarkable for the 12th century, grammar school. Alexander 11 .

was married and Alexander HI, was bom in the. castle. During the
long period of Border warfare, the town was repeatedly burned and
the castle captured. After the defeat of Wallace at Falkirk the
castle fell into the hands of the English, from whom itwas delivered
in 13x4 by Sir James Douglas. Ceded to Edward 111 . in 1333, it

was regained in 1342 by Sir Alexander Ramsay of Dalhonste, only
to be lost again four years later. The castle was finally retaken and
rased to the ground in 1460. It was at the siege mat the king,

i
ames II., was killed by the explosion of a huge gun called

**
tiie

ion.*' On the fall of the castle ^e town languished and was finally
abandoned in favour of the rising burgh of Kelso. The town, whose
patron-saint was St James, is still commemorated by St James's
Fair, which is held on the 5th of every August on the vacant Mte, and
is the most popular of Border festivals.

Sandyknowe or Smaflholm Tower, 6 m. W. of Kelso, dating from
the 13th century, is considered the best example of a Border Pod
and the most ^rfect relic of a feudal structure in the South of
Scotland. Two m. N. by £. of Kelso is the pretty village of Ednam
(Edenham, “ The village on the Eden "), the birthplace of the poet
James Thomson, to whose memory an obelisk, 52 ft. high, was
erected on Ferney Hill in i8ao.

raLVIN, WILLIAM THOMSON, Baron (i824-.r907),

British physicist, the second son of James Thomson, LL.D.,
professor of mathematics in the university of Glai^w, was bofti

at Belfast, Ireland, on the 26th of June 1824, his father being then
teacher of mathematics in the Royal Academical Institution.

In 1832 James Thomson accepted the chair of mathematics at
Gl^gow, and migrated thither with his two sons, James and
William, who in 1834 matriculated in that university, William
being then little more than ten years of age, and havinjg acquired

all his early education through his father’s instruction. In 1841
William Thomson entered Peterhouse, Cambridge, and in 1845
took his degree as second wrangler, to which honour he add^
that o( the first Smith’.s Prize. The senior wrangler in his year
was Stephen Parkinson, a man of a very different type of mind,
yet one who was a prominent figure in Cambridge for many years.

In the same year Thomson was elected fellow of Peterhouse. At
that time there were few facilities for the study of experimental

science in Great Britain. At the Royal Institution Faraday
held a unique position, and was feeling his way almost alone. In

Cambridge science had progressed Httle since the days of Newton.
Thomson therefore had recourse to Paris, and for a year worked
in the laboratory of Regnault, who was then engaged in his

classical researches on the thermal properties of steam. In

1846, when only twenty-two years of age, he accepted the chair

of natural phitosophy in the university of Glasgow, which he

filled for fifty-three'years, attaining universal reex^ition as one

of the greatest physicists of his time. The Glasgow chair was
a source of inspiration to scientific men for more than half a
century, and many of the most advanced researches of other

physicists grew out of the suggestions which Thomson scattered

as sparks from bis anvil. One of his earliest paf^ dealt with

the age of the earth, and brought him into collision with the

geologists of the Uniformitarian school, who were claiming

thousands of millions of years for the formation of the stratified

portions of the earth’s crust. Thomson’s calculations on the

conduction of heat showed that at some time between twenty

millions and four hundred millions, probably about one hundred

millions, of years ago, the physical conditions of the earth most

'

have been entirely different from those which now obtain. This

led to a long controversy, in whidi the physical principles

held tlieir ground. In 1847 Thomson first met James Prescott

Joule at the Oxford meeting of the British Association. A
fortnight later they again met in Switzerland, and togetix^

measured the rise of the temperature of the water in a mountain

torrent due to its fall. Joule’s vie^ of the nature of heat

strongly influenced Thomson’s mind, with the result that in 1^48



KELVIN
.Tfaomson f>ropQted ias •bBoltvte jode of temperoKutt, ^hidi is

independent of the properties of any partkohiT thermoraotrk

substance^ and in 1851 be presented to tbe Royal Society of

Rdinbui^b a ,pa|>er on tije dynazakal theory of heat^ wbidi
reooncileciithe mnk of N. L. Sadi Camot the ooncltisions

ef Count Rnmford, Sir H. .Davy, J. R. Mayer and Joule, and
placed the dynamical theory of heat and the kindamental

principle of the conservation of enei^ in a position to command
unryersal acceptance. It was in this paper that the princif^ol
the djssipation of enei^, briefly summarized m tbe second kw
of thermodynamics, was first stated.

Althoi^h bis. contributions to thermodynamics may properly

he regar£d as hk most important scieottid^ work, it is in the fieM

oleiectricfty^especiallym itsapphcation tasubznannetelegraphy,
that Lord Ketvin is beat known to the world at large. From
1854 he is most prominent ame^ tekgmphists. The atr^ded
form of conductor was dee to bis auggestion

; but it was in the

letters which he addressed in November and December of that

3rearto Sir G. G. Stokes, and which were puWished rn the Prth

ceedings of Ike Royal Society for 1S55, that bediscussed tbe mathe-
malical theory ol signalling t^ugh submarine cables^ and
enunciated the conclusion that in bng cables Ihe retardation due
to capacity vamt render the speed of signalling inversely propor-

tional to the square df the cable's length. Some held that if this

were true ocean telegraphy wcmld be impossible, and eought in

consequence to disprove Thomson's conclusion. Ihomson, on

the other hand,jiat towork toovercome the difficulty byimprove-
ment in the mairufacture of cables, and first of all in the pro-

duction of copper of high conductivity and the construction of

apparatus which would readily laspond to the slightest variaitiun

of the current in the oabiLe. The mirror galvanometer and the

kphon recorder, which was patented in 1^7, were the outoome
of these jMsearches ;

but the scientific value of the mirrorgalvano**

meter is ind^eodent of its use in telegraphy, ,and the siphon

recorder is the dkeci precursor of one form of galvanometer

(d’Arsonval's) now commonly .used in electrical laboratories. A
mmd like that of Thomson could not be content to deal with any
physical epumtity, however successfully Irum a practical point

of view, without subjecting it to ineasuren»ent. Thomson's
work in connexion with telegraphy led to the produc;don in rapid

succession of uuvtruments adapted to the requirements of the

timeior the measurement of every electrical quantity, and when
electric hshdig came to the front a new set of instrumeists was
producedP^meet the needs of the electrical ^engineer. Some
account of lAfunson’s electrometer is given m theartide on that

subject, while every modem work of importance on electric
|

lighting describes the instruments which he ,has specially de- i

Signed for central station wen-k ; and it may be said that therejs

no quantity which the electrical engineer is ordinarily called upon
to measure .lor which Lord Kelvin did not construct (he suitable i

instrument. Gurrents from the ten-^ousandth ofam .ampere to i

tmi thousaadamperes, electrical furessuresfrom aioiniite fmetion

of a volt to £00^0 volts, come within the raz(ge of his instni-

:

ments, while the pilwite consumer of electric enei^ is provided

with a meter rec^iog Board of Trade units.

When W.Weber in 1851 proposed the extension of C. F.Gauss's

i^atem of absolute units to electromagnetism, Thomson took up
the question, and, applying (he principles of energy, calculated

the ahsolut-e.electromotive lorce of aDaoioU cell, ai^ determined

the abaolute measune af the resistance of a wire iiora the heat

producediin it:by a kaowBrCurrent. In .1861 it wasThomson who ;

induced the British Association to appoint its first famous com-
mittee for <the determination of electrical standards, and it was
he who suggested much the work earned out by J. Gkrk
Jtaxwell, IMfour Stewart and Fleeming Jenkin as members
of IlMit (Comnattee. The asciliatory character of the discharge

of the Ley(^ jar, the foundation of the work of H..R. Hertz ;

and tof wireless telegraphy were investigated by him in i

*S53*

it was in 1873 thathe undertook to write a secies.ofarticles for

fSead ilVords on the mariner’^ oompass. He wrote the first, hut
•0many ipieatiotts.arosDin bkmind that it was five years b^re >

the seoend appeared^ In tbe meanwhile the coitq^s went

through a proeem o£ complete reconstruction in his hands^

a process wliich enabled both the permanent and the tcxi^orary

ma^tkm of the ship to be readily compensated, ^le the

of the jD-in. card was reduced to one-seventeenth of that

of .the standacdcaxdpreviouslym use, although the time ofswing

was mcraased. Secmid fonly to the compass in its value to the

sailor k Thom.s<m's sounding apparatus,, whereby soundings can

be.taken in zoo fathoms by a ship steaming at 16 knots
;
and by

the empdoyment ofj^iano-wire of a breakingstrength of 140 tons

per squase inch andan iron sinker weighing only 34 lb, withaself-

vegktering pressure gauge, soimdings can be xapidLy taken in

d^p ocean. Thomson's tide.gaqfe, tidal harmonic analyser and

tidefR’edicicr are famous, and among bis work in tbe invest of

nav%fation must be mentioned his Whiles for tbe sincqdification

oi inner's method for determining the position of a ship

at sea.

II is impossible within brief limits to convey more than a

general idea of the work of a philosopher whopnblished more than

three hundred original papers hearing upon nearly every branch

of physical science; who one day was working ouX the mathe-

matics ofa vortex theon' of matter on hydrodynamical principles

or (discovering the limitations of .the capabilities of the vortex

atom, on anoither was applying the theory of elasticity to tides

in the solid earth, or was calculating^ the size of water molecules,

and later was designing an dectricity meter, a dynamo or a

domestic water-tap. It is only by reference to his published

papers that any approximate conception can be formed of his

life's work; but the student who had read all these knew com-
paratively little of Lord Kelvin if he had not talked with him face

to face. Extreme modesty,.almost amounting to diffidence, was

combined with the utmost kindliness in Lord Kelvin's bearing

to the most elementary student,.and notliing^eemed to give .him

so much pleasure as an opportunity to acknowledge the efforts

of the humblest scientific worker. The progress of physical dis-

covery during the last half of the x^th century v^as perhaps as

mtich d-ue rto the kindly encouragement which he gave to his

students and to others who came in contact with him as to his

ownresearchesand inventions; and it would be difficult to speak

of .his influenceas a teacherin stronger terms than tins.

One of his former pupils,Professor J.B. Connack,wrote of him:

“It is perhaps at flie lecture table that Lord Kelvin displays

mo.st of his characteristics. . . . His master mind, soariiig bi^h,

sees one vast connected whole, and,alive with enthusiawp, with

amii^ face end .^arkling eye, he shows the panorama to his

pupils, pointing out the sunilarities and differences of its parts,

the boundaries of our knowledge, and tbe regions of doubt

and speculation. To follow him in his flights is real mental

exhilaiatkm."

in 185a Thomson married Margaret, daughter of Walter Crum
ofIlioi:nliebank,whadiedin i87o;>aqd in married Frances

Anna, daughter of Charles R. Hlandy of Madeira. In i8fi6,

perhaps chiefly in acknowledgment of hk services to trans-

Atlantic telegKqihy,-Thomsonreceived the honour of knighthood,

and in 18^ he was raised to the peerage with the title ofBaron
Kelvin of Largs. The Grand Cross of the Royal Victorian Order

was conferred on him in i8p6, the year of the Jubilee of'hk j[u:u-

fes.soriate. In 1890 be became president of the Royal Society,

and he received .the Order of Merit on its institutiw in 1902.

A,2kt of the degrees.and other honours which he received during

the flfty-three years he held his Glasgow chair would occi^ as

much space as this article
;
but any biographical sketch would be

conspicuously incom|dc(e if it failed to notice the celebration in

1896 of tbe jubilee of his professorship. Never beforetad such

a (gathering of rank and science assembled as that which filled

the diafls of iiie university of Glasgow on tta 15th, z6th and ix^th

of June in that year. The city authorities joined with the

university in honouring their mort dkth^isbed citizen. About
guests were, received in the university buildings, the Iffiraxy

of whioha»iSjdenrtetffl:to4mieKhibit^ the instTuments inventad

by Lord Kelvin, together with his certificates, diploiMn and

medals. The Eastern, theAn^American and the Gommercial



^«(mipank»s uniited to oekbmte’llhd

iimventitf Ubr^ « mssaf^ vtas settvttlurotigb Newfountiki^
l^' 1f^k/Chi«!ftgQ^ S«» Franeisoo, Loa ;^figdeS) N«w

dnd'Washnigtm,«i«d'Wafir»e[tMfM>byi^
and a half minutes after it had been despatched^ havingtiwvsUed

ttbcMft 90^000 miles and twice cvosMd the Atlantic dnri^ the

hiteryai. It was at the hamjaet m cemnexion with the jubilK

celebration that the Lord Provost efiGksgowthus oiniixna^
Loud 'Kdvm\( chaiacter r *^vHis iadnstiy is unweaned j and he
seems take rest ^by -turning from one difficulty to another*-
difficulties that would af^l most men and be taken as enjoy-

ment by no one etee. . « . This life of unwearied industry, of

imivarsal honour, haa kft >Lord Kelvin with a lovable natmre that

charms all with whom hccomes in contact,”

Three years after this celebraticm Lord Kelvin resigned his

choirat Glasgow, though by f^ornmlly ma asa student

he maintained his^eonnexion'with theumversity, of which in ^904
he was elected chancellor. But his retirement did not mean
cessation of adivf wei^ or any slackening of intereset in the

scientific thought of the d^. Much *0! his time was given to

writing andrevising the lectureso»>thewave theory of li^twhkh
he hid delivered at Johns Horderns University, Baltimore, in

18^4, but which were tiot ‘finally published till ^904. He con*

tinu^totake part in the procee^ngs of various learned societies;

and only a lew monlhs before his d«^, at the l^oicester meeting

of t^e British Associatioa, ha attested the keermess with whkrh
he followed the current dov>ek)pfnent6 oif scientific speculation

by delivering a long and aearehing address on the electronic

tlMory of matter. He ditd on the r7th of December r907 At his

residenoe, Netherhidl, near Largs, Gotland; there was no heir

to bis title, which became cwtmct.

In addition to the Baltimore lectures, he published with. I*rofcssor

P. G. Tait a standard butnifftnished Tteati^ mt l^cutcml Pkittfs&phy''

(1867). A mmber ef his seientiiic pnpafa were eoUected m hie

HtpmU'Vf Papers *en Eiaskneity md aad in hts

MeUhsmatical and Physisal Papers (1882, 1883 and 1890), and three
volumes of his Popular Lectures and Addresses appeared in X889-JL894.

He wasAlso theanthor of the articles on “ H«at^'*aiid Elasttcity

ht thie 4thttdltioti of the B^cyiAopaedia^BriUenniaL,
i8#0 AuAraw fGray, Ijsrd ifsfvin (1908); S. P. .Thompson, Li^

s/ Lord Kelvin (-1910), which contains a full bibliogra^y of his

writings. (W. G.; U. ’Et. B.)

'KBttBliBy the name of a family of English metora, of siiham

the moat fariMms were Mvs Siddons {g,ei) and her brother John
Philip Kientble, the eldest of the twelve children of Bjocube

Kvmblx (i79i-yhoa)> a atrolling pkyer and macnager, who in

X753 married anwetress, Sarah Wood.
JoRK Philip Kkhblc (i757'^r8A3), Hhc second xhild, was

bom at Presoot, Lancashire, on tWe ist of Februaryrr7 57* iSk

motherwos a RoxiMn Catholic, andhe was eduoatad atSedgeley
Park Cittkolic seminary, near Wolverhampton, and theiih^liih

college at Douai, wfdi the view cl beoontmg« priest. But at

the'conolxision of Iffie four years^coorse he discovered that he

hadno voontion for the ^resthood, and returning to Bn^nd he

joined the thraarxieatl compasy o( Cnnnp &^>€lnxidiefi^

fimt apptnrasice heing ae The^oeiua m Ijeeh tragedy iof that

name At'WoWerhainpton on the 8th< of Taoiuary ir776. In 1778

lie jcined'tlm loompany of Tate wHldnson* appearuigiOt

Wakefield aa Captain Fhime in Fen-quhar^ Wki 'RecruHin^

Officer) in Hull ^ the first time as Macbeth on the ’30th ol

Gotdber,and in Yorit as i)reltesiiR Ambrose Phikps^iiEk'sImasd

Tn r78i-teiobtMhed n^^star” eagmgementintlDQldm,

inakixighhifiiat^appi^^ cm the ind of NeveRXber as
Bamlstr HeAisatasfiii^^ sucoess as Kaymondiin The

ddaf^amss^Aqplay wen fnai lioikce Wa^xile^B JCertfe

Oraduiity he wemdor himself a high r^tatioa as

a cdmliibaiidfina^^ this, combined withvthe^greattr

faine el liueiBtm^ ledtotanengagemcitnt Drury iLane,iwhere he

madA hie first appiea(ienDeH3n>tlm Se^ndrer .xTig (as

Hatnlelt. In fthm idle The awakcali^ inteaest (ond dhdussion

atbongilfiie oritka^ralher i&an threnthusiattic .fqipromit-of the

pdiHci >Bnt las Miacbmh on ithe 3tst .of March he'Sheted

hfitlaieenlhumsm^a^^ ksy Mis Siddeni, and teatabltahed a

lopotatumAmcmghidagactoms^ ilrether«tM

jMterhaditot appeared tog Bfuiy Lame onthe'aaiidihf
iMovaaabir >0783, ns Beve^y and ^Mis Bevedhy 4n Mobse^t
^ki’Geiasrffr, and ne John andConstance in Shakespeaae’h

^tragedy* In^the ielkwingj^ar they pMyed Montgomerie*and
Matilda inCundMtiand’e iF/m ^CermeMU, and in 1^5 Adeem
land Canixola in Kemblehi adoptiatson of •Masaager’s A
ef Hmem/miid CebtXlK) and Desdemona. Between 0785 land

1:787 KemMe appeared in a variety of idles, hM MenSevede (in

Jephson^s /(M^taprodiiiunng anoverwhelmu^ (Onlhe
8th of December 1787 he matried Pciecilk <Hopluiis Brereton
(t756-*x84i5), the widow of an actor and herself un actress.

K^ble^s appointment as manager of Drury :Lant in 1)788 gave
him fuB opportunity to dress &e charactem kaa acco^ng to

tradition than in hormony with his own conception of what was
suitable. He was also able to experiment with whateivet parts

might strike bis fancy, and of this prwiltge he todk Advantage
with greater courage than discretkm. dilis activity was prodi*

gious, the list of his parts including a large number of Shoike-

speairian characters and alsoa great many in plays nowfiM^ten.
In his own version ai Coriolamts, which was revived' dunng his

first season,ithe character of Dhe noble Roman' ” wasao exactly
suited'to his powers that henot only pla^ied it with>a perfeeticn

that has never been approached, <limt, it is said, unconecioudy
Allowed its: influence to colour his private manner A»d modes^of
‘Speech. Hi» tad ^and imposing pmon, noble oountinaiiec,^aiid

solemn and grave demeanour were unique^ Adapted fior the

Komanicharacters in Shakespeace^s playa^and, whenin addition

he had to depict the gradual growth and development eif one*

absorbing passion, his represeatation gathered a momentum
and mastic foroe that were irresistilde. His defect was in

fiexihrlity, variety, rapidity; the characteristic of his atyk 'was

method, regukrity
,
precision, elaboration even of >the numiDest

details,,founded on a thorougkjpsychologicd study of

personality be had to represeDt. His cloeutkmary mt, )hia fine

sense of rh3rthm and emphasis, enabled him to crc^ in dedaaMi^
tion, but physically he was isio^ble of giving eapressien to

impetuous vehemence and searching pathos. In Coriolanue and
Cato he, was beyond praise, and possibly he amy have been
superior to both Gan-kk and Keanm Mac^th, although it must
be:remembered that in it part of. his iBSpiaatioiLsnust have;bcen

oatight!irf«i Mrs Siddons. In ah the-teitW .great Shakespeanan
ehaaaeters he was, according to thebest critics,inferier to theta,

least so in Lear, Hamletand Wolsey,iaaidiiiostao m Sfaykakaad
Richard 111 . On account of the ecocntiicitifS'iof Sherkbn, the

proprietor of Drury Lane, Kemble withdrew from ithermonage-

ment^aiid,akhougih he resumed bis dutiesatthe begriming ofSne

season 18^x801, be at the close of i&ta finally .resigned oon-

nexien with k. In 1803 be became managtr of Cjornitt^ardcn,

in whicb he had acquired« sixth share, for j(a3;ooo, .The theatre

was burned down on the ooth of September a8e6,. 4uid

raising )of thetpr^B after tbeopenkig of thenew theatre, lindSep,

led to riots, whack practioaBy auspended the performawees kr
three leonthB. Kembb bad been nearly mined by the fir^; and
was lonly saved rhyta generotiB loan, allerwardB coavwrted inao a
gift, lol £10^000 from the duke of Northumberland.

. Kemble
toek.his .final leave of rthe.sti^ in the part.of Conolaiius<oii the

Bgrd vaf June 18x7. His retirement was probably hastened by
the rising popularity of Edmund ‘Keaxk The remaining years

of hiaBfe^wefe.epenteluefly abroad,and he died atlauisanneon
the afithAi Febmary 1x8123,

See ‘Boiaden, Life of Jdhn PMHip Kmbh (1825) ;
Fitsgerald, The

Ketiietes (t87r>.

SxiraEN KsMBCE ^1758^1802), the second solk^of Roger, was
rather tan indifierent actor,/ever e<dipsedAby.hia.wifAand.ii^

player, Eliaaboth [SatekeU Xmxibk (c. .i7fi3ro84i), and a man
of such portly proportions that .he pli^ed Fklstafi twithogt

padding. Me:ff»aiuged .theotHB. in EdiiAurgk androlrovto
^Hanuw KambstB y^ouqger brother>ol Jlcikm

PMhpandiSt^beii, has bom at Bsecon»‘Southf;Wa^i cattle

25tk (of November 1775. eduearod at Douni.
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Rdinbui^b a ,pa|>er on tije dynazakal theory of heat^ wbidi
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placed the dynamical theory of heat and the kindamental

principle of the conservation of enei^ in a position to command
unryersal acceptance. It was in this paper that the princif^ol
the djssipation of enei^, briefly summarized m tbe second kw
of thermodynamics, was first stated.

Althoi^h bis. contributions to thermodynamics may properly

he regar£d as hk most important scieottid^ work, it is in the fieM

oleiectricfty^especiallym itsapphcation tasubznannetelegraphy,
that Lord Ketvin is beat known to the world at large. From
1854 he is most prominent ame^ tekgmphists. The atr^ded
form of conductor was dee to bis auggestion

; but it was in the

letters which he addressed in November and December of that

3rearto Sir G. G. Stokes, and which were puWished rn the Prth

ceedings of Ike Royal Society for 1S55, that bediscussed tbe mathe-
malical theory ol signalling t^ugh submarine cables^ and
enunciated the conclusion that in bng cables Ihe retardation due
to capacity vamt render the speed of signalling inversely propor-

tional to the square df the cable's length. Some held that if this

were true ocean telegraphy wcmld be impossible, and eought in

consequence to disprove Thomson's conclusion. Ihomson, on

the other hand,jiat towork toovercome the difficulty byimprove-
ment in the mairufacture of cables, and first of all in the pro-

duction of copper of high conductivity and the construction of

apparatus which would readily laspond to the slightest variaitiun

of the current in the oabiLe. The mirror galvanometer and the

kphon recorder, which was patented in 1^7, were the outoome
of these jMsearches ;

but the scientific value of the mirrorgalvano**

meter is ind^eodent of its use in telegraphy, ,and the siphon

recorder is the dkeci precursor of one form of galvanometer

(d’Arsonval's) now commonly .used in electrical laboratories. A
mmd like that of Thomson could not be content to deal with any
physical epumtity, however successfully Irum a practical point

of view, without subjecting it to ineasuren»ent. Thomson's
work in connexion with telegraphy led to the produc;don in rapid

succession of uuvtruments adapted to the requirements of the

timeior the measurement of every electrical quantity, and when
electric hshdig came to the front a new set of instrumeists was
producedP^meet the needs of the electrical ^engineer. Some
account of lAfunson’s electrometer is given m theartide on that

subject, while every modem work of importance on electric
|

lighting describes the instruments which he ,has specially de- i

Signed for central station wen-k ; and it may be said that therejs

no quantity which the electrical engineer is ordinarily called upon
to measure .lor which Lord Kelvin did not construct (he suitable i

instrument. Gurrents from the ten-^ousandth ofam .ampere to i

tmi thousaadamperes, electrical furessuresfrom aioiniite fmetion

of a volt to £00^0 volts, come within the raz(ge of his instni-

:

ments, while the pilwite consumer of electric enei^ is provided

with a meter rec^iog Board of Trade units.

When W.Weber in 1851 proposed the extension of C. F.Gauss's

i^atem of absolute units to electromagnetism, Thomson took up
the question, and, applying (he principles of energy, calculated

the ahsolut-e.electromotive lorce of aDaoioU cell, ai^ determined

the abaolute measune af the resistance of a wire iiora the heat

producediin it:by a kaowBrCurrent. In .1861 it wasThomson who ;

induced the British Association to appoint its first famous com-
mittee for <the determination of electrical standards, and it was
he who suggested much the work earned out by J. Gkrk
Jtaxwell, IMfour Stewart and Fleeming Jenkin as members
of IlMit (Comnattee. The asciliatory character of the discharge

of the Ley(^ jar, the foundation of the work of H..R. Hertz ;

and tof wireless telegraphy were investigated by him in i

*S53*

it was in 1873 thathe undertook to write a secies.ofarticles for

fSead ilVords on the mariner’^ oompass. He wrote the first, hut
•0many ipieatiotts.arosDin bkmind that it was five years b^re >

the seoend appeared^ In tbe meanwhile the coitq^s went

through a proeem o£ complete reconstruction in his hands^

a process wliich enabled both the permanent and the tcxi^orary

ma^tkm of the ship to be readily compensated, ^le the

of the jD-in. card was reduced to one-seventeenth of that

of .the standacdcaxdpreviouslym use, although the time ofswing

was mcraased. Secmid fonly to the compass in its value to the

sailor k Thom.s<m's sounding apparatus,, whereby soundings can

be.taken in zoo fathoms by a ship steaming at 16 knots
;
and by

the empdoyment ofj^iano-wire of a breakingstrength of 140 tons

per squase inch andan iron sinker weighing only 34 lb, withaself-

vegktering pressure gauge, soimdings can be xapidLy taken in

d^p ocean. Thomson's tide.gaqfe, tidal harmonic analyser and

tidefR’edicicr are famous, and among bis work in tbe invest of

nav%fation must be mentioned his Whiles for tbe sincqdification

oi inner's method for determining the position of a ship

at sea.

II is impossible within brief limits to convey more than a

general idea of the work of a philosopher whopnblished more than

three hundred original papers hearing upon nearly every branch

of physical science; who one day was working ouX the mathe-

matics ofa vortex theon' of matter on hydrodynamical principles

or (discovering the limitations of .the capabilities of the vortex

atom, on anoither was applying the theory of elasticity to tides

in the solid earth, or was calculating^ the size of water molecules,

and later was designing an dectricity meter, a dynamo or a

domestic water-tap. It is only by reference to his published

papers that any approximate conception can be formed of his

life's work; but the student who had read all these knew com-
paratively little of Lord Kelvin if he had not talked with him face

to face. Extreme modesty,.almost amounting to diffidence, was

combined with the utmost kindliness in Lord Kelvin's bearing

to the most elementary student,.and notliing^eemed to give .him

so much pleasure as an opportunity to acknowledge the efforts

of the humblest scientific worker. The progress of physical dis-

covery during the last half of the x^th century v^as perhaps as

mtich d-ue rto the kindly encouragement which he gave to his

students and to others who came in contact with him as to his

ownresearchesand inventions; and it would be difficult to speak

of .his influenceas a teacherin stronger terms than tins.

One of his former pupils,Professor J.B. Connack,wrote of him:

“It is perhaps at flie lecture table that Lord Kelvin displays

mo.st of his characteristics. . . . His master mind, soariiig bi^h,

sees one vast connected whole, and,alive with enthusiawp, with

amii^ face end .^arkling eye, he shows the panorama to his

pupils, pointing out the sunilarities and differences of its parts,

the boundaries of our knowledge, and tbe regions of doubt

and speculation. To follow him in his flights is real mental

exhilaiatkm."

in 185a Thomson married Margaret, daughter of Walter Crum
ofIlioi:nliebank,whadiedin i87o;>aqd in married Frances

Anna, daughter of Charles R. Hlandy of Madeira. In i8fi6,

perhaps chiefly in acknowledgment of hk services to trans-

Atlantic telegKqihy,-Thomsonreceived the honour of knighthood,

and in 18^ he was raised to the peerage with the title ofBaron
Kelvin of Largs. The Grand Cross of the Royal Victorian Order

was conferred on him in i8p6, the year of the Jubilee of'hk j[u:u-

fes.soriate. In 1890 be became president of the Royal Society,

and he received .the Order of Merit on its institutiw in 1902.

A,2kt of the degrees.and other honours which he received during

the flfty-three years he held his Glasgow chair would occi^ as

much space as this article
;
but any biographical sketch would be

conspicuously incom|dc(e if it failed to notice the celebration in

1896 of tbe jubilee of his professorship. Never beforetad such

a (gathering of rank and science assembled as that which filled

the diafls of iiie university of Glasgow on tta 15th, z6th and ix^th

of June in that year. The city authorities joined with the

university in honouring their mort dkth^isbed citizen. About
guests were, received in the university buildings, the Iffiraxy

of whioha»iSjdenrtetffl:to4mieKhibit^ the instTuments inventad

by Lord Kelvin, together with his certificates, diploiMn and

medals. The Eastern, theAn^American and the Gommercial
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^«(mipank»s uniited to oekbmte’^hd
iimventitf « mssaf^ vtas settvttlurotigb Newfountiki^
l^' 1f^k/Chi«!ftgQ^ S«» Franeisoo, Loa ;^figdeS) N«w

dnd'Washnigtm,«i«d'Wafir»e[tMfM>byi^
and a half minutes after it had been despatched^ havingtiwvsUed

ttbcMft 90^000 miles and twice cvosMd the Atlantic dnri^ the

hiteryai. It was at the hamjaet m cemnexion with the jubilK

celebration that the Lord Provost efiGksgowthus oiniixna^
Loud 'Kdvm\( chaiacter r *^vHis iadnstiy is unweaned j and he
seems take rest ^by -turning from one difficulty to another*-
difficulties that would af^l most men and be taken as enjoy-

ment by no one etee. . « . This life of unwearied industry, of

imivarsal honour, haa kft >Lord Kelvin with a lovable natmre that

charms all with whom hccomes in contact,”

Three years after this celebraticm Lord Kelvin resigned his

choirat Glasgow, though by f^ornmlly ma asa student

he maintained his^eonnexion'with theumversity, of which in ^904
he was elected chancellor. But his retirement did not mean
cessation of adivf wei^ or any slackening of intereset in the

scientific thought of the d^. Much *0! his time was given to

writing andrevising the lectureso»>thewave theory of li^twhkh
he hid delivered at Johns Horderns University, Baltimore, in

18^4, but which were tiot ‘finally published till ^904. He con*

tinu^totake part in the procee^ngs of various learned societies;

and only a lew monlhs before his d«^, at the l^oicester meeting

of t^e British Associatioa, ha attested the keermess with whkrh
he followed the current dov>ek)pfnent6 oif scientific speculation

by delivering a long and aearehing address on the electronic

tlMory of matter. He ditd on the r7th of December r907 At his

residenoe, Netherhidl, near Largs, Gotland; there was no heir

to bis title, which became cwtmct.

In addition to the Baltimore lectures, he published with. I*rofcssor

P. G. Tait a standard butnifftnished Tteati^ mt l^cutcml Pkittfs&phy''

(1867). A mmber ef his seientiiic pnpafa were eoUected m hie

HtpmU'Vf Papers *en Eiaskneity md aad in hts

MeUhsmatical and Physisal Papers (1882, 1883 and 1890), and three
volumes of his Popular Lectures and Addresses appeared in X889-JL894.

He wasAlso theanthor of the articles on “ H«at^'*aiid Elasttcity

ht thie 4thttdltioti of the B^cyiAopaedia^BriUenniaL,
i8#0 AuAraw fGray, Ijsrd ifsfvin (1908); S. P. .Thompson, Li^

s/ Lord Kelvin (-1910), which contains a full bibliogra^y of his

writings. (W. G.; U. ’Et. B.)

'KBttBliBy the name of a family of English metora, of siiham

the moat fariMms were Mvs Siddons {g,ei) and her brother John
Philip Kientble, the eldest of the twelve children of Bjocube

Kvmblx (i79i-yhoa)> a atrolling pkyer and macnager, who in

X753 married anwetress, Sarah Wood.
JoRK Philip Kkhblc (i757'^r8A3), Hhc second xhild, was

bom at Presoot, Lancashire, on tWe ist of Februaryrr7 57* iSk

motherwos a RoxiMn Catholic, andhe was eduoatad atSedgeley
Park Cittkolic seminary, near Wolverhampton, and theiih^liih

college at Douai, wfdi the view cl beoontmg« priest. But at

the'conolxision of Iffie four years^coorse he discovered that he

hadno voontion for the ^resthood, and returning to Bn^nd he

joined the thraarxieatl compasy o( Cnnnp &^>€lnxidiefi^

fimt apptnrasice heing ae The^oeiua m Ijeeh tragedy iof that

name At'WoWerhainpton on the 8th< of Taoiuary ir776. In 1778

lie jcined'tlm loompany of Tate wHldnson* appearuigiOt

Wakefield aa Captain Fhime in Fen-quhar^ Wki 'RecruHin^

Officer) in Hull ^ the first time as Macbeth on the ’30th ol

Gotdber,and in Yorit as i)reltesiiR Ambrose Phikps^iiEk'sImasd

Tn r78i-teiobtMhed n^^star” eagmgementintlDQldm,

inakixighhifiiat^appi^^ cm the ind of NeveRXber as
Bamlstr HeAisatasfiii^^ sucoess as Kaymondiin The

ddaf^amss^Aqplay wen fnai lioikce Wa^xile^B JCertfe

Oraduiity he wemdor himself a high r^tatioa as

a cdmliibaiidfina^^ this, combined withvthe^greattr

faine el liueiBtm^ ledtotanengagemcitnt Drury iLane,iwhere he

madA hie first appiea(ienDeH3n>tlm Se^ndrer .xTig (as

Hatnlelt. In fthm idle The awakcali^ inteaest (ond dhdussion

atbongilfiie oritka^ralher i&an threnthusiattic .fqipromit-of the

pdiHci >Bnt las Miacbmh on ithe 3tst .of March he'Sheted

hfitlaieenlhumsm^a^^ ksy Mis Siddeni, and teatabltahed a

lopotatumAmcmghidagactoms^ ilrether«tM

jMterhaditot appeared tog Bfuiy Lame onthe'aaiidihf
iMovaaabir >0783, ns Beve^y and ^Mis Bevedhy 4n Mobse^t
^ki’Geiasrffr, and ne John andConstance in Shakespeaae’h

^tragedy* In^the ielkwingj^ar they pMyed Montgomerie*and
Matilda inCundMtiand’e iF/m ^CermeMU, and in 1^5 Adeem
land Canixola in Kemblehi adoptiatson of •Masaager’s A
ef Hmem/miid CebtXlK) and Desdemona. Between 0785 land

1:787 KemMe appeared in a variety of idles, hM MenSevede (in

Jephson^s /(M^taprodiiiunng anoverwhelmu^ (Onlhe
8th of December 1787 he matried Pciecilk <Hopluiis Brereton
(t756-*x84i5), the widow of an actor and herself un actress.

K^ble^s appointment as manager of Drury :Lant in 1)788 gave
him fuB opportunity to dress &e charactem kaa acco^ng to

tradition than in hormony with his own conception of what was
suitable. He was also able to experiment with whateivet parts

might strike bis fancy, and of this prwiltge he todk Advantage
with greater courage than discretkm. dilis activity was prodi*

gious, the list of his parts including a large number of Shoike-

speairian characters and alsoa great many in plays nowfiM^ten.
In his own version ai Coriolamts, which was revived' dunng his

first season,ithe character of Dhe noble Roman' ” wasao exactly
suited'to his powers that henot only pla^ied it with>a perfeeticn

that has never been approached, <limt, it is said, unconecioudy
Allowed its: influence to colour his private manner A»d modes^of
‘Speech. Hi» tad ^and imposing pmon, noble oountinaiiec,^aiid

solemn and grave demeanour were unique^ Adapted fior the

Komanicharacters in Shakespeace^s playa^and, whenin addition

he had to depict the gradual growth and development eif one*

absorbing passion, his represeatation gathered a momentum
and mastic foroe that were irresistilde. His defect was in

fiexihrlity, variety, rapidity; the characteristic of his atyk 'was

method, regukrity
,
precision, elaboration even of >the numiDest

details,,founded on a thorougkjpsychologicd study of

personality be had to represeDt. His cloeutkmary mt, )hia fine

sense of rh3rthm and emphasis, enabled him to crc^ in dedaaMi^
tion, but physically he was isio^ble of giving eapressien to

impetuous vehemence and searching pathos. In Coriolanue and
Cato he, was beyond praise, and possibly he amy have been
superior to both Gan-kk and Keanm Mac^th, although it must
be:remembered that in it part of. his iBSpiaatioiLsnust have;bcen

oatight!irf«i Mrs Siddons. In ah the-teitW .great Shakespeanan
ehaaaeters he was, according to thebest critics,inferier to theta,

least so in Lear, Hamletand Wolsey,iaaidiiiostao m Sfaykakaad
Richard 111 . On account of the ecocntiicitifS'iof Sherkbn, the

proprietor of Drury Lane, Kemble withdrew from ithermonage-

ment^aiid,akhougih he resumed bis dutiesatthe begriming ofSne

season 18^x801, be at the close of i&ta finally .resigned oon-

nexien with k. In 1803 be became managtr of Cjornitt^ardcn,

in whicb he had acquired« sixth share, for j(a3;ooo, .The theatre

was burned down on the ooth of September a8e6,. 4uid

raising )of thetpr^B after tbeopenkig of thenew theatre, lindSep,

led to riots, whack practioaBy auspended the performawees kr
three leonthB. Kembb bad been nearly mined by the fir^; and
was lonly saved rhyta generotiB loan, allerwardB coavwrted inao a
gift, lol £10^000 from the duke of Northumberland.

. Kemble
toek.his .final leave of rthe.sti^ in the part.of Conolaiius<oii the

Bgrd vaf June 18x7. His retirement was probably hastened by
the rising popularity of Edmund ‘Keaxk The remaining years

of hiaBfe^wefe.epenteluefly abroad,and he died atlauisanneon
the afithAi Febmary 1x8123,

See ‘Boiaden, Life of Jdhn PMHip Kmbh (1825) ;
Fitsgerald, The

Ketiietes (t87r>.

SxiraEN KsMBCE ^1758^1802), the second solk^of Roger, was
rather tan indifierent actor,/ever e<dipsedAby.hia.wifAand.ii^

player, Eliaaboth [SatekeU Xmxibk (c. .i7fi3ro84i), and a man
of such portly proportions that .he pli^ed Fklstafi twithogt

padding. Me:ff»aiuged .theotHB. in EdiiAurgk androlrovto
^Hanuw KambstB y^ouqger brother>ol Jlcikm

PMhpandiSt^beii, has bom at Bsecon»‘Southf;Wa^i cattle

25tk (of November 1775. eduearod at Douni.
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whkh he led at X^ra, the Nivelle ^(whefre again*wounded)^

Bayonne, Otthe* and Toulouse. Early in 1^15 be was mad^
K.C.B.,.and In July for his services at Waterloo, GjC.B. At
that battle commanded the e8th> 3^ and 7^ aa a
brigadier uiider his old chief, Hcton;, and .on I^icton’a death

succeeded to the command of his divisiofL Erom 1828 to 18^
he was Goveinor^^jcneral of Canada, and at a critical time d^

Sed hrmnesa and moderation He wa.s afterwards Master-

eral of the Ordnance. At the time of his death in 1854 he

had been for some years a full General

KEMPTBN, a. town in the kingdom of Bavaria on the lUer,

81 m. S.W. of Mbnich by rail. Pop. (1905), 20,663, The town
is well builtj has many spacious squares and attractive public

grounds, and contains a castle, a handsome town-hall, a gym-
2)usiura, &c. The old palace of the abbots of Hempten, dating

from the end of the 1,7th century, is now partly used as barracks,

and near to it is die fine abbey church. The industries include

wool-spinning and weaving and the manufacture of paper, beer,

machines, hosiery and matches. As the commercial centre of

the Algau, Kempten carries on active trade in timber and daiiy

produce. Numerous remains have been discovered on the

Lindcnberg, a hill in the vicinity.

Kempten, identified with the Roman Cambodunum, consisted

in early times of two towns, the old and the new. The continual

hostility that existed between these was intensified by the wel-

come given by the old town, a free imperial city since 1289, to

the Reformed doctrines, the new town keeping to the older

faith. The Benedictine abbey of Kempten, said to have been

founded in 773 by Hildegardc, the wife of Charlemagne, was an

important house. In 1 360 its abbot was promoted to the dignity

of a prince of the Empire by the emperor Cliarles IV.; the town
and abbey passed to Bavaria in 1803, Here the Austrians

defeated the French on the 17th of September 1796.

See Fdrderrecithei:, Die Siadt Kjsmrpien mtd 4bne Vmgebung
(Komptea, 1^); UaggcnmuUer, Gesekiehte de¥ Siadi tmd dev

geJUrsMtn Grufschaft Kempten, vd, 1 ^Kemptea, and
Medrhofer, GeschicHtliche Dar&tdlung der dentwilrdigsten Schicksale

See Siadt K'emfden (Kempten, 1^56).

KJSB, THOllAS 1(1637-171(1), the most eminent of the Englidi

non-juring bishops, and one of the fathers of modern En^ish
hymnology^ was bom at Little Berkliarapstead, Herts, in 1637.

He was of Thomas Ken of Furnival’s Inn, who belonged

to an stock—that of the ICens of Ken Place, in Somerset-

shire; his motJia: wofra daughter of the now forgotten poet, John
Chalkhill, who is called by Walton an acquaintant and friend

of Edmund Spenser,” Ken’s step-sister, Anne, was married to

Izaak Walton in 1646^ a connexion which brought Ken from his

boyhood under the refining influence of this gentle and devout

man. In 1652 Ken entered Winchester College, and in 1656

became a student of Hart Hall, Oxford. He gained a fellbv/ship

at Hew College in 1657, and proceeded B.A. in 1661 and M.A. in

1664* He was for some time tutor of his college
;
but the most

characteristic reminiscence of his university life is the mention

made by Anthony Wood that in the musical gatherings of the

time Thomas Ken ofNew College, a junior, would be sometimes

amoi^ thenv and sing his part.” Ordained in 1662, he succe.s-

sively held the livings of Little Easton in Essex, Brighstone

(sometimes called Brixton) in the Isle of Wight, and East Wood-

;

hay in Han^hire; in 1672 he resided the last of these; and

returned, to Windiester, being by this time a prebendary ilL the

cathedral, and cha^ain to the bishop, as‘ well as a fellow of

Winchester College. He remained there for several years, acting

as curate in one of the lowest districts, preparing his Manual

Oif Ftaym for the use of the Scholars 0} Windiester ColUge (first

puhHdied in 1674), and composing hymns. It was at tms time

that he wrote, primarily for the same body as his prayers, his

morning, , evening and midnight hymns, the first two of which, I

beginning
** Awake, .my soul, and with the sun ” and ” Gloiy to

;

Thee, my God, this night/’ are now household words wherever '

Ihfi English tongue is spoken. The latter is often made to begin

with the line '' .All ptaisc to Thee, my God, this night,” but in
^

the earlier editions over which Ken had control, the line is as ;

fiissti^ivcn.^ In 1674 Ken paid visu^ to Rome ni'nompniy wtth

ymmg leaak W^ton, and tthis journey seemB mainly' to have

resulted in confirming his regard for the Anghoan commimton,
I» .1679! heewaawpomted by Charles IL.chaplain to the Rrweess
Maiy, wife etf*William of Oiange. While with the -court at the

Hague, he incurred the displeasure of Wfftiam by insisti^ that

a promise of marriage, made to an English lady of high birtti by
a rdative of the prince, should be kept; and he thereforegladly

retutned to England in ifi8o, when hewas immediately appointed

one of the king’s chaplains. He was once more residing' at

Winchester m 1^3 when Charles came to the city with hisdoubt-

fully composed court, and his residence was (diosen as the home
ol Nell Gwynne; but Ken stoutly objected to this arrangement,

and' succeeded in making the favourite find quartets iS^here.
In August of this same year he accompamed Lord Dartmouth
to Tangier as chaplain tO' the fleet, and Pepys, who was one of

the company, has left omrecord some quaint and kindly Temini-

srences of him and of his services on board. The fleet returned

in Apr?! 1^84, and a few mouths after, upon a vaicanry occurring

in the see of Bath and Wells, Ken, now Dr Ken, was appointed

bishop. It is said that; upon the occurrenoe ^e vacancy,

Charles, mindful of the spirit he had shown at Winchester,

exclaimed, Where is thegood little man that refused his lo^ng
to poor Nell ? ” and determined that no other should be bi^op.

The consecration took place at Lambeth on the January

1683; and one of Ken’s first duties was to attend the dearth-bed

of Charles, where his wise and iahhM mmistmtimis won the

admaratiom of everybody excq)t Bishop Burnet. In this year

he publi^d his Exposition on ike Church Catechism, perhaps

better known by its su'b-title, The Practice of Dimnt Love, In

1688, when James reissued his " Dedaration of Indulgence,”

Ken was one of the‘“ seven bishaps who 'refused to publish it.

He was probably influenced by two considerations ; first, by
his profound aversion from Roman Catholicism, to whidh he felt

he would be giving 'some episcopal recognition by compliance;

but, second and more especially, by the feeling that James was

compromising the spiritual fre^om of the church. Along with

his -six brethren, Ken was committed to the Tower on the 8th of

Jura 1688, on a charge eff high misdemeanour
;
the trial, which

took place on the igth and 30^1 oLthe month, and which resulted

in a verdictdf acquittal, is matter of history. With the revolu-

tion which speedily follemed this impoRtic trial, new troubles

encountered Ken; for, having sworn aHegmnce to James, he

thought himself thereby preduded from taking the oath to

Wrlliam of Orange. Accordingly, he took his ptece among the

non-jurors, and, as he stood firm to his refusal; he was, in August

T691, supersede in his bishopric by Dr Kidder, dean of Peter-

borough. From thi.'j time he lived mostly in retirement, finding

a congenial home with Lord 'W<ymouth, his friend from coliege

days, at Lengleat in Wiltshim; and though pressed to resume
his diocese in 1703, upon the death of Bishop Kidder, he declined,

partly on the ground of growing weakness, but partly -nodeubt
from his krve fbr the quiet life of devotion whidh he was aWfe to

lead at Loilgleat. His death took place there on the rgth of

March 171X,

Although Ken wrote much poetry, besides hiS hymmi, he caimot
be-cftlled a great poet; but hehad that fiueicoinbiimition of gpisitaal

inaght and feeling wirth^ poetic taete Wlfich nailai grtat hyann-
wvitcnfc As a hymn-writer he has had lew equals in England; it

can scarcMy be said that even Keble. though possessed of much
rarer poetic gifts, surpassed him in his own spmre (see HVwwS).
In hisown day he tookmghrank as^a wulpit ofutor, atid evau' royalty
ifead to bc^ 'for a’seait amongst his amdiencesr;fnd his eemons aaenow
io^tten. Ho lives in history., ape^ from .hia three,hymns, ^aaainfy

as a man of unstained purity ana invincible fidehty to conscience,

weak ooXw in a certain narrowness of viewwhich is a frequent attri-

bute of the htteuse character which he poseesBed. Asalo eoeMaetlA
be wasa High Churclniian. of the oid'auiool.

Ken's- poetical works weve. published in ooUeoted form.m four
volumes by W. Hawkins, his remtive and executor, in 1721 ;

hi&proM

* The fact, however, that in'1712—only a year After10en'*btleatb—
his publi^ior, Brome, pnbiished the hymn with lihe opnnkag wonls
“ All praise/' baa been deemed by such a Ingli anthonty^ae the. tat

earl of Sellx>me sufficient evidence that the alteration had Knn.^s

authority.



e:en^kendiail
works wore iioiml in 1858 « wolisme^ under
1 . T. HduikI. Abrielmemoir w^prefixedJiiyJiawkins to

from Kea '‘8 works, wliich he published in 1715; nnd a life, in' two
ofumes, hy the Rev. W. 1-. BoodOs, SEppenred in 1830. But the

•tandUsd biograrObios of Ken are tbtm oi |. Lavtcounrt Aiiidardna

iThs Life 0/ liamas Km, BiBh(^ of Bath and Welle, by rnLeymtm^^

1831; 2nd ed., 1854) and of Doan Pluxnptne (2 vols~ x8fi8; reeiaodi i

18^). See also the Rev. W. Hunt's article in .the Ihct, Nat, Biof,

KW, a Ttver of Northern Indian iribwtafy to tb» Junun on

its right bank, flowing through Bundelkhand. An important

reservoir in its upper basin, which impounds about iSo mflDon

cubic feet of wufter, nrigates a(bo«t 374/000 ttcxes in a region

speckdly ftable to drougtSt.

KERA, or KfiwsH (sometimes written Qtna), a town of Upper

Egypt on a canal about a mile E. of the Nile and Jlo m. S^.E.

of Cairo by rail. Pop^ (1907); 30,069. Kena, the capital of .a

province of the same name, was called by the Greeks Gaene or

Cawnepolis (probaWy the Noy froAtt of Hmdotus; 5ee AacHHiif)

in distinction from Coptos (y.v.), f 5 m. S., to whoM trade it

eventually succeeded. It is a reouirkabke liwit that its modem
name rfiould'be derived from a punely Greek word, like Iskenderia

from Alexandria, and Nekrfish from Naucra^; in the abset^
of any known E^ptian name it seems to point to Kena having

originnted in a foreign settlemwit in ‘connexion with the Red Sea

trade. It is a flourishing town, specially noted for the manufac-

ture of the pofTous water jars and bottles ^used throughout Egypt.

Ifie clay for making them is obtained from a valley north of

Kena. The pottery is sent down the Nile in specially oonstructed

boats. Kena is aiso known for the excellence of ihe dates sold

m Its bazaars and for the large oolony of dancing girls wlw kve

there. It carries on a tnade in giatn and dates with Arabia, via

Kosseir on the Red Sea, roo m. E. in a direct line. Thi» incon-

siderable trafik is all that is left «f the extensive commeree

formerty maintained—chiefly via Berenice andCoptos—betweew-

Upper Egypt and India and Arabia. The road tor KasBeir is

one of great antiquity. It leads through the vattey of HamniA*^

mat, celebrated for its ancient breccia quarries and deserted

goW mines. During the British operations in Egypt in i&m
Sir David Baird and his force marched along this road to Kena,

taking sixteen days on the journey ftom Kossdr.

KEIIDAL. DUKEDOM OF. The English title of duke of

Kendal was first bestowed in May 1667 upon ’Charles (d. 1667 )j

the infant son of the duke of York, afterwards James li.

Several persons have been created earl of Kandot, among them

being John, duke 0! Bedford, son of Henry W,; John Beaufort,

dukeof Somerset (d, i444); and Queen Anne's husband, George,

prince of Dcnmaik.
In 1719 Ehrengarde Melusina (1667^1743), mistress of the

English Idiig George wiaa coeat^ dudttss of Kendal. This

lady was the davighter of Gwstarvus Adolphus, count of Schulen-

burg (d. 1691), and was bom at Emderr on the 25^1 of'December

1667. Her father held important positions u^r the elector

of Bmndebburg; her brother Matthias John (i66ir'i747) won
great fame as a soldier in Germany and was afterwards com*-

mander-in-chief of the army of the; rcpubfic of* Venice. Having

entered the household of Sophia, electress 0! Hanover,.Mehiskia

attracted the notice of her son, the future king, whose inistress

she became abcfut 1690. When George >oi!>089ed ower to Engla^
in 1714, the;“ S(±ulcnbnigin,”'asSophmtaRcdte^

and soon .supplanted her principal rival, Charlotte Sop^a,

Banmessvffin Kikiiniinaegge(r. 167^1735), afterwards iCountess

of Dbrlington', as Ins first favourite, in 1716 she was created

duchess hf Munster; then duchess of Kendal; and in 1733 the

emperor Charles VI. made her a princess of the Empire. Ihe

dwcbeai'was very aanricioua aad obtained huge sums of money

by seMmg; pubite ufiees and titles; die also sold potent rights,

one oithbse bek^the privilege of supplying Ireland with an^
cqiper coiiuige. she sold to a Wolverhampton iron mer-

ohantaained wniioBi Wood (1671-1740), who flooded the oouabry

with'uoiiw known as Wood’s habpenoe," thus ghdng occaakm

for the irtftflicatSon of Swifl^ famous Lktm, InpoU^

ti(^ matters she had much influence with the king, and she

received £io,ooc for procuring the recall of Bolingbroke from

r*7

eaiile» After^Gaorg^t deathvinrig^^ ahe lived >at XLenAai\Uwme
Iileimith^.MidilkseK^ untilker death on<the sotb lUb-
Die duchess was no tneaiis a beaurilul woeiaat, andtherllMa

flguro caused ther popukoe to eefer to her as. the *’,eaaypqle«l’

By the kkig had vm damthtorai: PetroaiUa Mehisiaa

s69t^i748hwho<wafta«atodeoumessol<Walsii^^ham iB j^aa,

and who married the great eaal of Chesterfield; and Margaret

Gertrude, .countess cdiippe<i704-'i773);

KKHDAL, WIUilAlI HDMTER (^1843^ X Enghah ateor,

whose family name was Grimston, was bom h<Qndon>on the

s6tb of Decomto 1643,. the.«on of a pamter.. He made his.first

stage appearance at Glasgow, in. 1863 as Louis XlVs,Jn A idid*s

Reven^, billed as “ Mr KendaU.” After some ^coopesieiice nt

Birnuagham and olaeafliere, he jemed the Haymaiiut company

in L4mdoB: in ifl66> acting;emything from bnriesque to Romeov
In 1869 heman!icdMargaiiet(Madge) ShaftoRoheitsoii^b; iifl49X
sister of the dramatist, X. W. Riweitsoau As “Ifo and Mrs

Kendal ” their ptoiessional careers then became insepflurable.

Mrs Kendal’s fimt stage appearance was as Marie, '' a child,”

in Tht-Orfiam^ of. the Fivam Sm in 1834 in Lsndem* She soon

showed such talent both , as aebreas and ringer toat shes^ed
numerous engagements, and by 1865

;

was playii^ Gplmlia and

Desdemona. ^ was Maiy Meredith in Our AtnmoanCsmm
witk^Sothem, and Pauline to hh Claud Melnetoe. But her real

txaumphs were at the Haymarket in Shakespearian revivals

and the old English oomedies. While Mr Kendal, playied

Orkndo, Gsarks Surface, Jack Absehite and Young Maabwe,

Iris wife made the combination perfeot with, her Rosahnd, Lady
Teazle, Lydia Languish, and Kate Hardcastk; and she oreated*

Galatea in Gilbert^ FygmaHon amd QaUdm Shoit

seasons followed at the Count: theatre and at the Prince of

Wales’s, at the latter of winch th^ joinedr the Bancrofts in

Difkmacy and. other pdays. Then m t879>be9aii< a bag aaaook-

tbn with Mr (afterwards Sir |ohn) Hareae foint-managefB of

the St James’s theatre, some of. thek notaUe successes bexiig in

The iyfriw, hnpdse, The ifmmoAer and, id: Smtp of Pauper, to

x888, however, the Hare and Kendalr^me ctene to aiiA«iid.

From that time Mr and Mrs Kendal chiefly toured in the pro-

vincfis and in America, with an occasional seasonatsareiintenittll

in Ix)ndGn.

KBKDAL, a market town and municipal borough in. the

Kendal parliamentary division ofWestmerland,'Rngland, a5^ m:
N^wW. from London on, the Wtndennere braiieh of the Lradon

& North-Western railway. Pop^(i9oiXx4,i8^ The town, the

full name of which is Kirkby^Kendal oc Kirkby-hi-Kendai, is

the largest in Hie county. It. is picUtresquely plai^ontheriver

Kent, and is irregularly buHt The white-walled houses with

their bkie^slated roofs, and thenumerous trees, giveitanattaa^

live appearance. To tho S.W. rises an abrupt limestone emi-

BfiBCfi, Scout Scar, which commands oil extensive view towards

Wuidermere and the southern mountains of the Lake District.

Thechureh of the Holy Trinity, the oldest,part of which dates

kamobout rsoo, is af^thkhuildii^ with five aislesandnsquare

tower: In it is the helmet to Major Robert Philipson, who rode

into, the cluirch during service in search of one of CrjmweU!s

officers, Ctoonel Briggs,, to do vengeance on him. xniqw

was -notorious as ” Robin the De\^” and his stony is told in

Scoa’sHaMy. Anmi^ the public bufldii^.are the town,h^
classic in styb; the market hm^, and literary and scientific

institution, with a museum containing.a fossil coUectionirom the

limestone to the boahty . Rducatbnal estobtitomenta wriude a

froe grammar. school, in >modern, buildings, founded in. 1505,and

well endowed; a blue^oat school, science and art sch^, .and

groeB-K:oat.Sundayschool(x8s3)j Onaneminenceeasttodhetown

are the ruins of Kendal castle, attributed to. the first banoiis to

Kendal. It was the birthplace of Catherine Panr> Henry VlH.’s

last queen* On the Castkbrow Hill, an artificial moamd pro^

otoy of pre-Norman origin,, an obelisk was raised in 1788 in

memoiy oi the revolutbn of j6SK The. woollen mamifactures

to Kendalhave been noted since lajr ,
whentEdward III. \s tiM

to hove granted letters of protection to John Kemp, & Blemish

* weaver who settled in the town;'and, although, the. coarse doth
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known to Shakespeare as

**
Kendal ^reen ” is no longer made^ its

place is more than supplied by active manufactures of twe^s,
railway rugs, horse clothing, knitted woollen caps and jackets,

worst^ and woollen yarns, and similar goods. Other manu-
factures of Kendal are machine-made boots and shoes^ cards for

wool and cotton, agricultural and other machinery, paper, and,

in the neighbourhood, gunpowder. There is a large weekly

market for grain, and annual horse and cattle fairs. The
town is governed by a mayor, 6 aldermen and i8 councillors.

Area, 2622 acres.

The outline of a Roman fort is traceable at Watercrook near

Kendal. The barony and castle of Kendal or Kirkby-in-Kendal,

held by Turold before the Conquest, were granted by William I.

to Ivo de Taillebois, but the barony was divided into three parts

in the reign of Richard II., one part with the castle passing to

Sir W^illiam Parr, knight, ancestor of Catherine Parr. After

the death of her brother William Parr, marquess of Northampton,
his share of the barony called Marquis Fee reverted to Queen
Elizabeth. The castle, being evidently deserted, was in ruins in

1586. Kendal was plundered by the Scots in 1210, and was
visited by the rebels in 1715 and again in 1745 when the Pre-

tender was proclaimed king there. Burgesses in Kendal are men-
tioned in 1345, and the borough with “court housez” and the

fee-farm of free tenants is included in a confirmation charter to

Sir William Parr in 1472. Richard III. in 1484 granted the

inhabitants of the barony freedom from toll, passage and pont-

age, and the town was incorporated in 1576 by Queen Elizabeth

under the title of an alderman and 12 burgesses, but Charles I. in

1635 appointed a mayor, 12 aldermen and 20 capital burgesses.

Under the Municipal Reform Act of 3835 corporation was
again altered. From 1832 to 1885 Kendal sent one member to

parliament, but since the last date its representation has been
merged in that of the southern division of the county. A weekly
market on Saturday granted by Richard I. to Roger Fitz Rein-

fred was purchased by the corporation from the earl of Lonsdale

and Captain Bagot, lords of tibe manor, in 1885 and 1886. Of
the five fairs which are now held three are ancient, that now held

on the 29th of April being granted to Marmaduke de Tweng and
William deRos in 1307, and tho.se on the 8th and 9th of November
to Christiana, widow of Ingelram dc Gynes, in 1333.

See Victoria County History
^
Westmorland

;
Cornelius Nicholson,

The Annalsmf Kendal (18O1).

KEHffiU4<. HSmY CLAREirCE (1841-1882), Australian

poet, son of a missionary, was bom in New South Wales on the

18th of April 1841. He received only a slight education, and
in i860 he entered a lawyer’s office in Sydney. He had always

had literary tastes, and sent some of his verses in 1862 to London
to be published in the Athenaeum. Next year he obtained a
clerkship in the Lands Department at Sydney, being afterwards

transferred to the Colonial Secretaiy’s office; and he combined
this work with the writing of poetry and with journalism. His

principal volumes of verse were Leaves from an Australian

Forest (1869) and Songs from the Mountains (1880), his feeling

for nature, as embodied in Australian landscape and bush-life,

being very true and full of charm. In 1869 he resigned his post

in the public service, and for some little while was in business

with his brothers. Sir Henry Parkes took an interest in him,

and eventually appointed him to an inspectorship of forests.

He died on the ist of August 1882. In 1886 a memorial edition

of his poems was published at Melbourne.

KENEALY, EDWARD VAUGHAN HYDE (1819-1880),

Irish barrister and author, was bom at Cork on the and of July
1819, son of a local itverchant. He was educated at Tnnity
College, Dublin; was called to the Irish bar in 1840 and to the

English bar in 1847; obtained a fair practice in criminal

cases. In 7868 he b^me a Q.C. and a bencher of Gray’s Inn.

It was not, however, till 1873, when he became leading counsel

lor the Tichbome claimant, that he came into any great promi-
nence. His violent conduct of tVie case became a public scandal,

and after the verdict against his client he started a paper to

plead his cau^ and to attack the judges. His behaviour was so

extreme that in 1874 he was disbenched and disbarred by his Inn.

He then started an agitation throughout the counny to ventilate

his grievances, and in 1S75 was elected to parliament for Stoke;

but no member would introduce him when he took his seat.

Dr Kenealy, as he was always called, gradually ceased to

attract attention, and on the 16th of April 1880 he died in

London. He publi.shed a great quantity' of verse, and also of

somewhat mystical theology. His second daughter. Dr Arabella

Kenealy, besides practising as a physician, wrote some dever

novels.

KENG TUNG, the most extensive of the Shan States in the

province of Burma. It is in the southern Shan States’ charge

and lies almost entirely east of the Salween river. The area of

the state is rather over 22,000 sq. m. It is bounded N. by the

states of Mang Lon, Mong Lem and Keng Hung (Hsip Hsawng
Pann&), the two latter under Chinese control; E. by the Mekong
river, on the farther side of which is French Lao territory; S. by
the Siamese Shan States, and W. in a general way by the Salween

river, though it overlaps it in some places. The state is known
to the Chinese as Meng K^ng, and was frequently called by the

Burmese “ the 32 cities of the Gon ” (Hkon). Keng Tung has

expanded very considerably since the establishment of British

control, by the inclusion of the districts of Hsen Yawt, Hsen
Mawng, Mong H.sat, Mong Pu, and the cis-Mekong portions of

Keng Cheng, which in Burmese times were separate charges.

The “ classical ” name of the state is Khemarata or Khemarata
Tungkapuri. About 63 % of the area lies in the basin of the

Mekong river and 37 % in the Salween drainage area. The
watershed is a high and generally continuous range. Some of

its peaks rise to over 7000 ft., and the elevation is nowhere much
below 5000 ft. Parallel to this successive hill ranges run north

and south. Mountainous country so greatly predominates

that the scattered valleys are but as islands in a sea of rugged

hills. The chief rivers, tributaries of the Salween, are the Nam
Hka, the Hwe Long, Nam Pu, and the Nam Hsim. The first

and last arc very considerable rivers. The Nam Hka rises in

the Wa or Vii states, the Nam HsTm on the watershed range in

the centre of the state. Rocks and rapids make both unnavi-

gable, but much timber goes down the Nam Hsim. The lower

part of both rivers forms the boundary of Keng Tung state.

The chief tributaries of the Mekong are the Nam Nga, the Nam
Lwe, the Nam Yawng, Nam Lin, Nam Hok and Nam Kok, Of

these the chief is the Nam Lwe, which is navigable in the interior

of the state, but enters the Mekong by a gorge broken up by
rocks. The Nam Lin and the Nam Kok are also considerable

streams. The lower course of the latter passes by Chieng Rai

in Siamese territory. The lower Nam Hok or Me Huak forms

the boundary with Siam.

The existence of minerals was reported by the sawbwa, or chief,

to Francis Gamier in 1867, but none is worked or located. Gold
is washed in most of the streams. Teak forests exist in M6ng Pu
and Mong Hsat, and the sawbwa works them as government con-
tracts. One-third of the price realized from the sme of the logs at

Moulmein is retained as the government royalty. There are teak
forests also in the Mekong drainage area in the south of the state, but
there is only a local market for the timber. Rice, as elsewhere in

ffie Shan States, is the chief crop. Next to it is sugar-cane, grown
both a.s a field crop and in gardens. Earth-nuts and tobacco are the
only other field crops in the valleys. On the hills, besides'rice, cotton,

poppy and tea are the chief crops. The tea is carelessly grown, badly
repared, and only consumed locally. A great deal of garden pro-

uce is raised in me valleys, especially near the capital. The state

is rich in cattle, and exports them to the country west of the Salween.
Cotton and opium are exported in large quantities, the former en-

tirely to China, a good deal of the latter to northern Siam, which also

takes shoes and sandals. Tea is carried through westwards from
K6ng Hiing, and silk from the Siamese Shan States. Cotton and
sUk weaving are dying out as industries. Large quantities of shoes

and sandals are made of buffalo and bullock hide, with Chinese felt

uppers and soft iron hobnails. There is a good deal of pottery work.
The chief work in iron is the manufacture of guns, which has been
carried on for many years in certain villages of the Sam Tao district.

The gun barreb and springs are rude but effective, though not very
durable. The revenue of the state is collected as the Burmese
thathameday a rude system of income-tax. From 1890, when the state

made its submission, the annual tributary ofierings made in Burmese
times were continued to the British government, but in 1894 these

offerings were converted into tribute. For the quinquennial period

1903-1908 the state paid Rs. 30,000 {£iOoo) annually.
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The pc^lation oi the etate was enumerated for the first time in

190^ giving a total ot 190,698. According to an estimate made bv
Mr G. C. Stirling, the pc&tical officer in charge of the state, in xSqtI
1898, of the varions tribes of Shant, the Hkfin and Lfi contribute
about 36,000 each, the western Shans 32,000, the Lem and Lao Shans
about 7000, and the Oiinese Shans about 50^. Ofthe lull tribes, the
Kaw or Aim are the most homogeneous with 22,000, but probably
the Wa (or VQ), disguised under various tribal names, are at least
equally numerous. Nominal Buddhists make up a total of 1^3,400,
and the remainder are classed as animiste. Spirit*worship is, how-
ever, very conspicuously prevalent amongst sil classes even of the
Shans. The present sawbwa or chief received his patent from the
British government on the 9th of February 1897. The early histoiy
of King Tfing is very obscure, but Burmese infiuence seems to have
been maintained since the latter half, at any rate, of the z6th century.
The Chinese made several attempts to subdue tht state, and appear
to have taken the capital in 1765-66, but were driven, out by the
united Shan and Burmese troops. The same fate seems to have
attended the first Siamese invasion of 1804. The second and third

Siamese invasions, in 1852 and 1S54, resulted in great disaster to the
invaders, though the capital was invested for a time.
Keng Tfing, the capital, is situated towards the southern end of a

valley about 12 m. long and with an average breadth of 7 m. The
town is surrounded by a brick wall and moat about 5 m. round.
Only the central and northern portions are much built over. Pop.
(1901), 5695. It is the most considerable town in the British Sh^
States. In the dry season crowds attend the market held according
to Shan custom every five days, and numerous caravans come from
China. The military post formerly was 7 m. west of the town, at
the foot of the watershed nange. At first the headquarters of a
regiment was stationed there; this was reduced to a wing, and
recently to military police. The site was badly chosen and proved
very unhealthy, and the headquarters both military and civu have
been transferred to Loi Ngwe I^ng, a ridge 6500 ft. above sea-level

12 m. south of the capital. The rainfall probably averages between
50 and 60 in. for the year. The temperature seems to rise to nearly
loo** F. during the hot weather, falling 30** or more during the night.

In the cold weather a temperature of 40“ or a few degrees more or
less appears to be the lowest experienced. The plain in which the
capita stands has an altitude of 3000 ft. (J. G. Sc.)

KENlLWORTHt a market town in the Rugby parliamentary

division of Warwickshire, England; pleasantly situated on a
tributar)^ of the Avon, on a branch of the London & North-

Western railway, 99 m. N.W. from London. Pop. of urban
district (1901), 4544. The town is only of importance from its

antiquarian interest and the magnificent ruins of its old castle.

The walls originally enclosed an area of 7 acres. The princifMiI

portions of the building remaining are the gatehouse, now used

as a dwelling-house; Caesar's tower, the only portion built by
Geoffrey de Clinton now extant, with massive walls 16 ft. thick;

the Merwyn’s tower of Scott’s Kenilworth] the great hall built

by John of Gaunt with windows of very beautiful design
; and

the Leicester buildings, which are in a very ruinous condition.

Not far from the castle are the remains of an Augustinian

monastery founded in 1122, and afterwards made an abbey.

Adjoining the abbey is the parish church of St Nicholas, restored

in 1865, a structure of mixed architecture, containing a fine

Norman doorway, which is supposed to have been the entrance

of the former abbey church.

Kenilworth {Chinewrdey Keniltewurda, Kinelingworthe, Kent-

lord, Killingworth) is said to have been a member of Stone-

leigh before the Norman Conquest and a possession of the Saxon
kings, whose royal residence there was destroyed in the wars

between Edward and Canute. The town was granted by
Henry 1 . to Geoffrey de Clinton, a Norman who built the castle

round which the whole history of Kenilworth centres. He also

founded a monastery here about 1122. Geoffrey’s grandson

released his ri^ht, to King John, and the castle remained with

the Drown unm Henry III. granted it to Simon de Montfort,

earl of Leicester. The famous ** Dictum de Kenilworth ” was

proclaimed here in 1266, After the battle of Evesham the rebel

forces rallied at the castle, which, after a siege of six months, was

surrend^^ by Henry de Hasting, the governor, on account of

the scarceness of fo^ and of the
**
p^tilent disease ” which

raged there. The king then granted it to his son Edmund.
Through John of Gaunt it came to Heniy IV. and was granted

by Embeth in i«62 to Robert DucRey, afterwards earl of

lincester, but on his death in 1588 again merged in the posses-

sions of tbt Crown. The earl spent l^ge sums on restoring the

7«9
and grounds, and here in July 1575 he entertained OoMn

Elwabeth at excessive cost/* as described in Scott’s KmOr
worthy On the queen’s first entry a small floating
illuminated by a great variety of tordies . . . made its appear-
^ce upon the lake,” upon which, dad in silks, were theLady ofme Lake and two nymphs waiting on her, and for the severalws of her stay “ rare shews and sports were there exerdsed.”
During the dvil wars the castle was dismantled by the soldiers of
Cromwell and was from that time abandoned to d^cay• The oafy
mention of Kenilworth as a borough occurs in a charter of
Henry I. to Geoffrey de Clinton and in die charters of Henry L
and Henry II. to the church of St Mary of Kenilworth fibnfirming

the grant of lands made by Geoffrey to this diurch, and mention-
ing that he kept the land in which his castle was situated and
al^ land for making his borough, park and fishpond. The
town possesses large tanneries.

KEMITES, in the Bible a tribe or clan of the south of

Palestine, closely associatedwith the Amalekites, whose hostility

towards Israel, however, it did not share. On t^ account Saul

spared them when bidden by Yahweh to destroy Amalek;
David, too, whilst living in Judah, appears to have been on
friendly terms with them (1 Sam. xv. 6; xxx. 29). Moses himself

married into a Kenite family (Judges i. 16), and the variant

tradition would seem to show that the Kenites were only a
branch of the Midianites (see Jbthro, Midian). Jael, the

slayer of Sisera Tsee Deborah), was the wife of Heber the

Kenite, who livea near Kadesh in N^htali; and the a{^[)ear-

ance of the clan in this locality may be explained from the

nomadic habits of the tribe, or else as a result of the northward*

movement in which at least one other clan or tribe took part (sec

Dan). There is an obscure allusion to their destruction in an
appendage to the oracles of Balaam (Num, xxiv. 2z seq., see

G. B. Gray, Intern, Crit, Comm, p. 376); and with this, the only

unfavourable reference to them, may perhaps be associated the

curse of Cain. Although some connexion with the name of

Cain is probable, it is difficult, however, to explain the curse

(for one view, see Ijbvitos). More important is the prominent
part played by the Kenite (or Midianite)iather-in-law of Moses,

whose h^lp and counsel are related in Exod. xviii.; and if, Rs

seems probable, the Rechabites (^.v.) were likewise of Kenite

origin (i Chron. ii. 55), this ob^re tribe had evidently an
important part in shaping the religion of Israel.

See on this question, Hebrew Religion, and Budde, Religion of
Israel to the Exile, vol. i. : G. A. Barton,« Semitic Origins, pp. 272
sqq.; L. B. Paton, Biblical World (1906, July and August). On
the migration of the Kenites into Palestine (cf. Num. x. 29 with
Judges i. z6), see Caleb, Genesis, Jbrarmebl, Judah. (S. A. C.)

KENMORE, a village and parish of Perthshire, Scotland, 6 m.
W. of Aberfeldy. Pop. of parish (1901), 1271. It is situated

at the foot of Loch Tay, near the point where the river Tay
leaves the lake. Taymouth Castle, the seat of the Marquess
of Breadalbane, stands near the base of Drummond Hill in a
princely park through which flows the Tay. It is a stately four-

storeyed edifice wi& comer towers and a central pavilion, and
was built in 1801 (the west wing being added in 1842) on the site

of the mansion erected in 1580 for Sir Colin Carnipbell of Glen-

orchy. The old house was ^led Balloch (Gaelic, beoldch, “ the

outlet of a lake ”). Two miles S.W. of Kenmore are the Falls of

the Achara, 80 ft. high. When Wordsworth and his sister

visited them in 1803 the grotto at the cascade was fitted up to

represent a
**
hermit’s mossy cell.” At the village of Fortin^,

on the north side of Loch Tay, are the shell of a yew conjectured

to be 3000 years old and the remains of a Roman camp, Okn-
tyon House was the home of Campbell of Glenlyon, chief agent

in riie massacre of Glencoe. At Garth, 2^ m. N.E., ore the

ruins of an ancient castle, siud to have b^ a stronghold of

Alexander Stewart, the Wolf of Badenoch (1343-1405), in close

proximity to the modem mansion built for Sir Donald Currie.

KSHMURE, WnUAM GORDON, 6th viscount (d. 1716),

Jacobite leader, son of Alexander, 5th viscount (d. 1698), was
descended from the same family as Sir John Gordon of Lodi-

invaiC (d. 1604), whose grandson, Sir John Gordon (d« 1634), was
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crested Viscmmt Kenmure in 1633. The family ’had g^mWy
adhered to fhe Pre^ytesrian cause, but Robert, the 4th vwcouwt,

had been i53tcepeed from the amnesfy granted to the Scottkh

rojraliats in r6f^4, and the Jth viscount, who 'had succeeded tns

kinsman Robert in 1663, after some vacillation, had 'joined the

court ofthewiled Stuarts. The dth visrounftVs adherence to the

Pretender in 1715 is said to 'have ’been due to his wife Maiy
Balwll (d. 177^), sister df Robert, bth earl Of Camwaith. He
raised the royal standard of Scotland atTochmahen on the 'i^th

of October 171*5, and was joined by ilbotrt twoliundred gen^e-

men, with *Camwa^, William Maxwell, 5fh earl of Nrthsdide,

and OeDi:ge Seton, '5th earl of W%toun. This smdll force

received some 'additions before Kenmure reached Hawidc,
where he learnt the news df the English rising. He -effected

a junction with Thomas Torster and James Radclyffe, '3rd eart

of Derwentwater, at Rothbuiy. Their united forces dl some
fourteen hundred men, after a series of rather aimless marches,

halted at ‘Kelso, Where they were reinforced by a ‘brigade under

William Mackintosh. Threatened by an 'English army •under

Genera! George Carpenter, they eventually crossed the Ei^Ii^
border 'to join the Tancoshite Jacobites, and the command was
taken over by Forster. Kenmure was taken prisoner at Preston

on the r^th df ‘November, and was sent to the Torwer. In the

following January he was tried with other Jacobite noblemen
before the House ofbords, when he pleaded guilty, and app)ealed

to the ‘kind's mercy. Immediately before his execution on

Tower’Hint)n*fhe'24th of February 'he reiterated his belief in ‘the

claims of the 'Pretender. His .estates and titles were forfeited,

but in 1824 an act of parliament reperiled the forfeiture, and bis

direct descendant, John Gordon (1750“!840), became Viscotmt

Kenmure. 'On the death of the succeeding peer, Adam, 8th

viscount,without issue in 1847, the title became dormant.
KENNEIIY, the name of a famous and powerful Scottish

family long settled in Ayr.shire, derived probably from the name
Kenneth. Its chief seat is at Cubean, or Colzean, near Maybolc
in Ayrshire.

A certain Duncan who became earl of Carrick early in the

13th centurj’ is possibly an ancestor of the Kennedy.^, but a

more certain ancestor is John Kennedy df Bunure, who obtained

Cassillis and Other 'lands in Ayrshire about 1350. John^s

descendant. Sir James Kennedy, married Mary, a daughter of

King ^bert III. and their son, Sir Gilbert Kennedy, was
creatwrtjflird Kennedy before 1458. Another «on was James
Kennedy (c\ i4o6'i465), bishop of .St Andrews from 1443 until

his death in July 1465. The bishop founded and endowed St

Salvator’.s college at St Andrews and built a large and famous
ship called the “St Salvator.” Andrew Lang (Hisiory of

Scotland

y

vol. i.) says of him, “ The chapel which he built lor

his college is still tlionged by the scarlet .gowns of his students;

his arms endure on the oaken doors
; the beautiful silver mace

of bis gift, wrou^t in Paris, and representing ab orders of

spirits in the .universe, is one of the few remaining relics of

ancient Scottish plate.” Before the bishop had b^gun to assist

in ruling Scotland, .a ’kinsman. Sir Hugh Kennedy, had helped

Joan of Arc to drive the En^i^ from France.

One of Gilbert Kennedy -s sons was the poet, Walter Kennedy
and his grandson Davids third Lord Kennedy (kihed at

Flodden, 1513), was created earl of Gassillis before 1510; David’s

sister Janet Kennedy was one of the nustresses (tf James 'IV.

The eod was succeeded bjj^ his «on Gilbert, a prominent figure in

the history of Scotland from 1513 until hewasTcilled at Prestwick

on the 22nd of December 1527. His son Gilbert, the .3rd earl

(c. 1517-155^ was eduQkted by George Buchanan, and was a

g
’isoner in England alter the rout of .Solway Moss in 1542.

e waa soon released and was lord high treasurer of Scotland

from J;554 to 1558, although be had been intriguing with tht

English andbad offered to kill .Cardinal Beaton m the interests

of Henry VHl. He .died somewhat mystewously .at Dieppe
late in 1^58 when returning from Paris, where he liad attended

the marriage ofMary Queen of Scots and the dauphin of France.

He was theiather of Sie king of Carrick ” and the brother oT •

Quintin Kennedy (1520-1564), abbot of Crossraguel. The

abbot wrotC'Several wmks^drifendingtbe doctrines of'tlaeReanan

tCathdlicGhutchL and in 1562 had a pdblic dis^cussion on idffise

questions with John (Knox;, wluch itook fllace >at Maybole ^and

lasted ior three days, iiedied on the osndtcif.August 15^.
Gilbert Kennedy, 4th earl Of ‘Cassillis '(^. i34i-*r576), called

the “ king of CarriOlc/' became a Protestant, but faujAt for

Queen .Mary at Langside in 1 568. He is .better known &ough
hfs cruel 'treatment of Allan Stewart, the aommendator ablimt

df Crossrtguel, ‘Stewart being badly burned 'by ‘the -earl's orders

at Dunure in .i;57o in order to .compel him to renounce his 'fillle

•to the abbe^ .l^ds which had rbeen seized by Cassillis. This
“ one greedy ^man ” died tat Kdinbuiigh in (December

106. His son Jdhn‘(r. t567-i6i55(, who becaime the ‘5th e»rl,

was lord high treasurer of Scotland in i^99 *afldhfehffctime wit-

nessed the culmination of a great ieud'between ktbie senior:and a
youn^^brainth of the Kexmedy family. He was euooeeded os
6th earl by his nephew Jdhn (*c. 1595-1668), called “the grove

and solemn eari.” A strong,pred^terian, John was one df the

leaders of the .Scotsm their resistance to Carles L In 1643 he
went to the Westminster Assembl3^Qf Divines and Bcveral times

hewas senton missions to‘Charies I. and to'Charles IL; foretime
he was lord justice general and he was a member of Crornwrill’s

House of Lords. His son, John, became the 7th -earl, and one of

his daughters, Margaret, married Gilbert Burnet, afterwards

bishop Sali^ury. His first wife, Jean (r6o7-'i64e), daughter

of Thomas Hamilton, 1st earl of Haddington, has been regarded

as .the heroine of the baUad “ The Gypsie Laddie,” but this

identity is now completely disproved. John, the Trthiearl, “ the

heir,” mys Burnet, “ to his father^ stiffness, but not to his other

virtues,” supported the revolution of r688 and died on the 23rd

of July 1701; his grandson Jolm, the Sib earl, died without sons

in August 1759.
Tlie titles and estates of the Kennedys were now claimed by

William Douglas, afterwards duke of Queensberry,a great-grand-

son in the femrile line of the 7th earl and also by Sir Thomas
Kennedy, Bart., of Culzean, a descendant of the 3rd earl, z.r. by
the heir general and the .'heir male. In January 1762 the House
of Lords decided in favour of the heir male, and Sir 'rhomas

became the 9th earl of Cassillis. He died unmarried on the 3otb

of November 1775, his brother David, the rath earl, also died

unmarried on the i8th of December T792, when the 'baronetcy

became extinct. The earldom of Cassillistiow passed to a cousin,

Archibald Kennedy, a captain m the royal navy, whose father,

Archibald Kennedy (d. 1763), had migrated to America in 1722
and had become collector of customs in New York. His son,

the nth earl, had estates inNew Jersey and married an American
heiress; in 1765 he was said to own more houses in New York
than any one else. He died in ‘London on the 3CJth of Decemiber

1794, and wjis succeeded by his son .Archibald (1770-1846), who
was created Baron Ailsa in 1806 and marquess of Ailsa in ^831.

His great-grandson Archibald (b. 1847) became 3rd marquess.

Sec the article in vol. ii. of Sir R. Douglas's Pdfirage of Scotland,
edited hy Sir T. B. Paul

(1905J.
This is written by Lord Ailsa b

son and 'heir, ArcWbald Kennedy, earl of Caesillis (b. T872).

KENNEOT., BEEJAMIN ‘HALL (i8o4-r889), English scholar,

was born at Summer Hill, near Birmin^am, on' the 6th of

November 1804, the eldest son df ‘Rann fonnedy (ty 72-1851),

who came of a branch of the Ayrshire family Whirfi bad settled

in Staffordshire. Kann Kennedy was a scholar and man of

letters, severril of wimse sons .rose to tiistinction. B. H.
Kennedy was educated at Birmingham and Bhrewsibu^
schools, and St John’s College, Cambridge. After .a brilliairt

university career he was elected frillow and classical lecturer di

St John’s College in 182S. Two years later he became an assis-

tant master at Harrow, whence he went to Shrewsbury as head-
master .in 1836. He retained this post until i8l56

,
1he “ftinty

years of his rule beiqg marked by aJong series of successes won
by his pupils, chiefly in classics. When he retired from .Shrews-

bury a lai^e sum was collected os a testimonialto him, voA was
devoted partly to the new school buildings and ;par% to .the

founding of a Latin professor^ip at Cambridge. 'first two
occupants df the chair were both Kennedy’s dM pupils, H. A. J.
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Mmxro awd J. E. B. Mayt)r. In ^867 h© iras ^fctected T«gk»s pro-

ftssor df <jreek at Cambridge and t!a.non of 1^. Prom
I'ffSo lie was u member ibe committee tbe re^Ueti df lixe

New ’Testamcttt, He was am cn<htisia»tic advocate lor

admission iof womento a umversity education, and took a promi-

nerrt part in the establMtmerit'of Ncwnbam and <5nt-ottt;o(Hegfis.

He was also a keen politician of Iibc?ral sympathies. He-med
near Torquay on the 6th of April 1889. Aimitig a tiuttAier etf

clafi^icail achc^l4}oek8 published by hikn ^are two, a Skkdol

LoMn Ptmar and 'Public St^aol LaHn Grmrmar, which were <or

long in use in nearly all English schools.

HisJother chief erorks ane : 5opfl»>cleS|<MfpM^ rwm>inwi(and

ed., *885); Aifisteplumca, Am±y]m, Apmemnm
(and ed., Mo), with iotroduotion, meteinid (transhurion jmd

notes; aoommeataiy fl»Vii^li(30d«d.,.rB8i);«nda toanBlatioa

of Plato, Thea^musitS&i), Hrcomribirted Ihuigciy <ko the ^llec-

tion known as SmMme and publidbed <a aidtection of

verse in Greek, Latin and English under the title .of Bihaa^u

Whiias (and with many autobiographical details.

Hh brother, {Wales Eann KuNNmDY '(aSoft-aSd^), was

educaftcd at Bhrevedbvffy and Trinity ’Cottege,€awflWidge,

where he graduated as senior dlassic (1831). He .then became

a barrister. From 1849-1856 he was professor of law at

(Jueen’s College, Birmingham. As adviser to Mrs SwiMen,

the plaintiff in the celebrated will case Swinfen v, Swinffen

(t8s^), he brought an action for remuneratTon for professional

services, but the verdict given in his favour at Warwick

assizes was set aside by the Court of Common Pleas, w the

ground that a barrister could not sue for the recovery of his fees.

The excellence of Kennedy's scholarship is abundantly proved

by his translation df the orations of Demosthenes (r852“r863, in

ficftin’s Classical Libf(rfy\ amd his blank verse translation of the

works of Virgil (i86r). Hewas also the author of New ¥tules

for iheadin^j^Tid ed., 1841,) and A Treatise on Annuities (1^46).

He died m Birmingham on the 17th eff December 1B67.

Another brother, Rev. William James Kennedv‘(i8l4^i89i'),

V'as a prominent educationaKst, and tfhe father of Lord Justice

Sir William Rann Kennedy (b. 1846), himself a distinguished

Cambridge scholar.

REKI&Dy, tHOMAS mANCIS (1788-1879), Scottish politi-

cian, was bom near Ayr in 1788. He studied for the batr and

became 'advocate in i8ti. Having been elected M.P. fOT the

A3rr burj^s in 1B18, he devoted the greater part of has ‘Kfe

to the promotion .of Liberal reforms. In 1820 he married the

only daughter of Sir Samuel Rotndlly. He was greatly assisted

by Lord Cockbum, tlren Mr Homy Cockbum, and a volume >of

correspondence published by Kennedy in t874 forms a curious

Interesting record of the consultations of the two friends on

measures which they regarded as requisite lor the political

regenofiitkm 'df their native country . One uf the
'6xst (measures

to Whidh be directed bis attention was the withdrawal of the

power of nominating juries from the judges, and the impartinig

of a .right of .peren^^tory challenge to prisoners. Among Other

subjedtB were the improvement of the parish schools, of ipaupcr

administration, and of 'sevcrafl of the cwrupt forms of leg^ pro-

cedure whichthenprevailed. In the construction df the Scottish

Reform Act Kem^dy .took « prominent pc^; indeed he and

Lord (Cockbum may almost be ire^ded as its ailthms. After

the accession efftheWhigs to office m 1832 he held various impor-

tant offices in the .ministry^ and most of the measures of rdform

for Scotland, such .as h^h reform, the unprowements in the

lawrof entail,mad theireform uf the sheriff courts,)owed -much to

his sagacity and energy. In 1837 he went ‘to Ireland as pay-

master df civil service^, and set himself to the promotitm of

various iZMasuras aA refoim. ^Kennedy retired irom office

in xt894, but jocmtiwied to tnke keen interest tin ^political affainv

mi up *td his death in <879 took a -greaJt part -in both county

and pariiffi business. .Be had a stem love of justice, and

a -hati«d eff everything .savouriz^ of jobbeiy or

diahonaaty*

wmmm, Wkvam (r. i^eo-e. 1508), Scottidfi poet, mm
the third son df Gilbert, rst Lord Kennedy. He tnaJtricuhrted

at Glasgow Univeraity in 3475^ ^ dcgmiki ^478*

In 1491 he'wea^neoC Aaff exmwewmhn unms^
1492 he acted as depttU lor hU iMptow, the ihereditaiy

Gmrick. Ik is belt bNewn forim abase iin Aie iPfyUffg with

lA^tffiscoamcxanlMlitffwitsDonbailAiiiv^

rival with bis '^hUuM speeob <4he poem is an exprasnon mf

QtAUc‘aiid *'fng&/*^4f. engbsh,Anlap)n»tr]^ andbnplns ithat

he had been bivolsnd in tmason, smd had riisguieed husBelf

as >a beggar in OeiHomiy. With ebe exeepdon tof (this dhaae in

Ihe JFI^bg Khnnddy^ peeme otfdlakBy «eii|ioo8ih dhaiwcewL
indude fTte Pmisa lof Aijga, Am Apt Jlfaiwb Imecihi

etfainit MouA TkanUus^ Am BaOiftm Peaxu The

^qy aroijfirmtedrm the

rare supplement to David Laing’s edition of Wi&am ihmber

(^34)t and they have been recited by iOr
J..
.Sebbper in the

proceedings of 4ie Kriis. iUtad. der WnseMChaftini^Viemia).

See ftlsD tfan prolegofiiena in 'the See*(ri9h ’Sooie^^s wffffon

of DmAor; and (lor the liil) Jftoaini's'editiDn ef ilhe HistmevfAm
Kennedies '(^839),

lOiimii, A'smaill hut nr shelter for a dog, aiIvd extended to m
group^ buildings for a pack of hounds (see The wovdis

apparent from a Norinan^reBch heutl .(tliis ioun doa not

ocKur, but is seen in the Norman iunft, a Ihtte dx^), ilnodeni

Fmndh ekenil, from Jpopular aLotin piaoeiorA dog, vami,

df. mtile, fibecp*dOte. The vmd “ icenneV' f gutter, a. dsam in

a street ^ road, is a omroption of the Middae JEh^jlish ^etand,

cwmd, in modem English ^‘(channel/’ ivom Latin caiutlis,

canal. t

KBKNITrH, the name of hwo )kin^ of the Scots.

K»knbt!I I., MacAlpin <-d. r. 860), 'Ohen described as the fftst

king of Scotland (kingdom of ’Scone), was the wm 'of the Alpm,

called king of the Scots, who had been sl^ by the Piets in '833

or $34, whilst endeavouring to 4M9sert his claam to the Pictish

throne. <On the death ^of nis father, Kenneth is mid to ihaye

sttcceeded him in the 'kingdom ‘of the Scots. The re^on uf his

rule is matter Of coiyjedture, though Galloway seems the most'

probable suggestion, in which^case he probabfy led a piratic host

againat the F4ots. On theiatber’sride hewas descendedfrom the

Conall Oabhrain of the old Dalriadic Scottiidi kmgdoin, and the

claims of father and son to the Pi^sh throne were probably

through ksmale descent. Their chief suf^xirt seems to have

been found in Fife. In the seventh year of his irwgn

(839 or 641) he took advantage of the ejects of a Danish

invasion of the Pictish kingdom to attack the remainhig

Piets, whom he finally subdued in B44 or 846. In 846 or 848

he transported the relics of 9t Cblumba to a churdi wWdh he

had constructed at Scone, Be ‘is said also to have carried otft

six invasions Of Ncniiiranfbria, in the coarse of which he burnt

Dunbar and took Melrose. According to the Sealaeromca of

Sir Thomas Grayhe drove the Angles and Britons overto Tweed,

reduced the land as tar as that river, and first called his kingdom

Scotland. In his reign there appears to have been a serious

invafsion by Danish pirates, in which Cluny and Duhkeld were

burnt. Be died in B60 or 862, after a reign of twenty-eight

years, at ForteviOt and was hnried at Iona. The double dates

are due to a contest of authorities. Twenty-eight years is the

accepted length df his reign, and according to the chronicle df

Henty of Huntingdon it began in 833. The Picric Chronicle,

however, gives Tuesday, the 'xjfh *df Februaiy as the day, and

this suits 862 only, in whidh case his reign would begin

Kenneth IL (d. 99^), son of Malcolm L, king df Alban,

succeeded Ciiilaan, son of Indulph, who had been by the

Britons of Strathclyde in 971 in Lothian. Kenndth beganhis

reign by ravaging to British kingdom, but he lost a kige part

df his force on the river Comag. Boon afterwwril he attacked

Eadxfff, earl df the northern ‘haK of Noithunibria, and;rarrigdd

the whdle dfhis^terrkory . He fortified the^rds of theForth as

a ddfence ggainst to Britons and agwn invaded Borthttnfbria,

carrying off the earTs son. About this time he^ve to-dtjr HI

Bi^in to the dhurch. In^Td'heis arid tohavetto AxxMtih

or Glad, son of Induliih, king of Alban, perhaps aTivifl daSmam
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to the throne. According to the English chroniclers, Kenneth
paid homage to King Edgar for the cession of Lothian, but these

statements are probably due to the controversy as to the posi-

tion of Scotland. The mormaers, or chiefs, of Kenneth were

engaged throughout his reign in a contest with Sigurd the Nor-

wegian, earl of Orkney, for the possession of Caithness and the

northern district of Scotland as far south as the Spey. In this

struggle the Scots attained no permanent success. In 995
Kenneth, whose strength like that of the other kings of his

branch of the house of Kenneth MacAlpin lay chiefly north of

the Tay, was slain treacherously by his own subjects, according

to the later chroniclers at Fettercaim in the Mearns through an
intrigue of Finvela, daughter of the earl of Angus. He was
buried at Iona.

See Chronicles of the Piets and Scots, cd. W. F. Skene (Edinburgh,
1867), and W. F. Skene, Celtic Scotland (Edinburgh, 1876).

KENNETT, WHITE (i66o>i728), English bishop and anti-

quary, was born at Dover in August 1660. He was educated

at Westminster school and at St Edmund’s Hall, Oxford, where,

while an undergraduate, he published several translations of

Latin works, including Erasmus In Praise of Folly, In 1685

he became vicar of Ambrosden, Oxfordshire. A few years after-

wards he returned to Oxford as tutor and vice-principal of St

Edmund’s Hall, where he gave considerable impetus to the study

of antiquities. George Hickes gave him lessons in Old English.

In 1695 he published Parochial Antiquities, In 1700 he became
rector of St Botolph’s, Aldgate, Ix)ndon, and in 1701 archdeacon
of Huntingdon. For a eulogistic sermon on the first duke of

Devonshire he was in 1707 recommended to the deanery of

Peterborough. He afterwards joined the Low Church party,

strenuously opposed the Sacheverel movement, and in the

Bangorian controversy supported with great zeal and consider-

able bitterness the side of Bishop Hoadly. His intimacy with

Charles Trimnell, bishop of Norwich, who was high in favour

with the king, secured for him in 1718 the bishopric of Peter-

borough. He died at Westminster in December 1728.

Kennett published m 1698 an edition of Sir Henry Spelman's
History of Sacrilege, and he was the author of fifty-seven printed
works, chiefly tracts and sermons. He wrote the third volume
(Charles l.-Anne) of the composite Compleat History of England
(170^, and a more detailed and valuable Register and Chronicle of
the Kestoration. He was much interested in the Society for the
Propag|iion' of the Gospel.
Tne^^i pf Bishop White Kennett, by the Rev. William Newton

(anonymous), appeared in 1730. See also Nichols's Literary
Anecdotes, and I. Disraeli's Calamities of Authors,

KENNEY, JAKES (1780-1849), English dramatist, was the

son of James Kenney, one of the founders of Boodles* Club in

London. His first play, a farce called Raising the Wind (1803^
was a success owning to the popularity of the character of
** Jeremy Diddler.” Kenney produced more than forty dramas
and operas between 1803 and 1845, many of his pieces, in

which Mrs Siddons, Madame Vestris, Foote, Lewis, Liston and
other leading players appeared from time to time, enjoyed a
considerable vogue. His most popular play was Sweethearts and
Wives, produced at the Haymarket theatre in 1823, and several

times afterwards revived; and among the most successful of his

other works were : False Alairms a comic opera with music
by Braham; Love, Law and Physic (1S12); Spring and Autumn
(1827); The Illustrious Stranger, or Married and Buried (1827);
Masaniello (1829); The Sicilian Vespers, a tragedy (1840).

Kenney, who numbered Charles Lamb and Samuel Rogers among
his friends, died in London on the 25th of July 1849. He married
the widow of the dramatist Thomas Holcroft, by whom he had
two sons and two daughters.

His second ^n, Charles Lamb Kenney (1823-1881), made
a name as a journalist, dramatist and miscellaneous writer.

Commencing life as a clerk in the General Post Office in London,
he joined the staff of The Times, to which paper he contributed
dramatic criticism. In 1856, having been called to the bar, he
liMcame secretary to Ferdinand de Lesseps, and in 1857 he pub-
lished The Gates of the East in support of the projected construc-
tion of the Suez Canal. Kenney wrote the words for a number

KENNICOTT
of light operas, and was the author of several popular songs,

the best known of which were “ Soft and Low ” (1865) and
“The Vagabond” (1871). He also published a Memoir of

M, W, BoZ/ff (1875), and translated the Correspondence of Balzac.

He included TWkeray and Dickens among his friends in a
literary coterie in which he enjoyed the reputation of a wit and
an accomplished writer of vers de soditL He died in London on
the 25th of August 1881.

See John Genest, Sorne Account of the English Stage, iddo-iSjo,
vols. vii. and viii. (10 vols., London, 183a); F. W. Clayden, Rogers
and his Contemporaries (2 vols., London, i8^) ;

Diet, National Biog.

KENNGOTT, GUSTAV A1K>LPH (1818-1897), German
mineraloj^st, was bom at Breslau on the 6th of January 1818.

After being employed in the Hofmineralien Cabinet at Vienna,
he became professor of mineralogy in the university of Zurich.

He was distinguished for his researches on mineralogy, crystallo-

graphy and petrology. He died at Lugano on the 7th of

March 1897.

Publications.—Lehrbueh der reinen Kryatallographie (1846);
Lehrbuck der Mineralogie (1852 and 1857; 5th ed., x88o); Vbersicht
der Resultate tnineralogischer Forsekungen in den Jahren /dee-sSdj

(7 vols., 1852-1868) ;
Die Minerale der Schweiz (1866) : Elemente der

Petrograpkie (1868).

KENNICOTT, BENJAMIN (1718-1783), English divine and
Hebrew scholar, was bom at Totnes, Devonshire, on the 4th of

April 1718. He succeeded his father as master of a charity

school, but by {he liberality of friends he was enabled to go to

Wadham College, Oxford, in 1744, where he distinguished him-
self in Hebrew and divinity. While an undergraduate he
published two dissertations. On the Tree of Life in Paradise, with

some Observations on the Fall of Man, and On ihe Oblations of Cain
and Abel (2nd ed., 1747), which procured him the honour of a
bachelor’s degree before the statutory time. In 1747 he was
elected fellow of Exeter College, and in 1750 he took his degree

of M.A. In 1764 he was made a fellow of the Royal Society,

and in 1767 keeper of the Radcliffe Library. He was also

canon of Christ Church (1770) and rector of Culham (1753), in

Oxfordshire, and was subsequently presented to the living of

Menheniot, Cornwall, which he was unable to visit and resigned

two years before his death. He died at Oxford on the i8th of

September 1783.

His chief work is the Veins Testamentum hebraicum cum variis
lectionibus (2 vols. fol., Oxford, 1776-1780). Before this appeared
he had written two dissertations entitled The State of the Printed
Hebrew Text of the Old Testament considered, published respectively
in 1753 and 1759, which were designed to combat the then current
ideas as to the " absolute integrity " of the received Hebrew text.
The first contains "a comparison of x Chron. xi. with 2 Sam. v. and
xxiii. and observations on seventy MSS., with an extract of mistakes
and various readings"

;
ths second defends the claims of the Samari-

tan Pentateuch, assails the correctness of the printed copies of the
Chaldee paraphrase, gives an account of Hebrew MSS. of the Bible
known to be extant, and catalogues one hundred MSS. preserved in

the British Museum and in the libraries of Oxford and Cambridge.
In 1760 he issued his proposals for collating all Hebrew MSS. of date
prior to the invention of printing. Sub^ptions to the amount
of nearly 0,000 were obtained, and many learned men addressed
themselves to the work of collation, Bruns of Helmstadt making
himself specially useful as regarded MSS. in Germany, Switzerland
and Italy. Between 1760 and 1769 ten " annual accounts " of the
progress of the work were given; in its course 6x5 Hebrew MSS. and
52 printed editions of the Bible were either wholly or parti^y
collated, and use was also made (but often very perfunctorily) of
the quotations in the Talmud. The materials thus collected, when
prop^ly arranged and made ready for the press, extended to 30 vols.
fol. The text finally followed m printing was that of Van der
Hooght—unpointed however, the points having been disregarded
in collation—^d the various readings were printed at the foot of
the page. The Samaritan Pentateuch stands alongside the Hebrew
in par^lel columns. The Dissertatio generalis, appended to the
second volume, contains as account of uie MSS. and other authori-
ties collated, and also a review of the Hebrew text, divided into
periods, and beginning with the formation of the Hebrew canon after
the return of the Jews from the exile. Kennicott's great work was
in one sense a failure. It yielded no materials ox value for the
emendation of the received text, and by disregarding the vowel
points overlooked the one thing in which some result (grammatical
If not criticaJi) might have been derived from coUation of Massoiatic
MSS. But the negative result of the publication and of the Varia
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leeHones of De Rossi, publi^ed some years later, was important.

It showed that the Hobrew text can be emended only by the use of

the versions aided by conjecture.

Kennicott*8 work was perpetuated by his widow, who founded
two university scholarship at Oxford for the study of Hebr^.
The fund jrields an income of j^ioo per annum.

KENNINGTON, a district in the south of London, England,

within the municipal borough of Lambeth. There was a royal

palace here until the reign of Henry VII. Kennington Common,
now represented by Kennington Park, was the site of a gallows

until the end of the i8th century, and was the meeting-place

appointed for the g^eat Chartist demonstration of the loth of

April 1848. Kennmgton Oval i.s the ground of the Surrey

County Cricket Club. (See Lambeth.)

KENORA (formerly Rat Portage), a town and port of entry

in Ontario, Canada, and the chief town of Rainy River district,

situated at an altitude of 1087 ft. above the sea. Pop. (1891),

1806; (1901), 5222. It is 133 m. by rail east of Winnipeg, on

the Canadian Pacific railway, and at the outlet of the Lake of

the Woods. The Winnipeg River has at this point a fall of 16 ft.,

which, with the lake as a reservoir, furnishes an abundant and

unfailing water-power. The industrial establishments comprise

reduction works, saw-mills and flour-mills, one of the latter

being the largest in Canada. It is the distributing point for the

gold mines of the district, and during the summer months

steamboat communication is maintained on the lake. There is

important sturgeon fishing.

KENOSHA, a city and the county-seat of Kenosha county,

Wisconsin, U.S.A., on the S.W. shore of Lake Michigan, 35 m. S.
|

of Milwaukee and 50 m. N. of Chicago. Pop. (1900), 11,606,

of whom 3333 were foreign-bom; (est. 1906), 17,061. It is

served by the Chicago & North-Western railway, by inter-

urban electric lines connecting with Chicago and Milwaukee,

and by freight and passenger steamship lines on Lake Michigan...

It has a good harbour and a considerable lake commerce. The
city is finely situated on high bluffs above the lake, and is widely

known for its healthiness. At Kenosha is the Gilbert M.

Simmons library, with 19,300 volumes in 1908. Just south

of the city is Kemper Hall, a Protestant Episcopal school for

girls, under the charge of the Sisters of St Mary, opened in

1870 as a memorial to Jackson Kemper (1789-1870), the first

missionary bishop (1835-1859), and the first bishop of Wi.s-

consin ( 1854-1870) of the Protestant Episcopal Church. Among
Kenosha’s manufactures are brass and iron beds (the Simmons
Manufacturing Co.), mattresses, typewriters, leather and brass

goods, wagons, and automobiles—the “ Rambler ” automobile

being made at Kenosha by Thomas B. Jeffery and Co. There

is an extensive sole-leather tannery. The total value of the

factory product in 1905 was $12,362,600, the city ranking third

in product value among the cities of the state. Kenosha,

originally known as Southport, was settled about 1832, organized

as the village of Southport in 1842, and chartered in 1850 as a

city under its present name.

KENSETT, JOHN FREDERICK (1818-1872), American

artist, was bom in Cheshire, Connecticut, on the 22nd of March

1818. After studying engraving ' he went abroad, took up
painting, and exhibited at the Royal Academy, London, in

1845. In 1849 he was elected to the National Academy of

Des^, New York, and in 1859 he was appointed a member of

the committee to superintend the decoration of the United

States Capitol at Washington, D.C. After his death the con-

tents of his studio realized at public auction over $150,000.

He painted landscapes more or less in the manner of the Hudson

River School.

KENSINGTON, a western metropolitan borough of London,

England, bounded N.E; by Paddington, and the city of West-

minster, S.E. by Chdsea, S.W. by Fulham, N.W. by Hammw-
smith, and extending N. to the boundary of the county of

London. Pop. (1901), 176,628. It includes the districts of

Kensal Green (partly) in the north, Notting Hill in the north-

centr^ portion, Earl’s Court in the south-west, and Bix^pton

in the south-eaat. A considerable but indefinite area adjoining

Brompton is commonly called South Kensington; but the

ansa known as West Kensington is within the borough of

Fulham.
The name appears in early forms ^Ckmesitun and Ksnesiiutfe.

Its origin is obscure, and has been variousljr connected with a

Saxon royal residence (King’s town), a faowy of the name of

Chenesi, and the word caen, meaning wood, from the forest

which originally covered the district and was still traceable

in Tudor times. The most probable derivation, however, finds

in the name a connexion with the Saxon tribe or family of

Kensings. The history of the manor is traceable from the time

of Edwwrd the Confessor, and after the Conquest it was held

of the Bishop of Coutances by Aubrey de Vere. Soqn after this

it became the absolute property of the de Veres, who were

subsequently created earls of Oxford. The place of manorial

courts is preserved in the name of the modem district of Earl’s

Court. With a few short intervals the manor continued in the

direct line until Tudor tiroes. There were also three sub-

manors, one given by the first Aubrey de Vere early in the

12th century to the Abbot of Abingdon, whence ^e present

parish church is called St Mary Abbots ;
while in another,

Knotting Barnes, the origin of the name Notting Hill is found.

The brilliant period of history for which Kensington is famous

may be dated from the settlement of the court here by WiUiam
HI. The village, as it was then, had a reputation for healthiness

through its gravel soil and pure atmosphere. A mansion stand-

ing on the western flank of the present Kensington Gardens had

been the seat of Heneage Finch, Lord Chancellor and afterwards

Earl of Nottingham. It was known as Nottingham House, but

when bought from the second earl by William, who was desirous*

of avoiding residence in London as he suffered from asthma, it

became known as Kensington Palace. The extensive additions

and alterations made by Wren according to the taste of the

King resulted in a severely plain edifice of brick; the orangery,

added in Queen Anne’s time, is a better example of the same
architect’s work. In the palace died Mary, William’s consort,

William himself, Anne and George II., whose wife Caroline did

much to beautify Kensington Gardens, and formed the beautiful

lake called the Serpentine ( 1 733). But a higher interest attaches

to the palace as the birthplace of Queen Victoria in 1819; and
here hef accession was announced to her. By her order,

towards the close of her life, the palace became open to the

public.

Modem influences, one of the most marked of which is the

widespread erection of vast blocks of residential flats, have swept

away much that was reminiscent of the historical connexions

of the old court suburb.” Kensington Square, however, lying

south of High Street in the vicinity of St Mary Abbots church,

still preserves some of its picturesque houses, nearly all of which

were formerly inhabited by those attached to the court; it

numbered among its residents Addison, Talleyrand, John Stuart

Mill, and Green the historian. In Young Street, opening from
the Square, Thackeray lived for many years. His house here,

still standing, is most commonly associated with his work, though

he subsequently moved to Onslow Square and to Palace Green.

Another link with the past Is found in Holland House, hidden

in its beautiful park north of Kensington Road. It was built

by Sir Walter Cope, lord of the manor, in 1607, and obtained its

present name on coming into the possession of Henry Rich, earl

of Holland, through his marriage with Cope’s daughter. He
extended and beautified the mansion. Gmeral Fairfax and

General Lambert are mentioned as occupants after his death, and

later the property was let, William Penn of Pennsylvania being

among those who leased it. Addison, marrying the widow of

the 6th earl, lived here until his death in 17x9. Daring the

tenancy of Henry Fox, third I^d Holland (1773-1840), the

house gained a European reputation as a meeting-pi^ of states^

men and men of letters, ’l^e formal gardens of Holland House
are finely laid out, and the rooms of the house are both beautiful

in themselves and enriched with collections of pictures, cbkui

and tapestries. Famous houses no kmger standing were Chmp-
den House, in the district north-west of the parish churdi,

formerly known as the Gravel Pits; and Gore House, on the site
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4if the peeient Albert Hall, the ref^ence of William Wilberforce,

and later of the countess of Blessington.

The pari^ church of St Mary Abbots, Street, occupies

an ancient axle, but was built from the designs of Sir GUbeil:

Scott in 1869. It is in Decorated style, and has one of the loftiest

£^es im England. In the north the borough includes tiie

ccmetexy of Kensal Green (with the exoeption of the Romem
Gdiholic portion, which is in the borough aS: Hammersnnihi); it

was opened in 1838^ and great nxuabecs of eminent pcusens aore

buried here. The Roman Catholic chorch of Our Lady of

Vklodes lies close to/ Kensington ELoad, and in Brompaon ]^ad
is the Oratory of St Philip Mari, a building with ckhfy
decorated interior, noted fur the beauty of ks nniEical sendees,

as is theCacmehte Church in Church Street. St Charles’s Roman
Catholic College (hir boys), near the north md of Ladbroke
Goove, was kmded bpr Carnal Manning in 1863 ; the buildups
are now used as a training centre for Catholic school miiBtfesses.

Of secular insututions the pdncipal are the rauseums in South

Kensington. The Victoria and Albert, commonly called the

South Kcn.sington, Museuni contains various exhibits divided

into sections, and includes the buildings of the Royal College of

Science. Close by is the Natural History Museum, in a great

building by Alfred Waterhouse, opened as a branch of the

British Museum in r88o. Near this stood Cromwell House,
erroneously considered to have been die residence of Oliver

Cromwell, the name of which survives in the adjacent Oomwel)
Road. In Kensington Gardens, near the upper end of Exhibit

tion Road, which separates the two museums, was held the Great

Exhibition of 1851, the hall of which is preserved as the- Crystal

Palace at Sydenham. The greater part of the gardens, however,

with the Albert Memorial, erected by Queen Victoria in memory
of Albert, prince consort, the Albert Hall, oppo.site to it, one of

the principal conrert-halls in London, and the Imperial Institute

to the south, are actualfy within the city of Westminster, though
commonly coimected with Kensington. The gardens (375 acres)

were laid out in the time of Queen Anne, and have always been

a popular and fashicmable place of recreation. £7ctensive

grounds at Earl’s Court are open from time to time lor various

exhibitions. Further notable buildings in Kensington are the

town-haU and free library in High< Street, whidi is also much
frequented for its excellent shops, and the Brompton Consump-
tion Hospital, Fulham Road. In Holland Park Road is the

house of Lord Leighton (d. 1896), given to the nation, and open,

with it^lt^i^ollection, tothe p^lic.

Kensinglom is a suffragan bishopric in the diocese of London.
The pacliamentairy borough of Kensington has north and south

divisions, eatch returning one member. The borough council

consists of a mayor, 10 aldermen and 60 councillm. Area,

0291*^1 acres.

KEMir, EAIRLS AND DUKES 01*. The first holder of the

English earldom of Kent was probably Odo, bi.shop of Bayeux,
and the second a certadn William de Ypres (d. 1162), both of

whom were deprivsed of the dignity. The reg^xt Hubert de

Burgh obtained this honour in 1227, and in 1321 it was granted

to Edmund Plantagenet, the youngest brother of Edward II.

Edmund (i3ol-^i33o), who was born at Woodstock on the 5th

of Auj^st 130X, received many marks of favour from his brother

the k^, whom he steadily supported until the last act in

Edward’s life opened in 1326. He fought in Scotland and tilien

ini France, and was a member of the council when Edward III.

become king in 1 327. Soon at variance with Queen Isabella and
her lover, Roger Mortimer, Edmund was involved in aioonspiracy

to restore fi^^vard IL, who he was led to beheve was still alive;

he was arrested, and beheaded on the X9th of March 1330.

Although he bad been condemned as a traitor his elder son

£dliiiind (r. 1327^333) was reeogiiiaed as earl of Kent, the title

passing onJus death to his bfother John (c. 1330^x352).

After Johnis tchihUess deaiththe earldomioppears to have been
hekf by fah^sister Joan, the fair xMiid of Kent,” and in 1360
Joan’s husbaxsdj Sir Thomas de Hobmd, or Holland^ was sum-
moned toparliamcnt as earl of Kent. Holand, who was a soldier

of soHse repsto, died ini Normandy on the 28th of December

1360, and hts widow married Edward the Blade Prince, by niiom
she was the mother of Richatrd IL The next earl was Holand'’s

eldest son Thomas (1350-1^97), who was marshal of England
kom 1.380 to X385, and was ut h^h favour with his haif-l^other,

Richard II. The 3rd earl of Kent of the Holand family was his

son Thomas (i374**i4oo). In S^tember 1397,. a few months
after becoming earl of Kent, Thomas was made duke of Surrey

as a reward ior assisting Ridiard II. against the lords appellant;

but he was degraded from his dukedom in 1399, and was
beheaded in January of the following year for conspiringaminst
Henry LV. However, hie brother Edmund (1384-1408) was
allowed to succeed to the earldom^ which became extinct on his

death in Brittany in September 140K
In the same century the title was revdvied in favour of William,

a younger son of Ra^ NeviiUe, xst earl of Westmorland, and
through hio mother Joan Beaufoit a gifuidson of John of Gaunt,
duke^ Lancaster.^ WilUam {c. 1405-14^3), who held the barony
of Fauconheig in right of his wife, Joan, gained fame during the

wars in France and fought kr the Yorkists during the Wars of

the Roses. His prowess is said to have been chiedy responsible

for the victory of Edward IV. at Towton in March x^x, wad soon
after this ev^ent he was created earl of Kent and c^miral of

England. He died in January 1463, and, as his only legitimate

issue were three daughters, the title of earl of Kent again become
extinct. Neville’s natural son Thomaa, ” the bastard of Faucon-
berg ” (d. 1471 ), was a follower of Warwick, the ” Kingmaker.”
The long connexion of the family of Grey with this title began

in Z465, when Edmund, Lord Grey of Ruthin, was created earl

of Kent. Edmund (r. 1420-1489) was the eldiest son of Sir John
Grey, while his mother, Constance, was a daughter of John
Holand, duke of Exeter. During the earlier part of the Wars
of the Roses Grey fought for Henry VL; but by deserting the

Lancastrians during the battle of Northampton in 1460 he gave
the victcuy to the Yorkists. He waa treasurer of England and
held other'high ofiices under Edward IV. and Richard III. His

son and successor, George, 2nd earl of Kent (r. 1455-1503), also

a sddier, married Anne Woodville, a sister of Edwaxd IV.’s

queen, Elizabeth, and was succeeded by his son Richmd (1481-

1524). After RicharcFs death without issue, his half-brother and
heir, Henry (r. 1495^1562), did not assume the title of earl of

Kent on account of his poverty ; but in 1572 Henry’s grandson
Reginald (d, 1573), who had been mernb^ of parliament for

W^rmouth, was recognized as earl; he was followed by his

brother Henry (J54i-i6r5), and then by another brother, Charles

(c. 1545-1623). Gharies’s son, Henry, the 8th earl 1585-

1639), married Elizabeth( 1581-1652), daughter of Gilbert Talbot,

7th earl of Shrewsbury. This lady, who was an authoress,

took for her second husband the jurist John Selden. Henry
died without children in November 1639, when the earldom of

Kent, separated from the barony of Ruthm, passed to his cousin

Anthony (1557-1643), a cleigyman, who was succeeded by his

son Henry (1594-1651), Lord Grey of Ruthin. Henry had been
a member of parliament from 16^ to 1643, and as a supporter

of the popular party was speaker of the House of Lords until its

aboliriod. The iith eari was his son Afrihony (1645-1702),
whose son Henry became X2th earl in August 1702, lord cumber-
lain of the royai household from 1704 to 1710, and in 1706 was
created earl of Harold and marquess of Kent, becoming duke of

Kent four years later. All his sons predeceased their fs^r, and
when the duke died in June 1740, his titles of earl, marquess and
duke of Kent became extinct.

In X799 Edward Augustus, fourth son of Georgfe III., was
created duke of Kent and Stratheam by his father. Born on
the 2Bd of November 1767, Edward served in the Blrilish army
in North America and ehwhere, becomihg a field marshal' in

1805. Tb quote Sir Spetic6r Walpole, Kent, a stem disc^Hn*

arian, was utipopufer among his tiro^; and the storm #hidi
waa created by hk well^intontioified' effort at Gibraltar to chedc
the licentiousness and drunkenness of the ganrlson coxhpelled

him filially to retire from the govembrship ot this cohmy.^*

Owingftoipceuniaty dM8cufties^hi» lateryoaft welmmain^pas^
on the continent Elirdpe. He died atSidmonth on the 23rd
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of January 1820. In 1818 the dulee married Maria Lowea
Victoria (1786-1861)^ widow of Emich Charlea, prince of: iLein-

ingen (d. 181*4), and sisrtJer of Leopold L, kin^'of the Belgiaas;

aiSj hM* only child was^Qneen* Victoria

MlflES (176.3-1847)^ Aawerican jnriM?, wan born ait

PhiHj^ tti New York State on the 31st of Jofy 1^3, H^e

cradnatetf at Yale College in 1781^ and began iO' practise taw tetf

Poughkeepsie, in 1785* a» an attorney, and in 1787 at the bar.

In 1790 and 1792 Kent was chosen toTepresent E^tchess obunty'

in thestate legislature. In 1 793 he removed to-New Ybrta, wtiere

Governor Jhy, towhom the young*fewycr's Fedwalist S3F>mpathies

were a strong recommendation, appointed him a mastor in*

chancery for the city. The year 1 Kent agann >a member
of the legislature and professor*of law in Columbia College. In*

1797 he became recoirier of New York, in 1798 judge of the

supreme court of the state, m 1804 chirf justice, and in 1814
dianceHor of New -York. In 18jw he became a member of the

convention to revise the state- constitution. Next year Chan-
ceHoT Kent resigned his office and was reflected to his former

chair. Out of the lectures he now delivered' grew the Com-
mentnries on Amtrican Law (4 vols., 1826-1830), which by their

learning, range and lucidity of style won for him a high and
permanent place in the estimation of both English and American
jurists. Kent rendered most essential- service to- American
jurisprudence while serving as chancellor. Chancery law had
been very unpopular during the colonial period, and had received

little development, and no decisions had been published. His

judgments of this class (see Johnson’s Chmumy Rtporis, 7 vols.,

1816-1824) cover a wide range of topics, and aire so thorou^ly
considered and developed as unquesttonably to form the basis

of American equity jurisprudence. Kent was a man of great

purity of character and' of* singular simplicity and guilelessness.

He died in New York on the 12th of Decem^r 1847. J

To Kent we owe several other works (includlaa a CommenUiryon
Jntemaiional Law) of less importaaoe then- the Cammmimieik See

Duer's £>iscaursf on tho Life^ Chmadtm and Public.Shvius 0/ jemus
Kent (1848).; The National Boftfoii.GaUery of DistinguishedAmencan$t
voL ii. (1852) ;

W. Kent, Memoin ana Letters of ChanctUor Kent
(Boston, 1898).

KBfIT, WILLIAM (1685-1748), English “ painter, architect,

and the father of modem gardening/’ as Hbraoe Walpole in

his Anecdotes of Painting describes him, was bom in ¥(^siure
in 1685. Apprenticed to a coach>painter, his ambition,soon led

him to London, where he began life as a portrait and Mstorkai

painter. He found patrons, who sent him in 1710 to study in

Italy; and. at Rome he made other friends, among them Lord
Burlington, with whom he returned to England in 1719, Under
that noblemanV roof Kent chiefly resided till his death on. the

uth of' April 1748—obtaining abundant commissions in all

departments of his art, as well as various court appointments

which brought him an income of £600 a year.. Walpole says

that Kent was below mediocrity in painting. Hehad some little

taste and skill in architecture, of which Kolkham palace is

perhap.*) the most favourable example. The mediocre statue

of Shakespeare in Westminster ^bey sufhoently stamps his

powers asa sculptor. His meritin landscapegaFdfiiHng is greater.

In Walpoic’s language, Kent ” was painter enough to taste the

charms of landscape^ bold and opinionatiye enou^ to dare and
to dictate, and bom with a genius to. strike out a great.^stem
from the twilight of impeifeot-essays.” In shorty be was thedrst

in E^Iishgaidenin^ovindicate the natural against the artiflctal.

Banishing,oR the jcl^ped monstrosities of the topiary art in yew,

box or holly^ rdeafSing. the i)*treams from the conventional canal

and marble baabi, and rejecting the matheraotical ^mmetry
of ground'ptan then in vogue for pudens^, K«it endieavoured to

|

imftate the variety of nature, with due regard to the principles

of light aid shad^ and pwrspaetiveu, Sometimes he carried. his

imitatioii-^tbo far, aawhm.he ptaaied dead treesiia:Kiensingbm

jajardens tn ghre a mater a^^of truth to the scene, though he

hmritf ppa of»the first to detect the folly of wchw^ctreme.
Kiends plane- wm dealgp^ with a view. ta:ihun«dlate

effiech over a coinparativaly^ aaonll area than with ^regard to any
broader dr subsequent results.
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KENT, one ofi the^ hingdoaia of AnglO'^Slixan Britiun, th«

dimensions of which seem, tor hava. corrospondifl wilfe thoia cd
the pment comity' (sea below).. According to tradition k.waa
the-tet paitnf theioimtry oc(mpiediby!thetiwa<lms^ foondere^,

HeQ|est and Hoosa, haxing bm emj^yed hy tha British

Vdrtigecn against the fitats mid Soots.. Their landing, «aceoxdii^

to English tradition, took place between 450-455, though; in

the Welsh iiccounte the Saacons.w&.said: to have arrived in ^8
(iciifulBnOw 66).. Accosdingto
probably used some test list of Kentij^ kiiigg, Hhngesrt. reigned

4«-488, and-was succeeded by* his met jfisc (0iscl who reigned

tuf 512 ; but little value can be attached to thesedates* Pocu-
mentary history begins with ^Ethelberht, the. gsea&grandson
of Ms/c, who reigned probably 560-616. He maemed Berhta,

daughter of the Frankish king Haribert, or Ch«ibEsrt;.an event

which no doubt was partly responsible for the success of the

muaiim el: Augustine, who landed in 597. ^helberht was at
this time supreme over all the EngUshicmgSiSouthof theHumber,
On his dea^ in 616 he was succeeded by his son Eadbald, who
renounced Christianity and married his stepmother, Imt was
shortly afterwards converted by Laurentius, the successor of

Augustine. Eadbald was succeeded, int 640 by his son Breon-
berht, who enforced the acceptance- of Ghrietiamty throughout

his kuagdom, and was succeeded in 664 by his son Ecgbcrt, the

latter again by his brother Hlothhese in 673. The early part of

Hlotbhm’s reign was disturbed by an. invaeion: ol J£thie]r«d of

Mercia. He issued a code of taws^ which is sUllextaitt, together

with his nephew Eadric, the son of.Ecghert, but in 685 a quarrel
broke out between them in which Eadric called in the. South

»

Saxons. Elothhere died of his wounds,, and. was succeeded, by
Eadric; who, however, reigned under two yeara.

The death of Eadric was followed by a disturbed period, in

which Kent was under kings whom Bede calls '* dMt vel externsV*

An unsuccessftil attempt at oonque&t seams to have been made
the West Saxons, one of whose princes, Mul, brother of Cead>

walk, is said to have been killed in 687 . There is some evidence

for a successful invasion by. the East ^on.kixig.Sigehere during

the same year. A king named Oswine, who apparent^ belonged

to the native dynasf^, seems to have abtain^ipaxt of the king-

dom in 688. The other part came in^ 689 into the hands of

Swefheard, probably ai soli' of the East Saxon, king Sebbe.

Wihtred, a son. ol Ecgbert, succeeded Oswine about 69P, and
obtained possession of the whole king^m. before 694. From
him also we have.a code of laws. At Wjhtred^s death in 725 the

kingdom was divided between his BQns> .£thelbecht, Eadberht
and Adric, the last of whom appears to have diedfsoonsdterwards.

iEthelherbt reigned till 762; Eadberht,accocdingto*theOro»ick,

died in 748, but some doubtful charters speakrof him>as alive in

762^762. Eadberht was< succeeded by his son .Eardwulf, and he

again, by Eanmund, while iEthelberht was succeeded by a king

named Sigered. From 764r7.79 we find,a king named Ecgbert,

who in the early of his reign had a coUeague named Hea-

berht. At this .pa*iod Kentish b^tory is very obscure. Another

king iiiain^.^thelberht appears in 781, and a king Ealhmund
in 784, hut them is some reason for suspectmg.tbat Ofia annexed

Kent about:tbk time. On his death (796) Eadberht Praenmade
himself*king; but in 798 he was defeated, and caiptu^ by Coen-

wuif, whfr.m^e his own brother Cuthrediking^in.his pta^ On
Cuthred's death in 807 Coenwulf seems to have k^t Kent in his

osm. pofiseasum. His successors Ceolwolf and Beomwulf. like-

wise ajqiear to have held Kent, hut in 825 we hear of a king

Baldved who was expelled by Ecgbert king of Weasex. Under
the West Saxon dynasty Kent, together with £ss«, Sussex and
Surrey, was sometimes given as a depmsdent kingdom to one

of. the royal kntly. During reign it was^entrusted to

bis son iEthdwnlf, on whose aocessaon tOfthe throne of Wessex,

in 839, itLwas. given to ^thektan, |gobid>ly his son, who lived

at least till 851* From 855 to 86o.it:was gavemed by ^Ethel-

bevht sonof .^thriwulf* During the last'.years of Alfred’s tew
it seems to havei^ltoHi. entmiatod! ^ hkn to hk son .Edward.
Throughout the 9th centiiry weihear .ako of two.eark^.whose
spheres of authority>may lutve correspemded to tSiose of the two
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kings whom we find in the 8th century. The last earls of

whom we have any record were the two brothers Sigehelm and
Sigewulf, who fell at the Hokn in 905 when the Kentish
army was cut off by the Danes, on Edward the Elder’s return

from his expedition into East Anglia. At a later period Kent
ai^mrS to have been held, together with Sussex, by a single

earl.

The internal organization of the kingdom of Kent seems to have
been somewhat peculiar. Besides the division into West Kent and
East Kent, which probably corresponds with the kingdoms of the
Sth century, we find a number of latlies, apparently administrative
districts under reeves, attached to royal villages. In East Kent
there were four of these, namely, Canterbury, Eastry, Wye and
L3rmne, which can be traced back to the 9th century or earlier.

In the nth century wc hear of two lathes in West Kent, those of
Sutton and Aylesford.
The social organization of the Kentish nation was wholly different

from that of Mercia and Wessex. Instead of two noble ”
classes

we find only one, called at first eorlcund, later as in Wessex, gosith-
cund. Again below the ordinary freeman we find three varieties
of persons c^ed laetas, pro^bly freedmen, to whom we have noting
ansdogous in the other kingdoms. Moreover the wergeld of the
ceorl, or ordinary freeman, was two or three times as great as that
of the same class in Wessex and Mercia, and the same difference of
treatment is found in all the compensations and fines relating to
them. It is not unlikely that the peculiarities of Kentish custom
observable in later times, especially with reference to the tenure
of land, are connected with ^esc characteristics. An explanation
is probably to be obtained from a statement of Bede—that the
settlers in Kent belonged to a different nationality from those who
founded the other kingdoms, namely the Jutes (^v.).

See Bede, Hisioriae ecclesiasHcae, edited by C. Plummer (Oxford,
1896) \Two of the Saxon Chronicles, edited by f. Earle and C. Plummer
{Oxford, 18^-1899); W. de G. Birch, Cartularii/tm Saxonicum
(London, 1885-1889)

;
B. Seebohm, Tribal Custom in Anglo-Saxon

Law (London- 19021
;

H. M. Chadwick, Siiidies on Anglo-Saxon
InsHMions (Cambricige, 1905) ; and T. W. Shore, Origin of the Anglo-
Saxon Race (London, 190O). (F. G. M. B.)

KENT, a south-eastern county of England, bounded N. by the

Thames estuary, E. and S.E. by the hinglish Channel, S.W. by
Sussex, and W. by Surrey. In the north-west the administrative

county of London encroaches upon the ancient county of Kent,

the area of which is 1554*7 sq. m. The county is roughly tri-

angular in form, London lying at the apex of the we.stem angle,

the North Foreland at that of the eastern and Dungeness at that

of the southern. The county is divided centrally, from west to

east, by the well-marked range of hills known as the North
Downs^ntdring Kent from Surrey. In the west above Wester-

ham t^e hills exceed 800 ft.; to the east the height is much
less, but even in Kent (for in Surrey they are higher) the North
Downs form a more striking physical feature than their height

would indicate. They are mtersected, CvSpecially on the north,

by many deep valleys, well wooded. At three points such valleys

cut completely through the main line of the hills. In the west

the Darent, flowing north to the Thames below Dartford, pierces

the hills north of Sevenoaks, but its waters are collected chiefly

from a subsidiary ridge of the Downs running parallel to the main
line and south of it, and known us the Ragstone Ridge, from

600 to 800 ft. in height. The Medway, however, cuts through

the entire hill system, rising in the Forest Ridges of Sussex,

flowing N.E. and E. past Tonbridge, collecting feeders from south

and east (the Teise, Beult and others) near Yalding, and then

flowing N.E. and N. through the hills, past Maidstone, joining

the Thames at its mouth through a broad estuary. The rich

lowlands, between the Downs and the Forest Ridges to the south

(which themselves extend into Kent), watered by the upper

Medway and its feeders, are called the Vale of Kent, and fall

within the district well known under the name of the Weald.
The easternmost penetration of the Downs is that effected by the

Stour (Great Stour) which rises on their southern face, flows S.E.

to Ashford, where it receives the East Stour, then turns N.E.

past Wye and Canterbury, to .meander through the lowlands

representing the former channel which isolated the Isle of Thanet
from the mainland. The channel was called the Wantsume, and
its extent may be gathered from the position of the village of

Fordwich near Canterbury, which had formerly a tidal harbour,

and is a member of the Cjnque Port of Sandwich. The Little

Stour joins the Great Stour in these lowlands from a deep vale

among the Downs.
About two-thirds of the boundary line of Kent is formed by

tidal water. The estuary of the Thames may be said to stretch

from ^ndon Bridge to Sheemess in the Isle of Sheppe^r, which
is divided from the mainland by the narrow channel (bridged at

Queensbridge) of the Swale. Sheemess lies at the mouth of the

Medway, a narrow branch of which cuts off a tongue of land

termed the Isle of Grain lying opposite Sheerness. Along tbe

banks of the Thames the coast is generally low and marshy,
embankments being in several places necessary to prevent

inundation. At a few points, however, as at Gravesend, spurs

of the North Downs descend directly upon the shore. In the

estuary of the Medway there are a number of low marshy islands,

but Sheppey presents to the sea a range of slight cliffs from 80

to ^ ft. in height. The marshes extend along the Swale to

Whitstable, whence stretches a low line of clay and sandstone

cliffs towards the Isle of Thanet, when they become lofty and
grand, extending round the Foreland southward to Pegwell Bay.
The coast from Sheppey round to the South Foreland is skirted

by numerous flats and sands, the most extensive of which are

the Goodwin Sands off Deal. From Pegwel) Bay south to a
point near Deal the coast is flat, and the drained marshes or levels

of the lower Stour extend to west; but thence the coast rises

again into chalk cliffs, the eastward termination of the North
Downs, the famous wliite cliffs which form the nearest point of

England to continental Europe, overlooking the Strait of Dover.

These cliffs continue round the South Foreland to Folkestone,

where they fall away, and are succeeded west of Sandgate by a

flat shingly shore. To the south of Hythe this shore borders

the wide expanse of Romney Marsh, which, immediately west

of Hythe, is overlooked by a line of abrupt hills, but for the rest

is divided on the north from the drainage system of the Stour

only by a slight uplift. The marsh, drained by many channels,

seldom rises over a dozen feet above sea-level. At its south-

eastern extremity, and at the extreme south of the county, is

the sliingly promontory of Dungeness. Within historic times

much of this marsh was covered by the sea, and the valley of the

river Rotlier, whicJi forms part of the boundary of Kent with

Sussex, entering the sea at Rye harbour, was represented by a

tidal estuary for a considerable distance inland.

Geology.—The northern part of the county lies on the southern
rim of the London basin; here the beds are dipping northwards.
The southern part of the county is occupied by a portion of tiie

Wealden anticline. The X^ondon Clay occupies the tongue of land
between the estuaries of the Thames and Medway, as well as Shei^y
and a district about 8 m. wide stretching southwards from Whit-
stable to Canterbury, and extending eastwards to the Isle of Thanet.
It reappears at Pegwell Bay, and m the neighbourhood of London
it rises above the plastic clay into the elevation of Shooter's Hill,

with a height of about 450 It. and a number of smaller eminences.
The thickness of the formation near London is about 400 ft., and at

Sheppey it reaches 480 ft. At Sheppey it is rich in various kinds
of fossil fish and shells. The plastic clay, wliich rests chiefly on
chalk, occupies the remainder of the estuary of the Thames, but at

several places it is broken through by outcrops of chalk, which in

some instances run northwards to flie banks of the river. The
Lower Tertiaries are represented by three different formations known
as the Thanet beds, the Woolwich and Reading beds, cmd the Old-
haven and Blackheath beds. The Thanet beds resting on chalk
form a narrow outcrop rising into cliffs at Pegwell Bay and Rcculvcr,
and consist (i) of a constant base bed of clayey greenish sand, seldom
more than 5 ft. in thickness

; (2) of a thin and local bed composed of

alternations of brown clay and loam; (3) of a bed of fine light buff

sand, which in west Kent attains a thickness of more than 60 ft.;

(4) of bluish grey sandy marl containing fossils, and almost entirely

confined to east Rent, the thickness of the formation being more than
60 ft.

;
and (5) of fine li^ht grey sand of an equal thickness, also fossil-

iferous. The middle senes of theLower Tertianes, known as the Wool-
wich and Reading beds, rests either on the Thanet beds or on chalk,

and consists chiefly of irregular alternations ot clay and sand of

very various colours, the former often containing estuarine and oyster

shells and the latter flint peblffes. The thickness of the formation
varies from 15 to 80 ft., but most commonly it is from 25 to 40 it.

The highest and most local series of the Lower Tertiaries is the
Oldhaven and Blackheath beds lying between the London Clay and
the Woolwich beds. They consist chiefly of flint pebbles or of light-

coloured quartzose sand, the thickness being from ao to 30 ft, and
are best seen at Oldhaven and Blackheatli . To the south the London
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basiu is succeeded by the North Downs, an elevated rid«e of country

consisting of an outcrop of chalk which extends from Westerhani to

Folkestone >vith an irregular breadth generally of 3 to C m., but

expanding to nearly 12 m. at Dartford and Gravesend and also to

the north of Folkestone. After dipping below the London Clay at

Canterbury, it sends out an outcrop which forms the greater part

of Thanct. Below the chalk is a thin crop of Upper Greensand

between Otford and Westerham. To the south of the Downs there

is a narrow valley formed by the Gault, a fossilifcrons blue clay.
!

This is succeeded by an outcrop of the Lower Greensand—including
the Folkestone, Sandgate and Hythe beds with the thin Atherfield

Clay at the base—which extends across the country from west to

east with a breadth of from 2 to 7 m., and rises into the picturesque

e levations of the Ragstone hills. The remains of Iguanodon occur

in the Hythe beds. The valley, which extends from the borders of

Sussex to Hythe, is occupied chiefly by the Weald clays, which con-

tain a considerable number of marine and fresh-water fossils. Along

the borders of Sussex there is a narrow strip of country consi^ing

of picturesque sandy hills, formed by the Hastings beds, wh^e
hignest elevation is nearly 400 ft. and the south-west comer of the

county is occupied by Romney Marsh, which within a comparatively

recent period has been recovered from the sea. Valley gravels

border the Tliames, and Pleistocene mammalia have been found

in fissures in the Hythe beds at Ightham, where. ancient stone imp]^

nients are common. Remains of crag deposits he in pipes in the

chalk near I.enham. Coal-measures, as will bo seen, have been found

near Dover. ^
rhe London Clay is much used for bricks, coarse pottery and

Uoman cement. Lime is obtained from the Chalk and Green^nd

formations. Ironstone is found in the Wadhurst Clay, a subdivision

of the Hastings beds, clays and calcareous ironstone m the Ashdown

sand, but the industry has long been discontinued. Ihe last Weal-

den furnace was put out in 182b'. ....
Climate and Agriculture .—The unhealthiness of certain portions

of the countv caused by the marshes is practically removed by drain-

inc. In the north-eastern districts the climate is somewhat uncer-

tain. and damage is often done to early fruit-blossoms and vegetation

l)V cold easterly winds and late frosts. In the large portion of the

(.ounty sheltered by the Downs the climate is milder and more

eciuable, and vegetation is somewhat earlier. The average tempera-

tute for January is 37 9^ 1‘. at Canterbury, and 59 « at Dover;

for Tuly and 6r6" respectively, and the mean annual 50 and

SO' 2“ respectively. Rainfall is light, the mean annual being 2^72 in,

at Dover, and 23 31 at Margate, compared with 23*16 at Green-

wich. The soil is varied in character, hut on tha whole rich ana

under high cultivation. The methods of cultuna.' and the kinds

of crop produced arc perhaps more widely diversified than those of

anv other county in England. Upon the London Clay the land is

generally heavy and still, but very fruitful when properly manured

and cultivated. The marsh lands along the banks of the pames,

Medway, Stour and Swale consist chiefly of rich chalk alluvium.

In the Isle of Thanet a light mould predominates, which has been

much enriched by fish manure. The valley of the Medway, espe-

cially the district round Maidstone, is the most fertile part of the

county, the soil being a deep loam with a subsou of bncK-earth.

On the ragstone the soil is occasionally thin and much mixed with

small portions of sand and stone; but in some situations the ragstone

bus a thick covering of clay loam, which is most suitable for the

production of hops and fruits. In the district of the Weald marl
,

prevails, with a substratum of clay. The soil of Romney Marsh
|

is a clay alluvium. .

No part of England surpasses the more fertile portions of this

countv in the peculiar richness of its rural scenery. Aput three-

ciuartcrs of the total area is under cultivation. Oats and wheat are

grown in almost equal quantities, barley being of rather less im^-
tance A considerable acreage is under beans, and in Thanet mustard,

spinach, canary seed and a variety pf other seeds are raised But

the county is specially noted for the cultivation of fruit and hops.

Market gardens are very numerous in the neighbourhood of London.

The principal orchard districts are the valleys of the Darent and

Medway, and the tertiary soils overlying the chalk, between Rochwter

and Canterbury. The county is specially famed for chemes ana m-

berts, but apples, pears, plums, eoosebemes, strawberries, raspberries

and currantsareafsolargelycultivated. In someca^apples, chernes,

filberts and hops are grown in alternate rows. The principal hop

districts arc the country between Canterbury and Faversham, the

vallev of the Medway in mid Kent, and the district of the Weald.

Much of the Weald, which originally was occupied by a forest, is

stiU densely wooded, and woods arc specially extensive in the valley

of the Medway. Fine oaks and beeches are numwous, and yew

trees of treat size and ate are seen in some Kentish churchyards,

as at S&l t^ fine oak at Headcom is alw famous.

A large extent of woodland cpnsists of ash iwd chestnut plantations,

maintained for the growth of hop poles, ^ttle are grazed in con-

siderable numbers on the marsh lands, and dairy farms we num^us
in the neighbourhood of London. For the reanng of sheep Kent is

one of the chief counties in England. A breed pecul^ to the

trict. known as Kents, is grazed on Romney Marsh, but SouUi-

downs are fie principal breed raised on the uplands. Bee-keeping

19 extensively practised. Dairy schools are maintained by the

technical education committee of the county council. The South-
eastern Agricultural College at Wye is under the control of the
county councils of Kent and Surrey.

Other Industries ,—There were formerly extensive ironworks in

the Weald. Another industry now practically extinct wa.s the
manufacture of woollen cloth. The neighbourhood of Lamborhurst
and Cranbrook was the special seat of these trades. Among the

principal modern industries are paper-making^ carried on on the

banks of the Darent, Medway, Cray and neighbouring streams,

engineering, chemical and other works along ™ Th^es, manu-

factures ofbricks, tiles, pottery and cement, especially by the lower

Medway and the Swale. A variety of industnes is connected with

the government esteblishments at Chatham and Sheerness. Ship-

building is prosecuted here and at Gravesend, Dover and other ports.

Gunpowder is manufactured near Erith and Faversham, ancf else-

where.
, .

Deep-sea fishing is largely prosecuted all round the coast. Shrimps,

soles and flounders are taken in great numbers in the estuaries of

the Thames and Medway, along the north coast and off Ramsgate.

The history of the Kentish oyster fisheries goes back to the time of

the Roman occupation, when the fame of the oyster beds off Rutuptae

(Richborough) extended even to Rome. The principal beds arc

near Whitstable, Faversham, Milton, Queenborough and Rochester,

some being worked by ancient companies or gilds of fish^micn.

After the cesisation in 1882 of works in connexion with the Channel

tunnel, to connect England and France, coal-boring was attempted

in. the disused shaft, west of the Shakespeare Cliff railway tunnel near

Dover. In 1890 coal was struck at a depth of 1190 ft., and further

seams were discovered later. The company which took up the

mining was unsuccessful, and boring ceased in xgoi, but the work

was resumed by the Consolidated Kent Collieries Corporation, and

an extension of borings revealed in 1905. the probabihty of a success-

ful development of the mining industry in Kent.

Communications .—Railway communications are practically mono

polized by the South Eastern & Chatham Company, a nwmopoly

which has not infrequently been the cause of complamt on the part

of farmers, traders and others. This system include some of thv

principal channels of communication with the Continent, througii

tific'ports'or Dover,* Folkestone and Queenborough. The c^nty

contains four of the Cinque Ports, namely, Dover, Hythe, New Rom-

ney and Sandwich. Seaside resorts are numerous and populous-

on the north coast are Minster (Sheppey), Whitstoble and Hern t*

Bay ; there is a ring of watering-places round the Isle of Thanet -

Birchington, Westgate, Margate, Broadslmrs, Ramsgate; whUe

to the south are Sandwich, Deal, Walmer, St Mar^rarct s-at-Cliffe,

Dover,. Folkestone, Sandgate and Hythe. Tunbridge Wells is a

favourite inland watering-place. The influence of London m c^n^

verting villages into outer residential suburbs is to be observea at

many points, whether seaside, along the Thames or inland. The

county is practically without inland water communications exclud-

ing the Thames. The Royal military canal which ruM ^ong the

inland border of Romney Marsh, and connects the Koth®r witii

Hythe, was constructed in 1807 as part of a scheme of defence in

connexion with the martello towers or small forts along the coast.

Poftulation and Administration.—^The area of the ancient

county is 995,014 acres, with a population in 1901 of 1,348,841.

In 1801 the population was 308,667. Excluding the portion

which falls within the administrative county of London the area

is 974,950 acres, with a population in 1891 of 807,269 and in

1901 of 935,855. The area of the administrative county is

9^,881 acres. The county contains 5 lathes, a partition pecu-

liar to the county. The municipal boroughs are Bromley (pop.

27,354), Canterbury, a city and county borough (24,889),

Chatham (37,057), Deal (10,581), Dover (41,794), ^versham

(11,290), Folkestone (30,650), Gillingham (4*,53“). Gravesend

(27,196), Hythe (5557), Lydd (2675), Maidstone (33,S>6),

Margate (23,118), New Romney (13*8), Queenborough (1544).

Ramsgate (27,733), Rochester, a city (30,590), ^dwich (3170),

Tenterden (3*43). Tunbridge Wells (33,373). TTie urton dis-

tricts are Ashford (12,808), Beckenham (26,331), Bexley (12,918),

Broadstairs and St Peter's (6466), Cheriton (7091). Chislehurrt

(7429), Dartford (18,644), Erith (23.»96). Foots Cray (5817),

Herne Bay (6726), Milton (7086), Northfleet (12,906), Pengc

(22,465), Sandgate (2294), Sevenoaks (8ro6), Sheemess (18,179),

Sittingbourne (8943). Southborough (6977), TonbndgeTT2,736),

Walmer (5614), Whitstable (7086). Wrotham (3571). Othw

small towns are Rainham (3693) near Chatham, Aylesford (267S),

East Mailing (2391) and West Mailing (23x2) in the Maidstone

district; Edenbridge (2546) and Westerham (2905) on the

western bordfcr of the county; Cranbrook (3949), Goudhurst

(2725) and Hawkhunst (3136) in the south-w^. Amoi^

villages which have grown into residential towns through their
® XV. 24
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proximity to London, beyond those included among the boroughs

and urban districts, there should be mentioned Orpington (4259).

The county is in the south-eastern circuit, and assizes are held

at Maidstone. It has two courts of quarter sessions, and is

divided into 17 petty sessional divisions. The boroughs having

separate commissions of the peace and courts of quarter sessions

are Canterbury, Deal, Dover, Faversham, Folkestone, Gravesend,

Hythe, Maidstone, Margate, Rochester, Sandwich and Tenterden;

while those of Lydd, New Romney, Ramsgate and Tunbridge
Wells have separate commissions of the peace. The liberty of

Romney Marsh has petty and general ses.sions. The justices

of the Cinque Ports exercise certain jurisdiction, the non-corpor-

ate members of the Cinque Ports of Dover and Sandwich having

separate commissions of the peace and courts of quarter sessions.

The central criminal court has jurisdiction over certain parishes

adjacent to London. All those civil parishes within the county
of Kent of which any |mrt is within twelve miles of, or of which
no part is more than fifteen miles from, Charing Cross are within

the metropolitan police district. The total number of civil

parishes is 427. Kent is mainly in the diocese of Canterbury,

but lias parts in those of Rochester, Southwark and Chichester.

It contains 476 eccle.sia.stical parishes or districts, wholly or in

part. The county (extra-metropolitan) is divided into 8 parlia-

mentary divisions, namely. North-western or Dartford, Western
or Sevenoaks, South-westeni or Tunbridge, Mid or Medway,
North-eiistern or Faversham, Southern or Ashford, Eastern or St

Augustine’s and the Isle of Thanet, each returning one member;
while the boroughs of Canterburj^ Chatham, Dover, Gravesend,
Hythe, Maidstone and Rochester each return one member.

History.— ¥qy the ancient kingdom of Kent .see the preceding

article. The shire organization of Kent dates from the time of

i^thelstan, the name as well as the boundary being that of the

ancient kingdom, though at first probably with the addition of
the suffix “ shire,” the form ” Kentshire ” occurring in a record
of the folkmoot at this date. The inland shire-boundary has
varied with the altered course of the Rother. In 1888 the

county was diminished by the formation of the county of

London.

At the time of the Domesday Survey Kent comprised .sixty

hundreds, and there was a further division into six lests, probably
representing the shires of the ancient kingdom, of which two,

Sutton and Aylesford, correspond with the present-day lathes.

The remainwg four, Borowast Lest, Estre l.est, Limowa.st Le.st

and Wi^•t Lest, existed at least as early as the 9th century, and
were apparently named from their administrative centres,

Burgwara (the burg being Canterbury), Eastre, Lymne and Wye,
all of which were meeting-places of the Kentish Council. The
five modern lathes (Aylesford, St Augustine, Scray, Sheppey and
Sutton-at-Honc) all existed in the time of Edward I., with the

additional lathe of Hcdeling, which w’as absorbed before the next

reign in that of St Augustine. I'he JSiomina )'iUarum of the

reign of Edward IL mentions all the sixty -.six modem hundreds,

more than two-thirds of which were at that date in the hands of

the church.

Sheriffs of Kent are mentioned in the time of uF-thclred IJ.,

luid in Saxon times the shiremoot met three times a year on
Penenden Heath near Maidstone, After the Conquest the great

ecclesiastical landholders claimed exemption from the jurisdic-

tion of the shire, and in 1279 the abbot of Battle claimed to have

his own coroner in the hundred of Wye. In the 13th century

twelve liberties in Kent claimed to have separate bailiffs. The
assizes for the county were held in the reign of Henry III, at

Canterbury" and Rochester, and also at the I^wey of Tonbridge

under a mandate from th^e Crown as a distinct liberty; after-

wards at different intervals at East Greenwich, Dartford, Maid-

stone, Milton-next-Gravesend and Sevenoaks; from the Restora-

tion to the present day they have been held at Maidstone. The
liberty of Romney Marsh has petty and quarter sessions under

its charters.

Kent is remarkable as the only English county which com-

prises two entire bishoprics, Canterbury, the see for East Kent,

having been founded in 597, and Rochester, the see for West

Kent, in 600. In 2291 the archdeaconry of Canterbury was co-

extensive with that diocese and included the deaneries of West-

bere, Bridge, Sandwich, Dover, Elham, Lympne, Charing,

Sutton, Sittingboume, Ospringe and Canterbury; the ardi-

deaconry of Rochester, also co-extensive with its diocese, in-

cluded the deaneries of Rochester, Dartford, Mailing and Shore-

ham. In 1845 the deaneries of Charing, Sittingboume and
Sutton were comprised in the new archdeaconry of Maidstone,

which in 1846 received in addition the deaneries of Dartford,

Mallrng and Shoreham from the archdeaconry of Rochester. In

1853 the deaneries of Mailing and Charing were subdivided into

North and South Mailing and East and West Charing. Lympne
was .subdivided into North and South Lympne in 1S57 and Dart-

ford into East and West Dartford in 1864. Gravesend and
Cobham deaneries were created in 1862 and Greenwich and
Woolwich in 1868, all in the archdeaconry of Rochester. In

1873 East and West Bridge deaneries were created in the arch-

deaconry of Canterbury, and Croydon in the archdeaconry of

Maidstone. In 1889 Tunbridge deanery was created in the

archdeaconry of Maidstone. In 1906 the deaneries of East and
West Dartford, North and South Mailing, Greenwich and Wool-
wich were abolished, and Shoreham and Tunbridge were trans-

ferred from Maidstone to Rochester archdeaconry.

Between the Conquest and the 14th century the earldom of

Kent was held successively by Odo, bishop of Bayeux, William
of Ypres and Hubert de Burgh (sheriff of the county in the reign

of Hcniy III.), none of whom, however, transmitted the honour,

which was bestowed by Edward 1 . on his youngest .son Edmund
of Woodstock, and subsequently passed to the families of Holhand
and Neville (see Kent, Earls and Dukes of). In the Dome.s-

day Survey only five lay tenants-in-chief arc mentioned, all the

chief estates being held by the church, and the fact that the

Kentish gentry are less ancient than in some remoter shires is

further explained by the constant implantation of new stocks

from London. Greenwich is illustrious as the birthplace of

Henry VllL, Mary and Elizabeth. Sir Philip Sidney was born

at Penshurst, being descended from William de Sidney, chamber-

lain to Henry II. Bocton Malherbe was the seat of the Wotl ons,

from whom descended Nicholas Wolton, privy rouneillor to

Henry VIIL, Edward VL, Mary and Elizabeth. The family

of Leiborne of l^iborae Castle, of whom Sir Roger Leiborne took

an active part in the Iwons’ wars, became extinct in the 14th

century. Sir Francis Walsingham was bom at Chislehursl,

where his family had long flourished
;
Hever Castle was the seat

of the Boleyns and the scene of the courtship of Anne Boleyn

by Henry VIIL Allington Castle was the birthplace of Sir

Thomas Wyat.
Kent, from its proximity to London, ha.s been intimately

concerned in every great historical movement which has agitated

the country, while its busy industrial population has steadily

resisted any infringement of its rights and liberties. The chief

events connected with the county under the Norman kings were

the capture of Rochester by William Rufus during the rebellion

of Odu of Bayeux
;
the capture of Dover and Leeds castles by

Stephen; the murder of lliomas k Berket at Canterbury in

1170; the submission of John to the pope’s legate at Dover in

1213, the capture of Rochester Castle by the king in the same
year. Rochester Castle was in 1216 captured by the dauphin of

France, to whom nearly all Kent submitted, and during the wars

of Henry III. with his barons w"as captured by Gilbert de Gare.

In the peasants’ rising of 1381 the rebels plundered the arch-

bishop’s palace at Canterbury, and 100,000 Kentishmen gathered

round Wat Tyler of Essex. In 1450 Kent to/ck a leading part

in Jack Cade’s rebellion; and in 1554 the insurrection of Sir

Thomas Wyat began at Maidstone. On the outbreak of the

Great Rebellion feeling was much divided, but after capturing

Dover Castle the parliament soon subdued the whole county.

In 1648, however, a widespread insurrection was organized on

behalf of Charles, and was suppressed by Fairfax, The county

was among the first to welcome back Charles II. In 1667 the

Dutch fleet under De Ruyter advanced upthe Medway, levelling

the fort at Sheemess and burning the ships at Chatham. In
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the Kentieh petition of 1701 drawn up at Maidstone the county

protested against the peace policy of the Tory party.

Among the earliest industries of Kent were the iron-mining

in the Weald^ traceable at least to Roman times, and the salt

industry, which flourished along the coast in the loih century.

The Domesday Survey, besides testifying to the agricultural

activity of the country, mentions over one hundred aak-works

and numerous valuable fisheries, vines at Chart Sutton and

Leeds, and cheese at Milton. The Hundred Rolls of the reign of

Edward 1 . frequently refer to wool, and Flemish weavers settled

in the Weald in the time of Edward III. Tiles were manu-

factured at Wye in the 14th century. Valuable timber was

afforded by the vast forest of the Weald, but the restrictions

imposed on the felling of wood for fuel did serious detriment to

the iron-trade, and after the statute of 1558 forbidding the felling

of timber for iron-smelting within fourteen miles of the coast the

industry steadily det'lincd. The discovery of cool in the northern

counties dealt the final blow to its prosperity. Cherries are said

to have been imported from Flanders and first planted in Kent

by Henry VI IT., and from this period the culture of fruits

(especially apples and cherries) and of hops spread rapidly over

the county. Thread-making at Maidstone and silk-weaving at

Canterbury existed in the 16th century, and before 1590 one of

the first paper-mills in England was set up at Hartford. The

statute of 1630 forbidding the exportation of wool, followed by

the Flague of 1665, led to a serious trade depression, while the

former enactment' resulted in the vast smuggling trade which

spread along the coast, 40.000 packs of wool being smuggled to

C alais from Kent and Sussex in two years.

in 1290 Kent returned two members to parliament for the

county , and in 1295 Canterbury, Rochester and Tunbridge were

also represented; 'I'unbridge however made no returns after this

(late. In 1552 Maidstone acquired representation, and in 1572-

Queonborougli. lender the act of 1832 the county returned four

members in two divisions, Chatham was represented by one

member and Greenwich by two, w'hile Queenborough was dis-

franchised, Under the art of 1868 the county returned six

members in three divisions and Gravesend returned one member.

By the act of 1885 the county returned eight members in eight

divisions, and the representation of Canterbury, Maidstone and
|

Rochester was reduced to one member each. By the London

Government Act of i892 the borough of Greenwich was taken

out of Kent and made one of the twenty^eight metropolitan

boroughs of the county of London.

Antiquities,— was to be expected from its connexion with

the early history of England, and from its beauty and fertility,

Kent possessed a larger than average number of monastic founda-

tions. The earliest were the priory of ChrisCs Church and the abbey

of St l^eterand St Paul, now called St Augustine's, both at Canter-

bury, founded hy Augustine and the monks who accompanied him

to England. Other Saxon foundations were the nunneries at

Folkestone (630), l^minge (633; nunnery and monastery), Reculver

(669), Minstef-in-Thanet (670), Minster-in-Sheppey (075), and the

priory of St Martin at Dover (696), all belonging to the Benedictine

order. Some of these were refounded, and the principal monastic

remains now existing are those of the Benedictine priories at Roches-

ter (1089), Folkestone (1095), Dover (1140); the Benedictine nun-

neries at Mailing (time of William Rufus), Minster-in-Sheppoy (X130),

Higham (founded by King Stephen), and Davington (1153); the
|

Cistercian Abbey at Boxlev (114^); the Cluniac abbey at J^avorsham

(1147) and priory at Monks Horton (time of Henry II.), the procep-

tory of Knights Templars at Swinj^eld (time of Henry II.); the

Premonstratonsian abbey of St Radigund's, near Dover (1191);
|

the first house of T>omrmcBns in England at Canterbury (1221);

the first Carmelite' house in England, at Aylesford (1240); and tlie
|

priory of Augustinian nuns at Dartford (i3.'55)« Other houses of
|

which there are slight remains are Lesnos abbey, near Erith, and

Rilsington priory near Ashford, established in 1178 and 1253 respec-

tively, and both belonging to the Augustinian canons) and the house

of Franriscans at Canterbury (1225), But no remains exist of the

priories of Augustinian canons at Canterbury (St Gregory's; 1084),

Leeds, near Maidstone (1119), Tunbridge (middle of 12th century),

Combwell, near Cranbrook (time of Henry 11.); the nunnery of St

Sepulchre at Canterbury (about 1100) and Langdon abbey, near

Wahner (1192), botti belonging to the Benedictines
;
the Trinitarian

priory of Mottendon near H^dcom, the first house of Crutched

Fnars in England (1224), where miracle plays were presented in the

church by the friam on Trinity Sunday; the CarmeUte priories at

Sandwidi (1272) and ho&enh&m near Tenterden and the

precatory of Knights of St John of Jerusalem at west Peckham,
near Tunbridge (1408).
Even apaiT from the cathedral churches of Canterbury and

Rochester, the county is unsurpassed in the number of churches it

possesses of the highest interest. For remains of a date before the

Conquest the church of Lyinmge is of first importance. Here,

apart from the monastic remains, there may be seen portions of the

church founded by ^thelburga, wife of Edwin, king (A NorthiOTber-

land, and rebuilt, with considerable use of Roman material, in

965 by St Dunstacn. There is similar early work in the cliurch of

Paddlesworth, not far distant. Among numerous N6nnao examples
the first in interest is the small church at Darirestob, one of the most
perfect specimens of its kind in England, with a pxoiuuon of orna-

ment, especially round the south doorway and east window. The
churches of St Margate t-at-Cliffc, Patrixbourne and Daarenth are

hardly less noteworuiy, while the tower of New Komnev church

should al.so be mentioned. Among several remarkable Early

English examples none is finer than Hythe church, but the churches

of SS. Mary and Eanswith, l*'olkestone, Minster-in-Thanct, Chalk,

with Us curious porch, Faversham and Westwell, with fine contem-
porary glass, are also worthy of notice. Stone church, near Dart-

lord, a late example of this style, transitional to Decorated, is very

fine
;
and among Decorated buildings Chartham church exhibits in

some of its windows thepecuHar traceryknown as Kentish Decorated,

f’erpendicular churches, though numerous, are less remarkable, but

the line glass of this period iu Nclllestead church may be noticed.

The church of Cobham contains one of the richest collections of

ancient brasses in England.
Kent is also rich in examples of ancient architecture other than

ecclesiastical. The castles of Rochester and Dover are famous;

those of Canterbury and Chilham are notable among others. Ancient

mansions are very numerous; among these are the castellated

Leeds Castle in the Maidstone district, Penshurst Place, Hever Castle

near Edenbridgc, Saltwood and Westenhangcr near Hythe, the

Mote House at Jghtham near Wrotham, Knolc House near Seven-*

oaks, and Cobham Hall. Minor examples of early domestic archi-

tecture abound tliroughout the county.

AITTIIORITIKS.—A full bibliography of the n^y earlier works on

the county and its towns is given in J. R. Smith s fhblwtheoa Cefn~

ttana (London, 1837). There may lie mentioned here \V. I.ambarde,

Peratnbulation of Kent (London, 1576, 182O)
;
R. Kilbume, Topo'

craphie or Survey of the County of Kent (London, 1659); J. and T.

I’mlipot, Villare Cantianntn (London, i659i ^77^) I J- Hams,
History of Kent (London, 1719); E. Hasted, History and Topi*-

graphical Survey of Kent (4 vols. folio, Canterbury, 1778-1799; 2ud

ed., 12 vols. 8vo, Canterbury, 1797-1801); W. H. Ireland, History

of the County of Kent (London, 1828-1830); C. Sandys,

Kaniiae I'LonCioTiy 1851); A. Hussey, Notes on the Churches of Kent

(London, 1852); L. Larking, The Domesday Booh of Kent (18^9);

K. Furley, History of the Weald of Keyit (Asliford, 1871-1874) ;
W. A.

Scott Robertson, Kentish Archaeology (London, 1870-1884); SirS. R.

Glynne, Notes on Churches of Kent, ed. W. H. Gladstone (London,

1877); 1. Hutchinson, Men of Kent and Kentish Men (London,

1892) ;
Victoria County History : Kent. als»o Archaeologia Canti-

ana (translations of the Kent Archaeological Society, London,

from 1858).

KENTIGERN, ST, or Mungo (‘‘ dear friend,” a name given to

him, according to Jocelyn, by St Servanus), a Briton of Strath-

clyde, called by the Goidels hi Glaschu , the Grey Hound, ’ was,

according to the legends preserved in the lives which remain, of

royal descent. His mother when with child was thrown down

from a hill called Dunpclder (Traprain Law, Haddingtonshire),

but survived the fall and escaped by sea to Culross on the farther

side of the Firth of Forth, where Kentigern was bom. It is

possible that she may have been a nun, as a convent Imd been

founded in earlier times on Traprain Law. 'fhe life then

descrilxss the training of the boy by Servanus, but the date of

the latter renders this impossible. Returning to Strathclyde

Kentigern lived for some time at Glasgow, near a cemetery

ascribed to St Ninian, and was eventually i^de bishop of that

region by the king and clergy, ^his story is partially attested

by Welsh documents, in which Kentigern appears as the bishop

of Garthmwl, apparently the ruler of the region about Glasgow,

Subsequently he was opposed by a jxigan king called Morken,

whose relatives after his death succe^ed in forcing the saint to

retire from Strathclyde. He thereupon took refuge with St

David at Menevia (St David's), and eventually founded a monas-

tery at l/lanelwy (St Asaph's), for whicih purpose he received

grants from Maelgwn, prince of Gwynedd. After the battle of

Ardderyd in 573 in which King Rhydderch, kader of the Chris-

tian party in Strathclyde. was victorious, Ken'^efn was recalled.

He fixed his see first at Hoddam in Dumfriesshire^but afterwards
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returned to Glasgow. He is credited with missionary work in

Galloway and north of the Firth of Forth, but most of the

dedications to him which survive are north of the Mounth in the ,

upper valley of the Dee. The meeting of Kentigem and Columba

probably took place soon after 584, when the latter began to

preach in the neighbourhood of the Tay.

Authorities.—Lives of St Kcntigern : Fragment used by John
of Fordun, and complete " Life " bv Jocelyn of Furneas in Eorbes's

Historians of 5co//fln<f (Edinburgh, 1*874), vol. v.; Four Ancient Books
of Wales (Edinburgh, cd. W. F. Skene, 1868), ii. 457; Myvyrian
Archaeology (London, 1801), ii. 34; D. R. Thomas, Ofy of Diocese

of St Asaph (London, 1874), p. ^ ;
Index of Llyfr Coch Asaph, ^fcto-

ologia CambrensiSf 3rd series, 1868, vol. xiv, p, 151; W. F. Skene,

Celtic Scotland (Edinburgh. 1877), ii. 179 sqq.; John Rhys, Celtic

Hritain (London, 1904), pp* 145. *74* ^99. 250.

KENTON, a city and the county scat of Hardin county,

Ohio, D.S.A,, on the Scioto river, 60 m. N.W. of (bkimbus.

Pop. (1900), 6852 (493 being foreign-born and 271 negroes);

(1910), 7185. It is .served by the Erie, the Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Chicago and St Louis, and the Ohio Central railw’ays. It

is built on the water-parting between Lake Erie and the Gulf of

Mexico, here about 1000 ft. above sea-Ievel. There are shops

of the Ohio Central railway here, and manufactories of hard-
j

ware. The municipality owms and operates its waterw'orks.

Kenton w'as named in honour of Simon Kenton (1755-1836), a

famous scout and Indian fighter, who took part in the border

warfare, particularly in Kentucky and Ohio, during the War of

American Independence and afterwards. 1 1 was platted and be-

came the county .seat in 1833, and was chartered as a city in 1885.

KENT’S CAVERN, or Kent's Hole, the largest of English

bone caves, famous as affording evidence of the exi.stence of

Man in Devon (England) contemporaneously with animals now
extinct or no longer indigcnou.s. It is about a mile east of

Torquay harbour and is of a sinuous nature, running deeply

into a hill of Devonian limestone. Although long known locally ,

it was not until 1825 that it was scientifically examined by Rev.

|. McEnery, who found worked flints in intimate association with

the bone.s of extinct mammals. He recognized the fact that

they proved the existence of man in Devonsliire while tho.se

animals were alive, but the idea was too novel to be accepted

by his contemporaries. His discoveries were afterwards

verified by Godwin Austen, and ultimately by the Committee
of the British Association, whose explorations were carried on

under td^fjClidancc of Wm. Pengelly from 1865 to 1880. There

are foi^kstinct strata in the cave, (i) 'J’he surface is com-
pn.sed of dark earth and contains medieval remains, Roman
pottery and articles which prove that it was in use during

the Iron, Bronze and Ncolithi(‘ Ages. (2) Below this is a

stalagmite floor, varying in thickness from i to 3 ft., and cover-

ing (3) the red earth wdiich contained bones of the hyaena,

lion, mammoth, rhinoceros and other animals, in association with

flint implements and an engraved antler, which proved man to

have been an inhabitant of the cavern during its deposition.

Above this and below the stalagmite there is in one part of the

cave a black band from 2 to 6 in. thick, formed of soil like No. 2,

containing charcoal, numerous flint implements, and the bones

and teeth of animals, the latter occasionally perforated as if

used for ornament. (4) Filling the bottom of the cave was
a hard breccia, with the remains of bears and flint implements,

the latter in the main ruder than those found above ; in some
places it was no less than 12 ft. thick. The most remarkable

animal remains found in Kent’s Cavern are those of the Sabre-

toothed tiger, Machaifodus latidens of Sir Richard Owen. While
the value of McEnery’s discoveries was in dispute the exploration

of iht cave of Brixham near Torquay in 1858 proved that man
was coeval with the extinct mammalia, and in the following year

additional proof was offered by the implements that were found
in Wookey Hole, Somerset. Similar remains have been met
with in the caves of Wales, and in England as far north as

Derbyshire (Cresswell), proving that over the whole of southern
and middle England men, in precisely the same stage of rude
civilization, hunted the rhinoceros, the mammoth and other

extinct animals.

Sec Sir John Evans, Ancient Stone Implements’ of Great Britain
(London, 1897); Lord Avebury’s Prehistoric Times (1900): W.
Peagelly, Address to the Briiisk Association (1883), and Life of him
by his daughter (1897) ;

Godwin Austen, Proc. Geo. Soc. London^ iii.

286; Pengelly, “ Literature of Kent’s Cavern ” in Trans. Devonshire
Association (1868); William Boyd Dawkins, Cave-hunting and
Early Man in Britain.

KENTUCKY^ a South Central State of the United States of

America, situated between 36 30' and 39' 6' N., and 82“ and
89“ 38 W. It is bounded N ., N .W., and N.E. by Illinois, Indiana

and Ohio; E. by the Big Sandy river and its E. fork, the Tug,
which separates ii from West Virginia, and by Virginia; S.E.

and S. by Virginia and Tennessee; and W, by the Mis.sissippi

river, which separates it from Missouri. It has an area of

40,598 .sq. m. ;
of this, 417 sq. m., including the entire breadth of

the Ohio river, over which it has jurisdiction, are water surface.

Physiography

.

—From mountain heights along its eastern border
the surface of Kentucky is a north-western slope across two much
di.ssected plateaus to a gracefully undulating lowland in the north
central part and a longer western slope across the same plateaus to

a lower and more level lowland at the western extremity. The
narrow mountain belt is part of the western edge of the App^achiau
Mountain Province in wiiich parallel ridges of folded mountains,
the Cumberland and the Pine, have crests 2000 3000 ft. high, and
the Big Black Mountain rises to 4000 ft. The highest point in the
state i.s liie Double on the Virginia state line, in the eastern part 01

Harlan county with an altitude of over 4100 ft. The entire eastern
quarter of the state, coterminous with the Eastern Kentucky coal-

field, is commonly known as the region of the " mountains," but
with the exception of llie narrow area just described it properly
belongs to the Alleghany Plateau Province. This plateau belt is

exceedingly rugged with sharp ridges allernating with narrow
valleys which have steep sides but are .seldom more than 1500 ft.

above the sea. The remainder of the state which lies east of the

Tennessee river is divided into the Higliland Kim Plateau and a
lowland basin, eroded in the Highland Rim Plateau and known a.s

the Blue Gras.s Region
;
this region is separated from the Highland Rim

Plateau by a .semicircular e.scarpment extending from Portsmouth,
Ohio, at the mouth of the Scioto river, to the mouth of Ihe Sail

river below' Louisville; it is bounded north by the Ohio river.

The Highland Rim fdateau, lying to the south, east and west oi

the escarpment, embraces fully one-half of the state, slopes from
elevations of 1000-1200 ft. or inore in the east to about 500 ft. in

the north-w'est, and is generally much less rugged than the Alle

ghany Plateau; a peculiar feature of the southern portion of it is the
numerous circular depressions (sink holes) in the surface and the
cavernous region l>enealh. Kentucky is noted for its cave.s, the best-

known of w'hich are Mammoth Cave and Colossal Cavern [qq.v,).

The caves are cut in the beds of limestone (lying immediately below'

the coal-bearing scries) by streams that pass beneath the surface in

ihe *' sink holes," and according to Professor N. S. Shalcr there arc
altogether " doubtless a hundred thousand miles of ways large

I

enough to permit the easy passage of man." Dowui the steep slopes

of the escarpment the Highland Kim Plateau drops 200 it. or more
to the famous Blue Grass Region, in which erosion has developed
on limestone a gracefully undulating surface. This Blue Grass
Region is like a beautiful park, without ragged cliffs, precipitous

slopes, or flat marshy bottoms, but marked by rounded hills and
dales. Especially within a radius of 20 m. around Lexington, the
country is clothed with an unusually luxuriant vegetation. During
spring,’ autumn, and winter in particular, the blue-grass {Poa com-
pressa and Poa pratensis) spreads a mat, green, thick, fine and soft,

over much of the country, and it is a good winter pasture
;
about tlu‘

middle of June it blooms and, owing to the hue of its seed vessels,

gives the landscape a bluish hue. Another lowland area embraces
that small part of the state in the extreme south-east which lies west
of the Tennessee river

;
this belongs to that part of the Coastal Plain

Region which extends north along the Mississippi river; it has in

Kentucky an average elevation of less than 500 ft. Most of the larger

rivers of the state have their sources among tlie mountains or on ihe

Alleghany Plateau and flow more or less circuitously in a general

north-western direction into the Ohio. Although deep river channels
are common, falls or impassable rapids are rare west ol the Alleghany
Plateau, and the state has an extensive mileage of navigable waters.

The Licking, Kentucky, Green and Tradewater are the principal

rivers wholly within the state. The Cumberland, after flowing for a
considerable distance in the south east and south central pari of the

state, passes into Tennessee at a point nearly south of Louisville, and
in the extreme south-west the Cumberland and the Tennessee, with
only a short distance between them, cross Kentucky and enter tlie

Missisvsippi at Smithland and Paducah respectively, llie drainage

of Uie region under which the caverns lie is mostly underground.
Fauna and Flora.—^The first white settlers found great numbers

of buffaloes, deer, elks, geese, ducks, turkeys and partridges, also

many bears, panthers, lynx, w'olves, foxes,'' beavers, otters, mink.s,

musk-rats, rabbits, squirrels, racoons, woodchucks, opossums and
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skunks, and the streams were inhabited by trout, perch, buffalo-hsh,

sun-iish, mullet, eels and suckers. Of the larger game there remain
only a tew deer, bears and lynx in the mountain districts, and the
numbers of small game and hsh have been greatly reduced. In its

primeval state K^tucky was generally well timbered, but most of

the middle section has been cleared and here the blue grass is now
the dominant featui e of the.flora. Extensive forest areas still remain
l)Oth in the east and the west. In the east oak, maple, beech,

chestnut, elm, tulip-tree (locally " yellow poplar "), walnut, pine

and cedar trees are the most numerous
;
in the west the forests are

composed largely of cypress, ash, oak, hickory, chestnut, walnut,
beech, tulip-tree, gum and sycamore trees. Locust, pawpaw,
cucumber, buck-eye, black mulberry and wild cherry trees also

abound, and the grape, raspberry and strawberry are native fruits.

CUmcUe ,—The climate is somewhat more mild and even than that of

the neighbouring states. The mean annual temperature, about 50“ F.

on the mountains in the S.E., and oo"' W. of the Tennessee, is about
55" F. for the entire state; the thermometer seldom registers as high

as 100" or as low as —10". The mean annual precipitation ranges

Irom about 38 in. in the north-east to 50 in. in the south, and is about
4b in. for the entire' state; it is usually distributee! evenly tlirougbout

the year and very little is in the form of snow. The prevailing winds
blow from the west or south-west; rain-bearing winds blow mostly
Irom the south

;
and the cold waves come from the north or north-west.

Soil ,—The l^st soils are the alluvium in the bottom-lands along

some of the larger rivers and that of the Blue Grass Region, which
is derived from a limestone rich in organic matter (containing phos-

phoru.s) and rapidly decomposing. The soil within a radius of

some 20 m. around Lexington is especially rich; outside of this area

the Blue Grass .soil is less'rich in phosphorus and contain.^ a larger

mixture of sand. 'I'he soils of the liigldand Rim Plateau as well

as of the lowland west of the Tennessee river vary greatly, but the

most common are a clay, containing more or less carbonate of lime,

and a sandy loam. On the escarpment around the Blue Gr^s
Kegion the soils are for the most part either cherty or still with

t lay and of inferior quality. On the mountains and on the Alleghany
Plateau, also, much of the soil is very light and thin.

Agriculture ,—Kentucky is chiefly an agricultural stale. Of the

7.52,5^1 of its inhabitants who, in 1900, were engaged in some gainful

occupation, 408,185, or 54 2 %, were agriculturists, and of its total

land surface 21,979.422 acres, or 85*9 %, were included in farms.“

The percentage of improved farm land increased from 35*2 in 1850
to 49 9 in 1880 and to 62*5 in 1900. The number of farms increased

from 74,777 in 1850 to 106,453 in 1880 and to 234,067 in 1900; and
their average size decreased from 2267 acres in 1850 to 129*1 acres

in 1880 and to 93*7 acres in 1900, these changes being largely due
to the breaking up of slave estates, the introduction of a considerable

number of negro farmers, and the increased cultivation of tobacco

and market-garden produce. In the best stock-raising country,

e.g. in Fayette county, the op]x>site tendency prevailed during the

latter pert of this period and old farms of a few hundred acres were
combined to form some vast estates cf from 2000 to 4000 acres.

Of the 234,()()7 farms in 1900, 155,189 contained less than 100 acres,

76,450 contained between 100 and 500 acres, and 558 contained more
tlian 1000 acres; 152,210, or 64*80 %, were operated by owmere or

Dart owners, of whom 5320 were negroes; 16,776 by cash tenants,

of whom 789 were negroes; and 60,289 by share tenants, of whom
4984 were negroes. In 1900 the value of farm land and improve-

ments was §291,117,430; of buildings on farms, §90,887,460; of live-

stock, §73,7^9,iot>. fn the year 1899 the value of all fann products

was §123*,266,785 (of which §21,128,530 was the value of products

led to livestock), including the following items: crops, §74.783»3^5;
animal products, §44,30^,940; and forest products, §4,179,840.
The total acreage of all croM in 1899 was 6,582,09b. Indian corn

is the largest and most valuable crop. As late as 1849, when it

produced 58,672,591 bu., Kentucky was the second largest Indian-

corn producing state in the Union. In 1899 the crop had increased

to 73,974,220 bu. and the acreage was 3,319,257 (more than half the

acreage of all crops in the state), but the rank had fallen to ninth in

product and eleventh in acreage; in 1909 (according to the Yearbook

of the Uniletl States Department of Agriculture) the crop was
103,472,000 bu. (ninth among the states of the United States), and
the acreage was 3,568,000 (twelfth among the states). Among the

cereals wheat is the next largest crop; it increased from 2,142,822 bu.

in 1849 to 11,356,113 bu. in 1879, and to 14,264,500 bu. in 1899; in

1909 It was only 7,^06,000 bu. The crop of each of the other cereals

is small and in each case was less in 1899 than in 1849, The culture

of tobacco, which is the second most valuable crop in the state, was

begun in the north part about 1780 and in the west and south early

in the 19th century, out it was late in that centu^ before it was intro-

duced to any considerable extent in the Blue Grass Region, where

it was then in a measure substituted for the culture of hemp. By
1849 Kentucky ranked second only to Virginia in the production of

tobacco, and m 1899 it was far ahead of any other stale in both
acreage and yield, there being in that year 384,805 acres, which was
34*9 % of the total acreage in the continental United States, yielding

314,186,050 Xb. As compared with the state's Indian com crop 01

tl^t year, the acreage was ordy a little more than one-ninth, but the

value (§18,541,982) was about 63 %. In 1909 the tobacco acreage

in Kentucky was 420^000, the crop was 350,700,000 lb, valued at

^37.* 74.200; the average price per pound had increased from 5*9 cents
in 1899 to 10*0 cents in 1909. The two most important tobacco-
growing districts are < the Black Patch, in the extreme south-west
comer of the state, which, with the adjacent counties in Tennessee
grows a black heavy leaf bought almost entirely by the agents of
foreign governments (especially Austria, Spain and Italy) and called
“ regie " tobacco; and the Blue Grass Region, as far east as Mays-
ville, and the hill couutiy south and east, whose product, the red
and white Burley, is a flne-libred light leaif, peculiarly absorbent of

licorice and other adulterants used in the manufacture of sweet
chewing tobacco, and hence a peculiarlyvaluable crop, which formerly
averaged 22 cents a pound for all grades.^ The high price received by
the hill growers of the Burley induced farmers in the Blue Grass
to plant Hurley tobacco there, where the crop proved a great success,

more than twice as much (sometimes 2000 lb) being grown to the
acre in the Blue Grass as in the hills and twice as large patches being
easily managed. In the hill country the share tenant could usually

plant and culti\^te only four acres of tobacco, had to spend 120 day.s

working the crop, and could use the same land for tobacco only once
in six years. So, although a price of 6*5 cents a pound covered
expenses of the planter of Burley in the Blue Grass, who could use
the same land for tobacco once in four years, this price did not repay
the hilt planter. The additional production of the Blue Grass
Region sent the price of Burley tobacco down to this figure and below
it. The planters in the Black Patch had met a combination of the
buyers by forming a pool, the Planters* Protective Association, into
which 40,000 growers were forced by “ night-riding " and other
forms of coercion and persuasion, and had thus secured an advance
to II cc*nts a pound from the “ regie ” buyers and had shown the
efficacy of pooling methods in securing better prices for the tobacco
crop. Following their example, the planters of the Burle>' formed
the Burley Tobacco Society, a Burley pool, with l^dqu'arters at
Winchester and associated with the American Society of Equity,
which promoted in general the pooling of different crops throughout
the country. The tobacco planters secured legislation fa\'0urable tn
the formation of crop pools. The Burley Tobacco Society attempted
to pool the entire crop and thus force the buyers of the American
Tobacco Company of^New Jersey (which usually bought more than
three-fourths of the crop of Burley) to pay a much higher price for

it. In 190O and in 1907 the crop was very large* the pool sold its

lower grade.s of the 1906 crop at 16 cents a pound to the American
Tobacco Company and forced the independent buyers out of business

;

and the Burley Society decided in 1907 to grow no more tobacco
until the 1906 and 1907 crops were sold, making the price high enough
to pay for this period of idleness. Members of the pool had used

force to bring planters into the pool; and now some tobacco growers,

especially in trie hiils, planted new crops in the hope of immediate
return, ^nd a ntnv " night-riding" war was begun on them. Bands
of masked men rode about the country both in the Black Patch and
in the Burley, burning tobacco houses of the independent planters,

scraping their newly-planted tobacco patches, demanding that

planters join their organization or leave the counriy, and whipping
or shooting the recalcitrants. Governor Willson, immediately after

his inauguration, took measures to suppse.ss disorder. In general

the I'lanters’ l*rotective As.sociation in the Black Patch was more
succesvsful in its pool than the Hurley Tobacco Society in its, and
there was more violence in the " regie " tlian in the " Burley

*'

district. In November 1908 the lawlessness subsided in the Burley
after the agreement of the American Tobacco Comply to purchase
the remainder of the 1906 crop at a " round " price of 20^ cents

and a part of the 1907 crop at an average price of 17 cents, thus

making it profitable to raise a full crop in 1909.
Kentucky is the principal hemp-growing state of the Union

;
the

crop of 1899, which was growmon 14,107 acres and amounted to

10,303,560 lb, valued at §468,454, was 87*7 % of the hemp crop

of the whole country. But the competition of cheaper labour in

other countries reduced the profits on thi.s plant and tne product of

1899 was a decrease from 78,8x8,000 fl. in 1859. Hay and forage,

the fourth in value of the slate's crops in *1899, were grown on
083,139 acres knd amounted to 776,534 tons, valued at §6,100,647;
in 1909 the acreage of hay was 480,000 and the crop of 653,000 tons

was v^ued at §7,771,000. In the total value of fruits grown
in Kentucky was §2,491 ,45/ (making the state rank thirteenth among
the states oi the Union in the value of this product), of which

§1,943,645 was the value of orchard fruitsand §435,462 tnalof small

fruits. Among fruits, apples are produced in greatest abundance,

6,053,717 bu. in 1899, an amount exceeded in only nine states; in

1889 the crop had been 10,679,389 bu, and was exceeded only by the

crop of Ohio and by that of Michigan. Kentucky also grows con-

siderable quantities of cherries, pears, plums and peaches, and, for its

size, ranks high in its crops of strawberries, blackberries and rasp-

berries. Indian corn is grown in all parts of the state but most largely

in the westerti portion. Wheat is grown both in the Blue Grass

Region and farther west; and the best country for fruit is along the

Ohio river between Cincinnati and Louisville and in the hilly land sur-

rounding the Blue Grass Region. In the eastern part of the state

* North of the Black Patch is a district inwhich is grown aheavy-leaf
tobacco, a large part of which Is shipped to Great Britain

;
and farther

north and east a dark tobacco is grown for the American market.
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where crops are generally light, Indian corn, oats and potatoes are
the princi^l products, but tobacco, llax and cotton are ^own. The
thoroughbred Kentucky horse has long had a world-wide reputation
ior speed; and the Blue C>rass Kegion, especially Fayette, Botirlion

and NVoodford counties, is probably the finest horse-breeding region
in America and has large brooding farms. In h'ayettc county, m
ujior», the average value of colts l>etween the agCvS of one and two
vears w^as ^^377 78. in the 13Iue Grass Region many thorough-
bred shorthorn cattle and line mules are raised. The numbers of
horses, mules, cattle and sheep increased quite steadily from 1850
to 1900, but the number of swine in 1880 and in 1900 was nearly
one-third less tlian in 1850. In 1900 the stale had 497,245 horses,

198,1 10 mulijs, 304,025 dairy cows, 755,714 other neat cattle, 1 ,300,832
sheep and 2,ou8,()^ swme; in 1910 there were in Kentucky 407,000
horses, 207,000 mulea, 394,000 milch cows, 005,(XK) other neat cattle,

i,oOo,(KK.> sheep and 989,000 swine. 1 he principal sheep-raising
counties in 1905 were Bourbon, Scott and Harrison, and the prin-
cipal hog-raisiiig counties were Graves, llarrlin, Ohio, Union and
Hickman.

f'Oi'csts and Timber —More than one-half of the state (alx>ut

22,200 .sq. 111.) was in 1900 still wooded. In 1900 ol the total cut of

777,218 M, ft., B.M., 392,804 were white oak and 279,740 M. ft. were
tulip-tree. Logging is the jirincipal industry of several localities,

esp^ially in the cast, and the lumber product of the state increased
m value from 91,502,-134 in 1850 I0 $4,004, 3(>i m 1880, and to

1900. The lactory product m 1900 was valued at

.338, 533 and in 1905 at $i4,539,oo<i. In i<^05 ol a total of

58i>,37i M. ft., B.M., c»( sawed luiuUer, 2i}^,yyh M. ft. were oak and
153,057 M. ft. were " poplar,”
The planing mill industr}* is increasing rapidly, as it is found

cheaper to erect mill.s near the fore.sts; betweem 3900 and 1905 the
capital oJ planing mills in the state increased 117-2 % and the vidue
of products increased 142-8

AfaMM/«c/urfl.?.--Kcntucki's manufactures are principally tliosc

for which the products of her farm.s and forests furnish the raw
matenai. The most distinctive of thesi* is probably distilled liquors,

the stale '.s whisky being famous. A colony of Roman Caihohe
immigrants from Ma^land settled m 1787 along the Salt river about
50 m. S.S.K. of l^iuisville and with the surplus of thoir Indian corn
crop made wliisky, a part ol -which they sold at settlements on the
Ohio and the M.is.si38ippi. The industry was rapidly developed by
distillers, who immediately after the suppression of the Whisky
Insurrection, in 1794, removed from I'ennsyliania and settled ih

what IS now Mason county and was then a part of Bourbon county—*
the pmduct is still known a.s ” Bourbon ”

whisky. During the first

hah of the 19th century the industry became of considerable local

imixirtance in all parts <if the state, but .since tin* (hvil War the heavy
tax imposed has caused its concentration in large establishments.
In 1900 nearly 40 % and in 1905 more than one-third of the state’s

protluct was distilled in Louisville. Good whisky is made in Mary-
land and m port^of I’ennsylvania from rye;, but all etforts in other
states to IMOducc from Indian com a whisky equal to the Bourbon
have MAed, and it is probable that the quality of the Bourbon is

largely dtle to the character of tlie Kentucky Hmc water and the
Kentucky yeast germs. The average annual product ol the state

from 1880 to 1900 was about 20,000,000 gallons; in 1900 the product
was valued at $9,780,527; in 1905 at $11,204,649. in iqoo and m
1Q05 Kontuclcy ranked fourth among the states in the value of

distilled liquors.

The total value of all manufactured products of the state increased
from $126,719,857 in 1890 to $i54,iO(>,365 in 1900, or 2X’7 %, and
from 1900 to i<k\5 the value of factory made products alone increased
from $126,508,000 to $139,753,968, or 20 3 Measured by the
value of the product, hour and grist mill products rose from third in

rank in 1900 to first in rank in 1905, from $13,017,043 to $18,00^,786,
or 38' 3 %; and chewing and smoking tobacco and snuff fell during
the same period from first to third in rank, from $14,948,392 to

$13,117,000, or 12-3 %; in 1900 Kentucky was second, in 1905 third,

among the states in the value of this pro<luct. Lumber and limiter

products held second rank both in 1900 ($)3,.i38,533) and in 1905
($14,539,000). Distilled liquors were fourth in rank in 1900 and
in 1905. Men's clothing rose from tenth in rank in 1900 to fifth in

rank in 1905, from $3,420,365 to $(1,279,078. or 83-6 %. Other im-
portant manufactures, with their product values in 1900 and in 1905,
are iron and steel ($5,004,572 in 1900; $(1,167,542 in 1905); railway
cars ($4,248,029 in 1900; $5,7^9,071 iu 1905); packed meats
($.‘>,177,167 in 1900; $5,693,731 in 1905); foundry and machine shop
products ($4,434,610 in I0oo\ $4,699,559 in 1905); planing mill

products, induding sash, doors and blinds ($1,891,517 in 1900;
$4,593,251 in 1905—an increase already remarked)

;
carriages and

wagons ($2,849,713 in 1900; $4,059, .^38 m 1905) ;
tanned and curried

leather (l3»757,oi6 in 1900; $3,952,277 in 1905); and malt liquors

($3,186^7 in 1900; $3,673,678 in 1905). Other important manu-
factures (eacfi with a product vaUie in 1905 of more than one million
dollars) were cottcm*seed oil and cake (in 1900 Kentucky was fifth

and in ic>05 sixth imtong the states m the value of cotton-seed oil and
cake), cooperage, agricultural im]>lonK*nlH, hoots and shoes, cigars

* Tn the census of 1905 statistics for otlicr than factory-made
products, such as those of the band trades, were not included.

and cigarettes, saddlery and harness, patent medicines and com-
pounds, cotton goods, furniture, confectionery, carriage and wagon
materials, wooden packing boxes, woollen goods, pottery and terra

cotta ware, structural iron-work, and turned and carved wood.
Louisville is the great manufacturmg centre, the value of its products
amounting in 1905 to $83,204,125, 52*1 % product of the entire
state, and showing an increase of 25-9 % over the value of the city's

factory products in .1900. Ashland is the principal centre of the
iron industry’.

Minerals.—The mineral resources of Kentucky are important and
vaiualdc, though very little developed. The value of all manu-
factures in 1900 was $154,166,365, and the value of manufactures
based upon products of mines or quarries in the same year wa.s

825,204,788; tlie total value of mineral products was $19,294,341 in

1907. Bituminous coal is the phncipal mineral, and in 1907 Kentucky
ranked eighth among the coal-producing states of the Union; the
output in 1907 amounted to 10,755,124 short tons, and in 1902 to

6,76(s984 short tons as compart with 2,599,735 tons produced in

1889. In 1902 the amount was alxiut equally divided tietweon the
eastern coalfield, which is for the most part in Greenup, Boyd,
Carter, Lawrence, Johnson, Ltx;, Breathitt, Rockcastle, IHilaski,

Laurel, Knox, Bell and Whitley counties, and has an area of aboul
11,180 *=19. m., and the western coalfield, wliich is m Henderson,
Union, Webster, Daviess, Hancock, McLean, Ohio, Hojduus, Butler,
Muhlenberg and Christian counties, and lias an area of 5800 sq. m
In 1907 the output of the western district was 0,295,597 tons; that
of the eastern, 4,.^57,727. Ihe largest coal-productng counties in

1907 were Hopkins (2,o()4,i54 short tuns) and Muhlenberg (1,882,913
short ton.s) in the western coalfield, and Bell (i ,437,886 short tons) anti

Whitley (7(>2 ,q23 short tons) m the south-western partol the eastern
coalfield. Ail Kentucky coal is either bituminous or semi-bituminous,
but of several varieties. Of cannel coal Kentucky is the largest

producer in the Union, its output fox i9<.»2 Ijeing 05,317 short tons,

and, according to state reports, for 1903, 72,856 -tons (of which
46,314 ton.*? were from Morgan county), and for 1904, 08,400 tons
(of which 52,492 tons were from Morgan county); according to the
Mineral Hesonvces of the United states for 1907 (published by the
United States Geological Survey) ihe production of Kentucky m
IQ07 of camicl coal (including 4650 toius of semi-cannel coal) was

77.733 tons, and exclusive of semi-cannel coal the output of Kentucky
was much larger than that of any other sUle. Somf> of the coal

mined in eastern Kentucky is an excellent steam-producer, especially

the Jellico coal of Whitley county, Kentucky, and ol C^ampholl
county, Tennessee. But with the exception of that mined in Hop-
kins and Bell counUe.s, very little is fit for making coke; in 1880
the product was 4251* tons of coke (value $12,250), in 1890, 12,545
tons ($22,191) ;

m i^xi, 95,552 tons ($255,505) ;
m 1902, 126,879 ton.^v

($517,875), the maxiuium product up to 190(1; and in 1907, (>7,068

tons ($157,288). Coal w’as first mined in Kentucky in Laurel or
Pulaski county in 1827; between 1829 and 1855 the annual output
was from 2000 to (>000 tons; in 1840 it was 25,527 tons and in i860
it was 285,760 tons.

Petroleum was discovered on Little Rciinick's Crock, near Burkee-
ville, in Cumberland county, in 1829, when a flowing oil well (the
“ American w ell,

’ whose product was sold as ” Atuerican oil to
heal rheumatism, burns, &c.) was struck by men boring lor a ” salt

well,” and after a second discovery in the 'sixties at the mouth of
Crocus Creek a small but steady amount of oil was got each year.
Great pipe hne.s from Parkersburg, West Virginia, to Somerset,
Pulaski county, and with branche.s to the Ragland, Barbourville
and Prestonbui'g fields, had in 1902 a mileage of 275 m. The
principal fields are in the ” southern tier,'' from Wayne to Allen
county, including .Barren county

;
farther east, Knox (xmnty, and

P'loyd and Knott counties
;
to the north-east the Ragland field in Bath

and Rowan counties on the Licking river. In 1902 the petroleum pro-
duced in the stale amounted to 248,950 barrels, valued at $173,857,
a gain in quantity of 814 % over 1901. Kentucky is the S.W.
extreme ol the natural gas region of the west flank of the Appalachian
system

;
the greatest amount is found in Martin county in the east, and

Breckinridge county in the north-west. The value of the state’s

j

natural gas output increased from $38,993 in 1891 to $99,000 in

j

189!), $286,245 in 1900, $565,611 ill 1902, and $380,176 in 1907.

I

Iron ore has been found in several counties, and an iron furnace

!

was built in Bath county, in the N.£. pari of the state, as early as

1791, but since i8()0 this mineral has received little attention. In
1902 it was mined only in Bath, Lyon and Trigg counties, of which
the total product was 71,006 long toms, valued at only $86,169; in

1904 only 35,000 tons w'ere mined, valued at the mines at $35,000.
In X8^ there began an increased activity in the mining of fluor-

spar, and Crittenden, Payette and Livingston countie.s produced
in 1902 29,030 tons (valued at $143,4x0) ol this mineral, in 1903
30,855 tons (valued at $i5.b6f>o) and in 1904 i9,o9(» tons (valued
at $x 11,499). amounts (and values) exceeding those produced iu

any other state for these years: but in 1907 the quantity (21^058
tons) was less than tlie output 01 Illinois. Lead and zinc are mined
in small quantities near Marion in Crittenden county and elsewhere
in connexion with mining for fluorspar; in 1907 the output was
75 tons of load valued at $795<? 55S tons of zinc valued al

$42,244. Jefferson, jessamine^ Warren, Grayiioii and Caldwell

i comities have valuable quarnes ol an excellent Ught-coloured
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dolitic limestone, resembling the Bediord limestone of Indiana, and
best known under the name of the finest variety, the ** howling
Green stone of Warren county; and sandstones go^ for structural
purposes are found in both coal regions, and especially in Rowan
county. In 1907 the total value of limestone quarried in the state
was 1891,500, and of all stone, $1,002,450. Fire and pottery clay
and cement rock also abound within the state. The value of clay
products was $2,406,350 in 1905 (when Kentucky was tenth among
the states) and was 82,611,364 in 1907 (when Kentucky was eleventh
among the states). The manufacture of cement was begun in 1829
at ShippingpoTt, a suburb of Lonisville, whence the natural cement
of Kentucky and Indiana, produced within a radius of 15 m. from
Louisville, is called “ Louisville cement." In 1905 tiie value of

natural cement manufactured in the state (according to the United
States Geological Survey) was only $83,000. The manufacture of

Portland cement is of greater importance.
There are mineral springs, esp^ially salt springs, in various parts

of the slate, particularly in the Blue Grass Region; these are now of

comparatively little economic importance
;
no saltwas reported among

the state's manufactures for 1905, and in 1907 only 736,920 gallons

of mineral waters wore bottled for sale. Historically and geologi-

cally, however, these springs are of considerable interest. According
to i^ofessor N. S. Shaler, state geologist in 1873-1880, " When the
rocks whence they flow were formed on the Silurian sea-floors, a good
deal of the sea-water w'as imprisoned in the strata, between the grains
of sand or mud and in the cavities of the shells that make up a large

part of these rocks. This confined sea-water is gradually being
displaced by the downward sinking of the rain-water through the
rifts of the strata, and thus finds its way to the .surface : so that

these springs offer to us a share of the ancient seas, in which perhaps

a hundred million of years ago the rocks of Kentucky were laid

doAvn." To these springs in prehistoric and historic times came
annually great numbers of animals for salt, and in the marshes and
swamps around some cf them, especially Big Bone Lick (in Boone
county, about 20 m. S.W. of Cincinnati) have been found many
bones of extinct mammals, such as the mastodon and the long-

legged bison. ‘ The early settlers and the Indians came to the

springs to shoot large game for food, and by boiling the waters the

settlers obtained valuable supplies of salt, i^veral of the Kentucky
springs have been somewhat frequented as summer resorts; among

^

those are the Blue Lick in Nicholas county (about 48 m. N.E. of

Lexington), Harrodsburg, Crab Orchard in Lincoln county (about

115 m. S.E. of Louisville), Rock Castle springs in Pulaski county

(a^ut 23 m. K. of Somerset) and Paroquet Springs (near Shepherds-

ville, Bullitt county), which was a well-known resort before the

Civil War, and near which, at Bullitt Lick, the first salt works in

Kentucky are said to liave been erected.

Pearls are found in the state, especially in the Cumberland River,

and it is supposed that there are diamonds in the kimberlite deposits

in Elliott county.
7'ransportaiion .—Kentucky in 1909 had m. of railway.

Railway building was begun in the state in 1830, and in 1835 the

first train drawn by a steam locomotive ran from Lexington to

Franklin, a distance of 27 m. Not until 1851 was the line completed

to Louisville, Kentucky's trade during the greater part of the

19th century was very largely with the South, and with the facilities

which river navigation afforded for this the developrnent of a

railway system was retarded. Up to 1880 the railway mileage had
increased to only I53f>; hut during the next ten years it increased

CO 2942, and rauways were in considerable measure substituted for

water craR. The principal lines are the Louisville & Nashville,

the Chesapeake * Ohio, the Illinois Central, and the Cincinnati

Soulhem (Queen & Crescent route). Most of the lines run south or

south-west from Cincinnati and Louisville, and the east border of the

state still has a small railway mileage and practically no wagon roads,

most of the travel being on horseback. The wagon roads of the

Blue Grass Region are excellent, because of the plentiful and cheap

supply of stone for road building. The assessment of railway

property, and in some measure the regulation of railway rates, are

entrusted to a state railway commission.

Popidaiion,—^The population of Kentucky in i88o‘^ was

1,648,690 ;
in 1890, 1,858,635, an increase within the decade of

127 %j in 1900 it was 2,147,174; and in 1910 it had reached

2,289,905. Of the total population of 1900, 284^865 were

coloured and 50,249 were foreign-bom ; of the coloured, 284,706

were negroes, 102 were Indians, and 57 were Chinese; of the

foreign-bom, 27,555 were natives of Germany, 9874 were natives

of Ireland, and 3256 wefe natives of England. Of the forcigp-

bom, 21427, or 42*6 %, were inhabitants of the city of Louis-

ville, leaving a population outside of this city of which 98*4 %
1 For a full account of the " licks," .see vol. 1

.
pt. ii. of the Memoirs

of the Kentucky Geofogiedt Survey (1876).

*the population ofthe state at the previous censuses was : 73i*^77

to 1790;,226,955 »8oo; 406,511 in iBip; 564,^17

ip 1^30; 779,828 in 1840; 982,405 in 1850; X,i55«<i84 in 1860, and

1,321,011 in 1870.

were native bom. The rugged east section of the state, a

part of Appalachian America, is inhabited by a people of marked
characteristics, portrayed in the fiction of Miss Murfree (** Charles

Egbert Craddock ”) and John Fox, Jr. They are nearly all of

British—English and, Scotch-Irish—descent, with a trace of

Huguenot. They have good native ability, but through lack

of communication with the outside world their progress has been

retarded. Before the Civil War they were owners^ land, but

for the most part not owners of slaves, so that a social and

political barrier, as weU as the barriers of nature', separated them
from the other inhabitants of the state. In their speech several

hundred words persist which elsewhere have been (iibsolete for

three centuries or occur only in dialects in England. Their

life is still in many respects veiy primitive; their hou.ses are

generally built of logs, their clothes are often of homespun, Indian

corn and ham form a large part of their diet, and their means
of transportation are the saddle-horse and sleds and wheeled

carts drawn by oxen or mules. In instincts and in character,

also, the typical mountaineers are to a marked degree

primitive; they are, for the most part, very ignorant; they

arc primitively hospitable and are warm-hearted to friends and
strangers, but are implacable in their enmities and are prone

to vendettas and family feuds, which often result in the killing

in open fight or from ambush of members of one faction by

members of another; and their relative .seclusion and isolation

has brought them, especially in some districts, to a disregard

for law, or to a belief that they must execute justice with their

own hands. This appears particularly in their attitude toward

»

revenue officers sent to discover and close illicit stills for the

distilling from Indian corn of so-called “ moon-shine ” whisky

(consisting largely of pure alcohol). The taking of life and
' moon-shining,” however, have become less and Jess frequent

among them, and Berea College, at Berea, the Lincoln Memorial

University, and other schools in Kentucky and adjoining states

have done much to educate them and bring them more in

harmony with the outside community.

The population of Kentucky is largely rural. However, in the

decade between 1890 and 1900 the percentage of urban population

(i.e. population of placets of 4000 inhabitants or more) to tfie total

population increased from 17-5 to 197 and the percentage of semi-

urban (i.e. population of incorporated places with a population of

less than 4000) to the total increased from 6'86 to 9*86 % ;
but

48 3 % of the urban population of 1900 was in the city of Louisville.

The cities of Kentucky which in 1900 had a population of more than

5000 were : Louisville (pop. in 1900, 204,^31); Covington (42,938);

Newport (28,301) ;
Lexington (26,369) ;

Paducah (19,446) ;
Owensboro

(13,189); Henderson (10,272); Frankfort, the capital (9487);

Bowling Green (8226); Hopkinsville (7280); Ashland (6800);

Maysville (6425); Bellevue (6332); Dayton (6104), and Winchester

(5964). Of historical interest are Harrodsburg the first

permanent settlement in the state, and Bardstown (pop. in 1900,

1711), the county-scat of Nelson county. Bardstown was settled

anout 1775, largely by Roman Catholics from Maryland. It was the

see of a Roman Catholic bishop from 1810 to 1841, and the seal

of St Joseph's College (Roman Catholic) from 1824 to 189a; and

was for some time the home of John Fitcn (1743^x798), the inventor,

wlio built his first boat here. Tht Nazareth Literary and Benevolent

Institution, at Nazareth (2 m. N. of Bardstown], was founded in

1829 and is a well-known Roman Catholic school for girls, Boones-

borough, founded by Daniel Boone in 1775, in what is now. Madison
county, long ago ceased to exist, though a railway statiem named
Boone, on the Louisville & Na.shville railroad, is near the site of the

old settlement.
In 1906 there were 856,324 communicants of different rdigious

denominarions in the state, including 3 XX|5^3 Baptists, 165,908

Roman Catholics, 156,007 Methodists, 136,110 Disciples of Christ,

47,822 Presbyterians, and 8091 Protestant Episcopalians.

Administration.-—Kentucky is governed under a constitution

adopted in 1891.^ A convention to revise the constitution or to

draft a new one meets on the call of two successive legislatures,

ratified by a majority of the popular vote, provided that majority

be at least one-fourth of the total numW of votes cast at the

preceding general election. Ordinary amendments are propcMsed

by a three-fifths majority in each house, and are also subject

to popular approval. With the usual exceptions of criminals,

’•There were three previous constitutions—those of 1792, 1799
and 1850.
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idiots and insane persons, all male citizens of the United States,

who are at least 21 years of age, and have lived in the

state one year, in the county six months, and in the voting

precinct siity days next preceding the election, are entitled to

vote. The legislature provides by law for registration in cities

of the first, second, third and fourth classes—the minimum
population for a city of the fourth class being 3000. Corpora-

tions are forbidden to contribute money for campaign purposes

on penalty of forfeiting their charters, or, if not chartered in the

state, their right to carry on business in the state. The executive

is composed of a governor, a lieutenant-governor, a treasurer, an
auditor of public accounts, a register of the land office, a com-
missioner of agriculture, labour, and statistics, a secretary of

state, an attorney-general and a superintendent of public

instruction. All are chosen by popular vote for four years and
are ineligible for immediate re-election, and each must be at

least 30 years of age and must have been a resident citizen of the

state for two years next preceding his election. If a vacancy
occurs in the office of go^^ernor during the first two years a new
election is held ;

if it occurs during the last two years the

lieutenant-governor serves out the term. Lieutenant-govenior

Beckham, elected in lyoo to fill out the unexpired term of

(jovernor Goebel (assassinated in lyoo), was re-elected in 1903,

the leading lawyers of the state holding that the constitutional

inhibition on successive terms did not apply in such a case.

The governor is conimander-in-chief of the militia when it is not
called into the service of the United States; he may remit lines and
forfeitures, commute sentences, and grant reprieves and pardon.s,
except in cases of impeachment

;
and he calls extraordinary sessions

of the legislature. His control of patronage, however, is not exten-
sive, and his veto power is very weak. He may velo any measure,
including items in appropriation hills, but tlic legislature can repass
such a measure by a simple majority of the total membership in

each house. Among the various state administrative boards are
the board of equalization of live members, the board of Iiealth of

nine members, a board of control of state institutions with four
members (bipartisan), and the railroad commission, the prison
commission,

j
the state election commission and the sinking fund

commission of three members each. Legislative power is vested
in a General Assembly, which consists of a Senate and a House of

Kepresentatives. Senators are elected for four years, one-half
retiring every two years; representatives are elected for two years.

The minimum age for a representative is 24 years, for a senator

HO years. There are thirty-eight senators and one hundred repre-

sentatives, The Senate sits as a court for the trial of impeachment
cases. A'^inajority of either house constitutes a quorum^ but as

regariPordinary bills, on the third reading, not only must they
receive a majority of the quorum, but that majority must be at
least two-lifths of the lol.al membership of the house. I'or the enact-

ment of appropriation bills and bills creating a debt a majority of

the total membership in each house is required. All revenue
measures must originate in the House of Kepresentatives, but the
Senate may introduce amendments. There are many detailed

restrictions on local and special legislation. The constitution

provides lor local option elections on the liquor question in counties,

cities, towns and precincts; in 1907, out of 119 counties 87 had voted
fo^rohibilion.
Tne judiciary consists of a court of appeals, circuit courts,quarterly

courts, county courts, justice of tlie peace courts, police courts

and fiscal courts. The court of appeals is composed of from five to

seven judges (seven in 1909), elected, one from each appellate

district, for a term of eight years. The senior judge presides as
chief justice and in case two or more have served the same length

of time one of them is chosen by lot. The governor may for any
reasonable cause remove judges on the address of two-thirds of each
house of the legislature. The counties are grouped into judicial

circuits, those containing a population of more than 150,000 consti-

tuting separate districts
;
each district has a judge and a common-

wealth's attorney. The county officials are the judge, clerk,

attorney, sheriff, jailor, coroner, surveyor and assessor, elected for

four years. Each county contains from three to eight justice of the
peace districts. The financial board of the county is composed of

the county judge and the justices of the peace, or of the county
judge and tliree commissioners elected on a general ticket.

The municipalities are divided into six classes according to

population, a classification which pern its considerable special

local legislation in spite of the constitutional inhibition. Marriages
lietwcen whites and persons of negro descent are prohibited by law,

and a marriage of insane persons is legally void. Among causes for

absolute divorce are adultery, desertion for one year, habitual
drunkenness for one year, cruelty, ungovernable temper, physical

incapacity at time of marriage, and the jpining by either party of

any religious sect which regards marriage as unlawful. A home-

stead law declares exempt from execution an unmortgaged dwelling-

house (with appurtenances) not to exceed $1000 in value, and cer-

tain property, such as tools of one's trade, libraries (to the value of

$500) of ministers and lawyers, and provisions for one year for each
member of a family. Child labour is regulated by an act passed by
the General Assembly iu 1908; this act prohibits the employment
of children less than 14 years of age in any gainful occupation during
the session of school or in stores, factories, mines, offices, hotels or

messenger service during vacations, and prohibits the employment
of children between 14 and 16 unless they have employment certifi-

cates is.sued by a superintondent of schools or some other properh^
authorized person, showing the child's ability to read and write
English, giving information as to the child's age (based upon a birth

certificate if possible), and identifying the child by giving height
and weight and colour of eyes and hair. These certificates must
be kept on file and lists of children employed must be posted by
employers

;
labour inspectors receive monthly lists from local school

boards of children receiving certificates; and children under it) arc*

not to work more than 10 hours a day or Oo hours a week, or between

7 p.m. and 7 a.m.
Chaniabl^ and Penal InsUMinns .

—^The charitable and penal
institutions are managed by separate boards of trustees appointed
by the governor. There are a deaf and dumb institution at Danville

(1823), an institution for the blind at Louisville (1842), and an
institution for the education of feeble-minded children at Frankfort
(i860). The Eastern Lunatic Asylum at Lexington, established
in 1815 as a private institution, came under the control of the stale

in 1824. The Central Lunatic Asylum at Anchorage, founded in

1869 as a house of refuge for" young criminals, btcaiiie an
asylum in 1873. The Western Lunatic Asylum at Hopkinsville
was founded in 184H. The main penitentiary at Frankfort was
completed in 1799 and a branch was established at Eddyville in

1891. Under an act of 1898 two houses of reform for juvenile

offenders, one for boys, the other for girls, were established near
Lexington,

Education .—The early history of the schools of Kentucky shoivs

that the rural school conditions have been very unsatisfactory. A
system of live trustees, with a sixty-day term of school, was replaced
bv a three trustee system, first with a one^hundred day term ol

school, and subsequently with a onc-hundred-and-twenty day term
of school annually. 'Inc state fund has not been supplemented
locally for the payment of teachers, who have consequently been
underpaid. The rural teachers, however, have been paid from tlie

state fund, so that the poorer districts receive aid from the richer

districts of the commonwealth. The rural schools are supervised
by a superintendent in each county. Throughout the stale white
and negro children are taught in separate schools. The state makes
provision for revenue for school purposes as follows : (1) the interest

on the Bond of the Commonwealth for $1,327,000.00; (2) dividends
on 708 shares of the capital stock of the Bank of Kentucky—repre-

senting a par value of $79,800.00; (3) the interest at 6 % on the
Bond of the Commonwealth for $381,986.08, which is a perpetual
obligation in favour of the several counties; (4) the interest at 6 *^0

on $606,641.03, which was received from the United Stales; (5) the
annual tax of 26^ cents on each $100 of value of all real and
personal estate and corporate franchises directed to be assessed
for taxation; (6) a certain portion of fines, forfeitures and licences

realized by the state; and (7) a portion of the dog taxes of each
county. The present school system of Kentucky may be summarized
under three heads : the rural schools, the graded schools, and the
high schools (which are further classified as city and county high
schools). The 1908 session of the General Assembly passed an act

providing : that each county of the stale be the unit for taxation

;

that the county tax be mandatory; that there be a local subdistrict

tax
;
and that each county be divided into four, six or eight educa-

tional divisions, that one trustee be elected for each subdistricl,

that the trustees of the subdistricts form division Boards of Educa-
tion, and that the chairmen of these various division boards form a
County Board of Education togetherwith the county superintendent,
who is ex officio chairman. This system of taxation and supervision

is a great advance in the administration of public schools. Any
subdistrict, town or city of the fifth or sixth class may provide for a
graded school by voting for an ad valorem and poll tax which is

limited as to amount. There were in 1909 135 districts which had
complied with this act, and were known as Graded Common School
districts. By .special charters the General Assembly has also

established 25 special graded schools. Statutes provide that all

children between the ages of 7 and 14 years living in such districts

must attend school annually for at least eight consecutive weeks.

In each city of the first, second and third class there must be, and of

the fourth class there may be, maintained under control of a city

Board of Education a system of public schools, in which all children

between the ages of 6 and 20 residing in the city may be taught at

public expense. There were in 1909 62 city public high schools

whose graduates are admitted to the State University withoul

examination. A truancy act (1908) provides that every child

between the ages of 7 and 14 years living in a city of the first, second,

third or fourth class must attend schooUregularly for the full term
of said school. It was provided by statute that before June 1910,
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there sliould have been established in each county oi the state at
least one County High School to which all common school graduates
of the county should be admitted without charge. Separate insti-

tutes for white and coloured teachers are conducted annually in each
county. These institutes are held for a hve or ten day session and
attendance is required of evei^ teacher, The state provides for ^e
issuance of three kinds of ccrtincates. A state diploma issued by the
State Board of Examiners is good for life. A state certificate Issued by
the State Board of Examiners is good for eight years with one renewal.
County certificates issued by the County Board of Examiners are of
three classes, valid for one, two and four years respectively.

j

According to a school census there was in 1908' 1909 a school !

population of 739 i353 i
of which 587,051 were reported from the

rural districts. In the school year 1907-1908 the school population
was 734,617, the actual enrolment in public schools was 441,377, the
average attendance was 260,843; tnere were approximately 3392
male and 5257 female white teachers and 1274 negro teachers; and
the total revenue for school purposes was $3,805,997, of which sum
$2,437,942.56 came from the state treasury.
What was formerly the State Agricultural and Mechanical College

at Lexington became the State Univeisity by legislative enactment
(^1908); there is no tuition fee except in the School of Law. The
State IJniversity has a Department of Education. The state main-
tains for the whites two State Normal Schools, which were established
in 1906—one, for the eastern district, at Richmond, and the other,
for the western district, at Bowling Green. Under the law estab-
lishing State Normal Schools, each county is entitled to one or more
appointments of scholarships, one annually for every 500 white
school children listed in the last school census. A Kentucky
Normal and Industrial School (1886) for negroes is maintained at
i'rankfort. Among the private and denominational colleges in

Kentucky are Central University (Presbyterian), at Danville; Tran-
sylvania University, at Lexington; Georgetown College (Baptist) at
Georgetown; Kentucky Wesleyan College (M.E. South), at Win-
chester; and Berea College (non-sectarian) at Berea.

Finance.—Kentucky, in common with other states in this part
of the country, suffered from over-speculation in land and railways
during 1830-1850. The funded debt of the state amounted to

four and one-half millions of dollars in 1850, when the new constitu-

tion limited the power of the legislature to contract further obliga-

tions or to decrease or misapply the sinking funds. From 1850'
to 1880 there was a gradual reduction except during the years of
the war. The system of classifying tlie revenue into separate funds
has frequently produced annual deficits, which are, as a rule only
nominal, since the total receipt.s exceed the total expenditures. In
1902 the not bonded debt, exclusive of about two mulions of dollars

held for educational purjj^ses, was $1,171,394, but this debt was
paid in full in the years immediately following. The sinking fund
commission is composed of the governor, attorney-general, secretary
of .state, auditor and treasurer. The first banlung currency in

Kentucky was issued in 1802 by a co-operative insurance company
established by Mississippi Valley traders. The Bank of Kentucky,
established at Frankfort in 1806, had a monopoly for several years.

In 1818-1819 the legislature chartered 46 banks, nearly all of which
went into liauidation during the panic of 1819. The Bank of the
Comnlbnweuth was chartered in 1820 as a state institution and the
charter of the Bank of Kentucky was revoked in 1822. A court
decision denying the legal tender quality of the notes issued by the
Bank of the Commonwealth gave rise to a bitter controversy which
had considerable influence upon the political history of the state.

This bank failed in 1829. In 1834 the legislature chartered the
Bank of Kentucky, the Bank of Louisville and the Northern Bank
of Kentucky. These institutions survived the panic of 1837 and
soon came to be recognized as among the moat prosperous and the
most conservative banks west of the Alleghanles. The state banking
laws are stringent and most of the business is still controlled by
banks operating under state charters.

History .
—^The settlement and the development of that part of

the United States west of the Alleghany Mountains has probably

been the most notable feature of American history since the close

of the Seven Years* War (1763). Kentucky was the first settle-

ment in this movement, the first state west of the Alleghany

Mountains admitted into the Union. In 1763 the Kentucl^

country was claimed by the Cherokees as a part of their hunting

grounds, by the Six Nations (Iroquois) os a part of their western

conquests, and by Virginia as a part of the territory granted to

her by her charter of 1609, although it was actually inhabited

only by a few Qiickasaws near the Mississippi river and by a

small tribe of Shawnees in the north, opposite what is now Ports-

mouth, Ohio. The early settlers were often attacked by Indian

raiders from what is now Tennessee or from the country north of

tlie Ohio, but the work of colonifsation would have been far more

difficult if those Indians had lived in the Kentucky region itself.

Dr Thomas Walker (1715-1794), as an agent and surveyor of

the Loyal I.and Company, made an exploration in 1750 into the
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present state from the Cumberland Gap, in search of a suitable

place for settlement but did not get beyond the mountain region.

In the next year Christopher Gist, while on a similar mission for

the Ohio Company, explored the country westward from the
mouth of the Scioto river. In 1752 John Finley, an Indian
trader, descended the Ohio river in a canoe to the site of Louis-

ville. It was Finley's descriptions that attracted Daniel Boone,

and soon after Boone’s first visit, in 1767, travellers through

the Kentucky region became numerous. The first permanent
English settlement was e.stab]ished at Harrodsburg m 1774 by
James Harrod, and in October of the same year the Ohio Indians

having been defeated by Virginia troops in the battle of Point

Pleasant (in what is now West Virginia), signed a treaty by which
they surrendered their claims south of the Ohio river. In March

1775 Kichard Henderson and some North Carolina land specula-

tors met about 1200 Cherokee Indians in council on the Watauga
river and concluded a treaty with them for the purchase of ^
the territory south of the Ohio river and between the Kentucky
and Cumberland rivers. The purchase was named Transyl-

vania, and within less than a month after the treaty was signed,

Boone, under its auspices, founded a settlement at Boones-
borough which became the headquarters of the colony. The
title was declared void by the Virginia government in 1778, but
Henderson and his associates received 200,000 acres in com-
pensation, and all sales made to actual settlers were confirmed.

During the War of Independence the colonists were almost

entirely neglected by Virginia and were compelled to defend them-
selves against the Indians who were often under British leader-

,

ship. Boonesborough was attacked in April and in July 1777
and in August 1778. Bryant’s (or Bryan’s) Station, near Lex-

ington, was besieged in August 1782 by about 600 Indians under

the notorious Simon Girty, who after raising the siege drew the

defenders, numbering fewer than 200, into an ambush and in the

battle of Blue Licks which ensued the Kentuckians lost about

67 killed and 7 prisoners. Kentucky county, practically coter-

minous witli the present state of Kentucky and embracing'

all the territory claimed by Virginia south of the Ohio river and
west of Big Sandy Creek and the ridge of the Cumberland
Mountains, was one of three counties which was formed out of

Fincastle county in 1776. Four years later, this in turn was

divided into three counties, Jefferson, Lincoln and Fayette, but

the name Kentucky was revived in 1782 and was given to the

judicial district which was then orgam'zed for these three counties.

The War of Independence was followed bV an extensive immigra-

tion from Virginia, Maryland and North Carolina ^ of a popu-

lation of which fully 95 %, excluding negro slaves, were of

pure English, Scotch or Scotch-lrish descent. The manners,

customs and institutions of Virginia were transplanted beyond

the mountains. There was the same political rivalry between

the slave-holding farmers of the Blue Grass Region and the
** poor whites ” of the mountain districts that there was in

Virginia between the tide-water planters and the mountaineers.

Between these extremes were the small farmers of the “ Barrens”^

in Kentucky and of the Piedmont Region in Virginia. The
aristocratic influences in both states have always been on the

Southern and Democratic side, but while they were strong enough

in Virginia to lead the state into secession they were unable to do

so in Kentucky.

I

’ Most of the early settlers of Kentucky made their way thither

either by the Ohio river (from Fort Pitt) or—the far larger number

—

by way of the Cumberland G^ and the "Wilderness Road." This
latter route began at Inglis's Ferry, on the New liver, in what is now
West Virginia, and proceeded west by south to the Cumberland Gap.
The " Wilderness Road," as marked by Daniel Boone in iTjSf was a
mere trail, running from the Watauga settlement in east Tennessee

to the Cumberland Gap, and thence by way of what are now Crab
Orchard, Danville and Bardstown, to the Falls of the Ohio, and
was pasMblo only for men and horses \mtil 1795, when the state

made it a wagon road. Consult Thomas Spm, TAe Wilderness

Road (Louisville, Ky., 1886), and Archer B. Hulbert, Boone*

s

Wilderness Road (Cleveland, O,, 1903).
* The " Barrens " were in the north part of the state west of the

Blue Grass Region, and were so called merely because the Indians had
burned most of the forests here in order to provide better pasturage
for buffaloes and other game.
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At tile dose of the War of Independence the Kentuckians

complained because the mother stale did not protect them
a^^alnst their enemies and did not ^ve them an adequate system
of local government. Nine conventions were held at Danville

from 1784 to 1790 to demand separation from Virginia. The
Virginia authorities expressed a willingness to grant the demand
provided Congress would admit the new district into the Union
as a state. The delay, together with the proposal of John Jay,
the Secretary for Foreign Affairs and commissioner to negotiate

i\ commercial treaty with the Spanish envoy, to surrender

navigation rights on the lower Mississippi for twenty-five years

in order to remove the one obstade to the negotiations, aroused

so much feeling that General James Wilkinson and a few other

leaders began to intrigue not only for a separation from Virginia,

but also from the United States, and for the formation of a close

alliance with the Spanish at New Orleans. Although most of

the settlers were too loyal to be led into any such plot they gen-

erally agreed that it might have a good effect by bringing pressure

to bear upon the Federal government . Congress passed a pre-

liminary^ art in February i79f, and the state was formally

admitted into the Union on the 1st (;i June 1702. In the Act of

1776 for dividing Finrastle counly, V^irginia, the ridge of the

Cumberland Mountains was named as a part of the east boundary^

of Kentucky
;
and now that this ridge had become a part of the

boundary between the states of Virginia and Kentiu'ky they, in

1799, appointed a joint commission to run the boundary line on
this ridge. A dispute with Tennessee over the southern boundary
was settled in a similar manner in 1820.^ The constitution of

1792 provided for manhood suffrage and for the election of the

governor and of senators by an electoral college. General Isaac

Shelby was the first governor. The people still continued to

have troubles with the Indians and with the Spanish at New
Orleans. I’he Federal government was slow to act, but its action

when taken was effective. The power of the Indians was over-

thrown by General Anthony Wayne’s victory in the battle of

Fallen Timliers, fought the 20th of August 1794 near the rapids

of the Maumee river a few miles above the site of Toledo, Ohio

;

and the Mississippi question was settled temfiorarilv by the

treaty of 1795 and permanently bjr the purchase of Louisiana

in 1803. In 1798-1799 the legislature passed the famous
Kentuckv^ Resolutions in protest against the alien and sedition

acts.^
Fcff several years the Anti-Federalists or Republicans had

contended that the administration at Washington had been
exercising powers not warranted by the constitution, and when
Congress had passed the alien and sedition laws the leaders of

that party seized upon the event as a proper occasion for a
spirited public protest which took shape principally in resolu-

tions passed by the legislatures of Kentucky and Virginia. The
original draft of the Kentucky Resolutions of 1798 was prepared

by Vice-President Thomas Jefferson, although the fact that he
was the author of them was kept from the public until he acknow-
ledged it in 1821. They were introduced in the House of Repre-

sentatives by John Breckinridge on the 8th of November, were
passed by that body with some amendments but with only one

dissenting vott on the loth, were unanimously concurred in by
the Senate on the 13th, and were approved by Governor James
Garrard on the 16th. The first resolution was a statement of

the ultra states’-rights view of the relation of the states to the

Federal government 2 and subsequent resolutions declare the

^ The southern boundary to the Tennessee river was surveyed
in 1779-1780 by comn^ssioners representing Virginia and North
('arolina, and was supposed to be run along the parallel of latitude
3b" bnt by mistake was actually run north of that parallel. By a
treaty of 1819 the Indian title to the territory west of the Tennessee
was extinguished, and commissioners then ran a line along the
parallel of 3b" 30' the Mississippi to the Tennessee. In 1820
commissioners representing Kentucky and Tennessee formally
adopted the line of 1779-1780 and the line of 1819 as the boundary
between the two states.

® This resolution read as follows ; Resolved, that the several states
composing the United States of America are not united on the
principle of unlimited submission to their general government;
that by compact under the style of a Constitution for the United

alien and sedition laws unconstitutional and therefore “ void and
of no force,” principally on the ground that they provided for

an exercise of powers which were reserved to the state. The
resolutions further declare that “ this Commonwealth is deter-

mined, as it doubts not its co-states are, tamely to submit to

undelcgat^d and therefore unlimited powers in no man or body
of men on earth,” and that “ these and successive acts of the

same character, unless arrested on the threshold, may tend to

drive these states into revolution and bhxid.” Copies of tlie

resolutions were sent to the governors of the various states, to

be laid before the different state legislatures, and replies w'ere

received from Connecticut, Delaware, Ma-ssachusetts, New
Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont and Virginia,

but all except that from Virginia were unfavourable. Neverthe-

less the Kentucky legislature on the 22nd of Noven.bcr 1799
reaffirmed in a new resolution the principles it had laid denvn in

the first series, asserting in this new resolution that the state

j

” does now unequivocally declare its attachment to the Union,

I
and to lhat compact [the Constitution], agreeably to its olnious

and real intention, and will be among Uic last to sock its dissolu-

tion,” but that ” the principle and eonstnu tion contended for

by sundr)" of the state legislatures, that the General Government
is the exclusive judge of the extent of the powers delegated to

it, stop nothing [short' of despotism— the discretion of

those who administer the government, and not the ('onstitution^

would be the measure of their powers/’ “ that thc; several states

who formed that instrument, being sovereign and independent,

have the unquestionable right to judge of the infraction,” and
that a nullificafion by those smfereigfjties of all umuihorized acts

done under color oj that instrument is the rightful retnedyJ^ These
measures show that the sUUe was Democratic-Republican in its

politics and pru-Frencli in its sympathies, and that it was in-

clined to follow the leadership of that state from which most of

its people had come.

The constitution of 1799 adopted the system of choosing the

governor and senators by popular vote and deprived the supreme
court of its original jurisdiction in land cases. I'hc Burr ctm-

spiracy (1804--1806) aroused some excitement in the state. Many
would have follow'ed Burr in a filibustering attack upon the

Spanish in the South-West, but scarcely any would have
approved of a separation of Kentucky from the Federal Union.
No battles were fought in Kentucky during the War of 18 j 2,

but her troops constituted the greater part of the forces under
General William Henry Harrison. They took part in the opera-

tions at Fort Wayne, Fort Meigs, the river Raisin and the

Thames.
I'he Democratic-Republicans controlled the politics of the state

without any .serious opposition until the conflict in 1820-1826,
arising from the demands for a more adequate system of currency

and other measures for the relief of delinquent debtors divided

the sftale into what were known as the relief and anti-relief

parties. After nearly all the forty-six banks chartered by the

legislature in 1818 had been WTecked in the financial panic of

1819, the legislature in 1820 pas.sed a series of laws designed for

the benefit of the debtor class, among them one making state

bank notes a legal tender for all debts. A decision of the Gark
county district court declaring this measure unconstitutional

was affirmed by the court of appeals. The legislature in 1824
repealed all of the laws creating the existing court of appeals and
then established a new one. This precipitated a bitter campaign

States and of amendments thereto, they constituted a general
government for special purposes, delegated to that government
certain definite powers, reserving each state to itself the residuary
mass of right to their own self-government; and that whensoever
tlie general government assumes undelegated powers its acts are
unauthoritative, void, and of no dbree : That to this compact each
state acceded os a state, and is an integral party, its co-states
forming, as to itself, the other party : That the government* created
by this compact was not made the exclusive or final judge of th<‘

extent of ttm powers delegated to itiielf
,
since that would have made

its discretion, and not the Constitution, the measure of its powers

;

but that, as in all other cases of compsict among parties having no
common judge, each party has an equal right to judge for itsdf as
well of infractions as of the mode and measure of redress.
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betwmi the anti-relief or old court ” party and the relief or
new court party, in which former was ’auccesdful. The

old court party followed the lead of Henry Clay and jdm
Adams in national politics, and became National Repubhcuns
and later Whigs. The new court party followed Andrew Jadtsoa
and Martin Van Buren and became Democrats. The electcifil

vote of the state was cast for Jackson in 1828 and for Clay in

1832. During the next thirty years Clay’s conservative influ-

ence dominated the politics of the state.* Kentucky voted the
Whig ticket in every presidential election from 1832 until the
party made its last campaign in 185a. When the Whigs were
destroyed by the .slavery issue some of them immediately be-
came Democrats, but the majority became Americans, or Know-
Nothings. 1'hey elected the governor in 1855 and almost
succeeded in carrying the state for their presidentiul ticket in

1856. In i860 the people of Kentucky were drawn toward the
South by their interest in slavery and by their social relations, and
toward the North by business ties and by a national sentiment
which was fostered by the C!lay traditions. They naturaUy
assumed the leadership in the Con.stitutional Union movement
of i860, casting the vote of the state for Bell and Everett.
After the election of President Lincoln they also led in the movc-
luonl to .secure the adoption of the Crittenden Compromise or

some other peaceful solution of the difficulties between the North
and the South.

A large majority of the state legislature, however, were Demo-
crats, and in his message to this body, in January 1861, Governor
Magoffin, also a Democrat, proposed that a convention be ( ailed

to determine “ the future of Federal and inter-state relations

of Kentucky
;

” later, loo, in reply to the president’s call for

volunteers, lie declared, “ Kentucky will furnish no troops for

the wicked purpose of subduing her sister Southern States.”

Under these conditions the Unionists asked only for the main--

7^7
Carlos Buell, in command of the Federal Army of the Ohio
stationed there, and entering Kentucky in Au(rust ^8^ pro-
ceeded slowly toward Louisville, hoping to win Uie state tihe

('onfederale cause and gain recruits for the Confederacy in the
state. His main army was preceded by a division of about 15,000
men under General Edmund Kirby Smith, who on the 3.0th of

Augn&t defeated a Federal force under General Wm- Nelson near
Ri^mond and threatened Cincinnati. Bragg met with little

opposition on his march, but Buell, also marching from eastern

Tennessee, reached Louisville first (Sept. 24), turned op Bragg,
and forced him to withdraw. On bis retreat, attempted,
to set up a Confederate government at Frai^fort, ^d Richard

J. Hawes, who had been chosen as G. W. Johnson^s successor, was
actually “ inaugurated,” but naturally this state ” government

”

immediately cmlapsed. On the 8th of October Buell and ^agg
fought an engagement at Perryville which, though tacticaUy

indecisive, was a strategic vicloiy for Buell; and thereafter

Bragg withdrew entirely from the state into Tennessee. This
was last serious attempt on a large scale by the Confederates
to win Kentucky ; but in February 1863 one of General John H.
Morgan’s brigade.s made a raid on Mount Sterling and captured
it; in March General Pegram made a raid into Pulasiki county;
in March 1864 General N. B. Forrest assaulted Fort Anderson
at Paducah but failed to capture it; and in June General Morgan
made an unsuccessful attempt to take Lexington.

though the majority of the people sympathized with the

Union, the emancipation of the slaves without compensation
even to loyal owners, the arming of negro troops, the arbitraiy;

imprisonment of citizens and the interference of Federal military'

officials in purely civil affairs aroused so much feeling that the

state became strongly Democratic, and has remained so almost

uniformly sinc^e the war. Owing to the panic of 1893, distrust

of the free sih er movement and the expenditure of large cam-
tenance of neutrality, and a resolution to this effect was carried paign funds, the Republicans were successful in the guber-
by a bare majority—48 to 47. Some of the secessionists took
this as a defeat and left the state immediately to join the Con-
federate ranks. In tlie next month there was an election of

congressmen, and an anti-secession candidate was chosen in nine
out of ten districts. An election in Ai^ust of one-half the Senate
and all of the House of Representatives resulted in a Unionist
majority in the new legislature of 103 to 35, and in September,
after Confederate troops had begun to invade the state, Ken-
tucky formally declared its allegiance to the Union. From
.September 1861 to the fall of Fort Donelson in February 1862
that part of Kentucky which is south and west of the Green River
was or('upied by the Confederate army under General A, S. John-
ston, and at Russellville dn that district a so-called “ sovereignty
c€)nv(»vtion ” assembled on the 18th of November. This body,
composed mostly of Kentucky men who had joined Hie Con-
federate army, passed an ordinance of secession, elected state

officers, and sent commissioners to the Confederate Congress,
which body voted on the oth of December to admit Kentucky
into the Confederacy. Throughout the war Kentucky was repre-

sented in the Confederate Congress^epresentatives and senators

being elected by Confederate soldiers from the state. The
officers of this ” pro^^sional government,” headed by G. W.
J()hnson, who had been ^ected governor,” left the state when
General A. S. Johnston withdrew; Johnson himself was killed

at Shiloh, but an attempt was subsequently made by General
Bragg to install this government at Frankfort. General Felix
K. Zollicoffer (18*2- *862) had entered the south-east ipart of

the state through Cumberland Gap in September, and later with
a Confederate force of about 7000 men attempted the invasimi

of central Kentucky, but in October 1861 he met with a slight

repulse at Wild Oat Mountain, near London, Laurel county,
and on tlie 19th of January 1862, in an engagement near Mill

Springs, Wayne county, with about an equal force under
General George H: Thomas, he was killed and his force was

Tooted. In 18^2 General Braxton Bragg in command of

the Oinfederates in eastern Tennessee, eluded General Don

He died in 1852, but the traditions which he represented
survived.

iiatorial election of 1895 presidential election of 1896.

The election of 1899 was disputed. William S. Taylor, Republl-

can, was inaugurated governor on the 12th of December, but

the legislative committee on contests decidc^d in favour of the

Democrats. Governor-elect Goebel was shot by an assassin on

the 30th of January 1900, was sworn into office on his death-

bed, and died on the 3rd of February. Taylor fled the state to

escape trial on the charge of murder. Lieutenant-Governor

Beckham filled out the unexpired term and was reflected in

1903. In 1907 the Republicans again^ elected their candidate

for governor.

Governors of Kentucky

Jsaac Shelby Democratic- Republican 1792-I 7 (}<>

james Garrard „ >> 1796-1804
Christopher Greenup .. 1804- 1 80S
Charles Scott 1808-18^2
Isaac Shelby 1812-1816
George Madison*^ „ l8i0-
Gabriel Slaughter (acting) „ >) i 8i(>-j 82o
John Adair „ it 1820-1824
loseph Desha it 1824-1828
I'homas Metcalfe National it 1828-^1832

John Breathitt* I itmocrat 1832-18.^4
James T. Morehead (acting) 1834-1830
James 'Clark* Whig 1836-
Charles A. Wicklifte (acting) >t 1836-1840
Robert P. Letcher it 1840-S1844
Wflliam Owsley it 1844-1848
John J . Crittendenf n 1848-1850
John L. Hclmt Democrat 1850-1851
Lazarus W. Powell

American
1851-1855

Charles 5 . Morehead 1855^1859
Beviah Mago£&n Democrat 1X859-1862

James F. Robinson
f 9

1862-1863
Thomas E. Bramlette

9 9
1803-^1867

Tolm L. Helm^ 9f
1867-

John W. Stevenson^ M 1 867^-18171

l^eston H. Lesliet
1ames B. McCreary tf 1875-Jfe9
Luke P. Blackburn

J. Proctor Knott $$
^883-1887

Simon B. Buckner >> 1887^1891
John Y. -Brown
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Governors of Kentucky—cofUinued

|
the axis runs from W.N.W. to S.S.E., ridges radiate outwards,

William O. Bradley Rqjublican 1895-1899
William S. Taylor 15 „ i89^i9oi>

William Goebel • Democrat 1900-

J. C. W. Beckham „ 1900-1907
Augustus E. Waison Republican 1907-

* Died in office.

i Governor Crittenden resigned on the 31st of July to become
Attorney-General of the United States and John L. Helm served

out the unexpired term.

:}; Governor Stevenson resigned on the 13th o£ February 1871 to

l)ecome U.S. Senator from Kentucky. P. 11 . Leslie filled out the

remainder of the term and was elected in 1871 for a full term.

§ Taylor’s election was contested by Goel)el, who received the

certificate of election.

liiiJLioctRAPHV.—For descriptions of physical features and accounts

of natural resources see Reports of the Kentucky Geological Survey,

the biennial Reports of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor and Statistics,

the Reports of the United States Census and various publications of

the U.S. Geological Survey, and other publications listed in Bulletin

301 {Bibliography and Index of North American Geology for 1901-1905)

and other bibliographies of the Sur\^ey. For an early description,

see Gilbert imlay, A Topographical Description 0/ the Western

Territory of North America (Loudon, 3rd ed., 1797)1 in which John
I'llson’s " Discovery, Settlement and Present State of Kentucke

"

(1784) is reprinted. For a brief description of the Blue Grass Region,

sec James Laric Allen’s The Blue Grass Region of Kentucky and other

Kentucky Articles (New York, 1900). An account of the social and
industrial life of the people in the “ mountain " disiricUs is given in

William H. Haney's The Mountain People of Kentucky (Cincinnati,

1900). For administration, see the Official Manual for the Use of

the Courts, State and County Officials and General Assembly of the

State of Kentucky (Lexington), which contains the Constitution of

i8qi
;
The Report of the Debates and Proceedings of the Convention . . .

of (Frankfort, 1849); The Official Report of the Proceedings and

Debates of the Constitutional Convention of tSgo (4 vols., Frankfort,

1890); 13 . H. Young, History and Texts of Three Constitutions of

Kentucky (Louisville, 1890)
; J. F. Bullitt anxi John Feland, The General

Statutes of Kentucky (Frankfort and Loui.Hville, 1877, revised edition.^,

1 881
,
1 8S7)

;
and the Annual Reports of state officers and boards. For

hustory scj R. M. McElroy’s Kentucky in the Nation's History (New
York. 1909, with bibliograph') ;

or (more briefly) N. S. Shaler's

Kentucky (Boston, 1885), in the “ American Commonwealth.s Series.
”

John M. Brown's The Political Beginnings of Kentucky (Louisville,

1889) is a good monograph dealing with the period before 1792; it

should beconmared wdth Thomas M. Green’s The Spanish Conspiracy

:

A Review of Early Spanish Movements in the Southwest (Cincinnati,

i8gi), written in reply to it. Among older hLstones are Humphrey
Marshall, The History of Kentucky . . . and the Present State of the

Country {2 vols., Frankfort, 1812, 1824), extremely Federalistic in

tone; Mafm Butler, History of Kentucky from its Exploration and
Settldfiihit by the Whites to the close of the Southwestern Campaign of

fdrj (Lotttaville, 1834; 2nd cd., Cincinnati, 1830), and Lewis Collin.s,

The History of Kentucky (2 vols., revi.secl edition, Covington, Ky.,

1874), a valuable store-house of facts, the basis of Shaler's work.

E. D. Warfield’s The Kentucky Resolutions of jftjH (New York, 2nd cd.,

1887) i.s an excellent monograph. For the Civil War history .see

” Campaigns in Kentucky and Tennessee," in the 7th volume of

Papers of the Military Historical Society of Massachusetts (Boston,

1908) ;
Thomas Speed, The Union Cause m Kentucky (New York,

1907) ;
Basil W. Duke, History of Morgan's Cavalry (Cincinnati, l80^),

and general works on the history of the w'ar. See also Alvin F. Lewis,

History of Higher Education in Kentucky, in Circulars of Informa-

tion of the U.S. Bureau of Education (Washington, 1899), and
R. G. Thwaites, Daniel Boone (New York, i<;k)2). There is much
valuable material in the Register (Frankfort, 1903 seq.) of the Ken-
tucky State Historical Society, and especially in the publications of

the Filson Club of Loui.sville. Among the latter are R, T. Durretl’s

fohn Filson, the prst Historian of Kentucky (1884) ; Thonias Speed, The
Wilderness Road (i88(»)

;
W. H. Perrin, The Pioneer Press of Kentucky

(1888) ;
(i. W. Ranck, Boonesborough : Its Founding^ Pioneer Struggles,

Indian Experiences, Transylvania Davs and Revolutionary Annals

(1901), and The Centenary of Kentucky (1892), containing an address,
" The State of Kentucky: Its Di.scovery, Settlement, Autonomy and
Progress in a Hundred Years," by Reuben T. Durrett.

KENYA, a great voi^anic mountain in British East Africa,

situated just south of the equator in 37'' 20' E. It is one of the

highest mountains of Africa, its highest peak reaching an altitude

of 17,007 ft. (with a possible error of 30 ft. either way). The

central core, which consists of several steep pyramids, is tliat of

a very denuded old volcano, which when its crater was complete

may have reached 2000 ft. above the present summit, liivas

dip in all directions from the central crystalline core, pointing

to the ('onclusion that the main portion of the mountain repre-

sents a single volcanic mass. From the central peaks, of which

separated by broad valleys, ending upwards in vast cirques.

The most important ridges centre in the peak Lcnana (16,30a ft.)

at tht eastern end of the central group, and through it runs the

chief water-parting of the mountain, in a generally north to south

direction. Three main valleys, known respectively as Hinde,

Gorges and Hobley valleys, run down from this to the east, and

four—Mackinder, Hausberg, Teleki and Hohnel—to the west.

From the central peaks fifteen glaciers, all lying west of the main

divide, descend to the north and south, the two largest being the

Lewis and Gregory glaciers, each about 1 m, long, which, with

the smaller Kolb glacier, lie immediately west of the main divide.

Most of the glaciers terminate at an altitude of 14,800-14,900 ft.,

but the smSl Cesar glacier, drained to the Hausberg valley,

reaches to 14,450. Glaciation was formerly much more extensive,

old moraines being observed down to 12,000 ft. In the upper

parts of the valleys a number of lakes occur, occupying hollows

and rock basins in the agglomerates and ashes, fed by springs,

and feeding many of the streams that drain the mountain slopes.

J’hc largest of these are Lake Hohnel, lying at an altitude of

14,000 ft., at the head of the valley of the same name, and

measuring 600 by 400 yds. ;
and Lake Michaclson (12,700 ft. ?) in

the Gorges Valley. At a distance from the central core the radiat-

ing ridge.** become less abrupt and descend with a gentle gradient,

finally passing somewhat abruptly, at a height of some 7000 ft.,

into the level plateau. These outer slopes are clothed with dense

forest and jungle, eomiwsed chiefly of junipers and Podocarpus,

and between 8000 and 9800 ft. of huge bamboos. 'Ihe forest

zone extends to about 10,500 ft., above which is the steeper alpine

zone, in which pasturages alternate with rocks and crags. This

extends to a general height of about 15,000 ft., but in clamp,

.sheltered valle>*s the pasturages extend some distance higher.

The only trees or shrubs in this zone are the giant (ground-

sel) and Lobelia, and tree-heaths, the Senecio forming groves in

the upper valleys. Of the fauna of the lower slopes, tracks of

elephant, leopard and buffalo have been seen, between 11,500

and 14,500 ft. That of the alpine zone includes two species of

dassy (Prorawa), a coney {Hyrax), and a rat (Oiomys), The bird

fauna is of considerable interest, the finest species of the upper

zone being an eagle-owl, met with at 14,000 ft. At 11,000 ft.

was found a brown chat, with a good deal of white in the tail.

Both the fauna and flora of the higher levels present close affini-

ties with those of Mount Elgon, of other mountains of Hast Africa

and of Cameroon Mountain. The true native names of the moun-
tain are said to be Kilinyaga, Doenyo Kbor (white mountain)

and Doenyo Egeri (spotted mountain). It was first .seen, from a

distance, by the missionar>' Ludwig Krapf in 1849; approached

from the west by Joseph Thomson in 1883; partially ascended by

Count S. Teleki (1889), J. W. Gregory (1893) and Georg Kolb

(1896); and its summit reached by H. J. Mackinder in 1899.

See J. W. Gregory, The Great RifFValley (London, 1896); H. J.

Mackinder, " Journey to the Summit of Mount Kenya," Geog. Jour.,

May 1900. (h. Hk.)

KENYON, LLOYD KENYON, ist Baron (1732-1802), lord

chief justice of England, was descended by his father’s side from

an old Lancashire family
;
his mother was the (laughter of a snmll

proprietor in Wales, He was bom at Gredington, Flintshire,

on the 5th of October 1732. Educated at Ruthin grammar

school, he was in his fifteenth year articled to an attorney at

Nantwich, Cheshire. In 1750 he entered at Lincoln’s Inn,

London, and in 1 756 was called to the bar. As for several years

he was almost unemployed, he utilized his leisure in taking notes

of the cases argued in the court of King’s Bench, which he after-

wards published. Through answering the cases of his friend

John Dunning, afterwards Lord Ashburton, he gradually became

known to the attorneys, after which his success was so rapid that

m 1780 he was made king’s counsel. He showed con.spicuous

ability in the cross-examination of the witnesses at the trial of

Lord George Gordon, but his speech was so tactless that the

verdict of acquittal was really due to the brilliant effort of

Erskine, the junior counsel. This want of tact, indeed, often

betrayed Kenyon into striking blunders; as an advocate he was,
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moreover, defxient m ability of statement; and his position was
achieved chiefly by hard work, a good knowledge of law, and
several lucky friendships. Through the influence of Lord
I'hurlow, Kenyon in 1780 entered the House of Commons as

member for Hindon, and in 1782 he was, through the same friend-

ship, appointed attorney-general in Ixrd Buckingham’s adminis-

tration, an office which he continued to hold under Pitt, In

1784 he received the mastership of the rolls, and was created a

baronet. In 1 788 he was appointed lord chief justice as successor

to Lord Mansfield, and the same year was raised to the peer^e
as Baron Kenyon of Gredington. As he had made many enemies,

his elevation was by no meam popular with the bar; but on the

bench, in spite of his capricious and choleric temper, he proved

himself not only an able lawyer, but a judge of rare and
inflexible impartiality. He died at Bath, on the 4th of April

1802. Kenyon was succeeded as 2nd baron by his son George

(1776-1855), whose great-grandson, Lloyd (b. 1864), became the

4th baron in 1869.

See Life by Hon. G. T. Kenyon, 1873.

KEOKUK, a city of Lee county, Iowa, U.S.A., on the Missis-

sippi river, at the mouth of the Dcs Moines, in the S.E. comer of

the state, about 200 m. above St Louis. Pop. (1900), 14,641;

(1905, state census), 14,604, of whom 1534 were foreign-bom.

It is served by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, the Wabash, and the Toledo, Peoria

& Western railways. There is a bridge (about 2200 ft. long)

across the Mississippi, and another (about 1200 ft. long) across

the Dcs Moines. The city lias a public library and St Joseph

and Graham hospitals, and is the seat of the Keokuk Medical

College ( 1 849). There is a national cemetery here. Much of the

( ity is built on bluffs along the Mississippi. Keokuk is at the

foot of the Des Moines Rapids, round which the Federal Govern-

ment has constructed a navigable canal (opened 1877) about 9 m.

.

long, with a draft at extreme low water of 5 ft.; at the foot a

great dam, m. long and 38 ft. high, has been constructed.

Keokuk has various manufactures; its factory product in 1^5
was valued at $4,225,91 5 >

3^*6 % more than in 1900. The city

was named after Keokuk, a chief of the Sacs and Foxes (1780-

1848), whose name meant “ the watchful ” or “ he who moves

alertly.” In spite of Black Hawk’s war policy in 1832 Keokuk 1

was passive and neutral, and with a portion of his nation re-
i

mained peaceful while Black Hawk and his warriors fought. His

grave, surmounted by a monument, is in Rand Park. The first

house on the site of the city waj built about 1820, but further

settlement did not begin until 1836. Keokuk w^ laid out as a

town in 1837, was chartered as a city in 1848, and in 1907 was one

of five cities of the state governed by a special charter.

KEONJHAR, a tributary state of India, within the Orissa

division of Bengal; area, 3096 sq. m.; pop. (1901), 285,758;

estimated revenue, £20,000. The state is an offshoot from

Mayurbhanj. Part of it con.sists of rugged hills, rising to more

than 3000 ft. above sea-level. The residence of the raja is at

Keonjhar (pop. 4532)-

KEONTHAL^ a petty hill state in the Punjab, India, with an

area of ri6 sq. m.; pop. (1901), 22,499; estimated revenue,

£4400. The chief, a Rajput, received the title of raja in 1857.

After the Gurkha War in 1815, a portion of Keontlial, which had

been occupied by the Gurkhas, was sold to the maharaja of

Patiala, the remainder being restored to its hereditary chief.

In 1823 the district of Punar was added to the Keonthal state.

The raja exercises rights of lordship over the petty states of

Kothi, Theog, Madhan and Ratesh.

KEPLER, JOHARM (1571-1630), German astronomer, was

bom on the 27th of December 1571, at Weil, in the duchy of

Wflrttemberg, of which- town his grandfather was burgomaster.

He was tAie eldest child of an ill-assorted union. His father,

Henry Kepler, was a reckless soldier of fortune; his mother,

Cathwine Guldenmann, the daughter of the burgomaster of

Kltingcn, was undisciplined and ill-educated. Her husband

found campaigning in Flanders under Alva a welcome relief fmm
domestic life; and, after having lost all he possessed by a forfeited

seciirity and tried without success the trade of tavern-keeping in
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the village of Elmendii^en, he finally, in 1589, deserted his family.

The misfortune and misconduct of his parents were not the only

trouUes of Kepler’s childhood. He recovered from small-po^

in his fourth year with crippled hands and eyesight permanently

impaired ;
and a constitution enfeebled by premature birth had

to withstand successive shocks of severe illness. His schooling

began at Leonberg in 1577—-the year, as he himself tells us, of

a great comet; but domestic bankruptcy oc^ioned his trans-

ference to field-work, in which he was exdurively employ^ for

several years. Bodily infirmity, combined with mental aptitude,

were eventually considered to indicate a theological vocation;

he was, in 1564, placed at the seminary of Adelbcrg,and t^nce

removed, two years later, to that of Maulbronn. A brilliant

examination for the degree of bachelor procured him, in 1588,

admittance on the foundation to the university of Tubingen,

where he laid up a copious store of classical erudition,and imbibed

Copemican principles from the private instructions of his teacher

and life-long friend, Michael Maestlin. As yet, however, he

had little knowledge of, and less inclination for, astronomy;

and it was with extreme reluctance that he turned aside from the

more promising career of the ministry to accept, early in 1594,

the vacant chair of that science at Gratz, placed at the disposal

of the Tubingen professors by the Lutheran states of Styria.

The best recognized function of German astronomers in tlmt

day was the construction of prophesying almanacs, greedily

bought by a credulous public. Kepler thus found that the first

duties required of him were of an astrological nature, and set

himself with characteristic alacrity to master the rules of the art

as laid down by Ptolemy and Qirdan. He, moreover, sought in
*

the events of his own life a verification of the theory of planetary

influences; and it is to this practice that we owe the summaiy

record of each year s occurrences which, continued almost to his

death, affords for his biography a slight but sure foundation.

But his thoughts were already working in a higher sphere. He
early attained to the settled conviction that for the actual dis-

position of the solar system some abstract intelligible reason

must exist, and this, after much m^itation, he believed himself

to have found in an imaginary relation between the “ five regular

solids ” and the number and distances of the planets. He notes

with exultation the 9lh of July 159*;, as the date of the pseudo-

discovery, the publication of which in Prodromus dissertationuM

cosmagraphicarum seu mysterium cosmographicum (Tubingen,

1596) procured him much fame, and a friendly correspondence

with the two most eminent astronomers of the time, Tycho Brahe

and Galileo.

Soon after his arrival at Gratz, Kepler contr^ted an engage-

ment with Barbara von Miihleck, a wealthy Styrion heiress, who,

at the age of twenty-three, had already survived one husband

and been divorced from another. Before her relatives could be

brought to countenance his pretensions, Kepler was obliged to

undertake a journey to Wurttemberg to obtain documentary

evidence of the somewhat obscure nobility of his family, and it

was thus not until the 27th of April 1597 that the marriage was

celebrated. In the following year the archduke Ferdinand, on

assuming the government of his hereditary dominions, issued an

edict of banishment against Protestant preachers and professors.

Kepler immediately fled to the Hungarian frontier, but, by the

favour of the Jesuits, was recalled and reinstated in his post.

The gymnasium, however, was deserted; the nobles of Styria

began to murmur at subsidizing a teacher without pupils ; and he

found it prudent to look elsewhere for employment. His refusal

to subsenbe unconditionally to the rigid formula of belief adopted

by the theologians of Tubingen permanently closed against him

the gates of his Alma Mater. His embarrassment was relieved

however by an offer from Tycho Brahe of the position of assist^t

in his observatory near Prague, which, after a prcliminar>’ visit

of four months, he accepted. The arrangement was made just

in time; for in August 1600 he received definitive notice to leav^

Gratz, and, having leased his wife’s property, he departed with

his family for Prague.

By Tycho’s unexpected death(Oct. 24, i6oi) a bnUiant career

seemed to be thrown open to Kepler. The emperor Rudolph II*
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immediately appointed him to succeed his patron as imperial

mathematician, althmijph at a reduced salaiy of 500 florins ] tl\e

invaluable treasure Of 'I'ycho’s observations was placed at his

disposal; and the laborimis but congenial task was entrusted to

liim of completing the tables to which the grateful Dane had
already affbeed the title of Rudolphine, 'i'he first works executed

by him at Prague were, nevertheless, a homage to the astrological

proclivities of the emperor. In /><? fundamvniis astrclogiae

certioribus (Prague, 1602) he declared his purpose of preserving

and purifying the grain of truth which he believed the science to

<'ontain. Indeed, the doctrine of “ aspects " and influences

fitted excellently with his mystical conception of the universe,

and enabled him to discharge witli a semblance of sincerity the

most lucnith'c part of his professional duties. Although he
strictly limited his ptbphetic pretensions to the estimate of

tendencies and pnfimbilities, his forec'asts were none the loss in

demand. Shrewd sc?ise and considerable knowledge of the world

came to the aid of stellar lore in the preparation of “ prognostics
”

which, not unfrequently hitting of! the event, earned him asmuch
credit with Ihe vulgar as hk cosmical speculations with the

learned. He drew the horoscopes of the emperor and Wallenstein,

as well as of a host of lesser magnates; but, though keenly alive

to the unworthy character of such a trade, he made necessity

hi.s excuse for a compromise with superstition, “ Nature,^* he

wrote, “ which has conferred upon cv’cry animal tlie means of

subsistence, has given astrology as an adjunct and ally to astro-

nomy.” He dedicated to the emperor in 1603 a treatise on the
|

” great conjunction ” of that year (Judiatwi de trigmo iyneo);

and he published his observations on a brilliant star which

ttppeared suddenly (Sept. 30, 1604), and remained visible for

seventeen months, in De slclla luwa w pede Seipentarii (Prague,
|

1606). While sharing tin* opinion of lycho as to the origin of

su(?h bodies by condensation of nebulous matter from the Milky

Way, he attached a mystical signification to tl- (oincidence in

time and place of the sidereal apparition tvith a triple conjunction

of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.

The main task of his life was not meanwhile neglected. This

was nothing less than the foundation of a new astronomy, in

which physical cause should replace arbitrary hypothe.sis. A
preliminary study of optics led to tire publication, in 1604, of his

Astronimiitif pars apHca, containing important discoveries in the

theory of vision, and a notable approximation towards the true

law ol^pfraction. But it was not until 1609 that, the ” great

Martian Wfeour ” being at length completed, he was able, in his

own figurative language, to lead the captir'e planet to the foot

of the imperial throne. From the time of his first introduction

to Tycho he had devoted himsek to the investigation of the orbit

of Mars, which, on account of its relatively large eccentricity,

had alw^ays been especially recalcitrant to theor>’, and the results

appeared in Aslronomia nema atVtoAnyr/rrl?, seu Pimka coelesHs

iradiia cmnmtraiariis de moHbus sidlae Martis (Prague, 1609).

In this, the most memorable of Kepier'.s multifarious writings,

two of the cardinal principles of modern astronomy—^the laws of

elliptical orbits and of equal areas were established (see Astfo-
KOMY ; Hist&ry): important truths relating to gravity were
enunciated, and the tides ascribed tf> ihe influence of lunar

iittiaction
;
while an attempt to explain the planetary revolutions

in the then backward condition of mechanical knowledge pro-

duced a theory of vortices closely resembling that afterwards

adopted by Descartes. Having been provided, in August i6io,

by Ernest, archbishop of Cologne, with one of the hew Galilean

instruments, Kepler began, with unspeakable deliglit, to c^rve
the w onders revealed by it. He had welcbmed with a *Httle essay

called Disseriatio cum ffuncio Sidereo Galileo’s first announce-
ment of celestial novelties; he now, in his Dkptrice (Augsburg,
tfii t ), expoundf^d thetheon^ ofrefraction by lenses, and suggested

the principle of the ” aktromornical ” or inverting telescope*

1 ndeed the work may be said to have founded the branch of setehee

to which it gave its name.
The year 16 ri was marked by Kepler as the fttost disasirohsof

his life. The death by Small-pox of his favourite childwas followed
by thkt of his wile, ^6, long a prey to melahcholy, was m. the

3rd of July carried off by typhus. Public calamity w'as added
to private bereavement. On the e3rd of May 1611 Matthias,

brother of the emperor, assumed the Bohemian crown in Prague,

I compelling Rudolph to take refuge in the citadel, where he died
• on the 20th of January following. Kepler’s fidelity in remaining

with him to the last did not deprive him of the favour of his

succesBor. Payments of arrears, now amounting to upw^ards of

4000 florins, was not, however, in the desperate condition of the

imperial finances, to be hoped for; and he was glad, while

retainir^ his position as court astronomer, to accept (in 1612)

the office of mathematician to the states of Upper Austria. Hk
residence at Lirw was troubled by the harsh conduct of the pastor

Hitjsler, in excluding him from the rites of hk church on the

ground of supposed Calvinistic leanings— a decision confirmed,

with the addition of an insulting reprimand, on his appeal to

Wiirttemberg. In 1613 he appeared with the emperor Matthias

before the diet of Ratisbon as the advoc*ate of the introduction

into Germany of the Gregorian calendar; but the attempt was
for the lime frustrated by anti-papal prejudice. The attention

devoted by him to chronological subjects is evidenced by the

publication about this period of several essays in which he

.sought to prove that the birth of Christ took place five years

eariitfr than the commonly accepted date.

Kepler’s second courtship forms the subject of a highly char-

acteristic letter addressed by him to Baron Stmlcndon, in which

he reviews the qualifications of eleven candidates for his hand,

and explains the reasons which decided iiis choice in favour of

a portionless orphan girl mimed Siwannu Reutlingcr. The
marriage was celebrated at Linz, on the 30th of October 1613, and
seems to have proved a happy and suitable one. The abundant
vintage of that year drew his attention to the defective methods
in use for estimating the cubic?iJ contents of vessels, and his

essiiy on the subject {Nova siereometria tloliorKm, Linz, 1615)
entitles him to rank among those who prepared the discovery

of the infinitesimal calculus. His observations on the hree comets

of i6j8 were published in De cometis, contemporaneously w’ith

De ftanno}!. mimdi (Augsburg, of which tlx* first linea-

ments had been traced twenty years previously at Cratz. This

I

extraordinary prodiu tion is memorable as having announced

;

the disc'over\^ of the ” third law tliat of the sesquiplicatc ratio

,
between the planetary periods and distances. But the main

' purport of the treatise was the exposition of an elaborate system

i

of celestial harmonies depending on the various and varying

I

velocities of the several planets, of wliich the sentient soul

animating the .sun was the .solitary auditor. I’he work exhibiting
' this fantastic emulation of extravagance with genius was dedi-

cated to James 1 . of England, and the compliment was acknow-

ledged with an invitation to that island, conveyed through Sir

Henry Wotton. Notwithstanding the distracted stale of his

own courrtr>% he refu.sed to abandon it, as he had previously, in

1617, declined the post of successor to G. A. Magini in the mathe-
matical chair of Bologna.

The insurmountable dilliculties presented by the lunar theory

fori^ed Kepler, after an enormous amount of fruitless labour, to

abandon his design of comprehending the whole scheme of the

heavens in one great work to be called, HtpparcAi/i-,.and he then

threw a portion of his materials into the form of a dialogue

intended for the instruction of general readers. The Epidem^

astronomiae Copemicame (Linz and Frankfort, 1618-1631), a

lucid and attractive textbook of Copernicon science, was remark-

able for the prominence given to ” physical astaonomy,” as well

as for the extension to the Joviaki system of the laws recently

discovered to regulate the motions of ttUb planets. The first

of a series of ephemerides, calculated cm these principks, was
published by him at Linz in 1617; and in lhat fombaoydedicated

to Baron Napier, he for the first time en^tloyed logari^ms. Tliis

important invention was eagerlywelcomed by Iiim, and its theory

formed the subject of a treatise entitled Chilias laganthm jrutfh

printed in -1624, but circulated in mairuscript three years earlier^

whidh largely contributed to bring the new method into general

use in Germany.
His studies were interrupted by family troulfle* 'The listless
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1

disposition4tnd uttbridied tongue 0l Catherine Kepler, his mother,

created for her numerous enennes in the little town of Leonberg;

while her unguarded conduct exposed her to a species of calumny

at that time readily circulated and believed. As early as 1415

suspicions of sorcery began to be spivad against her, ’^ch she,

with more spirit than prudence, met with an action for libel.

The suit was purposely protracted, and at length, in 1620,theun-

happy woman, then in her seventy-fourth year, was arrested on

a formal charge of witchcraft. Kepler immediately hastened

to Wiiittemberg, and owing to his indefatigable exertions she was

acquitted after having suffered thirteen months’ imprisonment,

and endured with undaunted courage the formidable ordeal of

“ territion,” or examination underthe imminent threat of torture.

She survived her release only a few months, dying on the 13th of

April 1622.

Kepler’s whole attention was now devoted to the production

of the new tables.' “ Germany,” he wrote, does not long for

peace more anxiously than I do for their publication.” But

financial difficulties, combined with civil and religious convul-

sions, long delayed the accomplishment of his desires. From
the 24th of June to the 29th of August 1626, Unz was besieged,

and its inhabitants reduced to the utmost straits by bands of in-

surgent pea.sants. The pursuit of science needed a more tmnquil

shelter ; and on the raising of the blockade, Kepler obtained per-

mi.ssion to transfer his types toUlm, where, in September 1627, the

Rudolphine Tables were at length given to the world. Although

by no means free from errors, their value appears from the fact

that they ranked for a centurjr as the best aid to astronomy.

Appended were tables of logarithms and of refraction, together

with Tycho’s catalogue of 777 stars, enlarged by I^pler to 1005.

Kepler’s claims upon the insolvent imperial exchequer

amounted by this time to 12,000 florins. The emperor Ferdi-

nand 11., too happy to transfer the burden, countenanced an-

arrangement by which Kepler entered the service of the duke of

Friedland (Wallenstein), who assumed the full resj^nsibility of

the debt. In July 1628 Kepl«: accordingly arrivedwith his family

at Sagan in Silesia, where he applied himself to the printing of his

ephemerides up to the year 1636, and whence he issued, in 1629,

a Notice to the Curious in Things Celestial, warning astronomers of

approaching transits. That of Mercury was actually seen by

Gassendi in Paris on the 7th of November 1631 (being the first

passage of a planet across the sun ever observed); that of Venus,

predicted for the 6th of Deceml^er following, was invisible in

western Europe. Wallenstein’s promises to Kepler were but

imperfectly fulfilled. In lieu of the sums due, he offered him a

professorship at Rostock, which Kepler declined. An ejqjedition

to Ratisbon, undertaken for the purpose of representing his case

to the diet, terminated his life. Shaken by the journey, which

he had performed entirely on horseback, he was attacked with

fever, and died at Ratisbon, on the r5th of November (N.S.),

1630, in the fifty-ninth year of his age. An inventory of his

effects showed him to have been possessed of no inconsiderable

property at the time of his death. By his first wife he had five,

and by his second seven children, of whom only two, a son and a

daughter, reached maturity.

The character of Kepler's genius is especially difficult to estimate.

His tendency towards mystical speculation formed a not less funda-*

mental qu^ty of his mind than its strong grasp of positive scientific

truth. Without assigning to each element its due value, no sound
ctimprehcnaion of his modes of thought can be attained. His idea

of tne universe was essentially I’ylhagorean and Platonic. He
started with the oqnviction that the arrangement of its parts must
correspond with certain abstract conceptions ot the beautifui and
harmonious. His imagination, thus kindled, animated him to those

severe labourn of which his great discoveries were the fruit. His

domunstfution that the planes of all the p^etsry orbits pass through

the centre of the sun, coupled with his clear recognition -of thesunas

the moving power of the syatem, entitles him to rank as the founder

of physical astronomy. But the fantastic relations lUJagiifed by him
of planetsJrv movements and distances to musical intervale and

iec&otrtcsl’ cotietriictiQns »«med to himseif discoveries no less

adffuralde tiMu Ihe achievements which have secured his lasting

fame. Outside tixe boundaries .of the solar extern, the metaphyried

side of his genius, no longer held in check by experience, fully

asserted itwH; Kecieriah like the Pythagorean cosmos was

theebldld, eonOittlng al the centfe, or sun; the suTiKce,.repiwoiitod by

the sphere of the fixed stars, and the intermediate imaoe, filled with
ethereal matter. It is a mistake ,to suppose that he regarded the

stars as so many suns. He quotes indeed the opinion of Giordano
Bruno to that effect, but with dissent. Among hishappy conjectures

may be mentioned 1!hat of the sun^ axiOl totaltbn, pMtulatcd by
him as the physical camse of the revolutions of the planets, and soon

after oonfirmed by the discovery of sun-spots; the suggestion of a
periodical variation in the obliquity of the ecliptic; and the explana-

tion as a solar atmospheric effect of the radiance observed to surround

the totally eclipsed sun.
It is impossible to consider without surprise the colossal amount

of work acoonmlished by Kepler under numerous disadvantages.

But his iron industry counted no obstacles, and secured for him the

highest triumph of genius, that of having given to mankind the

best that was in him. In private character he was dintable and
affectionate; his generosity in reccgniiing the merits of others

secured hhn against the worst shafts oi envy; and a hiemarked by
numerous disquietudes wsis cheered and ennobled by sentiments of

sincere piety.
Kepler’s extensive literary remains, purchased by the empress

Catlierine II. in 1734 from some Prankfort merchants, and losg

inaccessibly deposited in the observatory of Pulkowa, were fully

brought to light, under the able editorship of Dr Ch. Frisch, in

the f&st compete edition of his works. This important publication

{Joanms Kepleri opera omnia, Frankfort, 1858^1871, o vols. Svo)

contains, besides the works already enumerated and several minor
treatises, a posthumous scientific satire entitled /cA-. fCeppleri

somnium (first printed in 1634) and a vast mass of his corre-

spondence. A careful biography is appended, founded niainly on his

private notes and other authentic documents. His correspondence

with Herwart von Hohenburg, unearthed by C. Anschutz at Munich,

was printed at Prague in s886,

AuTHOKinas.—C. G. Rej^hle, Kepler und die Astronomie (Franl:

fort, 1871); Karl Goebel, uder Keplers asfranomische Anschauun^ett

(H^e, 1871); E. F. Apelt, Johann Keplers astronotmsoke WHtanaehf

,

(Leipzig, 1849); j. L. C. ^itachwert, Johmn KepUrs Leben und
Wirken (Stuttgart, 1831); W. Fdrster, Johann Kepler und die Hm-
monie der Sphdren (Berlin, 1862)

;
R. Wolf, Geschichie der Astronomie

(Munich, 1077); J. von Hasner, Tycho Brahe und J. Replevin Prag

(1872); H. Brocard, Essai sur la mitiorologie de Kepler (Grenoble,

1879, 1881); Siegmund Gttnther, Johannes Kepler und der tellwruok-

kosmisohe Magnetismus (Wien, 1888); N. Herz, Keplers Astrologii

(1895); Ludwig Gunther, Keplers Traum vom Mond (1898; an anno-

tated translation of the ^omnium)] A. Muller, Johann Keppler, der

Ccsetzgeber der neueren Astronomie (19^3)’* Allgemeine deutsche

Biographie, 13d. XV. (1882). (A. M. C.)

KEPPPL, AUGUSTUS KEPPEL, Viscount (1725-17^6)^

British admiral, second son of the second earl of Albemarle,

was bom on the 25th of April 1735. He went 1x3 eea at the age

of ten, and had already five years of service to his credit when he

was appointed to the “ Centurion,” and was sent with Aiison

round world in 1740. He had a harrow escape of being

killed in the capture of Poita (Nov, 13, 1741), «nd was named
acting lieutenant in 1 742. In 1744 he was promoted to be com-
mander and post captain. Until tlie peace off 1748 he was

actively employed. In 1747 he ran to ship the ” Maidstone
”

(50) ashore near Beileisle while chasing a French vessel^ but

was honourably acquitted by a court martial, and Tea4^>oiiited

to another command. After peace had been signed he was sent

into the Mediterranean to persuade the dey of Algiers to restrain

the piratical operations of his subjects. The dey is said to have

complained that the ki^ of England should have sent a beaird-

less boy to treat with him, and to have been told that if the heard

was the necessary qualification for an ambassador it would

have been easy to send a Billy goat.” After trying thn effect

of bullying without success, the dey made a treaty, and Keppel

returned in 1751. During the Seven Ywrs’ War he saw conetani

service. He was in North America in 1755, on to coast of

France in 1756, was detached on a cruise to reduce jtha-French

settlements on the west coast of Africa in 17^8, and to>ship to
“ Torbay ” (74) was the first to get into action in the .battie of

Quiberon in 1759. In 1757 hftd formed part of the court

marti^ which condemned Admiral Byng, had Ijieen active

among those who had endeavoured to secure a pardon for him;

bqt neither he nor those who had acted with him could produce

any serious reason why the sentence,sshould not be canned out*

When Spain joined France in 1762 he was seiU as second in

command with Sir George Pocock in to expedition which hook

Haveuto^ i His health suffered |rom to fever which carried

an tonense proporri of;to eoldiers and fl|a3ot4>*hpt to
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£25,000 of prize money which he received fr«d him from the

unpleasant position of younger son of a family ruined by the

extravagance of his father. He became rear-admiral in October

1762, was one of the Admiralty Board from July 1765 to Novem-
ber 1766, and was promoted vice-admiral on the 24th of October

1770. When the Falkland Island dispute occurred in 1770 he was

to have commanded the fleet to be sent against Spain, but a

settlement was reached, and he had no occasion to hoist his fl^.

The most important and the most debated period of his life

belongs to the opening years of the war of American Indepen-

dence. Keppel was by family connexion and personal preference

a strong supporter of the Whig connexion, led by the Marquess of

Rockingham and the Duke of Richmond. He shared in all the

passions of his party, then excJuded from power by the resolute

will of George III. As a member of Parliament, in which he had
a seat for Windsor from 1761 till 1780, and then for Surrey, he

was a steady partisan, and was in constant hostility with the
“ King’s Friends.” In common with them he was prepared to

believe that the king’s ministers, and in particular Lord Sand-

wich, then First Lord of the Admiralty, were capable of any
villany. When therefore he was appointed to command the

Western Squadron, the main fleet prepared against France

in 1778, he went to sea predisposed to think that the First Lord

would be glad to cause him to be defeated. It was a further

misfortune that when Keppel hoisted his flag one of his subordi-

nate admirals should have been Sir Hugh Palliser (1723-1796),

who was a member of the Admiralty Board, a member of parlia-

ment, and in Keppcl’s opinion, which was generally shared,

jointly responsible with his colleagues for the bad state of the

navy. When, therefore, the battle which Keppel fought with

the French on the 27th of July 1778 ended in a lughly unsatis-

factory manner, owing mainly to his own unintelligent manage-

ment, but partly through the failure of Sir Hugh P^liser to obey

orders, he became convinced that he had been deliberately

betrayed. Though he praised Sir Hugh in his public despatch

he attacked him in private, and the W^hig press, with the

unquestionable aid of KeppePs friends, began a campaign of

calumny to which the ministerial papers answered in the same

style, each side accusing the other of deliberate treason. The re-

sult was a scandalous series of scenes in parliament and of courts

martial. Keppel was first tried and acquitted in 1779, and then

Palliser was also tried and acquitted. Ktppel was ordered to

strikeltts flag in March 1779. Until the fall of Lord North’s

ministry l!fr acted as an opposition member of parliament. When
it fell in 1782 he became First Lord, and was created Viscount

Keppel and Baron Elden. His career in office was not dis-

tinguished, and he broke with his old political associates by

resigning as a protest against the Peace of Paris. He finally

discredited himself by joining the Coalition ministry formed by

North and Fox, and with its fall disappeared from public life.

He died unmarried on the 2nd of October 1786. Burke, who
regarded him with great affection, said that he had ” something

high ” in his nature, and that it was “ a wild stock of pride on

which the tenderest of all hearts had grafted the milder virtues.”

His popularity disappeared entirely in his later years. His

portrait was six times painted by Sir Joshua Reynolds. The
copy which, belonged originally to Burke is now in the National

Gallery.

There is a full Lijc of Keppel (1842), by his grand-nephew, the

Rev, Thomas Keppel. (H. H.)

KEPPBL» SIR HENRY (t8o^i904)> British admiral, son of

the 4th earl of Albemarle and of his wife Elizabeth, daughter

of Lord dc Clifford, waa bom on the 14th of June 1809, and

entered the navy from the old naval academy of Portsmouth in

1822. His family connexions secured him rapid promotion,

at a time when the rise of less fortunate officers was very slow.

He became lieutenant in 1829 and commander in 1833. His

first command in Hie ” Childers ” brig (16) was largely passed on

the coast of Spain, which was then in the midst of the convulsions

of the Carlist war. Captain Keppel had already made himself

known as a good seaman. He was engaged with the squadron

stationed on the west coast of Africa to suppress the slave trade.

In 1837 he was promoted post captain, and appointed in 1841

to the ” Dido ” for service in China and against the Malay
pirates, a service which he repeated in 1847, when in command of

H.M.S. Maeander.” The story of his two commands was told

by himself in two publications, The Expedition to Borneo of

H.M,S. “ Dido ” for the Suppression of Piracy (1846), and in

A Visit to the Indian Archipelago in H.M.S. '^Maeander*' (1853).

[ The substance of these books was afterwards incorporated into

I
his autobiography, which was published in 1899 under the title

I

A Sailor*$ Life wider four Sovereigns, In 1853 he was appointed

I

to the command of the ” St Jean d’Acre ” of loi guns for service

I
in the Crimean War. But he had no opportunity to distinguish

himself at sea in that struggle. As commander of the naval

brigade landed to co-operate in the siege of Sevastopol, he was

more fortunate, and he had an honourable share in the latter

days of the siege and reduction of the fortress. After the Crimean
War he was again sent out to China, this time in command of the

I

” Raleigh,” as commodore to serve under Sir M. Seymour. 'Fhe

“ Raleigh ” was lost on an uncharted rock near Hong-Kong,

but three small vessels were named to act as her tenders, and

Commodore Keppel commanded in them, and with the crew

of the “ Raleigh,” in the action with the Chinese at Fatshan

Creek (June 1, 1857). He was honourably acquitted for the loss

of the ” Raleigh," and was named to the command of the
“ Alligator,” which he held till his promotion to rear-admiral.

For his share in the action at Fatshan Creek he was made K.C.B.

The prevalence of peace gave Sir Henry Keppel no further

chance of active service, but he held successive commands till

his retirement from the active list in 1879, two years after he

attained the rank of Admiral of the Fleet. He died at the age

of 95 on the 17th of January 1904.

KER, JOHN (1673-1726), Scottish spy, was bom in Ayrshire

on the 8th of August 1673. His true name was Crawfurd, his

father being Alexander Crawfurd of Crawfurdland
;
but having

married Anna, younger daughter of Robert Ker, of Kersland,

Ayrshire, whose only son Daniel Ker was killed at the battle

of Steinkirk in 1693, he assumed the name and arms of Ker in

1697, after buying the family estates from his wife’s elder sister.

Having become a leader among the extreme Covenanters, he

made use of his influence to relieve his pecuniary embarrass-

ments, selling his support at one time to the Jacobites, at another

to the government, and whenever possible to both parties at the

same time. He held a licence from the government in 1707

permitting him to associate with those whose disloyalty was

known or suspected, proving that he was at that date the

government’s paid spy; and in his Memoirs Ker asserts that

he had a number of other spies and agents working under his

orders in different parts of the country. He entered into corre-

spondence with Catholic priests and Jacobite conspirators,

whose .schemes, so far as he could make himself cognisant of

them, he betrayed to the government. But he was known to

be a man of the worst character, and it is improbable that he

succeeded in gaming the confidence of people of any importance.

The duchess of Gordon was for a time, it is true, one of his

corre.spondents, but in 1707 she had discovered him to be

“ a knave.” He went to London in 1709, where he seems to

have extracted considerable sums of money from politicians

of both parties by promising or threatening, as the ca.% might

be, to expose Godolphin’s relations with the Jacobites. In

1713, if his own story is to be believed, business of a semi-

diplomatic nature took Ker to Vienna, where, although he

failed in the principal object of his errand, the emperor made

him a present of his portrait set in jewels. Ker also ocrapied

his time in Vienna, he say.s, by gathering information which he

forwarded to the electress Sophia; and in the following year

on his way home he stopped at Hanover to give some advice

to the future king of England as to the best way to govern the

English. Although in his own opinion Ker materially assisted

in placing George I. on the English throne, his services were

unrewarded, owing, he would have us believe, to the incor-

ruptibility of his character. SimilaJ ingratitude was the

recompense for his revelations of the Jacobite intention.s in 1715;
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and as he was no more successful in making money out of

East India Company, nor in certain commercial schemes which

engaged his ingenuity during the next few years, he died in a
debtors* prison, on tte 8th of July 1726. While in the King’s

Bench he sold to Edmund Curll the bookseller, a fellow-prisoner,

who was serving a sentence of five months for publishing obscene

books, the manuscript of (or possibly only the materials on

which were based) the Memoirs of John Ker of which

Curll published in 1726 in three parts, the last of which appeared

after Ker’s death. For issuing the first part of the Memoirs^

which purported to make disclosures damaging to the govern-

ment, but which Curll in self-justification described as ** vindi-

cating the memory of Queen Anne,” the publisher was sentenced

to the pillory at Charily Cross; and he added to the third part

of the Memoirs the indictment on which he had been convicted.

See the above-mentioned Memoirs (London, 1726-1727), and in

particular the “ preface*' to part i.
;
George Lockhart, The Lockhart

Papers (2 vols., London, 18x7); Nathaniel Hooke, Correspondence

^

edited by W. D. Macray (Roxburghe Club, 2 vols., London, 1870),

in which Ker is referred to under several pseudonyms, such as
“ Wicks," " Trustie," " The Camcronian Mealmonger," &c.

KERAK, a town in eastern Palestine, 10 m. £. of the southern

angle of the Lisan promontory of the Dead Sea, on the top of a

rocky hill about 3000 ft. above sea-level. It stands on a platform

forming an irregular triangle with sides about 3000 ft. in length,

and separated by deep ravines from the ranges around on all

sides but one. The population is estimated at 6000 Moslems

and 1800 Orthodox Greek Christians. Kerak is identified with

the Moabite town of Kir-Hareseth (destroyed by the Hebrew-

Edomitc coalition, 2 Kings iii. 25), and denounced by Isaiah

under the name Kir of Moab (xv. i), Kir-Hareseth (xvi. 7)

or Kir-Heres (xvi. ii); Jeremiah also refers to it by the

last name (xxxix. 31, 36). The modem name, in the form.

Xdpa(f appears in 2 Macc. xii. 17. Later, Kerak was the

seat of the archbishop of Petra. The Latin kings of Jerusalem,

recognizing its importance as the key of the E. Jordan

region, fortified it in 1142 : from 1183 it was attacked

desperately by Saladin, to whom at last it yielded in 1188.

The Arabian Ayyubite princes fortified the town, as did the

Egyptian Mameluke sultans. The fortifications were repaired

by Bibars in the 13th century. For a long time after the

Turkish occupation of Palestine and Egypt it enjoyed a semi-

independence, but in 1893 a Turkish governor with a strong

garrison was established there, which has greatly contributed

to secure the safety of travellers and the general quiet of the

district. The town is an irregular congeries of flat mud-roofed

houses. In the Christian quarter is the church of St George;

the mosque also is a building of Christian origin. The town is

surrounded by a wall with five towers : entrance now is obtained

through breaches in the wall, but formerly it was accessible

only by means of tunnels cut in the rocky substratum. The
castle, now used as the headquarters of the garrison and closed

to visitors, is a remarkably fine example of a crusaders* fortress.

(R.A. S.M.)

KERALA, or Chera, the name of one of the three ancient

Dravidian kingdoms of the Tamil country of southern India,

the other two being the Chola and the Pandya. Its original

territory comprised the country now contained in the Malabar

district, with Travancorc and Cochin, and later the country

included in the Coimbatore district and a part of Salem. The
boundaries, however, naturally varied much from time to

time. The earliest references to this kingdom appear in the

edicts of Asoka, where it is called Kerdapuira (i.e, son of Kerala),

a name which in a slightly corrupt form is known to Pliny and

the author of the PeripLus, There is eiddwice of a lively trade

carried on by sea wth the Roman empire in the early centuries

of the Christian era, but of the political history of the Kerala

kingdom nothing is known beyond a list of rajas compiled from

insertions, until in the loth century the struggle began with

the Qxolas, by whom it was conquered and held till their over-

throw by the Mahommedans in 1310. These in their turn were

driven out by a Hindu confederation headed by the chiefs of

Vijayanagar,and Kerala was absorbed in the Vijayanagar empire
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until its destruction by the Mahommedans in 1565. For about

80 years it seems to have preserved a precarious independence

under the naiks of Madura, but in 1640 was conquered by the

Adil Shah dynasty of Bijapur and in 165s seized by the king of

Mysore.

See V. A. Smith, Early Hist, of India^ chap. xvi. (2nd ed., Oxford,
1908).

KERASUMD (anc. ChoeradeSj Pharnacia, Cerasus), a town
on the N. coast of Asia Minor, in the Trebizond vflayet, and the

port—on exposed roadstead—of Kara-Hissar Shorki, with which
It is connected by a carriage road. Pop. just under 10,000,

Moslems being in a slight minority. The town is situated on a

rocky promontory, crowned by a Byzantine fortress, and has a

growing trade. It exports filberts (for which product it is the

centre), walnuts, hides and timber. Cerasus was the place from
which the wild cherry was introduced into Italy by Lucullus and
so to Europe (hence Fr. cerise, cherry).

KTOATRY, AUQUSTE HILARION, Comte de (i769>i859),

French writer and politician, was bom at Rennes on the 28th of

December 1769. Coming to Paris in 1790, he associated himself

with Bemardin de St Pierre. After being twice imprisoned

during the Terror he retired to Brittany, where he devoted him-
self to literature till 1814. In 1818 he returned to Paris as

deputy for Finist^re, and sat in the Chamber till 1824, becoming
one of the recognized liberal leaders. He was re-elected in

1827, took an active part in the establishment of the July
monarchy, was appointed a councillor of state (1S30), and in

1837 was made a peer of France. After the coup d'itat of 1851 »

he retired from public life. Among his publications were
Contes et idylles (1791) ;

Lysus et Cydippe, a poem (1801)

;

Inductions mordes et physidogiques (1817); Documents powr

servir d Vhistoire de France (1820); Du Beau dans les arts

d'imitation (1822) ; Le Dernier des Beaumanoir (1824). His
last work, Clarisse (1854), a novel, was written when he was
eighty-five. He died at Port-Marly on the 7th of November 1859^

His son, comte Emile de Kdratry (1832- ), became deputy
for Finist^re in 1869, and strongly supported the war with

Germany in 1870. He was in Paris during part of the si^e,

but escaped in a balloon, and joined Gambetta. In 1871 Thiers

appointed him to the prefecture, first of the Haute-Garonne,
and subsequently of the Bouches-du-Rh6ne, but he resigned

in the following year. He is th^ author of La Contre-gudrilla

francaise au Mexique (1868) ;
VEldvatiott et la chute de Vempereur

Maximilien (1867); Le Quatre^septembre et le gouvemement de la

difense nationde (1872); Mourad V. (1878), and some volumes
of memories.

KERBELA, or Meshed-Hosaik, a town of Asiatic Turkey,

the capital of a sanjak of the Bagdad vilayet, situated on the

extreme western edge of the alluvial river plain, about 60 m.
S.S.W. of Bagdad and 20 m. W. of the Euphrates, from which
a canal extends almost to the town. The surrounding territory

is fertile and well cultivated, especially in fruit gardens and palm-

groves. The newer parts of the city are built with broad streets

and sidewalks, presenting an almost European appearance.

The inner town, surrounded by a dilapidated brick wall, at the

gates of which octroi duties are still levied, is a dirty Oriental

city, with the usual narrow streets. Kerbela owes its existence

to the fact that son of ’Ali, the fourth caliph, was shun

here by the soldiers of Yazid, the rival aspirant to the caliphate,

on the 10th of October a.d. 680 (see Caliphate, sec. B, § 2). The
most important feature of the to^m is the great shrine of Hosain,

containing the tomb of the martyr, with its golden dome and
triple minarets, two of which are gilded. E^rbela is a place

of pilgrimage of the Shi'ite Moslems, and is only less sacr^ to

them than Meshed *Ali and Mecca. Some 200,000 pflgrims from

the Shi’ite portions of Islam are said to journey annu^ to

Kerbela, many of them carrying the bones of their relatives to

be buried in its sacred soil, or bringi^ their sick and aged to

die there in the odour of sanctity, liie muBahs, Who nE the

burial fees, derive an enormous revenue from the faithful.

Formerly Kerbela was a self-governing hierarchy and constituted

an inviolable sanctuary for criminals; but in 1843 Turkish
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^lovernmejit undertook to deprive the city of some of these

liberties and to enforce conscription. The Kerbelese resisted,

and Kerbelu wets bombarded (hence the ruined condition cl the

old walls) and reduced -with ^reat slaughter. Since then it has
formed an integral part of the Turkish administration of Irak.

The enormous influx of pilgrims naturally creates a brisk trade

in Kerbela and tlie towms along the route from Persia to that

place and beyond to Nejef. The population of Kerbela, neces-

sarily fluctuating, is estimated at something over 60,000, of

whom the principal part are Shi'ites, chiefly Persians, with a
goodly mixture of British Indians. No Jews or Christians are

allowed to re.side there.

See Chodzko, Thfdtve petsan (Paris, 1878); J. P. Peters,

(j 897 )- {J. P. PR.)

KERCH, or Keri ch, a seaport of S. Russui, in the govern-
ment of Taurida, on the Strait of Kerch or Yenikale, 60 m.
E.N.E. of Theodosia, in 45" 21' N. and 36 30' E. Pop. (1897),

31,702. It stands on the site of the ancient Panticapaemiy
\

and, like most towns built by the ancient Greek colonists in
|

this part of the world, occupies a beautiful situation, clustering
i

round the foot and climbing up the sides of the hill (called after

Mithradates) on which stood the ancient citadel or acropolis.

The church of St John the Baptist, founded in 717, is a good
example of the early Byztintine style. Tl\at of Alexander
Nevsky was formerly the Kerch museum of antiquities, founded
in 1825. The more valuable objects were subsequently removed
to the Hermitage at St Petersburg, while those that remained
at Kerch were scattered during the English occupation in the

Crimean War. The existing museum is a small collection in a
private house. Among the products of local industr)' are

leather, tobacco, cement, beer, aerated waters, lime, candles

and soap. Fi.shing is carried on, and tliere are .steam saw-mills

and flour-mills. A rich deposit of iron ore was discovered clase

to Kerch in 1895, and since then mining and blasting have been
actively prosecuted, Tlie mineral miui-baths, one of which is

in tlie town itself and the other beside Lake Chokrak (9 m.
distant), are much frequented. Notwithstanding the deepen-

ing of the strait, si> Umt ships are now abk to enter the Sea of

Azov, Kerch retains its importance for the export trade in

>slicat, brought thither by coasting vessels. Grain, fish, linseed,

rapeseed, wool and hides are also exported. About 6 m. N.E.
arc the twn and old Turkish fortress of Yenikale, adminis-

trative united with Kerch. Iwo and a lialf miles to tlic

south are strimg fortified works defending the entrance to the

Sea of Azov.

The Greek colonv of Panticapaeum was founded Jibout the

middle of the 6th tentury b.c., by the town of Miletus. From
about 438 BX. till the conquest of tliis region by ^fithradates

the Great, king of Pontus, about 1 00 B.c, the town and territory

formed tlie kingdom of the Bosporus, ruled over by an inde-

pendent dynasty. Phanac(‘s, the son of Mithradates, became
the founder of a new line under the protection of the Romans,
whicJ) continued to exist till the middle of the 4th ccaitury a.d.,

and extended its power over the maritime parts of Tauris.

After that the town—which liad already begun to lie known
as Bospora—passed successively into tlic bands of the Eastern

empire, of the Khazars, and of various barbarian tribes. In
131B. the Tatars, who had come into possession in the previous

(century, ceded the town to tlxe Cfcnuese, who soon raised it

into new importaaice as a ('ommercial (entre. They usually

called the place Cerchio, a corruption of the Russian name
K'rtchev (whence Kerch), which appears in the iith century

inscription of Tmutarakan (a Russian principality at the north

foot of the Caucasus). Under the Turks, whose rule dates from
the end of the 15th century, Kerch "was a militaiy port; and as

such it p^ys a part in the Russo-Turkish wars, Captured by
the Russians under Dolgorukov in 1771, it was ceded to them
along with Yenikale by the peace of Kuchuk-Kainarji, and it

became a centre cf Russian naval activity. Its importance was
greatly impaired by the rise of Ode.«i&a and Taganrog; and in

i8ao the iort/ess was dismantled. Kerch sufiiered aeverely

during the Crimean War

ArchaeologieaUy Kerch is of particular interest, the hwgans or
scpulcliral mounds of the town and vicinity having yielded a rich
variety of the most beautiful works of art. Since 1825 a large
numb^ of tombs have been opened. In th© Altua or Zolotai-oba
(Golden Mound) was found n great stone vault similar in style to
an Egyptian pyramid; and within, amoEng many objecib of minor
note, were golden dishes adorned with griffins and Iwautiful arab-
esques. In the Kul-oba, or Mound of Cinders (opened in 1830- 1831),
was a similar tomb, in which w'ere found what would appear to be
the remains of one of the kings of Bosporus, of his queen, his horse
and his groom. The ornaments and furniture were of the most
costly kind

;
the king's bow and buckler were of gold

;
his very whip

intertwined with gold
;
the queen had golden diadems, necklace and

lireast-jewels, and at her feet lay a golden vase In the Pavlovskoi
kurgun (opened in 1858) was the tomto of a Creek lady, containing
among other articles of dross and diecoration a pair of hne leather
boots (a unique discovery) and a beautiful vase ou which is painted
the return of I’ersephone from Hades and tlie setting out of Tri-
ptolcmns for Attica. In a neighbouring tomb was what is believed
to be " the oldest Greek mural painting which has cotne down to
us,'* dating probably from the 4th century B.c. Among the minor

I objects diwovered in the km’gans perhaps the most noteworthy are

I

the fragments of engraved boxwood, the only examples known of

the ait taught by tiic Sicyonian painter Pamphihis.
Very important finds of old Greek art continue to be made in the

neighbourhood, as well as at lamafi, on the east side n( the Strait
of Kerch. The catacombs on the northern slope of Mithradates

I

Hill, of which nearly 200 have been explored since 1859, possess

I

considerable interest, not only for the rencs. of old Greek art which
some of them contain (although most were plundered in earlier

times), but especially as material for the history and ethnqgraphv
of the Cimmerian Bosporu.s. In 1890 the first Chrbtiim catacomb
bearing a distinct date (491) was discovrrod. Its walls were covered
with Greek inscriptions aud croBSfss.

See H. 1). Seymour's Russia on iht Black Sea anti Sea of Azoff
(London, 1855) ; J. B. Telfer, Th£ Crimea (London, 1876): 1 *. Bruhn,

I

Tchernomore, /Sj2- jSyy (Odessa, 1878) ;
Gilles, A ntiquitis au Bosphore

I

Ommirien (1854); D. Maepherson, Antiquities of Kertch (London,
I 1857) ;

Compte rendu de la CLV»fnissi(m Imp. AnMologiqxte (St Peters-

burg)
;
L. Stephani, Die Aiferfhumcr vont Isn'tsch (St Peteraliurg,

i»8o)
;
C. T, Kowton, Essays on Art and Archaeology (London, 1880)

;

Reports of the [Russian] Imo. Archaeologic.'il Commission
;
Izvestia

[

(Bulletin) of the Archives Commis.sion for Taurida; AntiqmUs du
i

Bosphore Cxmmhien
^
C'nvtscrv^es au Mxish Imperial de VRrniitagv

(St Petersburg, 1854); Inscnptioms anfiquae orae septentrionalis

Potiii Euxifd graecae ei latiuae, with a preface by V. V. latyshcv
(Si Petersburg, 1890); Materials for the Archaeology of Russia^

published by the Imp. Arch. Commission (No. 6, St Petersburg,

1891). ‘ (P. A. K.} J. T. Bu.)

KERCKHOTEN, JAK POLYANDER VAN DEN (1568-1646),

Dutch Protestant divine, was born at Metz in 1568. He became
French preacher at Dort in 1591, and afterwards succeeded

Franz Gomarus as professor of theology at Leiden. He was
invited by the States General of Holland to revise the Dutch
translation of the Bible, and il was he who edited the canons

of the synod of Dort (i6i8-i6jq).

His many published works include Responsio ad sopkismata A,
Cvcheletii doctoris surhonnisiae (lOio), Dispute conire Vadoration des

rcligues des Saincts trespasses (1611), Explicaito somae praphetac
(T^»25).

KERGUELEN ISLAND^ Kergueij?n*s Land, or Desolation
Island, an island in the Southern Ocean, to the S.E. of the

Cape of Good Hope and S.W. of Australia, and nearly half-way

between tliein. Kerguelen lies between 48" 39 and 49" 44' S.

and 68“ 42' and 70" 35' E. Its extreme length is about 85 m.,

but the urea is only about 1400 sq. m. The island is throughout

Hioujitainous, presenting from the sea in some directions tlie

appearance of a series of jagged peaks. The various ridges and

mountain masses ajre separated by steep-sided valleys, which

run down to the sea, forming deep fjords, so that no part of the

interior is more than 12 m. from the sea. The chid summits

axe Mounts Ross /6i2o ft.), Richards (4»oo), Crozier (3«5i)?

Wyville Thomson (3160), Hooker (2600), Moseley (24X)o). The
coast-line is extreme^ irregular, and the fiords, at least on the

north, east and south, form a series of wefl-aheltered horboui^

As the prevailing winds are westerly-, the safest anchorage is

on the north-east. Christmas Harbour on the north and Royal
Sound on the south are noble harbours, the latter wkh. a

labyrinth of islets interspersed, qver upwards of.fo m. U lax^-

locked waters. The scene^ is generally mi^^ficent. A dis-

trict of considerable extent in the qentre of the island is occupied
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by snDwiields, whence glaciers descend east and west to the sea.

TOe whole island, ticclusive of the snowfields, abounds in fresh-

water lakes and pools in the hills and lower ground. Hidden
deep inudholes are frequent.

Kerguelen Island is of undoubted volcanic origin, the prevailing

rock being basaltic lavas, Intersected occasionally by dikes, and an
active volcano and hot springs arc said to exist in the south-west of
the island. Judging from the abundant iotwil remains of trees, the

island must have been thickly clothed with woods and other vegeta-
tion of which it has no doubt been denuded by volcanic action and
submergence, and possibly by changes of climate. It presents

evidences of having been subjected to powerful glaciation, and to

subsequent immersion and immense denudation. The soundings
made by the

“
Challenger " and “ Gazelle " and the a£hnities whidi

in certain respects exist between the islands, seem to point to the

existence at one time of an extensive land area in this quarter, of

which Kerguelen, Prince Edward's islands, the Crozets, St Paul and
Amsterdam art the remains. The Kerguelen plateau rises in many
parts to within 1500 fathoms of the surface of the sea. Beds of coal

and of rod earth are found in some places. The summits of the flat-

topped hills about Betsy Cove, in the south-east of the island, are
formed of caps of basalt.

According to Sir J. D. Hooker the vegetation of Kerguelen Island
is of great antiquity; and may have originally reached it from the
American continent; it has* no afiinities with Africa. The present

climate is not favourable to pemanent vegetation; the island lies

within the belt of rain at all seasons of the year, and is reached by
no drying winds; its temperature is kept down by the surrounding
\'ast expanse of sea, and it lies within tlic lino of Lhe cold AnUuctic
drift. Tfie temperature, however, is equable. The mean annual
temperature is about 39'* F., while the summer temperature has been
observed to approach 70“. Tempests and squalls are frequent, and
the weather is rarely calm. On the lower slc^s of the mountains
a rank vegetation exists, which, from the conditions mentioned, is con-

stanlh' saturated with moisture. A rank grass, Fesiuca Cookfi\

grows' thickly in places up to 300 fl., WMth Azorella, Cotula plumoia,

&c. Sir j. D. Hooker enumerated twenty-one species of flowering

plants, and seven of ferns, lycopo<ls. and Characeae
;
at least seventy-

lour species of mosses, twenty five of HepaticaCf and sixty-one of-

Hchens are known, and there are probably many more. Several of

the marine and many species of fresh-water algae are peculiar to the
island. The characteristic feature of the vegetation, the Kerguelen’.’*

T.aiid cabbage, was formerly abundant, but has been greatly reduced
U\ rabbits introduced on to the island. Fur-seals are still found in

Ivcrguelen, though their numbers have been reduced by recklesi;
|

slaughter. The sea-ek*phant and sca-leopard are characteristic.

Penguins of various kinds are abundant
;
a teal {Qutvqaedula Eatoni)

peculiar to Kerguelen and the Crozets is also found in con.sider-

able numbers, and petrels, especially the giant petrel {OssifragA

gigantea), skuas, gulls, sheath-bills {Chionis minor), albatross, terns,

cormorants and Cape pigeons frequent the island. There is a con-

siderable variety of insects, many of them with remarkable pecu-

liarities of structure, and with a predominance of forms incapable

of flying.

The island was discovered by the French navigator, Yves

Joseph de Kerguelen-Tr^marec, a Breton noble (1745-1797); on

the 13th of February 1772, and partly surveyed by him in the

following year. He was one of those explorers who had been

attracted by the belief in a rich southern land, and this island,

the South France of his first discovery, was afterguards called

by him Desolation Land in his disappointment. Captain Cook

visited the island in 1776, and, among other expeditions, the

“ Challenger” spent some time heie, and its staff visited and

surveyed various parts of it in January 1874. It was occupied

from October 1874 to February 1875 by the expeditions sent

from England, Germany and the United States to observe the

transit ofVenus. The German South Polar expedition in 1901-

1902 established a meteorological and magnetic station at Royal

Sound, under Dr EnzenSperger, who died there. In January

1893 Kerguelen wgs annexed by France, and its commercial

exploitation \Vas assigned to a private company.

See Y. J, de Kqrguelen-Trfimarec, Relation de deux voyages dans

les mevs tParis^ 1.7S2)
;
Narratives of the Voyages Of Captain

Cook and the ** Chall^ger * Expedition
;

Phil. T¥ans., vol. t6S,

cdatalnittg nooonnt bt llte oolketions made in Keiginflen by (ftie

BriMtcaneH of Venuaei^ition in i874-t875 ;
liealard, Missioo

aux Ues Kergnelen/' &c., Annates hydro^apkiques (Paris, 1893)*

KEhGintLSirS land GABEAOIB, in botany^ Piinglea mii-

(tiaUnral order Orudferaeh a plant resembling in habit,

the saosie ifamily as, the common cabbtk^

The cabbage^ike heads of leaves abound in

?S5
a pale yellow highly pungent essential oil, which gives the plain

a peculiar flavour but renders it extremely wholesome* It wws
discovered bj' Captain Cook during his first voyage, but the first

account of it was published by (Sir) Joseph Hooker in The
Botany of the Amtaretic Vayage of the “ l^bus ” and Terror

”

in 1839-1843. During the stay of the latter expedition on the

island, daily use was made of this vegetabibs either cooked by
itself or boiled with the ship’s beef, pork or pea^oup. Hooker
observes of it, ’*This is perhaps the most ititeresting plant pro-

cured during the whole of the voyage performed in tte Antarctic

Sea, growing as it does upon an island the remotest of any fe*om

a continent, and yielding, besides this esculent, only seventeen

other flowering plants.”

KEHKUKt or Qerqoq, the chief town of a sanjak in the Mosul

vilayet of Asiatic Turkey, situated among the foot hills of the

Kuidistan Mountains at an elevation of about 1100 ft. on both

banks of the Khassa Chai, a tributary of the Tigris, known in its

lower course as Adhem. Pop. estimated at xa,ooo to 15,000,

chiefly Mahommedan Kurds. Owing to its position at the junc-

tion of several routes, Kerkuk has a brisk transit trade in hides,

Persian silks and cottons, colouring materials, fruit and timber;

hut it owes its principal importance to its petroleum and naphtha
springs. There are also natural warm springs at Kerkuk, used

to supply batlis and reputed to have valuable medical properties.

In the neighbourhood of the city is a burning mountain, locally

famous for many centuries. Kerkuk is evidently an ancient

site, the citadel standing upon an artificial mound 130 ft. hij^h.

It was a metropolitan see of the CTialdean Christians. There is

Jewish quarter beneath the dtadeh and the reputed sarcophagi

of Daniel and the Hebrew children are shown in one of the

mosques. (J. P, Pe.)

KBRMADEC, a small group of hilly islands in the Pacific,

about 30 S,, 178' W., named from D’Entrecasteaux’s captain,

Huon Kermadec, in 1791. They are British possessions. The
largest of the group is Raoul or Sunday Island, 20 m. in circum-

ference, 1600 ft. high, and thickly wooded. The flora and fauna

belong for the most part to those of New Zealand, on which

colony the islands arc also politically dependent, having been

annexedjn 1887.

KERMAN (the ancient Karmania), a province of Pertia,

bounded E. by Seistan and Baluchistan, S. by Baiucbistadi and

Fars, W. by Fars, and N. b>^ Yezd and Khorasan. It is of ver>^

irregular shape, expanding in the north to Khorasan and gradu-

ally contracting in the south to a narrftw wedge between Fars

and Baluchistan ; the extreme length between Seistan and Fars

(E. and W.) is about 400 m., the greatest breadth (N. and S.)

from south of Yezd to the neighbourhood of Bander Abbasi

about 300 m., and the area is estimated at about 60,000 sq. m.
Kerman is generaUy described as consisting ol two parts, an unin-

habitable desert region in the north and a habitable mountainous

region in the south, but recent explorations require this view to

be considerably modified. There are mountains and desert

tracts in all parts, while much of what appears on maps as

forming the western portion of the great Kerman desert consists

of the fertile uplands of Kuhbanan, Raver and others stretching

along the eastern base of the lofty range which runs from Yezd
south-east to Khabis. West of and parallel to this range am
two others, one culminating nofth-^wast of Bam in the Kuh
Hozar (14,700 ft.), the other continued at about the same
elevation under the name of the Jamal Bark (also Jebel Bariz)

souHi-eastward to Makran. These chains traverse fertile,

tricts dividing them into several longitudinal va^S of coaBultnr-

able length, Imt noit averaging more than 12 im in-

lies on them for a considerable paxt of the year, feeding' the

springs and canals by means of which huge tracts in this almost

rainless regicai in ^mmer are kept under cultivation. Still

farther west the Kidi Dina range is contiinued from Fars, alsoin.

a loutlHeasterly direction to Bkshakird beyond Bander

Between the south-western hi^hknds and i^e Jamal (Bariz thoipe

is scFrae arid and unproductive land, but the true desert of

Kerman lies rtiahily in the north and north-ca$t,

northwards in the great desert ’^Lut,” which ^mtehes ii^o
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^lovernmejit undertook to deprive the city of some of these

liberties and to enforce conscription. The Kerbelese resisted,

and Kerbelu wets bombarded (hence the ruined condition cl the

old walls) and reduced -with ^reat slaughter. Since then it has
formed an integral part of the Turkish administration of Irak.

The enormous influx of pilgrims naturally creates a brisk trade

in Kerbela and tlie towms along the route from Persia to that

place and beyond to Nejef. The population of Kerbela, neces-

sarily fluctuating, is estimated at something over 60,000, of

whom the principal part are Shi'ites, chiefly Persians, with a
goodly mixture of British Indians. No Jews or Christians are

allowed to re.side there.

See Chodzko, Thfdtve petsan (Paris, 1878); J. P. Peters,

(j 897 )- {J. P. PR.)

KERCH, or Keri ch, a seaport of S. Russui, in the govern-
ment of Taurida, on the Strait of Kerch or Yenikale, 60 m.
E.N.E. of Theodosia, in 45" 21' N. and 36 30' E. Pop. (1897),

31,702. It stands on the site of the ancient Panticapaemiy
\

and, like most towns built by the ancient Greek colonists in
|

this part of the world, occupies a beautiful situation, clustering
i

round the foot and climbing up the sides of the hill (called after

Mithradates) on which stood the ancient citadel or acropolis.

The church of St John the Baptist, founded in 717, is a good
example of the early Byztintine style. Tl\at of Alexander
Nevsky was formerly the Kerch museum of antiquities, founded
in 1825. The more valuable objects were subsequently removed
to the Hermitage at St Petersburg, while those that remained
at Kerch were scattered during the English occupation in the

Crimean War. The existing museum is a small collection in a
private house. Among the products of local industr)' are

leather, tobacco, cement, beer, aerated waters, lime, candles

and soap. Fi.shing is carried on, and tliere are .steam saw-mills

and flour-mills. A rich deposit of iron ore was discovered clase

to Kerch in 1895, and since then mining and blasting have been
actively prosecuted, Tlie mineral miui-baths, one of which is

in tlie town itself and the other beside Lake Chokrak (9 m.
distant), are much frequented. Notwithstanding the deepen-

ing of the strait, si> Umt ships are now abk to enter the Sea of

Azov, Kerch retains its importance for the export trade in

>slicat, brought thither by coasting vessels. Grain, fish, linseed,

rapeseed, wool and hides are also exported. About 6 m. N.E.
arc the twn and old Turkish fortress of Yenikale, adminis-

trative united with Kerch. Iwo and a lialf miles to tlic

south are strimg fortified works defending the entrance to the

Sea of Azov.

The Greek colonv of Panticapaeum was founded Jibout the

middle of the 6th tentury b.c., by the town of Miletus. From
about 438 BX. till the conquest of tliis region by ^fithradates

the Great, king of Pontus, about 1 00 B.c, the town and territory

formed tlie kingdom of the Bosporus, ruled over by an inde-

pendent dynasty. Phanac(‘s, the son of Mithradates, became
the founder of a new line under the protection of the Romans,
whicJ) continued to exist till the middle of the 4th ccaitury a.d.,

and extended its power over the maritime parts of Tauris.

After that the town—which liad already begun to lie known
as Bospora—passed successively into tlic bands of the Eastern

empire, of the Khazars, and of various barbarian tribes. In
131B. the Tatars, who had come into possession in the previous

(century, ceded the town to tlxe Cfcnuese, who soon raised it

into new importaaice as a ('ommercial (entre. They usually

called the place Cerchio, a corruption of the Russian name
K'rtchev (whence Kerch), which appears in the iith century

inscription of Tmutarakan (a Russian principality at the north

foot of the Caucasus). Under the Turks, whose rule dates from
the end of the 15th century, Kerch "was a militaiy port; and as

such it p^ys a part in the Russo-Turkish wars, Captured by
the Russians under Dolgorukov in 1771, it was ceded to them
along with Yenikale by the peace of Kuchuk-Kainarji, and it

became a centre cf Russian naval activity. Its importance was
greatly impaired by the rise of Ode.«i&a and Taganrog; and in

i8ao the iort/ess was dismantled. Kerch sufiiered aeverely

during the Crimean War

ArchaeologieaUy Kerch is of particular interest, the hwgans or
scpulcliral mounds of the town and vicinity having yielded a rich
variety of the most beautiful works of art. Since 1825 a large
numb^ of tombs have been opened. In th© Altua or Zolotai-oba
(Golden Mound) was found n great stone vault similar in style to
an Egyptian pyramid; and within, amoEng many objecib of minor
note, were golden dishes adorned with griffins and Iwautiful arab-
esques. In the Kul-oba, or Mound of Cinders (opened in 1830- 1831),
was a similar tomb, in which w'ere found what would appear to be
the remains of one of the kings of Bosporus, of his queen, his horse
and his groom. The ornaments and furniture were of the most
costly kind

;
the king's bow and buckler were of gold

;
his very whip

intertwined with gold
;
the queen had golden diadems, necklace and

lireast-jewels, and at her feet lay a golden vase In the Pavlovskoi
kurgun (opened in 1858) was the tomto of a Creek lady, containing
among other articles of dross and diecoration a pair of hne leather
boots (a unique discovery) and a beautiful vase ou which is painted
the return of I’ersephone from Hades and tlie setting out of Tri-
ptolcmns for Attica. In a neighbouring tomb was what is believed
to be " the oldest Greek mural painting which has cotne down to
us,'* dating probably from the 4th century B.c. Among the minor

I objects diwovered in the km’gans perhaps the most noteworthy are

I

the fragments of engraved boxwood, the only examples known of

the ait taught by tiic Sicyonian painter Pamphihis.
Very important finds of old Greek art continue to be made in the

neighbourhood, as well as at lamafi, on the east side n( the Strait
of Kerch. The catacombs on the northern slope of Mithradates

I

Hill, of which nearly 200 have been explored since 1859, possess

I

considerable interest, not only for the rencs. of old Greek art which
some of them contain (although most were plundered in earlier

times), but especially as material for the history and ethnqgraphv
of the Cimmerian Bosporu.s. In 1890 the first Chrbtiim catacomb
bearing a distinct date (491) was discovrrod. Its walls were covered
with Greek inscriptions aud croBSfss.

See H. 1). Seymour's Russia on iht Black Sea anti Sea of Azoff
(London, 1855) ; J. B. Telfer, Th£ Crimea (London, 1876): 1 *. Bruhn,

I

Tchernomore, /Sj2- jSyy (Odessa, 1878) ;
Gilles, A ntiquitis au Bosphore

I

Ommirien (1854); D. Maepherson, Antiquities of Kertch (London,
I 1857) ;

Compte rendu de la CLV»fnissi(m Imp. AnMologiqxte (St Peters-

burg)
;
L. Stephani, Die Aiferfhumcr vont Isn'tsch (St Peteraliurg,

i»8o)
;
C. T, Kowton, Essays on Art and Archaeology (London, 1880)

;

Reports of the [Russian] Imo. Archaeologic.'il Commission
;
Izvestia

[

(Bulletin) of the Archives Commis.sion for Taurida; AntiqmUs du
i

Bosphore Cxmmhien
^
C'nvtscrv^es au Mxish Imperial de VRrniitagv

(St Petersburg, 1854); Inscnptioms anfiquae orae septentrionalis

Potiii Euxifd graecae ei latiuae, with a preface by V. V. latyshcv
(Si Petersburg, 1890); Materials for the Archaeology of Russia^

published by the Imp. Arch. Commission (No. 6, St Petersburg,

1891). ‘ (P. A. K.} J. T. Bu.)

KERCKHOTEN, JAK POLYANDER VAN DEN (1568-1646),

Dutch Protestant divine, was born at Metz in 1568. He became
French preacher at Dort in 1591, and afterwards succeeded

Franz Gomarus as professor of theology at Leiden. He was
invited by the States General of Holland to revise the Dutch
translation of the Bible, and il was he who edited the canons

of the synod of Dort (i6i8-i6jq).

His many published works include Responsio ad sopkismata A,
Cvcheletii doctoris surhonnisiae (lOio), Dispute conire Vadoration des

rcligues des Saincts trespasses (1611), Explicaito somae praphetac
(T^»25).

KERGUELEN ISLAND^ Kergueij?n*s Land, or Desolation
Island, an island in the Southern Ocean, to the S.E. of the

Cape of Good Hope and S.W. of Australia, and nearly half-way

between tliein. Kerguelen lies between 48" 39 and 49" 44' S.

and 68“ 42' and 70" 35' E. Its extreme length is about 85 m.,

but the urea is only about 1400 sq. m. The island is throughout

Hioujitainous, presenting from the sea in some directions tlie

appearance of a series of jagged peaks. The various ridges and

mountain masses ajre separated by steep-sided valleys, which

run down to the sea, forming deep fjords, so that no part of the

interior is more than 12 m. from the sea. The chid summits

axe Mounts Ross /6i2o ft.), Richards (4»oo), Crozier (3«5i)?

Wyville Thomson (3160), Hooker (2600), Moseley (24X)o). The
coast-line is extreme^ irregular, and the fiords, at least on the

north, east and south, form a series of wefl-aheltered horboui^

As the prevailing winds are westerly-, the safest anchorage is

on the north-east. Christmas Harbour on the north and Royal
Sound on the south are noble harbours, the latter wkh. a

labyrinth of islets interspersed, qver upwards of.fo m. U lax^-

locked waters. The scene^ is generally mi^^ficent. A dis-

trict of considerable extent in the qentre of the island is occupied
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kermes, which is washed and dried at loo*' C.; prepared in this

way it is a brown-red velvety powder, insoluble in water.

See G. Planchon, Le Kermes du chine (Montpellier, 1864) ;
]>wis,

Materia Medica (1784), pp. 71, 365; Memoriae sobre la ^ana Kermes
de EspatJa (Madrid, 1788); Adams, Panins Aegineta^ iii. 180; Beck-
mann, History of Inventions,

KBRMESSE (also Kermis and Kirmess), originally the Mass

said on the anniversary of the foundation of a church and in

honour of the patron, the word being equivalent to “ Kirkmass.”

Such celebrations were regularly held in the Ix)w Countries and

also in northern France, and were accompanied by feasting,

dancing and sports of all kinds. They still survive, but are now
practically nothing more than country fairs and the old alle-

gorical representations are uncommon. The Brussels Kermesse

is, however, still marked by a procession in which the effigies of

the Mannikin and medieval heroes are carried. At Mons the

Kermesse occurs annually on Trinity Sunday and is called the

procession of Lume^on (Walloon for limafon, a .snail) : the hero

is Gilles de Chin, who slays a terrible monster, captor of a

princess, in the Grand Place. This is the story of George ^d
the Dragon. At Hasselt the Kermesse (now only septennial)

not only commemorates the Christian story of the foundation

of the town, but even preserves traces of a pagan festival. The

word Kermesse (generally in the form “ Kirmess **) is applied

in the United States to any entertainment, especially one organ-

ized in the interest of charity.

Sec Demetrius C. Boulger, Belgian Life in Town and Country

(1904).

KERN, JAN HENDRIK (1833- ),
Dutch orientalist, was

bom in Java of Dutch parents on the 6th of April 1833. He
studied at Utrecht, Leiden and Berlin, where he was a pupil of

the Sanskrit scholar, Albrecht Weber. After some years spent

as professor of Greek at Maestricht, he became professor of

Sanskrit at Benares in 1863, and in 1865 at Leiden. His studies

included the Malay languages as well as Sanskrit. His chief

work is Geschiedenis van het Buddhisme in Indie (Haarlem, 2 vols.,

1881-1883); in English he wrote a translation (Oxford, 1884)0!

the Saddkartna Pundarika and a Manual of Indian Buddhism

(Strassburg, 1896) for Biihler Kielhom’s Grundriss der indo-

arischen Philologie.

KERNEL (O.E. cyrnel, a diminutive of “ corn,” seed, grain),

the soft and frequently edible part contained within the hard

outer husk of a nut or the stone of a fruit
;
also used in botany

of the nucleus of a seed, the body within its several integuments

or coats, and generally of the nucleus or core of any structure;

hence, figuratively, the pith or gist of any matter.

KEENER, JU8TINUS ANDREAS CHRISTIAN (1786-1862),

German poet and medical writer, was born on the i8th of S^-

tember 1786 at Ludwigsburg in Wurttemberg. After attending

the classical schools of Ludwigsburg and Maulbronn, he was

apprenticed in a cloth factory, but, m 1804, owing to the good

services of Professor Karl Philipp Conz (1762-1827)0! Tubir^n,

was enabled to enter the university there; he studied medicine

but had also time for literary pursuits in the company of Uhland,

Gustav Schwab and others. He took his doctor's degree in

1808, spent some time in travel, and then settled as a practising

physician in Wildbad. Here he completed his Reiseschattm von

dem Schattenspieler Luchs (1811), in which his own experiences

are described with caustic humour. He next co-operated with

Uhland and Schwab in producing the PoeUseker Almanack fik

j8n, which was fpUowed by the Deutscher Dichterwdd (1813),

and in these some of Kemer’s best poems were published. In

1815 he obtained the official appointment of district medical

officer {OboranUsant) in paiWorf, and in 1818 was traniferred in

a like capacity to Weinsberg, where he spent the rest of his life.

His house, the site of which at the foot of the historical Schlos?

Weibertr^u was presented by the municipality to their revered

phvsician, became the Mecca of literary pilgrims. Hospitable

welcome was extended to all, from the journeyman artist to

crowned heads. Gustavus IV. of Sweden came thither with a

knapsack on his back. The poets Count Christian Fnednch

Alexander von Wiirttemberg (1801-1844) and Lenau (^.t.) were

constant guests, and thither came also in 1826 Frtederike Haufie

1801-1829), the daughter of a forester in Prevorst, a somnambu-
ist and clairvoyante, who forms the subject of Kemer’s famous

work Die Seherin von Prevorst, Erbffnungen iiber das innere

Leben des Menschen und iiber das Hineinragen einer Geisterweli

in die unsere (1829; 6th cd., 1892). In 1826 he published a
collection of Gedickte, which were later supplemented by Der

letzte Bliitenstrauss (1852) and Winterbliiien (1859). Among
others of his well-known poems arc the charming ballad Der

reiche Furst\ a drinking song, Wohlauf, nock getrunken, and the

pensive Wanderer in der Sdgemuhle.

In addition to his literaiy productions, Kemer wrote some

popular medical books of great merit, dealing with animal

magnetism, a treatise on the influence of sebacic acid oii animal

organisms, Das Fettgift oder die Fettsdure und ihre Wirkungen

auf den tierischen Organismus (1822); a description of Wildbad

and its healing waters, Das Wildbad im Konigreich Wurttemberg

(1813); while he gave a pretty and vivid account of his youthful

years in Bilderbuch aus meiner Knabenzeit (1859); and in Die

Besturmung der wUrttembergischen Siadt Weinsberg im Jahre

152s (1820) showed considerable skill in historical narrative.

In 1851 he was compelled, owing to increasing blindness, to retire

from his medical practice, but he lived, carefully tended by his

daughters, at Weinsberg until his death on the 21st of Februa^

1862. He was buried beside his wife, who had predeewsed him

in 1854, in the churchyard of Weinsberg, and the grave is marked

by a stone slab with an inscription he himself had chosen :

Friederike Kerner und ihr Justinus, Kemer was one of the most
^

inspired poets of the Swabian school. His poems, which largely

deal with natural phenomena, are characterized by a deep

melancholy and a leaning towards the supernatural, which,

however, is balanced by a quaint humour, reminiscent of the

Volkslied.

Kerner’s Ausgew&hlte poetische Werke appeared in 2 vols. (1878);

Samtliche poetische Werke, ed. by J. Gaismaier, 4 vols. (1905); a

selection of his poems will also be found in Reclam's universal^-'

bibliothek (1898). His correspondence was edited by his son in 1897.

See also D. F. Strauss, Kleine Schriften (1866); A. Reinhard, J.
Kerner und das Kernerhaus en Weinsberg (i8t>2

;
2nd ed., 1886};

G. Riimeiin, Reden and AufsAtze, vol. iii. (1894); M. Nicth^mer
(Kemer's daughter), /. Kemers Jugendliebe und mein Vaterhaus

(1877); A. Watts, Life and Works of Kemer (Ijondon, 1884); T.

Kerner, Das Kernerhaus und seine Caste (1894).

KERRY, a county of Ireland in the province of Mun.ster,

bounded W. by the Atlantic Ocean, N.' by the estuary of the

Shannon, which separates it from Clare, E. by Limerick and Cork,

and S.E. by Cork. The area is 1,159,356 acres, or 1811 sq. m.,

the county being the fifth of the Irish counties in extent. Kerry,

with its combination of mountain, sea and plain, possesses

some of the finest scenery of the British Islands. The portion

of the county south of Dingle Bay consists of mountain masses

intersected by narrow valleys. Formerly the mountains were

covered by a great forest of fir, birch and yew, which was nearly

all cut down to be used in smelting iron, and the constant pas-

turage of cattle prevents the growth of young trees. In the

north-east towards Killamey the hills rise abruptly into the

ragged range of Macgillicuddy’s Reeks, the highest summit of

which, Camtual (Carrantuohill), has a height of 3414 ft. The

next highest summit is Caper (3200 ft.), and several othersm
over 2500 ft. Lying between the precipitous sides of the Tomies,

the Purple Mountains and the Reeks is the famous Gap of Dunloe.

In the Dingle promontory Brandon Mountain attains a height

of 3127 ft. The sea-coast, for the most part wild and mountain-

ous, is much indented by inlets, the largest of which, Tralee Bay,

Dingle Bay and Kenmare River, lie m synclinal troughs, Ac
antmlinal folds of the rocks forming extensive promontories.

Between Kenmare River and Dingle Bay the land is separated

by mountain ridges into three valleys. The extremity of the

peninsula between Dingle Bay and Tralee Bay is very precipir

tous, and Mount Brandon, rising abruptly from the ocean, is

skirted at its base (in part) by a road from which magmficent

views are obtained. From near the village of Bailybimion to

Kilconey Point ndar the Shannon Acre is a remarkable successbn
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of caves, excavated by the sea. One of these caves inspired

Tennyson with some lines in " Merlin and Vivien/’ which he

wrote on the spot. The principal islands are the picturesque

Skelligs, Valencia Island and the Blasquet Islands.

The principal rivers are the lilackwater, which, rising in the

Dunkerran Mountains, forms for a few miles the boundary line

between Kerry and Cork, and then passes into the latter county

;

the Ruaughty, which with a course resembling the arc of a circle

falls into the head of the Kenmare River; the Inny and Ferta,

which flow westward, the one into Ballinskellig Bay and the

other into Valencia harbour; the Flesk, wliich flows northward

through the lower Lake of Killarney
,
after which it takes the name

of Laune, and flows north-westward to Dingle Bay; the Cara^h,

which rises in the mountains of Dunkerran, after forming several

lakes falls into Castieinaine harbour; the Maine, which flows

from Castle Island and south-westward to the sea at Castlemaine

harbour, receiving the northern Flesk, which rises in the moun-
tains that divide Cork from Kerr>^ ; and the Feale, Gale and Brick,

the junction of which forms the Cashin, a short tidal river which
flows into the estuary of the Shannon. The lakes of Kerry arc

not numerous, and none is of great size, but those of Killarney

{q.v,) form one of the most important features in the striking and
picturesque mountain scenery amidst which they are situated.

The other principal lakes are Lough Currane (Waterville Lake)

near Ballinskellig, and Lough C'aragh near Castlemaine harliour.

Salmon and trout fishing with the rod is extensively prosecuted

in all these waters. Near the summit of Mangerton Mountain
an accumulation of water in a deep hollow forms whnt is known
us the Devils Punchbowl, the surplus water, after nuaking a
succession of cataracts, flowing into Muckross Lake at the foot

of the mountain. There arc chalybeate mineral springs near

Killarney, near Valencia Island, and near the mouth of the

Inny; sulphurous chalybeate springs near Dingle, (‘aBtlcmaine

and 'Jralec; and a saline .spring at Magherybeg in Corkaguiney,

which bursts out of clear white sand a little below high-water

mark. Killarney is an inland centre widely celebrated and much
viinted on account of its scenic attractions; there are also several

well-known coast resorts, among them Deriynane, at the mouth
of Kenmare Bay, the residence of Daniel O’Connell tl\e “ libera-

tor”; Glcnbeigh on Dingle Bay, Parkna.silla on Kenmare Bay,

Waterville (an Atlantic telegraph station) between Ballinskellig

Bay and Lough Currane, and Tarbert, a small coast town on the

Shannll^ estuary. Others of the smaller villages have grown
into watenftg-plttccs, such us Ballybunion, Ca.stIcgrcgory and
Portmagee.

Geology .—Kerry includes un the north and east a considerable
area of Carboniferous shales and sandstones, reaching the coab
tneftsures, with unproductive coals, east of listowel and on the
Glanruddery Mountains. The Carboniferous Limestone forms a
fringe to these beds, aiitl is cut ofl by the sea at Knockaneen Bay,
Tralee and Castlemaine. In all the great promontories, Old Ked
Sandstone, including J ukes's “Glengarifl Grits," forms the mountains,
While synclinal hollows of Carboniferous Limestone have become
submerged to form marine inlets between them. The Upper I.ake

of Killarney lies in a hollow of the Old Red Sandstone, which here
rises to its greatest height in Macgillicuddy's Recks; Lough Leane
however, with its low shores, rests on Carboniferous Limestone.
In the iJingle promontory the Old Red Sandstone is strikingly

unconformable on the Dm^e beds and the l>pper Silurian series; the
latter include volcanic rocks of Wenlock age. The evidences of

local glaciation in this county^ especially on the wild .slopes of the
mountains, are as striking as m North Wales. A copper-mine was
formerly worked at Muckross, near Killarney, in which cobalt ores

also occurred. Slate is quarried in Valencia island.

FtLUiM ,—Foxes are numerous, and otters and badgers arc not un-
common. The alpine hare is very abundant. The red deer inhabits
the mountains round Killiwney. The golden eagle, once frequently
.seen in the higher mountain "regions, is now rarely met. The sea

eiflo haunts tlie lofty marine difls, the mountains and the rooky
islets. The osprey ib occasionally seen, and also the peregrine falcon.

|

The merlin is common. The common owl is indigenous, the long-
cared owl resident, and the short-oared owl a regular winter visitor.

Rock pigeons breed on the sea-cliffs, and the turtle-dove is an
•occasional visitant. The great grey seal is found in Brandon and
Dingle bays.

Oinxaic and Agriculture,—Owing to the vicinity of the sea and the
height of the mountains, the climate is very moist and unsuitable
for the growth of cereals, but it is so mild even in winter that arbutus

and other treee indigenous to warm climates grow in the open air,

and several flowering plants are found which arc unknown in England.
In the northern parts the land is generally coarse and poor, except
in the valleys, where a rich soil has been formed by rocay deposits.
In the Old Red Sandstone* valleys there are many very fertile regions,
and several extensive districts now covered by bog admit of easy
reclamation so as to form very fruitful soil, but other tracts of boggy
land scarcely promise a profitable return for labour expended on
their reclamation. Over one-third of the total area i.s quite barren.
The numbers of live stock of every kind are generally increased or
sustained. Dairy-farming is very largely followed. The Kerry
breed of cattle—small fin^y-shaped animals, black or red in colour,

with small unturned horns—are famed for the quality both of their
flo.4h and milk, and are in considerable demand for the parks sur-

rounding mansion houses. The "Dexter," a cross between the
Kerry and an unknown broed, is larger but without its fine qualities.

Little regard is paid to the breed of sheep, but those in most common
u.se have been crosbcd iviU) a merint) breed from i^pain. Goats share
with sheep the sweet pasturage of the higher mountain ridges, while
cattle occupy the lower slopes.

Other Industries .—In former times there was a considerable linen

trade in Kerry, but this is now nearly extinct, the chief manufacture
l>eing that of coarse woollens and lineu.s for home use. At Killarney
a variety of articles arc made from the wood of the arbutus. A
considerable trade in agricultural produce is carried on at Tralee,
Dingle and Kenmare, and in slate and stone at Valencia. Thu deep-
sea and coast fisheries are prosperous, and there are many small
fishing settlements along the coast, but the centres of the two
fi.shery districts are Valencia and Dingle. Salmon fishing is als ) an
industry, for which the district centres arc Kenmare and Killaniey.

Communications .—The Great Southern & Western railway
almost monopolizes the lines in the county. Ihe principal line

traverses tlie centre of the county, touching Killarney, 'J ralee and
Listowel, and passing ultimately to Limerick. Branches arc from
Headford to Kenmare; Farranlore to Killorglin, Cahersivcon ninl

Valencia harbour, Tralee to Tenit and to C^tiegregory; and ibc
Listowel and Ballybunion railway. All these arc lines to the coast.

The Tralee and Dmglc railway connects these two town.s. The only
inland branch is from Tralee to Castleisland.

Population and Administration ,
—^The population (179,13(1 in

iKqj; i 65,72(> in 1901) decreases to an extent about txjuul to the
average of the Irish counties, but the emigration returns are
among the heavicbt. The chief towns are Tralee (the county town,
pop, 9867), Killaniey (5(>50), IJstowel (3605) and Cahersiveen or

Gahirciveen (2013), while Dingle, Kenmare, Killorglin and Castle-

island are smaller towns. The county comprises 9 baronies, and
contains 85 civil parishes. Assizes are held at Tralee, and quarter
sessions at Cahersiveen, Dingle, Kenmare, Killarney, I.isiowel and

j

Tralee. The headquarters of the constabulary force is at Tralee.

Previous to the Union the county icturned eight members to the
Irish parliament, two for the county, and two for each of tho boroughs
of Tralw, Dmgle and Ardfert. At tlie Union the number was reduced
to three, two for the county and one for the borough of Tralee; l>ut

the divisions now niiml)ev four : north, south, east and west, cacli

returning one member. The county is in the Protestant diocese

of Limerick and the Roman Calliolic dioceses of Kerry and Limerick.

History ,—The county is said to have derived its imme
from Ciar, who with his tribe, the Ciarraidhe, is stated to have

inhabited about the beginning of tlie Christian era the territory

lying between Tralee and the Shannon. That portion lying south

of the Maine was at a later period included in the kingdom or

Desmond (q.v.). Kerr>' suffered frequently from inviisions of

j

the Danes in the 9th and 10th centuries, until they were finally

overthrown at the battle of Ciontarf in 1014. In 1172 Derniot

MacCarthy, king of Cork and Desmond, made submission to

Henry II. on certain conditions, but was nevertheless gradually

cximpelled to retire within the limits of Kerry, which is one of the

areas generally considered to have been made shire ground by
King John. An English adventurer, Raymond le Gros, received

from this/MacCarthy a large portion of the county round Lix-

naw. In 1579-1580 attempts were made by the Spaniards to

invade Ireland, landing at Limerick harbour, near Dingle, and
a fortress was erected here, but was destroyed by the English in

1580. The Irish took advantage of the disturb^ state of Eng-
land at the time of the Puritan revolution to attempt the o\'er-

throw of the English rule in Kerry, and ultimately obtained

possession of Tralee, but in 1652 the rebellion was com-
pletely subdued, and a large number of estates /ere afterwards

conflscflted.

There are remains of a round tower at Aghadoe, near Killarney,

and another, one of the finest and most perfect speoimens in

Ireland, 93 ft. high, at Rattoe, not far from Ballybunion. On
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the siuQimt Qf a hill to the north of K.enxnare River i$ tlm renmrk-

ahle stone lortress known as Staigue Fort There are several

stone cells in the principal Skellig island^ where penance^ involv-

ing the scaling of dangerous rocks, was done by pilgrims, and
where there were formerly monastic remains which have been

swept away by the sea. ^The principal groups of sepulchral

stones are those on the summits of the Tomie Mountains, a

remarkable stone fort at Cahersiveen, a circle of stones witli

cromlech in the parish of Tuosist, and others with inscriptions

near Dingle. The remote peninsula west of a line from Dingle to

Smerwiok iwbour is full of remains of various dates. The most
notable monastic ruins are those of Innisfahen, founded by
St Finian, a disciple of St Columba, and the fine remains of

Muckross Abbey, founded by tlie Franciscans, but there are also

monastic remains atArdfert,Castkmaine,De^nane,Kilcoleman

and O’Domey. Anmng ruined churches of interest are those of

Aghadoe, Kilcrohane, Lough Currane, Dcrrynane and Muckross.

The cathedral of Ardfert, founded probably in 1253, was partly

destroyed during tlie Cromwellian wars, but was restored in 1831.

Some interesting portions remain (see Tralee). There is a

large number of feudal castles.

KERSAINT, ARMAND GUY SIMON DE GOETNEMPREN,
Comte de (1743-1793), French sailor and politician, was born

at Paris on the 39th of July 1742. He came of an old family,

his father, Guy fVan^ois de Coetnempren, comte de Kersaint,

being a distinguished naval oflioer. He entered the navy in

1755, and in 1757, while serving on his father's ship, was pro-

moted to the ra^ of ensign for his bravery in action. By 1782

he was a captain, and in this )'ear took part in an expedition to

Guiana. At that time the officers of the French navy were

divided into two parties— the reds or nobles, and the blues or

roiuriers. At the outbreak of the Revolution, Kersaint, in spite

of his high birth, took the side of the latter. He adopted the new

ideas, and in a pamphlet entitled Lc Bon Sens attacked feudal

privileges; he also submitted to the Constituent Assembly a

scheme for tlie reorganization of navy, but it was not

accepted. On the 4th of January 1791 Kersaint was appointed

administrator of the department of the Seine by the electoral
j

assembly of Paris. He was also elected as a depute supplfiani
|

to the legislative Assembly, and was called upon to sit in it in

place of a deputy who had resigned. From this time onward his

cliief aim was the realization of the navy scheme which he had

vainly submitted to the Constituent Assembly. He soon saw

that this would be impossible unless there were a general reform

of all institutions, and therefore gave his support to the policy

of the advanced party in the Assembly, denouncing conduct of

Louis XVL, and on the loth of August 1792 voting in favour

of his deposition. Shortly after, he was sent on a mission to

the armee du Centrej
visiting in this way Soissons, Reims, Sedan

and the Ardennes. While thus occupied he wa.s arrested by the

municipality of Sedan ; he was set free after a few days^ detention.

He took an active part in one of the kst debates of the Legisla-

tive Assembly, in which it was decided to publish a Btdleiin

officiel, a report continued by the next Assembly, and known by

the name of the Bulletin de la Convention Natimiale. Kersaint

was sent as a deputy to the Convention by the department of

Seine-et-Oise in September 1792, and on the ist of January 1793

was appointed vice-admiral. He continued to devote himself

to questions concerning the navy and national defence, prepared

a report on the English political system and the nQ.yy, and caused

a decree to be passed for the formation of a committee of general

defence, which aftw many modifications was to become the

famous Committee of Public Safety. He had also had a decree

passed concerning the navy on the nth of January 1793. He
had, however, entered the ranks of the Girondins, and had voted

in the trial of the king against the death penalty and in favour

of the appeal to the people. He resigned his seat in the Conven-

tion on the 20th of January. After the death of the king his

oppD^tion became more marked; he denounced September

massacres, but when called upon to justify his attitude confined

himself to attacking Marat, who was at the time all-powerful.

His friends tried in vain to obtain his appointment as minister

of the marine ; and he failed to obtain even a post as officer. He
was arrested on the 23i:d of Septemto at Ville d’Avray, near

Paris, and taken before the Revolutionary Tribunal, where he

was accused df having conspired for the restoration of the

monarchy, and of having insulted national representation by

resigning his position in the legislature. He was executed on

the 4th of December 1793.

His brother, Guy Pierre (1747-1822), also served in the navy,

and took part in the American war of independence. He did

not accept the principles of the Revolution, but emigrated.

He was restored to his rank in the navy in 1803, and died in

1822, after having been prejet mmtime of Antwerp, astd prefect

of the department of Meurthe.

Sec Kersaint's own works, Le Bon Sens (i 789) ;
the Rubicon (1780)

;

ConsidiraHons sur la force publique et Vinstitution de$ eardes nationales

(1789); Lettre d Mirabeau (1791); Moyens prdsentes d VAssembUe
nationale pour fdtahlir la paix et Vordre dans tes colonies

\
also E.

Chevalier, Hisioire de la Marine franeaise sous la premtdre RdpuhHque ;

E. Charavay, L’AssamhUe dlectorale de Parts en lyoo et tygr (Parts,

1890); and Ag^nor Bardoux, La Duchesse de Duras (Paris, 1898),^
beginning of which deals with Kersaint, who.se daughter married
Am6d6e de Duras. (R. A.*)

KERVYN DE LETTENHOVi;, CONSTANTINE BRUNO,
Baron (1817-1891), Belgian historian, was born at Saint-

Michel-les-Bruges in 1817. He was a member of the Catholic

Constitutional party and sat in the Cliamber as member for

Eecloo. In 1870 he was appointed a member of the cabinet

of Anethan as minister of the interior. But his official career

was short. The cabinet appointed as governor of Lille one

! Decker, who had been entangled in the financial speculations
*

of Langancl-Dumonceau by which the whole C lerical pwty had

been di.scredited, and which provoked riots, The cabinet was

forced to resign, and Kervyn de Lettenhove devoted himself

.jentirely to literature and history . He had already become known
as the author of a book on Froissart (Brussels. 1855), which wa.s

crowned by the French Academy. He edited a series of chron-

iclas-^Chroniques relatives d Vkistoire de la Belgique sous la^

domination des dues de Bourgogne (Brussels, 1870-1873), and

Relations poUtiques des Pays Bos et de VAngleterre sous le regne

de Philippe 11 . (Brussels," 1882-1892). He urote a history of

Les Hugenots et les Gueux (Bruges, 1883-1885) in the spirit of a

violent Roman Catholic partisan, but with much industry and

learning. He died at Saint^MichcMes-Bruges in 7891.

See Notices biographiques ei bibliographiques de I’acad^mie dr

Belgique for 1887. v

KESHUB OHUNDER SEN (Keshaya Chandra Sena) (1838-

1884), Indian religious reformer, was bom of a high-caste family

at Calcutta in 1838. He was educated at one of the Calcutta

colleges, where he became proficient in English literature and

liistory. For a short time he was a clerk in the Bank of Bengal,

but resigned his post to devote himself exclusively to literature

and philosoplw. At that time Sir William Ha^ltcm, Hugh
Blair, Victor Cousin, J. H. Newman and R. W. Emerson were

among his favourite authors. Their works made the deepest

impression on him, for, as he expressed it, Philosophy first

1 taught me Insight and reflection, and turned my eyes inward
I from the things of the external world, so that I began to reflect

on my position, character and destiny.” . Like many other

educated Hindus, Keshub Chunder Sen had ^adually dissociated

himself from the popular forms of the native ireligion, without

abandoning what he believed to be its spirit. As early as 1857

he joined the Brahma Samaj, a religious association aiming at

the reformation of Hinduism. Keshub Chunder Sen threw mm-
self with enthusiasm into the work of this society and in 1862

himself undertoc^ the mmistr>^ of one of its branches. In the

same year he helped to found the Albert College and started the

Indian Mirror, a weekly journal in which social and moral sub-

jects were discussed. In 1863 wrote The Brahma Samaj

Vindicated. He also travelled about the country lecturing Mid

preaching. The steady development of his reforming Real led

to a split in the society, which broke into two sections, Qainder

Sen putting himself at the head of the reform moyeinent, which

took the name Brahma Samaj of India,” and .tried to propagate
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of caves, excavated by the sea. One of these caves inspired

Tennyson with some lines in " Merlin and Vivien/’ which he

wrote on the spot. The principal islands are the picturesque

Skelligs, Valencia Island and the Blasquet Islands.

The principal rivers are the lilackwater, which, rising in the

Dunkerran Mountains, forms for a few miles the boundary line

between Kerry and Cork, and then passes into the latter county

;

the Ruaughty, which with a course resembling the arc of a circle

falls into the head of the Kenmare River; the Inny and Ferta,

which flow westward, the one into Ballinskellig Bay and the

other into Valencia harbour; the Flesk, wliich flows northward

through the lower Lake of Killarney
,
after which it takes the name

of Laune, and flows north-westward to Dingle Bay; the Cara^h,

which rises in the mountains of Dunkerran, after forming several

lakes falls into Castieinaine harbour; the Maine, which flows

from Castle Island and south-westward to the sea at Castlemaine

harbour, receiving the northern Flesk, which rises in the moun-
tains that divide Cork from Kerr>^ ; and the Feale, Gale and Brick,

the junction of which forms the Cashin, a short tidal river which
flows into the estuary of the Shannon. The lakes of Kerry arc

not numerous, and none is of great size, but those of Killarney

{q.v,) form one of the most important features in the striking and
picturesque mountain scenery amidst which they are situated.

The other principal lakes are Lough Currane (Waterville Lake)

near Ballinskellig, and Lough C'aragh near Castlemaine harliour.

Salmon and trout fishing with the rod is extensively prosecuted

in all these waters. Near the summit of Mangerton Mountain
an accumulation of water in a deep hollow forms whnt is known
us the Devils Punchbowl, the surplus water, after nuaking a
succession of cataracts, flowing into Muckross Lake at the foot

of the mountain. There arc chalybeate mineral springs near

Killarney, near Valencia Island, and near the mouth of the

Inny; sulphurous chalybeate springs near Dingle, (‘aBtlcmaine

and 'Jralec; and a saline .spring at Magherybeg in Corkaguiney,

which bursts out of clear white sand a little below high-water

mark. Killarney is an inland centre widely celebrated and much
viinted on account of its scenic attractions; there are also several

well-known coast resorts, among them Deriynane, at the mouth
of Kenmare Bay, the residence of Daniel O’Connell tl\e “ libera-

tor”; Glcnbeigh on Dingle Bay, Parkna.silla on Kenmare Bay,

Waterville (an Atlantic telegraph station) between Ballinskellig

Bay and Lough Currane, and Tarbert, a small coast town on the

Shannll^ estuary. Others of the smaller villages have grown
into watenftg-plttccs, such us Ballybunion, Ca.stIcgrcgory and
Portmagee.

Geology .—Kerry includes un the north and east a considerable
area of Carboniferous shales and sandstones, reaching the coab
tneftsures, with unproductive coals, east of listowel and on the
Glanruddery Mountains. The Carboniferous Limestone forms a
fringe to these beds, aiitl is cut ofl by the sea at Knockaneen Bay,
Tralee and Castlemaine. In all the great promontories, Old Ked
Sandstone, including J ukes's “Glengarifl Grits," forms the mountains,
While synclinal hollows of Carboniferous Limestone have become
submerged to form marine inlets between them. The Upper I.ake

of Killarney lies in a hollow of the Old Red Sandstone, which here
rises to its greatest height in Macgillicuddy's Recks; Lough Leane
however, with its low shores, rests on Carboniferous Limestone.
In the iJingle promontory the Old Red Sandstone is strikingly

unconformable on the Dm^e beds and the l>pper Silurian series; the
latter include volcanic rocks of Wenlock age. The evidences of

local glaciation in this county^ especially on the wild .slopes of the
mountains, are as striking as m North Wales. A copper-mine was
formerly worked at Muckross, near Killarney, in which cobalt ores

also occurred. Slate is quarried in Valencia island.

FtLUiM ,—Foxes are numerous, and otters and badgers arc not un-
common. The alpine hare is very abundant. The red deer inhabits
the mountains round Killiwney. The golden eagle, once frequently
.seen in the higher mountain "regions, is now rarely met. The sea

eiflo haunts tlie lofty marine difls, the mountains and the rooky
islets. The osprey ib occasionally seen, and also the peregrine falcon.

|

The merlin is common. The common owl is indigenous, the long-
cared owl resident, and the short-oared owl a regular winter visitor.

Rock pigeons breed on the sea-cliffs, and the turtle-dove is an
•occasional visitant. The great grey seal is found in Brandon and
Dingle bays.

Oinxaic and Agriculture,—Owing to the vicinity of the sea and the
height of the mountains, the climate is very moist and unsuitable
for the growth of cereals, but it is so mild even in winter that arbutus

and other treee indigenous to warm climates grow in the open air,

and several flowering plants are found which arc unknown in England.
In the northern parts the land is generally coarse and poor, except
in the valleys, where a rich soil has been formed by rocay deposits.
In the Old Red Sandstone* valleys there are many very fertile regions,
and several extensive districts now covered by bog admit of easy
reclamation so as to form very fruitful soil, but other tracts of boggy
land scarcely promise a profitable return for labour expended on
their reclamation. Over one-third of the total area i.s quite barren.
The numbers of live stock of every kind are generally increased or
sustained. Dairy-farming is very largely followed. The Kerry
breed of cattle—small fin^y-shaped animals, black or red in colour,

with small unturned horns—are famed for the quality both of their
flo.4h and milk, and are in considerable demand for the parks sur-

rounding mansion houses. The "Dexter," a cross between the
Kerry and an unknown broed, is larger but without its fine qualities.

Little regard is paid to the breed of sheep, but those in most common
u.se have been crosbcd iviU) a merint) breed from i^pain. Goats share
with sheep the sweet pasturage of the higher mountain ridges, while
cattle occupy the lower slopes.

Other Industries .—In former times there was a considerable linen

trade in Kerry, but this is now nearly extinct, the chief manufacture
l>eing that of coarse woollens and lineu.s for home use. At Killarney
a variety of articles arc made from the wood of the arbutus. A
considerable trade in agricultural produce is carried on at Tralee,
Dingle and Kenmare, and in slate and stone at Valencia. Thu deep-
sea and coast fisheries are prosperous, and there are many small
fishing settlements along the coast, but the centres of the two
fi.shery districts are Valencia and Dingle. Salmon fishing is als ) an
industry, for which the district centres arc Kenmare and Killaniey.

Communications .—The Great Southern & Western railway
almost monopolizes the lines in the county. Ihe principal line

traverses tlie centre of the county, touching Killarney, 'J ralee and
Listowel, and passing ultimately to Limerick. Branches arc from
Headford to Kenmare; Farranlore to Killorglin, Cahersivcon ninl

Valencia harbour, Tralee to Tenit and to C^tiegregory; and ibc
Listowel and Ballybunion railway. All these arc lines to the coast.

The Tralee and Dmglc railway connects these two town.s. The only
inland branch is from Tralee to Castleisland.

Population and Administration ,
—^The population (179,13(1 in

iKqj; i 65,72(> in 1901) decreases to an extent about txjuul to the
average of the Irish counties, but the emigration returns are
among the heavicbt. The chief towns are Tralee (the county town,
pop, 9867), Killaniey (5(>50), IJstowel (3605) and Cahersiveen or

Gahirciveen (2013), while Dingle, Kenmare, Killorglin and Castle-

island are smaller towns. The county comprises 9 baronies, and
contains 85 civil parishes. Assizes are held at Tralee, and quarter
sessions at Cahersiveen, Dingle, Kenmare, Killarney, I.isiowel and

j

Tralee. The headquarters of the constabulary force is at Tralee.

Previous to the Union the county icturned eight members to the
Irish parliament, two for the county, and two for each of tho boroughs
of Tralw, Dmgle and Ardfert. At tlie Union the number was reduced
to three, two for the county and one for the borough of Tralee; l>ut

the divisions now niiml)ev four : north, south, east and west, cacli

returning one member. The county is in the Protestant diocese

of Limerick and the Roman Calliolic dioceses of Kerry and Limerick.

History ,—The county is said to have derived its imme
from Ciar, who with his tribe, the Ciarraidhe, is stated to have

inhabited about the beginning of tlie Christian era the territory

lying between Tralee and the Shannon. That portion lying south

of the Maine was at a later period included in the kingdom or

Desmond (q.v.). Kerr>' suffered frequently from inviisions of

j

the Danes in the 9th and 10th centuries, until they were finally

overthrown at the battle of Ciontarf in 1014. In 1172 Derniot

MacCarthy, king of Cork and Desmond, made submission to

Henry II. on certain conditions, but was nevertheless gradually

cximpelled to retire within the limits of Kerry, which is one of the

areas generally considered to have been made shire ground by
King John. An English adventurer, Raymond le Gros, received

from this/MacCarthy a large portion of the county round Lix-

naw. In 1579-1580 attempts were made by the Spaniards to

invade Ireland, landing at Limerick harbour, near Dingle, and
a fortress was erected here, but was destroyed by the English in

1580. The Irish took advantage of the disturb^ state of Eng-
land at the time of the Puritan revolution to attempt the o\'er-

throw of the English rule in Kerry, and ultimately obtained

possession of Tralee, but in 1652 the rebellion was com-
pletely subdued, and a large number of estates /ere afterwards

conflscflted.

There are remains of a round tower at Aghadoe, near Killarney,

and another, one of the finest and most perfect speoimens in

Ireland, 93 ft. high, at Rattoe, not far from Ballybunion. On
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T. sparvreiuSy T. leucophrys and T. sparverioides—with five geo-

graphical races of the first, viz. the typical T, sparverius from
the continent of North America except the coast of the Gulf of

Mexico; T. australis from the continent of South America
except the North Atlantic and Caribbean coasts; T. isahel-

linus, inhabiting continental America from Florida to Fr. Guiana;
T. dominicensis from the Lesser Antilles as far northwards as

St Thomas; and lastly T, cinnatnomivus from Chile and western

Brazil. J. leucophrys is said to be from Haiti and Cuba;
and T. sparverioides peculiar to Cuba only. This last has been

generally allowed to be a good species, though Dr Gundlach,

the best authority on the birds of that island, in his Coniribucion

d la OrnMogia Cuhava (1876), will not allow its validity. More
recently it was found (Jbisy 1881, pp. 547-564) that 7\ australis

and 7\ cinnamominus cannot be separated, that Ridgway’s

T. leucophrys should properly be called T. doniifticertsis, and his

7\ dominicensis T, antiUarum\ while Ridgw^ay has recorded the

supposed occurrence of T. sparverioides in Florida. Of other

kestrels T. mdmeensis is widely spread throi^ghout the islands

of the Malay Archipelago, while T. cenchroides seems to inhabit

the whole of Australia, and has occurred in Tasmania {Proc,

Roy. Soc. Tasmania, 1875, pp. 7, 8), No kestrel is found in New
Zealand, but an approach to the form is made by the very

peculiar Hieracidea (or Harpe) novae-zelandiae (of which a second

race or species has been described, 11. brumiea or 11. ferox), the
“ sparrow-hawk,” “ quail-hawk ” and “ bush-hawk ” of the colo-

nists—a bird of much higher courage than any kestrel, and per-

haps exhibiting the more generalized and ancestral typo from

which both kestrels and falcons may have descended. (A. N.)

KESWICK, a market town in the Penrith parliamentary

division of Cumberland, England, served by the joint line of the

Cockermouth, Keswick tk Penrith, and London & North-Western

railways. Pop. of urban district (1901). 445i- It Hes in the

northern part of the Lake District, in an open valley on the

banks of the river Greta, with the mountain of Skiddaw to the

north and the lovely lake of Derwentwater to the .south. It is

much frequented by visitors as a centre for this famous district

-for boating on Dcrwentw'atcr and for the easy ascent of

Skiddaw*. Many residences are seen in the neighbourhood, and

the town a.s a whole is modem. Fitz Park, opened in 1887, is

a pleasant recreation ground. The town-hall contains a museum
of local geology, natural history, &c. In the parish church of

Crosthw^aite, J m. distant, there is a monument to the poet

Southey. His residence, Greta Hall, stands at the end of the

main street, close by the river. Keswick is noted for its

manufacture of lead jiencils; and the plumbago (locally wad)
used to be supplied from mines in Borrowdale, Char, caught in

(he neighbouring lakes, are potted at Keswick in large quantities

and exported.

KESWICK CONVENTION, an annual summer reunion held

at the above town for the main purpose of " promoting practical

holiness ” by meetings for prayer, dis('ussion and personal

intercourse. It has no denominational limits, and is largely

supported by the Evangelical ” .section of the Church of

England. The convention, started in a private manner by
Canon Harford-Battersby, then ’vicar of Keswick, and Mr
Robert Wilson in 1874, met first in 1875, rapidly grew after

the first few years, both in numbers and influence, in spite of

attacks on the alleged ** perfectioni.sm ” of some of its leaders

and on the novelty of its methods. Its members take a deep

interest in foreign rrtissions.

In the History of the C.M.S., vol. iii. (by Eugene Stock), the

missionary influence of the " Keswick men in Cambridge ana else-

where may be readily traced. See also The Keswick Convention : its

Message, its Method and Us Men, edited by C. F. Harford (190O).

KBT (or Kett), ROBERT (d. 1549); English rebel, is usually

called a tanner, but he certainly held the manor of Wymondham
in Norfolk. With his brother William he led the men of

Wymondham in their quarrel with a certain Flowerden, and

having thus come into prominence, he headed the men of Norfolk

when th^ rose in rebellion in 1549 owing to the hardships inflicted

by the extensive enclosures of common lands and by the general
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policy of the protector Somerset. A feast held at W)rmondham
m July 1549 developed into a riot and gave the signal for the-

outbreak. Leading his followers to Norwich, Ket formed a
camp on Household Heath, where he is said to have commanded
16,000 men, introduced a regular system of discipline, adminis-

tered justice and blockaded the city. He refused the royal

offer of an amnesty on the ground that innocent and just men
Imd no need of pardon, and on the ist of August 1549 attacked

and took possession of Norwich. John Dudley, earl of Wai w ick,

marched against the rebels, and after his ofler of pardon had
been rejected he forced his way into the city, driving its defenders

before liim. Then, strengthened by the arrival of some foreign

mercenaries, he attacked the main body of the rebels at Du.ssin-

dale on the 27th of August. Ket’s men were easily routed by
the trained soldiery, and Robert and William Ket were seized

and taken tf) London, where they were condemned to death for

treason. On the 7th of December 1549 Robert was executed at

Norwich, and his body was hanged on the top of the castle,

while that of William was hanged on the church tower at

Wymondham.
See F. W. Russell, Kett's Rebellion (1859), and J. A. Fronde,

History of England, vol. iv. (London, 1898).

KETCH, JOHN (d. 1686), English executioner, who as “ Jack

Ketch ” gave the nickname for nearly two centuries to his

successors, is believed to have been appointed public hangman
in the year 1663. The first recorded mention of him is in The

Plotters Ballad, being Jack Ketches incomparable Receipt for the

Cure of Traytorous Recusants and Wholesome Physick for a

Popish Contagion, a broadside published in December 1672.

The execution of William, Lord Russell, on the 21st of July

1683 was carried out by him in a clumsy way, and a pamphlet

is extant which contains his “Apologie,” in which he alleges

that the prisoner did not “ dispose himself as was most sutable
”

and that he was interrupted while taking aim. On the scaffold,

on the 15th of July 1685, the duke of Monmouth, addressing

,

Ketch, referred to his treatment of Lord Russell, the re.sult

being that Ketch was quite unmanned and had to deal at least

five strokes with his axe, and finally use a knife, to sever Mon-

mouth’s head from his shoulders. In 1686 Ketch was deposed

and imprisoned at Bridewell, but when his successor, Pascha

Rose, a butcher, was, after four months in the office, hanged at

Tyburn, Ketch was reappointed. He died towards the close of

1686.

KETCHUP^ also written catsup and katchup (said to be from

the Chinese koe-chtap or ke-tsiap, brine of picJcled fish), a sauce

or relish prepared principally from the juice of mushrooms and

of many other species of edible fungi, salted for preservation and

variously spiced. The juices of various fruits, such as cucum-

bers, tomatoes, and especially green walnuts, are used as a basis

of ketchup, and shell-fish ketchup, from oysters, mussels and

cockles, is also made; but in general the term is restricted to

.sauces having the juice of edible fungi as their basis.

KETENES, in chemistry, a group of organic compounds which

may be considered as internal anhydrides of acetic acid ^d its

substitution derivatives. Two classes may be distinguished :

the aldo-ketenes, including ketene itself, together with its mono-

alkyl derivatives and carbon suboxide, and the keto-ketenes

which comprise the dialkyl ketenes. The aldo-ketenes are

colourless compounds which are not capable of autoxidation,

are polymerized by pyridine or quinoline, and are inert towards

compounds containing the groupings C:N and C.‘0 . The keto-

ketenes are coloured compounds, which undergo autoxidation

readily, form ketene bases on the addition of pyridine and qumo-

iine, and yield addition compounds with substances containing

the C:N and C:0 groupings. The ketenes are usually obtained

by the action of zinc on ethereal or ethyl acetate solutions of

halogen substituted acid chlorides or bromides. ']^ey are

characterized by their additive reactions : combining with water

to form acids, with alcohols to form esters, and with primary

amines to form amides.

Ketene, CH./CO, was discovered by N. T. M. Wilsmore {Jour.

Chem. Soc., 1907, vol. 91, p. 1938) among the gaseous products fonned
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when a platinum wire is electricallv heated under the surface of

acetic anhydride. Xt is also obtained )>y the action oi zinc on

bromacetyl bromide (H. Staudingcr, Der. 1908, 41, p. 594)* ^.t

ordinary temperatures it is a gas, but it may be condeiise<i to a

liquid and fina% solidified, the solid melting at 151“ C. It is

characterized by its penetrating sniell. On standing for some

time a brown-coloured liquid is obtained, from which a colourless

liquid boiling at 120-127 t lias been isolated (Wilsniore, ibid.,

1908, 91, p. 94O). Although originally described as acetylketen, it

has proved to bo a cyclic compound (Ber., lo^o, 42, P-

is soluble in water, the solution showing an acid reaction, owing

to the formation of aceto-acetic acid, and with alkalis it yields

acetates. It differs from the simple ketenes in that it is apparently

unacted upon by phenols and alconols. Dimethyl heknc, (CH.,)2^':CO,

obtained by the action oi' rinc on o-brom-isobutyryl bromide, is a

yellowish coloured liquid. At ordinary temperatures it rapidly
J

polymerizes (probably to a tetramelliylcylobutanedione). It boils

at .14" C. (730 mm.) (Staudingcr, licr. 1905, 38, p. 1735; 1908, 41,

p. 2208). Oxygen rapidly converts it into a while explosive solid.

Diethyl ketene, (C.jll5)./' rO, is formed on heating dicthylmalonic an-

hydride (Staudingcr, ibid.). Diphenyl kekne, (C^HnVjCtCO, obtained

by the action of zinc on diphenyl-chloracetyl chloride, is an orange-

red liquid which boils at J4('" C. (12 mm.). It does not polymerize.

Magnesium phenyl bromide gives triplienyl-vinyl alcohol.

KETI, a sea-port of British India, in Karachi district, Smd.

situated on the Hajamro branch of the Indus. Pop. (1901),

2127. It is an important seat of trade, where sea-borne goods

are transferred to and from river boats.

KETONES, in chemistry, organic compounds of the type

R*CO*R', where R, R'^alkyl or ar\d groups. If the groups

R and R' are identical, the ketone is called a simple ketone,

if unlike, a mixed ketone. They may be prepared by the

oxidation of secondary alcohols
;

by the addition of the

elements of water to hydrocarbons of the acetylene type

RC CH ; by oxidation of priman^ alcohols of the type

RR' (:H CH,0H:RR' CH CH_,0II R COR'4 HoO-f-H.CO.;

by distillation of the calcium sails of the fatty acids,

by heating the sodium salts of these acids with the

corresponding acid anhydride to ii)0 C. (W. H. Perkin, Jour. .

Chem. Soc., 1886, 49, p. 322); by the action of anhydrous
|

ferric chloride on acid chlorides (j. llamonet, Bull, de la aw.

fhim., 1888, 50, p. 3517),

2C..H.coa c.,n,*co-rH(rH.,vc()Ci

^ C ,H,*COCI l(CH., );(:().,H ->• :

and by the action of zinc alkyls on acid chlorides(M. Freund,

i86r,^8i»^. i), 2CH ,COn 4- ZnCH,),- ZnCl. -H 2CH, CO CH,.

In thP^ast reaction comph'v addition products are formed,

and must be quickly decomposed by water, otherwise tertiary^

alcohols are produced (A. M. Butlerow, Jahresh.^ 1864, p. 496;

Art}}. 1867, 144, p. i). They may also he prepared by the decom-

position of ketone chlorides with water
; by the oxidation of

the tertiary hydroxyacids ;
by the hydrolysis of the ketonir

acids or their esters with dilute alkalis or baryta water (see

Aceto-acetic Ester)
;
by the hydrolysis of alkyl derivatives

of acetone dicarboxylic acid, H0.»r’CH.,*C0 CHR‘C02H; and

by the action of the Grignard reagent on nitriles (E. Blaise,

Compies rendus, 1901, 132, p. 38),

R-CN 4- R'M,1 RR'C:N-M,1 R CO R' 4- NH, 4- MJ-OH.
The ketones are of neutral reaction, the lower members of the

series being colourless, volatile, plea.sant-smelling liquids. They

do not reduce silver solutions, and are not so readily oxidized

as the aldehydes. On oxidation, the molecule is split at the

ciubonyl group and a mixture of acids is obtained. Sodium

amalgam reduces them to secondary alcohols
;

phosphonis

pentachloride replaces the carbonyl oxygen by chlorine, forming

the ketone chlorides. Only those ketones which contain a

methyl group are capable of forming crystalline addition com-

pounds with the alkaline bisulphites (F. Grimm, Ann,, 1871,

157, p. 262). They combine with hydrocyanic acid to form

nitriles, which on hvdrolysis furnish hydroxya rids,

(CH,) .CO (CH,),C OH CN (CH,)/C OH CO.,H

;

witli phenylhydrazine they yield hydrazones; with hydrazine

they yield in addition ketazines RR''C:N*N;C‘RR' (T. Curtius),

and with hvdroxylamine ketoximes. The latter readily under-

go the ** Bedunann ** transformation on treatment with acid

chlorides, yielding substituted acid amides,

RR'CrNOH RC(NR')*OH ^R'CONHR'
(see Oximes, also A. Hantzsch, Ber., 1891, 24, p. 13). The ketones

react with mercaptan to form mercaptols (E. Baumann, Ber.,

1885, 18, p. 883), and with concentrated nitric arid they yield

dinitroparaffins (G. Chancel, Bull, de la sor. chim., 1879, 31,

p, 503). With nitrous acid (obtained from amyl nitrite and

gaseous hydrochloric acid, the ketone being dissolved in acetic

acid) they form isonitroso-ketones, R’CO’CHiNOH (L. Claisen,

Ber., 1887, 20, pp. 656, 2x94). With ammonia they yield

complex condensation pr^ucts; acetone forming di- and tri-

acetonamines (W. Heintz, Ann, 1875, 178, p. 305; 1877, 189,

p. 214. They also condense with aldehydes, under the influence

of alkalis or sodium ethylate (L. Clai.sen, Ann., 1883, 2x8, pp. 121,

129. 145; 1884, 223, p. 137; S. Kostanecki and G. Rossbach,

her., 1896, 29, pp. '1488, 1495, treatment with

the Grignard reagent, in absolute other solution, they yield

I

addition products which arc decomposed by water with pro-

^
duction of tertiary alcohols (V. Grignard, Compies rendus, 1900,

;

X30, p. 1322 et seq.),

!

RR'CO-^ RR'-C(OM^l)-R"-> RR 'K" C(OH) 4 Mgl’OH.
' Ketones do not polymerize in the same way as aldehydes, but

! under the influence of acids and bases yield condensiition

j

products ; thus acetone gives mesityl oxide, phoronc and

j

mesitylene (see below).

For dimethyl ketone or acetone, sec Acr.ToxE. Diethyl ketone,

(C.jH,,)./CO, is n pleasant-smelling liquid lH>iling 102*7“ C. With
cohcciitraterl nitric acid it forms dmitroethane, and it is oxidized

hy chromic acid to acetic aiul propionic acids. Methylnonylketone,

CH.,*CO*C„H,u, is» the chief constituent of oil of rue, which also con-

tains methylheptylkeione, Cl l;,‘CO C:7H,„, a liquid ol boiling point

85^-90“ r. (7 mni.), which yields normal caprylic acid on oxidplion

with hvpobromites.
Mesityl oxide, (CH;,).jC:CH*CO*CH.;, is an aromatic smelling liquid

of boiling poitit i29*5-i3o C. It is insoluble 111 water, but readily

dis.solve.s in alcohol. On heating with dihite sulphuric acid it

acetone, but witli the concentrated acid it gives mesitylene, CbHj.2.

Potassium permanganate oxidize.s it to acetic acid and hydroxyiso-

butyric acid (A. Pinner, Ber., 18H2, 15, p. 591)* It forms hydroxy-

hydrocoUidine when heated with acetamide and anhydrous zinc

chloride (F. Canzoncri and G Spica, Gazs. chxm, Jtal

,

1884, 14,

p. 349). Phoronc, (Cl
I..,
).jC:Cl I*CO rH:r(CH.,).,, forms yellow crystals

which melt at 28“ C. and lioil at 197*2“ C. When heated with

phosphorus peiitoxide it yields acetone, water and some pseudo-

i

cumene. Dilute niti'ic acid oxidizes it to acetic and oxalic acids, while

I

potassium permanganate oxidizes it to acetone, carbon dioxide and
1 oxalic acid

Diketones.—The diketones contain two carbonyl groups,

and are distinguishd as a or 1*2 diketones, p or 1*3 diketones,

•y or i’4 diketones, &c., according as they contain the groupings

COCO-, -COCH0CO-, -co'Ca/CHji-co-, etc.

The a-diketones may be prepared by boiling the product of the

action of alkaline bisulphites on isonitrosoketones with 15 % snl*

phuric acid (II. v. Pechmann, Ber., 1887, 20, p. 31 12 ; 1889, 22, p. 2115)

,

CH;,*CO*C:(N OII)*CH„-^CH.rCO C:(NHS63)*CH3^CII,*C0*C0 *CH.,;

or by the action of i.soamyl nitrite on the isonitrosoketones (O.

Manasae, Ber., 1888, 21, p. 2177). a>Hn CO*C:(NOH)*CHa 4 „CbHOKO
QH5*C0*C0*CH, + C^H„OH 4- NsO. They condense with ortho-

diamines to form quinoxalines (O. Hinsberg, Attn., 1887, 237, p. 327),

and with ammonia and aldehydes to form imidazoles. Diacetyl,

CH;}*CO*CO*CH.h, is a yellowish green liquid, which boil? at 87-88" C.,

and possesses a pungent smell. It combines with sodium bisulphite

and with hydrocyanic acid. Dilute alkalis convert it into para-

xyloquinone.
The ^-diketones form characteristic copper salts, and in alcoholic

solution they combine with semicarbazide to form products which on
boiling with ammoniaca) silver nitrate solution give pyrazoles

(T. Posner, Ber., 1901, 34, p. 3975) ;
with hydroxylamine they form

isoxazoles, and with phenylhydrazine pyrazoles. Acetyl acetone,

CH3*C0*CH.^*C0*CH3, may be ^epared by the action of aluminium
chlOTide on" acetyl chloride, or by condensing ethyl acetate with
acetone in the presence of sodium (L. Claisen). It is a liquid of

boiling point 138* C. It condenses readily with aniline to give

«7-dimethvl quinoline.

The 7-diketones are characterized by the readiness with which
they yield furfurane, pyrrol and thiophene derivatives, the fur-

furane derivatives being formed by heating the ketones with a
dehydrating agent, the thiophenes by hfsating with phO|q>]K>rus pwta-
Mulphide, and the pyrrols by the action of alcoWic ammonia or

amines. Acetonyl acetone, CH3‘CO CH./CH’aCO CH3, a liquid boiling

at 194*' C., may be obtained by condenaing sodium aceto-acetate

with mono-chlotacetone (C. Paal, Ber., 1885, tS, p, 59)
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Oi/mip+Na-CH-COCI^tCOOlU

-CH,CO-CHaCHCOCH,(OOOIO
-*CH,COCI^CHjCC)CH,

;

or by the hydTol3rais of diaceto-sucdnic ester, prepared by the

action of iodine on sodium aceto*acetate (L. Knorr, Ber*^ 1S89,

22, pp. 169, 2100).

1*5 diketones nave been prepared by L. Claisen by condensing
ethoxymethylene aceto-acetic esters and similar compounds wiin

/5-ketonic esters and with 1-3 diketones. The ethoxymethylene
accto-acetic esters are prepared by condensing aceto-acetic ester

with ortho-formic ester m the presence of acetic anhydride (German
patents 77354, 79087, 798O3). The 1*5 diketones of this type, when
heated with aqueous ammonia, form pjrridine derivatives. Those
in which the keto groups are in combmation with phenyl residues

give pyridine derivatives on treatment with hydroxylamine, thus

benzamarone, CaHftCH[CH(Cfinfl)-CO'C|,Ha], gives pentaphenylpyri-

dinc, NCft(C8H5)5. On the general reactions of the 1*5 diketones,

see E, Knoevenagel (Ann., 1894, 281, p. 25 seq.) and H. Stobbe
(Ber., xgo2, 35, p. 1445)'
Many cyclic ketones are known, and in most respects they resemble

the ordinary aliphatic ketones (see Polymetmylenes ;
Terpenes).

KETT£L£R» WILHELM EMMMUEL, Ba&on von (1811-

1877), German theologian and politician, was bom at Harkotten,

in Bavaria, on the 25ih uf December 1811. He studied theology

at Gottingen, Berlin, Heidelberg and Munich, and was ordained

priest in 1844, He resolved to consecrate his life to maintaining

the cause of the freedom of the Church from the control of the

State. This brought him into collision with the civil power, an

attitude which he maintained throughout a stormy and eventful

life. Ketteler was rather a man of action than a scholar, and he

first distinguished himself as one of the deputies of the Frankfort

National Assembly, a position to which he was elected in 1848,

and in which he soon became noted for his decision, foresight,

energy and eloquence. In 1850 he was made bishop of Mainz,

by order of the Vatican, in preference to the celebrated Professor

Leopold Schmidt, of Giessen, w'hose IJberal sentiments were not

iigreeable to tlie Papal party. When elected, Ketteler refused

to allow the students of theology in his diocese to attend lectures

at Gies.sen, and ultimately founded an opposition seminary in the

diocese of Mainz itself. He also founded orders of School

Brothers and School Sisters, to work in the various educational

agencies he had called into existence, and he laboured to institute

orphanages and rescue homes. In 1858 he threw down the

gauntlet against the State in his pamphlet on the rights of the

Catholic Church in Germany. In 1863 he adopted I.assalle’s

Socialistic views, and published his Die Arbeitfrage und das

Christefithum, When the question of papal infallibility arose,

he opposed the promulgation of the dogma on the ground that

such promulgation was inopportune. But he was not resolute

in his opposition. The opponents of the dogma complamed

at the very outset that he was wavering, half converted by his

hosts, the members of the German College at Rome, and further

influenced by his own misgivings. He soon deserted his anti-

Infallibilist colleagues, and submitted to the decrees in August

1870. He was the warmest opponent of the State in the KvUur-

kampf provoked by Prince Bismarck after the publication of ^e
Vatican decrees, and was largely instmmental in compelling

that statesman to retract the pledge he had rashly given, never

to “ go to Canossa.*^ To such an extent did Bishop von Ketteler

cany his opposition, that in 1874 he forbade his clei75y to take

part in celebrating the anniversary of the battle of &dan, and

declared the Rhine to be a “ Catholic river." He died at Bui^-

hausen, Upper Bavaria, on the 13th of July 1877.
jj j ^

KETTERING, a market town in the eastern parliamentary

division of Northamptonshire, England, 7« m. N.N.W. from

Ix)ndon by the Midland railway. Pop. of urban district

19454 ; <i90iX 28,653. The church of SS. Peter and

Paul, mainly Perpendicular, has a lofty and ornate tower and

spire. The ehief manufa<^res are boots, shoes, bnishes, stays,

clothing and agricultural implements. There are iron*works in

the immediate neighbourhood. The privilege of market was

grantedm xa27 by a charter of Henrv HI.

KETTLE, SIR RUPERT ALFRED (1817-1894), English

county court judge, was bom at Birmingham oh the 9th of

January 1817. His family had for some time been connected

with the gkss^staming business. In 1845 CB!Sied to the

bar, and in 1859 he was made judge of the Worcestershke Ciouhty

courts, becoming also a bencher of the Middle Temple (1882).

He acted as arbitrator in several important strikes, and Insides

being the first president of the Midland iron trade wages board,

he was largely responsible for the formatkm of similar boards in

other staple trades. His name thus became identified with the

organization of a system of arbitration between emffloyers and

employed, and in 1880 he was knighted for his services in this

capacity. In 1851 he married
;
one of his scuis subsequently

became a London police magistrate. Kettle died on the 6th

of October 1894 at Wolverhampton.

KETTLEDRUM ^ (Fr. timbales

;

Ger. Pmtken ; Ital. timpani ;

Sp. timbal), the only kind of drum {q,v.) having a definite

musical pitch. The kettledrum consists of a hemispherical

pan of copper, brass or silver, over which a piece of vellum is

stretched tightly by means of screws woridng on an iron ring,

which fits closely round the head of the drum. In the bottom

of the pan is a small vent-hole, which prevents the head being

rent by the concussion of air. The vellum head may thus be

slackened or tightened at will to produce any one of the notes

within its compass of haH an octave. Each kettledrum gives

but one note at a time, and as it takes some little time to alter

all tlie screws, two or three kettledrums, sometimes more, each

tuned to a different note, are used in an orchestra or band.

For centuries kettledrums have been made and used in Europe

in pains, one large and one small
;
the relative proportions of the

two instruments being well defined and invariable. Even when
eight pairs of drums, all tuned to different notes, are used, as

by Berlioz in his " Grand Requiem," there are still but the two

sizes of drums to produce all the notes. Various mechanisms

have been tried with the object of facilitating the change of

pitch, but the simple old-fashioned model is still the most

frequently used in England. Two sticks, of which there are

several kinds, arc employed to play the kettledrum; the best

of these are made of whalebone for elasticity, and have a small

wooden knob at one end, covered with a thin piece of fine sponge.

Others have the button covered with felt or india-rubber.

The kettledrum is struck at about a quarter of the diameter

from the ring.

The compass oi kettl«drum& collectively is not much more than

;*the larger instruments,an octave, between
EBE

which it is inadvisable to tune below F, take any one of the following

notes :

—

and the smaller are tuned to one of the notes completing the

chromatic and enharmonic scale from These

limits comprise all the notes of artistic value that can be obtained

tiom kettledrums. When there are but two drums—the term
" dntm " used by mnsiciams always denotes the kettledmm—^they

are generally tuned to the tonic and dominant or to the tonic and
subdominant, these notes entering into the composition of most of

the harmonies of the key. Formerly the kettMrums used to be

treated as transposing instruments, the notation, as for the bm^n,

being in C, the key to which the kettledrums were to be tuued being

indicated in the score. Now composers write the real motea

The tone of ago^ kettledrum is sonorous, rich, and of great power.

When noise rather than music is required uncovered sticks are used.

The drums may be muffled or covered by placing a piece of cloth or

silk over the vellum to damp the sound, a device which produces a

lugubrious, mysterious effect and is inotcated in the score by the

words timpani coperti, Hmpani con sordini, timbales comertes,

geddmpfte Pauken. Besides the beautiful effects obtained by means
of delicate gradation* of tone, numerous rhythmical figures may be
executed on one, two or more notes. German drummerswho were

» From ** drum and ** kettle " a covered metal veaael for boiling

water or other liquid
;
the O. E. word is cetd, cf^ Du. Get.

Kessel, borrowed from Lat. caiillus, dim. of cedinus, bowi.
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renowned during the 17th and iSth centuries, borrowing the terms
from the trumpets with wliich the kettledrums were long associated,

recognized the following beats :

—

Single tonguing

{Einfacht' Ztinge»)

Double tonguing

{Doppel Oder gerissenc Zimgen)

Legato tonguing

{Tragendc Zungen)

Frankfort-on-Main in in England Cornelius Ward in 1837;
in Italy C. A. lioracchi of Monza in 1839.^

J'he drawback in most of these systems is the complicated nature

of the mechanism, which soon gets out of order, and, being N-ery

cumbersome and heavy, it renders the instrument more or less of a

lixture. Potter's kettledrum with instantaneous system of tuning,

the best known at the present day in England, and used in some
military bands with entire success, is a complete contrast to the

above. There is practically no mechanism; the system is simple,

ingenious, and neither adds to the weight nor to the bulk of the

instrument. There are no screws round the head of Potter's kettle-

drum
;
an invisible system of cords in the interior, regulated by screws

and rods in the form of a Maltese cros.s, is worked from the outside

by a small handle connected to a dial, on the face of which are

twenty-eight numbered notches, Bjr means of these the performei

is able to tune the drum instantly to any note within the compass
by remembering the numbers wluch correspond to each note and
pointing the indicator to it on the face of tlie dial. Should the cord'^

become slightly stretched, flattening the pitch, causing the represen-

tative numbers to change, the performer need only give his indicator

an extra turn to bring his instrument back to piten, each note having
several notches at its service. The internal mechanism, being of lui

cla.stic nature, has no detrimental eftect on the tone but tends to

increase its volume and improve its quality.

Whole double tonguing

{Game Doppel-Zxingen)

|_ IJ j"

îjf-i -—#-

Double cro.ss-beal ^

{Doppel KreuzschUige)

J he roll

(lytrhe/)

333;^•ctc-

The double roll

{Doppel

11 is generally stated that Beethoven v as the first to treat the

kettledrum as a solo instrument, but in Dido^ an opera by C. Graupner
performed at the Hamburg Opera House in 1707, there is a short

solo for the kettledrum."

The tuning of the kettledrum is an operation requiring time, even

when the screw-heads, as is now usual, are 'I'-shajxjd; to expedite

the change, therefore, efforts have been made in all countries to

invent some mechanism winch would enable the performer to tune

the drum to a fixed note by a single movement. The first mechanical

kettledrums date from the beginning of the 19th century, in

Holland a system was invented by J. C. N. Stumpfi^; in France by
Labbaye in 1827; in Germany Einbigler patented a system in

J This rhythmical use of kettledrums was characteristic of the

military instrument of percussion, rather than the musical member
of the orchestra. During the middle ages and until the end of the

1 8th century, the two different notes obtainable from the pair of

kettledrums were probably used more as a means of marking and
v^arying the rhythm than as musical notes entering into the com-
position of the harmonies. The kettledrum.s, in fact, approximated

to the side drums in technique. The contrast lietwecn the purely

rhythmical use of kettledrums, given above, and the more modern
musical use is well exenmlified by the well-known solo for four

kettledrums in Meyerlieer’s Robert Ic Diahle
,
beginning thus

—

,-p—.Q- -|- —— •—I— 1 N-W

irl-iiz 1—
// . .

“ See Wilhelm Kleefeld, Das Orchester der Hamburger Oper (1O78-

1738); Internationale Musikgesellschaft, Sammelband i. 2, p. 278

(Leipzig, 1899). , . . , ,

® See J. Georges Kastner, Mdthode compute et ratsontUe de timbales

(Parish p. 19, where several of the early mechanical kettledrums arc

described and illustrated.

The origin of the kettledrum is remote and must be sought

in the East. Its distinctive characteristic is a hemisphericiil or

convex vessel, closed by means of a single parchment or skin

drawn tightly over thc^ aperture, w hereas other drum.s con.^i^i

(if a cylinder, having one end or both covered by the parchment,

as in the side-drum and tambourine respectively. The Romans

were acquainted with the kettledrum, including it among lh(^

tympana
;
the tympanum Icve, like a sieve, was the tambourine

used in the rites of Bacchus and (ybclc.'^ The comparatively

heavy tympanum of bronze mentioned by Catullus w’as proliablv'

the small kettledrum which appears in pairs on monuments of

the middle age.s.^ Pliny states that half pearls having

one side round and the other flat were called tympania. If

the name tympania (Gr. rvfjuwavovy from tuhtciv, to strike) was

given to pearls of a certain shape because they resembled the

kettleflrum, this argues that the instrument was well known

among the Romans. Jt is doubtful, however, if it was

adopted by them as a military instrument, since it i.s not

mentioned by Vegetius,*' who defines very clearly the duties of

the .service instruments huccina, tuba, cornu and lituiis.

The Greeks also knew- the kettledrum, but as a wmlike

instrument of barbarians. Plutarch mentions that the

Parthians, in order to frighten their enemies, in offering battle

used not the horn or tuba, but hollow vessels covered with a

skin, on which they beat, making a terrifying noise witli the.se

tympana. Whether the kettledrum penetrated into we.stern

Europe before the fall of the Roman Empire and continued

to be included during the middle ages among the tympana has

not been definitely ascertained. Isidore of Seville gives a some-

w hat vague description of tympanum, conveying the impression

that his information has been obtained second-hand :
“ T} in-

panum est pellis vel corium ligno ex ima parte extentum.

Est enim pars media symphoniae in similitudinem cribri.

Tympanum autem dictum quod medium est. Unde, et mar-

garitum medium tympanum dicitur, et ipsum ut symphonia ad

virgulam percutilur.” It is clear that in this passage Isidore

is referring to Pliny.

'Phe names given during the middle ages to the kettledrum are

derived from the ICast. We have attambal or aitabal in Spain,

See Gustav Schilling's Encyklopddie dcr gesammten musikul.

Wissenschaften (Stuttgart, 1840), vol. v., art. Pauke.”
^ Sec Manuale pel Timpanista (Milan, 1842), where Boracclii

describes and illustrates his invention.

« Catullus Ixiii. 8-10; Claud. De cons. Stilich. iii. 305; Lucrel. 11.

018: Virg. ix. O19, &c.

^ John Carter, Specimens of Ancient Sculpture, bas-relici from seats

of choir of Worcester Cathedral and of collegiate church of St Katli-

erine near the Tower of London (plates, vol. i. following p. 53 anil

vol. ii. following p. 22).
” Hat. Hist, ix. 35, 23.
w De re militari, ii. 22; iii. 5, &c.

^

Crassu.^, xxiii. 10. See also Justin xli. 2, and Polydonis, lib. i,

cap. XV. .t: ...

See Lsidoreof Seville, Btymologiarum, lib. m. cap. 21, 141 ;
Migne,

:

Pair. cur^. completus, Ixxxii. 167.
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from the Persian tambal, whence is derived the modem French

timbales] nacaire, naquaire or nakeres (English spelling), from

the Arabic nakkarah or noqqdrich (Bengali, na%ard), and the

German Pauke, M.H.G. Buke or Puke, which is probably derived

from byk, the Assyrian name of the instrument.

A line in the chronicles .of Joinville definitely establishes the

identity of the nakeres as a kind of drum :
“ Lor il fist sonner

(Gen Potter & Co. of Alder>hot.)

Fig. I.—Mechanical Kettledrum, showing the system
of cords inside the head.

This regiment is now the .list (Empress of India) Lancers.

i

les labours cjue Ton appcllc uacaires.'" The narairc is among !

the instruments mentioned by Froissart as having been used
j

on the occasion of Edward III.’s triumphal entij’ into Calais
|

in 1347 :
“ trompes, tambours, nacaires, chalemies, muses.'' ^

j

Chaucer mentions them in the description of the tournament

in the Ktrif^ht's Tale (line 2514) ;— |

“ Pipes, trompes, nakeres and clarionnes

That in the bataille Idowen blody sonnes.”

Tlte earliest European illustration showing kettledrums is the

scene depicting Pharaoh’s banquet in the fine illuminated MS.

book of Genesis of the 5th or 6th century, prescr\'ed in Vienna.

There are two pairs of shallow metal bowls on a table, on which

a woman is performing with two sticks, as an accompaniment

to the double pipes.'-* As a companion illumination may be

cited the picture of an Eastern banquet given in a 14th-century

MS. at the British Museum (Add. MS. 27,695), illuminated by a

.skilled Genoese. The potentate is enjoying the music of various

instruments, among which are two kettledrums strapped to the

back of a Nubian slave. This was the earlier manner of using

i Panthion imraive (Paris, 1837), J. A. Buchon, vol. i. cap. 322,

^
*Jt(wrodiic«d by Franz Wickhoff, " Die Wiener Genesis,” supple-

ment to the 15th and i6th volumes of ihejahrb. d. kunsthistoriseken

Satnndmgen a. aUerhdehsten Kaiserhauses (Vienna, 1895) ;
see frontis-

piece in colours and plate illustration XXXIV

.

the instrument before it became inseparably associated with the

trumpet, sharing its position as the service instrument of the

cavalry. Jost Amman “ gives a picture of a pair of kettledrums

with banners being played by an armed knight on horseback.

(From Hrtrtel u. WickhoflPs "Die Wie«er Genesis," Jarhbuch tier kunstkiaieriseken
SnttimluugtH dea allcrkdchstcn Kaiserhauaes,)

FiG. 2.—'Kettledrums in an early Christian MS.

As in the ca.se of the trumpet, the use of the kettledrum was

placed under great re.strictions in Germany and France and *

to some extent in England, but it was used in churches with

the trumpet.'* No French or German regiment was allowed

l.'vG.. J.—Medieval Kottlednuns, 14111 century. (Brit. Museum.)

kettledrums unless they had been captured from the enemy,

and the timhalier or the Hcerpauker on parade, in reviews

and marches generally, rode at the head of the squadron; in

battle his position was in the wings. In England, before the

Restoration, only the Guards were allowed kettledrums, but

after the accession of Jivme.s IL every regiment of horse was

provided with them.® Before the Royal Regiment of Artillery

was established, the master-general of ordnance was responsible

for the raising of trains of artillery. Among his retinue in time

of war were a trumpeter and kettledrummer. The kettledrums

were mounted on a chariot drawn by six white horses. They

appeared in the field for the first time in a train of artiller}'

during the Irish rebellion of 1689, and the charges for ordnance

» Artliche u. knnstreiche Figuren zu dev Reutterey (Frankfort-on-

Main, 1584).
* See Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum and Monatshefte f.

Musikgeschichte, Jahrgang x. 51.
® See Georges Kastner, op. cit. pp. 10 and 11

:
Johann Ernst Alten*

burg, VersHch einer Anleitung z. heroiseh-musikaliscken Trompeter u.

Paukerhunst (Halle, I 795)» P* M. G. Farmer, Memoirs of

the Royal Artillery Band, p. 23, note i (London, X904).
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include the item, “ large kettledrums mounted on a carriage

with cloatha marked l.R. and cost £158, 9s.” ^ A model
of the kettledrums with their carriage which accompanied the

duke of Marlborough to Holland in 1702 is preserved in the

Rotunda Museum at Woolwich. The kettledrums accompanied

the Royal Artillery train in the Vigo expedition and during the

campaign in Flanders in 1748. Macbean - states that they

were mounted on a triumphal car ornamented and gilt, bearing

llu* ordnance flag and drawn by six white horses. The f)osilion

of tlie car on march was in front of the flag gun, and in camp in

front of the quarters of the duke of Cumberland with the artillery

guns packed round them. The kettledrummer had by order

“to mount the kettledrum carriage every night half an hour

before the sun sett aild beat till gun fireing.” In 1759 the

kettledrums ceased to form part of the establishment of the

Royal Artiller}’, and they were deposited, together with their

( arriage, in the To^^er, at the same time as a pair captured

at Malplaquct in 1709. These Tower drums were frequently

borrowed by Handel for performances of his oratorios.

The kettledrums still form part of the bands of the Life Guards

and other cavalry regiment.s. (K. S.)

KEUPER, in geology the third or uppermost subdivision of

the Triassic system. The name is a hw al miners' term of German
origin

;
it corresponds to the Frcnc'h marncs irisees. The forma-

tron is well exposed in Swabia, Franconia, Alsace and I.orraine

and Luxemburg: it extends from Basel on the east side of tlic

Rhine into Hanover, and n )rthwards it spreads into Swedeii and
through England into Scotland and north-cast Ireland; it

appears flanking the central plateau of France and in the Pyrenees

and Sardinia. Jn the German region it is usual to divide the

Keuper into three groups, the Rhaefic or upper Keuper, the

middle, Uaupikeuper or gypsPeuper, and the lower, Kohlenheuper

or Leitenkahle. In Germany the lower division consists mainly

of grey clays and sclmfcrUtten with white, grey and brightly

coloured sandstone and dolomitic limestone. Tht upper part

of tins division is often a grey dolomite known as the Grenz

dolomite; the impure coal bed&—Lettenkohle—Bxt aggregated

towards the base. The middle division is thicker than either

of the others (at Gottingen, 450 metres); it consists of a marly

series below, grey, red and green marls with gypsum and dolo-

mitt—this is the gypskeuper in its restricted sense. Tlie higher

part o^Hlf "series is sandy, hence called the Sieinmergd) it is

coinpaWtively free from gypsum. To this division belong the

Myophoria beds (JVf. Raibliana) with galena in places; the

Estheria beds {E. laxitestn); the Schelfsandstein, used as a

building-stone; the Lehrberg and Berg-gyps beds; Semionotus

beds (.S. Bergeri) with huilding-stone of Coburg; and the Burg-

and Stubensandstein. The salt, which is a.ssociatcd with gypsum,

is exploited in south Germany at Dreuze, Pettoncourt, Vie in

Lorraine and Wimpfen on the Neckar. A J-raetre coal is found

on this horizon in the Erzgebirge, and another, 2 metres thick,

has been mined in Fpper Silesia. The upper Keuper, Rhaetic

or Avicula conloria zone in Germany is mainly sandy with dark

grey shales and marls; it is seldom more than 25 metres tliick.

The sandstones are used for building purposes at Bayreuth,

Culmbach and Bainbejrg. In Swabia and the Wesergebirge arc

several “ bone-beds,” thicker than those in the middle Keuper,

which contain a rich assemblage of fossil remains of fish, reptiles

and the mammalian teeth of Microlestes antiquus and Triglyptus

Fraasi. The name Rhaetic is derived from the Rhaetic Alps

where the beds are well developed; they occur also in central

J‘rance, the Pyrenees and England. In S. Tirol and the Judic-

arian Mountains the Rhaetic is represented by the Kossener

beds. In the Alpine region the presence of coral beds gives rise

to the so-called “ Lithodeudron Kalk,”

In Great Britain the Keuper contains the following sub-

divisions t Rhaetic or Penarih beds, grey, red and green marls,

Hack shales and so-called “ white lias ” (10-150 ft.). Upper
Keuper marl, red and grey marls and shales with gypsum and

^ Miller's AfiUl^ry RegimmteU History, see also H. G. Farmer,
op, oit. p. 22; iUustration 1702, p. 26.

® Memoirs of the Royal Artillery.

rock salt (800-3000 ft.), l/nver Keuper sandstone, marls and
thin sandstones at the top, red and white sandstones (including

the so-called “ waterstones ”) below, with breccias and con-

glomerates at the base (150-250 ft.). The basal or “ dolomitic

conglomerate ” is a shore or scree breccia derived from local

materials; it is well developed in the Mendip district. The rock-

salt beds vary from i in. to 100 ft. in thickness; they are exten-

sively worked (mined and pumped) in Cheshire, Middlesbrough

and Antrim. The Keuper covers a large area in the midlands

and around the flanks of the Pennine range
;
it reaches southward

to the Devonshire coast, eastward into Yorkshire and north-

westward into north Ireland and south Scotland. As in Germany,
there are one or more “ bone beds ” in the English Rhaetic with

a similar assemblage of fossils. In the “ white lias ” the upper
hard limestone is knovm as the “ sun bed ” or “ Jew stone

at the base is the Gotham or landscape marble.

Representatives of the Rhaetic are found in south Sweden,

where the lower portion contains workable coals, in the Hima-
layas, Japan, Tibet, Burma, eastern Siberia and in Spitzbergen.

The upper portion of the Karroo beds of South Africa and
part of the Otapiri series of New Zealand are probably of

Rhaetic age.

The Keujwr is not rich in fossils
;
the principal plants are cypress-

like conifers {WalcMa, Voltztu) and a few calamites with such forms
as Equisftum ayenaccum and PUrophyllum Jaeger Aviiula
contorta^ Protocardhm rhaefivum, Terebratula gregaria^ MvopJioria
cosiata, M. (roldfassi and Lingula tvnuessima, Anoplophoria lettica

may be mentioned among the invertebrates. Fishes include
Ceratodus, Hybvdus and Leptdotus. Labyrinthodonts represented
by the footprints of Cheirothvrium and the bones of Labyrtnihodon,
Mastodonsaurus and Capitosaurus. Among the reptiles arc //v-
perodapedon, Palaeosmmts, Zanclodon, Nothosaurus and BeloUon.
Microlestes, the earliest known mammalian genus, has already been
mentioned.

See also the article Triassic System.
(
J. A. II .)

KEW, a township in the Kingston parliamentary division of

Surrey, England, situated on the south bank of the Thames,
6 m. W.S.W. of Hyde Park Corner, London. Pop. (1901), 2699.

A stone bridge of seven arches, erected in 1789, connecting Kew
with Brentford on the other side of the river, was replaced by

a bridge of three arches opened by Edward VII. in 1903 and
named after him. Kew has increased greatly as a residential

suburb of London; the old rillage consisted chiefly t>f a row of

houses with gardens attached, situated on the north side of a

green, to the south of which is the church and churchyard and
at the west the principal entrance to Kew Gardens. From
remains found in the bed of the river near Kew bridge it has been
conjectured that the village marks the site of an old British

settlement. The name first occurs in a document of the reign

of Henry VII., w'here it is spelt Kayhough. The church of

St Anne (1714) has a mausoleum containing the tomb of the duke
of Cambridge (d. 1850), son of George IIL,and is also the burial-

place of Thomas Gainsborough the artist, Jeremiah Meyer the

painter of miniatures (d. 1789), John Zoffany the artist (d. 1810),

Joshua Kirby the architect (d. 1774), and William Alton the

botanist and director of Kew Gardens (d. 1793).

The free school originally endowed by Lady Ceipel in 1721

received special benefactions from George IV., and the title of
“ the king’s free school.”

The estate of Kew House about the end of the 17th century

came into the possession of Lord Capel of Tewkesbury, and in

1721 of Samuel Molyneux, secretary to the prince of Wales,

afterwards George II. After his death it was leased by Frederick

prince of Wales, son of George 11 ., and was purchased about 1789
by George III

. ,
who devoted his leisure to its improvement. The

old house was pulled down in 1802, and a new mansion was begun
from the designs of James Wyatt, but the king’s death prevented

its completion, and in 1827 the portion built was removed.
Dutch House, close to Kew House, was sold by Robert Dudley,
earl of Leicester, to Sir Hugh Portman, a Dutch merchant, late

in Hie i6th century, and in 1781 was purchased by George 111 .

as a nursery for the royal chilflren. It is a plain brick structure,

now known as Kew Palace.
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The Royal Botanic Gardens of Kew originated in the exotic

garden formed by Lord Capel and greatly extended by the

princess dowager^ widow of Frederick, prince of Wales, and by
George 111 ., aided by the skill of William Aiton and of Sir

Joseph Banks. In 1840 the gardens were adopted as a national

establishment, and transferred to the department of woods
and forests. The gardens proper, which originally contained

only about xi acres, were subsequently increased to 75. acres,
|

and the pleasure grounds or arboretum adjoining extend to
|

270 acres. There are extensive conservatories, botanical

museums, including the magnificent herbarium and a library.

A lofty Chinese pagoda was erected in 1761. A flagstafl 159 ft.

high is made out of the fine single trunk of a Douglas pine.

In the neighbouring Richmond Old Park is the important Kew
Observatory.

KEWANES, a city of Henry county, Illinois, U.S.A., in the

N.W* part of the state, about 55 m. N. by W. of Peoria.

Pop. (1900), 8382, of whom 2006 were foreign-born; (1910,

census), 9307. ll is served by the Chicago Burlington &
Quincy railroad and by the Galesburg & Kewanee Electric

railway. Among its manufactures are foundry and machine-
shop products, boilers, carriages and w^agons, agricultural

implements, pipe and fittings, working-men’s gloves, &c. In

1905 the total factory product was valued at $6,729,381,
or 6i'5 % more than in 1900. Kewanee was settled in 1836
by people from Wethersfield, Connecticut, and was first chartered

as a city in 1897.

KEY, SIR ASTLEY COOPER (1821-1888), English ^ral,
was born in London in 1821, and entered the navy in 1833.
His father was Charles Aston Key (1793-1849), a well-known

surgeon, the pupil of Sir Astley Cooper, and his mother was
the latter’s niece. After distinguishing himself in active

service abroad, on the South American station (1844-1846), in

the Baltic during the Crimean War (C.B. 1 855), and China (1857),
Key was appointed in 1858 a member of the royal commission
on national defence, in i860 captain of the steam reserve at

Devonport, and in 1863 captain of H.M.S. Excellent ” and
superintendent of the Royal Naval College. He had a con- :

siderable share in advising as to the reorganization of adminis-

tration, and in 1866, having become rear-admiral, was made
director of naval ordnance. Between 1869 and 1872 he held

the offices of superintendent of Portsmouth dockyard, super-

intendent of Malta dockyard, and second in command in the

Mediterranean. In 1872 he was made president of the projected

Royal Naval College at Greenwich, which was organized by him,

and after its opening in 1873 he was made a K.C.B. and a vice-

admiral. In 1876 he was appointed commander-in-chief on the

North American and West Indian station. Having become full

admiral in 1878, lie was appointed in 1879 principal A.D.C., and
soon afterwards first naval lord of the admiralty, retaining

this post till 1885. In 1882 he was made G.C.B. He died at

Maidenhead on the 3rd of March 1888.

See Memotfs e/ Sir AstlBy Cooper Key^ by Vice-Admiral Colomb
(1898).

KEY, THOMAS HEWITT (1799-1875), English classical

scholar, was bom in London on the 20th of March j 799. He
was educated at St John’s and Trinity Colleges, Cambridge,

and graduated 19th wrangler in 1821. From 1825 to 1827 he

was professor of mathematrcf in the university of Virginia, and

after his return to England was appointed (1828) professor of

Latin in the newly founded university of London. In 1S32

he became joint headmaster of the school founded in connexion

with that institution; in 1S42 he resigned the professorship

of Latin, and took up that of comparative grammar together

with the undivided headmastJership of the school. These two

posts he held till his death on the 29th of November 1875.-

Key is best known for his introduction of the crude-form (the

uninflected form or stem, of words) system, in general use among
Sanskrit geaxnmarians,into riie teachingof the classical languages.

This system was embodied in his Latin Grammar (1846). In

Lan^fuige, its Origin and Development he upholds the

onomatopoeic theory. Key was prejudiced against the German

767
Sanskritists,” and the etymological portion of his Latin

Dictionary, published in 1888, was severely criticized on
account. ]He was a member of the Royal S^ety and president
of the Philological Society, to the Transactions of which he
contributed largely.

See Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. xxiv. {1876): R. EUis
in the Academy (Dec. 4, 1875); J, P. Hicks, T. Hewitt Key (X893),
where a full list of his works and contributions is given.

KEY (in 0 . Eng. caig
;
the ultimate origin of the word is

unknown; it appears only in Old Frisian kei of other Teutonic
languages; until the end of the 17th century the pro.nunciatibn
was kay, as in other words in 0 . Eng. ending in aig\ cf.

daig, day; claeg, clay; the New English Dictionary takes the
change to kee to be due to northern influence), an instrument of

metal used for the opening and closing of a lock (see Lock),
Until the 14th century bronze and not iron was most commonly
used. The terminals of the stem of the keys were frequently
decorated, the “ bow ” or loop taking the form sometimes of a

trefoil, with figures inscribed within it; this decoration increased

in the i6th century, the terminals being made in the shape of

animals and other figures. Still more elaborate ceremonial
keys were used by court officials; a series of chamberlains’ keys
used during the 18th and 19th centuries in several courts in

Europe is in the British Museum. The terminals are decorated
with crowns, royal monograms and ciphers. The word “ key

”

is by analog)^ applied to things regarded as means for the opening
or closing of anything, for the making clear that which is hidden.

Thus it is used of an interpretation as to the arrangement of the *

letters or words of a cipher, of a solution of mathematical or other

problems, or of a translation of exercises or books, &c., from a

foreign language. The term is also used %uratively of a place

of commanding strategic position. Thus Gibraltar, the “ Key
of the Mediterranean,” was granted in 1462 by Henry IV. of

Castile, the arms, gules, a castle proper, with key pendant to

the gate, or; these arms form the badge of the 50th regiment,
of foot (now 2nd Batt. Essex Regiment) in the British army, in

memory of the part which it took in the siege of 1782, The
word is also frequently applied to many mechanical contrivances

for unfastening or loosening a valve, nut, bolt, &c., such as a
spanner or wrench, and to the instruments used in tuning a piano-

forte or harp or in winding clocks or watches. A farther

extension of the word is to appliances or devices which serve to

lock or fasten together distinct parts of a structure, as the
“ key-stone ” of an arch, the wedge or piece of wood, metal, &c.,

which fixes a joint, or a small metal instrument, shap>ed like

a U, used to secure the bands in the process of sewing in book-
binding.

In musical instruments the term
** key ” is applied in certain

wind instruments, particularly of the wood-wmd type, to the

levers which open and close valves in order to produce various

notes, and in ke>'board instruments, such as the organ or the

pianoforte, to the exterior white or black parts of the levers

which either open or shut the valves to admit the wind from

the bellows to the pipes or to release the hammers against the

strings (see Keyboard), Tt is from this application of the word
to these levers in musical instruments that the term is also

used of the parts pressed by the finger in typewriters and in

telegraphic instruments.

A kty is the insignia of the office of chamberlain in a royal

household (see Chamberlain and Lord Chamberlain). The
power of the keys ” (clavium potestas) in ecclesiastical usage

represents the authority given by Christ to Peter by the words,
** I will give unto thee the ke5rs of the kingdom of heaven ”

(Matt. xvi. 19). This is claimed by the Roman Church to have

been transmitted to the popes as the successors of St Peter.
“ Key ” was formerly the common spelling of

**
quay/’ a

wharf, and is still found in America for “ cay,” an island reef

or sandbank off the coast of Florida (see Quay).

The origin of the name Keys or Houaa of Kw» the lower branch
of the legislature, the court of Tynwald) of the Isle of Max^has been
much discussed, but it is generally acc^ted that it ia a particular

application of the word ” key ” by Engh^ and not Manx-apeaking
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people. According to A. W. Moore, History of ike lab of Man,
i. lOosqq. (1900), in the Manx statutes and records the name of the

house was in 1417 Claves Manmae el Claves Ic^is, Keys of Man and
Keys of the Law

;
but the popular and also the documentary name till

15H5 seems to have been " the 24," in Manx Kiare as feed. From
15H5 to 17^4 the name was in the statutes, Ax.., " the 24 Keys/* or !

simply "the Keys." Moore suggests that the name was possibly

originally due lo an English " clerk of the rolls,” the members of the

house being called in to " unlock or solve the difficulties of the law."

There is no evidence for the suggestion that Keys is an English cor-

ruption of Kiare-as, the hrst part of Ktave as feed. Another sugges-

tion is that it is from a Scandinavian word /ct /sc, chosen.

KEYBOARD, or Manual (Fr. clavier; Ger. Klaviatur ;
Ital.

tastatura), a succession keys for unlocking sound in stringed,

wind or percussion musical instruments, together with the case
|

or board on which they are arranged. The two principal types
|

of keyboard instruments are the organ and the piano; their
j

keyboards, although similarly constructed, differ widely in
I

scope and capabilities. The keyboard of the organ, a purely

mechanical contrivance, is the external means of communicating

with llic valves or pallets that open and close the entrances U)

the pipes. As its action is incapable of variation at the will

of the performer, the keyboard of the organ remains without

influence on the quality and intensity of the sound. The key-

board of the piano, on the contrary, besides its purely mechanical

function, also forms a sympathetic vehiede of transinis.sion for

till* performer’s rhythmical and emotional feeling, in consequence

of the faithfulness w’ith which it passes on the impulses communi-

cated by the fingers. The keyboard proper does not, in instru-

ments of the organ and piano types, contain the complete

mechanical apparatus for directly unlocking the sound, but

cmly that external part of it which is accessible to the performer.

'the first in.strumeni provided with a keylKiard was the organ;

we must therefore seek for the prototype of the modern kc)-board

in connexion with the primitive instrument w’hich marks the transi-

tion between the mere syrinx provided with bellows, in which all the

j.

ines sounded nt once unless stopperl by the fingers, and the first

(iigan in which sound was elicited from a })ipc onl}' wli^n unlocked

bv means of .some mechanical contrivance. The earliest contri-

vance was the simple slider, unprovided with a.key or touchpiccc and
working in a groove like the hd of a Iku:, which wa.s merely pushed
in or drawn out to open or close the hole that formed the comniimica-
tion l>etw’ecn the wind chest and the hole in the foot of the pipe.

Those sliders fulfilled in a simple manner the function of the modern
keys, and preceded the groove and pallet system of the modern
organ. We have no clear or trustworthy information concerning
tlie indmitive organ W'ith sliders. Athanasius Kircher^ gives a

i

dra\ving a small mouth-blown instrument under the name of

Mdgrakciha [Mashroqitha
,
Dan. iii. 5) and Ugolini,- de.scril^es a similar

one, but with a pair of bellow’s, as the niagrPphali of the treatise

'ArSkhtn:^ By analogy with the evolution of the organ in central

and w'C.stern Europe from the 8th to the 15111 century, of which we
are able to study the various stages, we may conclude that in

principle both drawings were probatily fairly representative, even
if nothing better than efforts of the iinaginalum to illustrate a text. 1

The invention of the keyboard with balanced keys has lieen placed
1

by some writers as late as the r.^th or 14th century, in spite of its 1

having been described by both Hero of Alexandria and Vitruvius

and mentioned by poets and wxiters. The mi.sconceplion probably
arose from the easy a.ssumption that the organ was the product of

Western skill and that the primitive instruments with sliders found
in nth century documents represen I the sum of the progre.ss made
m the evolution; in reality they were the re.sult of a laborious effort

to reconquer a lost art. The earliest trace of a Imlanced keyboard
we possess is contained in Hero's description of the hydraulic organ
said to have been invented by Ctesibius of Alexandria in the 2nd
centur^'^ n.c. After describing the other parts (see Org\n), Hero
passes on to the sliders with perforations corresponding with the open

'

feet of the speaking pipes w hich, when drawn for>vard, traverse and
block the pipes. Me describes the following contrivance.s : attached
to the slider is a three-limbed, pivoted ellx»w-key, which, when
tiepressed, pushes the slider inwards; in order to provide for its

aiiioniatic return when 'the finger is lifted from the key, a slip of

horn is attached by a gut string to each elbow-key. When the key
is depressed and the slider pushed home, the gut string pulls the slip

of horn and straightens it. As soon as the key is released, the piece

^ See Musurgia, Bk. II. iv. § 3.

“ Thes. Antiq. Sacra. (Venice, 1744-170)9), xxxii. 477.
•' II. 3 and fol. 10, 2. *Ardkhln (" Valuation.'? ') is a treatise

in the Babylonian Talmud. The w'ord Magrephah occurs in the
Mishna, the description of the instrument in the gemSrd.

* See the Cividale Praj’er l3ook of St Elizabeth in Arthur Hase-
lofl’s Eine SichsAhiiring. Malerschule, pi. 20, No. 57, also Bible of

St Etienne Harding at Dijon (see Organ :

of horn, regaining its natural bent by its own elasticity, pulls the

slider out so that the perforation of the slider overlaps and the pipe

is silenced.“ The description of the keyboard by \qtruvius Polho,

a variant of that of Hero, is less accurate and less complete." From
evidence discussed in the article Organ, it is clear that the principle

of a balanced keyboard was well understood both in the 2nd and in

the 5th century a.d. After this all trace of this important develop-

ment disappears, sliders of all kinds with and without handlc.s doing

duty for keys until the 12th or i ^th century, when we find the small

portative organs furnished wdth narrow keys which appear to lx*

balanced
;
the single bellows were manipulated by one hand while

the other fingered the keys. A.s this little instrument was mainly
used to accompany the voice in simple chaunts, it needed few keys,

at most nine or twxlve. The pipes wxxc flue-pipes, A similar

little instrument, having tiny invisible pipes furnished with beating

reeds and a pair of bellows (therefore requiring two performersjh

was known as the regal. There are representations of these medieval
balanced keyboards w’ith keys of various shapes, the most common
being the rectangular with or without rounded corners and tlir

T-shaped, thitil the 14th century all the keys were in one row and
of the same level, and although the B flat was used for modulation,
it was merely placed between A and B natural in the sequence of

notes. During the 14th century small square additional keys made
their appearance, one or two to the octave, inserted between the

others in the position of our black keys but iiof raised. An example
of this keyboard is reprodiicwl by J. F. Riaflo • from a fresco in the

Cistercian monaslery ol Neu.slra Seilora cie Pietlra in Aragon, dated
1390.
80 far the history of the keyboard is that of the organ. The only

.stringed instruments with keys before this date were the organisirttm

and the hurdy-gurdy, in which little tongue.s of wood manipulated by
handles or keys performed the function of the fingers in stopping

I

the strings on the neck of the instriuneuts, but they did not influence
I the development of the keyboard. The advent of the immediate
precursors of the pianoforie was at hand. In the Wunderbuch
(1440), preserved in the Grand Ducal Library at Weimar, are repre-

sented a number of mu.sical instruments, all named. Among them
arc a clavichordium and a claxnrymbulim with narrow additional key.>

let in Ix'tween the wider ones, one to every group of two large Iteys.

The same arrangement prevailed in a clavirymoalum figured in an

j

anonymous MS. attributed to the 14th century, preserved in the

I

public library at Ghent ;
from the lettering over the jacks and strings,

' of which there arc but eight, it would seem as though the draughts-
man had left the accidentals out of the scheme of notation. These ai !*

the earliest known representations of instruments with keyboards.
The exact date at which our chromatic keyboard came into use has
not been discovered, but it existed in the 15th century and may be
studied in the picture of St Cecilia playing the organ on the Ghent
altar-piece painted by the brothers Hulx*rt and Jan van Eyck.
I’raetorius distinctly states that the large Halberstad t organ had the
keylxiard which he figures (plates xxiv. and xxv.) from the outset,

and reproduces the inscription asserting that the organ was built

in 13O1 by the priest Nicolas Fabri and was renovated in 1495 by
Gregorius Kleng. The keyboard of this organ has the arrangement
of the pre.sent day with raised black notes; it is not improbable
that Praelorius's statement wa.s correct, for Germany and the Nether-
lands led the van in organ-building during the middle ages.

At the beginiimg of the i(>th century, to facilitate the playing of

ctmtrapunlal music having a drone bass or poi}ii d'orguc, the arrange
ment of the pipes of organs and of the strings of spinets and harp-
sichords was altered, with the result that the lowest ocLave of the
keyboard was made in what is known as short measure, or mi, re, ut,

i.e. a diatonic with B flat inciucled, but grouped in the space of a
sixth instead of appearing as a full octave. In order to carry out
this device, the note beloiv F was C, infftead of E, the missing D and
E and the B flat being substituted for the three sharps of F, G anti

A, and appearing as black notes, thus :
-

deb!?
C F G A U C,

or if the lowest note appeared to be B, it sounded as G and the
arrangement was as follows :

A B
G C D E F G.

This was the most common scheme for the short octave during the
i6th and 17th centuries, although others are occasionally found.
Praetorius also gives examples in which the black notes of the short
octavx were divided into Iwo halves, or .separate keys, the forward

" See the original Greek with translation by Charles Maclean in

"The Principle of the Hydraulic Organ," Intern. Musikges. vf. 2,

219-220 (Leipzig 1905).
" See Clfement Loret's account in Revue arcMologiquc, pp. 76-102

(Paris, 1890).
’ Early Hist, of Spanish Music (London, 1807).
® Reproduced bv Dr Alwln Schulz in Deutsches Leben 4m XIV. u.

XV. Jhdt., figs. 522 seq. (Vienna, 1892).

“‘De diversis monocordis, pentacofdis, etc., ex quibus diversa
formantur instrumenta musica," reproduced by Edm. van der
Straeten in Hist, de la musique aux Pavs-Bas, i. 278.
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half for the drone note, the back half for the chromatic semitone,
thus 1—

n ?#
D £ Bb

C F G A B C
lliis arrangement, which accomplishes its object without sacrifice,

was to be found early in the 17th century in the organs of the
monasteries of Riddageshausen and of Ba3rreuth in Vogtlond.

Sec A. J. Hipkins, History of the Pianoforte (London, 1896), and
the older works of Girolamo Diruta (1597), Praetorius (1618), and
Mersenne (1630). (K. S.)

KEYSTONE, the central voussoir of an arch The
Etruscans and the Romans emphasized its importance by
decorating it with figures and busts, and, in their triumphal
arches, projected it forward and utilized it as an additional

support to the architrave above. Throughout the Italian

period it forms an important element in the design, and serves

to connect the arch with the horizontal mouldings running
above it. In Gothic architecture there is no keystone, but
the j‘unction of pointed ribs at their summit is sometimes
decorated with a boss to mask the intersection.

KEY WEST (from the Spanish Cayo Httesoy “ Bone Reef ”), a
city, port of entry, and the county-seat of Monroe county,

Florida, U.S.A., situated on a small coral island (4^ m. long

and about i m. wide) of the same name, 60 m. S.W. of Cape Sable,

the most southerly point of the mainland. It is connected by
lines of steamers with Miami and Port Tampa, with Galveston,

Texas, with Mobile, Alabama, with Philadelphia and New York
City, and with West Indian ports, and by regular schooner lines

with New York City, the Bahamas, British Honduras, &c. There
is now an extension of the Florida East Coast railway from
Miami to Key West (155 m.). Pop. (1880), 9890; (1890), x8,o8o;

(1900), 17,114, of whom 7266 were foreign-born and 5562 were
negroes; (1910, census), 19,945. The island is notable for its

tropical vegetation and climate. The jasmine, almond, banana,

cork and coco-nut palm are among the trees. The oleander

grows here to be a tree, and there is a banyan tree, said to be the

only one growing out of doors in the United States. There are

many speeJes of plants in Key West not found elsewhere in North
America. The mean annual temperature is 76* F., and the mean
of the hottest months is Sz’z'’ F.; that of the coldest months is

69“ F.; thus the mean range of temperature is only 13^. The
precipitation is 35 in.

;
most of the rain falls in the “ rainy season

”

from May to November, and is preserved in cisterns by the in-

habitants as the only supply of drinking water. The number of

cloudy days per annum averages 60. The city occupies the

highest portion of the island. The harbour accommodates
vessels drawing 27 ft.; vessels of 27-30 ft. draft can enter by
either the ** Main Ship

”
channel or the south-west channel; the

south-east channel admits vessels of 25 ft. draft or less; and
four other channels may be used by vessels of 15-19 ft. draft.

The harbour is defended by Fort Taylor, built on the island of

Key West in 1846, and neatly improved and modernized after

the Spanish-American War of 1898. Among the buildings are

the United States custom house, the city hall, a convent, and a

public library.

In 1869 the insignificant population of Key West was greatly

increased by Cubans who left their native island after an attempt

at revolution; they engaged in the manufacture of tobacco, and
Key West cigars were soon widely known. Towards-the close of

the 19th century this industry suffered from labour troubles,

from the competitioh of Tampa,Florida,and from the commercial

improvement of Havana, Cuba; but soon after 1900 the tobacco

business of Key West began to recover. Immigrants from the

Bahama Islands form another important element in the popu-

lation. They are known as
**
Conchs,’’ and engage in sponge

fishing. In 1905 the value of factory products was $4,254,024

(an increase of 377 % over the value in 1900); the exports

in 1907 were valued at .$852,457; the imports were valued at

$994472, Uie excess over the es^rts being due to the fact that

food supply of the city is derived from other Florida ports

and from the West Indies.

Accorffing to tradition the native Indian tribes of Key West,

I

after being almost annihilated by the Caloosas, fled to Cuba.
I There are relics of early European occupation of the island which
suggest that it was once the resort of pirates. The city was settled

I

about 1822. The Seminole War and the war of the United
States with Mexico gave it some military importance. In 1861
Confederate forces attempted to seize Fort Taylor, but they were
successfully resisted by (kneral William H. French.

KHABAROVSK (known as Khabarovka until 18(95), ^
of Asiatic Russia, capital of the Amur region and of the Maritime
Province. Pop. (1^7), i4^93^* It was founded in 1858 and
is situated on a high cliff on the right bank of the Aipur, at its

confluence with the Usuri, in 48'’ 28' N. and 135“ 6' E. It is

connected by rail with Vladivostok (480 m.), and is an important
entrepot for goods coming down the Usuri and its tributary the
Sungacha, as well as a centre of trade, especially in sables. The
town is built of wood, and has a large cathedral, a monument
(1891) to Count Muraviev-Amurskiy, a cadet corps (new building

1904), a branch of the Russian Geographical Society, with
museum, and a technical railway school.

KHAIRAGARH, a feudatory state in the Central Provinces,

India. Area, 931 sq. m.; pop. (1901), 137,554, showing a decrease
of 24 % in the decade due to the effects of famine; estimated
revenue, £20,000; tribute £4600. The chief, who is descended
from the old Gond royal family, received the title of raja as an
hereditary distinction in 1898. The state includes a fertile plain,

yielding rice and cotton. Its prosperity has been promoted by
the Bengal-Nagpur railway, which has a station at Dongargarh,
the largest town (pop. 5856), connected by road with Khairagarh
town, the residence of the raja,

KHAIREDDIN (Khair-ed-Din = “ Joy of Religion ’») (d.

1890), Turkish statesman, was of Circassian race, but nothing is

known about his birth and parentage. In early boyhood he was
In the hands of a I'unisian slave-dealer, by whom he was sold to

Hamuda Pasha, then bey of Tunis, who gave him his freedom and
a French education. When Khaireddin left school the bey made
him .steward of his estates, and from this position he rose to be
minister of finance. When the prime minister, Mahmud ben
Ayad, absconded to France with the treasure-chest of the beylic,

Hamuda despatched Khaireddin to obtain the extradition of the
fugitive. The mission failed

;
but the six years it occupied enabled

Khaireddin to make himself widely known in France, to become
acquainted with French political ideas and administrative

methods, and, on his return to Tunisia, tfi render himself more
than ever useful to his government. Hamuda died while Khair-
eddin was in France, but he was highly appreciated by the three

beys—Ahmet (1837), Mohammed (1855), Sadok (1859)—
who in turn follow^ Hamuda, and to his influence was due the

sequence of liberal measures which distinguished their successive

reigns. Khaireddin also secured for the reigning family the con-

firmation from the sultan of Turkey of their right of succession

to the beylic. But although Khaireddin’s protracted residence

in France had imbued him with liberal ideas, it had not made him
a French partisan, and he strenuously opposed the French scheme

of establishing a protectorate over Tunisia upon which France

,

embarked in the early 'seventies. This rendered him obnoxious

to Sadok's prime minister—^an apostate Jew named MuStapha
ben Ismael—who succeeded in completely undermining the bey's

confidence in him. His position thus became untenable in

Tunisia, and shortly after the accession of Abdul Hamid he

acquainted the sultan with his desire to enter the Turkish service.

In 1877 the sultan bade him come to Constantinople, and on his

arrival gave him a seat on the Reform Commission then sitting

at Tophane. Early in 1879 the sultan appointed him grand vizier,

and shortly afterwards he prepared a scheme of constitutional

government, but Abdul Hamid refused to have anything to do

with it. Thereupon Khaireddin resigned office, on the 28th of

July 1879. More than once the sultan offered him anew the

grand vizierate, but Khaireddin persistently refused it, and thus

incurred disfavour. He died on the 30th of Jamary 1890,

practically a prisoner in his own house.

KHAlRPURi or Khyrpoor, a native state of India, in the

Sind province of Bombay. Area, 6050 sq. m,; pop. (xqor),
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199,313, showing an apparent increase of 55 % in the decade;

estimated revenue, £90,000. Like other parts of Sind, Khairpur

consists of a great alhivial plain, very rich and fertile in the

neighbourhood of the Indus and the irrigation canals, the remain-

ing area being a continuous series of sand-hill ridges covered

with a stunted brushwood, w'here cultivation is altogether

impossible. A small ridge of limestone hills passes through the

northern part of the state, being a continuation of a ridge known

as the Ghat, running southwards from Rohri. The state is

watered by five canals drawn off from the Indus, besides the

Eastern Nara, a canal which follows an old bed of the Indus.

In the desert tracts are pits of nairon.

Khairpur town is situated on a canal 15 m. E. of the Indus,

with a railway station, 20 m. S. of Sukkur, on the Kotri-Rohri

branch of the North-Western railway, which here crosse.s a

comer of the state. Pop. (1901), 14,014. There are manu-

factures of cloth, carpets, goldsmiths* work and arms, and an

export trade in indigo, grain and oilseeds.

The chief, or mir, of Khairpur belonga to a Baluch family, known
as the Talpur, which rose on the fall of the Kalhora dynasty of Sind.

Afxjiil 1813, during tho ti'oubles in Kabul incidental to the establish-

ment of the Barukzai dynasty, the mirs were able to withhold the

tribute which up to that date had been somewhat irregularly paid

to the rulers of Afghanistan. In 1832 the individuality of the Knair-

pur state was recognized by the British government in a treaty

under which the use of the fiver Indus and the roads of Sind were

secured. When the first Kabul expedition was decided on, the mir
of Khairpur, Ali Murad, cordially supported the British policy:

aiid the result was that, after the battles of Mceanec and Dana had
put the whole of Sind at the disposal of the British, Khairpur was
the only stale allowed to retain its political existence under tho pro-

tection of the paramount power. The chief mir, Faiz Mahommed
Khan, G.C.I.E., who was an enlightened ruler, died in 1909, shortly

after returning from a pilgrimage to the Shiite hlirinc of Kerbela

KHAJRAHO, a village of Central India, in the state of

Chhatarpur, famous for its old temples; pop. (1901), 1242. It

is believed to have been the capital of the ancient kingdom of

Jijhoti, corresponding with modem Bundelkhand. The temples

consist of three groups : Saiva, Vaishnav and Jain, almost all

built in the loth and nth centuries. They are covered outside

and inside with elaborate sculptures, and also bear valuable

inscriptions.

KHAKI (from Urdu khak, dust), originally a dust-coloured

fabric^ffthe character of canvas, drill or holland, used by the

BritisMi^ native armies in India. It seems to have been first

worn by the Guides, a mixed regiment of frontier troops, in 1848,

and to have spread to other regiments during the following years.

Some at any rate of the British troops had uniforms of khaki

during the Indian Mutiny (1857-58), and thereafter drill or

holland (generally called khaki ” whatever its colour) became
the almost universal dress of British and native troops in Asia

and Africa. During the South African War of 1899-1902, drill

of a sandy shade of brown was worn by all troops sent out

from Great Britain and the Colonies. Khaki drill, however,

proved unsuitable material for the cold weather in the uplands

of South Africa, and after a time the troops were supplied with

dust-coloured serge uniforms. Since 1900 all drab and green-

grey unifonns have been, unofficially at any rate, designated

khaki.

KHALIFA, THE. Abdullah rt Taaisha (Seyyid Abdullah

ibn Seyyid Mahommed) (1846-1899), successor of the mahdi
Mahommed Ahnved, born in 1846 in the south-western portion

of Darfur, was a member of the Taaisha section of the Baggara

or cattle-owning Arabs. His father, Mahommed et Taki, had
determined to emigrate^ to Mecca with his family

; but the

unsettled state of the country long prevented him, and he ^ed
m Africa after advising his oldest son, Abdullah, to take refuge

with some religious sheikh on the Nile, and to proceed to Mecca
on a favourable opportunity. Abdullah, who had already had
much connexion with slave-hunters, and had fought against the

Egyptian conquest of Darfur, departed for the Nile valley with
this purpose

;
hearing on the way of the disputes of Mahommed

Ahmed, who ^d not yet claimed a sacred character, with the

Egyptian offiaals, he went to him in spite of great difficulties.

-KHAMSIN
and, according to his own statement, at once recognized m him

the mahdi (“ guide ”) divinely appointed to regenerate Islam in

the latter days. His advice to Mahommed to stir up revolt in

Darfur and Kordofan being justified by the result, he became

his most trusted counsellor, and was soon declared principal

khalifa or vicegerent of the mahdi, all of whose acts were to

be regarded as the mahdi s own. The mahdi on his death-bed

(1885) solemnly named him his successor; and for thirteen years

Abdullah ruled over what had been the Egyptian Sudan.

Khartum was deserted by his orders, and Omdurman, at first

intended as a temporary camp, was made his capital. At length

the progress of Sir Hcrb^ (afterwards Lord) Kitchener’s

expedition compelled him to give battle to the Anglo-Egyptian

forces near Omdurman, where on the 2nd of September 1898 his

army, fighting with desperate courage, was almost annihilated.

The khalifa, who had not left Omdurman since the death of

the mahdi, fled to Kordofan with the remnant of his host. On
the 25th of November 1899 he gave battle to a force under

Colonel (afterwards General Sii) F. R. Wingate, and was

slain at Om Debreikat. He met death with great fortitude,

refusing to fly, and his principal amirs voluntarily perished with

him.

The khalifa was a man of iron will and great energy, and

possessed some military skill. By nature tyrPinnic-al, he was

impatient of all opposition and appeared to delight in cruelty.

It must be remembered, however, that he had to meet the secret

or open hostility of all the tribes of the Nile valley and that his

authority was dependent on his ability to overawe his opponents.

He maintained in public the divine character of the power he

inherited from the mahrli and inspired his followers to perform

prodigies of valour. Although he treated many of his European

captives with terrible severity he never had any of them executed.

It is said that their presence in Omdurman ministered to his

vanity—one of the most marked features of his character. In

private life he showed much affection for his family.

Personal sketches of the khalifa are given in Slatin Pasha's Fire

and Sword in the Sudan (London, 1896), and in Father Ohrwalclei's

Ten Years in the MakdTs Camp (London, 1892). Sec also Sir F. H.

Wingate's Mahdiism and the Egyptiofn Sudan (London, 1891).

KHALIL ibn AHMAD [Abu ‘AbdurraijmAn itl-Khal!l ibn

Ahmad ibn *Amr ibn TamIm] (718-7^), Arabian philologist, was

a native of Oman. Ho was distinguished for having written the

first Arabic dictionary and for having first classified the Arabic

metres and laid down their rules. He was also a poet, and lived

the ascetic life of a poor student. His grammatical work was

carried on by his pupil Slbawaihl. The dictionary know n as the

Kitdb-uWAifi is ascribed, at least in its inception, to Khalil. It

was probably finished by one of his pupils and was not known in

Bagdad until 862. The words were not arranged in alphabetical

order but according to physiological principles, beginning with

*Ain and ending with Ya. The work seems to have been in

existence as late as the r4t.h century, hut is now only known
from extracts in manuscript.

Various grammatical works are ascribed to Khalil, but their

authenticity soems doubtful
;

cf . C. Brockelmann, Gesch. der

arobtschen Literafur, i. 100 (Weimar, 1898). (G.W. T.)

KHAM6A0N, a town of India, in the Buldana district of

Berar, 340 m. N.E. of Bombay. Pop. (1901), 18,341. It is an
important centre of the cotton trade. The cotton market, the

second in the province, was established about 1820. Khamgaon
was connected in 1870 with the Great Indian Peninsula railway

by a short branch line.

KHAMSEH, a small but important province of Persia, between

Karvin and Tabriz. It consisted formerly of five districts,

whence its name Khamseh, “ the five/* but is now subdivided

into seventeen districts. The language of the inhabitants is

Turkish. The province pays a revenue of about £20,000 per

annum, and its capital is Zenjftn.

KHAMSIN (Arabic for
**

fifty a hot oppressive wind arising

in the Sahara. It blows in Eery^ at inteiH'als for about fifty

days during March, April and May, and fills the air with sand.

In Guinea the wind from the Sahara is known as haimattan (g.v.).
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«KHABITJS, a tribe of the north^mt frontier of India,

dwelling in the faiils bordering the Lakbimpur district of iAasaoL

They are of Shan lOrigin, and >appear to have settled in itheir

present abode in the mid^e of the :z8th loentury. In they
raided the British outpost of Sadiya, but they have since given
no trouble. Their di^quarters are in a volley aoo m. from
Sadiya, ^ich can be^neaiched only over high passes and through
dense jungle. In .1901 tlie numl^r of speak^ of Khamti was
retumol.as only 114901 mostly in Burma.
KKAN (from the iSark!, hence .Persian and Arabic Khdn\ a

title of respect in Mahuinmedan countries. It is a contracl^
form of kh&if&n (khakan), a word equivalent to sovereign or

emperor, its^ among the Mongol and Turki-nomad hordes.

The title klian was assumed by Jenghis when he became supreme
ruler t»f the Mongols; his successors becamie known in Europe
as the Great Khans (sometimes as the Chams, &c.) of Tatary or

Cathay. Khan is still applied to semi-independent rulers, such

as the klians of Russian Turkestan^ or the khan of Kaiat in

BaliKhistan, and is also used immediately after the want of

rulers such as the suitan df Turkey
;
the meaning of the term has

also extended clonvnwards, until in Persia and Afghanistan it has

become an afha to the name of any Mahommedan gentkenan,

like Esquire, and fn India it has become a part of many Mabom'
medan names, especially when Pathan descent is Maimed.
The title tof Khan Bahadur is conferred ^ the British govern-

ment on ISahommodans and also on Parsis.

KHANDilSH, EAST and WEST, two districts of British

India, in the central division of Boixihay. They vreix formed

in 1906 by the division of the Old single district of BJumdeah.

Their areas are respectively 4544 sq. m. and 5497 sq. m., and
the population on these areas in 1901 was 957,728 and 469;654.

The headquarters of East Khandesh are at Jalgaoo, and those

of West Khandesh at Dhulia.

The prindpol natural feature is the Tapti river, whi^ flows

thremgh both districts from east to westand divides eadu into two
unequal -parts. Of these the larger lie towards the south, and

are drained by the rivers Girna, Bori and Panjhra. Northwards

beyond the alluvial plain, which oontains some of the richest

tracts m Kluandesh, the land rises towards tlie Satpura bilk.

In the centre .and east the country is level, save for some low

ranges of barren hills, and has in general an arid, usdertfle

appearance. Towards the north and west, the plain rises into a

diflicult and rugged country, thickly wooded, and inhabited

wild trilies of I&ils, who chiefly support themsdves on the fruits

of the forests and by wood-cutting. The drainage of the diatiict

centres in the Tapti, which receives thirteen principal tributaries

in its course through Khandesh. None of riie rivers is navigable,

and the Tapri iflows in too deep a bed to be useful for irrigation.

The district on the whole, however, is fairly iwell supplied whk
stnface water. Khandesh is not rich in minerals. A large area

is under fore.st; but the jungles have been denuded of most of

their valuable timber. Wild beasts are numerous. In x^i the

population of the old single district was 1,427,382, showing on

increase of less than >1 % in »the decade. ^Of tiM aboriginal

tribes the Bhils are the most important. They numfber ri^,ooo,

and formerly were a wild .and lawless robber tribe. Since the

introduction of Britishrulg, the-eflorts made by kindly treatment,

and by the offer of suitaihle employment, to win the Bhils from

their ^sorderly Kfe have been most successful. Many of tfliem

are now employed in police duties and as village watchmen. The
principal crops are miUets, «cotton, pulse, wheat and oilseeds.

There are many fadtOTies .for ginning and pressi^ cotton, and a
cotton-mill at falgaon. The (Oantem (district iis traversed ;by

tbe(Gveat indian Peniasulavaftway, whidi branches at Bhusawitl

(anmportant oenrlre of:trade)l»KWBrds Jubbulporeand Nagpur.

B(^ diatrictajave (orossdl by the Tapti Vidley (Hue from Surat

Khwodesli ^offered somewhat from famine m 1896*^x897, and

move severely in ^^899*4900.

SHABTDWA#^ town of Bdti^ kdia, in die.Ninor district tif

the Central Provinces, 'oI whidh it is the headquarters, 353 m.
N.£.iof BondMyhyirnil. 9op. 1(1901), 19,401. Khandwaisnai

aacieiit town, wOh Jain and other tempdes. As m (oentre 'of

trade, it has superseded the old capital of Burhanpur. It<is an
important railway junction, (#here (the Malwa line from iIndoTi

meets the main line of the Great Indian Peninsaia. Thereare
factories for ginning and pressing cotton, and raw cotton is

exported.
_

KHANSA (Tumfldir bint *Amr, known as al«iKhans&) (d.

€. 645), Arabian poetess of the tribe Sukim, a branch of Qais,

was bom in the later years of the 6tb centoryjand brought up in

such wealth and luxury as the desert could give. Eefoskig the
offer of Duraid ibn a poet and 'prkite, She manried
MirdOs and had byhim three sons. AfterwAids^shemonied again.

Beforethe time of Islam she lost her brDthen.$akhr and Moaariya
in battle. Her elegies written on these brothers and on her

father made her the most famous poetess of her time. At the
fair of 'Ukftz N&bigha Dhubyfini ksaid tohave placed Asha ffrst

among the poets tl^ present and Khans& second above Hassftn

ibn Tli&bit. Khans& with her tribe accepted Islam soraewhat
late, but persisted in wearing the heathen sign of mounting,
against the precepts of Islam. Her four sons foughtiniiheannies

of Islam and were slain in the battle of Kadis^a. Omar wrote
her a letter congratulating her on their heroic aid and assigned

her a pension. Bhe died in her :tent 645. Her danger
*Amra also wrote poetry. Opinion was divided among later

critics as to whether Khansk or Laila (see Animic LilvitATiTxn;

:

§ Poetry) was the greater.

Her diwan has been edited by L. Cheikbo (Beirut, 1895) and trans-
lalfid into French by I>c Coppier (Beirut, 1889). Cf. T. Kdldeke's
Bet$rdge eur KentUntss tier Poesie der altm Arabfir (Hanover, ,

1864). Stories oi her iiie are coatained in the A'iM ul^AekAni^
xiii. 136-147. (G.W. T.)

KHAR, a small but very fertile province oi Persia, known
by the andents as Choara and Choarene; pop. about to^ooo.

The governor of the province resides at Kishlak Khar,akugc
village situated 62 m. S.£. of Teheran, or at Aradan, a viUa^
10 m. farther E. The province has an abundant waternsupply

from the Hableh>rud, and produces great quantities of

barley and rice. Of the £6000 which it pays to the state, more
than l^coo is paid in kind—wheat, barley, straw oad rioe.

KHARAOHODA, a village of British India, in the Ahmeddbad
district -of Bombay, situated on the Little Runn of Cutdi, land

the terminus of a branch railway; pop. (1901), 2108. Here is

the government factory of salt, known as i^agra salt, producing

nearly 2,000,000 cwt. a year, most lof which is cxfiorted to

other provinces in Central and Northern India.

KHARGA (Wah el*K«arga. the outer oasis), (the largest

of the Egyptian oases, and hence frequently called the Great

Oasis. It lies in the Lil^yan desert between fl4*'4Uid Ob'" N. and
30" and 3't“ E., the chief town, also called Kharga, beimg435 m.
by rail S. by W. of Cairo. Ht is reached by a nairrow-gauge line

(opened in 1908) from junction, a station on tte Nile

valley fine near Farshut. The oasis consists of a depression in

the desert some 1^00 sq. m. in extent, and is libcnit iwora. Jong

N. to S. and -from x2 to 50 broad E. to W. Formerly, and into

historic rimes, a lake occupied a considerable pariof the depres*

sion, and the tliick deposits of clay and .sand then laid down now
form the bulk of the cultivated lands of it includes,

however, a good deal of desert land . The inhabitants numbered

(1907 .census) 8348. They are of Berber ^stodc. Administra-

tively the oasis forms part of the mudkia of Assiut. It is

practically rainless, and (there is not bow a single natural flowing

spring. There are, however, numerous wells, water being ob-

tained freely kom theporaus isandstone rwhich underlies a great

part of the»LibyanTdesert, Some very ancient wells are,4ooIt.

deep. In water-hearing sandstones near -the surfaioe these

undergEOund aqueducts -doting from .Roman times. The <i>aris

Gontains many jgsoves of date rpakas, there ^heii^ over 60,000

adult trees in 1907. The dom (paln^ tamariiak;, ocaeiaAnd

senna are also found. Rice, b^ey And whe^ are ofadef

cereals (Quhivate^i And lucerne for fodder. Bisrides agriculture

tlm only industry k banket and .mat making—from palm loAiras

and fflbre. Sinoe 1906 .extenrive boring and land reclamaticoi

works have baea uni^rtakenan the oasis.
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The name of the oasis appears in hieroglyphics as Kenem, and

that of its capital as Hebi (the plough)* In Pharaonic times it

supported a large population, but the numerous ruins are mostly

of later date. The principal ruin, a temple of Ammon, built

under Darius, is of sandstone, 142 ft. long by 63 ft. broad and

30 ft. in height. South-east is another temple, a square stone

building with the name of Antoninus Pius over one of the en-

trances. On the eastern escarpment of the oasis on the way to

Girga are the remains of a large Roman fort with twelve bastions.

On the road to Assiut is a fine Roman columbarium or dove-cote.

Next to the great temple the most interesting ruin in the oasis is,

however, the necropolis, a burial-place of the early Christians,

placed on a hill 3 m. N. of the town of Kharga. There arc some

two hundred rectangular tomb buildings in unbumt brick with

ornamented fronts. In most of the tombs is a chamber in which

the mummy was placed, the Egyptian Christians at first con-

tinuing this method of preserving the bodies of their dead. In

several of the tombs and in the chapel of the cemetery is painted

the Egyptian sign of life, which was confounded with the Chris-

tian cross. The chapel is basilican ; in it and in another building

in the necropolis are crude frescoes of biblical subjects.

Kharga town (pop. 1907 census, 5362) is picturesquely situated

amid ptum groves. The houses are of sun-dried brick.s, the streets

narrow and winding and for the most part roofed o^'^er, the roofs

carrying upper storeys. Some of the streets are cut through the

solid rock. South of the town are the villages of Genna, Guehda

(with a temple dedicated to Ammon, Mut and Khonsu), Bulak

(pop. 1012), Dakakin, Beris (pop. 1564), Dush (with remains of

a fine temple bearing the names of Domitian and Hadrian),

iSrc.
, . .1

Kharga is usually identified with the city of Oasis mentioned

by Herodotus as being seven days’ journey from Thebe.s and

called in Greek the Island of the Blessed. The oasis was tra-

versed by the army of Cambyses when on its way to the oasis of

Ammon (Siwa), the army perishing in the desert before reaching

its destination. During the Roman period, as it had also been

in Pharaonic times, Kharga was used as a place of banishment,
1

the most notable exile being Nestorius, sent thither after his

condemnation by the council of Ephesus. Later it became a

halting-place for the caravans of slaves brought from Darfur to

Egypt.
About'^o m. W. of Kharga is the oasis of Daklda, the inner

or reJUiM oasi.s, so named in contrast to Kharga as being farther

from th^ile. Dakhla has a population (1907) of 18,368. Its

chief town, El Kasr, has 3602 iuliabiUnts. The principal ruin, of

Roman origin and now called Deir el Hagar (the stone convent),

is of considerable size. The Theban triad were the chief deities

worshipped here. Some 120 m, N.W. of Dakhla is the oasis of

Farafra, population about 1000, said to be the first of the oases

conquered by the Moslems from the Qiristians. It is noted for

the fine quality of its olives. The Baharia, or Little Oasis

(pop. about 6000), lies 80 m. N.N.E. of Farafra. Many of its

inhabitants, who are of Berber race, are Senussites. Baharia is

about 250 m. E.S.E. of the oasis of Siwa (see Egypt : The Oases

;

and Siwa).

See H. Brugsch, Heise nach dem grossen Oase BhKhargeh in dw
Libyschen WUste (Leipzig, 1878); H. J. L. BeadneU, An Egyptian

Oasis (London, 1909); Murray's Handbook for Egypt^ nth ed.

(London, 1907); Geological and Topographical Report on Kharga

Oasis (1899), on Farafra Oasis (1899), on Dakhla Oasis (X9oo)» on

Baharia Oasis (1903), all issued by the Public Works Department,

Cairo, (F. R. C.)

KHARKOV, a government of Little Russia, surrounded by

those of Kursk, PoltaVa, Ekaterinoslav, territory of the Don
Cossacks, and Voronezh, and belonging partly to the basin of

the Don and partly to that of the Dneiper. The area is 31,035

sq. m. In general the government is a table-land, with an eleva-

tion of 300 to 450 ft., traversed by deep-cut river valleys. The

soil is for the most part of high fertility, about 57% of the surface

being arable land and 24 % natural pasture; and though the

winter is rather severe, the summer heat is sufficient for the

ripening of grapes and melons in the open air. The bulk of

the population is engaged in agricultural pursuits and the

breeding of sheep, cattle and horses, though various manufactur-

ing industries have developed rapidly, more especially since the

middle of the 19th century. Horses are bred for the army, and

the yield of wool is of special importance, The ordinary cereals,

maize, buckwheat, millet, hemp, flax, tobacco, poppies, potatoes

and beetroot are all grown, and bee-keeping and silkworm-rearing

are of considerable importance. Sixty-three per cent, of the land

is owned by the peasants, 25 % by the nobility, 6 ^ by owners

of other classes, and 6 % by the crown and public institutions.

Beetroot sugar factories, cotton-mills, distilleries, flour-mills,

tobacco factories, brickworks, breweries, woollen factories, iron-

works, pottery-kilns and tanneries are the leading industrial

establishments. Gardening is actively prosecuted. Salt is

extracted at Slavyansk. The mass of the people are Little

Russians, but there are also Great Russians, Kalmucks, Germans,

Jews and Gypsies. In 1867 the total population was 1,681,486,

and in 1897 2,507,277, of whom 1,242,892 were women and

367,602 lived in towns. The estimated population in 1906 was

2,983,900. The government is divided into eleven districts.

The chief town is Khwkov (q.v.). The other district towns,

with their populations in 1897, are Akhtyrka (25,965 in 1900),

Bogodukhov (11,928), Izyum (i2,959)> Kupyansk (7256),

Lebedin (16,684), Starobyelsk (13,128), Sumy (28,519 in 1900),

Valki (8842), Volchansk (11,322), and Zmiyev (4652).

KHARKOV, a town of southern Russia, capital of the above

government, in 56" 37' N. and 25
5'

E., in the valley of the

Donets, 152 m. by rail S.S.E. of Kursk. Oak forests bound it

on two .sides. Pop. (1867), 59,968; (i9<^o), i97,405* Kharkov is

an archiepiscopal see of the Orthodox Greek Church, and the

headquarters of the X. army corps. The four annual fairs are

among the busiest in Russia, more especially the Kreshchen-

^ skaya or Epiphany fair, which is opened on the 6th (19th) of

January, and the R)krovsky fair in the autumn. The turnover

at the former is estimated at £3,000,000 to £4,000,000. Thou-

sands of horses are bought and sold. At the Trinity (Troitsa)

fair in June an extensive business (£800,000) is done in wool. A
great variety of manufactured goods are produced in the town-
linen, felt, beetroot sugar, tobacco, brandy, soap, candles, cast-

iron. Kharkov is an educational centre for the higher and

middle classes. Besides a flourishing university, instituted in

1805, and attended by from 1600 to 1700 students, it possesses

a technological institute (400 students), a railway engineering

school, an observatory, a veterinary college, a botanical garden,

a theological seminary, and a commercial school. The univer-

sity building was formerly a royal palace. The library contains

170,000 volumes; and the zoological collections are especially

rich in the birds and fishes of southern Russia. Public gardens

occupy the site of the ancient military works; and the govern-

ment has a model farm in the neighbourhood. Of the Orthodox

churches one has the rank of cathedral (1781). Among the

public institutions are a people’s palace (1903) and an industrial

museum.

The foundation of Kharkov is assigned to 1650, but there is

archaeological evidence of a much earlier occupation of the district,

if not of the site. The Cossacks of Kharkov remained faithful to the

tsar during the rebellions of the latter part of the 17th century;

in return they received numerous privileges, and continued to be a

strong advance-guard of the Russian power, till the final subjugation

of all the southern region. With other military settlements Kharkov

was placed on a new footing in 1765 ;
and at the same time it became

the administrative centre of the Ukraine.

KHARPUT, the most important town in the Kharput (or

Mamurct el-Aziz) vilayet of Asia Minor, situated at an altitude of

435® miles south of the Murad Su or Eastern Euphrates,

and almost as near the source of the Tigris, on the Samsun-

Sivas-Diarbekr road. Pop. about 30,000. The town is built on

a hill terrace about 1000 ft. above a well-watered plain of excep-

tional fertility which lies to the south and supports a large popu-

lation. Kharput probably stands on or near the site of Carcaihio-

certa in Sophene, reached by Corbulo in a.d. 65. The early

Moslem geographers knew it as Hisn Ziyad, but the Armenian

name was Khiutabirt or Kharbirt, whence Kharput. Cedrenus

(nth century) writes XdpmrM, There is a story that in z 133
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«KHABITJS, a tribe of the north^mt frontier of India,

dwelling in the faiils bordering the Lakbimpur district of iAasaoL

They are of Shan lOrigin, and >appear to have settled in itheir

present abode in the mid^e of the :z8th loentury. In they
raided the British outpost of Sadiya, but they have since given
no trouble. Their di^quarters are in a volley aoo m. from
Sadiya, ^ich can be^neaiched only over high passes and through
dense jungle. In .1901 tlie numl^r of speak^ of Khamti was
retumol.as only 114901 mostly in Burma.
KKAN (from the iSark!, hence .Persian and Arabic Khdn\ a

title of respect in Mahuinmedan countries. It is a contracl^
form of kh&if&n (khakan), a word equivalent to sovereign or

emperor, its^ among the Mongol and Turki-nomad hordes.

The title klian was assumed by Jenghis when he became supreme
ruler t»f the Mongols; his successors becamie known in Europe
as the Great Khans (sometimes as the Chams, &c.) of Tatary or

Cathay. Khan is still applied to semi-independent rulers, such

as the klians of Russian Turkestan^ or the khan of Kaiat in

BaliKhistan, and is also used immediately after the want of

rulers such as the suitan df Turkey
;
the meaning of the term has

also extended clonvnwards, until in Persia and Afghanistan it has

become an afha to the name of any Mahommedan gentkenan,

like Esquire, and fn India it has become a part of many Mabom'
medan names, especially when Pathan descent is Maimed.
The title tof Khan Bahadur is conferred ^ the British govern-

ment on ISahommodans and also on Parsis.

KHANDilSH, EAST and WEST, two districts of British

India, in the central division of Boixihay. They vreix formed

in 1906 by the division of the Old single district of BJumdeah.

Their areas are respectively 4544 sq. m. and 5497 sq. m., and
the population on these areas in 1901 was 957,728 and 469;654.

The headquarters of East Khandesh are at Jalgaoo, and those

of West Khandesh at Dhulia.

The prindpol natural feature is the Tapti river, whi^ flows

thremgh both districts from east to westand divides eadu into two
unequal -parts. Of these the larger lie towards the south, and

are drained by the rivers Girna, Bori and Panjhra. Northwards

beyond the alluvial plain, which oontains some of the richest

tracts m Kluandesh, the land rises towards tlie Satpura bilk.

In the centre .and east the country is level, save for some low

ranges of barren hills, and has in general an arid, usdertfle

appearance. Towards the north and west, the plain rises into a

diflicult and rugged country, thickly wooded, and inhabited

wild trilies of I&ils, who chiefly support themsdves on the fruits

of the forests and by wood-cutting. The drainage of the diatiict

centres in the Tapti, which receives thirteen principal tributaries

in its course through Khandesh. None of riie rivers is navigable,

and the Tapri iflows in too deep a bed to be useful for irrigation.

The district on the whole, however, is fairly iwell supplied whk
stnface water. Khandesh is not rich in minerals. A large area

is under fore.st; but the jungles have been denuded of most of

their valuable timber. Wild beasts are numerous. In x^i the

population of the old single district was 1,427,382, showing on

increase of less than >1 % in »the decade. ^Of tiM aboriginal

tribes the Bhils are the most important. They numfber ri^,ooo,

and formerly were a wild .and lawless robber tribe. Since the

introduction of Britishrulg, the-eflorts made by kindly treatment,

and by the offer of suitaihle employment, to win the Bhils from

their ^sorderly Kfe have been most successful. Many of tfliem

are now employed in police duties and as village watchmen. The
principal crops are miUets, «cotton, pulse, wheat and oilseeds.

There are many fadtOTies .for ginning and pressi^ cotton, and a
cotton-mill at falgaon. The (Oantem (district iis traversed ;by

tbe(Gveat indian Peniasulavaftway, whidi branches at Bhusawitl

(anmportant oenrlre of:trade)l»KWBrds Jubbulporeand Nagpur.

B(^ diatrictajave (orossdl by the Tapti Vidley (Hue from Surat

Khwodesli ^offered somewhat from famine m 1896*^x897, and

move severely in ^^899*4900.

SHABTDWA#^ town of Bdti^ kdia, in die.Ninor district tif

the Central Provinces, 'oI whidh it is the headquarters, 353 m.
N.£.iof BondMyhyirnil. 9op. 1(1901), 19,401. Khandwaisnai

aacieiit town, wOh Jain and other tempdes. As m (oentre 'of

trade, it has superseded the old capital of Burhanpur. It<is an
important railway junction, (#here (the Malwa line from iIndoTi

meets the main line of the Great Indian Peninsaia. Thereare
factories for ginning and pressing cotton, and raw cotton is

exported.
_

KHANSA (Tumfldir bint *Amr, known as al«iKhans&) (d.

€. 645), Arabian poetess of the tribe Sukim, a branch of Qais,

was bom in the later years of the 6tb centoryjand brought up in

such wealth and luxury as the desert could give. Eefoskig the
offer of Duraid ibn a poet and 'prkite, She manried
MirdOs and had byhim three sons. AfterwAids^shemonied again.

Beforethe time of Islam she lost her brDthen.$akhr and Moaariya
in battle. Her elegies written on these brothers and on her

father made her the most famous poetess of her time. At the
fair of 'Ukftz N&bigha Dhubyfini ksaid tohave placed Asha ffrst

among the poets tl^ present and Khans& second above Hassftn

ibn Tli&bit. Khans& with her tribe accepted Islam soraewhat
late, but persisted in wearing the heathen sign of mounting,
against the precepts of Islam. Her four sons foughtiniiheannies

of Islam and were slain in the battle of Kadis^a. Omar wrote
her a letter congratulating her on their heroic aid and assigned

her a pension. Bhe died in her :tent 645. Her danger
*Amra also wrote poetry. Opinion was divided among later

critics as to whether Khansk or Laila (see Animic LilvitATiTxn;

:

§ Poetry) was the greater.

Her diwan has been edited by L. Cheikbo (Beirut, 1895) and trans-
lalfid into French by I>c Coppier (Beirut, 1889). Cf. T. Kdldeke's
Bet$rdge eur KentUntss tier Poesie der altm Arabfir (Hanover, ,

1864). Stories oi her iiie are coatained in the A'iM ul^AekAni^
xiii. 136-147. (G.W. T.)

KHAR, a small but very fertile province oi Persia, known
by the andents as Choara and Choarene; pop. about to^ooo.

The governor of the province resides at Kishlak Khar,akugc
village situated 62 m. S.£. of Teheran, or at Aradan, a viUa^
10 m. farther E. The province has an abundant waternsupply

from the Hableh>rud, and produces great quantities of

barley and rice. Of the £6000 which it pays to the state, more
than l^coo is paid in kind—wheat, barley, straw oad rioe.

KHARAOHODA, a village of British India, in the Ahmeddbad
district -of Bombay, situated on the Little Runn of Cutdi, land

the terminus of a branch railway; pop. (1901), 2108. Here is

the government factory of salt, known as i^agra salt, producing

nearly 2,000,000 cwt. a year, most lof which is cxfiorted to

other provinces in Central and Northern India.

KHARGA (Wah el*K«arga. the outer oasis), (the largest

of the Egyptian oases, and hence frequently called the Great

Oasis. It lies in the Lil^yan desert between fl4*'4Uid Ob'" N. and
30" and 3't“ E., the chief town, also called Kharga, beimg435 m.
by rail S. by W. of Cairo. Ht is reached by a nairrow-gauge line

(opened in 1908) from junction, a station on tte Nile

valley fine near Farshut. The oasis consists of a depression in

the desert some 1^00 sq. m. in extent, and is libcnit iwora. Jong

N. to S. and -from x2 to 50 broad E. to W. Formerly, and into

historic rimes, a lake occupied a considerable pariof the depres*

sion, and the tliick deposits of clay and .sand then laid down now
form the bulk of the cultivated lands of it includes,

however, a good deal of desert land . The inhabitants numbered

(1907 .census) 8348. They are of Berber ^stodc. Administra-

tively the oasis forms part of the mudkia of Assiut. It is

practically rainless, and (there is not bow a single natural flowing

spring. There are, however, numerous wells, water being ob-

tained freely kom theporaus isandstone rwhich underlies a great

part of the»LibyanTdesert, Some very ancient wells are,4ooIt.

deep. In water-hearing sandstones near -the surfaioe these

undergEOund aqueducts -doting from .Roman times. The <i>aris

Gontains many jgsoves of date rpakas, there ^heii^ over 60,000

adult trees in 1907. The dom (paln^ tamariiak;, ocaeiaAnd

senna are also found. Rice, b^ey And whe^ are ofadef

cereals (Quhivate^i And lucerne for fodder. Bisrides agriculture

tlm only industry k banket and .mat making—from palm loAiras

and fflbre. Sinoe 1906 .extenrive boring and land reclamaticoi

works have baea uni^rtakenan the oasis.
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general appearance of all these table-lands is that of undulating

downs, covered with grass, but destitute of large timber. At
3000 ft. elevation the indigenous pine predominates over all

other vegetatioit,and forms almost pure pine forests . 'ITie highest

ridges are clothed with magnificent clumps of timber trees,

which superstition has preserved from the axe of the wood-cutter.

The characteristic trees in these sacred groves chiefly consist of

oaks, chestnuts, magnolias, &c. Beneath the shade grow rare

orchids, rhododiendrons and wild cinnamon. The streams are

merely mountain torrents; many of them pass through narrow

gorges of wild beauty. From time immemorial, Lower Bengal

has drawn its supply of lime from the Khasi Hills, and the

quarries along their southern slope are inexhaustible. Coal of

fair quality crops out at several places, and there are a few

small coal-mines.

The Khasi Hills were conquered by the British in 1833. They
are inhabited by a tribe of thc^same name, who still live in

primitive communities under elective chiefs in political subordi-

nation to the British government. Tliere arc 25 of these chiefs

called Si&mjr, who exercise independent jurisdiction and pay no

tribute. According to the census of iqoi the Khasis numbered

107,^. The}^ are a peculiar race, speaking a language that

belongs to the Mon-Anam family, following the rule of matri-

archal succession, and erecting monolithic monuments over

their dead. The Jaintia Hills used to form a petty Hindu
principality which was annexed in 1835. The inhabitants,

called Syntengs, a cognate tribe to the Khasis, were subjected

to a moderate income tax, an innovation against which they

rebelled in x86o and 1862. The revolt was stamped out by the

Khasi and Jaintia Expedition of 1862*' 63. The headquarters

of the district were transferred in 1864 from Cherrapunji to

Shillong, which was afterwards made the capital of the provmce
of Assam. A good cart-road runs north from Cherrapunji

through Sliillung to Gauhati on the Brahmaputra; total length,

97 m. The district was the focus of the great earthquake of

the 1 2th of June 1897, which not only destroyed every permanent

building, bat broke up the roads and caused many landslips.

The loss of life wa.s put at only 916, but hundreds died subse-

quently of a malignant fever. In iqoi the district had 17,321

Christians, chiefly converts of the Welsh Calvinistic Mission,

See Dtsirict Gazetteer (i9o(»); Major P. R. T. Gurdon, The Khasis

(1907).

KHASKOy (also Chaskoi, Hashoi, Khashici, Chashovo, lids-

hmo, and in Bulgarian Khaskovo), the capital of the department

of Khaskoy in the eastern Rumelia, Bulgaria; 45 m. E.S.E. of

Philippopolis. Pop. (1900), 14,928. The town has a station

7 m. N. on the Philippopolis-Adrianople section of the Belgrade-

Constantinople railway. Carpet.s and woollen goods are manu-
factured, and in the surrounding countrj' tobacco and silk are

produced.

KHATTAK, an important Pathan tribe in the North-West
Frontier Province of India, inhabiting the south-eastern portion

of the Peshawar district and the south-eastern and eastern

portions of Kohat. They number 24,000, and have always been

quiet and loyal subjects of t he British government. They furnish

marry recruits to the Indian army, and make most excellent

soldiers.

KHAZARS (known also as Chozars, as 'AMar^tpoi or Xa^apoi in

Byzantine writers, as Khazirs in Armenian aid Khwalisses in

Russian chronicles, and Ugri Bietii in Nestor), an ancient people

who occupied a prominent place amongst the secondary powers

of the Byzantine state-system. In the epic of Firdousi Khazar

is the representative najghre for all the northern foes of Persia,

and legendary invasions long before the (Christian era are vaguely

attributed to them. But the Khazars are an hkiork figure

upon the borderland of Europe and Asia for at least 90a years

(a.d. tpCMttao). The epoch of their greatness is from A.n. 600

to 990. Their home was in the spurs of the Caucasus and along

the shores of thoCaspia®—called^ medieval Mortemgeographers

Bahr-al-Khazar (''sea of the Khazars'*); their citiee, aB populous

and civilized coitimercial centres, were Itil, the capital, upon the

delta of the Volga, the “river of the Khazars,” Semettder

(Tarkhu), the older capital, Khamlidje or Khalendsoh, Belend-

scher, the outpost towards Armenia, and Sarkel on the Don.
They were the Venetians of the Caspian* and the Euxine, the

organizers of the transit between the tWo bosms, the universal

carriers between East and West
; and Uil was the meeting-place

of the commerce of Persia, Byzantium, Armenia, Russia and the

Bulgarians of the middle Volga. The tide of their dominion ebbed
and flowed repeatedly, but the normal Khazari may be taken as

the territory between the Caucasus, the Volga and the Don^
with the outlying province of the Orinmea, or little Khazaruu
The southern boundary never greatly altered; it did at times

reach the Kur and the Aras, but on that side the Khazars were

confronted by Byzantium and Pereia, and were for the most part

restrained within the passes of the Ciiucasus by the fortifications

of Dariel. Amongst the nomadic llgrians and agricultural Slavs

of the north their frontier fluctuate widely, and in its zenith

Khazaria extended from the Dnieper to Bolgari upon the middle

Volga, and along the eastern shore of the Caspian to Astarabad.

Ethnology .—The origin of the Khaears has been rnoch disputed,
and they have been varioiislv regarded as akin to the Georgians^
Finno-lfgrians and Turks. This last view is perhaps the most
probable. Their king Joseph, in answer to the ii^uiry of Hasdai
Ibn ShaprQt of Cordova V- stated that his people sprang
from Thogarmah, grandson oi Japhet, and the supposed ancestor
of the other peo^es of the Cancasus. The Arab geographers who
knew tlie Kliazars best connect them either with the Georgians
(Ibn Athir) or with the Armenians ^Dimishqi, ed. Mehren, p. 263)

;

whilst Ahmad ibn Facjian, who passed through Khazana on a

mission from the caliph Moqtadir (a.d. 921), positively asserts that
the Khazar tongue differed not only from the Turkish, but from
that of the bordering nations, which wore Ugrian.

Nevertheless there are many points connected with the Khazars
which indicate a close connexion with Ugrian or Turkish peoples.

The official titles recorded by Ibn Paijl&n are those in use amongst
the Tatar nations of that whether Huns, Bulgarians, Turks or
Mongols. The names of their cities can be explained only by refer-

ence to Turkish or Ugrian dialects (Klaproth, M^m. sur les Khazars
\

Howorth, Khazars). Siome too amongst the medieval authorities

(Ibn Hauqal and l?takhri) note a resemblance between the speech
in use amongst the 'Khazars and the Bulgarians; and the modem
Magyar—a Ugrian language—can be trac^ back to a tribe which
in the 9th century formed part of the Khazar kingdom. Those
cbaracteristios, however, are accounted for by the fact that the
Khazars were at one time subject to the Huns (a.d. 448 et seq),
at anothi^t to the Turks (c. 580), which would Bufhciently explain
the signs of Tatar inlluonce in their poHty, and also by the tesUmony
of all observers, Greeks, Arabs and Kusiaans, that there was a double
strain within the Khazar nation. There were Kluzzars and Kara
(black) Khazars. llie Khazars were fair-skinned, black-haired and
of a remarkable tjeauty and stature; their women indeed were
sought as wives equally at Byzantium and Bagdad

;
while the Kara

Khazars were ugly, short, and wore reported by Uite Arabs almost
as dark as Indians. The latter were indubitably the Ugrian nomads
of the steppe, akin to the Tatar invaders of Europe, who filled the
armies ancl convoyed the caravans of the ruling caste. But the
Khazars proper were a civic commercial people, tlie founders of

cities, remarkable for somewhat elaborate political institutions, for

persistence and for good faith—all qualities foreign to the Hunnic
character.

They have been identified with the 'AKdrCtpoi (perhaps Ak-
Khazari, or White Khazars) who appear upon the lower Volga in

the Byzantine annals, and thence they have been deduced, though
with less convincing proof, either from the *Ayd&vptroi (AgathjTsi)

or the Karlapai of Herodotus, iv. 104. There was throngnout
historic times a close connexion which eventually amotmted to

political identity between the Khazars and the Barsileens (the

Pasisils of Moses of Chorene) who occupied the delta of the Volga;
and the Barsileens can be traced through the pages of Ptolemy
{Geog. V. 9), of Pliny (iv, 26), of Strabo (vii. 306), and of Pomponius
Mela (ii. c. i, p. ri9) to the so-caHod Royal'Scyths, /SoviA^et,

who were known to the Creek colonies upon the Euxine, and whose
p^tical superiority and commercial enteuprise led to ri&is rendering

of their name. Such points, however, need not here be further

pursued than to establish the presence of this white race around the
Caimian and the Euxine throughout historic times. They appear
in European history a.s White Huna (Ephthalites), White Ugriaas
(Sar-ogours), White Bulgarians. Owing to climatic causes the

tract they occupied was slowly drying up. They were the outPOSt.s

of civilization towards the encroaching desert, and the Tatar
nomadism that advanced with it. They heW in precarious subjec-

tion the hordes whom the conditions of the eUfimte and the soil

made it impoaatble to snpplazit. They bore tiie beupt of each oi

the great waves of Tatar conquests and were eveotualLy over-

whelmed.
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«KHABITJS, a tribe of the north^mt frontier of India,

dwelling in the faiils bordering the Lakbimpur district of iAasaoL

They are of Shan lOrigin, and >appear to have settled in itheir

present abode in the mid^e of the :z8th loentury. In they
raided the British outpost of Sadiya, but they have since given
no trouble. Their di^quarters are in a volley aoo m. from
Sadiya, ^ich can be^neaiched only over high passes and through
dense jungle. In .1901 tlie numl^r of speak^ of Khamti was
retumol.as only 114901 mostly in Burma.
KKAN (from the iSark!, hence .Persian and Arabic Khdn\ a

title of respect in Mahuinmedan countries. It is a contracl^
form of kh&if&n (khakan), a word equivalent to sovereign or

emperor, its^ among the Mongol and Turki-nomad hordes.

The title klian was assumed by Jenghis when he became supreme
ruler t»f the Mongols; his successors becamie known in Europe
as the Great Khans (sometimes as the Chams, &c.) of Tatary or

Cathay. Khan is still applied to semi-independent rulers, such

as the klians of Russian Turkestan^ or the khan of Kaiat in

BaliKhistan, and is also used immediately after the want of

rulers such as the suitan df Turkey
;
the meaning of the term has

also extended clonvnwards, until in Persia and Afghanistan it has

become an afha to the name of any Mahommedan gentkenan,

like Esquire, and fn India it has become a part of many Mabom'
medan names, especially when Pathan descent is Maimed.
The title tof Khan Bahadur is conferred ^ the British govern-

ment on ISahommodans and also on Parsis.

KHANDilSH, EAST and WEST, two districts of British

India, in the central division of Boixihay. They vreix formed

in 1906 by the division of the Old single district of BJumdeah.

Their areas are respectively 4544 sq. m. and 5497 sq. m., and
the population on these areas in 1901 was 957,728 and 469;654.

The headquarters of East Khandesh are at Jalgaoo, and those

of West Khandesh at Dhulia.

The prindpol natural feature is the Tapti river, whi^ flows

thremgh both districts from east to westand divides eadu into two
unequal -parts. Of these the larger lie towards the south, and

are drained by the rivers Girna, Bori and Panjhra. Northwards

beyond the alluvial plain, which oontains some of the richest

tracts m Kluandesh, the land rises towards tlie Satpura bilk.

In the centre .and east the country is level, save for some low

ranges of barren hills, and has in general an arid, usdertfle

appearance. Towards the north and west, the plain rises into a

diflicult and rugged country, thickly wooded, and inhabited

wild trilies of I&ils, who chiefly support themsdves on the fruits

of the forests and by wood-cutting. The drainage of the diatiict

centres in the Tapti, which receives thirteen principal tributaries

in its course through Khandesh. None of riie rivers is navigable,

and the Tapri iflows in too deep a bed to be useful for irrigation.

The district on the whole, however, is fairly iwell supplied whk
stnface water. Khandesh is not rich in minerals. A large area

is under fore.st; but the jungles have been denuded of most of

their valuable timber. Wild beasts are numerous. In x^i the

population of the old single district was 1,427,382, showing on

increase of less than >1 % in »the decade. ^Of tiM aboriginal

tribes the Bhils are the most important. They numfber ri^,ooo,

and formerly were a wild .and lawless robber tribe. Since the

introduction of Britishrulg, the-eflorts made by kindly treatment,

and by the offer of suitaihle employment, to win the Bhils from

their ^sorderly Kfe have been most successful. Many of tfliem

are now employed in police duties and as village watchmen. The
principal crops are miUets, «cotton, pulse, wheat and oilseeds.

There are many fadtOTies .for ginning and pressi^ cotton, and a
cotton-mill at falgaon. The (Oantem (district iis traversed ;by

tbe(Gveat indian Peniasulavaftway, whidi branches at Bhusawitl

(anmportant oenrlre of:trade)l»KWBrds Jubbulporeand Nagpur.

B(^ diatrictajave (orossdl by the Tapti Vidley (Hue from Surat

Khwodesli ^offered somewhat from famine m 1896*^x897, and

move severely in ^^899*4900.

SHABTDWA#^ town of Bdti^ kdia, in die.Ninor district tif

the Central Provinces, 'oI whidh it is the headquarters, 353 m.
N.£.iof BondMyhyirnil. 9op. 1(1901), 19,401. Khandwaisnai

aacieiit town, wOh Jain and other tempdes. As m (oentre 'of

trade, it has superseded the old capital of Burhanpur. It<is an
important railway junction, (#here (the Malwa line from iIndoTi

meets the main line of the Great Indian Peninsaia. Thereare
factories for ginning and pressing cotton, and raw cotton is

exported.
_

KHANSA (Tumfldir bint *Amr, known as al«iKhans&) (d.

€. 645), Arabian poetess of the tribe Sukim, a branch of Qais,

was bom in the later years of the 6tb centoryjand brought up in

such wealth and luxury as the desert could give. Eefoskig the
offer of Duraid ibn a poet and 'prkite, She manried
MirdOs and had byhim three sons. AfterwAids^shemonied again.

Beforethe time of Islam she lost her brDthen.$akhr and Moaariya
in battle. Her elegies written on these brothers and on her

father made her the most famous poetess of her time. At the
fair of 'Ukftz N&bigha Dhubyfini ksaid tohave placed Asha ffrst

among the poets tl^ present and Khans& second above Hassftn

ibn Tli&bit. Khans& with her tribe accepted Islam soraewhat
late, but persisted in wearing the heathen sign of mounting,
against the precepts of Islam. Her four sons foughtiniiheannies

of Islam and were slain in the battle of Kadis^a. Omar wrote
her a letter congratulating her on their heroic aid and assigned

her a pension. Bhe died in her :tent 645. Her danger
*Amra also wrote poetry. Opinion was divided among later

critics as to whether Khansk or Laila (see Animic LilvitATiTxn;

:

§ Poetry) was the greater.

Her diwan has been edited by L. Cheikbo (Beirut, 1895) and trans-
lalfid into French by I>c Coppier (Beirut, 1889). Cf. T. Kdldeke's
Bet$rdge eur KentUntss tier Poesie der altm Arabfir (Hanover, ,

1864). Stories oi her iiie are coatained in the A'iM ul^AekAni^
xiii. 136-147. (G.W. T.)

KHAR, a small but very fertile province oi Persia, known
by the andents as Choara and Choarene; pop. about to^ooo.

The governor of the province resides at Kishlak Khar,akugc
village situated 62 m. S.£. of Teheran, or at Aradan, a viUa^
10 m. farther E. The province has an abundant waternsupply

from the Hableh>rud, and produces great quantities of

barley and rice. Of the £6000 which it pays to the state, more
than l^coo is paid in kind—wheat, barley, straw oad rioe.

KHARAOHODA, a village of British India, in the Ahmeddbad
district -of Bombay, situated on the Little Runn of Cutdi, land

the terminus of a branch railway; pop. (1901), 2108. Here is

the government factory of salt, known as i^agra salt, producing

nearly 2,000,000 cwt. a year, most lof which is cxfiorted to

other provinces in Central and Northern India.

KHARGA (Wah el*K«arga. the outer oasis), (the largest

of the Egyptian oases, and hence frequently called the Great

Oasis. It lies in the Lil^yan desert between fl4*'4Uid Ob'" N. and
30" and 3't“ E., the chief town, also called Kharga, beimg435 m.
by rail S. by W. of Cairo. Ht is reached by a nairrow-gauge line

(opened in 1908) from junction, a station on tte Nile

valley fine near Farshut. The oasis consists of a depression in

the desert some 1^00 sq. m. in extent, and is libcnit iwora. Jong

N. to S. and -from x2 to 50 broad E. to W. Formerly, and into

historic rimes, a lake occupied a considerable pariof the depres*

sion, and the tliick deposits of clay and .sand then laid down now
form the bulk of the cultivated lands of it includes,

however, a good deal of desert land . The inhabitants numbered

(1907 .census) 8348. They are of Berber ^stodc. Administra-

tively the oasis forms part of the mudkia of Assiut. It is

practically rainless, and (there is not bow a single natural flowing

spring. There are, however, numerous wells, water being ob-

tained freely kom theporaus isandstone rwhich underlies a great

part of the»LibyanTdesert, Some very ancient wells are,4ooIt.

deep. In water-hearing sandstones near -the surfaioe these

undergEOund aqueducts -doting from .Roman times. The <i>aris

Gontains many jgsoves of date rpakas, there ^heii^ over 60,000

adult trees in 1907. The dom (paln^ tamariiak;, ocaeiaAnd

senna are also found. Rice, b^ey And whe^ are ofadef

cereals (Quhivate^i And lucerne for fodder. Bisrides agriculture

tlm only industry k banket and .mat making—from palm loAiras

and fflbre. Sinoe 1906 .extenrive boring and land reclamaticoi

works have baea uni^rtakenan the oasis.
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Modem'. Klaproth, Mem. sur les Khazurs/' in Joum. As.,

ist Rerics, vol. iii.
;

id,, Tableaux hist, de VAsie (Paris, 1823); id.,

Tabl, hist, de Caucuses (1827); memoirs on the Khazars by Harkavy
and by Howorth (Congt^s intern, des orientalistes^ vol. ii.); Latham,
Russian and Turk, pp. 209-217; Vivien St Martin, Etudes de giog.

ancxenne (Paris, 1850); id., Recherches sur les populations au
Caucase (1847); id., "Sur les Khazars," in Nouvelles ann. des

voyages (1857); D'Ohsson, Peuples du Caucase (Paris, 1828);
S. i&auBS, " Zur Geschichte der Cliazaren," in Revue orientate pour
les Etudes Ourals-alta'iques (1900). (P. L. G.; C. El.)

KHEDIVE, a Persian word meaning prince or sovereign,

granted as a title by the sultan of Turke>- in 1867 to his viceroy

in Egypt, Ismail, in place of that of “ vali.”

KHERI, a district of British India, in the Lucknow division I

of the United Provinces, which takes its name from a small town
i

with a railway station 81 m. N.W. of Lucknow. The area of the
|

district is 2963 sq. m., and its population in 1901 was 905,138.

It consists of a series of fairly elevated plateaus, separated by
j

rivers flowing from the north-west, each bordered by alluvial

land. North of the river Ul, the countiy’ is considered very, un-

healthy. Through this tract, probably the bed of a lake, flow

two rivers, the Kauriala and Chauka, changing their courses

constantly, so that the surface is seamed with deserted river beds
.much below the level of the surrounding country. The vegeta-

tion is very dense, and the stagnant waters are the cause of

endemic fevers. The i^ople reside in the neighbourhood of the

low ground, as the soil is more fertile and less expensive to culti-

vate than the forest-covered uplands. South of the Ul, the

scene changes. Between every two rivers or tributaries stretches i

a plain, considerably less elevated than the tract to the north.

There is very little slope in any of these plains for many miles,

and marshes are formed, from which emerge the headwaters

of many secondary streams, which in the rains become dangerous
torrents, and frequently cause devastating floods. The general

drainage of the country is from north-west to south-east.

Several large lakes exist, some formed by the ancient channels

of the northern rivers, being fine sheets of water, from 1 0 to 20 ft.

deep and from 3 to 4 m. long; in places they are fringed with

magnificent groves. The whole north of the district is covered

with vast forests, of which a considerable portion are govern-

ment reserves. Sal occupies about two-thirds of the forest

area. The district is traversed by a branch of the Oudh &
Rohilkhand railway from Lucknow to Bareilly.

KHERSON, a government of .south Russia, on the N. coast of

the Black Sea, bounded W. by the governments of Bessarabia

and Podolia, N. by Kiev and Poltava, S. by Ekaterinoslav and
Taurida. The area is 27,497 sq. m. The aspect of the country,

especially in the south, is that of an open steppe, and almost

the whole government is destitute of forest. The Dniester marks
the western and the Dnieper the south-eastern boundary; the

Bug, the Ingul and several minor streams drain the intermediate

territory. Along the shore stretch extensive lagoons. Iron,

kaolin and salt are the principal minerals. Nearly 45 % of

the land is owned by the peasants, 31^;, by the nobility, 12% by
other classes, and 12 % by the crown, municipalities and public

institutions. The peasants rent 1,730,000 acres more from the

landlords. Agriculture is well developed and 9,000,000 acres

(51*1 %) are under crops. Agricultural machiner>^ is extensively

used. The vine is widely grown, and yields 1,220,000 gallons

of wine annually. Some tobacco is grown and manufactured.

Besides the ordinary cereals, maize, hemp, flax, tobacco and
mustard are commonly grown; the fruit trees in general culti-

vation include the cherry, plum, peach, apricot and mulberry;
and gardening receives .^considerable attention. Agriculture

has been greatly improved by some seventy German colonies.

Cattle-breeding, horse-breeding and sheep-farming are pursued
on a large scale. Some sheep farmers own 30,000 or 40,000
merinos each. Fishing is an important occupation. There are

manufactures of wool, hemp and leather; also iron-w’orks, machi-
nery and especially agricultural machinery works, sugar factories,

steam flour-mills and chemical works. The ports of Kherson,
Ochakov, Nikolayev, and especially Odessa, are among the

principal outlets of Russian commerce; Berislav, Alexandriya,

Elisavetgrad, Voznesenask, Olviopol and Tiraspol play an impior-

tant part in the inland traffic. In 1871 the total population was

1,661,892, and in 1897 2,744,040, of whom 1,332,175 were women
and 785,094 lived in towns. The estimated pop. in 1906 was

3,257,600. Besides Great and Little Russians, it comprises

Rumanians, Greeks, Germans (123,453), Bulgarians, Bohemian.^,

Swedes, and Jews (30% of the total), and some Gypsies. About

84 % belong to the Orthodox Greek Church
;

there are also

numerous Stundists. The government is divided into six dis-

tricts, the chief towns of which are : Kherson (q.v.), Alexandriya
I (14,002 in 1897), Ananiev (16,713), Elisavetgrad (66,182 in 1900),

Odessa (449,673 in 1900), and Tiraspol (39,323 in 1900). This

region was long subject to the sway of the Tatar khans of the

Crimea, and owes its rapid growth to the colonizing activity of

Catherine IL, who between 1778 and 1792 founded the cities of

Kherson, Odessa and Nikolayev. Down to 1803 this government
was called Nikolayev.

KHERSON, a town of south Russia, capital of the above

I
government, on a hill above the right bank of the Dnieper, about

I

19 m. from its mouth. Founded by the courtier Potemkin in

i

1778 as a naval station and seaport, it had become by 1786 a

I

place of 10,000 inhabitants, and, although its progress was
I checked by the rise of Odessa and the removal (in 1794) of the

I

naval establishments to Nikolayev, it had in 1900 a population

of 73,185. The Dnieper at this point breaks into several arms,

forming islands overgrown with reeds and bushes; and vessels

of burden must anchor at Stanislavskoe-selo, a good way down
the stream. Of the traffic on the river the largest share is due
to the timber, wool, cereals, cattle and hides trade

;
wool-dressing,

soap-boiling, tallow-melting, brewing, flour-milling and the

manufacture of tobacco are the chief indu.stries. Kherson is a

.substantially built and regular town. The cathedral is the

burial-place ot Potemkin, and near Kherson lie the remains of

John Howard, the English philanthropist, who died here in

1790. The fortifications have fallen into decay. The name
I
Kherson was given to the town from the supposition that the

1 site was formerly that of Chersonesus Heracleotica, the Greek

j
city founded by the Dorians of Heraclea.

!
KHEVENHULLER, LUDWIG ANDREAS (1683-1/44), Aus-

! trian field-marshal, Count of Aschelberg-Frankenburg, came of a

I
noble family, which, originally Franconian, settled in Carinthia

in the nth century. He first .saw active service under Prince

j
Eugene in the War of the Spanish Succession, and by 1716 had

I

ri.sen to the command of Prince Eugene’s own regiment of

I dragoons. He distinguished himself greatly at the battles of

Peterwardein and Belgrade, and became in 1723 major-general
of cavalry {General-Wachtmeister), in 1726 proprietaiy colonel

of a regiment and in 1733 lieutenant field marshal. In 1734
the War of the Polish Succession brought him into the field again.

He was present at the battle of Parma (June 29), where Count
Mercy, the Austrian commander, was killed, and after Mercy’s

death he held the chief command of the army in Italy till Field

Marshal Konigsegg’s arrival. Under Kdnigsegg he again dis-

tinguished himself at the battle of Guastalla (September 19).

He was once more in command during the operations which
followed the battle, and his skilful generalship won for him the

I

grade of general of cavalry. He continued in military and

I

diplomatic employment in Italy to the close of the war. In

1737 he was made field marshal, Prince Eugene recommending
him to his sovereign as the best general in the service. His chief

exploit in the Turkish War, which soon followed his promotion,

was at Radojevatz (September 28, 1737), where he cut bis way
through a greatly superior Turkish army. It was in the Austrian

Succession War that his most brilliant work was done. As com-
mander-in-chief of the army on the Danube he not only drove out

the French and Bavarian invaders of Austria in a few days of

rapid marching and sharp engagements (January 1742), but
overran southern Bavaria, captured Munich, and forced a large

French corps in Linz to surrender. Later in the summer of

1742, owin^ to the inadequate forces at his disposal, he had to

evacuate his conquests, but in the following campaign, though
now subordinated to Prince Charles of Lorraine,, Kl^enhuller
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reconquered southern Bavaria, and forced the emperor in June
to conclude the unfavourable convention of Nieder-Schdi^eld.

He disapproved the advance beyond the Rhine which followed

these successes, and the event justified his fears, for the Austrians

had to fall back from the Rhine through Franconia and the

Breisgau, Khevenhiiller himself conducting the retreat with

admirable skill. On his return to Vienna, Maria Theresa

decorated the field marshal with the order of the Golden

Fleece. He died suddenly at Vienna on the 26th of January

1744*

He was the author of various instructional works for officers and
soldiers (Z>£s G. F, M. Grafen v. Khevenhiiller Obsetvationspunkie fUr
sein Draeoner-regiment, 1734 and 1748) and a r^glement for the
infantry (1737), and of an important work on war in general, Kurzer
Begriff alley militdrischen Operationen (Vienna, 1756; French version,

Maximes de guerre, Paris, 1771).

KHEVSURS, a people of the Caucasus, kinsfolk of theGeorgians.

They live in scattered groups in East Georgia to the north and

north-west of Mount Borbalo. Their name is Georgian and
means **

People of the Valleys.’^ For the most part nomadic,

they are still in a semi-barbarous state. They have not the

beauty of the Georgian race. They are gaunt and thin to almost

a ghastly extent, their generally repulsive aspect being accentu-

ated by their large hands and feet and their ferocious expression.

In complexion and colour of hair and eyes they vary greatly.

They are very muscular and capable of bearing extraordinary

fatigue. They are fond of fighting, and still wear armour of

the true medieval type. This panoply is worn when the law of

vendetta, which is sacred among them as among most Caucasian

peoples, compels them to seek or avoid their enemy. They carry

a spiked gauntlet, the terrible marks of which are borne by a

large proportion of the Khevsur faces.

Many curious customs still prevail among the Khevsurs, as for*

instance the imprisonment of the woman during childbirth in a

lonely hut, rouno which the husband parades, firing of! his musket
at intervals. After delivery, food is surreptitiously brought the
mother, who is kept in her prison a month, after which the hut is

burnt. The boys are usually named after some wild animal, e.g.

bear or wolf, while the girls* names are romantic, such as Daughter
of the Sun, Sun of my Ileart. Marriage.s are arranged by parents
v/hen the bride and bridegroom are still in long clothes. The chief

ceremony is a forcible abduction of the girl. Divorce is very com-
mon, and some Khevsurs are polygamous. Formerly no Khevsur
might die in a house, but was always carried out under the sun or

stars. The Khevsurs like to call themselves Christians, but their

religion is a mixture of Christianity, Mahomraedanism and heathen
rites. They keep the Sabbath of the Christian Church, the Friday
of the Moslems, and the Saturday of the Jews. They worship sacred
trees and ofier sacrifices to the spirits 01 tlie earth and air. Their
priesta are a combination of medicine-men and divines.

See G. F. R. Radde, Die Chevs'uren und ihr Land (Cassel, 1878)

;

Ernest Chantre, Recherches anthropologiques dans ie Caucase (Lyons,

1885-1887).

KHILCHIPUR, a mediatized chiefship in Central India, under

the Bhopal agency; area, 273 sq. m.; pop. (igoi), 3LM3; esti-

mated revenue, £7000; tribute payable to Sindhia, £700. The
residence of the chief, who is a Khichi Rajput of the Chauhan

clan, is at Khilchipur (pop. 5121).

KHIN6AN, two ranges of mountains in eastern Asia.

I. Great Khingan is the eastern border ridge of the immense
plateau which may be traced from the Himalaya to Bering

Strait and from the Tian-shan Mountains to the Khingan
Mountains. It is well known from 50" N. to Kalgan (41“ N.,

115“ E.), where it is crossed by the highway from Urga to Peking.

As a border ridge of the Mongolian plateau, it possesses very

great orographical importance, in that it is an important climatic

boundary, and constitutes the western limits of the Manchurian

flora. The base of its western slope, which is very gentle, lies at

altitudes of 3000 to 3500 ft. Its crest rises to 4800 to 6500 ft.,

but its eiistem slope sinks very precipitately to the plains

of Manchuria, which have only 1500 to 2000 ft. of altitude.

On this stretch one or two subordinate ridges, parallel to the

main ran^e and separated from it by longitudinal valleys, fringe

its eastern slope, thus marking two different terraces and giving

to the whole system a width of from 80 to 100 m. Basalts,

trachytes and other volcanic formations are found in the main

range and on its south-eastern slopes. The range was in

volcanic activity in 1 720-1 721.

South-west of Peking the Great Khingan is continued by the
In-shan mountains, which exhibit similar features to those of the
Great Khingan, and represent the same terraced escarpment of the
Mongolian plateau. Moreover, it appears from the map of the
Russian General Stafi (surveys of Slmssi, V. A. Obruchev, G. N.
Potanin, &c.) that similar terrace-shaped esca^ments—but consider-

ably wider apart than in Manchuria—occur in the Shan-si province
of China, along the southern border of the South Mongolian plateau.
These escarpments are pierced by the Yellow River or Hwang-ho
south of the Great Wall, between 38'' and 39® N., and in all prob-
ability a border range homologous to the Great Khingw separates
the upper tributaries of the Hwang-ho (namely the Thn-ho) from
those of the Yang-tsze-kiang. But according to Obruchev the
escarpments of the Wei-tsi-shan and Lu-huang-lin, by which southern
Ordos drops towards the Wei-ho (tributary of the Hwang-ho), can
hardly be taken as corresponding to the Kalgan escarpment. They
fall with gentle slopes only towards the high plains on the south of

them, while a steep descent towards the Tow plain seems to exist

further south only, between 32'’ and 34”. Thus the southern con-
tinuations of the Great Khingan, south of 38'’ N., possibly consist

of two separate escarpments. At its northern end the place where
the Great Khingan is pierced by the Amur has not been ascer-

tained by direct observation. Prince P. Kropotkin considers tliat

the upper Amur emerges from the high plateau and its border-ridgc,
the Kningan, below Albazin and above Kumara.^ If this view
prevail—I'etermann has adopted it for his map of Asia, and it has
been upheld in all the Gotha publications—it would appear that the.

Great Khingan joins the Stanovoi ridge or Jukjur, in that portion

of it which faces the west coast of the Sea of Okhotsk, At any rate

the Khingan, separating the Mongolian plateau from the much
lower plains of the Sungari and the Nonni, is one of the most impor-
tant orographical dividing-lines in Asia. »

See Semenov's Geographical Dictionary (in Russian)
;

D. V.

Putiata, Expedition to the Khingan in t8gi (St Petersburg, 1893);
Potanin, “ Journey to the Khingan," in IzvesHa Russ. Geog. Soc.

(1901).

2. The name Little Khingan is applied indiscriminately to

two di.stinct mountain ranges. The proper application of the

term would be to reserve it for the typical range which the Amur
pierces 40 m. below Ekaterino-Nikolsk (on the Amur), and which

is also known as the Bureya mountains, and as Dusse-alin. This

range, which may be traced from the Amur to the Sea of Okhotsk,

.seems to be cleft twice by the Sungari and to be continued under

different local names in the same south-westerly direction to the

peninsula of Liao-tung in Manchuria. The other range to which

the name of Little Khingan is applied is that of the llkhuri-alin

mountains (51“ N., i22'^-j 26'' E.), which run in a north-westerly

direction between the upper Nonni a^id the Amur, west of

Blagovyeshchensk. (p. A. K.; J. T. Be.)

KHIVA, formerly an important kingdom of Asia, but now a

much reduced khanate, dependent upon Russia, and confined to

the delta of the Amu-darya (Oxus). Its frontier runs down the

left bank of the Amu, from 40” 15' N., and down its left branch to

T^ke Aral; then, for about 40 m. along the south coast of Lake

Aral, and finally southwards, following the escarpment of the

Ust-Urt plateau. From the Transcaspian territory of Russia

Khiva is separated by a line running almost W.N.W.-E.S.E.

under 40“ 30' N., from the Uzboi depression to the Amu-darya.

The length of the khanate from north to south is 206 m., and its

greatest width 300 m. The area of the Khiva oasis is 52 10 sq. m.

while the area of the steppes is estimated at 17,000 sq. m. The

population of the former is estimated at 400,000, and that of the

latter also at 400,000 (nomadic). The water of the Amu is

brought by a number of irrigation canals to the oasis, the general

declivity of the surface westwards focilitati^ the irrigation.

Several old beds of the Amu intersect the territoiy. The water

of the Amu and the very thin layer of ooze which it deposits

render the oasis very fertile. Millet, rice, wheat, barley, oats,

peas, flax, hemp, madder, and all sorts of vegetables and fruit

(especially melons) are grown, as also the vine and cotton. The

white-washed houses scattered amidst the elms and poplars, and

surrounded bv flourishing fields, produce the most agreeable

contrast with' the arid steppes. Livestock, especially sheep,

camels, horses and cattle, is extensively bred by the nomads,

1 See his sketch of the orography of East Siberia (French trans.,

with addenda, published by the InsHM Giographique of Brussels in
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The population is composed of four divisions : Dzbegs (150,000

to 200,000), the dominating race among the settled inhabitants

of the oasis, from whom the officials are recruited; Sarts and

Tajiks, agriculturists and tradespeople of mixed race ;
Turkomans

{c. 170,000), who li^'e in the steppes, south and west of the oasis,

and formerly plundered the settled inhabitants by their raids;

and the Kara-kalpaks, or Black Bonnets, a Turki tribe some

50,000 in number. They live south of Lake Aral, and in the

towns of Kungrad, Khodsheili and Kipchak form the prevailing

element. Tliey cultivate the soil, breed cattle, and their women

make carpets. There are also about 10,000 Kirghiz, and when

the Russians took Khiva in 1^173 there were 29,300 Persian slaves,

stolen by Turkoman raiders, and over 6500 liberated slaves,

mostly Kizil-bashes. The former were set free and the slave

trade abolished. Of domestic industries, the embroidering of

cloth, silks and leather is worthy of notice. The trade of Khiva

is considerable : cotton, wool, rough woollen cloth and silk

cocoons are exported to Russia, and various animal products to

Bokhara. Cottons, velveteen, hardware and pepper are imported

from Russia, and silks, cotton, china and tea from Bokhara.

Khivan merchants habitually attend the Orenburg and Nizhniy-

Novgorod fairs.

BisUfry.—The present khanate is only a meagre relic of the

great kingdom which under the name of Chorasmia, Kharezm

(Khwarizm) and Urgenj (Jurjanlya, Gurganj) held the keys of

the mightiest iiver in Central Asia. Its possession has con-

sequently been much disputed from early times, but the country

has undergone great changes, geographical as well os political,

which have lessened its importance. The Oxus (Amu-darya) has

changed its outlet, and no longer forms a water-way to the

Caspian and thence to Europe,while Khiva is entirely surrounded

by territory either directly administered or protected by Rus.sia.

Chorasmia is mentioned by Herodotus, it being then one of the

Persian provinces, over wliich Darius placed satraps, but nothing

material of it is known till it was seized by the Arabs in a.d. 680.

Wl\en the power of the caliphs declined the governor of the pro-

vince probably became independent; but the first king known

to history is Mamun-ibn-Mahommed in 995. Khwfirizm fell

under the power of Mahmud of Ghazni in 1017, and subsequently

under that of the Seljuk Turks. In 1097 the governor Kutb-ud-

din assumed the title of king, and one of his descendants, Ala-

ud-din-Mahommed, conquered Persia, and was the greatest prmce

in Central Asia when Jenghiz Khan appeared in 1219. Khiva

was conquered again by Timur in 1379; and finally fell under

the rule of the Uzbegs in 1512, who are still the dominant race

under the protection of the Russians.

Russia established relations with Khiva in the 17th century.

The Co.ssacks of the Yaik during their raids across the Caspian

ieamt of the existentre of this rich territory and made more

than one plundering expedition to the chief towm Urgenj. In

1717 Peter the Great, having heard of the presence of auriferous

sand in the bed of the Oxus, desiring also to “ open mercantile

relations with India through Turan '' and to release from slavcr>’

some Russian subjects, sent a military force to Khiva. When
within 100 miles of the capital they encountered the troops of the

khan. The battle lasted three days, and ended in victoiy for

the Russian arms. The Khivons, however, induced the victors

to break up their army into small detachments and treacher-

ously annihilated them in detail. It was not until the third

decade of the 19th century that the attention of the Musc^ovite

government was again directed to the khanate. In 1^39 a force

under General Perovsky moved from Orenburg across th« Ust-Urt

plateau to the Khivan frontiers, to occupy the khauate, liberate

the captives and open the way for trade. This expeditw like-

wise terminated in disaster. In 1847 the Russians founded a fort

at the mouth of the Jaxartes or Syr-darya. This advance de-

prived the Khivans not only of territory, but of a large number
of tax-paying Kirgliiz, and also gave the Russians a base lor

further operations. For tlie next few years, howev^, the

attention of the Russians was taken up with Khokand, their

operations on that side ouhniaating in the capture of Tashkent

in 1865. Free in this quarter, they directed their thoughts once

-KHOI
more to Khiva. In 1869 Krasnovodsk on the east shore of the

Caspian was founded, and in 1871-1872 the country leading to

Khiva from different parts of Russian Turkesto was thoroughly

explored and surveyed. In 1873 an expedition to Khiva was

carefully organized on a large scale. The army of 10,000 men
placed at the disposal of General Kaufmann started from three

different bases of operation— Krasnovodsk, Orenburg

Tashkent. Khiva was occupied almost without opposition.

All the territory (35,700 sq. m. and 110,000 souls) on the right

bank of the Oxus was annexed to Russia, while a heavy war

indemnity was imposed upon the khanate. The Russians

thereby so crippled the finances of the state that the khan is in

complete subjection to his more powerful neighbour.

(J. T. Be.; C. El.)

KHIVA, capital of the khanate of Khiva, in Western Asia,

25 m. W. of the Amu-darya and 240 m. W.N.W. of Bokhara.

Pop. about 10,000. It is surrounded by a low earthen wall, and

has a citadel, the residence of the khan and the higher officials.

There aic a score of mosques, of which the one containing the

tomb of Polvan, the patron saint of Khiva, is the best, and four

large madrasas (Mahommedan colleges). Large gardens exist

in the western part of the town. A small Russian quarter has

grown up. The inhabitants make carpets, silks and cottons.

KHNOPFF, FERNAND EDMOND JEAN MARIE (1858- ),

Belgian painter and etcher, was bom at the ch&teau de Grem-

bergen (Teimonde) on the 12th of September 1858, and studied

under X. Mdlcry. He developed a very original talent, his

work being characterized by great delicacy of colour, tone and

harmony, as subtle in spiritual and intellectual as in its material

qualities. “ A Crisis ’’ (1881) was followed by “ Listening to

Schumann,” ” St Anthony ” and “ The Queen of Sheba ” (1883),

and then came one of his best-known works, “ The Small Sphinx
”

(1884). His Memories ” (1889) and ” White, Black and Gold
”

(1901) are in the Brussels Museum; ‘‘Portrait of Mile R.”

(1889) in the Venice Museum; “ A Stream at Fosset ” (1897) at

Budapest Museum: “ The Empress '' (1899) in the collection of

the emperor of Austria, and “A Musician” in that of the king

of the Belgians. “ I Lock my Door upon Myself ” (189T), which

was exhibited at the New Callery, London, in 1902 and there

attracted much attention, was acquired by the J’inakothek at

Munich. ‘Other works are “ wSilence ” (1890), “The Idea of

Justice ” (1905) and ” Isolde (1906), together with a poly-

chrome bust “Sibyl” (18194) and an ivory mask (1897). In

quiet intensity of feeling Khnopff was influenced by Rossetti,

and in simplicity of line by Burne-Jones, but the poetry and tlie

delicately mystic and enigmatic note of his work are entirely

individual. He did good work also as an etcher and dry-

pointist.

Sec L. Dumont-Wjlden, Fernand Khnopff (Jirussels, 1907).

KHOI, a district and town in the province of Azerbaijan,

Persia, towards the extreme north-yest frontier, between the

Urmia Lake and the river Ara.s. The district contains many
flourishing villages, and consists of an elevated plateau 60 m.

by 10 to 15, highly cultivated by a skilful system of drainage and

irrigation, producing fertile meadows, gardens and fields yielding

rich crops of wheat and barley, cotton, rice and many kinds of

fruit. In the northern part and bounding on Maku lies the plain

of Chaldaran (Kivlderan), where In August 1514 the Turks under

Sultan Selim I. fought the Persians under Shah Ismail and gained

a great victory.

The town of Khoi lies in 38“ 37' N., 4S" K 77 <90 hy

road) N.W. of Tabriz, at an elevation of 3^ ft., on the great

trade route between Trebizond and Tabriz, and about am*
from the left bank of the Kotur Choi (river from Kotur) which is

crossed there by a seven-apehed bridge and is known lower

down os the Kizil Chai, which ftews the Aras, The walled

part of the town is a quadrilateral with faces of about izoo^ds.

in length and fortifications oonaistiog of two lines of bastions,

ditches, &c., muci out of repair. The populationwmbeta about

35,000, a third living inside tha walls. Jhe Armenian quarter,

with aibout goo families and an old church, ia outside the walls,

The city within the walls forms one of the best laid out towns in
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Persia^ cool streams and lines of willows running along the broad

and regular streets. There are some good buildings^ including

the governor's residwice, severaj mosques, a large brick bazaar

and a fine caravanserai. There is a large transit trade, and con-

siderabie local traffic across the Turkish border. The city sur-

rendered to the Russians in 1827 without fighting and after the

treaty of peace (Turkman Chai, Feb. 1828) was held for some
time by a garrison of 3000 Russian troops as a guarantee for

the payment of the war indemnity. In September 1881 Khoi
suffered much from a violent earthquake. It has post and
telegraph offices.

iniOJENTy or Khojend, a town of the province of Syr-darya,

in Russian Turkestan, on the left bank of the Syr-darya or

Jaxartes, 144 m. by rail S.S.E. from Tashkent, in 40" 17' N, and
69" 30' E., and on the direct road from Bokhara to Khokand.
Pop. (1900), 31,881. The Russian quarter lies between the river

and the native town. Near the river is the old citadel, on the top

of an artificial square mound, about 100 ft. high. The banks

of the river are so high as to make its water useless to the town
in the absence of pumping gear. Formerly the entire commerce

between the khanates of Bokhara and Khokand passed through

this town, but since the Russian occupation (1866) much of it

has been diverted. Silkworms are reared, and silk and cotton

goods are manufactured. A coarse ware is made in imitation

of Chinese porcelain. The district immediately around the town

is taken up with cotton plantations, fruit gardens and vineyards.

The ntajority t>f the inhabitants arc Tajiks.

Khojent has always been a bone of contention between Kho-
Icand and Bokhara. When the amir of Bokhara assisted

Khudayar Khan to regain his throne in 1864, he kept posses-

sion of Khojent. In 1866 the town was stormed by the

Russians; and during their war with Khokand in 1875 it played

an important part.

KHOKAND, or Koran, a town of Asiatic Russia, in the pro-

vince of Ferghana, on the railway from Samarkand to Andijan,

85 m. by rail S.W. of the latter, and 20 m. S, of the Syr-darya.

Pop. (1900), 86,704. Situated at an altitude of 1375 ft., it has

a severe climate, the average tempcratuies being—year. 56'';

Januar>’, 22''
;
July, 65“. Yearly rainfall, 3*6 in. Jt is the centre

of a fertile irrigated oasis, and consists of a citadel, enclosed

by a wall nearly 12 m. in circuit, and of suburbs containing

luxuriant gardens. The town is modernized, has broad streets

and large squares, and a particularly handsome bazaar. The

former palace of the khans, which recalls by its architecture the

mosques of Samarkand, is the best building in the town. Kho-

kand is one of the most important centres of trade in Turkestan.

Raw cotton and silk are the principal exports, while manufac-

tured goods are imported from Russia, (’oins bearing tlie

inscription “ Khokand the Charming,” and known as khokands,

have or had a wdde currency.

The khanate of Khokand was a powerful state which grew up

in the iSth centuiy. Its early histor/ is not well known, but the

town was founded »n 1732 by Abd-ur-Rahim under the name of

Lski-kurgan, or Kali-i-Rahimbai. This must relate, however,

to the fort only, because Arab travellers of the loth century

mention Hovakend or Hokand, the position of which has been

identified with that of Khokand. Many other populous and

wealthy towms existed in this region at the time of the Arab con-

quest of Ferghana. In 1758-1759 the Chinese conquered Dzun-

garia and East Turkestan, and the begs or rulers of Ferghana

recognized Chinese suzerainty. In 1807 or 1808 Alim, son of

Narhuta, brought all the begs of Ferghana imder his authority,

and conquered Tashkent and Chimkent. His attadts on the

Bokharan fortress of Um-tyube were however unsuccessful,

and dte country rose against him. He was killed in 1817 by the

adherenta of his brother Omar. Omar was a poet and patron

of learning, but continued to enlarge his kingdom, taking the

aacrod town of Azret (Tbrkestan), and to protect Ferghana from

the raids of the nomad Kirghiz built fortresses on the Syr-darya,

which became a basis for raids of the Khokand people into

Kirghiz kmd. This was the origin of a conflict with Russia.

Several petty wars were undertaken by the Russians after 1847

to destroy the Khokand forts, and to secure possession, first, of

the Hi (and so of Dzungaria), and next of the Syr-darya region,

the result being that in 1866, after the occupation of Ura^tyube
and Jizakh, the khanate of Khokand was separated from Bokhara.

During the forty-five years after the death of Omar (he died in

1822) the khanate of Khokand was the seat of continuous wars

between the settled Barts and the nomad Kipchaks, the two
parties securing the upper hand in turns, KhokH^ foiling under

the dominion or the suzerainty of Bokhara, which supported

Khudayar-khan, the representative of the Kipchak party, in

1858-1866; while Alim-kul, the representative of the Sarts, put

himself at the head of the gazawai (Holy War) proclaim^ in

i860, and fought bravely against the Russians until killed at

Tashkent in 1865. In 1868 Khudayar-khan, having secured

independence from Bokhara, concluded a commercial treaty with

the Russians, but was compelled to flee in 1875, when a new
Holy War against Russia was proclaimed. It ended in the cap-

ture of the strong fort of Makhrom, the occupation of Khokand
and Marghelan (1875), and the recognition of Russian superiority

by the amir of Bokhara, who conceded to Russia all the territory

north of the Naryn river. War, however, was renewed in the

following year. It ended, in February 1876, by the capture of

Andijan and Khokand and the annexation of the Khokand
khanate to Russia. Out cf it wm made the Russian province of

Ferghana.

A 17THORITIES.—Thc following publications are all in Russian :

Kuhn, Sketch of the Khanate of Khokand (1876); V. Nalivkin, Sh9rt
lh!,iory of Khokand (French trans., Paris, 1889); Niazi Mohammed,,
Tarihi Skanrokit or History of the Rulers of Ferghana^ edited by
Pantusov (Kazaft, 1885); Makshtev, Historical Sketch of Turkestan
and the Advance of ike Russians (St Petersburg, 1890) ;

N. Petrovskiy,

Old Arabian Journals of Travel (Tashkent, 1894); Russian Ency-
clopaedic Dictionary, vol. xv. (1895). (P. A. K.; j. T. Be.)

KHOLM (Polish Chclm), a town of Russian Poland, in the

government of Lublin, 45 m. by rail E.S.E. of the town of

Lublin. Pop. (1897), 19,236. It is a very old city and th^

see of a bishop, and has an archaeological museum for church

antiquities.

KHONDS, or Kandhs, an aboriginal tribe of India, inhabiting

the tributary states of Orissa and the Ganjam district of Madras.

At the census of 1901 they numbered 701,198. Their main
divisions are into Kutia or hill Khonds and plain-dwellii^

Khonds; the landowners are known as Raj Khonds. Their

religion is animistic, and their panthepn indudes eighty-four

gixls. They have given their name to the Khondmals, a sub-

division of Angul district in Orissa : area, 800 sq, m.; pop. (1901),

64,214. The Khond language, Kui, spoken in 1901 by more than

half a million persons, is much more dosely related to Tclugu

than is Gondi. The Khonds are a finer type than the Gonds.

They arc as tall as the average Hindu and not much darker, while

in futures they are very Aryan. They are undoubtedly a mixed

Dravidian race, with much Aiy^an blood.

The Khonds became notorious, on the British occupation of

their district about 1835, from the prevalence and cruelty of the

human sacrifices they practised. These “ Meriah ” sacrifices,

as they v/ere called, were intended to further the fertilization of

the earth. It was incumbent on the Khonds to purchase tlbeir

victims. Unless bought with a price they were not deemed

acceptable. They seldom sacrificed Khonds, though in hard

times Khonds were obliged to sell their diildren and they could

then be purcliased as Meriahs. Persons of any race, age or sex,

were acceptable if purchased. Numbers were bought and kept

and well treated; and Meriah women were encouraged to beoome
mothers. Ten or twelve days before the sacrifice the victim^s

hair was cut off, and the vil^ers having bathed, wettt wiHi the

priest to the sacred grove to forewarn die goddei^. The festival

lasted three days, and the wildest orgies were indulged in.

See Major Macpheiaon, ReHgious Doctrines of ike Khonds; hSs

acooimt 01 their re^on in Jour. R, Asiatic Soc. xiii. lond

his Report upon the Khonds of Ganjam and Cuttack ^Calcutta, 1A42);

also District Gazetteer of Angul (Calcutta, 1908).

KBORASMIf or Khorassan (i.e. land of dae sun a

geographical term originally api^d to the loastem of the four
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quarters (named from the cardinal points) into which the ancient

monarchy of the Sassanians was divided. After the Arab con-

quest the name was retained both as the designation of a definite

province and in a looser sense. Under the new Persian empire

the expression has gradually become restricted to the north-

eastern portion of Persia which forms one of the five great

provinces of that countiy. The province is conterminous E.

with Afghanistan, N. with Russian Transcaspi^ tenitory, W.
with Astarabad and Shabrud-Hostam, and S. with Kerman and

Yczd. It lies mainly within 29 45-38' 15' N. and 56 -61" E.,

extending about 320 m. cast and west and 570 m. north and

south, with a total area of about 150,000 sq. m. The surface is

mountainous. The ranges generally run in parallel ridges,

inclosing extensive valleys, with a normal direction from N.W.

to S.E. 'I'he whole of the north is occupied by an extensive

highland system composed of a part of the Elburz and its con-

tinuation extending t-o the Paropanusus. 'I'his system, sometimes

spoken of collectively as the Karen Dagh, or Kopet Dagh, from

its chief sections, forms in the east three ranges, the Hazar

Masjed, Binalud Kuh and Jagatai, enclosing the Meshed-

Kuchan valley and the Jovain plain. 'Fhe former is watered by

the Kashaf-rud (Tortoise River), or river of Meshed, flowing east

to the Hari-rud, their junction forming the Tejen, which sweeps

round the Daman-i-Kuh, or northern skirt of the outer range,

towards the Caspian but loses itself in the desert long before

reaching it. The Jovain plain is watered by the Kali-i-niuru,

an unimportant river which flows south to the Great Kavir or

central depression. In the west the northern highlands develop

two branches
: (1) the Kuren Dagh, streidiiiig through the Great

and Little Balkans to the Caspian at Krasnovodsk Bay, (2) the

Ala Dagh, forming a continuation of the Binalud Kuh and joining

the mountains between Bujnurd and Astarabad, which lorm

part of the Elburz system. Tlie Kuren Dagh and Ala Dagh

enclose the valley of the Atrck River, which flows west and south-

west into the Caspian at Hassan Kuli Bay. The western off-

shoots of the Ala Dagh in the north and the mountains of Astara-

bad in the south enclose the ^'alle>’ of the Gurgan River, wliich

also flows westwards and parallel to the Alrek to the south-

eastern comer of the C^ispian. Hie outcT range has probably

a mean altitude of 8000 it., the highest known summits being

the Hazar Masjed (10,500) and the Kaui Dagh (9800). 'I'he

central range seems to be higher, culminating with the Shah-

jehan Kuh (11,000) and the Ala Dagh (11,500). The southern

iidges, although generally much lower, have the highest point

ol the whole sy.stem in the Shah Kuh (13,000) between Shahrud

and Astarabad. South of this northern highland several

parallel ridges run diagonally across the province in a N.W.- S.E.

direction as far as Seistan.

Beyond Uie Atrek and other rivers watering the northern

valleys a few brackish and intermittent rivers lose themselves

in the Great Kavir, which occupies the central and western parts

of the province. The true character of the kavir, which forms the

distinctive feature of east Persia, has scarcely been determined,

some regarding it as the bed of a dried-up sea, others as developed

by the saline streams draining to it from the surrounding high-

lands. Collecting in the central depressions, which have a mean
elevation of scarcely more than 500 ft. above the Caspian, the

water of these streams is supposed to form saline deposits with a

thin hard crust, beneath which the moisture is retained for a con-

siderable time, thus producing those dangerous and slimy quag-

mires which in winter are covered with brine, in summer with a

treacherous incrustation of salt. Dr Sven Hedin explored the

central depressions in 1906.

The surface of Khorasan thus consists mainly of highlands,

saline, swampy deserts and upland valley.s, some fertile and well-

watered. Of the last, occurring mainly in the north, the chief

are the longitudinal valley stretching from near the Herat

frontier through Meshed, Kuchan and Shirvan to Bujnurd, the

Derrehgez district, which lies on the northern skirt of the outer

ran^e projecting into the Akhal I'ekkcb domain, now Russian

temtory, and the district.s of Nishapur and Sabzevar which lie

south of the Binalud and Jagatai ranges, 'I'hese fertile tracts

produce rice and other cereals, cotton, tobacco, opium and

fruits in profusion. Other products arc manna, saffron, asafoe-

tida and other gums. 'Flie chief manufactures are swords, stone-

ware, carpets and rugs, woollens, cottons, silks and sheepskin

pelisses {pustin, Afghan poshtin).

The administrative divisions of the province arc: i, Nishapur;

2, Sabzevar; 3, Jovain; 4, Asfarain; 5i Bujnurd; 0, Kuchan; 7,

Derrehgez; 8, Kelat; % Chinaran; 10, Meshed; ii, Jam; 12, Bakharz;

13, Radkan; 14, Serrakhs* 15, Sar-i-jam; lO, Bam and Safiabad;

1*7, Turbet i Haidari; 18, Turshiz; 19, Khaf; 20, Tun and Tabbas;

21, Kain; 22, Seistan.

The population consists of Irauiaus (Tajiks, Kurds, Baluchis),

Mongols, Tatars and Arabs, and is estimated at about a million.

The Persians proper have always represented the settled, industrial

and trading elements, and to them the Kurds and the ^abs have

become largely assimilated. Even many of the original Tatar,

Mongol and other nomad tribes (i7af), instead of leading their former

roving and unsettled life of the sahara-niskin (dwellers in the desert),

are settled and peaceful shahf^mshin (dwellers in towns) . In religion

all except some Tatars and Mongols and the Baluchis have con-

formed tn the national Shiah faith. The revenues (cash and kind)

of the province amount to about 80,000 a year, but very little of

this amount reaches the Teheran treasury. The value of the

exports and imports from and into the whole province is a little

under a million sterling a year. The province produces about

10,000 tons of wool and a third of ibis quantity, or rather more,

valued at ;^70,ooo to ^80,000, is exported via Russia to the markets

of western Europe, notably to Marseilles, Russia keeping only a

small part. Other important articles of export, all to Ri:is.sia, are

cotton, carpets, shawls and turquoises, the last from the mines near

Nishapur. (A. H.-S.)

KHDRREMABAD, a town of Persia, capital of the province of

Liiristan, in 33“ 32' N., 48 15' E., and at an elevation of 4250 ft.

Pop. about 6000. It is situated 138 m. W.N.W. of Isfahan and

117 m. S.E. of Kermanshah, on the right bank of the broad but

shallow Khorromabad river, also called Ab-i-istaneh, and, lower

down, Kashgan Rncl. On an isolated rock between the towm

and the river stands a ruined castle, the Diz-i-siyah (black castle),

the resideiK'o of the governor of the district (then called Samha)

in the middle uges,jand, with some modern additions, one of them

consisting of rooms on the summit, called Felek ul aflak (heaven

of heavens), the residence of the governors of Luristan in the

beginning of the iqth century. At the foot of the castle stands

the modern residence of the governor, built c, 1830, with several

spacious courts and gardens. On the left bank of the river

opposite the town are the ruins of the old city of Samha. There

arc a minaret 60 ft. high, parts of a mosque, an aqueduct, a

number ol walls of other buildings and a four-sided monolith,

measuring 9J ft. in height, by 3 ft. long and 2J broad, with an

inscription partly illegible, commemorating Mahmud, a grand-

son of the Seljuk king Malik Shah, and dated a.h. 517, or 519

(a.I). 1148-1150). There also remain ten arches of a bridge

which led over the river from Samha on to the road to Shapur-

khast, a city situated some distance west.

KHORSABAD, a Turkish village in the vilayet of Mosul,

12J m. N.E. of that town, and almo.st 20 m. N. of ancient Nine-

veh, on the left bank of the little river Kosar. Here, in 1843,

P. E. Botta, then French consul at Mosul, discovered the re-

mains of an Assyrian palace and town, at which excavations were

conducted by him and Flandin in 1843-1844, and again by Victor

Place in 1851-1855. The ruins proved to be those of the town

of Dur-Sharrukin, “ Sargon’s Castle,” built by Sargon, king of

Assyria, as a royal residence. The town, in the shape of a rect-

angular parallelogram, with the comers pointing approximately

toward the cardinal points of the compass, covered 741 acres of

ground. On the north-west side, half within and half without

the circuit of the walls, protruding into the plain like a ^eat

bastion, stood the royal palace, on a terrace, 45 ft. in height,

covering about 25 acres. The palace proper was divided into

three sections, built around three sides of a large court on the

south-east or city side, into which opened the great outer gates,

guarded by winged stone bulls, each section containing suites of

rooms built around several smaller inner courts. In the centre

was the serai, occupied by the king and his retinue, with an

extension towards the north, opening on a large innor court, con-

taining the public reception rooms, elaborately decorated with
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sculptures and historical inscriptions, representing scenes of

hunting, worship, feasts, battles, and the like. The harem, with

separate provisions for four wives, occupied the south comer, the

domestic quarters, including stables, kitchen, bakery, wine cellar,

&c., being at the east corner, to the north-east of the great

entrance court. In the west corner stood a temple, with a stage-

tower (ziggurat) adjoining. The walls of the rooms, which stood

only to the height of one storey, were from 9 to 25 ft. in thickness,

of clay, faced with brick, in the reception rooms wainscoted with

stone slabs or tiles, elsewhere plastered, or, in the harem, adorned

with fresco paintings and arabesques. Here and there the floors

were formed of tiles or alabaster blocks, but in general they were

of stamped clay, on which were spread at the time of occupancy

mats and rugs. The exterior of the palace wall exhibited a

system of groups of half columns and stepped recesses, an orna-

ment familiar in Babylonian architecture. The palace and city

were completed in 707 b.c., and in 706 Sargon took up his resi-

denc^e there. He died the following year, and palace and city

seem to have been abandoned shortly thereafter. Up to 1909
this was the only Assyrian palace which had ever been explored

systematically, in its entirety, and fortunately it was found on

the whole in an admirable state of preservation. An immense
number of statues and bas-reliefs, excavated by Botta, were

transported to Paris, and formed the first Assyrian museum
opened to the world. The objects excavated by Place, together

with the objects found by Fresnel’s expedition in Babylonia and

a part of the results of Rawlinson’s excavations at Nineveh, were

unfortunately lost in the Tigris, on transport from Bagdad to

Basra. Flandin had, however, made careful drawings and copies

of all objects of importance from Khor.sabad. The whole

material was published by the French government in two
monumental publications.

See J’. K. Botta and E. Flandin, Monument de Ntnive (Paris, 1849-
1850; 5 vols.,40f» plates); Victor Place, Ninive et VAssyrie^ avec des

essais de restauration pat 1\ 'Ihomas (Paris, 1866-1869; 3 vols.).

(J.‘P. Pe.)

KHOTAN (locally Ilchi), a town and oasis of East Turkestan,

on the Khotan-darya, between the N. foot of the Kuenlun and
the edge of the Takla-makan desert, nearly 200 m. by caravan

road S.E. from Yarkand. Pop., about 5000. The town con-

sists of a labyrinth of narrow, winding, dirty streets, with poor,

square, flat-roofed houses, half a dozen madrasas (Mahommedan
colleges), a score of mosques, and some masars (tombs of Mahom-
medan saints). Dotted about the town are open squares, with

tanks or ponds overhung by trees. For centuries Khotan was
famous for jade or nephrite, a semi-precious stone greatly

esteemed by the Chinese for making small fancy boxes, bottles

and cups, mouthpieces for pipes, bracelets, ^fec. The stone is

still exported to China. Other local products are carpets (silk

and felt), silk goods, hides, grapes, rice and other cereals, fruits,

tobacco, opium and cotton. There is an active trade in these

goods and in wool with India, West Turkestan and China. The
oasis contains two small towns, Kara-kash and Yurun-kash, and
over 300 villages, its total population being about 150,000.

Khotan, known in Sanskrit as Kustana and in Chinese as

Yu-than, Yu-tien, Kiu-sa-tan-na, and Khio-tan, is mentioned in

Chinese chronicles in the 2nd century b.c. In a.d. 73 it was
conquered by the Chinese, and ever since has been generally

dependent upon the Chinese Empire. During the early centuries

of the Christian era, and long before that, it was an important

and flourishing plt^e, the capital of a kingdom to which the

Chinese sent emba^ies, and famous for its glass-wares, copper

tankards and textiles. About the year a.d. 400 it was a c% of

some magnificence, and the seat of a flourishing cult of Buddha,
with temples rich in paintings and ornaments of the precious

metals; but from the 5th century it seems to have declined.

In the 8th century it was conquered, after a struggle of 25 years,

by the Arab chieftain Kotaiba ibn Moslim, fromWest Turkestan,

who imposed Islam upon the people. In 1220 Khotan was

destroy^ by the Mongols under Jenghiz Khan. Marco Polo,

who passed through the town in 1274, says that
**
Everything

is to be had there [at Cotan, i.e. Khotan] in plenty, including
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abundance of cotton, with fiax, hemp, wheat, wine, and the like.

The people have vineyards and gardens and estates. They live

by commerce and manufactures, and are no soldiers.” ^ The
place suffered severely during the Dungan revolt against China
in 1864-1875, and again a few years later when Yakub Beg of

Kashgar made himself master of East Turkestan.

The Khotan-darya rises in the Kuen-lun Mountains in two
headstreams, the Kara-kash and the Yurun-kash, which unite

towards the middle of the desert, some 90 m. N. of the town of

Khotan. The conjoint stream then flows 180 m. northwards

across the desert of Takla-makan, though it carries water only

in the early summer, and empties itself into the Tarini afew miles

below the confluence of the Ak-su with the Yarkand-darya
(Tarim). In crossing the desert it falls 1250 ft. in a distance of

270 m. Its total length is about 300 m. and the area it drains

probably nearly 40,000 sq. m.
See J. P. A. R^musal, Histoire de la ville de Khotan (Paris, 1820);

and Sven Hedin, Through Asia (Eng. trans., London, 1898), chs. lx.

and Ixii., and Scientific Results of a Journey in Central Asia, iSg^-
J<^02, vol. ii. (Stockholm, 1906). (J. T. Be.)

KHOTIN, or Khoteen (variously written Khochim, Choezim,
and Chocim), a fortified town of South Russia, in the government
of Bessarabia, in 48 ' 30' N. and 26“ 30' E., on the right bank of

the Dniester, near the Austrian (Galician) frontier, and opposite

Podolian Kamenets. Pop. (1897), 18,126. It possesses a few

manufactures (leather, candles, beer, shoes, bricks), and carries on
a considerable trade, but has always been of importance mainly

as a military post, defending one of the most frequented passage^

of the Dniester. In the middle ages it was the seat of a Genoese

colony
;
and it has been in Polish, Turkish andAustrian possession.

The chief events in its annals are the defeat of the Turks in 1621

by Ladislaus IV., of Poland, in 1673 John Sobieski, of Poland,

and in 1739 by the Russians under Miinnich; the defeat of the

Russians by the Turks in 1768; the capture by the Russians in

1769, and by the Austrians in 1788; and the occupation by the

Russians in "1806, It finally passed to Russia with Bessarabia in

1812 by the peace of Bucharest.

KHULNA, a town and district of British India, in the Presi-

dency division of Bengal. The town stands on the river Bhairab,

and is the terminus of the Bengal Central railway, 109 m. E. of

Calcutta. Pop, (1901), 10426. It is the most important centre

of river-bome trade in the delta.

The District of Khulna lies in the middle of the delta of

the Ganges, including a portion of the' Sundarbans or seaward

fringe of swamps. It was formed out of Jessore in 1882. Area
(excluding the Sundarbans), 2077 sq. m. Besides the Sundar-

bans, the north-east part of the district is swampy
;
the north-

west is more elevated and drier, while the central part, though

low-lying, is cultivated. The whole is alluvial. In 1901 the

population was 1,253,043, showing an increase of 6 % in

the decade. Rice is the principal crop; mustard, jute and

tobacco are also grown, and the fisheries are important. Sugar

is manufactured from the date palm. The district is entered

by the Bengal Central railway, but by far the greater part of

the traffic is carried by water.

See District Gaxetteer (Calcutta, 1908).

KHUNSAR, a town of Persia, sometimes belonging to the

province of Isfahan, at others to Irak, 96 m. N.W. of Isfahan,

in 33” 9' N., 50'’ 23' E., at an elevation of 7600 ft. Pop., about

10,000. It is picturesquely situated on both sides of a narrow

valley through which the Khunsar River, a stream about 12 ft.

wide, flows in a north-east direction to Kuom. The town and its

fine gardens and orchards straggle some 6 m. along the valley

with a mean breadth of scarcely half a mile. There is a great

profusion of fruit, the apples yielding a kind of cider which,

however, does not keep longer than a month. The climate is

cool in summer and cold in winter. There arc five caravanserais,

three mosques and a post office*

KHURJA, a town of British India, in the Bulandshahr district

of the United Provinces, 27 m. N.W. of Aligarh, near the main
1 Sir H. Yule, The Booh of Ser Marco Polo, bk. i. ch. xxxvi. (3rd

ed., London, 1903).
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line of the Eabl Indian railway. Pop. (1901), 29,277. It is an
important centre of trade in g^’ajn, indigo, sugar and g/r/, and has

cotton gins and presses and a manufacture of pottery. Jain
traders form a large and wealthy class

j
and the principal

building in the town Ls a modem Jain temple, a fine domed
structure richly canned and ornamented in gold and coiours.

KHYBEB PASS, tlie most important of the passes w’hich lead

from Afghanistan into Indi;^. It is a narrow dehle w'inding

between cliffs of sliale and limestone 600 to 1000 ft. high,

stretching up to more lofty mountains behind. No other pass in

the world has possessed such strategic importance or reta'ms so

many historic associations as this gateway U) the plains of

India. It has probably seen Persian and Greek, Seljuk, Tatar,

Mongol and Durani ( onquerors, with the hosts of Alexander the

Great, Mahmud of Ghaajni, Jenghiz Khan, Timur, Baber,

Nadir Sbah, Ahmed Shah, and numerous other warrior chiefs

pass and repass through its rockj^ defiles during a period of

2000 years. The mountain barrier which separates the Pesliawar

plains from the Afghan highlands differs in many respects

from the mountain barrier which intervenes between the Indus
plains and the plateau farther south. To the south this barrier

consists of a series of flexures folded parallel to the river, through

W’hich the plateau drainage breaks down in tran.sverse lines form-

ing gorges and clefts as it cuts through successive ridges. West
of Peshawar the strike of the mountain systems is roughly from
west to cast, and this formation is maintained with more or

less regularity as far south as the Tochi River and W'aziristan.

Almost immediately w^est of Peshaw^ar, and stretching along

the same parallel of latitude from the meridian of Kabul to

within ten miles of the Peshawar cantonment, is the great

central range of the Safed Koh, which forms throughout its

long, straight line of rugged peaks the southern wall, or wurer-

divide, of the Kabul River basin. About the meridian of 71 E.

it forks, sending off to the north-east what is locally known as a

spur to the Kabul River, but which is geographically only part

of that stupendoufj water-divide which hedges in the Kunar
and Chitral valleys, and, under the name of the Shandur Range,
unites with the Hindu Kush near the head of the I’aghdumbash
Pamir, The Kabul River breaks through this northern spur

of the Safed Koh; and in breaking through it is forced to the

northward in a cur^^ed channel or trough, deeply sunk in the

mountains betw een terrific cliffs and precipices, where its narrow
waterway affords no foothold to man or beast for many miles.

To reach the Kabul River within Afghan teiTitory it is neces-

sar}" to pass over this water-divide; and the Khyber stream,

flow’ing down from the pass at Landi Kotal to a point in the

plains opposite Jamrud, 9 m. W. of Peshawar, affords the

opportunity.

Pursuing the main road from Peshaw^ar to Kabul, the fort of

Jamrud, which commands the British end of the Khyber Pass,

lies some 11 m. W. of Pesliawar, The road leads through a

barren stony plain, cut up by water-courses and infested by all

the worst cut-throats in the Peshawar distrifl. Some three

miles beyond Jamrud the road enters the mountains at an
opening called Shadi Bagiar, and here the Khyber proper
begins. The highwa)' runs for a short distance through the l^d
of a ravine, and then joins the road made by C olonel Mackeson
in 1839-1842, until it ascends on the left-hand side to a

plateau railed Shagai. From here can be seen the fort of Ali

Masjid, wdiich commands the centre of the pass, and which has

been the scene of more than one famous siege. Still going

westward the road turns to the right, and by an easy zigzag

descends to the river of -Ali Masjid, and runs along its bank.
The new road along this cHff was made by the British during

the Second Afglran War (1879-80), and here is the narrowest
part of the Khyber, not more thgn 15 ft. broad, with the Rhotas
hill the right fully 2000 ft. overhead. S^e three miles

farther on the valle>’ widens, and on either .side lie the hamtets
and some sixty towers of the Zakka Khel Afridis. Hien comes
the lioargi Shinwari plateau, some seven miles in length and
three in its widest part, ending at Landi Kotal, wliere is another
British fort, which closes this end of the Khyber and overlooks

the plains of Afghani.stan. After leaving Landi Kotal the great

Kabul highway passes between low hills, until it debouclies

on the Kabul River and leads to Dakka, I’he whole of the

Khyber Pass from end to end lies within the country of tlic

Afridis, and is now recognized as under British control. From
Shadi Bagiar on the east to Landi Kotal on the west Ls about
20 m. in a straight line.

The Khyber has been adopted by Uie British as the main road
to Kabul, but its difficulties (before they were overcome by
British engineers) were such that it was never so regarded by
former ruta of India. The old road to India left the Kabul
River near its junction with the Kunar, and crossed the great

divide between the Kunar valley and Bajour; then it turned

southwards to the plains. During the first Afghan War the

Khyber was the scene of many skirmishes with the Afridis and
some disasters to the British troops. In July 1839 Colonel Wade
captured the fortress of Ali Masjid. In 1842, when Jalalabad
was blockaded, Colonel Moseley was sent to occupy the same fort,

but wa.s compelled to evacuate it after a few days owing to

scarcity of provisions. In April of the same ye.ar it was reoccu-

pied by General Pollock in his advance to Kabul. It was at

Ali Masjid that Sir Neville Chamberlain^s friendly mission to the

amir Shere Ali was stopped in 1878, thus causing the second

Afghan War; and on the outbreak of that war Ali Masjid was
captured by Sir Samuel Browne. The treaty which closed the war
in May 1C79 left the Khyber tribes under British control. From
that time the pass was protected by jezailchis drawn from the

Afridi tribe, who were paid a subsidy by the British government.
For 18 years, from 1879 onward, Colonel K, \VarburLon controlled

the Khyber, and for the greater part of that time .secured its

safety; but his term of office came to an end synchronously

with the wave of fanaticism whic h swept along tlie north-west

border of India during 1897. The Afridis were persuaded by
their mullahs to attack the pass, whiith they themselves had
guaranteed. 'I'he British government were warned of the

intended movement, but only withdrew the British officers

belonging to the Khyber Rifles, and left the pass to its fate.

'J'he Khyber Rifles, de^Jerted by their officers, made a half-

hearted resistance to their fellow-tribesmen, and the pass fell

into the hands of the Afridis, and remained in their possession

for some -months. This was the chief cause of the Tirah Ex-
pedition of 1897. The Khyber Rifles were afterwards strength-

ened, and divided into twc» battalions commanded by four

British officers.

Stst Eigtiietfn Years in the Khvher, by Sir Robert Warburton (rgoci)

;

Indian Borderland, by Sir T. tlolclich (1901). (T. H. H.*)

KIAKHTA, a town of Siberia, one of the chief centres of

trade betv/een Russia and China, on the Kiakhta, an affluent

of the Selenga, and on an elevated plain surrounded by moun-
tains, in the Russian go'^ernment of Transbaikalia, 320 m. S.W.
of Chita, the capital, and close to the Chinese frontier, in 50“ 20'

N., io6‘’ 40' E. Besides the lower town or Kiakhta proper, the

municipal jurisdiction comprises the fortified upper town of

'Iroitskosavsk, about 2 m. N., and the settlement of Ust-

Kiakhta, 10 m. farther distant. The lower town stands directly

opposite to the Chinese emporium of Maimachin, is surrounded

by walls, and consists principally of one broad street and a
large exchange courtyard. From 1689 to 1727 the trade of

Kiakhta was a government monopoly, but in the latter year it

was thrown open to private merchants, and continued to

improve until i860, when the right of commercial intercourse

was extended along the whole Russian-Chinese frontier. The
annual December fairs for which Kiakhta was former^ famous,

and also the regular traffic passing through the town, have con-

siderabfy^ fallen of! since that date, Russians exchange

here leather, sheepskins, furs, Korns, woollen cloths, coarse

[ linens and cattle fw teas (in value 95 % of the entire imports),

porcelain, rhubarb, manufactured ritks, nankeens and other

Chinese prodtice. The population, including Ust-Kiakhta

(5000) aind Troitskosavsk (9213 in 1897),^ w nearly 20,000,.

RIAM-BL an eastern province oi Chimb bouniM N. by

Ku-pi^ and Ngan-hui, S. Kwang-tung, £. by Fu-kien, and
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W. by Hu-nan. It has an area of 72,176 sq. m., and a popula-

tion returned at 22,000,000. It is divided into fourteen pre-

fectures. The provincial capital is Nan-ch’ang Fu, on the Kan
Kiang, about 35 m. from the Po-yang Lake. The whole province

is traversed in a south-westerly and north-easterly direction

by the Nan-shan ranges. The largest river is the Kan Kiang,

which rises in the mountains in the south of the province and
flows north-east to the Po-yang Lake. It was over the Meiling

Pass and down this river that, in old days, embassies landing at

Canton proceeded to Peking. During the summer time it has

water of sufficient depth for steamers of light draft as far as

Nan-ch'ang, and it is navigable by native craft for a considerable

distance beyond that city. Another river of note is the Chang
Kiang, which lias its source in the province of Ngan-hui and
flows into the Po-yang Lake, connecting in its course the Wu-
yuen district, whence come the celebrated “ Moyune green

teas, and the city of King-te-chen, celebrated for its pottery,

with Jao-chow Fu on the lake. The black “ Kaisow teas are

brought from the Ho-kow district, where they are grown, down
the river Kin to Juy-hung on the lake, and the Siu-ho connects

by a navigable stream I-ning Chow, in the neighbourhood of

which city the best black teas of this part of China are produced,

with Wu-ching, the principal mart of trade on the lake. The
principal products of the province are tea, China ware, grass-

cloth, hemp, paper, tobacco and tallow. Kiu-kiang, the treaty

port of the province, opened to foreign trade in 1861, is on the

Vangtsze-kiang, a short distance above the junction of the

Po-yang Lake with that river.

KIAMG-SU, a maritime province of China, bounded N. by

Shan-tung, S. by Cheh-kiang, W. by Ngan-hui, and E. by the

sea. It has an area of 45,000 sq. m., and a population estimated

at 2 1 ,000,000. Kiang-su forms part of the great plain of northern^

China. There are no mountains within its limits, and few hills.

It is watered as no other province in China is watered. The
Grand Canal runs through it from south to north; the Yangtsze-

kiang crosses its southern portion from west to east; it possesses

several lakes, of which the T’ai-hu is the most noteworthy, and
numberless streams connect the c.anal with the sea. Its coast

is studded with low islands and sandbanks, the results of the

deposits brought down by the Hwang-lio. Kiang-su is rich in

places of interest. Nanking, “ the Southern Capital,” was the

scat of the Chinese court until the beginning of the 15th century,

and it was the headquarters of the Tai-p'ing rebels from 1853,

when they took the city by assault, to 1864, when its garrison

yielded to Colonel Gordon’s army. Hang-chow Fu and Su-chow

Fu, situated on the T’ai-hu, are reckoned the most beautiful

cities in China. “ Above there is Paradise, below are Su and

Hang,” says a Chinese proverb. Shang-hai is the chief port in

the province. In 1909 it was connected by railway (270 m.

long) via Su-Chow and Chin-kiang with Nanking. Tea and silk

are the principal articles of commerce produced in Kiang-su,

and next in importance are cotton, sugar and medicines. The
silk manufactured in the looms of Su-chow is famous all over the

empire. In the mountams near Nanking, coal, plumbago, iron

ore and marble are found. Sliang-hai, Chin-kiang, Nanking
and Su-chow are the treaty ports of the province.

KIAOCHOW BAY, a large inlet on the south side of the

promontory of Shantung, in China. It was seized in November

1897 by the German fleet, nominally to secure reparation for the

murder of two German missionaries in the province of Shantung.

In the negotiations' which followed, it was arranged that the bay

and the lusd on both sides of the entrance within certain defined

lines should be leased to Germany for 99 years. During the

continuance of the lease Germany exercises all the rights of

territorial sovereignty, including the right to erect fortifications.

The area leased » about 117 sq. m., and over a further area;

comprising a zone of some ja m., measured from any point on

the shore of the bay, the Chinese government may not issue any

onUnances without the consent of Germany. The native popu-

latimi in the ceded area is about 60,000, The German govern-

meant in 1899 declared Kiaochow a free port. By arrangement

with the Chinese government a branch of the Imperial maritime
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customs has been established there for the collection of duties

upon goods coming from or going to the interior, in accordance
with the general treaty tariff. Trade centres at Ts’ingtao, a
town within the bay. The country in the neighbourhood is

mountainous and bare, but the lowlands are well cultivated.

Ts’ingtao is connected by railway with Chinan Fu, the c*apital

of the province; a continuation of the same line provides for

a junction with the main Lu-Han (Peking-Hankow) railway.

The value of the trade of the port during 1904 was £2,^12,145

(£1,808,113 imports and £904,032 exports).

KlCKAroO he moves about ”), the name of a tribe of

North American Indians of Algonquian stock. When first met
by the French they were in central Wisconsin. They sub-

sequently removed to the Ohio valley. They fought on the

English side in the War of Independence and that of 1812.

Tn 1852 a large band went to Texas and Mexico and gave much
trouble to the settlers; but in 1873 fribe was
settled on its present reservation in Oklahoma. They number
some 800, of whom about a third are still in Mexico.

KIDD, JOHN (T775-1R51), English physician, chemist and
geologist, bom at Westminster on the loth of September 1775,
was the son of a naval officer. Captain John Kidd. He was
educated at Bury St Edmunds and Westminster, and after-

wards at Christ Church, Oxford, where he graduated B.A. in

1797 (M.D. in 1804). He also studied at Guy’s Hospital, London
(1797-1801), where he was a pupil of Sir Astley Cooper. He
became reader in chemistry at Oxford in 1801, and in 1803 was
elected the first Aldrichian professor of chemistry. He therf

voluntarily gave courses of lectures on mineralogy and geology

:

these were delivered in the dark chambers under the Ashmolean
Museum, and there J. J. and W. D. Conybeare, W. Buckland,

C. G. B. Daubeny and others gained their first lessons in geology.

Kidd was a papular and instructive lecturer, and through his

efforts the geological chair, first held by Buckland,was established.

In 1818 he became a F.R.C.P,; in 1822 regius professor of medi-

cine in succession to Sir Christopher Pegge
;
and in 1834 he was

appointed keeper of the Radcliffe Library. He delivered the

Harveian oration before the Royal College of Physicians in

1834. He died at Oxford on the 7th of September 1851.

Publications.—Outlines of Mineralogy (2 vols., 1809) ; A Geologi-

cal Essay on the Imperfect Evidence in Suppoti of a Theory of the

Earth (1815); On the Adaptation of External Nature to the Physical
Condition of Man, 1833 (Bridgewater Treatise).

KIDD, THOMAS (1770-1850), English classical scholar and
schoolmaster, was born in Yorkshire. He was educated at

Giggleswick School and Trinity Collegje, Cambridge. He hdd
numerous scholastic and clerical appointments, the last being

the rectory of Croxton, near Cambridge, where he died on the

27 ch of August 1850. Kidd was an intimate friend of Person

and Charles Burney the younger. He contributed largely to

periodicals, chiefly on classic^ subjects, but his reputation

mainly rests upon his editions of the works of other scholars :

Opuscula Ruhnkeniana (1807), the minor works of the great

Dutch scholar David Ruhnken; Miscellanea criiica of Richard

Dawes (2nd ed., 1827); Tracis and Miscellaneous Criticisms of

Ricliard Porson (1815). He also published an edition of the

works of Horace (1817) based upon Bentley’s recension.

KIDD, WILLIAM [Captain KiddJ (c. 1645-1701), privateer

and pirate, was bora, perliaps, in Greenodk, Scotland, but

his origin is quite obscure. He told Paul Lorraine, the ordinary

of Newgate, that he was ” about 56 ” at the time of his con-

demnation for piracy in 1701. In 1691 an award from the

council of New York of £150 was given him for hie services

during the disturbances in the colony after the revolution of

1688. He was commissioned later to chase a hostile privateer

off the coast, is described as an owner of ships, and is known
to have served with credit against the French in the West Indies.

In 1695 he came to London with a sloop of his own to trade.

Colonel R. Livingston (1654-1 724), a well-known New York, land-

owner, recommended him to the newly aj^inted cobnial

governor Lord Bellomont, as a lit man to command a vessel to

cruise against the pirates in the Eastern seas (see PiaAxn).
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Accordingly the “ Adventure Galley,” a vessel of 30 guns and I

275 tons, was privately fitted out, and the command given to
|

(Captain Kidd, who received the king’s commission to arrest

and bring to trial all pirates, and a commission of reprisals

against the French. Kidd sailed from Plymouth in May 1696

for New York, where he filled up his crew, and in 1697 reached

Madagascar, the pirates’ principal rendezvous. He made no

effort whatever to hunt them down. On the contrary he

associated himself with a notorious pirate named Culliford.

The fact would seem to be that Kidd meant only to capture

French ships. When he found none he captured native trading

vessels, under pretence that they were provided with French

passes and were fair prize, and he plundered on the coast of

Malabar. During j^>98-i699 complaints reached the British

government as to the character of his proceedings. Lord
Bellomont was instructed to apprehend him if he should return

to America. Kidd deserted the ‘t Adventure ” in Madagascar,

and sailed for America in one of his prizes, the “ Quedah Mer-

chant,” which he also left in the West Indies. He reached New
England in a small sloop with several of his crew and wrote

to Bellomont, professing his ability to justify himself and sending

the governor booty. He w^as aiTested in July 1699, was sent

to England and tried, first for the murder of one of his crew, and
then with others for piracy. He was found guilty on both

charges, and hanged at Execution Dock. London, on the 23rd of

May 1701. 'Fhe evidence against him was that of two members
of his crew, the surgeon and a sailor who turned king’s evidence,

but no other witnesses could be got in such circumstances, as

the judge told him when he protested. “ Captain Kidd's

Treasure ” has been sought by various expeditions^ and about

£14,000 was recovered from Kidd’s ship and from Gardiner’s

Island (off the E, end of Long Island); but its magnitude was
palpably exaggerated. lie left a wife and child at New York.

The so-called ballad about him is a poor imitation of the

aullientii^ i hunt of Admiral Benbow’.

Much has been written about Kidd, less because of the intrinsic

interest of his career than because the agreement made with him by
Bellomont was the subject of violent political controversy. The
iKJst jwpular account is in Jn Historical Sketch of Robin Hood and
Captain Kidd by W. W. C'ampbell (New York, 1853), in which the
essential documents are quoted. But see Pir/vte.

KIDDERMINSTER, a market town and municipal and parlia-

mentary borough of Worcestershire, England, 1354 m. N.W. by

W. from London and 15 m, N, of Worcester by the Great

Western railway, on the river Stour and the Staffordshire and
Worcestershire canal. Pop. (1901), 24,692. The parish church

of All Saints, well placed above the river, is a fine Early English

and Decorated building, with Perpendicular additions. Of other

buildings the principal are the town hall (1876), the corporation

buildings, and the school of science and art and free library.

There is a free grammar school founded in 1637. A public

recreation ground, Brinton Park, was opened in 1887, Richard

Baxter, who was elected by the townsfolk as their minister in

1641, was instrumental in saving the town from a reputation

of ignorance and depravity caused by the laxity of their clergy.

He is commemorated by a statue, as is Sir Rowland Hill, the

introducer of penny postage, who was bom here in 1795.

Kidderminster is chiefly celebrated for its carpets. The per-

manency of colour by which they arc distinguished is attributed

to the properties of the water of the Stour, which is impregnated

w'ith iron and fuller’s earth. Worsted spinning and dyeing are

also carried on, and there are iron foundries, tinplate works,

breweries, malthouses, &C; The parliamentary borough returns

one member, llie town is governed by a mayor, 6 aldermen

and 18 councillors. Area, 1214 acres.

In 736 lands upon the river Stour, called Stour in Usmere,

which have been identified with the site of Kidderminster

{Chideminstre), were given to Earl Cyneberght by King ^thel-

bald to found a monastery. If this monastery was ever built,

it was afterwards annexed to the church of Worcester, and
the lands on the Stour formed part of the gift of Coenwulf,

king of the Mercians, to Deneberht, bishop of Worcester, but
were exchanged with the same king in 8i6 for other property.

-KIDNEY DISEASES

I

At the Domesday Survey, Kidderminster was still in the hands

I

of the king and remained a royal manor until Henry II. granted
it to Manser Biset. The poet Edmund Waller was one of the

17th century lords of the manor. The town was possibly a
borough in 1187 when the men paid £4 to an aid. As a royal

possession it appears to have enjoyed various privileges in the

i2th century, among them the right of choosing a bailiff to

collect the toll and render it to the king, and to elect six burgesses

and send them to the view of frankpledge twice a year. The
first charter of incorporation, granted in 1636, appointed a

bailiff and 12 capital burgesses forming a common council.

The town w^as governed under this charter until tlie Municipal

Reform Act of 1835. Kidderminster sent two members to the

parliament of 1295, but was not again represented until the

privilege of sending one member was conferred by the Reform
Act of 1832. The first mention of the cloth trade for which
Kidderminster was formerly noted occurs in 1334, when it was
enacted that no one should make woollen cloth in the borough
without tne bailiff’s seal. At the end of the i8th century the

trade was still important, but it began to decline after the in-

vention of machiner>% prol:>ably owing to the poverty of the

manufacturers. The manufacture of woollen goods was however
replaced by that of carpets, introduced in 1735. At first only

the “ Kidderminster ” carpets were made, but in 1749 a Brussels

loom was set up in the town and Brussels carpets were soon

produced in large quantities.

See Victoria County History: Worcestershire', J. R. Burton, A
History of Kidderminster, with Short Accounts of some Neighbouring
Parishes (1890).

KIDNAPPING (from kid, a slang term for a child, and vap
or nah, to steal), originally the stealing and carrying away
of children and others to serve as servants or labourers in the

American plantations; n was defined by Blackstone as the

forcible abduction or stealing away of a man, woman or child

from their own country and sending them into another. The
difference between kidnapping, abduction (q.v.) and false im-

prisonment is not very great
;
indeed, kidnapping may be said

to be a form of assault and false imprisonment, aggravated by
the carrying of the person to some other place. The term is,

however, more commonly applied in England to the offence of

taking away children from the possession of their parents. By
the Offences against the Person Act 1861, “ whosoever shall

unlaw'fully, by force or fraud, lead or take aw^ay or decoy or

entice away or detain any child under the age of fourteen years

with intent to deprive any parent, guardian or other person

having the lawful care or charge of such child of the possession

of such child, or with intent to steal any article upon or about

the person of such child, to whomsoever such article may belong,

and whosoever shall with any such intent receive or harbour

any such child, &c.,'’ shall be guilty of felony, and is liable to

penal servitude for not more than seven years, or to imprison-

ment for any term not more than two years with or witliout

hard labour. The abduction or unlawfully taking away an

unmarried girl under sixteen out of the possession and against

the will of her father or mother, or any other pcr.son having the

lawful care or charge of her, is a misdemeanour under the same
act. The term is used in much the same sense in the United

States.

The kidnapping or forcible taking away of persons to serve at sea

is treated under Impressment.

KIDNEY DISEASES.^ (For the anatomy of the kidneys,

see Urinary System.) The results of morbid processes in the

kidney may be grouped under three heads r the actual lesions

produced, the effects of these on the composition of the urine,

1 The word " kidney" first appears in the early part of the 14th

century in the form kidenei, with plural kiaeneiven, kideneris,

kidneers, &c. It has been assumed that the second part of the word
is " neer " or " near " (cf. Ger. Nitre), the common dialect word for

“kidney " in northern, north midland and eastern counties of England
(see

J.
Wright, English JKalect DicHcmary, 1903, s.v. Near), and that

the first part represents the O.E. ewift, belly, womb; this tfie New
English Dictionary considers improbable

;
there is only one doubtful

instance of singular kidnere and the ordinary form ended in -ei or ey.

Possibly this represents M.E. ey, plur. f^en, egg, the name being
given from the resemblance in shape. The first part is uncertain.
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W. by Hu-nan. It has an area of 72,176 sq. m., and a popula-

tion returned at 22,000,000. It is divided into fourteen pre-

fectures. The provincial capital is Nan-ch’ang Fu, on the Kan
Kiang, about 35 m. from the Po-yang Lake. The whole province

is traversed in a south-westerly and north-easterly direction

by the Nan-shan ranges. The largest river is the Kan Kiang,

which rises in the mountains in the south of the province and
flows north-east to the Po-yang Lake. It was over the Meiling

Pass and down this river that, in old days, embassies landing at

Canton proceeded to Peking. During the summer time it has

water of sufficient depth for steamers of light draft as far as

Nan-ch'ang, and it is navigable by native craft for a considerable

distance beyond that city. Another river of note is the Chang
Kiang, which lias its source in the province of Ngan-hui and
flows into the Po-yang Lake, connecting in its course the Wu-
yuen district, whence come the celebrated “ Moyune green

teas, and the city of King-te-chen, celebrated for its pottery,

with Jao-chow Fu on the lake. The black “ Kaisow teas are

brought from the Ho-kow district, where they are grown, down
the river Kin to Juy-hung on the lake, and the Siu-ho connects

by a navigable stream I-ning Chow, in the neighbourhood of

which city the best black teas of this part of China are produced,

with Wu-ching, the principal mart of trade on the lake. The
principal products of the province are tea, China ware, grass-

cloth, hemp, paper, tobacco and tallow. Kiu-kiang, the treaty

port of the province, opened to foreign trade in 1861, is on the

Vangtsze-kiang, a short distance above the junction of the

Po-yang Lake with that river.

KIAMG-SU, a maritime province of China, bounded N. by

Shan-tung, S. by Cheh-kiang, W. by Ngan-hui, and E. by the

sea. It has an area of 45,000 sq. m., and a population estimated

at 2 1 ,000,000. Kiang-su forms part of the great plain of northern^

China. There are no mountains within its limits, and few hills.

It is watered as no other province in China is watered. The
Grand Canal runs through it from south to north; the Yangtsze-

kiang crosses its southern portion from west to east; it possesses

several lakes, of which the T’ai-hu is the most noteworthy, and
numberless streams connect the c.anal with the sea. Its coast

is studded with low islands and sandbanks, the results of the

deposits brought down by the Hwang-lio. Kiang-su is rich in

places of interest. Nanking, “ the Southern Capital,” was the

scat of the Chinese court until the beginning of the 15th century,

and it was the headquarters of the Tai-p'ing rebels from 1853,

when they took the city by assault, to 1864, when its garrison

yielded to Colonel Gordon’s army. Hang-chow Fu and Su-chow

Fu, situated on the T’ai-hu, are reckoned the most beautiful

cities in China. “ Above there is Paradise, below are Su and

Hang,” says a Chinese proverb. Shang-hai is the chief port in

the province. In 1909 it was connected by railway (270 m.

long) via Su-Chow and Chin-kiang with Nanking. Tea and silk

are the principal articles of commerce produced in Kiang-su,

and next in importance are cotton, sugar and medicines. The
silk manufactured in the looms of Su-chow is famous all over the

empire. In the mountams near Nanking, coal, plumbago, iron

ore and marble are found. Sliang-hai, Chin-kiang, Nanking
and Su-chow are the treaty ports of the province.

KIAOCHOW BAY, a large inlet on the south side of the

promontory of Shantung, in China. It was seized in November

1897 by the German fleet, nominally to secure reparation for the

murder of two German missionaries in the province of Shantung.

In the negotiations' which followed, it was arranged that the bay

and the lusd on both sides of the entrance within certain defined

lines should be leased to Germany for 99 years. During the

continuance of the lease Germany exercises all the rights of

territorial sovereignty, including the right to erect fortifications.

The area leased » about 117 sq. m., and over a further area;

comprising a zone of some ja m., measured from any point on

the shore of the bay, the Chinese government may not issue any

onUnances without the consent of Germany. The native popu-

latimi in the ceded area is about 60,000, The German govern-

meant in 1899 declared Kiaochow a free port. By arrangement

with the Chinese government a branch of the Imperial maritime
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customs has been established there for the collection of duties

upon goods coming from or going to the interior, in accordance
with the general treaty tariff. Trade centres at Ts’ingtao, a
town within the bay. The country in the neighbourhood is

mountainous and bare, but the lowlands are well cultivated.

Ts’ingtao is connected by railway with Chinan Fu, the c*apital

of the province; a continuation of the same line provides for

a junction with the main Lu-Han (Peking-Hankow) railway.

The value of the trade of the port during 1904 was £2,^12,145

(£1,808,113 imports and £904,032 exports).

KlCKAroO he moves about ”), the name of a tribe of

North American Indians of Algonquian stock. When first met
by the French they were in central Wisconsin. They sub-

sequently removed to the Ohio valley. They fought on the

English side in the War of Independence and that of 1812.

Tn 1852 a large band went to Texas and Mexico and gave much
trouble to the settlers; but in 1873 fribe was
settled on its present reservation in Oklahoma. They number
some 800, of whom about a third are still in Mexico.

KIDD, JOHN (T775-1R51), English physician, chemist and
geologist, bom at Westminster on the loth of September 1775,
was the son of a naval officer. Captain John Kidd. He was
educated at Bury St Edmunds and Westminster, and after-

wards at Christ Church, Oxford, where he graduated B.A. in

1797 (M.D. in 1804). He also studied at Guy’s Hospital, London
(1797-1801), where he was a pupil of Sir Astley Cooper. He
became reader in chemistry at Oxford in 1801, and in 1803 was
elected the first Aldrichian professor of chemistry. He therf

voluntarily gave courses of lectures on mineralogy and geology

:

these were delivered in the dark chambers under the Ashmolean
Museum, and there J. J. and W. D. Conybeare, W. Buckland,

C. G. B. Daubeny and others gained their first lessons in geology.

Kidd was a papular and instructive lecturer, and through his

efforts the geological chair, first held by Buckland,was established.

In 1818 he became a F.R.C.P,; in 1822 regius professor of medi-

cine in succession to Sir Christopher Pegge
;
and in 1834 he was

appointed keeper of the Radcliffe Library. He delivered the

Harveian oration before the Royal College of Physicians in

1834. He died at Oxford on the 7th of September 1851.

Publications.—Outlines of Mineralogy (2 vols., 1809) ; A Geologi-

cal Essay on the Imperfect Evidence in Suppoti of a Theory of the

Earth (1815); On the Adaptation of External Nature to the Physical
Condition of Man, 1833 (Bridgewater Treatise).

KIDD, THOMAS (1770-1850), English classical scholar and
schoolmaster, was born in Yorkshire. He was educated at

Giggleswick School and Trinity Collegje, Cambridge. He hdd
numerous scholastic and clerical appointments, the last being

the rectory of Croxton, near Cambridge, where he died on the

27 ch of August 1850. Kidd was an intimate friend of Person

and Charles Burney the younger. He contributed largely to

periodicals, chiefly on classic^ subjects, but his reputation

mainly rests upon his editions of the works of other scholars :

Opuscula Ruhnkeniana (1807), the minor works of the great

Dutch scholar David Ruhnken; Miscellanea criiica of Richard

Dawes (2nd ed., 1827); Tracis and Miscellaneous Criticisms of

Ricliard Porson (1815). He also published an edition of the

works of Horace (1817) based upon Bentley’s recension.

KIDD, WILLIAM [Captain KiddJ (c. 1645-1701), privateer

and pirate, was bora, perliaps, in Greenodk, Scotland, but

his origin is quite obscure. He told Paul Lorraine, the ordinary

of Newgate, that he was ” about 56 ” at the time of his con-

demnation for piracy in 1701. In 1691 an award from the

council of New York of £150 was given him for hie services

during the disturbances in the colony after the revolution of

1688. He was commissioned later to chase a hostile privateer

off the coast, is described as an owner of ships, and is known
to have served with credit against the French in the West Indies.

In 1695 he came to London with a sloop of his own to trade.

Colonel R. Livingston (1654-1 724), a well-known New York, land-

owner, recommended him to the newly aj^inted cobnial

governor Lord Bellomont, as a lit man to command a vessel to

cruise against the pirates in the Eastern seas (see PiaAxn).
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tubercle in two ways; ascending, in which the primary lesion is in

the testicle, epididymis, or unntiry Uadder, the leaion travelling up
by the ureter or the lymphatics to the kidney; descending, where the

tubercle bacillus reaches the kidney through the blood-vessels. In
the latter case, miliary tubercles, as scattered granules, are seen,

especially in the coitex of the kidney; the lesion is likely to be
bilateral. In primary tuberculosis, and in ascending tuberculosis,

the leaion is at first unilateral Malignant disease of the kidney
takes the form ai sarcoma or caremoma. Sometimes it is dependent
on the malignant growths starting in what are spoken of as " adrenal
rests " in the cortex of the kidney. Sarcoma is most often seen in

the young; carcinoma in the middle-aged and elderly. Carcinoma
may be primary or secondary, but the kidney is not so prone to

malignant disease as other organs, such as the stomach, bowel or liver.

Cvsttc Kidneys .—Cysts may be single—sometimes of large size.

Scattered small cysts are met with in chronic Bright’s disease and
in granular contracted kidney, where the dilatation of tubules reaches
a nigh degree. Certain growths, such as adenomata, are liable to
cystic degeneration, and cysts are also found in malignant disease,

finally, there is a rare condition of general cystic disease somewhat
similar to the congenital affection. ^In this form the kidneys, greatly

enlarged, consist of a congeries of cysts separated by the remains of

renal tissue.

Parasitic Affections .—The more common parasites affecting the
kidney, or .some other portion of the urinary tract, and caasing
disease, are hlaria, bilharzia and the cysticercus form of the taenia
echinococcus (hydatids). The presence of filana in the thoiacic
duct and other lymph-channels may determine the presence of chyle
in the urine, together with the ova and young form.s of the filaria,

owing to the distension and rupture of a lymphatic vessel into some
portion of the urinary tract. This is the common cause of chyluria
in hot climates, but chyluria is occasionally seen in the United
Kingdom without filaria. Bilharzia, especiallv in Egypt and South
Africa, cause.s liaematuria. The cysticercus form of the taenia

echinococcus leads to the production of hydati<l cysts in the kidney

;

this organ, however, is not so often afiected as the liver.

Stone tn the ATrfwpy.—CalcuU are frequently found in the kidney,
consisting usually of uric acid, sometimes of oxalates, more rarely

of phosphates. Calculous disease of the bladder (q.v.) is generally
the sequel to the formation of a stone in the kidney, which, passing
down, becomes coated by the salts in the urine. Calculi are usually
formed in the pelvis of the kidney, and their formation is dependent
either on the excessive amounts of uric acid, oxalic acid, &c., in the
urine, or on an alteration in the composition of the unne, .such as

increased acidity, or on uric acid or oxalate of lime being present in an
abnormal amount. The formation of abnormal crystals is often due to
the presence of some colloid, such as blood, mucus or albumen, in the
secretion, modif3rix)g the crystalline form. Once a minute calculus
has been formed, its subsequent growth is highly probable, owing
to the deposition on it of the urinary constituent lorming it. Calculi
formed in the pelvis of the kidney may be single and may reach a
very large size, forming, Indeed, an actual cast qf the interior of

the expanded kidney. At other times they are multiple and of
varying size. They may give rise to no symptoms, or on the other
hand may cause distressing renal colic, especially when tliey are
small and loose and are pas^ or are trying to be passed. Serious
complications may result from the presence of a stone in the kidney,
such as hydronephrosis, from the urinary secretion being pent up
b^nd the obstruction, or complete suppression, which is apparently
produced reflexly through the nerv'ous system, in such cases the
surgical removal of the stone is often followed by the restoration of

the renal secretion.

The symptoms of renal calculus may be very slight, or they may
be entirely absent if the stone is moulding itself into the interior of
the kidney; but if the stone is movable, heavy and rough, it may
cause great distress, especially during exercise. There wili probably
be blood in the urine; and there will be pain in the loin and thigh
and down into the testicle. The testicle also mav be drawn up by
its suspensory muscle, and there may be irritability of the bladder.
With stone in one kidney the pains may be actually referred to the
kidney of the other side. Generally, but not always, there is tender-
ness in the loin. If the stone is composed of lime it may throw a
shadow on the Rdntgen plate, hut other stones may give no shadow.

Renal colic is the acute pain ielt when a small stone Is travelling
down the ureter to the bladder. The pain is at times so acute that
fomentations, morphia and hot baths fail to ease it, and nothing
short of chloroform gives relief.

For tlie operative treatmgfei of renal calculus an incision is made a
little below the last rib, and, the muscles having been traversed,
the kidney is reached on the surface which is not covered by perF
toneum. Most likely the stone is then felt, so it is cut down upon
and removed. If it is not discoverable on gently pinching the
kidney ^tween the finger and thumb, the kidney had better be
opened in its convex border and explored by the finger. Often it

happened that when a man has presented most of She sympioms
oi renal calculus and has been operated on with a negative result
as regards finding a atone, all the symptoms have nevertheless
disappeared as the dirset result of the blank operation.
Filths ,—Inflammstion of the pelvis of the kidney is generally

DISEASES
produced by the extension of gonorrhoeal or other septic infiamma-
tion upwards from the bladder and lower urinary tract, or by the
presence of stone or of tubercle in the pelvis of the kidney. Pyo-
nephrosis, or distension of the kidney wdtn pus, may result as a sequel
to pyelitis or as a complication of hydronephrosis; in many cases
the inflammation spreads to the capsule of the kidney, and leads
to the formation ol an abscess outside the kidney—a perinephritic

abscess. In some cases a perinephritic abscess results from a septic

plug in a blood-vessel of the kidney, or it may occur as the result

of an iniury to the loose cellular tissue surrounding the kidney,
without lesion of the kidney.

Hydronephrosis, or distension of the kidney with pent-up urine,

results from obstruction of the ureter, although all oDstructions of

the ureter are not followed by it, calculous obstruction, as already
noted, often causing complete suppression of urine. Obsti action of

the ureter, causing hydronepJirosis, is likely to be due to the impac-
tion of a stone, or to pressure on the ureter from a tumour in the
pelvi.s—-as, for instance, a cancer of the uterus—or to some abnor-
mality of the ureter. Sometimes a kink of the ureter of a movable
kidney causes hydronephrosis. The hydronephrosis produced by
obstruction of the ureter may bt intermittent; and when a certain

degree of distension is produced, cither as a result ol the shifting of

the calculus or of some other cause, the obstruction is temporarilj’

relieved in a great outflow of urine, and the urinary discharge is re-

established. When the hydronephrosis has long existed the kidney
13 converted into a sac, the remains of the renal tissues being .spread

out as a thin layer.

Effects on the Urine .—Diseases of the kidney produce alterations

in the composition of the urine
;
either the proportion of the normal

constituents being altered, or substances not normally present being
excreted. In most diseases the quantity of urinary water is dimin-
ished, especially in those in whicn the activity of "the circulation Is

impaired. There are diseases, however, more especially the granular

kidney and certain forms of chronic Bright's drsease, in which the
quantity of urinary water is considerably increa.sed, notwithstamding
the profound anatomical changes that have occurred in the kidney.
There are two forms of suppression of tlie urine : one is obstructive

suppression, seen where the ureter is blocked by stone or other
morbid process; the other is nonMiStructive suppression, which Is

apt to occur in advanced diseases of tlic kidney. In other cases

complete suppression may occur as the result of injuries to distant

arts of the body, as after severe surgical operations. In some
Iseases in which the quantity of urinary water excreted is normal,

or even greater than normal, the efficiency of the renal activity is

really diminished, inasmuch as the urine contains few solids. In

estimating the efliciency of the kidneys, it is necessary to take into

consideration the so-ciUled " solid urine," tliat is to say, the quantit}’

of solid matter daily" excreted, as shown by the specific gravity ol

the urine. The nitrogenous constituents—urea, unc acid, creatiuin,

&c.—vary greatly in amount in diflerent disea.ses. In most renal

diseases tlie quantities of these substances are diminished because
of the physiological impairment of the kidney. The cliief abnormal
constituents of the urine arp serum-albumen, serum-globulin, albu-
moses (albuminuria), blood (haematuria) , blood pigment (haemo-
globinuria), pus (pyuiia), chyle (cliyluria) and pigments such as

melanuria and urobilinuria.

Effects on the Body at large ,
—^These may be divided into the persis-

tent and tlkc intermittent or transitory. The most important
persistent effects produced by disease of the kidney are, first,

nutritional changes leading to general ill health, wasting and
cachexia; and, secondly, certain cardio-vascular phenomena, such
as enlargement (hypertrophy) of the heart, and thickening of the
inner, and degeneration of the middle, coat oi the smaller arteries.

Amongst the intermittent or transitxiry" effects are dropsy, secondary
inflammations of certain organs and serous cavities, and uraemia
Some of these effects are seen in every form oi severe kidney disease,

and uraemia may occur in any advanced kidney disease, Renal
dropsy is chiefly seen in certain forms of Bright’s disease, and thr

cardiac and arterial changes are commonest in cases oi granular or

contracted kidney, but may be absent in other diseases which destroy

the kidney tissue, such as hydronephrosis. Uraemia is a toxic

condition, and three varieties of it are recognized—the acute, the

chronic and the latent. Many of these effects are dependent upon
the action of poisons retained in the body owing to the deficient

action of the kidneys. It is also probable that abnormal substances
having a toxic action arc product as a result of a perverted meta-
bolism. Uraemia is of toxic origin, and it is probable that the

dropsy ol renal disease is due to effects producea in the capillaries

by the presence of abnormal substances in the Uood. High arterial

tension, cardiac hypertrophy and arterial degeneration may also

be of toxic origin, or they may be produced by an attempt of Ihe
body to maint^ an active circulation throuf^ the greatly dimin-
ished amount of kidney tissue available.

Rupture of the kidney may result from a kick or other direct injury.

Vomiting and collapse are likely to ensue, and most likely blood will

appear in the urine, or a tumour composed of blood and uxine may
form in the renal remon. An incision ma4« into the swelling from
the loin may enable the surgeon to see the tom kidney. An atten^>t

should be made to save the kidney by suturing and draining; unless
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the datuage is obviously past repair, the kidney should not be
removed without giving nature a chance. (J . K. B.

;
E. O.*)

KIDWELLY (Cydweli), a decayed market-town and municipal

borough of Carmarthenshire, Wales, situated (as its name
implies) near the junction of two streams, the Gwendraeth Fawr
and the Gwendraeth Fach; a short distance from the shores of

Carmarthen Bay. Pop. (1901), 2285. It has a station on the

Great Western railway. The chief attraction of Kidwelly is its

magnificent and well-preserved castle, one of the finest in South

Wales, dating chiefly from the 13th century and admirably

situated on a knoll above the Gwendroetli Facli. The parish

church of St Max)*, of the 14th century, possesses a lofty tower

with a spire. The quiet little town has had a stirring history. It

was a place of some importance when William de Londres, a

companion of Fitz Hamon and his conquering knights, first

erected a castle here. In 1135 Kidwelly was furiously attacked

by Gwenllian, wife' of Griffith ap Rhys, prince of South Wales,

and a battle, fought close to the town at a place still known as

Maes Gwenllian, ended in the total defeat and subsequent exe-

cution of the Welsh princess. I^ter, the extensive lordship of

Kidwelly became the property through marriage of Henry, cwl of

Lancaster, and to this circumstance is due the exclusive juris-

diction of the town. Kidwelly received its first charter of

incorporation from Henry VI. ;
its present charter dating

from 1618. The decline of Kidwelly is due to the accumula-

tion of sand ai the mouth of the river, and to the consequent

prosperity of the neighbouring Llanelly.

KIEF, Kef or Keif (a colloquial form of the Arabic kaif,

pleasure or enjoyment), the state of drowsy contentment pro-

duced by the use of narcotics. To “ do kef,” or to “ make kef,”

is to pass the time in such a state. The word is used in northern

Africa, especially in Morocco, for the drug used for the purpose.

KIEL, the chief naval port of Germany on the Baltic, a town

of the Prussian province of Schleswig-Holstein. Fop. (1900),

107,938; (1905), 163,710, including the incorporated suburbs.

It is beautifully situated at the southern end on the Kielcr

Busen (bay or harbour of Kiel), 70 m. by rail N. from Hamburg.

It consists of a somewhat cramped old town, lying between the

harbour and a sheet of water called Kleiner Kiel, and a better

built and more spacious new town, which has been increased

by the incorporation of the garden suburbs of Brunswick and

Diistombrook. In the old town stands the palace, built in the

13th century, enlarged in the 18th and restored after a fire in

1838. It was once the scat of the dukes of Holstein-Gottorp,

who resided here from 1721 to 1773, and became the residence

of Prince Henry of Prussia. Other buildings are the church of

St Nicholas (restored in 1877-1884), dating from 1240, with a

lofty steeple; the old town-hall on the market square; the church

of the Holy Ghost; three fine modern churches, those of St James,

of St Jurgen and of St Ansgar; and the theatre. Farther to the

north and facing the bay is the university, founded in 1665 by

Christian Albert, duke of Schleswig, and named after him
” Christian Albertina.” The new buildings were erected in

1876, and connected with them are a library of 240,000 volumes,

a zoological museum, a hospital, a botanical garden and a school

of forestry. The university, which is celebrated as a medical

school, is attended by nearly 1000 students, and has a teaching

staff of over 100 professors and docents. Among other scientific

and educational institutions are the Schleswig-Holstein museum

of national antiquities in the old university buildings, the

Thaulow museum <rich in Schleswig-Holstein wood-carving of

the i6th and 17th centuries), the naval academy, the naval

school and the school for engineers.

The pride of Kiel is ,its magnificent harlwur, which has a

comparatively’ uniform depth of water, averaging 40 ft., and close

to the shores 20 ft. Its length is 1 1 m. and its breadth varies from.

J m. at the southern end to 4i m. at the mouth. Its defen^,

which include two forts, on the west and four on the east side,

all situated about 5 m. from the head of the harbour at the

place (Friedrichsort) where its 'shores approach one another,

moke it a place of great strategic strength. The imperial docks

(five in all) and ship^building yards are on the east side facing

the town, between Gaarden and Ellerbeck, and comprise basins

capable of containing the largest war-ships afloat. The imperial

yard employs 7000 hands, and another 7000 are employed in

two large private ship-building works, the Germania (Krupp’s)

and Howalds’. The Kaiser Wilhelm Canal, commonly called

the Kiel Canal, connecting the Baltic with the North Sea at

Brunsbuttel, has its eastern entrance at Wik, m. N. of Kiel

(see Germany: Waterways). The town and adjacent villages,

e.g. Wik, Heikendorf and Laboe, are resorted to for sea-bathing,

and in June of each year a regatta, attended by yachts from all

countries, is held. This Kieler Wocke is one of the principal

social events in Germany, and corresponds to the “ Cowes

week ” in England. Kiel is connected by day and night services

with Korsor in Denmark by express passenger boats. The

harbour yields sprats which are in great repute. The principal

industries are those connected with the imperial navy and ship-

building, but embrace also flour-mills, oil-works, iron-foundries,

printing-works, saw-mills, breweries, brick-works, soap-making

and fish-curing. There is an important trade in coal, timber,

cereals, fish, butter and cheese.

The name of Kiel appears as early as the loth century in the

form Kyi (probably from the Anglo-Saxon KiUe » a safe pU^
for ships). Kiel is mentioned as a city in the next century ; in

12A2 it received the Liibcck rights; in the 14th century it

acquired various trading privileges, having in 1284 entered the

Hanseatic League. In recent times Kiel has been associated

with the peace concluded in January 1814 between Great

Britain, Denmark and Sweden, by which Norway was ceded to ,

Sweden. In 1773 Kiel became part of Denmark, and in 1866

it passed with the rest of Schleswig-Holstein to l^ussia. Since

being made a great naval arsenal, Kiel has rapidly developed

in prosperity and population.

See Prahl, Chronika der Stadi Kiel (Kiel, 185O); Erichsen, Topo-

graphie des Landkreises Ktel (Kiel, 1898); H. Eckardt, Alt-Ktel in

Wort und Bild (Kiel, 1899); P. Basse, Das Kieler Stitdtbuoh,
^

1289 (Kiel, 1875); Das dlteste Kieler Heniebiech 1300, 1487^ edited

by C. Reuter (Kiel, 1893); Das xweiU Kieler Rentebuch 1487, 1386,

emted by M. Stern (Kiel, 1904) ;
and the Mitteilungen der Gesetlschaft

fur Kieler Stadtgeschichte (Kiel, 1877, 1904)-

KIELCE, a government in the south-west of Russian Poland,

surrounded by the governments of Piotrkow and Radom and by

Austrian Galicia. Area, 3896 sq. m. Its surface is an elevated

plateau 800 to iooq ft. in altitude, intersected in the north-east

by a range of bills reaching 1350 ft. and Beeply trenched in the

south. It is drained by the Vistula on its south-east border,

and by its tributaries, the Nida and the Pilica, which have a very

rapid fall and give rise to inundations. Silurian and Devonian

quartzites, dolomite, limestones and sandstones prevail in the

north, and contain rich iron ores, lead and copper ores. Cwbon-

iferous deposits containing rich coal seams occur chiefly in the

south, and extend into the government of Piotrkow. Permi^

limestones and sandstones exist in the south. The Triassic

deposits contain very rich zinc ores of considerable thickness

and lead. The Jurassic deposits consist of iron-clays and lime-

stones, containing large caves. The Cretaceous deposits yield

gypsum, chalk and sulphur. White and black marble ore also

extracted. The soil is of great variety and fertile in parts, hut

owing to the proximity of the Carpathians, the climate is more

severe than might be expected, Rye, wheat, oate, barley ^d
buckwheat axe grown; modem intensive culture is spreading,

and land fetches high prices, the more so as the peasants’ allot-

ments were small at the outset and are steadily decreasing.

Out of a total of 2,193^300 acres suitable for cultivation 53*4 %
are actually cultivated. Grain is ea^rted. Gardening is a

thrivix!^ industry in the south; beet is grown for m the

south-east. Industries are considerably developed : zinc ^
are extracted, as well as some iron and a little sulphur. Til^,

metallic goods, leather, timber goods and flour are the chief

products of the manufactures. Pop, (1897X 765>***«

most part Poles, with ii % Jews; (1906, estimated), 9x0,900.

By religion 88 % of the people are Roman CatboKcfc Kielce is

divided into seven districts, the chief towns of wUch, with
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populations in 1897, are Kielre {q.v.), Jedrzejow (Russ. Andreyev,

5010), Miechow (4156), Olkusz (3491), Pinczow (8095), Stopnica

(4659) and Wloszczowa (23,065).

KIELCE, a town of Russian Poland^ capital of the above
government, 152 m. by rail S. of Warsaw, situated in a picturesque

hilly country. Pop. (1890), 12,775 ; (1897), 23,189. It has a castle,

built in 1638 and for some time inhabited by Charles XII.;

it was renowned for its portrait gallery and the library of

Zaluski, which was taken to St Petersburg. The squares and
boulevards arc lined with handsome modern buildings. The
principal factories are hemp-spinning, cotton-printing and cement

works. The town was founded in 1173 by a bishop of Cracow.

In the 16th century it was famous for its copper mines, but they

are no longer worked.

KIEPERT, HEINRICH (1818-1899), German geographer, was
born at Berlin on the 31st of July 1818. He was educated at

the university there, studying e^ecially history, philology and
geography. In 1840-1846, in collaboration with Karl Ritter,

he issued liis ftr.st work, Atlas van Hellas uud den hellenischen

Kolonicn, which brought him at once into eminence in the

sphere of ancient historical cartography. In 1848 his Historisch-

^eographiseher Atlas der alien Welt appeared, and in 1854 the

first edition of the Atlas antiquusy which has obtained very

wide recognition, being is.sued in English, French Russian,

Dutch and Italian. In 1894 Kiepert produced the first part

of a larger atlas of the ancient world under the title Formae
orbis anliqui] his valuable maps in Corpus inscriptionum

latinarim must also be mentioned. In 1877-1878 his Lehrbuch

der alien Geo^raphte was published, and in i87t> Leitfaden der

alien Geographic

y

which was translated into Ihiglish {A Manual

of Ancient Geography

y

1881) and into French. Among Kiepert’s

general works one of the most important was the excellent

Neiu’r Handatlas uber alle Teile der Frde et scq.), and he

also compiled a large number of special and educational maps.

Asia Minor vva.s an area in which he took particular interest.

He visited it four times in 1841-1888; and his first map (1843-

1846), together with hi.s Karte des osmanischen Reiches in Asien

(1844 and 1869), formed the highest authority for the geography

of tlie region. Kiepert was profos.sor of geography in the

university of Berlin from 1854. He died at Berlin on the 21st

of April 1899. He left unpublished considerable material in

various departments of his work, and with the assistance of

this his son Richard (b. 1846), who followed hi.s father’s career,

was enabled to issue a map of Asia Minor in 24 sheets, on a scale

of 1
: 400,000 (1902 et seq.), and to carry on the issue of Formae

orbis antiqui,

KIERKEGAARD, SOREN AABY (1813-1855), Danish philo-

sopher, the seventh child of a Jutland hosier, was born in Copen-

hagen on the 5th of May 1813. As a boy he was delicate,

precocious and morbid in temperament. He studied theology

at the university of Copenhagen, where he graduated in 1840
with a treatise On Irony, For two years he travelled in

Germany, and in 1842 settled finally in Copenhagen, where he

died on the nth of November 1855. He had lived in studious

retirement, subject to physical suffering and mental depression.

His first volume, Papers of a Still Living Man (1838), a charac-

terization of Han.s Andersen, was a failure, and he was for some
time unnoticed. In 1843 published Euien—Eller {Either—or)

(4th ed., 1878), the work on which liis reputation mainly rests;

it is a discussion of the ethical and ae.sthetic ideas of life. In

his last years he carried on a feverish agitation against the

theology and practice of the state church, on the ground that

religion is for the individual soul, and is to be separated abso-

lutely from the state and the world. In general his philosophy

was a reaction agaimst the speculative thinkers—Steffens (y.v.),

Niels Treschow (1751-1833) and Frederik Christian Sibbern

(1785-1872); it was based on the absolute dualism of Faith and
Knowledge. His chief follower was Rasmus Nielsen (1809-1884)
and he was opposed by Georg Brandes, who wrote a brilliant

account of his life and works. As a dialectician he has been
described as little inferior to Plato, and his influence on the

literature of Denmark is considerable both in style and in matter.

To him Ibsen owed his character Brand in the drama of that

name.

See his posthumous autobiographical sketch, Synspunktet for min
Forfattmnrksomhed

(
“ Standpoint of my Literary Work ’*); Georg

Brandes, Soren Kierkegaard (Copenhagen, 1877); A. Barthold,
Noten zu K/s Leben^geschichte (Halle, 187O), Die Bedeutung der
dsihetischen Schrifien s. Kierkegaarde (Haile, 3879) and .S. X.'s

I
Pevsdnlichkeii in threr Verwirkhchung der Ideate (6utersloh, 188O)

;

I

F. Petersen, 5 . A’.'s Christendomsforkyndelae (Christiania, 1877).
For Kierkegaard's relation to recent Dani.sh thought, see HOffding s

Archiv fur Geschiclite der Philosophie (1888), vol. ii.

KIEV, KrEFF, or Kiyeff, a government of south-western

Russia, conterminous with those of Min.sk, Poltava, Chernigov,

Podolia, Kherson and Volhynia; area, 19,686 sq. m. It

represents a deeply trenched plateau, 600 to 800 ft. in altitude,

reaching 950 to 1050 ft. in the west, assuming a steep character

in the middle, and sloping gently northwards to the marshy
regions of the Pripet, while on the east it falls abruptly to the

valley of the Dnieper, which lies only 250 to 300 ft. above the

sea. General A. Tillo has shown that neither geologically nor

tectonically can “ spurs of the Carpathians " penetrate into

Kiev. Many useful minerals are extracted, such as granites,

gabbro, labradorites of a rare beauty, syenites and gneiss,

marble, grinding stones, pottery^ clay phosphorites, iron ore

and mineral colours. Towards the southern and central parts

the surface is covered by deep rich “ black earth.” Nearly the

whole of the government belongs to the basin ol the Dnieper,

that rivet forming part of its eastern boundary. In the south-

west are a few small tributaries of the Bug. Besides the Dnieper
the only navigable stream is its confluent the Pripet. The
climate is more moderate than in middle Russia, the average

temperatures at the city of Kiev being—\'ear, 44*5"; January,
21"; July, 68 ;

yearly rainfall, 22 irtches. The lowlands of

the north are covered with woods; they have the flora of

the Polyesie, or marshy woodlands of Minsk, and are peopled

with animals belonging to higher latitudes.^ The population,

which was 2,017,762 in 1863, reached 3,575,457 in 1897, of whom
I,791,503 were women, and 147,878 lived in towns

;
and in

1904 it reached 4,042 526, of whom 2,030,744 were women.
The estimated population in 1906 was 4,206,100. In 1897 there

were 2,738,977 Orthodox Greeks, 14,888 Nonconformists, 91,821

Roman Catholics, 423,875 Jews, and 6820 Protestants.

No less than 41 % of the land is in large holdings, and 45 %
belongs to the peasants. Out of an area of 12,600,000 acres,

II,100,000 acres are available for cultivation, 4,758,000 acres

are under crops, 650,000 acres under meadows, and 1,880,000

acres under woods. About 290,000 acres are under beetroot,

for sugar. The crops principally grown are wheat, rye, oats,

millet, barley and buckwheat, with, in smaller quantities,

hemp, flax, vegetables, fruit and tobacco. Camels have been

used for agricultural work. Bee-keeping and gardening are

general. TTie chief factories are sugar works and distilleries.

The former produce 850,000 to 1,150,000 tons of sugar and
over 50,000 tons of molasses annually. The factories include

machinery works and iron foundries, tanneries, steam flour-

mills, petroleum refineries and tobacco factories. Two main
railways, starting from Kiev and Cherkasy respectively, cross

the government from N.E. to S.W., and two lines traverse its

southern part from N.W. to S.E., parallel to the Dnieper.

Steamers ply on the Dnieper and some of its tributaries. Wheat,
rye, oats, barley and flour are exported. There are two great

fairs, at Kiev and Berdichev respectively, and many of minor

importance. Trade is ver>^ brisk, the river traffic alone being

valued at over one million sterling annually. The government is

divided into twelve districts. The chief town is Kiev (g.w.), and the

district towns, with their populations in 1897, Berdichev (53,728),

Cherkasy (29,619), Chigirin (9870), Kanev (8892), Lipovets

(6068), Radomysl (11,154), Skvira (16,265), Tarashcha (11,452),

Umafi (28,628), Vasilkov (17,824) and Zvenigorodka (16,972).

The plains on the Dnieper have been inhabited since probably

the Palaeolithic period, and the burial-mounds used since the

* Schmahlhausen’s Flora of Snuih-West Russia (Kiev, 1886)
contains a good description of the flora of the province.
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the datuage is obviously past repair, the kidney should not be
removed without giving nature a chance. (J . K. B.

;
E. O.*)

KIDWELLY (Cydweli), a decayed market-town and municipal

borough of Carmarthenshire, Wales, situated (as its name
implies) near the junction of two streams, the Gwendraeth Fawr
and the Gwendraeth Fach; a short distance from the shores of

Carmarthen Bay. Pop. (1901), 2285. It has a station on the

Great Western railway. The chief attraction of Kidwelly is its

magnificent and well-preserved castle, one of the finest in South

Wales, dating chiefly from the 13th century and admirably

situated on a knoll above the Gwendroetli Facli. The parish

church of St Max)*, of the 14th century, possesses a lofty tower

with a spire. The quiet little town has had a stirring history. It

was a place of some importance when William de Londres, a

companion of Fitz Hamon and his conquering knights, first

erected a castle here. In 1135 Kidwelly was furiously attacked

by Gwenllian, wife' of Griffith ap Rhys, prince of South Wales,

and a battle, fought close to the town at a place still known as

Maes Gwenllian, ended in the total defeat and subsequent exe-

cution of the Welsh princess. I^ter, the extensive lordship of

Kidwelly became the property through marriage of Henry, cwl of

Lancaster, and to this circumstance is due the exclusive juris-

diction of the town. Kidwelly received its first charter of

incorporation from Henry VI. ;
its present charter dating

from 1618. The decline of Kidwelly is due to the accumula-

tion of sand ai the mouth of the river, and to the consequent

prosperity of the neighbouring Llanelly.

KIEF, Kef or Keif (a colloquial form of the Arabic kaif,

pleasure or enjoyment), the state of drowsy contentment pro-

duced by the use of narcotics. To “ do kef,” or to “ make kef,”

is to pass the time in such a state. The word is used in northern

Africa, especially in Morocco, for the drug used for the purpose.

KIEL, the chief naval port of Germany on the Baltic, a town

of the Prussian province of Schleswig-Holstein. Fop. (1900),

107,938; (1905), 163,710, including the incorporated suburbs.

It is beautifully situated at the southern end on the Kielcr

Busen (bay or harbour of Kiel), 70 m. by rail N. from Hamburg.

It consists of a somewhat cramped old town, lying between the

harbour and a sheet of water called Kleiner Kiel, and a better

built and more spacious new town, which has been increased

by the incorporation of the garden suburbs of Brunswick and

Diistombrook. In the old town stands the palace, built in the

13th century, enlarged in the 18th and restored after a fire in

1838. It was once the scat of the dukes of Holstein-Gottorp,

who resided here from 1721 to 1773, and became the residence

of Prince Henry of Prussia. Other buildings are the church of

St Nicholas (restored in 1877-1884), dating from 1240, with a

lofty steeple; the old town-hall on the market square; the church

of the Holy Ghost; three fine modern churches, those of St James,

of St Jurgen and of St Ansgar; and the theatre. Farther to the

north and facing the bay is the university, founded in 1665 by

Christian Albert, duke of Schleswig, and named after him
” Christian Albertina.” The new buildings were erected in

1876, and connected with them are a library of 240,000 volumes,

a zoological museum, a hospital, a botanical garden and a school

of forestry. The university, which is celebrated as a medical

school, is attended by nearly 1000 students, and has a teaching

staff of over 100 professors and docents. Among other scientific

and educational institutions are the Schleswig-Holstein museum

of national antiquities in the old university buildings, the

Thaulow museum <rich in Schleswig-Holstein wood-carving of

the i6th and 17th centuries), the naval academy, the naval

school and the school for engineers.

The pride of Kiel is ,its magnificent harlwur, which has a

comparatively’ uniform depth of water, averaging 40 ft., and close

to the shores 20 ft. Its length is 1 1 m. and its breadth varies from.

J m. at the southern end to 4i m. at the mouth. Its defen^,

which include two forts, on the west and four on the east side,

all situated about 5 m. from the head of the harbour at the

place (Friedrichsort) where its 'shores approach one another,

moke it a place of great strategic strength. The imperial docks

(five in all) and ship^building yards are on the east side facing

the town, between Gaarden and Ellerbeck, and comprise basins

capable of containing the largest war-ships afloat. The imperial

yard employs 7000 hands, and another 7000 are employed in

two large private ship-building works, the Germania (Krupp’s)

and Howalds’. The Kaiser Wilhelm Canal, commonly called

the Kiel Canal, connecting the Baltic with the North Sea at

Brunsbuttel, has its eastern entrance at Wik, m. N. of Kiel

(see Germany: Waterways). The town and adjacent villages,

e.g. Wik, Heikendorf and Laboe, are resorted to for sea-bathing,

and in June of each year a regatta, attended by yachts from all

countries, is held. This Kieler Wocke is one of the principal

social events in Germany, and corresponds to the “ Cowes

week ” in England. Kiel is connected by day and night services

with Korsor in Denmark by express passenger boats. The

harbour yields sprats which are in great repute. The principal

industries are those connected with the imperial navy and ship-

building, but embrace also flour-mills, oil-works, iron-foundries,

printing-works, saw-mills, breweries, brick-works, soap-making

and fish-curing. There is an important trade in coal, timber,

cereals, fish, butter and cheese.

The name of Kiel appears as early as the loth century in the

form Kyi (probably from the Anglo-Saxon KiUe » a safe pU^
for ships). Kiel is mentioned as a city in the next century ; in

12A2 it received the Liibcck rights; in the 14th century it

acquired various trading privileges, having in 1284 entered the

Hanseatic League. In recent times Kiel has been associated

with the peace concluded in January 1814 between Great

Britain, Denmark and Sweden, by which Norway was ceded to ,

Sweden. In 1773 Kiel became part of Denmark, and in 1866

it passed with the rest of Schleswig-Holstein to l^ussia. Since

being made a great naval arsenal, Kiel has rapidly developed

in prosperity and population.

See Prahl, Chronika der Stadi Kiel (Kiel, 185O); Erichsen, Topo-

graphie des Landkreises Ktel (Kiel, 1898); H. Eckardt, Alt-Ktel in

Wort und Bild (Kiel, 1899); P. Basse, Das Kieler Stitdtbuoh,
^

1289 (Kiel, 1875); Das dlteste Kieler Heniebiech 1300, 1487^ edited

by C. Reuter (Kiel, 1893); Das xweiU Kieler Rentebuch 1487, 1386,

emted by M. Stern (Kiel, 1904) ;
and the Mitteilungen der Gesetlschaft

fur Kieler Stadtgeschichte (Kiel, 1877, 1904)-

KIELCE, a government in the south-west of Russian Poland,

surrounded by the governments of Piotrkow and Radom and by

Austrian Galicia. Area, 3896 sq. m. Its surface is an elevated

plateau 800 to iooq ft. in altitude, intersected in the north-east

by a range of bills reaching 1350 ft. and Beeply trenched in the

south. It is drained by the Vistula on its south-east border,

and by its tributaries, the Nida and the Pilica, which have a very

rapid fall and give rise to inundations. Silurian and Devonian

quartzites, dolomite, limestones and sandstones prevail in the

north, and contain rich iron ores, lead and copper ores. Cwbon-

iferous deposits containing rich coal seams occur chiefly in the

south, and extend into the government of Piotrkow. Permi^

limestones and sandstones exist in the south. The Triassic

deposits contain very rich zinc ores of considerable thickness

and lead. The Jurassic deposits consist of iron-clays and lime-

stones, containing large caves. The Cretaceous deposits yield

gypsum, chalk and sulphur. White and black marble ore also

extracted. The soil is of great variety and fertile in parts, hut

owing to the proximity of the Carpathians, the climate is more

severe than might be expected, Rye, wheat, oate, barley ^d
buckwheat axe grown; modem intensive culture is spreading,

and land fetches high prices, the more so as the peasants’ allot-

ments were small at the outset and are steadily decreasing.

Out of a total of 2,193^300 acres suitable for cultivation 53*4 %
are actually cultivated. Grain is ea^rted. Gardening is a

thrivix!^ industry in the south; beet is grown for m the

south-east. Industries are considerably developed : zinc ^
are extracted, as well as some iron and a little sulphur. Til^,

metallic goods, leather, timber goods and flour are the chief

products of the manufactures. Pop, (1897X 765>***«

most part Poles, with ii % Jews; (1906, estimated), 9x0,900.

By religion 88 % of the people are Roman CatboKcfc Kielce is

divided into seven districts, the chief towns of wUch, with
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railway station. The educational and scientific institutions of

Kiev rank next to those of the two capitals. Its university,

removed from Vilna to Kiev in 1834, has about 2500 students,

and is well provided w^ith observatories, laboratories, libraries

and museums ; five scientific societies and two societies for

aid to poor students arc attached to it. 'J'here are, be.sidc.s, a

theological academy, founded in 1615; a society of church

archaeology, which posses.ses a museum built in 1900, very rich

in old ikons, crosses, &c., both Russian and Oriental; an

imperial academy of music; university cour.scs for ladies; a

polytechnic, with 1300 students—the building was completed

in 1900 and stands on the other side of Old Kiev, away from

the river. Of the learned societies the more import^int are the

medical (1840), the naturaHsts’ (1869), the juridical (iHybX

historical of Nestor the Chronicler {1873), the horticultural

(1875), and the dramatic (1879), the archaeological commission

(1843), and the society of church^irchaeology.

Kiev is the principal centre for the sugar industry of Russia,

as well as for the general trade of the region. Its Stryetenskaya

fair is important. More than tw^enty caves were discovered on

the slope of a hill (Kirilov Street), and one of them, excavated

in 1876, proved to have belonged to neolithic troglodytes.

Numerous graves, both from the pagan and the Christmn

periods, the latter containing more than 2000 skeletons, with

a great number of small articles, were discovered in the same

year in the same neighbourhood. Many colonial Roman coins

of the 3rd and 4th centuries, and silver dithemSj stamped at

Samarkand, Balkh, Merv% 8rc., were also found in 1869.

In 1862 the population of Kiev was returned as 70,341;

in 1874 the total was given as 127,251; and in 1902 as 319,000.

This includes 20,000 Poles and 12,000 Jews. Kiev is the head-

quarters of the IX. Army Coips, and of a metropolitan ol the

Orthodox Greek Church.

I'he history of Kiev cannot be satisfactorily .separated Irom that

of Russia. According to Nestor's legend it was founded in 804 by
three brothers, Kiy, blicliek and Khoriv, and after their deaths the

principality was seized by two Varangians (Scandinavians), Askold
and Dir, lollower.s of Riirik, also in 8()4. Rurik’s successor Oleg
conquered Kiev in 882 and made it the chief town of Ins principality.

It was in the waters ol the Dnieper opposite the towii that Prince

Vladimir, the first saint of the Russian church, caused his people

to be baptized (088), and Kiev became the seat of the first Christian

church, of the first Christian school, au<i of the first library in

Russia. For three hundred and seven^-six \oers it was an indepen-

dent Russian city; for eighty years (1240-1320) it was subject to the

Mongols; for two hundred and forty-nine years (1320-1569) it be-

longed to the Lithuanian principality; and for eighty-five years to

Inland (1569 1654). Jl was Anally united to the Russian empire
in 1686. "The city was devastated by the khan of the Crimea in

1483, The Magdeburg rights, which the city onjoyed from 1516.

were abolished in 1835, and the ordinary forrn of town govermnenl
introduced; and in 1840 it was made subject to the common civil

law of the empire.
The Russian literature concerning Kiev is voluminous. Its

bibliography will be found in the Russian Geographical Dictionary

of P. Semenov, and in the Russian Encyclopaedic Dictionary^ pub-
lished by Brockhaus and Efron (vol. xv., 1895). Among recent
publications are: Rambaud'.s La Russie ipique (Paris, 1876);
Avenarius, Kniga 0 Kievskikh Bogaiuiryakh (bt Petersburg, 1876),
dealing with the early Kiev heroes; Zakrevski, Opisanie Kieva (1868)

;

the materiaU issued by the commission for the investigation of the
ancient records of the city

;
Taranovskiy, Gorod Kiev (Kiev, 1881);

De Baye, Kiev^ la m^re acs villes russes (Paris, 1890) ;
Goetz, Das

Kiewer Hflhlenkloster als KuUurzentrum des VormongoHschen Russ^
lands (Passau, 1904). See also Count ]3obrinsky, Kurgans of Smiela

(1897); and N. Byelvashevsky, The Mints of Kiev,
'

fP, A. K.; J.T.Bx.)

KILBARCHAN, a burgh of barony of Renfrewshire, Scotland,

I m. from Milliken Park station on the Glasgow & South-

Western railway, 13 ra. W. by S. of Glasgow. Pop. (1901),

2S86. The public buildings include a hall, library and masonic

lodge (dating from 1784). There is also a park. In a niche in

the town steeple (erected in 1755) is the statue of the famous
piper, who died about the b^inning of the 17th century and is

commemorated in the elegy on The Life and Death of Habbie
Simson, Piper of Kilbarchan ” by Robert Sempill of Beltrees

(1595-1665). The chief industries are manufactures of linen

(introduce in 1739 and dating the rise of the prosperity of the

town), cotton, silks and “ Paisley ” shawls, and calico-printing,

besides quarries, coal and iron mines in the neighbourhood.

Two miles south-west is a great rock of greenstone called Clocho-

drrrirk, 12 ft. in height, 22 ft. in length, and 17 ft. in breadth.

About 2 m. north-west on Gryfe Water, lies Bridge of Weir (pop.

2242), the industries of which comprise tanning, currying,

calico-printing, thread-making and wood-turning. It has a

station on the Gla.sgow & South-Western railway. Immediately

to the south-west of Bridge of Weir are the ruins of Ranfurly

( astle, the ancient seat of the Knoxes. Sir John de Knocks

(fl, 1422) is supposed to have been the great-grandfather of

John Knox; and Andrew Knox (1559-1633), one of the most

distinguished members of the family, was successively bishop

of the Isles, abbot of Icolmkiil (Iona), and bishop of Rapboe.

About 4 m. N.W. of Bridge of Weir lies the holiday resort of

Kilmal('olm (pronounced Kilmacome
;

pop. 2230), with a
station on the Glasgow & South-Western railway. It has

a golt-rourse, public park and hydropathic establishment.

Several charitable institutions have been built in and near the

town, amongst them the well-known Quarrier’s Orphan Homes
of Scotland.

KILBIRNIE, a town in north Ayrshire, Scotland, on the

Garnock, 20J m. S.W, of Glasgow, with stations on the Glasgow

&L South-Western and tlie Caledonian railways. Pop. (1901),

4571. The industries include flax-spinning, rope works,

engineering works, and manufactures of linen thread, wincey,

flannels and fishing-nets, and there are iron and steel works and
coal mines in the vicinity. 'J’hc parish church is of historical

interest, most of the building dating from the Reformation,

in the churchyard are the recumbent effigies of Captain Thomas
( rawford of Jordanhill (d, 1603), who in 1575 effected the surprise

of Dumbarton Castle, and his lady. Near Kilbimie Place, a

modem mansion, are the ruins of Kilbirnic Ciistie, an ancient

.«cat of the carls of Crawfoi'd, destroyed by fire in 1757. About
I m. E. is Kilbimie Loch, i J m. long.

KILBRIDE, WEST, a town on the coast of Ayrshire, Scotland,

near the mouth of Kilbride Bum, 4 m. N.N.W. of Ardrossan

and 35i m. S.W. of Glasgow by the Glasgow & South-Western

railway. Pop. (1903), 2335. It ha.s been growing in repute

as a health resort ; the only considerable industry is wea ving.

In the neighbourhood arc the ruins of Law Castle, Crosbie

Ca.stle and Portincn).ss Castle, the last, dating from the 13th

centur\% said to be a scat of the Stuart kings. Farland Head,
with cliffs 300 ft. high, lies 2 m. W. by N.

;
and the inland country

is hilly, one point, Kaim Hill, being 1270 ft. above sea-level.

KILDARE, a county of Ireland in the province of Leinster,

bounded W. by Queen’s County and King’s County, N. by Meath,

E. by Dublin and Wicklow, and S. by Carlow. The area is

418,496 acres or about 654 sq. m. The greater part of Kildare

belongs to the great central plain of Ireland. In the east of the

county this plain is bounded by the foot-hills of the mountains

of Dublin and Wicklow; in the centre it is interrupted by an
elevated plateau terminated on the south by the hills of Dun-
murry, and on the north by the Hill of Allen (300 ft.), which rises

abruptly from the Bog of Allen. The principal rivers are the

Boyne, which with its tributary the Blackwater rises in the north

part of the county, but soon passes into Meath; the Barrow,

which forms the boundary of Kildare with Queen’s County, and
receives the Greese and the Lane shortly after entering Kildare;

the Lesser Barrow, which flows southward from the Bog of Allen

to near Rathangan; and the Liffey, which ^ters the county near

Ballymore Eustace, and flowing north-west and then north-^t
quits it at Leixlip, having received the Morrel betwe^ Celbridge

and Clone, and the Ryewater at Leixlip. Trout are t^en in

the upper waters, and there are salmon reaches near Leixlip.

Geology .
—^Thc greater part of the county is formed of typical

grey Carboniferous limestone, well seen in the flat land about
Clane. The natural steps at the Salmon Falls at Leixlip are formed
from simileu: strata. Along the soath-east the broken ground of

Silurian shales forms the higher country, rising towards the Leinster

chain. The granite core of the latter, with its margin of mica-schist

produced by the metaniorphism of the Sttetrian beds, ajp^pears in

the south sound Castledennot. A pacallel ridge of Silurian rocks,
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the datuage is obviously past repair, the kidney should not be
removed without giving nature a chance. (J . K. B.

;
E. O.*)

KIDWELLY (Cydweli), a decayed market-town and municipal

borough of Carmarthenshire, Wales, situated (as its name
implies) near the junction of two streams, the Gwendraeth Fawr
and the Gwendraeth Fach; a short distance from the shores of

Carmarthen Bay. Pop. (1901), 2285. It has a station on the

Great Western railway. The chief attraction of Kidwelly is its

magnificent and well-preserved castle, one of the finest in South

Wales, dating chiefly from the 13th century and admirably

situated on a knoll above the Gwendroetli Facli. The parish

church of St Max)*, of the 14th century, possesses a lofty tower

with a spire. The quiet little town has had a stirring history. It

was a place of some importance when William de Londres, a

companion of Fitz Hamon and his conquering knights, first

erected a castle here. In 1135 Kidwelly was furiously attacked

by Gwenllian, wife' of Griffith ap Rhys, prince of South Wales,

and a battle, fought close to the town at a place still known as

Maes Gwenllian, ended in the total defeat and subsequent exe-

cution of the Welsh princess. I^ter, the extensive lordship of

Kidwelly became the property through marriage of Henry, cwl of

Lancaster, and to this circumstance is due the exclusive juris-

diction of the town. Kidwelly received its first charter of

incorporation from Henry VI. ;
its present charter dating

from 1618. The decline of Kidwelly is due to the accumula-

tion of sand ai the mouth of the river, and to the consequent

prosperity of the neighbouring Llanelly.

KIEF, Kef or Keif (a colloquial form of the Arabic kaif,

pleasure or enjoyment), the state of drowsy contentment pro-

duced by the use of narcotics. To “ do kef,” or to “ make kef,”

is to pass the time in such a state. The word is used in northern

Africa, especially in Morocco, for the drug used for the purpose.

KIEL, the chief naval port of Germany on the Baltic, a town

of the Prussian province of Schleswig-Holstein. Fop. (1900),

107,938; (1905), 163,710, including the incorporated suburbs.

It is beautifully situated at the southern end on the Kielcr

Busen (bay or harbour of Kiel), 70 m. by rail N. from Hamburg.

It consists of a somewhat cramped old town, lying between the

harbour and a sheet of water called Kleiner Kiel, and a better

built and more spacious new town, which has been increased

by the incorporation of the garden suburbs of Brunswick and

Diistombrook. In the old town stands the palace, built in the

13th century, enlarged in the 18th and restored after a fire in

1838. It was once the scat of the dukes of Holstein-Gottorp,

who resided here from 1721 to 1773, and became the residence

of Prince Henry of Prussia. Other buildings are the church of

St Nicholas (restored in 1877-1884), dating from 1240, with a

lofty steeple; the old town-hall on the market square; the church

of the Holy Ghost; three fine modern churches, those of St James,

of St Jurgen and of St Ansgar; and the theatre. Farther to the

north and facing the bay is the university, founded in 1665 by

Christian Albert, duke of Schleswig, and named after him
” Christian Albertina.” The new buildings were erected in

1876, and connected with them are a library of 240,000 volumes,

a zoological museum, a hospital, a botanical garden and a school

of forestry. The university, which is celebrated as a medical

school, is attended by nearly 1000 students, and has a teaching

staff of over 100 professors and docents. Among other scientific

and educational institutions are the Schleswig-Holstein museum

of national antiquities in the old university buildings, the

Thaulow museum <rich in Schleswig-Holstein wood-carving of

the i6th and 17th centuries), the naval academy, the naval

school and the school for engineers.

The pride of Kiel is ,its magnificent harlwur, which has a

comparatively’ uniform depth of water, averaging 40 ft., and close

to the shores 20 ft. Its length is 1 1 m. and its breadth varies from.

J m. at the southern end to 4i m. at the mouth. Its defen^,

which include two forts, on the west and four on the east side,

all situated about 5 m. from the head of the harbour at the

place (Friedrichsort) where its 'shores approach one another,

moke it a place of great strategic strength. The imperial docks

(five in all) and ship^building yards are on the east side facing

the town, between Gaarden and Ellerbeck, and comprise basins

capable of containing the largest war-ships afloat. The imperial

yard employs 7000 hands, and another 7000 are employed in

two large private ship-building works, the Germania (Krupp’s)

and Howalds’. The Kaiser Wilhelm Canal, commonly called

the Kiel Canal, connecting the Baltic with the North Sea at

Brunsbuttel, has its eastern entrance at Wik, m. N. of Kiel

(see Germany: Waterways). The town and adjacent villages,

e.g. Wik, Heikendorf and Laboe, are resorted to for sea-bathing,

and in June of each year a regatta, attended by yachts from all

countries, is held. This Kieler Wocke is one of the principal

social events in Germany, and corresponds to the “ Cowes

week ” in England. Kiel is connected by day and night services

with Korsor in Denmark by express passenger boats. The

harbour yields sprats which are in great repute. The principal

industries are those connected with the imperial navy and ship-

building, but embrace also flour-mills, oil-works, iron-foundries,

printing-works, saw-mills, breweries, brick-works, soap-making

and fish-curing. There is an important trade in coal, timber,

cereals, fish, butter and cheese.

The name of Kiel appears as early as the loth century in the

form Kyi (probably from the Anglo-Saxon KiUe » a safe pU^
for ships). Kiel is mentioned as a city in the next century ; in

12A2 it received the Liibcck rights; in the 14th century it

acquired various trading privileges, having in 1284 entered the

Hanseatic League. In recent times Kiel has been associated

with the peace concluded in January 1814 between Great

Britain, Denmark and Sweden, by which Norway was ceded to ,

Sweden. In 1773 Kiel became part of Denmark, and in 1866

it passed with the rest of Schleswig-Holstein to l^ussia. Since

being made a great naval arsenal, Kiel has rapidly developed

in prosperity and population.

See Prahl, Chronika der Stadi Kiel (Kiel, 185O); Erichsen, Topo-

graphie des Landkreises Ktel (Kiel, 1898); H. Eckardt, Alt-Ktel in

Wort und Bild (Kiel, 1899); P. Basse, Das Kieler Stitdtbuoh,
^

1289 (Kiel, 1875); Das dlteste Kieler Heniebiech 1300, 1487^ edited

by C. Reuter (Kiel, 1893); Das xweiU Kieler Rentebuch 1487, 1386,

emted by M. Stern (Kiel, 1904) ;
and the Mitteilungen der Gesetlschaft

fur Kieler Stadtgeschichte (Kiel, 1877, 1904)-

KIELCE, a government in the south-west of Russian Poland,

surrounded by the governments of Piotrkow and Radom and by

Austrian Galicia. Area, 3896 sq. m. Its surface is an elevated

plateau 800 to iooq ft. in altitude, intersected in the north-east

by a range of bills reaching 1350 ft. and Beeply trenched in the

south. It is drained by the Vistula on its south-east border,

and by its tributaries, the Nida and the Pilica, which have a very

rapid fall and give rise to inundations. Silurian and Devonian

quartzites, dolomite, limestones and sandstones prevail in the

north, and contain rich iron ores, lead and copper ores. Cwbon-

iferous deposits containing rich coal seams occur chiefly in the

south, and extend into the government of Piotrkow. Permi^

limestones and sandstones exist in the south. The Triassic

deposits contain very rich zinc ores of considerable thickness

and lead. The Jurassic deposits consist of iron-clays and lime-

stones, containing large caves. The Cretaceous deposits yield

gypsum, chalk and sulphur. White and black marble ore also

extracted. The soil is of great variety and fertile in parts, hut

owing to the proximity of the Carpathians, the climate is more

severe than might be expected, Rye, wheat, oate, barley ^d
buckwheat axe grown; modem intensive culture is spreading,

and land fetches high prices, the more so as the peasants’ allot-

ments were small at the outset and are steadily decreasing.

Out of a total of 2,193^300 acres suitable for cultivation 53*4 %
are actually cultivated. Grain is ea^rted. Gardening is a

thrivix!^ industry in the south; beet is grown for m the

south-east. Industries are considerably developed : zinc ^
are extracted, as well as some iron and a little sulphur. Til^,

metallic goods, leather, timber goods and flour are the chief

products of the manufactures. Pop, (1897X 765>***«

most part Poles, with ii % Jews; (1906, estimated), 9x0,900.

By religion 88 % of the people are Roman CatboKcfc Kielce is

divided into seven districts, the chief towns of wUch, with
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wrote many pamphlets, often anonymous, and frequently not

in the best of taste. For this he was arraigned before the

Conference of 1796 and expelled, and he then founded the

Methodist New Connexion (1798, merged since 1906 in the United

Methodist Church). He died in 1798, and the success of the

church he founded is a tribute to his personality and to the

principles for which he strove. Kilham’s wife (Hannah Spurr,

1774-1832), whom he married only a few months before his

death, became a Quaker, and worked as a missionary in the

Gambia and at Sierra Leone ; she reduced to writing several West

African vernaculars.

KlLlA, a town of S. Russia, in the government of Bessarabia,

100 m. S.W. of Odessa, on the Kilia branch of the Danube, 20 m.

from its mouth. Pop. (1897), 11,703. It has steam flour-mills

and a rapidly increasing trade. The town, anciently known as

Chilia, Chelc, and Lycostomium, was a place of banishment for

political dignitaries of Byzantium in the i2th-i3th centmies.

After belonging to the Genoese from j 381-1403 it was occupied

successively by Walachia £ind Moldavia, until in 1484 it fell into

the hands of the Ottoman Turks. It was Uiken from them by

the Russians in 1790. After being bombarded by the Anglo-

French fleet in July 1854, it was given to Rumania on the con-

clusion of the war; but in 1878 was transferred to Russia with

Bessarabia.

KILIAN (Chilian, Killian), ST, British missionar>' bishop

and the apostle of ea.stem Franconia, wliere he began his

labours towards the end of the 7th century. There are several

biographies of him, the first of v.hich dates back to the 9th

century {Bibliotheca hagiographtca lathia. Nos. 4660-4663). The

oldest texts which refer to him arc an 8th centur\^ necrology at

Wurzburg and the notice by Hrabanus Maunis* in his martyr-

oIog>\ According to Maurus Kilian was a native of Ireland,

whence with his companions he went to eastern P'ranconia. After

having preached the gospel in Wurzburg, the w'holc party were

put to death by the orders of an unjust judge named Gozbert.

It is difficult to fix the period with precision, as the judge

(or duke) Gozbert is not known through other sources. Kilian’s

comrades, Coloman and 'i’otman, were, according to the Wiirz-

burg necrology, respectively priest and deacon. 'Fhe elevation of

the relics of the three martyrs was performed by Burchard, the

first bishop of Wurzburg, and they are venerated in the cathedral

of that town. His festival is celebrated on the 8th of July.

Sec Acta Sanctorum^ Julii, ii. 599-619; F. Emmerich, Dcr hiilige

Kilian (Wurzburg, 1896); ]. O'Hanlon, Lives of the Irish Samts, vii.

122-143 (Dublin, 1875-1964) ;
A. Hauck, Kirchengesclnohte Deutsi h-

landsy 3rd ed., i. 382 seq. (H. De.)

KILIMANJARO, a great mountain in East Africa, its centre

lying in 3" 5' S. and 37" 23' E. It is the highest known summit of

the continent, rising as a volcanic cone from a plateau of about

3000 ft. to 19,321 ft. Though completely isolated it i.s but one

of several summits which crown the eastern edge of the great

plateau of equatorial Africa. About 200 m. almost due north,

across the wide expanse of the Kapte and Kikuyu uplands, lies

Mount Kenya, somewhat inferior in height and mass to Kiliman-

jaro; and some 25 m. due west rises the noble mass of Mount
Meru.

The major axis of Kilimanjaro runs almost east and west, and

on it rise the two principal summits, Kibo in the west, Mawenzi
(Ki-mawenzi) in the east. Kibo, the higher, is a truncated cone

with a nearly perfect extinct crater, and marks a comparatively

recent period of volcanic activity; while Mawenzi (16,892 ft.) is

the very ancient core of a former summit, of which the crater

walls have been removed by denudation. The two peaks, about

7 m. apart, are connected by a saddle or plateau, about 14,000 ft.

in altitude, below which the vast mass slopes with great regularity

in a typical volcanic curve, especially in the south, to the plains

below. The sides are furrowed on the south and east by a large

number of narrow ravines, down which flow streams which feed

the Pangani and Lake Jipe in the south and the Tsavo tributary

of the Sabaki in the east. South-west of Kibo, the Shira ridge

seems to be of independent origin, while in the north-west a
rugged group of cones, of comparatively recent origin, has poured

forth vast lava-flows. Tn the south-east the regularity of the

outline is likewise broken by a ridge running down from
Mawenzi.
The lava slopes of the Kibo peak are covered to a depth of

some 200 ft. with an ice-cap, which, where ravines occur, takes

the form of genuine glaciers. The crater walls are highest on

I

the south, three small peaks, uncovered by ice, rising from the

I rim on this side. To the central and highest of these, the culmi-

1
nating point of the mountain, the name Kaiser Wilhelm Spitze

j
has been given. The rim here sinks precipitously some 600 ft.

to the interior of the crater, which measures rather over 3000

yds, in diameter, and is in part covered by ice, in part by a bare

cone of ashes. On the west the rim is breached, allowihg the

passage of an important glacier formed from the snow which

falls within the crater. Lower down this cleft, which owed its

origin to dislocation, is occupied by two glaciers, one of which

reaches a lower level (13,800 ft.) than any other on Kilimanjaro^

On the north-west three large glaciers reach down to 16,000 ft.;

Mawenzi peak has no permanent ice-cap, though at times snow

lies in pattbes. The rock of which it is composed has become
very jagged by denudation, forming stupendous walls and preci-

pices. On the cast the peak falls with great abruptness some

6500 ft. to a vast ravine, due apparently to dislocation and

sinking of the ground. Below this the slope is more gradual and

more .symmetrical. Like the other high mountains of eastern

' Africa, Kilimanjaro presents well-defined zones of vegetation,

j

The lowest slopes are arid and .scantily covered with scrub, but

I

between 4000 and 6000 ft. on the south side the slopes are well

i watered and cultivated. The forest zone begins, on the south,

at about 6500 ft., and extends to 9500, but in the north it is

narrower, and in the north-west, the driest quarter of the moun-
tain, almost disappears. In the alpine zone, marked especially

by tree lobelias and Scnecio, flowering plants extend up to

15,700 ft. on the sheltered south-w^est flank of Mawenzi, but

elsewhere vegetation grows only in dwarfed patches beyond

13,000 ft. Tlie special fauna and flora of the upper zone are

akin to those of other high African mountains, including Came-

roon. The southern slopes, between 4000 and 6000 ft., form the

well-peopled country’ 0/ Chaga, divided into small districts.

As the natives believe tliat the summit of Kilimanjaro is composed
of silver, it is conjectured tliaf .\ristotle's reference to “ the so-called

Silver Mountain from which the Nile flows was based on reports

about this mountain. It is pot,.sible, however, that the " Silver

Mountain " was Kuwenzori from whose snow-clad heights

several headstreams of the Nile do descend. It is also possible,

though improbable, that Kuweiizori and not Kilimanjaro nor Kenya
may be the range known to I^tolemy and to the Arab geographers

of the middle ages as the Mountains of the Moon. Reports of the

existence of mountains covered with snow were brought to Zanzibar

about 1845 by Arab traders. Attracted by these reports Johannes
Rebmann of the Church Missionary Society journeyed inland from
Mombasa in 1848 and discovered Kilimanjaro, which is .some 200 m.
inland. Kebmann'.s account, though fully borne out by his colleague

Dr Ludwig Krapf, was at first received with great incredulity by
professional geographers. The matter was finally set at rest by the

visits paid to the mountain bv Baron Karl von der Decken (1861

and 1802) and Charles New (1807), the latter of whom reached the

lower edge of the snow. Kilimanjaro has since been explored by
Joseph Thomson (1883), Sir H. H. John.ston (1884), and others.

It has been the special study of Dr Hans Meyer, who made four ex-

f
teditions to it, accomplishing the first ascent to the summit in 1889.

n the partition of Africa between the powers of western Europe,
Kilimanjaro was secured by Germany (188O) though the first ^eaties

concluded witli native chiefs in that region had been made in 1884

by Sir H. H. Johnston on behalf of a British company. On the

southern side of the mountain at Moshi is a German government
station.

See R. Thornton (the geologist of von der Decken's party) in

Pfoc. of Roy. Geog. Soc. (18O1-1862)
;
Ludwig Krapf, Travels in East

Africa (i860)
;
Charles New, Life .. .in East Africa (1873) ;

Sir J. D.

Hooker in Jowrnat of Linnean Society (1875); Sir H. H. Johnston,

The Kilimanjaro Expedition (1886) ;
Hans Meyer, Across East African

Glaciers (1891); Der Kilimanjaro (Berlin, 1900). Except the last-

named all these works were published in London. (E. He.)

KILIN, or Ch’-i-lin, one of the four symbolical creatures

which in Chinese mythology are believed to keep watch and

ward over the Celestial Empire. It is a unicorn, portrayed in

Chinese art as having the body and legs of a deer and an ox's
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tail Its advent on earth heralds an age of enlightened govern-
ment and civic prosperity. It is regarded as the noblest of the
animal creation and as the incarnation of fire^ water^ wood,
metal and earth. It lives for a thousand years, and is ^lieved
to step so softly as to leave no footprints and to crush no living

thing.

KILKEE, a seaside resort of county Clare, Ireland, the ter-

minus of a branch of the West Clare railway. Pop. (1901),
1661. It lies on a small and picturesque inlet of the Atlantic

named Moore Bay, with a beautiful sweep of sandy beach. The
coast, fully exposed to the open ocean, abounds in fine cliff

scenety, including numerous caves and natural arches, but is

notoriously dangerous to shipping. Moore Bay is safe and
attractive for bathers. Bishop’s Island, a bold isolated rock
in the vicinity, has remains of an oratory and house ascribed

to the recluse St Senan.

KILKENNY, a county of Ireland, in the province of Leinster,

bounded N. by Queen’s County, E. by Carlow and Wexford, S.

by Waterford, and W. by Waterford and Tipperary. The area

is 511,775 acres, or about 800 sq. m. The greater part of Kil-

kenny forms the south-eastern extremity of the great central

plain of Ireland, but in the south-east occurs an extension of the

mountains of Wicklow and Carlow, and the plain is interrupted

in the north by a hilly region forming part of the Castlecomer

coal-field, which extends also into Queen’s County and Tipperary.

The principal rivers, the Suir, the Barrowand the Nore, have their

origin in the Slieve Bloom Mountains (county I’ipperary and
Queen’s County), and after widely divergent courses southward
discharge their waters into Waterford Harbour. The Suir forms

the boundary of the county with Waterford, and is navigable

for small vessels to Carrick. The Nore, which is navigable to

Inistiogc, enters the county at its north-western boundary,
and flows by Kilkenny to the Barrow, g m. above Ross, having
r^eived the King’s River at Jerpoint and the Argula near Inis-

lioge. The Barrow, which is navigable beyond the limits of

Kilkenny into Kildare, forms the eastern boundary of the county
|

from near New Bridge. There are no lakes of any extent, but
turloughs or temporary lakes are occasionally formed by the

bursting up of underground .streams.

The coal of the Castlecomer basin is anthracite, and the most
productive portions of the bed are in the centre of the basin at

Castlecomer. Hematitic iron of a rich quality is found in the

Cambro-Silurian rocks at several places; and tradition asserts

that silver shields were made about 850 n.c. at Argetros or

Silverwood on the Nore. Manganese is obtained in some of the

limestone quarries, and also near the Barrow. Marl is abundant
|

in various districts. Pipeclay and potter’s clay are found, and
also yellow ochre. Copper occurs near Knocktopher.

The high synclinal coal-held forms the most important feature of

the north of the county. A prolongation of the held runs out south-
west by TuUaroan. The lower ground is occupied by Carboniferous
limestone. The Old Red Sandstone, with a Silurian core, forms the
high ridge of Slievenaman in the south

;
and its upper laminated beds

contain Archanodon, the earliest known freshwater mollusc, and
plant-remains, at Kiltorcan near Ballyhale. The Leinster granite

appears mainly as inliers in the Silurian of the south-east. The
Carboniferous sandstones furnish the hard pavement-slabs sold as
“ Carlow flags.'* The black limestone with white shells in it at

Kilkenny is ouarried as an ornamental marble. Good slates are

quarried at Kilmoganny, in the Silurian inlier on the Slievenaman
range.

On account of the slope of the country, and the nature of the

soil, the surface occupied by bog or wet land is very small, and

the air is dry and healthy. So temperate is it in winter that the

myrtle and arbutus grow in the open air. There is less rain

than at Dublin, and vegetation is earlier than in the adjacent

counties. Along the banks of the Suir, Nore and Barrow a very

rich soil has been formed by alluvial deposits. Above the Coal-

measures in the northern part of the county there is a moorland

tract devoted chiefly to pasturage. The soil above the limestone

IS for the most part a deep and rich loam admirably adapted for

the growth of wheat. The heath-covered hills afford honey

with a flavour of peculiar excellence. Proportionately to its

area, Kilkenny has an exceptionally large cultivable area. The
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proportion of tillage to pasturage is roughly as z to 2^. Oats,
barley, turnips and potatoes are all grown; the cultivation of
wheat has very largely lapsed. Cattle, sheep, pigs and poultry
are extensively reared, the Kerry cattle be^ in eonsideiable
request.

The linen m^ufacture introduced into the county in the 17th
century by the duke of Ormonde to supersede the woollen manu-
facture gradually beewe extinct, and the woollen manu-
facture now carried on is also very small. There are, however,
breweries, distilleries, tanneries and flour-mills, as well as marble
polishing works. The county is traversed from N. to S. by the
Maryborough, Kilkenny and Waterford branch oi the Great
Southern & Western railway, with a connexion from Kilkenny
to Bagenalstown on Kildare and Carlow line ; and the Water-
ford and Limerick line of the same company runs for a short
distance through the southern part of the county^
The population (87,496 in 1891; 79,159 in 1901) includes

about 94 % of Roman Catholics. The decrease of ^pulation
is a little above the average, though emigration is distinctly

below it. The chief towns and villages are Kilkenny (y.».),

Callan (1840), Castlecomer, Thomastown and Graigue. The
county comprises 10 baronies and contains 134 civil parishes.

The county includes the parliamentary borough of liOlkenny,

and is divided into north and south parliamentary divisions,

each returning one member. Kilkenny returned 16 members
to the Irish parliament, two representing the county. Assizes

are held at Kilkenny, and quarter sessions at Kilkenny, Pilltown,
^

Urlingford, Castlecomer, Callan, Grace’s Old Castle and Thomas-
*

town. The county is in the Protestant diocese of Ossory and
the Roman Catholic dioceses of Ossory and Kildare and
Leighlin.

^Ikenny is one of the counties generally considered to have
been crated by King John. It had previously formed part
of the kii^dom of Ossory, and was one of the liberties granted
to the heire.sses of Strongbow with palatinate rights. Circular'

groups of stones of very ancient origin are on the summits of

Slieve Grian and the hill of Cloghmanta. There are a large

number of cromlechs as well as raths (or encampments) in various

parts of the county. Besides numerous forts and mounds there

are five round towers, one adjoining the Protestant cathedral of

Kilkenny, and others at Tulloherin, Kilree, Fertagh and Agha-
villcr. All, except that at .^haviller, are nearly perfect.

There are remains of a Cistercian monastery at Jerpoint, said

to have been founded by Duimough, King of Ossory, and of

another belonging to the same order at Graigue, founded by the

earl of Pembroke in 1212. The Dominicans had an abbey at

Rosbercon founded in 1267, and another at Thomastown, of

which there are some remains. The Carmelites had a monastery
at Knocktopher. There were an Augustinian monastery at

Inistioge, and priories at Callan and Kdls, of all of which there

are remains. There are also ruins of several old castles, such

as those of Callan, Legan, Grenan and Clonamery, besides the

ancient portions of Kilkenny Castle.

KILKENNY, a city and municipal and parliamentary borough
(returning one member), the capital of county Kilkenny,

Ireland, finely situated on the Nore, and on the Great Southern

and Western railway, 81 m. S.W. of Dublin. Pop. (1901),

10,609. consists of Englishtown (or Kilkenny proper) and
Irishtown, which are separated by a small rivulet, but although

Irishtown retains its name, it is now included in the borough

of Kilkenny. The city is irregularly built, possesses sev^
spacious streets with many g(^ houses, while its beautiful

environs and imposing ancient buildings give it an unusual

interest and picturesque appearance. The Nore is crossed by

two handsome bridges. The cathedral 0! St Canioe, from whom
the town takes its name, dates in its present form from about

1255. The see of Ossory, which originated in the monastery of

Aghaboe founded by St Canice in the 6th century, and took its

name from the early kingdom of Ossory, was moved to Kilkenny

(according to conjecture) about the year zsoov In 1835 the

diocese of Ferns Leighlin was unit^ to it. With the excep-

tion of St Patrick’s, Dublin, the cathedral is the largest
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ecclesiastical building in Ireland, having a length from cast to

west of 226 ft., and a breadth along the transepts from north to

south of 123 ft. It occupies an eminence at the western extre-

mity of Irishtown. It is a cruciform structure mainly in Early

English style, with a low massive tower supported on clustered

columns of the block marble peculiar to the district. The

building was extensively restored in 1865. It contains many
old sepulchral monuments and other ancient memorials. The

north transept incorporates the parish church. The adjacent

library of St Canice contains numerous ancient books of great

value! A short distance from the south transept is a round

tower 100 ft. high; the original cap is wanting. The episcopal

palace near the east end of the catliedral was erected in the time

of Edward III. and enlarged in 1735. Besides the cathedral

the principal churches are the Protestant church of St Mary, a

plain cruciform structure of earlier foundation than the present

cathedral; that of St John, including a portion of the hospital

of St John founded about 1220; and the Roman Catholic

cathedral, of the diocese of Ossory, dedicated to St Mary (1H43-

1857), a cruciform structure in the Early Pointed style, with a

massive central tower. There are important remains of two

monasteries—the Dominican abbey founded in 1225, and now
used as a Roman (Catholic church; and the Fran* i.scan abbey

on the banks of the Nore, founded about 1230. But next in

importance to the cathedral is the castle, the seat of the marquess

of Ormonde, on the summit of a precipice above the Nore. It

was originally built by Strongbow, but rebuilt by William

Marshall after the destruction of the first castle in J175; and

many additions and restorations by members of the Ormonde
family have maintained it as a princely residence. The Protes-

tant (X)llege of St John, originally founded by Pierce Butler,

8th earl of Ormonde, in the i6th century, and re-endow ed in 1684

by James, 1st duke of Ormonde, stands on the banks of the

river opposite the c-astle. In it Swift, Farquhar, ( ongreve and

Bishop Berkeley received part of their education. On the out-

skirts of the city is the Roman Catholic college of St Kyran
(Kieran), a Gothic building completed about 3840. Ilie other

principal buildings are the modem court-house, the tholsel or

city court (1764), the city and county prison, the barracks and

the county infirmary . 1n the neighbourhood are collieries as well

as long-established quarries for marble, the manufactures con-

nected with which are an important industry of the town. The
city also possesses com-mills, breweries and tanneries. Not far

from the city are the remarkable limestone caverns of Dunmore,

which have yielded numerous human remains. The corporation of

Kilkenny consists of a mayor, 6 aldermen and 18 coimcillc'rs.

Kilkenny proper owes its origin to an English settlement in

the time of Strongbow, and it received a charter from W'illiam

Marshall, who married Strongbow’s daughter. This charter was

confirmed by Edward III., and from Edw'ard TV. Irishtown

received the privilege of choosing a portreeve independent of

Kilkenny. By Elizalxith the boroughs, w'bile retaining their

distinct rights, were constituted one corporation, which in 1609

was made a free l:)orough by James 1., and in the following year a

free city. From James IL the citizens received a new charter,

constituting the city and liberties a distinct county, to be styled

the county of the city of Kilkenny, the burgesses of Irishtown

continuing, however, to elect a portreeve until the passing of the

Municipal Reform Act. Frequent parliaments were held at

Kilkenny from the 14th to the 16th century, and so late as the

reign of Henry VIII. it was the occasional residence of the lord-

lieutenant. In 1642 it^s the meeting-place of the assembly

of confederate Catholics. In 1648 Cromwell, in the hope of

obtaining possession of the town by means of a plot, advanced

towards it, but before his arrival the plot was discovered. In

1650 it was, however, compelled to surrender after a long and
resolute defence. At a very early period Kilkenny and Irishtown

returned each two members to the Irish parliament, but since

the Union one member only has been returned to Westminster

for the city of Kilkenny.

The origin of the expression " to fight like Kilkenny cats,” which,
according to the legend, fouglrt till only their tall* were left, ha**
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been the subject of many conjectures. It is said to ^ an allegory

on the disastrous municipal quarrels of Kilkenny and Irishtown waich
lasted from the end of the 14th to the end of the lyth centuries

{Notes and Queries^ ist series, vol. ii. p. 71). It is referred also to

the brutal sport of some Hessian soldiers, quartered in Kilkenny
during the rebellions of 1798 or 1803, who tied two cats together

by their tails, hung them over a line and left them to fight. A soldier

is said to have freed them by cutting off their tails to escape censure

from the officers (ibid. 3rd scries, vol. v. p. 433). Lastly, it is attri-

buted to the invention of j. P, Curran. As a sarcastic protest

against cock-fighting in England, he declared that he had witnessed

in Sligo (?) fights between trained cats, and that once they had
fought so fiercely that only their tails were left (ibid. 7th series, vol. ii.

P. 394)*

KIUCENNY^ STATUTE OF, the name given to a body of laws

promulgated in 1366 with the object of strengthening the

English authority in Ireland. In 1361, when Edward III. was

on the Engli.sh throne, he sent one of his younger sons, Lionel,

duke of Clarence, who was already married to an Irish heiress,

to represent him in Ireland. From the Englisli piint of view

the country was in a most unsatisfactory condition. Lawless

and predatory, the English settlers were hardly distinguishable

from the native Irish, and the authority of tlie English kmg over

both had been reduced to vanishing point. In their efforts to

cope with the prevailing disorder Lionel and his advisers sum-

moned a parliament to meet at Kilkenny early in 1366 and here

the statute of Kilkenny was passed into law. This statute was

written in Norman-French, and nineteen of its clauses are merely

repetitions of some ordinances which had been drawn up at

Kilkenny fifteen years earlier. It began by relating how the

existing state of lawlessness was due to the malign influence

exercised by the Irish over the English, and, like Magna Carta,

its first po^tive provision declared that the church should be

free. As a prime remedy for the prevailing evils all marriages

between the two races were forbidden. Englishmen must not

speak the Irish tongue, nor receive Irish minstrels into their

dwellings, nor even ride in the Irish fashion; while to give or sell

horses or armour to the Irish was made a treasonable offence.

Moreover English and not Breton law was to be employed, and

no Irishman could legally be received into a religious house, nor

presented to a benefice. The statute also contained clauses for

compelling tlie English settlers to keep the laws. For each

county four wardens of the peace were to be appointed, while the

sheriffs were to hold their tourns twice a year and were not to

oppress the people by their exactions. An attempt was made

to prevent the emigration of labourers, and finally the spiritual

arm was invoked to secure obedienc'e to these laws by tlireats of

excommunication. The statute, although marking an inter-

esting stage in the history of Ireland, had very little practical

effect.

The full text is published in the Statutes and Ordinances of Ireland.

John to Henry T., by H. F. Berry (1907)*

KILLALA (pron. Ktlldlla), a small town on the north coast of

county Mayo, Ireland, in the northern parliamentary division,

on the western shore of a fine bay to which it give.s name. Pop.

(iqoi), 510. It is a terminus of a branch of the Midland Gr^t
Western railway. Its trade is almost wholly diverted to Ballma

on the river Moy, which enters the bay, but Killala is of high

antiquarian and historical interest. It was for many centuriw

a bishop’s see, the foundation being attributed to St Patrick in

the 5th century, but the diocese was joined with Achonry early

in the 17th century and with Tuam in 1833. cathedral

church oi St Patrick is a plain structure of the 17th century.

There is a fine souterrain, evidently connected with a rath, or

encampment, in the graveyard. A round towo*, 84 ft. m height,

stands boldty on au isolated eminence. Qose to Killala the

French under Humbert landed in 1798, being diverted by con-

trary winds frwn the Donegal coast. Near the Moy river, south

of Killala, are the abbeys of Moyne and Roserk, or Rosserick,

both Decorated in style, and both possessing fine cloisters.

At Rathfran, 2 m. N., is a Dominican abbey (1274), and in the

neighbourhood axe camps, cromlechs, knd an inscribed egham

stone, 12 ft. in height. Killala gives name to a Roman Catholic

diocese, the seat of which, however, is at Ballina.
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KILLAL0B, a town of county Clare, Ireland, in the east

parliamentary division, at the lower extremity of I.ough Derg
on the river Shannon, at the foot of the SKeve Bemagh moun-
tains, Pop. (1901), 885. It is connected, so as to form one
town, with Ballina (county Tipperary) by a In-idge of 13 arches.

Ballma is the terminus of a branch of the Great Southern and
Western railway, 15 m. N.E. of Limerick. Slate is quarried

in the vicinity, and there were formerly woollen manufactures.

The cathedral of St Flannan occupies the site of a church
founded by St Dahia in the 6th century. The present building

is mainly of the 12th century, a good cruciform example of tl^

period, preserving, however, a magnificent Romanesque doora^ay.

It was probably completed by Donall O’Brien, king of Munster,

but part of the fabric dates from a century before his time.

In the churchyard is an ancient oratory said to date from the

period of St Dalua. Near Killaloe stood Brian Bom’s palace of

Kinrora, celebrated in verse by Moore; for lhi.s was the capital

of the kings of Munster. Killaloe is frequented by anglers for

the Shannon salmon-fishing and for trout-fishing in Lough
Derg. Killaloe gives name to Protestant and Roman Catholic

dioceses.

KILLARNEY, a market town of county Kerry, Ireland, in

the east parliamentary division, on a branch line of the Great

Southern & Western railway, 185J m. S.W. from Dublin. Pop.

of urban district (1901), 5656. On account of the beautiful

scenery in the neighbourhood the town is much frequented by
tourists. Tlie principal buildings are the Roman Catholic

cathedral and bishop’s palace of the diocese of Kerry, designed

by A. W. Pugin, a large Protestant church and several hotels.

Adjoining the town is the mansion of the earl of Kcnmare.
'I'here is a school of arts and crafts, where carving and inlaying

are prosecuted. The only manufacture of importance now-
carried on at Killamey is that of fancy articles from arbutus

wood
;
but it owed its origin to iron-smelting works, for which

abundant fuel was obtained from the neighbouring forest .

Tlic lakes of Killamey, about ij m. from the town, lie in a

basin between several lofty mountain groups, some of which rise

abruptly from the water’s edge, and all clothed with trees and
slimbbery almost to their summits. The lower lake, or Lough
Leane (area 5001 acres), is studded with finely wooded islands,

on the largest of which, Ross Island, are the ruins of Ross Castle,

an old fortress of the O’Donoghues; and on another island, the

sweet Innisfallen ” of Moore, are the picturesque ruins of an
abbey founded by St Finian the leper at the close of the 6th

century. Between the lower lake and the middle or Tore lake

(680 acres in extent) stands Muckross Abbey, built by Francis-

cans about 1440. With the upper lake (430 acres), thickly

studded with islands, and close shut in by mountains, the lower

and middle lakes are connected by the Long Range, a winding

and finely wooded channel, 2^ m. in length, and commanding
magnificent views of the mountains. Midway in its course is a

famous echo caused by the Eagle’s Nest, a lofty pyramidal

rock.

Besides the lakes of Killamey themselves, the immediate

neighbourhood includes many features of natural beauty and of

historic interest. Among the first are Macgillicuddy’s Reeks
and the Tore and Purple Mountains, the famous pass known as

the Gap of Dunloe, Mount Mongerton, with a curious depression

(the Devil’s Punchbowl) near its .summit, the waterfalls of Tore

and Derrycunihy^ and Lough Guitane, above Lough Leane.

Notable ruins and remains, besides Muckross and Innisfallen,

include Aghadoe, with its ruined church of the 12th century

(former^ a cath^al) and remains of a round tower; and the

Ogham Cave ol Dunloe; a souterrain containing inscribe stones.

waters of neoghbourhood provide trout and salmon, and

the flora, is of interest to the botanist. Innumerable

iegends centre round the traditional hero O’Donoghue.

WmdWKIIi a common American plover, so called in imitation

of its wliistiuig cry, the Ckmidrius vociferus of Lhmaeus, and

the Aiegialiiis vmjfra of modem ornithologists. About the

sisBeto^a saipe^ it is mos% sooty-brown ahewe, but showmg a

bright bufl on the tail coverts, and in flight a white bar on the
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wings; beneath it is pure white except two pectoral bai^
of deep black. It is one of the finest as well as the laiigest of

the group common^ known os ringed plovers or ring dotterels^^

forming the genus Aegialitis of Bmc. MosUy wintering in the

south or only on the sea-shore of the more northern states, in

spring it spreads widely over the interior, breeding on the

newly ploughed lands or on open grass-fields. The nest is

made in a slight hollow, and is often surrounded with small

pebbles and fragments of shells. Here the hen lays her pear-

shaped, stone-coloured eggs, four in number, arxl always
arranged with their pointed ends touching eath -other, as is

the custom of most Limicoline birds. The parents exhibit the

greatest anxiety for their offspring on the approach of an in-

truder. It is the best-known bird of its family in the United
States, where it is less abundant in the north-east than farther

south or west. In Canada it does not range farther northward
than 56“ N.; it b not known in Greenland, and hardly in

Labrador, though it b a passenger in Newfoundland every

spring and autumn.® In winter it finds its way to Bermuda
and to some of the Antilles, but it b not recorded from any
of the islands to the windward of Porto Rico. In the other

direction, however, it travels down the Isthmus of Panama
and the west coast of South America to Peru. The kiUdeer

has several other congeners in America, among which may be
noticed Ae. semipalmata, curiously resembling the ordinary

ringed plover of the Old World, Ae. kiatietda, except that it

has its toes connected by a web at the base; and Ae, mvasa^

a bird inhabiting the western parts of both the American
continents, which in the opinion of some authors b only a
local form of the widely spread Ae. alexandrina or caniiaita,

best known as Kentish plover, from its discovery near Sandwich
towards the end of the i8th century, though it is far more
abundant in many other parts of the Old World. The common
ringed plover, Ae. hiaticula, has many of the habits of the

killdeer, but is much less often fotmd away from the sea-

shore, though a few colonies may be found ill dry warrens in

certain parts of England many miles from the coast, and in

Lapland a still greater distance. In such localities it

paves its nest with small stones (whence it is locally known as
“ Stone-hatch ”), a habit almost unaccountable unless regarded

as an inherited instinct from shingle-haunting ancestors.

(A. N.)

KILLIEGBANKIE* a pass of Perthshire, Scotland, 3} m.
N.N.W. of Pitlochry by the Highland railway. Beginning

close to Killiecrankie station it extends southwards to the

bridge of Garry for nearly i J m. through the narrow, extremely

beautiful, densely wooded glen in the channel of whidi flows

the Garry. A road constructed by General Wade in 1732

runs up the pass, and between thb and the river b the

railway, bnilt in 1863. The battle of the 27th of July i68q,

between some 3000 Jacobites under Vbcount Dundee and

the royal force, about 4000 strong, led by General Hugh
Mackay, though named from the ravine, was not actually

fought in the pass. When Mackay emerged from the gorge he

found the Highlanders already in battle array on high

ground on the right bank of the Gimaig, a tributary of

Geary, within hah a mile of where the railway station now b.

Before he had time to form on the more open table-land, the

clansmen charged impetuously with their claymores and swept

hb troops back into the pass and the Ga^. Mackay lost

nearly half hb force, the Jacobites about 900, including their

leader. Urrard House adjoins the spot where Viscount Dundee
received hb death-wound.

KILLIGRSW, SIR HENRY (d. 1603), Englbh dipioinatbt,

belonged to an old Cornish family and became member of

pariiament for Launceston in 1553. Having lived abroad

* The word dotterel seems properly applicable to a single speeles

only, atut Chtwadrim morinellnsot Linnaeus, which, from some of its

ostoologioal chamoters, be fitly regarded as the type of a 4b-
tinct genus, Eitdromim. whether any other species agree with it in

the pecuUamy alluded to b at present uncertain.
‘ A tingle example b said to nave been shot near Chtlatdmrcb, in

Hampshire, England, in April 1657 (/Mr, 1662, p. 276).
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during the whole or part of Mary's rwgn, he returned to England

when Elizabeth came to the llirone and at once began to se^e

the new queen as a diplomatist. He was employ^ on a mission

to Germany, and in conducting negotiations m Scottod, wh«e

he had several interviews with Mary Queen of Scots. He

was knighted in 1591, and after other diplomatic missions in

various parts of Europe he died early in 1603. Many

Henry’s letters on public matters are in the Record Office,

London, and in the British Museum. His first wife, Catherine

{^c, 1530-1583), daughter of Sir Anthony Cooke (i 5®4~^ 57^)>

tutor to Edward VI., was a lady of talent.

Another celebrated member of this family was Sir Robert

Killigrew(c. i 579-i<535)> who was knighted by James I. in

the same year (1603) us his father, Sir William Killigrew. Sir

William was an officer in Queen Elizabeth’s household and

a member of parliament ;
he di^d in November 1622. Sir

Robert was a member of all the parliaments between 1603 and

his death, but he came more into prominence owmg to his

alleged connexion with the death of Sir Thomas Overbury.

A man of some scientific knowledge, he had been in the habit

of supplying powders to Robert Carr, earl of Somerset, hut it

is not certain that the fatal powder came from the hands of

Killigrew. He died early in 1633, leaving five sons, three of

whom attained some reputation (see below).

KILLIGREW, THOMAS (1612-1683), English dramatist and

wit, son of Sir Robert Killigrew, was bom in Lothbury, J^ndon,

on the 7th of February 1612. Pepys says tliat as a l»y I'e

satisfied his love of the stage by volunteering at the Red Bull

to take the part of a devil, thus seeing the play for nothing.

In 1633 he became page to (Charles I., and was faithfully attached

to the royal house throughout his life. In 1635 he wa^ in

France, and has left an account (printed in the European Maga-

zine, 1803) of the exorcizing of an evil spirit from some nuns at

Loudun. In 1641 he published two tragi-comedies. The Prisoners

and Claracilla, both of which had probably been produced

before 1636. In 1647 he followed Prince Charles into exile.

His wit, easy morals and accommodating temper recommended

him to Charles, who sent him to Venice in 1651 an his repre-

sentative. Early in the following year he was recalled at the

request of the Venetian ambassador in Paris. At the Restora-

tion he became groom of the bedchamber to Charles II., and

later chamberlain to the queen. He received in 1660, with

Sir William Davenant, a patent to erect a new playhouse, the

performances in which were to be independent of the censorship

of the master of the revels. This infringement of his prerogative

caused a dispute with Sir Henry Herbert, then holder of the

office, but Killigrew settled the matter by generous concessions.

He acted independently of Davenant, his company being known

as the King’s Servant.^, They played at the Red Bull, until m
1663 he built for them the original Theatre Royal in Drury

1 iinV Pepys wTites in 1664 that Killigrew intended to have

four opera seasons of six weeks each during the year, and with

this end in view paid several visits to Rome to secure singers

and scene decorators. In 1664 his plays were published as

Comedies and Tragedies, Written by Thomas Killigrew. They

are Claracilia; The Princess, or Love at First Sight \
The

Parson's Wedding; The Pilgrim] Cicilia and Clorinda, pr Love

in Arms; Thomaso, or the Wanderer; and Bellamira, her

Dream, or Love of Shadms. The Parson's Wedding (acted

c. 1640, reprinted in the various editions of Dodsley’s Old

Plays and in the Ancient British Drama') is an unsavoury play,

which displays nevertheless considerable wit, and some of its

jokes were appropriated by Congreve. It was revived after

the Restoration in 1664 and 1672 or 1673, all the pa^^mg
in both cases taken by women. Killigrew succeeded Sir Henry

Herbert as master of the revels in 1673. He died at Whitehall

on the 19th of March 1683. He was twice married, first to

Cecilia Crofts, maid of honour to Queen Henrietta Maria, and

secondly to Charlotte de Hesse, by whom he had a son Thedas

(1657-1719), who was the author of a successful little piece,

Chit-Chat, played at Drury Lane on the 14th of Februaiy 1719,

with Mrs Oldfield in the part of Florinda.

Killigrew enjoyed a greater r^utation as a wit than as a dramatiat.

Sir John Denham said of him :

—

Had Cowley ne’er spoke, Killigrew ne*er writ,

Combined in one, they 'd made a matchless wit.

Many stories are related of his bold speech^ to

(Feb. 12, 1068) records that he was said to hold the tide of Kmg s

Fool or 1 ester, with a cap and bells at the expense of f^he king s

wardrobe, and that be might therefore revile or jeer anybody, oven

die greatest, wiffioul offence.

His elder brother, Sir William Killigrew (1606-1695), was

a court official under Charles I. and Charles II. He attempted

to drain the Lincolnshire fens, and was the author of four

plays (printed 1665 and 1666) of some merit.

A younger brother. Dr Henry Killigrew (1613-1700),

was chaplain and almoner to the duke of York, and master

of the Savoy after the Restoration. A juvenile play of his.

The Conspiracy, was printed surreptitiously in 1638, and in^
authenticated version in 1653 as Pallantus and Eudora. He

had two sons, Henry Killigrew (d. 1712), an admiral, and

James Killigrew, also a naval officer, who was killed m an

encounter with the French in January 1695; and a daughter,

Anne (1660-1685), poet and painter, who was maid of honour

to the duchess of York, and was the subject of an t^e by

Dryden, which Samuel Johnson thought the noblest m the

^*^^^^ter, Elizabeth Killigrew, married Francis Boyle,

ist Viscount Shannon, and became a mistress of Charles II.

KILLIN, a village and parish of Perthshire, Scotland, at the

south-western extremity of Loch Tay, 4 m. N.E. of Killin

1 unction on a branch line of the Callander & Oban railway.

Pop. of parish (1901), 1423. It is situated near the confluence

of the rivers and glens of the Dochart and Locliay, and is a

popular tourist centre, liaving communication by steamer with

Kenmore at the other end of the lake, and thrace by coi^li to

Abcrfeldy, the terminus of a branch of the Highland railway.

It has manufactures of tweeds. In a field near the village

a stone marks the site of what is known as Fingals Grove.

An island in the Docliart (which is crossed at Killin by
f

“ridge

of five arches) is the ancient burial-place of the cl^ Macnab.

Finlarig (istle, a picturesque mass of ivy-clad ruins, was a

stronghold of the Campbells of Glenorchy, ^d several earls

of Breadalbane were buried in ground adjoining it, where the

modem mausoleum of the family stands. Three miles up the

Lochay, which rises in the hills beyond the forest of Mamlom

and has a course of 15 m., the river forms a graceful cascade.

The Dochart, issuing from Loch Dochart, flow's for 13 m. in a

north-easterly direction and falls into Loch Tay. The ruinM

castle on an islet in the loch once belonged to the Campbells

of Lochawe.
K1LLIS» a town of N. Syria, in the vilayet of Aleppo, 60 m. N

.

of Aleppo city. It is situated in an extremely fertile plain, and

is completely surrounded with olive groves, the produce of

which' is reckoned the finest oil of all Syria; and its ^sition

on the carriage-road from Aleppo to Aintab and Birejik gives

it importance. The population (20,000) consists largely of

Circassians, Turkomans and Arabs, the town lymg just on the

northern rim of the Arab territory. As Killis lies also very

near the proposed junction of the Bagdad and the Beirut-Aleppo

railways (at Tell Habesh), it is likely to increase m importance.

KILLYBEGS, a seaport and market town of county Donegal,

Ireland, in the south parliamentary division, on the north coast

of Donegal Bay, the terminus of the Donegal r^way. Pop.

(190T), 607. It derives some importance from its fine land-

locked harbour, which, affording accommodation to la^ge vessels,

is used as a naval station, and is the cwitre of an inipor^t

fishery. There is a large pier for the fishing vessels. The

manufacture of carpets occupies a part of the population,

employing both male and female labour—the productions being

known as Donegal carpets. There are slight remains of a casUe

and ancient church; and a mineral spring is still used. The

town received a charter from James I., and was a parliamentary

borough, returning two members, until the Union.



KILLYLEAGH-
KlLLYLEAGH, a small seaport and market town of county

Down, Ireland, in the east parliamentary division, on the western

shore of Strangford Lough. Pop. (1901), 14x0. Linen manu-
facture is the principal industry, and agricultural produce is

exported. Killyleagh was an important stronghold in early

times, and the modem castle preserves the towers of the old

building. Sir John de Courcy erected this among many other

fortresses in the neighbourhood; it was besieged by Shane
O’Neill (1567), destroy^ by Monk (1648), and subsequently

rebuilt. 'Die town was incorporated by James I., and returned

two members to the Irish parliament.

KILMAINE, CHARLES EDWARD (1751-1799)1 French

general, was bom at Dublin on the 19th of October 1751.

At the age of eleven he went with his father, whose surname
was Jennings, to France, where he changed his name to Kil-

maine, after a village in Mayo. He entered the French army
as an officer in a dragoon regiment in 1774, and afterwards

served as a volunteer in the navy (1778), during which period
I

he was engaged in the fighting in Senegal. From 1780 to 1783 1

he took part in the War of American Independence imder

Rochambeau, rejoining the army on his return to France. In

1791, as a retired captain, he took the civic oath and was recalled

to active service, becoming lieutenant-colonel in 1792, and

colonel, brigadier-general, and lieutenant-general in 1793. In

this last capacity he distinguished himself in the wars on the

northern and eastern frontiers. But he became an object of 1

suspicion on account of his foreign birth and his relations with
|

England. He was suspended on the 4th of August 1793, and
was not recalled to active service till 1795. He then took part

in the Italian campaigns of 1796 and 1797, and was made
commandant of Lombardy. He afterwards received the

command of the cavalry in Bonaparte’s army of England,”,

of which, during the absence of Desaix, he was temporarily

commander-in-chief (1798). He died on the 15th of December

1799 -

See J. G. Alf?cr, Englishmen in the French Revolution (1889);

Eugdne Fiefid, Histoire des troupes itrangiires au service de France

(1834); Etienne Charavay, Correspondance de Carnot, tome iii.

KILMALLOCK, a market town of county Limerick, Ireland,

in the east parliamentary division, 124! m. S.'W. of Dublin by

the Great Southern & Western main line. Pop. (1901), 1206.

It commands a natural route (now followed by the railway)

through the hills to the south and south-west, and is a site of

great historical interest. It received a charter in the reign of

Edward III., at which time it was walled and fortified, and

entered by four gates, two of which remain. It was a military

post of importance in Elizabeth’s reign, but its fortifications

were for the most part demolished by order of Cromwell.

Two castellated mansions are still to be seen. The church of

St Peter and St Paul belonged to a former abbey, and has a

lower at the north-west comer which is a converted round tower.

The Dominican abbey, of the 13th century, has Early English

remains of great beauty and a tomb to Edmund, the last of the

White Knights, a branch of the family of Desmond intimately

connected with Kilmallock, who received their title from

Edward III. at the battle of Halidon Hill. The foundation of

Kilmallock, however, is attributed to the Geraldines, who had

several towns in this vicinity. Eight miles from the town is

Lough Gur, near which are numerous stone circles and other

remains. Kilmallock returned two members to the Irish

parliament.

KILMARROGK, a municipal and police burgh of Ayrshire,

Scotland, on Kilmarnock Water, a tributary of the Irvine, 24 m.

S.W. of Glasgow by the Glasgow & South-Western railway.

Pop. (1901), 35,091. Among the chief buildings w-e the town

hall, court-house, com-exchrage (with the Albert Tower, no ft.

high), observatory, academy, corporation art gallery, institute

(containing a free library imd a museum), Kay schools, School

of Science and Art, Athenaeum, theatre, infirmary, Afpricultural

Hall, and Philosophical Institution . The grounds of Kilmarnock

House, presented to the town in 1893, were laid out as a public

park. Hi Kay Park (48I acres), purchased from the duke of
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Portland for 3(9000, stands the Bums Memorial, consisting of two
stores and a tower, and containing a museum in which have been
placed many important MSS. of &e poet and the McKie library

of Burns’s books. The marble statue of the poet, by W. G.
Stevenson, stands on a terrace on the southern face. A Reformers’

monument was unveiled in Kay Park in 1885. Kilmarnock rose

into importance in the 17th century by its production of striped

woollen “ Kilmarnock cowls” and broad blue bonnets, and
afterwards acquired a great name for its Brussels, Turkey and
Scottish carpets. Tweeds, blankets, shawls, tartans, lace

curtains, cottons and winceys are also produced. The boot and
shoe trade is prosperous, and there are extensive engineering and
hydraulic machinery works. But the iron industry is prominent,

the town being situated in the midst of a rich mineral region.

Here, too, are the workshops of the Glasgow Ik South-Western

railway company. Kilmarnock is famous for its dairy produce,

and every October holds the largest cheese-show in Scotland.

The neighbourhood abounds in freestone and coal. The burgh,

which is governed by a provost and council, unites with Dum-
barton, Port Glasgow, Renfrew and Rutherglen in returning one

member to parliament. Alexander Smith, the poet (1830-1867),

whose father was a lace-pattem designer, and Sir James Shaw
(1764-1843), lord mayor of London in 1806, to whom a.statue

was erected in the town in 1848, were natives of Kilmarnock. It

dales from the 15th century, and in 1591 was made a burgh of

barony under the Boyds, the ruling house of the district. The
last Boyd who bore the title of Lord Kilmarnock was beheaded

on Tower Hill, London, in 1746, for his share in the Jacobite'

rising. The first edition of Robert Burns’s poems was published

here in 1786*

KILMAURS, a town in the Cunningham division of Ayrshire,

Scotland, on the Carmel, 21! m. S. by W. of Glasgow by the

Glasgow & South-Western railway. Pop. (1901), 1803. Once
noted for its cutlery, the chief industries now are shoe and

boxmet factories, and there are iron and coal mines in the neigh-

bourhood. The parish church dates from 1170, and was dedi-

cated either to the Virgin or to a Scottish saint of the 9th centuiy

called Maure. It was enlarged in 1403 and in great part rebuilt

in z888. ' Adjoining it is the burial-place of the earb of Glencaim,

the leading personages in the district during several centuriw,

some of whom bore the style of Lord Kilmaurs. Their family

name was Cunningham, adopted probably from the manor which

they acquired in the 12th century. I’he^town was made a burgh

of barony in 1 527 by the earl of that date. Burns’s patron, the

thirteenth earl, on whose death the poet wrote his touching
**
Lament,” sold the Kilmaurs estate in 1786 to the marcliioness

of Titchfield.

i KILN (
0 . E. cylene, from the I.at. etdina, a kitchen, cooking-

stove), a place for burning, baking or drying. Kilns may be

divided into two classes—those in which the materials come into

actual contact with the flames, and those in which the furnace is

beneath or surrounding the oven. Lime-kilns are of the first

class, and brick-kilns, pottery-kilns> &c., of the s^nd, which

also includes places for merely diving materials, such a.s

hop-kilns, usually called “ oasts ” or oast-houses.”

KILPATRICK, NEW,or EAST,also called BEAR8DEN,a town of

Dumbartonshire, Scotland, 5i m. N.W. of Glasgow by rood, with

a station on the North British Railway Company’s branch line

from Glasgow to Milngavie. Pop. (1901), 2705. The town is

largely inhabited by business men from Glasgow. The public

buildings include the Shaw convalescent home, Buchanan

Retreat, house of refuge for girls, library, and St Peter’s (^llege,

a fine structure, presented to the Roman Catholic Church in 1892

by the archbishop of Glasgow. There is some coal-mining, and

lime is manufactured. Remains of the Wall of Antoninus are

close to the town. At Garscube and Garscadden, both within

xj m. of New Kilpatrick, are extensive iron-works, and at the

former place coal is mined and stone quarried.

KIUPATRICK, OLD, a town of Dumbartonshire, Scotland, on

the right bank of the Gyde, xoJ m. N.W. of Glasgow by rail, with

stations on the North British and Caledonian railways. Pop.

(1901), 1533. It is traditionally the birthplace of St Patri^,
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whose father is said to have acted there as a Roxxmn magistrate.

Roman remains 4>ccur in the district, and the Wall of Antoninus
ran through the parish. To the north, occupying an area of

about 6 m. from east to west and 5 m. from north to south
run the Kilpatrick Hills, of which the highest points are

Duncomb and Fynloch Hill (each 1313 ft.).

KILRUSH, a seaport and watering-place of county Gare^

Ireland, in the west parliamentary division, on the north shore

of the Shannon estuary 45 m. below Limerick. Pop. of urban
district (1901), 4179. It is the terminus of a branch of the West
Gate railway. The only seaport of importance in the county,

it has a considerable export trade in peat fuel, extensive fisheries,

and flagstone quarries, while gcnenil fairs, horse fairs and annual

agricultural shows art' held. The inner harbour admits only

small vessels, but there ife a good pier a mile south of the town.

Off the harbour lies Scattcry Island {Inis Caihaigk), where
St Senan (d. 544) founded a monastery. There are the remain.^

of his oratory and house and of seven rude churches or chapels,

together with a round tower and a holy well still in repute. Tlie

island also received the epithet of Holy, and was a favourite

burial-ground until modem times.

KILSYTH, a police burgh of Stirlingshire, Scotland, on the

Kelvin, 13 m. N.N.E. of Glasgow by the North British railway,

and close to the Forth and Gyde canal. Pop. (1901), 7292.

The principal buildings arc the town and public halls, and
academy, Tlie chief industries are coal-mining and iron-works;

there are also manufactures of paper and cotton, besides quarry-

ing of whinstone and sandstone. There are considerable remains

of the Wall of Antoninus south of the town, and to the north

the ruins of the old castle. Kilsyth dates from the middle of the

17th century and became a burgh of barony in 1826. It was
the scene of Montrose’s defeat of the Covenanters on the

X5th of August 1645. The town was the centre of remarkable
religious revivals in 1742-3 and 1839, the latter conducted by
William Chalmers Bums (1815-1868), the missionary to China.

KILT, properly the short loose ^irt or petticoat, reaching

to the knees and usually made of tartan, forming part of the

dress of a Scottish Highlander (sec Costume). The word
means that which is “ girded or tucked up,” and is apparently

of Scandinavian origin, cf. Danish kilte^ to tuck up. The early

kilt was not a separate garment but was merely the lower part

of the plaid, in which the Higlilander wrapped himself, hanging

down in folds below the belt.

KILWA (Quiba), a seaport of German East Africa, about
200 m. S. of Zanzibar. There are two Kilwas, one on the main-
land—Kilwa Kivinje; the other, the ancient city, on an island

—

Kilwa Kisiwani. Kilwa Kivinje, on the northern side of Kilwa
Bay, is regularly laid out, the houses in the European quarter

being large and substantial. The government house and barracks

arc fortified and are surrounded by fine public gardens. The
adjacent country is fertile and thickly populated, and llie trade

of the port is considerable. Muchi^f it is in the hands of Banyans.
Kilwa is a atartlng-^point for caravans to Lake Nyasa. Pop.

about 5000. Most of the inhabitants are Swaluli.

Kilwa Kisiwani, i8 m. to the south of the modem town,
possesses a deep harbour sheltered from all winds by projecting

coral leefSi The island on which it is bndt is separated from the

mainland by a shallow and narrow channel. The niins of the
city include massive walls and bastions, remains of a palace

and txf two large mosques, of which the domed roofs are in fair

preservation, besides several Arab forts. Tlie new qiuarter

contains a customs house.^^ a few .^ab buildings. Pop. abcnit

600. On the island of Songa Manara, at the southern 'Cnd ^of

Kilwa Bay, hidden in dense vegetation, are the rums of another
city, uxiknown to (history. tFragments of ipalaces and mosques
in carved limestone exist, and on the beach are the remains of >^a

lighdsoiise. Chinese coins and pieces of porcelain have been
found on the sea-shore, washed up from l^e iieefs.

The sultanate of is reputed to have been Tounfled 4bout
A.b. .975 by Ali ihn IJasan, a Pe/rnan prince frorm'Shiraz, *npon -the site
of the ancient Greek colony of Rliapta. The new state, at first

GOnfitMid to the fovm of Kilwa, extended its krflnence along the 30Qast

from Zanzibar to Sofala, and the city oftmc to be regarded ae Uic
capital of the Zenj “ empire " (see ZanziUar :

“ Sultanate ”) . An Arab
chronicle gives a list of over forty sovereigns who reigned at Kilwa
in a period of live htindred years (cf. A. M. H. j. Stokvis, Mcmucl
d'histotre^ Leiden, 1888, i. 538). Pedro Alvares the Portu-
guese navigator, was the first European to visit it. His fleet, on its

way to India, anchored in Kilwa Bay in 1500. Kilwa was then a
large and wealthy city, possessing, it is stated, three hundred mosques.
In 1502 Kilwa submitted to Va^o da Gatna, but the sultan neglect-
ii^ to pay the tribute imposed upon him, the city in 1505 was ocou-
iod by the Portuguese. They built a fort there; the first erected

y them on the mist coast of Africa. Fighting ensued between the
Arabs and the Portuguese, the city was destroyed; and in 1312 the
Portuguese, whose ranks bad been decimated by fever, temporarily
abandoned the place. Bubsc^endy Kijwa became one of the chief

centres of the slave trade. Towards the, end of the 17th century
it fell under tlic dominion of the imams of Muscat, and on the
separation in 1856 of their Arabian and African possessions became
subject to the aiilltan of Zanzibar. With the rest of the southern
part of the sultan's continentel dominions Kilwa was acquired by
Germany in 1890 (see Africa, §5; and German East Africa).

KILWARBBY, ROBKRT (d. 1279), archbishop of Canteirbury

and cardinal, studied at the university of Paris, where he soon

became famous as a teacher of ^ammar and logic. Afterwards

joinii^ the order of St Dominic and turning his attention to

theology
,
he was chosen provincial prior of his order in E^^land

in 1261, and in October 127a Pope Gregory X. terminated

a dispute over the vacant archbishopric of Canterbury by
appointing Kiiwardby. Although the new arclibishop crowned
Edward 1 . and his queen Eleanor in August 1274, he took little

part in business of state, but was energetic in discharging the

spiritual duties of his office. He was charitable to the poor,

and showed liberality to the Dominicans. In 1278 Pope
Nicholas III. made him airdinal-bishop of Porto and Santa

Rufina
; he resigned his archbishopric and left England, carrying

with him the registers and other valuable property belonging

to the see of Canterbury. He died in Italy on the nth of

September 1279. Kiiwardby was the first member of a men-
dicant order to attain a high position in the English Church.

Amwig his numeiour. writings, which became very popular

among students, are De ortu sdentiaruim, De tmpore, De Uni-

versali, and some commentaries on Aristotle.

Set N. Trevet, Annales stt ngum Aneliae, edited by T. Hog
(London, 1843); W. F. Hook, Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury

^

vol. iii. (London, 1860-187O); ] Qu6tif and j. Cchard, Scripiores

ordinis predicatnrum (Paris, 17J9-I721).

KILWINNING, a municipal and police burgh of .^rshire,

Scotland, on the right bank of Ihe Gamock, 24 m. S.W. of

Glasgow by the Caledonian railway, and 26! m. by the Glasgow
& Soutli-Western railway. Pop. (1901), 4440. The duef
buildings include the public library, the Masonic hall and the

district hospital. The centre of interest, however, is the ruined

abbey, originally one of the righe.st in Scotland. Founded
about J140 by Hugh de Morvillc, lord of Cunnii^harac, for

I'yronensian monks of the Benedictine order, it was dedicated

to St Winnin, who lived nn the spot in the 8th century and has
given his name to the town. This beautiful ^ecimen of Early

English architecture was partly destroyed m 1561, and its

lands were granted to the earl of Fenton and others. Kil-

winning is the traditional birthplace of Scottish freemasonry,

the lo^e, believed to have been founded by the foreign arohi-

tects and masons who came to build the abbey> being regarded
as ihe mother lodge in Scotland. The royal company of a^ers
of Kilwinning—dating, it is said, as far back as 1488—meet
every July to shoot at the popinjay. The industry in weaving
shawls and %hter fabrics ,h^ died -out,; .and >tbe largfe 4ri>n,

coal and fire-clay works at Eglinton, and worsted

employmost of the inhabitants. .Abont a mile from Kifiyinnkig

is Eglinton Castle, the seat of the .earls of Eglinton, bunt in

1798 in the English castellated style>

KIMBERLEY, JOHN WOOBHCNISE* asxEakl oy (t82!6-i902),
English atatesman, was bom on th^th of January 1826, being
the eldest son of the -Hon. Henry Wodehouse and .grandson of

the and Baron Wodehopse (^\ht vbarony dating from xjg'fyf

whom he succeedod in T846. He was odneated At Mon and
Christ Church, Oxford, where he took sa degree in
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KlLLYLEAGH, a small seaport and market town of county

Down, Ireland, in the east parliamentary division, on the western

shore of Strangford Lough. Pop. (1901), 14x0. Linen manu-
facture is the principal industry, and agricultural produce is

exported. Killyleagh was an important stronghold in early

times, and the modem castle preserves the towers of the old

building. Sir John de Courcy erected this among many other

fortresses in the neighbourhood; it was besieged by Shane
O’Neill (1567), destroy^ by Monk (1648), and subsequently

rebuilt. 'Die town was incorporated by James I., and returned

two members to the Irish parliament.

KILMAINE, CHARLES EDWARD (1751-1799)1 French

general, was bom at Dublin on the 19th of October 1751.

At the age of eleven he went with his father, whose surname
was Jennings, to France, where he changed his name to Kil-

maine, after a village in Mayo. He entered the French army
as an officer in a dragoon regiment in 1774, and afterwards

served as a volunteer in the navy (1778), during which period
I

he was engaged in the fighting in Senegal. From 1780 to 1783 1

he took part in the War of American Independence imder

Rochambeau, rejoining the army on his return to France. In

1791, as a retired captain, he took the civic oath and was recalled

to active service, becoming lieutenant-colonel in 1792, and

colonel, brigadier-general, and lieutenant-general in 1793. In

this last capacity he distinguished himself in the wars on the

northern and eastern frontiers. But he became an object of 1

suspicion on account of his foreign birth and his relations with
|

England. He was suspended on the 4th of August 1793, and
was not recalled to active service till 1795. He then took part

in the Italian campaigns of 1796 and 1797, and was made
commandant of Lombardy. He afterwards received the

command of the cavalry in Bonaparte’s army of England,”,

of which, during the absence of Desaix, he was temporarily

commander-in-chief (1798). He died on the 15th of December

1799 -

See J. G. Alf?cr, Englishmen in the French Revolution (1889);

Eugdne Fiefid, Histoire des troupes itrangiires au service de France

(1834); Etienne Charavay, Correspondance de Carnot, tome iii.

KILMALLOCK, a market town of county Limerick, Ireland,

in the east parliamentary division, 124! m. S.'W. of Dublin by

the Great Southern & Western main line. Pop. (1901), 1206.

It commands a natural route (now followed by the railway)

through the hills to the south and south-west, and is a site of

great historical interest. It received a charter in the reign of

Edward III., at which time it was walled and fortified, and

entered by four gates, two of which remain. It was a military

post of importance in Elizabeth’s reign, but its fortifications

were for the most part demolished by order of Cromwell.

Two castellated mansions are still to be seen. The church of

St Peter and St Paul belonged to a former abbey, and has a

lower at the north-west comer which is a converted round tower.

The Dominican abbey, of the 13th century, has Early English

remains of great beauty and a tomb to Edmund, the last of the

White Knights, a branch of the family of Desmond intimately

connected with Kilmallock, who received their title from

Edward III. at the battle of Halidon Hill. The foundation of

Kilmallock, however, is attributed to the Geraldines, who had

several towns in this vicinity. Eight miles from the town is

Lough Gur, near which are numerous stone circles and other

remains. Kilmallock returned two members to the Irish

parliament.

KILMARROGK, a municipal and police burgh of Ayrshire,

Scotland, on Kilmarnock Water, a tributary of the Irvine, 24 m.

S.W. of Glasgow by the Glasgow & South-Western railway.

Pop. (1901), 35,091. Among the chief buildings w-e the town

hall, court-house, com-exchrage (with the Albert Tower, no ft.

high), observatory, academy, corporation art gallery, institute

(containing a free library imd a museum), Kay schools, School

of Science and Art, Athenaeum, theatre, infirmary, Afpricultural

Hall, and Philosophical Institution . The grounds of Kilmarnock

House, presented to the town in 1893, were laid out as a public

park. Hi Kay Park (48I acres), purchased from the duke of
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Portland for 3(9000, stands the Bums Memorial, consisting of two
stores and a tower, and containing a museum in which have been
placed many important MSS. of &e poet and the McKie library

of Burns’s books. The marble statue of the poet, by W. G.
Stevenson, stands on a terrace on the southern face. A Reformers’

monument was unveiled in Kay Park in 1885. Kilmarnock rose

into importance in the 17th century by its production of striped

woollen “ Kilmarnock cowls” and broad blue bonnets, and
afterwards acquired a great name for its Brussels, Turkey and
Scottish carpets. Tweeds, blankets, shawls, tartans, lace

curtains, cottons and winceys are also produced. The boot and
shoe trade is prosperous, and there are extensive engineering and
hydraulic machinery works. But the iron industry is prominent,

the town being situated in the midst of a rich mineral region.

Here, too, are the workshops of the Glasgow Ik South-Western

railway company. Kilmarnock is famous for its dairy produce,

and every October holds the largest cheese-show in Scotland.

The neighbourhood abounds in freestone and coal. The burgh,

which is governed by a provost and council, unites with Dum-
barton, Port Glasgow, Renfrew and Rutherglen in returning one

member to parliament. Alexander Smith, the poet (1830-1867),

whose father was a lace-pattem designer, and Sir James Shaw
(1764-1843), lord mayor of London in 1806, to whom a.statue

was erected in the town in 1848, were natives of Kilmarnock. It

dales from the 15th century, and in 1591 was made a burgh of

barony under the Boyds, the ruling house of the district. The
last Boyd who bore the title of Lord Kilmarnock was beheaded

on Tower Hill, London, in 1746, for his share in the Jacobite'

rising. The first edition of Robert Burns’s poems was published

here in 1786*

KILMAURS, a town in the Cunningham division of Ayrshire,

Scotland, on the Carmel, 21! m. S. by W. of Glasgow by the

Glasgow & South-Western railway. Pop. (1901), 1803. Once
noted for its cutlery, the chief industries now are shoe and

boxmet factories, and there are iron and coal mines in the neigh-

bourhood. The parish church dates from 1170, and was dedi-

cated either to the Virgin or to a Scottish saint of the 9th centuiy

called Maure. It was enlarged in 1403 and in great part rebuilt

in z888. ' Adjoining it is the burial-place of the earb of Glencaim,

the leading personages in the district during several centuriw,

some of whom bore the style of Lord Kilmaurs. Their family

name was Cunningham, adopted probably from the manor which

they acquired in the 12th century. I’he^town was made a burgh

of barony in 1 527 by the earl of that date. Burns’s patron, the

thirteenth earl, on whose death the poet wrote his touching
**
Lament,” sold the Kilmaurs estate in 1786 to the marcliioness

of Titchfield.

i KILN (
0 . E. cylene, from the I.at. etdina, a kitchen, cooking-

stove), a place for burning, baking or drying. Kilns may be

divided into two classes—those in which the materials come into

actual contact with the flames, and those in which the furnace is

beneath or surrounding the oven. Lime-kilns are of the first

class, and brick-kilns, pottery-kilns> &c., of the s^nd, which

also includes places for merely diving materials, such a.s

hop-kilns, usually called “ oasts ” or oast-houses.”

KILPATRICK, NEW,or EAST,also called BEAR8DEN,a town of

Dumbartonshire, Scotland, 5i m. N.W. of Glasgow by rood, with

a station on the North British Railway Company’s branch line

from Glasgow to Milngavie. Pop. (1901), 2705. The town is

largely inhabited by business men from Glasgow. The public

buildings include the Shaw convalescent home, Buchanan

Retreat, house of refuge for girls, library, and St Peter’s (^llege,

a fine structure, presented to the Roman Catholic Church in 1892

by the archbishop of Glasgow. There is some coal-mining, and

lime is manufactured. Remains of the Wall of Antoninus are

close to the town. At Garscube and Garscadden, both within

xj m. of New Kilpatrick, are extensive iron-works, and at the

former place coal is mined and stone quarried.

KIUPATRICK, OLD, a town of Dumbartonshire, Scotland, on

the right bank of the Gyde, xoJ m. N.W. of Glasgow by rail, with

stations on the North British and Caledonian railways. Pop.

(1901), 1533. It is traditionally the birthplace of St Patri^,
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shales and clays with la3rers and nodules of cement-stones and s^-
taria. These beds merge gradually into the overlying Portlandian

formation. The Lower Series, with a maximum thickness of 400 ft.,

consilits of clays and dark shales with septaria, cement-stones and

calcareous " doggers." These lithological characters are very

persistent. The Upper Kimeridgian is distinguished as the lone

of Perisphincies btplex. with the sub-zone of Dtscina latissima in the

liigher portions. Cardioceras alternans is the zonal ammonite charac-

teristic of the lower division, with the sub-zone of O&iYea deltoidea in

the lower portion. Exogyra vtrgula is common in the upper part of

the lower division, and tiie lower part of the Upper i^mendgian.

A large number of ammonites arc peculiar to uus formation, in-

cluding Reineckia eudoxuSy R. Tkurmanniy Aspidoceras longispinuSy

&c. Large dinosaurian reptiles are abundant, CetiosauruSy Giganto-

sauruSy MegeUosauruSy also plesiosaurs and ichthyosaurs; croco-

diUan and chelonian remains are also found. Pfotocafdia sificdulay

Thvacia depressUy B$lemmtes abreviatuSy B. BlainvilUiy Lingula ovalisy

Rhynchonella inconstant and Exogyra nana are characteristic fossils.

Alum has been obtained from the Kimeridge Clay, and the cement-

stones have bwn employed in Purbcck; coprolites are found in small

quantities. Bricks, tiles, flower-pots, &c., are made from the clay

at Swindon, Gillingham, Brill, Ely, llomcastle, and other places.

The so-called " Kimeridge coal " is a highly bituminous shale cap-

able of being used as fuel, which has been worked on the cliff at

Little Kimeridge.
The " Kimeridgien ’’ of continental geologists is usually to

contain the three subdivisions of A. Oppel and W. Waagen, viz.:

—

flapper (Virgulian) with Exogyra virgula

Kimeridgien {Miodle (Pteroceran) with Pteroceras oceani

(Lower (Astartian) wiih A staHe supracoralHna:

but the upper portion of this continental Kimeridgian is equivalent

to some of the British Portlandian; while most of the Astartian cor-

responds to the Corallian. A. dc Lapparenl now recognizes only

the Virgulian and I^teroceran in the Kimeridgien. Clays and marls

with occasional limestones and sandstones represent the Kime-
ridgien of most of northern Europe, including Russia. In Sw’abia

and some other parts of Germany the curious ruiniform marble

FelsenlicUk occurs on this horizon, and most of the Kimeridgien of

southern Europe, including the Alps, is calcareous. Representn lives

of the formation occur in Caucasia, Algeria, Abyssinia, Madagascar;

in South America with volcanic rocks, and possibly in California

(Maripan beds), Alaska and King Charles's Land.
Sec " Jurassic Rocks of Britam," vols. v, and i., Memoirs of ilie

Geological Survey (vol. v. contains references to literature ujp to ^^95)'

or Qimhi, the family name of three Jewish gram-

marians and biblical scholars who worked at Narbonne in the

1 2th century and the beginning of the 13th, and exercised great

influence on the study of the Hebrew language. The name, as is

shown by manuscript testimony, was ^so pronounced ICamhi

and further mention is made of the French surname Petit.

Joseph KiMm was a native of southern Spain, and settled

in Provence, where he was one of the first to set forth in the

Hebrew lan|;Liagc the results of Hebraic philoIog>^ as expounded

by the Spanish Jews in their Arabic treatises. He was acquainted

moreover with Latin grammar, under the influence of which he

resorted to the innovation of dividing the Hebrew vowels into

five long vowels and five short, previous grammarians having

simply spoken of seven vowels without distinction of quantity.

His grammatical textbook, Sefgr Ha-Zikkaron, “ ^ok of

Remembrance ** (ed. W. Bacher, Berlin, 1888), was marked by

methodical comprehensiveness, and introduced into the theory

of the verbs a new classification of the stems which has been

retained by later scholars. In the far more ample Sefer Ha-

GdLuyy “ Book of Demonstration (ed. Matthews, Berlin, 1887),

Joseph Kimbi attacks the philologic^ work of the greatest French

Talmud scholar of that day, R. Jacob Tam, who espoused the

antiquated system of Menaliem b.Saruq,and this he supplements

by an independent critique of Menabem. This work is a mine

of varied exegetical and philological details. He also wrote

commentaries—tlie majarity of which are lost—on a great

number of the scriptural books. Those on Proverbs and Job have

been published. He composed an apologetic work under the

title Sefer Ha-Berith (“ Book of.the Bond a fragment of which

b extant, and translated into Hebrew the ethico-philosophic^

work of Babya ibn Paquda Duties of the Heart *’). In his

commentaries he also made contributions to the comparative

philology of Hebrew and Arabic.

Moses ^iMra was the author of a Hebrew grammar, known

—

after the first three words—as Mahdak Skehile Ha-daat, or briefly

as Mahedak, It is an elementary introduction to the study of

Hebrew, the first of its kind, in which only the most indbpensable

definitions and rules have a place, the remainder being almost

wholly occupied by paradigms. Moses ]Kimbi was the first who
made the verb paqadh a model for conjuga.tion, and the fiwt

also who introduced the now usual sequence in the enumeration

of stem-forms. His handbook was of great historical importance

as in the first half of the i6th century it became the favourite

manual for the study of Hebrew among non-Judaic scliolars

( ist ed., Pesaro, 1 508). Elias Levita .v.) wrote Hebrew explana-

tions, and Sebastian Munster translated it into Latin. Moses

Kimbi also composed commentaries to the biblical books; those

on Proverbs, Ezra and Nehemiah are in the great rabbinical

bibles falsely ascribed to Abraham ibn Ezra.

David (c. 1160-1235), also known as Redaq ( »*R. David

Kimbi), eclipsed the fame both of his father and his brother.

From the writings of the former he quotes a great number of

explanations, some of which are known only from this source.

His magnum opus is the Sefer Mikloly “ Book of Completeness.’’

This falls into two divisions : the grammar, to which the title

of the whole, Mikloly is usually applied (first printed in Constanti-

nople, 1 532- 1534, then, with the notes of Elias Levita, at Venice,

1545), and the lexicon, Sefer Hashorashim, “ Book of Roots,”

which was first printed in Italy before 1480, then at Naples in

1490, and at Venice in 1546 with the annotations of Elias. The

model and the principal source for this work of David Kimbi's

was the book of R. Jonah (Abulwalid), which was cast in a

similar bipartite form
;
and it was chiefly due to Kimhi’s grammar

and lexicon that, while the contents of Abulwalid’s works were

common knowledge, they themselves remained in oblivion for

centuries. In spite of this dependence on his predecessors his

work shows originality, especially in the arrangement of his

material. In the grammar he combined the paradigmatic

method of his brother Moses with the procedure of the older

scholars who devoted a close attention to details. In his

dictionary, again, he recast the lexicological materials inde-

pendently, and enriched lexico^aphy itself, especially by his

numerous etymological explanations. Under the title Ei Sofer,

“Pen of the Writer ’’ (Lyk, 1864), David Kimbi composed a sort

of grammatical compendium as a guide to the correct punctua-

tion of the biblical manuscripts
;

it consists, for the most part,

of extracts from the Mifdoi. After the completion of his great

work he began to write commentaries on portions of the Scrip-

tures. The first was on Chronicles, then followed one on the

Psalms, and finally his exegetical masterpiece—the commentary

on the prophets. His annotations on the Psalms are especially

interesting for the polemical excursuses directed against the

Christian interpretation. He wa.s also responsible for a commen-
tary on Genesis (ed. A. Giinsburg, Pressburg. 1842), in which he

followed Moses Maimonides in explaining biblical narratives as

visions. He was an enthusiastic adherent of Maimonides, and,

though far advanced in years, took an active part in the battle

which raged in southern France and Spain round his philosophico-

religious writings. The popularity of his biblical exegesis is

demonstrated by the fact that the first printed texts of the

Hebrew Bible were accompanied by his commentary : the Psa,lm.s

1477, perhaps at Bologna; the early Prophets, 1485, Soncino;

the later Prophets, ibid. i486.

His commentaries have been frequently reprinted, many of them
in Latin translations. A new edition of that on the Psalms was
begun by SchiUer-Szinossy {First Book of Psalms, Cambridge, 1883).

Abr. Geiger wrote of the three ]|^imbis in the Hebrew ^riodical

Ogar Nehmad (vol. ii., 1857 A. Geiger, Gesammelte Sch^ften,

V. 1-47).' See further the Jewish Encyclopedia. (W. Ba.)

KIN (0 . E. cyny a word represented in nearly all Teutonic

languages, cf. Du. kunnCj Dan. and Swed. kon^ Goth, huni^ tribe;

the Teutonic base is hunya ; the equivalent Aryan root gan-, to

beget, produce, is seen in Gr. y^os, Lat. genus^ cf. “ kind ”),

a collective word for persons related by blood, os descended from

a common ancestor. In law, the term “ next of kin ” is applied

to the person or persons who, as being in the nearest de^ee of

blood re^tionship to a person dying intestate, share according to
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degree in his personal estate (sec Intestacy, and Inheritance).
“ Kin is frequently associated with “ kith

”
in the phrase

** kith and kin/* now used as an emphasized form of “ kin ” for

family relatives. It properly means one’s “ countr>» and kin/*

or one’s “ friends and kin.” Kith (O.E. cylS^e and cy’6, native

land, acquaintances) comes from the stem of cunnan, to know,
and thus means the land or people one knows familiarly.

The sufhx -hin, chiefly surviving in English aumamea, aeems to have
been early used as a diminutive ending to certain Christian names in
Flanders and Holland. The termination is represented by the dimi-
nutive -Chen in German, as in Kindchen, Hduschen, &c. Many
English words, such as "pumpkin," "firkin," seem to have no
diminutive significance, ana may have been assimilated froin earlier

forms, e.g. " pumpkin " from " pumpion."

KlNCARDDfESHlllE, or The Mbarns, an eastern county
of Scotland, bounded E. by the North Sia, S. and S.W. by
Forfarshire, and N..W. and N. by Aberdeenshire. Area, 243,974
acres, or 381 sq. m. In the west and north-west the Grampians
are the predominant feature. The highest of their peaks is

Mount Battock (2555 ft.), where the counties of Aberdeen,
Forfar and Kincardine meet, but there are a score of hills

exceeding 1500 ft. in height. In the extreme north, on the

confines of Aberdeenshire, the Hill of Fare, famous for its sheep
walks, attains an altitude of 1545 ft. In the north the county
slopes from the Grampians to the picturesque and finely-wooded

valley of the Dee, and in the south it falls to the Howe (Hollow)
of the Meams, which is a continuation north-eastwards of

Strathmore. The principal rivers are Bervie Water (20 m. long),

flowing south-eastwards to the North Sea; the Water of Feugh
(20 m.), taking a north-easterly direction and falling into the

Dee at Banchory, and forming near its mouth a beautiful

cascade; the Dye (15 m.), rising in Mount Battock and ending
its course in the Feugh; Luther Water (14 m.), springing not
far from the castle of Drumtochty and meandering pleasantly

to its junction with the North Esk; the Cowie (13 m.) and the

Carron (8^ m.), entering the sea at Stonehaven. The Dee and
North Esk serve as boundary streams during part of their

course, the one of Aberdeenshire, the other of Forfarshire.

Loch Loirston, in the parish of Nigg, and Loch Lumgair, in

Dunnottar parish, both small, are tie only lakes in the shire.

Of the glens Glen Dye in the north centre of the county is

remarkable for its beauty, and the small Den Fenella, to the

south-east of Laurencekirk, contains a picturesque waterfall.

Its name perpetuates the memory of Fenella, daughter of a
thane of Angus, who was slain here after betraying Kenneth II.

to his enemies, who (according to local tradition) made away
with him in Kincardine Castle. Excepting in the vicinity of

St Cyrus, the coast from below Johnshaven to Girdle Ness

presents a bold front of rugged cliffs, with an average height of

from 100 to 250 ft., interrupted only by occasional creeks and
bays, as at Johnshaven, Gourdon, Bervie, Stonehaven, Port-

lethen, Findon, Cove and Nigg.

Geology ,—The great fault which traverses Scotland from shore to

shore passes through this county from Craigeven Bay, about a mile

north of Stonehaven, by Fenella Hill to Edzell. On the northern
side oif this line are the old crystalline schists of the Dalradian group;
on the southern side Old Red Sandstone occupies all the remaining
space. Good exposures of the schists arc seen, rraeatedly folded,

in the cliffs between Aberdeen and Stonehaven. They consist of a
lower series of grecnisn slates and a higher, more micaceous and
schistose series with grits; bands of limestone occur in these rocks
near Bunchory. Besides the numerous minor flexures the schists

are bent into a broad synclinal fold which crosses the county,
its axis lying in a south-westerly-north-easterly direction. Rising
through the schists are several granite masses, the largest being that
forming the high ground around Mt Battock; south of the Dm are
several smaller masses, some of whichhave been extensively quarried.

The lower part of the Old Red Sandstone consists of flags, red sand-
stones and purple clays in great thickness * these are followed by
coarse conglomerates, well seen in the cliff at Dunnottar Castle,

with ashy grits and some thin sheets of diabase. The diabase forms
the Bruxie and 1.05^8 Hills and some minor elevations. Above the
volcanic series more red sandstones, conglomerates and marls appear.
The Old Red Sandstone is foldea synctinally in a direction con-

tinuing the vale of Strathmore * ^uth of this is an anticline, as may
be seen on the coast between St Cyrus and Kinneff. Glacial striae

on the higher ground and debris on the lower ground show that the

direction taken by the ice flow was south-eas^azd on the hills but

as the shore was approached it gradually took on an easterly and
finally a northerly direction.

Chmaie and Ag^cutture ,—The climate is healtiiy, but often cold,'

owing to the ex^ure to east winds. The average temperature for
the year is 45“ F., for July 58*, and for January 37*. The average
annual rainful is 54 in. Much of the Grampian territory is occupied
by grouse moors, but the'land by the Dee, in the Howe and along the
coast is scientifically farmed and yields well. The soil of the Howe
is richer and stronger than that in the Dee valley, but the most fer-

tile region is along the coast, where the soil is generally deep loam
resting on clay, although in some places it is poor and thm, or still

and cold. Oats arc the principal crop, wheat is not largely grown,
but the demands of the distillers maintain a very considerable acre-
age under barley. Rather more than one-tenth of the total area
is under wood. Turnips form the main green crop, biit potatoes
are extensively raised. A little more than half tlie holdings consist
of 50 acres and under. Great attention is paid to livestock. Short-
horns are the most common breed, but the principal home-bred
stock is a cross between ifliorthomed and polled, though there are
many valuable herds of pure polled. Cattle-feeding is carried on
according to the most advance methods. Blackuo^ed sh^ are
chiefly kept on the hill runs, Cheviots or a cross with' Leicesters
being usually found on the lowland farms. Most of the horses are
employed in connexion with the cultivation of the soil, but several

f
ood strains, including Clydesdales, are retained for stock purposes,
‘igs are also reared in considerable numbers.
OlAer Industries .—Apart from agriculture, the principal industry

is the fishing, of which Stonehaven is the centre. The coast being
dangerous and the harbours difficult in rough weather, the fishermen
often run great risks. The village of Findon (pron. Finnan) has given
its name to the well-known smoked haddocks, which were first cured
in this way at that liamlet. The salmon fisheries of the sea and the
rivers yield a substantial annual return. Manufactures are of little

more than local importance. Woollens are made at Stonehaven,
and at Bervie, Laurencekirk and a few other places fiax-spinning ,

and weaving are carried on. There are also some distilleries, brew^
eries and tanneries. Stonehaven, Gourdon and Johnshaven are the
chief ports for seaborne trade.

The Deeside railway runs through the portion of the county
on the northern bank of the Dee. The C^edonian and North
British railways run to Aberdeen via Laurencekirk to Stonehaven,
using the same metals, and there is a branch line of the N.B.K. from
Montrose to Bervie. There vxo also coaches between Blairs and
Aberdeen, Bervie and Stonehaven, Fettercairn and Edzell, Banchory,
and Birsc, and other points.

Population and Government .
—^The population was 35,492 in

1891, and 40,923 in 1901, when 103 persons spoke Gaelic and
English. The chief town is Stonehaven (pop. in 1901, 4577)
with Laurencekirk (1512) and Banchory (1475),
tlie city of Aberdeen, with a population of 9386, is within the

county. The county returns one member to parliament, and
Bervie, the only royal burgh, belongs to the Montrose group of

parliamentary burghs. Kincardine is united in one sheriffdom

with the shires of Aberdeen and Banff, and one of the Aberdeen

sheriffs-substitute sits at Stonehaven. The county is under

school-board jurisdiction. The academy at Stonehaven and a

few of the public schools earn grants for higher education.

The county council hands over the “ residue ” grant to the

county secondary education committee, which expends it

in technical education grants. At Blairs, in the north-east of

the shire near the Dee, is a Roman Catholic college for the train-

ing of young men for the priesthood.

History,—The annals of Kincardineshire as a whole are

almost blank. The county belonged of old to the district of

Pictavia and apparently was overrun for a brief period by the

Romans. In the parish of Fetteresso are the remains of the

camp of Raedykes, in which, according to tradition, the Cale-

donians under Galgacus were lodged before their battle with

Agricola. It is also alleged that in the same district Malcolm L
was killed (954) whilst endeavouring to reduce the unruly tribes

of this region. Meams, the alternative name for the county, is

believed to have been derived from Merria, a Scottish king, to

whom the land was granted, and whose brother, Angus, had

obtained the adjoining shire of Forfar. The antiquities consist

mostly of stone circles, cairns, tumuli, standing stones and a

structure in the parish of Dunnottar vaguely know^' as a
“

kiln.*' By an extraordinary reversion of fortune the town winch

gave the shire its name has practically vanished. It stood about

2 m. N.E. of Fettercairn, and by the end of the. i6th century

had declined to a mere hamlet, being represented now only by
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the ruins of the royal castle and an ancient burial-ground. The
Bruces^ earls of Elgin^ also bear the title of earl of Kincardine.

See A. Jervise, History and Traditions of the Lands of the Lindsays
(1S53), fiistory and Antiqvnties of the Mearns (1858), Memorials of

Jng^us and the Mearns (iwu); J. Anderson, The Black Book of Kin-
caraineshire (StoiicJiaven, 1879); C. A. Mollyson, The Partsh of For-
doim (Aberdeen, 1893); A. C. Cameron, The History of Fettercairn

{Pai^ey, 1899).

KINCHINJUNGA, or Kanchanjanga, the third (or second;

see Ka) highest mountain in the world. It is a peak of the

eastern Himalayas, situated on the boundary between Sikkim
and Nepal, with an elevation of 28,146 ft. Kinchinjunga is best

seen from the Indian hill-station of Darjeeling, where the view
of this stupendous mountain, dominating all intervening ranges
and rising from regions of tropical undergrowth to the altitude

of eternal snows, is one of the grandest in the world.

KIND (O.E. ge~cynde, from the^sjime root as is seen in “ kin,”

supra), a word in origin meaning birth, nature, or a.s an adjective,

natural. From the application of the term to the natural

disposition or characteristic which marks the class to which an
object belongs, the general and most common meaning of class,”

genus or species easily develops
;
that of race, natural order or

group, is particularly seen in such expre.ssions as “ mankind,”
The phrase “ payment in kind,” /.c. in goods or produce as

distinguislied from money, is u.sed as equivalent to the Latin
in specie', in ecclesiastical usage “ communion in both kinds

”

or “ in one kind ” refers to the elements of bread and wine
(Lat. species) in the Eucharist. The present main sense of the
adjective “ kind,” i,c. gentle, friendly, benevolent, has developed
irom the meaning “ born,” “ natural,” through ” of good birth,

disposition or nature,” “ naturally well-disposed.”

KINDERGARTEN, a German word meaning ‘‘garden of
children,” the name given by Friedrich Froebel to a kind of
“ play-schnol ” invented by him for furthering the physical,
moral and intellectual growth of children between the ages
of three and seven. Ibr the theories on which this type of

school was based sec Krijkpxcj.. Towards the end of the 18th

century Pcstalozzi planned, and Oberlin formed, day-asylums
for young children. Schools of this kind took in the Netherlands
the name of ” play school,” and in England, wliere they have
e.specially thriven, of ^Gnfant schools” {q.v). But Frocbol’s

idea of the ” Kindergarten ” differed essentially from that of the

infant schools. The child required to be prepared for society by
being early associated with its equals; and young children thus
brought together might have their employments, especially

their chief employment, play, so organized as to draw out their

capacities of feeling and thinking, and even of inventing and
creating.

Froebel therefore invented a course of occupations^ most of

which are social games. Many of the games are connected
with the ” gifts,” as he called the simple playthings provided
for the children. These ” gifts ” are, in order, six coloured
balls, a wooden ball, a cylinder and a cube, a cube cut to form
eight smaller cubes, another cube cut to form eight parallelo-

grams, square and triangular tablets of coloured wood, and strips

of lath, rings and circles for pattern-making. In modem
Jcindeigartens much stress has been laid on such occupations

as sand-drawing, modelling in clay and paper, pattern-making,
plaiting, kc. The artistic faculty was much thought of by
Froebel, and, as in the education of the ancients, the sense of

rhythm in sound and motion was cultivated by music and poetry
introduced in the games. Much care was to be given to the

training of the senses, especially those of sight, sound and touch.

Intuition or first-hand experience (Anschauung) was to be
recognized as the true basis of knowledge, and tliough stories

were to*he told, iasiruction of the imparting and “ learning-up
”

kind was to be excluded. Froebel sought to teach the children
not what to think but how to think, in this following in the
steps of Pestalozzi, who had done for the child what Bacon
nearly two hundred years before had done for tlie philosopher.

Where pusailile the children were to be much in tfc open air,

iind were each to cultivate a little garden.

TheArstkindergartenwat^nad at Blank(mburg,iuarR!iidol8tadt,
in 1837, but after & needy existence of eight years was closed for want
of funds. In 1851 the Prussian government declared thai; " schools
founded on Froebel's principles or principles like them could not be
allowed." As early as 1854 it was iiitrodnced into England, and
Henry Barnard reported on it that it was " by far the most oiigiaol,
attractive and philosophical form of infant development the world
has yet seen " {B^ori to Governor of Connecticut, 1054). The great
propagandist of Froebelism, the Baroness Berta von Marenholtz-
Bfilow (^1811-1893), drew the attention of the French to the kinder-
garten ffom the war 1855, and Michelet declared that Froebel had
“ solved the problem of human education." In Italy the kinder-
garten was introduced by Madame Salis-Schwabe. In Austria it is

recognized and regulated by the TOvernment, thougii the Volks-
Kmoergarten are not numerous. But by far tiie greatest develop-
ments of the kindergarten system are in the United States and m
Belgium. The movement was begun in the Uaitod* States by Miss
Elizabeth Peabody in 1867, aided by Mis Horace Mann and Dr
^nry Bamanl. The first {^rmanent kindergarten was established
in St Louis in 1873 by Miss Susan Blow and Dr W. T. Harris. In
Belgium the mistresses of the “ F.coles gardiennes " are instructed
in the “ idea of the kindergarten " and " Froebel's method," and in

18^ the minister of public instruction issued a programme for the
" Ecoles Gardiennes Communales,"' which is both in fact and in

profession a kindergarten manual.
For the position of the kindergarten S3rstem in the principal

Countries of the world see Report of a ConsuiUative Committee upon the
School Attendance of ChUdren below the Age of Fwe, English Board
of Educatiem Reports (Cd. 425^ x.908)

;
and “ The Kindergarten,"

by Laura Fisher, Report of the United States Commissioner for Educa-
tion for igoSi vol. i. ch. xvi. (Washington, 1005).

KiNDi [Abu VtJsur Ya'qub ibn IsbXq ul-KindI, sometimes
called pre-eminently “ The Philosopher of the Arabs ”] flourished

in the 9th century, the exact dates of his birth and death being
unknown. He was bom in Kufa^ where his father was governor
under the Caliphs Mahdi and Kanin al-Kashid. His studies

were made in Basra and Bagdad, and in the latter place he
remained, occupying aiccording to some a government position.

In the orthodox reaction under Moitawakkil, w'hcn all philosophy
was suspect, his library was confiscated, but he himself seems
to have escaped. His writings—like those of other Arabian
philosophers—are encyclopaedic and are concerned with most
of the sciences; they are said to have niiml>ered over two
hundred, but fewer than tw^enty are extant. Some of these
were known in the middle ages, for Kindi is placed by Roger
Bacon in the first rank after Ptolemy as a writer on optics.

His work l)e somniorum mstone was tranriuted by Gerard of

Cremona (y.w.), and another was published as De medicinarum
composiiarum gradibus investtgandis libellus (Strassburg, 1531).
He was one of the earliest translators and commentators of

Aristotle, but like Farabi (g^v.) appears to have been superseded
by Avicenna.

See G. ITugel, A I Kindi genatmt der Pkilosoph der Araher (Leipzig,

1857), and T. J. de Boer, ueschtchte der Pkilosophie in Islam (Stutt-
gart, i9<^i), pp. yo sqq.; also Arabian Philo.sophv. (G. W, T.)

KINEMATICS (from Gr. a motion), the branch of

mechanics which discusses the phenomena of motion without
reference to force or mass (see Mechanics).
KINETICS (from Gr. klvsiv, to move), the branch of mechanics

which discusse.s riie phenomena of motion as affected by force;

it is the modem equivalent of dynamics in the restricted sense

(sec IdECHANICs).

KING,. CHARLES WaLlAM (1818-1888), English writer
on ancient gems, was bom at Newport (Mon.) on the 5th of

September 1818. He entered Trinity College, Cambridge, in

1S36; graduated in 1840, and obtained a fellowship in 184a;
he was senior fellow at the time of his death in- London on the
25th of March 1888. He took holy onders, but never held any
cure. He spent much time in Ital^, where he laid the founda-
tion of his collection of gems, which, increased by subsequent
purchases in London, was sold by bun in consequence pf his

failing eyesight and was presented in zS8i to tlie Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York. King was recognized universally

as one of the greatest authorities in this department of art.

His chief works on the subject are : Attf/ique Gems^^ihw Origin,

Uses and Vedue (i860), a complete and exhaustive tfeatise; The
Gnostics and their Remains (2nd ed. by J. Jacobs, 1887, which
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led to an animated corresjjondence in the Athenatwfi)) The
Naturd Hiftory of Precious Stones and Gems and of the Precious

Melds The Handhookof Engfaoed Gems (2nd ed., 1885);

Early Christian Ntmismadcs (1873). King was thoroti^ly

familiaf with the works otf Greek and Latin authors, especially

Pausanias and the elder Pliny, which bore u|wn the subject in

which he was most interested ;
but he had little taste for the

minutiae of verbal criticism. In 1869 he brought out an edition

of Horace, illustrated from antique gems; he also translated

Plutarch’.' Moralia (1882) and the theosophical works of the

Emperor Julian (r888) for Bohn's '^Classicfid Library.”

KHVG, OLARBUCG (1842-1901), American geologist, was

bom at Newport, Rhode Island, U.S.A., on the 6th of January

1842. He graduated at Yale in 1862. fiis rao.st important

work was the geological exploration of the fortieth parallel, of

which the main reports (1876 and 1877) comprised the geological

and topographical atlas of the Rocky Mountains, the Green River

and Utali basins, and the Nevada plateau and basin. When
the United States Geological Survey was consolidated m 1879

King was chosen director, and he vigorously conducted investi-

gations in Colorado, in the Eureka district, and on the Comstock

lode in Nevada. He held office for a year only ; in later years

his only noteworthy contribution to geology was an essay on the

age of the earth, which appeared in the annual report of the

Smithsonian Institution for 1893. He died at Phoenix, Arizona,

on the 24th of December 1901.

KING, EDWARD (1612-1637), the subject of Milton’s Lycidas,

was born in Ireland in 1612, the son of Sir John King, a member
of a Yorkshire family which had migrated to Ireland. Edward

King was admitted a pensioner of Christ’s College, Cambridge,

on the 9th of J une 1626, and four years later was elected a fellow.

Miilton, though two years liis senior and himself anxious to

secure a fellowship, remained throughout on term.s of the closest

friendship with his rival, whose amiable character seems to have

endeared him to the whole college. King served from 1633 to

1634 as praelector and tutor of his college, and was to have

entered the Church. His career, however, was cut .short by the

tragedy which inspired Milton’s verse. In 1637 he set out for I

Ireland to visit his family, but on the 10th of August the ship in

which he was sailing struck on a rock near the Welsh coast, and

King was drowned. Of his own writings many Latin poems

contributed to different collections of Cambridge verse survive,
j

but they are not of sufficient merit to explain the esteem in
j

which he was held.

A collection of I^itin, Greek and English verse written in his

memory by his Cambridge friends was printed at Cambridge in 1038,

with the title Jmta Edmturdo King naufrago ab umicn moerenitbus

atttoris et ^'be second part of iliis collection has a

separate title-page, Obsequies to the Memorie of Mr Edward King,

Anno Dom, i6j6', and contains thirteen English pooms, of which

Lycidas 1 (signed J. M.) is the last.

KING, EDWARD (1829-1910), English bishop, was the second

son of the Rev. Walter King, archdeacon of Rochester and

rector of Stone, Kent. Graduating from Oriel College, Oxford,
j

he was ordained in 1854, and four years later became chaplain

and lecturer at Cuddesdon Theological College. He was principal

of Cuddesdon from 1863 to 1873, when he became regius profes.sor

of pastoral theology at Oxford and canon of Christ Church. To i

the world outside he was only known at this time as one of

Dr Pusey ’s most intimate friends and as a leading member of the :

English Church Uniqn. But in Oxford, and especially among the

younger men, he exercised an exceptional influence, due, not to

special profdndity of intellect, but to his remarkable charm in

personal intercourse, and, his abounding sincerity and goodness.

In 1885 Dr King was madb bishop of Lincoln. The most

eventful episode of his episcopate was his prosecution (1888-1890)

.

» J. W. Hales, in the Athenaeum for the ist of August 1891, sug-

gests that hi writing King's elegy Mton had in his mindjbeades

tdVils df thebcritus, a Latin eSk^ue of Giovanni Bapmta ^alteo

entitled' LyifidaSt in which LyddaS bids farewell to the Iknd heJo^
andprays ibr getitle breezes on bis vbyage. He was familiar wilh the

Itaf& Latin poets of the Renaissance, and he may also have be^
idflnenoed &8 ’ choice of Ae name by the shepherd Lycidas m
Sannasiro's eclogue Philtis»

for ritualistic practices before the archbishop of CaiNserbuty,

Dr Benson, and, on appeal, before the judicial committee of

Privy Council (see Lincoi.n TtmoMEi^t). Dr King, who Intyal^

conformed his practices to the archbishop’s judgement, lie^ted

himself unsparingly to the work of his diocese; and, iitespecri^

of his High Church views, he won the affection and reveretioe

of all classes by his real saintliness of character. TIiO birtmp,

who never married, died at Lincoln on the 8th of Mareh

See the obituary notice in The Times, March 9, 19x0,

KING, HENRY (1591-1669), English bishop and poet,

son of John King, afterwards bishop of London, was b^tdW
on the 16th of January 1591. With his younger brother John
he proceeded from Westminster School toChrkt Church,. Oxiord,

where both matriculated on the 20th oi January 1609. Henry

I

King entered the Church, and after receiving various ecclesio^ieal

I

preferments he was made bishop of Chichester in 1642, receivii^

at the saime time the rich living of Petworth, Sussex. On the

29th of December of tliat year Chichester surrendered to the

Parliamentary army, and King was among the prisoners. After

his release he found an asylum with his brother-in-law,. Sir

Richard Hobart of Langley, Buckinghamsliire, and aftenuBords

at Richkings near by, with l.ady Salter, said to have been a

sister of Dr Brian Duppa (1588-1662). King was a close friend

of Duppa and personally acquainted with Charles 1 . In one of

his poems dated 1649 speaks of the Eikon Basilike as the

king’s own work. Restored to his benefice at the Restoration,

King died at Chichester on the 30th of September 1669. His »

works include Poems, Elegies, Paradoxes and Sonets (1657), The
Psalines of David from the New Translation of the Bible, turned

into Meter (1651), and several sermons. He was one of the
' executors of John Donne, and prefixed an elegy to the 1663

*^edition of his friend’s poems.

King's Poems and Psalms were edited, with a biographical sketch,

by the Kev. J. Hannah (1845).

KING, RUFUS ( 1 755-1827), American political leader, was

born on the 24th of March 1755 at Scarborough, Maine, then

a part of Massachusetts. He graduated at Harvard in 1777#

read law at Newburyport, Mass., with Theophilus Pawont, and

was admitted to the bar in 1780. He served in the Massachu-

setts General Court in 1783-1784 and in the Confederation Con-

gress in 1784-1787. .During these critical years he adopted the
** states’ rights ” attitude. It was largely through his efforts

that the General Court in 1784 rejected the amendment to the

I

Articles of Confederation authorizing Congress to levy a 5 %
impost. He was one of the three Massachusetts delegates in

Congress in 1785 who refused to present the resoktioft of the

General Court proposing a convention to amend the articles.

He was also out of sympathy with the meeting at AnnapoHs ih

1786. He did good service, however, in opposing the extension

of slavery. Early in 1787 King was moved by the Shays

Rebellion and by the influence of Alexander Hamilton to take a

broader view of the general situation, and it was he who intro-

duced the rc.solution in Congress, on the 21st of February 1787,

sanctioning the call for the Philadelphia constitutional con-

vention. In the convention he supported the large-state party,

favoured a strong executive, advocated the sup])ression of

j

slave trade, and opposed the counting of Slaves in determining

the apportionment of representatives. In 1788 he was one of

the most influential members of the Massachusetts convention

which ratified the Federal Constitution. He married Mary

!

Alsop (1769-1819) of New York in 1786 and removed to

city in 1788. He was elected a meiiiber of the FfeW YbTk

Assembly in the spring of 1789, and at a special session of the

legislature held in July of that year was chosen ohe bf the first

rebresentatives of New York in the United States Senate. In

th« body he served ih 1789-1796, supjiotted Hamilton’s financial

measures, Wariiihgton’s neutrality proclamation and the Joy

Treaty, and betame one of the recognized leaders of the

ist party. He was minister to Great BriUin in 1796^280(3and
again in 1825-1826, and was the Federalist candi(hU:e fof^vfee*

president in 1804 and 1808, and for president in 1816, when he
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received 54 electoral votes to 183 cast for Monroe. He was
again returned to the Senate in 1813, and was re-elected in 1819

as the result of a struggle between the Van Buren and Clinton

factions of the Democratic-Republican party. In the Missouri

Compromise debates he supported the anti-slavery programme in

the main, but for constitutional reasons voted against the second

clause of the Tallmadge Amendment providing that all slaves

born in tiie state after its admission into the Union should be

free at the age of twenty-five years. He died at Jamaica,

l-»Oiig Island, on the 29th of April 1827.

The Life and Correspondence of Rufus King, begun about 1850
by his son, Charles King, was completed by liis grandson, Charles

R. King, and published in six volumes (New York, 1894-1900).
^

Rufus King’s son, John Ai.sop King (1788-1867), was edu-

cated at Harrow and in Paris, served in the war of 1812 as a

lieutenant of a cavalry company, and was a member of the New
York Assembly in 1819-1821 and of the New York Senate in

1823, When his father was sent as minister to Great Britain in

1825 he accompanied him as secretary of the American legation,

and when his father returned home on account of ill health he

remained as charge d’affaires until August 1826. He was a

member of the New York Assembly again in 1832 and in 1840,

was a Whig representative in Congress in 1849-1851, and in

1857-1859 was governor of New York State, lie was a prominent

member of the Republican party, and in 1861 was a delegate to

the Peace Conference in Washington.

Another son, CHAkiES King (1789-1867), was also educated

abroad, was captain of a volunteer regiment in the early part of

the war of 1812, and served in 1814 in the New York Assembly,

and after working for some years as a journalist was president of

Columbia College in i84(>" i864.

A third son, James Gore King (1791-1853), was an assistant

adjutant -general in the war of 1812, was a banker in Liverpool

and afterwards in New York, and w'as president of the New
York & Eric railroad until 1837, when by his visit to London he

secured the loan to American bankers of £1,000,000 from the

governors of the Bank of England. In 1849-1851 he was a

representative in Congress from New Jersey.

Charlc.s King’s son, Rufu.s King (1814-1876), graduated at

the U.S. Military Academy in 1833, .served for three years in

the engineer corps, and, after resigning from the army, became
assistant engineer of the New York & Erie railroad. He was
adjutant-general of New York state in 1839-1843, and became
a brigadier-general of volunteers in the Union army in 1861,

commanded a division in Virginia in 1862-1863, and, being com-

pelled by ill health to resign from the army, was U.S, minister

to the Papal States in 1863-1867.

His son, ('hari.es King (b. 1844), served in the artillery until

1870 and in the cavalry until 1879; he was appointed brigadier-

general U.S. V’olunteers in the Spanish War in i8q8, and served

in the Philippines. He wrote Famous and Decisive Battles

(1884), Campaigning with Crook (1890), and many popular

romances of military life.

KIHG^ THOMAS (1730-1805), English actor and dramatist,

born in London on the 20th of August 1730. Garrick .saw

him when appearing as a strolling player in a booth at Windsor,

and engaged him for Drury Lane. He made his first appearance

there in 1748 as the Herald in King Lear. He played the part of

Allwortli in the first presentation of Massinger’s New Way to

Pay Old Debts (1748), and during the summer he played Romeo
and other leading parts in Bristol. For eight years he was the

leading comedy actor at the Smock Alley theatre in Dublin,

but in 1759 he returned to Drury Lane and took leading parts

until 1802, One of his earliest successes was as Lord Ogleby

in The Clandestine Marriage {1766), which was compared to

Garrick’s Hamlet and Kemble’s Coriolanus, but he reached the !

climax of his reputation when he created the part of Sir Peter

Teazle at the first representation of The School for Scandal

(1777). He was the author of a number of farces, and part-

owner and manager of .several theatres, but his fondness for
|

gmbling brought him to poverty. He died on the iith of
|

December 1805.

-KING, WILLIAM
KIKG» WILLIAM (1650-1729), Anglican divine, the son of

James King, an Aberdeen man who migrated to Antrim, was
born in May 1650. He was educated at Trinity College, Dublin,

and after being presented to the parish of St Werburgh, Dublin,

in 1679, became dean of St Patrick’s in 1689, bishop of Deny in

1691, and archbishop of Dublin in 1702. In 1718 he founded
the divinity lectureship in Trinity College, Dublin, which bears

his name. He died in May 1729. King was the autlior of The
State of the Protestants in Ireland under King Jameses Government

(1691), but is best known by his De Origine Mali (1702; Eng.
trans., 1731), an essay deemed worthy of a reply by Baylc and
Leibnitz, ]&ng was a strong supporter of the Revolution, and

j

his voluminous correspondence is a valuable help to our know-
ledge of the Ireland of his day.

See if Great Archbishop of Dublin, William King, D.D., edited by
Sir C. S. King, Bart. (1908).

KING, WILLIAM (1663-1712), English poet and miscellaneous

writer, son of Ezekiel Ki^, was born in 1663. From his father

he inherited a small estate and he was connected with the Hyde
family. He was educated at Westminster School under Dr
Busby, and at Christ Church, Oxford (B.A. 1685; D.C.L. 1692).

His first literary enterprise was a defence of Wycliffe, written

in conjunction with Sir Edward Hannes (d. 1710) and entitled

Reflections upon Mons. Varillas*s History of Heresy . . . 1688).

He became known as a humorous writer on the Tory and High
Church side. He look part in the controversy aroused by the

conversion of the once stubborn non-juror William Sherlock, one

of his contributions being an entertaining ballad, “ The Battle-

Royal,” in which the disputants are Sherlock and South. In

1694 he gained the favour of Princess Anne by a defence of lier

husband’s country entitled Animadversions on the Pretended

Account of Denmark, in answer to a depreciatory pamphlet by
Robert (afterwards Viscount) Molesworth. For this service he

was made secretary to the princess. He supported Charles

Boyle in his controversy with Richard Bentley over the genuine-

ness of the EpisHes of Phalaris, by a letter (printed in Dr Bent-

leyf's Dissertations . . . (1698), more commonly known as

Boyle against Bentley), in which he gave an account of the cir-

cumstances of Bentley’s interview with the bookseller Bennet.

Bentley attacked Dr King in his Dissertation in answer (1699) to

this book, and King replied with a second letter to his friend

Boyle. He further satirized Bentley in ten Dialogues of the Dead
relating to . . . the Epistles of Phalaris In 1700 he pub-
lished The Transaefioneer, with some of his Philosophical Fancies,

in two Dialogues, ridiculing the credulity of Hans Sloane, who wa.s

then the secretary of the Royal Society. This was followed up
later with some burlesque Useful Transactions in Philosophy

(1709). By an able defence of his friend, James Annesley,

5th earl of Anglesey, in a suit brought against him by his wife

before the House of Lords in 1701, he gained a legal reputation

which he did nothing further to advance. He was sent to Ireland

in 1701 to be judge of the high court of admiralty, and later

became sole commissioner of the prizes, keeper of the records in

the Bermingham Tower of Dublin C^tle, and vicar-general to the

primate. About 1708 he returned to London. He served the

Tory cause by writing for The Examiner before it was taken up
by Swift. He wrote four pamphlets in support of Sacheverell,

in the most considerable of which, “ A Vindication of the Rev.
Dr Henry Sacheverell ... in a Dialogue between a Toiy and a
Whig ” (1711), he had the assistance of Charles Lambe of Christ

Church and of Sacheverell himself. In December 1711 Swift

obtained for King the office of gazetteer, worth from £200 to

£250. King was now very poor, but he had no taste for work,

and he resigned his office on the ist of July 1712. He died on

the 25th of December in the same year.

The other works of William King include : A Journey to London,
in the year /6pS. A fter the Ingenious Method of that made by Dr Martin
Lister to Paris, in the same Year . , . (1699) ,

which was considered by
the author to be his best work; Adversaria, or Occasional Remarks
on Men and Manners, a selection from hi^ critical xiote-book, which
shows wide and varied reading; Rufinm^or An Historical Essay on
the Favourite Ministry (1712), a satire on the duke of Marlborough.
His chief poems are : The Art of Cookery : in imitation of Horace*

s
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Art of Poetry > With some Letters to Dr Lister and Others (1708), one
of his most amusing works; The Art of Love; in imitation of Ovtd . .

.

(1709) ;

" MuUy of Mountoun/' and a burlesque " Orpheus and Eury-
dice.'* A volume of Miseellanies in Prose and Verse appeared in

1705; his Remains . . . were edited by J. Brown in 1732; and in

1776 John Nichols produced an exceUent edition of his Original
Works . . . mth Historical Notes and Memoirs of the Author.
Dr Johnson included him in' his Lives of the Poets, and his works
app^r in subsequent collections.

king is not to be confused with another William King (i685~

1763), author of a mock-heroic poem called The Toast (1736) satirizing

the countess of Newburgh, ana principal of St Mary Hall, Oxford.

KING [OF OCKHAM], PETER KINO, ist Baron (i669>i7^),
lord chancellor of England, was bom at Exeter in 1669. In his

youth he was interested in early church history, and published

anonymously in 1691 An Enquiry into the Constitution, Discipline,

Unity and Worship of the Primitive Church that flourished within

the first Three Hundred Years after CkrisL This treatise engaged

the interest of his cousin, John Locke, the philosopher, by whose
advice his father sent him to the university of Leiden, where he

stayed for nearly three years* He entered the Middle Temple
in 1694 and was called to the bar in 1698. In 1700 he was
returned to parliament for Beer Alston in Devonshire ; he was
appointed recorder of Glastonbury in 1705 and recorder of

London in 1708. He was chief justice of the common pleas

from 1714 to 1725, when he was appointed speaker of the

House of Lords and was raised to the peerage. In June of the

same year he was made lord chancellor, holding office until

compelled by a paralytic stroke to resign in 1733. He died at

Ockham, Surrey, on the 22nd of July 1734. Lord King as

chancellor failed to sustain the reputation which he had acquired

at the common law bar. Nevertheless he left his mark on Eng-

lish law by establishing the principles that a will of immovable
property is governed by the lex loci rei sitae, and that where a

husband had a legal right to the personal estate of his wife, which,

must be asserted by a suit in equity, the court would not help

him unless he made a provision out of the property for the wife,

if she required it. He was also the author of the act (4 Geo. II.

c. 26) by virtue of which English superseded Latin as the lan-

guage of the courts. Lord King published in 1702 a History of

ike Apostles' Creed (Leipzig, 1706; Basel, 1750), which went

through several editions and was also translated into Latin.

His great* great-grandson, William (1805-1893), married in

1835 the only daughter of Lord Byron the poet, and was created

earl of Lovelace in 1838. Another descendant, Peter John
Locke King (1811-1885), who was member of parliament for

East Surrey from 1847 to 1874, won some fame as an advocate

of reform, being responsible for the passing of the Real Estate

Charges Act of 1854, and for the repeal of a large number of

obsolete laws.

KINO
(0 . Eng. cyning, abbreviated into cyng, cing; cf. O.H.G.

chun- hutting, chun~ kunig, M.H.G, hiinic, kunec, kiinc, Mod.
Ger. K'dftig, 0 . Norse honun^, kongr, Swed. konung, hung), a

title, in its actual use generally implying sovereignty of the most

exalted rank. Any inclusive definition of the word ‘^king^ is,

however, impossible. It always implies sovereignty, but in no

special degree or sense; e.g. the soweigns of the British Empire

and of Servia are both kings, and so too, at least in popular

parlance, are the chiefs of many barbarous peoples, e.g. the Zulus.

The use of the title is, in fact, involved in considerable confusion,

largely the result of historic causes. Freeman, indeed, in his

Comparative Politics (p. 138) says ;
** There is a common idea of

kingship which is. at once recognized however hard it may be to

define it. This is 'shown among other things by the fact that no

difficulty is ever felt as to translating the word king and the words

which answer to it in other languages.’^ This, however, is subject

to considerable modification. “ King,'* for instance, is used to

translate the Homeric avai equally with the Athenian

or the Roman rex: Yet the Homeric “ king^ ” were but tribal

chiefs; while the Athenian and Roman kings were kings in

something more than the modem sense, as supreme priests as

well as supreme rulers and lawgivers (see Archon ;
and Rome :

History). In the English Bibk, too, the title of king is given

indiscriminately to the great king of Persia and to potentates

who were little more than Oriental sheiks. A more practical

difficulty, moreover, presented itself in international intercourse,

before diplomatic conventions became, in the 19th century, more
or less stereotyped. Originally the title of king was superior to

that of emperor, and it was to avoid the assumption of the

superior title of rex that the chief magistrates of Rome adopted
the. names of Caesar, imperaior and prinaps to signalize their

authority. But with the development of the Roman imperial

idea the title emperor came to mean more than had be^ in-

volved in that of rex*, very early in the histoiy of the Empire
there were subject kings

; while with the hellenizing of the East

Roman Empire its rulers assumed the style of no
longer to be translated ** king

" but emperor,*^ From this

Roman conception of the supremacy of the emperor the medieval

Empire of the West inherited its traditions. With the bar-

banan invasions the Teutonic idea of^kingship had come into

touch with the Roman idea of empire and with the theocratic

conceptions which this had absorbed from the old Roman and
Oriental views of kingship. With these the Teutonic kingship

had in its origin but little in common.
Etymologically the Romance and Teutonic words for king

have quite distmet origins. The Latin rex corresponds to the

Sanskrit rajah, and meant originally steersman. The Teutonic

king on the contrary corresponds to the Sanskrit gandka, and
“ simply meant father, the father of a family, the king of his

own kin, the father of a clan, the father of a people."^ The Teu-

tonic kingship, in short, was national; the king was the supreme

representative of the people, “ hedged with divinity ” in so far

as he was the reputed descendant of the national gods, but with

»

none of that absolute theocratic authority associated with the

titles of rex or This, however, was modified by contact

with Rome and Christianity. The early Teutonic conquerors

had never lost their reverence for the Roman emperor, and were

from time to time proud to acknowledge their inferiority by
accepting titles, such as “ patrician,” by which this was implied.

But by the coronation of Charles, king of the Franks, as emperor

1
of the West, the German kmgship was absorbed into the Roman
imperial idea, a process which exercised a profound effect on the

evolution of the Teutonic kingship generally. In the symmetri-

cal political theory of medieval Europe pope and emperor were

sun and moon, kings but lesser satellites; though the theory

only partially and occasionally corresponded with the facte.

But the elevation of Charlemagne had had a profound effect in

modifying the status of kingship in nations that never came under

his sceptre nor under that of his successors. The shadowy

claim of the emperors to universal dominion was in theory

everywhere acknowledged; but independent kmgs hastened to

Eissert their own dignity by surrounding themselves with the

ceremonial forms of the Empire and occasionally, as in the case

of the Saxon bretwaldas in England, by assuming the imperial

style. The mere fact of this usurpation showed that the title

of king was regarded as inferior to that of emperor; and so it

continued, as a matter of sentiment at least, down to the end of

I

the Holy Roman Empire in 1806 and the cheapening of the

1
imperial title by its multiplication in the 19th century. To the

!

> Max MiUler, Led. Set, Lang., 2nd aeries, p. 255, “ All people, save
I those who lancy that the name king has something to do with a

I

Tartar khan or with a ' canning *
. . . man, are agreed that the Eng-

lish cyning and the Sanskrit ganaka both come from the same root,

from that widely spread root whence comes our own cyn or kin

and the Greek •fivos. The only question is whether there is any
connexion between cyning and ganaka closer than that which is

implied in their both coming from the same original root. That it

to say, are we to suppose that cyning and ganaka sje strictly the same
word common to Sanskrit and Teutonic, or is it enou^ to think

tlmt cyning is an independent formation made after me Teutons

had separated themselves from the common stock ? . . . The differ-

ence between the two derivations is not very remote, os the eyn is

the ruling idea in any case; but if we make the word immediately

cognate with ganaka we bring in a notion about ' the father of his

people ' which has no place if we simply derive cyning from cyii-**

See also O. Schrader, Reallexikon der indo-germanischen AUerUms-
kunde (Strassburg, 1901) s.v. “ Kttnig”: the chuning (King) Is but

the ckunni (Kin) personified
;

cf. A.S. Uod masc. = “ prince **
; UoA

fern. =s “race,*’ t.s. Lat. gens.
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moreover, the emperor retained the prerogative of creating

kings, as in the case of ifche king of Prussia in 1701, a right bor-

rowed and freely used by the emperor Napoleon. Since 1&14 the

title of king has been assumed or bestowed by a consensus of the

powers; e.g, idie elector of Hanover was made king by the con-

gress of Vienna (1 814), and per contra the title of king was refused

to the elector of Hesse by the congress of Aix-la-Chapclle (1818).

In general the title of king is now taken to imply a sovereign

and independent international position. This was implied in the

rcco/mition of the title of king in the rulers of Greece, Rumania,
Servia and Bulgaria when these countries were declared abso-

lutely independent of Turkey. The fiction of this independent

sovereignly is preserved evien in the case of the kings of Havana,

Saxony and Wiirttemfaerg, who are technically members of a

feee confederation of sovereign states, but are not independent,

since thoir relations with foreign powers are practically con-

trolled by the king of Prussia as German emperor.

The theory of the “ divine riffht
” of kings, as at present

understood, is of comparatively modem growth. The principle

Divitte kingship is “descendible in one sacred

Right ot family, as George Canning put it, is not only still

that of the British constitution, as that of all mon^
archical states, but is practically that of kingship from the l>e-

ginniug. This is, however, quite a different thing from asserting

with the modem upholders of the doctrine of “ divine right
’’ not

only tiint “ legitimate ” monarchs derive their authority from,

and are responsible to, God alone, but that this authority i.s by
divine ordinance hereditary in a certain order of succession.

The power of populai- election remained, even though popular

choice was by custom or by religious sentiment confined within

the limits of n single family. The custom of primogeniture

grew up owing to the obvious convenience of a simple nile that

should avoid ruinous contests; the so-called “ Salic Law ” went
further, and by excluding females, removed another possible

source of weakness. Neitlper did the Teutonic kingship imply

absolute power. The idea of kingship as a theocTatic function

which played so great a part in the political controversies of the

r7th century, is due ultimately to Oriental influences brought to

bear through Christianit}^ . The crowning and anointing of the

emperors, borrowed from Byzantium and traceable to the

influence of the Old Testament, was imitated by lesser poten-

tates; and this “ sacring ” by ecclesiastical authority gave to the

king a character of special sanctity. The Christian king thus

became, in a sense, like the Roman rex, both king and priest.

Shakespeare makes Richard II. say, Not all the water in the

rough rude sea can wash the balm off from an anointed king'’

(act iii. sc. 2); and this conception of the kingship tended to

gather strength with the weakening of the prestige of the papacy

and of the clergy generally. Before the Reformation the anointed

king was, within his realm, the accredited vicar of God for secu-

lar purposes ; after the Reformation he became this in Protestant

states for religious purposes also. In l^ngland it is not without

significance that the sacerdotal vestments, generally discarded

by the clergy—dalmatic, alb and stole—continued to be among
the insignia of the sovereign (see Coronation). Moreover,

this sacrosanct character he acquired not by virtue of his

“sacring,” but by hereditary right; the coronation, anointing

and vesting were but the outward and visible symbol of a divine

grace adherent in the sovereign by virtue of his title. Even
Roman Catholic iponarchs, like Louis XIV., would never have

admitted that their coronation by the ajrchbishop constituted

any part of their title to reign
;
it was no more thgn the conse-

cration of their title. Ip England the doctrine of the divine

right of kings was develojied to its extremest logical conclusions

during the political controversies of the 17th century. Of its

exponents most distinguished was Hobb^, the most exagger-

ated Sir Robert Filmer. It wais the main issue to be decided

by the CSvil War, the royalists holding that “all Christiwj

kings, ftfinces and governors ” derive their authority direct from
God, pa/rliamentarians that this authority is the outcome of a

contract, actual or implied, between sovereign and people. In
one case the king's power would he unlimited, according to

Louis XIV.'s famous saying :
“ Vital

,
c^tsi mot / ” or limitable

only by his own free act; in the other his actions would be

governed by the advice and consent of the people, to whom
he would be ultimately rei^ponsible. The victory of this latter

principle was proclaimed to all the world by the execution of

Charles I. The doctrine of divine right, indeed, for a while

drew nourishment from the blood of the royal “martyr”; it

was the guiding prinpijde of the Anglican Church of the Restora-

tion; but it suflered a rude blow when James H. made it impos^
sible for the dergy to obey both their conscience and their king;

and the revolution of c686 made an end of it as a great political

force. These events had effects far beyond England. They
served as precedents for the crusade of republican France against

kings, and later for the substitution of the democratic kingship

of Louis Philippe, “ king of the French by the grace of God
and the will of the people,” for the “ legitimate ” kingship of

Charles X., “ king of France by the grace of God.”
The theory of the crown in Britain, as l\eld by descent modified

and modifiable by partiamentary action, and yet also “by the

grace of God,” is in strict accordance with the earliest traditions

of the English kingship; but the rival theory of inalienable

divine right is not dead. It is strong in Germany and especially

in Prussia ;
it survives as a militant force among the Carlists in

Spain and the Royalists in Prance (see Legitimists); and even

in England a remnant of enthusiasts still maintain the claims of

a remote descendant of Charles I. to the throne (see Jacobites).

Sec J .Kovillcl''iggis, Theory of the Divine Right of Kingb (Ciimbridge,

1896). (W. A. i\)

KING-BIRD, tlie Lantus tyrannus of Linnaeus, and the

Tyrannus carolinensis or J. pipirt of most later writers, a com-
mon and characteristic inhabitant of North America, ranging

as high as 57' N. lat. or farther, and westward to the Rocky
Mouniiiins, beyond which it is found in Oregon, in Washington
(State), and in Brilish Columbia, though apparently not occurring

i n California. In Canada and the northern states of the Union it is

a summer visitor, wintering in tiie south, but also reaching Cuba

;

and, passing through Central America, it has been found in

Bolivia and eastern Peru. Both the scientific and common
names of this species are taken from the way in which the cock

will at times assume despotic authority over other birds, attack-

ing them furiously as they fly, and forcing them to divert or

altogether desist from theii’ course. Yet it is love of his mate
or his young that prompts this bellicose behaviour, for it is only

in the breeding season that he indulges in it; but then almost

every large bird that approaches his nest, from an eagle down-
wards, is assaulted, and those alon(' that possess greater command
of flight can escape from his repeated charge.s, which arc accom-

panied by loud and shrill cries. On these occasions it niay be

that the king-bird displays the emblem of his dignity, which
is commonly concealed; for, being otherwise rather plainly

I
coloured—daik-ashy grey above and white beneath—the erectile

I

feathers of the crown of the bead, on being parted, form as it

were a deep furrow, and reveal their base, which is of a bright

golden-orange in front, deepening into scarlet, and then passing

into silvery white. This species seems to live entirely on insects,

wliich it captures on thewing
;
it is in bad reputewith bee-keepers,^

though, according to pr E. Coues, it “destroys a tliousand

noxious insects for every bee it cats.” It builds, often in an
exposed situation, a rather large nesrt, coarsely constructed out-

side, but neatly liped with fine roots or grasses, and lays five or

sbe eggs of a pale salmcm colour, beautifully marked with blotches

and spots of purple, brown and orange, generally disposed in a
zone near the larger end-

Newly akin to the king-bird is the petchary or chicherec, so-

called from its loud and petulant cry, T. iominicensis, ox T*

griiens, one of the most chpracUirlstic and conspicuous birds of

the West Indies, and the earliest to give notice of the break of

day. In habiUf except that it eats a good many berries, it is

the very counterpart of its congener, and is possibly even more
jealous of any intruder. At all events its pugnadi^ extends to

^ It is called in some parts the bee-martifl.
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pniroals from which it could not possibly receive any harm, and

is hardly limited tx) any season of the year.

In several respects both of these birds, with several of their

allies, resemble some of the shrikes ;
but it must be clearly imder-

stood that the likeness is but of analogy, and that there is no

near affinity between the two lamihes Laniidae and Tyrannidat^

which belong to wholly distinct sections of the great Passerine

King-Bird.

order; and, while the former is a comparatively homogeneous

group, much diversity of form and habits is found among the

latter. Similarly many of the smaller Tyrannidae bear some 1

analogy to certain Muscicapidae, with which they were at one
;

time confounded (see Flycatcher), but the difference between
s

them is deep seated.' Nor is this all, for out of the seventy

genera, or thereabouts, into which the Tytannidae have been

divided, comprehending i>erhaps three hundred and fifty

species, all of which are peculiar to the New World, a series of

forms can be selected which find a kind of jiarallcl to a series of

forms to be found in the other ^ouf) of Passeres; and the genus

Tyrannus, though that from which the family is named, is by no

means a fair representative of it; but it would be hard to say

which genus should be so accounted. The birds of the genus

Muscisaxicola have the habits and almost the appearance of

wheat-ears; the genus Alectofvtrus calls to mind a water-wagtail;

Euscarthmus may suggest a titmou.se, Elainea perhaps a willow-

wren; but the greatest number of forms have no analogous bird

of the Old World with which they can be compared; and, while

the combination of delicate beauty and peculiar external form

possibly attains its utmost in the long-tailed Milvulus, the glory

of the family may be said to culminate in tlie king of king-birds,

Muscivora regia,
. , , ,

KING«<;HAB, the name given to an Arachnid, belonging to

the order Xiphosurae, of the grade Delobranchia or Hydropnw-

stea. King-crabs, of which four, possibly five, existing species

are known, were formerly referred to the genus Limulus, a name

still applied to them in all zoological textbooks. It has recently

been shown, however, that the structural differences between

I Two easy modes of discriminating them externally may be

mentioned. All the Laniidae and Muscicapidae have mm
nrimary quills in their wings, and their tarsi are cov^ed with scalM

in front only: while in the Tyrannidae there are primaries, and

the tarsal scales extend the whole way round. The more recondite

di^notion in the structure of the trachea seems to have been first

detected by MacgHlivra^^ who wrote the anatomical desenptions

published in 1839 by Audubon (Or».

Its value was not appreciated till the publication of

classical treatise on the vocal organs of Passerine birds [Abhandl, k.

Akad. Wissensch, Berlin, 1845, pp. 321. 405)-

some of the species are sufficiently numerous and importaiit to

warmnt the recognition of three genera— ai which

Lhmdus is a synonym, Tackyplms end Ccvrtimscarpiui, Iii

Xiphasma the genital ^erculum structurally resembles the

gill-bearing appendages in that the inner branches consist of

three distinct segments, the disul of which is lobate and projects

freely beyond the margin of the adjacent distal segment of the

outer branch; the entostemite (see Aracwida) ha;5 two pairs

of antero-latcrai processes, and in the nele on^ the ambulatory

appendages of the second pair ore modified as claspers. In

Tachyfdeus end Carcinoscorpim^ on Ihe other hand, the genital

operctthtm ihffert from the gi^eaiittg apfiendages in that the

inner brandies consist of two sogpnenta, the distal of which

are apkoBf pointed, partii^ m com^tely teed m the

middle line, and do not pri^ect beyona die distal segments

of the outer branches; the entostemite has only one pair of

antero-lateral processes, and in the male die second and third

pairs of ambulatory limbs are modified as claspers. Tadiypleus

differs from Carcinoscorpius in possesBng a long movable spur

upon the fourth segment of the sixth andiulatory limb, in having

the postanal spine triangular in section instead of round, and the

claspers in the male hemichelate, owing to the suppression of the

immovable finger, which is well developed in Carcinoscorpius,

At the present time king-crabs have a wide but discontinuous

distribution Xiphosura, of which there is but one ^ecies.

X. Polyphemus, ranges along the eastern side of North America

from the coast of Maine to Yucatan. Carcinoscefpius, which is

also represented by a single species, C. rotundicauda, extends
^

from the Bay of Bengal to the coast of the Moluccas and the

Philippines, while of the two better-known species of Tachypleus,

T, gigas ( = moluccanus) ranges from Singapore to Torres Straits,

and T. iridentatus from Borneo to southern Japan. A third

“ species, T, hoeveni, has been recorded from the Moluccas. But

although Xiphosura is now so widely sundered geographically

from Tackyfdms and Carcinoscorpius, the occurrence of the

remains of extinct species of king-crabs in Europe, both in'

Tertiary deposits and in Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous strata,

suggests that there was formerly a continuous coast-line, with

tropical qr temperate conditions, extending from Europe west-

ward to America, and eastward to southern Asia. There are,

however, no grounds for the assumption that the supposed

coast-line between America and Europe synchronized with

that between Europe and south Asia. King-crabs do not appear

to differ from each other in habits. Except in the breeding

season thev live in w^ter ranging in depth from about two to six

fathoms, and creep about the bottom or bury themselves in the

sand. Their food consists for the most part of soft marine

worms, which are picked up in the nippers, thrust into the

mouth, and masticated by the basal segments of the appendages

between which the mouth lies. At the approach of the breedmg

season, which in the case of Xiphosura polyphemus is in May
,
June

and July, king-crabs advance in pairs into very shallow water

at the time of the high tides, the male holding securely to the

back of the female by means of his clasping nippers. No actual

union between the sexes takes plaw, the spawn of the female

being fertilized by the male at the time of being laid in the sand

or soon afterwards. This act accomplished, the two retreat

again into deeper water. Deposited in the mud or saoid near

high-water mark, the eggs arc eventually hatched by the heat of

the sun, to which they are exposed every day for a considerable

time. The newly hatched young is minute and subcircular in

shape, but bears a close resemblance to its parents except in the

absence of the caudal spine and in the presence of a fringe ^
stiff bristles round the margin of the ^dy. During growth it

undergoes a succession of moults, making its exit from the old

integument through a wide split running round the edge of

carapace. Moulting is effected in exactly the same way in

scorpions, Pedipalpi, and normally in spiders. The caudal spine

appears at the second moult and gradually inCTeascs in kn^k
with successive changes of the skin. This organ is of o^ideeahle

importance, since it enables the king-crab to right itself when

overturned by rough water or other causes. Without it the
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animal would remain helpless like an upturned turtle, because

it is unable to reach the ground with its legs when lying on its

back. Before the tail is sufficiently developed to be used for

that purpose, the young king-crab succeeds in regaining the

normal position by flapping its flattened abdominal appendages

and rising in the water by that means. The king-crab fishery

Fig. I.

1, Limulus Polyphemus, adult (dorsal aspect).

2, Limulus polyphemus, young (dorsal aspect).

3, Prestwichia rotundala, Coal M., Shropshire.

4, Prestwichia Birtwelli, Ck)al M., Lancashire.

3, Neolimulus falcatus, U. Silurian, Lanark.
6

,
Hemtaspis limuloides, L. Ludlow, Leintwardine, Shropshire.

7, Pseudontscus aculeatus, U. Silurian, Russia.

is an industry of some importance in the United States, and in

the Ea.st Indies the natives eat the animal and tip their lances

and arrows with the caudal spine. They also use the hollow

empty shell as a water-ladle or pan—hence the name “pan-fish”

or “ saucepan-crab ” by which the animal is sometimes known.

Fossil king-crabs have been recorded from strata of the Tertiary

and Secondary epochs, and related but less specialized types of

the same order are found in rocks of Palaeozoic age. Of these

the most important are Belinurus of the Carboniferous, Proto-

limulus of the Devonian, and Hemtaspis of the Silurian periods.

These ancient forms differ principally from true king-crabs in

having the segments of the opisthosoma or hinder half of the

body distinctly defined instead of welded into a hexagonal

shidd. (R, I. P.)

KINGFISHER (Ger.i Kortigsfischer; Walloon Roi-piheux--

pecheur)y the Alcedo ispida of ornithologists, one of the most
beautiful and well-known of European birds, being found, though

nowhere very abundantly, in every European country, as well as

in North Africa and South-Western Asia as far as Sindh. Its

blue-green back and rich chestnut breast render it conspicuous

as it frequents the streams and ponds whence it procures its food,

by plunging almost perpendi<iularly into the water, and emei^ging

a moment ^er with the prey—whether a small fish, crustacean,

or an aquatic insect—it has captured. In hard frosts it resorts

’ But more commonly called Eisvogel, which finds its counterpart
in the Anglo-Siocon Isem or Jsen.

to the sea-shore, but a severe winter is sure to occasion a great

mortality in the species, for many of its individuals seem unable

to reach the tidal waters where only in such a season they could

obtain sustenance; and to this cause rather than any other is

perhaps to be ascribed its general scarcity. Very early in the

year it prepares its nest, wmch is at the end of a tunnel bored

by itself in a bank, and therein the six or eight white, glossy,

translucent eggs are laid, sometimes on the bare soil, but often on

the fishbones which, being indigestible, are thrown up in pellet.s

by the birds; and, in any case, before incubation is completed

these rejectamenta accumulate so as to form a pretty cup-shaped

structure that increases in bulk ^ter the young are hatched,

but, mixed with their fluid excretions and with decaying fishes

brought for their support, soon becomes a dripping fetid mass.

The kingfisher is the subject of a variety of legends and super-

stitions, both classical and medieval. Of the latter one of the

most curious is that having been originally A plain grey bird it

acquired its present bright colours by flying towards the sun on

its liberation from Noali’s ark, when its upper surface assumed

the hue of the sky above it and its lower p^lumage was scorched

by the heat of the setting orb to the tint it now bears.^ More

than this, the kingfisher was supposed to posses many virtues.

Its dried body would avert thunderbolts, and if kept in a ward-

rol'ie would preserve from moths the woollen stuffs therein laid,

or hung by a thread to the ceiling of a chamber would point with

its bill to the quarter whence the wind blew. All readers oi

Ovid (Meiam.y bk. xi.) know how the faithful but unfortunate

Ceyx and Alcyone were changed into kingfishers—birds which

bred at the winter solstice, when through the influence of Aeolus,

the wind-god and father of the fond wife, all gales were hushed

and the sea calmed so that their floating nest might ride un-

injured over the waves during the seven proverbial “ Halcyon

days”; while a variant or further development of the fable

assigned to the halcyon itself the power of quelling storrns.®

The common kingfisher of Europe is the representative of a

well-marked family of birds, the AUedittidae or Halcyonidae of

ornithologists, viikL is considered by most authorities * to be

closely related to the Buceroiidae (see Hornbill); but the affinity

can scarcely be said as yet to be proved. Be that as it may, the

present family forms the subject of an imperiant work by

Bowdler.Sharpe Herein are described one hundred and twenty-

five species, nearly all of them being beautifully figured by

Keulemans, and that number may be taken even now as

approximately correct; for, while the validity of a few has been

denied by some eminent men, nearly as many have since

been made known, and it seems likely that two or three more

described by older writers may yet be rediscovered. These

one hundred and twenty-five species Sharpe groups in nineteen

genera, and divides into two sub-families, Alcedininae and

Daceloninacy^ the one containing five and the other fourteen

genera. With existing anatomical materials perhaps no

better arrangement could have been, made, but the method

afterwards published by Sundevall {Tentamen, pp. 95, 96)

differs from it not inconsiderably. Here, however, it will be

convenient to follow Sharpe. Externally, which is almost all

we can at present say, kingfishers present a great uniformity of

structure. One of their most remarkable features is the feeble-

ness of their feet, and the union (syndactylism) of the third and

fourth digits for the greater part of their length; while, as if still

2 Rolland, Faune populaire de la France, ii. 74.
» In many of the islands of the Pacific Ocean the prevalent king-

fisher is the object of much veneration.

Cf. Eyton, Contrib. Ornithology (ifiso), p. 80; Wallace, Ann,
Nat. History, senes 2, vol. xviii. pp. 201, 205; and Huxley, Proc.

Zool. Society (1867), p. 467.
® A Monograph of the Alcedinidae or Family of the KingfisherSy by

R. B. Sharpe, 4to (London, 1868-1871). Some important anatomical

points were briefly noticed by Professor Cunningham {Proc. Zool.

Soc., 1870, p. 280).
^ The name of this latter sub-family as constituted by Sharpe

would seem to be more correctly Ceycinae—the genua founded
in by Iac6p6de, being toe oldest include in it. The word
DacelOy invented by Leach in 1815, is simply an anagram of Alcedo,

and, though of course without any etymological meaning, has been
very generally adopted.
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further to show the comparatively functionless chaxacter of

these members, in two' of the genera, Alcyone and Ceyx^ the second
digit is aborted, and the birds have but three toes. In most
forms the bill does not differ much from that of the common
AUedo ispida, but in Synta its edges are serrated, while in

CarcineuteSf Dacelo and Melidora the maxilla is prolonged,

becoming in the last a very pronounced hook. Generally the

wings are short and rounded, and the tail is in many forms incon-

spicuous; but in Tanysiptera, one of the most beautiful groups,

the middle pair of feathers is greatly elongated and spatulate,

while this genus possesses only ten rectrices, all the rest having
twelve. Sundevall relies on a character not noticed by. Sharpe,

and makes his principal divisions depend on the size of the

scapulars, which in one form a mantle, and in the other are so

small as not to cover the back. The Alcedinidae are a cosmo--

polltan family, but only one genus, CeryUj is found in America,
and that extends as well over a great part of the Old World,

though not into the Australian region, which affords by far the

gi'eater number both of genera and species, having no fewer than

ten of the former and fifty-nine of the latter peculiar to it.^

In habits kingfishers display considerable diversity, though
all, it would seem, have it in common to sit at times motionless

on the watch for their prey, and on its appearance to dart upon
it, seize it as they fly or dive, and return to a perch where it may
be conveniently swallowed. But some species, and especially

that which is the type of the family, are not always content to

await at rest their victim’s showing itself. I’hey will hover like

a hawk over the waters that conceal it, and, in the manner
already described, precipitate themselves upon it. This is

particularly the way with those that are fishers in fact as well as

in name
;
but no inconsiderable number live almost entirely in

forests, feeding on insects, while reptiles furnish the chief susten-

ance of others. The last is characteristic of at least one Aus-
tralian form, which manages to thrive in the driest districts of

that countiy, where not a drop of water is to be found for miles,

and the air is at times heated to a degree that is insupportable

by most animals. The belted kingfisher of North America,

Ceryle cdcyon^ is a characteristic bird of that country, though its

habits greatly resemble those of the European species; and the

so-called “ laughing jackass ” of New South Wales and South

Australia, Dacelo with its kindred forms, D, leachi,

D. cervina and D. occidentalism from other parts of the country

—

deserve special mention. Attention must also be called to the

speculations of Dr Bowdler Sharpe {op, cit, pp, xliv.-xlvii.) on
the genetic affinity of the vanous forms of Alcedinidae, and it is

to be regretted that hitherto no light has been shed by palaeon-

tologists on this interesting subject, for the only fossil referred to

the neighbourhood of the family is the Hedeyomis toliapicus

of Sir R. Owen {Br, Foss, Mamm, and Birds, p. 554) from the

Eocene of Sheppey—the very specimen said to have been pre-

viously placed by Konig {Icon. joss. sectiUs, fig. 153) in the genus

Larm, (A. N.)

KINGHORN, a royal and police burgh of Fifeshire, Scotland.

Pop. (1901), 1550. It is situated qn the Firth of Forth, 2} m.

E. by N. of Burntisland, on the North British railway. The

public buildings include a library and town-hall. It enjoys

some repute as a summer resort. The leading industries are

ship-building, bleaching and the making of flax and glue. At

the time of his visit Daniel Defoe found thread-making in vowe,

which employed the women while the men were at sea. Alex-

ander III. created Kinghom a burgh, but his connexion with Ae
town proved fatal to mm. As he was riding from Inverkeithing

on the i2th of March 1286 he was thrown by his horse and fell

over lie cliffs, since called King’s Wud End, a little to the west

of the burgh, and Idlled. A monument was erected in 1887 to

mark the supposed scene- of the accident. The Witch HiU

used to be the place of execution of those poor wretches. King-

horn belongs to the Kirkcaldy district group of parliamentary

burghs. At Pettycur^ 1 m. to the south, is a good harbomr for

its sue, and at Kinghom Ness a battery has been established

in connexion with the fortifications on Inchkeith. The hill

1 Cf. Wallace, Geog, Distr. Animals, li. 315.

809
above the batte^ was purchased by government in 1903 and,

is used as a point of observation. About x m* to the north

•f Kinghorn is the estate of Grange, which belonged to Sii*

William Kirkcaldy. Inchksitu^ an island in the fairway of

the Firth of Forth, 2^ m. S. hy £« of Kinghom and 3^1 m. N. by
£. of Leith, belongs to the parish pf Kinghom. It has a north-

westerly and sQum-easterly trend, and is nearly x m. Long and

i m. wide. It is a barren rock, on the summit of which stands a
lighthouse visible at night for 21 m. In 1881 forts connected by
a military road were erected on the northern, western and
southern headlands.

KINGLAKS, ALEXANDER WILUAM (1809-1894 EngUsh
historian emd traveller, was bom at Taunton on the 5tn of

August 1809. His father, a successful solicitor, intend^ his

son for a legal career. Kinglake went to Eton and Trinity

Gillege, Cambridge, where he matriculated in 1828, being a con-

temporary and friend of Tennyson and Thackeray. After leaving

Cambridge he joined Lincoln’s Inn^ and was called to the bar in

1837. While still a student he travelled, in 1835, throughout
the East, and the impression made upon ^m by his experiences

was so powerful that he was seized with a desire to record them
in literature. Eotken, a sensitive and witty record of impres-

sions keenly felt and remembered, was published in 1844, and
enjoyed considerable reputation . In 1854 he went to the Crimea,

and was present at the oattle of the Alma. During the campaign
he made the acquaintance of Lord Raglan, who was so much
attracted by his talents that he suggested to Kinglake the plan

for an elaborate History of the Crimean War, and placed his

private papers at the writer’s disposal. For the rest of his life
'

Kinglake was engaged upon the task of completing this monu-
mental history . Thirty-two years elapsed between its commence-
ment and the publication of the last volume, and eight volumes
in all appeared at intervals between 1863 and 1887. Kinglake

lived principally in London, and sat in parliament for Bridg-

water from 1857 until the disfranchisement of the borough in

1868. He died on the 2nd of January 1891. Kinglake’s life-'

work, The History of the Crimean War, is in scheme and execution

too minute and conscientious to be altogether in proportion, but

it is a wqnderful example of painsta^ng and talented industry.

It is not without errors of partisanship, but it shows remarkable

skill in the moulding of vast masses of despatches and technical

details into an absorbingly interesting narrative; it is illumined

by natural descriptions and character-sketches of great fidelity

and acumen
;
and, despite its length, it wmains one of the most

picturesque, most vivid and most actual pieces of historical

narrative in the English langu^.
KINGLET, a name applied in many books to the bird called

by Linnaeus Motacilla regulus, and by most modem ornitho-

logists Regulus cristaius, the golden-crested or golden-crowned

wren of ordinary persons. This species is the type of a small

group which has been generally placed among the SyUtiidae

or true warblers, but' by certain i^stematists it is referred to

the titmouse family, Paridae, That the kinglets possess many
of the habits and actions of the latter is undeniable, but on

the other hand they are not known to differ in any important

points of organization or appearance from the former—me chief

distinction being that the nostril is covered by a single bristly

feather directed forwards. The golden-crested wren is the

smallest of British birds, its whole length being about 3^ in.,

and its wing measuring only 2 in. from the carpal joint.

Generally of an oUve-green colour, the top of its head is bright

yeUow, deepening into orange, and bounded on either side a

black line, while the wing coverts are dull black, and some of

them tipped with white, forming a somewhat conspicuous bar.

The cock has a pleasant but weak song. The nest is a beautiful

object, thickly felted of the softest moss, wool, ai^d spiders’

webs, lined with feathers, and usually built under and near the

end of the branch of a yew, fir or cedar, supported by the into-

weaving of two or three laterally diverging and pendent twigs,

and sheltered by the rest. The are from six to ten in number,

of a dull white sometimes flnefy freckled with reddish-brown.

The species is particularly social, living for the moit part of the

XV. 26 a
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year in family parties, and often joining bands of any species of

titmouse in a common search for food. Though to he met with

in Britain at all seasons, the bird in autumn visits the east coast

in enormous flocks, apparently emigrants from Scandinavia,

while hundreds perish in crossing the North Sea, where they are

well known to the fishermen as woodcock’s pilots.” A second

and more local European species is the fire-crested wren, R. igw-

capillus, easily recognizable by the black streak on each side

of the head, before and behind the eye, as well as by the dee|^r

colour of its crown. A third speaes, R. tnaderensis, inhabits

the Madeiras, to which it is peculiar; and examples from the

Himalayas and Japan have been differentiated as R. hmalay-

ensis and R. japonicus. North America has two well-known

species, R. satrapa, very like the European R, ignicapillus, and

the ruby-crowned wren, R. calendula, which is remarkable for

a loud song that has been compared to that of a canary-bird or

a skylark, and for having the characteristic nasal feather in a

rudimentary or aborted condition. (A. N.)

KINGS, FIRST AND SECOND BOOKS OP, two books of the

Bible, the last of the series of Old Testament histories known as

the Earlier or Former Prophets. They were onginaily reckoned

as a single book (Josephus; Origen ap. Eus., H.E, vi. 25;

Peshitta; Talmud^, though modem Bibles follow the biparti-

tion which is derived from the Septuagint. In that version

they are called the third and fourth books of “ kingdoms ”

(^ao-iXct/oi ), the first and second being our books of Samuel.

The division into two books is not felicitous, and even the old

Hebrew separation between Kings and Samuel must not be

taken to mean that the history from the birth of Samuel to the

exile was treated by two distinct authors in independent volumes.

We cannot speak of the author of Kings or Samuel, but only of

an editor or of successive editors whose main work was to arrange

in a continuous form extracts or abstracts from earlier sources.

The introduction of a chronological scheme and of a series of

editorial comments and additions, chiefly designed to enforce

the religious meaning of the history, gives a kind of unity to

the book of Kings as we now read it; but beneath this we can

still distin^ish a variety of documents, which, though some-

times mutilated in the process of piecing together, retain

sufficient individuality of st}de and colour to prove their original

independence.

Of these documents one of the best de^ed is the vivid picture

of David’s court at Jerusalem (2 Sam. ix.-xx.) from which the

first two chapters of 1 Kings manifestly cannot be separated.

As it would be unreasonable to suppose that the editor of the

history of David closed his work abruptly before the death of

the king, breaking off in the middle of a valuable memoir which

lay before him, this observation leads us to conclude that the

books of Samuel and Kings are not independent histories. They

have at least one source ih common, and a single editorial hand

was at work on both. From an historical point of view, however,

the division which makes the beginning of Solomon’s reign the

beginning of a new book is very convenient. The conquest of

Palestine by the Israelite tribes, recounted in the book ofJoshua,

leads up to the era of the “judges ” (Judg. ii. fi-23; iii. sqq.),

and the books of Samuel follow with the institution of the

monarchy and the first kings. The books of Kings bring to a

close the life of David {c, 975 B.c.), which forms the introduction

to the reign of Solomon (i lungs ii. 12-xi.), the troubles in whose

time prepared the way for the separation into the two distinct

kingdoms, viz. Judah and the northern tribes of Israel (xii. sqo.).

After the fall of Samaria, the history of these Israelites is rounded

off with a review (2 Kings xvii.-xviii. 12). The history of the

surviving kingdom of Judah is then carried down to the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem and the exile (5 and 6), and, after an account

of the Chaldean governorship, concludes with the rele^e of the

captive king Jehoiachin (sfii B.c.) and with an allusion to his

kind treatment during the rest of his lifetime.

The most noticeable feature in the book is the recurring interest

in the centralization of worship in the Temple at Jerusalem aa

prescribed in Deuteronomy and enforced by Josiah. Amidst

the great variety in style and manner which marks the several

parts of the history, features which are imbued with the teaching

of Deuteronomy recur regularly in similar stereotyped fonns.

They point in fact to a specific redaction, and thus it would seem

that the editor who treated the foundation of the Temple, the

central event of Solomon’s life, as a religious epoch of the first

importance, regarded this as the beginning of a new era—the

history of Israel under the one sanctuaiy.

When we assume that the book of Kings was thrown into its

present form by a Deuteronomistic redactor we do not affirm

that he was the first who digested the sources of the

history into a continuous work, nor must we ascribe

absolute finality to his work. He gave the book a

definite shape and character, but the recognized methods of

Hebrew literature left it open to additions and modifications

by later hands. Even the redaction in the spirit of Deutero-

nomy seems itself to have had more than one stage, as Ewald
long ago recognized.

The evidence to be detailed presently shows that there was a cer-

tain want of definiteness about the redaction. The mass of dis-

jointed materials, not always free from inconsistencies, which lay
before Ihe editor in separate documents or m eaccerptB already par-

tially arranged by an earher hand, could not have been reduced to

real umty without critical sitting, and an entire recasting of tlie

narrative in a way foreign to the ideas and literary habits of the

Hebrews. The unity which the editor aimed at was limited to {a)

chronological continuity in the events recorded and a certain

uniformity m the treatment of the religious meaning of tne narrative.

Even this could not be perfectly attained m tlie circumstances,

and the links of the history were not firmly enough riveted to pre-

vent disarrangement or rearrangement of details by later scribes.

(a) The continued efforts ot successive redactors can be traced

in the chronology ot the book. The chronological method of the

narrative appears most clearly in the history alter Solomon, where
the events of each king’s reign are thrown into a kind of stereotyped
framework on this type ; "In ihe twentieth year of Jeroboam, king
of Israel, Asa began to reign over ]udah, and reigned in Jerusalem
forty- one years. ’’

. . . "In the third year of Asa, king of Judah,
Baasha began to reign over Israel in Tirzah twenty-four years."

The history moves between Judah and Israel according to the date
ot each accession; as soon as a new king has been introduced, every-

thine that happened b his reign is discussed, and wound up by
anomer stereotyped formula as to the death and burial of the sove-

reign; and to tins mechanical arrangement the natural connexion
ot events is often sacrificed. In this scheme the elaborate synchron-

isms between contemixirary monarchs of the north and south give

an aspect-of great precision to the chronology. But in reality the

data tor ]udah and Israel do not agree, and remarkable deviations

are sometimes found. The key to the chronology is x Kings yi. i,

which, as Wellhausen has shown^ was not found in the original

Septuagint, and contains internal evidence of post-Chaldean datcl

In fact the system as a whole is necessarily later than 535 B.c., the
fixed point from which it counts back, and although the numbers
for the duration of the reigns may be based upon early sources, the

s3mcbronisms appear to have been inserted at a much later stage

in the history of the text.

{b) Another aspect in the redaction may be called theological.

Its characteristic IS the retrospective application to the history of a
standard belonging to the later developments of Old Testament
religion. Thus the redactor regards the sms ot Jeroboam as the real

cause of tlic downfall of Israel (2 Kings xvii. 2i seq.), and passes an
unfavorable judgment upon all its rulers, not merely to me effect

that they did evil in the sight of Yahweh but that they followed in

the way of Jeroboam. But his opinion was manifestly not shared
by Elijah or Elisha, nor by the original narrator of the lives ol these

prophet.s. Moreover, the redactor in i Kings iii. 2 seq. regards wor-

ship at the high places as sinful alter ffie Duilding of the Temple,
although even the best kings before Hezekiah made no attempt to

suppess these shrines. This feature in the redaction di^la3r8

iiseit not only m occasional comments or homiletical excursuses,

but in that part of the narrative in which all ancient historians

allowed themselves free scope for the development of their reflec-

tions—the speeches placed in the mouths of actors in the history.

Here also there is often textual evidence that the theoiogioal element
is somewhat loosely attached to the earlier narrative and underwent
successive additions.

Consequently it is necessary to distix^ish between the older

sources and the peculiar setting in which the history has been

placed; between earlier records and that specific

colouring which, from its affinity to Deuteronomy stmeim.

and to other portions of the Old Testament which appear

to have been similarly treated under the influence ol its teach-

ing, may be conveniently termed “ Deuteronomistic.” For
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his sources the compiler refers chiefly to two distintt works,

the ** words or
**
chronicles ” of the kings of Israel end

those d the kings of Juddi. Precisely how much is copied

from these works and how much has been expressed in the

compiler’s own language is of course uncertain. It is found

on inspection that the present history consists usually of an

epitome of each reign. It states the king’s age at succession (so

Judah only), length of reign, death and burial, with allusions

to his buildings, wars, and other political events.^ In the case

of Judah, also, the name of the royal or queen-mother is speci-

fically mentioned, *nie references to the respective “ chronicles,’’

made as though they were still accessible, are wanting in the case

of Jehoram and Hoshea of Israel, and of Solomon, Ahaziah,

Athaliah, Jehoahaz, Jehoiachin and Zedekiah of Judah. But
for Solomon the authority cited, “ book of the acts of Solomon

”

(i Kings xi. 41), presumably presupposes Judaean chronicles,

and the remaining cases preserve details of an annalistic

character. Moreover, distinctive annalistic material is found

for the Israelite kings Saul and Ishbosheth in 1 Sam.

xiii. i; xiv. 47-51; 2 Sam. ii. 8-ioa (including even their age

at accession), and for David in 2 Sam. ii. ii and parts of v.

and viii.

The use which the compiler makes of his sources shows that

his aim was not the history of the past but its religions signifLcontt,

It is rare that even qualified praise is bestowed upon the kings

of Israel (Jehoram, 2 Kii\gs iii. 2; Jehu x, 30; Hoshea xvii. 2).

Kings of great historical importance are treated with extreme

brevity (Omri, Jeroboam (2), TJzziah), and similar meagreness of

historical information is apparent when the editorial details and

the religious judgments are eliminated from the accounts of

Nadab, Baosha, and the successors of Jeroboam (2) in Israel or of

Abijam and Manasseh in Judah.

To giun a more exact idea of the character of the book we may
divide tlie history into three sections

: (1) the life of ^lomon,

(2) the kingdoms of Ephraim (or Samaria)* and
Solomon,

and (3) the separate history of Judah after

the fall of Samaria. L Tlie events which lead up

to the death of David and the accession of Solomon (i Kings

i.
,

ii.) are closely connected with 2 Sam. ix.-xx. The unity is

broken by the appendix 2 Sam. xxi.-xxiv. which is closely

connected, as regards general subject-matter, with ibid, v.-viii.;

the literary questions depend largely upon the structure of

the books of Samuel (q.v,). It is evident, at least, that either

the compiler drew upon other sources for the occasion and

has been remarkably brief elsewhere, or that his epitomes

have been supplemented by the later insertion of material

not necessarily itself of late origin. At present i Kings i., ii.

are both the close of David’s life (no source is cited) and the

necessary introduction to Solomon. But Lucian’s recension of

the Sepluagint (ed. I^arde), as also Josephus, b^in the book at

ii. 12, thus separating the annalistic accounts of the two. Since

the contents of i Kings iii.-xi. do not form a continuous narrative,

the compiler’s authority (“ Acts of S.” xi. 41) can hardly have

been an ordinary chronicle. The chapters comprise (a) sundry

notices of the king’s prosperous and peaceful career, severed by

(6) a description of the Temple and other buildings ;
and they con-

clude with (r) some account of the external troubles which prove

to have unsetliled the whole of his reign. After an introduction

(iii.), a contains generalizing statements of Solomon’s might,

wealth and wisdom (iv. 20 seq., 25, 29-34; x. 23-25, 27) and

stories of a distinctly late ^md popular charwter (iii. 16-28,

X. i-io, 13). present lack of unity can in some cases be

remedied by the Septuagint, which offers many deviations from

the Hebrew text
j
this feature together with the present form of

» Cf the brief anhalfstic form of the Babylonian chronicles (for a

specimen, see C. F. Kent, Isme/s Hist, and Siog. NarrnHm, p. 9^
seq.I. For a Bynchronistic history of Assyria and Baby^ia,

prepajtd for diplomatic purposes, see 8chtad<rf s hahnse^. BtU. i.^ L. W. King, SMt^ in Eostem Hist. i. (Tukulti-Nmlb),

PpT 1; 75 interesting variant traditions).
^

8 fhe term Israel ” as appHed to the northern kingdom » apt

to be ambignous, since as a general national name, with a religious

significance, it can include or suggest the inclusion of Judah.

the pacaikl texts in Chronides will exemplify the persietetiee et

fluctuntioft to ^ kite period {4th-2nd cent.

Thus ill. 2 seq. cannot be by the same hand as v. 4, and fr. t ii

probably a later Dent, gloss upon v. 3 (earlier Dent.), which inpue*

Bents the compiler's View and (on the analogy of the framework) oanws
dbsely after ii. 12.^ Ch. iii. 1 can scarcely be severed from ix. x6,

and in the Septuagint they appear in iv. in the order i iV. i-ip (fhfc

officers), 27 seq. (their duties), 22-24 (the daify provision), 29-34
(Solomon's reputation), iii. i; tx. i0*-l7« (aiUwt]^ With Egypt);
iv. 20 seq. 25 are of a genmlizing character and reour in the Septuir
gint with much supplementary matter in ii. Ch. iv. 26 is naturally

related to x. 26 (cf. 2 Chron. i. 14) and takes its place in Ltidan s

recension (cf. 2 Chron. lx. 25). 'thcie is considerable variation agobt
in lx. io»x. 29, and the order ix. to-14, 26-18, x. 1-22 (so pahW
Septuagint) has the advantage of recording eontinuously SolMoo’s
dealings with Hiram. The intervening verses belong to a class

of fio^ng notices (in a very unnatural order) which seem to have got

stranded almost by chance at dififerent points in the two recensions;

contrast also 2 Chron. viii; Solomon’s prelkniiiary arrangements
wi^ Hiiam in ch. v. Imve been elaborated to emphasise the impor-
tance of the Temple (vti. 3-5, cf . 2 Sam.vii.)

;
further difficulty is caused

by the relation between 1 3 seq. and 15 s^. .(see 2 Chron. li. 17 seq.)

and between both of these and ix. 20 seq. xi. 28. The account Of the

royal buildings now sandwiched in between the related fragments
of a is descriptive ratiier than narrative, and the accurate details

might have been obtained by actual observation of the Temple at a
date long subsequent to Solomon. It is not all due to a single hand.
Ch. vi. 11-T4 (with several late phrases) break the connexion and are

omitted by the Septuagint; vv. 13-22, now untranslatable, appear in

a simple and intelligible form in the S^tuagint. The account of the

dedication contains many sigms of a late date; viii. 14-53. 54”^* we
due to a Deuteronomic writer, and that they are an expansion of the

older nan‘ativc (w. x-13) is suggested by the fact that the ancient

fragment, w. 12, 13 (imperfect in the Hebrew) appears in riie Septna-

gint after tf. 53 in completer form and wirii a reference to the book of

: Jashar as source rnr ^BD). The redac*

tional insertion displaced it in one recension and led to its mutilation

in the other. With viii. 27-30, cf. generally Isa. xl.-lvi.; vv. 44-51
presuppose the exile, vv. 54-61 are wanting in Chron., and even to

' older parte of this cliapter have also been retouched in conformity

with later (even post-exilic) ritual and law. TheLevites who appejur

at V. 4 in contrast to the priests, in a way unknown to the pre-cxilic

history, are not named in the Septuagint, which also omits the post-

.

exilic term *' congregation ’* ('edah) in v. 5. There is a general

similarity of subject with Deut. xxviii.

The account of the end of Solomon’s reign deals with (a) his

religious laxity (xi. 1-13, now in a Deuteronomir form), bs the

punishment for which the separation of the two kingaomS is

announced; and {b) the rise of the adversarie.s who, according to

xi. 25, had troubled the whole of hisreim, and therefore canliot

have been related originally its the penalty for the sins of his old

age. Both, however, form an introduction to subsequent events,

and the life of Solomon concludes with a brief annalistic notice

of his death, length of reign, successor, and place of burial.

(See further Solomon.)

II. Ephraim and Judah.—In the history of the two kingdoms

the redactor follows a fixed scheme determined, as has been

.seen, by the order of succession. The fluctuation
1,1^4

of tradition concerning the circumstances
^

of the

schism is evident from a comparison with the

Septuagint, and all that is related of Mijah falls under

suspicion of being foreign to the oldest history.^ *ttie st<^

of the man of God from Judah (xiii.) is shown to be late by

its general tone (conceptions of prophetism and revefetioiri/

and by the term “ cities of Samaria ” (v. 32, for &marik

as a province, cf. 2 Kings xvii. 24, 26; for the builmflg; bf

tlie city by Omri see i Kings xvi. 24). It is a late Judaean

narrative inserted after the Deuteronomic redaction, and

« Here and elsewhere a careful study (e^g. oi to margioa} refei*

ences In the Revised Version) will prove the close relation betwena

the " Deuteronomic " passages and the book of Deuferoi^omy

itself. The bearing of this upon the traditional date Of that rook

should not be overlooked. _ , ^ ^
* Sec art. Jeroboam; alK> W. R. Smith, Old Testi, iB Jaw. Ckusalk

t>p. **7 sqq-; H. WineWer, AlUe^t Ui^cncki^en, pp. i

to suDsequeat criticisms by C. f. Burney (Kjwgs, PP; J

J. Skinner {kings, pp. 443 sqq.); affid Ed. Meyer llsroOtUn k
Hochbarstamme, pp. 357 sqq.).

• Notice should everywhere be token of those prophetieolantfiet

which have to linguistic features of to Deuteronomic wftosi or

which differ in styfe and expression from to prophedes of Afooe,

Hosea and others, previous to Jeremiah.
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breaks the connexion between xii. 31 and xiii. 33 seq. The

latter describe the idolatrous worship instituted by the first

king of the schismatic north, and the religious attitude occurs

regularly throughout the compiler’s epitome, however brief

the reigns of the kings. In the account of Nadab, xv. 25 seq.,

2gb, 30 seq, are certainly the compiler’s, and the synchronism in

V. 28 must also be editorial; xv. 32 (Septuagint omit) and 16

are duplicates leading up to the Israelite and Judaean accoimts

of Baasha respectively. But xv. 33-xvi. 7 contains little

annalistic information, and the prophecy in xvi. 1-4 is very

similar to xiv. 7-1 1, which in turn breaks the connexion between

w. 6 and 12. Ch. xvi. 7 is a duplicate to w, 1-4 and out of place;

the Septuagint inserts it in the middle of v. 8. The brief reign

of Elah preserves an irhportant entract in xvi. 9, but the date

in V. lort (LXX omits) presupposes the late finished chronological

scheme. Zimri’s seven days receive the inevitable condemnation,

but the older material embedded in the framework (xvi. 15&-18)

is closely connected with v, 9 continued in the non-

editorial portions of Omri’s reign (xvi. 21 seq., length of reign in

V, 23, and V. 24). The achievements of Omri to which the

editor refers can fortunately be gathered from external sources

(see Omri). Under Onu-i’s son Ahab the separate kingdoms

converge.

Next, as to Judah : the vivid account of the accession of
^

Rehoboam in xii. 1-16 is reminiscent of the full narratives in
|

2 Sam. ix.-xx.; i Kings i., ii. (cf. especially v, 16 wdth 2 Sam.

XX. 1); xii. 15^ refers to the prophecy of Ahijah (see above),

and unto this day,” v, 19, cannot be by a contemporary

author. ;
w. 1 7 (LXX omits) finds a parallel in 2 Chron. xi. 16 seq.,

and could represent an Ephraimite standpoint. The Judaean

standpoint is prominent in w. 21-24, where (fl') the inclusion

of Benjamin and (/^) the cessation of war (at the command of

Shemaiah) conflict with (a) xi. 32, 36, xii. 20 and {b) xiv. 30

respectively, Rehoboam’s history, resumed by the reda-ctor

in xiv. 21-24, continues with a brief account of the spoiling

of the Temple and palace by Sheshouk (Shishak). (The

incident appears in 2 Chron. xii. in a rather different context,

bejore the details which now precede v. 21 seq.) The reign of

Abijam is entirely due to the editor, whose brief statement of

the war in xv. 7^ is supplemented by a lengthy story in 2 Chron.

xiii. (where the name is Abijah). Ch. xv. 5^ (last clause) and

V, 6 are omitted by the Septuagint, the former is a unique gloss

(see 2 Sam. xi. seq.), the latter is a mere repetition of xiv. 30;

with XV. 2 cf. V, 10. The account of Asa’s long reign contains

a valuable summary of his war with Baasha, xv. 16-22; the

isolated v. 15 is quite obscure and is possibly related to

V. 18 (but cf. vii. 51). His successor Jehoshaphat is now dealt

with completely in xxii. 41-50 after the death of Ahab; but

the Septuagint, which follows a different chronological scheme

(placing his accession in the reign of Omri), gives the summary

(with some variations) after xvi. 28. Another light is thrown

upon the incomplete annalistic fragments (xxii. 44, 47”49)

by 2 Chron. xx. 35-37 : the friendship between Judah and

Israel appears to have been displeasing to the redactor of

Kings.

The history of the few years between the close of Ahab’s

life and the accession of Jehu covers about one-third of the

Bphrmim entire book of Kings. This is due to the inclu-

irom Atmb sion of a number of narratives which arc partly of

toMu, a political character, and partly are interested in

the work of contemporary prophets. The climax is reached

in the overthrow of Omri’s dynasty by the usurper Jehu,

when, after a period of* close intercourse between Israel and

Judah, its two kings perished. The annals of each kingdom

would naturally deal independently with these events, but

the present literary structure, of 1 Kings xvii.-2 Kings xi. is

extremely complicated by the presence of the narratives referred

to. First as regards the framework, the epitome of Ahab is

preserved in xvi. 29-34 and xxii. 39; it contains some unknown
references (his ivory house and cities), and a stem religious

judgment upon his Phowiician alliance, on which the intervening

chapters throw more light. The colourless summary of his son

Ahaziah (xxii. 51-53)^ finds its conclusion in 2 Kings i. 17 seq.

where r. 18 should precede the accession of his brotl^ Jehoram

(®. i^h). Jehoram is again introduced in iii. 1-3 (note the

variant synchronism), but the usual conclusion is wanting. In

Judah, Jehoshaphat was succeeded by his son Jehoram, who had

married Athaliah the daughter of Ahab and Jezebel (viii. 16-24);

to the annalistic details {w. 20-22) 2 Chron. xxi. ii sqq. adds

a novel narrative. His son Ahaziah (viii. 25 sqq.) is similarly

denounced for his relations with Israel, He is again introduced

in the isolated ix. 29, while Lucian’s recension adds after x. 36

a variant summary of his reign but without the regular intro-

duction. Further confusion appears in the Septuagint, which

inserts after i. 18 (Jehoram of Israel) a notice corresponding

to iii. 1-3, and concludes “and the anger of the Lord was

kindled against the house of Ahab.” This would be appropriate

in a position nearer ix. seq. where the deaths of Jehoram and

Ahwiah are described. Iliese and other examples of serious

disorder in the framework may be associated with the literary

features of the narratives of Elijali and Elisha.

Of the more detailed narratives those that deal with the northern

kingdom are scarcely Judaean (see i Kings xix. 3), and they do not

criticize Elijah's work, as the Judaean compiler denounces the whole

liistory of the north. But they arc plainly not of one origin. To
supplement the articles Eujau and Eusha, it is to be noticed that

the account of Naboth's df^tli in the history of Elijah (1 Kings

xxij difiors in details from that in the history of Elisha and Jehu

(2 fcngs ix.), and the latter more precise narrative presupposes

events recorded in the extant accounts of Elijah but not these

events themselves. In i Kings xx., xxii. 1-28 (xxi. follows xix.

in the LXX) Ahab is viewed rather more favourably than in the

EUjah-narratiiTS (xix., xxi.) or in the compiler's summary, (^h. xxii. 6,

moreover, proves that there is some exaggeration in xviii. 4, 13:

the great contest between Elijah and the king, between Yahweh and

Baal, has been idealized. The denunciation of Ahab in xx. 35-43
has some notable points of contact with xiii. and seems to be a supple-

ment to the preceding incidents. Ch. xxii. is iinportant for its ideas

of prophetism (especially vv. 19-23 ; cf. Ezek. xiv. 9; 2 Sam. xxiv. 1

[in contrast to 1 Chron. xxi, i])
;
a gloss at the end of v, 28, omitted

by the Septuagint, wrongly identifies Micaiah with the well-known

Micah (i. 2). Although the punishment passed upon Ahab in xxi.

20 sqq. (206-26 betray the compiler’s hand ;
cf. xiv. 10 seq.) is modified

in V. 29, this is ignored in the account of his death, xxii. 38, which

t^es place at ^maria (see below).

The episode of Elijah and Ahaziah (2 Kings i.) is marked by the

revelation through an angel. The prophet's name appears in au

unusual form (viz. Sliyyaht not -ya6w), eapeciallj’’ in vv. 2-8. The

prediction of AhaziahV fate finds a parallel in 2 Chron. xxi. 12-15;

the more supernatural additions have been compiled with the late

story in i Sam. xix. 18-24. The ascension of Elijah (2 Kings ii.)

is related as the introduction to the work of Elislia, which apparently

begins before the death of Jehoshaphat (see iii. i, 11 sqq.
;
contrast

2 Chron. he, cit.). Among the stones of Elisha are some which find

him at the head of the prophetic gilds (iv. 1, 38-44, vi. 1-7), whilst

in others he has friendly relations with the " king of Israel " and the

court. As a personage of almost superhuman dignity he moves

in certain narratives where political records appear to have been

utilized to describe the activity of the prophets. The Moabite

campaign (iii.) concerns a revolt already referred to in the isolated

i. I
;
there are paraUels with the story of Jehoshaphat and Ahab

(iii. 7, 1 1 seq. ;
cf. i Kings xxu. 4 seq.,

7 ^q.),
contrast, however, xxu. 7

(where Elijah is not even named) ana iii. ir seq. But Jehoshaphat's

death has been already recorded (i Kings xxii. while Lucian's

recension in 2 Kings iii. reads Ahaziah, i. 17 presupposes the acces-

sion of the Judaean Jehoram. Other political narratives may under-

lie the stories of the Aramaean wars; with vi. 24-vu. 20 (after the

complete cessation of hostilities in vi. 23) compare the general style

of I Kings XX., xxii.
;
with the famine in Samaria, vi. 25 ;

cf . ibid. xvii.

:

with the victory, cf. ibid. xx. The account of Elisha and Hazael

(viii. 7-15) implies friendly relations with Damascus (in v. 12 the

terrors of war are in the future), but the description of Jehu's acces-

sion(ix.) is in the midst of hostilities. Ch. ix. 7-1oa are a Deuteronomic

insertion amplifying the message in w. 3-6 (cf. i Kings xxi. 20 seq.).

The origin of the repetition in ix. I4-X5<’ (d* viii, 28 seq.) is not clear.

The oracle in ix. 25 seq. is not that in i Kings xxi. 19 seq., and mentions

the additional detail that Naboth's sons were slain. Here his field

or portion is located near Jezreel. but in 1 Kings xxi. 18 his vineyard

is by the royal palace in Samaria, (ci xxii. 38 and contrast xxi. i,

where the LXX omits reference to Jezreel). This fluctuation re-

appears in 2 Kings x. 1, ii seq., and 17; in ix. 27 compared with

2 Chron. xxii. 9 ;
and in the singular du^cation of an historical mci-

dent, viz. the was against the Aramaeans at Ramoth-Gilead (a) by

Jehoshaphat and Ahab, and {b) by Ahai^ ami Jehoram, in each

1 The division of the two books at this point is an innovation first

made in the LXX and Vulgate.
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Qg8e with the deathoi the Israelite kiag» at SamariaandJesredreipec*
tively (see above and observe the contradiction in i Kings xxi. 29
and xxii. 38). These and other critical questions in this section are

involved with (a) the probability that Elisha’s work belongs rather

to the accession of Jehu, with whose dynasty he was on most intimate

terms until his death some forty-five years later (2 Kings xiii. 14-21),

and (b) the problem of the wars between Israel and Syria which
jwpear to have begun only in the time of Jehu (x. 32). See Jaw.
Quart. Rev. (1908), pp- 597~<»30r and Jews: History, § ii seq.

In the annals of Jehu's dynasty the editorial introduction

to Jehu himself is wanting (x. 32 sqq.), although Lucian's

recension in x. 36 concludes in annalistic manner

the lives of Jehoram of Israel and Ahaziah of

Judah. The summ^ mentions the beginning of

the Aramaean wars, the continuation of which is found in

the redactor's account of his successor Jehoahaz (xiii. 1-9).

But xiii. 4-6 modify the disasters, and by pointing to the

saviour ” or deliverer (cf, Judg. iii. 9, 15) anticipate xiv. 27.

The self-contained account of his son Jehoash (xiii. 10-13) is

supplemented (a) by the story of the death of Elisha (w. 14-21)

and (b) by some account of the Aramaean wars (w. 22-25),

where v. 23, like w. 4-6 (Lucian’s recension actually reads it

after w. 7), is noteworthy for the sympathy towards the northern

kingdom. Further (c) the defeat of Amaziah of Judah ap-

pears in xiv. 8-14 after the annals of Judah, although from

an Israelite source {v. 11b Bethshemesh defined as belonging

to J udah, see also v. 1 5, and with the repetition of the concluding
|

statements in r;. 15 seq., see xiii. 12 seq.). These features and
|

the transference of xiii. 12 seq. after xiii. 25 in Lucian’s recension

point to late adjustment. In Judaean liistoiy, Jehu's reform

and the overthrow of Jezebel in the north (ix., x. 15-28) find

their counterpart in the murder of Athaliah and the destruction
|

of the temple of Baal in Judah (xi. 18). But the framework
|

is incomplete. The editorial conclusion of the reign of Ahaziah,-

1

the introduction to that of Athaliah, and the sources for both are
1

wanting. A lengthy Judaean document is incorporated detail-
|

ing the accession of Joash and the prominence of the abruptly
I

introduced priest Jehoiada. The interest in the Temple ^d
temple-procedure is obvious; and both xi, and xii. have points

of resemblance with xxii. seq. (see below and cf, also xi. 4, 7, ii,

19, with I Kings xiv. 27 seq,). The usual epitome is found in
!

xi. 2i-xii. 3 (the age at accession should follow the synchronism,

so Lucian), with fragments of annalistic matter in xii. 17-21

(another version in 2 Chron. xxiv. 23 sqq.). For Joash's son

Amaziah see above; xiv. 6 refers to Deut, xxiv. 16, and 2 Chron.

XXV. 5-16 replaces v, 7 by a lengthy narrative with some interest-

ing details. Azariah or Uzziah is briefly summarized in xv. 1-7,

hence the notice in xiv. 22 seems out of place; perhaps the

usual statements of Amaziah’s death and burial (cf. xiv. 20^,

22h)f which were to be expected after v. 18, have been supple-

mented by the account of the rebellion (w. 19, 20a, 21).^ The

chronological notes for the accession of Azariah imply differ^t

views of the history of Judah after the defeat of Amaziah; with

xiv. 17, cf. xiii. 10, xiv. 2, 23, but contrast xv. i, ^d again 0. 8.*

The important reign of Jeroboapi (2) is dismissed as briefly

as that of Azariah (xiv. 23-29). The end of the Aramaean war

presupposed by v. 25 is supplemented by the sympathetic ad-

dition m V. 26 seq. (cf . xiii. 4 seq. 23). Of his successors Zechariah,

Shallum and Menahem only the briefest records remain, now

imbedded in the editorial framework (xv. 8-25). The summary

of Pekah (perhaps the same as Pekahiah, the confusionb^ due

to the compiler) contains excerpts which form the continuation

of the older materikl in v. 25 (cf . also w. 10, 14, 16, 19, 20). For

an apparently similar adjustment of an earber record to the

framework see above on i Kings xv. 25-31, xvi. 8-25. The

account of Ho^a's cohspiracy (xv. 29 seq.)^ivcs the Israehte

version with which Tiglath-Pilcser’s own statement can now be

compared Two accounts of the fall of Samaria are given,

one of which is under the reign of the contemporary Judaean

I Both xiv. 22 and xv. 5 presuppose fiiller recordsofwl^ 20^11.

xxvi. i6-ao may tciwesenrmerely later and less trastworthy

Hfihl, Dm4sch» Zeit. f. GeschichtwissiHs. xii. 54 ^
iBwsi History t 9 12.

Heasekiah ^ chronolc^ is agaia

intricate. Reflections on the disappwanoe of me northern

kingdom appear in xvii, 7-23 and xviii. 12 ; the latter belongs

to the Judaean history. The former is composite; xvii. 21-03

(cf. V. iS) look back to the introduction of calf-worship by
Jeroboam (i), and agree with the compiler's usual standpoint;

w, 19-20 indu^ Judah and {H^esuppose the meik. The
remaining verses survey types of iddlatty partly >oi a general

kind (w. 9-12, 160), and partly characteristic of Judah in the

last years of the monarchy (w. x66, 17). The brief account of the

subsequent history of Israel in xvii. 24-41 is not from one source,

since the piety of the new settlers (v. 32-340, 41) conflicts with the

later point of view in 34^40. The last-mentioned suppleinents the

epilogue in xvii. 7-23, forms a solenm conclusion to the hist^ of

the northern kingdom, and is apparently aimed at the Samaritans.

III. Later History of /«doA.—The summary of Jotham
(xv. 32-38) shows interest in the Temple (v. 35) and alludes

to the hostibty of Pekah (v. 37) upon which the

Israehte annals are silent. 2 Chron. xxvii. expands

the former but replaces the latter by other not unrelated

details (see Uzziah). But xv. 37 is resumed afresh in the

account of the reign of Ahaz (xvi. 5 sqq.; the text in a. 6

is confused)—^another version in 2 Chron. xxviii. 5 scm.

—and is supplemented by a description, evidently from the

Temple records, in which the ritual innovations by ’'king

Ahaz (in contrast to “ Ahaz " alone in w. 5-9) are described

(w. 10-18). There is further variation of detail in 2 Cliron.

xxviii. 20-27. The sumnuury of Hezekiah (xviii. 1-8) em-,

phasizes his important relirious reforms (^eatly expanded in

2 Chron. xxix. seq. from a later standpoint, and includes two

references to his mihtary achievements. Of these v. 8 is ignored

in Chron., and v. 7 is supplemented by (a) the annalistic extract

in w. 13-16, and (b) narratives in which the great contemporary

prophet Isaiah is the central figure. The latter are later tl^
Isai^ himself (xix. 37 refers to 68i B.c.) and reappear, with

some abbreviation and rearrangement, in Isa. xxxyi.-xxxix. (sec

Isaiah). They are partly duplicate (cf. xix. 7 with w. 28, 33 ;

w. 10-13 with xviii. 28-35), and consist of two portions, xviii.

17-xix. 8 (Isa. xxxvi. 2-xxxvii. 8) and xix. 9^35 (Isa. xxxvii.

9^-36); to which of these xix. ga and v. 36 seq. belong is dis-

puted. 2 Chron, xxxii. (where these accounts are condeiiMd)

is in general agreement with 2 Kings xviii. 7, as against

w. 14-16. The poetical fragment, xix. 21-28, is connected with

the sign in w. 29-31 ; both seem to break the connexion between

xix. 20 and 32 sqq. Chap. xx. 1-19 appears to belong toan earber

period in Hezekiah's reign (see v. 6 and cf. 2 Chron.xxxii.25seq.);

with w. i-ii note carefully the forms in Isa. xxxviii. 1-8, 21 seq.,

and 2 Chron. xxxii. 24-26; with xx, 12-19 xxxix) contrast

the brief allusion in 2 Chron. xxxii. 31. In i?. 17 seq. the exile

is foreshadowed. Use has probably been made of a late cycle

of Isaiah-stories; such a work is actually mentioned in 2 Chroa

xxxii. 32. The accounts of the reactionary kings Manasseh and

Amon, although now by the compiler, give some reference to

political events (see xxi. 17, 23 seq.); xxi. 7-15 refer to the exile

and find a parabel in xxiu. 26 seq., and xxi. 10 sqq. are replaced

in 2 Chron. xxxiii. xo-20 by a novel record of ManasMh's

penitence (sec also ibid, w. 23 and note omission of 2 Kings

xxiii. 26 from Chron.).

Josiah’s reign forms the climax of the history. The usual

framework (xxii. i; 2, xxiii. 28, 306) is supplemented by nanrn-

tives dealing with the Temple repairs and the reforms of Josiah.

These are closely related to xi. seq. (cf . xxii. 3-7 with ^i. 4 sqq.),

but show many signs of revision; xxii. 16 seq., xxui. a6 s^,,

point distinct^ to the exile, and xxiii. 16-20 is an insertion

(the altar in ». 16 is already destroyed in v. 15) after i Kings

xiii. But it is difficult elsewhere to distinguish safely between

the original records and the later additions. In their preset

shape the reforms of Josiah are described in terms that point

to an acquaintance with the teaching of Deuteronomy which

promulgates the reforms themselves.^

» See further the special study by E. Day, Joum. Bib. Lit. (1902),

pp. 197 sqq.
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Tlfc 9^nalistic notice in xxiii. 29 seq. (contrast -xxu. ao) ahould i

V. 28; 2 Chron. xxxv. 20-27 gives another version in the I

Wrect position and ignores 2 Kings xxiH. 24-27 (see however the !

fleptuagmt) . For the last tour kings of Judah, the references to
I

the n^onih^ at the higli places (presumably abohahed by Josiah)

are igaatiug^ and the literary source is only cited for Jehoiakim;
xxiv. 3 seq. (and probably v. 2), which treat the full of Judah as

the punishment for Manassch’s sins, are a Deuteronomistic insertion

(t Chron. xxxvi, (> sqq. difiers widely; see, however, the Septuagint)

;

», 13 seq. and r. 15 seq, are duplicates. With xxiv. i8-xxv. 21 cf.

Jar. Ui. i‘27 (the text oa the latter, especially vv. 19 sqq. is superior)

;

and the fragments ibid, xxxix. i-ro. Ch. xxv. 22-2O apiKjars in much
fuller form in Jer. xl. seq. (see xl. 7-9, xli. 1-3, 17 seq.j. It is note-

worthy that Jeremiah does n6t enter into the history in Kings (contrast

laaiah above). The book of Chroaicles in general has a briefei’

aocount of tl^ last yean, and i^ores both the narratives which
also appear in Jeremiah and the concluding hopeful note struck by
the TC^oration of jehofechin (xxv. 27-30). This last, with the

addition of statistical data, forms the present conclusion also of^ book of Jeremiah.

Conclusions,—A survey of these narratives as a whole

strengthens our impression of the merely mechanical character

of the redaction by which they are united. Though editors

have written samething of their own in almost every chapter,

generally from the standpoint of religious pragmatism, there is

not the least atten^jt to work the materials into a history in our

sense of the word; and in particular the northern and southern

histories are practically independent, being merely pieced together

in a sort of mosaic in consonance with the chronological system,

which we have seen to be really later than the main redaction.

It is ver>" probable that the order of the pieces was considerably

readjusted by the author of the chronology
;

of this indeed the

Septuagint still shows traces. But with sdl its imperfections as

judged from a modem standpoint, the redaction has the great

merit of preserving material nea;rer to the actual history than

would have been the case had narratives been rewritten from

much later stan(^ints—as often in the book of Chronicles.

Questions of date and of the growth of the literary process are

still unsettled, but it is clear that there was an independent

history of (north) Israel with its own chronological scheme.

It was based upon annals and fuller political records, and at

some period apparently passed through circles where the

purely domestic stories of the pjrq>hets (Elisha) were current.*

This was ultimately taken over by a Judaean editor who was

under the influence of the far-reaching reforms ascribed to the

iflth year of Josiah (621 b.c.). Certain passages seem to impfy

that in his time the Temple was still standing and the Davidic

dynasty uninterrupted. Also the phrase unto this day

sometimes apparently presuppuses a pre-exilic date. On the

other hand, the history is earned down to the end of Jehoiadiin’s

life (xxv. 27 refers to his fifty-fifth year, to. iq seq. look back

on his death), and a number of allusions point deci.sively to the

post^exiilic period. Coni^uently, most scholars are agreed

that an original pre-exitic Deuteronomic compilation made
shortly after Josiah's reforms received subsequent additioiae

from a later Deuteronomic writer.

These qiaesdoRS depend upon several intricate literary and
historical problems. At the outset {a) the compiler deals with

history from the Deuteronomic standpoint, selecting certain

notices and referring further to separate chronicles of Israel

and Judah. The canonical book of Chronicles refers to such

a combined work, but is confined to Judah; it follows the re-

ligious judgment passed upon the king.s, but it introduces new
details apparently derived from extant annals, replaces the

annaiisdc excerpts found in Kings by other passages, or uses

new narratives which at times are clearly based upon older

sources. Next (b) th3 Septuagint proves that Kings did not

reach its present form until a very late date; “ each represents

a stage and not always the same stage in the long protracted

labours of the redactors ” (Kuenen).=^ In agreement with this

are the imambiguous indications of the post-exiUc age (especially

^ Cf. similar^ the prophetic narratives in the books of Samuel (y,.f/.).

* TheLXk oi lun^ is not a corrupt reproduction of the Hebrew
receptus, but represents another recension of the text. Neither
recension can claim absolute superiority. The defects of the LXX
Ue on the surface, and aregreatly aggravated by the condition of

the Greek text, which has sufiered much in transmission, ami

in the Judaean histoiy) consisting of complete passages, obvious

interpolations, and also sporadic phrases in narratives whose
pre-exilic origin is sometimes clear and sometimes only to be

presumed. Further (r), the Septuagint supports the independent

conclusion that the elaborate synchronisms belong to a late

stage in tlie redaction. Consequently it is necessary to allow

that the previous arrangement of the material may have been

different; the actual wording of the introductory notices was
necessarily also affected. In general, it becomes ever more
difficult to distinguish between passages incorporated by an

early redactor and those which may have been inserted later,

though possibly from old sources. Where the regular framework

is disturbed such considerations become more cogent. The

relation of annalistic materials in i Sam.(xiii. i
;
xiv. 47-51, &c.)

to the lonpr detailed narratives will bear upon the question, as

also the relation of 2 Sam. ix.-xx. to i Kings i. seq. (see Samuel,

Books of). Again (d) the lengths of the reigns of the Judaean
kings form an integral part of the framework, and their total,

with fifi}' years of exile, allows four hundred and eighty years

from the beginning of the Temple to the return from Babylon.^

This round number (cf. again i Kings vi. i) points to a date

subsequent to 537, and Kobertson Smith nas observed that

almost all events dated by the years of the kings of Jerusalem

have reference to the affairs of the Temple. This suggests a

connexion between the chronology and the incorporation of

those narratives in which the Temple is clearly the centre of

interest, (e) But, apart from the question of the origin of the

more detailed Judaean records, the arguments for a pre-exilic

Judaean Deuteronomic compilation are not quite decisive.

The phrase “ unto this day
”

is not necessarily valid (cf.

2 Chron. v. 9, viii. 8, xxi. 10 with i Kings viii. 8, ix. 21, 2 Kings

viii. 22), and depends largely upon the compiler's sagacity.

Also, the existence of the 'I'emple and of the Davidic dynasty

(i Kings viii. i4“'
53 ;

ix. 3; x*- xv. 4; 2 Kings viii. 19;

cf. 2 Cliron. xiii. 5) is equally applicable to the time of the second

temple when Zenabbabel, the Davidic representative, kindled

new hopes and aspirations. Indeed, if the object of the Deu-

teronomic compiler is to show from past history that the

sovereign is responsible for the purity of the national religion

(Moore, Ency. Bib. col. 2079), a date somewhere after the

death of J^hoiachin (released in 561) in the age of Zerubbabel

and the new Temple equally satLsfies the coiwiitions. With this

is concerned (/) the question whether, on historical grounds,

the account of the introduction of Deuteronomic reforms by

Josiah is trustworthy Moreover, although a twofold Deu-

teronomic redaction of Kings is generally recognized, the criteria

for the presumably pre-exilic form are not so decisive as those

which certainly distinguish the post-exilic portions, and it is

frequently very difficult to assign Deuteronomic passages to

the earlier rather than to the later. Again, apart from the

contrast between the Israelite detailed narratives (relatively

early) and those of Judaean origin (often secondary), k
is noteworthy that the sympathetic treatment of northern

history in 2 Kings xiii. 4 seq. 23, xiv. 26 has literary parallels

in the Deuteronomic redaction of Judges (where Israelite

tradition is again predominant), but is quite distinct from the

hostile feeling to the north whi^ is also D^teronomic. Even

the northern prophet Hosea {q.v,) approximates the Doutero-

nomic standpoint, and the possibility that the first Dowtero-

nomfo compilation of Kings could originate outside Judah is

particularly has in many plaices be,Qn corrected after the later Greek
versions that express the Hebrew recfiptus of the and century of our

era. Yet the LXX not only preserves many good readings in

detail, but throws much light on long-continued process of

redaction at the hand of wicceesivc editoni or copytats of which the

extant Hebrew of Kings is the oufftepiot Even the false readings

of the Greek are instructive^ fqr both secewons were exposed to

corrupting influences of prepisely the sapie kind " (W. R. Smith).

» See W. R. Smith, Journ. of Philology

^

x. 209 sqq.; Prophets of

J^srael, p. ,147 seq- ;W K. Marti, Bncy. Bib art. " ^ronofogy."
* Against ewrUer doubts by Hs^vet (1^78), Verw .(^887) and Horst

(1888), see W. E. Addis, Documents of Hexateuch^ 11. 2 sqcL; but the

whole questioi^ has been by E. aheve) and

R. H. Kennett {Journ. Theol. Stud., July 1906, 481 sqq,).
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Qg8e with the deathoi the Israelite kiag» at SamariaandJesredreipec*
tively (see above and observe the contradiction in i Kings xxi. 29
and xxii. 38). These and other critical questions in this section are

involved with (a) the probability that Elisha’s work belongs rather

to the accession of Jehu, with whose dynasty he was on most intimate

terms until his death some forty-five years later (2 Kings xiii. 14-21),

and (b) the problem of the wars between Israel and Syria which
jwpear to have begun only in the time of Jehu (x. 32). See Jaw.
Quart. Rev. (1908), pp- 597~<»30r and Jews: History, § ii seq.

In the annals of Jehu's dynasty the editorial introduction

to Jehu himself is wanting (x. 32 sqq.), although Lucian's

recension in x. 36 concludes in annalistic manner

the lives of Jehoram of Israel and Ahaziah of

Judah. The summ^ mentions the beginning of

the Aramaean wars, the continuation of which is found in

the redactor's account of his successor Jehoahaz (xiii. 1-9).

But xiii. 4-6 modify the disasters, and by pointing to the

saviour ” or deliverer (cf, Judg. iii. 9, 15) anticipate xiv. 27.

The self-contained account of his son Jehoash (xiii. 10-13) is

supplemented (a) by the story of the death of Elisha (w. 14-21)

and (b) by some account of the Aramaean wars (w. 22-25),

where v. 23, like w. 4-6 (Lucian’s recension actually reads it

after w. 7), is noteworthy for the sympathy towards the northern

kingdom. Further (c) the defeat of Amaziah of Judah ap-

pears in xiv. 8-14 after the annals of Judah, although from

an Israelite source {v. 11b Bethshemesh defined as belonging

to J udah, see also v. 1 5, and with the repetition of the concluding
|

statements in r;. 15 seq., see xiii. 12 seq.). These features and
|

the transference of xiii. 12 seq. after xiii. 25 in Lucian’s recension

point to late adjustment. In Judaean liistoiy, Jehu's reform

and the overthrow of Jezebel in the north (ix., x. 15-28) find

their counterpart in the murder of Athaliah and the destruction
|

of the temple of Baal in Judah (xi. 18). But the framework
|

is incomplete. The editorial conclusion of the reign of Ahaziah,-

1

the introduction to that of Athaliah, and the sources for both are
1

wanting. A lengthy Judaean document is incorporated detail-
|

ing the accession of Joash and the prominence of the abruptly
I

introduced priest Jehoiada. The interest in the Temple ^d
temple-procedure is obvious; and both xi, and xii. have points

of resemblance with xxii. seq. (see below and cf, also xi. 4, 7, ii,

19, with I Kings xiv. 27 seq,). The usual epitome is found in
!

xi. 2i-xii. 3 (the age at accession should follow the synchronism,

so Lucian), with fragments of annalistic matter in xii. 17-21

(another version in 2 Chron. xxiv. 23 sqq.). For Joash's son

Amaziah see above; xiv. 6 refers to Deut, xxiv. 16, and 2 Chron.

XXV. 5-16 replaces v, 7 by a lengthy narrative with some interest-

ing details. Azariah or Uzziah is briefly summarized in xv. 1-7,

hence the notice in xiv. 22 seems out of place; perhaps the

usual statements of Amaziah’s death and burial (cf. xiv. 20^,

22h)f which were to be expected after v. 18, have been supple-

mented by the account of the rebellion (w. 19, 20a, 21).^ The

chronological notes for the accession of Azariah imply differ^t

views of the history of Judah after the defeat of Amaziah; with

xiv. 17, cf. xiii. 10, xiv. 2, 23, but contrast xv. i, ^d again 0. 8.*

The important reign of Jeroboapi (2) is dismissed as briefly

as that of Azariah (xiv. 23-29). The end of the Aramaean war

presupposed by v. 25 is supplemented by the sympathetic ad-

dition m V. 26 seq. (cf . xiii. 4 seq. 23). Of his successors Zechariah,

Shallum and Menahem only the briefest records remain, now

imbedded in the editorial framework (xv. 8-25). The summary

of Pekah (perhaps the same as Pekahiah, the confusionb^ due

to the compiler) contains excerpts which form the continuation

of the older materikl in v. 25 (cf . also w. 10, 14, 16, 19, 20). For

an apparently similar adjustment of an earber record to the

framework see above on i Kings xv. 25-31, xvi. 8-25. The

account of Ho^a's cohspiracy (xv. 29 seq.)^ivcs the Israehte

version with which Tiglath-Pilcser’s own statement can now be

compared Two accounts of the fall of Samaria are given,

one of which is under the reign of the contemporary Judaean

I Both xiv. 22 and xv. 5 presuppose fiiller recordsofwl^ 20^11.

xxvi. i6-ao may tciwesenrmerely later and less trastworthy

Hfihl, Dm4sch» Zeit. f. GeschichtwissiHs. xii. 54 ^
iBwsi History t 9 12.

Heasekiah ^ chronolc^ is agaia

intricate. Reflections on the disappwanoe of me northern

kingdom appear in xvii, 7-23 and xviii. 12 ; the latter belongs

to the Judaean history. The former is composite; xvii. 21-03

(cf. V. iS) look back to the introduction of calf-worship by
Jeroboam (i), and agree with the compiler's usual standpoint;

w, 19-20 indu^ Judah and {H^esuppose the meik. The
remaining verses survey types of iddlatty partly >oi a general

kind (w. 9-12, 160), and partly characteristic of Judah in the

last years of the monarchy (w. x66, 17). The brief account of the

subsequent history of Israel in xvii. 24-41 is not from one source,

since the piety of the new settlers (v. 32-340, 41) conflicts with the

later point of view in 34^40. The last-mentioned suppleinents the

epilogue in xvii. 7-23, forms a solenm conclusion to the hist^ of

the northern kingdom, and is apparently aimed at the Samaritans.

III. Later History of /«doA.—The summary of Jotham
(xv. 32-38) shows interest in the Temple (v. 35) and alludes

to the hostibty of Pekah (v. 37) upon which the

Israehte annals are silent. 2 Chron. xxvii. expands

the former but replaces the latter by other not unrelated

details (see Uzziah). But xv. 37 is resumed afresh in the

account of the reign of Ahaz (xvi. 5 sqq.; the text in a. 6

is confused)—^another version in 2 Chron. xxviii. 5 scm.

—and is supplemented by a description, evidently from the

Temple records, in which the ritual innovations by ’'king

Ahaz (in contrast to “ Ahaz " alone in w. 5-9) are described

(w. 10-18). There is further variation of detail in 2 Cliron.

xxviii. 20-27. The sumnuury of Hezekiah (xviii. 1-8) em-,

phasizes his important relirious reforms (^eatly expanded in

2 Chron. xxix. seq. from a later standpoint, and includes two

references to his mihtary achievements. Of these v. 8 is ignored

in Chron., and v. 7 is supplemented by (a) the annalistic extract

in w. 13-16, and (b) narratives in which the great contemporary

prophet Isaiah is the central figure. The latter are later tl^
Isai^ himself (xix. 37 refers to 68i B.c.) and reappear, with

some abbreviation and rearrangement, in Isa. xxxyi.-xxxix. (sec

Isaiah). They are partly duplicate (cf. xix. 7 with w. 28, 33 ;

w. 10-13 with xviii. 28-35), and consist of two portions, xviii.

17-xix. 8 (Isa. xxxvi. 2-xxxvii. 8) and xix. 9^35 (Isa. xxxvii.

9^-36); to which of these xix. ga and v. 36 seq. belong is dis-

puted. 2 Chron, xxxii. (where these accounts are condeiiMd)

is in general agreement with 2 Kings xviii. 7, as against

w. 14-16. The poetical fragment, xix. 21-28, is connected with

the sign in w. 29-31 ; both seem to break the connexion between

xix. 20 and 32 sqq. Chap. xx. 1-19 appears to belong toan earber

period in Hezekiah's reign (see v. 6 and cf. 2 Chron.xxxii.25seq.);

with w. i-ii note carefully the forms in Isa. xxxviii. 1-8, 21 seq.,

and 2 Chron. xxxii. 24-26; with xx, 12-19 xxxix) contrast

the brief allusion in 2 Chron. xxxii. 31. In i?. 17 seq. the exile

is foreshadowed. Use has probably been made of a late cycle

of Isaiah-stories; such a work is actually mentioned in 2 Chroa

xxxii. 32. The accounts of the reactionary kings Manasseh and

Amon, although now by the compiler, give some reference to

political events (see xxi. 17, 23 seq.); xxi. 7-15 refer to the exile

and find a parabel in xxiu. 26 seq., and xxi. 10 sqq. are replaced

in 2 Chron. xxxiii. xo-20 by a novel record of ManasMh's

penitence (sec also ibid, w. 23 and note omission of 2 Kings

xxiii. 26 from Chron.).

Josiah’s reign forms the climax of the history. The usual

framework (xxii. i; 2, xxiii. 28, 306) is supplemented by nanrn-

tives dealing with the Temple repairs and the reforms of Josiah.

These are closely related to xi. seq. (cf . xxii. 3-7 with ^i. 4 sqq.),

but show many signs of revision; xxii. 16 seq., xxui. a6 s^,,

point distinct^ to the exile, and xxiii. 16-20 is an insertion

(the altar in ». 16 is already destroyed in v. 15) after i Kings

xiii. But it is difficult elsewhere to distinguish safely between

the original records and the later additions. In their preset

shape the reforms of Josiah are described in terms that point

to an acquaintance with the teaching of Deuteronomy which

promulgates the reforms themselves.^

» See further the special study by E. Day, Joum. Bib. Lit. (1902),

pp. 197 sqq.
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boundary between King’s County and Queen’s County^ and run
into the former county from south-west to north-east for a dis-

tance of about 30 m. consisting of a mass of lofty and precipitous

crags through which there are two narrow passes, the Black Gap
and the Gap of Giandine. In the north-east Croghan Hill, a
beautiful green eminence, rises to a height over 700 ft. The
remainder of the county is flat, but a range of low hills crosses

its north-eastern division to the north of the Barrow. In the

centre of the county from east to west a large portion is occupied
by the Bog of Allen. The county shares in the advantage of the

navigation of the Shannon, which skirts its western side. The
Brosna, which issues from Loch Ennell in Westmeath, enters the

county near the town of Clara, and flowing south-westwards
across its north-west comer, discharges itself into the Shannon
after receiving the Clodagh and the BroughilL A .small portion
of the north-eastern extremity is skirted by the upper Boyne.
The Barrow forms the south-eastern boundary with Queen’s
County. The Little Brosna, which rises in the Slieve Bloom
Mountains, forms the boundary of King's County with Tipperary,
and falls into the Shannon.

This county lies in the great Carboniferous Limestone plain,

with clay-soils and bogs upon its surface, and many drier deposits

of esker-gravels rising as green hills above the general level. The
Slieve Bloom Mountains, consisting of Old Red Sandstone with
Silurian inliers, form a bold feature in the .south. North of

Philipstown, the prominent mass of Croghan Hill is formed of

basic volcanic rocks contemporaneous with the Carboniferous
Limestone, and comparable with those in Co. Limerick,
Notwithstanding the large area occupied by bogs, the climate

is generally healthy, and le.ss moist than that of several neigh-
bouring districts. The whole of the county would appear to
have been covered formerly by a vast forest, and the district

bordering on Tipperary is still richly wooded. The soil naturally
is not of great fertility except in special cases, but is capable of
being rendered so by the judicious application of bog and lime
manures according to its special defects. It is generally either

a deep bog or a shallow gravelly loam. On the borders of the
Slieve Bloom Mountains there are some very rich and fertile

pastures, and there are also extensive grazing districts on the
borders of Westmeath, which are chiefly occupied by sheep.
Along the banks of the Shannon there are some fine tracts of

meadow land. With the exception of the tract occupied by the
Bog of Allen, the remainder of the county is nearly all under
tillage, the most productive portion being that to the north-west
of the Hill of Croghan. The percentage of tillage to pasture is

roughly as i to 2J. Oats, barley and rye, potatoes and turnips,

are all considerably grown; wheat is almost neglected, and the
acreage of all crops has a decreasing tendency. Cattle, sheep,

pigs and poultry are bred increasingly
;
dairies are numerous in

the north of the county , and the sheep are pastured chiefly in the
hilly dLstricts.

The county is traversed from S.E. to N.W. by the Portarling-

ton, Tullamore, Clara and Athlone line of the Great Southern and
Western railway, with a branch from Clara to Banagher; from
Roscrea (Co. Tipperary) a branch of this company runs to
Parsonstown (Birr); while the Midland Great We.stem has
branches from its main line from Enfield (Co. Kildare) to
Edenderry, and from Streamstown (Co. Westmeath) to Gara.
The Grand Canal runs through the length of the county from
east to west, entering the Shannon at Shannon harbour.
The population (65,563 in 1891; 60,187 in 1901), decreasing

through emigration, includes about 89% of Roman Catholics.

The decrease is rather below the average. The chief towns are
Tullamore (the county town, pop. 4639) and Birr or Parsons-
town (443^)> with Edendeny and Clara. Philipstown near Tulla-
more was formerly the capital of the county and was the centre
of the kingdom of Offaly. The county comprises 12 baronies
nnd 46 civil parishes. It returns two members to parliament,
•for the Birr and Tullamore divisions respectively. Previous to
the Union, King’s County returned six members to parliament,
two for the county, and two for each of the boroughs of Philips-
town and Banagher. Assizes are held at Tullamore and quarter

sessions at Parsonstown, Philipstown and Tullamore. The
county is divided into the Protestant dioceses of Killaloe, Meath
and Ossory

; and the Roman Catholic dioceses of Ardagh, Kildare
and Leighlin, Ossory and Clonfert.

King’s County, with portions of Tipperary, Queen’s County
and Kildare, at an early period formed one kingdom under the
name of Offaly, a title which it retained after the landing of the
English. Subsequently it was known as Glenmallery, Western
Glenmallery pretty nearly corresponding to the present King’s
County, and Eastern Glenmallery to Queen’s County. By a
statute of 1556 the western district was constituted a shire under
the name of King’s County in honour of Philip, consort of Queen
Mary—the principal town, formerly the seat of the O’Connors,
being called Philipstown; and the eastern district at the same
time received the name of Queen’s County in honour of Mar5^
Perhaps the oldest antiquarian relic is the large pyramid of while
stones in the Slieve Bloom Mountains called the Temple of the
Sun or the White Obelisk. There are a considerable number of

Danish raths, and a chain of moats commanding the passes of the
bogs extended throughout the county. On the borders of Tippe-
rary is an ancient causeway leading presumably to a crannog or

lake-dw'elling. The most important ecclesiastical ruins arc those
of the seven churches of Gonmacnoise {q,v) on the Shannon in

the north-west of the county, where an abbey w^as founded by Si
Kienin in 648, and where the remains include those of churches,
two round towers, crosse.s, inscribed stones and a castle. Among
the more famous religious houses in addition to Clonma('noi.se

were DurrowAbbey, founded by St Columba in 550; Monasterori.s

founded in the 14th century by John Bermmgham, earl of

I^uth; and Seirkyran Abbey, founded in the beginning of the
5th century. The principal old castles are Rathmore, probably
the most ancient in the county; Banagher, commanding an im-
portant pass on the Shannon; Leap Castle, in the Slieve Bloom
Mountains; and Birr or Parsonstown, now the seat of the earl of

Rosse.

KINGSDOWN, THOMAS PEMBERTON LEIGH, Baron (2793-
1867), the eldest son of Thomas Pemberton, a chancery barrister,

w'as bom in I.ondon on the nth of February 1793. He wa.s called

to the bar at Lincoln’s Inn in 1816, and at once acquired a
lucrative equity practice. He sat in parliament for Rye (1831--

1832) and Tor Ripon (1835-1843). He was made a king’s counsel
in 1829. Of a retiring disposition, he seldom took part in parlia-

mentary debates, although in 1838 in the case of Stockdale v.

Hansard he took a considerable part in upholding the privileges

of parliament. In 1841 he accepted the post of attorney-general
for the duchy of Cornwall. In 1842 a relative, Sir Robert H,
Leigh, left him a life interest in his Wigan estates, amounting to
some £15,000 a year; he then assumed the additional surname
of Leigh. Having accepted the chancellorship of the duchy of
Corn^wall and a privy councillorship, he became a member of the
judicial committee of the privy council, and for nearly twenty
yeap devoted his energies and talents t6 the work of that body ;

his judgments, more particularly in prize cases, of which he took
especial charge, arc remarkable not only for legal precision and
accuracy, but for their form and expression. In 185S, on the
formation of Lord Derby’s administration, he was offered the
Great Seal, but declined; in the same year, however, he was raised

to the peerage as Baron Kingsdown. He died at his seat, Lorry
Hill, near Sittingboume, Kent, on the 7th of October 1867.
Lord Kingsdown never married, and hi.s title became extinct.

See Recollections of Life at the Bar and in Parliament^ by Lord
Kingsdown (privately printed for friends, 1868) ; The Times (8th
of October 1867).

KING’S EVIL, an old, but not yet obsolete, name given to the
scrofula, which in the popular estimation was deemed capable of

cure by the royal touch. The practice of “ touching ” for the
acrofuk, or ** King’s Evil,” was confined amongst the nations of

Europe to the two Royal Houses of England and France. As
the monarchs of both these countries owned the exclusive right

of being anointed with the pure chrism, and not with the ordinary
sacred oil, it has been suxmised that the common bi^ef in the
sanctity of the chrism was in some manner inseparably connected
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with faith in the healing powers of the royal touch. The kings

both of France and England claimed a sole and special right to

this supernatural gift : the house of France deducing its origin

from Clovis (5th century) and that of England declaring Edward
the Confessor the first owner of this virtue. That the Saxon origin

of the royal power of healing was the popular theory in England
is evident from the striking and accurate description of the cere-

mony in Macbeth (act VL scene iii.). Nevertheless the practice of

this rite cannot be traced back to an earlier date than the reign

of Edward 111 . in England, and of St Louis (Louis IX.) in France

;

consequently, it is believed that the performance of healing by the

touch emanated in the first instance from the French Crusader-

King, whose miraculous powers were subsequently transmitted

to his descendant and representative, Isabella of Valois, wife of

Edward IL of England. In any case, Queen Isabella’s son and
heir, Edward III., claimant to the French throne through his

mother, was the first English king to order a public display of an
attribute that had hitherto been associated with the Valois kings

alone. From his reign dates the use of the
**
touch-piece,” a gold

medal given to the sufferer as a kind of talisman, which was origi-

nally the angel coin, stamped with designs of St Michael and of

a three-masted ship.

The actual ceremony seems first to have consisted of the

sovereign’s personal act of washing the diseased flesh with water,

but under Henry VII, the use of an ablution was omitted, and a

regular office was drawn up for insertion in the Service Book.

At the ” Ceremonies for the Healing ” the king now merely

touched his afflicted subject in the presence of the court chaplain

who offered up certain prayers and afterwards presented the

touch-piece, pierced so that it might be suspended by a ribbon

round the patient’s neck. Henry VII. ’s office was henceforth

issued with variations from time to time under successive kings,

nor did it disappear from certain editions of the Book of Common
Prayer until the middle of the i8th century. The practice of the

Royal Healing seems to have reached the height of its popularity

during the reign of Charles II., who is stated on good authority

to have touched over 100,000 strumous persons. So great a

number of applicants becoming a nuisance to the Court, it was

afterwards enacted that special certificates should in future be

granted to individuals demanding the touch, and such certificates

arc occasionally to be found amongst old parish registers of the

close of the 17th century. After the Revolution, William of

Orange refused to touch, and referred all applicants to the exiled

James II. at St Germains; but Queen Anne touched frequently,

one of her patients being Dr Samuel Johnson in his infancy.

The Hanoverian kings declined to touch, and there exi.sts no

further record of any ceremony of healing henceforward at the

English court. The practice, however, was continued by the

exiled Stuarts, and was constantly performed in Italy by James

Stuart, ” the Old Pretender,” and by his two sons, Charles and

Henry (Cardinal York). (H. M. V.)

KINGSFORD, WILLIAM (1819-1898), British engineer and

Canadian historian, was bom in London on the 23rd of December

1819. He first studied architecture, but disliking the confine-

ment of an office enlisted in the 1st Dragoon Guards, obtaining his

discharge in Canada in 1841. After serving for a time in the

office of the city surveyor of Montreal he made a survey for the

Lachine canal (1846-1848), and was employed in the United

States in the building of the Hudson River railroad in 1849,

in Panama on thB railroad being constructed there in 1851.

In 1853 he was surveyor and afterwards district superintendent

for the Grand Trunk railroad, remaining in the employment of

that company until 1864. The following year he went to England

hut returned to Canada in 1867 in the hope of taking part in the

construction of the Intercolonial Railway. In this he was un-

successful, but from 1872 to 1879 he held a government post in

diarge of the harbours of the Great Lakes and the St Lawrence.

He had previously written books on engineering and topo-

graphical subjects, and in 1880 he began to study the records of

histoiy at Ottawa. Among other books he published

CtmaHan Archaido^ (1886) and Early Bibliop^aphy of Ontario

(189a). But the great work of his life was a History of Canada

in 10 volumes (1887-2897), ending with the union of Upp^
and Lower Cai^a in 1841. Kingsford died on the a8th of

September 1898.

KINGSLEY, CHARLES (1819-1875), English clergyman, poet
and novelist, was bom on the 12th of June 1819, at Holne
vicarage, Dartmoor, Devon. His early years were spent at

Bamack in the Fen country and at CHovelly in North Devon.
The scenery of both made a great impression, on his mind,
and was afterwards described with sin^lar vividness in his

writings. He was educated at private schools and at King’s
College, London, after his father’s promotiem to the rectory

of St Luke’s, Chelsea. In 1838 he entered Magdalene College,

Cambridge, and in 1842 he was ordained to the curacy of Evers-
ley in Hampshire, to the rectory of which he was not long after-

wards presented, and this, with short intervals, was his home
for the remaining thirty-three years of his life. In 1844 he
married Fanny, daughter of Pascoe Grenfell, and in 1848
he published his first volume, The Saint's Tragedy. In 1859 he
became chaplain to Queen Victoria; in i860 he was appointed
to the professorship of modem history at Cambridge, which he
resigned in 1869; and soon after he was appointed to a canonry
at Chester. In 1873 this was exchanged for a canonry at West-
minster. He died at Everslcy on the 23rd of January 1875.
With the exception of occasional changes of residence in

England, generally for the sake of his wife’s health, one or two
short holiday trips abroad, a tour in the West Indies, and another

in America to visit his eldest son settled there as an engineer,

his life was spent in the peaceful, if active, occupations of a
*

clergyman who did his duty earnestly, and of a vigorous and
prolific writer. But in spite of this apparently uneventful life,

he was for many years one of the most prominent men of his

time, and by his personality and his books he exercised con*

siderable influence on the thought of his generation. Though not

profoundly learned, he was a man of wide and various informa-

tion, whose interests and S3rmpathles embraced many branches-

of human knowledge. He was an enthusiastic student in par-

ticular of natural history and geology. Sprung on the father’s

side from an old English race of country squires, and on his

mother’s 'side from a good West Indian family who had been
slaveholders for generations, he had a keen love of sport and
a genuine sympathy with country-folk, but he had at the same
time something of the scorn for lower races to be found in the

members of a dominant race. »

With the sympathetic organization which made him keenly

sensible of the wants of the poor, be threw himself heartily into

the movement known as Christian Socialism, of which Frederick

Denison Maurice was the recognized leader, and for many years

he was considered as an extreme radical in a profession the

traditions of which were conservative. While in this phase

he wrote his novels Yeast and Alton Locked in which, though he

pointed out unsparingly the folly of extremes, he certainly

sympathized not only with the poor, but with much that was

done and said by the leaders in the Chartist movement. Yet

even then he considered that the true leaders of the people were

a peer and a dean, and there was no real inconsistency in the

fact that at a later period he was among the most strenuous

defenders of Governor Eyre in the measures adopted by him to

put down the Jamaican disturbances. He looked rather to tht

extension of the co-operative principle and to sanitary reform

for the amelioration of the condition of the people than to any

radical political change. His politics might therefore have been
described as Toryism tempered by sprmpathy, or as Radicalism

tempered by hereditary scorn of subject races. He was bitteriy

opposed to what he considered to be the medievafism and
narrowness of the Oxford Tractarian Movement. In Mac-
mtUan's Magazine for Janui^ 1864 he asserted that truth lor

its own sake was not obligatory with the Roman Catholic

clergy, quoting as hts authority John Henry Newman
In the ensuing controversy Kingsley was completely disconmted.

He was a broad churchman, who. held what would be celled a
liberal theology, but the Church, its organization, its creed, its

dogma, had ever an increasing hdd upon him. Although at one
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period he certainly shrank from reciting the Athanasian Creed

m church, he was towards the close of his life found ready to

join an association for the defence of this formulary. The
more orthodox and conservative elements in his character gained

the uppCT hand as time wont on, but careful students of him and
his writings will find a deep conservatism underlying the most

radical utterances of his earlier years, while a passionate sym-
pathy for the poor, the afflicted and the weak held possession

of him till the last hour of his life.

Both as a writer and in his personal intercourse with men,

Kingsley was a thoroughly stimulating teacher. As with his

own teacher, Maurice, his influence on other men rather consisted

in inducing them to think for themselves than in leading them
to adopt his own \'iews, never, perhaps, very definite. But
his healthy and stimulating influence was largely due to the

fact that he interpreted the thoughts which were stirring in

the minds of many of his contemporaries.

As a preacher he was vivid, eager and earnest, equally plain-

spoken and uncompromising when preaching to a fashionable

congregation or to his own village poor. One of the very best

of his writings is a sermon called The Message of the Chutek to

Working Men

;

and the best of his published discourses arc the

Tweniy^five Village Sermons which he preached in the early

years of his Eversley life.

As a novelist his chief power lay in his descriptive faculties.

The descriptions of South American scenery in Westward Ho 1

of the Egyptian desert in Hypatia, of the North Devon scenery

in Two Years Ago, are among the most brilliant pieces of word-

painting in English prose-writing ; and the American scenery

is even more vi^ddly and more truthfully described when he

had seen it only by the eye of his imagination than in his work
At Last, which was written after he had visited the tropics.

His sympathy for children tauj^t him how to secure their

interests. His version of the old Greek stories entitled The
Heroes, and Water-babies and Madam How and Lady Why, in

which he deals with popular natural history, take high rank

among books for children.

As a poet he wrote but little, but there are passages in The
Saint's Tragedy and many isolated lyrics, which are worthy of a

place in all standard collections of English literature. Andromeda
is a very successful attempt at naturalizing the hexameter as

a form of English verse, and reproduces with great skill the

sonorous roll of the Greek original.

In person Charles Kingsley was tall and spare, sinewy rather

than powerful, and of a restless excitable temperament. His

complexion was swarthy, his hair dark, and his eye bright and
piercing. His temper was hot, kept under rigid control ; his

disposition tender, gentle and loving, with flashing scorn and
indignation against all that was ignoble and impure ; he was a
good husband, father and friend. One of his daughters, Mary
Bt Leger Kingsley (Mrs Harrison), has become well known as a
novelist under the pseudonym of “ Lucas Malet,”

Kingsley's life was written by his widow in 1877, entitled Charles
Kingsley, his Letters and Memories of his Life, and presents a very
touching and beautiful picture of her husband, but perhaps hardly
does justice to his humour, his wit, his overflowing vitality and
bo\^ fun.

TTie following is a list of Kingsley's writing : Saini*s Tragedy,
a drama (1848); Alton Locke, a novel (1847); Yeast, a novel (1840)
Twenty-five VtUap Sermons (1849) ;

Phaeton, or Loose Thoughts for

Loose Thinkers (1852) ;
Sermons on National Sttbpeis (i«t series, 1852)

;

Hypatia, a novel (185^ ;
Glaucus, or the Wonders of the Shore (1855)

;

Sermons on National Subjects <2nd series, 1854); Alexandria and her
Schools (1854) ;

Westward Ho ! a novel (1855) ;
Sermons for the Times

(1855) ;
The Heroes, Greek fairy tales (1856)

;
Two Years Ago, a novel

(1857) ;
Andromeda and other Poems (1858) ;

The Good News of God,
sermons (i8sq); Miscellanies (2859); Limits of Exact Science e^rplied
to History (Inaugural l/cctures, 7800); Town and Country Sermons
(x86j); Sermons on the Pentateuch (1863); Waier-hahies (1863); The
Roman and the Teuton (i8Ga); iHvid and other Sermons (i86d);
Hsreward the Wake, .e. novel (1866); The Ancient Rtgime (Lectures
at the Royal Institution, 1867); WaUr of Life and other Sermons
(1867); The Hermits (1869); Madam How and Lady Why (1869);
At Last (1871) • Town Geology (1872); Discipline and other Sermons
1872); Prose Idylfs {1873); Plays and Ptmtans (1873); Health and
Educatim (1874) ; Westtmnster Sermons (1874) ;

Lectures delivered in

KINGSLEY, MARY H.
America (1875). He was a large contributor to periodical literature

;

many of his essays are included in Prose Idylls and other works in

the above list. But no collection has been made of some of his more
characteristic writings in the Christian Socialist and Politics for the

People, many of them signed by the pseudon3rm he then assumed,
“ Parson Lot."

KIMGSLEYa henry (1830-1876), English novelist, younger
brother of Charles Kingsley, was bom at Bamack, Northampton-
shire, on the 2nd of January 1830. In 2853 he left Oxford,

where he was an undergraduate at Worcester College, for the

Australian goldfields. This venture, however, was not a success,

and after five years he returned to England. He achieved con-

siderable popularity with his RecoUections of Geoffrey Hamlyn
(1859), a novel of Australian life. This was the first of a series

of novels of which Ravenshoe (1861) and The HiUyars and The
Burtons (1865) are the best known. These stories are charac-

terized by much vigour, abundance of incident, and healthy

sentiment. He edited for eighteen months the Edinburgh

Daily Review, for which he had acted as war correspondent

during the Franco-German War. He died at Cuckfield, Sussex,

on the 24th of May 1876.

KINGSLEY, MARY HENRIETTA (1862-1900), En^ish
traveller, ethnologist and author, daughter of George Henry
Kingsley (1827-1892), was born in Islington, London, on the

13th of October 1862. Her father, though less widely known
tlian his brothers, Charles and Henry (see above), was a man of

versatile abilities, with a passion for travelling which he managed
to indulge in combination with his practice as a doctor. He
wrote one popular book of travel, South Sea Bubbles, by Hie

Earl and the Doctor (1872), in collaboration with the 13th earl

of Pembroke. Mary Kingsley’s reading in history, poetry and
philosophy was wide if desultory, but she was most attracted

to natural history. Her family moved to Cambridge in 1886,

where she studied the science of sociology. The loss of both

parents in 1892 left her free to pursue her own course, and she

resolved to study native religion and law in W’est Africa with a

view to completitig a book which her father had left unfinished.

With her study of raw fetish ” she combined that of a scientific

collector of fresh-water fishes. She started for the West Coast
in August 1893 ; and at Kabinda, at Old Calabar, Fernando
Po and on the Lower Congo she pursued her investigations,

returning to England in June 1894. She gained sufficient

knowledge of the native customs to contribute an introduction

to Mr R. E. Dennett’s Notes on the Folk Lore of the Fjori (1898).

Miss Kingsley made careful preparations for a second visit to

the same coast ; and in December 1894, provided by the

British Museum authorities with a collector’s equipment, she

proceeded via Old Calabar to P rench Congo, and ascended the

Ogow6 River. From this point her journey, in part across

country hitherto untrodden by Europeans, was a long series of

adventures and hairbreadth escapies, at one time from the

dangers of land and water, at another from the cannibal Fang.
Returning to the coast Miss Kingsley went to Corisco and to the

German colony of Cameroon, where she made the ascent of

the Great Cameroon (23,760 ft.) from a direction until then
unattempted. She return^ to England in October 1895. The
story of her adventures and her investigations in fetish is

vividly told in her Travels in West Africa (1897). The book
arous^ wide interest, and she lectured to scientific gatherings

on the fauna, flora and folk-lore of West Africa, and to com-
mercial audiences on the trade of that region and its possible

developments, always with a protest against the lack of detailed

knowledge characteristic of modem dealings with new fields of

trade. In both cases she spokewith authority , for she had brought
back a considerable number of new specimens of fishes and plants,

and had herself traded in rubber and oil in the districts through
which she passed. But her chief concern was for the develop-

ment of the negro on African, not European, lines and for the

government of the British possessions on the West Coast by
methods which left the native a free unsmashed man—not a
whitewa^ed slave or an enemy.” With undaunted energy

Miss Kingsley made prepaiatioiis for a third iourney to the West
Coast, but Hie Anglo-Boor War changed her plans, and she
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decided to go drst to Sout^ Africa to nurse (ever cases. She

died ol enteric fever at Simon's Town^ where she was engaged

in tending Boer prisoners^ on the 3rd of June 1900. Miss

Kingsley's works, besides her Travels, include Wesi African

Studies, The Story of West Africa, a memoir of her father prefixed

to his Notes ou Sport and Travel (1S99), and many contributions

to the study of West African law and folk-lore. To continue

the investigation of the subjects Miss Kingsley had made her

own “ The African Society ” was founded in 1901.

Vmlttable biographical information from the pen of Mr George
A. Macmillan is prefixed to a se^d edition (1901) of the Studies.

KlNG^S LYNM (Lynn or Lynn Regis), a market town, sea-

port and municipal and parliamentary borough of Norfolk,

England, on the estuary of the Great Ouse near its outftow

into the Wash. Pop. (190J ), 30,288. It is 97 m. N. by E. from

London by the Great Eastern railway, and is also served by the

Midland and Great Northern joint line. On the land side the

town was formerly defended by a fosse, and there are still con-

siderable remains of the old wadi, including the handsome South

Gate of the 15th century. Several by-channels of the river,

passing through the town, are known as fleets, recalling the

similar fletke of Hamburg. The Public Walks forms a pleasant

promenade parallel to the wall, and in the centre of it stands a

picturesque octagonal Chapel of the Red Mount, exlubiting

ornate Perpendicular work, and once frequented by pulgrims.

The church of St Margaret, formerly the priory church, is a fine

building with two towers at the west end, one of which was

formerly surmounted by a spire, blown down in 1741. Norman
or Transitional work appears in the base of both towers, of

which the southern also shows Early English and Decorated

work, while the northern is chiefly Perpendicular. There is a

fine Perpendicular east window of circular form. The church

possesses two of the finest monumental brasses in existence,

dated respectively 1349 and 13^ St Nicholas chapel, at the

north end (A the town, is also of rich Peipendicular workmanship,

with a tower of earlier date. All Saints’ church in South Lynn
is a beautiful Decorated cruciform structure. Of a Franciscan

friary there remains the Perpendicular Grey Friars' Steq>le,

and Uie doorway remains of a priests’ college founded in 1502.

At the grammar school, founded in the reign of Henry VIIL,

but occupying modern buildings, Eugene Aram was usher.

Among the other public buildings are the guildhall, with Re-

naissance front, the com exchange, the picturesque custom-house

of the 17th century, the athenaeum (including a museum, hall

and other departments), the Stanley Library, and the municipal

buildings. The fisheries of the town are iinportant, including

extensive mussel-fisheries under the jurisdiction of the corpora-

tion, and there are also breweries, com-mills, iron and br^
foundries, agricultural implement manufactories, ship-building

yards, rope and sail works. Lynn Harbour has an area of 30 acres

and an average depth at low tide of 10 ft. There is aLo good

anchorage in the roads leading from the Wash to the docks.

There are two docks of dj and to acres area respectively. A
considerable traffic is carried on by barges on the Ouse. The

municipal and parliamentary boroughs of Lynn are co-extensive;

the parliamentary borough returns one member. The town is

governed by a mayor, 6 aldermen and i8 councillors. Area,

3061 acres.
. .

As Lynn (Luh, Lenne, Bishop’s Lynn) owes its ongm to the

trade which its early settlers carried by the Ouse and its tribu-

taries its history dates from the period of settled occupation by

the Saxons. It belonged to the bishops of Thetford before the

Conquest aiui remained with the.see when it was tran^ted to

Norwich. Herbert de Losinga (c. 1054-'! 119) granted its yuris-

diction to the cathedral of Norwich, but this right was resumed

by a later bishop, John de Qiay, who in 1204 had obtained

from John a charter establishing Lynn as a free borough. A
fuUer grant in 1206 gave the buraesses a gild merchant, the

busting court to be held once a week only, and general liberties

accwdWlg to t^le customs of Oxford, saving the rights of the

bishop. Mid the earl of Anmdel, whose ancestor William D’Albini

hadmoeived from William II. the moiety of the tolbooth.

Among numerous later charters one of it68 oonfiimed the

privily granted to the burgesses by the bishop of choosing a *

mayor; another of 141^ re-established his election by the

aldermen alone. Henry 'STIII. granted Lynn two charters,

the first (1534) incorporating it under mayor and aldermen;

the second (1537) changing its name to Kill’s Lynn and

transferring to the corporation all the rights hitherto enjoyed

by the bishop. Edwo^ VI. added the possessions Of the gild

of the Trinity, or gild merchant, and St George's gild, while

Queen Mary annexed South Lynn. Admiralty rights were

granted by James I. Lynn, which had declared for the Crown
in 1643, surrendered its privileges to Charles 1I« in 1684, but

recover^ its charter on the eve of the Revolution. A fair

held on the festival of St Margaret (July 20) was included in

the grant to the monks of Norwich about ixoq. Three charters

of John granting the bishop fairs on the feasts of St Nicholas,

St Ursula and St Margaret are extant, and another of Edward L,

changing the last to the feast of St Peter ad Vincula (Aug. i).

A local act was passed in 1558-1559 for keeping a mart or

fair once a year. In the eighteenth century besides the pleasure

fair, still held in Februai^, there was anotlier in October, now
abolished. A royal charter of 1524 established the cattle, com
and general provisions market, still held every Tuesd^ and
Saturday. Lynn has ranked high among English seaports from

early times.

See E. M. Bcloe, Our Borough (1899); H. Harrod, Report on
Deeds, 0/ Ktng*s Lynn (1874) ;

Victoria County History : Norfolk.

KING'S MOUNTAIN, a mountainous ridge in Gaston county, »

North Carolina and York county, South Carolina, UJS.A. It

is an outlier of the Blue Ridge running parallel with it, Le. N.E.

and S.W., but in contract with the othw mountains of the Blue

Ridge, King’s Mountain has a crest marked with shaip and

irregular notches, its highest point and great escarpment are

in North Carolina. About li m. S. of the line between the two

states, where the ridge is about 60 ft. above the surrounding .

country and very narrow at the top, the battle of King's Moun-

tain was fought on the 7th of October 1780 betwem a force of

about TOO Provincial Rangers and about 1000 Loyalist militia

under Major Patrick Ferguson (1744-1780),and an Ameriwiorcc
of about 900 backwoodsmen under Colonels William Campbell

(1745-1781),Benjamin Cleveland (1738-1806), IsaacSbelby, John

^vierand James Williams (1740-1780), in which theAmwcons
were victorious. The British loss is state^j as 119 killed (includ-

ing the commander), 133 wounded, and 664 praoners; the

American loss was 28 kill^ (including Colcmd Williams) 62

wounded. The victory largely contributed to the success of

General Nathanael Greene’s campaign against Lord Cornwallis.

There has been some dispute as to the exact site of the enga^
ment, but the weight of evidence is in favour of the position

mentioned above, on the South Carolina side of the hne. A
monument erected in 1815 was replaced in i860 by a much larger

one, and a monument for which Congress aj^ropriated $30,000

in 1906, was completed in 1909.

See L. C. Draper, King^e Mountain and its Heroes (Cincinnati,

1881); and Edward McCrady, South Carolina in the RevoluUon
(New York, 1901)-

KINGSTON,ELIZABETH* Duchess of(i 720-1788), sometimes

called coimtess of Bristol, was the daughter of ^Icmel Thomas
Chudleigh (d. 1736), and was appointed maid of honour to

Augusta, iMincess of Wales, in 1743, probably through the good

offices of her friend, William Pulteney, earl of Bath. Being, a

very beautiful woman Miss Chudleigh did not lack admirers^

among whom were James, 6th duke of Hamilton, and Augustus

John Hervey, afterwards 3rd carl of Bristol. how-

ever, left England, and on the 4th of August 1744 she was

privately married to Hervey at Lainston, near Wbehester.

Both husband and wife being poor, their union was secret

to enable Elizabeth to retain her post at court, while Hervey,

who was a naval officer, rejoined his 8^>, returning to Ex#l»d
towards the close of 1746* The marriage was a very

one, and the pair soon ceased to^hve together;, but it

appeared probable that Hervqy would succeed his brother as earl.
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of Bristol, his wife took steps to obtain proof of her man-iagc.

This did not, however, prevent her from becoming the mistress

of Evelyn Pierrepont, 2nd duke of Kingston, and she was not

only a very prominent figure in London society, but in 1765 in

Berlin she was honoured by the attentions of Frederick the

Great. By this time Hervey wished for a divorce from his wife;

but Elizabeth, although equally anxious to be free, was im-

willing to face the publicity attendant upon this step. However,

she begana suit of jactitationagainst Hervey . This case was doubt-

less collusive, and after Eliza&th had sworn she was unmarried,

the court in February 1769 pronounced her a spinster. Within

a month she married Kingston, who died four years later, leaving

her all his property on condition that she remained a widow.

Visiting Rome the ducJiess was received with honour by Clement

XIV.; after which she hurried back to England to defend herself

from a charge of bigamy, which had been preferred against her

by Kingston’s nephew, Evelyn Meadows (d. 1826). The House

of Lords in 1776 found her guilty, and retaining her fortune .she

hurriedly left England to avoid further proceedings on the part

of the Meadows family, who had a reversionary interest in the

Kingston estates. She lived for a time in Calais, and then

repaired to St Petersburg, near which city she bought an estate

which she named “ Chudleigh.” Afterwards she resided in

Paris, Rome, and elsewhere, and died in Paris on the 26th of

August 1788. The duchess was a coarse and licentious woman,

and was ridiculed as Kitty Crocodile by the comedian Samuel

Foote in a play A Trip to Calais, which, however, he was not

allowed to produce. She is said to have been the original of

Thackeray’s characters, Beatrice and Baroness Bernstein.

There is an account of the duchess in J. H. Jesuse's Memoirs of the

Court of England vol. iv. (1901)

•

KINGSTON, WILLIAM HENRY GILES (1814-1880), English

novelist, son ot Lucy Henry Kingston, was bom in London on

the 28th of February 1814. Much of his youth was spent at

Oporto, where his father was a merchant, but when he entered

the business, he made his headquarters in London. He early

wrote newspaper articles on Portuguese subjects. These were

translated into Portuguese, and the author received a Portuguese

order of knighthood and a pension for his services in the con-r

elusion of the commercial treaty of 1842. In 1844 his first book,

The Circassian Chief, appeared, and in 1845 The Prime Minister

^

a SU*ry of the Days of the Great Marquis of Pombal. The Lust-

tanian Sketches describe Kingston’s travels in Portugal. In

1851 Peter the Whaler, his first book for boys, came out. The.se

books proved so popular that Kingston retired from business,

and devoted himself to the production of tales of adventure for

boys. Within thirty years he wrote upwards of one hundred

and thirty such books. He had a practical knowledge of sea-

manship, and his stories of the sea, full of thrilling adventures

and hairbreadth escApe.s, exactly hit the taste of his boy readers.

Characteristic specimens of his work arc The Three Midshipmen)

The Three Lieutenants) The Three Commanders) and The

Three Admirals, He also wrote popular accounts of famous

travellers by land and sea, and translated some of the stories of

Jules Verne.

In all philanthropic schemes Kingston took deep interest; he

was the promoter of the mission to seamen; and he acted as

secretary of a society for promoting an improved system of

emigration. He was editor of the Colonist for a short time in

1844 and of the Colonial Magazine and East Indian Review from

1849 to 1851. He was a supporter of the volunteer movement
in England from the first. He died at Willcsden on the 5th of

August 1880.

KINGSTON, the chief city of Frontenac county, Ontario,

Canada, at the north-eastern extremity of Lake Oiitario, and
the mouth of the Cataraqui River. Pop. (1901), 17,961. It is

an important station on the Grand Trunk railway, the terminus

of the Kingston &: Pembroke railway, and has steamboat
communication with other ports ori Lake Ontario and the Bay
of Quinte, on the St Lawrence and the Rideau canal. It contains

a fine stone graving dock, 280 ft. long, 100 ft. wide, and with a
depth of 16 ft. at low water on the sill. The fortifications, which

at one time made it one of the strongest fortress^ in Canada^ are

now out of date. The sterility of the surrounding country, and

the growth of railways have lessened its commercial importance,

but it stiU contains a number of small factories, and important

locomotive works and ship-building yards. As an educational

and residential centre it retains high rank, and is a popular

summer resort. It is the seat of an Anglican and of a Roman
Catholic bishopric, of the Royal Military College (founded by

the Dominion government in 1875), of an artillery school, and

of Queen’s University, an institution founded in 1839 under the

nominal control of the Presbyterian church, now including about

1200 students. In the suburt)s are a Dominion penitentiary,

and a provincial lunatic asylum. Founded by the French in

1673, under the name of Katcracoui, soon changed to Fort

Frontenac, it played an important part in the wars between

English and French. Taken and destroyed by the English in

1758, it was refounded in 1782 under its present name, and was

from 1841 to 1844 the capital of Canada.

KINGSTON, a city and the county-seat of Ulster county, New
York, U.S.A., on the Hudson River, at the mouth of Rondout

Creek, about 90 m. N. of New York and about 53 m. S. of Albany.

Pop. (1900), 24,535 —3551 being foreign-bom; (1910, U.S. census),

25,908. It is served by the West Shore (which here crosses

kondout Creek on a high bridge), the New York Ontario &
Western, the Ulster & Delaware, and the Wallkill Valley rail-

ways, by a ferry across the river to Rhinecliil, where connexion

is made with the New York Central & Hudson River railroad,

and by steamboat lines to New York, Albany and other river

points. The principal part of the city is built on a level plateau

about T50 ft. above the river; other parts of the site vary from

flatlands to rough highlands. To the N.W. is the mountain

scenery of the Catskills, to the S.W. the Shawangunk Mountains

and Lake Mohonk, and in the distance across the river are the

Berkshire Hills. The most prominent public buildings are the

post office and the city hall; in front of the latter is a Soldiers’

and Sailors’ Monument. The city has a Carnegie library. The
“ Senate House ”—now the property of the state, with a colonial

museum—was erected about 1676; it was the meeting-place of

the first State Senate in 1 777, and was burned (except the walls)

in October of that year. The court house (1818) stands on the

site of the old court house, in which Governor George Clinton

was inaugurated in July 1777, and in which Chief Justice John

Jay held the first term of the New York Supreme Court in

September 1777. The Elmendorf Tavern (1723) was the

meeting-place of the New York Council of Safety in October

1777. Kingston Academy was organized in 1773, and in 1864

was transferred to the Kingston Board of Education and became

part of the city’s public school system; its present building dates

from 1806. Kingston’s principal manufactures are tobacco,

cigars and cigarettes, street railway cars fimd boats; other

manufactures are Rosendale cement, bricks, shirts, lace curtains,

brushes, motor wheels, sash and blinds. The city ships large

quantities of building and flag stones tjuarried in the vicinity.

The total value of the factory product m 1905 was $5,000,922,

an increase of 26*5 % since 1900.

In 1614 a small fort was built by the Dutch at the mouth of

Rondout Creek, and in 1652 a settlement was established in the

vicinity and named Esopus ^fter the Esopus Indians, who were

a subdivision of the Munsee branch of the Delawares, and whose

name meant ** small river,” referring possibly to Rondout
Creek. The settlement was deserted in 1655-56 on accoimt of

threatened Indian attacks. In 1658 a stockade was built by

the order of Governor Peter Stuyvesant, and from this event

the actual founding of the city is generally dated. In 1659 the

massacre of several drunken Indians by the soldiers caused a

I

general rising of the Indians, who unsuccessfully attacked the

i

stockade, killing some of the soldiers and inhabitants, and

capturing and torturing others. Hostilities continued into

the following year. In 1661 the governor named the place

Wiltwyck and gave it a municipal charter. In 1663 suffered

from another Indian attack, a number of the inhabitants

I

being slain or taken prisoners. The English took possession
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in 1664, and in 1669 Wiltwyck was named Kingston, after

Kingston Lisle, near Wantage, England, the family seat

of G[>vemor Francis Lovelace. In the same year the English

garrison was removed. In 1673-1674 Kingston was again tempo-

rarily under the control of the Dutch, who <calied it Swanen-

burg. In 1777 the convention which drafted the new state

constitution met in Kingston, and during part of the year

Kingston was the seat of the new state government. Chi the

16th of October 1777 the British under General Sir John Vaughan
(i 748-<95) sacked it and burned nearly all its buildings. In

1908 the body of George Clinton was removed from Washington,

D.C., and reinterred in Kingston on the 250th anniversary of

the building of the stockade. In 1787 Kingston was one of the

places contemplated as a site for the national capital. In 1805

it was incorporated as a village, and in 1872 it absorbed the

villages of Rondoutand Wilbur and was made a city.

See M. Schoonmaker, History of Kingston (New York, 1888).

KINGSTON, a borough of Luzerne county, Pennsylvania,

U.S.A., on the North Branch of the Susquehanna river, opposite

Wilkes-Barr6. Pop. (1900), 3846, of whom 1039 were foreign-

born. Kingston is served by the Delaware, Lackawanna and
Western and the Lehigh Valley railways. It is the seat of

Wyoming Seminary {1844; co-educational), a well-known

secondary school. Anthracite coal is mined here; there are

railway repair and machine-shops; and among the borough’s

manufactures are hosiery, silk goods, underwear and adding

machines. Kingston (at first called “ Kingstown,” from Kings

Towne, Rhode Island) was commonly known in its early days

as the “ Forty Township,” beciiuBe the first permanent settle-

ment was made by forty pioneers from Connecticut, who were

sent out by the Susquehanna Company and took possession

of the district in its name in 1769. In 1772 the famous ** Forty

Fort.” a stockade fortification, was built here, and in 1777 it was
rebuiK, strengthened and enlarged. Here on the 3rd of July

1778 about 400 men and boys met, and under the command of

Colonel Zebulon Butler (1731-95) went out to meet a force of

about 1100 British troops and Indians, commanded by Major

]ohn Butler and Old King (Sayenqueraghte). The Americans

were defeated in the engagement that followed, and many of

the prisoners taken were massacred or tortured by the Indians.

A monument near the site of the fort commemorates the battle

and massacre. Kingston was incorporated as a borough in 1857.

(See Wyoming Valley.)
KINGSTON, the capital and chief port of Jamaica, West Indies.

Pop. (1901), 46,542, mostly negroes. It is situated in the county

of Surrey, in the south-east of the island, standing on the norA
shore of a land-locked harbour—for its size one of the finest in

the world—and with its suburbs occupying an area of 1080

acres. The town contains the principal government offices.

It ha.s a good water supply, a telephone service and a supply of

both gas and electric light, while electric trams ply betwwn
the town and its suburbs. The Institute of Jamaica maintains

a public library, museum and art gallery especially devoted to

local interests. The old parish church in Kinj^ Street, dating

probably from 1692 was the burial-place of William Hall (1699)

and Admiral Benbow (1702). The suburbs are remarkable for

their beauty. The climate is dry and healthy, and the tempera-

ture ranges from 93' to 66* F. Kingston was founded in 1693,

after the neighbouring town of Port Royal had been ruined by

an earthquake in In 1703, Port Royal having been again

laid waste by fire, Kingston became the commercial, and in 1872

the political, capital of the bland. On several occasions King-

ston was almost entirely consumed by fire, the conflagrations of

1780, 1843, 1862 and 1882 being particularly severe. On the

14th of January 1907 it was devastated by a terrible earthquake.

A long immunity had led to the erection of many buildings not

specially designed to withstand such shocks, and these and the

fire which followed were so destructive that practically the whole

town had to rebuilt. (Sec Jamaica.)

KIMfGiTON-ON-THAlIB8, a iharket town wd municipal

borough in the Kingston parliamentary division of Surrey,

England, 11 m. S.W, of Charing Cross, London; on the London
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and South-Western railway. Pop. (1901), 34,375. It has a

frontage with public walks and gardens up^ the right bank of

the T^mes, and is in close proximity to Richmond and Busb^
Parks, its pleasant situation rendering it a favourite residenti^

district. The ancient wooden bridge over the river, which was
in existence as early as 1223, was superseded by a .structure of

stone in 1827.
' The parish church of All Saints, chiefly Per-

pendicular in style, contains several brasses of the i^th century,

and monuments by Chantrey and others; the grammar school,

rebuilt in 1878, was original^ founded as a chantiy by Edward
Lovekyn in 1305, and converted into a school by Quoen Eliza-

beth. Near the parish church stood the chapd ^ St

where it is aUeged the Saxon kings were crown^. The ancient

stone said to have been used as a throne at these coronations

was removed to the market-place in 1850. At Norbiton, within

I the borough, is the Royal Cambridge Asylum for soldiers’

widows (1854). At Kingston Hill is an industrial and training

school for girls, opened in 1892. There are large market gardens

in the neighbourhood, and the town possesses oil-mills, flour-

mills, breweries and brick and tile works. The borough is under

a mayor, 8 aldermen and 24 councillors. Area, 1133 acres.

The position of Kingston (Cyningestm, Ckingestune) on the

Thames where there was probably a ford accounts for its origin;

its later prosperity was due to the bridge which existed in 1223

and possibly long before. In 836 or 838 it was the meeting-place

of the council under Ecgbert, and in the loth century some if not

all of the West Saxon l^ngs were crowned at Kingston. In the

time of Edward the Confessor it was a royal manor, and in 1086

included a church, five mills and three fisheries. Domesday
also mentions bedels in Kingston. The original charters were

granted by John in 1200 and 1209, by which the free men of

JCingston were empowered to hold the town in fee-farm for ever,

with all the liberties that it had while in the king’s hands. Henry

III. sanctioned the gild-merchant which had existed previously,

and granted other privileges.' These charters were confirmed

and extended by many succeeding monarchs down to Charles L
Henry VI. incorporated the town under two bailiffs. Except

for temporary surrenders of their corporate privileges under

Charles 11. and James II. the government of the borough

continued in its original form until 1835, when it was rein-

corporated under the title of mayor, aldermen and burgesses.

Kingston returned two members to parliament in 1311, 1313,

1353 and 1373, but never afterwards. The market, still held on

Saturdays, was granted by James I., and the Wednesday market

by Charles II. To these a cattle-market on Thursdays has been

added by the corporation. The only remaining fair, now held

on the 13th of November, was granted by Henry IIL, and was

then held on the morrow of All &)uls and seven days following.

KINGSTON-UPON-HULL, EARLS AND DUKES OjF. These

titles were borne by the family of Pierrepont, or Pierrepoint,

from 1628 to 1773.

Robert Pierrepont (1584-1643), second son of Sir Henr>^

Pierrepont of Holme Pierrepont, Nottinghamshire, was member

of parliament for Nottingham in 1601, and was created Baron

Pierrepont and Viscount Newark in 1627, being made earl of

Kingston-upon-HuU in the following year. He remained neutral

on the outbreak of the Civil War; but afterwards he joined

the king, and was appointed lieutenant-general of the counties

of Lincoln, Rutland, Huntingdon, Cambridge and Norfolk.

Whilst defending Gainsborough he was token prisoner, and was

accidentally killed on the 25th of July 1643 while being conveyed

to Hull. The earl had five sons, one of whom was Frands

Pierrepont (d. 1659), a colonel in the parliamentary army and

afterwards a member of the Long Parliament; and another was

William Pierrepont {q,v.), a leading member of the pakfiamentary

party.

His son Henry Pierrepont (1606-1680), and earl of Kingston

and ist marquess of Dorchester, was member of parliamwit for

Nottinghamshire, and was called to the House of at Baron

Pierrepont in 1641. During the earlier part of the Qvil W«r he

was at Oxford in attendance upon the king, whom he represented

at the negotiations at Uxbrid^. In 1645 ^ was made a privy
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councillor and created marquess of Dorchester; but in 1647 he
compounded for his estates by paying a large fine to the parlia^

mentarians. Afterwards the marquess, who was always fond
of books, spent his time mainly in London engaged in the study
of medicine and law, his devotion to the former science bringing

upon him a certain amount of ridicule and abuse. After the

Restoration he was restored to the privy council, and was made
ifcorder of Nottingham and a fellow of the Royal Society.

Dorchester had two daughters, but no sons, and when he died

in London on the Bth of December x68o the title of marquess of

Dorchester became extinct He was succeeded as 3rd earl of

Kingston by Robert (d. 1682), a son of Robert Pierrepont of

Thoresby, Nottinghamshire, and as 4th earl by Robertas brother

William (d, i6go).

Evelyn Pierrepont ^e:. 1655-1726), 5th earl and ist duke of

Kingston, another brother, had been member of parliament for

East Retford before his accession^o tlie peerage. While serving

as one of the commissioners for the union with Scotland he was
created marquess of Dorchester in 1706, and took a leading part

in the business of the House of l.ords. He was made a privy

councillor, and in 1715 was created duke of Kingston
; afterwards

serving os lord privy seal and lord president of the council. The
duke, who died on the 5th of March 1726, was a prominent figure

in the fashionable society of liis day. He was twice married,

and had five daughters, among whom was Lad}^ Mary Wortley
Montagu and one son, William, earl of King.ston (d. 1713).

The latter’s son, ICvelyn Pierrepont (1711-1773), succeeded

his grandfather as second duke of Kingston. When the rebcllbn

of 1745 broke out he laised a regiment called Kingston’s Light

Horse," which distinguished itself at Cuiloden. The duke, vrho

attained the rank of general in the army, is desaibed by Horace
Walpole as " a very weak man, of the greatest beauty ^d finest

person in England." He is chiefly famous for his connexion
with Elizabeth Chudleigh, who claimed to be duchess of Kingston
(q.v,). The Kingston titles became extinct on the duke’s death
without children on the 23rd of September 1773, but on the death
of the duchess in 1788 the <‘states came to his nephew Charles

Meadows (1737-1816), who took the name of Pierrepont and was
created Baron Pierrepont and Viscount Newark in 1796, and Earl
Manvers in 1806. His descendant, the present Earl Manvers, is

thus the representative of the dukes of Kingston.

KINGSTOWN, a seaport of Co. Dublin, Ireland, in the south
parliamentary division, at the south-ea,stern extremity of

Dublin Bay, 6 m, S.E. from Dublin by the Dublin & South-
Eastern railway. Pop. of urban district (1901), 17,377. It is a
large seaport and favourite watering-place, and possesses several

fine streets, with electric trams, and terraces commanding
picturesque sea views. The original name of Kingstown was
Dunleaiy, which was exchanged for the present designation after

the embarkation of George IV. at the port on his return from
Ireland in 1821, an event which is also commemorated by a
granite obelisk erected near the harbour. The town was a mere
fishing village until the construction of an extensive harbour,
begun in X817 and finally completed in 1859. The eastern pier

has a length of 3500 ft. and the western of 4950 ft., the total

area enclosed being about 250 acres, with a varying depth of

from 15 to 27 ft. Kingstown is the station of the City of Dublin
Steam Packet Company’s mail steamers to Holyhead in con-

nexion with the London North-Western railway . It has large

export and import trade both with Gnat Britain and foreign

countries. The principal export is cattle, and the princi^
imfmrts com and provisions. Kingstown is the centre of an
eartensive sea-fishery; and there are three yacht clubs : the Royal
Irish, Royal St Gemge and Royal Alfred.

KiNG^CHlar, a town near Fu-iiang Hien, in the province of

Kiang-si, China, and the principal seat of the porcelain manu-
facture in that empire, l^ing situated on the south bank of the
river Chang, it was in ancient times known as Chanpnan CMn,
or " town on the south of the river Chang." It is unwallcd, and
straggles along, the bank of river. The streets are narrow,
and crowded with a population which is reckoned at a million,
the vast majOTity of whom find employment at the porcelain

factories. Since the Ch’in dynasty (557-589) this has been the
great trade of the place, which was &ien c^led by its eoriier

name. In thereign of King-t8 (Ch8n-tsung) of the Sung dynasty,
early in the iith century A.D., a manufactory was founded there
for making vases and objects of art for tlie use of the emperor.
Hence its adoption of its present title. Since the time of the
Ming dynasty a magistrate has been specially appointed to

I

superintend the factories and to despatch at regulated intervals

the imperial porcelain to Peking. The town is situated on a vast
plain surrounded by mountains, and boasts of three thousand
porcelain furnaces. Thesaconstantly burning fires are the causes
of frequent conflagrations, and at night give the city the appear-
ance of a place on fire. The people are os a rule orderly, though
they have on several occasions shown a hostile bearing towards
foreign visitors. This is probably to be accounted for by a desire

1o keep their art as far as possible a mystery, which appears less

unreasonable when it is remembered that t^ two kinds of earth

of which the porcelain is made are not found at King-t€ Ch8n, but
are brought from K’i-mun in the neighbouring province of Ngan-
hui, and that there is therefore no reason why the trade should be
necessarily maintained at that place. The two kinds of earth

are known as pai-tun-tsze, which is a fine fusible quartz powder,
and kao-lin, which is not fusible, and is said to give strength to

the ware. Both materials are prepared in the shape of bricks at

K’i-mun, and are brought down the Chang to the seat of the

manufacture.

KINGUSSIE, a town of Invemeas-shire, Scotland. l*op.
( 1901),

987 . It lies at a height of 750 ft. above sea-level, on the left l^nk
of the Spey, here crossed by a bridge, 46^ m. S. by S.E. of Inver-

ness by the Highland railway It was founded towards the end
of the 18th century by the duke of Gordon, in the hope of its

becoming a centre of woollen manufactures. This expectation,

however, was not realized, but in time the place grew popular as a

health resort, the scenery in every direction being remarkably
picturesque. On the right bank of the river is Ruthven, where
Jame.s Maepherson was born in 1736, and on the left bank, some
2j m. from Kingussie, is the house of Belleville (previously

known as Roitts) which he acquired from Mackintosh of Borlum
and where he died in 1796, The mansion, renamed Balavil by
Maepberson’s great-grandson, was burned down in 1903, when
the fine library (including some MSS. of Sir David Brewster,

who had married the poet’s second daughter) was destroyed. Of
Ruthven Castle, one of the residences of thoComyns of Badenoch,
only the ruins of the walls remain. Here the Jacobites made an
inefiectual rally under Lord George Murray ^ter tlie battle of

Cuiloden.

KING WILLIAM’S TOWN, a town of South Africa, in the Cape
province and on the Buffalo River, 42 m. by rail W.N.W. of the

port of East London. Pop. (1904), 9506, of whom 5987 were
whites. It is the headquarters of the Cape Mounted Police.
" King," as the town is locally called, stands 1275 above the

sea at the foot of the Amatola Mountains, and in the midst of a
thickly populated agricultural district. The town is well laid

out and most of the public buildings and meirhants’ stores are

built of stone. There are manufactories of sweets and jams,

candles, soap, matches and leather, and a large trade in wool,

hides and grains is done with East London. " King " is also

an important entrepot for trade with the natives throughout
Kaffraria, with which there is direct railway communication.
Founded by Sir Benjamin D’Urban inMay 1835 during the Kaffir

War of that year, the town is named after William IV* It wag
abandoned in December 1836, but was reoocupied in 1646 and was
the capital of British Kaffraria from its creation in 1847 to its

incorporation in 0865 with Cape Colony. Many of the colonists

in the neighbouring districts are descendants of members of l^e

German legion disbanded after the Crimean War and provided
with homes in Cape Colony ; hence such names as Berlin, Potsdam,
Braunschweig, Frankfurt, given to settlements in this part of the
country.

KINKAJGU {CercoUptes caudivolvnku or Potor /lam), the

single species of an abem^ genus of the racoon family {Pr<h

cyonidaey It has been split up into a number of local races^ A
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native of the forests of the warmer p^s of South and Central

America^ the ktnkajou is about the siee of a cat, of a uniform
pale, yellowish-brown colour, nocturnal and a^oreal in its

habits, feeding on fruit, honey, eggs and small birds and
mammals, and is of a tolerably gentle disposition and easily

tamed. (See Carnivora.)
KINKEL, JOHAllll GOTTFRIED (1815-1882), German poet,

was born on the nth of August 1815 at Obercassel near Bonn.
Having studied theology at Bonn and afterwards in Berlin, he
established himself at Bonn in £836 as privatdontnt of theolog)^,

later became master at the gymnasium there, and was for a short

time assistant preacher in Cologne. Changing his religious

opinions, he abandoned theology and deliver^ lectures on the

history of art, in which he had become interested on a journey to

Italy in 1837. In 1846 he was appointed extraordinary professor

of the history of art at Bonn University. For his share in the

revolution in the Palatinate in 1849 Kinkel was arrested and,

sentenced to penal servitude for life, was interned in the fortress

of Spandau , His friend Carl Schurz contrived- in November 1850
to effect his escape to England, whence he went to the United

States. Returning to London in 1B53, he for several years taught

German and lectured on German literature, and in 1858 founded
the German paper Hermann. In 1866 he accepted the professor-

ship of archaeology and the history of art at the Polytechnikum

in Zurich, in which city he died on the 13th of November 1882.

The popularity which Kinkel enjoyed in hi.s day was hardly

justified by his talent; his poetty is of the sweetly sentimental

type which was much in vogue in Germany about the middle of

the 19th century. His Gedichte first appeared in 1843, and have
gone through several editions. He is to be seen to most advan-
tage in the verse romances, Otio der Sekutz, cine vktinische

Geschichte in zwdll Ahenteuern (1846), which in 1896 had attained

its 75th edition, and Der Grobsekmied von Antwerpen (1868).

Among Ktnkel’s other works may be mentioned the tragedy

Nimrod and his history of art, Geschichte der bildenden

Kiinste bei den ckristlichen V'olkem (1845). Kinkel’s first wife,

Johanna, nee Mockcl (1810-1858), assisted her husband in his

literary work, and was herself an author of considerable merit.

Her admirable autobiographical novel Hans Ibeles in Londmt
was not published until i860, after her death. She also wrote

on musical subjects.

See A. Strodtmann, Gottfried Kinkel (2 voLs., Hamburg, 1851);
and O. Hennc am Rhyn, G. Kinkel, ein Lebensbild (Zurich, 1883),

KINNING PARK, a southern suburb of Glasgow, Scotland.

Pop. (1901), 13,852. It is situated on the left bank of the Clyde

between Glasgow, with which it is connected by tramway and

subway, and Govan. Since 1850 it has grown from a rural

village to a busy centre mainly inhabited by artisans and

labourers. Its principal industries are engineering, bread and

biscuit baking, soap-making and paint-making.

KHfNOR (Gr. Ktvupa), the Hebrew name lor an ancient

stringed instrument, the first mentioned in the Bible (Gen. iv. 21),

where it is now always translated harp.” The identification of

the instrument has been much discussed, but, from the stand-

point of the history of musical instruments, the weight of evidence

IS in favour of the view that the Semitic hinnor is the Greek

ciihara {g .v.). This instrument was already in use before 2000 B.c.

among the Semitic races and in a higher state of developnient

than It ever attained in Greece during the best classic ^iod.

It is unKkcJy that an instrument (which also appears on Hebrew

coins) so widely known and used in various parts of Asia Minor

in remote times, and occurring among the Hittite sculptures,

should pass unmentioned in the Bible, vrith the exception of

the verses in Dan. iii.

KDiO, the West African name of an astringent drug intro-

duced into European medicine in 1757 by John Fothergill. When
described by him it was believed to have been brought from the

river Gambia in West Africa, and when first imported it was sold

in England os Qummi rubrtm tistrinMns gambiense. It was

obtained from Pteroearpus mnaet^. The drug now recognized

as the legitimate kind is East Indijm, Malabo or Amboyna kino,

whi(^ is the evaporated juice obtoinrf from incisions in the trunk
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of PtorocarpHs Mwmpiwm (Leguminosae), though Botany Bay
or eucalyptus kino is used tn Australia. When exudmg from the
tree it resembles red-currant jelly, but hardens in a few hours after
exposure to the air and sun. When sufficiently dried it is packed
into wooden boxes for exportation. When these are opened it

breaks up into angular brittle fragments of a blackish-red colour
and shining surface. In cold water it is only partially dissolved,

leaving a pale flocculent residue which is sohihle in^boifing water
but deposited again on cooling. It is soluble in alcohol and
caustic alkalis, but not in ether.

The chief constituent of the drug is kino-tanpic aoid, which
is present to the extent of about 75 %; it is onty very slightly

soluble in cold water. It is not absorbed at all from the stomach
and only very slowly from the mtestine. Other constituents
are gum, pyrocatechin, and kinoin, a crystalline neutral principle,

Kino-red is also present in small quantity, being an oxidation
product of kino-tannic acid. The useful preparations of this drug
are the tincture (dose J-i drachm), and the puivis kino compositus
(dose 5-20 gr.) which contains one part of opium in twenty.
The drug is frequently used in diarrhoea, its value being due to

the relative insolubility of kino-tannic acid, whidi enables it to

affect the lower part of the intestine. In this respect it is parallel

with catechu. It is not now used as a gargle, antiseptics being
recognized as the rational treatment for sore-throat.

KINORHYNCHA, an isolated group of minute animals con-

taining the single genus Echinoderes F. Dujardin, with some
eighteen species. They occur in mud and on sea-weeds at the

bottom of shallow seas below low-water mark and devour organic

debris.

The body is enclosed in a stout cuticle, prolonged in places into

spines and bristles. These are especially conspicuous in two rings

b, bristle; cs, caudal spine; ph, pharynx; s & s', the spines on the

two segments of the proboscis; sg, salivary glands; si, stomach.

round the proboscis and in the two posterior caudal spines* The
body is divided into eleven segments and the protrusible pro-

boscis apparently into two, and the cuticle of the csentral segment

is thickened to form three plates, one dorsal and two ventro-

lateral. The cuticle is secreted by an epidermis in which no cell

boundaries are to be seen ;
it sends out processes into the bristles.

The mouth opens at the tip of the retractile proboscis; it leads

into a short thin-walled tube which opens into an oval muscular

gizzard lined with a thick cuticle; at the posterior end of this are

some minute glands and then follows a large sComadi slightly

sacculated in each segment, this tapers through the rectum to the

terminal anus. A pair of pear-shaped, ciliated glands inside lie

in the eighth segment and open on the ninth. They are regaiM
as kidneys. The nervous system consists of a ganglion or brain,

which lies dorsally about the level of the junction of the pharynx

and the stomach, a nerve ring and a segmented neutral cord.

The only sense organs described ate eyes, which occur m some

species, and may numb« one to four pairs.
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The Kinorhyncha are dioecious. The testes reach forward to

the fifth and even to the second segment, and open one each i^ide

of the anus. The ovaries open in a similar position but never

reach fartherforward than the fourth segment. The extwnal
openings in the male are armed with a pair of hollowed spines.

The animals are probably oviparous.

Literature.—F. Du)ardin, Ann, Set, Nat,, 3rd scries, Zool. xv.,

1851, p. 158; W. Reinhard, Zeitschf, mss. Zool, xlv., 18S7, PP-
401-4O7, t. xx.-xxii.

;
C. Zelinka, Verh. d, Deuisch, Zool. Ges., 1894.

(A. E. S.)

KINROSS-SHIRE, a county of Scotland, bounded N. and W. by
Perthshire,on the extreme S.W. by Clackmannanshire, and S. and
E. by Fifeshire. Its arja is 52,410 acres, or 81 * 9 sq, m. Except-

ing Clackmannan it is 'the smallest county in Scotland both in

point of area and of population. On its confines the shire is hilly.

To the N. and W. are several peaks of the Ochils, the highest

being Innerdouny (1621 ft.) and^Mellock (1573); to the E. are

the heights of the Lomond group, such as White Craigs (1492 ft.)

and Bishop Hill; to tlie S, are Benarty (1131 ft.) on the- Fife

border and farther west the Cleish Hills, reaching in Dumglow
an altitude of 1241 ft. With the exception of the Leven, which
drains Loch Leven and of which only the first mile of its course

belongs to the county, all the streams are short. Green’s Burn,

the North and South Queich, and the Gairney are the principal.

Loch Leven, the only lake, is remarkable rather for its associa-

tions than its natural features. The scenery on the Devon, west

of the Crook, the river here forming the boundary with Perth-

shire, is of a lovely and romantic character. At one place the

stream rushes through the rocky gorge with a loud clacking

sound which has given to the spot the name of the Devil’s Mill,

and later it flows under the Rumbling Bridge. Jn reality there

are two bridges, one built over the other, in the same vertical

line. The lower one dates from 1713 and is unused; but the

loftier and larger one, erected in 1816, commands a beautiful

view. A little farther west is the graceful cascade of the Caldron

l.inn, the fall of which was lessened, however, by a collapse of

the rocks in 1886,

Geoloffy,—The northern higher portion of the county is occupied
by tlie Lower Old Red Sandstone volcanic lava.s and agglomerates
of the Ochils. The coarse character of some of the lower ^glomer-
ate beds is well se^jn in the gorge at Rumbling Bridge. The beds
dip gently toward.s the S.S.E.

;
in a north-easterly direction they con-

tam more sandy sediments, and the agglomerates and breccias

frequently become conglomerates. The plain of Kinross is occupied
by the soft sandstone.s, marls and conglomerates of the upper Old
Red Sandstone, which rest unconformably upon the lower division

with a strong dip. Southward and eastward these rocks dip con-
formably beneath the Lower Carboniferous cement stone series of the
Calciferous Sandstone group. The overlying Carboniferous lime-

stone occupies only a small area in the south and east of the county.
Intrusive basalt sheets have been intercalated between some of the
Carboniferous strata, and the superior resisting power of this rock
has been the cause of the existence of West Lomond, Benarty,
Cleish Hills and Bishop Hill, which are formed of soft marls and
sandstones capped by basalt . The Hurlet limestone is worked on
the Lomond and Bishop Hills. East- and west-running dikes of

basalt are found in the north-east of the county, traversing the Old
Red volcanic rocks. Karnes of gravel and sand and similar glacial

detritus are widely spread over tnc older rocks.

Climate and Industries .—The lower part of the county is

generally well sheltered and adapted to all kinds of crops; and
the climate, though wet and cold, offers no hindrance to high

fanning. The average annual rainfaU is 35*5 inches, and the

temperature for the year is 48“ F., for January 38” F.and for July
59*5'* F. More than half of the holdings exc^ 50 acres each.

Much of the land has been reclaimed, the mossy tracts when
drained and cultivated being very fertile. Barley is the principal

crop, and oats also is grown largely, but the acreage under wheat

is small. Turnips and potatoes are the chief green crops, the

former the more important. The raising of livestock is pursued

with great enterprise, the hilly land being well suited for this

industry, although many cattle are pastured on the lowland

farms. The cattle are mainly a native breed, which has been
much improved by crossing. The number of sheep is high for

the area. Al^ough most of the horses are used for agricultural

work, a considerable proportion are kept solely for breeding.

Tartans, plaids and other woollens, and linen are manufactured
at Kinross and Milnathort, which is besides an important centre

for livestock sales. Brewing and milling are also carried on in

the county town, but stock-raising and agriculture are the staple

interests. The North British Railway Company’s lines, from
the south and west run through the county via Kinross, and the

Mid-Fife line branches ofi at Mawcarse Junction.

Population and Government .—^The population was 6673 in

1891 and 6981 in 1901, when 55 persons spoke Gaelic and
English. The only towns are Kinross (pop. in 1901, 2136) and
Milnathort (1052). Kinross is the county town, and of consider-

able antiquity. The county unites with Clackmannansliire to

return one member to parliament. It forms a sheriffdom with

Fifeshire and a sheriff-substitute sits at Kinross. The shire is

under school-board jurisdiction.

History.—^For several centuries the shire formed part of Fife,

and during that period shared its,history. Towards the middle

of the 13th century, however, the parishes of Kinross and Orwell

seem to have been constituted into a shire, which, at the date

(1305) of Edward I.’s ordinance for the government of Scotland,

had become an hereditary sheriffdom, John of Kinross then being

named for the office. James 1 . dispensed with the attendance

of small barons in 1427 and introduced the principle of represen-

tation, when the shire returned one member to the Scots parlia-

ment. The inclusion of the Fife parishes of Portmoak, Cleish

and Tullibole in 1685, due to the influence of Sir William Bruce,

the royal architect and heritable sheriff, converted the older shire

into the modern county. Excepting, however, the dramatic

and romantic episodes connected with the castle of Loch Leven,

the annals of the shire, so far as the national story is concerned,

are vacant. As to its antiquities, there are traces of an ancient

fort or camp on the top of Dumglow, and on a hill on Uie northern

boundary of the parish of Orwell a remarkable cairn, called Cairn-

a-vain, in the centre of which a stone cist was discovered in 1810

containing an urn full of bones and charcoal. Close to the town
of Kinross, on th« margin of Loch Leven, stands Kinross House,

which was built in 1685 by Sir William Bruce as a residence for

the Duke of York (James 11 .) in case the Exclusion Bill should

debar him from the throne of England. The mansion, however,

was never occupied by royalty.

See AS.J . G. Mackay, Histofy of Fife and Kinross (Edinburgh, 1896)

;

W. J. N. Liddall, The Place Names of Fife and Kinross (Edinburgh,

1895); C. Ross, Antiquities of Kinross-shire (Perth, 1886); R. B.
Bcgg, History of Lochleven Castle (Kinross, 1887).

KINSALE, a market town and seaport of Co. Cork, Ireland,

in the south-east parliamentary division, on the east shore

of Kinsale Harbour (the estuary of the Bandon river) 24 m.
south of Cork by the Cork Bandon & South Coast railway,

the terminus of a branch line. Pop. of urban district (1901),

4250. The town occupies chiefly the acclivity of Compass
Hill, and while of picturesque appearance is built in a very

irregular manner, streets being narrow and precipitous.

The Charles Fort was completed by the duke of Ormonde in

1677 and captured by the earl of Marlborough in 1690. The
parish church of St Multose is an ancient but inelegant struc-

ture, said to have been founded as a conventual church in the

12th century by the saint to whom it is dedicated. Kinsale,

with the neighbouring villages of Scilly and Cove, is much fre-

quented by summer visitors, and is the headquarters of the

South of Ireland Fishing Company, with a fisher>' pier and a
commodious harbour with 6 to 8 fathoms of water; but the

general trade is of little importance owing to the proximity of

Queenstown and Cork. The Old Head of Kinsale, at the west

of the harbour entrance, affords fine views of the coast, and is

commonly the first British land sighted by ships bound from

New York, &c., to Queenstown.

Kinsale is said to derive its name from cean taile, the headland

in the sea. At an early period the town belonged to the De
Courcys, a representative of whom was created baron of Kinsale

or Kingsale in 1181. It received a_pharter of incorporation

from Edward III., having previously been a benrough by pre-

scription, and its privileges were confirmed and extended by
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various subsequent sovereigns. For several centuries previous
to the Union it returned two members to the Irish parliament.
It was the scene of an engagement between the French and
English fleets in 1380, was forcibly entered by the English in

1488, captured by the Spaniards and retaken by the English
in 1601, and entered by the English in 1641, who expelled the
Irish inhabitants. Finally, it was the .scene of the landing of

James II. and of the French army sent to his assistance in 1689,
and was taken by the English in the following year.

KINTORE, a royal and police burgh of Aberdeenshire, Scot-

land. Pop. (1901), 789. It is situated on the Don, 13J m.
N.W. of Aberdeen by the Great North of Scotland railway. It

is a place of some antiquity, having been made a royal burgh in

the reign of William the Lion (d. 1214). Kintore forms one of

the Elgin group of parliamentary burghs, the others being Banff,

Cullen, Elgin, Inverurie and Peterhead. One mile to the south-

west are the ruins of Hallforest Castle, of which two storeys still

exist, once a hunting-seat of Robert Bruce and afterwards a

residence of the Keiths, earls marischal. There are several

examples of sculptured stones and circles in the parish, and 2 m.
to the north-west is the site of Bruce^s camp, which is also

ascribed to the period of the Romans. Near it is Thainston
House, the residence of Sir Andrew Mitchell (1708-1771), the

British envoy to Prederick the Great. Kintore gives the title

of earl in the Scottish, and of baron in the British peerage to

the head of the Keith-Falconer family,

KIOTO (Kyoto), the former capital of Japan, in the province
of Yamashiro, in 35' 01' N., 135" 46' E. Pop. (1903), 379,404.
'I’he Kamo-gawa, upon which it stands, is a mere rivulet in ordi-

nary times, trickling through a wide bed of pebbles; but the city

is traversed by several aqueducts, and was connected with Lake
Biwa in 1890 by a canal 6i m. long, which carries an abundance of

water for manufacturing purposes, brings the great lake and the

city into navigable communication, and forms with the Kamo-
gawa canal and the Kamo-gawa itself a through route to Osaka,
from which Kioto is 25 m, distant by rail. Founded in the year

793, Kioto remained the capital of the empire during nearly

eleven centuries. The emperor Kwammu, when he selected this

remarkably picturesque spot for the residence of his court,

caused the city to be laid out with mathematical accuracy, after

the model of the Tang d)masty’s capital in China. Its area, 3 m.
by 3i, was intersected by 18 principal thoroughfares, 9 running

due north and south, and 9 due east and west, the two systems

being connected at intervals by minor streets. At the middle

of the northern face stood the palace, its enclosure covering three-

quarters of a square mile, and from it to the centre of the south

face ran an avenue 283 ft. wide and 3! m. long. Conflagrations

and subsequent reconstructions modified the regularity of this

plan, but much of it still remains, and its story is perpetuated in

the nomenclature of the streets. In its days of greatest prosperity

Kioto contained only half a million inhabitants, thus never even

approximating to the size of the Tokugawa metropolis, Yedo, or

the Hojo capital, Kamakura. The emperor Kwammu caHed

it Heian-jo, or the “ city of peace,” when he made it the seat of

government; but the people knew it as Miyako, or Kyoto, terms

both of which signify
**
capital,” and in modem times it is often

spoken of as Saikyo, or western capital, in opposition to Tokyo,

or eastern capital. Having been so long the imperial, intellectual,

political and artistic metropolis of the realm, the city abounds

with evidences of its unique career. Magnificent temples and

shrines, grand moriuments of architectural and artistic skill,

beautiful gardens, gorgeous festivals, and numerous ateliers

where the traditions of Japanese art are obeyed with attractive

results, offer to the foreign visitor a fund of interest. Gear water

ripples everywhere through the city, and to this water Kioto

owes something of its importance, for nowhere else in Japan can

fabrics be bleached so white or dyed in such brilliant colours.

The people, like their neighbours of Osaka, are full of manu-

facturing energy. Not only do they preserve, amid all the

progress of the age, their old-t^e eminence as producers of the

finest porcelain, faience, embroidery, brocades, bronze, dotsormi

enamel, fans, toys and metal-work of all kinds, but they have
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also adapted themselves to the foreign market, and weave and dye
quantities of silk fabrics, for which a large and constantly growing
demand is found in Europe and America. Nowhere else can be
traced with equal clearness the part played in Japanese civiliza-

tion by Buddhism, with its magi^cent paraphernalia and impos-
ing ceremonial spectacles; nowhere else, side by side with this

luxurious factor, can be witnessed in more striking juxtaposition

the austere purity and severe simplicity of the Shinto cult; and
nowhere else can be more intelligently observed the fine faculty
of the Japanese for utilizing, emphasizing and enhancing the
beauties of nature. The citizens’ dwellings and the shops, on
the other hand, are insignificant and even sombre in appearance,
their exterior conveying no idea of the pretty chambers within
or of the ^tefuliy laid-out grounds upon which they open
behind. Kioto is celebrated equally for its cherry and azalea
blossoms in the spring, and for the colours of its autumn
foliage.

KIOWAS, a tribe and stock of North American Indians.
Their former range was around the Arkansas and Canadian
rivers, in Indian Territory (Oklahoma), Colorado and New
Mexico. A fierce people, they made raids upon the settlers

in western Texas until i868, when they were placed on a
reservation in Indian Territory. In 1874 they broke outugain,
but in the following year were finally subdued. In number
about 1200, and settled in Oklahoma, they are the sole

representatives of the Kiowan linguistic stock.

See J. Mooney, Calendar History of the Kiowa Indians/'
Report of Bureau of American Ethnology (Washington, 1898).

KIPLING, RUDYARD (1865- ), British author, was born
in Bombay on the 30th of December 1865. His father, John
Lockwood Kipling (b. 1837), an artist of considerable ability,

was from 1875 to 1893 curator of the Lahore museum in India.

His mother was Miss Alice Macdonald of Birmingham, two of

whose sisters were married respectively to Sir E. Burne-Jones

'

and Sir Edward Poynter. He was educated at the United
Services College, Westward Ho, North Devon, of which a some-
what luri^i account is given in his story Stalky and Co. On his

return to India he became at the age of seventeen the sub-editor

of the Lahore Civil and Military Gazette. In 1886, in his twenty-
first year, he published Departmental Ditties, a volume of light

verse chiefly satirical, only in two or three poems giving promise
of his authentic poetical note. In 1887 he published Plain
Tales from the Hills, a collection mainly of the stories contributed

to his own journal. During the next two years he brought out,

in six slim paper-covered volumes of Wheeler’s Railway Library

(Allahabad), Soldiers Three, The Story of the Gadsbys, In Black

and White, Under the Deodars, The Phantom ^Rickshaw and
Wee Willie Winkee, at a rupee apiece. These were in form and
substance a continuation of the Plain Tales. This series of tales,

all written before the author was twenty-four, revealed a new
master of fiction. A few, but those the best, he afterwards said

that his father gave him. The rest were the harvest of his own
powers of observation vitalized by imagination. In method they

owed something to Bret Harte; in matter and spirit they were
absolutely original. They were unequal, as his books continued

to be throughout; the sketches of Anglo-Indian social life being

generally inferior to the rest. The style was to some extent

disfigured by jerkiness and mannered tricks. But Mr Kipling

possessed the supreme spell of the story-teller to entrance and
transport. The freshness of the invention, the variety of charac-

ter, the vigour of narrative, the raciness of dialogue, the magic of
atmosphere,were alike remarkable. The soldier-stories,especially

the exuberant vitality of the cycle which contains the immortal

Mulvaney, established the author’s fame throughout the world.

The child-stories and tales of the British official were not less

masterly, while the tales of native life and of adventure ” beyond
the pale ” disclosed an even finer and deeper vein of romance.

India, which had been an old story for generations of English-

men, was revealed in these brilliant pictures as if seen for tha< first

time in its variety, colour and passion, vivid as mirage, enchant-

ing as the Arabian Nights. The new author’s talent was quickly
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recognized in India, but it v/as not till the books reached

England that his true rank was appreciated and proclaimed.

Between 1887 and 1889. he travdied through India, China, Japan

and America, finally arriving in England to find himself already

famous. His travel sketches, contributed to The Civil and

Military Gazette and The Pioneer

^

were afterwards collected (the

author’s hand having been forced by unauthorized publication)

in the two volumes From Sea to Sea (iS^)- A further set of

Indian tales, equal to the best, appeared in Macmillan''s Maga-
zine and were repubUshed with others in L\]e's Handuap (iSgi).

In The Light that Failed (1891, after appearing with a different

ending in Lippincotfs Magazine)Mr Kipling essayed his first long

story (dramatized 190^), but with comparative unsuccess. In

his subsequent work his delight in the display of dest^riptive and
verbal technicalities grew on him. His polemic against “ the

sheltered life and “ little Englandism ” became more didactic.

His terseness sometimes degenerated into abruptness and
obscurity. But in the meanwhile his genius beciime prominent

in verse. Readers of the Plain Tales had been impressed by the

snatches of poetry prefixed to them for motto, c.ertain of them
being subscribed Barrack Room Ballad.” Mr Kipling now
contributed to the National Observer, then edited by W. E.

Henley, a series of Barrack Room Ballads. These vigorous

verses in soldier slang, when published in a book in 1892, together

with the fine ballad of “ East and West ” and other poems, won
for their author a second fame, wider than ho had attained as a

story-teller. In this volume the Ballads of the “ Bolivar ” and
of the

** Clampherdown,” introducing Mr Kipling’s poeti*)' of the

ocean and the engine-room, and “ The Flag of England.” finding

a voice for the imperial sentiment, which - -largely under the

infiuence of Mr Kipling’s own writings- had l>eeu rapidly gaining

force in England, gave the key-note of much of his later verse.

In 1898 Mr ICipling paid the first of several visits to South Africa

and became imbued with a typt' of imperialism that reacted on

his literature, not altogether to its advantage. Before finally

settling in England Mr Kipling lived some years in America

and married in 1892 Miss Caroline Starr Balestier, sister of the

Wolcott Balestier to whom he dedicated Barrack Room Ballads,

and with whom in collaboration he wrote the Natdahka (1891),

one of his less successful books. The next collection of stories,

Many Inventions (1893), contained the splendid Mulvaney
extravaganza, “ My Lord the Elephant ”

; a vividly realized tale

of metempsychosis, The Finest Story in the World and in

that fascinating tale “In the Rukh,” the prelude to the next new
exhibition of the author’s genius. This came in 1894 w ith The

Jungle Book, followed in 1895 by The Second Jungle Book. With
these inspired beast-stories Kipling conquered a new world and a

new audience, and produced what many critics regard as his

most flawless work. His chief subsequent publications were

The Seven Seas ^poems), 1896; Captaim Courageous (a yam of

deep-sea fishery), 1897; Day's Work (collected stories),

1898; A Fleet in Being (an account of a cruise in a man-of-war),

1898; Stalky and Co. (mentioned above), 1899; From Sea to Sea

(mentioned above), 1899; Kim^ 1901; J ust So Stories (for children),

1902; The Five Nations (poems, concluding with what proved

Mr Kipling’s most universally known and popular poem, “ Re-
cessional,” originally published in The Times on the 17th of July

1897 on the occasion of Queen Victoria’s second jubilee), 1903;

Traffics and Discoveries (collected .stories), 1904; Puck of Pook*s

Hill (stories), 1906; Actions and Reactions (stories), 1909. Of
these Kim was notable as far the most successful of Mr Kipling’s

longer narratives, though it is itself rather in the nature of a
string of episodes. BuF everything he wrote, even to a farcical

extravaganza inspired by his enthusiasm for the motor-car,

breathed the meteoric energy^ that was the nature of the man. A
vigorous and unconventional poet, a pioneer in themo^m phase

of literary imperialism, and one of the rare masters in English

prose of the art of the short story, Mr Kipling had already by
the opening of the aoth century won the most conspicuous place

among the creative literary forces of his day. His position in

Eng^h literature was recognized in 1907 by the award to him of

the Nobel prize.

See Rudyard Kipliag*s chapter in Mv First Booh (Chatto, 1894);
A Bibliography of RudyarcT Kipling,^' by John Lane, in Rudyard

Kipling: a Criticism

^

by Richard le Gallienne; ‘Mr Kipling’s
Short Stories *’ in Questions at Issue^ by Edmund Gossc (1893)

;

“ Mr Kipling’s Stories" in Essays in LitUe, by Andrew Lang; " Mr.
Kipling's Stories,’’ by J. M. Barriem the Contemporary Review (March
1891); articles in the Quarterly Review (July 1892) and Edinburgh
Review (Jan. 1898)* and section on Kipling in Poets of the Younger
Generation, by William Archer (1902). also for bibliography
to 1903 English Illustrated Magazine, new series, vol. xxx. pp. 298
and 429-432. (W. P. J.)

KIPPER, properly iht nan>e by which the male salmon is

known at some period of the breectog season. At the approach
of this season th& male fish develops a sharp cartilaginous beak,

known as the “ kip,” from which the name “ kipper ” is said to be

derived. The earliest uses of the word (in Old English cypera

and Middle English kypre) seem to include salmon of both sexes,

and there is no certainty as to the etymology. Skeat derives it

from the Old English kippian, “ to spawn.” The term luts been
applied by various writers to salmon both during and after

milting
; early quotations leave the precise meaning of tlie word

obscure, but generally refer to the unwholesomeness of the fish

as food during the whole breeding season. It has been usually

accepted, without much direct evidence, that from the practice

of rendering the breeding (i.e. “ kipper ”) salmon fit for food by
splitting, salting and smoke-drying them, the term “ kipper

”

is also used of other fish, particularly herrings cured in the same
way. The “ bloater ” as distinct from the “ kipper ” is a herring

cured whole without being split open.

KIPPIS, ANDREW (1725-1795), English Nonconformist divine

and biographer, son of Robert Kippis, a silk-hosier, was bom at

Nottingham on the 28th of March 1725. From school at

Sleaford in Lincolnshire he passed at the age of sixteen to the

Nonconformist academy at Northampton, of which Dr Dod-
dridge was tlien president. In 1746 Kippis became minister

of a church at Boston; in 1750 he removed to Dorking in

Surrey; and in 1753 he became pastor of a Presbyterian con-

gregation at Westminster, where he remained till his death on

the 8th of October 1795. Kippis took a prominent jiart in the

affairs of his church. From 1763 till 1784 he was classical and
philological tutor in Coward's training college at Hoxton; and

subsequently for some years at another institution of the same
kind at Hackney. In 1778 he was elected a fellow of the

Antiquarian Society, and a fellow of the Royal Society in 1779.

Kippis was a very voluminous writer. He contributed largely

to The Gentleman's Magazine, The Monthly Review and The Library i

and hu had a good deal to do with the establishment and conduct
of The New A nnual Register. He published also a num her of sermons
and occasional pamphlets

; and he prefixed a life of the author
to a collected uditioii of Dr Nathaniel Lardner's Works (17881.

He wrote a Hfe of Dr Doddridge, which is prefixed to Doddridge s

Exposition of the New Testament (1792). His chief work is his

edition of the Biographia Britannica, 01 which, however, he only
lived to publish 5 voIr. (folio, 177^^1793). In this work he had the
assistance of Dr Towers. See notice by A. Rees, D.D., in The New
Annual Register for 1795.

KIRBY, WILLIAM (1759-1850), English entomologist, was
bom at Witnesham in Suffolk on the 19th of September 1759.

From the village school of W^itnesham he passed to Ipswich

grammar school, and thence to Cains College, Cambridge,

where he graduated in 1781. Taking holy orders in 1782, he

spent his entire life in the peaceful seclusion of an English

country parsonage at Barham in Suffolk. His favourite study

was natural history; and eventually entomology engrossed all

his leisure. His first work of importance was his Monographia
Apum AngUae (a vols. 8vo, 1802), which as the first scientific

treatise on its subject brought him into notice with the leading

entomologists of his own foreign countries. The practice

result of a friendsliip formed in 1805 with William Spence, of

Hull, was the jointly written Introduction to Enicnnology (4 vok.,

1815-1876; 7th ed., 1856), one of the most popular books of

science that have ever appeared. In 1830 he was chosen to

write one of the Bridgewator Treatises, his subject l>emg The
History, Habits, and Instincts of Animals (2 vbls,, 1835). This

undeniably lell short of his earlier works in point of scientific

value. He died on the 4th of July 1850.
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Besides books slwdy mentianed l;e was tbc r.utUor oi numy

papers in the Transactions of the Linnoan Socioty^ ih© Zoological
Journal and other periodicals

; Strictwos ov, ^tr jatnes Smith's
Hypothesis respecting the Lilies of the Field oj o::y SMviour and the
Acanthus of Virgil (1819); Seven Sermons o:', ow 2̂ d*s Temptations
<1829); and ne wrote tlie sections on insects i;i the Account of the
Animals seen by the late Northetn Expeditm', uhilc ::;ithin the Arctic
Circle (1821), and in Fauna Borealt-Americana (1837). His Life
by the Rev. John Freeman, published in 1852, contains a list of his
v/orks.

KIRCHER) ATHANASIUS (1601*^1680), German' scholar and
mathematician, was born cm the and of May i6or at Geisa
near Fulda. He was educated at the Jesuit college of Fulda,
and entered upon his noviciate in that order at Mainz in 1618.
He became professor of philosophy, mathematics, and Oriental
languages at Wurzburg, whence he was driven (1631) by the
troubles of the Thirty Years^ War to Avignon. Through the
influence of Cardinal Barberini he next (1635) settled in Rome,
where for eight years he taught mathematics in the Collegio
Ivomano, hut ultimately resigned this appointment to study
hieroglyphics and other archaeological subjects. He died on
the 28th of November 1680.

Kirchcr was a man of wide and varied learning, but singularly
devoid of judgment and critical discernment. His voluminous
writings in philology, natural history, physics and mathematics
often accordingly have a good deal of the historical interest which
ittachcB to pioneering work, however imperfectly performed

;
other-

they now take rank as curiosities of literature merely. They
3!idude Afs Magnesia (1631); Magnes, sive de arte magnetica opus
Cripcy/tituin and Magneiicum naturae regnum (1O67); Prodro-
nine Copius (ib.V»); Lingua Aegyptiaca restifuta (1643); Obeliscus
Pampkilius (1650); and Oedipus Aegyptiacus, hoc est universalis doc-
Irinue hUroglyphicae insiauratio (1652-1655)—works which may claim
the merit of having first called attention to Egyptian hieroglyphics;
A'ts magna lucis et umbrae in mundo (1645-1646) ;

Musurgia univer-
salis, sive ars magna consom et dissont (1650) ;

Polygraphia, seu artifi-
cium linguaritm quo cum omnilms mundi popults potent quis raspondere
(1663); Mundus suhterraneus, quo suhterrestris mundi opificium,
univsrsae denique naturae divittae, ahdtiorum efjectuum causae demon-
strantur (1665-1678); China illusiraia (1667); Ars magna sciendi
(1669) ; and Latium (1669), a work which may still be consulted with
advantage. ITie Specula Melitensis Encyclica (i()38) gives an ac-
count of a kind of cakulating machine of his invention . The valuable
collection of antiquities which he beqiieathed to the Collegio Romano
has been described by Bnonanni (Musaeum Kircherianum, 1709;
republished by B.ittara in 1773).

KIRCHH£I9I«UNTER*TECK, a town of Germany, in the
kingdom of Wiirttemberg, is prettily situated on the I^uter,
at the north-west foot of the Rauhe Alb, 15 m. S.E. of Stuttgart
by rail. Pop. (1905), 8830. The town has a royal castle

built in 1538, two schools and several benevolent institutions.

The manufactures include cotton goods, damask, pianofortes,

machinery, furniture, chemicals and cement. The town also

has wool-spinning establishments and breweries, and a corn
exchange. It is the most important wool market in South
Germany, and has also a trade in fruit, timber and pigs. In
the vicinity are the ruins of the castle of Teck, the hcreditar}^

stronghold of the dukes of that name. Kirchheim has belonged
to Wiirttemberg since 1381.

KIRCHHOFF, GUSTAV ROBERT (1824-1887), German
physicist, was bom at Konigsberg (Prussia) on the 12th of

March 1804, and was educated at the university of his native
town, where he graduated Ph.D. in 1847. After acting as

privatdosent at Berlin for some time, he became extraordinary

professor of physics al Breslau in 1850. Four years later he
was appointed professor of physics at Heidelberg, and in 1875
he was transferred to Berlin, where he died on the 1 7th of October
1887. KirchhoR’s contributions to mathematical physics were

numerous and important, his strength lying in his powers of

stating a new physical problem in terms of mathematics, not

merely in working out the solution after it had been so formu-

lated. A number of his papers were concerned with electrical

questions. One of the earltect was devoted to electrical con-

duction in a thin plate, and especially in a circular one, and it

also contained a theorem which enables the distribution of

currents in a network of conductors to be ascertained. Another

discoosed conduction in curved sheets; a third the distribution

of electricity in two influencing spheres; a fourth the deter-
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miiiatioo of the constant on which depends the inteosity of
induced currents ; while others were devoted to Ohm’s law^
the motion of electricity in suhmarme cables, induced mag^
netiEm, &c. In other papers, again, various miscelkneonE
topics were treated—the thermal cojiductivity of iron, ciystal-
line reflection and refraction, certain propositions in the diermo-
dynamics of solution and vaporization, &c. An important
part of his wcffk was contained in his Varlesufigm ubar mathe-
mattsche Pkystk (1876^, in which the principles of dynamics,
as well as various special problems, were treated in a somewhat
novel and original manner. But his name is best known for
the researches, experimental and mathematical,, in radiation
which led him, in company with R. W. von Bunsen, to tlie

development of spectrum analysis as a complete system in
1859-1860* He scarcely be called its inveni.or,;for not only
had many investigators already used the prismas on instrument
of chemical inquiry, but considerable progress had b^n made
towards the explanation of the principles upon which spectrum
analysis rests. But to him belongs the merit of having, most
probably without knowing what had already been done, enun-
ciated a complete account of its tlveory, and of thus having firmly
established it as a means by which the chemical constituents
of cel^tial bodies can be discovered through the comparison
of thdr spectra with those of the various elements that exist
on this earth.

KIRCHHOFF, JOHANN WILHELM ADOLF (1826-1908),
German classical scholar and epigraphist, was born in Berlin
on the 6th of January 1826. In 1865 he was appointed pro-
fessor of classical philology in the university of his native city.

He died on the 26th of February 1908. He is the author of
Dte Homerische Odyssee (1859), putting forward an entirely
new theory as to the composition of the Odyssey; editions of
Plotinus (1856), Euripides (1855 and 1877-1878), Aeschylus
(1880), Hesiod (Works and Days, 1889), Xenophon, On ike
Athenian Constitution (3rd ed., 1889); Vber die Enlsiekungszeit
des Herodoiischen Geschichtswerkes (2nd ed., 1878); Tkukyiides
und sein Urkundenmaierial

The following works are the result of his ^igraphical and palaeo-
graphlcal studies; Dte Umbrtschen Sprachdtmkmdhr (1851); Das
Staa^echt von Bantta (1853), on the tablet discovered in 1790 at
Oppido near Banzi, containing a plel>i8cite relating to the municipal
aftairs of ancient Bantia

;
Das Gotische Runenalphabet (1&52);

Die FrAnhischen Runen (1855) ; Studien lur Gesehichte des Griechischen
Alphabets (4th ed., 1887). The second part di vol. iv. of the Corpus
Inscriptionum Graecafum (1859, containing tlie Christian inscrip-
tions) and vol. i, of the C, /. AtHcarum (1873, containing the in-
scriptions before 403) with supplements thereto (vol. iv. pti. 1-3,
1877-1891) are edited by liim.

KIRGHIZ, a large and widespread division of the Turkish
family, of which there are two mam branches, the Kara-Kirghiz
of the uplands and the Kirghiz-Kozaks of the steppe. They
jointly number about 3,000,000, and occupy an area of perhaps
the same number of square miles, stretching from Kulja west-
wards to the lower Volga, and from the headstreams of the Ob
southwards to the Pamir and the Turkoman country. They
seem closely allied ethnically to the Mongolians and in speech
to the Tatars. But both Mongols and I'atars belonged them-
selves originally to one racial stock and formed part of the same
hordes or nomadic armies : also the Western Ttirks have to a
large extent lost their original physique and b^me largely

assimilated to the regular Caucasian ” type. But the Kirghiz
have either remained nearly altogether unmixed, as in the

uplands, or else have intermingled in the steppe mainly with
the Volga Kalmucks in the west, and with the Dzungajian
nomads in the east, all alike of Mongol stock. Hence they have
everywhere to a large extent preserved the common Monmlian
features, while retaining their primitive Tatar spwch. Fl^si-

cally they are a middle-sized, square-built race, inclined to stout-

ness^ especially in the steppe, mostly with long black hair, scant
beard or none, small, black and ObSkpie eyes, though or
grey also occur in the south, broad Mpitolbid features,mgh dieek-

bones, broad, flat nose, small mouw, brachycephpld^ head,

very small hands and feet, dirty brown or swarthy; coinple3ci<m,
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often yellowish, but also occasionally fair. These character-

istics, while affiliating them directly to the Mongol stock, also

betray an admixture of foreign elements, probably due to

Finnish influences in the north, and Tajik or Iranian blood m
the south. Their speech also, wWle purely Turkic in structure,

possesses, not only many Mongolian and a few Persian and even

Arabic words, but also some terms unknown to the other

branches of the Mongolo-Tatar linguistic family, and which

should perhaps be traced to the Kiang-Kuan, Wu-sun, Ting-

ling, and other peoples of South Siberia partly absorbed by

them.
. . „ ,

The Kara-Kirghiz.—lht Kara or “ Black ” Kirghiz, so called

from the colour of their tents, are knov^m to the Russians either

as Chemyie (Black) or Dikokammenyie (Wild Slone or Rocky)

Kirghiz, and are the Block Kirghiz of some English write^.

They are on the whole the purest and best representatives of the

race, and properly speaking to them alone belongs the distinctive

national name Kirghiz or Krghiz, This term is commonly

traced to a legendary chief, Kirghiz, sprung of Oghuz-Khan,

ninth in descent from Japheth. It occurs in its present

for the first time in the account of the embassy sent in 569 by

the East Roman emperor Justin II. to the Uighur Khan, Dugla-

Ditubulu, where it is stated that this prince presented a slave

of the Kerghiz tribe to Zemark, head of the mission. In the

Chinese chronicles the word assumes the form Ki-li-ki-tz’, and

the writers of the Yuan dynasty (1280-1367) place the territory

of these people 10,000 li north-west of Pekin, about the head-

streams of the Yenisei. In the records of the T^ang dynasty

(6,8-907) they are spoken of under the name of Kha-kia-tz

(pronounced Khaka, and sometimes transliterated Haka), and

it is mentioned that these Khakas were of the same speech as

the Khoei-khu. From this it follows that they were of Moogolo-

Tatar stock, and are wrongly identified by some ethnologists

with the Kiang-Kuan, Wu-sun, or I'ing-ling, all of whom are

described as tall, with red hair, “ green or grey eyes, and fair

complexion, and must therefore have been of Finnish stock, akin

to the present Soyotes of the upper Yenisei.

The Kara-Kirgbiz arc by the Chinese and Mongolians called

Buruf, where u( is the Mongolian plural ending, as in Tangut, Yakut,

modified to yat in Buryat, the collective name of the Siberian Mon-

golians of the Baikal district. Thus the term Bur is the common
Mongolian designation both of the Baikal Mongols and of the Kara-

Kirghiz, who occupied this very region and the upper Yenisei valley

generally till comparatively recent times. For the original home of

their ancestors, the Khaka>J, lay in the south of the present govern-

ments of Yeniseisk and Tomsk, stretching thence southwards begmd
the Sayan range to the Tannuola hills in Chinese territory. Here

the Russians first met them in the 17th century, and by the aid

o( the Kazaks exterminated all those east of the Irtish, driving the

rest farther west and south-westwards. Most of them took refuge

with thei* kinsmen, the Kara-Kirghiz nomad highlanders, whose

homes, at least since the 13th century, have been the Ala-tau range,

the Issyk-kul bssin, the Tekes, Chu and Talass river valleys, the

Tian-shan range, the uplands draining both to the Tarim and to the

Taxartes and Oxus, including Khokand, Karateghin and Shignan

southwards to the Pamir table-land, visited by them in summer.

They thus occupy most of the uplands along the Kusso-Chinese

frontier, between 35^* and 50^ N. lat. and between 70“ and 85 E.

^*¥1)6 Kara-Kirghiz arc all grouped in two main sections—the On
or * Right " in the east, with seven branches (Bogu, Sary-Bagishch,

Son-Bagishch, Sultu or Solye, Cherik, Sayak, Bassinz), and tlw Sol

or “ Left '' in the west, with four branches (Kokcho or Kuchy,

Soru, Mundus, Kitai or Kintai). The Sol section occupies the

region between the Talass and Oxus headstreams in Ferghana

(Khokand) and Bokhara, where they come in contact with the

Galchas or Highland Tajiks. The On section lies on both sides of

the Tian-shan, about Lake Issyk-kul, and in the Chu, Tekes and

Narin (upper Jaxartes) valleys.

The total number of Kara-Kirghiz exceeds 800,000.

All are essentially nomads, occupied mainly with stock breeding,

chiefiy horses of a smail but hardy breed, sheep of the fat-tailed

species, oxen used lioth for riding and as pack animals, some goats,

and camels of both species.- Agriculture is limited chiefly to the

cultivation of wheat, barley and millet, from the last of which a

coarse vodka or brandy is distilled. Trade is canried on chiefly by
barter, cattle being taken by the dealers from China, Turkestan and

Russia in exchange for manufactured goods.

The Kara-Kirghiz are govered by the " manaps, or tribal rulers,

who enjoy almost unlimited authority, and may even sell or kill

their subjects. In religions matters they difier little from the

Kazaks, whose practices are described below. Although generally

recognizing Russian sovereignty since 1864, they pay no taxes.

The KasaAs.—Though not unknown to them, the term

Kirghiz is never used by the steppe nomads, who always call

themselves simply Kazaks, commonly interpreted as riders.

The first authentic reference to this name is by the Persian poet

and historian Firdousi (1020), who speaks of the Kazak tribes

as much dreaded steppe marauders, all mounted and armed

with lances. From this circumstance the term Kazak came

to be gradually applied to all freebooters similarly equipped, and

it thus spread from the Aralo-Caspian basin to South Russia,

where it still survives under the form of Cossack, spelt Kazak

or Kozak in Russian. Hence though Kazak and Cossack are

originally the same word, the fmmer now designates a Mongolo-

Tatar nomad race, the latter various members of the Slav

family. Since the i8th century the Russians have used the

compound expression Kirghiz-Kazak, chiefly in order to dis-

tinguish them from their own Cossacks, at that time overrunning

Siberia. Siegmund Herberstein (1486-1566) is the first European

who mentions them by name, and it is noteworthy that he

speaks of them as “ TarUrs,’’ that is, a people rather of Turki

than Mongolian stock.

In their present homes, the so-called " Kirghiz steppes,” they are

far more numerous and widespread than their Kara-Kirgluz kinsmtm,

stretching almost uninterruptedly from Lake Balkash round the

Aral and Caspian Seas westwards to the lower Volga, and from the

river Irtish southwards to the lower Oxus and Ust-lJrt plateau.

Their domain, which is nearly 2,000,000 sq. m. m extent, thus

lies mainly between 45'' and 55“ N. lat. and from 45 to 80 E. lon^

Here they came under the sway of Jenghiz Khan, after whose death

they fell to the sha-e of his son Juji, head of the Golden Horde, but
... tj.Kn.-wu \A7K«n ar.niiired

iiorues xeu on and joined the Kazaks. Thus about the year 1 500 were

formed two powerful states in the Kipchak and Kheta steppes, the

Mogul-Ulus and the Kazak, the latter of whom, under their khan

Arslane. are said by Sultan Baber to have had as many as 400 ooo

fighting men. Their numbers continued to be swollen by voluntarv

or enforced accessions from the fragments of the Golden Horde, such

as the Kipchaka, Naimans, Konrats, Jalaira, Kanlmli, who.se nraes

are still preserved in the tribal divisions of the Kaxaks. And as

some of these peoples were undoubtedly of true Mongoh^an stock,

their names have given a colour to the statenient that all the Kazaks

were ralher of Mongol than of Turki origin. But umversal

prevalence of a nearly pure variety of the Turki speech tooughout

the Kazak steppes is almost alone sufficient to show that the latar

clement must at all times have been in the ascendant. Vei^r various

accounts have been given of the relationship of the Kipchak to the

Kirghiz, but at present they seem to form a subdivision of the Kir-

ghiz-Kazaks. The Kara-Kalpaks are an allied but apparently

separate tribe. .... 1

The Kirghiz-Kazaks have long been grouped in three large

hordes ” or encampments, further subdivided into a number of

so-called ” races,” which arc again grouped m ^bes, and these in

sections, branches and auls, or communities of from five to fifteen

tents. The division into hordes has been traditionally referred to a

powerful khan, who divided his states amongst his three sons,

eldest of whom became the founder of the Ulu-Yuz, or Great Horde,

the second of the Urta-Yuz, or Middle Horde, and the third of the

Kachi-Yuz, or Little Horde. The last two under their coi^on

khan Abulkhair voluntarily submitted in 1730 to the Empress Anne.

Most of the Great Horde were subdued by Yunus, khan of Ferghana,

in 1798, and all the stiU independent tribes finally accepted Russian

sovereignty in 1819*

Since 1801 a fourth division, known as the Inimr 01; Bukeyev-

skaya Horde, from the name of their first khan, Bukei, has been

settled in the Orenburg steppe.

But these divisions affect the common people alone, all the hlSnY
orders and ruling families being broadly classed as White and Kack

Kost or Bones. The White Bones comprise only the khans and their

descendants, besides the issue of the khojas or Moslem samts.

The Black Bones include all the rest, except the Telengui or servants

of the khans, and the KfW or slaves.

The Kazaks are an honest and trustworthy people, but heavy,

sluggish, sullen and unfriendly. Even the hospitality enjoined

by the Koran is displayed only towwds the orthodox Sunnite

sect. So essentially nomadic are all the tribes that they caimot

adopt a settled life without losing tlje very sentiment of their

nationality, and becoming rapidly absorbed in the Slav popula-

tion. They dwell exclusiv^ in semicircular tents consisting
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of a light wooden framework, and red cloth or felt covering,

with an opening above for light and ventilation. !

The camp life of the Kazaks seems almost unendurable to
j

Europeans in winter, when they are confined altogether to the
I

tent, and exposed to endless discomforts. In summer the day I

is spent mostly in sleep or drinking koumiss, followed at night

by feasting and the recital of tales, varied wilii songs accompanied
by the music of the flute and balalaika. But horsemanship
is the great amusement of all true Kazaks, who may almost be
said to be bom in the saddle. Hence, though excellent riders,

they are bad walkers. Though hardy and long-lived, they are

uncleanly in their habits and often decimated by small-pox and
Siberian plague. They have no fixed meals, and live mainly on
mutton and goat and horse flesh, and instead of bread use the

so-callcd balamyk, a mess of flour fried in dripping and diluted

in water. The universal drink is koumiss, which is wholesome,
nourishing and a specific against all chest diseases.

The dress consists of the chap&n, a flowing robe of which
one or two are worn in summer and several in winter, fastened

with a silk or leather girdle, in which are stuck a knife, tolmcco

pouch, seal and a few other trinkets. Broad silk or cloth

pantaloons are often worn over the chapan, which is of velvet,

silk, cotton or felt, according to the rank of the wearer. Large

black or red leather boots, with round white felt pointed caps,

complete the costume, which is much the same for both sexes.

Like the Kara-Kirghiz, the Kazaks are nominally Sunnites,

but Shamanists at heart, worshipping, besides the Kudai or good
divinity, the Shaitan or bad spirit. Their faith is strong in the

talchi or soothsayer and other charlatans, who know everything,

can do everything, and heal all disorders at pleasure. But they

are not fanatics, though holding the abstract doctrine tliat the
“ Kafir ’’ may be lawfully oppressed, including in this category

not only Buddhists and Christians, but even Mahommedans of

the Shiah sect. There are no fasts or ablutions, mosques or

mollahs, or regular prayers. Although Mussulmans since the

beginlung of the i6th century, they have scarcely yet found

their way to Mecca, their pilgrims visiting instead the more con-

venient shrines of the “ saints ” scattered over eastern Turkestan.

Unlike the Mongolians, the Kazaks treat their dead with great

respect, and the low steppe hills are often entirely covered with

monuments raised above their graves.

Letters are neglected to such an extent that whoever can

merely write is regarded as a savant, while he becomes a prodigy

of learning if able to read the Koran in the original. Yet the

Kazaks are naturally both musical and poetical, and possess a

considerable number of national songs, which are usually

repeated with variations from mouth to mouth.

The Kazaks still choose their own khans, who, though con-

firmed by the Russian government, possess little authority

beyond their respective tribes. The real rulers are the elders

or umpires and sultans, all appointed by public election. Brig-

andage and raids arising out of tribal feuds, which were formerly

recognized institutions, are now' severely punished, sometimes

even with death. Capital punishment, usually by hanging or

strangling, is inflicted for murder and adultery, while three,

nine or twenty-seven times the value of the stolen property

is exacted for theft.

The domestic animals, daily pursuits and industries of the

Kazaks differ but slightly from those of the Kara-Kirghiz.

Some of the wealthy steppe nomads own as many as 20,000

of the large fat-tail'ed sheep. Goats are kept chiefly as guides

for these flocks; and the horses, though small, are hardy, swift,

light-footed and capable of covering from 50 to 60 miles at a

stretch. Amongst the Kazaks there we a few workers in silver,

copper and iron, the chief arts besides being skin dressing,,

wool spinning and dyeing, carpet and felt weaving. Trade is

confined mainly to an exchange of live stock for woven and

other goods from Russia, Chana and Turkestan.

Since their subjection to Russia the Kazaks liave be^me less

lawless, but scarcely less noma(Bc. A change of habit in this

respect is opposed alike to their tastes and to the climatic and

other outward conditions. See also Tttrks,

LxTBRATuas.—Alexis Levshin, Dwmption des hordes s/ des sieppef
des Kirghiz-Kasaks, translated from the Russian by Ferry de Cimy
(1840) ;

w. Radlofl, Proben der Volhsliferafur der TUrkischen Sidnme
SMs%heriens\ Ch. de Ujfalvy, Le KohisUm, U Fwghandh, ei KoMja;
also BuU. de la Soc. de G4o, (1878-1679); Semenofi,^per in Pe$er~
mann's Mittheiluneen (1859), No. 3 ;

Valikhanov's Travels in idjd-
jSsq\ Madame de Ujfalvy, papers in four duMonde (1874) ;

Vambfty,
iHe primitive CidtUr des Turko-Tatarischen Volhes\ P. S. PaUas,
Observations sur les Kirghiz (1769; French trans., 1803); Andriev,
La Horde Moyenne/' in Bidl. de la Soc. de Giogr. de ^ Petershwre

(1875); Kadomtsev, Excursion dans le sUppe Kirghis) Lansdelf,
Kussian Centralasia (1885); Jadrinzer, La Sibtiie (188O). Skrine
and Ross, Heart of Asia {iBgm

;
E. H. Parker, A Thousand Years of

the Tartars (1893). Various Kussian works l^ Nalivkin, published
in Turkestan, contain much valuable information, and N. N. Pantu-
sov, Specimens of Kirghiz Popular Poetry

^

with Russian translations
(Kazan, 1903-1904).

KIRIN, a province of central Manchuria, with a capital bear-

ing the same name. The province has an area of 90,000 sq. m.,

and a population of 6,500,000. The chief towns besides the

capital are Kwang-chgng-tsze, 80 m. N.W. of the capital,

and Harbin on the Sungari river. The city of Khun is situated

at the foot of the ^u-Ye-Ling mountains, on the left bank of

the Sungari or Girin-ula, there 300 yds. wide, and is served by
a branch of the Manchurian railway. The situation is one of

exceptional beauty
;
but the streets are narrow, irregular and

indescribably filthy. The western part of the town is built upon
a swamp and is under water a great part of the year. The
dockyards are supplied with machinery from Europe and we
eflicient. Tobacco is the principal article of trade, the kind

,

grown in the province being greatly prized throughout the

Chinese empire under the name of “ Manchu leaf.” Formerly

ginseng was also an important staple, but the supply from this

quarter of the country has been exhausted. Outside the town
lies a plain “ thickly covered with open coffins containing the

dead bodies of Chinese emigrants exposed for identification and
removal by their friends ;

if no claim is made during ten years

the remains are buried on the spot.” Kirin was chosen by the

'

emperor K*anghi as a military post during the wws with the

Eleuths
;
and it owes its Chinese name of Ch uen-rch'ang, i.e.

Naval Y^rd, to his building there the vessels for the transport

of his troops. The population was estimated at 300,000 in x8i 2

;

in 1909 it was about 120,000.

KIRK, SIR JOHN (1832- ), British naturalist and ad-

ministrator, son of the Rev. John Kirk, was born at Barry,

near Arbroath, on the 19th of December 1832. He was edu-

cated at Edinburgh for the medical profession, and after

serving on the civil medical staff throughout the Crimean Ww,
was appointed in February 1858 physician and naturalist to

David Livingstone's second expedition to Central Africa. He
was by Livingstone’s side in most of his joumeyings during

the next five years, and was one of the first four white men
to behold Lake Nyasa (Sept. 16, 1859). He was finally in-

valided home on the' 9th of May 1863. The reputation he

gained during this expedition led to his appointment in Januar>'

1866 as acting surgeon to the political agency at Za^ibw. In

1868 he became assistant political agent, being raised to the

rank of consul-general in 1873 and agent in 1880. He retired

from that post in 1887. The twenty-one years spent by Kirk

in Zanzibar covered the most critical period of the history of

European intervention in East Africa; and during the greater

part of that time he was the virtual ruler of the country. With

Seyyid Bargash, who became sultan in 1870, he had a con-

trolling influence, and after the failure of Sir Bartle Frere’s

efforts he succeeded in obtaining Qune 5, 1873) the sultan’s

signature to a treaty abolishing the smve trade in his dominions.

In 1877 Bargash offered to a British merchant—Sir W. Mac-

kinnon—a lease of his mainland territories, and he gave Kirk a

declaration in which he bound himsdf not to cede territory to

any ot^r power than Great Britain, a declaration ignored by
the British government. When Germany in 1S85 ejaio^d

districts considered by the sultan to belong to Zanzibw, Kjrk

intervened to prevent Bargash going in pereon to Berlin to

protest and induced him to submit to the dismeniberment of

his dominions. In the delicate negotiations which followed
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Kirk used his powers to checkmate the German designs to
supplant the British in Zanzibar itself; this he did without
destroying the Arab form of government. He also directed tl^
efforts, this time successful, to obtain for Britain a portion of

the mainland—Bargash in May 18^7 granting to Mackinncm a
lease of territoi*)' which led to the foundation of British East
Africa, Having thus served both Great Britain and Zanzibar,
Kirk resigned his post (July 1887), retiring from the consular
service. In 1889-1890 he was a plenipotentiary at the slave

trade conference in Brussels, and was one of the delegates who
fixed the tariff duties to be imposed in the Congo basin. In

1895 he was sent by the Britifeh government on a mission to

the Niger; and on his return he was appointed a member of the
Foreign Office committee for constructing the Uganda railway.

As a naturalist Kirk took high rank, and many species of the
flora and fauna of Central Africa were made known by him, and
several bear his name, e.g. the Oio^ale ktrkit (a lemuroid), the
Madoqua khkii (a diminutive antelope), the Landolpkia kirkii

and the Clematis kirkii. For his services to geography he
received in 1882 the patrons’ medal of the Royal Geographical
Society, of which society he became foreign secretary. Kirk
was created K.C.B. in 1900. He married, in 1867, Miss Helen
Cooke,

KiRKBY, JOHN (d. 1^0), English ecclesiastic and states-

man, entered the public service as a cleik of the chancer}^
during the reign of Henr>^ III. Under Edward I. he acted as
keeper of the great seal during the frequent absences of the
chancellor, Robeit Burnell, being referred to as vice-chancellor.

In 1282 he was employed b}' the king to make a tour through
the counties and boroughs for the purpose of collecting money

;

this and his other services to Edward were well rewarded, and
although not yet ordained priest he held several valuable
benefices in the Church. In 1283 he was chosen bishop of

Rochester, hut owing to the opposition of the archbishop of

Canterbury, John Peckham, he did not press his claim to this

see. In 1286, however, two years after he had become treasurer,

he was elected bishop of Ely, and he was ordained priest and
then consecrated by Peckham. Ho died at Ely on the 26th of

March 1290. Kirkby was n benefactor to his sec, to which he
left some property in London, including the locality now known
as Ely Place, where for many years stood the London residence
of the bishop of Ely.

Kirkby's Quest is the name given to a survey of various English
counties which was made under the bishop's direction probably
in 1284 and 1285. For this see Inauisitions md Assessments refating
to Feudal Aids, 128.^-1431, vol. i, (London, 1899).

KIRKCALDY (locally pronounced Kerkaiodi), a royal, munici-
pal and police burgh and seaport of Fifeshire, Scotland. Pop.

(1901), 34,079. It lies on the Firth of Forth, 26m. N. of Edinburgh
by the North British railway, via the Forth Bridge. Although
Columba is said to have planted a church here, the authori-
tative history of the temn does not begin for several centuries

after the era of the saint. In 1240 the church was bestowed by
David, bishop of St Andrews, on Dunfermline Abbey, and in

1334 the town with its harbour was granted by David 11 . to the
same abbey, by which it was conveyed to the bailies and council
in 1450, when Kirkcaldy was created a ro^'ol burgh. In the course
of another century it had become an important commercial
centre, the salt trade of the district being then the largest in

Scotland. In 1644, when Charles I. raised it to a free port, it

owned a hundred vessels, and six years later it was assessed as
the sixth tovm in the kingdom. After the Union its shipping
fell off, Jacobite troubles aftd the American War of Independence
accelerating the decline. But its linen manufactures, begun
early in the 18th c^tury, gradually restored prosperity; and
when other industries liad taken root its fortunes advanced
by l^ps and bounds, and there i? now no more flourishing com*
mvmity in Scotland. The chief topographical feature of the
burgh is its length, froih which it is called the “lang toun.'"

Formerly it consisted of little besides High Street, with doses
and wytlds branching off from it; but now that it has absorbed
Invertid, Lmktown and Abfeotshall on the west, and Pathhead,

Sinclair!own and Gallatown 6n the east, It had reached a
length of nearly 4 m. Its public buildings include the parish
church, in the Clothic style, St Brycedale United Free church,
\vith a spire 200 ft. high, a town hall, com exchange, public
libraries, assembly rooms, fever hospital, sheriff court buildings,

people’s club and institute, high school (^894)—on the site of
the ancient burgh school (1582)—the Beveridge hall and free
library, and the Adam Smith memorial hall. To the west lies

Beveridge Park of 110 acres, including a large sheet of water,
which was presented to the town in 1892. The harbour has an
inner and outer division, with wet dock and wharves. Ptons
for its extension were approved ill 1903. They include the
extension of the east pier, the construction Of a south {»er 800 ft.

in length, and of a tidal harbour 5 acres in area and a dock of

4 acres. Besides the manufacture of sheeting, towelling, ticks,

dowlas and sail-cloth, the principal industries include flax-spin-
ning, net-making, bleaching, dyeing, tanning, brewing, brass and
iron founding, and there alre potteries, flour-mills, engineering
works, fisheries, and factories for the making of oil-cloth and
linoleum. In 1847 Michael Nairn conceived the notion of

utilizing the fibre of cork and Oil-paint in such a way as to

produce a floor-covering more lasting than carpet and yet
capable of taking a pattern. The result of his experiments was
oil-cloth, in the manufacture of which Kirkcaldy has kept the
predominance to which Nairn’s enterprise entitled it. Indeed,
this and he kindred linoleum business (also due to Naim, who
in 1877 built the first linoleum factory in Scotland) were for

many years the monopoly of Kirkcaldy. There is a large
direct export trade with the United States. Among well-
known natives of the town were Adam Smith, Henry Balnaves
of Halhill, the Scottish reformer and lord of session m the time
of Queen Mary

;
George Gillespie, the thcologdan and a leading

member of the Westminster Assembly, and his younger brother
Patrick (1617-1675), a friend of Cromwell and principul of

Glasgow University; John Ritchie (1778-1870). one of the
founders of the Sdatsman

; General Sir John Oswald (1771-1840),
who had a command at San Sebastian and Vittoria. Sir Michael
Scott of Balwearie castle, about i J m. W. of the town, was sent
with Sir David Wemyss to bring the Maid of Norway to Scotland
in 1290; Sir Walter Scott was therefore in error in adopting the
tradition that identified liim with the wizard of the same name,
who died in 1334. Carlyle and Edward Irving were teachers
in the town, where Irving spent se^'en years, and where he made
the acquaintance of the lady he afterwards married. Kirkcaldy
combines witli Dysart, Kinghom and liwntisland to return one
member to parliament.

KIRKCALDY OF 6RA1IQB, SIR WILLIAM {c. 1520-1573),
Scottish politician, was the eldest son of Sir James Kirkcaldy
of Grange (d. 1556), a member of an old Fifeshire family. Sir

James was lord high treasurer of Scotland from 1537 to 1543
and was a determined opponent of Cardinal Beaton^ for whose
murder in 1546 he was parti)*' responsible. William J^k-
caldy assisted to compass this murder, and when tlie castle of
St Andrews surrendered to the French in July 1547 he was sent
as a prisoner to Normandy, whence he escaped in 1550. He was
then employed in France as a secret agent by the advisers of

Edward VI., being known in the cyphers as Carax', and later

he served in the French army, where he gained a lasting reputa-
tion for skill and bravery. 'Die sentence passed on Kirkcaldy
for his share in Beaton’s murder was removed in 1556, and
returning to Scotland in 1557 he came quiddy to the front; as
a Protestant he was one of the leaders of the lords of the con-
gregation in their struggle with the regent, Mary of Lorraine,

and he assisted co harass the French troops in Fife. He opposed
Queen Mary’s marriage with Damley, being associated at this

time with Murray, and was forced for a short time to sedc refuge
in England. Returning to Scotland, he was accessory to the
murder of Rizzio, but he had no share in that of Darnl^; and
he was one of the lords who banded themselves together to rescue
Mary after h^r marriage with Bothwefl. After the fi^t at
Car^rry Hill the queen surrendered herself to Khkcal^, and
his generalship was mainly responsible for her defekt at I^ngside.
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He seems^ however^ to have believed that an arrangement with
Mary was possible, and coming under the influence of Maitland
of lithington, whom in Septsw^er 1 569 he released by a strata-
gem from his cotofinemcnt in Edinburgh, he was soon vehe-
mently suspected of his fellows/’ After the murder of Munay
Kirkcaldy ranged himseHf definitely among the friends of the
imprisoned queen. About this time he forcibly released one of
his supporters from imprisonment, a step which led to an alter-

cation with his former friend John Knox, who called him a
“ murderer and throat-cutter.” Defying the regent I.^cmiO!X,

Kirkcaldy began to strengthen the fortifications of Edinburgh
castle, of which he was governor, and which he held for Mary,
and early in 1573 he refused to come to an agreement with the
regent Morton because the terms of peace did not include a
section of his friends. After this some English troops arrived
to help the Scots, and in May 1573 the castle surrendered.
Strenuous effortswere made to save Kirkcaldyfrom thevengeance
of his foes, but they were unavailing; Knox had prophesied that
he would be hang^, and he was blunged on the 3rd of August
i573«

See Sir James Melville's Memoirs^ edited by T. Thomson (Edin-
burgh, 1827) ; J. tirant, Memoirs and Adventures of Sir W. Kirkaldy
(Edinburjg^h, 1S49)

;
L. A. Barb6, Kirkcaldy of Grange (1897) ; and A.

Lang, History of Scotland, vol. ii. (1902).

KIRKCUDBRIGHT (pTonJCer-kiUhbrt),^ royal and police burgh,
and county town of Kirkcudbrightshire, Scotland. Pop. (1901),
2386. It is situated at the mouth of the Dee, 6 m. from the sea
and 30 m, S.W. of Dvimfries by the Glasgow & SoutlirWestem
railway, being the terminus of a branch line. Tl^e old form of

the name of the town was Kilcudbrit, from the Gaelic Ctl Cudbert,
“ the chapel of Cuthbert,” the saint’s body having lain here for

a short time during the seven years that lapsed between its.

exhumation at Lindisfarnc and the re-interment at Chester-le-"

Street. The estuary of the Dee is divided al its head by the
peninsula of St Mary's Isle, but though the harbour is the best
in south-western Scotland, the great distance to which the tide

retreats impairs its usefulness. Among the public buildings are
the academy, Johnstone public school, the county buildings,

town-hall, museum, Mackenzie hall and market cross, the last-

named standing in front of the old court-house, which is now
used as a drill hall and fire-station. No traces remain of the
Greyfriars’ or Franciscan convent founded by Alexander II.,

nor of the nunnery that was erected in the parish of Kirkcud-
bright. The ivy-clad ruins of Bomby castle, founded in 1582
by Sir Thorrvas Maclellan, ancestor of the barons of Kirkcud-
bright, stiind at the end of the chief street. The town, which
witnessed much of the international strife and Border lawless-

ness, was taken by Edward I. in 1300. It received its royal

eliarter in 1455. ^ter the battle of Towton, Henry Vl. crossed

the Solway (August 1461) and landed at Kirkcudbright to join

Queen Margaret at Linlithgow. It successfully withstood the

English siege in 1547 under Sir Thomas Carleton, but after the

country had been ovenun was compelled to surreiKier at dis-

cretion. Lord Maxwell, earl of Morton, as a Roman Catholic,

mustered his tenants here to act in concert with the Armada;
but on the approach of King James VL to Dumfries lie took ship

at Kirkcudbright and was speedily captured. The burgh is one
of the Dumfries difitrict group of parliamentary burghs. On
St Mary’s Isle was situated the seat of the earl of Selkirk, at

whose house Robert Burns gave the famous Selkirk grace :

—

” Some ha'c meat, and cemna eat,

And some wad cat that want it

;

But we ha’e medt, and we can eat,

Aflid lae the Lord be thankit."

Fergus, lord of Galloway, ai celebratedi church-builder of the

19th centuiy,>h»d his primupal seat on Pidace Isle in a lake called,

after him hash Fargus, near St Mary’s Isle, wher^ he erected

the priory de Traylb, in token of his penitence for rebellion against

L The j^iory Was afterwards united as a dependent
cell to the abbey of Holyrodd. Dcjrdhbnnan Abbky, 4i m. S*E.,

was, howevnr, his gieoteet achievement. It was a Cistercian

house, mfionized hm Rfovaulx, and was built in 1140. Them
now remain only the transept and choir, a unique example of

the Eariy Pointed atyk. Tongusland for 'rimgknd); oi m.
N. by E., has intereirting historical associations. It was the site

of a Prempnstratensian abbey built by Fergus, and it was
that Queen Mary rested in her Bight from tine field of langstde
(May 13, 1568). The well near Tonguelond l^ge from which
she drank still bears the name of the Queen’s Well.

K1RKCUDBR16HT5HIRB (also known as the StEWAHtRY
OF Kirkcudbright and East Galloway), a south-western
cofunty of Scotland, bounded N. and N.W. by A3PTshire^ W, and
S.W. by Wigtownshire, S. and S.E. by the Irish Sea and Solway
Firth, and E. and N.E. by Dumfriesshire. It Includes the small
islands of Hestan and Little Ross, whi(^ ore utiliaed as light-
house stations. It has an area of 575/565 acres or 899 sqw m.
The north-western part of the shire Is tugged, wiM and isolate.
In this quarter the principal mountains are Merrick (2764 ft.),

the high^ in the south of Scotland, and the group of the Rions
of Kells, tiie chief peaks of whidi are Corscrine (9666), Carlins
Cairn (2650), Meikle Millyea (2446) and Millfirc (23^). To-
wards the south-west the chief eminences are Lamachim (3349),
Larg (2216), and the bold moss of Caimsmore of Fleet (2331;.
In the south-east the only rniposing height is Criffd (1866).' In
the north rises the majestic hill of Cmrsiimutr of Carsphaiiti

(2612), and close to the Ayrshire border is the Windy Standard
(2287). Th6 southern section of the shire is mostly level or
undulating, but characterized by much picturesque scenery.
I’he shore is generally bold and rocky, indented by numerous
estuaries forming natural harbours, which however are of little

,

use for commerce owing to the shaRowness of the sea. Large
stretches of sand are exposed in the Solway at low water and the
rapid Row of the tide has often occasioned loss of life, The
number of ** burns ” and waters ” Is remarkable, but their

length seldom exceeds 7 or 8 m. Among the longer rivers are
the Cree, which rises in Loch Moan and reaches the sea near
Creetown after a course of about 30 m., during which it forms
the boundary, at first of Ayrshire and then of Wigtownshire; the*

Dee or Black Water of Dee (so named from the peat by whtdi
it is coloured), which rises in Loch Dee and after a course mainly
S.E. ^d,finally S., enters tlw sea at St Mary’s Isle below Kirk-
cudbright, its length being nearly 36 m. ; the Urr, rising in Loch
Urr on the Dumfriesshire border, falls into the sea a few miles

south of Dalbeattie 27 m. from its source; the Ken, rising on the
confines of Ayrshire^ Rows mainly in a sofitherly direction and
joins the Dee at the southern end of Lodh Ken after a course of

24 m. through lovely scenery; and the Deugh which, rising on
the northern flank of the Windy Standard, pursues an extra -

ordinarily winding course of 20 m. before reaching the Ken.
The Nith, during the last few miles 6f its flow, forms the boundary
with Dumfriesshire, to which county it almost whoBr belongs.

The lochs and mountain tarns are many and weR distributed

;

but except Loch Ken, which is about 6 m. kufg by } m. wide, few
of them attain noteworthy dimensions. There are several pisses

in the hill regions, but the only well-known glen is Glen Trool,

not far from the district of Garrick in Ayrshire, the fame of which
rests partly on the romantic charecter of hs scenery, Which is

very wild around Loch Trcol, and more especially on its associa-

tions with Robert BmCe. It was here that when most closely

beset by his enemies, who had tracked him to his fastnOss by
sleuth hounds, Bruce with the aid of a few faithful followers won
a surprise victory over tlie English in 1307 which proved the

turnin^point of his fortunes.

Geology .

—

Silurian and Ordovician rocks ar:^ the most important
in this county; they are thrown into oft-repeated folds With their

axes lying in a N.E.-S.W. direction. The OrdoYiCian rocks are
graptoKtic black shales and grits of Llandeilo and Caniidoc age.

They occupy all the northern part of the county north-west ox a
line which runs sonu: 3 m. N. of New GaUoway and k^t of the
Kinnn of Kells. South-east of this lihe Slniriail shale^

of Llandovery a^ prevail; they ar© found imiihd Dairy, Gredtowb^
New Giilloway, Cwitte Douglas and Khkcfilddright. Overiyitig the
Llandovery bed# On the southcoast are strips of Wenlock rocks ; they
extend fromBr^gebonse Bay to Auchjnleok and are w^l expom in

Kirkcudbright Bay, lihd they can bh traceq farther rodhd'me dodst

between the gramte and the ydtmgiir rddks; 'CartKmfteroua rodka
appear in small fmVteA tracts, xdscon(6tfbM6 on the Silurian, on
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the shores of the Solway Firth. They are best developed about

Kirkb^n, where they include a basal red breccia followed by con-

f
lomerates, grits ana cement stones of Calciferous Sandstone age.

lrick>red sandstones of Fermian age just come within the county on

the W. side of the Nith at Dumfries. Volcanic necks occur in the

Permian and basalt dikes penetrate the Silurian at Borgue, Kirk-

andrews, &c. Most of the nighest ground is formed by the mas^s
of granite which have been intruded into the Ordovician and Silurian

ro^; the Criflfel mass lies about Dalbeattie and Bengairn, another

mass extends east and west between the Cairnsmore of Fleet and Loch
Kcii, another lies N.W. and S.E. between Loch Doon and Loch Dee
and a small mass forms the Cairnsmore of ^rspluto. Glacial

deposits occupy much of the low ground; the ice, having travelled

in a southerly or south-easterly direction, has left abundant striae on

the higher ground to indicate its course. Radiation of the ice streams

tookjSacc from the heights of Merrick, Kells, &c.; local moraines are

founanear Carsphaim and in the Deugh and Minnoch valleys. Glacial

drumlins of boulder clay lie in the vales of the Dee, Cree and Urr.

Climate and AgricuUute.’—Tht climate and soil are better fitted

for grass and green crops than for grain. The annual rainfall

averages 45*7 in. The mean temperature for the year is 48'' F.;

for Januaiy^ 38 5"; for July 59". The major part of the land is

either waste or poor pasture. More than half the holdings con-

sist of 50 acres and over. Oats is the predominant grain crop,

the acreage under barley being small and that under wheat

insignificant. Turnips are successfully cultivated, and potatoes

are the only other green crop raised on a moderately large scale.

Sheep-rearing has been pursued with great enterprise. The

average is considerably in excess of that for Scotland. Black-

faced and Cheviots are the most common on the high ground,

and a cross of I^icester with either is also in favour. Cattle-

breeding is followed with steady success; the black polled

Galloway is the general breed, but Ayrshires have been introduced

for dairying, cheese-making occupying much of the farmers^

attention. Horses are extensively raised, a breed of small-sized

hardy and spirited animals being specifically known as Gallo-

ways. Most of ttie horses are used in agricultural work, but a

large number are also kept for stock; Clydesdales are bred to

some extent. Pig-rearing is an imj^rtant pursuit, pork being

supplied to the English markets in considerable quantiti^.

During the last quarter of the 19th century the number of pigs

increased 50 %. Bee-keeping has been followed with special

care and the honey of the shire is consequently in good repute.

The proportion of woodland in the county is small.

Industries,—The shire ranks next to Aberdeen as a granite-

yielding county and the quarries occupy a large number of hands.

In some towns and villages there are manufactures of linen,

woollen and cotton goods
;
at various places distilling, brewing,

tanning and paper-making are carried on, and at Dalbeattie

there are brick and tile works. There is a little ship-building

at Kirkcudbright. The Solway fishery is of small account, but

salmon fishing is prosecuted at the mouth of certain rivers, the

Dee fish being notable for their excellence.

The only railway communication is by the Glasgow & South-

Western railway running from Dumfries to Castle Douglas, from

which there is a branch to Kirkcudbright, and the Portpatrick

and Wigtownshire railway, beginning at Castle Douglas and

leaving the county at Newton Stewart. These are supplemented

by coaches between various points, as from New Galloway to

('arsphaim, from Dumfries to New Abbey and Dalbeattie, and

Irom Auchencaim to Dalbeattie,

Population and Gm^ernment.—^The population was 39,985 in

1891 and 39,383 in 1901, when 98 persons spoke Gaelic and

English, the chief towns are Castle Douglas (pop. in 1901,

3018), Dalbeattie (3469), Kirkcudbright (2386), Maxwelitown

(5796) with Creetown (991), and Gatehouse of Fleet (1013).

the shire returns one member to parliament, and the county

town (Kirkcudbright) belongs to the Dumfries district group

of (>arliainentary burghs, and- Maxwelitown is combined with

Dumfries. The county forms part of the sheriffdom of Ifemfrics

and Galloway, and there is a resident sheriff-substitute at

Kirkcudbright. The county is under school-board jurisdic-

tion. There is an academy at Kirkcudbright, high schools at

Dumfries and Newton Stewart, and technical classes at Kirkcud-

bright, Dalbeattie, Castle Douglas and Dumfries.

History,—Tht country west of the Nith was originally peopled

by a tribe of Celtic Gaels called Novantae, or Atecott Piets, who,

owing to their geographical position, which prevented any ready

intermingling with the other Pictish tribes farther north, long

retained their independence. After Agricola’s invasion in a.d. 79

the country nominally formed part of the Roman province,

but the evidence is against there ever having been a prolonged

effective Roman occupation. After the retreat of the Romans
the Novantae remained for a time under their own chiefs, but

in the 7th century accepted the overlordship of Northumbria.

The Saxons, soon engaged in struggles with the Norsemen, had

no leisure to look after their tributaries, and early in the 9th

century the Atecotts made common cause with the Vikings.

Henceforward they were styled, probably in contempt, Gall-

gaidhelj or stranger Gaels {i,e, Gaels who fraternized with the

foreigners), the Welsh equivalent for which, Gcdlwyddelj

rise to the name of Galloway (of which Galway is a variant),

which was applied to their territory and still denotes the

Stewartry of Kirkcudbright and the shire of Wigtown. When
Scotland was consolidated under Kenneth MacAlpine (crowned

at Scone in 844), Galloway was the only district in the south that

did not form part of the kingdom ;
but in return for the services

rendered to him at this crisis Kenneth gave his daughter in

marriage to the Galloway chief, Olaf the White, and also con-

ferred upon the men of Galloway the privilege of marching in

the van of the Scottish armies, a right exercised and recognized

for several centuries. During the next two hundred years the

country had no rest from Danish and Saxon incursions and

the continual lawlessness of the Scandinavian rovers. When
Malcolm Canmore defeated and slew Macbeth in 1057 he married

the dead king’s widow Ingibiorg, a Pictish princess, an event

which marked the beginning of the decay of Norse influence.

The Galloway chiefs hesitated for a time whether to throw in

their lot with the Northumbrians or with Malcolm ; but language,

race and the situation of their country at length induced them

to become lieges of the Scottish king. By the close of the iith

century the boundary between England and Scotland was

roughly delimited on existing lines. The feudal system ulti-

mately destroyed the power of the Galloway chiefs, who resisted

the innovation to the last. Several of the lords or “ kings ” of

Galloway, a line said to have been founded by Fergus, the

greatest of them all, asserted in vain their independence of the

Scottish crown; and in 1234 the line became extinct in the male

branch on the death of Fergus’s great-grandson Alan. One of

Alan’s daughters, Dervorguila, had married John de Baliol

(father of the John de Baliol who was king of Scotland from 1292

until his abdication in 1296), and the people, out of affection for

Alan’s daughter, were lukewarm in .support of Robert Bnice. In

1308 the district was cleared of the English and brought under

allegiance to the king, w'hen the lordship of Galloway was given

to Edward Bruce. I/ater in the 14th century Galloway espoused

the cause of Edward Baliol, who surrendered several counties,

including Kirkcudbright, to Edward III. In 1372 Archibald

the Grim, a natural son of Sir James Douglas “ the Good,”

became Ixird of Galloway and received in perpetual fee the

Crown lands between the Nith and Cree. He appointed a steward

to collect his revenues and administer justice, and there thus

arose the designation of the Stewartry of Kirkcudbright. The
high-handed rule of the Douglases created general discontent, and

when their treason became apparent their territoty was overrun

by the king’s men in 1455; Douglas was attainted, and his

honours and estates were forfeited. In that year the great

stronghold of the Thrieve, the most important fortress in Gallo-

way, which Archibald the Grim had built on the Dee immediately

to the west of the modem town of Castle Douglas, was reduced

and converted into a royal keep. (It was dismantled in 1640

by order of the Estates in consequwice of the hostility of its

keeper, Lord Nithsdale, to the Covenant.) The famous cannon

Mons Meg, now in Edinburgh Castle, is said, apparently on

insufficient evidence, to have been constructed in order to aid

James IIL in this siege. As the Douglases went down the

Maxwells rose, and the debateable land on the south-east of
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Dumfriesshire wits for generations the scene of strife and raid^

not ohLy between the two nations but also among the leading

families^ of whom the Maxwells, Johnstones and Armstrongs
were always conspicuous. After the battle of Solway MosS

(1542) the shires of Kirkcudbright and Dumfries fell under
English rule for a short peric^. The treaty of Norham
(March 24, 1550) established a truce between the nations for ten

years; and in 1559, the Ward^ of the Marches consenting, the

debateable land ceased to be matter for debate, the pari^ of

Canonbte being annexed to Dumfriesshire, that of Kirkandrews
to Cumberland. Though at the Reformation the Stewartry

became fervent in its Protestantism, it was to Galloway, through

the influence of the great landowners and the attachment of

the people to them, tlmt Mary owed her wannest adherents, and
it was from the coast of Kirkcudbright that she made her luckless

voyage to England. Even when the crowns were united in 1603
turbulence continued; for trouble arose over the attempt to

establish episcopacy, and nowhere were the Covenanters more
cruelly persecuted than in Galloway. After the union things

mended slowly but surely, curious evidence of growing com-

mercial prosperity being the enormous extent to which smuggling

was carried on. No coast could serve the free traders
”
better

than the shores of Kirkcudbright, and the contraband trade

flourished tijl the 19th century. The Jacobjte risings of 1715
and 1745 elicited small sympathy from the inhabitants of the

shire.

See Sir Herbert Maxwell, History of Dumfries and Galloway
(Edinburgh, 1896) ;

Rev. Andrew Syrason, A Large Description of
Galloway {i6Sj^ ; new ed., 1823) ;

Thomas Murray, The Literary History

of Galloway (1822) : Rev. Wiuiam Mackenzie, History of Galloway

U8^i); P. H. McKerlie, History of the Lands and their Owners in

Galloway (Edinburgh, 1870-1879); Galloway Ancient and Modem
(Edinburgh, 1891) ; J. A. H. Murray, Dialect of the Southern Counties

of Scotland (London, 1873).

KIRKE* PERCY {c. r646-i69i), English soldier, was the son of

George Kirke, a court official to Charles I. and Charles II. In

1666 he obtained his first commission in the Lord Admiral’s

regiment, and subsequently served in the Blues. He was with

Monmouth at Maestricht (1673), and was present during two
campaigns with Turenne on the Rhine. In 1680 he became
lieutenant-colonel, and soon afterwards colonel of one of the

Tangier regiments (afterwards the King’s Own Royal Lancaster

Regt.). In 1682 Kirke became governor of Tangier, and colonel

of the old Tangier regiment (afterwards the Queen’s Royal West
Surrey). He distinguished himself very greatly as governor,

though he gave offence by the roughness of his manners and the

wildness of his life. On the evacuation of Tangier “ Kirke’s

Lambs ” (so called from their badge) returned to England, and

a year later their colonel served as a brigadier in Faversham’s

army. After Sedgemoor the rebels were treated with great

severity ; but the charges so often brought against the Lambs ”

are now known to be exaggerated, tlmgh the regiment shared

to the full in the ruHiless hunting down of the fugitives. It is

often stated that it formed Jeffreys’s escort in the “ Bloody

Assize,” but this is erroneous. Bri^dier Kirke took a notable

part in the Revolution three years later, and William III.

promoted him. He commanded at the relief of I^rry, ^d
made his last campaign in Flanders in 1691. He died, a lieu-

tenant-general, at Brussels in October of that year. His eldest

son, Lieut.-General Percy Kirke (i684-i 74i)> was also colonel

of the ” Lambs.”

RIRKEE, or Kirki, a town and military cantonment of

British India in Pdona district, Bombay, 4 m, N.W. of Poona

dty. Pop. (1901), 10,797. It is the prindpidartille^ station m
the Bombay presidency, and has a large ammunition factory.

It was ^e scene of a victory over Baji Rao, the last pesdiwa,

in 1817.

KffiKBnnUiOOlli a municipal and police burgh of Dumbar-

totisliii>e, Scotland. Pop. (1901), 10,680. It is situated 8 m.N.E. of

GUisgow, by-the North British r^way, a portion of the pariah

extending tnito LptiarkshitCk lies on the For^ & Qy.de canal,

and the Kelvin—from which Lord Kelvin, the distmguished

scieiiliit^ took the title of his barony^owsr past the town,

where it receives from the north the Glazert and from the south

the Luggie, commemorated by David Gray. The WaU of

Antoninus ran through the site of the town, the Gaelic name of ^

which (Cost, a fort, not Kitk^ a church) means the fort at the

end of the r^e ” The town became a burgh of barony under
the Cbmyns in 1170. The cruciform parish church with crow-

stepped gables dates from 1644. The public buildings include

the town hall, with a clock tower, the temperance haJil, a con-

valescent home, the BroomhiU home for incurables^^y due
to Miss Beatrice Qugston, to whom a memorial wks erected in

1891), and the Westermains asylum. In 1898 the buigh acquired

as a private park the Peel, containing traces of the Romn Wall,

a fort, and the foundation of Comyn’s Castle. The leading

industries are chemical manufactures, iron-founding, muslin-

weaving, coal mining and timber sowing. Lenzie, a suburb, a
mile to the south of the old town, contains the imposing towered
edifice in the Elizabethan style which houses the Barony asylum.

David Gray, the poet, was bom at Merkland, near by, and is

buried in Kirkintilloch churchyard, where a monument was
erected to his memory in 1865.

K1RK-KILI8SEH (Kirk-Kilisse or Kirk-Kilissia), a town
of European Turkey, in the vilayet of Adrianople, 35 m. E. of

Adrianople. Pop. (1905), about 16,000, of whom about half are

Greeks, and the remainder Bulgarians, Turks and Jews. KirR-

Kilisseh is built near the headwaters of several small tributaries

of the river Ergene, and on the western slope of the Istranja

Dagh. It owes its chief importance to its position at the southern

outlet of the Fakhi defile over these mountains, through which
passes the shortest road from Shumla to Constantinople. The *

name Kirk-Kilisseh signifies ” four churches,” and the town
possesses many mosques and Greek churches. It has an im-

portant trade with Constantinople in butter and cheese, and also

jexports wine, brandy, cereals and tobacco.

KIRKSVILLE* a city and the county-seat of Adair county,

Missouri, U.S.A., about 129 m. N. by W. /jf Jefferson City.

Pop. (1900), 5966, of whom 1 12 were foreign-bom and 291 were .

negroes. It is served by the Wabash and the Quincy, Omaha &
Kansas City railways. It lies on a rolling prairie at an eleva*

tion of 975 ft. above the sea. It is the seat of the First District

Missouri State Normal School (1870); of the American School of

Osteopathy (opened 1892) ;
and of the related A. T. Still

Infirmary (incorporated 1895), named in honour of its founder,

Andrew Taylor Still (b. 1820), the originator of osteopathic

treatment, who settled here in 1875. School of

Osteopathy had 18 instructors and 398 students. Grain and
fruit are grown in laige quantities, and much coal is mined in

the vicinity of Kirksville. Its manufactures are shoes, bricks,

lumber, ice, agricultural implements, wagons and handles.

Kirksvffie was laid out in 1842, and was named in honour of

Jesse -Kirk. It was incorporated as a town in 1857 and
chartered as a city of the tlmd class in 1892. In April 1899 a
cydone caused serious damage to tlie city.

KIRKWALL (Norse, Kirkjuvugr, church bay ”), a royal,

municipd and police burgh, seaport and capital of the Orloie^

Islands, county of Orkn^, Scotland. Pop. (1901 )> 3711. It is

situated at the head of a of the same name on the east of

the island of Pomona, or Mainland, 247 m. N. of Leith and 54 m.
N. of Wick by steamer. Much of the city is <^uaint*Iool^ and
old-fashioned, its main street (neariy x m. k^) being in parts

so narrow that two vehicles cannot pass each otiber. Tht more
modem quarters are built with great regularity and the suburbs

contain several substantial villas surrounded by gardens. Kirk-

wall has very few manufactures. The linen ti^e introduced

in the middle of the iSth century is extinct, and a like fate has

overtaken the kelp and straw^laiting industries. Distil&ig

however prospers,1^ the town is important not only as regards

its shipping and the deep-sea fishery, hut also as a distributing

centre for the islands and the eeait of the superior law oourie*

The port has XirkwaU received its first chaitiri^v

Jaines 111. in 14^^ but the prowons of this instrumenS'jMjUg

disregarded by su^h men asRobert (d, 1592) and PatriohJftNilli^

(d. x6x4), xst and end earls of andothm,^ SpotM
XV. 27
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parliament passed an act in 1670 confirming the charter granted

by Charles II. in 1661. The prime object of interest is the

cathedral of St Magnus^ a stately cruciform red sandstone struc-

ture in the severest Norman, with touches of Gothic. It was
founded by Jarl Rognvald (Earl Ronald) in 1137 in memory of

his undo Jarl Magnus who was assassinated in the island of

Egilshay in 1115, and afterwards canonized and adopted as the

patron saint of the Orkneys. The remains of St Magnus were

ultimately interred in the cathedral. The church is 334 ft. long

from east to west and 56 ft. broad, 71 ft. high from floor to roof,

and 133 ft. to the top of the present spire—the transepts being

the oldest portion. The choir was kn^hened and the beautiful

eastern rose window added by Bishop Stewart in 1511, and the

pwch and the western end of the nave were finished in 1540 by
Bishop Robert Reid. Saving that the upper half of the original

spine was struck by lightning in 1671, and not rebuilt, the cathe-

dral is complete at all points, but it underwent extensive repairs

in the 19th century. The di^n^ortionate height and narrow-
ness of the building lend it a certain distinction which otherwise

it would have lacked, 'fhe sandstone has not resisted the effects

of weather, and much of the external decorative work has

perished. The choir is used as the parish church. The skellat^

or fire-bell, is not rung now. The church of St Olaf, from which
the town took its name, was burned down by the English in

1 502 ;
and of the church crerted on its .site by Bi.shop Reid—the

greatest building the Orkneys ever had—little more than the

merest fragment survives. Nothing remains of the old castle,

a fortress of remarkable strength founded by Sir Henry Sinclair

(d. 1400), earl and prince of Orkney and ist earl of Caithness,

its last vestiges having been demolished in 1865 to provide better

access to the harbour
;
and the earthwork to the east of the town

thrown up by the Cromwellians has been converted into a battery

of the Orkney Artillery Volunteers. Adjoining the cathedral

are the ruins of the bishop’s palace, in which King Haco died

after his defeat at .Largs in 1263, The round tower, which still

stands, was added in 1550 by Bishop Reid. It is known as the

Mass Tower and contains a niche in which is a small effigy

believed to represent the founder, who also endowed the grammar
school which ir still in cxi.stcnce. To the east of the remains of

the bishop’s palace are the ruins of the earl’s palace, a structure

in the Scottish Baronial style, built about i6oo for Patrick

.Stewart, 2nd earl of Orkney, and on his forfeiture given to the

bishops for a residence. Tankernes.s House is a characteristic

example of the mansion of an Orkney laird of the olden time.

Other public buildings include the municipal buildings, the

sheriff court and county buildings, Balfour hospital, and the

fever hospital. There is daily communication with Scrabster

pier (Thurso), via Scapa pier, on the southern side of the waist

of Pomona, about ij ra. to the S. of Kirkwall
;
and steamers sail

at regular intervals from the harbour to Wick, Aberdeen and

Leith. Good roads place the capital in touch with most places

in the island and a coach runs twice a day to Stromness. Kirk-

wall belongs to the WieJe district group of parliamentary buighs,

the others being Cromarty, Dingwall, Dornoch and Tain.

KIRRlESIU^n, a police burgh of Forfar^ire, Scotland. Pop.

(1901), 4096. It is situated on a height above the glen throu^
which the Gairie flows, 6i m. N.W. of Forfar by a branch line of

the Cakdonian railway of which it is the terminus. There are

libraries, a public hall and a park. The staple industry is linen-

weavii^. The hand loom lingered longer here than in any other

place in Scotland and is not yet wholly extinct. The Rev. Dr
Alexander Whyte (b. 1837) and J. M. Banrie^b. i86o)are natives,

the latter having made the town famous under the name of

“ Thrums.’^ The original Secession church—the kirk of the Auld

Lichts—was founded in 1806 and rebuilt in 1893. Kimioindy,

m. N.W., was the bhthplaceof Sir Charles Lyell the geologist:

and Ceotachy castk, a ^e mansion in the Scotrish Bajoniai

style, about 4 m. N., is the seat of the earl of Airlie.

K1R8CH, or KirscrsnwasbSsr, a pebble spirit distilkd from

cherries. Rirsch is manufactured chiefly in the Black Fwest
in Germany, and in the Vosges and Jura districts in France.

Generali) the raw material consists of the wild cherry known as

C^aruf avium. The cherries are subjected to natural fermented

tiofn and subsequent distillation. Occasionally a certain quantity

of sugar and water are added to the cherries after crushing, and
the mass so obtained is filtered or pressed prior to fermentation.

The spirit is usually “ run ” at a strength of about 50% of

absolute alcohol. Compared with branch or whisky the charac-

teristic features of krrsch are (a) that it contains relatively

large quantities of hi^r alcohols and compound ethers, and

(^) the presence in this spirit of small quantities of hydrocyanic

acid, partly as such and partly in combination as benzaldehyde-

cyanhydrine, to which the distinctive flavour of kirsch is largely

due.

KIMHBHSR, the chief town of a sanjak of the same name
in the Angora vilayet of Asia Minor, situatod on a tributary of

the Kizi! Irmak (Hafys), on the Angora*Kaisarieh road. It is on
the line of the projected railway fit^ Angora to Kaisarieh. The
town gives its name to the excellent carpets made in the vicinity.

On the outskirts there is a hot chalybeate spring. Population

about 9000 (700 Christians, mostly Armenians). Khr-sheher

represents the ancient Mocissus, a small town which became im-

portant in the Byzantine period : it was enlarged by the emperor

Justinian, who re-named it Justimanopolis, and made it the

capital of a large division of Cappadocia, a position it still

retains.

KIRWAN, RICHARD (1733-^1812), Irish scientist, was born at

Cloughballymore, Co. GaJway, in 1733. Part of his early life

was spent abroad, and in 1754 he entered the Jesuit novitiate

either at St Omer or at Hesdin, but returned to Ireland in the

following year, when be succeeded to the family estates through

the death of his brother in a duel. In 1766, having conformed

to the established religion two years previously, he was called

to the Irish bar, but in 1768 abandoned practice in favour of

.scientific pursuits. During the next nineteen years he resided

chiefly in London, enjoying the society of the scientifiG men
living there, and corresponding with many savants on the conti-

nent of Europe, as his wide knowledge of languages enabled him
to do with ease. His experiments on the specific gravities and
attractive powers of various saline substances formed a sub-

stantial contribution to the methods of analytical chemistry,

and in 1782 gained him the Copley medal from the Royal

Society, of which he was eketed a fellow in 1780; and in 1784 he

was engaged in a controver.sy with Cavendish in regard to the

latter’s experiments on air. In 1787 he removed to Dublin,

where four years later he became president of the Royal Irish

Academy. To its proceedings he contributed some thirty-eight

memoirs, dealing with meteorology, pure and applied chemistry,

geology, magnetism, philology, &r. One of these, on the primi-

tive state of the globi and its subsequent catastrophe, involved

him in a lively dispute with the upholders of the Huttonian

theory. His geological work was marred by an implicit belief

in the univer^ deluge, Emd through finding fossils associated

with the trap rocks near Portrush 1^ mamtained basalt was of

aqueous origin. He was one of the last supporters in England

of the phlogistic hypothesis, for which he contended in his

Essay on Phlogiston and the Constitution of Acids (1787), identi-

fying phlogiston with hydrogen. This work, translated by

Ma^me Lavoisier, was published in French with critical notes

by Lavoisier and some of his associates; Kirwan attempted to

refute their arguments, but they proved too strong for him, and

he acknowledged himself a convert in 1791. His other books

included Elements of Mineralogy (1784), which was the first

systematic work on that subject in the English language, and

which long remained standard
;
An Estimate of the Temperature

of inherent Latitudes (1787); Essay of the Analysis of Mineral

Waters (1799), and Geological Essays (1799). in hite later

years he turned to philosophical (questions, producing a paper

on human liberty in 1798, a treatise on l^ie in iS6i, and a

volume of metaphysical essays in 1811, none of any worth.

Various stories are told of hit eccentricities as well as of his

conversationa] powers. He died in Dublin in June z8ia.

KlSFALDDYt KAROLT [CrarlbsJ (1788^1830), Hungarian

author, was bom ut T^e, near Raab, on the 6th of Febniary
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His birth cost his mother her life and himself his fhthcf

tind;$^ hatted. He entered the* army as a cadet in 1804$ saiw

active service in ludy^ Servia and l^varia (1805-1809)^ espe-

cially distinguishing himsdf at the battle of Lecbttt §5^

1809), and returned to his quarters at Pest with the ran^ of first

lieutenant. It was during^ the war that he composed his first

poems, e.g. the tragedy Gyilkes The Murder,^* 1808), and
numerous martial songs for the encour^ement of his comrades.

It^ now, toOj that he fell hopc^sly in love with the beautiful

Katalin Heppler, the daughter of a wealthy tobacco merchant.

Tiring of the monotony of a soldier's Hfe, yet unwilling to sacti-

ficc fis liberty to follow commerce or enter the civil service,

Kisfahidy, contrary to his father's wishes, now threw up his

commission and made his home at the house of a married sister

at V&rrack, where he could follow his mcHnatkms. In t8ia he

studied painting at the Vienna academy and supported himself

precariously by his' brush and pencil, till the theatre at Vienna

proved a still stronger attraction. In 181 a he wrote the tragedy

Klira Zdchy and in 1815 went to Italy to study art more
thoroughly. But he was back again within six months,

and for the next three years flitted from place to place, living

on the charity of his friends, lodging in hovels and dashing off

scores of daubs which rarely found a market. The united

and repeated petitions of the whole Kisfaludy family failed to

bring about a reconciliation between the elder Kisfaludy

and his prodigal son. It was the success of his drama llka^

written for the Feh^rvdr dramatic society, that first made him
famous and prosperous. The play was greeted with enthusiasm

both at Feh^rvAr and Buda (1819). Subsequent plays, The

Voivode Siiber and The Petitioners (the first original Magyar
dramas), were equafly successful. Kisfaludy 's fame began to

spread. He had found his true vocation as the creator of

the Hungarian drama. In May 1820 he wrote three new plays

for the dramatic society (he could always turn out a five-act

drama in four days) which still further increased his reputa-

tion. From 1820 onwards, under the influence of the great

critic Kazincry, he learnt to polish and refine his style, white his

friend and adviser Gyfirgy Gaal (who translated some of his

dramas for the Vienna stage) introduced him to the works of

Shakespeare and Goethe, By this time Kisfaludy bad evolved

a literary theory of his own which inclined towards romanticism;

and in collaboration with his elder brother Alexander (sec below)

he founded the periodicaMvforfl(1822),which he edited to the day

of his death. The Aurora was a notable phenomenon in Magyar

literature. It attracted towards it many of the rising young

authors of the day (including Vorosmarty, Bajza and Czuczor)

and speedily became the oracle of the romanticists. Kisfaludy's

material position had now greatly improved, but he could not

shake off his old recklessness and generosity, and he was never

able to pay a tithe of hrs debts. The publication of Aurora so

engrossed his time that practically he abandoned the But

he contributed to Aurora ballads, epigrams, short epic -pieces,

and, best of all, his comic s^tories. Kisfaludy was in fact the

founder Of the school of Magyar humorists and his comic types

amuse and defight to this ^y. When the folk-tale became

popular in Europe, Kisfahidy set to work upon folk-tales also

and produced (1828) some of the master^eccs of that genre. He
died on the 2TSt of November 1830. She years later the great

literary society of Hungatry, the Kisfedudy Tdrsasdg, was founded

to commemorate his genius. Apart from his own works it is

the supreme merit pf KtSfaludt to have revived Httdmittenalitted

the Magyar literature, giving jt a range and scope undreamed of

brfore^ time.

The first edition of Kisfaludy's works, in 10 volumes, appeared

at Buda ifi I8V1 ,
Shortly after his death, but the ytii editiori (Budapest

iflb)) is tlie best asid holiest. Bee Ferenc Toldy, d/ the Afaffyor

(Huag.) i Brtfty, TktFM^ ofW
earian C^ay (Budapest, 188?) ;

TamAs Szana, The Tm Ktsfaiudys

(Hung.)' Ktsfaludy^s struggles and adventures

nm nTso most'yMklVdesc*^ in ^
(Hung.).

[AntAitDEit] KtstAtimv (1772-1844),

p<tet, elder brother of the pr^risding, was bortt ht Zala oh'thrf iyth

of September 1779^ educated at Raab^dnd' gradoatodm ptailcH

^hy and juris^dende at Pratbuvg; He eartyM tmdw dto
inilufiieeof BchulepaiKl Kkist^ and dervoted hiiwelf to

citation of the atomst extixim Hungarian literature. 'Dngustdd
with hk prOfessioHi the liw> be entered ihe Life Guards ^1793)
and plunged into the' gay life of Vi«iixta> culfivating tfeeratuvif,

teaming French> and luhan, paimiing, sketxdbaig^

assiduously frequeiif^ the theatre^ and eofitdftii^ on eqom
terms with all the Kterary oriebrities of the Austrian capital.

In T796 he was transferred to the army in Italy for Mng con-

cerned with some of his brother offieers of the Vienna garrison

in certain irregularities. When Milan wantaipluiad by Alapoleoli
Kisfaludy was sent a prisoner of tn^r to Vauohise^ where he

studied Petrarch withenthusiBsm and fell violently in love with

Caroline D’Esclapon, a kindred spirit to whom he addesMed
his melancholy Himfy LoySy the first part of the subsequently

famous sonnets. On returning to Austria he served with some
distinction in the campaigns of r798 and 1799 on the Rhine and
in Switzerland; but tiring of a military life and disgusted dt the
slowness of his promotion, he quitted the aitny in September

1799, and married his old loveR6z4 Szegedy at the beginning

of 1800. The first five happy years of their life were passed at

Kdm in V4s county, but in 1805 they removed to Sfltneg where

Kisfaludy gave himself up entirely to literature.

At the beginning of t^e 19th centuiy he had pt^lished a

volume of erotics which made him famous, and his reputation

was still further increased by his Re^Sk or Tales. During the

troublous times of 1809, when the gentry of 21ala county founded

a confederation, the palatine appointed Kisfaludy one of his

adjutants. Subsequently, by command, he wrote an account of

the movement for presentation to King Francis, which was com-

mitted to the secret archives, and Kisfaludy was forbidden to

communicate its contents. In 1820 the MarezebAnya lastitote

crowned his Tales and the palatine presented him with a prize

of 400 florins m the hall of the Pest county '’council. In 1822

he started the Aurora with his younger brother Kferoly (sec •

above). When the academy was founded in r830 KisCal^y

was the first county member elected to it. In ^835 he resigned

becau.se he was obliged to share the honour of winning the

academy's grand prize with Vfirdsmafty. After the dei^ of

his first wife (1832) he married a second time, but by neither of

his wives had he any child. The remainder of hiS days Were

spent in his Tusculum among the vmeyards of Silmog and

Somla. He dted on the 28th of October r844. Alexander

Kisfaludy stands alone among the rising litei^ schools of

his day. He was not even influenced by his friend the

critic Kazinezy, who gave the tome to riie yoong classical

writers of his day. Kisfaludy's art was self-taught, solitauy

and absolutely independent. If he imitated ^ one it wae

Petrarch ;
indeed his famous Himiy mrelmei (** Tbe Lov«

of Himfy"), as his collected sonnets are called, have won
for him the title Of **The Hungarian Petrarch." But
the passion of Kisfaludy is far m(We sincere and real than

ever Petrarch's was, and he completely Magyariaed evetythina

he borrowed. After finishing the sonnets Krefahidy devoted

himself to more objective writing, as in the incompiarabte

which reproduce the scenery and the History of the dehgfntful

counties which surround Lake Balaton. Bte also contributed

numerous tales and other pieces to Aurora, Far iess'suceeashit

were his plays, of which Hunyddi /dfws(iSt6),

drama in the Hungarian language, need alone be mentio

the best critical edition of S&ndot Kisfaludy'swbi^ Is the fourtb

complete edition, by David AngySfl, in eight (Tfedapeiit,

1893^ See Tam&s Saana, The Two KitfeAudyt (Hung.) (Biidapaat,

1876); Imre SAnder, The Jnflneme of the UaUm on iftf Himgarian
liUirMure (Hqiw,) (Budapest, 187^ j

KabaAn St^s^^KtsMudy
and his tales (Hung,) (Budapest, 1877). N. B.j

Kin* or Katb (the first form k ^Perriatt amd the aeoifed

Ara^c), an isbrnd in the Pmiaft Gififi' It is mentionedilbtlfe

f2th centitfy mobbing thetesidencoof an Arabphmtefecnaf^^

who exActed i tribute from pearl fisheriesofthegaWmaiMM
the title iA the Sea/' Afiddt roie to^ iihpoftmicatti tfeA
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13th century with the fall of Siraf as a transit station of the

trade between India and the West. In the 14th century it was
supplanted by Honnuz and lapsed into its former insignificance.

The island is nearly 10 m. long and 5 m. broad^ and contains

a number of small villages, the largest, Mashi, with about 100

houses, being situated on its north-eastern corner in 26“ 34" N.

and 54*" 2' £. The highest part of the island has an elevation of

120 ft. The inhabitants are Arabs, and nearly all pearl fishers,

possessing many boats, which they take to the pearl banks on
the Arabian coast. The water supply is scanty and there is

little vegetation, but sufficient for sustaining some flocks of

sheep and goats and some cattle. Near the centre of the north

coast are the ruins of the old city, now known as Harira, with

remains of a mosque, with octagonal columns, masoniy, water-

cisterns (two 150 ft. long, 40 ft. broad, 24 ft. deep) and a fine

undeiground canal, or aqueduct, half a mile long and cut in the

solid rock 20 ft. below the surface. Fragments of glazed tiles

and brown and blue pottery, of thin white and blue Chinese

porcelam, of green celadon (some with white scroll-work or

figures in relief), glass beads, bangles, &c., are abundant. Kish

is the Kataia of Arrian; Chisi and Quis of Marco Polo; Quixi,

Queis, Caez, Cais, &c., of Portuguese writers; and Khenn, or

Kenn, of English.

KISHANGARH, a native state of India, in the Rajputana

agency. Area, 858 sq. m.
;
pop. (1901), 90,970, showing a decrease

of 27 % in the decade, due to the famine of 1899-1900;

estimated revenue, £34,000; there is no tribute. The .state was
founded in the reign of the emperor Akbar, by a younger son

of the raja of Jodhpur. In 1818 Kishangarh first came into

direct relations with the British government, by entering into u

treaty, together with the other Rajput states, for the suppression

of the Pindari marauders by whom the country was at that time

overrun, Tlie chief, whose title is maharaja, is a Rajput of the

Rathor clan. Maharaja Madan Singh ascended the throne in 1900

at the age of sixteen, and attended the Delhi Durbar of 1903 as a

cadet in the Imperial Cadet Corps. The administration, under

the diwan^ is highly spoken of. Irrigation from tanks and wells

has been extended
;
factories for ginning and pressing cotton have

l^een started
;
and the social reform movement, for discouraging

excessive expenditure on marriages, has been very successful.

The state is traversed by the Rajputana railway. The town of

Kishangarh is 18 m. N.W, of Ajmere by rail. Pop. (1901),

12,663. It is the residence of many Jain merchants.

KISHINEV {Kishlanow of the Moldavians),a townof south-west
Russia, capital of the government of Bessarabia, situated on the

right bank of the Byk, a tributary of the Dniester, and on the

railway between Odessa and Jas.sy in Rumania, 120 m. W.N.W.
from the former. At the beginning of the 19th century it was
but a poor village, and in 1812 when it was acquired by Russia

from Moldavia it had only 7000 inhabitants; twenty years later

its population numbered 35,000, while in 1862 it had with its

suburbs 92,000 inhabitants, and in 1900 125,787, composed of

the most varied nationalities—Moldavians, Walachians, Rus-

.sians, Jews (43 %), Bulgarians, Tatars, Germans and Gypsies.

A massacre (pogrom) of 9ie Jews was perpetrated here in 1903.

The town consists of two parts—^the old or lower town, on the

banks of the Byk, and the new or upper town, situated on high

crags, 450 to 500 ft. above the river. The wide suburbs are

remarkable for their gardens, which produce great quantities of

fruits (especially plums, which are dried and exported), tobacco,

mulberry leaves for silkworms, and wine. The buildings of the

town are sombre, shabby and low, but built of stone ; and the

streets, though wide and shaded by acacias, are mostly unpaved.

Kishinev is die seat of the archbishop of ^ssarabia, and has a

cathedral, an ecclesiastical seminary with 800 students, a College,

and a gardening school, a museum, a public library, a botanic

garden, and a sanatorium with sulphur springs. The town Is

adorned with statues of Tsar Alexander II. (1886) and the poet

Pushkin (1885). There are tallow-melting houses, steam flour-

mills, candle and soap work.s, distilleries and tobacco factories.

The trade is veiy active and increasing, Kishinev being a centre

for the Bessarabian trade in grain, wme, tobacco, tallow, wool

and skins, exported to Austria and to Odessa. The town play^
an important part in the war between Russia and Turieey in

1877-78, as the chief centre of the Russian invasion.

KISHM (also Arab. Jazirat ut-tawilah, Pers. JazarVi i dards,

ue. Long Island), an island at the mouth of the Persian Gulf,

sepi^at^ from the Persian mainland by the Khor-i-Jafari, a
strait which at its narrowest point is less than 2 m. broad.

Chi British Admiralty charts it figures as “ Clarence Strait,*'

the name given to it by British surveyors in 1828 in honour of

the duke of Clarence (William IV.). The island is 70 m. long,

its main axis running E.N.E. by W.S.W. Its greatest breadth
is 22 m. and the mean breadth about 7 m. A range hills

from 300 to 600 ft. high, with strongly marked escarpments,

runs nearly parallel to the southern coast; they are largely

composed, like those of Honnuz and the neighbouring maintod,
of rock ^t, which is regularly quarried in several places,

principally at Nimakdan (i,e, ^t-^Iar) and Salakh on tlie

south coast, and forms one of the chief products of the island,

finding its way to Muscat, India and Zanzibar. In the centre of

the island some hills, consisting of sandstone and marl, rise to an
elevation of 1300 ft. In its general aspect the island is parched
and barren-looking, like the south of Persia, but it contains

fertile portions, which produce grain, dates, grapes, melons, &c.
Traces of naphtha were observed near Salakh, but extensive

baring operations in 1892 did not lead to any result. The
town of Kishm (pop. 5000) is on the eastern extremity of the

island. The famous navigator, William Baffin, was killed here

in January 1622 by a shot from the Portuguese castle close by,

which a British force was then besieging. Lafit (Laft, Leit),

the next place in importance (reduced by a British fleet in 1809),

is situat^ about midway on the northern coast in the most
fertile part of the island. There are also many flourishing

villages. At Basidu or Bassadore (correct name Baba Sa*idu),

on the western extremity of the island, the British government
maintained until 1879 a sanatorium for the crews of their

gunboats in the gulf, with barracks for a company of sepoys

belonging to the marine battalion at Bombay, workshops,

hospital, &c. The village is still British property, but its

occupants are reduced to a couple of men in charge of a coal

d6pdt, a provision store and about 90 villagers. In December
1896 a terrible earthquake destroyed about four-fifths of the

houses on the island and over 1000 persons lost their lives.

The total population is generally estimated at about 15,000
to 20,000, but the German Admiralty’s Segelhandbwh fur den

Persischm Golf for 1907 has 40,000.

Kishm is the ancient Oaracta, or Uorochta, a name said to

have survived until recently in a village called Brokt, or Brokht.
It was also called the island of the Beni Kavan, from an Arab
tribe of that name which came from Oman. (A.. H.-S.)

KlSKUNF^LEOrHAZA, a town of Hungary, in the count}’

of Pest-Pilis-Solt-Kiskun, 80 m. S.S.E. of Budapest by rail.

Pop. (1900), 33,242. Amoi^ the principal buildings are a fine

town-hall, a Roman Catholic gymnasium and a modem large

parish church. The surrounding country is covered with

vineyards, fruit gardens, and tobacco and com fields. The
town itself, which is an important railway junction, is chiefly

noted for its great cattle-market. Numerous Roman urns and
other ancient relics have been dug up in the vicinity. In the

17th century the town was completely destroyed by the Turks,

and it was not recolonized and rebuilt till 1743.

KISLOVODSK, a town and health-resort of Russian
Caucasia, in the province of Terek, situated at an altitude of

2690 ft., in a deep caldron-shaped valley on the N. side of the

Caucasus, 40 m. by rail S.W. of ^atigorsk. Pop. (1897),

4078. The limestone hills which surround the town rise by
successive steps or terraces, and contain numerous caves. The
mineral waters are strongly impremated with carbonic acid

gas and have a temperature of 51^ F. The principal spring

is known as Narsan, and its water is called by the Circassians

the “ drink of heroes.”

KI81IBT, f^te, destiny, a term used by Mahommedans to

express all the incidents and details of man’s lot in life. The
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word is the Turkish form of the Arabic gismat, from gasama,

to divide.

KISS, the act of pressing or touching with the lips, cheeky

hand or lips of another, as a sign or expression of love, affection,

reverence or greeting. Skeat {Etym, Diet, i8^) connects the

Teut. base kussa with taste, and with Goth, kmttu,
test, from kinsan, to choose, and tekts kiss ” as ultimately a
doublet of choice.”

For the liturgical oteulum pads or “ kise of peace/' see Pax. See
further C. Nyrop, The Kiss tmd its History

^

trans. by W. F. Harvey
(1902); J. T. Claudius, Disssrtatio ds salutaHonibus veterum (Utrecht,
1702); and “ Baisers d'^tiquette " (1689) in Archives curieuses de
Vhistoirede France (1834-1890, series ii. tom. 12).

K1SSAB» or Gytaxah Barbarykh, the ancient Nubian lyre,

still in use in Egypt and Abyssinia. It consists of a body
having instead of the traditional tortoiseshell back a shallow,

round bowl of wood, covered with a sound-board of sheepskin,

in which are three small round sound-holes. The arms, set

through the sound-board at points distant about the third of the

diameter from the circumference, have the familiar fan shape.

Five gut strings, knotted round the bar and raised from the

sound-board by means of a bridge tailpiece similar to that in use

on the modern ^itar, are plucked by means of a plectrum by
the right hand for the melody, while the left hand sometimes

twangs some of the strings as a soft drone accompaniment.

KISS11I0EM» a town and watering-place of Germany, in the

kingdom of Bavaria, delightfully situated in a broad valley

surrounded by high and well-wooded hills, on the Franconian

Saale, 656 ft. above sea-level, 62 m. E. of Frankfort-on-Main,

and 43 N.E. of Wurzburg by rail. Pop. (1900), 4757. Its streets

are regular and its houses attractive. It has an Evangelical, an

English, a Russian and three Roman Catholic churches, a theatre,

and various benevolent institutions, besides all the usual buildings

for the lodging, cure and amusement of the numerous visitors

who are attracted to this, the most popular watering-place in

Bavaria. In the Kurgarten, a tree-shaded expanse between the

Kurhaus and the handsome colonnaded Konversations-Saal, are

the three principal springs, the RAkdezy, the Pandur and the

Maxbrunnen, of which the first two, strongly impregnated

with iron and salt, have a temperature of 5i'26‘’ F.; the last

(50’72") is like Selters or Seltzer water. At short distances

from the town are the intermittent artesian spring Solensprudel,

the Schonbomsprudel and the Theresienquelle; and in the

same valley as Kissingen are the minor spas of Booklet and
Briickenau. The waters of Kissingen are prescribed for both

internal and external use in a great variety of diseases. They
are all highly charged with sdt, and productive government

salt-works were at one time stationed near Kissingen. The
number of persons who visit the place amounts to about 20,000

a year. The manufactures of the town, chiefly carriages and

furniture, are unimportant; there is also a trade in fruit and

wine.

The salt springs were known in the 9th century, and their

medicinal properties were recognized in the i6th, but it was

only during the 19th century tlmt Kissingen became a popular

resort. The town belonged to the counts of Henneberg until

1394, when it was sold to the bishop of Wurzburg. With this

bishopric it passed later to Bavaria. On the xoth of July 1866

the Prussians defeated the Bavarians with great slaughter near

Kissingen. On the 13th of July 1874 the town was the scene

of the attempt of the fanatic KuUm^ to assassinate Prince

Bismarck, to whom a statue has been erected. There arc also

monuments to Kings Louis I. and Maximilian I. of Bavaria.

See Balling, Hdtquetlsn und B&der su Kissingen (Kissingen,

188OI; A. Sotier, Sad > Kissingen (Leipzig, 1883); Werner, Sad
Kissingen ais KnroH (Berlin, 1904)1 Lanemr, Kisstt^en fUr

hranhe (Wtozbnrg, 190a); Disni, Ktsstngen smne HstifneUen

(Warriiiig, 189a); and Roth, Sad Ktsstngen (Wteburg, 1901).

wanmk, or Kwshna, a large river of southern India. It

rbes near the Bombay sanatorium of Mahabaleshwar in Oie

Wettem Ghats, only about from the Arabian Sea, and; as

it Miarga into the Bay of Bengal, it thus flows across almost

the entire peninsula from west to east. It has an estimated

basin area of 97,000 sq. m., and its lenp;^! is 800 m. Its tourca

is held sacred, and is frequ^ted by pilgrims in large cnimbecs.

.

From Mahabaleshwar the Kistna runs southward in a rapid
course into the nizam's dominions, then turns to the east, imd
ultimately falls into the sea by two principal mouths, caxiying

with it the waters of the Bbima from the north and tl^ Tunga-
badhra from the south-west. Along this part of the coast runs

an extensive strq) of land which has been entirely foxmed by the

detritus washed down by the Kistna and Godavi^. The river

channel is throughout too rocky and the stream too mpid to

allow navigation even by small native craft. In utility for irri-

gation the Kistna is also inferior to its two sister stmams, the

Godavari and Cauv^. By far the gr^test of its irrigation works
is the Bezwada anicut, begun by Sir Arthur Cotton in 18^2.

Bezwada is a small town at the entrance of the gorg^ which
the Kistna bursts through the Eastern Ghats and immediately
spreads over the alluvial plain. The channel there is 1500 yds.

wide. During the dry season the depth of water is boi^y ft.,

but sometimes it rises to as much as 36 ft., the maximum flood

discharge being calculated at 1,188,000 cub. ft. per second. Of
the two main canals connected with the dam, that on the left

bank breaks into two branches, the one running 39 m. to Ellore,

the other 49 m. to Masulipatam. The canal on the right bank
proceeds nearly parallel to the river, and also sends off two
principal branches, to Nizampatam and Comamur. The total

length of the main channels is 372 m. and the total area irrigated

in 1903-1904 was about 700,000 acres.

KISTNA, or Krishna, a district of British India, in the N.E.
of the Madras Presidency. Masulipatam is the district head- *

quarters. Area, 8490 sq. m. The district is generally a flat

country, but the interior is broken by a few low hills, the highest

being 1857 ft. above sea-level. The principal rivers are the Kistna,

which cuts the district into two portions, and the Munyeru,
Paleru and Naguleru (tributaries of the Gundlakainina and
the Kistna); the last only is navigable. The*Kolar lake, which

covers an area of 21 by 14 m., and the Romparu swamp are

natural receptacles for the drainage on the north and south sides

of the Kistna respectively.

In igof the population was 2,154,803, showing aii mcrease of

16 % in the decade. Subsequently the area of the district was
reduced by the formation of the new district of Guntur {g»v.),

though Kistna received an accretion of tmitory from Godavari

district. The population in 1901 on the area as reconstituted

(^899 sq. m.)wa8 1,744,138. The Kistna delta ^stem of irriga-

tion canals, which are available also for navigation, connect with

the Godavari system. The principal crops are rice, millets,

pulse, oil-seeds, cotton, indigo, tobacco and a little sugar-cane.

There are several factories for ginning and pressing cotton. The
cigars known in England as Lunkas are partly made from to-

bacco grown on lankas or islands in the Kistna. The manufacture
of chintzes at Masulipatam is a decaying industry, but cotton is

woven everywhere for domestic use. is evaporated, under

government supervision, along the coast. Bezwada, at the head

of the delta, is a place of growing importance, as the central

junction of the East Coast railway system, which crosses the

inland portion of Uie district in three directions. Some sea-

borne trade, chiefly coasting, is carried on at the open roadsteads

of Masulipatam and Nizampatam, both in the delta. The

Church Missionary Society supports a college gt Masulipatam.

The early history of Kistna is inseparalfik from that of the

northern Curcars. Dharanikota and the adjacent town of Amra-
vati were the seats of early Hindu and Buddhist govern-

ments; and the more modem Rajahmundry owed ita in^rtance
to kter dynasties. The Chahikyas here save place to the Choks,

who in turn were ousted by the Reddi kings, erho fkwrished

during the X4th century, and built the forts of Bdlamkondai
Kondavi and KondapalU in the north of the district, ^hik the

Gajapati (fynasty of Orissa ruled in the north. Afterwardathe

entire district Mssed to the Kutb $hahit of Gokoadi; smril

annexed to^ Mogul Empire bvAiirangzffb in zdS7. Ileanitime

theEns^hidm xfixz estaiyislied a fmafl factQi7 at

they traded with varying fortune
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Masulipatam being captured from the French by Colonel Forde,

with a force sent by Lord Clive from Calcutta, the powm- of the

English in the greater part of the district was complete.

KIT (i) (prc^ably an adaptation of the Middle Dutch kiU$^

a woodm tub, usually with a lid and handles; in modem Dutch

kii means a tankard), a tub, basket or pail used for holding milk,

batter, eggs, fish and other goods; also applied to similar recep-

tacles for various domestic purposes, or for hdding a workman's
tools, &c. By transference Int came to mean ^e tools them-
selves, but more commonly personal effects such as clothing,

especially that of a soldier or sailor, the word including the knap-

sack or other receptacle in which the effects are packed.

(2) The name (perhaps a corruptkm of “ dttem,” Gr. Ht/Sapa)

of a small violin^ about r6 in. long, and played with a Idow

of nearly the same length, much used at one time by dancing-

masters. The French name is pochettey the instrument being

small enough to go into the pocket.

KITAZATO, SHIBASABURO (1856- ), Japanese doctor

of medicine, was born at Kumamoto in 1856 and studied in

Germany under Koch from 1885 to 1891. He became one the

foremost bacteriologists of the world, and enjoyed the credit of

having discovered the bacilli of tetanus, diphtheria and plague,

the last in conjunction with Dr Aoyama, who accompanied him
to Hong-Kong in 1894 during an epidemic at that place.

K1T«€AT CLUB, a club of Whig wits, painters, politicians

and men of letters, founded in London about 1703. The name
was derived from that of Christopher Cat, the k^per of the pie-

house in wliich the club met in Shire Lane, near Temple Bar.

The meetings were afterwards held at the Fountun tavern in

the Strand, and latterly in a room specially built for the purpose

at Bam Elms, the residence of the secretary, Jacob Tonson,

the publisher. In summer the club met at the Upper Flask,

Hampstead Heiith. The club originally consisted of thirty-nine,

afterwards of forty-eight members, and included among others

the duke of MarlbT>rough, Lords Halifax and Somers, Sir Robert
Walpole, Vanbrugh, ("ongreve, Steele and Addison. The por-

traits of many of the members were painted by Sir Godfrey
Kneller, himself a member, of a uniform size suited to the height

of the Bam Ehns room in which the club dined. The canvas,

36 X 28 in., admitted of less than a half-length portrait but

was sufficiently long to include a hand, and this is known as the

kit-cat size. 'I’he club was dissolved about 1720.

KITCHBlf (O.E. cycene 'y this and other cognate forms, such as

Dutch keukmy Gcr. Kiiehe, Dan. kokketty Ft. misiniy are formed
from the Low Lat, cucinuy Lat. coquinay coqmrty to cook), the

room or place in a house set apart for cooking, in which the culi-

nary and other domestic utensds are kept. I'he range or cooking-

stove fitted with boiler for hot water, oven and other appliances,

is often known as a “ kitchener ” (see Cookeky and Heating).
Archaeologists have used the term ^‘kitchen-midden/* i.a.

kitchen rubbish-heap (Danish Mkken-mbddint^)y for the rubbish

heaps of prehistorieman, containing bones,remains of edible shell-

fish, implemeiits, &c. (see Shell-heafr). ‘‘Midden,’^ in Middle

English mydding, is a Scandinavian word, from mygy muck,
filth, and dyng, neap; the fatter word gives the English “ dung.^^

KITCHENER, HORATIO HBRBERT KITCHENER Viscount
( 1850- ), British field marshal, was the son of Lieut.-Colonel

H. H. Kitchener and was bom at Bally l.x>ngford, Co. Kerry,

on the 24th of June 1850. Re entered the Royal Military

Academy, Woolwich, in 1868, and was commissioned second

lieutenant, Royal Engineers, in 1^71. As a subaltern he
was employed in survey work in Cyprus and Palestine, and
on promotion to captain in 1883 was attached to the Egyptian
army, 'tifien in course of re-organiaation under British officers.

In the following year he served on the staff oi^ British expodi-

tioiutry force on the Nile, and was promoted successively major
and iieatenant-colone! by brevet for his services. From 1886 to

1888 be was exunmandant at Suakin, commanding and reoehring

a severe wound in the action of Handub in 1888. In i8§8 he
commanded a brigade in the actions of Qamaizich and Toski.

Fram to served as adjutant-general of the army.
He had become bmet-coloml in the British army in 1888, aad

he received the C.B. in 1889 after the actian of T^ski. In 1890
Colonel Kitchener succeeded Sir Francis (Lord) Grenfell as sirdar

of the Egyptian army, and three years kter, when he had com-
pleted his predecessor’s work of re-organuiiig the forces cd the
khedive, he l^an the formation of an expeditionary force on
the vexed military frontier of Wady Haifa. The advance into

the Sudan (see Egypt : MHUaaty OperaHwu) was prepared by
thorough administrative work on his part whichgained universal

admiration. In 1896 Kitchener won the action of Ferket

(June 7) and advanc^ the frontier and the railway to Dongola.
In 1897 Sir Archibald Hunter’s victoty of Abu Hamed (Aug. 7)
carried the Egyptian flag one stage farther, and in 1898 the

resolve to destroy the Mahdi’s power was openly indicated by
the despatch of a British force to co-o^rate with the Egyptians.

The sirdar, who in 1896 became a British major-general and
received the K.C.B., commanded the united force, which stormed
the Mahdist zareba on the river Atbara on the 8th of April, and,

the outposts bei^ soon afterwards advanced to Metemmeh and
Shendy, the British force was augmented to the strength of a

division for the final advance on Khartum. Kitchener’s work
was crowned and the power of the Mahdists utterly destroyed

by the victory of Omdurman (Sept. 2), for which he was raised

to the peerage as Baron Kitchener of Khartoum, received the

G.C.B., the thanks of parliament and a grant of £^0,000. Little

more than a year afterwwds, while still sirdar of the E^ptian
army, he was promoted lieutenant-general and appointed chief-

of-staff to Lord Roberts in the South African War (see Trans-
vaal : History). In this capacity he served in the campaign of

Paardeberg, the advance on Bloemfontein and the subsequent

northward advance to Pretoria, and on Lord Roberts’ return to

England in Novembei' 1900 succeeded him as commander-in>
chief, receiving at the same time the local rank of general. In

June iyo2 the long and harassing war came to its close, and
Kitchener was rewarded by advancement to the dignity of

viscount, promotion to the substantive rank of general “ for

distinguished service/’ the thwiks of parliament and a grant of

£50,000. He was also included in the Order of Merit.

Immediately after tlie peace he wcrit to India as commander-
in-chief in the East Indies, and in this position, which he held

for seven years, he carried out not only many far-reaching

administrative reforms but a complete re-organization and strate-

gical redistribution of the British and native forces. On leaving

India in 1909 he was promoted field marshal, and succeeded the

duke of Connaught as commander-in-chief and high commis-
sioner in the Mediterranean. This post, not of great importance
in itself, was regarded as a virtual command <5 the colonial as

distinct from the home and the Indian forces, and on his appoint-

ment Lord Kitchener (after a visit to Japan) undertook a tour of

inspection of the forces of the empire, and went to Australia

and New Zealand in order to assist in drawing up local schemes of

defence. In this mission he was highly successful, and earned

golden opinions. But soon after his return to England in

April 1910 he declined to take up his Mediterranean appoint-

ment, owing to his dislike of its inadequate scope, and he was
succeeded in June by Sir Ian Hamilton.
KITE,^ the Falco milvus of Linnaeus and Milms ictiaus of

modem ornithologists, once probably the most familiar bird of

prey in Great Britain, and now one of the rarest. Three or four

hundred years ago foreigners were struck with its abundance in

the streets of London. It was doubtless the scavenger in ordina^
of that and other large towns (as kindred species now are in

Eastern lands), except where its place was taxen by the raven;

for Sir Thomas Browne (c. 1662) wrote of the latter at Norwich

—

“ in good plentie about the citty which makes so few kites to be

seen hereabout.” John Wol% has well remarked of the modern
Londoners that few ** who seo the paper toyis hovering over the

parks m fine days of suiamer
,
'’have any idea that the bard firom

which .they derive their name used to float all day in hAtw>eather
high over the heads of their ancestors.” Even at the begin-

sing of the i^th eex^ry the kitip formed a feature di many
> fn cy.E. is efid) ao related #6td eppestfs in oof^le Umgttagea,

Qiede, (Magnate with ‘‘ glide/’ is also another Bae^h oaflM*
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a rural landacy m Engkmdi as they had done in the days
ifvhen tlie poet Cowper wrote of them* "But an evil time soon
came upon the specxa. It must have been always hated by the

henwifOi but the resources of oiviliaation in the shape of the gun
and the gin were denied to her* They were^ however, employed
with fatal zeal by the gantekeeper; for the idte, whic^ kmg
avoided the supremest spim to the falconer, was now left iriemi-

less/’ ^ and in a very few years it seems to have been exterminated
throughout the greater part of England, certain woods :in the

Western Midlands, as well as Wales, excepted* In these latter

a small remnant still exists^ but the weU-wishers of this beautiful

species are naturally chpy of giving information that mi^t lead

to its further persecution. Ih Scotland there is no reason to

suppose that its numbers sufiered much diminution until about

or even later,whenthe systematic destruction of " vermin
’’

on so many moors was begun. In Scotland, however, it is now
as much restricted to certain districts as in England or Wales,

and those districts it would be most inexpedient to indicate.

The kite is, according to its sex, from 25 to 27 in. in length,

about one half of which is made up by its deeply forked tail,

capable of gr^t expansion, and therefore a powerful rudder,

enabling the bird whde soaring on its wide wings, more than

5 ft. in extent, to direct its cbcling course with scarcely a move-
ment that is apparent to the spectator below. Its gen^ colour

is pale reddish-brown or cinnamon, the head being greyish-white,

but almost each feather has the shaft dark. The tall feathers are

broad, of a light red, barred with deep brown, and furnish the

salmon fisher with one of the choicest materi^ of his fiies.”

The nest, nearly always built in the crotch of a large tree, is

formed of sticks intermixed with many strange substances

collected os chance may offer, but among them rags *-* seem always

to have a place. The eggs, three or four in number, are of a dull

white, spotted and blotched with several shades of brown, and.

often lilac. It Is especially mentioned by old authors tlmt in
!

Great Britain the kite was resident throughout the year; whereas
;

on the Continent it is one of the most regular and marked
j

migrants, stretching its wings towards the south in autumn,

wintering in Africa, and returning in spring to the land of its

birth.

There is a second European species, not distantly related, the

Milvus migrans or M. aier of most authors,^ smaller in size, with a

general dull blackish-brown plumage and a less forked tail. In

some districts this is much commoner than the red kite, and on

one occasion, it has appeared in England. Its habits are very like

those of the species already desenbed, but it seems to be more

addicted to fishing. Nearly allied to this black kite are the
|

M, aegypttus of Africa, the M, gainnda (the common pariah kite

^ George, third earl of Orford, died in 1791, and Cdbael Thornton,

who with him had been the latest follower of this highest branch of

the art of falconry, broke up his hawking establishment not many
years after. There is no evidence that the pursuit of the kite was
in England or any other country reserved to kings or privileged

persons, but the taking of it was quite beyond the powers of the

ordinary trained falcons, and in older days practically be»me
limited to thbse of the sovereign. Hence the kite had attached to

it, especially in France, the epithet of royal,'" which hat still

survived in fhe specific appellation of regaiis applied to it by many
ornithologists. The scandalous work of Sir Antony Weldon (Ccuri

and CAaraefer of King James, p. J04) bears witness to the excellence

of the kite as a quarrym an afnnsing story of the '* British Solomon,"

whose master-fitlconer, Sto Thomas Monson, being detennined to

outdo thep^rmance of.the French kiiwhi falconer, who, when sent

to England to show could not kUl one kite, ours being, more

magnanjboiaus then me French kite," at last succeeded, after an

otttiay of /iboo, in gettit^ a cast of hawks that took nine kites

rtmiimte^^ndVermfilsedone." On the strength of this, James wte

to wfthik a at Boykton, " but the kite went to such

a iiipnhttaiaidl-BieMd test .right of kite and. and

iin idsnary m ths case of thetlaundareesist'lin dldeii 'time, when the

i. calk it

— Konohm,
tiSnn; Vn^estibnably tepiesents the Aoofe-

bteHtetd (Cllteih

of the M.mdoMdHs of Eastern Asiiiyand fArtMiOfims hnd
Mi isums; the last is by some authorscembved to anotherKOms
or 8iib*gezui8 as LopkoicHmn, and is peculiar' to Australia^ vrhile

Af* afinis also occurs in Ceylon, Burma^ and tome of the lihday
countries as well. All these may be considered true kites, white
those next to bementumed aro moreabonmt forms, Fkst there
is ,.the type of which is E, camdeus^n beautiful little bted,

theblaok-wingedldteof English authors, comes to the sooth
of Europe from Africa, and has several tmUtrris

and E. scripius of Au^caiia being most worthy of mKice. An
extreme development of this form is found in the African
Nauclerus riocourii, as well as in Elanoides furcatus, the swallow-
tailed kite, a widely-ranging bird in America, and fiemaikabie

for its length of wing and tail, which gives it a jnar>^tts power
of flight, and serves to explain the unquestionable tect of its

having twice appeared in Great Britain* To Ekmus also Jamia,
another American form, is allied, thou^ Iterbaps mewe remotely,
and it is represented by L missusippumis, the Mississippi kite,

which is by some considered to be but the northern race of the
Neotropical 1 , plumbea. Gan^myx, RostrhamuswdCymmdis,
all belongmg to the Neotropical region, comidete the series of
forms that seem to compose the sub-feunily MMnas, though
there may be doubt about the last, and some systeinatists

would thereto add the perns or honey-buzzards, Permnas.
(A; N.)

K1TB«FLYIN6, the art of sending up into the air, by means of
the wind, light frames of varying ^apes covered with paper or

doth (called kites, after the bird—in German Dracke, dragon),

which are attached to long cords or wires held in the ham or,

wound on a drum. When made in the common diamond form,

or triangular with a semicircular head, kites usually have a
pendulous tail appended for balancing purposes. The trfuiition

IS that kites were invented by Archytas of Tarentum four

centuries before the Christian era, but they have be^n in use

among Asiatic peoples and savage tribes li^the Maoris of New
Zealand from time immemorial. Kite-flying has always been
a national pastime of the Koreans, Chinese, Japanese, Tonkinese',

Annamese, Malays and East Indians. It is less poptdar among
the peoples of Europe. The origin of the sport, although obscine,

is usually ascribed to re%ion. With the Maoris it still retains

a distinctly religious character, and the ascent of the kite is

accompanied by a chant called the kite-song. The Koreans

attribute its origin to a general, who, hundreds of years ogo,

inspirited his troops by sending up a kite with a lantern attachi^,

which was mistaken by his army for abew star and a token of

divine succour. Another Korean general is said to have been

the first to put the kite to mechanical uses by employing ope

to span a stream with a cord, which was then fastened to a cable

and formed the nucleus ofa bridge. In Korea, Japan and China,

and indeed throughout Eastern Asia, even the tradespeople may
be seen indulging in kite-flying while waiting for customers.

Chinese and Japanete kites are of many shapes, such as birds,

dragons, beasts and fishes. They vary in size, but are often as

much as 7 ft. in height or breadth, and are constructed of bam-

boo strips covered with ruie paper or thin silk* In China the

ninth day of the ninth month is " Kites* Day,** when men and

boys of all dosses betake themselves to neighixiuring eminenoes

and fly thdr kites* Kite-fighting is a feature of the pastiw in

Eastern Asia. The cord n^i* the kite is usually stiffened with a

mixture of glue and crushed ^ass or porcelain. Tbe kiterflyer

manepuvres to get his kite to windward of (that of hk adversary,

then allows his cord to drift ag^st his en^ny’s^ ^ sudden

jerk to cut it through and bring its kite to grid* The Malays

possess a large variety of kites, mostly without tails. The Sultan

qf Johor sent to the Columbian Exposition at Chic^P in r1te3 a

coition of. fifteen different kinds. Asiatic mu^cal )dtes beax

one or more prorated reeds or baxnbpos which emit a pbmiiye

sound that can be heard for greav distance. The ignpraiitj,

believing that these kites frigl^n evil spirits, often ki^
them flying islliaght over their hopsea*

« The Brahminy kite of India,JfaHaeter/fNiMs, eeeinstorttefwiher

a fishing ocMlte.
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There are various metaphorical uses of the term kite-flying/’

such as in commercial slai^; when '' hying a kite ” means raising

money on credit (cf.
**

raising the wind ”), or in political slang for

seeing
** how the wind blows.” And ” hying-lntes/’ in nautical

language^ are the topmost sails.

Kite-hying for scientihc purposes began in the middle of the

18th century. In 1752 Benjamin Franklin made his memorable
kite experiment, by which he attracted electricity from the air

and demonstrated the electrical nature of lightning. A more
systematic use of kites for scientific purposes may, however, be

said to date from the experiments made in the last quarter of the

19th century. (E. B.)

MeteorolopcdL Use,—^Many European and American meteoro-

logical services employ kites regularly, and obtain information

not only of the temperature, but also of the humidity and velocity

of the air above. Tlic kites used are mostly modihcations of the

so-called box-kites, invented by L. Hargrave. Roughly these

kites may be said to resemble anxirdinary box with the two ends

removed, and also the middle part of each of the four sides. The
origmal Hargrave kite, the form generally used, has a rectangular

section; in Russia a semicircular section with the curved part

facing the wind is most in favour; in England the diamond-
shaped section is preferred for meteorological purposes owing to

its simplicity of construction. Stability depends on a multitude

of small details of construction, and long practice and experience

are required to make a really good kite. The sizes most in use

have from 30 to 80 sq. ft. of sail area. There is no difficulty

about raising a kite to a vertical height of one or even two miles

on suitable days, but heights exceeding three miles are seldom
reached. On the 29th of November 1905 at Lindenberg, the
Prussian Aeronautical Observatory, the upper one of a train of

six kites attained an altitude of just four miles. The total lifting

surface of these six kites was nearly 300 sq. ft., and the length of

wire a little over nine miles. The kites are invariably flown on
a steel wire line, far the hindrance to obtaining great heights is

not due so much to the weight of the line as to the wind pressure

upon it, and thus it becomes of great importance to use a material

that possesses the greatest possible strength, combined with the

smallest possible size. Steel piano wire meets this requirement,
for a wire of in. diameter will weigh about 16 lb to the
mile, and stand a strain of some 250-280 Ib before it breaks.

Some stations prefer to use one long piece of wire of the same
gauge throughout without a join, others prefer to start with
a thin wire and join on thicker and thicker wire as more kites

are added. The process of kite-flying is as follows. The first

kite is started either with the self-recording instruments secured
in it, or hanging from the wire a short distance below it. Wire
is then paid out, whether quickly or slowly depends on the
strength of the wind, but the usual rate is from two to three miles

per hour. The quantity that one kite will take depends on the
kite and on the wind, but roughly speaking it may be said that
Bach 10 .sq. ft. of lifting surface on the kite should carry 1000
ft. of in. wire without diflSculty. When as much wire as

:an be carried comfortably has run out another kite is attached
to the line, and the paying out is continued; after a time a third
IS added, and so on. Each kite increases the strain upon the wire,
md moreover adds to the height and makes it mor^ uncertain
vhat kind of wind the upper kites will encounter; it also adds
:o the time that is necessary to haul in the kites. In each way
iie risk of their breaking away is increased, for the wind is very
mcertain and is liable to alter in stren^^ Since to attain an
exceptional height the wire must be strained nearly to its break-
ng point, and under such conditions a small increase in the
strength of the wind will break the wire, it follows that great
leights can only be attained by those who are willing to risk the
rouble and expense of frequently having their wire and train

)f kites break away. The weather is the essential factor in Idte-

lying. In the S.E. of England in winter it is possible on about
;wo days out of three, and in summer on about one day out of

;hree. The usual cause of failure is want of wind, hot there are
i few days when the wind is too strong, (For meteorobgical
esults, &c., see Meteorology.) (W. h. Di.)

MiUtary A kite forms so extreme^ simple a method of

lifting anything to a height in the air that it has naturally been
suggested as l^ing suital^e for various military purposes, such
as signalling to a long distance, carrying up flags, or lamps, or

semaphores. Kites have been used both in the army and in

the navy for floating torpedoes on hostile positions. As mudi
os two miles of line have been paid out. For purposes of photo-
graphy a small kite carrying a camera to a considerable height
may be caused to float over a fort or other place of which a
bird's-eye view is required, the shutter being operated by electric

wire, or slow match, or clockwork. Many successful photographs
have been thus obtained in England and America.
The problem of lifting a man by means of kites instead of by

a captive baibon is a still more important one. The chief military

advantages to be gained are
: ^1) less tnuisport is required; (2)

they can ^ used in a strong wmd; (5) they are not so liable to

damage, either from the enemy’s Are or from trees, &c., and are

easier to mend; (4) they can be brought into use more quickly;

(s) they are very much cheaper, both in construction and in

maintenance, not requiring any costly gas.

Captain B. F, S. &den-Powell, of the Scots Guards, in June
1894 constructed, at Pirbright Cai:^, a huge kite 36 ft. high, with
which he successfully lifted a man on different occasions. He
afterwards improved the contrivance, using flve or six smaller

kites attached together m preference to one large one. With
this arrangement he frequently ascended as high as 100 ft. The
kites were hexagonal, being 12 ft. high and 12 ft. across. The
apparatus, which could be packed in a few minutes into a simple
roll, weighed in all about i cwt. This appliance was proved to

be capable of raising a man even during a dead calm, the
retaining line being fixed to a wagon and towed along. Lieut.

H. D. Wise made some trials in America in 1897 with some large

kites of the Hargrave pattern (Hargrave having prcvbusly him-
self ascended in Australia), and succeeded in lifting a man 40 ft.

above the ground . In the Russian army a military kite apparatus
has also tried, and was in evidence at the manoeuvres in

1898. Experiments have also been carried out by most of the

European powers. (B. F. S. B.-P.)

KIT-FOX {Cams [Vulpes] velox), a small fox, from north-

western America, measuring less than a yard in length, with a
tail of n^ly a third this length. There is a good deal of varia-

tion in the colour of the fur, the prevailing tint being grey. A
I

specimen in the Zoological Gardens of London had the &ick and

I

tail dark grey, the tail tipped with black, and a rufous wash on
the cheeks, shoulders, flanks and outer surface of the limbs, with
the under surface white. The specific name was given on
account of the extraordinary swiftness of the animal. (See

Carnivora.)

KITTO, JOHN (1804-1854), English biblical scholar, was the
son of a mason at Plymouth, where he was bom on the 4th of

December 1804. An accident brought on deafness, and in

November 1819 he was sent to the workhouse, where he was
employed in m^ing list shoes. In 1823 a fund was raised on hi.s

behalf, and he was sent to board with the clerk of the guardians,

having his time at his own disposal, and the privilege of making
use of a public library. After preparing a small volume of

miscellanies, which was published by su^cription, he studied

dentistry with Anthony Norris Groves in Exeter. In 1825 he
obtained congenial employment in the printing office of the
Church Missionary Socie^ at Islington, and in 1827 was trans-

ferred to the same society’s establislunent at Malta. Hiere
he remained for eighteen months, but shortly after his return
to England he accompanied Groves and other friends on a private

missionary entejprise to Bagdad, where he obtained personal

knowledge of Oriental life and habits which he afterwards applied

with tact and skill in the illustration of biblical scenes and
incidents. Pla^ broke out, the missionary establishment was
broken up, and in 1832 Kitto returned to England. arriving
in London he was engaged in tbe peparation of various serial

publications of the Society for the Dmsion of Useful Knowledge,
themost imporUntof wUch^eftthfiPidmd Historyof Pe^
and the Pictorial Bible, The CydopaoHa of B^iced Literature,
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edited under his superintendence^ appeared in two volumes in

1643-1845 and passed through three editions. His Daily Bible
lUusiraiions {8 vols., 1849-1853) received an appreciation which
is not yet extinct. In 1850 he received an annuity of £xoo from
the civil list. In August 1854 he went to Germany* for the waters
of Cannstatt on the Neckar, where on the 25th of November
he died.

See Kitto's own work, The Lost Senses (1845); J. E. Ryland's
Memoirs of KiUo (1856); and John Eadie’s Life of Kiiio (1857).

KITTUR, a village of British India, in the Belgaum district

of Bombay; pop. (1901), 4922. It contains a mined fort,

formerly the residence of a Mahratta chief. In connexion with a
disputed succession to this chiefship in 1824, St John Thackeray,
an uncle of the novelist, was killed when approaching the fort

under a flag of tmee; and a nephew of Sir Thomas Munro,
governor of Madras, fell subsequently when the fort was stormed.
KITZINGEN, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Bavaria

on the Main, 95 m. S.E. of Frankfort-on-Main by rail, at the
junction of the main-lines to Passau, Wurzburg and Schweinfurt.
Pop. (1900), 8489, A bridge, 300 yards long, connects it with
its suburb Etwashausen on the left bank of the river. A railway
bridge also spans the Main at this point. Kitzingen is still

surrounded by its old walls and towers, and has an Evangelical
and two Roman Catholic churches, two municipal museums, a
town-hall, a grammar school, a richly endowed hospital and
two old convents. Its chief industries are brewing, cask-

inaking and the manufacture of cement and colours. Con-
siderable trade in wine, fruit, grain and timber is carried on by
boats on the Main. Kitzingen possessed a Benedictine abbey
in the 8th century, and later belonged to the bishopric of

Wurzburg.

See F. Bernbeck, KiUiitger Chronik 74S-J5(>5 (Kitzingen, 1899). ^

'K1U*KIANG PU, a prefecture and prefectural city in the

province of Kiang-si, China. The city, which is situated on
the south bank of the Yangtsze-kiang, 15 m, above the point

where the Kan Kiang flows into that river from the Po-yang
l^e, stands in 29” 42' N. and 116“ 8' E. The north face of the
city is separated from the river by only the width of a roadway,
and two large lakes lie on its west and south fronts. The walls

are from 5 to 6 m. in circumference, and are more than usually

strong and broad. As is generally the case with old cities in

China, Kiu-Kiang has repeatedly changed its name. Under
the Tsin dynasty (a.d. 265-420), it was known as Sin-Yang,
under the Liang dynasty (502-557) os Kiang Chow, under the

Suy dynasty (589-618) as Kiu-Kiang, under the Sung dynasty

(960-1127) as Ting-Kiang, and under the Ming dynasty (1368-

1644) it assumed the name it at present bears. Kiu-Kiang has

played its part in the history of the empire, and has been re-

patedly besieged and sometimes taken, the last time being

m February 1853, when the T’ai-p’ing rebels gained possession

of the city. After their manner they looted and utterly de-

stroyed it, leaving only the remains of a single street to repre-

sent the once flourishing town. The position of Kiu-Kiang on
the Yangtsze-kiang and its proximity to the channels of internal

communication through the Po-ya]^ lake, more especially to

those leading to the green-tea-producing districts of the provinces

of Kiang-si and Ngon-hui, induced Lord Elgin to choose it

one of the treaty ports to be opened under the terms of his

treaty (1861). Unfortunately, however, it stands above instead

of below the outlet of the Po-yang lake, and this has proved to

be a decided drawback to its success as a commercial port.

The immediate effect of opening the town to foreign trade was
to raise the populatiop in one year from 10,000 to 40,^, The
population in 1908, exclusive of foreigners, was officially esti-

mated at 36,000. The foreign settlement extends westward from

the city', along the bank of the Yangtsze-kiang, and is bounded
on its extreme west by the P'un river, which there runs into

the Yangtsze. The bund, which is 500 yards long, was erected

by the mreign community. chmate is good, and though

hot in the summer months is invariably cold and bracing in the

winter. According to the customs returns the value of the

trade of the port amounted in 190a to ^2,854,704^ and in 1904
to £3#4^^Bi 6, of which ]£x,726,506 were importe and £i>763,3to
ofpoj^* In Z904 322,266 lb of opium were imported.
K1U8TBHDIL, the chief town of a department in Bulgaria,

situated in a mountainous countiy, on a small affluent of the
Struma, 43 m. S.W. of Sofia by rail. Pop. (2906), 12,353.
The streets are narrow and uneven, and the majority of the
houses are of clay or wood. The town is chiefly imta^ for its

hot mineral springs, in connexion with which tliere are nine
bathing establishments. Small quantities of. gold and silver
are obt^ed from mines near Kiustendil, and vines, tobacco
and fruit are largely cultivated. Some remains survive of the
Roman period, when the town was known as P^utalia, Ulpia
Pautalia, and Pautalia Aurelii. In the 10th century it became
the seat of a bishopric, being then and during the later middle
ages known by the Slavomc name of Velbuzhd. After the
overthrow of the Servian kingdom it came into the possession
of Constantine, brother of the despot Yovan Dragash, who
ruled over northern Macedonia. Cbnst^tine was expelled and
killed by the Turks in 1394. In the 25th century Kiustendil
was knowp as Velbushka Banya, and more commonly as
Konstantinova Banya (Constantine^s Bath), from which has
developed the Turkish name Kiustendil.
KIVU, a considerable lake lying m the Central African (or

Albertine) rift-valley, about 60 m. N. of Tanganyika, into
which it discharges its waters by the Rusizi River. On the
north it is separated from the b^in of the Nile by a line of
volcanic peaks. The length of the lake is about 55 m., and its

greatest breadth over 30, giving an area, including islands, of
about 1100 sq. m. It is about 4830 ft. above sea-level and is

roughly trian^lar in outline, the longest side lying to the west.
The coast-line is much broken, especially on the south-east,

where the indentations present a fjord-like character. The
lake is deep, and the shores are everywhere high, rising in places
in bold precipitous cliffs of volcanic rock. A large island,

Kwijwi or Kwichwi, oblong in shape and traversed by a hilly

ridge, runs in the direction of the major axis of the lake, south-
west of the centre, and there are many smaller islands. The
lake ha^ many fish, but no crocodiles or hippopotami. South
of Kivu the rift-valley is blocked by huge ridges, through which
the Rusizi now breaks its way in a succession of steep gorges,

emerging from the lake in a foaming torrent, and descending
2000 ft. to the lacustrine plain at the head of Tanganyika.
The lake fauna is a typically fresh-water one, presenting no
affinities with the marine or ** halolimnic fauxia of Tanganyika
and other Central African lakes, but is similar to that shown
by fossils to have once existed in the more northern parts of the
rift-valley. The former outlet or extension in this direction

seems to have been blocked in recent geological times by the
elevation of the volcanic peaks which dammed back the water,

causing it finally to overflow to the south. TTus volcanic region
is of great interest and has various names, that most used being
Mfumbiro though this name is sometimes restricted to a
single peak. Kvu and Mfumbiro were first heard of by J. H.
Speke m x86i, but not visited by a European until 2894, when
Count von Gotzen passed through the country on his journey
across the continent. The lake and its vicinity were sub-

sequently explored by Dr R. Kandt, Captain Bethe, E. S.

Grogan, J. £. S. Moore, and Major St Hill Gibbons. The
ownership of Kivu and its neighbourhood was claimed the

Congo Free State and by Germany, the dispute being settled

in 1910, after Belgium had taken over the ^ngo State. The
frontier agreed upon was the west bank of the Rusizi, and
the west ^ore of the lake. The island of Kwijwi also fell to

Belgium.

See R. Kandt, Caput Nili (Berlhi, 1904), and Karte des Kivusees^
i: 285,000, with text by A. v. Bockelmann (Berlin, 2902); £. S.

Gr(»an and A. H. Sharpe, From the Cape to Cairo (London, 1900}

;

J. £. S. Moore, To the Mountains of the Moon (Londoi^ <902);
X. St H. Gibbons, Africa from South to Norths ii, (London, <904)*

KIWI* or Kiwx-Kiwi, the Maori name—first apparently
introduced to zoological literature by Lesson in 182S (Man,

XV. 27 a
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d'OmiAdia^%, ii, or Voy. ie la “ CoqmiUe:,'' waiof^ p.

and now^cty gonci:aily< adopted is Ei^isb*-*^ one of t^ most:

characteristic fonns ai New Zealand bir(te, the Apieryx xd

sciantific writers. This remarkable bird was ludmown till

George Shaw described and figured it in r8i3.(JVa/. Misceliany^

pis. 1057^ 3058) from a specimen brought^ to him from

southern coast of that country by Captam Bardey of the sh^
Ppovidenoe.” At Shaw’s deaths in the same year^ it passed

into the possession of Lord Stanley, afterwards 13th earl of

Derby, and president of the Zoological Society, and it is now
with the rest of his collection in the Liverpool Museum. Con-

sidering the state of .systematic ornithology at the time, Shaw’s

assignment of a position to this hew and strange bird, of which

he had but the skin, does him great credit, for he said it seemed
“ to approach more nearly to the Struthious and Gallinaceous

tribes than to any other.” And his credit is still greater when
we find the venerable Jolm Latham, who is said to have

examined the specimen with Sliaw, placing it some years later

among the penguins {Gen. Hist. Birds

,

x. 394), being appar-

ently led to that conclusion through its functionless wings and
the backward situation of its legs. In this false allocation, James
Francis Stephens also in 1826 acquiesced {Gen. Zoology

,

xiii.

70). Meanwhile in 1820 K. J. Temminck, who had never seen

a specimen, had assorted it with the dodo in an order to which

he applied the name of Inertes {Man. d*Ornithologies i. cxiv.).

In 1831 R. P. l.e.sson, who had previously {loc. rft.) made some

blunders about it, placed it {Traiti d'Orniihologie, p. 12), though

only, as he says, “ par analogic et a priori*' in his first division

of birds, ** Oi.seaux Anomaux,” which is equivalent to what we
now call Ratilacs making Of it a separate family ” Nullipeimes.”

At that time no second example was known, and some doubt

was felt, especially on the Continent, as to the very existence

of such a bird ^—^though Lesson had himself when in the Bay
of Islands in April 1824 (Fdy. ^"CoquHU," ut sufra) heard of it;

and a few years later J. S. C. Dumont d’Urville had seen its

skin, which the naturalists of his expedition procured, worn as a

tippet by a Maori chief at Tolaga Bay (Houa-haua),^ and in

1830 gave what proves to be on the whole very accurate in-

formation concerning it {Voy. **Astrolabe,** ii. 107). To put aD
suspicion at rest, C)rd Derby sent hte unique specimen for

exhibition at a meetup of the Zoological Society, on the 12th of

February 1833 {Proc. Zdol. Society, 1833^ p. 24][, andafew mont3is
later {tom. cit. p. 80) William Yarrell commumcated to that body
a complete description of it, which was afterwards published in

full excellent portrait (Tnimr. Zool. Society, vol. i. p. 71,

pi. 10). Herein the systematic place of the species, as akin to the

^ Cuvier in the soonnd edition of hw ¥tegne AnimeU<m\yrtlened to
it in a footnote (1. 498).

^ Cniiie in 182a (jown. Residence New Zeala$$d, p. 3x3) had
spoken of an *' emeu found in that island, which must of cotrziBe

have been an Aptevyet.

StrathioixibixTls, ml placed be3miid iCBTai,<and.the aiitiior talledb

ii^n all. interested in jmology toaidiiniiii^fa’icsdaarGh al^tot^
singulariomu in conseqnenoe of this appeal a legless akin mm
within two yeais «nt to the sod^ty (Pnoneedings, 18331, ,

p.

obtained by W. Yate of Waimatt,> wW) said it was the second

he hod setn^ and that he had kept the bird alive for nearly a
fortnight, while in less than another couple of years additional

information {op. cit., 1837, p. 24) came from T, K. Short to the

effect that he had seen two livings and that all* YaireN had said

was substantially correct, except underratii^ its progressive

powers. Not long afterwards Lord Derby received and in Mardi
1B38 transmitted to the same society the trunk and viscera of

an Apteryx^ whif:h, being entrusted to Sir R, Owen, furnished

that eminent anatomist, in conjunction with other specimens

of the same kind received from Drs Lyon and George Bennett,-

with the materials of the masterly monograph laid before the

society in instalments, and ultimately printed in its Transactions

(ii. 557 iii. 277). From this time the whole structure of the

kiwi has certainly been far better known than that of nearly

any other bird, and by degrees other examples found their way
to England, some of which were distributed to the various

museums of the Continent and of America.*

In 1847 much interest was excited by the reported discovery

of another species of the genus {Proceedings, 1847, p. 51), and
though the story was not confirmed, a second species was really

soon after made known by John Gould {tom. cit. p. 93; Transac-

tions, voL iii. p. 379, pi. 57) under the name of Apteryx oweni—

a

just tribute to the great master who had so minutely e^^lained

the anatomy of the group. Three years later A. D, Bartlett

drew attention to the manifest difference existing among
certain examples, all of which had hitherto been regarded as

specimens of A, australis, and the examination of a large series

led him to conclude that under that name two distinct species

were confounded. To the second of these, the third of the

genus (according to his views), be gave the name of A. mantdli

{Proceedings, 1:850, p. 274)^ and it soon turned out that to this

new form the majority of the specimens already obtained

belonged. In 1^5 1 the first kiwi known to havereached England
alive was presented to the Zoological Society by Eyre, then

lieutenant-governor of New Zealand. This was found to

belong . to the newly described A. mantelU, and some careful

ubservatioss on its habits in captivity were published by John
WoUey and another {Zoologist, 3409, 3605).^ Subsequently

the society lias received several 'Other live examples of this form,

besides one of the real australis {Procudings, 2872, pu 861),

some of A. oweni, and one of a supposed fourthapedes, A. haasti,

characterized in 1871 by Potts 187 a, p. 35; Trms. iV. Zeal.

Institute, iv. 204; v. 195).®

The kiwis form a g^oup of the subclass Ratitae to- which the

rank of an order may fitly be assigned^ as. they differ in many
important particulars from any of the other existing forms of

Ratite birds. The most obvious feature the Apteryges afford

is the presence of a back toe, while the extremely aborted

condition of the wings, the position of the nostrils^-^dmost at

the tip of the maouUar-and the absence of an after-shalt in

the tothers, are chaaaders .nearly as manifest, and others not

less determinative, though sM>re recondite, will be found on

examination. The kiwis aore peculiar to New Zealand, and it

’ In 1842, according to Broderip (Penny Cyclopaedia, auciii. 146),
two had been presented to the Zoological Society by the New Zealand
Company, and two more obtained by l/>rd Iwby^ one of which he
had given to Gould. In 2844 the Biitish Museum posaessed three,

and the sale catalogue of the RivoU Collection, wbicn passed in 1846
to the Academy of Nataral Sdenees at PhJfoddpma, isciudes a
single specimeiir-piobably the ihwt takeator Amemeat

< Thaa bird in 1859 laidan egg, and afterward^ contfnued^to lay one
or twio more every year. In 1865 a male of the same species was
introdneed, but though a strong disposition to breed was ^bown
on the part of both, and the eggs, after theioustom of tbeRMae,
weioiBCMfaated by him, notprogeny was hatched (Proceedinge, 2868,

P* .V^9)-
^ A fine series of figures of all these supposed species is given, by

Rowley (dm. Miscellany, vol. i. jfis. i-b). So^ others, as A.
maxima, A. rnoUie, and A. fUica have alM> been 'indicated; but
proof of their vididity has yet to be adduced.



KimBASBaSS-^KLADKO
i» beUev^di thfit A, numUUi is in the Ncsth
Island. 0^ thenaonthcm.^. auttK^Si both being.of adackneddisli**

brown^ Ic^itndinally striped; hght yeHowssh^trowsi^ while

A. mmip of cl light greyrishrbrown transveittcly barmd with

Wmik, is said tO; occur in both; islands. About the size of a
huge doinesrio lo^ they .are birds of aoctumal habit, sleeping^

or at least inactive, by day, deeding mostly on eai^fwocms,

but oocasioraily swallowing bopries, though in captivify they

will eat toh suitably minced. Sir Walter Buller mites (B, of

Nm Zeakwd^ p. 36a) :

—

The kiwi is in some measure compensated for the absence of

wings by its swiftness of loot. When running it makes wide sisides

and carries the body in an obUque position, with the npck stietobed

to its. lull extent and inclined torwards. In the twilight it moves
about cautiously and as noiselessly as a rat, tg whicn^ ind^d, at

this time it bears some outward resemblance. In a. quiescent
posture, the body generally assumes a perfectly rotund appearance;
and it sometimes, Imtonly rarely, supports, itself by resting the point

of its bill on the grouno. It often yawns when disturbed in the

daytime, gaping its mandibles in a very grotesque manner. When
provoked it erects the body, and, raising the foot to the breast,

htriketi downwards with considerate force and rapidity, thus using

its sharp imd powerful claws as weapons of defence. . . . While
hunting for its food the bird makes a continual snifilmg sound through
the nostrils, which are placed at the extremity of the upper mandible.

Whether it is guided as much Iw touch as by sme)} I cannot safely,

say; but it appears to me that both senses are used in the action.

That the sense of touch is highly developed seems quite certain,

because the Lnrd, although it may not be audibly sniffing, wm
always hrst touch an object with the point of iU bill, wheib.et in

the act of feeding or of surveying the ground
;
and when shut up in a

cage or conhned in a room it may be heard, all through tlie night,

tapping softly at the walls. ... It is mteresting to watch the

bird, in a state of freedom, foraging for worms, which constitute

its principal food : it moves about with a slow action of the body;
anci the long, flexible bill is driven into the soft ground, generafly

home to the very root, and w either immediately withdrawn witti a
worm held at the extreme tip of the mandibles, or it is gently moved'-

to and fro, by an action of the head and neck, the body of the bird

being perfectly steady. It is amusing to observe the extreme care

and deliberation with which the bird draws the worm from its hiding-

place, coaxing it out as it were by degrees, instead of pulling roughly

or bceaking it. On getting the worm fairly out oi the ground, it

throws up its head with a jerk, and swallows it whole.*'

The foregoing extract refers to A, manteili, but there is little

doubt of the remarks being equally applicable to A. australis

y

and probably also to A, (weni, though the different proportion

of the bill in the last points to some diversity in the mode of

feeding. (A. N.)

KUULBASHK(Turki&h, Red-Heads the nickaame given

by the Orthodox Turks to the Sfiiitic Turkish immigrants

from Persia, who are found chiefly in the plains from Kara-

Hissar along Tokat and Amasia to Angora, During tl^ wars

with Persia ^ Turkish sultans settled them in these districts.

They are strictly speaking persianized Turks, and speak pure

Persian. There are many Kizilbashes in Afghwiistan. 'Tbeir

immigration dates only from the tinw of Nadir Shah (17.37)'

They are an industrious honest folk, chiefly engaged in trade and

as physictans, scribes, and so on. They form the bulk of the

amir’s cavalry. Their name seems to have been first used in

Persia of the Shiites in allusion to their red caps.

See Emest Cbantre, Rncherohes anthropolopqurs dans VAsie occi-

dentah (Lyons, 1895).

KIZIL IRMAK, i,e. '^Red River” (anc. Halys), the largest

river in Asia Minor, rising in the Kirit Dagh at an aitituda of

6500 it-, and nuaning louth-wast past Zara to Sivas. Below

Sivas it flows south to the latitude of ICeisanrii, and then curves

eradu^ sound to the north. Finally, after a course of about

600 m., it dis^MMfges its waters into the Black Sea between

Sinope and Samsun, where it fbnns a large delta. The only

important tributaries are ,the Irmak on the right and the

Geuk on the teft bank.
r •

KISLYAR (Rizuak, or K*zlar), a town of Rujaia, in

Ghueastn, in the proviiice' of Terek, xao m. K-E.of VIadikayhaa>

in the low-lyaag delta of the river Terfek, about 35 m, ffo» the

Caspian. popukrion deertoeed from $309 nt to 7353

in ifl97. The town liea to the left of the main stream between

tram of fibe iMgec eecondary bramhes> and is flubfeet to flood-

ing. The town proper, which spreads out round the dtad^ hw
Tatair, Georgiisi and Aiiiieni^ quarteesu the puMk^htriM
innAa^ the iGmek cathedral^ datingimm 1.786; aGteek nuniieiy,

founded by. the Gewgiaa. ebieft Danieten 1736; the Amwnisai
chitroh of SS. Peter and Paul, reniariiahk for its size and w«ditk
The population is mainly supported by the gardens and vine?

yards irrigated by camOs from the river. A
,

government

vineyoed and school of viticulture are situated sl io. from the

town. Alx>ut 1^00,000 gi^ons of Kizlyi^ wine are sold

annually at the fair of Nizhmy-Novgorod. Silk and cotton are

woven. Kizlyar is mentioned as early as 1616, but the most
notable acce.ssion of inhabitants (Armenians, Georgians and
Persians) took place in 1715. Its importance as a fortress

dates from 1736, but the fortress is no longer kept in repair*

ft desert of Western Asia, stretching S.B. of, the

Aral Lake between the river Syr-darya on the N.E. and the river

Aipu-darya on the S.W. It measures some 370 by zap m,, and is

in part covered with drift-sand or dunes, many of which are

advancing slowly but. steadily towards the S.W, In character

they resemble those of the neighbouring Kararkum desert (see

Kara-kuw). On the whole the Kizyl-kum slopes S.W. towards

the Aral L^, where its altitude is only about 160 ft* fts. com-,

pared with 2000 in the S.E. In the vicinity of. tl^t lake the

surface is covered with Aralo-Caspian deposits; but in the S.E.,

as it ascends towards the foothills of the Tian-shan system, it

is braided with deep accumulations of fertile loess.

KJERULF* HAjtJnpAJI (1815-1868), Norwegian musical com-

poser, the son of a high government official, was bom at Chris-’

tiania on the 15th of September 1815. His early education was

at Christiania University, for a legal career, and not till he was

nearly 26—on the death of his father—was he able to devote him-

self entirely to music. As a fact, he actually started on his career

as a music teacher and composer of songs before ever having

seriously studied music at all, and not for ten ftaxs did he attract

any particular notice. Then, however, his Government paid

for a year’s instruction for him at Leipzig. For many years

after his return to Norway Kjerulf tried in vain to establish serial

clas.sical^ concerts, while he himself was working with Bjomson

and othCT writers at the composition of lyrical songs. His fame

rests almost entirely on his beautiful and manly netionid part-

songs and sojos; but his pianoforte music is equally charmiM and

simple. Kjerulf died at Grefsen on the nth of August i8w.

KJERULF, THEODOR (to25“-^888), Norwegian geologist, was

bom at Christiania on the 30th of March 182^. He was educated

in the university at Christiania, and sub^quently studied at

Heidelberg, working in Bunsen’s laboratory . In 1858 he became

professor of geotogy in the university of his native city, and he

was afterwards placed in charge of the geological survey of the

country, then established mainly through his influence, ttis

contributions to the geology of Norway were numerous and imr

portant, especially in reference to the sopthem portion of the

courvtry, and to the structure and relations of the Archae^ and

Palaeozoic rocks, and the ^aciaj phenomena. His principal

results were embodied in his work Udpgt over det sydlige Norges

Gealcgi {1879). He was author also of some poetical works.. He
died at Christiania on the 25th of October 1888.

KLADMO, a mining town of Bohemia, Austria, 18 m. W.N,W.

of Prague by rail. Pop. {^900), 18,600, mostly Czech. It is

situated in a region very rich in iroiMDaines and coriffidflft and

posaessee some of the Iiurgest iiron and steel works in Boheonia.

Near it k the mining town of Buschtfehrad (pop. 3510), situated

in the centre (rf very extensive coal-fields. Biierirtahrad was

originally the name of the casde only, 'fhis was from the 15th

century to 1630 the the lords of Rojovrati and came

by devious inheritance through the grand-riukai of TuaGany,^

to the emperor Francia Jose^. The name Busohriihrad was

first given to the zafiway, and then to the town, which had beea

cidM ainee its foundation ap ^700. There ia another

oasrie of Butohtilkmidam iGadim, whkh fpref&toriea

had been a vilk^ of no unportappei was sold in

graad-duchess Anna Maria of. Tuscany to the' ekariae ua
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Bifewnow^ to which it still belongs. The mining industry began

in 1842.

KLAFSKY, KATHARINA (1855-1896X Hungarian operatic

singer, was bom at Szt Jdnos, Wieselburg, of humble parents.

Being employed at Vienna as a nurserymaid, her fine soprano

voice led to her being engaged as a chorus singer, and she was
given good lessons in music. By 1882 she became well-known

in Wagnerian roles at the Leipzig theatre, and she increased her

reputation at other German musical centres. In 1892 she

appeared in London, and had a great success in Wagner's operas,

notably as Briinnhilde and as Isolde, her dramatic as well as

vocal gifts being of an exceptional order. She sang in America
in 1895, but died of brain disease in 1896.

A Life, by L. Ordemann, was published in 1903 (Leipzig).

KLAGENFURT (Slovene, Celovec)^ the capital of the Austrian

duchy of Carinthia, 212 m. S.W. of Vienna by rail. Pop. (1900),

24,314. It is picturesquely sitq,ated on the river Gian, which is

in communication with the Worther-see by the 3 m. long Lend
canal. Among the more noteworthy buildings are the parish

church of St .&gidius (1709), with a tower 298 ft. in height; the

cathedral of SS. Peter and Paul (1582-1593, burnt 1723, restored

1725); the churches of the Benedictines (1613), of the Capuchins

(1646), and of the order of St Elizabeth (1710). To these must
be added the palace of the prince-bishop of Gurk, the burg or

castle, existing in its present form since 1777; and the Landhaus
or house of assembly, dating from the end of the 14th century,

and containing a museum of natural history, and collection of

minerals, antiquities, seals, paintings and sculptures. The most
interesting public monument is the great Lindwurm or Dragon,
standing in the principal square (1590). The industrial establish-

ments comprise white lead factories, machine and iron foundries,

and commerce is active, especially in the mineral products of the

region.

Upon the ZollfeVi to the north of the city once stood the ancient

Roman town of Virunum. During the middle ages Klagenfurt

became the property of the Crown, but by a patent of Maxi-

milian I. of the 24th of April 1518 it was conceded to the Carin-

thian estates, and has since then taken the place of St Veit as

capital of Carinthia. In 1535, 1636, 1723 and 1796 Klagenfurt

suffered from destructive fires, and in 1690 from the effects of

an earthquake. On the 29th of March 1797 the French took

the city, and upon the following day it was occupied by Napoleon
as his headquarters.

KLAJ (latinized Clajus), JOHANN (1616-1656), German poet,

was bom at Meissen in Saxony. After studying theology at

Wittenberg he went to Nuremberg as a candidate for holy

orders,’' and there, in conjunction with Georg Philipp Hara-
ddrffer, founded in 1644 the literary society known as the Pegnitz

order. In 1647 he received an appointment as master in the

Sebaldus school in Nuremberg, and in 1650 became preacher at

Kitzingen, where he died in 1656. Klaj’spoems consist of dramas,

wTitten in stilted language and redundant with adventures,

among which are Hbllen- und Himmelfahrt Christi (Nuremberg,

1644), and Herodes, der Kinderm’drder (Nuremberg, 1645), and
a poem, written jointly with Harsdorffer, Pegnesische Schafer^

gedicht (1644), which gives in allegorical form the story of his

settlement in Nuremberg.

See Tittmann, Die Numberger Dichterschule (Gottingen, 1847).

KLAMATH, a small tribe of North American Indians of Lutua-

mian stock. They ranged around the Klamath river and lakes,

and are now on the Klamath reservation, southern Oregon.

See A. S. Gatschet, *' Klamath Indians of Oregon,” CorUributions
to North American Ethnology, vol. ii. (Washington, 1890).

KLAPKA, GEORG (1820-1S92), Hungarian soldier, was bom
at Temesvdr on the 7th of April 1820, and entered the Austrian

army in 1838. He was still a subaltern when the Hungarian
revolution of 1848 broke out, and he offered his services to the

patriot party. He served in important staff appointments
during the earlier part of the war which followed; then, early in

1849, be was ordered to replace Genera] M6sz4ros, who had been
defeated at Kaschau, and as general commanding an army corps

KLAPROTH
he had a conspicuous share in the victories of Kap61na, Isaszeg,

Waitzen, Nagy Sarlo and Kom4rom. Then, as the fortune of

war turned against the Hungarians, Klapka, ^ter serving for a
short time as minister of war, took command at Komdrom, from
which fortress he conducted a number of successful expeditions

until the capitulation of Vili^os in August put an end to the war
in the open field. He then brilliantly defended Komdrom for two
months, and finally surrendered on honourable terms. Klapka
left the country at once, and lived thenceforward for many years

in exile, at first in England and afterwards chiefly in Switzerland.

He continued by every means in his power to work for the inde-

pendence of Hungary, especially at moments of European war,

such as 1854, 1859 and 1866, at which an appeal to arms seemed
to him to promise success. After the war of 1866 (in which as

a Prussian major-general he prganized a Hungarian corps in

Silesia) Klapka was permitted by the Austrian government to

return to his native country, and in 1867 was elected a member of

the Hungarian Chamber of Deputies, in which he belonged to the

Dedk party. In 1877 he made an attempt to reorganize the

Turkish army in view of the war with Russia. General Klapka
died at Budapest on the 17th of May 1892. A memorial was
erected to his memory at Komdrom in 1896.

He wrote Memotren (Leipzig, 1850) ;
Der NationcUkrieg in Ungarn,

&c. (Leipzig, 1851); a history of the Crimean War, Der Krieg im
Orient . . . his Ende Jult iS^s (Geneva, 1855); and Aus tneinen
Erinnerungen (translated from the Hungarian, Zurich, 1887).

KLAPROTH, HEINRICH JUUUS (1783-1835), German orient-

alist and traveller, was bom in Berlin on the nth of October

1783, the son of the chemist Martin Heinrich Klaproth (q.v.).

lie devoted his energies in quite early life to the study.of Asiatic

languages, and published in 1802 his Asiatisches Magastift

(Weimar, 1802-1803). He was in consequence called to St Peters-

burg and given an appointment in the academy there. In 1805
he was a member of Count Golovkin’s embassy to China. On
his return he was despatched by the academy to the Caucasus on

an ethnographical and linguistic exploration (1807-1808), and
was afterwards employed for several years in connexion wi^ the

academy’s Oriental publications. In 1812 he moved to Berlin;

but in 1815 he settled in Paris, and in 1816 Humboldt procured

him from the khig of Prussia the title and salary of professor of

Asiatic languages and literature, with permission to remain in

Paris as long as was requisite for the publication of his works.

He died in that city on the 28th of August 1835.

The principal feature of Kl^roth's erudition was the vastness of

the field which it embraced. His great work Asia polyglotta (Paris,

1823 and 1831, with Sprachatlas) not only served as a risumi of all

that was known on the subject, out formed a new departure for the
classification of the Eastern languages, more e.specially those of
the Russian Empire. To a great extent, however, his work is now
superseded. The Itinerary of a Chinese Traveller (1821), a series of
documents in the military archives of St Petersburg purporting
to be the travels of George Ludwig von

,
and a similar series

obtained from him in the London foreign office, are all regarded as
spurious.

Klaproth's other works include : Reise in den Kaukasus und
Georgian in den Jahren /S07 und jSoS (Halle, 1812-1814: French
translation, Paris, 1823); Geographisek-historiseke Beschreibung des
dstlichen Kaukasus (Weimar, 1814); Tableaux historiques de VAsie
(Paris, 1826); Mimoiresrelalifs h VAsie (Paris, 1824-1828); Tableau
historique, geowaphique, etknographique el politique ae Caucase (Paris,

1827); and Vocabulaire et grammaire de la langue giorgienne (Paris,

1827).

KLAPROTH, MARTIN HEINRICH (i743-i8i7)» German
chemist, was born at Wemigerode on the ist of December 1743.
During a large portion of his life he followed the profession of an
apothecary. After acting as assistant in pharmacies at Quedlin-

burg, Hanover, Berlin and Danzig successively he came to

Berlin on the death of Valentin Rose the elder in 1771 as manager
of his business, and in 1780 he started an establishment on his own
account in the same city, where from 1782 he was pharmaceutical

assessor of the Ober-Collegium Medicum. In 1787 he was
^ appointed lecturer in chemistry to the Royal Artillery, and when
the university was founded in 1810 he was selected to be the

professor of chemistry. He died in Berlin on the ist of January
1817. Klaproth was the leading chemist of his time in Germany.



KLEBER—KLEIST, B. H. W. VON 845
An exact and conscientious worker, he did much to improve
and systematise the processes of analytical chemistry and
mineralogy, and his appreciation of the value of quantitative

methods led him to become one of the earliest adherents of the
Lavoisierian doctrines outside France. He was the first to dis-

cover uranium, zirconium and titanium, and to characterize

them as distinct elements, though he did not obtain any of

them in the pure metallic state; and he elucidated the. com-
position of numerous substances till then imperfectly known,
including compounds of the then newly recognized elements

:

tellurium, strontium, cerium and chromium.

His papers, over 200 in number, were collected by himself in

Beitf&ge zur chemischen Kenntniss dzr Mineralkarper (5 vols., 1795-
1810) and Chemische Abhandlungen gemischien Inhatts (1815). He
also published a Chemisches Wdrtefl^h (1807-1810), and ^ited a
revised edition of F. A. C. Gren’s Handbuch aer Chemie (180O).

KL£BER, jean BAPTISTE (1753-1800), French general, was
bom on the 9th of March 1753 at Strassburg, where his father

was a builder. He was trained, partly at Paris, for the profession

of architect, but his opportune assistance to two German nobles

in a tavern brawl obtained for him a nomination to the mili-

tary school of Munich. Thence he obtained a commission in the

Austrian army, but resigned it in 1783 on finding his humble
birth in the way of his promotion. On returning to France he

was appointed inspector of public buildings at Belfort, where he
studied fortification and military science. In 1792 he enlisted in

the Haut-Rhin volunteers, and was from his military knowledge

at once elected adjutant and soon afterwards lieutenant-colonel.

At the defence of Mainz he so distinguished himself that though
disgraced along with the rest of the garrison and imprisoned, he

was promptly reinstated, and in August 1793 promoted general

of brigade. He won considerable distinction in the Vend^an
war, and two months later was made a general of division. Itt

these operations began his intimacy with Marceau, with whom he

defeated the Royalists at Le Mans and Saveiiay, For openly

expressing his opinion that lenient measures ought to be pursued

towards the Vendeans he was recalled; but in April 1794 he

was once more reinstated and sent to the Army of the Sambre-

and-Meuse. He displayed his skill and bravery in the numerous
actions around Charleroi, and especially in the crowning victory

of Fleurus, after which in the winter of 1794-95 he besieged

Mainz. In 1795 and again in 1796 he held the chief command of

an army temporarily, but declined a permanent appointment as

commander-in-chief. On the 13th of October 1795 fought a

brilliant rearguard action at the bridge of Neuwied, and in the

offensive campaign of 1796 he was Jourdan’s most active and

successful lieutenant. Having, after the retreat to the Rhine

(sec French Revolutionary Wars), declined the chief com-

mand, he withdrew into private life early in 1798. He accepted

a division in the expedition to Egypt under Bonaparte, but

was wounded in the head at Alexandria in the first engage-

ment, which prevented his taking any further part in the

campaign of the Pyramids, and caused him to be appointed

governor of Alexandria, In the Syrian campaign of 1799,

however, he commanded the vanguard, took £1-Arish, Gaza
and Jaffa, and won the great victory of Mount Tabor on the

15th of April i799« When Napoleon returned to France

towards the end of 1799 he left Kl^ber in command of the

French forces. In this capacity, seeing no hope of bringing

his army back to France or of consolidating his conquests,

he made the convwition of El-Arish. But when Lord Keith,

the British admiral, refused to ratify the terms, he atUcked

the Turks at Heliopolis, though with but 10,000 men against

60,000, and utterly defeated them on the 20th of March 1800.

He then retook Cairo, which had revolted from the French.

Shortly after these victories he was assassinated at Cairo by a

fanatic on the 14th of June 1800, the same day on which his

friend and comrade Desaix fell at Maren^. K16ber was un-

doubtedly one of the gteatestgencrals of the French revolutionary

epoch. Though he distrusted his powers and declined the respon-

sibility of supreme command, there is nothing in his career to

show that he would have been unequal to it. As a second in

command he was not excelled by any general of his time. His
conduct of affairs in Egypt at a time when the treasury wm
empty and the troops were discontented for want of pay, ^ws

his powers as an administrator were little—if at all-^

inferior to those he possessed as a general,

Emouf, the grandson of Jourdan’s chief of staff, published in

1867 a Venable biography of Kieber, See also Reynaud, Lif$ of
Meflin de Thionville

; Ney, Memoirs; Dumas, Softvenirs
;
Las

Casas, MemoruU de Ste HiUne* ]. Charavarsw, Les Odniraux morts
four la patrie; General Pajol, Kliber

;
lives of Marceau and Desaix;

M. F. Rousseau, KUher et Menou en Egypte (Pari^, 1900).

KUIN, JULIUS LEOPOU (1810-1876), German writer of

Jewish origin, was bom at Miskolcz, in Hui^ary. He was
educated at the ^mnasium in Pest, and studied medicine in

Vienna and Berlin. After travelling in Italy and Greece, he
settled as a man of letters in Berlin, where he remained until his

death on the 2nd of August 1876. He was the author of many
dramatic works, among others the historical tragedies Maria
von Medici (1841); (1842); Zenohia (1847); Moreto(i^i^);
Afana (i860); Strafford (1862) and Heliodora (1867);
comedies Die Herzogin (1S4S)

;
Bin Schiitzling (1850) ;

and Voltaire

(1862). The tendency of IQein as a dramatist was to become
bombastic and obscure, but many of his characters are vigorously

conceived, and in nearly all his tragedies there are passages of

brilliant rhetoric. He is chiefiy known as the autoor of the

elaborate though uncompleted Geschichte des Dramas{ 1865-1876),
in which he undertook to record the history of the drama from
the earliest times. He died when about to enter upon the Eliza-

bctlian period, to the treatment of which he had looked forward

as the chief part of his task. The work, which is in thirteen

bulky volumes, gives proof of immense learning, but is marred

by eccentricities of style and judgment.

Klein's Dramatische U'erke were collected in 7 vols. (1871-1872).

KLEIST, BERNB HEINRICH WILHELM*VON (1777-rSii),

German poet, dramatist and novelist, was born at Frankfort-on-

Oder on the i8th of October 1777. After a scanty education, he

entered the Prussian army in 1792, served in the Rhine campaign

of 1796^ and retired from the service in 1799 with the rank of

lieutenant. He next studied law and philosophy at the university

of Frankfort-on-Oder, and in 1800 received a subordinate post in

the ministry of finance at Berlin. In the following year his

roving, restless spirit got the better of him, and procuring a

lengthened leave of absence he visited J’aris and then settled in

Switzerland. Here he found congenial friends in Heinrich

Zschokke {q.v.) and Ludwig Friedrich August Wieland (1777-

1819), son of the poet; and to them he read his first drama, a

gloomy tragedy, Die Familie Sekroffenstein (1803), originally

entitled Die Familie Gkonorez, In the autumn of 1802 Kleist

returned to Germany ; he visited Goethe, Schiller and Wieland in

Weimar, stayed for a while in Leipzig and Dresden, again pro-

ceeded to Paris, and' returning in 1804 to his post in Berlin was

transferred to the Domdnenkammer (department for the adminis-

tration of crown lands) at Kdnigsberg. On a journey to Dresden

in 1807 Kleist was arrested by the French as a spy, and being sent

to France was kept for six months a close prisoner at Chalons-

sur-Mame. On regaining his libertj" he proceeded to Dresden,

where in conjunction with Adam Heinrich Miiller (1779-1829) he

published in 1808 the journal Phbbus, In 1809 he went to Prague,

and ultimately settled in Berlin, where he edited (i8io-i8ii) the

Berliner Abendbldtter, Captivated by the intellectual and musical

accomplishments of a certain Frau Henriette Vogel, Kleist, who

was himself more disheartened and embittered than ever, agr^d

to do her bidding and die with her, carrying out this resolution

by first shooting the lady and then himself on the shore of the

Wannsee near Potsdam, on the 21st of November 1811. Kleist’s

whole life was filled by a restless striving after# ideal and

illusory happiness, and this is largely reflected in his work. He
was by far the most important North German dramatist of

the Romantic movement, and no other of the Romanticists

approaches him in the energy with which he expresses patriotic

indignation.
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His first tragedy^ Die iFmmilie Schroffenstemf has been thready

referred to; the material for the second^ Penthesilea (i8od)>
of the Amazons, is taken from a Greek sonrce and presents a picture
of wild passion. Mdre successful than either of these was his romantic
play, Dus Katkohuu ven Ueilbroim^ Oder Die FeuerprdSe <1808) , a poetic
drama full of medieval bustle and mystery, which retaum its

popularity. In comedy, Kleist made a name with Der xerbrochene
Krug (x8ii), while Amphitryon (1808), an adaptation of Moli^re’s
comedy, is of less Importance. Of fCleist^s other dramas, Die
Hermannscklacht (18^) is a dramatic treatment of an historioid

anhject and is full of references to the political conditions of his own
times. In it he gives vent to his hatred of his country's oppressors.
This, together with the drama Prinz Priedrich von Homburg^ the
latter accounted Klcist's best work, was first published by Ludwig
Tieck in Kleists hinierlassene Schriftm (r82i). Pobert Guisknrd, a
drama conceived on a grand plan, was left a fri^pnent. Kleist was
also a master in the art of narrative, and of his Gesammelte Erjuthl-
ungen (i8io>i8ii), Michael Kohlhaas, in which the famous Branden-
burg horse-dealer of Luther’s day (see Kohlhase) is immortalized,
is one of the best German stories of its time. He also wrote Some

E
atriotic lyrics. His Gesammette Schriften were publi.shod by
udwig Tieck (3 vols., i8a6) and by Julian Schmidt (new ed., 1874);

also by F. Muncker (4 vols., 1882}; by T. Znlling (4 vols., 1883);
by K. Siegen (4 vols., 1895); and in a critical edition by E. Schmidt
(5 vols., 1904-190^). His Ausgewdhlie Dfamen were published by
K. Siogen (Leipzig, 1877); and bis letters were first published
by E. von Bulow, Heinrich von Kleists Leben und Briefe (1848).
See further A. Wilbrandt, Heinrich von Kleist (1863); O. Brahm,

Heinrich von Kleist (1884); R. Bonafous, Henri de KleisL sa vie et

ses oeuvres (1894); H. Conrad, Heinrich von Kleist als Mensch und
Dichter (i8^>}

;
G. JVfinde-Pouet, Heinrich von Kieist^ seine Spt*ache

und sein SHI (1897); H. Stdg, Hein/ich von Aloists BerUner Kdmpfe
(1901): F. Servaes, Heinrich von Kleist (1902); S. Wakadinowic,
Kleist-Studien (1904); S. Rahmer, if. von Kleist als Mensch und
Dithter (2909).

KLEIST» EWALD CHRISTIAN VON (1715-1759), German
poet, was kirn at Zeblin, near Koslin in Pomerania, on the 7th of

March 1715. After attending the Jesuit school in Deutschkrona
and the g>minasium in Danzig, he proceeded in 1731 to the uni-

versity of Kdnigslxirg, where he studied law and mathematics.
On the completionrof his studies he entered .the Danish army,
in which he became an officer in 1736. Recalled to Prussia by
Frederick 11 . in 1740, he was appointed lieutenant in a regiment
stationed at Potsdam, where he became acquainted with

J. W. L. Gleim who interested him in poetry. After dis-

tinguishing him.sclf at the battle of Mollwdtz (April jo, 1741)
and the siege of Neisse (1741), he w^as promoted captain in 1749
and ma}or in 1 7 56. Quartered during the wmter of 1 757-1 758 in

Leipzig, he found relief from his irksome military duties in the
society of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing {q.v-). Shortly afterwards
in the battle of Kunersdorf, on the 12th of August 17^9, he
was mortally wounded while leading the attack, and died at
Frankfort-on-Oder on the 24th of August following.

Kleist’s chief work is a poem in hexameters, Der Frukling

(1749), for which Thomson’s Seasons largely supplied the ideas.

In his description of the beauties of nature Kleist shows real

poetical genius, an almost modem sentiment and fine taste.

He also wrote some charming odes, idylls and elegies, and a
small epic poem Cissides und Paches (1759), the subject being
two Thessalian friends who die a heroic death for their country
in a battle against the Athenians.

Kleist published in 1756 the first collection of his Gedichte, which
was followed by a second in 1758, After his death his frieiid Karl
Wilhelm Ramler {q,v.) published an edition of Kleists sdmtliche Werke
in 2 vols. (1760). A critic^ edition was published by A. Sauer, in

3 vols. (1880-1882). Cf. further, A. Chuouet, De Ewaki Kleistii vita
et soriptis (Paris, 1887), and H. Prfihle, Freedrich der Grosse und die
deutsche Literatur (1872).

KLBRK8DORP, a town of the Transvaal, xi8 m. S.W. of

Johannesburg and 192 m. N.£. of Kimberley by rail. Pop.

(1904), 4276, of whom 1203 were whites. The town, built on
the banks of the Schoonspniit 10 m. above its junction wkh
the Vaal, possesses several fine public buildup. In the ne^h-
bourhood are gold«mmes, the reef appe^ing to form the western
boundary of the Witwatersrand basin. Diamonds (green in

colour) a^ coal are also found in the district. Kierksdorp was
one of the villages founded by the first Boers who crossed the
Vaal, dating from 1838. The modem town, which is on the side,

of the spruit opposite the old village, was founded in xS88.

KUB8L (or XELAHiOR (r553-i6ao), Austrianstates-
man nid ecclesiastic, was the son of a Protestant baker, and was
bom in Vienna. Under the influence of the Jesuits he was con-
verted to Roman Catholicism, and having finished his education
at the universities of Vienna and Ingdst^t, he was made chan-
cellor of the university of Vienna; and as official and vicar-

gen«ral of the bishop of Passau he exhibited the zeal of a convert
in forwarding the progress of the counter«i«formation in Austria.

He became bishop of Vienna in 1598; but more important was
hb association with the archduke Matthias, which began about
the same time. Both before and after 1612, when Matthias
succeeded hk brother Rudolph II. as emperor, KlesI was the

originator director of hist policy, although he stoutly opposed
the concessions to the Hungarian Protestants in i6o6« He assisted

to secure the election of Matthias to the imperial throne, and
sought, but without success, to strengthen the new emperor’s
position by making peace between the Catholics and the Protes-

tants. When during the short reign of Matthias the question of

the imperial succession demanded prompt attention, the bishop,

although quite as anxious as his opponents to retain the empire
in the house of Habsburg and to preserve the dominance of the

.Roman Catholic Church, advised that this question should be
shelved until some arrangement with the Protestant princes had
been reached. This ooansel was displeasing to the archduke Maxi-

milian and to Ferdinaaffd, afterwards the emperor Ferdinand II.,

who believed that Klesl was hostile to the candidature of the

latter prince. It was, however, impossible to shake his influence

with the emperor; and in June r6x8, a few months before the

death of Matthias, he was seized by order of the archdukes and
imprisoned at Ambras in Tirol. In 1622 Klesl, who had been a
cardinal since 1615, was transferred to Rome by order of Pope
Gregory XV., and was released from imprisonment. In 1627

Ferdinand II. allowed him to return to his episcopal duties in

Vienna, where he died on the i8th of September 1630.

See J. Freiherr von Hammer-Purgstall, KMesls Leben (Viraina,

t847-i65i); A. Kerschbaumer, Kardinal Kiesel (Vienna, i86.s); and
Klests Briefe an Rudolfs IJ. Obersthofmeister A, Freiherr von Dietrich-

stein^ edited by V, (Vienna, 1900).

KLINCfER, FRIEDRICH MAXIMILIAN VON (1752-1831),

Gernian dramatist and novelist, was bom of humble parentage

at Franklort-on-Main on the 17th of February 1752. His

father died when he was a child, and his early years were a hard

stmggle. He was enabled, however, in 1774 to enter the univer-

sity of Giessen, where he studied law; and Goethe, with whom he

had been acquainted since childhood, he^d him in many ways.

In 1775 Klinger gained with his tragedy Die ZwiUinge a prize

offered by the Hamburg theatre, under the auspices of the actress

Sophie Charlotte Ackefmann (1714-1792) and her son the famous

actor and playwright, Friedrich Ludwig Schroder (1744-1816).

In 1776 Klmger was appointed ThaaUrdichUt to the Seyiersche

Schaospiel-Gesellschaft/’ and held this post for two years. In

1778 he entered the Austrian military service and took part in the

Bavarian war of succession. In 17^ he went to St Petersburg,

became an officer in the Russian army, was ennobled and attached

to the grand duke Paul, whom he accompanied on a journey to

Italy and France* In 1785 he was appointed director of the corps

of c^ts, and having roarried a natural daughter of the empress

Catharine, wasmade praeses of the Academy of Knights in 1799.

In 1803 Klinger was nominated by the emperor Alexander

curator of the university of Dorpat, an office he held until

1817 ;
hi 181 1 he became lieutenant-general. He then gradually

gave up his official posts, and after living for many years in

honourable retirement, died at Dorpat on the 25th of February

1831.

Klinger was a man of vigorous moral character and full of fine

feeling, though the bitter experiences and deprivations of

hts you^ are largely reflected in his dramas. It was one of his

earliest works, Sturm und Drang which gave its name to

this literary epoch. In addition to this tragedy andDU ZunUinge

(1776), the chief plays of his early period of passionate fervour

and restless ‘‘storm and stress” are 4L> mue Atria (1776),

Simsone Ghir4(kfo,(i77fi) and SHlpo und seine Kinder (1780). To
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'ajkteripeBiQdl]dbBg8.thK(dnedc^

and Mmiea.mif. idim Kamkatos Rusia he dbvoMd
htmseh iitNoaly to the writisig pkiloiophtcbl ronutnieM^ of

which the/jbcab knornrime Tatm imd^HdWtnfahet
Gekthichie Giafars dee 3ktrmecideH ({t)7gsf) and^ GisdkitdUe

RapkaHs de JjquiUae Tfaw oems wasiidooe^ in^ 1603
with Betraehiuftgen wtd Gedatdun eiifey verechiedem Gwgemtdhie
der .Wjdi und der Liieraiur. In these works Klinger gvvos

calm and dignified expression to the leadings ideas whidi the

>p&ttedff3iSimm und Zkvng' had^bequea^ed to German dassicai

literatufe.

Klinger's works were piibUshed in twelve volumes (1-S09-1815),

also and 1842, The moat recent edition is hi eightvdhiines
(1878-1880) ;

but none of these is complete. A selectiDnwiUbclfound
in A, Sauer, Sfurmer und Drdnger^ vol. i. (1883). See E. Schmidt,
Lenz und Klinger (1878); M, Rieger, Klinger in der Sturm- und
Drangpefiode (l8Bp); and Klinger in seiner Reife (1896).

KI1IN0BR9 MAX (1857- )i
German painter, etcher and

scu4>tor/was born at Plagwitz near Leipzig. He attended the

classes at the Cariaruhe art school in 1874, and went in the iollow-

ing year to Berlin, where in 1878 he created a sensation at the

Academy exhibition with two series of pen-ancHnk drawings

—

the “ Series upon the 'theme of Christ ” and Fantasies uijon the

Finding of a Glove. The daring originality of these imaginative

and eccentric vrorks caused an outburst of indignation, and the

artist was voted insane; nevertheless the ** Glove ** series was
bought by the Berlin National Gallery. His painting, of ** The
Judgment of Paris ” caused a similar storm of indignant protest

in 1867, owdng to its rejection df all conventional attributes and
the naive directness of the conception. His vivid and somewhat
morbid imagination, with its leaning towards the CTUcsome and

disagreeable, and the Goyaesque turn of his mind, found their

beat eixmreasioD in his cycles
”

of etchings :

**
Deliverances of

Sacrificial Victims told in Ovid,” ” A Brahms Phant^,” ” Eve
and the Future,” Life,” and ” Of Death ”

; but in his use of the

needle he does not aim at the technical excellence of the great

masters ; it supplies him merely with means of expressing his

ideas. After 1886 Klinger devoted himself more exclusively to

painting and sculpture. In his paintinghe aims neitherat classic

beauty nor modern truths but at grim impressiveness not without

a tou^'of mysticism. His ” Pietk ” at the Dresden Gallery, the

frescoes at the Leipzig University, and the ^ Christ in Olympus ”

at the Modern Gallery in Vienna, are characteristic examples of

his art. The Leipzig Museum contains his sculptured ** Sabme ”

and ” CassasMlra.” In sculpture he favours the use of vari-

coloured materials in manner of the Greek chryselephantine

sculpture. His ” Beethoven ” is a notable instance of his work

in this direction.

XUMRBUiGER, the Boer name of a small African mountain-

antelope {(keatragus eaUatoe), rangii^ from the Cape through

East Africa to SomaBUoid and Abyssinia, and characterized by

its blunt rounded hoofs, thiblc pithy hah and gold-spangled

colouring. The klipspringer represents a genus by it^f> the

various local forms not being wealthy of more than laoial dis-

tinction. The activity of these antelopes is marvellous.

MlOMDIKE, a district in Yukon Territory, north-western

Canada, approximatdy in 64* N. and 140* W, The limits are

rather indefinite, but the district indudes the oountiy tothe south

of the Klondike’ Itiver, which comes into the Yukon from tine east

and has several tributaries, os well as Indian River, a second

branch of the Yukon, flowing into it some distance above the

Klondike, The richer gold-bearing gravelim foand mkmrthe

creeks tributary to thm two rivers within an area of about

ftoo Bq. m. The Kkfidflee district is a dissected peneplain with

low ric^ of rounded forms rising to 4050 ft* above the sea at

the Dome which forms itecentve. All of the gold-beuan^ creeks

ri8e»iioe kr from riiO Dome and radiate in various duectiems

toward the Klondike and Indian rivers, the most productive

fbeiiig Bonanza with its tributary Eldorado^ Hunker, Dominion

and^.Gold Run. Of these* Eldorado, lor the two or three mi^
in whiidi it was gtdckbeaniig, was murii the richest, and -for its

length probaWy Surpamed any other known placer deposit
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Richgravel wsis dis^md owBonaniaCMek^initSiyfii'aadla ws^
rnsik to this ahnost Inaceesaftile region Irildwedj ^a^fcgiulerito

of 3ei>ooo coming in will^ the^next three or four yenm^rizlii a
rapidly ineroB»mg output of gold, reathkig in 1900; the* othriax

of |oo<,ooo)oeoi SinCeShfiiythe pl^uorionlnscsteadilyideclined^

utvtil^ m T9fe6 it fell to f5;6bo,ooo^ The* richest gnuvuls were

woikod OQt before spio, a^ moot oltihe population hod lefti^
Klondike for Alaska and other regions; so that Dawson, whidh

for a time ’was^ a bwstling city of more tbaa 10,000, dwindled

to about 3000 inhabitants. As the grovntd wasMskiiost dll^fvezm,

the mines were worked by a thawing process, first by setting

fires, afterwards by using steam*, new n^ods bein^introdneed

to meet the unusual oo^Wtons. Later dredges and hydraulic

mintiig were resorted to with success.

The Klondike, in spite of its Rotated position, brenBaht to-

gether miners and adventurers from all parts of the woxid, and
it is greatly to the credit of the Canadian governmentand of the

mounted police, who were entrusted with the keeping Of order,

that life and property were as safe as * elsewhere ai^ that up
lawless methods were adopted hy the miners as in placer mtnixg
camps in the western United States. 'The region was at first

difficult of access, but can now be reached with perfect comfort

in summer, travelling by well'^pointed steamers on the

and the Yukon River. Owing to its perpetually frozen soil,

summer mads were excessivefy bad in earlier days, but good

wagon roads have since been constructed to all the important

mining centres, Dawson itself has all the resources of a civflized

dty in !^te of being founded on a frozen peat^bog; and is siqpi

plied with ordinary market vegetables from farms just across

river. Duriug the winter, wim for some time the san does not

appear abovethe hills, the cold is intense, though usually without

wi^, but the well-chinked log houses can be kept comfortably

warm. When winter travel is necessary <k>g teams and sledges

are generally made use of, except on the sfage route south to

White Horse, where horses are used. A telegnqdi line coxmects

Dawson with British Columbia, but the di^uhies in keeping

it m order ore so great over the bug intervaung wihftecnessthat

communication is often broken. Gold is practically the enfy

economic product of the Klond^, though ismall amounts of tin

ore occur, and lignite coal has be^ mined lower down on the

Yukon. The source of the gdd seems to have been small

stringers of quartz m the siiiceoiiis and serioitic schists which

form the bed xodc of much of the iraon, and no impoctaist

quaortz veins have been discovered; so* that unlike most other

placer regions the Klcmdfice has not developed lode imnes to

continue the production of gold whenthe gmveis ate exhausted.

KL09P, OHNO (1822-1905), German historian, was bom at

Leer on the^ of October i8co, and waseduoatedat tlieiiatver^

sities of Bonn, Berlin and Gfittiagoi. For a few years he was

a teacher at l«eep and at Os^nabrilck; in 1838 he settled at

Hanover, where he became intimate with l&ng George V who
made him his Artkemd. Thorough dislikiiig Prussia, ha was

in hearty accord with Geoxge in resisting her aggressive policy;

and after the anneacation of Hanover in 1866 he accompsoded

the exiled king to Hsetring. He became a Roman CatMiO in

1874. He dM at Penzmg, near Vienna, on the 9th of Auguet

1905. Klopp is bestknovm a& (he author of Der FaU des Hameet

(Vienna, 1875-1888), the fullest exisring account of the

later Stua'rts.

His Der KMi Friedrich IL und seine PdliHh (S^iafihaaaen, 1867)

and Gesehichte Ostfriestands (Hanover, i854-r858) riiow Iub (fiahke

of PruBsia. His other works include D«r dreimgfdhrige Krieg bis

sum Tode Gustav Adolfs (Paderbom, 1891-189O)
;
a revised edition

Of his Tilly im dreissigidhrigen Kriege jStuttoft, x86z); a life of

GeoTRe V., Kdmg Geerg V. (Hanover, 1878); PhilUpp MelmeMhen
(Beilhi, 1897). He edited Corrispondenea episUdare trm Leapokh L
imperatere ed il P> Marao TAviano capuccino (Gratz^ x888). Kl^
also wrote much in defence of George v. and his claifn to HanOVjW,
including the OMsieller Berickt iwsr die Krtsgsereignisse ewiscHen

Jtannewr und Pmnesen im Juni /366 (Vienna, *867). anit be
edited tiie works of Leihmtx in elevea Yokunea (2861^x864). *

See W. Kl^, Demo Ktopp ; ein Lebenshuf (Wehberg, sgOT).

KMmOOK,^TTlAB IWBDRICH (i7t4^lB08
poet, was bem at Quodlinburg om the and of July t^ady/theiekbftt
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son of a la^er^ a man of sterling character and of a deeply

religious mind. Both in his birthplace and on the estate of

Friedeburg on the Saale, which his father later rented, young
Klopstock passed a happy childhood

; and more attention having
been given to his physical than to his mental development he
grew up a strong healthy boy and was an excellent horseman
and sl»ter. In his thirteenth year Klopstock returned to

Quedlinburg where he attended the gymnasium, and in 1739
proceeded to the famous classical school of Schulpforta. Here
he soon became an adept in Greek and Latin versification, and
wrote some meritorious idylls and odes in German. His original

intention of making the emperor Henry I. (“ The Fowler ”) the

hero of an epic, was, under the influence of Milton’s Paradise Lost,

with which he became acquainted through Bodmer’s translation,

abandoned in favour of the religious epic. While yet at school,

he had already dratted the plan of Der Messias, upon wliich his

fame mainly rests. On the 21st of September 1745 he delivered

on quitting school a remarkable “ leaving oration ” on epic

poetry

—

Abschiedsrede uber die epische Poesie, kidiur- und literar-

geschichtlich erldutert—and next proceeded to Jena as a student
of theology, where he elaborated the first three cantos of the

Messias in prose. The life at this university being uncongenial
to him, he removed in the spring of 1746 to Leipzig, and here

joined the circle of young men of letters who contributed to

the Bremer Beitrdge, In this periodical the first three cantos

of the Messias in hexameters were anonymously published in

1 748. A new era in German literature had commenced, and the

name of the author soon became known. In Leipzig he also

wrote a number of odes, the best known of which is An meine
Freunde (i747)t afterwards recast as Wingolf (1767). He left

the university in 1748 and became a private tutor in the family

of a relative at Langensalza, Here unrequited love for a cousin

(the Fanny ’’ of his odes) disturbed his peace of mind. Gladly
therefore he accepted in 1750 an invitation from Jakob Bodmer
(q.v,), the translator of Paradise Lost, to visit him in Zurich.

Here Klopstock was at first treated with every kindness and
respect and rapidly recovered his spirits. Bodmer, however,
was disappointed to find in the young poet of the Messias a man
of strong worldly interests, and a coolness sprang up between
the two friends.

At this juncture Klopstock received from Frederick V. of

Denmark, on the recommendation of his minister Count von
Bemstorff (17 12-1 772), an invitation to settle at Copenhagen,
with an annuity of 400 talers, with a view to the completion of

the Messias. The offer was accepted ; on his way to the Danish
capital Klopstock met at Hamburg the lady who in 1754 became
his wife, Margareta (Meta) Holier (the Cidli ” of his odes), an
enthusiastic admirer of his poetry. His happiness was short;

she died in 1758, leaving him almost broken-hearted. Hi.s grief

at her loss finds pathetic expression in the 15th canto of the
Messias. The poet subsequently published his wife’s writings,

Hinterlassene Werke von Margareta Klopstock (1759), which give

evidence of a tender, sensitive and deeply religious spirit.

Klopstock now relapsed into melancholy
; new ideas failed him,

and his poetry became more and more vague and unintelligible.

He still continued to live and work at Copenhagen, and next,

following Heinrich Wilhelm von Gerstenberg {q.v.), turned his

attention to northern mythology, which he conceived should
replace classical subjects in a new school of German poetry. In

1770, on the dismissal by King Christian VII. of Count* Bem-
storff from office, he retired with the latter to Hamburg, but
retained his pension together with the rank of councillor of

legation. Here, in 177^ he issued the last five cantos of the
Messias. In the followmg year he published his strange scheme
for the regeneration of German letters, EHe Gelehrtenrepublik

(1774). In 1775 he travelled south, and making the acquaint-
ance of Goethe on the way, spent a year at the court of the
margrave of Baden at Karlsruhe. Thence, in 1776, with the title

of Hofrat and a pension from the margrave, which he retained

together with that from the king of Denmark, he returned to
Hamburg where he spent the remainder of his life. His latter

years he passed, as had always been his inclination, in retirement,

oidy occasionally relieved by association with his most intimate
friends, busied with philological studies, and hardly interesting
himself in the new developments of German literature. The
American War of Independence and the Revolution in France
aroused him, however, to enthusiasm. The French Republic
sent him the diploma of honorary citizenship; but, horrified at
the terrible scenes the Revolution had enacted in the place of
liberty, he returned it. When 67 years of age he contracted a
second marriage with Johanna Elisabeth von Winthem, a widow
and a niece of his late wife, who for many years had been one of
his most intimate friends. He died at Hamburg on the 14th of
March 1803, mourned by all Germany, and was buried with great
pomp and ceremony by the side of his first wife in the churchyard
of the village of Ottensen.

Klopstock *s nature was best a^ttuned to lyrical poetry, and in it

his deep, noble character found its truest expression. He was less
suited for epic and dramatic representation

;
for, wrapt up in himself,

a stranger to the outer world, without historical culture, and without
even any interest in the events of his time, he was lacking in the art
of plastic representation such as a great epic requires. Thus the
Mespas, despite the magnificent passages which especially the
earlier cantos contain, cannot satisfy the demands such a theme
must necessarily make. The subject matter, the Redemption,

g
resented serious difficulties to adequate epic treatment. The
dspel story was too scanty, and what might have been importod

from without and interwoven with it was rejected by the autnor as

g
rofane. He had accordingly to resort to Christian mythology

;
and

ere again, circumscribed by tlie dogmas of the Church, he was in
danger of trespassing on the fundamental truths of the Christian
faith. The personality of Clirist could scarcely be treated in an
individual form, still less could angels and devils—and in the case
of God Himself it was impossible. The result was that, despite
the groundwork—the Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, the Revelation
of St John, and the model ready to hand in Milton's Paradise Lost—
material elements are largely wanting and the actors in the poem,
Divine and human, lack plastic form. That the poem took twenty-five
years to complete could not but be detrimental to its unity of design;
the original enthusiasm was not sustained until the end, and the earlier

cantos arc far superior to the later. Thus the intense public interest
the work aroused in its commencement had almost vanish^ before
its completion. Tt was translated into seventeen languages and led
to numerous imitations. In his odes Klopstock h^ more scope
for his peculiar talent. Among the best are An Fanny

\
Der

ZUrchersee
;
Die tote Klarissa

;
An Cidli

;
Die beiden Mtisen

;
Der

Rheinwein; Die friihen Gruber; Mein Vaterland. His reli^ous odes
mostly take the form of hymns, of which the most beautiful is Die
FrUhlingsfeier. His dramas, in .some of which, notably Hermanns
Schlacht (1769) and Hermann und die Fiirsten (1784), he celebrated
the deeds of the ancient German hero Arminius, and in others, Der
Tod Adams (1757) and Salomo (1764), took his materials from tlie

Old Testament, are essentially lyrical in character and deficient in

action. In addition to Die Gelehrtenrepublik, he was also the author
of Fragmente Uber Sprache und Dichtkunst (1779) and Grammatische
Gesprache (1794), works in which he made important contributions
to philology and to the history of German poetry.

Klopstock’s Werke first apj^ared in seven quarto volumes (1798-
i8og). At the same time a more complete edition in twelve octavo
volumes was published (1798-1817), to which six additional volumes
were added in 1830. More recent editions were published in 1844-
1845, 1854-1855, 1879 (ed. by R. Boxberger), 1884 (ed. by R. Hamel)
and 1893 (a selection edited by F. Muncker). A critical edition of

the Odes was published by F. Muncker and J. Pawel in 1889; a
commentary on these by H. Diintzer (i860; 2nd ed., 1878). For
Klopstock 's correspondence see K. Senmidt, Klopstock und seine

Freunde (1810); C. A. H. Clodius, Klopstocks Nachlass (1821); J. M.
Lappenberg, Briefc von und an Klopstock (1867). Cf. further K. F.

Cramer, Klopstock, er und Uber ihn (1780-1792); J. G. Gruber,
Klopstocks Leben (1832); R. Hamel, Klopstock-Studien (1879-1880);
F. Muncker, F. G. Klt^siock, the most authoritative biography
(1888) ;

E. Bailly, Etttde sur la vie et Its oeuvres de Klopstock (Paris,

1888).

KLOSTERNEUBURG, a town of Au.stria, in Lower Austria,

5i m. N.W. of Vienna by rail. Pop. (1900), 11,595. It is situated

on the right bank of the Danube, at the foot of the Kahlenberg,

and is divided by a small stream into an upper and a lower town.

As an important pioneer station Klostemeuburg has various

military buildings and stores, and among the schools it possesses

an academy of wine and fruit cultivation.

On a hill rising directly from the banks of the Danube stand

the magnificent buildings (erected X730-1834) of the Augustine

canonry, founded in 1106 by Margrave Leopold the Holy, This

foundation is the oldest and richest of the kind in Austria; it
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owns much of the land upon which the north-western suburbs
of Vienna stand. Among the points of interest within it are the

old chapel of 1518; with Leopold’s tomb and the altar of Verdun^
dating from the lath century, the treasury and relic-chamber,

the library with 30,000 volumes and many MSS., the picture

gallery, the collection of coins, the theological hall, and the wine-

cellar, containing an immense tun like thAt at Heidelberg. The
inhabitants of l^ostemeuburg are mainly occupied in making
wine, of excellent quality. There is a large cement factory out-

side the town. In Roman times the castle of Citium stood in the

region of Klostemeuburg. The town was founded by Charle-

magne, and received its charter as a town in 1398.

KlX)TZy REINHOLD (1807-1870), German classical scholar,

was bom near Chemnitz in Saxony on the 13th of March 1807.

In 1849 he was appointed professor in the university of Leipzig

in succession to Gottfried Hermann, and held this post till his

death on the loth'of August 1870. Klotz was a man of unwearied

industry, and devoted special attention to Latin literature.

He wan the author of editions of several classical authors, of

which the most important were : the complete works of Cicero (2nd
ed., 1869-1874); Clement of Alexandria (18^1-1834); Euripides
(1841-1867), in continuation of Pflugk's edition, but unfinished*
Terence (1838-1840), with the commentaries of Donatus and
Eugraphius. Mention should also be made of : Handwdvtefbuch dir

taUinischin Sprache (5th ed., 1874); Romische LitteraturgeschiciUe

(1847), of which only the introductoiy volume appeared; an edition

of the treatise De Graecae linguae particulis (1835-1842) of Mat-
thaeus Deverius (Devares), a learned Corfiote (c. 1500-1570), and
corrector of the Greek MSS. in the Vatican

j
the posthumous Index

Ciceronianus (1872) and Handbuch der laietnischen SHlisHk (1874).
From 1831-1855 Klotz was editor of the Neue JahtbUefUr fur
Philologie (Leipzig). During the troubled times of 1848 and the
following years he showed himself a strong conservative.

A memoir by his son Richard will be found in the Jahrbiicher for

1871, pp. I54“I<»5*

KNARESBOROUOH, a market town in the Kipon parliament*

ary division of the West Riding of Yorkshire, England, i6i m.
W. by N. from York by a branch of the North Eastern railway.

Pop. of urban district (1901), 4979. Its situation is most

picturesque, on the steep left bank of the river Nidd, which here

follows a well-wooded valley,hemmed in by limestone cliffs. The
church of St John the Baptist is Early English, but has numerous
Decorated and Perpendicular additions

;
it is a cruciform building

containing several interesting monuments. Knaresborough

Castle was probably founded in 1070 by Serlo de Burgh. Its

remains, however, are of the 14th century, and include a massive

keep rising finely from a cliff above the Nidd. After the battle

of Marston Moor it was taken by Fairfax, and in 1648 it was
ordered to be dismantled. To the south of the castle is St

Robert’s chapel, an excavation in the rock constructed into an

ecclesiastical edifice in the reign of Richard I. Several of the

excavations in the limestone, which is extensively quarried, are

incorporated in dwelling-houses. A little farther down the river

is St Robert’s cave, which is supposed to have been the residence

of the hermit, and in 1744 was the scene of the murder of Daniel

Clarke by Eugene Aram, whose story is told in Lytton’s well-

known novel. Opposite the castle is the Dropping Well, the

waters of which are impregnated with lime and have petrifying

power, this action causing the curious and beeutiful incrusta-

tions formed where the water falls over a slight cliff. The
Knaresborou^ free grammar school was founded in 1616. There

is a large aghculturd trade, and linen and leather manufactures

and the quarries also employ a considerable number of penK>ns.

Knareslwrough (Canardesburg, CnarrebwrCf Cknarehurg), which

belonged to the Crown before the Conquest, formed part of

William the Conqueror’s grant to his follower Serlo de Burgh.

Being forfeited by his grandson Eustace Fitzjohn in the reign

Stephen, Knaresborough was granted to Robert de Stutevillc,

from whose descendants it passed through marriage to Hugh

de Mor^lle, one of the murderers of Thomas Becket, who with

his three accomplices remained in hiding in the castle for a whole

year. During the 13th Mid 14th centuries the castle and lordship

chai^ hands very frequently; they were granted successively

to Hubert de Burgh, whose son forfeited them after the battle of

Evesham, to Richard, earl of Cornwall, whose son Edmund died
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without issue; to Piers Gavestoniand lastly to John of Gatmt,
duke of Lancaster, and so to the Crown as parcel of dud^
of Lancaster. In 1317 John de Lillebum, who was holding tte

castle of Knaresburgh for Thomas duke of Lancaster againit

the king, surrender^ under conditions to William de Ros of

Hamelak, but before leaving the castle managed to destroy all

the record of .the liberties and privileges of the town which were
kept in the castle. In 1368 an mquisition was taken to ascertaitt

these privileges, and the jurors found that the burgesses held all

the soil of their borough yielding 7s. 4d. yearly and doing suit at

the king’s court.'’ In the reign of Henry VIII. Knaresborough
is said by Leland to be “ no great thing and meanely li>uilded but
the market there is quik.” During the civil wars Knaresborough
was held for some time by the Royalists, but they were oblig^
to surrender, and the castle was among those ordered to be
destroyed by parliament in 1646. A market on Wednesday and
a fortnightly fair on the same day from the Feast of St Mark to

that of St .Amdreware claimed under a charter of Charles II. con-

firming earlier charters. Lead ore was found and worked on
Knaresborough Common in the 16th century. From 1555 to

1867 the town returned two members to parliament, but in the

latter year the number was reduced to one, and in 1885 the

representation was merged in that of the West Riding.

KNAVE (O.E. cnafa, cognate with Ger. Knabe, boy), originally

a male child, a boy (Chaucer, Canterbury Tales : “ Clerk’s Tale,”

I. 388). Like Lat. the word was early used as a name for

any boy or lad employed as a servant, and so of male servants in

general (Chaucer r
“ Pardoner’s Tale,” i. 204). The current use

of the word for a man who is dishonest and crafty, a rogue, wa^
however an early usage, and is found in Layamon (r. 1205).

In playing-cards the lowest court card of each suit, the ” jack,”

representing a medieval servant, is called the “ knave.” (Sw
also Valet.)
KNEEEL, KARL LUDWIG VON (1744-1834), German poet

and translator, was bom at the castle of Wallerstein in Franconia

on the 30th of November 1744. After having studied law for

a short while at Halle, he entered the regiment of the crown
prince of Prussia in Potsdam and was attached to it as officer

for ten years. Disappointed in his military career, owing to the

slowness of promotion, he retired in 1774, and accepting the post

of tutor to Prince Konstantin of Weimar, accompwed him and

his elder brother, the hereditary prince, on a tour to Paris. On
this journey he visited Goethe in Frankfort-on-Main, and intro-

duced him to the hcrcditaiy prince, Oharles Augustus. This

meeting is memorable as being the immediate cause of Goethe's

later intimate connexion with the Weimar court. After Knebel’s

return and the premature death of his pupil he was pensioned,

receiving the rank of major. In 1798 he married the singer

Luise von Rudorf, and retired to llmenau; but in 1805 he

removed to Jena, where he lived until his death on the 33rd

of February 1834. Knebel’s Sammlung fdeiner Gedichte (1815),

issued anonymously; and Distichen (1837) contain many graceful

sonnets, but it b as a translator that he is best known. His

translation of the elegies of Propertius, Elegien des Propen

(1798), and that of Lucretius’ De rerum nature (2 vols., 1831) arc

deservedly praised. Since their first acquaintance Kneb^ and

Goethe were intimate friends, and not the least interesting of

Knebel’s writings is his correspondence with the eminent poet,

Briefwechsel mil Goethe (ed. G. E. Guhraucr, 2 vols,, 1851).

Knebel's Literarischer Naeklass und Briefwechsel was edited by
K. A. Vamhaaen von Enae and T. Mnndt in 3 vols. (1835; 2nd ed.,

1840). See Hugo von Knebel-Ddberitz, Karl Ludwig vtm Knebel

(1890).

KNEE (0 . E. eniew, a word common to Indo-European

languages, cf. Ger. Knie, Fr. gen&Uj Span, kinojo^ Lat. genu, Gr.

y6w, Sansk. janu), in human anatomy, the articulation of the

upper and lower parts of the leg, the joint between the femur

and the tibia (see Joints). The word is also used of articulation

resembling the knee-joint in shape or position in other animab;
it thus is applied to the carpal articulation of the fore leg of a
horse, answering to the ankle in man, or to the tarsal articulatiop

or heel of a bird’s foot.
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XHlLUaiy SIR GODFRfiY (1648-1723), a portrait painter

whose celebrity belongs chiefly to England, was bom in Lubedc
in the duchy of Holstein, of an ancient family, on the 8th of

August 1648. He was at first intended for the army, and was

sent to Leiden to learn mathematics and fortiheation. Showing,

however, a marked preference for the fine arts, he studied in the

school of Rembrandt, and under Ferdinand Bol in Amsterdam.

In 1673 he removed to Italy, 'directing his chief attention to

Titian and the Caracci ;
Carlo Maratta gave him some guidance

and encouragement. In Rome, and more especially in Venice,

Knelier earned considerable reputation by historical paintii^

as well as portraits. He next went to Hamburg, painting with

still increwing success. In 1674 he came to England at the invi-

tation of the duke of Monmouth, was introduced to Charles 11 .,

and painted that sovereign, much to his satisfaction, several

times. Charles also sent him lo Paris, to take the portrait of

Louis XIV. When. Sir Peter Lely died in 1680, Knelier, who pro-

duced in England little or nothing in the historical department,

remained without a rival in the ranks of. portrait painting; there

was no native-born competition worth speaking of. Charles

appointed him court painter
;
and he continued to hold the .same

post into the days of George I. Under William III. (1692) he

was made a knight, under George 1 .
(i7i5)a baronet, and by

order of the emperor Leopold I. a knight of the Roman Empire.

Not only his court favour but his general fame likewise was large :

he was lauded by Dryden, Addison, Steele, Prior, I'ickell and

Pope. Kneller’s gains also were very considerable; aided by
habits of frugality which approached stinginess, he left prope^
yielding an annual income of £2000. His industry was main-

tained till the lost. His studio had at first been in Cx)vent

Garden, but in his closing years he lived in Knelier Hall, Twicken-

ham. He died of fever, the date being generally given as the 7th

of November 1723, though some accounts say 1726. He was

buried in Twicken^m church, .and has a monument in Wiest-

miaster Abbey. An elder brother, John Zachary Knelier, an
ornamental painter, had accompanied Godfrey to England, and

had died in 1702. The style of Sir Godfrey Knelier as a portrait

painter representedthe deditie of the art as practised by Vandyck

;

Lely marks the first grade of descent, and Knelier the second.

HLs works have much freedom, and are well drawn and coloured;

but they are mostly slight in manner, and to a great extent

monotonous, this arising partly from the habit which he had of

lengtheningthe oral of all his heads. The colouring may be called

brilliant rather than true. He indulged much in the common-
places of allegory; and, though he hiid a quality of dignified

elegance not unallied with simplicity, genuine simple nature is

seldom to be traced m his works. His fame has greatly declined,

and could not but do so after the advent of Reynolds. Among
Knelier 's principal paintings are the “ Forty-three Celebrities

of the Kit*Cat Club/’ and the len Beauties of the Court of

William ITI.,” now at Hampton Court; these were painted by

order of the queen; they match, but match unequally, the
** Beauties of the Court of Charles II.,” painted by Lely. He
executed altogether the likenesses of ten sovereigns, and fourteen

of his works appear in the National Portrait Gallery. It is said

that Kneller’s own favourite performance was the portrait of the
” Converted Chinese ” in Windsor Castle. His later works ore

confined almost entirely to England, not more than two or three

specimens having gone abroad after he had settled here.

(W. M. R.)

KNlGKraBOCKER, HARMEN JARSUSN (c. 1650-1:. 1720),

Dutch colonist of New Netherland (New York), was a native of

Wyhe (Wie), Overyssel, Holland. Before 1683 he settled near

what is now Albany, New York, and there in 1704 bought

through Harme Gansevoort one-fourth of the land in Dutci^
county near Red Hook, which had been patented in 1688 to

Peter Schuyler, who in 1722 deeded seven (of thirteen) lots in the

upper fourth of his patent to the seven children of Knickerbocker.

Tiws eldest of these children, Johannes Harmenaen, received from
the common coundLof the city of Albany a grant of 50 acres of

meadow and 10 acres of uptod on the south side of Sdiaghti-

coke Creek. This Schaghticoke estate was held by Johannes

KNIGHT, c.

Harmensen’s son Johannes (x 723-^x802), acohmd in the Con-
tinental Army in the War of Independence, and by his son

Harmen (177^1855), a lawyer, a . Federalist representative in

Congress in X!6o9-i8ii, .a member of the New York Asssinhly

in 1816, and a famoias gentleman of the old school, who for his

courtly hospitality in his manor was called “the prince of

Schaghticoke ” and whose name was borrowed by Waahington
Irving for use in his (Dicdrich) Knickerbocker's History ^New
York (11809). Largely owing to this book, thenaxne “ Knicker-

bockers ” 1ms passed into current use as a designation of the

early Dutch settlers in New York and their descendants. The
son of Johannes, David Buel Kniokerbacker (1833-1894), who
returned to the earlier spellipg of the family name, giadaated
at Trinity College in 1853 and at the General Theological

Seminary in 1856, was a rector for many years at Minneapolis,

Minnesota, and in 1883 wee consecrated Protestant Episcopal

bishop of Indiana.

See the eeriet of articles by W. B. Van Alstyne on The Knioker'
bocker Family," b^tnning in vol. xxix., No. i (Jan. 1908) of the
New York Genealoigical am Biograpkicol Record.

KNIFE (O. E. cnijy a word appearing in different forms in

many Teutonic languages, cf. Du. knijj^ Ger. Kneijy a shoe-

maker’s knife, Swed. knxi\ the ultimate origin is unknown;
Skeat finds the origin in the root of nip,” formerly “ knip ”

;

Fr. cmii is also of Teutonic origin), a small cutting mstrument,
with the blade either fixed to the handle or fastened with a hinge

so as to clasp into tlte handle (see Cutlery). For the knive.s

chipped from flint by prehistoric man see Archaeology and
Flint Implements.
KNIGGE, ADOLF FRANZ FRIEDRICH, Freiherr von (i 752-^

1796), German author, was bom on the family estate of Breden-

beck near Hanover on the i6th of October 1752. After studying

law at Gottingen he was attached successively to the courts o!

Hesse-CASsel and Weimar as gcntleman-in-waiting. Retirir^

from court service in 1777, he lived a private life with his family

in Frankfort-on-Main, Hanau, Heidelberg and Hanover until

1791, when he was appointed Oberhauptmann (civil adminis-

trator) in Bremen, where he died on the 6th of May 1796.

Kn^^ge, under the name “ Phik),” was one of the most active

members of the lUiminaii, a mutual moral and intellectual

improvement society founded by Adam Weishaupt (1748-1830)
at Ingolstatdt, and which later became affiliated to the Free-

masons. Kni^ is known as the author of several novels,among
which Der Roman meines Lebens (1781-1787; new «d., 1805)
and Die Reise nach Braunschweig (1793), the latter a rather

coarsely comic story

^

are best
,
remembered. His chief literary

achievement vras, however, Vber den Umping mil Mensehen

(1788), in which he lays down rules to be observed for a peaceful,

happy and useful life; it has been often reprinted.

Knigge's Schriften were published in 12 volumes (1804-1806).
See K. Goedeke, Adolfo Freiherr von Knigge (18.14) ;

and H. Klenoke,
Aas tiner alien Kiste {Brief Handschriften und Dokumenie aus dem
Nacklasse Knigges) {1853).

KNIGHT, CHARLES (1791-1873), English publisher and
author, the son of a bookseller and printer at Windsor, was

born on the 15th of March 1791. He was apprenticed to his

father, but on the completion of bis indentures he took up
journalism and interested himself in sever^ newspaper specu-

lations. In 1823, in conjunction with friends he had made
as publisher (1820-1821) of The Etonian, he started Knight's

Quarterly Magazine, to which W. M. Praed, Derwent Coleridge

and Macaulay contributed. The venture was brought to

a dose with its sixth number, but it initiated for Knight a

career as publisher and author which extended over fort}'

years. In 1827 Knight was compelled to give up his publish-

ing business, and became the superintendent of the publications

of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, for

which he projected and edited The British Almana^ and
Companion, begun in i8a8. Bi 1^9 he resumed business

on ^ own account with the pyblication of The Library of

Entertaming Knowledge, writing several volumes of the aeries

himself. In 1833 and 1833 he started The Penny Magcmm and
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The Pmmy Cydapaedia^ both of which had % lasge ctneuladon.

ThB Penny ibydopmdm, however^ on aocount lof iht haairy

excise duty^ was (Hily oomf^eted in at a gmat:pecuniary
sacrifice. Bestdes ntany illustrated^ditsons of atandaid works,
including in 1842 The Pkierid Shakespeare, which had appeared
in parts (1838^1841), Xnight!published a variety of illustrated

works, sttch Bs Old Eng^mi tod The Land we Live in. He sdso

undertook the series known as Weekly Volumes. He. himself

contributed the first volume, a biography of William Caxton.
Many famous bookss, Miss Martineau^a Tales, Mrs Jameson's
Early lUdim Pamters, and G. H. Lewes's Biographi^ History

oj Phiiasopky, appeared for the first time in this scries. In

1653 he became editor of The EngUsk Cyci2o^fMdsa, which was
practically only a revision of The Penny Cydopmdia, and at

about the some time he began his Popular History of England

(8 Toh., 1856-1862). In 1864 he withdrew from the btasiness of

publisher, but he continued to write nearly to the doee of his

long life, publishing The Shadows of the Old Bookseilers (1865),

an autobiography under the title Passages of a Worki^ Life

during Half a Century (2 vols., 1864-1865), and an historical

novel, Begg'd at Court (1867). He died at Addlestone, Surrey,

on the 9th of March 1873.

See A. A. Clowes, Kmghi^ a Sketch (1892); and F. Espinasso, in
The Critic (May i860).

KNIGHT, DANIEL RIDOWAY (1845- \ American artist,

was bom at Philadelphia, Penn., in 1845. He was a pupil at the

£cole des Beaux-Arts, Paris, under Gleyre, and later worked
in ^e private studio of Meissonier. After 1872 he lived in

France, having a house and studio at Poissy on the Seine.

He painted peasant women out of doors with great popular

success. He was awarded the silver medal and cross of the

Legion of Honour, Exposition Universelle, Paris, 1889, and was
made a knight of the Royal Order of St Michael of Bavaria,

Munich, 1893, I'^ceiving the gold medal of honour from the

Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, Philadelphia, 1893. His

son, Ashton Knight, is also known as a landscape painter.

KNIGHT, JOHN BUXTON <1843-1903). English landscape

painter, was bom at Sevenoaks, Kent; he star^ as a school-

master, but painting was his hobby, and he subsequently de-

voted himself to it. In 1861 he had his first picture hung at the

Academy. He was essentially an open-air painter, constantly

going on sketching tours in most picturesque spots of Eng-

land, and all his pictures were paint^ out of doors. He di^
at Dover on the and of January 1908. The Chantrey trustees

bought his December’s Bareness Everywhere " for the nation in

the following month. Most of his best pictures had passed into

the collection of Mr Iceton of Putney (including White Walls

of Old England ” and “ Hereford Cathedral ”.), Mr Walter Briggs

of Burley in Wharfedale (especially “ Pinner ”), and Mr S. M.

Phillips of Wrotham (especially two water-colours of Richmond
Bridge).

KNIGHTHOOD and CHIVALRY. These two words, which are

nearly but not quite synonymous, designate a single subject

of inquiry, which presents itself under three different although

connected and in a measure intermingled aspects. It may be

regarded in the first place as a mode or variety of feudal tenure,

in the second place as a personal attribute or dignity, and in the

third place as a scheme of manners or social anrangements.

The first of* these aspects is discussed under the headings Feu-

dalism and Knight Service : we are concerned here only wiHi

the second and, third. For the more important as

distinguiidud firom the nntlitary orders of knighthood or chivalry

the reader is xefierred to the headings Sr ]om of Jerusalem,

Knights of; Teutonic Knights; and Templars.

The gtowth of khijAthood " (writes Stubbs) is a subject

on which the greatest obs<*urity prevails ”
: imd, though J. H.

Round has done much to ^lain the introduction of the system

into £ogkuid>^ its ach^ ori^n on the continent of Europe is stiU

obscure itt many of its mostImportant detudls.

The wards kiUght OAdi hmgfUhood arc merely the modem forms

of the Anglo-'Saxon or Old English cmkt and cnikikdd. Of these

1 Feuded England, pp. 225 aqq.
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theiprimaay rsigOifiGatton of the first was a boy or youthfRiuh^
the second period of file which intervenes butween cl^
koodasulmanlioDii Butsometime before.^middle ofethoLat^

century they had acquired the^meaning they still retain of •^Ihe

French chavaHer and ekevalerie. In a secondary uenie enihi

meant a servant or attendantanswerit^ to the GmMa JKneokt,

and in the Anglo-Saxon Gospels a disciple ^is described as a
learning eniht. Ina tertiary sense the word appear# tohavebeen
ocoasionally employed as equivalent to the I^in iaf/sr—usnaUy
translated by which^in the earlier middle ages was used

as the designation of the dcoaestic as well as of the martial

offiters or retainers of sovereigns and princen or great person-

ages.^ Sharon Turner suggests th^ miht from meaning an
attendant simpty may have come to mean more ejqpeciaUy a
military attencUmt, and that in this sense it may have gradu^ly
superseded the word thegn.^ But the word th^in itself, that 1$,

when it was used as tl^ description of an attendant , of the

king, appears to have meant more especially a military atten-

dant. As Stubbs says the thegn seems to be primarily the

warrior gesith "—the gesithas forming the chiosen band of eom-
panmns {comites) oi the German chiefs {prineipes) noticed ^
Tacitus— he is probably the gesith who had a particular mili-

tary duty in his master’s service and be adds that from tlie

reign of Athelstan " the gesith is lost sight of except very occar

sionally, the more important class having become thegns, and the
leaser sort sinkii^ into the rank of mere servants of the king.” ^

It is pretty clear, therefore, that the word cnilU could never have
superseded the word thegn in the sense of a military attendant^

at all events of the king. But besides the king, the eakiormen,

bishops and king’s thegns themselves had their thegns, and to

these it is more than probable that thename of cmhi was applied.

Around the Anglo-Saxon magnates were CQliecUd a crowd of

retainers and dependants of all ranks and conditions
; and there is

evidence enough to show that among them were some called

emhtas who were not alivays the humUest Or least considerable

of their number.^ The testimony of Domesday also estabHshes

the existence in the reign of Edward the Confessor of what

Stubbs describes as a ” large class ” of landholders who had

commended themselves to some lord, and he regards it as doubt-

ful whether their tenure had not already assumed a reaUy feudal

character. But in any event it is manifest that their condition

was in many respects similar to that of a vast number of unques-

tionably feudal and mfiitary tenants who made their appearance

after the Norman Conquest. If consequently the former were

caUed emhtas under the Ai^lo-Saxon r6^e, it seems sufficiently

probabk that the appellation should have been continuod to the

latter—rpractically their successors—under the Anglo-Norman

i6gime. And if the designation of knights was first applied to

the xnilitary tenants of the earls, bishops and barona—-who

I

although they held their lands of mesne lords owed thektservices

I

to the king—^he extension cd that designation to the whole body

of military tenants n^dnot have been a very violent or prolonged

I process. Assuming, however, that knif^ was originally used

to describe the military tenant of n noble person^ as aUkt had

sometimes been used to describe the thegn of a noble pecsoa, It

would, to tbegin with, have defined rather his social status than

the nature of his services. But those whqm the English calkd

knights Hie Normans called chevaliers, by which term the nature

of their services was defined, while their social status was kit

out of consideration. And at first chevalier in its general and

honozaiy sigiBficatioii seems to have been rendered not by knight

but by rider, asmay be inferred from the Anglo-Saxon C^oaick,

wherein it is recorded under the year 1085 that William the

Conqueror dubbade his sunu Hemic to ridere.’^*^ But, as £. A.

Freeman says, “ no such title is heard of in; thetearlior days of

England. The thegn, the ealdonnan, the king himself, fought on

jfoot; the horse oni^ht bear him to the field, but when the fighting

‘ Du Cange. Gloss.^ e.v. '^ ItUks."
* History of England, iil. la.
« Stubbs, ConsMuHonal History, i. 156.
» Ibid. i. 156, .366; Tumer, Ui. 125-109*
« Ingram's edittea, p. 290.
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itself came he stood on his native earth to receive the onslaught

of her enemies.” ^ In this perhaps we may behold one of the

most ancient of British insular prejudices, for on the Continent

the importance of cavalry in warfare was already abundantly

understood. It was by means of their horsemen that the

Austrasian Franks established their superiority over their neigh-

bours, and in time created the Western Empire anew, while from

the word cahallarius, which occurs in the Capitidaries in the reign

of Charlemagne, came the words for knight in all the Romance
languages. 2 In Germany the chevalier was called Ritter, but

neither rider nor chevalier prevailed against knight in England.

And it was long after knighthood had acquired its present meaning
with us that chivalry was incorporated into our language. It

may be remarked too in passing that in official Latin, not only

in England but all over Europe, the word miles held its own
against both eques and caballarius.

Concerning the origin of knighthood or chivalry as it existed

in the middle ages—implying it did a formal assumption of

Otigitt of initiation into the profession of arms—nothing

Moaiovmi beyond more or less probable conjecture is possible.
Kmtgbtbood, The medieval knights had nothing to do in the way of

derivation with the “ equites ” of Rome, the knights of IGng
Arthur’s Round Table, or the Paladins of Charlemagne. Hut
there are grounds for believing that some of the rudiments of

chivalry are to be detected in early Teutonic customs, and that

they may have made some advance among the Franks of Gaul.

We know from I'acitus that the German tribes in his day were

wont to celebrate the admission of their young men into the

ranks of their warriors with much circumstance and ceremony.

The people of the district to which the candidate belonged were

called together; his qualifications for the privileges about to be

conferred upon him were inquired into; and, if he were deemed
fitted and worthy to receive them, his chief, his father, or one of

his near kinsmen presented him with a shield and a lance.

Again, among the Franks we find Charlemagne girding his son

Louis the Pious, and Louis the Pious girding his son Charles the

Bald with the sword, when they arrived at manhood.® It seems

certain here that some ceremony was observed which was deemed
worthy of record not for its novelty, but as a thing of recognized

importance. It does not follow that a similar ceremony
extended to personages less exalted than the sons of kings and
emperors. But if it did we must naturally suppose that it applied

in the first instance to the mounted warriors who formed the

most formidable portion of the warlike array of the Franks.

It was among the Franks indeed, and possibly through their

experiences in war with the Saracens, that cavalry first acquired

the pre-eminent place which it long maintained in every

European country. In early society, where the army is not a paid

force but the armed nation, the cavalry must necessarily consist

of the noble and wealthy, and cavalry and chivalry, as Freeman
observes,^ will be the same. Since then we discover in the

Capitularies of Charlemagne actual mention of “ caballarii ” as

a class of warriors, it may reasonably be concluded that formal

investiture with arms applied to the ” caballarii ” if it was a usage

extending beyond the sovereign and his heir-apparent, “ But,”

as Hallam says,
** he who fought on horseback and had been

invested with peculiar arms in a solemn manner wanted nothing

more to render him a knight; ” and so he concludes, in view of

the verbal identity of “ chevalier ” and “ caballarius,” that “ we
may refer chivalry in a general sense to the age of Charlemagne.” *’

Yet, if the ” caballarii ” of the Capitularies are really the pre-

cursors of the later knights, it remains a difficulty that the Latin

n;ime for a knight is ” miles,” although ” caballarius ” became in

various forms the vernadilar designation.

Before it was known that the chronicle ascribed to Ingulf of

(Voyland is really a fiction of the 13th or 14th century, the

knighting of Reward or Hereward by Brand, abbot of Burgh

' Comparative Politics, p. 74.
- Baluze, Capitularia Regum Francorum, ii. 794, 1069.
Du Cange, Gloss., s.v. '* Arma."

* Freeman, Comparative Politics, p. 73.
^ Hallam, Middle Ages, iii. 392.

(now Peterborough), was accepted from Selden to Hallam as

an historical fact, and knighthood was supposed, not only to

have been known among the Anglo-Saxons, but to

have had a distinctively religious character which
was contemned by the Norman invaders. The
genuine evidence at our command altogether fails to support

this view. WhenWilliam of Malmesbury describes the knightii^

of Athelstan by his grandfather Alfred the Great, that is, his

investiture with a purple garment set with gems and a Saxon
sword with a golden sheath,” there is no hint of any religious

observance. In spite of the silence of our records, Dr Stubbs

thinks that kings so well acquainted with foreign usages as

Ethelred, Canute and Edward the Confessor could hardly have
failed to introduce into England the institution of chivalry

then springing up in every country of Europe; and he is sup-

ported in this opinion by the circumstance that it is nowhere
mentioned as a Norman innovation. Yet the fact that Harold
received knighthood from William of Normandy makes it clear

either that Harold was not yet a knight, which in the case of so

tried a warrior would imply that ” dubbing to knighthood ” wa.s

not yet known in England even under Edward the Confessor, or,

as Freeman thinks, that in the middle of the nth century the

custom had grown in Normandy into ” something of a more
special meaning ” than it bore in England.

Regarded as a method of military organization, the feudal

system of tenures was always far better adapted to the purposes

of defensive than of offensive warfare. Against invasion it

furnished a permanent provision both in men-at-arms and strong-

holds; nor was it unsuited for the campaigns of neighbouring

counts and barons which lasted for only a few weeks, and ex-

tended over only a few leagues. But when kings and kingdoms
were in conflict, and distant and prolonged expeditions became
necessary, it was speedily discovered that the unassisted re-

sources of feudalism were altogether inadequate. It became
therefore the manifest interest of both parties that personal

services should be commuted into pecuniary payments. Then
there grew up all over Europe a system of fining the knights who
failed to respond to the sovereign’s call or to stay their full time

in the field
;
and in England this fine developed, from the reign

of Henry II. to that of Edward IL, into a regular war-tax called

escuage or,scutage {q,v.). In this way funds for war were placed at

the free disposal of sovereigns, and, although the feudatories and
their retainers still formed the most considerable portion of their

armies, the conditions under which they served were altogether

changed. Their military service was now far more the result

of special agreement. In the reign of Edward I., whose warlike

enterprises after he was king were confined within the four seas,

this alteration does not seem to have proceeded very far, and
Scotland and Wales were subjugated by what was in the main,

if not exclusively, a feudal militia raised as of old by writ to the

earls and barons and the sheriffs.^ But the armies of Edward III,,

Henr>^ V. and Henry VI, during the century of intermittent war-

fare between England and France were recruited and sustained

to a very great extent on the principle of contract.^ On the

Continent the systematic employment of mercenaries was both

an early and a common practice.

Besides consideration for the mutual convenience of sovereigns

and their feudatories, there were other causes which materially

contributed towards bringing about those changes in Tbe

the military system of Europe which were finally CrueadoM.

accomplished in the 13th and 14th centuries. During the

Crusades vast armies were set on foot in which feudal rights

® Stubbs, Const. Hist. ii. 278; also compare Grosse, Military

Antiquities, i. 65 seq.

There has been a general tendency to ignore the extent to which
the armies of Edward III. were raised by compulsory levies even after

the system of raising troops W free contract had begun. Luce
(ch. vi.) points out how much England relied at this time on what
would now be called conscription; and his remarks are entirely

borne out by the Norwich documents published by Mr W. Hudson
(Norf. and Norwich Archaeological Soc. xiv. 263 sqq^.), by a Lynn
corporation document of i8th Edw. III, . (Hist. MsS. Commission
Report XI. Appendix pt. iii. p. 189), and* by Smyth’s Lives of the

Berkeleys, i, 312, 3191 320.
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and obligations had no place, and it was seen that the volun-

teers who flocked to the standards of the various commanders
were not less but even more efficient in the field than the

vassals they had hitherto been accustomed to lead. It was thus

established that pay, the love of enterprise and the prospect of

plunder—if we leave zeal for the sacred cause which they had
espoused for the moment out of sight—^were quite as useful for

the purpose of enlisting troops and keeping them together as

the tenure oi land ancT the solemnities of homage and fealty.

Moreover, the crusaders who survived the difficulties and dangers

of an expedition to Palestine were seasoned and experienced

although frequently impoverished and landless soldiers, ready to

hire themselves to the highest bidder, and well worth the wj^es
they received. Again, it was owing to the crusades that the

church took the profession of arms under her peculiar protection,

and thenceforward the ceremonies of initiation into it assumed a

religious as well as a martial character.

To distinguish soldiers of the cross the honours and benefits

of knighthood could hardly be refused on the ground that they

Kmighibood possess a sufficient property qualification

—

Mepwttdnt of which perhaps they had denuded themselves in

9fP$adMi- order to their equipment for the Holy War. And
thus the conception of knighthood as of .something

distinct from feudalism both as a social condition and a
personal dignity arose and rapidly gained ground. It was
then that the analogy was first detected between the order of

knighthood and the order of priesthood, and that an actual

union of monachism and chivalry was effected by the establish •

ment of the religious orders of which the Knights Templars
and the Knights Hospitallers were the most eminent examples.

As comprehensive in their polity as the Benedictines or

Franciscans, they gathered their members from, and soon

scattered their possessions over, every country in Europe. And
in their indifference to the distinctions of race and nationality

they merely accommodated themselves to the spirit which had
become characteristic of chivalry itself, already recognized, like

the church, as a imiversal institution which knit together the

whole warrior caste of Christendom into one great fraternity

irrespective alike of feudal subordination and territorial boun-
daries. Somewhat later the adoption of hereditary surnames

and armorial bearings marked the existence of a large and noble

class who either from the subdivision of fiefs or from the effects

of the custom of primogeniture were very insufficiently provided

for. To them ondy two callings were generally open, that of the

churchman and that of the soldier, and the latter as a rule offered

greater attractions than the former in an era of much licence and
little learning. Hence the favourite expedient for men of birth,

although not of fortune, was to attach themselves to some prince

or magnate in whose military service they were sure of an ade-

quate maintenance and might hope for even a rich reward in the

shape of booty or of ransom.' It is probably to this period and
these circumstances that we must look for at all events the rudi-

ment£^ beginnings of the military as well as the religious orders

of chivalry. Of the existence of any regularly constituted

companionships of the first kind there is no trustworthy evidence

until between two and three centuries after fraternities of the

second kind had been organized. Soon after the greater crusad-

ing societies had been formed similar orders, su^ as those of

St James of Compostella, Calatrava and Alcantara, were estab-

lished to fi^t the Moors in Spain instead of the Saracens in the

Holy Land. But the members of these orders were not less monks
than knights, their statutes embodied the rules of the cloister,

and they were bound by the ecclesiastical vows of celibacy,

poverty and obedience. From a very early stage in the develop-

ment of chivaliy, however, we meet with the singular institution

of brothj^hood in arms; and from it the ultimate origin if not of

the reli^ous fraternities at any rate of the military companion-
ships is usually derived.^ By this institution a relation was

' J. B. de Lacume de Solute Palasre, M6moifes sur VAncienne
CkfiPolerie, i. 363, 364 (od. 1781).

Du Cange, iHssertaiion sur Joinville, xxi.; Sainte Palaye,

Mdmoires, i. 272 ; G. F. Belts, Memorials of the Order of the Garter

(1841), p. xxvii.
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created between two or more monks by voluntary agreement,
whidi was regarded as of far more intimacy and stringency thim
any which the mere accidentd consanguinity implied. Brothers
in arms were supposed to be partners m all things save the affec-

tions of their lady-loves.*’ They shared in every danger and
in every success, and each was ex|MCted to vindicate the honour
of another as promptly and zealously as his own. Hie of

the medieval romance of Amis and AmUes is bui)t entirely on
such a brotherhood. Their engagements usually lasted thorough

life, but sometimes only for a specified period or during die
continuance of specified circumstances, and they were always
ratified by oath, occasionally reduced to writing in the shape of a
solemn ^nd'and often sanctified by their reception of the
Eucharist together. Romance and tradition speak of strange
rites—^the mingling and even the drinking of blood—as having
in remote and rude ages marked the inception of these martial
and fraternal associations.* But in later and less barbarous
times they were generally evidenced and celebrated by a formal
and reciprocal exchange of weapons and armour. In warfare
it was customary for knights who were thus allied to appear
similarly accoutred and bearing the same badges or cognisances,

to the end that their enemies might not know with which of them
they were in conflict, and that their friends might be unable to

accord more applause to one than to the other for his prowess in

the field. It seems likely enough therefore that there should grow
up bodies of knights banded together by engagements of fid^ty,
although free from monastic obligations; wearing a uniform or

livery, and naming themselves after some special symbol or

some patron saint of their adoption. And such bodies placea

under the command of a sovereign or grand master, regulated by
statutes, and enriched by ecclesiastical endowments would have
been precisely what in after times such orders as the Garter

in England, the Golden Fleece in Burgundy, the Annunziata in

Savoy and the St Michael and Holy Ghost in France actually

were.'*
*

During the 14th and 15th centuries, as well as somewhat
earlier and later, the general arrangements of a European army
were always and everywhere pret^ much the same.*

Under the sovereign the constable and the marshal
or marshals held the chief commands, their authority

being partly joint and partly several. Attendant on them
were the heralds, who were the officers of their military court,

wherein offences committed in the camp and field were tried

and adjudged, and among whose duties it was to cany orders

and messages, to deliver challenges and call truces, and to

identify ai^ number the wounded and the slain. Hie main
divisions of the army were distributed under the royal and other

principal standards, smaller divisions under the banners of

some of the greater nobility or of knights banneret, and smaller

divisions stiU under the pennons of Imights or, as in distinction

from knights banneret they came to be called, knights bachelors.

All knights whether bachelors or bannerets were escorted by

their squires. But the banner of the banneret always implied

a more or less extensive command, while every knight was en-

titled to bear a pennon and every squire a pence!. All three flags

were of such a size as to be conveniently attached to and carri^

on a lance, and were emblazoned with thearms or some portion

of the bearings of their owners. But while the banner was

square the pennon, which resembled it in other respects, was

either pointed or forked at its extremity, and the pencel, which

was considerably less than the others, always terminated in a

single tail or streamer.®

If indeed we look at the scale of chivalric subordination from

another point of view, it seems to be more properly divisible into

four than into three stages, of which two maybe called provisional

and two final. The bachelor and the banneret wereboth equally

knights, only the one was of greater distinction and authority

^ Du Cange, Dissertationy xxi., and Lancelot du Lacy among other
romances.

* Anstis, Re^ster of the Order of the Garter, i. 63.
^ Grose, Military Antiq, i. 207 seq.; Stubbs, Const. Mist. ii. 276

seq., and iii. 278 seq.
« Grose's Military Antiquities, ii. 256.
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thsa .the other. In like manner the squire and the page were
both in training to knighthood^ but the first had advanced
further, in the process than the second. It is true that the squire
wasA combatant while the page was not, and that many squires

voluntarily served as squires all their lives owing to the insuffi*

ciency of their fortunes to support the costs and diarges of
knighthood. But in the ordini^ course of a chivalrous educa-
tion the successive conditions of page and scpiire were passed
through in boyhood and youth, and the conditiin of knighthood
was reached in early manhood. Evfsry feudal court and castle

was in fact a school of chivalry, and although princes and great
personages were rarely actually pages or squires, the moral and
physical discipline tluvugh which they passed was not in any
impcuiant particular dlfh^nt from that to which less exalted
candidates for knighthood were subjected.^ The page, or, as he
was more anciently and more correctly called, the “ valet or
“ damoiseau,” commenced his service and instruction when he
was between seven and eight yefirs old, and the initial phase
continued for seven or eight years longer. He acted as the con-
stant personal attendant of both his master and mistress. He
waited on them in their hall and accompanied them in the chase,
served the lady in her bower and followed the lord to the camp.*
From the chaplain and his mistress and her damsels he learnt

the rudiments of religion, of rectitude and of love,® from his

master and his squires the elements of military exercise, to cast a
spear or dart, to sustain a shield, and to march with the measured
tread of a soldier; and from his master and his huntsmen
and falconers the “ mysteries of the woods and rivers,’* or in

other words the rules and practices of hunting and hawking.
When he was between fifteen and sixteen he became a squire.

But no sudden or great alteration was made in his mode of life.

He continued to wait at dinner with the pages, although in a
manner more dignified according to the notions of the age.

He not only served but carved and helped the dishes, proffered

the first or principal cup of wine to his master and his guests,

and carried to them the basin, ewer or napkin when they washed
their hands before and after meat. He assisted in clearing the
hall for dancing or minstrelsy, and laid the tables for chess or
draughts, and he also shared in the pastimes for Which he had
made preparation. He brought his master the “ vin de coucher

”

at night, and made his early refection ready for him in the
morning. But his military exercises and athletic sports occupied
an always increasing portion of the day. He accustomed himself
to ride the “ great horse,” to tilt at the quintain, to wield the
sword and baale-axe, to swim and climb, to run and leap, and
to bear the weight and overcome the embarrassments of armour.
He inured himself to the vicissitudes of heat and cold, and volun-
tarily suffered the pains or inconveniences of hunger and thirst,

fatigue and sleeplessness. It was then too that he chose his
” lady-love,” whom he was expected to regard with an adoration
at once earnest, respectful, and the more meritorious if concealed.
And when it was considered that he had made sufficient advance-
ment in his military accomplishments, he took his sword to the
priest, who laid it on the altar, blessed it, and returned it to him.*
Afterwards he either remained with his early master, relegating
most of his domestic duties to his younger companions, or he
entered the service of some valiant and adventurous lord or

^ Sainte Palaye, Mimoives, i. 36; Froissart, bk. iii. ch. 9.
* Sainte Palaye, Mimoires, pt. i. and Mills, History of Chivalry,

vol. i. oh. 2.

* See the long sermon in the romanoe of BotU Jahan da Soiniri,
pt, i. ch. v., and compare the theory there set forth with the actual
behaviour of the chief personages. Even Gautier, while he contends
that chivalty did much to jefine morality, is compelled to admit
the prevailing immorality to which m^ieval romances testify,
and die extraordinary free behaviour of the unmarried ladies. No
doubt these romances, taken alone, might give as unfair an idea as
modern French novels jj[ive of Parisian morals, but we have abundant
other evidence for placing the moral standard of the age of chivalfy
definitely below that of educated society in the present day.

* Sainte Palaye, Mimotres, i. ii seq. ;
" C'est peut-6tre k cette

c6r6monie ct non k celles de la cbevalerie qu'on doit rapporter ce
qni se lit dans nos historiens de la premiere et de la seoonde race au
suiet des premieres armes que les Rois et les Princes remettoient avec
solemnity au jeunes Princes leurs enfans."

kaight ofihifii^own aolectton. He now became m ^^aquire of the
body,” and truly an “ armigBr ” or “ scutifer,” for he bore the
shield aad armour of hds leader to the fieM, and, whatiwaa a task
of no small difficulty and hazard, cased and scoured him in his
panoply of war before assiattng him to mount his courser or
char^. It was hiaittnetion also to display guard in battle
the banner of the baran or banneoret or the pennon of the knight
he served, to raise him from the grotmd if. he were unhorsed, to
.<u^iy him with another or his own horse if his was disabled or
kilM, to receiveand keep any prisoners he might take, to fight

by his side if he was .unequally matched, to recoue him if cap-
toed, to bear him to a place of safety if wounded, aad to bury
him honourably when dead. And ^er he had worthily, aad
bravely borne himself for six or seven years asa squire, the time
came when it was fitting that he shouldbe madea kaight. This,
at least, was the current theory; but it is specially dangerous
in medieval history to assume too much oorrespondimee between
theory and fact. In many castto, and perhaps in most, the
discipline followed simply a natural imd unwritten coi of
” fagging ” and seniority, as in public schools or on board
men-of-war some hundred years or so ago.

Two modes of conferring knif^thood appear to have prevailed
from a very early period in ail countries where chivalry was
known. In both of them the essential portion seems ^
to have been the acoofade or stroke of the sword, cnumimt
But while in the one the accolade constituted
whole or nearly the whole of the ceremony, in the other it

was surrounded wdth many additional observances. The former
and simpler of these modes was naiturally that used in war

:

the candidate knelt before ” the chief of the army or some
valiant knight,” who struck him thrice with the flat of a sword,
pronouncing a brief formula of creation and of esdiortation

which varied at the creator's will.®

In this form a number of knights were made before and after

almost every battle between the iiih aod the i6th centuries,

and its advantages on the score of both convenience and economy
gradually led to its general adoption both in time of peace and
time of war. On extmorduuu^ occasions indeed the more
elaborate ritual continued to be observed. But recourse was
had to it so rarely that in England about the beginning of the
15th century.it came to be exclusively appropriated toa special

king of knitothood. When Segar, garter king of arms, wrote in
the reign of Queen Elizabeth, this had been accomplirficd with
such completeness that he does not even mention that there
were two ways of creating knights bacheloxs. ” He that is to

be made a kni^t,” he says, ” is striken by the prince wi^ a
sword drawn upon bis ikdr or shoulder, the prinoe saying,
' Soys Chevalier,’ and in times past was added ' Saint George.*
And when the knight rises the prince sayeth * Avencez.’ This is

the manner of dubbing knights at this present, and that term
' dubbing ’ was the old term in this point, not * creating.’ This
sort of knights are by the heralds called Imights bachelors.” In
our days when a kn^ht is personally made he kneels before the
sovereign, who lays a sword dravm, ordinarily the sword of state,

on either of his shoulders and says, ” Rise,” calling him by his

Christian name with the addition of ” Sir ” before it.

® There are several obscure points as to the relation of the longer
and shorter ceremonies, as well as the origin and original relation of
their several parts. There is nothing to ahow whence came ** dub-
bing or the accolade/' It seems certain that the word " dub
means to strike^ and the usage is als old as the knighting of Henry by
William the Conqueror [supra, pp. 851, 852), So, top, in the Empire
a dubbed knight is “ ritter geschlagen." The accolade " may
etymologically refer to the embrace, accompanied by a blow with the
hand, characteristic of the longertom of knightmg. The deiiyation
of ^'adouber/' corresponding to dub/' from ” adoptam,” wtoh
is given by Du Cange, and would connect the ceremony with
“ adoptlo per arma,” fe certainly inaccurate. The investiture with
arms, which formed a part of the longer tom of knightfiigf and
which we have seen to rest on very aneitiit usage, may originally
have had a distinct meaning. We observe thaA lAnfranc
invested Henry 1 . with arms, while; W^ham dubbed him to
rider." If there was a difierence in the i»^ng of 'the twp,cere-
monies, the difficulty as to the kmghtiag of Bad. Harold {siuprai

p. 852) is at least partly removed.
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Vjevyjdiffereiittwere the soknrnitwsmFhu^jriten creation

of a l^ht when the complftte<proo6diire-waf obsorved. '' The
cmmonies and obctiinoUncies at the<|^vmg>tiiis dignity^/’ la^
Soldin, ^ in the. alder time wuct of twn kinds’ especially, which we
may oall coertty and sacred* The courtly were the feasts held
at the cfeatioa, giving of robcs> earns, spurs and the hke. The
sacred were the holy devotions and what else was used in the
churchatm* before the receiving of the dignitys^ But the kadtng
authority on the subject is an andent tract written in French,
which will be found at length eidier in the original or translated

by Segar, Dug^ale, Byshe and Nicolas, among other English

writem* Daniel explains his reasons for transcnbmg it, tant

k cause du detail que de la nalvetif du stile et encore plus de la

bisarrerie des ceremonies que se fatsoient pourtant alors fort

s^rieusement,^’ while he adds that these ceremonies were essen*

tially identical in England, France, Germany, Spain and Italy.

The process of inatigtirBtion was commenoed in the evening by the
placiag of the candidate under the care of two esquires of honour
grave and well seen in courtship and nurture and also in the feats of
chivalry.'* who were to be " governors in all things relating to him."
Under their direction, to begin with, a barber shaved him and cut
his hair. He was then conductedby them to his appointed chamber,
where a bath was prepared hung within and without with linen and
covered with rich cloths, into which after they had undressed him
he entered. While he was in the bath two ancient and grave
knights " attended him " to inform, instruct and counsel him touch-
ing the order and feats of chivalry," and when they had fuldlled

their mission they poured, some of the water of ^e bath over his

shoulders, signing the left shoulder with the cross, and retired.

He was then taken from the bath and put into a plain bed without
hangings, in which he remained until his body was dry, When the
two esquires put on him a white shirt and over that " a robe of
russet with long sleeves having a hood thereto like unto that of an
hermit." Then the " two ancient and grave knights " returned and
led him to the chapel, the esquires going before ^em " sporting and
dancing " with " the minstrds making melody." And when they
had b«jn served with wines and spices they went away leaving
only the candidate, the esquirea, " the priest, the chandler and the
watch," who kept the vigil of arms until sunxise, the candidate pass-
ing the night bestowing himself in orisons and prayers."^ At
daybreak he confessed to the priest, heard matins, and communicated
in the mass, offering a taper and a piece of money stuck in it as near
the lighted end as possible, the first " to the honour of God " and the
second " to the honour of the person that makes him a knight/'
Afterwards he was taken back to his chamber, and remain^ in bed
until the knights, esquires and minstrels went to him and aroused
him. The knights then dressed him in distinctive gannents, and they
then mounted their horses and rode to the hall where the candidate
was to receive k^hthood

;
his future squire was to hde before him

bareheaded bearing his sword by the point in its scabbard with his

spurs hanging from its hilt. And when everything was prepared
the prince or subject who was to knight him came into the lull, and,
the candidate's sword and spurs having been presented to him, he
delivered the right spur to the " most noble and gentle " kni|^t
present, and directed him to fasten it on the candidate’s right heel,

which he kneeling on one knee and putting the candidate's right

foot on his knee accordingly did, sigmng the candidate's knee with
the cross, and in like manner by another '* noble and gentle " knight
the left tjfmr was fastened to bu left hed. And then be who was to
create the knight took the sword and girded him with it, and then
embracing him he lifted his right hand and smote him on the neck
or shoulw, saying, " Be thou a good knight," and kissed him.
When this was done they all went to ^the chapel with much music,

and the new knight laying his right hand on the altar promised to

support: and derad the church,. and ungirdlne his sword ofiered it

on altar. And. as he came out from the chapel the master cook
awai^ him at ^e door and claimed bis spurs as his fee, and said,

> Mdao, T«f/sa q/
* Daniel^ HUioiim Ffmfoiu, i. .Upton,

De Stiudic ar-a4; Dugdnle, TFarnttMsktfw. iL 70^710;
Segar, Honor -

Knie^tieood,

order aadm^.—^ ^ y. >-
aoemding to tho Ehf^nd/ md.conaequently dates from a

SSk^np owtpfiaihiok- Bi5*atAahwSL, speaking of Knijshtaof the

MtVK ^ enremonite and circumstaacea of their creation *

ba4ae^tai|ll^ed, It.will.nppw that this king [JHenry IV.] did not
inadtfcllnm tnther mstore the ancient manner of making knighta^

and conaaque^ tluMrthmKilighta of the Batib arein truth no othgr

fhaa knyim bscMiem, thatki tonay, suchas are cMated vdth those

oenemeaiSi wketewidi kn^htp ha^^ wem formerly created."

(dophtniBda, Qvdm (5art|sf, p* Bae also ^en, q/
Honor p. 678, and the Arthaoolopcal Journal, v. 358 seq.

".if you do any^nng contrary to.the^der of ohivali:y}^1sdik;h Giqd
fbrhicU, I.shaUiu9kime spurt from your heels." *

The full solemnities for oonftrr^ knighthood seemito teVit

been so largely and so <ea«ly fiuperacd^ by the practiceolidttbhing

OF giving the. acook^, alone in England it beQaine;at<la«^

restrioted to such knights , aa were made at coronations and
some other ocx»sions of stale. And to them theypaitiimlar

name of Knights ol the. Bath wasitssignedi wfatte km^ita onde
in the ordinary way wem called in distinction irpm thmlwigl^
ol the sword, as they .were also called knights bMiekna iadisr
tinction from knights banneret/ It Is usually suppoyd that

the first creation oi knights of the Ba^ under that designation

was at the coronation ^ Henry IV.; and befarpithe emto ol

the Bath as a companionship , or capitular bo<fy wai instituted

the last creation of them was at the coronation of Qmrles UU
But all.knights were also knights of the spur or equitesaurati/*

because their spurs were golden, or gilt,T-the spurs, of squires

being of silver or white metal>-*^d these became their pe^Uar
badge in popular estimation and proverbial speech. In the

form of their solemn inauguratkm too^ as we have noticed^ the

spurs together with the sword were always employed as the

leading and most characteristic ensigns of knighthood/
With regard to knights banneret, various opkiicos have been

entertained as to both the nature of their dignity and the

qualifications they were required to possess for receiving it at

difierent periods and in different countries. On^ the Continent

the distinction which is commonly but incorrectly made between
the nobility and the gentry has never arisen, and it was unknown
here while chivalry existed and heraldry was undeprstood.

Here, as elsewhere in the old time, a nobleman and a gentleman

meant the same thing, namely, a man who under certain con-

ditions of descent was entitled to armorial bearings. Hence
’'Du Cange divides the medieval nobility of France and Spain

into thm classes: first, barons or ricos hombres; secoDdly,

chevaliers or cabaUeros
;
and thirdly, ^uyhrs or inknzons ;

and to the first, who with their several cgiecial titles constituted

'

the greater nobility of either country, he limits the designation

of b^«*et and the right of leading their followers to.war under;

a banner, otherwisea '“drapeau quara^
**
or square ffag/ $^den

shows especially from the parliament roUs that the term banneret

has been oocasionally employed in England aa equivalent to

baron/ In Scotland, even as late as the reign of Jame'’ VI.,

lords of parliament were always created baa^erets as well as

barons at Iheir investiture, part of> thb ceremony consisting

in the display of a banner, and such ' barones majores ’ were

thereby entitled to the privilege of havi^ one home. 1^ a
retainer before them to the field of a quadrilateral form.”* In

Scotland, too, lords of parliament and bannerets were also

c^led bannerents, banrents or baronets, and in England

bamierct was often corrupted to baronet.
** Even in a patey

passed to Sir Ralph Fane, knight under Edward. VE, be is

called ‘ baronettus * for ‘ bannerettus.*
” ® In tiiis maimer^

it is not improbable that the tide of baronet may have bpeen

suggested to the advisers of James I. when the order of Baronets

* As may be gathered from Seldea, Favyn, La Cdbrnbiecs, Mene^
strier and Sointe Paloye, there were sever^ differences o£ detail

in the ceremony at different times and in different places. But in

the main it was everywhere the same both in its military and its

eccle^dcal elements. In the PonHflcale ffoNMnuM; tlie old Ordb

Romanus and themanool or CommonPmyes Bookin use inJSni^d
before the Relormation fonns for the blessing or consecmdoii of

new knights are included, and of these the first and the lost are

quoted by ^Iden. _ , . . ^
* Selden, Tiffss of Honor, p. 678 ;

Ashmole, Order of the Garter,

p. is; F»vy», rW.«w d'Honfi.w, U. 1035 -
. ^ .

^ If we sum up the prxnapal ensigns of knighthood, aocieat ai4
modem, we sbaU find they have been ev are ahow,.goJ4,iing,,^cW
and lance, a belt and sword, gilt spurs and a gold d^ia5br,cQnar.

—Ashmole, Order of the Garter, pp. I3, 13.

* On the banner see Grose, Military Antiquities, ii 157,; and
Nicolas, BriHsk Orders of Knigl^od, vd. U p.,»avil

T Titles of Honor, pp. 356 and 608. See^also Hallam,

iff. 130 seq., and Stol^, Const. Hisf^M. 4^ W-
> Ride’s lam rand Practice in Septtssk ^srogM, p. 57)8; eiso

Nisbet's System of Heraldry, it 49^ andSeWen’s Tiffsr ofHqfcef, p. 700,

® Selden, Titles of Honor, pp. fioSand 657.
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was originally created by him, for it was a question whether the

recipients of the new dignity should be designated by that or

some other name.^ But there is no doubt that as previously

used it was merely a corrupt synonym for banneret, and not the

name of any separate dignity. On the Continent, however, there

are several recorded examples of bannerets who had an hereditary

claim to that honour and its attendant privileges on the ground

of the nature of their feudal tenure.*-* And generally, at any rate

to commence with, it seems probable that bannerets were in

every country merely the more important class of feudatories,

the “ ricos hombres ” in contrast to the knights bachelors, who
in France in the time of St Louis were known as “ pauvres

hommes.” In Englami all the barons or greater nobility were

entitled to bear banneis, and therefore Du Cange’s observations

would apply to them as well as to the barons or greater nobility

of France and Spain. But it is clear that from a comparatively

early period bannerets whose claims were founded on personal

distinction rather than on feudaf tenure gradually came to the

front, and much the same process of substitution appears to

have gone on in their case as that which we have marked in the

case of simple knights. According to the Sallade and the

Division du Monde

^

as cited by Selden, bannerets wctc clearly

in the beginning feudal tenants of a certain magnitude and

importance and nothing more, and different forms for their

creation are given in time of peace and in time of war.“ But

in the French Gesta Romanorum the warlike form alone is given,

and it is quoted by both Selden and Du Cange. From the latter

a more modem version of it is given by Daniel as the only one

generally in force.

The knight bachelor whose services and landed possessions

entitled him to promotion would apply formally to the com-

mander in the field for the title of banneret. If this were

granted, the heralds were called to cut publicly the tails from

his pennon : or the commander, as a special honour, might cut

them off with hfs own hands.^ The earliest contemporary

mention of knights banneret is in France, Daniel says, in the

reign of Philip Augustus, and in England, Selden says in the

reign of Edward I. But in neither case is reference made to

them in such a manner as to suggest that the dignity was then

regarded as new or even uncommon, and it seems pretty certain

that its existence on one side K:ould not have long preceded

its existence on the other side of the Channel . Sir Alan Plokenet,

Sir Ralph Daubeney and Sir Philip Daubeney are entered as

bannerets on the roll of the garrison of Caermarthen Castle in

1282, and the roll of Carlaverock records the names and arms

of eighty-five bannerets who accompanied Edward I. in his

expedition into Scotland in 1300,

What the exact contingent was which bannerets were expected

to supply to the royal host is doubtful.® But, however this may
be, in the reign of Edward III. and afterwards bannerets appear

as the commanders of a military force raised by themselves and

marshalled under their banners : their status and their relations

both to the Crown and to their followers were mainly the con-

sequences of voluntary contract not of feudal tenure. It is from

the reigns of Edward III. and Richard II. also that the two

best descriptions we possess of the actual creation of a banneret

have been transmitted to us.** Sir Thomas Smith, writing

towards the end of the i6th century, says, after noticing the

conditions to be observed in the creation of bannerets, “ but

this order is almost grown out of use in England ”
;

” and,

during the controversy which arose between the new order of

* See Project conceminge the conferinge of the title of vidom,"
wherein it is said that ‘'the title of vidom (yicedominus) was an
ancient title used in this kingdom of England Doth before and since

the Norman Conquest ** (Sia$e Papers, James I. Domestic Series,

Ixiii. 150 B, pro^Dle date April 1611).
a Selden, Titles of Honor, pp. 452 seq.

* Ibid. pp. 449 seq.
* Du Csuage, Dissertation, ix.f Selden, Titles of Honor, p. 452;

Daniel, Milice Frangoise, i. 86 (Paris, 1721).
“ Selden, Titles of Honor ^ p. 656 -Grose, Military Antiqmties, ii. 206.

« Froissart, Bk. I. ch. 241 and Bk. II. ch. 53. The recipients were
Sir John Chandos and Sir Thos. Trivet.

’ Commonifiealth of England (ed. 1640), p. 48.

baronets and the crown early in the 17th century respiting

their precedence, it was alleged without contradiction in an

argument on behalf of the lionets before the privy council

that “ there are not bannerets now in being, peradventure

never shall be.” ** Sir Ralph Fane, Sir Francis Bryan and Sir

Ralph Sadler were created bannerets by the Lord Protector

Somerset after the battle of Pinkie in 1547, and the better

opinion is that this was the last occasion on which the dignity

was conferred. It has been stated indeed that Charles I.

created Sir John Smith a banneret after the battle of Edgehill

in 1642 for having rescued the royal standard from the enemy.

But of this there is no sufficient proof. It was also supposed

that George III. had created several naval officers bannerets

towards the end of the last century, because he knighted them

on board ship under the royal standard displayed. This,

however, is unquestionably an error.**

On the continent of Europe the degree of knight bachelor

disappeared with the military system which had ^ven rise to it.

It is now therefore peculiar to the British Empire, BxMing
where, although very frequently conferred by letters Ordore ot

latent, it is yet the only dignity which is still even ^iMMhood,

occasionally created—as every dignity was formerly created—bv

means of a ceremony in which the sovereign and the subject

personally take part. Everywhere else dubbing or the accolade

seems to have become obsolete, and no other species of knight-

hood, if knighthood it can be called, is known except that which

is dependent on admission to some particular order. It is a

common error to suppose that baronets are hereditary knights.

Baronets are not knights unless they are knighted like anybody

else; and, so far from being knights because they are baronets,

one of the privileges granted to them shortly after the institution

of their dignity was that they, not being knights, and their

successors and their eldest sons and heirs-apparent should, when

they attained their majority, be entitled if they desired to receive

knighthood.*'* It is a maxim of the law indeed that, as Coke

says, ** the knight i$ by creation and not by descent,” and,

although we hear of such designations as the “ knight of Kerry
”

or the “ knight of Glin,” they are no more than traditional

nicknames, and do not by any means imply that the persons

to whom they are applied are knights in a legitimate sense.

Notwithstanding, however, that simple knighthood has gone

out of use abroad, there are innumerable grand crosses, com-

manders and companions of a formidable assortment of orders

in almost every part of the world.** (See the section on ” Orders

of Knighthood ” below.)

The United Kingdom has eight orders of knighthood—the

Garter, the Thistle, St Patrick, the Bath, the Star of India,

St Michael and St George, the Indian Empire and the Royal

Victorian Order; and, while the first is undoubtedly the oldest

as well as the most illustrious anywhere existing, a fictitious

antiquity has been claimed and is even still frequently conceded

State Papers, Domestic Series, James the First, Ixvii. 119.
“ Thursday, June 24th : His Majesty was olcased to confer the

honour of knights banneret on the following nag officers and com-
manders under the royal standard, who kneeling kissed hands on

the occasion : Admirals Pye and Spi^; Captains Knight, Bickerton

and Vernon," Gentleman's Magazine (1773) xlih. 299, Sir Harris

Nicolas remarks on these and the other cases {British Orders of

Knighthood, vol. xliii.) and Sir William Fitzherbert published anony-

mously a pamphlet on the subject, A Short Inquiry into the Nature

of the Titles conferred at Portsmouth, Ac., which is very scarce, but

is to be found under the name of " Fitzherbert " in the catalogue

of the British Museum Library.
» '* Sir Henry Ferrers, Baionet, was indicted by the name of

Sir Henry Ferrers, Knight, for the murther of one Stone whom one

Nightingale feloniously murthered, and that the said Sir Henry
was present aiding and abetting, Ac. Upon this indictment Sir

Henry Ferrers being arraigned said he never was knighted, which

being confessed, the indictment was hdd not to be sufficient, where-

fore he was indicted de novo by the name of Sir Henry Ferrers,

Baronet." Brydall, Jus Imaginis apud Anglos, or the Law of Eng-

land relating to the Nobility and Gerdry (London, 1675), p. 20. Cf.

PaUnt Rolls, 10 Jac. I., pt. x. No. i8; Selden, Titles of Honor, p. 687.

” Louis XIV. introduced the practice q| dividing the members of

military orders into several degrees when he established the order

of St Louis in 1693.
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to the secondand fourth, although the third, fifth, sixth, seventh,
and eighth appear to be as contentedly as they are unquestion-
ably recent.

It is, however, certain that the “ most noWe ” Order of the
Garter at least was instituted in the middle of the 14th century,

when English.chival^ was outwardly brightest and

tii9
coi^ most magnificent. But in what particular

* year this event occurred is and has been the subject
of much difference of opinion. All the original records of the
order until after 1416 have perished, and consequently the ques-
tion depends for its settlement not on direct testimony but on
inference from circumstances. The dates which have been
selected vary from 1344 (given by Froissart, but almost cer-

tainly mist^en) to 1351. The evidence may be examined at
length in Nicolas and Beltz; it is indisputable that in the
wardrobe account from September 1347 to Janua^ 1349,
the 2ist and 33rd Edward III., the issue of certain habits
with garters and the motto embroidered on them is marked
for St George’s Day; that the letters patent relating to

the preparation of the royal chapel of Windsor are dated in

August 1348; and that in the treasury accounts of the prince
of Wales there is an entry in November 1348 of the gift by
him of “ twenty-four garters to the knights of the Society

of the Garter.” ^ But that the order, although from this mani-
festly already fully constituted in the autumn of 134S, was
not in existence before the summer of 1346 Sir Harris Nicolas

proves pretty conclusively by pointing out that nobody who was
not a knight could under its statutes have been admitted to it,

and that neither the prince of Wales nor sewral others of the

original companions were knighted until the middle of that

year.

Regarding the occasion there has been almost as much con-

troversy as regarding the date of its foundation. The ” vulgar

and more general story,” as Ashmole calls it, is that of the

countess of Salisbury’s garter. But commentators are not at

one as to which countess of Salisbury was the heroine of the

adventure, whether she was Katherine Montacute or Joan the

Fair Maid of Kent, while Heylyn rejects the legend as “ a vain

and idle romance derogatory both to the founder and the order,

first published by Polydor Vergil, a stranger to the affairs of

En^and, and by him taken upon no better ground than fama
vtdgiy the tradition of the common people, too trifiing a founda-

tion for so great a building.” ^

Another legend is that contained in theprefaceto the Register or

Black Book of the order, compiled in the reign of Henry VIIL,

by what authority supported is unknown, that Richard I.,

while his forces were employed against Cyprus and Acre, had
been inspired through the instrumentality of St George with

renewed courage and the means of animating his fatigued

soldiers by the device of tying about the legs of a cho.sen number
of knights a leathern thong or garter, to the end that being

thereby reminded of the honour of their enterprise they might be

encouraged to redoubled efforts for victory. This was supposed

to have been in the mind of Edward III. when he fixed on the

garter as the emblem of the order, and it was stated so to have

been by Taylor, master of the rolls, in his address to Francis I. of

France on his investiture in 1527.® According to Ashmole the

true account of the matter is that King Edward having

given forth his own garter as the signal for a battle which

sped fortunately (which with Du Chesne we conceive to be that

of Cr4cy), the victory, we say, being happily gained, he thence

took occasion to institute this order, and gave the garter

(assumed by him (or the symbol of unity and society) pre-

eminence among the ensigns of it. But, as Sir Harris

Nicolas pc^ts out—although Ashmole is not open to the

correction-^his hypothesis rests for its plausibility on the

assumption that the order was established before the invasion of

1 G. F. Beltz, Mem&ritils of Most Noble Order of the Garter (1841),

^
‘^lieyiyn, Cosmographie and History of the Whole World, bk. i.

p. 286.
* Beltz. Memorials, p. xlvi.

France in 1346. . And he futther observes that a great variety
of devicea and mottoes were used by Edward III.; they wdtt
chosen from the ipost trivial causes and w«re (ff an amoroMS
rather than of a military character. Nothing,” he adds, is

more likely than that in a crowded assembly a lady ^uld
accidentally have dropp^ her gaiter; that the circumstance
should have caused a smile in the bystanders; and that on its

brag taken up by Edward he should have reprovedthe levity of

his courtiers by so happy and chivalrous an exclamation, placing

the garter at the same time on his own knee> as ' Dishonoured be
he who thinks ill of it.’ Such a circumstance occurring at a time

.

of general festivity, when devices, piottoes and corfbeits of all

kinds were adopted as ornaments or badges of the iu^its w(ffn at
jousts and tournaments, would naturally have been commemo-
rated as other royal expressions seem to have been by its con-
version into a device and motto for the dresses at an approaching
hastilude.” ^ Moreover, Sir Harris Nicolas contends that the
order had no loftier immediate origin than a joust or tour-

nament. It consisted of the king and the Bla^ Prince, and
24 lights divided into two bands of 12 like the tilters in a
h^tilude—at the head of the one being the first, and of the other
the second; and to the companions belonging to each, when the
order had superseded the Round Table and had become a per-

manent institution, were assigned stalls either on the sovereign’s,

or the prince’s side of St George’s Chapel. That ^ Harris

Nicolas is accurate in this conjecture seems probable from the

selection whicli was made of tlie founder knights.” As Beltz

observes, the fame of Sir Reginald Cobham, Sir Walter Manny ,

and the earls of Northampton, Hereford and Suffolk was already

established by their warlike exploits, and they would certainly

have been among the original companions had the order been
then regarded as the reward of military merit only. But,
although these eminent warriors were subsequently elected as

vacancies occurred, their admission was postponed to that of

several very young and in actual warfare complu’atively unknown
knights, whose claims to the honour may be most ratbnally*

explained on the assumption that they had excelled in the

particular feats of arms which preceded the institution of the

order. The original companionship had consisted of the sove-

reign and 25 knights, and no change was made , in this respect

until 1786, when the sons of George 111. and his successors

were made eligible notwithstanding that the chapter might be

complete. In 180^ another alteration was effect^ by the pro-

vision that the lineal descendants of *George II. should be

eligible in the same manner, except the purince of Wales for the

time being, who was declared to be ” a constituent part of the

original mstitution and again in 1831 it was further ordained

that the privilege accorded to the lineal descendants of George II.

should extend to the lineal descendants of George I. Although,

as Sir Harris Nicolas observes, nothing is now known of the

form of admitting ladies into the order, the description applied

to them in the records during the 14th and X5th centuries leaves

no doubt that they were regularly received into it. The queen

consort, the wives and daughters of knights, and some other

women of exalted position, were designated Dames de la

Fratemib^ de St George,” and entries of the delivery of robes

and garters to them are found at intervals in the Wardrobe
Accounts from the 50th Edward III. (1376) to the loth of

Henry VII. (1495), Isabel, countess of Bedford,

the daughter of the one king, and the last being Margaret and
Elizabeth, the daughters of the other king. The effigies of

Margaret Byron, wife of Sir Robert Harcourt, K.G., at Stanton

Harcourt, and of Alice Chaucer, wife of William de la Pole,

duke of Suffolk, K.G., at Ewelme, which date from the reigns

of Henry VI. and Edward IV., have garters on their left arms.

(See further under “ Orders of Knighthood ” below.)

It has been the general opinion, as expressed by Siunte Palaye

and Mills, that formerly all knigh^ were qualified to confer

knighthoc^.® But it may be questioned whether the privilege

* Orders of Knighthood, vol. i. p. Ixxxiii.

» Mimoires^ i. 67 ,

1

22; Hisiofy of Ckivatfy\ Gibbon, X>eeline and
Fall, vii. 200. ’

‘
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was thus indiscriminately enjoyed even in the earlier day^

of chivalry. It is true that as much might be inferred from

Penm testimony of the romance writers; historical

empvwmt evidence, however, tends to limit the proposition, and
10 sMfer the sounder conclusion appears to be, as Sir Harris

Nicolas says, that the right was always restricted

in operation to sovereign princes, to those acting under their

authority or sanction, and to a few other personag:es <rf exalted

rank and station.^ In several of the writs for distraint of knight-

hood from Henry 111 . to Edward Hi. a distinction is drawn
between those who are to be knighted by the king himself or

by the sheriffs of counties cespectively, and bishops and abbots

could make knights in the nth and 12th centuries.'* At all

periods the commanders of die royal armies had the po^ of

conferring knightlw^od; as late as the reign of Elizabeth it was
exercised among others by Sir Henry Sidney in 1583, and Robert,

earl of Essex, in 1595, while under James 1 . an ordinance of

1622, confirmed by a proclamation of 1623, for the registration

of knights in the college of arms, is rendered applicable to ail

who should receive knighthood from either the l^g or any of

his lieutenants.'* Many sovereigns, too, both of England and
of France, have been knighted after their accession to the

throne by their own subjects, as, for instance, Edward 111 . by

Henry, earl of l^ncasler, Edward VI. by the lord protector

Somerset, Louis XL by Philip, duke of Burgundy, and Francis L
by the Chevalier Bayard. But when in 1543 Henry VHI.
appointed Sir John Wallop to be captain of Guisnes, it was
considered necessiiry that he should be authorized in express

terms to confer knighthood, which was also done by Edward VI.

in his own case when he received knighthood from the duke of

Somerset. But at present the only subject to whom the right

of conferring knighthood belongs is the lord-lieutenant of

Ireland, and to him it belongs merely by long usage and
established custom. But, by whomsoever conferred, knight-

hood at one time* endowed the recipient with the same status

and attributes in cveiy country wherein chivalry was recognized.

In the middle ages it was a common practice for sovereigns and

princes to dub each other knighta much as they were after-

wards, and are now, in the habit of exchanging the stars and
ribbons of their orders. Henry 11 . was knighted by his great-

uncle David 1 . of Scotland, Alexander III. of Scotland by

Henry III., Edward 1 . when he was prince by Alphonso X. of

('astile, and Ferdinand of Portugal by Edmund of Langley,

earl of Cambridge.® And, long after the military importance

of knighthood had practically disappeared, what may be called

its cosmopolitan character was maintained : a knight\s title was

rec'ognized in all European countries, and not only in that

country in which he had received it. In modem times, how-

ever, by certain regulations, made in 1823, and repeated and
enlarged in 1855, not only is it provided that the sovereign’s

permission by royal warrant shall be necessary for the reception

hy a British subject of any foreign order of knighthood, but

further that such permission shall not authorize “ the a.saump-

tion of any style, appellation, rank, precedence, or privilege

appertaining to a knight bachelor of the United Kingdom.” ®

Since knighthood was accorded either by actual investiture

or its equivalent, a counter process of degradation was regarded

as necessary for the purpose of depriving anybody
riM. had once received it of the rank and condition

it implied.^ The cases in which a knight has been formally

degraded in England are exceedingly few, so few indeed that

two only arc mentioned by Segar, writing in 1602, and Dallaway

' Orders of Knighthood, vYoI. i. p. xi.

* Selden, Titles of Honor, p. 638.
* Harleian MS. 6063 ;

Hargrave MS. 325.
* Patent Rolls, 35th Hen. VlII., pt. xvi., No. 24; Burnet, Hist,

of ReformelUon, i. 15.
“ Spclman, "De milite dissertatio/' Posthumous Worhs, ^. 181.
* London Gazette, December *6, 1823, and May 15, 1855.
’ On the Cbtttinettt very elaborate ceremoiUea, partly heraldic

and partly religious, were observed in the degradation oi a knight,

which are described by Sainte Paiay^ Mimoires, i- 3x6 seq., and
after him by Mills, History of Chivalry, i. Oo seq. Cf. Titles of Honor,

P- 653-

says that only three were on record in the College of Arms when
he wrote in 1793. The last case was that of Sir Francis Michell

in 1621, whose spurs were hacked from his heels, his sword-belt

cut, and his sword broken over his head by the heralds in

Westminster Hall.*

Roughly speaking, the age of chivalry properly so called may
be said to have extended from the beginning of the crusades to

the end of the Wars of the Roses. Even in the way of pageantry

and martial exercise it did not long survive the middle ages,

in England tilts and tourneys, in which her hither had so much
excelled, were patronized to the last by Queen Elizabeth, and
were even occasionally held until after the death of He^,
prince of Wales. But on the Continent they were discredited

by the fatal accident which befell Henry II. of France in 1559.
Ilie golden age of chivalry has been variously located. Most
writers would place it in the early 13th century, but Gautier

would remove it two or three generations further back. It may
be true that, in the comparative scarcity of histo^iod evidence,

i2th’*century romances present a more favourable picture of

chivalry atthat earlier time; but even such hLstorical evidence as

we possess, when carefully scrutinized, is enough to dispel the

illusion that there was any period of the middle ages in which the

unselfish championship of God and the ladies ” was anything

but a rare exception.

It is difficult to describe the true spirit and moral influ-

ence of knighthood, if only because the ages in which it

flouriRhcd differed so widely from our own. At its very

best, it was always hampered by the limitations of medieval

society. Moreover, many of the noblest precepts of the knightly

code were a legacy from earlier age.s, and have survived the

decay of knighthood just as they will survive all transitory

human institutions, forming part of the eternal heritage of the

race. Indeed, the most important of these precepts did not

even attain to their highest development in the middle ages.

As a conscious effort to bring religion into daily life, chivalry

was less successful than later puritanism; while the educated

classes of our own day far surpass the average medieval knight

in discipline, self-control and outward or inward refinement.

Freeman's estimate comes far nearer to the historical facts than

Burke's :
“ The chivalrous spirit is above all things a class spirit.

The good knight is bound to endless fantastic ( ourtesies towards

men and still more towards women of a certain rank
; he may

treat all below that rank with any decree of scorn and cruelty.

The spirit of chivalry implies the arbitrary choice of one or two
virtues to be practise^d in such an exaggerated degree as to

become vices, while the ordinary laws of right and wrong are

forgotten. ITie false code of honour supplants the laws of the

commonwealth, the law of God and the eternal principles of

right. Chivalry again in its military aspect not only encourages

the love of war for its own sake without regard to the cause for

which war is waged, it encourages also an extravagant regard

for a fantastic show of personal daring which cannot in any way
advance the objects of the siege or campaign which is §oing on.

Chivalry in short is in morals very much what feudalism is in

law : each substitutes purely personal obligations devised in the

interests of an exclusive class, for the more homely duties of an

honest man and a good citizen ” {Norman Cmquesty v. 482).

The chivalry from which Burke drew his ideas was, so far as it

existed at all, the product of a for later In its own age.

chivalry rested practically, like the highest civilization of

ancient Greece and Rome, on slave labour; and if many of its

^ Dallaway 's Heraldry, p. 303.
® Even in i3th-ceutury England more than half the population

were serfs, and as such had no claim to the privileges of Magna
Carta ;

dieputes between a serf and his lord were decided in the

latter's court, although the king's courts attempted to moteci the

serf's life and limb and necessary implements of work. By French
feudal law, the villein had no app^l from his lord save to God
(Pierre de Fontaines, ConseiL ch. xxi. art. 8) ;

and, though common
sense and natural good feeling set bounds in most cases to the

tyranny of the nobles, yet there was scarcely any injustice too grosB

to be possible. “ How mad are they who exult when sons are born
to their lords 1

" wrote Cardinal Jacques de Vitry early in the 13th

century (Exempla, p. 64, Folk Lore Soc. 1890).
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moat brilliant outward attractions have now faded for ever,

this is only because vxiodem dvilisation tends'^ Strongly to
remove sockl batriers. The knightly will always enjoy the
glory of having formulated a cbde Of Imnour which aim^ at

rendering the upper classes worthy of theirexceptional privileges;

yet we must judge chivalry not only by its formal code but also

by its practical fruits. The ideal is well summed up by F. W.
Cornish * *' Chivalry taught the world the duty of noble service

willingly rendered. It uptveld courage and enterprise in obedi-

ence to rule, it consecrated military prowess to the service di the

Church, glorified the virtues of liberality, good faith, unselfish-

ness and courtesy, and above all, courtesy to women. Against

these maybe set the vices of pride, ostentation, love of bloodshed,

contempt of inferiors, and loose manners. Chivalry was an im-
perfect discipline, but it was a discipline, and one fit for the

times. It may have existed in the world too long : i^ did not
come into existence too early; and with all its shortcomings it

exercised a great and wholesome influence in raising the medieval
world from barbarism to civilization ” (p. 27). This was the

ideal, but to give the reader a clear view of the actual features

of knightly society in their contrast with that of our own day,

it is necessary to bring out one or two very significant

shadows.

Far too much has been made of the extent to which the

knightly code, and the reverence paid to the Virgin Mary,
raised the positron of women {e.§. Gautier, p. As Gautier

himself admits, the feudal system made it difficult to separate

the woman’s person from her fief : instead of the freedom of

Christian marriage on which the Church in theory insisted,

lands and women were handed over together, as a business

bargain, by parents or guardians. In theory, the knight was
the defender of widows and orphans

; but in practice wardships

and marriages were bought and sold as a matter of everyday*"

routine like stocks and shares in the modem market. Lord
Thomas de Berkeley (1245-1321) coimted on this as a regular

and considerable source of income (Smyth, Lives, i. 157).

Late in the 15th century, in spite of the somewhat greater

liberty of that age, we find Stephen Scrope writing nak^ly to

a familiar correspondent “ for very need [of poverty], I was
fain to sell a little daughter I have for much less than I should

have done by possibility,” i.e. than the fair market price

(Gairdner. Pastofi Letters, Introduction, p. clxxvi; cf. ccclxxi).

Startling as such words are, it is perhaps still more startling to

find how frequently and naturally, in the highest society, ladies

were degraded by personal violence. The proofs of this which

Schultz and Gautier adduce from the Chansons de Geste might

be multiplied indefinitely. The Knight of La Tour-Landry

(1372) relates, by way of warning to his daughters, a tale of a

lady who so irritated her humane by scolding him in company,
that he struck her to the earth with his fist and kicked her fn

the face, breaking her nose. Upon this the good knight moralizes:
“ And this she had for her euelle and gret langage, that she was

wont to saie to her husbonde. And therfor the wiff aught to

suffre and lete her husbonde haue the wordes, and to be maister,

for that is her worshippe; for it is shame to here striff betwene

hem, and in especial before folke. But y saie not but wharaie

thei be allone, but she may tolle hym with goodly wordes, and

counsaile hym to amende yef he do amys ” (La Toim, chap,

xviii.; cf. xVii. and xix.). The right of wife-beating wes

formally recognized by more than one code of laws, and it

was already a forward step when, in the 13th century, the

Coutumes du Beamoisis provided “ que le mart ne doit battre

sa femme que raisannablement ” (Gautier, p. 349). This was a

natural consequence not only of the want of s^-control which

we see everywhere ih the middle ages, but also of the custom

of contracting dhild-marriages for unsentimental considerations.

Between 1288 and x500 fivemarriages are recorded m the direct

fine of the Bcricdtey fainily in which the ten contracting parties

averaged thtfi eleven years of age : the marriage contract

ol another Lord 'Beilceley was drawn up before he was six years

cM. Moreover, the same business considerations which dictated

those early marriages clashed equally with the strict theoiy of
|

knighthood. In the same Berkeley family/the lord Miuirioe YV*
was knighted in 1338 at the age ol seven towvoid the fooAMt
evils of wardship, .and Thomas V/for the same reason m £476
at the age of five. Smyth’s record of this great family shows
that, from the middle of the X3th century onwhnls, the
were not only statesmen and warriors, but still morei^stitMisM
as gentlememfarmers on a great scale^ even seiliAg frmt ftom
the castle gardens, while their ladies would go round on tours
of inspection from dairy to dairy. The Sird Thomas IIL
(1326-1361), who was noted as a special lovirf of tournaments,
spent in two years only £00, or an average of about £t$ per
tournament; yet he was then laymg money by at the rate erf

£450 a year, and, a few years later, at the rate of £1150^ or
nearly half his income 1 Indeed, economic causes contributed
much to the decay of romantic chivalry. old families 1^
lost heavfly from generation to generation, partly by personal
extravagances, but also by gradual afienatiems of knd to the
Church and by the enormous expenses of the crusades. Steady,
in the 13th centuiy, they were hatxl pressed by the growing
wealth erf the burghers, and even the greatest nobles could
scarcely keep up tl^ir state without careful business manage-
ment. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that at least as
early as the middle of the 13th centuiy the commercial side

of knighthood became veiy prominent. A^hough by the code
of chivalry no candidate could be knighted before the age of

two!ityM>ne, we have seen how great nobles like the Berkeleys
obtained that honour for their infant heirs in order to avoid
possible pecuniaiy loss; and French writers of the 14th century*

complained of this knitting of infants as a common and serious

abuse.^ Moreover, after the knight’s liability to personal service

in war had been modified in the 12th century by the scut^e
system, it became necessary in the first quarter of the 15th to

compel landowners to take up the knighthood which in theory

they should have coveted as an honour—a compulsion which
was soon systematically enforced {Distraint of Knighthood, 1278),
and became a recognized source of royal moome. An indirect

effect of this system ^ was to break down another rule of the

chivalrous code—that none could be dubbed who was not of

gentle birth.* This rule, however, had often been broken
before; even the romances of chivalry speak not infrequently

of the knighting of serfs or jongleurs)^ aikl other causes besides

distraint of knighthood tend^ to level the old distinctions.

While knighthood was avoided by poo^ nobles, it was coveted

by rich citizens. It is recorded in 1 298 as ” an immemorial

custom ” in Provence that rich burghers enjoyed the honour

of knighthood; and less than a century later we find Sacchetti

complainingtW the dignity is open to any rich upstart, however

disreputable his antecedents.* Similar causes contributed to

the decay of knightly ideas in warfare. Even in the 12th century,

when war was still rather the pastime of kings and knights thirn

^ Sainte Palaye, ii. 90.

Medley, EngHsh ConsHtuHmoi History {2nd ed., im. 291, 466),

suggests that Edward mijifhthave defiberatelycalculated tbiadograda-

tion of the older feudal ideal.

* Being made to ** ride the barriers " was the penalty for anybody
who attempted to take part in a tournament without the qualihcation

of name and arms. Guillim {Display of Heraldry, p. 66) and NlObet
(System of Heraldry, ii. 147) speak of this subject as concerning

England and Scotland, see wso Asbntole's Order of the Gallter,

p. 264. But in England knighthood has always been conferred to

a great esetent independently of these oonsidemtkms. At ahnoet

every period there have been men of obscure and illegitimate birth

who have been knighted. Ashmole cites authorities for the con-

tention that knighthood ennobles, insomuch that whosoever is a

knight it necessarily follows that he is also a gentleman; *' for, when
a king gives the dignity to an ignoble person whose merit he would
thereby Tecoxnpernse, he is understood to have conferred whatsoever

is requisite for the completing of that which he bestowis.” By the

common law, if a villein were made a knight he was thereby enfran-

chised and accounted a gentleman, and if a person under age and
in wnrd^^ were knighted both his minority and wardship termi-

nated. (Order of the Garter, p. 43 ; Nicolas, BriHsh Orders of
hood, i. 5.)

•Gautier, pp. 21, 249. . I.
» Du Cange, s.e. wWes {ed. Dldot, Iv. p. 40s) ;

Sacchetti, NbesWs,

diii. All w medieval ordm dt «nighthood however, Insisted In

their statutes on ttie noble birth of the candloate.
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a national effort^ the strict code of chivalry was more honoured

in the breach than in the observance.^ But when the Hundred
Years' War brought a real national conflict between England
and France, when archery became of supreme importance, and
a large proportion even of the cavalry were mercenary soldiers,

then the exigencies of serious warfare swept away much of that

outward display and those class-conventions on which chivalry

luid always rested. Sim^n Luce (chap, vi.) has shown how
much the English successes in this war were due to strict business

methods. Several of the best commanders (e.g. Sir Robert
Knolles and Sir Thomas Dagworth) were of obscure birth, while

on the French side even Du Guesclin had to wait long for his

knighthood because he belonged only to the lesser nobility. The
tournament again, which for two centuries had been under the

ban of the Church, was often almost as definitely discouraged

by Edward III. as it was encouraged by John of France; and
while John’s father opened the Cr^cy campaign by sending
Edward a challenge in due form of chivalry, Edward took

advantage of this formal delay to amuse the French king with
negotiations while he withdrew his army by a rapid march from
an almost hopeless position. A couple of quotations from
Froissart will illustrate the extent to which war had now become
a mere business. Much as he admired the French chivalry, he
recognized their impotence at Cr6cy. “ The sharp arrows
ran into the men of arms and into their horses, and many fell,

horse and men. . . . And also among the Englishmen there

were certain rascals that went afoot with great knives, and they
went in among the men of arms, and slew and murdered many
as they lay on the ground, both earls, barons, knights and
squires, whereof the king of England was after displeased,

for he had rather they had been taken prisoners." How far

Edward’s solicitude was disinterested may be gauged from
Froissart’s parallel remark about the battle of Aljubarrota,

where, as at Agincourt, the handful of victors were obliged by a
sudden panic to slhy their prisoners. Lo, behold the great

evil adventure that fell that Saturday. For they slew as many
good prisoners as would well have been worth, one with another,

four hundred thousand franks." In 1402 Lord Thomas de
Berkeley bought, as a speculation, 24 Scottish prisoners.

Similar practical considerations forced the nobles of other

European countries either to conform to less sentimental

methods of warfare and to growing conceptions of nationality,

or to become mere Ishmaels of the type which outlived the

middle ages in Gotz von Berlichingen and his compeers.

Bxbltografhy.—Froissart is perhaps the source from which we
may gather most of chivalry in its oouble aspect, good and bad.
The brilliant side comes out most clearly in Joinville, the Ckronique
de Iht Guesclin, and the Histoire de Bayarl* the darker side appears
in the earlier chronicles of the crusades, and is especially emphasized
by preachers and moralists like Jacques de Vitry, Etienne de
Bi^rbon, Nicole Bozon and John Gower. John Sm;^h's Lives of
the Berkeleys (Bristol and Gloucs. Archaeol. Soc., 2 vols.) and the
Book of the Knight of La Tour-Landry (ed. A. de Montaiglon, or in
the old English trans. published by the Early English Text Soc.)
throw a very vivid lignt on the ihner life of noble families. Of
modern books, besides those quoted by their full titles in the notes,
the best are A. Schultz, Hd^ches Leben z. Zeit der Minnesdnger
(Leipzig, 1879) ;

S' Luce, Hist, de Jhs Guesclin et de son Bpoque (2nd
ed., Paris, 1882), masterly but unfortunately unfinished at the
author's death; L6on Gautier, La Chevalerie (Paris, 1883), written
with a strong apologetic bias, but full and correct in its references;
and F. W. Cornish, Chivalry (London, 1901), too little reference to
the more prosaic historical documents, but candid and without
intentional partiality. (G. G. Co.)

Orders of Knighthood

When orders ceased to be fraternities and became more and
more marks of favour and a means of recognizing meritorious

^ Lecoy de la Marche {Chaire franfaise au moyen dge, 2nd ed., p. 387)
gives many instances to prove that " 2a chevalerie, au xiii« si&le,
est da}4 sur son diclin.*' But already about 1x60 Peter of Bloit
had written, '' The so-called order of knighthood is nowadays mere
disorder {ordo militum nunc est, ordinem non tenets. £p. xciv.

:

the whole letter should be read)
;
and, half a centn^ earW still,

Guibert of Nogent gives an equally unflattering picture of con-
temporary chivalry in his i)s vita sua (Migne, Pat. Lot., tom. dvi.).

services to the Crown and country, the term “ orders ” became
loosely applied to the insignia and decorations themselves.

Thus “ orders," irrespective of the title or other specific desig-

nation they confer, fall in Great Britain generally into three

main categories, according as the recipients are made ** knights

grand cross," “ knights commander," or " companions." In
some orders the classes are more numerous, as in the Royal
Victorian, for instance, which has five, numerous foreign orders

a like number, some 8ix> while the Chwse " Dragon " boasts no
less than eleven degrees. Generally speaking, the insignia of the
** knights grand cross " consist of a star worn on the left breast

and a badge, usually some form either of the cross patie or of

the Maltese cross, worn suspended from a ribbon over the

shoulder or, in certain cases, on days of high ceremonial

from a collar. The " coxnmanders " wear the badge from a
ribbon round the neck, and the star on the breast ; the “ com-
panions " have no star and wear the badge from a narrow
ribbon at the button-hole.

Orders may, again, be grouped according as they are (i) Prhie
Orders of Christendom, conferred upon an exclusive cla.ss

only. Here belong, inter alia, the well-known orders of the

Garter (England), Golden Fleece (Austria and Spain), Annumiata
(Italy), Black Eagle (Prussia), St Andrew (Russia), Elephant

(Denmark) and Seraphim (Sweden). Of these the first three

only, which are usually held to rank inter se in the order given,

are liistorically identified with chivalry. (2) Family Orders,
bestowed upon members of the royal or princely class, or upon
humbler individuals according to classes, in respect of per-

sonal " services rendered to the family. To this category belong
such orders as the Royal Victorian and the Hohenzollern

(Prussia). (3) Orders of Merit, whether military, civil

or joint orders. Such have, as a rule, at least three, oftener

five classes, and here belong such as the Order of (he Bath
(British), Red Eagle (Prussia), Legion of Honour (France).

There are also certain orders, such as the recently instituted

Order of Merit (British), and the Pour le Merite (Prussia), which
have but one class, all members being on an equality of rank
within the order.

Of the three great military and religious orders, branches
survive of two, the Teutonic Order {Der hohe deutsche Ritter Orden
or Marianen Orden) and the Knights of St John of Jerusalem
{Johanniter Orden, Malteser Orden), for the history of which and
the present state see Teutonic Order and St John of Jeru-
salem, Knights of the Order of.

Great Britain .—The history and constitution of the " most
noble " Order of the Garter has been treated above. The officers

of the order are five—the prelate, chancellor, registrar, king of

arms and usher—the first, third and fifth having been attached
to it from the commencement, while the fourth was added by
Henry V. and the second by Edward IV. The prelate has
always been the bishop of Winchester; the chancellor was
formerly the bishop of Salisbury, but is now the bishop of

Oxford; the registrarship and the deanery of Windsor have
been united since the reign of Charles 1 .; the king of arms,

whose duties were in the beginning discharged by Windsor
herald, is Garter Principal King of Arms; and the usher is the

p;entleman usher of the Black Rod. The chapel of the order

IS St George’s Chapel, Windsor. The insignia of the order are

illustrated on Plate 1 .

The ** most ancient " Order of the TkisUe was founded by
James II. in 1687, and dedicated to St Andrew. It consisted

of the sovereign and eight knights companions^ and fdl into

abeyance at the Revolution of 1688. In 1703 it was revived

by Queen Anne, when it was ordained to consist of the

sovereign and X2 knights companions, the number being in-

creased to 16 by statute in 1827. llie officers of the order

are the dean, the secretary, Lyon King of Arms and the

gentleman usher of the Green Rod. The chapel, in St Giles’s,

Edinburgh, was begun in 1909. The star, badge and ribbon of

the order are illustrated on Plate 11
.^

figs. 5 and 6. The collar

is formed of thistles, altemal^ with sprigs of rue, and the

motto is Nemo me impune lacessit.
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ORDERS] KNIGHTHOOD S6r
The ** most illustrious ** Order of St Patrick was instituted

by George HI. in 1788, to consist of the sovereign^ liie lord
lieutenant of Ireland os grand master, and 15 knightscompanions,
enlarged to 2a in 1833. The chancellor of the order is the chief

^cretary to the lord lieutenant of Ireland, and the kmg (A arms
is Ulster Kin^ of Arms; Black Rod is the usher. The chapel
is in St Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin. The star, badge and
ribbon are illustrated on Plate II., figs. 7 and 8. The collar is

formed of alternate roses with red and white leaves, and gold
harps linked by gold knots; the badge is suspended from a
harp surmoimted by an imperial jewelled crown. The motto
is Quis separabit ?

The most honourable ” Order of ike Bath was established
by George I. in 1725, to consist of the sovereign, a grand master
and 36 knights companions. This was a pretended revival of
an order supposed to have been created by Henry IV. at his

coronation in 1399. But, as has been shown in the preceding
section, no such order existed. Knights of the Bath, although
they were allowed precedence before knights bachelors, were
merely Imights bachelors who were knighted with more elaborate
ceremonies than others and on certain great occasions. In
1815 the order was instituted, in three classes, to commemorate
the auspicious termination of the long and arduous contest in

which the empire has been engaged”; and in 1847 the civil

knights commanders and companions were added. Exclusive
of the sovereign, royal princes and distinguished foreigners, the
order is limited to 55 military and 27 civil knights grand cross,

145 militaiy and 108 civil knights commanders, and 705 military

and 2q8 civil companions. The officers of the order are the
dean (the dean of Westminster), Bath King of Arms, the regis-

trar, and the usher of the Scarlet Rod. The ribbon and
badges of the knights grand cross (civil and military) and the
stars are illustrated on Plate II., hgs. 1, 2, 3 and 4.

The “ most distinguished ” Order of St Michael and St George
was founded by the prince regent, afterwards George IV., in

1818, in commemoration of the British protectorate of the
Ionian Islands, for natives of the Ionian Islands and of the
island of Malta and its dependencies, and for such other subjects

of his majesty as may hold high and confidential situations in

the Mediterranean.” By statute of 1832 the lord high commis-
sioner of the Ionian Islands was to be the grand master, and
the order was directed to consist of 15 knights grand crosses,

20 knights commanders and 25 cavaliers or companions. After
the repudiation of the British protectorate of the Ionian
Islands, the order was placed on a new basis, and by letters

patent of 1868 and 1877 it was extended and provided for such
of ” the natural bom subjects of the Crown of the United
Kingdom as may have held or shall hold high and confidential

offices within her majesty’s colonial possessions, and in reward
for services rendered to the crown in relation to the foreign affairs

of the empire.” It is now (by the enlargement of 1902) limited to

100 knights grand cross, of whom the first or principal is grand
master, exclusive of extra and honorary members, of 300 knights

commanders and 600 companions. Ihe officers are the prekte,

chancellor, registrar, secretary and officer of arms. The chapel

of the order, in St Paul’s Cathedral, was dedicated in 1906.

The badge of the knights grand cross and the ribbon are illus-

trated on Plate II., figs. 9 and 10. The star of the knights

grand cross is a seven-rayed star of silver with a small ray of

gold between each, in the centre is a red St George’s cross

bearing a medallion of St Michael encountering Satan, sur-

rounded by a blue fillet with the motto Auspicium melioris

aevi>

The Order of St Michael and St George ranks between the

“most exalted” Order of the Star of India and the “most,
eminent ” 4>rder of the Indian Empire^

of both of which the

viceroy of India for tlw time being is ex officio grand master.

Of these the first was iristitiitcd in 1861 and enlarged in 1876,

1897 and 1903, in three classes, knights grand commanders,

knights commanders and comf^nions, and the second w^
establiBhed (for “ companions ” only) in 1878 and enlarged in

1887, 1892, 1897 and 1903, also in the same three classes, in

commemor^on of Queen Victoria’s assumption of the imperial
style and title of ^e Empress of India. The bad^s, stars and
ribboais of the knigfhts grand commanders of the two orders are
mnstrated on Plate lU., fig*. 3, 4, 5 and 6. The collar of the
Star of India ts composed of alternate links of the lotus flower,
red and white, roses and palm branches enamdied on gold, wi^
an imperial crown in the centre; that of the Indian Em^re is

composed of elephants, peacocks and Indian ros^.
The Royal Victorian Order was instituted bf Queen Victoria

on the 25th of April 1896, and conferred for personal services
.

rendered to her majesty and her successors on the throne. It
consists of the sovereign, chancellor, secretary and five —
knights grand commanders, knights commanders, commanders
and members of the fourth and fifth classes, the distinction
between these last divisions lying in the badge and in the
precedence enjoyed by the members. The knights of this
order rank m their respective classes immediately after those
of the Indian Empire^ and its numbers are unlimited. The
badge, star and ribbon of the knights grand cross are illustrated
on Plate IIL, figs, i and 2.

To the class of orders without the titular appellation “ knight
”

belongs the Order of Merit, founded by King Edward VIL on the
occasion of his coronation. The order is founded on the lines

of the I^ssian Ordre pour le merite (see below), yet more com-
prehensive, including those who have gained distinction in the
military and naval services of the empire, and such as have
made themselves a great name in the fields of science, art and »

literature. The number of British members has been fixed at
twenty-four, with the addition of such foreign persons as the
sovereign shall appoint. The names of the first recipients
were : Earl Roberts, Viscount Wolseley, Viscount Kitchener,
Sir Henry Keppel, Sir Edward Seymour, Lord Lister, Lord
Rayleigh, Lord Kelvin, John Morley, W. E. H. Leciy, G. F.
Watts and Sir Willi^ Huggins. The only* foreign recipients
up to 1910 were Field Marshals Yami^ta and Oyama and
Admiral Togo. A lady, Miss Florence Nightingale, received the
order in 1907. The badge is a cross of red and blue enamel sur-

mounted»by an imperial crown ; the central blue medallion bears
the inscription “ For Merit ” in gold, and is surrounded by a
wreath of laurel. The badge of Uie military and naval mem-
bers bem two crossed swords in the aisles of the cross* Hie
ribbon is garter blue and crimson and is worn round the neck.

The Distinguished Service Order

^

an order of military merit, was
founded on the 6th of September 1886 by Queen Victoria, its object
being to recognise the special services of officers in the army and
navy. Its numbers are unlimited, and its designation the letters
D.S.O. It consists of one class only, who take precedence imme>
diately after the 4th class of the Royal Victorian Order. The badge
is a white and gold cross with a red centre bearing the imperial
crown surround^ by a laurel wreath. The ribbon is red edged
with blue. The Imperial Service Order was likewise instituted on
the 26th of June 1902, and finally revised in 1908, to commemorate
King Edwaid's coronation, and is specially designed as a recognition
of faithful and meritorious services rendered to the British Crown by
the administrative members of the civil service in various parts of
the empire, and is to consist of companions only. The numbers are
limited to 475, of whom 250 belong to the home and 225 to the civil

services of the colonies and protectorates (Hoyal Warrant, June 1909).
Women as well as, men are eligible. The members of the order
have the distinction of adding tee letters I.S.O. after teeir names.
In precedence the order ranks after tee Distinguished Service Order.
The badge is a gold medallion bearing the royal cipher and tee words
** For Faithful Service

**
in blue; for men it rests on a silver star, for

women it is surrounded by a silver wreath. The ribbon is one blue
between two crimson stripes.

In addition to tee above, there are two British orders confined to^

ladies. The Royal Order of Victoria and Albert, which was institute
in 1862, Is a purely court distinction. It consists of four clasees,

and it has as designation the letters V.A. The Imperial Order of the

Crown of India is conferred for like purposes as tee Order of the
Indian Empire. Its primary object is to recognise the services of
ladies connected with tee court of India. The letters C.I. ars its

designation.

The sovereign's permission by royal warraikt is necessary before
a British subject can receive a foreign order of knighthood. . For
other decorations, see under Medals.

The Golden Fleece {La Toison d^Or) ranks historicaHy and in

distinction as one of the great knightly orders of Europe. It is
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now divided into two branches^ of Austria and Spam. It was
founded on the loth of January, 14*9/30 by Philip the Good,
duke of Bur^ndy, on the day of his marridge with Isabella of

Portugal at Bruges, in her honour and dedicated to the Virgin and
St Andrew. No certain origin can be given for the name. It

seems to have been in dispute even in the early history of the

order. Four different sources have been suggested : the

classical myth of the voyage of Jason and the A^onauts for

the golden fleece, the scriptural story of Gideon, the staple trade

of Flanders in wool, and the fleeoe of golden hair of Marie de

Rambrugge, the duke’s mistress. Motley {Rise of Dutch Rep.,

i. 48) says :
“ What could be more practical and more devout

than the conception ? Did not the Lamb of God, suspended
at each knight’s heart, symbolize at once the woollen fabrics

to which so much ol Flemish wealth and Burgundian power was
owing, and the gentle humility of Christ which was ever to

characterize the order ? ” At constitution the number of

the knights was limited to 24, exclusive of the grand master,
the sovereign. The members were to be ^erUitshomnes de

nom el d'armes et sans reproehe, not knights of any other
order, and vowed to join their sovereign in the defence of the
Catholic faith, the protection of Holy Church, and the upholding
of virtue and good morals. The sovereign undertook to consult

the knights before embarking on a war, all disputes between
the kni^ts were to be settled by the order, at each chapter the
deeds of each knight were held in review, and punishments and
admonitions were dealt out to offenders; to this the sovereign

was expressly subject. Thus we find that the emperor Charles V.
accepted humbly the criticism of the knights of the Fleece on
his over-centralization of the government and the wasteful

personal attention to details (E. A. Armstrong, F., iqo2,

373)* knights could claim as of right to be tried

their fellows on charges of rebellion, heresy and treason, and
Charles V. conferred on the order exclusive jurisdiction over all

crimes committed by the knights. The arrest of the offender

had to be by warrant signed by at least six knights, and during
the process of charge and trial he remained not in prison but
dans VaimaUe compa^nie du dit ordre. It was in defiance of

this right that Alva refused the claim of Counts Egmont and
Horn to be tried by the knights of the Fleece in 1568. During
the 16th century the order frequently acted as a consultative

bo^ in the state; thus in 1539 and 1540 Charles summons the
knights with the council of state and the privy council to decide

what steps should be token in face of the revolt of Ghent (Arm-
strong, op. cit. i. 302), in 1562 Margaret of Parma, the regent,

summons them to Brussels to debate the dangerous condition

of the provinces (Motley i. 48), and they were present at

the abdication of Charles in the great hall at Brussels in 1555.
The history of the order and its subsequent division into the
two branches of Austria and Spain may be briefly summarized.
By the marriage of M^, only daughter of Charles the Bold of

Burgundy to Maximilian, archduke of Austria, 1477, the grand
mastership of the order came to the house of Habsburg and,
with the Netherlands provinces, to Spain in 1504 on the accession

of Philip, Maximilian’s son, to Castile. On the extinction of

the Habsburg dynasty in Spain by the death of Charles II. iti

1700 the grand-mastership, which had been filled by the kings
of Spain after the loss of the Netherlands, was claimed by the
emperor Charles VL, and he instituted the order in Vienna
in 1713. Protests were made at various rimes by Philip V.,

but the question has never been finally decided by treaty, and
the Austrian and Spanish branches have continued as indepen-
dent orders ever smee as the principal order of knighthood in

the respective states. It may be noticed that while the Austrian
branch excludes any other than Roman Catholics from the
order, the Spanish Fleece may be granted to Protestants, the
badges of the two branches vary slightly in detail, more par-
ticularly in the attachment of fire-stones {fusils or furisons) and
steels by which the fleece is attached to the ribbon df the collar.

The Spanish form is given on Plate TV,, fig. 2. The collar is

composed of alternate links of furisons and double steels

interlaced to form the letter B for Burgundy. A magnificent

exhibition of relics, portraits of knights and other objects con-
nected with the order of the Golden Fleece was held at Bruges
in 1907.

The chief history of the order is Baron de ReiffOnberg’s Hietoire
de VOrdve de la Taison d'Or (1830); see also an article by Sir J.
BaRonr Paul, Lyon King of Arms, iu the Hisimeeu Review
(July I9p8\.

Austria-Hungary.—The following are the principal orders other
than that of the t^lden Fleece {supra). The Order of St Stephen of
Hungary the royel Hungarian order, founded In 17O4 by the empress
Maria Theresa, consists of the grand master (the sovereign), ao
kn^hts grand cross, 30 knights commanders and 30 knights. The
badge is a green enamelled cross with gold borders, sus^nded from
the Hungarian crown

;
the red enamelled medallion in the centre of

the cross bears a white patriarchal cross istning from a coroneted
green mound

;
on either aide of the cross are the tMtem M.T. in gold,

and the whole is surrounded by a white fillet with the legend
Publicum Meriiorum Praemium. The ribbon is green with a crimson
central stripe. The collar, only worn by the knights grand cross, is of
gold, and consists of Hungarian crowns linked together alternately
by the monograms of St Stephen, S.S., and the foundress, M.T.; the
centre 01 the coUai' is forihea by a flying lark encircled by the motto
Stringit amove. An illustration of the star of the grand cross is

given on Plate V., fig. 4. The Order of Leopold^o/r civn and military
service, was founded in 1808 by the emperor Francis 1 . in memory
of his father Leopold 11 . The three clajsses take precedence next
after the corresponding classes of the order of St Stephen. The
badge is a red enamelled cross bordered with white and ^Id and
surmounted by the Imperial crown

;
the red medallion in the centre

hears the letters F.LA., and on the encircling white fillet is the
inscription Integritaii et jMerito. When conferred for service in war
the cross rests on a green laurel w*rcath. The ribbon is scarlet with
two while stripes. I'hc collar consists of imperial crowns, the
initials F. and L. and oak wreaths. The Order of the Iron Crown,
i.e. of Lombardy, was founded by Napoleon as king of Italy in 1809,
and refounded as an Austrian order of civil and military merit in

tBi6 by the emperor Francis I.; the number of knights is limited
to 100—20 CTand cross, 30 commanders, 50 knights. The badge
consists of the double-headed imperial eagle with sword and orb;
below it is the jewelled iron crown of Lombardy, and above the
imperial crown; on the breast of the eagle is a gold'bordered blue
shield with the letter F. in gold. The military decoration for war
service also bears two green laurel branches. The ribbon is yellow
edged with narrow blue stripes. The collar is formed of Lombard
crowns, oak wreaths and the monogram F.P. {Franciscus Primus),
The Order of Francis Joseph, for personal merit of every kind, was
founded in 1B49 by the emperor Francis Joseph 1 , It is of the three
usual classes and is unlimited in numbers. The badge is a black
and gold imperial eagle surmounted bv the imperial crown. The
eagle bears a red cross with a white medialHon, Containing the letters

F. jj., and to the beaks of the two beads of the eagle is attached a
chain on which is the legend V%ribtis Unitss. The ribbon is deep red.

The Order of Maria Theresa was founded by the empress Maria
Theresa in 1757. It is a purely military order and is given to ofiicers

for personal distinguished conduct in the field. There are three
classes. There were originally only two, grand cross and knightk
The emperor Joseph 11 . added a commanders’ class in 17O5. The
badge is a white cross with gold edge, in the centre a red medallion
with a white gold-e^ed fesse, surrounded by a fillet with the in.scrip-

tion Forfifutnni. Tne ribbon is red with a white central stripe.

The Order of Elizabeth Theresa, also a military order for officers, was
founded in 1750 by the will of Elizabeth Christina, widow of the
emperor Charles Vl. It was renovated in 1771 by her daughter,
the empress Maria Theresa. The order is limited to 21 knights In

three aivisions. The badge is an tnral star with eight points,
enamelled half red and white, dep^dent from a gold imperial crown.
The central medallion bears the initials of the founders, with the
encircling inscription M. Theresa parentis gratiam perennem voluU.
The ribbon is black. The Order of the Starry Cross, for high-born
ladies of the Roman Catholic faith who devote themsdves to good
works, spiritual and temporal, was founded In 1668 by the empress
Eleancn’, widow of the emperor Ferdinand 111 . and mother of
Leopold 1 ., to commemorate the recovery of a relic of the true cross
from a dangerous fire in the imperial psdace at Vienna. The relic

was supposed to have been peculiarly trea.sured by the einperor
Maximilian I. and the emperor Frederick HI. The patxxmess of the
order must be a princess of the imperial Austrian house. The badge
is the black double-headed e^le surrounded by a blue eoamellM
ornamented border, with the inscription Solus et Gloria on a white
fillet; the eagle beat? a ted GrdBk croiss with gold and blue borders.
The Order of Elizabeth, also fof ladies, was founded in i8g8.

»The Order of Leopold, far civil and military merit, waa
founded in 1832 by Leopold 1 ., with four classes, a fifth being added
in 1838. The badge is a white enamelled cross, with gold oorders
and balls, suspended from a ro5ral crown and resting on a green
laurel ana oak wreath. In the centre a medallion, shrmunded by a
red fiflet with the motto of the order, L*union fdit la force, bears a
goldeo Belgian Ron on a black field. Tfie ribbon is watered red.
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Tlie Ordn> otf ike Irm Ceoes, tbe badg^ of whicb i» a black cro«8 with
gold borders, with a gold centre bwing a lioa, was instituted by
lipoid U. in 1867 as an order of civil merit. The miltkary cross
was instituted in 1885. There are al8p> the following, orders insti''

tilted by l.eo^ld It. lor serviioe in the Congo State r the Oeder of ike
African Siar (x888), the Mvyai Order of ike Lion (ibgi) and tbe
Congo Star (1889^.
^n/)garia.^The Order of SS, Cyril and Methodius was instituted

in 1909 by King Ferdinand to commemorate the elevation of tbe
principah^ to the position of an independent kingdom. It now
takes precedence of the Order of Si Aleamdeft which waa founded by
Prince Alexander an t88i, and reconstituted by Pxittoe Ferdinand
in 1888. There are six classes. The plain white csosa^ suepmaded
from the Bulgarian crown, bears tbe name of the patron saint in
uld Cyrillic letters in the centre.
Denmark.—^The Order of thlk Ekphaniy one of the chief European

orders of kniglithood, was, it is said, founded by Chrlstiaii 1 . in 1462

;

a still earlier ongin has been assigned to it, but its regular institution
was that of Christian V. in 1693. I'he order, exclusive of the sove*
reign and his sons, is limited to 30 knights, who most be of the
Protestantreligion. The badge of the order is illustrated on Plate IV.,
iig. 5. The ribbon is light watered blue, the collar of alternate gold
elephants with blue housings and towers, the star of silver with
a purple medalhon bearing a silver or brilliant cross surrounded by
a silver laurel wreath. The motto is Ma^ftanime preiiutn. The
Order of the Dannebroq is, according to Danish tradition, of miracu'
lous origin, and was founded by Valdemar 11 . in 1219 as a memorial
of a victory over the Esthonians, won by the appearance in tbe sky
of a red banner bearing a white cross. Historically the order dates
from the foundation in 1671 by Christian V. at the birth of his son
Frederick, the statutes being published in 1O93. Originally re-

stricted to 30 knights and granted as a family or court decoration,
it was reconstituted as an unlimited order of merit in 1808 by
Frederick VI.; alterations liave been made in i8ii and 1864. It

now consists of three classes—^grand cross, commander (two grades),

knight, and of one rank of ordinary members (Dattnebrogs maeuder).
The badge of the order is, with variations for the different classes,

a white enamelled Danish cross with red and gold borders, bearing
in the centre the letterW (V) and on the four arms the inscription Gt^
og Kongen (For God and King). The ribbon is white with red
edging.

France.—The Legion of Honour^ the only order of France, and
one which in its higher grades ranks in estimation with the highest

European orders, was instituted by Napoleon Bonaparte on the

19th of May 1802 (29 Floreal of the year X.) as a general imli-

tary and civil order of merit. All soldiers on whom “ swords of

honour *’ had been already conferred were declared legionaries

ipso facto, and all citizens after 25 years’ service were declared

eligible, whatever their birth, rank or religion. On admission

all were to swear to co-operate so far as in them lay for the

assertion of the principles of liberty and equality . The organiza-

tion as laid down by Napoleon in 1804 was as follows : Napoleon

was grand master; a grand council of 7 grand officers ad-

ministered the order; the order was divided mto 15
“ cohorts”

of 7 grand officers, 20 commanders, 30 officers and 350 legion-

aries, and at the headquarters of the cohorts, for which the

territory of France was separated into 15 divisions, were main-

tained hospitals for the support of the sick and inhrm legionaries.

Salaries {traitements) varying in each rank were attached to the

order. In 1805 the rank of ” Grand Eagle ” (now Grand Cross,

or Grand Cordon) was instituted, taking precedence of the grand

officers. At the Restoration many changes were made, the old

militaiy and religious orders were restored, and the Legion of

Honour

i

now Ordre Royale de la Legion d^Honneur, took the lowwt

rank. The revolution of July 1830 restored the order to its

unique place. The constitution of the order now rests on the

decrees of the i6th of March and 24th of November 1852, the law

of the 25th of July 1873, the decree of the 29th of December 1892,

and the laws of Ae i6th of April 1895 and the 28th of January

1897, ® decree of the a6th of June 1900. The president of

the republic is the grand master of the order; the administration

is in the hands of a grand chancellor, who has a council of tiw

order nominated by the grand master. The chancellery is

housed in the.JPoiaw 4e la Lefpion de VHonneur, which, burnt

during the Conimone, was rebmlt in 1878. The order consists of

the five classes of gra^ cross (limited to 80), grand officer (aoo),

commander (1000), officers (4000), and chevaliw or knight, in

whii^ the number is ualimit^. These limitations in nnm^r
do not akdtt the fbreign recipients of the order. S^aries (iraiie-

menis) are attached to the military and naval xedpienti of the

order when on the active list, viz. 3000 francs for grand Cfoss;
2000 francs for grand officers, rooo francs for conuhander^^ 250
francs for chevaEers. The numbers of the recipients pf the
Slims irai/meMi are limited through aH cla^. In ordinary
circumstances twenty years of military, naval or civil servioe
must have been performed before a candidate can be ehribk for

tbe rank of chevalier, and promotions cah wJy be^ after

definite service in the lower rank. Bxtraorajnaiy service in

time of wai* and extraordinary services in civil lift admitto any
rank. Women have been decorated, notabty Rosa Bbkdietir,

Madame Curie and Madame Bartet Ihe Napojeonic form of
the grand cross and ribbon is illustrated on Pblje IV„ 6g^6;
cross from which the drawing was made was given to King
Edward VII. when prince of Wales in 1863. In the present

order of French Republic the symbolical head of the Republic
appears in the centre, and a laurel wreath replaces the imperial
crown; the inscription round the medafiion is EipeihUque fran-

(aise. Since 1805 there has existed an institution, Metismi
d'education de la Legion d^Bonneur, for the education of the

daughters, granddaughters, sisters and nieces of members’ of

Legion of Honour. There are three houses, at Saint Denis, at
Ecouen and Les Loges (see Dictionnaire de Vadministratim fran-

caise, by M. Block and E. Magn^ro, 1905, r.o. DecoratiDns ”).

Among tlic orders swept away at the French Rev^ution, mtored
in part at the Restoration, and finally abolished at the revolution of

July 1830 were the following ; The Order of St Michael was founded
by Louis XL in 1469 for a limited number of knights of noble birth.

Later the numbera were so much increased under Charles IX. that
it became known as Le Collier d toutes bites. In 1816 the or^nr was
granted lor services in art and science. In view of the low esteem
into which the Order of Si Michael had fallen, Henry 1X1 . feunded
in 1578 the Order of the Holy Ghost (5f Esprit). The badge of the
order was a white Maltese cross decorated in gold, with the gold
lilies of France at the angles, in the centre a white dove with wings
outstretched, the ribbon was sky blue {cordon bleu). The motto of

the order was Duee et auspice. The Order of St Louis was founded
by Louis XIV. in 1693 for military merit, and the Order of Military

Merit by Louis XV^. in 1759. origmally for Protestant officers.

Germany.—*i. Anhalt. The Order of Albert the Bear, a family
order or Hausorden, was founded in 1836 by the dukes Heury of

Anhalt-Kfithen, Leopold Frederick of Asihalt^Desaau and Alexander
Charles of Anhalt-Bernburg. Changes in the conariturion have
been made at various dates. It now consists of five claweg, grand
cross, commander (2 classes) and knights (z classes). The badge is

a gold oval bearing in gold a crowned and oolkured bear on a crenel-

lated wall; below the ring by which the badgp is attached to the

ribbon is a shield witib the arms of the house of An^t, on the

reverse those of the house of Ascania. Round the oval is the motto
EUrekie God imd folge setne Befehle. Tbe ribbon is green with two
red stripes. The grand master alone wears a collar.

ii. Baden. The Order of Fidelity or Loyalty {Hausorden der

Treue) was instituted by William, margrave of Baden-Durlach in

17x5, and reconstituted in 1803 by the elector Charles Frederick.

There is now only one class, for princes of the retoinghouse; foreign

sovereigns and eminent men of the state. The badge ig a red

enamelled cross with gold borders and double C's interlaced in the

angles; in the centre a white medallion with red monpmram over a

green mound surmounted by the word FideHtas in black; the cross

is sunended from a ducal crown. Tbe ribbon is orange with imver

edging The military Order of Charles Frederick was founded m
1807.

’

There are three classes. The badge is a white cross rc^g
on a green Unrel wreath, the ribbon is red with a yeUow s^pe
bordered with white. The order is conferred for loi^ and menton-

ous militarv service. The Order of the Zdhringm L%(^ was founded

in 1812 in commemoration of the descent of the reigning of

Baden from the dukes of Zahringen. It has be^ reconstituted in

1840 and 1877. it now consists of .five classes. Tbe badge is 4wen
enamel cross with gold clasps in the angles; in the medwhon
an enamelled representation of the ruined castle of phrmgw. 1Tie

ribbon is green with two orange stripes. Since iM the P^del^jf
Bertkald J. has been a diatiact order; it was fownacd m 1877 a$ a

higher dass of the Zdhringen Lion.

at. Bavaria. The Order of St Hubert, one of the oldest ^
most distingiuflhed knightly orders, was founded m PY duke

Gorhard V. of Julich-Berg in honour of a victore over Arnold

of Egmont at Ravensberg on the 3rd of Novpjoer, St Hubwt S

The knights wore a collar of golden hunting horns, whence the otd«r

was ailio known as the Order of the Horn. States
1478, but the order fen info

dynartv in i6o«. It wag revived 10 170$ by the

fbhn WiHiam of Neuberg, and its constitutionww alfot^

times, its fmsd town being given by ^tpr
firet king of Bevaria, in 1808. Exdusiye of the ^
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princes of the bloody and foreign sovereigns and princes, it

consists of twelve capitular knights of the rank of count or
Freiherr, The badge of the order and the ribbon are illustrated
in Plate V., fig. 3. The central medallion represents the conversion
of St Hub^. The collar is composed of gold and blue enamel
figures of the conversion linked by the Gothic monogram I.T.V.,
In Trau Vast^ the motto of the order, alternately red and green.
Tlie Order of St George, said to have been founded in the 12th cen-
tury as a crusading order and revived by the emperor Maximilian 1 .

in I49d, dates historically from its mstitution in 1729 by the
elector Charles Albert, afterwards the emperor Charles VII. It was
confirmed by the el^tor Charles Theodore in 1778 and by the
elector Maximilian Joseph IV. as the second Bavarian order.
Various new statutes have been granted from 1827 to 1875. The
order is divided into two branches, ’* of German and foreign lan-
guages, and it also has a " spiritual class." The members of the
order must be Roman Catholics. The badge is a blue enamelled
cross with white and gold edging suspended from the mouth of a gold
lion's head* in the angles of the cross are blue lozenges containing
rile letters V.I.B.I., Virgini Immaculatae Bavaria Immaculaia. The
central medallion contains a figure^of the Immaculate Conception.
The medallion on the reverse contains a figure of St George and the
Dragon and the corresponding initials J.U.P.F., Justus ut Palma
Florebit, the motto 01 the order. Besides the above Bavaria
posMsses the Military Order of Maximilian Joseph, 1806, and the
Civil Orders of Merit of St Michael, 1693, and of the Bavarian Crown,
ifioS, and other minor orders and decorations, civil and military,
'fhere are also the two illustrious orders for ladies, the Order of
Elizabeth, founded in 1766, and the Order of Theresa, in 1827. The
foundations of St Anne of Munich and of St Anne of WUrzhurg for

ladies are not properly orders.

iv. Brunswick. The Order of Henry the Lion, for military and
civil merit, was founded by Duke William in 1834. There are five

classes, and a cross of merit of two classes. The badge is a blue
enamelled cross dependent from a lion surmounted by the ducal
crown; the angles of the cross are tilled by crowned W’s and the
centre bears the arms of Brunswick, a crowned pillar and a white
horse, between two sickles. The ribbon is deep red bordered wdth
yellow.

V. Hanover. The Order of George (one class only) was insti-

tuted by King Ernest Augustus T. in 1839 as the family order of the
house of Hanover; the Royal Gueiphic Order (three classes) by George,
prince regent, afterwards George IV. of Great Britain, in 1815; and
the Order of Ernest Augustus by George V. of Hanover in 1865.
These orders have not been conferred since 1866, when Hanover
ceased to be a kingdom, and the Royal Gueiphic Order, which from
its institution was more British than Hanoverian, not since the
death of William IV. in 1837. The last British grand cross was the
late duke of Cambridge.

vi. Hesse. Of the various orders founded by the houses of Hesse-
Cassel and Hesse-Darmstadt the following are still bestowed in the
grand duchy of Hesse. The Order of Louis, founded by the grand
duke Louis L of Hesse-Darmstadt in 1807; there are five classes;

the black, red and gold bordered cross bears the initial L. in the
centre, the ribbon is black with red borders; the Order of Philip the

Magnanimous, founded by the grand duke Louis II. in 1840 has five

classes
;
the white cross of the badge bears the effigy of Philip sur-

rounded by the motto St Deus vobiscum quis contra nos. The
Order of the Golden Lion was founded in 1770 by the landgrave
Frederick II. of Hesse-Cassel, the knights are 41 in number and take
precedence of the members of the two former orders. The badge
IS an open oval of gold with the Hessian lion in the centre. The
ribbon IS crimson.

vii. Mecklenburg. The grand duchies of Mecklenburg-Schwerin
and Mecklenburg-Strelitz possess jointly the Order of the Wendtsh
Crown, founded in 1864 by the grand dukes Frederick Francis II. of

Schwerin and Frederick William of Strelitz
;
there are four classes,

with two divisions of the grand cross, and also an affiliated cross of

ment; the '^rand cross can be granted to ladies. The badge is a
white cross bearing on a blue centre the Wendish crown, surrounded
by the motto, for the Schwerin knights, Per aspera ad astra, for the
Strelitz knights, Avito viret honore. The Order of the Griffin, founded
in 1884 by Frederick Francis III. of Schwerin, was made common to

the duchies in 1904,
viii. Oldenburg. The Order of Duke Peter Frederick Louis, a

family order and order of merit, was founded by the grand duke
Paul Frederick Augustujs in memoir of his father in 1838. It has
two divisions, each of fiv< classes, of capitular knights and honorary
members. Ihe badge is a white gold bordered cross suspended
from a crown, in the centre the crowned monogram P.F.L. sur-

rounded by the motto Bin GoUt, Bin Recht, Bine Waitrheit', the ribbon
is dark blue bordered with red.*

ix. Prussia. The Order of the Black Eagle, one of the most
distinguished of European orders, was founded in 1701 by the elector

of Brandenburg, Freaerick I., in memory of his coronation as king
of Prussia. The order consists of one class only and the original

statutes limited the number, exclusive of the princes of the royal

house and foreign members, to 30. But the number has been
exceeded. It is only conferred on those of royal lineage and upon
high officers of state. It confers the nobiliary particle von. Only

those who have received the Order of ike Red Eagle are eligible. An
illustration of the badge of the order with ribbon is given on Plate IV.,
fig. 3. The star of silver bears the black eagle on an orange ground
surrounded by a silver fillet on which is the tpotto of the order
Suum Cuique. The collar is formed of alternate black eagles and
a circular medallion with the motto on a white centre surrounded by
the initials F.R. repeated in green, the whole in a circle of blue with
four gold crowns on the exterior rim. The Order of the Red Eagle,
the second of the Prussian orders, was founded originally as the
Order of Sincerity {VOrdre de la Sinceriti) in 17^ by George WiUiam,
hereditary prince of Brandenburg-Bayreuth, The original constitu-
tion and insignia are now entirely changed, with the exception of the
red eagle wffich formed the centre of the cross of the badge. The
order had almost fallen into oblivion when it was revived in 1734
by the marCTave George Frederick Charles as the Order of the Bran-
denburg Rea Eagle. It consisted of 30 nobly bom knights. The
numbers were increased and a grand cross claM added in 1759. On
the cession of the principality to Prussia in 1791 the order was
transferred and King Frederick William raised it to that place in
Prussian orders which it has since maintained. The order was
divided into four classes in 1810 and there are now five classes with
numerous sub-divisions. It is an order of civil and military merit.
The grand cross resembles the badge of the Black Eagle, but is white
and the eagles in the comers red, the central medalnon bearing the
initials W.R. (those of William I.) surrounded by a blue fillet with
the motto Sincere et Constanier. The numerous classes and sub-
divisions have exceedingly complicated distinguishing marks, some
bearing crossed swords, a crown, or an oak-leaf surmounting the
cross. The ribbon is white with two orange stripes.

The Order for Merit {Ordre pour le Mirite), one of the most highly
prized of European orders of merit, has now two divisions, military
and for science and art. It was originally founded by the electoral

prince Frederick, afterwards Fredenck I. of Prussia, in 1667 as the
Order of Generosity; it was given its present name and granted for

civil and military distinction by Frederick the Great, 1740. In
1810 the order was made one for military merit against the enemy
in the field exclusively. In 1840 the class for distinction for science

and art, or peace class (Friedensklasse) was founded by Frederick
William IV., for those " who have gained an illustrious name by
wide recognition in the spheres of science and art." The number is

limited to 30 German and 30 foreign members. The Academy
of Sciences and Arts on a vacancy nominates three candidates, from
which one is selected by the king. It is interesting to note that this

was the only distinction which Thomas Carlyle would accept. The
badge of the military order is a blue cross with gold uncrowned eagles

in the angles; on the topmost arm is the initial F., with a crown; on
the other arms the inscription Pour le Mirite. The ribbon is black
with a silver stripe at the edges. In 1866 a special grand cross was
instituted for the crown prince (afterwards Frederick 111 .) and Prince
Frederic^ Charles. It was in 1879 granted to Count von Moltke
as a special distinction. The badge of the class for science or art

is a circular medallion of white, with a gold eagle in the centre sur-

rounded by a blue border v\ ith the inscription Pour le Mirite
;
on the

white field the letters '*IF. 11 . four times repeated, and four crowns
in gold projecting from the rim. The ribbon is the same as for the

military class. The Order of the Crown, founded by William 1 . in

t86i, ranks with the Red Eagle. There arc four classes, with many
subdivisions. Other Prussian orders are the Order of William,

instituted by William 11 . in 189O; a Prussian branch of the knights

of St John of Jerusalem, Johanniter Orden, in its present form dating

from 1893 ;
and the family Order of the House of Hohenzollem, founded

in 1851 by Frederick William IV. There are ^o divisions, military

and civU, divided into four classes. The military badge is a white

cross with black and gold edging, resting on a green oak and laurel

wreath; the central medallion bears the Prussian Eagle with the

arms of Hohenzollem, and is surrounded by a blue fillet with the

motto Vom Pels zum Meer; the civil badge is a black eagle, with

the head encircled with a blue fillet with the motto. There are also

for ladies the Order of Service, founded in 18x4 by Frederick William

III., in one class, but enlarged in 1850 and in 1805. The decoration

of merit for ladies [Verdienst-kreuz), founded in 1870, was raised to

an order in 1907. For the famous military decoration, the Iron

Cross, see Medals:
X. .Saxony. The Order pf the Crown of Rue {Rauten Krone) was

founded as a family order by Frederick Augustus I. in 1807. It is

of one class only, and the sons and nephews of the sovereign are bom
knights of the order. It is granted to foreign ruling princes and
subjects of high rank. The Wge is a pale green enamelled cross

resting on a gold crown with eight rue leaves, the centre is white

with the crowned monogram of the founder surrounded by a green

circlet of rue; the star bears in its centre the motto Providentiae

Memor. The ribbon is green. Other Saxon orders are the military

Order of Si Henry, for (&tingttished service in the field, founded in

1736 in one class; since 1629 it has had four classes; the ribbon is

sky blue with two yellow stripes, the gold cross bears in the centre

the effigy of the emperor Henry II.; the Order of Albert, for civil

and military merit, founded in 1850 by Frederick Augustus II. in

memory of Duke Albert the Bold, the founder of the Albertine line

of Saxony, has six classes; the Order of Civil Merit, was founded in

1815. For ladies there are the Order of Sidonia, 1870, in memor\’
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oi the wife of Albert the Bold, the mother {Siamm-Mu$ter) of the
Albertine line; and the Maria Anna Order

^

1906.
xi. The duchies of Saxe Altenburg, Saxe Coburg Gotha and Saxe

Meiningen have in oommon the family Order of Ernest, founded in

1833 in memory of Duke Ernest the Pious of Saxe Gotha and as a
revival of the Order of German Integrity (Orden der deutschen Redlich^
heit) founded in 1690. SaXe Coburg Gotha and Saxe Meiningen
have also separate crosses of merit in science and art.

xii. Saxe Weimar. The Order of the White Falcon or of Vigilance
was founded in 1732 and renewed in 1815.

xiii. Wiirttemberg, The Order of the Crown of WUrttemberg was
founded in 1818^ uniting the former Order 0/ the Golden Eagle and an
order of civil merit. It has five classes. The bad^e is a ^^te cross

surmounted by the royal crown, in the centre the initial F surrounded
by a crimson fillet on which is^he motto Furchtlos und Treu\ in the
angles of the cross are four gmden leopards; the ribbon is crimson
with two black stripes. Besides the muitary Order of Merit founded
in 1759, and the silver cross of merit, 1900, Wiirttemberg has also

the Order of Frederick, 1830, and the Order of Olga, 1871, which is

granted to ladies as well as men.
Greece .

—^The Order of the Redeemer was founded as such in 1833
by King Otto, being a conversion of a decoration of honour instituted

in 1829 by the National Assembly at Argos, There are five classes,

the numt>er8 being regulated for each. An illustration of the badge
and ribbon of the »and cross is given on Plate V., fig, i.

Holland.—The Order of William, for military merit, was founded
in 1815 by William I.; there are four classes; the badge is a white
cross resting on a green laurel Burgundian cross, in the centre the
Burgundian flint-steel, as in the order of the Golden Fleece. The
motto Voer Moed, Belied, Trouw (For Valour, Devotion, Loyalty),
appears on the arms of the cross. The cross is surmounted by a
jewelled crown; the ribbon is orange with dark blue edging. The
Order of the Netherlands Lion, for civil merit, was founded in 1818;
there are four classes. The family Order of the Golden Lion of

Nassau passed in 1890 to the grand duchy of Luxemburg (see under
Luxemburg). In 1892 Queen Wilhelmina instituted the Order of

Orange-Nassau with five classes. The Teutonic Order [q.v), surviving

in tile Ballarde (Bailiwick) of Utrecht, was officially established in

the Netherlands by the States General in 1580. It was abolished

by Napoleon in 1811 and was restored in 1815.
Italy.—The Order of the Annumiata, the highest order of knight-

hood of the Italian kingdom, was instituted in 1362 by Amadeus Vl.,

count of Savoy, as the Order of the CoUare or Collar, from the silver

collar made up of love-knots and roses, which was its badge, in

honour of the fifteen joys of the Virgin; hence the number of the

knights was restricted to fifteen, the fifteen chaplains recited fifteen

masses each day, and the clauses of the original statute of the order

were fifteen (Amadeus VIII. added five others in 1434). Charles HI.
decreed that the order should be called the Annunziata, and made
some other alterations in 1518. His son and successor, Emmanuel
Philibert, made further modifications in the statute and the costume.
The church of the order was originally the Carthusian monastery of
Pierre-chfttel in the district of Bugey, but after Charles Emmanuel 1 .

had given Bugey and Bresse to France in 1601 the church of the
order was transferred to the Camaldolese monastery near Turin.
That religious order having been suppressed at the time of the
French Revolution, King Charles Albert decreed in 1840 that the
Carthusian church of Collegno should be the chapel of the order.

The knights of the Annunziata have the title of “ cousins of the
king," and enjoy precedence over all the other officials of the state.

The costume of the order is of white satin embroidered in silk, with
a purple velvet cloak adorned with roses and gold embroidery, but
it is now nevei’ worn; in the collar the motto Fert is inserted, on the
meaning of which there is great uncertainty,' and from it hangs a

ndant enclosing a medalTion representing the Annunciation (see

ate IV., fig. 7). An account of the order is given in Count Luigi
Cibrario's Ordini Cavallereschi (Turin, 1846) with coloured plates of

the costume and badges.
The Order of St Maurice and St Lazarus (SS. Maurizio e Lazzaro),

is a combination of two ancient orders. The Order of St Maurice
was originally founded by Amadeus VI IT., duke of Savoy, in 1434,
when he retired to the hermitage of Ripaille, and consisted of a group
of half-a-dozen councillors who were to advise him on such affairs

of state as he continued to control. When he became pope as Felix V.
the order j^cticidly ceased to exist. It was re-established at the
instance orEmmanuel Philibert by Pope Pius V. in 1572 as a military
and religious order, and the following year it was united to that of

St Lazarus by Gregory XIII . The latier order had been founded as a
military and reUmous community at the time of the Latin kingdom
of Jerusalem with the object of assisting lepers, many of whom
were among its members. Popes, princes and nobles endowed it

with estates and privileges, including that of administering aild

succeeding to the property of lepers, which eventually led to grave
abuses, with the advapee of the Saracens the knights of St Lazarus,

' It has be^ taken as the Latin word meaning " he bears " or as

representing the initials of the legend Fortitudo Ejus Rhodum Tenuit,

wiw an allusion to a defence of the island of Rhodes by an ancient

count of Savoy.

when driven from the Holy Land and Egypt, migrated to France
(1291) and Naples (1311), where they founded leper hospitals, llie
order in Naples, which alone was afterwards recognized as the legiti-

mate descendant of Idie lerusalem community, was empowered to
seize and confine any one suspected of l^rosy, a permissionw^h led
to the establishment of

.
a regular inquisitonal system of blackmail.

In the 13th and x6th centuries dissensions broke out among the
knights, and the order declined in credit and wealth, until finally

the grand master, Giannotto Castiglioni, resigned his position in
favour of Emmanuel Philibert, duke of Savoy, m 1571. Two years
later the orders of St Lazarus and St Maurice were incorporated into
one community, the members of which were to devote themselves
to the defence of the Holy See and to fight its enemies as well as to
continue assisting lepers. The galleys of the order subsequently
took part in various expeditions against the Turks and the Barbary
pirates. Leprosy, which had almost disappeared in the 17th cen-
tury, broke out once more In the x8th, EUid in 1773 a hospital was
established by the order at Aosta, made famous by Xavier de
Maistre*s tale, Le Upreux de la citi d*Aoste. The statutes were
published in 1816, by which date the order had lost its military
character; it was reformed first by Charles Albert (1831), and later
by Victor Emmanuel II., king of Italy (1808). The kmghthood of
St Maurice and St Lazarus is now a dignity conferred by the king
of Italy (the grand master) on persons distinguished in the pubUc
service, science, art and letters, trade, and above all in charitable
works, to which its income is devoted. There are five classes. The
badge of the combined order is composed of the white cross with
trefoil termination of St Lazarus resting on the green cross of St
Maurice; both crosses are bordered gold. The first four , classes

wear the badge suspended from a royal crown. The ribbon is dark
green.

See L. Cibrario, Descrizione storioa degli Ordini Cavallereschi, vol. i.

(Turin, 1846); Calendario Reale, an annual publication issued in
Rome.
The military Order of Savoy was founded in 1815 by Victor*

Emmanuel of Sardinia; badge modified 1855 and 1857. ' It has now
five classes. The badge is a white cross, the arms of which expand
and terminate in an obtuse angle; round the cross is a green laurel

and oak wreath; the central medallion is red, bearing in gold two
crossed swords, the initials of the founder and the date 1855. The
ribbon is red with a central stripe of blue. The Civil Order of Savoy,
founded in 1831 by Charles Allx>rt of Sardinia, is of one class, and
in statutes of 1868 is limited to 60 members. The badge is the plain
Savoy cross in blue, with silver medallion, the ribbon is blue with
white borders. The Order of the Crown of Italy was founded in 1868
by Victor Emmanuel XL in commemoration of the union of Italy

into a kingdom. There are five classes.

Luxemburg.—The Order of the Golden Lion Was founded as a family
order of the house of Nassau by William III. of the Netherlands and
Adolphus of Nassau jointly. On the death of William in 1890 it

passed to the grand duke of Luxemburg; it has only one class.

The Order of Adolphus of Nassau, for civil and military merit, in four
classes, was founded’ in 1858, and the Order of the Oak Crown as a
general order of merit, in five classes, in 1841, modified 1838.

Monaco.—The Order of St Charles, five classes, was founded in

1858 by Prince Charles III. and remodelled in 1863. It is a general
order of merit,

Montenegro .
—^The Order of Si Peter, founded in 1832, is a family

order, in one class, and only given to members of the princely family:

the Order of Danilo, or of the Independence of Montenegro, is a general

order of merit, in four classes, with subdivisions, also founded in

1H52.
Norway.—The Order, of St Olaf was founded in 1847 by Oscar I.

in honour of St Olaf, the founder of Christianity in Norway, as a
general order of merit, military and civil. There are three classes,

the last two being, in 1873 and 1890, subdivided into two grades each.

The badge and nbbon is illustrated on Plate V,, fig. 3/ The reverse

bears the motto Ret og Sandhed (Right and Truth). *^0 Order of the

Norwegian Lion, founded in 1904 by Oscar II., has only one dass;
foreigners on whom the order is conferred must be sovereigns or heads
of states or members of refgning houses.

Papal.—The arrangement and constitution of the papal orders

was remodelled by a brief of Pius X. in 1905. The Order of Christ,

the supreme pontifical order, is of one class only
;
for the history of

this ancient order see Portugal (infra). The badge and ribbon is

the same as the older Portuguese form. The Order of Pius was
founded in 18.17 by Pius IX.

;
there are now three classes; the badge

is an eight-pointed blue star with golden flames between the rays,

a white centre bears the founder’s name: the ribbon Is blue with two
red stripes at each border. The Order of St Gregory the Great^ founded
in 1831, is in two divisions, civil and military, each having three

classes. The Order of St Sylvester was originally founded as the
Order of the Golden Spur by Paul IV. in 1559 as a military body,
though tradition assigns it to Constantine the Great and Pope
Sylvester. 1 1 was reorganized as an order of merit by Gregory Xvl

.

in 1841. In 1903 the order was divided into three classes, atid a
separate order, that of the Golden Spur or Golden Legion [Militia

Auraia) was established, in one class, with the numbers limited to a
hundred. The cross Pro Ecclesta et Pontifice, instituted by Leo XIII.
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in iB88 is a decoration, not an order. There remam^ thu
venerable Ordsr of the Holy SeptUchre, of which tradition assigns
the foundatton to Godfrey dc jbouiiion. It was, however, probably
founded as a military order ior the protection of the Holy ^pulohre
by Alexander VI. in 149^^- i he right to nominate to the order was
shared with the pope as grand master by the guardian of the PcUtes
Minores in Jerusalem, later by the Franascaus, and then by the
Latin patriarch in Jerusalem, in 1905 the latter was nominated
grand master, but the pope reserves the Joint right of nomination.
The badge of the order is a red Jerusalem cross wi& red Latin crosses
in the angles.

Portugal .
—^The Order of Chriit was founded on the aboUiion of the

TcmpIarM by Dionysius or Dinic of Portugal and in 1318 in conjunc-
tion with Pope John XXII., both having the right to nominate to the
order. The papal branch survives as a distinct order. In 1532 it

was formed as a distinct Portuguese order and Uie gi'and mastership
vested in the crown ai Portugal. In 1789 its original religious

aspect was abandoned, and with the exception that its members
must be ot the Roman Catholic faith, it is entirely secularized.
'Fhere are three classes. The original bodge of tlie order was a long
red cross with expanded flat ends bearing a small cross in white;
the ribbon is red. The modem badge is a blue enamelled cross
resting on a green laurel wreath; the central medallion, in white, con-
tains the old red and white cross. The older form is worn with the
collar by the grand -crosses. The Order of the Tower and Sword was
founded in 1808 in Brazil by the regent, afterwards king Jolm Vi.
of Portugal, as a revival of the old Order of the Sword^ said to have
been founded by Alfonso V. in 1459. it was remodelled in 1832
under its present name and constitution as a general order of militaiy’^

and civil merit. There are five classes. The badge of the order and
ribbon is illustrated on Plate IV., tig. 4. 'Hie Order of St Tienedictof
Avte (earlier of Evora), founded in Z1O2 as a rGLigiou,s military
order, was secularize*! in 1789 as an order of military merit, in four
classes. Tlie badge is a green cross fieury\ the ribbon is green.
The Order of St James of the Sword, or James of Compostella, is

a branch of the Spaaish order of that name (see under Spain). It

also was aecularized in 1789, and in 18O2 was constitutoa an order
of merit for science, Uterature and art, in five classes. The badge is

the lily-hilted sword of St James, enamelled red with gold borders;
the ribbon ia violet. Is 1789 these tliree orders were granted a
common bulge uniting the three separate crosses in a gold medallion

;

the jcunt ribbon is red, green and violet, and to the separate crosses
was added a red sacred heart and small white cross. There are also
the Ordsf of Our Lady of Villa ViQosa (1819), for both sexes, and the
Order of St Isabella, 1801, for ladies.

Rttmaxifl.—The Ovdev of the Star of Rumania was founded in 1877,
and the Order of the Crown of Rumania in i88i, l»oth in five classes,

for civil and military merit; the ribbon of the first is red witli blue
borders, of the second light blue with two silver stripes.

The Order of St Andrew was founded in 1998 by Peter
the Great. It is the chief ordetr of the empire, and admission carries

with it according to the statutes of 1720 the orders of St Anne,
Alexander Nevsky, and the White Eagle; there is only one class.

The badge and ribbon is illustrated in Plate IV., fig. 5. The collar is

composed of three members aJtoniately, the imperial eagle bearing
on a red medallion a hgure of St George slaying the Dragon, the badge
of the grand duchy of Moskow, the cipher of the emperor Paul 1.

in gold on a blue ground, surmounted by the imperii crown, and
suirrounded by a trophy of weapons and green and white flags, and a
circular red and gold star with a blue St Andrew’s cross. The Order

of Si Catherine, for ladies, ranks next to the St Andrew. It was
founded under the name of the Order of Rescue by Peter the Great
in 1714 in honour of the empress Catherine and the part she had
taken in rescuing him at the battle of the Pruth in 1711. There are

two classes. The grand cross is only for members of the imperial

house and ladies of the highest nobility. The second class was added
in 1797. The badge of tlic order is a cross of diamonds bearing in a
medailioB the efligy of St Catherine. The ribbon is red with the
motto For Love and Fatherland in silver letters. The Order of St
AUtfonder Nevsky was founded in 1725 by the empress Catherine I.

There is only one class. The badge is a red enamelled cross wiUi
gold eagles in the angles, bearing in a medallion live mounted effigy

of St Alexander Nevsky. The ribbon is red. The Order of the

White Eagle was foundeci in 1713 by Augustus 11 . of Poland and was
adopted as a Russian order in 1831 ;

there is one class. The Order
of Anne was fouatiled by Charles Frederick, duke of Holstein-
Gottorp in 1735 in honour of his wife, Anna Petrovna, daughter of
Peter tne Great. It was adopted as a Russian order in 1797 by their

.grandson, the emperor Paul. There are four classes. O&er orders
are those of St VMimir, founded by Catherine II., 1783, four .Classes,

and of St Stanislaus, fo(unded originally as a Polish order by Stanis-
laus Augustus Poniatowski in. 1765, and adopted as a Russian
order in *831.
The militaiy Order of St George wss founded by the empress

Catlierine IT. in 1769 for military service on land ana sea, with four
classes; a fifth riass for non-commissioned officers and men, the
St George's Cross, was added in 1807. The badge is a white cross
with gold borders, with a red central medallion on which is the figure
of St George slaying the dragon. The riblion is orange with
tlirce black stripes.

[ORD^S

Servia.—The Order of the White Eagle, the principal order, was
founded by Milan 1 . in 1882, statutes 1S83, in live classes; the ribbon
is blue auu red

;
the Order of St founded 1883, also ip five classes,

IS an order of merit for science and ait; the Order of the Star of
Jvarageorgeviteh, four classes, was founded by beter 1. in 1904.
The orders of Milosch the Great, founded by Alexander I. in 1898 and
of 'Jahovo, founded originally by Michael Ubrengvitch in 1863,
reconstituted iu 1883, are smee the dyuasUc revolution of 1903 no
longeir bestowed. The Order of St Lasarub is not a general or^r, the
crosb and collar being only worn by the king.

Spatn-—The Spanish branch of the Order of the Golden Fleece
has been treated above. The tlpree most ancient orders of Spain

—

of Si James of Compostella, or St James of the Sword, of Alcantara and
of «tiU exist as orders gf merit, the first in three classes,

the last two as orders of military mmit in gap class. They were all

originally founded as military religious orders, like the crusading
Templars and the HuBpitallers, but to fight tor tne true faith against
the Moors in Spain. TUp present badges of the orders represent the
woBses that the knights wore on their mantles. That of St James of
Compostella is the red lily-hilled sword of St James; the ribbon is also

rod. Tlie Ollier two orders wear the cioss Peury— Alcantara red,
Calatrava green, with corresponding ribbons. A short history of these
orders tnay be hero given. Tradition gives the foundation of the
Order of Knights of St James of Compostella to Ramiro II., king of
Leon, in the loth century, to commemorate a victoryover the Moons,
but, historically the order dates from the confirmation in 1175 by
Pope Alexander 111 . It gained meat reputation in the wars against
the Moors and became very wealttiy. in I493 the grand-mastership
was annexed by Ferdinand the CatnoUc, and was vested permanently
in the crown of S^ain by Pope Adrian VI. in 1522.
The Order of Knights of AUantcra, instituted about 1156 by the

brothers Don Suarez and Don Gomez de Barrientos for protection
against the Moors. In 1177 they were confirmed as a religious order
of knighthood under Benedictine rule by Pope Alexander 111 . Until
about 1213 they were known as the Knights of vSan Julian del
Pereyro; but when the defence of Alcantara, newly wrested from
the Moors by Alphonso IX. of Castile, w'as entrusted to them they
took their name from that city. For a con.sidcrable time they were
in some degree subject to the grand master of the kindred order
of Calatravy Ultimately, however, tliey asserted their indepen-
dence by electing a ijfrand master of their own, the first liolder of the
office being Don Diego Sanche. During the rule of tbirty-.seven
successive grand masters, similarly chosen, the influence and wealth
of the order gradually increased until the Knights of Alcantara were
almost as |»wcrfuJ as the sovereign. In 1494-1495 Juan de Zufliga
was prevaileil upon to resign the grand-mastership to Ferdinand,
who thereupon vested it in Ids own person as king

;
and this arrange-

ment was ratified by a bull of Pope Alexander VI., and was declared
l^rmanent by Pope Adrian VI. in 1523. The ycaily income of

Zuniga at the time of his resignation amounted to 150,000 ducats.
In 1540* Pope Paul III. released the knight.s from the strictness of
J Benedictine rule by giving them pennission to many, though second
marriage was forbidden. The three vows were henceforth ohedientia,

oastitas conjugalis and conversio morum. In modern times the his-
tory of the order has been somewhat chequered. When Joseph
Bonaparte became king of Spain in 1808, he deprived the knights of
their revenues, which w'erc only partially recovered on the restora-
tion of Ferdinand VII. in 1814. The order ceased to exist as a
spiritual body in 1835.
The Order of Knights of Calatrava was founded in 1158 by Don

SJancho III. of Castile, who presented the town of C^ilatrava, newly
wrested from the Moors, to them to guard. In 1164 Pope Alexan-
der III. granted confirmation as a religious military order under
Cistercian rule. In 119 7 Calatrava fell into tlie hands of the
Moors and the order removed to the castle of Salvatierra, but
recovered their town in 1212. In 1489 Ferdinand seized the grand-
mastersliip, and it was finally vested in the crown of Spain in 1523.
The order liecame a military order of merit in 1808 and was reorgan-
ized in 1874. The Royal and Illustrious Order of Charles 111 .

was founded in 1771 by Charles III., in two classes; altered in 1804,
it was abolished by Joseph Bonaparte in 1809, together with all the

Spanish orders except the Golden Fleece, and the Royal Order of the

Knights of Spain was established. In 1814 Ferdinand VJI. revived
the order, and in 1847 it received its present constitution, viz. of

three classes (the commanders in two divisions). The badge of the
order is a blue and white cross suspended from a green laig'ei wreath,
in the angles ore golden lilies, and oval centre bears a figure of

the Virgin in a golden glory. The pblxin 1$ bine and white. The
Order of Isabella the Catholic was founded in 1815 under thepatroimge
of SI Isabella, wife of Diniz of Portugal; oiigi^Jy insfetuted to
reward loyalty in defence of the Spams'll possessions in America,
it Is now a general order of merit, in three .classes. The bfidge is a
red rayed cross with gold rays in the angles, in the centre a repre-

sentation oi the pillars of Hercules; the cross is attached to the
yellow and white ribbon by a green laurel wreath. Chher Spanish
orders are the Maria Louisa, 1792, for noble ladies; the miUta^ and
naval orders of merit pf St wend, founded by the Cortes in 1811,
five classes- of ^rmenegtlj (Hermenegudo)^ 1814, throe xlasses, of

Military Merit and Naval Merit, r866, and of Maria <JhrisHna,

1890; the Order of Benepcencia for civil merit, 1656 ;
that of

KNIGHTHOOD
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DRAWN BY GRACIOUS PERMISSION FROM THOSE IN THE POSSES-

SION OF HIS LATE MAJESTY KING EDWARD VH AND ARRANGE^

IN ACCORDANCE WITH HIS MAJESTY’S WISHES AND COMMAND;
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Alfonso Xli, ior meht in sGinnoe, Uterature and art. 1^2, and iflie

Cioti Otfder ofAlfonso XI 1902.
Sweden,—^The Order of the Seraphim (the

‘

' Blue Ribbon ’

') . Tradi-
tion atttibntes th^ foundation of this most illustrious order of kni^t-
hood to Magtotis I. In laSo, more certainty attaches to the fact Sat

Qvder was in existence m A356« In its modem form the order
dates from its reconstitutioh in 1748 by Frederick 1 .^ modified by
statutes of 1798 and 1814, Excluaive of the sovereign and the
princes of the blood, the order is limited to 23 Swedish and 8 foreign
members. The native members must be akeady members of tfe
Order of the Sword or the Pole Star,, There is a prelate of the order
which is administered by a cliapter; the chapel of the knights is in
the Kiddar HoJ^skyrka at Stockholm. The badge and ribbon of
the grand cross is illustrated on Plate V.

,
fig. 6. The collar is formed

of aitemate gold seraphim an^ blue cuamdlcd patriarchal crosses.
The motto is Jesus Hominum Salvaior. The Order of the Sword
(the '* Yellow Ribbon 'T the principal Swedish military order, was
founded, it is said, by Gustavus 1 . Vasa in 1322, and was re-estab-
lished by Frederick I., with the Seraphim and the Pole Star in 1748;
modifications ^vo been made in 1798, 181^ and 1889. There axe
five classes, with subetivisions. The badge is a white cross, in the
angles g . ld crowns, the points of the cross joined by gold swords
entwin^ with gold and Uue bdts, in the blue centre an imright
sword with the throe crowns in gold, the whole surmounted by the
roj'al crown. The ribbon is yellow with blue edging. The Order
of the Pole Star {Polar Star, North Star, the Black Ribbon *'),

founded in 1748 for civil merit, has since 1844 three classes. The
white cross bears a five-point^ silver star on a blue medallion.
The ribbon is black. The Order of I'asa (the “ Green Ribbon
founded by Gustavus XII. in 1772 as an order of merit for services
rendered to the national industries and manufactures, has three
classes, with subdivisions. The white cross badge bears on a blue
centre the charge of the house of Vasa, a gold ^eal .Shaped like a
vase with two handles. The ribbon is green. The Order of Charles
XIII.. founded in i8ri, is granted to Freemasons of high degree.
It is thus quite unique.

Turkey,—The Nischafi-i-Imiiai, or Order of Privilege, was founded
by Abdid Hamid II. in 1879 as a general order of meri.t in one class;

the Nischan-et-Iftihhar, or Order of Glory, also one class, founded
1831 by Mahmoud II.; the Niackan-uMepdi, the Mejidieh, wa-J

founded as a civil and military order of merit in 1851 by Abdul
Med j id. There are five classes; the badge is a silver sun of seven
clustered rays, with crescent and star between each cluster; on a gold
centre is the sultan's name in black Turkish letteri^, surrounded by
a red fillet inscribed with the words Zeal, Devotion, Loyalty-, it is

suspended from a red crescent and star; the ribbon is red lyith green
borders. The khedivc of E^pt has authority, delegated by the
sultan, to grant this order. The Nischan-i-Osmanie, the Osmanieh,
for civil milita^ merit, was founded by Abd,ui Aziz in 1862;
it has four cla&ses. The badge is a gold sun with seven gold-bordered
green rays; the red centre bears the crescent, and it is also suspended
from a gold crescent and star; the riblx>n is green bordered with
red. The Nischani-i-Schefakat of Compassion or Benevolence, was
instituted for ladies, in three classes, in 1878 by the sultan in lionour
of the work done for the non-combatant victims of the Russo-Turkish
War of 1877 in connexion with the Turkish Compassionate Fund
started by the late Baroness Burdett-Coutts. She was one of the
li rst to receive the order. There are also the family order, for Turkish
princes, the Hansdani-Ali-Osman, founded in 1893, and the Ertogro%U,

m 1903*
Non-European Orders.—Of the various states of Central and

South Amenca, Nicaragua has the American Order of San Juan or

Grey Town, founded in 1857, in three classes; and Venezuela that of

the Bust of Bolivar, 1834, five classes; the ribbon is yellow, blue and
r^. Mexico has abolished its former orders, the Mexican Eagle,

1865, and Our Lady of Guadalupe, 1853; as lias Braril those of the
Southern Cross, 1822, Dom Pedro I., 1826, the Rose, 1829, and the

Brazilian branohils of the Portuguese orders of Christ, St Benedict

of Avis amd St James. The rejmblican Order of Coiumhm, founded
in i8^> was abolished in 1891.

- China.—There* are no orders for natives, and such distinctions as

are conferred by the different coloured buttema of the mandarins,
the grate indioated by the number of peacocks* feathers, the
of the yellow jacket and the like, are ramer insignia of rank or per-

.

goaal marks 01 honour than orders, whether of knighthood or mer^
in the European ^ense. For foreigners, however, the emperor in

1882 estabitahed the sole order, that of tne Imperial Double Drasan,

In five etasses, the first three of<>s^hich are furtner divided into tmee
gsadoi «adi, maiking davea giudee in all. The rraoipients eligible

mr the vaiiouB claaies are .graded, from the fiiut grade of the first

rlpaiB lor reigning sovereigns down to the fifth class for merchants

.

and manufacturers. The fnsfgnia of the order are unique In sha|>e

and decoration. Of the three grades of the first class the badge ts

a rectangular gold and yellow enamel plaque, decorated with two
uprightmuo dragons, with details in green and white, between the

hmas4or the first grade a pearl, for the second a ruby, for the third

a coral,' set in gfeen, white and,gold circles. The size of the^ilaque

varies lor the owrent classes* ^he badges of the nther four classes

areeouklplaques, the first three with indented edges, the last plain;

in the second class the dragons are in silver on a yellow and gold

mmind,^Jewel is a out coral; thegradei differ in the ookmr,

fifth green dragons on a silver ground, the lewd a pearl. The
ribbom, <Mborated with embrotdem dragona, mffer tor tbe vMioui
gredos and classes.

JopaM.—The Japanese orders have all been instituted tjy tlie

emperor Mutsu nito. In design and workmanship i^e lnsi^;hik ot
the orders are beautiful examples of the art Of the native ouam^efii.
The Order of the Ckrysmnthemmm iKikhwa Dapfosko^, foimded in

1877, has only one class. It is but rarely conferred on others than
members of the royal house or foreign rulers or princes.

.
TTie b^ge

of the order may be described as follows : From a centre t5f ifed

enamel representing the sun issue 32 white gold-bMered nnyi ih
four sharply projecting groups, between the angles of which hiu four
yellow conventional enrysanihemtim flowers with green leaves
forming a circle on which the rays rest; the wHble Is suspended
from a larger yellow chr>*santhemum. The ribboh is deep ted
bordered with purple. The collar, which may be granted wim the
order or later, k composed of four members repeated, two gold
chrysanthemums, one with green leaves, the other surrounded by a
wreath of palm, and two elaborate arabesque designs. The Order
of the Pauhwnia Sun (Tokwa Daijasho), founded in t888, in one class,

may l>c in a sense regarded as the highest class of the Rising Sun
{Kiohufitsasko) founded in eight classes, in 1875. Tbe be^e of
both orders is essentially the same, viz. the red sun with white and
gold rays; in the former tbe lUac flowers of the Paulownia tree, the
flower of the Tycoon’s arms, take a prominent part. The tioboh
of the first order is deep red with white edging, ofthe aeoond ucuriel
with white central stripe. The last two dwes of the Rising Sun
wear a decoration formed of the Paulownia flower and leaves. The
Order of the Mirror or Happy Sacred Treasure {Zaihosho) was founded
in i888, with eight classes. The cross of white and gold clustered
ray^; bears in a bine centre a silver star-shaped minw. The ribbon
is pale blue with orange stripes. There is also an order for ladies,

that of the Crown, founded in five classes in 1 888. The miUta^ ordor
of Japan is the Order of the Golden Kite, founded in .1890. in seven
classes. The badge has an elaborate design; it consists of a star of
purple, red, yellow, gold and silver r^s, on which are dismayed old
Japanese weapons, banners and shields in various coLtmrod enamels,
the whole surmounted by a golden kite with putstratched wings.
The ribbon is green with white stripes.

Persia. - The Order of the Sun and Lion, founded by Fath ‘Ali

Shah in 1808, has five classes. There is also the N4scnm*i^Afted>,
for ladies, founded in 1873,

.SVaiw.—The Sacred Order, or the Nine Precious Stones, was founded
in i86y, iii one class only, for the Buddhist princes of the royal;bmise.
The Order of the White Elephant, founded in 1861, is in five classes.

This is the principal general order. The badge is a striking axati^le
of Oriental design adapted to a Europoas conventional form.
circular plaque is formed of a triple circle of lotus leaves in gold,

red and grtK^n, within a blue circlet with pearls a richly caparisoned
white elephant on a gold ground, the whde surmounted by the
jewelled gold pagoda crown of Siam; the collar is formed of aitemate
white elephants, red, blue and white royal monograms and gefld

pagoda crowns. I'be ribbon is red with gxecoi borders and smaU
b!uc and white stripes. Other orders are the Siamese Crown (llfoi!^-

hut Siam), five classes, founded 1869; the family Order of Chulim-
Ckon-Clav, riiree classes, 1873; an^ the MahaOharkrkri, 1884, only
for princes and princesses of the reigning family. <C. Wie.)

KKIGET-SERVICE^ .the dominant and distinctive tenure of

land under the feudal system. It is associated in its origin vidrii

that development in warfare which made the mailed horseman,

armed with lance and sword, the most important factor in battle.

Till within recent years it was believed that fcni^t-scrvice was
developed out of the liability, under the English sy^tern^ of every

five hides to provide one soldierm war. Itwas now held that; tga

the contrary, it was a novel system which was introduced after

the Conquest by the Normans, who relied >!s.sentially cm their

mounted knights, while the English fought on foot. They were

already familiar with the princi^e of kriight-scrvloe, the knight’s

fee, as it came to be termed tn England; being repfesentw in

Normandy by the fief du hauhert, so termed fimm the hauberk
or coat of mail (lotrca) w'hieh was wd^ by the^knight. ARusimi

is made to this in the coronation rfiarter df Heniy I. (woo),

which speaks of those holding by knight-service as per

loricam terras sms deservinttf.

The Conqueror, it is now hdld, diV!ded‘the lay landsdfEngland
among his followers, to be held by' the servtoe of a fixed nild!lMr

of kn^hts in his host, and impost the »ame sendee on Atost of

tlU great ecclesiastiekl bodies Whichretaii^ their laniled'dn
meixts. No record evidence exists Of tlfis aetiem on 1^ ’part, and
the quota of kiiight*»ervice exacted was not detornthiedi^
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area or value of the lands granted (or retained)^ but was based

upon the unit of the feudal host, the constabularia of ten knights.

Of the tenants-in-chief or barons {i.e, those who held directly

of the crown), the principal were called on to find one or more of

these units, while of the lesser ones some were called on for five

knights, that is, half a constabularia. The same system was
adopted in Ireland when that country was conquered under
Henry II. The baron who had been enfeoffed by his sovereign

on these terms could provide the knights required either by hiring

them for pay or, more conveniently when wealth was mainly

represented by land, by a process of subenfeoffment, analogous

to that by which he himself had been enfeoffed. That is to say,

he could assign to an under-tenant a certain portion of his fief

to be held by the service of finding one or more knights. The
land so held would then be described as consisting of one or more
knights’ fees, but the knight’s fee had not, as was formerly

supposed, any fixed area. Thisvprocess could be carried farther

till there was a chain of mesne lords between the tenant-in-chief

and the actual holder of the land ; but the liability for perform-

ance of the knight -service was always carefully defined.

The primary obligation incumbent on every knight was service

in the field, when called upon, for forty days a year, with specified

armour and arms. There was, however, a standing dispute as

to whether he could be called upon to f>erform this ser\dce outside

the realm, nor was the question of his expenses free from diffi-

culty. In addition to this primary duty he had, in numerous
cases at least, to perform that of “ castle ward ” at liis lord’s

chief castle for a fixed number of days in the year. On certain

baronies also was incumbent the duty of providing knights for

the guard of royal castles, such as Windsor, Rockingham and
Dover. Under the feudal system the tenant by knight-service

had also the •same pecuniar>' obligations to his lord as had his

lord to the king. These con.sisted of (i) “ relief,” which he paid

on succeeding to kis lands
; (2)

“ wardship,” that is, the profits

from his lands during a minoritj^
; (3)

“ marriage,” that is, the

right of giving in marriage, unless bought off, his heiress, his heir

(if a minor) and his widow; and also of the tliree “ aids ” (see

Aids).

The chief sources of information for the extent and develop-

ment of knight-service arc the returns (cartae) of the barons {Le,

the tenants-in-chief) in 1166, informing the king, at his request,

of the names of their tenants by knight-servicc with the number
of fees they held, supplemented by the payments for ” scutage

”

(see Scutage) recorded on the pipe rolls, by the later returns

printed in the Tesla de Neville and by the still later ones collected

in Feudal Aids. In the returns made in 1166 some of the barons

appear as having enfeoffed more and some less than the number
of knights they had to find. Jn the latter case they described

the balance as being chargeable on their “ demesne,” that is, on
the portion of their fief which remained in their own hands.

Thgse returns further prove that lands had already been granted

for the service of a fraction of a knight, such service being in

practice already commuted for a proportionate money payment

;

and they show that the total number of knights with which land

held by military service was charged was not, as was formerly

supposed, sixty thousand, but, probably, somewhere between

five and six thousand. Similar returns were made for Normandy,
and are valuable for the light they throw on its system of knight-

service.

The principle of commuting for money the obligation of

military service struck at the root of the whole system, and so

complete was the change of conception that “ tenure by knight-

service of a mesne lord becomes, first in fact and then in law,

tenure by escuage {i.e. scutage).” By the time of Henry III., as

Bracton states, the test of tenure was scutage
;
liability, however

small, to scutage payment made the tenure military.

The disintegration of the system was carried farther in the

latter half of the 13th century as a consequence of changes in

warfare, which were increasing the importance of foot soldiers

and making the service of a knight for forty days of less value

to the king. The barons, instead of paying scutage, compounded
for their service by the payment of lump sums, and, by a process

which is still obscure, the nominal quotas of knight-service due
from each had, by the time of Edward L, been largely reduced.
The knight’s fee, however, remained a knight’s fee, and the
pecuniary incidents of milit^ tenure, especially wardship,
marriage, and fines on alienation, long continued to be a source
of revenue to the crown. But at the Restoration (1660) tenure
by knight-service was abolished by law (12 Car. II, c. 24),
and with it these vexatious exactions were abolished.

BiBLioGRAnHY.—The returns of 1166 are preserved in the Liber
Niger Ci3th cent.), edited by Hearne, and the Liber Rubeus or Red
Book of the Exche^r (13 cent.), edited by H. Hall for the Rolls
Series in 1896. The later returns are in Testa de Nevill (Record
Commission, 1807) and in the Record Office volumes of Feudal Aids^
arranged under counties. For the financial side of knight-service
the early pipe rolls have been printed by the Record Commission
and the Pipe Roll Society, and abstracts of later ones will be found
in The Red Book of the Exchequer, which may be studied on the whole
question! but the editor's view must be received with caution and
checked by J. H. Round's Studies on the Red Book of the Exchequer
(for private circulation). The Baronia Anglica of Maaox may also
be consulted. The existing theory on knight-service was enunciated
by Mr Round in English Historical Review, vi., vii., and reissued by
him in his Feudal England (1895). is accepted by Pollock and
Maitland {History of English Law), who discuss the question at
length; by Mr J. F. Baldwin in his Scutage and Knight-service in
England (University of Chicago Press, 1897), a valuable monograph
with bibliography

;
and by Petit-Dutaillis, in his Studies supplement-

ary to Stubbs* Constitutional History (Manchester University Scries,

1908). (J. H. R.)

KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN CIRCLE, a semi-military secret

society in the United State.s in the Middle West, 1861-1864, the
purpose of which was to bring the Civil War to a close and restore

the ” Union as it was.” There is some evidence that before the
Civil War there was a Democratic secret organization of the same
name, with its principal membership in the Southern States.

After the outbreak of the Civil War many of the Democrats of

the Middle West, who were opposed to the war policy of tlte

Republicans, organized the Knights of the Golden Circle, pledging
themselves to exert their influence to bring about peace. In

1863, owing to the disclosure of some of its secrets, the organiza-

tion took the name of Order of American Knights, and in 1864
this became the Sons of Liberty. The total membership of this

order probably reached 25o,ocx> to 300,000, principally in Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Kentucky and south-western

Pennsylvania. Fernando Wood of New York seems to have
been the chief officer and in 1864 Clement L. Vallandigliam
became the second in command. The great importance of the
Knights of the Golden Circle and its successors was due to its

opposition to the war policy of the Republican administration.

The plan was to overthrow the Lincoln government in the

elections and give to the Democrats the control of the state and
federal governments, which would then make peace and invite

the Southern States to come back into the Union on the old foot-

ing. In order to obstruct and embarrass the Republican adminis-

tration the members of the order held peace meetings to influence

public opinion against the continuance of the war; purchased
arms to be used in uprisings, which were to place the peace party

in control of the Federal government, or failing in that to establish

a north-western confederacy; and took measures to set free the

Confederate prisoners in the north and bring the war to a forced

close. All these plans failed at the critical moment, and the most
effective work done by the order was in encouraging desertion

from the Federal armies, preventing enlistments, and resisting

the draft. Wholesale arrests of leaders and numerous seizures

of arms by the United States authorities resulted in a general

collapse of the order late in 1864. Three of the leaders were
sentenced to death by military commissions, but sentence was
suspended until 1866, when they were released under the decision

of the United States Supreme Court in the famous ca.se Ex parte

Milligan,

Authorities.—An Authentic Exposition of the Knights of the
Golden Circle (Indianapolis, 1863) ; J. F. Rhodes, History of the United
States from the Compromise of iSso (New York, 1905), vol. v.

;

E. McPherson, Political History of the Rebellion (Washington, 1876)

;

and W. D. Fonlkc, Life of 0 . P. Morton (2 vols., New York, 1899).
(W. L. F.)



KNIPPERDOLLINCK—KNOLLES
KNIPPERDOLLINCK (or Knipperdolling), BERIIT(Berend

or Bernhardt) {c, 1490-1536), German divine, was a prosperous
cloth-merchant at Munster when in 1524 he joined Melchior
Rinck and Melcliior*Hofman in a business journey to Stockholm,
which developed into an abortive religious errand. Knipper-
dollinck, a man of fine presence and glib tongue, noted from his

youth for eccentricity, had the ear of the Munster populace when
in 1527 he helped to break the prison of Tonies Kruse, in the teeth

of the bishop and the civic authorities. For this he made his

peace with the latter; but, venturing on another business

journey, he was arrested, imprisoned for a year, and released

on payment of a high fine—in regard of which treatment he
began an action before the Imperial Chamber. Though his

aims were political rather than religious, he attached himself

to the reforming movement of Bernhardt Rothmann, once

(1529) chaplain of St Mauritz, outside Munster, now (1532)
pastor of the city church of St Lamberti. A new bishop

directed a mandate (April 17, 1532) against Rothmann, which
had the effect of alienating the moderates in Munster from the
democrats. Knipperdollinck was a leader of the latter in the
surprise (December 26, 1532) which made prisoners of the negoti-

ating nobles at Telgte, in the territory of Munster. In the end,

Munster was by charter from Philip of He.sse (February 14, 1533)
constituted an evangelical city. ICnipperdolIinck was made a
burgomaster in February 1534. Anabaptism had already (Sep-

tember 8, 1533) been proclaimed at Miinstcr by a journeyman
smith ; and, before this, Heinrich Roll, a refugee, had brought
Rothmann (May 1533) to a rejection of infant baptism. Prom
the 1st of January 1534 Roll preached Anabaptist doctrines

in a city pulpit; a few days later, two Dutch emissaries of Jan
Matthysz, or Matthyssen, the master-baker and Anabaptist
prophet of Haarlem, came on a mission to Munster. They were
followed (January 13) by Jon Beukelsz (or Bockelszoon, or

Buchholdt), better known as John of Leiden. It was his second
visit to Munster

;
he came now as an apostle of Matthysz. He was

twenty-five, with awinning personality, great gifts as an organizer,

and plenty of ambition. l6iippcrdollinck, whose daughter Clara

was ultimately enrolled among the wives of John of Leiden,

came under his influence. Matthysz himself came to Munster

(1534) and lived in Knipperdollinck ’s house, which bec-ame the

centre of the new movement to substitute Munster for Strassburg

(Melchior Hofmann's choice) as the New Jerusalem. On the

death of Matthysz, in a foolish raid (April 5, 1534), John became
supreme. Knipperdollinck, with one attempt at revolt, when he

claimed the kingship for himself, was his subservient henchman,
wheedling the Munster democracy into subjection to the fantastic

rule of the “ king of the earth." He was made second in com-
mand, and executioner of the refractory. He fell in with the

polygamy innovation, the protest of his wife being visited with a

penance. In the military measures for resisting the siege of

Mfinster he took no leading part. On the fall of the city (June 25,

1535) he hid in a dwelling in the city wall, but was betrayed

by ms landlady. After six months’ incarceration, his trial, along

with his comrades, took place on the 19th of January, and his

execution, with fearful tortures, on the 22nd of January 1536.

Knipperdollinck attempted to strangle himself, but was for(^

to endure the worst. His body, like those of the others, was

hung in a cage on the tower of St Lamberti, where the cages

are still to be seen. An alleged portrait, from an engraving

of 1607, is reproduced in the appendix to A. Ross’s Pansebeia,

«6S5-

See L. Keller, Gesehichte dev Wiedertdufer und ihres Reichs sn

Munster (1880); C. A. CorneliuB, Histovische Arbeiten (1899); E.

Belfort Bax, Rise and Fall of the Anabaptists (1903)- A . Go.*)

KNimNO (from O.E. cnyttan, to knit; cf. Ger. Knutien) the

root is sceii in “ knot "), the art of forming a single thread or

strand of yam into a texture or fabric of a loop structure, by

employing needles or wires. Crochet
** work is an analogous

art in its simplest form. It con^ts of forming a single thread

into a single chain of loops. All waip knit fabrics are built on

this structure. Knitting nlay be said to be divided into two

principles, viz. (i) hand knitting and (2) frame-work knitting

869
(see Hosiery). In ludid knitting, the wires, pins or needles used
are of different lengths or gauges, according to the class of work
wanted to be produosd. They are made of steel, bone, wood or
ivory. Some are headed to prevent the loops from slipping

over the ends. Flat or selvedged work can only be produced on
them. Othersare pointed at both ends, and by employing three

or more a circular or circular-shaped fabric can be made. In
hand knitting each loop is formed and thrown off individually

and in rotation and is left hanging on the new loop formed. The
cotton, wool and silk fibres are the principal materials from which
knitting yams are manufactured, wool being the most'important
and most largely used. “ Lamb’s-wool,’’ wheeling,’’ “ finger-

ing " and worsted yams are all produced from the wool fibre, but
may differ in size or fineness and quality . Those yams are lately
used in the production of knitted underwear. Hand knitting is

to-day principally practised as a domestic art, but in some of

the remote parts of Scotland and Ireland it is prosecuted as an
industry to some extent. In the Shetland Islands the wool of the

native sheep is spun, and used in its natural colour, being manu-
factured into shawls, scarfs, ladies’ jackets, &c. The principal

trade of other districts is hose and half-hose, made from the

wool of the sheep native to the district. The formation of the

stitches in knitting may be varied in a great many ways, by
“ purling " (knitting or throwing loops to back and front in rib

form), “slipping" loops, taking up and casting off and working in

various coloured yarns to form stripes, patterns, &c. The articles

may be shaped according to the manner in which the wires and
yams are manipulated.

KNOBKERRIE (from the Taal or South African Dutch, knop-

ktrie^ derived from Du. knop^ a knob or button, and kerrief a
Bushman or Hottentot word for stick), a strong, short stick with

'"a rounded knob or head used by the natives of Sguth Africa in

warfare and the chase. It is employed at close quarters, or as a
missile, and in time of peace serves as a walking-stick. The name
has been extended to similar weapons used by the natives of

Australia, the Pacific Islands, and other places.

KNOLLES, RICHARD {c. 1545-1610), English historian, was
a native of Northamptonshire, and was educated at Lincoln

College, Oxford. He became a fellow of his college, and at some
date subsequent to 1571 left Oxford to become master of a school

at Sandwich, Kent, where he died in 1610. In 1603 Knolles'

published his Generali Historie of the TurkeSj of which several

editions subsequently appeared, among tfiero a good one edited

by Sir Paul Rycaut (1700), who brought the hi.story down to

1699. It was dedicated to King James L, and Knolles availed

him.self largely of Jean Jacques Boissard’s Vitae et leones StdUxMr

ovum Turcicorum (Frankfort, 1596). Although now entirely

superseded, it has considerable merits as regards style and
arrangement. Knolles published a translation of J. Bodin’s

De Republica in 1606, but the Grammaiica Latina, Graeca et

Hebraica, attributed to him by Anthony Wood and others, is the

work of the Rev. Hanserd Knollys (t. 1599-1691), a Bapitist

minister.

See the Athenaeum, August 6, 1881.

KNOLLES (or Knollys), SIR ROBERT (c. 1325-1407), English

soldier, belonged to a Cheshire family. In early life he served

in Brittany, and he was one of the English survivors who were

taken prisoners by the French after the famous * ‘ combat of the

thirty " in March*i35i. He was, however, quickly released and

was among the soldiers of fortune who took advantage of the

distracted state of Brittany, at this time the scene of a savage

civil war, to win fame and wealth at the expense of the wretched

inhabitants. After a time he transferred his operations to

Normandy, when he served under the allied standards of England

and of Charles II, of Navarre. He led the “ great company " in

their work of devastation along the valley of the Loire, fighting

at this time for his own hand and for booty, and winning a terrible

r^utation by his ravages. After the conclusion of the treaty

6f Br^tigny in 1360 Knolles returned to Brittany and tpde part

in the struggle for the possession of the duchy between John of

Montfort (Duke John IV.) and Charles of Blois, gainifu; great

fame by his conduct in the fight at Auray (S^tember 1364),where
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Du. Gu93iclm was captured and Charles of Blois was slain. In

1367 he iiMrciiied with the Black Prince into Spain and fought at

the battle of Nijera; in 1369 he was with thjp prince in Aquitaine.

In 1370 he was pkced by Ikiward 111. at the head of an expe^

ditbn which invaded France and marched on Paris, but after

exacting large sums of tnoivey as ransom a mutiny broke up the

army^ and its leader was forc^ to take refuge in his Breton castle

of D^al and to appease tlie disiq>pomted English king with a

large monetary gift. Emerging from his retreat KnoUes again

assisted John of Montiort in Brittany, where he acted as John's

representative
;
later he led a force into Aquitaine, and he was one

of the leaders of the fleet sent ^^ainst the Spaniards in 1377. In

1380 he served in France under Thomas of Woodstock, after'

wards duke of Gloucester, distinguishing himself by his vadour at

the siege of Nantes; and in 1381 he went with Richard II. to

meet Wat Tyler at Siuithfield, He died at JSculthorpe in Norfolk

on the 15th of August 1407. Sir Robert devoted much of lus

great wealth to charitable objects. He built a college and an
almshouse at Pontefract, his wife's birthplace, where the alms-

house still exists; he restored the churches of Sculthorpe and
Harpley; and he helped to found an English hospital in Rome.
KnoUes won an immense reputation by lii.s skill and valour in

the field, £»Ki ranks as one of the foremost captains of liis age.

French writers call him CaaoUe.s, or Canole.

KNOXXYS, the name of an linglish family descended from
Sir Thomas KnoUys (d. 1435), lord mayor of London. The first

distinguished member of the family was Sir Francis KnoUys
(c. 1514-1596), English statesman, son of Robert KnoUys, or

Knolles (d. 1521), a courtier in the service and favour of

Henry VIl. and Heniy VIII. Robert had also a younger
son, Henry, who took part in.-,public life during the reign of

Elizabeth anc), who died in 1 5R3.

Francis KnoUys, who entered the service of Henry VIII.

before 1540, became a member of parliament in 1542 and was
knighted in 1547 while serving with the English army in Scotland.

A strong and somewhat aggressive supporter of the reformed

doctrines, he retired to Germany soon after Mary became queen,

returning to England to become a privy councillor, vice-chamber-

lain of the royal household and a member of parliament under
Queen Elizabetli, whose cousin Catherine (d, 1569), daughter

c5 William Carey and niece of Anne Boleyn, was his wife. After

serving as governor of Plymouth, KnoUys was sent in 1566 to

Ireland, his mission being to obtain for the queen confidential

reports about the conduct of the lord-deputy Sir Henry Sidney,

Approving of Sidney’s actions he came back to England, and in

1568 was sent to CarJble to take charge of Mary Queen of Scots,

who had just fled from Scotland
;
afterwards he was in charge of

the queen at Bdton Castle and then at Tutbury Castle, He dis-

cuss^ religious questions with his prisoner, although the extreme
Protestant views which he put before her did not meet with

Elizabeth’s approval, and he gave up the position of guardian

just'after his wife’s death in Jatnuuy 1 569. In 1584 ho introduoed

into the House of Commons, where since 1572 he had represented

Oxfordshire, the bill legalizing the national association for
|

Eliaabeth’s defence, andihe was treasurer of the royal household I

from 157a \mti} his death on the 19th of July 1596. His monu-
ment may still be seen in the church of Rotherfield Grays,

Oxfordshire. KnoUys was repeatedly free and frank in his

ejections to EUzabeth’s tortuous foreign policy; but, possibly

owing to hia relationship to the queen, he did not lose her favour,

and he was onoof her commissioners on such important occasions

as the trials of Mary Q^een of Scots, of Philip Howard earl of

Arundel, and of Anthony Babington. An active and lifelong

Puritan, his attacks on, the bishops were not kckxng in vigour,

and he was also very hostile to heretics. He received, many
grants of land from the queen, and was chief steward oi the city

of Oxford and a knight of the garter.

Sir Francis’s eldest son Henry (d. 1583), and his sons Edward
(d. c, i58o),,Robi»!t (d. *625), Richard (d. 1596), Francis (d.

r. 1648), and Thomas, were all courtiers and served the queen in

j)arliament or in the held. His daughter Lattice (ii340r-i6r34)

married Walter Devereux, earl of Essex, and then Rol^rt Dudley,

,

earl of Leianter; she was the mother of Ehzabetb’s favourite,

the 2nd earl of Essex.

Some of KnoDys’s letters are in T. Wright*s*0f*cea Elizab»th and
hmt Times (1838) and the BurgMey edited by S. Haynes
(1740) ;

and a few of his mamiBcripts are still in existence. A speech
which KnoUys deliveicd in parliament gainst some claims made by
the bishops was printed in t6o8 and again in W. Stoughton's Assertion
for True and Christian Church Policie (London, 1642).

Sir Rrancis Knollys’s second son William (^. 1547-1632)
served as a member of parliament and a soldier during the reign

of Queen Elizabeth, being knighted in 1586. His eldest brother

Henry, having died without sons in 1583, William inherited hk
father’s estates in Oxfordshire, beedbung in 1596 a privy council-

lor and comptroller of the royal household; in 1602 he was made
treasurer of the household. Sir Wilham enjoyed the favour of the

new king James L, whom he had visited in Scotland in 1585, and
was made Baron KnoUys in 1603 and Viscount Wallingford in

1616. But in this latter yeeu* his fortunes suffered a tem-
porary reverse. Through his second wife Elizabeth (1586-1658),

daughter of Thomas Howard, earl of Suffolk, Knolly-s was related

to Frances, countess of Somerset, and wlien this lady was tried for

the murder of Sia* Thomas Oveahury her relatives were regarded

with suspicion; consequently Lord Wallingford resigned the

treasurership of the household and two years later the mastership

of the court of wards, an office which he had held since 1614.

However, he regained the royal favour, and was created earl of

Banbury in 1626. He died in Lemdon on the 35th of May 1632.

His wife, who was nearly forty years her husband’s junior,

was the mother of two sons, Edward (1627-1645) and Nicholas

(1631-1674), whose paternity has given rise to much dispute.

Neither is mentioned in the earl’s will, but in 1641 the law courts

decided that Edward was earl of Banbury, and when he was killed

in June 1645 brother Nicholas took the title. In the Con-
vention Parliament of r66o some objection was taken to the earl

sitting in the House of Lords, and in 1.661 he was not summoned
to parliament; he had not succeeded in obtaining his writ of

.summons when he died on the 14th of March 1674.

Nicholas’s sim Charles (1662-1740), the 4th earl, had not been
summoned to parliament w'hen in 1692 he killed Captain Fliilip

Lawsonin a duel. Tliis raised the question of hia rank in a new
form. Was he, or was he not, entitled to trial by the peers ?

The House of Lords declared that he was not a peer and therefore

not so entitled, but the court of king’s bench released him from
his imprisonment on the ground that he was the earl of Banbury
and not Charles KnoUys a commoner. Nevertheless the House
of Lords refused to move from its position, and KnoUys had not

received a writ of summons when he died in April 1740. His son

Charles (1703-1771), vicar of Burford, Oxfordshire, and his

grandsons, William(1726-1 776) and Thomas Woods (1727-1793),
were successively titular earls of Banbury, but they took no steps

to prove their title. However, in 1806 Thomas Woods’s son

William (1763-1824), who attained the rank of general in the

British army, asked for a writ of summons as earl of Banbury,

but in 1813 the House of Lords decided against the claim.

Several pnis, mchidingthe great Lord Erskine, protested a^inst

this decision V but Generail l^ollys himBelf accepted it and ceased

to call himself earl of Banbury. He died in Pans on the aoth of

March 1834. His eldest son, Sir William Thomas KnoUys ( 1797-
18(83), entered the army and served with the Guards during the

Peninsular War. Remaining in the army after the conclusion

of the peace of 1815 he won a good reputation and rose high imhis

profession. From 1855 to i860 he was in charge of the military

camp at Aldershot, thenin its infaswy, and m r86i he was made
president of the council of military education. From 1862 to

1877 he was comptroller of the household of the Wales,

afterwards King Edward VIL From 1877 until his death on
the 23rd of June 1883 he was gentleman usher of the black rod;

he was also a privy counciUor and colonel of the Scots Guards.

His son Francis (b* 1&37), private secietary to Edward VIl. and

Geoige V., was created Baron KnoUys in 1902 ;
another son,

Sir ]&nry KnoU3rs (b. 1840)^ became private secretary to King
Edward’s daughter Maud, queen of Norway.
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See Sir N. H. Kieolai, TfeaHse im thi Lem^f AdttUmn^ SatUrndy

\

(1833); and 0. E. C(<)kayne), Compl$h Pserag4 vol. i.
j

KNOT* a Limicaline bird very abundant at certain eeasona

on the shores' of Britain and many countries of the northern

hemisphere. Camden in the edition of his Britannia published

in 1607 (p. 408) inserted a passage not found in the earlier issues

of that work, connecting the name with that of King Canute,

and this account of its origin has been usually received. But no
other evidence in its favour is forthcoming, and Camden's state-

ment is merely the expression of an opinion,^ so that there is

perhaps ground for believing him to have b^ mistaken, and
that the clue afforded by gir Thomas Browne, who (tf. 1672)

wrote the name “ Gnatts or Knots,’" may be the true one.‘-* l^ill

the statement was so determinedly repeated by successive

authors that Linnaeus followed them in calling the species

Tringa canutus, and so it remains with nearly all modern ornitho-

logists.’^ Rather larger than a snipe, but with a shorter bill

and legs, the knot visits the coasts of some parts of Europe, Asia

and North America at times in vast flocks; and, though in tem-

perate climates a good many remain throughout the winter,

these are nothing in proportion to those that arrive towards the

end of spring, in England generally about the 15th of May, and

after staying a few days pass northward to their summer quar-

ters, while early in autumn the young of the year throng to tlie

same places in stiH greater numbers, ^ing followed a little later

by their parents. In winter the plumage is ashy-grey above

(save tlie rump, which is white) and white beneath. In sunder
the feathers of the back are black, broadly margined with light

orange-red, mixed with white, those of the rump white, more or

less tinged with red, and the lower parts are of a nearly uniform

deep bay or chestnut. The birds which winter in temperate

climates seldom attain the brilliancy of colour exhibited by those’

which arrive from the south; the luxuriance generated by the

heat of a tropical sun seems needed to develop the full richness of

hue. The young when they come from their birthplace are

clothed in ashy-grey above, each feather banded with dull

black and ochreous, while the breast is more or less deeply tinged

with warm buff. Much curiosity has long existed among zoolo-

gists as to the egg of the knot, of which not a single identified

or authenticated specimen is known to exist in collections. The

species was found breeding abundantly on the North Georgian

(now commonly called the Parry) Islands by Parry’s Arctic

expedition, as well as soon after on Melville Peninsula by Captain

Lyons, and again during the voyage of Sir George Narcs on the

northern coast of Grinnell Land and the shores of Smith Sound,

where Major Feilden obtained examples of the newly liatched

young {Ibisj 1877, p. 407), and observed that the parents fed

largely on the buds of Saxijraga oppontifdia. These are the

only localities in which this species is known to breed, for on

none of the arctic lands lying to the north of Europe or Asia has

it been unquestionably observed.* In winter its wanderings

are very extensive, as it is recorded from Surinam, Brazil,

Walfisch Bay in ^uth Africa, China, Queensland and New
Zealand. Formerly this species was extensively netted in

England, and the birds fattened for the table, where they were

1 His words are simply '‘KnodSf i. Cantdi aaes^ vt opinor e Dania

enlm eduolare creduntur/’ In the margin the name is spelt Cnotts.**

and he possibly thoussht it had to do with a well-known stoy of that

king Knots nndoubt^ly frequent the sea-shore, where Canute is

said on one occasion to have taken up his station, but they generally

retreat, and that nimbly, before the advancing surf, which he is said

in the story not to have done.
, r-

In this aonne«on we may compare the Frencji mannjgoutn,

ordinarily a gnat or mosquito, but alsoi ax^t^ the French CrtMWes

of America, a small shore-bird, eith^ a THnga ox an AegtafUts,

according to Descourtiiz (Foyogs, ii. 349). See also Littres

of th® Limicoiae, to which group the knot belongs,

that present greater changes of plumage ac^dhg to age or se^,
and hence b&re these^masea were undMstood me species bec^e

encumbered with many synonyms, as Trtnga ferrug^nea,

erUea iUandifia^ nawia and so forth. The ^nfusion thus caused

was mairitv cleared away by Montagu and Temminck.
,

^The Tringa canutus oi Payer's expedition seeoM more bkely to

have been T marUima, which ,
species is not named among the birds

of Franz Josef Land, though it can.hardly fail to occur there.

esteemed a great delicacy, as witness the entnes in the Northum-
berland and Le Strange Household Books; and the British

Museum contains aiaold txeatiseon the subjea : The manerol
kepyng of knotts, after Sir William Askew and my Lady, given

to my Lord Darcy, 25 Hen. VIII.” {MSS. Sloanc, 1592, 8 cat.

663). (A. N.)

KNOT (O.E. cnotia, from a Teutonic stem knutt; cf. “ knit,”

and Ger. knoten), an intertwined loop -of rope, cord, string or

other flexible material, used to fasten two such ropes, &c., to one

another, or to another object. (For the various forms which

such “ knots” may lake .see below.) The word is afeo used for

the distance-marks on a log-line, and hence as the equivalent of

a nautical mile (see Log), and for any hard mass, resembling a

knot drawn tight, especi^ly one formed in the trunk of a tree

at the place of insertion of a branch. Knots in wood are the

remains of dead branches which have become buried in the wood
of the trunk or branch on which they were borne. When a

branch dies down or is broken off, the dead stump becomes grown

over by a healing tissue, and, as the stem which bears it increases

in thickness, gradually buried in the newer wood. When a sec-

tion is made of the stem the dead stump appears in the section

as a knot; thus in a board it forms a circular piece of wood,

liable to fall out and leave a “ knot-hole.” ” Knot ” or ” knob
”

is an architectural term for a bunch of flowers, leaves or other

ornamentation carved on a corbel or on a boss. The word is

also applied figuratively to any intricate problem, hard to dis-

entangle, a use stereotyped in the proverbial ” Gordian knot,” i

which, according to the tradition, was cut by Alexander the

Great (see Gordium).

Knots, Bends, Hitches, Splices and Seizings are all ways of

fastening cords or ropes, either to some other object such as a

spar, or a ring, or to one another. The “ knot# is formed to

I
make a knob on a rope, generally at the extremity, and by un-

i twisting the strands at the end and weaving them together.^

j

But it may be made by turning the rope on itself thrbugh a loop,

I as for instance, the “ overhand knot ” (fig. i). A “ bend
”

j

(from the same root as ” bind ”) and a “ hitch ” (an O.E. word)

are wa3^S'ol fastening or tying ropes together, as in the ” Garrick

I

bend ” (fig. 21), or round spars as the Studding Sail Halyard

Bend (fig. ig), and the Timber Hitch (fig. 20). A ‘‘ splice
”

Fig. I. . Fig. 2.

(from the same root as ” split ”) is made by untwisting two rope

ends and weitving them together. A seizing ” (Fr. saiur) is

made by fastening two spars to one another by a rope, or tw'o

ropes by a third, or by using one rope to make a loop on another

—as for example the Racking Seizing (fig. 41)^ the Round Seizing

(fig. 40), and the Midshipman’s Hitch (fig. 29), The use of the

words is often arbitravy . There is, for instance, no difference in

principle between the Fisherman’s Bend (fig. 18) and the Timber

Hitch (fig. 20), Speaking generally, the Knot and the Seizing

are meant to be permanent, and must be unwoven in order to be

unfastened, while the Bend and Hitch can be undone at once by

pulling the ropes in the reverse direction from that in which they

are meant to hold. Yet the Rerf Knot (figs. 3 and 4>C«a be cast

loose with ease, and is wholly different in principle, for instance,

from the Diamond Knot (figs. 42 and 43). These various forms

of fastening are employed in many kinds of industry, as for

example in scaffolding, as well as in seamanship. The ^veming
principle is that the strain which pulls against them shall draw

them tighter. The ordinary “ knots and splices ” are described

in every book on seamanship.

Overhand Knot (fig. i).—Used at the end of to otevent their

unreeving and as the commencement of Other knots. Take tlie end

a round the end b.
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Figufe-of-Eiaht Knot (fig. 2).—Used only to prevent ropes from

unreeving; it forms a large knob.
Reef Knot (figs. 3, a).—

F

orm an overhand knot as alx)ve. Then
take the end a over the -end h and through thi bight. If the end a

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.
|

were taken under the end fe, a granny would be formed. This knot
j

is so named from being used in tying the reef^points of a sail.
j

bowline (figs. 5-7).- -Lay the end a of a rope over the standing 1

part b. Form with b a bight r o^'Cf a. Take a round behind b and

Fig. Fig. Fig. 7.

down through the bight c. This is a most useful knot employed to
form a loop which will not slip. Running bowlines are formed by

Fig. 8. Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

making a bowline round its own .standing part above b. It is the

most common and convenient temporary running noose.

Bowline on a Bight (figs. 8, 9).—The first part is made similar to

the above with the double part of the rope; then the bight a is pulled

through sufficiently to allow it to be bent over past d and come up
in the position shown in fig. 9. It make,s a more comfortable sling

for a man than a single bight.

Httlf•Hitch (fig. 10),—Pass the end a of the rope round the standing

part b and through the bight.

Two Half-Hitches (fig, 11).—The half-hitch repeated; this is

commonly used, and is capaUe of resisting to the full strength of

the rope. A stop from a to the standing part will prevent it jam-
miog.

Clove Hitch (figs. 12, 13).— Pass the end a round a spar and cross

Fig. II. Fig. 12. Fig. 13.

it over Pass it round the spar again and put the end a through
the second bight.

Blackwall Hitch (fig. 14).—Form a bight at the end of a rope, and
put the hook of a tackle wough the bight so that the end of the rope
may be jammed between the standing part and the back of the hook.

Double Blackwall Hitch (fig. 15).—Pass the end a twice round the
hook and under the standing part b at the last cross.

CaTs-paw (fig. 16).—Twist up two parts of a lanyard in opposite
directions and hook the tackle in the eyes f, i* A piece 01 wood

Fig. 14. Fig. 15. Fig. 16. Fig. 17.

should be placed between the parts at g. A large lanyard should
be clove-hitched round a large toggle and a strap passed round it

below the toggle.

Marling-spike Hitch (fig. 17).—Lay the end a over c; fold the loop
over on the standing part b

;
then pass the marline-spike through,

over both parts of the bight and under the part b. Used for tighten-
ing each turn of a seizing.

Fisherman's Bend (fig. 18).—Take two turns round a spar, then a

l^'TG. 18, Fig. 19. Fig. 20.

half-hitch round the standing part and between tlie spar and the

turns, lastly a half-hitch round the standing part.

Studding-sail Halyard Bend (fig. 19).—Simiiar to the above, except
that the end Ls tucked under the first round turn

;
this is more snug.

A magnus hitch has two round turns and one on the other side of

the standing part with the end through the bight.

Timber Hitch (fig. 20).—^Take the end a of a rope round a spar,

then round the standing part b, then several times round its own
part c, against the lay of the rope.

CarricH Bend (fig. 21).—Lay the end of one hawser over its own
part to form a bight as 6 ;

pass the end of another hawser up through
that bight near going out over the first end at c, cross-

ing under the first long part and over its end at
,
then

under both long parts, forming the loops, and above
the first short part at i», ternunating at the end e'\ in

the opposite direction vertically and horizontally to the
other end. The ends sliould be securely stopped to
their respective standing parts, and also a stop put on
the becket or extreme end to prevent it catching a pipe
or chock

;
in that form this is the best quick means of

uniting two large hawsers, since they cannot jam. When
large hawsers nave to work through small pipes, good
security may be obtained cither by passing ten or twelve
taut racking turns with a suitable strand and securing
each end to a standing part of the hawser, or by taking
half as many round turns taut, crossing the ends between
the hawsers over the seizing and reef-knotting the ends.

This should be repeated in zaxee places and the extreme
ends well stopped. Connecting hawsers by bowline
knots is very objectionable, as the bend is large and the
knots jam.

Sheet Bend (fig. 22).—Pass the end of one rope through pjQ
the bi^ht of another, round both parts of the other, and
under its own standing part. Usw for bending small sheets to the
clews of sails, which present bights ready for the hitch. An
ordinary net is composed of a series of sheet bends. A wemer's knot

is made like a sheet oend.
Single Wall Knot (fig. 23).—Unlay the end of a rope, and with

the strand a form a bight. Take the next strand b rouno the end of a.
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Take the last strand c round the end of h and through the bight made
by a. Haul the ends taut.

Single Wall Crownad (fig. 24).—Form a single wall, and lay one
of the ends, a, over the knot. Lay b overa, and c over b and through
the bight of a. Haul the ends taut.

Fig. 22. ,
Fig. 23. FrG. 24.

Double Wall and Double Crown (fig. 25). Form a single wall

crowned
;
l^en let the ends follow their own parts round untU all the

parts appear double. Put the ends down through the knot.

MaUhew Walker (figs. 26, 27).—Unliw the end of a rope. Take
the first strand round the rope and through its own bight; the

second strand round the rope, through the bight of the first, and
through its own bight; the third tlirough all three bights. Haul the

ends taut.

Inside Clinch (fig. 28).—The end is bent close round the standing

part till it forms a circle and a half, when it is securely seized at a, 0

and r, thus making a running eye; when taut round anything it

jams the end. It is used for securing hemp cables to anchors,

Fig. 25. Fig. 20. Fig. 27. Fig. 28.

the standing parts of topsail sheets, and for many other purposes,

If the eye were formed outside the bight an outside clinch would
be made, depending entirely on the seizings, but more ready for

slipping.

Midshipman*s Hitch (fig. 29).—Take two round turns inside the
bight, the same as a half-hitch repeated; stop up the end or let

another half-hitch be taken or held by hand. Used for hooking a
tackle for a temporary purpose.

Turk's Head (fig. 30).—With fine line (very dry) make a clove

hitch round the rope'; cross the bights twice, passing an end the re-

verse way (up or down) each time
;
then keeping the whole spread fiat.

Fig. 31. Fig. 32.

let each end follow 4t8 own part round and round till it is too tight

to receive any more. Used as an ornament variously on side-ropes

and foot-ropes of jibbooms. It may also be made with three ends,

two formed by the same piece of line secured through the rope and

one sinirle piece. Form with them a diamond knot; then each end

crossed over its oeigh^nr
Spanish

are taken

form an eye two ^nd turns are token

wlSi a atrand and toe two hove npo^ When a lever is placrf

toe parts of a long laahtag or frying and hove round,

we have what ii alao called a ^MtoMh windlass,we nave wnax w
^

of diun, when a shackle (tow^SUi$g* (fig. 3a).r^“ '

WgSt at s'wd another at y, oonnedttog

two eadt with the which goes round the mast-head. Used to
sling lower yards. For boat's yards it should be a grummet with a
thimble seised in at y. As the tendency of all yards is to cant
forward with the w^ht the sail, the part marked by an arrow
should be the fore-side—easily illustrated by a round ruler sad a
piece of twine.

Sprit’sail Shoot Knot (fig. 53).—^This knot consists of a doable wall
and double crown made by the two ends, consequently wiih six

strands, with title ends turned down. Used formerly in me clews of

sails, now as an excellent stopper, a lashing or shaclde being placed
at r and a lanyard round the head at /.

Turning in a Dead-eye Cutter-stay fashion (fig. 34).— bend is

made in the stay or shroud round its own part and hoye together

Fig. 33. Fig. 34. Fig. 55.

with a bar and strand
;
two or three .seizings diminishing in size (one

round and one or two either round or flat) are hove on taut and snug,
the end being at the side of the fellow part. The dead-eye is put m

,

and the eye driven down with a commander.
Turning in a Dead-eye end up (fig. 33).—^The shroud is measured

round the dead-eye and mark^ where a throat-seizing is hove on

;

the dead-eye is then forced into its place, or it may be put in first.

The end beyond a is taken up taut and secured with a round seizing

;

higher still the end is securea by another seizing. As it is important
that the lay should always be kept in the rope as mhch as possible,

these eyes should be formed conformably, either right-handed or

left-handed. It is easily seen which way a rppe would naturally

kink by putting a little extra twist into it. A shroud whose deaa-

'

eye is turned in end up will bear a fairer strain, but is more dependent
on the seizings; the under turns of the throat are the first to break
and the others the fir.st to sUp. With the cutter-stay fashion the

standing part of the shroud gives way under the nip of the eye.

A rope will afford the greatest resistance to strain when secured round
large thimbles with a straight end and a sufiicient number of flat

or racking seizings. To splice shrouds round dead-eyes is objection-

able on account of opening the strands and admitting water, thus

hastening decay. In smaU vessels, especially yachts, it is admis-

sible on the score of neatness; in that case h round seizing is placed

between the dead-eye and the splice. The dead-eyes should be in

diameter times the circumference of a hemp shroud and thrice

that of -wire
;
the lanyard should be half the nominal size of hemp

and the same size as wire : thus, hemp-shroud 12 in., wire 6 in.,

dead-eye 18 in., lanyard 6 in.

Short Splice (fig. 3O).—The most common description of splice is

when a rope is lengthened by another of the same size, or nearly so.

Fig. 36 represents a splice of
^

th» i^d: the .strands have
been unlaid, married

passed through with the assist-

ance of a marling-spike, over

one strand and under the next,

twice each way. The ends are

then cut off close. To render the splice neater the strands should

have been halved before turning them in a scepnd time, the upper

half of each strand only being turned in; then all are cut off smooth.

Eye Sph’cfl.—Unlay the strands and place them upon the same rope

spreaa at such a distance as to give the size of the eye; enter the

centre strand (unlaid) under a strand of the rope (as atove), and the

other two in a atmiiar manner on their respective sides of tiie first;

taper each end and pass them through again. If neatness is desired,

reduce the ends and pass them through once more; cut off smooth

and serve the part disturbed tightly with suitaWe hard line. Uses

too numerous to mention. Cut Sfnice .—^Made in a similar m^ner
to an eye splice, but of two pieces of rope, therefore with two splices.

Used for mast-head pendants, jib-guys, breast backstays, and even

odd shrouds, to keep the eyes of the rigging lower by. one part.

It is not so strong as two separate eyes. Horseshoe Spltce.—^slU^t

similar to the above, but one part much Sorter than the ptiier, or

another piece of rope is spliced aoxiss an eye, foni^g a^horwspoe

IIIC »Vr«UlUS JUUBL UC UUMMVA flkWWMI. ...r --- —

short splice and married—care being taken to preserve the lay or

shi^ A each. Unlay one of the strands still fur^ and loUow up

XV. aS a
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the vacant apace with the ooareaponding atraad of the othor part,

fitting it firmly inta the tape^ till only a few inches remain. Tmat
the other side m a aimilairmanner. TheiK; will then appear two long
strands in the oeotre said a long and a short ofia on each side. The
Bpiioa is practically divided into three distinct parts; at eachi the
strands are divided and the corresponding halves knotted ^-shown
on the top ot fig. 58) and tumad in twice. The haii strand may, if

dasixvdybaotiil farther reduced hdom the halves arc tamed in fbrthe
Moond time. This and all other splices should be weE stretched and
haasmeved into shape beiiMre the ends are cut oft The long s^Eicc

alone is adapted to running nopes.

SAtfoud Knot (fig: 37).—Pass a atop ait .such distance from each, end
of the broken shrrad as to afiood sumoicot length of strands, when it

is unlaid, to form a single wall
knot on each side after the
parts have been married; it will

then appear as represented in

the figure, the strands having
been well tarred and hove taut
separately. The part a provides

the knot on the opposite side aod the ends b, h
;
the part c pro-

vides the knot ana the ends d, d. After the knot has been
well stretched the ends are tapered, laid smoothly between the
stramds of the shroud, and firmly served over. This knot is used when
shrainl.s or stays a^'e broken. French Shtumi Knot.—Marry the parts
with a similar amount of end as before; atop one set of strands taut
up on the shroud (to keep the parts together), and turn the ends
back on their own part, forming bights. Make a single wall knot
with the other three strands round the said bights and shroud;
haul the knot taut first and stretch the whole; then heave down the

bights close ; it will look like the ordinary sliroud knot. It is very
liable to slip. If the ends by wliich the waH knot are made after

^ing hove were passed through the bights, it would make the
knot stronger. The end.s would l)e tapered and served.

Flemish Eye (fig. 38).—Secure a spar or toggle twice the circum-
ference of the rope intended to be rove through the eye; unlay the

rope which is to form the eye about
three times its circumference, at which
part place a strong whipping. Point
the rope vertically under the eye, and
bind it taut up by the core if it is four-

stranded rope, otherwi.se by a few yarns-
While doing so arrange six or twelve
pieces of spun-yam at equal distances on
the wood and exactly halve the number
of yarns that have been unlaid. If it

is a small rope, select two or three
yarns from eacn side near the centre;

cross them over the top at «, and half-

knot them tightly. So continue till all

are expended and drawn down tightly on the opposite side to that
from wliich they came, being thoroughly intermixed. Tie the pieces

of spup-yarn wnich were placed under the eye tightly round various
parts, to keep the eye in shape* when taken off the spar, till they are

replaced by turns 0/ marline hove cm as taut as possible, the hitches

forming a central line outside the eye. Heave on a go^ seizing of

spun-yarn close below the spar, and another between six and twelve
inches below the first; it may then be parcelled and served; the eye
is served over twice, and well tarred each time. As large ropes are

composed of so many yams, a greater number must be knotted over
the toggle each time; a 4 -in. rope has 132 yams, which would reemire

22 knottings of six each lime: a lo-in. rope has 834 yarns, therefore,

if ten arc token from each side every time, about twice that number
of Iniches will be required

;
sometime.s only half the yams arc hitched,

the others being merely passed over. The chief use of these eyes ha.s

been to form the collars of stays, the whole stay in each case having
to be rove through it—a very inconvenient device. It is almost
superseded for that purpose by a leg spliced in the stay and lashing

eyes abaft the mast, for which it is commonly used at present,

lliis eye is not always called by the same name, but the weight of

evidence is in favour of calling it a Flemish eye. Rnpemaker's Eye,

which also has alternative names, is formed by taking out of a rope

one strand longer by 6 in. or a foot than the required eye, then placing

the ends of the two strands a similar distance below the disturbance

the one strand, that is, at the size of the eye; the single strand is

led back through the vacant spftce it left till ft arrives at the neck of

the eve, with a similar length of spare end to the other two strands.

They are seized together, scraped, tapered, marled and served.

The principal merit is neatness. Mouse on a St^.—Formed by
turns of coarse spun-yam hove taut round the stay, over parcelling

at the requisite distance from the eye to form the collar; assistance

is given by a padding of short yams distributed equally round the
rope, which» after being firmly secured, especially at wfiat is tp be
the under part, are turned ba^ over the first layer and seized down
again, thusmakifig a shoulder : sometimes it is formed with parcelling

only. In either caise it is finished by mailing, followed by serving
or Rafting. The use is to prevent the Flemish eye in the end of the
stay from slipping up any farther.

/wUin^ ffiJch jug. jq).
—^Two round turns are taken round a spar

or large rope in me direction in which it is to be hauled and one hall-

Fkj. 38.

Fig. 37.

hitch on the other side of) tiie httUliiig part. This is very useful, as it

can be put on and off quickly.

Roumd Seizing {hg. 40).— named when the rope it secures does
oat cross- another and there are three sets of tusns. The sate- of the

Flo. 59. Fig. 40.

seizing line is about one-sixth (nominal) that of the ropes to be
secured, but varies according to the number of turns to be taken. An
eye is spliced in the line and the end rove through it, embracing both
parts. If either part is to be spread open, commence farthest from
that part

;
place tarred canvas under the seizing

;
pass the line round

as many times (with much slack) as it is intencied to have under-
turns

;
and pass the end back tbrou^ them all and through the eye.

Secure the eye from rendering round by the ends of its s^ce; heave
the turns on with a marling-apike (see fig. 17), perhaps seven or nine

;

haul the end through taut^ and. commence again the riding turns
in the hoEbws of the first, tf the end is not taken back through the
eye, but pushed up between the last two turns (as is sometimes
recommended), the riders. must be passed the opposite way in order
to follow the direction of the under-tums, which are always one more
in number than the riders. When the riders are complete, the end is

forced between the last lower tumaand two cross turns are taken, the
end coming up where it went down, when a wall knot is mad^ with
the strands and the ends cut dose; or the end may be taken once
round the shroud. Throat Seizinf>,—^I'wo ropes or parts of ropes
are laid on each other parallel and receive a seizing similar to that
shown in figure 35—that is with upper and riding but no cross

turns. As the two part.s of rope are intended to turn up at right

angles to the direction in which they were secured, the seizing should
be of stouter line and short, not exceeding seven lower and six riding

turns- The end is better secured with a turn round the standing part.

Used for turning in dead-eyes and variously. Flat Seumg.—Com-
menced limilarly to the above, but it has noither riding nor cros.s

turns.

Racking Setzing (fig. 41).—A running eye having l>een spliced round
one part of the rope, the line is paased entirely round the other part,

Fig. 41. Fig. 42. Fig. 43.

crossed back round the first part, and so on for ten to twenty turns,

according to the expected strain, eveiy^ turn being hove a.s tight as
possible; after which round turns are paased to fill the spaces at
the back of each rope, by taking the end a over Ixith parts into the
hollow at returning at c, and going; over to d. When it reaches e

a turn may l>e taken round that rope only, the end rove undisr it,

and a half-hitch taken, which will foifii a clove-hiteh
;
knot the end

and cut it close. When the shrouds arc wire (whiii is half tnn uiae

of hemp) and the end turned up round a dead-eye of any kind, wire
seizings are preferable. It appears very undesirable to have wire
rigging combined with plates of screws for setting it up, as in case
of accident^sucb as that of the mast going over the side, a shot or
collision breaking the ironwork—the seamen are powerlessi,

Diamond Knot (ftp. 42, 43).—The rope must be unlaid as far as the
centre if the knot is required there, and the atrande handl^ with
great care to keep the lay in them. Three bights are turned iro as in

fig. 42, and the end of a is taken over h and up the bight c. Tm end
of b Is taken over 0 and up through a. The end « w taken over a
and tbrougb h. When hauled taut and the etrandi are laid tvp again
it wilt appear as in fig. 43. Any number of knots may hemade on the
same rope. They were need cm man edmes, the fiont-ropeaon the jib-

boom, and stmilar ptaoes, where it wuaiieccssary to*giVe a good hold
lor the hands or feet. Turk's heads are mwr generally used. Dotdtle

Diamond . by the ends of a single diamond toliowing tiieir

own part titl the knot is repeated. Uaed at the upper end of a enle
rope as an ornamental etoppiU-lBnot.

5irof>ping*Bioek8i^*^e9t are varfoae nodes of securing faloaka io
copce; the moot eimple is to eptsee an eye at the end of the rope a
little longer than the btoek and mag a nrattd nini^ to keep k in

plnoe; eudh is -tiie case witk jifo^psndanta. As a genedpol rule, the
parts of a atfop cmnMned shoakt ptMsnsf gnawer strengtii than tka
parts of theM YthikOi ant agaiiurt it. The skaEtif an cod^avy blnck
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akould be about throe times the circumference of the ropt which is^ ** » 3'in. rope; but small ropes
i»qtti»e wger blocks in po-opartioii, as a 4‘in. blc^ for a i-in. rc^.
Wfann the wosk to ite done* is very insportant the blocks are much
larger i brace-blocks are menre than five times the nominal size of the
brace. Leading-blockt and sheaves in racks are generally smaller
toaa the blocks through which the ropes pass terther away, which
aipears to be a mistake, as more power is lost by triction. A dump-
block should be double the nominal size of the rope. A single strop
may be made by joining the ends of a ropeof sufficient length logo
round the block and thimble by a common short splice, which rests
on the crown of the block (the opposite end to the thimble) and is
stretched into place by a jigger ; a strand is then passed twice round

Frc. 44. Fig. 45.

the space between the block and Uie thimble and hove taut by a
Spanish windlass to cramp the parts together ready for the reception
of a small round seiring. The. cramping or pinching into shape is

sometimes done by machinery invented by a rigger in Portsmouth
dockyard. The strop may be made the required length by a long
splice, but it would not ^ssess any advantage.

Grummet-Strop (fig. 44^—Made by unlaying a piece of rope of the
desired size about a foot more than three times the length required
for the strop. Place the centre of the rope round the block and
thimble

;
mark with chalk where the parts cross

;
take one strand out

of the rope
;
bring the two chalk marks together ; and cross the strand

in the lay on both sides, continuing round and round till the two
ends meet tiie third time; they are then halved, and the upper halvas

half-knot tod and passed over and under the next strands, exactly

as one part of a long splice. A piece of worn or well-stretched

rope will better retain Its sliapc, upon wliich success entirely depends.
The object is neatness, and if three or multiples of tlirce strops are
to bo made it is economical.
Double Strop (fig. 45).—Made witli one piece of rope, the splice

being brought as usual to the crown of tlie bliKk /, the bights fitting

into scores some inches apart, convorghig to the upper part, above
wlxich the thimble receives the bights a, a

;
and the four parts of the

strop are secured at s, 5 by a round seizing doubly cros^. If the

block be myt then on the nght slew (tlio shell horizontal or vertical)

a union thimble is used with another strop, which produces the de-

sired effect; thus the fore and main bracc-blocksj beiim very large

and thin, are required (for appearance) to lie horizontally; a sin^
strop round the yard vertically has a union thimble between it and
the double strop round the block. The double strop is used.ior large

blocks; it gives more support to tlie sheh than the single strop and
a4mits of smaller rope^ing used. Wire rope is much used for

block-strops; the fitting is similar. Metal blocks are also used in

fixed positions; durability is their chief recommendation. Great

care should be taken that they do not chafe the ropes which pus
by them as well as those whicht reeve tl^rough.

Selvagee Strop,—^Twine, rope-yam or rope is wanted round two

or more pegs pWed at the desired distance apart, till it assumes

the requisite site and strength; the two ends are then knotted or

spfieed. Temporary, firm aehemga am applied in scvoral phtces

to bind the parts hiether before the nope or twine is removed from

the pegs, after whiCAit is marled with suitable material. A large

strop should be warned round four or six pegs in order to give it

the shape in which it is to be used. This deseriptkm^f strop is much
sboAM and mom supple dian rope of similar suBe. Twine strops

(oovered with^dueik) are used io« beats' blocks and in similar places

requixing, Bi»pe-yaw. wd ^n-ywn. atrops are uafd

for attaSiing luff^tackles to shrouds and for many similar purposes.

To bring to a shroud or hawser, thecetitreof the rtropis passed round

the xDpa and each patit'trdssed'^hree' on fimr times before Jtooking

"
; a ipun-yw stop abiwe the centre will preiventisUpping

add aW aacemary with wine mpe. As an uaitMiQe ofc*

sMvagna blixdc<4dnot) b^g nsed-H^wnen the 'Mdwfle was hcwje

dhwn?^) CfaneM^Cbma), the . maili'piiithaie^ock wna^ donl^

atenp^witha lelwageaeontam^ a8 parts rope ; thatiwniild

preduoe iia parts in the neck, equal to a breaking strain of 280 tons.

.

which is more than four parts of a 19-in. cable. The estimated,
strain it bore was 80 tons.

Stoppers for ordinary running ropes are mads by splicing a pieoe
oi rope to a bolt or to a,hook and thimble, unlaying 3 or 4 it., tapering
it by cutting away some of the yams, and marling it down securely,
with a good whipping also on the end. It is used by taking a hsuf-

hitch round the rope which is to be hauled upon, dogging the end
up in the lay and holding it by hand. The cope can come ttoough
it when hauled, bat. cannot go back.

Whipping and Pointing .—The end of every worldng rope Shendd
at least be whipped to prevent it fagging out; in ships or war and
yachts they are invariably pointed. Wl^ptng is done, by plaoiag
the end of a piece of twine ur knittle^stuB on a rose about an inch
from the end, taking three or lOur turns taut over it (working towards
the end)

;
the twine is then laid on tile rope again lengthways con-

trary to the first, leaving a slack bight of twine; and taut turns
are repeatedly passed round the rope, o\^r the first end and overthe
bight, tiQ there are in all six to ten turns.; then haul the bight taut
through between the turns and cut it close. To point a rope, place
a good whipping a few inches from the end, according to size; open
out the erna entirely; select all the outer yams and twist them into
knittles eitlicr singly or two or three togethev ; scrape down and taper
the central part, marling it firmly. Turn every alternate knittle
and secure the remainder down by a turn of twine or a smooth
am hitched close up, which acts as the weft in weaving. The
nittles are then reversed and another turn of the weft taken, and

this is continued tilt far enough to look w<eIL At the last turn the
ends of the knittles which are laid back are led imrward over, and
under the weft and hauled through tightly, making it presenta circle
of small bights, level udth which the core is cut off smoothly. Hawsers
and large ropes have a becket formed in their ends during the process
of pointing. A piece of 1 to in. tope about to 2 ft. long is

,

spliced into the core by each end while it ia open : from four to Hcven
yarns, (equal to a strand) are taken at a time twisted up ;

op^ the
ends of the becket only sufficient to many them close in

;
turn in the

twisted yams between the strands (as splicing) three times, and stop
itabove and below. Both ends are treated a^ke

; when tne pointing
is competed a loop a few inches in length will protrude from the end
of the rope, which is very useful for reeving it. A hauling line or
reeving line should only be rove through the becket as a f^ lead.

Grafting is very similar to pointing, and frequerjfly done the whole
length of a ro^, as a side-rope. Pieces of white line more than
double the longto of tiie rope, sufficient in number to eiacircle it,

.) Fig. 46. h

are made op in hanks called foxes; the centre q{ each is made fast

by twine and the weaving process continued p in pointing. Block-
strops are sometimes bo covered

;
but, a* it causes decay, a small wove

mat which can be taken off occasionally is preferable.

Sheep-Skank (fig. 40).—Formed by maktag a long bight in a top-

gallant back-stav, or any rope winch it is desirable to shorten,

and taking a half-hitch near each bend, as at «, a. Rope-yam stops

at ft, ft are desirable to keep it in place till the strain is brought on it.

Wire rope cannot be so treated, and it is injurious to hemp rope that

is large and stiff.

Knotting Yams (fig. 47).—This operation becomes necessary when
a comparatively short piece of junlc is to be made into sptin;;‘yam,

or large rope into small, which is called twice Imd. The end of each
yam is divided, rubbed smooth and married (as for spliciit^).

Two of the divided parts, as c, c and d,' d, are passed in opposite

direc^ns round all the other parts and knotted. The ends e and /

remain passive. The figure is drawn opicu, but the forks of A and
B should be pressed close togetlier, the knot hauled taut and the

ends cut off.

Butt Slings (fig. 48).—Made of 4-in. rope, each pair being 26 ft.

in length, with an eye spliced in one end, through which the other

is rove before being placed over one end of tbe cask; rope is tb«
passed round lihe.qppoait© sWe pf the OMkifind two ha^^hitchte,n^to•.

' with the end,.|prmtoi another running bofiji of which are,boj||eQ

down taut as the mckie receives the weight. SUng|i for

I casks requiring cane should be of this desetiptioUf though
rppe, as the cask.ciwmot possiWy^ iJols Smgtpjpbmm by
sj^cing the ends ofabout 5 tappip* tt^ther,

looks uke a long strop, simiiar to the ooubfe strop represented In.

fig. 43-*dhe Itigjttstbesng placed or bide and opeof the
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bights a, a rove through the other and attached to the whip or

For a complete treatise on the subject the ^ader may be referred

to TAe Book of Knots, being a Complete Treatise on the Art of Cordage,

illustrated by 172 Diagrams, shoxving the Manner of making every Knot,

Tie and Splice, by Tom Bowling (London, 1890).

Mathematical Theory of Knots,

In the scientific sense a knot is an endless physical line which

cannot be deformed into a circle. A physical line is flexible and

inextensible, and cannot be cut—so that no lap of it can be

drawn through another.

The founder of the theory of knots is undoubtedly Johann

Benedict Listing (iSoS-iSfia). In his “ Vorstudien zur Topo-

logie ’’ {Gbttinger Studieny 1847), a work in many respects of

startling originality, a few pages only are devoted to the subject.*

He treats knots from the elementary notion of twisting one

physical line (or thread) round •^another, and shows that from

the projection of a knot on a surface we can thus obtain a notion

of the relative situation of its coils. He distinguishes “ reduced

from “ reducible forms, the number of crossings in the reduced

knot being the smallest possible. The simplest form of reduced

knot is of two species, as in figs. 49 and 50. Listing points out

that these are formed, the first by right-handed the second by

left-handed twisting. In fact, if three half-twists be given to a

long strip of paper, and the ends be then pasted together, the

two edges become one line, which is the knot in question. We
may free it by slitting the paper along its middle line; and then

we have the juggler's trick of putting a knot on an endless un-

knotted band. One of the above forms cannot be deformed into

the other. The one is, in Listing’s language, the “ perversion
"

of the other, i.e. its image in a plane mirror. He gives a method

of symbolizing reduced knots, but shows that in this method the

same knot may, in certain cases, be represented by different

symbols. It is clear that the brief notice he published contains

a mere sketch of his investigations.

The most extensive dissertation on the properties of knots is

that of Peter Guthrie Tait (Trans, Roy, Soc, Edin. xxviii. 145,

where the substance of a number of papers in the Proceedings

of the same society is reproduced). It was for the most part

written in ignorance of the work of Listing, and was suggested

by an inquiry concerning vortex atoms.

Tait starts with the almost self-evident proposition that, if any
plane closed curve have double points only, in passing continuously

along the curve from one of these to the same again an even number
of double points has been passed through. Hence the crossings

may be taken alternately over and under. On this he bases a scheme
for the representation of knots of every kind, and employs it to find

all ^e distinct forms of knots which nave, in their simplest projec-

Fig. 49. Fic. 50. Fig. 51, Fig. 52.

tions, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 crossings only. Their numbers are shown to

be i, I, 2, 4 and 8 . The unique knot of three crossings lias been

already given as drawn by Listmg. The unique knot of four cross-

ings merits a few words, because its properties lead to a very singular

conclusion. It can be deformed into any of the four forms—ftp. 51

and 52 and their perversions. Knots which can be deformed into

their own perversion Tait calls " amphicheiral " (from the Greek
on both sides, around, hand), and he has shown that

there is at least one knot of this kind for every even number of

crossings. He shows also that “ links *’ (in which two endless

physical lines are linked together) possess a similar property; and
ne then points out that there is a third mode of makmg a complex
figure of endk*ss physical lines, without either knotting or linking.

Tliis may be called *' lacing " or locking." Its nature is obvious
from fig. 53, in wdiich it will be seen that no one of the three lines

is knotted, no two are linked, and yet the three are inseparably
fastened together.
The rest of Tait's paper deals chiefly with numerical character-

istics of knots, such as their " knottiness," " beknottedness " and
" knotfulness," He also ^ows that any knot, however complex,

' See P. G. Tait " On Listing's Topologie,” Phil. Mag. xvii. 30.

can be fully represented by three clewed plane curves, none of which
has double points and no two of which intersect. It may be stated

here that the notion of beknottedness is founded on a remark of

Gauss, who in 1833 considered the problem of 4he number of inter-

linkings of two closed circuits, and expressed it by the electro-

dynamic measure of the work required to carry a unit magnetic polo

round one of the interlinked curves, while a unit electric current i$

Fig. 53. Fig. 54.

kept cuculating in the other. This original suggestion has been
developed at considerable length by Otto Boeddicker (Erweiterung

der Gauss*schen Theorieder Verschlingungen (Stuttgart, 1876). This

author treats also of the connexion of knots with Riemann's surfaces.

It is to be noticed that, although every knot in which the crossings

are alternately over and under is irreducible, the converp is not

generally true. This is obvious at once from fig. 54, which is merely

the three-crossing knot with a doubled string—what Listing calls

" paradromic."
Christian Felix Klein, in the Mathematische Annalen, ix. 478, has

proved the remarkable proposition that knots cannot exist in ^ace
of four dimensions. (P. G. T.)

KNOUT (from the French transliteration of a Russian word of

Scandinavian origin; cf. A.-S. cnotta, Eng. knot), the whip used

in Russia for flogging criminals and political offenders. It is

said to have been mtroduced under Ivan III. (1462-1505). The

knout had different forms. One was a lash of raw hide, 16 in.

long, attached to a wooden handle, 9 in. long. The lash ended

in a metal ring, to which was attached a second lash as

long, ending also in a ring, to which in turn was attached a few

inches of hard leather ending in a beak-like hook. Another kind

consisted of many thongs of skin plaited and interwoven with

wire, ending in loose wired ends, like the cal-o'-ninc tails. The

victim was tied to a post or on a triangle of w^ood and stripped,

receiving the specified number of strokes on the back. A sen-

tence of 100 or 120 lashes was equivalent to a death sentence;

but few lived to receive so many. The executioner was usually

a criminal who had to pass through a probation and regular

training; being let off his own penalties in return for his services.

Peter the Great is traditionally accused of knouting his son

Alexis to death, and there is little doubt that the boy was

actually beaten till he died, whoever was the executioner. The

emperor Nicholas 1 . abolished the earlier forms of knout and

substituted the pleti, a three-thonged lash . Ostensibly the knout

has been abolished throughout Russia and reserved for the penal

settlements.

KNOWLES, SIR JAMES (1831-190S), English architect and

editor, was bom in London in 1831, and was educated, with a

view to following his father’s profession, as an architect at

University College and in Italy. His literary tastes also brought

him at an early age into the field of authorship. In i860 he

published The Story of King Arthur. In 1867 he was introduced

to Tennyson, whose house, Aldworth, on Blackdown, he

designed ;
this led to a close friendship, Knowles assisting

Tennyson in business matters, and among other things helping

to design scenery for The Cup, when Irving produced that play

in 1880, Knowles became intimate with a number of the most

interesting men of the day, and in 1869, with Tennyson’s co-

operation, he started the Metaphysical Society, the object of

which was to attempt some intell^tual rapprochement between

religion and science by getting the leading representatives of

faith and unfaith to meet and exchange views.

The members from first to last were as follows : Dean Stanley,

Seeley, Roden Noel, Martinestu, W. B. Carpenter, Hinton, Huxley,

Pritchard, Hutton, Ward, Bagehot, Fioude, Tennyson, Tyndall,

Alfred Barry, Lord Arthur Russell, Gladstone, Manning, Knowles,

Lord Avebory, Dean Alford, Alex. Grant, Bishop Thirlwall,

F. Harrison, Father Dalgaims, Sir G. Grove, Shadworth Hodgpou,
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H. Sidgwick, £, Luthxngton, Bishcm EUicott, Mark Pattiscm, duke
of Argyll, Ruskin, Robert Lowe, Grant Dufi, Greg, A, C. Fraser,
Henry Acland, Maurice, Archbishop Thomson, Mozley, Dean Church,
Bishop Magee, Croqp Robertson, Fitzlames Stephen, Sylvester,

J. C. Bucknill, Andrew Clark, W. K. (Afford, St George Mivart,
M. Boulton, Lord Selbome, John Morl^, Leslie Stephen, F. Pollock,
Gasquet, C. B* Upton, William Gull, Robert Clarke, A, J, Balfour,
James Sully and A. Barratt.

Papers were read and discussed at the various meetings on
such subjects as the ultimate grounds of belief in the objective

pd moral sciences, the immortality of the soul, &c. An interest-

ing description of one of the meetings was given by Magee (then

bishop of Peterborough) in a letter of 13th of February 1873 :

—

Archbishop Manning in the chair was flanked by two Protestant
bishops right and left; on my right was Hutton, editor of the
Spectator

^

an Arian
;
then came Father Dalgaims, a very able Roman

Catholic priest; opposite him Lord A. Russell, a Deist; then two
Scotch metaphysical* writers, Freethinkers; then Knowles, the very
broad editor of the Contemporary', then, dressed as a laj^an and
looking like a country squire, was Ward, formerly Rev. Ward, and
earliest of the perverts to Rome; then Greg, author of The Creed of

Christendom, a Deist; then Froude, the historian, once a deacon in

our Church, now a Deist
;
then Roden Noel, an actual Atheist and

red republican, and looking very like one ! Lastly Ruskin, who read
a paper on miracles, which we discussed for an hour and a half 1

Nothing could be calmer, fairer, or even, on the whole, more reverent
than the discussion. In my opinion, we, the Christians, had much
the best of it. Dalgaims, the priest, was very masterly

;
Manning,

clever and precise and weighty; Froude, very acute, and so was
Greg. We only wanted a Jew and a Mahommedan to make our
Religious Museum complete^' {Life, i. 284).

The last meeting of the society was held on 16th May 1880.

Huxley said that it died “ of too much love Tennyson, ‘‘ be-

cause after ten years of strenuous effort no one had succeeded in

even defining metaphysics/^ According to Dean Stanley, ‘‘ We
all meant the same thing if we only knew it.” The society

formed the nucleus of the distinguished list of contributors who
supported Knowles in his capacity as an editor. In 1870 he

became editor of the Contemporary Review, but left it in 1877

and founded the Nineteenth Century (to the title of which, in 1901,

were added the words And After), Both periodicals became

very influential under him, and formed the type of the new sort

of monthly review which came to occupy the place formerly

held by the quarterlies. In 1904 he received the honour of

knighthood. He died at Brighton on the 13th of February

1908.

KNOWLES, JAMBS SHERIDAN (1784-1862), Irish dramatist

and actor, was bom in Cork on the 12th of May 1784. His father

was the lexicographer, James Knowles (i759“iS4o), cousin-

german of Richard Brinsley Sheridan, The family removed to

London in 1793, and at the age of fourteen Knowles published

a ballad entitled The Welsh Harper

^

which, set to music, was very

popular. The boy’s talents secured him the friendship of

Hazlitt, who introduced him to Lamb and Coleridge. He served

for some time in the Wiltshire and afterwards in the Tower

Hamlets militia, leaving the service to become pupil of Dr

Robert Willan (1757-1812), He obtained the decree of M.D., and

was appointed vaccinator to the Jennerian Society. Although,

however, Dr Willan generously offered him a share in his

practice, he resolved to forsake medicine for the stage, making

his first appearance probably at Bath, and playing Hamlet at the

Crow Theatre, Dublin. At Wexford he mamed, in October 1809,

Maria Charteris, an actress from the Edinburgh Theatre. In

i8io he wrote Leo^ in which Edmund Kean acted with great

success; another pky, Brian Boroihme, written for the Belfast

Theatre in the next year, also drew crowded houses, but his

earnings were so small that he was obliged to become assistant

to his father at the Belfast Academical Institution. In 1817 he

removed from Belfast to Glasgow, where, besides conducting a

flourishing -school, he continued to write for the stage. His

first important success was Caius Gracchus, produced at Belfast

in 181S ; and his Virpnius, written for Edmund Keai^ was first

ki x8« ^ Covent Garden. In WM^m Tefl (18.5)

MBcrendy found one of his favotirite parts.
^ .

play, Tfe Rm<U>ac%, was produced at ^mt Gai^ m 183a;

JVte Wife was brought out at flie same theatre m 1833 ;
and Tne

Love Chase in 1837. In his later years he forsook the stage for.

the pulpit, and as a Baptist preacher attracted large audiences
at Exeter Hall and^ elsewhere. He published two polemical

works—the Rock of Rome and the Idol Demolished ^ its tnm
Priests^m both <A which he combated the special doctrines of

theRoman Catholic Church. Knowles was for some years in the
receipt of an annual pension of £200, bestowed by .'Sir Robert
Peel. He died at Torquay on the 30th of November 1862,

A full list of the works of Knowles and of the various notices of
him will be found in the Life (1872), privately printed by his son,
Richard Brinsley Knowles (1820-1882), who was well known as a
}oumalist.

KNOW NOTHING (or American) PARTY, in United States

history, a political party of great importance in the decade
before i860. Its principle was political proscription of natural-

ized citizens and of Roman Catholics. Distrust of alien immi-
grants, because of presumptive attachment to European insti-

tutions, has always been more or less widely diffused, and race

antagonisms have been recurrently of political moment; while

anti-Catholic sentiment went back to colonial sectarianism.

These were the elements of the political “ nativism
”—t\e.

hostility to foreign influence in politics—of 1830-1860. In
these years Irish immigration became increasingly preponderant;

and tliat of Catholics was even more so. The geographical

segregation and the clannishness of foreign voters in the cities

gave them a power that Whigs and Democrats alike (the latter

more successfully) strove to control, to the great aggravation

of naturalization and election frauds. ” No one can deny that

ignorant foreign suffrage had grown to be an evil of immense
proportions” (J. F. Rhodes). In labour disputes, political

feuds and socid clannishness, the alien elements—especially
the Irish and German—displayed their power, and^at times gave

offence by their hostile criticism of American institutions.^ In

immigration centres like Boston, Philadelphia and New York,

the (>tholic Church, very largely foreign in membership and
proclaiming a foreign allegiance of disputed extent, was really

“the symbol and strength of foreipi influence” (Scisco); many
regarded it as a transplanted foreign institution, un-American

in organization and ideas.® Thus it became involved in j^litics.

The decade 1830-1840 was marked by anti-Catholic (anti-Irish)

riots in various cities and by party organization of nativists in

many places in local elections. Thus arose the American-

Republican (later the Native-American) Party, whose national

career begun practically in 184?, and which in Louisiana in 1841

first received a state organization. New York City in 1844 and

Boston in 1845 carried by the nativists, but their success

was due to Whig support, which was not continued,® and the

national organization was by 1847—in which year it endorsed

the Whig nominee for the presiden^—practically dead. Though
some Whig leaders had strong nativist leanings, and though the

party secured a few representatives in Congress, it accomplished

little at this time in national politics. In the early ’fifties nativfem

was revivified by an unparalleled inflow of aliens. Catholics,

moreover, had combated the Native-Americans defiantly. In

1852 both Whigs and Democrats were forced to defend their

presidential nominees against charges of anti-Catholic sentiment.

In 1853-1854 there was a widespread “ anti-popery ” propa-

ganda and riots against Catholics in various cities. Meanwmle

the Know Nothing Party had sprungfrom nativist secret societies,

whose relations remain obscure.* Its organization was secret;

and hence its name—for a member, when interrogated, always

' E.g. for some extraordinary “ reform ” programmes among
German immigrants see Schmeckebier (as below), pp. 48-30.

® ** The actual offence of the Catholic Chureh was its non-con-

formity to American methods of church administration and popular

education (Scisco).

» The Whigs bargained aid in New York city for “ American

support in the state, and charged that the latter was not given.

Millard Fillmore attributed the Whig loss of the state (see Libskty
Party) to the disaffection of Catholic Whigs angered by the alliance

with the nativists.
. . « , ^

* The Order of United Americans and the Order of the Star

Spangled Banner, established in New York respectively in <845 and

1850, were the most important sources of its menibenhip.
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answered that he knew nothing about it. Selecting candidates

^cretly from among those nominated by the other parties, and
giving them no public endorsement, the Know Nothings, as soon
as they gained the balance of power, coula shatter at will Whig
end Democratic calculations. Their power was evident by
1852—^from which time, occordmgfy, “ Knovz-Nothingism is

most properly dated. The charges they brought against

naturalization abuses were only too well founded; and those

against election frauds not less so—though, unfortunately, the
Know Nothings themselves followed scandalous election methods
in some cities. The pmposed proscription of the foreign*bom
knew no exceptions : many wished never to concede to them all

the righU of natives, nor to their children unless educated in

the public schools. Am for Catholics, the real animus of Know
Nothingism was against political Romanism; therefore, secon*
darily, against papal allegiance and episcopal church adminis-
tration (in place of administration by lay trustees, as was earlier

common practice in the United ^tes); and, primarily, against
public aid to Catholic schools, and the alleged greed (f.r, the
power and success) of the Irish in politics. The times were pro-

pitious for the success of an aggressive third party ; for the Whigr,
were broken by the death of Clay and Webster and the crashing
defeat of 1852, and both the Whig and Democratic parties were
disintegrating on the slaver>' issue. But the Know Nothings
lacked aggression. In entering national politics the party
abandoned its mysteries, without making <'ompensatory gains;

when it was compelled to publish a platform of principles,

factions arose in its ranks
; moreover, to draw recruits the faster

from Whigs and Democrats, it “ straddled ’*
the slavery question,

and this, although a temporar>’ success, ultimately meant ruin.

In 1854, however, Know Nothing gains were remarkable.

‘

Thereafter the organization spread like v;ildtire in tlie South, in

which section there were almost no aliens, and the Whig dissolu-

tion was far advanced. The Virginia election of May 1855
proved conclusivdly, however, that Know Nothingism was no
stronger against the Democrats than was the Whig party it had
absorbed

; it was the same organization under a new name. In
the North it was even clearer that slavery must be faced. Know
Nothing evasion probably helped the South, but neither Repub-
licans nor Democrats would endure the evasion; Douglas and
Seward, and later (i855*-i856) their parties, denounced it. In
the Nortii-West the Know Nothings were swept into the anti-

slavery movement in 1854 without retaining their organization.

In the state campaigns of 1855 professions v/ere measured to the
latitude. The national platform of 1856 (adopted by a secret

grand council), besides including anti-alien and anti-Catholic

planks, offered sops to the North, the South and the “ dough-
faces ” on the slavety issue. Millard Fillmore was nominated
for tlie presidenq’. The anti-slavery delegates of eight Northern
states bolted the convention, and eight months later the Repub-
lican wave swept the Know Nothings out of the North,® The
nalional field being thus lost, the state councils became supreme,
and local opportunism fostered variation and weakness. By
1859 the part)' was confined almost entirely to the border states.

Tlie Constitutional Union—the “ Do Notloing Party of i860
was mainly composed of luiow' Nothing remnants.-* The year

1860 practir.ally marked, also, the disappearance of the party as a
local power

Except in city politics nativism had no vitality
;
in state and

* This year " American Party " became the official name. Its
strength in Congress was almost thirty-fold that of 1 852 , It elected
govemora, legialatures, or botli, in four New England states, and in
Maryland, Kentucky and. California; minor officers elsewhere; and
almost won six Southern states.

8 For it delayed anti-slavery organization in the North, and
presumably discouraged immigration, which was a source of strength
to the North rather than to tlie ^uth.

^ They carried only Maryland. The popular vote in the North
was under one-seventh, in the South abKJve three-sevenths, of the
total vote cast.

Note the presidential vote. Seward's loss of the Republican
nomination was partly due to Know Nothing hostility.

Its firmest hold was in Maryland. Its rule in ISaltimore (1854-
t86o) was marked by disgraceful riots and abuMs.

national politics it really hadmo excuse. Race antipathies gave
it IocaI cohesive power in the North; various causes, already
mentioned, advanced it in the South; and as a device to win
offices it was of widespread attraction, It^only real contribu-
tion to government was the proof that nativism is not American-
ism. Public opinion has never accepted its estimate of the alien

nor of Catholic citizens. Some of its anti-Church principles,

however—as the non-support of denominational schools—have
been generally accepted; others—as the refusal to exclude the
(F^testant) Bible from public schools—have been generally
rejected

; others—-as the taxation of all Church property—^remain

disputed.

See L. D, Sciaoo, PoliHcul NativiAn »n New York State (doctoral
thesis, Columbia University, New York, igoi)

;
L. F, Schmeckebier,

Know Nothing Party in Maryland (Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimcnrc, 18^) ;

G, H. Haynes, " A Know Nothing Legislature
(Mass., 1855^, in American Historical Assoc, Report^ pt, t (i8g0}!

J. B. MoMaster, With the Father^, including “ The Riotous Career of
the Know NothingH " (New York, 1890); H. F. Desmond, The Know
Nothing Party (Washington, 1905).

K)fOX« HENRY (1750-1806), American general, wa.s born in

Boston, Massachusetts, of Scottish-Irish parentage, on the 25th
of July 1750. He was prominent in the colonial militia and tried

to keep the Boston crowd and the British soldiers from the
clash known as the Boston massacre (1770). In 1771 he opened
the London Book-Store ” in Boston. He had read much of

tactics and strategy, joined the American army at the outbreak
of the War of Independence, and fought at Bunker Hill, planned
the defences of the camps of the army before Boston, and brought
from Lake George and border forts much-needed artillery. At
Trenton he crossed the river before the main body, and in the

attack rendered such good service that he was made brigadier-

general and chief of artillery in the continental array on the

following day . He was present at Princeton
;
was chiefly respon-

sible for tlie mistake in attacking the “ Chew' House ” at German-
town

;
urged New York as the objective of the campaign of 1778

;

served with efficiency at Monmouth and at Yorktown; and d'tcr

the surrender of Cornwallis was promoted major-general, and
served as a commissioner on the exchange of prisoners. His
8cr\^k:cs throughout the war were of great value to the American
cause ; he wa,s one of General Washington’s most tru.sted advisers,

and he brought the artilleiy’ to a high degree of efficiency . From
December 1783 until June 1784 he was the senior officer of the

United States army. In April 1783 be bad drafted a scheme
of a society to be formed by the American officers and the French
officers who had served in America during the war, and to bo
called the Cindnnati ”

;
of this society he was the first secreUury-

general (1783-1799) and in 1805 became vice-president-general.

In 1785-1794 Knox was secretary of war, being the first man to

hold this position after the organization of the Federal govern-
ment in 1789. He urged incfiectually a national militia system,
to enroll all citizens over 18 and under 60 in the advanced
corps/’ tlia main coim ” or the ‘^reserve/’ and for this and his

close friendship with Washington was bitterly as.sailed by the

Republicans. In 1793 he had begun to build his house, Mont-
pelier, at Thomaston. Maine, where he speculated unsuccess-

fully in the holdings of tire liastern Land Association; and he

lived there until his death on tlie 25th of October 1806.

See F. S. Drake, Memoir of General Henry Knox (Boston, 1873);
and Noah Brooks, Henry Knox (New York, 1900), in the ** American
Men of Energy Smies.”

KmX,JOHN(£. 150^-1572), Scottish reformer and historian.

Of his early life very little is certainly known, in Spite of the

fact that has History of the Reformation and his private letters,

especially the latter, are often vividly autobiographical. Even
the year of his birth, usudly given as 1505, is matter of dispute.

Beza, in his leones^ published in 1580, makes it 1515; Sir Peter

Young (tutor to James VI. of Scdtlahd), writing to Beza frotn

Edinburgh in 1579, ^ys 1513; and a strong case has been made
out for Elding that the generally accepted date is due to an

error in tranacription (see Dr Hay Fleming in the Bookman,
Sept. 1005). But Knox seems to have' been reticent about his

early life, even to his contemporaries. What is known is that he
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'was a son of William EinoK, (vto li^ ia or mar itbe town of

Haiddh^A^ that (his nvother’s name was Sinclair, and that bk
forelathars on laoth lidtts had lought 'under the banner of the

©othweMs. Widdun iKnox was “simple,*' not “.gentle'"—

perhaps a prosperous East Ixitdoian peajuunt. But sent hk
son John to school ‘(no doubt the weU^known gramdinar sc^
of HadcliQgtoii),and thereaifitsr to the university,where, like hit

eontempora^ George Buchanan, he sot “ at the feet " of. John

Major. Major was a native df Haddhigton, who had recently re-

turnedto Sc»tlandiirom.BaTi6wxth a giuatacadernkjaliupvitatioxL

He retained to tlteiast^ as hi^ Mistory of Gfeater Britain shows,

the repujipkanoe chavacteristic of the umversity of Paris to the

tyranny of kings and noble^; but ilike k, he was now adarmcd by

the revolt of Lather, and ceased to uiige ks ancient protest

against the supremacy 'of the pope. He exchanged his “re-

gency ” or professorship in Glasgow University for one in that of

St Andrews in 1523. df Knox's college .time was later than that

date (as it .must have been, if he was bom near 1515), k was no

doubt spent, as Bcza narrates, at St Andrews, and probably

exclusively there. But in Major’s last Glasgow session a

“ Joannes SinOK “ <(itot .an uncommon name, however, at that

time in 'thewest of Scotland) matricalated there.; and ^ this were

the future reformer, he may thereidter either have foUoiwd his

master to St Andrews or returned from Glfisgow straiglit to

Haddington. But till twenty years after that dote his caor^

has not been again traced. Then be reappears in bis native

district as a pnest without a university degree (Sir John KnoX)

and a notary of the diocese of St Andrews. In 1543 he certainly

signed fain«elf “ minister of the sacred altar " under the arch-

bishop of St Andrews. But in 1546 he was -canying a two-

banded sword in defence of the refocmer George Wishart, on the

dav when the latter was arrested by the archlbishop[s order.

Knox would have resisted, though the arrest was by his feudal -

superior, Lord Bothwell; but Wishart hiinself ofiimmand^ bk
submission, with the words “ One is sufficient for a sacrifice,”

and was handed over for .tridl at Bt Andrews. And next year

the archbishop bimsclf had been murdered, and Knox was

preaching in St Andrews a fully developed Protestantism.

Knox gives us no information las to how this statrthng change

in himsdf was brought about. During those twen^^ years

Scotland bad been slowly tending to freedom in religious pro-

Ifession, and to friendship with England rather than wkh Prance.

The Scsdttish hierarchy, by this time corrupt and even profligate,

saw the twofold danger and met it firmly. Jame.s V., the

“iCommons’ King” had put himself into tbc hands of the

Beatons, who in 1528 burned Patrick Hamilton, On James's

death there was a slight reaction, but the cardinal-archbkhop

todk possession of the weak regent Arran, and in 1546 burned

George Wishart. England had by this time irejected the pope’s

supremacy. In Scotland by a recent statute it was death even

.to argue "against it; and Knox after Wishart's execution was

'fleeing frenn place to placc, when,rhearing that certain gentlemen

of Fife had dain the cardinal and were in possession of his castle

of St Andrews, he gladly 'joined himself to them. In St Andrews

he taught “ John’s Gospel ” and a certain catechisra—prohably

that which Wishart had got from “ Helvetia ” and tteonslafted;

(but his teaching was supposed to 'be private and tutorial and for

the benefit of his friends’ ‘' bairns.” The mcniabout him how-

ever—among* them Sir Da«rid l^dsay of the Mount, “Lyon

King ” and poet—saw his .capacity for greater things, and, on

his at ‘first refuslfig “ to run where God had not ^lled him,

planned a solenm appeal to Knox from the pulpit .to accept

“ the public oMcennd charge of preaching,” At the okaeidf it

'the>8peaker {in (Kkox's own narrative) '' said to those that were

mresent, * Wos.not this your charge to me ? Ami ^do ye not

iwiptovc Ite vocation^? ' They ranswered,

Zvtovt It.' Whereat the said JdhmK, dished, Ifaigntyh

dn meat Abundant teairs and withdrew Ihimsetf to^s .Chan^r,

these in “IheaviiieTO ” for days, untd be <c8ftne

.thismiige ihoident.as .tiie .’spring)of ha oro

!St Andrews invitation was realty one to dan^r and Jdeath !,

John Bough, who spoke it, died a few yeazB after in the flaoMS

at .Smkhfielil. Bsot it was a cidl which many in that ardent

dawn were ready ty aocept, and it had now at length founds nr'

imade, a atatesmaa and lea^r of mem For what to (the otkeits

was chiefly a promise of personal salvation became for the

indomitable wifi of Knox an assurance also nf victory, even in

this world, over'embattled forces of andoit wrong, it is certain

At least that from this date he never changed and scarcely even

varied his public course. And looknig bade upon that cotnse

afterwards, he records with nmeh com^conoy how hk earlicat

St Andrews sermon built up a whole fabrk of aggressive

tantism upon Purkan thec^, so that his startled hearecs mut-

tered, “ Others sned (snipped) the branches^ this man strikes

at the root.”

Meantime the system attacked was safe for other tbirtstfi

years. In June 1547 St Andrews yielded to the French fleet, and

the prisoners, including Knox, were thrown into the galleys ton

the Loire, to remain in irons and imder the lash for at least

oxineteen months. Released at last (apparently through the

influence of the young English king, Edward VL), Knox mas

appointed one .of the licensed preachers of the new ^th for

England, and stationed in the great garrisan df Berwick, and

afterwards at Newcastte. In 15151 he sewns to have been made
a royal chaplain; in 1552 he was certainly oflered an Engfish

bishopric, which he declinfid; and during most nf this year he

used his influence, as preacherat court and m London, tomake
the new Enghsfa settlement more Protestant. To him at leret

is due the Prayer-book rubric wQiich expfiains that/whenkneeling

at the sacrament is ordered, “ no adoration is intended or ought *

to be done.” While in Northumberland Knox had been

betrothed to Margaret Bowes, one of the (fifteen children df

Richard Bowes, the captain of Narhaan Castle^ Her mother,

Elizabeth, tXHheiress of Aske in Yorkahire, was*the eaiikst of

that little band of women^riends whose corrcspondcacc with

Knox on religious matters throws an unexpect^ light on his

discriministing tenderness of heart. But now Utoy Ti^r.

succeeded her hrother, and Kncnc in March i554

five years' exile abroad, leaving Mrs. Bowes a fine itteatise on

“ Afflictipn,” and sending back to England tw© editions of a
more acrid “ Eailhful Admonitkm ” on the crisis there. He

first drifted to Frankfort, where the English congregatioo

divided as English IProtestairts have always done, ;aind theparty

opposed to Knox got 'rid of him at last by a complaint to >the

authorities of treason mgainst the omptror Charles V. at wril

as Philip and Mary. ;At Geneva he found -a (more congemal

pastorate. Christofflier Goodman (c. Ji5ao-'i6o3) and he, with

other exiles, began there (the Puritan tradition, and prepared

the earlier ^gliah version -of the Bitile, “ the househoid book of

the En^ish-speaking nations ” during the greatage of Eli»betL

Here, and afterwards at Dieppe (where he preadied in French^,

Knox kept in coirammication with the other ReSonnor8, sti»(kod

Greek and Hdirew in the interest of theology, and haying

brought his wife and her mother from England in 1555 lived

for years a peaceful life.
. , ^ , ar •

But erven here Knox was prepar^ for Scotland, owl laomg

the difficulties of the future, theoretical as well as practical, in

bis first year abroad he consulted Calvin and Bullinger as to'tbe

ri^t of the civil “ authority ” to prescribe ireligion to his ;sub-

particular, whetbor the godly should dbey “ a "Wgis-

trate who enforces iddatry and condenms :tnie ndjgton,
_

and

wrtioBi shoulhl they join “ in the case of .a ireligwus .nob^y

resisting an idolatrous sovereign.” Jn August 11555 h*

his natiwe country and fomfo1iiequoen.m0ther,lSaryofInntw^
acting as iregent tin place of the 'real ’soivereign, the youtkful

better-known Mary, now being hrought up atithe cowt of

IFrance. ScriptureMreading and .the jww viewB ihod .^lead

SBde]w,*ndiBheireg*Bt was dispoied to wink at this in theMSe-of

the “trehgiouB nobility.” iKae* was accordingly nHotwA fo

preada puivatelyrkir sfomonths.tlwougbout the Bauthrof Bcotiaihd,

imd wa8ilisteired .to wkh;anienthnsiam wfodumadeihkii.lN^

nut, wereitiie doalft ^hfoh .shimW

fla^mEdisfolrghreBere lltesteihadtiAieel”
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even addressed a letter to the regent, urging her to favour the

Evangel. She accepted it jocularly as a ‘‘ pasquil/’ and Knox
on his departure was condemned and bum^ in efh^. But he

left behind him a Wholesome Counsel ” to Scottish heads of

families, reminding them that within their own houses they

were bishop and kings/' and recommending the institution

of something like the early apostolic worship in private congre-

gations. Of the Protestant barons Knox, though in exile^

seems to have been henceforward the chief adviser ; and before

the end of 1557 they, under the name of the ‘‘ Lords of the Con-

gregation/’ had entered into the first of the religious '' bands ”

or “ covenants ” afterwards famous in Scotland. In 1558 he

published his “ Appellation " to the nobles, estates and (common-

alty against the sentence of death recently pronounced upon him,

and along with it a stirring appeal “ To his beloved brethren,

the Commonalty of Scotland,” urging that the care of religion

fell to them also as bcmg “ God's creatures, created and formed

in His own image,” and having a right to defend their conscience

against persecution. About this time, indeed, there was in

Scotland a remarkable approximation to that solution of the

toleration difficulty which later ages have approved; for the

regent was understood to favour the demand of the “ congrega-

tion ” that at least the penal statutes against heretics “ be

suspended and abrogated,” and ** that it be lawful to us to use

ourselves in matters of religion and conscience as we must answer

to God.” It was a consummation too ideal for that early date;

and next year the regent, whose daughter was now queen of

France and there mixed up with the persecuting policy of the

Guises, forbade the reformed preacliing in Scotland. A rupture

ensued at once, and Knox appeared in Edinburgh on the 2nd of

May 1559 “ even in the brunt of the battle.” He was promptly
“ blown to the horn ” at the Cross there as an outlaw, but

escaped to Dundee, and commenced public preaching in the

chief towns of central Scotland. At Perth and at St Andrews
his sermons were followed by the destruction of the monasteries,

institutions disliked in that age in Scotland alike by the devout

and the profane. But while he notes that in Perth the act was
that of ‘‘ the rascal multitude,” he was glad to claim in St

Andrews the support of the civic “ authority ”; and indeed the

burghs, which were throughout Europe generally in favour of

freedom, soon became in Scotland a main support of the Refor-

mation. Edinburgh was still doubtful, and the queen regent

held the castle; but a truce between her and the lords for six

months to the ist of Januar>^ 1560 was arranged on the footing

that every man there “ may have freedom to use his own con-

science to the day foresaid ”—^a freedom interpreted to let Knox
and his brethren preach publicly and incessantly.

Scotland, like its capital, was divided. Both parties lapsed

from the freedom-of-conscience solution to which each when
unsuccessful appealed; both betook themselves to arms; and
the immediate future of the little kingdom was to be decided by
its dktemal alliances. Knox now took a leading part in the

great transaction by which the friendship of France was ex-

changed for that of England. He had one serious difficulty.

Before Elizabeth’s accession to the English crown, and after

the queen-mother in Scotland had disappointed his hopes, he

had published a treatise against what he called “ The Monstrous

Regiment (regimen or government) of Women ”
;
though the

despotism of that despotic age was scarcely appreciably worse

when it happened to be in female hands. Elizabeth never for-

gave him; but Cecil corresponded with the Scottish lords, and
their answer in July 1559, in Knox’s handwriting, assures

England not only of their- own constancy, but of ** a diarge and
commandment to our posterity, that the amity cuid league

between you and us, contracted and begun in Christ Jesus, may
by them be kept inviolated for ever.” The league was promised

by England
;
but the army of France was first in the field, and

towards the end of the year drove the forces of the ** congrega-

gation ” from Leith into Edinburgh, and then out of it in a
midnight rout to Stirling--** that dark and dolorous night,” as

Knox long afterwards said, “ wherein all ye, my loros, with

shame and fear left this town,” and from which only a memorable

JOHN
sermon by their great preacher roused the despairing multitude

into new hope. Their leaders renounced allegiance to the regent

;

she ended her not unkindly, but as Knox calls it
** unhappy,”

life in the castle of Edinburgh
; the English tre^ps, after the usual

Elizabethan delays and evasions, joined their Scots allies; and
the French embarked from Leith. On the 6th of July 1560 a

treaty was at last made, nominally between Elizal^th and
the queen of France and Scotland ; wlule Cecil instructed his mis-

tress’s plenipotentiaries to agree “ that the government of Scot-

land be granted to the nation of the land.” The revolution was in

the meantime complete; and Knox, who takes credit for having

done much to end the enmity with England which was so long

thought necessary for Scotland’s iftdependence, was strangely

enough destined, beyond all other men, to leave the stamp of a

more inward independence upon his country and its history.

At the first meeting of the Estates, in August 1560, the Protes-

tants were invited to present a confession of their faith. Knox
and three others drafted it, and were present when it was
offered and read to the parliament. The statute-book says it

was “ by the estates of Scotland ratified and approved, as

wholesome and sound doctrine grounded upon the infallible

truth of God’s word.” The Scots confession, though of course

drawn up independently, Ls in substantial accord with the others

then springing up in the countries of the Reformation, but is

Calvinist rather than Lutheran. It remained for two centuries

the authorized Scottish creed, though in the first instance the

faith of only a fragment of the people. Yet its approval became
the basis for three acts passed a week later; the first of which,

abolishing the pope’s auAority and jurisdiction in Scotland, may
perhaps have been consistent with toleration, as the second,

rescinding old statutes which had established and enforced that

and other catholic tenets, undoubtedly was. But the third,

inflicting heavy penalties, with death on a third conviction, on

those who should celebrate mass or even be present at it, showed
that the reformer and his friends had crossed the line, and that

their position could no longer be described as, in Knox’s words,
** requiring nothing but the liberty of conscience, and our reli-

gion and fact to be tried by the word of God.” He was prepared

indeed to fall back upon that, in the event of the Estates at any
time refusing sanction to cither church or creed, as their sove-

reign in Paris promptly refused it. But the parliament of 1560

gave no express sanction to the Reformed Church, and Knox did

not wait until it should do so. Already ** in our towns and places

reformed,” as the Confession puts it, there were local or *‘ par-

ticular kirks/’ and these grew and spread and were provincially

united, till, in the last month of this memorable year, the first

General Assembly of their representatives met, and became the
** universal kirk,” or “ the whole church convened.” It had
before it the plan for church government and maintenance,

drafted in August at the same time with the Confession, under
the name of The Book of Discipline

,

and by the same framers.

Knox was even more clearly in this case the chief author, and he

had by this time come to desire a much more rigid Presbyterian-

ism than he had sketched in his ** Wholesome Counsel ” of 1555.

In planning it he seems to have used his acquaintance with the
“ Qrdonnanccs ” of the Genevan Church under Calvin, and with

the “ Forma ” of the German Church in London under John
Laski (or A. Lasco). Starting with ** truth ” contained in

Scripture as the church’s foundation, and the Word and Sacra-

ments as means of building it up, it provides ministers and elders

to be elected by the con^egations, with a subordinate class of

“readers,” said by their means sermons and prayers each
** Sunday ” in every parish. In large towns these were to be

also on other days, with a weekly meeting for conference or

“ prophesying.” The ** plantation ” of new churches is to go on
everywhere under the guidance of higher church officers called

superintendents. All are to help their brethren, ** for noman may
be permitted to live as best pleaseth him within the Church oi

God.” And above all things the young and the ignorant are to be
instructed, the former by a regular gradation or ladder of parish

or elementary schools, secondary schools and universities.

Even the poor were to be fed Ity the Church’s hands
; and behind
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his more fundamental principle^ that right religion took

neither original nor authority from worldty princes, but from >

the Eternal God alone.” All through this malogue too, aa in

another at Lochleven two years afterwards, Knox was driven

to axioms, not of religion but of constitutionalism, whidi

Buchanan and he may have learned from their teacher Major,

but which were not to be accepted till a later age.
**

* Think ye/

quoth she, ‘ that subjects, having power, may resist their

princes ?
*

'If their princes exceed their bcmnds, Madam, they

may be resisted and even deposed,’ ” Knox replied. But these

dialectics, creditable to both parties, had little effect upon the

general situation. Knox had gone too far in intolerknce, and

Moray and Maitland of Lethington gradually withdrew their

support. The court and parliament, guided by them, declined to

press the queen or to pass the Book of Discipline
;
and meantime

the negotiations as to the queen’s marriage with a Spanish, a

French or an Austrian prince revealed the real difficulty and peril

of the situation. Her marriage to a great Catholic prince would

be ruinous to Scotland, probably also to England, and perhaps

to Protestantism. Knox had already by letter formally

broken with the earl of Moray, ” committing you to your own
wit, and to the conducting of those who better please you ”

;

and now, in one of his greatest sermons before the assembled

lords, he drove at the heart of the situation—the risk of a Catho-

lic marriage. The queen sent for him for the last time and burst

into passionate tears as she asked, What have you to do with

my marriage ? Or what are you within this commonwealth ?
”

“ A subject bom within the same,” was the answer of the son

of the East Lothian peasant; and the Scottish nobility, while

thinking him overbold, refused to find him guilty of any crime,

even when, later on, he had “ convocated the lieges ” to Edin-
‘ In 1564 a» change came,

statesmen, Moray and the

more pliant Maitland; the Italian secreyiry David Rizrio,

its moral influence, and a discipline over both |mr and rich, wp
to be not only the coercive authority of the civil power but its

money. Knox had from the first proclaimed that “ the ieinds

(tithes of yearly fruits) by God’s law do not appertain of necessity

to the kirkmen.” Arid this book now demands that out of

them ” must not only the ministers be .sustained, but also the

poor and schools.” But Knox broadens his plan so as to claim

also the property which had been really gifted to the Church by

princes and nobles—given by them indeed, as he held, without

any moral right and to the injury of the people, yet so as to

be Church patrimony. From all such property, whether land

or the sheaves and fruits of land, and also from the personal

property of burghers in the towns, Knox now held that the

state should authorize the kirk to claim the salaries of the minis-

ters, and the salaries of teachers in the schools and universities,

but above all, the relief of the poor—not only of the absolutely

“ indigent ” but of ” your poor brethren, the labourers and

handworkers of the ground.” For the d^ger now was that

some gentlemen were already cruel in exactions of their tenants,

“ requiring of them whatever before they paid to the Church,

so that the papistical tyranny shall only be changed into the

tyranny of the lords or of the laird.” The danger foreseen alike

to the new Church, and to the commonalty and poor, began to be

fulfilled a month later, when the lords, some of whom had already

acquired, as others were about to acquire, much of the Church

property, declined to make any of it over for Knox’s magnificent

scheme. It was, they said, “ a devout imagination.” Seven

years afterwards, however, when the contest with the Crown was

ended, the kirk was expressly acknowledged as the only Church

in Scotland, and jurisdiction given it over all who should attempt

to be outsiders; while the preaching of the Evangel and the plant-
,

ing of congregations went on in all the accessible parts of Scot- burgh to meet a Crown prosecution,

land. Gradually too stipends for most Scottish parishes were “^Mary had wearied of her guiding s

assigned to the ministers out of the yearly frinds; and the Church
' t4...

received—what it retained even down to recent times—the ad-

ministration both of the public schools and of the Poor Law of

Scotland. But the victorious rush of 1560 was already some-

what stayed, and the very next year raised the question whether

the transfer of intolerance to the side of the new faith was as

wise as it had at first seemed to be successful.

Mar>' Queen of Scots had been for a short time also queen of

France, and in 1561 returned to her native land, a young widow

on whom the eyes of Europe were fixed. Knox’s objections to

the regiment of women ” were theoretical, and in the present

case he hoped at first for the best, favouring rather his queen’s

marriage with the heir of the house of Hamilton. Mary had

put herself into the hands of her half-brother, Lord James

Stuart afterwards earl of Moray, the only man who could perhaps

have pulled her through. A proclamation now continued the

“ state of religion ” begun the previous year; but mass wm
celebrated in the queen’s household, and Lord James himself

defended it with his sword against Protestant intrusion. Knox

publicly protested; and Moray, who probably understood and

liked both parties, brought the preacher to the presence of his

queen. There is nothing revealed to us by “ the broad clear

light of that wonderful book,”' The History of the ReformtUum

in Scotland, more remarkable than the four Dialogues or inter-

views, which, though recorded only by Knox, bear the strongest

stamp of truth, and do almost more justice to his opponent than

to himself. Mary took the aggressive and very soon raised the

real question. “ Ye have taught the people to receive anotter

religion than their princes can allow; and how can that doctrine

be of G^, seeing that God commands subjects to obey their

orinces ? ” The point was made keener by the fact that

Knoat’s own Confession of Faith (like all those of that <«e, m
which an unbalanced monarchical power culi^ted) h^ held

kings to be appointed “for maintenance of the true religion,

and supjOTssioo of the false; and the refminer now feU back on

Mr Burton's view
1 Mm HiU Burton (Hist, of Scotland, iU. 339). Mr Burton s^w

from that of Profeswr Hume Bro^) was

i-the e&ier of them at least—must have bera spoken in the French

to^ue, in which Knox had recently preached for a year.

through whom she had corresponded with the pope, now more

and more usurped their place ;
and a weak fancy for her handsome

'

cousin, Henry Darnley, brought about a sudden marriage in 156s

and swept the opposing Protestant lords into exile, Darnley,

though a Catholic, thought it well to go to Knox’s preaching; but

was so unfortunate as to hear a very long sermon, with allusion

not only to “ babes and women ” w rulers, but to Ahab who did

not control his strong-minded wife, Mary and the lords still

in her council ordered Knox not to preach while she was in

Edinburgh, and he was absent or silent during the weeks in

which the queen’s growing distaste for her husband, and advancse-

ment of Rizzio over the nobility remaining in Edinburgh^

brought about the conspiracy by Darnley, Morton and Ru^ven.

Knox does not seem to have known beforehand of Rizzio*s

** slaughter,” which had been intended to be a scmi-judici^ act;

but soon after it he records that “ that vile knave Davie was

justly punished, for abusing of the commonwealth, and for other

villainy which we list hot to express.” The immediate effect how-

ever of what Knox thus approved was to bring his cause to its

lowest ebb, and on the very day when Mary rode from Holy-

rood to her army, he sat down and penned the prayer, Lord

Jesus, put an end to this my miserable life, for justice and truth

are not to be found among the sons of men !
” He added a

short autobiographic fragment, whose mingW self-abascmimt

and exultation are not unworthy of its striking title— John

Knox, with deliberate mind, to his God.” During tto rest of

the year he was hidden in Ayrshire or elsewhere, and throughout

i«66 he was forbidden to preach when the court was m Edin-

burgh But he was influential at the December Assembly in

the coital where a greater tragedy was now preparing, for

Mary’s infatuation for BothweU was visible to all. At the Assem-

bly’s request, however, Knox undertook a long visit to England,

where his two sons by his first wife were being educated, and were

afterwards to be FcHows of St John’s, Cambridge, the youngw

becoming a parish clergyman. It was thus during the retmner s

absence that the murder of Darnley, the abduction ^ sub^

sequent marriage of Mary, the flight of BothweU, and the uq-

pnsonment in Lochleven of the queen, unroUed themsdves
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before the eyes of Scotland. Knox returned in time to guide

the Assembly which eat on the 25th of June 1567 in dealistg

with this unparalleled crisis, and to wind up the revolution

by preaching at Stirling on the 9th of July 1^7, after Mary’s

abdication, at the coronation of the infant king.

His main work was now really done; for the parhament of

1567 made Moray regent, and Knox was only too gM to have

hiB old fiiend back in power, though they seem to have differed

on the question whether the queen should be allowed to pass

into retirement without trial for her husband’s death, as they

had differed all along on the question of tolerating her private

religion . Knox ’ s victory had not cjome too early
,
for his physical

strength soon began to i^l. Burt M^’s escape in 1568 resulted

only in her defeat at Lhagside, and in a long imprisonment and

death in England. In Saolknd the regent's assassination in

1570 opened a miserable civil war, but it made no permanent

change. The massacre of St -Bartholomew rather united

English and Scottish Protestantism; and Knox in St Giles’

pulpit, challenging the French ambassador to report his words,

denounced God’s vengeance on the crowned murderer and his

posterity. When open war broke out between Edinburgh
Castle, held by Mary’s friends, and the town, lidd for her son,

both parties agreed that the reformer, who had already had a

stroke of paralysis, should remove to St Andrews. While there

he wrote his will, and published hi.s last book, in the preface to

which he says, “ I heartily take my good-night of the faithful

of both realms . . . lor as the world is weary of me, jso am I of

it.” AikI when he now merely signs his name, it is ” John
Knox, with my dead hand and glad heart.” In the autumn of

1572 he returned to Edinburgh to die, probably in the picturesque

house m the ” throat of the Bow,” which for generations has

been called by his name. W’ith him were his wife and three

young daughters
;
for though he had lo.st Margaret Bowes at the

close of his year of trnimph 1560, he had four years after married

Margaret Stewart, a daughter of his friend Lord Ochiltree.

She was a bride of only seventeen and was related to the royal

house; yet, as his Catholic biographer put it, “ by sorcery and
witchcraft he did .so allure that poor gentlewoman that she could

not live without him.” But lords, ladies and burghers also

crowded around his bed, and his colleague and his servant

have severally transmitted to us the words in which his weakness
daily strove with pain, rising on the day before his death into a

solemn exultation—yet, characteristically, not so much on his

own account as for “ the troubled Church of God.” He died on

the 24th of November 1572, and at his funeral in St Giles’

Churchyard the new Regent Morton, speaking under the hostile

guns of the castle, expressed the first surprise of those around as

they looked back on that stormy life, that one who had “ neither

flattered nor feared any flesh ” had now “ ended his days in

pence and honour.” Knox himself had a short time before pat
m writing a larger claim for the historic future, “ What I have

been* to my country, though this unthankful age will not know,

yet the ages to come will be compelled to bear witness to the

truth.”

Knox was a rather small mflii, with a well-knit body
;
he had a

powerful fare, with dark blue eyes tftider a ridge of eyebrow,

high cheek-bones, and a long black beard which latterly turned

grey. This description, taken from a letter in 1579 by his

junior contemporary Sir Peter Voung, is very like Beta’s fine

engraving of him in the horns—an engraving probably founded

on a portrait which ^vas to be sent by Young to Bea^a along with

the letter. The portrait, which was unfortunately adopted by
Carlyle, has neither pedigree nor probability. After his two
years in the French galleys, if not before, Knox suffered perma-
nently from gravel and dyspepsia, and he confesses tlmt his

imture was*for the most part oppressed with melancholy.”

Yet he walj always a hard worker; as sole mmirter of Edmbtagh
studying for two sennons on ^nday and three during the week,

besides having iittutnerable cares of dfurchesathome and abroad.

He wto undoubtedly sincere in his religious faith, and most dis-

interested in hfe devotionto It Ohd to the good 'ofhis “coutittymen.

But like too •many them, he was self-conscious, nelf-willed and

p. c.

dogmatic; and his teansfonnatbn in middle life, while it im-

mensely enriched his sympathies as well as his energies, left him
tmable to put himself in the place of those who retail the views
which he had himself held. All his training too, university,

priestly and in foreign parts, tended to make him logical over-

much. But this was mitigated by a strong sense d humour
(not always sarcastic, tho<^h sometimes savagely so), and by
tenderness, best seen m his epistolary friendships with women;
and it was quite overborne by an instinct and passion for great

practical affairs. Hence it was tliat Knox as a statesmen so

often strode successfully at the oentre of the complex motives
of his time, leaving it to later oritite to reconcile his theories of

action. But henoe too he more than once took doubtful Short-

cuts to some of his most important ends; giving the mkiistcy

within the new Church more power over laymen than Protestant

principles would suggest, and binding the masses outside who
were not members of it, equally with their countrymen who were,

to join in its worship, submit to its jurisdictioin, and contribute

to its support. And hence also his ityh (which contemporaries

called anglicized and modem), though it occasionally rises into

lituigical beauty, and often flashes into vivid historical por-

traiture, is generally kept close to the harsh necessities of the

few years in which he hod to work for the future. That work
was indeed chiefly done by the living voice; and in speaUdng,

this ” one man,” as Elizabeth’s very critical ambassador wrote

from Edinburgh, was “ able in one hour to put more life in us

than five hundred trumpets continually blustering in our cars.”

But even his eloquence was constraining and constructive

—

personal call for immediate and universal co-operation; and that

personal influence survives to this day in the institutions of his

people, and perhaps still more in their character. His country-

men indeed have always believed that to Knox more than to any
other man Scotland owes her political and religious individuality.

And since his rqth century bic^aphy by Dr Thomas McCrie,

or at least since his recognition in the following generation by
Thomas Carlyle, the same view has taken its place in literature.

Bibliography,—Knox's lx>oks, pamphlets, public documents
and letters arc oollected into the great edition in six volumes ol

Knox’s Works^ by David Laing (Edinburgh, 1846-1864), witti

introductions, appendices and notes, Of his books the chief are
the following : i.^The History of the Reformation in Seetlmd,
incorporating the Confession and tee Book of Discipline. Begun
by Knox as a party manifesto in 15^0, it was conthmed and revised
bv himself in 1566 as so to fonn four books, with^ fifth book appar-
ent!v written after liis death from materials left by him. It was
partly printed in London in 1586 by Vautrollier, but was supwessed
by authority and published by David Buchanan, with a Life, in

1664. 2 .—On Preaestination : an Answer to an Anabaptist (London,
1591)’ .1-—0« i=Vayi»r (1554). 4 .—On Affliction 5.

—

Epistles,

and Admonition, both to English Brethren in 1554. t>.^The First

Blast of the Trumpet against the Monstrous Regiment of Women
(i 558)‘ 7 *—An Answer to a Scottish Jesuit (1572).
Knox's life is more or less touched upon by all tlie Scottish

histories and Church histories which include his period, as well as
in the mass otf literature as to Queen Mary. Dr Laing’s edition of

the Works contains important biographical material. But among
the many cxpre.ss biographies two especially should be consulted^
those bv Thomas McCrie (Edinburgh, 1811; revised and enlarged in

1813, the later editions containing vahiahle notes by the author)

;

and bv P. Htrmo Brown (Edinburgh, 1895). John Knox and the

Reforniation, by Andrew Lang (London, 1905), is not so much a
biography as a collection of materials, bearing upon many parts of

thehfe, but nearly all on the unfavourable side. (A. T, I.)

KNO]^ PHiLAKDER CHASE (1^53- ), Asnerican lawyer

and political leader, was bom in Brown.^le, Pennsylvania,

on the 4th of May 1853. He graduated teom MouiDt Umon
College (Oluo) in 1S72, and was oAniltted to <like Pennsylvania bar

in 1875. He settled in Pittsburg, where he continmed in private

practice, with the exception of two years’ aorvice (1^76-1^77)

as assistant United States district attenmey, acquiring a large

practice as a corporation lawyer. In Apail 1901 he Became
attome.y-*generai of the United States in the cabinet of President

McKinley, and retained this position after the accession of

President RoosevcR until Jtine t904, yhfen be was appointed

by Governor Pennypacker of .Pezmsylvama to iUl the isnexpired

term of Matthew S. Quay in the Xlnited States SetMbte ;
in 1905 he
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was re-<eleotied to the Senate for the full term. In March i>909

;he became secretary of state in the cabinet of President Taft^

KflOXViLLfl» a dty and *the countynuat of Knox county^

Tennessee, U.S.X., in the E. part of the state, i6o m. E. of

^aishvilie, md about 190 m. SX of Louisville, K^tuc]^,«n the

xi^t bank of the Temessee river, 4 m. below the point where
it is formed by the jvnctioBi of the French Broad and Hohton
rivers. Pop. (1880), 9693; (1890), **,535; <1900), of

whom 7359 were negroes and 895 were foreaq^-born; (estimated,

1906), 36,051. It is served by the main Ime and by branches

of the Louisville dt Nashville and the Southern railways, by the

Knoxville & Bristol railway (Morristown to Knoxville, 58 m.),

by the short Knoxville a Augusta railroad (KjMxvihe to

Walland, 26 m.), and by passenger and freight steamboat lines

on the Tennessee river, which is here navigable for the greater

part of the year. A steel and concrete street-car bridge crosses

the Tennessee at Knoxville. Knoxville is picturesquely sitnated

at an elevation of from 850 to looo ft. in the valley between the

Smoky Mountains and the Cumberland Mountains, and is one

of the healthiest cities in the United States. There are several

beautiful parks, of which Chiihowie and Fountain City are the

largest, and among the public buildings are a city hall, Federal

building, court-house, the Knoxville general hospital, the

Lincoln memorial hospital, the Margaret McClung industrial

home, a Young Men’s Christian Association building and the

Lawson-McGhee public library. A monument to Jolm Sevier

stands on the site of the blocklK)use first built there. Knox-
ville is the seat of Knoxville College (United Presbyterian, 1875)
for negroes, East Tennessee institute, a secondary school for

girls, the Baker-Himel school for boys, Tennessee Medical

College (1889), two commercial schools and the university of

Tennessee, llie last, a state co-educational institution, was
chartered as Blount College in 1794 and as East Tennessee

College in 1807, but not opened until 1820—the present name was
adopted in 1879. Il* ^ 1907-1908 jo6 instructors, 755
students (536 in academk departments), and a library of 25,000

volumes. With the university is combined the state college

of agriculture and engineering; and a large summer school for

teachers is maintained. At Knoxville are the Eastern State

insane asylum, state asylums for the deaf and dumb (for both
white and negro), and a national cemetcr)' in which more than

3200 soldiers are buried. Knoxville is an important commercial

and industrial centre and docs a large jobbing business. It is

near hardwood forests and is an important market for hardwood
mantels. Coal-mines in the vicinity produce more than 2,000,000

tons annually, and neighbouring quarries furnish the famous

Tennessee marble, which is largely exported. Excellent building

and pottery clays are found near Knoxville. Among the city’s

industrial establishments are flour and grist mills, cotton and
woollen mills, furniture, desk, office supplies and sash, door, and
blind factories, meat-packing establishments, clothing factories,

iron, steel and boiler works, foundries and macliine shops, stove

works and brick and cement works. The value of the factory

product increased from $6,201,840 in 1900 to $12432,880
Id. 1905, or 100*5 %, in 1905 the value of the flour and grist

min products alone being $2,048,509. Just outside the city the

Southern railway maintains large car and repair shops. Knox-
ville was settled in 1786 by James White (1737-1815), a North
Carolina pioneer, and was fit si known as White’s Fort it

was laid out as a town in 1791, and named in honour of General

Henry Knox, then secretajiy of war in Washington's cabinet.

In 1791 the KnoemUe Gazette, the first newspaper in Tennessee

(the early issue, printed at Rogersville) began publication. From

X79g to Moxville was the capital of the ” Territory South

oif the Ohio,” and until i8ii and again in 1817 it was the capital

<Qf ^h#’ state. In 1 796 the convention which framed the constitu-

tion of ’the new state of Tennessee met here, and here later in

the same year the first state legislature was convened. Knox-

ville was chartered as a ci^ in 1815. Tn its early years it was

gettrel tuhos att^ed by me Indians, but was never capmrecU

I)iirii|g the CivilW Aere was considerable Uni<m sentiment

in East Tennessee^ awd in the summer of 1863 the Federal

authorities rdetevmined to take posscerioa of Knoxville asiweU as
Chattanooga and to intemipt railway communications between
the Confederates ^f the E^t and West through this

As the Confederates had erected 0^ slight defences for the peo-
Section of the city, Burnside, with al^ut ia,ooa men, easily

gained possession on the and of September 1863. Fortifications

were immediate begun for its defence, and on& 4th of Novem-
ber, Bmgg, thWng his position at Chattanooga impregnable
against Grant, Sherman, Thomas and Hooker,dei^tch^ a force

of 20,000 men under Longstreet to engage Butriside. Lcfngstreet

arrived in the vicinity on the 16th of November, and on the

following day began a siege, which was continued with numerous
assaults until the aSth, when a desperate but uasucc^ul attai<^

was made on Fort Sanders, and upon the approach of a relief

force under Sherman, Longstreet withdrew on the night of the
4th of December. The Confederate losses during the siege were
iSa killed, 76S wounded and 192 captured or missii^; the Union
losses were 92 killed, 394 wounded and 207 captured or imssing.

West Knoxville (incorporated in 1888) and North Kjnoxvihe
(incorporated in 1889) were annexed to Knoxville in 1898.

See the sketch by Joshna W. Caidw^ in Historic Towns cf 4he
Southern States, edited by L. P. Powell {New Vork, 2000); aoid
W. Rule, G. F. Mellen and J, Wooldridge, Standard Htstory of
Knoxville (Chicago, 1900).

KNUCKLE (apparently the diminutive of a word for bone,”
found in Gcr. Knochen), the joint of a finger, which, when the

Imnd is shut, is brought into prominence. In mechanical use

the word is applied to the round projecting part of a hinge

through which the pin is run, and in ship-building to an acutb

angle on some of the timbers. A ” knuckle-duster,” said to have
originally come from the criminal slang of the United States,

is a brass or metal instrument fitting on to thejiand across the

knuckles, with projectic^ studs and Used for inflicting a brutal

blow. ,

KNUCKLEBONES (Hucklebqhss, Dibs, Jacicstonbs, Cbucx-
STONES, Five-stones), a game of very ancient origin, played

with five small objects, originally the Imucklebones of a sheep,

which are thrown up and caught in various ways. Modem
” knucklebones ” consist of six points, ot knobs, proceeding

from a common base, and are usually of metal. The winner Is 1^
who first completes successfully a prescribed series of thtovlrs,

which, while of the same general character, diSer widely in detail.

Ihe simplest consists in tossing up one stone, the hnd
picking up one or more from the table while it is in the air;

and BO on until all five stones have been picked up. Another
consists in tossing up first one stone, then two, then three and
so on, and oatchmg them on the baric of the hand. Different

throws have received distinctive names, such as riding the

elephant,” peas in the pod,” and horses in the stable.”

The origin of knuddebones is closely connected with that of

dice, of which it is probably a primitive form, and is doubidess

Asiatic. Sophocles', in a fragxnenit, ascribed the invention of

draughts and knucklebones {asiralagoi) to TaJnmedes, who
taught them to his Greek countrymen during the Trojan Wacr,

Both the Iliad and the Odyssey contain allusions to games simi-

lar in character to knucldfebanies, and the Palamedes tradition, aa

flattering to the national pride, was generajfly accepted throi^h-

out Greece, as is indicated by numerous Htere^ and plastic

evidences. Thus Pausanias (CorifUk xx.) mentions a temple

of Fortune in which Pahunedes made an offering of his nei^y

invented game. According to a still nunte ancient tradition,

Zeus, perceiving that Ganymede longed for hia playmates Upon
Mount Ida, gave him Eros for a campankni and golden &bs
with which to play, and even condescended sennethans to join

in the game (Apo^nius). It is significant, however, that both

Herodotus and >Hato ascribe to the game a loveign origin,

Pinto (Phaeirus)names the Egyptian Thtuthros its inventor,

while Herodotus relates that te Lydians, during a period Of

famine in the days of King Aitys, orighmted this game and indeed
almost aN other gan^ cxesept chess. There were twonudhodsuf
pdaying k ancient rimes. The first, and probnkdy the primitive

method, consisted in tossing dp and catching the bones On tilMe
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back of the hand^ very much as the game is played to-day. In

the Museum of Naples may be seen a painting excavated at

Pompeii, which represents the goddesses Latona, Niobe, Phoebe,

Aglaia and Hileaera, the last two being engaged in playing

at Knucklebones (see Greek Art, fig. 42). According to an

epigram of Asclepiodotus, astragals were given as prizes to school-

children, and we are reminded of Plutarch’s anecdote of the

youthful Alcibiades, who, when a teamster threatened to drive

over some of his knucklebones that had fallen into the wagon-
ruts, boldly threw himself in front of the advancing team. This

simple form of the game was generally played only by women
and children, and was called pentalitha or five-stones. There were

several varieties of it besides the usual toss and catch, one being

called tropa, or hole-game, the object having been to toss the

bones into a hole in the earth. Another was the simple and
primitive game of odd or even.”

The second, probably derivative, form of the game was one of

pure chance, the stones being thrown upon a table, either with

the hand or from a cup, and the values of the sides upon which
they fell counted. In this game the shape of the pastern-bones

used for astralagoi, as well as for the tali of the Romans, with

whom knucklebones was also popular, determined the manner
of counting. The pastern-bone of a sheep, goat or calf has, be-

sides two rounded ends upon which it cannot stand, two broad

and two narrow sides, one of each pair being concave and one

convex. The convex narrow side, called chios or “ the dog ”

counted i; the convex broad side 3; the concave broad side 4;
and the concave narrow side 6. Four astragals were used and

35 different scores were possible at a single throw, many receiving

distinctive names such as Aphrodite, Midas, Solon, Alexander,

and, among the Romans, Venus, King, Vulture, &c. The
highest throw in Greece, counting 40, was the Euripides, and
was probably a combination throw, since more than four sixes

could not be thrown at one time. The lowest throw, both in

Greece and Rome, was the Dog.

See CasselVs Book of Sports and Pastimes (London, 1896); Games
and Songs of American Children, by W. W. Newell (1893); and The
Young Folk's Cyclopaedia of Games and Sports (New York, 1899), for
the modern children’s game. For the history see Les Jews des
Anciens, by L. Becq de Fouqui^res (Paris, 18O9); Das Knochelspiel
dtr Alien, by Bolle (Wismar, i88(^; Die Spiele der Griechen und
Rdmer, by w. Richter (Leipzig, 1887).

KKUTSFORD, a market town in the Knuts/ord parliamentary
division of Cheshire, England; on the London & North Western
and Great Central railways, 24 m. E.N.E. of Chester, on the

Cheshire Lines and London & North-Western railway. Pop.
of urban district (1901), 5172. It is pleasantly situated on an
elevated ridge, with the fine domains of Tatton Park and Tabley
respectively north and west of it. The meres in these domains
are especially picturesque. Knutsford is noted in modem times

as the scene of Mrs Gaskell’s novel Cranford. Among several

ancieht houses the most interesting are a cottage with the date

1411 carved on its woodwork, and the Rose and Crown tavern,

dated 1641. A number of curious old customs linger in the town,
such as the practice of working designs in coloured sand, when
a wedding takes place, before the bride’s house. In what
is probably the oldest Unitarian graveyard in the kingdom
Mrs Gaskell lies buried; and in a churchyard a mile from the
town stood the ancient church, which, though partially rebuilt in

the time of Henry VIII., fell into ruin in 1741. The church of

St John, built in 1744, and enlarged in 1879, was supplemented,
in 1880, by St Cross Church, in Perpendicular style. The town
has a grammar school, founded before the reign of Heniy VIII.,
but reorganized in 1885. Lord Egerton built the Egerton
schools in 1893. The industries comprise cotton, worsted and
leather manufactures; but Knutsford is mainly a residential

town, as many Manchester merchants have settled here,
attracted by the fine climate and surroundings. Knutsford was
the birthplace of Sir Henry Holland, Physician Extraordinary to
Queen Victoria (1788-1873); and his son, the second Sir Henry,
who was secretary of state for the colonies (1887-1892), was
raised to the peerage in 1888 with the title of Baron Knutsford.

The name Knutsford (Cunetesford, Knoiesford) is said to signify

Cnut’s ford, but there is no evidence of a settlement here previous
to Domesday. In 1086 Erthebrand held Knutsford immediately
of William FitzNigel, baron of Halton, who wa& himself a mesne
lord of Hugh Lupus earl of Chester. In 1292 William de Tabley,

lord of both Over and Nether Knutsford, granted free burgage
to his burgesses in both Knutsfords. This charter is the only

one which gives Knutsford a claim to the title of borough. It

provided that the burgesses might elect a bailiff from amongst
themselves every year. The office however carried little real

power with it, and soon lapsed. In the same year as the charter

to Knutsford the king granted to WiUiam de Tabley a market
every Saturday at Nether Knutsford, and a three <kys’ fair at

the Feast of St Peter and St Paul. When this charter was con-

firmed by Edward III. another market (Friday) and another

three days’ fair (Feast of St Simon and St Jude) were added.

The Friday market was certainly dropped by 1592, if it was ever

held. May-day revels are still kept up here and attract large

crowds froni the neighbourhood. A silk mill was erected here

in 1770, and there was also an attempt to foster the cotton trade,

but the lack of means of communication made the undertaking

impossible.

See Henry Green, History of Knutsford (1859).

KOALA (Phascolarctus cinereus), a stoutly built marsupial, of

the family Phascolmyidae, which also contains the wombats.
This animal, which inhabits the south-eastern parts of the Aus-
tralian continent, is about 2 ft. in length, and of an ash-grey

colour, an excellent climber, residing generally in lofty eucalyp-

tus trees, the buds and tender shoots of which form its principal

food, though occasionally it descends to the ground in the night

in search of roots. From its shape the koala is called by the

colonists the “native bear”; the term “native sloth” being

also applied to it, from its arboreal habits and slow deliberate

movements. The flesh is highly prized by the natives, and is

palatable to Europeans. The skins are largely imported into

England, for the manufacture of articles in which a cheap and
durable fur is required.

KOBDO> a town of the Chinese Empire, in north-west

Mongolia, at the northern foot of the Mongolian Altai, on the

right bank of the Buyantu River, 13 m. from its entrance into

Lake Khara-usu; 500 m. E. S.E. of Biysk (Russian), and 470 m.
W. of Ulyasutai. It is situated amidst a dreary plain, and con-

sists of a fortress, the residence of the governor of the Kobdo
district, and a small trading town, chiefly peopled by Chinese

and a few Mongols. It is, however, an important centre for

j

trade between the cattle-breeding nomads and Peking. It was
founded by the Chinese in 1731, and pillaged by the Mussulmans
in 1872. The district of Kobdo occupies the north-western

comer of Mongolia, and is peopled chiefly by Mongols, and also

by Kirghiz and a few Soyotes, Uryankhes and Khotons. It is

governed by a Chinese commissioner, who has under him a

special Mongol functionary (Mongol, dzurgan ), The chief monas-

tery is at Ulangom. Considerable numbers of sheep (about

1,000,000), sheepskins, sheep and camel wool are exported to

China, wliile Chinese cottons, brick tea and various small goods
are imported. Leather, velveteen, cotton, iron and copper goods,

boxes, &c., are imported from Russia in exchange for cattle, furs

and wool. The absence of a cart road to Biysk hinders the

development of this trade.

KOBELL, WOLFGANG XAVER FRANZ, Baron von (1803-

1882), German mineralogist, was bom at Munidh on the 19th of

July 1803. He studied chemistry and mineralogy at Landstrut

(1820-1823), and iri 1826 became professor of mmeralogy in the

university of Munich. He introduced some new methods of

mineral analyses, and in 1855 invented the stduroscope for the

study of the optical properties of crystals. He contributed

numerous papers to scientific journals, and described many new
minerals. He died at Munich on the iith of November 1882.

Publications.—CkoraA/erw/iA der Mineralien (2 vols., 1830-1831);
Tafeln eur Bestimmung der Mineralien, Ac. (T833* and later editions,

ed. 12, by K. Oebbeke, 1884); GrundzUge der Mineralogie (1838);
Gesckichte der Mineralogie von (1864).
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KOOH» ROBB!RT(1843-1 910), German bacteriologist^ was bom

at Klausthal^ Hanover, on the iith of December 1843. He
studied medicineM Gdttix^en, and it was while he was practising

as a physician at Wollstein that he began those bacteriological

researches that made his name famous. In 1876 he obtained a
pure culture of the bacillus of anthrax, annotmcing a method of

preventive inoculation against that disease seven years later.

He became a member of the Sanitary Commission at Berlin and
a professor at the School of Medicine in 1880, and five years later

he was appointed to a chair in Berlin University and director

of the Institute of Health. In 1882, largely as the result of the

improved methods of bacteriological investigation he was able

to elaborate, he discovered the bacillus of tuberculosis; and in

the following year, having been sent on an official mission to

Egypt and India to study the aetiology of Asiatic cholera, he

identified the comma bacillus as the specific organism of that

malady. In 1890 great hopes were aroused by the announce-

ment that in tuberculin he had prepared an agent which exercised

an inimical influence on the growth of the tubercle bacillus, but

the expectations that were formed of it as a remedy for consump-
tion were not fulfilled, though it came into considerable vogue

as a means of diagnosing the existence of tuberculosis in animals

intended for food. At the Congress on Tuberculosis held in

London in 1901 he maintained that tuberculosis in man and in

cattle is not the same disease, the practical inference being that

the danger to men of infection from milk and meat is less than

from other human subjects suffering from the disease. This

statement, however, was not regarded as properly proved,

and one of its results was the appointment of a British Royal

Commission to study the question. Dr Koch also investigated

the nature of rinderpest in South Africa in 1896, and found means
of combating the disease. In 1897 he went to Bombay at the^

head of a commission formed to investigate the bubonic plague,

and he subsequently undertook extensive travels in pursuit of

his studies on the origin and treatment of malaria. He was
summoned to South Africa a second time in 1903 to give expert

advice on other cattle diseases, and on his return was elected

a member of the Berlin Academy of Sciences. In 1906-1907 he

spent eighteen months in East Africa, investigating sleeping-

sickness. He died at Baden-Baden of heart-disea.se on the

28th of May 1910. Koch was undoubtedly one of the greatest

bacteriologists ever known, and a great benefactor of humanity

by his discoveries. Honours were showered upon him, and in

1905 he was awarded the Nobel prize for medicine.

Among his works may be mentioned : Weitere Mitteilungen ilber

ein Heilmittel gegen Tuberkulose (Leipzig, 1891); and BeiseberichU

ilber Rinderpest
^
Bubanenpest tn Inaien und Afrika^ Tsetse- oder

Surra-Krankheity Texaspeber^ iropiseke Malaria, Schwarzwasserpeber
(Berlin, 1898]. From 1886 onwards he edited, with Dr Karl Flugge,
the Zeitschrift fiir Hygiene und Infektionskrankheiten (published at
Leipzig). See Loeffler, " Robert Koch, zum 6oten Geburtstage in

Deut. Medinn. Wochenschr. (No. 50, 1903).

KOCHf a tribe of north-eastern India, which has given its

name to the state of Kuch Behar (y.v.). They are probably of

Mongolian stock, akin to the Mech, Kachari, Garo and Tippera

tribes, and originally sp>oke, like these, a language of the Bodo
group. But since one of their chiefs established a powerful

kingdom at Kuch Behar in the i6th century they have ^adually
become Hinduized, and now adopt the name of Rajbansi of

royal blood ”). In 1901 the number in Eastern Bengal and
Assam was returned at nearly 2} millions.

KOCK»OHARLE8 PAUL DE'( 1793-1871), French novelist, was

bom at Fassy on the 21st of May 1793. He was a posthumous

child, his father, a banker of Dutch extraction, having been a

victim of the Terror. Paul de Kock began life as a banker’s clerk.

For Uie most part he resided on the Boulevard St Martin, and

was one of the most inveterate of Parisians. He died in Paris

on the 27th of April 1871, Jle began to write for the stage

vciy early, and composed many operatic libretti. His first

novel, LEnfant dg ma femme (1811), was published at his own

expense. In 1820 he began his long and successful series of

novels dealing with Parisian life with Georgette, au la mJre tbt

TaheUitm. His period of greatest and most successful activity

was the Restoration and the early days of Louis Philippe. &
was relatively less fiopular in France itself than abroad, where he
was considered as the special painter of life in Paris. Major
Pendennis’s remark that he had read nothing of the novel kmd
for thirty years except Paul de Kock, who certainly made him
laiigh,” is likely to remain ope of the most durable of his testi-

monials, and may be classed with the legenda^ qu^tion of a
foreign sovereign to a Frenchman who was paying his respects,

Vous ven^ de Paris et vous devez savoir des nouvelles.

Comment se porte Paul de Kock ? " The disappearance of the

grisette and of the cheap dissipation described by Hairi Murger
practically made Paul de Kock obsolete. But to the student of

manners his portraiture of low and middle class life in the first

half of the J9th century at Paris still has its value.

The works of Paul de Kock are very numerous. With the

exception of a few not very felicitous excursions into historical

romance and some miscellaneous works of which his share in

La Grande vilU, Paris (1842), is the chief, they are all stories

of middle-class Parisian life, of guinguettes and cabarets and
equivocal adventures of one sort or another. The most famous
are Andre le Savoyard (1825) and Le Barbier de Paris (1826).

His Mdmoires were published in 1S73. See alfio Th. Trimm, La Vie
de Charles Paul de Kock (1873).

KODAIKAMAL, a sanatorium of southern India, in the Madura
district of Madras, situated in the Palni hills, about 7000 ft.

above sea-level; pop. (1901), 1912, but the number in the hot,

season would be much larger. It is difficult of access, being

44 m. from a railway station, and the last ii m. are impracticable

for wheeled vehicles. It contains a government observatory,

the appliances of which are specially adapted ior the study of

terrestrial magnetism, seismology and solar physics.

KODAMA, GENTARO, Count (18^2-1997), Japanese general,

wais bom in Choshu. He studied military science in Germany,
and was appointed vice-minister of war in 1892. He became
governor-general of Formosa in 1900, holding at the same time

the portfolio of war. When the conflict with Russia became
imminent in 1903, he gave up his portfolio to become vipe-chief

of the general staff, a sacrifice which elicited much public ap-

plause. Throughout the Russo-Japanese War ^1904-5) he served

as chief of staff to Field Marshal Oyama. and it was v/ell under-

stood that his genius guided the strategy of the whole campaign,

as that of General Kawakami had done in the war with Chmb
ten years previously. General Kodama was raised in rapid

succession to the ranks of baron, viscount and count, and his

death in 1907 was regarded as a national calamity.

KODUNGALUR, or Cranganur, a town of southern India,

in Cochin state, within the presidency of Madras. Though now
a place of little importance, its historical interest is considerable.

Tradition assigns to it the double honour of having been the first

field of St Thomas’s labours (a.d. 52) in India and the seat of

Cheraman Perumal’s government. The visit of St Thomas is

generally considered mythical
;
but it is certain that the Syrian

Church was firmly established here before the 9th century

(Bumcll), and probably the Jews’ settlement was still earlier.

The latter, in fact, claim to hold grants dated a.d. 378. The

cruelty of the Portuguese drove most of the Jews to Co^in. Up
to 1314, when the Vypin harbour was formed, the only opening

in the Cochin backwater, and outlet for the Periyar, was at

Kodungalur, which must then have been the best harbour on^
coast. In 1502 the Syrian Christians invoked the protection

of the Portugese. In 1523 the latter built their first fort there,

and in 1565 enlarged it. In 1661 the Dutdi took the fort, the

possession of whwh for the next forty years was contested

between this nation, the zamorin, and the raja of Kodung^ur.

In 1776 Tippoo seized the stronghold. The Dutch recaptured

it two years later, and, having ceded it to Tippoo in 1784, sold

it to the Travancore raja, and again in 1789 to Tippoo^ who
destroyed it in the following year. The country rpu^ Kodun-
galur now forms an autonomous principality, teibutaiy to the

raja of Cochin,
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KOENIG* KAHL DIETRICH EBERHARD (1774-1851),

German palaeontologist, was born at Brunswick in 1774, and was

educated at Gftttingcn. In 1807 he becaml assistant keeper,

and in a 81 3 he was appointed keeper, of the department of natural

history in the British Museum, and afterwards of geology and

mineralogy, retaining tfie post until the dose of his life. He
described many fossils m the British Museum in a classic work

entitled leones fossiltum sectiles (1^20-1^2^). He died in London

on the 6th of September 1851.

KOBSFELD* a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of

Westphalia, on the Berkel, 38 m. by rail N.N.W. of Dortmund.

Pop. (1905), 8449. It has three Roman Catholic churches, one

of which—the Gymnasial Kirche—is used by the Protestant

community. Here are the ruins of the Ludgeri Castle, formerly

the residence of the bishops of Munster, and also the castle

of Varlar, the residence of the princes of Salm-Horstmar.

The leading industries include tire making of linen goods and

machinery.

KOHAT, a town and district of British India, in the Peshawar

division of the Nortlr-West Frontier Province. The town is

37 m. south of Peshawar by the Kohat Pass, along which a

military road was opened in 1901. I’he population in 1901

was 30,76a, including 12,670 in the cantonment, which is garri-

soned by artillery, cavalry and infantry. In the Tirah cam-

pai^m of 1897-98 Kohat was the starting-point of Sir William

Lonchart’s expedition against the Orakzais and Afridis. It is

the military base for the southern Afridi frontier as Peshawar is

for the northern frontier of the same tribe, and it lies in the heart

of the Pathan country.

The District of Kohat has an area of 2973 sq. m. It consists

chiefly of a bare and intricate mountain region cast of the Indus,

deeply scored wkh river vallet^s and ravines, but enclosing a few

scattered patches of cultivated lowland. The eastern or Khattak

country cspecialfy comprises a perfect labjTinth of ranges, which

fall, however, into two principal groups, to the north and south of

the Teri Toi river. The Miranzai valle>', in the extreme west,

appears by comparison a rich and fertile tract. In its small but

carefully tilled glens, the plane, palm, fig and many orchard trees

flourish luxuriantly
;
while a brushwood of wild olive,mimosa and

other thorny bushes clothes the rugged ravines upon the upper

slopes. Occasional grassy glades upon their sides form favourite

pasture grounds for the Waziri tribes. The 'I'eri Toi, rising on the

eastern limit of Upper Miranzai, runs due eastward tcj the Indus,

whic h it joins 12 m. N. of Makhad, dividing the district into two

main portions. The drainage from the northern half flows south-

ward into the Teri Toi itself, and northward into the parallel

stream of the Kohat Toi. That of the southern tract falls north-

wards also into the Teri Toi, and southwards towards the Kurram

find the Indus. The frontier mountains, continuations of the Safed

Koh system, attain in places a considerable elevation, the tvvo

princripal peaks, T>npa Sir and Mazi Garb, just be}’'ond the British

frontier, being 8260 and 7940 ft. above the sea respectively.

The Waziri hills, on the south, extend like a wedge between the

boimdaries of Bannu and Kohat, with a general elevation of less

than 4000 ft. The salt-mines are situated in the low line of hills

crossing the valie>^ of the Teri Toi, and extending along both

banks of tliat river. The deposit has a width of a quarter of a

mile, with a thickness of 1000 ft.
;
it sometimes forms hills 200 ft.

in height, almost entirely composed of solid rock-salt, and may
probably rank as one of the largest veins of its kind m the world.

The most extensive exposure occurs at Bahadur Khel, on the

south bank of the Teri Toi.
^

The annual output is about 16,000

tons, yielding a revenue of' £40,000. Petroleum springs exude

from a rock at Panoba, 23 m. east of Kohat ;
and sulphur abounds

in the northern range. In 1901 the population was 217,865,

showing an increase of ii % in the decadt. The fi^tier tribes

on the Kohat border are the Afridis, Orakzais, ZaJmukhts and

Turis. Afl the.se are described under their separate names. A
railway nins from Kushalgarh through Kohat to Thai, and the

river Indus has ^en bridged at Kushalgarh.

KOHAT PA^, a mountain pass in the North-West Frontier

Province of India, connecting Kohat with Peshawar. From

the north side the defile commences at m. B.W. of Fort

Mackeson, whence it is about 12 or 13 m. to the Kohat
entrance. The pa.ss varies from 400 yds. to* ij m. in width,

and its summit is some 600 to 700 ft. above the plain. It is

inhabited by the Adam Khel Afridis, and nearly all British

relations with that tribe have been concerned with this pass,

which is the only connexion between two British districts

without crossing and recro.ssing the Indus (see Afriw). It is

now traversed by a cart-road.

KOH15TAN. a tract of country on the Peshawar border of

the North-West Frontier Province of India. Kohistan means

the “ country of the hills ” and corresponds to the English word

highlands
;
but it is specially applied to a district, which is very

httlie known, to the south and west of Diilas, between the Kagan
valley and the river Indus. It comprises an area of over

1000 sq. m., and is bounded on the N.W. by the river Indus,

on the N.E. by Chilas, and on the S, by Kagan, the Cbor

Glen and Allai. It consists roughly of two main valleys running

east and west, and separated from each other by u mountain

range over 16,000 ft. high. Like the mountains of Chilas, those

in Kohistan are .snow-bound and rockv wastes from their crests

downwards to 12,000 ft. Below this the hills are covered with

fine forest and grass to 5000 or 6000 ft., and in the vall^s,

especially near the Indus, are fertile basins under cultivation.

The Kohistanis are Maliommedans, but not of Pathan race, and

appear to be closely allied to the (?hilasis. They aie a well-built,

brave but quiet j>eople who carry on a trade with British

districts, and have never given the government much trouble.

Inhere is little doubt that the Kohistanis are, like the Kafirs of

Kafiristan, the remnants of old races driven 1^ Mahommedan
invasions from the valleys and plains into the higher mountains.

The majority have been cemverted to Islam within the last 200

yeais. The total population is about 16,000.

An important district also known as Kohistan lies to the north

of Kabul in Afghanistan, extending to the Hindu Kush. The

Kohistani Tajiks proved to be the most powerful and the best

organized clans that opposed the British occupation of Kabul

in 1879-80. Part of their country is highly cultivated, abound-

ing in fruit, and includes many important villages. It is here

thttl the remains of an ancient city have been lately discovered

by the amir s oIFicials, which may prove to be the great city

of Alexander’s founding, known to be to the north of Kabul,

hut which has hitherto escaped identification.

'J'he name of Kohistan is also applied to a tract of barren

and hilly country^ on the cast border of Karaclii district,

Sind.

KOHL, (i) The name of tlie cosmetic used from the earliest

times in the East by women to darken the eyelids, in order to

increase the lustre of the eyes. It is usually composed of finely

pow’dered antimony, but smoke black obtained from burnt

almond-shells or frankincense Is also used. The Ar^ic word

kohly from which has been derived “ alcohol,” is derived from

kahday to stain. (2) Kohl ” or kohl-rabi '' (cole-rape, from

La*t. eaulisy cabbage) is a kind of cabbage (q.v.), with a turnip-

shaped top, cultivate chiefly as a food for cattle,

KOHLHASE* HANS* a German historical figure about whose

personality some controversy exists. He is chiefly known as

the hero of Heinrich von Kleist’s novel, Michad Kohlhaas. He
was a merchant, and not, as some have supposed, a horsedealer,

and he lived at Kolln in Brandenburg. In October 1532, so the

story runs, whilst proceeding to the fair at Leipzig, he waa

attacked and his horses were taken from him by the ^rvants of

a Saxon nobleman, one Gunter von Zaschwitz. In frequence
of the delay the merchant suffered some loss of business at the

fair and on his return he refused to pay the small sum which

Zaschwitz demanded as a condition of returning the horses.

Instead KoMhase asked for a substantial amount of money as

compensation for his loss, and failing to secure this he invoked

the aid of his sovereign, the elector of Brandenburg. Finding

however that it was impossible to recovet his horSes, he paid

Zaschwitz the sum requited for 'them, but resented to himsdf

the right to take further action. Then unable to obtain redress
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in the courts of law, the merchuit, i» a Fthdebtief, threw down
a dialiQnge« not only to his aggressor, hut to the whole of Saxoay

.

Acts of lawlessness were soon attributed to him, and after an
attempt to settle Ihe feud had failed,the elector ol Saxony, John
Frcderidc I., set a price upon the head cd the angry merest.
KohUiftse nowsought reye^e in eaiinest. Gather^ around him
a band of oriminaisaisdoi desperadoesbespread terror throughout

the whole of Saxony ; travellers were robbed, villages were, burned
and towns were pkutdered. For some time the authorities weee

practically powerless to stop these outrages, but in March 1540
Kohlhase his principal associate, Georg Nagelschmidt,

seised, and on the 2and of the month they were broken on the

wheel in Berlin.
*

The Kfe and late of Kohlhase are dealt with in several dramas.
See Btzrkhardt, Der hi^tortaohe Hans Kohlhase uud H, von Kleisis

Michael Kohihaas (Leipzig, 1864).

KOKOMO, a city and the county-seat of Howard county,

Indiana, U.S.A.,on the Wildcat River, about 50 m. N. of Indiana*

polis. Pop. (1S90), 8261; (1900), 10,609, of whom 499 were

foreign-born and 359 negroes; (i^ estimate), 12,01^ It k
served by the l^lw Erie & Western, the Pitt^urg Cincinnati

Chicago k. St Louis, and the Toledo St I.oms & Western railways,

and by two intenirban electric Hnes. Kokomo is a centre of

trade in agricultural products, and has various manufactures,

including flint, plate and opale-scent glass, &c. The total value

of the ^tory product increased from $2,062,156 in 190a to

»» I9®5
j
or 77*1 %; and in 1905 the glass product

was valued at $864,567, or 237 % of the total. Kokomo was
settled about 1840 and became a city (under a state law)

in 1865.

KOK(h-N.OR, or Kuku-Nor {Tsing-hai of the Chinese, and
TstHsg&mbo of the Tanguts), a lake of Central Ask, situated at

an altitude of 9975 ft., in the extreme N.E. of Tibet, 30 m. from

the W. frontier of the Chinese province of Kan-suh, in 100® E.

and 37° N. It lies amongst the eastern ranges of the Kuen-lun,

having the Nan-shan Mountains to the north, and the southern

Kokonor range (r6,ooo ft.) on the south. It measures 66 m. by
40 m., and contains half a dozen islands, on one of which is a
Buddhist {i.e, lamaist) monastery, to which pilgrims resort.

The water is salt, though an abundance of fish live in it, and it

often remains frozen for three months together m winter. The
surface is at times subject to considerable variations of level.

The lake is entered cm the west by the river Buhain-gol. The
nomads who dwell round its shores are Tanguts.

KOKSHAROV, NlKOLAl IVANOVICH VON (1818^x893),

Russian mineralogist and major-general in the Russian army,

was bom at Ust-Kamenogork in Tomsk, on the 5th of December

1818 (o.s.). He was educated at the military school of mines

in St Petersburg. At the age of twenty-two he waa selected to

accompany R. I. Murchison and De Vemeuil, and afterwards

De Keyserlmg, in their geological survey of the Russian Empire.

Subsequently he devoted his attention mainly to the study of

mineralogy and mining, and was appointed director of the

Institute of Mines. In 1865 he became director of the Imperial

IWEineralogical Society of St Petersburg. He contributed numer-

ous papers on euclase, zircon, epidote, orthite, monaatite and other

mwieralogical subjects to the St Petersburg and Vienna academies

of science, to Foggendorfs Amalm, Leonhard and Brown’s

fah^bsuky &c. He also issued as sepairate works MaUrudm tmf

Minevalogie Russlands (10 vols., 1853^1891), and Voriesungen

iiXm (1865). He died in St PeterslDwrg on the

3rd of January 1893

KOKiTAl>*9 a terwn of South Africa, the capital of Griqualand

East, 236 m. by raft S.W. of Durban, iio in.. N. by W. of Port

Shepatone, and 150 m. N. of Port St Jdm, Pondaland. Po]^

(7904)^ 2903, of whom a third were Oriquaa. The town k bow
on the outer slopes of the Drakensberg and is 4^70 ft. above the

sea, < Behind k Mount Xunit rises to a height gf 7>»97 It. An
enoeRentwater supply isditrivedfrom the mountaine; The town

is well laid out, and possesses several handsome publicbuildkgs.

k>ia{lihff erntmik a thxiviiig district an&haaJi ton-

ridetable tsade in wool, grain, caittlc andhorses ikth Basx^a^and,

Pbndoknd and the nkg^bouring regions of Katsd^ The town
is nasttfid aiter the Griqua chief Adam Kok, who founded, it m.
1869. In 1879 it Qfime into the posaession of Cape Colony and
was granted municipal government in 11893. H is the residenoe
of the Headman of the Griqua natioiL (See KArnuniA and
GniquALAND.)
KOLA* a peninsula of northern Russia, lyi^g between the

Arctic Ocean on the N. and the White Sea on S, it forms
part of the region of Lapland ajto belongs administrarively to

the government of Archangel. The Arctic coast, known as the

Murman coast (Murman being a corruption of Morman), is 260im
long, and being subject to the influence of the North Atlantic
drift, is free from ke all the year rotnd. It is a mky coast,

built of gramte, and rising to 650 and is broken by several

excellent bays. On one of these, Kola Bay, the Russian govern-

ment founded in 1895 the naval harbour of Alexan^vsk.
From May to August a productive fishery is carried on along this

coast. Inland the peninsula rises up to a plateau, 1000 it. in

general elevation, ami crossed by several ranges of low moun-
tains, which go up to over 31000 ft. in altitude. The lower slopes

of these mouataias are dothed with forest up to 1300 ft., ^k1

in places thickly studded with lakes, some of them of very con-

siderable extent, e.i*. Imandra (330 sq. m^, Ump-jaur,, NvMMrti-

jarvi, Gudk-jaiir or Kola Lake, Lu-jaux. From these issue

streams of appreciable magnitude, such a.s the Tuloma, Vcffonya,

Yovkyok or Yokanka,and Ponoi,.all fiowkig into the ^ctic, and
the Vorsuga suid Umba, into the White Sea. The area of the

peninsula is estimated at 50,000 sq. m.
^

See A. Q. Kihhnami and Palmto, Jt>t# Expedition nach der Natbiaiul
Kola (1887-1892) (Hekingiois)

;
A. O. Kihlmaim, BericM einernafuf*

wtssenschafthchen Reiss duveh Russisch’Lappiand (HebiiaKfors, 1890)

;

and W. Kamsay, GeologUche lieobachtungen ai4 H^hinset Kola
^(Helsingfors, 1899)*

*

KOLABA, or Colaba, a district of British India, in the

southern divirion of Bombay. Area, 2131 sq. m.; pop. (1901),

605,566, showing an increase of 2 % in the decade. The head-

'

quarters are at Alibu^. Lying l^tween the Western Ghats

and the sea, Kolaba district abounds in hilh, some being spurs

running at right angles to the main range, wh^e others are

isolated peaks or lofty detached ridges. Tl^ sea h-ontage, of

about 20 m., is throi^hout the greater part its length frmged

by a belt of coco-nut and betel-nut palms. Behind this belt

lies a stretch of flat country devoted' to rice cultivation. In

many places along the banks of the salt>water creeks there are

extensive tracts of salt marshland, some of them reclaimed,

some stiU subject to tidal inundation, and others set apart for

the manufacture of salt. The distrkt is traversed by a few

small streams. Tidal inlets, of which the prisKipal aire the

Nagothna on the north, the Roha or Chaul in the west, and the

Bankot creek in the south, run inland for 30 or 40 m., forming

highways for a brisk trade in rice, salt, firewood and dricd^firii.

Near the coast especially, the distrkt is well supplied with

reservoirs. The Western Ghats have two remarkable peaks^

Raigarh, where Sivaji built his capital, and Miradongar. Thpe
are extensive teak and black wo^ forests,, the value of winch

is increased by their proximity to Bombay. The Great. Indian

Peninsula railway crosses part of the district, and (X)mmuiucatiou

with Bombay is maintained by a steam ferry. Owmg to its

noamess to thai city, the district ha^ suffered severely from

p^e. Kolaba district takas its name from a liale island off

Alihagh, which was one of the strongholds of Angna, the toh-
ratta pirate of the iSth century. The, same iriand has given

its name to Kolaba Point, the spur of Bombay Island taiwng

south that protects the entrance to the harbour. On Kolaba

Paint} are the terminus of the Bombay & Barooa railway,

barracks for a European regiment, lunatic asylum arm

observatory.
yM.Ay

, a town and.<tetnct of In4i», » tb« state of Uyme^
The town is 44 »»* E- Bangalore. ' Pop. (190*).

Aithonch d aaeienti{onnd»*ion»;»t has beea.atanast cqwplet^iy

modernized. . ladiMtms iacludei the. ^pFeaving, of.^n«(ett,.And

the breed^ of turiteys far eaiport.,
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:

The District of Kolar has an area of 3180 sq. m. It

occupies the portion of the Mysore table-land immediately

bordering the Eastern Ghats. The principal watershed lies

in the north-west, around the hill of Nandidrug (4810 ft.),

from which rivers radiate in all directions; and the whole

country is broken by numerous hill ranges. The chief rivers

are the Palar, the South Pinakini or Pennar, the North Pinakini,

and the Papagani, which are industriously utilized for irrigation

by means of anicuts and tanks. The rocks of the district are

mostly syenite or granite, with a small admixture of mica and
feldspar. The soil in the valleys consists of a fertile loam

;
and

in the higher levels sand and gravel arc found. The hills are

covered with scrub, jungle and brushwood. In 1901 the

population was 723,600, showing an increase of 22 % in the

decade. The district is traversed by the Bangalore line of

the Madras railway, with a branch 10 m. long, known as the

Kolar Goldfields railway. Gold prospecting in this region

began in 1876, and the industry is now settled on a secure

basis. Here are situated the mines of the Mysore, Champion
Reef, Ooregum, and Nandidrug companies. To the end of

1904 the total value of gold produced was 21 millions sterling,

and there had been paid in dividends 9 millions, and in royalty

to the Mysore state one million. The municipality called the

Kolar Gold Fields had in 1901 a population of 38,204; it has

suffered severely from plague. Electricity from the falls of

the Cauvery (93 m. distant) is utilized as the motive power
in the mines. Sugar manufacture and silk and cotton weaving

are the other principal industries in the district. The chief

historical interest of modem times centres round, the hill fort

of Nandidrug, which was stormed by the British in 1791, after

a bombardment of 21 days.

KOLBE, AMLPHE WaHELM HERMANN (1818^1884),

German chemist, was bom on the 27th of September i8i8 at

Elliehausen, near Gottingen, where in 1838 he began to study

chemistry under F. Wohler. In 1842 he became assistant to

R. W. von Bunsen at Marburg, and three years later to Lyon
Playfair at London. From 1847 to 1851 he was engaged at

Brunswick in editing the Dictionary of Chemistry started by
Liebig, but in the latter year he went to Marburg as succe.ssor

to Bunsen in the chair of chemistry. In 1865 he was called to

Leipzig in the same capacity, and he died in that city on the

25th of November 1884. Kolbe had an important share in the

great development of chemical theory that occurred about
the middle of the 19th century, especially in regard to the con-

stitution of organic compounds, which he viewed as derivatives

of inorganic ones, formed from the latter—in some cases directly

—by simple processes of substitution. Unable to accept

Berzelius’s doctrine of the unalterability of organic radicals,

he also gave a new interpretation to the meaning of copulae

under the influence of his fellow-worker Edward Frankland’s

conp^jption of definite atomic saturation-capacities, and thus

contributed in an important degree to the subsequent establish-

ment of the structure theory. Kolbe was a very successful

teacher, a ready and vigorous writer, and a brilliant experi-

mentalist whose work revealed the nature of many compounds
the composition of which had not previously been understood.

He published a Lehrbuch der organischen Chemie in 1854, smaller

textbooks of organic and inorganic chemistry in 1877-1883, and
Zur Entwickelungsgesehichie der ikeoretischen Chemie in 1881.

From 1870 he was editor of the Journal fur praktische Chemie,
in which many trenchant criticisms of contemporary chemists

and their doctrines appeared from his pen.

K0LBSR6, or CoLBERG, a town of Germany, and .seaport

of the Prussian province of Pomerania, on the right bank of

the Persantc, which falls into the Baltic about a mile below
the town, and at the junction of the railway lines to Belgard
and Gollnow. Pop. (1905), 22,804. It has a handsome market-
place with a statue of Frederick William III. ; and there are
extensive suburbs, of which the most important is Miinde.
The principal buildings are the huge red-brick church of St
Mary, with five aisles, one of the most remarkable churches in

Pomerania, dating from the 14th century; the council-hou.se

KOLDING
(Rathaus), erected after the plans of Ernst F. Zwimer; and the

citadel. Kolberg also possesses four other churches, a theatre,

a gymnasium, a school of navigation, and ^ exchange. Its

bathing establishments are largely frequent*ed and attract a
considerable number of summer visitors. It has a harbour at

the mouth of the Persante, where there is a lighthouse. Woollen
cloth, machinery and spirits are manufactured; there is an
extensive salt-mine in the neighbouring Zillenberg; the salmon
and lamprey fisheries are important; and a fair amount of

commercial activity is maintained. In 1903 a monument was
erected to the memory of Gneiaenau and the patriot, Joachim
Christian Nettelbeck (1738-1824), Jthrough whose efforts the

town was saved from the French m 1806-7.

Originally a Slavonic fort, Kolberg is one of the oldest places

of Pomerania. At an early date it became the seat of a bishop,

and although it soon lost this distinction it obtained municipal

privileges in 1255. From about 1276 it ranked as the most
important place in the episcopal principality of Kamin, and
from 1284 it was a member of the Hanseatic League. During
the Thirty Years’ War it was captured by the Swedes in 1631,

passing by the treaty of Westphalia to the elector of Branden-
burg, Frederick William I., who strengthened its fortifications.

The town was a centre of conflict during the Seven Years’ War.
In 1758 cmd again in 1760 the Russians besieged Kolberg in

vain, but m 1762 they succeeded in capturing it. Soon restored

to Brandenburg, it was vigorously attacked by the French in

1806 and 1807, but it was saved by the long resistance of its

inhabitants. In 1887 l^he fortifications of the town were razed,

and it has since become a fashionable watering-place, receiving

annually nearly 1 5,000 visitors.

See Riemann, Gesckichie der Siadt Kolberg (Kolberg, 1873);
Stoewer, Gesckichie der Siadt Kolberg (Kolberg, 1897); &h6nlein,
Gesckichie der Belagerungen Kolbergs tn den Jakren /76a,
und jSo^ (Kolberg, 1878); and Kempin, Piikrer durch Baa Kolberg
(Kolberg, 1899).

K0LCSEY»FERENCZ (1790-1838), Hungarian poet, critic and
orator, was born at Szodemeter, in Transylvania, on the 8th of

August 1790. In his fifteenth year he made the acquaintance of

Kazinezy and zealously adopted his lingui.stic reforms. In 1809
Kolcsey went to Pe.st and became a “ notary to the royal board.”

Law proved distasteful, and at Csekc in Szatm4r county he

devoted his time to aesthetical .study, poetry, criticism, and the

defence of the theories of Kazinezy. Kolcsey ’s early metrical

pieces contributed to the Transylvanian Museum did not attract

much attention, whilst his severe criticisms of Csokonai, Kis,

and especially Berzsenyi, published in 1817, rendered him very

unpopular. From 1821 to 1826 he published many separate

poems of great beauty in the Aurora, Hebe, Aspasia, and other

magazines of polite literature. He joined Paul Szemere in a new
periodical, styled Elet Ss literaiura (“ Life and Literature ”),

which appeared from 1826 to 1829, in 4 vols., and gained for

Kolcsey the highest reputation as a critical writer. From 1832
to 1835 he sat in the Hungarian Diet, where his extreme liberal

views and his singular eloquence soon rendered him famous as a
parliamentary leader. Elected on the 17th of November 1830
a member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, he took
part in its first grand meeting; in 1832 he delivered his

f^amous oration on Kazinezy, and in 1836 that on his former

opp<ment Daniel Berzsenyi. When in 1838 Baron Wesseldnyi

was unjustly thrown into prison upon a charge of treason,

Kolcsey eloquently though unsuccessfully conducted his defence

;

and he died about a week afterwards (August 24) from internal

inflammation. HLs collected works, in 6 vols., were published

at Pest, 1840-1848, and his journal of the diet of 1832-1836

appeared in 1848. A monument erected to the memory of

K^csey was unveiled at Szatm4rrN6meti on the 25th of

September 1864.

See G. Steinacker, Ungarische Lyriker (Leipzig and Pest, 1874);
F, Toldy, Maavair Kdttdk Hete (2 vols., Pest, 1871) ; J. Ferenesy and
J. Danielik, Magyar Jf6k (2 vols., Post, 1856-1858).

K0U>1NG, a town of Denmark in the amt (county) of Vejle, on

I

the east coast of Jutland, on the Koldingfjord, an inlet of the
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Little Belt, 9 m. N. of the German frontier* Pop. (1901), 12,516.

It is on the Eastern railway of Jutland. The harbour throughout

has a depth of oyer 20 ft. A little to the north-west is the

splendid remnant of the royal castle Koldinghuus, formerly

called Oemsborg or Arensborg. It was begun by Duke Abel in

1248; in 1808 it was burned. The large square tower was built

by Christian IV. (1588-1648), and was surmounted by colossal

statues, of which one is still standing. It contains an anti-

quarian and historical museum (1892). The name of Kolding

occurs in the 10th century, but its earliest known town-rights

date from 1321. In 1644 it was the scene of a Danish victory

over the Swedes, and on the 22nd of April 1849 of a Danish

defeat by the troops of Schleswig-Holstein. A comprehensive

view of the Little Belt with its islands, and over the mainland,

is obtained from the Skamlingsbank, a slight elevation 8^ m.
S.E., where an obelLsk (1863) commemorates the effort maae to

preserve the Danish language in Schleswig.

KOLGUEV, Kolgueff or Kalguyev, an island off the north-

west of Russia in Europe, belonging to the government of Arch-

angel. It lies about 50 m. from the nearest point of the mainland,

and is of roughly oval form, 54 m. in length from N.N.E. to S.S.W.

and 39 m. in extreme breadth. It lies in a shallow sea, and is

quite low, the highest point being 250 ft. above the sea. Peat-

bogs and grass lands cover the greater part of the surface; there

are several considerable streams and a large number of small lakes.

The island is of recent geological formation ; it consists almost

wholly of disintegrated sandstone or clay (which rises at the

north-west into cliffs up to 60 ft. high), with scattered masses

of granite. Vegetation is scanty, but bears, foxes and other

Arctic animals, geese, swans, &c., provide means of livelihood for

a few Samoyed hunters.

KOLHAPUR, a native state of India, within the Deccan

division of Bombay. It is the fourth in importance of the Mah-
ralta principalities, the other three being Baroda, Gwalior and
Indore; and it is the principal state under the political control

of the government of Bombay. Together with its jagirs or

feudatories, it covers an area of 3165 sq. m. In 1901 the popula-

tion was 91 0,01 1 . The estimated revenue is £300,000. Kolhapur
stretches from the heart of the Western Ghats eastwards into the

plain of the Deccan. Along the spurs of the main chain of the

Ghats lie wild and picturesque hill slopies and valleys, producing

little but timber, and tDl recently covered with rich forests.

The centre of the state is crossed by several lines of low hills run-

ning at right angles from the main range. In the east the

country becomes more open and presents the unpicturesque uni-

formity of a well-cultivated and treeless plain, broken only by an

occasional river. Among the western hills are the ancient Mah-
ratta strongholds of Panhala, Vishalgarh, Bavda and Rungna.
The rivers, though navigable during the rains by boats of 2 tons

burthen, are all fordable during the hot months. Iron ore is

found in the hills, and smelting was formerly carried on to a con-

siderable extent; but now the Kolhapur mineral cannot compete

with that imported from Europe. There are several good stone

quarries. The principal agricultural products are rice, millets,

sugar-cane, tobacco, cotton, safflower and vegetables.

The rajas of Kolhapur trace their descent from Raja Ram, a

younger son of Sivaji the Great, the founder of the Mahratta

power. The prevalence of piracy caused the British government

to send expeditions against Kolhapur in 1765 and 1792 ; and in

the early years of the 19th century the misgovemment of the

chief compelled the British to resort to militwy operations, and

ultimately to appoint an officer to manage the state. In

recent years the state has been conspicuously well governed, on

the pattern of British administration. The raja Shahu Chhatra-

pati, G.C.S.L (who is entitled to a salute of 21 guns),was born in

1874, and ten years later succeeded to the throne by adoption.

The principal institutions are the Rajaram college, the high

scJiool, a technical school, an agricultural school, and training-

schools for both masters and mistresses. The state railway from

Miraj junction to Kolhapur town is worked by the Southern

Mahratta company. In recent years the state has suffered from

botii famine and plague.
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The town of Kolhapur, or Karvir, is the terminus of a branch

of the Southern Mahratta railway, 30 m. from the main line.

Pop. (1901), 54*3731 Besides a number of handsome modem
public buildings, the town has many evidences of antiquity.

Originally it appears to have been an important religious centre,

and numerous Buddhist remains have been discovered in the

neighbourhood.

KOLIN, or Neu-Kolin (also KdUn; Czech, Navjf K6Un\ a
town of Bohemia, Austria, 40 m. E. of Prague by rail. Pop.

(1900), 15,025, mostly Czech, It is situated on the Elbe, and
amongst its noteworthy buildings may be specially mentioned
the beautiful early Gothic church of St Bartholomew, erected

during the latter half of the 14th century. The industries of the

town include sugar-refining, steam mills, brewing, and the manu-
facture of starch, syrup, spirits, potash and tin ware. The
neighbourhood is known for the excellence of its fruit and vege-

tables. Kolin is chiefly famous on account of the battle here

on the i8th of June 1757, when the Prussians under Frederick

the Great were defeated by the Austrians under Daun (see Seven
Years' War). The result was the raising of the siege of Prague

and the evacuation of Bohemia by the Prussians. Kolin was
colonized in the 13th century by German settlers and made a
royal city. In 1421 it was captured by the men of Prague, and
the German inhabitants who refused to accept “ the four articles

**

were expelled. In 1427 the town declared against Prague, was
besieged by Prokop the Great, and surrendered to him upon
conditions at the close of the year.

KOLIS, a caste or tribe of Western India, of uncertain origin.

Possibly the name is derived from the Turki kideh a slave; and,

according to one theory, this name has been passed on to the

familiar word cooly " for an agricultural labourer. They form

the main part of the inferior agricultural population of Gujarat,

where they were formerly notorious as robbers; but they also

extend into the Konkan and the Deccan. In 1901 the number
of Kolis in all India was returned as nearly 3} millions

;
but this

total includes a distinct weaving caste of Kolis or Koris in

northern India.

KOLUKER, RUDOLPH ALBERT VON (1817-1905), Swiss

anatomist 'and physiologist, was bom at Zurich on the 6th of

July 1817. His father and his mother were both Zurich people,

and he in due time married a lady from Aargau, so that Switzer-

land can claim him as wholly her own, though he lived the

greater part of his life in Germany. Hi^ early education was
carried on in Zurich, and he entered the university there in 1836.

After two years, however, he moved to the university of Bonn,

and later to that of Berlin, becoming at the latter place the pupil

of Johannes Miiller and of F. G. J. Henle. He graduated in philo-

sophy at Zurich in 1841, and in medicine at Heidelberg in 1842.

The first academic post which he held was that of prosector of

anatomy under Henle; but his tenure of this office was brief, for

in 1844 his native city called him back to its university to ocejupy

a chair as professor extraordinary of physiology and comparative

anatomy. His stay here too, however, was brief, for in 1847 tbe

university of Wurzburg, attracted by his rising f^e, offered him

the post of professor of physiology and of microscopical and

comparative anatomy. He accepted the appointment, and at

Wurzburg he remained thenceforth, refusing all offers tempting

him to leave the quiet academic life of the Bavarian town, where

he died on the 2nd of November 1905.

KolHker’s name will ever be associated with that of the tool

with which during his long life he so assiduously and successfully

worked, the microscope. The time at which he b^an his studies

coincided with that of the revival of the microscopic investigation

of living beings. Two centuries earlier the great It^an Mal-

pighi had started, and with his own hand had carried far the

study by the help of the microscope of the minute structure of

animals and plants. After Malpighi this branch of knowledge,

though continually progressing, m^e no remarkable bounds for-

ward until the second quarter of the 19th century, 'whm the

improvement of the compound microscope on the one haoil, and

the promulgation by Theodor Schwann and Matthias Schleiden

of the “ cell theory " on the other, inaugurated a newm of
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microscopic investigation. Into this new learning KoMiker threw

himself with all the zeal of youth, wisely initiated into it by bis

great teacher Henle, whose sober and exact iWode of inquiry went
far at the time to give the new learning a right direction and to

counteract the somewhat fantastic views which, under the name
of the cell theory, were tending to be prominent, Hcnle's

labours were for the most part limited to the microscopic in-

vestigation of the minute structure of the tissues of man and of

the higher animals, the latter being studied by him mainly with

the view of illustrating the former. But Kolliker had another

teacher besides Henle, the even greater Johannes Muller, whose
active mind was sweeping over the whole animal kingdom,
striving to pierce the secrets of the structure of living creatures

of all sorts, and keeping steadily in view the wide biological

problems of function and of origin, which the facts of structure

might serve to solve. We may probably trace to the influence

of these two great teachers, strengthened by the spirit of the

times, the threefold character of Kolliker’s long-continued and
varied labours. In all of them, or in almost all of them, the

microscope was the instrument of inquiry, but the problem to \ye

solved by means of t]w instrument belonged now to one branch
of biology

,
now to another

.

At Zurich, and afterwards at Wurzburg, the title of the chair

which he lield laid upon liim the duty of teaching comparative

anatomy, and very many of the numerous memoirs which he

published, including the very first paper which he wrote, and
which appeared in 1841 before he graduated, “ f>i the Nature of

the so-called Seminal Animalcules,” were directed towards

elucidating, by help of the microscope, the stmeture of animals

of the most varied kinds—that is to say, were zoological in char-

acter. Notable among these were his papers on the Medusie
and allied creaturefi. His activity in this direction led him to

make zoological excursions to the Mediterranean Sea and to

the roasts of Scotland, as well as to undertake, conjointly with

his friend C. T. E. von Siebold, the editorship of the Zeitschfijt fur

Wissenschaphche Zffologie, which, founded in 18.^8, continued

under his hands to be one of tlic most importiint zoological

periodicals.

At the time when Kolliker was beginning his career the in-

fluence of Karl Ernst von Baer’s embryological teaching was
already being widely felt, ‘ men were learning to recognize

the importance to morphological and zoologic^ii studies of

a knowledge of the development of animals; and Kolliker

pKinged with enthusia.sm into the relatively new line of inquiry.

His earlier efforts were directed to the invertebrata, and his

memoir on the development of cephalopods, wliich appeared in

1844, is a classical work ; but he soon passed on to the vertebrata,

and studied not only the amphibian embryo and the chick, but

also the mammalian embryo. He was among the first, if not the

very first, to introdiu^ into this branch of biological inquiry the

neivpr imcroscopic technique—the methods of hardening, section-

cutting and staining. By doing so, not only was he enabled to

make rapid |MX)gress himself, but he also placed in the hands of

others the means of a like advance. The remarkable strides for-

ward which embryology made during the middle and during tfie

latter half of the igth century will always be associated with his

name. His Ledums on Development^ published in 1861, at once

became a standard work.

But neither zoology nor embryology fumished KMiker’s chief

claim to fame. If he did much for these branches of science, he

did still more for histology, the knowiedge of the minute structure

of the animal tissues . This he made emphatically his own. It

may indeed be said that there is no fragment of the body of

man and of the higher animateon which hedid not leaveh»ra«B-k,
and in more places than one his mark was a mark of fundamental
importance. Among his earlier results may be mentioned' the

demonstration in 1847 that snMKitb or unstriated^imisde te made
up of dtetfnct uttits, ii nucleated muscle-celte. In this work he
foflowed in the foi^steps of his master Henle. A few years before

this men were doulstkig whether arteries were musculaT, and
no solid histological baeis aa yet existed for those ^iews eis to the
action of the nervous system on the circulation, which were soon

to be put forward, and which had stich a great influence on the

progress of ph^^logy. By the above discovery KdUiker oon-

pleted that basis.

Even to enumerate, certainly to dwell on, all his ocmtributioiis

to histology would be impossible here : smooth muscle, striated

muscle, skin, bone, teeth, blood-vessels £uid viscera were all

investigated by him; and he touched none of them without

striking out some new truths. The results at which he arrived

were recorded partly in separate memoirs, partly in his great

textbook on microscopical anatomy, which first saw the light

in 1850, and by which he advanced histology no less than by
his own researches. In the case^of almost every tissue our

present knowledge contains something great or small which
we owe to Kolliker

;
but it is on the nervous system that his

name is written in largest letters. So early as 1845, while still

at Zurich, he supplied what was as yet still lacking, the dear
proof that nerve-fibres are continuous with ncrve-cells, and so

fumisheH the absdutely necessary basis for all sound specula-

tions as to the actions of the central nervous system. From that

time onward he continual^ laboured, and always fruitfully,

at the histology of the nervous .system, and more espedally at the

difficult problems presented by the intricate patterns in which
fibres and cells are woven together in the brain and spinal cord.

In his old age, at a time when he had fully earned the right to

fold his arms, and to rest and be thankful, be still enriched neuro-

f

logical science with results of the highest value. From liis early

days a master of method, he saw at a glance the value erf the new
Golgi method for the investigation of the central nervous system,

and, to the great benefit of science, took up once more in his old

age, with the aid of a new means, the studies for which he had
done so much in his youth. It may truly be said that much of

tltat exact knowledge of the inner structure of the brain, which
is rendering possible new imd faithful conceptions of its working,
came from his hands.

Lastly, Kolliker was in his earlier years professor of physicrfog>'

as well as of anatomy
; and not only did his histological labours

alzriost always carry physiological lessons, but he also enriched

physiology with the results of direct researches of an experimental
kind, notably those on curare and some other poisons. In fact,

wc have to go back to the science of centuries ago to find a man
of science of so many-sided an acti^^ty as lie. His life constituted

in a certain sense a protest against that specialized diflerentiation

which, however much it may under certain aspects be regretted,

seems to be one of the necessities of modem development. In

Johannes Miilleris days no one thought of parting anatomy and
^ysiology

;
nowadays no one think of joining them together.

Kolliker did in his work join them together, and indeed said

himself that he thought they ought never to be kept apart.

Naturally a man of so much accomplishment was not left with-
out honours. Formerly known simply as Kolliker, the title

“ von ” was added to his name. He was made a member of the

teamed societies of many countries ; in England, which he visked
more than once, and where he became well known, the Royal
Society made him a fellow in i860, and in 1897 gave hhn hs
highest token of esteem, the Copley medal. (M. F.)

KOIiLOilTAJ, HUCIO (1750-1812), Polish poHdeian and writer,

was bom in 1750 at Niecislawice in Sandomir, and educated at
Pinezow and Cracow. Aftei’ taking orders he went {1770) to
Rome, where he obtained the degree of doctor of theology and
common law, and devoted himself enthusiastically to the study
of the fine arts, especially of architecture and painting. At
Rome too he obtained a canonry attached to Cracow Catheikal,

on his return to Poland in 1755 himself heart and soul

into the question of eduicational retorm. His efiorts wereimpeded
by the ol^truction of the clergy of Cnieow, who regarded him ais

an adventurer; but hesucceed^ in refoTmingthe university after

his own mind, and was its rector for three years (1780-17815).
KoUontaj next turned Ids attention to politics, tei 1786 he was
appmni&Areferendafvus of litouBixia, and during the Four Years’

iHet (1788-1792) d&splByed an amazing and many-sided activity

as one of the rkormers of the constitution. He grouped) aaround

him all the leading writers, publicists and progressive young men
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of the dsfff; declaimed Agaanat pvejudices; sthnuUted the lamid

;

inspired thelukewam withenthusiaism ;
and nenrar rested till the

constitution of the 3rd of May 179a had been carried through. In

June 1791 Kollbirtaj was appointed Yke^-chancellor. On the

triumph of the reactionaries and the fall of^ the national party1

he secretly placed in the king’s hands his adhesion to the tri-

umphant Confederation of Targowica, a faiw step, much bl^ied

at the time^ but due not to personal ambition but to a desire to

save something from the wredc of the constitution. He then

emigrated to Dresdim. On the outbreak of Roschiszko's in-

surrection he returned to Poland, and as member of the national

government and minister of finance took a leading part in affairs.

But his radicalism had now become of a disruptive quality, and

he quarrelled with and even thwarted Kosciuszko because the

dictator would not admit that the Polish republic could only be

saved by the methods of Jacobinism. On the other hand, the

more conservative section of the Poles regarded Kollonrtaj as “ a

second Robespierre,” and he is even suspected of complicity in

the outrages of the 17th and i8th of June 1794, when theWarsaw
mob massacred the political prisoners. On the collapse of the

insurrection KoIIontaj emigrated to Austria, where from 1795

to 1803 he was detained as a prisoner. He was finally released

through the mediation of Prince Adam C^rtoiyski, and returned

to Poland utterly discredited. The remainder of his life was a

ceaseless struggle against privation and prejudice. He died at

Warsaw on the a8th of February 1812.

Of his numerous works tlie most notable arc : Political Speechesi

as Vice-ChoHcellor (Pol.) (in 6 vols., Warsaw, r79i); On ike Erection

and Fall of tht ConstUiOion of May (Pol.) (Leipzig, 1793; Pans,

1808); Carresp(mdenca with T. Czuchi (Pol.) (Cracow, 1854); Letters

written during Emigration^ 17^2- (Pol.) (Po.sen, 1872).

See ignaez Badeni, Necrology of Hugo KoIIontaj (Pol.) (Cracow,

1819); Henryk Schmitt, Review of the Life and Works of KoIIontaj

(Pol. (Lemberg, 18O0)
;
Wojciek Grochowsld, Life of KoIIontaj

"

(Pol.) in Tygod Ulus, (Warsaw, 1861). (R. N. B.)

KOLOMEA (Polish, Kolomyja), a town of Austria, in Galicia,

122 m. S. of Lemberg by rail. Pop. (1900), 34,188, of which half

were Jews. It is situated on the Pruth, and has an active trade

in agricultural products. To the N.E. of Kolomea, near the

Dniester, lies the village of Czernelic^i, with ruins of a stro^ly

fortified castle, which served as the residence of John Sobieski

during his campaigns against the Turks. Kolomea is a very old

town and is mentioned already in 1340, but the assertion that

it was a Roman settlement under the name of CoUmia is not

proved. It was the principal town of the Polish province of

Pokutia, and it suffered severely during the 15th and i6th

centuries from the attacks of the Moldavians and the Tatars.

KOLOMNA^ a town of Russia, in the government of Moscow,

situated on the railway between Moscow and Ryaiwm, 72 m. S.E.

of Moscow, at the confluence of the Moskva river with tlie Kolo-

menka. Pop. (^897), 30,970. It is an old town, mentioned in

the annals in 1177, and until the 14th century was the capital

of the Ryaaan principality. It suffered greatly from the invasions

of the Tatars in the 13th century, who destroyed it four times, as

well as from the wars of the 17th century; but italways recovered

and has never tost its commercial importance. During the r9th

century it became a centre for the manufacture of silks, cottons,

ropes and leather. Here too are railway workshops, where

locomotives and wagons are made. Kolomna carries on an

active tra^ in grain, cattle, tallow, skins, salt and timber. It

has several old churches of great archaeological interest, including

two of the 14th century, one being the cathedral. One gate

(restored in *895) of the fortifications of the Kreml still survives.

KOLOZSViill (Ger. Kiausenburg; Rum. Cluj)j a town of

Hungoiy^ in Tran^hrania, the capital of the county of Kolozs,

and formei^ the ^ital of the whole of Transylvania, 34S m.

E;S.B. of Budapest by rail Pop. (1900), 46,670. It is

situated in a picturesque valley on the banks of the Little

Ssamos, and comprises, the -inner town (fcwfmerly surrounded

with walla) and five suburbs. The greater part of the town

lies on the right bank of the river, while on the other side is the

totalled Bndge Suburb and the citadel (erected in 1715).

Upon the slopes of the citadri hall there is a gipsy quwter.

WnAi the exception: of the old quarter, Kolozsvir is generally

well laid and contains many broad and fine streets, amni
of which div^eiat right angles from the princifwl square#

In this square is situated the Gothic church of St MiGhael(i396-

1433)*, in front is a bronze equestrian statue of KIpgMiil&aas
C^rvinus by the Hisngarian sculptor Fodruaz (1903); Other

noteworthy buildings ore the Reformed church, built by Maitthias

Corvxnns in i486 and ceded to the Calvimsis by Betiden Gabor in

r632 ;
the house in whidi Maitthias Corvinus was bom (1443)*

which contains an ethnographical museum ; the County and* town
halls, a museum, and the university buildings. A feature of

Kolozsvdr is the large number of handsome man^ns belonging

to the Transylvanian nobles, who reside here dmng the winter.

It is the seat of a Unitarian bishop, and of the superintendent

of the (^Ivinists for the Transylvaman circle. Kolozsvdr is the

literary and scientific centre of Transylvania, and is the seat of

numerous literary and scientific associations. It contains a

university (founded in 1872), with four faculties—theology, phi-

losophy, law and medicine—^frequented by about 1900 students

in 1905 ;
and amongst its other educational estabiishments are

a seminary for Unitarian priests, an agricultuml college, two
training schools for teachers, a commercial academy, and several

secondary schools for boys and girls. The indus^ comprises

establishments for the manufacture of woollen and linen cloth,

paper, sugar, candle.s, soap, earthenwares, as well as breweries

and distilleries.

Kolozsvdr is believed to occupy the site of a Roman settlement

named Napoca. Colonized by ^xons in 1178, it then received »

its German name of Kiausenburg, from the old word Klause,

signifying a '* mountain pass.” Between the years 1545 az\d

1570 large numbers of the Saxon population left the town in con-

sequence of the introduction of Unitarian doctruBes. In 1798 the

town V as to a great extent destroyed by fire. Aa capital of

Transylvania and the seat of the Transylvanian diets, Kolonsvdr

from 1830 to 1848 became the centre of the Hungarian nation^,

movement in the grand principality; and in December 1848 it

was taken and garrisoned by the Hungarians under (jeneral Bern.

KOLFUfO, one of the chief iron-works of the crown in Russia,

in the government of St Petersburg, 16 m. S.E. of the city of St

Petersburg, on the railway to Moscow, and on the Izhora river.

Pop. (1897), 8076. A sacred image of St Nicholas in the Trinity

church is visited by numerous pilgrims on the 22nd of May
every year. Here is an iron-foundry of Russian admiralty.

KOLS, a generic name applied by Hii^us to the Muttda, Ho
and Oraon tribes of Bengal. The Mimdas are an aborigine tribe

of Dravidian physical type, inhabiting the Cbota Nagpur division,

and numbering 438,000 in 1901. The majority of &em are ani-

mists in religion, but Christianity is making rapid strides among
them. The village community in its primitive form still exists

among the Mundas ; the discontent due to the oppression of their

lacndlords led to the Munda rising of 1899, and to the remw^ of

the alleged grievances by a new settlement of the district. The

Hos, who are closely akin to tlie Mundas, also inhabit the Chota

Nagpur division; in 1901 they numbered 386,000. They were

formerly a very pugnocioiK race, who successfully dcfeniled their

territory against all comers until they were subdued by the

British in the early part of the 19th century, being known as the

Larka(or fighting) Kols. They are still great sportsmen, usiag

the bow and arrow. Like the Mundas they are anhnists^ but they

show little iixdination for Christianity. Both Mundas and Hos

speak dialects of the obscure linguistic family k^ownas Munda or

Kol.

See Imp. Gazetteer of India, vols. xiii., xviii. (Oxford, 1908).

KOLYVAS* (r) A town of West Siberia, in the government

of Tomsk, on the Chaus river, 5 m. from the Ob and 130 m.

S,S.W, of the city of Tomsk. It is a wealthy town, the merchant!

carrying on a considerable export trade in cattle, hides, tallow,

com and fish. It was founded in 171^3 under the name of Qiausky

Ostrog, and has grown rapidly- Pop. (1897), iJf>763 * («)

KotvvAfiSKiY Zavod, another town of the same government,

in the district of Biysk, Altai region, on the Byelaya river, 1191 m.
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S.E. of Barnaul

;
altitude, 1290 ft. It is renowned for its stone-

cuttir^ factory, where marble, jasper, various porphyries and
breccias are worked into vases, columns^ &c.| Pop., 5000. (3)
Old name of Reval
KOMAROM (Ger., Komorn), the capital of the county of

Komdrom, Hungary, 65 m. W.N.W. of Budapest by rail. Pop.

(1900), i6,8i6. It is situated at the eastern extremity of the

island Csalldkoz or Grosse Schiitt, at the confluence of the Waag
with the Danube. Just below Komdrom the two arms into

which the Danube separates below Pressburg, forming the Grosse

Schiitt island, unite again. Since 1896 the market-town of

IJj-Szony, which lies on the opposite bank of the Danube, has

l)een incorporated with Komdrom. The town is celebrated

chiefly for its fortifications, which form the centre of the inland

fortifications of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. A brisk

trade in cereals, timber, wine and fish is carried on. Komdrom
Is one of the oldest towns of Hungary^ having received its charter

in 1265. The fortifications were begun by Matthias Corvinus,

and were enlarged and strengthened during the Turkish wars

( 1 526-64). New forts were constructed in 1 663 and were greatly

enlarged between 1805 and 1809. In 1543, 1594, 1598 ana
it was beleaguered by the Turks. It was raised to the

dignity of a royal free town in 1751. During the revolutionary

war of 1848-49 Komdrom was a principal point of military

operations, and was long unsuccessfully Ijesieged by the Austrians,

who on the 11th of July 1849 were defeated there by General

Gdrgei, and on the 3rd of August by General Klapka, On the

27th of September the fortress capitulated to the Austrians upon
honourable terms, and on the 3rd and 4th of October was evacu-

ated by the Hungarian troops. The treasure of the Austrian

national bank was removed here from Vienna in 1866, when that

city was threatened by the Prussians.

KOMATl, a river of south-eastern Africa. It rises at an ele-

vation of about soocjJt. in the Ermelo district of the 'I'ransvaal,

II m. W. of the source of the Vaal, and flowing in a general N.

and E. direction reaches the Indian Ocean at Delagoa Bay, after

a course of some 500 miles. In its upper valley near Steynsdorp

are gold-fields, but the reefs are almost entirely of low grade ore.

The river descends the Drakensberg by a pass 30 m. S, of Barber-

ton, and at the eastern border of Swaziland is deflected north-

ward, keeping a course parallel to the Lebombo mountains.

Just W. of 32 ' E. and in 25" 25' S. it is joined by one of the many
rivers of South Africa named Crocodile. This tributary rises, as

the Elands river, in the Hergendal (6437 ft.) near the upper
waters of the Komati, and flows E. across the high veld, being

turned northward as it reaches the Drakensberg escarpment.

The fall to the low veld is over 2000 ft. in 30 m., and acro.ss the

country between the Drakensberg and the Lelxjmbo (100 m.)

there is a further fall of 3000 ft, A mile below the junction of

the Crocodile and Komati, the united stream, which from this

point, is also known as the Manhissa, psisses to the coast plain

through a cleft 626 ft. high in the Lebombo known as Komati
Poort, where are some picturesque falls. At Komati Poort, which
marks the frontier between British and Portuguese territory,

the river is less than 60 m. from its mouth in a direct line,

but in crossing the plain it makes a wide sweep of 200 m.,

first N. and then S., forming lagoon-like expanses and back-

waters and receiving from the north several tributaries. In

flood time there is a connexion northward through the swamps
with the basin of the Limpopo. The Komati enters the sea

15 m. N. of Lourenfo Marques. It is navigable from its mouth,
where the water is from 12 to 18 ft. deep, to the foot of the

Lebombo.
The railway from Louren^o Marques to Pretoria traverses the

plain in a direct line, and at mile 45 reaches the Komati. It

follows the south bank of the river and enters the high country
at Komati Poort. At a small -town with the same name, 2 m.
W. of the Poort, on the 23rd of September 1900, during the war
with England, 3000 Boers crossed the frontier and surrendered

to the Portuguese authorities. From the Poort westward the

railway skirts the south bank of the Crocodile river throughout
its length.

KONGSBERG
KOMOTAU (Czech, Chomutw), a town of Bohemia, Austria,

79 m. N.N.W. of Prague by rail. Pop. (1900), 15,925, almost
exclusively German. It has an old Gothic church, and its town-
hall was formerly a commandery of the Teutonic knights. The in-

dustrial establishments comprise manufactories of woollen cloth,

linen and paper, dyeing houses, breweries, distilleries, vinegar

works and the central workshops of the BuschtShrad railway.

Lignite is worked in the neighbourhood. Komotau was origin-

ally a Czech market-place, but in ) 252 it came into the possession

of the Teutonic Order and was completely Germanized. In 1396
it received a town charter; and in 1416 the knights sold both

town and lordship to Wenceslaus IV. On the i6th of March
1421, the town was stormed by the Ta{)orites, sacked and burned.

After several changes of ownership, Komotau came in 1588 to

Popel of Lobkovic, who established the Jesuits here, which led

to trouble between the Protestant burghers and the over-lord.

In 1 594 the lordship fell to the Oown, and in 1605 the town
purchased its freedom and was created a royal city.

KOMURA, JUTARO, Count (1855- ), Japanese states-

man, was born in Hiuga. He graduated at Harvard in 187 7, and
entered the foreign office in Tokyo in 1884. He served as charge

d’affaires in Peking, as Japanese minister in Seoul, in Washing-
ton, in St Petersburg, and in Peking (during the Boxer trouble),

earning in every^ post a high reputation for diplomatic ability.

In 1901 he received the portfolio of foreign affairs, and held it

throughout the course of the negotiations with Russia and the

subsequent war (1904-5), being finally appointed by his sovereign

to meet the Russian plenipotentiaries at Portsmouth, and subse-

quently the Chinese representatives in Peking, on which occasions

the Portsmouth treaty of September 1905 and the Peking treaty

of November in the same year were concluded. For these

services, and for negotiating the second Anglo-Japanese alliance,

he received the Japanese title of count and was made a K.C.B.

by King Edward VIL He resigned his portfolio in 1906 and

became privy councillor, from which post he was transferred to

the embassy in London, but he returned to I'okyo in 1908 and

resumed the portlolio of foreign affairs in the second Katsura

cabinet.

KORARAK, or Kanarak, a ruined temple in India, in the

Puri district of Orissa, wdiich has been described as for its size

“ the most richly ornamented building—externally at least—in

the whole world.” It was erected in the middle of the 13th

century, and was dedicated to the sun-god. It consisted of a

tower, probably once over 180 ft, hi^h, with a porch in front

140 ft. high, sculptured with figures of hons, elephants, horses, &c.

KONG» the name of a town, district and range of hills in the

N.W. of the Ivory Coast colony, French West Africa. The hills

are part ot the band of high ground sejiarating the inner plains

of West Africa from the coast regions. In maps of the first half

of the 19th century the range is shown as part of a great moun-
tain chain supposed to run east and west across Airica, and is

thus made to appear a continuation of the Mountains of the

Moon, or the snow-clad heights of RuwenzoriM The culminating

point of the Kong .system is the Pic des Kommono, 4757 ft. high.

In general the summits of the hills are below 2000 ft. and not

more than 700 ft. above the level of the country. The circle

of Kong,” one of the administrative divisions of the Ivory Coast

colony, covers 46,000 sq. m. and has a population of some

400,000. The inhabitants are negroes, chiefly Bambara and
Mandingo. About a fourth of the population profess Mahom-
medanism; the remainder are spirit-worshippers. The town of

Kong, situated in 9“ N., 4“ 20' W., is not now of great importance.

Prolmbly Rend Caillid, who spent some time in the western part

of the country in 1827, was the first European to visit Kong.

In 1888 ('aptain L. G. Binger induced the native chiefs to place

themselves under the protection of France, and in 1893
protectorate was attached to the Ivory Coast colony. For a
time Kong was overrun by the armies of Samory (see Senegal),

but the capture of that chief in 1898 was followed by the peaceful

development of the district by France (see Ivory Q>ast).

KONQ8BBRO» a mining town of Norway in Buskerud amt
(county), on the Laagen, 500 ft. above the sea, and 61 m. W.S.W.
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of Christiania by rail. Pop. (1900), 5585. With the exception

of the church and the town-house^ the gildings are mostly of

wood. The origin and whole industry of the town are connected
with the govenwnent silver-mines in the neighbourhood. Their
first discovery was made by a pea^t in 1623, since which time
they have been worked with varying success. During the i8th
century Kongsberg was more important than now

^
and contained

double its present population. Within the town are situated

the smelting-works, the mint, and a government weapon factory.

Three miles below the La^en forms a fine fall of 140 ft.

(Labrofos). The neighbouring Jonksnut (2950 ft.) commands
extensive views of the Telemark. A driving-road from
Kongsberg follows a favourite route for travellers through this

district, connecting with routes to Sand and Odde on the west
coast.

KONIA. (i) A vilayet in Asia Minor which includes the

whole, or parts of, Pamphylia, Pisidia, Phrygia, Lycaonia,
Cilicia and Cappadocia. It was formed in 1864 by adding to the

old eyalet of Karamania the western half of Adana, and part of

south-eastern Anadoli. It is divided into five sanjaks : Adaha,
Buldur, Hamid-abad, Konia and Nigdeh. The population

(990,000 Moslems and 80,000 Christians) is for the most part
agricultural and pastoral. The only industries are carpet-

weaving and the manufacture of cotton and silk stuffs. There
are mines of chrome, mercury, cinnabar, argentiferous lead and
rock salt. The principal exports are salt, minerals, opium,
cotton, cereals, wool and live stock; and the imports cloth-goods,

coffee, rice and petroleum. The vilayet is now traversed by the
Anatolian railway, and contains the railhead of the Ottoman line

from Smyrna.

(2) The chief town [anc. Icanium (//.v.)], altitude 3320 ft.,

situated at the S.W. edge of the vast central plain of Asia Minor,
amidst luxuriant orchards famous in the middle ages for their

yellow plums and apricots and watered by streams from the hills.

Pop. 45,000, including 5000 Christians. There are interesting

remains of Seljuk buildings, all showing strong traces of Persian
influence in their decorative details. The principal ruin is that
of the palace of Kilij Arslan II., which contained a famous Iiall.

The most important mosques are the great Tekkcy which contains
the tomb of the poet Mevlana Jelal ed-din Rumi, a mystic (sufi)

poet, founder of the order of Mevlevi (whirling) dervishes, and
those of his successors, the Golden ” mosque and those of Ala
ed-Din and Sultan Selim. The walls, largely the work of Ala
ed-Din I., are preserved in great port and notable for the number
of ancient inscriptions built into them. They once had twelve
gates and were 30 ells in height. The climate is good—hot in

summer and cold, with snow, in winter, Konia is connected
by railway with Constantinople and is the starting-point of the
extension towards Bagdad. After the capture of Nicaea by the
Crusaders (1097), Konia became the capital of the ^Ijuk Sultans
of Rum (see Seljuks and Turks). It was temporarily occupied
by Godfrey, and again by Frederick Barbarossa, but this scarcely

affected its prosperity. During the rei^ of Ala ed-Din 1 .

(1219-1236) the city was thronged with artists, poets, historians,

jurists and dervishes, driven westwards from Persia and Bokhara
by the advance of the Mongols, and there was a brief period of
great splendour. After the break up of the empire of Rum,
Konia became a secondary city of the amirate of Karamania
and in part fell to ruin. In 1472 it was annexed to the Osmanli
empire by Mahommed II, In 1832 it was occupied by Ibrahim
Pasha who defeated and captured the Turkish general, Reshid
Pasha, not far from the walls. It had come to fill only part of

its ancient circuit, but of recent years it has revived considerably,

and, since the railway reached it, has acquired a semi-European
quarter, with a German hotel, caf^s and Greek shops, &c.

See W..M. Ramsay, Histoncal Geography of Asia Minor (iBgo^;
Si Paul the Traveller (1895) ;

G. Le Strange, iMnds of the E. Caliphate
(1905)-

^
(D. G. H.)

KON1BCPOL8KI, STANISLAUS (1591-1646), Polish soldier,

was the most illustrious member of an ancient Polish family

which rendered great services to the Republic. Educated at

the academy of Cracow, he learned the science of war under the
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great J[an Chodkiewicz, whom he accompanied on his Muscovite
campaigns, and under the equally great Stanislaus Zolkiewski,
whose daughter CeJ;herinc he married. On the death of his firat'

wife he wedded, in 1619, Christina Lubomirska. In 1619 he
took part in the expedition against the Turks which terminated
so disastrously at Cecora, and after a valiant resistance was
captured and sent to Constantinople, where he remained a dose
prisoner for three years. On his return he was appointed com-
mander of all the forces of the Republic, and at tte head of an
army of 25,000 men routed 60,000 Tatars at liLirtynow, follow-
ing up this success with fresh victories, for which he received the
thanks of the diet and the palatinate of Sandomeria from the
king. In 1625 he was appointed guardian of the Ukraine
against the Tatars, but in 1626 was transferred to Prussia to
check the victorious advance of Gustavus Adolphus. Swedish
historians have too often ignored the fact that Koniecpolski’s
superior strategy neutralized all the efforts of the Swedish king,

whom he defeated again and again, notably at Homerstein
(April 1627) and at Trzeiand (April 1629). But for the most
part the fatal parsimony of his country compelled Koniecpolski
to confine himself to the harassing guerrilla warfare in which he
was an expert. In 1632 he was appointed to the long vacant
post of hetman wielki koronny, or commander in chief of Poland,
and in that capacity routed the Tatars at Sasowy Rogi {April

1633) and at Paniawce (April and October 1633), and the Turks,
with terrific loss, at Abaza Basha. To keep the Cossacks of the
Ukraine in order he also built the fortress of Kudak. As one
of the largest proprietors in the Ukraine he suffered severely

from Cossack depredations and offered many concessions to
*

them. Only after years of conflict, however, did he succeed in

reducing these unruly desperadoes to something like obedience,

in 1644 he once more routed tlie Tatars at Ockmatow, and again
in 1646 at Brody. This was his last exploit, for he died the same
year, to the ^eat grief of Wladislaus IV., yho had already con-
certed with him the plan for a campaign on a grand scale against

the Turks, and relied principally upon the Grand Hetman for its^

success. Though less famous than his contemporariesZolkiehwski
and Chodkiewicz, Koniecpolski was fully their equal as a general,

and his inexorable severity made him an ideal lord-marcher.

See an unfinished biography in the Tyg. Ulus, of Warsaw for

1863; Stanislaw Przylenski, Memorials of the KonieepoUkis (Pol.)
(Lemberg, 1842). (R. N. B.)

KONIG, KARL RUDOLPH (1832-1901), German physicist,

was bom at Konigsberg (Prussia) on the^26th of November 1832,
and studied at the university of his native town, taking the degree
of Ph.D. About 1852 he went to Paris, and became apprentice

to the famous violin-maker, J. B. Vuillaume, and some six years

later he started business on his own account. He called himself

a “maker of musical instruments,'’ but the instruments for

which his name is best known are tuning-forks, which speedily

gained a high reputation among physicists for their accuracy

and general excellence. From this business Konig derived his

livelihood for the rest of his life. He was, however, very far

from being a mere tradesman, and even as a manufacturer he

regarded the quality of the articles that left his workshop as a
matter of greater solicitude than the profits they yielded. Acous-

tical research was his real interest, and to that he devoted all the

time and money he could spare from his business. An exhibit

which he sent to the London Exhibition of 1862 gained a g^ld

medal, and at the Philadelphia Exposition of 1876 great admira-

tion was expressed for a tonometric apparatus of his manufacture.

This consisted of about 670 tuning-forks, of as many different

pitches, extending over four octaves, and it afforded a perfect

means for testing, by enumeration of the beats, the number of

vibrations producing any given note and for accurately tuning

any musical instrument. An attempt was made to secure this

apparatus for the university of Pennsylvania, and Kdnig was
induced to leave it behind him in America on the assurance that

it would be purchased; but, ultimately, the money not being
forthcoming, the arrangement fell through, to his great dis-

appointment and pecuniary loss. Some of the forks he disposed

of to the university of Toronto and the remainder he usm as a
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nucleus for the construction of a still more elaborate tonometer.

While the range of the old apparatus was only between 128 and

4096 vibrations a second, the lowest fork of|thc new one made
only 16 vibrations a second, while the highest gave a sound too

shrill to be perceptible by the human ear. Konig will also be

remembered as the inventor and constructor of many other

beautiful pieces of a^aratus for the investigation of acoustical

problems, among which may be mentioned his wave-sirens, the

first of which was shown at Philadelphia in 1876. His original

work dealt, among other things, with Wheatstone's sound-figures,

the characteristic notes of the different vowels, manometric
flames, &c.; but perhaps the most important of his researches

are those devoted to the phenomena produced by the interference

of two tones, in which be controverted the views of H. von Heim-
bolte as to tlie existence of summation and diherence tones. He
died in Paris on the and of October iqoi.

KONIQGRATZ (Czech, Hradec Krdloue), a town and episcopal

see of Bohemia, Austria, 74 m. E. of Priigue by rail. Pop.

(iqoo), 9773, mostly Czech. It is situated in the centre of a very

fertile region called the “ Golden Road,” and contains many
buildings of historical and architectural interest. The cathedral

was founded in 1303 by Elizabeth, wife of Wenceslas II ; and the

church of St John, built in 1710, stands on the ruins of the old

castle. The industries include the manufacture of musical

instruments, machinery, colours, and carton-pierre, as well as

gloves and wax candles. The original name of Kdniggratz,

one of the oldest settlements in Bohemia, was CfUumec Dobros-

lavsky; the name Hradec, or the Castle,” was given to it when it

became the seat of a count, and Kralove^ of the queen ” (Ger.

Konigin)j was prefixed when it became one of the dower towns

of the queen of Wenceslas II., Elizabeth of Poland, who lived

here for thirty .years. It remained a dower town till 1620.

Kdniggratz was the first of the towns to declare for the national

cause during the Hussite wars. After the battle of the White
Mountain (1620) a large part of the Protestant population left

the place, in 1639 the town was occupied for eight months by
the Swedes. Several churches and convents were pulled down
to make way for the fortifications erected under Joseph II. The
fortress was finally dismantled in 1884. Near Koniggratz took

place, on the 3rd of July 1866, the decisive battle (formerly

called Sadowa) of the Austro-Prussian war (see Seven Weeks’
War).
KdNIGINHOF (/Izfur Kralovc in Czech), the seat of a provincial

district and of a provincial law-court, is situated in north-eastern

Bohemia on the left bank of the Elbe, about 160 kilometres from
Prague. Brewing, corn-milling and cotton-weaving are the

principal industries. Pop, about 11,000, The city is of very

andont origin. Founded by King Wenceslas II, of Bohemia
(1278-1305), it was given by him to his wife Elizabeth, and thus

received the name of ilvur Kralovc (the court of the queen).

Durii^ the Hussite wars, Dvur Kralove was several times taken
and retsdeen by the contending partks. In a battle fought partly

within the streets of the town, the Austrian army was totally

defeated by the Prussians on tiic 29th of June 1866. In the 19th

century Dvur Kralove became widely known as the spot where a
MS. was found that was long believed to be one of the oldest

wntten documents in the C^h language. In 1817 Wenceslas
Hanka, afterwards for a long period librarian of the Bohemian
museum, declared that he had found in the church tower in the

town of Dvur Kralove when on a visit there, .a very andent MS.
containing epic and lyric poems, 'nion^ Dobrovsky, the

greatest Czech philologist of the time, from the first expressed

suspidons, the MS. known to the Kralodvorsky Rukopis manu^
script of Koniginhof was long accepted as genuine, ^quentiy
printed and translated into most European languages. Doubts
as to the genuineness of the document never, however, ceased,

and th03r.became stronger when Hanka was convicted oSf having
fabricated other false Bohemian documents. A series of works
and articles written by Professors Goll, Gebauer, Masoryk, and
others have recently proved that the MS. is a forgery, and hardly
any Bohemian schoto of the present day believe in its genuine-

ness

The discussion of the authenticity of tlie MS. of Dvur Kralove
lasted with short interruptions about seventy years, and the
Bohemian works writttn on the subject would fill a considerable
library. Count Lutsov^'s History of BoheiwMn ^LitefOture gives a
brief account of the controversy,

KdKlGSBBRG {Polish Krolemec)^ a town of OcTmany, capital

of the province of East Prussia and a fortress of the first rank.

Pop. (1880), 140,800; (1890), t6i,666; (1905), 219,862 (indudmg
the incorporaited suburbs). It is situated on rising ground, on
both sides of the Pregel, 4^ m. from its mouth in the Frischc

Haf!, 397 m. N.E. of Berlin, on the railway to Eydtkuhnen and
at the junction of lines to !^llau, Tilsit and Kronz. It consists

of three parts, which were formerly Independent administrative

units, the Altstadt (old town), to the west, Ldbenicht to the

east, and the island Kneiphof
,
together with numerous suburbs.,

all embraced in a circuit of qj miles. The Pregel, spanned by
many bridges, flows through the town in two branches, which
unite below the Griine firiicke. Its greatest breadth within the

town is from 80 to 90 yards, and it is usually frozen from Novem-
ber to March. Konigsberg does not retain many marks of

antiquity. The Altstadt has long and narrow streets, but the

Kneiphof quarter is roomier. Of the seven market-places only

that in the Altstadt retains something of its former appearance.

Among the more interesting buildings are the Schloss, 0 long

rectangle begun in 1255 and added to later, with a Gothic

tower 277 ft. high and a chapel built in 1592, in which Frederick

I. in 1701 and William I. in i86i crowned themselves kings of

Prussia; and the cathedral, begun in 1333 and restored in 1856,

a Gothic building with a tower 164 ft. high, adjoining which is

the tomb of Kant. The Schloss was originally the residence of

the Grand Masters of the Teutonic order and later of the dukes

of Prussia. Behind is the parade-ground, with the statues of

Albert I. and of Frederick William III. by August Kiss, and the

grounds also contain monuments to Frederick I. and William I.

To the east is the Schiossteich, a long narrow ornamental lake

covering 12 acres. The north-west side of the parade-ground is

occupied by the new university buildings, completed in 1865;

these and tbe new exchange on the south side of the Pregel are

the finest architectural features of the town. The university

(Collegium Alhertinum) was founded in 1544 by Albert I., duke

of Prussia, as a purely Lutheran ” place of learning. It is

chiefly distinguished for its mathematical and philosophical

studies, and possesses a famous observatory, established in

1811 by Frederick William Bessel, a library of about 240,000

volumes, a zoological museum, a botanical garden, laboratories

and valuable mathematical and other scientific collections.

Among its famous professors have been Kant (who was born

here in 1724 and to whom a monument was erected in 1864),

J. G. von Herder, Bessel, F. Neumann and J. F. Herbart.

It is attended by about 1000 students and has a teaching

staff of over 100. Among other educational establishments,

Konigsberg numbers four classical schools (gymnasia) and three

commercial schools, an academy of painting and a school of

music. The hospitals and benevolent institutions are numerous.

The town is less well equipped with museums and similar insti-

tutions, the most noteworthy being the Prussia museum of

antiquities, which is especially rich in East Prussian finds

from the Stone age to the Viking period. Besides the cathedral

the town has fourteen churches.

Konigsberg is a naval and military fortress of the first order.

The foitifications were begun in 1843 and were only completed

in 1905, although the pkee was surrounded by walls in early

times. The works consist of an inner wall, brought into con-

nexion with an outlying system of works, and oi twelve detached

forts, of which six are on the right and six on the left bank of the

Pregel. Between them lie two greal; forts, that of Friedrichsburg

on an island in the Pregel and fiiat of the Kaseme Kronprinz on

the east of the town, both within the environing ramparts. The
protected position of its harbour has made Konigsberg one of the

most important commercial citato of Germany. A new channel

has recently been made between it and itS:part, PiUau, 29 miles

distant, on the outer side of the Frische Haff, so as to admit

vessels drawing so feet of water right up to the quays of
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K5nigsberg, and the result has been to stimulate the trade of

the city. It is protected for a long distance by moles^ in wluch a

break has been left in the Fischhauser Wiek» to permit of freer

circulation of the Vater and to prevent damage to the mainland.

The industries of K^nigsberg have ma^ gr^t advances

within recent years, notable among them are printing-works and

manufactures of machinery, locomotives, carriages, chemicals,

toys, sugar, cellulose, l^cer, tobacco and cigars, pianos and

amber wares. The principal exports are cereals and flour,

cattle, horses, hemp, flax, timber, sugar and oilcake. There are

two pretty public parks, one in the Hufen, with a zoological

garden attached, another the Luisenwahl which commemorates
the sojourn of Queen Lomsa of Prussia in the town in the

disastrous year 1806.

The Altstadt of K5nigsberg grew up around the castle built

in 1255 by the Teutonic Order, on tne advice of Ottaker II.

King of Bohemia, after whom the place was named. Its first

site was near the fishing village of Steindamm, but after its

destruction by the Prussians in 1263 it was rebuilt in its present

position. It received civic privileges in 1286, the two other

parts of the present town—Lobenioht and Kneiphof— receiving

them a few years later. In 1340 Konigsberg entered the

Hanseatic League. From 1457 it was the residence of the grand

master of the Teutonic Order, and from 1525 till 1618 of the

dukes of Prussia. The trade of Konigsberg was much hindered

by the constant shifting and silting up of the channels leading

to its harbour; and the great northern wars did it immense

harm, but before the end of the 17111 century it had almost

recovered.

In 1724 the three independent parts were united into a single

town by Frederick William I.

KSnigsberg suffered severely during the war of liberation

and was occupied by the French in 1807. In 1813 the town was

the scene of the deliberations which led to the successful uprising

of Prussia again.st Napoleon. During the iQth century the

opening of a railway system in East Prussia and Russia gave a

new impetus to its commerce, making it the principal outlet

for the Russian staples—grain, seeds, flax and hemp, ft has

now regular steam communication with Mcmel, Stettin, Kiel,

Amsterdam and Hull.

See Faber, Haupt- und Residenzsiadt Konigsberg in Pveussen

(KOnigsberg, 1840) ;
Scfiubcrt, Zurdao-jahrieen Jubelfeter Kafti^shergs

(KOnigsberg, 1855); Beckherrn, Geschichte aer Befestigungen hdnigs-

bergs (Konigsberg, 1890) ;
H. G. Prutz, Die kdnigLiche Atbertus-

Universitdt zu Konigsberg im tg Jahrhundefi (Kdnigsberg, 1894);

Armstedt, Geszhiuhte der kdmgUchen Haupt- und Res%denzstadt

Kdnigsberg (Stuttgart, 1899) ;
M. SchulUe, Kdnigsberg und Ostpreussen

zu Anfang /df/y (Berlin, 1901); and Gordak, Wegwetser durch

Kdnigsberg (Kbhigoberg, 1904).

K6NIGSB0RN, a spa of Germany, in the Prussian province

of Westphalia, immediately to the N. of the town of Unna, of

which it practically forms a suburb. It has large saltworks,

producing annually over 15,000 tons. The brine .spruugs, in

connexion with which there is a hydropathic establishment,

have a temperature of 93° F., and are efficacious in skin

diseases, rheumatism and scrofula.

See Wegelc, Bad Kdnigsborn und seine HeiVmittel (Essen, 1^2).

Rt^NIGSHttTT]!!^ a town of Germany, in the Prussian province

of Silesia^ situated in the middle of the Upper Silesian coal and

iron district, 3 m. S. of Beuthen and 122 m. by rail S.E. of

Breslau. Pop. (1852), 4495 #
(i^75)# (19?®)# ^ 7 f9^9-

In 1869 it was incorporated with various neighbouriM villages,

and raised to the dignity of a town. It has two Protestant

and three Roman ^tholic churches and several schools and

benevolent institutions. The largest irotn-works in Silesia is

situated Kbnlgfihutte, and includes puddling works, roUing-

miUs, and rinc-worlos. Founded in 1797, it was formerly m
the hlM;ids of governmenti but. is now carried on by a company.

'Dieije are also manufactures of bricks and glass and a trade m
wood,and coal. Nearly one-haU of the population of the town

consists Qf Poles.

See Midir, Gesckichtf dm Stadt K&nigshUtie <K6wgihutte, 1890).

KbHlGSLUrm, a town of Germany, in the duchy of Bruns-
wick, on the Lutter 36 m. E. of Brunswick by the railway tO'

Eisieben and Magdoburg. Pop. (1905)* It possesses an
Evangelical church, a castle and some interesting old houses.

Its chief manufaetures are sugar, machinpy, paper and beer.

Near the town are the ruins of a Benedictine abb^ founded in

1135. In its beautiful church, which has not been destroyed,

are the tombs of theemperewr Lothair II., his wife Richenza, and
of his son-in-kw, Duke Henry the Proud of Saxony'and Bavaria.

KdNIOSIlARK, MARIA AURORA, Countess Of (1662-^1728),

mistress of Augustus the Strong, elector of Saxony and king ^
Poland, belonged to a noble Swedish family, andi was born on
the 8th of May 1662. Having passed some years at Hamburg,
where she attracted attention both by her beauty and her talents.

Aurora went in 1694 to Dresden to make inquiries about her

broriier Philipp C^istoph, i^unt of Konigsmark, who had
suddenly and mysteriously disappeared from Hanover. Here
she was noticed by Augustus, who mac]e her lus mistress; and
in October 1696 she gave birth to a son Maurice, afterwards the

famous Marshal de Saxe. The elector however quickly tired

of Aurora, who then spent her time in efforts to secure tlic

position of abbess of Quedlinburg, an o&ce wliich carried with

it the dignity of a princess of the Empire, and to recover the

lost inheritance of her family in Sweden. She was made
coadjutor abbess and lady-provost (Propsiin) of Quedlinburg,

but lived mainly in Berlin, Dresden and Hamburg. In 1702

she went on a diplomatic errand to Charles XII. of Sweden on

behalf of Augustus, but her adventurous journey ended in »

failure. The countess, who was described by Voltaire as the

most famous woman ck two centuries/’ died at Quedlinburg on

the i6th of February 1728.

See F. Cramer, Denkwiirdig/mten der Grdfin M. !A. Kdnigsmsrk
iLeipzig, 1836), and Biograpkiseke Naohrichten von der Grdpn M. A,
Kdnigsmark (Quedlinburg, 1833); W. F. Palmblad, Aurora Kdmgs-
mark und ihre Verwandte (Leipzig, 1848-1853); C. L. de PoUnitz,

La Saxe galanie (Amsterdam, 1734); and O. J. B. von Corvin- *

Wiersbitzki, Maria Aurora, Grdpn vwi Kdnigsmark (Rudolstadt,

190a).

KONIGSMARK, PHILIPP CHRISTOPH, Count of (1^5-
1694), was a member of a noble Swedish family, and is chiefly

known a.s the lover of Sophia Dorothea, wife of the English king

George I., then electoral prince of Hanf)A'er. Born on the 14th of

March 1665, Kdnigsmark wa.s a brother of the countess noticed

above. After wandering and fighting in wious parts of Europe

he entered the service of Ernest Augustus, elector of Hanover.

Here he made the acquaintance of Sophia Dorothea, and assisted

her in one or two futile attempts to escape from Hanover.

Regarded, rightly or wrongly, as the lover of the princess, he

was seized, and disappeared from history, probably by assas-

sination, on the ist of July 1694. One authority states that

George I. was accustomed to boast about this deed; but this

statement is doubted, and the Hanoverian court resolutely

oppased all efforts to clear up the mystery. It is not absolutely

certain that Sophia Dorothea was guilty of a criminal intrigue

with Kdnigsmaark, as it is probable that the letters which

purport to have passed between the pair are forgeries. Tlw

question of her guilt or innocence, however, Las been and still

remains a fruitful and popular subject for romance and

speculation.

See Briefwschsel des Grafen Kdnigsmark und der PTinzmsin Sophie

Dorothea von COU, edited by W. F. Palmblad (Leipsig, m?}*
A. Kdcher, " Die Prinzessin von Ahkea,*^ in the ^isi^sahe Zedi-

schrift (Munich, ,1882’) ;
and W, H, Wilkins, The Love oj an

Uncrowned Queen (I.ondon, 1900).

ICOllIGSSES, or Lake of St Bartholomew, a lake of toxxuu^,

in the kingdom of Bavaria, province of Upper Bavqria, about

2^ m. Su from Berchtesgaden, 1850 ft above sea-levcL It hasa

len^ of 5 m., and a breadth varying from 500 yards to,A little

over a mile, and atUins a maximum depth of 6oq ft The

Kdnigssee is the most beautiful of aE the lakes in tiie German

Alps, pent in by liiqestone mountains rising to an akitude of

6500 ft« the flanks of which despend precipitously tp the gr^n

waters below. The lake abounds in trout, and the surrounding
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country is rich in game. On a promontory by the side of the

lake is a chapel to which pilgrimages are made on St Bar-

tholomew’s Day. Separated by a narrow* strip of land from
the Konigssee is the Obersee, a smaller lake.

KONIGSTEIN, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Saxony,

situated in a deep valley on the left bank of the Elbe, at the

influx of the Biela, in the centre of Saxon Switzerland, 25 m.
S,E. of Dresden by the railway to Bodenbach and Tetschen.

It contains a Roman Catholic and a Protestant church, a monu-
ment to the composer Julius Otto, and has .some small manu-
factures of machinery, celluloid, paper, vinegar and buttons.

It is chiefly remarkable for the huge fortress, lying immediately

to the north-west of the town, which crowns a sandstone rock

rising abruptly from the Elbe to a height of 750 ft. Across the

Elbe lies the Lilienstcin, a simiJiar formation, but unfortified

The fortress of Konigstein wa.s probably a Slav stronghold as

early as the 12th century, but it is not mentioned in chronicles

before the year 1241, when it was a fief of Bohemia. In 1401 it

passed to the margraves of Meissen and by the treaty of Eger
in 1459 it was formally ceded by Bohemia to Saxony. About
1540 the works were strengthened, and the place was used as

a point d^appui against inroads from Bohemia. Hence the

phrase frequently employed by historians that Konigstein is

“ the key to Bohemia.” As a fact, the main road from Dresden

into that country lies acro.s.s the hills several miles to the south-

west, and the fortress has exercised little, if any, influence in

strategic operations, either during the middle ages or in modern
times. It was further strengthened under the elector.^ Christian

I., John George I. and Frederick Augustus II. of Saxony, the

last of whom completed it in its present form. During the

Prussian invasion of Saxony in 1756 it served as a plact of

refuge for the* King of Poland, Augustus III., as it did also in

1849, during the Dresden insurrection of May in that year, to

the King of Saxony, Frederick Augustus II. and his ministers.

It was occupied by the Prussians in 1867, who retained posses-

sion of it until the peace of 1871, It is garrisoned by detach-

ments of several Saxon infantry regiments, and serves as a

treasure house for the state and also as a place of detention for

officers .sentenced to fortress imprisonment. A remarkable

feature of the place is a well, hewn out of the solid rock to a

depth of 470 ft.

See fClemm, Der Konigstein in alter und neuer Zeit (Leipzig, 1905);
and Gautsch, Aelteste Gesckichie der sdcksischen Schweis (Dresden,

1880).

KONIGSWINTER, a town and summer resort of Germany, in

the Prussian Rhine province, on the right bank of the Rhine,

24 m. S.S.E. of Cologne by the railway to Frankfort-on-Main,

at the foot of the Siebengebirge. Pop. ( 1905), 3944. The romantic

Drachenfels (1010 ft.), crowned by the ruins of a castle built

early in the 12th century by the archbishop of Cologne, rises

behind the town. From the summit, to which there is a funi-

cular railway, there is a magnificent view, celebrated by Byron
in Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage. A cave in the hill is said to

have sheltered the dragon which was slain by the hero Siegfried.

The mountain is quarried, and from 1267 onward supplied stone

(trachyte) for the building of Cologne Cathedral. The castle of

Drachenburg, built in 1883, is on the north side of the hill.

Konigswinter has a Roman Catholic and an Evangelical church,

some small manufactures and a little shipping. It has a monu-
ment to the poet, Wolfgang Muller. Near the town are the

ruins of the abbey of Heisterbach.

KONINCK, LAURENT GUILLAUME DE (180^^1887), Belgian

palaeontologist and chemist, was bom at Louvain on the 3rd of

May 1809. He studied medicine in the university of his native

town, and in 1831 he became assistant in the chemical schools.

He pursued the study of chemistry in Paris, Berlin and Giessen,

and was subsequently engaged in teaching the science at Ghent
and Li6ge. In 1856 he was appointed professor of chemistry in

the Li^ge University, and he retained this post until the close

of his life. About the year 1835 he began to devote his leisure

to the investigation of the Carboniferous fossils around Li6ge,

and ultimately he became distinguished for his researches on

the palaeontology of the Palaeozoic rocks, and especially for his

descriptions of the mollusca, brachiopods, Crustacea and crinoids

of the Carboniferous limestone of Belgium. In recognition of

this work the Wollaston medal was awarded’ to him in 1875 by
the Geological Society of London, and in 1876 he was appointed

professor of palaeontology at Li^ge. He died at Li4ge on the

i6th of July 1887.

POBLiCATiONS.—EUmtnts de chimie inorganique (1839); Descrip-
tion des animaux fossiles qui se irowent dans le terrain CarbonifSre
de Belgique (i842--x844, supp. 1851); liecherches sur les animaux
fossiles {1847, 1873). See Notice sur L. G. de Koninck, by E. Dupont;
Annuaire de VAcad. roy. de Belgique (1891), with portrait and
bibliography.

^

KONINCK, PHILIP DE [de Coninck, de Koningh, van Kocning]

(1619- 1688), Dutch landscape painter, was born in Amsterdam
in 1619. Little is known of his history, except that he was a

pupil of Rembrandt, whose influence is to be seen in all his

work. He painted chiefly broad sunny landscapes, full of

space, light and atmosphere. Portraits by him, somewhat in

the manner of Rembrandt, also exist; there are examples of

these in the galleries at Copenhagen and Christiania. Of his

landscapes the principal are “Vue de I’embouchure d’unc

riviere,” at the Hague; a slightly larger replica is in the National

Gallery, London
;

“ Li.sidre d’un bois,” and “ Paysage ” (with

figures by A. Vandevelde) at Amsterdam; and landscapes in

Brussels, Florence (Uffizi), Berlin and Cologne.

Several of his works have been falsely attributed to

Rembrandt, and many more to his namesake and fellow-

townsman Salomon de Kontnck (1609-1656), who was also a
disciple of Rembrandt

;
his paintings and etchings consist

mainly of portraits and biblical scene.s.

Both these painters are to be distinguished from David de
Koninck (1636-? 1687), who is also known as “ Rammelaar.”
He was born in Antwerp. He studied there under Jan Fyt, and
later settled in Rome, where he is stated to have died in 1687;
this is, however, doubtful. His pictures arc chiefly landscapes

with animals, and still-life.

KONITZ, a town of Germany, in the province of West Prussia,

at the junction of railways to Schneidemiihl and Gnesen, 68 m.
S.W. of Danzig. Pop. (1905), 11,014. It is still surrounded

by its old fortifications, has two Evangelical and two Roman
Catholic churches, a new town hall, handsome public offices,

and a prison. It has iron-foundries, saw-mills, electrical works,

and manufactures of bricks. Konitz was the first fortified post

establi.shed in Prussia by Hermann Balk, who in 1230 had been

commissioned as Landmeister, by the grand-master of the

Teutonic order, to reduce the heathen Prussians. For a long

time it continued to be a place of military importance.

See Uppenkamp, Geschichte der Stadt Konitz (Konitz, 1873).

KONKAN, or CoNCAN, a maritime tract of Western India,

situated within the limits of the Presidency of Bombay, and
extending from the Portuguese settlement of Goa on the S.

to the territory of Daman, belonging to the same nation, on
the N. On the E. it is bounded by the Western Ghats, and on
the W. by the Indian Ocean. This tract comprises the three

British districts of Thana, Ratnagiri and Kolaba, and the native

states of Janjira and Sawantwari. It may be estimated at

300 m. in len^h, with an average breadth of about 40. From
the mountains on its eastern frontier, which in one place attain

a height of 4700 ft., the surface, marked by a succession of

irregular hilly spurs from the Ghats, slopes to the westward,

where the mean elevation of the coa.st is not more than 100 ft.

above the level of the sea. Several mountain streams, but none

of any magnitude, traverse the country in the same direction.

One of the most striking characteristics of the climate is the vio-

lence of the monsoon rains—the mean annual fall at Mahabalesh-

war amounting to 239 in. The coast has a straight general

outline, but is much broken into small bays and harbours.

This, with the uninterrupted view along the shore, and the

land and sea breezes, which force vessels steering along the

coast to be always within sight of it, rendered this country

from time immemorial the seat of piracy
j

and so formidable
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had the pirates become in the i8th century, that all ships

suffered which did not receive a pass from their chiefs. The
Great Mogul maintained a fleet for the express purpose of

checking them, and they were frequently attacked by the

Portuguese. British commerce was protected by occasional

expeditions from Bombay;, but the piratical system was not

finally extinguished until 1812. The southern Konkan has

given its name to a dialect of Marathi, which is the vernacular

of the Roman Catholics of Goa.

KOHTAGORA, a province in the British protectorate of

Northern Nigeria, on the east hank of the Niger to the north

of Nupe and opposite Borgu. It is bounded W. by the Niger,

S. by the province of Nupe, K. by that of Zaria, and N. by that

of i^koto. It has an area of 14,500 sq. m. and a population

estimated at about 80,000. At the time of the British occupa-

tion of Northern Nigeria the province formed a Fula emirate.

Before the Fula domination, which was established in 1864,

the ancient pagan kingdom of Yauri was the most important

of the lesser kingdoms which occupied this territory. The
Fula conquest was made from Nupe on the south and a tribe

of independent and warlike pagans continued to hold the

country between Kontagora and Sokoto on the north. The
province was brought under British domination in i^i as the

result of a militarj" expedition sent to prevent audacious slave-

raiding in British protected territory and of threats directed

against the British military station of Jebba on the Niger. The
town of Kontagora was taken in January’ of 1901. The emir

Ibrahim fled, and was not captured till early in 1902. The
province, after having been held for a time in military occupa-

tion, was organized for administration on the same system as

the rest of the protectorate. In 1903 Ibrahim, after agreeing

to take the oath of allegiance to the British crown and to accept

the usual conditions of appointment, which include the abolition

of the slave trade within the province, was reinstated os emir
and the British garrison was withdrawn. Since then the de-

velopment of the province has progressed favourably. Roads
have been opened and Kontagora connected by telegraph with

headquarters at Zungeru. British courts of justice have been
established at the British headquarters, and native courts in

every district. In 1904 an expedition reduced to submission

the hitherto independent tribes in the northern belt, who had
up to that time blocked the road to Sokoto. Their arms were
confiscated and their country organized as a district of the

province under a chief and a British assistant resident.

KOORINGA[BurraJ, a town of Burra county, South Australia,

on Burra Creek, loi m. by rail N. by E. of Adelaide. Pop, (1901),

1994. It is the centre of a mining and agricultural district in

which large areas are devoted to wheat-growing. The famous
Burra Burra copper mine, discovered by a shepherd in 1844, is

close to the town, while silver and lead ore is also found in the

vicinity.

K5PEN1CK (Copenick), a town of Germany, in the Prussian

province of Brandenburg, on an island in the Spree, 9 m. S.E.

from Berlin by the railway to Furstenwalde. Pop. (1905), 27,7 21

.

It contains a royal residence, which was built on the site of a

palace which belonged to the great elector, Frederick William.

This is surrounded by gardens and contains a fine banqueting

hall and a chapel. Other buildings are a Roman Catholic and a

Protestant church and a teachers’ seminary. The varied in-

dustries embrace the manufacture of glass, linoleum, sealing-wax

and ink. In the vicinity is Spindlersfeld, with important dye-

works.

Kopenick, which dates from the 12th century, received

municipal rights in 1225. Shortly afterwards it became the

bone of contention between Brandenburg and Meissen, but, at

the issue of the feud, remained with the former, becoming a
favourite residence of the electors of Brandenburg. In the

palace the famous court martial was held in 1730 which con-

demned the crown prince of l^russia, afterwards Frederick the

Great, to death. In iqo6 the place derived ephemeral fame

from the daring feat of a cobbler, one Wilhelm Voigt, who,

attired as a captain in the army, accompanied by soldiers, whom
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his apparent rank deceived, took the mayor prisoner, on a

fictitious charge of having falsified accounts and absconded with

a considerable sum of municipal money. The “captain of'

Kopenick ” was arrSsted, tried, and sentenced to a term of

imprisonment.

See Graf zu Dolma, KmfUrsthche Schldsser in der Mark Branden-
burg (Berlin, 1890).

KOP18CH, AUGUST (1799-1853), German poet, was born at

Breslau on the 26th of May 1799. In 1815 he began the study

of painting at the league academy, but an injury to his hand
precluded the prospects of any great success in thus profession,

and he turned to literature. After a residence in Dresden

Kopisch proceeded, in 1822, to Italy, where, at Naples, he
formed an intimate friendship with the poet August, count of

Platen Hallermund. He was an expert swimmer, a quality

which enabled him in company with Ernst Fries to discover the

blue grotto of Capri. In 1828 he settled at Berlin and was
granted a pension by Frederick William IV., who in 1838 con-

ferred upon him the title of professor. He died at Berlin on the

3rd of February 1853. Kopisch produced some verv’^ original

poetry, light in language and in form. He especially treated

l(‘gends and popular subjects, and among his Gedichte (Berlin,

1836) are some naive and humorous little pieces such as Die

Hisiorte von Noakj Die Heinzelmdnnchen, Das griine Tier and
Der Scheiderjunge von Krippsiedt, which became widel}’

popular. He also published a translation of Dante’s Divine

Comedy (Berlin, 1840), and under the title Agrumi (Berlin, 1838)

a collection of translat’ons of Italian folk songs.
I

Kopisch 's collected works were published in 5 vols. (Berlin, 1856).

KOPP, HERMANR FRANZ MORITZ (1817-1892), German
chemist, wiis born on the 30th of October 1817 at Hanau, where

..his father, Johann Heinrich Kopp a Jlhysiciun, was
professor of chemistry, physics and natural history at the

Lyceum.
After attending the gymnasium of his native town, he studied

.

at Marburg and Heidelberg, and then, attracted by the fame of

Liebig, went in 1839 to Giessen, where he became a privatdozent

in 1841, and professor of chemistry twelve years later. In 1864

he was c&Ued to Heidelberg in the same capacity, and he re-

mained there till his death on the 20th of February 1892. Kopp
devoted himself especially to physico-chemical inquiries, and in

the history of chemical theory his name is associated with several

of the most important correlations of the physical properties of

substances with their chemical constitution. Much of his work
was concerned with specific volumes, the conception of which he
set forth in a paper published when he was only twenty-two
years of age ; and the principles he established have formed the

basis of subsequent investigations in that subject, although his

results have in some cases undergone modification. Another

question to which he gave much attention was the connexion of

the boiling-point of compounds, organic ones in particular, wth
their composition. In addition to these and other laborious re-

searches, Kopp was a prolific writer. In 1843-1 847 he published

a comprehensive History of Chemistryj
in four volumes, to which

three supplements were added in 1861^1875. The Development

of Chemistry in Recent Temw appeared in 1871-1874, and in 1886

he published a work in two volumes on Alchemy in Ancient and

Modern Times. In addition he wrote (1863) on theoretical and

physical chemistry for the Graham-Otto Lehrbi*ch der Chemiej

and for many years assisted Liebig in editing the Annalen der

Chemie and the Jahresberichi.

He must not be confused with Emil Kopp (1817-1875), who,

born at Warselnheim, Alsace, became in 1847 professor of

toxicology and chemistry at the Ecole sup^rieure de Phannacie

at Strasburg, in 1849 professor of physics and chemistry at

Lausanne, in 1852 chemist to a turkey-red factory near Man-

chester, in 1868 professor of technology at Turin, and finally, in

1871, professor of technical chemistry at the Polytechnic of

Zurich, where he died in 1875.

KOPRULO, or Kuprili (Bulgarian Valesa, Greek Vilissa\ a

town of Macedonia, European Turkey, in the vilayet of Salonica,
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situated 600 ft above sea-level, on the river Vardar, and on the

Salonica-Mitrovitza railway, 25 m. S.E. of ITskub. Pop. (1905),

about 22,000. Kupriilu has a flourishing trade in silk; maize

and mulberries are cultivated in the neighbljurhood. The Greek

and Bulgarian names of the town may be corrupt forms of the

ancient Bylazora, described by Polybius ai^ the chief city of

Paeonia.

KORA> or Cora, an ancient town of Nortliern India, in the

Fatehpur district of the United IVovinces. Pop. (1901), 2S06.

As the capital of a Mahommedan province, it gave its name to

part of the tract (with Allahabad) granted by Lord Clive to the

titular Mogul emperor, Shah Alam, in 1765.

KORAN. The Koran (Kor’an) is the sacred Book of Islam,

on which the religion of more than two hundred millions of

Mahommedans is founded, being regarded by them as the

immediate word of God. And siuce the use of the Koran in

public worship, in schools and otherwise, is much more extensive

than, for example, the reading of the Bible in most Christian

countries, it has been truly described as the most widely7read

book in existence. Tliis circumstance alone is sufficient to give

it an urgent claim on our attention, whether it suit our taste and

fall in with our religious and philosophical views or not. Besides,

it is the work of Mahomet, and as siu h is fitted to afford a clue

to the spiritual development of that most siicce.ssful of all pro-

phets and rcligiou.s per.sonalitie.s. It must be owned that Uie

first perusal leaves on a Jujropean an impression of chaotic

confusion—not that the book is so very extensive, for it is not

quite as large a.s tlic New Testament. This imprc.s.sion can in

some degree be modified only by the application of a critical

analysis with the a.ssistance of Arabian tradition.

']'o the faith of the Moslems, as has been said, the Koran is the

word of God, and .such also is the claim which the book itself

advances. For except in sur. i.—which is a prayer for men—and

some few passages where Mahomet (vi. 104, 114 ; xxvii. 93 ; xlii. 8)

or the angels (xix.'b5
;
xxxvii. 164 sqq.) speak in the first person

without the intervention of the usual imperative “ say (sing, or

pL), the speaker throughout is Crod, either in the first person

singular or more commonly the plural of majesty “ we.” The
same mode of address is familiar to us from the prophets of the

Old Testament; the human personality disappears,in the moment
of inspiration, behind the God by whom it is filled. But all the

greatest of the Hebrew prophets fall back speedily upon the

una.ssuming human “ 1 while in the Koran the divine “ I ” is

the stereotyped form of address. Mahomet, however, really felt

MMhomet^s him.sclf to be the instrument of God; this con-

view of sciousness was no doubt brighter at his first appear-
Ktivofntioo, ai^ce than it afterwards became, but it never

entirely forsook him. Nevertheless we cannot doubt his good

faith, not even in the ca.ses in which the moral quality of his

actions leaves most to be desired. In spite of all, the dominant

fact remains, that to the end he was zealous for his God and for

th© salvation of his people, nay, of the whole of humanity, and

that he never lost the unconquerable certainty of his divine

mission.

The rationale of revelation is explained in the Koran itself as

follows : In heaven is the original text (“the mother of the

book,” xliii. 3; “a concealed book,” Iv. 77; “a well-guarded

tablet,” Ixxxv. 22). By the process of “ sending clown ” (tanzil),

one piece after another was communicated to the Prophet. The

mediator was an angel, who is called sometimes the “ Spirit
”

(xxvi. 193), sometimes the “ holy Spirit ” (xvi. 104), and at a later

time “ Gabriel ” (only in ii. 91, 92 ;
Ixvi. 4). This angel dictates

the revelation to the Prophet, who repeats it after him, and after-

wards proclaims it to the world (Ixxxvii. 6, &c.). It is plain that

we have here a somewhat crude attempt of the Prophet to repre-

sent to himself the more or less unconscious process by which his

ideas arose and gradually took shape in his mind. It is no

wonder if in such confused imagery the details are not always

self-consistent. When, for example, this heavenly archetype is

said to be in the hands of “ exalted scribes ” (Ixxx. 13 sqq.),

this seems a transition to a quite different set of ideas, nau^ly,

the books of fate, or the record of all human actions—conceptions

which are actually found in the Koran. It is to be observed, at

all events, that Mahomet’s transcendental idea of God, as a Being

exalted altogether kbove the world, exdudes the thought of

direct intercourse between the Prophet and God.

It is an explicit statement of the Koran that the sacred book

was revealed (“ sent down ”) by God, not all at once, but piece-

meal and gradually (xxv. 34). I’his is evident compoaomt

from the actual composition of the book, and is Poru of tko

confirmed by Moslem tradition. That is to say,

Mahomet issued his revelations in fly-leaves of g^ter or less

extent.. A single piece of this kind was called either, like the

entire collection, kor'any ue, “ recitation,” “ reading,” or, better

still, is the equivalent of Aramaic gerydnd “ ketionary ”
; or kii&b,

“ writing”; or sura, which is perhaps the late-Hebrew shilrd,

and means literally “ series.” The last became, in the lifetime

of Mahomet, tlie regular designation of the individual sections

.as distinguished from the whole collection; and accordingly it is

the name given to the separate chapters of the existing Koran.

These chapters arc of very unequal length. Since many of the

shorter ones are undoubtedly complete in themselves, it is natural

to a.ssumc that the longer, which are sometimes very compre-

hensive, have arisen from the amalgamation of various originally

distinct revelations. This supposition is favoured by the numer-

ous traditions which give us the circumstances under which this

or that short piece, now incorporated in a larger section, wp
revealed; and also by the fact tliat the connexion of thought in

the present suras often seems to be interrupted. And in reality

many pieces of the long suras have to be severed out as originally

independent; even in the short ones parts are often found which

cannot have been there at first. At the same time we must

beware of carrying this sifting operation too far—as Noldeke

now believes himself to have done in his earlier works, and as

Sprenger also sometimes seems to do. That some suras were of

considerable length from the first is seen, for example, from xii.,

which contains a short introduction, then the history of Joseph,

and then a few concluding observations, and is therefore per-

fectly homogeneous. In like manner, xx., which is mainly

occupied with the history of Moses, forms a complete whole.

The same is true of xviii., which at first sight seems to fall into

several pieces; the history of the seven sleepers, the grotesque

narrative about Moses, and that about Alexander “ the Horned,”

^

are all connected together, and the same rhyme through the

whole sura. Even in the separate narrations we may observe

how readily the Koran passes from one subject to another, how
little care is taken to express all the transitions of thought, and

how frequently clauses are omitted, which are almost indispens-

able. We are not at liberty, therefore, in every case where the

connexion in the Koran is obsc ure, to say that it is really broken,

and set it down as the clum.sy patchwork of a later hand. Even

in the old Arabic poetry such abrupt transitions are of very

frequent occurrence. It is not uncommon for the Koran, after

a new subject has been entered on, to return gradually or sud-

denly to the former theme—a proof that there at least separa-

tion is not to be thought of. In short, however imperfectly the

Koran may have been redacted, in the majority of cases the

present suras are identical with the originals.

How these revelations actually arose in Mahomet’s mind is a

question which it is almost as idle to discuss as it would be to

analyse the working of the mind of a poet. In his early career,

sometimes perhaps in its later stages also, many revelations must

have burst from him in uncontrollable excitement, so that he

could not possibly regard them otherwise than as divine inspira-

tions. We must bear in mind that he was no cold systematic

thinker, but an Oriental visional^, brought up in crass supersti-

tion, and without intellectual discipline; a man whose nervous

temperament had been powerfully worked on by ascetic austeri-

ties, and who was all the more irritated by the opposition he

encountered, because he bad little of the heroic in his nature.

Filled with his religious ideas and visions, he might well fancy

he heard the angel bidding him recite what was said to him.

There may have been many arevclation of this kind whichno one

ever heard but himself, as he repeated it to himself in the silence
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had the pirates become in the i8th century, that all ships

suffered which did not receive a pass from their chiefs. The
Great Mogul maintained a fleet for the express purpose of

checking them, and they were frequently attacked by the

Portuguese. British commerce was protected by occasional

expeditions from Bombay;, but the piratical system was not

finally extinguished until 1812. The southern Konkan has

given its name to a dialect of Marathi, which is the vernacular

of the Roman Catholics of Goa.

KOHTAGORA, a province in the British protectorate of

Northern Nigeria, on the east hank of the Niger to the north

of Nupe and opposite Borgu. It is bounded W. by the Niger,

S. by the province of Nupe, K. by that of Zaria, and N. by that

of i^koto. It has an area of 14,500 sq. m. and a population

estimated at about 80,000. At the time of the British occupa-

tion of Northern Nigeria the province formed a Fula emirate.

Before the Fula domination, which was established in 1864,

the ancient pagan kingdom of Yauri was the most important

of the lesser kingdoms which occupied this territory. The
Fula conquest was made from Nupe on the south and a tribe

of independent and warlike pagans continued to hold the

country between Kontagora and Sokoto on the north. The
province was brought under British domination in i^i as the

result of a militarj" expedition sent to prevent audacious slave-

raiding in British protected territory and of threats directed

against the British military station of Jebba on the Niger. The
town of Kontagora was taken in January’ of 1901. The emir

Ibrahim fled, and was not captured till early in 1902. The
province, after having been held for a time in military occupa-

tion, was organized for administration on the same system as

the rest of the protectorate. In 1903 Ibrahim, after agreeing

to take the oath of allegiance to the British crown and to accept

the usual conditions of appointment, which include the abolition

of the slave trade within the province, was reinstated os emir
and the British garrison was withdrawn. Since then the de-

velopment of the province has progressed favourably. Roads
have been opened and Kontagora connected by telegraph with

headquarters at Zungeru. British courts of justice have been
established at the British headquarters, and native courts in

every district. In 1904 an expedition reduced to submission

the hitherto independent tribes in the northern belt, who had
up to that time blocked the road to Sokoto. Their arms were
confiscated and their country organized as a district of the

province under a chief and a British assistant resident.

KOORINGA[BurraJ, a town of Burra county, South Australia,

on Burra Creek, loi m. by rail N. by E. of Adelaide. Pop, (1901),

1994. It is the centre of a mining and agricultural district in

which large areas are devoted to wheat-growing. The famous
Burra Burra copper mine, discovered by a shepherd in 1844, is

close to the town, while silver and lead ore is also found in the

vicinity.

K5PEN1CK (Copenick), a town of Germany, in the Prussian

province of Brandenburg, on an island in the Spree, 9 m. S.E.

from Berlin by the railway to Furstenwalde. Pop. (1905), 27,7 21

.

It contains a royal residence, which was built on the site of a

palace which belonged to the great elector, Frederick William.

This is surrounded by gardens and contains a fine banqueting

hall and a chapel. Other buildings are a Roman Catholic and a

Protestant church and a teachers’ seminary. The varied in-

dustries embrace the manufacture of glass, linoleum, sealing-wax

and ink. In the vicinity is Spindlersfeld, with important dye-

works.

Kopenick, which dates from the 12th century, received

municipal rights in 1225. Shortly afterwards it became the

bone of contention between Brandenburg and Meissen, but, at

the issue of the feud, remained with the former, becoming a
favourite residence of the electors of Brandenburg. In the

palace the famous court martial was held in 1730 which con-

demned the crown prince of l^russia, afterwards Frederick the

Great, to death. In iqo6 the place derived ephemeral fame

from the daring feat of a cobbler, one Wilhelm Voigt, who,

attired as a captain in the army, accompanied by soldiers, whom
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his apparent rank deceived, took the mayor prisoner, on a

fictitious charge of having falsified accounts and absconded with

a considerable sum of municipal money. The “captain of'

Kopenick ” was arrSsted, tried, and sentenced to a term of

imprisonment.

See Graf zu Dolma, KmfUrsthche Schldsser in der Mark Branden-
burg (Berlin, 1890).

KOP18CH, AUGUST (1799-1853), German poet, was born at

Breslau on the 26th of May 1799. In 1815 he began the study

of painting at the league academy, but an injury to his hand
precluded the prospects of any great success in thus profession,

and he turned to literature. After a residence in Dresden

Kopisch proceeded, in 1822, to Italy, where, at Naples, he
formed an intimate friendship with the poet August, count of

Platen Hallermund. He was an expert swimmer, a quality

which enabled him in company with Ernst Fries to discover the

blue grotto of Capri. In 1828 he settled at Berlin and was
granted a pension by Frederick William IV., who in 1838 con-

ferred upon him the title of professor. He died at Berlin on the

3rd of February 1853. Kopisch produced some verv’^ original

poetry, light in language and in form. He especially treated

l(‘gends and popular subjects, and among his Gedichte (Berlin,

1836) are some naive and humorous little pieces such as Die

Hisiorte von Noakj Die Heinzelmdnnchen, Das griine Tier and
Der Scheiderjunge von Krippsiedt, which became widel}’

popular. He also published a translation of Dante’s Divine

Comedy (Berlin, 1840), and under the title Agrumi (Berlin, 1838)

a collection of translat’ons of Italian folk songs.
I

Kopisch 's collected works were published in 5 vols. (Berlin, 1856).

KOPP, HERMANR FRANZ MORITZ (1817-1892), German
chemist, wiis born on the 30th of October 1817 at Hanau, where

..his father, Johann Heinrich Kopp a Jlhysiciun, was
professor of chemistry, physics and natural history at the

Lyceum.
After attending the gymnasium of his native town, he studied

.

at Marburg and Heidelberg, and then, attracted by the fame of

Liebig, went in 1839 to Giessen, where he became a privatdozent

in 1841, and professor of chemistry twelve years later. In 1864

he was c&Ued to Heidelberg in the same capacity, and he re-

mained there till his death on the 20th of February 1892. Kopp
devoted himself especially to physico-chemical inquiries, and in

the history of chemical theory his name is associated with several

of the most important correlations of the physical properties of

substances with their chemical constitution. Much of his work
was concerned with specific volumes, the conception of which he
set forth in a paper published when he was only twenty-two
years of age ; and the principles he established have formed the

basis of subsequent investigations in that subject, although his

results have in some cases undergone modification. Another

question to which he gave much attention was the connexion of

the boiling-point of compounds, organic ones in particular, wth
their composition. In addition to these and other laborious re-

searches, Kopp was a prolific writer. In 1843-1 847 he published

a comprehensive History of Chemistryj
in four volumes, to which

three supplements were added in 1861^1875. The Development

of Chemistry in Recent Temw appeared in 1871-1874, and in 1886

he published a work in two volumes on Alchemy in Ancient and

Modern Times. In addition he wrote (1863) on theoretical and

physical chemistry for the Graham-Otto Lehrbi*ch der Chemiej

and for many years assisted Liebig in editing the Annalen der

Chemie and the Jahresberichi.

He must not be confused with Emil Kopp (1817-1875), who,

born at Warselnheim, Alsace, became in 1847 professor of

toxicology and chemistry at the Ecole sup^rieure de Phannacie

at Strasburg, in 1849 professor of physics and chemistry at

Lausanne, in 1852 chemist to a turkey-red factory near Man-

chester, in 1868 professor of technology at Turin, and finally, in

1871, professor of technical chemistry at the Polytechnic of

Zurich, where he died in 1875.

KOPRULO, or Kuprili (Bulgarian Valesa, Greek Vilissa\ a

town of Macedonia, European Turkey, in the vilayet of Salonica,
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him, they have to bring the veiy^ same charges against their

opponents, who on their part behave exactly as the unbeliev-

ing inhabitants of Mecca. The Koran even g jes so far as to make
Noah contend against the worship of certain false gods, mentioned

I)) name, who were worshipped by the Arabs of Mahomet’s time.

In an address which isput in the mouth ofAbraham (xxvi. 75 sqq.),

tlie reader quite forgets that it is Abraham, and not Mahomet
(or God himself), who is speaking. Other narratives are intended

rather for amusement, although they are always well seasoned

with edifying phrases. It is no wonder that the godless Kor-
rishites thought these stories of the Koran not nearly so enter-

taining as those of Rostam and Ispandiar, related by Nadr the

son of Harith, who had learned in the course of his trade journeys

on the ICuphrates the heroic mythology of the Persians. But
the Prophet was so exasperated by this rivalry that when Nadr
lell into his power after the battle of Badr, he caused him to be

executed; although in all other «ascs he readily pardoned his

fcllow'-countrymcn.

These histories are chiefly about Scripture characters, espe-

('ially tJio.se of the Old Testament. But the deviations from the

Rotation to
R^blical narratives are ver)’ marked. Many of the

the Old alterations are found in the legendary anecdotes
and Now of thc Jewish Haggada and the New Testament
lostamonts,

y^pocryplia; but many more arc due perhaps to

misconceptions such as only a listener (not the reader of a book)
|

could fall into. One would suppose that the most ignorant je^^

<‘ould never have mistaken Haman, thc minister of Ahasuerus,

for the minister of Pharaoh, as happens in the Koran, or identified

Miriam, the sister of Moses, with Marj' (-Mari&m), the mother I

of Christ, So long, however, as we have no closer acquaintance
j

with Arab Judaism and ('hristianity, we must always reckon
'

with the possibility that many of these mistakes were due to

adherents of these religions who were his authorities, or were a

naive reproduction*.of versions already widelj^ accepted by his

contemporaries. In addition to his misconceptions there are

sundry capricious alterations, some of them ver>' grotesque, due
to Mahomet himself. For instance, in his ignorance of ever}-

thing out of Arabia, he makes the fertility of Eg}q)t*—where rain

is almost never seen and never missed—depend on rain instead

of the inundations of the Nile (xii. 49).

It is uncertain whether his account of Alexander was borrowed
from Jews or Christians, since the romance of Alexander be>

longed to the stereotyped literature of that age. The description

of Alexander as “ the Horned ” in the Koran is, however, in

accordance with thc result of recent researches, to be traced to a

Syrian legend dating from a.i>. 514-51 5 (Th. Noldeke, “ Beitrage

zur Gcsch. des Alexanderromanes ” in Dcnkschriften Akad. Wien,
vol. xxxviii. No. 5,p. 27, &c.). According to this, God caused

horns to grow on Alexander’s head to enable him to overthrow
all things. This detail of the legend is ultimately traceable, as

Hoktinger long ago supposed, to the numerous coins on which
Alexander is represented with the ram’s horns of Ammon.*
Besides Jewish and Chri.stian hLstories there are a few about old

Arabian prophets. In these he seems to have handled his

materials even more freely than in the others.

The opinion lias already been expressed that Mahomet did

not make use of written sources. Coincidences and divergences

alike ran always be accounted for by oral communications from

1 ews w ho knew' a little and Christians w'ho knew next to nothing.

Even in thc rare passages where we can trace direct resemblances

to the text of the Old Testament (cf. xxi. 105 with Ps. xxxvii. 29;
i. 5 wath Ps. xxvii. ii) or the New (cf. vii. 48 witli Luke
xvi. 24; xlvi. 19 with Luke xvi. 25), there is nothing more than
might readily have been picked up in conversation with any Jew
or Christian. In Medina, where he had the opportunity of be-

coming acquainted with Jews of some culture, he learned some
things out of the Mishna, e.g. v, 35 corresponds almost word for

‘ Reproductions of such Ptolenmic and Lysimachan coins are to
be found in J. J. Bernouilli, Dte. erhaiienen Darstellmteen Alexanders
d. Gr, (Munich, 1905), Tab. VTTI.; also in Theodor Schreiber,
" Studien uber das Bildni.ss Alexanders des Gr.'" in thc Abh. Sachs.
Gc^ellschaft tier Wissenscha/ten, lid. xxi. (1903), Tab. XII f.

word with Mishna Sanhedrin iv. 5; compare also ii. 183 with

Mishna Berah'hotk i<, 2. That these are only cases of oral com-
munication will be admitted by any one with the slightest know-
ledge of the circumstances. Otherwise we might even conclude

that Mahomet had studied the Talmud
;
r.g. the regulation as to

ablution by rubbing with sand, where w^atcr cannot be obtained

(iv. 46), corresponds to a talmudic ordinance {Betalihoih 15 a).

Of Christianity he can have been able to learn very little, even
in Medina; as may be seen from the absurd travesty of the institu-

tion of the Eucharist in v. 112 sqq. For the rest, it is liighly

improbable that before the Koran any real literar}" production

—anything that could be strictly called a book—existed in the

I

Arabic language.

In point of style and artistic effect, thc different parts of the

Koran are of very unequal value. An unprejudiced and critical

j

reader will certainly find ver>' few passages where
^ ^

his aesthetic susceptibilities are thoroughly satis-

fied. Jhit be will oiten be struck, especially in the older pieces,

by a w ild force of passion, and a vigorous, if not rich, imagination,

I

Descriptions of heaven and hell, and allusions to God’.s w'orking

in Nature, not imfrcquently show a certain amount of poetic

I

power. In other places also thc style is sometimes lively and
impressive

;
though it is rarely indeed that we come across such

strains of touching simplicity as in the middle of xciii. Thc
greater part of the Koran is decidedly prosaic; much of it indeed

is stiff in style. Of course, wdtb sia h a variety of material, we
cannot expect every part to be equally vivacious, or imaginative,

or poetic. A decree about the right of inheritance, or a point

of ritual, must necessarily be expressed in prose, if it is to be

intelligible. No one complains of the civil laws in Exodus or the

sacrificial ritual in Leviticus, because they w’ant the fire of Isaiah

or the tenderness of Deuteronomy. But Mahomet’s mistake

consists in persistent and slavish adhcrcn(‘e to the semi-poetit'

form which h(; had at first adopted in accordance with his own
taste and that of his hearers. For instance, he empUn s rhyme
in dealing w'ith thc most prosaic subjects, and thus produces

the disagreeable effect of incongruity between style and matter.

It has to be considered, however, that many of those sermonizing

pieces which are so tedious to us, especially when we read two
or three in sueression (perhaps in a ver>' inadequate tran.slation),

must haVe had a tpiite different effect when recited under the

burning sky and on the barren soil of Mecca. There, thoughts

about (Jod s greatness and man’s duty, which are familiar to us

from childhood, were all new to the hearers— it is hearers wc
have to think of in the first instance, not readers—to whom, at

the same time, every allusion had a meiining which often escapes

our notice. When Mahomet spoke of the goodness of thc Iword

, in creating the clouds, and bringing them across thc cheerless

desert, and pouring them out on the earth to restore its rich

I

vegetation, that must have been a picture of thrilling interest

I
to the Arabs, who are accustomed to see from three to fi^e

yeArs elapse before a copious shower comes to clothe the wilder-

ness once more with luxuriant pastures. It requires an effort

for us, under our clouded skies, to realize in some degree the

intensity of that impression.

The fact that scraps of poetical phraseology are specially

numerous in the earlier suras, enables us to understand why the

prosaic mercantile community of Mecca regarded Rhetorical

their eccentric towm-sman as a “ poet,” or even a Form and

“ pos.sessed poet.” Mahomet himself had to

disclaim such titles, because he felt himself to be a divinely

inspired prophet; but we too, from our standpoint, shall fully

acquit him of poetic genius. Like many other predominantly

religious characters, he bad no appreciation of poetic beauty;

and if we may believe one anecdote related of him, at a time when
every one made verses, he affected ignorance of the most element-

ary rules of prosody. Hence the style of the Koran is not poetical

but rhetorical; and the powerful effect which some portions pro-

duce on us is gained by rhetorical means. Accordingly the

sacred book ha.s not even the artistic form of poetry; which,

among the Arabs, includes a stringent metre, as well as rhyme.
The Koran is never metrical, and only a few exceptionally
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eloquent portions fall into a sort of spontaneous rhythm. On
the other hand^ the rhyme is regularly n^intained; although,

especially in the later pieces, fidter a very slovenly fashion.

Rhymed prose wa^ a favourite form of composition among the

Arabs of that day, and Mahomet adopted it; but if it imparts a
certain sprightliness to some passages, it proves on the whole

a burdensome yoke. The Moslems themselves have observed

that the tyranny of the rhyme often makes itself apparent in

derangement of the order of words, and in the choice of verbal

forms which woald not otherwise have been employed; e.g. an

imperfect instead of a perfect. In one place, to save the rhyme,

he calls Mount Sinai Sinln (xcv. 2) instead of Sind (xxiii. 20);

in another Elijah is called Ryastn (xxxvii. 130) instep of Ilyas

(vi. 85; xxxvii. 123). The substance even is modified to suit

exigencies of rhyme, 'riius the Prophet would scarcely have

fixed on the unusual number of eight angels round the throne of

God (Ixix. 1 7) if the' word thamaniyahy “ eight,” had not happened

to fall in so well with the rhyme. And when Iv. speaks of two

heavenly gardens, each with two fountains and two kinds of

fruit, and ligain of two similar gardens, all this is simply

liecause th(^ dual termination (aw) corresponds to the syllable

that controls the rhyme in that whole sura. In the later

pieces, Mahomet often inserts edifying remarks, entirely out of

keeping with the context, merely to complete his rhyme. In

Arabic* it is such an easy tiling to accumulate ma.sses of word.s

with the same termination, that the gross negligence of the

rhyme in the Koran is doubly remarkable. One may say that

ihis is another mark of the Prophet's want of mental training,

and incapacity for introspective criticism.

On the whole, while many parts of the Koran undoubtedly

have considerable rhetorical power, even over an unbelieving

stytiaiic reader, the book, aesthetically considered, is by
Wa*k^ no mean.s a first-rate performance. To begin with-
Aessei. what we are most competent to criticize, let us look

at some of the more extended narratives. It has already been

noticed how vehement and abrupt they are where they ought to

be characterized by epic repose. Indi.spensabic links, both in

expression and in the sequence of events, are often omitted, so

that to understand these histories is sometimes far easier for us

than for those who heard them first, because we know most of

them from better sources. Along with this, there is a great deal

of superfluous verbiage ; and nowhere do we find a steady advance

in the narration. Contrast in these respects the history of

Joseph (xii.) and its glaring improprieties with the admirably

(!onceived and admirably executed story in Genesis. Similar

faults are found in the non-narrative portions of the Koran.

The connexion of ideas is extremely loose, and even the syntax

betrays great awkwardness. Anacolutha are of frequent occur-

rence, and cannot be explained as conscious literary devices.

Many sentences begin with a when ” or “on the day when ”

which seems to hover in the air, so that the commentators are

driven to supply a “ think of this
’

’ or some such ellipsis. Again,

there is no great literary skill evinced in the frequent and needless

harpingon the same words and phrases; in xviii.,for example, “ till

that ” {hatid idkd) occurs no fewer than eight times. Mahomet,

in short^ is not in any sense a master of style. This opinion will

bt endorsed by any European who reads through the book with

an impartial spirit and some knowledge of the language, without

taking into account the tiresome effect of its endless iterations.

But in the ears of every pious Moslem such a judgment will sound

almost as shocking, as downright atheism or polytheism. Among
the Mi^ems, the Koran has always been looked on

the most perfect model of style and language. This

ParMiott feature of it. is in their dogmatic the greatest of all

of the miracles, the incontestable proof of its divine origin.

Kormm, ^ the part of men who knew Arabic

infinitely' better than the most accomplished European Arabist

will ever do, may well startle us. In fact, the Koran boldly

challenged its opponents to produce ten suras, or even a single

one, like those of the sacred book, and they never did so. That,

to be sure, on calm reflection, is not so very surprising. Revela-

tions of the kind which Mahomet uttered, no unbeliever could

produce without making himself a laughing-stock. However
little real originality there is in Mahomet’s doctrines, as against

liis own countrymcT^he was thoroughly original, even in the form
of his oracles. To compose such revelations at will was beyond
the power of the^ most expert literary artist; it would have
required either a prophet or a shameless impostor. And if such

a character appeared after Mahomet, still he could never be
anything but an imitator, like the false prophets who arose about
the time of his death and afterwards. That the adversaries

should produce any sample whatsoever of poetry or rhetoric

equal to the Koran is not at all what the Prophet demands. In

tlmt case he would have been put to shame, even in xhe eyes of

I

many of his own followers, by the first poem that came to hand.

I

Nevertheless, it is on a false interpretation of this challenge that

the dogma of the incomparable excellence of the style and diction

of the Koran is based. The rest has been accomplished by
dogmatic prejudice, which is quite capable of working other

miracles besides turning a defective literary production into an

unrivalled masterpiece in the eyes of believers. This view once

accepted, the next step was to find everywhere evidence of the

perfection of the style and language. And if here and there, as

one can scarcely doubt, there was among the old Moslems a lover

j

of poetry who had his difficulties about this dogma, he had to
I beware of uttering an opinion which might have cost him his

head. We know of at least one rationalistic theologian who de-

! fined the dogma in such a way that we can sec he 5id not believe

1

it (Shahrastani, p. 39). The truth is, it would have been a

j

miracle indeed if the style of the Koran had been perfect. For

I

although there was at that time a recognized poetical style,*

I

already degenerating to mannerism, a developed prose style did

,

not exist. All beginnings are difficult; and it can never be

esteemed a serious charge against Mahomet thajt his book, the

j

first prose work of a high order in the language,* testifies to the

1
awkwardness of the beginner. And further, we must always

i remember that entertainment and aesthetic effect were at most

!
subsidiary objects. The great aim was persuasion and conver*-

1 sion
;
and, s.'.y what we will, that aim has been realized on the

most imposing scale.

Mahoipet repeatedly calls attention to the fact that the Koran
is not written, like other sacred books, in a strange language, but

in Arabic, and therefore is intelligible to all. At
that time, along with foreign ideas, many foreign

words had crept into the language; especially

Aramaic terms for religious conceptions of Jewish or Christian

origin. Some of these had already passed into general use,

while others were confined to a more limited circle. Mahomet,

who could not fully express his new ideas in the common language

of his countrymen, but had frequently to find out new terms for

himself, made free use of such Jewish and Christian words, as was

done, though perhaps to a smaller extent, by certain thinkers

and poets of that age who had more or less risen above the level

of heathenism. In Mahomet’s case this is the less wonderful

because he was indebted to the instruction of Jews and Christians,

whose Arabic—as the Koran pretty clearly intimates with regard

to one of them—was very defective. On the other hand, it is

yet more remarkable that several of such borrowed words in the

Koran have a sense which they do not possess in the origin^

language. It is not necessary that this phenomenon should in

every case be due to the .same cause. Just as the prophet often

misunderstood traditional traits of the sacred history, he may,

as an unlearned man, likewise have often employed foreign

expressions wrongly. Other remarkable senses of words were

po.ssibly already acclimatized in the language of Arabian Jew.s

or Christians. Thus, forqdn means really redemption,” but

Mahomet uses it for “ revelation.” The widespread opinion that

this sense first asserted itself in reference to the Arab root

(faraqa), “ sever,” or “ decide,” is open to considerable doubt.

There is, for instance, no difficulty in deriving the Arab meaning

of “ revelation ” from the common Aramaic “ salvation,” and

this transference must have taken place in a community for

which salvation formed the central object of faith, i,e, either

amongst those Jews who looked to the coming of a Messiah or,
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more probably, among Christians, since Christianity is in a very Meccan suras, interpolated in Medina revelations, arose (e.g.

peculiar sense the religion of siilvation. MiUa is properly Sur» xvi. 134, vi. 162) is provided by the Ibr^im legend, the
“ word ’’

( - Aramaic mellthd), but in the K^oran “ religion,” It great importance of "^which, as throwing light on the evolution

is actually used of the religion of the Jews and Christians (once), of Mahomet’s doctrine in its relation to olderrevealed religkms,

of the heathen (5 times), but mostly (8 times) of the religion has been convincingly set forth by Dr Snouck Hurgronje in his

of Abraham, which Mahomet in the Medina p*eriod places on the dissertation for the doctor’s degree and in later essays.- Accord-

same level with Islam. Although of the Aramaic dialects none ing to this, IbrMiim, after the controversy with the Jews, first

employs tlie term Melltha in the sense of religion, it appears that of all became Mahomet’s special forerunner in Medina, then th^

the prophet found such a use. lUiyun, which Mahomet uses of first Moslem, and finally the founder of the Ka’ba. Jlut at all

a heavenly book (Sura 83 ; r8, 19), is clearly the Hebrew elyon, events it is far easier to arrange in some sort of chronological order

high ” or ** exalted.” It is, however, doubtful in what sense the Medina suras than those composed in Mecca, There is,

this word appeared to him, either as a name of God, as in the Old indeed, one tiadition which professes to furnish a chronological

Testament it often occurs and regularly without the article, or list of ^l the suras. But not to mefStion that it occurs in several

actually as the epithet of a heavenly book, although this use divergent forms, and that it takes no account of the fact that our

cannot be substantiated from Jewish literature. So again the present suras are partly composed of pieces of different dates, it

word mathanl is, as Gtuger has conjectured, the regular plural contains so many suspicious or undoubtedly false statements,

of the Aramaic mathnithdy which %is the same as the Hebrew that it is impossible to attach any great importance to it. Be-
Misktiah, and denotes in Jewish usage a legal decision of some sides, it is a priori unlikely that a contemporary of Mahomet
of the ancient Rabbins. But in the Koran Mahomet appears should have drawn up such a list; and if any one had made the

to have understood it in the sense of “ saying ” or ” sentence ” attempt he would have found it almost impossible to obtain

(cf. xxxix. 24). On the other hand, it is by no means certain reliable information as to the order of the earlier Meccan suras,

that by ” the Seven Mathani ” (xv. 87) the seven verses of Sura i.
|

We have in this list no genuine tradition, but rather the lurubra*

are meant. Words of undoubtedly Christian origin are less
j

tions of an undoubtedly conscientious Moslem critic, who may
frequent in the Koran. It is an interesting fact that of thc.se a have lived about a century after the Flight,

few liave come over from the Abyssinian; such as hawdrlyun
\ Among the revelations put forth in Mecca there is a consider

“apostles,” mdida “table,” mundfig “doubter, sceptic,” ragun
|

ablenumberof (for the most part) short suras, which strike every
“ cursed,” mihrdb “ temple the first three of these make their ! attentive reader as being the oldest. They are in

first appearance in suras of the Medina period. The word ! an altogether different r.triiin from miiny others,

shaitdn^ “ Satan,” which was likewise borrowed, at least in the ! and in their whole composition they show least

first instance, from the Abyssinian, had probably been already resemblance to the Medina pieces. It is no doubt com civable-

introducfid into the language. Sprenger has rightly ol>served
j

as Sprenger supposes—that Mahomet might have returned at

that Mahomet makes a certain parade of these foreign terms, as ! intervals to his earlier manner; but since this group possesses

of other peculiarly constructed expressions; in this he followed
j

a remarkable similarity of style, and since the gradual formation
a favourite prac’tice of contetnporar>^ poets. It is the tendency of a diflerent style is on the whole an unmistakable fact, the

of the imperfectly e'ducated to delight in out-of-the-way expres-
j

assumption has little probabilil)'
;
and we shall therefore abide

sions, and on such minds tlicy readily produce n remarkably
|

by the opinion that these form a distinct group. At the opposite

solemn and mysterious im])ression. This was exactly the kind extreme from them stands another duster, show ing quite obvious
of dTect that Mahomet desired, and to secure it he seems even

|

affinities with the style of the Medina suras, which must therefore

to have invented a few odd vocables, as ghidin (Ixix. 36), sijjir
\ be assigned to the later part of the Prophet’s work in Mecca,

(Ixxxiii. 7, 8), tasnlm (Ixxxiii. 27), and snisabtl (Ixwi. 18). But, 1 Between these two groups stand a numlier of other Meccan suras,

of course, the necessity of enabling his hearers to understand ! which in every respect mark the transition from the first period

ideas which they must have found sufficiently novel in them- ' to the tiiird. It need hardly be said that the three periods—
selves, imposed tolerably narrow limits on such eccentricities,

j

which were first distinguished by Professor Weil— are not
The constituents of our present Koran belong partly to the separated by sharp lines of division. With regard to some suras,

Mecca period ‘ (before a.d. 632), partly to the periixi commencing it may be doubtful whether they ought to be reckoned amongst

Dnteofiht HR* migration to Medina (from the autumn I the middle group, or with one or other of the extremes. And it

Several of 622 to 8th June 632). Mahomet’s position in altogether impossible, within these groups, to establish even
Pane. Medina was entirely different from that which he u probable clironc^logical arrangement of the individual revcla-

had occupied in his native town. In the former he was from the tions. In default of clear allusions to well-known events, or

first the leader of a powerful party, and gradually became the events whose date can be determined, we might indeed endeavour
autocratic ruler of Arabia; in the latter he was only the despised to trace the psychological development of the Prophet by means
preacher of a small congregation. This difference, as was to be of the Koran, and arrange its parts accordingly. But in such
expe(?ted, appears in the Koran. The Medina pieces, whether an undertaking one is always apt to take subjective assumptions
entire sQras or isolated passages interpolated in Meccan suras, or mere fancies for established data. Good traditions about tlie

are accordingly pretty broadly distinct, as to their contei.ts, origin of the Meccan revelations are not very numerous. In fact

from those issued in Mecca. In the great majority of cases there the whole history of Mahomet previous to the Flight is so

can be no doubt whatever whether a piece first saw the light in imperfectly related that we are not even sure in what year he
Mecca or in Medina

; and for the most part the internal evidence appeared as a prophet. Probably it was in a.d. 610 ;
it may have

is borne out by Moslem tradition. And since the revelations
|
been somewliat earlier, but scarcely later. If, as one tradition

given in Medina frequently lake notice of events about which we I says, xxx. i seq. (“ The Romans are overcome in the nearest
have fairly accurate information, and whose dates are at least I neighbouring land ”) refers to the defeat of the Byzantine.s by
approximately known, we are often in a position to fix their date the Persians, not far from Damascus, about the spring of 614, it

with at any rate considerable certainty; here again tradition would follow that the third group, to w'hich this passage belongs,

renders valuable assistance. Even with regard to the Medina
j
covers the greater part of the Meccan period. And it is not ir

passages, however, a ^at deal remains uncertain, partly because
|

itself unlikely that the passionate vehemence which characterize

the allusions to historical events and circumstances arc generally
j

the first group was of short duration. Nor is the assumption
rather obscure, partly because traditions about the occasion of

, contradicted by the tolerably well attested, though far from
the revelation of the various pieces are often fluctuating, and

j
incontestable statement, that when Omar was converted (a.u.

often rest on mi.sunderstanding or arbitraty conjecture. An
; 615 or 616), xx,, which belongs to the second group, already

important critcrirn forjudging the period duringwhich individual . existed in writing. But the reference of xxx. i s^. to this par-

^ For the schemes of Ndldeke ami Grimm ace Mahommedan
|

ticular battle is by no means so certain that positive conclusions

RE7.ir.ioN.
j

“ See Bibliography at end.
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can be drawn from it. It is the same with other alltisions

in the Meccan suras to occurrences whos$ chronology can be
pwtially ascertained. It is better, therefore, to rest satisfied

with a merely relative determination of the order of even the
three great clusters of Meccan revelations.

In the pieces of the first period the convulisve excitement of

the Prophet often expresses itself with the utmost vehemence.

oidtat He is so carried away by his emotion that he cannot
Mecomn choose his words; they seem rather to burst from
sorMM. Many of these pieces remind us of the oracles

of the old heathen soothsayers, whose style is known to us from
imitations, although we have perhaps not a sir^gle -genuine

^cimen. Like those other oracles, the suras of this period,

which are never very long, are composed of short sentences with
tolerably pure but rapidly changing rhymes. The oaths, too,

with wluch many of them begin were largely used by the sooth-

sayers. Some of these oaths are very uncouth and hard to

understand, some of them perhap.s were not meant to be under-

stood, for indeed all sorts of strange things are met with in these

chapters. Here a d there Mahomet speaks of visions, and appears
even to see angels before him in bodily form. There are some
intensely vivid descriptions of the resurrection and the last day
which must have exercised a demonic power over men who were
quite unfamiliar with such pictures. Other pieces paint in

glowing colours the joys of heaven and the pains of hell. How-
ever, ihe suras of this period are not all so wild as these; and those

which are conceived in a calmer mood appear to be the oldest.

Yet, one must repeat, it is exceedingly difficult to make out any
strict chront logical sequence. For instance, it is by no means
certre’n whether the beginning of xevi. is really, what a widely

circulated tradition calls it, the oldest part of the whole Koran.

That tradition goes back to the Prophet's favourite wife Ayeah?

;

but as she was not born at the time wiien the revelation is said

to have been made, it can only contain at the best wfiat Mahomet
told her years afterwards, from his own not very clear recollec-

tion, with or without fictitious additions, and this woman is little

trustworthy. Moreover, there are other pieces mentioned by
others as the oldest. In any case xrvi. i sqq. is certainly very

early. According to the traditional view, which appears to be
correct, it treats of a vision in which the Prophet receives rn

injunction to recite a revelation conveyed to him by the angel.

It is interesting to observe that here already two things arc

brought forward as proofs of the omnipotence and care o^ God :

one is the creation of man out of a seminal drop—an idea to

which Mahomet often recurs; the other is the then recently

introduced art of writing, which the Prophet instinctively seize.s

on as a means of propagating his doctrines. It was or.ly after

Mahomet enc^unleied obstinate resistance that the tone of the

revelations became thoroughly passionate. In such cases he was
not slow to utter terrible threats against those who ridiculed the

preaching of the unity of God, of the resurrectinn, and of the

judgment. His own uncleAbu Lahab had rudely repelled him, and

in a brief special sura (cxi.) he and his wife arc consigned to hell.

The suras of this period form almost exclu.sively the concluding

portions of the present text. One is disposed to assume, how-

ever, that they were at one time more numerous, and that many
of them were lost at an early period.

Since Mahomet's strength lay in his enthusiastic and fiery

imagination rather than in the wealth of ideas and clearness of

abstract thought on which exact reasoning depends, it follows

that the older 801*08, in which the former qualities have free

scope, must be more attractive to us than the later. In the

suras of the second period tlie imaginative glow perceptibly

dimini.shes; there is still fire and animation, but the tone becomes

gradufdSy more prosaic. As the feverish restlessness subsides,

the periods arc drawn out, and the revelations as a whole become

bngw. *fhe truth of the new doctrine is proved by accumulated

instances of God's working in naUtre and in histoty ; the objec-

tions of opponents, whether advanced in good faith or in jest,

arc controverted by arguments; but the demonstration is often

confused or even weak. The histories of the earlier prophets,

which had occasionally been briefly touched on in the first period,

ore now related, sometimes at ^reat length. On the whole, the
charm of the style is passing away.

There ie one pieccfof the Koran, belonging to the beginning of

this period, if not to the close of the former, which claims par-
ticular notice. This is Sura i., the Lard’s Pravi r of

the Moslems, a vigorous hymn of praise to God,
®

the Lord of both worlds, which ends in a petition for aid and
true guidance (hudd). The words of this sura, which is known
as al-fdUha (“ the opening one ”), are as follow

(i) In the name of God, the compassionate eoVnpassioner. {2)
Prmie be [literally ‘ is "] to God, the Lord of Idle worlds, (3) tie
compassionate oompassioner, {4) the Sovereign of the day of

judgment. (5) Thee do we worsdup and of Thee do we beg assist-

ance. (u) Direct ub in the right way: (7) in the way of those to
whom Thou hast been gracious, on whom there is no wrath, and
who go not astray.

The thoughts are so simple as to need no explanation
; and yet

the prayer is full of meaning. It is true that there is not a single

original idea of Mahomet’s in it. Of the seven verses of th(.* sura

no less than five (verses i, 2, 3, 4, 6) have an extremely suspicious

relationship with the stereotyped formulae of Jewish and Chris-

tian liturgies. Verse 6 agrees, word for word, with Ps. xxvii.

II. On the other hand, the question must remain open whether

Mahomet only gave free renderings of the several borrowed
formulae, or whether in actually composing them he kept

existing models. The designation of God as the “ Compas-
sioner,” Rahman, i.s simply the Jewish Rahmandf which was a

favourite name for God in the Talmudic period. The word had
long before Mahomet’s time been used for God in southern »

Arabia (cf. e.g, the Sabaean Inscriptions, Glaser, 554, line 32

;

618, line 2).

Mahomet seems for a while to have entertained the thought of

adopting al-Rakmun as a proper name of God, in place of Allah

^

which WPS already used by the heathens.* This purpose he

ultimately relinquished, but it is just in the«suras of the second

period that the use of Rahman is specially frequent. If, for this

reason, it is to a certain extent certain that Sura i. belongs to this

period, yet we can neither prove that it belongs to the beginning

of the Mecca period nor that the present introductory formula

In the ttainc of God,” &c., belonged to it from the first. It may
therefore e\^en be doubted whether Mahomet at the outset looked

upon the latter as revealed. Tradition, of course, know's in

this connexion no doubt, and looks upon the Fatiha precisely

as the mo.st cxidted portion of the Korap. ICvery Moslem who
says his five prayers regularly—as the most of them do—repeats

it not less than twenty times a day.

The suras of the third Meccan period, which form a fairly large

part of our present Koran, arc almost entirely prosaic. Some
of the revelations are of considerable extent, and the uneat
sv gle verses also are much longer than in the older Maccam

suras. Only now and then a gleam of poetic power Sana,

flashes out. A sermonizing tone predominates. The surai^are

very edifying for one who is already reconciled to their import,

but to us at least they do not seem very well fitted to cany con-

viction to the minds of unbelievers. T^at impression, however,

is not correct, for in reality the demons^tions of these' longer

Meccan suras appear to liave been peculiarly influential for the

propagation of Islam. Mahomet’s mission was not to Euro-

peans, but to a people w'ho, though quick-witted and receptive,

were not accustomed to logical thinking, while they had out-

grown their ancient religion.

When we reach the Medina period it becomes^ as h^ been

indicated, much easier to understand the revelations in their

historical relations, since our knowledge of the history of

^ Since in Arabic also the root signifies " to hove pity/' the

Arabs must have at once perceived the force of the new name.

While the foreign word Ranmdm is, in accordance wildi its origin,

everywhere in the ICoran to' be understood as '* Merciful," there is

some doubt as to Rahim, The dose oonnoxton of ihe two expes*
sions, it is true, mak^ it probal:^ that Mkhomet only added the

adjective RaJ^lm to the Bubstantive Rakmda in order to strengthen

the conceptian. But the genuine Arab meaning di Rahim is

" gradons," and thus, the old Mahomsnedan Arab papyri render this

word by ptxApBpawos,
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Mahomet in Medina is tolerably complete. In many cases the

historical occasion is perfectly clear, in others we can at least

MMftmui recognize the general situatiwi from which they
sormM, arose, and thus approximately nx their time. There

still remains, however, a remnant, of which w,e can only say that

it belongs to Medina.

The style of this period bears a fairly close resemblance to

that of the latest Meccan period. It is for the most part pure

prose, enriched by occasional rhetorical embellishments. Yet

even here there are many bright and impressive passages,

especially in those sections which may be regarded as proclama-

tions to the army of the faithful. P'or the Moslems Mahomet
has many different messages. At one time it is a summons to do

l>attle for the faith; at another, a series of reflertions on recently

experienced success c>r misfortune, or a rebuke for their weak
faith

;
or an exhortation to virtue, and .so on. He often addresses

himself to the doubters,” somtw of whom vacillate between

faith and unbelief, others make a pretence of faith, while others

scarcely take the trouble even to do tlial. They are no con-

solidated party, but to Mahomet they are all equally vexatious,

because, as soon as danger has to be encountered, or a contribu-

tion is levied, they all alike fall away. There are frequent out-

bursts, ever increasing in bitterness, against the jews, who were

very numerous in Medina and its neighbourhood when Mahomet
arrived. He has much less to say against the Christians, with

whom he ncvci came closely in contact; and as for the idolaters,

there was little occasion in Medina to have many words with

them. A part of the Medina pieces consists of formal laws

belonging to the ceremonial, civil and criminal codes; or direc-

tions about certain temporary complications. The most objec-

tionable parts of the whole Koran are those which treat of

Mahomet's relations with women. The laws and regulations

were generally very concise revelations, but most of them have
been amalgamated with other pieces of similar or dissimilar

import, and are now found in very long suras.

Such is an imperfect sketch of the composition and the

internal history of the Koran, but it is probably suflicient to show
that the hook is a very heterogeneous collection. If only tho.se

passages had been preserved which had a permanent value for

the theology, the ethics, or the jurisprudence of the Moslems, a
few fragments would have been amply sufficient. Fortunately
for knowledge, respect for the sacredness of the letter has led to

the collection of all the revelations that could possibly be
collected—the abrogating ” along with the ‘‘ abrogated,”

passages referring to passing circumstances as well as those of

lasting importance. Ever)’' one who take.s up the book in the

proper religious frame of mind, like most of the Mo.slcms, reads

pieces directed against long-obsolete absurd customs of Mecca
just as devoutly as the wcightie.st moral precepts—perhaps
even more devoutly, because he docs not understand them so

well.

At the head of twenty-nine of the suras stand certain initial

letters, from which no clear sense can be obtained. Thus, before

M MtwrtpuB
findy^l {A Ilf Lam Mlm), before

L,0tfn» xl.-xlvi, (HsMim). Nbldeke at one lime suggested
that these initials did not belong to Mahomet’s text,

but might be the monograms of possessors of codices, which, through
negligence on the part of the eaitors, were incorporated in the final

form of tlie Koran; he now deems it more probable that they are
to be traced to the Prophet him.self, as Sprenger, Loth and others
suppose. One cannot indeed admit the tnith of Loth's statement
that in the proper opening words of these sfiras we may generally
find an allusion to the accompanying initials; but it can scarcely
be accidental that the first verse of the great majority of them (in

iii. it is the second verse) contains the word “ book,*’ *' revelation,”
or some equivalent. Thev usually begin with :

” This is the book,”
or ” Revelation (‘ down sending ’) of the book,” or something similar.

Of sfiras which commence in this way only a few (xviil. xxiv, xxV.
xxxix.) want the initials, while only xxix. and xxx. have ttc initi^
and begin differently. These few exceptions may easily have pro-
ceeded from ancient'corruptions; at all events they cannot neutralize
the evidence of the greater number. Mahomet seems to have meant
the.se letters for a mystic reference to the archetypal text in heaven.
To a man who regarded the art of writing, of which at the best he had
but a slight knowledge, as something supernatural, and who lived
amongst illiterate people, an A B C may well have seemed more

significant than to us who have been initiated into the m3r8terie8
of this art from our childhood. The Prophet himself can hardly
have attached any paVticular meaning to these symbols ; they served
their purpose if they conveyed an impression of solemnity and
enigmatical obscurity. In fact, the Koran admits tliat it contains
many things which neither can be, nor were intended to l»e, under-
stood (lii. 5). To regard these letters as ciphers is a precarious
hypothesis, for the simple reason that cryptography is not to be
looked for in the very infancy of Arabic writing. It they are actually
ciphers, the multiplicity of possible explanations at once precludes
the hope of a plausible interpretation. None of the efforts in tliis

direction, whether by Moslem scholars or by Europeans, has led
to convincing results. This remark applies even to the ingenious

conjecture of Sprenger, that the letters {Kaf He Ye Ain Sac^
before xix. (which treats of John anrk Jesus, and, according to ti-adi-

tion, was sent to the Christian king of Abyssinia) stand for Jesus
Naxarenus Rex Judaeorum. Sprenger arrives^at this explanation by a
very artificial method ; and besides, Mahomet was not so simple a.s

the Moslem traditionalists, who imagined that the Abyssinians could
read a piece of the Arabic Koran. 11 need hardly be said that the
Moslems have from of old applied themselves with great assiduity
to the decipherment of these initials, and have sometimes found the
deepest mysteries in them. Generally, however, they are content
with the prudent conclusion that Goo alone knows the meaning of

these letters.

It is probable (see above) that Mahomet had already caused
revelations to l>e written down at Mecca, and that this began
from the moment when he felt certain that he was the trans-

mitter of the actual text of a heavenly book to mankind. It is

even true that he may at some time or another have formed the

intention of collecting the.se revelations. The idea of a heavenly
model would in itself have suggested such a course and, only
in an inferior degree to this, the necessity of setting a new and
uncorrupted document of the divine will over against the sacred

scriptures of the jews and Christians, the people of the Book,
as the Koran calls them. In any case, when Mahomet died, the

separate pieces of the Koran, notwithstanding their theoretical

sacredne.ss, existed only in scattered copies; they rniJM-
were conse(]uentJy in great danger of being partially m/M/oa 0/

or entirely destroyed. Many Moslems knew large

portions by heart, but certainly no one knew the whole;
and a merely oral propagation would have left the door
open to all kinds of deliberate and inadvertent alterations. But
now, after the death of the Prophet, most of the Arabs revolted

against his hUcces.sor, and had to be reduced to submission by
force. Especially sanguinary was the struggle against the pro-

phet Maslama (Mubarrad, Kamil 443, 5), commonly known by
the derisive diminutive Mosailima. At that time (a.d. 633)
many of the mo.st devoted Moslems fell, the very men who knew
most Koran pieces by heart. Omar then began to fear that the

Koran might be entirely forgotten, and he induced the Caliph

Abu J^ekr to undertake the collection of all its parts. 'Fhe

Caliph laid the duty on Zaid ibn Thabit, a native of Medina,
then about twenty-two years of age, who had often

acted as amanuensis to the Prophet, in whose service

he is even said to have learned the Jewish letters.

The account of this collection of the Koran has reached us in

several substantially identical forms, and goes back to Zaid him-
.self. According to it, he collected the revelations from copies

written on flat stones, pieces of leather, ribs of palm-leaves
(not palm-leaves them.selvcs), and such-like material, but diiefly
“ from the breasts of men,” i.e. from their memory. From these

he wrote a fair copy, which he gave to Abu Bekr, from whom it

came to his succe.s.sor Omar, who again bequeathed it to his

daughter Hafsa, one of the widows of the Prophet. This redac-
tion, commonly called al-^ofiof (“ the leaves ”), had from the

first no canonical authority; and its internal arrangement can
only be conjectured.

The Moslems were as far as ever from possessing a uniform text

of the Koran. The bravest of their warriors sometimes knew
deplorably little about it; distinction on that field they cheerfully

accorded to pious men like Ibn Ma6‘ud. It was inevitable, how-
ever, that discrepancies should emerge between the texts of pro-

fess^ scholars, and as these men in their several localities were
authorities on the reading of the Koran, quarrels began to break

out between the levies from different districts about the true form
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can be drawn from it. It is the same with other alltisions

in the Meccan suras to occurrences whos$ chronology can be
pwtially ascertained. It is better, therefore, to rest satisfied

with a merely relative determination of the order of even the
three great clusters of Meccan revelations.

In the pieces of the first period the convulisve excitement of

the Prophet often expresses itself with the utmost vehemence.

oidtat He is so carried away by his emotion that he cannot
Mecomn choose his words; they seem rather to burst from
sorMM. Many of these pieces remind us of the oracles

of the old heathen soothsayers, whose style is known to us from
imitations, although we have perhaps not a sir^gle -genuine

^cimen. Like those other oracles, the suras of this period,

which are never very long, are composed of short sentences with
tolerably pure but rapidly changing rhymes. The oaths, too,

with wluch many of them begin were largely used by the sooth-

sayers. Some of these oaths are very uncouth and hard to

understand, some of them perhap.s were not meant to be under-

stood, for indeed all sorts of strange things are met with in these

chapters. Here a d there Mahomet speaks of visions, and appears
even to see angels before him in bodily form. There are some
intensely vivid descriptions of the resurrection and the last day
which must have exercised a demonic power over men who were
quite unfamiliar with such pictures. Other pieces paint in

glowing colours the joys of heaven and the pains of hell. How-
ever, ihe suras of this period are not all so wild as these; and those

which are conceived in a calmer mood appear to be the oldest.

Yet, one must repeat, it is exceedingly difficult to make out any
strict chront logical sequence. For instance, it is by no means
certre’n whether the beginning of xevi. is really, what a widely

circulated tradition calls it, the oldest part of the whole Koran.

That tradition goes back to the Prophet's favourite wife Ayeah?

;

but as she was not born at the time wiien the revelation is said

to have been made, it can only contain at the best wfiat Mahomet
told her years afterwards, from his own not very clear recollec-

tion, with or without fictitious additions, and this woman is little

trustworthy. Moreover, there are other pieces mentioned by
others as the oldest. In any case xrvi. i sqq. is certainly very

early. According to the traditional view, which appears to be
correct, it treats of a vision in which the Prophet receives rn

injunction to recite a revelation conveyed to him by the angel.

It is interesting to observe that here already two things arc

brought forward as proofs of the omnipotence and care o^ God :

one is the creation of man out of a seminal drop—an idea to

which Mahomet often recurs; the other is the then recently

introduced art of writing, which the Prophet instinctively seize.s

on as a means of propagating his doctrines. It was or.ly after

Mahomet enc^unleied obstinate resistance that the tone of the

revelations became thoroughly passionate. In such cases he was
not slow to utter terrible threats against those who ridiculed the

preaching of the unity of God, of the resurrectinn, and of the

judgment. His own uncleAbu Lahab had rudely repelled him, and

in a brief special sura (cxi.) he and his wife arc consigned to hell.

The suras of this period form almost exclu.sively the concluding

portions of the present text. One is disposed to assume, how-

ever, that they were at one time more numerous, and that many
of them were lost at an early period.

Since Mahomet's strength lay in his enthusiastic and fiery

imagination rather than in the wealth of ideas and clearness of

abstract thought on which exact reasoning depends, it follows

that the older 801*08, in which the former qualities have free

scope, must be more attractive to us than the later. In the

suras of the second period tlie imaginative glow perceptibly

dimini.shes; there is still fire and animation, but the tone becomes

gradufdSy more prosaic. As the feverish restlessness subsides,

the periods arc drawn out, and the revelations as a whole become

bngw. *fhe truth of the new doctrine is proved by accumulated

instances of God's working in naUtre and in histoty ; the objec-

tions of opponents, whether advanced in good faith or in jest,

arc controverted by arguments; but the demonstration is often

confused or even weak. The histories of the earlier prophets,

which had occasionally been briefly touched on in the first period,

ore now related, sometimes at ^reat length. On the whole, the
charm of the style is passing away.

There ie one pieccfof the Koran, belonging to the beginning of

this period, if not to the close of the former, which claims par-
ticular notice. This is Sura i., the Lard’s Pravi r of

the Moslems, a vigorous hymn of praise to God,
®

the Lord of both worlds, which ends in a petition for aid and
true guidance (hudd). The words of this sura, which is known
as al-fdUha (“ the opening one ”), are as follow

(i) In the name of God, the compassionate eoVnpassioner. {2)
Prmie be [literally ‘ is "] to God, the Lord of Idle worlds, (3) tie
compassionate oompassioner, {4) the Sovereign of the day of

judgment. (5) Thee do we worsdup and of Thee do we beg assist-

ance. (u) Direct ub in the right way: (7) in the way of those to
whom Thou hast been gracious, on whom there is no wrath, and
who go not astray.

The thoughts are so simple as to need no explanation
; and yet

the prayer is full of meaning. It is true that there is not a single

original idea of Mahomet’s in it. Of the seven verses of th(.* sura

no less than five (verses i, 2, 3, 4, 6) have an extremely suspicious

relationship with the stereotyped formulae of Jewish and Chris-

tian liturgies. Verse 6 agrees, word for word, with Ps. xxvii.

II. On the other hand, the question must remain open whether

Mahomet only gave free renderings of the several borrowed
formulae, or whether in actually composing them he kept

existing models. The designation of God as the “ Compas-
sioner,” Rahman, i.s simply the Jewish Rahmandf which was a

favourite name for God in the Talmudic period. The word had
long before Mahomet’s time been used for God in southern »

Arabia (cf. e.g, the Sabaean Inscriptions, Glaser, 554, line 32

;

618, line 2).

Mahomet seems for a while to have entertained the thought of

adopting al-Rakmun as a proper name of God, in place of Allah

^

which WPS already used by the heathens.* This purpose he

ultimately relinquished, but it is just in the«suras of the second

period that the use of Rahman is specially frequent. If, for this

reason, it is to a certain extent certain that Sura i. belongs to this

period, yet we can neither prove that it belongs to the beginning

of the Mecca period nor that the present introductory formula

In the ttainc of God,” &c., belonged to it from the first. It may
therefore e\^en be doubted whether Mahomet at the outset looked

upon the latter as revealed. Tradition, of course, know's in

this connexion no doubt, and looks upon the Fatiha precisely

as the mo.st cxidted portion of the Korap. ICvery Moslem who
says his five prayers regularly—as the most of them do—repeats

it not less than twenty times a day.

The suras of the third Meccan period, which form a fairly large

part of our present Koran, arc almost entirely prosaic. Some
of the revelations are of considerable extent, and the uneat
sv gle verses also are much longer than in the older Maccam

suras. Only now and then a gleam of poetic power Sana,

flashes out. A sermonizing tone predominates. The surai^are

very edifying for one who is already reconciled to their import,

but to us at least they do not seem very well fitted to cany con-

viction to the minds of unbelievers. T^at impression, however,

is not correct, for in reality the demons^tions of these' longer

Meccan suras appear to liave been peculiarly influential for the

propagation of Islam. Mahomet’s mission was not to Euro-

peans, but to a people w'ho, though quick-witted and receptive,

were not accustomed to logical thinking, while they had out-

grown their ancient religion.

When we reach the Medina period it becomes^ as h^ been

indicated, much easier to understand the revelations in their

historical relations, since our knowledge of the history of

^ Since in Arabic also the root signifies " to hove pity/' the

Arabs must have at once perceived the force of the new name.

While the foreign word Ranmdm is, in accordance wildi its origin,

everywhere in the ICoran to' be understood as '* Merciful," there is

some doubt as to Rahim, The dose oonnoxton of ihe two expes*
sions, it is true, mak^ it probal:^ that Mkhomet only added the

adjective RaJ^lm to the Bubstantive Rakmda in order to strengthen

the conceptian. But the genuine Arab meaning di Rahim is

" gradons," and thus, the old Mahomsnedan Arab papyri render this

word by ptxApBpawos,
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many words wliich could be read in very diiSerexit wa5iB. This

variety of poaaiblc readings was at lirst very great, and many
readers steciu to have actually made it their object to

discover pronunciations which wciv new, provided they
were at all appropriate to the ambiguous text. There

roe Taru
^ dialectic licence in gramnv-ticul forms, which

had not as yet been greatly restricted. An effort was made by many
to establish a more refined pronunciation for the Koran than was
usual in common life or in secular literature. The various schools

of “ readers " differed very widely from one another; although for

the most part there was no important divergence as to the sense of

words. A few of Urem gradually rose to special authority, and the

rest disappeared. Seven readers are generally reckoned chief

authorities, but for practical purpo.ses this number was continudly
reducetl in process of time; so that at present only two “ reading-

styles " are in actual use,—^the common style of Haf^, and that of

Natl'; wliich prevails in Africa to tlie west of Egypt. There is,

however, a very comprehensive massoretic literature in which a
nujnluT of otluer styles art* indicated. The invention of vowel-signs

of diacritic points to di.stinguish similarly formed consonants, and
of other orthographic signs, soon put*ti atop to arbitrary conjectures

on the part of the readers. Many zealots objected to the introduc-

tion of these innovations in the sacred text, but theological coi^Ls-

tency had to yield to practical necessity. In accurate codices,

indeed, all such additions, as well as the titles of the sura, &c., are

written in coloured ink, w liile the black characters profess to repre-

sent exactly the original of Othman. Kul there is probably no copy
quite faithful in this respect. Moreover, the right recitation of the

Ivoran is an art which even people of Arab tongue can only learn with
great difficulty. In addition to the nuances of pronunciation already

alluded to, there is a semi-musical modulation. In these matters

also the various schools differ.

in Eui'opcan libraries, besides innumerable modern manuscripts of

the Koran, there are also codices, or fragments, of high antiquity,

some of them probably dating from the ist century of

the Flight, h'or the restoration of the text, however,

the works of ancient scholars on its readings and modes
of writing are inoru important than the manuscripts; which, liowever

elegantly they may be written and ornamented, proceed from irre-

spon.sible ctjpyisJtR. The original, uTitten by OtfirnSn himself, has

indeed been exhibited in various parts of the Mahommedan world.

Tie library of the^lndia Office contains one such manuscript,
!

bearing the subscription :
" Written by ‘Othman the son of 'Alfcin.’'

i

These, of course, are barefaced forgeries, although of very ancient

(late; so are those which profess to be from the hand of 'All, one of

which is preserved in the same library. In recent times the Koran
has been often printed and lithographed, both in the ^st and the

West. In Mahommedan countries lithography alone is employed.
Shortly after Mahomet's death certain individuals applicci them-

selves to the exposition of the Koran. Much of it was obscure from

c beginning, other sections were unintelligible apart
* from a knowledge of the circumstances of their origin.

Unfortunately, those who took possession of this held

were not very honourable. Ibn 'Abbas, a cousin of Mahomet, and
the chief .source of the Iradit ional exegesis of the Koran, has, on theolo-

gical and other fp'ounds, given currency to a number of falsehoods;

and at least some of his pupils have emulated his example. These
earliest exposition.s dealt more witli the sense and connexion of whole
verses than with the separate words. Afterwards, as the knowledge
of the ohl language declined, and the study of philology aro.se, more
attention began to be paid to the explanation of vocables. A good
many fragments of this older th<x>lQgical and philological exegesis

have survived from the first two centuries of the Flight, although
we have no coaiplele commimtary of this period. 'The great com-
mentary of Tabari, a.p. H39~92.h of which for the la.st few years we
have posses^' an Oriental edition in 30 parts (Cairo a.h. 1321

A.D. 1903), IS very wiien it comes t» speak of oanonioal Law,

as. well as in its.accounts of tlie occasions of Uie several revelations;

for, as in his great historical work, he faithfully records a large number
of traditions with the channels by which they have come down to

ns (genealogical trees, isnadj. In other respects the hopes based

upon this commentary have not been fulfilled.

Another very famous commentary is that of Zamakhs^ri (a.d.

1075-1144), edited by Nassau-Lecs, Calcutta, 1B59; but this scholar,

with his great iusigM and still greater subtlety, is too apt to read his

oivn scholastic ideas into the Koran. The fkvourite commentary
of Baij&wl (d. A.D. iaS6), edited by Fleischer (Leipzig, 1846^x848),

is little more tlian au abridgment of Zanmkhshari's. Thousands of

commentaries on the I'^ran, some of them of prodigious .size, have
been written by Moslems; and even the number of those still extant
in manuscript is by nt» means small. Although these works all con-

tain niAKdx that is useless or false; yet they are invaluable aids tO'

Dur understanding of the sacred book. An unbiased European caDt
n'» doubt, se.e. many things at a glance more clearly than a good
Moslem who is un<fer the influence of religious prejudice; but we
should KtiU be helpless without the exegetical fiterature of the
Mhhommedjtns. Even the Arabian Moslems would only understand
the Koran very ^dimly and impetfectly if th^ did not, give special

attention to the study of its interpretation. The advantage ofWng
in a language commonly understood, which the holy book clkims for

itsoK, hiM vanished in the course of thirteen centuries. According
to the dominant view,^however, the ritual use of tlie Koran is not. in

the least concerned with the sacred words being understood, but
solely witli their being quite properly recited. Nevertheless, a great

de^ remains to be accomplish^ by Etnmpean scholarship for the

cmrect interperertation of the Koran. Wfe want, for example, an
exhaustive chissification and discussion of all the Jewish elements

in the Koran
;
a praiseworthy beginning was made in Geiger's youth-

ful essay Was hat Mohamad aus dem Judenfkum aufgenomm&m?
(l^nii, 1833; the " second revised edition,” Leipzig, 1902, is only a
reprint). We want especially a thorough commentary, executed
with the luetliods and resources of modern science. No
European language, it would .seem, can even boast of a

,

*

translation which completely satisfies modem require-

ments. Tlie best are in English; w|iere we have the extremely

paraphrastic, but for its time admirable transiatkm of George S^e
(repeatedly printed), that of Rodwell (1861), which seeks to give

the pteoes in chronological order, and that oi Palmer (2880), who
wisely follows the traditional arrangements. The introduction

which accompanies Phliner's translation is not in all respects

abreast of the most recent scholarship. Considerable extr^ts
from the Koran are well translated in E. W. Lane's Selections

from the Anr-an. Not much can be said in praise of the com-
plete translations into the German language, neither of that of

Ullmann, which has appeared in several editions, nor of that of

Henning (Leipzig) and Grigull (Halle), all of them shallow amateurs
who have no notion of the dithculties to be met with in the task, and
are almost entirely dependent on Sale. Friedrich Riickert's excel-

lent version (published by August Miillcr, iTankforl-on-Maine,

1888) gives onlTy selections. M. Klamroth's translation of tlie fifty

oldest sfiras. Die fUnfgig dltesien Suren (Hamburg, 18^) attempts
successfully to reproduce the rhymed form of the originals. The
publication of the translation of the Koran by the great Leipzig

Arabic sidiolar, i., L. Fleischer (d. 1888) has so far unfortunately
been delayed. (For modern editions, commentaries, &c., see

Mahommedan Religion: Bibliography.)

Besides commentaries on the wtole Koran, or on special parts

and topics, the Moslems possess a whole literature bearing on their

sacred hook. There are works on the spelling and right pronun-
ciation of the Koran, works on the Vicauty of its language, on the

numlier of its N'erses, words and letters, cSrc.
;
nay, there are even

works which would nowadays be called ” historical and critical

introductions. ” Moreover, the origin of Arabic philology is inti-

mately connected with the recitation and exegesis of the Koran.
To exhibit the importance of the sacred book for the whole mental
life of the Moslems would bo .simply to write the history of that

life itself; for there is no department in which its albpervading,

but unfortunately not always .salutary, influence has not been felt.

The unbounded reverence of the Moslems for the Koran reaches
its climax, in the dogma that this book, as the divine word, i.e,

thought, is ixwmanent in God, and consequently eternal w
and uncreated. This dogma^ which was doubtless dne "
to the influence of the Christian doctrine of the eternal

Word of God, has been accepted by almost all Mahomniedanb since

the beginning of the 3rd century. Some theologians did indeed
prote.st against it witii great energy; it wb« in fact too pre-

posterous to declane that a book composed of unstable words and
letters, and full of variants, was absolutely divine. But what
were the distinctions and sophisms of the theologians for, if they
could not remove such contradictions, and convict their opponents
of here.sy ?

Bim-TOGRAi»HY.- The following works may be especially con-

sulted : Weil, Einleitung in den Kordn (and ed., 1878) ;
Th. Ndldeke,

GeschtchU des Qordn's (Gdttingen, i860; 2nd ed. by Friedrich

Schwally, .1908) ;
the Lives of Mahomet by William Muir and Aloys

Sprenger (vols. L-iii., Berlin, 1861-1865; 2nd ed., 1869); C Snouck
Hurgronje, Hot mekkaanseke Brest (Leidten, 1880), De Islam (de Gids,

r88<>, ii. 257-273, 454 498, xii. go- 154; "Une nouvelle biographie dc
Mohammed,” Rmue de Vhistoire d&s rehgionSt tome 29, p. 48 f.,

I49.sqq,
;
Leone Caetani, Annati delV Islam^ L (Milan, 1905), ii. (Milan,

1907); Frants Buhl, MwAamwtfds Liv (Copenhagen, 1903).
(Th. N.; Fr. Sy.)

KORAT, the capital of the provincial division (Monton) of

Nakawn Racha Serna, or “ Uic frontier country,’’ in. Siam; in

102° 5' E., 14° 59^ N. Pop. about 70Q0, mixed Cambodian and
Siamese. It is the headquarters of a high commissioner and, of

an army division. It is the terminus of a railway from Bangkok,

T70 m. distant, and the distributing centre for the whole of the*

plateau di.strirt which forms the eastern part of Siam. There

are copper mines of reputed wealth ih the neighbourhood', It

is the centre of a silk-growing distribt and is the headqiuaiters

of the government sericultural department, instituted m 1904
with the assistance of Japanese expert.^ jor the purpose of' im-

proving the quality of Siamese silk. Hie government is that of

an ordinary provincial division of Siam. A French vice-consul

resides here. Since the founding of Ayuthia in the 14th century*
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can be drawn from it. It is the same with other alltisions

in the Meccan suras to occurrences whos$ chronology can be
pwtially ascertained. It is better, therefore, to rest satisfied

with a merely relative determination of the order of even the
three great clusters of Meccan revelations.

In the pieces of the first period the convulisve excitement of

the Prophet often expresses itself with the utmost vehemence.

oidtat He is so carried away by his emotion that he cannot
Mecomn choose his words; they seem rather to burst from
sorMM. Many of these pieces remind us of the oracles

of the old heathen soothsayers, whose style is known to us from
imitations, although we have perhaps not a sir^gle -genuine

^cimen. Like those other oracles, the suras of this period,

which are never very long, are composed of short sentences with
tolerably pure but rapidly changing rhymes. The oaths, too,

with wluch many of them begin were largely used by the sooth-

sayers. Some of these oaths are very uncouth and hard to

understand, some of them perhap.s were not meant to be under-

stood, for indeed all sorts of strange things are met with in these

chapters. Here a d there Mahomet speaks of visions, and appears
even to see angels before him in bodily form. There are some
intensely vivid descriptions of the resurrection and the last day
which must have exercised a demonic power over men who were
quite unfamiliar with such pictures. Other pieces paint in

glowing colours the joys of heaven and the pains of hell. How-
ever, ihe suras of this period are not all so wild as these; and those

which are conceived in a calmer mood appear to be the oldest.

Yet, one must repeat, it is exceedingly difficult to make out any
strict chront logical sequence. For instance, it is by no means
certre’n whether the beginning of xevi. is really, what a widely

circulated tradition calls it, the oldest part of the whole Koran.

That tradition goes back to the Prophet's favourite wife Ayeah?

;

but as she was not born at the time wiien the revelation is said

to have been made, it can only contain at the best wfiat Mahomet
told her years afterwards, from his own not very clear recollec-

tion, with or without fictitious additions, and this woman is little

trustworthy. Moreover, there are other pieces mentioned by
others as the oldest. In any case xrvi. i sqq. is certainly very

early. According to the traditional view, which appears to be
correct, it treats of a vision in which the Prophet receives rn

injunction to recite a revelation conveyed to him by the angel.

It is interesting to observe that here already two things arc

brought forward as proofs of the omnipotence and care o^ God :

one is the creation of man out of a seminal drop—an idea to

which Mahomet often recurs; the other is the then recently

introduced art of writing, which the Prophet instinctively seize.s

on as a means of propagating his doctrines. It was or.ly after

Mahomet enc^unleied obstinate resistance that the tone of the

revelations became thoroughly passionate. In such cases he was
not slow to utter terrible threats against those who ridiculed the

preaching of the unity of God, of the resurrectinn, and of the

judgment. His own uncleAbu Lahab had rudely repelled him, and

in a brief special sura (cxi.) he and his wife arc consigned to hell.

The suras of this period form almost exclu.sively the concluding

portions of the present text. One is disposed to assume, how-

ever, that they were at one time more numerous, and that many
of them were lost at an early period.

Since Mahomet's strength lay in his enthusiastic and fiery

imagination rather than in the wealth of ideas and clearness of

abstract thought on which exact reasoning depends, it follows

that the older 801*08, in which the former qualities have free

scope, must be more attractive to us than the later. In the

suras of the second period tlie imaginative glow perceptibly

dimini.shes; there is still fire and animation, but the tone becomes

gradufdSy more prosaic. As the feverish restlessness subsides,

the periods arc drawn out, and the revelations as a whole become

bngw. *fhe truth of the new doctrine is proved by accumulated

instances of God's working in naUtre and in histoty ; the objec-

tions of opponents, whether advanced in good faith or in jest,

arc controverted by arguments; but the demonstration is often

confused or even weak. The histories of the earlier prophets,

which had occasionally been briefly touched on in the first period,

ore now related, sometimes at ^reat length. On the whole, the
charm of the style is passing away.

There ie one pieccfof the Koran, belonging to the beginning of

this period, if not to the close of the former, which claims par-
ticular notice. This is Sura i., the Lard’s Pravi r of

the Moslems, a vigorous hymn of praise to God,
®

the Lord of both worlds, which ends in a petition for aid and
true guidance (hudd). The words of this sura, which is known
as al-fdUha (“ the opening one ”), are as follow

(i) In the name of God, the compassionate eoVnpassioner. {2)
Prmie be [literally ‘ is "] to God, the Lord of Idle worlds, (3) tie
compassionate oompassioner, {4) the Sovereign of the day of

judgment. (5) Thee do we worsdup and of Thee do we beg assist-

ance. (u) Direct ub in the right way: (7) in the way of those to
whom Thou hast been gracious, on whom there is no wrath, and
who go not astray.

The thoughts are so simple as to need no explanation
; and yet

the prayer is full of meaning. It is true that there is not a single

original idea of Mahomet’s in it. Of the seven verses of th(.* sura

no less than five (verses i, 2, 3, 4, 6) have an extremely suspicious

relationship with the stereotyped formulae of Jewish and Chris-

tian liturgies. Verse 6 agrees, word for word, with Ps. xxvii.

II. On the other hand, the question must remain open whether

Mahomet only gave free renderings of the several borrowed
formulae, or whether in actually composing them he kept

existing models. The designation of God as the “ Compas-
sioner,” Rahman, i.s simply the Jewish Rahmandf which was a

favourite name for God in the Talmudic period. The word had
long before Mahomet’s time been used for God in southern »

Arabia (cf. e.g, the Sabaean Inscriptions, Glaser, 554, line 32

;

618, line 2).

Mahomet seems for a while to have entertained the thought of

adopting al-Rakmun as a proper name of God, in place of Allah

^

which WPS already used by the heathens.* This purpose he

ultimately relinquished, but it is just in the«suras of the second

period that the use of Rahman is specially frequent. If, for this

reason, it is to a certain extent certain that Sura i. belongs to this

period, yet we can neither prove that it belongs to the beginning

of the Mecca period nor that the present introductory formula

In the ttainc of God,” &c., belonged to it from the first. It may
therefore e\^en be doubted whether Mahomet at the outset looked

upon the latter as revealed. Tradition, of course, know's in

this connexion no doubt, and looks upon the Fatiha precisely

as the mo.st cxidted portion of the Korap. ICvery Moslem who
says his five prayers regularly—as the most of them do—repeats

it not less than twenty times a day.

The suras of the third Meccan period, which form a fairly large

part of our present Koran, arc almost entirely prosaic. Some
of the revelations are of considerable extent, and the uneat
sv gle verses also are much longer than in the older Maccam

suras. Only now and then a gleam of poetic power Sana,

flashes out. A sermonizing tone predominates. The surai^are

very edifying for one who is already reconciled to their import,

but to us at least they do not seem very well fitted to cany con-

viction to the minds of unbelievers. T^at impression, however,

is not correct, for in reality the demons^tions of these' longer

Meccan suras appear to liave been peculiarly influential for the

propagation of Islam. Mahomet’s mission was not to Euro-

peans, but to a people w'ho, though quick-witted and receptive,

were not accustomed to logical thinking, while they had out-

grown their ancient religion.

When we reach the Medina period it becomes^ as h^ been

indicated, much easier to understand the revelations in their

historical relations, since our knowledge of the history of

^ Since in Arabic also the root signifies " to hove pity/' the

Arabs must have at once perceived the force of the new name.

While the foreign word Ranmdm is, in accordance wildi its origin,

everywhere in the ICoran to' be understood as '* Merciful," there is

some doubt as to Rahim, The dose oonnoxton of ihe two expes*
sions, it is true, mak^ it probal:^ that Mkhomet only added the

adjective RaJ^lm to the Bubstantive Rakmda in order to strengthen

the conceptian. But the genuine Arab meaning di Rahim is

" gradons," and thus, the old Mahomsnedan Arab papyri render this

word by ptxApBpawos,
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(pop. about 10,000), 165 m. of El Obeid, is a commercial

centre which has sprung into im'portance since the fall of the

dervishes. All the trade with Darfur passef through the town,

the chief commerce being in cattle, feathers, ivory and cotton

goods. Trade is largely in tlie hand.s of Greeks, Syrians, Danagla

and Jaalin. Taiara, on the route between El Obeid and the Nile,

was destroyed by the dervishes but has been rebuilt and is a

thriving mart for the gum trade. El Odoaiya or Eddaiya is the

headquarters of the Homr country. It and Baraka in the

Muglad district are on the trade road between Nahud and

Shakka in Darfur.

Bara is a small town some 50 m. N.N.E. of Obeid. Talodi

and 'I’cndek are government stations in the Nuba country.

The Nubas have no large towns. 'J'hry live in villages on the

hill-sides or summits, llie usual habitation built both by Arabs

and Nubas is the tukl, a conical-shaped hut made of stone, mud,

wattle and daub or straw. The NiAia tukls are the better built.

In the chief towns hou.se.s are built of mud bricks with flat roofs.

Hislory—Oi the early history of Kordofan there is little

record. It never formed an independent state. About the

beginning of the i6th century Funj from Sennar settled in the

country ;
towards the end of that ccnturv^ Kordofan was con-

quered by Suleiman Solon, sultan of Darfur. About 1775 it

was conquered by the Funj, and there followed a considerable

immigration of Arab tribes into the country. The Sennari

however suffered a decisive defeat in 1784 and thereafter under

Darfur viceroys the countn.^ enjoyed pro.sperity. In 1821

Kordofan was conquered by Mahommed Bey the defterdar,

son-in-law of Mehemel Ali, pasha of Egypt. It remained under

lOgyptian rule till 1882 when Mahommed Ahmed, the mahdi,

raised the countr\' to revolt. It was in Kordofan that Hicks

Pasha and his army, .sent to crush the revolt, were annihilated

(Nov. 1883). The Baggara of Kordofan from that time onward

were the chief supporters of the mahdi, and his successor, the

khalifa Abdullah, was a Baggara. In Kordofan in 1899 the

khalifa met his death, the country having already passed into

the hands of the new Sudan government. The chief difficulty

experienced by the administration was to habituate the Arabs

and Nubas, both naturally warlike, to a state of peace. In

( onscquence of the anti-slave raiding measures adopted, the

Arabs of Talodi in May ii)o6 treacherously massacred the

mamur of that place and 40 men of the Siidane.se regiment.

The promptness with which this disturbance w'as suppressed

averted what otherwise might have been a serious rising. (See

Sudan : Anglo-EgypHav, ^ History.”)

See The Anclo-EcypHan Sudan, edited by Count Glcichen (London,

1905); H. A. MacMichael, Notes on the Hthory of Kordofan before the

Eg^tian Conquest (Cairo, T907); John Petherick, Egypt, the Sudan,

and Central Africa (London, ^naz Pallme, Beschreibung von

Kordofan (Stuttgart, 1843; trans. Travels in Kordofan, London,

1844); Major H. G. Prout, General Report on Province of Kordofan

(Cairo, J877); Ernst Marno, Retse in der egypt. Equal. Proving

(Vienna, 1879); papers (with maps) by Capt. W. Lloyd in the G«>g.

Journ. (June 1907 and March 1910); and the bibliography given

under Sudan : Anglo-Egyptian.

KOREA, or Corea (Ch’ao Hsien, Dm han), a country of

eastern Asia. Formerly an independent state*, it was annexed

to the japane.se Empire on the 29th of August 1910, and re-

named Chosan. It consists of a penin.sula .stretching .south-

wards from Manchuria, with an estimated length of about

600 m., an extreme breadth of 135 m., and a coast-line of

1740 m. It extends from 34® 18' to N., and from 124'’ 3
^'

to 130° 47' E. Its northern boundary is marked by the Tumen

and Yalu rivers; the eastdfn by the Sea of Japan; the southern

by Korea Strait; and the western by the Yalu and the Yellow

Sea. For ji m. along the Tumen River the north frontier is

conterminous with Russia (Siberia); otherwise Korea has China

(Manchuria) on its land frontier. (For map, see Japan.)

The south and west coasts are fringed by about 200 islands

(exclusive of islets), two-thirds of which are inhabited; 100 of

them are from 100 to 2000 ft. in height, and many consist of bold

bare ma.sses of volcanic rock. The most important are Quelpart

and the Nan Hau group. The latter, 36 m. from the eastern

end of Quelpart, possesses the deep, well-sheltered and roomy
harbour of Port Hamilton, which lies between the north points

of the large and well-cultivated islands of Sun-ho-dan and Su-

dan, which have a population of 2000. Allan, between their

.south-east points, completes this noble harbour. The east coast

of Korea is steep and rock-bound, with deep water and a tidal rise

and fall of i to 2 ft. The west coast is often low and shelving,

and abounds in mud-banks, and the tidal rise and fall is from

20 to 36 ft. Korean harbours, except two or three which are

closed by drift ice for some weeks in winter, are ice-free. Among
them are Port Shestakov, Port Lazarev, and Won-san (Gensan),

in Broughton Bay;^ Fusan, Ma-syi-po, at the mouth of the

Nak-tong, on the south coast
;
Mok-po, Chin-nampo, near the

mouth of the Tai-dong; and Chemulpo, near the mouth of the

Han, the port of the capital and the sea terminus of the first

Korean railway on the west roa.st.

Korea is distinctly mountainous, and has no plains deserving

the name. In the north there are mountain groups with definite

centres, the most notable being Paik-tu San or Pei-.shan (8700 ft.)

which contains the sources of the Yalu and Tumen. From these

groups a lofty range runs southwards, dividing the empire into

two unequal parts. On its east, between it and the coast, whicii

it follows at a moderate distance, is a fertile strip difficult of

access, and on the west it throws off so many lateral ranges and

spurs as to break up the country into a chaos of corrugated

and precipitous hills and steep-sided valleys, each with a rapid

perennial stream. Farther south this axial range, which in-

cludes the Diamond Mountain group, falls away towards the sea

in treeless spurs and small and often infertile levels. The

northern groups and the Diamond Mountain are heavily

timbered, but the hills are covered mainly with coarse, sour grass

and oak and che.stnut scrub. The rivers are shallow and rocky,

and are usually only navigable for a few miles from the sea.

Among the exceptions are tlie Yalu (Amnok), Tumen, 'I'ai-dong,

Naktong, Mok-po, and Han. The last, ri.sing in Kang-won-do,

30 m. from the east coast, cuts Korea nearly in half, reaching the

sea on the west coast near Chemulpo ;
and, in spite of many serious

rapids, is a valuable highway for commerce for over 150 miles.

Geology .—The geology of Ivorea is very imj^erfectly known.
Crystalline, schists occupy a large part of the country, forming all

the higher mountain ranges. They are always strongly folded and

it is in them that the mineral wealth of Korea is situated. Towards
the Manchurian frontier they are covered unconforraably by some
1600 ft. of sandstones, clay-slates and limestones, which contain

Cambrian fossils and are the equivalents of a part of the Sinian

system of China. Carboniferous t>eds, consisting chiefly of slates,

sandstones and conglomerates, arc found in the south-eastern

provinces. They contain a few seams of coal, but tlie most impor-

tant coal-bearing deposits of the country belong to the Tertiary

period. Recent eruptive and volcanic rocks are met with in the

interior of Korea and also in the island of Quelpart. 'J‘he principal

mountain in the latter, Hal-la-san (or Mount Auckland), according

to Chinese stories, was in eruption in the year' 1007, With tliis

possible exception there are no active volcanoes in Korea, and the

region has also been remarkably free from earthquakes throughout

historic times. .

Climate.—^I'he climate is superb for nine months of the year, and
the three months of rain, heat and damp anre not injurious to health.

Koreans suffer from malaria, but Europeans and their children are

fairly free from climatic maladies, and enjoy robust health. The
summer mean temperature of Seoul is about 7.5'’ F., that of winter

about 3^“; the average rainfall, .30*3 in. in the year, and of the rainy

season 2i'8(» in. The rains come in July and Augu.st on the west

and north-east coasts, and from April to July on the south coast,

the approximate mean annual rainfall of these localities being 30,

35 ana 42 in. respectively. These averages are based on the

observations of seven years only.

Flora .—The plants and animals await study and classification.

Among the inc^enous trees are the Abies excelsa, Abies micro-

sperma, Pinus sinensis, Pinus pinea, three species of oak, five of

maple, lime, birch, juniper, mountain ash, walnut, Spanish chestnut,

hazel, willow, hornbeam, hawthorn, plum, pear, peach, Rhus vemt-

cifera^ (?) Rhus semipinnata, Acanfhopanaxricinifolta, Zelkawa, Thuja

orierUalis, Elaeagnus, Sophora Japonica, &c. Azaleas and rhodo-

dendrons are widely distributed, as well as other flowering shrubs

and creepers, Ampelopsis Veitchii being universal. Liliaceous plants

1 Named after Wlttiam Robert Broughton (17(12-1821), an English

navigator who explored these seas in i 795~ii^o-
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and cruciferae are numerous. The native fruits, exc^t walnuts and
-chestnuts, are worthless. The persimmon attains perfection,
and experiment has proved the suitability 9i the climate to many
foreign fruits. T^e indigenous economic plants are few, and are
of no commercial value, excepting wild ginsan^^ bamboo, which is

applied to countless uses, and " tak-pul (Hibiscus Manihot), used
in the nmnufacture of paper.
Fauna .

—^The tiger takes the first place among wild animals. He
is of great size, his skin is magnificent, and he is so widely distributed

as to be a peril to man and beast. Tiger-hunting is a profession

with special privileges. Leopards ^e numerous, and have even
been shot within the walls of Seoul. There are deer (at least five

species), boars, bears, antelopes, leavers, otter.s, badgers, tiger-cats,

marten, an inferior sable, striped squirrels, &c. Among birds there

are black eagles, peregrines (hirgely used in hawking), and, specially

protected by law, turkey bustards, three varieties of pheasants,
swans, geese, common and spectacled leal, mallards, mandarin dneks,
white and pink ibis, cranes, storks, egrets, herons, curlews, pig^ns,
doves, nightjars, common and blue magpies, rooks, crowSj orioles,

halcyon and blue kingfishers, jays, nut-hatches, redstarts, snipe,

shrikes, hawks, kites, &c. Bui, pending further observations, it is

not possible to say which of the smaller birds actually breed in Korea
and which only make it a halting-place in their annual migrations.

Area and Population .—The estimated area is 82,000 sq. m.

—

somewhat under that of Great Britain. The first complete

census was taken in 1897, and returned the population in round
numbers at 17,000,000, females being in the majority. It was
subsequently, however, estimated at a maximum of 12,000,000.

There is a forejgii population of about 65,000, of whom 60,000

are Japanese. It is estimated that little more than half the

arable land is under cultivation, and that the soil could support

an additional 7,000,000. The native population i.s absolutely

homogeneous. Northern Korea, with its .severe climate, is thinly

peopled, while the rich and warm provinces of the south and west

are populous. A large majority of tlie. people are engaged in

agriculture. There is little emigration, except into Russian

and Chinese territory, but some Koreans have emigrated t(T

Hawaii and Mexico.

The capital is the inland city of Seoul, with a population of

nearly 200,000. Among other towns, Songdo (Kaisdng), the

capital from about 910 to 1392, is a walled city of the first rank,

25 m. N.W. of Seoul, with a population of 60,000. It po.ssesses

the stately remains of the palai'e of the Korean kings of the

Wang dynasty, is a great centre of the grain trade and the sole

centre of the ginseng manufacture, makes wooden shoes, coarse

pottery and fine matting, and manufactures with sesamum oil

the stout oiled paper for which Korea is famous. Phyong-yang,

a city on the Tai-dong, had a population of 60,000 before the war

of 1894, which it was nearly destroyed; but it fast regained

its population. It lies on rocky heights above a region of stonele&s

alluvium on the east, and with the largest and richest plain in

Korea on the west. It has five coal-mines within ten miles, and

the district is rich in iron, silk, cotton and grain. It has easy

communication with the sea (its port being Chin-nampo), and

is important historically and commercially. Auriferous quarU
is worked by a foreign company in its neighbourhood. Near

the city is the illustrated standard of land mea.surement cut by

Ki-tze in 1124 B.c.

With the exceptions of Kang-hwa, Chbng-ju, Tung-nai,

Fusan, and W6n-san, it is very doubtful if any other Korean

towns reach a population of 15,000. The provincial capitals

and many other cities are walled. Most of the larger towns are

in the warm and fertile southern provinces. One is very much
like another, and nearly all their streets are replicas of the better

alleys of Seoul. ’ .The actual antiquities of Korea are dolmens,

sepulchral pottery, and Korean and Japanese fortifications.

Race .
—^The origin of the Korean people is unknown . They are

of the Mongol family ;
their language belongs to the so-called

Turanian group, is polysyllabic, posses.ses an alphabet of ii

vowels and 14 consonants, and a script named En-mun. Lit;e-

rature of the higher class and official and upper class corre-

spondence are exclusively in Chinese characters, but since 1895

official documents have contained an admixture of En-mun,

The Koreans are distinct from both Chinese and Japanese in

physiognomy, though dark straight hair, dark oblique eyes,

and a tinge of bronze in the skin are always present. The

cheek-bones are high; the nose inclined to flatmess; the mouth
thin-lipped and refined amoflg patricians, and wide and full-

lipped among pleb«^s; the ears are smaU, and the brow fairly

well develop. The expression indicates quick intelligence

rather than force^and mental calibre. The male height averages

5 ft. 4I in. The hands and feet are small and well-formed.

The physique is good, and porters cany on journeys from
100 to 200 lb. Men marry at from 18 to 20 years, girls at 16,

and have large families, in which a strumous faint is nearly

universal. Women are secluded and occupy, a very inferior

position. The Koreans are rigid monogamists, but concubinage
has a recognized status.

Production and Industries, i. Minerals.—Extenave coal-

fields, producing coal of fair quality, as yet undeveloped, occur

in Hwang-hai I^ and elsewhere. Iron is abundant, especially

in Phyong-an Do, and rich copper ore, silver and galena are

found. Crystal is a noted product of Korea, and talc of good
quality is also present. In 1885 the rudest process of placer

”

washing produced an export of gold dust amounting to £120,000;

quartz-mining methods were subsequently introduced, and the

annual declared value of gold produced rose to about £450,000;
but much is believed to have been sent out of the country

clandestinely. Ihe reefs were left untouched till 1897, when

I

an American company, which had obtained a concession in

Phyong-an Do in 1895, introduced the latest miiyng appliances,

I

and raised the declared export of 1898 to £240,047, believed to

I

represent a yield for that year of £600,000. Russian, German,

I
English, French and Japanese applicants subsequently obtained

j
concessions. I'he concessionnaires regard Korean labour as docile*

I
and intelligent. The privilege of owning mines in Korea was

I

extended to aliens under the Mining Regulations of 1906.

I

ii. Agriculture.—Korean soil consists largely^ of light sandy

loam, disintegrated lava, and rich, stoneless alluvium, from 3 to

I

ID ft. deep. The rainfall is abundant during the necessitous

I

months of the year, facilities for the irrigation of the rice crop

are ample, and drought and floods are seldom known. Land ts

j

held from the proprietors on the terms of receiving seed from

j

them and returning half the produce, the landlord paying the

!
taxes. , Any Korean ran become a landowner by reclaiming

; and cultivating unoccupied crown land for three years free of

taxation, after which he pays taxes annually. Good land

produces two crops a year. The implements used are two

makes of iron-shod wooden ploughs; a large shovel, worked by

three or five men, one working the handle, the others jerking

the blade by ropes attached to it; a short sharp-pointed hoe,

a bamboo rake, and a wooden barrow, all of rude construction.

Rice is threshed by beating the ears on a log; other grains, with

j

flails on mud threshing-floors. Winnowing is performed by

throwing up the grain on windy days. Rice is hulled and grain

i coarsely ground in stone querns or by water pestles. 'Hiere

I

are provincial horse-breeding stations, where pony stallions,

i from 10 to 12 hands Bigh, are bred for carrying burdens. •Mag-

nificent red bulls are bred by the farmers for ploughing and

other farming operations, and for the transport of goods. Sheep

and goats are bred on the imperial farms, but only for sacrifice.

Small, hairy, black pigs, and fowls, are universal. The culti-

vation does not compare in neatness and thoroughness with

that of China and Japan. There are no trustworthy estimates

of the yield of any given measurement of land. The farmers

I
put the average yield of rice at thirty-fold, and of other grain

at twenty-fold. Korea produces all cereals and root crops

except the tropical, along with cotton, tobacco, a species of tlw

Rhea plant used for making grass-cloth, and the BrousonetUa

papyrifera. The articles chiefly cultivated are rice, millet,

beans, ginseng (at Songdo), cotton, hemp, oil-seeds, bearded

wheat, oats, barley, sOTghum, and sweet and Irish potatoes.

Korean agriculture suffers from infamous roads, the wwit of

the exchange of seed, and the insecurity of the gains of labour.

It occupies about three-fourths of liie papulation.

iii. Other Industries.---Tht industries of Korea, apart frcrni

supplying the actual necessaries of a f^r population, are few

and rarely collective. They conrist chiefly in the manufacture
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of »ea-salt, of varied aaid admirable paper, thin and poor silk,

horse-hair crinoline for hats, fine'split bamboo blinds, hats and

mate, coarse pottery, hemp cloth for memrners, brass bowls

and grass-cloth. Won-san and Fusan are large fishing centres,

and salt fish and fish manure are important,exports; but the

prolific fishing-grounds arc worked chiefty by Japanese labour

and capital. Paper and pnseng ore the only manufactured

articles on the list of Korean exports. The arts are nil.

Commerce.—

h

cxonmercial treaty was concluded with Japan

in 1876, and treaties with the European countries and the

United States of America were concluded subsequently. An

imperial edict of the 20th of May 1904 annulled all Korean

treaties with Russia. After the opening of certain Korean ports

to foreign trade, the customs were placed under the management

of European commissioners nominated by Sir Robert Hart from

Peking. The ports and other towns open are Seoul, Chemulpo,

Fusan, Won-san, Chin-nampo, Mok-po, Kun-san, Ma-san-po,

Song-chin, Wiju, Yong-ampo, and Phyong-yang. Tha value
|

of foreign trade of the open ports has fluctuated considerably,
j

but has shown a tendency to increase on the whole. For

example, in 1884 imports were valued at £170,113 and exports

at £95,377. By ih9o imports had risen to £790,261, and there-

after fluctuated greatly, standing at only £473)59^ in 1893, but

at £1,017,238 in 1897, and £1,3^2^352 in 1901, but under ab-

normal condif^ions in 1904 tliis last amount was nearly doubled.

Exports in 1890 were valued at £s9*>74b; they also fluctuated

greatly, falling to £316,072 in 1893, but standing at £863,828 m
1901, and having a further increase in some subsequent years.

These figures exclude the value of gold dust. J'he principal

imports are cotton goods, railway materials, niining supplies

and metals, tobacco, kerosene, timber, and clothing. Japanese

cotton yarns aje imported to be woven into a strong cloth on

Korean hand-looms. Beans and peas, rice, cowhides, and

pnseng are the chief exports, apart from gold.

Communications .—Under Japanese auspices a railway from Che-

mulpo to Seoul was completed in 1900* This became a branch of the

longer line from Fusan to Seoul (280 m.), the concession for which

was granted in 1898. '1‘his Ime was pushed forward rapidly on the

outbreak of the Russo-Japanese War, and the whole was opened

early in 1905. A railway from Seoul to Wiju was planned under

French engineers, but the work was starved by the Korean govern-

ment. This line also, however, was taken over by the Japanese

military authorities, and the first trains ran through early in 1905,

in which year Japan obtained control of the whole of the Korean

internal communications. The main roads centring in Seoul are

seldom fit even for the passage of ox-carts, and the secondary roads

arc bad bridle-tracks, frequently degenerating into " rock ladders,'

Some improvements, however, have been effected under Japanese

direction. The inland transit of goods is almost entirely on the

backs of bulls carrying from 450 to 600 lb, on ponies carrying 200 lb,

and on men carrying from 100 to 150 lb, bringing the average cost

up to a fraction over 8d. per mile per ton. The corvde exists, with

ite usual hardships. Bridges are made of posts, carrying a framework

either covcicd with timber or with pine branches and earth. Tlicy

are removed at the beginning of the rainy season, and are not

replaced for three raonttis. The larger rivers are unbridged, but

there are numerous government ferries. The infamous roads and

the risks during the bridgelees season greatly hamper trade. Japanese

steamers ply on the Han between Chemulpo and Seoul.

A postal system, established in 1894-1895. has been gradually

extended, 'lliere are postage stamp.s of fdur values. The Japanese,

under the agreement of 1Q05, took over the posul, telegraphic and

telephone services. Korea is connected with the Chinese and

Japanese telegraph systems by a Japanese line from Chemulpo via

Seoul to Fusan, and by a line acquired bythe empire between Seoul

and Wiju. The state has also lines from Seoul to the open ports,

Ac. Korea has regular steam communicatwn with ports in Japan,

the Gulf of Pechili, Shanghai, «&c. Her own mercantile marine is

considerable. ,,

Government.—From 1895, when China renounced her claims

to suzerainty, to 1910 the king (since 1897 emperor) was in

theory an independent sovereign, J^n in 1904 .guaranteeing

the welfare and dignity of the imperial house. Under a treaty'

signed at Seoul on tht‘ 17th of November 1905, Japan directed

the external relations of Korea, and Japanese diplomatic and

consular representatives took charge of Korean subjects and

interests in foreign countries. Japan undertook the tooin-

tenance of existing treaties between Korea and foreign powers;

and Korea agreed that her future foreign treatiw should be

concluded through the medium of Japan. A resident-general

represents Japan at Seoul, to direct d^lomatic affairs, the first

being the Marquis ltd. Under a further edhvention of July

1907, the resident-generars powers were enormioasly increased.

In administrative reforms the Korean government followed his

guidance; laws could not be enacted nor administrative

measures undertaken without his consent; the appointment

I

and dismissal of high official?, and theenga^ment of foreigners

I in government employ, were subject to his pleasure. Each

department of state had a Japanese vice-minister, and a large

proportion of Japane.se officials were introduced into -these

departments as well as Japanese chfefs of the bureaus of police

and Customs.

By a treaty dated August 22, 1910, which came into effect

seven days later, the emperoi- of Korea made “ complete and

permanent cession to the emperor of Japan of all rights of

sovereignty over the whole of Korea.’* The entire direction of the

administration was then taken over by the Japanese resident-

general,whowas given the title of governor-general. The jurisdic-

tion of the consular courts was abolished , but Japan guaranteed

the continuance of the existing Korean tariff for ten years.

Local Administration .— Korea for administrative purposes is

divided into provinces and prefectures or magistracies. Japanese

refortns in this department have been complcio. Each provincial

government has a Japanese secretary, police inspector and clerks,

Thu socretary may represent the governor in liis absence.

Law .—A criminal code, scarcely equalled for barbarily, though

twice mitigated by royal edict since 1785, remained in force in its

main provisions till tSt)^. Subsequently, a mixed commission of

revision carried out some good work. Elaborate legal machinery

was devised, though its provisions were constantly violated by the

imperial will and the gross corruption of officials. Five classes of

law courts were established, and provision was made for appeals in

both civil and criminal cases. Abuses In legal administration and in

tax-collecting were the chief grievances which led to local insurrec-

tions. Oppression by the throne and the ofiicial and noble classes

prevailed exten.sively : but the weak protected themsch es by the

use of the Kyei, or principle of association, which developed among
Koreans into powerful trading gilds, trades-unions, mutual benefit

associations, money-lending gilds, Ac. Nearly all traders, porters

and artisans were members of gilds, powerfully bound together and

strong by combined action and mutual helpfulness in time of need.

Under the Japanese rteime the judiciary and the executive were

rigidly separated. The law courts, including the court of cassation,

three courts of appeal, eight local courts, and 115 district courts,

were put under Japanese judges, and the codification of the laws

was undertaken, the prison system was also reformed.

Finance and Money. Until 1904 the finances of Korea were

completely disorganized
;
the currency was chaotic, and the budget

was an official formality making little or no attempt at accuracy.

By agreement of the 22nd of August 1904, Korea accepted a Japanese

financial adviser, and valuable reforms were quickly entered upon

under the direction of the first Japanese official, Mr T. Megala. He
had to contend against corrupt officialdom, indiscriminate expendi-

ture, and absence of organization in the coUeotion of revenue, apart

from the confusion with regard to the currency. This last was

nominally on a silver standard. The coins chiefly in use were (i)

copper cash^ which were strung in hundreds on strings of straw, and,

as about 9 lb weight was equal to one shilling, were excessively

cumbrous, but were nevertheless valued at their face value; (ii)

nickel coins, which, being profitable to mint, were issued in enormous

quantities, quickly depreciated, and were moreover extensively

forged. The Dai Ichi Ginko (First Bank of Japan), which has a

branch in Seoul and agencies in other towns, was* made the govern-

ment central treasury, and its notes were recognized as legal tender

in Korea. The currency of Korea being thus fixed, the first step

was to reorganize the nickel coinage. From the ist of August 1905

the old nickels paid into the treasury were remitted and the

issue carefully regulated ;
so also with the cash, which was retained

as a subsidiary coinage, while a supplementary coinage was issued

of silver 10-sen pieces and bronze r-aen and half-sen pieces. To aid

the free circulation of money and facilitate trade, the government

grants subsidies for the establishment of co-operative warehouse

companies with bonded warehouses. Regulations have also been

promulgated with respect to promissory notes, which have long

existed m Korea. They took the form of -a piece of paper about

an inch broad.and five to eight Indies long, on which was written

the sum, the date of payment and the name of the payer and. payee,

with their seals; the paper was then tom down its length, and one

Kail given to each party. The debtor was obliged to pay the amount

Of the debt to a:fiy person who presented the missing half of the bill.

Thm readiness with which they were accepted led to over-issue, and,
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consequently, iinancial crises. The new regulations seqniie the;
amount of the notes to be ej^pressed in yen, not to be payabte in old

’

nickel ijbins or cash. The notes can only bt issued' fey menlb^ of
a note aiRociation, a body constituted under goventmoid: reg^tions,
whose'members rmist uphold the credit and validity >of their (notes.

The notes must also be made payable to a dehnite person and require
endorsement, safeguards which were previously lacking. Adminis-
trative reform was also taken in hand; the large number of super-
fluous and badly paid officials was considerably reduced, and the
status and salary of all existing government officials considerably
improved. An endeavour was m^e to publish .an annual budget,
in which the revenue and expenditure should accurately represent
the sums actually received ana expended. Regulations weremmed
•for the putpose of establishing ade<^uate supervision over the
.revenue and expenditure for the abolition of irregular taxation and
extortions, as well as the p»ctice of farming out the collection of

the revenue to individuals, and, generally, to adapt the whole
collection and expenditure of the national revenue to modem ideas
of public finance. Down to tqio the sum expended by Japan on
Korean reforms was estimated to approach fifteen million.s sterling.

Among reforms not sp<xihcaily referred to may be mentioned the
improvement of coastwise navigation, the provision of posts, roads,

railways, public buildings, hospitals and sanitary works, and the
official advancement of industries.

RsZ/frofi.-—Buddhism, which swayed Korea from the lotb to the
i^tli century, has been discredited for three centuries, and its

priests are ignorant, immoral and despised. Confucianism is the
official cult, and all officials ofler sacrifices an<l homage at stated
seasons in the Confucian temples. Confucian elhics are the basis

of morality and social order. Ancestor-worship is universal. The
popular cult is, however, the propitiation of demons, a modification
of the Shamanism of northern Asia. The belief in demons, mostly
malignant, keeps the Koreans in constant terror, and much of their

substance is spent on propitiations. Sorceresses and blind sorcerers

are the intermediaries. At the close of the 19th century the fees

annually paid to these persons were estimated at ;^i5o,ooo; there
were in Seoul 1000 sorceresse.s, and very large sums arc paid to the
male sorcerers and gcomancers.
Puttmg aside the temporary Christian work of a Jesuit chaplain

to the Japanese Christian General Konishe, in 1594 during the
Japanese invasion, as well as that on a larger scale by students who-
received the evangel in the Roman form from T’eking in 179^, and
had made 4000 converts by the end of 1793, the first serious attinnpt
at tiie conversion of Korea was made by the h'rench Soct6t6 des
Missions Strangles in 1835. In spite of frequent persecutions,
there were 16,500 converts in 1857 and 20,000 in i86(>, in w'hich

year the French bi.shops and priests were martyred by order of the
emperor's father, and several thousand native Christians were
beheaded, banished or imprisoned. This mission in igoo had about
yo missionaries and 40,000 converts. In 1884 and 1885, toleration

being established, Protestant missionaries of the American Presby-
terian and Methodist Episcopal Churches entered Korea, and were
followed by a large number of agents of other denominations. An
F.nglish bishoji, clergy, doctors and nursing sisters arrived in 1890.
lia.spitais, orphanages, schools and an admirable college in Seoul
have been founded, along with tri-lingual (Chinese, Korean and
Engli.sh) printing-presses; religious, historical and scientific w'orks
and muen of the Bible have been translated into En-mun, and
periodicals of an enlightened nature in the Korean script are also

circulated. The progress of Protestant missions was very slow for

some years, but from 1895 converts multiplied.
Education .—The " Royal Examinations " in Chinese literature

held in Seoul up to 1894, which w’ere the entrance to official position,

being Abolished, the desire for a purely Chinese education diminished.
In S^ul t^ere were established an imperial Englisih school with two
foreign teachers, a reorganized Confucian college, a normal coll^c
under a verj^ efficient foreign principal, Japanese, Chinese, Russian
and FVench schools, chiefly Hnguwtic, several Korean primarj'
schools, mission boarding-schools, and the Pai Chai College connected
with the American Methodist Episcopal Church, under imperial
patronage, and subsidired by government, in which a uberal
education of a high class was given and En-mun receives much
attention. The Koreans are expert linguists, and the government
made liberal grants to the linguistic schools. In the primary schools

boys learn arithmetic, and geography and Korean history arc taught,

with the ontlineS'Of the governmental systems of other civilized

countries. The education department has been entirely reorganized

under the Japanese t^me, Japanese models being followed.

History ,—^By both Korean and Chinese tradition Ki-tze—

a

councillor of the last sovereign of the 3rd Chinese dynasty, a sage,

and the reputed author of parts of the famous Chinese classic, the

is repcesented as entering Korea in 112a B.r. with

several thousand Chinese emigrants, who made him their king.

The peninsula was then peopled by savage.s living in caves and

^bterranean holes . By both learned and popular belief in Korea

Ki-^tee is recc^^ed as the founder of Korean social order, and is

greatly reverenced. He called lihe new kingdom CKao-Hsimy

pi^ifledand polical its borders, and introduced laws and Chiiiese

^ etiquette and polity. Koreairancient history is lar isom Satufy-
ing the rigkl demands of modem criticism, butitappears that
Ki-tze’s dynasty ruled the peninsula until the 4th oentuiy iBX.,

from which peii^ until the loth century a.d. civil wtars and
foreign aggressi&iis are prominent. NevertheWss, Hiaksai,
which with Korai and Shma then constituted Korea, was a
centre of litenary culture in the 4th century, through which the
Chinese classics and the art of writing reached the other two
kingdoms. Buddism, a forceful civilizing '^element, imahed
Hiaksai in a.d. 384, and from it the sutras andvimages of northern
Bu^hism were carried to Japan, as well as Chinese ^lettersand
ethics. Internecine wars were terminated about 91 31 iby Wang
the Founder, who unified the peninsula under the name Korai,

made Song-do its capital, and endowed Buddhism as the State

religion. In the nth century Korea was stripped of her

territory west of the Yalu by a warlike horde of Tungus stock,

since which time her frontiers have been stationary. The Wang
dynasty perished in 1392, an important epoch in the peninsula,

when Ni Taijo, or Litan, the founder of the present dynasty,

ascended the throne, after his country had suffered severely from
Jenghiz and Khublai Khan, lie tendered his homage to the

first Ming emperor of China, received from him his investiture as
sovereign, and accepted b'om him the Chinese calendar and
chronology, in itself a declaration of fealty. He revived thename
Ch'ao-Hsim^ changed the capital from Song-do to Seoul, organ-

ized an administrative system, which with some modificatiaas

continued till 1895, exi.sts partially still, carried out vigorous

reforms, disestablished Buddhism, made merit in Chinese literary
'

examinations the basis of appointment to office, made Confucian-

ism the state religion, al^lished human sacrifices and the

burying of old men alive, and introduced that Cqnfucian system
of education, polity, and social order which has dominated Korea
for five centuries. Either this king or an immediate successor

introduced the present national costume, tfie dress worn by the

Chinese before the Manchu conquest. The early heirs of this*

vigorous and capable monarch used their power, like him, for

the good of the people; but later decay set in, and Japanese
buccaneers ravaged the coasts, though for two centuries under

Chinese protection Korea was free from actual foreign invasion.

In 1592 occurred the epoch-making invasion of Korea by a

Japanese army of 300,000 men, by order of the great regent

Hideyoshi. China came to the rescue with 60,000 men, and six

years of a gigantic and bloody war foMowed, in which Japan
used firearms for the first time against a foreign foe. Seoul and
several of the oldest cities were captured, and in some instances

destroyed, the country was desolated, and the art treasures and
the artists were carried to Japan. The Japanese troops were
recalled in 1598 at Hideyoshi^s death. The port and fishing

privileges of Fusan remained in Japanese possession, a heavy
tribute was exacted, and until 1790 the Korean king stood in

humiliating relations towards Japan. Korea never recofeved

from the effects of this invasion, which bequeathed to 4itll

Koreans an intense hatred of the Japanese.

In 1866, 1867, and 1871 French and American punitive

expeditions attacked parts of Korea in which French missionaries

and American adventurers had been put to .death, and inffioted

much loss of life, but retired without securing any diplomatic

successes, and Korea continued to preserve her complete

isolation. The first indirect step towards breaking it down had

been taken in i860, when Russia obtained from China the cession

of the Usuri province, thus bringing a European power down
to the Tumen. A large emigration of famine^stricken Koreans

and persecuted Qirisftians into Russian territory followed. The
emigrants were very kindly received, and many of them became

tfirifty and prosperous farmers. In 1876 Jap^, with the consent

df China, wrung a treaty from Korea by which Fusan was fully

opened to Japanese settlement and trade, and Won-san (Gensanj)

and Inchiun (Chemulpo) were opened to her in 1880. Tn k88a

China promulgated her Trade and Frontier Riegulatkms^”

and America negdtiated a commercial treaty, lollewed by
Germany and Gimt Britain in 1883, Itally and Russia in 1884^
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France in i886, and Austria in 1892. A “ Trade Convention

*’

was also concluded with Russia.* Seoul was opened in 1884 to

foreign residence, and the provinces to foreign travel, and the

diplomatic agents of the contracting powers obtained a recognized

status at the capita 1. U'hese treaties terminated the absolute

isolation which Korea had effectually preserved. During the

negotiations, although under Chinese suzerainty, she was

treated with as an independent state. Between 1897 and

1899, under diplomatic pressure, a nvimber of ports were opened

to foreign trade and residence. From 1882 to 1894 the chief

event in the newly opened kingdom wius a plot by the Tai-won-

Kun, the father of the emperor, to seize on power, which
led to an attack on the Japanese legation, the meml>rrs of

which were compelled to fight their way, and that not blood-

lessly, to the sea. Japan secured ample compensation; and
the Chinese resident, aided by Chinese troops, deported the

Tai-won-Kun to 'I'ientsin. In 1884 at an official banquet the

leaders of the progressive party assassinated six leading Korean
statesmen, and the intrigues in Korea of the banished or escaped

conspirators created difficulties which were very slow to sub-

side. In spite of a constant struggle for ascendancy between
the queen and the returned Tai-won-Kun, the next decade
was one of quiet. China, always esteemed in Korea, con-

solidated her influence under the new conditions through a

powerful resilient; prosperity advanced, and certain reforms

were projected by foreign “ advisers.” In May 1894 a more
important insurrei'tionary rising than usual led the king to ask

armed aid from China. She landed 2000 troops on the roth of

June, having previously, in accordance with treaty provisions,

notified Japan of her intention. Soon after this Japan had
12,000 troops in Korea, and occupied the capital and the treaty

ports. Then J[apan made three sensible proposals for Korean
reform, to be undertaken jointly by herself and China. China

replied that Korea must he left to reform herself, and that the

withdrawal of the Japanese troops must precede negotiations.

Japan rejected this suggestion, and on the 23rd of July attacked

and occupied the royal palace. After some further negotia-

tions and fights by land and sea between Japan and China war
was declared formally by Japan, and Korea was for some time

the battle-ground of the belligerents. The Japanc.se victories

resulted for Korea in the solemn renunciation of ('hinese suze-

rainty by the Korean king, the substitution of Japanese for

Chinese influence, the introduction of many important reforms

under Japane.se advisers, and of cheeks on the absoluti.sm of

the throne. Everything promised well. The finances flour-

ished under the capable control of Mr (afterwards Sir) M‘Lcaw
Brown, C.M.G. l.arge and judicious retrenchments were car-

ried out in most of the government departments. A measure

of judicial and prison reform was granted. Taxation was placed

on an equable basis. The pressure of the trade gild.s was

relaxed. Postal and educational systems were introduced.

An Approach to a constitution was made. The distinction

lietween patrician and plebeian, domestic slavery, and beating

and slicing to death were abolished. The age for marriage of

both sexes was raised. Chinese literary examinations ceased

to be a passport to office. Classes previously degraded were

enfranchised, and the alliance between two es.sentially corrupt

systems of government was severed. For about eighteen

months all the departments were practically under Japanese

control. On the 8th of October 1895 the Tai-won-Kun, with

Korean troops, aided by Japanese troops under the orders of

Viscount Miura, the Japanese minister, captured the palace,

assassinated the queen, and made a prisoner of the king, who,

however, four months later, escaped to the Russian legation,

where he remained till the spring of 1897. Japanese influence

waned. The engagements of the advisers were not renewed.

A strong retrograde movement set in. Reforms were dropped.

The king, with the chec ks upon his absolutism removed, reverted

to the worst traditions of his dynasty, and the control and

arrangements of finance were upset by Russia.

At the close of 1897 the king assumed the title of emperor,

and changed the official designation of the empire to Dai Han—

Great Han, By 1898 the imperial will, working under partially

new conditions, procjuced continual chaos, and by 1900 suc-

ceeded in practically overriding all constitutional restraints.

Meanwhile Russian intrigue was constantly* active. At last

Japan resorted to arms, and her success against Russia in the

war of 1904-5 enabled her to resume her influence over Korea.

On the 23rd of February 1904 an agreement was determined

whereby Japan resumed her position as administrative adviser

to Korea, guaranteed the integrity of the country, and bound
herself to maintain the imperial house in its position. Her
intere.sts were recognized by Russia in the treaty of peace

(September 5, 1905), and by Great Britain in the Anglo-

Japanese agreement of the 12th of 5Vugust 1905. The Koreans

did not accept the restoration of Japanese influence without

demur. In August 1905 disturbances arose owing to an attempt

by some merchants to obtain special assistance from the trea-

sury on the pretext of embarrassment caused by Japanese

financial reforms; these disturbances spread to some of the

provinces, and the Japanese were compelled to make a show
of force. Prolonged negotiations were necessary to the com-
pletion of the treaty of the 17th of November 1905, whereby

Japan obtained the control of Korea’s foreign affairs and
relations, and the tonfirmation of previous agreements, the

far-reaching results of which have been indicated. Nor was

opposition to Japanese reforms confined to popular demon-
.stration. In 1907 a Korean delegacy, headed by Prince Yong,
a member of the imperial family, was sent out to lay before

the Hague conference of that year, and before all the principal

governments, a protest against the treatment of Korea by

Japan. While this was of course fruitless from the Korean

point of view, it indi('ated that the Japanese must take strong

measures to suppress the intrigues of the Korean court.

At the instigation of the K(»rcan ministry the emperor abdi-

cated on the 19th of July 1907, handing over the crown to his

son. Somewhat serious emeutes followed in Seoul and else-

where, and the Japanese proposals for a new convention,

increasing the powers of the resident general, had to be pre-

sented to the cabinet under a strong guard. The convention

was signed on the 25th of July. One of the reforms imme-
diately undertaken was the disbanding of the Korean standing

army, which led to an insurrection and an intermittent guerrilla

warfare which, owing to the nature of the country, was not

easy to subdue. Under the direction of Prince Ito (y.v.) the

work of reform was vigorously prosecuted. Nevertheless the

situation remained un,satisfactory, and in July 1909 General
Terauchi, Japanese minister of war, became resident-general,

with the mission to bring alx)ut annexation. This was effected

peacefully in August 1910, the emperor of Korea by formal

treaty surrendering his country and crown. (See Japan.)

Authorities.—The first A.siatic notice of Korea is by Khordad-
l>eh, an Arab geographer of the plh century A.D., in his Book of

and PfovinceSy quoted by Baron Richthofen in his great work on
Chtna, p. 575. The earliest European source of information is a narra-

tive by H. Hamel, a Dutchman, who was shipwrecked on the coast

of Qucipart in H'54, and held in captivity in Korea for thirteen years.

The amount of papers on Korea scattered through English, German,
French and Russian magazines, and the proceedings of geographical

societies, is very great, and for the last three centuries Japanese
writers have contributed largely to the sum of general knowledge
of the peninsula. The list which follows includes some of the more
recent works which illustrate the history, manners and customs, and
awakening of Korea ; British Foreign Office Reports on Korean Trade^

Annual Series (London); Bibliographte kordanne (3 vols., Paris,

1897); Mrs. 1. L. Bishop, Korea and her Neighbours (2 vols., London,

1897) ; M. von Brandt, Osiasiatische Fracen (Leipzig, 1897) ;
A. E. J.

Cavendish and H. E. Goold Adams, Koreay and the Sacred White

Mountain (London, 1894); Stewart CuUn, Korean Games (Philadel-

phia, 1895); Curzon, Problems of the Far East (London, 1S9O);

Dallet, Histoire de Viglise de Korie (2 vols., Paris, 1874) 'J, S. Gale,

Korean Sketches (Edinburgh, 1898); W. E, Griffis, The Hermit
Nation (8th and revised edition, New York, 1907); H. Hamel,
Relation du naufrage d’un vaisseau HalindcdSy &>c.y tfoduite du
Flamond par M. MinutoH (Paris, 1670); Okoji Hidemoto, Der
Feldzug der Japanir gegen Korea im Jahre 7497, translated from

J

apanese by Professor von Pfizmaier (2 vols., Vienna, 187^); M.

ametel, “ La Kor6e : ses ressources, son avenir commercial,"VEcono-

mists franpaise (Paris, July 1881); Percival Lowell, Chosdn : The
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Land of the Morning Calm (London, Boston. 1886); L. J. Miln,

Qiunnt A'orca (Harper, New York, 1895]; V. aelagnorie, La JCarie

indtpendanit^ russe ou faponaise? (Pans, j. Ross, Kofroa:

Its History, Manners and Cnsioms (Paisley, 1880)
;
W, H. Wilkinson,

The Korean Government : Constitutional Changes in Korea during the

period 2jrd July 18(^4—joth June t8<^ (Shanghai, 1896); A. Hamil-
ton, Korea (London, 1903) ; C- J. H. Taylor, Koreans at Home (Lon-
don, 1904); E. Boudaret,' Ln Corie (Paris, 1904); Laurent-Cr^mazy,
Le Code pincU de la Corie (Paris, 1904) ;

G. T. Ladd, In Korea mth
Marquis ltd (London, 1908^ ;

Dictionaries and vocabularies by W. F.

Myers (English secretary of Legation at Peking), the French mission-

aries, and others, were* supersiwled in* 1898 by a large and learned

volume by the Rev J. S. Gale, a Presbyterian missionary, who
devoted some years to the work. On geology, see C. Gottsche,

Geologische Skizze von Korea," Sits, preuss. Akad. Wiss, (Berlin,

Jahrg. 1886, pp. 857-873, PI. -^ii.). A summary of this paper, with a
reproduction of the map, is given by L. Pervinqui6re in Rev. set.,

Paris, 5th series, vol. i. (1904)1 PP- 545-552- (!• L- *> O. j . R. H.)

KOREA, a tributary state of India, transferred from Bengal

to the Central Provinces in 1905; area, 1631 sq. m.; pop. (1901),

35,113, or only 22 persons per .sq. m.; estimated revenue, £1200.

It consists of an elevated table-land, with hills rising to above

3000 ft. Such traffic as there is is carried by means of pack-

bullocks.

KORESHAN BCCLESIA, THE, or Churc h Archtriumphant,

a communistic body, founded by Cyrus K. Teed, a medicid

practitioner, who w’as bora at Utica, New York, in 1839. Teed

was regarded by his adherents as “ the new Messiah now^ in the

World,” and many other extravagant views both in science and

economics are held by them. Two communities were founded :

in Chicago (1886) and at Estero, in Lee county, Florida (1894),

where in 1903 the Chicago community removed. Their name
is derived from Koresh, the Hebrew^ form of Cyru.s, and they

have a journal, The Flaming Sword.

KORIN, OGATA (r. 1657-1716), Japanese painter and lac-

querer, was bora at KotO, the son of a wealthy merchant who.

had a taste for the arts and is said to have given his son some

elementary instruction therein. Korin also studied under

Soken Yamamoto, Kano Tsunenobu and Gukei Sumiyoshi;

and he was greatly influenced by his predecessors Koyetsu

and Sotatsu. On arriving at maturity, however, he broke

away from all tradition, and developed a very original and
quite distinctive style of his own, both in painting and in the

decoration of lacquer. The characteristic of this is a bold

impressionism, w'hich is expressed in few and simple highly

idealized forms, with an absolute disregard either of realism or

of the usual conventions. In lacquer Korinas use of white

metals and of mother-of-pearl is notable *, but herein he followed

KOyetsu. Korin died on the 2nd of June 1716, at the age of

fifty-nine. His chief pupils were Kagei 'J’atebashi and Shiko

Watanablc; but the present knowledge and appreciation of

his work are largely due to the effort.s of Hoitsu Sakai, who
brought about a revival of Korin’s style.

See A. Morrison, The Painters of Japan (1902) ;
S. Tajiina, Master-

pieces selected from the Kdrin School (1^3); S. HOitsu, I'fw 100
Designs by Kdrin (1815) and More Designs by Kdrin (1820).

(E. F. S
KORKUS, an aboriginal tribe of India, dwelling on the Satpura

hills in the Central Provinces. They are of interest as being the

westernmost representatives of the Munda family of speech.

They are rapidly becoming Hinduized, as may be gathered from

the figures of the census of 1901, which show 140,000 Korkus by

race, but only 88,000 speakers of the Korku language.

KORHOCZBAirYA (German, Kremnitz), an old mining town,

in the county of Bars, in Hungary, 158 m. N. of Budapest by

rail. Pop. (1900), 4299. It is situated in a deep valley in the

Hungarian Ore Mountains region. Among its principal build-

ings are the castle, several Roman Catholic (from the 13th and

14th centuries) and Lutheran churches, a Franciscan monastery

(founded ^634), the town hall, and the mint where the celebrated

Kremnitz gold ducats were formerly struck. The bulk of the

inhabitants find employment in connexion with the gold and

silver mines. By means of a tunnel 9 m. in length, con-

structed in 1851-1852, the water is drained off from the mines

into the river Gran. According to tradition, KormtebAnya was

founded in the 8th century by Saxons. The place is mentioned

in documents in 1317, and became a royal free town in 1328,

being therefore one of the oldq^t free towns in Hungary.

KORMER, KARL THEODOR (1791-1813), German poet and'

patriot, often callei the German “ Tyrtaeus,” was bom at

Dresden on the 23rd of September 1791. His father, Christian

Gottfried Korner ^1756-1831), a distinguished Saxon jurist, was
Schiller’s most intimate friend. He was educated at the Kreuz-

schule in Dresden and entered at the age of seventeen the mining

academy at Freiburg in Saxony, w^hcre he remained two years.

Here he occupied himself less with science than with verse, a

collection of which appeared under the title Knospen in 1810.

In this year he went to the university of Leipzig, in order to

study law; but he became involved in a serious conflict with the

police and was obliged to continue his studies in Berlin. In

August 1811 Korner went to Vienna, where he devoted himself

entirely to literary pursuits; he became engaged to the actress

Antonie Adamberger, and, after the success of several plays pro-

duced in 1812, he was appointed poet to the Hofburgtheater.

When the German nation rose against the French yoke, in 1813,

Korner gave up all his prospects at Vienna and joined Liitzow’s

famous corps of volunteers at Breslau. On his march to Leipzig

he passed through Dresden, where he issued his spirited Aufruf
an die Sachsen, in which he called upon his countrymen to rise

against their oppressors. He became lieutenant towards the

end of April, and took part in a skirmish at Kitzen near Leipzig

on the 7th of June, when he wa.s severely wounded? After being

nursed by friend.s at I.,eipzig and Carlsbad, he rejoined his corps

and fell in an engagement outside a wood near Gadebusch m
Mecklenburg on the 26th of August 1813. He was buried by his >

comrades under an oak close to the village of Wobbelin, where

there is a monument to him.

The abiding interest in Korner is patriotic and political rather

than literary. His fame as a poet rests upon his^triotic lyrics,

which were published by his father under the title Leier und

Schwert in 1814. These songs, which fired-the poet’s comrades

to deeds of heroism in 1813, bear eloquent testimony to the,

intensity of the national feeling against Napoleon, but judged

as literature they contain more bomba.st than poetry. Among
the best known are Liitzow’s wilde verwegene Jagd,” “ Gebet

wahrend' der Schlacht ” (set to music by Weber) and “ Das
Schwertlied.” This last was written immediately before his

death, and the last stanza added on the fatal morning. As a

dramatist Korner was remarkably prolific, but hi.s comedies

hardly touch the level of Kotzebue’s and his tragedies, of which

the best is Zriwy (1814), are rhetorical imitations of Schiller’s.

His work.s have pas.sed through many editions. Among the more
recent are; Samtliche Werke (Stuttgart, 1890), edited by Adolf
Stern; by H. Zimmer (2 vols., Leipzig, 1893) and by E. Goetze
(Berlin, 1900). The most valuable contributions to our knowledge
of the poet have been furnished by £. Peschel, the founder and direc-

tor of the Korner Museum in Dresden, in Theodor Kdmers Tagebuch
und Kriegslieder, aus dem Jahre j8/j (Freiburg, 1893), and, in

conjunction with E. Wildenow, Theodor Kdmer und die Seinen
(Leipzig, 1898).

*

KORNEUBURG, a town of Austria, in Lower Austria, 9 m.
N.W. of Vienna by rail. Pop. (1900), 8298. It is situated on
the left bank of the Danube, opposite Klosterneuburg.* It is a
steamship station and an important emporium of the salt and
corn trade. The industry comprises the manufacture of coarse

textiles, pasteboard, &c. Its charter as a town dates from 1298,

and it was a much frequented market in the preceding century.

At the beginning of the 15th century it was surrounded by walls,

and in 1450 a fortress was erected. It was frequently involved

in the conflict between the Hungarian king Matthias Corvinus

and the emperor Frederick William IIL, and also during the

Thirty Years’ War.

KOROCHA, a town of central Russia, in the government of

Kursk, 75 m. S.S.E. of the city of Kursk, on the Korocha river.

Pop. (1897), 14,405. Its inhabitants live by gardening, export-

ing large quantities of dried cherries, by making candles and
leather, and by trade; the merchants purchase cattle, grain and
salt in the ^th and send them to Moscow. Founded in 1638,

Korocha was formerly a small fort intended to chedk tht Tatar
invasions.
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KORSOB, a seaport of Denmark, in the amt (county) of the

island of Zealand, 69 m. by rail,W.S.W. of Cq>enhagen, on the

east shore of the Great Belt. Pop. (1901), 6054. The harbour,

which is formed by a bay of the Baltic, hal a depth throug^ut

of 20 ft. It is the point of departure and arrival of the steam

ferry to Nyborg on Kiinen, lymg on the Hitmburg, Schleswig,

Frcdericia and Copenhagen route. There is also regular com-

munication by water with Kiel. The chief exports are fish,

cereals, I>acon; imports, petroleum and coal. A market town

since the 14th century, Korsor has ruins of an old fortified castle,

on the south side of the channel, dating fron the T4th and 17th

centuries.

KORTCHA (Slavonic, Goriiza or Koritza), a city of Albania,

European Turkey, in tie vilayet of lannina, in a wide plain

watered by the Devoi and Dunavitza rivers, and surrounded by

mountains on every side except the north, where Lake M.alik

constitutes the buundur>\ Pop. (1^905), about 10,000, including

Greeks, Albanians and Slavs. Koftcha is the see of an Orthodox

Greek metropolitan, whose large cathedral is richly decorated in

the interior with jjaintings and statues. The Kortcha school

for girls, conducted by American missionaries, is the only educa-

tional establishment in which -the Turkish government permits

the use of Albanian as the language of instruction. The local

trade is chiefly agrit^ultural.

KORYAKS* a Mongoloid people of north-eastern Siberia, in-

habiting the coast-lands of the Bering Sea to the south of the

Anadyr basin and the country to the immediate north of the

Kamchatka Peninsula, the southernmost limit of their range

being Tigilsk. They are akin to the Chukcliis, whom they closely

resemble in physique and in manner of life. Thus they are

divided into the settled fishing tribes and the nomad reindeer

breeders and hunters. The former are described as being more
morally and physically degraded even tlian the Chukchis, and
hopelessly poor. The Kor>'aks of the interior, on the other hand,

still own enormous reindeer herds, to which they are so attached

that they refuse to part with an animal to a stranger at any price.

They are in disposition brave, intelligent and self-reliant, and
recognize no master. They have ever tenaciously resisted

Russian aggression, and in their fights with the Cossacks have
proved themselves rec^klcssly brave. When outnumbered they

would kill their women and children, set fire to their homes, and
die fighting. Families usually gather in groups, of sixes or .seven.s,

forming miniature states, in which the nominal chief has no
predominating authority, but all are equal. The Koryaks are

polygamous, earning their wives by working for tlieir fathers-in-

law. The women and cliildren are treated well, and Koryak
courtesy and hospitality are proverbial. The chief wedding
ceremony is a forcible abduction of the bride. They kill the

aged and infirm, in the belief that thu.s to save them from pro-

tracted sufferings is the highest proof of affection. The victims

choo.se their mode of death, and young Koryaks practise the

art of giving the fatal blow quickly and mercifully. Infanticide

was formerly common, and one of twins was always sacrificed.

They bum their dead. The prevailing religion is Shamanism;
sacrifices are made to evil spirits, the heads of the victims being

placed 611 stones facing east.

See G. Kentian, Tent Life in Siberia (1871); t^^ber die Koriaken
u. ihnen nahe >erwandten Tchouktehen,*' in BtU. Acad. Sc. St.

Petersburg, xii. 90.

KOSCIUSOO, the highest mountain in Australia, in the range

of the Australian Alps, towards the south-eastern extremity of

New South Wales. Its height is 7328 ft. An adjacent peak to

the south, Mueller’s Peak,^long considered the highest in the con-

tinent, is 7268 ft. high. A meteorological station waa established

on Kosciusco in 1897.

K0501USZKO, TAMUSZ ANDRZEJ BONAWENTDRA
(1746-1817), Polish soldier and statesman, the son of Ludwik
Kosciuszko, sword-bearer of the palatinate of Brzesc, and Tekla
Ratomska, was bom in the village of Mereczowszczyno. After
being educated at home he entered the corps of cadets at Warsaw,
where his unusual ability and energy attracted the notice of

Prince Adam Casimir Czartoryski, by whose influence in 1769 he

was sent abroad at the exipense of the state to complete his military

education. In Germany, Italy and France he studied diligently,

completing his cour^ at Brest, where he learnt fortification and

naval tactics, returning to Poland in 1774 witlktherank of captain

of artillery. While engaged in teaching the daughters of the

Grand Hetman, Sosnow'ski of Sosnowica, drawing and mathe-

matics, he fell in love with the youngest of them, Ludwika, and
not venturing to hope for the consent of her father, the lovers

resolved to fly and be married privately. Before they could

accomplish their design, however, the wooer was attacked by
Sosnowski^s retainers, but defended himself valiantly till, covered

with wounds, he was ejected from the house. This was in 1 776.

Equally unfortunate was Kosciuszko’s wooing of TeklaZurowska
in 1791, the father of the lady in this cause adso refusing his consent.

In the interval between these amorous episodes Kosciuszko

won his spurs in the New World. In .1776 he entered the army
of the United States as a volunteer, and brilliantly distinguished

himself, especially at York Town and during the siege of New
York. \\'a^ington promoted Kosciuszko to the rank of a colonel

of artillery and made him his adjutant. His humanity and charm
of manner made him moreover one of the most popular of the

American officers. In 1783 Kosciuszkio was rewarded for his

services and his devotion to the cause of American independence

with the order of Cincinnati, tlie priviJege.of American citizenship,

a considerable annual pension with landed estates, and the rank

of brigadier-general, which he retained in the Polish service.

In the war following upon the proclamation of the constitution

of the 3rd of May 3 791 and the formation of the reactionary Con-

federation of Targowica (see Poland : History), Kosciuszko took

a leading part. As the commander of a division under Prince

Joseph Poniatowski he distinguished himself at the battle of

Zielence in 1 792, and at Dubienka (July j 8) with 4000 men and
10 guns defended the line of the Bug for five days against the

Russians with 18,000 men and 60 guns, subsequently retiring

uponWarsaw unmolested . When the king acceded to Hie Targo-

wicians, Kosciuszko with many other Polish generals threw up
his commission and retired to Leipzig, which speedily became the

centre of the Polish emigration. In January 1 703, provided with

letters of introduction fron the French agent Perandier, Kosciu-

szko went on a political mission to Paris to induce the revolution-

ary government to espouse the cause of Poland. In return for

assistance he promised to make the future government of Poland

as close a copy of the Frendi government as possible; but the

JacohiiLs, already intent on detaching Prussia from the anti-

French coalition, had no serious intention of figliling Poland’s

battles. The fact that Kosciuszko’s visit synchronized with the

execution of Ixiuis XVI. subsequently gave the enemies of Poland

a plausible pretext for accusing her of Jacobinism, and thu.s pre-

judicing Europe against her. On his return to Leipzig Kosdu-
szko was invited by the Polish insurgents to take the cornmand
of the national armies, with dictatorial power. He hesitated at

first, well aware that a rising in the circumstances was premature.
“ I will have nothing to do with Cossack raiding,” he replied; if

war we have, it must be a regular war.” He also insisted that

the war must be conducted on the model of the American War of

Independence, and settled down in the neighbourhood of Cracow
to await events. When, however, he heard that the insurrection

had already broken out, and that the Russian armies were con-

centrating to crush it, Kosciuszko hesitated no longer, but

hastened to Cracow, which he reached on the 23rd of March. 1794.
On the following day his arms were consecrated according to

ancient custom at the church of the Capucins, by way of giving

the insurrection a religious sanction incompatible with Jacobin-
ism. The same day, amidst a vast concourse of people in the

market-place, Kosciuszko took an oath of fidelity to the Polish

nation; swore to wage war against the enemies of his country;

but protested at the same time that he would fight only for the

independence and territorial integrity of Poland.

The insurrection had from the first a purely popular character,

We find none of the great historic names of Poland in the lists

of the original confederates. For the most part the confederates

of Kosciuszko were small squires, traders, peasants and men of
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low deprce generally. Yet the comparatively few gentlemen
who joined the movement sacrificed eveiytjung to it. Thus, to

take but a single instance, Karol Prozor lold the whole of his

ancestral estates and thus contributed 1,000,000 thalers to the
cause. From the S4th of March to the 1st of April Kosciuszko
remained at Cracow organizing his forces. On the 3rd of April

at Raclawice, with 4000 regiilars^Aiid aooo peasants armed only

with scythes and pikes, and next to no artillery, he defeat^ the

Russians, who had 5000 veterans and 30 guns. This victory had
an immense moral (Sect, and brought into the Polish campcrowds
of waverers to what had at first seemed a desperate cause. For
the next two months Kosciuszko remained on the defensive near

Sandomir. He durst not ri^ another engagement with the only

army which Poland so far possessed, and he had neither money,
officers nor artillery. The country, harried incessantly during

the kst two years, was in a pitiable condition. There was nothing

to feed the troops in the very provinces they occupied, and pro-

visions had to be imported from Galicia. Money could only be

obtained by such desperate expedients as the melting of the plate

of the churches and monasteries, which was brought in to Kos-
ciuszko’s camp at Pinezow and subsequently coined at Warsaw,
minus the royal effig}^ with the inscription :

“ Freedom, Integrity

and Independence of the Republic, 1794.’' Moreover, Poland
was unprepared. Most of the regular troops were incorporated

in the Russian army, from which it was very difficult to break

away, and until these soldiers came in Kosciuszko had principally

to cleprnd on the valour of his scythemen. But in the month of

April the whole situation improved. On the 17th of that month
the 2000 Polish troops in Warsaw expelled the Russian garrison

afier days of street fighting, chiefly through the ability of General

Mokronowbki, and a provisional government was formed. Five

days later Jakob Jasinski drove the Russians from Wilna.

By this time Kosciuszko’s forceps had risen to 14,000, of whom
10.000 were regulars, and he was thus able to resume the offensive.

He had carefully avoided doing anything to provoke Austria or

Prussia, The former was described in his manifestoes as a

potential friend
;
the latter he never alluded to as an enemy.

“ Remember,” he wrote, “ that the only war we have upon our
hands is war to the death against the Muscovite tyranny.’’

Nevertheless Austria remained suspicious and obstructive; and
the Prussians, while professing neutrality, very speedily effected

a junction with the Russian forces. This Kosciimko, misled by
the treacherous assurances of P'rederick William’s ministers,

never anticipated, when on the 4th of June he inarched

against General Denisov. He encountered the enemy on
the 5th of June at Szczekociny, and then discovered that his

14.000 men had to do not merely with a Russian division but

with the combined forces of Russia and Prussia, numbering

25.000 men. Nevertheless, the Poles acquitted themselves man-
fully, and at dusk retreated in perfect order upon Warsaw un-

pursued. Yet their losses had been terrible, and of the six

Polish generals present three, whose loss proved to be irreparable,

were slain, and two of the others were seriously wounded. A
week later another Polish division was defeated at Kholm;
Cracow was taken by the Prussians cn the 22nd of June; and
the mob at Warsaw broke upon the gaok and murdered the

political prisoners in cold blood. Kosciuszko summarily

punished the ringleaders of the massacres <«nd had 10,000 of

the rank and file drafted into his camp, which measures had a
quieting effect. But now dissensions broke out among the

members of the Polish government, and it required all the tact

of Kosciuszko to restore order amidst this chaos of suspicions

and recriminations. At this very time too he had need of all

his ability and resource to meet the external foes of Poland. On
the 9th of July Warsaw was invested by Frederick William of

Prussia with an army of 35,000 men and 179 guns, and the

Russian psneral Fersen with 16,000 men and 74 guns, while a

third force of r1,000 occupied the right hank of the Vistula,

i^ciuszko for the defence of the city and its outlying fortifica-

tions could dispose of 35,000 men, of whom 10,000 were regulars.

But the position, defended by 200 inferior guns, was a strong

:one, and the valour of the Poles and the engineering skill of

9*5
Kosciuszko, who was nowin his element, frustrated all iheefforts

of the enemy. Two unsuccessful assaults were made upon tl^
Polish positions on the 26th of August and the 1st of September,
andon the 6th the Pnissians, alanii^ by the progress ofthePolish
arms in Great Poland, where Jan Henryk Dabrowski c^tured
the Prussian formss of Bydogoizcz and compelled General
Schwerin with his ao^ooo men to retire upon Kalisz, raised the
siege. Elsewhere, indeed, after a brief triumph the Poles were
everywhere worsted, and Suvarov, after driving them before him
out of Lithuania was advancing by forced marobes upon Warsaw.
Even now, however, the situation was not desperate, for the
Polish forces were still numerically superior to the Russian.

But the Polish generals proved unequal to (Carrying out the plans

of the dictator; they allowed themselves to be beaten in detail,

and could not prevent the junction of Suvarov and Fersen.

Kosciuszko himself, relying on the support of Poninski’s division

4 m. away, attacked Fersen at Maciejowice on the roth of

October. But Poninski never appeared, and after a bloody
encounter the Polish army of 7000 was almost annihilated Ity

the 16,000 Russians
;
and Kosciuszko, seriously wounded and

insensible, was made a prisoner on the field of battle. The long

credited story that he cried Finis Poloniae !
” as he fell is a

fiction.

Kosciuszko was conveyed to Russia, where he remained till

the accession of Paul in 1796. On his return the iqth of

December 1796 he paid a second visit to America, and lived at

Philadelphia till May 1798, when he w ent to Paris, where the First

Consul earnestly invited his co-operation against the Allies. But
he refused to draw his sword unless Napoleon undertook to give

riie restoration of Poland a leading place in his plans; and to

this, os he no doubt foresaw,Bonaparte would not consent. Again

and again he received offers of high commands in the French
-army, but he kept aloof from public life in his house at Berviile,

near Paris, where the emptrov Alexander visited him in 1814.

At the Congress of Vienna his importunities an behalf of Poland

finally wearied Alexander, who preferred to follow the counsels of

'

Czartoryski; and Kosciuszko retired to Solothurn, where he

lived with his friend Zeltner. Shortly before his death, on the

2nd of April j8i 7, he emancipated his serfs, insisting only on the

maintenance of schools on the liberated estates. His remains

were carried to Cracow and buried in the cathedral; while the

people, reviving an ancient custom, raised a huge mound to his

memory near the city.

Kosciuszko was essentially a democrat^but a democrat of the

school of Jefferson and Lafayette. He maintained that the

republic could only be regenerated on the basis of absolute liberty

and equality before the law
;
but in this respect he was iEar in

advance of his age, and the aristocratic prejudices of his country-

men compelled him to resort to half measures. He wrote

Manamvres of Horse Artillery (New York, 1808) and a descrip-

tion of the campaign of 1 792 (in vol. xvL of E. Raezynski’s Sketch

of the Pates and Poland (Posen, 1843). •

See Jozef Zajaezek, History of the RevoiuHon of 1794 (Pol.) (Lem-
berg, 1881).; Leonard Jakob Borejko Chodzko, Biographie du giadral

Kosciuszko (Fontainebleau, 1837); Karol Falkensteih, Thaddaus
Kosciuszko (2nd ed., Leipzig, 1834; Frenth ed., Paris, T830); Antoni
Cholonic^vski, Tadensz Kostnussko (Pol.) (Lemberg, i9ot)

;
Franeisz^

Rvchlidki, T. Kosciuszko and the Partition of Poland (Pob) (Cracow,

1875). N. B.)

KOSEN, a village and summer resort of Germany, in the

Prussian province of Saxony, 33m. by rail S.by W, of Halle, on the

Saale. Pop. (1905), 2990. The town has a mineral spring, which

is used for bathing, being efficacious for rheumatism and other

complaints. Kosen, which became a town in 1869, has large

mill-works; it has a trade in wood and wine. On^the adjacent

Rudelsburg, where there is a ruined castle, the^Gennan students

have erected a monument to their comrades who fell m 4he

Fmneo-German War of r87o-7i. Hereon are also 'memorials to

Bismarck and to the emperor William I. The town is famous

as the central meeting-^ace of the German students* corps,

which hold an annual congress here every Whitsuntide.

Sec Techow, FUhrer dureh Kdson und Umgegeni {Kdoen, 18B9);

and Rosenberg, KCten (Natrmbtmg, 1877).
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KORSOB, a seaport of Denmark, in the amt (county) of the

island of Zealand, 69 m. by rail,W.S.W. of Cq>enhagen, on the

east shore of the Great Belt. Pop. (1901), 6054. The harbour,

which is formed by a bay of the Baltic, hal a depth throug^ut

of 20 ft. It is the point of departure and arrival of the steam

ferry to Nyborg on Kiinen, lymg on the Hitmburg, Schleswig,

Frcdericia and Copenhagen route. There is also regular com-

munication by water with Kiel. The chief exports are fish,

cereals, I>acon; imports, petroleum and coal. A market town

since the 14th century, Korsor has ruins of an old fortified castle,

on the south side of the channel, dating fron the T4th and 17th

centuries.

KORTCHA (Slavonic, Goriiza or Koritza), a city of Albania,

European Turkey, in tie vilayet of lannina, in a wide plain

watered by the Devoi and Dunavitza rivers, and surrounded by

mountains on every side except the north, where Lake M.alik

constitutes the buundur>\ Pop. (1^905), about 10,000, including

Greeks, Albanians and Slavs. Koftcha is the see of an Orthodox

Greek metropolitan, whose large cathedral is richly decorated in

the interior with jjaintings and statues. The Kortcha school

for girls, conducted by American missionaries, is the only educa-

tional establishment in which -the Turkish government permits

the use of Albanian as the language of instruction. The local

trade is chiefly agrit^ultural.

KORYAKS* a Mongoloid people of north-eastern Siberia, in-

habiting the coast-lands of the Bering Sea to the south of the

Anadyr basin and the country to the immediate north of the

Kamchatka Peninsula, the southernmost limit of their range

being Tigilsk. They are akin to the Chukcliis, whom they closely

resemble in physique and in manner of life. Thus they are

divided into the settled fishing tribes and the nomad reindeer

breeders and hunters. The former are described as being more
morally and physically degraded even tlian the Chukchis, and
hopelessly poor. The Kor>'aks of the interior, on the other hand,

still own enormous reindeer herds, to which they are so attached

that they refuse to part with an animal to a stranger at any price.

They are in disposition brave, intelligent and self-reliant, and
recognize no master. They have ever tenaciously resisted

Russian aggression, and in their fights with the Cossacks have
proved themselves rec^klcssly brave. When outnumbered they

would kill their women and children, set fire to their homes, and
die fighting. Families usually gather in groups, of sixes or .seven.s,

forming miniature states, in which the nominal chief has no
predominating authority, but all are equal. The Koryaks are

polygamous, earning their wives by working for tlieir fathers-in-

law. The women and cliildren are treated well, and Koryak
courtesy and hospitality are proverbial. The chief wedding
ceremony is a forcible abduction of the bride. They kill the

aged and infirm, in the belief that thu.s to save them from pro-

tracted sufferings is the highest proof of affection. The victims

choo.se their mode of death, and young Koryaks practise the

art of giving the fatal blow quickly and mercifully. Infanticide

was formerly common, and one of twins was always sacrificed.

They bum their dead. The prevailing religion is Shamanism;
sacrifices are made to evil spirits, the heads of the victims being

placed 611 stones facing east.

See G. Kentian, Tent Life in Siberia (1871); t^^ber die Koriaken
u. ihnen nahe >erwandten Tchouktehen,*' in BtU. Acad. Sc. St.

Petersburg, xii. 90.

KOSCIUSOO, the highest mountain in Australia, in the range

of the Australian Alps, towards the south-eastern extremity of

New South Wales. Its height is 7328 ft. An adjacent peak to

the south, Mueller’s Peak,^long considered the highest in the con-

tinent, is 7268 ft. high. A meteorological station waa established

on Kosciusco in 1897.

K0501USZKO, TAMUSZ ANDRZEJ BONAWENTDRA
(1746-1817), Polish soldier and statesman, the son of Ludwik
Kosciuszko, sword-bearer of the palatinate of Brzesc, and Tekla
Ratomska, was bom in the village of Mereczowszczyno. After
being educated at home he entered the corps of cadets at Warsaw,
where his unusual ability and energy attracted the notice of

Prince Adam Casimir Czartoryski, by whose influence in 1769 he

was sent abroad at the exipense of the state to complete his military

education. In Germany, Italy and France he studied diligently,

completing his cour^ at Brest, where he learnt fortification and

naval tactics, returning to Poland in 1774 witlktherank of captain

of artillery. While engaged in teaching the daughters of the

Grand Hetman, Sosnow'ski of Sosnowica, drawing and mathe-

matics, he fell in love with the youngest of them, Ludwika, and
not venturing to hope for the consent of her father, the lovers

resolved to fly and be married privately. Before they could

accomplish their design, however, the wooer was attacked by
Sosnowski^s retainers, but defended himself valiantly till, covered

with wounds, he was ejected from the house. This was in 1 776.

Equally unfortunate was Kosciuszko’s wooing of TeklaZurowska
in 1791, the father of the lady in this cause adso refusing his consent.

In the interval between these amorous episodes Kosciuszko

won his spurs in the New World. In .1776 he entered the army
of the United States as a volunteer, and brilliantly distinguished

himself, especially at York Town and during the siege of New
York. \\'a^ington promoted Kosciuszko to the rank of a colonel

of artillery and made him his adjutant. His humanity and charm
of manner made him moreover one of the most popular of the

American officers. In 1783 Kosciuszkio was rewarded for his

services and his devotion to the cause of American independence

with the order of Cincinnati, tlie priviJege.of American citizenship,

a considerable annual pension with landed estates, and the rank

of brigadier-general, which he retained in the Polish service.

In the war following upon the proclamation of the constitution

of the 3rd of May 3 791 and the formation of the reactionary Con-

federation of Targowica (see Poland : History), Kosciuszko took

a leading part. As the commander of a division under Prince

Joseph Poniatowski he distinguished himself at the battle of

Zielence in 1 792, and at Dubienka (July j 8) with 4000 men and
10 guns defended the line of the Bug for five days against the

Russians with 18,000 men and 60 guns, subsequently retiring

uponWarsaw unmolested . When the king acceded to Hie Targo-

wicians, Kosciuszko with many other Polish generals threw up
his commission and retired to Leipzig, which speedily became the

centre of the Polish emigration. In January 1 703, provided with

letters of introduction fron the French agent Perandier, Kosciu-

szko went on a political mission to Paris to induce the revolution-

ary government to espouse the cause of Poland. In return for

assistance he promised to make the future government of Poland

as close a copy of the Frendi government as possible; but the

JacohiiLs, already intent on detaching Prussia from the anti-

French coalition, had no serious intention of figliling Poland’s

battles. The fact that Kosciuszko’s visit synchronized with the

execution of Ixiuis XVI. subsequently gave the enemies of Poland

a plausible pretext for accusing her of Jacobinism, and thu.s pre-

judicing Europe against her. On his return to Leipzig Kosdu-
szko was invited by the Polish insurgents to take the cornmand
of the national armies, with dictatorial power. He hesitated at

first, well aware that a rising in the circumstances was premature.
“ I will have nothing to do with Cossack raiding,” he replied; if

war we have, it must be a regular war.” He also insisted that

the war must be conducted on the model of the American War of

Independence, and settled down in the neighbourhood of Cracow
to await events. When, however, he heard that the insurrection

had already broken out, and that the Russian armies were con-

centrating to crush it, Kosciuszko hesitated no longer, but

hastened to Cracow, which he reached on the 23rd of March. 1794.
On the following day his arms were consecrated according to

ancient custom at the church of the Capucins, by way of giving

the insurrection a religious sanction incompatible with Jacobin-
ism. The same day, amidst a vast concourse of people in the

market-place, Kosciuszko took an oath of fidelity to the Polish

nation; swore to wage war against the enemies of his country;

but protested at the same time that he would fight only for the

independence and territorial integrity of Poland.

The insurrection had from the first a purely popular character,

We find none of the great historic names of Poland in the lists

of the original confederates. For the most part the confederates

of Kosciuszko were small squires, traders, peasants and men of
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importance which they had not had when each was ignorant of
the proceedings of the others. The fact th^ he embellished with
his own great literary ability the speeches of the Liberals and
Reformers only added to the influence of his news-letters. The
government in vain attempted to suppress the letters, and other

means having failed, he was in May 1837, with Weszelenyi and
several others, arrested on a charge of high treason. After

spending a year in prison at Ofen, he was tried and condemned
to four more years’ imprisonment. , His confinement was strict

and injured his health, but he was allowed the use of books. He
greatly increased his political information, and also acquired,

from the study of the Bible and Shakespeare, a wonderful know-
ledge of English. His arresf had caused great indignation. The
Diet, which met in 1839, supported the agitation for the release of

the prisoners, and refused to pass any government measures;

Mettemich long remained obdurate, but the danger of war in

1840 obliged him to give way. Immediately after hi.s release

Kossuth married Teresa Meszleny, a Catholic, who during his

prison days had shown great interest in him. Henceforward
she strongly urged him on in his political career; and it was the

refusal of the Roman priests to bless their > union that

first prompted Kossuth to take up the defence of mixed
marriages.

He had now become a popular leader. As soon as his

health was restored he was appointed (January 1841) editor of the

Pesti Hirlapf the newly founded organ of the party. Strangely

enough, the government did not refuse its consent. The success

of the paper was unprecedented. The circulation soon reached

what was then the immense figure of 7000. The attempts of

the government to counteract his influence by founding a rival

paper, the Ti/ag, only increased his importance and added to

the political excitement. 'Ihe warning of the great reformer

Szechenyi that by his appeal to the passions of the people he

was leading the nation to revolution was neglected. Kossuth,

indeed, was not content with advocating those reforms—^the

abolition of entail, the abolition of feudal burdens, taxation of

the nobles—^which were demanded by all the Liberals. By in-

sisting on the superiority of the Magyars to the Slavonic inhabi-

tants of Hungary, by his violent attacks on Austria (he already

discujised the possibility of a breach with Austria), he raised the

national pride to a dangerous pitch. At last, in 1844, the gov-

ernment succeeded in breaking his connexion with the paper.

The proprietor, in obedience to orders from Vienna (this seems

the most probable account), took advantage of a dispute about

salary to dismiss him. He then applied for permission to start

a paper of his own. In a personal interview Mettemich offered

to take him into the government service. The offer was refused,

and for three years he was without a regular position. He con-

tinued the agitation with the object of attaining both the political

and commercial independence of Hungary. He adopted the

economic principles of J.ist, and founded a society, the “ Vede-

gylet,” the members of which were to consume none but home
produce. He advocated the creation of a Hungarian port at

Fiume. With the autumn of 1847 the great opportunity of his

life came. Supported by the influence of Louis Batthyany,

after a keenly fought struggle he was elected member for Buda-

pest in the new Diet. “ Now that I am a deputy, 1 will cease

to be an agitator,” he said. He at once became chief leader of

the Extreme Liberals. Deak was absent. Batthyany, Szechenyi,

Szemere, Eotvos, his rivals, saw how his intense personal ambition

and egoism led him always to assume the chief place, and to use

his parliamentary position to establish himself as leader of the

nation; but before his eloquence and energy all apprehensions

were useless. His eloquence was of that nature, in its im-

passioned appeals to the strongest emotions, that it required for

its full tSpQt the highest themes and the most dramatic situations.

In a time of rest, though he could never have been obscure,

he would never have attained the highest power. It was there-

fore a necessity of his nature, perhaps unconsciously, always

to drive things to a crisis. The crisis came, and he used it to

the fuU.

On the 3rd of March 1848, as soon as the news of therevolution

in P^is had arrived, in a speech of surpassing power he
parliamentary government fgr Hungary and constitutional,
government for the rest of Austria. He appealed to the hope of

the Habsburgs, “our beloved Archduke Francis Joseph,” to
perpetuate the an<jicnt glory of the dynasty by meeting half-way
the aspirations of a free people. He at once became the leader
of the European revolution; his speech was read aloud in the
streets of Vienna to the mob by which Mettemich was overthrown
(March 13), and when a deputation from the Diet visited Vienna
to receive the assent of the emperor to their petition it was
Kossuth who received the chief ovation. Batthyany, who formed
the first responsible ministry, could not refuse to admit Kossuth,
but he gave him the ministry of finance, probably because that

seemed to open to him fewest prospects of engrossing popularity.
If that was the object, it was in vain. With wonderful energy
he began developing the internal resources of the country : he
established a separate Hungarian coinage—as always, using every
means to increase the national self-consciousness; and it was
characteristic that on the new Hungarian notes which he issued

his own name was the mostprominent inscription
; hencethename

of Kossuth Notes, which was long celebrated. A new paper was
started, to which was given the name of Kossuth Hirlapia, so that

from the first it was Kossuth rather than the Palatine or the

president of the ministry whose name was in the minds of the

people associated with the new government. Mych more was
this the case when, in the summer, the dangers from the Croats,

Serbs and the reaction at Vienna increased. In a great speech

of nth July he asked that the nation should arm in self-defence,

and demanded 200,000 men; amid a scene of wild enthusiasm
'

this was granted by acclamation. When Jellachich was march-
ing on Pesth he went from town to town rousing the people to the

defence of the country, and the popular force of Jhe Homed was
his creation. When Batthyany resigned he was appointed with

Szemere to carry on the government provisionally, and at the

end of September he was made President of the Committee of

National Defence. From this time he was in fact, if not in name,'

the dictator. With marvellous energy he kept in his own hands
the direction of the whole government. Not a soldier himself,

he had to control and direct the movements of armies; can we
be surprised if he failed, or if he was unable to keep control over

the generals or to establish that military co-operation so essential

to success ? Especially it was Gorgei {q.v.) whose great abilities

he was the first to recognize, who refused obedience
; the two men

were in truth the very opposite to one andther : the one all feeling,

enthu.siasm, sensibility; the other cold, stoical, reckless of life.

Twice Kossuth deposed him from the command; twice he had to

restore him. It would have been well if Kossuth had had some-

thing more of Gorgei’s calculated ruthlessness, for, as has been

truly said, the revolutionary power he had seized could only be

held by revolutionary means; but he was by nature soft-hearted

and always merciful; though often audacious, he lacked decision

in dealing with men. It h^ been .said that he showed a w<ftit of

personal courage; this is not improbable, the excess of feeling

which made him sogreat an orator could hardly be combined with

the coolness in danger required of a soldier; but no«ne was
able, as he was, to infuse courage into others. During all the

terrible winter which followed, his energy and spirit never failed

him. It was he who overcame the reluctance of the army to

march to tlie relief of Vienna; after the defeat of Schweehat,

at which he was present, he sent Bern to cany on the war in

Transylvania. At the end of the year, when the Austrians were

approaching Pesth, he asked for the mediation of Mr Stiles, the

American envoy. Windischgratz, however, refused all terms,

and the Diet and government fied to Debreeszin, Kossuth taking

with him the regalia of St Stephen, the sacred Palladium of the

Hungarian nation. Immediately after the accession of the

Emperor Francis Joseph all the concessions of March had been

revoked and Kossuth with his colleagues outlawed. In April

1849, when the Hungarians had won many successes, after sound-

ing the army, he issued the celebrated declaration of Eongarian

independence, in which he declared that “ the houseof Habsbuig-

Lorraine, perjured in the sight of God and man, had forfeits
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the Hungarian throne.*^ It was a step charanteristic of his love

for extreme and dramatic action* but it added to the dissensions

between him and those who wished only for^tonomy und^ the

old dynasty, and his enemies did not scruple to accuse him of

aiming at the crown himself. For the time pht future form of

government was left undecided, but Kossuth was appointed

responsible governor. The hopes of ultimate success were frus-

trated by the intervention of Russia
;
all appeals to the western

powers were vain, and on the iith of August Kossuth abdicated

in favour of Wrgei, on the ground that in the last extremity the

general alone could save the nation. How Gorgei used his

authority to surrendcar is well known; the capitulation was indeed

inevitable, but a greater man than Kossuth would not have

avoided the last duty ofconducting the negotiations so as to get

the best terms.

With the capitulation of Villages Kossuth’s career was at an

end. A solitary fugitive, he crosseeVthe Turkish frontier. He was

hospitably received by the Turkish authorities, who, supported

by Great Britain, refused, notwithstanding the threats of the

allied emperors, to surrender him and the othci* fugitives to the

merciless vengeance of the Austrians. In January 1849 he was

removed from Widdin, where he had been kept in honourable

tx)nfinement, to Shumla, and thence to Katahia in A.sia Minor.

Here he was joined by his children, who had been confined at

Pressburg; hi§ wife (a price had been set on her head) had joined

him earlier, having escaped in disguise. In September 1851 he

was liberated and embarked on an American man-of-war. He
first landed at Marseilles, where he received an enthusiastic

welcome from the people, but the prince-president refused to

allow' him to cross France. On the 23rd of October he landed at

Southampton and spent three weeks in England, where he was

the object of extraordinary enthusiasm, equalled only by that

with which Garibaldi was received ten years later. Addresses

were presented to him at Southampton, Birmingham and other

towns; he was officially entertained by the lord mayor of
|

London
;
at each place he pleaded the cause of his unhappy

country. Speaking in English, be displayed an eloquence and

command of the language scarcely excelled by the greatest

orators in their own tongue. The agitation liad no immediate

effect, but the indignation which he aroused against Russian

policy had much to do with the strong anti-Russian feeling which

made the Crimean War possible.

From England he went to the United States of America

:

there his reception was equally enthusiastic, if less dignified ;
an

clement of charlatanism appeared in his words and acts which

soon destroyed his real influence. Other Hungarian exiles pro-

tested against the claim he appeared to make that he was the

one national Itero of the revolution. Count Casimir Batthyany

attacked him in Tke Times

^

and Szemerc, who had been prime

minister under him, published a bitter criticism of his acts and

character, accusing him of arrogance, cowardice and duplicity.

He s6on returned to England, where he lived for eight years in

Close connexion with Mattini, by whom, with some misgiving, he

was persuaded to join the Revolutionary Committee. Quarrels of

a kind only too common an)ong exiles followed
;
the Hungarians

were e.specially offended by his claim still to be called governor.

He watched with anxiety every opportunity of once more freeing

his country from Austria. An attempt to organize a Hungarian

legion duringthe CrimeanWarwas stopped ;.but in 1859 he entered

into negotiations with Napoleon, left England for Italy, and

began the arganization of a.Hungarian legion, which was to make
a dcsccsnt on the coast of Dahnatia. The Peace of Villafranca

made this impossible. From that time he resided in Italy; he

refused to follow the other Hungarian patriots, who, under the

lead ol Deak, aocepted the composition of 1867 ; for him there

could 'be no reconciliation with the house of Habsbutig, nor would

he accept less than full independence and a republic. He would

not avail himself of tlic amnesty, and though elected to the Diet

of 1B67, never took his seat. He never lost the affections of his

countiymen, but he refrained from an attempt to
.
give practical

effect to his opunons, nor did he allow his name, to beoon^ a new
cause of dissension. A law of 167 9, which deprived of citiaenship

all Hungarians who had voluntarily been absent ten years, was a

bitter b&w to him. ^

He died in Turin on the 20th of March 1894 ; his body was taken
to Pesth, where he was buried amid the moifi'ning of the whole

nation, Maurus Jokai delivering the funeral oration, A bronze

statue, erected by public subscription, in the Kerepe-s cenctery,

commemorates Hungary’s purest patriot and greatest orator.

Manv points in Kossuth's career and cliaracter will probably always
remain the subject of controversy. His complete works were pub-
lished in Hungarian at Budapest in 1880-1895. The fullest account
of the Revolution is ^iven in Helfert, Geschichte Oesterreichs (Leip^sig.

i8f>9, &c.), representing the Austrian view, which may be compare
with that of C. Graeza, History of th$ Hungarian IVar of Imepen-
dence^ (in Hungarian) (Budapest, 1894). See E. O. S.,

Hungary and its Revolutions^ with a Memoir of Louis Kossuth (Bohn,

1854); Horvath, .?j Jahre aus der Geschichte Ungarns. iSmj-184:8
(Leipzig,! 8(>7) ;

}Aa.nnctJievolutions of t848-f84g] W.H. Stiles, Austria

in 1848- /8,fQ (New York, 1852) ;
Szemere, Politische CharaMerskizzen

:

IJJ. Kossuth (Hamburg, 1853}; Louis Kossuth, Memoirs of my
Exile (London, 1880); Pulszky, Meine Zeiiy mein Leben (Pressburg

1880); A. Somogyi, Ludwig Kossuth (Berlin, 1894). (J. W. He.)

KOSTER (orCosTBR),LAURENS (c. j 370-1440), Dutch printer,

whose claims to be considered at least one of the inventors of

the art (see Typography) have been recognized by many investi-

gators. His real name was Lauren.s Janssoen—Roster (f.e.

sacristan) being merely the title which he bore as an official of

the great parish church of Haarlem. We find him mentioned

several times between 1417 and 1434 as a member of the great

council, as an assessor (scabinus), and as the city treasurer.

He probably perished in the plague that visited Haarlem in

1439-1440; his widow is mentioned in the latter year. His

descendants, through his daughter Lucia, can be traced down
to 1724.

See Peter Scriver, Heschryminge der Stad Harlem (Haarlem, i()281;

Scheltema, Levenssohsts van Laurens d. Koster (Haarlem, 1834);
Van der Linde, De Haarlemsche Costerlegende (Hague, 1870).

KOSTROMA^ a government of central Russia, surrounded by
those of Vologda, Vyatka, Nizlmiy-Novgorod, Vladimir and
Yaroslav, lying mostly on the left bank of the upper Volga.

It has an area of 32480 .sq. m. Its surface is generally undulat-

ing, with hilly tracts on the right bank of the Volga, and exten-

sive fiat and marshy districts in the east. Rocks of the Permian

.system predominate, though a small tract belongs to the Jurassic,

and both are overlain by thick deposits of Quaternary clays.

The soil in the east is for the most part sand or a sandy clay

;

a few patche.s, however, are fertile Wack earth. Forests, yield-

ing excellent timber for ship-building, and in many cases still

untouched, occupy 61 % of the area of the government. The
export of timber is greatly facilitated by the navigable tributaries

of the Volga, e.g. the Kostroma, Unzha, Neya, Vioksa and

Vetluga. The climate is severe; frosts of -22*" F, are common
in January, and the mean temperature of the year is only 3*1“

(summer, 64*5"; winter, ~i3'3i. The population, which num-
bered 1,176,000 in 1870 and 1,424,171 in 1897, almost entirely

Russian. The estimated population in 1906 was 1,596,700. Out

of 20,000,000 acres, 7,861,500 acres belong to private owners,

6,379,500 to the peasant communities, 3,660,800 to the Crown,

and 1,243,000 to the imperial family. Agriculture is at a low

ebb : only 4,000,000 acres are under crops (rye, oats, wheat and
barley), and the yield of com is insufficient for the wants of the

population. Flax and hops are cultivated to an increasing

extent. But market-gardening is of some importance. Bee-

keeping w!as formerly an important industry The chief articles

of commerce are timber, fuel, pitch, tar^ mu$hroom.s, and

wooden wares for building and household purposes, whidi are

largely manufactured by the peasantry and export to the

steppe governments of the Lower Volga and the Don.

building is abo carried on. Some other small industries, such

os the manufacture of silver and copper wares, leather goo(b,

bast mats and sacks, lace and felt Imots, are carried on in. the

villages
;
but the trade in linen and tofwelli^, formerly the stapk,

is declining. There arc cotton, fiax arid linen milte^ ei^ineering

and chemical works, distilleries, tanneries and paper mills. The
government of Kostroma b divided into to^ve districts, the
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importance which they had not had when each was ignorant of
the proceedings of the others. The fact th^ he embellished with
his own great literary ability the speeches of the Liberals and
Reformers only added to the influence of his news-letters. The
government in vain attempted to suppress the letters, and other

means having failed, he was in May 1837, with Weszelenyi and
several others, arrested on a charge of high treason. After

spending a year in prison at Ofen, he was tried and condemned
to four more years’ imprisonment. , His confinement was strict

and injured his health, but he was allowed the use of books. He
greatly increased his political information, and also acquired,

from the study of the Bible and Shakespeare, a wonderful know-
ledge of English. His arresf had caused great indignation. The
Diet, which met in 1839, supported the agitation for the release of

the prisoners, and refused to pass any government measures;

Mettemich long remained obdurate, but the danger of war in

1840 obliged him to give way. Immediately after hi.s release

Kossuth married Teresa Meszleny, a Catholic, who during his

prison days had shown great interest in him. Henceforward
she strongly urged him on in his political career; and it was the

refusal of the Roman priests to bless their > union that

first prompted Kossuth to take up the defence of mixed
marriages.

He had now become a popular leader. As soon as his

health was restored he was appointed (January 1841) editor of the

Pesti Hirlapf the newly founded organ of the party. Strangely

enough, the government did not refuse its consent. The success

of the paper was unprecedented. The circulation soon reached

what was then the immense figure of 7000. The attempts of

the government to counteract his influence by founding a rival

paper, the Ti/ag, only increased his importance and added to

the political excitement. 'Ihe warning of the great reformer

Szechenyi that by his appeal to the passions of the people he

was leading the nation to revolution was neglected. Kossuth,

indeed, was not content with advocating those reforms—^the

abolition of entail, the abolition of feudal burdens, taxation of

the nobles—^which were demanded by all the Liberals. By in-

sisting on the superiority of the Magyars to the Slavonic inhabi-

tants of Hungary, by his violent attacks on Austria (he already

discujised the possibility of a breach with Austria), he raised the

national pride to a dangerous pitch. At last, in 1844, the gov-

ernment succeeded in breaking his connexion with the paper.

The proprietor, in obedience to orders from Vienna (this seems

the most probable account), took advantage of a dispute about

salary to dismiss him. He then applied for permission to start

a paper of his own. In a personal interview Mettemich offered

to take him into the government service. The offer was refused,

and for three years he was without a regular position. He con-

tinued the agitation with the object of attaining both the political

and commercial independence of Hungary. He adopted the

economic principles of J.ist, and founded a society, the “ Vede-

gylet,” the members of which were to consume none but home
produce. He advocated the creation of a Hungarian port at

Fiume. With the autumn of 1847 the great opportunity of his

life came. Supported by the influence of Louis Batthyany,

after a keenly fought struggle he was elected member for Buda-

pest in the new Diet. “ Now that I am a deputy, 1 will cease

to be an agitator,” he said. He at once became chief leader of

the Extreme Liberals. Deak was absent. Batthyany, Szechenyi,

Szemere, Eotvos, his rivals, saw how his intense personal ambition

and egoism led him always to assume the chief place, and to use

his parliamentary position to establish himself as leader of the

nation; but before his eloquence and energy all apprehensions

were useless. His eloquence was of that nature, in its im-

passioned appeals to the strongest emotions, that it required for

its full tSpQt the highest themes and the most dramatic situations.

In a time of rest, though he could never have been obscure,

he would never have attained the highest power. It was there-

fore a necessity of his nature, perhaps unconsciously, always

to drive things to a crisis. The crisis came, and he used it to

the fuU.

On the 3rd of March 1848, as soon as the news of therevolution

in P^is had arrived, in a speech of surpassing power he
parliamentary government fgr Hungary and constitutional,
government for the rest of Austria. He appealed to the hope of

the Habsburgs, “our beloved Archduke Francis Joseph,” to
perpetuate the an<jicnt glory of the dynasty by meeting half-way
the aspirations of a free people. He at once became the leader
of the European revolution; his speech was read aloud in the
streets of Vienna to the mob by which Mettemich was overthrown
(March 13), and when a deputation from the Diet visited Vienna
to receive the assent of the emperor to their petition it was
Kossuth who received the chief ovation. Batthyany, who formed
the first responsible ministry, could not refuse to admit Kossuth,
but he gave him the ministry of finance, probably because that

seemed to open to him fewest prospects of engrossing popularity.
If that was the object, it was in vain. With wonderful energy
he began developing the internal resources of the country : he
established a separate Hungarian coinage—as always, using every
means to increase the national self-consciousness; and it was
characteristic that on the new Hungarian notes which he issued

his own name was the mostprominent inscription
; hencethename

of Kossuth Notes, which was long celebrated. A new paper was
started, to which was given the name of Kossuth Hirlapia, so that

from the first it was Kossuth rather than the Palatine or the

president of the ministry whose name was in the minds of the

people associated with the new government. Mych more was
this the case when, in the summer, the dangers from the Croats,

Serbs and the reaction at Vienna increased. In a great speech

of nth July he asked that the nation should arm in self-defence,

and demanded 200,000 men; amid a scene of wild enthusiasm
'

this was granted by acclamation. When Jellachich was march-
ing on Pesth he went from town to town rousing the people to the

defence of the country, and the popular force of Jhe Homed was
his creation. When Batthyany resigned he was appointed with

Szemere to carry on the government provisionally, and at the

end of September he was made President of the Committee of

National Defence. From this time he was in fact, if not in name,'

the dictator. With marvellous energy he kept in his own hands
the direction of the whole government. Not a soldier himself,

he had to control and direct the movements of armies; can we
be surprised if he failed, or if he was unable to keep control over

the generals or to establish that military co-operation so essential

to success ? Especially it was Gorgei {q.v.) whose great abilities

he was the first to recognize, who refused obedience
; the two men

were in truth the very opposite to one andther : the one all feeling,

enthu.siasm, sensibility; the other cold, stoical, reckless of life.

Twice Kossuth deposed him from the command; twice he had to

restore him. It would have been well if Kossuth had had some-

thing more of Gorgei’s calculated ruthlessness, for, as has been

truly said, the revolutionary power he had seized could only be

held by revolutionary means; but he was by nature soft-hearted

and always merciful; though often audacious, he lacked decision

in dealing with men. It h^ been .said that he showed a w<ftit of

personal courage; this is not improbable, the excess of feeling

which made him sogreat an orator could hardly be combined with

the coolness in danger required of a soldier; but no«ne was
able, as he was, to infuse courage into others. During all the

terrible winter which followed, his energy and spirit never failed

him. It was he who overcame the reluctance of the army to

march to tlie relief of Vienna; after the defeat of Schweehat,

at which he was present, he sent Bern to cany on the war in

Transylvania. At the end of the year, when the Austrians were

approaching Pesth, he asked for the mediation of Mr Stiles, the

American envoy. Windischgratz, however, refused all terms,

and the Diet and government fied to Debreeszin, Kossuth taking

with him the regalia of St Stephen, the sacred Palladium of the

Hungarian nation. Immediately after the accession of the

Emperor Francis Joseph all the concessions of March had been

revoked and Kossuth with his colleagues outlawed. In April

1849, when the Hungarians had won many successes, after sound-

ing the army, he issued the celebrated declaration of Eongarian

independence, in which he declared that “ the houseof Habsbuig-

Lorraine, perjured in the sight of God and man, had forfeits
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his native town, but as he was not on good terms with Goethe,

and had openly attacked the Rbmantic school, his position in

Weimar was not a pleasant one. He had thoughts of returning

to St Petersburg, and on his journey thither he was, for some
unknown reason, arrested at the frontier tyid transported to

Siberia. Fortunately he had \^Titten a comedy which flattered

the vanity of the emperor Paul I.; he was consequently speedily

brought back, presented with an estate from tlie crown lands

of Livonia, and made director of the German theatre in

St Petersburg. He returned to Germany when the em-
peror Paul died, and again settled in Weimar; he found

it, however, as impossible as ever to gain a footing in

literart^ society, and turned his steps to Berlin, where in

association with Garlieb Merkel (1769-1850) he edited Det
¥rcimiiiif,e (1803-1807) and began his Almanack dramatischer

Spiele (1803-1820). Towards the end of 1806 he was once

more in Russia, and in the security of his estate in Esthonia

wrote many satirical articles again.st Napoleon in his journals

Die Biene and Die Grille, As councillor of state he was attached

in 1816 to the department for foreign affairs in St Petersburg,

and in 1817 went to Germany as a kind of spy in the service of

Russia, with a salary of 15,000 roubles. In a weekly journal

{Literarisches Wochenblatt) which he published in Weimar he

scoffed at the pretensions of those Germans who demanded free

institutions, ?nd became an object of such general dislike that

he was obliged to move to Mannheim. He was especially de-

tested by the young enthusiasts for liberty, iuid one of them, Karl

Ludwig Simd, a theological student, stabbed him, in Mannheim,
on the 23rd of March 1819. Sand was executed, and the govern-

ment made his crime an excuse for placing the univer.sities under

strict supervision.

Besides his .plays, Kotzebue wrote several historical works,

which, however, are too one-sided and prejudiced to have much
value. Of more interest are his autobiographical writings,

Meine Flucht nach Paris im Winter ijgo (1791), Dher meinen
Aufenthalt in Wien (1799), Das merkwiirdigste Jahr meines

Lebens (1801), Erinnerungen aus Paris (1804), and Erinnerungen
von meiner Reise aus Liefland nach Rom und Neapel (1805).

As a dramatist he was extraordinarily prolific, his plays number-
ing over 200; his popularity, not merely on the German, but on

the European stage, was unprecedented. His success, however,
was due less to any conspicuous literary or poetic ability than
to an extraordinary facility in the invention of effective situa-

tions; he possessed, as few German playwrights before or since,

the unerring instinct for the theatre; and his influence on the

technique of the modem drama from Scribe to Sardou and from
Bauerafeld to Sudermann is unmistakable. Kotzebue is to be
seen to best advantage in his comedies, such as Der Wildfang,

Die heiden Klingsherg and Die deutschen Kleinstddter, which
contain admirable genre pictures of German life. These plays

held the stage in Germany long after the once famous Menschen-

hass*'und Reue (known in England as The Stranger), Graf Ben-

jowsky, or ambitious exotic tragedies like Die Sonnenjungfrau

and Die Spanier in Peru (which Sheridan adapted as Pisarro),

were foVgotten.

Two collections of Kotzebue's dramas were published during
his lifetime : Sckauspiele (5 vols., 1797); Neue Sckausptele (23 vols.,

1798-1820). His Sdmilteke dramoHsche Werke appeared in 44 vols., in

1827-1829, and ^ain, under the title Theater, in 40 vols., in 1840-1841.
A selection of his plays in 10 vols. appeared at Leipzig in 1867-1868.
Cf. H. Dbring, A. von Kotzebues Leben (1830); w. von Kotzebue,
A. von Kotzebue (1881); Ch. Rabany, Kotzebue, sa vie et son temps
(1893); W. Sellier, Kotzebue in England (1901).

KOTZEBUE, OTTO VOK (1787-1846), Russian navigator,

second son of the foregoing, was bom at Reval on the 30th of

December 1787. After being educated at the St Petersburg

school of cadets, he accompanied Krusenstem on his voyage of

1803-1806. After his promotion to lieutenant Kotzebue was
placed in command of an expedition, fitted out at the expense of

the imperial chancellor, Count Rumantsoff, in the brig “ Rurick.”
In this vessel, with only twenty-seven men, Kotzebue set out
on the 30th of July 1815 to find a passage across the Arctic
Ocean and explore the less-known parts of Oceania. Proceeding

by Cape Horn, he discovered the Romanzov, Rurik and Krusen-

stem Islands, then «)ade for Kamchatka, and in the middle ol

July proceeded northward, coasting along the north-west coast of

America, and discovering and naming Kotzebue Gulf or Sound
and Krusenstem Cape. Returning by the coast of Asia, he

again sailed to the south, sojourned for three weeks at the Sand-

wich Islands, and on the ist of January 1817 discovered New
Year island. After some further cruising in the Pacific he again

proceeded north, but a sevei;e attack of illne.ss compelling him to

return to Europe, he reached the Neva on the 3rd of August

1818, bringing home a large collection of previously unknown
plants and much new ethnological information. In 1823 Kot-

zebue, now a captain, was entrusted with the command of an

expedition in two ships of war, the main object of which was to

take reinforcements to Kamchatka. There was, however, a

staff of scientists on board, who collected much valuable in-

formation and material in geography, ethnography and natural

history. The expedition, proceeding by Cape Horn, visited the

Radak and Society Islands, and reached Petropavlovsk in July

1824. Many positions along the coast were rectified, the Naviga-

tor Islands visited, and several discoveries made. The expe-

dition returned by the Marianna, Philippine, New Caledonia

and Hawaiian Islands, reaching Kronstadt on the loth of July

1826. There are English translations of both Kotzebue’s

narratives : A Voyage of Discovery into the South Sea and
Beering's Straits for the Purpose of exploring a North-East

Passage, undertaken in the Years jSfS-TSr<^ (3 vols,, 1821), and
A New Voyage Round the World in the Years /6*2J-JS26
Three years after his return from his second voyage, Kotzebue

died at Reval on the 15th of February 1846.

KOUMISS, nalk-wine, or milk brandy, a fermented alco-

holic beverage prepared from milk. It is of very ancient

origin, and according to Herodotus was known to the Scythians.

The name is said to be derived from an ancient Asiatic tribe,

the Kumanes or Komans. It is one of the staple articles of diet

of the Siberian and Caucasian races, but of late years it has also

been manufactured on a considerable scale in western Europe,

on account of its valuable medicinal properties. It is generally

made from mares’ or camels’ milk by a process of fermentation

set up by the addition to the fresh milk of a small quantity of

the finished article. This fermentation, which appears to be

of a symbiotic nature, being dependent on the action of two dis-

tinct types of organisms, the one a fission fungus, the other a

true yeast, eventuates in the conversion of a part of the milk

sugar into lactic acid and alcohol. Koumiss generally contains

I to 2 % of alcohol, 0-5 to I ’5 % of lactic acid, 2 to 4 % of milk

sugar, and i to 2 % of fat. Kefir is similar to koumiss, but is

usually prepared fromcows’ milk,and the fermentation is brought

about by the so-called Kefir Grains (derived from a plant).

KOUMOUNDOUROS, ALEXANDROS (1814-1883), Greek

statesman, whose name is commonly spelt Coumoundouros,
was bom in 1814. His studies at the university of Athens were

repeatedly interrupted for lack of means, and he began to earn

his living as a clerk. He took part in the Cretan insurrection

of 1841, and in the demonstration of 1843, by which the Greek

constitution was obtained from King Otto, he was secretary to

General Theodoraki Grivas. He then settled down to the bar at

Kalamata in Messenia, where he married a lady belonging to

the Mavromichalis family. He was elected to the chamber in

1851, and four years later his eloquence and ability had secured

the president’s chair for him. He became minister of finance

in 1856, and again in 1857 and 1859. He adhered to the moder-

ate wing of the Liberal party until the revolution of 1862 and

the dethronement of King Otto, when he was minister of justice

in the provincial government. He was twice minister of the

interior under Kanaris, in 1864 and in 1865. In March 1865 he

became prime minister, and he formed several subsequent admini-

strations in the intervals of the ascendancy of Tricoupi. During

the Cretan insurrection of 1866-68 he made active warlike

preparations against Turkey, but was dismissed by King George,

who recognized that Greece could not act without the support of

the powers. He was again premier at the time of the outbreak
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of the insurrection in Thessaly in Januap^ 1878, and supported
by Delyanni as minister of foreign affairs he sent an army of

10,000 men to help the insurgents against^Turkey. The troops
were recalled on the understanding that Greece should be repre-

sented at the Congress of Berlin. In October 1880 the fall of

the Tricoupi ministry restored him to power, when he resumed
his warlike policy, but repeated appeals to the courts of Europe
yielded little practical result, and Koumoundouros was obliged to

reduce his territorial demands and to accept the limited cessions

in Thessaly and Epirus, which weFe carried out in July 1881.

His ministry was overturned in 1882 by the votes of the new
Thessalian deputies, who were dissatisfied with the administra-

tive arrangements of the neW province, and he died at Athens on
the 9th of March 1883.

KOUSSO (Kosso or Cusso), a drug which consists of the

panicles of the pistillate flowers of Brayera anthehniniica^ a
handsome rosaceous tree 60 ft. high, growing throughout the

table-land of Abyssinia, at an elevation of 3000 to 8000 ft.

above the sea-level. The drug as imported is in the form of

cylindrical rolls, about 18 in. in length and 2 in. in diameter,

and comprises the entire inflorescence or panicle kept in form by
a band wound transversely round it. The active principle is

koussin or kosin, CgjHggOj,,, which is soluble in alcohol and
alkalis, and may be given in doses of thirty grains. Kous.so

is also used in the form of an unstrained infusion of f to | oz.

of the coarsely powdered flowers, which are swallowed with the

liquid. It is considered to be an effectual vermifuge for Taenia
solium. In its anthelmintic action it is nearly allied to male
fern, but it is much inferior to that drug and is very rarely used
in Great Britain.

KOVALEVSKY, SOPHIE (1850-1891), Russian mathemati-
cian, daughter of (ieneral Corvin'Krukovsky, was bom at Mos-
cow on the 15th of January 1850. As a young girl she was fired

-

hy the aspiration after intellectual liberty that animated so

many young Russian women at that period, and drove them to

study at foreign univer.sities, since their own were closed to them.
This led her, in 1868, to contract one of those conventional

marriages in vogue at the time, with a young student, Walde-
mar Kovalevsky, and the two went together to Germany to

('ontinue their studies. In 1869 she went to Heidelberg, where
she studied under H. von Helmholtz, G. R. Kirchhoff, L. Konigs-

berger and P. du Bois-Reymond, and from 1871-1874 read pri-

vately with Karl Weierstrass at Berlin, as the public lectures

were not then open to women. In 1874 the university of
j

Gottingen granted her a degree in absentia^ excusing her from
the oral examination on account of the remarkable excellence

of the three dissertations sent in, one of which, on the theory

of partial differential equations, is one of her most remarkable

works. Another was an elucidation of P. S. Laplace’s mathe-
matical theory of the form of Saturn’s rings. Soon after this

she returned to Russia with her husband, who was appointed

professor of palaeontology at Moscow, where he died in 1883.

At this time Madame Kovalevsky was at Stocicholm, where

Gustaf Mittag Leffler, also a pupil of Weierstrass, who had been

recently appointed to the chair of mathematics at the newly

founded university, had procured for her a post as lecturer.

She discharged her duties so successfully that in 1884 she was
appointed full professor. This post she held till her death on

the 10th of Pebruar)^ 1891. In 1888 she achieved the greatest

of her successes, gaining the Prix Bordin offered by the Paris

Academy. The problem set was “ to perfect in one important

point the theory oif the movement of a solid body round an im-

movable point,” and her solution added a result of the highest

interest to those transmitted to us by Leonhard Euler and J. L.

l^agrange. So remarkable was this work that the value of the

prise was doubled as a recognition of unusual merit. Unfor-

tunately Madame Kovalevsky did not live to reap the full reward

of her labours, for she died just as she had attained the height of

her fame and had won' recognition even in her own country by

election to membership of the St Petersburg Academy of Science.

See E. de Kerbedz, “Sophie de Kowalevski,” Benidiconti del

cifcolo mathemaHco di Palermo (1891); the obituary notice by

G. Mittag Lefifter in the Acta mathematical vol. xvi.
; and J. C. Poggen-

dorfi, Biographisch'literartsches ^andwbnerbt$ch.

KOVNO (in Lithuanian Kama\ a government of north^

western Russia, bo&nded N. by the governments of Courland
and Vitebsk, S.E. by that of Vilna, and S. and S.W, by Suwalki
and the province bf East Prussia, a narrow strip touching the

Baltic near Mamel. It has an area of 15,687 sq. m. The level

I

uniformity of its surface is broken only by two low ridges which
nowhere rise above 800 ft. The geological character is varied,

the Silurian, Devonian, Jurassic and Tertiary systems being all

represented; the Devonian is that which occurs most frequently,

and all are covered with Quaternary boulder-clays* The soil

is either a sandy clay or a more fertile kind of black earth. The
government is drained by the Niemen, Windau, Courland Aa and
Dvina, which have navigable tributaries. In the flat depressions

covered with boulder-clays there are many lakes and marshes,
while forests occupy about 25!% of the surface. The climate is

comparatively mild, the mean temperature at the city of Kovno
being 44'' F. The population was 1,156,040 in 1870, and 1,553,244
in 1897. estimated population in 1906 was 1,^3,600.
It is varied, consisting of Lithuanians proper and Zhmuds
(together 74 %), jews (14 %), Germans (a| %), Poles (9 %), with
Letts and Russians

;
76*6 % are Roman Catholics, 13*7 Jews,

4-5 Protestants, and 5 % belong to the Greek Church. Of the

total 788,102 were women in 1897 147,878 were cla.ssed as

urban. The principal occupation of the inhabitants is agricul-

ture, 63 % of the surface being under crops
;
both grain (wheat,

rye, oats and barley) and potatoes are exported. Flax is culti-

vated and the linseed exported. Dairying flourishes, and horse
*

and cattle breeding are attracting attention. Fishing is impor-

tant, and the navigation on the rivers is brisk. A variety of

petty domestic industries are carried on by the Jews, but only

to a slight extent in the villages. As many as 18,000 to 24,000

men are compelled every year to migrate in search of work.

The factories consist principally of distilleriel;, tobacco and steam
flour-mills, and hardware manufactories. Trade, especially the*

transit trade, is brisk, from the situation of the government
on the Prussian frontier, the custom-houses of Yerburg and Tau-
roggen being amongst the most important in Russia. The chief

towns of the seven districts into which the government is divided,

with their populations in 1897, are Kovno (9.?^.), Novo-Alexan-

drovsk (6370), Ponevyezh (13,044), Rosieny (7455), Shavli

(15,914), TeLshi (6215) and Vilkomir (13,509).

The territory which now constitutes the government of Kovno
was formerly Imown as Samogitia and formed part of Lithuania.

During the 13th, 14th and 15th centuries the Livonian and Teu-

tonic Knights continually invaded and plundered it, especially

the we.stern part, which was peopled with Zhmuds. In 15^
it was annexed, along with the rest of the principality of Lithu-

ania, to Poland; and it suffered very much from the wars of

Russia with Sweden and Poland, and from the invasion of

Charles XII . in 1701. In 1795 the principality of Lithuania

was annexed to Russia, and until 1872, when the government of

Kovno was constituted, the territory now forming it was a part

of the government of Vilna. *.

KOVNO, a town and fortresj' of Russia, capital of the govern-

ment of the same name, stands at the confluence of the Niemen

with the Viliya, 550 m. S.W, of St Petersburg by rail, and 55 m.

from the Prussian frontier. Pop. (1863), 23,937; (190^, 73,743,

nearly one-half being Jews. It consists of a cramped Old Town
and a New Town stretching up the side of the Niemen. It is a

first-class fortress, being surrounded at a mean distance of 2J m.

by a girdle of forts, eleven in number. The town lies for the most

part in the fork and is guarded by three forts in the direction

of Vilna, one covers the Vilna bridge, while the southern ap-

proaches are protected by seven. Kovno commands and bais

the railway Vilna-Eydtkuhnen. Its factories produce nails,

wire-work and other metal goods, mead and bone-meal. It is

an important entrepot for timber, cereals, flax, flour, spirits,

bone-meal, fish, coal and building-stone passing from and to

Prussia. The city possesses some r5th-century churches. It

was founded in the 1 rth century
;
and from 1384 to 1398 belonged
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to the Teutonic Knights. Tsar Alexis of Russia plundered
and burnt it in 1655. Here the^Uussians defeated the Poks on
the a6th of June 1831.

KOVHQV, a town of Russia, in the govAnment of Vladimir,

40 m. N.E. of the city of Vladimir by the railway from Moscow to

Nizhniy-Novgorod, and on the Klyazma Rivet. It has railway-

carriage works, cotton mills, steam flour mills, tallow works
and quarries of limestone, and carries on an active trade in the

export of wooden wares and in the import of grain, salt and
fish, brought from the Volga governments. Pop. (1890), 6600;

(1900), 16,806.

KOWTOW, or Kotou, the Chinese ceremonial act of prostra-

tion as a sign of homage, submission, or worship. The word is

formed from koj knock, and toUj head. To the emperor, the
“ kowtow ” is performed by kneeling three times, each act

accompanied by touching the ground witJi the forehead.

KOZLOV, a tow’n of Russia, in Uie government of Tambov, cm
the Lyesnoi Voronezh River, 45 m.'^W^.W. of the city of Tambov
by rail. Pop. (1900), 4 ^j555- Kozlov had its origin in a spiaJl

monastery, founded iu the forest in 1627; nine years later, an
carihwotk was raised close by, for the protection of the Russian
fronlier against tlic I’atars. Situated in a very fertile country,
on the highway to Astrakhan and at the head of water com-
munication with the Don, the town soon became a centre

of trade; as the junction of the railways leading to the Sea of

Azov, to Tsaritsyn on tlic Lower Volga, to Saratov and to Orel,

its importance lias recently been still furtfier increased. Its

export ol cattle, grain» meat, eggs (22,000,000), Uvllow, hides, &c.,

is steadily growing, and it possesses factories, flour mills, tallow
w'orks, distilleries, tanneries and glue works.

KRAAL, also spelt craal, kmul^ &c. (South African Dutch,
derived pos.sibly from a native African word, but probably from
the Spanish coh^al, Portuguese curral, on enclosure for horses,

cattle, and the like), in South and Central Africa, a native
village surrounded *by a palisade, mud wall or other fencing

roughly circular in form; liy transference, the community living

witliin the enclosure. Folds for animals and enclosures made
specially for defensive purposes are also called kraals.

KRAFTT (V r Kraft), ADAM (r. 1455-1507), German sculptor,

of the Nuremberg school, was born, probably at Nuremberg,
about the middle of tlie i5tli century, and died, some say in the
hospital, at Schwabach, about 1507, lie seems to have emerged
as sculptor about 1490, the date of the .‘?e\’cn reliefs of scenes

from the life of Christ, which, like almost every other specimen
of his work, are at Nuremberg. The date of his last work, an
Entombment, with fifteen life-size figures, in the Ilolzschuher

chapel of the St John^s (enietery, is 1507. Besides these,

Krafft’s chief works are several monumental reliefs in the various

clmrches of Nuremberg; he produced the great Schreyer monu-
ment (1493) lor St Sebald’s at Nuremberg, a skilful though
maunered piece of sculpture opposite the Rathaus, with reaUstir

figures in the costume of the time, carved in a way more suited

to wood than stone, and too pictorial in effect
; Christ bearing

the Cro;.s, above the altar of the same church
; aad various work^

made fu»* public and private buildings, as the relief over the door
of the Wagehaus, a St George and the Dragon, several Madonnas,
and some purely decorative pieces, as coats of anns. His master-
piece is perhaps the magnificent tabernacle, 62 ft. high, in the
church of St Laurence (1493- 1500). He also made the great

tabernacle for the Host, 80 ft. high, covered with statuettes, in

Ulm Cathedral, and the very spirited ‘‘ Stations of the Cross on
the road to the Nuremberg cfimeter}^

See Adam Ktafft wad seint Schmle, by Friedrich Wanderer (1869);
Adam Krafji und die Kiinstler setnet Zeit, by Berthold Daun (^1897);
AlbertGumbd in Repertorium fur Kunstwissenscfiaft, Bd. xxv. Heft 5,
1902.

KRAGUYEVATS (also written Kraguievatz and Kracp-
jEVAc), the capital of the Kraguyevats department of Servia;
situated 59 m. S.S.W. of Belgrade, in a valley of the Shumadia,
or ‘‘ forest-land,” and on the Lepenitsa, a small stream flowing
mTth-east to join the Morava. On the opposite bank stands the
picturesque hamlet of Obilkhevo, with a large powder factory.

I Kr^yevatfi itself is Hie main arsenal of Servia, and possesses
an iron-foundry and a steam flour-milL It is the seat of the
district prefecture, Sf a tribunal, of a fine Hbrary, and of a
large garrison. It boasts the finest college^ building and Hie
finest modem cathedral (in Byzantine style) in Servia. In
the first ye^s of Servia\s autonomy under Prince Milosh, it

was the residence of the prince and tfie scat of government
(1818-1839). Even later, between 1868 and 1880, the national
assembly (Narodna Skupshtina) usually met there, in 1885 it

was connected by a branch line (Kraguyevats-Lapovo) with
the principal railway (Bel^ade-Nish), and thenceforward the
prosperity of the town cteadily increased. Pop^ (1900), 14,160.
KRAKATOA (Kraxatao, KRAKArair), a snfiaii volcanic isknd

in Sunda Strait, between the islands of Java and Sumatra,
celebrated for its eruprtion in 1883, one of the most stupendous
ever recorded. At some early period a large volcano rose in the
centre of the tract where the Sunda Strait now runs. Long
before any European had visited these waters an explosion took
place b> w^hich the mountain, was so completely blown away
that only the outer portions of its base were left as a broken ring

of islands. Subsequent eruptions gradually built up a new
series of small cones witliin the great crater ring. Of these
the most important rose to a height of 2623 ft. above the sea and
formed the peak of the volcanic island of Krakatoa. But com-
pared with the great neighbouring volcanoes of Java and Suma-
tra, the islets of the Sunda Strait were comparatively unknown.
Krakatoa was uninhabited, and no satisfactory map or chart of

it had been made. In 1680 it appears to have been in cruptitm,

when great earthquakes took place and large quantities of pumice
were ejected. But the effects of this disturbance had been so

concealed by the subsequent spread of tropical vegetation that

the ver>' occurrence of the cruptiun liad sometimes been called

in question. At la.st, about 1877, earthquakes begun to occur
frequently in the Sunda Strait and continued for the next few
years. In 1883 the manifestations of subterranean commotion
became more decided, for in May Krakatoa broke out in erup-

tion. For some time the efforts of the volcano appear to have
consisted mainly in the discharge of pumice and dust, with the
u.sual accompaniment of detonations and earthquakes. But
on the 26th of August a succession of paroxysmal explosioas

began wlucii lasted till the morning of the zath. 'I'he four most
violent took place on the morning of the 27lh. The whole of

the northern and lower portion of the island of Krakatoa, lying

within the original crater ring of prehistoric times, was blo'wn

away
;
the northern part of the cone of Rakata almost entirely

disappeared, leaving a vertical cliff which laid bare the inner

structure of that volcano. Instead of the volcanic island which
had previously existed, and rose from 300 to 1400 ft. above the
sea, there was now left a submarine cavity, the bottom of which
was here and there more than jooo ft. below the sea-level.

This prodigious evisceration w'us the result of successive violent

explosions of the superheated vapour absorbed in the molten
magma within the crust of the earth. The vigour and repetition

of these explosions, it has been suggested, may have been caused
by sudden inrushes of the water of the ocean as the throat ol

the volcano was cleared and the crater ring was lowered and
ruptured. The access of large bodies of cold water to the top
of the column of molten lava would probably give rise at once
to some minor explosions, and then to a chilling of the surface

of the lava and a consequent temporary diminution or even
cessation tif tlie volcanic enictations. But until the pent-up
water-vapour in the lava below had found relief it would only
gather strength until it was able to burst through the chilled

crust and overlying water, and to hurl a vast mass of cooled

lava, pumice and dust into the air.

The amount of material discharged during the two days of

paroxysmal energy was enormous, though there are no satis-

factory data for even approximately estimating it. A large

cavity was formed where the island had previously stood, and
the sea-bottom around this crater was covered with a wide and
thick sheet of fragmentary materials. Some of the surrounding
islands received such a thick accumulation of ejected stones and
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dust as to bury their forests and greatly to increase the area of

the land. So much was the sea hlled up that a number of new
islands rose above its level. But a vast tDody of the fine dust

was carried far apd wide by aerial currents, while the floating

pumice was transported for many hundreds of miles on the. sur-

face of the ocean. At Batavia, Jboo m. from the centre of erup-

tion, the sky was darkened by the quantity of ashes borne across

it, and lamps had to be used in the houses at midday. The

darkness even reached as far as Bandong, a distance of nearly

150 miles. It was computed that^the column of stones, dust

and ashes projected from the volcano shot up into them for a

height of 17 m. or more. The finer particles coming into the

higher layers of the atmospiiere were diffused over a large part

of the surface of the earth, and showed their presence by the

brilliant sunset glows to which they gave rise. Within the

tropics they were at first borne along by air-currents at

an estimated rate of about 73 m. an hour from east to

west, until within a period of six weeks they were diffused over

nearly the whole space between the latitudes 30*' N. and 45“ S.

Eventually they spread northwards and southwards and were

carried over North and South America, Europe, Asia, South

Africa and Australasia. In the Old World they spread from the

north of Scandinavia to the Cape of Good Hope.

Another remarkable result of this eruption was the world-wide

disturbance of the atmosphere. The culminating paroxysm on

the morning of the 27th of August gave rise to an atmospheric

wave or oscillation, which, travelling outwmds from the vol-

cano as a centre, became a great circle at 180'' from its point

of origin, whence it continued travelling onwards and contracting

till it reached a node at the antipodes to Krakatoa. It was then

reflected or reproduced, tra’^^elling backwards again to the

volcano, whence it once more returned in its original direction.

“ In this manner its repetition was observed not fewer than,

seven times at many of the stations, four passages having been

those of the wave travelling from Krakatoa, and three those

of the wave travelling from its antipodes, subsequently to which

its traces were lost ” (Sir R. Strachey).

The actual sounds of Uie volcanic explosions were heard over a

vast area, especially towards the west, 'hhiis they were noticed

at Rodriguez, nearly 3000 English miles away, at Bangkok

(1413 m.), in the Philippine Islands (about 1450 m.), in Ceylon

(2058 m.), and in West and South Australia (from 1300 to

2250 m,). On no other occasion have sound-waves ever liecn

perceived at anything like the extreme distances to which the

detonations of Krakatoa reached.

Not less manifest and far more serious were the effects of the

successive explosions of the volcano upon the waters of the

ocean. A succession of waves was generated which appear to

have been of two kinds, long waves with periods of more than an

hour, and shorter but higher waves, with irregular and much
briefer intervals. The greatest disturbance, probably resulting

from a combination of both kinds of waves, reached a height of

about 50 ft. The destruction caused by the ru.sh of such a body

of sea-water along the coasts and low islands was enormous.

All vessek lying in harbour or near the shore were .stranded,

the towns, villages and .settlements close to the sea were either

at once, or by successive inundations, entirely destroyed, and

more than 36,000 human beings perished. The sea-waves

travelled to vast distancc.s from the centre of propagation. The

long wave reached Cape Horn (7818 geographical miles) and

possibly the English Channel (11,040 m.). The shorter waves

reached Ceylon and perhaps Mauritius (2900 m.).

Sec R. D. M. Verbeek, Krakatau (Batavia, i886)
;
" The Eruption

of Krakatoa and Subsequent Phenomena," Report of the Krakatoa

Committee of the Royal Society (London, 1888).

KRAXBN* in Norwegian folk-bre, a sea-monster, believed to

haunt the coasts of Norway. It was described in 1.752 by the

Norwegian bishop Pontoppidan as having a back about a mile

and a half round and a body which showed above the sea like

an island, and its arms were long enough to enclose the largest

ship. The further assertion that the kraken darkened the water

around it by an excreftion sug^ts that the myth was baaed on
the appearance of some giganfjc cuttle-fish.

See J. Gibson, Monsters of the Sea (1887) ;
A. S. Packard, Colossal

CuttSe-fishes,'" Ame4can Natumltst (Salem, 1873.), vol. vikj A. £.
Verrill, The Colossal Cephalopoda of the Western AUantle," in
American Naturati^t (Salem, 1875), vol. ix.

;
and “ Gigantic Squids,'"

in Trans, of Connecticut Academy (1879), vol. v.

KRALYEVO (sometimes written Kraljevo or Kralievo), a

city of Servia, and capital of a department bearing the same
name. Kralyevo is built beside the river Ibar, 4 m. W. of its con-

fluence with the Servian Morava; and in the midst of an upland

valley, between the Kollenik Mountains, on the north, and the

Stolovi Mountains, on the south. Formerly known as Karano^

vats, Kralyevo received its present name, signifying “ the King’s

Town,” from King Milan (1868-1889),who it ^ bishop-

ric, instead of Chachak, 22 m. W- by N. Kralyevo is a garrison

town,with a prefecture, court of first instance,and an agricultural

school. But by far its most interesting feature is the Coronation

church belonging to Jicha monastery. Here six or seven kin^s

are said to have been crowned. The church is Byzantine m
style, and has been partially restored; but the main tower dates

from the year 1210, when it was founded by St Sava, the patron

saint of Servda. Pop. (1900), about 3600.

The famous monastery of Studenitsa, 24 m. S. by W. of Kral-

yevo, stands high up among the south-western mountains,

overlooking the Studenitsa, a tributary of the Ibar. It consists

of a group of old-fashioned timber and plaster buildings, a tall

belfry, anti a diminutive church of white marble, founded in

I j 90 by King Stephen Nemanya, who himself turned monk and »

was canonized as St Simeon. The carvings round the north,

soutln and west doors have been partially defaced by the Turks.

The inner walls are decorated with Byzantine frescoes, among
which only a painting of the Last Supper, and ^he portraits of

five saints, remain unrestored. The dome and narthex are

modem additions. Besides the silver shrina of St Simeon, many
gold and silver ornaments, church vessels and old manuscripts,,

there are a set of vestments j:nd a reliquary, believed by the

monks to have been the property of St Sava.

KRANTZ (or Crantz), ALBERT (c. 145(^1517), German his-

torian, Was a native of Hamburg. He studied law, theology and

history at Rostock and Cologne, and after travelling through

western and southern Europe was appointed professor, fimt of

philosophy and subsequently of theology, in the university of

Rostock, of which he was rector in 148^. In 1493 returned

to Hamburg as theological lecturer, canon and prebendary in

the cathedral. By the senate of Hamburg he was employed on

more than one diplomatic mission abroad, and in 1500 he was

chosen by the king of Denmark and the duke of Holstein as

arbiter in their dispute regarding the province of Dithmarschen.

As dean of the cathedral chapter, to which office he was appointed

in 1508, Krantz applied himself with zeal to the reform of eccle-

siastical abuses, but,- though opposed to various corrupjiqns

connected with church discipline, he had little sympathy with

the drastic measures of Wycliftc or Huss. With Luther’s pro-

test against the abuse of Indulgences he w'os in general sympathy,

but with the reformer’s later attitude he could not agree. * When,

on his death-bed, he heard of tlie ninety-five theses, be is said, on

good authority, to have exclaimed ;
“ Brother, Brother, go into

thy cell and say, God have mercy upon me I
” Krantz died

on the 7th of December 1517.

Krantz was the author of a number of historical works which for

the period when they were written are characterized by ex^ptionaJ

impartiality and research. The principal of these are Chr^tca

remorum aquilonarium Daniae, Sueciae, et Norvagiae (S^assbm,

I S46) ' Vandalia, site Historia de Vandalorum vera otc,

(Cologne, 1518); Saxonia {1520); Meirofolis, sive Htsto^^
ecclesiis sub Caxoio Magno in Sasronta (Basel, 154®)* S®* Ly

N. Wilckcns (Hamburg, 172a).

KBA8MOVOD8K, a seaport (rf Russian Transcaspia, on, the

N. shore of Balkhan or Krasnovodsk Bay, on the S. side :o£ the

CMpian Sea, owxwite to Baku, and at ^ ft. bdow seantevd.

Pop. (1897), 635Q. It is defended by a fort. Here begins the

Transcespien railway to Merv and Bdcbara. Then is a fishing
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industiy. and salt and sulphur are obtained. Krasnovodsk,

which is the capital of the Tran|caspian province, was founded

in 1869,

KRASNOYARSK^ a town of Eastern Silteria, capital of the

government of Yeniseisk, on the left bank of the Yenisei River,

at its confluence with the Kacha, and on the highway from Mos-

cow to Irkutsk
,
670 m. by rail N .W. from the latter. Pop. (1900),

33,337. It has a municipal museum and a railway technical

school. It was founded by Cossacks in 1628, and during the

early years of its existence it was more than once besieged by the

Tatars and the Kirghiz. Its commercial importance depends
entirely upon the gold-washings of the Yeniseisk district.

Brick-making, soap-lx>iling, tanning and iron-founding are

carried on. The climate is very cold, hut dry. The Yenisei

River is frozen here for 160 days in the year.

KRASZEWSKI, JOSEPH IGNATIUS (1812-1887), Polish

novelist and miscellaneous writer, was born at Warsaw on the

28th of July 1812, of an aristocratic family. He showed a

precocious talent for authorship, beginning his literary career

with a volume of sketches from society as early as 1829, and for

more than half a century scarcely ever intermitting his literary

production, except during a period of imprisonment upon a

(diarge of complicity in the insurrection of 1831. He narrowly

escaped being sent to Siberia, but, rescued by the intercession

of powerful friends, ho settled upon liis landed property near

Grodno, and 'devoted himself to literature with such industry

that a mere selection from his fiction alone, reprinted at Lemberg
from 1871 to 1875, occupies 102 volumes. He was thus the most
conspicuous literary figure of his day in Poland. His extreme
fertility was suggestive of haste and carelessness, hut he declared

that the contrivance of his plot gave him three times as much
trouble as the composition of hi.s novel. Apart from his gifts

as a story-tellef, he did not possess extraordinary mental powers;
the “ profound thoughts ” culled from his writings by his admir-

ing biographer Bohdanowicz are for the most part mere truisms.

His copious invention is nevertheless combined with real truth

to nature, especially evinced in the beautiful little story of

Jermola the Potter ^*"0^ which George Eliot appears to

have derived the idea of Silas Marner^ though she (^an only have
known it at second hand. Compared with the exquisite art of

Silas Marner, Jermola appears rude and unskilful, but it is not
on this account the less touching in its fidelity to the tcndcrest

elements of human nature. Kraszewski’s literary activity falls

into two well-marked epochs, the earlier when, residing upon his

estate, he produced romances like Jermola^ Ulana (1843),
Kordecki (1852), devoid of any special tendency, and that after

1863, when the suspicions of the Russian government compelled
him to settle in Dresden. To this period belong several political

novels published under the pseudonym of Boleslawiiaj historical

fictions such as Countess Cosel, and the “ culture romances
Morituri (1874-1875) and Resurrecturi (1876), by which he is

perhaps best knovm out of his own country. In 1884 he was
accused of plotting against the German government and
sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment in a fortress, but was
released in i886, and withdrew to Geneva, where he died on the
r9th of March 1887. His remains were brought to Poland and
interred at Cracow. Kraszewski was also a poet and dramatist;

hi.s most celebrated poem is his epic Anafielas (3 vols., 1840-1843)
on the history of Lithuania. He was indefatigable as literary

critic, editor and translator, wrote several historical works, and
was conspicuous as a restorer of the study of national archaeo-

logy in Poland. Among his most valuable works were Liiwa
(Warww, 2 vols., 1847-1^50), a collection of Lithuanian anti-

quities; and an aesthetic history of Poland (Posen, 3 vols.,

1873^187 s). (R. G.)

KRAUSE, KARL CHRISTIAN FRIEDRICH (1781-1832),
German philosopher, was bom at Eisenberg on the 4th of May
1781, and died at Munich on the 27th of September 1832.

Educated at first at Eisenberg, he proceeded to Jena, where he
studied philosophy under Hegel and Fichte and became privat-

doze^H in 1802. In the same year, with characteristic impru-
dence, he married a wife without dowry. Two years after,

lack of pupils compelled him to move to Rudolstadt and later to

Dresden, where he gave lessons in music. In 1805 his ideal of a
universal world-society led him to join the Freemasons, whose
principles seemed to tend in the direction he desired. He
published two books on Freemasonry, Die drei dltesten Kunsh
urkunden der Freimaurerbruderschaft and Hohere Vergeistigung

der echt uberlieferten Grundsymbole der Freimaurerei, but his

opinions drew upon him the opposition of the Masons. He
lived lor a time in Berlin and became a privaidozent, but was
unable to obtain u profe,ssership. He therefore proceeded to

Gottingen and afterwards to Munich, where he died of apoplexy

at the very moment when the influence of Franz von Baader
had at last obtained a position for«him.

One of the so-called “ Philosophers of Identity,” Krause en-

deavoured to reconcile the ideas of a God known by Faith or

Conscience and the world as known to sense. God, intuitively

known by Conscience, is not a personality (which implies limita-

tions), but an all-inclusive essence (TTwrw), which contains the

Universe within itself. This system he called Paneniheism, a com-
bination of 'J'heism and Pantheism. His theory of the world and
of humanity is universal and idealistic. The world itself and man-
kind, its highest component, constitute an organism {Gliedbau\

and the universe is therefore a divine organi.sm {Wesengliedbau).

The process of development is the formation of higher unities,

and the last stage is the identification of the world with God.

The form which this development takes, according to Krause,

is Right or the Perfect Law. Right is not the sum of the condi-

tions of external liberty but of absolute liberty, and embraces all

the existence of nature, reason and humanity. It is the mode, or

rationale, of all progress from the lower to the highest unity or

identification. By its operation the reality of nature and reason

rises into the reality of humanity. God is the reality which

transcends and includes both nature and humanity. Right is,

therefore, at once the dynamic and the safeguard of progress.

Ideal society results from the widening of the organic operation

of this principle from the individual man to small groups of men,

and finally to mankind as a whole. The differences disappear

as the inherent identity of structure predominates in an ever-

increasing degree, and in the final unity Man is merged in

God.

The comparatively small area of Krause’s influence was due

partly to the overshadowing brilliance of Hegel, and partly to

two intrinsic defects. The spirit of his thought is mystical and
by no means easy to follow, and this difficulty is accentuated,

even to German readers, by the use of artificial terminology.

He makes use of germanized foreign terms which are unintelli-

gible to the ordinary man. His principal works are (beside those

quoted above) : Entwurf des Systems der Philosophic (1804);
Systetn der Sittenlehre (1810); Das Urbild der Menschheit {iSii);

and Vorlesungen iiber das System der Philosophic (jS2&). He lefl

behind him at his death a mass of unpublished notes, part of

which has been collected and published by his disciples,

H. Ahrens (1808-1874), Leonhardi, Tiberghien and others.

See H. S. Lindemann, Uebersichtlickc Darstellung des Lebens . . .

Krauses (1839); P. Hohlfeld, Die Krausesche Phtlosophie (1879);
A. Procksch, Krause, ein Lebensbild nach seinen Bnefen (1880);
R. Eucken, Zur Erinnerung an Krause (1881); B. Martin, Krauses
Leben und Bedeutung (1881), and Histories of Philosophy by Zeller,

Windelband and H6ffding.

KRAWANG, a residency of the island of Java, Dutch East

Indies, bounded E. and S. by Charibon and the Preangcr, W. by
Batavia, and N. by the Java Sea, and comprising a few insig-

nificant islands. The natives are Sundanese, but contain a

large admixture of Middle Javanese and Bantamers in the north,

where they established colonies in the 17th century. Like the

residency of Batavia, the nnrthern half of Krawang is flat and

occasionally marshy, while the southern half is mountainous

and volcanic. Warm and cold mineral, salt and sulphur springs

occur in the hills. Salt is extracted by the government, though

in smaller quantities now than formerly. The principal products

are rice, coffee, sugar, vanilla, indigo and nutmeg. Fishing is

practised along the coast and forest culture in the hills, while the
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industries also include the manufacture of coarse linen^ sacks

and leather tanning. Gold and silver were^ormerly thought to

be hidden in the parang mountain in the Gandasoli district

south-west of Purwakarta, and mining was begun by the Dutch
East India Company in 1722. The largest part of the residency

consists of private lands, and only the Purwakarta and Krawang
divisions forming the middle and north-west sections come
directly under government control. The remainder of the

residency is divided between the Pamanukan-Chiasem lands

occupying the whole eastern half of the residency and the

Tegalwaru lands in the south-western comer. The former is

owned by a company and forms the largest estate in Java.

The Tegalwaru is chiefly owned by Chinese proprietors.

Purwakarta is the capital of the residency. Subang and
Pamanukan both lie at the junction of several roads near the

borders of Cheribon and are the chief centres of activity in the

east of the residency.

KRAY VON KRAJOVA, PAUL, Freiherr (1735-1804),

Austrian soldier. Entering the Austrian army at the age of

nineteen, he arrived somewhat rapidly at the grade of major,

but it was many years before he had any opportunity of distin-

guishing himself. In 1784 he suppressed a rising in Transyl-

vania, and in the Turkish wars he took an active part at Porczeny

and the Vulcan Pass. Made major-general in 1790, three years

later he commanded the advanced guard of the Allies operating

in France. He distinguished himself at Famars, Charleroi,

Fleurus, Weissenberg, and indeed at almost every encounter with
the troops of the French Republic. In the celebrated campaign
of 1796 on the Rhine and Danube he did conspicuous service as

a corps commander. At Wetzlar he defeated K14ber, and at

Amberg and Wurzburg he was largely responsible for the victory

of the archduke Charles. In the following year he was less

succe.s.sful, being twice defeated on the Lahn and the Main.

Kray commanded in Italy in 1799, and reconquered from the

French the plain of Lombardy. For his victories of Verona,

Mantua, Legnago and Magnano hewas promoted Feldzeugmeisier^

and he ended the campaign by further victories at Novi and
Fossano. Next year he commanded on the Rhine against

Moreau. (For the events of this memorable campaign see

French Revolutionary Wars.) As a consequence of the
defeats he underwent at Biberach, Messkirch, &c., Kray was
driven into Ulm, but by a skilful march round Moreau’s flank

succeeded in escaping to Bohemia. He was relieved of his

command by the Austrian government, and passed his remaining
years in retirement. He died in 1804. Kray was one of the

best representatives of the old Austrian army. Tied to an
obsolete system and unable from habit to realize the changed
conditions of warfare, he failed, but his enemies held him in the

highest respect as a brave, skilful and chivalrous opponent. It

was he who at Altenkirchen cared for the dying Marceau, and
the white uniforms of Kray and his staff mingled with the blue

of the French in the funeral proce.ssion of the young general of

the Republic.

KREHENCHUG, a town of south-west Russia, in the govern-

ment of Poltava, on the left bank of the Dnieper (which periodi-

cally overflows its banks), 73 m. S.W. of the city of Poltava, on
the Kharkov-Nikolayev railway. Pop. (1887), 31,000; (1897,

with Kryukoy suburb), 58,648. The most notable public

buildings arc the cathedral (built in 1808), the arsenal and
the town hall. The town is supposed to have been founded in

1571. From its situation at the southern terminus of the

navigable course of the Dnieper, and on the highway from

Moscow to Odessa, it early acquired great commercial importance,

and by 1655 it was a wealthy town. From 1765 to 1789 it was

the capital of “ New Russia.” It has a suburb, Kryukov, on the

right DMik of the Dnieper, united with the town by a railway

bridge. Nearly all commercial transactions in salt with White

Russia are effected at Kremenchug. The town is also the centre

of the tallow trade with Warsaw; considerable quantities of

timber are floated down to this place. Nearly all the trade in

the t>randy manufactured in the government of Kharkov, and

destined for the govemmaats of Ekaterinoslav and Taurida,

is concentrated here, as also is the trade in linseed between the

districts situated on the left affluents of the Dnieper and the

.

southern ports. Otl^r articles of commerce are rye, rye-flour,

wheat, oats and buckwheat, which are sent partly up the Dnieper
to Pinsk, partly bysland to Odessa and Berislav, but principally

to Ekatennoslav, on li^ht boats floated down during the spring

floods. The Dnieper is crossed at Kremenchug by a tubular

bridge 1081 yds. long; there is also a bridge of boats. The
manufactures consist of carriages, agricultural machinery,

tobacco, steam flour-mills, steam saw-mills and forges.

KREMENETS (Polish, Krzemieniec), a town of south-west

Russia, in the government of Volhynia, 130 m. W. of 'Zhitomir,

and 25 m. E. of Brody railway station (Austrian Galicia). Pop.

(1900), 16,534. It is situated in a gorge of the Kremenets Hills.

The Jews, who are numerous, carry on a brisk trade in tobacco

and grain exported to Galicia and Odessa. The picturesque

ruins of an old castle on a crag close by the town are usually

knoi^m as the castle of Queen Bona, i.e. Bona Sforza (wife of

Sigismund 1. of Poland); it was built, however, in the 8th or 9th

century. Ibe Mongols vainly besieged it in 1241 and 1255.

From that time Kremenets was under the dominion alternately

of Lithuania and Poland, till 1648, when it was taken by the

2^porogian Cossacks. From 1805 to 1832 its Polish lyceum was
the centre of superior instruction for the western provinces

of Little Russia; but after the Polish insurrection of 1831 the

lyceum was transferred to Kiev, and is now the university of

tiiat town.

KREMS, a town of Austria, in lower Austria, 40 m. W.N.W.
^

of Vienna by rail. Pop. (1900), 12,657, It is situated at the

confluence of the Krems with the Danube. The manufactures

comprise steel goods, mustard and vinegar, and a special kind of

white lead {Krefnser IFciss) is prepared from deposits in the

neighbourhood. The trade is mainly m these products and in

wine and saffron. The Danube harbour of Krems is at the

adjoining town of Stein (pop., 4299).

KREMSIER (Czech, Krommi), a town of Austria, in Moravia,

'

37 m. E. by N. of Brunn by rail. Pop. (1900), 13,991, mostly

Czech. It is situated on the March, in the fertile region of the

Hanna, and not far from the confluence of these two rivers. It

is the summer residence of the bishop of Olmutz, whose palace,

surrounded by a fine park and gardens, and containing a picture

gallery, library and various collections, forms the chief object

of interest. Its industries include the jnanufacture of machi-

ncry and iron-founding, brewing imd corn-milling, and there is a

considerable trade in com, cattle, fruit and manufactures. In

1131 Kremsier was the seat of a bishopric. It suffered con-

siderably during the Hussite war; and in 1643 was taken and

burned by the Swedes. After the rising of 1848 the Austrian

parliament met in the palace at Kremsier from November 1848

till March 1849. In August 1885 a meeting took place here

between the Austrian .and the Russian emperors.

KREUTZER, KONRADIN (1780-1849), German mulical

composer, was bom on the 22nd of Novem^r 1780 in Messkirch

in Baden, and died on the 14th of December 1849 in Riga. He
owes his fame almost exclusively to one opera, Das Ndthtlager

von Granada (1834), which kept the stage for half a century in

spite of the changes in musical taste. It was written in the style

of Weber, and is remarkable especially for its flow of genuine

melody and depth of feeling. The same qualities are found in

Kreutzer’s part-songs for men’s voices, which at one time were

extremely popular in Germany, and are still listened to with

pleasure. Amongst these ** Der Tag des Herm ” (” The Lord’s

Day ”) may be named as the most excellent. Kreutzer was a

prolific composer, and wrote a number of operas for the theatre

at Vienna, which have disappeared from the stage and are not

likely to be revived. He was from 1812 to 1816 Kapellmeister

to the king of Wiirttemberg, and in 1840 became conductor of

the opera at Cologne. His daughter, Cecilia Kreutzer, was a.

singer of some renown.

KREUTZER, RUDOLPH (1766-1831), French violmtst, of

German extraction, was bom at Versailles, his father being a
musician in the royal chapel. Rudolph gradually became
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famous as a violinist, playing with great success at various

continental capitals. It was tt> him that in 1805 Beethoven
dedicated his famous violin sonata (op^ 47) known as the
“ Kreutzer,” Apart, however, from his fame as a violinist,

Kreutzer was also a prolific composer
;
he |wrote twenty-nine

operas, many of which were successfully produced, besides

nineteen violin concertos and chamber music. He died at

Geneva in 1831.

KR£UZBURG, a town ui Germany, in tlie Prussian province
of Silesia, on the Stober, 24 m. N.N.E. of Oppeln. Pop, (?905),
10,919. It has an Evangelical and a Roman Catholic church, a
gymnasium and a teacher’s seminary. Here are fiour-miDs,

distilleries, iron-works, breweries, iind manufactories of sugar and
of machinery. Kreuzburg, which became a town in 1252, was
the birthplace of the novelist Gustav Preytag.

KREUZNACH (Creuznach), a town and watering-place oi

Germany, in the Prussian Rhine province, situated on the Nahe,
a tributary of Ihe Rhine, 9 m by rail S. of Bingarbriick. Pop.

(1900), 21,321. It consists of the old town on the right bank of

the river, the new' lowm on the left, and the Bade Insel (bath
island), connected by a fine stone bridge. The town has tw'o

Evangelical and three Roman Catholic churches, a gymnasium,
a commercial school, and a hospital. 'J’here is a collection of

Roman and medieval antiquities, among which is preserved a
fine Roman •mosaic discovered in 1893. fhe Biidc Insel

is the Kurhaus (1872) and also the chief spring, the Elisabeth-

quelle, impregnated w'ith iodine and bromine, and prescribed

for .scrofulau.s, bronchial and rheumatic disorders. The cluef

industries are marble-polishing and the manufacture of leather,

glass and tobacco. Vines are cultivated on the neighbouring
hills, and there is a trade in wine and corn.

The earliest, mention of the springs of Kreuzimch occurs in

1478, but it w^as only in the early part of the iqth century that
Dr I’rieger, to whorg there is a statue in the town, brought them
into prominence. Now the annual number of visitors amounts
to several thousands. Kreuznach was evidently a Roman town,
as the ruins of a Ronuin fortification, the Heidenmauer, and
variou.s antiquities have been found in its immediate neighbour-

hood. In the 9th century it was Icnown as Cruciniacum, and it

had a palace of the Carolingian kings. In 1065 the emperor
Henry IV. presented it to the bishopric of Spires; in the 13th
century it obtained civic privileges and passed to the counts of

Sponheim; in 1416 it became part of the Palatinate. 'I’he town
w'as ceded to Prussia in 1814. In 1689 the French reduced the
strong castle of Kauzenberg to the ruin which now stands on a
hill above Kreuznach.

See Schneeguns, Historisch-tnpogyaphischc lieschreihunf; Kreuz-
nachs und seiner (7tli ed., 1004)' Engelmann, Kreuznach
und seine iietlquellen (8th ed., 1890); and Stabel, Das Solhad
KreiAznach fur A rzte dar^estellt (FCreuznacli, 1887).

KRIEGSPIEL (Kriecsspiel), the original German name,
still used to some extent in England, for the War Game (^.».).

KRIEMHiLD (Gr1uhii.d), the heroine of the Nibelungenlied
and wife of the hero Siegfried. The name (from O. H. Ger. grima,
a mask 'or helm, and hiltja or kilfa, war) means ‘‘the masked
warrior woman,” and has been taken to prove her to have been
originally a mythical, daemonic figure, an impersonation of the
powers of darkness and of death. In the north, indeed, the name
Grimhildr continued to have a purely mythical character and
to be applied only to daemonic beings; but in Germany, the
original home of the Nibelungen myth, it certainly lost all trace

of this significance, and in the Nibelungenlied Kriemliild is no
more than a beautiful princess, the daughter of King Dancifit

and Queen Uote, and sister of the Burgundian kings Gunther,
Giselh€r and Gemot, the masters of the Nibelungen hoard. As
she appears in the Nibelungen legend, however, Kriemhild
would seem to have an historical origin, as the wife of Attila,

king of the Huns, as well as sister of the Nibelung kings. Accord-
ing to Jordancp {c. 49), who takes his information frcrni the con-
temporary and trustworthy account of Priscus, Attfla died of

a violent hemorrhage at mght, as he lay beside a girl named
Ildico (2.e. O. H.'Ger. Hildiko). The story got abroad that he

had perished by the hand of a woman in revenge for her relations

slain by him; according to some (f.g. Saxo Poeta and the Qued-
linburg clironicle) it was her father whom ^she revenged; but
when the treacherous overthrow of the Burgundians by Attila

had become a theme for epic poets, she figur^ as a Buigundian
princess, and her act as done in revenge for her brothers. Now
the name Hildiko is the diminutive of Hilda or Hild, which again—

^in accordance w'ith a custom common enough—may have
been used as an abbreviation of Grimhild (cf. Hildt for Bryn^
hildr). It has been suggested (Symons, Hddensagi, p. 55) that

when the legend of the verthrow of the Burgundians, which
took place in 4 ^7, became attached^o that ofithe death of Attila

(453), Hild, the supposed sister of the Burgurdion kings, was
identified with the daemonic Grimhild, the sister of the mythical

Nibelung brothers, and thus helped the process by which the

Nibelun ; myth became fused with the historical story of the

fall of the Burgundian kingdom. 'J'he older story, according to

which Grimhild slays her husband Attila in revenge for her

brothers, is preserved in the Norse tradition, though Grimhild’s

part is played by Gudrun, a change probably due to the fact,

mentioned above, that the name Grimhild still retained in the

north its sinister significance. 'Fhe name of Grimhild is trans-

ferred to Gudrun ’s mother, the “ wise wife,” a semi-daemonic

figure, who brews the potion that makes Sigurd forget his love

for Brunhild and his phghted troth. In the Nibelungenlied,

however, the primitive supremacy of tlic blood-tie has given

place to the more modern idea of the supremacy of the passion of

love, and Kriemhild marries Attila (Etzel) in order to compass
the death of her brothers, in revenge for the murder of Sieglricd.

Theodor Abeling, who is disposed to reject or mininiize the

mythical origins, further suggests a confusion of the story of

Attila’s wife Ildico with that of the murder of Sigimund the

Burgundian by the sons of Chrothiklls, wife of Clovis. (See

Nibelungenlied.)

See B. Symons, Germaniseke Heldensage (Strassburg, i<>05); F.

Zamke, Das Nibelungenlied, p. ii. (Leipzig, 1^75); T. Abeling,
Einleiiung in das Nibelungenlied (Freiburg iih Breisgau, 1909).

(W, A. P.)

KRILOFF (or Kruilov), IVAN ANDREEVICH (1768-1844),

the great national fabulist of Russia, was born on the 14th of

February 1768 at Moscow, but his early years were spent at Oren-

burg and Tver. His father, a distinguished military officer, died

in 1779; and young Kriloff was left with no richer patrimony than

a chest of old books, to be brought up by the exertions of a heroic

mother. In the course of a few years his mother removed to

St Petersburg, in the hope of securing a government pension; and
there Kriloff obtained a post in the civil service, but he gave it

up immediately after his mother’s death in 1788. Already in

j 783 he had sold to a bookseller a comedy of his own composition,

and by this means had procured for himself the works of Moli^re,

Racine, Boileau
;
and now, probably under the influence of these

writers, he produced Philomela and Cleopatra, which gave him
access to the dramatic circle of Knyazhin. Several attempts

he made to start a literary magazine met with little success;

but, together with his plays, they served to make the author

known in society. For about four years (1797-1801) Kriloff

lived at the country seats of Prince Sergius Galitzin, and when
the prince was appointed military governor of Livonia he accom-

panied him as official secretary. Of the years which follow his

resignation of this post little is known, the common opinion

being that he wandered from town to town under the influence

of a passion for card-playing. Before long he found his place

as a fabulist, the first collection of his Fables, 23 in number,

appearing in 1809. From 1812 to 1841 he held a congenial

appointment in the Imperial Public Library—first as assistant,

and then as head of the Russian books department. He died

on the 2ist of November 1844. His statue in the Summer
Garden is one of the finest monuments in St Petersburg.

Honours were showered upon Kriloff while he yet lived : the

Academy of Sciences admitted him a member in i8ir, and be-

stowed upon him its gold medal; in 1838 a great festivalwas held

under imperial sanction to celebrate the jubilee of his first
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appearance aa an autlior

;
and the emperor assigned him a hand-

some pension. Before his death about 77 >000 copies of his Fables
had iound sale in Russia; and his wis&om and humour had
become the common possesnon of the many. He was at once
poet and sage. His fables for the most part struck root in some
actual event, and the>^ told at once by their grip and by their

beauty, 'i'hough he ^gan as a translator and imitator soon

showed himself a master of invention, who found abundant
ma'erial in the life of his native land. To the Russian ear his

verse is of matchless quality ;
while word and phrase arc direct,

simple and eminently idiomatic, colour and c^ence vary with

the theme.
*

A collected edition of ICriloff's works ajycared at St Petersburg,

1844. Of the numerous editions of his rabies, which have been
often translated, may be mentioned that illustrated by Trutovski,
1872. The autlior's life has been written in Russian by Pletneil,

by Lebanoff and by Grot, Litef. zhizn Kfuilova. " Materials for
his life are publish^ in vol. vi, of the Sbornik Staid of the literary

department of the Academy of Sciences. W. K. S. Ralston prefixed

an excellent sketch to his English prose version of the Fables (1668'

2nd cd., 1871). Another translation, by T. H. Harrison, appeared
in 1883.

KRISHNA (the Dark One), an incarnation of Vishnu, or

rather the form in which Vishnu himself is the most popular

object of worship throughout northern India. In origin,

Krishna, like Rama, was undoubtedly a deified hero of the

Kshatriya caste. In the older framework of the Mahdbhdrala he

appears as a great chieftain and ally of the Pandava brothers;

and it i.s only in the interpolated episode of the Bhagavad'gita

that he is identified with Vi.slinu and becomes the revealer of the

doctrine of hhakti or religious devotion. Of still later date are

the popular developments of the modern cult of Krishna

associ -ted with Radha, as found in the Vishnu Purana. Here

he is represented as the son of a king saved from a slaughter of

the innocents, brought up by a cowherd, sporting with the milk-

maids, and performing miraculous feats in his childhood. Tht
scene is laid in the neighbourhood of Muttra, on the right bank
of the Jumn.t, where the whole country to the present day is

holy ground. Another place associated with incidents of his

later life is Dwarka, the westernmost point in the peninsula of

Kathiawar. 'I’he two most famous preachers of Krishna-worship

and founders of sects in his honour were Vallabha and
(.’haitanya, both born towards the close of the 15th century.

'I’he followers of the former are now found chiefly in Rajputana

iind Gujarat, They are known as Vallabliacharyas, and their

gosains or high priests as maharajas, to whom semi-divine

honours are paid. The licentious practices of this sect were

exposed in a lawsuit before the high court at Bombay in 1862.

Chaitanya was the Vaishnav reformer of Bengal, with his home
at Nadiya. A third influential Krishna-preachcr of the 19th

century was Swami Narayan, who was encountered by Bishop

Heber in Qujarat, where his followers at this day are numerous

and wealthy. Among the names of Krishna are Gopal, the cow-

herd; Gopinalh, the lord of the milkmaids; and Mathuranath^

the lord of Muttra. His legitimate consort was Rukmini,

daughter of the king of Berar; but Radha is always associated

with him in his temples. (See Hinduism.)

KRISHNAGAR, a town of British India, headquarters of

Nadia district in Bengal, situated on the left bank of the river

Jalangi and connected with Ranaghat, on the Eastern Bengal

railway, by a light railway. Pop. (1901), 34,547. It is the

residence of the raja of Nadia and contains a government

college. Coloured clay figures are manufactured.

KBISTIANSTAD (Christian«t/d), a port of Sweden, chief

town of the districi (lan) of Kristianstad, on a peninsula in Lake

Sjdvik, an expansion of the river Helge, 10 m. from the Baltic.

P^jp. (1900), 10,318. Its harbour, custom-house, &c., are. at

Alms at the mouth of the river. It is among the first twelve

manufacturing towns of Sweden as regards value of output,

having engineering works, flour mills, distilleries, weaving mills

and sugar factories. Granite and wood-pulp are exports, and

toal and grain imported. The town is thfe seat of the court of

appeal for the provinces of Skane and Blekinge. It was founded

and fortified in 1614 by Christian IV. of Denmark, who buik the
fine ornate church. The toi^ was ceded to Sweden in 1658,
retaken by Christian V. in 1676, and again acquired by Bwedeh
in 1678.

KRIVOY ROO,, a town of south Russia, in the govenunent of
Kherson, on the Ingukts River, near the station of the same
name on the Ekatermoslav railway, 113 m. S.W. of the dty of

Ekaterinoslav. Pop. ( 1900), about 10,000. It is the centre of a
district very ridi in minerals, obtained from a narrow stretch of

crystalline schists underlying the Tertiary defposits. Iron ores

(60 to 70 % of iron), copper ores, colours, brown coal, graphite,

slate, and lithographic stone are obtained—nearly 2,000,000
tons of iron ore aimualty.

KROCHMAL, NAHMAN (i785>i84o), Jewish scholar, was bom
at Brody in Galicia in 1785. He was one of the pioneers in the
revival of Jewish learning which followed on the age of Moses
Mendelssohn. His chief work was the Moreh Nebuche ha-

zeman (“ Guide for tlie Perplexed of riie Age *'), a title imitated

from that of the 12th-century “ Guide for the Perplexed
**

of

Maimonides (q.v.). This book was not published till after the

author’s death, when it was edited by Zunz (1851). The book
is a philosophy of Jewish history, and lias a double importance.

On the one side it was a critic^ examination of the Rabbinic
literature and much influenced subsequent investigators. On
the other side, Krochmal, in the words of N. Slousphz, “ was the

first Jewish scholar who views Judaism, not as a distinct and
mdependent entity, but as a part of the whole of civilization.”

Kroclimal, under Hegelian inJfiuences, regarded the nationality

of Israel as consisting in its religious genius, its spiritual gifts.*

Thus Krochmal may be called the originator of the idea of the

mission of the Jewish people, ” cultural Zionism ” as it has more
recently been termed. He died at Tamopol in 1840.

See S. Schechter, Studies in Judaism (1896), pp. 56 seq.; N.
Slouschz, Renascence 0/ Hebrew Literature (1909), pp. 63 seq.

(I. A.)

KRONENBERG, a town of Germany in the Prussian Rhine
Province, 6 m. S.W. from Elberfeld, with which it is connected

railway and by an electric tramway line. Pop. (1905), 11,340.

It is a .scattered community, consisting of an agglomeration of

seventy-three different hamlets. It has a Roman Catholic and
two Protestant churclies, a liandsome modern town hall and

considerable industries, consisting mainly of steel and iron

manufactures.

KRONSTADT, or Cronstadt, a strongly fortified seaport

town of Russia, the chief naval station of the Russian fleet in

the northern seas, and the seat of the Russian admiralty. Pop.

(1867), 45,115; (1897), 59,539. It is situated on the island of

Kotlin, near the head of the Gulf of Finland, 20 m. W. of

St Petersburg, of which it is the chief port, in 59“ 59' 30" N. and
29'' 46' 30'' E. Kronstadt, always strong, has been thoroughly

refortified on modern principles. The old “three-decker”

forts, five in numb^, which formerly constituted the priflcipal

defences of the place, and defied the Anglo-French fleets during

the Crimean War, are now of secondary importance. From
plans of Todieben a new fort, Constantine, and four batteries

were constructed (1856-1871) to defend the principal approach,

and seven batteries to cover the shallower northern channel.

All these modem fortifications are low and thickly armour^
earthworks, powerfully armed with heavy Krupp guns in

turrets. The town itself is surrounded with an enceinte, Tite

island of Kotlin, or Kettle (Finn., Retusari, or Rat Island), in

general outline forms an elongated triangle, 7! m. in length by

about I in breadth, with its base towards St Petersburg. The

eastern or broad end is occupied by the town of Kronsti^t, end

shofds extend for a mile and a h^ from the western point of

the island to the rock on which the Tolbaaken lighthouse is

built. The island thus divides the seaward approach to

St Petersburg into two channels; that on the n<i^em side

is obstructed by Shoals whidi extend across it from Kotlin to

Lisynos on the Finnish mainland, and is only passable !by vessels

diuwing less than 1 5 ft. of water ;11ifiB(mthem channel, the high-

ly to the capital, is narrowed by a spit which projects frm
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opposite Oranicnbaum on the Russian mainland^ and, lying

close to Kronstadt, has been strongly guarded by batteries.

The approach to the capital has been greatly facilitated by the
construction in 1875-1885 of a canal, 23 ftl deep, through the

shaUows.. The town of Kronstadt is built on level ground,
and is thus exposed to inundations, from “one of which it

suffered in 1824. On the soutii side of the town there are

three harbours—the large western or merchant harbour, the
western flank of which is formed by a great mole joining the
fortifications which traverse the breadth of the island on this

side; the middle harbour, used chiefly for fitting out and repairing

vc.s.sels; and the eastern or war harbour for vessels of the
Russian navy. Tlie Peter and Catherine canals, communi-
cating with the merchant and middle harbours, traverse the
town. Between them stood the old Italian palace of Prince
Menshikov, the site of which is now occupied by the pilot school.

Among other public buildings are tl\e naval hospital, the British

seanian’s hospital (established in 1867), the civic hospital,

admiralty (founded 1785), arsenal, dockyards and foundries,

school of marine engineering, the cathedral of St Andrew, and
the English church. The port is ice-bound for 140 to 160 days
in the year, from the beginning of December till April. A very
large proportion of the inhabitants are sailors, and large num-
L)ers of artisans are employed in the dockyards. Kronstadt
was founded 1710 by Peter the Great, who took the island

of Kotlin from the Swedes in 1703, when the first fortifications

were constructed. (P. A. K.; J. T. Be.)

KROONSTAD, a town of Orange River Colony, 127 m. by
rail N.E. of Bloemfontein and 130 m. S.W. of Johannesburg.
Pop. (1904), 7191, of whom 3708 were whites. Kroonstad lies

i

44^ ft. a^ve the sea and is built on the banks of the Valsch
j

River, a perennial tributary of the Vaal. It is a busy town,
j

being the centre of a rich agricultural district and of the

diamond and coal-mming industry of the north-western parts

of the colony. It is also a favourite residential place and
resort of visitors from Johannesburg. It enjoys a healthy

climate, affords opportunities for boating rare in South Africa,

nnd boasts a golf-links. The principal building is the Dutch
Reformed church in the centre of the market square.

On the capture of Bloemfontein by the British during the

Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902 Kroonstad was chosen by the

Orange Free State Boers as the capital of the state, a dignity it

held from the 13th of March to the nth of May 1900. On the

following day the town was occupied by Lord Roberts. The
linking of the town in 1906 with the Natal system made the route

via Kroonstad the shortest railw'ay connexion between Cape
Town and Durban. Another line goes N.W. from Kroonstad
to Klerksdorp, passing (17 miles) the Ltice diamond mine and

(45 miles) the coal mines at Vierfontcin.

KROPOTKIN, PETER ALEXEIVICH, Prince (1842- ),

Russian geographer, author and revolutionary, was bom at

Mosebw in 1842. His father, Prince Alexei Petrovich Kropotkin,

belonged to the old Russian nobility
;
his mother, the daughter

of a general in the Russian army, had remarkable literary and
liber^ tastes. At the age of fifteen Princ e Peter Kropotkin, who
had been designed by his father for the army, entered the Corps
of Pages at St Petersburg (1857). Only a hundred and fifty

boys—mostly children of the nobility belonging to the court

—

were educated in this privileged corps, which combined the

character of a militar>- school endowed with special rights and
of a Court institution attached to the imperial household. Here
he remained till 1862, reading widely on his own account, and
giving special attention to the works of the French encyclo-

paedists and to modern French histor>\ Before he left Moscow
Prince Kropotkin had developed an interest in the condition of

the Russian peasantry, and this interest increased as he grew
older. The years 1857-1861 witne.ssed a rich growth in the in-

tellectual forcesof Russia,and Kropotkin cameunder the influence

of the new iUberal-revolutionary literature, which indeed largely

expressed his own aspirations. In 1862 he was promoted from
the Corps of Pages to the army. The members of the corps had
the prescriptive right of choosing the regiment to which they

would be attached. Kropotkin had never wished for a militar}'

carwr, but, as he had^not the means to enter the St Petersburg
University, he elected^o join a Siberian Cossack regiment in the
recently annexed Amur district, where there were prospects of

administrative work. For some time he was aidc-de-camp
to the governor of Transbaikalia at Chita, subsequently being
appointed attach^ for Cossack affairs to the governor-general of

East Siberia at Irkutsk. Opportunities for administrative work,
however, were scanty, and m 1864 Kropotkin accepted charge
of a geographical survey expedition, crossing North Manchuna
from Transbaikalia to the Amur, and shortly afterwards was
attached to another expedition which proceeded up the Sungari
River into the heart of Manchurijf. Both these expeditions
yielded most valuable geographical results. The impossibility
of obtaining any real administrative reforms in Siberia now
induced Kropotkin to devote himself almost entirely to scientific

exploration, in which he continued to be highly successful. In

1867 he quitted the army and returned to St Petersburg, where
he entered the university, becoming at the same time secretar)'

to the physical geography section of the Russian Geographical
Society. In 1873 he published an important contribution to

science, a map and paper in which he proved that the existing

maps of Asia entirely mi.srepresented the physical formation of

the country, the main structural lines being in fact from
south-west to north-east, not from north to south, or from east

to west as had been previously supposed. In 1871 he explored
the glacial deposits of Finland and Sweden for the Russian
Geographical Society, and while engaged in this work was offered

the secretarj'-ship of that society. But by this time he had
determined that it was his duty not to work at fresh discoveries

but to aid in diffusing existing knowledge among the people at

large, and he accordingly refused the offer, and returned to

St Petersburg, where he joined the revolutionary party. In 1872

he visited Switzerland, and bet'ame a member of the Inter-

national Workingmen’s Association at Geneva. The socialism

of this body was not, however, advanced enough for his views,

and after studying the programme of the more violent Jura
Federation at Neucbatel and spending some time in the com-
pany of the leading members, he definitely adopted the creed of

anarchism {g>v.) and, on returning to Russia, took an active pari

in spreading the nihilist propaganda. In 1 874 he was arre.sted

and imprisoned, but escaped in 1876 and went to England,

removing after a short stay to Switzerland, where he joined the

Jura Federation. In 1877 he went to Paris, where he helped to

start the socialist movement, returning to Switzerland in 1878,

where he edited for the Jura Federation a revolutionary news-

paper, Le Revolte, subsequently also publishing various revolu-

tionary pamphlets. Shortly after the assassination of the tsar

Alexander II.(1881) Kropotkin was expelled from Switzerland hy

the Swiss government, and after a short stay at Thonon (Savoy)

went to London, where he remained for nearly a year, returning

to Thonon low'ards the end of 1882. Shortly afterwards he was

arrested by the French government, and, after a trial at Lyons,

sentenced by a police-court magistrate (under a special law pa.ssed

on the fall of the Commune) to five years' imprisonment, on the

ground that he had belonged to the International Workingmen’s
Association (1883). In 1886 however, as the result of repeated

agitation on his behalf in the French Chamber, he was released,

and settled near London.

Prince Kropotkin’s authority as a writer on Russia is univer-

sally acknowledged, and he has contributed largely to the

Encyclopaedia Britannica. Among his other works may be

named Paroles d'un revolte (1884); La ConquHe du pain (1888);

VAnarchic: sa philosophies son ideal (1896); The State
y

its Part

in History (1898); Fields
^

Factories and Workshops (1899);

Memoirs of a RevoltUionist (1^0); Mutual Aid, a Factor of Evo-

lution (1902); Modern Science and Anarchism (Philadelphia,

1903); The Desiccation of Asia (1904); The Orography of Asia

(1904); and Russian Literature

KROTOSCHIN (in Polish, KrotoszynY a town of Germany, in

the Prussian province of Posen, 33 m. S.E. of Posen. Pop. (1900),

12,373. three churches, a synagogue, steam saw-mills,
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and a steam brewery, and carries on trade in grain and seeds.

The castle of Krotoschin is the chief place jf a mediatized prin-

cipality which was formed in 1819 out of the domains of the

Prassian crown and was granted to the prince of Thum and Taxis
in compensation for the relinquishment by him of the monopoly
of the Prussian postal system, formerly held by his family.

KRttDEMEB* BARBARA JULIAHA, Baroness von (1764-

1834), Russian religious mystic and author, was bom at Riga

in Livonia on the nth of Noveml^r 1764. Her father, Otto

Hermann von Vietinghoff, who had fought as a colonel in

Catherine II.’s wa»s, was one of the two councillors for Livonia

and a man of immense we^th; her mother, nee Countess Anna
Ulrica von Miinnic'h, was a^ grand-daughter of the celebrated

held marshal. Juliana, as she was usually called, was one of a

numerous family. Her education, according to her own account,

consisted of lessons in French spelling, deportment and sewing;

and at the age of eighteen (Sept. 39, 1783) she was married to

Baron Burckhard Alexis Constantin von Kriidener,awidower six-

teen years her senior. The baron,a diplomatist of distinction, was
cold and reserved; the baroness was frivolous, pleasure-loving,

and possessed of an insatiable thirst for attention and flattery
; |

and the strained relations due to this incompatibility of temper

were embittered by her limitless extravagance, which constantly

involved herself and her husband in financial difficulties. At
first indeed all went well. On the 31st of January 1784 a son

was bom to them, named Paul after the grand-duke Paul (after-

wards emperor), who acted as god-father. The same year Baron

Kriidener became ambassador at Venice, ^ where he remained until

transferred to Copenhagen in 1786.

In 1787 the birth of a daughter (Juliette) aggravated the

nervous disorders from which the baroness had for some time

been suffering, and it was decided that she must go to the south

for her health
;
she accordingly left, with her infant daughter and*

her step-daughter Sophie. In 1789 she was at Paris when the

states general met; a year later, at Montpellier, she met a young
cavalry captain, Charles Louis de Fr^geville, and a passionate

attachment sprang up between them. They returned together

to Copenhagen, where the baroness told her husband that her

heart could no longer be his. The baron was coldly kind; he

refused to hear of a divorce and attempted to arrange a modus
vivendiy which was facilitated by the departure of De Fr^geville

for the war. All was useless
;
Juliana refused to remain at Copen-

hagen, and, setting out on her travels, visited Riga, St Peters-

burg—where her father had become a senator ^—Berlin, Leipzig

und Switzerland. In 1798 her husband became amba.ssador at

Berlin, and she joined him there. But the stiff court society of

Prussia was irksome to her; money difficulties continued; and
by way of climax, the murder of the tsar Paul, in whose favour

Baron Kriidener had stood high, made the position of the ambas-
sador extremely precarious. The baroness seized the occasion

to leave for the baths of Teplitz, whence she wrote to her husband
that the doctors had ordered her to winter in the south. He died

on the 14th of June iSoz, without ever having seen her again.

Meanwhile the baroness had been revelling in the intellectual

society of Coppet and of Paris. She was now thirty-six; her

charms were fading, but her passion for admiration survived.

She had tried the effect of the shawl dance, in imitation of Emma,
I^dy Hamilton; she now sought fame in literature, and in

1803, consulting Chateaubriand and other writers of dis-

tinction, published her ValSriey a sentimental romance, of which
under a thin veil pf anonymity she herself was the heroine. In
January 1804 she returned to Livonia.

At Riga occurred her “ conversion.” A gentleman of her

acquaintance when a.1[K>ut to salute her fell dying at her feet.

The shock overset her not too well balanced mind ; she sought for

consolation, and found it in the ministrations of her shoemaker,
an ardent disciple of the Moravian Brethren. Though she had
found peace,*’ however, the disorder of her nerves continued,

^ A porteait of Madame de Kriidener and her son as ** Venus
disarming Cupid/' by Angelica Kauffmann, of this period, is in the
Ltevre.

* He died while she was there in 1793.

and she was ordered by her doctor to the baths of Wiesbaden/ At
Kdnigsberg she h^ an intervimv with Queoi Ixiuise, and, more
important still> with one Adam Miiller, a rough peasant, to whoih
the Lord had revea^ a prophetic mission to King Frederidk
William III. ’’ Chiliasm ** was in the air. Napoleon was
evidently Antichrist; and the ** latter days ” were about to be
accomplished.

.
Under the influence of the pietistic movement the

belief was widely spread, in royal courts, m country parsonages,
in peasants’ hovels : a man would be raised up **

from north
. . . from the rising of the sun ” (Isa, xU. aj)j Anticlurist would
be overthrown, and Christ would come to reign a thousand years

upon the earth. The interview determined the direction of

the baroness’s religious development. A short visit to the
Moravians at Herrenhut followed; then she went, via Dresden,
to Karlsruhe, to sit at the feet of Heinrich Jung-Stilling (9.W.),

the high priest of occultist pietism, whose influence was supreme
at the court of Baden and infected those of Stockholm and
St Petersburg.® By him she was instructed in the chiliastic faith

and in the mysteries of the supernatural world. Then, hearing

that a certain pastor in the Vosges, Jean Fr^d^ric Fontaines, was
prophesying and working miracles, she determined to go to

him. On the 5th of June 1801, accordingly, she arrived at the

Protestant parsonc^e of Sainte Marie-aux-Mines, accompanied
by her daughter Juliette, her step-daughter Sophiejind a Russian

valet.

This remained for two years her headquarters. Fontaines,

half-charlatan, half-dupe, had introduced mto his household a
prophetess named Marie Gottliebin Kummer,^ whose visions,

carefully calculated for her own purposes, became the oracle of’

the divine mysteries for the baroness. Under this influence she

believed more firmly than ever in the approaching millennium

and her own mission to proclaim it. Her rank, her reckless

charities, and her exuberant eloquence produced a great effect

on the simple country folk; and when, in 1809, it was decided to

found a colony of the “ elect ” in order to wait for “ the coming of

the Lord,” many wretched peasants sold or distributed all they

possessed and followed the baroness and Fontaines into Wiirt-

temberg, where the settlement was established at Catharinen-

plaisir and the chateau of Bonnigheim, only to be dispersed

(May t) by an unsympathetic government.''* Further wanderings

followed ; to Lichtenthal near Baden; to Karlsruhe and the

congenial society of pietistic princesses; to Riga, where she

was present at the death-bed of her mother (Jan. 34, 1811);

then back to Karlsruhe. The influence of Fontaines, to whom
she had been ” spiritually married ” (Madame Fontaines being

content with the part of Martha in the household, so long as the

baroness’s funds lasted), had now waned, and she had faHen under

that of Johann Kaspar Wegelin (1766-1833), a pious linen-draper

of Strassbiirg, who taught her the sweetness of “ complete anni-

lulation of the will and mystic death.” Her preaching and her

indiscriminate charities now began to attract curious crowds from

afar; and her appearance everywhere wa.s accompanied bj^ an

epidemic of visions and prophesyings, which culminated in^
appearance in 1811 of the comet, a sure sign of the approaching

end. In 1813 she was at Strassburg, whence she paid mwe thim

one visit to J. F. Oberlin (q.v.)y the famous pastor of Waldbach in

Steinthal (Ban dela Roche), and where she.had the glory of con-

verting her host, Adrien de Lazay-Mamesia, the prefect. In

1813 she was at Geneva, where she established the faith of a

band of young pietists in revolt against the Calvinist Church

authorities—notably Henri Lpuis Empeytaz, afterwards destined

to be the companion of her crowning evangelistic triumph. In

September 1814 she was again at Waldbach, where Empeytaz

had preceded her; and at Strassburg, where the party vm
joined by Franz Karl von Berckheim, who afterwards married

® The consorts of Alexander I. of Russia and of Gustavus Ad<flptiii8

IV. of Sweden were princesses of Baden.
* She had been condemned some years previously in Warttembenr

to the pillory and three years' unprisonment as a ** awindlet
”

{BetrUgerin}, on her own confession. Her curious history is given

in detaU by M. Muhlenbeck.
,

In 1809 it was obviously inconvenient to have people pipcUuming
Napoleon as ” the Beast.”
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Juliette.^ At the end of the year she returned with her

’da^hters and Empeytaz to Ba^n, a fateful migration.

Ine empress Eliza^thof Russia was now at Karlsruhe; and

she and the pietist ladies of her entourage hoped that the emperor

Alexander might find at the haiids of Madame de Kriidener the

peace whkh an interview with Jung-Stilling had failed to brii^

him. The baroness herself wrote urgent letters to Roxane de

Stourdea, sister of the t.sar’s Rumanian secretary, begging her

to procure an interview. There seemed to be no result; but the

correspondence paved the way for the opportunity which a

stmnge chance was to give her of realizing her ambition. In

the spring of 1815 the baroness was settled at Schliichtem, a piece

of Baden territory enclave in Wurttemberg, busy persuading

peasants to sell all and fty from the wrath to come. Near this,

at Heilbronn, the emperor Alexander established his head-

quarters on the 4th of June. That very night the baroness

sought and obtained an mterview.'' To the tsar, who had been

brooding alone over an open Bible, her sudden arrival seemed an

answer to his prayers; for three hours the prophetess jjreached

her strange gospel, while the most powerfi\l man in Europe sat, his

face buried in his hands, sobbing like a child; until at last he

declared that he had found peace.” At the tsar’s request she

followed him to Heidelberg and later to Paris, where she was

lodged at the H6tel Montchenu, next door to the imperial head-

quarters in the Elys6e Palace. A private door connected the

establishments, and every evening the emperor went to take

part in the prayer-meetings conducted by the baroness and
Emp^taz. Chiliasm seemed to have found an entrance into

the high councils of Europe, and the baroness '^'on Kriidener had
become a political force to be reckoned with. Admission to her

religious gatherings was sought by a crowd of people celebrated

in the intellectual and social world
;
Chateaubriand came, and

Benjamin Constant, Madame Ri^camier, the duchessede Bourbon,

and Madame de Duras. Hie fame of the wonderful con-

version, moreover, attracted other members of the chiliastic

fraternity, among them Fontaines, who brought with him the

prophetess Marie Kummer.
In this religious forcing-house the idea of the Holy Alliance

germinated and grew to rapid maturity . On the 26th of Septem-
ber the portentous proclamation, which was to herald the opening

of a new age of peace and goodwill on earth, was signed by the

sovereigns of Russia, Austria and Prussia (see Holy Alliance;
and Europe : History). Its authorship has ever been a matter

of dispute, Madame de Kriidener herself claimed that she had
suggested the idea, and that Alexander had submitted the draft

for her approval. This is probably correct, though the tsar

later, when hehad recovered his mental ecjuilibrium, reproved her

for her indiscretion in talking of the matter. His eyes, indeed,

had begun to be opened before he left Paris, and Marie Kummer
was the umntentional cause. At the very first stance the

prophetess, whose revelations had been praised by the baroness

in extravagant terms, had the evil inspiration to announce in hw
trance to the emperor that It was God’s will that he should

endow the rehgiotts colony to which she belonged 1 Alexander

merely remarked that lie had received too many such revelations

before to be impressed. The baroness’s influence was shaken

but not destroyed, and before he left Paris Alexander gave her

a passport to Russia. She was not, however, destined to see

him a^in.

She left Paris on the 22nd of Octdber 18*5, intending to travel

to‘9t l^tersburg by way tof Switzerland. The tsar, however,

offended by her indiscretvQais and sensible the xidicute which

his relations with her had brought upon him, showed Httle dis-

position to burry her arrival. She remain^ in Switzerland,

where i^hc presently fdl under the influence of an unscrupulous

adventurer named J. G. Kellner. For months Empeytaz, an

honest enthusiast, struggled to'save herisom this man’s dutches,

but in vaan. KeUnertoo well knew how to flatter the baroness’s

inordinate vanity: the author of the.Hdy Alliance could

be none other than the ” woman <Mhed with the sun ” of

' Berckheim had been Frendh commissioner Of pcflzce in 'Mainz and
had abandoned his post in 1813.

W, T.

Rev. 1. She wandered wvth Kellner from place to place,

prociahning her mission, working miracles, persuading her con-

verts to sell all^ follow her. Crowds of beggars and rapscal-

iions of eveiy description gathered wherever she went, supported

by the charities squander^ from the common hind. She became
a nuisance to the authorities and a menace to the peace;

W(lrttember| bad expelled her, and the example woe fdlowed

by every Swiss canton she entered in turn. At loBt, in August

1817, she set out for her estate in Livonia, accompanied by
KeRner mid a remnant of the elect.

The emperor Alexander having opened the Crimea to German
and Swiss chiliasts in search of a land of promise, the baroness’s

son-in-kw Berckheim and his wife now proceeded thither to help

establish the hew cokmies. In November 1820 the baroness

at kst went herself to St Petersburg, where Berckheitn was
lying ill. She was there when the news arrived of Ypsilanti’s

invasion of the Danubian principalities, which opened the war
of Greek independence. She at once proclaim^ the divine

mission of the tsar to take up arms on behalf of Christendom.

Alexander, however, had long since exchanged her influence

for that of Metternich, and he was far from anxious to be forced

into even a holy war. To the baroness’s overtures he relied
in a long and polite letter, the gist of which was that she must
leave St Petersburg at once. In 1823 the death of Kellner,

whom to the kst she regarded os a saint, was a severe blow to

her. Her health was failing, but she allowed herself to be
persuaded by Princess Galitzin to eocompany her to the Crimea,

where she hod established a Swiss colony. Here, at Karasu
Bazar, she died on the 25th of December 1824.

Sainte-Beuve said of Madame de Kriidener :
” Elle avait un

immense besoin que le monde s’w!ciipat d’elle . . . ;
I’amour

propre, toujours I’amour propre . . . t
” A kindlier epitaph

might, perhaps, be written in her own words, uttered after

the revelation of the misery of the Crimean colonists had at

last opened her eyes : The good that I have done will endure;

the evil that I have done (for bow often have I not niktaken for

tlie voire of God that which was no more than the result of my
imagination and my pride) the mercy of God will blot ouU”

Much informatioji about Madame de Kriidener, coloured by the

author's views, is to be found in H. L. Empeytaz's Notice sur

Alexandre, emptreur de Russie (2nd ed., Paris, 1840). The Vie de

Madawe de Krudener (2 vols., Paris, 1849), by the Swiss banker
and Philhellenc j. G. Eynard, was long the standard life and con-
tains much material, but is far from authoritative. In English
appeared the Life and Letters of Madame de ICriidener, by Clarence
Ford (London, 1893). The most atrthoritative, study, based on a
wealth of original reoearch, is E. Mnhlenbedk's Etude sur Us oripnes
de la Sainte-Alhame .(Baris, 1909)^ k which numerous references

are given. (W. A. P.)

KRUG, WILHRLM TRA1IG0TT ^1770-1842), German f^lo-
sopher and author, was bora at Radis in Prussia on the 22nd of

June 1770, and died at Leipzig on the 12th of January 1842.

He studied at Wittenberg under Reinhard and Jeihnichen, at

Jenatmder Reinhold, and atGbttingen. From 1801 to 1804 he

was professor of philosophy at Frankfort-on-the-Oder, after

which he succeeded Kant in the chair of ‘logic and meta^ysics
at the university of Kdnigsberg. From 1809 till his death he

was professor of philosophy at Leipzig. He was a prolific writer

on a great variety of subjects, in all of Which he excelled as a

popiflarizer rather than as an original thinker. In philosophy

his mefthod was psychological; he attempted to expkm the

Ego by examining nature of its reflection upon the facts of

consciousness. Being is known to us only throng its {>resen-

tation in consciousness
;
consciousness only in its relation to

Being. (Both Being and Consciousness, however, are immediately

known to us, as also the relation existingbetween them. By this

Transcendental Synthesis he proposed to reconcile Realism

and Idealism, and to destroy the traditional difficulty between

transcendental, or pure, timught and “ things in themselves.”

Apart from the intrinsic value of his work, it is admitted that

it had the eflEect of promoting the stu^ of ,philosonhy apd of

stimulating freedom of thought in religion and politics. His

principal works are: Britje idm dm mueskn Meedismus



Ki^UQ£R m-
(1801^); VtrimhiUmdH Prineipven ier fhUBs&pkkcken Efhmt^
nisfs ^1801) ; Funitmentaiphihsophie ^^803) ; System der

theoretischm FMlosefihie ^i^8d6H[8x0) ; Sysiiem ier prakiisiditfn

Philosep9ii9 ^ Hand^h der Philaaepint (s8jo
;

3rd «d.,
; Logtk odee DenMekre (*827) ;

Oesckis^ie

der Philos, mer Zeit <1815; and ed., 18^5) ;
All^emeines

Hcmdwdrtetbuch der phitos^hiscken Wissensekstfien <1827-1834;

and nd.j 1832-1638) ;
Universal'^hilosopkisehe Verlesungen fur

GebUdete bmderUi G^hleehU. His work Bevlrdge zur GeSchkhk
dsr Philos, des XIX. Jakrh. (1835-1837) contains interesting

ciitkisms of Hege^and 'SchelSing.

See ftlao hts autobiography, Meine Lebensreise (Leipzig, and ed.,

1840), • •

KiniGfiR, SnPHARTO JOHANNES PAITLIIB (1825-1904),

president of the Transvaal Kepublk, was born ki Cc^herg,
Cape Colony, on the loth of October 18*5. His father was

C^par Jan Hendrick Kruger, who was bom in 1796, and whose

wife bore the name of Steyn . In his ancestry on both sides occur

Huguenot names. The founder of the Kruger family appears

to have been a German named Jacob Kruger, who in 1713 vras

sent with others by the Dutch East India Company to the Cape.

At the age of ten Paul Kruger—as he afterwards came to be
known—accompanied his parents in the migration, known as the

Great Trek, from the Cape Colony to the territories north of the

Orange in the years 1835-1840. From boyhood his life was one

of adventure. Brought up on the borderland between civiliza-

tion and barbarism, constantly trekking, fighting and hunting,

his education was necessarily of the most primitive character.

He learnt to read and to write, and was taught the narrowest

form of Dutch Presbyterianism. His literature was almost

confined to the Bible, and the Old Testament was preferred to

the New. It is related off Kruger, as indeed it has been said

of Piet Retief and others of the early Boer leaders, that he.

bdieved himself the object of special Divine guidance. At
about the age of twenty-five he is said to have disappeared

into the veldt, where he remained alone for several days, under

the influence of deep religious fervour. During this sojourn m
the wilderness Kruger stated that he had been especially favoured

by God, who had communed with and inspired him. Through-
out his life he professed this faith in God’s will and guidance,

and much of his influence over his followers is attributable to

their belief in his sincerity and in his enjoyment of Divine favour.

The Dutdh Reformed Church in the Transvaal, pervaded by a

spirit and faith not unlike those which distinguished the Cove-

nanters, was divided in the early days into three sects. Of these

the narrowest, most puritanical, and most bigoted was the

Dopper sect, to which Kruger belonged. His Dapper fdlowing

was always unswerving in its support, and at all critical times

in the internal quarrels of the state rallied round him. The
charge of hypocrisy, frequent^ made against Kruger— by
this charge is meant the mere juggling with religion for purely

political ends—Kloes not appear entirriy just. The subordma-
tion of reason tom senseof superstitioiK fanaticism is the key-note

of his character, and largely the ^lanation of his life. Where
faith is so profovmd as to believe the Divine gurdance ail, aid
the individual intelligence ftd, a man h able to persuade hiinselE

that any course he chooses to take is the one he is directed to

take. Where bigotry is so bftind, reason is but dust in the

bidanoe. At the same tkne there were incidents in Kruger's

life which but ill conform to any Biblioal Standard he imght
choose tondopt or feei imposed wponhim. Even von Gordt, his

eloquent historifui and a|Mlo|^6t, is cognisant of this fact.

When the lad, who had akeady tdkm port in fights with the

Matabele and the Zulus, was fourteen his family settled nerth

of the Vaal^and were dmong the founders of the Transfua! «tate.

At the age d! seventeen Taul found himself an assistant field

comet, at twenty he was field oomet, and at twoity-seven held

a command in an expeditkm against llie Bedmaena chief Secheie

—the eatpedition in whkh David Livingstone^ missioii-bouie

was destroyed.

In 1853 he took past m tmefiher eiqjedkion against Itorts^
Whoi met fighting natives in those eady d^s Kxuger was

engs^ in distanl; bunting excuesioBB whkh took bkn ao hUr
north as the Zambezi. In 9852 the Ikaiunraal secured the
recognkion of its independence from Great Britain in thb Sand
River convention. tFor many years alter this date the con^
ditkm of the coun^ was one bc^ering upon amr<A^, and bite
the faction strife which was continuidly ^ing on Kruger'freeiy
entered. In 1856-^857 he joined M. W. Rretcnbis in Wsattempt
to abolish the district governments in the IVansvaal and to
overthrow the Orange Free Bta/te government and cempel a
federation between the two countries. Tbe raid into the Eree
State failed ; the blackest Jneident in conhekiom w4th it was
the attempt of the Pretorius and Kruger party to bidklce ‘the

Basuto to harass the Free State forces behind, wh^ they were
attacking them in front.

From this time forward Kruger's life is *80 intimately boimd
up with the history of his countiy, and even in \sdet yeats of
South Africa, that a study of that history is essential to an
understanding of it (see Transvaal and I^uth Africa;). In

1864, when the faction fighting ended and Pretorius was presi-

dent, Kruger was elected commandant-general of the for^ of

the Transvaal. In 1870 a boundary dispute arose with the
British government, which was set^d by the Keate award
(1871). The decision caused so much discontent in the Trans-

vaal that it brought about the downfall of President Pretorius

and his party; and Thomas Francois Burgers^ an educated

Dutch minister, resident in C^pe Colony, was elected to succeed

him. During the term of Burgers’ firesidency Kruger appeared
to great d^dvantage. Instead of l^aliy supporting Ibe

president in the difliralt task of building up a staible state^

he did everything in his power to undermine his authority,

going so far as to urge the Boers to pay no taxes while Buigers

wasm office. The faction of which he was & prominent men^r
was chiefly responsible for bringing about thatVoporw in the

government of the country which drew such bitter protest from
Burgers and terminated in the annexatiofi by the Briririi in

April 1877. At this period of Transvaal histoiy it is impossibte

to trace any true patriotism in the action of the majority of the

inliabitants. The one idea of Kruger and his faction wbb to

oust Burgers from office on any pretext, and, if possible, to put
Kruger'in his place. When the downfall of tigers was assured

and annexation offered itself as the alternative resulting from

his downfall, it is true that Kruger opposed k. But matters

had gone too far. Annexation became an aocomplished fact,

and Kruger accepted paid ofl5ce unde^ the British goverranent.

He continued, however, so openly to agitate for the retrocession

of the country, being a member of two deputatwms which went

to England endeavouring to get the annesottion annulled, that

in 1878 Sir Theophilus Shepstone, tlie British administrator,

dismissed him from his service. In 1880 the Boer rrisellion

occurred, and Kruger was one of the famous triumvirate, of

which (^neral Piet Joubert and Pretorius were the other

members, who, after Majuba, negotiated the terms of peaft on
which the Pretoria convention of August 1881 wb.s drafted. In

1883 he was elected president of the Transvaal, receivmg 3431

votes as against 1171 recorded for Joubert. •

In November 1883 President Kriiger agmn visited England,

this time for the purpose of getting another convention. The
visit was successful, the London convention, which for yews was

a subject of controversy, being granted by Lord Derby in 1684

on behalf of the British government. The government of the

Transvaal being once more in the hands of the Boos, thecountry

rapidly drifted towards that state of national bankruptcy from

which it had only been saved by annexation in 1877. In x686,th6

yewin whkh the Rand mines were discovered, President Hjniger

wasby no means a popular man even among his own foll(^er8;

as an administrator of mtemal affairs he had shewn ixiMelf

grosdy incompetent, aid it was onfy the speciouB suocesB *of

his negoliations with the British governmetft whichhadvetomod

him any measure of support. In 1888 he was elected prmIficMt

for a second tOTiof office. In 1689 Dr Leyds, a young

lander, was appointed state seawtary, and dw ‘systemotatike

I

menopolies around which so much cocniption grewjtxp wasscon
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in full course of development. The principle of government

monopoly in trade being thus est^fiblished, Resident Kruger now
turned his attention to the further securing of Boer political

monopoly. The Uitlandcrs were increasing, in numbers, as well

as providing the state with a revenue. In 1800, 1891, 1892, and

1894 the franchise laws (wliich at the time of convention were

on a liberal basis) were so modified that all Uitlanders were

practically excluded altogether. In 1893 Kruger had to face a

third presidential election, and on this occasion the opposition

he had raised among the burghers, largely by the favouritism

he displayed to the Hollander party, was so strong that it was

fully anticipated that his more liberal opponent, General Joubert,

would be elected. Before the election was decided Kruger

took care to conciliate the volksraad members, as well as to

see that at all the volksraad elections, which occurred shortly

before the presidential election, his supporters were returned, or,

if not returned, that his opponents were objected to on some
trivial pretext, and by this means prevented from actually sitting

in the volksraad until the presidential election was over. The
Hollander and concessionnaire influence, which had become a

strong power in the state, was all in favour of 1 ‘resident Kruger.

In spite of these facts Kruger’s position was insecure. “ General

Joubert was, without any doubt whatever, elected by a very

considerable majority.” ^ But the figures as announced gave

Kruger a majority of about 700 votes. General Joubert accused

the government of tampering with the returns, and appealed

to the volksraad. The appeal, however, was fruitless, and
Kruger retained office. The action taken by President Kruger
at this election, and his previous actions in ousting President

Burgers and in absolutely excluding the Uitlanders from the

franchise, all show that at any cost, in his opinion, the govern*

nienl must remain a close corporation, and that while he li\'ed

he must remaifi at the head of it.

From 1877 onward Kruger’s external policy was consistently

anti-British, and orf every side—in Bechuanaland, in Rhodesia,

in Zululand—he attempted to enlarge the frontiers of the

Transvaal at the expense of Great Britain. In these disputes

he usually gained something, and it was not until 1895
was definitely defeated in his endeavours to obtain a seaport.

His internal policy was blind, reckless and unscrupulous, and
inevitably led to disaster. It may be summed up in his own
words when replying to a deputation of Uitlanders, who desired

to obtain the legalization of the use of the English language in

the Transvaal. This,” said Kruger, “ is my country; these are

my laws. Those who do not like to obey my laws can leave my
country.” This rejection of the advances of the Uitlanders

—

by whose aid he could have built up a free and stable republic

—

led to his downfall, though the failure of the Jameson Raid in

the first days of 1896 gave him a signal opportunity to secure

the safety of his countrj" by the grant of real reforms. But the

Raid taught him no lesson of this kind, and despite the inter-

vention of the British government the Uitlanders’ grievances

were not remedied.

In 1898 Kruger was elected president of the Transvaal for

the fourth and last time. In 18^ relations between the Trans-

vaal and Great Britain had become so strained, by reason of the

oppression of the foreign populatipn, that a conference was
arranged at Bloemfontein between Sir Alfred (afterwards Lord)

Milner, the high commissioner, and President Kruger. Kruger

was true to his principles. At every juncture in his life hi.5

object had been to gain for himself and his own.narrow policy

everything that he could, while conceding nothing in return.

It was for this reason tha^t he invariably failed to come to any

arrangement with Sir John Brand while the latter was president

of the Free State. In 1889, the very year following President

Brand’s death, he was able to make a treaty with President Reitz,

his successor, which bound each of the Boer republics to assist

the other in case its independence was menaced, unless the

quarrel could be shown to be an unjust one on the part of the

state so menaced. In effect it bound the Free State to share all

the hazardous risk of the reckless anti-British Transvaal policy,

1 Sir Percy Fitzpatrick, in Th$ Transvaal from Within, ch. iii.

I

without the Free State itself receiving anythix^ in return.

Kruger thus achieved one of the objects of his life. With such

a history of appareift success, it is not to be wondered at that

the Transvaal president came to Bloemfontein to meet Sir

Alfred Milner in no mood for concession. It is true that he

made an ostensible offer on the franchise question, but that

proposal was made dependent on so many conditions that it

was a palpable sham. Every proposition which Sir Alfred

Milner made was met by the objection that it threatened the

independence of the Traitsvaal. This retort was President

Kruger’s rallying cry whenever he found himself in the least

degree pressed, either from within or without the state. To
admit Uitlanders to the franchise, tto no mawter how moderate
a degree, would destroy the independence of the state. In

October 1899, after a long and fruitless correspondence with
the British government, war with Great Britain was ushered
in by an ultimatum from the Transvaal. Immediately after

the ultimatum Natal and the Cape Colony were invaded by the

Boers both of the Transvaal and the Free State. Yet one of

the most memorable utterances made by Kruger at the Bloem-
fontein conference was couched in the following terms : “We
follow out what God says, ‘ Accursed be he that removeth his

neighbour’s landmark.’ As long your Excellency lives you
will see that we shall never be the attacking party on another

man’s land.” The course of the war that followed is described

under Transvaal. In 1900, Bloemfontein and Pretoria having
been occupied by British troops, Kruger, too old to go on
commando, with the consent of his executive proceeded to

Europe, where he endeavoured to induce the European powers

to intervene on his behalf, but without success.

From this time he ceased to have any political influence.

He took up his residence at Utrecht, where he dictated a record

of his career, published in 1902 under the title of The Memoirs

of Paid Kruger. He died on the 14th of July 1904 at Clarens,

near Vevey, on the shores of the Lake of Geneva, whither he

had gone for the sake of his health. He was buried at Pretoria

on the following i6th of December, Dingaan's Day, the anni-

versary of the day in 1838 when the Boers crushed the Zulu

king Dingaan—a fight in which Kruger, then a lad of thirteen,

had taken part. Kruger was thrice married, and had a large

family. His second wife died in 1891. When he went lo

Europe he left his third wife in Lord Roberts’s custody at Pre-

toria, but she gradually failed, and died there (July 1901). It

was in her grave that the body of her husband was laid. It is

recorded that when a statue to President Kruger at Pretoria

was erected, it was by Mrs Kruger’s wish that the hat was left

open at the top, in order that the rain-water might collect there

for the birds to drink.

SJec J. F. van Oordt, P. Kruger en de opkomst d. Zuid-Afrikaansche
Republiek [Amsterdam, i8si8); the Memoirs already mentioned;
F, R. Statham, Paul Kruger and his Times (1898); and, among
works with a wider scope, G. M. TheaJ, History of South Africa
(for events down to 1872 only)

;
Sir

J.
P. Fitzpatrick, The Transvaal

from Within (1899) ;
The Times History of the War in South Africa

(1900-9); and A. P. Hillier, South African Studies (1900).

KRUGERSDORPy a town of the Transvaal, 21 m. N.W. of

Johannesburg by rail. Pop. (1904), 20,073, of whom 6946 were

whites. It is built on the Witwatersrand at an elevation of

5709 ft. above the sea, and is a mining centre of some importance.

It is also the starting-point of a railway to Zeerust and Mafeking.

Krugersdorp was founded in 1887 at the time of the discover)'

of gold on the Rand and is named after President Kruger.

Within the municipal area is the Paardekraal monument erected

to commemorate the victory gained by the Boers under Andries

Pretorius in 1838 over the Zulu king Dingaim, and on the i6th

of December each year, kept as a public holiday, large numbers

of Boers assemble at the monument to celebrate the event.

Here in December x88o a great meeting of Boers resolved again

to proclaim the independence of the Transvaal. The formal

proclamation was made on Dingaan’s Day, and after the defeat

of the British at Majuba Hill in 1881 that victory was also

commemorated at Paardekraal on the i6th of December. The

monument, which was damaged during the war of 1899-1902,

KRUGERSDORP
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was restored by the British authorities. It was at Dooi^oi*. ^

near Krugersdorp, that Dr L. S. Jameson md his rmders

surrendered to C^mandant Piet Cronje oti Ae and of 1““^
,896 (see Transvaal : History). At Sterkfonton, 8 m. N^.

of Krugersdorp, are limestone caves containing beautiful

(in Czech, Krumlov) is a town in Bohen^ situated

on^e banks of tlie Moldau (Vitava). It has about 8c^

inhabitants, partly of Czech, paijjy of Gepian

Krumau is ^ci^ly celebrated bemuse its anaent casrie

WM lone the stroMhold of the Rosenberg family, known also

Ti,ar!^z nL, theVds of the rose. Henry II. of Rosenberg

(d 1310) was the fffst membft of the family to reside at I^mau.

His son Peter I. (d. 1349) raised the place to the r^k of a city.

The last two members of the family were two brothCTS, Wihi^

created prince of Ursini-Rosenberg in 155^ (d. r 59*)> an

Vok who played a' very large part in Bohemian history. Tneir

librarian was Wenceslas Brezan, who has left a valuable work on

the annals of the Rosenberg faimly. Peter

strong adherent of the Utraquist party, sold Krumau shortly

l^orf his death (1611), because the Jesuits had established

themselves in the neighbourhood. ... i, .

The lordship, one of the most extensive m the monarchy, was

bought by the emperor Rudolph II. for his natural son, Julius

of Austria. In 1622 the emperor 1-crdmand II. presented the

lordship to his minister, Hans Ulrich von Eggenberg, and m
162 s raised it to the rank of an hereditary duchy in his favour.

From the Eggenberg family Krumau passed in 1719 to Pmee

Adam Franz Karl of Schwarzenberg, who was crated duke

of Krumau in 17*3- The head of the Schwarrenberg fmily

bears the title of duke of Krumau. The cMtle, one of the

largest and finest in Bohemia, preserves much of its ancient

character.
^ ^

'

See W. Brezan, Zivot Vilema z Rosenberku (Life of William of

Rosenberg), 1847; also Zivot Petra Voka e Rosenberka (Life of Peter

Vok of Rosenberg), 1880.

KRUHBACHER, CARL (1856-1909), Gerinan Byzwtme

scholar, was bom at Kiimach in Bavaria on the 23rd of Sep-

tember 1856. He was educated at the universities of Munich

and Leipzig, and held the professorship of the middle age and

modern Greek language and literature in the former from 1897

to his death. His greatest work is his GescAuAte d^ byMftttm-

schen Litteratur (from Justinian to the fall of the Eastern

Empire, 1453), a second edition of which wp published in 1897,

with the collaboration of A. Ehrhard (section on theology) and

H. Gelzer (general sketch of Byzantine history, a.d. 39S-i453)-

The value of the work is greatly enhanced by the elaborate

bibliographies contained in the body of the wwk md in a

special supplement. Krumbacher also founded the flyzawftm-

sche Zeitsekrift (1892) and the Byzanhmsehes Archty (1898).

He travelled extensively, and the results of a journey in Gr^e

appeared in his Griechiseke Raise (1886). Other works by lum

are: Casio (1897), a treatise on a 9th-century Byzantme

poetess, with the fragments ;
Michael Glykas{ii^) ;

Die

mechische Litteratur des Mittelalters in P. Hmnebergs

Die Kultur der Gegenwart, i. 8 (1905) Das Problem der neu-

griechischen Sckrifisprache (igoz), in which he strongly opposed

the efforts of the purists to introduce the classical style into

modem Greek literature, and Pofmlare AufsStze(s^).

KRUMBH (Kroomen, Krooboys, Krus, or Croos), a negro

people of the West Coast of Africa. They dwell in villages

scattered along the coast of Liberia from below Monrovia

nearly to Cape Palmas. The name has been wrongly denved

from the English word “ crew,” with reference to the fact that

Knimen were the first West African people to take seryire m
European vessels. It is probably from Kraoh, the primitive

name of one of their tribes. Under Kmmen are now grouped

many kindred tribes, the Grebo, Basa, Nifu, &c., who collec-

tively number some 40,000. The Krus proper live m the naww
strip of coast between the Sino nver and Cape Palmas, where

are their five chief villages, Kruber, Little Kru, Se^ Kro,

Nana Kni and King William’s Town. They are traditionally

from the interior, but have long been noted as skilful seamen

and daring fishermen. They* are a stout, muscular, broad-

chested race, probably the most robust of African peoplek

They have true nefro features—skin of a blue-Waek hue and

woolly and abuni^t hair. The women are of a lighter shade

than negro women generally, and in several respects come

much nearer to a European standard. Morally as well as

physically the Krumen are one of the most remMkable races

in Africa. They are honest, brave, proud, so pamicnately fond

of freedom that they will starve or drown themselves to escape

capture, and have never trafficked in slaves. Politically the

Kros are divided into small commonwealths, each with w
hereditary chief whose duty is simpfy to represent the people in

their dealings with strangers. The real government is vMted

in the elders, who wear as insignia iron rings on their legs.

Their president, the head fetish-man, guards the national

symbols, and his house is sanctuary for offenders till their guilt

is proved. Personal property is held in common by each fmily.

Land also is communal, but the rights of the actual cultivator

cease only when he fails to farm it.
. , ,

At 14 or IS the Kru “ boys ” eagerly contract themselves for

voyages of twelve or eighteen months. Generally they preto

work near at home, and are to be found on almost every ship

trading on the Guinea coast. As soon as they have raved

enough to buy a wife they return home ^d rattle dam..

Krumen ornament their faces with tribal mark^black or blue

lines on the forehead and from ear to ear. They tet^ their

arms and mutilate the incisor teeth. As a raoi they are

singularly intelligent, and exhibit their enterprise m numerous,

settlements along the coast. Sierra Uone, Grand Ba^^
Monrovia all have their Kru towns. Dr Bleek classifies the Kru

language with the Mandingo family, and latlus he is

by Dr R. G. Latham; Dr Kolle, who published a Kru grammar

(1854), considers it as distinct. ^

Sec A. de Quatrefages and E. T. Hamy, Crania zthnica^

{1878-1879) ;
Schlagintweit-Sakunlunski, in the

fhe acadSv at Munich (1875); Nicholas, m Bull. de laSoc. d An^

Jw^Paris 1872); J.
B^tikofer. Rzisebilder am Liberia (Leiden,

18^) :
K’ H T<>hniton, Liberia (London, 1906).

KBUteMACHBR, PRIBDRICH ADOLF (1767-1845). German

theologian, was bom on the 13th of July 1767 at TeckleiAu^,

Westphalia. Having studied theology at Lmgen

he became successively rector of the grammw school at M6rs

(1793), professor of theology at P««l*urg (i8(»), preachy at

Crefeld, and afterwards at Kettwig, Conststortoirtak Md suf^-

Ltendent in Bemberg, and, a^er ^leclining an invitation to t^

university of Bonn, pastor of the Ansgwiuskirche ® B«mm
He died at Bremen on the 14th of April 1845. tie

was *e author of many religious works, but is best known

by his Parabdn (1805; 9th ed., 1876; Eng. trans., 1844).

A. W. Moller published his life and letters in 1849. ^

His brother Gottfried Daniel Krummachbk (i774“1?37)>

in Bari (1798), Wulfrath (1801) and Elterfeld (1816), was toe

Lder of toe “pietists ” of Wuppcrtlra ,
and^bl«h^

volumes of sermons, including one entitled Dte Wandertmgert

rich Adolf, imdirf

U .. in tto8 In 1841 he became pastm: m Duidii^i,

He”wrote, amongst other works, Herzmsmama atss Lulhm
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Werkm (1B52). His son Hermann (1818 x890), who was
appointed ConststoridLruth in Stettin in 1877, was the author

of Dmtsckes Leben in Nmlamerika (1874).

KRUFF, ALFRED (1812-1887)^ Genn^ metallurgist, was

bom at Eraen on the 26th of ^ril 1812. Bxs father, Friedrich

&upp (1787-1826), had purchased a small lorge in that town
about 1810, and devoted himself to the problem of manufactur-

ing oast steel ; but though that product was put on the market

by him in 1815, it commanded but little sale, and the fimn was
far from prosperous. After his death the works were carried

on by his widow, and Alfred, as the eldest son, found himself

oblig^, a boy of fourteen, to leave school and undertake their

direction. For manv years his efforts met with little success,

and the concern, which in 1845 employed only 122 workmen,
did scarcely more than pay its way. But in 1847 Krupp made a

3 pdr. muazle-loading gun of cast steel, and at the Qr^ Exhi-

bition of London in 1851 he exhi^pited a solid flawless ingot of

cast steel weighing 2 tons. This exhibit caused a sensation m
the industrial world, and the Essen works sprang into fame.

Another successful invention, the manufacture of weldless steel

tires for railway vehicles, was introduced soon afterwards.

The profits derived from tiiese and other steel manufactures

were devoted to the expansion of the works and to the develop-

ment of the artillery with which the name of Krupp is especially

associated (^e Ordnance). The model settlement, which is

one of. the best-known features of the Krupp works, was started

in the ^sixties, when difficulty began to be found in hovising the

increasing number of workmen; and now there am various

colonies,’’ practically separate villages, dotted about to the

south and south-west of the town, with schools, libraries, recrea-

tion grounds, clubs, stt>Tes, &c. The policy also was adopted

of acquiring ir^n and coal mines, so that the firm might have

command of supplies of the raw material required for its opera-

tions. Alfred Knipp, who was known as the “ Cannon King,”

died at Essen on the 14th of July 1887, and was succeeded by

his only son, Friedrich Alfred Krupp (1854-1902), who was bom
at Essen on the 17th of February 1854. The latter devoted

himself to the financial rather than to the technical side of the

business, and under him it again underwent enormous expansion.

Among other things he in 1896 leased the “ Germania ” ship-

building yard at Kiel, and in 1902 it passed into the complete

ownership of the firm. In the latter year, which was also the

year of his death, on the 22nd of November, the total number
of men employed at Essen and its associated works was over

40,000. His elder daughter Bertha, who succeeded him, was
married in October i9of> to Dr Gustav von Bohlen und Halboch,

who on that occasion received the right to bear the name
Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach, The enormous increase in the

German navy involved further expansion in tlie operations of

the Krupp firm as manufacturers of the armofur plates and guns

required for the new’ ships, and in 1908 its capital, then standing

at £9,000,000, was augmented by £2,500,000.

XHUSSIISTBBIf, ADAM IVAN (1770-1846), Russian navi-

gator, hydrompher and admiral, was born at Haggud in

Esthonia on tlie 19th of November 1770. In 1785 he entered the

corps of naval >cad0ts, after learvmg which, in 1788, with the

grade erf midshipinan, he served in thfc war against Sweden.

Having been appointed to serve in the British fleet for several

yem (1793-17^), he visited America, India and Chma. Alter

pubtishinig a paper pointing out the o^antageB df direct com-

mtirrication between Russia and China by Cape Horn and the

Cape ofGoodHope, hewas appointedbytheem^nir Alexander 1.

to madte a voyage to tboieast coast of Asia to endeavour to

ctetry oat tiie project. Two E^lish ships e hooght, in which

the ex^itian lieft Kronstadt in August 1803 and proceeded

Otpe Horn end the SandwichIslands to Kamchatica,<and thenoe

to Japan. Returning to Europe by the Cape trf Good Hope,

after an extended series of erXptorations, Krusenatem veanhed

Kronstadt in August 1806, his being the first Russian «x-

pedition to dreiunnavigajle the wiorld. The emperor conferred

seveml hoiwgrs wppn Idm, imd he ukknately becoitte admiraL
ib director of the Russian naval school Krusenstsm did snudh

useful work. He was also a member of the adentific committee
of the marine department, and his contrivance for counter*

acting the influence of the iron in vessels on tlie compass was
adopted in the navy. He died at Reval on the 24th of August
1846.

Knisenstem’s Voyage J^ound the World in iSo^jSoS was published
at St Petersburg in 1810-1814, in 3 vols., with folio atlas of 104
plates and maps (Eng. eel., 2 vola., 1813; French ed,, 2 vols.,

and atlas of 30 plates, 1820). His narrative contains a good many
important discoveries and redifications, especially in liie region of

Japan, and the contributions made by the vahous savants were of

much scientific importance. A vahiabte work iihhia Atlas de VOdem
Pacifiqu$^ with its accompanying Recueil des nUmoires hydroma'-
phiaues (St Petersburg, 1824-1827). •See Memoir by his daughtear,

Madame Charlotte Bernhardi, translated by Sir John Ross (1656).

KRIMHEVATS, or Ksu^kvac, a town of Servia, lying in a

fertile region of hills and dales near the right hank of the Servian

Morava. Pop. (1900), about 10,000. E^ushevats is the capital

of a department bear^ the same name, and has an active trade

in tobacco, hemp, flax, grain and livestock, for the sale of which

it possesses about a dozen maikets. It was in Kru^evats that

the last Servian tsar, Lazar, assembled his army to march
against the Turks, and lose his empire, at Kosovo, in 1389.

The site of his palace is marked by a ruined enclosure containing

a fragment of the tower of Queen Militsa, whither, according to

legend, tidings of the defeat wrwe brought her by crows from the

battlefield. Within the enclosure stands a church, dating from

the reign of Stephen Dushan (i336”J356), with beautiful rose

windows and with imperial peacocks, dragons and eagles

sculptured on the walls. Several old Turkish houses were left

at the beginning of the 20th century, be.sidcs an ancient Turkish

fountain and bath.

KS^ATTRIYA* one of the four oz^nal Indmn castes, the

other three being the Brahman, the Vaisya and the Sudra. The
Kshattriya was the warrior caste, and their function was to

protect the people and abstain from sensual pleasures. On
the rise of Brahmin ascendancy the Kshattriyas were repressed,

and their consequent revolt gave rise to Buddhism and jainism,

the founders of both these rSigions belonging to the Kshattriya

caste. Thou^, according to tradition, the Kshattriyas were

all exterminated by Parasuroma, the rank is now conceded to

the modem Rajputs, and also to the ruling families of native

states. (See Caste.)

KUBAN, a river of southern Russia, rising on the W. slope of

the EHwruz, in the Caucasus, at an altitude of 13,930 ft., races

down the N. face of the Caucasus as a mountain torrent, but

upon getting down to the lower-lying steppe country S. of

Stavropol it turns, at 1075 ft. altitude, towards the N.W.,

and eventually, assuming a westerly course, enters the Gulf

of Kyzyl-tash, on the Black Sea, in the vicinity of tlie Straits of

Kerci. Its lower course lies fur some distance through marshes,

where in times of overflow its breadth increases from the ncu-mal

700 ft. to over hfttf a mile. Its tcftal length is 500 m., the area

of its basin 21.48© aq. m. It is navigable for .steamers for 73 m.,

as far as the confluence of its tributary, the Laba (200 m. long).

This, like its other affluents, the Byelaya (155 m.), Urup, and
Great and Little Zelenchuk, joins it from the left. The Kuban
is the ancient Hyponis and Vardanes and the Pslushche of the

Circassians.

KUBAii, a province of Russian Caucasia, having the Sea of

Azov 00 the W., the territory of Don Cossadcs on the N., Ihe

government of Stavropol jand riie proyince of Terek on the E.,

and the government of Kntais and the Black Sea district on the

S. and S.W. It thus contains the low and marshy lowlands

on the Sea of Azov, the western portion oi the lertile stef^>es

of northern Goucosia^ and the tnorthem slopes oi the Caucasus

range from its north-wiest extMomty to the l^bruz. The area

is 36,37® sq. m. On the south-the peovance includes the parallel

ranges of the Black Mountains (Knrarda^), 3000 to 6000 ft.

hi^, which ore hflecsecled by gouges that grow de^r and wider

as the main nange is approadied. Owiqg to a relatively wet

dhnate and nnmefoiiu (streams, these noountains ore dens^
dothed with woods, under the shadow of which a thick
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undergrowth of rhododencfarons, Omoaiin ’ pefana ^ (Bmm
sempgrvirens), ivy^ dematis, Sec., devebp% so oa to render the

forests almost impassable. These caver ako^ther nearly ao %
of the ag^egate^area. Wide^ treeless plains, from looo to

2000 ft. h^h, stretch north of the Kubah^ and are profusdiy

watered by t^t river and its many tribatarie8~>'the little and
Great Zelenchuk, Urup, Laba, Byelaya, P8hkh---^oi2ixtain

torrents that rush through narrow goiges from the Caucasus

range. In its lower course the Kuban forms a wide, low deha,

covered with rushes, haunted by a4d boar, and very unhealthy.

The same characteristics mark the low plains on the east of t^
Sea of Azov, dotted over with numerous semi-stagnant lakes.

Malaria is the enemy of these regions, and is espe^iy deadly

on the Taman Peninsula, as also akmg the leftb^ of the lower

and middle Kuban.
There is considerable mineral wealth. Coal is found on the

Kuban and its tributaries, but its extraction is still insignificant

(less than 10,000 tons per annum). Petroleum wells exist in the

district of Maikop, but the best are in the Taman Peninsula,

where they range over 570 sq. m. Iron ores, silver and zinc

are found; alabaster is extracted, as abo some salt, soda and
Epsom salts. The best mineral waters are at Psekup and
Tamaft, where there are also numbers of mud volcanoes, ranging

from small hillocks to hills 365 ft. high and more. The soil

is very fertile in the plains, parts of which consist of Wack earth

and are being rapidly populated.

The population reached 1,928419 in 1897, of whom 1,788,622

were Russians, *3,926 Armenians, 20,137 Greeks and 20,778

Germans. There were at the same date 945,873 women, and
only 156,486 people lived in towns. The estimated population

in 1906 was 2,275,400. The al)origmes were represented by

100,000 Circassians, 5000 Nogai Tatars and some Ossetes.

The Circassians or Adyghe, who formerly occupied the mountain
valleys, were compelled, after the Russian conquest in x86f,

either to settle on the fiat land or to emigrate; those who
refused to move voluntarily were driven across the mountains

to the Black Sea coast. Most of them (nearly 200,000) emigrated

to Turkey, where they formed the Bashi-baaouks. Peasants

from the interior provinces of Russia occupied the jdains of

the Kubaft, and they now number over 1,000,000, while the

Kubaft Cossacks in 1897 numbered 804,372 (405,428 women).
In point of religion 90 % of the population were in 1897

meml^ers of the Orthodox Greek Church, 4 % kaskolniks and
other Christians and 5*4 % Mahommedans, the rest being Jews.

Wheat is by far the chief crop (nearly three-quarters of the

total area under crops are under wheat)
; rye, oats, barley,

millet, Indian corn, some fiax and potatoes, as al^ tobacco, are

grown. Agricultural machinery is largely employed, and the

province is a reserve granary for Russia. Livestock, especially

sheep, is kept in large numl^s on the steppes. Bee-keeping is

general, and gardening and vine-growing are spreading rapidly.

Fishing in the Black Sea and Sea of Azov, as also in the Kvilmfi, is

important.

Two main lines of railway intersect the province, one running

N.W. to S.E., from Rostov to Vladikavkaz, and another starting

from the former south-westwards to Kovorossiysk on the north

coast of the Black Sea. The province is divided into seven

districts, the chief towns of which, with their populations in

1897, ^ Ekaterinodar, capital ai the province (65,697'), Anapa
(6676), Labinsk (6388), Batalpaslunek (8roo), Maikop (34,191),

Temryuk (14,476) and Yeisk (35446>
The history 61 the original settlements of the various native

tribes, and their language sukI worship before the introduction

of Mahommedsoiism, remain a blank page in the legends of the

Caucasus. The penbisufla of Tamaft, a kmd teeming with relics

of andent Qmk colonists, has been occupied successively by the

Gminerians, Sarmatiaiia, Khazars, Mongols and oUier nations.

The Genoese, who estabHshed an extensive trade in the 13th

century, were expeHedty fhe Ttuks in *^84 Rhiisia

obtaitM by treaty the entire peninsula said: the tecrstoiy on

the the Knbafi, the latterbeingh^ted by*Cathe-

tinelfan i79atotheCb86aoksofthel^eper;^fheneonanicnced
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the bloody straggle with the Circasayana> which continued loi

more than half a century^ Not only domes^tc^ but even iiM
vrotk, » cemduded mostly li^tbe women, who me remarkal^
for their physical 8|peisgth ai^ endurance. The native moun^
taineere, known under the general name of Circassians, but
locally distmguis^ as tbe Karaehei, Abadtikh, Khakueby,
Sbapsugh, have greatly idtered theior mode of hfe since the
pacification of .the Caucasus, still, however, maintaining Mahom-
medanism, spei^mg their vernacular, and strictly observing the
customs of their ancestors. Exports include wfu^iat, tobacco,
leather, wool, petroleum, timber, fish, salt and live cattle;

imports, dry g<^, groceiy and hardware. Local, iadustiy is

limited to a few tanneries, petroleum refineries awl spirit

distilleries. (p. a. K.; }. T. Ba.)

KUBELIK, lAK (1880- ), Bohemian violinist, was bom
ne^ Prague, of humble patentee. He learnt the violin from
childhood; and appeared in public at Prague in 1888, subsequently

being trained at the Conservatorium by the famous teacher

Ottsdmr Sev6ik. From him he learnt an extraordinary tech-

nique, and from 1898 onwards his genius was acclaimed at

concerts throughout Europe. He first appeared in London in

1900, and in America in 1901, creating a fwm everywhere.

In 1903 he married the Countess Czaky Szell.

KUBERA, or Kuveba, in Hindu mythology, the god of wealth.

Originally he appears as king of tlie powers of evil, a kind of

Pluto. His home is Alaka in Mount Kailasa, and his garden,

the world's treaaure-house, is Chaitraratha, on Mount Mandara.
Kubera is half-brother to the demon Ravana, and was driven

from Ceylon by the latter.

KUBLAI KHAN (or I^aan, as the supreme ruler descended

from Jenghii was usually distinctively termed in the 13th century

)

(1216-1294), the most eminent of the successors of Jen^hiz

(Chinghiz), and the founder of the Mongol dynasty in Cbma.
He was the second son of Tule, youngest of the tour sons of

Jenghiz by his favourite wife. Jenghtz gras succeeded in the

khanship by his third son Okkodai, or Ogditt (1229), he hy his

son Kuyuk (1246), and Ku3mk by Mangu, ddest son of Tule

(1252). Kublai was born in 1216, and, young as he was, took

part with his younger brother Hulagu (afterwards conqueror

of the caliph and founder of the Mongol dynasty in Persia)

in the last campaign of Jenghiz (1226-27). The Mongol poetical

chronicler, Sanang Setzen, records a tradition that Jenghiz

himself on his death-bed discerned young Kublai’s promiae

and predicted his distinction.

Northern China, Cathay as it wassailed, had been partially

conquered by Jenghiz lumseK, and the conquest been

followed up till the Kin or “ golden " dynasty of Tatars, reigni^

at K'ai-feng Fu on the Yeltow River, were completely subju-

gated ( 1234). But China south of the Yangtszo^kiang remained

many years later subject to the native dynasty of Sung, reigning

at the great city of Lingan, or Kinsai (King-s»\ “ capital "),

now known as Hang-chow Fu. Operations to subdue this

region had commenced in 1235, but languished till Mlingu’s

accession. Kublai was then named his brother’s lieutenant in

Cathay, and operations were resumed. By whal aeeo^ a vast

and risky strategy, of which the motives are not qllite clw,
the first campaign of Kublai was directed to the subjugation

of the remote we^em province of Yunnan. .Mter the cgpitvre

of TaK Fu (well known in recent years as the capital of a Mahom-

medan insurgent suhan) Kublm returned nortis, leaving the

war in Yunnan to a trusted general. Some ytai* bMe®^

the khan Mangu himself entered on a campaagn in west unna,

and died tdiere, betore Ho-chow in Saech’uen (12^).

Kublai assmned the succession, bat it was disputed by his

brother Arikbugba and fay his cousin Kaidu, and wart with*

these retarded the prosecution of the soutliem conquest. Beubth

less, however; this was constantly before Kublal.m a ^pfaat task

to he aceomphriiBd, and its fulfiliaeiit was in Ida mind wten

he sdeoted as the future capital of his empire the Chtneso.t^^

that we naai know as Peking. Here>, in 1264, to Use nQrth*'eq9t

of the old chy, winch undfar the name of Yenking hndlheenran

residence of the Kia sovereigiie^ ha leiinded te new

KUBELIK.—KUBLAI KHAN
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capital, a great rectangular plot of i8 m. in circuit. The (so>

called) “ Tatar city ” of modern Peking is the city of Kublai,
with about one-third at the nort# cut off, but Kublai^s walls are

also on this retrenched portion still traceal^e.

The new city, officially termed T’ai-tu (“ great court **),

but known among the Mongols and wester^ people as Kaan-
baligh (“ city of the khan was finished in 1267. The next
year war against the Sung Empire was resumed, but was long
retarded by the strenuous defence of the twin cities of Siang-yang
and Fan-cheng, on opposite sides of the river Han, and command-
ing two great lines .of approach to the basin of the Yangtsze-
kiang. The siege occupied nearly five years. After this

Bayan, Kublai ’s best lieutenant, a man of high military genius
and noble character, took command. It was not, however,
till 1276 that the Sung capital surrendered, and Bayan rode
into the city (then probably the greatest in the world) as its

conqueror^ The young emperor, with his mother, was sent
prisoner to Kaan-baligh; but two' younger princes had been
despatched to the south before the fall of the city, and these
successively were proclaimed emperor by the adherents of the
native throne. An attempt to maintain their cause was made
in Fu-kien, and afterwards in the province of Kwang-tung;
but in 1279 these efforts were finally extinguished, and the
faithful minister who had inspired them terminated the struggle
by jumping with his young lord into the sea.

Even unden the degenerate Sung dynasty the conquest of

southern China had occupied the Mongols during half a century
of intermittent campaigns. But at last Kublai was ruler of all

China, and probably the sovereign (at least nominally) of a
greater population than had ever acknowledged one man’s
supremacy. For, though his rule was disputed by the princes

of his house in Turkestan, it was acknowledged by those on the
Volga, whose rule reached to the frontier of Poland, and by the
family of his brother Hulagu, whose dominion extended from
the Oxus to the Arabian desert. For the first time in history

the name and character of an emperor of China were familiar

as far west as the Black Sea and not unknown in Europe.
The Chinese seals which Kublai conferred on his kinsmen
reigning at Tabriz are stamped upon their letters to the kings
of France, and survive in the archives of Paris. Adventurers
from Turkestan, Persia, Armenia, Byziuitium, even from
Venice, served him as ministers, generals, governors, envoys,
astronomers or physicians; soldiers from all Asia to the Cau-
casus fought his battles in the south of China. Once in his old

age (1287) Kublai was compelled to take the field in person
against a serious revolt, raised by Nayan, a prince of his family,

who held a vast domain on the borders of Manchuria. Nayan
was taken and executed. The revolt had been stirred up by
Kaidu, who survived his imperial rival, and died in 1301.

Kublai himself died in 1294, at the age of seventy-eight.
Though a great figure in Asiatic history, and far from deserving

a niche in the long gallery of Asiatic tyrants, Kublai misses a
recora in the short list of the good rulers. His historical locus

was a happy one, for, whilst he was the first of his race to rise

above the innate barbarism of the Mongols, he retained the force

and warhke character of his ancestors, which vanished utterly

in the effeminacy of those who came aifter him. He had great

intelligence and a keen desire for knowledge, with apparently

a good deal of natural benevolence and magnanimity. But his

love of splendour, and his fruitless expeditions beyond sea,

created enormous demands for money, and he shut his eyes

to the character and methods of those whom he employed to

raise it. A remarkable narrative of the oppressions of one
of these, Ahmed of Fenaket; and of the revolt which they pro-

voked, is given by Marco Polo, in substantial accordance with
the Giinese annals.

Kublai patronized Chinese literature and culture generally.

The great astronomical instruments which he caused to be made
were long preserved at Peking, but were carried off to Berlin

in 1900. Thougjh he put hardly any Chinese into the first

ranks of his administration, he attached many to his confidence,

and was personally popular among them. Had his endeavour

i

to procure European priests for the instruction of his people,
of which we know through Marco Polo, prospered, the Roman
Catholic church, which gained some ground under his successors,
might have taken stronger root in China. Filing this momen-
tary effort, Kublai probably saw in the organized force of Tibetan
Buddhism the readiest instrument in the civilization of his
countrymen, and that system received his special countenance.

^ e^ly act of his reign had been to constitute a young lama of
intelligence and learmng the head of the Lamaite Church, and
eventually also prince of Tifeet, an act which may be regarded
as a precursory form of the rule of the “ grand lamas ” of Lassa,

I
The same ecclesiastic, Mati Dhwaja, was employed by Kublai

[

to devise a special alphabet for usa with theoMongol language.

I

It WM chiefly based on Tibetan forms of Nagari; some coins
and inscriptions in it are extant; but it had no great vogue,
and soon perished. Of the splendour of his court and enter-
tainments, of his palaces, summer and winter, of his great
hunting expeditions, of hk revenues and extraordinary paper
currency, of his elaborate system of posts and much else, an
account is given in the book of Marco Polo, who passed many
years in Kublai’s service.

We have alluded to his foreign expeditions, which were
almost all disastrous. Nearly all arose out of a hankering
for the nominal extension of his empire by claiming submission
and tribute. Expeditions against Japan were several times
repeated; the last, in 1281, on an immense scale, met with
huge discomfiture. Kublai’s preparations to avenge it were
abandoned owing to the intense discontent which they created.

In 1278 he made a claim of submission upon Champa, an ancient

state representing what we now call Cochin China. This
eventually led to an attempt to invade the country through
Tongking, and to a war with the latter state, in which the

Mongols had much the worst of it. War with Burma (or Mien,
as the CTiinese called it) was provoked in very similar fashion, but
the result was more favourable to Kublai’s arms. The country
was overrun as far as the Irrawaddy delta, the ancient capital.

Pagan, with its magnificent temples, destroyed, and the old royal

dynasty overthrown. The last attempt of the kind was against

Java, and occurred in the last year of the old khan's reign.

The envoy whom he had commissioned to claim homage was
sent back with ignominy. A great armament was equipped
in the ports of Fu-kien to avenge this insult; but after some
temporary success the force was compelled to re-embark with
a loss of 3000 men. The death of Kublai prevented further

action.

Some other expeditions, in which force was not used, gratified

the khan’s vanity by bringing back professions of homage, with

presents, and with the curious reports of foreign countries in

which Kublai delighted. Such expeditions extended to the

states of southern India, to eastern Africa, and even to Mada-
gascar.

Of Kublai’s twelve legitimate sons, Chingkim, the favourite

and designated successor, died in 1284/^; and Timur, the son

of Chingkim, took his place. No great king arose in the dynasty
after Kublai. He had in all nine successors of his house on the

throne of Kaan-baligh, but the long and imbecile reign of the

ninth, Toghon Timur, ended (1368) in disgrace and expulsion,

and the native dynasty of Ming reigned in their stead. (H. Y.)

KUBUS, a tribe inhabitix^ the central parts of Sumatra.

Thty are nomadic savages living entirely in the forests in shelters

of branches and leaves built on platforms. It has been suggested

that they represent a Sumatran aboriginal race
;
but Dr J. G.

Garson, reporting on Kubu skulls and skeletons submitted to

him by Mr H. 0 . Forbes, declared them decidedly Malay,

though the frizzle in the hair might indicate a certain mixture

of ne^to blood (Jour, Anthrop, April 1884). They are

of a rich olive-brown tint, their hair jet black and inclined to

curl, and, though not dwarfs, are below the average height.

KUCHAN, a fertile and populous district of the province

Khorasan in Persia, bounded N. by the Russian Transcaspian

territory, W. by,Bujnurd, S. by Isfaradn, cmd extending in the

£. to near Radkan. Its area is about 3000 sq. m., and its

KUBUS—KUCHAN
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population^ principally composed of Zafaranlu Kurds, descen- expelled, and forced to sue for peace through the mediation oi

dants of tribes settled there by Shah Abbas 1 . in the 17th the lama of Tibet. By the treaty made on this occasion, April
century, is estimated at 100,000. About 3000 families are 1773, the raja acknowledged lubjection to the Company, and
nomads and live in tents. The district produces much grain, mt^e over to it one-jpdf of his annual revenues. In 1863, on the
25,000 to 30,000 fons yearly, and contains two towns, Kuchan death of the raja, leaving a son and heir only ten months old,
and Shirvan (pop. 6000), and many villages. a British commissioner was appointed to undertake the direct

Kuchan, the capital of the district, has suffered much from management of attairs during the minority of the prince, and
the effects of earthquakes, notably in 1875, ^^94 ^^5 * niany important reforms were successful introduced. The
The last earthquake laid the whole town in ruins and caused maharaja Sir Nripendra Narayan, G.C.I.E., born 1862, was
considerable loss of life. About Suoo of the survivors removed educated under British guardianship at Patna and Calcutta, and
to a site 7i m. E. and there built a new town named Nasseriyeh became hon. lieutenant-colonel of the 6th Bengal Cavalry, In
after Nasr-ud-din*Shah, but known better as Kuchan i jadid, 1897-98 he served in the Tirah campaign on the staff of General
i.e. New Kuchan,^d aboqf 1000 remained in the ruined city Yeatman-Biggs, and received the distinction of a C.B. He was
in order to be near their vineyards and gardens. The geo> present at the Jubilee in 1887, the Diamond Jubilee of 1897,

graphical position of the old town is 37° 8' N., 58° 25' E., and King Edward’s Coronation in 1902 , and became a well-known
elevation 4100 ft. The new town has been regularly laid out figure in London society. In 1878 he married a daughter of

with broad street^ and spacious bazaars, and, situated as it is Keshub Chunder Sen, the Brahmo leader. His elde.st son was
half-way between Meshed and Askabad on the cart-road con- educated in England.
necting those two places, has much trade. Its population is

estimated at 10,000. There are telegraph and post offices.

KUCH BEHAR, or CoocH Behar, a native state of India,

The town of Kuch Behar is situated on the river Tursa, and
has a railway station. Pop. (1901), 10458. It contains a college

affiliated to the Calcutta University.

in Bengal, consisting of a submontane tract, not far from
Darjeeling, entirely surrounded by British territory. Area,

1 307 sq. m. Pop. (1901 ), 566,974 ;
estimated revenue, £140,000.

The state forms a level plain of triangular shape, intersected

by numerous rivers. The greater portion is fertile and well

cultivated, but tracts of jungle are to be seen in the north-east

comer, which abuts upon Assam. The soil is uniform in char-

acter throughout, consisting of a light, friable loam, varying in

depth from 6 in. to 3 ft., superimposed upon a deep bed of sand.

The whole is detritus, washed down by torrents from the neigh-

bouring Himalayas. The rivers all pass through the state from

north to south, to join the main stream of the Brahmaputra.
Some half-dozen are navigable for small trading boats throughout
the year, and are nowhere fordable; and there are about twenty
minor streams which become navigable only during the rainy

season, The streams have a tendency to cut new channels for

themselves after every annual flood, and they communicate
with one another by cross-country watercourses. Rice is

grown on three-fourths of the cultivated area. Jute and tobacco

are also largely grown for export. The only special industries

are the weaving of a strong silk obtained from worms fed on the

castor-oil plant, and of a coarse jute cloth used for screens

:ind bedding. The external trade is chiefly in the hands of

Marwari immigrants from Rajputana. Among other improve-

ments a railway has been constructed, with the assistance of a

loan from the British government. The earthquake of the

1 2th of June 1897 caused damage to public buildings, roads, &c.,

in the state to the e.stimated amount of £100,000.

The Koch or Rajbansi, from which the name of the state

is derived, are a widely spread tribe, evidently of aboriginal

descent, found throughout all northern Bengal, from Pumea
district to the Assam valley. They are akin to the Indo-Chinese

races of the north-east frontier; but they have now become

largely Hinduized, especially in ‘ their own home, where the

appellation “ Koch ” has come to be used as a term of reproach.

Their total number in all India was returned in 1901 as nearly

2j millions.

As in the. case of many other small native states, the royal

family of Kuch Behar lays claim to a divine origin in order to

conc^ an impure aboriginal descent. The greatest monarch
of the dynasty was Nar Narayan, the son of Visu Singh, who
began to reign about 1 55a. He conquered the whole of Kamrup,
built temples in Assam, of which ruins still exist bearing inscrip-

tions with his name, and extended his power southwards over

what is now part of the British districts of Rangpur and Pumea.
His son, Lakshmi Narayan, who succeeded him in Kuch Behar,

became tributary to the Mogul Empire. In 1772 a competitor

for the throne, having been driven out of the country by his

rivals, ai^lied for assistance to Warren Hastings, A detach-

ment of sepoys was accordingly marched into the state; the

Bhutias, whose interference had led to this intervention, were

KUDU (koodoo)y the native name for a large species of African

anteloipe \q.v,), with large corkscrew^like horns in the male.

Male Kudu.
^

and the body marked with narrow vertical white lines in both

sexes. The female is hornless. Strepsiccros capensis (or S.

strepsiceros) is the scientific name of the true kudu, which ranges

from the Cape to Somaliland; but there is also a much smaller

species (5 . imberhis) in East and North-East Africa.

; KUENBN, ABRAHAM (1828-1891), Dutch Protestant theo-

logian, the son of an apothecar>^, was bom on the 16th o^Sep-

tember 1828 at Haarlem, North Holland. On his father’s

death it became necessaiy for him to leave school and take a

humble place in the business. By the generosity of friends he

was educated at the gymnasium at Haarlem and afterwards

at the university of Leiden. He studied theology, and won his

doctor’s degree by an edition of thirty-four chapters of Genesis

from the Arabic version of the Samaritan Pentateuch. In 1853

he became professor extraordinarius of theology at Leiden,

and in 1855 full professor. He married a daughter of W,

Muurling, one of the founders of the Groningen school, which

made the first pronounced breach with Calvinistic theology

in the Reformed Church of HoUand. Kuenen himself soon

became one of the main supports of the modem theology, <»f

which J.N. Scholtcn (1811-1885) and Karel Willem Opzoomer

(b. 1821) were the chief founders, and of which Wdw beewe
the headquarters. His first great work, an historico-critical

introduction to the Old Testament, Historisch^kritisch imder^

zoek naar het anstaan en de verzameling van de boeken des Oudm
Verb(md$ {^ vo\z,, 1861-1865; 2nd ed., 1885-1893; Gentian by

T. Weber and C T. MfiUcr, 1885-1894), followed the lines of the

XV. 30a
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dominant school of Heinrich Ewald. But before long he

came under the influence of L W. Colenso, and learned to

regard the prophetic narrative oH^nesis, Exodus, and Numbers
as older than what was by the Germans deno^ninat^ Grundschrift

(“ Book of Origins ”). In 186^1870 he published his book on

the religion of Israel, De godsdtenst van lsfa'0, tot den ondetgang

vtm der Ja&dschen Staat (Eng. trans., 1874-*87 5). This was fol-

lowed in 1875 by a study of Hebrew prophecy, De profeten m de

frafetie mder Israel (Eng. trans., 1877), largely polemical in its

scope, and specially directed against those who rest theological

dogmas on the fulfilment of prophecy. In 1882 Kuenen went

to England to deliver a course of Hibbert lectures, National

Religions and Universal Religion
;

in the following year he
j

presided at the congress of Orientalists held at Leiden. In 1886
j

his volume on the Hexateuch was published in England. He
{

died at Leiden on the 10th of December 1891.

Kuenen wa.s also the author of many articles, papers and reviews;
a scries on the llcxaleuch, which* appeared in the Theoheisch
Tijdschrtft, of which in i860 he became joint editor, is one of the
finest products of modern criticism. His collected works were
translated into German and published Lw K. Budde in 1894. Several
of liis worlcs have been translated into En^dish by Philip Wicksteed.
Soe the article in llerzog-llatick, Realena)>hh>pddtti.

KUEH-LUN, or Kwrn-Litn, a term used to designate gener-

ally the mountain ranges which run along the northern edge of the

great Tibetan plateau in Central A.sia. In a wider application

It mean.s the liuccession of nmges which extend from the Pamirs

on the W. to 113" E., until it strikes against or merges in the

steep escarpments of the S.E. flank of the Mongolian plateau.

In the narrower acceptation it applies only to those ranges

which part the desert of Takla-makan on the N. from the Tibetan

plateau on the S. between the Pamirs and the transverse glen

of the Kara-mureiL that nearly to the longitude of the

town of CherdSkcn ^about 85J* E,). Although the use of the

name is thus restricted in geographical usage, tlie mountain

system so designated does, as a fact, extend eastwards as far as

the great depression of Tsaidam (say 95* E.), though it i.s un-

certain whether its direct orographical rontmuation eastwards

is to be identified with the Astin-tagh, or, as F, Grenard and
K, Bogdanovich believe—and with them Sven Hedin is inclined

to agree—with the parallel ranges of Kalta-alaghan and Arka-

tagh, which lie S. of the Astin-tagh. At any rate the Astin-

tagh, whether it is the principal continuation of the Kuen-lun

or only a subsidiary flanking .system, is itself the westward

continuation of the Nan-shan or Southern Mountains, which

reach down far into China (to 113'^ E.).

Taken in its widest meaning, the Kuen-lun Mountains thus

stretch in a wavy line for nearly 2500 m. from E. to W., and
while in the W. their constituent ranges are folded and squeezed

1^ lateral compressiem into a breadth of some 150-200 m., their

summits being forced up to correspondingly higher altitudes,

in the E. they spread out to a br^dth of some 600 m., the

rangps being in that quarter less folded, and consequently

both flatter and lower. In the tectonic structure of Asia the

Kuen-lun forms, as it were, the backbone of the continent. In

point of age it is very much older than either the Himalayas
to the or the Tian-shan to the N. But although the crests

of its component ranges reach akitudes of 21,500 to 22,000 ft.,

they are not as a rule overtopped by individual peaks of com-
manding and towering elevation, as the Himalayas arc, but run

on the whole tolerably uniform and relatively at little greater

4lltitude than the lofty valleys which .separate them one from

tuSDther. It is a strikingly marked characteristic of the northern

edge of the Tibetan plateau that its outermost border-range (e.g.

Western Kuen-lun and Afftin-tagh) is throughout double; and
this twinning " of the mountain-ranges, as also of the inter-

mont lake-basins among the Kuen-lun ranges, is a peculiar

feature of the Tibetan plateau.

The supreme orographic importance of this great Cenkal Asian
mfluntain B5r«teBiwa8 recogniaed in a fashion even(bythe geogiaphen
oi ancient Greece. They need to suppose that an JaMe
of mountains crossed A^ ixpm west to east on the,par^l of the
i^and of Hhofes, extending mrouah Asia Minor, fheTCtirdi^ Wh-
lands, the N. m l^rsia, the N. of Bactria (Afghanistan), -the Hinchr-

I

ISBfth, and 10 on into Chma. thifi long range they snppoeed to

separate the waters which flow N. to the Arctic from those which
flow S. to the Indian Ocean. K. Ritter {Asien, ii.) was the first of

modern geographers to recognise the true character of the Kuen-lun
as a border range of the Tibetan plateau

;
and Bofon vott Richthofen

{China, i. 1B76) still further defined and accentuated the conception
of the system by repreaentuvg it asa complex arrangement of several

parallel ranges, running in wa\^ lines from the Pamirs lyb^ E.)

eastwards to iiS'^ E. But though von Richthofen s general concep-
tion of the Kuen-lun system was broadly sound and in accordance
with facts^ the details both at his description and at that of his

pupil Wegei^ ^ require now ^^ery considerable revision, and need
even to in part recast, as a cuusequenoe of explorations and
investigations made .since they wrote by, amongst others, the
Russian explorers N. M. l^zhevalsky, M. V. I^evtsov, V. 1 .

Robororsky, P. K. Koelov, K. Bogdanovich, Ve A. Obruchev, and

(?) Skaesi; by the Eng^hxncm A. D. Carey, A. Dalgleiih, St G. R.
Littledale, Ii. Bower, H. H. P. Deasy and M. S. WeUby; W the

American W. W. KockWll: the Frenchmen I. L, Dutreull de Rhins,
F. Grenard, P. G. Bonvaiot and IVince Henri d ‘Orleans; by the

Hungarians L. von Loezy and Count Suech^nyi
;
and above all by

the Swede Sven Hedin.
Western Kuen-lun .—On the east the Pamir highlands arc fenced

off from llic East Turkestan lowlands by the double border-ridge of

Sarik-kol (the Sarik-kol range and the Muztagh or Kashgar range),

which has its eastern foot down in the Tarim basin (4000-4500 Ii.)

and its western up on the Pamirs at 10,500 to i.^,ooo ft. above sea-

levcl, while its own summits, the Mustagh-ata (25,780 ft.l, shoot
up far above the limits of perpetual snow. This double ix>rder-

ridge is continued ea.st of the meridian of Yarkand or Yarkent
(77” E.) by a succession of twin ranges, all running, though under
different names, from tlio W.N.W. to the E.S.E. According to

the invesUgatioDs of F. Stoliezka and K. Bogdanovich, the same
fossils occur in both sets of border ranges, in the Sarik-kol and in

their eastv'ard continuations, e.g. corals, Stromatopkorae, Bryosna^
Alrypa reHcularis, A. laiilinguis and A, aspera, SHrifer vemeuili,

&c., and these the la4d«T geologist assigns to the Devonian e^ch.
These eastward continuations of the double border-range 01 the
Pamirs are the con.stituent ranges of the Kuen-lun proper. The
names given to them are the Kllian or Kiliang, the Khotan and the

Kenya Mountains in the more northerly range and the Raskem or

Raskan, the Sughet and the UlLugh-tagh Mountains in the more
southerly range. Although they all dectease in altitude from west to

east, they nevertheless reach elevations of 19,000 ft., with individual

peaks ascending some 2000-2500 ft. higher. From the East Turke-
stan lowlands on the north the ascent is very steep, and the passes

across both sets ol ranges lie at great altitudes; for example, the

pass of Sanju-davan in the lower range is 16,325ft. above sea-level,

and the Kyzyl-davan, farther east, is 16,900 ft., while tlie Sughet-
davan in the higher range is 1^7,825 ft. The latter range is separated

from the Karakorum Mountains' by the deeply trenched gor^ of

the Ra.skmn or Yarkamd-daryu, while the deep glen of the Kara^ash
or Khotan-darya intervenes between the upper (Sughet Mountains)
and the lower (Kilian Mountains) border-ranges. Altogether this

western extremity of the Kucn-hin system is a very rugged moun-
tainous region, a consequence partly of the intricacy of the flanking

ranges and spurs, partly of the powerful lateral compression to

which they have been subjected, and partly of the great and abrupt
differences in vertical elevation between the crests of the ranges and
the bottoms of the deep^ narrow, rugged glens between them. In

the broad orographical aisposition of the lunges there is considerable

similarity between north Tibet and wept Persia, in that in both ca.scs

the ranges are crowded together in the west, but spread out wider as

they advance towards the east, Tq the two principal ranges in this

part of the system F. Grenard, who accompanied J. L. Dutreuil de
Rhins on his journey in 1890-1895, gives the names the Altyn-tagh

and Ustun-tagh, though he names no less than six parallel ranges

altogether. Now as Altyn-tagh^ is an accepted, though in point

of fact erroneous, name for Astin-tagh, it is clear that Grenard
considers the main Kuen-fun ranges to be continued directly by the

Astin-tagh.
From the transverse breach of the Keriya-darya (about 81 J” E.)

to Biat of the Kara-muren in the longitude pf Cherchen (about

ssr E.) the parallel border-ranges of the Tibetan plateau trend to

the E.N.E., and here occur in the lower or outer range the pa.S8es of

Dalai-kurghan-art (14,290 ft.), Choka-<lavBn, i.e. Littledaie’s Chokur
Pass (9530 ft.) and others at altitudes ranging from 8600 to

> In ** Orographic des Kwen-hm,*'in Zeitschnft der GeuUsfdsaft fike

Erdhutide $u Barfin (1^91 ).

2 U used, ^or instance, on the map of Inper-Aaden " (No. 6
f^)

of

Stiefer^ Band-aUas (c^. 1905) and in tn4 AUas 6f the RussianI General

Staff. Etymologically the correct form Is Astki-tagh or Astun-tagh,

meaning the Lowqnor Nearer Mauntalna. Uetun-tagh, which appears

on StWef'amapasan aUernedmnm^^ Altyn-tgigh,wans Higher
or- Farther Monwtains,; and ^oaghi noi: u^ locally 9! any specific

rangCj would be Mpropriately eeftplpyed to designate the higher

and more southenY Pt the -twin ~boraer4aiig^. of the Tibetan

plateau^
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It, 500 ft., iirHile in the upper retnge uro the At<^to>davft!n (i0,6oo ft;).

Yaphak-Uk-davan (15,550 ft.), Sarahu-davan (15,680 ft.) and cjthers

not named at 16,390 and 17,300 ft. t
Middle /Cuen^/Mti.^Betweenthe upper transverBe glenaof the Kara-

muren (or Mitt Rivar) and the Cherchendarya stretdiea the Bbort
range 01 Tokuz-davan. Trim it. on the oast Bide of the Cherchen-
darya, in about 86^ £. , the component ratigen of the middle Kuen-lnn
begin to diverge and radiate ohtwards (i.c. to north and to south) hkc
the fingers of the outspread human hand. And here at least four
principal ranges or groups of ranges admit of being discriminated,

namely the Astin-tagh tim Chimen-tagh, the Kalta-aligban aiid the
Arka-tagh, all belonging to the mountCinouB country which borders
on the north the actual plateau region of Tibet. Although these
several ranges, or systems of ranges, difier considerably in their

orographical characteristics, the following description will apply
generally to the enRre regionefrom the Astin-ta^ sonthwards to
the Arka-tagh. The broad features of the surface configuration
are a series of nearly parallel mountain-ranges, running from
W.S.W.E.N.E. to W.N.W.E.S.E., and separated by high intermont
valleys, which are choked with disintegrated material and divided
into a chequered pattern of self-contained, shallow lacustrine basins.

As a rule the crests of the ranges are worn down by aerial denudation
and have the general appoaranoe of rounded domes. Hard rock
(mostly granite and crystalline schists, with red sandstone in fdaces)
appears only in the transverse glens, which arfe often choked with
their debris in the form either of gravel-and-shinglc or loose blocks
of stone ot both. The fianks of the mountains are so deeply buried
in disintemted material that the difierence in vertical altitude
between the floors of the valleys and the summits of the ranges is

comparatively small. But as each successive range, proceeding
south, ropre.sents a higher step in the terraced ascent from the desert
of Gobi to the plateau of Tibet, the ranges when viewed from the
north frequently appe^ar like veritable upstanding mountain ranges,
and this appearance is accentuated by the general steepness of the
ascent

;
wherea.s, when viewed on the other iiand from the south,

these several ranges, owing to their long and gentle slope in that
direction, have the appearance of comparatively gentle swellings of

the earth's service rather than of well-defined mountain ranges.

As a rule, the streams flow alternately east and west down the inter-

mont latitudinal vaUeys, until they break through some transverse
glen in the range on the northern side of the vallw. In the western
parts of the sj^tem they mostly go to feed the Kara-muren or the
Cherchen-darya^ while farther east they flow down into sonze larger

self-contained iksin of mternal drainage, sucii as the Achik-lml,
the two lakes Kara-kol, or the Ghaa-fcol, and even yet farther east

make their way, some of them, into the lakes of the Tsaidam depres-
Mon or become lost in its sands or in those of the Kum-tagh d^rt
on the north, or go to feed the huadstreams of the great rivers, the
Hwang^ho (Yellow River) and the Yangtsze-kiang (Blue Kiver) in

the south. It appears in be a rule that the rivers which eventually
terminate in the deserts of Gobi and Takla-makan grow increasingly
larger in magnitude from eastto west . Another law appears to distin-

guish the hydrogiuphy of at any rate the great iartitudinal valleys

of the Arka-tagh and this Chimen valley (north of the Chimen-tagh):
thr streams flow close under the foot ol the range that shuts in each
ind ividual valley on the north. But in respect of precipitation there is

a very marked difference between the valleys of the north and those
of the south. Whereas both the mountains and valleys of the Astin-

tagh and of the Akato-tagh (the ncKt large range to the Astin-tagh
on the south) are arid and desdate in theenirmne, smitten as it were
with the desiccating breath of the desert, those of the Arka-tsgh and
beyond are supersaturated with moisture, so that, at any rate in

summer, the surface is in many parts little better tlian a quaking
quagmire. Throughout vegetation is scanty and faunal lile poor
in species, though in some respects certain of the species, e^. wild
yaks, wild asses (Aulans), antoopes (oremgo and others), marmota,
hares and partridgfes exist locally in large numbers. The wild camel
approachee the north outtiers of the Astin-tagh, hut rarely, if ever,

vemtures to enter tlimr fastnesses. Boars, wolves, foxes, goats
(MAmet). wild ^ep (arAharis), Uzarda, eartli-rats. and a small
rodent (tesMan), with ravens, oagleH, wild ducks and wild geesr
are the other varieties principally encountered. The vegetation

conaiBte almost entirely of scrubby bushes of several viirietics, in-

cluding tamarisks and wild briers, of reeds and of grass,

on the yayloMs (pasture-grounds) of the middle ranges. Oi the
Arka-ta^i even the moss, the last surviving representative of the
flora, 'disappeairB cfftiTely. In the oastern Astin-tagh a variety of

wild tea (cAay, mountain tea) is used by the Mongols. Gold is

Obtained in vtny swmU quantities m a few places ia the Astin-ftagh

and the KidtaudaKhan. The nomenclature of the iuiiiioro«>s

TOngts in this part of tlat Kuea4un is extemaely coaiusmcL owing
to difterent ' travellers having ai^flled the same name to diffKoat
ranges oind to different travellero have applied diffment xmmes to
what lit prolsably oftefli jdeiltieaHy the same range. In this ncticle

the notnoaclafstre adopted ia that employed ^ the latMt, and
fNeobably the imost thorough, explorer of this port of Central Asia,

namely, Sven Hedin. Nevertheless, owing to the fact that nearly
4iUBm longer axtdiiiiore inqxirtesit oroBstngs of Tibet aind its aortiiem
montane rflgioii faaeve been haade^from north toeouth, or vioe versa,

that is, tranversely across rthc mages, and eomparativ^y few from

east to west along the intermont latitndiinl valleys, tholdentifica^
tions between ranges in the east and ranges in the west are in more
than one instance more Or less doubtful;
The ifshu-fagA. although it occupies a similar pontion to toe twin

ranges of tlie Wostort Kuen-lun, in that it forms the outermost
escarpment or bordor-ridge on the north of toe Tibetanplateau,Would
appear in the opmic|i of the roost competent ludgea (ear* Grehard,
Bog^novich, Sven Hedin, Trzhevalsky) to be only a branch or
subsidiary range of the main range of the Kuen-lun. It it lurt
however a single, loiig. roatinuous chain, as it is shown, for example,
on toe map of the Russian general staff, but consists oi two parallin
main ranges, and in the east of three, and even totheNJE, of
ot four, pa^lel main ranges, flanked throni^imit by sosrera] sob-
stdiary cimins, spurs and offshoots. Beyond that it swells toit into
the vast massif of Anambaruin-ula, which is traveraed by at least
three minor parallel chains. But on the eastof the Ananromruin-ala
it once more contracts to two main ranges, toe more soutoerly
that which PrzhevaJsky called the Humbefldt Range (crossed by a
paw at 13,200 ft.). This branch is probably continued in the range
which overhangs the Koko-nor on toe south, namely, toe south Koim-
noT Range, The northern branch merges eastwards into the Non-
shan or Southern Mountains.^ The pa^es in the Lower Astin-tagh
range from altitudes of 10,150 to 10,700 ft., and in toe Upper Astin-
tagh at 11,770 to 15,680 ft, (Taah-davan), though one pass beside the
Charkhlik-su is only 9660 ft. h%h. And as the relative altitudes
of crest and pass remain approximately the same as in the Western
Kuen-lun, it is evident how greatly the genen^ eleval^n ot the twin
border ridge decceaaes towards the east. But there existe a stiikiiig

dlfierenoe between the crests of the Astin-tagh and those at t^
ranges which give nse to the gigantic ridge and furrow acrangmnent
on toe Tibetan plateau. “ Here in the Astin-tagh the mouishtois,
like those in the Kuruk-iagh,^ are indeed severely wtatoered, but
they always consist, from base to summit, of hard rock, bare and
barren, most frequently piled up in eccentric, rugged masses, denti-
culated, pinnacled crests and peaks. On the 'i^tan plateau, on
the other hand, most of the ranges are distinguished by their
rounded outlines and soft consistency, and their striking poverty in
hard rock, which in the best cases only crops out near& summits,
I'here too disintegration has been to a remarkable extent operative.
This gives rise to the great morifliological difference, that in the
former regions, the Astin-tagh and toe Kuruk-taglf, the j^roducts
of disintegration are almost always carried away by the wind, and
so disappear; no matter how powearful or how qptive the disintegm*
tion may be, none of the loosened material ever suoceeds either in

gathering amongst the mountains or in accumulating at their foot.

The climate is so arid, and precipitation so extremely rare, that the*

fine powdery material falls a helpless prey to the winds. On the
other hand, the precipitation on the Tibetan plateau is so copious,
and so uniformly distributed, that it is able to retain the iooeened
material tn sUu, and causes it to heap itself up in rounded .masees
on the flanks of the mountains that arc its primitive source -of

origin, these projecting in great part lUie skeletona from the aridst

of tlieir own ruina." ^ The twin ranges of the Astin-tagh are fairly

equivalent in point of magnitude and regularity
;
but while the Lower

Range,on the north,sensibly decreases in alliitudetowards the east, the
UpperRai^e, on ton south, mamtains its general altitude ia a remark-
able way, and is gapped by steep, wiki, deeply incised transverse
glens directed towarcte toe north, and generally fenced in by dark
mecipitous walls of rock. The great valley between the two is

out up into a series of self-costamed basina, each netviag as the
gathering ground of the brooks that run down -off the adjacent
mountains. Outside the lower end of each large tnansverse glen there
is a scree of sedimentary matter, These screes are however very flat

and their lower edges generally reach all the way down to toe central
pari of the basin, which is occupied by an expanM of yellow dlay,

perfectly flat and fairly hard, as well as dry and barren, often

cracked into polygonal cakes arid drawn out in the direction pi the

long axis of the valley. . . . But todugh the great morpbolu^cal
features of this latitudinal valley fordbly recall the latRudmal
vaUeys of Tibet, the climatic differences give rise to differences

between the basinscorresponding to the differences between toemoun-
tain-ranges themselves. For while the selF-contataed basins of

Tibet generally possess a salt lake in the middle, into whicli brooks

streams of greater or less magnitude gather, often from

considerable dfataaces, these seLf-contained bastosof the Astin-

tagh are very small in area, and it is extremely seldom that their

central parts receive any water at ah, only in fact after copioiia

rain. I^se terminal lakes, or more accurately eedimentary plamg,

arc tberefore almoet always dry.’* •*

. ^

The next parallaliraiigeon the south, toe ^Aafa>terk,aad the vgUey

which separates it from too Aatin-tagh, are oquaiW arid^and wates-

less. The valley, known by the general name of Kakig, meaoiag <a

** bard, dry, etecile expanse -of clay,'* is chequered with ehaUnmaelf-

contauied baaias of the usual type and has mmarkably gendc slopes

^ The Northern Mountains are the Pe-shan in the degert of Gb!bi

(see Goml

.

» On theopposite oiaorthside of thedesert of Lop (desert of Gobi)

.

« Sven Hedia, SeientsfU Rasitlis, id. 308.

* Ibid, itotrjjx.
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up to the mountains on both north and south. Its surface slopes from
altitudes of 10,100 to 10,Goo ft. in the west, where is the lake of Uzun>
shot (9650 ft.), to 9400 ft. in the dlst, in which direction it continues
as far as the Anambaruin-ula (see below) and the plain or flat basin
of Skrtkng, a north extension of Tsaidam. Tlis range of Akato-tagh,
the Altun Range of Carey, is the same as that which on the map of

the Russian general stafl bears the name Chfiien-tagh. Like the
Astin-tagh it stretches towards the E.N.E., and, like it, appears to

be built up of granite and schists, but its crest is greatiy denuded,
so that it IS a mere crumbling skeleton protruding above the deep
mantle of disintegrated material which masks its flanks. The slopes
on both north and south are extremely gentle, but that on the south
is eight to ten timeses long as that on the north . In the east the range
is mostly narrow, and dies away on the edge of the Tsaidam depres-
sion ; but in the west it swells out into the lofty and imposing mass of

the llve-chimen or Sbia-manglay, wliich is capped with perpetual
snow. This part of the range is crossed by the pass of Chopur-alik
at an altitude of i6,i0oft., but farther east tlie passes lie atmtitudes
of 13,380 to 10,520 ft. The latitudinal valley that intervenes
between the Akato-tagh and the next great range on the south, the
Chimcii-tagh, slopes for the most part eastwards, from 12,500 ft. down
to the shallow swt lake of Ghar-kol or Chimen-koli (9305 ft.). In
the western part of this valley occurs the very important transverse
wator-divide of Gulcha-davan (14,150 ft.), which separates the basin
of the Cherchen-darya that goes down into the Tarim basin from the
area that drains down to the Ghaz-kol, which belongs to the 'I^saidam
depression. This, the Chimen valley, contains in places a good deal
of drift-sand, which however is stationary in the mass and heaped
up along the northern foot of the Chimen-tagh. Nevertheless the
Akato-tagh is only of secondary importance in the general Kuen-lun
system, being nothing more than a central ridge running along the
broad KakirValley that separates the Astin-tagh from the Chimen-
tagh.
The latter range, the Chimen-tagh, is identical in its western parts

with the Piazlik'tagh and in the east must be equated with the Tsai-
dam chain of Przhevalsky; and it is probably continued westwards
by the range which the Russian explorers call the Moscow Range or
the Achik-tagh, running north of the Achik-kol and, according to

Przhevalsky, connecting on the west with the Tokuz-davan. The
Chimen-tagh rises *into imposing summits, some rounded, some
pyramidal in olitJine, which are capped with snow, though the snow
melts in summer. This range acts a.s a “ breakwater " to the
clouds, arresting and condensing the moisture which is carried north-
wards by the south winds. Hence its slopes are not so arid as those
of the Akato-tagh and the Astin-tagh. Snow falls all the year
round on the Chimen-tagh, even in July, and water is abundant
everywhere. The southern .slope of the range i.s gentle but short,
the northern slope long and steep. Grass is able to grow, and
animal life is more abundant. The range is crossed by passes at

13,970, 13,230 and 13,760 ft., and the Piazlik-tagh by a pass at an
altitude of 13,640 ft.

The next important range, still going south, is the Kalta-alaghan,
Carey's Chimen-tagh Range, Przhevalsky 's Columbus Range and
the range which is variouriy designated (e.g. by Pyevtsov) as the
Ambal-ashkan, Kalga-lagan and Ara-tagh. 'J'his last is, however,
properly the name of a short secondary range which rises along the
miadle (ara- middle) of the valley between the Chimen-tagh and
the Kalta-alaghan. Not only is it of lower elevation than them
both, but it dies away towards the west, the valleys on each side of

it meeting round its extremity to form one broad, open valley, with
an altitude of 11,790 to 13,725 ft. The Ara-tagh is crossed by a
pass at an altitude of 14,345 ft. In the Kalta-alaghan, which is

the culminating range of this part of the Kuen-lun, and is over-
topped by towering, snow-clad peaks, the passes climb to consider-

ably higher altitudes, namely, r4,5<>o, 14,47a, 14,430 and 14,190 ft.,

xvhilc the pass of Avraz-davan ascends to 15,706 ft. This range
appears to be linked on to the Tokuz-davan by the Muzluk-tagh,
in which there are passes at 16,870 and 15,450 ft. It is possible
however that the Muzluk-tagb l^longs more intimately to the
Chimen-tagh S3r8tem, that is, to the Moscom' or Achik-kol ranges.
Indeed Bogdanovich considers that the Tokuz-davan, the Muzluk-
tagh, the Moscow Range and the Chimen-tagh form one single

closely connected chain, in which he also places Przhevalsky’s
isolated peak of Mount Krcml (15,055 ft.). Sven Hedin, whilst
agreeing that this may possibly be the* true conception, inclines to
the view that the Achix-kol Range dies awky towards the E., and
that the Chimen-tagh and the Kalta-alaghan merge westwards into
the border-ranges that lia north of the Muzluk-tagh and the Tokuz-
davan. Unlike most of the other parallel ranges of N. Tibet, the
Kalta-alaghan does not decrease, but it increases in elevation
towards the east, where, like the Chimen-tagh, it abuts upon and
merges in the ranges that border Tsaidam on the south.

Immediately south of the Kaita-alaghan comes a relatively deep
depression, the Kum-hol vii//ey,f(nrming a very well-marked featurein
the physical conformation of this region. It is crossed transversely
by a water-divide which separates the basin of the twin-lakes
of Kum-kol (12,700 ft.) from the basin of Tsaidam, some 3500 ft.

lower. The^ floor of the valley consequently slopes away in both
directions, like- the Chimen valley between the Akato-tagh and the
Chimen-tagh; and in so far as it .slopes westwards towards the Kum-

I

kol lakes it difiers from nearly all the other great latitudinal va^ey.s

that run parallel with it, because they slope generally towards the east

.

Not far from the K|jm-kol lakes there is a drift-sand area, though
the dunes are stationary. The upper lake of Kum-kol (Chon-kum-
kol) (12,730 ft.), which contains fresh water, is of small area (8 so. m.)
and in depth nowhere exceeds 13 ft.

;
but the lower lake (Ayak-kum-

kol) (12,685 ft.), which is salt, is much bigger (283 m.) and goes
down to deptlis of 64 and 79 ft. Farther west, lying between the
Muzluk-tagh and the Arka-tagh, is the lake of Achik-kol (13,940 ft.),

broad and 50 m. in circuit.

The next great peurallel range is the lofty and imposing Arka-tagh,
the Przhevalsky Range of Hie Russian geographers, which has its

eastward continuations in the Marco Polo Range (general altitude

15,750-16,250 ft.) and Gurbu-naiji Mountains mi Przhevalsky. The
Arka-tagh^ is the true backbone of the Kuen-lun system, and in

Central Asia is exceeded in elevationtonly by the Tang-la, a long way
farther south, this last being probably an eastern wing of the Kara-
korum Mountains of the Pamirs region. At the same time the Arka-
tagh is the actual border-range of the Tibetan plateau properly so

called; to the south of it none of the long succession of lofty parallel

ranges which ridge the Tibetan highlands seems to have any connexion
with the Kuen-lun system. Of great length, the Arka-tagh, which
is a mountain-system rather than a range, varies greatly in configura-

tion in dilierenl parts, sometimes exhimting a sharply deflned main
crest, with several lower flanking ranges, and sometimes consisting

of numerous parallel crests of nearly uniform altitude. Amongst
these it is possible to distinguish in the middle of the system four

predominant ranges, of which the second from the north is probably
the principal range, though the fourth is the highest. The passes

across the flrst range (north) lie at altitudes of 15,675, 16,420, 17,320
and 18,300 ft.; across the second at 16,830, 17,020, 17,070 and
17,220 ft.; across the third at 16,800, i6,(>6o, 17,065, 17,830 and
17,880 ft.; and across the fourth at 16,540, 16,705, 16,780, 18,100
and 18,110 ft. The crests of the ranges lie comparatively little

higher than the valleys which separate them, the altitudes in the
latter running at 14,940 to 16,700 ft., if not higher, and being only

500 to 1000 ft. lower than the crests of the accompanying ranges.

The Arka-ta^h ranges do not culminate in lofty jagged, pinnacled
peaks, but in broad rounded, flattened domes, a characteristic

feature of the system throughout. These Arka-tagh mountains are

built up, at all events superficially, of sand and powdery, finely

sifted efisintegrated material. Where the hard rock does crop out
on the surface, it is so excessively weathered as to be with difficulty

recognized as rock at all. The culminating summits of the ranges
generally present the appearance of a flat, rounded swelling, and
when they are crowned with glaciers, as many of them are, these

shape themselves into w’hat may be described as a mantle, a breast-

plate, or a flat cap, from which lappets and fringes project at inter-

vals; nowhere do there exist any of the long, narrow, winding glacier

tongues which are so characteristic of the Alps of Europe. But not
the slightest indication has been discovered that these mountains
were ever panoplied •with ice. The process of disintegration and
levelling down has reached such an advanced stage that, if ever
there did exist evidences of former glaciation, they have now become
entirely obliterated, even to the complete pulverization of the
erratic’ blocks, supposing there were any. The view lliai meets the
eye southwards from the heights of the Kalta-alaghan is the picture

of a chaos of mountain chains, ridges, crests, peaks, spurs, detached
masses, in fact, montane conformations of every po.ssiDle description

and in every possible arrangement. Immediately north of the Arka-
tagh the country is studded with three or four exceptionally conspi-

cuous and imposing detached mountain masses, all capped with snow
and some 01 them carrying small glaciers. Amongst them are
Shapka Monnmakha or the Monk's C^p; the Chulak-akkan, which
may however be only Shapka Monomakha seen from a different

point of view; T6murlik-tagh® (i.s. the Iron Mountain); and farther

west, Ullugh-muz-tagh, which, according to Grenard, reaches an
altitude of 14,140 ft. But Hie relations in which these detached
mountain-masses stand to one another and to the Arka-tagh behind
them have not yet been elucidated. In the vicinity of the Ullugh-
muz-tagh there exist numerous indications of former volcanic
activity, the eminences and summits frequently being capped with
tuff, and smaller fragments of tuff are scattered over other parts of

the Arka-tagh ranges.

The next succeeding parallel range, the Koko-shili, which is

continued eastwards by the Bayan-khara-ula, between the upper
headstreams of the Hwang-ho or Yellow River and the Yangtszc-
kiang, belongs orographically to the plateau of Tibet.

The succession of ranges which follow one another from the
deserts of Takla-makan and Gobi up to the plateau proper of Tibet
rise in steps or terraces, each range being higher than the range to the
north of it and lower than the range to the south of it. The difference

in altitude between the lowest, most northerly range, the Lower
Astin-tagh, and the most southerly of the Arka-tagh ranges amount.s
to nearly 7500 ft. With one exception, namely the climb out of

the Kum-kol valley to the Arka-tagh, the first ttiree steps arc

^ This is the correct form, Arka-tagh' meaning the Farther or

Remoter Mountains. The form Akka-tagh is incorrect,
* The form Tumenlik-tagh is erroneous!
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indi^vidmtUy the biggest; whereas the Uftper Aatin-tagh exceeds the
Lower Astiii'tagh by an altitude of some 1350 ft^it is itself exceeded
by the Akato-tagh to the extent of 1760 ft. There is also a con-
siderable tise of 880 ft. from the Akato-tagh^ the Chimen-tagh.
But between the C14fnen-tagh, the Ara-tagh and the Kalta-alaghan
there is comparatively little dinerence in point of elevation, namely,
730 ft. in all. The biggest ascent is that from the Kalta-alaghan to

the Arka-tagh, namely, nearly 1850 ft. The ranges of the Arka-
tagh, again, run at pretty nearly the same absolute general altitudes,

namely, 16,470 to 17,260 ft. when the altitudes of the intermont
latitudinal valleys are compared, the significance orographically
of the Chimen valley and of ine Kum-W valley is strikingly empha-
sized. Both are much more deeply excavated than all the other
latitudinal valleys that run parallel to them, the Chimen valley being

875 ft. above the valley to the north of it, but no less than 2235 ft.

below the valley to tl» south of i^. The case of the Kum-kol valley is

altogether exceptional, for it lies not higher, but 680 ft. lower, than
the valley to the north of it, and conseouently the climb up out of it

to the first (on north) of the Arka-tagh valleys amounts to no less than
2900 ft. Hence these ten parallel ranges of the middle Kuen-lun
system may be grouped in three divisions—(i) the more strictly

bordei- ranges of the Upper and I^ower Astin-tagh and the Akato-
tagh; (2) the three ranges of Chimen-tagh, Ara-tagh and Kalta-
alaghan, which may be considered as forming a transitional system
between the foregoing and the third division; (3) the Arka-tagh,
which constitute the elevated rampart of the Tibetan plateau
pr^r. (T. T. Be.)

Tlje Nan-shan Highlafuls overlook Tsaidam on the N.E. They
embrace a region 380 m. long and 260 m. wide, entirely occupied
with parallel mountain ranges all running from the N.W. to the

S.E. Broad, flat, longitudinal valley.s, at altitudes of 12,000 to

14.000 ft. (9000 to 10,000 at the south-western border) and dotted
with lakes (Koko-nor, 0970 ft.

;
Khaxa-nor, 13,285 ft.), fill up the

space between these mountain ranges. In the S.E. tlie Nan-shan
highlands abut upon the highlands of the Chinese province of Kan-
suh, and near the great northward bend of the Hwang-ho they
meet the escarpments by which the (ireat Khingan and the In-shan
ranges are continued, and by which the Mongolian plateau steps
down to the lowlands of China. On the N.E. the Nan-shan hign-

lands have their foot on the Mongolian plateau (average altitude,

4000 ft.), i.e. in the Ala-shan. On the N.W. they are fringed by a
border range, the Da-sue-shan, a continuation of the Astin-tagh,

which rises to 12,200-13,000 ft. in its passes, and is pierced by
several rivers flowing west to Lake Khala-chi or Khara-nor. This
border-range, which continues on to the 97th meridian, separates

the Nan-shan range from the Pe-shan range.

On the S.W. the Nan-shan mountains consist of short irregular

chains, separated by broad plains, dotted with lakes, which difier

but slightly in altitude from Tsaidam (8800-9000 ft.). Next a

succession of narrow ranges intervene between this lower border
terrace and the higher terrace (12,000-13,500 ft.). The first

mountain range on this higher terrace is Ritter's range, covered in

part with extensive snow-fields. The passes at both ends of this

snow-clad massif lie at altitudes of I5,S190 ft. and 14,680 ft. The
next range is Humboldt or Ama-surgu range, which runs N.W, to

S.E. from the Aslin-tagh to about 38” N., and is perhaps continued
by the southern Kuku (Koko)-nor range, which strikes the Hwong-
ho with an elevation of 7440 ft. It includes, in fact, several other

parallel ranges

—

e.g. the Mushketov, Semenov, Suess, Alexander III.,

Bain-sarlyk—the mutual relations of which are, however, not yet
definitely settled.

Small lateral chains of mountains, rising some 2000 ft. above the

general level of that plateau, connect the central Nan-shan with the

next parallel ranges, namely, those of the eastern Nan-shan. The
mutual relations of the latter, as well as the names of the several

constituent chains, are equally unsettled. Thus, one of them is

named indiscriminately Nan-shan, Richthofen Range and Momo-
shan. In fact, the region is dominated by three ranges of nearly

equal altitude, all lifting many of their peaks above tbe snow-Une.
Finally, there is a range of mountains. a1x>ul 10,000 ft. high, named
L.ung-shan by Obruchev, which borders the Kan-chow and Lian-

chow valley on the N.E., and belongs to the Nan-shan system.

But the string pf oases in l6in-8uh province, which stretches between
the towns nained, lies on the lower level of the Mongolian plateau

(4000 to 5000 ft.), so that the Lung-shan ought possibly to be
regarded as a continuation of the Pe-shan mountains of the Gobi.

Generally speaking, the Nan-shan highlands are a region raised

12.000 to 14^000 ft. above the sea, and intersected by wild, stony

and partly snow-clad mountains, towering another aooo to 7000
ft. aWe its surface, and arranged in narrow parallel chains all

running N.W. to S.E. The chams of mountmns arc severally

from 8 to 17 m. wide, tddom as much as 55, while the broadf,

flat valleys between them attain widths of 20 to 27 m. As
a rule the passes are at an attitude of 12,000 to 14,000 ft., and the
peaks reach 18,000 to 20,000 ft. in the western portion of the high-

tods, whfle'in the eastern piottkin theymaybe about 2000 ft. lower.

The i^iers also attain a greater development in the western portion

of the Naa^ahan, but the valleys arb dry, and the slopes of both the.

mountains ami the vallesm, furrowed by deep ravines, are devoid

of vegetation. Good pasture grounds are only found near the
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streams. The aoil is dry gravel and clay, upon which bushes of
EpAstfra, Niiraria and SMolaceae grow i^rseiy. In the north-
eastern Nan-shan, on the oontnvy, a stream runs through each
gorge, and both the mountain slopes and the bottoms of the vaUe3rs
are covered with vegtotion. Forests of conifers {Picea oboveUa)
and deciduous treea—̂ zhevalsky's poplar, birch, mountain ash,
&c., and a variety otoushes—are common everywhere. Hmher up,
in the pictur^ue |prgeg, grow rhododendrons, willows, PotetUiUa
fftUicfisa, 5pWasas, Lonicereae^ See., and the rains must e^dently ht
more copious and better distributed. In the centnd Nan-shan it

is only the north-eastern slopes that bear forests. In the south, where
the Nan-shan enters Kan-suh province, extensive accumula^ns of
loess make their appearance, and it is only the noi:them slopes of
the hills that are clothed with trees. * * (P. A. K.)
Authorities.—^An enumgallon of the works published before

1890, and a map of itineraries, will be found in Wegener's Vwsuch
nner Orographie des Kuen-lun (Marburg, 1891), but hte map is only
approximately correct. Of the books published since 1890 the
most important are Sven Hedin's Scientific Hesults of a Journey in
Central Asia^ i8gp~rgo2 (Stockholm, 1905-1907, 6 vols.), with an
elaborate atto and a general map of Tibet on the scale of i ; i ,000,000

;

H. H. P. Deasy's In Tibet ofta Chinese Turkestan (London, 1901),
with a good map; F. Grenard's vol. (iii.) of J, L. DutreuU de Rhins’s
Mission scientifique dans la haute Asie^ /Sgo-jSgj (n.p., 1897), also
with a very useful map

;
W. W. Rockhill's Uiary of a Journey thfott^

Mongolia and Tibet tn t8gt and i8gi (Washington, 1894); M. S.

Wellby's Through Unknoum Tibet (London, 1898); P. G. .ronvalot's
De Paris au Tonkin d travers le Tibet inconnu (Paris, 1892); St G. R.
Littledale's ** A Journey across Tibet," in Geog. Journal (May 1896)

;

H. Bower's Diary of a Journey across Tibet (London, 1894); the
Jzvestia of the Russian Geog. Soc. and Geog. Journal^ both passim.

KUFA, a Moslem city, situated on the shore ofthe Hindieh

canal, about 4 m. E. by N. of Nejef (32® 4' N., 44® 20' E.),

was founded by the Arabs after the battle of Kadesiya

in A.D. 638 as one of the two capitals of the new territory of

Irak, the whole country being divided into the sawads, or

districts, of Basra and Kufa. The caliph ‘Ali made it his

residence and the capital of his caliphate. *After the removal

of the capital to Bagdad, in the middle of the following century,

Kufa lost its importance and began to fall into decay. At the

beginning of the 19th century, travellers Reported extensive

and important ruins as marking the ancient site. Since that,

time the ruins have served as quarries for bricks for the building

of Nejef, and at the present time little remains but holes in

the ground, representing excavations for bricks, with broken

fragments of brick and glass strewn over a considerable area.

A mosque still stands on the spot where 'Ali i.s reputed to have

worshipped. (For history see Caliphate.)

KUHN, FRAKZ FELIX ADALBERT (1812-1881), German
philologist and folklorist, was bom at Konigsberg in Neumark
on the 19th of November 1812. Fron 1841 he was connected

with the Kdllnisches Gymnasium at Berlin, of which he was

appointed director in 1870. He died at Berlin on the 5th of May
1881. Kuhn was the founder of a new school of comparative

mythology, based upon comparative philology. In.spired by

Grimm’s Deutsche Mythologiey he first devoted himself to German
stories and legends, and published Mdrkische Sagen und M&rchen

(1842), Norddeutsche Sagen, Mdrcken und GebrUuche (i848),«ind

Sagen, Gehrduche und Mdrcken aus Westfalen (1859). But it

is on his researches into the language and histoiy of the Indo-

Germanic peoples as a whole that his reputation is funded.

His chief works in this connexion are : Zur ktesten Geschichie der

Indogermanischen Vblker (1845), which he endeavoured to

give an account of the earliest civilization of the Indo-Germanic

peoples before their separation into diflfer^t families, by

comparing and analysing the original meaning of the words

and stems common to the different languages; Die Herabkunft

des Feuers und des Gbttertranks (1859 ;
new ed, by E. Kuhn, under

title of Mythologische Studien, i^); ^d Uber Eniwicklungs-

stufen der Myth^ildung (1873), in which he maintained that

the origin of myths was to be looked for in the domain bf

language, and that their most essential factors were polyon3nhy

and homonymy. The Zeiischrift fiir verdeickende Sffodh-

farschung auf defn Chbiete der Indogermanischen Spachen,y^h
which he was intimately connected, is the standard perib^kxd

on the subject.
, , ;

See obituary notioe by C. Bmefattumn in Bnrsian's l^gr^kiethee

Jahrbuch (t88t) and J. schmidt in the above ZeiUchHft, xxvi. n^s. 6.
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K0HN£» willy (1837-1900), German physiologist, was bom

at Hamburg on the 28th of March 1837. After attending the

gymnasium at LUneburg, he weih to Gottingen, where his master

in chemistry was F. Woliler and in pl^'siology R. Wagner.

Having graduated in 1856, he studied under various famous

g
iiysimogists, including E. Du Bois-Reymoi|i at Berlin, Claude

emard in Paris, and K. F. W. Ludwig and E. W. Briicke in

Vienna. At the end of 1863 he was put in charge of the chemical

department of the pathological laboratory at Berlin, under

R. von Virchow; in 1868 he was appointed professor of physiology

at Amsterdam; and in 1871 he was chosen to succeed H. von

Helmholtz in the same capacity at Heidelberg, where he died on

the 10th of June 1900. His original work falls into two main
groups—the physiology of muscle and nerve, which occupied the

earlier years of his life, and the chemistry of digestion, which

he began to investigate while at Berlin with Virchow. He was

also l^wn for his researches on vision and the chemical changes

occurring in the retina under the influence of light. The
visual purple, described by Franz Boll in 1876, he attempted to

make the basis of a photochemical theoiy of vision, but though

he was able to establish its importance in connexion with vision

in light of low intensity, its absence from the retinal area of most

distinct vision detracted from the completeness of the theor}’^ and

precluded its general acceptance.

KUKA^ or Kukawa, a town of Bornu, a Maliommedan state

of the centraf Sudan, incorporated in the British protectorate of

Nigeria (see Bornu). Kuka is situated in 12° 55' N. and 13"

34°E., 4i m. from the western shores of Lake Cliad, in the midst

of an extensive plain. It is the headquarters of the British

administration in Bornu, and was formerly the residence of the

native sovereign, who in Bornu bears the title of shehu.

The modem town of Kuka was founded c. 1810 by Sheikh

Mahommed al«Amib al Kanemi, the deliverer of Bornu from the

Fula invaders. It is supposed to have received its name from

the ku&a or monkay bread tree (Adansonia digitaia), of which

there are extensive plantations in the neighbourhood. Kuka
or Kaoukaou was a common name in the Sudan in the middle

ages. The number of towns of this name gave occasion for

much geograpbdeal confusion, but Idrisi writing in the 12th

century, and Ibn Khaldun in the 14th century, both mention

two important towns called Kaou ^ou, of which one would

seem to have occupied a position very near to that of the modern

Kuka. Ibn Khaldun speaks of it as the capital of Bornu and as

situated on the meridian of Tripoli. In 1840 the present town

was laid waste by Mahommed ^erif, the sultan of Wadai ;
and

when it was restored by Sheikh Omar he built two towns separ-

ated by more than half a mile of open country, each town being

surrounded by walls of white clay. It was probably owing to there

being two towns that the plural Kukawa became the ordinary

d^ignation of the town in Kano and throughout the Sudan,

though the inhabitants used the singular Kuka . Tlie town became

wealthy and populous (containing some 60,000 inhabitants), being

a centre for caravans to Tripoli and a stopping-place of pilgrims

from the Hausa countries going across Africa to Mecca. The

chief building was the great palace of the sheikh. Between 1823

and 1872 Kuka was visited by several English and German
travellers. In 1893 Bornu was seized by the cx-slave Rabah
(^.v.), an adventurer from the Bahr-el-Ghazal, who chose a new
capital, Dikwa, Kuka falling into complete decay. The town

was found in ruins in 1902 by the British expedition which

teplaced on the throne of Bornu a dependant of the ancient

rulers. In the same year the rebuilding of Kuka was begun

and tile town speedily regained part of its former importance.

It is now one of the principal British stations of eastern Bornu.

Owing; however^ to the increasing importance of Maidugari, a
town 80 m. S.S.W, of Kuka, the court of the shehu was removed

thi^er in 1908,

For en account of Kuka before its destruction by Kabah, see the
TroaUBh of Heinrich Barth (new ed., London, 1890) ;

and Sahara und
Sndan, by Gustav Nachtlgal (BerHn, 1879), i. 581-748.

KU KLUX KLAN, the name of an American secret association

of Southern whites united for self-protection and to oj^se

the Reconstruction measures of the United States Congress,

1865-1876. The name is generally applied not only to the

order of Ku Kluxs Klan, but to other similar societies that

existed at the same time, such as the Knights of the White
Camelia, a larger order than the Klan ; the White Brotherhood

;

the White League; Pale Faces; Constitutional Union Guards;

Black Cavalry; White Rose; The *76 Association; and hundreds

of smaller societies that sprang up in the South after the Dvil

War. The object was to protect the whites during the disorders

that followed the Civil War, and to oppose the policy of the

North towards the South, and the result of the whole movement
was a more or less successful revolution aga2ist the Reconstruc-

tion and an overthrow of the gpvenuneiitfs based on negro

suffrage. It may l>e compared in some degree to such Euro-

pean societies as the Carbonara, Young Itafy, the Tugendbund,
the Confrdries of France, the Freemasons in Catholic countries,

and the Velungericht.

The mo.st impeutant orders were the Ku Klux Klun and the

Knights of the White Camelia. The former began in 1865 in

Pulaski, Tennessee, as a social club of young men. It had an

absurd ritual and a strange uniform. The members accidental!)'

discovered that the fear of it had a great influence over the

lawless but superstitious blacks, and soon the club expanded

into a great federation of regulators, absorbing numerous local

bodies that liad been formed in the absence of civil Jaw and

partaking of the nature of the old English neighbourhood

police and the ante-bellum slave patrol. The White Camelia

was formed in 1867 in Louisiana and rapidly spread oyer the

states of the late Confederacy. The period of organization and
development of the Ku Klux movement was from 1865 to 1868;

the period of greatest activity was from 1868 to 1870, after which

came the decline.

The various causes assigned for the origin and development

of this movement were : the absence of stable government

in the South for several years after the Civil War; the corrupt

and tyrannical rule of the alien, renegade and negro, and the

belief that it wa.s supported by the Federal troops which con-

trolled elections and legislative bodies; the disfr^chisement of

whites; the spread of ideas of social and political equality

among the negroes; fear of negro insurrections; the arming of

negro militia and the disarming of tlie whites; outrages upon

white women by black men; the influence of Northern adven-

turers in the Freedmen*s Bureau and the Union League

(q.v,) in alienating the races; the humiliation of Confederate

soldiers after they had been paroled—in general, the insecurity

felt by Southern whites during the decade after the collapse of

the Confederacy.

In organization the Klan was modelled after the Federal

Union. Its Prescript or constitution, adopted in 1867, and
revised in 1868, provided for the following organization : The
entire South was the Invisible Empire under a Grand Wizard,

General N. B. Forrest; each state was a Realm under a Grand

Dragon; several counties formed a Dominion under a Grand

Titan; each county was a Province under a Grand Giant; the

smallest division being a Den under a Grand Cyclops. The
stall officers bore similar titles, relics of the time when the order

existed only for amusement ; Genii, Hydras, Furies, Goblins,

Night Hawks, Magi, Monks and Turks. The private members
were called Ghouls. The Klan was twice reorganized, in 1867

and in 1868, each time being more centraliz^; in 1869 the

central organization was disb^ded and the order then gradu-

ally declined. The White Cornelia with a similar history had a

similar oiganization, without the queer titles. Its members were

called Brothers and Knights, and its offidals Commanders.

The constitutionsand rituals of these secret orders have declara-

tions of principles, of which the following are characteristic : to

protect and succour the weak and unfoiininate, especially the

widows and orphans of Confederate sdefito; to protect members
of the white roice in life, honour property from the encroach-

ments of the blacks; to o^se .ther R^icd Republioin party

and the Unkm League; to defend oonstitutional' hberty, to

prevent usurpation^ emancipate the whites, tnamtain peace
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awl order, tl iod, the princi{des of xwi; ftud the

poUticiJ social supremacy of the white race—^ $hoi% to

oppose African influence in govenunentf and society, and to

prevent any ittteimingUng of the races.
, o ..u _

During the Reconstruction the people of the South

divided thus ; nearly all native whites (the roost proroinenit of

whom were disfranchised) on one ^d© irrespective of formw

political faith, and on the other side the ex*skws organwed

and led by a few native and Northern whites called resp^tivdy

scalawags and carpet-baggers, wBo were

United States gcercmment and who controlled the Soutl^

state governments. The Ku Klux movement m its wider

aspects was the «fort of the first class to destroy the contrd

of the second class. To control the ne^ the Klan played

upon his superstitious fears by having night patrols, parades

and drills of silent horaexnen covered with white sheets, carry-

ing skulls with coab of fire for eyes, sacks of bones to rattle, and

wearing hideous masks. In calling upon dangerous blacks at

night they pretended to be the spirits of dead Confederates,

“ just from Hell,” and to quench their tlurat would pretend to

drink gallons of water which was poured into rubber sacks con-

cealed under their robes. Mysterious signs and warnings were

sent to disorderly negro politicians. The whites who were re-

sponsible for the conduct of the blacks were warned or c^iven

away by social and business ostracism or by violence. Nearly

all southern whites (except “scalawags”), whether members of

the secret societies or not, in some way took part in tlw Ku

movement. As the work of the societj^ succeeded, they gradu-

ally passed out of existence. In some communities they fell into

the control of violent men and became simply bands of outiws,

dancerous even to the former members ;
and the anarchical

aspects of the movement excited the North to vigorous con-

demnation.* The United States Congress in 1871-1872 enacted

a series of ** Force Laws ” intended to break up the s^rct

societies and to control the Southern elections. Several hunched

arrests were made, and a few convictions were secured. The

elections were controlled for a few years, and violOTce was

checked, but the Ku Klux movement went on uxUil it ^om-
plished its object bv giving protection to the whites, reducing

the blacks to order, replacing the whites in control of society

and state, expelling the worst of the carpet-baggers ^d scala-

wags and nullifying those laws of Congress which had resulted

in placing the Southern whites under the control of a party

composed principally of ex-slaves.

Authoritie»,-^T. C. Lester and I). L. Wilson, /fv Klan

(Now York, 1905); W. L. Fleming, Civtl War aftdHeconatruclt^ %n

Alobatna (New York, 1905), and Documentary History of ijfcon-

V/y!^*^(Qeveland. 1906): J. W. Gamer, KeconstrucHon tn Mtssts-

tihht (New York igoi)* W. Cx, Brown, Lower South tn American

Siilori (New Beard, Ku Klux Sketches (Phiia-

SilphSt, 1870): J. W.^tgeM, Resonstnutioit oMd

(Nbw York, 1901).
,

KUKU KHOTO (Chinese Kwei^kwa), a city of tlie Chmese

province of Shan-ai, situated to the north of the Great Wall, in

40' so' N. and iii® 45' B., about .rbom- W. of Kal^. It lies

in the valky of a small river which joins the Hw^;ho 50 m. to

the south. There are two distinct waUed towns m Kuku Khoto,

at an interval of a mile and a half ; the ow is the seat of the civd

governor and is surrounded by the trading town, and the other

' The Indcinent of the historian William Garrott Brown, himself

a Sonthwner, is worth quoting :

‘‘ That viokmoe was often

cannot be denied. , Negroes were oftiai whipp^,. and so

baggers. The incidents reOated m such stones w Tourg^s A

Foot ? Errand all have their counterparts In the testimony before

congressional committees and courts of law. In some cases, afw
WBiiiings, men were dregRWl

ia diMWM, wul the towrtx w«o unjblo to find or to convict

tho murdwfw. Survivors of the orders affirm worfi

done to most canes by persons not connected with them or n^ng

uSderW antharity^ i* impossible to pi^
statensmts. mew suolh outtinw were ooi^ttnd, wrt <m

.^»^tenre who hed fin stotioB to the Northiirn commaiutito from

Soto Muin^philanthropic moUv^no mat^
eS^taefle^y t»sy*^went aboW th«r wotfc-the naW effect was to

horrify and onitage the North."
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is the test of the roilitaiy governor, and etoadi in the open

country, the first or ol4,town more especially there wie

strong traces of western Asiatic influence; the houses are not-

in the Chinese Btyl% b^ built aiU round with bride or rtone

and having flat roofs, whSle a Iwge number of the people ase

Still Mahororoftdais and, there is little doubt, descended

western settlers. The town at the same time is a great seat of

Buddhism—the lamaseries containing, it is said, no less ^lan

90,060 persons devoted to a religious life. M the southeam

terroimiB of the- routes across the desert of Gobi fram Ulyasutai

and the Tian Shah, Kuku Khoto is a great ntort for the exchange

of flour, millet and manufactured goods for the raw produ^

of Mongolia. A Catholic and a Protestant mission aee main-

tained m the town. Lieut, Watts-Jones, R.E., was murdered

at Kwei-hwa during the Boxer outbreak w 1900.

Early noticesof Kuku Khoto wffl be found in Gerbillon (1688-1698),

in Du Halde (vol. ii., Eng. ed.), andin AeOey aCoiUciiom (vol. iv.).

KUUA (Chinese, a territory in mwth-west China;

bounded, according to the treaty of St Petersbiug of 1881, on

tlie W. by the Semiryechensk province of Russian Turkestan,

on the N. by the Boro-khoro Mountains, and on the S. by the

mountains Khan-tengri, Muz-art, Terskei, Eshflc-l^ and

Narat. It comprises the valleys of the Tekez (middle aM
lower portion), Kunghez, the Hi as far as the Russian frontier

and its tributary, the Kash, willi the slopes of the mountains

turned towards these rivers. Its area occupies about i9,om

sq. m. (Grum-Grzimailo). The valley of the Kash is

atwut rfio m. long, and is cultivated in its lower p^s, while .

the Boro-khoro Mountains are snow-clad m their eas^
portion, and fall with very steep slopes to the val^. pe
Avral Mountains, which separate the ^h.from the KungM,

are lower, but rocky, naked and difficult oJ acc^

valley of the Kunghez is about 120 m, long; the nver flows

first in a eorge, th® amidst thickets of ruShes, and very small

portions of its valky are fit for cultivation. The Narat Moi^.

tains in the south are also very wild, but ue covered witt

forests of deciduous trees (aj^k tree, apricot tree, birch,

noDlar, &c.) and wne trees. The Tekez flows m the mountains,

^dpierces narrow gorges. The rooTOtams which s^waje

it from the Kunghez are ako snow-clad, whUe those to the

south of it reach 24,000 ft. of altitude m Khan-trogn,

covered with snow and glaciers—^the only pa» through

being the Muzart. Forests and alpine ^adows coyer thw

norttem slopes. Agriculture was formerly develi^ on t^

Tekez, as is testified by old ungatiwi canals. The In is formed

by the junction of the Kunghez with the Tekez, for lao m.

it flows through Kulja, its valley reaching a width of 50 m. at

Horgos-koljat. This valky is famed for ite fertihty, and is

admirably irrigated by canals, part of which, Iwwewr, fell

into decay after 55,000 of the inhabitants migrate to Russian

territory in 1881. The climate of this part of

of course, continental—frosts of - aa F. and heats “f F,

being experienced—but snow l^ts only for o”®

months, and the summer heat is tomperp by the pio»n^

of the high mountains. Apricots, pe^es, P*"®.

vines are grown, as also some cotton-trees near the town of

Kulia whcT© the averse yearly temperature w 48 5 ^ •

QanuW »S°. 17°). '® 6*'®'™ *»?“«* alutude of

population may number about

7<;,ooo w settled Mid about 50,000 nomads

^rraranchis from East Turkestan rapresmt pout 40^
nf thi Oration- about 40,000 of them left Ku ja when the

ev^ated the territory, and theCh^ govern

ment seat eome Sooo families from different towns pf JK^gwa

niTthdrpk^e. There are, besides, about ao,ooo |ps

«Ad Sotens, 3500 Kata-kidans, a few

10,000 Chinese. The nemads are^esw^
Kalmucks, and the remainder by Kirghiz. AgneWW »

msuffioient *0 satisfy the needs of the

imported from Semiryechensk. Excellmt beds of coal at*
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found in different places^ especiaUy about Kulja^ but the

fairly rich copper ores and silver ores have ceased to be
worked.

The chief towns are Suidun, capital Of the province, and
Kulja. The latter (Old Kulja) is on the Hi River. It is one
of the chief cities of the region, owing to the importance of its

bazaars, and is the seat of the Russian consul and a telegraph

station. The walled town is nearly square, each side being

about a mile in length; and the walls are not only 30 ft. high but
broad enough on the top to serve as a carriage djive. Two broad
streets cut the enflosed area into four nearly equal sections.

Since 1870 a Russian suburb has been laid out on a wide scale.

The houses of Kulja are almost all clay-built and flat-roofed,

and except in the special Chinese quarter in the eastern end of

the town only a few public buildings show the influence of

Chinese architecture. Of these the most noteworthy are the

Taranchi and Dungan mosques, U»th with turncd-up roofs,

and the latter with a pagoda-looking minaret. The population

is mainly Mahommedan, and there are only two Buddhist

pagodas. A small Chinese Roman Catholic church has main-

tained its existence tlirough all the vicissitudes of modem
times. Paper and vermicelli are manufactured with rude

appliances in the tow'n. 'I'he outskirts are richly cultivated

with wheat, barley, lucerne and poppies. Schuyler estimated

the population, which includes Taranchis, Dungans, Sarts,

Chinese, Kalmucks and Russians, at 10,000 in 1873; has

since increased.

New Kulja, Manchu Kulja, or Hi, which lies lower down
the valley on the same side of the stream, has been a pile

of ruins since the terrible massacre of all its inhabitants by the

insurgent Dungans in 1868. It was previon.sly the seat of

the Chine.se government for the province, with a large penal

establishment and strong garrison; its population w'as about

70,000.

History.—

T

y,’o centuries b.c. the region was occupied by
the fair and blue-eyed Ussuns, who were driven away in the

6th century of our era by the northern Huns. Later the Kulja
territory bec'ame a dependency of Dzungaria. The Uighurs,

and in the 12th century the Kara-Khitai, took possession of

it in turn. Jenghiz Khan conquered Kulja in the 13th century,

and the Mongol Khans resided in the valley of the Hi. It is

suppo.sed (Grum-Grzimailo) that the Oirads conquered it at the

end of the 16th or the beginning of the i7tli century; they
kept it till 1755, when the Chine.se annexed it. During the

insurrection of 1864 the Dungans and the Taranchis formed
here the Taranchi sultanate, and this led to the occupation of

Kulja by the Russians in 1871. Ten years later the territory

was restored to China.

KULM (Culm). (1) A town of Germany, in the province of

West Prussia, 33 m. by rail N.W. of Thom, on an elevation

above the plain, and i m. E. of the Vistula. Pop, (1905),

11,665. It is surrounded by old walls, dating from the 13th

century, and contains some interesting building.^, notably its

churches, of which two are Roman Catholic and two Protestant,

and its •medieval town hall. The cadet school, founded here

in 1776 by Frederick the Great, was removed to Koslin

in 1890. There are large oil mills, also iron foundries and
machine shops, as well as an important trade in agricultural

produce, including fruit and vegetables. Kulm gives name
to the oldest bishopric in Prussia, although the bishop resides

at Pelplin. It was presented about 1220 by Duke Conrad of

Masovia to the bishop of Prussia. Frederick II. pledged it

in 1226 to the Teutonic order, to whom it owes its early develop-

ment. By the second peace of Thorn in 1466 it passed to

Poland, and it was annexed to Prussia in 1772. It joined

the Hanseatic League, and used to carry on very extensive

manufactures of cloth.

(2) A village of Bohemia about 3 m. N.E. of Teplitz, at the
foot of the Erzgebiqge, celebrated os the scene of a battle in

which the French were defeated by the Austrians, Prussians

and Russians on the 29th and 30th of August 1813 (see

Napol’eonic CaMpaions).

-KULU
KULMBACH^ or Culmbach, a town of Germany, in the

Bavarian province of Upper Franconia, picturesquely situated

on the Weisser Maifi, and the Munich-Bamberg-Hof railway,

n m. N.W. from Bayreuth. Pop. (1900), 9428. It contains

a Roman Catholic and three Protestant churches, a museum
and several schools. The town has several linen manufactories

and a large cotton spinnery, but is chiefly famed for its many
extensi\'e breweries, which mainly produce a black beer, not
unlike English porter, which is largely exported. Connected
with these are malting and battling works. On a rocky eminence,

1300 ft. in height, to the south-east of the town stands the former
fortress of Plassenburg, during the 14th and 15th centuries

the residence of the margraves of^PayreutHJ called also mar-
graves of Brandenburg-Kulmbach. It was dismantled in 1807,
and is now used as a prison. Kulmbach and Plassenburg

belonged to the dukes of Meron, and then to the counts

of Orlamunde, from whom they passed in the 14th century

to the Hohenzollems, burgraves of Nuremberg, and thus to the

margraves of Bayreuth.

See F. Stein, Kulnibach und die Plassenburg in alter und netur
Zeit (Kulml)ach, 1903) ;

Huther, Kulmbach und Umeebung (Kulm-
bach, 1880) ;

and C. Meyer, Qudlen sur Geschickie der Siadt Kulmbach
(Munich, 1895).

KULMSEE, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of

West Prussia, on a lake, 14 m. by rail N. of Thom and at the

junction of railways to Bromberg and Marienburg. Pop.

(1900), 8987. It has a fine Roman Catholic cathedral, which
was built in the 13th, and restored in the 15th century, and an
Evangelical church. Until 1823 the town was the seat of the

bishops of Kulm.
KULP, a town of Russian Transcaucasia, in the government

of Erivan, 60 m. W.S.W. from the town of Erivan and 2 m. S.

of the Aras River. Pop. (1897), 3074. Close by is the Kulp
salt mountain, about 1000 ft. high, consisting of beds of clay

intermingled with thick deposits of rock .salt, which has been

worked from time immemorial. Regular galleries are cut in

the transparent, horizontal salt layers, from which cubes of

about 70 fi) weight are extracted, to the amount of 27,500 tons

every year.

KULU, a subdivision of Kangra district, Punjab, British India,

which nominally includes the two Himalayan cantons or waziris

of Lahul and Spiti. The tahsil of Kulu ha.s an area of 1054 sq. m.,

of which only 60 sq. ni. are cultivated; pop. (1901), 68,954. The
Sainj, which joins the Beas at Largi, divides the tract into two
portions, Kulu proper and Soraj. Kulu proper, north of the

Sainj, together with inner Soraj, forms a great basin or depression

in the midst of the Himalayan system, having the narrow gorge

of the. Beas at Largi as the only outlet for its waters. North and
east the Bara Bangahal and mid-Himalayan ranges rise to a

mean elevation of 18,000 ft., while southward the Jalori and
Dhaoladhar ridges attain a height of 11,000 ft. The higher

villages stand 9000 ft. above the sea; and even the cultivated

tracts have probably an average elevation of 5000 ft. The houses

consist of four-storeyed ch&lets in little groups, huddled closely

together on the ledges or slopes of the valleys, picturesquely built

with projecting eaves and carved wooden verandas. The Beas,

which, with its tributaries, drains the entire basin, rises at the

crest of the Rohtang pass, 13,326 ft. above the sea, and has an
average faU of 125 ft. per mile. Its course presents a succession

of magnificent scenery, including cataracts, gorges, precipitous

cliffs, and mountains clad with forests of deodar, towering above
the tiers of pine on the lower rocky ledges. It is crossed by
several suspension bridges. Great mineral wealth exists, but
the difficulty of transport and labour prevents its devebpment.
Hot springs occur at three localities, much resorted to as places

of pilgrimage. The character of the hillmen resembles that of

most other mountaineers in its mixture of simplicity, independ-

ence and superstition . Tibetan polyandry still prevails in Soraj

,

but has almost died out elsewhere. The temples are dedicated

rather to local deities than to the greater ^ods of the Hindu
pantheon. Kulu is an ancient Rajput prinapality, which was
conquered by Ranjit Singh about 1812. Its hereditary ruler,
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with the title of rai^ is now recognized by the British government
as jagirdar of Rupi.

KUK, a small province in Persia, beti^n Teheran on the N.
and Kashan on the S. It is divided into seven buluk (districts)

:

( I ) Humeh, with town
; (2 )

Kumrud
; (3) Vazkerud ; (4) Kinar Rud

Khaneh
; (5) Kuhistan ; (6) Jasb ; (7) Ardahal ;

has a population of

45,000 to 50,000, and pays a yearly revenue of about £8000.

The province produces much grain and a fine quality of cotton

with a very lon^ staple.

Kum, the capital, in 34° 39' N.?nd 50'' 55' E., on the Anarbar
River, which ri^s near Khunsar, has an elevation of 3100 ft.

It owes much of its importance to the fact that it contains the

tomb of Imam fleza’s si.ster Fatmeh, who died there a.d. 816,

and large numbers of pilgrims visit the city during six or seven

months of the year. The fixed population is between 25,000 and

30,000. A carriage road 92 m. in length, constructed in 1890-

1893, connects the city with Teheran. It has post and telegraph

offices.

See Eastern Persian Irak, R. G. S. suppl. (London, 1896).

KUMAIT IBN ZAID (679-743), Arabian poet, was bom in the

reign of the first Omayyad caliph and lived in the reigns of nine

others. He was, however, a strong supporter of the house of

Hashim and an enemy of the South Arabians. He was imprisoned

by the caliph Hishfim for his verse in praise of the Hfishimites,

but escaped by the help of his wife and was pardoned by the

intercession of the caliph’s son Maslama. Taking part in a

rebellion, he was killed by the troops of Khalid ul-QasrI.

Hi.s poems, the Hdshimlyvdi, have been edited by J. Horovitz
(Leiden, 1904). An occoant of him is contained in the Kitdb ul-

Aghdni, xv. 113-130. (G. W. T.)

KUMAON, or Kumaun, an administrative division of British

India, in the United Provinces, with headquarters at Naini Tal.

It consists of a large Himalayan tract, together with two sub^

montane strips called the Tarai and the Bhabhar; area, 13,725

sq. m.; pop. (1901), 1,207,030, showing an increase of less than

2 % in the decade. The submontane strips were up to 1850 an
almost impenetrable forest, given up to wild animals; but since

then the numerous clearings have attracted a large population

from the hills, w^ho cultivate the rich soil during the hot and cold

seasons, returning to the hills in the rains. The rest of Kumaon
is a maze of mountains, some of which are among the loftiest

known. In a tract not more than 140 m. in length and 40 m. in

breadth there ure over thirty peaks rising to elevations exceed-

ing 18,000 ft. (see Himalaya). The rivers rise chiefly in the

southern slope of the Tibetan watershed north of the loftiest

peaks, amongst which they make their way down valleys of rapid

declivity and extraordinary depth. The principal are the Sarda

(Kali), the Pindar and Kailganga, whose waters join the Alak-

nanda. The valuable timb^ of the yet uncleared forest tracts

is now under official supervision. The chief trees are the chir^

or three-leaved Himalayan pine, the c7press, fir, alder, sdl or

iron-wood, and saindan. Limestone, sandstone, slate, gneiss

and granite constitute the principal geological formations.

Mines of iron, copper, gypsum, lead and asbestos exist; but

they are not thoroughly worked. Except in the submontane
strips and deep valleys the climate is mild. The rainfall of the

outer Himalayan range, which is first struck by the monsoon,

is double that of the central hills, in the average proportion

of 80 in. to 40. No winter pas.ses without snow on the higher

ridges, and in some years it is universal throughout the moun-
tain tract. Frpsts, especially in the valleys, are often severe.

Kumaon is occasionally visited by epidemic cholera. Leprosy is

most prevalent in the east of the district. Goitre and cretinism

afflict a small proportion of the inliabitants. The hil! fevers at

times exhibit the n^id and malignant features of plague.

In 1891 the division was composed of the three districts of

KttiiQadii,Garhwaland the Tarai ;
but the two districts of Kumaon

and the Tarai were subs^uently redistributed and renamed after

their headquarters, Naini Tal and Almora. Kumaon proper

constituted an old Ra^ut principality, which became extinct

at the beginning of the 19th centu^. The country was annexed

after the Gurkha war of 1815, and was govern^ for seventy

years on the non-regulation system by three most succeisful

administrators—Mr Traill, Mr J. H. Batten and Sir H6nry
Ramsay. ^

KUMA81, or Co^massie, the capital of Ashanti, British West
Africa, in 6“ 34' 50* N., 2“ 12' W., 168 m. by rail N, of Sekondi
and 120 m. by r%ad N.N.W. of Cape Coast. Pop. (1906), 6280;
including suburbs, over 12,000. Kumasi is situated on a low
rocky eminence, from which it extends across a valley to the hill

opposite. It lies in a clearing of the dense forest which covers

the greater part of Ashanti, and occupies an area about i) m.
in length and oter 3 m. in circumference. 'Ihe land immediately
around the town, once marshy, has been drained. On the north-,

west is the small river Dah, one of the headstreams of the Prah.

The name Kum-asi, more correctly Kum-ase (under the okum
tree) was given to the town because of the number of those trees

in its streets. The most imposing building in Kumasi is the fort,

built in 1896. It is the residence of the chief commissioner and
is capable of holding a garrison of several hundred men. There
are also officers' quarters and cantonments outside the fort,

European and native hospitals, and stations of the Basel and
Wesleyan missions. The native houses are built with red clay

in the style universal throughout Ashanti. They are somewhat
richly ornamented, and those of the better class are enclosed in

compounds within which are several separate buildings. Near
the railway station are the leading mercantile houses. The
principal Ashanti chiefs large houses, bxilt in European
style, and these are leased to strangers.

Before its destruction by the British in 1874 the city presented

a handsome appearance and bore many marks of a comparatively

high .state of culture. The king’s palace, built of red sandstone,

h^ been modelled, it is believed, on Dutch buildings at Elmina.

It was blown up by SirGamet (subsequently Viscount) Wolselcy's

forces on the 6th of February 1874, and bht scanty vestiges of it

remain. The town was only partially rebuilt on the withdrawal

of the British troops, and it is difficult from the meagre accounts

of early travellers to obtain an adequate idea of the capital of the

Ashanti kingdom when at the height of its prosperity (middle

of the i8th to middle of the 19th century). The streets were

numerous, broad and regular; the main avenue was 70 yds.

wide. ' A large market-place existed on the south-east, and
behind it in a grove of trees was the Spirit House. This was the

place of execution. Of its population before the British occupa-

tion there is no trustworthy information. It appears not to

have exceeded 20,000 in the first qufu^ter of the 19th century.

This is owing partly to the fact that the commercial capital

of Ashanti, and the meeting-place of several caravan routes

from the north and east, was Kintampo, a town farther north.

The decline of Kumasi after 1874 was marked. A new royal

palace was built, but it was of clay, not brick, and within the

limits of the former town were wide stretches of grass-grown

country. In 1896 the town again suffered at the hands of the

British, wlien several of the largest and most ancient houses in

the royal and priestly suburb of Bantama were destroyed by fire.

In the revolt of 1900 Kumasi was once more injured. The rail-

wayfrom the coast,which passes through the Tarkwa andObuassi

gold-fields, reached Kumasi in September 1903. Manf merchants

at the Gold Coast ports thereupon opened branches in Kumasi.

A marked revival in trade followed, leading to the rapid expan-

sion of the town. By 1906 Kumasi had supplanted the coast

towns and had become the distributing centre for the whole of

Ashanti.
^

^

KUMISHAH, a district and town in the provmce of Isfahan,

Persia. The district, which has a length of 50 and a breadth

of 16 m., and contains about 40 villages, produces much grain.
^

The town is situated on the high road from Isfahan to Shiraz,

52 m. S. of the former. It was a Nourishing city several miltt

in circuit when it was destroyed by the Afghans in 1722, but is

now a decayed place, with crumbled walls and mouldering towers

and a population of bandy 15,000. It has post and tdegitefffi

offices. South of the city and extending to the village Maksud-

b^, 16 m. away, is a tevel plain, which in 1835 (Fehniacy 98)

was the scene of a battle in which the army (2000 men, id guns)
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of Mahommed Shah, commanded by Sir H. Lindsay-Bethune,
routed the much superior combined forces (6000 men) of the

shah’s two rebellious uncles, rtrman-Firma and Shuja es

Saltana.
^

KUMQUAT {Citrus japonica), a much-branched shrub from
8 to iz ft. high, the branches sometimes bearing small thorns,

with dark green glossy leaves and pure white orange-like flowers

standing singly or ckistered in the leaf-axils. The bright orange-
yellow fruit is round or ellipsoidal, about i in. in diameter,
with a thick minutely tuberculate rind, the inner lining of wliich

is sweet, and a watery acidulous pulp. It has long been culti-

vated in China and Japan, and was introduced to Europe in 1846
by Mr Fortune, collector for tlie London Horticultural Society,

and shortly after into North America, It is much hardier than
most plants of the orange tribe, and succeeds well when grafted
on the wild species, Citrus trifoliata. It is largely used by the
Chinese as a sweetmeat preserved in sugar.

KUMTA, or CooMPTA, a sea-coast town of British India, in the
North Kanara district of Bombay, 40 m. S. of Karwar. Pop.

(1901), 10,818. It has an open roadstead, with a considerable
trade. Carving in sandal-wood is a speciality. The commercial
importance of Kumta has declined since the opening of the
Southern Mahratta railway system.

KUMYKS, a people of Turkish stock in Caucasia, occupying
the Kumyk plateau in north Daghestan and south Terek, and
the lands bordt^ing the Caspian. It is supposed that Ptolemy
knew them under the name of Kami and Kamaks. Various
explorers sec in them descendants of the Khazars. A. Vambery
supposes that they settled in their present quarters during the
flourishing period of the Khazar kingdom in the 8th century.

It is certain that some Kabardians also settled later. The
Russians built forts in their territory in 1559 and under Peter I

Having long becn*moi% civilized than the surrounding Caucasian
mountaineers, the Kumyks have always enjoyed some respect

among them. The upper terraces of the Kumyk plateau, which
the Kumyks occupy, leaving its lower ports to the Nogoi Tatars,

are very fertile.

KUNAR, a river and valley of Afghanistan, on the north-west
frontier of British India. The Kunar valley (Khoaspes in the
classics) is the southern section of that great river system which
reache.s from the Hindu Kush to the Kabul river near Jalalabad,
and which, under the names of Yarkhun, Chitral, Kashkar, &c.,

is more extensive than the Kabul basin itself. The lower reaches
of the Kunar are wide and comparatively shallow, the river

meandering in a multitude of channels through a broad and fairly

open valley, weM cultivated and fertile, with large flourishing

villages and a mixed population of Mohmand and other tribes

of Afghan origin. Here the hills to the eastward arc compara-
tively low, though they shut in the valley closely. Beyond them
are the Bajour upland. To the west are the great mountains
of Kaflristan, called Kashmund, snow-capped, and running to

14,000 ^t. of altitude. Amon^ them are many wild but
beautiful valleys occupied by Kafirs; who arc rapidly submitting
to Afghan rule. From 20 to 30 miles up the river on its left

bank, under the Bajour hills, are thick clusters of villages,

amongst wThich are the ancient towns of Kunar and Pashat.
The chief tribut^ from the Kaflristan hills is the Pechdara,
which join^ the river close to Chagan Sarai. It is a fine, broad,
swift-flowing stream, with an excellent bridge over it (part of

Abdur Rahman’s military road developments), and has been
largely utilized for irrigation. The Pechdara finds its sources
in the Kafir hills, amongst forests of pine and deodar and thick
tangles of wild vine and iyy, wild figs, pomegranates, olives

and oaks, and dense masses of sweet-scented shrubs. Above
Chagan Saroi, as far as Amawai, where the Afghan boundary
crosses the river, and above which the valley belongs to
Chitral, the river narrows to a swift mountain stream obstructed
by boulders and helped in with steep cliffs and difficttlt “ parris

”

or slopes of rocky hilKside* Wild al^nd here sheds its blossoms
into the stream, and in the dawn of summer much of the floral

b^uty of Kashmir is to he found. At Asmar there is a .slight

widenmg of the valley, and the opportunity for a large Afghan

military encampment, spreading to both skies of the river and
connected by a very creditable bridge built on the cantilever

system. There are no^pparent relics of Buddhism in the Kunar,
such as are common about Jalalabad or Chitrgl, or throughout
Swat and Dir. This is probably due to the late occupation of the
valley by Kafirs, who spread eastwards into Bajour within com-
paratively recent historical times, and who still adhere to their

fastnesses in the Kashmund hills. The Kunar valley route to
Chitral and to Kafiri.stan is being developed by Afghan engineer-
ing. It may possibly extend ultimately unto Badakshan, in

which case it will form the moat direct connexion between the
Oxus and India, and become an important feature in the strate-

gical geography of Asia. • • (t. h. h.*)
KUNB1S» the great agricultural caste of Western India, corre-

spondmg to the Kurmis in the north and the Kapus in the Telugu
country. Ethnically they cannot be distinguished from the
Mahrattas, though the latter name is sometimes confined to the
class who cl^ higher rank as representing the descendants of

Sivaji's soldiers. In some districts of tlic Deccan they form an
actual majority of the population, which is not the caae with
any other Indian caste. In 1901 the total number of both
Kunbis and Mahrattas in all India was returned at nearly 8}
millions.

KUNDT, AUGUST ADOLPH EDUARD EBERHARD (1839-
1894)) German physicist, was bom at Schwerin in Mecklenburg
on the j8th of November 1839. He began his scientific studies
at Leipzig, but afterwards went to Berfii. At first he devoted
himself to astronomy, but coming under the influence of H. G.
Magnus, he turned his attention to physics, and graduated in

1864 with a tliesis on the depolarization of light. In 1867 he
became privatdozent in Berlin University, and in the following

year was chosen professor of physics at the Zurich Polytechnic;
then, after a yeox* or two at Wurzburg, he was called in 1872 to

Strassburg, where he took a great part in the organization of the
new university, and was largely concerned in the erection of the
Physical Institute. Finally in 1888 he went to Berlin as successor
to H. von Helmholtz in the chair of experimental physics and
directorship of the Berlin Physical Institute. He died after a

protracted illness at Israelsdorf, near Liibeck, on the 21st of

May 1894. As an original worker Kundt was especially success-

ful in the domains of sound and light. In the former he developed
a valuable method for the investigation of aerial waves within
pipes, baaed on the fact that a finely divided powder—lycopo-
dium, for example—^when dusted over the interior of a tube in

which is established a vibrating column of air, tends to collect

in heaps at the nodes, the distance between which can thus be
ascertained. An extension of the method renders po.ssible the
determination of the velocity of sound in different gases. In light

Kundt’s name is widely known for his inquiries in anomalous
dispersion, not only in liquids and vapours, but even in metals,

which he obtained in very thin films by means of a laborious

proems of electrolytic deposition upon platinized glass. He also

carried out many experiments in magneto-optics, and succeeded
in showing, what Faraday had failed to detect, the rotation under
the influence of magnetic force of the plane of polarization in

certain gases and vapours.

KUNDUZ, a khanate and town of Afghan Turkestan. The
khanate is bounded on the £. by Badakshan, on the by
Tashkurghan, on the N. by the Oxus and on the S. by the Hindu
Kush. It is inhabited mainly by Uebegs. Very Uttle is known
about the town, which is the trade centre of a considerable
district, including Kataghan, where the best horses in Afghan-
istan are bred.

KUNEME, formerly known also as Nourse, a river of South-
West Africa, with a length of over 700 m*, ma^ within Portu-
guese territory, but in its lower course formiiijg the boux^ary
between Ang^ and German South-West Africa. The uppin*

basin of the river lies on the inner versant of the high plateau
region which runs southwards from Bthe parallel to the coast,

forming in places ranges ol mountains which give rise to many
streams running south ito swell the Kxmene. The main stream
rises in za'" 30' and about 260. m. in a dkrect line from the sea
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.at BcQgueUa^ nms geaieffaUy. from north to souths through kmr
dogmes of latituck,. bat flows, west to the sea through a
break in the outer jugiflamds. A. little south of 16"^ S. it receives

the Kjiknga frjtm Idie east, astd in about 16'' 50' the Kakulovar
from the west. The Kakulovar haa its sources in the Scrra da

Chella and other ranges of the Humpatr. district behind Moasa-

medes, but, though& longest tributary of the Kuoene, is 1^
a small river in its lower couise, which traverses the arid regbn

comprised within the lower basin of the Kunene. Between the

mouths of the Kulonga and Kakulovar the Kunene trayer^s

a sw^py pkin, inumclated during high water, and containing

several small la&es at other parts of the year. From this swampy
region divergent branches run S.£. They are mainly inter-

mittent, but the Kwamatuo, which leaves the main stream in

about 15° 8' E., 17" 15' S., flows into a large marsh or lake called

Etosha, which occupies a depression in the inner table-land about

3400 ft. above sca-level. From the S.E. end of the Etosha lake

streams issue in the direction of the Okavango, to which in times

of great flood they contribute some water. From the existence

of this divergent system it is conjectured that at one time the

Kunene formed part of the Okavango, and thus of the Zambezi

basin. (See Ncami.)
On leaving the swampy region the Kunene turns decidedly

to the west, and descends to the coast plain by a number of

cataracts, of which the chief (in 17" 25' S., 14“ 20' E.) has a fall

of 330 ft. The river becomes smaller in volume as it passes

through an almost desert region with little or no vegetation.

The stream is sometimes shallow and fordable, at others confined

to a narrow rocky channel. Near the sea the Kunene traverses

a region of sand-hills, its mouth being completely blocked at low

water. The river enters the Atlantic in 17“ 18' S., 11® 40' E.

There are indications that a former branch of the river once

entered a bay to the south.

KUNBRSDORF, a village of Prussia, 4 m. E. of Frankfurt-

on-Oder, the scene of a great battle, fought on the lath cf August

j 75Q, between the Prussian army commanded by Frederick the

Great and the allied Russians under Soltykov and Austrians

under Loudon, in which Frederick was defeated with enormous

losses and his arm}’ temporarily ruined. (See Seven Years’
War.)
KUNQRAD, a trading tovm of Asiatic Russia, in the province

of Syr-darya, in the delta of the Amu-^arya, 50 m. S. of Lake
Aral; altitude 260 ft. It is the centre of caravan routes leading

to the Caspian Sea and the Uralsk province.

KUMOUR, a town of eastern Russia, in the government of

Perm, on the highway to Siberia, 58 m. S.S.E. of the city of

Perm. Pop. (1892), 12,400; (1897), 14,324. Tanneries and the

manufacture of boots, gloves, leather, overcoats, iron castings

and machinery are the chief industries. It has trade in boots,

iron wares, cereals, tallow and linseed exported, and in tea

imported direct from China.

KUliKBL (or Kunckel) VON LOWENSTJfiRN, JfOHANN

(1630-1703), German chemist, was bom in 1630 (or 1638), nw
Rendsburg, his father being alchemist to the court of Holstein.

He became chemist and apothecary to the dukes of Lauenburg,

and then to the elector of Saxony, Johann Georg IL, who put

him in charge of the royal laboratory at Dresden. Intrigues

engineered against him caused him to resign this position in 1677,

and for a.time he lectured on chemistry at Annaberg and Witten-

berg. Invitwi to Berlin by Frederick William, in 1679 be-

came directoi: of the laboratory and glass works of Brandenburg,

and in 1688 Charles XI. brought him to Stockholm, givix^ him
the title of Baron von Lowcnstjfem in 1693 and making him a

member of the council of mines. He died on the 20th of March

1703 (others say.iyool) at Dreissighufen, his country house near

Fieniaitt. Kunkel shanes with Boyle the hemour of having dis-

covered the secret ol the process by which Brand of Hamburg
had .^^ared jphoaphon^ iEoottd how to mfkt

^ wock^aLo tncMed observaitions ooi putrefactk>n and for-

mentation, wiidi he spoke of as sisters, on .the nature of salts,

and on the preparation of pure metals. Though he lived in an

ataaiQi^ere of akhemy, he derided die notion of the eR^)iest

or universal solvent, ai^ denounced the deceptions of the adepts
who pretended to effect tRe trsmsmutation of metids; but he
believed mercur^L to be a constituent of all metals and heavy
minerals, thou^ m held there was no proof of the presence of
sulphur eom^urens.”

Hxs chief woiks were QtffenUiche Zuschrifi iwn
‘Mwabil (1O78); vitriaria ixpenmenialis (i089) and LabortUorium
ckymicutn (1716).

KUNLONG, the name of a district and ferry on the Salween>
in the northern Shan States of Burma. JBoth are jnsignifiewnt,

but the place has gained notoriety from being nomiiMtl

terminus in British territor>' of the railway across the nqnthem
Shan States to the borders of Yunnan, with its present terminns
at Lashio. In point of fact, however, this terminus will be 7 in.

below the hrry and outside of Kunlong circle. At present

Kunloog ferry is Ettle used, and the village was burnt by Kachins
in 1893. ^ served by dug-outs, three in nmober in 1899, and
capal^ of carrying about fifteen men on a trip. Formerly the

trade was very considerable, and the Burmese had a customs

station on the island, from which the place takes its name; but
the rebellion in the great state of Theinni, and the southward
movement of the Kachins, as well as the Mahommedan rebellion

in Yunnan, diverted the caravans to the northern route to Bhamo,
which is still chiefly followed. The Wa, who inhabit the lulls

immediately overlooking the Nam Ting valley, now make the

route dangerous for traders. The great majority of these Wa
live in unadministered British territory.

KUNZITE, a transparent lilac-coloured variety of spodumene,
used as a gem-stone. It was discovered in 1902 near Pala,' in

San Diego county ,California, not far from the locality which yields

the fine specimens of rubellite and Icpidolite, well known to

mineralogists. The mineral was named b>b I>r C. BaskorviUe

after Dr George F. Kunz, the gem expert of New York, who
first described it. Analysis by K. 0 . Davis showed it to be

a spodumene. Kunzite occurs in large crystals, some weighing

as much as 1000 grams each, and presents delicate hues from

rosy lilac to deep pink. It is strongly dichroic. Near the

surface it may lose colour by exposure. Kunzite becomes

strongly phosphorescent under the Rontgen rays, or by the

action of radium or on exposure to ultra-violet rays. (See

Spodumene.)
KUOPIO, a province of Finland, which includes northern

Karelia, bounded on the N.W. and N. by Ule&borg, on the E, by

Olonets, on the S.E. by Viborg, on tfle S. by St Michel, and on the

W. by Vasa. Its area covers 16,500 sq. m., and the population

(1900) was 313,951,0! whom 312,875 were Finnish-Baking,

The surface is lully, reaching from 600 to 800 ft. of altitude m
the north (Suomens^a hills), and from 300 to 400 ft. in the south.

It is built up of gneisso-granites, which are covered, e^iecially

in the middle and east, with younger granites, and partly of

gneisses, quartzite, and talc schists and augitic rocjw. The

whole is covered with glacial and later lacustrine deposits.

The soil is of moderate fertility, but often full of boulders.

Large lakes cover 16 % of surface, marshes and peat bogs

over 29 % of the area, and forests occupy 2,672,2^0 hectares.

Steamers ply along the lakes as for as Joensuu. The climate

is severe, the average temperature being for the year 36“ F-,

for January 13^^ end for July 63°. Only 2*3 % of the whole

surface is under cultivation. Rye, barley, oats and potatoes

are the chief crops, and in good years these meet the neetis

of the population. Dairy farming and cattle breeding are of

rapidly inaeasing importance. Nearly 38,800 tons of

arc extracted every year, and nearly ia>QOQ Urns iron

and 6420 tons of iron and steel are obtained in ten icoh-

works. EiBeering and chemical works, tanneries^ sgw^•rn^B^,

paper-mills and di^eries are the chief < industrial estiti>Ush-

ments. The preporatxm of cartsi sledges, and

goods b an ifi4iprtant domestic industry. Timber^ imp,

butter, ftirs and game are exported. . The chiefs towna erf the

goYBmment aw Kuopio- Joensuu,<3954) W>d Ibalmi

(187s). .

.
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KUOPIO, capital of the Finnish province of that name, situated

on Lake Kalla-vesi, i8o m. by rail from the Kuivola junction of

the St Petcrsburg-Helsingfors maiif line. Pop. (1904), 13,519.

It is picturesquely situated, is the seat of a j^ishop, and has a

cathedral, two lyceums and two gymnasia (both for boys and

girls), a commercial and several professional scjiools. There is

an agricultural school at Levais, close by. Kuopio, in conse-

quence of its steamer communication with middle Finland and
the sea (via Saima Canal), is a trading centre of considerable

importance.

KUPRILI, spelt als^ K6prili, Koeprulu, Keuprulu, &c.,

the name of a family of Turkish statesmen.

I. Mahommed Kuprili (tf. 1586-1661) was the grandson of

an Albanian who had settled at Kupri in Asia Minor. He began
life as a scullion in the imperial kitchen, became cook, then purse-

bearer to Khosrev Pasha, and so, by wit and favour, rose to be
master of the horse,

** pasha of two tails,*’ and governor of a

series of important cities and sanjaks. in 1656 he was appointed

govemor of Tripoli ; but before he had set out to his new post

he w^as nominated to the grand vizierate at the instance of power-

ful friends. He accepted office only on condition of being

allowed a free hand. He signalized his accession to power by
suppressing an emeute of orthodox Mussulman fanatics in

Constantinople (Sept. 22), and by putting to death certain

favourites of the powerful Valide Sultana, by whose corruption

and intrigues th^ administration had been confused. A little

later (Januarj^ 1657) he suppressed with ruthless severity a rising

of the spahis
;
a certain Sheik Salim, leader of the fanatical mob

of* the capital, was drowned in the Bosporus; and the Greek
Patriarch, who had written to the voivode of Wallachia to

announce the approaching downfall of Islam, was hanged. This

impartial severity was a foretaste of Kuprili’s rule, which was
characterized throughobt by a vigour which belied the expecta-

tions based upon his advanced years, and by a ruthlessness

which in time grew to*be almost blood-lust. His justification

was the new life which he breathed into the decaying bones of

the Ottoman empire.

Having cowed the disaffected elements in the state, he turned

his attention to foreign enemies. I'he victory of the Venetians

off Chios (May 2, 1657) was a severe blow to the Turkish sea-

power, which Kuprili set himself energetically to repair. A
second battle, fought in the Dardanelles (July 17-19), ended by
a lucky shot blowing up the Venetian flag-ship; the losses of the

Ottoman fleet were repaired, and in the middle of August
Kuprili appeared off Tenedos, which was captured on the 31st

and reincorporated permanently in the Turkish empire. Thus the

Ottoman prestige was restored at sea, while Kuprili’s ruthless

enforcement of discipline in the army and suppression of revolts,

whether in Europe or Asia, restored it also on land. It was,

however, due to his haughty and violent temper that the tradi-

tional friendly relations between Turkey and France were broken.

The Frqpch ambassador, de la Haye, had delayed bringing him
the customary gifts, with the idea that he would, like his prede-

cessors, speedily give place to a new grand vizier
; Kuprili was

bitterly offended, and, on pretext of an abuse of the immunities
of diplomatic correspondence, bastinadoed the ambassador’s

son and cast him and the ambassador himself into prison. A
special envoy, sent by Louis XIV., to make inquiries and demand
reparation, was treated with studied insult; and the result was
that Mazarin abandoned the Turkish alliance and threw the

power of France on to the side of Venice, opealy assisting the

Venetians in the defence of Crete.

Kuprili's restless energy contjpued to the last, exhibiting itself

on one side in wholesale executions, on the other in vast building

operations. * By his orders castles were built at the mouth of

the Don and on the bank of the Dnieper, outworks against the
ever-aggressive Tatars, as well as on ei^er shore of the Dar-
danelles. His last activity as a statesman was to spur the sultan
on to press the war against Hungary. He died on the 31st of

October 1661. The advice which, on his death«43ed, he is said

to have given to the sultan is characteristic of his Machiavellian

statecraft. This was : never to pay attention to the advice of

women, to allow nobody to grow too rich, to keep his treasury

,

well filled, and himself and his troops constantly occupied. Had
he so desired, Kuprili m^ht have taken advantage of the revolts

of the Janissaries to place himself on the thrope; instead, he
recommended the sultan to appoint his son as his successor, and
so founded a dynasty of able statesmen who occupied the grand
vizierate almost without interruption for half a century.

2. Fazil Ahmed Kuprili (1635-1676), son of the preceding,

succeeded his father as grand vizier in 1661 (this being the first

instance of a son succeeding hk father in that office since the

time of the Chenderelis). He began life in the clerical career,

which he left, at the age of twenty-three, when he had attained

the rank of muderris. Usually human# and genvous, he sought

to relieve the people of the excessive taxation and to secure them
against unlawful exactions. Three years after his accession to

office Turkey suffered a crushing defeat at the battle of StGothard
and was obhged to make peace with the Empire. But Kuprili’s

influence with the sultan remained unshaken, and five years later

Crete fell to hi.-; arms

(

1669). The next war in which he was called

upon to take part was with Poland, in defence of the Cossacks,

who had appealed to Turkey for protection. At first successful,

Kuprili.was defeated by the Poles under John Sobieski at Khotin
and Lemberg; the Turks, however, continued to hold their own,
and finally in October 1676 consented to honourable terms of

peace by the treaty of Zurawno (October 16, 1676), retaining

Kaminiec, Podolia and the greater part of the Ukrame. Three

days later Ahmed Kuprili died. His military capacity was far

inferior to his administrative qualities. He was a liberal pro-

tector of art and literature, and the kindliness of his disposition

formed a marked contrast to the cruelty of his father; but he

was given to intemperance, and the cause of his death was dropsy

brought on by alcoholic abuse.

3. Zade Mu»taf\ Kuprili (1637-1691), surnamed Fazil, son

of Mahommed Kuprili, became grand vizier to Suleiman II. in

1689. Called to office after disaster had driven Turkey's forces

from Hungary and Poland and her fleets from the Mediterranean,

he began by ordering strict economy and reform in the taxation;

himself .setting the example, w^hich was widely followed, of

voluntary contributions for the army, which with the navy he

reorganized as quickly as he could. His wisdom is shown by
the prudent measures which he took by enacting the Nizam-i-

jedidj or new regulations for the improvement of the condition

of the Christian rayas, and for affording them security for life

and property; a conciliatory attitude which at once bore fruit

in Greece, where the people abandoned the Venetian cause and
returned to their allegiance to the Porte. He met his death at

the battle of Salankamen in 1691, when the total defeat of the

Turks by the Austrians under Prince Louis of Baden led to their

expulsion from Hungary.

4. Hussein Kuprili (surnamed Amuja-Zade) was the son
of Hassan, a younger brother of Mahommed Kuprili. After

occupying various important posts he became grand vizier in

1697, and owing to his ability and energy the Turks were able

to drive the Austrians back over the ^ve, and Turkish fleets

were .sent into the Black Sea and the Mediterranean. The efforts

of European diplomacy succeeded in inducing Austria and
Turkey to come to terms by the treaty of Carlowitz, whereby
Turkey was shorn of her chief conquests (1699). After this event
Hussein Kuprili, surnamed the Wise,” devoted himself to the
suppression of the revolts which had broken out in Arabia,

Egypt and the Crimea, to the reduction of the Janissaries, and
to institution of administrative and financial reform. Un-
fortunately the intrigues against him drove him from office in

1703, and soon afterwards he died.

5. Human Kuprili, son of Mustafa Fazil, became grand vizier

in 1710. The expectations formed of him were not fulfilled, as

although he was tolerant, wise and just like his father, he in-

judiciously sought to take upon himsc^ aU the details of adminis-
tration, a task which proved to be beyond his powers. He
failed to introduce oi^er into the administration and was
dismissed from office in less than fourteen fhonths afimr his

appointment.
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6. Abdullah Kuprili^ a son of Mustafa Faztl Kuprili^ was

appointed Kaimmakam or locum tmens of the grand vizier in

1703. He commanded the Persian expedition in 1723 and
captured Tabriz in 1725, resigning his office in 1726. In 1735
he again commanded against the Persians, but fell at the disas-

trous battle of Bagaverd, thus emulating his father’s heroic death

at Selankamen.

KURAKIK, BORIS IVANOVICH, Prince (1676-1727), Russian

diplomatist, was the brother-in-law of Peter the Great, their

wives being sisters. He was on^of the earliest of Peter’s pupils.

In 1697 wa%sent to Italy to learn navigation. His long and

honourable diplomatic career began in 1707, when he was sent

to Rome to idduce the^pope not to recognize Charles XII. ’s

candidate, Stanislaus Leszczynski, as king of Poland. From
1708 to 1712 he represented Russia at London, Hanover, and
the Hague successively, and, in 1713, was the principal Russian

plenipotentiary' at the peace congress of Utrecht. From 1716

to 1722 he held the post of ambassador at Paris, and when, in

1724, Peter set forth on his Persian campaign, Kurakin was
appointed the supervisor of all the Russian ambassadors ac-

credited to the various European courts. ''The father of Russian
diplomacy,” as he has justly been called, was remarkable

throughout his career for infinite tact and insight, and a wonder-
fully correct appreciation of men and events. He was most
useful to Russia perhaps when the Great Northern war (see

Sweden : History) was drawing to a close. Notably he prevented
Great Britain from declaring war against Peter’s close ally,

Denmark, at the crisis of the struggle. Kurakin was one of the

best-educated Russians of his day, and his autobiography,

carried down to 1709, is an historical document of the first im-

portance. He intended to write a history of his own times with

Peter the Great as the central figure, but got no further than
the summary, entitled History of Tsar Peter Aleksievich andHhe
People Nearest to Him (1682-1694) (Rus,).

See Archives of Prince A . Th, Kurakin (Rus.) (St Petersburg, 1890)

;

A. Bruckner, A Russian Tourist in Western Europe in the beginning

of the XVITIth Century (Rus.) (St Petersburg, 1892). (R. N. B.)

KURBASH, or Kourbash (from the Arabic qurhash, a whip;
Turkish qirbach; and French courhache), a whip or strap about
a yard in length, made of the hide of the hippopotamus or

rhinoceros. It is an instrument of punishment and torture used

in various Mahommedan countries, especially in the Turkish

empire. “ Government by kurbash ” denotes the oppression

of a people by the constant abuse of the kurbash to maintain

authority, to collect taxes, or to pervert justice. The use of the

kurbash for such purposes, once common in Egypt, has been

abolished by the British authorities.

kOrdistAm, in its wider sense, the "country of the Kurds ”

(Koords), including that part of Mount Taurus which buttresses

the Armenian table-land (see Armenia), and is intersected by the

Batman Su, the Bohtan Su, and other tributaries of the Tigris

;

and the wild mountain district, watered by the Great and Little

Zab, which marks the western termination of the great Iranian

plateau.

Population .—The total Kurd population probably exceeds two
and a half millions, namely, Turlush Kurds 1,650,000, Persian

800,000, Russian 50,000, but there are no trustworthy statistics.

The great mass of the population has its home in Kurdist&n.

But Kurds are scattered irregularly over the country from the

river Sakarla on the west to Lake Urmia on the east, and from

Kars on the north to Jebel Sinjar on the south. There is also

an isolated settlement in Khorasan. The tribes, ashiret, into

which the Kurds are divided, resemble in some respects the

Highland clans of Scotland. Very few of them number more
than 10,000 souls, and the average is about 3000. The sedentary

and pastoral Kurds, Yerli, who live in villages in winter and

encamp on their own pasture-f^ounds in summer, form an in-

creasing majority of the population. The nomad Kurds, Koeher,

who always dwell in tents, are the wealthiest and most inde-

pendent. They spend the summer on the mountains and high

plateaus, which they enter in Ma^ tmd leave in October; and pass

the winter on the banks of the Tigris and on the great plain north

.of Jebel Sinjar, where they purchase right of pasturage from the
Shammar Arabs, Each tribe has its own pasture-grounds, and
trespass by other tribes is % fertile source of quarrel. During
the periodical myations Moslem and Christian alike suffer from
the predatory instincts of the Kurd, and disturbances are
fr^uent in ^ districts traversed. In Turkey the sedentery
Kurds pay taxes j but the nomads only pay the sheep tax, which
is collect^ as they cross the Tigris on their way to their summer
pastures.

Character^
—^The Kurd delights in the bracing air and un-

restricted liberty of the mountains. He^is rarely a muleteer or
camel-man, and docs not take kindly to handicraft^. The Kurds
generally bear a very indifferent reputation, a worse reputation
perhaps than they really deserve. Being aliens to the Turks
in language and to the Persians in religion, they arc evciywhcre
treated with mistrust, and live as it were in a state of chronic
warfare with the powers that be. Such a condition is not of

course favourable to the development of the better qualities of

human nature. The Kurds are thus wild and lawless; they are
much given to brigandage; they oppress and frequently maltreat
the Christian populations with whom they are brought in contact,

—these populations being the Armenians in Diarbekr, Erzerum
and V^, the Jacobites and Syrians in the Jcbel-Tur, and the
Nestorians and Chaldaeans in the Hakk&ri country.

Perhaps the most distinguishing characteristic of the Kurdish
chief is pride of ancestry. This feeling is in many cases exagger-
ated, for in reality the present tribal organization does not date
from any great antiquity. In the list indeed of eighteen principal

tribes of the nation which was drawn up by the Arabian historian

Masudi, in the 10th century, only two or three names are to be
recognized at the present day. A 14th-century list, however,
translated by Quatrem^re,* presents a great number of identical

names, and there seems no reason to doitbt that certain Kurdish
families can trace their descent from the Omayyad caliphs, while

only in recent years the Baban chief of Siuleimania, representing

the old Sohrans, and the Ardelan chief of Sinna,-^ representing

an elder branch of the Gurans, each claimed an ancestry of at

least five hundred years. There was up to a recent period no
more picturesque or interesting scene to be witn^sed in the east

than the court of one of these great Kurdish chiefs, where, like

another Saladin, the bey ruled in patriarchal state, surrounded

by an hereditary nobility, regarded by his clansmen with

reverence and affection, and attended by a bodyguard of young
Kurdish warriors, dad in chain armour, with hunting silken

scarfs, and bearing javelin, lance and sword as in the time of the

crusades.

Though ignorant and unsophisticated the Kurd is not wanting

in natural intelligence. In recent years educated Kurds have

held high office under the sultan, including that of grand vizier,

have assisted in translating the Bible into 'Furkish, and in editing

a newspaper. The men are lithe, active and strong, but rarely

of unusual stature. The women do not veil, and ar^ allowed

* See Notices et Extraiis des MSS,, xiii. 305, 01 the tribes enuiuer'

ated in this work of the 14th centiir^^ who still retain a leading place

^mnng the KOrds, the following names may be quot^ : Guranieh

of Dartang, modern Gurans; Zengeneh^ in Hamadan nills, now in

Kerm&.nsh&h; Hasnani of Kerkuk and Arbil, now in the Dersim

mountains, having originally come from KhorOsin according to

tradition; Sohrieh of Shekelabad and Tel HaftQn, modem Sohran,

from whom descend the BabAn of Suleimanieh; Zerxari of Hinjarin

mountains, modem Zerzas of Usbnu (cuneiform pillars of Kel-i-shin

and Sidek noticed by author)
;
JtUamerkUh, modem Julamerik, said

to be descended from the caliph MerwAn-ibn-Hakam; HahharUh,

Hakkari inhabiting Zuxan of Arab geography; Bohhtieh, modem
Bohtan. The Rowadt, to whom Saladin belonged, are probably

modem Rawendi, as they held the fortress of Arbd (Arbela[. Some
twenty other names are mentioned, but tlie orthography is so

doubtful that it is useless to try to identify them.

« The SherePnamay a history of the Kfirds dating from the i6th

century, tells us that “ towards the close of the reign of the Jao-

Khizians, a m«n named Baba Ardiian, a descendant of the governors

of Diarbekr, and related to the famous Ahmed-ibii-Merwan, after

remaining for some time among the GurAns, gjained possession of the

country of Shabrizor," and the ArdeUn family history, with the

gradual extention of their power over Persian KhrdistAn, is then

traced down to the Saffavid period.
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great freedom. The Kurds as a race are proud, faithful and
hospitable, and have rude but strict feelings of honour. They
«re, however, much under the infliihnre of dervishes, and when
then- fanaticism is aroused their habitual laijfkssness is apt to

degenerate into savage barbarity. They are not deficient in

martial spirit, but have an innate di^ikc to t^»e restraints of

arailitary service. The ajuntry is rich in traditions and legends,

and in lyric and in epic poems which have been handed down
from earlier times and are recited in a weird melancholy tone.

Antiquities .—Kuidistfin abounds m antiquities of the most
varied and interesting character. But it has bteen very little

opened up to modern re.search. A series of rock-cut cuneiform
fuscnptions extend from Malatia on the we.st to Miandoftb
(in Persia) on the east, and from the banks of the Aras on the
north to kowanduz on toe south, which record the glories of

a Turanian dynasty, who ruled the country of Nairi during
the 8th and 7th renturk:-. b.c., contemporaneously with the
lower Assyrian empire. Intermingled' with these are a few
genuine Assyrian inscriptions of an earlier date; and in one
instance, ait Van, a later tablet of Xerxes brings the record down
to the period of Grecian history. The most ancient monuments
of this class, however, arc to be found at Holwrin and in the

aeighbourho^, where the sculptures and inscriptions belong
probably to the Guti and Luli tribes, and date from the early

Babykmiaii period.

In the nortiKm Kurdish districts which represent the

Arzanene, Intilcne, Anzitene, Zabdicene, and Moxuene of the
ancients, theTC are many interesting remains of Roman cities,

at Arzen, Miyufarikin(anc. Martyfopolis), Sisauronon, and the
ruins of Dunisir near Dara, which Sachau identified witii the
Armenian capital of Tigranocerta. Of the Maoedemian and
Parthian periods tliere are remains both sculptured and in-

scribed at several fK)ints in Kurdistan
;
at Bisitun or Behistun

in a cave at Amadia, at tlie Mithraic temple of Kereftu,
oil the rocks at Sir Bul-o-Zohab near the ruins of Holwfin,
and probably in some other l<x;alities, such as the B&lik country
betwen Lahijan and Koi-Sanjak; but the most interesting

site in all Kurdistfin, perhaps in all western Asia, is the ruined
fire temple of Pal Kull on the southern frontier of Suteimanla.
Among the debris of this temple, which is scattered over a

bare hillside, are to be found above one hundred slabs, inscribed

with Parthian and I*ahlavi characters, the fragments of a wall

which formerly supported the eastern face of the edifice, and
bore a bilmgud legend of groat length, dating from the Sassanian
period. There are also remarkable Sassanian remains in other
parts of Kurdistan—at Salmus to the north, and at Kermftn-
shah and Kasr-i-Shirin on the Turkish frontier to the south.

Language .—The Kflrdish language, Kerman j I, is an old Persian
patois, intermixed to the north with Chaldaean words and to the
south with a certain Turanian element which may not improbably
have come down from Babylonian times. Several peculiar dialects
are s|)oken in secluded districts in the mountains, but the only
varieties ivhich, from their extensive use, require to be specified are
the Zaza and the Guran. The Zaza Is spoken throughout the
western portion of the Dersim country, and is said to be unintelligible
to the KermanjI-speaking KQrds. It is largely intermingled with
Armenian, aad may contain some trace of the old Cappadocian, but
is no doubt of the same Aryan stock as the standard Ktirdish. The
Gurftn dialect again, which is spoken throughout Ardeian and
Kermanshah ’ chiefly differs from the northern Kflrdish in being
entirely free from any Semitic intermixture. It is thus somewhat
nearer to the Persian than the Kerman}! dialect, but is essentially
the same language. It is a mistake to suppose that there is no

^ TheGuran are mentioned in the Mesalik-el’A bsUr as the dominant
tribe in southern Kflrdistan in the 14th century, occupying verymuch
the same seats as at present, fitma the Ham^an fronner to Shah-
rizofk Thehr name probably signifies merely *' the mountaineers/"
being derived from gur or girt\ a mountain,'* which is also found
in Zagros, i.e. za^gifi, “ beyond the mountam," or PusfU-i*hoh, as
the name is trandated in Pemian. 'fhey^are a fine, active and hai^y
race, individually brave, and make excellent soldiers, though in
appearance very inferior to the tribal Kflrds of tlie< norfhem dis-
tricts. These latter indeed delight in gay colours, wWIe the Gurl^
dress in the most homely costume, wearing coarse tflue cotton
vests, with felt caps and coats, In a great part of Kflrdistfta the
name Gur&n hasWome synonymous with an agricultural peasmitry,
as opposed to the migratory shepherds.

KOrdish literatore. Many cf the popular Persian poets have been *

taranslated into Kfirdish, and there are also books relating to the
religious mysteries of tht^Ali-lUahis in the hands of the Deirsimlis to
the north and of the Gurans of KermanshSh to the south. The
Ncav Iksstament in Kurdish was printed at Constantinople in 1857.
I'he Rev. Samuel Rhea published a grammar and vocabulary of the
Hakkari dialect in 1872. Jin 1H79 there ai^ared, tinder the
auspices of the imperial academy of St Petersburg a French-KOrdish
dictionary compiled originally by Mons. Ja^ many years Russian
consul at Erzerum, but completed by Ferdinand Justi by the help
of a rich assortment of Kurdish tales and ballads, collected by Socin
and Pryxn in Assyria.

Relignm.—^'I'he great body of the nation, in Persia as well as in
Turkey, are Sunnis of the Shafi'ite sect, but in thfe recesses of the
Dersim to the north and of Zagros to the south there are large half-
pagan communities, who are called iadiiferantl^ Aii-lUam and
Kizjil-bash, and who hold tenets oi some obscurity, but of consider-
able interest. Outwardly professinj^ to be Slii'ites or “ followers of
Ali,” they ohserve secret ceremonies ahd hold esoteric doctrines
which have probably descended to them from very early ages, and
of which the essential condittom is that there must always be upon the
eartli a visible manifestation of the Deity. While paying reverence
to the supposed incarnations of ancient days, to Moses, Davids
Christ, Ali and his tutor Salman-ul-Farisi, and several of the Shi'ite

imams and saints, they have thus nsuallj^ some recent local edebrity
at whose shrine they worship and make vows

;
and there is, moreover,

in every community of Ali-lUahis some living per.sonagc, not neces-
sarily ascetic, to whom, as representingthe godh^d, the superstitious
tribe.smen pay almost idolatrous honours. Among the GurAns of the
south the shrine of Balm Yadg^r, in a gorge of the hills above the
old city of Hohvan, is thus regarded with a supreme veneration.
Similar institutions are also found in other parts of the mountains,
wliich may be compared with the tenets of the Druses and Nosains
in Syria and the Ismailites in Persia.

History .—With regard to the origin of the Kurds, it was for-

merly considered sufficient to describe them us the descendants

of the Carduchi, who opposed the retreat of the Ten Thousand
through the mountains, but modem research traces them
far beyond the period of the Greeks. At the dawn of history

the mountains overhanging Assyria were held by a people

named GutUj a title which signified “ a warrior,” and which
was rendered in Assyrian by the synonym of Gardu or Kardu^
the precise term quoted by Strabo to explain the name of the

Cardaces (KapSoxes). These Gutii were a Turanian tribe of

such power as to be placed in the early cuneiform records on m
equahty with the other nations of western Asia, that is, with

the Syrians and Hittites, the Susians, Elamites, and Akkadians
of Babylonia; ‘and during the whole period of the Assyrian

empire they seem to have preserved a more or less independent

political position. After the fall of Nineveh they coalesced

with the Medes, and, in common with all the nations inhabiting

the high plateaus of Asia Minor, Armenia and Persia, became
gradually Aryanized, owing to the immigration at this period

of history of tribes in overwhelming numbers which, from
whatever quarter they may have sprung, belonged certainly to

the Aryan family.

The Guta or Kurdu were reduced to subjection by Cyrus
before he descended upon Babylon, and furnished a contingent

of fighting men to hi.s successors, being thus mentioned under

the name.s of Saspirians and Alarodians in the muster roll of

the army of Xerxes which was preserved by Herodotus.

In later times they passed successively under the sway of

the Macedonians, the Parthians, and Sassanians, being especially

befriended, if we may judge from tradition as well as

from the remains still existing in the country, by the Arsacian

monarchs, who were probably of a cognate race. Gotarzes

indeed, whose name may pierhaps be translated “ chief ot

the Gutu/* was traditionally believed to be the founder of the

Gurans, the principal tribe of southern Kurdisto,^ and his

name and titles are still preserved in a Greek inscription at

- “ The Kalhur tribe are traditionally descended from Gadarz*^

ibn-Gio, whose son Roham was sent by ,Baluaan K^i&nl to destroy

Jerusalem and bring the Jews Into cajmVity. This Roham is the
individual usually called Bokht-i-nasaer (Nebuchadrezzar) and he
ulti^tely succeeded to the throne. The neighbouring country has
ever since remained in the hands of his descendants, who are caUed
Gurhns " {Sheref-Nama^ Persian MS.). The .same popular tradition

still exists in the country, and rnfApZMO fEOnOWOX is found
on the rock at Behitflun, showing thSTt Ondara^ibivlGfO was really

an hHtoric personage. See Joum, Roy. Geogi Sec. lx. 114,
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BehUtun near the Kurdish capital ol Kermiiudiah^ Under
the caliphs cf Bagdad the KiMs were always giving troubke

in one quarter or another. In aj>. again in 905,
there were formidable insurrections in northern Kurdktan;
the amir^ Adod-tuidaula^ was obliged to lead the forces of the

caliphate against the southern Kurds, capturing the famous
fortress of SermAj, of which the ruins are to be seen at the

present day near Behistun, and reducing the province of

Shahrizor with its capital city now marked by the ^eat mound
of Yassin Teppeh. The most ftDurishing period of Khrdish

power was probably during the 12th century of our era, when
the great &ilad1n, who belonged to the Rawendi branch of

the Hadab&m t^, founded the Ayyubite dynasty of Syria,

and Kurdish chiefships were established, not only to the east

and west of the Kurdist&n mountains, but as far as Khor&san
upon one side and Egypt and Yemen on the other. During

the Mongol and. Tatar domination of western Asia the Kdrds

in the mountains remained for tl>c most part passive, yielding

a reluctant obedience to the provincial governors of the plains.

When Sultan Selim 1 ., after defeating Shah Ismail, 1514,

annexed Armenia and Kurdistan, he entrusted the organiza>

tion of the conquered territories to Idris, the historian, who
was a Kurd of Bitlis. Idris found Kurdistan bristling with

castles, held by hereditary tribal chiefs of Kurd, Arab, and

Armenian descent, who were practically independent, and

passed their time in tribal warfare or in raiding tlW agri<^ltural

population. He divided the territory into sanjaks or districts,

and, making no attempt to interfere with the principle of

heredity, installed the local chiefs as governors. He ako
resettle the rich pastoral country between Erzerum and

Erivan, which had lain waste since the passage of Timur, with

Kurds from the Hakkiari and Bohtan districts. The system

of administration introduced by Idris remained unchang^
until the close of the Russo-Turkish War of 1828-^9. But

the Kurds, owing to the remoteness of their country from the

capital and the decline of Turkey, had greatly increased in

iniBuence and power, and had spread westwards over the country

as far as Angora. After the war the Kurds attempted to free

themselves from Turkish control, and in 1834 it became necessary

to reduce them to subjection. This was done by Reshid PashsL

The principal towns were strongly garrisoned, and many of

the Kurd ^ys were replaced by Turkish governors. A rising

under Bedr Khkn Bey in 1843 firmly repressed, and after

the Crimean War the Turks strengthened their hold on the

country. The Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78 was fcdlowed

by the attempt of Sheikh Obaidullah, 1880-^1, to found an
lE^epeodent Kurd principality under the protection of Turkey.

The attempt, at first encouraged by the Porte, as a reply to the

projected creation of an Armenian state under the suzerainty

of Russia (see Armenia), collapsed after Obaidullah’s raid into

Persia, when various circumstances led the central government
to reassert its supreme authority. Until tl^ Russo-Turkish

War of x828-a9 there had been little hostile feeling between

the Kurds and the Armenians, and as late as 1877-1878 the

mountaineers of both races had got on fairly well together.

Both suffered from Turkey, both dreaded Russia, But the

national movement amongst the Armenians, and its encourage-

ment by Russia after the last war, g^ually aroused race

hatred and fanaticism. In 1891 the activity of the Armenian
Committees mduoed the Porte to 3treni|then the position of

the K^ds by, raising a body of Kiirdish imguhir cavalry,

whiioh was wril ^armed and called Hamidieh after the Sultan.

The opportwties thus oBered for plunder and the grati-

fl^tion of nace hatred brought out the worst qualities of the

Kihrds^ Minor disturbances constantly ocourred, and were

soen Mowed by the jnaesacre of Aimenians at Sasun and

other pbrnes, in which the Kurds todc an active part.

Avmioiaxtns.-«*Rleh, Nanativs of a ItBsid§n6$ in Kmdistm
(lejea: RiiSA nndi Kmdm

i

Honntfim of i* Aipim

Binder, Au 1^7)
|
KaumanUi Vpm

}£u den QuAien des Buphred (Munich. 1593); Murray, HandfM
to Asia Minor, &c, (1895) J

terch, Forsdhungm aber dif Kierdm
(9t Petersburg, 1857-58); jafa, Dia. Kwde^Pranfiais iBt Prtliw-
buEtt, tSyo); Jiis^ Kmaisohe GrammaSik (x88o)i ;Pryiii and
SocTa, KmrdssckfS sStnmluHgen (x8q<^; Makas, Kurdiseks

(1901); Earl Percy, Hiejuands of Asiatic Turkey (xqdi),; Lynch)
Armenia (1901); m. V. wUllams Jackson, Persia. Past and Present
(1906). fC. W.W.; H.€.R.)

KQrDISTAn, in the narrower sense, a province of Persia,'

situated in the hilly districts between Azerbaijan and Kerman-
shah, and extendi^ to the Turkish frontier on the W., and
bounded on the £. by Germs and Hamadan. In proportioo

to its size and population it pays a very small yearly revenue
—only about 14,000—due to the fact thata great part of the

population consists of wild and disorderly nomek Ku^ Sme
of these nomads pass their winters in Turkish territory, and
have their summer pasture-grounds m the highlands of Kurd-
istan. This adds much to the difficulty of edketiag taxatiem.

The province is divided into sixteen districts, and its eastern

part, in which the capital is situated^ is kiWn as Ardelan.

The capital is Senendij, usually known as Siima (not Sihna,

or Sahna, as some writers have it), situated 60 oil K.W. of

Hamadan, in 35*’ 15' N., 47" 18' £., at an elevation of 53eo it«

The city has a population of about 35,000 and manufactures

great quantities of carpets and felts for the supply of the piovinee

and for export. Some of the carpets are very 4me and expen-

sive, mgs 2 yards by x} costing £15 to £ao. Post and telegraph

offioes l^vc been established since 1879.

KURGAH, a town (founded 1553) of West Siberia, in the

government of Tobolsk, on the Siberian railway, x6o m, £. of

Chelyabinsk, and on the left bank of the Tobol, in a weaKby
agricultural district. Pop. (1897), 10,579^ Owing to its

position at the terminus of steam naVi^tkm up the riynsc

Tobol, it has become second only to Tyumen as a commercial

centre. It has a public library and a bptanic garden. There

is a large trade in cattle with Petropavlovsk, and consideral^

export ^ grain, tallow, meat, hides, butter, game and

there being three large fairs in the year. ^ the vicinity are

a great number of prdustoric kurgans or burial-oiounds.

KURIA MURIA ISLARDS, a group of fhre islands in the

Arabian Sea, ebse under coast of Arabia, belonging to

Britain and forming a dependency of Adfen* They are lofty

and rocky, and have a total area of 28 sq. m., that of the higpst,

Hallania, being 22 sq. m. They are identified with the ancient

insulae Zmabiij and were ceded by the sultan of Muscat to

Britain in 1854 for the purposes of a cable station. They are

inhabited by a few iaanilies of Arabs, who however speak a
dialect differing considerably from the ordinary Arabic. The

islands yield some guano.

KIBULB6 Hap. CHshima, thousand islands *’), a chain of

small islands belongmg to Japan, stretching in a north-efuMiy

direction from Nemuro Bay, on the extreme east of th^ isUtnd

of Yezo, to Chishima-kaikjx) (Kuriles Strait), which separates

them from the southernmost point of Kamchatka. They extend

from 44“ 45' to 50“ 56' N. and from 145'’ 25' to 156" 32' E. Their

coasts measure 14^ m.; their area is 6x59 sq. m.; total,

number is 32, and the names of the right prinripal islands,

counting from the south, are Kunashin, Sbilootan, Etorofu

(generally called Etorop, anid known formerly to Euroipe as Staten

Iriand), Ump, Simurir, Onnekotan, Paiamoohiri (Paraaittsit)

and Shumshiri. From Noshapzaki (Notsu-no-sake or Ndtiw

Oi^), the most easterly point of N^uro province, to Tomari,

the most westerly point in Kunaahiri, the dwtance if

the Kurils Strait separating Shumshiri from Kamrikatka; isid^ont

.

the same width. The name “ Kurile ” is deavad from

Russian kmit (to smoke), in allusioa to the.;(totive volcmiiQ

character of the group. The dente fogs thatrcnvelpp thma

islands, and the vialenoe of the currents in their vicmity^ihave

greatly hindeied exploration,, so that Uttk m known id Abm
physiemmf^. tThey be entangled in a vast net afieme^heod;

are the resort toiunefeble birds, and uaed)rto;^4aii9df

fr^eittod by aeals and eesrotoen^ which, how«wae»ihave been
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almostcompletely driven away by unregulated hunting. Near the
|
miles. The latter is fringed throughout its whole length by a

south-eastern coast of Kunashiri stands a mountain called Rausu-
j

chain of dunes, which rise in places to a height of nearly 200 ft.

nobori (3005 ft, high), round whosi base sulphur bubbles up in

large quantities, and hot springs as well as a hot stream are found.

On the west coast of the same island is a tioiling lake, called

Ponto, which deposits on its bed and round its sjjores black sand,

consisting almost entirely of pure sulphur. This island has

several lofty peaks; Ponnobori-yama near the cast coast, and

Chachanohori and Rurindake in the north. Chachanobori

(about 7382 ft.) is described by Messrs Chamberlain and Mason

as “ a cone within a cane, the inner and higher of the two being

—

so the natives say—surrounded by a lake.” 'I'he island has

extensive forests of conifers with an undergrowth of ferns and

flowering plants, and bears are numerous. The chief port of

Kunashiri is Tomari,on the south coast. The island of Shikotan

is remarkable for the growth of a species of bamboo (called

Shikotan-chiku), having dark brown spots on the cane. Etorofu

has a coast-line broken by deep bays, of which the principal are

Naibo-wan, Rubetsu-wan and Bettobuwan on the northern shore

and Shitokap-wan on the southern. It is covered almost com-

pletely with dense forest, and has a number of streams abounding

with salmon. Shana, the chief port, is in Rubetsu Bay. This

island, the principal of the group, is divided into four provinces

for administrative purposes, namely, Etorofu, Furubetsu, Shana

and Shibetoro. Its moimUiins are Alosha-nobori (4035 ft.)

in Etorofu; ('hiwpnupari (5009 ft.) in Shana; and Mokoro-nobori

(3930 ft.) and Atuiyadake (3932 ft.) in Shibetoro. Among the

other islands three only call for notice on account of their altitudes,

namely, Ketoi-jima, Rashua-jima and Matua-jima, which rise to

heights of 3944, 3304 and 5240 ft. respectively.

Population .
—^Not much is known about the aborigines. By

some authorities Ainu colonists are supposed to have been the first

settlers, and to hare aitived there via Yezo ; by others, the earliest

comers are believed to ha^'e been a hyperborean tribe travelling

southwards by way ef Kamchatka. The islands themselves

have not been sufficiently explored to determine whether they

furnish any ethnological evidences. The present population

aggregates about 4400, or 0*7 per sq. m., of whom about 600 are

Ainu (q.v.). There is little disposition to emigrate thither from

Japan proper, the number of settlers being less than j 00 annually.

History .—The Kurile Lslands were discovered in 1634 by the

Dutch navigator Martin de Vries. The three southern islands,

Kunashiri, Etorofu, and Shikotan, are Ijelieved to have belonged

to Japan from a remote date, but at the beginning of the i8th

century the Russians, having (‘onquered Kamchatka, found their

way to the northern part of the Kuriles in pursuit of fur-bearing

animals, with which the islands then abounded. Gradually these

emnoachments were pushed farther south, simultaneously with

aggressions imperilling the Japanese settlements in the southern

hdf of Sakhalin. Japan’s occupation was fur from effective in

either region, and m 1875 she was not unwilling to conclude a

cbnven|ion by which she a^^eed to withdraw altogether from
Sakhalin provided that Russia withdrew from the Kuriles.

An officer of the Japanese navy, Lieut. Gunji, left Tokyo
with about forty comrades in 1892, his intention being to form
a settlemelit on Shumshiri, the most northerly of the Kurile

Islands. They embarked in open boats, and for that reason, as

well as because they were going to constitute themselves their

country’s extreme outpo.<;t, the enterprise attracted public

enthusiasm. After a long struggle the immigrants became fairly

prosperous.

See Capt. H. J. Snow, Notes on the Kurile Islands (London, 1896).

KURISCHES HAFF, a lagoon of Germany, on the Baltic coast

of East Prussia, stretching from Lebiau to Memel, a distanc^e of

m., has an area of nearly 680 sq. m. It is mostly shallow and
only close to Memel attains a depth of 23 ft. It is thus unnavig-
able except for small coasting and fishing boats, and sea-going

vessels proceed through the MemeJer Tief (Memel Deep), which
connects the Baltic with Memel and has a depth of 19 ft. and a
breadth of 800 to 1900 ft. The Kurisches Haff is separated

from the Baltic by a long spit, or tongue of land, the so-called

Kurische Nehnmjg, 72 m. in length and with a breadth of 1 to 3

and threaten, unless cl^ecked, to be pressed farther inland and silt

up the whole Haff.
«

Sec Berendt, Geologie des Kurischen Haffs (Kbnigsberg, 1869) ;

Sommer, Das Kurische Haff (Danzig, 1889); A. Bezzenberger,
Die Kunsche Nehrung und ihre Bewohner (Stuttgart, 1889); and
Lindner, Die Preussische WUste einst und fetet, Bilder von der

Kurischen Nehrung (Osterwieck, 1898).

KURNOOL, or Karnul, a tewn and district of British India,

in the Madras presidency. The town is built on a rocky soil at

the junction of the Hindri and 1 ungabhadra ri’l^ers 33 m. from a

railway station. The old Hindu fort^was leveled in 1865, with

the exception of one of the gates, which was preserved as a

specimen of ancient architecture. Cotton cloth and carpets are

manufactured. Pop. (1901), 25,376, of whom half areMussulmans.
The District of Kurnool has an area of 7578 sq. m., pop.

(1901), 872,055, showing an increase of 6% in the decade. Two
long mountain ranges, the Nallamalais and the Yellamalais,

extend in parallel lines, north and south, through its centre.

The principal heights of the Nallamalai range are Biranikondu

(3149 ft.), Gundlabrahmeswaram (3055 ft,), and Durugapukonda

(3086 ft.). The Yellamalai is a low range, generally flat-topped

with scarped sides; the highest point is about 2000 ft. Several

low ridges run parallel to the Nallamalais, broken here and there

by gorges, through which mountain streams take their course.

Several of these gaps were dammed acToss under native rule, to

form tanks for purposes of irrigation. The principal rivers are

the Tungabhadra and Kistna, which bound the district on the

north. When in flood, the Tungabhadra averages 900 yards

broad and 15 ft. deep. I'bc Kistna here flows chiefly through

uninhabited jungles, sometimes in long smooth reaches, with

intervening shingly rapids. 'J'he Bhavanasi rises on the Nalla-

malais, and falls into the Kistna at Sungameswaram, a place of

pilgrimage. During the i8th century Kurnool formed the

jagir of a semi-independent Pathan Nawab, whose descendant

was dispossessed by the British government for treason in 1838.

The principal crops are millets, cotton, oil-seeds, and rice, with a

little indigo and tobacco. Kurnool suffered very severely from the

famine of 1876-1877, and to a slight extent in 1896-1897. It is

the chief scene of the operations of the Madras Irrigation Com-
pany taken over by government in 1882. Tht canal, which starts

from the Tungabhadra river near Kurnool town, was constructed

at a total cost of two millions sterling, but has not been a financial

success. A more successful work is the Cumbum lank, formed
under native rule by damming a gorge of the Gundlakamma
river. Apart from the weaving of coarse cotton cloth, the chief

industrial establishments are cotton presses, indigo vats, and
saltpetre refineries. The district is served by the Southern

Mahratta railway,

KUROKI9 ITEI, Count (1844- ); Japanese general, was
bom in Satsuma. He distinguished himself in the Chino-

Japanese War of 1894-95. commanded the 1 . Army in the

Russo-Japanese War (1904-5), when he won the opening

battle of the war at the Yalu river, and afterwards advanced
through the mountains and took part with the other armies in

the battles of Liao-Yang, Shaho and Mukden (see Russo-
Japanese War). He was created baron for his services in the

former war, and count for his services in the latter.

KUROPATKIN, ALEXEI NIKOLAIEVICH (1848- ), Rus-
sian genera], was bom in 1848 and entered the army in 1864.

From 1872 to 1874 he studied at the Nicholas staff college, after

which he spent a short time with the French troops in Algiers.

In 1875 he was employed in diplomatic work in Kashgaria, and

in 1876 he took part in military operations in Turkistan, Kokan
and Samerkand. In the war of 1877-78 against Turkey he earned

a great reputation as chief of staff to the younger Skobelev, and
alter the war he wrote a detailed and critical histoiy of the

operations which is still regarded as the classical work on the

subject and is available for other nations in the German transla-

tion by Major Krabmer. After the war he served Ojgaui on t^e

south-eastern borders in command of the Turkestan Riffe Brigade,
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BehUtun near the' Kurdish capital ol Kermiiudiah^ Under
the caliphs cf Bagdad the KiMs were always giving troubke

in one quarter or another. In aj>. again in 905,
there were formidable insurrections in northern Kurdktan;
the amir^ Adod-tuidaula^ was obliged to lead the forces of the

caliphate against the southern Kurds, capturing the famous
fortress of SermAj, of which the ruins are to be seen at the

present day near Behistun, and reducing the province of

Shahrizor with its capital city now marked by the ^eat mound
of Yassin Teppeh. The most ftDurishing period of Khrdish

power was probably during the 12th century of our era, when
the great &ilad1n, who belonged to the Rawendi branch of

the Hadab&m t^, founded the Ayyubite dynasty of Syria,

and Kurdish chiefships were established, not only to the east

and west of the Kurdist&n mountains, but as far as Khor&san
upon one side and Egypt and Yemen on the other. During

the Mongol and. Tatar domination of western Asia the Kdrds

in the mountains remained for tl>c most part passive, yielding

a reluctant obedience to the provincial governors of the plains.

When Sultan Selim 1 ., after defeating Shah Ismail, 1514,

annexed Armenia and Kurdistan, he entrusted the organiza>

tion of the conquered territories to Idris, the historian, who
was a Kurd of Bitlis. Idris found Kurdistan bristling with

castles, held by hereditary tribal chiefs of Kurd, Arab, and

Armenian descent, who were practically independent, and

paased their time in tribal warfare or in raiding tlW agri<^ltural

population. He divided the territory into sanjaks or districts,

and, making no attempt to interfere with the principle of

heredity, installed the local chiefs as governors. He ako
resettle the rich pastoral country between Erzerum and

Erivan, which had lain waste since the passage of Timur, with

Kurds from the Hakkiari and Bohtan districts. The system

of administration introduced by Idris remained unchang^
until the close of the Russo-Turkish War of 1828-^9. But

the Kurds, owing to the remoteness of their country from the

capital and the decline of Turkey, had greatly increased in

iniBuence and power, and had spread westwards over the country

as far as Angora. After the war the Kurds attempted to free

themselves from Turkish control, and in 1834 it became necessary

to reduce them to subjection. This was done by Reshid PashsL

The principal towns were strongly garrisoned, and many of

the Kurd ^ys were replaced by Turkish governors. A rising

under Bedr Khkn Bey in 1843 firmly repressed, and after

the Crimean War the Turks strengthened their hold on the

country. The Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78 was fcdlowed

by the attempt of Sheikh Obaidullah, 1880-^1, to found an
lE^epeodent Kurd principality under the protection of Turkey.

The attempt, at first encouraged by the Porte, as a reply to the

projected creation of an Armenian state under the suzerainty

of Russia (see Armenia), collapsed after Obaidullah’s raid into

Persia, when various circumstances led the central government
to reassert its supreme authority. Until tl^ Russo-Turkish

War of x828-a9 there had been little hostile feeling between

the Kurds and the Armenians, and as late as 1877-1878 the

mountaineers of both races had got on fairly well together.

Both suffered from Turkey, both dreaded Russia, But the

national movement amongst the Armenians, and its encourage-

ment by Russia after the last war, g^ually aroused race

hatred and fanaticism. In 1891 the activity of the Armenian
Committees mduoed the Porte to 3treni|then the position of

the K^ds by, raising a body of Kiirdish imguhir cavalry,

whiioh was ^armed and called Hamidieh after the Sultan.

The oppnrtwties thus oBered for plunder and the grati-

fl^tion.of nace hatred brought out the worst qualities of the

Kihrds^ Minor disturbances constantly ocourred, and were

soen Mowed by the massacre of Aimenians at Sasun and

other pbrnes, in which the Kurds todc an active part.
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KQrDISTAn, in the narrower sense, a province of Persia,'

situated in the hilly districts between Azerbaijan and Kerman-
shah, and extendi^ to the Turkish frasdser on the W., and
bounded on the £. by Germs and Hamadan. In proportioo

to its size and population it pays a very small yearly revenue
—only about 14,000—due to the fact thata great part of the

population consists of wild and disorderly nomek Ku^ Sme
of these nomads pass their winters in Turkish territory, and
have their summer pasture-grounds m the highlands of Kurd-
istan. This adds much to the difficulty of edketiag taxatiem.

The province is divided into sixteen districts, and its eastern

part, in which the capital is situated^ is kiWn as Ardelan.

The capital is Senendij, usually known as Siima (not Sihna,

or Sahna, as some writers have it), situated 60 oil K.W. of

Hamadan, in 35*’ 15' N., 47" 18' £., at an elevation of 530o it«

The city has a population of about 35,000 and manufactures

great quantities of carpets and felts for the supply of the provinee

and for export. Some of the carpets are very 4me and expen-

sive, mgs 2 yards by x} costing £15 to £ao. Post and telegraph

offioes l^vc been established since 1879.

KURGAH, a town (founded 1553) of West Siberia, in the

government of Tobolsk, on the Siberian railway, x6o m, £. of

Chelyabinsk, and on the left bank of the Tobol, in a weaKby
agricultural district. Pop. (1897), 10,579^ Owing to its

position at the terminus of steam naVi^tion up the riynsc

Tobol, it has become second only to Tyumen as a commercial

centre. It has a public library and a botanic garden. There

is a large trade in cattle with Petropavlovsk, and consideral^

export ^ grain, tallow, meat, hides, butter, game and

there being three large fairs in the year. ^ the vicinity are

a great number of prdustoric kurgans or burial-mounds.

KURIA MURIA ISLARDS, a group of fhre islands in the

Arabian Sea, close under coast of Arabia, belonging to

Britain and forming a dependency of Adfen* They are lofty

and rocky, and have a total area of 28 sq. m., that of the higpst,

Hallania, being 22 sq. m. They are identified with the ancient

insulae Zmabiij and were ceded by the sultan of Muscat to

Britain in 1854 for the purposes of a cable station. They are

inhabited by a few iaanilies of Arabs, who however speak a
dialect differing considerably from the ordinary Arabic. The

islands yield some guano.

KIBULB6 Hap. CHshima, thousand islands *’), a chain of

small islands belongmg to Japan, stretching in a north-efuMiy

direction from Nemuro Bay, on the extreme east of th^ isUtnd

of Yezo, to Chishima-kaikjx) (Kuriles Strait), which separates

them from the southernmost point of Kamchatka. They extend

from 44“ 45' to 50“ 56' N. and from 145'’ 25' to 156" 32' E. Their

coasts measure 14^ m.; their area is 6x59 sq. m.; total,

number is 32, and the names of the right prinripal islands,

I
counting from the south, are Kunashin, Sbilootan, Etorofu

t (generally called Etorop, anid known formerly to Europe as Staten

Iriand), Unip, Simuair, Onnekotan, Paiamoflhiri (Paraaittsit)

and Shumshiri. From Noshapzaki (Notsu-no-sake or Ndtiw

Oi^), the most easterly point of N^uro province, to Tomari,

the most westerly point in Kunaahiri, the dwtance if

the Kurilro Strait separating Shumshiri from Kamrikatka; isid^out

the same width. The name “ Kurile ” is deavad from

Russian kmit (to smoke), in allusioa to the.;(totive volcmiiQ

character nf the group. The dente fogs thatrcnvelpp thma

islands, and the vtalenoe of the currents in their vicmity^ihave

greatly hinderod exploration,, so that Uttk m known id Abm
physiemmf^. tThey lie entangled in a vast net afieme^heod;

are the resort toiunefeble birds, and uaed)rto;^4aii9df

fr^eittod by seals and eesrotoen^ which, how«wae»ihave been
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KURSX^ a town of Rusdin, of tto government of tkcf

sitttie name, at the junction of the railways from Moscow, Kiev

md Kharkov, 330 m. S.8*W. fromlrfoscow. Pop. (1897), 52,896.

It is buik on two hills (750 ft.), the slopes ^ which are planted

with oreWds. The environs all round are well wooded and the

woods are famous for their nightingales. Jifmmg the public

buildings the more noticeable are a monastery with an ki^e of

the Virgin, greatly venerated since 1295; ^he Orthodew Grwk
cathedra] (iSth centuiy); and the episcopal palace, Kursk

a bishopric of the national church. It is essentially a provincial

town, and is revered as the birthplace of Theodosius, one of the

most venerated of Russian saints. It has a public garden, and

has become the seat of sefveral societies (medical, musical, educa-

tional and for sport). Its factories include steam flour^mills,

distilleries, tobacco-works, hemp-crushing mills, tanneries, soap-

works and iron-works. It has a great yearly fair (Kormnaya),

and an active trade in cereals, linen, leather, fruit, horses, cattle,

hides, sheepskins, furs, down, bristles, wax, tallow and manu-

factured goods.

Kursk was in existence in 1032. It was completely destroyed

by the Mongols in 1240. The defence of the town against an

incursion of the Turkish Polovtsi (or Comans or Cumani) is

celebrated in Tke Triumph of Igor^ an epic which forms one of the

most valuable relics of early Russian literature. From 15^ to

the close of the i8th century the citadel was a place of consider-

able strength; >:he remains arc now comparatively few.

KURTZ, JOHAHN HEIKRICH (1809-18^), German Lutheran

theologian, was born at Montjoie near Aix-la-Chapelle on the

13th of December 1809, and was educated at Halle and Bonn.

Abandoning the idea of a commercial career, he gave himself to

the study of theology and became religious instructor at the

gymnasium of Mitau in 1835, and ordinary professor of theology

(church histoiy,n85«); exegesis, 1859) at Dorpat. He rerigned

his chair in 1870 and went to live at Marburg, where he died on

the 26th of April 1890. Kurtz was a prolific writer, and many
of his boc^, especial^ the Lehtbuck der heiligen Geschichie{i^^^),

became very popular. In the field of biblical criticism he wrote

a Geschichte des Alien Bundcs (1848-1855), Zur Theologie der

Psalmen (1865) and Erkldrung des Briefs an die Hebrder{iSGg).

His chief woxk; was done in church history, among his produc-

tions being Lehrhuch der Kirchengeschichte fiir Studierende

(1849), Abriss der Kirchengeschichte (1852) and Handbuch der

allgemetnen Kircheng€Si:hichte(i&S3r^is6). Several of his books

have been translated into English.

KURUMAN, a town in the Bechuanaland division of Cape

Colony, xao m. N.W. of Kimberley and 85 m. S.W. of Vryburg.

It is a station of the London Missionary Society, founded in

i8i8, and from 1821 to *870 was the scene of the labours

of Robert Moffat (^.w.), who here translated the Bible into the

Bechuana tongue. In the middle jjeriod of the 19th century

Xuruman was the rendezvous of all travellers going north

or soyth. Of these the best known is David Livingstone.

The trunk railway line passing considerably to the east of

the town, Kuruman is no longer a place of much importance.

It is pleasantly situated on the upper course of the Kuruman
.river, bei^ beaurified by gardens and orchards, and presents

a striking contrast to the desert conditions of the surrounding

coimtry. Its name is that of the son and heir of Mosilikatze,

the founder of the Matabele nation. Kuruman disappeared

during his lather's lifetime and the succession passed to Loben-

gula (see Rsoobsia : History). In November XB99 Ihe town

was besieged by a Boer force. The garrison, less than a hun-

dred strong, hMd out for sig: weeks against over 1000 of the

enemy, but was forced to suxrender on the tst of January 1900.

In June following it was reoccupied by the BritisKi

KURUMBAS and KIBNBA8i aboriginal tribes of southmn
India, by some thought to be of distinct races. There are two
types of Kurumbas, those who Hve on the Nilgiri plateau, s^ieak^ Kurumba dialect and are mere savages; and those who live

in the plains, speak Kanarese and are civilized^ The former

area small peo^e, inMi wild matted hair and aoanty beard,

sickly-lookmg, potf-beHied, large-mouthed, with projeeting jaws,

I

prominent teeth and thick lips. Their villages are called moitai,

groups of four or five huts, buik in mountain glens or forests.

At the 1901 census thenumbers werereturned at 4083.

See James W. Brescia, An Aewunt of Prirmtivo Tfitos of the Niigiris

(1873) ; Dr John Shortt, HiU Remges of Southern iudia^ pt. i. 47^3

;

Kev. F. MeU, Tribes Inhabiting the Neilgherry Bills (Mangalore,
1864).

KURUVBGALA, the chief town in the north-western province

of Ceylon. Pop. of the town, 6483; of the district, 249^29. It

was reridence of the IdngMf C^lon from a.d. 1319 to 1347,

and is romantically situated under the shade of Adajgpilk (the

rock of the Tusked Elephant), winch is 600 ft.*high. It was in

1902 the terminus of the Northem railway (59 m. from Colombo,

which has since been extended aoo m. farther, to the northern-

most coast of the Jaffna Peninsula. Kunmegala is the centre

of rice, coco-nut, tea, coffee and cocoa cultivation.

KURUNTWAD, or Kurandvad, a native state of India, in

the Deccan division of Bombay, forming part of the Southern

Mahratta jagirs. Original!)^ created in 1772 by a grant from the

peshwa, the state was divid^ in i8ii into two parts, one of which,

called Shedbal, lapsed to the British government in 1857. in

1855. Kuruntwad was further divided between a senior and a

junior branch. The territory of both is widely scattered among
other native states and British districts. Area of the senior

branch, 185 sq. m.
;
pop. (1901), 4*,474 ; revenue, £13*000. Area

of junior branch, 114 sq. m.
;
pop. (1901), 34,003; revenue, £9000.

The joint tribute is £640. The chiefs are Bralimans by caste, of

the Patwardhan family. The town of Kuruntwad, in which

both branches have their residence, is on the right bank of the

Panchganga river near its junction with the Kistna. Pop. (1901),

10,451.

KURZ, HERMANN (1813-1873), German poet and novelist,

was born at Reutlingen on the 30th of November 1813. Having

studied at the theological seminary at Maulbronn and at the

university of Tubingen, he was for a time assistant pastor at

Ehningen. He then enter^ upon a literary career, and in 1^3
was appointed university librarian at Tubingen, where he died

on the loth of October 1873. Kurz is less Icnown to fame by

his poems, Gedichie (1836) and Dichhmgm (1839), than by his

historical novels, Schdlcrs Heimaifahre (1843; «d., 1899)

and Der Somienwirt (1854; 2nd ed., 1862), and his excellent

translations from E^lish, Italian and Spanish. He also

published a successful modem German version of Gottfried von

Strassburg’s Tristan und Isolde (1844). His collected works

were published in ten volumes (Stuttgart, 1874), also in twelve

volumes (Leipzig, 1904).

His daughter, Isolde Kurz, bom on the 21st of December

1853 at Stuttgart, takes a high place among contemporary lyric

poets in Germany with her Gedichte (Stuttgart, x888; 3rd ed.,

1898) and Neue Gedichte (1903), Her short stories, Florentiner

Novellen (1890; 2nd ed., 1893), Phantasien und Mdrchen (i89o)>

lUiUenische Erzdhlwtgen (1895) and Von Dazumal (jgoo) are

distinguished by a fine sense of form and clear-cut style.

KTOAN (“ lake ” or “ inland bay ”), a small group of North

American Indian tribes, formerly living on the Coos river and the

coast of Oregon. They call themselves Anasitch, and other

names given them have been Ka-us or Kwo-Kwoos, Kowes and

Cook-koo-Qose. They appw to be in no way related to their

neighbours. The few survivors, mostly of mixed blood, are on

the Siletz reservation, Oregon.

KUSHALOARH, a village in the l^hat district of the Nor^-*

West Frontier province of India. It is only notable as the point

at which the Indus is bridged to permit of the extei^on of the

strategic frontier railway itom Rawalpindi to the Miranzai and

Kurram valleys.

XUSHK, a river of A^j^hanistan, which also gi^ its name to

the chief town in the MAm pxjvince of Badghis, and to a

military post on the border of Eusiiaa Turkestan. The river

Kushk,during a portion of itscourse, forms the boundarybetween

Afghan and Russian territory; but the town is some ao m. from

the border. KusMx, or Kushkinski Post, is now a fourth-dasa

Russian fortress^ on a Russian branch rs^way from Jlerv, the

KXJRSK—KUSHK
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«teimintuidwbidii9 sfl Itis

servm) by both the Traaecaipiaii and the Orenburg^Tashkait
ra^way». The terminuft is only 66 tefi from Herat> and m
the event of firar would become an important base for a
Russian advance. Some confusion has arisen throui^ the

popular application of the name of Kushk to this terminus,

though it is situated neither at the Russian post nor at the

old town. (T. H. H.*)

KUBTAH

A

18K, a town of Asiatic Russia, in the province of

Turgai, on the Tobol river, 410 ifi. of Orenbuig, in a

lertUc part of the steppes. Pop.<i897), 14,065. The first build-

ings were erected in 1871, and it has since pown with Amwican-
like rapidity. 7he immigrants from Russia built a large village,

whidi became the centre of the district administration in 1884,

and a town in 1893, under the name of Nicolaevsk, changed later

into Kustanaisk. It is an educational centre, and a cathedral

has been built.' There are tanneries, tallow works, potterieB,

and a fair kxs cattle, while its trade makes it a rival to Orenburg
and Troitsk.

KOBTENLAMD (coast-land or littoral), a common name for

the three crown-lands of Austria, Gfiri and Gradisca, Istria and
Trieste. Their combined area is 3084 sq, m., and their pofwla-

tion in 1900 was 755,183, They are united for certain adminis-

trative purposes under the governor of Trieste, the legal and
financial authorities of which also exercise jurisdiction over the

entire littoral.

K17TA1AH, Kutaya or Kiutahia, the chief town of a sanjak

in the vilayet of Brusa (Khudavendikiar), Asia Minor, is situated

on the Pursaksu, an affluent of the Sakaria (anc. Saptgarfus}.

The town lies at an important point the great road across Asia

Minor from Constantinople to Aleppo, and is connected by a

brsmeh line with the main line from Eski-shehr to Afium Kara-
Hissar, of the Anatolian raidway. It has a busy trade; pop.

estimated at 22,000. Kutaiah has been identified with the

ancient Cotiaeum.
See V. Cuinet, Twqm$ d^Asie^ vol. iv. (Paris, 1894).

KUTAIS, a government of Russian Transcaucasia, .situated

between the Caucasus ranee on the N. and the Black Sea on the

W., the government of Tiflis on the E. and the province of Kars
cm the S, Area, 14,313 sq. m. The government includes the

districts of Guria, Mingrelia, Imeretia, Abkhasia and Svanetia,

and consists of four distinct parts : (i) the lowlands, drained by
the Rion, and continued N.W. along the shore of the Black Sea;

(2) the southern slopes of the main Caucasus range; (3) the

western slopes of the Suram mountains, which separate Kutais

from I'iflis; and (4) the slopes of the Armenian highlands, as well

as a portion of the highland themselves, drained by the Qorokh
and Its tributary, the Ajaris-tskhali, which formerly constituted

the Batum province. Generally speaking, the government is

mountainous in the north and south. Many secondary ridges

and spurs shoot off the main range, forming high, narrow vaUeys

(see Caucasus). The district of Batum and Artvin in the S.W.,

which in 1903 were in part separated for administration as the

semi-militaiy district Batum, are filled up by spurs of Idie

I^tic range, 9000 to 11,240 ft. high, the Arzyan s^amting
them from the plateau of Kars. 0eep gorges, through which

tributaries of the Choroldi force their passage to the main river,

intersect these highlands, forming mo.st picturesque gorges. ' The
kmhmds occupy over 2400 sq. m. They are mostly barren

in the Httorfd region, but extremely fertile higher up the

Rion.

The climate is very moist and warm. The winters are o#ten

without frost at viSt in thelon^ande, while the lowest temperatures
observed are 18^ F.,at Batum and 9" at Poti. The mouKtains

condense the moistore fspought the west winds^ and the

ywfy amount of ram varies from 50 to 120 in. The chief

rivers' are the Rion, whkdi enters the Bkck Sea at Phti; the

tjiorohli^ which ent^s the same seaat Batum; and the Ingur, the

Kodora^^e Bsyb, also flowing intothe Black Sea in Al^hasia.

The vegetsttori h extreme^ rich, its character suggesring ihe

i^di^roph^ of ^q>an (see Caucasia). The popukirion

belongs kbfiost entkeiy to the KaitvefIan er ^Geovg^ gronp,

aa4 » distributed as icdlows : Imeretians, 41*1 Jiingitdkns
asKl Uses, *S’5 %; 7‘3 %i Ajars J-B %; Svine-
tianSi Qthtr naAiliAlitimtfaiii^awrA%Af

2*6 % of Turks, 4*3 % of Annenkns, besides RmakttSi laws,
Gre^, Persians^ Kurils, Ossetes and Germam; By lengiolk

87 % of the popitlation are Greek Orthodox and onty 10 ^Mus-
sulmans. total population was 935,773 in 1897^ of whom
508,468 were women and 77,70a lived in towns. The estimated
population in 1906 was 924,800. The land is excessively sub-
divided, and, owing to excellent cultivatioi\, fetclwa very Idgh
prices. The duef crops are maize, wheat, faarl^, beims, lye,

hemp, potatoes and tobacco. Maize, wine and timber are
largely exported. Some cotton-trees have been pleated. The
vine, olive, mulberry and all sorts of fruit trees are cultivated/Os

also many exotic plc^s (eucalyptus, cork-oak, camellia, and even
tea). Manganese ore is the cluef mineral, and is extracted for

export to the extent of 160,000 to 180,000 tons annuaUy, besides

coal, lead and silver ores, copper, naphtha, some gold, litho-

graphic stone and marble, factories are still hi ndancy, but
silk is spun. A railway runs from the Caspian Sea, viaTil^ and
the Suram tunnel, to Kutais, and thence to Poti and Batnm, and
from Kutais to the Tkvibuli coal and manganese mines. The
export of both local produce and goods sloped by rail from
other ports of Transcaucasia is considerable, Batum and Poti

being the two chief ports of Caucasia. Kutais is divided into

seven districts, of which the chief towns, With their popular

tkms in 1897,^ Kutais, capital of the province (4.0*); Laiktshi

(834), chief town of Lechgmn, of which Svanetia makes a separate

administrative unit; Ozurgeti (4694); Old, chief town of RadA;
Senaki (loi); Kvirili, of Shariipan district; Zugdidi; and two
semi-mihtary districts—Batum (28,512) with Artvin (7000) and
Sukhum-kaleh {7809). ^

(P. A. K.
; J. T. Ba.)

KUTAIS, a town of Russian Caucasia, capital of the govern-

ment of the same name, 60 m. by rail £. of Poti and 5 m. from

the Ricm station of the railway between* Poti and Tims. Pop.

(1897), 32,492. It Ls one of the oldest towns at Caucasia, having

been tlie ancient ^ital (Aea or Kutaea) of Colchis, and kter ihjt

capital of Imeretia (from 792); Procopius mentions it under the

name, of Kotatision. Persians, Mongols, Turks and Russians

have again and again destroyed the town and its fortress. In

1810 it became Russian. It is situated on both bonks of the

Rion river, which is spanned by throe bridges. Its most re-

markable building is the ruined! cathedral, erected in the 11th

century by the &igrati^ the ruli^ dynasty of Geoigiei, and
destroyed by the Turks m 1692; it is the most important repre-

sentative extant of Georgian architecture. The fort, mentioned

by Procopius, is now a hrap of ruins, destroyed by the Russtans

in 1770. The inhabitants make hats and silks, and trade in

agricultural produce and wine. On the right bank of the Rion

is a government model garden, with a model farm.

KUT^BlrAMAHA, a small town in Turkish Asia, on the e^
bank of the T%ris (32* 29* 19'' N., 44’' 45' 37* E.) at the point

vriwfre the Shatt-el-Hai leaves that stream, it is a coaling

station of the steamers plying between Basra and Bagdad, and an

important Turkish poet for the control of the lower T^is.

KUTBNAI (Kutonaga), a group of North Ameiic^ Indimi

tribes forming the distinct stock of Kitunahan. Thrir Bernier

range was British Columbia, alcxig the Kootenay lake and river.

They were always friendly to the whites a^ noted fc^ riieir

honesty. In 1904 there were some 55® Bntwh Columbia; and

in 1908 there were 606 on the Flathead Agency, Montana.

KUTTALAM, or Courtallum, a sanatorium^rf southern India,

in the Tinnevetty district of Madras; pop. {1901), 2197. Thmwh
situated oidy 450 ft. above sea-kvel, it possesses^the climate ora*

mi»:h higher elevation,owing to the breezes that reach it throi^

a gap in the Ghats. It has lon^ been a favoofite resort kir

Snropeain visitcars, the season lasting from July to September

7

and It has recently been made mote accessible by the epwdng

of the railway from Tinnevetty mto Travancore. The acetoety

» most picturesque, including a lamons waterfall.

KWTKIIBMW (Oech, Kwtnd Ifara), a town Of Sohma,
Austria, 45 by S. of Pttgue. Popv H,7!9lh

.
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Czech. Amongst its buildings are the Gothic five-naved church

of St Barbara, begun in 1368, the Gothic church of St Jacob (14th

century)and the Late Gothic Trinity church(end of 15th century).

The W^scher Hof, formerly a royal residei^ce and mint, was
built at the end of the 13th century, and the Gothic Steineme

Haus, which since 1849 serves as town hall, coi^tains one of the

richest archives in Bohemia. The industry includes sugar-

refining, brewing, the manufacture of cotton and woollen stuffs,

leather goods and agricultural implements.

The town of Kuttenberg owes its origin to the silver mines,

the existence of which can be traced back to the first part of the

13th century. The city developed with great rapidity, and at

the outbreak of the Hussite troubles, early in the 14th century,

was next to Prague the most important in Bohemia, having

become the favourite residence of several of the Bohemian kings.

It was here that, on the i8th of January 1419, Wenceslaus IV.

signed the famous degree of Kuttenberg, by which the Bohemian
nation was given three votes in the elections to the faculty of

Prague University as against one for the three other “ nations.’*

In the autumn of the same year Kuttenberg was the scene of

horrible atrocities. The fierce mining population of the town
was mainly German, and fanatically Catholic, in contrast with

Prague, which was Czech and utraquist. By way of reprisals

for the Hussite outrages in Prague, the miners of Kuttenberg

seized on any Hussites they could find, and burned, beheaded or

threw them alivfi into the shafts of disused mines. In this way
1600 people are said to have perished, including the magistrates

and clergy of the town of KauHm, which the Kuttenbergers had

taken. In 1420 the emperor Sigismund made the city the base for

his unsuccessful attack on the Taborites; Kuttenberg was taken

by 2iika, and after a temperary reconciliation of the warring

parties was burned by^the imperial troops in 1^22, to prevent its

falling again into t^e h^ds of the Taborites. Zi^ka none the less

took the place, and under Bohemian auspices it awoke to a new
period of prosperity. ^In 1541 the richest mine was hopelessly

flooded; in the insurrection of Bohemia against Ferdinand I,

the city lost all its privileges; repeated visitations of the plague

and the horrors of the Thirty Years’ War completed its ruin.

Half-hearted attempts after the peace to repair the ruined mines

failed; the town became impoverished, and in 1770 was devas-

tated by fire. The mines were abandoned at the end of the i8th

century ;
one mine was again opened by the government in 1874,

but the work was discontinued in 1903.

KUTUSOV [Golenishchev-Kutusov], MIKHAIL LARION-
OVICH, Prince of Smolensk (1745-1813), Russian field marshal,

was bom on the i6th of September 1745 at St Petersburg, and

entered the Russian army in 1759 or 1760. He saw active service

in Poland, 1764-69, and against the Turks, 1770-74; lost an

eye in action in the latter year ; and after that travelled for some
years in central and western Europe. In 1784 he became major-

general, in 1787 governor-general of the Crimea; and under

Suvorov, whose constant companion he became, he won consider-

able distinction in the Turkish War of 1788-91, at the taking of

Ochakov, Odessa, Benda and Ismail, and the battles of Rimnik
and Mashii^. He was now (1791) a lieutenant-general, and suc-

cessively occupied the positions of ambassador at Constan-

tinople, governor-general of Finland, commandant of the corps

of cadets at St Petersburg, ambassador at Berlin, and governor-

general of St Petersburg. In 1805 he commanded the Russian

corps which opposed Napoleon’s advance on Vienna (see

Napoleonic Campaigns), and won the haFd-fought action

of Diirrenstein on the i8th-i9th of November.
On the eve of Austerlitz (q^,) he tried to prevent the Allied

generals from fighting a battle, and when he was overruled took so

little interc'st in the event that he fell asleep during the reading of

the orders. He was, however, present ai the battle itself, and was
wounded. From 1806 to 1811 Kutusov was governor-general

of Lithuania and Kiev, and in 181 1, being then commander-
in-chief in the war against the Turks, he was made a prince.

Shortly after this he was called by the unanimous voice of the

army and the people to command the army that was retreating

before Napoleon’s advance. He gave battle at Borodino (^.w.),

and was defeated, but not decisively, and after retreating to the^

south-west of Moscow, he forced Napoleon tb begin the celebrated

retreat. The old geneW’s cautious pursuit evoked much criti-

cism, but at any rate he allowed only a remnant of^the Grand Army
to regain Prussian soil. He was now field marshal and prince of

Smolensk—^this title having been given him for a victory over

part of the French army at that place in November 1812. Early

in the foDowing year he carried the war into Germany, took com-
mand of the allied Russians and Prussians, and prepared to

raise all central Europe in arm? against Napoleon’s domination,

but before the opening of the campaign he fell ilkand died on the

25th of March 1813 at Bunzlau. Memorials have been erected

to him at that place and at St Petersburg.
•

Mikhailovfiky-Danilevski's life of Kutusov (St Petersburg, 1850)
was translated into French by A. Fizelier (Paris. 1850).

KUWfiT (Kuweit, Koweit), a port in Arabia at the north-

western angle of the Persian Gulf iif 29*" 20' N. and 48" E., about

80 m. due S. of Basra and 60 m. S.W. of the mouth of the

Shat el Arab. The name Kuwet is the diminutive form of Kut,r

a common term in Irak for a walled village; it is also shown in

some maps as Grane or Grain, a corruption of Kuren, the dimi-

nutive of Kam, a horn. It lies on the south side of a bay 20 m.
long and 5 m. wide, the mouth of which is protected by two
islands, forming a fine natural harbour, with good anchorage in

from 4 to 9 fathoms of water. The town has 15,000 inhabitants

and is clean and well built; the country around being practically

desert, it depends entirely on the sea and its trade, and its sailors

have a high reputation as the most skilful and trustworthy on the

Persian Gulf ;
while its position as the nearest port to Upper Nejd

gives it great importance as the port of entry for rice, piece goods,

&c., and of export for horses, sheep, wool and other products of

the interior. Kuwet was recommended in 1850 by General F. R.

Chesney as the terminus of his proposed EuphratesValley railway,

and since 1898, when the extension of the Anatolian railway to

Bagdad and the Gulf has been under discussion, attention has

again been directed to it. An alternative site for the terminus

has been suggested in Um Khasa, at the head of the Khor ‘Abd-

allah, where a branch of the Shat elArab formerly entered the sea;

it lies some 20 m. N.E. of Kuwet and separated from it by the

island of Bubian, which has for some time been in Turkish occupa-

tion. An attempt by Turkey to occupy Kuwet in 1898 was met
by a formal protest from Great Britain against any infringement

of the status guo, and in 1B99 Sheikh Mub&rak of Kuwet placed

his interests under British protection.

The total trade passing through Kuwet in 1904-1905 was
valued at £160,000, The imports include arms and ammunition,

piece goods, rice, coffee, sugar, &c.; and the exports, horses,

pearls, dates, wool, &c. The steamers of the British India

Steamship Company ooU fortnightly. (R. A. W.)
KUZNETSK^ two towns of Russia, (i) A town in the govern-

ment of Saratov, 74 m. by rail east of Penza. It has grown

rapidly since the development of the railway system in the Volga

basin. It has manufactures of agricultural machinery and hard-

ware, in a number of small factories and workshops, besides

tanneries, rope-works, boot and shoe making in houses, and there

is considerable trade in sheepskins, grain, s^t and wooden goods

exported to the treeless regions of south-east Russia. Pop.

(1897), 21,740. (2) A town in West Siberia, in the government of

Tomsk, 150 m. E.N.E. of Barnaul, on the Upper Tom river, at the

head of navigation. It has trade in grain, cattle, furs, cedarwood,

nuts, wax, honey and tallow, and is the centre of a coal-mining

district. Pop. (1897), 3141.

KVASS» or Kwass (a Russian word for ’’ leaven ”), one of the

national alcoholic drinks of Russia, and popular also in eastern

Europe. It is made, by a simultaneous acid and alcoholic

fermentation, of wheat, rye, barley and buckwheat meal or of

rye-bread, with the addition of sugar or fruit. It has been a
universal drink in Russia since the i6th century. TTiough in the

large towns it is made commercially, elsewhere it is frequently

an article of domestic production. Kvass is of,very low alcoholic

content (0-7 to 2*2 %). There are, beside the ordinary kind,

superior forms of the drink, such as apple or raspberry kvass.
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t KWAKIL a uiuc ui x^uirui AiuciiOUi Indians of Wakashan
stock. They number about aooo. Formerly the term was
used of the one tribe in the north-^t ef Vancouver^ but now
it is the collec^ve name ior a mup of Wakashan peoples.

The Kwakiutl Indians are remarlbible for their conservatism

in all matters and i^>ecially their adherence to the custom of

Potlatch, which it is sometimes suggested originated with them.

Tribal government is in the hands of secret societies. There
are three social ranks, hereditary* chiefs, middle and third

estates, most of the latter beii^ slaves or their descendants.

Entry to the sopeties is forbidden the latter, and can only be

obtained by the former after torture and fasting. The hamatsa

or cannibal soch^ty is only' open to those who have been mem-
bers of a lower society for eight years.

KWANOCHOW BAY (Kwangchow Wan), a coaling station

on the south coast of China, acquired, along with other con-

cessions, by the French government in April 1898. It is situated

on the east side of the peninsula of Lienchow, in the province

Qf Kwangtung, and directly north of the island of Hainan.

It is held on lease for 99 years on similar terms to those by
which Kiaochow is held by Germany, Port Arthur by Japan,
and Wei-hai-wei by Great Britain. The cession includes

the islands lying in the bay
;
these enclose a roadstead 18 m.

long by 6 m. wide, with admirable natural defences and
a depth at no part of less tlian 33 ft. The bay forms the

estuary of the Ma-Ts*e River, navigable by the largest men-of-

war for 12 m. from the coast. The limits of the concession

inland were fixed in November 1899. On the left bank of the

Ma-Ts*e France gained from Kow Chow Fu a strip of territory

II m. by 6 m., and on the right bank a strip 15 m. by ii m.
from Lei Chow Fu. The country is well populated; the capital

and chief town is Lei Chow. The cession carries with it full

territorial jurisdiction during the continuance of the lease.

In January 1900 it was placed under the authority of the

governor-general of Indo-China, who in the same month ap-

pointed a civil administrator over the country, which was
divided into three districts. The population of the territory is

about 189,000. A mixed tribunal has been instituted, but the

local organization is maintained for purposes of administration.

In addition to the territory acquired, the right has been given

to connect the bay by railway with the city and harbour of

Ompon, situated on the west side of the peninsula, and in

consequence of difficulties which were offered by the provincial

government on the occasion of taking possession, and which
compelled the French to have recourse to arms, the latter

demanded and obtained exclusive mining rights in the three

adjoining prefectures. Two lines of French steamships call

at the bay. By reason of the great strategical importance

of the bay, and the presence of large coal-beds in the near

neighbourhood, much importance is attached by the French
to the acquirement of Kwangchow Wan.
KWANG-SI, a southern province of China, bounded N.

by Kwei-chow and Hu-nan, E. and S. by Kwang-tung, S. W.
and W. by French Indo-Chino and Yun-nan. It covers an
area of 80,000 sq. m. It is the least populous province of China,

its inhabitants numbering (1908) litUe over 5,000,000. The
Skias, an aboriginal race, form two-thirds of the population.

The provincial capital is Kwei-lin Fu, or City of the Forest

of Cinnamon Trees, and there are besides ten prefectural cities.

The province is largely mountainous. The principal rivers

are tiie Si-kiang and the Kwei-kiang, or Cinnamon River,

which takes its' rise in the district of w^-gan, in the north of

the province, and in the neighbourhood of that of the Siang

river, which fiows northward through Hu-nan to the Tung-
t’ing Lake. The Kwei-kiang, on the other hand, takes a

southerly course, and passes the cities of Kwei-lin, Yai^-so

Hien,' rW-18 Fu, Chao-pHng Hien, and so finds its way to

Wu-diow Bu, where it jc^ the waters of the Si-kian^. Another

considerable river is tlie Uu-kiang, or Willow River, which

rises in lAtt mountains inhabited by the Miao-tsze, in Kwei-chow.

Leaving its source it takes a south-easterly direction, and enters

Kwaqg-si, in the district of Hwai-yuen. After encirding the

^57
city' of that name, it flows south as far as Liu-ch^teg Hien,
where it forms a junction with the Lung-kiang, orDnigon
River. Adopting the trend^of this last-named stream, midi
has its head-wat(;i;s in Kwei-chow, the minaled fiow paiscfi

eastward, and fajriher on in a sourii-easteny direction, hy
Lai-chow Fu, W^-suan Hien, and Sin-chow Fu, where it receives

the waters of the Si-kiang, and thenceforth chaiDges its name
for that of its affluent. The treaty ports in Kwang-si are
Wuchow Fu, Lung-chow and Nanning
KWAHG-tUllQ, a southern province of Cpsa, bounded N.

by Hu-nan, Kiting-si and Fu-luen, S. and E'. the sea, and
W. by Kwang-sL It contains an area, inclui^ the island

of Hainan, of 7^^500 8G[. m., and is divided into nine prefectures;

and the popumtion is estimated at about 30,000,000. Its

name, which signifies east of Kyrapg/' is derived, according
to Chinese writers, from the fact of its being to the east of the

old province of Hu-kwang, in the same way that Kwang-si
derives its name from its position to the west of Hu-kwang.
Kwang-tung extends for more than 600 m. from east to west,

and for about 420 from north to south. It may be described as a
hilly region, forming part as it does of the Nan Shan ranges.

These mountains, sp^ii^ generally, trend in a north-east

and south-westerly direction, and are divided by valleys of

great fertility. The principal rivers of the province, are the

Si-kiang, the Pei-kiang, or North River, which rises in the

mountains to the north of the province, and atfter a southerly

course joins the Si-kiang at San-shui Hien; the Tung-kiang,
or East River, which, after flowing in a south-westerly direction

from Its source in the north-east of the province, empties

itself into the estuary which separates the ci^ of Canton from
the sea

;
and the Han River, which runs a north and south course

across the eastern portion of the province, taking its rise in

the mountains on the western frontier of Fu-kien and emptying
itself into the China Sea in the neighbourhood of Swatow.
Kwang-tung is one of the most produetive provinces of the

empire. l£ mineral wealth is very considerable, a^d the

soil of the valleys and plains is extremely fertile. The prmdpal
article of export is silk, which is produced in the district formmg
the river delta, extending from Canton to Macao and having

its apex at San-shui Hien. Three large coal-fields exist in the

provmce, namely, the Shao-chow Fu field in the north; the

Hwa Hien field, distant about 30 m. from Canton; and the

west coast field,, in the south-west The last is by far the

largest of the three and extends over^he districts of Wu-ch'uen,

Tien-pai, Yang-kiang, Yang-ch*un, Gan-p*ing, K*ai-p*ing,

Sin-hing, Ho-$han, Sm-hwang, and Sin-ning. Ibe coal from

the two first-named fields is of an inferior quality, but that in

the west coast field is of a more valuable kind. Iron ore is found

in about twenty different districts, notably in Ts*ing-yuen,

Ts*ung-hwa, Lung-men, and Lu-f^, None, however, is

exported in its raw state, as all wluch is produced is manu-

factured in the province, and principally at Fat-shai^ which

has been called the Birmingham of China, The Kwang-tung

coast abounds with islands, the largest of which is Hainan,

which forms part of the prefecture of K^ung-chow^Fu. Thia

island extends for about 100 m. from north to south and the

same distance from east to west. The southern and eastern

portions of Hainan are mountainous, butbn the north tiiere is a

plain of some extent. Gold is found in the central part; and

sugar, coco-nuts, betel-nuts, birds* nests, and agar agar, or sea

vegetable, are among the other products of the island. Canton,

Swatow, K*iung-chow (in Hainan), Pakhoi, San-shui are among

the treaty ports. Three ports in the province have been ceded

or leased to foreign powers—Macao to Portugal, Hong-Kong

.

(with Kowloon) to Great Britain, and Kwangchow to France.

KWANZA (CoANZA or Quanza), a river of West Africa

with a course of about 700 m. entiicely within the Portuguese

territory of An^la. The source lies in about 13® 40* S,, 17®

30* E. on the Bihe plateau, at an altitude of over 5000 ft. It

runs first N.E. and soon attains fairly large dimenstc^. Just

north of xa® it is about 60 yds. wide and X3 to 16 ft. cfeept

From this point to xo® it flows N.W., receiving many tributariei.
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efipecially the Luando from the east. In abmrt and at

intervals duri^ its westerly passage throi^h the outer plateau

escarpments, its course is broken^bjr rapids, the river flowing

in a wellsiehned valley flanked i^her g^imd. The lowest

fall is that of Kambamba, or Livingstone, with a drop of 70 ft.

Thence to the sea, a distance of some 160 it is navigable

by small steamers, though very shallow in the dry season.

The nver enters the sea m p*’ 15' S., 13° so' £., 40 m. S. of

Loanda. There is a shiftuig bar at its mouth, difhcult to

cross, but the river as a waterwi^ has become of less knporteace

since the fertile district in its nnddle basin has liieen served fay

the railway from Loanda to Asnbaca. (See Angola.)
KWEl-CHOW, a Boutb^westem province of China, bounded

N. by S*e-ch‘uen, E. Hy-nan, S, by Kwai^-sd, and W. by
Vaa-aan. It contains 67,000 sq. m., and has a population

of about 8,000,000. Kwei>yang Fu is the provincial capital,

and besides this there are ^ven prefectural cities in the pro-

vince. With the exception of plains in the neighbourhood
of Kwei-yang Ku, Tasting Fu, and Taun-i Fu, in the central and
northern regions, the province may be described as mountain-
ons. The mountain ranges in the south are largely inhabited

by Miao-tsze, who are the original owners of the soil and have
been constantly goaded into a state of rebellion by the oppression

to which they have been subjected by the Chinese officials.

To this (hstnrbing cause was added anotl^ in x86i by the spread
of the MahonuAedon rebellion in Yun-nan into some of the

south-western districts of the province. The devastating

effects of these civil wars were most disastrous to the trade

and the pnwperity of Kwei-chow. The climate is by nature

unhealthy, the supply of running water being small, and that

of stagnant water, from which arises a fatd malaria, being

considerable. The agcicuitural products of the province arc

very iiiMted, and^ts chief wealth Hes in its minerals. Copper,

silver, lead and einc are found in considerable quantities,

and as regards quicksilver, Kwei-chow is probably the richest

country in the world. This has heoi from of old the tdbief

product of the province, and the bek in which it occurs extends

through the whole district horn south-west to north-east. One
of the principal mining tdistricts is K*ai Chow, in the prefecture

of Kwei^ang Fu, and this district has the advantage of being

situated near Hwang-pUng Chow, from which place the products

can be conveniently and cheaply shipped to Hankow. Cinna-

bar, realgar, orpiment and coal form the rest of the irnneral

products of Kwei-chow. Wild silk is another valuable article

of 'export. It is chiefly manufactured in the prefecture of

Tsun-i Fu.

KYAUK^YU, a district in the Arakan division of Lower Burma,
on the oastem coast of the Bay of Bengal. It consists of, first, a

strip of imamland along the of Bragal, extending from the

An pass, across the main range, to the Ma-'i River, and,^conc%,
the large islands of Ramree and ChedUba, with many others to

thefaouih, lying ofi the coast of Sandoway . The maiiifland in the

north 4Uid east is highly mountainous and fore^-clad, and the

lower portion is cult up into numerous islands by a network
of tidal creiks. Between the mainland and Ramree hes a group

of islands separated by deep, narrow, salt-water inlets, forming

the north-eastern ^hore of Kyankpyu harbour, which extends lor

nearly 30 m. along Ramree in « south-eiaterly direction, and
has anarverageforeadth of 3 m. Ihe principal mountains are the

Arakan Yomas, which send oul spurs and sub-spurs almost to

the sea-coast. The An pass, an important tnofle nnste, rises to

a height of 4664 It. above sea^ievel. 31ie Dha-^ and the An
rivers are navigable large Jboats for 05 and 45 m. respec-

tively. Above these distances they are mere moontaiin ibocnents.

Large forests of raikiable timber cover an area of about 650
sq. m. Kyoukpyu contains numerous ** mud volcon^'” from
which marsh gas is frequency discharged, with occasional issue

of flame. The latgestofthese is situatad in the centred! Cfaedoba
island. Earth-oil wdts exist m 'several plaoeB in the district

The oil when brought to the surface has the appearance ef a
whitish*^blue water, whkh^gwes out brifliaxit^straw-colouied rays,
and emitB a strong fMntgent odour. Limestone, iron and coal

are also itmnd Area, 4387 eq. m. ;
pep* (ipn), Showing

an increase in the dec^ of 2'$ %. *

The chief town, Kyituki^u, had a population in xpoi of 3145.
It has a munkapal committee of twelvemembem, thne ex

and nine appointed by the local government, and there is athird-

ckss district gaol. Kyaukpyu is a port under the Indian Forts

Act (X. of 1889), and the steamers of the British Ic^a Naviga-

tkm Company >^1 there once a week going and coming between
Rangoon and Calcutta.

KYAUKI^a chstrict in the Meiktila dhoskm of Upf^ Burma,
with an area of 1274 sq. m., and a popuigldon in tqpx of

is also known as the so called from the

origin^d nine canals of the district, •it consisft of a generally

level strip running north and south at the loot of the S£ui Hills,

and of a hilly region rising op itheae hills tAllheeoH,Andihek
ing the Yeyaman tract, which lies between ai® 30' andoi^ 40' N.
and 96'' 15' and 96° 45' E., irith peaks rising to between 4500
and 5000 ft. This tract as nug^ and joered by ravines, and is

very sparsely inhabited. ThePanlam^and Zawgyi rivers froq^

the Shan States flow through the district and are utilized for the

numerous irrigation canals. Notwithstanding this, much timber

is floated down, and the Panlaung is navigable for small boats all

the year round. Rain is very scarce, hut thd canals supply ample
water for cultivation and all other purposes. They are said to

have been dug by King Nawrabt&in 2092. Heis ailegedto have
completed -the system of nine canals and weirs in three years’

time. Others have been constructed sktee the annexation of

Upper Burma. At that time many were in serious -disrepair, but
most of them have been greatly improved by the construction

of proper regulators and ^tces. Two-thirds xaf the population

are dependent entirely on cuhivation for their support, and this

is mao^y rii^ on irrigated land. In the Yeyaman tract the

diiel crop is rice* The great majority of the population is pure
Burmese, but in the hills there are a good many Danus, a cross

between Shans and Burmese. The railway runs through the

centre of the riceproducingarea, and feeder roads open up the

country as far as the Slxon iootibills. The greater part of the

district consists -of state land, the cultivatars being tuiants of

government, butthere is a oertain amount of hereditaiy freehold.

Ktatjks£ town is situated on the Zawgyi River and on the

Rangoan-MaoMlalay railway line, and is well iaid out in regular

streets, covering an area of about a square mile. It has a popula-

tion (1901) of 5420, mostly Burmese, with a colony of Indian

traders. Above it are some bare rocky hillocks, picturesquely

studded with pagodas.

KYD,THOMi^ (1558-1594), one of the most important of the
English Elizabethan dramatists who preceded Shakespeare.

Kyd remained until the last decade of the X9th century in what
appeared likely to be impenetrable obscuri^. Even his name
was forgotten unltil Thomas Hawkinsabout 1773 discovered it in

connexion with The Spanis^i Tragedy in Thomas Heywood’s
Apohogie iar Actors, But by the indus^ of English and German
schokus a great deal of light has since been thrown on his life

and writings. He was the son of Francis Kyd, citizen and scri-

vener of Loaxlon, and was bafitized in the dmroh of St Mary
Wioolnoth, Lombard Street, on the 6th of November 1558. H^
mother, who siorvived her son, was named Agnes, or Ai^. In

October 1565 Kyd entered the:nevdy founded Merchant Taylors*

School, whereEdmund Spenser and perhaps Thomas Lodge were

at diiSerent times his schooinfelitowB. It is tbou^t Ihat Kyd did

notproceed to ahher of the nniversities; heapparendy fofiowed,

soon after leaving school, his lather’s business aa a scrivener.

Bat Nariie desoimes him >06 a **
shifting tsompanion that ran

thmughevery art and throve bynene.” ^showed aiairly wide

rai^ of reading in Latin. The author on whom ihe dunm most

fre^ is Seneca, butHim ore many iemmiaGflnceB,«nd occasion-

al^ mistranslariDns of other nu^ovs. Nashs cantemptuously

said that *'£iig^Senete read bycsmdkkg^tyeeldesmanygoo^
sentences,” no doubt exaggerating bis indebtedness to Thomas
Newton’s transkrioiL John Lyly bod a rnuiee narked influenoe

on Iw manner thanany nlhos^contamixx^^
hepmdDoediasiamous.i^ Tke^Spmiek Ikmgedy, between 1984



wid 1589, th« quarto in the Blithe Mmenn (4i!tidt» iR'dbdiif

earlier than (Hie Cldtdhgen and BDeimene ifuartias^ dated 15^
and 15^ is undated^ and the playym Uter^ lor the preas in

159a. . The full ^iitle runs, The Spanish Ttageik emhsimns iAe

LmmntaiieEnd of Den HtnMio a^BMmpma ; mUk the PeHfal

Dea^ ef Old Miermimef and the {^y hcomsnoi^ refeeredto by

Hoa^owe and oUier contemporaries as Himmiim. This draina

enjoyed all darough the ^^e of Elisabeth and erven <of lames L
and Chaifet I. so unflaggiiiga sueeess that it has been styled Ibe

most popular Of all old sS^lishfilayB. Certain eiqwessiions in

NaaK^s prelatce'tiathe 1589 edition of MbesnQieaxs^sMemphm
may be eaiid to have started a <whole vwirld of spepulation with

to Kytfs tctivity. hLucbol this is stall ve^pusding:; ner

is it reaUy understood why Ben Jonson called hmi ^ spmtmg
Kfd.'’ In 1591 there vvias added a soit of prologue to flbr

1

Tragedy, oahed The First Part ef ferommo, er The Wanes sff

Portugal, not printed till 1605. Professor Boas concludes that

Kyd hadmothing to do with th^ iBelodnunatic production, winch

gives a difterent version of the story and presents Jerooimo

as little more than a bufioon. On the otha hand^ it becomes

more and more certain that what German criticism calls the l/r-

Hamlet, the original draft of the tragedy of the prince of Denmark,

was a lost work by Kyd, probably composed by him in 1587..

This theoiy has been very elaborately worked out by Professor

Sarrazin, and ccuifirmed by Professor Boas; these scholars are

doubtless right in holding that traces of Kyd's play survive in

the first two acts of the 1603 first quarto of Handet, but they

probably go too far in attributing much of the actual language

of the last three acts to “Kyd. Kyd’s next work was in all prc^
ability the tragedy of Soliman and Perseda, written perhaps in

1588 and licensed for the press in 1592, which, although anony-

mous, is assigned to him on strong inteiml evidence by Mr Boas.

No copy of the first edition has come down to us; but it was re-

printed, after Kyd’s death, in 1599. In the summer or autumn
of 1590 Kyd seems to have given up writing for the stage, and

to have entered the service of an unnamed lord, who employed

a troop of players.” Kyd was probably the private secretary

of this nobleman, in whom Professor Boas sees Robert Radcliffe,

afterwards fifth earl of Sussex. To the wife of the earl (Bric^t
Morison of Cassiobury ) Kyd dedicated in the last year of his ute

his translation of Gamier^s Comdia (1594), to the dedication of

which he attached his initials. Two prose works of the dramatist

have survived, a treatise on domestic econonw, The Householder's

Philosophy, translated from the Italian of Tasso (1588); and a

sensational account of The Most Wicked and Secret Murdering of
,

John Braver, Goldsmith (1592). His name is written on the

;

title-page of the unique copy of the last-named pampWet at
’

Lwnbeth, but probably not by his hand. That many of Kyd's
|

plays and poems have been lost is proved by the fact that fig-

ments exist, attributed to him, which are found in no surviving

context. Towards the close of his life Kyd was brought into

relations with Marlowe^ It would seem that m 1590, soon after

he entered the aervice of his nobleman, Kyd formed this acquaint-

ance. Ifhe is to be believed, he shrank at once from Marlowe as a

'

man “ intemperate and of a cruel heart ^ and ” irreligious.” This,

;

however, was said by Kyd with the rope round his neck, and is
|

agiTcely consistent with agood deal of apparent intimacy l^tween
|

and Marlowe. When, in May 1 593, the ” lewd libels ” and 1

” blaaphefnies ” of Maiiowe name before the notice of the Star

;

Chanihw, Kyd was immediately arrested, papers of his having

been foqnd ”-3huffled ” with some of Marlowe’s, who was im-

prisoned a week later. A visitation on Kyd’s papers was made
m consequence of his having attached a seditious libel to the

wall of the Dutch churchyard in Austin Friars. Of this he was
innocent, but there was found in his chamber a pi^ of ” vile

heretical conceits denying the deity of Jesus Christ.” Kyi was
arrested and put to the torture in Bridewell. He asserts that

he knewmtbmg of this^ument and tried to shift the responsi-

bility of it upon Marlowe; but he was kept in prison until after

the death of that poet (June i, 1593). When he was at length

dismissed, his patron refused to take him back into his s^ce.
HefeKintontter destitution,and sank under the weight of ” bitter

tisn4nndpri^ ^
1594, agdm lihe >ol dawftyaiM^shia^yai^^

ommoed <iieir aflininiit.rK^ Hie goads
vm doeumeiMtNrfgrfit iiap«Mttoediscerned
The importanceof Kyd, as thepmaoer.ii^die^imiMW

sneaa 0f aeodar draim m Eng^^ gim great

wodo^ and em are how able «t iast to aasert.whatmahy crstioi

havekmg cahjecti»ed,thathetakesin tfaatinovaaieQlHie
dakader andaknostiClaBiit^^ Ranardedi^ thh poii^
of vkm, The Spm^ Tragedy k a W)ork>al<mcti8ifdmary ¥aliie^

rince it lis Hiewheat specuneii of dfiectivemm paeti^esdslmg
inifiiigltshktBeittxne. itlMdbeenfwee6cledhaifybyAlw.|W
poBBB of Peeke and Lyly^ in whi^ aH tint ttmhtStutee m tha^^

modem sense theatricH techmqne and tfie^e corntmotion
was entkely absent These gifits, in which the wiadepower of

the theatne as a place of general entertainment was to tonskt,
were sisp^M earnest aaneng Enghdi playwri^tslto Kyd, and
were first exercised by bixn, so far as (We can see, in r586< This,

then,isamom or less definite,startingdate Ibr Eliaabet]^ driuna»
and of peculiar value to its iustoiians. Conous^ enough,

Spanish Tragedy, which was the earliest sti^^eplay of Hk great

period, was the most popular, andheld its own right tfarov^
the careers of Shakespeare, Ben Jonson and Fletcher. It was
not any shortcoming m its harrowing and excitiitg plot, but the

tomeiiESs of its archaic versification, whidi prdbablyled in Y6oa

to its receiving ” additians,” which !tove bem a stumblmg-
block to the critics. It is known that Ben Jonson was pah! for

these additional scenes, but they are extremely unlike ml other

known writii^ of Hs, and several Schdlars have indmumdezit]^

conjectured that John Webster wrote ttiem. Of Kydltosdf tt

seems needful to point out that neither the Germans nor even

Professor Boas seems to realke how littled^te merit bis poetry

has. He is impoortant, not in himself, but a pioneer. The
influence of Kyd is marked on all the immediate pr^ccessow of

Shakespeare, and the bold way in which Scenes of vioknt crime

were treated on the Elizabethan stage appears to be dfeedtly

owing to the example of Kyd's innovating genius. 'His idatioB

to Hamlet has already been noted, and Titus Andrenims presents

and exaggerates so many of his characteristics that Mr Sidney

Lee and others have supposed that tragedy to bea work of KyxTs

touched up by Shakespeare. Professor Boas, however, brings

cogent objections against this theory, founding them on what he

considers the imitative inferiority of Titus Andrtmieus to IHk

Spanish Tragedy, The German critics have pushed too far their

attempt to find indicaticfns of Kyd's influence on biter plays

of ^kespeare. The extraordinary interest felt for Kyd in

Germany is explained by the fact that The Spanish Tragedy Was

long the best known of all Elizabethan plays abroad. It was

acted at Frankfort in 1601, and published soon afterwards at

Nurerhbeig. It continued to be a stock piece in Germany until

the beginning of the 18th century; it was equally popular in

Holland, and potent in its effect upon Dutch dramatic literature.

Kvd's works were first collected aad bis life writteu by Professor

F. S. Boas in 1901. Of modem editions of The Spanish Tragedypuiy

be mentioned that by J. M. Manly in Speemeiu of ffn

PreShaheepearemn Drama, vol. li. {Boston, iSoTh.and 1w J. Sohick

ta the Tempts Dramatists » He® CorneUaMJni, Gasiaer,

1894)2 C. S&ffhschefiel, T. Kyd^s TrMOdienJ,m%); Grc^ Sarrasia,

Thonm Kyd vmd sein Kreis (1892); 0- O. Fleisc^^'^BemwkuMen
UberThomas Kyd's SpanWh Tragedy" ij»hred>0hekt^Ord^Kd^
schuls su DmUm^rnaetadt (1896); J.

Sdhidk. "T. Kyd^s fhpaxm
Xeaxedy ” iUterarhistoriseke Forechungen, vot 19,

iCl^pit, to AUt^l. ThMitr <voL 1.,

KYFFHAOSEB, a doable line of hills in Thuringia, Genuaw.

The northern part looks steeply down upon the valley of the.

Godene Aue, and is crowned by two ruined castles, Rothenbutg

(1440 ft.) on the west, and Kyffhausen the east.

The latter, built probably in the loth cenfiny, was frequent

the residence of the Hohenstaufen emperors, and toss

destroyed intbe 16th century. The mating ruinS are tiiaseel^
Oberburg with its tower, and of tl# ^nterburg with its

The hill u sunnounted by an inqwffa-monumeint^jitohii^iaety

WilHam I., tire equestrian statucl cf the onperor btm ixK



960 KYl^ASTON
high and the height of the whole aio ft. ,This was erected

in X896. According to an old and popular legend, the emperor

Frederick Barbarossa sits asleep Reside a marble table in ^e
interior of the mountain, surrounded by h^ knights, awaiting

the destined day when he shall awaken and le^ the united

peoples of Germany against her enemies, apd so inaugurate

an era of unexampled glory. But G. Vogt has advanced cogent

reasons (see Hist. Zeitschrift, xxvi. 131-187) for believing

that the real hero of the legend is the other great Hohen>

staufen emperor, Frederick II., not Frederick I. Around

lum gradually ci^tallized the hopes of the German peoples,

and to him they looked for help in the hour of their sorest need.

*.But thk is not the only legend of a slumbering future deliverer

which lives on in Germany./ Similar hopes cling to the memory
of Charlemagne, sleeping in a hill near Paderbom; to that of the

Saxon hero Widukind, in a hill in Westphalia ;
to Siegfried, in the

hilt of Geroldseck; and to Henry I., iiva hill near Goslar.

See Richter, Das deutsche Kyffhdusergebirge (Eisleben, 1876);

Lemcke, Der deutsche Kaisertraum und der Kyffhduser (Magdeburg, •

1887) ;
and FUhrer dutch dat Ky(fhdusergebirge (Sangerhauseii, 1891)

;

Baltser, Das Kyffhdusergebirge (Rudolstadt, 1882); A. Fulda, Die
Kyffhdusersas^ (Sangerhausen, 1889) ;

and Anemiiller, Kyffhduser und
Rothenburg (Detmold, 1892).

KYNA8T0N, EDWARD (c. 1640-1706), English actor, was

bom in London and first appeared in Rhodes’s company, having

been, like Betterton, a clerk in Rhodes’s book-shop before he

set up a company in the Cockpit in Drury Lane. Kynaston

was probably the last and certainly the best of the male actors

of female parts, for which his personal beasity admirably fitted

him. His last female part was Evadne in The Maid^s Tragedy

in 1661 with Killigrew’s company. In 1665 he was playmg
important male parts at Covent Garden. He joined Betterton

at Lincoln’s Inn-,Ficlids in 1695, after which he received less

important roles, retiring in i^. He died in 1706, and was

buried on the i8th of. January.

KY^ETON, a town of Dalhousie county, Victoria, Australia,

on the river Campaspe, 56 m. by rail N.N.W. of Melbourne.

Pop. (1901), 3274. It is the centre of a prosperous agricul-

tural and p^toral district. Important stock sales and an

annual exhibition of stock are held. There are, moreover,

some rich gold quartz- reefs in the neighbourhood. Kyncton

lies at an elevation of 1687 ft., and the scenery of the district,

which includes some beautiful waterfalls, attracts visitors in

summer.
KYOSAI, SHO-FU (1831-1889), Japanese painter, was bom

at Koga in the province of Shiraotsuke, Japan, in 1831. After

working for a short time, as a boy, with Kuniyoshi, he received

his artistic training in the studio of Kan6 Dohaku, but soon

abandoned the formal traditions of his master for the greater

freedom of the popular school. During the political ferment

which produced and followed the revolution of 1867, Kyosai

att;^iin^ a considerable reputation as a caricaturist. He was

three times arrested and imprisoned^ by the authorities of the

shogunate. Soon after the assumption of effective power by the

mikado, a ^eat congress of painters and men of letters was held,

et which Kydsai was present. He again expressed his opinion

of the new movement in a caricature, which had a great popular

success, but also brought him into the hands of the police

—

this time of the opposite party. Ky6sai must be considered

the greatest successor of Hokusai j[of whom, however, he was

not a pupil), and as the first political caricaturist of Japan,

His work—^l^e his life—^is somewhat wild and undisciplined,

-KYSHTYM
and occasionally smacks of the saki cup.’’ But if he did

not possess Hokusai’s dignity, power afnd reticence, he sub-

stituted an exuberaitt fancy, which always lends interest to

draughtsmanship of very great technical^ excellence. In

addition to his caricatures, Kydsai pmnted a large number
of pictures and sketches, often choosii^ subjects from the

folk-lore of his counpy. A fine collection of these works is

preserved in the British Museum; and there are also good

examples in the National Art Library at South Kensington,

and the Mus^e Guimet at PiIHs. Among his illustrated books

may be mentioned Yehan Taka^kagami, Illustrations of Hawks

(5 vols., 1870, &c.); Kfdsai Gwafu (1880); Kydsai Dongwa ;

Kydsai Raku-gwa; Kydsai Riaku^gymi; Kyds^Mangwa (1881);

Kydsai Sidgima (1^2); and Kydsai Gwaden (1887). The latter

is illustrate by him under the name of Kawanabe Tdyoku,

and two of its four volumes are devoted to an account of his

own art and life. He died in 1889.

See Guimet (E.) and Regamey (F.), Promenades japonaises (Paris,

1880) ;
Anderson (W.), Catalogue of Japanese Painting in the British

Museum (London, ito6) ;
Mortimer Menpes, " A Personal View of

Japanese Art : A Lesson from KyOsai, Magazine of Art (1888).

(E. F. S.)

KYWE (in full kyrie cleison, or eUeson, Gr. Kvpu ik^crov; cf.

Ps. exxii. 3, Matt. xv. 22, &c., meaning Lord, have mercy ”),

the words of petition used at tha beginning of the Mass and in

other offices of the Eastern and Roman Churches. In the

Ai^lican Book of Common Prayer the Kyrie is introduced

into the orders for Morning and Evening Prayer, and also, with

an additional petition, as a response made by the congregation

after the reading of each of the Commandments at the

opening of the Communion Service. These responses arc

usu^y sung, and the name Kyrie is thus also applied to their

musical setting. In the Lutheran Church the Kyrie is .still

said or sung in the original Greek. Kyrielle,” a shortened

form of Kyrie eletsoHf is applied to eight-syllfifbled four-line verses,

the last line in each verse being repeated as a refrain.

KYRLE, JOHN (1637-1724), '‘the Man of Ross,” English

philanthropist, was bom m the parish of Dymock, Gloucester-

shire, on the 22nd of May 1637. His father was a barrister

and M.P., and the family had lived at Ross, in Herefordshire,

for many gc?i.erations. He was educated at Balliol College,

Oxford, and having succeeded to the property at Ross took

up his abode there. In everything that concerned the welfare

of the little town in which he lived he took a lively interest-—

in the education of the children, the distribution of alms, in

improving and embellishing the town. He delighted in mediating

between those who had quarrelled and m preventing lawsuits.

He was generous to the poor and spent all he had in good works.

He lived a great deal in the open air working with the labourers

on his farm. He died on the 7th of November 1724, and was

buried in the chancel of Ross Church. His memory is pre-

served by the Kyrie Society, founded in 1877, to better the

lot of working people, by laying out parks, encouraging house

decoration, window gardening and flower growing. Ross was

eulogized by Pope in the third Moral Epistle (1732), and by

Coleridge in an early poem (1794)*

KYSHTYM, a town of Russia, in the government of Perm,

56 m. by rail N.N.W. of Chelyabinsk, on a river of the same

name which connects two lak^. Pop. (1897), Th®

official name is Verkhne-Ky*tyrt8lkiy-Zavod, or Upper Kyshtym

Works, to distinguish it from the Lower (Nizhne) Kyshtym
Works, situated two miles lower down the same river.
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